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INDEX TO VOLUME III.

A.
ABBOT'S Langley Church restored, 4:50

Abney Park Cemetery, monument of Dr. Watts, 179,
591

Academy of .St. Luke, Rome, architectural prizes, 440
Accidents: Fall of the Yarmouth Suspension Bridge,

220, 239, 251, 253; Cotton Mill, Oldham, 1U9, 277 ;

Northleach prison, 289; Miscellaneous, in connec-
tion with building, 5, 47, 00, 70, 71, 190, 203, 209,
210, 227, 257, 305, 317, 323, 441,463 (see also “ Fires ")

Accidents on railways, 394, 5.37
;
prevention of (Sup.) 9

Address of the new Editor, 1 ; on the close of the
volume, 61?

Agricultural college at Cirencester, 92
Agriculture (see " Sewage manure”)
Agrigentum, ruins of, 351
Air as a motive power, 403, 410, 535
Air-engine, Professor Iteinagle's, 179
Aisles, application of the term, 518
Aix-la-Chapelle, architectural antiquities in, 385
Alabaster, Italian, 444
Albert-gate, Hyde-park, 400
Alderton Church, Wilts, hagioscope, &C.205, 222, 236
Allison’s Almshouses, Louth, 103
All worth Church, near Reading, proposed restoration,

Altar of the Round Church, Cambridge, 30, 63
Altars in the East, 12
Altar-piece, St. James's Church, Bermondsey, 32, 596
Altars, stone (see “ Stone altars and Credence table ”j

Alnwick, new church, 551
Alton Towers, improvements at, 346
America: moving brick houses at Boston, 35; its
mai bles, 40; its ruined cities, 50

Amsterdam, new exchange, 446
Ancholme Level, Lincolnshire, plan for draining, 152
Ancient monuments (see “ National antiquities”)
Anglesea house, lightning conductors (Sup.) 4
Anti-Corn- Law Bazaar iu.Covent Garden Theatre,

189,239,203, 330 0
Antigone, Greek scene at Covent Garden, 18
Antigua, new cathedral at, 603
Arabia Felix, ancient reservoirs in, 48
Arbitrations, law of, 69; in disputed accounts, 445, 603
Arborlowe, near Derby, Druidlcal temple, 307
Arch (the), known to the Greeks, 312: pointed, the

early use of, 489
Archienlogy, its objects and utility, 442
Archaeological Association (see "British Archaeologi-

cal Association)
; branch society at Ipswich, 529

Archaeological album, 602
Archaeological congress at Lille, 298
Archaeological Institute, its proceedings, 446, 449, 189,

549, 557
Archaeological Journal, 246
Archimedinn screw, its proposed application to rail-
ways, 117 ; its practical results, 141

Architect’s commission, 22, 605
Architects’ difficulties in executing great works, 301
Architects, knowledge necessary to, 569
Architects' names on their works, 566, 502, 621
Architectural antiquities, study of, 305
Architectural drawing schools, 155
Architectural competitions (see “ Competitions ”)
Architectural fragment, an essay, 479
Architectural libraries, 46, 501, 519
Architectural modellers, 190, 238
Architectural room, Roval Academy, 229 ‘’17
Architectural theology, 50
Architecture, a new system of, 208
Architecture for the poor, ], 24,29.35,47,61 83

167, 221
1, 221 , 333, 473, 485, 516

' ’ ’

Architecture the exponent of national character, 433
Architecture and art, Goethe on, 309
Archway, Hyde-park corner, 325, 359
Armytage Church, Staffordshire, rebuilt, 201
Amott’s ventilating valve, 327
Art and manufactures, 330
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Artists, dinner to, at Brussels, 495
Artisans, want of efficient, 457, 481, 488
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Art-Union Prize Annual, 408
Arundel Castle improvements, 328
Asli Church, Kent, window 199
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Ashby Wolds New Church, 93
Ashton, fall of a railway viaduct, 209, 2’7
Asphalte for external roofing, 5>77
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Austin, H., self-acting closet, 439, 4G7

a
wind"w in t,le flitch church, 30, 43A

279 1)3 37’
ffreenhouses under the Building Act,

Award, (see “ Building Act”)
Aylesbury Church, piscina, 477

BADMINTON, antiquarian discovery at, 585
uagnigge Wells, model houses for the poor, 1, 485
Bai1 lies slide valve ventilator, ,319
Daily, Francis, portrait of, 461
Ba ser, Messrs., dinner to their workmen, 340
Batderton Church, carved bench ends, 330Ba antme, James, treatise on painted glass, 541
Ballfintine and Allen on painted glass for the House

or Lords, 518

Barber Surgeons' Hall gateway, 19
Barlow, W. P., on atmospheric railways, 116
Bam floors, 191
Barnstaple, New Trinity Church, 332
Barrington Court, 450 ; Tudor ironwork, 463
Barry, Chas., and the House of Lords,30l, 331, 371

(and see “ Houses of Parliament")
Bars v. Wires for suspension bridges, 169
Bartholomew, Alfred, F.S.A., his death, 23, 29
Barton House, Isle of Wight, 464
Basevi, G., memoir and notices of, 229, 269, 510
Bas-reliefs, commissioned by Marquis of Lansdowne,

Bath, collections for the history of the city, 597;
proposed Baths and Wash-houses at, 80; stone
coffin and skeletons, 280; New Schools, St. Sa-
viours. 389; Lansdowne Tower, 464; Moravian
Chapel, 552; chimney-piece, Netling House, 610

Bath Stone, remarks on, 52
Baths and Wash houses, editor’s remarks, 25; City
and East London, 22, 47, 53, 88, 99, 146, 189, 213,
214, 258, 428,529,576,609; St. Pancras, 80, 428, 470,
535: B.-ith, 80; Birmingham, 80,262; Edinburgh,
24, 475 . Hull

(
Sup.) 11 ; Liverpool, 25, 333; Man-

chester, 200; Rotherham, 128
Battersea, intended park at, 9, 512, 606
Battle Church, ancient paintings, 481
Bavaria, architecture and the fine arts in, 373, GOO
Bawdeswell, Norfolk, new church, 201
Baylis, Mr., his collection at Pryor’s Bank, 150, 594

roo”
m C°VeUt Garden Theatre, 189, 239, 263,

Beams (see “Iron Beams")
Beams, proportions of ancient and modem, 328
Bedford, St. Peter's Church enlarged, 405
Bedrooms, want of ventilation in, 203
Bedsteads without screws. 393
Beethoven, statue at Bonn, 370
Belfast Improvements, 419
Belgium, architecture, science, and the fine arts in,

65, 385, 537, 6’00

Belgian engineering, 107
Belgian glass, its low price, 371
Befis of York Minster, 83, 176, 440 ; of continental

cathedrals, 176
Belsize House, Hampstead, carved staircase, 354
Bench ends, ancient carved, 33b, 491
Berlin, architectural proceedings in, 65, 205; new

royal library, 525 ; a “ Pentonville prison ” at, 600
Bermondsey, St. James's Church altar-piece, 32, 596

;

fatal accident, 317
1
grave-yard at, 56;i

Bernan on warming and ventilating, 268, 423, 454
Beverley, improvements at, 346; restoration of St.
Mary’s Church, 589

Birch, near Manchester, new church, 261
Birchington Church, Thanet. window, 502
Birkenhead docks, 140, 333; new churches, ’61;
market-house, 358

Birmingham, proposed public baths, 80, 262; repairs
of St. Philip's Church, 93; improvements, 262;
Queen's hospital, proposed enlargement, 221 ; so-
ciety of arts and school of design, meeting, 281

Blackfriars bridge, new pier, 530
Blandy, Mr., competition for building on his ground

at Reading, 59, 61, 94, 130, 239
Blasting shoals with gunpowder, 269, 297
Blenheim, 515; Walpole's opinion of, 469
Blisters in Lime, 35, 130
Bloomsbury Charity Schools, 394
Blue lias lime, Gieaves’s, 573
Bolton, terra cotta church at, 202, 341 571
Book-keeping, 494
Booksellers' Provident Asylum, 441, 449, (Sup.) 12
Bonner, bishop, his ancient residence sold, 7Boston, America, the Mormon temple, 11’
Botanic gardens, Regent’s park, 240
Boulogne, Napoleon column, 475
Bow churchyard, ancient vaultings, 2
Bowood, hot-houses injured by lightning, 413Box tunnel, Mr. Brunei's report, 183
Bradford, improvements. (Sup.) 11
Brasses (see “Monumental Brasses ”)
Branston Church, carved bench ends, .330
Brard, M., his experiments on stone, ::

Brecon, prices of building materials in, ^69
Brewers' coolers, 155
Bricks and brickmaking, l]9, 136, 155, 18-’, 487. 390.
449 (and see “ Drain Bricks")

’

Brickmaking in America, 82
Bricks, duty on, 164, 384
Brick walls, efflorescence on, 437
Brickwork, weight of, 24 ; affected by heat, 62, 161 •
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altc' bb!,; Jobl1 on construction in,
218,244; geometry of, 295 ; modern, its defects, 7.'i,

193,250, 262, 288; niches in, 286; of sewers (see
‘.Sewers”)

; in tunnels, 466
Bridge-building fraternities (ancient), 497
Bridges, over the Lea, Hackney, 23; at Besons, 71-
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138, 23/, 2b.i : on the Lowther, 236; on the Tweed,
251; at St. Ives, 406; on the TafT, Glamorgan-
shire, 426, 440 ; at St. Petersburg!!, 443; on the
1 vne, 536; in China, 618 (and see “Railway
bridges," “ Skew bridges,” “ Suspension bridges")

Bridgewater, intended theatre, 333; Roman Catholic
church, 440

Bridgewaier House, London, rebuilding, 60.3
Uridlington Church, proposed restoration, 161: me-

chanics’ Institution, 261
Brighton, projected improvements, 92
Bristol, Academy of Fine Arts, 21, 53, 166, 323; new
church at, 93, new stock exchange, 191

;
proposed

floating pier, 236 ; water works, 236, 249 ; improve-
ments, 388, 399, 488; architectural proceedings in
and near, 549; (and see “ Redcliffe Church")

Bristol and Clifton drainage, 299
British Archaeological Association meetings at Can-
terbury, 129; at Winchester, 378, 385, 404, 441 ; at
Western Literary Institution, (Sup.) 12, 566, 585,
625; dissensions in the council, 109, 155, 170, 196,
215, 227, 279, 30.3

British Association of Science, meeting at Cambridge,
262, 316, 332

British Institution, exhibition of the works of living
artists, 77

0

British Museum, Phigalian and Xanthian marbles,
301,336,338; sale of building materials, 394; new
room opened, 512; intended collection of national
antiquities, 537, 557 ; model of the Parthenon, 59.3

Britton, John, testimonial to, 105, 203, 214, 247, 305,

_ 392; dinner to, 325“ ‘

’s memoir of Aubrey, 407

Brocklesley, Lincolnshire, parsonage, 250
Brompton national schools, by G. Godwin, 7
Bronze gates of the Baptistery, Florence, 66
Bronze statue of “ Bavaria,” 14
Bronze works of art, duty on, 275
Brougham Chapel, Westmoreland, 530
Brown's Italian tiles, 563
Brunei, Mr., testimonial to, 47; his report on the Box

tunnel, 188
Brunswick Cathedral, ancient fresco paintings, 481,
516

Buckingham Palace improvements, 4.31 ; frescos in
the Queen's pavilion, 60, 81, 34?, 349

Builders at work, from ancient MSS., 246, 258
Builders' foremen, institution of, 104, 576
Builders' tenders, strictures on, 70, 227,238, 250, 38-3

(and see ** Tenders” and “ Estimates ”)
Buildings Act (Metropolitan), its first coming into
operation, 1.3; remarks on its administration, .37,

43.3, 545, 570 ; its proposed amendment, 485, 505,
570

Arnott’s ventilating valve, 327
Asphalte for roof-covering, 577, 018
Aviaries, 279, 293, 37

2

Awards, 97, 165, 169, 205, 212, 214, 225, 241, 257,

279, 327 , 351. 425, 433, 452, 482, 486, 487. 524,

545, 576, 59.3, 618
Awards, effect of, 279, 5?1
Backyards, 109
Bows (see “Shop fronts and projections”)
Bridges, 455
Cellars, 24, 61, 612
Chimneys, construction and cuttings into, 205,

225, 241, 327, 486, 545
Chimney-breasts ;see “ Chimneys”)
Chimney-bricks, Moon’s, 328
Chimney-pots and funnels, 109, 225
Chimney shafts, 45, 296, 351
Churches and chapels (new), 230, 452
Clauses modified, 327, 446, 486
Close fires, 137
“ Commencement ” of a building, 37. 57. 58, 61,

94, 105, 133, 205, 225, 241, 257
Copings, 487, 545
Courts and alleys, 1, 127, 487
Curb roofs, 545
District surveyors, their powers and responsibili-

ties, fees, interference, &c., 109, 164, 169, 189,
241, 256, 530, 558, 593, 625

Drains, size of, 298, 545
Fees, tables and remarks, 37, 38. 46, 97. 164, 165,

169, 433, 571, 618
Greenhouses, 279, 293, 3/2
Insulated buildings, 3411, .372, 382, 545
Intermixed buildings, 1 17
Kitchens, 24, 61, 612
“ Master builder,” 82
Minor points, 180, 192, 215, .384 , 543, 603
Notice to resume operations, 593
Obstruction of light and air, 545
Official referees, their pioceedings, fees, respon-
sibilities, and jurisdiction, 25, 37, 70, 94, 97,
105, 129, 154, 230

Resignation of Mr. Higgins, 303, 433; third
referee proposed, 485

Overhanging roofs, 348.4,3.3

Parapets and caves gutters, 487, 545
Party walls, 117, 154, 164, 256, 425, 43.3, 524, 577
Projections, 97, 105, 164, 169, 205, 225, 241, 257,

577, 618
Raising old buildings, 58
Registrar, powers of the, 571
“ Repairs commenced," 46
Repairs of timber buildings, 482
Repairs not affecting construction, 241
Robins, Mr. Greenway, on its operation, 117 , 127»

154, 164, 212, 882, 558
Shop-fronts, 58, 95, 97, 119, 133, 109, 618 (and see
“ Projections ”)

Sign-boards, 577, 59.3

Slaughter houses, 545
Slabs and hearths, 40
Stone stairs, 433, 584
Tanners' drying sheds, 576
Temporary buildings, 70, 545
The Thames, banks and sides of, 431
Timber buildings, repairs of, 482
Timber in external walls, 433
Underpinning walls, 43.3
Vineries, 279, 293, 3/2
Walls, cuttings into, 256, 327
Warehouses, dividing walls, 460
Wash-houses, 446
Water-pipes, 495
Window-blinds not projections, 241
Widening streets, 76, 127,618

Building materials. Importance ofa knowledge of 569-
statistics and prices of, 269, 287, 602 (and see
“Stone, Marble, Timber, Iron,” &c.)

Building societies, 14, -14, 142, 494
Bunnet's patent iron shutters, 315
Burials in towns, 83, 92, 116, 157, 173, 178, 197,316,
518,525,536,563,588

’ '* ’

Bungay, new corn hall, 453
Burford Church, Salop, restored, 550
Burgess, Rc-v. R., on theAvallsof Rome, 241
Burnley, Mechanics’ Institution, 323; pruposed Ro-man Catholic Church, 333
Burton-on-Trent, new mode of road-making, 235
Bury Sri Edmund’s, restoration of Norman tower, 2GI.
4)8,5.52; proposed Museum of Art, 123; rcstora-
tion of St. Mary's Church, J67

Bush, Mr., his light for all nations, 22C, 275, .3 4, 323,
626

Byron, Thorwaldsen's statue of, 117, 542
Byzantine aud Gothic ornaments, 476
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c.

CABINET D’Aisance, 500
Caen stone, qualities of, 507
Calcutta; Cathedral, 441, 530} fall of a suspension-
bridge. 475

Cambridge; Jesus College Chapel, improvements,
2.35; altar of the Round Church, .30, 6.1; Round
Church re opened, 389 : Thorwaldsen’s statue of
Byron, 642; meeting of the British Association of
Science, 202, 316, 332: Fitzwilliam Museum, G13

Cambridge Camden Society, its proceedings, 03, 39,

100, 125, 205, 2.30, 245
Cambridge Antiquarian Society, 533, 012, 021

Camden Town Church, competition for, 00, 350,

371, C06
Canadian timber trade, 00
Canals, their conversion into railways, 333, 440,

(Sup.) 2, (Sup.) 4
Cannel coal for ornamental purposes, 200
Canterbury Cathedral, window in St. Anselm's
Chapel. 470 : restoration of St- Martin's Church,
117; restoration of St. Augustin's Abbey, 37":
font-cover, St. Dunstan's Church, 414; proposed
cemetery, 453; workhouse, competition designs,

149
Canterbury, Lord, death of, 422
Capitals lancienll from Soaue Mustum, 210, 934,

403; from Pompeii, 234; St. Nicholas Church,
Isle of Thanet, 4(i9

Carbonic acid, as a moving power, 529
Cardiff, new schools, 545
Carlisle Cathedral, tracery from, 180
Carlton Club House competition, strictures on, 2(59,

259
Carnarvon Castle, 92
Carpenter's, prices, 11: templets and moulds, 11;

strike at Paris. 133, 380, 407. 510
Carpenter’s Hall, London, ancient painting. (520

Cartoons, Westminster Hall, 310 ; for premium,
Art-Union of London, 12 , 331 , 581

Carved bench-ends, ancient. 330, 41*1

Carved chairs In Norwich Cathedral, 44.3

Carved panels by Inigo Jones, 4!*0

Carved staircases. Belsize House, 354 ;
Cromwell

Hall, 510
Carving (wood!, present state of the art, 145 ;

works
at the New Housesof Parliament, 145,410.449,460;
new doors, York Minster, 294,306, 334,394 : ancient
specimens, 236; Pratt's patent process. 124, 136,

177 (see “ Society of Wood Carvers' 1

)

Case hardened iron, 95
Cassell's patent flooring. 261
Cast-iron, .300; affected by sea water, 13/; orna-

mental, 263
Cast-iron beams, strength of, 49, 163, 277, 465, 499,
513,553

Cast-iron pipes, (Sr/;).) 7
Cast-steel, improved manufacture of, 167
Castle Howard, view and elevation, 515
Catacombs of Paris, 500
Catalogue of the Royal Academy Exhibition, its

errors, 250
Catherine wheel, or rose windows. 139
Cave, inhabited, near Ludlow, 60
Cellarsaud kitchens under new building Act", 94, 61
Cament and artifleial stone, 155, IG0, 190, 262, 275,

293
Cemeteries v. churchyards, 588 (and see " Burials in
towns "

)

Cessn-ols, 74
Chadwick, Edwin, on public works, 362
Chairs (indent) at Chillington-house, 53 ; at Pryor's
Bank, 150

Chairs (carved) in Norwich Cathedral. 443
Chalk, Eliza, “ A Peep into Architecture," by, 40“

Chamfers in Gothic architecture, stops to, 551
Chanter's patent boiler furnace, 272
Charing Church, Kent, window, 282
Charing cross bridge (see " Hungerford bridge ")

Charley wood, new church, Herts, 5<54

Chatham dockyard, improvements, 161
Chatsworth, Gibbons' carvings, 23
Chaucer’s tomb, Westminster Abbey, 499
Cheltenham, proposed church, 261 ;

railway meetings
at, (Sup.) 9

Chemical Society, meeting. 5
Chelsea Hospital, lamp-post by Wren, and trophy at

gates, 102; its antiquities and works of art, 129
Chelsea embankment, 365 ;

improvements, 121, 127.
400. 601

Chester Cathedral, restoration of, 93, 148
Chesterfield, Victoria schools, 261
Chimneys and smoke-jacks, antiquity of, .32.3, 424
Chimney-bricks, Moon's, 323
Chimney piece, Gadsden, M ilts, 126
Chimney-shaft at Thames Bank, 62, 161
Chimney-shafts (see " Building Act")
China, bridges in, 618
Chingford Church, its ruinous state, 461
Chippenham, improvements, 148
Christchurch, Endell-strcet, 114
Chromatic decorations, history of, 588
Chronometric governor, 829
Church architecture, principles of, 16
Church architecture in Paris, .3

Church Building Commissioners' report, 404
Church Building Society’s grants for new churt lit',

47. 120, 15.3, 215. 311. .371

Church building in \\ iltshiro, 566
Church Ex ension Society’s grants, .333

Churchwardens, satirical rules for, 565
Churchyards v. cemeteries, 580
Churchyards (country), their neglected state, 25,’

Cicognara’s work on Venice, 326
Cirencester, proposed Agricultural College. 92
City of London, its revenues. .374 ; apathy of its au-

thorities to archa?ology, 569. 582, 593
City antiquities, remarks on their preservation, 55
City bricklayer, Mr. Bouchier elected, 179
City improvements, strictures on, 347, 497, 533
City museum, proposed, 214
Civil Engineer's College, Putney, .347. 362
Clare, Suffolk, ancient crypt, ISup., 11

Claremont, new stables at, 339
Classic architecture neglected for Gothic, 495, 55.3

Clay for modelling, I.30; for brickmaking (see •• Bricks
and brickmaking ")

Clay and silt foundations. 517, 546
Cleansing, paving, and drainage Association, .3.72. 574
Clerkenwell, projected improvements, 46 : rebuilding
new prison. 408, 4.31

Clerical speculators in railways, (Sup.) 2
Clifton Union Workhouse competition, 148, 1 199
Clifton in Ashbourne, new church, .322

Clive, Lord, bust of, 552
Cloaca Maxima, at Rome, described, 74, 000
Coal Exchange (new), 573
Coals, conveyed by railway, (Sup.) 2 ; duty on, 163 :

price of, .351

Cockerell, Mr., on mausnlca, 05 : bis lectures at the
Royal Academy, 31, 38, 49, 63, 73, 85 ; remark .

thereon, 82
Coffins (stone) discovered at Bath, 286; at Lewes, 540,
566

Colchester, new chapel, KHi; town hall, 20.3 ; corn ex-
change. 418; improvements, 589 ; Roman antiqui-
ties, 609

College of chemistry proposed, 189
Collingwood monument, Durham, 24

Colman, George, his lines on suburban buildings, 469
Cologne, bridge over the Rhine, 146; architectural
antiquities, 38-5

Cologne Cathedral, sonnet on, 461
:
progress of resto-

ration, 65, 336. 442. 493; her Majesty's subscription
to the funds, 461, 475, 559

Colonial timber, duty on, 530
Coloured decorations, history of, 538 , 626
Coloured decorations of the Conservative Club House

142, 229
Coloured glass, 317 (and see “Stained glass")

Colouring plans on parchment, 5o7, 513, 530

Colouring cement, 455
"Commencement" of a building under the new
Building Act (see “ Building Act”)

Competitions; for St. Thomas’s Church, Winchester,

214; landing stages, Liverpool; Eton College

Chapel, 275, .352, 469: St. Mary's Church, Notting-

ham. 299; Llandilo Church, 579; baths and wash-

houses (East London) 122: buildings, King’s-road,

Reading, 59, 61, 94. 130, 2.39 ;
parks at Manchester,

.319, 541 ; altar piece, Bermondsey Church, .32,

596; Art-Union of London premiums, 12 , 39,293,

.3.31,581; Institute of Britislt Architects’ medals,

14. 124
‘ "

Competitions (architectural), their general mis-

management and unfairness, 51, 58, 82, 107, 119,

129, 130, 141, M2, 148, 149, 200, 383
Competitions alleged to be unfair, Bloomsbury

schools, .394; Camden Town Church. 359, ,37 1. 0"6;

Carlton Club House. 269; Clifton Union Work-
house. 178, 199; Holloway Congregational Chapel,

166. 371, 419; St. S mon's Church, Manchester,

186. 2.37 Somerset County Asylum, 200

Competitions (architects) and Contracts announced,

12. 24. 36. 48, 60. 72. «4. 90, 1"7, 120, 131, 144. 155,

167, 179, 191, 20.3, 215, 227, 240, 252, 263 , 275, 288,

.300, 312, 323. .335 . 348. 300. 372. 384, 396, 4(10, 420.

4.3’. 444. 455, 467. 483. 496. 5I>7, 519, 530, 54.3,

555, 51®. 5/9, 591, 603, 615, 627
Concrete for foundations, 546
Conflagrations in Europe and America, 2GG, 280, .315

Conic sections. 462, 492, 599

Conservative Club House, its decorations, &c., 142,

229
Console (marble) from the Soane Museum, 247

Constantine's 1 ridge, Cologne, 146

Contracts announced (see “ Competitions”)

Convicts transported by railway, (Sup.) 9

Coombe Bissett Church, restoration of, 443

Copper, annual price of. 191

Cork, improvements at Cove of, 1/0

Coroners' inquiries as to fires, 417

Cottage Improvement Society, 485

Courts and alleys (see “ Building Act ’’)

Courts in London; Orchard-place described, 167

Courts of Law, Mr. Barry's plans for, 47". 486

Covent-gardcn in the sixteenth century, 88
Covent-garden Theatre, Free-Trade Bazaar, 189, 239,

263, 330
Coventry, new cemetery, 92; district church, 333;

mark-t, .389

Crace, J G., on the decorations of the House of

Lords, 426
Crane at Granton Pier, Edinburgh, 35
Credence table. 80, 6.3 (and see “ Stone altars ")

Crewe, (l and Junction Railway Station, 235; rail-

way church. 464
Cromer, proposed breakwater, 117

Crosby. Sir John, statu ’e of, 244
Cross (the), its application to the plans of churches,

261
Crosthwaite Church, rebuilt, 405

Crovdon Atmospheric Railway, ISup.) 9
Crushing mill for concrete, 168

Cubitt, Mr. Thomas, account of his establishment,

49; chimney shaft there. 62, 161; his report on
accidents at Oldham, and the Northleach prison,

277, 239
Culverts, cos
Cunningham

250
Curves and lines, properti

initiation in, 34o, 35.3, 37", iw; ci

setting out, .355. 449
Custom house, introduction of gas,

Cutting and polishing marble, 130

of. ISup.) 8
P., his

' '•Hand-book for London,"

of, 285, .300, 578 : exa-

D.

D’AG IN COURT'S History of Art by its Monu-
ments, 29"

Damascus, the Effendi's house, 7 ; antique portico

at, 350
Damp, prevention of, 155, 347, 359
Darnell, Professor, statue of, .370

Dartmouth Church, ancient ironwork, 355
Daw's safety lamp improved, 516
Dearham Church, Cumberland, font, 514

Debates in Parliament; Bill for protection of works
uf art. 147, 17.3; health of towns, 173: Smoke
Prohibition Bill, 17.3, .322, .37"; duty on furniture

woods, 190; Museums of Art Bill, 125,191 : burials

in towns, 19; preservation of monume -ts, 313:

School of Design, 363; completion of the House
of Lords, .371 ; railway accidents, .394

Decoration of churches in the middle ages, 287

Decorations of modern churches—Bishop of Nor-
wich's Charge, 263

Decorations of the Houses of Parliament (see
“ Houses of Parliament "1

Decorations of the Conservative Club-house, 229
Decorative Art Society, meetings, 64. 9.3, 115, 143,

166. 268, 31/. 352, 383. 586. 550. 588. 626
Decorative iron works, editor's remarks on, 97
Decorative modelling, 190. 2.38

DeGrey, F.arl, his conversazione, 2.35

De la Beetle, Sir H., his reports on accidents at

Oldham and the Northleach prison. £77. 289
Derby, fall of an arch, 2"3, 210; rebuilding of. St.
Alkmimd's Church. 333

Derbyshire marbles. 125

Derrick used at Devonport, -3.3

Devonport, new pier and basin, 47; steam pilc-

driving machine. .352; dockyard, 4 "4
Devonshire, Duke of, his collection of Palladio’s

drawings. 558
Diekleburgh Church, can ed bench ends, .380

Dilapidations, assessment of, 5, 56 >, 583. 597
Dinners given by employers to their workmen, 340,

Disputed accounts and arbitrations, 445
District Surveyors (see “ Buildings Act ")

Diving bells, history of, 95
Domestic architecture (ancient). 423, 454
Domestic chapels, rules for their construction, 353
Doncaster, new markets,.388
Door-latch, improved, 542
Doors (newl at York Cathedral, 291, .306, 3.34, 394
Doorways, Foulshurst, Cheshire, 162: Little Bar-

ford Church, 491

Dorchester, Dorset, All Saints' Church, 104. 236
“ Doric," “ Ionic,” and " Corinthian," origin of the

Dorset, new county hospital, 119
Double entry elucidated, 494
Dover, new decks. 530
Dover Castle, ancient church, 570
Drainage, provisions for (he New Buildings Act, 13,

contemplated improvements.. .35; cf private houses
I

602; of Lancaster. 76; of Nottingham, 76; of
Hamburgh, 21; of Hull, 201; of the Ancholme
Level, 152; Mr. Webster's plan, 405; Mr. Grainger’s

Lecture on. 429 (see "Building Act" and “Sewers'’)
Drainage and supply of water, 377 : Lord Lincoln’s-

Bill, 363
Drainage, Cleansing and Paving Association, 332,
574

Drain bricks, Hitch's, 319, 519
Drain-pipes, W atson's, 92
Drain-traps, 453
Dravlon Manor, new Portrait Gallery, 217, (Supp.)

222
Dredge, Mr., on suspension bridges, 323, 312, 358,.

387.417
Dresden Gallery, sonnet on. 322
Dresden, the fine arts at, 6"0
Drettx, Normandy, mausoleum of the Orleans
family. 270

Drvburgh Abbey, monument to Sir W’alter Scott,

395
Dry-rot in timber, .32, 06
Dublin, communication with London by railway,

( >up.)2 ; restoration of the cathedral, 148
Dudley, cemetery at, 418

'

llufton, Rev.'John, on the spread of knowledge, 566
.Dunfermline Abbey, restoration of, 440
Dunbar harbour, 3.33

Dundalk and Enniskillen railway, 9
Dunrobtn Castle, improvements, 453
Durham Cathedral, alterations, 3H8
Dwelling-houses, improvement of, 73, 368; minor
defects in, 193

Dwellings for the working classes, 1, 24, 29, 35, 47,
61, 03, 167, 220, 221, 333, 473, 485, 516

E.

EASTLAKE, Mr., his letter on the defects of the Na-
tional Gallery, 2112

East London water works, tackle used there, 35
East Meon Church, 448
Eastover, new church, 185,201
East Sutton Church, Kent, 562. 574
Ecclesiastical architecture. Wight wick's principles of.

16; paper in the “ Quarterly Review,” 206, 219,
231, 259; study of, .314

Economic Geology, museum of (see “ Museums ")

Edinburgh, baths ai d wash-houses, 24, 470: crane at
Granton pier, .35; Scott monument, 107. 185;
supply of water, 249; Greyfriars Church, 305,356,
6"3; Roman Catholic seminary, 333; sewage ma-
nure, 491 ; free exhibition, Royal Institution, 46,74

improvements, 309, 44", 453
Edwards, W'm., his bridgeover the Taff, 426. 440
Efflorescence on brick walls, 4.37

Effluvia from sewers, 441, 453, 494, 505, 574
Egg-shaped sewers (see" Sewers”)
Egypt, engineering in, 9; fine arts, 356
Electoral chair of Saxony, 150
Electricity, useful application of, 145, 455, 6"1
Electric Telegraph, 59, 143, 310, 347,422, 440, 452

464, 590, (Sup.) 1, ISup.) 4,
(
Sup.) 6

Elizabethan architecture,' Italian influence on. 457
Elizabethan mansions, general remarks on, 237
Elizabethan doorway, Foulshurst, 162
Elizabethan staircases, Bellsize house, 354; Cromwell

hall, 516
Ellis, Chas., “ Richmond," a poem, 576
Ellis, J., sonnets by, 161, 310, .322, 461
Elloughton Church restored, (Sup I 11

Ely Cathedral, alterations in progress, 236, 284, 525
Ely, railway works at, 185

Embankment of the Thames, 123, 1.34

Employers and workmen, 34". 359, 382, 457, 481, 488,
506. 535

Enamels in monuments of the middle ages, 88
Encaustic paintings, Munich, 423, 559
Encaustic liles, 345
Enclosure walls in Kent, 214
Endell-strcet, church and new buildings, 114, 214
Engineering in Belgium, 107; in Egypt, 9
Engineers’ Almanac, 603
English and foreign Gothic architecture compared,
459

English engineers on the continent, 525
English enterprise abroad, 16
Episcopal residences, 208
Epitaphs and tombstones, 478
Epitaphs in Westminster Abbey, 99
Epping, old market-house, .389

Estimates for works not executed, II, 2.3, 442
Estimates, mistakes in, 46, 118, 1.7(1, 106, 227; differ-
ences in (see “ Builders' tenders”)

Eton College Chapel, proposed restoration, 275,352,
469 ; statueof Dr. Goodall, .389

Excise duties on bricks and glass, 1G4
Exeter, antiquities in, 466; fall of a floor at the Pe-
nitentiary, 154

Exeter canal, its history, 100
Exeter Cathedral, desecration of the crypt, 487
Exeter Hall, roof of the great room, 21"
Exhibitions, Art- Union of London, 38". .399, 440;
Association of Architectural Draughtsmen, 419,
428; of Industrial Art, abroad anil at home, 17H,
212, 280, 542, 5'0: Royal Academy, 217, 229. 248,
250 ;

Royal Institution, Manchester, 452; Royal
Institution, Edinburgh, 463; Westminster Hall,
312, 316, 409

F.

FAIRIIOLT, W. F., on the architecture of Galway

Fairlight Old Church, its threatened destruction,

107 ; new church, 236
Falmouth Harbour improvements, £01

Faraday, Professor, on firedamp, 43
Farm buildings, design for, 427
Farringdon street improvements, 347. 575. (5trp.)4;

proposed railway terminus, 536, (Sup.) 5
Farrington-Gurney. Somerset, new church, 12
Fatouville. new lighthouse, 513
Fees of official referees and district surveyors (see
" Building Act”)

Ferriby, Yorkshire, proposed church, 23

Finchley, new church, 11

Fine Arts 'see "Royal Commission of the Fine Arts")
Fine Arts in Bath, 47; i» Bristol, 21, 53. students at

Rome, 93 (and in Bavaria, Belgium, France, &c.)
Fire, protection of life from, 322
“ Fite Annihilator," Mr. Phillips’s, 71

Fire-bricks at the Royal Exchange. 47
Fire-damp, Prof. Faraday's remarks on, 4.3

Fire-engine at Paris, .537

Fire-escapes, 177, 322
Fire-preventive plaster, .321

Fire-proof construction, its importance. 16, 265. 269.

293,371; Mr. Gearey’s mode), 35; Lieut. Higgin-

Fi re-proof partitions and ceilings, 383; staircases,

.300, 311 ; roofs, 3/1
Fire-resisting timber, 507
Fires, causes and prevention of, 7, 88,93, 119,265,

206, 28", .70 ', .711, .729, 51.3

Fires (large) in Europe and America, 266, 28(1, 315
Fires, from over heating (lues, 15. 35, 69; investi-

gated by coroners, 417 1 at York Minster, de-
scribed, 158, 175; in Liverpool, 179

Fish conveyed by railway
(
Sup.) 2

Fishmongers' Asylum, 530
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Flaxman, statue of, 370
Fl

teriah
i
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purchased by the City, C2 ’ sale of ma-

Fleetwood, new railway to Leeds (Sup.) 4Fleetwood, Sir H., proposed statue to, 71
Floating-dock, Lennox’s, 131
Floating-dock, Woolwich, 178
Floating-pier at Greenwich, 105
Flooring for stables, 581
Floors, imperfectly strutted, 193
r loor-tiles from Sclnde, 44

“ delated Pavement,” “ Encaustic

Fl
t°i^,^CbiteC

f
ur

?.
of* ,!17: hronze gates of the Bap-

t stery, 06 newly.discovered fresco by Raphael, 537Flues, over-heated (see "Fires”)
f olli tt, Sir Wm., monument to, ail
tout-covers (ancient), remarks on, 372
Font-cover of St. Martin’s Church, London, 165; St.Dunstan’s Church. Canterbury, 414
ronts at Stanton Fitzwarren, Wilts, G; St. John’s
inure!), Margate, 259: .St. Michael’s Church
Southampton 271 ; Hendon, 378 ; Dodford and
jsydon, Northamptonshire, 3H0 ; Bridekirk andDearham, Cumberland, 514 ; Thornton Stew-
ard, A orkshire, 514 ; Littlebury, Essex, 527

J- ont, definirion of 1 he word, 524
Foreign ^Architectural publications, 505, 567, 014

F°ATl^ n
,'!
d
-
w° r

.
krnen employed in England,

142, 229, 259, 416, 42;,, 426, 4.35 (Sun.) 11form of sewers (see “ Sewers")
Foul air in wells and cesspools, 299
Foulsham Church, Norfolk, described, 208
Foundations on bad soil, 517, 546
Fountains in Trafalgnr-square, 65, 111, 119, 166, 575trance, ancient domestic architecture of, 51 ; exhibi-

tions of industrial art, 560 ; public works, 516, 560 •

railways, 528, 560, 575 (Sup.) 4 ; learned and scienl
title societies, 589 ; historical commission of artsand monuments, 181. 233, 313 (and see 11 Paris ”1

Frankfort Exchange. 431
French Protestant Church, RIoomsbury-street, 2.3
* ree admission to public buildings, 374, 415, 441 449455,463; to Royal Hibernian Academy, 400

' ’

b reemasonry, 258, 326, 497
Freemasons of the Church, meetings, 75, 125, ’08 238

281 ,341. 389 . 507, 55. >, 609
’ ' '

Free Trade Bazaar (see “ Covent Garden Theatre”)
tr
(W

C

4I0
al

437
n

501

the practiceand encouragement of.

Frescoes, at Buckingham Palace, 60. 81, 347, 349 ; ex-
hibition at Westminster Hall, .316; for intended

M(J
U
537

482 ’ ancicllt examples, 481,

Frogmore. new royal garden, 287
frome Church, Bishop Ken’s tomb, 5; Literary In-

stitution, lectures at, 423
Frugal Investment Association, 441
Fulham, necessity for improving, 563, 572Fulham Old Church, restoration of. 413, 488
furniture in accordance with architecture, 14’ 406Furniture woods, duty on, 190,505,530

G.

GADSDEN, Wilts, stone chimney-piece, 126
Gainsborough, proposed improvements, 257
Galvanized iron, 106
Galway, architecture of, 400
Gas. price of 214, 256, 273, 347, 350, 453, 518, 529;
impurities of, 577

Gas mains in London, their defective state, 597
Gas, Jones’s pendant lamp, 307
Gas manufactories abroad, 16
Gas meters, M r. Croll’s remarks on, 161
Gas works at Manchester, 89
Gas, proposed new London company, 562
Gas and glazing, 145
Gauthier’s work on Genoa, 375
Geary, Mr. on fire proof houses, 35
Gem-engraving, 293
Genoa, the architecture of. 375
Geology (see “ Stone," “ Marble,” “ Museum of Eco-
nomic Geology," fee.)

Geometry, of art, discussion on, 317, 303: of decora-
tive art, 268; of architecture. 211; of brickwork
295 : properties of curves, 285 (see “ Curves, and'
Conic sections "I

Geometric tracery from Carlisle Cathedral, 186
German, Edward, the architect of the late Roval
Exchange, 582

German artists employed in London, 142. 250 259 416
German hospital, 311

, ,

Germany, architectural antiquities of, 470: architec-
tural and scientific proceedings in, 65, 129. on 5. 43-1
525, 607, 624

' ’ ’

Gibbons’s carvings at Chatsworth, 23
Gillespie monument, the. 356
Glasgow, public nurseries, 71 ; new barracks, 161, 221 •

fall of a house near, 179 ; college, its proposed remo-
va

. 529 -.supply of water, 552 ; theatre burned down,
cathedral, intended restoration, 3; Wellington

statue defaced (Sup.) 11
°

IGlass, duty on, 85, 145, 164. 203; history and applica-
tion of, 352; for horticulture, 3/1 ; for optical pur-
poses, 166; price of, 422; silvered by a new process, 5

IGlass (painted), Ba'lantine’s treatise on, 541 ; for the
House of Lords, 518 ; (and see “ Stained glass ”)

Glass mosaics, Dicksee’s process, 239
Glass pipes, 214, 383
Glass tiles for roofing, 290, 518
Glass trade, 394, 419

p465
C
6*7^

restorat,on of St ’ Mar>’ de Crypt Church,

Glyphographv, specimen of, 55
iloethe on architecture and art, 369
Jodwin, G., F.R.S., passim
Godwin Sands, light for all nations, 226, 275, 304, 323,
1 626
iosport, St. Matthew’s new church, 215
liothic architecture, in theory and practice, ’66.
299, o34 ; excessive study of, 501

' 45!)'

C arcb 'lecture’ English, compared with foreign,

liothic mouldings, Paley’s Manual of, 226
bothic ornaments from York Minster, 90, 115. 139,
1 163, 175, 258, 622

’ ’ ’ ’

1 othic tracery. 104
;
produced by machinery, 136

lottingen, architectural proceedings at. 65
vovemment grants for architecture, 254
iralnger, Mr., his lecture on drainage, 429
iranite paving, at Vienna, 600
iiranton pier, Edinburgh, crane used at, 35
iTavesend, new terrace pier, 93, 161, 188 ; new church
! at, 365. 440
itaveyard abuses (see “ Burials in towns’’)
iray, John, C. E.. testimonial to, 299
yay’s-inn-lane, alleged failure of sewer, 540
?eat Britain steam ship, 124
reat Cbalfield Church, Wilts, 462, 483
Teaves’s blue lias lime, 573
i-ecian architccmre, principles of, 381 ; model of the
.Parthenon. 593 ; origin of the terms Doric, Ionic,
land Corinthian. 22
cecian and Gothic mouldings contrasted, 227
ceek scene in Antigone, Covent Garden Theatre, )8
«*nhouses (see “Building Act”), mode of heat-

icenoek, new hospital, 591

Greenstead, Essex, new church, 551
Greenwich Hospital, lightning conductors, 46; water-man s pier, 185; reservoir in the park, 44’Gresham avenue, Lothbury, 121
Gresham’s tomb, St. Helen s, Bishopsgate 10
Griffith s Natural System of Architecture' 350 mi
Gnsseil and Peto, their attention to their workmen,

Guage question (see “ Railways”)
Guano, its spontaneous combustion, 71
Hundreds, a supposed daughter of William the Con-
queror, discovery of her skeleton, 540, 506

Gunpowder, shoal at Limchouse destroyed bv l>69
Gunpowder plot, 539

3

11.

HACKNEY, new church, 248; intended Catholic
chapel, 575

Iladdenham Church, piscina, 477
Iladdon Hall, 237
Hagioscope in old churches, 238; in Alderton Church,

Wilts, 205, 222
Hall, Edward, passim
Halstead, new church, 236
H
Churcli

h
2
i?provemen,s* 21 - 65; St. Nicholas

Hampstead Heath, new buildings on, 441
Hampstead and Higbgate, proposed road to, ’81
Hampton Court palace, 31
Hand-rails of stairs, 7, 22, 150
Harbours of refuge, 80, 418
Hardwick Hall, Derbyshire, 237
Harris’s lightning conductors, 429
Harris’s peridoneus, 322
Harrow school, new master's house, 9’
Hartlepool, discovery of architecturafremains. 53OHarwich harbour improvements, 418
Haswell colliery, accident at, 43
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Wns Association
- lectures by Dr. Guy,

H
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influeuce on brickw°rk, 62, 161 ; radiation

Heating by hot water, its history, 67Heating greenhouses. 71
Hedgerow timber, 608
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^hu,rch ’ Yorkshire, restored, 271

HeidelofF, his work on German architecture 470-biographical notice of, 471
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esof Parliament, 233Her Majesty s Theatre, its ventilation, 361Herne-hill Church described, 2, 36; alleged mistakes
„ ,n estimates, 46,118, 130, 166. 227: new or"a ffi5

Old Uplon Church,m S ‘^
Hessle Church, A orkshire, alterations in, 47
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°mcIa .' rcferee - his resignation, 303
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rvoir at - 4«1 : staircase, CromwellHall, 586; tunne) proposed in 1811,24
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LHstorical painting, encouragement of, 309, 487, 501,

Hitch’s patent draiu bricks. 319, 348
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s P ictur«. Redcliffe Church. Bristol, 457Holkham, monumeut to the Earl of Leicester, 201.
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Homcrton new church, 615
Hornsey, election of district surveyor. «•’
Hot-air pipes used by the Romans, 2.39

“

Houses and people destroyed by mud. 300
Houses (see ‘'Dwellings for tlie labou ring classes ”1
Houses of Parliament, their estimated cSt and nro-gress of works, 133; revolving scaffolding, 41 • f0Unda

I'°»f> 7 .81; slate used, 513; false heraldry
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House of Lords, delay in its completion, 301, 331,

House of Commons, new committee rooms 131
I jowden Church restoration. 147. 351
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udson Mr., sketch of his career (Sup
)
5- testimomal .0. 464 ; his evidence on the guage questionHull, improvements in, 128: new ZT

drainage, 201; warehouses, 251; docks, 272, 415!
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Hulme Roman Catholic chapel, 356
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SUS^enSion BriJSe ‘escribed. 169, 17
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209, 22o; its affairs, 442 ; sale of, 451 (SHD )
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IJunstanton (Norfolk) improvements, 262
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Huntingdon new church, 430; chapel, 02Huskisson, Mr., statue of, 370
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l
>la, cd encroachments, 157Hyde Park, archway, 325, 359

ICE-HOUSES, construction of, 341;
Illuminated bonks. Mr. Rogers on 550
Illuminated MSS. illustrative ofarchitecture, 24 ; 050
Incrustation in steam-boilers, 24, 334

’

India-rubber, utility of, 507
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Institute of Fine Arts, meetings, 166, 3->3
Institution of Builders’ Foremen, 164, 576
intercolumn, Intercolumination, defined, >n> 2’7
Intennent in towns (see “ Burials ”)

'

Insects 111 timber, 86, 93
Ipswich, Church pews abolished, 202; inteude 1news-room, 221 ; Custom-house, 323, a33, 370 ;
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,

c,1;ci’,0g |cal Association,” 529
Ireland, marbies of, 273; architectuial proceeIi.i»s

Cathedral? 4?
° °f Ga'Way

' 400 ^ St. Canine

Irish Round Towers, 310, 334, 359, 576iron and the iron trade, 2, 6. ]0. 53 n-> m m om
237. 262, 310, 317, 3.36, 34.j; .353. 38L40M43
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nS °f’ 1< b' 311 : 111 fire‘Proof buildings,
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Iron, galvanised, 106
Iron houses for exportation, 2.36
Iron laths for fire-proof building, 77, 293Iron roofs, Pembroke dockyard, 47; at the NewHoiue, of Parliament, 133; fall of one at Marches.

Iron dross, new application of, 591
Iron shutters, 315
Iron steam vessels, 257
I
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ancient examples, 97, 187, 355, 463«
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Isle of Man, proposed church, 271
Italian alabaster, 444
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influence on Elizabethan art, 457

'%.w! «?' proceedings in,
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JARROW Colliery explosion, 443
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GeOrfie
’ ?" improving the public taste 511dama'ca Lun;Uic Asylum, competition, 173

’

Jeffrey’s marine glue, 269
'

I^rold, Douglas, on the spread of knowledge, 553Jersey, proposed dock, 251
Jones, Gw>., R.A., testimonial to, 164Jones, Inigo, carved panels by, 490

578
J°3-’ °n lines and curves, 340, 353,370,405,

Jottings about railways, 422. 440 451 464 vw sn
t

'

r
'C4. 590. 611, 620 (Sup.) ^6, 9

’ ^ °°3 ’

Jern^an, Edwd., architect of the late Royal Exchang*.

K.

KELLER’S Tableaux Vivans, 505 577Ken, Bishop, his tomb at Frome, 5
77

Kentish rag stone, notice of, 585
Keswick ehUrch to be repaired, 29K ing s College, Prof. Hosking’s lectures. 36Kings College Hospital, its proposed enlargement.

Kings Langley Church (Sup.), 12
'Y.

n
,K s Scholars’ pond sewer, 74, 356

Kirkstall Abbey Church, 489
Kite’s new system of ventilation, 391

Kn™ f Ke ’ r‘'flcctions on the spread of, 565Knowledge necessary for architectural students, 569

L.

LABOURERS cottages, Oxfordshire, 24Ladders and hoards, right to erect, 281

ture',

E
m" h'“ pro,,osal for a museum of architcc-

Lambeth, Roman Catholic Church, 60
Lamp-post, designed by Wren, 102
Lancaster, sanatory condition of, 485
Land, increased value of, 443
Landlord and tenant, Mr. Almack’s observations l<ttLansdowne Tower, Bath, 464

°ns, 88
Laurel crown worn by ancient artisans, 246 ->58Law courts, their proposed removal, I53Eead, cure for the diseases it causes, 262
cead mines in Wales, 263
Lead ore in America, 311
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r- J ‘ M" bis sch°o1 for artists, 579Keiili harbour improvements, 453
Leslie, John, and the Westminster Sewers Commis
Sion. 374 , 393, 398. 438, 509, 522, 5M.560. W2^. MLeslie s patent for heating and ventilating, 451
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‘ Essex^ 103Leven, \ orkshire, new church, 272
Leverington Church, restored, 329
Lewes, interesting discoveries at, 540L
535

S’ G ‘ R" °n the ' inProve,ntIlt of operatives, 481,

Libraries (see “ Architectural Libraries ’’)

Life assurance, benefits of, 82
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l?tlnfr (see “ Ventilation ”)Lighting by electricity, 145, 601
Lime, blistered, 13ft

Limehouse, shoal destroyed by gunpowder, ’69Limestone, properties of, 446
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Limerick
, fall of a house, 71

Lincoln, improvements at, 104
Lincoln Cathedral, free admission to, 415; sonnet on,

Lincoln’s-Inn hall, alterations in, 88
Ltncoln’s-Inn new hall, described, .507, 521 500

’nc™.cSm
irp

;;
in,s °f

-

• 1*™-

S™ ™. *3, 370, to
Lisbon, new theatre, 550

t !ffi
r
f

'

rL>mbIic
,

works in France, 589Lime, 1., on the defects of the Building Act 570-on ventilation of stables. 597
g * °7°

'

Little Barford Church, doorway, 491

I i

'“l

r

eb“ r
,

y Ch.urch, Essex, lettem stand, 103, 527L
25

P
3V{’ fn/l °nf

baths and washouscs,
(A/*" three houses, 70; machine for

atorv°i
52" ,Pl! new

,

stock exchange, 92; observ-
e?’ L54: Catholic church near,

r.nL’8 ^P 0
,

emei
i
ts ’ 221

: price of gas, 2/3; pro-
F.°n

s
?
d

'

,

V c!lur(
il

1 and fort, 148; competition for
sta

f.
es > 275 ; assize courts, 466

;
projected

I ^K
Cat

K
dra ’ 520 : sa,e of mahogany, 542

Llandilo Church, competition for, 579Loan societies and savings’ banks, 14, 44

18’ 399*
’ JosePb ' 0,1 hricks and brickmaking, 136,

Locks (ornamental), for church doors, 536
London a; it was and as it is, 28 ; architectural em-
bellishment of, 373; present supply of water, 147(and see “ Metropolis improvements”)

London Bridge (Old), 318
London Docks, new buildings, 475
London Mechanics’ Institution, appeal for its snn-

port, 173, 202, 231
sup

London Stone, its history, 357

Lons^aI^T'oni
l

J

0
rtn"tim

e
t(

r

)
J

U
iJi5

eakky Imtiperature, t;g

°" "'''“"‘“ml remains in

Louis Quatorze style of decoration, 558Louth, Allisons almshouses, 103

1 umo'no
c" his models of the Parthenon, 593, 619Lyme Regis, improvements, 148

J 01

Lynn, new church, 221

M.

M«£?n
R!

p
AC, I

?
r" on dwellings for the poor, 473Machine for raising stone at Liverpool, 91

'

Machinery, its effects on labour, 83
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McKenzie, the " Railway King

Maddox, George, subscription for his widow, Z4

Magnesian limestone, 446

Mahogany veneers, duty on, 106

Malt-house floors, 443, 455

Malvern new church, 161 works, 89

;

&B^qE»iIfe,Ss!SS
KKi.™? . *»?»> rsG

ed
p”o~

rn 5&,5»fe!sr»
Manchester Ten Churches Association, 333

Manufactures, proposed exhibition of, 33C, 341

Manure (see •' Sewage manure )

E-S-fiffSESSSaa-
Marine glue, 269
Marquetrie. new process, ’36

Marseilles, tunnel under the sea, 83

Martin, Jno„ his proposed application of sewer

MlS'jmUta. incendiary, biographical no-

tices of, 158, 175. 202

Masonic meeting in Ireland, 350

“ Master Builder " (see Building Act. )

Master Carpenters' Society, 143

Mathematics as applied to carpmtry, U9
Mausolea, Mr. Cockerell s remarks on, do

Mausolea of illustrious men. 98. 430

Mausoleum of the Orleans family, -70

Maynooth College, repairsi of,

Measuring plastering, 591; brickwork

Medieval architecture illustrated from illuminated

Melnash ”n«ir Bridport, new church, 062

Melrose Abbey, depredationsi of tourists, “®j
by the Duke of Buccleugh, 518; re-openea, ’//,

irridgc .ere, 188,

Metal's, their corrosion in salt watrr, 137, 2J* .

S'.Ko
373 (and see “ Westminster Improvements )

Metropolitan Improvement Society, m plan f°
K, le.

Westminster Improvements, 121 , meeting and re

port, 76, 380

Railway I
Sup.) 18

Milan, sculpture in, 589

Military prisons, 117
, , . .

-r«
Millengen, James, his archeological works, o00

Milton, new church at, 365, 440

Mineral railways (Si/p.) 8

Mines, ventilation of, 43

Minor defects in modern dwelling-houses, 193

Minster Church, Thanet. bench end, 491

Model of a steam-engine by Mr. Warner, 190

Models of St. Peter's at Rome 299

Models (stone) of ancient buildings, 003

Modellers of architectural decorations, 190, -38

Molesworth, Sir Wm„ on the spread ot knowledge,

Montacute Priory, Gatehouse 366

Monumental brasses—ancient, 12a; modem, 1i

Monuments and national mausolea. 98

Monuments to eminent men, 370; in Westminster

Abbey ,
HO; building for then «“Pftf

0Abbey, 110; building for their reception, 43(

Monuments, sepulchral, 98, 128. 140, 478, 591

Moon's improved chimney bricks, 328
.

M orison’s Views of the Palaces of Saxe Co burg and

Gotha, 413
Mormon temple at Boston, U.S., 11-

Mosaic floors, 342, 371

Mud, houses and people destroyed by, 392

Munich, architecture and the tine arts in, 3,4, en-

caustic paintings, 422, 559

Museum of economic geology , 87, 26/, ’/.

>

Museum of national antiquities, propped ^,1/1,
17’ 181, 213. 233, 251, 313, 405, 537. 557. 602, 609

Museums of Art, Mr. Ewart's bill, 125, 172, 191

N

196

Official referees (see “ Building Act )

« Old England," Knight's. 515

Oldham, report on fall of cotton mill, 2/ /

Old Water Colour Society, exhibition, 213

Operatives, intellectual improvement of, 481, oio, aot

land see “ Artisans," and * V\ orkmen
)

Orleans family mausoleum at Dreux, 2/0

Ornamental plastering, 506

Orvietro Cathedral, 600 ...

Osborne, Isle of Wight, described, 1/9; new build-

ings, 312, 347 , _ , . .
’

Osmaston new church, Derbyshire, 3il

Ostia, ancient harbour of, 257

Otley Chevin stone, 431

Over-heating stoves, 119,137

Oxford, Magdalen College, new grammar school, 161

Oxford Architectural Society, meetings, 287, 567

NAILS in the reign of Edward T„ 167

Nail trade, the, 239, 504 , 542

Names of architects on their buildings, 548, 566, ’82

Names of streets and squares, 338, 46J

Names of streets altered, 227

Naples, present state of the art museum, 534: scien-

tific congress at, 505, 510 , „ . .

National antiquities (see “ Museum of National An-

tiquities") „
National Gallery, unfit for its purpose, 2/o; Mr.

Eastlake's letter on its defects, 202.
_

National provincial picture galleries, 518

National mausolea and monuments, 98

Naworth castle, proposed restoration, 47, 383

Nasmyth’s pile-driving machine, 212, 317, 352,395,

480, 589, 619
Newall's patent wire ropes, 250

Newark church, carved bench ends, 330

New books reviewed, 10. 22, 31, 57, 81. 94, 104, 118,

129, 189, 226, 359, 418, 494, .541. 567, 578, 602

New Brunswick cathedral, 170, 603

Newgate-market, proposed enlargement, 323

Newly built houses injurious to health, 358, 36o, 38,

New plaster, 71
New society of painters in water colours, exhibition.

New Zealand, St. John’s College proposed, 287

Nelson monument, Trafalgar-square, 530

Nether Wallop Church, restoration of, 569

Niches in brickwork, 286
N ineveh, discoveries at, 56, 179

Nixon's statue of William IV., 76
Noise on railways, 422, 460
Norfolk chuichcs, remarks on, 208, 235, 250, 5„8

Norman doorway. Little Batford Church, 491

Norman fonts at Stanton Fitzwarren, 6 ;
Hendon,

378 ; Dodford and Eydon, 390
Northlearh, report on the fall of the prison, 289

North Shields, new town-hall, 400
Northampton, proposed cemetery (Sup.) 1

1

Northampton, Marquis of, his soirees, 46, 100, 179,

583

P.

Paddington Hospital, designs for, 299, 303, 321

Padstow, new lighthouse, 261

Painted Chamber, Westminster, 116

Painting, encaustic, 422, 423, 559

Paintings in old churches, 590 (and see Frescoes )

Painting (see “ Historical painting I

Painted glass (see “ Glass and stained glass i

Palladio, original drawings by, 538

Palmerston, Lord, on cultivated sands, 167; on ship

Prt

b
ns!‘church“of St. Vincent de Paul, 3; Jardin des

Plantes, 601; restoration of Notre Dame, 336,

Hotel de Ville, sculpture, 6005 modern architecture

in, 393 , 533, 607, 626; building for the reception

of monuments, 430; subterraneous structures, o06;

cleansing streets, 596; the Madelene. 512 ; scien-

tific proceedings, 516, 559; strike of the carpen-

ters, 338. 380, 407, 516; Algerine Museurn, 625

;

exhibition of the Louvre, 600 (and see Rail-

Parks (public). at Battersea. 9,512; Victoria Park,

64, 161, 400, 575; at Manchester (see Manches-

Parlby, Major, his safety railways and carriages ( Sup.)3

Parliamentary debates (sec “ Debates

Parochial officers, their duty
nn roctnrprl. Mr. l.UCaSS Models, •lJ3, (jlJ

Parochial officers, their duly to repair <.«««««»;

~

Parthenon, restored, Mr. Lucas s Models, ’93, 619

Party-walls (see “ Building Act")

Paper-hangings, improvements in, HO
Paper-stainers' designs, 466

Pasl^y^Gen.! donation to Architects' Institute, 550

Patents \new)
l

,Tists^of,^00, 153, 213, 285, 346, 407, 418,

442. 566 (Sup.) 12

Paving, granite, at Vienna, GOO

Paving, right to take up, 56, 281
.

Paving, cleansing, and drainage association, 33., 5/4

Peat as fuel for locomotives, 560

Peel, Sir R„ his picture-gallery at Drayton Manor,

217, 222 ; his patronage of literary men, 159, at the

Trent Valley Railway, 564 . .

Pembroke dockyard, iron roofs, 47 ;
new church at,

93, J17
Penrith Castle, 538
Penryn Docks, improvements. 2 >1

Pentonville Prison, warming and ventilation, /o, /u

Penzance, fittings of St. Paul’s Church, 50

Peridoneus, Harris's, 322

Persia, ancient canal and tunnel, .<06

Perth, opening of the City Hall, 80; monumental

bust of Scott, 221 -, railway terminus, 5al

Peru, railway in, 422
. .

Peterborough Cathedral, improvements, ,ol

Pews in Ipswich Church, abolished, 202

Phigalian marbles, British Museum, 336
.

Philadelphia, Academy of Fine Arts, burned down,

Phiffips. John, on improvements in sewers and drains

30’ 474,493. 502, 620 ; his plans, 509; adopted by the

Westminster Court. 523; on the geometry of brick-

work ’44,295; on the Thames and its embank-

ments, 122, 134; on efflorescence oil brickwork,

437 ; on limestone, 446^437 ; on limestone, 440

Photography, paper by M. Claodet, 44

Piccamllv, widened, 530, 575 ; new post-office, 537
tv v htc npui svstem of architecture, 208

Pirratiillv Wldeiieu, ’.ill, O/’ , l

Pickett W V„ his new system of architecture, 208

Picture-galieries, arrangement and lighting of, 217,

Pier'at"
t,

Er
:

ith’ proposed, 83 : at Gravesend, 188; at

Weston-super-Mare, 201, 2b2, 323, 358

Piers on the Thames, 251

Piff's Elm, demolished, 239

PS&'JnSS^ mSirf®, »,mw
Pine logs, duty on, 311

Piracy of designs, 466 ion wi
Piscinre, their origin and use, 4//, 489, 5-3

Planrhd J. R„ on armorial bearings, .58/

Plans on parchment, mode of tinting, 507. 518, oJ

Plaster, patent fire-preventive, 321

Plasterer’s models, 190, 238

Plastering, ornamental, 506

Plaster figures to imitate marble, 141
Plaster figures to mutate maruie,

Plates and dishes, history of, ’94 .. . .. .

Plymouth, Christ Church (new), described, 601

Pugin, A. W„ on the Houses of Parliament, 250.

426: on the School of Design, 367

Pulham, Jas., remarks on cement and plaster, 160

QUARTERT.Y Review, on ecclesiastical architec-

ture, 266, 219, 231 ...

Quintin Matsys, his merits as a smitn, .*/

North Walsham Church, south porch, 598
Northumberland, Cottage Improvement Society, 485

Norton Hall, Lincolnshire, rebuilt, 549
Norwich, fall of part of St. Julian's Church, 209
Norwich Cathedral, free admission to, 415
Norwich, railway station at (Sup.) 12

Nott, General Sir W., monument to, 370
Nottingham, New Mechanics’ Hall, 69; monument

to Robert Millhouse, 117 ;
restoration of St. Mary's

Church, 148, 299
Notting Hill, new church at, 54 , 66, 356
Numbering of houses in London, 339

Public cemeteries, suggestions for laying out, 177

Public footpaths crossed by railways, 106

Public necessaries, 578, 590
. ,

Public works, Mr. Chadwick on, 362 ; in France, MO,

RABY Castle, additions and alterations, 148

Radiation of heat, 190

Ragstone (see Kentish ragstone )

Railways, their true value, 421, 528,. 601. 602,

Plymoutn, unor
Plymouth Breakwater, 465

SEPSIS, D.,», improvements, 161

Pompeii, decay of recovered fragments from, 104 ,

recent excavations, 1/9, 525; capital from, 235

Poutefiact, improvements in, 18j

Pomifices-bridge building fraternities, 497

Pope, his lines on Burlington and Vanbrugh, 469

Porchester Castle, 449 . . oll
Portland Town, proposed new church, 241

Portland stone, paper by C. H. Smith, 100

Portland Vase, its wanton destruction, 79, 91 , de-

scribed, 165; restored, 155

Portland and Roman cement, loo

Pnrtsea—new basin, 388 . -

Portsmouth fortifications, 103; harbour, works m

Portrait Gallery at Drayton Manor, 217, -~2

Pratt's patent carving machine, 124, 130, 17/1 **>»

Pressing workmen, under Louis XIV., 143

Preston, new church, 395 „
Prices of building materials (see' Building materials,

" Glass,” “ Iron,” &c.)

Prices of gas (see “ Gas ’

)

Primrose-hill, preserved for public use, 383

Printers' almshouses, 311 ....
Prints and drawings (architectural), proposal for their

sale and purchase, 105
. . . ,

Property tax, its amount in certain parts of London,

Protection of works cf art in museums, 1
,

Provincial museums of art, Mr. Ewarts Bill, 172

Prudhoe, Lord, his collection of national antiquities,

Prvor's Bank, Fulham, its varied anti curious con-

tents, 594; chair of the electors of Saxony from,

s their true value, 421, 52a, tan, ouz, up,

hints'to new compmie,, {Sup. I 10: the atmospheric

i 116 137 196; advertisements (Sup.) 6.
. r\F 'fill Archime-svstem. 116, 137, tut*;

...

accidents, prevention of, 394, (Sup.) 9; Archime-

dian screw, 117; proposed railway bank, 530 ; rail-

way balances. 470 ;
proceedings of the Board of

Trade. 341; breaks, 413,564 ;
bridges, 93, 564,(Sup.)

10 ;
carriage building company (Sup.)i

1

;

carriages, 87 ;
railway club-house, 440, (Sup.) 3,

setting out curves, 286, 339: strictures on directors,

630 (Sup.) 6, 9; dividends, 590; telegraph (see

*• Electric telegraph”); improvements in engines^87,

r<u . gambling in sha-es, editor's remarks on, 34J,

421,’ 528 , 537, 557 , 601, 602, (Sup.) 1, 2; propped

government txatd of engineer,, M0: ^ •

broad and narrow gauges,
2J4,_

298, 44U,

536,573; railway Guarantee hociety(3up.)2,r^*way

hero-worship l Sup.) 5; ‘inanUty of iron ^qnir«l,53 ,

miscellaneous notices ot, 93, •U0, 4J 1 ,
464. .536, 5’_,

564 , 590, 611.G20; projects affectmg London, 24J,

349; terminus, Farringdon-street, ^6, 591,( 3up0 5

,

1- rating of, 529 ;
robberies on, ”2; railway

restaurant, 167: signals. 452, 460, 464, (Sup.) 1;

speed, 275; new towns near stations, 46, railway

streets, projected (Sup.) 10; stock (Sup.) 13.

veyors, great demand tor, 6n2, 422, So/, {Sup.) W,
surveyors, oppo.itlon to. 161, Ml, Vi MM
as they rise, by one who travels (*up.) 9 ,

cost ot

RMlways
S
abroad-in Belgium. 107: from Cmroto

Suez, 107, 203; in France, o9, 528, 560, 575, b08,

in India, 124; in Italy and Switzerland, 537, 560,

in Spain, 119 ;
opposed by the Pope (Sup.) 6/

Ramsgate, Trinity Church, 298Ramsgate, Trinity Church, 298

Ranelagh suspension bridge, proposed, 431, (Sup.) to

Rating of railways, 529Rating of railways, o^o

Ripon, new training schools, 221
_

Reading Abbey, history and description of. .<m

Reading, proposed villas at While
.^
n

‘P.
h
n̂ '

4^ ’.
c0
^

petition for laying out ground m King|-road, aj,

81, 94, 130, 239; railway from London (Sup.) 4

Real property. Parliamentary returns of, 153

Redcliffe Church, Bristol, its architectural beauties,

336; restoration of, 15/, 33b. ‘131, ;

*

57' 5I

^ ,G4
Regent s Canal, its conversion into a railway,

(Sup.) 4, 6,10
Regent's Park, extension or, 383

Reid, Dr., his ventilating apparatus, 3.1 . 411.349,584

Rennie, Sir John, his address to

Institution, 69; on the drainage of the Anchjlme

Level, 152; his conversazione, 2j9

Respiration in health and disease, 85

Reviews (see “ New Books")
Revolving rule to measure lumber, 240

Richardson, C. J., his illustrations of architecture

and antiquities, 55. 126, 150. 162. 211.222, 234,24/,

282, 354, 366, 391, 403, 414, 450, 463, 490

Richborough Castle, 261
•• Richmond," a descriptive poem, 516

Richmond, plans for laying out ground at, 460

Richmond Railway, 452 _
Ridley. Geo ,

on handrails, 7. 22, lo0

gMK: BJ 2“£&2£*» -
at Man-

Road-making at Burton-upon-Trent, 235

Robfns^Greenway, on the New Buildings.Act, 117,

127 154. 161, 212, 332. 558; on newly-built houses,

mm. ()n sewage in the suburbs, 3J3
_

RoWns, Geo., tenders for works on his estat ,

Rochester Cathedral, works in progress, 466

Rogers, VV. G„ lecture on wood carving, 341 , on mu
minated books, 550

Rolle, Lord, statue of, 3?)

Romfimil
1

,
compelilion for Cora Ench.nge, 92. 107,

118,529 „ . ... /
Romsey Abbey Church, 446

Roof of the great room, Exeter Hall, 210

S”&” ™.S5tl°n of. 596 1
coveting to. 2.98.263

(and see “ Iron roofs"/

Rooms for large assemblies, 526

Rose window, Westminster Abbey, 138

Rosewood veneers, duty on, 166

Rotunda, Blackfriars'-road, 2al

Rstherham, proposed publiL baths, 128

iinunrl Towers ot Ireland, 310, 334, oo
Retherham.proposejipuoi c ua

of
Round Towers ot Ireland, 310, 334, ooj, /o,

France, 614 .... rn ,

Roundels, or ancient plates, ’94

£*! 250. toi-

ls’ ;

Sinvter Hell, 312, 316. 4I». U« I
compelilion in oil-

painting, 419

SSS to«yo„ ,3up, 10

Royal Exchange, temporary premises sold, 15

nSjiSi. ssiv if,
Koyai ii ,c "',

S“;. smW
,
“lI?i“»fi« IWnd thete,

,

558 , 569, 582, 585,(595, 612, 621

Royal Exchange (the late), its architect, a8-

Royat Hibernian Academy, 400 . „ Qr .

Royal Institute of British .ychi ects mee ngs J, ^.
M 7! O') i->4. 161. 205,235, 261, 2d7. 30:1, ^-8, 30*i,

SBsl'Gl-J;’ report on d apiJabons ;.

competition for medals, 14 ;
prize e&ay °nslato, 9J

;

l

competitions announced,
^ dk\°ussion on proi

president’s conversazione, 23., ;
discussion on pro

posed museum of national antiquities, jjO

Royal Institution, meetings, 43, 250, :272
. ...

.

Royal Irish Architectural Institution, meetings, 466

Royal Society, president's soirees, 46, 100,.
!/“ •

orat

narv mPPtines 568; anniversary meeting, 58JRoyal Society, presiuenis su.ict»,

nary meetings, 568 ;
anniversary meeting, oUJ

Rugbv, monument to Dr. Arnold, 11/

Ruined cities of America, 50

Rules (satirical), for churchwardens, oCn

Rushton Lodge, Northamptonshire, o38, ’56
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ST. Augustine's Abbey, Canterbury, restoration of,

370
St. Alban's Architectural Society, 552
St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, described, 42, 78
St. Benet Fink Church, 497, (518

Sc. Cross Hospital (Winchester), 447
St. George's Chapel, Windsor, screen by Quintin
Malays, 97; new window, 18,5; insolence of the
verger, 41(1; restorations, 469

St. Ive's, bridge repaired, 406'; new national schools,
128

St. James's Church, London, proposed Gothic
window, 309, 397, 415, 425, 441, 457, 482

St. James's, election of district surveyor, 320
St. John’s Gate, Clerkenwell, its proposed restora-

tion, 91, 125, 162
St. Katherine's wharf, improvements, 575
St. Margaret’s Church, Westminster, Parliamentary

report, 48, 373, 466 ; disgraceful state of the grave-
yard, 510, 525

St. Pancras, baths and washhouses, 80, 420, 470, 534
St. Paul’s Cathedral, architectural innovations and

abuses, 221, 287 : works in progress, 450
St. Peter's, Home, its ruinous state, 394 ; Drake’s
model of, 299

St. Saviour’s, Southwark, burials, 157, 178
St. Stephen’s Chapel, Westminster, its decorations,

115
Sales of Wood, Sic., announced, 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72,

84, 96, 107, 120, 131, 144, 155, 168, 179, 192, 203,
215, 227, 240, 252, 263, 275, 288, 300, 312, 324, 347,
360, 372, 384, 395, 408, 420, 432, 444, 455, 467, 483,
496, 519, 530, 542, 555, 568, 579, 591, 603, 615, 627

Sailors’ Home, new church, 225
Salisbury Cathedral, lines on, 172
Salisbury and W inchester cathedrals compared, 68
Salt used to extinguish fire, 93
Sandwich, new day school, 104
Sands on the sea coast cultivated, 167
Sang, Mr., his painted decorations, 229,259
Savage, his lines on London streets, 469
Savings banks, 119, 341
Saxe Coburg and Gotha, the palaces of, .413
Saxony, electoral chair of, 150
Scaffolding, overloaded, 5; insufficient, 257; im-
provements in, 347; Mr. Gressellon, 33, 41

Scagliola, manufacture of, 50; its history and de-
scription, 20

Scarborough improvements, 148, 235 ; railway sta-
tion, 161

School for artists, Mr. Leigh's, 579
Schools of design, their utility, 106
School of design, London, dissensions and alleged
mismanagement, 270, 292, 320, 340, 357 , 364 , 365,
367,379, 384, 393, 416, 426, 428, 441, 525; A. W.
Pugin on its management, 367

Scinde, floor. tiles made there, 44
Scotland, value of land in, 443; its architectual an-

tiquities, 627
Scott, Sir Walter, his advice to Gothic architects,

443; monument to him at Dryburgh Abbey, 395;
at Edinburgh, 107

Scott and Moffutt’s design for church at Hamburgh,
257

Screen (iron) by Quintin Mastys in St. George’s
Chapel, 97

Screw propeller, its application to railways, 117, 167
Sculpture in Milan, 589
Sculpture (see “Houses of Parliament," and “Sta-

tues")
Seacoinbe, proposed church, 335
Seal of the parish of St. Mary le Bow, 2
Sea-water, its effect on cast-iron, 137, [Sup.) 2 ; on

other metals, 274 ; on piles, 406
Self-acting water-closet, 439, 40/
Sewage manure company, 421
Sewers, of ancient Home, 74, GOO ; of Paris, Berlin,
and Hamburgh, 21, 73; in Lancaster, 75; in
Liverpool, 154 ; at Pimlico, 348; king’s scholars’
pond, 74, 356 ; in Gray’s-lnn-lane, its alleged
failure, 540; effluvia from, 129, 441, 453, 5U5,
574 ; obstructions and cleansing, 509, 540 ; form of,
375, 419, 429, 474, 502, 573# 509, 522, 554, 567, 6U0,
615,623; a few questions relating to, 59/; tenders
for, 308, 554, 602 (and see “ Holborn, and Finsbury,
and Westminster sewers ”)

Shee, Lady, pension granted to, 542
Sheffield, new gas company, 589
Sherburn, new church at, 185
Ship building, 22 ; Lord Palmerston on, 202
Shoals blasted with gunpowder, 269, 297
“ Shop fronts" (see “ Buildings Act")
Shoreditch, district surveyoiship, 603
Short tleeds, 494
Shrewsbury new chapel, 148
Siemen’s chronometric governor, 329
Signals on railways (see “ Railways ")

Silt or clay foundations, 517
Skeletons, discovered at Bath, 286; at Lewes, 540,
506

Skeme Church, Yorkshire, restored, 24
Sketching interdicted in cathedrals, 238
Skew bridges, construction of, 378, 013
“Slabs and hearths” (see “ Building Act”)
Slab slating, 106
Slate, prize essay otv 99; for fire-proof ceilings, 383;

its dampness, 106
Slate ridges and hips, 165
Slate, used at the Houses of Parliament, 513
Slate (polished) chimney-pieces, 568
Sleepers for railways, new mode of measuring, 191
Smeaton, John, sketch of his life. 111
Sinirke, Sidney, his repairs of York Minster, 159, I75 ;

carved doors there, 306, 334, 39-1 ; his portrait-gallerv
at Drayton Manor, 217# 222; Conservative Club-
house, 229; Carlton Club, 269

Smith, C. H., on Portland stone, 100
Smith (Mr. C. Roach) and Mr. Tite, on antiquities
found at the Royal Exchange, 558, 569, 582,585,
5'Ja, 612, 621

Smith, Geo., on assessing dilapidations, 597Smoke nuisance, in large towns, 83, 101, 237, 239, 27*
297, 425, 455, 430; in Manchester, 47; Mr. Mackin-
non’s Bill, 147. 1/3, 322, 370

Smoke jacks and chimuevs, their antiquity, 3*3
Smoky chimneys, 419,549
Soane, Sir J., his buildings altered by Mr. Barrv, 591
Soane Museum, ancient capitals from, 210, 235, 403;
marble console from, 247

Society of Antiquaries, 2, 26, 55, 139, 199, *63, *47 ;improvement in, 279
Society of Arts, meetings, 22, 44, 60, 131, 1G6, 177,
239.353,621

Society of British Artists, exhibition, 104
Society of Wood Carvers, its objects and proceed-

ings, 145
Somersetshire Lunatic Asylum, competition, 10. 141.

200, 260, 323
Sonnets on Stonehenge, 161 ; on Lincoln Minster, 310;
on the Dresden Gallery, 322 ; on Cologne Cathedral)
461

Sound, prevention of, 443
Southampton, font at St. Michael’s Church, 271
Southend, new pier, 103, 201, {Sup.) 11
Southoyer Church, Sussex, tomb of Gundreda, 540
South Shields, new church, 29
Southwark, proposed churches, 347
Southwark Bridge, sale of, 537, (Sup.) 9

Sowton, near Exeter, new church at, 185, 489
Spa-fields burial-ground, 69, 92, llo, 157, 591
Spalding, fall of the Victoria Bridge, 86
Spenser’s tomb, Westminster Abbey, 409, 488, (Sup.) 4
Spitalfields improvements, 285
Spontaneous combustion of guano, 71
Springfield gaol, alteration of, 201, 464, (Sup.) 11
Squints or hagioscopes In old churches, 205, *22
Stables, arrangement and ventilation of, 581, 597
Stained glass, history of, 505, 518
Stained glass for the Houses of Parliament, 435, 518;

for Westminster Abbey, 139
Staining glass, processes described, 577
Staining deal, 168
Stairs (see “ Handrails")
Staircases, fire-proof, 31

1

Staircases in Bel.-ize House, Hampstead, 354; in
Cromwell Hall, Highgate, 586

Stamford, Roman remains found, 440
“ Standard hundred ’’ of deals, 568, 573
Stanton Fitzwarren church, Wilts, Norman font, C
Star brewery, tenders to rebuild, 395
Statistical Society, meeting, 147
Statue of “ Bavaria,” in bronze, 14
Statues, proposed mode of cleaning, 21
Statues—of William IV., by Nixon, 26, 76; of Prince
Albert for Royal Exchange, 32, 79; of Geo. Ste-
phenson, 65, 191 ; of the Earl of Lonsdale, 117.
135; of Byron, by Thorwaldsen, 117; of General
Nott, 117; Rev. Dr. Arnold, 117; Dr. Beckwith,
117 : Robert Millhouse, 117 ; Dr. Watts, at Abney
park, 179, 591 ;

Sir John Crosby, 244; James II.,

3*3
; the Duke of Wellington, Hyde-park-comer,

325, 359 ; Dr. Goodall, 389 ; Claude, 481 ; William
the Conqueror. 481 ; Beethoven, 481 ; Sir !•'.

Buxton, 481 ; the Duke of Sussex, 481 ; Gresham,
Royal Exchange, 530 ; Sir James Shaw, 552 ; for
the new Houses of Parliament, 308,373, 527; for
the Scott monument, Edinburgh, 107

Steam, new mode of generating, 591
Steam from combustion of gas, 466, 482
Steamboat piers on the Thames, 251
Steam boilers in factories, 289
Steam boilers, incrustation in, 24, 334
Steam engines, mismanagement of, 272 ; modes of
working, 329

Steam pile-driving (see “ Pile driving ”)

Stephenson, Geo., proposed statue of, 63
Stepney Church, restoration of, 215
Stereochromy, or architectural painting, 422
Stock Exchange, new regulations, (Sup.), 9
Stockton mechanics’ institution, 1/9
Stoke, new church at (Sup.) 11
Stone, its resistance to frost, 3 (and see “Marble,’’
“ Bath stone," “ Limestone,” “ Portland stone")

Stone used at the Houses of Parliament, 334
Stone columns, 316. 332
Stone-dressing machinery, 83
Stone, artificial (see “Artificial stone," and "Cement”)
Stone altars, 63, 161, 203, *35
Stonehenge, sonnet on, 161
Stonehouse Church, Gloucestershire, modern monu-
mental brass, 12

Stops to chamfers in gothic architecture, 551
Stourbridge, proposed new hospital, 221
Stoves, carelessness in fixing, 88
Stowting, Kent, antiquities at, 346
Strasburg cathedral. 47
Street architecture, improvements in, 469
Strength of timber beams, 239,
Strength of iron beams (“ see “ Iron beams")
Strike of the carpenters in France, 333, 380, 407
Stucco paint, 455
Study of ancient models, 217
Styrole, a new glass, 312
Subarcuation in William of Wykeham’s works, 465
Sub-marine railways, 440, (Sup.) 3 (Sup.) 9
Subterranean railway in Paris proposed (Sup.) 10
Sudbury improvements, 201,262
Suffolk churches, 41
Sunderland, new docks, 388. 552
Supply of water, 147, 303. 377, 4*9, 552, 605
Surrey Grniul Junction Railway project, 464
Surveyor of pavements, licences, 281
Suspension bridges, history of, 195

;
general remarks

on, 253
;
principles of, 342 ; Mr. Dredge’s plan, *97,

387, 417
Suspension Bridge, Hungerford-markct, 169, 175,209,

225, 442; proposed Ranelagh, 431, (Sup.) 10 ;
at Cal-

cutta. 475; Clifton, 236; over the Tees, 333; at
Weston-super-Mare, 201,262 , 323, 358; Yarmouth,
fall of, *20, 239, 251, *53, 257

Sudeley Castle, restoration of, 440
Sussex, Duke of, monument to the, 370
Sutro, Dr., on newly-built houses, 38/
Swansea, building operations at, 597
Swindon, new town at. 191 ; new church, 221, 529
Swinton, training school at, 584
Syria, ancient architectural remains, 321

T.

TAUNTON improvements, 309, 418, 453,483; re-
storation of St. Mary's church, 578, (Sup.) 11

Tableau Vivans, Herr Keller's, 505
Tattersall, Mr., on assessing dilapidations, 583
Temple Church, pavement of, 345
Templets and moulds, 11
Tenders (builders') sent in for public and private

buildings, sewers, &c., 43. 70, 72, 83, 131, IG7, 179,
*03, 251, 263, 27*, 308, 3*3, 345, 347, 371, 380, 395,
403, 413, 419, 443,455,467, 483, 496, 506, 517, 519,
529, 554, .590, 602, 603

Tennis-court at Leamington, 201
Terra-cotta for building purposes, 214, 571 ; Mr.
Sharpe on its employment, 248

Terra-cotta church, Bolton, *02,341, 571
Terra-cotta statue of Sir Jno. Crosby, 241
Terro-metallic water-pipes, 555
Tesselated pavement, 342
Tesselated pavements, 371
Thames, conservancy^f the, 1*3
Thames Bank, chimney shaft, 62, 161
Thames embankment, the Government plan, 173;
Mr. 1'hillips on, 76, 122, 132, 134

Thames embankment and Railway company, 349,
537 (Sup.) 10

Thames Tunnel (Sup.) 12
Thatching, waste of straw, 311
Theatre, Greek, 18
Themelthorpe Church, Norfolk, described, 235
Thirlstane House, 3*3
Thomason, Sir Edward, his " Memoirs of half a cen-

tury," 567
Thorton Steward Church, Yorkshire, font, 514
Thorwaldscn's statue of Byron, 117, 542
Tiles for tesselated pavements, 371,3-15
Tiles, Brown’s Italian, 563
Tiles, glass, 518
Timber affected by sea-water. 406 ; dry-rot and worms

in, 32, 86; preservation of, 13, 83, 436
Timber beams, strength of, 239
Timber-trees, Mr. Vicary on, 93; physiology of, 166,
435

Timber, sales of (see “ Sales'of Wood ”)

Timber viaducts, cost of, 364
Tipperary, barracks at, 44n
Tite, Mr., on modern architecture in Paris, 533
Tite, Mr., and Mr. Smith, on antiquit es found at the
Royal Exchange, 558, 5C9, 582, 585, . 95 , 612, 621

Tin roofs for houses, 53
Tollington Park new church, 10
Tombstorr.es and epitaphs, 478
Tools and implements of industry and art, 246, 258.
413

Torquay improvements, 570
Tourists, their ignorance of architecture, 385 ; their
depredations at Melrose Abbey, 518

Tournay Cathedral restored, 65, 304
Tower of London, visited by the British Archeolo-

gical Association, 82 5 improvements at, 249. 161,
483, 406 ; new barracks, white tower, St. Peter's
church, 445

Tower-hill improvements, 561
Tracery, tool for chamfering, 93 ; illustrations of,

104 ; from Carlisle Cathedral, 186
Trafalgar-square, artesian wells, 575 ; fountains, 111,

119, 166; Nelson monument, 530
Training schools at Swinton. 584
Treves, architectural works at, 65
Triangular lodge, Northamptonshire, view and win-
dow, 538. 550

Triumphal arches, Mr. Cockerell on. 85
Triumphal arch at Hyde-park comer, 325, 359
Trophy from Chelsea Hospital, 102
Truro, St. Mary’s church improvements, 388
Tudor architecture, its principles and modem appli-
cation, 521

Tudor ironwork, 463
Tuddenham, St. Martin’s Church, Suffolk, 41
Tunnel on the Sheffield and Manchester railway, 346 ;

under the sea at Marseilles, 83
Turnbull, Dr. his patent for preparing leather, 334
Typhus fever, its localities 48

U.

UNDERPINNING old walls, 81
United Service Institution, its enlargement, 128
University College, examination in construction, 308;
examination in architecture, 320

;
prizes in archi-

tecture awarded, 329
University of London, proposed, 354
Upton old church, Slough, proposed restoration, 409,

VALENTIA slate, 513
Vanbrugh and his detractors, 469, 515
Vase, design for a, 4*6
Vauxhall-bridge-road, new churches, 400
Veneers, duties on, 106
Venice, the architecture of, 326
Ventilation, its importancee to health. 85; principles
and practice, 411; general remarks on, *67, 361,
428, 590, 607

Ventilation of bed-rooms, 203; of stables, 597, 581:
of the Central Criminal Court, 549; of the House
of Commons’ committee-rooms, 131, 312

Ventilation, evils of Dr. Reid’s system, 361, 411,
549, 584; Baillie's slide-valve ventilator, 310; Dr.
Guy’s invention, 21, 43; Kite’s new system, 391;
Leslie’s patent, 451 ; Wroughton’s plan, 452

Ventilating valve (Arnotfs), 327
Viaducts (see “ Railways”)
Vienna, granite paving at, 600
Victoria park, 04, 161, 400, 575
Vineries (see “ Buildings Act”)

W.
WAKEFIELD, new church and schools, 221
Wales, lead mines of, *63
Walker, Mr. J., F.R.S., his report on Yarmouth

Bridge, 253
Walker, G. A., his exertions to abolish graveyard

burials, 157
Walls of ancient and modem Rome, 235, 241
Walpole's criticism of Vanbrugh, 469
Warehousing. 35
Warming, of London workshops, 178; railway

carriages, 87 ; at the New Model Prison, 75
Warwick Lunatic Asylum, 11 ; new gaol, *01, 333
Washhouses (see “ Baths and washhouses ")

Water, its motion and action, 122, 134; purification
of, 299 ; mode of supplying London 147

Water closet, self-acting, 489
Water Colour Societies' exhibitions, 196, 213
Water-tight bulk-heads. 141

I

Water-works in provincial towns, 249

j

Watson's drain pipes, 92
Watts, Dr., intended monument at Abney Park, 179,.591

I
Way, Albert, on old Covent Garden, 88
Weatherlcy, Oxfordshire, Roman remains at, 590
Weber, monument to, at Dresden, 370
Webster, Thomas, F.G.S., his deith, 23
Webster's hand-pipe and tile machine, 4u5
Wednesbury, new district church, *01
Welklose-square, fall of houses, 323
Wellington.statue, Hyde Park-corner, 325, 359
Wellow church, ancient paintings, 585
Wells, Somerset Lunatic Asylum, tender’s for, 323
Wells, purification of, 358
Westbury, Wilts, restoration of church (Sup.) 11
West end and Croydon Railway (Sup.) 7
West London Railway, 10
Westminster, its disgraceful state, 121 ; plans for its

improvement, 121
Westminster improvements, proceedings of the com-
mittee, Parliamentary debates, and general re-
marks, 82, 147, 239, 249, 255, *08, 293, 373, 483

Westminster, All Saints church, Westminster-road,
541; Mr. Lee's drawings of its antiquities,10 1 ; fall

of a house, 62; Literary Institution, 507; new
church, Petcr-street, 153

Westminster Abbey, wrought-iron screens, 97;
monuments and epitaphs, 99; organ, stalls, See.,

110;. great window and transept, 138; hasty visits

allowed the public, 252, 373; tombs of Chaucer
and Spenser, 409

" Westminster Abbey and Great Men's Monuments,”
by G. Godwin, 140

Westminster-bridge, cost of repairs, 443 ; its insecu-
rity, 203

Westminster Hall exhibition, 312, 316 ; unrewarded
exhibitors, 409

Westminster review, on railways ami sewage manure,
421 ; on Westminster improvements, *55

Westminster sewers—notices of works, 74, 75 : meet-
ings of the commissioners, 438, 465, 493, 509, 522,

540, 554, 560, 572, 5114, 601 ; defects and alleged mis-
management, 3/4, 398, 509, 619, 023j changes in

the surveyor's department, 554, 660, 572
Weston-super- Marc, proposed pier, 201, 262, 323, 358
Weymouth, new eve infirmary, 221

Whalley Abbey, window from, 193
Whichcord, J., junior, on Kentish rag stone, 585
Whitby, national school, 236
Whitby harbour, improvements, 388
Whitechapel, proposed improvements, 285
Whitehaven, hotel, differences in builders' estimates,

227, 238; new church, 5*9
Whitehall, improvements atBoard of Trade, 24
Whitehall-gnrdens, statue of James II., 323
White Knights, Reading, proposed villas, 292, 416,
4G1

Whitewash in old churches, 39, 548,
Whitmore, Mr., his collection at Pryor’s Bank, 594
Widford bridge, Essex, rebuilt, 333
William IV., statue by Nixon, 76
William de Warren, his skeleton discovered, 540
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Wilton, new church, 35, 93, 465, 49?; old Church,
168

Wiltshire Topographical Society, annual meeting,

278
Wiltshire, county lunatic asylum, 389; new churches

in, 566. 613
Winchester and Salisbury Cathedrals compared, 63
Winchester Cathedral, 447 ; Mr. Cresy on, 306
Winchester, hospital of St. Cross, 447 : county hall,

448; meeting of the British Archaeological Asso-

ciation, 378, 385, 404. 441 :
meeting of the Archaeo-

logical Institute, 442, 446; competition for St.

Thomas's church, 82, 214 :
new church at, 440

Windows, duty on glass, 145; (circular) south tran-

sept Westminster Abbey, 138; Whalley Abbey, 198:

Ash Church, Kent, 199; Charing Church, Kent,

202; St. Nicholas's church, Isle of Thanet, 433;
St. Anslem's chapel, Canterbury Cathedral, 476;
Rushton Lodge, 550; East Sutton Church, 574

Window proposed for St. James's Church, 389,441,

457, 482
Window tax, its influence on health and morals, 35

85 ;
agitation for its repeal, 69, 225 ;

its statistics as

to London, 239
Window-cilis imperfectly fixed, 193

Window cleaning, new process, 272. 288
Window-sashes, improvement in, 482
Windsor and Eton, new works at, 469
Windsor Castle, improvements, 221

Windsor (see“ St. George's Chapel ")

Windsor-park, improvements, 405
Windsor Railway, 452
Wires v. Bars for suspension bridges, 169
Wire ropes, Newall's patent, 250
Wirtcmburg, baths at Kaunstadt, 124

Wisbeaeh, improvements at, 104 ; restoration of
stone cross on church, 440, 611

Witnesham Church, Suffolk, 495
Wolverhampton, proposed water-works, 103 : new
schools, 262; railway station, 440; price of gas,

453
Woolwich, proposed floating dock, 178 ;

new piers,

552
Woolsthorpe, new church, 552
Wood, sales of isee “ Sales"!

Wood, John, his altar-piece for Bermondsey church,

32, 596
Wood carvers, encouragement to, 145
Wood-carvers Society, its objects and proceedings,

145; present to the'honorary secretary, 334
Wood-carving, '.lecture on, 341 ; ancient specimens,

341
Wood-carvings, by Gibbons, at Cbatswortb, 23
Wood-carving at the Houses of Parliament, 416

Wood-carving company (patent), 525; Pratt’s patent,

124, 136, 177, 585
Woodford, wilts, new church, 185

Woodford, Essex, new church, 552
Wood paving, its failure in the Strand, 465
Workmen, their comfort studied by employers, 49

;

intellectual improvement of, 481, 535, 661 (and see
“ Artisans ")

Workmen on the Cambrige Railway, their excellent

conduct, 382
Workmen, breaches of contract by, 506
Workmen’s schools in Austria, 516; in Holland, 537
Workshops, defects in warming, 178
Worms and dry-rot in timber, 86
Wren, Sir C., lamp-post designed by him, 102;
church of St. Benet's Fink, 497, 618

Wright, Thos., on illuminated MSS. illustrative of
architecture, 246

Wrington, Somersetshire, new episcopal chapel, 40
Wrought-iron, beauty of ancient specimens, 97
Wrought-iron and cast-iron beams (see " Cast-iron”)
Wykeham, Wm. of, his architectural works, 448,

465, 495
Wilson, James, on the fires and restoration of York

Minster, 158, 1/5
Wyse, T., speech at the Institute of Fine Arts, 166;
proposes a museum of national antiquities, 181, 313

X.

XANTH1AN marbles, 73, 301

Y.

YARMOUTH improvements, 333. (-‘"up) 11: resto-

ration of St. Nicholas’s Church, 346 . 389, 453 ; fall

of suspension-bridge, 220, 239, 253, 257 ! Ilew

bridge, 370
Yeovil, new church, 93
York Minster, great bell, 83; Gothic ornaments
from, 90, 139, 115, 163, 175, 258, 622; its tires and
restorations, 158, 175: new doors by Mr. Smirke,
294, 306 ,

334, 394
York and Scarborough Railway, 346
York and Ripon training schools, 21

Yorkshire Architectural Society, meeting, 351, [Sup.)

11

Yorkshire, lunatic asylum, 529; new churches, 614

ZINC thread, 284

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Norman font, Stanton Fitzwarren Church, Wilts-

(view and elevation), 6

Brompton parochial national schools (elevation), ^

Diagrams illustrating the construction of hand rails of

stairs (thirteen engravings), 8, 9,22, 151

Sir Thomas Gresham's tomb, in St. Helen’s church

Bishopsgate, 10

Greek scene in “Antigone " at Covent-garden Thea.

tre, 18

Entrance to Barber Surgeons’ Hall, London (two

engravings), 19, 20

Dr. Guy’s system of ventilation (four diagrams), 21

Windows in the Dutch church, Austin Friars (plans,

elevations, and sections), 30, 43

View of the middle quadrangle, Hampton Court

Palace, 31

Scaffolding for building the entrance to the Euston

Station, London and Birmingham Railway, 33

Derrick used for building the commemoration column,

Devonport, 33

Derrick crane used at Granton Pier, Edinburgh, 34

Tackle used to raise pipes at the East London Water

Works, 35

Revolving scaffolding at new Houses of Parliament,

41

St. Bartholomew's Hospital, principal gateway, 42;

view of the quadrangle, 78; Giltspur-street gate-

way, 79

St. John's Church, Notting-hill, south-east view, 54;

interior looking east, 66

Old English chair at Chillington House, Kent (gly-

phograph), 55

Diagrams illustrating the history of heating by hot

water (twelve engravings), 67

Gothic ornaments aud details from the cathedral

church at York (twenty engravings), 90, 115, 139,

163, 175, 258, 622, 623

Machine used for raising stones at the assize courts,

Liverpool, 91

Tool for chamfering tracery, 93.

Lamp-post and trophy from Chelsea Hospital, 103

Lettem-stand, Littlebury Church, Essex, 103

Christ Church, Endell-slreet, St. Giles's north-

west view), 114

Chimney-piece, Old Mauor House, Gasden, Wilts, 126

Rose window in the south transept of Westminster

Abbey Church (exterior elevation and section of

moulding), 138

Electoral chair of Saxony, at the Prior's-bank, Ful-

ham, 150

Elizabethan doorway, from Foulshurst, Cheshire
(view and details), 162

Slate ridges and hips, 165

Geometric tracery from Carlisle Cathedral, 186

View of the Charing Cross Bridge, at Hungerford

market, 174

Ancient iron-work (three specimens), 187

Window from Whalley Abbey (elevation, plan, and

section of mullion), 198

Window in Ash Church, Kent (elevation, plan, and

section of moulding), 199

Roof over the great room, Exeter Hall, 210

Ancient capitals from the Soane Museum (seven en-

gravings), 211, 234, 403

Diagram to illustrate the article on the “ Geometry

of Architecture,” 211

Sir Robert Peel's new Portrait Gallery at Drayton

Manor, 222

Alderton Church, Wilts (plan and exterior view of

Hagioscope), 223

Ancient capital from Pompeii, 234

Representations of builders at work, from illuminated

manuscripts (five engravings), 246

Marble console from the Soane Meseum, 247

Font in St. John’s church, Margate (elevation and

plans), 259

Mausoleum of the Orleans family at Dreux, in

Normandy, 270

Font in St. Michael's Church, Southampton (ele-

vation and plans), 271

Window in Charing Church, Kent, 282

The arrangement of picture galleries (three illus-

trations), 283

New doors for the west entrances to the Cathedral

Church of York (elevations, sections of mould-
ings and details), 294, 306

Diagrams to illustrate the article on the geometry of
brickwork (three engravings), 295

Pendant gas lamps (ten illustrations), 307

View of Old London Bridge, 318

Baillie’s slide-valve transparent ventilator (three

illustrations), 319

Ancient carved bench-ends (five specimens), 491,

330, 331

Suspension bridges (four diagrams), 342

Mosaic floors (six illustrations), 343

Carved staircase, Belsize House, Hampstead, 354

Ancient irou-work, Dartmouth Church, Devonshire,

355

Diagram to illustrate setting out curves on railways,

355

Gatehouse to the old Priory, Montacute, 366
Design for a picture gallery, 367

Norman font, Hendon Church, Middlesex, 378

Diagram to illustrate the construction of skew

bridges, 379

Norman fonts in Dodford Church, Northampton-

shire, and Eydon Church, Northamptonshire, 390

Early fonts in Dearham Church, Cumberland, and

Thornton Steward Church, Yorkshire, 514

Diagrams to illustrate Kite’s system of ventilation,

(seven engravings), 391

Architectural relics from Galway (seven engravings),

402

Font cover, St. Dunstan’s Church, Canterbury (view

and details), 414, 415

Original design for a vase, 426

Stone bridge over the river Taff (plan and eleva-

tion), 427

Design for small farm buildings (plan and elevations)

427

Window in St. Nicholas Church, Isle of Thanet, 438

Norman capitals in the same church, 439

Simple self-acting-water-closet, 439

Barrington Court, Somersetshire (general view, gable,

pinnacles, and chimneys), 450 ; iron work, 463

Leslie's heating and ventilating apparatus, 451

Stone porch. Great Chatfield Church, Wilts, 462

Diagrams to illustrate articles on the conic sections

(six engravings), 463, 492, 599, 600

Byzantine and Gothic ornaments from Germany

(twelve illustrations), 470, 472

Window in St. Anselm's Chapel, Canterbury Cathe-

dral, 476

Piscinae in Haddenham Church, Bucks, and Ayles-

bury Church, 477

Carved open door panels by Inigo Jones, 490

Norman doorway, Little Barford Church, Bedford

shire, 491

Window in Birchington Church, Isle of Thanet, 502

Section of improved form of sewer, proposed by Mr.

Phillips, 503

Vanbrugh’s works, Blenheim and Castle Howard (three

engravings), 515

New Hall, Lincoln's Inn (interior view), 526

Font in Littlebury Church, Essex, 527

Triangular Lodge at Rushton, Northamptonshire

(exterior view and three windows), 538, 539, 550

Stops to chamfers in Gothic architecture (seven spe-

cimens), 551

East Sutton Church, Kent (exterior view and eleva-

tions, and details of two windows), 562, 574, 575

Brown's Italian tiles (eleven illustrations), 563.

Diagrams to articles on the egg-shaped sewer, 573,

623

Elizabethan staircase, Cromwell Hall, Highgatc,

(view and details), 586, 587

South porch of North Walsham Church, Norfolk,

598

Chimney-piece, Netling House, Balh, 610

Stone cross on the gable of St Peter's Church, Wis-

beach, 611.
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ADDRESS.

E issue to-day the hun-

dredth Number of The
Builder, and commence
with it a new year. Our
progress up to this time has

been in the highest degree
it isfactory

;
friends have grown up around

j on all sides
;
the goodness of our purpose

is been universally recognized
;
and we con-

quently now find ourselves in a position to

Feet much more than we have yet attempted,

f this position we shall vigorously avail our-

lves, and will spare no pains or outlay to

nder this journal the organ, par excellence
,

the numerous and influential classes inter-

ted in architecture, building, engineering,
chseology, practical science, and the decora-
re arts.

We are making such arrangements as will

sure for our readers the earliest and most
thentic information on all subjects whereof
he Builder treats, both foreign and
mestic, with sound and impartial opinions
the various matters which may come before

I

im. New buildings, new materials, new
jeesses, and new books, will be described
d illustrated. As regards the latter, it is a
nstant complaint amongst provincial archi-
ls and builders, that having nothing to

ide them in their purchases, they are led to

ler from London works which are of no use
them, and more often to refrain from buying
ise which, if they had a general notion of
ir contents and worth, they would gladly
sess. We shall endeavour to supply this

iciency : and being untrammelled by any con-
lion with publishers, shall do so fearlessly

I honestly; with a disposition at all times to

d out a friendly hand to rising merit, and
five praise rather than censure, but with a
jlute determination to shew no mercy to

shallow empiric or the egotistical pre-
fer.

he properties of materials, and all new
ies of construction, we shall be anxious to

;stigate
;
and we invite the earliest intelli-

ce on these points, so that we may place
result of inquiry before our readers.

'he new Metropolitan Buildings-Act, which
e into operation on the 1st instant, will

;ssarily be liable for a time to various
lings, and will offer some disputed points,
pages will be open for the discussion of

n
>
and consideration will be given to such

dions as may arise. The health of towns,
hich this Act materially refers, has always
ived from us the attention that theimport-
' of the subject demands : it will continue to

form a prominent feature in ourjournal, and we
shall aid resolutely every endeavour that may
be made with that end in view. Against faulty

modes of construction, unfortunately numerous

and general, we shall continue to wage war,

—

one great object of The Builder being the

introduction of sound principles in building,

and the dissemination of practical know-
ledge. The improvement of dwelling-places

is an object of national importance.

Close pursuit of the useful will not, how-
ever, prevent attention to the beautiful, indeed

the connection is too intimate to admit legiti-

mately of separation.

“ Taste never idly working, saves expense.”

It must be constantly remarked that archi-

tecture as a fine art is much less understood by
the public than as a useful art, whence it

follows that our advance in matters of taste is

much slower than in matters of utility. It will

be our aim from time to time to diffuse a know-
ledge of the principles of architectural criticism

and to cultivate the taste of our readers so far

as it may be in our power to do so. The pre-

servation of ancient remains, the proper con-

duct of societies devoted to architecture and
archaeology, and the due administration of

I competitions^ will be specially regarded by us,

and strenuously advocated. On all these

points public opinion is now very different

from what it was even ten years ago, and we
believe we shall materially aid in obtaining a

satisfactory result by concentrating information

relating to them, and exposing unflinchingly,

every instance of tergiversation which may
become known.

We have a wide field, and strong determina-

tion : with that co-operation on the part of

those interested in these matters that we
have a right to expect, and which the present

editor, commencing a new task, earnestly

solicits, we cannot fail to effect much good.

We ask this co-operation, kind reader,
FROM YOU YOURSELF.

MODEL (?) HOUSES FOR THE LABOURING
CLASSES.

In The Builder for December 21st, we
drew attention to a statement and engraved
plan of fifteen houses for the labouring classes,

recently issued by the society for improving
the condition of that part of the population.

From this we learn that :

—

“ The committee, feeling that no description

or reasoning, however accurate, is likely to

make such an impression on the public as an
actual experiment, had resolved to build a
certain number of houses as models of the

different kinds of dwellings which they would
recommend for the labouring classes in popu-
lous towns

;
and for that purpose had taken,

on reasonable terms, an eligible plot of land

between Gray’s-inn-road and the Lower-road,
Pentonville, on the estate of Lord Calthorpe,

and had commenced, under contract, the erec-

tion of the buildings shewn on the plan.

“ In the arrangement of these buildings, the

object had been to combine every point

essential to the health, comfort, and moral
habits of the industrious classes and their

families, reference being had to the re-

commendations of the Health of Towns’
Commission, particularly with respect to

ventilation, drainage, and an ample supply of
water.”

Anxious to examine the society’s first work,
constructed with such an end in view, we has-

tened to the site of the new houses—the model
houses near the Bagnigge Wells Tavern. We
regret to say, unaffectedly and seriously, that our
worst anticipations are confirmed. The ar-

rangement is a disgrace to the society, and
cannot surely have been seen by Lord Ashley,

the chairman of the committee.

In the Buildings Regulation Bill, brought in
by that excellent nobleman in conjunction with
Mr. Fox Maule and Mr. Tufnell, Feb. 1842,
it is set forth most justly “that it shall not be
lawful to build any new court or alley (except
mews and stable-yards) narrower than 30 feet,
through which there shall not be an open
passage at each end thereof at least 20 feet wide,
and entirely open from the ground upwards.’'
And in the new Metropolitan Buildings Act
it is actually provided that no court or alley
shall be built without “ two entrances thereto,
each being at the least the full width of
the alley.” Will it be believed then, by our
readers, it certainly was not by ourselves when
we firstsaw it even with our own eyes, that these
houses now in course of erection, model
houses remember, to which the societv are to
appeal when endeavouring to persuade some
money-loving landlord to build in a manner
more conducive to the health of the future
occupiers than to the increase of his revenue,
are actually arranged to form a coiirt open at
one end only, and less than 23 feet in
WIDTH AT THE WIDEST PART ! 1 The plot
of ground on which the fifteen buildings are
crammed is so small, that, notwithstanding this

proximity, the yard attached to each house is

literally what its name imports in feet, or very
little more.

We call most urgently on the committee
and the shareholders to prevent the consum-
mation of this most dangerous mistake, or
they will rear a hot-bed for infection, and throw
a great impediment in the way of that im-
provement which they profess to seek. The
houses on one side are nearly roofed in

;
those

on the other side have merely the footings
laid

;
and we trust our contemporaries of the

press will aid us with their powerful voices in
our endeavour to prevent the completion of the
plan as at present contemplated. If we
were not assured that the income derived from
these buildings would be devoted to the
general objects of the society, we should
say, that mammon had fought against facts,
judgment, and common sense, and, to the
discredit, of all concerned, had gained the
day. We hope there may yet be time to
modify the evil.
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CURIOUS ARCHITECTURAL REMAINS
IN BOW CHURCH-YARD.

At the Society of Antiquaries, on Thursday,

19lh ultimo, a paper M as read from i homas

Lott, Esq., F.S.A., noticing some subterranean

architectural remains (being stone vaultings of

substantial masonry) beneath the bouses in

Bow church-yard, City, of a very interesting

character, although of a much later date than

the celebrated Norman crypts at present exist-

ing under the church.

Beneath the house No. 5, occupied by Messrs.

Grocock, is a square vaulted chamber, 12 feet

by 7 feet 3 inches high, with a slightly pointed

arch of ribbed masonry, similar to some of those

of the old London- bridge. There had been

in the centre of the floor an excavation which

might have been formerly used as a bath, but

which was now arched over and converted

into a cesspool. Proceeding towards Cheap-

side, there appears to be a continuation of the

vaulting beneath the houses Nos. 4 and 3. The

arch of the vault here is plain, not ribbed, and

more pointed. The masonry appears, from an

aperture near to the warehouse above, to be ot

considerable thickness. This crypt or vault is

7 feet in height from the floor to the crown of

the arch, and is 9 feet in width and 18 feet

long. Beneath the house No. 4 is an outer

vault. The entrance to both these vaults is by

a depressed Tudor arch with plain spandrils,

6 feet high
;
the thickness of the walls about

4 feet.

In the thickness of the eastern wall of one

of the vaults, are cut triangular-headed niches,

similar to those in which, in ancientecclesiasti-

cal edifices, the basinscontainingthe holy water,

and sometimes lamps, urere placed, instances

of M'hich are seen in Old Stepney Church, and

many other buildings of the same period.

These vaultings appear originally to have

extended to Cheapside, for beneath a house

there, in a direct line with these buildings, and

close to the street, is a massive stone wall.

The arches of this crypt are of the low

pointed form, M'hich came into use in the 16th

century.

There are no records of any monastery

having existed on this spot, and it is difficult to

conjecture what the building originally was

;

Mr. Chaffers thought it might be the remains of

the crown sild, or shed, where the sovereigns

repaired to view the joustings, shows, and

great marching watches, on the eves of the

festivals.
. .

Accompanying his communication Mr. Lott

had sent two old deeds, being grants by letters

patent from Henry VIII., with impressions of

the great seal attached, on M'hich he had stum-

bled in his researches as to the existence of any

monastery on this spot. One of these deeds

excited great interest, inasmuch as the splen-

didly illuminated margin contained a portrait

in colours of the king, which, from the care

bestowed on its execution, and its resemblance

to the heads on the coinage of the period,

might possibly be a good likeness of the

absolute monarch.

Mr. Lott also laid on the table the ancient

silver parish seal of St. Mary-le-Bow, repre-

senting the tower of the church as it existed

antecedently to the Fire of London, with its

bows or arches of stone, and five lanterns

therein, intended to have been glazed, and

lighted at night to guide the passengers across

the ferry of the Thames.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS’ ASSOCIATION.

“A chiefs amang ye, takin’ notes,

An ’ faith, he’ll prent ’em !”

The anniversary dinner of this association

took place on Monday last, at the Freemasons’

Tavern, when forty gentlemen sat down, and

II. E. Kendall, Esq., took the chair, supported

by Professor Hosking, the official referee ap-

pointed under the Metropolitan Buildings Act.

Mr. Baker, hon. sec., read the friendly apolo-

gies of Mr. Higgins, the other official referee,

and of Mr. Symonds, the registrar, for their

unavoidable absence.

After the usual toasts, the Chairman alluded

to the great gratification M'hich the presence

of Mr. Hosking gave to himself and to the

meeting, and proposed the health of “ The

Official Referees and the Registrar.”

The toast having been received with cheers,

Mr. Hoskino- thanked the society for the com-

pliment paid to him, and expressed much plea-

sure at having received their invitation
;

it was

an earnest that, under the new circumstances

in which they M ould soon be relatively placed

to each other, he should receive their co-ope-

ration
;
they M ould all shortly be in the same

boat together, and when he" considered the

great experience of many members of the As-

sociation, and the attention which they had

bestowed upon the new Act, he hoped to de-

rive great benefit from their assistance. If,

however, in the performance of his office, he

should be compelled to differ in opinion from

them, or to exercise any of the powers M'hich

the law gave him over their appointments and

their duties, he was glad to have this opportu-

nity afforded to him of shewing the usual feel-

in"' of an Englishman, who always shakes

hands before the fight. (Cheers.) With some

complimentary observations, he then proposed,

“ Prosperity to the District Surveyors’ Asso-

ciation.”

The Chairman having acknowledged the

toast, briefly gave, “ Mr. Donaldson and the

neM'ly-elected Surveyors.”

Mr. Donaldson said, that the duties of the

new surveyors would be comparatively light,

for whenever any case of difficulty arose, he

should not fail to call in Trafalgar-square for

proper directions (a laugh); so that, what

with following the example of the senior sur-

veyors, and the advice of the official referees,

the path would be clear, and easily pursued.

The Chairman then said, it would he recol-

lected that, three weeks ago, Mr. Baker, the

honorary secretary, had stated his intention to

resign the office, and assigned his indisposi-

tion alone as his reason for doing so. The

association felt that much was due to their es-

teemed friend, not only for the efficient man-

ner in M'hich he had for so long a period per-

formed the duties of his office, but for his

exertions at the formation of the society. A
committee was therefore formed, and it was

unanimously agreed to present him with a

silver salver, having an appropriate inscrip-

tion. However inadequate the gift, he now

begged to present it in the name ot the asso-

ciation, and to couple with it, a bumper to

“ Mr. Baker’s health.”

The toast having been received with cheers,

Mr. Baker said, that though he had been

led to expect this mark of kindness at their

hands, he was, nevertheless, but ill prepared to

express, in appropriate terms, his grateful

sense of it. Returning thanks seemed, at first

sio-ht, an easy task, but when the heart was

full, no one knew, until he tried, how difficult

it was to clothe gratitude with words. On this

account, he begged for their forbearance, for

like Trotty Veck, he found « every word swel-

ling in the throat to the size of the whole al-

phabet.” Imperfect, however, as he might

express it, he assured them that his gratitude

was at least sincere, and that he felt deeply

indebted to all,—to those whom an inter-

course of many years liad impressed him

with the knoM'ledge of their worth and their

good fellowship, and also to those new

members, who, uncalled for and unlooked

for, but not uncared for, had voluntarily

come forward on this occasion. He valued

the inscription upon the plate more than the

plate itself, and trusted that he should preserve

his friends as long as he should preserve their

testimonial. He could not relinquish the post

of secretary without congratulating the asso-

ciation on its healthy and prosperous condition :

there had been no quarrellings, no jealousies,

or discontent, to induce one member to retire
;

but all the meetings had been conducted in har-

monyand hemight addtoo, with discretion, when

he recollected that the last act of the associa-

tion was to appoint Mr. Pownall to the post of

secretary (loud cheers), a gentleman thoroughly

qualified for the office, and who had already

entered on his task with activity and zeal. No
wonder then that a body like this, associating

together quite as much for the public good as

for its own, should meet with the sanctioning

presence of the gentleman on the right of the

chair. I am delighted, concluded Mr. Baker,

to see him amongst us, and as he has alluded

to our being in "the same boat, I promise him

that if, on the untried waters in which our

vessel is to be launched on Wednesday next, lie

will steer steadily, we will pvU heartily, and so

the boat shall go merrily down the stream.

(Loud cheers.)
. ,

.

«« Mr. Allason and the visitors, the

Magistrates of Middlesex, Kent, and Surrey,

and” several other toasts followed. We must

not omit, however, one toast proposed by Mr.

Pownall, who prefaced it by saying that the

company had drunk the healths of new members

and new friends, and right glad was he to see

them, but that they ought not to forget a cer-

tain good old friend who was about to part

with them for ever. Many a time had this

good friend, now seventy years old, done them

able service; many were the debts ot grati-

tude due for these services
;
indeed those who

had known him longest loved him best, and no

one therefore M ould refuse to drink to

“ The Blessed Memory of the old Act.”

ST. PAUL’S CHURCH, HERNE HILL.

St. Paul’s Church, Camberwell, was

consecrated on the 21st of last month. 1 he

building consists of a nave and side aisles,

or chancel, and a tower and spire at the west

end, placed in the centre. The nave has a

clerestory, and is covered with a double roof,

so arranged as to give the appearance of an

open roof of lower pitch. The roof of the

aisles is very simple and effective
;

it consists

of boarding supported on a frame-work of

timber M'hich forms square panels for the

ceiling, and is covered with asphalted felt and

slated. The pulpit is on the north side of the

chancel-arch, and is entered by means of steps

from the chancel; the robing-room is con-

tiguous. The pulpit is of stone, and is adorned

with paintings of St. Peter, St. Paul, and other

apostles, on porcelain tablets, drawn by Nixon,

executed by the firm of Copeland and Garrett,

and presented bvthe latter gentleman, together

with the encaustic tiles with which the centre

of the nave and the whole of the chancel are

paved. The steps, formed also of porcelain

confined by iron nosings, are ingeniously

designed and arranged. One difficulty in the

manufacture of encaustic tiles seems to be, that

of making them all exactly of the same size,

and so obtaining straight lines when they aic

laid. A little more attention in this respect

will doubtless overcome it. The material

6eems excellent.

The organ is placed in a small chambei

formed over the north porch, so that the from

is flush with the M-ails of the aisle. All the

windows are filled M’ith stained glass by Messrs

Ward and Nixon, and deserve commendation

The large east window contains figures o

Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, with the

lamb, dove, and other emblems. Unsightl;

galleries, so often destructive to the effect o

new churches, have been avoided, in conse

quence of which, although this edifice is ii

reality low, it has an open and airy appearance

The church is noticeable for the extent o

its coloured decorations, ably executed by Mi

Warrington. The roof of nave, aisles, an

chancel, is elaborately painted in patterns, th

whole of the wood-work having been firs

stained to represent oak. On both sides t

the tie-beams of the nave-roof are Scriptur.

sentences; those facing west, confirmations c

the ten commandments, from the New lestt

ment
;
those east, proverbs from Solomon. O'

the spandrils of the arches separating the nav

and aisles, is represented the vine, with scrol

bearing sentences of thanksgiving, and bui

rounding an emblem of the sufferings of tl<

Saviour, the crown of thorns, the nails, &»'

Originally the scrolls were supported by angel*

and over the chancel-arch were painted figuri

of St. Peter and others, the size of life; hi'

these, at the suggestion of the bishop, we:

obliterated a proceeding with which, consr.

dering the present unfortunate state of tl

church, we entirely agree. In an artistical pob

of view we may be anxious to see decorations -

this description introduced in our churches,

-

considered abstractedly no reasonable objej

tion can be made to them ;
but M'hen they a

understood to be a banner of a party in tl

church bent on introducing dangerous change

our artistical feelings give way to higher co:

siderations, and ue express our approval

the caution which would delay their introd

d

tion. On the subject of mural decoratioi'

and stained glass we shall shortly offer som

general remarks.

The architect of the church, Mr. Geor"

Alexander, F.S.A.,of the firm Messrs. Steve

and Alexander,has displayed most praiseu'ortr

care, and much ability, in rendering the wild

consistent and homogeneous, and has succeeds

in producing a very successful building. 1.



style adopted is that of the 15th century. If we
were disposed to find fault, we might say that
the mouldings of the principal arches in the
nave are too large, and produce a heavy effect

;

they should have been cut up into smaller
parts. Where so much, however, has been
done with comparatively small means, we are
not willing to qualify our praise.
The body of the church is 80 feet in length,

51 feet wide, and 30 feet high, and affords
seats (low pewing of oak) for 700 persons.
I he chancel is 19 feet deep; the tower and
spire 120 feet high. The amount of the esti-
mate, including the stained-glass windows in
the clerestory and chancel, was 4,500/. Some
extra works and alterations amounted to 100/.
1 he painted decorations cost 205/.

;
but this

was defrayed by the drawback obtained on
timber, glass, and other materials not liable to
duty when used in the construction of a church.
4 he boundary wall and gates cost 450/.

;
the

organ, 270/., and the hot-water apparatus (byMay) 153/.
;
so that the whole expense, exclu-

sive of the stained-glass windows in the aisles
, which were all presented, and cost about 15/.
each), the encaustic tiles, the porcelain deco-
rations, and architect’s commission, was 5,473/.
I he Church Commissioners contributed 700/.
and the remainder of the sum was obtained by
subscription. The exterior of the building is of
Micaton stone (Yorkshire), hammer worked
with free-stone from Box for the dressinos.

’

Messrs. Howard and Son, of Newington
were the builders; and it is but justice to them
o say, that the works are well executed

CHURCH ARCHITECTURE IN PARIS.

The church of St. Vincent de Paul, in the
lace Lafayette, which has been many years
n progress, from the designs of M. Pere and
I

' is now completed, with the excep-
ion of some external and internal paintings,
nd has obtained considerable praise as wellm all the artists who have been employed
pon it, as for the architects themselves. It
'as commenced in 1824

;
but for several years

ae works were suspended altogether. 'The
uilding is very advantageously placed, beino-
n a considerable elevation above the sur^
uinding ground, and is approached by exten-
ve flights of steps (with semi-circular terraces
•an clung off on either side with a gradual
?scent for the approach of carriages), which
•oduce a striking effect. An Ionic portico of
x columns, three intereolumniations in depth
id the two towers J 81 feet high, are the prin-
pal features of the entrance front.
The width of the building is 123 feet 6
ches

;
the depth, 298 feet G inches; the height

the nave is 96 feet. The interior is divided
• tour ranges of columns into five parts, the
In tie being the nave, the adjacent division on
ch side the aisles, and the outside divisions
e chapels. The nave and aisles are two stories
height, the latter having a gallery over them.
he nave is covered with an open timber roof,
1 was generaHy used for the Roman basilica :

3 building is terminated at the east end by a
nicircular absis, embracing the whole width
the nave and aisles. Painting and sculp-

•e, stained glass, cast iron, and all the con-
paporary arts, have been employed with the
;w of rendering the whole perfect. Erected
the expense of the city of Paris, money
;ms hardly to have been considered : it has
,fc less than 156,000/., exclusive of the
ps and terraces, which cost 9,600/.

!

* French writer, speaking of this church,
s, that although it fully recals the beauti-
types of antique architecture and the pri-
uve ages of Christianity, it is in no degree
limitation, except in the application of the
neiples which presided at the conception
•he noble monuments of Greece and Rome.”
e find in it (the writer continues) no direct

giansm
; none of those counterfeits ofan-

it fragments, the introduction of which
lor other circumstances, will be always op-
ed to those principles which regulate
r, m architecture, the true and the fitting
alone produce the beautiful.”

THE BUILDER.
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH

ARCHITECTS.
The Institute will hold their next meeting

(January 13th) in new apartments, although
in the same building. The first floor of the
house in Grosvenor-street has been fitted up
to receive them, and arrangements have been
made to give additional eclat to the proceedings.
It is to be hoped that the members will come
forward with the result of their experience
and reading, to assist the council in carrying
out the purposes of the society. We should
like to see such men as Mr. Cockerell, Mr.
Barry, Mr. Hardwick, Sir Robert Smirke, and
others, communicating to their brother mem-
bers new points of practice, or their observa-
tions on ancient building, instead, of as now,
attending simply when vice-presidents for the
year, it not totally absenting themselves. To
say that they have no time to spare is but a
poor excuse. They ought to consider it a
bounden duty to maintain the character of the
profession to which they belong, and to play
their part in forming the minds of those who
are to succeed them. We propose in chro-
nicling the proceedings of the institute, not to
conhne ourselves to the papers which are read,
but to notice such remarks as may be thrown
out afterwards in discussion, so that our pa»-es
may become a more perfect record of the
proceedings than exists at present.
The officers for the present year are—Earl

t d-d’ P' esidt'nt
;
Messrs. H. E. Kendal),

J. B. 1 apworth, and George Smith, vice-
presidents

; Messrs. Booth, Foxhall, George
Godwin, Grellier, Noble, Parker, W . F.
I ocock, Roberts, and James Thompson, or-
dinary members of council; Messrs. A.
Poynter and G. Baily, honorary secretaries

;and Mr. T. L. Donaldson, foreign secretary.

Ron I rade.—An advance of 10s. per ton
taken place in the price of Welch iron,

pHce of Staffordshire iron has
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al advance of wages is notkely to take place shortly.—Welchman.

RESTORATION OF GLASGOW CATHEDRAL.

This fine old building is about to be
thoroughly renovated. Workmen are busily
engaged at present in removingthe iron cao- es
from the outside walls, and in lowering the
soil, so as to shew the proper elevation of the
church. When completed this will make the
venerable pile look quite another thing out-
side. Inside the work of renovation and im-
provement is also going forward with spirit,
lhe many and elaborately wrought pillars of
the crypt, or old barony church, are beino-
neatly mended wherever it is necessary, and
the blackness settled down upon them ‘in the
course of years is being washed off by a solu-
tion for the purpose. The effigy of St. Mungo
which had been very unceremoniously removed
and laid on an adjacent window-sill, has oncemore been deposited in its proper place, on
the raised shrine in the centre of the crypt
where there is very little doubt it originally
stood over the grave of the saint. The elabo-
rate groinings and carvings of this portion of
the building, most of which have been gilt
and painted with various devices, is a theme
ot universal admiration since it was opened up
to the public, and glass windows introduced
instead ot the blind ones. In this compart-
ment of the building, and over a niche in the
lower chapter-house, there is an inscription in
Latin, which we translate thus “ The House
of Fa.th, the Chapel of the Lord.” The arms
ot the founder, Bishop Lauder, are placed over
the niche. Lauder died in 1425. In the
different portions of the bosses of the roof ofthe lower chapter-house, which was built by
Bishop Cameron, we have his own arms, and
the arms ot Archibald Earl of Douglas, whoendowed the cathedral with the church of
Cambushlang. Next these are the Royal arms
of Scotland, and the arms of Scotland and
long-land on one shield. Above the original
south door, entering to the nave, the groined
arches are decorated with crowns, which wemust say we never observed before, and would
not have done so now, had they not been
pointed out by our friend, Mr. Andrew Adie
than whom no man in all Glasgow has a more
minute knowledge of every hole and boreabout the cathedral. These crowns are beau-
tifully carved, and amount in number to ei«-ht
With inscriptions and mottoes, in the “old
Rnglish characters, which, we have no doubt,
could be deciphered were aperson near enough
to trace the letters. On the arch next the
ascent to the choir, on the south side, and to
the right of the entrance door to Principal
Maelarlan s church, the decorations of the roof

point it out as a chapel of consequence.
Besides a great many devices and inscriptions
there is the figure of a man kneeling before a’
blazing altar, with the word “ Maria,” thereby
indicating that this was the chapel of the
Virgin, We have no doubt a splendid tomb
stood here, and that were the pavement re-
moved, and a search made, its foundation and
Other relics would be found. When the
pavement was laying a short while ago, theworkmen felt quite certain that there was
something strange below, as it sounded quite

boss, or empty. The arch on the south
aisle, next the high altar, is most elaborately
decorated and carved. Amongst the carvings
to be mentioned is an emblem of the Holv
frinity, and the five wounds of our Saviour a.crown of thorns, a cross, a scourge, &c. At thesouth door of the lady’s chapel the tombstone ofArchbishop Boyd attracts attention. It hears
the date 1581 and lay originally on the steps
of the high altar, just below where the pulpit
Ot the very rev. principal now stands. When
removed m 1800, the skeleton of the archbishop
was found in a very entire state, and wrappedm a silk, besides a worsted damask dress. On
the summit of the roof of the chapter-house,
we observed, for the first time, a small stone
Slab, bearing the initials of Archbishop Lawand the pastoral staff. It was this archbishop
ivho restored the lead roof of the cathedral
alter its destruction at tiie Reformation, and
tils monument may still be seen in tolerable
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s chaP eI - He died in
1633. Blackadder's Aisle.—The workmanship
here, and especially the groinings of the roof
are most elaborate and beautiful, The follow-
ing is the style of the inscriptions over thetombs of those who are buried in the aisleand it must be confessed the information’
iurmshed is not very great :

Mr
J * D
1658
Mr

„
A N

&c. &c. 1628
Mr. Kirkman Finlay, of Castle Toward,

llcZ%0r the last interment in this

The remains of the identical Strap, who
- RodeHcI ’r

0 ^re in Smollett’sRoderick Random, lie under a slate-coloured
^rave-stone in the yard, not far from theentrance to the church of the principal.
The whole of these works are being carriedon at the expense, and under the superin-

down
n
bv°/l w rTent

a
A sentdown by the Woods and Forests, ialely ar-med in Glasgow, to make the preliminary

arrangements, and to overlook a portion ofthe restoration

—

Glasgow Constitutional.

METHOD OF DETERMINING WHETHER
SoflON'oFSI?.™ 15

A few years since M. Brard communicated
to the Royal Academy of Science, in Paris
a method of determining, by a few prompt and
easy experiments, whether a stone to be used
for building purposes is capable of resisting
the destructive action of moisture and frost,
the Academy appointed a committee to inquire
into the merits of M. Brard’s process, and
to make a report thereon. We are indebted
for the following extracts from this report to
to a work recently published by Parker, and
entitled The Useful Arts Employed in the
Construction of Dwelling-houses :

—

In the choice of a stone for building pur-
poses, it is of the utmost importance to be
able to determine, by a few prompt and easy
experiments, whether the proposed stone is
capable of resisting the destructive action of
moisture and irost. The means of ascertain-W this were difficult and uncertain, until

N’ Br“d- several years ago, communicated
h s method to the Royal Academy of Sciences
at Pans. This learned body having appointed
a committee of their own members tj inquirem o the merits of M. Brard’s process, and tomake a report thereon, the united testimony of

from S archltects
- ™sons, and buildersfrom different parts of France was receivedand proved so iavourable as to its merits and

simplicity, that the committee recommended
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the plan to public notice and general adoption.

From their report we select a few details which,

hitherto, we lielieve, have not appeared in

English.

When water is converted into ice an in-

crease in bulk suddenly takes place with

such amazing force that it appears to be al-

most irresistible. This is the force which

cracks our water-bottles and ewers; splits

asunder the trees of our forests ;
and destroys

some of the stones of our buildings. But the

action of frost upon stone is very gradual ; it

is confined to the surface, and when we see a

layer of stone separated from the rock or the

building, we see the result of the action of the

frost during several successive winters, whereby

the fragment is gradually thrust out of its

perpendicular position, and at length falls.

This natural process is repeated in our build-

ings : we rarely see squared stones split into

large fragments by the action of frost except

there be a cavity of some considerable size, in

which a quantity of water can be collected.

The usual action of the frost is at the surface,

which is destroyed by the chipping off small
wnicn is ucoci

—

1 V r

fragments in consequence of the adhesion of

the materials of the stone being partially

destroyed. .

All stones absorb water in greater or less

quantities, and there is no rock that does not

contain some humidity. The great difference

between stones which is now to be considered

is in their power of resisting frost. Stones of

the same kind, nay, stones from different parts

of the same quarry, are acted upon very

differently by frost ; for, while one stone soon

begins to shew the destructive effects of its

action, another remains uninjured during many

centuries. It will, therefore, be convenient

to call those stones, of whatever kind, which

withstand the action of frost, resistant, and
WHllSlttUU l>UO ouv.u.. ,

those which yield to its action, non-resistant.

M. Brard’s first idea, in order to test these
1V1. Ulctiu O ...

resistant properties in building-stones, was.

to saturate the stone with water, and then

expose it to cold artificially produced ;
but

this was found to be impracticable on a large

scale, and the freezing mixtures and other

means of producing cold were liable to act

chemically upon the stone, and thus produce

other effects than those of cold.

M. Brard was then led to compare water

with those numerous solutions of the chemist,

which, under certain modes of treatment,

crystallize. The expansive force of salts in

crystallizing is very great, and he saw no

reason why water should not be regarded as a

crystalline salt similar in its nature to those

saline bodies which effloresce at the surfaces

of stones, and in time destroy them and even

reduce them to powder.

He therefore tried, in a very large number

of experiments, the action upon building-

stones of solutions of nitre, of common salt,

of Epsom salts, of carbonate and sulphate of

soda, of alum and of sulphate of iron, and

found that the stones cracked and chipped,

and in many cases behaved precisely in the

same way as when under the influence of

freezing water. In the course of these trials,

sulphate of soda (Glauber’s salts) was found

to be the most energetic and active, and to

be the best exponent of the action of freezing

water.

In order, therefore, to determine promptly

if a stone be resistant or non-resistant, the

following process was adopted. A saturated

solution of sulphate of soda was made in cold

water ; the solution being put into a convenient

vessel, the stone was immersed, and the

solution boiled during half an hour : the stone

was then taken out, and placed in a plate

containing a little of the solution. It was then

left in a cool apartment, in order to faciliate

the efflorescence of the salt with which the

stone was now impregnated. At the end of

about twenty-four hours the stone was covered

with a snowy efflorescence, and the liquid had

disappeared either by evaporation or by ab-

sorption. The stone was then sprinkled

gently with cold water until all the saline

particles diappeared from the surface. After

this first washing the surfaces of the stone were

covered with detached grains, scales, and

angular fragments, and the stone being one

that was easily attacked by frost, the splitting

of the surfaces was very marked. But the

experiment was not yet terminated : the efflo-

rescence was allowed to form, and the washing

was repeated many times during five or six

days, at the end of which time the bad

qualities of the stone became fully established.

The stone was finally washed in pure water

;

all the detached parts were collected, and by

these the ultimate action of the frost upon the

stone was estimated.

The behaviour of various non-resistant

stones under this process was remarkable.

Some were found to have deteriorated in the

course of the third day ; others to have en-

tirely fallen to pieces; those of which the

power of resistance was somewhat greater, held

out till the fifth or sixth day ;
but few stones,

except the hard granites, compact limestones,

and white marbles, were able to stand the trial

during thirty consecutive days. For all useful

purposes, however, eight days suffice to test

the resistant qualities of any building-stone.

The explanation of this process is very

easy. The boiling solution dilates the stone

and penetrates it to a certain depth, nearly in

the same way that rain-water by.long-continued

action introduces itself into stones exposed to

the severity of our changeable climate. Pure

water when frozen occupies a greater bulk

than when fluid, and the pores or cellules

of the stone not being able to accommodate

themselves to the increased bulk of the water,

great pressure is exerted between and among

them, whereby a portion of the water is driven

to the surface, and in doing so rends and

detaches small portions of the stone. The

same action takes place with the saline solu-

tion ;
it is introduced into the stone in a fluid

state, from which passing into the solid it

occupies a greater bulk, and a portion of it

appears at the surface. The repeated wash-

ings have no other object than to allow the

salt to exert its greatest amount of destructive

action upon the stone. There is a striking

analogy between the effect of congealed water

and that of the efflorescence of salts, in the

disintegration of non-resistant stones ;
namely,

that pure water acts on the stones destructively

only in a state of snowy efflorescence, which

evidently proceeds from the interior to the

exterior like the saline efflorescence ;
whilst

water at the surface of the stones may freeze

into hard ice without injuring them, just in

the same way as the salts, which may crystal-

lize upon stones without exerting any injurious

action.

The experience of several engineers, extend-

ing as it does over several years, fully proves,

of a large variety of stones whose qualities

were well known, that the action of M.

Brard’s process and that of the long-continued

frost exactly coincide.

It is not the least interesting part of the

inquiry toknowthat this process may be applied

with perfect success to ascertain the solidity

and resistant power of bricks, tiles, slates,

and even mortar. From a mass of minute

detail, we will select a few general results.

During one winter season M. Vicat com-

posed seventy-five varieties of mortar, the dif-

ference between any two consisting in the pro-

portion of sand and the method of slaking the

lime. In the following June these mortars

were exposed to the disintegrating process.

Most of them were attacked in twenty-four

hours ;
almost all of them in forty-eight

hours ;
and all except two in three days. This

gentleman also found that a mortar made ten

years previously, of one hundred parts lime

which had been’ left exposed to the air, under

cover, during the whole year, and then mixed

up into a paste with fifty parts of common
sand, withstood the trial admirably during

seventeen days, while the best stones of the

neighbourhood speedily gave way. In this case

the solution was saturated while hot, which is

so powerful in its effects that stones which

have resisted the action of the frost for ages,

soon give way when exposed to it.

M. Vicat calculates that the effect of the

sulphate of soda upon a non-resistant stone

after the second day of trial equals a force

somewhat greater than that exerted by a tem-

perature of about 21 degrees Fahrenheit, on a

stone saturated with water.

The action of the process upon bricks

proved that, whatever their qualities in other

respects, if imperfectly burnt, they are speedily

acted on. The sharp edges of the brick, and

then the angles, are first rounded, and finally

the brick is reduced to powder. Such is pre-

cisely the action of frost often repeated. Well-

baked bricks, on the contrary, retain their

colour, form, and solidity by this process, as

well as under the influence of frost. Ancient

Roman bricks, tiles, and mortar, and hard

well-baked pottery resisted the process per-

fectly ;
as did also white statuary marble of the

finest quality, while common white marble was

soon attacked. In Paris, portions of buildings

which had been exposed to the air during

twenty years without undergoing the least

alteration, were submitted to this ordeal, and

the experiment agreed with observation. In

one extensive series of experiments on stones

from different quarries of France, the action of

the salt was continued for seven days, and the

results noted down ; it was then continued for

fourteen days, and the results compared with

the preceding ones, which only served to

confirm the judgment first given, for those

stones which were noted as of bad quality

crumbled to dust or split into fragments,

while those noted for their good qualities had

experienced no sensible alteration.

One of the great advantages of this process

is the power it gives to the architect of choosing

a hard, durable stone for those parts of the

building most exposed to the action of the

weather, when the funds are insufficient to

admit of the whole building being so con-

structed. Thus the cornices, the columns, and

their capitals, are struck in all directions by

rain, and hail, and damp air, and are conse-

quently far more exposed to their destructive

action than the flat surface of a wall, which

offers but one plane to the air.

In the course of this inquiry a very curious

case arose. During the erection of a church

in Paris, the architect required a good durable

stone for the Corinthian capitals ;
and many

circumstances disposed him to select it from

the neighbouring quarry of the Abbaye du

Val. But, on seeking the opinion of two

brother architects, he was surprised to find

their estimations of the stone to be totally at

variance, for while one declared that he had'

employed it with the greatest success, another

said that he had seen it yield speedily to the

effects of frost. On visiting the quarry it was.

found that two beds of stone were being

worked, an upper and a lower bed; specimens,

of the stone were taken from each, and on

submitting them to a hot saturated solution, it

was ascertained almost immediately that the:

upper layer furnished excellent stone, while the

lower one supplied that of which the architect

had so much reason to complain. But it is

remarkable that the stones from the two beds

had precisely the same appearance in grainy

colour, and texture ; so much so, that when

brought into the mason’s yard it was impos-

sible by ordinary tests to distinguish the good

from the bad stone.

At the conclusion of the inquiry of the

committee, the Royal Academy of Sciences

proved the high estimation in which they helc

this contribution of science to the useful artsl

by directing to be published the following

practical directions for repeating the process

for the use of architects, builders, master;

masons, land proprietors, and all person,

engaged in building.

1 . The specimens of stone are to be chosei

from those parts of the quarry, where froix

certain observed differences in the colou#

grain, and general appearance of the stone, it

quality is doubtful.

2. The specimens are to be formed into two

inch cubes, carefully cut, so that the edges mai

be sharp.

3 . Each stone is to be marked or numberei

with Indian ink or scratched with a steel point

and, corresponding with such mark or numbe.

a written account is to be kept as to the situsi

tion of the quarry, the exact spot whence tit

stone was detached, and other notes and infoi

mation relating to the specimen.

4 . Continue to add a quantity of sulphate •?

soda to rain or distilled water, until it wv

dissolve no more. You may be quite sure th:l

the solution is saturated, if, after repeated',

stirring it, a little of the salt remains undic

solved at the bottom of the vessel an hour r

two after it has been put in.

5. This solution may be heated in almcn

any kind of vessel usually put on the fire, bl

perhaps an earthen pipkin may be most cm

venient. When the solution boils, put in t

specimens of stone, one by one, so that all mu

be completely sunk in it.
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6. Continue the boiling for thirty minutes.

Be careful in observing this direction.
7. Take out the cubes one at a time, and

hang them up by threads in such a way that
they may touch nothing. Place under each
specimen a vessel containing a portion of the
liquid m which the stones were boiled, having
first strained it to remove all dirt, dust, &c.

8. If the weather be not very damp or cold
the surfaces of each stone will, in the course
of twenty- four hours, become covered with
little white saline needles. Plunge each stone
into the vessel below it, so as to wash off these
little crystals, and repeat this two or three
times a day.

9. If the stone be one that will resist the
action of frost, the crystals will abstract nothing
from the stone, and there will be found at the
bottom of the vessel neither grains, nor scales,
nor fragments of stone. Be careful in dipping
the stone, not to displace the vessel.

^

If, on the contrary, the stone is one that will
not resist the action of frost, this will be dis-
covered as soon as the salt appears on the
surface, for the salt will chip off little particles
of the stone, which will be found in the vessel
beneath; the cube will soon lose its sharp
edges and angles

;
and by about the fifth day

Irom the first appearance of the salt, the expe-
riment may be considered at an end.
As soon as the salt begins to appear at the

Burface its deposit is assisted by dipping the
stone five or six times a day into the solution.

10.

In order to compare the resisting powers
of two stones which are acted upon by the
frost in different degrees, all that is necessary
is, to collect all the fragments detached from
the six faces of the cube, dry them and weigh
them, and the greatest weight will indicate the
stone of least resistance to the frost. Thus, if
a cube of twenty- four inches of surface loses
180 grains, and a similar cube only 90 grains,
the latter is evidently better adapted than the
former to the purposes of building.

LAW OF DILAPIDATIONS.

There are few points of architectural juris-
prudence which interest so large a number of
person3 as does the question of dilapidations.
\A hether to landlord or tenant, surveyor or
operative, the matter is one of importance,
and several attempts have consequently been
made to reduce the laws which relate to it to
some sort of certainty. Being in many cases
a question of degree, law cannot always he
made to apply

;
and custom, and the experience

of the surveyor, must be appealed to. “ Still/’
as Mr. Gibbons remarks in his “ Treatise on
the Law of Dilapidations,” “ it is important
that the surveyor should have some knowledge
of the principles of law, in order that he may
know the points to which be has to apply him-
self in framing his survey and estimate, and
niay not labour in vain. The great discrepancy
in the evidence of different surveyors, and the
little esteem in which their testimony is con-
sequently held, arises in a measure from in-
attenUon to legal principles

; and if, in making
their surveys, they were to govern themselves
jy the settled rules of law, and not proceed
jpon their own vague notions of right, they
vould be more useful to the administration of
ustice, and their opinions more respected.”
The attention of the council of the Insti-

ute of Architects having been directed to
his subject, as one on which the opinion of
he institute might be expressed with advan-
age; a committee, consisting of Messrs
ieorge Smith (Mercers’ Ilall), John New-
aan John Bull Gardiner, W. F. Pocock, and
' . Rogers, was appointed to investigate and
eporton the practice in valuing dilapidations,
nd on the state of the law by which s»ch
aluations are effected. The Report of this
ommittee is now published ,* and forms an
sceedingly useful document. We do not
esitate to recommend it to our readers. In
ie preface to the Report, the council remark
iat it appears “ to be an inherent defect in
ie general mode of preparing leases, that they
•e drawn from antiquated precedents, without
i attempt at the modifications necessary to
eet modern improvements, or to provide for
>ecial cases or contingencies. A tenant
>und to repair, uphold, support, and maintain

a new house, is obviously in a very different
position from one upon whom the same condi-
tion is imposed with respect to an old and
nearly worn-out, though tenantahle fabric, and
yet the distinction is unheeded in the repairing
covenants of any form of lease commonlv
adopted.” J

lo obviate this difficulty they propose that
previous to the execution' of a lease the pre-
mises should in all cases be surveyed, and
that a schedule should be drawn up, signed by
the lessor and lessee, specifying the actual

i

state of every part of the buildings, by refer-
ence to which the dilapidations should be
assessed at the end of the term.
As to the definition of the term dilapidations,

the leport says, “dilapidations are, in usual
practice, considered to be those defects only
which have arisen from neglect or misuse

;and not to extend to such as only indicate age,
so long as the efficiency of the part still re-
mains. But if the effects of use or age have
proceeded so far as to destroy the part, or
its efficiency in the structure, this argues
neglect or misuse; it being the presumption
that at the commencement of his term, the
tenant was satisfied that every part was suffi-
ciently strong to last to its close.”

In cases of yearly tenancy, the usual prac-
tice, says the Report, is to require the tenant
to make good all works damaged, or any
waste committed during his tenancy

;
but not

to make good injuries arising from fire, use,
or wear, or lapse of time

;
“ in fact, he is only

bound to such repairs as are necessary to keep
a house or building wind and water-tight.
This latter statement is not correct, or all
events is ill-expressed, and does not agree
with that which precedes it. If paper-hangings
be torn by a tenant, a hearth broken, the
nosing of a step knocked off (not worn), or
any other waste committed, he must make
good the damaged work. Even if external
wood-work decay for want of painting sooner
than it otherwise would do, the tenant i 3
bound to restore it.

As regards ecclesiastical dilapidations, the
Report states, the usual practice “ is to con-
sider that (independently of the obligation to
compensate for actual deficiencies) the repre-
sentatives of a late incumbent are liable for
the value of repairs equivalent to, or conso-
nant with, the extent of those which, in civil
cases, a lessee would be called upon to perform
on taking a lease for twenty-one years, under
an agreement to put the premises into complete
and substantial repair at the commencement
of such a term.”
But it points attention to a case wherein

it was ruled that the incumbent was not bound
to supply or maintain any thing in the nature
of ornament.
The Report afterwards says, “An incum-

bent is in many instances bound to keep the
chancel of the church in repair; and the lia-
bilities to repair it may be considered as
amounting to those above stated with respect
to the other premises held by him.”
The law is more stringent than is here

stated. Excepting through special custom,
the incumbent is bound in all cases to repair
the chancel and maintain it in a proper state
for divine service. By the 35th of Edward
L, statute 2, the incumbent is permitted to
fell timber growing in the church-yard for
this purpose, and may, if he please, do so for
the relief of the parishioners when the body of
the church needs repair.

George s Hospital in an almost dying con-
dition

; Smith, in particular, had his skull
fractured in a shocking manner. On the
recovery ot the body of Francis from the well,
he appeared literally crushed to an almost
indistinguishable mass, and those who saw the
sad spectacle were so paralysed, that for some
time they were unable to render assistance.
At the inquest upon Francis, the following
evidence was given James Sanderland said
lie was a labourer in the employ of Mr.
Archbutt, the builder, of Chelsea,' and was
at work that morning at the house rebuilding
for Mr. Slater, at the corner of Jermyn andDuke streets. Deceased was in the same
employ and worked there also. Shortly after
rune o clock he was on the scaffold when
it gave way. The deceased, with the other
two injured men, were on the scaffold at the
time. There were two stones on the scaffold
weighing between fourteen and fifteen hundred-
weight. Witness was engaged with the others
in lifting one of the stones, weighing six and
seven hundred-weight, when some part of the
scaffold gave way, and both pieces of stone fell
suddenly, and deceased and the other two men
with them. Could not account for the ac-
cident, and thought the scaffold perfectly safe
before. Most likely it was the putlocks gaveW They were not very strong, at least they
did not appear to be. Mr. Edward Foster
deposed that he was clerk of the works for
Ah. Archbutt, at the house, 47, Jerrayn-street.
Was in the building at the time, and heard the
scaffold break. He ran from the place where
he was standing, and saw the poor fellows,
Perry and Smith, lying in an excavation made

cr\
Va
si

ts' They must have fallen at least from
bO to 80 feet. He could not assign any reason
for the accident, as the scaffold was a good
one, although only a bricklayer’s scaffold. The
putlocks might have given way, but he thought
that could only have been caused by the work-
ing of the stone with the mallet on the scaffold

;

that would considerably increase the weight!
I he strength of the scaffold was not increased
on account of the stone being raised upon it.
It was considered safe, as on Saturday the
scaffold had upon it three times the weight of
stone it had to-day. The jury, after con-
siderable discussion, returned a verdict of
Accidental Death. They, however, added
their strong opinion that the scaffolding had
been used for the purpose of suppoting a much
greater weight than was proper.

* Weale. London, 1814.

FALL OF A SCAFFOLD THROUGH OVER-
LOADING IT.

On Monday last a melancholy event occurred
at the corner of Jermyn-street and Duke-street,
St. James’s, involving the loss of one human
life, if not more. During the last few weeks,
the house at which the occurrence took place
had been pulled down, and was nearly rebuilt.
At the time of the accident the workmen were
employed in raising a large cornice-stone,
weighing between six and seven hundred-
weight, and on its arriving near the top of the
building, the stone was over-balanced, and fell
with the scaffolding, striking aworkinan named
rrancis, a mason’s labourer, and two other
workmen, John Perry, a mason, and William
Smith, a labourer. The poor fellow Francis
was killed on the spot, and fell into a well
which was in the area, the depth of several
feet, whilst Smith and Perry were so fright-
fully injured, that they were conveyed to St.

New Method of Silvering Glass.
At a meeting of the Chemical Society, Mr.
Warrington described a new method of cover-
ing glass, by precipitation, with a coating of
metallic silver, the invention of Mr. Drayton.
It consists of partially precipitating, and thus
neutralising (to use the inventor’s own words),
a solution of nitrate of silver, by spirit of
hartshorn, and adding to the clear solution,
after subsidence, oil of cassia, previously dis-
solved in spirits of wine. This compound
mixture forms the silvering menstruum, and is
to be poured on the surface of the glass, or
into the vessel intended to be silvered, the
surfaces having been previously rendered per-
fectly clean. Oil of cloves, dissolved in spirits
of wine, is then to be gradually dropped over
the surface of the silvering solution, or the
two solutions may be rapidly mixed and then
applied immediately. In the course of about
fifteen minutes a faint purple cloud appears,
and this gradually spreads through the whole of
the solution, and deepens in tint until it

becomes opaque, when the operation is com-
plete, and a most beautiful mirror is obtained.
As thus produced, the reflecting surface is

darker in its aspect and more similar to the
brilliancy of a very highly polished speculum.
The risk of breakage attendant on the usual
process, by means of tinfoil and mercury, is
also avoided, particularly where very large
looking-glasses are being constructed

;
and the

great advantage obtained of being enabled to
silver uneven surfaces, as of lenses or cut glass.
Bishop Ken s 1 ojib.

—

A subscription has
been opened tor the purpose of renovating the
tomb of Bishop Ken in the churchyufd at
! rome, and, as a tribute to the memory of the
good bishop, restoring, in strict accordance
with ecclesiastical propriety, the adjoining
chance of Frome church. In furtherance of
these objects, the family of Longleat have sub-
scribed 250/., the Bishop of Salisbury, 10/.,
and there follows a long list of contributors.
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THE BROMPTON PAROCHIAL NATIONAL SCHOOLS.
These Schools, represented above, are

i the designs of Mr. George Godwin bv Mrsituated on the north side of Knightsbridge, Bonnin. Jun., in little more than four months'and mil accommodate 200 girls and 200 boys
;

The amount of the contract was 1100/. therooms for the master and mistress are attached, additional works came to 81.
;
the forms boxeson either side. The building was erected from

|
and desks cost 4S/.

’

ANCIENT NORMAN FONT AT STANTON
FITZWARREN CHURCH, WILTS.

The small church of Stanton Fitzwarren, in

which the fine font represented on the other
side, is to be found, is situated about three miles
from Swindon, in Wiltshire. The font has,

only within the last three years, been relieved
from a load of whitewash, which had so com-
pletely filled up the carving, that it looked like

a rough stone. This cleaning out was super-
intended by the Rev. J. Trenchard, the rector,

and he certainly has been rewarded for his

trouble, as a more interesting font can scarcely
be found. The date is probably that of the late

Norman. The illustrations scarcely require any
description, except to state that it is termed an
emblematical and inscribed font, representing
the Triumph of the Virtues, with the aid of
the Church, over a variety of curious hob-
goblins termed Vices. On one side of the
font, opposite to the figure emblematical of the
Church, is a kneeling stone, no higher than
the slanting moulding at the base. The
sketch was taken with the camerajucida while
a strong light was on the object.

The church is said to have been a very
curious structure, but it has now, from being
either compoed or refaced, the appearance of a
modern building. The interior has a chancel
arch, which bears the reputation in the neigh-
bourhood of being Saxon, but it jis in reality

a fine early Norman specimen. C. J. R.

DESCRIPTION OF A HOUSE IN DAMASCUS.

In order to give me an opportunity of seeing
his house, the Effendi politely sent a message
to the ladies of his establishment, announcing
the presence of a stranger, on which they with-
drew to the upper chambers. The Mulatto
having duly informed us that all was in readi-
ness, we rose, and passing through another
dark passage, found ourselves in the court-
yard of the harem. Then, and not till then,
did I understand the warmth with which
travellers had spoken of the beauty of the
Damascene houses : we seemed to have passed
from Purgatory to Paradise. The pavement
of the immense yard was of polished marble of
various colours, beautifully inlaid. ' A fountain
in the centre, thirty feet in length and half that
breadth, into which brazen snakes’ heads
poured a copious supply of water, was over-
hung by orange, citron, and pomegranate
trees

; and an immense vaulted recess (leewan

)

at the further end was fitted up with a divan,
which, having a northern exposure, is never
subject to the rays of the sun. As in Egypt,
the ground-floor was of stone, and painted in
alternate layers of white, blue, and red : this,

with the rich dark green vegetation of parterres
divided by slabs of Carrara, produced the most
brilliant and captivating effect on me. The
space between the basin and the recess was
elaborately inlaid, and the marbles of rarer
quality than in any other part of the court-
yard. The principal apartment, whic/j opened
ofl' the lower part of the leewan, was lofty,
extensive, and of dazzling magnificence. Every
part of the wall was of stone, cut into arabesque
ornaments, the most curious object being a
miniature recess of white marble, supported by
tiny columns with gilt capitals, between which
the Saracenic honeycomb luxuriated in all its

intricacy. The raised floor was covered with a
rich Persian carpet, and the divan that ran
round the room was in satin, embroidered with
flowers. Large antique China bowls displayed

I themselves in various shelves ; and altogether
I felt that the often sought but rarely found
splendour of the Arabian Nights’ Entertainment
was at length realized .—The Modem Syrians.

Bonner Hall.—Last Monday week a sale
took place, by order of the Commissioners of
Woods and forests, of the ancient residence
formerly belonging to Bishop Bonner, called
'Bonner Hall, which is situated on apart of the
isite of Victoria-park. 1 he portion remaining,
which is stated to have been a part of one of
'the wings of the original palace, is about 120
feet long and about 20 j^-t in width, the
external walls being the same that were first
ierected. This building has for several years
;past been separated into five houses, one of
which was a public-house. These have been
[internally constructed according to the modern
style of architecture, and there is very little to
edenote its former state.

FIRE FROM OVERHEATED FLUES.

Mr. Braidwood, the superintendent of the

Fire Brigade, accompanied by a surveyor,

made a close examination of the ruins of Mr.
Farey’s house in Great Guildford-street,
recently burnt down, with the view of ascer-
taining, if possible, the cause of the fire, for
the information of Mr. Wakleyand the jury;
and the former gentleman expressed his
decided opinion to be, that it was occasioned
by a hot-air flue becoming overheated, and
setting fire to a beam in the back parlour. The
death of the unfortunate persons he attributes
to the falling in of the upper stories, through
the insufficiency of the building, the timber,
and joists, &c., having been (as he says) too
light for so capacious a residence, as was the
case in Lord Hillsborough’s mansion in Gros-
venor-s..£et last year, which fell in before it

was burnt, to the lower stories-. Mr. Braidwood
is confirmed in this opinion by several sur-
veyors. Mr. Farey differs from Mr. Braidwood
as to the particular flue in which the fire

originated. In addressing the jury Mr.
Wakley observed, “ If this inquiry should have
the effect of drawing the attentiou to flues in
general, great benefit may be derived from
it, and future accidents be prevented. Too
much attention cannot be paid to them, and I

am really surprised that intelligent people
in this country as we are should allow such
fires to be continually occurring without taking
measures to prevent them.” "At the inquest,
Colfe, of the Fire Brigade, remarked that
“ evefl hot-water pipes would set fire to
beams. Such an instance had recently hap-
pened at Day and Martin’s Warehouse.”
The coroner said “ this was something new
in science,” but, we are sure, if he had
reflected, he would have seen it was no-
thing new, and was perfectly correct. In
an open vessel, water cannot be heated above
the boiling point, all the surplus caloric goes
off in steam; but in a close boiler the case is

very different. It may be made red-hot, so to
speak, and would ignite’ wood. Two or three
years ago this fact excited considerable atten-
tion, in consequence of a fire at Manchester
which was attributed to the hot-water appa-
ratus on the premises. Persons having stoves
with iron pipe flues, should be certain that the
pipe is not in contact with any ignitible
material. In the construction of chimneys it

is important to see that the end of no beam
enters the flue, and that in fixing skirting-
grounds, no deal wedges be driven through.
To the subject of fires generally, we shall

return before long.

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF HAND-RAILS
OF STAIRS.

BV MR. GEORGE RIDLEY.
No. III.

25. From the combined properties of the
trihedral and the cylindric solid, as shewn in
our former remarks on this subject, we are
enabled to make their use subservient to any
purpose relative to the formation of the face-
mould

;
and from the properties of the trihe-

dral alone, we can ascertain, to the greatest
degree of accuracy, the bevels for the butt-
joints in the wreathed portions of the hand-
rail. In order, however, to make the use and
application of these solids more clear, let us
suppose that it were required to lay down the
face-moulds, for the formation of the wreathed
portion of a hand-rail, where a flight of seven
winding steps intervenes between two ranges
of flyers. Let the semi-circular well-hole,
around which the winding steps radiate, be
3 inches in diameter within the perpendicular
planes of the outside surfaces of the rail. Let
the rail itself be 3 inches wide and 2£ inches
deep; also let the treads of. the flyers be 10
inches wide, and the height of each step
7 inches.

1

26. The first thing to be done is to lav down
a plan of the rail, as shewn by fig. 10, where-
in the circular line, E F G, is taken as the
mean line for the radius of our cylindric surface
(see article No. 11, page 620, vol. ii.)

; next
proceed to lay down a development of this
cylindric surface, by obtaining the length of
the circular line, E F G, in the manner de-
scribed in article No. 10, page 619, vol. ii., or,
by having ascertained the diameter, E G, which
in the present case is 6 inches, we may, from
the well-known properties of the circle, obtain
the length of one-half the circumference, thus,

^ ^ = 9 -nr inches.

the length of the line, E F G, sufficiently near
for practice. Make the line, C D, equal to

E F G; let the point a in the development
correspond with the point F on the plan. At
the point C lay down the riser and tread of the
last step in the first range of flyers, draw the
parallelogram, ABC]). Upon D B set off
the entire height of the seven winding steps,
and next lay down the tread and riser of the
first step in the second range of flyers

; also
lay down the treads and risers of the winding
steps, as they occur immediately beneath the
centra] line of the rail. Draw the inclination
of the rail over each of the flyers, as
thus laid down; but from the steepness of
the steps, at the narrow ends of the winders,
it is usual to bring forward the rail, as shewa



in the figure. Draw the line shewing

the thickness of the rail, and draw also

the central line of the rail on the deve-

lopment (for which cause see article 13, page

620, vol. ii.); upon this central line, which we

inclination of the rail
;
by reason of which, the

angles as well as the bearings in each figure

will be found to differ widely
;

in each case,

however, the same principle and mode of con-

struction may be traced throughout by the

letters of reference which apply to both figures.

29. We shall, however, confine ourselves

to fig. 11 (which is here laid down to a

scale of ith part of an inch to the inch),

wherein the line a b c, represents the

plan of the cylinder with a portion of the

straight line of the rail attached thereto
;

let

the distance from a to b on the plan be the

same as the distance from a to b on the line

A B of the development in fig. 10. Here let the

student refer back to article 23, fig. 9, page 632,

vol. ii., and article 9, fig. 2, page 619, vol. ii.,

where the mode of determining the position of

a plane, cutting obliquely through three given

points on the surface of a cylinder, and the

mode of performing the contour of the ellipse,

produced by the cylindric section, are de-

scribed; it will be observed, that the same

methods therein propounded must be adopted.

In the present case, the line fl ic is the base

line of the cylindric surface, the three heights cf,

be, and a d fig. 10, are the perpendiculars which

give the position of the cutting plane over the

points c b and a respectively. In laying down

the intersectingline/i.npon the planeof thebase

of the cylinder it is of little importance whether

we take the entire length of the lines cf, b e, and

a d, or of any proportionate part of each,

inasmuch, as we arrive at the same result by

substituting one-half or one-fourth of the entire

height of each
;
in the present case, as will

be seen from the lines ad, be, and cf, in

fig. 11, they are taken at one-fourth of the

entire heights of each of the lines ad, be,

and cf, in fig. 10. The elliptic curve of the

cylindric section, which forms the central

elliptic line of the face-mould, will require

the same method of procedure as that adopted

in article 9, fig 2, page 619, vol. ii.,by which rule

also the inner and outer curves of the section ot a

hollow cylinder, whose shell is equal in thick-

ness to the width of the rail, may thus be

obtained
;
these curves we have shewn in fig. 1

1

by the dotted elliptic lines, which surround

the central linenm of the face-mould ;
but if our

face-mould (in such a case as the present) were

constructed so as to form a perfect section of the

shell of a hollow cylinder, and theoutline thereof

were marked upon the faces of the plank at

the proper pitch, so that by cutting the

cylindric surfaces of the quadrilateral solid (as

referred to in articles 4 and 5, page 619, vol. ii.)

out of the plank, by means of the saw-cutting

in the direction of the vertical surfaces of the

cylinder, we should find (however strictly

scientific the piocess may be) that much
waste of material would be made by the re-

quirements rendered necessary in the forma-

tion of the joints. We may observe, however,

that it is only in cases like the present, where

a great number of winders are introduced, and

where small well-holes are adopted, that it

becomes necessary to deviate from the general

rule.

30. Hence, then, by articles 16 and 17, page

620, vol. ii., we have shewn the proximity which

exists between the line or arris produced by

have designated as the line of heights(see article

15, page 620, vol. ii.) case of the abru pt angles,

caused by reason of the different inclinations of

the rail, in the manner described by article 13,

page 620, vol. ii. Next determinethe pointse and

e of the development of the cylindric surface,

through which the cutting plane of the face-

moulds are to pass
;
the mode of ascertaining

these points is described by articles 16 and 17,

figs. 5 and 6, page 620, vol. ii. Having done this,

draw the linesf c, b e, and a d, which represent

the heights for our guidance in laying down

the face-mould.

27- In article 16, page 620, vol. ii. we have

noticed thatthedivisionof the wreathed portions

of the rail should not, as far as regards the

economy of the material, exceed one-fourth of

the revolution around the entire cylinder; it is

therefore necessary to mark off, on this deve-

loped surface, the position of the butt joints
;

thus, the lines fn, il, andfg are made as near

as possible at right angles to the inclination of

the rail. The line fn is fixed at a sufficient

distance from the circular surface of the cylin-

der as to admit of the joint being entirely free

from the wreathed part of the rail, and the line

fg should be similarly arranged for the same
purpose; but when convenient, it is best to

have this butt joint at the commencement of

the straight rail, as shewn by the engraving.

From the points fand / draw the lines f

c

and

f c, each parallel to B D and A C
;
but the

height or distance fc, which regulates the line

A B, should always be sufficient, to avoid con-

fusion, in laying down the lines for the face'

mould, as will be seen in figs. 1 1 and 12.

28. Having thus far completed our develop-

ment of the line of heights, we are next to lay

down such portions of the plan of the rail as

pertain to each of the divisions of the wreath

respectively; for this purpose, let the central

line, a b c of the plan in figs. 11 and 12,

represent the line E F in fig. 10, with the

addition of the straight portions of the rail,

as shewn in the development by the line B c

and C c. Fig. 11 shews the mode of obtaining

the face- mould for that portion of the wreath

contiguous to the lower range of flyers, and

fig. 12 shews that which is required for the

wreath adjoining the upper range of flyers. In

both figures, each portion of the plan is similar

to the other, but varying in the heights and
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winding the development of the line of heights
round the surface of the cylinder; and that,

which is produced on the same surface by the
inter-section of the cutting plane, made to pass
through any three given points which ap-
proximate nearest to the line of heights.
From this it will be seen that the central line

m n of the face-mould approximates very
nearly to the centre line of the hand-rail

;
and

as our line of heights is made to pass through
the centre of the rail, it therefore follows, that
if we mark off a parallel width of l£ inches
(one-half the width of the rail), on each side of
the central line m n, we shall have a face-

mould, which, when marked on both surfaces

of the plank, each face being brought directly

opposite the other, the solid may cut out of
the plank, of substance sufficient for the
formation of our rail when moulded to its

finished shape.

Fig i2.

31.

But we are first to determine not only
the width for a face-mould of this description,
but also to lay down such lines as may enable
us to work the butt-joints with accuracy.
Having already determined the points in and n,
in the central elliptic curve of the face-mould,
let us proceed to find the bevels, not only for
the ends of the face-mould, but also the bevels
of the ends across the thickness of the plank.
Tims to find the bevel for the end of the
wreathed portion of the rail, contiguous to the
straight part of the rail, over the upper range
of flyers— in fig. 10, take any point he in the

!

ne / c draw hg perpendicular to fc, cutting
the line of the butt-joint/^ in the point g:
in fig. 11, draw a line from Oin the centre of the
circle on the plan of the rail through the point
O' ; also draw the line e- g- parallel thereto;
draw any line err parallel to the intersecting
line hi; make the perpendicular distance of
the point d- from the line eg-, equal to hg in
hg. 10. r hrough the point d- draw the line b- g-

at right angles to a-c-

;

make d- a • equal to A/in
hg. 10; join a-g-, and draw the line d-h- parallel
to h k, intersecting the line a-g-, as shewn in the
figure in the point z. From this point of inter-
section, and with one point of the compasses
in the point rf-,* describe the dotted circular
line, cutting the line b g- in the point b- ;join 0- e- from which let fall the perpendicular
line c‘ d‘

;

and with d’ as a centre, describe the
circular line £?/, cutting d' e

-

in the point/

;

J°>“ f’ST, and the angle e-f g
% is the bevel

which is to be applied to the end of the face-

mould in forming the butt-joint across the
thickness of the plank.

32. Again, to find the bevel or end of the
face-mould for our guidance in marking the
face of the plank : having already drawn the
ordinate line, o n, at right angles to h k, make
the distance o n equal to d‘e-, also make the
perpendicular line, o p, equal to b • d

-, and
through the points, n p ,

draw the line across
the end of the face-mould, as shewn in the
engraving, which is the end of the face-mould
required. The bevels for the opposite end of
this face-mould are obtained in a similar
manner. Let the line of the butt-joint, through
the point d of the development, fig. 10, form
the hypothenuse to a right-angled triangle,
whose base, k-l, is parallel to the line A B. In
fig. 11 draw a line through the centre O of the
circle and the point a of the plan of the rail

;

let this line be produced to the distance of the
points t and q, as shewn in the engraving. At
any distance from the pointy, draw the line,

r v, parallel to at; make the triangle, q r s,

in fig. 11, similar, in all respects, to the
triangle, k l i, in fig. 10

;
parallel tog i draw

the line r t, cutting the line q t in t

;

from the
point;, draw the line t v at right-angles to the
line r t, and cutting the line r v in the point v.

1 hen, with the line rt as a base, form a right-
angled triangle, whose perpendicular, t u,
make equal toy s. With the point; as a centre
describe a circle touching the nearest point of
the hypothenuse, r it, and cutting the line r t,

produced in the point to, join tv v, and the angle
which it forms with t tv will be the bevel to
be applied across the thickness of the plank.

33. The direction of the end of the face-
mould through the point in maybe ascertained
in the following manner :—Produce the ordi-
nate line through the point in to tv, make the
distance, in tv, the same as r t

;

from the point
tv let fall the perpendicular line w y, which
make equal to t it

;

next draw the line y m,
which, when produced across the width of the
face-mould, will form the position of the end
thereof.

34. The bevels for the other portion of the
wreathed rail may be obtained in a similar
manner to those here shewn.

35. The more important use of these bevels
are for the purpose of constructing the joint-
ing-box (which we shall hereafter describe),
without which it will be next to impracticable,
by the use of the plane and the bevels only, to
work to that degree of truth which the nature
of the work requires. The shaded parts in the
figures shew the thickness of the plank, on
which a centre line is drawn, also shewing by
the end thereof what allowance should be made
beyond the centre of the butt-joint for the
obliquity of the planes of the butt-joints with
the planes of the faces of the plank.

PROPOSED NEW PARK AT BATTERSEA.

Pubi.io attention has recently been directed
to the formation of a new park in Battersea-
fields. It has been ascertained that 500 or 600
acres of land might be purchased there at very
moderate price; and if half of it only were
appropriated to the public as a park, the other
halt would, if let for building, most likely pro-
duce sufficient rental to pay all expenses

;

and it would make a valuable place of recrea-
tion to the public, who could get easy access to
it from the most crowded parts of London.
The steam-boats have become a very important
means of transit

;
they still appear to be in-

creasing very much, and probably they cannot
have too much encouragement. By diverting
the husy traffic of our streets to the river, they
relieve the crowded thoroughfares of the town,
and they have already proved themselves to be
important auxiliaries in the cleansing of the
river and its shores.

By means of these boats this park would he
accessible to a vast number of all classes of
persons who live on both sides of the Thames,
including the whole extent of London, a length
of 7 or 8 miles. The poorer class of persons
could get there by the steam- boats at a less
expense than they can get a change of air in
any other way.
Another of the advantages connected with

the purchase of this land at Battersea, would
be that from its position by the side of the
Thames, there would be facilities for making
large pieces of water. In summer these might
be changed, if necessary, every tide; and they
would furnish an exceilent bathing-place for

the working population in hot weather. At
present the working classes have no means (or
at best' very limited means) of bathing. These
baths might be so inclosed by plantations as to

prevent them from being in any way offensive,

and on that account would be much fitter for
the purpose than the Serpentine River, where
the bathing is always a great nuisance, and so
offensive, as to drive many persons from the
park, and where, even if this objection did not
exist, there is not a tenth part of the space
requisite for these purposes. Besides, any
bathing-places made here would not only have
the advantage of the water being frequently
changed, but they might be so regulated as to
be perfectly tree from danger, by standing at
any desired depth, being affected neither by
dry weather nor by floods.

A further advantage, it is obvious, which
would result to the population of London of all
classes (and one which would be attended by
not one shilling additional expense), would be
the very perfect skating-ground which these
pieces of water would afford in winter. Now
the ground is of comparatively little value at
present, and therefore very extensive means of
promoting the health and recreation of the
public could be acquired for a small sum. The
number of persons who would take advantage
of it would be immense, and however desira-
ble it may be (and it undoubtedly is so) to
widen our crowded thoroughfares, and to im-
prove our over-populated districts, yet some
outlay would not be misapplied in the acquisi-
tion and inclosure of spaces on the immediate
outskirts of the town where there is little if

any building at present to remove; and where,
consequently, improvements could be made at
comparatively small expense, to make good
communications and airing places to which the
public would be tempted to resort, and above
all, in the selection, when opportunities offer,

of sites having the river for their leading
highway—a highway subject neither to the
wear and tear, nor the expensive repairs, nor
the dusty and inconvenient transit in dry wea-
ther of ordinary roads, and by which it is

obvious no one can travel without, by that
alone, whatever may be his occupation, en-
larging his stock of health.

Mr. Thomas Cubitt, the eminent builder,
has the credit of having first proposed this
improvement. The daily observation and
extensive intercourse which this gentleman
has with artisans and working people of
all sorts, his means of knowing their rea-
sonable wants and their real value, and the
unusual interest he takes in whatever con-
cerns the health and comfort of the
poorer classes of our population, evidently
led to the idea, and induced him to submit
his philanthropic proposal to the considera-
tion of her Majesty’s Commissioners for the
Improvement of the Metropolis, who, in
their second report (the first being exclusively
devoted to the embankment of the Thames),
will doubtless refer to it at length.

Engineering in Egypt.—On the 28th of
November, a dry dock at Alexandria, which
has been about eight years in execution, and
has cost Mehemet Ali half a million sterling,

was opened, and the first vessel hauled in.

According to the Times, it is constructed in

deepwater; and the engineer, a Frenchman,
of the name of Mougel, had great difficulties to

contend with from the nature of the soil,

besides labouring under a peculiar disadvatage,

owing to there being no tides in this port.

The dock has been made on the model of that

of Toulon; its length is 243 feet, and its

width 72 feet, taken on a level with the sea.

M. Mougel will shortly leave for France, and it

is said that he has received from Mehemet Ali
instructions to take all the necessary measures
for the construction of the “ barrage ” of the
Nile, which work, if ever completed, will be a
great boon to Egypt. The site fixed upon, at

present, for this purpose is the point of rami-
fication of the Rosetta and Damietta branches
of the river, about ten miles below Cairo. It

will consist of two bridges, one over each
branch of the Nile, both joining at the extreme
point of the Delta. The bridges will be
formed of a certain number of arches, and one
arch of each bridge will be made with a lock,
for the purpose of navigation. In the centre of
the Delta, will be opened several canals, to

which the water of the Nile will be allowed
ingress, as it may be required.
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The Church Restorers : a Tale
,

treating of

Ancient and Modern Architecture and

Church Decorations. By F. A . Paley, M. A.,

Hon. Sec. Cambridge Camden Society. Van
Voorst, London : 1844.

Three years ago, when the Cambridge

Camden Society had but commenced the

publication of their opinions, the Dublin

Review , a Roman catholic organ, said their

position was most inconsistent, and that “ the

good men who were so earnestly labouring for

the revival of catholic church architecture

mustbe convinced that we musthave the catholic

service revived, in the first place, before any real

good could possibly be accomplished.” At

that time they resolutely denied any such con-

viction, but the tendency of their views was

nevertheless sufficiently apparent to all who

looked beneath the surface. Now-a-days they

speak out more plainly, or at all events indi-

vidual members do ;
and when each indivi-

dually says the same thing, and the society,

when they do speak collectively, coincide, it

would be absurd to make any distinction
;

even though, as in the present case, the author

state carefully in his preface, “ that neither

his publisher, nor the society with which he

is connected, can be in the remotest degree

responsible for any opinions expressed in the

narrative.”

The little book before us is one of those

which have been justly termed “ engines of

polemical theology.” Its intention is to

prove the “ meanness of protestantism” (p.3),

“ the desecrations and profanities of protes-

tantism ” (p. ix), “the desolation of protes-

tantism,” and to shew what “ hell-hounds of

destruction ” (p. 62) were let loose by the

Reformation — the glorious reformation, as

the author satirically terms it; and glorious

it unquestionably was, notwithstanding the

excesses which disfigured it, or the sneers of a

disguised jesuit. The advantage of daily mass,

cressets constantly burning, incense, and holy

water, is quietly hinted. He cannot hope that

we “shall yet get back our monasteries”

(p.179); he urges the propriety of prayers

for the dead (p. 22), and devotes several pages

to induce a more unlimited belief in mira-

culous cures at holy fountains, and the preser-

vation of saints’ bodies “ entirely incorrupt,”

than is at present general.

The deep chancel, the screen to separate the

clergy from the laity,* the rood above it, and

all the other fittings and arrangements in use

when the church was Rome’s, are to be intro-

duced in our new edifices. And with these

fittings, Mr. Paley does not blink it, the rites

and ceremonies in accordance with them arc

to be restored also. He says (p. 190), “In

Christian architecture, we find a definite use

for every single part of a secular as well as of

a religious edifice. Now the question is this
;

can we retain the form, irrespective of the

use, without violating the fundamental prin-

ciples of architecture ?” and then he answers

unequivocally, “ Clearly we cannot.'’'

Far be it’ from us to speak disrespectfully

of a creed because it differs from our own
(our conviction of the weakness of human

judgment, (of our own fallibility, would pre-

vent us); and if this book were written by an

honest Romanist, we should have little to do,

perhaps, but tothank him forsomezealousefforts

to protect old memorials of Christian art from

the injuries of time and the ignorance of men.

As it is, however, we say that it is a disgrace

to its author and the college to which he

belongs, and denounce it as an insidious

attempt (one of many, or it would not require

notice) to introduce theological opinions of

the most dangerous character.

Conversationslexicon Jiir bildende Kunst.

Band I. Williams and Norgate, Henrietta-

street, Covent-garden : 1844.

This work promises to be a very complete

encyclopedia of architecture and building,

and embraces all the arts and sciences con-

nected with them. The volume now before 11s,

consisting of 640 closely-printed pages pro-

fusely illustrated, is occupied solely by letter

A, and contains some able articles on Grecian

and Egyptian art (Aeginetische kunst ; Aegyp-

tische kunst), acoustics (akustik ), &c., &c.

When it is further advanced, we shall examine

it more carefully, and transfer to our pages

some of the information it contains.

To such of our readers as are acquainted with

the language in which it is written, we do

not hesitate to recommend the book itself. A
knowledge of German, by the way, has become

almost indispensable to architects, in conse-

quence of the numerous excellent works relating

to their art which have been recently published

in that tongue. Architectural students who
wisely seek to diversify their evening studies,

cannot do better than apply themselves vigo-

rously to it. Recreation may be found in

change of labour.

Companion to the Almanac for 1845. Charles

Knight, London.

Thf. “ British Almanac” for the new year,

published by that able and enterprising caterer

for the public, Mr. Charles Knight, contains

its usual amount of information. The “ Com-
panion” to it, which more immediately con-

cerns us, presents a general view of public

improvements and the erection of new build-

ings, and although necessarily brief, forms,

with preceding volumes, a valuable record.

It contains views of the Royal Exchange, new
church, Lever-bridge (executed in terra-

cotta), Nunhead Cemetery Chapel, Lincoln’s-

inn new Hall, the Conservative Club, and the

new Guildhall in progress at Bristol.

Description of the Neiv Royal Exchange.

Effingham Wilson, London : 1844.

A very pretty little volume, containing an

historical notice of the former edifices, a de-

scription of Mr. Tite’s new building, and a

brief memoir of Sir Thomas Gresham, the

founder of the original burse. It is

trated by eighteen woodcuts,

and nicely printed. The fol-

lowing engraving, which we
introduce, includes a view of

j

Gresham’s tomb, in St. Helen’s
1

Church, Bishopsgatestreet, a

{singularly interesting structure,

i Without explanation, which the

work does not give, the reader

would be led to conclude that

the monument with columns

'and arches belonged to Gresh-

' am
;

this, however, is in me-
ImoryofSir William Pickering,

who is said to have been the

finest gentleman of his time

H'-ii';!.
“ for worth in learning, arts,

{.! ! and warfare.” We don’t read

the words “ fine gentlemen ” so

j now-a-days. Gresham’s monu-
iment is in the farther corner.

It is a large sculptured altar-

tomb, covered with a marble

slab, on which is inscribed,

“Sir Thomas Gresham, Knight,

burj d Decembr 15th
,
1579.”

GRESHAM’S TOMB.

* “ Do we not instinctively feel that while the nave is,

as it were, the vestibule, the chancel is the palace of the

Great King” (reserved solely for theclergv ?). "The chancel

is the choir of the angels, the church triumphant, the Holy of

Holies.”—p. 10S.

METROPOLIS IMPROVEMENTS.

(From the 21s/ Woods and Forests’ Report, not

yet Published.)

In the several lines of improvement autho-

rized bv the Acts 3 & 4 Viet., cap. 87,

and 4 ' Viet., cap. 12, we have, since

the dates of those Acts respectively, com-

pleted purchases to the amount in the whole of

457,844/. 15s 10d., and have contracted for

further purchases to the amount in the whole

of 191,617/- 15s. lOd.
;
and besides these, the

purchases now remaining to be made in

order to clear the whole of the ground re-

quired for completing the several lines of im-

provement, it is estimated will cost the further

sum of 54,256/. 5s., or thereabout, viz.

1. In the line from Oxford-street to Holborn

we have completed the purchases to the amount

of 211,6S4/. 14s. 10d., and have contracted

for further purchases to the amount of

56,979/. 3s. 4d., and besides these there remain

to bo made purchases estimated to cost the

sum of 14,571/- 15s., or thereabout.

2. In the line from Bow-street to Charlotte-

street, Bloomsbury, we have_ completed pur-

chases to the amount of 70,958/. 18s. 3d., and

have contracted for further purchases to the

amount of 3,000/. 11s. 9d., and besides these

there remain to be made purchases estimated

to cost the sum of 17,595/., or thereabout.

3. In the line from the London Docks to

Spitalfields Church, we have completed pur-

chases to the amount of 96,742/. 16s. lid., and

have contracted for further purchases to the

amount of 30,236/. 8s. 7d-, and besides these

there remain to be made purchases estimated to

cost the sum of 6,740/., or thereabout.

4. In the line from Coventry-street to Long-

acre we have completed purchases to the

amount of 77,078 /. 5s. 10d., and have con-

tracted for further purchases to the amount of

89,202/. 12s. 2d., and besides these there

remain to be made purchases estimated to cost

the sum of 8,097/. 10s., or thereabout.

5. In the line from East Smithfield to

Rosemary-lane we have completed purchases

to the amount of 1,420/., and have contracted

for further purchases to the amount of 12,200/.,

and besides these there remain to be made

purchases estimated to cost the sum of 7,252/.

or thereabout.

By a statement of receipts and expenditure

in respect of monies applicable to these im-

provements, it appears that of the sum of

500,000/. mentioned in our nineteenth report

to have been borrowed of the Equitable As-

surance Company for the purposes of these

improvements, upon the security of certain

portions of the land revenue of the crown in

the county of Middlesex, and of monies arisen

from interest on exchequer-bills and profit on

the purchase and sale of those bills, in which

part of that loan was temporarily invested,

from the sales of old materials, and from rents

of property purchased for the purpose of these

improvements, there remained a balance of

] ,420/. 6s. 6£d.

These funds being, as will be seen by the

statement above-mentioned, nearly expended,

we are taking measures for obtaining a further

loan of 250,000/., which, we find, it will be

necessary to raise for the purpose of making

the several remaining purchases requisite ior

the completion of these improvements.

Tollington Park New Church, Horn-
sey.—The trustees of the Metropolis Churches

Fund have contributed 1,000/. towards the

erection of this church; the Marquis of Nor-

thampton has intimated his intention of con-

tributing 50/., and the Rev. Mr. Venn has

presented 200/.

West London Raii.way.— The London

and Birmingham Railway Company has

agreed to pay the existing liabilities of the

W est London Railway Company, amounting to

60,000/.,and to allow the shareholders one-fourth

of the gross proceeds arising from the traffic on

the railway and Kensington Canal. Applica-

tion will be made to Parliament when it

meets, for powers to extend the line to the

Thames and to Knightsbridge. In its present

incomplete state this railway has seemed to

those who were ignorant of its real purpose a

fit subject for ridicule. There can be little

doubt that, when fully carried out, so as to

give to the Great Western and the Birmingham

a west-end terminus, and connect both these

lines with the Thames, shares in it will become

first-rate property.
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ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—

I

received a very oily letter from the
Bursar of Magdalen College, stating that the
College, “ after long and painful deliberation,”
had decided in favour of Mr. Derrick’s design
for the Choristers’ School, and terminating
with some further civilities byway of thanks

—

without a word as to the very extraordinary
favour granted to the successful (?) competitor.

If you or I were to break an agreement, we
should be immediately proceeded against
“ with the utmost rigour of the law.” Now,
as the “ Instructions to Architects” is to all

intents and purposes an agreement, cannot all

the competitors proceed against the College
for the value of the drawings sent to them in
pursuance of that agreement? For, in fact,

the designs sent at the time appointed by
them

—

and not a fortnight after—were to he
considered as exclusively those in bond fide
competition. The law may not help me in
this case, but equity should do so. Perhaps
you or some of your correspondents will oblige
me by stating your opinion in your valuable
paper. By-the-bye, don’t you think this is a
proper subject for the Institute to take notice
of? I wish they would wake up a little

;
their

slumbers have been very long, and, if I may
judge by the little notice that has been taken
of them, undisturbed.

One of the Duped.
Dec. 30, 1844.

[We believe our correspondent is correct in
saying the law will not help him. If, however,
some of our legal friends will look carefully
into the matter, and give us the result of their
examination, they will earn the thanks of the
profession. Few competitions are decided,
wherein the agreement (morally, if not legally,
binding) is not broken. In the case of the
“ Hospital for Consumption ” lastyear, the com-
mittee threatened to refuse examination even
to any design likely to cost more than the
advertised amount, and yet ultimately selected a
plan, the estimated cost of which was half as
much more. They fancy, from the time which
has elapsed since their scandalous decision,
that they have escaped the castigation they
deserved; they may find themselves deceived.—Ed.]

ESTIMATES FOR WORK NOT TO BE EXECUTED.
Sir,—As much has been written in j'our

valuable publication on the subject of the
ignorance and partiality exhibited upon the
decisions of architectural competitions, fully
sympathizing with those who have spent
their talents and time to gratify the curiosity
or cupidity of self-appointed committees, I

do hope the exposure in The Builder of the
system will be the means of checking the evil,
lo assist in so desirable a work, allow me to
record on your pages a method (I trust a
solitary one) of victimising the builders.

During the past autumn, a gentleman prac-
tising one of the liberal professions, not 50
miles from this place, conceived the idea of
having a residence built suitable to the im-
portance of his station in life

;
an architect was

selected, and Elizabethan the style adopted.
Plans were prepared and builders solicited to
tender, but as the sanctity ofthe archi tect’s office
could not be invaded, tracings of the drawings
with copies of the specification were to be
furnished, upon each competitor paying down
five guineas ! ! with the privilege of obtain-
ing a copy of the quantities for four guineas
more!!! which latter charge may be considered
moderate, as duplicate and in some instances
triplicate estimates of certain parts were to be
made, thearchitect not having decided whether
certain parts were to be worked in stone or
cement. Seven builders were caught, taken
in, and nicely done for; three of whom, I
believe, paid the nine guineas; the rest only
paid five each, for the privileges of making
estimates of a building not likely to be exe-
cuted, as the estimates of the builders exceeded
that of the architect, who of course was the
best informed upon the subject.
Now, Sir, if the architect was paid by his

employer, and did not go upon the speculation
of being paid by those who were willing to
give up their time and experience, to enlighten
him upon the cost of carrying his design into
execution, I think they should receive back

their money. The several amounts were as
under :

—

Ashby ,£2
;
200 0

Grover 2,109 9
Haynes & Co 2,100 0
Wood 1,997 0
Coleman 1,913 0
Sanham 1,832 0
Kirk 1,767 0

Should you consider the foregoing state-
ment worthy a place in your columns, I

should feel obliged, as an original subscriber,
and A Builder (not one of

Dartford. the Victimised).
[We agree with our conespondent, that if

the building be not erected,— if no prize be
given, for the chance of obtaining which the
builders each bought a ticket, so to speak,

—

their money should unquestionably be returned.
We cannot vouch for the accuracy of the
statement; indeed, we hope our correspondent
may have been misled, and that one of those
who tendered may yet be employed.—Ed.]

TEMPLETS AND MOULDS.
Sir,—A joiner and carpenter contracted for

his branch in building a church, finding all

timber and workmanship, and in his contract
bound himself to make all moulds and templets
of timber that might be wanted for the stone
work. lie has done so, and completed his
contract satisfactorily

;
to whom do the templets

and moulds belong? If you would be kind
enough to insert the answer in your next num-
ber, you will confer a favour on me, and set the
question at rest. C.
[To the carpenter.—

E

d.]

carpenters’ prices.
Sir,—I beg leave to inform you that your

list of prices for timber and deals is apt to’ de-
ceive the builders

;
for instance, the present

price of Quebec red pine timber is 85s. to 90s.
per load at first hand and by the cargo

;
Que-

bec oak is also from 105s. to 150s. ditto; spruce
deals are from 17 /. to 2U per 120

;
Christiana

deal 30/. to 32/. per 120 as 12 fs.
;
second pine

planks are now 11/. to 12/. standard.—Your
obedient servant, W. Cleave.
[No pains are spared to obtain a correct list,

but prices vary so much, and are so influenced
by circumstances, that the utmost we can do is

to give an approximation to the truth.—

E

d.]

LEEDS BOROUGH GAOL.
Sir,— In the last number of The Builder,

it is stated, under the head of “ Tenders,” that
we are the “inspectors for the committee,” of
the new gaol now erecting at this place

;
this is

incorrect : we are the architects of that build-
ing, and no other party is, or has been em-
ployed in that capacity.

The building is being executed according to
a design made by us, and approved by Sir
James Graham, on the recommendation of
Major Jebb, inspector of prisons.
There is another inaccuracy in the paragraph

which mentions only three branches of work
as being the third contract (C), whereas the
plasterer’s work, slater’s work, plumber and
glazier’s work, painter’s work, smith and
founder’s work, form part of the said contract
and tenders were sent in for these branches
also

;
the amount of the whole contract being-

about 15,000/.

When information is sent for insertion in
your useful journal, it is the duty of those who
furnish it to ascertain its correctness, in jus-
tice to the parties concerned and the public: if

this course had been pursued by your corre-
spondent, we should have had no cause to tres-
pass upon your time with this explanation.
We remain, Sir, your most obedient servants,

Perkin and Backhouse.
Leeds, Dec. 31st, 1844.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS RELATING TO
ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, &c .,

GRANTED FOR ENGLAND.
[six months for enrolment.]

Louis Antoine Ritterbandt, of Gerrard-street,
Soho, doctor of medicine, for certain improve-
ments in preventing and removing incrustation
in steam boilers and steam generators. De-
cember 2.

William Henry James, of Clements’-lane,
London, civil engineer, for certain improve-
ments in carriages for the conveyance of pas-

11

sengers and goods, and in the means of work-
ing the same. December 2.

James Winter, sen., of Wardour-street,Soho,
upholsterer, James Winter, jun., of the same
place, upholsterer, and William Lane, of Bed-
ford-place, Russell-square, gentleman, for an
improved scaffold, or mode of scaffolding, ap-
plicable also as a fire-escape for life and pro-
perty. December 2.

James Nasmyth, of Paticroft, Lancaster,
civil engineer, for certain improvements in
machinery or apparatus for hewing, dressing,
splitting, breaking, stamping, crushing, and
pressing stone, or other materials. Decem-
ber 2.

Benjamin Seebohm, of Horton Grange,
York, merchant, for an improved mode of ma-
nufacturing certain description of chains. De-
cember 4.

John Ryan, of Liverpool-street, surgeon, for
certain improvements applicable to or in the
construction of casks, barrels, or other vessels
intended to coutain wine, beer, fermented
liquors, or other liquids or substances which
are liable to fermentation or decomposition
from exposure to the action of the atmosphere.
December 7-

William Wilcocks Sleigh, of Saint James’s-
square, M.D., for the hydro-mechanic appa-
ratus, which, by a certain combination of
hydraulic and mechanical apparatus on well-
known philosophical principles, is intended to
supersede the use of fire and steam in working
and propelling all kinds of machinery and
engines. December 7-

Joseph Weiger, of Vienna, doctor of medi-
cine, and surgeon-dentist, for improvements in
the amalgamation, alloying and soldering of
certain metals. December 12.

Charles Louis Felix Franchot, of Paris, en-
gineer, for improvements in engines, to be
worked by air or gasses. December 12.

William Malins, of Mansion House-place,
London, ironmaster, for improvements in con-
structing roofs and other parts of buildings of
iron or other metals, and in the preparation of
the materials of which the same are or may be
constructed. December 12.

Robert Heath, the younger, of Shidsgrove,
Stafford, coal agent, for improvements in heat-
ing ovens and kilns used in the manufacture
of china, bricks, tiles, and other earthenware.
December 12.

Moses Poole, of Searle-street, London, gen-
tleman, for improvements in the construction
of fids for ship’s masts and in the means of
setting up ship’s rigging. Being a communica-
tion. December 12.

Warren De la Rue, of B unhill-row, manufac-
turer, for improvements in covering the surface
of paper and other materials with colour and
other substances. December 12.

Nathaniel Fortescue Taylor, of Vauxhall,
engineer, for improvements in apparatus for
measuring gas. December 18.

Arthur Wall, of Bisterne-place, Poplar, sur-
geon, for certain improvements in the manu-
facture of steel, copper, and other metals. De-
cember 18.

Benjamin Biram, of Wentworth, Yorkshire,
gentleman, for certain improvements in oscil-

lating engines, worked by steam, water, or
other fluids, which are also applicable to the
raising or propelling of fluids. December 21.

Charles Johnstone, of Southampton, Hants,
engineer, for certain improved arrangements
for raising ship’s anchors, and other purposes.
December 21.

fHWJllatira.

New Lunatic Asylum, &c. Warwick.'

—

The following motions will be submitted by
C. H. Bracebridge, Esq., at the next Warwick
Quarter Sessions:— “That the committee
appointed at last Sessions do make every in-

quiry respecting the expense of erecting a
county lunatic asylum, the probable number
of lunatics, and a proper site.”—“That the
committee appointed at last Sessions, for the
purpose of inquiring into the extent of altera-
tions in the county prisons necessary to carry
out the regulation of the Acts 4th George IV.’,

c. 64, and 2nd and 3rd Victoria, c. 56, be con-
tinued, with power to confer with Major Jebb,
and determine on the most feasible plan for
altering the prisons, and to report at the
Easter Sessions,
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Competition Outlines for Art Union

of London.— In reply to the advertised

premium of 60/. for the best series of designs

in outline, the committee of this valuable

association have received nineteen sets of

various degrees of merit. So soon as the

decision is made, we shall allude to them at

greater length.

New Church at Fabrinoton Gurney,

Somerset.—This church was consecrated on

the 23rd ultimo by the Bishop of Salisbury.

It is built from the design of Mr. Pinch,

architect, of Bath, in the Norman style, and

consists of a nave, 35 feet high, with a cle-

restory, supported by round pillars and semi-

circular arches
;
a deep chancel at the east end,

and a tower, 55 feet high, at the west end.

The whole length of the building is 91 feet,

and the width 42 feet. The proportions and

general effect of the interior appear to great

advantage in consequence of the absence of

galleries, excepting one in the tower for the

singers. The chancel is lighted by a triple

window, and one on either side, intended to

be filled with stained glass. There is ac-

commodation for about 350 persons in low,

open seats, three-fourths of which are free and

unappropriated for ever
;
the whole of these,

with the gallerv, altar-rail, desk, and timbers of

the roof, are in imitation of dark oak. The

pulpit, altar-piece, and font, are executed in

Bath stone. The execution of the work was

intrusted to Mr. John Thatcher, of Wellow,

and Mr. David Aust, of Bath, whose contract

for the building was under 1,200/.

—

Somerset

Gazette.

Monumental Brasses. — A monument
lately erected in Stonehouse Church, Glou-

cestershire, to the memory of the Rev. Wash-

ington Hallen, has excited a good deal of

attention. It is in imitation of the monumental

brasses prevalent several centuries since, except

that in the present instance the metal used is

lead, which has apparently been molten and

run into the sculpture. In the centre of the

slab is a pedestal supporting a cross, which is

bordered on the four sides by an inscription,

the letters of which are formed of the above

metal, as follows:—“ Here rests Washington

Hallen, a priest of the Anglican Church, born

into this life 1797, departed 1837- Pray we,

as our Holy Mother teaches, for the perfect

consummation of his bliss, both in body and

soul

,

through Jesus Christ.” In addition to

the principal centre cross, there is a small

Maltese cross at each corner of the slab, and

the whole effect of the monument is a revival

of the antique models.— Gloucester Journal

[Yes; and an attempted revival of something

more than antique models.—

E

d.]

Liverpool Sailors’ Home.—An associa-

tion has lately been formed in Liverpool

similar to the one in the eastern part of the

metropolis for the purpose of providing a

suitable dwelling for sailors while ashore. 1 he

first meeting of the members was held last

week, and presided over by James Aiken,

Esq. The subscriptions and donations an-

nounced amounted to 13,193/., among which

was one of 400/. from Messrs. Brocklebank.

On the motion of Mr. Cotesworth, seconded

by Mr. Henderson, the following gentlemen

were appointed trustees : — Mr. Robertson

Gladstone, Mr. Ralf Brocklebank, Mr. Wil-

liam Potter, Mr. Duncan Gibb, and Robert

Rankin. In reply to a question put by a

subscriber, the chairman stated that buildings

north and south of the town had been spoken

of and various plans had been suggested, but

nothing could be done until they knew the

result of their appeal to the public. On the

motion of Mr. J. B. Yates, seconded by Mr.

E. Molyneux, it was decided that the committee

be recommended to take steps for obtaining

the patronage of her Most Gracious Majesty

to the institution.

Altars in the East.—There is no canon

that I know of, says Bishop Heber, for placing

churches with their altars eastward; and

though this custom is certainly most ancient

and usual, there have been many remarkable

exceptions to it, from the cathedral of Antioch,

built in the age immediately succeeding the

apostles, down to St. Peter's, at Rome, which

has also its sanctuary westward.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For Bodies, Wheels, Axles, Axle-boxes, Guards,

Guard-plates, and Springs for 200 Coal Waggons,

for the Taff Vale Railway. January 6.

For laying the Pipes required in the Hull New
Water Works.—Thomas Thompson, Esq., Town
Clerk, Hull, or Mr. Thomas Wickstead, Old Ford,

near London. January 6.

For the supply of the following stones for

pavements, namely, York Flag of 3 inches and

2% inches thick, at per yard superficial ;
Castle

Hill Stone, 2} and l| inches thickness, at ditto ;

Rock-hill of like respective thicknesses, at ditto

;

Aberdeen Granite, half sovereigns, at per ton
;

Devonshire Kerb, at per yard run, See.—Francis

Southgate, Cierk to the Paving Commissioners,

Milton, next Gravesend. January 7.

For the execution of certain alterations at the

Workhouse of the Coventry Union.—Thomas Hine,

Clerk to the Board of Guardians, Coventry. Jan-

uary 8.

For Re-pewing Leverington Church, near Wis-

beach.—The Rev. Henry Jackson, Leverington, or

Mr. W. Adams, Architect, Wisbeach. January 7.

For Four Locomotive Engines and Tenders.

—

George King, 62, Moorgate-street, January 8.

For a Survey Plan and Valuation of the Town-

ship of Kimberworth, in Rotherham Yorkshire.

—

Mr. George Taylor or Mr. Richard Rhodes, Over-

seers of the Poor. January 8.

For taking down the present Bridge at Car-

rick-on-Shannon, and constructing a Stone Bridge

of five segmental arches, with its approaches ; build-

ing quays and harbour, forming wharfs, and deepen-

ing the bed of the river.—Edward Hornsby, Secre-

tary, Shannon Commissioners’ Office, Custom-

house, Dublin. January 8, 1845.

For completing the Railway from Bishopstoke to

Salisbury.—Alfred Morgan, Secretary, Nine Elms

Station, Vauxhall. January 10.

For buikling a Sewer in Vine-street, Minories.

—

Joseph Daw, Sewers’ Office, Guildhall. January 14.

For the erection of a Wesleyan Chapel at Hythe.

— Mr. T. Pilcher, Stationer, &c., Hythe. Jan-

uary 21.

For making a Sewer in the town of Cambridge.

The sewer to be cylindrical, and 2 feet diameter in

the clear, the length will be about 385 yards, and

the average depth about 9 feet.—Frederick Randall,

Town Hall, Cambridge. January 21.

For the erection of the Railway Works between

Leeds and Bradford, including fencing, earthwork,

masonry, roads, and permanent way.—William

Clarke, Secretary, Hunslet-lane Station, Leeds.

January 27, 1845.

For the execution of Works on the Chester and

Holyhead Railway.—1st. A distance of eight miles,

or thereabouts. 2nd. A distance of twenty-two

miles, or thereabouts. 3rd. A Tunnel through the

promontory of Penmaen Back, near Conway.

—

George King, Secretary, 62, Moorgate-street.

January 29, 1845.

For the supply of Wrought Iron Rails and the

requisite number of Chairs for about 15 miles of

the Southport and Euxton Junction Railway. The

weight of rails to be from 601b. to 701b. per lineal

2 yards and 15 feet lengths, equal to M om 1,500 to

1,800 tons of wrought iron, and about one-third of

that quantity of cast iron.—Woodcock and Part,

Solicitors, Wigan. January 31.

For erecting the Works of the third division of

the Main Line of the Great Southern and Western

Railway, being 11 miles, 6 furlongs, and 75 yards

in length. Also for the first division of the Carlow

branch, being 10 miles, 7 furlongs, and 160 yards ;

comprising excavation, embankments, bridges, cul-

verts, &c.—William Taylor, Secretary, 3, College

Green, Dublin. February 1.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of nine-inch cast-

iron Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct to be laid in

the Island of Malta.—Vin. Casolani, Collector of

Land Revenue, Office of Land Revenue and Public

Works, Valletta, Malta. March 31, 1845.

COMPETITIONS.

The Committee of the Association recently

formed in the Metropolis for the Construction of

Baths and Wash-houses for the Labouring Classes,

are desirous of obtaining Plans and Estimates for

the Erection and Fitting-up of the First Esta-

blishment. The general basis of the plan can be

seen at the Office, No. 3, Crosby-square. The

author of the plan considered the best by the

Committee will be selected to execute the work.

Plans and estimates are required for a Pauper

Lunatic Asylum for the County of Somerset ;
the

building to accommodate 300 patients, and to con-

tain two Stories. The Committee of Visiting

Magistrates wish it to be of a plain, cheerful cha-

racter, but will not further fetter the architect by

suggesting uny particular arrangement as to the in-

terior, its ventilation, warming, or otherwise. The

ground selected contains 36 acres.—The Clerk of

the Peace, Taunton. A Premium of 100/. will be

adjudged for the best plan, and 50/. for the next

best. January 22.

Plans and estimates are required for a Work-

house, to contain about 1,180 persons. The whole

to be done in a plain and substantial manner, with-

out any expensive embellishments. The plans and

architects’ estimates to be sent to Robert Mercer,

the Clerk of the Clifton Union, Pennywell Road,

Bristol, on or before the 17th of February next, and

the Board of Guardians will adjudicate on the 28th.

The architect producing the best plan in the estima-

tion of the Board will be employed at a sum not

exceeding 5 per cent, on the outlay, and a gratuity

of 25 guineas will be given to the architect pro-

ducing the second best plan in the opinion of the

Board.

The Committee of the Art Union of London

offer the sum of 500/. for an Original Picture

illustrative of British History. Cartoons, six feet

by four feet six inches, are to be sent in (as will be

hereafter notified) by the 1st day of January, 1846,

and from these the selection will be made. Artists

must send specimens of their abilities as painters, if

required so to do. The successful candidate must

undertake to complete the finished picture, of the

same size as the cartoon, by the 1st of January,

1847, and to superintend the engraving. The

Committee wish it to be understood that their

object in giving so long a period for the preparation

of the cartoon is for the purpose of affording artists

sufficient time thoroughly to study the various

details of their compositions, and to produce in the

cartoon a completely finished and well-wrought

study for the picture. The Committee reserve to

themselves the right of withholding the premium if

works of sufficient merit be not submitted.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

January 6.—At Willesden : 318 Oak, Ash, and

Elm Timber Trees.—Baker and Son, auctioneers,

Manor Terrace, Kilburn.

January 7.—At90, Blackman-street, Southwark:

600 cut Deals
;
3,000 Fir Boards ;

250 Pine Plank ;

100 Red Pine Deals and Plank ;
100 Yellow Deals ;

3,000 feet of Quartering
;
1,000 feet of Mahogany ;

20 load of Ash, Beech, Birch, &c.—Southey and

Son, auctioneers, 191, Tooley-street.

January 7, 1845.—At the Hall of Commerce,

Threadneedle -street : 1,232 logs of St. Domingo

Mahogany of superior quality and large dimen-

sions ;
also 3 logs of Satin Wood; 182 logs of

pencil cedar ;
850 lancewood spars.—Thomas Ed-

wards, Broker, 1, Pinner’s-hall, Great Winchester-

street.

January 17, 1845.—At Garraway’s Coffee-house,

Coruhill : 10,000 Baltic and Swedish Deals and

Battens; 10,000 Colonial Yellow Pine and Spruce

Deals.—E. D. Warrington, broker, 15, New City

Chambers.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ J. M. Newport.”

—

Will our corresjmndent in-

form us in (chat respect his mode ofdrawing ellipti-

cal arches of large span, by means oftwo figured

rods working on pins at the twofoci, is superior to

the common mode, wherein a cord the length of the

span, and secured at the two ends, occupies the

place of the rods ?

“ New Flooring Dog.”

—

The model submitted

by Mr. Snowball, although ingenious, is not likely

to supersede the present form. The lever is more

effectual than wedges in driving the boards together.

The inapplicability of the new dog to joists and

trimmers of various sizes is likewise an objection.

The model is left at the publisher's, with thanks.

“ A Young Architect.
’ ’

—

We will inquire.

“John Howe” will find an answer in another

part ofthe Journal. The official referees are Mr.

James White Higgins and Professor Hosking, Tra-

falgar Square.
.

“ William John Lea.”

—

The sketch is left at the

office, with many thanks.

“ J. W.W., Jun next week.

“J.J. F.” “H-G.” “J. S.” “H. S.” and

“ Nauticus” received.

A correspondent wishes to know whatform it is

best to adopt in the construction of Pot Kilnsfor

common red ware.

*** We have received several letters requesting

us to give, in a tabular form, a list of the New

District Surveyors and their official residences;

immediately they are all fixed and have received

a Magistrates sanction, agreeably to the Act, it is

our intention to comply with the wishes ofour cor-

respondents.

APPOINTMENT.
The Commissioners of Sewers for Westminster

and part of Middlesex are about to appoint a

Fourth Clerk of the Works at a salary of 120/.

per annum. The appointment in the first instance

will be for one year only, and take place at the

Office, No. 1, Greek-street, Soho-square, on

Tuesday, January 14.
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'HE Metropolitan Buildings

Act came into full opera-
tion on Wednesday, the 1st

instant, and the new sur-

veyors appointed under it

came into authority. Their
duties are not light,—there is much work before
them; as, indeed, there is much increase of
work for the district-surveyors appointed under
the old Act,—and they must apply themselves
vigorously to their task.

According to the new Act, buildings
begun before the 1st instant, “ and covered
in and rendered fit for use within twelve
months thereafter," are exempted from its pro-
visions. A knowledge of this circumstance
led to the commencement of a vast number of
buildings in the new districts at the end of last
year, for the most part in an insufficient and
faulty manner. Immediately preceding the
frost, and in some places during its continuance,
the bricklayers were atwork withou t taking even
ordinary precautions to prevent injury to the
work, such as using the lime quite fresh, clean
Thames sand, good bricks perfectly dry

;
and

covering up the walls at night, so as to allow
the mortar to set as quickly as possible. The
great demand having made bricks scarce, and
consequently very dear, the merest rubbish
has been used, and mould

,
in many places under

our own eyes, has supplied the place of sand
in the mortar. The consequence is, that much
of the work done is not sound, and should be
taken down

;
in fact, in several quarters it has

not waited to be taken down, but has fallen of
its own accord. Except in extreme cases,
however, we apprehend the district-surveyors
will not be able to interfere. Where danger
is actually apparent, they may perhaps treat
them as ruinous buildings, under the 40th sec-
tion, and with the aid of the overseers and
official referees, may cause them to be strength-
ened or demolished.

Schedule E. provides, relative to projected
Buildings, that “ such projections must neither
>e built with, nor be added to, any building,
,'r any face of an external wall thereof, so as
10 extend beyond the general line of the fronts
f the houses.” In some of the new districts,
ivhere the houses stand back from the road,
®d have front gardens, shops have been
-astily executed on that space, to the destruc-
»on of regularity, the annoyance of the neigh-
ourhood, and the manifest injury of the
ljoining houses. In Brompton (part of Mr
tonal dson’s district), a number of such erec-
DUS have been made, in rows of what have
sen private houses. Whether or not the
tvners of adjoining buildings will be allowed
come forward in the same manner, the value
the houses as private residences being

tstroyed, will depend on the surveyor, as by
e section already referred to, what is “ the
sneral hue of the fronts of the houses” may
1 determined by him.
Ihe question of drainage is one to which
: attention of district surveyors is now first
irected, and a very important one it is. Sche-
me H. provides that the drains from all
sidings (hereafter built) shall be completed
-ore the walls are ten feet high

; and shall
- taken into a common sewer, “if there be
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within 100 feet from any part of the building,
or from the inclosure about the building a
common sewer into which it is lawful and
practicable to drain.”

Further on it provides, touching- cesspools,
that “ if there be a common sewer within
50 feet from any front of or from the inclosure
about any house or other building (hereafter
built), then a cesspool must not be made for
the reception of drainage from such house or
other building, unless there be or shall be

|

built a good and sufficient drain from such
cesspool to such common sewer.”

Insomuch, however, as the Commissioners
of Sewers, who retain all their powers and
authority, will not ordinarily allow drains to
be taken into a sewer until it be brought up
to the building about to be drained, this pro-
vision would seem to have the effect of com-
pelling owners in many cases to build 50 feet
of sewer :—a sewer being within that distance,
they may not form cesspools.

Every main drain must be 9 inches in
diameter inside

; and must have a fall of at
least half an inch to every 10 feet, and be
arranged so that it shall be wholly covered
over under the lowest floor, and independently
thereof. It must likewise be made air-
tight. In many new houses built “ to sell,” the
pavement in the kitchen or passages forms the
top of the drain

: a most inefficient and
improper mode of construction, which the
foregoing provision will prevent for the
future. All cesspools constructed under a
building must be made air-tight. We need
hardly say to our practical readers that in nine
cases out of ten where the drains go into a

in'
rer be,ler t0 have no ““spool at

an. H ith drains properly formed, sufficient
atei, and a good fall, cesspools are quite

unnecessary, and should be avoided as a greatnuisance. 6
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ntmat, 'ir <90 flr as elates
to public health) in which district surveyorswe required to co-operate is, the prohibition
of the use of buildmgs unfit for dwellings. Nodecided steps can be taken till the 1st of July,
IB4b but overeeers should already have re-ported to the official referees, the number and

narisbe" °h
d "'e,li"S8 in th “"' respective

parishes, wherein any underground room or

notice m °TP,ed aS “ d "'elli"^ in order ‘'>1“
notice may be given to their owners and occu-

?espect°
f tte provl810” 8 of tlle Ac‘ in this

DECAY OF TIMBER—CAUSE AND CURE.

/{" F
:
prevention of decay in the timber-work

of buildings we may consider as being verymuch within our own power; for where due
precautions are taken, in felling at the propertime, and thoroughly seasoning the wood itselfand in obviating the chances of harm whichmight accrue to it from contact with other
materials, decay will rarely appear in any form.There are, no doubt, causes which inducedecay, where the operation of those under the
control of the architect or builder has beenprevented

: lofts are often filled with stores ofa damp and musty nature; manufactures are
carried on in which much water is used, much

with fb-
7 SP-' 1

very fre<l““nUy, co-operating

s L h r'f
” " ork of destruction,

is the heat of powerful stoves, which keep theair at a high temperature; painted and other
floor-cloths are unsuspectingly and unsparingly
-piead and fastened down, intercepting fh'esalutary action of the air, and retarding, if not
totally preventing, such evaporation as may bewanted. But for such cases" as some of theseextraordinary treatment is necessary, althoughmuch may be accomplished by mature pre-

of lh “ jn tonded purpose of
P

thebuilding, and an anticipation of its liabilities.

th. r°le
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c
n

!
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aCtive aSe" ts of decay inbe timber of buildings may be instanced
deflcen drainage and imperfect ventilation.
tV here these exist, even perfect seasoning willnot be sufficient to ensure durability. Where
a radical reform is carried out in them, timber

even imperfectly seasoned, may better serve

and th“
rP °Se

i,’

for
-,
wl

?
ere damP is precluded,

and thorough ventilation sustained, the season-
ing must advance to perfection. It is in this
conviction that we feel disposed to arraign thewhole system of building, as it has been
pursued in later times; and to hail with
gratulation a change which, though little morsthan hegun, will progress surely, and thefurther the more rapidly; till, with the “wisdom

filht w* V ln this Particular, in vivid

it! e of
°“r 6y“’ ““danced by the superior

state of science, a code of principles will beformed, infallible because founded on common

wiTth ,’h

U ” 0t we «>'*. *>“3dwith that the existing (now passing) system

much
exte,nal and internal, howevermuch talent, m many respects, it may display,

is, m a great measure, contemptible and in-
judicious. Compiling induces bad bond badbond has given rise to bond timbers

; thesehave been pent in by brick and plaster till they
rotted away, and disunited the work they weremeant to hold together. A niggardly anxiety
to reduce the cost of carpentry, ihe most
scientific and perhaps the most beautiful partof good building, has produced plaster ceil-St

?.
1lhe

,
ei"dangerment at once of the science

itself, therefore ot the stability of our walls, and
ot the durability of our floors, confining noxiousand corrupting vapours. What can we moreadmire than the open timbering of an in-
genious, skilfully-disposed roof, one worked
with a v,ew to its being left at all times visible?
Which can we the more esteem, the palpable
falsity of an ornamented plaster ceiling, thatimpends over our own heads and the brilliant
scenes that shine around, or the more honest

toLk ingeniously-elaborated
timber soffit, not blandished over at fitful
intervals with colour, hut kept in healthy trimby good wholesome rubbing? But we must not

subject
furtber from the straight line of our

Damp is a very active cause of decay:
alternations of dryness and moisture are very
destructive, such as is the case with the supports
of a wooden bridge, or anyother limbersin simi-
larcircumstancae, weather-boarding, or fencing,
exposed to the vicissitudes of the weather,
tor example. Timber placed in a situation
which is constantly damp, is also liable to rapid

influen^e
SPe °laliy whe" exposed t0 atmospheric

The object, then, is so to prepare the wood
y some saturation or coating-, as to render it

impervious to the moisture which assails it:or this purpose several compositions are em-
ployed

; but it must be remembered that whilethey are calculated to .prevent decay in sea-
soned timber, unless the wood is thoroughly
so, the application of any such covering will
produce just the opposite effect to that which
* 8 * nltended-inclosing sap, and preventing
evaporation, being known to afford infallibll
facilities to internal decay, besides which,
owever well the timber may be seasoned,and its sides defended against external influ-

ences, if due attention be not paid to the ends,
whatever the position, all the care otherwise
bestowed will be unavailing; the pores will
admtt the moisture, and decay will follow.

It is found that the wooden posts introduced
to support the impending portion of salt
mines, are rendered in a great decree im-
perishable by the constant and strong saline
infusion which they imbibe; but notwith-
standing this fact, it is obvious that timber
seasoned by immersion in sea-water ought
never to be employed for house-carpentry*
tor the impregnation which it has received
will render it ever after most susceptible ofdamp, as indeed is any substance which con-

salt
; and while the particular timbers

which had been so seasoned might contain
within themselves principles exempting them
from decay, they would most probably be the
vehicle to bring destruction to the work
a

r.°.
un

.,

*hem for the same reason the walls
of buildmgs should not be built with mortar
made with sea-water, or finished with plaster
in which it is used.*

..v/ u
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In building on a damp soil, having pro-

vided for the drainage of the site and its

vicinity, the walls to a little above the ground-

line should be built with mortar incorporated

with some ingredient giving it the property

of a hydraulic cement, or such as would set

under water; otherwise the mortar will never

properl v harden, but be inclined rather to

decompose, and will always facilitate the rise

of damp into the walls of the superstructure.

Where there does not appear imperative occa-

sion for incurring this extra expense, and

indeed in all other cases than the one named,

it is well to introduce near, but out of contact

with the ground, a course of some material

which is of a nature much more impermeable to

moisture than the generality of building ma-

terials, a thin plate of some incorrodible metal

for example, or a layer of hard slates in Roman

cement, or of coal-tar and sand
;

either ot

these will intercept the rise of damp. In

buildings of brick, it is the more necessary to

have recourse to such measures, since that

material is very absorbent in its nature, draws

up damp to a considerable height, and retains

it for a long time. Where the walls of a

building in which no such precautions have

been taken, have become damp, it would have

a salutary effect to dig out the earth which lies

against them, and apply a coat of concrete, or

Roman cement, to the parts under the ground-

line, then fill in the earth again
;

the current

would thus be effectually stemmed, and on the

rio-ht side of the wall
;
and all short-sighted

attempts to shut it out from within, by means

of tarred-paper, or tea-lead, rendered unne-

cessary. It is plain that where water is col-

lecting, it must either run out or run over
;
and

if an internal coating resists the percolation,

the more is the pity, since the consequence

must be the rise and spread of the mischief.

But where there is a sunk basement, and

indeed in all cases, the best practice is to

separate the walls from the surrounding ground

by open areas, more or less wide as they can

be obtained. Then, interiorly, the flagging

should not be laid upon the natural earth or

vegetable mould, but upon a stratum of con-

crete, or compact layer of ashes, stone-

chippings, dry lime-rubbish, or other material

calculated to' intercept humidity and destroy

vegetative principles, a precaution which is ot

course equally essential under the boarded

floors of the same story,—it being provided in

the latter case that a clear space of 18 inches

heitrht, or more, intervene between the said

finishing stratum and the floor-boards, and a

thorough ventilation admitted bv means ot

perforated iron castings in the plinth course of

the external walls. Where sleeper-walls occur,

little arched openings should be formed in

them for the same purpose. In superior build-

ings this method should be adopted for the

flagging as well, as being the best for insuring

a perfect exemption from damp,— the slabs

beinc of large dimensions, assorted to certain

widths, laid on dwarf walls with apertures, and

their cross joints joggled or rebated for .mortar

to prevent anv upward draught. Allusion

need only be here made to the necessity which

there is for making the right sort of provision,

in the first instance, against the leakage ot

parapet gutters, down-pipes—whether soil or

rain-water, cisterns, tanks, drains, &c.
;

the

o-utters named demand more care than is

usually bestowed on them, and indeed can

scarcely be made altogether perfect; and it is

frequently from some of these causes, and

where there is no damp foundation to blame,

that timbers are rotted, and serious mischief

occasioned : here then let us urgently recom-

mend the relinquishment of wood bond, and

suggest also the invariable adoption of a

method of inserting the ends ot timber

beams in lieu of the more common practice of

building close about them. Arched recesses,

larger in every way than the ends of the beam,

and having stone cills flush on the face, some-

what wider than the opening, and dovetailing

inwards, should be prepared in carrying up

the walls
;
the beams when laid in their places

should be held there in one or other of the

following ways; irons, say 2 feet long, should

be bolted or screwed against the sides at each

end, and turn down into mortises in the stone

cill or templet, or dowels of iron or Valent ia

slate (if the latter, say 3 inches square bv

4 long) should be let one-half of their length

into the contiguous surfaces of the beam and

templet—centrally in their width and as far

from the ends of the former as is compatible

with the strength of the latter supposing a

tendency in the walls to fall outwards, and the

beam to fulfil the part of a tye. The former

and more expensive method is best calulated

for cases where damp, and consequently decay

at the ends of the beam is to be feared, but

where all other precautions have been taken,

the latter, which is extremely simple, is suffi-

cient. When it is inconvenient to place the

beams at the time of carrying up the walls,

there can in general be no obstacle to leaving

the back of one of the recesses open that the

beam may subsequently be pushed far enough

through it to admit of its other end being

introduced into the one opposite. This mode

of placing beams provides for the circulation

of air round their ends, which from the

exusion there that proceeds from such vege-

table moisture as happens to remain, are liable

to he soonest affected
;

it supersedes the neces-

sity for charring or pitching the ends, which,

however excellent in cases where the timber

is perfectly seasoned, is injurious where it is

not so
;

it also affords superior facility, should

any deficiency take place, for splicing or

entirely replacing them.

BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Letter V.

BY WILLOUGHBY WILTON.

We hinted in our last that we should now

touch upon the interest charged by these

tutc hnim'pr. must briefly eive place

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

In the middle of last year the Institute

offered medals for the best essays on the

following subjects

“

On the system and

principles pursued by the Gothic architects

from the eleventh to the fifteenth centuries

inclusive, in the embellishment by colour of

the architectural members and other parts ot

their religious and civil edifices ;
and 1 On

the various species and qualities of slates,

with an analysis of their component parts,

their relative value and applicability tor

building purposes, and the best chemical

tests for ascertaining their durability. 4 hey

further offered the Soane medallion for the

best design for a college in a university, ot

Roman or Italian architecture, with chapel,

theatre, &c. ;
and required that the principal

buildings should compose in a noble and im-

posing manner.
. , ,

We regret to learn that, in reply to these

invitations, only two essays have been received,

both on the qualities of slates
;
and that no

design has been sent in. It is extraordinary

to find so little emulation amongst the rising

members of the profession, as is thus rendered

apparent. We shall aid in rendering widely

known the subjects proposed for the ensuing

year, and hope we shall have to record a more

satisfactory result. The merits of the essays

now submitted remain at present unknown.

At the next ordinary meeting of the In-

stitute, which will be held in the new rooms on

Monday next, a paper will be read by Mr.

T L. 'Donaldson, “On the history of archi-

tecture, from the building of the pyramids to

the revival of Italian architecture in the

sixteenth century.”

Rise in the Price of Timber.—We are

informed that the advance in the price of Ame-

rican timber, within the last twelve months,

has been nearly 50 per cent. This extraordi-

nary rise is attributed to the steady demand

and the diminished stocks, caused by the great

amount of shipping employed in the guano

trade. The timber-carrying trade has not, tor

many years, been a profitable one, and though

a great amount of tonnage will, no doubt, be

employed next year, and tend to check the

rise, still, as freights will necessarily be high,

timber will, no doubt, for some time to come,

command first-rate prices to the importers.—

Glasgow Courier.

Gigantic Bronze Statue.— The Journal

des Debats states that the gigantic head of the

statue of Bavaria, a bronze statue, which is to

be 68 feet high, was withdrawn from the

mould in which it was cast at the royal foundry

of Munich on the evening of the 14th ultimo,

in presence of the king and queen of Bavaria,

and a considerable number of distinguished

personages. The beauty of the head of

Bavaria, which is the work of the celebrated

Schvvanthaler, excited such enthusiasm amongst

the spectators, that they joined their voices to a

chorus of 300 of the Philharmonic Society ot

Munich, who chanted a hymn composed for

the occasion by the Baron de Poissel, director

of the Theatre Royal of Munich.

tOUCIl upon o. -j

societies; this, however, must briefly give place

to some matters equally important in our in-

vestigations. If our readers will turn to page

589 ofTHEBuii.DER(vol.ii.), they will find what

interest is charged per cent, per annum, tor

example, a man lakes 4£ shares at the price ot

70/., making 315/.; for these 3 6/. lie cove-

nants to pay in time 540/. ;
but till he does so,

he is charged what is called “ redemption

money or interest ” per share per month upon

the sum he gives up to the society as a bonus

for immediate cash. In the case before us, he

submits to a deduction of 50/. a share, or 2l5/.

for 315 + 225 = 540. This monthly payment

the poor man deems easy
;
the rich man finds

it the nimblest element in the improvement ot

his capital. For it is this : interest or redemp-

tion money at 4s. a month, «. e. on the bonus

or sum which the roan did not receive; this

on 41 shares makes 18s. a month, which, with

redemption money, 10s. a month, makes 31. 3s.,

or 37/. 16s. a year
;
but 37/. 16s. multiplied by

81, become 321/. 6s.
;
so it is made to appear

that the man can within even 8£ years pay ort

the loan with interest on the bonus by monthly

instalments of 31. 3s. We must not, however,

omit the ground-rent, 51. a year or 50/. in ten

years, dilapidations, insurance of property, and

loss of time in dancing attendance on the

secretary with monthly payments, which we

may here pass over, having already shewn the

operation of these; nor must we omit the

bonus of 225/., which must be made good even-

tually, and which drags on the man s

existence for some six years more than the

81 we have alluded to above, or in all about

141 years, as explained at large in our second

letter, pages 601 to 603 of The Builder.

But it is shewn, page 626, column 3, that the

bonus is as much as 55/. ;
and in the same page

:

column 1, at the top, we quote the words of the

“ London and Westminster Society, wind

says, “ the average bonus for such advance!

being 63/. 0s. lOd. per share ;” so that in tins

case the borrower would receive in cast

56/. 19s. 2d., making himself answerable to

120/. on each share he takes up at this prac

tical valuation of the price current.

In the first case the man takes /0/. to pa

120/.- in the second65/. to pay 1 20/. ;
in the thin

56/. 19s. 2d. to pay 120/. in ten years
;
the im

possibility of which has been fully demon

strated.
. * . . ,

This constitutes what is termed the sale c

shares, “for in full satisfaction of the sliar

or shares he subscribes for of 120/. each,

“ he shall immediatly pay 1/. per share m pai

of the subscription money, and charges payabl

thereon.”* Moreover, “ members not wantin

money are liable to be ballotted to draw the

shares, or be subject to a fine; t but i

“other societies the more general plan is i

give power to the directors to dispose

money not wanted by the society in son

profitable manner,” as in the Bridgwat

Building Society, which makes ‘ advunc'

upon notes of hand,”! “as the commitb

shall deem most conducive to the inteics

of thesociety.”
—“We think it highly exped.e

in societies 'where competition is allowed,

<>-et a good number of capitalists. $ He

then we have proof of the inference deduc

in our last letter, that these are more propel

speaking Loan than Building Societies; a

thev identify themselves with the mom
' nding clubs in the manufacturing districts.

Let us now consider the security for moi

advanced by the building societies. From

we can learn the property must be ot su

cient security to the society,” or the borrov

must find good men and true to join in tn

common bond for the amount advanced,

parties agreeing “ to accept the said shaie

shares, subject to the payments, rules, r

regulations’” of the society.

If the party wish to build, one-half of

money shall be advanced when the build

is covered in on paying half the premium ,:

the other half when the premises are finish

on paying the residue of the premium: bu

* Tring Benefit Building Society, pp. 46, 47.

* Bridg'wateif*Ben efit Building Society’s Rules-/*

meat of Undisposal/le Funds.

% Kerr’s Building Societies, p. 52.
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the party fail for six nights (monthly) to pav
subscriptions, payment, and redemption money,
the trustees shall absolutely sell the premises
tor the most money that can be gotten for
them, and all loss shall be borne by the
mortgagor. We see nothing objectionable
in the party being made answerable to the
society tor the payments of the subscriptions
and other charges, as the same shall become
payable, after he consents to take its money at
terms which must eventually prove his ruin to
the satisfaction ot the solicitors and trustees

for the time being.”
The following plan has been suggested to

render Building Societies really beneficial; and
we cheerfully insert it on the principle, audi

15

7

- “ pi mcipie, auai
alteram partem ; premising that our quotation
is the result of its author’s laborious calcula-
tion :

—

/!fn,PP<?
Se

,
a meruber to require an advance

ot 45W., the following statement will shew the
comparison between the present system and
that suggested by the writer

7A *hJP?
S
n?LS?SteTn

- ^ I

Proposed System.
7i shares, at fio*. .... £450

|
3 shares, at 150/. . £450 0

_uie annual payments would beliic iiimua
•Subscription, 71 shares,

at 6/ ; ;

Interest, 74 shares, at

Subscription, 3 shares,
at. 12 / •

Interest, 3 shares, at

. 22 10

£58 10

94

£63
which, multiplied by

10
|

would make a total payment of
^?630

I £555 1 k
Deduct the sum received by the borrower—

|

£450 0

shews the actual amount paid for the loan of the
money to be
i£l80

I £105 15

“ if H were possible for the existing
societies to close in ten years, the payments
by he borrowers for a loan of 450/. would be

,

lUs. per annum less to a society similar to
that here suggested, than it would be to any of
the existing societies, and there would be a
difference in the total payments of 74/. 5s
J he borrowers who paid the lesser sum would
likewise have the advantage of only being re-
ijuired to give security for the amount they
actually received; and, in the event of their
failure m making their monthly payments, the
aroperty would not be sold for more than the
.alaoceremaming due of the amount actually

j

“In a society formed on this principle, it
voulil be the interest of all the members to
irevent the failure of the borrowers

;
at any

ate, 1 1 s Ucli an event did occasionally occur
t would not have been caused by his connection
nth the society, or would they he liable to the
mputat'on of having largely benefited by bis

Transfer of shares.—Shares may be trans-wred on payment of 10s. 6d. for each si, are
ansferred or sold, as a bonus to the society,
nd subject also to the premium at which theime shall have been purchased, and to all
ther fines, subscriptions, and charges, payable-cording ,0 the rules of the society) all ofhich make a material difference in augmen-non of the society’s funds, and which wemid no contemplate ,n our previous caicula-
ons of the capitalists’ profits.
Members withdrawing.— Protest, if you
kc, said Lord Ellenborough to Williamone and go about your business;” not so
e building societies if a member withdraw,
suppose he has protested— in the first year

• forfe,t one guinea per share, in addi-n to the entrance fee
;

if within the second

dili

a f°Tt
fl
tare of 10s - 6d. per share, in

ditton to the entrance fee, and soon; but
<
‘xte

.

nd not to the
d cl Idien of deceased members, holding notne Ilian two shares in the society.”
Power of the directors to borrow motley foruseofasoctety.-r^

is very questionable,
J, we be .eve entirely at variance with the

Tr“whi I'T 1 ' °f thB Act of Parliament^
“

l 1, .

1 'ese societies are constitutedugh that Act, s. 2 allows of bonus on anj’
.ie oi shares, for tile privilege of receiving•samem advance prior to the same beiuf
J'/ed. Capitalists in these societies should

d'’?A °A0r,
'°"'

; and a banker who would

cieties
;

• but we would bear any obloquy ifwe could reform things amiss in these societies;
and shew sensible men, who may be in their
direction, that the borrowers are aggrieved
and, we believe, no two justices of the peace in
liritain can gainsay our arguments, as to the
profits of the lenders and the duration of these
societies. It is the abuse, not the use of the
tiling, we speak about; and we discard all
morbid philanthropy for the industrious classes
in treating of the equity belonging as well to
the rich as to the poor man. We would court
justice for both; and we should recommend
the directors to print their rules as the Book of
Justice of Building Societies, and add thereto
the Cateclmm of Borroiver and Lender.
These observations, in allusion to the refor-

mation of building societies, are suggested by
the arithmetic of their managers, not by
assumed data of our imaginings; and we find
them responded to by the “ Fourth Annual
Keport of the Liverpool Temperance Benefit
Building bocicty,” in which the average pre-
mium is stated to have been 58/. 10s. Gd. a share •

and whiletliesociety “had nottheleastdifficulty
in effecting sales of its funds,” yet the with-
drawals during the past year had increased,
and the committee could not look upon this
peculiarity in the history of the year gone by
without feelings of pain

;
“ but this is ascribed

to the pressure of the times, which pervaded
in so calamitous an extent every grade, but
more especially the industrious classes of the
community.”
We might bring an array of figures, like the

trees in an American wilderness, to dissect
the balance-sheets of the several societies
we have noticed, and of others we have not
space to introduce, but we spare ourselves the
trouble, and the societies the pain, this would
inflict, being satisfied of this one thing, that the
legislature will soon look into the management
ot these societies; for as sure as “ the prayer
ot the humble pierceth the clouds

;
and till' itcome nigh he will not be comforted;” so will

the appeal of men yet reach the ears of the
legislature, who “ will not accept any person
against a poor man, but will hear the prayer of
the oppressed, and will not despise the suppli-
cation of the fatherless, nor the widow when
she poureth nut her complaint.”

({
1° °i Lambeth the borroiver is said
o participate equally in the premium and

interest given by himself and by all other
borrowers,” thus “ reducing- in proportion
Ins amount of premium and interest, till at last,when the deeds of property are returned to
him, he will find that he has paid the capital
borrowed, that the premium has become ashadow ,

—

agnovitque per umbram

Bank 994/. ? Not to the man assuredly who
bought 57/. for 120 good sovereigns, to he paid
within a given time.

1

We speak without prejudice and in a spirit
ot reverence in what follows, that the rules of
these societies are “ as the words of a book
that is sealed, which men deliver to one that is
learned saying, Read this, I pray thee

;
and

he saitb, I cannot, for it is sealed. And thebook is delivered to him that is not learned
saying, Read this, I pray thee

;
and he saith,

1 am not learned." Isaiah xxix. II, 12.Learned men, good men, and men well skilled
in commercial dealings, belong to these so-
cieties; they are their supporters. All othermen who question their management aredenounced “ reducers of building societies.But in a great country like Britain this should
not be the language applied to these con-
scientious dissentients, who are not “foundwhere parables arc spoken.”
We will conclude this letter with a quotationfrom the proceedings of the Court of Common

?/£?• 'vh ‘?h
,

P,ul)
tha case in a somewhat

different point of view from our argument, and
leave the reader to adopt which he pleases-
especially as the question regards the operation
of interest and the duration of the societies

In order to terminate the society in ten
years, a payment of ]0s. per month, withcompound interest and accumulations, must
lealize 11,0/.

;
and to accomplish this, themoney paid in each year must produce twenty

per cent, per annum, as is proved by the
following calculation :— J

INTEREST REQUIRED BY THE LENDERS.
i Number of i

Payments each years’ Amountat 20
year. interest per cent,

required

d.

94
84

£.

7 16
6 12

Sum 1 „
paid }

60 0

Amount paid
with interest

at end of
10 years.

£ • s. d.

17 8 0
16 4 0
15 0 0
13 16 0
12 12 0
118 0
10 4 0
9 0 0
7 16 0
6 12 0

Interest 60 0 o Total
|

»n 10 120 0 0
yrs.J

L.8Uuviiijue per umoram
Obscuram, qualem primo qni surgere mense
Aut videt, aut vidisse putat nubila lunam
Demisit lacrimas, dulcique adfatus amors est

, ,
> “ ua.nvei WHO would

.
, V

1
." per cent” 10 ermb| e a society to.omit notes of hand,” would, in Parlia-ataiy language the times of George IVnn Ins back upon himself.”

‘I

e

„f
1*1 be associated with that “ detestable

of wretches who oppose building so -

Quem Fu

r

gfs7’'-

teqUe adSpeCtU "" Subtrahe

j
“d tbe iefenest trifling.” But we havedone observing that the people of Lambethcovet domiciles at Kingsland, where they havemortgages in six houses; the city, where thevhave one; Newington, one; Lambeth-oralpudor! one; and pour at Lewisham, whichare mortgaged for 6,600/.,” or above 576/. apiece. And, in the balance-sheet, it is fairlvSta ed that “3,556/. are Dr. to preminms ^fitty-fiie shares taken up and secured on pro-pel ty, viz. the thirteen houses aforesaid mort-gages on the Cr. side of the account. This

tZt
P
t

r

h.T
e ,0

.

believe
> makes it pretty plainthat the bonus is treated as profit which thesociety has realized by its transaction with theborrower; and when we look at the very smallsums allowed surveyors in the balance-sheets

ot the various building societies, we cannot lendour belief to the words of “ W.,» who liasreplied to Greenway Robins, that “Architects

profit'bv't?

101 ’

8 “''a
,“.
he

fP
ntl™cn who mostpioht by these societies;” professional men—

men
‘?d-

eXL’°pt 1,10 Ia"'J'crs, are not usuallymen of means to set on foot or sustain suchsocieties; and we therefore still adhere to ouropinion, that these societies could not make

of%lita
n

ii

e

ts
‘7

,arh
T

itll0Ut *be assistanceot capitalists, tor to whom else would theLiverpool Banking Company advance 466."
the Hertfordshire Bunk 414/., ,he Reading

t0 bE d™™> f'<™ Bull,ling So-cieues rule sxu.
; (his commentary thereon), p. 73 .

b

“ The borrowers pay two pounds per cent,on the nominal value of the share—viz. 120/ •

but as only 61/. is received from the society
and the repayment is by monthly instalments,’
t 13 actually seven and a half per cent, that issupposing these societies to terminate in tenyears, it they continue for a longer period
the annual payments are to be added to the

SSS 15 thereby very lar6;ely in -

“ 11
.

,lie fines and other extra paymentsamount to another two and a half per centmaking in all ten per cent,, the^moiKhlv
payments of ten shillings will, if constantly
employed (which is very doubtful), in tei^
years only realize 30/, being but half the profi!required to terminate these societies.

F

who did*

“ancl
;

Mter those memberswho did not purchase shares had to pav 110/
before they realized the sum of 150/. ; by the

7il|

e
-

rU
( |

e
’
“ monthI

>' payment of ten shillings
mil, in the same time, only realize 75/. Themembers of the Manchester society paid
fourteen shillings and eightpence before they
realized twenty shillings, being five shillings
and fourpence profit in the pound : and if the
members of these societies have to pay in the
same proportion, their duration will be fourteen
years and eight months.”

Fires from Flues and Hot-water
I iPF.s. In Mr. Braidwood’s report on fires
during the ten days ending Jan. ‘1st it is
stated that out of twenty-six which occurred
in six cases the fires were caused by stoves or
flues, one by unslacked lime, one by hot- water
pipes used for heating the building, one bv a
malt-kiln, three by the ignition of curtains, and
one by the breaking ot a melting pot. In the
remain,pg cases the cause was unknown.
The 1 empouarv Exchange..—Thisbuild-

ng, which was erected about six years ago inho Excise-office yard, Old Broad-street, is to

Sim7
d " e

f ff.
ed“ esd “y. in one lot, by Messrs.

Udf I- ,

K
"l
gS Arms-bnilding.: It is

on wood'" n
-? ‘b

’ a" d 40 fect "'id0
> spoiled

and'a /oo
a,S

’ 'r, ‘b
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ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE.

Mr. Wiohtwjck has recently published a

letter on the determination of some principle

for the establishment of an ecclesiastical style

of architecture, expressing the reformed church

of England, in consequence of a communi-

cation from the secretary of one of the church-

building societies, which seemed to indicate

the prohibition of “ any departure from ancient

ecclesiastical example,” and of the encourage-

ment given to that prohibition by the Cambridge

Camden Society. He says

“ That the Diocesan Architectural Societies

have effected great good in aiding to subvert

the ‘ Carpenter's Gothic’ of Batty Langley,

it were most unjust to deny : but, if they have

done this only to insist hereafter on the close

imitation of the mere models, rather than of

those motives of fitness, which guided our o d

RomanCatholicarchitects,they will tyrannically

impede those progressive movements, which

might, ere long, lead to the perfection ot a

form and style of architecture emphatically

expressing the ‘ True and perpetual Church.

“The magnificent cathedrals of our ances-

tors are admirable, from their perfect adap-

tation to the religious ceremonies which

prevailed in the English Church before the

Reformation; and it is said to have been in

the hope of reviving the popish service, with

its processional pageantries, that the Duke or

York opposed Sir C. Wren’s first design for

St. Paul’s cathedral, on account of its ‘ de-

parture from ancient example;’ thus pre-

cluding the only opportunity which has ever

yet been afforded of our possessing a cathedral

essentially Protestant.”

Mr. Wightwick considers the positive re-

quisites for a church to serve all the purposes

of Christian worship as now established in

England to be these :

—

“ First under the head of Convenience—

“l.A main space for public worship, &c.,

wherein a maximum number of persons* shall

he commodiously seated without impediment

to sight and hearing. Pillars, therefore, and

galleries which must be supported by pillars,

are prohibited. 2. An altar, as open as

sively Christian in its origin, progress, and

perfection. In form, in detail, in mysterious

effect, it proclaims the spirit of which it is the

sign.
“ But, by that same authority under which

our Saxon architects differed from those of the

Constantinal era, by that under which the

designer of the first Pointed church differed

from the matured and established Norman

model, and by that under which were practised

all the successive modifications of Pointed

architecture, from the Temple Church to the

chapel of King’s College at Cambridge, we

claim the privilege of allowing our regard for

present necessities and altered circumstances,

to co-operate with our respect for ancient

usages and forms, in the production of what

shall have both a retrospective and prospective

merit; nor will we be told that, because we

may find it imperative to deviate from 4 ancient

example’ in general form and proportion, we

shall therefore exhibit a ‘departure’ from

the spirit of our pious ancestors. We have

looked minutely into the merits of Pointed

architecture, and have vainly sought to improve

on its essential principles and details, whether

of construction or ornament
;
but we have now

to provide for certain requirements which did

not exist when our Gothic churches were built,

and to avoid the mere imitations of such forms,

&c., as are no longer necessary, but are rather

hostile to our reformed worship.”

are piuiuuiicu. ... .......
,
— — —

possible to the whole congregation, with the

least practicable interception by the pulpit

ENGLISH SKILL AND CAPITAL EN
LIGHTENING THE CONTINENT.

least pracueauie iim-iLcpumi —
and desk. 3. A highly-raised pulpit, and a

lower-raised reading-pew or lectern, having

one desk for the Prayer-book, looking towards

the altar, and another for the Bible, looking

towards the people. Also a faldstool for the

Litany, in' a central position, directly facing

the altar. 4. A font, within view of the

assembled congregation
;

or, 5. A baptistery,

united with the body of the church. 6. An
organ-loft, at the west end of the church,

opposite the altar at the east end. 7* Chapter-

room, librarj', vestry, or other offices as

required, near the chancel. 8. A tower, or

towers, for the reception of bells, and as also

useful in attracting the distant observer to the

locality of the church.
“ Secondly, under the head of Expression :

—

“ 9. The general plan to be cruciform, as

prominently symbolizing the Christian faith.

10. The visible signs of Trinitarian belief to

be indicated, wherever practicable, consistently

with the unity of the whole. 11. The sentiment

of Infinity to be observed in the adoption, or

invention of a style most conducive to it, as

affording the best opportunities for proportional

loftiness and length of perspective. 12. The
utmost respect to be manifested for our ancient

examples, in the consideration (and, if prac-

tibable, in the adoption) of so much of their

form, style, and particular features, as may be

pure, and interesting in their connection with

the progressive history of the 4 Holy Catholic

Church ;’ and equal care to be taken in

avoiding the repetition of those architectural

dispositions and decorative details which are

proper only to the Romish Church.”

In reference to Pointed architecture, and its

fitness for ecclesiastical buildings, he says,

—

“ The movement which Pointed architecture

has now taken, as most suitable to the Chris-

tian temple, derives additional impetus when

we consider it as the positive offspring of

Christianity itself. Churches have been built

in almost all styles; but the Gothic Pointed

architecture of Catholic Europe is exclu

Ip we do borrow from our foreign neigh

hours singers, musicians, modes,
and the polka,

they have to thank us in return for much in-

crease of comfort, and for the means of social

advancement. Amongst the advantages con-

ferred by England on continental towns there

is none more evident than those afforded by

the supply of gas.

In France, Germany, Belgium, and Holland

English capital and 'English skill have laid

down pipes, built manufactories, and still

direct the supply of light to numerous towns.

In Holland it was some time before the autho-

rities could be induced to afford facilities for

such undertakings, fearing the danger which

might arise from opening trenches in their un-

certain soil, and the difficulty of passing pipes

through the canals and basins which occur

constantly; but experience has shewn that

these fears were groundless.

The last town visited by English enterprise

for this purpose is the Hague, where the

works, commenced hardly six months ago, were

completed only a few days since. The local

papers are full of compliments to English

skill. Honour, says one of them, to the

able and active engineer, Mr. Shepherd, who

has directed the whole, and realized with so

much talent and rapidity the idea of this vast

undertaking! Honour to the clever manu-

facturers, Messrs. Goldsmid and Co., who have

made so complete all the machinery of this

fine establishment ! and honour to our Ediles,

who, enemies of routine and conquerors ot

prejudice, have given us the advantage of a

useful discovery. The Hague is now the equal

of the great cities of Europe,—like them, she

too has a sun for the night.

* It has been’ found, by experiment, that not more than

2,000 sitters can be conveniently placed within a church

(even where there are galleries), so as to have the advantage

of perfect hearing; the sight being, of course, rendered

imperfect by the pillars supporting the galleries.

New Lunatic Asylum, Somerset. At

the Quarter Sessions held last week at Wells,

a report from the Lunatic Asylum Committee

was read. It stated that every thing was now

nearly complete for the conveyance of the land

selected as the site of the asylum, and that they

had contracted for an additional four acres of

land, which were considered necessary. They

had advertised for plans for the building, but

circumstanees over which they had no control

had delayed the appearance of the advertise-

ments, and complaints had been made that the

time fixed for receiving plans was too short

;

it had, therefore, been extended to the -^nd of

January. The committee would have increased

difficulty in their choice of a plan, unless they

knew the amount of money which would be

granted ;
they were bound by the 26th section

of the 9th Geo. 4, c. 40, to fix the sum which

might be expended
;
and from the inquiries

which the committee had made, they enter-

tained the confident hope that 30,000/., the

I sum formerly stated as required, would not

be exceeded.

FIRE-PROOF HOUSES.

The attempts which have been made to

render houses fire-proof are so intimately con-

nected with the construction of dwellings,

that it will be proper to give a few brief details

on the subject. There are many difficulties

attending these attempts
;
for so long as wood

forms the chief inner frame-work of a house,

there will always be considerable liability to

destruction by fire. Most of the proposed

plans have had relation to the coating of the

wood with some substance which should

render it less inflammable, while others have

been directed rather to the rejection of com-

bustible substances from the list of those

used in house-building.

So long back as 1775, Mr. Hartley made

several trials in order to test the efficacy ot a

method invented by him for that purpose.

Thin iron plates were nailed to the top ot the

joists : the edges of the sides and ends being

lapped over, folded close, and hammered

together. Partitions, stairs, and floors were

proposed to be defended in the same manner.

The plates were so thin as not to prevent the

floor from being nailed on the joists in the

same manner as if the iron were not used

;

and the plates were kept from rust by being

painted or varnished with oil and turpentine.

Mr. Hartley had a patent for this invention;

and Parliament voted a sum of money towards

defraying the expense of his numerous expe-

riments. It does not, however, appear that

the plan was permanently adopted.

About the same period, Lord Mahon, after-

wards Earl Stanhope, a nobleman possessing a

highly inventive tact in mechanical matters,

brought forward another method having the

same object in view. This method was of a

three-fold character, comprising under-flooring,

extra-lathing, and inter-securing.

The method of under-flooring is either

single or double. In single under-flooring, a

common strong lath of oak or fir, about one-

fourth of an inch thick, should be nailed

against each side of every joist, and of every

main timber, supporting the floor which is to

be secured. Other similar laths are then to

be nailed along the whole length of the joists,

with their ends butting against each other.

The top of each of these laths or fillets ought

to be at an inch and a half below the top of

the joists or timbers against which they are

nailed
;
and they will thus form a sort of small

ledge on each side of all the joists. T hese

fillets are to be well bedded in a rough plaster

when they are nailed on, so that there may be

no interval between them and the joists
;
and

the same plaster ought to be spread with a

trowel upon the tops of all the fillets, and along

the sides of that part of the joists which is

between the top of the fillets and the upper

ed»e of the joints. In order to fill up the in-

tervals between the joists that support the

floor, short pieces of common laths, whose

length is equal to the width of these intervals,

should be laid in the contrary direction to the

joists, and close together in a row, so as to

touch one another
;
their ends must rest upon

the fillets, and they ought to be well bedded

in the rough plaster, but are not to be fastened

with nails. They must then be covered with

one thick coat of the rough plaster, which is

to be spread over them to the level of the tops

of the joists
;
and, in a day or two this plaster

should be trowelled over, close to the sides ot

the joists, without covering the tops of the

joists with it. „ . ,
... .

In the method of double-flooring, the fillets

and short pieces of laths are applied in the

same manner as here noticed; but the coat oj

rough plaster ought to be little more thani
hali

as thick as that in the former method. W hilst

the rough plaster is being laid on, some more

of the short pieces of laths must be laid in thil

intervals between the joists upon the first coat:

and be dipped deep in it. They should be laic

as close as possible to each other and in th'l

same direction with the first layer of sbor

laths. Over this second layer of short lath:

there must be spread another coat ot rough

plaster, which should be trowelled level witi

the tops of the joists, without rising abov,

them. The rough plaster may be made c

coarse lime and hair; or instead ot hair, hai

chopped to about three inches in length may b

substituted with advantage. One measure c

common rough sand, two measures of slacken

lime, and three measures of chopped hay, wk

form in general a very good proportion, who
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sufficiently beaten up together in the manner
of common mortar. The hay should be put in

after the two other ingredients are well mixed
up together with water. This plaster should
be made stiff

;
and when the flooring boards

are required to be laid down very soon, a fourth

or fifth part of quicklime in powder, formed
by dropping a small quantity of water on the

limestone shortly before it is used, and well

mixed with this rough plaster, will cause it to

dry quickly. If any cracks appear in the

rough plaster work near the joists, when it is

thoroughly dry, they ought to be closed by
washing them over with a brush wet with,

mortar wash
;

this wash may be prepared by
putting two measures of quicklime and one of
common sand into a vessel, and stirring the

mixture with water till the water becomes of
the consistence of a thin jelly.

Before the flooring boards are laid, a small

quantity of very dry common sand should be
strewed over the plaster work, and struck
smooth with a hollow rule moved in the direc-

tion of the joists, so that it may lie rounding
between each pair of joists. The plaster work
and sand should be perfectly dry before the
boards are laid, for fear of the dry rot. The
method of under-flooring may be applied to a
wooden staircase, but no sand is to be laid

upon the rough plaster work. The method of
extra-lathing may be applied to ceiling joists,

to sloping roofs, and to wooden partitions.

The third method, which is that of inter-

securing, is very similar to that of under-
flooring; but no sand is afterwards to be laid

on. Inter-securing is applicable to the same
parts of a building as the method of extra-
lathing.

Such is a general outline of the modes pro-
posed by Lord Mahon for rendering houses
fire-proof; in which it will be seen that the
safeguard consists in the use of a non-com-
bustible material with, and among, and between
the pieces of wood forming the frame- work of
a house.

The more recent attempts to gain the same
object by means somewhat similar have been
very numerous

;
some of which we may here

notice as examples of the whole.
An American patent was granted in 1837 to

a Mr. Louis Pambceuf, for the invention of a

fire-proof paint. The mode of preparing it is

thus described. A quantity of the best quick-
lime is selected, and slacked with water in a

covered vessel
;
when the slacking is com-

plete, water, or skimmed milk, or a mixture of
both, is added to the lime, and mixed up with
it to the consistence of cream. When milk
is not used, a solution of rice paste is em-
ployed, obtained by boiling eight pounds of
rice to every hundred gallons of paint. When
the creamy liquor is prepared, alum, potash,
and common salt are added, in the proportion
nf twenty pounds of alum, fifteen pounds of
potash, and a bushel of salt, to every hundred
gallons of the paint. If the paint is to be white,
six pounds of prepared plaster of Paris and
the same quantity of fine white clay are added
to the above proportions of the other ingre-

lients. All these ingredients being mingled,
the mixture is strained through a fine sieve,

and then ground in a colour-mill.

When roofs are to be covered, or when
crumbling brick walls are to be coated, fire

Ivhite sand is mixed with the paint, in the pro-

oortion of one pound to ten gallons of paint;
his addition being made with a view to giving
the ingredients a binding or petrifying quality.

In applying this paint, except in very warm
weather, it is prepared in a hot state; and in very
>:old weather precautions are necessary to pre-
sent it from freezing. Three coats of this

jaintare deemed in most cases sufficient.

In another variety of this paint oil is the
iihief liquid ingredient. To prepare it forty

gallons of boiled linseed oil are mixed with
flacked lime to the consistence of a paint;
and to this are added two pounds of alum, one
oound of potash, and eight pounds of common
lalt; or good wood-ashes may be substituted

for the potash. This paint is used in the same
manner as other paint; and any colour may be
obtained by adding the usual pigments to the
composition.

The preparation of a kind of paint contain-

ing alkalies seems to have been a favourite

measure among inventors of “fire-proof”
composition; for many of the modern projects

nave had this for its basis. But in most cases

ehere have not been means for determining

the degree of efficacy possessed by these com-
positions.

Perhaps the mode in which we may more
consistently look for the practical attainment
of the object in view is by the adoption of
some improved mode of building, in which
either wood is not employed at all, or, where
sparingly used, measures are taken to shield it

from the action of fire. One such method is

Leconte’s, described as follows.

This plan consists in the employment of iron

frames to receive concrete matter for forming
the walls. The basement story of the building
is constructed according to the ordinary me-
thods up to one foot or more above the ground.
On the basement so constructed is to be erected
the patent wall, formed of frames entirely of
cast-iron, in one or more pieces, or a combi-
nation of cast-iron and wrought-iron plates.

These frames are to be set one on the other
until the required height is attained, the ne-
cessary stability being obtained by means of
steady pins at the corners of one frame fitting

into holes made in the corners of the frame
which is opposed to it. Suitably-shaped frames
are employed for the internal partition walls,

and for doorways, window-frames, &c. The
flues of the chimneys are formed of iron or
other metal pipes, placed in the thickness of
the walls. When the required elevation is

obtained, a concrete of any suitable material
is poured into the framing, andfillsupthe vacant
space, giving firmness and solidity to the
structure

;
the concrete being made of gravel

and lime. To give steadiness, lead is to be
introduced between the joinings of the iron-

work. The doors and window-frames are to

be fastened to the walls by any of the usual
known methods. The main beams and cross
beams of floors and roofs may be of cast-iron,

or formed of iron and wood
;
or they may be

formed of one or more pieces of plate-iron,

bent up into an oval form, and straightened by
an iron or wooden bar passing through them
lengthwise, the upper edges of the metal being
turned over to increase the strength. In the
interval between the beams there are to be
iron rods running in various directions, and
supporting a metallic wire-work, which forms
the foundation for the ceilingv Similar wire-
work is to be employed in lieu of lathes for

all plaster surfaces. All the iron-work is be
painted over with some suitable composition to

prevent oxidation.

A plan for the same purpose has been pro-
posed by Mr. Varden as follows :

— “It appears
probable that common fir or oak joists with
their lower edges chamfered, and coated over
with a mixture of alum, black lead, clay, and
lime, or some similar composition, would (if

closely floored above with earthenware tiles,

bedded all round into the plastering, the joists

being made air-tight) resist the action of
flames, at least for a considerable time. Fire
could not descend through such a flooring so
as to communicate with the rooms below,
till the tiles used in it had become red-hot;
neither could it ascend until the tiled floor

above gave away from the burning joists;

which if coated, as proposed, would not take
fire from below till the tiling over them ac-

quired a sufficient heat to cause the distillation

of the turpentine from the wood. In general,

there is not furniture enough of a combus-
tible nature in any room to do this. The
battening against the outer walls might be of
larch, as that wood burns less freely than most
others

;
but if the walls were brick, or lined

with brick, battening of any kind will be un-
necessary. If this plan should be thought
likely to answer the end proposed, houses
built in the common manner might be altered
at a moderate expense, by taking up the
boarded floors, and substituting earthenware
tiles.”

Another plan, proposed by Mr. Frost, con-
sists in forming the floors of rooms of hollow
earthenware tubes embedded in cement, com-
bined so as to form a sort of flag-stone, cover-
ing the whole floor. These hollow tubes are
squares in section, about an inch and a half

on the side externally, with a tubular space of
an inch and quarter on the side internally

;

they are formed of brick earth, prepared in a

superior manner, and pressed through moulds
by machinery; and their length is about two
feet. In forming a floor of these tubes, the

centering, after being prepared and fixed in

the usual manner, is first covered with a

coating of cement of a quality sufficiently fine

to form the ceiling of the apartment to be
floored over; and if it is desired that there
should be mouldings or ornaments in this

ceiling or its cornices, moulds for them can
be placed in the centering, so as to form a
part of it. One or two coats of cement having
then been laid over the centering, a stratum
of the square tubes laid side by side, and
breaking joint, is next embedded in fine

cement, and the interstices between them also
filled in with that material. One thin coating
of cement is then laid over the whole stratum

;

and in a week, when this is dry, another stra-
tum of tubes is laid over the first in a contrary
direction, bedded and filled In with cement as
before, and finished by a coating of the same
material.

Mr. Loudon gives descriptions of two me-
thods, the one for building houses in general
fire-proof, and the other for imparting that
property to houses already built. He considers
the two main points for the consideration to
be, to have staircases of iron or stone, or both
combined, and to avoid having any hollow
partitions or floors. A house having a stone
or iron staircase, and having all the partitions
either of four-inch brickwork, or of brick
n°gging, in whatever way it might be set on
fire, could hardly be burned down, if ordinary
exertions were made to extinguish the flames.
One apartment might be set on fire, but before
the flames could spread to the one under or
over it, or to a staircase adjoining it, the fire

might be extinguished - In a house so con-
structed there would be no piece of timber that
was not in close contact with mortar, at least

on one side
;
and all the strong pieces of timber,

such as joists, rafters, quartering in partitions,

&c., would be closely imbedded in mortar on
two sides. Where the partition could not be
made entirely of brick, the interstices might
be filled up with a mortar prepared of clay
with a small proportion of lime. The same
material might be filled in between the joists,

and where it was desired to render the roof
fire-roof, the rafters might be made of iron,

or the space between wooden rafters might
be filled in with thin mortar. This mode of
proceeding would lengthen the time required
for the drying of a newly-built house, and
would also add somewhat to the expense

;
but

it is conceived that the increased safety would
more than counterbalance these inconveniences.

In respect to the means of giving a fire-

proof quality to a house already built, Mr.
Loudon remarks :

— “ All the interstices be-
tween the floors, in the partitions, and in the
roof, where there was a ceiling formed to the
rafters, might perhaps be filled in with earthy
matter in a state of powder. This powder
might be clay or loam mixed with a small
proportion of Roman cement ;

it might be in-

jected into the vacuities, through small ori-

fices, by some description of forcing-pump or
bellows, which, while it forced in the

powder, would permit the escape of the air

;

and, while this operation was going forward
steam might be injected at the same time so
as to mix with the mortar and be condensed by
it; by which means the whole mass would be
solidified with a minimum of moisture. In
short, in rendering houses fire-proof, the next
important object to using fire-proof materials,

is that of having all the walls and partitions,

and even the steps of wooden staircases, filled in

with such materials as will render them in effect

solid. On examining into the causes of the

rapidity of the spread of the flames in London
houses when on fire, it would almost invariably

be found, that whatever may have occasioned

the fire to break out, the rapidity of its pro-

gress has been in proportion to the greater or

less extent of the lath and plaster partitions,

the hollow wooden floors, and the wooden
staircases. Were the occupiers of houses

sufficiently aware of the danger from lath and
plaster partitions, especially when inclosing

staircases, they would never occupy such
houses, or, if they did, they would not give

such rents for them as they would for houses
with brick-nogging partitions. It appears to

us to be the duty either of the general or local

government or police to see that no houses
are built without stone or iron staircases

;
and

that no partitions and floors are made hollow
;

or, if they are, that the materials should be
iron and tiles, or slates, or stones, or cement,
or other earthy composition.”— The Useful
Arts Employed in the Construction of Dwelling
Houses.
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THE GREEK SCENE AT COVENT GARDEN THEATRE.

The GREEK SCENE AT COVENT GARDEN
THEATRE.

Amongst the Greeks and Romans, the

theatres were regarded as important public

buildings. Every citizen was entitled to

admittance, and they were consequently re-

quired to he of large size. An arbour con-

structed of the branches of trees, or if in a

town, a rude scaffolding, served in the early

ages of Greece as a scene for dramatic repre-

sentations
;
but these soon gave place to vast

and magnificent structures in all the Grecian

cities. As regards the decorations of them,

there are no actual examples left; but from

accounts which remain, and comparison with

the theatres in Italy, it is believed that although

the Greek and Roman theatres differed in

some minor arrangements, they were similar

in the general distribution of the parts, and
were used in the same manner. The most
perfect specimens remaining of the Roman
theatre are those at Pompeii and Herculaneum.

Their form was semi-circular, and consisted

of two parts, the cavea and the scena. The
former was appropriated to the audience, and
bad seats rising one above the other, of such
size and height, that the back of the seat of
one row served as the foot-place for the row
above. The seats were in three divisions, the

lower being appropriated to the magistrates,

the middle to the people, and the topmost to

the women. The scena had two main divisions,

the proscenium, or stage, which the actors occu-
pied, and the orchestra, for the bacchanals and
chorus. The stage was very shallow, as com-
pared with that of our own theatres

;
the back

wall of it formed the scene, and was nearly the

only partof the Greek theatres which was erected,

as they were generally excavated in a hill, and
so formed at comparatively little expense.
The theatre was open at the top, but was at

times protected by a velarium, or awning.
This was sometimes of silk, but generally of
woollen cloth. It is stated thatNeroonce covered

the Coliseum with a purple velarium sprinkled

with gold stars to represent the heavens, and hav-

ing the chariot of the sun embroidered upon it.

The orchestra was semi-circular, and spread

out from the stage to the first row of seats, and

was in reality, therefore, in the position of our

pit. In the centre of it was an altar inscribed

to Bacchus, to whom theatres were dedicated,

because the origin of dramatic entertainments

was found in the solemn processions in honour

of Bacchus and Ceres, which took place at

the times of harvest and vintage.

Moveable scenes were not ordinarily intro-

duced, but it is stated there was on each side

of the stage a triangular frame for painted

representations, which revolved on a centre,

similar to some advertising carts which maybe
seen in our streets.

As a conventional mode of informing the

audience the relative position and character of

the actors in the piece, the latter were required

to enter and leave the stage by particular en-

trances. The scene had a principal door in

the centre, called the royal door, through

which only the king, or chief actor, entered

and retired; this was often situated in a semi-

circle, and was very richly decorated. On the

right of this was a second door of less size and

importance, for the next principal characters
;

and on the left a third door for the inferiors.

Joining each end of the fixed scene was a

lower wall, at right angles, in which on both

sides was a door: that on the right leading to

the city, for the citizens, &c., and that on the

left, leading to the country, for messengers
and strangers. The choruses entered the

orchestra by doors at each side of it, on one
side tbe strophe, on the other the antistrophe.

The scene was decorated with niches, con-

taining statues, and, no doubt, as at Pompeii, so

in Greece, it was painted in polychromy
;
as

were the other chief buildings of antiquity, both

Egyptian, Greek,andRoman. On thestagenear

I

the royal door was an altar to Apollo, and behind

|

the scene were gardens and colonnades, some-

times a temple, visible when the curtains of the

doors were withdrawn. Tbe access to the

principal parts of the theatre was often from
the back.

The theatre always faced the sea, if a sea

was near, even though it might not be visible.

The reason for this arrangement probably was
that as a breeze generally prevails in the after

part of the day from the sea, the voice of the

actors was thus carried to the audience.

We are led to make these few general re-

marks on the Greek stage by the production

of a scene at Covent Garden Theatre for the

representation of the “ Antigone ” of Sopho-
cles, wherein the ancient arrangement is

adhered to, as far as circumstances would
allow, and which we recommend our readers

to see. The manager very wisely consulted an

architect for tbe design, and tbe result is a

degree of completeness and architectural pro-

priety not often found on the stage. As the

pit could not be given up to the choruses and
bacchanals, the front of the stage is set apart

as the orchestra, and the action of the piece

takes place on an elevated platform behind,,

from the level of which rises the fixed scene.

The scene is represented by the engraving at

the head of this article (made from the original

drawing), and shews the principal and two-

secondary doors mentioned in the previous

description. Cleon and bis son use the centre-

door, Antigone and her sister the right-side

door, and tbe sages and guards the left-side

door. The side-walls, not shewn in the en-

graving, contain the fourth and fifth doors

before alluded to, from one of which the dead
body is carried in as from the country. The
strophe enter at the right side of their

orchestra, and the antistrophe the left
;

the

altar of Bacchus is in the centre of it.

The scene is decorated with statues of Mel-
pomene, the muse of tragedy, Clio, the muse
of comedy, Apollo, bas-reliefs, &c. Tripods
are painted on the doorposts, figures in the

panels, and the whole of the architecture is
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olychrome. Tripods are burning’ on the top

f the scene, and in the centre, terminating the

'hole, is a car of triumph. The orchestra

nd stage present the effect of a pavement of

lack and white marble with a fret border. It

lay be objected, and with justice, that the

ecorations are Pompeian rather than Greek,

nd that a simpler and severer character should

ave been attained
;
but it must be remembered

lat no examples of the Greek scene remain,

nd that in Pompeii, so far as related to painted

ecorations and sculpture, the Greek style and

lanner prevailed.

The scene was painted by Mr. John Mac*

irren, who is entitled to special praise for the

are with which the parts are made out; this

as the more important, as the scene is brought

loser to the eye than usual. It is not the

rovince of The Builder under ordinary

ircumstances to allude to actors, but we cannot

void pointing attention to the fine series of

ttitude3 introduced by Miss Vandenhoff in

le part of Antigone, which might be usefully

;udied by sculptors.

BARBER-SURGEONS’ HALL.
Barber-Surgeons’ Hall is situated on

tie west side, and near to the middle of Monk-
•ell-street, in Cripplegate ward, London

;
the

mndation of the building being partly laid

pon the ancient City wall. At what time

le original structure was erected does not

ppear; but it was enlarged at different periods

own to the time of Charles the First. The
’heatre of Anatomy was built by Inigo Jones

1 the years 1636 and 1637. Walpole calls it

one of his best works.” This theatre,

irough being a detached building, escaped

onflagration, but all the other parts suffered

i the great fire of 1666; and the theatre itself,

fhich had an elliptical cupola, and was deco-

ated with figures of the seven liberal sciences,

-the signs of the Zodiac, cedar benches and

oors, &c.—was pulled down about the year

783, the company having no use for it; and

hree houses were soon afterwards erected

pon its site. The present buildings were

rected by subscription within a few years

fter the fire, and are of brick
;
the entrance

nd dwelling of the clerk fronting the street

re separated from the other parts by a small

aved court. The hull is a good room, but
lot large

;
the west end is semicircular, and

emarkable from having formed the interior

f one of the towers (or bulwarks as they are

ailed in the minutes) that defended the city

all. Here are two full-length paintings of

mman figures, shewing the disposition of the

niscles, &c.
The court-room

,
which has a small elliptical

upola in the centre, built in 1752, is an apart-

lent affording much interest, from the various

ictures with which it is decorated. The
rincipal of these is the celebrated piece by
lolbein of Henry the Eighth delivering the

'barter of the Barber- Surgeons to the Court of
Assistants and Company. This picture, which

painted on panel, and in a very excel-

:nt state of preservation, measures ten feet

vo inches in length, and six feet in width,

'he bluff sovereign is represented in his royal

))bes, and crowned, seated in a chair of state,

hd holding in his left hand a sword erect,

;sting upon his knee
;
on each side are the

rincipal members of the company, kneeling,

tith others behind standing; and the king is

i the act of presenting the charter with his

ght hand to Thomas Vicary, the then master.

1'he names of thirteen of the chief members
::e above their heads. All are in gowns
rimmed with fur; the three on the right of

:\e king represent the Doctors Chamber,
iutts, and Alsop, all of whom, at the time of

?ie giving of the charter, were past masters of

ie company. Dr. John Chamber was Henry’s
uincipal physician, and Dean of St. Stephen’s

iollege, Westminster, where he built the curi-

ous cloister, a part of which remained in the

speaker’s house until destroyed by fire a few
years since; he has on a close cap, and his

hands are wrapped in the large sleeves of his

gown. Dr. William Butts, who was also king’s
physician, is also in a cap, and has a gold
chain over one shoulder

;
his conduct on the

presumed degradation of Archbishop Cranmer
has been finely portrayed by Shakspere in his

play of Henry the Eighth.

Vicary, who has a gold chain like Butts,

was serjeant-surgeon to the sovereigns, Henry
VIII., Edward VI., Queen Mary, and Queen
Elizabeth, and is reputed to have been the

author of the first work on Anatomy that was
ever written in the English language. Sir

John Ailife was also an eminent surgeon, and
had been Sheriff of London in 1548 : according
to the inscription on his monument in the

Church of St. Michael Bassishaw, he was
“ called to court,” by Henry VIII., “ who
loved him dearly well,” and was afterwards
knighted for his services by Edward VI.

This picture is not only finely coloured,

but is also finished with such carefulness

and minuteness of pencilling, that even the

subordinate parts, as the rings on the king’s

fingers, the ermine of his robes, &c., will bear
a very close examination, and still appear true

to nature. It is remarkable likewise from
furnishing an example of a beginning of an
alteration in costume in respect to shirts, the
wrists of Henry being encircled by small

ruffles, and the necks of several of the mem-
bers displaying a raised collar. An engraving
from it was made in 1736, at the expense of
the company (who have the plate still in their

possession), by B. Barrow, whose reduced
drawing in red chalk is also preserved in this

apartment. The painting itself was bor-

rowed by James I. (whose grandmother, Mar-
garet, was Henry VIII. ’s sister), and his letter

on the occasion is yet preserved by the com-

pany
;

it asserts that “ the portrait of Henry
was both like him and well done.”
On the same side of the room with this

picture, are two excellently painted whole-
lengths, said to represent “ A Spanish Gentle-

man and a Lady, his sister,” but unknown, and
a mezzotint head of John Paterson, Esq.,
formerly clerk to this company, and Member
of Parliament for Ludgershall, in Wiltshire.

This gentleman was deputy for the Ward of
Farringdon-within

;
he projected various use-

ful plans for the improvement of the City, and
was the principal means of the streets being
paved with Scotch granite, &c. in the regular
way, which universally prevailed until the
recent introduction of wooden blocks. He
presented the company with a very beau-
tiful painting of a Duchess of Richmond, said

to be by Sir Peter Lely, but more probably by
Vandyke. The Duchess is represented sitting,

with a lamb and olive branch : the drapery is

very finely coloured.

The principal other pictures in this room
are Charles II. sitting; Mr. Lisle, barber-
surgeon to that monarch

;
Sir John Frederick,

who was sheriff in 1655; Sir Charles Bernard,
surgeon to Queen Anne; Inigo Jones, a fine

head, by Vandyke; Mr. Ephraim Skinner;
Edward Arris, Esq., an alderman of London

;

and the celebrated Sir Charles Scarborough,
chief physician to three sovereigns, Charles II.,

James 1 1., and William III., and one of the

first mathematicians of his time. The two
last portraits are in the same piece, and M ere

ordered to be “ set up (that is, painted) in the

void table” in February 1654. Dr. Scar-
borough was chosen anatomical reader in this

hall on the 12th of October, 1649, and shortly

aftenvards he commenced the delivery of his

highly-famed anatomical lectures, and con-
tinued them with great approbation for many
years

;
he has the reputation of being the

ENTRANCE TO BARBER-SURGEONS’ IIALL.
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first person who in discourses on the muscles

demonstrated their uses and power by geome-

trical and mechanical illustrations. He is

represented “ dressed in the red gown, hood,

and cap of a doctor of physic in the act of

lecturing, with one hand on his breast, the

other a little stretched out. On the left is

another figure, Mr Alderman Arris, dressed

in the livery gown, holding up the arm of a

dead subject, which is placed upon a table and

partly covered with a sheet, the sternum, or

that part of the breast where the ribs meet,

being naked and laid bare, so that the pectoral

muscles are seen.” Under the picture is an

inscription in Latin which was composed by
Dr. Thomas Arris, M.P. for St. Albans in

1G61, and son to Mr. Alderman Arris, the

latter of whom bequeathed the sum of 510/.

for founding the muscular lecture in the hall.

[The engraving on the other side repre-

sents the entrance in Monkwell-street to the

court-yard in which the Barber - Surgeons’

Hall stands. The arms of the company are

protected by a semi-circular canopy supported

on carved consoles, which serves likewise to

protect from the rain those who may be wait-

ing for admittance. Under the arms is the

date 167 1, with the words Be Preescientia Dei,

The foliage on the lintel, represented at

lar^e by the annexed engraving, is well

carved. A gateway of similar character may

be seen at the entrance to New-inn, Wych-

street, Strand, but there the canopy is concave

inside, and is ornamented simply with foliage,

and a shield on the face of it

Monkwell-street and its immediate neigh-

bourhood present a very different appearance

from the more frequented parts of the city,

although immediately adjacent, and serve to

induce in the contemplative mind many recol-

lections of old London. The name of the

street itself records the well belonging to a

hermitage originally on the site.* Nearly

opposite to the hall are twelve almshouses

founded in 1578 by Sir Ambrose Nicholas,

and rebuilt shortly after the great fire. And
at the north end of the street are “ Lamb’s
Chapel” and Almshouses, originally the Her-

mitage of St. James-on-the-Wall, above re-

ferred to. Then you see written, “ Alderman-
bury Postern Chapel,” and in another direc-

tion the “ Barbican.” On coming suddenly on

St. Giles’s Church, Cripplegate, you remember
that immortal John Milton lies buried there,

and wander on full of pleasant thoughts and

associations, till you come to Grub-street, and

so have your ideas diverted into another

course.—Ed.]

“ Londinium Rediviimm," vol. i

SCAGLIOLA, OR THE ART OF IMITATING
MARBLE.

Tue art of manufacturing seagliola, or imi-

tation-marble, was well known to the ancients

;

although chiefly confined to the pure white or

murmoratum opus, and albarum opus, men-

tioned by Pliny, and of which the statues,

busts, basso-relievos, and other ornaments of

architecture were composed. The cements of

the Egyptians employed in coating the walls of

the tombs, and forming the ground-work of

their paintings, also partake of the character

of marble. In modern times the art of imi-

tating marbles has been carried to a far higher

state of perfection, particularly in Italy, and

some parts of France and Germany
;
and the

imitations of many of the precious marbles, such

as sienna, brocatello, jasper, porphyry, verde

antique, &c. exhibit an astonishing degree of

beauty of perfection and finish. In England this

art is comparatively unknown, having almost

sunk into disuse in consequence of the perish-

able nature of the material, its insecurity when

employed as pillars having to bear a heavy

super-’incumbentj.veight, its liability to damage,

ready absorption of damp, and its expense,

which, although trifling when compared

to marble, is still much higher than is war-

ranted by the nature of the material.

It is evident that this truly beautiful art is

open to great improvement, and experience

tells us there is something wanting beyond that

of mere skilful imitation and beauty of finish,

for after all it is simply lath and plaster with

an exterior coating, rather harder, it is true,

than the rest, but still incapable of resisting

the influence of moisture or the slightest ex-

ternal violence. By the present imperfect

process the plaster of seagliola work is pro-

duced by applying a pap of finely-ground

calcined gypsum’, mixed with a weak solution

of Flanders glue upon any figure formed of

laths nailed together, or occasionally upon

brickwork, and bestudding its surface while

soft with splinters of spar, marble, granite,

hits of concrete, coloured gypsum, or veins of

clay in a semi-fluid state. The substances em-

ployed to colour the spots and patches are the

several ochres, boles, terra di sienna, chrome

yellow, &c. The surface of the column is

turned smooth with a lathe, polished with

stones of different fineness, and finished with

some plaster pap to give it lustre. Pilasters

and other flat surfaces are smoothed by a car-

penter’s plane with the chisel finely serrated,

and afterwards polished with plaster by fric-

tion.

By the above process the seagliola manufac-

turer, with a vast deal of labour employed in

the final polishing, is enabled to turn out

pillars and pilasters of great magnitude and

beauty of polish; but the glue which is the

cause of the gloss, is also a cause of its subse-

quent dulness and decay when it becomes ex-

posed to moisture and damp air. Again, by

employing plaster of Paris alone the manufac-

turer is subject to great loss by waste of

material, in consequence of its setting too

rapidly, or of the coagulating property of the

burnt alabaster being very much impaired or

lost by the powder being kept too long, espe-

cially if in the open air, before it is made use

of, for when it has once been suffered to grow
hard, it is no longer serviceable, nor can it be

made so, by any known process of burning.

The first and most important step towards

improving the art, so as to ensure durability,

is by employing more substantial materials in

the body or ground-work than are at present

used. The second consideration is to sub-

stitute a cement of mixed qualities instead

of pure plaster of Paris or burnt alabaster,

so as to ensure the requisite strength and

density of the material, and to enable the

artist "to finish off the polishing without the

use of glue or any other substance which has

the property to "absorb, and thereby cause

the rapid decay of the work
;
greater hard-

ness is also essentially requisite to avoid

moisture, the chipping, indentations, and

scratches to which it is now so very liable.

For pillars of magnitude, pedestals and

pilasters, a core of rough brickwork might

be used to great advantage instead ofthe present

lath and plaster, the bricks being cemented

together, and roughly covered in by one of

the cheap durable cements commonly in use,

or by a mixture of lime, oxide of iron, and

manganese, similar to Parker's cement, which

has the effect of setting rapidly even under

water. Mortar made with about five parts of

flint powder, one of shell-lime and the ne-

cessary quantity of lime-water and molasses,

well triturated together, will make an exceed-

ingly fine and durable base on which to dispose

the colours, and if properly used and followed

up with an outer coating composed of fine

shell-lime, flint powder, milk, and eggs, will

assume the hardness and capability of polish

of marble. The room in which these works

are carried on should be kept at a warm tem-

perature, and great care should be taken

under all processes of seagliola work to ex-

clude the atmospheric air as much as possible,

also that the stucco should be free from saline

impurities, contain some cohering body, and

be capable of acquiring hardness gradually

until it become of stone-like quality.

The art of making plasters of mixed quali-

ties, to be employed in modelling statues,

busts, and other works of architecture, instead

of using pure plaster of Paris, is unknown to

us. The Romans paid great attention to

these matters, and the ancient plastering pre-

served to this time, where it has not met with

violent blows or injuries from accidents, is

still as firm and solid, as free from cracks or

crevices, and as smooth and polished on the

surface as if made of marble
;
the bottoms

and sides of their aqueducts were made of

plaster, which has endured many ages without

decay. Again, the roofs of houses and the

floors of rooms at Venice are covered with a

sort of plaster, made at later date, and yet

strong enough to endure the sun and weather

for several ages without spoiling or crack-

ing, and without much injury from the

feet. But the greatest attention perhaps

is paid to this subject by the natives of the

East Indies, who, for their finer cements,

which arc capable of receiving a most ex-

quisite polish, use ghee (butter in its oily

state), oils, jaggery, and other to us expensive

ingredients. At Madras fifteen bushels of pit

sand well sifted are added to fifteen bushels of

stone lime
;
this is slaked in the common man-

ner, and so laid two or three days together.

Twenty pounds of coarse sugar or molasses

is dissolved in water, and the mortar is sprin-

kled with the liquor, which is then beat up to-

gether and well incorporated, and afterwards

let to lie in a heap. A peck of gram (similar in

nature to our coarse gray pea) is then boiled

to a jelly, and the liquor strained and preserved.

A peck of mirabolans is also boiled, and the

liquor set aside
;

the three waters are then

added together. The mortar beaten up, and,

when too dry, sprinkled with this liquor, proves

remarkably good for laying bricks or stone,

keeping some of the liquor always at hand for

the workman to wet his bricks with. For very

strong work, tow is incorporated with the

mortar. Of this the natives make many archi-

tectural ornaments, such as columns, arched

work and imagery, besides using it for common
building purposes. For finer works, to every

half bushel the white of five or six eggs and four

ounces of ghee, or ordinary salted butter, and a

pint of butter-milk beaten all well together; mix
a little of the mortar with this, till the ghee,

butter-milk, and white of eggs be soaked up

;

then soften the rest well with plain fresh water,

and so mix all together, and let it be ground, a

trowel-full at a time, on a stone with a stone

roller. When you use it, in case it be too dry,

moisten it with some water, or the before-

mentioned liquors. This is for the second coat

of plastering.

When the first coat of plastering is laid on,

let it be well rubbed with a hardening trowel,

or with a smooth brick, and strewed with a

gritty sand, moistened, as occasion requires,

with water, or the before-mentioned liquor,

and then well hardened again
;

when half

dry, take the last-mentioned composition

for the fine plastering; and, when it is almost

dry, lay on the whitening varnish
;

but, if the

work should be quite dry, then the chunam
liquor must be washed over with a brush.

The best sort of whitening varnish is made
thus -take one gallon of toddy (the juice of a

tree), a pint of butter-milk, and as much fine

shell-lime as shall be proper to colour it
;
add to

it some of the chunam liquor, wash the plaster-

ing gently over with this, and when it is quite

dried in, do the same again. A plaster thus

made is more durable than some soft stone, and

standsthe weatherbetter in India thananyof the

bricks they make there. Butter-milk is always

added to the outer coating. There are

several varieties of cements of durable quality,

and capable of receiving a fine polish.

I have been thus particular in describing one

of the Indian methods because the cement so

made is vastly preferable in every respect to

the plaster of Paris used in the process of

seagliola work, and also for making large

capitals to imitate marble, which, however

beautifully executed, soon lose their polish,

and are "liable to be injured past the power
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of repair. It may be thought that the materials
are much too expensive, but the small quantities

of each actually required for scagliola or plas-

tering of walls and floors will raise it but little

above the common price of cements.
The boles and earths laid on for the imitative

part of the work ought to be mixed with the
like material, so that it may incorporate as one
with the interior coats, the pillars being care-
fully fashioned on the lathe, as is at present
practised, or polished dry, or with the use of the
liquor. Clay ought to be used as sparingly
as possible, the requisite plastic quality being
given to the mass by the mixture. The com-
mon scagliola of the day, as exhibited in some
of the leading shops of the metropolis, deceives
nobody; it is what it purports to be, a vile imita-
tion of Nature; but nevertheless there are
some fine specimens to be found in Buckingham
Palace, the Pantheon in Oxford-street, in

Everington’s, and other buildings of the
metropolis. No attempt is, however, made in

the present day to extend and improve the art
of imitating the precious marbles, or to ensure
durability, consequently it falls into disesteem,
and is rarely used.

I have mentioned in a preceding article

that the Palace of Munich is built of artifi-

cial marble, the material being boiled, and
the colouring added when the boiling mix-
ture has acquired consistence. This prac-
tical application of the art might be employed
to great advantage with us, chimney-pieces and
vast variety of ornaments being by this means
formed at so cheap a rate, and of so fine a
fabric, as to supersede marble. I trust that
this beautiful branch of architectural art will
speedily be revived, and that no opulent house-
holder will be without some specimen of it

adorning his mansion, as pillars, pedestals,
slabs, vases, baths, or other ornament. A little

determination and enterprise on the part of
the scagliola manufacturers, and the importa-
tion of a few first-rate Italian artists, would
soon bring it into favourable notice.

H. G. M.

PROJECTED ACADEMY OF PAINTING.

The lovers of the fine arts will hear with
no small pleasure that an Academy of Painting
is about to be established in Bristol, under
the most favourable auspices. Its object
would be to foster and call forth native talent
and genius in the various branches of art,

and to gratify the public by periodical exhi-
bitions of paintings. A School of Design,
and prizes to reward superior merit, form also
parts of the plan. The want of such an in-
stitution has long been felt in Bristol, parti-
cularly by the artists, but the sum of money
required to give efficiency to the plan is so

i considerable, that no hopes were entertained
ot raising it. In fact, a spacious picture
gallery, and apartments for artists to study and

i copy casts, designs, and pictures, form es-
sential parts of the projected scheme. The
pecuniary difficulty, the most formidable of
all, is, however, removed in a considerable
degree by the munificence of a lady, whose
name we shall ere long have the pleasure to
announce as a contributor of no less a sum
I than 2,000/. (under certain conditions) to the
.Academy. This splendid example will, we
Teel no doubt, attract numerous contributions
'from the public of Bristol and its neighbour-
hood in furtherance of the design. When we
imention that P. W. S. Miles, Esq., M.P.,
John S. Harford, Esq., and Robert Bright,
iEsq., are actively promoting this truly inter-
esting object, in conjunction with the artists
lof this city and neighbourhood, we are per-
suaded that these names will be deemed a
isure guarantee of success.

—

Bristol Journal.

i

York and Ripon Training Schools.

—

The subscriptions and donations towards the
erection ot these buildings already amount to
,2,500/.

;
but much more is needed to carry the

original design into execution. It is remarked
;by the Hull Packet, that nearly half the sub-
cscribers are clergymen.

Hamburg Improvements. — We learn
from the Frankfort Journal that Mr. Monday,
bthe builder of Abchurch-lane, is at present
constructing a sewer at the cost of 80,000/.
[through Hamburg, and employs on the work
<-500 Englishmen.

VENTILATIUN.
{From a Correspondent.)

If an architect were to build a house with-
out windows, he would be thought a very odd
sort of person, but he may shut out what is far i

more important than light—fresh air, and nei-
ther he nor any one else will discover any
thing unusual. We are so much in the habit
of looking on a building as a shelter and an
ornament merely, that we do not require it

to be anything else. As to any provision being
made for a due supply of fresh air, that never
enters into the mind of an architect at all, or
if it do, he regards it as an art and mystery
which has as little to do with construction as

law with physic. If fresh air should happen
to be insisted on, he must needs call a professor
of the science of ventilation to his aid, and he,
by dint of fire or force, or both, contrives to

accomplish his purpose, as many a legislator
can vouch, to his cost.

Now, however, that the importance of ven-
tilation is beginning to be understood, the best
means of effecting it are being studied, and
several ingenious and scientific persons are
taxing their invention to repair the omissions
of former architects; some by providing effi-

cient vents for the foul air, others by giving
free and safe admission for pure air.

The plans in common use for accomplishing
the same object are, the revolving ventilator,
the hopper, and the glass louvres.

The first of these, the revolving ventilator, is

open to every possible objection. It is noisy,
dirty, ugly, and liable to get out of order

;
and

it does not prevent a draught. When not in
action it is useless, and when revolving it is a
nuisance.

The hopper is somewhat better, but open to
the serious objection, that it disfigures a build-
ing by breaking the line of the window; and
that, though it modifies a draught, it does not
prevent it.

The glass louvres are elegant in appearance,
and ingenious in arrangement, but very ex-
pensive, and open to the same objection as the
hopper, viz., that they only modify, but do not
prevent draughts.

I ndeed, it must be quite evident that no form
of ventilation which causes the air to enter a
room at an angle, however small, can prevent a
draught

; for the cold air, though its course
may be altered, and it may be directed above
the bead, will descend again into the room
before it has mixed with the warmer air of the
apartment. There is but one way then in
which a draught can be prevented, and that is
by a shield fixed, not obliquely, but parallel to
the point of admission of the air. If, in
addition to this shield, a perforated plate or
plates be provided, by which the current of
air is broken up into a number of small
streams, we have the most complete invention
for preventing a draught which it is possible to
imagine.

This is the principle of a mode recently in-
vented by Dr. Guy. In place of the oblique
shield, of the hopper, and louvre, be employs a
parallel shield, by which means the air is distri-
buted over the wall or window by which it gains
admission, and all direct draught is effectually
prevented. The aperture in the wall or
window is filled by a perforated plate, which is

flush with the surface of the wall or window
itself, and the shield is connected with this
plate through the medium of a second per-
forated plate and flanges.

The first of the subjoined figures (marked
fig. 5) represents a section of Dr. Guy’s
simplest and cheapest form of ventilation, with
the course of the air traced by smoke. In this
figure, the dotted line represents a plate of per-
forated zinc bearing upon it a narrow flange.
The plate is let into the centre of a pane of
glass

;
parallel with this perforated plate is a

shield of glass, joined to a second flange, fitting
within the first by means of a second per-
forated plate, inclined at an angle to the shield
and flange. The air enters through the first-

mentioned perforated plate, strikes on the
glass shield, and is thrown back through the
second perforated plate on to the glass, along
the surface of which it runs to an extent
proportioned to the force with which it enters
the room.
Another form, which is open to the objec-

tion that the air is thrown into the apart-
ment instead of being confined to the line of
the wall or window, is shewn in fig. 6. The
remaining figures shew the course of the air as
it issues through the revolving ventilator and
the common hopper.

It is said that Dr. Guy’s invention, besides
possessing the great advantage of preventing a
draught, may be made to assume a great variety
of ornamental forms, so as to adapt it to any
style of architecture. The parallel position of
the shields evidently gives it an advantage, in
this respect, over all other forms of ventilator.

When the apertures in the zinc are large (as
they must be in large towns, or they will soon

become so clogged with dust and soot as not
to allow any air to pass), and the shield is of
glass, the ventilator obstructs very little light,
and if kept clean, is open to no reasonable ob-
jection. Messrs. Cottam and Ilallen, in whose
hands Dr. Guy has placed his patent, have suc-
ceeded in introducing the ventilator securely
into a pane of glass without using cross bars,
so that the pane and the ventilator seem
one.

If on trial Dr. Guy’s invention shall be found
effectually to prevent a draught, we shall con-
gratulate him and the public on the fulfilment
of a great desideratum. The prevention of a
draught lies at the root of all improvement
in this respect; without it, the most elegant
and costly inventions are mere waste of time
and money.
[We shall take an opportunity to examine

this invention.—

E

d.]

Proposed Method of Cleaning Statues
exposed to the Air.— It has long been re-
marked that the stone staircase of the bronze
obelisk to the memory of the Bavarians who
fell in the campaign of Russia, was perfectly
clear from green mould in the parts washed
by the rain. M. Jobard, of Brussels, is of
opinion that the oxide of the copper carried
down with the rain destroys this vegetation

;

and recommends that a solution of copper
should be tried in the cleaning of statues
covered with vegetable matter.
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ORIGIN OF THE APPELLATIONS DORIC,

IONIC, AND CORINTHIAN,
AS APPLIED TO THE ORDERS OF ARCHITECTURE.

Researches into the early history of na-

tions, the rise and development of their lan-

guages and arts, have long possessed a peculiar

charm for the inquirer, though little but con-

jecture can result. Out of the mass of mythi

and traditions handed down from the times

when the Pelasgi ruled, or from those in which
the first symptoms of Hellenic civilization ap-

peared, how hard must it be from the false to

select the true, to divest the tangible body of

its beautiful but deceptive garb. Yet I ven-

ture to offer a few conjectures, arising out of

certain well-authenticated features in the early

age of Grecian history. During that period

the Hellenes were divided into four great tribes,

two of which subsequently merged into the

others; and the country may from that time

be considered as inhabited by the widely dif-

fering races of the Dorians and the Ionians.

In examining the characteristics of the latter,

we behold a yearning after intellectual cul-

ture, a keen perception of the beautiful, and a

desire to excel in the arts, which gave birth

to the philosophic legislature of Solon, the

breathing sculpture of Phidias, the impas-

sioned poetry of Sophocles, and the command-
ing eloquence of Demosthenes. Wheresoever
the Ionian influence was shed, arose a people

peculiarly alive to the refinements of life,

sowing seeds destined to expand and refructify

till the globe itself should become extinct.

Athens, “ the violet queen,” from her isolated

position in the continent of Greece, retained

in a peculiar manner the distinctive impress

of an Ionian origin. Angelica Kaufmann
somewhat fancifully ascribed her enthusiasm

to the water of Rome; but it would appear as

though the “ earthborn ” Athenians were gifted

with a love of beauty, and a thirst for fame,

by the consecrated soil from which they sprung,

and by the azure sky on which they gazed.

Historic recollections of their own city, for

whose sovereignty deities contested, and where
the genius of liberty was invoked by Solon,

and defended by Harmodius and Miitiades,

tended to enlarge and heighten the influence

of their birth.

Opposed to the revivifying picture we con-
template in Athens, we are struck by the

repulsive character of the Dorian Spartans,

whose name only remains to after-times. Fit

subjects for the cold and mechanical legislature

of Lycurgus, they were ever desirous by crafti-

ness and obstinacy to gain the supreme rule

over the Grecian states. Selfish in their policy,

they shared not in the glorious victory of

Marathon, which even to themselves was a

second birth, and by their apathy to the cause

of Greece, they had nearly brought about the

enslaving of the whole country. Their severity

of manner was increased by Lycurgus, but was
from the first a feature of the Dorian race.

The peculiar characteristics of the two na-

tions being thus contrasted, may we not argue

that the names “ Doric ” and “ Ionic,” as

applied to each order of architecture, severally

arose, not so much from its having originated

in any particular country, as from its typifying

those distinctive features ?

It is scarcely requisite to contend against the

exploded story of Vitruvius (lib. iv., c. i.), since

the period to which he assigns the introduc-

tion of the orders is long antecedent to the

time of Homer, who, so remarkable for the

care he takes in describing minute points in

the history of his own time, would hardly have
omitted mention of the names. Columns, in-

deed, he speaks of, but without leading us to

suppose that they were any thing but posts
;

and we know from Pausanias and others, that

the earliest temples were constructed of the

rudest materials. (Pausan. lib. x., c. v.) The
opinion of Goguet (Origine des Lois, &e.), that

the orders arose in the colonies of Asia
Minor, may have foundation, without militating

against the opinion expressed as to the origin

of their names. But, if the Doric order was
invented by the Dorians, to which country,

bearing the name Doris, must it be ascribed?
Names are not good marks for ascertaining

the origin of things; in proof of which we
need but cite the appellation Gothic. If the

Ionian colonies preferred the Ionic order, we
should hardly assume that circumstance as a

proof that it was by them invented : we might
with as much propriety ascribe the invention

of the Corinthian to the Romans. (Gwilt.)

The fact is, there is no conclusive evidence for

stating the origin of either order
;

but, it

appears, that, whichever was invented first,

that one received no distinct name, further

than the name “ Grecian order,” until the in-

vention of the second, when the names would
be applied for the reasons stated. Holding
these opinions as to the Doric and Ionic orders,

I feel even more confidence in stating them as

regards the Corinthian. The story of Vitru-

vius can but be considered as a beautiful fable;

for there are Egyptian capitals, bearing so

striking a resemblance to those of the Tower
of the Winds, which last were, probably, copied

from the earliest examples, that we feel jus-

tified in looking to Egypt as the country from
which the first idea of the order was brought
to Greece. Heeren (Manual of Ancient His-
tory) says, that “ what the Greeks borrowed
from foreigners, they previously stamped with
their own peculiar character, so that it became
as it were, the original property of the nation.”

Thus was it with the Corinthian
;
under their

improving hand the decorations of its capital

were varied and nationalized
;
and, in place of

encircling its bell with plants nourished hy the

the waters of the sacred Nile, they substi-

tuted leaves of the olive, sacred to the tute-

lary deity of Athens. It became the richest

of the orders, and, the city of Corinth being
famed for richness and luxury, the order was
denominated “ Corinthian,” a name probably
applied to any thing of surpassing luxuriance,

in the same manner that the term “ Cyclopian ”

was given to works of great size or laborious

execution, though, perhaps, not erected by the

Cyclops. AVe need but mention the words
“ stentorian ” and “ herculean ” as having had
similar origin. Edward Hall.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

January 8th.—Dr. Roget, Sec., R.S.V.P.,
in the chair.

The first illustration for the evening was
“ On the Arts and Manufactures of Mexico
and Yucatan,” by the Rev. James Thompson.
The second subject for illustration was

“Pilbrow’s Atmospheric Railway, without a

valve,” a large working model of which was
placed before the meeting, including a car-

riage, which was moved on the railway at con-

siderable velocity by exhausting the tube by
means of an air-pump.
The object aimed at by the inventor is to

get rid of the slot or chase in the cylindrical

main pipe or tube, and also the valve, with its

appurtenances. If, in practice, this desidera-

tum can be attained as efficiently as it is ac-

complished on a small scale, an important ad-

vance will be made in railway locomotion.

The pipe or tube, instead of being fixed

above the level of the rails, as in the case of

Pinkus’s and Samuda’s plans, is sunk consi-

derably below it, whereby facilities are afforded

of effecting a junction between two or more
railways, as also of allowing (when necessary)

roads and railways to be crossed on a level. At
intervals of about 30 feet are fixed two boxes,

cast on to the tube, one on each side, in each of

which works a vertical spindle or axis, to which
are fixed two small cog-wheels or pinions, the

one being inside the box, and the other outside.

A diaphram or piston works within the main
pipe or tube, as in the ordinary atmospheric
railway tube, to which, however, is attached a

double rack, so that when the piston is moved
forward by the exhaustion of the tube in front

of the piston, the rack is moved with it, and
which, working on two or more sets of the

lower or under pinions, causes the upper or

outside pinions to revolve at the same time and
with the same velocity. A second rack, of the

same length as that within the tube, is attached

to the first carriage of a train, and as the

upper pinions revolve, the rack, and conse-

quently the carriage to which it is attached,

moves with it. Thus the valve ordinarily used

is entirely dispensed with.

The London Baths and Wash-houses.
—The Committee have so far advanced their

plans as to be ready to treat for the purchase of
eligible sites for the erection of model esta-

blishments. The space required is equal to

100 feet square at the least. The situation,

in or very near to a crowded and poor neigh-

bourhood, but with good access. Freeholds
will be preferred.

flfto Dooftss.

Ecclesiastical Architecture. A scries of illus-

trations of the rise and progress of deco-
rated window-tracery. EditedbyE. Sharpe,
M.A., Architect. Van Yoorst, London,
1845. No. 1.

The object of this work, according to the
prospectus, is to supply the want of some
publication expressly devoted to the illustration

of the origin of tracery, its gradual develop-

ment, and the perfection which it attained in

the middle of the 14th century. Our parish

churches contain examples which for purity
and elegance of design are unsurpassed, and it

is proposed to present in this publication a
continuous series, exhibiting the gradual
alteration which took place from the early geo-
metrical form to the elaborate window- heads
of rich flowing tracery. The present Number
contains eight examples, and is nicely got up.

The work would be more valuable if sections

accompanied the elevations.

©ovrropcmunirc.

HAND-RAILS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

Sir,—By inseiting the following question,

you will oblige me and instruct many :
—

What is the least thickness, and how much
stuff will be used, in getting out a hand-rail

x 2 in., as the drawing, without a joint,

the rise on the falling mould from a to h being
3 ft.? J.W. W., Jun.

Answer.

If the mean inclination of the rail from a to

a point 3 feet in height above b be uniform, as

shewn by the dotted line h i, in the diagram
below, the thickness of plank required for tho

formation of the wreathed rail (moulded in the

ordinary manner) will be 4* inches; or, if tho

mean inclination be an undulating curved line,

as shewn by the line /cl, the thickness of plank

required will be 3^- inches.

Again, if the mean inclination be such as

shew n by the undulating curved line mil
,
the

thickness of the plank required should not be
less than 2$ inches, so as to allow for the

proper finishing which ought to be given to

the work. G. R.

SHIP-BUILDING.
Sir,—From the name of your paper, I

presume you enter into the controversy of
ship-building, for nothing can be worse than

those that have lately been built for the service

of Government.
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I have all along asserted we shall never
improve the speed of our ships without we
alter their form, which is decidedly against

going a-head. If they would study to make
the sails on the fore-mast to keep the ship to

the wind, we should not want all that after-sail

for that purpose, which impedes going through
the water. Our study should be that the

prows divide the water, and as it comes aft,

should form that resistance at the water-line

only, and not as it is at present.

We are going to commission a number of

ships, to try their good qualities, but as for

sailing, they will never go faster than they

have invariably done, from the mal-formation
adhered to. A sensible plan has been sug-

gested, that would increase speed without
interfering with masts, yards, or sails, but

they in their wisdom will not give it a trial,

because it will bring into notice a power that

will supersede spending so much of the public

money, and being a novel idea, it is not

attended to.— I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Nauticus.
London, Dec. 31, 1844,

EST1MATK FOR WORKS NOT TO BE EXECUTED.
Sir,—The exposure of injustice is a laud-

ble undertaking, but he who attempts to make
the exposure should assure himself that his ac-

cusation is correct, otherwise he may be in-

flicting a real injustice upon the party accused,

while he is endeavouring to expose a fancied
injustice, which, nevertheless, has not been
committed. This, Sir, is often exemplified

among those numerous (?) mis-statements
which so much depreciate the value of your
useful paper

;
and, at page 11 of your last num-

ber, there is one from a builder at Hartford,

who, shielding himself behind an anonymous
siguature, asserts a series of falsehoods. He
does not venture to name the parties accused,

one of whom is my client, residing near Dart-
ford, and the other is myself. The accusation

is, that we have, by a particular method, “ vic-

timized the builders,” and have put them to

the expense of making estimates for work not

intended to be executed. He states that, “ as

the sanctity of my office could not be invaded,

copies of the drawings and specification were
to be furnished, upon each competitor paying
down five guineas, and a copy of the quantities

for four guineas more.” The fact, however,
is, that no copies nor any quantities were fur-

nished by me, nor did 1 receive one shilling

from either of the builders, but each competi-

tor employed persons who were sent to my
ioffice for that purpose, and who, I assure you,

invaded its sanctity much more than was
agreeable. Your correspondent makes out,

that I received forty-seven guineas from the

tbuilders, whereas I received nothing. He fur-

ther states, that the estimates of the builders

:exceeded mine, but that was impossible, as no
estimate was made by me. The lowest tender
was Mr. Kirk’s, and was not above what 1 ex-

ipected the house would cost, but, to my sur-

prise and disappointment, my client stated,

[after the tenders had been opened, that it was
not prudent for him to spend so much, and,

[after a few days’ consideration, he determined
not to build, but to pay Mr. Kirk and myself
for the labour and expense which had been in-

curred, and he thus most honourably sacrificed

a certain sum of money rather than run the
risk of spending too much. I would now ask
your correspondent to point out the injustice,

if he can
;
and would suggest that, on a future

occasion, he should sign his statements with
ibis own name, or that he shonld previously ob-
tain correct information, which, in this case,

might have been easily had from the success-
ful competitor, Mr. Kirk.— I am, Sir, your
.most obedient servant,

Edwin Nash, Architect.

53, Moorgate-street, London.
7th January, 1845.

[We readily give place to Mr. Nash’s letter.

The statement to which it refers did not men-
tion the names of the parties, and was admitted
linto our pages as applying to a class of cases.
IMr. N. will observe, by our note attached to

it, that we had no confidence in its accuracy
«is applied to the case immediately in question.
—Ed.]

architect’s commission.

Sir,—Will you be kind enough to inform an
'old subscriber what are the usual professional

charges of an architect. As for “ general
drawings,” “ working ditto,” and “specifica-

tion,” “superintendence,” &c., I am aware
that the charge, including every thing, is usu-

ally 5 per cent, on the outlay, but 1 wish to

know how that is generally divided under the
heads given above. Hoping you will oblige

me, I am, Sir,

Yours respectfully,

H. G.
[There is no general rule for such a division.

The charge for designing and superintending

works is 5 per cent.
;
but it does not follow

that if the various matters included in that

charge are done for different persons, or at

different times, that the separate charges should

amount only to 5 per cent. 2£ per cent is an
ordinary charge for plans and specifications

when the building is not executed. 5 percent,
for designing and superintending does not pay
for the time occupied and the responsibility

incurred when the amount expended is small,

and many architects charge more than this

commission when the amount is under -£500.

An auctioneer is much better paid : he walks
through a house full of furniture, jots down
what he thinks the value of each item, and
charges 5 per cent, on the gross amount.

—

Ed.]

BRIDGE OVER THE LEA AT HACKNEY.
Sir,— I beg to inclose a notice, just issued,

for tenders for building a bridge across the

Lea. I should think that the persons about to

tender for the same will take care to ascertain

that the parties have made up their minds to

have the bridge built, or, as in the last case,

they may have the pleasure of making out the
specifications for the trouble. At all events,

they will not have among their victims

Your obedient servant,

A Builder.
“ To Bridge Builders, Carpenters, and Others.

—Notice is hereby given, that the Board of
Surveyors of the Highways of the parish of
Hackney have ordered to be built anew wooden
foot-bridge, over the River Lea, near Temple
Mills, in the Hackney Marshes. A plan of
which, and specification of the works to be
done, may be seen at the committee room in

the parish house, in Church-street, Hackney
any day (Sunday excepted) from January the
6th to January the 16th, between the hours of
nine and three; and any further information
maybe had on application to Mr. Samuel Fox,
jun., of Morning-lane, Hackney, surveyor.
Sealed tenders, endorsed “ Tender for Bridge,”
to be sent into the clerk before Thursday the
16th inst., on which day, at seven o’clock in

the evening, the board will meet, at the place
aforesaid, to open such tenders, and to con-
tract. The board do not bind themselves to

accept the lowest tender. The persons who
Tender must attend the board personally, to

answer when called for.
“ By order of the board,

“Chas. Horton Pulley, Clerk.
“28, Great Winchester-street, and Upper

Hommerton. January 1st, 1845.”

©tntunry.

Mr. Alfred Bartholomew, F.S.A., the
late Editor of this Journal, expired, after a
severe illness, on the 2nd instant, at his resi-

dence in Gray’s-Inn. We cannot now do more
than express our sincere regret, but shall en-
deavour next week to furnish our readers with
some particulars of his life and works.

Mr. Thomas Webster, Professor of
Geology in the London University, who died
on the 26th of last month, was educated as an
architect, and built the theatre and laboratory
of the Royal Institution

;
but ultimately aban-

doned the profession for philosophical pur-
suits.

The New French Protestant Church.— Last Thursday week the ceremony of laying
the first stone of'this church, situate in Blooms-
bury-street, late Charlotte-street, was per-
formed by the Bishop of London. It is to be
built in the Elizabethan style, the front facing
Bloomsbury-street. The dimensions are rather
confined, being 68 feet 6 inches by 38 feet 7
inches, affording room for about five hundred
persons. A gallery is to be erected in the
west end. The architect is Mr. Amb. Poynter.

IMtaceUaiu’a.

Gibbons’ Wood Carvings at Chats-
worth.—A visitor, on viewing the suite of
rooms of that magnificent mansion

,
Chatsworth,

cannot fail in remarking the excellency of the

carvings in wood, which adorn, in many in-

stances, the interior of this truly termed “ Pa-
lace of the Peak.” They consist in represen-

tations of dead game, fish, flowers, shells, and
trophies, variously composed and distributed,

being the efforts of that celebrated artist, G.
Gibbons, particularly in the chapel. In the
great antechamber are several dead fowl over
the chimney, finely executed, and over a closet-

door a pen, not distinguishable from a real fea-

ther : the latter is considered his chef-d’oeuvre.

When Gibbons had finished his works in that
palace, he presented the Duke of Devonshire
with a point cravat, a woodcock, carved in

wood, and likewise a model with his own
head, all preserved in a glass-case in the gal-

lery. Horace Walpole says, that “There is

no instance of a man before Gibbons who gave
to wood the loose and airy lightness of flow-

ers, and chained together the various produc-
tions of the elements, with a free disorder na-
tural to each species.” In the “ Family Library”
we also find the claims of that artist strongly
enforced. All the wood carvings in England
fade away before that of Gibbons, at Chats-
worth ;—the birds seem to live, the foliage to

shoot, the flowers to expand, before your eye.

The most marvellous work of all is a net of
game. You imagine, at the first glance, that
the gamekeeper has hungup his day’s sport on
the wall, and that some of the birds are still in

the death flutters. Gibbons’ works chiefly are

the carvings in St. Paul’s choir, the wooden
throne at Canterbury, the embellishments at

Chatsworth, Petworth, Burleigh, Houghton,
Southwick, in Hampshire, where the whole
gallery is embroidered in pannels, by Gibbons’
own hand, and the altar-piece of Trinity Col-
lege, Oxford. This artist was appointed mas-
ter carver in wood to George the First, with a
salary of eighteenpence a day, which splendid
allowance he enjoyed from 1714 to 1721, on
the 3rd of August in which year he died.

—

Doncaster Gazette.

Proposed New Church at Ferriby.

—

A meeting of ratepayers was lately held in the
parish church of Ferriby, to consider the pro-
priety of building another church. We under-
stand that Joseph Robinson Pease, Esq., of
Hessle Wood, who was present at the meeting,
greatly to his honour, generously stated, that
his tenants should not be called on to pay one
farthing towards it, as he himself would pay
their portion.

—

Hull Packet.
Mr. Cockerell’s Lectures.—Mr. Cock-

erell commenced his course on architecture at

the Royal Academy, on Thursday night. In
the next and following Numbers we shall fur-

nish our readers with a report of them
Hornsey District.— The death of Mr.

Bartholomew has left this district vacant.
Seven candidates have already declared them-
selves, namely, Mr. James Harrison, Mr. S. S.
Teulon, Mr. Moon, Mr. Thomas Bird, Mr.
Witherden Young, Mr. Herbert Williams, and
Mr. John Dent. Some of these gentlemen
have not yet passed the examiners, and will not
be able to do so in time for this election, as
will be seen, on comparing the two following
notices :

—

A notice has been issued by the Middle-
sex magistrates, signed “ C. H. Ellis, Clerk
of the Peace,” to the effect, that the court will

proceed, on Thursday, the 30th instant, to the

election of a surveyor for the district of Horn-
sey. All candidates must, on or before Fri-
day, the 17th instant, forward to the clerk of
the peace a statement, in writing, of his name,
residence, age, and qualification, and must also

personally appear before the Committee for

General Purposes, at 12 precisely, on Saturday',

the 18th instant, at the Sessions House, Clerk-
enwell.

A notice has been issued by the Registrar
of Metropolitan Buildings, “ that the exa-
miners will hold their next examination of per
sons desirous to obtain a certificate of qualifica-

tion for the office of district surveyor, on Fri-
day', the 24th instant. Persons desirous to be
examined must apply on or before the 23rd in-
stant, and their applications must be accompa-
nied by a preliminary statement, according to
the course of examination prescribed in the
rules for that purpose.”
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Incrustation in Boilers.—The incrus-

tation formed by deposits from the water in

steam-boilers is the cause of considerable in-

convenience and loss. In some cases it is

necessary to clear it away every three or four

weeks, for which purpose the works must be

stopped, unless there is a second boiler. In

the operation too, the boiler i6 necessarily in-

jured, and at all times it causes great waste of

caloric. Any invention to prevent this is im-

portant. Letters patent have recently been

granted to Mr. Francis Watteeu, for a material

by which this desideratum is said to be at-

tained. It is inexpensive and innocuous; is

applicable to all sorts of boilers, and acts by
preventing crystallization and attraction.

Restoration and Re-opening of
Skerne Church.—Skerne Church was re-

opened on the 22nd of December. This edifice

has undergone a complete restoration
;

the

roof is entirely new and a Gothic design
;
the

pews are designed to resemble open seats and
stall ends; they are of a simple character, and
are also new; the pulpit, reading desk, altar

rails, and table are exceedingly chaste speci-

mens of ancient architecture. The stone-

work of the windows, &c., has been also

restored to its original design, by Messrs.

Simpson and Malone, of Hull. The church
is heated by an ingenious hot-water apparatus,

fixed by Atkinson, of Driffield. The roof and
all other wood-work has been stained and
varnished in imitation of old oak; the Com-
mandments, Creed, and Lord’s Prayer are

upon four tablets of slate, in the ancient

illuminated style; and these, in addition to the

national arms, which have also been em-
blazoned, have all been executed by Messrs.

Binks and Son, Hull. The whole of the

works connected with the above restoration

have been executed under the judicious ma-
nagement of Mr. C. Appleton of Anlaby, upon
whom it reflects the highest possible credit as

a builder. The whole of the restoration has

been at the expense of Charles Arwright, Esq.,

ofDunstall, Burton-upon-Trent.—Hull Packet.

The New Buildino Act,— On Thursday
the district surveyor for the Strand district,

accompanied by assistants, viewed the houses

in the parishes of St. Mary-le-Strand, &c., in

which persons resided in cellars or under-

ground kitchens, in order to see whether they

were fit for habitation. In New Church-
court and other places the cellars were very

confined, and in some places the landlords were
called upon to give notice, under the New
Building Act, for the occupiers to quit within

a fortnight. In other cases, where the kitchens

were dry and of sufficient size, the only other

requisite being light and air, notice was given

to the owners to increase the size of the win-

dows, and to extend the gratings over the

area in front.— Young England.

Baths for the Working Classes.—We
are gratified to learn that the traders of this

city continue steadily to subscribe to the erec-

tion fund of this institution, and are determined
to do their utmost to carry out the scheme.
As an instance of the spirit with which they
subscribe, may be adduced that of the work-
men at the Holyrood Glass-works, South Back
of Canongate, who paid to the sub-treasurer

the other day the sum of 201. sterling, as their

subscription. When the number of men em-
ployed at these works is taken into consider-

ation, the average subscription of each will

appear very large, and evinces how much self-

denial the workmen are capable of to carryout
a plan upon which they now set their hearts.

— Edinburgh Witness.

Improvements at Whitehall.—We are
informed that Mr. Barry has been directed to

examine the buildings now occupied by the

Board of Trade, with a view to provide ad-
ditional accommodation for the different de-
partments now under the control of that board.

Mr. Barrv has determined upon a plan which
will afford the required accommodation, and
greatly improve the present appearance of the

buildings, by raising the elevation, and thus

afford an effectual screen to the ugly roofs and
chimney-pots which are now visible above the

present parapet. It is also in contemplation
to pull down the old building at present occu-
pied by the department of the Home Secretary
of State, which has long disfigured that portion

of Whitehall, and to erect a more sightly

structure in conformity with the new front of
the Board of Trade.

—

Observer.

Highgate Tunnel.

—

It will probably be

in the recollection of many persons living, that

early in the present century, an attempt was
made to construct a tunnel through the London
clay at Highgate Hill, for the purpose of
making a more easy communication between
Holloway and Finchley. The attempt, how-
ever, failed, and the result was the construction

of the open cutting which forms the present

Highgate Archway-road. The failure appears

to have arisen, in a great measure, from the

want of experience on the part of the engineers

who had charge of the work, more especially

as they had such very difficult and heavy
ground to work in as the London clay. Those
who have witnessed the trouble and difficulties

that have been recently experienced in work-
ing in that treacherous soil will be less sur-

prised at a failure in such a work thirty

years ago. In the year 1811, while the works
at Highgate were progressing, the committee
of management thought it necessary to obtain

the opinion of the late John Rennie, Esq., as

to the correctness of their mode of proceeding,
as difficulties began to appear. The report of
that truly eminent engineer threw some light

on the probable cause of the failure of the

work, and at the same time led to the erroneous
opinion that too generally prevails, namely,
that Mr. Rennie was the engineer to the said

work
;
whereas the fact was otherwise. The

author believes that Mr. Nash, the architect,

was the principal, and a Mr. Vazie the resident

engineer. It may, at the present day, be a

matter of surprise that an architect should
undertake the construction of a tunnel

;
but so

late as August 17th, 1812, there appeared in

the Star, a London newspaper, an advertise-

ment from the Regent’s Canal Company,
addressed to “ architects and engineers,” offer-

ing a premium of fifty guineas for the best

design for a tunnel that was to be made (and
afterwards was made) under the town of Is-

lington
;

in which advertisement it was stated,

that the company were “ anxious to have the

best information which science and practice

can afford on the subject.”

—

Practical Tun-
nelling by F. W. Sims, C. E.
Weight of Brickwork.—An experiment

was tried on September the 3rd, 1842, to de-

termine the weight of a cubic yard of brick-

work. On the works at Saltwood there was
an excellent weighing machine, by Pooley and
Son, upon which the experiments were tried:—

BRICKWORK IN CEMENT.
Ton cwt. qrs. lb.

A cubic yard of dry bricks (384) . . . . 1 2 1 20
Sand, water, and cement for ditto . . .

. 6 2 4

Total weight of a cubic yard of brickwork
in cement . . . .

'
1 8 3 24

BRICKWORK IN MORTAR.
Ton cwt. qrs. lb.

Bricks, as above 1 2 1 20

Mortar for ditto . . . . . . . . 4 18
Total weight of one cubic yard of brick

work in mortar 1 6 3 0

—Ibid.
The late Mr. George Maddox. — We

direct our readers’ attention to an effort now
making to obtain a fund for the widow of the

late George Maddox, an able man, to whom
many members of the profession are indebted.

Labourers’ Cottages.—In the course of

an inquiry before the coroner for Oxfordshire,

touching the death of a poor girl at Hampton
Poyle, a village within six miles of Oxford, it

came out that the cottage of the family con-

tained only one sleeping room, and that of the

most miserable description, being near the

thatched roof, and being barely high enough
to stand upright in the middle. There were
three beds in this room, and eight persons

(comprising the father, mother, a grown-up
daughter and son, and four young children)

occupying it as a dormitory. This is not at

all an isolated case in the neighbourhood of

Oxford, where, with the exception of a few vil-

lages, the labourers’ cottages are wretched in

the extreme.
The Collingwood Monument.— This

edifice has risen to the height of 18 feet above
the ground. It stands at the entrance of the

Tyne, a little to the west of the Spanish Bat-
tery, and will form a conspicuous landmark
for seamen, easily distinguishable from all

others. In consideration of this circumstance,

a subscription of 100 guineas has been made by
the Trinity House of London. The height of

the erection, including Mr. Lough’s statue (21

feet high), will be 80, 90, or 100 feet, just as the

countrymen of Collingwood, and more espe-

cially his townsmen, may decide.—Durham
Advertiser.

ffotsers.

Tenders delivered for Erecting the New
Pheasant Public-house, at the corner of the Palace

New-road, Stangate.—Messrs. Willshire and Parris,

Architects. Lambeth.
Mr. Samuel Mason .£1,248

Messrs. Plaskett and Shelton .. 1,230
Mr. Robert Hicks 1,210
Mr. John Willson 1,188

The quantities taken out and supplied to the

builders, and the tenders opened in their presence.

Tenders delivered for the Erection of Two
Cottages, Cow-shed, and Stabling, at Chiswick,

for Mr. Pits.—Mr. Welsted, Clerk of the Works,
St. John’s-wood.

Fitswater, Hammersmith .... £642 10

Langwith 610 10

James Slade 590 10
The teuders opened in the presence of the

parties.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For building a Sewer in Vine-street, Minories.

—

Joseph Daw, Sewers’ Office, Guildhall. January 14.

For the erection of a Wesleyan Chapel at Hythe.
— Mr. T. Pilcher, Stationer, &c., Hythe. Jan-
uary 2 1

.

For making a Sewer in the town of Cambridge.

The sewer to be cylindrical, and 2 feet diameter in

the clear, the length will be about 385 yards, and

the average depth about 9 feet.—Frederick Randall,

Town Hall, Cambridge. January 21.

For Warming and Ventilating the new Build-

ings of the Suffolk Lunatic Asylum
;

and for

fitting up the laundry with Drying Apparatus, upon
the most approved plans.—John Henry Borton,

Milton, Suffolk. January 21.

For the Erection of Stone Booking-offices at

Ashton and Stalybridge Stations ;
and for the

Erection of a Station at Sheffield for the Sheffield

and Manchester Railway Company. January 21.

For the erection of the Railway Works between

Leeds and Bradford, including fencing, earthwork,

masonry, roads, and permanent way.—William

Clarke, Secretary, Hunslet-lane Station, Leeds.

January 27, 1845.

For the execution of Works on the Chester and

Holyhead Railway.—1st. A distance of eight miles,

or thereabouts. 2nd. A distance of twenty-two

miles, or thereabouts. 3rd. A Tunnel through the

promontory of Penmaen Back, near Conway.

—

George King, Secretary, 62, Moorgate-street.

January 29, 1845.

For the Execution of Works on that part of the

Blackburn and Preston Railway extending from

Blackburn to Pleasington, being about 3a miles

in length.—Peter Sinclair, Secretary, Blackburn.

January 29.

For the supply of Wrought Iron Rails and the

requisite number of Chairs for about 15 miles of

the Southport and Euxton Junction Railway. The
weight of rails to be from 601b. to 701b. per lineal

2 yards and 15 feet lengths, equal to nom 1,500 to

1,800 tons of wrought iron, and about one-third of

that quantity of cast iron.—Woodcock and Part,

Solicitors, Wigan. January 31.

For erecting the Works of the third division of

the Main Line of the Great Southern and Western
Railway, being 11 miles, 6 furlongs, and 75 yards

in length. Also for the first division of the Carlow
branch, being 10 miles, 7 furlongs, and 160 yards ;

comprising excavation, embankments, bridges, cul-

verts, &c.—William Taylor, Secretary, 3, College

Green, Dublin. February 1.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of nine-inch cast-

iron Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct to be laid in

the Island of Malta.—Vin. Casolani, Collector of

Land Revenue, Office of Land Revenue and Public

Works, Valletta, Malta. March 31, 1845.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans and estimates are required for a Pauper

Lunatic Asylum for the County of Somerset
;
the

building to accommodate 300 patients, and to con-

tain two Stories. The Committee of Visiting

Magistrates wish it to be of a plain, cheerful cha- .

racter, but will not further fetter the architect by
suggesting any particular arrangement as to the in-

terior, its ventilation, warming, or otherwise. The
ground selected contains 36 acres.—The Clerk of

the Peace, Taunton. A Premium of 100/. will be >

adjudged for the best plan, and 50/. for the next:

best. January 22.

Plans and estimates are required for a Work-:
house, to contain about 1,180 persons. The whole!

to be done in a plain and substantial manner, with -

1

out any expensive embellishments. The plans and.'

architects' estimates to be sent to Robert Mercer, r

the Clerk of the Clifton Union, Penny well Road,]

Bristol, on or before the 17th of February next, and:'
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H E society for obtaining

baths and wash-houses for

the labouring classes ad-

vertised, some time ago, for

plans and estimates for

erecting and fitting up the

rst establishment in London. Nearly a

undred architects, it is said, applied for

lc particulars
;
and the designs were sent

i on Saturday last. It is unnecessary to

iy we shall look anxiously for the deci-

on of the committee. We beseech them

i reflect on the time and thought which have

sen expended on the production of these

ssigns, and to decide fairly and honestly,

ith especial reference to the instructions that

ere given to the competitors. These instruc-

ons must be constantly before the committee

xring their examination. The plans in which

iey are complied with in the most perfect

id satisfactory manner, should unquestionably

5 selected. We are so accustomed to find

impetitions managed badly and decided un-

stly, that we can hardly bring ourselves to

iticipate a better result in the present case,

eeling very strongly, however, on the subject,

b call earnestly on each member of the

mimittee to act as if the whole responsibility

jsted on himself. If they will do this—if

ey will decide as individuals open to question,

id not with the feeling that they merge in the

<dy, there will be little reason to cavil at their

feision. As an incentive to such a course,

ey may be reminded that many eyes are

>on them; and that by exciting an ill feel-

g against themselves in this respect, they

ould greatly injure the important object they

tve in view. Our readers may rest assured

at we shall return to this subject when the

ans are fairly before the public.

In the meantime we would make a few

servations on the general question of baths

d wash-houses, and urge the public to

ovide funds suitable to the greatness of the

casion.

The committee are anxious to carry out the

an on an extensive scale. They wish to

igin with four model establishments in popu-

us districts—three on the Middlesex side,

d one on the Surrey side of the river, and

,ey have advertised their desire to purchase

lid for sites. As yet, however, they have

t received sufficient money to do all that is

quired, and we would gladly aid in obtaining

for them.

Assertions have been made that our poorer

sthren will not avail themselves of the

ntemplated advantages when they are offered

Hhem; that they prefer dirt to cleanliness;

d various others equally unjust and libellous.

ie baths and wash-houses at Liverpool will

i themselves afford sufficient answer to such

elements. We can from them set facts

iainst conjectures, and render unnecessary

I
' querulous suppositions of what may take

nee by shewing positively what has occurred,

e have recently visited the Liverpool esta-

Ishment (in Frederick-street), in order to

Mge for ourselves, and were thoroughly

kisfied with the result. It was there a mere

eperiment, and the establishment is very

! all. They have eighteen baths in three

classes, for which the charge is respectively

Is., including the use of two towels, 6d. and

3d. with use of oue towel. For cold baths

the charge is 6d., 3d., and 2d., formerly Id.

In the first year 11,661 baths were taken, and

in the second, 16,323; the majority being

warm. The keeper informed us, that the

average number of bathers in summer was

from 100 to 150 each day. In winter the

number is small. There is a vapour bath,—for

which, with the use of three towels, Is. is

charged, but no plunging bath. The revenue

last year, including the wash-houses, equalled

the expenditure within 1/., and this year will

probably exceed it ! In consequence of which

and of the advantages found to result, Mr.

Franklin, the town surveyor, has prepared

plans for a second and more extensive esta-

blishment (including two plunging baths),

which will be carried out immediately.*

The baths are open till 9 o’clock every

evening in the week but Sunday; and on

Saturday till an hour later. They are also

open on Sunday morning from 6 till

8 o’clock in the summer, and from 7 till 9 in

the winter. In these two hours on a fine

morning, 50 or 60 persons usually avail them-

selves of the baths. In the London establish-

ments there should be a proper place for the

applicants to wait their turn, and it would be

desirable if arrangements were made so that

those persons who wished it might be shaved

cheaply. There are many additional comforts

that working classes might enjoy by co-opera-

tion, and gladly would we see them in the way
of obtaining them. The labourer pays more
for his cup of bad tea (when he gets it)

than his more wealthy brethren do for good.

With this, however, it is hardly our province

to deal. The waiting-place should be de-

cently fitted up, and if it were adorned with

good prints, now so cheaply obtainable, might

aid in improving the character of the visitants

more powerfully than at first sight seems

likely. Let us take them away for a time from

their “ coals and potatoes,” hold up virtuous

actions and heroic deeds for admiration, give

them something to think about and talk about,

and increase their self-respect.

Turning for an instant to the wash-houses :

we found that the desire to avail themselves

of these is even greater than of the baths, and

that, although the establishment is not so ex-

tensively known in Liverpool as it ought to be,

there were often more applicants than could be

accommodated. There is room in the whole

for twenty-six tubs, and these are usually all

occupied. Each tub is furnished by pipes with

hot and cold water, and has a plug by which

it can be speedily emptied. There are two

coppers to boil the linen, and a room heated

by steam and fitted up with iron slides, termed

there “ maidens,” to dry the clothes. The
charge for the use of one tub from six till

twelve o’clock is a penny, and for the whole

day two-pence.

To those who have visited the abodes of the

poor, the courts and alleys of great towns,

—

who have found a father, mother, and seven or

eight children of different ages with only one

small room for all purposes,—with, perhaps,

a bed-ridden grandmother or sick child— it is

unnecessary to point out the important boon

which will be afforded to that class by the

establishment of public wash-houses. In such

a position cleanliness is out of the question
;

and moral degradation must follow its aban-

donment. To those who have not seen it we

* The site chosen is in Paul-stvcct, a poor and crowded
part of Liverpool.

would say, think on the fact that thousands of

families are in this state, and worse, and you

must recognize the value of the endeavours

now being made, and will feel disposed to

assist them. The establishment of public

wash-houses will at once improve considerably

the dwellings of a very numerous class.

In the arrangement of the plans about to be

submitted much attention must be given to

questions extra-architectural
;

such as the

supply of water to the baths and mode of heat-

ing it, construction of the drying-rooms,

heating and ventilating the apartments, &c.

To these we shall recur anon.

DOINGS UNDER THE METROPOLITAN
BUILDINGS ACT.

The official referees are active in their
vocation. The subject of buildings commenced
before the 1st of the present month, parti-
cularly alluded to in our leading article last

week, is receiving special consideration. On
the 19th of December last they issued a cir-

cular to the district surveyors, requesting
them to make a return, as early as possible
after the 1st inst., of all buildings commenced
before that day and then unfinished, distin-

guishing the classes and rates and the respec-
tive situations of such buildings. On the
3rd inst. they sent out another circular with
reference to the last, wishing to know to what
height from the base of the footings such build-
ings had been carried on the 1st, and asking
information of any circumstances respecting
them which the surveyors might think ne-
cessary. It had been represented to them,
the letter stated (and it is true enough),
that, “ in some cases, mere trenches have
been excavated with nothing in them

;
in

others, a skimming of concrete is laid in the
trench

;
in some, a course of clinkers merely,

and in others, a single course of bricks. In
others, again, a foundation is put in to only
part of the walls, without its being continued
so as to be united at the back or ends ;” and
they wished to know, as early as possible, the
number of buildings in such or similar cir-

cumstances. Hojv they will decide in such
cases, should the question of exemption or
otherwise come before them, remains to be
seen, but is not very doubtful.

One of the earliest, if not the first, applica-

tion to a magistrate under the new Act, was
made at Lambeth, on the 10th inst., when
Mr. Southby, firework-manufacturer, applied
to the Hon. Mr. Norton, to solicit his inter-

ference to prevent the erection of a varnish-
iuanufactory near his premises. Mr. Southby
said if the building were permitted it would be
highly dangerous, and a serious loss of life

might ensue from the combustible materials.

The building was within 50 feet of his pre-

mises. There was also a great deal of timber
in an adjoining yard, and should an explosion
take place the consequences would be frightful.

Mr. Norton said the person had clearly no
right to erect such a building, and asked if

there was a public way ?

Mr. Southby stated there was.
Mr. Norton immediately sent an officer of

the court, with the applicant, to inform the

person that he must discontinue the building,

and that, under the 54th clause of the new
Buildiug Act, he was liable to a penalty of 50/.

per day, everyday the business was carried on,

and, in default of payment, was liable to be sent

to the House of Correction for six calendar

months, with hard labour.

The official referees have adopted a mea-
sure which is likely to be exceedingly useful,

namely, lithographing the correspondence

from and to certain surveyors on matters con-

nected with the new Act, and transmitting a

copy to each district surveyor, for his instruc-

tion and guidance. The Act, from its com-
plicated nature, is as yet but little understood

by either surveyors or builders,* and, in order

to spread information on the subject, we pro-

pose to give our readers the substance of each

case as it occurs.

* Many of the builders and zinc-workers have been asto-

nished at the interference of the district surveyor when
erecting a funnel or smoke-pipe on a chimney-shaft ! Never-
theless, he would seem to be justified

;
if it lie 4 ft. above the

brickwork, notice must be given of such work, and the fee

paid, or the penalty maybe incurred. See Sect. 13, and
Sched. F, Art. Chimney-pots, tubes, &c.
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Mr. Browne, surveyor of the Greenwich

district, made a complaint against Mr. James
Williams for a certain alleged illegal “ projec-

tion of a shop-front, and cellar-flap and way,”

but having omitted to state all the grounds and

particulars of his objection, and the particular

parts of the new Act to which the said works

were not conformable, he was advised, by the

official referees, to do this, “ by means of a

drawing, sketch, or outline, with explanatory

observations.” The following is then added,

and as it is highly important to all classes to

know that the referees never intend to make
a survey, without charging for it, we reprint

it at length :

—

“You will at once perceive, that it is of

importance that the parties who make a com-
plaint, or refer a matter to the official referees

for their determination, should state the com-
plaint, or the matter referred, with a fair de-

gree of certainty, in order that they may be

enabled to judge of it without the expense of

a personal survey, which may be avoided, and

in order that the opposing party may be fairly

informed of the subject-matter of the com-
plaint or reference.” The letter concludes

with a little wholesome advice to Mr. Browne
not to interfere in an irregular manner.

The same gentleman also made a complaint

against Mr. John Hiscock, for an irregular

projection before a line of houses, but it was
referred back to him for the “ grounds and
particulars of his objection,” as in the last case.

Mr. Badger, of Lewisham, complained of

Mr. John Godwin, for erecting some cottages

contrary to the Act, but as the buildings in

question were carried uptoaconsiderable height

before the 1st inst., they were deemed by the

official referees to be “ already built,’’ and not

within the operation of the Act. Mr. Badger
imagined that as they were being built by con-

tract they came within the meaning of the 9th

section, which directs such contracts to be so

modified that all buildings may be erected

according to the provisions of the Act, but this

of course only applies to buildings commenced
since the 1st of January.

Mr. Sibley, of Clerkenwell, having mixed
up with his return of buildings in progress on
the 1st inst., an allusion to the dangerous state

of St. John’s Gate, erected several hundred
years ago, representing that the decaying stone

fell on the public way, received a request that

his communications might be made “ formally

in future,” and directions that he would make
a survey of the building, with a view to its re-

pair, under the 40th section. Mr. Sibley, we
believe, has not yet made bis report, and until

then the official referees cannot take any steps

for the abatement of the danger.

Mr. Baker, of St. Pancras, likewise received

authority from the official referees to survey

the scene of the late calamitous fire in Guild-

ford-street, they having received information

from another party that the walls were in a

dangerous state. The case being urgent, Mr.
Baker lost no time in serving the notice re-

quired by the 24th section upon Mr. Farey, the

lease-holder; he was accompanied in his sur-

vey by that gentleman’s son, who so narrowly
escaped from the fire, and the report and cer-

tificate were at once drawn up and transmitted

to the registrar. The purport was, that a

hoard would be useless, as the front of the
house might be blown down right across the

street, but that it was necessary, for the safety

of the public, immediately to pull down the

front as low as the stone balcony, inclusive,

and also the rear-front to the level of the

ground-floor, shoring up the walls which would
be left standing. The official referees have to

send a copy of such certificate to the overseers

of the poor, and the latter again have to write

to the owner of the building to repair or pull

down “within fourteen days.”

The whole regulations respecting ruinous
buildings seem rather complicated. The 40th

section takes the matter in hand, but instead

of giving some simple directions, refers to the

24th section, which is a mass of regulations

about the survey and condemnation of party-

walls, and contains a form of notice which is

not strictly applicable in both cases. Time
will, however, simplify these points.

In another part of the journal we present

in a tabular form a list of all the district sur-

veyors and their offices, the names and address

of tbe official referees and registrar, and an

abstract of those portions of the Act which
relate tu the notices required from builders.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

January 14, 1845.—The President in the

chair.

The first meeting of the session of 1845

took place on Tuesday evening, the 14th inst.

We noticed that some further improvements

had been effected in the comfort and decora-

tions of the rooms of the society. The col-

lection of portraits has been augmented by

that of Mr. Walker (the president), which was

painted by J. P. Knight, R.A., last year for the

members of the institution- The model gal-

lery has also received some interesting addi-

tions.

The first paper read was on the different

modes of confining railway bars in their chairs,

by Mr. W. H. Barlow, resident engineer on the

Midland Counties Railway. Of the numerous
methods which have been tried for keying

the rails in the chairs, it would appear that

the one now most generally practised is that

of parallel compressed wooden keys, but

even to these Mr. Barlow states several ob-

jections, which, in his opinion, counterbalance

the advantage of their elasticity and tendency

to assume their original dimensions when
exposed in a damp atmosphere. Being of

small dimensions and placed just at the

surface of the ballast, they decay rapidly;

they swell and shrink with every change of

temperature, thus becoming loose in dry

weather, and requiring constant driving up,

which soon destroys them. On the Midland
Counties Railway the duration of the wooden
joint keys has not exceeded five years, and at

the present price of compressed keys, which
varies from SI. to 12/. per thousand, the ex-

pense of renewal of keys per mile per annum
at the latter rate would be 10/. 2s. 6d. for a

line with 3 feet bearings, and 8/. 9s. with

3 feet 9 inches bearings. This induced Mr.
Barlow to try hollow wrought-iron keys made
like the Russel gas-tube, hut of such a form

as to bear equally against the jaw of the chair,

the middle web of the rail, and the top and

bottom flanehes. This form and substance it has

been found gave great stability, held the rails

firmly in their places, and yet possessed

such elasticity as to neutralize the effect of

the travelling of the wheels over the chairs,

and rendered the motion of the carriages

peculiarly smooth and agreeable. A number
of experiments were given, wherein the great

superiority of these keys, in their inherent

qualities and their cost, over all other kinds

was satisfactorily shewn. They have now
been used for a considerable period on the

Midland Counties, the South-Eastern, the

Warwick and Leamington, and other railways;

and in the discussion which ensued, several

engineers expressed themselves so well pleased

with them, that they intended to introduce

them in all their new works.

A paper, by Mr. John Storey, described an

oblique bridge of freestone over the river

Gaunless, on the Dagger Leases Branch Rail-

way. This bridge is remarkable for the acute

angle (27°) which it forms with the line of the

river it spans
;
and from its having been built so

long ago as the year 1830, when that kind

of construction was but imperfectly understood

and but little practised in England, the square

section of the arch is 19 feet, while the length

of the face of the arch, in consequence of its

extreme obliquity, is 42 feet. The paper de-

scribed the mode of setting out the work and of

executing the masonry; they were not so theo-

retically correct as the methods now practised,

but the practical effects were stated to be good,

as after the centres were struck, the crown of

the arch did not drop half an inch, and no
subsidence has been since observed in any part

of the work.
The meeting was adjourned until the 21st

instant, when the annual general meeting will

be held for the election of the council and
officers for the ensuing session. A consider-

able change is contemplated.

Pure Oil for Machinery.—Owing to

the impurities which oils contain in their

natural state, such as mucus, or albumen, and
which act like yeast in promoting chemical
action, most of them, when kept, become
rancid. To obviate the difficulty this causes

to philosophical instrument-makers and en-

gineers, Messrs. Lundholm and Co. have
produced a new oil, called pure Elaine, which
seems worthy of trial.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

On Monday evening, the 13th instant, the

Institute met in their new rooms for the first

time, George Smith, Esq., vice-president, in

tbe chair. Thanks were voted to Messrs. Mair,

Scoles, and Thompson, and to the honorary

secretaries, for their services in effecting the

removal. Mr. C. N. Cumberlege was elected

a fellow, and Messrs. Henry Peet and Edward
F. Hutchins associates. The foreign secretary

read an extract from a letter stating that the

King of Prussia had purchased all the drawings

and papers left by Schinkel, in order to pre-

serve them intact.

Mr. Donaldson then laid before the meeting

a brief view of the history of architecture, from

the building of Babel, assumed to be 2249

years b.c., to the revival of Italian architecture

in the 16th century, illustrated by a beautiful

series of drawings. The chief object ot the

lecture was to point out the connection which

existed between the architecture of the various

countries of antiquity. Egypt, Greece, Italy,

and Byzantium were each alluded to, and the

rise of Christian architecture pointed out.

The lecturer considered that the pointed arch

came to us from the Saracens, and read some

extracts from M. Guizot’s “ History of Civiliza-

tion in Europe,” to shew the effect of the

crusades on arts and manners in this quarter

of the globe.

Some clever sketches of Athenian and other

Greek monuments, recently made by Mr.

George Knowles, were exhibited; and a

coloured copy of Mr. Lewis Gruner’s elabo-

rate work on the fresco decorations and stuc-

coes of buildings in Italy.

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES.

At a meeting of this society, held on Thurs-

day, the 9th instant, Mr. Henry Hallam, the

historian, in the chair, Mr. Albert Way
exhibited an ancient altar-cloth from Steeple

Aston Church, Oxon. A letter from M.
de Caumont, of Normandy, was read, solicit-

ing subscriptions for a statue of William the

Conqueror, proposed to be erected at Falaise,

the place of his birth. The letter also stated

that the French antiquaries would hold their

annual congress at Lille in July next, and

expressed a hope that they might be favoured

with the presence of some members of the

society.

A communication from Mr. Edward Richard-

son was read, describing a number of coffins,

stone and lead, found in the circular part o!

the Temple Church, London. The lead coffins

were attributed to the time of Henry III., the

stone coffins might be earlier. An account

of Old Sarum, by Mr. Hatcher, illustrated bj

a model, was also read.

We have received several communications
complaining of the apathy which prevails ir

this ancient and respected society, and the

little good it effects as compared with its

powerful means and influential position. The
chief cause of the evil seems to be, that its

management is allowed to rest exclusively will

a few individuals (excellent though they inai

be), and has become a mere matter of routine

The “ Statue of Wit.i.iam IV.”—Tin
commemoration of the erection and inaugura
tion of the statue of the “ Sailor King,’

which has just been completed by Mr. Samue
Nixon, and is now placed on a pedestal at th<

termination of King William-street, at tin

point which faces London-bridge, was cele

brated a few evenings since at the Adelaidi

Tavern, at the foot of the bridge, where, a

six o’clock, a numerous assembly of the influ

ential gentlemen of the wards of Bridge am
Candlewick sat down to an excellent dinner

The chair was filled by Sir Chapman Marshall

who was supported on the right hand by Si:

George Carroll (these two gentlemen bein

the aldermen of the respective wards), and o

his left by Mr. Nixon. We are sorry that w
cannot coincide in the flattering opinions c

the statue which have been expressed. It is

to us, coarse and clumsy, and not likely t

advance the reputation of the sculptor.

Royai. Academy.—Every academician wa
entitled to exhibit eight pictures each season

and for which, of course, the best places wen
retained. By a recent resolution they hav
now limited themselves to sic. This alien:

tion cannot fail to be gratefully received l

the profession generally.
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°r METa®I’OWTArf DISTRICT SURVEYORS
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LONDON AS IT WAS, AND IS*

We commence our present narrati ve at that

period when London ivas threefold afflicted

with the terrible calamities of famine, pes-

tilence, and fire. In 1663, and for some years

previous, there was a general dearth through-

out England, wheat being sold at the enormous

price of 3/. 14s. per quarter, and malt at 21. -s.

This was succeeded by the plague in 1665, by

whose direful ravages 68,596 persons were

swept away, which, together with the number

of those that died of other distempers, made

the hill of mortality of this year amount to

97 306 souls. The recurrence of this dreadlul

calamity, after an interval of forty years,

worked upon the superstition of the age, and

many began to impute the fatality to that

number, as if in that sense the land was to

have rest only forty years Many ingenious

conjectures have been made concerning the

origin of this scourge, and from all the facts

that can be collected in modern times there is

every reason to believe that it originated with

the hot, poisonous Masts of the deserts of

Persia, Arabia, and Egypt, and
.
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into Europe, it occasionally committed gieat

ravages in the chief cities, and was never

wholly eradicated therefrom. During the

calamitous period we are now speaking of, t

was observed by Dr. Baynard, a very intelli-

gent physician, that there was a general

falm and serenity of weather as though both

wind and rain had been expelled the kingdom,

and that for many weeks together he could not

discover the least breath of wind, not even so

much as to move a weathercock, and the fires

in the streets were made to burn with gieat

difficulty
;
the birds too, as in tropical regions,

flew heavily on the wing, panting for breath.

In the history of nations we find very often

a singular coincidence of events, surpassing

human comprehension, and appearing almost

miraculous: London furnishes a remarkable

illustration of this
;
a few months only had

elapsed, the honsesuntenantedby the plague had

scarcely been opened to the new comers from

the country, than they were turned out again

by adisaster more sudden than the former. The

great fire of London, which happened in the

year 1666, broke out Sept. 2nd, at one o clock

f„ the morning, in Pudding-lane (near now

Fish-street), in a quarter of the town closely

built with wooden, pitched houses, and made

such rapid headway under a strong easterly

wind then blowing, that before daylight it

became too great for any hopes of master ng

it by the engines, or even for approaching

within any reasonable distance. Many attempts

were made to prevent the spreading of it by

pulling down houses and making great in-

tervals i but the fire, seizing upon the timbers

and rubbish, soon passed the spaces, and con-

tinued its devastating progress the whole of

Monday and Tuesday. On Tuesday night the

wind slackened a little, and the flames meeting

with brick buildings at the Temple, began to

lose their force gradually on that side, and on

Wednesday a stop was put to it at the 1 emple

Church, near Holborn-bndge, Pye-corner,

Aldersgate, Cripplegate, near the end ot

Coleman-street, at the end of Basinghall-

street, by the postern at the upper end ot

Bishopsgate-street and Leadenhall-street, at

the Standard in Cornliiil, at the Church in

Fencburch-street, near Clotliworkers Halt in

Mincing-lane, at the middle of Mark-lane, and

at the Tower Dock.

Thus, after raging three days with the

utmost violence, and in despite of the feeble

efforts of the inhabitants to check its progress

it gradually ceased, after laying waste and

consuming the buildings on 436 acres of

ground, 400 streets, lanes, &c., 13,200 houses,

the cathedral church of St. Paul, 86 parish

churches, 6 chapels, the magnificent buildings

of Guildhall, the Koval Exchange, Custom-

house, and Blackwell Hall, several hospitals

and libraries, 52 of the companies haHs and

a vast number of other noble edihees, 3 ot tne

city gates, 4 stone bridges, and the prisons ot

Newgate, the Fleet, the Poultry and W ood-

strect Compters, the loss of which, toeetlia
J

with that of merchandize and household

furniture, by the best calculation amounting

to ten millions seven hundred and thirty thou-

sand pounds. ..

Without staying to inquire into the vali-

dity of the numerous reports handed down

* See vol. ii. page 528.

to us concerning the origin of the fire,

which in these days are truly placed to the
[

prejudices and bigotry of the age, we will

proceed at once to notice the permanent

benefits derived by the inhabitants of London

from what was then considered by them an

irreparable calamity. Instead of very narrow,

crooked, and incommodious streets; dark,

irregular, and ill-contrived wooden houses, with

their several stories jutting out, or hanging

over each other, whereby the circulation of the

air was obstructed, noisome vapours produced,

and destructive and obnoxious vermin
harboured,

the order of the King in Council declares

that no man shall henceforth presume to erect

any house or building, great or small, but ot

brick or stone, under penalty of having it

pulled down; the cellars to be wel aiched.

That Fleet-street, Cheapside, Cornhill, and all

other eminent and notorious streets shall be o

sufficient breadth
;
that no lanes or alleys shall

be erected but where absolutely necessary;

that keys or wharfs be formed, and no house to

be erected within so many feet of the river.

Many superb edifices were erected ;
greater

attention was paid to paving and lighting

the streets, and had the plan of Sir Chi is-

topher Wren been carried out, many of our

modern improvements would have followed.

The Building Act of 19 Car. II. determined

that there be only four sorts of buildings,

defined bv the Act, the largest embracing

noblemen’s mansions, not to exceed four stories

hio-h
;
that all new buildings be built with stone

or'brick, with party-walls ;
and three years were

allowed, from the time of the conflagration, to

rebuild the houses destroyed. All bricklayers,

masons, plasterers, and joiners were to enjoy

the privileges of freemen for seven years, or

so long as the building was completing, and

anv exaction by them for material or labour

was punished 'by fine or imprisonment. A
spacious wharf 40 feet in breadth was also

ordered to he erected from Tower-wharf to

Temple-stairs, clear of all buildings other

than cranes and sheds for the convenience ot

landing and preservation of merchandize ,
and

for the more effectual preventing inundations,

Thames-street and the ground between it and

the river Thames to be raised 3 feet. And to

enable the lord mayor and citizens to perform

the stipulations of the Act, they were per-

mitted to exact Is. for every chaldron or ton

of coals imported into the port of London.

The exact width of many of the streets was

defined by this Act.

Another order of council was shortly after

issued to regulate the duty of surveyors, that

special care be taken to preserve as far as

possible uniformity in the lines of houses, the

breast-summers ranging an equal height house

with house; that encouragement be given to

builders for ornament sake the ornaments and

projections of the front buildings to be of rubbed

brick; that the signs be hxed against the

balconies, instead of across the street as here-

tofore, &c. A tax of 6s. 8d. for every foun-

dation was also levied for the surveyor. Rules

and regulations were also laid down for pav-

ing and levelling the streets. Many other local

acts followed for improving and beautifying

the citv. Sir John Evelyn’s plan, as given in

_ _ . .
• .. if. a t would havethe city, oir juiiu o

Maitland’s History of London, would have

greatly added to the beauty of the erty
5
From this time nothing of interest to the

“builder” can be said to have taken place

until 1703, when the metropolis was visited by'

a terrible tempest, which, lasting for eight

hours, committed great devastation, destroying

many spires and turrets, overturning houses

blouung down a vast number of trees and

houses, and killing many people. The city

was particularly afflicted by this visitation

scarcely a house escaping without damage,

and the streets being literally filled with brickB,

tiles, signs, bulks, and pent-houses, and many

of the houses were wholly stripped of their

roofs: some idea of the immense damage may

be formed by the rise of tiles from one guinea

to six pounds the thousand. The damage at

sea exceeded that on land. Twelve men-ot-war

were lost, with above 800 men on board, and

an immense number of merchant-ships, tne

Thames and sea-coasts being covered with

wrecks. In 1709, in consequence of the vast

increase of the city and suburbs, fifty new

churches were ordered to be built, m or near

the cities of London and Westminster, an

additional duty of 2s. per chaldron being laid

upon all coals and culm brought into the port

of London for the space of 137 days, and 3s.

per ton for eight years afterwards. By the

Act 2 Geo. 1, cap. 28, in consequence oF

many contentions having arisen among neigh-

boars concerning rebuilding their houses within

the city and liberties, it was ordained, that it

any person refused or neglected to build his

share of a party-wall after due notice was

given him, his next neighbour may build it tor

him, and oblige the person so neglecting it to

pav the charges of rebuilding it; and that the

water falling from the tops of houses, Sc., should

be conveyed into channels or kennels by pipes

in the front or sides of the houses on pain ot

twenty pounds penalty. In '73 4, tbe

London was lighted by 1,000 lamps only, the

contractors paying the city the sum of 600/.

annually for lighting the same. Every house-

holder paying poor’s-rates being taxed 6s. pel

annum by the contractors, who were compelled

to light only on dark nights till twelve 0 clock

from Michaelmas to Lady-day, excluding

moonlight, or ten nights in every moon. In

this vear an alteration took place, a more

equitable mode of lighting and taxing was

imposed, and the number of lights were

increased to 4,679. About this time the F eet-

ditch was covered in, and converted into a

market. In 1738 the Mansion-house was built

on the site of Stock's-markets, the first pile

was driven at Westminster-bndge, and the

foundations of the Foundling Hospital were

laid. In 1747 a great fire happened in Corn-

hill by which 100 houses were burnt down,

which had the usual effect of improving the

appearance of the city. In 1750 the city was

visited by an earthquake, but
.
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damage being done; it was sensibly felt n the

cities of London and Westminster, H.ghgate,

Hampstead, Greenwich, Richmond, &c.

In 1739 London within Urn Bills of Mol tality

consisted of 5,099 streets and 95,968 houses
,

of which 42,676 houses were insured in the

Hand-in-Hand Fire-office, at 9 231,4007., and

7 852 in the Westminster tire-omce, at

°*059 12U The rents of the houses at a

medium within the city and suburbs were

estimated at 267. 2s. lid. each, or 2,509,160/.

3s. 7d. for the whole.

Having thus noticed every matter of interest

to the builder connected with the vicissitudes

and progressive improvements of London up to

the present time, we shall conclude with a few

remarks on its present condition. London

now stands pre-eminent among nations p
its

nrooress in architectural improvements since

1814 is acknowledged even by foreigners to be

marvellous ;
and the piles of buildings meeting

the eye at every turn in tile West-end, are

unerring testimonials of the increasing wea th

of its inhabitants, comparatively little affected

bv an enormous taxation, the result of

long-protracted war. Its proudest edifices

are the results of individual enterprise unaided

bv the government; for though the lattei affects

rivalry, it cannot hope to surpass the numerous

monuments of individual enterprise with

which this great metropolis is adorned . its

docks, bridges, canals, the colleges and hos-

pitals, theatres, clubs, palaces picture-gal-

leries, breweries, distilleries, and other public

works. The inhabitants walk with pleasure

the carefully-paved and well-regulated streets

by day, and the illuminated stree s hy night,

secured from violence byawe l-regulated police

andan endless stream of wealth flowing in fion

all quarters of the globe, however unequally

distributed, is still in some degree shared b

all. “ When,” says the Marquis de \ errnon

“ I reflect on the variegated scenes whicl

hourly draw my notice; when I add to m

own observation those of others, on whoa

lodgment I can rely; when I gaze upon th

mighty metropolis, so rapidly augmenting i

siz! and grandeur
;
when I recollect the hlg

moral and military character which your arm

attained in the last war; when, extending m

views to literary and scientific subjects, 1 tin

that while the Duke of Wellington triumph

in the field, Dr. Jenner and Sir H. Daiy wet

immortalizing both themselves and Ore.

Britain by discoveries for which they w

receive the blessings of ages yet unborn ,
ar.

that Crabb, Moore, Scott, and Byron af

raising the poetical fame of the country, St

live, and still promise to carry higher tM

own and England’s reputation; when 1 p

all these contemporary
circumstances tnget i

I am compelled, in spite of early prepossessmi.

to acknowledge that you are rapidly approac



ing- the goal of national greatness.” Twenty
years have passed since the above was written,
and since then improvement has marched
through the metropolis with giant strides, swell-
ing her dimensions and multiplying her inhabi-
tants, and still we appear as far as ever from
the goal of our greatness. West, north, east,and south, we see London still stretching forth
its thousand arms, swallowing up every villam its environs, and compassing every obstacle
which it cannot overcome; and railways, as so
tnany main arteries, diverging on every side

1

trom the great seat of life, must and will give
additional impetus to its trade and commerce
and contribute to swell out still further its ex-
tent and population. As the powers of thehuman mind become developed, as improve-
ment keeps pace with invention, as wealth
increases with the increase of our wants and
requirements, so we find the sting of pestilence
and disease lose its force. Time and space
annihilated, and apparent impossibilities ac-
complished, we find the means of national, in-
tellectual, and physical enjoyment awaiting
our disposal. °

In the m idst of increasing prosperity and the
almost universal pursuit of wealth by the
shortest possible road, it is gratifying to find
that in the rage for improvement, the poor
are not quite forgotten

;
that the most consi-

derate attention is being paid to the drainage
and ventilation of this and other largo cities
and the dwellings of the poor are not altogether
overlooked

: the new Buildings Act will go
iar to mitigate the sufferings of the labouring
classes by disposing them in healthy and
commodious dwellings, and ere long the exer-
tions of philanthropy will go much further
in removing those moral plague-spots wherein
poverty and crime are necessarily associated,
'cursed with a tainted atmosphere and the
society of each other. St. Giles’s, once the
impenetrable sanctuary for the Alsatian the
'highwayman, and the street brawler, noted
tor its tilth and squalid wretchedness, is gra-
dually disappearing; hut, unless timely means
are taken the evil is only removed to another
guarter of the metropolis, not eradicated

; it is
herefore the bounden duty of the legislature
to apply more effectual measures for enforcing
cleanliness, ventilation, and drainage in all
crowded places. Private benevolence may mi-
ugato, but it cannot eradicate the evil. Bathsmd wash-houses will do much towards puriiV-
Jig these abodes of vice and wretchedness
education will do much more, but nothing
immanent can be expected until the mean!

.

an honest living are placed at every man’s
isposal. Many means to attain ends so
oily desirable are devised in the present day
!ut political quackery is too apt to usurp the
oat of Christian benevolence, and the millions
oust still suffer on until property, under its
arious forms, awakens to a sense of its duties •

ien, indeed, London will have reached the
oal of its greatness and prosperity.
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local arrangement of their buildings, the
needful accommodations, drainage, sewerage
and other requisites, It i, conceived that
speculations of this kind may obtain favouramongst capitalists, as it can be shewn that the
required outlay may make a good return evenwhile tenants are better and more cheaolv
accommodated than at present, if only care be
taken to keep up the character of the new
buildings in moral and physical respects, which
it is by no means beyond the power of prudent
regulation to accomplish. The gentlemen,
With Whom this movement originates, con-
template both the erection of buildings in open
suburban situations, and the substitution of
improved dwellings for masses of the older andmore ruinous parts of the city. In every case
there will he due care taken to provide open-
air spaces for the recreation of children, apart
from contaminating street influences; general
accommodation for washing may also he
furnished, if, upon due deliberation, thought
advisable; ventilation, the supply of water, and
arrangements for the removal of all kinds of
reinse, will be special objects

;
in short, while

no extravagant views of any kind are enter-
tertained, it is believed, that, by good practical
arrangements, and working upon a large
instead of a narrow scale, the working classesmay be supplied with domestic accommo-
dations, comprehending a large amount of
comfort, favourable to, instead of destructive
of health

;
and lastly, but not least, promotive

of their moral interests, seeing that a home
winch we can love and delight in is, by
universal acknowledgment, the first requisite
to the virtues.

—

Scotsman.

©Cituary.

.IPROYED DWELLINGS FOR THE WORK-ING CLASSES IN EDINBURGH.

Thu public will he gratified to learn that
e preliminary measures are in progress for
lling a public meeting with the design of
mstltuting a sanatory council, or association
I- the promotion of public health in our city,
le state of the Old Town is now such thatme vigorous effort is certainly necessary, in

,

r *°
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?
r >• a more fitting residence for

eh of the middle and working classes as have
sir abode in it. There is a clamant need

|

P>rt>cujar for improved dwellings for therkmg classes, and, indeed, for an extension
the number of houses devoted to their ac-
inmodetion, as it is found at present nearly
possible for a working man to obtain such a
lelling as he requires, and could well pay for.
e first object now in view is to form andmg council of gentlemen competent to
leitain and judge of measures desirable for
p public health, which they shall endeavour
oromote by all means within their power,
longst their duties will he that of dealing
i private parties, individually, or joint-
:;k companies, who maybe disposed to build

houses for the working classes, on irn-
e

/^ principles, giving to such parties the
leht of their authority and sanction, provided
' they follow the proper rules as to the

THE LATE ALFRED BARTHOLOMEW
ESQ., F.S.A.

In accordance with the promise contained
in our last number, we now proceed to lay be-
fore our readers some notice of the life and
works of this gentleman, whose death took
place on the 2nd day of the present month, in
the midst of a career of usefulness, and at thevery time that a life of untiring zeal, self-
denial, and study, had apparently placed within
his grasp, at no distant period, complete
success in this world

; which, however, it
has pleased the all-wise Arbiter of our fates
he should never enjoy.
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as born !n LondoD on the
-

.

March, 1801, and although he had ac-
quired at school only that moderate decree ofeducation which usually falls to the lot of thoseamongst the middle ranks of society who are
not destined for one of the learned professions,
his early-developed devotion to geometry and
science in general determined his father tobring him up to the profession of an archi-
tect, and he was therefore articled to Mr. J
II. Good then of Hatton Garden (a former
pupil of Sir John Soane), now the surveyor
to some of her Majesty’s palaces, and to the
Commissioners for BuildingNew Churches,

&

c .Mi . JJartholomew’s destiny being thus fixed
he applied himself to the study of his profes-
sion, as well as to other congenial pursuits,
\\ ith all the energy that was inseparable from
his character: up early in the morning dur-
ing his pupilage, he employed himself in care-
tu!ly measuring and delineating, amongst other
buddings, the most beautiful parts of the Bank
ot England, with a reverence for Soane, towhom, by his connection with Mr. Good heseemed in some sort to claim kindred.

’

Respective, whilst he was under articles,
received, as it always should do, the carefulstudy ot the aspirant; and having in this
respect acquired the requisite proficiency, hewas called upon to communicate it to theyounger branches of a noble family, where he
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Pecuniary gratification that
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h 'm fr°m the studies to which hehad devoted himself.
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’ alth<>ugh apparently

the all-absorbing subject, did not entirely en-
gross him

; amidst an attention to it which
appeared to be undivided, he yet found time
tor the acquisition of several languages, and
compiled, unknown to any, a new version of

1 Q o
.Balms, which was published in the year

tbdl, under the title of “ Sacred Lyrics, being
an attempt to render the psalms of David
more applicable to parochial psalmody.”

This work, a labour of love, contains strains
ot the sweetest character, and occasionally thesublime pathos of the original appears through

I ttlf
‘?h

- t'Tr
"-‘th a force and beauty hut

little diminished (and this is saying much) by
the change into our own language

;
and although

containing some inequalities, yet, on the
far exceeds the general tameness

of Nicholas Brady and Nahum Tate as their
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abr tbe antiquated dulness of
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H°P ki " s - Still, and thoughwarmly praised by nearly the whole bench of
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Pli,llemar >' letters t0 the a“thor,
it has yet made no way m public use.
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he lcation of the Psalms, Mr.Bai tholomew s literary labours appear to have
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° recording from time to timethe thoughts ultimately embodied by him in his
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PracticaI Architecture,”which work, displaying, as it does, some singu-
larities and blemishes, perhaps the too common
accompaniment of genius, may he studied withadvantage by every member of the profession,and 13 calculated to effect much good. Itcannot fail to become a standard book.
Besides the “Specifications,” Mr. Bartho-lomew ,s the author of “ Hints relative to the

Construction of hire-proof Buildings” (very
favourably reviewed in the Gentleman’s foaga-

fmm :
and

,

of
.

var,ous fugitive papers that havefrom time to time appeared before the public,
as well of a professional as of a non-profes-
aional character. He has left uncompleted nu-
“.er?“ sketches of a miscellaneous nature, full
ot ability, but not fitted for publication. Ilisleading articles as editor of this journal during
the past year are before the public, and havlreceived favourable judgment, as evinced bvthe increased circulation of the periodical
during Ins connection with it.

Amongst the most prominent objects of Mr.
Bartholomew s thoughts was Gothic Architec-
ture, in tbe study of which he was enthusiastic;
and hence in a great measure (prompted by
his veneration for those itinerant architects, towhose genius we owe the magnificence and
beauty of our Gothic cathedrals) arose his
zeal in favour of the society known as
Freemasons of the Church, for the re-

covery, maintenance, and furtherance of the
true principles and practice of architecture,”
which was commenced by him.
Few men are better acquainted than he waswith either the old or the new Buildino- Actand with regard to the latter, he had frequent

conespondence with the Earl of Lincoln
whilst it was being framed and carried through
Parliament; his last work was to correcthe proofs of his “ Cyclopedia of the New
Metropolitan Building Act,” upon which hebestowed the utmost labour and attention. Iliscanvass for the district surveyorship of Horn-
sey, to which he was elected by a very lar<>-o
majority only a few weeks ago, appears to have

, 7°"
k"” ,

a" attack rheumatic
gout and fever, hut through this his physicians
fully expected him to struggle; taking cold,
however, bronchitis resulted, which unhappily
proved but too fatal.

" *
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H'S brother, Mr. Valentine Bartholomew,
holds the appointment of Flower Painter toher Majesty, and is well known as a most able
artist in his particular department.

JW Church at South Shields.—

T

he
foundation-stone of this church was laid by
Robert Ingham, Esq., of Weston, on the 26th
“ Li1 18 ar,'anged to receive a congregation
or aUU, and the plans have been so skilfully
designed by Mr. Salvin, the architect, and the
execution of the work by Mr. Alderson is to
be of so substantial a character, that accom-
modation may be added for a larger number
when required. The church is intended to be
ready for divine service on the 1st of June
next .—Ninecastle Journal.

Keswick Church.—This church is about
to undergo a general alteration and repair at
the estimated cost of upwards of 3,000f.,which will be laid out for that purpose by a
private gentleman, J. Stranger, Esq., of theDovecot, Keswick. The same gentlemansome time ago built a new school for the

j'if! l
’S

tou'n which cost upwards of
1,00°/. I„ Keswick church yard lie the re-



WINDOW IN AISLE, DUTCH CHURCH,

THE BUILDER.

AUSTIN FRIARS.
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Plan of Window.

danger to all the inhabitants next adjoining.”

Fifty or sixty pounds, it was shewn, would

have preserved the structure, but the request

was refused, and as the citizens had not the

spirit to repair it themselves, the steeple was

demolished.
The present church is a spacious structure

divided into three compartments (nave and

aisles) by two ranges of pillars and pointed

arches, as stated more at length in page 348,

and is lighted by a series of large windows

on each side: one of which, and they are

all alike, is represented by the accompanying

plan, elevation, and sections, carefully mea-

x f *

suredand drawn by Mr. Caveler. A is a sec-

tion of the reveal, B of the label-moulding,

V

and C of the cill. The tracery of the window

is not uncommon in woi'ksof the 14th century;

one example may be seen in Worstead Church,

Norfolk, figured' in the “ Oxford Glossary.”

In the following number we shall give

similar drawings of the large west window.

We propose to refer hereafter to these and

other details (which we shall furnish from time

to time) in illustration of a connected series of

papers on the history of Gothic architecture

and the characteristics of works of different

periods.

GOTHIC DETAILS FROM THE DUTCH
CHURCH, AUSTIN FRIARS.

In the second volume of The Builder,

at page 6 and page 348, there is a general

account of the Dutch Church in Austin

Friars, so far as relates to its history, with

views of the west end and interior. It is a

part of the ancient Priory of St. Augustine,

the chief residence of the friars of that order

in England,* whence the name of the place.

After the dissolution of the monastic orders,

the Priory of St. Augustine fell into various

hands : the west end of the conventual church

was granted for the use of the Germans and

other fugitive Protestants, and the remainder

was appropriated to meaner purposes. 1 he

steeple was standing in the year 1609, and

seems to have been held in great esteem, if we

may judge from the words of a memorial from

the lord mayor and citizens, praying the

Marquis of Winchester, the owner, to repair

it.t The memorial said: “The fall ot it,

which without speedy prevention is near at

hand, must needs bring with it not only a great

deformitie to the whole city, it being for archi-

tecture one of the beautifullest and rarest

spectacles thereof, but also a fearful eminent

* Founded by Humfrcy de Bohun, Earl of Hereford and

Essex, 1252, and re-edified in the year 1351, by his descen-

dant of the »am« name.

t The previous Marquis of Winchester built a mansion

on the site of the monastery called Winchester-place. In

Winchester-street there are still many of the overhanging

houses with gables towards the road, which were at one time

general, but are now hardly to be found in London.

TABLE OF CREDENCE.

The credence was a small table by the side

of the altar on which the bread and wine were-

placed before consecration. There is a good

specimen in the church of St. Cross, near

Winchester. Sometimes its place was sup-

plied by a shelf in the niche above the piscina-

In reply to a correspondent, who inquires the'

origin of the term, we give the following:

—

It was once the office of a servant called,

the prmgustator, to taste every dish before it

was placed on the dinner-table, in order both

that the cookery might be tested, and all fear

of poison removed from the guests. (See

“ Facciolati’s Lexicon, ’—Praegustator.) He
who did this was said by the Italians far 'la.

credenza, and thus credenza or credentia, came

in time to mean the side table on which this

process was performed, and afterwards was

applied to any side table, such as were those on

which the elements were placed previous to

their being carried to the altar, (bee Ducange.

ver. “ Credentia.”)



MR. COCKERELL’S LECTURES ON
ARCHITECTURE.

On Thursday, the 9th instant, Professor
Cockerell delivered the introductory lecture of
his course on Architecture at the Royal
Academy. He pointed out the insufficiency of
SIX lectures to convey any adequate knowledge
ot the principles of architecture, and that all
the prolessor could do was to give the proper
bent to the studies of his hearers. Himself
nsen from the ranks of the profession, he
could better enforce the dictum of Vitruvius
that it was the union of theory and practice
which made the skilful architect. He strongly
urged the importance of present studies, for
which every encouragement and great facilities
were afforded by the Institute of British Archi-
tects, and by the courses at King’s College and
the London University.

T here was a distinction between genius and
taste

; one was the gift of Nature, but taste was
to be acquired by learning and by examination
ot the history of past times. The lecturerwas limited to uphold the authority of former

The difficulty to define' taste was
great, yet all men would confess ignorance
but never want of taste. It had been perhaps
best explained as “ that sensitive rectitude
or lefinement of judgment which we cal]
taste. Lemus was essential to success in the

bu
,

t
.

taste
> or

,

learning, was demanded ofhe architect, and it did seem that a certain
inspect for the practice of former times was
desirable and necessary in him. There wasgreat contention in the present day about styles •

one cried out for something suited to theclimate!
another for a style nurtured in the country.
I he Germans who had not long ago emerged

Wnd"
n

'f

arbarlS
T’ ,

bad sou£ht in the »‘o?ies
1 Wodin for a mythology to supplant the old;

i
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but the respect of ages was not yet to be set atnaught, and the lovl „f classic art would againpreva, let prcjc"' opinion say „,hat it

.mlv s»

h
f
leCtUre

’
ea, 'mn

e' waa essential, and theon y safe course was, not by acting counter tobut in the spent of those rules which ages had
registered. The art was built on the afeumu.
lated evidence of former times

;
that calculated

to satisfy the future must be founded upon thepreceding. Pope had well said
“ When first young Maro, in his boundless mindA work to outlast immortal Rome design'd,

Perhaps he seem’d above the critic's law
And but from Nature’s fountains scorned to draw •

But when to examine every part he came.
Nature and Homer were, he found, the same
Convinced, amazed, he checks the bold designAnd rates as strict his labour’d work confine,

’

as it the Stagyrite o’erlooked each line.
Learn hence for ancient rules a just esteem,—
lo copy nature is to copy them."
In the present day all styles were in request

;

the scholar desired to be reminded in his resi-
P
i

e°ple the first in learning and in
ait, the titled possessor of broad lands erected
the donjon keep in the pride of feudal times :each class had its particular association. Theabsurd turns which style had taken in our own
recollection were almost beyond our ownpowers of belief. The accident that made

fh * rh?‘
Cbambers a supercargo, first gave us

! l -it ?u
S<?

T7
Sty G

?
the 'vork of Denon hoodedus with the Egyptian

; had Algiers or Mogador
piesented the least thing available, our neigh-
bours, more susceptible than we are, would havetaken it up. Fashion would have its day itwarped our taste; and the architect’s 'only
proper course was to have his buildings con-
structed upon permanent principles, recurring
to history, and regardless of the fashion of the
day. rope said :

—

“ Something there is more needful than expense,And something previous e’en to taste—'tis sense •

Good sense. Which onty is the gift of Heaven,
’

And, though no science, fairly worth the seven.”
I he efforts of professors were now morethan ever necessary, as, without unwarrantable

complaining, it must be said that the present

from tht h‘
e WaS

r
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,

<1 - He considered so

l !S
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b,e”Ce of all originality, the com-
p'll

6 indifference of the public to style, and the

Htion
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practice of al1 s ‘y|es - Compe-^ 5,“? °‘d ™ niixed

of if Th’p I ? ,

80 ,nJ“ r'ous to the interestsor art. I he ait likewise suffered trreatlvfrom

The beautiful balustrade of a hridgo had beenswept away entire by an engineer a„dr“
ft!.""-

“ d
remonsti ance. The buildings of our greatest

d
!

d "ot escape. Neverthelesf, therewas all to hope from ihe future, and Barry’sprediction might be held as true, that “ he hadlived a hundred years too soon.” Great workshad been impossible, and in one “ glorious ”

80
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n
8mi,Ch ^ WOuld bave raised800 pubhc buildings. Royal patronage haddone every thing for art abroad

;
it would beseen what public patronage could do inEngland, and it behoved the students to employthen time m such manner as to benefit the

The lecture concluded shortly after nineo clock, amidst the general applause of anattendee audience. We did not notice manyof our older professional brethren amongst theprofessor s auditors
; we trust they will Ittendhis succeeding lectures, as their presence is acompliment which his services merit.

i&rto iJoolisi

ltd England. Edited and Published by Chas
Knight. London, 1844. Vol. I.

The first yolume of this extraordinary work
'h.ch is literally what it professes to be, a pic-onal museum of regal, ecclesiastical, baro-
lal, municipal, and popular antiquities, is now
ompleted, and includes the British period
soman period, Anglo-Saxon period, and the
eriod lrom the Norman conquest to the end
l the reign of Richard III., A.D. 1485. It

contains no less than 1,390 illustrations, twelve
of which are illuminated engravings, folio size
for a sum which is so small, as to put the book
within the reach of all classes. Unlike whatwere cal ed cheap books formerly, it may bedepended on too, and we again say, conscien-
tiously, that it is an extraordinary work
Amongst ihe illuminated illustrations are views
of the interior of the Temple Church, Edward
the Confessor’s Chapel, at Westminster, Henry
the Seventh s Chapel, and the Oratory of theBeauchamp Chapel, Warwick.
The subjoined specimen of the wood en-

|

gravings, representing the middle quadrangle

of
P
th

“ P°“rt
,

Pa ' aue
-
is "Ot by

q
any means
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one of the best, but was selected by us thatwe might remmei our readers of the proximityof tins , merest,ng structure to the metropolis,

vLit
h
,°
Se
T
h ° have not been ^one to

' m
The

.

cllaP0l, the great hall, and various
offices remain as they were built by Wolscvand King Henry VIII. ’ >

The collection of pictures is full of interest
especially as historical illustrations, and tocrown all, there are Raphael’s cartoons forour study and admiration.
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DRY ROT.

Damp is not only a cause of decay, but es-

sential to it
;
while, on the other hand, absolute

wet, especially at a low temperature, preven s

it. This latter must be understood to imply

more than the partial immersion to which log-

rafts are usually subject ;
for that is a practice

unquestionably injurious to the timbei. i i g

and planking' under damp foundations, not-

withstanding the incontrovertible instances

which can be adduced of their long endurance,

are practices decidedly bad ;
for the decay of the

timber is little less than certain : the sink-

ine of the superstructure must obviously keep

pace with it, and the settlement being irre-

gular, must produce fractures m the edifice.

Again we say, if the wet is perfect, the result

is otherwise. Old refuso-ivood that has been

lying about in timber yards, imbibing mois-

ture from the earth, makes bad bearers for

logs; for itis more or less decayed, and therefore

infections. To bed timbers in mortar, which

is liable to continue long in a humid state, is

bad • under such circumstances decay may be

expected: to prevent this chance, it was en-

acted by the 19th Car. 2, cap. 3 that bond and

plates, the ends of girders, &c„ should be

bedded in loam instead of mortar : it may he

here remarked that sawn timbers are, in their

sides, more subject to the influence of moisture

than such as have been split; for, os the sow

cuts through the fibres, the moisture is afforded

more ready access; for this reason cleft pales

are the most durable. Hasty finishing on

damp walls delays drying, and must induce

premature decay where timbers are confined :

drying therefore should, in favourable weather,

be accelerated by a free admission of air, and in

the night by fires, but not too strong, for that

would cause the wood-work to shrink and

The confinement of timbers under most cir-

cumstances is attended with the worst conse-

quences; yet a partial ventilation tends, as an

able writer has expressed it, to fan the

flame” of decay, and hasten rather than pre-

vent it: floors in general do not afford good

facilities for ventilation, and are therefore very

liable to decay : the joints of even well-yenti-

lated framing frequently afford illustration of

this; for when the timber has not been

thoroughly seasoned, the moisture which there

,
b •_

.1 the nnrta hems- neither

In the memoirs of Pepys, who was secretary

to the Admiralty during the reigns of Charles

II. and James II., reference is made to a com-

mission which was appointed to inquire into

the state of the navy, and from which it ap-

pears that thirty ships, called new ships, for

want of proper care and attention, had toad-

stools growing in their holds as big as one s

fists, and were in so complete a state of decay,

that some of the planks had dropped from their

side*.” In the European Magazine for Dec.,

1811, it is stated that, “ about 1798, there was,

at Woolwich, a ship in so bad a state, that the

deck sunk with a man’s weight, and the orange

and brown-coloured fungi were hanging, in

the shape of inverted cones from deck to

deck ” In the Transactions of the Society of

Arts, vol. xxi
.
p. 294, we find that “ an oak

barn floor, which had been laid twelve years,

began to shake upon the joists, and, on exa-

mination, was found to be quite rotten in va-

rious parts; the planks, 2} inches in thick-

ness, were nearly eaten through, except the

outside, which was glossy, and apparently with-

out blemish. The rotten wood was partly in

the state of an impalpable powder, of a snuff-

colour, other parts were black, and the rest

clearly fungus. No earth was near the wood.

In timber which has been only superficially

seasoned, and the heartward sap of which has

never been discharged, this disease is produced

internally, and has been known to convert the
internally, ana n#» , .,

entire substance of a beam, excepting only the

. - * f tUmi.-nocc in which the

thoroughly seasuueu, wo -

seeks escape, and (from the parts being net her

, f . -..ffielentliMinon to allow
perfectly clc

pe, anu — n

perfectly close nor yet sufficiently open to allow

dampness to evaporate) is confined, invariably

induces decay. Timbering to basement floors

and in close cellars, is destroyed in a very shoit

Damp combined with warmth is, as a

destroying agent, still more active than simple

damp 'alone—the heat being understood as

insufficient to carry off the moisture by eva-

poration ;
and the higher the temperature,

with a corresponding degree of moisture, the

more rapid the decay. The kind of composi-

tion produced in this way is called rot, and

is of two kinds, distinguished as wet rot and

dry rot

:

these proceed from the same primary

causes, the difference between them being

constituted by the disparity in the evaporation ;

where that is free, and disperses the gaseous

products of the putrefaction, we have wet rot;

where there is not a free circulation of pure

atmospheric air, to absorb all the moisture

and carry off these products, they combine in

the formation of a parasitical fungus called

boletus lachryrnans, belonging to the botanical

class cryptogamia ,
and thus we have dry rot

:

of this serious evil it is important to be well

Dry rot, externally, first makes its appear-

ance as a mildew, or rather a delicate white

vegetation, that looks like such. This stage

of the disease, if not one more advanced, is

almost invariably found to be arrived at in

the American timber brought over to this coun-

try in the confined and heated holds of ships
;

its next step is a collecting together of the

fibres of the vegetation into a more decided

form, somewhat like hoar-frost; after which it

speedily assumes the leathery, compact cha-

racter of the fungus, forming into leaves

i- ! J I . . 1 ^ ..II ^ipn/ilw\ll3 U Tt tl Pr 3'
spreading rapidly in all directions and over all

materials, and freqimaterials, ana frequently ascending the walls

to a considerable height, the colour variable-

white, greyish white, and violet, light or de-

cided brown, &c. To give a forcible idea of

the serious extent to which this disease will

attain when once it takes root and is left un-

arrested, we shall collect some scattered cases.

entire suosiunuu »> « r ^ . = ,

external inch or two of thickness to which the

seasoning had penetrated, into a fi
.

ne
>
w " lte

>

and thread-like vegetation, uniting in a thick

fungous coat at the ends, the semblance being

that of a perfectly sound beam, thus serving as

a mask to mislead the inexperienced. In this

internal rot, a spongy or fungous substance is

formed between the fibres.
.

The first symptoms of rottenness in timbei

are swelling, discoloration, and mould.ness,

accompanied with a musty smell
;
in its greater

advance the fibres are found to shrink length-

ways and break, presenting many deep fissures

across the wood
;
the fibres crumble readily to

a fine snuff-like powder, but retain, when un-

disturbed, much of their natural appearance.

The prevention of dry rot, or growth of

fungos, has engaged the attention of se.entihc

men for a very long period
;
and much floun-

dering has there been in their meritorious en-

deavours towards accomplishing this de>.table

object. Some of the means tried, while cal-

culated to prevent vegetation, were found to

introduce evils as great as those they were

intended to obviate
;
even now, although much

has been achieved, it is to be feared lt
j
cm“' ns

>

in a great measure, a vemta mmtw- 1 be

most favourite theory has been that of impreg-

nating the pores of the wood with some such

substance as should arrest putrefaction and

materials have somet.mes been introduced for

this purpose which produced an effect juet the

opposite of what was anticipated. About 16/0

a Mr. Jackson, with a view to the prevention

of decay, obtained permission to prepare some

timber "to be used in the national yards, by

immersing it in a solution of salt wate^ hme

muriate of soda, potash, tpsom salts, &c. the

result of which dose was, that the vessels built

with it were rendered more perishable than it

they had been constructed of unprepared tim-

ber. Between 1768 and 1773, a practice pre-

vailed of saturating the timbers of ships with

common salt, but this was found to cause a

rapid corrosion of the iron fastenings, and to

fill the vessels between decks with a continual

damp vapour. Subsequently, mundtc, found

in the mines in Devonshire, was employed, In a

state of fusion, to eradicate present and pre-

vent future growth
;
hut whether its efficacy

was proved by time, we have not been able to

ascertain. , , - , .

Quick-time, with damp, has been found to

accelerate putrefaction ;
but when dry, and in

such large quantity as to absorb all moisture

from the wood, the latter is hardened and ren-

dered durable; vessels long in the lime-tr^e

have afforded proof of this fact. W lute-wash

or lime-water has been strongly recommended

for use between the decks ot ships, as being

unfavourable to vegetation. Smoke-drying,

oven-drying, scorching, and charring, have the

effect of hardening wood, contributing to its

durability, and preventing and destroying in-

fection; 'but they may only be adopted with

timber which has previously undergone a

thorough seasoning. Steaming is also un-

derstood to prevent dry-rot. The piles sup-

posed to have been driven by order of Julius

Caesar, when he forded the Thames at Cowey

Stakes, near Shepperton, were charred; and

when taken up some five-and-thirty years

ago, were found in a complete state, free from

decay. The incorruptibility of charcoal is well

known, whether it bo buried in the earth, ex-

posed to the atmospheric action, or to that ot

water ;
the beams of the theatre of Hercula-

neum, which were reduced to that state by

lava, were, after a period of nearly eighteen

centuries, found to be perfect; the charred feet

of posts which are put into the ground attord

proof of its efficacy
;

the flag-ship, Royal

William ,
at Spithead, built in 1719, the inner

surface of the planks of which only were

charred, was an example of great durability.

Amongst other advantages, rats will not touch

charcoal, neither will the white ants and cock-

roaches, so common in the Indies, commit their

depredation, where charring has been em-

ployed. ,

But the methods which have most engrossed

the public attention of late years are those re-

spectively distinguished as Kyan’s, s
»

Burnett’s, patents, &c. In the years 18dd to

183G, at the Arsenal, Woolwich, experiments

were instituted, having for their object the es-

tablishing or otherwise the claims of that first

mentioned, and the results of which were of

a very satisfactory nature : the Ivyanised spe-

cimens generally, which were submitted to the

fungus-pit, when taken out at the end of three

rears, being sound, while duplicate pieces,

unprepared, were found in various stages of

decav. Certain questions, however, presented

themselves:— 1st, Whether the impregnation

to which the timber had been subjected might

not be removable by some cause, and perhaps

generate an atmosphere noxious and mju-

rious to health. 2nd, Whether the .strength

of the timber were impaired or otheriiose. L he

first was satisfactorily determined by Dr. * ara-

d ay,*who proved by experiment that the com-

bination was not simply mechanical but chemt

cal, and that a permanently compound material

as formed
;
the second was solvedjrv expen-

was tormea
;
me secuuu — r--

ments made bv Capt. Alderson, C.E., upon

ash and Christiania deal, and which shewed

that the rigidity of the timber was enhanced,

but its strength in some measure impaired ;
its

specific gravity being also somewhatdimimshed.

Another question yet remains open how far,

since the impregnation has not been traced to

a depth greater than half an inch, does this

process meet our requirements? and, after the

satisfactory conclusion arrived at, as above re-

lated, and the evidence of the facts upon which

it was so reasonably founded, bow are we to

meet the assertion of Mr. Pritchard, C.E., of

Shoreham, made in 1842?— “ The sleepers

Kyanised five years ago, and in use at the

W. 1 . Dock warehouses, have been discovered

to decay rapidly ;
and the wooden tanks at the

Anti- Dry-Rot Company’s principal yard are

decayed :” but more from this gentleman here-

after. Mr. Kyan’s infusion is corrosive subli-

mate, and the' process consists in submersing

the timber in tanks for about a week, then

taking it out and drying: Sir Humphey Davj

had previously recommended a weak solution

of the same thing, to be used as a wash when

rot had made its appearance. Dr. Birkbech

made a favourable exposition of the process a:

pursued by Mr. Kyan ;
Sir John Barrow ant

the Duke' of Portland impugn it; and Lore

Manners and Dr. Moore follow on the satm

side. The Paynising process, besides profess

ing to preserve timber from dry-rot and th

ravages of insects, is said to render it unin

flammable, or at least to deprive it in a grea

measure of combustibility.
James Wylson.

Altar-piece, St. James’s Church, Beb

mondsey.—About seventy sketches, it is salt

were submitted to the committee in reply

their advertisement. The successful comp'

titor is Mr. John Wood, of Charlotte-stree

Fitzroy-square. After the picture is painte:

however, the premium will not be paid, unlel

referees, to be appointed, shall pronounce <

worth the sum offered, 500/.

Statue of Prince Albert.—A comnutt

of the most influential merchants of the city!

in course of formation to erect by subscripts

a full-length marble statue of Prince Albe

in the Royal Exchange, in commemoration r

his having laid the first stone.
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ON TIMBER SCAFFOLDING FOR

BUILDINGS.
By Thomas Grissell, Assoc. Inst., C.E.

Fi-om the Proceedings of the Institution of Civil
Engineers

.)
In adopting; the principle of timber scaffold-

ing; for bgildings, in preference to poles and
ropes, Messrs. Grissell and Peto, the con-
tractors, were influenced by considerations of
saving both time and expense. They had
long been impressed with the want of scientific
principle exhibited in the ordinary scaffolding,
and were more readily induced to turn their
attention to that now referred to, which they
believe to be an essential improvement, and
calculated to be of considerable advantage to
contractors on large works.

I he author is well aware of the progress
which has recently been made by the civil
engineers and architects of this country, but
he ventures to claim some share of merit for
the practical builders, to whom is committed
the execution of the works designed by the
engineer and architect; and when a review is
taken of the stupendous public works which
have been executed within the last few years,
it is evident, that without the exercise of great
skill, and the introduction of new modes of
reducing labour, the amount of work could
not have been executed within the time.
The necessity for this reduction of labour

on large works had been long felt in the north,
and methods had been adopted in consequence,
to emulate which, this timber scaffolding was
intioduced to London. The system had been
employed, in rather a rude form, by Mr.
Tomkinson of Liverpool, in his quarries and
stone yards, for moving stones of large di-
mensions. Scaffolding of a somewhat similar
kind was used in the erection of the Arc de
Triomphe, BarriiVe de l’Etoile, and at the
Egl ise de la Madeleine, at Paris.*
The first time it was used bv the author’s

Jrm was for the erection of the 'Reform Club-
house (Pall Mall), under Mr. Barry, in 1838

;then at the large graving-dock at her Majesty’s
Dock-yard, Woolwich, under Mr. Walker
v Pres. Inst. C. E.), in 1839; and it is now
employed very extensively at the New Houses
)f Parliament. In these constructions its
general applicability was proved, and in the
;re
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'son Column (commenced
n 1340), where it was carried up to the height
>f 180 feet, its stability at a considerable
devation was fully tested. Its usefulness is
nan ifes ted by the facilities which it affords to
he workmen, particularly in buildings of stone.
*y its aid

> and with the travelling machine at
ts summit, one mason, or ‘setter’, can set as
ouch work in one day, as was formerly done
) three days

; whilst at least six labourers are
ispensed with, who, with the old mode of
eaffolding, were always required to be in
ttendance. It is also well known that
eaffolding poles and cords are not only ex-
tensive, but are subject to rapid decay, and
‘ter a few years’ wear become useless

;
in

ict, the scaffolding of a moderately extensive
uikling costs a large sum when first pur-
nased, but it is almost valueless after a
Dmparatively short period of time. Such is
Dt the case with the timber scaffolding, which
av be said to be of no greater cost to the
imtractor than the expense of its erection,
ihich will not exceed in any ordinary case
.ree-pence per foot cube. It is not secured
rgether by either bolts or spikes, so that the
aste is trifling

;
and after having performed

i duty as a scaffold, it may be removed
lecemeal into the building, at the level of
Ich Moor, and be used directly for constructin'*-
e roof and the internal carpentry of the
uctui e. 1 he timber having become seasoned
its exposure to the weather, is consequently

Itter fitted for immediate use.
These advantages have been proved in the
hidings which have been mentioned, and
ler an experience of more than five years,
1 author strongly recommends the adoption
the system. He also advises its use in

moving and working large stones, either for permanent erections, or in masons’ vards Tf
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10 feet over the^ ">e acaffolding would be found to answer the^rpofe of
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cafroi ‘Jl1’? at tlle Nelson Column, designed by Mr. Allen, under whose direction

account of the ease with which they could be withdrawn, andTecause1 1 °1
injured. 1 lie base of the scaffold was 96 feet square, exclusive of the raltino- I rn
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r The square timber scaffolding was employed by Domenic
1 *®®, for the erection of the Egyptian Obelisk in

it of St. Peter s at Rome. The means employed in thatk are shewn in detail, in engravings, dated 158(5. in the
fsession of Mr. Allen, at the New Houses of Parliament
i. they are described with many other methods of usincwe timber scaffolding for external and infernal construc-
s in the • Contignationes, ac pontes Nicolai ZabaeUa

quibusdam ingeniosis praxibus, ac descriptione
msiationis obehsci Vaticani, aliorumque, per Equitemminicum Fontana susceptre. Romte, 1743.’'
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Mr. Nicholson remarked, that a
scaffolding of a similar description
was used in 1837 by Messrs. Cubitt
(Gray’s-inn-road), for erecting the
entrance gateway of the London
and Birmingham Railway (Euston-
square).f It was composed of two
parallel rows of whole timber up-
rights, 50 feet high and 17 feet
apart, surrounding the building
(Fig. 1); these were well stayed by
diagonal braces, and a tramway
was formed on the top of each
row, by horizontal sill pieces, bolt-
ed down and secured by plates.
The building work was executed
by the aid of travelling carriages
upon the tramways, and when the -

masonry had reached the height of
the first scaffold, a second series
of uprights and sills was added,
making the total height 90 feet,

which enabled the work to be com-
pleted without an accident.

Mr. Harrison believed, that
a scaffolding of a somewhat si-

milar construction was used by
Messrs. Rennie, at the Vic-
tualling-yard at Plymouth, in
1826.

J ’

Mr. Rennie said, that the
scaffolding employed for rais-
ing the statue and other heavy
parts of the work, at the Vic-
tualling-yard, was on the der-
rick principle, and was some-
what similar to that used for
erecting the Commemoration
Column at Devonport (Fig. 2).

Mr. Grissell stated, that
when writing the account of
the scaffolding at the Nelson
Column, that which had been
used by Messrs. Cubitt, at the
entrance of the London and
Birmingham Railway, bad en-
tirely escaped his recollection

;

he now remembered it perfect-
ly, and was happy to have the
opportunity of acknowledging
that fact. He could not speak
too highly in praise of the sys-
tem, and lie thought its advan-
tages had, as yet, been under-
rated. The waste of timber was
comparatively nothing; while
serving as scaffolding it was
becoming seasoned, and like
that at the Nelson Column,
could be immediately worked
up, in situations demanding dry
timber. The cost was one-half,
and sometimes one-third, of
the ordinary kind of scaffold, if

the loss by the rotting and de-
struction of poles and cords was
taken into account. The saving
of labour in raising the mate-
rials was very great, particu-
larly where weights of from 8
tons to 14 tons were required
to be lifted. If steam power had
been used at the Nelson Co-
lumn, a still greater saving
would have been effected.

Another considerable advan-
tage was the freedom from dan-
ger to the workmen

;
during

five years, in all the works
where he had used this kind of

1

Scaffolding used for building the entrance of the Easton Square Station
or tue London and Birmingham Railway.

%. 2.

(a)

Derrick used for building the Commemoration Column at Devonport.
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scaffolding:, only one man had been killed.

That accident occurred at the Woolwich

Graving Dock, when a man was thrown from

the travelling carriage by the handle of the

winch striking him, from his having omitted

to put on the break.

He believed, that this description of scaf-

folding might be safely carried still higher

than at the Nelson Column, for although be-

fore the statue was hoisted, he had felt some-

what anxious, and had thought of attaching

guide chains, and using other precautions, the

fabric had stood so well, that he should not now

hesitate to goto a greater height, relying upon

the scaffolding alone.

Mr. C. H. Smith had adopted the system

of the travelling winch on a framing, with

great advantage in his carving room, for

moving the heavy blocks of stone, from which

the capitals of the columns for the Royal Ex-

change were cut. Without such mechanical

assistance, he could never have executed his

task within the required time, nor could the

capitals have been raised and placed on the

carriages, to be conveyed away, without much

danger of injury.

Mr.
111 1 1

1J U 1 )
•

mT, Giles said, that Corby Bridge, over

the Eden, on the line of the Newcastle and

Carlisle Railway, was built by Mr. Denton,

the contractor, by means of whole timber

scaffolding put together in three stages. The

bridge consisted of five arches, of 80 feet span

each, 100 feet in height, and contained 400,000

feet of stone-work, which was executed with

the greatest facility, chiefly owing to the con-

venience afforded by the scaffolding, and with-

out any accident, excepting to the foreman,

who fell twice from a considerable height, but

fortunately was not killed.

Mr. Fowler said, that the scaffolding at the

Cathedral at Cologne was of whole timber;

there was little doubt, that the system was

very similar to that which was employed

when the building was commenced, in 1248.

The crane which was used in raising the

materials still remained on the summit of one

of the towers; it was once removed, but was

speedily restored to its situation, as the

superstitious fears of the inhabitants of Co-

logne were excited by the occurrence of a

storm immediately consequent upon the re-

moval of the crane. It had subsequently been

constantly repaired as it decayed, so that at

present little of the original remained, but the

form was still the same. He believed, that the

materials for the York Column (Carlton-

terrace) were raised by a kind of travelling

carriage, on the top of the scaffolding.

Mr. Hawkins observed, that the scaffolds

used at Vienna, for the erection of any build-

ing of importance, were always constructed of

whole timbers, secured together by 4 dogs.’ In

1827 he superintended the erection of an ex-

tensive sugar-house at Vienna, where such

scaffolding was used.

Mr. Colthurst stated, that at Devonport

there was a column built of granite from Hol-

man’s Hill Quarry, near the Tamar. The

shaft was 11 feet in diameter; its height, from

the bottom of the shaft to the top of the capital

was 65 feet 4 inches. The total height of the

column, with its inferior and crowning pe-

destals, was 101 feet 4 inches. Its height

above the street, including the rock on which

it stood, was 124 feet. The abacus of the

capital was composed of four stones, each

weighing between 3 and 4 tons.*

The stones of the column were raised and

set, entirely without the use of scaffolding, by

means of a series of tall spars joined together

(Fig. 2); the lowest, being flxed into the

ground and braced by diagonal pieces, was

lashed and strutted to the lower part of the

shaft. A gaff, with a jaw at the lower end,

was then slung in the throat by a strong rope

or chain, so as to work round the upright

spar, in the jaw prepared for this movement

;

from the end of the gaff, blocks and a fall were

suspended, in sucli a manner as to command

every part of the work, by raising or depress-

ing the point of the gaff, to increase or dimi-

nish its range. Crab winches sufficed to raise

the stones ;
and it was stated that the work was

executed in a very short time.

Mr. Rendel had seen this column while in

course of construction
;

the derrick appeared

to act well, and it was certainly a cheap mode

of raising the materials

Mr. Smith said, that in a recent visit to Liverpool lie had observed an inpuions mode

adopted by Mr. 'l’omkinson for raising building materials, which almost superseded the use of

external scaffolding. It consisted of a very high double “ derick placed upon » -eels

running on a tramway laid parallel with the walls of the building
;
the head of the derrick

curve/over towards the wall, and steam power was employed for raising the materials, which

aDDeared to be accomplished with rapidity.
. . , . • .•

P
The president remarked, that the institution always viewed with pleasure papers descriptive

of the methods adopted by contractors in the execution of works designed by cm engineers

or architects. The profession was much indebted to the practical skill and intelligence of

the contractors, and it would he extremely interesting to find recorded in the Minutes

of Proceedings” of the institution the names of the inventors, and the'dates of tie introduc-

tion of such ingenious modes of accomplishing works of magnitude as had been described by

Messrs. Grissell and Peto. This could only be arrived at by either the engineers or con

tractors sending the necessary information, or by their giving it during the discussions at the

”GeS Pasley described the method adopted by Mr. T. Slacks (Langholm), for building

the obelisk which was erected on the Whitaw, Eskdale, to the memory of the late Major-

General Sir John Malcolm, a native of that district*

The obelisk, which was of white sand-stone, was carried up to the height of 10U feet

above the foundation
;

it was built hollow, with thorough courses at intervals
;

through

the centre of each of these courses was left a circular hole. In the lower of these

holes was placed the foot of a pole 40 feet long and 10 inches diameter ;
the next hole above

served as a stay, whilst the upper one supported the whole weight, as around the poles

was firmly fixed a collar of hard wood. Beneath this collar 17 metal halls, 3J inches

in diameter, were introduced, which, running in corresponding circular grooves in the collar

and the through course, enabled the pole to revolve easily. Across the top of the po e was

mortised a beam 12 feet long and 12 inches square, in the form of the letter T, and it M as

strengthened by diagonal iron braces and straps. By means of a crab u loch with

a role passing over pulleys in each end of the transverse beam, the stones were

raised to the requisite height, and by a traversing carnage on the beam, a small crab,

Tnd the pulleys, the stone was enahled to run inwards to the spot for laying it 1 he

crane was raised as each bond or thorough course was fixed, and the time consumed in the

operation of moving it did not exceed two hours.

This crane had been found very efficient, and had greatly reduced the cost of hui ding

the obelisk, which was completed in less than twelve months. For the ingenuity displayed

io this simple modification of the balance crane used by Mr. Stevenson, at the Bell Rock

I io-hthouse and for a clever hanging scaffolding used for completing the pyramidal top of

thf obelisk,’ the gold Isis medal was voted to Mr. Slack, by the Society of Arts, in 1836-7-

A model was exhi-

bited of a moveable

derrick crane (Fig. 3),

which had been pre-

sented by Mr. How-
kins. It was used by

Mr. Wightman at the

works of the Granton

Pier, Edinburgh, and

was stated by him to

be very superior to any

other kind of crane.

It consisted of a ver-

tical post, supported

by two timber back-

stays, and a long move-

able jib, or derrick,

which was hinged

against the post, below

the gearing
;

this jib

was held by a chain,

passing from a barrel

over a pulley at the top

of the post, in such a

manner that the ex-

treme end of the jib

could be raised almost

vertically, or be low-

ered nearly to a hori-

zontal position.

The chief advantage

it possessed over the

old gibbet crane, was,

thatit commanded con-

centric circles of from

10 feet to 60 feet ra-

dius, which was of

great use in large

works, as it could ex-

tend its sweep over a

circle of 120 feet dia-

meter, without being

moved from its posi-

tion
;
whereas, the old

gibbeteranecommand-

* Vide "The Public Buidings erected in the Wes
England by John Foulston. 4to, 1838, pp. 57 and 6

Derrick crane used at Gran-on Pier (Edinburgh)

gibbetcrane command- . . , qn that anv snot, within a circle of

ed only one circle of c°mparatxvely 1

ded j
feet

’

in diameter, was fully command 'd h

120 1

ea only one cn cie ui ,

tent, and in moving it, as the works proceeded

there was a considerable loss of time.

Mr. Bremner stated, that he had seen the

crane at Granton Pier; it was a very useful

machine, and the only fault he could find with

it, was, that in an exposed situation, there was

a risk of the wheel-work being destroyed

lie believed, that the contractors had found

much advantage from its use.

Mr. Bremner had used, at the works ot

Lossiemouth Harbour, a crane of a somewhat

similar description. The jib was composed ot

two spars, with the hoisting-chain working

between them ;
the radius of its sweep was bU

* Vide Trans. Soc. Arts, 1836-7, vol. li., page 78.

ieei, »<» i””> iii
feet in diameter, was fully command 'd by it, I

and that extent of work could be completed i

without moving the crane.

Mr. Gale presented two drawings of im-

proved moveable jib-cranes, the alterationsi

in which had been suggested by the seriousi

accidents which had occurred from the failure

of the ordinary cranes.

On investigating the circumstances con-,

nected with these accidents, he found that ini

general they had arisen from the snapping of.

the jib-chain. After numerous experiments, it

occurred to him that this detect might be-

obviated by attaching the jib-chain to the topi

of the post, instead of fixing it to the end ok

the jib : this alteration was productive of great;



advantage; the strain was found to be less than
one-half that of the single jib-crane, and it

consequently required fewer men to work it.

lie had also applied a rope instead of a
chain for working the jib, as it was preferred
by some builders, and he had also made some
minor improvements in the other parts of the
cranes.

These kind of cranes were, he believed, in-

troduced by Mr. W. York, at Glasgow, in the
year 1833, and Mr. Gale had used the im-
proved sort in 1842, at the erection of the New
Court Houses, Glasgow. Since that time many
builders had adopted them, and their advan-
tages were becoming daily so evident, that he
would send, early in the ensuing session, a
paper descriptive of them.
Mr. Thomson believed, that cranes of this

description were first used at Glasgow by
builders. The contractor for the Grange-
mouth Docks, under Sir John Macneil, em-
ployed them in 1841 and 1842 with much
advantage

;
he thought them the most useful

kind of cranes for general work.
The President agreed in the opinion of the

general utility of the cranes
;
he had been so

pleased with them, that he requested Mr.
Howkins to present to the Institution the
model of that used at Granton Pier. With
respect to the date of the introduction of the
swinging-jib, or moveable derrick crane, it

was used at Granton Pier by Messrs. Orrell, of
Liverpool, in 1838, and he believed, that it

had been commonly used by them for some
time previously.

Mr. Wicksteed presented a drawing of
the tackle used in elevating pipes of the
“stand-pipe” of the East London Water-
works (Fig. 4). A piece of timber (A),

Fig. 4.

iTackle used in elevating the pipes of the “ Stand-pipe ” at
the East London Water-works.

D inches square, was attached vertically to the
upper fianch of the pipe, and held below by
an iron girdle (B), which encircled the body
at the pipe; guv ropes were attached to the
i:oP of *he upright, which served as the
pomts ot suspension for the snatch blocks,
'ihrough which were passed the fall ropes from
die large and the small crab winches. The
uon girdle had at its opposite sides two pivots,
Ly nch traversed the lower end of two timber
libs (C), connected at their upper ends by a
'iross piece (D), from the centre of which
cvere suspended the blocks and tackle con-
nected with the large crab, by which the pipes
were raised. When each pipe had arrived at
4s height, the jib frame was drawn up verti-
cally by the tackle from the small crab, and the
ipipe was lowered to its position

;
the pins were

uiut into the flanches, and the whole apparatus
"Vas laised and attached to it, in order to use
t foi raising the next pipe. This process was
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repeated until the stand-pipe was finished at a
height of upwards of 130 feet. It was stated
to be a very simple and economical mode of
proceeding.

aromgpontiencf,

TUBULAR CHIMNEY- FLUES.
Sin,—Observing in The Builder a con-

troversy respecting tubular chimney-flues, I

beg to acquaint you that tubular chimney-flues
were introduced here at Abbotsford, by John
and Thomas Smith, of Darnick, in the year
1822, and I never saw or heard of them before
that time.

Their flues were in pieces of 12 inches
high, and from 9 to 15 inches diameter in-
side. They were made of a mixture of fine
clay and common clay, about l£ inch thick.
To form the inflections, they were made a
little off the square on one end, so that when
put together, they formed a curve.

Since that time these flues have been very
much used in this neighbourhood.—l am, Sir,
your most obedient servant,

A Constant Reader.
Melrose, 10th January, 1845.

THE WINDOW-TAX.
Sir,—-I have just madea V enetian window of

three lights, divided by two l^inch mullions,
for which the opening between the out-
side brickwork of the whole window is 4 feet
9 inches. The boxings are placed in the usual
way in the reveals, and the window frame is seen
on the inside, and makes the window there, in-

cludingtheframe,morethan5feet flinches wide.
The height of the whole frame, including head
and cill, is 7 feet 6 inches.

Is such a window liable to be charged as a
double light under the Window-tax Acts ?

And if so, why?— Your answer will oblige,

A Joiner.
Oswestry, Jan. 13, 1845.
[Windows above 4 feet 9 inches in width

between the reveals, are charged as double
lights

; except in shops, workshops, and ware-
houses, or in the public room of any house
licensed to sell liquors by retail or in farm-
houses especially exempted from the duties on
houses.—

E

d.J

BLISTERS IN LIME.
Sir,—May I beg the favour of inserting the

following in your excellent journal, The
Builder :

—

I shall be obliged by any one of your readers
informing me whether a lime which is subject
to blister and crack can by any means be pre-
pared or mixed with any other material so as
to prevent such mishaps.—Your most obedient
servant,

. .
W. S. S.

[Is the lime in question properly prepared?
Blisters usually result from the lime not being
thoroughly slaked before it is used. Some limes
crack in drying, when slaked with too much
water. They cannot combine with the fluid,
and when this is withdrawn by evaporation,
shrinkage takes place.—Ed.]

MODEL (?) HOUSES, PENTONVILLE.
Sir,

—

The public is much indebted to you
for your comments on the so-called model
houses in the Bagnigge-wells-road. Pray do
not relax in your efforts to effect an alteration
in them. The present plan is perfectly pre-
posterous.—Your obedient servant.

A Member of the Society.
[We shall not fail to return to the subject

shortly.—

E

d.]

Another Fire from over-heated Flue.
—On Tuesday night, shortly after 10 o’clock,
police constable Reeve, perceiving smoke issu-
ing from the lower part of the extensive pre-
mises in the occupation of W. Thomas and
Brothers, 128 and 129, Cheapside, gave an
immediate alarm to the engine station at
Watling-street. Mr. Braidwood and two
engines from that establishment were soon
upon the spot, and upon an entrance being
effected, it was discovered that the flue of the
apparatus for warming the premises had been
over- heated, and was communicating with the
timbers of the flooring underneath the shop.
1 he discovery was most opportune

;
as it is,

however, considerable injury is done by smoke
and water.

35
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Warehousing. — There is now a ware-
house in the course of erection in Manchester
which seems deserving of especial notice on
account of its extent, a3 well as its mode of
construction. It is the property of Messrs.
Philips, and Co., the oldest, wealthiest, and
certainly the most respectable firm within the
borough. Its site is in Church-street, and
adjoining their present large establishment. Its
basement story is equal to that of Messrs.
Watts, within a few superficial yards. The
area of the various floors will be within a
shade of a statute acre, whilst the entire con-
cern would cover over two statute acres. The
building is to be completely fire-proof; not
an inch of timber will, it is said, be used in
its construction. It is built of the best stock
dressed brick, and instead of plastering the
inner walls, the inside brick-work will be
faced with dressed stock-brick, similar to the
outside, with this difference, however, that the
inside facing will be laid in Roman cement,
thus making the inner walls impervious to
damp a great desideratum in a haberdashery
concern like this. It is somewhat singular
that the Messrs. Philips should have been the
first to introduce fire-proof cotton-mills—the
first, too, to introduce gas into a cotton-mill,
which was effected in 1801-2, to a large extent,
and also to be the first to build a fire-proof

warehouse, for the first it will be in Man-
chester, that has been erected for the sale of
goods only .—Doncaster Gazette.

Wilton.—We understand that the internal
decoration of the church building at Wilton,
at the expense of the Hon. Sydney Herbert,
M.P., is to be completed by Mr. Willement,
in the style of the Temple church. We be-
lieve Mr. Boxall had been engaged upon it;
but now decorative painting is to be preferred
to designs of a higher character .—Historical
Register.

Moving Brick Houses. — The Boston
Daily Advertiser of the 20th ult says, “ A very
neat and successful operation was performed
in Lincoln-street, in the removal of a block of
two large three-story brick dwellings a distance
of some 10 or 15 feet, for the widening of the
street. The new foundation for the houses had
been of course previously prepared, and the
bouses themselves were placed on a sort of
railway, preparatory to their removal. The
movement was effected by means of jack-
screws, acting in a horizontal direction. The
construction of the tracks or ways was
novel and extremely simple. They consisted
of double lines of cast-iron plates, inserted be-
tween the foundations of each of the walls of
the building itself; and for wheels, or rollers,
cannon balls of equal size were placed between
the two lines of plates— the upper plates being
inverted. As the foundations of these ways
consisted ot the original foundation of the
building, there could of course be no hazard
of yielding, as the whole building rested on
walls of equal size: it was moved without any
dislocation or cracking of the walls in any part,
or of the finishing. The operation of remov-
ing the building was performed under the
direction and superintendence of Mr. Preston,
of the Board of Aldermen, and has been ac-
complished with entire success. We under-
stand, also, that it has been done at a very
moderate expense, compared with the advan-
tage gained of placing the whole edifice on its

new foundation without the slightest injury,
and without hazard of serious accident.”
Fire-proof Construction.—At the con-

clusion of the inquest on the bodies of the suf-

ferers in the late fire in Guildford-street, and
before the jury separated, Mr. Geary, the ar-

chitect, exhibited the model of a house, which
he said was so far fire-proof as to ensure the
saving of life. Its chief merits consisted in
brick partition-walls, instead of lath and plas-
ter, and in having the panels of the doors of
sheet-iron. This confined the fire in whatever
room it occurred. He stated, that this mode
of building was not more expensive than the
lath and plaster one usually pursued in Lon-
don.

Improved System of Drainage.—It is

so currently reported and believed that Govern-
ment, during the approaching session, intend
to introduce a Bill for the improvement of the
system of draining towns, that, in some in-
stances, works, which otherwise would have
been commenced, have been postponed.
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For the erection of Alms' Houses in Foundation-

street, Ipswich.— Mr. J. M. Clark, Brook-street,

Ipswich; or Mr. Notcutt, Solicitor, Ipswich. Feb-

ruary 1.

For the erection of a Bridge, called White
Bridge, at Grasmere, near Ambleside, Westmore-

land.— Mr. George Robinson, Bridge Surveyor,

Kendal; or Mr. Daniel Donaldson, Ambleside.

February 4.

For the construction of the several Stations and

other Buildings on the York and Scarborough

Railway.—Mr. Andrews, Architect, York
;
or Mr.

George Baker, Secretary, Railway Office, York.

February 5.

For the erection of a Steam Boat Pier at the

Quay on the north-east side of Blackfriars' Bridge,

also for building a Decked Lighter or Dumby.

—

Town Clerk’s Office, Guildhall. February 6.

For erecting and completing the Lower Sluice

and Sluice-Pit at the top of the Eau, Brink Cut,

about 4 miles above Lynn.— Messrs. Walker and

Burges, 23, Great George-street, Westminster ;
or

Mr. George Game Day, Clerk to the Middle Level

Drainage Commissioners, St. Ives. February 10.

For the erection of New Buildings in Pembroke
College, Oxford.— Plans, &c., prepared by Mr.
Haywood, Architect, may be seen at the Master’s

House. February 11.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of nine-inch cast-

iron Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct to be laid in

the Island of Malta.—Yin. Casolani, Collector of

Land Revenue, Office of Land Revenue and Public

Works, Valletta, Malta. March 31, 1845.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans and estimates are required for a Pauper

Lunatic Asylum for the County of Somerset
;
the

building to accommodate 300 patients, and to con-

tain two Stories. The Committee of Visiting

Magistrates wish it to be of a plain, cheerful cha-

racter, but will not further fetter the architect by

suggesting any particular arrangement as to the in-

terior, its ventilation, warming, or otherwise. The
ground selected contains 36 acres.—The Clerk of

the Peace, Taunton. A Premium of 100/. will be

adjudged for the best plan, and 50/. for the next

best. January 22.

The Committee for Building a Chapel at Hol-

loway are desirous to receive Designs for their in-

tended building. The style to be Gothic. The
Committee pledge themselves to select for their

Architect the gentleman whose design they shall

prefer.—George Brooks, Esq., 1 ,
Lansdowne-place,

Holloway. January 31.

Plans and estimates are required for a Work-
house, to contain about 1,180 persons. The whole

to be done in a plain and substantial manner, with-

out any expensive embellishments. The plans and

architects’ estimates to be sent to Robert Mercer,

the Clerk of the Clifton Union, Pennywell Road,

Bristol, on or before the 17th of February next, and

the Board of Guardians will adjudicate on the 28th.

The architect producing the best plan in the estima-

tion of the Board will be employed at a sum not

exceeding 5 per cent, on the outlay, and a gratuity

of 25 guineas will be given to the architect produc-

ing the second best plan in the opinion of the Board.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

January 22.—At Oakwood Farm, Rad winter,

Essex ; 175 Oak Trees, of good dimensions.—Mr.

Martin Nockolds, Auctioneer, Saffron Walden,

Essex.

January 24. — At the Methuen Arms Inn,

Corsham, Wilts; 399 Oak, Ash, Elm, Beech,

Walnut, and Apple Trees, most of them of unusual

large dimensions, and clean, straight, and lofty

growth. — Messrs. Giller and Son, auctioneers,

Corsham.
February 25.—At the King’s Arms Inn, Hemel

Hen\pstead ;
a large Fall of capital Oak, Ash, Elm,

and Beech Timber Trees, the greater portion of

which are of very large dimensions and superior

quality.—Mr. James Adams, auctioneer, Clarence-

street, Staines, Middlesex.

*** The Sale at Elmer Farm, noticed in our

last number, is postponed for a short time. Due

notice will be given of the day when it will take

place.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ A Young Architect (Sheffield).”

—

The Wes-

leyan Chapel at Battersea is hardly commenced.

The architect is Mr. Andrew Trimen
,
the con-

tractor Mr. John Sugden.
“ T. M. O.” asks us which is the best office in

which to effect an insurance against fire. There

are so many good offices, it would be invidious to

name one. The Alliance, the Phoenix, the Sun,

§-c. are equally respectable.
11 C. P.” is thanked for his drawing of the

Doorway to Hedingham Castle. He ivill do better

before long.

“ W. C. P.”

—

The height of the nave of the

Church of St. Vincent de Paul, as stated in our
article headed “ Church Architecture in Paris ”

(p

.

3), is quite correct, great as it may seem,

namely, 96 feet. The portico is lower than the

body of the church. We have not the dimensions

of it, but should estimate its extreme height at about

70 feet. The quotation alluded to is from a descrip-

tion of the church, published with the sanction of
the architect, M. Hittorff, “ Au Bureau de VIllus-
tration,” Rue Richelieu, Paris, 1844.

1

1

Mr. Rogers ’
’ is thanked ; we were not able to

avail ourselves of the information.
“ T. and W. Stirling.”

—

Received.
“ Rusticus.”

—

The Act cannot be obtained till

the opening of Parliament.
“ H. S.” will appear.

‘‘Architectural Draughtsmen’s Society.”—The
place of meeting is No. 33, Southampton-slreet,

Strand.
“ F. C. M. S.” asks which is the best “Builder’s

Price-book.” We would recommend Laxton’s.

ERRATUM.
St. Paul’s Church, Herne Hill.—In our account

of this church, p. 2, the sentence, ‘‘ The building

consists of a nave and side-aisles, or chancel,”

should be, ‘‘The building consists of a nave and

side-aisles with chancel.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, January 20.

—

Statistical, 11, Regent-

street, 8 p.m. ; Chemical (Society of Arts),

Adelphi, 8 p.m. ;
Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-

street, 8 P.M.
Tuesday, 21.— Civil Engineers, 25, Great

George-street, 8 p.m. (Anniversary) ;
Linnaan,

Soho-square, 8 p.m. ;
Horticultural, 21, Regent-

street, 2 p.m.

Wednesday, 22.

—

Society of Arts, Adelphi, 8

p.m. ;
Geological, Somerset-house, 8J p.m.

;
Phar-

tnaceutical, 17, Bloomsbury-square, 9 p.m.

Thursday, 23.

—

Royal, Somerset House. 8£
p.m.; Antiquarian, Somerset House, 8 p.m.;

R.S. Literature, 4, St. Martin’s-place, 4 p.m. ;

Medico-Botanical, 32, Sackville-street, 8 p.m.;

Numismatic, Somerset House, 7 p.m.

Friday, 24. — Royal Institution, Albemarle-

street, 8 p.m.
;
Philological, 49, Pall Mall, 8 p.m.

Saturday, 25.—Royal Botanic, Regent’s-park,

4 p.m. ; Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-street,

8 p.m. ;
Inst, of Fine Arts (Society of Arts,

Adelphi), 8 p.m.

AEV3RT1SBMEWTS,

NOTICE. — INVENTORS desirous of
obtaining LOANS ON or of SELLING their IN-

VENTIONS, or Patents, should apply to Mr. M. JOSCELIN
COOKE, at the OFFICE for PATENTS, 20, Half Moon-
street, London, where English and Foreign Patents are ob-
tained, and Designs registered. An INDEX is kept for

inspection of all Patents granted for the last century;
also copies of every Patent of importance. Instructions to

Inventors and a list of charges gratis on application.

Embarrassed circumstances.
—PERSONS IN DIFFICULTIES being desirous of

availing themselves of the Benefit ofLORD BROUGHAM’S
HUMANE ACT, are requested to apply to MESSRS.
GRAND & CO., of Moira Chambers, Ironmonger-lane,
Cheapside. where every information may be obtained,

FREE OF EXPENSE, or arrangements can be made with
Creditors, hv which means the painful necessity of resorting

to BANKRUPTCY or INSOLVENCY may in many cases

be avoided.—N.B. Partnership accounts adjusted.

O KER.—B. R. WRIGHT begs to inform
Builders, Paperstainers, and the Trade in general,

the prices for Native Oxford and Washed STONE OKEHS,
at his Oil and Colour-warehouse, 2“, Castle-street East,

Oxford-street:—Native Oxford Okcr, 21s. per cwt, or 181.

per ton
;
Washed Stone Oker, 14s. per cwt., or 12/. per ton.

A liberal discount to the trade. A Porter and Grinder

wanted.

MOREWOOD’S PATENT galvan-
ized TINNED PLATES,—PATRONIZED by

the ADMIRALTY and the HONOURABLE BOARD
of ORDNANCE, being extensively used in HER MA-
JESTY’S DOCK-YARDS, at the TOWER, and else-

where, for every variety of ROOFING, and other pur-
poses, where a strong, light, cheap, and durable material

is required. It has been found by experience that this article

is beyond all comparison superior to zinc, possessing, as it

does, all the advantages arising from the strength and
firmness of iron, combined with perfect immunity from rust;
whilst it is free from the very serious objection, which applies

to zinc, viz. its contraction and expansion, consequent upon
every change of temperature, and from which circumstance
leakage must of course result. This material is not likely to

be destroyed by fire, as is the case with zinc and lead, which
melt and run down, thus freely admitting fresh air to thefire,

and causing it to burn more fiercely. It is, therefore, ob-
viously well adapted for all the purposes above named, and
most importantly so, when there is the possibility of fire. It

is also peculiarly suitable for chimney-tops, gutters, spouting,

and out-door work generally, possessing the strength of iron

without its liability to corrosion. It is by far the most eco-

nomical metal roofing that can be obtained, in consequence
of its strength, as it may be laid without boards, and upon
the lightest rafters. This mode of preserving metal from
rust does not only apply to sheet-iron but also to manu-
factured iron in any form, as bolts, nuts, hinges, nails,

&C. &c. S. HOLLAND, 34, GRACECHURCH-STREET.

Architecture at King’s College.

—

Professor Hosking will resume his course on

the arts of construction on Friday, the 24th, at

4 o’clock, and will continue it at the same

time on every succeeding Tuesday and Friday

throughout the term. We hope to find it

well attended.

Vaoant Chair at University College.

—The professorship of civil engineering at

this college being vacant, candidates are

requested to send in applications and testi-

monials on or before Friday, the 14th of

February.
Public Parks.—The subscription in Man-

chester for public parks, &c., now amounts to

nearly 30,000/.

The Iron Trade.—This important branch

of our manufactures is in the most thiiying

condition which its best friends could wish.

We noticed an increase of 10s. per ton on

manufactured iron in the early part of last

month. On Friday, the usual preliminary

meeting of iron masters was held at Dudley, in

order to fix the prices of iron for the ensuing

quarter-day, when a further increase of 10s.

per ton was agreed upon. The Great North

of England Railway Company’s contract for

6,000 tons of rails has been taken by the

Bishopwearmouth Iron Company, at Sunder-

land, and Messrs. Blockow and Vaughan, of

Middlesbro’ Ironworks, at 71. 15s. per ton,

which is a considerable advance on the late

quotations .—Bristol Journal, Jan. 4.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For the erection of a Wesleyan Chapel at Hythe.

— Mr. T. Pilcher, Stationer, &c., Hythe. Jan-

uary 21.

For making a Sewer in the town of Cambridge.

The sewer to be cylindrical, and 2 feet diameter in

the clear, the length will be about 385 yards, and

the average depth about 9 feet.—Frederick Randall,

Town Hall, Cambridge. January 21.

For Warming and Ventilating the new Build-

ings of the Suffolk Lunatic Asylum ; and for

fitting up the laundry with Drying Apparatus, upon

the most approved plans.—John Henry Borton,

Milton, Suffolk. January 21.

For the Erection of Stone Booking-offices at

Ashton and Stalybridge Stations
;

and for the

Erection of a Station at Sheffield for the Sheffield

and Manchester Railway Company. January 21.

For supplying the East-India Company with Tin

Plates. — J. D. Dickinson, Dep. Sec., East-India

House. January 22.

For the erection of the Railway Works between

Leeds and Bradford, including fencing, earthwork,

masonry, roads, and permanent way.—William

Clarke, Secretary, Hunslet-lane Station, Leeds.

January 27, 1845.

For the erection of a New Pauper Lunatic Asy-

lum at Clifton, near York.— Messrs. Scott and

Moffatt, Architects, 20, Spring Gardens, London
;

or Mr. J. Holtby, Low Ousegate, York. Jan-

uary 28.

For the execution of Works on the Chester and

Holyhead Railway.— 1st. A distance of eight miles,

or thereabouts. 2nd. A distance of twenty-two

miles, or thereabouts. 3rd. A Tunnel through the

promontory of Penmaen Back, near Conway.

—

George King, Secretary, 62, Moorgate-street.

January 29, 1845.

For the Execution of Works on that part of the

Blackburn and Preston Railway extending from

Blackburn to Pleasington, being about 3£ miles

in length.—Peter Sinclair, Secretary, Blackburn.

January 29.

For the supply of Wrought Iron Rails and the

requisite number of Chairs for about 15 miles of

the Southport and Euxton Junction Railway. The
weight of rails to be from 601b. to 701b. per lineal

2 yards and 15 feet lengths, equal to Mom 1,500 to

1,800 tons of wrought iron, and about one-third of

that quantity of cast iron.—WooIcock and Part,

Solicitors, Wigan. January 31.

For erecting the Works of the third division of

the Main Line of the Great Southern and Western

Railway, being 11 miles, 6 furlongs, and 75 yards

in length. Also for the first division of the Carlow

branch, being 10 miles, 7 furlongs, and 160 yards ;

comprising excavation, embankments, bridges, cul-

verts, &c.—William Taylor, Secretary, 3, College

Green, Dublin. February 1.

For the formation of 4 Miles 56 £ Chains (single

line) of the Ashton, Stalybridge, and Liverpool

Junction Railway.— John Jellecorse, Secretary of

the Manchester and Leeds Railway Company,
Palatine Buildings, Hunt’s Bank, Manchester.

February 3.
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POCKET EDITION

or THE

NEW METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS ACT.
Just ready, a neat Pocket Edition of

THE NEW METROPOLITAN BUILD-
INGS ACT, together with a CYCLOP/EDIA, in

which all the details of the Statute are arranged alphabeti-
cally, so as to be instantly found, and accompanied by
extensive references and countcr-refcrcnccs to the sections
of the Act itself and its minute provisions.

By the late A. BARTHOLOMEW, Esq., F.S.A., Architect,
Surveyor of the Hornsey District.

To the above volume will be appended a Folio Table of the
Metropolitan Districts (old and new), and a List of the
Surveyors, with their Residences and Offices.

Published at the Office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.

CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN
“ THE BUILDER.”

£, s. d.
For SLrty Words or less 0 5 0
Every additional Ten Words 0 0 4
One Column 2 2 0
One entire Page 5 5 0
To workmen advertising for situa- \

tions, theprice will be reduced to j
0

If more than One Insertion a reduction ivill be made.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25, 1845.

HE present moment is one

of considerable importance

to builders and owners of

house-property within the

limits of the Metropolitan

Buildings Act, insomuch as

the amount of interference which may be

expected on the part of district surveyors will

probably be established by the first decisions

of the official referees. The Act is unques-

tionably stringent; and, if acted on to the

letter, and with a litigious spirit, will be

deemed oppressive, and speedily become very

unpopular. In the discharge of our duties, it

will be incumbent on us to urge two things, to

advocate, as it may seem, two opposing in-

terests. While we shall have to say to builders

and owners, comply strictly with the provisions

lof the Act, consider it, as it is, a measure for

the general advantage which all are bound to

assist in carrying out, we must urge on dis-

trict surveyors the necessity for a lenient

(administration of it, and an attendance to

the spirit of its provisions, rather than the

word.

We are satisfied by decisions already given

‘that the official referees desire this : it is to

he hoped the surveyors will take the same wise

view of the matter.

Section 13 provides that notice shall be

fiven by the builder to the surveyor two days
I- before any party-wall, external-wall, chim-
ney-stack, or flues, shall be begun to be built,

oulled down, rebuilt, cut into, or altered,”

ivith a view to his attendance, for which, of
(course, a fee is to he paid. Now this, strictly

(.peaking, would seem to prevent a man from
letting in an iron airbrick, for example, to his

(i'ont or back wall, or making a hole for a bell-

ivire at the street door, without payment of a
.ee; but surely this is not the way in which
"he Act will be read, although we fear some of
(he surveyors think otherwise. The question
f interference or not in matters of this sort

ivill, however, be settled, as already re-

narked, by the first decisions of the official

(eferees. Upon these, therefore, much will
i[epend, and we shall endeavour as they occur
a lay them before our readers for their gui-
dance.

1 It becomes necessary for us to state, in

consequence of the numerous comments and
inquiries which followed our last publication,

that we shall carefully avoid exposing indi-

viduals to annoyance by the mention of names
in cases where no good can result from in-

serting them. Our main business is with the
decisions themselves, and all must at once see
that we are conferring a boon on our readers

and the public by rendering them extensively

known.

The referees have al ready made one importan t

decision as regards what constitutes a com-
mencement of a new building, so as to take it

out of the Metropolitan Buildings Act. In
answer to an application on this point made
by Mr. Allen of the Rotherhithe district, they
say, “We feel it necessary, having regard to

the judicial capacity of the official referees
who may be called upon to determine cases
especially referred to them, not to signify our
opinion as to the particular circumstances of
any commencement without hearing the parties
whose rights may be affected, but we may state

briefly that we are of opinion that the com-
mencement must be a bond fide one; and that
our present impression is, that the erection of
thefootings with two or more courses of the
walls themselves built in a workman-like
manner

, is such a commencement.
“ -As to the modes of erection which maybe

pursued with regard to buildings so com-
menced, we are of opinion that as to such
buildings within the operation of the old
Building Act (14 Geo. III. c. 78), they must
be built according to the provisions of that
Act, since these provisions, as to proceed-
ings commenced or taken under that Act be-
fore the 1st of January, are not repealed

;
but

we are of opinion that as to such buildings
within the new districts, not within the opera-
tion of the old Act, the parties concerned are
at liberty to pursue what course they please,
so that the buildings are finished on the 1st
of January, 1846.”

Relative to streets, they have decided that
“ streets formed after the passing of the Act

,

must be built in conformity with the provisions
of the Metropolitan Buildings Act—see sec.

52; and that the mere setting or laying out
will not be sufficient to take them out of the
Act.

“ lf parties are prejudiced by the enactment,
they must seek relief under the 9th or 10th
section.”

Since the Act came into operation, the
district surveyors have found much occupation
for the referees and registrar, and will continue
to do so for some time to come. It seems
quite clear to us that the duties which devolve
upon the official referees will be much more
numerous and weighty than two gentlemen,
however energetic and industrious they may
be, will be able to discharge. If no notice be
given by a builder, the referees are to be
applied to; if any irregularity be committed,
and is not remedied, the referees must inter-
fere; all doubts, differences, and dissatisfac-
tion must come before them

;
they are to settle

all terms of qualification, and to say what is

the meaning of good, sound, fire-proof, fit,

proper, or sufficient. Buildings of a certain
class they must themselves survey

;
they will

be called on to settle the respective terms and
interests of tenants and owners, to affix the
rates and prices, according to which accounts
for work and materials in party structures are
to be made out

;
to survey in certain cases

ruinous buildings, and do various other acts

too numerous to mention now. They have
issued a table of fees to be paid in respect of
these services, which, at first sight, seem cal-

culated to increase rather than diminish the
number of cases submitted to them. We have
the pleasure to place a copy of this table before
our readers, but reserve our remarks upon it

for a future occasion. It involves a matter of
considerable importance to the profession at

large.

TABLE OF FEES
To be paul to the Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings,

in respect of the services to be performed by the Official
Referees and by the said Registrar, in order to defray the
expenses of the office, incident to Buck services, and
the salaries of clerks, &c.

Awards. j. B ,,

1. For every hearing— o. a.

By one Official Referee , .

By one Official Referee and the Registrar "
1 1 1 gBy two Official Referees and the Registrar..220

2. For eve., flnaUw„d (according to the deci.ion
of the Official Referees in that behalf) from

•^1 1 0 to 21 O' 0

Examinations or Taxing of Accounts of Charges
referred.

3 . For every account examined, 1 per cent, on theamount of the account.

4 . For every measurement

—

If

cent
W°rk am0unt t0 100/- or less

> 24 per

And for all above 1001., 4 per cent.

. For s

Special Supervision of Buildings.

- special supervision by the Official Referees
of buildings subject to such supervision, and
whether upon the original erection thereof,
or upon any alteration involving structural
arrangements, as follows :

—

n“nn‘“S n
COf

.
lh" e:tlra 'ir,l-™('! ' . .- 5 5 0If the building be of the first-rate, of what-

ever class, or of the second-rate
.

. 3 o n
If the budding be of the third or fourth-rate 2 > o

[The foregoing fee, to include travelling eanenee,
in all cases of supervision.]

6. For every licence to use a building before the
certincate of satisfaction has been granted
(according to the rate of the building from

5 0 to 1 1 o
Surveys.

7- For every survey (not connected with the

nPm‘ .
LuPervision of a building) by an

Official Referee
j j 0

8. For every survey by direction of the Official
Referees, such fee as the Official Refereesmay authorize to be paid to the person
employed to make the survey.

Plans or Draioings.

9 . For preparing, making, verifying, tracing, or
copying plans or drawings, such proper fee
as may be charged by the person employed
to make them, unless performed in the
office, and then according to the schedule
hereto annexed.

Sanctions, Authorities, or Approvals as to Materials
6(c.

,
under the Rules of the Act.

10 . For every application for a certificate of au-
thority approval, or relaxation of any of the
Rffies of the Act, according to the provisions
thereof (schedule C., parts 1, 4, 6 ; D., parts
2 ’ 4j E ' : F-~>

0 5 0
11. For every such certificate

j j 0

Modifications of the Rules.

12 . For every application to modify rules by the
authority of her Majesty’s Commissioners ofWorks and Buddings (besides the expenses
of any survey) (s. 11) ^1 1 0 to 2 2 0

13 . For every order thereon by the Official Re-
f"e“ 0 '0 6

Consents.

14 . For every application for consent to be given
on behalf of absent, unknown, or incapa-
citated parties (s. 11 7) f 0 5 Q
(And if inquiry be involved, such further fees

as are payable on an award.)

15 . For every confirmation of the surveyor’s certi-
ficate as to works to which the adjoining
owner does not consent (s. 24 ) j j 0

Copying and Examining.

16 . For copying, per folio, including paper and
examination, and chargeable upon every
document to be registered o 0 6

Searches and Extracts.

1 7. For every search-

indexes per volume 0 q g
Awards and other documents per volume . . 0 0 6

18 . For every extract or copy (per folio) 0 0 6
(Besides fee for tracing or copying any plau.)

Travelling Expenses.

19 . For travelling expenses each way per mile—
For each of the Official Referees and the

Registrar (each) 0 , 3
J<or a clerk, surveyor, or other person (each) 0 0 10

[Travelling expenses arecliargeable upon all matters
requiring the presence of the Official Re-
ferees, or of the Registrar, or of any clerk,
surveyor, or other person employed in or bv
the office.]

Examinations and Certificates of Qualification.
20 . On lodging preliminary statement 2 2 021 . On the grant of a certificate (s. 66) 3 3 o

>. If

I
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SCHEDULE OF FEES PAYABLE FOR PLANS OR OTHER DRAWINGS INCIDENT

TO THE SERVICES OF THE OFFICIAL REFEREES.—(See Table No. 9.)

3 Description op Plans and other Dbawini

1 . Taking and laying down Plans of Buildings.

1 For taking the dimension* and lajing down a general or ground plan of
j

n nr nnv aimrtc section or elevation >

a addition t<

a building, or any single section or elevation

For everv additional plan of the same building . . . - • • •

For every section or elevation in connection with and

general or ground-plan

2. Verifying Plans of Buildings.

For verifying the general or ground-plan ofany building

For verifying any other plan, section, or elevation in connection with a plan

For verifying any section or elevation not

by the Official Referees

For every copy of any plnn or other drawing of a building, it to tnc s.

Ditto ditto

n connection with a plau.

3. Making Plans, &>‘c.

For making any plan or other drawing of works required or permitted
j

wing of a building, if to the same scale

if to any other than the same scale

. Sites, S{C.

For taking the dimensions and making a plan of any building-site con-

nected with other buildings, if the area do not exceed 100 squares

.r every additional 100 squares, or portion of a 100 squares. •

12 For surveying and plotting any proposed building-site or vacant ground,

13 ' For surveying and plotting any proposed building-site or vacant ground,
j

orlrlitinnnl acre., or nart of an acre J
every additional

;

For making a copy of an;

Ditto

f
art of r.

a building-site to thesame scale .

Extra
First

Rate.

1 15 0 1 10 0 1 1

5 0 1 1 0
; o 1

0 0 12 6 0 10 6

0 15 0 0 10

7 G 0 5 0

Ilitto to any other than the

5. Verifying Sites, &fc.

16
j

For verifying plans similar to item No. 10

17! Ditto ditto No. 11

18 Ditto

10
1

Ditto No. 13 .

6. Levelling, S(C.

For measuring distances and taking levels, in connection with existing

proposed drainage :— ._ ,

If connected with any other plan of sites, either taken or verified
j

1 by the office
*

If independent of such plan
J

7. Examining Duplicate Plans.

:xamining every plan or other drawing sent in duplicate.

.

MR. COCKERELL’S SECOND LECTURE
ON ARCHITECTURE.

On Thursday, the 16th instant, Professor

Cockerell delivered the Second Lecture ot his

course on Architecture, at the Royal Academy.

He proposed, in the present lecture, to give

a general survey of sacred architecture, from

which the greatest advantage was to be de-

rived, in u careful consideration of its prin-

ciples and details. These were to be regarded

us applied to plan, section, elevation, and deco-

ration. The subject of the succeeding lec-

tures was one of the noblest which could

occupy the mind of man. Political history

was of comparatively small interest, and pic-

tured, in the greater part, the evil passions of

mankind. The ordinary occupations and dis-

appointments of life aroused melancholy emo-

tions, but in architecture, man found scope for

his lofty aspirations and idealities, and for his

physical energies. There he perceived that he

had a soul : order, calculation, beauty, and

immortality were opened to his contemplation,

and he seemed to feel the power of extending

his works beyond the bounds of nature, and of

time. Architecture required the exercise of

an intelligence such as piescnted itself to the

mind of Shakspeare in the words of Hamlet

:

—“ What a piece of work is man ! How noble

in reason! how infinite in faculties! in form

and moving, how express and admirable ! in

action, how like an angel ! in apprehension,

how like a god!”—Architecture invoked the

display of physical prowess, which was the

natural desire of man. Anaxagoras had

asserted that the supremacy of man was owing

rather to the powers of his hand, than to his

head, and Sir Charles Bell had made the hand

the subject of one of the Bridgwater Trea-

tises. in the infancy of man, he contended

with the forces of nature; he carved the rock,

and reared the obelisk ;
in accumulating the

masses in the pyramid, he emulated the works

of Nature herself,—and, exulting in his ac-

quired skill, exclaimed with the Babylonians:
—“ Go to, let us build a city and a tower,

whose top may reach unto the heavens, and let

us make us a name.” And though we can

afford to smile at such aimless labours, we
must recollect that by them metallurgy, me-

chanics, and all the skill necessary in nobler

works were first brought into practice. It was

the natural sequence that in the age of Alex-

ander and the Roman'*, art should be exerted

in substantial benefits, and superior to the masses

of Egypt, or to the delusion of beauty alone in

Grecian architecture. Man at this period con-

tended with the elements themselves. The ocean

was curbed bv his ports, and quays, and Pharos

;

marshes were drained
;
sewers, canals, aqueducts,

and roads, displayed his mastery over Nature.

Frontinus, whose work on aqueducts, written

about the year 80, the professor had previously

noticed, had a passage strongly illustrating the

growth of this spirit. After giving an account

of the nine aqueducts under his care, constructed

at Rome at various periods, and amounting in

length to about 142 miles, he said :
— “ With

so many waters, and so many magnificent

works necessary for their transport to this

great city, will you compare the idle pyramids

of Egypt, or even the inert works of the

Greeks, however celebrated and glorious in

history.” In our day, architecture was con-

tracted to absolute utilitarianism
;

all its

powers being devoted to the perfection of the

individual dwelling between party-walls, in

which every citizen was in the enjoyment of

luxuries and conveniences, unheard of in the

days of the Pharoahs, the Medici, or the mag-

nificent Louis the Fourteenth.

The professor now called the attention of

the students to a number of plans of the most

remarkable sacred edifices, constructed from

the time of the Tabernacle in the Wilderness,

to the Christian era. It might be considered

that objects of daily practice should be illus-

trated, rather than what were of rare oc-

currence, and of such vast scale and costliness,

hut we should remember, that Vitruvius laid

down, that the architect’s studies should be

pursued “ maxime in aidibus Deorum, in qui-

bus operum laudes et culpee seternae solent per-

manere.”
In discussing the form and proportions of

temples, we held in veneration those noblest mo-

tives of the heart, which we recognize alike in

the Grecian, the Druid, the Hindoo, and the

Christian temple, and so finely expressed

in the Book of Psalms. In excavatiog the

foundations of the temple at iEgina, the re-

mains of hurnt woods and bones were dis-

covered, mixed, doubtless, with tears and as-

pirations as warm as those of David;— at Se-

linus, the steps of one of the temples were

worn down almost to an inclined plane by the

devout.

The temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, which

formerly stood upon the Capitoline Hill, was

then noticed at length, and the fact pointed

out, that during many successive ages, and re-

edifications, the original plan was strictly ad-

hered to; a remarkable instance of the force

of religious prejudice in an edifice having so

many points of distinction from coeval works.

It was remarked as a coincidence, that many

of these large temples approach 180 feet in

front, the building under notice being 200 feet

by 185 feet.

The plan was the most important con-

sideration in a building; it gave evidence

of the use and purpose of the structure and

was addressed to the understanding, whilst,
;

the elevation addressed the eye. T he arrange-
j

ment of the plan, shoul d in all cases have pre-

cedence, which was the reverse of the ordinary

mode. The plan was made to fit an elevation

previously designed, and much variety of effect,

which the ever-changing considerations of

purpose and convenience might have suggested,

was lost. We were deficient in books on the

ichnographic part ot architecture, though we

had many on the orthographic. Sacred archi-

tecture was not only an antiquarian study, hut

one of immediate application, as it was quite

certain, that the architecture of the Greeks

and Romans would he the architecture of the

whole civilized world. From the time ot the

Tabernacle to that of the Temple of V enus and

Rome, we were struck with the uniformity of

the plan. The plan was in all cases deter-

mined by the ritual, as it must be in every -age.

Vitruvius, who had been in so much unmerited

disgrace, had given us the plans of the ancient

temples
;

his omission of the peribolus was,

however, a very remarkable one. In examin-

ing the sections of ancient temples, we felt a

difficulty as to the size of the opening in such

as were hypaethral: Mr. Cockerell’s own opinion

was, that only a small portion was uncovered.

The Roman temples were covered by a

large continuous vault. This a late traveller

had considered to have been of wood
;

but

whether it was of wood or pumice-stone, it

would necessarily have to be extremely light.

In the orthographic design, the use of large

stones made an important feature. 1 he men-

tion of “ great stones” in the Book ot Kings,

shews that the Hebrews employed them, and,

in fact their use embodied the fundamental

principle of building down to the Christian

era. Towards the decline of the empire, when

the vast resources of ancient Rome were no

longer available, smaller stones were employed.

Vitruvius had given us much information on

the proportions of the orders, and his obscure

parts were being cleared up. There was no

reason why wc should not now make the axes

of our columns incline towards the building in

obedience to his rules : the effect of our build-

'

ings in pyramidal outline would be vastly'

improved. Steps were always considered an I

integral part of the order by the Greeks
;

the •

podium or continous pedestal, was perhaps

necessary in Rome, and in street achitectuiu 1

generally. In the treatment of orders above!

orders, care should be taken that they should 1

seem to grow one out of the other : in the!

portico of Buckingham -pal ace, a very Uadi

effect resulted from the contrast between the'

rapid diminution of the Doric, and the more

slender proportions of the Corinthian. 1 he

ornamental part of a building might be consi-

dered as general decoration, sculpture, and

painting. We had heard much about the revival

of polvchromv, but he was of opinion, thal

although it 'might add great beauty tc

ancient buildings, which were seldom more

than 60 or 80 feet in height, and which

stood under a genial sky, the case was diflerfin

in those which sometimes reached to severs -

hundreds. 'The ornaments of ancient templet

were all within the scope of the eye, and thi

smaller temples must often be considered a

cabinet-works; the sculptor being a more inn

i portant person than the architect, who onl;

furnished the framework for his brother artist

The lines of the sculpture contrasted with th

right lines of the architecture, to the improve -

effect of each. In the pediments, the seulptur:

iften projected beyond the mouldings, breakin

ilieir lines
;

in the' Parthenon, the horse’s hen-

bung over the cornice beneath. 1 lie effect c

the "figures in pediments was much improve

by the smaller scale of those in the friezt

In concluding this section of his course

the professor paid a compliment to Mr. Pugn

for t lie successful manner in which he ha

j

employed polychromy on the gate of Magdalc

I College, Oxford, which, he said, wanted onl

I the effect of time to give it every thing to 1

desired.
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THE PLAGUE OF WHITEWASH.

In this age of grasping at the future rather
than contemplation of the past, the tardy,
though highly meritorious efforts of modern an-
tiquaries, have done comparatively little to

check that course of spoliation, which bids
fair speedily to overwhelm all our national
antiquities. Every county in England is

crowded with village churches at distances of
one to two miles apart, and all of them con-
tain matter of interest, whilst a very large pro-
portion are full of the richest "beauties of
Gothic architecture.* But, to antiquary and to

artist, how melancholy is the present aspect
of each. The reformers and the puritans have
inflicted less injury upon those noble works,
than do the curiosity hunters, and the improv-
ing churchwardens of modern times. The re-

formation despoiled the altars, and plundered
the vestments, the revolution defaced the
carvings and the tombs : the fine open benches
were raised and converted into pews, and the
colours and gilding of the rood-screen ob-
scured with an unmeaning white

;
the stove

chimney was made to meander through the
columns and arches of the church, and dis-

appear through the ruthlessly broken tracery
of a decorated window

;
the timbers of the roof

were covered over with a flat ceiling, and the
root itself lowered from the original pitch.

The squire erected his glazed room in the
church, and made himself comfortable at “ his
own fireside,” marring the exterior with an
unsightly excrescence for a chimney. The
sexton stole the brasses, and an “antiquary”
purchased them. The antiquary stocked his
collection with stained-glass; the country
squire worked up the panels from a rood-screen
in his sideboard. All these and many more
were the acts of robbery and spoliation common
and uncared for once, and not enough noticed
now. But worse than the plunder and havoc
:>f mistaken zealots, worse than ruin and the
alterations of ignorant churchwardens, is the
alague of whitewash, which seems to have
grasped, Bi iareus-like, on cathedral and
Jtarish church in every hole and corner of the
tingdom, spreading its leprosy over plain sur
iace and moulding, stone-carving and wood
lanelling, and obscuring mural paintings,
.•olour, and gilding. The infection is not de-
stroyed, and men will never be convinced that
t is better to let the tooth of time eat its way
into corbel and boss— rather adding new
jeauties than consuming old— than to mar the
.•ontour of a moulding, or to clog up the indents
tt a leaf. The very extent of effort in those
0 whom the country allows the guardianship
•tour national monuments is the making them
ook clean, i e., white. The greens and browns
rom Nature’s palette, are hidden beauties to
hose who deem the bucket and mop the true
istruments of taste, and a whitewashed
*>ttage the brightest ornament in a land-
cape. The noble interiors of Beverley Minster,
t York, and of our other cathedrals, when
ompared with the nave of Westminster
bbey, whose columns retain their natural
ints, lack much of the beauty which the latter
assesses, despite the eye-sores on its walls.
Rochester Cathedral was rich in mural deco-
ition, yet it has been all obscured. At Chester,
ihich we visited v ery few years since, we had,
1 usual, occasion to notice the ill effects of
ihitewash, and we ventured to express our
ainion to one of the dignitaries of the cathe-
•al, who concurred with us

;
yet we sub-

iquently discovered, that he himself had not
jng previous given directions for an additional
tat. The fine Norman doorway of the
ismple Church was no sooner rid of its ac-
lmulated whitewash than it received another
Iplication. At St. Albans, St. Cuthbert’s
ereen, rich in flowers and foliage, has all its

lauty obliterated or destroyed. The clerk of
|e church, an intelligent man, and probably
imembered by many of our readers, has taken
ime pains to clear a portion of this screen,

>
d the delicacy of the carving is there apparent.
: St. Mary’s Church, Stafford, we were
issent during a portion of the late restorations,
id saw the workmen remove the whitewash
i'm some capitals, and found, that shapeless
fipsconcealedfoliageof elegant design, having
ices of painting. St. Peter’s, Northampton,

A' We intend to revert to the subject of village churches,
1 *e shall be glad if our friends in the country will favour

I tvith sketches and measurements, or any information as
ehe present state of fabrics.—

E

d.
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till a few years ago, seemed destitute of orna-
ment

;
the capitals of its columns were mere

lumps, and the whole interior devoid of beautv;
fortunately the state of the building attracted
the attention of Miss Baker, the sister of the
historian of Northamptonshire, who, at some
expense, and, it is said, considerable personal
labour, had the capitals freed from their cover-
ing, and they now form the most beautiful
series in Anglo-Norman architecture. Haddon
Hall, in Derbyshire, a perfect example of an old
English residence, is preserved in its original
state in all respects except the application of
whitewash. The figures in relief, the ceilings,
and ornaments formerly enriched with painting
and gilding, periodically approach a step
nearer to entire concealment. St. Paul’s itself

has not escaped, and the absence of the natural
tints makes more than ever apparent the want
of artificial colour, and revives our regret that
so good an opportunity as was once available
should have been lost. The colouring, in
parts of Gothic churches, was a valuable in-

strument in the hands of the artists of the
middle ages; it was applied with judgment
and effect, was mostly upon plain surface, and
impaired the form of neither moulding nor
ornament

;
but the first coat of whitewash

shews, like the last of Banquo’s line, a mirror
in which we see a long succession following
alter. Individual buildings there may be that
have suffered little, and others which, within
the last few years, have been entirely freed
from whitewash, and the beauty of these is

great; but we are certain that were the whole
of our churches divested of what shrouds them
as completely as the lava of Vesuvius did
Pompeii and Herculaneum, the splendour of
Gothic architecture would at once strike
upon the beholder with a witchery and a
power hardly felt even in these days of restora-
tion and research. Let us hope for the speedy
establishment of a national commission for the
preservation of works of art, and that one of
its earliest endeavours will be in the direction
pointed out. A tithe even of the small sum
we devote to public works would serve to
uphold what we now possess, valuable to an
extent we have never felt, and hourly crum-
bling away beyond the hope of renewal.*

' E. II.

COMPETITION OUTLINES FOR ART-
UNION OF LONDON.

T hk nineteen sets of designs received by the
committee in reply to their offered premium of
h‘0/., were in illustration of the following
subjects The life of Offa, king of the East
Angles

;
Midsummer Night’s Dream

;
Thalaba

the Destroyer; Parables; Revelations of St.
John; the Y\ atchfulness of Providence; the
Rape ot the Lock

;
Keat’s Hyperion

; the
Commandments; Harold the Dauntless; Anne
of Gierstein; the History of Joseph; Raising
m Jairus’s Daughter; Scott's Betrothed;
Judgment of God against Sin; John Gilpin;
Byron’s Mystery; Life of Brutus; and
Cymbeline.

After long deliberation, the committee
selected the set illustrative of the Revelations
of St. John, afterwards found to be by Mr.
George Elgar Hicks, Lymington, Hampshire,
as most fully complying" with the terms of their
advertisement, and awarded the premium to
the author of it. Considering that much
talent was displayed by some of the com-
petitors, and anxious to stimulate young artists

to exertion, they awarded honorary premiums
of 201. each to the authors of the three follow-
ing sets Offa

; the Watchfulness of Provi-
dence; and the Commandments; who were found
to be respectively Mr. G. E. Sintzenick, of
3, Princes-street, Fitzroy- square

;
Mr. William

Cave Thomas, of 39, London-street, Fitzroy-
square

;
and Mr. G. Schurf, jun., of 14, Francis-

street, Bedford-square. Mr. Hicks obtained the
Royal Academy medal at the last distribution
of prizes

;
and Mr. Cave 'Thomas is one of the

artists selected by the Fine Arts’ Commis-
sioners for the decoration of the new Houses
of Parliament. Amongst the most meritorious
of the other designs we may mention the
series from the History of Joseph; Byron’s
Mystery

;
and Thalaba."

* We have long felt the need of a national commission for
the preservation of monuments, and shall take every oppor-
tunity of advocating its establishment. We shall be glad
to receive communications on the best mode of cleaning
paintings in distemper.—Ed,

A CHAPTER ON MARBLE.

Marble, martre French, niarmor Latin,
from the Greek pappaipw, to shine or glitter,
is a term used to define numerous varieties of
compact and granular limestone, which are
susceptible of a superior polish, and are de-
nominated either from their colour, their a<re,

their grain, their country or district, their
degree of hardness, their weight or their
defects. The general characters are,—large or
small-grained, generally in distinct concretions,
sometimes so fine-grained as to appear compact,
and often only distinguishable by a glimmering
lustre. Fracture, foliated

;
fragments, amor-

phous, blunt; weight, granitose
;

lustre, from
glimmering to shining, between pearly and
vitreous, sometimes translucent, but the" black
only oil the edges. It consists chiefly of 50
lime and 40 carbonic acid, whence it is called
by chemists and mineralogists a carbonate of
lime, to which class in all strictness it belongs.
Marbles are distinguished from gypsums by

the application of diluted nitric or muriatic
acid, which produces a strong effervescence,
by expelling the carbonic acid

;
but otherwise*

in external character, organic disposition, and*
capability of polish, there is a striking simili-
tude between many varieties of each. They
embrace every degree of hardness, and the
specific gravity of marble varies with its density
and crystalline structure. Souio of them are
ot one simple colour, as white or black, others
streaked, or variegated with stains, clouds,
veins, waves, &c., but almost all are opaque,
excepting the white, which, when cut in thin
slices, becomes transparent.
Of the endless varieties of marbles abound*-

ing in almost every region of the earth, yasfc
formations, in like manner with the simple
limestones, retain the evidences of organic
character and composition, being crystalline
masses of marine animals, and embracing, in
some few instances, the bones of land animals
and fresh-water shells; in almost all of them
we see a certain advance towards decompo.^
sition

;
while in other and perhaps tho more

extensive beds, every trace of organization is

extinguished. Geologists, on this account,
have classed them as primary and secondary
rocks, presuming that the absence of organic
delineation denotes the more advanced age

;

but most erroneously so, for the preservation
or decay of organic masses of calcareous
animals depends more upon climate and as-
sociation than upon age, and very often the
same formation presents the two characteristics
of this class of rock.

Again, geology infers that marble is formed
from masses cooling down under intense lateral
pressure, but were this the case, every trace of
animal organization must have been destroyed,
and the crystalline appearance would have
been uniform

;
but so far from there being any

evidence of heat or fusion, or lateral pressure,
much of the coralloide and shell-marble rests
in its primary undisturbed state, the shells
and corals exhibiting the uninjured outline,
and so disposed as to exhibit an uninterrupted
series of natural events, embracing in the one
whole an epoch which has long since passed
away. The existence of these organic masses
in their pristine form, and disposed in spots
where they formerly lived, propagated in their
generations and died, and now their calcareous,
concrete, and crystalline states, evidence the
small amount of faith the student ought to
place in modern classification and modern
theories : a classification which pronounces all

crystalline rocks volcanic; theories which
assign various epochs to rocks and earths
which are manifestly formed under the same
existing causes, and at the same period of time.
Among the most remarkable varieties of

marble may be mentioned the African
,
having

a black ground diversified with moderately
large spots, sometimes tinged a little reddish

;

AlabandtUm, marmor,
much used in building

among the Romans, and distinguished by its

remarkable glossy jet-black appearance; Au-
vergne marble, of a pale red mingled with
violet, green, and yellow

;
Brocalello, of a fine

bright yellow colour, thickly variegated with
irregular veins and spots of purple, and spots
or spaces of fine semi-pellucid crystalline spar—this is a truly beautiful marble, equal in
polish to the finest agate; Camaggione marble,
so called from its flesh colour, exhibiting shades
of pale whitish and yellowish casts, and also of
a rosy hue; Cippolino

,

the true Egyptian

!
;
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marble, of a sea-green colour, mixed with

large waves or clouds of white or pale green,

the same with that which the ancients called

jlgustum and Tiberium marmor.
Coralloide marble; of this there are numerous

varieties, and in great abundance in almost all

countries
;

in this country we have principally

two in use, one grayish black, the other jet

black. The first is found in many parts of

Derbyshire, and the corals it contains are of

the porous kind, and of the most elegant species

in the world
;
they are lodged in it at all angles

and in all directions, and are in general about

one inch and a half long and three-quarters

of an inch broad ;
they are composed of longi-

tudinal plates, very fine and thin, and of a snow-

white, ranged in distinct orders, and finely

interspersed at small distances with their trans-

verse plates, the whole internal part of the coral

being thus divided into a sort of square cells.

This net-like division runs through about

three-fourths of the body, but the top has only

the longitudinal plates without the transverse

ones. It is a very beautiful substance, and

abounds in Derbyshire and Wales.

The other species is an equally beautiful com-

pact substance ;
fine, even texture, very hard, of

a deep jet black, and capable of a very high

polish. It is elegantly variegated with species

similar to the above, but smaller, and of a less

elegant texture ;
and among these has usually

a great number of sea shells, both turburated

and bivalve, the corals and shells being of a

pure snow-white.

There is another marble common to

Derbyshire, Dorsetshire, Sussex, and many

other parts of England, of a green colour,

and thick set with marine shells, and is what

the pillars of many of our cathedrals are made

of. We have in England vast quarries of

marble abounding with marine shells.

The varieties of marble in England are

numerous and exceedingly diversified, and

many of them perfectly adapted for all the pur-

poses of architecture. The green marble of

Anglesea is much like the verde antico ; its

colours are greenish black, leek green, and

sometimes dull purple, irregularly blended

with white limestone, the green shades being

owing to the presence of magnesia
;

it is an

elegant marble, but apt to be internated by

small cracks, and has a variable polish.

Derbyshire abounds with several fine varie-

ties of marble, particularly such as is composed

of concrete masses of marine shells and petri-

factions; excellent black marble is found at

Ashford, Matlock, and Monsaldah. In North

Devon, marble is still more abundant and diver-

sified
;
there are varieties of black and white

from Bridestow, South Tawton, Drewsteignton.

Some of the Chudley, Staverton, and Berry

pomeroy marbles have a black ground, with

large veins of calcareous spar traversing it in

all directions. The variegated marbles are

generally reddish, brownish, and grayish,

variously veined with white and yellow, and

the colours are often intimately blended
;
the

Plymouth marble is principally of two sorts,

one ash colour shaded with biack veins, the

otherblackish gray and white, shaded in concen-

tric spots interspersed with irregular red spots.

The cliffs near Marychurch, says Polwhele,

exhibit marble not only of great extent, but of

superior beauty to any other in Devonshire,

being for the most part either of a dove-

coloured ground with reddish purple and

yellow veins, or of a black ground mottled

with purplish globules. In a valley below the

cliff, about 400 yards wide, there are loose

unconnected rocks of this marble, owing their

situation probably to the falling down of the

ground into the sea; for there are very large

rocks even on the beach. The huge fragments

of rock scattered over the valley, by which we

easily descend to the sea, give it a grotesque

appearance, and have been whimsically called

a petrified congregation ;
and the pleasantry

of this fancy has been heightened by a rock,

supposed to be about forty tons, in a very erect

position, which has been ludicrously enough

entitled “ the Parson.”

The Petworth marble was formerly most

employed; it is a fossil concrete of marine and

fresh-water shells, some of which are filled

with spar, and add greatly to the beauty

of the stone. The slender round pillars

of the Abbey Church in Westminster,

and of thd Temple Church, are of this sort

of marble : so likewise are those of the Cathe-

dral Church at Salisbury.

France is very rich in marbles. The Romans

availed themselves of this stone in their monu-

ments at Nimes, Aix, Arles, Orange, Vienne,

&c. During the middle ages the quarries

were abandoned, and recourse was had to

Spain, Italy, and the East. In the internal

decorations of the Louvre and the Tuilleries,

Louis XIV. availed himself of French marbles.

They were little used after his time up to the

present century; latterly, abundance of every

variety and colour has been found, and suited

to all purposes except statuary. The marble

of St. Beax, on the banks of the Garonne, is

the best marble used in French sculpture, and

this is a very indifferent one, being dirty white,

and rapidly decaying on exposure to the

atmosphere.*

The variety called marbre de Languedoc, or

de Sainte Baume, is of a fiery red, with white

and gray stones formed of madrepores. The
eight columns which adorn the triumphal arch

in the Carousel at Paris are of this marble,

which was formerly only employed for the

decoration of royal palaces. '1 he neighbour-

hood of Narbonne furnishes several valuable

marbles, among others a shell marble of an

intensely black colour, with white belemnites,

and a purple marble with yellow spots, &c.

One of the most esteemed varieties of French

marble is that called griotte; its colour is a

deep brown, with blood-red oval spots, pro-

duced by shells. Some of the ornaments of

the triumphal arch of the Carousel are made

of griotte, and it is extensively used in deco-

rating public monuments and splendid furni-

ture. Madraporic marble is common in the

department of Jemappes. The beautiful bridge

of Namours is constructed of an elegant

marble termed Chateau London
,
of a very pale

yellow, containing small, unconspicuous shells

and white translucid veins.

The Rovigio marble, found at Padua, is

used for architectural purposes. The occltio di

pavone is formed of concrete masses of shells

which form large orbicular spots, red, white,

and blueish. According to Da Costa, the

peacock’s eye is of a bright cucumber colour,

with spots and veins of milk-white spar; many
of the spots, forming circles about the size of a

sixpence, are filled with a red ground. Pietra

stellaria, much employed in Italy, is entirely

composed of star madrepores, converted into a

grayish and white substance. Baron Bord in

his “Sicilian Mineralogy,” describes upwards

of a hundred varieties
;
the most valuable of

these is that denominated Sicilian jasper by

English stone-cutters
;

it is red with large

stripes like ribbons, white, red, and sometimes

green, which here and there revolve, forming

petty acute angles.

Spain abounds with marbles of every variety.

A mountain entirely composed of beautiful

marbles exists at the distance of three leagues

from San Felipe, and the Tagus takes its course

through hills of marble, which also constitute

its bed. The abundance of this material led

to its extensive use even so far back as the time

of the Romans; and the monuments of an-

tiquity, those of the middle ages and of modern

times, are profusely decorated with indigenous

marbles. The vault of the beautiful theatre

of Toledo is supported by 350 marble columns.

The mosque of Cordova, erected by Caliph

Abdoulrahmin III., is ornamented with 1,200

columns, most of which are of Spanish

marble. Among the ruins of ancient Merida,

built 28 years n.c., fragments of the most

beautiful marbles are still discovered. The

* The principal deposits of marble now wrought are those

of High and Low Pvreuees, the High Garonne, the Arri£gc,

the Ande, the Herault, the Vosges, and the Straits of

Calais. M. Geruzet of Bagneres de Bcgorre (High Pyrenees)

sent the most beautiful and varied marbles last year. The
marbles of Aspan, the stalactite marbles, and the campana-

rantc marbles were those most admired. M. Geruzet has

set up on the Adour a marble work which has 150 saws

constantly at work, besides ten rough saws for cutting out

the blocks, seven lathes, one circular saw, a straight

moulding frame, four machines for making flat slabs, and

one machine which makes twelve rosettes at one time: he

has obtained all the prizes usually awarded and the Legion

of Honour. A saw mill has been set up at Perpignan, by

M. Fraisse. At Mavennc, Mr. Henry, of Laval, has a factory

where 230 blades are at work on black and veined marbles.

Messrs. Landeau, Noyers, and Co., of Sable (Sarthe), work
black and vein marbles by machinery of their own construc-

tion. The quantity of marble imported into France is 6,000

tons, valued at 20.000/., and coming principally from

Tuscany, being white statuary marble, and from Belgium

being amadreporic grayand white marble, known as St. Anne’s

marble, and used for furniture, slabs in coffee-houses, &c.

The value of French marble exported is 6,000/. *

The value of building material wrought in France an-

nually is estimated approximately at2,400,000/.; of this amount
1 ,600,000/. or 2,000,000/. is the regular produce of quarries in

constant work. These quarries are 18,000 in number,
employing 70,000 men. The value of slate quarried annually

is estimated at 80,000/,

church of the Escurial, the principal churches

in Madrid, the palace, &c., are all decorated

with the most beautiful marhles.

The milk-white marble of Cordova is adapted

for sculpture. One of the most celebrated

marbles is the broccatello : its chief colour is

claret red, variegated with numerous small

spots and points of isabell-yellow, yellowish

gray, and a translucent white.

The marbles of Germany ore very numerous.

Carinthia possesses the most beautiful of all

shell-marbles, viz. that of Bleyberg, called

fire marble,
or opalescent lumachella. 1 1 abounds

With the opalescent fragments of a species of

nautilus, here and there disseminated in its

mass, reflecting tints of red, green, and blue,

of considerable intensity
;

it seldom exists in

layers.

‘The statuary marble of the ancients was

principally Parian marble, so called from its

coming from the island of Paros in the Grecian

Archipelago, although it is well ascertained

that several other islands, as Neupos, Tenos,

&c., in that sea, afford similar marble. Carrara

marble was also used by the ancients, and is

the choice material of modern sculptors. To
fit a marble for statuary, it should be highly

crystalline, and yet with a fine grain
;

it should

be' perfectly white, entirely free from flaws

and from foreign minerals, and should be

very compact. The American Washington

and New Milford marble answers very well

to these qualities.

Statuary marble is exceedingly durable when

favoured by climate or association, although

far from being a hard stone. Hence, says

Patrin, it is sought for, for the construction

of the most sumptuous edifices, and of monu-

ments which are intended to be at once

magnificent and durable. Marble is one of

the least destructible materials
;

of this we
have a proof in those precious statues, which

are the eternal monument of the genius of the

artists of ancient Greece. They have supported

the injuries of twenty centuries, while the

scythe of Time has been made harmless by the

brilliant polish of their surface.

H. G. Montagtjk.

EPISCOPAL CHAPEL AT WRINGTON.

An Episcopal chapel has lately been erected

at an expense of about 1,000/. at Redbill, in

the parish of Wrington, Somerset; Mr.Wilson,

of Bath, was the architect. It is built in the

early English style, whose prominent features

are simple, elegant, and light, and whose

decorative members being comparatively few,

admit of its more general adoption for small

churches, where the funds necessary for their

erection are limited. For the amount ex-

pended, we have a quiet, unostentatious

beauty in the arrangement of the interior of

this building that could scarcely be expected.

It receives light from graceful lancet windows,

three of which, with stained glass, give a pleas-

ing effect to the chancel. The roof is of wood,

opened to the ridge-piece, and for its plain

construction is particularly ornamental. At

the entrance, on a platform of two steps, is an

ably chiselled font of stone of appropriate

character
;
and over the doorway is a tablet

which records that “ This chapei was erected

in the year 1844. It contains 31 5 sittings, and

in consequence of a grant of 80/. from the In-

corporated Society for Promoting the Enlarge-

ment, Building, and Repairing of Churches

and Chapels, and of a grant of 90/. from the

Bath and Wells Diocesan Church Building

Association, 250 of that number are hereby

declared to be free and unappropriated for

ever.” There is, with the exception of the

corbel heads without the porch, so much good

taste displayed in the uniformity and com-

pleteness of this unassuming structure, that

we regretted to find what is called a “ hand-

some ” stove placed in the centre of the aisle,

with a black flue rising vertically to some

height, and then running horizontally to make

its escape through one of the windows, which

has been disfigured for that purpose. We
think, also,—but this is a subject which we
must touch upon with the greatest diffidence

—

that had the chancel, which is paved with

imitative encaustic tiles, been elevated one

step, in point of practical utility alone it would

have been better, from imparting a greater

distinctness and dignity to the clergyman
;
and

as from the commnnion table he proclaims the

holy Commandments of God, they would not
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be lessened in their solemnity, nor lose the
force of their impressiveness, from his being
raised above his congregation. We should
deprecate any attempt to produce a renewal
of obsolete forms, utterly inconsistent with
the pure religion which, as Protestants, we
profess, but even as a spiritual religion, it is

requisite to maintain the principle of doing all

things decently and in order, so that, by avoid-
ing Puritanism on the one hand, and Popery
on the other, we may enter into the deep
tranquillity of the House of God with a sincere,
zealous, and unquestioning faith, awake only
to those gracious and sublime emotions of the
soul which conduct us with good thoughts,
kind thoughts, ennobling thoughts, to the
observance of our highest and most benignant
duties .—Bristol Mirror.

SUFFOLK CHURCHES.

TUDDENHAM ST. MARTIN.

Few villages in Suffolk can boast of a more
picturesque situation than Tuddenham. Seated
in the hollow of a deep and narrow valley, it is

not perceived from the high table-land on
which it is approached from Ipswich, until the
traveller has reached the point of descent, when
a fresh landscape breaks upon his view, and
below, the intermingled red-brick, and more
ancient timber-built houses, with their gardens,
constitute the village of Tuddenham. West-
ward, the valley presents no remarkable at-

tractions, but in the opposite direction are to
be found some of the most' pleasing views of
Suffolk scenery.

T he parish church, the first object of interest
in most places, occupies a commanding station
on the brow of the hill immediately over-
looking the village. The large Norman
doorway, on the north side of the nave, refers
the earliest date of the present building to
the tenth century; and though no other fea-
tures of that style of architecture are now
visible, it is most probable that the walls of the
nave are of the same era. Occasional repairs
have probably effaced some of the characteristics
of the original design, which the introduction
of larger windows more directly superseded.
There are now four windows opening into this
part of the church, but the tracery is of that
meagre description which is commonly found
to have been supplied to village churches in the
fifteenth century. The accustomed entrance is

now on the south side, where the doorway is of
the same date as the windows we have just
mentioned. In the interim-, the visitor cannot
fail to be struck with the simple yet graceful
appearance of the ancient open timber roof,
which, with the exception of the mutilated
forms of saints and angels, bereft of their heads
by fanatic zeal, remain uninjured and in good
preservation. The entrance to the chancel is

through a rude arch, without shaft or impost.
This partof the building is probablyof laterdate,
as succeeding builders generally lengthened the
chancels of their Norman predecessors. The
door and side windows appear to have been
substitutions for former work, and are of poor
design

;
the east window, which is of three

lights, the tracery formed by crossing the mul-
lions and without foliations, was, till lately, the
only indication from which it could be inferred

|!
that the present chancel might have existed in

I the 14th century. But the present incumbent,
upon examining the walls of this part of the
Icburch, discovered, near the surface of the
ground, the ancient piscina. Upon clearing
away the rubbish with which it had been filled,

.it was found to consist of two arches, one on
Nhe face ot the wall, the other occupying part
[lot the recess of the side window. The design
4s bold and striking, the central shaft appearing
'to support the weight of the whole superin-
icumbent wall. The position of these arches so
mear the ground, as well as the form of the east
window, suggest the notion that the fioor of the
lchancel was originally lower than that of the
mave, a circumstance extremely rare, but which
is here to be accounted for from the slope of
Ithe hill upon which the church is built. The
Jtower is square, consisting ofthree stages, with-
out buttresses. All the windows have the
rtracery defaced, and this destruction in the
ibelfry story, which is so common a feature in
iour churches, we can refer to no other cause
hthan the mischievous carelessness of those
workmen who have inserted the timber frames

for the bells. It is really much to be regretted
that such a negligence has ever been suffered,
whichso often gives a finetoweraveryunsightly
appearance. The bells are five in number,
and, from the inscriptions, were cast in 1655 bv
John Darby, whose name is similarly preserved
in a very large number of the Suffolk
churches.

The history of the erection of our parish
churches is generally involved in obscurity;
seldom have documents been preserved to shew
through whose munificence they were erected,
or enlarged, or ornamented. Armorial bearings
are frequently the only traces which are left

wherewith to identify the families whose names
may be associated with tbe parochial history
of former days. Such is probably the case
with respect to Tuddenham. But on examin-
ing the western entrance, we trace the arms of
the family of D’Avilliers, a shield charged with
three escutcheons, a name well known to those
who have interested themselves in Suffolk ge-
nealogy. These appear in the right hand spandril
of the western doorway

;
on the left is a shield,

bearing a plain cross, charged with five escha-
lops, but we know not to whom it may be
referred.

The monumental inscriptions in the church
are few. One records the decease of Richard
Keeble in 1653, and several members of his
family. This Mr. Keeble was a lawyer of
some eminence, and hi3 ‘ Reports ’ are at this
day considered as a valuable contribution to
the legal records of the country. Another is

dedicated to the memory of John Sicklemore
Gent., Lord of the Manor of this parish, who
died 1644, and was here buried with several of
his family. The only other is an affectionate
tribute to the memory of Isabella Wrattislaw
who died at the early age of 20. No date is

given.

We are unwilling to refer to the state in
which the interior of the building lately ap-
peared, but we notice with great pleasure the
improvement which has taken place. The
north doorway, which had been contracted
from its original dimensions by a poor inser-
tion of a later date, has been restored, and a
new and substantial door provided; tbe win-
dows of the nave have been put in order, and
their tracery repaired

;
and the fine open roof

thoroughly cleaned. The unsightly and en-
croaching pews have been removed, and the

ancient seats (of which a considerable portion
remained in the church) have been rein-
stated. As more seats were required, the
carving of new ones was entrusted to Mr.
Ringham, of this town, who has executed
them in admirable style, and in exact confor-
mity with the rest. The rails for the commu-
nion-table have been executed by the same
hand, with the same excellence of workman-
ship. Across the chancel arch stand the
basement panels of the old rood-loft screen,
the access to which was by a doorway now
remaining in the south wall. The pulpit
stands at the north-east corner of the nave, and
is a very remarkable specimen. It exhibits a
pattern of the decorative art of the middle
ages, immediately before its extinction, when
fantastic forms superseded the designs of a
more chastened and correct taste. Indeed,
there are indications of the approaching change
in the workmanship of this pulpit, which, while
they interest the curious, do not appear to
offend the eye. This pulpit has also been
restored by Mr. Ringham. A small gallery
has been placed in the tower, in the room of
those unsightly projections which are very
often found in our churches, but neither com-
pensate for their ugliness by any additional
accommodation. The font stands on the right
hand side of the south entrance, and is elabo-
rately carved, and notwithstanding the deface-
ments by the puritanical hatchet, is one of the
best specimens of mediaeval art in this neigh-
bourhood. From the fragment of an inscrip-
tion in the horizontal surface of the basement,
it appears to have been the gift of Richard Sil-

vestyr and his wife Agnes, about the year 1480.
The recent alterations in the interior have

excited much interest amongst the parishioners,
who have cordially seconded the views of their
worthy pastor, by voluntary contributions
towards the reparation of the church

;
and

though some seceders from the Church of
England have refused their aid, a better spirit

has influenced others, and one, a landed pro-
prietor, has been a very liberal contributor.
Something yet remains to be done towards the
renewal of the chancel, which, we hope, will

not be neglected by the impropriator, and tbe
church, thus completed, will unite the requisites

of comfort, convenience, and neatness, with
strict architectural propriety .—Ipswich Chroni-
cle.

REVOLVING SCAFFOLDING USED AT
THE NEW HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.
In continuation of the article on timber

scaffolding which appeared in our last Number,
we are enabled, by the kindness of Mr.
Grissell, to give our readers an engraving of
the circular travelling crane, now in use for
erecting the central, or ventilating tower, at the
new Houses of Parliament.

It consists of a circular base curb, at the
top of which is fixed a toothed rack. In the

centre is fixed a vertical post, with diagonal
braces, carrying a centre point, around which
the travelling crane works, with its hoisting
crab on the top. At the foot of each leg is

inserted a toothed wheel, working into the
rack, so that by means of winch handles the
whole can be made to revolve. It is stated,

that the saving in labour is very considerable,
but that the saving as compared with the cost

of constructing scaffolding is very much
greater.

Revolving Scaffolding used at the new Houses of Parliament.
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ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL.

Sr. Bartholomew’s Hospital is one of the

most ancient, as well as the most important, of

the numerous charities which distinguish Eng-

land from all other countries in the world.

Rahere, by whom it was founded, lived in the

rei<>-n of Henry I. A curious document among

the Cottonian MSS. (quoted at length by

Malcolm in his Londinium Redivivum ) describes

the life of Rahere, and the circumstances

which led him to build the priory of St.

Bartholomew and the hospital near it. In his

vouth he is described as haunting “the hows-
|

holdys of noblemen and the palices of prynees;

where under everye elbowe of them, he spread
|

ther coshyngs with iapys and flatteryngs de-

lectably anoynting the eevyes, by this mean to

drawe to hym ther frendschippis,” and took the

lead at all plays “and other courtly mokk'ys.”

Becoming impressed with a feeling of the

wickedness of his life, he journeyed to Rome

as a penance. Here he was overtaken by

sickness, and being at the point of death, made

a vow, that if he recovered, he would build

“an hospitale in receation of poure men, and

to them so ther gadered necessaries mynyster

after his power.” He was afterwards com-

manded by St. Bartholomew, in a dream, ac-

cordin'* to the legend, to build a church in his

name in Southfield
;
and recovering, returned

to England to fulfil his vow, and comply with

the command. Having obtained the king’s

favour, he first built the church, and then

“ an hospital house a litell lenger of from the

chirche by hymself he began to edifie.
*

The hospital remained attached to the

priory till after the dissolution
;
when Henry

VIII., in the last year of his reign, granted it

a new charter of incorporation, and endowed

it with a certain sum on condition that the

citizens of London should contribute an equal

amount. At the present time its revenue is

very large, the good it effects incalculable.

The buildings escaped the Fire of London
;

but becoming ruinous, were for the most part

taken down in 1729. Subscriptions were

* Rahere’ s tomb is in the cliurrh of St. Bartholomew the

Great close by
;
an interesting building, once part of the old

priory.

raised to rebuild it, and in 1/30, the present

structure was commenced from the design of

James Gibbs, but was not completed before

1770.

The principal gateway, very accurately re-

presented by the accompanying engraving, is

of earlier date than the hospital, having been

rebuilt in 1702, when Sir W. Prichard, ICt.,

was president, and John Nicoll, Esq., treasurer.

The whole is of stone, and is in a good state

of repair,—much belter than the hospital itself.

The figure in ihe niche is intended for Henry

VIII., those on the broken pediment above it,

are designed to represent Lameness and Dis-

ease. Originally this gateway was connected

' with buildings on either side, and did not

profess to have any thing more than a street

front. Lately its character has been altered

I by removing these buildings, and the result

is not advantageous to the design.

In the ensuing number we shall give views

of the quadrangle and the Giltspnr-street

j

gateway, and shall then be able to speak more

at length of the architectural peculiarities of

|

the hospital.
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CENTRE WINDOW IN WEST FRONT OF THE DUTCH CHURCH,
AUSTIN FRIARS.

Plan of Window.

FIRE DAMP—VENTILATION OF MINES.
ROYAL INSTITUTION.

The first evening meeting in the present year
was held on Friday, the 17th instant, when Pro-
fessor Faraday laid before the members some
observations on coal mines, and the accidents
to which the miners are liable, with especial
reference to what is called the goaf of the
nine.

In consequence of the disastrous explosion
n the coal mine at Haswell, where 95 men and
>oys were killed, he had been deputed by
government to proceed there, in conjunction
vith Mr. Lyell, and to make a report upon it.

riiat report was before the public, and it was
rith the view of explaining some points in it

hat lie came before them on that occasion.
Ie did not profess to understand coal mines
0 well as those who had devoted all their
ime to the subject, but he did profess to
nderstand Nature in some degree, and it was
roin this circumstance probably that Govern-
lent had selected him for the' inquiry. lie
•ould premise that the inquest shewed that no
lame attached to any person in the late dis-
ster

;
all precaution, so far as their knowledge

ent, had been taken, but certain observations
ad occurred to Mr. Lyell and himself which,
attended to, might, he thought, have the

Tect of lessening danger in future. He then
escribed, by means of a black cloth stretched
gainst the wall of the theatre, the appearance
a seam of coal, and the mode of working

,e mine. He shewed that having sunk a
iaft down to the seam (in the present case
10 feet deep), a straight passage 5 yards wide
as worked out of it, 25 yards forward; the
of being secured by props. A passage right
d left ot the same width, was then cut to the
me extent, and then again returned right
d left, so that ultimately the mine presented
series of masses of coal, 25 yards square,
lied pillars, each surrounded by a passage or
iy. They then began to work out one of
-se masses (the thickness of the seam in
est:on was 4 feet G inches), and as they re-
ived the coal, they secured the roof by means
props. \\ hen the whole of one pillar had
en taken out, as they could not afford to leave
timber supports, they were withdrawn, and

: superincumbent earth descended. This
s called a goaf, and ultimately presented a

’P of ruins of enormous extent. The goaf
Y examined covered 13 acres (an area once
1 a half as large as Lincoln’s-inn Fields).
Leaving this part of the subject, the professor
n described the nature of fire-damp, and
nvod its properties by experiments with coal-
1

,
which, in most respects, resembled it.

e gas which exudes in the mines becomes
ilosive when mixed with atmospheric air in
intiti es ot not less than 5 of air to 1 of gas,
more than 14 of air to one of gas

;
with less

or more air there is no danger. The
fessor was of opinion that the coal-dust
tiered about was licked up by the rush of
1 produced, in which case the combustion
he shewed by experiment) was very dif-
mt. bire-damp is exceedingly light, and
essarily ascends to the highest parts. This
exemplified by various experiments, as upon
property was based the proposition he

bed to enforce—namely, that the goaf is a
eptacle for fire-damp, and by a variety of
umstances may be made to discharge part
ts contents into the mine—for example, by
.nge in the density of the atmosphere,
he ventilation of mines was effected by
shafts, in one of which was a furnace

;

fugh the rarefaction produced, currents
e established which drew off the gas.
5 s ^lc 'v the size of the furnace at the
e where the accident occurred, he mon-
ied that a ton of coals was always in
ibustion. The professor then shewed by
eriments with pipes communicating with a

i how rapidly smoke was carried off in this
mer, and urged, as the main object of his
ire, that all goafs should be ventilated as

as was practicable by means of pipes
nnunicating with the furnace. This might
lione in most cases at an expense of 50/.
kiere is no lecturer who can invest a
iole subject with so much interest as Mr.
' day, or more completely simplify an ab-

• one. His illustrations too, never fail,
1 are

_

always ready. His audience are not
"waiting while this bottle is filled, or that
llxhausted

;
preparation and explanation go

Ogether, and the result is perfect.

GOTHIC DETAILS FROM THE DUTCH
CHURCH, AUSTIN FRIARS.*

The centre window in the west front, repre-
sented by the accompanying engraving, is a
very good example of a window in what is

termed the decorated style, which, as a gene-
ral rule, may be called the architecture of the
14th century. The arch of windows of this
style is usually equilateral (not always), and
the tracery consists in the earlier specimens,
of geometrical forms, circles, trefoils, &c.

;

and in the later examples is formed by wavy'
flowing lines. In the Perpendicular style,
which succeeded it, the mullions ran through
the head in perpendicular lines, and the tracery
took the same character

;
the arch became

flatter, and ultimately lost the pointed form
altogether. The perpendicular style in the
same general way, as above stated, may be
considered to belong to the fifteenth century.
In windows of the early English style, which
preceded the decorated, the arch, especially in

* See p. 30

the earliest specimens, is acute, and the open-
ing long and narrow. This style belongs to

the thirteenth cen-

tury.

The window that

forms the subject

of our illustra-

tion is considerably

largerthan theaisle

window figured in

the last number of
our journal, (as is

shewn by the di-

mensions annex-
ed), but is drawn
to a smaller scale.

The moulding of
the cill is the same
in this as in the
aisle window

; the
section of the re-
veal, with its di-

mensions, is shewn
by the annexed
cut.



SOCIETY OF ARTS.

Wednesbav Evening, Jan. 22—W. H.

Bodkin, Esq., M.P., V.P., &o. in the chair.

Bennett Woodcroft and J. Havers, Esqs.,

were elected members. . , ,

The secretary read a paper by M. Claudet,

“ On the progress of the various branches ol

Photography.”
The author treated of the improvements

which the art of Talbotype and Daguerreotype

have undergone during the past year. Also,

mentioning many new processes, and describ-

ing a discovery of his own connected with the

optical part of the subject, by means of which

great and hitherto unattainable facility is given

for obtaining a sharp and defined picture. 1 he

most interesting part of the paper, however,

was that which treated of the new process of

engraving the Daguerreotype image, so that

it may produce a great number of copies, in

the same manner as a plate engraved by the

usual method. The process consists in biting

away (by certain means described by the

author) the dark parts of the picture, so that

they may retain ink, and admit of being printed

by the ordinary process of copper-plate print-

ing- —

these societies, I know nothing of their plan of

operation, beyond what one may glean from their

rather ambiguous prospectus; far from thinking,

however, with your correspondent that a period

of seventeen years is required, I am inclined to

believe that a society may finally terminate m ten

years, and also yield a large return of profit to those

members, who become, in fact, lenders of money.

Let us suppose a society holding 100 shares.

The terms are that 10s. per month per share shall

be paid, and in addition 4s. per month for interest

on those shares upon which money has been

advanced. The shares being nominally 120k each,

we will further suppose that the borrower agrees to

a deduction of 63/. by way of bonus, and obtains

57/. for his share. The account will then stand

th"s:~*
- £. ,. a.

10 shares pay each sub. £60 0 0

Interest for 9 years 21 12 0

FLOOR-TILES.

We have been favoured with a specimen

of glazed flooring tiles from Scinde, of such

superior quality and beauty to any procurable

in Bombay, that the subject of their importa-

tion seems well worthy of the consideration of

the mercantile community. The aspect of the

tiles must be familiar to most of those who have

been on the Indus—specimens, indeed, are

plentiful in Bombay. Those before us are

6$ inches square, and |
of an inch thick,

admirably well-baked, and glazed blue and

white, like old Dutch ware. One hundred

will furnish 3£ yards of pavement for 2% Rs.

of price. The glaze is a true vitreous one, as

perfectly made and applied apparently, as that on

European earthenware. Thefloors ofour lobbies

and verandahs are here atpresentgenerally com-

posed of blocks of trap, rough, cold, and com-

fortless-looking, though sufficiently strong and

- substantial, or of tiles imported from China.

The stone is at once unseemly and expensive,

and would rarely be employed could a more

elegant and economical substitute be found.

The Chinese tiles are 14 inches square, and

cost from 1 5 Rs. to 25 Rs. per 100. Or taking

20 Rs. as the average price, and assuming that

something less are required to the square yard

than seven tiles, at a cost of about Rs. 1 : 12

annas a yard—more than double the price of

the Scindian tiles, which can, it is said, be

imported here for betwixt 2 and 3 Rs.

a hundred—equivalent to 3£ yards of flooring,

which will, on an average, cost less than 13

annas a yard. A verandah, or lobby, 15 feet

by 30, could be paved with them for about

70 Rs., chunam, pavior work, and all. They

would exceed the Chinese tiles as well in

strength as in cleanliness and beauty.—Bombay

Times, Nov. 23.

1 1 shares, pay each sub. 60 0 0

Interest 'for 8 years 19 4 0

11

shares, pay each sub. 60 0 0

Interest for 7 years 16 16 0

12

shares, pay each sub. fill 0 0

Interest for 6 years 14 8 0

13

shares, pay each sub.

Interest for 5 years

13 shares, pay each sub.

Interest for 4 years

1st year, Subscrip-
tions of 100

shares

£500 0 0

2nd year, Balance 30 - -

Subscriptions .... 600 0 0

Interest on 10

shares 24

£651 0 0

3rd year, Balance 27 0

Subscriptions .... 600 0

Interest on 21

shares 50 8

10 shares at 57/•

each
Balance .

.

570 0 0

11 shares at 5//.

each 627 0

Balance . . 27 0

11 shares at 57/.

Balance .

.

4th year, Balance 50 8

Subscriptions .... 600 0

Interest on 32

shares 76 1

6

16717 4 0

5th year, Balance 43 4

Subscriptions .... 600 0

Interest on 44

shares 105 12

£748 16

6th year, Balance 7-16

Subscriptions. . . . 600 0

Interest on 57
shares 136 16

7th year, Balance 3 12

Subscriptions .... 600 0

Interest on 70
shares 168 0

£77 1 12

£677 8 0

12 shares at 57/.

each
Balance .

.

13 shares at 5 7/.

each
Balance .

.

741 0 0

13 shares at 57/.

each
Balance.

.

741 0

3 12

£744 12

8 shares at 57/.

each
Balance .

.

456 0

315 12

BUILDING SOCIETIES, LOAN COMPANIES,
AND SAVINGS’ BANKS.

8th year, Balance 315 1

Subscriptions. . . . 600

Interest on 78
shares 187

9th year, Subscrip-
tions 600

Interest on 78
shares 187
3th year, Sub-
scriptions 600

Interest on 78
shares 187

2 shares at

121/. 13s. 9d. 26/7
Balance . . 0

£2677

0 sharcs.f

£81 12 0 and obtain a
loan at expira-

tion of 1 year.

79 4 0 do. 2 do.

76 16 0 do. 3 do.

74 8 0 do. 4 do.

8 shares, pav .each sub. 60 0 0

Interest 'for 3 years 7 A n

9 12 0 do. 6 do.

22 shares, pay each sub.

do. 767 4 0 . / --
60 0 0 and double their capital

10 years.

§

In their prospectus they say that the member

only pays an interest of 4 per cent, on the loan.

Were the member to receive GO/, upon his share,

doubtless the interest at 4 per cent, would be

exactly what the society charge him, viz. 4s. per

month, or 21. 8s. per annum ;
but this is a one-

sided account, and without reckoning the value of

his annual subscription of 6/. for 10 years, which

at 4 per cent, amounts to 72/., leaving him 12/.,

after paying his debt of 60/. and interest at 4 per

cent. |1
Let us take, for example, the first and

last cases in our calculation. In the first case, a

member joins the society, and pays an annual sub-

scription of 6/. ;
he has appropriated to him at the

end of the first year 57/., for which he has to pay

annually 21. 8s. in addition to his subscription. At

the expiration of

10 years, he will have paid ^81 1

And have received from the society .... 5,

Paid for loan of 57/. for 9 years £2* 12 0

If he had borrowed 57/. for 9 years at 4 per cent.,

and invested his yearly payments at the same rate

of interest, his account would have stood thus :

1st years’ investment'.... ®

g years do. at 81. 8s. each ii "

Compound interest 4 per cent, on above .... 15 10 *

Sum borrowed • ^57 0

9 years’ compound int. at 4 p. cent. -0 10

£\9 18

Or, in other words, he has'paid for interest. . £24 12

The difference between -*’20
J®

®

And 15 16 9
4 „

Is the balance of interest at 4 per cent.

GENERAL ACCOUNT.

t

10 years sub £6000 . .

9 do. int. on 1 Osh. 216 0 0

8 do. do. 11 do. 211 4 0

7 do. do. 1 1 do. 184 16 0

6 do. do. 12 do. 172 16 0

5 do. do. 13 do. 156 0 0

4 do. do. 13 do. 124 16 0

3 do. do. 8 do. 57 12 0

78 sh. at 57/. each £44 16 0

- do. 121/.13s.9d. 2677 2

Balance. ... 01

78 £7123 4 0

BY WILLOUGHBY WILTON.

( Concluding Letter.)

Snug. “ You never can bring in a wall. What say

you. Bottom?”
Bottom. “ Some one must present wall.”

Midsummer Nigiit’s Dream.

The Editor of The Builduh has received

a letter from “ H. S.” on the subject of our

remarks in previous letters respecting build-

ing societies. As our object is truth, not

victory, we most willingly receive any light

which can be thrown on this abstruse subject.

Acting on this principle, we will con-

sider it our duty calmly and independently

to admit and criticise such attacks as may be

made upon our position, until we shall be

shifted from it by numbers—not of assailants,

but of truth-telling figures. But to cut this

preamble short, the letter of “ H. S.” roads

* The calculation here instituted has not the merit of

novelty, though it may be original to its author. The same

species of Dr. and Cr. account will be found in some ol the

pamphlets which have been published on building societies ;

and particularly in the “ Proceedings of the Court of Common
Sense,” but with this difference that the author of that

brochure gives it the title
— ” Calculation to shew what

would he the duration of a society, if the shares were fixed at

150/. each, the monthly pavments twenty shillings per share;

the borrowers to pay five per cent, interest, or 12s. 6d. per

share, and to receive the full value of their shares without

Paying beyond 4 per cent ^19 18 4

In the last case a member has appropriated to

him 57/. at the end of 7 years
;
at the expiration of

10 years he will have paid 67/. 4s., and received

from the society 57/-—paid for the loan of 57/. for

3 years, 10/. 4s. If he had borrowed at the expira-

tion of 7 years, 57/. for 3 years at 4 per cent., and

invested his yearly payments at the same rate of

interest, his account would have been

—

7 years’ investment at 0 0

3 do. do. 8/. 8s. ... as 4 0

Compound interest at 4 per cent. n above .. 12 6

79 10

Sum borrowed - -

3 years’ compound int. at 1 p. cent. 6 16 9

Excess of interest over 4 per cent, paid to the

society ,
* |j

share, and to receive t/iejuii vaiue nj men ...........

uvy deduction for premiums or discount;'' and proceeds

— follow-
Fir!Dr.

To Subscription, 500
shares at 12/ 6000 0

ToInterest,41sliares

average 75s 153 15

Year. Cr.

By 4 1 shares, taken

"up at 150/. each 6150 0

Cash 3 15

£6153 li

all this that the bor-

thus :

—

TO THE EDITOR OP THE BUILDER.

Sir,— I have read the letters of Mr. Wilton in

your periodical on building societies, and although

he has stated sufficient to act as a caution to the

public, yet, as it appears to me, he has fallen into

some errors, which needlessly make those societies

appear worse than they would really seem to be,

and consequently of greater disadvantage to the

borrowers. Having no connection with any of

£6153 15

\ The writer “ H. S.” supposes in an mis uiut me uU.-

rower is liable only for 57/. ; but from all we can learn—and

we have asked the question besides in our letters, and it has

not been answered in the negative—the borrowers are bound

to pay, in full of all demands, 120/. per share ;
and it is this

which constitutes the difference between the apparent and

real duration of these societies, between 10 and 1 7 years.

X We would recommend “ H. S.,” who is quite compe-

tent to the task, to work out the several cases with these

data
iOOX 120 => ^ 12, 000 1 100 X 63 = £6,300

100 X 57 = 5,700

In fact, the borrowers are paying such rate of

interest as the lenders are receiving, and this we find

by calculation to be about 15 per cent., and doubling

their capital in 10 years by monthly instalments!

I am, Sir, your obedient servant.
^ ^

The monthly subscriptions, fines, and forfei

Hire of shares, tend to increase the profits above

15 per cent. .

We have deemed it our duty not to disturt

the calculations of “ H. S.” in any manner

but to leave them as he has conducted themi

believing that without being checked, on hio

own premises, the computations of the in

terest are perfectly correct. “ H. S.” and al

men capable of conducting a calculation 0

£12,000

These 6,300/. of bonus are, what ? Are they the premium

which has become a shadow of James Blackman, chairman

of directors of the Lambeth Building Society ? We again

pause for a reply. And then let “ H. S.” say whether we

have needlessly made these societies, appear worse than he

himself does.

& The whole of this elaborate but ingenious process >

detailed with .rent Sdrlity 1>, “H. S„” bn. what end doe

it serve ? It docs not come near the amount we have shew

to be contributed by the unfortunate borrower.

i! There is much of tTuth in this remark but the wholi,

caiculation, which disregards the operation of the bonus e

premium, and its terrific re-action on the borrower at tt

end of 10 years, or for a duration of 17 years, must be erre

neous in the extreme.
V Wc have already so fully expounded the operation <r

these monthly instalments in our previous letters that w

can only refer •• H. S.” a. well a. oar reader., to Ihor

epistles, and leave the question as t.ierein stated. \\ e a

not in any wav interested in these societies, and have enter*-

on the discussion because we know that " honest and mtelit

rrc-nt men” are connected with them; and these we solid

to set the matter right, “ that the public maybe able c

place confidence in them,” and that the borrowers may h

equitably dealt with.
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magnitude similar to that we have presented
from his pen must know that if we had in our
previous letters followed the same course, our
readers would have been confounded by the
very appearance of the figures marshalled to
bring out our results. But in all these cases
the figures resemble the ingeniously con-
structed scaffolding which surrounded the
Nelson Column, the Royal Exchange, or that
which now surrounds the New Houses of Par-
liament. We removed the whole of our
apparatus, and left the object single and entire
to view. This, to drop the simile, is to take
up the whole question in one proposition,
which we word thus:

—

To what sum would an annuity of 8/. 8.?. a
year Jor ten years amount, when paid or re-
ceived

,
and laid up at interest in monthly por-

tions of 14s. 8d. each, the interest at the rate of
51. per cent/ being converted into principal
twelve times in theyear ?
The answer, in round numbers is one

HUNDRED AND SIX POUNDS TEN SHILLINGS.

L

Thus^ the whole of the calculation of
“ II. .S. falls to the ground, if one share pa)’s
annually 6/. of contribution and 21. 8s. of in-
terest; or 8 guineas a year by twelve payments

°f J4s. 8d. each; and with this stringent con-
dition in our calculation on the lenders, that
the borrower has had 60/., which he repays in
ten years, with interest at the rate of 4 per
cent.

If therefore this contribution will not maJce
120/. in ten years, what animal, orfrom thence,
monthlysum will make 120/. ?
We answer : Ninepounds nine shillings and

seven pence a year ; or ffteenn shillings and
'.en pence a month; improving the contribu-
tions at 5 per cent, compound interest; in all
of which the borrower has no participation, as
ive have shewn already from the rules of these
mcieties. Therefore, we conclude the bor-
rower must makegood the bonus, and become
Tee some years after his financial bondage of
;en years.

We had promised in a previous letter to
lotice also in our inquiries the operations of
he small loan societies. But we desire not
0 he misunderstood here. We do not asso-
ciate building societies with the nefarious
chemes we are now about to handle.
The small loan societies differ essentially

rom all other modes of advancing money upon
nterest in Britain : they are sui generis — they
nake the food they feed on—they are esta-
lished professedly 'to lend sums of 51., 10/.,
:c., at 5 per cent, interest, to be repaid by
weekly instalments proportioned to the sum
01 rowed.
Suppose some five idle men choose to get up

ne of thpse societies, one is manager, another
•easurer, three are trustees, who become divi-
ble also into clerk, messenger, and “New-
ian Noggs,”— the man who makes inquisi-
on into and reports on the character cum
',oribus boms of the borrowers’ sureties. But
lese “ five senses ” have no money, nor do
icy require any; they are started by a
'Ralph Nickleby,” and his man “Noggs”
put in to look after the other fellows. You
mnot now-a-days contemplate any one of
ese wretched concerns without finding at
ast one spy, one eaves-dropper—and in' the
ird corner a sourd et muet placed there by
e chief :

—
“ Of spirits, likest to himself in guile
To be at hand, and at his beck appear
If cause were to unfold some active scene

1

Of various persons, each to know Ids part.”

'Well, then, the directors— oh! the prosti-
ition of language !—meet at eight o’clock
i night, in a decently-furnished house, or it
iy be otherwise, as we shall presently see,
d in an innermost snuggery sits the chief,
e counterpart of your Ralph Nickleby. All
jrsons wishing to become members pay the
st week s contribution, and tender the names
;d residences of the parties they propose as
•eties, and also the fees for ‘ Mr. Noggs
aking inquisition into their respectability,
oich fees go by the mileage scale of one
le, Is.; not exceeding two miles, Is. 6d.

;

|:1 for every additional mile, the further
urge of 6d. And then the chairman informs

! applicant that notice will, in due course

I The borrowers are charged 4 per cent. ; we assume that
lenders can improve their contributions at 5 per cent.
I If we had computed the improvement of the money at
or cent, the amount would have been somewhat different.

of time, be sent to him whether the sureties
are approved of.

First applicant wants 51. on loan, and pays
for being allowed to ask for it 2s., or the first
week’s contribution

;
and for the journey of

Mr. Noggs from Paddington to Stepney, 3s.,
Is. for the book of rules, Is. towards 'a de-
ficiency found, and 2d. for office-rent, making
in all 7s. 2d.

B

This is a tolerable entrance-fee before the
man knows whether his respectable friends will
be accepted as sureties, and the loan obtained.

Pray, gentle reader, is this according to law,
and conformable with the Act of Parliament?
However these may be, the man buttons on
his great-coat, makes his bow, retires, and
walks home, the Devil whispering in his ear
all the way :

—

“ Therefore, if at great things thou wouldst arrive,
Get riches first, get wealth, and treasure heap,
Not difficult ”

—

and the visions of “ wealth amain” piled on the
board-table, flickering brighter than the gas-
lights to his eyes, and his ears listening as to
the chairman’s voice, as in broken accents it

says of the society :

—

“ Riches are mine, fortune is in my hand.”

Enter No. 2 for a loan of 10/.—-“Four
shillings, Sir, first week’s contribution (says
the chairman); 9s. for the inquiries into your
sureties, one being at Iloxton, another in
Kennington, a third all the way to Notting-
hill— in all 15s. 2d.” The man pays: “small
consolation” to be now told, as the former,
that he will hear in due course from the
secretary.

The third party for a loan of 15/. now
appears, and the same forms are gone through,
and he feels

“ That fellowship in pain divides not smart,
Nor lightens aught each man’s peculiar load ;”

for he pays 6s. as the first week’s subscrip-
tion, and all the et cceteras of No. 2. Or at
the option of the member, to which option he
receives a gentle hint from a touter in the
person of Mr. Noggs, No. 1 for 51. puts down
his 4s.; No. 2 for 10/. takes 10s. out of his
purse, and hands it to the secretary; and
No. 3—“envy they say excites”—whisks 12s.
on the table.

Next evening the cases are discussed
;
and

some accepted, some postponed, and some
rejected. In due course the parties and their
sureties attend, de node in noctem, and the
“promissory notes” are drawn, signed, ac-
cepted, and endorsed

;
and each gets a book,

in which is entered, or to be entered, all the
transactions of the loan, and the results of his
wandering promissory notes. Suffice it to say,
the parties are charged interest at the rate of
5 per cent, per annum, from and for the time
the money is advanced

;
charged too in the

amount, and deducted from the money when
advanced.
Now, though “ Ralph Nickleby ” appears the

lender to the hundred borrowers, his coadjutors
could manage the matter very well without
him, for 50 subscribers would enable a society
in four weeks to lend 10/., since the society is
not the lender, but merely the manager of the
fund lent. This is the great secret, the moving
spring in the operations of these widely-spread
and ruinous societies, for the managers are
paid so much for doing improperly what the
contributors themselves could do economically
and equitably.

Upon the principle of receiving, as from 50
members, their weekly quotas, these societies, if
they have no backer a's “ Ralph Nickleby,” are
enabled to make loans of 10/. ad infinitum, the
difference between what the borrower receives
and what he pays being quite enough to pay ex-
penses of management, and allow the “ direc-
tors,” as the needy scheemers style themselves,
to pocket a handsome sum annually. We speak
advisedly when we affirm, that for managing
every loan of 10/., which the borrowers con-
tribute one to another, the directors pocket
far more than people generally imagine

;
but

we shall see. Besides, the interest is here
illegally charged—we mean that the lenders
charge the borrowers interest in place of dis-
count, which makes an immense difference in
these transactions. For example, if a poor
man contracts for a loan of 10/. by weekly
instalments of 4s. a week for 50 weeks, the
loan is at first simply equivalent to the sum of
five pounds two shillings for that time, or to

two hundred and fifty five pounds for one week

;

and the true charge for interest would be about
four shillings and eleven pence, whereas the
lenders exact about seventeen shillings and
sixpence by their process more than ought to
he taken.

But we must now have done with both Build-
ing and Loan Societies.

T et one word in defence of the savings’
banks before we lay down our pen. In re-
commending building societies to the public,
the secretary to the Tring Benefit Building
Association, ventures a bold remark, to the
effect, that “Persons desirous ofjoining a build-
ing society, have nothing to fear in regard to
the safety of their money. These societies,”
he affirms, “ offer a better security than sav-
ings banks, or any investment of the sort.
The security of savings’ banks is only visionary
at best; but building societies have real secu-
rity for money advanced.” That is to say, a
small joint stock club at Tring, in Hereford-
shire, is broader-backed, stronger, and more
secure than a savings’ bank over which the
most independent, wealth)', and influential
men of a county, parish, or district preside
whose funds are periodically invested with the
Commissioners for the reduction of the Na-
tional Debt. The ravings of this Bedlamite
would deserve no consideration, did he not
labour under the mesmeric influences which
impresses members of building societies with
the belief that, as to their freeholds

—

“ Underneath are diamond-rocks,
Topaz-boulders, ruby-blocks,”

and past their doors run onward still

“ Golden rivers, silver streams,
Richer sights than visit dreams.”

We beg leave to recommend savings’ banks,
as banks of safety.

The miserable victims of the small loan
societies, so hurtful and pernicious to the
morals of the industrious classes, not only find
no relief in the calamities to which they expose
them, hut by association with them prepare
themselves for future unknown vicissitudes;
while the humble man, who goes weekly to the
savings’ hank, may hope, by the blessing of
Heaven, for a continuance of that prosperity
which had enabled him in the beginning
to call himself a “saving-man.”

CTorrrepontirnrp*

METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS ACT.

Sir,— It is much to be regretted that com-
plexity or ambiguity should exist in such an
important Act of Parliament as the above;
but that it does exist, and in several of its

regulations, cannot be denied. This ivus
repeatedly pointed out during its progress
through its several stages; and to improve the
Bill, a postponement was suggested until the
ensuing session ;* but having lingered so
long, and having undergone so many altera-
tions, it was supposed by those having its

management to be perfect in all its parts, and
it was determined at once (late in ihe session)
to pass it into a law.

In your last publication, in a note to your
notice of some of the proceedings under its

provisions, you state that “ many of the buildeis
and zinc-worker? have been astonished at the
interference of the district surveyor when
erecting a funnel or smoke-pipe on a chimney-
shaft! nevertheless, he (the surveyor) would
seem to be justified. If it be 4 feet above the
brickwork, notice must be given of such ivork,
and the fee paid, or the penalty may be in-

curred. See s. 13, and schedule F, art. chim-
ney-pots, tubes, &c.

I must confess I was as much astonished at

reading this note as the builders and zinc-

workers must have been at a visit by the
district surveyor, especially with the demand
for a fee.

Having carefully read over sect. 13, I find

no mention whatever of chimney-pots, smoke-
pipes, orfunnels, but the section clearly enough
particularizes chimney -shafts and flues

;

by
referring to schedule F, you will find that
chimney-shafts and flues are to be of brick or
stone-work, and at least four inches thick

; this,

therefore, cannot mean, even by implication, a
metal or any other chimney-pot or smoke

* In the reports made upon the Bill by the committee of
master carpenters, published from time to time in The
Builder,
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tube, but a little further in advance in the
j

in question. My
ff
°“

same schedule you trill find the follou.ng
| Jle.'bv* thor

'~
. • . .. > o.,. >> "

I which an agreement was handed to me by thi

""A.'™" earthen

1

'or 'metal' chimney-pots, ' chief contractors, Messrs. Howard and Son,

tubet funnels, or cowls, of any descl-iption which, in at 3^1 to

stone-work of the flue on which the same is

placed, then it must be fixed 2 feet at the least

ttrii-l.- or stnne-work of the flue, on
into the brick or stone-work of the flue, on

which it shall be placed.”

There can be no doubt but this is a very

proper regulation in the affixing these tubes,

and much to be preferred to the old and

clumsy method usually adopted in piling brick-
,

work upon a flange, and round the pot or tube

;

but that the Act requiies any nutice to the

district surveyor for such a trifling work can-

not be admitted; and less so that any fee

is payable therein. It is true that if a

“ chimney pot
,
S>c. higher than Afeet, is not fixed

at least 2 feet into the chimney shaft and flue,

that then (but not if properly constructed) the

14th and 1 8th secs, may he put into operation

against the party committing the irregularity ;

both these sects, provide for the payment ot

all costs and charges to which the district

surveyor may be put in rectifying irregu-

larity; but he is certainly not to be paid

regular or irregular by a Feb. I am borne

out in this opinion upon reference to the

amended Bill in the committee of the House

of Commons, previous to the “ amendments

and alterations ” proposed to the Committee of

the House, and assented to by them. In that

Bill, among a great many other objectionable

fees, was a fee specially set forth of IQsifor

inspecting chimney-pots
,

shafts, funnels, fyc.

above a certain height.

This and several other fees for trivial

matters were opposed by the society I had the

honour to represent, and I may venture to

assert, that the result was an alteration and

expunging of these unnecessary and objection-

able inflictions. It is therefore to be exceed-

ingly regretted that attempts are made or

making in many instances to inflict upon the

unwary a fee not justified by any part of the

Act; and further, there is no question that

the surveyor or surveyors exacting a fee for

chimney-pots, smoke-pipes, tubes, See., will

assuredly bring himself or themselves under

the operation of the 79tl» sec. of the Bill. In

a word, the legitimate fees demandable will be

found to be quite remunerative for any of the

ordinary duties to be performed; for any spe-

cial services provision is made to meet all such

services by special fees. This being the case,

and any costs or charges, expenses or loss of

time, in compelling or putting in force its re-

gulations and enactments, being also fully and

amply provided for, and which charges are set

forth in schedule L, in the Bill, it is to be hoped

that charges will not be made upon the public

not authorized by the legislature.

Dorset Place. H. Biers.

[The above letter did not arrive in time for

us to offer any observations upon it in the

present number. We shall do so hereafter

;

the subject of it, as will be seen by our leading

article, has already occupied our thoughts.

—

Ed.]

tions furnished by the architect, and which I

distinctly understood were the same or similar

to those made use of by Mr. Broomfield. As

1 progressed with the work, I soon discovered

that the quantities supplied by Mr. Broomfield

were very deficient when compared with the

plans and specifications supplied by the ar-

chitect. I remonstrated with each party, but

to no effect; Mr. Broomfield said that he did

not take out the quantities himself, but copied

them from the architect’s book of dimensions.

The architect said that he had nothing to do

with it, and referred me to Mr. Broomfield.

Messrs. Howard and Son said that I had the

same quantities that were supplied to them,

and that I must abide by my written agree-

ment. Without troubling you with the full

particulars of the loss which I contend has

been most unjustly forced upon me, I will

mention that one item in the quantities supplied

by Mr. Broomfield was 322 feet of stone in

quoins to buttresses taken at 7 inches by 5

inches, while in the plans and specifications

supplied by Mr. Alexander, all the quoins were

to be 9 inches bv 5^ inches. I can prove that

upwards of 1,000 cubic feet of stone have been

used more than my calculations were made tor,

and this, together with the labour upon it,

amounts to a very considerable sum. I shall

feel obliged by your giving insertion to this

communication in your columns; it is a trans-

action that ought to be generally known in the

trade, as it may act as a warning to others.—

I am, Sir, vour obedient servant,

William Sugden.

Gravel-lane, January 18, 1845.

[The circumstances stated do not seem to

reflect in any degree on the architect. Mr.

Sugden’s remedy is against the party who took

out the quantities.—

E

d.]

SLABS AND HEARTHS UNDER THE NEW ACT.

Sir,—In the new Building Act, schedule F,

it is required, that the hearth of every chimney

must be la d and bedded wholly on brick or

stone, or other incombustible substance, which

must be solid for a thickness of 9 inches at

least beneath the surface of any such hearth.

Will you be kind enough to inform me bow I

am to' manage that, as the joists in my specifi-

cation are only G inches deep, and the floor

1 inch thick.—Yours,

Shadwell, Jan. 21, 1845. J. T. Lovell.

[Our correspondent mistakes hearth iar slab.

The Act directs, as he correctly states, that

the hearth (on which the stone stands, within

the opening) shall be bedded on incombus-

tible substance at least 9 inches thick : but re-

garding the slab, in front of the opening, it

simply provides that it shall be laid on stone

or iron bearers, or brick trimmers, without

mentioning any thickness.—Ed.]

iHiftcellaitea.

REPAIRS COMMENCED BEFORE JANUARY 1st.

Sir,—

I

commenced some rather extensive

alterations

Clerkenwell Improvements. — At a

meeting of the Middlesex magistrates held

last week at the Sessions House, Clerkenwell,

the report of “ the committee appointed to

ascertain if any and what alterations and

repairs are necessary to be made in the

Sessions House,” was read. It set forth that

the present building was entirely inadequate

for the purposes of the county, especially for

the business of the sessions, whether in regard

to the accommodation of the prisoners, to the

offices for the clerk of the peace, to the

comfort of the judges, the jury, the bar, the

press, or the public. Mr. Wilson, in moving

that the report be printed and circulated

amongst the magistrates, begged that they

would all come and examine the present huild-

ng, and, if they were to do so, he \\

MISTAKES IN ESTIMATES.

Sir,—The steady course you have always

pursued with respect to professional disputes

and grievances, and the decided stand you

have always made against crooked dealings

connected therewith, induce me to make known

to you the particulars of a transaction in which

I have been recently engaged, and regarding

which I conceive that I have a just cause of

complaint. In so doing, I trust that others

may benefit by my want of caution, and by my
loss. In the remarks upon St. Paul’s Church,

Herne Hill, which appeared in your publication

of the 4th instant, it is stated that the amount

of the estimate for the building was 4,501*/.,

and details are given to prove that the actual

outlay did not exceed that sum. This agree-

ment between the estimate and expenditure is

generally a theme for well-merited praise, and

deservedly so when the conditions of the con-

tract are fairly carried out; but cases may
arise, and in the one I am about to trouble

you with, has arisen, when very different

deserts to those of praise should be awarded.

It was my lot to be the unfortunate sub-

contractor for the masons’ work of the church

house in one of the metro-

politan suburbs (removing old pots, rebuilding

part of chimney, stuccoing the front, &c.)

about the 15th’ of December lust, and had

finished the chimney before the scaffolding

for the front was erected, which was this week.

I am applied to by the district surveyor for

“ a notice,” which, us we commenced opera-

tions before the new Act came into lorce, I do

not think proper to send.

You will oblige me by giving your opinion

on this subject to your numerous readers,

among whom is yours, &c., Alpha.

January 17, 1845.

[This 'is an important question, and one

which, as we desire our opinions to be re-

garded, we cannot definitely answer without

the fullest information. One alteration or

addition commenced before the 1st ot January,

and therefore not within the control of the

Act, would not exempt from its provisions

another alteration or addition commenced after

the 1st, although in the same building. If the

whole were included in one specification, and

contracted for before the 1st of January, the

matter would perhaps beopento question.

—

Ed.]

satisfied they would instantly approve of the

suggestions which the committee had made in

the report as to a remedy for the evil. Mr.

Rotch said the county would be much benefited

by the adoption of one of the suggestions,

which was that the present building should lie

pulled down and the site let upon building

leases for the new street in continuation of

Farringdon-street ;
and that a new Sessions

House should be built on some waste ground

belonging to the county, nearly opposite to the

House of Correction.
' The motion was agreed

Sir,

—

I am a journeyman carpenter, and

want to make myself acquainted with archi-

tecture, drawing, &c. ;
but from ihe numerous

works published, I do not know wh.ch to

buy that would be most useful to me; and

after reading your leader of The Builder

January 4th, I resolved to seek your advice.

Your opinion would oblige and serve

One of your Subscribers.

32, Shaftsbury-street, City-road,

January 2U, 1845.

[Our correspondent’s inquiry is a more

difficult question to answer fully in a lew

words than it may appear to be
;
but

recommend him to read Mr. Hosking’s two

treatises on Architecture and Building, pub-

lished by Longman. He can perhaps borrow

them, rather than buy. As to drawing, he

would find facilities for learning the rudiments

cheaply at one of the literary institutions—the

Mechanics’, for example, in Southampton

buildings.—

E

d.]

The motion was a

Growth ok Towns near Railway
Stations.—A village of 2(*0 houses and a

population of 1,000 souls, has sprung up at the

Wolverton station on the London and Bir-

mingham Railway. A church and parsonage

house have been built at an expense of 4,000/.

We learn from the Railway Record that the

ail way company have given a room for the

use of the Wesleyan methodists, and have

established day and Sunday schools, where

250 children are educated under the charge of

the clergyman. A reading room and library,

savings’ bank, and musical club, have been

established and are working satisfactorily.

Proposed Railways.— The Board of

Trade are throwing overboard the new schemes

by wholesale, but it remains to be seen whether

or not their decisions will be allowed to pass

unquestioned. It seems dangerous to entrust

such powers as this Board seems to wield to a

small number of individuals.

The Cathedral of St. Canicf..

—

This,

perhaps the most perfect and beautiful of the

ancient cathedrals in Ireland, was lately

threatened with destruction by fire, caused by

the overheating of one of the flues. Mrs.

O'Brien, the bishop’s lady, fust observed that

flames were bursting from the roof of the

cathedral, and gave the alarm. After about,

an hour’s active exertion on the part of the

military and the inhabitants, it was completely

extinguished, without further injury having

been sustained than the partial burning of a

few rafters and the stripping off of some of

the slates and lead.

Soirees to Fellows of Royal Society.

—Lord Northampton has issued his invitations

for Saturday, February 22nd
;
March 8th and

15th; and April 5th.

Greenwich Hospital.'— The buildings

composing Greenwich Hospital, which have

hitherto been unprotected from the ravages

of the electric fluid, are about to be supplied

with Harris’s lightning conductors.
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The House of Commons.—A great many

workmen are employed in constructing the
temporary buildings intended as committee
rooms for the approaching session of parlia-
ment. They are being built in what is termed
the Speaker’s Court of the old houses, and
are about ten in number. These rooms have
become necessary from the alterations made
in the lobby of the House of Commons,
which lias been curtailed at least one-half, and
the preparations now being made in the
Speaker’s drawing-room and adjoining rooms,
which were used as committee rooms last

year, those apartments, as well as the fine old
dining-room, having to he prepared for the
extension of the building of the new Houses of
Parliament. The new committee rooms are
so placed as to afford every facility of com-
munication, especially to members at the house,
by a passage through Westminster Hall and
the Cloisters, leading from the lobby. Some
months back it was stated that Bellamy’s re-
freshment rooms were required to be removed
to make the necessary alterations. They
now occupy nearly the same site as before the
fire which destroyed the Houses of Parliament.
In the Cloisters presses are being formed for
the papers of the Journal Office, as a temporary
depository. The two large rooms in New
Palace-yard are intended as courts for the
Vice-Chancellors Knight and Bruce. The
ancient apartment known as the Speaker’s
dining-room, is to be restored to its original
architectural elegance, but the connecting
buildings are being cleared away for the
building of St. Stephen’s Hall. The beautiful
Gothic Cloisters are also to be renovated, and
are to form a portion of the new houses.—
Morning Paper.

Naworth Castle.—We are glad to learn
that Naworth Castle is to be restored forthwith,
in the style of the olden time, and that to Mr.
Sulvin, F.S.A., is confided the task. During
the past week a quantity of magnificent oak
timber, from Lowther-park, has been laid down
for the purpose of being used in the work of
restoration, and already are workmen busily
engaged in preparing materials, and in repair-
ing and strengthening various parts of the
external walls. The great hall, which formed
perhaps the most imposing feature of the old
castle—in which, of yore, had feasted the
retainers of “the noble Lords Dacre, who
dwelt on the Border,” and where, in later and
more peaceful times, the tenantry of the barony
were entertained—is to be furnished by a
highly decorated ceiling of carved oak, some-
•viiat after the fashion of that of Elthain Hall,
n place of the “ grim and antique portrai-
ures” with which it was formerly crowned.
\ strong arch of freestone has been built for
upport, under the hanging eastern tower, the
ipurtment in which, comprising the tapestries,
led-chamber, oratory, and library of “ Belted
Vill,” have suffered but little injury, and will
till serve to afford future visitors an idea of
viiat Naworth Castle was previous to the late

amentable fire .—Carlisle Patriot.

1 Competition for Baths and Wash-
iouses.—The committee have passed a reso-
lution to the effect that no person is to be
idinitted to see the plans, or even to be in-
armed of the number sent in, until the
tecision be made. They find difficulty in

ibtaining proper sites at a fair price; land-
wners have manifested their desire to follow
recept and “ take in the stranger.” At a
leeting of the committee, held last Wednes-

;
ay a t the London Tavern, among several
Ians submitted was one which met with
pproval, having for its object the making
irious divisions in the washing department,
b as to preclude any party from being over-
koked by a neighbour, and thereby prevent
jnpleasant observations or feelings with
’spect to the nature, quality, or quantity of
ie articles brought to be washed.

1 Fine Arts in Bath.—The second exhi-
ition of the Society for the encouragement of
‘ie 1' ine Arts in Bath, will be opened early
\?xt month. It is the intention of the com-
liltce to award a premium of 201. for the
;st picture exhibited.

'Strasburg Cathedral.—The Courrier
i Bos ffltin contradicts the report of a devia-
ron from its perpendicular in the Tower of
rrasburg Cathedral, ami affirms that it rests
? securely on its foundations as it did two
fntunes ago.

Testimonial to Mr. Brunei,, C.E.—An
elegant service of plate, said to be worth 2,0007.,
was presented yesterday week to Mr. Brunei
by 257 subscribers connected with various
railways, to commemorate their successful
completion. The entertainment took place at
the Albion in Aldersgate-strcet. Mr. C.
Russell, M.P., chairman of the Great Western
railway, presided, and was supported by
upwards of one hundred of the subscribers.
Mr. Saunders, the secretary, in the course of
the evening announced that the differences be-
tween the Great Western and Southwestern
railways had been amicably adjusted.
Corrugated Iron Roofs at Pembroke

Dockyard. — Messrs. Fox, Henderson, and
Co., are now erecting nine iron roofs over as
many slips in Pembroke Dockyard. They are
remarkably light in appearance. The iron
principals are of the same shape as the car-
pentry introduced by the late Sir Robert Sep-
pings, in the construction of his wood roots.
The covering will be corrugated iron. If these
roofs answer, of which there is little doubt, it

is reported that other slips of larger dimen-
sions will be similarly covered. Within the
last year the dock-yard has been increased
about 14 acres, making an area of nearly
80 acres. In the new part, two large building
slips have been formed. There is also an ex-
tensive pond for the immersion of elm timber,
and it is generally thought that much durability
would be given to English oak by a similar
process, before it is put into a ship, a system
adopted by the late Sir R. Seppings. * The
foregoing works have been executed by Hen-
derson and Co. Large additions are making
to the smithery. A building for Nasmyth’s
steam-lift hammer, &e. These buildings are
in the hands of the contractors for the iron
roofs. A great many sheds, for the preserva-
tion of timber, plank, deals, &c\, have been
built.

The Natural System or Architec-
ture, as o I*posed to the Artificial
System of the present day.—Mr. W. P.
Griffith, F.S.A., has ssued a prospectus of a
work under this title, the object of which is

to set forth the principles which guided the
formation of the Grecian Temples (the circum-
stances which regulated their proportions), and
to shew the connection between ancient archi-
tecture and music.
New Churches.—

A

t a meeting of the
society for promoting the enlargement, build-
ing, and repairing of churches, held last Mon-
day, grants were voted in aid of the erection of
new churches for the districts of Wyke, in the
parish of Birstal, near Halifax, North Rode,
near Congleton

;
Salford, near Manchester

;

East-end Finchley, Middlesex; Bylev, near
Middleton, Cheshire

;
St. James, Congleton,

and Neut Head, near Penrith.

Improved Dwellings for Agricultural
Labourers.— Forty-two acres of excellent
freehold land, most conveniently situated
between the Wilford and London roads, have
been bought by the members of the Ruddington
Land Allotment and Provident Fund Society

,

the purchase to be completed and the land
entered upon at Lady-day next. It is intended
to erect 1 60 five-room cottages for the members,
two and two, upon each half-acre. The moneys
from the sick clubs, and those small sums
belonging to private individuals will be with-
drawn from the savings’ banks, to be invested
in the purchase, bearing an interest of 4/. per
cent, per annum. Any person is allowed to
subscribe, in shares of 51. each, but none per-
mitted to have more than 20 shares. In this
way, the working men will have the use and
profit of their own money, in addition to the
interest. Each cottage will have a hack door,
garden, office, pigstye, and covered cesspool,
tor the reception of all drainage and refuse of
the family, so that nothing unseemly, offensive
to the senses, or injurious to health will be met
with here .—Derby Mercury.
Fire Bricks in Stoves.—The stoves in

Lloyd s rooms at the New Royal Exchange
are said to give great heat with much economy.
The economy arises from the use of fire-

lumps, which are placed at the back of the
grate. '1 hese fire-lumps are slow conductors
of heat, which is very powerfully radiated over
the apartment by them, and they retain the
heat much longer than metallic bodies, and to
such a degree, that they impart a considerable
warmth to the rooms many hours after the
fires have been extinguished.

The Fatal Accident at the Phcenix-
PARK.—The fatal accident which lately oc-
curred in the park caused the greatest sen-
sation in the neighbourhood. It is a matter
of surprise that more damage was not done
both to life and property, considering the posi-
tion the bouses are in, and the sudden burst of
the accumulated waters on them. The following
is the finding of the coroner’s inquest:—“ We
find that Mary Fox, Margaret Fox, Pat Fox,
and J. Coyne were accidentally drowned by
means of an embankment at the pond in the
Furry-hill, Phoenix-park, giving way, when the
water rushed into the room where they were,
and did then and there drown them. And
the jury further say that said embankment,
built or caused to be built bv the Commis-
sioners of Woods and Forests, was built in an
insecure and insufficient manner, and wholly
incapable of supporting the body of water
therein confined

;
and that such insecurity and

insufficiency was the cause of the accident;
and the jurors beg to call the attention of the
Commissioners of Woods and Forests to the
great injury and loss of properly sustained by
several poor persons through the negligence
of the servants of said Commissioners of
Woods and Forests.”

—

Globe.
New Pier and Basin at Df.vonport.—

4 be foundation-stone of this immense work
was laid on the 14th of May, 1844, since
which time 52,000 cubic feet of stone have
been set, and a great extension of dam has
been effected for the purpose of building the
invert for the caisson at the basin entrance.
I he foundation of these works over a con-
siderable space is at a greater depth from the
coping than was ever known in a work of a
similar nature, it being no less than 68 feet 6
inches, which is 8 feet deeper than the lowest
foundation of London-bridge; consequently the
greater is the risk of the security of the coffre-
dam at Devonportthan it was at London-bridge.
i he strata of the foundation is hard slate rock.
On the east side of the basin, and leading into
it, two large docks will be found, capable of
receiving the largest class ship. These will be
made partly from the docks Nos. 1 and 3, in-
tended to be broken up. The dock No. 1,
which will be thus converted, is the oldest in
the dockyard. From a copy of an old drawing,
it appears that it was made about the com-
mencement of the 18th century.

I he Smoke Nuisance in Manchester.—It is yet too early to speak with any accuracy
of the amelioration of this long-endureci
nuisance

; but so far as we have been about
the streets of Manchester and Salford, in both
of which boroughs the statutory provisions
against smoky chimneys came into operation
on Wednesday week, we are inclined to think
that there is a considerable improvement. In-
deed, we know that various apparatus for con-
suming smoke have recently been fitted to the
furnaces of a number of manufactoring esta-
blishments in both towns, and it would be a
libel on these to suppose that no good effect
had resulted from them, or from the increased
watchfulness and care rendered obligatory by
the local acts. The nuisance committee of the
Manchester Council have given three months’
grace to parties offending, and will begin to
enfore the penal provisions of the Police Act
“ from and after the 1st of March next.”—

-

Manchester Guardian.
Hessle Church.—Some further improve-

ments in this church have just been completed.
The noble arch connecting the tower with the
nave was some time since opened, thereby
extending the church to the extreme west, and
affording better and increased accommodation
in free seats to the parishioners. And during
the last week a very handsome window of
stained glass has been put into the west side of
the tower. The window, which is partly after
the design of some in the Temple Church,
London, has been very ably and satisfactorily
executed by Mr. Barnett, of College-street,
York. Few parishes can now boast of having
a neater or more comfortable church than
Hessle, nor have any, during the last few
years, undergone more alterations that have
tended so much both to improve the sacred
edifice, and also to accommodate those wor-
shiping therein .—Hull Packet.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—

A

t
the anniversary meeting, held last Tuesday
evening, Air. Walker was re-elected president
for the ensuing year. A change had been
contemplated.
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Removal of St. Margaret’s Church,

Westminster.—Towards the close of the

last session of Parliament a report was ordered

to be printed, made by the select committee to

whom the petition of the rector, church-

wardens, and vestrymen of St. Margarets,

Westminster, for aid towards repairing the

church, was referred. The report is an inter-

esting document, and contains a recommenda-

tion for the removal of St. Margaret s Church

from its present site. The incongruity of the

church (the committee declare) in its style ot

architecture and its proximity to Westminster

Abbey, have been frequently noticed and la-

mented. They express their unanimous re-

commendation “ that the church of St. Mar-

garet’s should be removed from its present site,

and they have reason to think that a new

churchyard or cemetery in some less populous

situation might be purchased at a very mo-

derate expense; aud that it might be possible

to obtain a portion of land not far distant from

the present site, where the church could be

rebuilt in a great measure from the present

materials.—[Churches should not be pulled

down without the gravest consideration, and

for most cogent reasons.—Eo.]

Immense Stone.—The Peckforton Quar-

ries have for some time been in full work, and

we understand that the stone for all purposes

is of the very best quality. Some little time

ago an immense stone was raised in the quarry

belonging to Mr. Tollemache ;
it was 54 feet

long 18 feet 6 inches wide, and 5 feet deep.

It was cut up in blocks for the baronial castle

now in course of erection by Mr. rollemache,

at Beeston. We are informed that the stone

was fairly lifted out of its bed. — Chester

Chronicle.

Typhus Fever.—We have said that this

pestilence has many favourite lurking places as

well known to our learned physicians of the

Ancient Reservoirs. — The immense

works which were made by the ancient kings

of Egypt, for receiving the waters of the Nile

when it overflowed, are well known. But

there never was a more stupendous work of

this kind than the reservoir of Saba, or Merab,

in Arabia Felix. It was a vast lake formed by

the collection of the waters of a torrent in a

valley, where, at a narrow pass between the

mountains, a very high mole or dam was built.

The water of the lake so formed had near

20 fathoms depth; and there were three

sluices at different heights by which the plains

below might be watered. The city of Saba,

or Merab, was situated immediately below the

great dam : a great flood came and raised the

lake above its usual height
;

the dam gave

way in the middle of the night; the waters

burst forth and overwhelmed the whole city,

with the neighbouring towns and people. The

remains of the eight tribes were forced to

abandon their dwelling, and the beautiful

valley became a morass and desert. Ihis

fatal accident happened before the time of

Mahomet, who mentions it in the Koran. See

also “Sale, Prelim, sect. 1, and Niehbuhr,

Descript, d l’Arabic, p. 240."-—From Lowlh's

Notes on Isaiah, ch. 1.

Hawkshead Church.—This fine ancient

edifice is about to be greatly beautified in the

forthcoming spring. An altar-window is to be

put in at the cost of nearly 100/., and a new and

powerful organ to be erected. A covering for

the altar was lately received by the rev. vicar

as a present from some ladies who visited the

church last summer. It is a very splendid and

costly affair, richly embroidered with gold.

—

Westmoreland Gazette.

wen Known vj r —
Fever Hospital as their own names. W here

are they? In the aristocratic vicinity of Bel

Tenders delivered for Re-pewing Levcrington

Church, Wisbeach.
To be executed in

Fir. Wainscot.

illC II1CJ .
-

grave or Grosvenor Squares. Alas.

Would to heaven the fever would follow the

fashion and migrate westward, if only for a

single season.—Imagine but one fashionableSingle ocaoun. - ---

street or square in the predicament of a fever

district in Whitechapel, with not a house, nor
OlSiriCl in *» - --

'
.

a single room in a single house without its

fever patient. What a sensation it would pro-

duce ! What learned consultations as to the

cause, what paragraphs in the newspapers, what

searching inquiries into the state of the drain-

age, what indignant denunciations of the Com-

missioners of Sewers, what abuse of the land-

lords ! The patriots of both houses would lose

no time in bringing the matter forward, and

we should have a second edition of the qui tarn

actions. The witty divine who wished to im-

molate a member of the Episcopal bench to

stop a railroad abuse, would be delighted with

such a practical application of his principle.

But, unfortunately for the cause of social im-

provement, the fever has vulgar tastes and loves

obscure localities, such as Rosemary Lane, and

other low parts of Bethnal Green and White-

chapel. “ The streets, courts, alleys, and

houses, in which fever first breaks out, and in

which it becomes most prevalent and fatal, are

invariably those in the immediate neighbour-

hood of uncovered sewers, stagnant ditches,

and ponds, gutters always full of putrefying

matter, nightmen’s yards, and privies, the soil

of which lies exposed, and is seldom or never

removed. It is not possible for any language

to convey an adequate conception of the poison-

ous condition in which large portions of bolh

these districts always remain, winter and sum-

mer, in dry and rainy seasons, from the masses

of putrefying matter which are allowed to ac-

cumulate.”
" This description, though written

of which did not transpire.

cumulate. -i-,--

some few years since, still remains true to the

letter. Again: “In every district in which

fever returns frequently, and prevails exten-

sively, there is uniformly bad sewerage, a bad

supply of water, a bad supply of scavengers,

and a consequent accumulation of filth; and 1

have observed this to be so uniformly and ge-

nerally the case, that I have been accustomed

to express the fact in this way. If you trace

down the fever districts on a map, and then

compare that map with the map of the Cora

missioners of Sewers, you will find that, where

ever the Commissioners of Sewers have not

been, there fever is prevalent; and, on the

contrary, wherever they have been, there fever

is comparatively absent*”

—

Medical Times

&fnDctJ5.

Thomson .... £215 0 0 .. £268 0 0

279 10 0 .. 318 0 0

Ellis 275 0 0 .. 360 0 0

Batersham .

.

349 0 0 .. 398 16 2

Richmond .

.

355 0 0 . . 456 0

314 0 0 .. 474 0 0

Another tender was received too late, the amount

Junction Railway.—John Jellecorse, Secretary of

the Manchester and Leeds Railway Company,

Palatine Buildings, Hunt’s Bank, Manchester.

February 3.
. , .

For the works required in erecting certain l'arni

Buildings at Badley Hall, Essex, and for alterations

and additions to the dwelling-house.—Mr. George

Sergeant, 27, Queen-street, Colchester; or Mr.

John Eagle, Badley Hall. February 3.

For the erection of a Bridge, called W bite

Bridge, at Grasmere, near Ambleside, Westmore-

land. —Mr. George Robinson, Bridge Surveyor,

Kendal; or Mr. Daniel Donaldson, Ambleside.

February 4.
, _ ,

For the construction of the several Stations and

other Buildings on the York and Scarborough

Railway.—Mr. Andrews, Architect, York ;
orMr.

George Baker, Secretary, Railway Office, York.

February 5.

For the erection of a Steam Boat Pier at the

Quay on the north-east side of Blackfriars Bridge,

also for building a Decked Lighter or Dumby.—
Town Clerk’s Office, Guildhall. February 6.

For one Pleasure Carriage, four Milk Trucks,

and fifty Box Waggons, with drawing and buffer

springs, for the Manchester and Birmingham Rail-

way.— Mr. John Latham, Secretary, London-road,

Manchester. February 6.

For erecting and completing the Lower Sluice

anil Sluice-Pit at the top of the Eau, Brink Cut,

about 4 miles above Lynn.—Messrs. Walker and

Burges, 23, Great George-street, Westminster ;
or

Mr. George Game Day, Clerk to the Middle Level

Drainage Commissioners, St. Ives. February 10.

For the erection of New Buildings in Pembroke

College, Oxford.— Plans, &c., prepared by Mr.

Haywood, Architect, may be seen at the Master s

House. February 11. „T , . ..

For the erection of two Fever Wards in the

workhouse at Slough.—C. P. Barrett, Clerk of the

Union, Eton. February 11.

For a supply of Railway Fastenings for the

Great Southern and Western Railway, Ireland.—

Mr. William Taylor, Secretary, 3, College-green,

Dublin. February 17- ...
For the supply of 11,000 feet of nine-inch cast-

iron Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct to be laid in

the Island of Malta.—Vin. Casolani, Collector of

Land Revenue, Office of Land Revenue and Public

Works, Valletta, Malta. March 31.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For the erection of the Railway Works between

Leeds and Bradford, including fencing, earthwork,

masonry, roads, and permanent way.—William

Clarke, Secretary, Hunslet-lane Station, Leeds.

January 27.

For the erection of a New Pauper Lunatic Asy-

lum at Clifton, near York.— Messrs. Scott and

Moffatt, Architects, 20, Spring Gardens, London
;

or Mr. J. Holtby, Low Ousegate, York. Jan-

uary 28.

For the execution of Works on the Chester and

Holyhead Railway.—1st. A distance of eight miles,

or thereabouts. 2nd. A distance of twenty-two

miles, or thereabouts. 3rd. A Tunnel through the

promontory of Penmaen Back, near Conway.

—

George King, Secretary, 62, Moorgate-street.

January 29.

For the Execution of Works on that part of the

Blackburn and Preston Railway extending from

Blackburn to Pleasington, being about 3i miles

in length.—Peter Sinclair, Secretary, Blackburn.

January 29.

For the Compo and Plasterers’ Works, both

external and internal, of four houses now erecting

in Brandon-terrace, Yarmouth. — Mr. Farrant,

Victoria Hotel, Yarmouth. January 29.

For the supply of Wrought Iron Rails and the

requisite number of Chairs for about 15 miles of

the Southport and Euxton Junction Railway. The

weight of rails to be from 601b. to 701b. per lineal

2 yards and 15 feet lengths, equal to Horn 1,500 to

1,800 tons of wrought iron, and about one-third of

that quantity of cast iron.—Woodcock and Part

Solicitors, Wigan. January 31.

For erecting the Works of the third division of

the Main Line of the Great Southern and Western

Railway, being 11 miles, 6 furlongs, and 75 yards

in length. Also for the first division of the Carlow

branch, being 10 miles, 7 furlongs, and 160 yards ;

comprising excavation, embankments, bridges, cul-

verts, &e.—William Taylor, Secretary, 3, College

Green, Dublin. February 1.

For the erection of Alms’ Houses in Foundation

street, Ipswich.—Mr. J. M. Clark, Brook-street,

Ipswich
;
or Mr. Notcutt, Solicitor, Ipswich. Feb-

ruary 1.

For the formation of 4 Miles 56 j Chains (single

line) of the Aghton, Stalybridge, and Liverpool

COMPETITIONS.

The Committee for Building a Chapel at Hol-

loway are desirous to receive Designs for their in-

tended building. The style to be Gothic. The

Committee pledge themselves to select for their

Architect the gentleman whose design they shall

prefer.—George Brooks, Esq., 1
,
Lansdowne-ptace,

Holloway. January 31.

Plans and estimates are required for a Work-

house, to contain about 1,180 persons. The whole

to be done in a plain and substantial manner, with-

out any expensive embellishments. The plans and

architects’ estimates to be sent to Robert Mercer,

the Clerk of the Clifton Union, Pennywell Road,

Bristol, on or before the 17th of February next, and

the Board of Guardians will adjudicate on the 28th,

The architect producing the best plan in the estima-

tion of the Board will be employed at a sum nol

exceeding 5 per cent, on the outlay, and a gratuitj

of 25 guineas will be given to the architect produc-

ing the second best plan in the opinion of the Board

NOTE.

We shall be glad to receive information fron

Publishers of all New Books on the subject!

whereof we treat.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ James Pulham,” and “ One of your Readers,
1

received.
“ An Architect and Subscriber’s ” letter aboi

Chimney-pieces in Keene’s Cement, is toopalpabl

an advertisementfor insertion.

“ R. K.” objects, in a sensible letter, to our brii

remarks on Mr. Nixon's statue of William IV

He may rest satisfied that we give no opinio

without due consideration. W e shall probabl

accede to his wish, and “ examine the work i

about a fortnight hence, ivhen it will be cotr

plete.”
“ Charles Newnham ” is thanked for his goc

opinion. The advantages of railway travellir,

not “ to the select few,” but the community i

large, are now so fully understood, that no sui

obstacles as he would impose would be permitted.

<• W. J. D.” and “Mr. Gliddon.”

—

Any irr

gularity in the return of communications who

has occurred must be attributed to the death of t,

late editor. Inquiry shall be made.

“ Scrutator.”

—

Next week.

“ Bernan’s History and Art of Warming ai

Ventilating” received.
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dTURDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1845.

URING the past week we

have attended a series of

experiments on the strength

of iron girders made by Mr.

Thomas Cubitt, at his place

of business at Thames Bank,

object was to try the absolute and com-

tive strength of different forms of section,

y to assist Mr. Cubitt and Sir Henry
ibeche in their inquiry into the cause of

accident at Oldham (on which their re-

is anxiously looked for), and partly be-

e it is the custom at that establishment to

no means untried to prove every thing

they are about to use, and arrive at the

certain information on all that relates to

truction. The greatest care was exercised

btain an exact result. Force was applied

leans of the hydrostatic press to the centre

rders with ]5ft. bearing. The deflection

d by each successive ton weight (or that

h represented weight) was measured, as

also the set permanently acquired by the

r at each stage of the proceeding, and
x&ct weight by which at last they wereseve-

broken was recorded. These details, with

)rm of section, we propose to lay before our

ts in an early number of the journal,

aking these experiments the difficulty of

ning a perfectly sound casting, and the

iquent danger of using cast-iron girders

iut proving them, was strikingly ap-

|jw.

rought-iron girders at reasonable cost are

'deratum; and there is no difficulty in the

vhich could not be overcome. Mr. Cubitt

-sted that a few premiums offered by
rnment for the best wrought- iron beams
a certain size would probably lead to such

nprovement in the machinery used, that

might be drawn of large dimensions at

imore cost than cast beams. It is to be

A that he will urge this on the Govern-
in the forthcoming report, and that it

»'>e acted on. A series of experiments on
ind wrought beams should likewise be
taken by Government forthwith, as, from
pense attending them, individuals can-

's expected to work out the question fullv.

ti the amazing difference in strength pro-

simply by a different disposition of the

i (quantity of metal is seen, the importance
ull and minute inquiry to ascertain the

sposition of the metal—the best form of
n in other words— must at once be evi-

I Cubitt’s establishment offers many su
' 'f great interest for consideration, and

:hese we propose to speak briefly in tl

it article. A minute description of
ng its extent, comprehensiveness, ai

leteness—the modes ofeconomising labor
the new processes employed, would I

y instructive and interesting. As, hoi
•this would excite curiosity, and lead
titions, which the proprietor would
Idled to refuse on account of the inte

n they would cause, we will speak rath
r results, and the motives which are set

Avail, than of the works themselves,

llrongst the most important of the lath

I1,nt at every step, is a desire to raise t

condition of his workmen
;

a desire so wise
and so good, that we cannot praise it loudly
enough, or set it forth for imitation too forcibly.

The men literally work in drawing-rooms,
large and lofty (the carpenters’ shop is above
200 feet long), equably heated and well ven-
tilated. Attached to each shop is an apart-

ment for cooking, with oven, boiler, and hot-

plate, where they may dress their dinner, or
prepare their tea. And here, high up under
the roof, are rails, where they may dry their

coats after a wet walk to their work. In
order to prevent the men, as far as possible,

from acquiring the habit of drinking spirits

in the morning, facilities are given, so that,

on their arrival at six o’clock, they may have a
cup of hot coffee, or cocoa, by arrangement
amongst themselves, on payment of one half-

penny ! The consumption being large and cer-
tain, one halfpenny pays the expense of a cup of
coffee, a fact thatspeaks volumes, and pointsthe
way foran amazingincreaseof thepersonal com-
forts of the operative classes. Hot water is used
to heat the shops, and the range of water-closets

belonging to each department is ventilated by
superfluous warm air.

In the smilh’s-shop, in the mason’s-shop,

—

one usually so smoky, the other so wet,—all is

clean, dry, and warm, and here, as the shops
themselves are hardly suited for eating in, there
is a dining-room, with tables and benches, con-
nected with the cooking apparatus. When to

all this we add that there is a lending library

comprising some of the best scientific and
elementary books, and a room supplied with
the daily papers to which the foremen have
access at particular hours, it will be seen how
much the comfort of the men is studied.

The result, it is gratifying to know, is exactly
what might be expected. The best workmen
are anxious to be employed there : a drunken
man is unknown in the establishment,— a man
who cannot trust himself hardly ventures to

ask to be employed.

The arrangements to prevent accidents by
fire, so important and often so little regarded,
are very complete. The most important parts
of the building are fire-proof, and in other
places where this was not so practicable, portions
are made fire-proof, in order to cut off the
connection, and stop the spread of the flames.

Along the side of the carpenters’ shop are
cisterns supplied with water to extinguish
instanter any outbreak, and around the building
are mains constantly charged, and hose ready
for emergency. The stables are wholly fire-

proof and complete in all respects.*

The plasterers and modellers’ shops will

afford many lessons in design, and here may be
observed one of the numerous arrangements
for economising labour and obtaining a satis-

factory result, which occur throughout the
establishment. High up, above where the

modellers sit, is a large looking-glass framed
and so regulated by pullies and cords,

that the modeller has but to turn his

head to see the appearance which would be
presented by the work on which he is engaged
if raised to any particular height.

Steam plays a very important part in the es-

tablishment; it is sawing timber, polishing
marble, pumping water, preparing food for the
horses, and clipping bars of iron irresistibly.

As we have already said, however, we may not
go into details, and with the remark that there
are excellent arrangements for preparing the

* Each horse is supplied with a lump of rock salt placed
in a compartment ot the manger. The pavement of the
stable (granite pitching laid in asphalte on concrete founda-
tion with a layer of broken glass in centre of concrete to keep
back the rats), is sprinkled periodically with plaster of
Pans saturated with sulphuric acid, to absorb deleterious
matters.

timber and deals for use, we will close our
present notice of this extraordinary result of

one man’s energy and power.

The chimney-shaft attached to this establish-

ment presents several peculiarities, to which
we shall refer in a separate article.

MR. COCKERELL’S THIRD LECTURE
ON ARCHITECTURE.

Professor Cockerell gave the third lec-
ture of his course at the Royal Academy, on
Thursday, the 24th ultimo, and was listened
to throughout with great attention.
He proposed on that occasion to direct their

notice to the civil architecture of the ancients,
to the gymnasium, the forum, and the baths.
The form of the temple, a parallelogram,
admitted very little variety except as to the
order used, and its size : nothing was left to
the architect. The refinements which were
gradually introduced in templar architecture
had been recorded, fortunately for us, by the
faithful Vitruvius, whose accuracy was ‘con-
firmed by recent investigations. He mentioned
particularly Vitruvius’s description of the
pyramidal tendency of the temples, obtained
by inclining the axes of the columns until the
inner line of the columns was perpendicular,
and of the elevation given to the centre of
long horizontal lines such as the entablature
and ridge, in order to overcome an optical
illusion by which a long level line was made
to appear inflected. The precise rule for this
elevation had been deduced from the Parthenon
through the researches of Mr. Pennethorne.
The professor illustrated the present state of
Athenian antiquities by Mr. Knowles’s draw-
ings, already mentioned in our journal.

Civil architecture, he went on to say,
afforded much more scope to the architect. It
flourished during 500 years, namely from the
reign of Alexander to that of Constantine,
and its principles became as fixed as those
which guided the erection of temples. In the
time of Alexander canons were laid down
which areas applicable now as they were then
they have endured through all the changes of
fashion and caprice, and are clear to ail who
have respect for them in their hearts, and will
study them with a proper feeling. 'The study
of Vitruvius had been recommended by the
greatest masters : the execution of his book
had been forced on Vitruvius by Augustus.
Palladio said, from his youth upwards Vitruvius
had been his study: Vignola, Serlio, and
others said the same thing. All modern archi-
tecture had sprung from ancient art. Ancient
buildings had been fully explained to us in
modern times, especially by Canina, whose
work was worthy of the glorious country of
which it treated. British architects had an
opportunity to reproduce every style in its
proper climate : the sun never went down on
the British dominions, and our colonizing
architects should study the works of all
countries. Cast-iron would lend itself usefully
to a columnar system, and many modern
appliances might be used, but for design we
must still go to the ancients. The arch afforded
us facilities : it was doubtless used in Greece,
but the Romans had first united it to a columnar
system and employed it every where. We had
no excuse for neglecting the study of ancient
works; modern travellers and writers had
afforded us increased facilities. The merits of
Vitruvius he had long maintained against
fashionable detractors, and would continue to
do so.

4 he professor then alluded to ancient cities,

and described their arrangement. The great
streets crossed each other at right angles with
colonnades through the heart of the city; these
were sometimes deflected slightly, so that their
extent was never seen. There was an example
of this at Palmyra. Chester might be re-
stored to afford a very fair approximation to a
Roman town. He recommended for study the
article “ Cite ” in Quatrem&re de Quincy’s
fine work. The arrangement of towns was most
important for those who went to the colonies •

mistakes made in a new settlement, in the first
instance, were usually perpetuated and injured
all that was done after He then described with
the aid of drawings, the principal buildings in
an ancient city. The agora of the Greeks, and
the forum of the Romans, had been well illus-
trated by Vitruvius. 1 lie lormer was used for
gladiatorial shows before amphitheatres were
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built. The cohfined streets of Rome made

such a meeting-place as the forum necessary.

Relative to these streets, he could not tell how

a'pbhtllation of four millions could have moved

irt them. Adorned by such building?, Rome

became the grandest city in the world ;
it re-

quired a strong imagination to recal the ap-

pearance she must have presented in her per-

fect state. The forum of Trajan was the most

magnificent: it covered twelve acres of ground.

The basilica was 540 feet by 168 feet. 1 he

forum itself, was a quarter larger than the

court of Somerset House and was surrounded

by a portico 32 feet deep with two ranges of

columns. The plan of the new Exchange placed

bV tile side of a plan of this forum drawn to same

scale, shewed strikingly the great size of the

latter. Much could be learnt by studying the

plan of this forum. The professor then went

on to speak of the best position for a monu-

ment, to produce an effect on the beholder.

He was satisfied, that by placing it in a con-

fined space, its appearance was increased. An
insulated column placed in the centre of a

large area, lost much of its effect. If the

buildings were removed from around St. I aul s

Cathedral, the effect of the building would be

lessened. Vanburgh excelled in placing his

buildings so as to produce good cftect. 1 lie

gymnasium, the schools, and baths, formed a

compact building of great size. In the side of

the school there was an apse or semi-circular

recess— this had not been forgotten by Wren

when he rebuilt the Westminster School.

Buildings in our country were deficient in

character. In ancient models each had a dis-

tinct character. To describe these buildings

required a volume
;
be simply alluded to them

to induce students to give their attention to

the study of them. He was aware that their

everyday business, the duties of the various

offices in which they were engaged, must oc-

cupy the greater part of their time, but he

nevertheless trusted they would make opportu-

nities and become well acquainted with these

glorious works of a glorious country.

lon°- buried and unknown. Some of these

were described by the Spaniards 300 years

ago, and their accounts shew that the ruins

were in the same state then as now. These

statements were at that time considered fa-

bulous, but are now verified. The date of

their erection, and the people by whom they

were executed, are still disputed points. T he

pyramids agree in many particulars with those

of Egypt (they face the cardinal points for

example), but it does not seem certain that

there was any connection between the two

countries.

ARCHITECTURAL THEOLOGY.

THE RUINED CITIES OF AMERICA.

Attracted by the subject, we attended a

lecture under this title, delivered in Miss Kelly’s

theatre. Dean-street, Soho, on Saturday last,

hoping to be able to place before our readers

some new information on these extraordinary

and mysterious ruins. It seems that a society

has been established, or is in progress, chiefly

through the exertions of Mr. W . H. Shippard,

of Turnham-green, under the designation of

“ The Museum of History,” or, as it originally

stood, “My Museum.” The object of which,

as set forth in a prospectus, is
—“ to illustrate

the history of man by means of popular lectures,

aided and enforced by scenery, maps, and

costumes, adding every scenic attraction to the

higher views of instruction, and combining art,

history, travels, and geography.
“ The classic lecturer shall thus convey his

observations in the Roman forum restored,

or awaken the spectator’s reflections amidst its

The reporter for The Times at Exeter

described in a recent communication St.

Paul’s Church, in Penzance, which was

built in 1842 by private subscription. He says

that it is in “ the Norman Gothic style ” and

is fitted up in the interior almost precisely as

a Roman Catholic Chapel.

“This church is divided entirely by a dis-

tinct chancel, with sedilia for the priests. They

are thus separated during the whole service

from the people. The access to the pulpit,

which is of stone, is within this chancel. The

lecturnum is placed on the base of the chancel ;

so that, except when the priest descends to the

faldstool, where he kneels with his face to the

communion-table and his back to the people,

he is separated from the congregation. That

which in other churches is a railing round the

communion-table, is here a stone screen built

across the church, and separating this portion

of it entirely for the use of the priests, and

constituting it a kind of holy of holies. The

faldstool is placed on the steps fronting and

erected up to this screen. Within this chancel

are two enormous candlesticks on each side the

communion-table ;
and on the table two other of

smaller dimensions. Erected over the table

is a large gilt cross
;
and the mode of conduct-

ing the service, together with the ceremonies

which have been introduced, render it a close

copy of the Roman Catholic mode of worship.

As may be supposed, this new church has

excited much comment, and its mode of service

has been much objected to. I he Rev. G. V.

Le Grice, for a great number of years minister

of Penzance, in several very able letters,

signed ‘ Civis,’ eloquently and strongly de-

nounced these innovations as dangerous to the

church, as an introduction of—
“ Every thing ceremonial and nothing spi-

ritual—every thing to make the priest proud,

but not to make the people pious— in short,

to strengthen Puseyism, which is an attempt

to bring every thing connected with religion

within the material walls of the church, within

the exclusively distributive power of the Sacra-

ments, and within the sole, mystic, arbitrary,

dispensing meditation of the priesthood.”

verv ruins.

The lecture on the present occasion was

given by Mr. Shippard, and had all the aids

proposed in the prospectus—transparent maps,

as large as the stage would admit, and some

views of the ruins equally extensive, by Mr. C.

Marshall so beautifully executed, as really to

carry the spectator to the place itself.

Unfortunately, however, Mr. Shippard mis-

took his vocation when he turned lecturer.

He seems enthusiastic in his endeavours to

carry out what is really a fine idea, and,

therefore, we would not willingly say any

thing discourteous
;
but wanting, as he does,

the power of condensation, and the facility for

connecting subjects, necessary for a lecturer,

we are satisfied he will fail in rendering the

institution popular, unless he yield the lecturer s

wand to more practised hands. If properly

carried out, the “ Museum of History ’ may
become a very important educational institution.

The ruined cities of America afford much

interesting matter for consideration
;

fortifi-

cations, mounds, pyramids, town-walls, and

temples, are scattered over a large extent of

country, overgrown by enormous trees, and

covered, in some instances, by 9 feet of mould.

Mr. Stephens, in his interesting account of

these remnants of past time, speaks of no loss

than forty-four cities in one district alone,

ON THE MANUFACTURE OF SCAGLIOLA,
OR ARTIFICIAL MARBLE AND

GRANITE.

g 1R> Tn your useful journal, of the 21st of

December last, a paragraph appeared con-

cerning a factory about to be established at

Berlin, for the manufacture of artificial marble

(commonly called scagliola) from plaster of

Paris and solutions of alum, said to be equal

to the finest marble, from which it might

appear to those who are unacquainted with it

that scagliola was not made in England. And

I see in your journal of January llth theie is

another paragraph entitled “ Scagliola, or the

Art of Imitating Marble,” which only tells us

a few of the materials used, and is not altogether

correct. I think the writer, (“II. G. M. )

cannot understand it, for the art of making

scagliola would fill a volume, and is kept secret

by the trade. I do not know that it was ever

published in a correct form, although attempts

have been madp. He says, “ in England it is

comparatively unknown, having sunk into

disuse, in consequence of the perishable nature

of the material.” Now there are several

establishments in London, and one at rlod-

desdon, Herts : and it is very much in use

by English artists, and has been for many years

in our public buildings and noblemen’s man-

sion®. Indeed, there is scarcely a building of

note of the present day but is more or less

embellished with this most beautiful material.

That done at Buckingham Palace, Pantheon

Oxford-street, and Everington’s, of which

“ H. G. M.” speaks well, was executed bj

English artists; indeed, I know only one oi

two places where it has been done by Italians

or foreigners—namely, the chapel at Green*

wich, and at Stoke Park, under Mr. Wyatt, the

architect, many years ago. An English car

penter, named Alcott, who was employed t<

make the skeletons, and plane the work to it

proper shape after the veneer, or outer coat

was laid on (as is the method in general), wa

sent to Stoke Park, having an insight of th

process, to work at it
;
and he obtained a piec

of real marble, and, contrary to directions

imitated it so well, as to please the architec

more than what had been done by the Italians

I may mention that an offer was made to m
foreman, a few years ago, who has been in th

trade upwards of twenty-six years, to go t

France, to do some work, as his specimen

were superior to those of the French artist

It has attained such perfection in Eng

land, that, to make, use of the words of btuar

in his Dictionary of Architecture, “ it provt

so complete a deception, that nothing but

fracture of its substance can discover tl

difference.” I will mention a few places whei

I know it has been done, and the date, whei

1 am acquainted with it, viz. :

At the Duke of Wellington’s, Apsley-hous

about tl.eyear 1 821 ;
Dukeof Northumberland

Zion-house, and at Charing-cross, HilJ;
;

Uul

of Sutherland’s, 1829; Duke of Hamilton

1831
;
East-India College, Addiscombe, abo

1820- J.G.Bosanquet, Esq., Broxbourne-par

1835; Goldsmiths’- hall, 1833; Crock lore

Club-house ;
Athenaeum Club-house

;
Ur

versity Club-house; Union Club-house; O:

ental Club-house ;
Lord Boston’s, Maidenhea

the Reform Club-house; Messrs. Howel a:

Cos., Regent-street ;
Earl Spencer s, Jam<

place; United Service Club-house ;
and ma

At all these places it is in excellent conditu

except where it has been injured by accider

even bases, which are very subject to blo>

where fixed on floors, remain uninjured.

There are several works now in har

which, if compared with old work, \\

shew that improvement lias been ma*

I have now in hand a first-rate staircase an.

hall, the scagliola work of which consists o

great number of columns, pilasters, «

pedestals in imitation of various marbl

with white mouldings, and imitations of t

tuary caps, bases, cornices, &c.
;

most

which are being done at Hoddesdon, and \

be conveyed to Kilnwich Percy, in Yo

shire. Scagliolais of the same material throu;

out its thickness, except that the veneer

outer coat has the colour mixed with if, ant

of rather less density of the two, and ]

brittle than some of the marbles. 1 thin

have said enough to establish the tact ot

durability, and that English artists are su

rior to the Italians; in fact, I will prod

specimens of scagliola, which will pro\e

The vile imitations, which are made by pers

with very slight knowledge of the process, t

to bring it into disuse. With respect to its

security when employed as columns having

bear a superincumbent weight, it is sel<

used to support a heavy weight, except m
penrance, and where strength is require!

support girders, entablatures, &c.> an \

column or core is fixed to take the we.

and the skeleton or cradle is made on it.

This skeleton 1 will describe : it has a II

piece of timber of 3 to 6 inches square, ace*

injr to the size of column required, and cu e

pieces of wood are fixed to it
;

then strip

wood cut from a half-inch board are ns

round, which form a very strong skeleton, ai

is made 2 or 3 inches less than the finished w

to allow for thickness of composition. -

of the inferior work has been done on vei y

skeletons, formed of common laths, and

first coatcomposed of lime and hair. “U. •

says the manufacturer is subject to great

by the plaster setting too quickly; tins i

error, for the solutions prevent that for hv

six hours when necessary, and no manufaci

will keep it so long as to become useless,

expose it to the damp atmosphere, which

spoil it. There is no material so easily me

without being seen, and as to expense, it is

trifling in a building of magnitude.and scag

gives an air of beauty, richness, and gran,

which could not be attained without a?

expense of marble is so great. It has

used for a floor in the Hall of the Du
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prthumbland’s for many years, and it stands
|'ll, and is now used in the shape of columns

I'

lamps, of which I have sent 300 and up-

rds, and continue making them, and it is also

id for slabs, chimney-pieces, tables, vases,

li many other purposes. “H. G. M.’s state-

|nt, if not corrected, will tend to injure the

jde, seeing it in a first-rate practical work,
1 also to discourage native industry. Foreign
ists are too often encouraged without merit,

1 I think, Mr. Editor, jour journal will cul-

ite native talent, especially as the art of
gliola is brought to such perfection by
glish artists. I will, if you think proper,

ge some specimens of scagliola at the Office

Tub Builder, and 1, as well as the
de in general, will feel glad to see this in-

ted in your valuable journal,

ioddesdon. James Phi, iiam.
ii shall return to the subject of plastic com-
litions, cements, artificial stone, &c., in a

|

ire number.

jOYAL INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
1 in ordinary meeting of the Institute was
id on Monday, January 27th, Mr. H. E.
pdall, vice president, in the chair, when
1 t Ludwig Gruner, of Rome, and 11 Conte
j 'aliere Orti di Manara, Podesta di Verona,
e elected corresponding members; Mr.
n Tarring, fellow

;
and Messrs. F. Clark,

•ins Compton, Frederick Lett, Samuel
ton, Robert C. Saunders, and Thomas
ler, associates. Among the donations
ounced was “ Views of Ancient Monu-

I

its in Central America, Chiapas, and
j.’atan,” by F. Catherwood, presented by the

|
lor, tor which Mr. Godwin moved a special

I I of thanks, and took occasion to speak of

4 interesting nature of the work.

|
paper was then read “ On the Domestic

< hitecture of France during the Middle
I :s,

,? by Mr. Ambrose Poynter, wherein the
Jjlual changes which occurred between the
ii and ljth centuries, were traced. The
k were chiefly taken from Rouen, where
lid not find any specimen earlier than the
-named date. Beauvais contains some
e houses of the same date. The roofs at this
1 were equilateral, but had afterwards much
iter elevation. The dormer windows became
mportant feature, and were in some ex-
les highly decorated. In the 14th century
ound few stone houses in France, and in

15th they were chiefly of timber with
irhanging fronts, one story projecting over
•i ither. Bricks then became used in con-
rj ion with timber. Protection being an
J ct, there were few windowsin the ground-

!

1 . In the 15th century the stairs were often
Jied in a tourelle projecting from the angle
4 ie house, especially when at the corner of a
I t. At. Dijon there was an interesting ex-

ist le of this, where the top of the newell was
I Jtured to represent a man with flowers on
4 lead, which branched out and formed the
i At Paris these tourelles are numerous :

4 are to be found also in Scotch architec-
nl Passing on to the time of the Re-
1 twice, he shewed the change in style

i h took place, and alluded to some fine

I* mens now at the Palace of the Beaux
|ji, in Paris. The paper then gave a view of

I

improvements made in the internal

gement of houses in France, and some
es of the state of the city in early times,

p Augustus paved for the first time four
e principal streets. In the 14th century
tate of the streets was dreadful, nor dicl

become much better for a hundred years
Mr. Poynter took an opportunity to

ion that the French government had
nted, through M. Guizot, to our School
esign, casts from the celebrated bronze
i of the Baptistry at Florence, executed
rhiberti, after the designs of Arnolfo

;

VIr. Wilson, the director of the school of
n, who was present, invited all members
e Institute to examine them.
•. I’anson, relative to Mr. Poynter’s paper,

<fydered that the roofs of high pitch were
ir:r than agricultural roofs. He mentioned
.lithe works of the transition “period in

|cce, were much better than the Elizabethan

ifi s of this country, and attributed it to the

limstance that France had a more intimate

jtcection with Italy than we had.

line council have not yet reported on the

tye essays.

A FEW WORDS ON COMPETITIONS.

Much as the subject of architectural com-
petitions has been discussed, we still seem to
stand a long way distant from improvement.
The general ignorance of the public in [any
thing beyond the mere book-illustration part
of architecture, the apathy of the influential

members of the profession towards the imme-
diate interests of their younger brethren, and
the want of energetic remonstrance and
vigorous co-operation amongst architects in

general, are obstacles in the way of change
which need to be at once stoutly assailed arid

demolished. We assume that, were competi-
tion only a little better managed, it might
powerfully aid the progress of art, that it

might call out the latent energies of the young,
and infuse something of the ardour of youth
into the exertions of the more advanced, keep
the public mind alive to the use and value of
architecture, and open to all a legitimate road
to success in an art in which the avenues to

fame and recompense are confessedly few, and
difficult of discernment. We deem that the
attempt to prove that all competition is adverse
to progress in ai t fails, and is entirely incon-
sistent with experience in buildings erected or
in progress

;
the errors that have resulted were

clear and remediable, and could not recur with
the changes about which there is no difference

of opinion amongst us. Such are, for example,
explicit instructions, public exhibition before
the decision, and competent judgment. The
barrier drawn between architects and the
notice of the “public needs every examination,
and speedy removal

;
but under the influence

of a better system in competitions we are con-
fident that the profession would rise in the
estimation of the world, which is at present
positively ignorant of its distinctive existence;
that the appliances of the art would he ex-
tended to buildings to which it has been sup-
posed inimical rather than suhservient; that

the accredited professor would supply the place
of the empiric; and finally, that architects, in-

stead of consuming those days when hope and
exertion arc at the highest in working out the

ideas of others on an inadequate stipend, or in

filling the duties of some appointment in which
art has no place, would find the pleasing and
healthful reward for years of toil and outlay, in

the practice of an art which speaks the his-

tory of mankind, and yields to all its votaries

the “ purest well” of intellectual delight.

We can hardly call to mind an instance

in which competition has been conducted with
fairness towards the several competitors, or

for the benefit of the public. Indeed, it can
hardly fail to be otherwise in the present state

of matters. The interest which architecture

excites is so small compared with its impor-
tance, that its finest works are allowed to be
destroyed without the slightest notice. So
that the usual education and habits of men are

calculated to fit them even less for judges of
architecture than for architects, and other
considerations are allowed to operate with un-
due influence.

It seems strange that in a free country, we
should permit ourselves to be ruled in matters
of taste, possessing an importance in the highest
degree national, by those who have never de-

voted a single day of their lives to the study
of the subjects on which they sit in judgment.
Were our own character as a nation not in-

volved in the question, it would still be unjust
to suffer the dishonest proceedings complained
of by architects

;
and were they the only par-

ties interested, which they are not, their claims
should be considered in a country where jus-

tice has been always considered the brightest

jewel in the sceptre of a government. We
hesitate not to say, that were an individual to

act as, with few exceptions, committees have
acted, his society would be shunned by all who
rank themselves as men of honour and in-

tegrity. We need not deny that in some cases

committees have desired to act with perfect

good faith, but in general their ignorance of
every thing that to form competent critics they
should know, presents an insuperable barrier

to a correct decision. Composed, for the most
part, of men who consider the education of an
architect limited to the knowledge of the five

orders, they decide upon matters affecting the

prosperity of twenty, fifty, or a hundred rising

artists, and the progress or decline of art.

One who applied in a case of typhus fever to a

baker, or in an abstruse point of law to a wine-

merchant, would be considered as a fit subject
for a commission of lunacy

;
yet we could men-

tion cases in which the pursuits of adjudicators
have been as little akin to the subjects on
which they have sat to decide.

On one occasion a committee, for the erec-
tion of a pump-room at Harrowgate, was
composed of seventeen individuals, among
whom werefiveinnkeepers, two wine-merchants,
a porter-dealer, a baker, a coach- builder, a
druggist, a plumber, a milkman, and a grocer.
Now we wish to set no limits to the investiga-
tions of man in architecture, or in any other
study, but are these the individuals in whose
custody we should choose, from their previous
study and research, to leave the arts of a
country ? Doubtless they were all honourable
men, but some of them, if not all, were deceived
by the trickeries so commonly employed, and
which could not one moment escape the notico
of an architect. Probably few of them were
accustomed to the examination of geometrical
drawings, the understanding of which requires
long previous study and attention. Each one,
we think, on being shewn the elevation of
a building, would at once form an opinion as to

its effect, instead of placing the plan and
elevation side by side, and judging from the
two, the only way in which architectural draw-
ings are intended to be examined, as through
the medium of several the same effect is

conveyed which otherwise would be expressed
by one perspective view. An inspection
of the plan might shew that certain parts
receded or advanced from the front

;
these in

the elevation would appear upon the same
plane, so that a tower shewn above the roof,

and as if it were upon the plane of the front,

might, in reality, stand in the centre of the
block, and not appear when erected except
from a point far removed from the building.

If it requires great experience in the architect

to unravel the mysteries of plan and section

—

and if, in addition, he must possess a knowledge
of the strength of timber, of requisite supports
and counterforts, of sizes of openings necessary
to admit a proper quantity of light—if, to the
experience of the practical man, he must add
the acquirements of the man of science, and
the taste and fancy of the artist, he has surely

a right to expect corresponding qualifications

and careful attention from those who adjudicate.

Ordinarily, the committee are compelled to

throw aside the instructions which were ri-

gidly to be observed, so that the competitor
who has acted with most good faith, in en-
deavouring to make his design correspond in

all particulars, is the first to feel the effects of
his mistaken confidence. The committee will

often state that the building must be of a style

to which they attach an unintelligible name;
that it shall be built of certain materials

;
and

shall afford accommodation sufficient to double
the sum the architect has to work upon

;
and

that the drawings shall be delivered on a day so
near at hand, that he has barely time to execute
the actual drawing, much less to mature the

design. How many instances have there been
in which the whole of the competition draw-
ings have been laid aside, the work being
given to some more fortunate architect, who
has had a larger sum for expenditure, and
the whole of the competition drawings at

his disposal for reference, no remuneration
whatever being granted to the competitors.

Howf often after the drawings have been sub-

mitted, lias one of the competitors received

instructions to prepare another design, more in

accordance with the altered views of the

committee, to which the premium has been

awarded. The architects who at present com-
pete ax

-
e, for the most part, those to whom

competition presents the onlychanceof success

;

they are compelled to embark in it with all

its evils, and though, through trickery and
ignorance, their chance is small, it is their

only one. But we cannot notice all the dis-

advantages of the present system, and the

dishonesty and want of principle which it en-

genders—one of its effects we witness in some
of our national edifices

;
and it is not too much

to say, that were a change effected, compe-
tition might oftener be appealed to, and we
might hope to feel the result in a higher cha-
acter in all our structures. The only course
which, in the opinion of the writer, committees
can pursue to induce men of established repu-
tation to compete, with perfect fairness to the
competitors, and to prevent the annoying
attacks to which they are now exposed, will
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be, in all cases, to call in the aid of architects

themselves, and to exhibit the designs publicly

before the decision.

The instructions, in the first instance, should

be carefully framed, with complete practical

particulars as to the objects and destination ot

the intended building, leaving to the architect

the consideration of the mode in which those

objects may be obtained. Full information

should be afforded as to foundations, levels,

and drainage; a plan of the land should be

given, and some account of the site. 'I he

amount at the disposal of the committee

should be stated, with the description and cost

of building materials in the neighbourhood of

the intended edifice. In deciding upon the

merits of the designs, the committee

should either refer them to architects of emi-

nence, unconnected with the competition, or to

the competitors themselves, who should record

their votes openly, no one voting for his own

design. The former course was pursued in the

first competition for the Royal Exchange, and,

by the report of the appointed architects, it

appeared that many of the designs possessed

errors of construction which would certainly

have escaped the attention of any but pro-

fessional men. We urge upon the atten-

tion of building committees the considera-

tion of the important subject we have noticed.

The plan is by no means new, and in

some minor details might need considera-

tion, but we are assured that no system could

be worse than the present want of it
,
fraught,

as it is, with injustice to the architect, discredit

to the promoters, and with irreparable injury

to the arts, and consequent standing of the

country in the scale of nations. E. H.

[If the history of competitions were written,

its details would shew an extent ot rascality

astounding to architects themselves. We shall

not fail to publish particulars of such mal-prac-

tices as come to our knowledge. The remedy

unfortunately is not evident or easy.—Ed.]

ON BATH STONE.
BY C. H. SMITH.

Bath stone has been used almost universally,

as a mineral substance for building, in the city

of Bath, during a long period. The Abbey
Church, which was not finished till after the

Reformation, has been in great part restored

within the last thirty or forty years. The
west front has been richly ornamented, espe-

cially with a representation of Jacob’s ladder

on each tower, reaching from top to bottom,

on which many angels were carved in bold

relief; these have now mouldered away, till

only a few faint traces remain, just sufficient

to indicate where they originally were. This

building I am inclined to believe is the oldest

in existence of Bath stone, and beyond doubt

not a very favourable specimen of its durability.

The oldest of the modern buildings of similar

material in that city is, I imagine, Queen-

square, erected in the beginning of the last

century
;
the houses are ornamented with pro-

jecting mouldings, Corinthian capitals, &c.
;

and certainly they are not much decomposed,

considering the time since they were erected.

It has been remarked that Bath stone ap-

pears to stand the weather better in the neigh-

bourhood of the quarries than it does if removed

to a distance, or in London
;

and, judging

from the present condition of the oldest houses

at Bath in comparison with Bath stone build-

ings of more modern date erected in London,

a casual observer might indulge his imagina-

tion with the idea of something being more
congenial to the stone in its native atmosphere

than if removed to waste and perish in what

may be termed a foreign climate. I am ready

and willing to admit that there may be a very

material difference between the air of Lom-
bard-street or the Royal Exchange, and that

of the land of the cuckoo and the nightingale,

or any other spot far from the busy world’s

unceasing sound. But I cannot conceive it

probable, that a stone which would last for a

century or more in the city of Bath or its en-

virons, would decompose in a quarter of that

time were it placed in the Regent’s-park. The
plain matter of fact is, that the stone used in

the construction of the oldest buildings at Bath

was procured from the Box quarries, which is

in the more important qualities very superior

to, and far more durable than, such as is now
generally used. The Box quarry stone is still

used occasionally in and about Bath, but the

stone merchants in London have long since

discovered that the masons will not buy it on

account of its being a little coarser and harder,

and thereby more expensive to work.

Coombe Down Bath stone was next intro-

duced
;

it is finer grained, softer, and less dur-

able than the Box stone; but both these have

been almost entirely superseded by the grand

favourite from Monckton Farleigh, or by what

is usually called “ Farleigh Down Bath stone.

This material possesses all the qualities re-

quired by a hasty mason or contractor
;

it may

be sawed dry, like wood, with a common peg-

toothed saw,"more expeditiously than any other

stone
;
an industrious workman may do almost

as much work as he pleases in it, consequently

a building may be executed in this stone in a

shorter space of time than in any other; and,

lastly, it decomposes in a shorter space of time

than any other stone, hence some people are

inclined to think it “makes good for trade.”

The restorations of Henry the Seventh’s

Chapel, at Westminster, were executed in

Coombe Down Bath stone, between the years

1808 and 1821, at an expense to the nation of

about forty thousand pounds. A large pro-

portion of this amount was for the Bath stone,

which has always been about as expensive in

London as those of a more durable nature.

If an additional ten thousand pounds had been

bestowed on labour, in all probability a mate-

rial might have been selected which would

have lasted several centuries longer without

being in so decomposing a condition. But

whilst the lover of elegant architecture is ad-

miring the extreme attention that has been

bestowed in preserving the true spirit of the

original design, he will be annoyed at discover-

ing abundant evidences of premature decay.

Many projecting parts of that beautiful fabric

are conspicuously mouldering away, in less

than thirty years since they were restored. A
casual observer may, by one glance at the south-

eastern towers, convince himself of the truth

of these statements
;

but on more attentive

examination, a considerable portion of the

masonry throughout the entire structure, espe-

cially the more exposed parts, will present

mnltitmien nf slio-ht. undulations or swellings,ullitudes of slight undulations or swellings,

somewhat resembling in their progress gather-

ings or tumours under the skin
;
these increase

in size and number until they meet each other,

when they burst, and the surface falls off.

This cankering process will be repeated as

often as a fresh surface is exposed, until all

architectural features are obliterated. Such

is the lamentable condition and prospective

state of Henry the Seventh's Chapel at this

time, that there is every probability of its being

in the same dilapidated condition within thirty

or forty years that it was in before the repairs

were commenced in the year 1808.*

That there are many stones in the building

which at present shew no symptons of decom-

position is readily admitted
;
and those persons

who advocate the use of Bath stone for such

highly decorative purposes frequently imagine

that sufficient care has not been taken to place

the stones on their natural bed. The import-

ance of such precaution is generally very con-

siderably overrated; 1 do not consider it sig-

nifies which way a stone is fixed, unless it

presents a laminated structure, which scarcely

ever occurs amongst the oolites. A stone of

an open, powdery, and slightly cemented tex-

ture, will, if exposed to the weather, decompose

in a comparatively short space of time, in

whatever direction it may be fixed, or which-

ever surface may be parallel to the horizon.

Another generally received fallacy is the

opinion that soft stone will become hard and

durable by exposure. Although this notion is

true to a certain extent, it is not of sufficient

importance to warrant its appreciation in archi-

tectural works. All kinds of stone while in

the rock, or when recently quarried, are some-

what softer and more easily worked than after

they have been exposed to the atmosphere a

few months, owing to the stone in its original

situation being more thoroughly saturated with

moisture than can ever be accomplished after

it has been once allowed to get dry. 1 his is

principle well known to masons, for it is a

general practice amongst workmen to fre-

quently wet a stone, especially if it be rather

of a hard quality, during their operation of

working it into mouldings or ornaments, to

make it work, as they term it, “ more kindly.”

If the stone be remarkably soft, it is advisable

not to let it dry too fast after it lias been taken

from the quarry, for fear of its cracking, in

consequence of the moisture being removed

from the outside before the interior of the

block can have had time to evaporate; hence,

while the central part remains of its original

size and extremely damp, the surface will dry,

shrink, and thereby cause many invisible cracks,

the effect of which will be conspicuous after a

sharp frost.

All free-working limestones and oolites be-

come in some degree harder on their surface

by exposure to weather. This arises from a

very slight decomposition taking place, which

will remove most of the softer particles, and

leave the hardest and most durable to act as a

protection to the remainder. In addition tc

which, the pores and interstices of the surfact

get filled with dust and dirt, washed in byrair

assisted by powerful winds
;

all which circum-

stances help to secure the least protected grains

from external violence. If the stone be naturall]

compact and durable, a surface of this descrip

tion will materially assist its duration
;
but, oi

the otherhand, such material as the Heddingtoi

stone, near Oxford, or the most perishabh

Bath stone, will in due time similarly attain i

hard crust, which, from the general body o

the stone being loose and powdery, is notsuffi

ciently compact to hold on
;
water will soak ii

behind the crust, cause a swelling and disrup

tion on the surface, which ultimately breaks

The crust thus opened gradually bends for

ward more and more, until finally the weigh

of the disintegrated portion causes it to fall oil

In some instances, as in Bath stone, these de

fective places rarely exceed an inch or two o

surface before the decomposed part falls off

whereas the crust of the buildings at Oxfor

is so remarkably tenacious that it peels off an

hangs like rags, often as much as a foot super

ficial, before it entirely separates. Upon tli

whole, I do not consider it a recommendatio

to a soft stone to say that it gradually become

harder on the surface.

* The north front of Westminster Hall was restored with

similar material immediately after Henry the Seventh’s

Chapel was completed ; it is now progressing in the same

state towards decay. During the spring of the year 1810,

the stonework about the principal entrance was washed by

means of an engine
;

this operation mutilated the projections

in a slight degree, the force of the jet of water separating

many small portions of stone from the prominent parts that

were already in a decomposing state. The restorations of

Westminster Abbey, north side, are proceeding slowly with

Bath stone, apparently from Farleigh Dow n quarries
;
it is to

be regretted that a more durable stone is not used, sinee

there is unequivocal proof of its perishable quality in the ad-

joining edifice.

As Bath stone is decidedly one of the raoi

fragile mineral substances ever used for built

ing, a few observations on its cohesiv

strength may be offered, less on account <

their utility, than because most persons wh
bate investigated the subject of stone tc

building have expatiated considerably on tli

head. In all cases which have come withi

my notice, the stone possessing the least cohi

sive strength, or that which will crush wii

less pressure than any olher, is neverthele

strong enough, when once fixed, for almost a

practical purposes. No architectural membe
have to sustain greater pressure in proportit

to their size than mullions of large Goth

windows. The tracery in the great nor

window of Westminster Hall is now executi

in Bath stone, which is remarkable for havil

the least cohesive strength of all the specime

experimented upon and described in the Repo

on the Stone for the new Houses of Parli

ment. Some of the mullions of that windn

are less than 9 inches wide, and more thi

40 feet high, sustaining not only their of

weight, but also the whole of the trace

beneath the arch. The eastern window
Carlisle Cathedral, built of a friable, r

sandstone, is 50 feet high; the mullions a

smaller and the tracery much heavier than

that at Westminster; yet in neither of the

examples are there any symptoms of crushir

The cohesive strength of stones i3 never mo
severely tested than during their conversion:

workmen from the rough slate to being fix

in their final situation in a building. Duri

these operations iron levers, jacks, lewises, a

various other implements are applied, ti

quently without judgment, and with but lit

regard to the mechanical violence which

stone will bear; therefore, it may be cc

sidered a useful practical rule, that however 8

a stone may be, if it resistthe liability of dams

until out of the mason’s hands, there can
]

little doubt of its possessing sufficient cohesi

strength for any kind of architectural work.

Lithology, or Observations on Stone used j

Building.— Trans. British Architects.
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THE IRON TRADE OF SCOTLAND.

Seeing that the iron trade of this country
w employs a large amount of wealth and

|

terprise, and that, in many districts, the

ineral resources are yet only beginning to

•.ract attention, it may not be uninteresting

take a brief glance at the history of this im-

rtant branch of national industry. We have
t sufficient data to trace its earliest com-
incement in this northern part of the king-
m, but it is believed that attempts were made
a remote period to extract iron from ore in

en fires, of which evidences are supposed to

ist in some of the higher mineral districts,

oout a century ago, the first application of

; coal for smelting iron was made in the
(

Jth, previous to which we find that there

•re fifty-nine furnaces in England and Wales,
oducing at a very great cost, by means of
>od fuel, about 17,000 tons of iron per an-
m, or about 290 tons from each furnace,
bsequently to the introduction of pit coal for

il, furnaces were erected at Carron and Wil-
ltovvn, in Scotland, and, towards ths close of
t century, at Clyde, Muirkirk, Devon, and
noa. It has only been, however, during the

t twenty-five years that the trade assumed

y importance in this quarter, and we shall

nfiue our remarks to the progress which it

3 made within that period.
As the best index to its condition, we give
: following list of the selling prices of the
it quality of foundry pig-iron per ton in the
asgow market fur the month of January in

:h year :

—

!1—£7 1826—^10i 1831

—

j£5 1836—^53 1841—jff38
12— 6 1827— 7 1832— 43 1837— 5 1842— 3
*3— 5i 1828— 6 1833— 43 1838— 5 1813— 2$
•A— G 1829— 6£ 1834— 43 1839— B 1841— 2£
!5— 12 1830— 5 1835— 4£ 1840— 33 1845— 3|

At the commencement of the above period,
• number of furnaces in operation in Scot-
,d was fifteen, and the average make of iron
out 575 tons per week, or 25,650 tons per
a um. In 1826, when an impulse had been
ren to the trade by the higher prices of the

0 preceding years, the number of furnaces
Teased to twenty-two, the weekly make to

) tons, and the annual average to 36,900
is. About this period an effectual struggle
s made to obtain a reduction of duty on cast
1 wrought-iron imported from foreign
intries, and we find Mr. Crawshay, one of
largest ironmasters in Wales, in his evi-

nce before a committee of the House of Com-
•ns, in 1825, stating that the annual make of
n in Great Britain was 600,000 tons, of
ich one-third was exported to foreign coun-
ts. The above produce may be apportioned
follows :

—

outh Wales 85 furnaces
orth Wales 8 ,,
taffurdshire 81 ,,
hropshire 36 ,,

orkshire 22 ,,

|
erbyshire 14 „
cotland 17 ,,

Total 263 „ .... 600,000 „

iln 1826 the imports of Welsh pig-iron into
Clyde were 1,600 tons, and the general

>orts of Scotch about 8,500 tons, being, in
h cases, a slight increase on the preceding
a-. The trade remained somewhat stationary,
h gradually declining prices, until the
•cts of Mr. J. B. Neilson’s hot-blast came

|
1 operation. The patent was obtained in

I

!9, but several years elapsed before its prac-
ll application with raw coal was accom-

|

died. This opened an entirely new era in

j
i iron trade of Scotland

;
the quantity pro-

ved from the same furnaces became at once

J
re than doubled, while the consumption of

[

1, to each ton of pig-iron, was reduced to
lut one-fourth—hence an immense stimulus
a given to the trade. Existing works were
tatly extended, and new works were esta-

I ihed in districts where, a few years before,
1 1 minerals were considered next to valueless.
I •us it is, that, during the last fifteen years,
1

1

number of furnaces have become nearly
1 drupled

;
and with recent improvements in

1 1 construction, the yield from each, on an
I -rage, may now be reckoned about treble

j
(
quantity which was formerly made with

I 1 air and charred coal. At first there were
Ipplaints of the inferiority of the iron made
Ihthe new system, arising chiefly from the
lb being more easily broke

;
but we believe it

I been satisfactorily ascertained, from nu-

$ i'ous experiments by practical men, that,

q. h proper care in the selection, castings

produced from hot-blast iron are equally

strong, and of as sound texture, as those made
from cold-blast. It must, therefore, be
evident that the application of heated air in

smelting iron has been an incalculable benefit

to the country, to the iron trade generally, and
to the landed interest. It has cheapened the

cost and increased the variety and usefulness

of articles manufactured from iron
;

it has

vastly augmented the consumption
;
and, but

for this improvement, large tracts of land in

the west of Scotland, now yielding a handsome
return, would have remained at the former low
value of surface rent. The extension of rail-

way communication will open up other rich
and extensive mineral fields, so that we may
expect to see the iron trade of Scotland pro-

gressively increasing for many years to come.
,

The average number of furnaces in operation
last year was 65, and the weekly produce 6,600
tons, giving an annual make of 330,000 tons,
or considerably above one- half of the entire
make for Great Britain in 1825.

The following are the exports of Scotch
pig-iron (in tons), as derived from authentic
sources, for the last two years, exclusively of
what was shipped by way of Liverpool, which,
to America alone, must have amounted to a
very considerable quantity :

—

Continent. America, Indies, &c.
1843.... 97.9/0 7,851 863
1844 30,715 11,719 613

In the former of these years the lowness of
the price, and the prospect of increased duty
in Germany, induced an extensive trade in pig-

iron, a material portion of which was for con-
version into malleable iron. Iir-ihe event of any
modification of the American tariff there will

be a large demand for Scotch pig-iron for that
quarter.

But there is another feature which speaks
well for the future prosperity of the iron trade
in Scotland. The peculiar character, the
ahundance, and the richness of the minerals,
admit of iron being produced at less cost than
in any district of either England or Wales;
consequently, instead of importing from thence,

as formerly, large quantities of Scotch iron are
nowsent to these districts—this, no doubt, arises

chiefly from the cheaper cost, but another
cause may be assigned. Scotch pig-iron is

particularly adapted for making malleable iron,

and as the present unparalleled demand for

railways, ship-building, and other puposes, has
outstripped the produce of pig-iron in some of

the southern localities, it maybe expected that

recourse will he had to Scotland for increased
supplies to meet the growing deficiency.

We may remark, that the manufacture of
malleable iron is yet but in its infancy in Scot-
land, although making rapid strides towards
an important position : there are five establish-

ments, and the present make inav be com-
puted about 900 tons per week, or 45,000 tons

per annum. For superior finish, toughness,
and uniformity, it will stand comparison with
either English or Welsh iron. — Scottish

Guardiun .

Bristol Academy for the Promotion
of the Fine Arts.—We recently alluded to

the intention which existed of founding a Fine
Arts’ Academy in Bristol, and are rejoiced to

find that it has now assumed a tangible shape,
and has come before the public with a list of
donors and subscribers whose munificent con-
tributions shew them to be not only earnest in

carrying out the scheme, but determined to

evince their zeal in the most effective and pal-

pable form. The lady, whose princely donation,

2,000/., headsthe list, deserves the highest praise
for her public spirit and liberality. All honour
is likewise duo to Mr. P. W. S. Miles, M.P.,
who originated this important movement, and
to the gentleman associated with him, for com-
bining to remove the stigma which rests upon
Bristol in regard to the arts. The objects of
the society are the advancement of the arts of
painting in oil, fresco, and water-colours

;
of

drawing in chalk
;
of the study of sculpture and

to architecture : and of the other branches of the
fine arts. The academy will be free to all

artists residing within ten miles of Bristol
for the previous twelve months, on their sub-
scribing to its rules, and on certain condi-
tions

; and its arrangements will comprehend
a school of painting and sculpture; pecuniary
and honorary rewards to aitists and students

;

exhibitions of pictures, &c., &c.; and an art

union.

232,000 tons.

14,000 ,,

.... 178,000 „— 90,0110 „

.... 37,000 ,,

20,000 „
.... 29,000 „

PROBABLE QUANTITY OF IRON REQUIRED
FOR THE NEW RAILWAYS.

It has been estimated, that out of the nu-
merous railway bills coming before Parlia-
ment next month, there will be forty-five car-
ried, or about one-fifth of the present applica-

tions. Taking these lines at an average length
of forty miles each, there will be 1800 miles of
railway to be formed, commencing from the
autumn of this year, and extending over 1846;
for, though these will not be all completed at
that period, the deficiency may be more than
made up by the lines which were passed during
last session, and which are now being formed.
A yard of railway requires 280 lbs. of rails,

98 lbs. of cast-iron chairs, and about 70 lbs. of
iron girders—making 4 cwts. per yard, or 352
tons per mile. In addition to this, it is pretty
clearly ascertained, that an equal amount of
iron is required for each mile, in waggons, car-
riages, stations, engines, and locomotive es-
tablishments, &c.—making 700 tons of iron
for each mile, or 1,260,000 tons for 1800 miles
of railways about to be constructed in this

country, or, as nearly as possible, the whole
make of iron in Great Britain for one year.
This is independent of the contractors’ rails,

which are immense
;
and, if to this tremendous

consumption be added what will be required
for the new water and gas companies, the docks
and other great public works, as well as the
extra demand arising out of the prosperous
trade of the country, it can hardly be con-
ceived that our capabilities for the production
of iron, great as they are, will be sufficient to
supply what will be required. This is also
entirely independent of our foreign trade, and
as railways are likely to be constructed in

almost every country, the exports of iron must
also be greatly increased. Under these cir-

cumstances, there can hardly be a question that
iron must shortly be much enhanced in value.

—Mining Journal.

COMPETITION PLANS FOR BATHS AND
WASH-HOUSES.

Notwithstanding the large number of
applications for particulars, only twenty-two
competitors have sent in plans, and it is said
that as many as four-fifths of these have not
complied with the published conditions. It is

to be regretted that, with the exception of two
or three sets, no attention whatever has been
paid to ventilation in any of the designs. The
number of drawings in the whole is 147-
A correspondent of The Times says, “ There

are many places in London well adapted for
the position of such establishments, a poor or
thickly-populated neighbourhood of course
being likely to prove the most advantageous
and convenient to the class of people for whose
use they are intended. London, from its local

position, is fortunate in having wells, which
produce most excellent water, and some of
them are known to be more or less medicinal.
Would it not be an advantage, therefore, for

bathing purposes, to select a site where such
a well is known to exist, so as to combine a
common bath with a medicinal one, for such as

may require it, on account of health, or for other
reasons?” He suggests that aspring at No. 3,

Old Belton-street, in the line of the intended
new street between Holborn and the Strand,
said to have been the resort of Queen Anne,
might be made available.

Roofing Houses with Tin. — John
Woolley, Springfield, of Massachusetts, gives

the following description of his plan for roofing

houses with tin:—“ What I claim as my in-

vention is, constructing metallic roofs without
boarding, by means of strips fastened to the

rafters by cleats, to which the sheets of tin

forming the roof are attached. I also claim

the shield-plate under the eaves, constructed

and arranged in the manner and for the purpose
described.”—The strips of tin are fastened

on the top of each rafter, and extend from end
to end, with the two edges turned up, and to

these edges the sheets of tin forming the roof
are connected, by lapping over these edges,

and then turning down
;
and the shield-plate,

referred to in the second section of the claim, is

for catching and conducting into the gutter all

the moisture that condenses under the roof.

For this purpose, a plate extends from the
gutter under the roof, there being sufficient

space between this plate and the lower edge
of the roof, for the water thus collected to

pass out.



ST. JOHN'S CHURCH, NOTTING-HILL.

Os Wednesday last the new church of St.

John, in Kensington-park, was consecrated by

the Lord Bishop of London. The above en-

graving represents the structure as it appears

when viewed from the south-east, and shews

it to be cruciform in plan, and to have a tower

and spire at the intersection of the cross.

There is an entrance porch at the west end

of each side of the building and other en-

trances in the transepts. The exterior is wholly

of stone : the plain faces are of Kentish rag

liammer-dressed, the quoins, dressings of

doors and windows, ornamental parts, and the

spire, are of Bath stone. The style throughout

is early English, the style of the thirteenth

century, but presents variations which are to

be found rather in works in Normandy of that

period than in this country.

The interior of the church consists of a nave i

and two aisles, one on either side, transepts, I

and chancel. On each side of the latter,

but extending only part of its length, as

shewn in the engraving, an aisle is formed
;

that on the north Bide is used as the robing-

room, and contuins the organ in the upper

part, that on the south side contaius pews, and

is separated by a high open screen from the

chancel. The nave is separated from the

aisles by plain cylindrical columns bearing

pointed arches, and has a clerestory. The
tower is supported on four clustered columns

and arches at the junction of the nave

and transepts. The ceilings are wholly of

wood stained and varnished, and the timbers

of the roof are exposed, and are slightly

adorned with painted symbols of the evan-

gelists, and scripture sentences rubricated.

In an ensuing number we shall present to our

readers a general view of the interior of tli

building, as seen from the west end, which wil

convey a clearer idea of its appearance tha 1

description alone can do.

There is a gallery at the west end, and on

in each transept, but none in the body of th

church. The pews are low, formed of dea

simply varnished, and afford sittings fo

1,500 persons, of which 400 are free. It wa

originally intended to separate the chanct

from the nave by an un-protestant rood-screei

but this was wisely abandoned at the reques

we believe, of the Bishop of London.

The whole length of the building, in th

clear of the walls, is 125 feet 9 inches
;

th

width of the nave between the columns

19 feet 10 inches, and of each aisle 13 fe«

6 inches, making in the clear of the walls, wit

the thickness of the columns, 51 feet. T1

height of the church from the floor line to tl
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dge of the roof is 50 feet. The length of the

ansepts from north to south is 91 feet, in the

ear of the walls. The total height of the tower

id spire is 156 feet. The building was designed

r Messrs. Stevens and Alexander, of whose

lurch at Herne Hill we had occasion re-

intly to speak in terms of commendation,

id was executed under their superintendence.

r. Joseph Gibhins was the clerk of the works

id is entitled to praise for the manner in

hich the works are done : as are the con-

actors, Messrs. Higg9 and Son, of Davies-

reet, who have satisfactorily completed the

hole within twelve months. The total cost

as 7,500/.

A considerable part of this amount has been

ised by subscription. Mr. Robert Roy (of

e firm Blunt, Roy, and Johnson), purchased

id presented the site for the church, and fur-

er, gave 150/. towards the cost of the struc-

re, an act which deserves to be recorded. Mr.
r
. A. Shaw gave 150 guineas, and the Venera-

e Archdeacon Sinclair, vicar of Kensington,

>0/. Mr. Shaw also gave a small stained-

ass light in the gable, at the west end of the

ive
;
and Mr. Alexander, the architect, a

ained-glass window in the south aisle, both

recuted by Warrington. There is no other

ained glass in the church at present, but

ese examples will, probably, induce further

mations. The encaustic tiles with which

e chancel is paved, were made by Minton,

id presented to the church by Mr. Blash-

Id.

[The external arrangement of the church is

tistical and effective, and cannot fail to ad-

nce the reputation of the architects. Its

nation, on a hill, is admirable
;
the east end

ces Lad broke Grove, and forms the western

rmination of a wide terrace proposed to be

lilt, leading straight to Westbourne Terrace,

n entirely new neighbourhood has grown up
this quarter “like an exhalation,” and will

ubtless be -increased and improved by the

ection of the church we have described. In

Delusion, we will venture with all reverence,

say with the bishop at the consecration of
“ Grant that they, who in this place shall

their own persons renew the promises and

ws made for them at their baptism, may
mtinue Thine for ever; and being preserved

the unity of thy Church, may daily increase

thy Holy Spirit more and more, until they

me to thine everlasting kingdom.”

PRESERVATION OF LONDON
ANTIQUITIES.

Last week Mr. Lott, F.S.A., moved at a

nnmon Council, in pursuance of a notice to

at effect, a recommendation to the Library

immittee to take into consideration an in-

action given them some time ago, to pro-

le a suitable place for such antiquities re-

ing to London as were in their possession

i might be offered to them, but the members
esent being counted, it was found there were
it enough to form a court, and the meeting
is accordingly adjourned ! The apathy thus

idenced is really disgraceful to the city of

jndon, and cannot be sufficiently reprobated,

uere are few towns in England in which
me public repository of local antiquities can-

t be found
:
yet in London, a city built on a

:y,—where curious remnants of the past are

n ned up every day, there is nobody appointed

Ilf their preservation, there is not even a place

aich they may be gathered together: they

le at once sold to individuals and so dispersed

st, west, north, and south, or worse still, and
ii too many instances, are unnoticed and de-

coyed. A museum of national antiquities is

jeatly to be desired, and might be made par-

lilly complete in very little time, and with very
iitle trouble. If we remember rightly the

(iciety of Antiquaries have in their cellars

Ldarge collection of architectural antiquities,

|r which they have no proper place. Many
lidividuals too, possess relics of little value by
nemselves but very important in a series, and
buld gladly place them in some general col-

tbtion, where they would form links in a chain,

Id be accessible to all. It is surely the duty of
i e corporation of London to bestir themselves

I
I this matter: at the least let them provide a

[oper receptacle for the relics they possess,

ll d take means to prevent the dispersion of
lich as may hereafter be discovered,

OLD ENGLISH CHAIR.

In Vol. II. of The Builder, page G30, 1 Mr. C. J. Richardson, is from the collection

we gave representations of two chairs belong- of the same gentleman, and affords another
ing to Thomas Charles, Esq., of Chillington . example of a numerous class of chairs to be

House, Maidstone, Kent. The above gly- found in farm-houses and cottages in various

phograph by Palmer, from a drawing by
j

parts of England.

PREMIUMS OFFERED BY THE ROYAL
ACADEMY OF ARTS.

The council of the Royal Academy have

issued the following announcement relative to

the prizes for the present year :

—

Royal Academy, Trafa! gar-square, Jan. 20.

The president and council give notice to

the students in the Royal Academy, that the

following premiums will be distributed on the

10th day of December next, viz:

—

A gold medal, and the Discourses of the

Presidents Reynolds and West, for the best

historical picture in oil colours
;
the subject to

be—“ Finding the Body of Harold.” To
consist of at least three figures; the size of the

cloth to be a common half-length, viz. 4 feet

2 inches, by 3 feet 4 inches
;
the principal

figure to measure not less than 2 feet in

height.

A gold medal, and the Discourses of the

Presidents Reynolds and West, for the best

composition in sculpture; the subject to be

—

“The Hours leading out the Horses of the

Sun.” Basso-relievo—iinbost not to exceed

2 inches; the figures not to be less than 2 feet,

nor more than 3 feet high; the principal

figure to measure not less than 2 feet in

height.

N.B. The candidates to present their models

either baked or cast in plaster.

A gold medal, and the Discourses of the

Presidents Reynolds and West, for the best-

finished designs in architecture
;
the subject to

be—“A Design for a National Record Office,

including a Council-room and Offices; a

Keeper’s-house, with Courts and appropriate

Entrances
;
the whole to cover three acres.”

The whole comprised in one general and

regular composition
;

the designs to be as

large as an entire sheet of double elephant

will admit, and to consist of a plan, elevation,

section, and perspective view.

A number of silver medals will be given for

the best Drawings and Models of Academy
Figures, done in the Royal Academy; and for

the best accurate-figured Drawings of the

Strand Front of Somerset House
;
done from

actual measurements, carefully’ finished and
washed

;
to be as large as a whole sheet of

double elephant will admit; with a rough

outline, giving the dimensions, attested to be

their own performance by any one of the

academicians, or any other professor of repu-

tation resident in London. The first medal in

each of the classes will be accompanied with

a copy of the Lectures of the Professors

Barry, Opie, and Fuseli, handsomely bound
and inscribed.

Three silver medals will also be given for

the best drawings, and three silver medals for

the best models, of a statue or group in the

Antique Academy, to be selected and set out

by the keeper for that purpose on the 1st day

of October next, for one month. The first

medal in each of these classes will be ac-

companied with a copy of Fuseli’s and

Opie’s Lectures, handsomely bound and in-

scribed.

Two silver medals, for the best copies made
in the School of Painting, between the time

of its opening after the exhibition and the

1st of November. The first medal to be

accompanied by the Lectures of the Pro-

fessors Barry, Opie, and Fuseli; unless the

student to whom the premium may be adjudged

shall have previously acquired them in the

Academy.
A silver medal will also be given for the

best medal die, to be cut in steel, from the

head of the Belvedere Apollo, in the Royal
Academy. The size to be not less than on®

inch and a quarter in diameter, to be accom-

panied with an impression in wax.
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A few day since Mr. Bingham was occu-

pied for several hours at Worship-street in

hearing an information on the part of Com-

missioners of Pavements of the Whitechapel

district, against a man named George Bird, tor

having, as the admitted agent of the Com-

missioners of Excise, broken up a certain

pavement within their jurisdiction to the ex-

tent of 1,820 feet, whereby he had incurred

penalties to an enormous aggregate amount.

Mr. Ballantine attended for the com-

plainants, and Mr. Carr, the solicitor to the

Board of Excise, conducted the defence.

The substance of the case will be best un-

derstood from Mr. Ballantine’s statement of

it, which was to the effect, that the present

proceedings had been instituted by the Paving

Commissioners, under the act 57 George, III.,

c. 29, s. 53, which enacted that any person

who shall take or break up any pavement in

any street or place within the jurisdiction of

the commissioners, without their authority, or

that of their surveyor, shall forfeit and pay any

sum not exceeding 10/., nor less than 51., for

each and every square foot so broken up.

After briefly referring to the several acts under

which the commissioners were appointed, and

by which they themselves were liable to in-

dictment for the non-fulfilment of the trust

reposed in them, the learned council went on

to state the peculiar circumstances which led

to the present proceedings. In the month of

October last certain persons, employed by the

Board of Excise, thought fit to break up the

pavement immediately contiguous to the ex-

tensive distillery of Messrs. Smith, White-

chapel, for the purpose of discovering certain

secret pipes which were supposed to be con-

cealed under the ground, and to communicate

with Messrs. Smith's distillery and rectifying-

house; and, although the Paving Commis-

sioners felt greatly annoyed at such vexatious

proceedings, no intimation whereof had been

previously made to them, and the ground had

been left in a state which was highly annoying

and dangerous to the public, they did not at

that time feel it necessary to interfere, as they

were being aware of the authority possessed by

the Excise Board under their laws to remove

pavements contiguous to any distillery with

regard to which they entertained reasonable

grounds of suspicion that illegal proceedings

were carried on there. Not satisfied, how-

ever, with the steps they had already adopted,

and in which perhaps they might have been

then justified, the present defendant, acting

under the express orders of the Excise

authorities, had again commenced on the

1st of January breaking up the pavement

on the opposite side of a square, nearly 150

yards distant from Messrs. Smith’s distillery,

where there could not be the slightest pretence

for supposing that any secret communication

with the premises in question had been esta-

blished. They, the Excise Board, had received

timely notice of the illegality of their con-

duct, but, notwithstanding that, they continued

on the two succeeding days to break up the

ground overall extensive surface, although they

must have been well aware they could have no

justification for such a proceeding. He should

proceed to establish his case by evidence, and

felt the fullest confidence that the magistrate

would consider the defendant had brought him-

self within the terms of the Act, and rendered

himself liable to the heavy penalties incurred

under its provisions.

Richard Burgess, surveyor of pavements for

the district, proved that on the 1st 2nd and 3rd

of January, a gang of men, acting under the

orders of the defendant, were engaged intaking

up the pavement along the line in question,

which embraced three streets, named respec-

tively Little Noi th-street, Court-street, and

Buck’s-row, and that neither the witness nor

any person acting under the authority ot the

Paving Commissioners had given his sanction

to such a proceeding. The place where they

on this occasion commenced breaking up the

ground was situate about 200 feet from the

gates of Messrs. Smith’s distillery. In his

cross-examination by the solicitor of the Ex-

cise, the witness stated that the defendant

Bird, on being remonstrated with, at once

acknowledged that he was acting under the

express directions of the Excise authorities.

Joseph Little, another surveyor, deposed to

having been ordered to measure the ground in

RIGHT OF TAKING UP PAVEMENTS. question which had been taken up, and that

in the whole it amounted to 1,829 square

feet.

Mr. Jennings, clerk to the Paving Commis-
sioners, stated that on his attention being di-

rected to the subject he immediately waited

upon Mr. Carr, the Excise solicitor, and cau-

tioned him that they were acting illegally in

removing the pavement without first applying

for the consent of the Paving Board, which

had not been done
;
and that though Mr. Carr

assented to every thing he said with the utmost

politeness, no arrangement or explanation had

been come to.

Mr. Carr then, in defence, contended that

the proceedings the Board of Excise had felt

themselves called upon to adopt in this instance

were perfectly justified by the terms of the sta-

tute under which they had acted, namely, the

6th of Geo. IV., cap. 80, sec. 43, which en-

acted that it should be lawful for any officers

of excise, or persons acting in their aid and as-

sistance, either by night or by day, to break up

any ground in any distillery or enter pre-

mises of a distiller or rectifier, or any ground

near or adjoining such distillery, in search of

any pipe or private conveyance or utensil, and

on finding such pipe or conveyance, to break

up any ground through which it shall lead
;

and he should clearly prove that they had rea-

sonable grounds of expectation that an exami-

nation of this ground would result in the dis-

covery of some pipes of this description. Be-

fore adopting this course, however, they had

obtained the sanction of the East London
Water-works Company, who supplied Messrs.

Smith’s distillery
;

anil it was his strong im-

pression that in the interview which he subse-

quently had with the complainants’ own clerk

the complainants had given a qualified assent

to the steps afterwards taken, on the under-

standing that their own servants should relay

the pavement which it might be found neces-

sary to remove. He had an ample justifica-

tion for the proceedings the Excise had taken,

but he was precluded from entering on as satis-

factory an explanation as he should wish, or he

must thereby anticipate the action now pend-

ing against Messrs. Smith in the Exchequer,

which would shortly come on for trial.

Thomas Frankish, an Excise officer, was
then called, and proved being directed by the

Board of Excise to trace the course of certain

mentioned pipes suspected to communicate
between Messrs. Smith’s distillery and their

rectifying house, that he discovered pipes of

which he had reason to complain, and that the

object of his finding them formed part of the

grounds of action against the Messrs. Smith

in the Court of Exchequer. Witness stated

that every foot of pipe he uncovered led directly

from the pipe at the entrance gates of Messrs.

Smith's premises in the direction of the broken-

up ground in question, and that the examina-

tion of a pipe leading into North-street w as

brought to conclusion by the discovery that it

terminated in a dead end with a flange on it.

Mr. Ballantine then pressed for a conviction

and the enforcement of a heavy penalty against

the defendant, as the expense of carrying on

the proceedings and re-establishing the roads

in their former condition would amount to a

considerable sum, and he considered it would

be extremely unjust to impose the burden of

its liquidation upon the rate-paying inhabitants

of the district, when the cost had been solely

incurred by the conduct of the Excise au-

thorities.

Mr. Carr expressed his readiness to enter

into any reasonable arrangement for defraying

these expenses that might be suggested, but

strongly deprecated the infliction ot any of the

penalties sought to be recovered.

Mr. Bingham said the case was one of great

difficulty and nicety, but, whatever decision he

might come to, he certainly did not consider it

one for the imposition of more than a merely

nominal penalty; and with regard to costs in

the way of compensation for expenses, he pos-

sessed no power to award their payment. He
would, therefore, suggest that the whole

amount of actual expenses should be ascer-

tained and laid before the Excise Commis-
sioners, and he felt assured that no obstacle

would be thrown in the way of an amicable

ajustment.

Both parties assenting to this arrangement,

the case was adjourned for three weeks, to

allow opportunity for its being carried into

effect.— Times.

THE RUINS OF NINEVEH.

Letters from Constantinople announce

that M. Botta has nearly completed his disco- ;

veries in the subterranean palace of the ancient

Nineveh. He was then on the point of clearing

the grand southern fayade. The vast entrance

of this front is entirely cleared : six colossal

bulls, with the heads of men, and two human
statues, also colossal, strangling lions in their

arms, form its principal ornaments. These
sculptures are said to be of great beauty, and

as fresh as if executed yesterday. The two

bulls in the centre, as seen from the front, form

the entrance-pillars. The animals have inscrip-

tions between their feet, some of which have,

however, been cut away by the chisel, so a9 to

leave only their traces, a circumstance which

would seem to indicate that a new dynasty, ora

new monarch, taking possession of the palace,

had removed the inscriptions of his prede-

cessors. M. Botta is anxious to transport

these figures to Paris ;
but the physical difficul-

ties are very great. Still, he hopes to remove

them, on wooden rollers, to the Tigris, which

is five leagues from Khorsabad,—whence they

might go, by the first flood, to Bassora, and

there be received on board a ship of war for

France. This discovery of M. Botta’s is one

of the most valuable which has been made for

many years in the field of archaaology,—supply-

ing an important link, hitherto wanting, and

believed to be irrecoverable, in the history of

the arts amongst the earliest civilizations of the

world. It deserves, therefore, some words of

further notice, which we collect from the

French papers in general, and the Revue de

Paris in particular. The Greek historians and

the books of the Old Testament, furnish the

very vaguest bints as to the condition of art

amongst the Medes, Assyrians, and Baby-

lonians; and hitherto no monuments were

known to exist by which they were more fully

represented. Unlike the cities of ancient

Egypt, which have transmitted to our times,

almost in their integrity, the arts of their

builders, the great cities of Central Asia—
Susa, Eebatana, Babylon, Nineveh — have

perished from the face of the earth, leaving, in

the language of ancient prophecy, scarcely one

stone upon another. Dreary mounds of

rubbish, traversed by deep and narrow ravines

that indicate the lines of the streets, alone

mark the sites of these mighty cities. Nineveh,

the city of fifteen hundred towers, whose walls

were a' hundred feet in height, and had space

on their summit for three chariots abreast,

seemed more utterly ruined than even Babylon
;

yet from beneath its dust has the long-buried

art of the Assyrians been recovered, and an

impulse been communicated which may end in

bringing, through future excavations, our

knowledge of the former to something of a

level with our understanding of Egyptian art.

M. Botta, as our readers know, is a distin-

guished archaeologist, who was consul for the

French at Mosul
;
and there, his neighbour-

hood to the ancient Nineveh inspired him with

an earnest desire to try some excavations in the

soil of the lost city. ’His first attempt was on

the most conspicuous mass (lor the ruins of

the various gigantic edifices of old present

now the appearance of separate barren hills),

near the village of Nininnah, supposed by tra-

dition to be the tomb of Ninus. Here, how-

ever, finding only broken bricks and insigni-

ficant fragments, he opened his trenches in the

sides of another hillock, on whose summit is

built the village of Khorsabad,— where bricks

had been frequently found covered with inscrip-

tions in the cuneiform or arrow-headed letter.

It was principally the hope of finding other

inscriptions, which might help, by comparison,

to decipher the cuneiform writings, hitherto

unreadable, that had tempted M. Botta to these

explorations. Something of the 9ucces3 our

readers know. An Assyrian edifice has been

recovered in a state of unlooked for

preservation. On this discovery the French

Government supplied M. Botta with the

means of continuing his researches, and

sent out M. Flandin to make drawings of

whatever could not be removed. A tolerable

judgment may now, from what is laid open, be

formed of the extent and importance of these

ancient constructions. Fifteen halls of this

vast palace, with their corresponding espla-

nades, have been cleared. The rest of the

monument, it is made quite certain, has been

destroyed,— intentionally, however, the stones
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laving been carried off to serve for other

•uildings, A fortunate accident—that would
eem an evil one at the time— has preserved

or us what remains. This portion of the

ialace has been ravaged by fire, which has

ntirely destroyed only the timbers of the

oofs :—but as the other calcined materials

/ere rendered useless for new constructions,

hey have been left where they were: and
hus, one-third of the edifice remains, to

estify of the rest. We have, from time to

ime, described the sculptures and inscriptions

ound within its walls; and we announced to

ur readers the work, which embodying
/[. Flandin’s drawings, will furnish the details

if this curious discovery. We may add that

he fragments thought worthy of being

ollected and transmitted to France, are

numerous and important enough to load a ship.

\—Athenceum.

iilrUi Doofts.

in Actfor regulating the construction and the

use of Buildings in the Metropolis and its

. neighbourhood
,
with a Cyclop/edia ar-

ranged Alphabetically
,
and accompanied by

extensive references and counter-references

' to the sections of the Act itself. By A. Bar-
tholomew, Esq., F.S. A., Architect. Pub-

I lished at 2, York-Street, Covent Garden.

Tiie Cyclopajdia which accompanies this

dition of the New Metropolitan Buildings

let was first published in “ The Builder.”
ts value was at once recognised so fully by

he public and the profession, that the author

/as induced to revise the whole, enlarge it

onsiderably, and arrange it in the pocket form,

a which it is now issued. Together with the

let in full, it is no larger than an ordinary

ocket-book, and cannot fail to be acceptable

o all the numerous classes connected with

muse property. By a reference to it, all the

arts of the Act which bear on a particular

uestion are at once seen, accuracy is secured,

nd much time saved. Appended to it is a

ull list of the district surveyors and their

iffices.

The History and Art of Warming and Ven-
1 tilating Rooms and Buildings ; with Notices

ofthe Progress ofpersonal andfire-side Com-
' forts

,
and of the Management of Fuel. By

Walter Bernan, Civil Engineer. 2 vols.

London : 1845. George Bell.

I In seventeen essays, illustrated by 240 dia-

rams
;
these two volumes present a very in-

vesting history of the contrivances adopted

or warming and ventilating rooms and bulld-

ogs, such as open fires, hypocausts, German,
i)utch, Russian, and Swedish stoves, steam,

lot- water, heated air, and others, arranged, in

oost cases, in the order in which they ap-

eared. It is very clearly written, and dis-

mays considerable research. The subject is

me of paramount importance, and demands
lonsideration.

. As the author observes in his preface,

IThough much has been done by ingenious

oen in the art of distributing heat for house-

old uses, it must be confessed, that in one or

wo instances only have they been able to make

j
permanent impression or bring their contri-

mnees into that general use as to constitute

aem ‘ machines of society while in the eco-

lomy of fuel for manufacturing purposes in-

ention has already produced marked benefits
;

tet however great the saving that may ul-

mately be effected in furnaces, still, from the

luture of things, it must ever be of small im-

portance when compared with that which
i ould arise were better methods of heating

find ventilating dwelling houses generally fol-

lowed ;—of the fifteen-and-a-half millions of

Ions of coals raised yearly from the mines, not

oore than three-and-a-hulf millions are con-

sumed by steam-engines and in manufacturing

operations,— leaving eleven or twelve millions

i f tons of fuel to be mismanaged in kitchens

end sitting-rooms throughout the country.

17 he register- plate was described at the close

I

f the fifteenth century by Alberti, the ancient

ili'lorentine architect, and by others who wrote
lifterwards. Were this simple and cheap

nmoke- valve introduced into every cottage

lihimney, it would save the heat of five or six

millions of tons of coals that is now annually

pasted and thrown away.”
1 From the essay on heating by means of

steam, we extract the following table collected

from cases given by various parties, which
“ exhibits the practical effect of a given sur-

face of steam-pipe in keeping a certain cubic
area of building at a certain temperature,
when the external air was under the freezing
point of water :

—

Description.

Cubic feet I

of space
I

heated by
j

one square

|
foot ofpipe. I

A chapel
;
cast-iron pipes 400

A meeting-house; cast-iron pipes .. 370
A church

;
massive walls and stone

pillars, inside stone, no plastering
or wainscot, except for seats, cast-
iron pipes 270

Dining-room; cast-iron pipes 180
Ditto, containing 8,400 cubic feet of

space, 15 feet from floor to ceiling 209
Public-room ; cast-iron pipes 306
Cotton-mill; tin-plate pipes, not
painted 200

Six cotton-mills, each containing on
an average 205,006 cubic feet of
space, cast-iron pipes 175

Staircase, average of five, with
lantern lights 163

Average of four others with window
in wall 174

Rooms in an inn 200
Counting-house, lighted from the

ceiling 256
Average of three do. lighted from

side 243
Average of seven rooms in a public

building, heated by an ornamental
cast-iron vase in each, $ inch
thick

; greatest effect 140
One of the rooms, fitted with a
double window, could be kept at

Calico-printers’ work-room 90
Ditto. press-room 144

Forcing-house 30
Drying-house

; cast-iron pipe 80
Ditto

; tin-plate pipes 40
Ditto

;
wails and windows

defective 23
Forcing-house, glass very defective 25
Printing-office

;
four floors average. . 266'5

Tempera-
ture of in-

ternal air.

60°

48°
64°

62°
54°

80°

56°

56°

6l°

64°

50°

64°
80°
80°
80°
100°

90°

“The quantity of steam-heated surface re-

quired to produce a certain average tempe-
rature may be readily approximated by dividing

the cubic contents in feet of the building to be

heated by the number placed in the first

column opposite the description of a similar

building. Thus, for a factory containing

100,000 feet of space, this number divided

by 175 in the table will give 574’2, which is

the number of square feet of pipe surface that

will keep it at a temperature of 80° in the

coldest weather. If the cubic area of a dining-

room be 5,000 feet, this divided by 140, one of

the numbers in the table, will give about 35‘7

square feet of steam-pipe surface required to

warm it to a summer heat, with the air outside

at the freezing point. These, it is obvious,

although rough, are safe practical estimates

that may be applied and depended on in

numerous analogous cases.

“The required quantity of steam-pipe is some-
times estimated in another way. If, for ex-

ample, 200 cubic feet of air are to be supplied

in a minute to a room which is to be kept at a

temperature of 60°, when the external air is at

the freezing point, and the average heat of the

surface of the steam-pipe is to be 200°, then, if

the difference between the temperature the

room is to have and the external air be mul-
tiplied by the number of cubic feet of air

required per minute, and the product divided

by 2*1 times the difference between 200 and
the temperature of the room, the quotient will

give the number of square feet of heating

surface required, thus :
—

(60-32) X 200= 5600 -J- 2’1 (200-60°)= 19

which is the square feet of heating surface to

be used.

“An estimate formed from the table omits

the consideration of any definite amount of

ventilation
;
and formed from the rule above,

omits any reference to the cubic space to be

heated. For instance, a room containing the

same number of persons and windows, but of

twice the cubic capacity, or one with double

the superficial area of radiating wall, ceiling,

and floor, would be supplied with the same
quantity of pipe! The rough approximation to

be had from the table will therefore be found

a useful check on the still rougher guesses

made by means of the rule.

“ In Dr. Arnott’s method of finding the

amount of heating surface, one of the omissions

in Mr. Tredgold’s rule is supplied, ‘to main-

tain,’ says the doctor, ‘in an ordinary apart-

ment the agreeable and healthful temperature

of 60°, there must be of surface of steam- pipe,

or other steam-vessel heated to 200° (which is

the average surface temperature of vessels

filled with steam at 212°), about one foot square

for every six feet of single glass window of

usual thickness
;
as much for every 120 feet of

wall, roof, and ceiling of ordinary material and

thickness
;
and as much for every six cubic feet

of hot air escaping per minute as ventilation,

and replaced by cold air. A window with the

usual accuracy of fitting is held to allow about

eight feet of air to pass by it in a minute
;
and

there should be for ventilation at least three

feet of air a minute for each person in the

room. According to this approximation, a

room 16 feet square by 12 feet high, with two
windows each 7 feet by 3, and with ventilalion

by them or otherwise, at the rate of 16 cubic

feet a minute, would require 20 feet of pipe 4

inches diameter, or any other iron vessel having
the same extent of surface.’

“ If pipes 3 inches diameter externally are

to be used, then the amount in square feet of

heating surface multiplied by l -09 will give the

number of feet in length of 3-inch pipes re-

quired
;
or of 4-inch pipes, if multiplied by 82;

of 5-inch pipes, by ’66
;
and 6 - inch pipes, by

•55. Thus in the above example, 23-j x 0'82

= 19*4, which will represent the number of

feet of 4-inch pipe required to heat 200 cubic

feet of air in a minute from the temperature of

30° to 60°.

“ The allowance made for the expansion of

cast-iron pipes is in practice £ inch in 10 feet,

or -

5^ of their length. When heated from 32°

to 212°, cast-iron expands -g-^- of its length,

bar-iron ^ *
fl ,

copper
t g r ,

brass J -, tin

lead -

3-5-rj zinc
-g-Ur-

“ The size of the boiler is regulated by the

capacity of the heating-pipes. As much space

is left for the steam in the boiler as is equal to

all the steam in the pipes; and the space for

the water may be about one-eighth less. The
water-line should always be kept above the

highest part of the flue.”

We shall probably return to this work, and

in the meantime recommend it to our readers.

CORRESPONDENCE ON METROPOLITAN
BUILDINGS ACT.

WHO HAS POWER TO DECIDE WHAT IS A
COMMENCEMENT?

Sir,—Finding it necessary to obtain for my
own guidance counsel’s opinion upon two

points of the Metropolitan Buildings Act, I

inclose you a copy thereof, thinking it may
be of service to your readers, should you think

proper to give it insertion in your valuable

publication.

Your obedient servant,

A Constant Reader.
Clapham, Jan. 29, 1845.

( Copy .)

Having carefully perused and considered the

Metropolitan Buildings Act with reference to

the two points submitted to me— namely,
“ What is a commencement of a building

within the meaning of the Act?” and, “ Who
has the power to decide what is a sufficient

commencement ?
”

1 am of opinion that any acts which amount

to a bond fide beginning, upon which it is in-

tended to raise a superstructure, are sufficient to

meet the object of the legislature; otherwise

it would of course be very difficult to determine

where the line is to be drawn, and say what

acts just amount to a commencement and what

are below the mark; I therefore have no hesi-

tation in concluding that if foundations are

commenced and a few courses ot bricks laid

(so as to denote absolutely an intention to

build), it is “ commenced ” in terms of the

Act.
On the second point,—The 8:-nd section

gives power to the official referees to determine

disputes as to the effect of the provisions of the

Act in any case. This power must pertain

solely to cases which are admitted to be within

the operation of the Act, therefore they have no

jurisdiction over such as are “ commenced be-

fore Jan. 1,1845,” provided they are “covered

in and rendered fit for use within twelve months

thereafter;” but should they assume such ju-

risdiction, the remedy would be by action, or

an application to the Court according to the

act of interference.

Temple, Jan. 27, 1845.

[We have not the name of the party who
gave this opinion, and can hardly believe that

it proceeds from one “learned in the law.’

The 80th section, which provides for the ap-



pointment of the referees, shews that they are

to superintend the execution of the Act, “ and

also to determine sundry matters in question

incident thereto and the 81st section enacts,

that they are “ to perform the several matters

to them respectively assigned by the provisions

of this Act, and to determine all questions re-

ferred to them, whether expressly by this Act
or at the instance of any one or more of the

parties concerned.*’

—

Ed.]

METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS ACT—DEFINITION
OF TERMS.

Sir,—Parties concerned in the operation

of the Metropolitan Buildings Act having
applied to me for my opinion of the construc-

tion of the words “ commenced before''' and
“ commenced after" in the sense applied to

them by the said Act, I beg to hand, through
your medium, my consideration of the woids
in the sense they are evidently intended to

bear in reference to this question.

It is necessary to keep in mind that the

general tenour and spirit of the Act is, amongst
other objects, “ to prevent the great diversity of

practice exercised by the various officers £

pointed under the l4ih Geo. 3, c. 78, whereby
the operations of persons engaged in building

is retarded, and expenses are increased”
(
Vide

Preamble); and “that the following terms
and expressions are intended to have the

meanings assigned to them respectively.” {Vide
Construction of Terms.)
Now the terms of the Act are “already built,”

and “ hereafter to be built,” and the words
“ commenced before," or “ commenced after,”

are merely constructive words to shew the in-

tended force of the terms used.

The term “ already built ” being in the past

tense, would, in iis ordinary signification, imply
a building completed and finished

;
but the

term “ already built,” in the sense applied to it

by this Act, is evidently intended to include

all buildings or demonstrations of buildings
which are “ commenced” by any operative
building demonstration being performed prior

to the 1st January, 1845
;
and vice versa “ here-

after to be built," is intended to apply to such
as. have no operative demonstration whatever
prior to that date, and such as having an ope-
rative demonstration of a building being about
to be raised prior to the 1st of January, 1845,

is omitted or neglected to be “ covered in and
renderedfitfor use within twelve months there-

after.”

Had the Act intended to renounce some
commencements, and to have acknowledged cer-

tain other commencements, it would have been
reasonable that in “ the construction of terms
used,” such distinction of commencements
would have been expressed

;
instead of which,

the most open and unequivocal term is adopted,
thereby acknowledging every demonstration of
what kind soever, whereby a building is

visible progress of erection, shall be deemed to

be “ already built ” within the meaning of this

Act, provided it is “ covered in and rendered

fitfor use tv ithin twelve months thereafter."

Had we heretofore been without any Act to

regulate our metropolitan buildings, probably
the limits and operations of the 7th & 8th
Viet.,now under consideration, might have been
ofa more stringent and arbitrary nature

;
but hav-

ing been regulated chiefly by the 14th Geo. 3,
c. 78, ever since the year 1774, which has been
considered efficient hitherto, it is evidently the
object of the legislature, in producing the pre-
sent Act, to do so with as little inconvenience
to building operations as consists with the nature
of the subject-matter itself.

Trusting to your devoting space for these
remarks in your next publication, with the
hope they may be useful to parties concerned,
— I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

CoNSILIARIUS.
London, 22nd January, 1845.

RAISING OLD BUILDINGS.

Sir,— I have a five roomed house and shop,
occupied (the walls of which are less than 18 in.

thick), which 1 wish to raise another story,

as also a kitchen adjoining at the back. Will
any of your building friends inform me whe-
ther such can be done irrespective of the new
Buildings Act. But should the new Act pro-
hibit such addition being made, permit me to

inquire further, whether l can raise the front

THE BUILDER.
by a parapet, without the interference of any
surveyor appointed under the said Act.

I am, &c. A.
(The new Act provides that buildings already

built may be raised to an additional height, not

exceeding 10 feet, although the walls of such

buildings be not of the thicknesses prescribed

by the Act, if, in the opinion of the district sur-

veyor, such walls be sufficiently secure to allow

of the raising thereof.

—

Ed.]

WHAT CONSTITUTES A SHOP-FRONT ?

Sir,—Can you define the difference between
a window in the front wall of a shop and a

shop-front? as the framesof doors and windows
must be fixed at a distance of 4 inches at least

from the face of the external wall, and shop-

fronts come under a special clause of the New
Buildings Act. By giving the definition, you
will oblige One of your Readers.

January 21st, 1845.

[Such a definition in general terms cannot

safely be given. Each case must be judged by
itself.

—

Ed.]

tiTorreftpottunitt*

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION.
“ My ear* will not be charmed with sounding words,
Or pompous phrase, the pageantry of sounds.”

Sir,—It may be necessary to inform your
correspondent “ T ” that the length of time

which has elapsed since the date of his letter

to that of the present reply, is owing to a cir-

cumstance over which I had no control, and
which is not yet satisfactorily accounted for

;

I shall, however, make no further apology for

again alluding to the subject of competition,

considering its paramount importance will

prove a sufficiently ample one for making a few
remarks on the letter of “ T,” at p. 622, vol. ii.

of The Builder.

I certainly think it savours of partiality in

him to misrepresent that part of my former
letter relating to Sir R. Smirk e. If he possesses

much candour, he must allow it to be extremely
unfair of him to bring forward that gentleman
as an individual illustration, when 1 distinctly

mention him as a general one only : that

is, that the same argument will hold good in

the case of any other architect in a similar

position. Nor has he by this quibble— for so I

must consider it—answered any of my objec-

tions, but has, on the contrary, evaded a

direct reply to them. The enigma he should
have solved is, how in all cases an impartial

architect can be procured, one whose unbiassed
opinion will alike be satisfactory and just,

whether the competition be for a poor-house
or a palace? Does it not seem very absurd
for a writer to bring forward as an argument
for the superiority of a certain system, a com-
petition for the chapels connected with a
cemetery? Of what flimsy texture must the

reputation of such an architect be who would
fear such insignificant buildings—even if treated

with the most artistic skill— interfering with
that reputation, when he has designed and
raised much larger and more important edi-

fices. Is he so inexperienced as to suppose,
that if in a competition for a town-hall, a

club-house, or other large building, in which
that architect was appointed umpire, he was to

observe the name of a talented rival on a design

the merit of which might seem calculated to

dim the lustre of his own reputation elsewhere,

that envy would not suggest a certain line of

conduct? which I consider the principal ob-

jection to this system : or does “ T ” really

suppose that a paltry fee would reconcile him
to its loss ? Common sense and past experience

unfortunately prove the contrary.

We will, to prove the inferiority of “ T’s
”

system to others, notice a few of the objections

to which it is liable, and then compare it with
the proposed one, in which the competing
architects constitute the judges, and one which,
I contend, is the most fair, satisfactory, and
just.

In certain designs a professional umpire is

very apt to form previous ideas in his own
mind as to what particular style, plan, or
arrangement he would adopt; this certainly

gives an unfair advantage to certain compe-
titors. Also it is a very difficult and wearying
task to inspect minutely a number of designs

for a complex building; so much so, that it is

very questionable whether the architect takes

that trouble, generally fixing in a very super-

ficial manner on a few which most accord with

his own ideas on the subject, and totally

neglecting the others. This appears to be the

practice, many architects perhaps, remember
instances in which the designs were sent in on
Saturday and the result known on the Tuesday
following ! a length of time in which the

designs could not all have received minute
attention. Again, itis impossible for an umpire,

however experienced, fully to comprehend the

peculiar difficulties the site or plan may
suggest

;
and, lastly, the opportunity for that

hydra- headed monster—jobbing—still remains.

The before-mentioned objections, it will at

once be seen, would not exist under the pro-

posed svstem. The competitors being of all

persons most intimately acquainted with the

peculiar difficulties the site or plan may
suggest, would ensure a correct decision

;
their

number would neutralize any peculiar pre-

judices, and would most effectually preclude

any attempt at jobbing.
“ T ” cannot see why I can object to writing

the name and address on the plans, and is

further strengthened in his opinion by your own
approval of the practice. Leaving the suspi-

cion in the case I instanced, entirely out of the

question, to be brief, I object to it for two
reasons ; the first of which is, that a person

observing the name of any talented or popular

architect written on a design would naturally

regard those plans with more than ordinary

attention, which would frequently operato

fatally against the claims of one perhaps
equally great, minus the reputation

;
and the

second, that by having the names of the com-
petitors publicly before him, an umpire could
with the greatest ease satisfy his revenge on
any particular one,— and thus, by a wrong use

of power, more effectually suppress talent than

even the—often unwitting—blunders of an un-

professional committee. I admit that in many
cases (where the architect is privately chosen
beforehand) it is perfectly immaterial whether
the names are written on the plans or not

;
yet

at the same time it must be allowed that these

objections do not exist when a private mark is

used. I therefore decidedly object to the

practice
;
in no instance will i t prevent jobbing,

while it frequently opens the door for the

admission of evils far more flagrant and dis-

honest.

I have only to express a wish that architects

generally will follow the example of your cor-

respondent “ R,” inserted a few weeks back,

and expose everv competition the result of
which is not perfectly just and satisfactory;

and not only object by their pens to the whole
system, but practically prove their appreciation

of ihe insult offered by the paltry one premium
of ten guineas !

It has been objected by some to this, that if

an architect refuses to send in designs to or-

dinary competitions, the only means for pro-

motion in the profession at once vanishes. To
those who argue thus, I would merely hint at

the inconsistence of crying down “ the present

system” at every opportunity that offers, at

the same time they form the principal practical

supporters of it, recommending them to study

a treatise on “ Probabilities,” and carefully to

note down the number of competitions they

have been engaged in, as well as the necessary

expenses (exclusive of their time) incurred
;

and if the amount of current coin ot the realm
paid in hard cash does not twenty-fold exceed
the amount of premiums received or commis-
sion arising from that source, I shall have
the only alternative of considering that ar-

chitect a far greater rogue than an artist.

To conclude this portion of my letter, I would
mention, that the only ill-wish I wish towards
“ T ” is, that he may never find himself at fault

when he places so much reliance on the im-
partiality of an architect.

In your note to my last letter, you very
plainly charge me with ignorance of the laws

of architectural optics: now, to use a very ex-

pressive, but withal, perhaps rather vulgar

proverb, “ You have hold of the bull by
the horns, and I by the tail.” I contend only

that flutes to columns give them a richer and
more delicate appearance than when otherwise,

thus removing the bare appearance an un-

dated column in certain positions has. The
question is not whether a fluted column
appears thicker than when unfluted?

What is heaviness and bareness, but mis-

placed solidity and simplicity? That I do not
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stand quite alone in my opinion is evident
;
for

if you turn to page 385, vol. ii. of The
Builder, you will perceive that your corre-

spondent, “ G.R.F.,” quotes Mr. Hoskingand
another authority in support of the views I

hold on the subject.

To those of your readers who are in the

habit of perusing the pages of a certain

journal, it will be remembered thatsome remarks
have been made by a writer on the propriety or
correctness of a comparison made by me in a

former letter, between the windows of the

Royal Exchange and picture-frames, and who
is pleased to attribute the “questionable”
comparison, to the “ lively sallies of a funny
umagination which some endeavour to palm upon
us for knock down argument.” What precise

imeaning the writer attaches to the term
[‘knock down argument” I am ather at a loss

i:o imagine; I would intimate, however, that I

neither had the intention of knocking down
:he windows of the Exchange, nor to commit a

>reach of the peace on the persons of those

.vho might differ from me. Is the writer
ierious, when he tells us, that if dressings

limilar to those of the windows of the Ex-
change were to surround a picture, they would
itill be termed twWotc-dressings ? Orsuppos-
ng the same kind were to surround or orna-

nent a niche, will he contend that they would
still he called U’indoto-dressings ? The writer

very evidently, in attempting to prove too

Tiuch, has over-shot the mark
;
and I have no

3ouht that the generality of your readers
'ightly judged, that the comparison was never
ntended to be translated literally—to the very
etter—but, for the especial benefit of the writer,

\nd I am sorry his dulness of comprehension
should require it, I would state, that the
heaviness and grossness in detail—the over-

charged ornament—fully merit the comparison
1 made, if only for exaggeration and triviality.

Though 1 cannot return the compliment to

:he writer that he has paid me, that of using
<nock down argument, he despatches the

ivindows of the Exchange in such a strain as

he following:—“Compared with the frigid

.hings just alluded to,” meaning the ordinary
samples of window-dressings, “ the windows
>f the Exchange are what the luxuriant vege-

tation of the tropical climes is to the eternal

ice of the polar regions. They bespeak ful-

ness and spontaneity of ideas, gusto and con
rmore relish with pains-taking—no, there we
ire wrong, not pains-taking, hut pleasure-

:aking earnestness in the task.” I am in doubt
whether the luxuriance of imagination ought
:o be attributed most to the architect or writer.

It is a greatpity thatthefulnessof the architect’s

ideas were spent solely on the upstairs’ win-
dows

;
it is thought by persons possessed of very

ittle luxuriance of imagination, that theshopo-
Icracy would have been benefited by a share,
liand if a little more “pleasure-taking earnest-

ness” had been expended on them, the building

iwould have been improved
;
at the present time

l.hey look any thing butpleasing when compared
with the vegetation above.

I I would merely add, that the Exchange as a

whole presents not a single trace of genuine
artistic feeling. If the purpose of architecture

Is to produce emotions of the stiblime, the dis-

tribution of the mass is the aim of the master-
mind. Detail alone can never produce
grandeur

;
and it speaks not a little for the in-

urinsic merit of the Exchange that critics have

|

generally been silent on the main point— con-
inning their attention chiefly to the windows
land sculpture.

I It is this harmonious and effective distribu-

I

ion of masses, that has raised Barry to the
riroud eminence he deservedly occupies; at the
name time it must he allowed he studies
jelegancc of detail. What an opportunity was
‘ost for effect in the view, from the quadrangle
l)f the Exchange, of the tower, and what a
positive blemish it is under the present aspect.

I

Critics have now got into a habit of con-
tinually harping upon originality; in my
opinion, it would be better were they first to

point out the distinction between originality
nnd caprice, and to fix the line of demarca-
tion between them. Originality has taken
juhe place of simplicity. A few years back the
pry was simplicity; now the public want some-
thing new, and this has been changed for

Inriginality. I admit, however, that architects
laiave been far more inclined to copy than to

Hutudy.

I fear these remarks will not possess much

interest to some of your readers
;

there are

many, however, who will no doubt expect
some kind of explanation. Not daring at the

present time to trespass further on your
valuable space, I beg leave still to sign myself,

though many may be inclined to argue my
right to the name of,

London, Jan. 14, 1845. Scrutator.
[Relative to the first part of “ Scrutator’s ”

letter we are glad to say that our experience of

mankind in general, and of architects in par-

ticular, leads us to entertain a very different

opinion from his. In recent cases where ar-

chitects have been called in to make the

selection, the result has been entirely satisfac-

tory.—

E

d.]

VERBAT. CONTRACTS.

Sir,—A country builder has made his own
plans and specifications for some buildings he

has erected, with which his employer, now
they are finished, is not satisfied, although the

plans were deviated from to suit his wishes,

and additions made. 'There was a verbal agree-

ment that they were to be erected for a certain

sum, which his employer now says is too much
money, yet he will not agree to let a surveyor

value the same, but says he will keep half the

sum so agreed for, for twelve months, as also

the amount of the extra work. I wish you
would inform me in your next which is the

best and most expeditious way of settling such

an unpleasant affair, and you will oblige jours,

Jan. 28, 1845. X. Y. Z.

[Place the matter in the hands of a respect-

able solicitor.

—

Ed.]

MISTAKES IN ESTIMATES.
Sir,—As I am referred to in Mr. Sugden’s

letter of last week respecting the quantities of
Herne Hill Church, I shall feel obliged if you
will insert the following statement relative

thereto. At the time the drawings and speci-

fications were open for the inspection of the

builders, Mr. Alexander, the architect, was out
of town, and I went to his office for the pur-
pose of taking the quantities for some clients

of mine. I commenced doing so, and took off

the bricklayer’s and slater’s works only. On my
return, the following day, Mr. A. had arrived,

when I told him it was impossible to have the
estimates delivered at the time stated in the
advertisement, and wished him to postpone it

for a week
;
with this request he said he could

not comply, but stated, he had himself taken
out the quantities, and they were correct. Of
course I communicated this to my employers,
and they agreed to accept the quantities taken
out by Mr. A. I then made copies of them for

the several parties, but I never took a single di-

mension except for the bricklayer’s and slater’s

works. I am not able to state whether Mr.
Sugden is correct as to the deficiency of stone,

but he is as to the scantling of the buttresses.

There were other builders who tendered for the

church beside those for whom I was concerned,
and they adopted the same course, viz., copied
Mr. A.’s quantities. I have only to add, that

I was not paid for taking the quantities, but

merely for making the copies.

I am, &c.

W.M. Broomfield.
118, Waterloo Road, Lambeth,

Jan. 27, 1845.

COMPETITION.
Sir,—In October la-t, I advertised for de-

signs for laying out a plot of ground adapted
for building in this borough, and in conse-

quence of such advertisement an anonymous
correspondent copied and sent me a letter,

signed “ Scrutator,” which had appeared in

your journal of the 31st of August last, recom-
mending the adoption of a new mode of deci-

sion on the merits of the designs, by making the
competing architects the judges.

There appeared to me to be so much of good
sense as well as justice to those who were wil-

ling to compete and have their merit tested by
so many competent judges, by the adoption of

this mode, that I at once determined to try the
experiment, and I have the pleasure to tell you
that I am well satisfied with the result.

I had upwards of forty designs sent to me,

and many of them displayed very considerable
talent, and I confess, that on opening them, it

appeared to me that so many were nearly
equally balanced in point of merit, that it must
be indeed difficult for one or two judges to ar-

rive at a correct decision
;
and the result of the

votes has fully confirmed me in this opinion.

With a view of shewing this, and also of
satisfying the competitors who attended to give

their votes, that such votes have been correctly
recorded, I beg to send you the mottos to

those designs which obtained votes, with the

names of the competitors who voted for each,
that you may, if you think proper, publish this

in your next journal.

—

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

J. J. Blend y.

Land, King’s Road, Reading,
Jan. 29th, 1845.

Motto on Design. Competitors who voted in favour of its
being entitled to 1st Premium.

Competitors who voted in favour
of its being entitled to 2nd

Premium.

£ s
3 >

A “ Profit and Prospect ”

Je ne cherche qu’un .

Via Regis

Multura in parvo

Spero

Nunc aut nunquam ,

Optimo

Foy en tout

Nil despemndura . .

.

F. Cooper, Bath
J. Billing, Reading
J. O. Cooper, Reading
J. C. Gilbert, Nottingham..
J. Barnett, London
R. W. Wright, Hackney. . .

.

A. Artis, London
T. Rumble, Reading
J. Cade, London
W. B. Hays, London
Messrs. Mair & Westmacott, London
J. E. Gill, Southampton. . .

.

J. Austin, Bedford
J. W. Papworth, London yW. Brown Reading J

W. Brown, Watford
{

W. F. Poulton, Reading
{

W. A. Papworth, London {

J. Cade, London .

.

;}

W. A. Papworth, London

D. S. Shearman, London ....
•

J. O. Cooper, Reading

Vututes fortuna comes.

.

Non quo sed quomodo .

.

H. B
Stat veritas

D. S. Shearman, London
E. Sanders, London
S. Noble, Greenwich . . .

.

H. Drake, Reading
B. W. May, London . . .

.

W. F. Poulton, Reading .

.

J. E. Gill, Southampton ..

G. Scratton Reading
J. C. Gilbert, Nottingham.

.

J. Barnett, London
W. Papworth, London .

.

W. B. May, London
R. W. Wright, Hackney .

.

A. C. Bean, Hammersmith
W. Brown, Reading

Exfacto jus oritur

Confido conquiesco

Dum vivimus vivamas
Tcmpus edax red gratia vivex

Nec parvis sisto

Semper Idem

C. Bean, Hammersmith..
G. Sciatton, Reading

Cooper, Bath
A. B. Wilcox, London .

E. Saunders, London. .

,

H. Drake, Reading
J. Billing, Reading.

.

T. Rumble, Readinj

W. Brown,
c, Reading .

1
,
Watford .

S. Noble, Greenwich ..

A. Artis, London

Mr. Tite.—We understand that the di-

rectors of the Havre and Rouen Railway have
appointed Mr. Tite (the architect of the Royal
Exchange) to superintend the erection of the

Havre station, and that many of the other

stations on the same line have been built

under his direction.

The Electric Telegraph from London

-

to Portsmouth, by the South-Western Railway,
is just completed. On Saturday last it lisped
its first sentence. A shareholder at Nine
Elms asked the keeper at Portsmouth —
“ How’s the wind?” He was answered on the

instant,—“ South by west !”
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A Primitive Dwelling Place.—In the

township of Wcsthope, about eight miles from

Ludlow, there is a man named Edward
Howells, supposed to be about fifty years of

age, who, for the last sixteen years, has had

no otherdwelling place than a hole or small cave

scooped out of the rock
;
there is neither door

nor any other convenience attached to it; he

has not even a stool to sit upon
;

in fact, all

this cave contains is a little moss and straw.

Perhaps the most remarkable circumstance

attending this eccentric being is, that every

night, when he retires to his lair, he regularly

undresses himself, as though about to enter

ever so comfortable a bed. Howells is con-

sidered perfectly honest and inoffensive— he
never begs, but stands daily a short distance

from some farm-house gate, and thankfully

receives whatever broken victuals, &c., may be

compassionately given him. No one can ascer-

tain his parish, or from whence he originally

came.— Ten Towns Messenger.

New Church in Camden Town.—The
newspapers state that it is intended to erect

a new church in the Camden Town district of

St. Pancras, the population of which is 16,000,

with church accommodation for only 1,600.

For this purpose a plot of ground has been
given, free of all costs, by the Marquis of

Camden and the Rev. Thomas Randolph. In

addition to this gift, the Marquis has subscribed

500/. towards the erection of the church, and
the Rev. Thomas Randolph a like sum.
Amongst the other contributors are the Rev.
Dr. Moore, vicar of St. Pancras; Lord Cal-

thorpe, Captain Theaker, the Rev. Mr. Lang-
dale, Colonel Moore, &c. The Bishop of

London has signified his approval of the place,

and the works will be commenced as soon as

the necessary arrangements can be made.

Statistics of the Timber Trade of
Canada for 1844. — We learn from the

Annual Circular of Messrs. Forsyth and Bell

that there has been a great increase in our con-
sumption ofCanadian timberduring the last year.

By the supervisor’s return, the quantity re-

ceived at Liverpool, is as follows:— White
pine, 1 2,1 50,964 feet

;
red pine, 4,164,317 feet;

oak, 709,540 feet; elm, 660,964 feet; ash,

128,458 feet; birch, 73,142 feet; maple,
821 feet; butternut, 3,040 feet; basswood,
7,919 feet; tamarack, 19,925 feet; round
maple, 255 feet; hemlock, 1,001 feet; poplar,

45 feet
;
walnut, 3,489 feet. Taking into con-

sideration a small quantity of timber, wintering
over last year without being measured, and
which of course is not included in the above
return, our exports of square timber and that

used in our shipyards will not vary much from
the following White pine, 11,950,438 feet;

red pine, 4,669,149 feet
;
oak, 1,213,1 10 feet

;

elm, 1 ,208,988 feet
;

ash, 122,346 feet; birch,

G 1,309 feet. The returns of deals and staves

are not yet made up in the supervisor’s office,

but will be hereafter reported. The number
of arrivals for the last four seasons have been
as follows:— 1844, 1,214 vessels, 458,971
tons; 1843, 1,185 vessels, 429,741 tons; 1842,
863 vessels, 307,448 tons.

STOCK OF LUMBER IN TUB PORT OF QUEBEC, DECEMBER I,

1814, WITH A COMPARATIVE STATEMENT FOR TUB LAST
FIVE TEARS.

Birch White Red

Timber. Timber. Timber.
Tim-
ber.

Pine
Timber. Timber.

1841 85/,/21 559,840 77,490 26,139 2,552,994 2.969,668
1843 1,361,281 1,107,864 71,378 14,356 2,352,472 3,474,500

1812 1.733,186 1,416,522 148,446 57.877 7, 151.45C 1,392,131

1841 1.743,156 I,7d8,3l6 169,909 9,552 4,150,527 1,292,350
1810 1, '72,413 1,167,975 149,185 22,89S 2,27

1
,981 1,522,448

1839 604,285 200,395 40,131 1,584 1,773,603 2,343,690

Note.—The above includes shippable and unshippable
lumber.

The King of the French.—The King of

the French has given the sum of 20/. towards
the funds of the new R-oman Catholic Church
now erecting in Lambeth.

Fresco Painting.—We are sorry to hear
that the experiments in fresco-painting recently
made in the summer-house at Buckingham
Palace have, with one exception, proved
failures, owing to the artist’s want of ex-

perience in the manipulative treatment of this

style of painting. We have much yet to learn

and to do before we can decorate our Houses
of Parliament on the scale proposed.

—

Poly-
technic Review .—[We must inquire into this.

—Ed.]

New Explanation of a Boiler Ex-
plosion.—Dr. Lardner having been appointed

to investigate the cause of the explosion of a

locomotive-engine on a railway in Pennsyl-

vania, by which several lives were lost, has re-

ferred its cause to lightning, which, “passing

on the boiler, raised some part of it to a high

temperature
;
that the water taking up the heat

was rapidly evaporated, as it would have been

by contact with highly-heated or incandescent

metal
;
that steam of great volume and very ex-

treme pressure being thus suddenly produced,

the boiler yielded to the force, and the catas-

trophe took place.”—Mining Journal.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—We
announced last week the re-election of Mr.
Walker^to the presidency of this institution,

and at the same time stated that a change had
been contemplated. It appears that, in accord-

ance with a feeling very generally entertained

in the council, that the office of president

should not be held in perpetuity by any one
gentleman, Mr. Walker declined to act, and

Sir John Rennie has been unanimously elected

in his stead.

Conversazione at Society of Arts.

—

The vice-presidents of this institution issued

800 or 1,000 cards for Tuesday evening last,

and, in consequence, received a very numerous
party. Drawings, bronzes, models, music, and
conversation, formed the staple of a very plea-

sant evening, and kept many there till mid-

night. We are glad to find that this old and
most valuable society is now again firmly esta-

blished, and will continue its course of useful-

ness. Much praise is due to Mr. Wishaw, the

secretary, for the zeal and energy he displays

in his office.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
For the formation of 4 Miles 56 & Chains (single

line) of the Ashton, Stalybridge, and Liverpool

Junction Railway.—John Jellecorse, Secretary of

the Manchester and Leeds Railway Company,
Palatine Buildings, Hunt's Bank, Manchester.

February 3.

For the works required in erecting certain Farm
Buildings at Badley Hall, Essex, and for alterations

and additions to the dwelling-house.—Mr. George
Sergeant, 27, Queen-street, Colchester

j
or Mr.

John Eagle, Badley Hall. February 3.

For the erection of a Bridge, called White
Bridge, at Grasmere, near Ambleside, Westmore-
land.— Mr. George Robinson, Bridge Surveyor,

Kendal; or Mr. Daniel Donaldson, Ambleside.

February 4.

For the construction of the several Stations and
other Buildings on the York and Scarborough

Railway.—Mr. Andrews, Architect, York
; or Mr.

George Baker, Secretary, Railway Office, York.
February 5.

For the erection of a Steam Boat Pier at the

Quay on the north-east side of Blackfriars’ Bridge,

also for building a Decked Lighter or Dumby.

—

Town Clerk’s Office, Guildhall. February 6.

For one Pleasure Carriage, four Milk Trucks,

and fifty Box Waggons, with drawing and buffer

springs, for the Manchester and Birmingham Rail-

way.— Mr. John Latham, Secretary, London-road,

Manchester. February 6.

For erecting and completing the Lower Sluice

and Sluice-Pit at the top of the Eau, Brink Cut,

about 4 miles above Lynn.— Messrs. Walker and
Burges, 23, Great George-street, Westminster ; or

Mr. George Game Day, Clerk to the Middle Level

Drainage Commissioners, St. Ives. February 10.

For the erection of New Buildings iu Pembroke
College, Oxford.— Plans, &c., prepared by Mr.
Haywood, Architect, may be seen at the Master’s

House. February 11.

For the erection of two Fever Wards in the

workhouse at Slough.—C. P. Barrett, Clerk of the

Union, Eton. February 11.

For the erection of a Cast-iron Tank, 52 feet dia-

meter aud 16 feet deep ;
and for a double or Teles-

copic Gasholder, to work in the same. Also for a

double or Telescopic Gasholder, 70 feet diameter,

to work in a tank 18 feet deep.—Mr. John Rofe,

Engineer, Gas Works, Preston. February 12.

For a supply of Railway Fastenings for the

Great Southern and Western Railway, Ireland.

—

Mr. William Taylor, Secretary, 3, College-green,

Dublin. February 17.

For the Mason’s and Pavior’s Works, supply of

Guernsey Granite Chippings and Yorkshire Paving,

for one Year, from the 25th of March next, for the

parish of St. George, Hanover-square. Mr. R.
Lees, Clerk to the Paving Committee. March 4.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of nine-inch cast-

iron Pipes for a uew line of Aqueduct to be laid in

the Island of Malta.—Vin. Casolani, Collector of

Land Revenue, Office of Land Revenue and Public

Works, Valletta, Malta. March 31.

COMPETITION.
Plans and estimates are required for a Work-

house, to contain about 1,180 persons. The whole

to be done in a plain and substantial manner, with-

out any expensive embellishments. The plans and

architects' estimates to be sent to Robert Mercer,

the Clerk of the Clifton Union, Penny well Road,

Bristol, on or before the 17th of February next, and

the Board of Guardians will adjudicate on the 28th.

The architect producing the best plan in the estima-

tion of the Board will be employed at a sum not

exceeding 5 per cent, on the outlay, and a gratuity

of 25 guineas will be given to the architect produc-

ing the second best plan in the opinion of the Board.

APPROACHING SALE OF WOOD, &c.

DY AUCTION.

February 25.—At the King’s Arms Inn, Hemel
Hempstead ; a large Fall of capital Oak, Ash, Elm,
and Beech Timber Trees, the greater portion of

which are of very large dimensions and superior

quality.—Mr. James Adams, auctioneer, Clarence-

street, Staines, Middlesex.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, February 3.

—

Entomological, 17, Old
Bond-street, 8 p.m. ;

Chemical (Society of Arts,

Adelphi), 8 p.m. ; Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

8 P.M.

Tuesday, 4.

—

Linncean, Soho-square, 8 p.m. ;

Civil Engineers, 25, Great George-street, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, 5.

—

Society of Arts, Adelphi, 8

p.m. ;
Geological, Somerset House, 8J p.m.

Thursday, 6.

—

Zoological, Hanover-square, 3
p.m. ;

Royal, Somerset House, 8J- p.m ;
Antiqua-

rian, Somerset House, 8 p.m. ;
Metropolitan Im-

provement Society, 20, Bedford-street, Covent-

garden, 8 P.M.

Friday, 7. — Royal Institution, Albemarle-

street, 8£ p.m ;
Botanical, 20, Bedford-street, Co-

vent-garden, 8 p.m.

Saturday, 8. —Royal Botanic, Regent’s-park,

4 p.m. ; Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-street,

8 P.M.

NOTE.
We shall be glad to receive information from

Publishers of all New Books on the subjects

whereof we treat.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ A. B. (Northampton),” wishes to know how
the cells of the model prison at Pentonville are

warmed, and by whom.
“ A Handrailist ” has made a mistake in his cal-

culation ; a plank 4 ft. 6 in. X 10 in. X 4J in.,

contains 1 ft. 3 in. cube, not lb ft.
“ H. S.” IFe do not desire to pursue the sub-

jectfurther.
“ Mr. Hood.”

—

Mr. Guthrie’s address is 3,

Downie-p/ace, Edinburgh.
“ J. W. (Ipswich) ” must see that if we gave opi-

nions on things we had not examined, our opinion

would soon be disregarded.
“ The Builders’ Price Book, for 1845, by W.

Laxton,” received.

“ R. K,” and “ Decorative Art Society” have

reached us.
" A Journeyman Carpenter” wishes us to fur-

nish a list of all builders who live in or around the

metropolis. This mag befound in any Directory,

easily to be obtained.

“ Exeter Hall Great Room.” J. F. asks for a

drawing and description of the roof of this build-

ing. We shall be happy to receive information

upon it.

“ J. T. L.” next v;eek.

•a.DVER.'TZSEIVIENTS.

Anastatic printing—the art
UNION, Part ", published this day, contains Speci-

|

mens of Letterpress, Woodcuts, and Drawings printed by
this process—a process which threatens to completely revo-

lutionize Literature and Art. The letter-press consists of a

minute description of the manner in which the process Is
|

effected
;
the woodcuts are of various dates

;
and the drawings

have been executed on purpose for publication in these pages. ,

The examples supply indubitable evidence that a new power

has been obtained which must inevitably lead to wonderful I

results.

Published by Chapman and Hall, 186, Strand.

Iber iHajcstj)’s I-vogal fLettcrs patent.

DR. GUYS TRANSPARENT DISPERSING
VENTILATOR.

THIS invention combines cheapness, trans-
parency, and ornament, with the complete prevention

of DRAUGHT, and maybe used in the Bed-rooms of the

most delicate invalid at all limes and in all seasons with

perfect safety. Sole Manufacturers. COTTAM and HAL-
LEN, 2, Winslev-street, London.—Estimates furnished for

the Ventilage and Warming of Hospitals, Schools, Churches,
and all Public Buildings.
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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1845.

ROM the large number of

|^/% letters that we continue to

receive on the subject of

the Metropolitan Buildings

Act, and the eagerness

with which all we say on

is canvassed, we find it necessary to re

irn to that subject. As might have been

ixpected, opinions differ as to the precise

leaning to be attached to certain parts of the

ct, and there seems to be this difficulty, that

oubts cannot be resolved without expense,

he point most discussed at the present mo-

ent, is the meaning of the word “ com-

enced.” We inserted two letters upon it in

e last number of the journal, and have re-

lived many more since, the writers of which

sist, that if an intention to build has been

leratively demonstrated before the time spe-

fied in the Act, the building is commenced,
d does not come under the control of the

strict surveyor. The following, which is

jned “ An Old Surveyor,” may serve as an

ponent of those who, regarding the word

!
its widest sense, hold this opinion :

—

|“ Sir,—Above all controversiesof the present

y, disturbing the metropolitan building com-
Unity, the most vexatious and absurd is the
pent unnecessary discussion upon the con-
ruction of a word which of all others is

jfhaps the least susceptible of quibble or
Usion. Can any ambiguity attach to the
’in

‘ commenced befo/e,' in contradiction to

J term ‘ commenced after,' a certain date ?

e they not the most comprehensive and
initive terms that can be employed to describe
> opposite conditions? And these words,

!

it remembered, are employed in ‘ the con-
duction of terms used ’ in the above Act to
ine these two opposite conditions. Never-
less, upon these words a very absurd dis-
ation has been raised by parties desirous of
losing the operations of' builders; and some
the district surveyors have been called upon
assume the power of giving these words
ght and force, or of divesting them thereof,
ording to the locality in which such build-
s are ‘commenced before 1st January,
5;’ thus requiring a construction to suit tlie

*rest or inclination of persons who call
I the interference of those gentlemen. But
it is more strange and unaccountable is

it this extra-official duty has been regarded
some of the old-fashioned district surveyors

}
proper point for dispute, and consequently

heaping additional labours unnecessarily on
official referees appointed by the new Act.
In order to avoid the delays and uncer-

ities attendant on all new systems before
•J are thoroughly understood, many persons
rous of proceeding with their building, had
mmenced before the Is/ January, 1845,’
trding to the provisions of the Act under
i circumstances

;
but, in some cases, im-

jiments having arisen to prevent the entire
ings of some part of their building being
I down before the 1st January (though

|jfaps ten times more brick-work had. in

jvty, been built than would have been done
the whole of the footings inclosing

: area of the proposed building been
Ipleted), yet, notwithstanding such a sub-
eial demonstration of a building being in
rress, so that he who runs may see that a

I

ling is ‘ commenced,' some of the surveyors
I been pleased to cause the suspension of
buildings, and thus to set at nought the

•lion of the Act of Parliament, the terms
•eof are so definitively settled by ‘ the
truction of terms and expressions used in

|\Act which construction is evidently
Med to rescue from all interested feelings
I vever both the time and property of builders,

who might otherwise have been exposed to the
mercy or caprice of any party.”

Another correspondent writes, “ It is a set-
tled axiom that words employed in the con-
struction of terms used in any Act to define the
intention and meaning of such terms, are al-
ways to be read in the most comprehensive and
general signification, as all Acts of Parliament
are intended to be understood by those whom
they purport to regulate, and not to become
clap-traps for any body. This is more parti-
cularly the case in all penal statutes, which the
Buildings Act, 3ec. 18, most unquestionably is,

and no person has power to put any other con-
struction on the terms of anv Act contrary to
or differing from the construction of terms
forming part of such Act, and in no case are
the words used to construe the terms of any
Act, to be subject to any variation of reading or
to any construction whatever, other than the
general and universal sense and bearing of the
words employed to construe the terms of such
Act.

“ In proof of the position here taken, you will
observe that the terms used to describe the re-
verse of ‘already built,’ namely, ‘ hereafter to

be built ’ are to apply to all Buildings to be built or
commenced after,' 8$c.; consequently, whatever
is ‘ commenced ’ in any way ‘ before,’ cannot be
left to share the fate with those Buildings
which are ‘ to be commenced after,' 8$c. ; there
really is no ambiguity about it.

“ The more these words are looked at, the
more comprehensive and absolute they become
in the eyes of, Sir, your obedient servant,

“ Sen ex.”
Now, the referees have given as their gene-

ral opinion that “the erection of the footings,

with two or more courses of the walls them-
selves, built in a workmanlike manner,” is a

bona fide commencement.* Having regard to

their judicial capacity, however, they con-
sider it necessary that each case should be
judged of under its particular circumstances;

and it is much to be desired that a certain

number of cases should at once be submitted
to them and decided, by the result of which
district surveyors and the public might be
guided.

This is unquestionably an evil, and will tend

to prevent the due administration of the law. In

the first instance the official referees were willing

to answer generally such questions as were put

to them by the surveyors, but having regard to

their judicial capacity, before alluded to, and
knowing that these general replies might act

injuriously, they asserted the necessity of hear-

ing in each case the parties whose rights

might be affected, before deciding
;
so that, if

we are correct, in order to obtain a decision

on any point, the surveyor must run the risk of
having the costs of the inquiry to pay out of
his own pocket. This, when the Act is under-
stood, and the exact meaning of its various

clauses has become established, may work
satisfactorily; but it does not seem to do so at

the present moment. An intermediate party
appears to be required, and perhaps the best

step the district surveyors could take under

the circumstances would be the appointment

of some person to act in all cases on their

behalf, who might acquire the views of the

official referees, and so save much trouble and
expense.

Before leaving the subject, we would con-
tradict a statement which has appeared in

some of the newspapers to the effect that

numerous families have been already ejected,

under the provisions of the Buildings Act,

from cellars and under-ground rooms not con-

structed in accordance with its provisions.

The Act does not operate in this respect till

the 1st of July, 1846.

Shooting a load of bats on the proposed
site of a building, or digging a few trenches,

or even laying a few bricks, cannot surely

constitute the commencement required by the

Act; yet either of these is an “operative
building demonstration,” said by our corre

spondent, “ Consiliarius,” last week, to be all

that is necessary to avoid the control of the
surveyor. A hod of mortar made up, and a
couple of bricks laid, might be termed so with
equal truth, and called the commencement of
a church, a theatre, a villa, or a union work-
house, yet no one would venture to assert that

this was sufficient.

Something more is required, then, than an
“ operative building demonstration ” to con-

stitute the commencement required by the

Act, and thequestion is,howmuch? Theanswer
really seems obvious; the first complete

j

STEP MUST BE taken
;
we must be able to see

that a house is commenced, not merely that

a wall is built: and this is the view we have
little doubt that the official referees take of the

matter.

In many cases where builders have exemp-
tion, we do not hesitate to say, they would do

wisely were they to throw it up, and proceed

under the Act, rather than complete structures

badly begun. Buyers will be found more
easily for houses constructed under its pro-

visions, than for those which have been built

in evasion of them. Knowing human nature,

however, we hardly hope to persuade many to

adopt this course.

We mentioned at the commencement that

the construction to be put on doubtful points in

the Act could not be decided without expense.

' See letter on this point from Mr. Greenway Robins,

ARCHITECTURE FOR THE POOR.
BY GEORGE GODWIN, F.R.S.

Public attention is at last aroused to the
necessity of inquiring into and alleviating the
condition of the poor, and men of all classes
and in all counties are talking of improving
the dwellings of the labouring classes and in-
creasing their enjoyments. Whether or not
they will do more than talk remains to be seen,
for at present there is little of the “ positive ”

to be appealed to as the result of the move-
ment. Certain, however, it is that so much
on the subject has never been said continu-
ously before, nor so extensive a machinery
organized to effect it. There is a society for
improving the condition of the labouring
classes, there is a metropolitan association for
improving the dwellings of the industrious
classes, a proposal to open public nurseries for
their children, an association for promoting the
health of towns, country labourers’ improve-
ment societies, and committees for obtaining
baths and wash- houses, parksand public gardens.
Her Majesty the Queen calls on Parliament to
promote the comfort of the poorer classes :*

all the newspapers are advocating the same
noble cause

;
every landowner who expresses

sentiments in favour of such improvements
may rely on having his speech quoted, and
every chairman of a committee whose report
contains allusions to the dreadful state of the
hovels occupied by the agricultural labourers,
or the cellars and garrets crowded with the
families of operatives in great towns, is

certain of public sympathy and public applause.
“ Let us look at the cottages about us, and see
how we can repair them, and make them com-
fortable at little expense,” said his Grace of
Norfolk at the late Arundel Christmas Show.
“ Let us make their cold cottages warmer than
they are; let us look to their windows and
their doors, and see if they keep out this des-
perate cold wind that is blowing, and even if

we do no more, we shall add to their comforts.

Put the poor man’s cottage in order, and as
quickly as you can, and he will bless you, and
we shall all be united together; and the more
we are united, the stronger we shall he, and
the more able to meet our difficulties.” And

“ The health of the inhabitants of large towns and popu-
lous districts in this part of the United Kingdom has been

subject of recent inquiry before a Commission, the
Report of which shall be immediately laid before you.

It will be highly gratifying to me if the information and
ggestions contained in that Hcport shall enable you to

devise the means of promoting the health and comfort of the
poorer classes of my subjects.”—Queen’s Speech, Feb. 4th.
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approving crowds repeated, and stilly repeat,

*• put the poor man’s cottage in order.
..A!

13 *

it needs to be put in order all admit. VV liat

Sir Henrv Bunbury said in his recent report

to the Labourers’ Improvement Society of one

county will apply to the others :
—“ Under the

head of cottages the reports are in general

painful. In a few parishes, where opulent

landowners are resident, the cottages are re-

presented to be good. But, speaking of the

great majority, it appears that there are tew

parishes in which the cottages are even suffi-

cient in number ;
and generally they are stated

to be small, crowded, in bad repair, ill drained,

and unfit for the decent accommodation of the

families which inhabit them. Those which

are the property of landowners appear to be

the best; but almost everywhere, speculators

have acquired small patches of land on which

they have built what our ancestors called

‘ silly cottages,’ with little or nothing in the

shape of a garden attached to them
;

and

these they let at rents which are ruinous to the

labourers.”

And then again,—“ the reports on cottages

exhibit generally the melancholy picture ot a

population ill-lodged, exposed to influences

which engender diseases, and crowded to a

degree which is not only likely to produce

filthv habits, but gross indecency and vice.

But this unhappily is a branch of our inquiries

on which we are’ nearly powerless. All that

we can do is to endeavour to open the eyes of

landowners as to the insufficiency of the dwell-

ings intended for the labourers on their estates,

and the evil effects, both physical and moral,

which result from the want of decent and

wholesome accommodation. At the same time

we may draw attention to the injurious con-

sequences which spring from speculation in

cottage building. The heavy rents exacted by

these griping speculators contribute largely to

depress the condition of the labourers, who are

left without an option, if the owners of estates

neglect to provide sufficient dwellings for the

families of those by whom their estates are to

be cultivated.”

All that he said has been known long and

long ago, through sauatary reports, which

present*
3
an account of distress, disease, and

demoralization, resulting from inattention to

the dwellings of the poor, that cannot be

contemplated without horror; but the wealthier

part of society u ere not then so alive to its

importance as they are now, and therefore

it excited less attention. A kindlier feeling

than was formerly exhibited towards the poor

is springing up in the hearts of their superiors,

aud all classes will unquestionably benefit by

the exercise ot it.

Feelim* and saying, however, are not enough,

there must be doing, efficient doing
;
and it is to

be hoped that the willingness which exists, and

the large sums of money that in various shapes

have been subscribed, will be applied in the

best manner.
The importance of providing healthful and

well-arranged dwellings can hardly be over-

estimated. As the writer observed some years

ago, when urging the same point :
—“ Order

will not engender disorder, nor disorder,

order: but its like; and the man who passes

his time amidst inconvenient and tasteless

arrangements, exposed to continual discom-

forts,
0
and utterly unable to maintain an

appearance of respectability, will gradually

lose any desire to do so which he formerly felt,

and find the external disorder result in a moral

disorganization, lamentable in its conse-

quences, if not fata'. ‘ Slaves, through alavery,

lose even the desire to be free:’ so men, be-

coming accustomed to badly-constructed, in-

convenient, and ill-arranged habitations, lose

their perception of excellence and goodness

;

and are lowered, not merely in their physical

state, but mentally. Watch the progress of

many a respectable and industrious young

couple, placed in one of the miserable hovels

still dignified with the title of a labourers

residence in some parts of the kingdom — damp,

ill-drained, ill-ventilated, pervious to the rain,

and void of every thing which could make

home happy. For a time, strenuous efforts

are used to remedy the evils
;

but, as they are

gradually found to' be unconquerable, the wife,

abandoning the task, becomes inevitably a

slattern herself; habits even of decency are

diregardrd by the children ;
and the husband,

finding no enjoyment in his own house, seeks

it in the beershop, and becomes a drunkard

and a desperado. On the other hand a tidy
, |

well-arranged dwelling leads to observances

of better manners and feelings of self-respect,

induces neatuess and industry, and elevates in

tone the character of all its occupants.

In all cases perfect ventilation is of the first

importance. The deadly effects of breathing

an impure medium would seem to be too

generally admitted to require observation, and

one would expect to find in all new dwellings

the best arrangements for obtaining a free

current of pure air. Unfortunately, ignorance

and cupidity still operate to prevent this. At

Liverpool lately, the writer observed with regret

in one district nyare than a dozeu narrow

courts in progress, closed at one end, and lined

with ill-ventilated houses
;
and took occasion

publicly to point out the evils of such an

arrangement in the strongest language be

could command. The policy which prompts

it is as short-sighted as it is unchristianltke.

A fever, when generated, is no respecter of

persons
;
and the landowner far removed from

the immediate seat of contagion, might none

the less surely fall one of its victims. The

injurious effects of closed courts have been

proved bv numerous competent parties, and

the new Buildings Act very properly forbids

the erection of such within its limits. Ilow

distressing it is, then, to find that the first

houses built bv the “ Society for Improving the

Condition of’the Labouring Classes,” model-

houses to be recommended for adoption, are

actually made to form a court closed at one

end, and less than 23 feet wide!* It is dif-

ficult to guess what could have led the com-

mittee into this unfortunate mistake, which is

a practical contradiction of what many of its

members have often urged, and will probably

prevent for several years to come, the abandon-

ment of this most defective and injurious mode

of laying out ground in localities not within

the control of the Act. It is seriously to be

desired that the committee may be induced to

modify their present plan, and so avoid the

reproach which the consummation of it would

unquestionably bring to them.

At the present moment houses for the lower

classes are especially needed in the metropolis.

The recent formation of new streets has driven

out hundreds of poor families without furnish-

ing another place of retreat; and, by the opera-

tion of the Buildings Act, still greater numbers

of persons will beejected next year from kitchens

and cellars (damp, unwholesome holes) not

constructed in accordance with its provisions.

Now is the time, therefore, to provide them

with well ventilated, substantial, and healthful

dwellings, and to teach them the importance

of cleanliness, and the value of order.

CHIMNEY-SHAFT AT THAMES BANK.—

EXPANSION OF BRICKWORK BY HEAT.

Every school-boy knows that heat ex- 1

pands bodies. A rod of metal made to fit an

opening when cold, will not enter the opening

if it be heated
;
and a glass vessel cracks if hot

^

water be poured into it, because, as all are

aware, the portion in contact with the heated

fluid is expanded, while the other pints remain

at rest. This property of heat was made

available years ago in forcing upright the

walls of a’ gallery which leaned outwards at

the top. Bars of metal were passed across

the gallery through the two walls, and were

secured outside by a plate screwed on to each

end of the bar tightly against the wall. The

bars were then heated, and, being expanded by

the operation, protruded slightly through the

walls, and allowed of the plates being screwed

farther on, the effect of which of course was

that when the bars, being cooled, collapsed,

the walls were drawn together, and by repeti-

tions of the operation were ultimately made

perfectly upright. The force exerted is

immense.
All this we say is well known, and opportu-

nities occur every day to observe the effect of

heat on such substances as are here alluded to.

Some bodies, however, expand much less than

others, and the effect can seldom be observed,

and alumina, or argillaceous earth, is an excep-

tion to the general rule, and contracts when

heated. Brickwork it would seem is never-

theless expanded by heat, and it is to an

instance where the expansion is to be seen and

can be measured, that we direct the attention

of our readers.

At Mr. Thomas Cubitt’s fine establishment

at Thames Bank, mentioned in the lastnumbe:

of our journal, the chimney-shaft for the steam-

engine is constructed in a peculiar manner.

The chimney, which is circular, 5 feet in cleat

diameter all the way up, and 105 feet high, it

built of very thin brickwotk ;
that is to say

it is 14 inches thick at the bottom, and 6 incliei

at the top, the bricks having been moulded fo!

the purpose
;
and it stands in the centre of t

tower, 17 feet square on the outside, formec

of 14 inch walls all the way up with hoop-

iron bond in the centre of the walls at certan

intervals. The first tier of this bond is 11

feet from the ground
;

the other tiers are pu

closer together as they approach the top

Around the shaft, but in no case touching it

are stone steps leading to the top with landing

at certain intervals.

ELECTION OF SURVEYOR TO THE HORN-

SEY DISTRICT IN THE ROOM OF THE

LATE ALFRED BARTHOLOMEW, ESQ.

(January 30 Ih, 1845.)
No. of Votes.

Elected—Rawiinson Parkinson .. 41

Henry John Hammon . . 30

Thomas Bird 23

Witherden Young 5

James Harrison 4

William Frederick East. . 0

Purchase ok the Fleet Prison.— A re-

port from the City Lands Committee on the

subject of the reference made to them to open

a communication with the Commissioners of

Woods and Forests to ascertain upon what

terms the Fleet Prison could be purchased, has

recently been presented to the Court of Com-

mon Council. The report states that the com-

mittee had offered 23,000/., but that the Com-

missioners of Woods and Forests had declined

to accept less than 25,000/., the sum at which

the property had been valued by three eminent

surveyors.
* The commissioners had given the

corporation an option of making the purchase

at that sum until the28th ultimo, and the com-

mittee, bv their report, unanimously recom

mended that the purchase should be effected.

Mr. Dixon, in moving the Court to agree

with the committee in their report, bore testi-

mony to the courteous manner in which the

deputation had been received by the Earl of

Lincoln, who came to town expressly to meet

them. The motion was agreed to.

The chief reason for adopting this mode c

construction was, to obtain a more strikin

object for appearance’ sake than a chimnej

shaft, and Mr. Cubilt is of opinion that it

ultimate cost will be less than that of th

latter : it economises the fuel to a considei abl

extent, and, moreover, the shaft must hat

been formed much more expensively if Ihel

had beenro tower around it.

Now this shaft, standing independent of lb

surrounding building with themeans ofaccess I

it at any part, afforded the most perfect fac

lilies for ascertaining the effect of beat upc

this height ofbrickwork, and an index havir

been set up on the topmost landing undi

cover, which is 80 feet from the ground, it

found that this length of shaft becomes $ tbs

an inch longer when the fire is lighted thi

it is u lien cold. The construction ot th

shaft offers facilities for several other inte

• In the Bagnigge Wells-road, as already pointed out

in this journal. Sec p. 1 of present volume.

ouei* iouimic.- —
. . . .

and important inquiries, which
esting anu "“

1
™ iam

,
’ .

doubtless be pursued by the excellent at

able owner of it.

Fall ok a House in Westminster.—

(

the 16th of last month, a house at the corner

Old Pye-street, Westminster, fell down, h

fortunately without injuring any person. T

occurrence having excited much comment, ’

thought it our duty to inquire into the oect

rence. It seems that Mr. Howell, the distr

surveyor, having received intimation that t

building was in a dangerous state, repaired

the spot, and finding that it was so, gave ord.

that it should be shored up, and then dispatch

information to the official referees. Befi

any thing could be done, however, the house It

It seems that Mr. Howell had overstepped

duty in ordering it to he shored up, but it

had not done so, lives might have been sat

ticed.
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MR. COCKERELL’S FOURTH LECTURE

ON ARCHITECTURE.

The professor commenced his lecture on
Thursday, the 30th ult., by stating that he
proposed on that occasion to make some
further observations on the subject of the last
lecture, namely, the civil architecture of the
ancients. He should treat of plans; conceal-
ment and intricacy, adopted with the view of
increasing the effect of a structure; palaces;
curvilinear fronts; architectural character; and
the angle of vision; and terminate by oxhi-
biting, for the first time in this country, draw-
ings of a temple at Xanthus discovered by the
ate expedition. To penetrate the merit of
tncient works, and understand the principles
m which they were formed, was the great
business of the student: to establish these
principles was the great business of the master.
This was a difficult task, and could hardly be
ichieved : it was best done by discussion, ex-
amination, and comparison of opinions. A
•onsciousness of delight from the examination
>f fine works was necessary before taste could
ie acquired : those persons who had not this
•onsciousness never would acquire taste. Being
lelighted, we should at last be able to discover
he cause of delight. One course was, to accept
he dogma of the master blindly : advantage
I ways resulted. A builder with whom he was
cquainted once produced an exceedingly fine
ortico, so much so that the professor inquired
•f him how lie had designed it. “Why,”
aid the man, “ I opened Sir William
Chambers’ book, and copied it exactly.” If the
pb had been his, the professor's, ’lie would
ave been led probably to do something of his
wn, or to have altered parts, and so have
\jured it. The builder, he felt, was the wiser,
le once, when designing a portico ofa church,
ad doubts as to two things taught him by
itruvius, to place the main door to the
uilding in the centre of it, and to use the
-tic base. He hesitated, but a friend shewing
im a number of drawings from actual exam-
ies corroborating the doctrine, he followed
itruvius, and never regretted. He again
rged the necessity of implicit faith in"the
aster on the part of the student. To esta-
lish principles, numerous examples must be
impared : this was the course also pursued
f the lawyer and the historian. He then
rew particular attention to Canina’s work
entioned in the last lecture. It contained
)0 plates, and presented the whole body of
chitecture recovered, and in many cases' re-
ored with wonderful erudition. ’ We were
>le, by means of that work, to penetrate the
inciples which the ancients followed, and
scorer the secret of their success.
Relative to concealment; he said we found

111 pies surrounded by a peribolus, the temple
dy partly seen, and were struck by the effect
itained. 1 he Parthenon waspartiallvconcealed
the Propyleum and the walls. The best dis-
nce from which to view a building was one
:ual to about three times the height of the
evation. When we get within the inclosure,
find this best position. The imagination

excited by partial concealment. If, according
i the modern practice, the building be stuck
tentatiously before us, we see at once the
nole ot it, and are tired before we approach,
lere is nothing to be imagined or discovered,
nis partial concealment, then, he considered
1 high importance. It prevailed in Gothic
chitecture equally. The introduction of the
gan at the east end of the nave, sometimes
mplained of in our cathedrals was, he thought,
vantageous to the effect.

Architecture regarded with these considera-
‘ns ' s the fine art. The successful architect
list be a painter. The most efficient masters
c effect were scene-painters, for example,
unburgh and Servandoni, who designed St.
<1pice, the most effective modern building in
iris. Perspective was much studied at the
•ie of these masters, until indeed it became
host a vice. We must study it if we would
Ihduce effective buildings, or even if we wish
('comprehend drawings of ancient buildings.

• one could form an idea of the baths of
bcletian, for example, stretching out equal

I the whole length of Pall Mall, or com-
idiend the effect of the magnificent Exhedra

,

cich occur in the plan, 60 feet high, with a
iii-dome, 84 feet in span, without this know-
(
§>
e * Some idea of the effect produced by

' vistas in this extraordinary pile may be

obtained at Greenwich Hospital, Chelsea Hos-
pital, and Blenheim. An architect should en-
deavour to excite a succession of new ideas. It
was expensive—

a painter might do it more
cheaply, but less permanently. Extraordinary
merit was displayed at Blenheim in this
respect.

It was condemnatory of a building to say, as
you were obliged to say of St. Peter’s in Rome,
that it appeared smaller than it was

;
yet some

had considered this a merit. He would as
soon think of applauding a general for gaining
a small victory with a large army, as of
praising a building for such a reason. It
was a great reproach to the architect.
The professor said he always dwelt with

pleasure on the plan of the baths then before
them as one of the finest buildings ever erected
for the public advantage. Our country was
remarkable for its hospitals and places of
refuge, but had neglected means of affording
elevating gratification to the masses. A better
spirit was manifesting itself, and he was de-
lighted to hear of public gardens at Man-
chester, and elsewhere. By denying the
poorer classes such luxuries, ’they had been
led to throw themselves into grossness. We
might hope to see gardens, statues, and fine
works of art provided for the general gratifica-
tion. Considering these signs of the times, we
should devise plans for arranging such.
The professor then spoke at some length on

the necessity for calculating the point of view
in which buildings were seen. Vignola always
repaired to the spot, and drew imaginary lines
to arrive at the best position. He proceeded
to speak of palaces, and described that of
Augustus. The disposition of the plan was
the source of all character. Character for a
building was the most difficult thing to be
obtained, and the most essential. Palladio
studied it especially; no one could mistake the
purpose of his buildings. George Dance had
great merit in this respect. No one could
mistake the purpose of the front of Newgate •

and Guildhall, although any thing but Gothic’,
was, nevertheless, evidently municipal. In
Canina’s work palaces were largely discussed.
In decoration and magnificence they should
stand next to temples; and it would be well if
they were accessible to the people. Our
French and German neighbours set us a good
example. The palace of Augustus had a
curvilinear front, a form which gives many
varieties of light and shade. Bramante, Vig-
nola, and Palladio employed it. In modern
times it had been used with good effect at Bath.
Speaking of the Adams’, the professor said
they were deservedly the first architects of
their day; they drew their exmiples chiefly
from Dioclesian’a baths and Dioclesian’s palace.
Sjon House and Lord Bute’s were the best
specimens of their skill.

lie would now have the pleasure of exhibit-
ing for the first time a’restoration of a tomb at
Xanthus, drawn by Mr. Hawkins. Whether
considered historically or artistically, it must
be regarded as a most interesting structure. It
was a monument of the Lycians, of whose
country Xanthus was the capital, and shewed
a high state of civilization at a very early time.
There was every reason to believe that ‘it was
erected in the year 546 before our sera, a century
earlier than the Parthenon. The temple was
not large, 52 feet by 30 feet, and consisted of
an Ionic peristyle inclosing a cella, on a lofty
basement. The frieze of the order occupied
the place of frieze and architrave, and was
sculptured with four separate groups. The
first represented a fight

; the second, Greeks
bearing offerings; the third, Persians bearing
fruits

;
and the fourth, a wild- boar hunt.

I here was another frieze under the base of the
columns sculptured to represent the capture of
Xanthus. Between each of the columns at
the sides of the temple was a female statue
standing on emblems. The pediments were
adorned with sculpture, and the roof covered
with Parian tiles. It was interesting to find
in this ancient building, 2,390 years old, the
progenitor of the Erectheum, all the refine-
ments of art. 'l’he intercoluinniation, how-
ever, it was worth while noting was arceostyle;*

the more beautiful system of incolumniation,
the eustyle

, was not used till later, probably
just before the time of Vitruvius. In the
next lecture Mr. Cockerell will treat of in-
terior arrangements.

* That is, the columns were placed widely asunder.

STONE ALTARS AND CREDENCE TABLES.

The long pending case between the incum-
bent of the parish of the Holy Sepulchre, at
Cambridge, and the Cambridge Camden
Society, relative to the right of the latter, in
the name of the churchwardens, to erect a
stone altar and credence table] in the well-
known round church of that parish, was de-
cided against the latter in the Arches’ Court,
by Sir Herbert Jenner Fust, on Friday, 31st of
January. Under a faculty obtained in the
names of the churchwardens “ to repair the
church, and, as to such parts thereof as had
been rendered unsightly by injudicious repairs,
to restore the same as near as may be accord-
ing to the original design, and according to a
design and plan deposited in the registry of the
court,” the stone altar and credence table were
erected without the knowledge of the incum-
bent. When aware of what had been done,
he objected to allowing them to remain, and
when a second faculty was applied for in the
Consistorial Court to ratify the proceedings,
he opposed it. The chancellor of that diocese’
however, issued the faculty, and it was on an
appeal against this that Sir Herbert J. Fust
delivered his sentence, and has reversed it.

Relative to the altar he said, “ It appears
that this stone structure consists of a slab,
supported by three upright slabs, all of stone’
resting upon a lower slab, also of stone, and
that the weight is about two tons; that the
lower part is imbedded in mortar or concrete,
about an inch below the floor of the chancel’
which is built up to the table, and covered’
with encaustic tiles; and that the table was
also made to adhere to the east wall of the
chancel. This structure, Mr. Faulkner con-
tends, is a stone altar, or altar table, such as is
erected and used with the credence table for
idolatrous and heretical purposes in Popish
countries; that the rubrics and canons require
that the communion-table should be of wood
and moveable. On the other hand, the church-
wardens deny that it is an altar, or such as is
used in Popish countries for idolatrous and
heretical purposes

; and that it is essential t <2

the preservation of uniformity in the interna,!
arrangements of the church.”

In order to arrive at the true meaning of the
expression “table,” he referred to the alterations
made in the rubrics at the time of the Reforma-
tion, and from that time down to the passing of
the present Actof Uniformity in 1662, and found
that the word “ altar ” has been changed to
“ table.” We all know, said the judge, that
after the Reformation one of the doctrines of
the church of Rome which was renounced by
the church of England was the doctrine of
transubstantiation

;
and it will be found that

the material and the form of the altar in the
Romish church are connected with this doc-
trine of transubstantiation, and with the
eucharist as a sacrifice. It was contended
that by the rubrics of the Roman Catholic,
church altars must be built of stone, and must
be immoveable, and various canons from the
body of the canon- law were cited to shew that
the altar must be of stone, and fixed

;
and, if

not, it must be re-consecrated. The Court
does not think it necessary to go through all

these authorities on this part of the case,
because it is not incumbent upon the Court to
pronounce whether this is or is not an altar
At the same time, it may not be inexpedient to
consider what was the origin of the altars as
used in the Roman Catholic churches, of what
material they were constructed, and of what
form, in order to arrive more readily at the
meaning and intention of those who directed
the removal of stone altars and the substitu-
tion of tables. From the authorities cited by
Cardinal Bona, in his work De Rebus Litur-
gicis, we learn that the altars used in the early
ages of Christianity were made of wood, and
in the form of a table; that about the year
509 they began to be of stone, although the
wooden tables were not altogether abolished.
The form altered with the material. Some-
times the altar or table was supported by one
pillar, sometimes by four or two, and latterly
they assumed the form of a tomb, as of the
Sepulchre of the Martyrs, whence they derive
their name; and there is no doubt that at
the time of the Reformation the altars in the
English churches were of stone, fixed and
immoveable.

At the time of the separation of the church
of England from that of Rome, amongst the
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many points of difference between them, one

of the most important was that respecting the

doctrine of transubstantiation in the supper of

the Lord, which, as is declared by the 28th

article of our church, “ cannot be proved by

holy writ, but is repugnant to the plain words

of Scripture.” In the reign of Henry VIII. the

feeling against this doctrine was not so decided

as it afterwards became ;
nor did any material

change take place in the early part of the reign

of Edward VI., for we find in his first Prayer-

book, 1549, that the mass was still tobecelebrated

in the order for the Supper of the Lord, “ com-

monly called the Mass;” and the word

“altar” was used in different parts of the

service as set forth in that book. But in his

second Prayer-book, 1552, the terms “mass ”

and “altar” were altogether omitted. The

order was for the administration of “ the

Lord's Supper or Holy Communion.” The
table was to stand in the body of the church,

or in the chancel, where morning and evening

service were appointed to be read
;
and the

priest, instead of standing in the midst of the

altar, was to stand at the north side of the

“ table,” and so on through the service. But

in the interval between the publication of the

first Prayer-book in 1549 and the publication

of the second in 1552, certain events had taken

place, and certain orders and injunctions had

been issued, to which it is necessary to refer.

In 1547 an order had been issued to takeaway

and destroy all tables, images, and other

monuments of feigned miracles, pilgrimages,

idolatries, and superstitions; and in 1550,

Ridley, Bishop of London, issued an injunc-

tion to the same effect. These injunctions

were of course confined in the first instance to

the diocese of London and to the form of an

exhortation. But there was an Order in

Council issued to Bishop Ridley strictly

charging and commanding him, for avoiding

strife and contention, to take down altars and

place communion-tables in their stead. And
it appears from Burnet’s History of the Re-

formation, that on the 19th of November, 1550,

letters were sent to every bishop throughout

England to “ pluck down altars ” for the

avowed purpose of “ moving and turning the

simple from the old superstitions of the Popish

mass.” The change intended, therefore, must

have been something more than nominal; it

must have been substantial. In the short reign

of Mary, which followed, one of her first acts

was the repeal of all the statutes passed in that

of Edward VI. respecting religion, and things

reverted to the same state as they were at the

end of Henry VIII.’s reign
;
altars were to be

re-erected in the churches, and penalties were

imposed upon those who, of their own accord,

pulled down or destroyed them, and mass was

again celebrated. But in the year 1558,

Queen Elizabeth ascended the throne, and

when she repealed the statutes of Queen Mary

the statutes of Edward VI. were revived. In

1559 orders were issued by Queen Elizabeth

for substituting the communion of the sacra-

ment for the high mass, and for placing tables

in the churches, to the same effect as those

issued by Edward VI. From this order it is

manifest' that the tables here meant were some-

thing very different from the altars, and that

they were moveable
;
for the direction, that it

was to be placed where it stood before could

not apply to an immoevable stone altar. In

1564 it appears that Queen Elizabeth issued

advertisements directing, amongst other things,

that parishes should provide “ a decent table

standing on a frame” for the communion
;
an

expression applicable rather to a wooden table,

than one made of stone. In 1569 Archbishop

Parker’s visitation inquiries go to the same

fact as to the communion-tables and taking

down of altars. In 1571 Archbishop Grin

dall’s injunctions are remarkable for their ex-

pressions :
—“ All altars to be pulled down to

the ground and the altar stones defaced, and

bestowed to some common use; the prayers

and other service appointed for the ministration

of the holy communion to be said and done at

the communion-table.” Nothing can more

clearly demonstrate the determined manner in

which the measures for the utter subversion of

the superstitions connected with the Popish

mass were carried on than these orders and

injunctions, the great object being the annihi-

lation of the fixed, immoveable stone altars, and

the substitution of wood moveable tables in

when the contest raged between high and low

church in the reign of Charles I. Its origin

may be found in Lord Clarendon’s History of

the Rebellion. It has been shewn that the

stone altars were removed, and tables of wood

set up
;
the questions then agitated were as to

the place in which the table should stand, and

its position. The Puritans contended that the

proper place for the table when the communion
was administered was in the body of the church

before the chancel-door; and afterwards in the

chancel, but placed tablewise, and not altar-

wise, that is, that one of the ends of the table

was to be placed towards the east, so that one

of the larger sides might be to the north, the

priest being directed to stand at the north

side, and not at the north end of the table. T he

high churchmen, on the contrary, contended

that as the injunctions ordered that the tables

when not in use should stand where the altar

used to stand, it should consequently be placed

as the altar was. These apparently unim-

portant matters were the source of violent con-

tentions. (The learned judge then proceeded

to consider the case of Archbishop Laud, who
became involved in these unfortunate disputes,

by introducing many of what were at that time

called “ innovations,” an unfortunate term, as

Lord Clarendon called it, and which formed

part of the articles of impeachment against

him.) We now come to the time of the Res-

toration, when the present Prayer-book and

rubric were framed, when the term “table’
-

was introduced, and the communion-table re-

mained in the same situation as from the time

of Elizabeth ;
that is, that it was of wood, not

stone
;
and moveable, not fixed. The next

question is, has any alteration been since made?

In the rubrics of the present Book of Common
Prayer the term “ table ” is repeatedly intro-

duced, and in several places consistent only

with the idea of an ordinary table of wood,

which is moveable.

lie was of opinion that the article setup in

the present case, was not a communion-table

within the intent and meaning of the rubric,

and therefore reversed the sentence pronounced

by the Chancellor of Ely.

As to the credence table, the Judge said,

I do not find any sufficient information to

enable me to judge when this article was first

introduced into the Romish church or into our

English churches; It is clear that they were

in use at the time of Archbishop Laud and be-

fore his time. It is admitted by the learned

counsel on both sides that the te’rm is derived

from the Italian language; but in Adelung’s

German Dictionary we have the following de-

finition of the word :
—

‘ Credenzen

,

verb. reg.

act., from the Italian ‘ credenzare ,’ to taste be-

forehand the meats and drink before they were

offered to be enjoyed by another ; an ancient

court practice, which was performed by the cup-

bearers and carvers, who for this reason were

also called ‘ credenzer. Hence, also, the cre-

denz teller—credence plate—on which the cup-

bearers credenced the wine
;
and, in general, a

plate on which a person offers any thing to

another : credenz tische, credence table, a side-

board, an artificial cupboard with a table for

the purpose of arranging in order and keeping

the drinking apparatus therein.* In the Greek

and Latin churches, something of the same

kind was in use under another name, as I find

from two of the tracts to which I before

alluded. The word used to describe it is

‘ TTpodemg,’ that is, table, or preparation, or

proposition, as on it were placed the elements

before they were placed on the high altar for

consecration. I am of opinion, therefore, that

the credence table must fall under the same

principle as the other, as it is immediately con

nected with the other structure, and does not

appear to be required or sanctioned by any

law, canon, or constitution. I shall, therefore,

not include that in the faculty.”

The delivery of this judgment, which gives

evidence of most patient deliberation and care-

ful research, occupied five hours : the question

is one of extreme importance.

DECORATIVE ART SOCIETY.

At a meeting held on Wednesday, the 29th

ult., at 11, Davies-street, Berkelev-square, a

paper was read by Mr. Crabb, containing a

general notice of colour and its application

to decorative purposes. After a concise
|

exposition of the laws of colour, he ex-

plained the principles which regulated Persian

art, restricting it to the use of the three
|

primary colours, gilding supplying the place of
;

secondaries, and that the Persian temples

might be considered fine specimens of deco-

rative colouring. The character of Grecian

art was remarked upon, and the excess

of colour adopted by the Romans leading to

the abuse and decadence of art. The new era

under Constantine was next noticed, and the

grand specimens remaining to us of fine

Italian art in the works of Raffaelle in the

V atican, where the use of rich dark blues round

the windows presented, he thought, evidence of

his consummate skill in decorative effects. In

the Casina of the Ducal Palace at Mantua, by

Giulio Romano, the utmost perfection of classic

beauty was exhibited, the exquisite execution

of which rendered his fame pre-eminent. A
recommendation of a study of the old masters

followed ; the Caracci for graver purposes, and

Titian and the Venetian school for beautiful

examples of sumptuous and harmonious co-

louring. These remarks were illustrated by

coloured copies of the works of Gruner, Owen
Jones, Pugin, &c.

A discussion took place on the suitableness

of our extended use of rich colouring in this

country.

In May next, Mr. Crabb, in continuation of

the subject, will read a paper “ On the appli-

cation of colour to manufactures.”

And on Wednesday, 12th February, a paper

will be read, “ On the Physiology of Timber

i considered with reference to manufac-

turing purposes.” k.

[The object of the Decorative Art Society is

to diffuse among those engaged in the design,

superintendence, or execution of interior de-

coration, a knowledge of the true principles of

taste, and to lead them to investigate the

nature of the various arts and manufactures

connected with the subject.

—

Ed.]

CHURCH NEWS.

The parish church of Wbodford,
near Sa-

lisbury, is about to be almost wholly taken down

and rebuilt on an extended scale, the present

edifice being in a dilapidated state, and not

sufficiently commodious for the parishioners.

At New-passage, Devonport, it is proposed

to erect a new church. An application is

to be made to the Admiralty for assistance.

A new chapel for the use of the Unita-

rians in Leeds, is about being erected on the

site of the present one, properly known as

“ Mill Hill Chapel.” We understand that the

proposed new chapel is to be built on a con-

siderably enlarged scale, and to have extensive

school-rooms attached, in a modern style of

architecture. The subscriptions for this pur-

already received, amount to severalpose

their place.

We now approach a most important period,

Victoria Park.— Park palings, to upwards

of a mile in length, have been laid down as the

boundary of the park, in Wick-lane and Grove-

street, Hackney and Old Ford. Workmen
are husilv engaged in the formation of* new

roads, and making preparations for planting.

> See The Boildeb, p. 30.

thousand pounds. T he restoration of the

interior of Chesterfield Church has been com-

pleted by two very important alterations.

The old reading desk, which formed so un-

sightly a contrast with every other part, has

been removed, and a new one substituted, the

sides of which are open, and correspond with

the fronts of the galleries. The other altera-

tion is in the chancel, where a railing of

carved oak and of the oblong form has been

added. Extensive reparations are now in

progress in the parish church of Stratton St.

Margaret, near Swindon, Wilts; the edifice

having been found, upon the survey of an ex-

perienced architect, in an insecure state. —

A church is in progress at Little Dntvley, in

Salop. The Queen Dowager has contributed

20/. Mademoiselle D’Este has given a

piece of ground adjoining some premises for-

merly occupied by her at Ramsgate ,
as a site

for a new church, which will be completed in

a short time. The funds necessary for the

erection have been derived from voluntary

subscriptions, and include the sum of 100/

from the donor of the ground. Prince

Albert, in his capacity of a Knight of St

Patrick, has given 100/. in addition to the

gift of 200/. by her Majesty, towards the re-

pairs and restoration of St. Patrick s Cathedral

Dublin.
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ARCHITECTURAL PROCEEDINGS
ABROAD.

In Belgium, during the last two or three
ars, great efforts have been made to restore

icient buildings. The west front of the church
St. Gudule, at Brussels, which has been in

e mason’s hands for some time, is now com-
eted. The niches have been re-filled with
atues, and all the decayed parts of the stone-

ork renewed. The spire of the Town-hall
Brussels has likewise been repaired, as also

ive the town-halls of Ghent, Bruges, and
ouvain, and several churches in various parts
’ the country.
The cathedral of Tournay, at the western ex-

emity of Belgium, has been restored through-
it, under the direction of M. Renard, and
approaching completion. This is one of the

lost interesting buildings in Belgium, and is

jell worth a journey to view it. In form it is

Latin cross, with five towers
;
namely, two at

e end of each transept, and one at the centre
' the cross. The transept is terminated at

ch end by a semi-circular absis. A very
mote date has been claimed for Tournay
athedral by local historians, hut it seems to

that the earliest remaining parts belong to

e 1 1 th century.

At Cologne, the works at the cathedral are
oceeding steadily, but not so much so as to

able us to prophesy an early completion.
r

e are told that the model of the pulpit wi-

nded for this cathedral is exhibiting at Ber-
i, and astonishing the public bv its magni-
ence. The pedestal is a bundle of columns,
out two feet in height, imitating in their

istering the pillars which sustain the build-

g. These are terminated by a capital of
anthus leaves and scrolls artistically dis-

ced, out of which spring a system of ribs

at embrace the pulpit, developing themselves
exact resemblance to those which climb

wards the key-stones of the vault. Bas-
liefis, and niches containing the figures of
e benefactors of the cathedral, or saints, con-
fute the principal decoration of the monu-
ent. At its base is Conrad of Ilochstaden,
d higher up, surrounding the pulpit, the
elve Apostles, and our Saviour bearing the
nner of the redemption, and blessing his

3ciples. The canopies, beneath which these
ures stand, form so many little steeples of
rid workmanship, in whose upper portions
J sculptured the arms of the principal Ger-
in cities. The pulpit is covered by a sound-
j-board, on which sit the four Evangelists,
th their recognized attributes. Over them,
a carved niche, is the Holy Virgin : and

t cupola is closed in by a crown of flowers,

which sculpture has lavished its resources.
ie pulpit is ascended by a spiral staircase,

nding round the pillar before mentioned,
e cannot say that we have formed a high
inion of its fitness from this description.

At Treves, we learn from the Art-Union
the present month (an admirable number,

1 of information), a grand work is in con-
nplation, which will be one of the most
gnificent architectural monuments of modern
)es; we mean the Roman structure of the
mailed Constantine Palace, which, according
the unanimous opinion of the connoisseurs,
die remainder of an ancient colossal basilica.

:e side- front and a grand round structure of
t! tribunal of the whole, which, till now, has
mi made use of for various purposes—at

esent a barracks—are still existing. Of no
cient basilica are there extant so important
jl considerable portions, so easily to be re-
red. From an authentic report it appears
t these remains, by an order of the

ling of Prussia, will be restored in their
fliginal condition, and are intended for a
prch of the united Protestant civil and
llitary commune. This church will vie with
ij grandest and most beautiful of those which
|.e once been possessed by the primitive
liristians, to whom, as we know, basilicas,
liginally forming courts of justice, were
I'igned as churches, and which have ever
|im used as models. The fabric will, alter
b; completion, form a single colossal nave,
M feet long by 88 broad, and about 100 feet
(ill, with a semi-circular tribunal of 62 feet

I

nne ter, separated from the nave by an arch
159 feet span, with walls 9 feet in thickness,
which the still remaining ones are built of

i best Roman bricks
;
and with a double

v of windows, each 12 feet broad. Likewise,
j order of the king, the ancient church of

Maximinius, at present forming a barracks,
will be restored, and is intended for the
temporary use of the Catholic military con-
gregation.

At Berlin, the inauguration of the new
Opera-house, on the 7th of December, has
been an event of great moment in the annals
of our city. Meyerbeer’s inauguration opera

—

an excellent composition—was received in the
splendidly decorated house with much applause
and interest by the royal family and an
immensely crowded audience. The whole
structure is said to have cost 600,000 dollars

(87,500/). The architect was M. Langhans,
counsellor of the Board of Architects, a son of
the architect who built the celebrated Bran-
denburger Thor (Brandenburg Gate). The
Breslavv theatre is one of his buildings, which
is little inferior to that of Dresden. The
Berlin Opera-house, however, is superior to

both, and one of the most magnificent build-

ings of that description in the world. The
lobbies are less splendid; but halls of that

kind are generally little made use of in

Germany, and deprive the indispensable loca-

lities of a theatre of the necessary extent.

At Gottingen a new art-museuin has been
established and inaugurated, in commemoration
of the celebrated Winklemann. The localities

of this museum are on the ground-floor of the
university, containing a. grand collection of
gypsum models, which the late Professor
Muller used to employ for the illustration of
his lectures on the classical antiquities, to-

gether with those which formerly were placed
in the rooms of the university library. The
university owes most of these treasures to

British munificence. Besides these are to be
mentioned the Vienna sarcophagus and several
relievos, of which the famous “ Sacrifice of the
Citharoedes” is the most eminent.
At Hamburgh an exhibition of the plans

for the re-erection of St. Nicholas’ Church
has taken place. Thirty-nine architects,

German and foreign, have sent for this pur-
pose their works, several of which are re-

ported to be first-rate plans. Nos. 7, 32, 39

—

the first with the motto, “ The success of the
work, not its estimation, is its real value
the second with the motto, “ The work, not
the architect or master;” the third with the
motto, “ Labor ipse volnptas”—are looked upon
as the most eminent. The most valuable is

said to be by an Englishman.
The ravages which were committed by the

terrible conflagration in May, 1842, are now
fast disappearing

;
and the great improvements

which arc taking place in consequence of that

calamity will, in a few years, obtain for

Hamburgh a degree of architectural celebrity
it would else have hardly aspired to, as it

now does, all at once. Many splendid hotels

and shops, fitted up in a style of elegance,
bespeak a degree of luxury hitherto unthought
of at Hamburgh. The same may also be said

with regard to newly erected private houses, a
considerable proportion of which are upon
such a scale and of such character as to be
suitable only for wealthy families, who can
afford to maintain an establishment in ac-
cordance with them. Dr. Abendroth’s mansion,
erected by M. de Ghateauneuf, who has given the

designs for it in his “ Architecture Domestiea”
(published a year or two ago in this country),
fortunately escaped destruction, although so
near the scene of devastation.

Statue to Mr. George Stephenson.

—

The directors of the Liverpool and Manchester
Railway, acting in concert with the Grand
Junction Board, have determined upon erect-

ing a marble statue in honour of the above
gentleman. It is proposed, that the statue shall

be el ected in St. George’s Hall, Liverpool, now
building in front of the Railway Station. The
eminent sculptor, Gibson, has been engaged
to execute the work, and the price, delivered
and set up, is not to exceed 1,800/.

The Fountains in Trafalgar-square.
—These long-expected ornaments will soon
be put into operation. The boring is com-
plete, and a very good supply of water has been
obtained. For several da\s past the two en-

gines have been employed in raising water,
which has been found quite equal to the supply
required, and a jet of water has been forced

to a height of about 30 feet in one of the

basins. During the past week, workmen have

been erecting poles, &c., to raise the stones

composing the eastern fountain.

DISASTROUS EFFECTS OF THE LATE
STORM.

The papers during the past week have been
teeming with accidents which occurred during
the storm of the 25th ultimo.

At Blackburn an entirely new and unfinished
mill was blown completely down, the crash of
which is stated to have been heard throughout
the town as of the sudden discharge of distant

artillery. The mill was what is called an
“eight bay” mill, the area of the spinning
part of the premises being 60 feet by 80 feet

in extent, and the mill four stories high. At-
tached to the spinning-mill was an engine
house, next to that a large boiler room, and
then came an extensive foundry shed. The
first floor of the mill was completed, the boards
of the other floors were not down, all the
windows were in, and the mill roofed over.
The engine house was arched over, and the
boiler room covered in. In these two latter

places the buildings were partly iron
;

great
iron beams from 15 to 18 inches across, were
erected in the engine-house

;
the roof, &c., of

the boiler room was supported by iron pillars,

stout iron bars, &c.
It appears that at about a quarter-past nine

o’clock, some men employed upon the pre-
mises, and living close by, observed one of the
walls of the mill to bulge out; and they were
discussing the readiest means of propping it

up, when the gable end wall of the mill, against
which the full force of the wind bore, was
seen to bend inwards, and becoming thus
loosened from the roof, the latter was lifted up
by the wind, and falling back again with great
violence, went to pieces, and carried down to

the foundation every thing with it. The de-
struction was instantaneous and complete

;
part

only of some of the walls remaining. The
roof, first floor, beams, supporters, and the
walls that fell with the roof were all smashed
to pieces. The roofs of the engine-house and
boiler room were destroyed, the thick iron
beam ends being broken like glass. Part of
the roof of the foundry shed was destroyed, as
also part of some premises adjoining another
side of the mill. The damage done cannot be
calculated at less than 2,U00/. Upwards of
300/. worth of glass was destroyed. 1 1 is said
that the whole building was not to be surpassed
for strength and compactness in Blackburn.
In a short time the three upper floors would
have been put in, and then this disastrous ac-
cident could hardly have happened.
At Derby various buildings sustained con-

siderable injury, the Messrs. Holmes, coach-
makers, had just completed the erection of a
large chimney on their premises, for the pur-
pose of having steam applied to a part of their

extensive establishment, the building of which
had been intrusted to Mr. Edwin Thompson.
This chimney was 60 feet high, and was only
waiting for the iron capping. It was sur-
rounded by a very heavy and substantial

scaffolding, a circumstance which there is every
reason to believe to a considerable extent con-
tributed to produce the accident which we have
to record. On the night mentioned above, fears

wereentertained that the chimney so largely en-
compassed with scaffolding (and which had
been round it for some time past, awaiting the
finishing of the chimney from the cause al-

luded to, that of the cast-iron capping), was
in danger of falling from the severity of the

gale, and as early as between 5 and 6 o’clock
on Sunday morning, Mr. E. Thompson went to

ascetain how far this really was the case. When
there the tremendous squalls of wind waved
the ponderous mass of woodwork to and fro

in a very alarming manner; so much so as to

induce those persons who resided in the house

immediately connected with Messrs. Holmes's

premises, to leave them immediately, though
the chimney itself appeared entirely unmoved.
Fortunate, indeed, was it the residents did

quit them, for at a quarter-past 8 o’clock 40 feet

of the 60 feet chimney feli with a terrific crash
on one side of the roofs of the five houses,
literally cutting them in two, and demolishing
them to the very foundations, and destroying
every piece of furniture they contained.
At Chesterfield three or four pinnacles were

blown down from the tower of St. Thomas’s
Church, and burst through the roof, destroying
the gallery, and doing considerable injury to
the church. Fortunately, divine service had not
commenced, otherwise a fearful loss of life

must have ensued, as the children of the
Sunday school occupy that part of the edifice
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ST. JOHN’S CHURCH, NOTTING-HILL.

In the last number of our journal we en-

tered into a description of this church, and gave
an engraving of the exterior a9 seen from the

south-east. In compliance with our promise,
we now present a view of the interior from a

drawing made by the architects. By thus

giving a perfect notion of the appearance of

the building and the extent of decoration, the

size, materials of which it is constructed, and
ultimate cost, we consider we are supplying
very important data for all who are concerned
in church-building operations.

The engraving represents the church as

viewed from the west end, and shews the rood

screen at first proposed to be erected, but

which was very properly abandoned, a9 were
also the coloured decorations in the spandrils

of the arches which appear in the engraving.

The pewing is omitted in the view for the sake

of clearness.

BRONZE GATES FROM THE BAPTISTRY i

AT FLORENCE.

We mentioned last week, that through the

kind offices of M. Guizot, casts from the cele-

brated bronze gates of the Baptistry of St.

John at Florence, had been presented to the

School of Design at Somerset House. Some
of the newspapers said there was no room
there large enough to receive them, but this

was an error. They are about 17 feet high

and nearly 10 feet wide, and are fixed upright
in the figure room, where we recommend such
of our readers as delight in fine works of art

to repair some Monday morning, when the

school is open to the public, and examine them
for themselves.

They are the work of Lorenzo Ghiberti,

who competed for the commission with six

other artist®, including Donatello and Brunel-

leschi, and consist of ten panels filled with
compositions from the Old Testament, and sur-

rounded by a framework of great beauty,

adorned with figures under niches, flowers*
and fruit. The Creation, Noah leaving the
Ark, Joseph and his brethren, and David’s
victory over Goliah, form some of the subjects.
Those who have seen the originals say that
these casts do not give a full notion of their
great beauty, and it is evident to the least

practised eye that the mould from which they
were taken was either badly made or worn out.

Michael Angelo, it is asserted, said they were
worthy to inclose Paradise j if the author of
them had been alive at the lime, he would pro-
bably have been less eulogistic. Ghiberti
died about 1455. lie first studied as a painter,

and seems to have had some skill as an archi-

tect, for he was associated with Brunelleschi
in the construction of the cupola of a church
at Florence.

Relative to works in bronze, it is to be hoped
that opportunities will be afforded for the use

of this material in the new Houses of Parlia-

ment and elsewhere. The art of working it

has been sadly neglected in England.
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THE HISTORY OF HEATING BY
HOT WATER.

Sir Hugh Pi.att, who was the first to

int out steam as a medium for heating the

r of a room, suggested that hot water
iglit be used to avoid the danger then run,

one of the processes of the manufacture of

inpowder. “Todrie this substance without

danger of fire, you may cause/’ says Sir

ugh, “ a vessel of lead, pewter, latten, or

pper, to be made, having a double bottome,

tween which bottomes you may convey

ilding water at a pipe, which water may be

io heated at another roome, and then you
ly lay your powder upon the uppermost
ttome till it be drie, and when the water
ginneth to cool, you may let it out at a cock
the bottome of the vessel, and soe give

ssage for more scalding water by another

ck.” And in another part he says, “ a

?sel may be made to brew or boil in, by
iking a fire under a brass boiler, a, fig. 1,

and convey*
Fiff- D ing the steam

or water into

a wooden tub

or recepta-

cle, b.” Ru-
dolph Glau-

ber, also, pro-

posed heating

a brewer’s vat,

by a brass ball

ed with water and placed in a fire, a pipe

m which was carried into the vat. “ A
itrivance,” says Hooke, “ which if prose-

ed, might be very beneficial to those who
[uire great quantities of hot water, by enabl-

them to use wooden casks instead of copper

lers.”

Sir Martin Tiiewald, a Swede, who lived

many years at Newcastle-on-Tyne, before

finally settled in his native country, about

6, described a scheme for warming a green-

lse by hot water, instead of by fermenting

etable substances. The water was boiled

side of the building, and then conducted

a pipe into chambers formed under the

nts.

^rior to the French Revolution, an ingeni-

i application of the same medium for dilfus-

' heat was made by M. Bonnemain, in an

jaratus to hatch chickens, to supply the

ris market. In this water-stove, a transverse

tion of which is shewn in fig. 2, ;
a, boiler,

Fig. 2.

•n its furnace, furnished with an expansion-

l to regulate the opening and shutting of the

i-pit door
;
d, a pipe for supplying water to

i boiler, and keeping the pipes always filled

h water
;
o, stop-cock, for regulating the

intity of the ascending hot water
;
b, pipe

communication between the boiler and
iiting-pipes, c, which traverses the hatching-

imber, o’, with a slope towards the boiler,

<o which it is inserted, and its lower end
! ried nearly to the bottom of the vessel. The
disengaged from the water by boiling, and

( ich would accumulate in the tubes and ob-

iuct the circulation of the hot water, escapes

[

the pipe, i, and the water that rises along

h it from the tube falls in the receiver, k.

|As the water in the boiler gets warm, and
ioomes specifically lighter, it rises upwards
i;he pipe b, and its place is occupied by the

der and heavier water, which Hows from
i] pipe, c, and enters the boiler at its lower

premity, e. A current is thus established from
1 1 boiler upwards, through the pipe, b, and
'n downwards, through the range of pipes,

ii into the boiler, with a velocity depending
I the difference between the temperature of

a water in the boiler, and that in the descend-

ing or heating-pipe at its insertion into the

boiler. By this means a very equable tem-
perature was kept up in the series of compart-
ments in which the eggs were placed to be
hatched.

For many years after this period, M. Bonne-
main was in the habit of describing his appa-
ratus to others, and a few years later a good
account of it, explained by figures, was given

in a French publication.

About 1812, hot water was used at St.

Petersburg in the manner practised by Trie-

wald
;

and shortly afterwards, in the same
capital, by Count Zubow, in a similar hut more
roundabout method. The water made to

occupy the space commonly filled by the fer-

menting substances, was heated by steam
raised in a boiler placed on the outside of the

conservatory. It is not clear whether this was
before or after Mr. Braithwaite, at Kendal,
warmed his counting-house by a small rectan-

gular boiler, having its furnace included in a

rectangular cast-iron case, which had the ap-

pearance of a chest placed against the wall.

From the boiler a small pipe proceeded to the

condenser, which was a copper vessel, 18
inches in diameter, placed under a double
writing-desk. The condenser was formed on
the plan of the improved cylindrical refrige-

ratories. A very small quantity of steam was
allowed to escape at the top, which was how-
ever condensed against the lid, so that none of

it escaped into the room. The steam gave

out its heat to the water in the condenser;
which was found, when once warmed, to

retain the heat for many hours.

The Marquis de Chubannes, in 1816, in-

troduced M. Bonnemain’s method into this

country
;
and in drawing the public attention

to the hot-water system he claimed the merit

of being its inventor. “ The most perfect de-

finition I can give of it,” says the Marquis, “ is

by comparing a boiler to the human heart, and
the effect of caloric on liquids to the circula-

tion of blood in our veins. The fire is the

power which gives motion to the water, as the

admission of oxygen into our lungs causes the

circulation of our blood. A pipe is placed at

the top which may have any length or winding,

but must finally return to the bottom of the

boiler. The caloric which rises into the

upper pipe, and communicates itself to the

liquid in it, which loses that beat as it Hows
through the pores of the metal, or any reser-

voirs which may be placed in its passage for

the purpose of extracting it, becomes gradually

colder, and in that state pressing on the rare-

fied pipe which issues from the top of the

boiler, re-enters at the bottom in proportion

to what goes out above—thus causing a con-

tinual circulation; and the liquid coming in

contact with the fire at a colder temperature,

and besides with friction extracts a still

greater portion of caloric.”

In reducing his speculation to practice, he
proposed to fix a small boiler behind the

kitchen fire, and connect it by two pipes with

a cylinder, containing twenty or thirty or more
small pipes, open at both ends, and surrounded
with hot water. This cylinder he placed under
the stairs. The rarefaction in the small open
pipes produced a current of warm air in the

staircase, and the water which was cooled in

the cylinder falling into the boiler, forced the

warmer water upwards into the cylinder with

a continuous circulation.

Since his time, warming by hot water
has been much

Fig. 3.
extended, and
some variety in-

troduced into

the apparatus.

That indicated

by fig. 3 heats

by the circula-

tion of the wa-
ter, and by
warm air in the

manner of a

stove. The fur-

nace is con-
tained within
the boiler, and
its flue passing

through it at

top, is led by a

9-inch pipe, i, into the smoke-flue in the wall.

The cylindrical boiler, c, is surrounded by

a brick wall, r, leaving a space of four inches

round it, which is covered in at top, and forms

a small air-chamber. Into this inclosed space
the air is admitted from a culvert, v

,
which

communicates with the atmosphere under the
porch in front of the building, and rising in the

circular cavity, is heated by contact with the

external faces of the boiler, and finally flows

through the valved openings, or regusters, m,
into the hall.

The hot water for warming the passages
and staircases is conveyed from the boiler by
the pipe, a, fixed under the ceiling of the

basement-floor, with
branches, b d, car-

ried to each end of
the building, which
terminate in a series

of heating-pipes, s s,

arranged as shewn
in fig. 4. These
pipes are inclined

from their point of
junction, with the
branch pipes to the
exit by the descend-
ing pipe, and the
whole are inclosed
in a case, u, that

has the bottom per-
forated with holes,

to allow the cold air
to rise and come in contact with the hot pipes,
and then to percolate, when heated, through
the holes made in the top of the case into the
passages in the floor above, on, the descending
pipe from each heating-case connected with
the return-pipe, and inserted in the bottom of
the boiler. Small cocks, u, placed at the highest
points, to emit the air that is extricated from
the water. The mean temperature of the en-
closed pipes Mr. Bramah stated to be 185°,
when the temperature of the water in the boiler
was 270°.

Mr. Manby’s apparatus is a good example of
flat parallel, heating surfaces, arranged as a
hot air-stove. It is shewn in fig. 5, c, a cylin-

Fig. 5.

dric boiler placed over a furnace, a, a pipe
rises from the upper part, and terminates in a
square inclosed vessel, from which a pipe, e,

branches to the upper end of a series of flat

hollow vessels,ff that communicate with each
other; another pipe, n, on their lower end,

forms a communication with the bottom of the

boiler. The flat hollow vessels are inclosed

in a chamber, tr, into which the cold air is

admitted through an opening in its floor, and
the heated air is conveyed through an opening,
r, in its roof into channels, which distribute it

at the points where it is wanted. The water is

supplied to the boiler from a reservoir, d, and
the water, which may be expelled by the ex-

pansion from heat, is conveyed by the small

pipe, u, into a vessel, s, which forms the bottom

of the ash-pit, to assist by its evaporation, as

Mr. Manby thought it would, the combustion

of the fuel placed on the grate over it.

The operation of this apparatus is very

simple. The water heated in c, flows through

e, into the air-heaters,/’, where it is cooled by

the current of cold air rising through the

opening, u, and falls to the lower part of the

heaters into a pipe, n, which conducts it

to the lower part of the boiler, and by this

means a continued stream of hot water flows

from the boiler into the heating vessels, and
preserves their surfaces at a certain tempera-
ture.

There is no practical objection to this neat

and compact apparatus, except the greater
difficulty of keeping the joints in order, when
compared to a similar arrangement, where
pipes are substituted for the flat vessels.

The preceding methods shew the ventilating

and warming processes to be kept separate,

Fig. 4.

I J]
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which are combined in the apparatus indicated

in the diagrams, fig. 6 and fig. 7> c
>
a boiler,

from which
Fi-9- 6. proceeds

the circu-

lating pipe,

s s, placed

beneath the

floor of the

room in a

nearly ho-

rizontal di-

rection, but

with a ge-

neral inclination from the highest point towards

the boiler, c. The fresh air is admitted at n,

and descends in

Fig. 7. the vertical chan-

nel, a, into the

space beneath the

floor, and com-
ing in contact

with the heated

pipes, is emitted

through holes in

the floor into the

room, and the

effete air escapes

by the opening,?,

in the ceiling.

This is a very favourahledisposition of the heat-

ing surface, and one that is often adopted in dry-

ing-houses : one of which is shewn in the figuie.

It is apparent that a similar series of pipes

may be placed in a basement-chamber, from

which channels may branch to the rooms

which are to be heated in the floors above.

In all the apparatus which have been de-

scribed, the circulation of the water is promoted

by what is technically called a return or de-

scending pipe. But in many cases, in which

the difference of level is small, the effect does

not appear to have been improved by this

arrangement.
In the diagram, fig. 8, a, is a furnace in the

inside of the boiler, s, with various pipes pro-

ceeding from it. If we suppose the pipe, e,

Fig. 8.

* t

1 0,0 o o.o O

e

would commence and continue by the hottest

water rising to the upper part of the pipe, and

the water cooled by contact with its surface

falling into the boiler. It is clear the same
effect will be produced if the pipe i were
substituted for the pipe e

;

and it is also clear

that the circulation would be less impeded
than if the hottest water rose to i, and de-

scended when cooled through the pipe, ran, to

the bottom of the boiler, s, supposing in both

cases an equal quantity of heat to be dissipated.

If the heating pipe, o, was nearly horizontal,

the same effect would take place from the

molecular action, the water in the pipe would
be somewhat warmer than if it flowed along

b, descended by d, and returned by c into the

boiler, as less of the velocity due to the

temperature would be lost from friction in the

straight pipe than in the return-pipe. In

most cases, the return-pipe might be altogether

omitted, with manifest advantage to the sim-

plification and consequent certainty of the

circulating process, the lightest water will

always find the highest level, and the less it is

impeded the circulation will be the more
perfect, and the heating effect will be greater.

The arrangement, for instance, would have

been as effective had there been no return-

pipe; each floor or room might have been

heated by a separate pipe proceeding from the

boiler, and the expense been considerably less

by the simpler method.
There are two ingenious devices for con-

tinuing a circulation in cases where there is

a small difference of level—the rotary float of

Mr. Eckstein, and the syphon apparatus of

Mr. Kewley. In some instances they are

effective
;
but perhaps the cases where their

use is necessary are not those in which hot-

water heating is the most proper
;
they require

more attention than can at all times be had

from domestic servants, and are easily deranged.

The high-pressure method, contrived by
Mr. Perkins, is shewn in the diagram, fig. 9.

A coil of wrought-iron
Fig. 9. pipe of small diameter

placed in a furnace, a,

is continued and con-

ducted through the

building, and the ne-

cessary quantity of sur-
face is given by form-
ing coils, ra, of the pipe

which are placed in

the rooms to be heated,

and the pipe is finally

returned, as at s, into

the furnace, where it

is joined to the coiled

pipe, a, and thus forms
an endless pipe. At

the highest point of the heating pipe, /, in

another pipe, d, of a larger diameter, placed
either in a vertical or horizontal position, and
which has a capacity from T

‘

v to of all the
water in the endless pipe. This is called the
expansion-pipe, and into which the water rises

as it expands in heating to prevent the apparatus
bursting. The filling pipe, o, rises to the level,

and no higher, of the lower part of the ex-
pansion or safetv-pipe.

The tubes being thus arranged, the whole
series, except the expansion-pipe, is filled with
water by means of a force-pump applied to the
filling-pipe, o

;

and as it is of importance to

free the endless-pipe thoroughly from air, the
water is pumped several times through the
tube until it is accomplished. The endless-
pipe being thus filled with water, and the ex-
pansion-pipe empty, every part of the apparatus
is then strongly and hermetically closed. The
endless-pipe, having a bore of about i an inch,
and being } of an inch thick, the apparatus is

capable of sustaining a very great pressure.

Its action is the same as that of the chicken-
stove of M. Bonnemain. The water heated
in the furnace-coil rises into the upright pipe,

and then flows on a declination towards the
coils placed in the apartments, and gradually
giving out its warmth to the air of the spaces
it flows through, returns, greatly reduced in

temperature, through the pipe,.?, into the lower
part of the furnace-coil, to be heated and rise

upward again continually
;

the difference in

temperature between the ascending and de-
scending columns producing a continuous cir-

culation throughout the apparatus.

From the manner in which the pipes are
closed from the air and placed in the furnace,
the water they contain may be raised to a very
high temperature Mr. Perkins states the
average at about 350°, but in practice it has
been observed this is considerably exceeded.
The three fol-

lowing diagrams
•ill give some

idea of the way in

which the furnace
was constructed to

heat a portion of
the British Mu-
seum : fig. 10 is a

planof the furnace
taken above the

grate
;

fig. 1 1 a

longitudinal sec-

tion taken through
the centre of the

furnace; and fig. 12
a section, suppos-
ing the front wall

of the furnace to

be removed
;
r r,

wall of common
bricks, 9 inches
thick, which in-

closes the furnace
on its four sides

;

b b, a wall 9 inches

thick, formed of
Welch fire-lumps,

that inclose the

fire - chamber on
three sides. From
the face and ends

of this wall fire-

bricks project, to

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.

H kl .

support the coiled pipe, o, placed in the flue.

The intention of this wall is to prevent the

too -rapid abstraction, by the coil, of the

heat from the fire which thus comes in con-

tact with it at the opening in front only, where
the hot gases turn into the back and side flues

in which three-fourths of the furnace or boiler-

coil is placed. The roof of the furnace is

formed of Welsh lumps, in which is an opening,

rat, fitted with a moveable cover, for supplying

the furnace with fuel (coke or anthracite coal

being preferred). Theash-pit,o,is inclosed with

a door, n, in which there is a register, k, double

fire-door to an opening in the wall, for clearing

the fire-place and furnace-bars from dust and

scoria. This has a dead plate to separate the ash-

pit from the heating flues; «r, heating-pipe,

rising from the boiler-coil, which passes round
theinternal wall in theflue.u, andisthusdefended
from the radiant heat of the fuel on all sides

but one. This heating-pipe is continued from
the upper part of the fire-chamber into the

building
; z, the return-pipe which enters the

lower part of the furnace, and passes through
the bearing bars of the fire-grating, to prevenl

their overheating. The dust and soot fall tc

the bottom of the heating flue, and prevent the

coil being clogged.

The furnace is placed in a vault in the base-

ment-story, and the pipes, .rz, are carried up to

a height of 40 feet in a flue to two coils of pipe:

one containing about 300 feet of pipe, and the

other 400
;
about 140 feet being used for the

ascending and descending pipe in the flue, and

150 in the furnace for the coil-boiler. The
room containing 360 feet of pipe is 43 feel

long and 30 wide, and lighted by large sky-

lights in the ceiling, is raised in winter to 65°

which is a high temperature to be maintained

in a room on this construction, even with this

liberal allowance of heating surface.

Mr. Perkins made several skilful arrange-

ments of his pipes in adapting his apparatus tc

different situations. In one example he sub-

stituted a series of pipes for a cockle, with

excellent effect. The pipes were arranged in

an inclosed chamber, from the roof of which
channels branched to the several points thal

required heating, and cold air was admitted
into this chamber through perforations in its

floor (similar to that shewn in fig. 6), which
was thus brought in contact with the hot pipes,

and rose in a warm stream into the building;

a disposition perhaps the most favourable thal

could be practised with such highly-heated

surfaces, as the hot air could be properly

attempered by the cold air drawn from an

underground culvert about 300 yards long,

before its admission into the building.

—

Bernan's History and Art of IVarming and
Ventilating Rooms and Buildings.

Saii.sbury and Winchester Cathe-
drals.—The points which rivet our attention

when surveying the cathedrals of Salisbury

and Winchester are so essentially different,

that we are induced to place them in juxta-

position. At the first glance at the exterior

of the former, we are delighted with its eleganl

lightness, the appropriateness of its ornaments,
and its perfect uniformity of design, whilst we
gaze with mixed feelings of awe and adora-

tion on its “ heaven-directed spire ;” hut when
we view—steadily view— the exterior of the

latter, though it command not all those plea-

surable emotions, we are struck by its solemn
grandeur, its vastness of extent, and its im-

movable solidity. When we enter the nave ol

Salisbury, we are still pleased with its elegance

and grace, and wonder how the slender shafts

of its columns sustain its massive roof; but

the flood of light poured in destroys those sen-

sations of sublimity which the darker nave ol

Winchester, with its ponderous pillars, ad-

mirably sustain. Salisbury Cathedral must be

taken as a whole : Winchester Cathedral must
be examined in its several parts. If the ex-

terior of the one delights and charms us, the

interior of the other commands our admiration
and reverence. Salisbury appears as if it had
sprung into existence at the touch of the wand
of some mighty magician, as perfect and as

beautiful as it now appears to an enraptured
eye; Winchester, on the contrary, bears on
its brow the marks of age, and presents to the

antiquarian the most perfect specimens of the

growth of the pointed style, from the period of

unadorned simplicity, till at last it became en-

cumbered, nay buried, beneath heaps of orna^

raents.— Wiltshire Independent*
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS. REPEAL OF THE WINDOW-TAX.

v Tuesday last, Sir John Rennie, the

president, on taking the chair for the

time since his election, addressed the

|ing at some length. After thanking the

I

bers for the honour conferred upon him,

regretting that their choice had not rather

n upon one of the numerous able men by
n he was surrounded, he alluded briefly to

causes of the recent changes, and the

ress of assimilation towards the constitu-

of other flourishing societies. A well-

ted compliment was then paid to the able

ner in which Mr. Walker had filled the

•, and by which he had rendered himself
mpular. This rendered the task of im-

i
ately succeeding him very arduous; but

John hoped, that with the support of the

cil, the countenance of the members, and
lirdent devotion to the welfare of the

ession, he should be enabled to ad-

e the objects of the institution, and to

lote its prosperity. He then proceeded,
ien we look around us, and see the vast

es which our profession is making on

y side, and the deservedly high place it

s iu public estimation, we cannot but feel

v proud, for without the slighest dispa-

ment to the pursuits of duties of other pro-

ons, I may confidently ask where can we
nobler or more elevated pursuits than our

;
whether it be to interpose a barrier

nst the raging ocean, and provide an
jm for our fleets; or to form a railway,

by means of that wonderful machine,
locomotive engine, to bring nations to-

,er, annihilating, as it were, both space
time, or to construct the mighty steam

•1, which, alike regardless of winds or
*s, urges onward its resistless course

;
or

urb and bring within proper bounds the

l.'tuous torrents, converting its other-

destructive waves to our use and
fit, whether for navigation, trade, or do-

I
;ic comfort. Again, the drainage of the un-

I lesome marsh, and converting it into fields

|

aving corn
;
or, illuminating our cities with

I changing, as it were, night into day; or
abrication of machinery of endless form
ingenuity, by means of which every article

'

ll can tend to man’s comfort can be pro-

d in the greatest perfection at the smallest

i; or to recover from the bowels of the

1
,
nature’s exhaustless treasures, and con-

thern to our use. In fact, we may almost
hat there is nothing in the whole range of

naterial world which does not come under
observation, or where the skill and science

le engineer is not required in a greater

ss degree to render the bounties of Pro-
nce subservient to the good of mankind,
i such splendid prospects before us we

I' every inducement to stimulate our zeal,

:o press forward in the career of improve-
f. He then impressed upon the members
necessity of not only communicating good
rs themselves, but of engaging the junior

«bers of the profession in their employment
jep journals of the proceedings, and to use

i materials so obtained as the basis for

rs which would be of a most interesting

teeter. The members of all classes were
lastly urged to banish all other feelings

itpt those of unanimity, harmony, and kind-

;
and to make the institution a rallying

t, where individuals, as well as the pro-

on generally, should meet with sympathy
support on all occasions.”

I me New Mechanics’ Hall at Notting-
1.1 The foundation-stone of this building

I completion of which was celebrated last

|
l-'day week) was laid on the I2th of June,

f

l . The erection is of brick, and stuccoed,

ilhe front and side elevations are Grecian,
capitals of the columns are Corinthian.

If: external dimensions of the edifice are 124
long, 62 feet extreme width, and 46 feet

1 . The one pair is almost entirely oc-

Ipdby a noble hall, 80 feet, by 45 feet, and
Iftet high. Under the orchestra is an upper
I: ry for natural history, 50 feet long, 8
pi 6 inches wide, and 12 feet high; also a
fciinittee room, apparatus room, music library,

Ji The ground, was presented to the mem-
tb by John Smith Wright, Esq., of Remp-
u i, president of the institution.

Some of the largest and most influential of
the metropolitan parishes have determined
upon petitioning Parliament to abolish this

most pernicious impost. At St. James’s,

Westminster (the royal parish), resolutions

were passed strongly condemning the tax,

principally on the ground of its inter-

fering with light and ventilation, and con-
sequently with the health and happiness of the

great mass of the population. At the Mary-
lebotie vestry last Saturday, the subject was
brought under discussion

;
the Rev. Dr. Spry

presided. Sir C. Napier said, that although
the Government had a surplus revenue, and
although he would support a total and im-

mediate repeal of the window-duties, still he
despaired of success— at least, he despaired
that they should get a removal of the impost
further than so far as it affected the poorer
classes. The claims upon the Government,
now that there was a surplus revenue, were
pressing in the extreme, and there was one to

which his attention had been called- which
afFected the poorer classes, namely, a repeal of

the duty on soap. The reason he was afraid

that the Government would refuse to grant a

total repeal of the window-duties was the vast

amount they brought to the revenue— he
believed no less than 1,200,000/.

On Tuesday last, a very numerous and
respectably-attended vestry-meeting was held

in St. Anne’s parish, Westminster, Mr. W. B.
Bird, churchwarden, in the chair. Resolutions
in favour of a total repeal of the tax were
adopted, and a petition to Parliament, founded
on the resolutions, was also agreed to.

Mr. Matthew Humberton, of Clifton, near
Bristol, has lately drawn up a memorial to the

Premier, in which the objectionable nature of
the tax is forcibly pointed out. He says,

“Many and various are the claims for relief

which are now being pressed upon the attention

of the legislature, but of none of them, except-

ing the window-tax, can it be said that ‘ this is

an absurdity in principle,’—this is an anomaly
in taxation which defies the power of human
ingenuity to reduce to reason— it is like some
unreal thing which we cannot understand, for

although it is a tax upon windows, it is not

primarily a window-tax, neither is it a house-
tax, nor a property-tax, nor a landlord’s-tax,

nor a tenant’s-tax, nor a tax upon wealth, nor
a tax upon poverty; but it is a compound of all

these, and something more— it is essentially a

tax upon light, and that not an artificial one,

but the light of nature, the enlivening, the

pure, the holy light— an article beyond the

reach of human commerce— an article beyond
all price—-an article as essential to our ex-

istence as the air we breathe, and, by con-

sequence, it is also a tax upon air, upon
VENTILATION, and upon HEALTH.”

Important to Arbitrators.—Recently,
in the Court of Queen’s Bench, Mr. Pashley
shewed cause against a rule which had been

obtained by Mr. Godson to set aside an award
that had been made in the case Plews against

Middleton. The objection to the award was
that the two arbitrators, who were lay gentle-

men (a builder and an architect), had received

some evidence not taken in the presence of the

two contending parlies. They had gone to

certain persons whom they knew to be in-

formed on the subject of the arbitration, and
had received their statements without giving

the contending parties any information of their

intention to examine those persons. The
learned counsel contended at some length that

the arbitrators here had merely been guilty of

an irregularity in their procedure; that there

was no pretence for charging them with fraud

and corruption
;
and that their error in pro-

ceeding was not a good ground on which to

set aside their award. The Court, without
calling on Mr. Godson to support the rule,

said that it must be absolute. This was not a

mere irregularity in procedure; it was some-
thing against the first principles of justice.

Nothing could he clearer than that a man was
always entitled to hear all the evidence on which
his rights and liabilities were to be decided,

and where they were decided without his hav-

ing that opportunity, the decision must be

treated as invalid. The award must be set

aside.

FIRES FROM THE OVER-HEATING OF
FLUES.

The inhabitants of Edinburgh were thrown

into great consternation last Sunday week by
its being discovered that the Old Gray Friars

Church was in flames. The whole of the in-

terior was destroyed, and the flames communi-
cated with the New Gray Friars Church,
adjoining, which shared the same fate,

—

nothing but the walls of the two edifices re-

main. The fire was caused by the over-heat-
ing the flues of the old church. Among the

property destroyed was a table once in the
possession of the Reformer John Knox.

An extensive fire broke out last Saturday
week in a steam flour-mill, situate in Gallow-
gate, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The premises
were nearly new, and had been fitted up at

great expense with all the recent improve-
ments, the model being supplied by one re-

cently erected in the United States. The fire

originated in the upper part of the building,

it is supposed from the heating of the flues,

whence it had communicated with some of the

beams in the vicinity. The damage done is

estimated at 2,000/.

Last Sunday morning before the commence-
ment of service an alarm was created at

Chiswick, by the outbreak of a fire in the

parish church. The beadle, while repairing
one of the bell-ropes, had his attention arrested

by a piece of burning wood falling upon his

head from the spire of the church. Upon
making his way into the belfry he found the

spire, which was composed principally of wood
and lead, in a blaze. Having procured assist-

ance, the parish engine was drawn out and set

to work, and the fire was confined to that por-

tion of the steeple where it originated
;
but it

was not entirely extinguished until considerable

damage had been effected, the spire being
much burnt and injured by the molten lead

flowing down. 'The ceilings are also damaged.
The cause of the fire is supposed to be the

over-heating of one of the flues.

From a similar cause, St. Paul’s Church,
Covent-garden, was in great danger of being
destroyed last Thurday morning. The beadle
was fortunately on the spot, and by prompt
exertion the fire was soon extinguished.

The Burial Ground Nuisance.— Mr.
Geo. Alfred Walker, in pursuance of his long-

continued and praiseworthy endeavours to

abate the injurious practice of burying in towns,
lias recently drawn attention to some disgrace-

ful proceedings at Spa Fields Burial Ground.
He says: — “This ground is surrounded by
houses, many of them tenanted by respectable

individuals. On the right is a one-story erec-

tion, called a bone-house. For some months
past the neighbouring inhabitants having ob-

served flame and sparks issuing from the chim-
ney, entertained apprehensions that improper
practices were in progress, and on a recent

occasion, called upon the engine-keeper of the

parish for his assistance in extinguishing what
they believed to be a fire. He demanded ad-

mission, but was refused and resisted by the

grave-digger. Being determined, however, to

execute his duty, he seized a crow-bar, and
having threatened to bieak in the door, it was
opened. He observed a great quantity of

coffin wood piled round the room drying, a fire

made entirely of coffins in the grate, and por-

tions of human bones also. The engine keeper

particularly noticed the appearance of the

chimney, and charged the grave-digger with

having used water to extinguish the flame,

which was denied
;
and he was told that what

he “ thought was water—was pitch ;” and this

was the fact. Thick flakes of pitch were adher-

ing to the inside of the chimney, thus giving

palpable evidence of the material consumed,

— viz., coffin wood, about two pounds of pitch

being used in ‘ pitching’ round the inner joints

of an ordinary coffin. The inhabitants of Ex-
mouth-street, Fletcher-row, Vineyard-gardens,

and Northampton-row, in the immediate neigh-

bourhood, have frequentty complained of ‘a
tremendous stench’ of a peculiar kind, which
they say proceeds from the burning of human
remains and coffins.”

New Street to Long-Ac re.—We re-

ceive great complaints against the bad and
inconvenient form of many of the houses
lately erected between Leicester-square and
Long-Acre. We must look at them.
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builders’ tenders.

Sir,—During the last year, I have been a

constant reader of your valuable miscellany,

and it is with considerable pain I have from
time to time observed inserted under the head
“ Tenders ” much to detract from that high
tone of moral feeling and action which it other-

wise inculcates? In what respect, I would ask,

can your readers be edified, or that system of
fair and honourable dealing which you so pro-
perly advocate be promoted, by such announce-
ments as are frequently to he found there?
Talk about competition amongst architects,

why it sinks into nothing when compared
with an announcement of last week as to

estimates
;

for we are informed that some
half-dozen (I hope not builders) had met
together near Wisbeach in most unworthy
contest to scramble for the repewing
“ Leverington Church and what is the

result? why The Builder is made the

channel through which to inform the public
that these worthies are ready to undertake
work, I suppose from the same plans and spe-

cification (as nothing is said to the contrary),

at sums varying from 25 to 60, aye 80 per cent,

over or under each other
;
and thus builders as

a body are held up to the world as men desti-

tute of those common principles of action hy
which honest men are guided, and that de-

grading, demoralizing system of competition,
so much practised in the present day, although
condemned by all good men, is perpetuated.
Now, Sir, The Builder during the past year
has been made the medium through which this

sort of advertisement has been announced to

the world, and I really feel a degree of disgust

when I see the names of architects parading
these puffing announcements which frequently,

from the humble amounts, tell a sad, humiliat-

ing tale, but nevertheless are calculated to feed
the cupidity of exacting employers, and damage
the reputation of honest men; for the man
whose estimate so far exceeds that of a specu-
lator or needy adventurer is sure to be set

down as dishonest, when nine times out of ten

it is the only real honest offer amongst them,
and the principle upon which it is founded
the most fair. How do you account for these
discrepancies (to call them nothing worse), in

estimates for the same work, frequently pub-
lished in your paper? It is true, Mr. Sugden
has thrown some light on the subject in his

letter of last week, wherein he states the quan-
tities for the work were handed to him by some
irresponsible party; on inquiry, he is informed
they are correct; they contain 1,000 feet less

of stone than he was called upon to use
;

the
amount of the building is to that extent kept
down, he signs the agreement and now(perhaps
properly), complains of the consequence. 1

do think, Sir, your readers have some claim on
you to exhibit in their proper colours such
transactions when forced upon your attention,

and not to allow those specious announce-
ments “ Tenders ” to be published to the world
with a sort of advertising impunity.— I am,
Sir, yours, &c. Trutina.

January 30th, 1845.

[If the publication of tenders, often shewing
ruinous differences between the highest and the
lowest, have the effect of drawing attention,

as it has drawn the attention of our present
correspondent and many others, to the evils of

the system, it may lead to some change, and so
effect good.—

E

d.]

MODE OF HEATING CELLS.—PENTONVILLE
PRISON.

Sir,— In reply to “A.B.,” Northampton,
I beg to state that the cells at Pentonville

Prison are warmed by the fresh air passing
over an iron case filled with hot water, pre-

vious to its being conveyed through the ver-

tical flues leading to each cell. The apparatus
was fixed by Messrs. Haden, of Trowbridge.
The same system is now being adopted at the
new prison at Northampton. The ventilation

of Pentonville prison has been noticed more
than once in The Builder, but not favourably.
We have, however, excellent health here, there
being very litllesickness amongst the prisoners,

which would not be the case under a bad
system of ventilation. — I am, Sir, your
obedient servant,

Thomas Laurie,
Clerk of the Works.

CORRESPONDENCE ON NEW METRO-
POLITAN BUILDINGS ACT.

WIDENING STREETS UNDER THE BUILDINGS
ACT.

Sir,—There is a very narrow part of High-
street in consequence of the houses having
been originally built thus opposite
a straight line. The freeholder and the com-
missioners of pavement are willing to join in

the expense of pulling down the fronts and
setting them back, so as to make them parallel.

Now the new Act, under the head “Front,”
says, if one front be taken down the height of
one story, party timber partitions and walls
under and over the same are to be taken down,
and party walls substituted.

If I read this right, this great improvement
cannot he made; your view of this case is

respectfullv requested.— Yours,
Shad well. J. T. L.

[“For the purpose of preventing the ex-
press provisions of this Act from hindering the
adoption of improvements,” &c., the official

referees are required by the 11th section to

set forth to the Commissioners of Woods any
grounds for a modification of its rules that
may be submitted to them, and the commis-
sioners are empowered to direct the official

referees to make such an order in the matter
as may appear to them to be requisite. The
application would not be expensive, and might
readily be made : it does not seern likely, how-
ever, that it would be successful in the present
case.—Ed.]

TEMPORARY BUILDINGS.
Sin,—Can you inform me, through the

medium of your valuable journal, whether 1

am at liberty to build in my garden a shed, to

be used as a temporary joiner’s shop for ten
or twelve months, with just room for one
bench, without being obliged to build accord-
ing to the new Building Act? It would be
clear of any other building by about 10 feet,

and could not interfere with the landlord's in-

surance.— I am, Sir, yours,

An Old Subscriber.
Dover-road, February 5th, 1844.
[It must be built in accordance with the pro-

visions of the Act.—

E

d.]

JURISDICTION OF OFFICIAL REFEREES.
Sin,—In your paper, 25th January, you give

an extract from a decision, or rather an opinion
of the official referees, as to the construction
of the term “ already built,” with reference
to buildings commenced before 1st January
last, in which it is stated, “ the commence-
ment must be a bond fide one

;
and that our

present impression is, that the erection of the
footings with two or more courses of the walls
themselves built in a workmanlike manner,
is such a commencement.” From the vast
number of houses so commenced, the question
becomes a most important one. With every
respect and deference to the legitimate autho-
rity of the referees, I cannot understand how
they at present assume to act in the matter—
they are an Appellant Court from the district

surveyors, called into action only upon ground
of complaint by or of such surveyors. Who
has the power, or what would be the course
taken to insist upon parties proving the bona
fides with which such operations were com-
menced? And still less do I imagine they
could insist that such commencement should
be done “ in a workmanlike manner.” The
Act from the 1st January last, evidently con-
trols workmanship and construction; but the
exceptive clause distinctly implies that parties

up to that period may adopt the course they
have heretofore pursued. It would, from the
opinion of the referees, appear that what they
term a bona fide commencement would not be
controlled as to any extent of work. They
then define what would be sufficient under any
circumstances. And, I presume, the inference
to be drawn is, that where bona fides cannot
be proved, a less quantity of work than they
have defined would be considered an evasion of
the Act, which is a term I cannot admit. It

would seem, the only course that can be taken
to raise the question would be by complaint of
the district surveyor (treating the alleged com-
mencement as nugatory), that he had received
no notice of the commencement of the building.
If resisted, by an appeal to a court of law upon
the construction of the clause, I take it, the
onus probandi would be on the district sur-

veyor. I cannot imagine the equitable juri

diction, given to the referees for all matte
arising after the 1st January, would be pe
mitted to operate upon questions in differem

arising from acts done before such perio

Another important point is involved by tl

quoted opinion of the referees as to the pr
gress of works so commenced, in which thi

say, “ the parties concerned are at liberty

pursue what course they please, so that tl

buildings are finished on the 1st Januar
1846.” To this opinion I would demur, as

appears to me, the finishing of the building

not in any way controlled. The clause trea

ing of what is to be deemed “ already built

states, houses so commenced are to be “coveri
in and renderedfitfor use within twelve montl
thereafter.” But this is merely a permissi!

clause, not made liable to any penalties undi

the Act, which only accrue for acts of omissit

or commission in respect of works hegi

after the 1st January. The following claus

which is inactive as to the term “ hereafter

be built,” distinctly states that it is “ to app
to all buildings to be built or commenced aft<

the 1st day of January, 1845, or which beii

commenced shall not be covered in with:

twelve months thereafter.” I would thereto

inquire with whom is the power of complain
or what penalty attaches for their not bein
“ rendered fit for use within twelve montl
thereafter?” I will not further trespass c

your columns, although I consider the opinic

of the referees as to streets “formed after U
passing of the Act ” would admit of questio:

Yours, &c.

Greenway Robins, Architect.

Hill-street, Peckham, Feb. 4th, 1845.

JURISDICTION OF OFFICIAL REFEREES, t

Sir,— Referring to your note appended to tl

letter of “ A Constant Reader ” in yourlast Nc
in which you doubt the doctrine therein la

1

down, in respect to jurisdiction of official refi

rees, there cannot arise a doubt that the officii

referees have jurisdiction in all matters upo
which a difference may arise upon any poii

in “all buildings commenced after the lsti

January, 1845 ;” the question at issue is as I

buildings commenced before that day, Tl
officials have themselves admitted that the

have no jurisdiction in a new district, vi(

their reply and directions in answer to M
Allen, and published in your No. 103.

As to old districts, the Act 14 Geo. 3, c. 7
is still in operation in all cases ofbeginnin
before the 1st of January, 1845, and wills
continue to January, 1846.

Now, as there is very great doubt upon til

point, it would be very satisfactory to me ar

many others to be enlightened, anil the quei
tion settled, before we recommence our built

ing operations, having “ already commenced
so as to come within the terms and conditior
of “ already built,” as laid down in the coi
struction of words, 7 & 8 Viet. Trusting tin

yourself or some of your readers will gin
attention to the question at issue, and enlighte

your readers thereupon,—I am, Sir, &c.,

An Old Subscriber.
5th February, 1845.

Falling of Three New Houses i

Liverpool.—Last Thursday week three ne 1

and unfinished houses in Upper Canning
street, fell with a tremendous crash, the wall

carrying nearly the whole of tlje joists, floon

&c., into the cellar, and smashing the timbe
into comparatively small pieces. The build

ings were of four stories in height, of brief

and formed the eastern end of a new row «

houses on the south side of the street. Luckil
no one was by at the time of the acciden
We find that the lower or cellar portion of th

walls to the datum level was roughly built (

broken pieces of soft freestone calle

“nobling,” and so imperfectly put together a

to be inadequate to support the superincum
bent weight rising to an elevation of 46 feel

The walls were but 9 inches in thickness
which were quite inadequate for buildings <

that size. The houses are upon what wa
formerly Mosslake-field, in which the unbroke
ground i9 yet a black moss to the depth of 2 o
3 feet. The foundations, however, were sun.

below this to apparently a stratum of sol

sandstone, and the probability is that the hous
gave way from the cause assigned .— Liverpot
Courier.
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[PONTANEOUS COMBUSTION OF GUANO.
pur impression of the 28th of last September,

j

stated on the authority of Professor

jkland, that two churches in Italy had been
jroyed by fire, in consequence of an ac-

jmlation of guano in their towers. This
ement was at the time considered by many
([-informed persons to he extremely doubtful,

i! following account of the destruction of a

i, which we extract from the Hull Packet
ast week, will go far towards proving at

t the possibility of such a catastrophe.

—

he steam-packet Waterwitch, arriving at

1 from London, on the 15th inst., brought
port the master and crew of the barque

i, Storey, of Sunderland, who had been
Led up by the packet in an open boat, to

ch they had taken on the destruction of

r vessel near Hasborough Sand, on Tuesday
ling. It appears by the statement of the

jUvrecked men that the Ann
, a new barque,

i| he first voyage, was returning from Ichaboe
ill a cargo of guano, and unfortunately

ck on the sand, and, while beating over,

•ped a quantity of salt water, which, pene-
ing the cargo, caused almost instantaneous

bustion. A volume of smoke rising

fugh the fore hatchway warned the crew
his new danger, and induced their taking
lediately to the boat, without saving any

g but themselves
;
and scarcely had they

e so, when a tremendous explosion of the
engendered by the partially-fired guano,

v the stern out of the vessel, which then
d, and sank in deep water.”
all ok a House at Limerick.—A most
aling and fatal accident occurred in

jierick la6t Sunday night. A woman named
(unessy, resident in Sheep-street, off

Junkard-street, had died in the morning,
her husband, conceiving he had not suffi-

it room to wake the corpse in his own
se, applied to a man named Mason, who
d opposite, for the use of the upper part
lis house for the purpose. Mason, know-
the rottenness of the timbers, and fearing

consequences, strongly objected. Even the

her of deceased, offered her house, which
no lofts, and where no accident could have
irred. But all was of no avail, Shaunessy
isted in having the wake at Mason’s. The
ie consisted of three stories, and the upper
ttic one being unoccupied, the wake was
there. A large number of women and

; men were collected in the evening, when,
it 8 o’clock, the floor gave way in the
re, and the entire were precipitated to the
• beneath, which also gave way, and all

e to the under floor or kitchen with a
lendous crash and wild shriek, which was
•d at the distance of several streets. By this

ancholy accident eleven persons were killed

from sixteen to twenty grievously maimed
»me with legs and arms broken, skulls

cured, and one man had his back broken.
libi.ic Nurseries for Children.—An
litution has been opened in Glasgow for

reception of children, from one to four
s of age, belonging to the working classes,

is calculated to be of great service. A
e building has been taken in an open part

he city, furnished with an extensive green

.
play-ground for the recreation of the
Iren. The Glasgow Examiner says, “ the
ind floor contains a large kitchen, and a
in which the juvenile community are

mbled at meal hours. On the next floor

3 is a range of sleeping apartments, fur-

ed in a plain, but neat and comfortable
<ner, and a room in which the children are
<.ed by nurses, and, if competent, taught
3 useful lesson by means of drawings or
ares similar to those used in infantschools.

i inmates are from one to four years of age.

e of them, whose mothers are employed
fog the day, remain in the institution from
n in the morning till the same hour in the
ring. During that time they are carefully

ided and supplied with nutritious food for
iriflingsum of twopence. Others, such as

lans, receive, in addition, comfortable
ring at night, for the same insignificant

Every thing, in short, is done, and done
ufully, ‘ to supply, as far as possible, the
? of the absent parent.;’ and this is ahun-
fly manifested by the appearance of the
iren, who seem contented, happy, and
Portable.”

Heating Green-Houses.—At the Hope
Nursery, Leeming-lane, Bedale, is a small pro-
pagating-house, which is heated in an ingeni-

ous manner. The top of the furnace of the

stove having been removed, it was replaced bv
a small boiler, from which two iron pipes, of

1 £ inch in the bore, proceed in the usual way,
pass to the propagating-house, and enter what
may be called the propagating-box, the one at

the top near the front corner, the other near
the bottom of the back corner

;
the box occu-

pies a pit having a path before and behind
;

it

is three inches in depth iu the inside, and is

formed of i J inch deal, having a division up the

centre for the circulation of water; the top is

covered about three inches in depth with sand,

there being an edging of wood that height all

round, and in this the pots are plunged. The
temperature of the house is kept up by zinc

pipes, which issue from the front of the box at

the corner near where the flow iron pipe

enters. The whole is found to answer very

well, especially in autumn and spring, when
heat is most required

;
it is all gained heat.

A span-roofed house here is glazed in a pecu-
liar manner

;
the glass, after being placed on a

bedding of putty in the usual way, is not put-

tied down, but painted with white lead of the

consistence of rather thick paint ; two or three

coats of this are said to answer admirably
;
the

white lead does not give wav and peel off as

putty often does .—Correspondent of Gardener'

s

Chronicle.

Fire Annihilator.—Dr. Ryan, of the

Polytechnic Institution, has recently deli-

vered a lecture “On Fire,” for the purpose
of explaining an apparatus lately invented by
Mr. Phillips, of Bloorasbury-square, called

the “ Fire Annihilator.” After explaining the

phlogiston theory of the earlier chemists, and
the more modern views of Lavosier and others,

the lecturer proceeded to prove, that combus-
tion under all circumstances is the result of

chemical action. A considerable portion of

his lecture was afterwards devoted to the con-

sideration of supporters and non-supporters of

combustion, or to those conditions which are

necessary either to maintain fire or to prevent
its action

;
he more especially pointed out the

effect of volumes of free nitrogen or free car-

bonic acid upon the flame of coal gas
;
and,

after shewing that combustion instantly ceased
in an atmosphere containing but a small per

centage of these gases, he proceeded to explain

that Mr. Phillips used a mixture of coke,
nitre, and sulphate of lime, with a little water
— the products of its ignition were principally

free nitrogen, carbonic acid, and water vapour.

To illustrate the office of the apparatus,

which for a large house is only the size of a

small stove, Dr. Ryan kindled a fire of patent
wood, to which he added about half a pint of

spirits of turpentine, in an iron house; when
the flame was at its height, he introduced a

small apparatus, holding not more than two
ounces of his material, and in half a minute
the fire was completely extinguished. As the

apparatus is small, and may be kept charged,
requiring only the action of a trigger, on the

alarm of fire it may be carried to any part, and
immediately used. It will prove of vast

utility in ships, as it may be placed in the

hold, and on an alarm of fire, the trigger

may be pulled, and the gas will escape, thus

putting a 8top to the ravages of the devouring
element.

The new bridge at Besons, over the Seine,

composed of seven arches of 80 feet span each,

has been opened tothe public. It is said to be a
remarkably light and elegant construction in

iron, built according to Mr. Neville’s system
of horizontal trussed girders, and was com-
pleted in six months.

Artesian Wells in Africa.—M. Fournel
has suggested to the Paris Academy ofsciences,

that by sinking artesian wells it would be prac-

ticable to have a constant and abundant supply
of water throughout the whole extent of the
desert.

Statue to Sir H. Fleetwood.—The in-

habitants of Fleetwood are about to erect a
statue to Sir II. Fleetwood, the founder of the

town, and originator of the Preston and Wyre
railway.

New Plaster.—A new plaster has been
invented by a lady named Marshall. It is said

to dry with great rapidity, to present a good
surface for painting, and to be cheap.

The Royal Exchange.—The merchants
of London have felt themselves so seriously

inconvenienced by some of the peculiarities

of the Royal Exchange, that a petition, of
which the following is a summary, has been
presented to the Gresham Committee:—“ The
undersigned merchants of the city of London
are of opinion that, in the construction of the

new Royal Exchange, sufficient attention has
not been paid to the comfort of those who
attend the same, and beg most respectfully to

submit to the Gresham Committee the follow-

ing alterations, which are necessary before
they can assemble there without danger to

their health and personal comfort. The altera-

tions suggested are— 1. That the area be
covered in. 2. That some remedy be pro-
vided to remove the cold damp from the pave-
ment. 3. That a remedy be also provided to

protect them from the currents of air.” The
above petition has been signed by Messrs.
Barings, Rothschilds, Heath, Morris Prevost,
Doxat and Co., Lemme and Co., and some
hundreds of the first firms in the city. After
much discussion in Committee, the clerk was
directed to communicate to the memorialists,
“ That in the month of September, in the
year 1838, before the Gresham Committee
took any steps whatever as to the erection of
a new building, they applied by circular to

most of the leading merchants and brokers,
requesting their opinion as to whether the
new Exchange should be a covered hall or
partially open, as in the original Exchange
of Mr. T. Gresham, and in the one recently
destroyed; that besides, the committee took
every opportunity, by personal inquiry, of
ascertaining the wishes of their fellow-citizens

on the subject
;
that the result of the circular

and of these inquiries was, that a large ma-
jority wished the Exchange to be partially

open, as heretofore, alleging the great noise

in the Bourse at Paris, and the necessity for

ventilation of the most free kind, as their

reasons for the decision
;
that in consequence

of this determination they directed a part of
the merchants’ area to be left uncovered as

before, but that., for greater shelter, they fur-

ther directed that the covered space should
be increased from one-half (the proportion of
the space covered in the late building) to two-
thirds, and that the architect of the present
edifice had strictly followed out these instruc-

tions : and for these reasons the committee
could not comply with the wishes of the mer-
chants

;
that with regard to currents of air,

the committee had directed such inner doors
to be put up at the north and south entrances
as might check the draughts, at the same
time providing that such doors should not
interfere with the extensive uses of the area
of the Exchange as a thoroughfare to all the

neighbouring streets, the Bank, the Stock
Exchange, and the other important public and
private buildings of the neighbourhood.”
The Quicksand under the New Houses

of Parliament.— Our readers may not be
generally aware that the foundations of the

new Westminster Palace actually float on a
quicksand. Westminster Hall and the old
palace for many centuries (upwards of eight)

have done the same, so there would seem to be
no reason for apprehension. This quicksand
unless confined, has a tendency to rise, spread,
and shift itself. It is thoroughly surrounded
by walls of solid concrete, and above it, keeping
it down like the cork of a bottle, is a deep nest

of concrete. The foundation, however, of the

Victoria or Record Tower, as it is called, has

passed through the quicksand
;
because of the

great weight the tower will have to sustain, a

very ticklish operation was performed last week
near the ventilating shaft of the present houses.

To prepare for new buildings, it was neces-

sary to excavate immediately close to this shaft,

and even below it. The workmen proceeded,

almost inch by inch, stopping down the quick-

sand the instant it began to rise. Fears were
entertained for the safety of the shaft, which
weighs 200 tons, but no accident whatever hap-
pened. The danger is passed, and the works
are nearly done. It was curious to sec the ex-
cavations exhibiting at once the old and new
Houses of Lords and Commons, Westminster
Hall, the crypt of St. Stephen’s, the foundation
of the ventilating shaft, &c.— The Bristol

Mirror.

A Cemetery at Hull is talked of, and a
public meeting is to be called to consider the
proposition.



THE BUILDER.

The tenders for Twenty-four Engines—sixteen of

43-inch cylinder, or about 45 h. p., and eight of

12 h. p.—were received at Exeter by Mr. Brunei

and the authorities of the South Devon Railway.

The contracts were taken by Boulton and Watt,

and Messrs. Rennie—the amount from 40,000/. to

50,000/. The principal Cornish engineers and
founders were in attendance.

Tenders delivered for Finishing a House, com-
menced by J. Brown at Walworth, for Mr. Ireland.

Charles Foster, Esq., Architect, 3, Northampton-
street, Islington.

Pickford .£960 0
Hawkins 894 10
Brake 890 0
Barnesby (for Mr. Flower) . . 795 0

Opened in the presence of the parties.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
For erecting and completing the Lower Sluice

and Sluice-Pit at the top of the Eau, Brink Cut,

about 4 miles above Lynn.— Messrs. Walker and
Burges, 23, Great George-street, Westminster ; or

Mr. George Game Day, Clerk to the Middle Level
Drainage Commissioners, St. Ives. February 10.

For the erection of New Buildings in Pembroke
College, Oxford.— Plans, &c., prepared by Mr.
Haywood, Architect, may be seen at the Master’s
House. February 11.

For the erection of two Fever Wards in the
workhouse at Slough.—C. P. Barrett, Clerk of the
Union, Eton. February 11.

For the erection of a Cast-iron Tank, 52 feet dia-

meter and 16 feet deep
;
and for a double or Teles-

copic Gasholder, to work in the same. Also for a

double or Telescopic Gasholder, 70 feet diameter,
to work in a tank 18 feet deep.—Mr. John Rofe,
Engineer, Gas Works, Preston. February 12.

For a supply of Railway Fastenings for the
Great Southern and Western Railway, Ireland.

—

Mr. William Taylor, Secretary, 3, College-green,
Dublin. February 17.

For such Mason’s and Pavior’s works (stone

paving only) as may be required by the Commis-
sioners of Sewers of the City of London, for the

term of three years, from the 25th of March next.

Joseph Daw, Esq., Guildhall, London.—Febru-
ary 25.

For the supply of Granite or other hard stone

for the service of the Stone’s End district of the

Surrey and Sussex Roads.—Road Office, Charing
Cross, and W. S. Gaitskell, Esq., 21, Stamford-
street, Blackfriars’ Road.

For supplying the Great Western Railway Com-
pany with such quantity of the following articles as

may be required from the 1st of April, 1845, to

the 31st of March, 1846 ; viz. Bar and Pig Iron
—Castings—Bolts and Rivets—Copper (sheet and
ingots)—Ironmongery, screws and nails—Brass and
Iron clasp, closet tacks and wirework—Lead and
Zinc—Steel for springs—Timber—Tubes, brass,

copper, iron and zinc—Patent Wheel-tire, and va-
rious other articles.— Chas. A. Saunders, Esq.,
Secretary, Paddington. February 27.

For the Mason’s and Pavior’s Works, supply of
Guernsey Granite Chippings and Yorkshire Paving,
for one Year, from the 25th of March next, for the

parish of St. George, Hanover-square. Mr. R.
Lees, Clerk to the Paving Committee. March 4.

For the supply of 20,000 tons of Iron Rails, and
7,000 tons of Iron Chains, for the Newcastle and
Berwick Railway.—George Hudson, Esq., Railway
Office, York, and at 24, Great George-street, West-
minster. March 4.

For the supply of 100,000 Railway Sleepers for
the Newcastle and Berwick Railway.—George Hud-
son, Esq., Railway Office, York. March 4.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of nine- inch cast-
iron Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct to be laid in

the Island of Malta.—Vin. Casolani, Collector of
Land Revenue, Office of Land Revenue and Public
Works, Valletta, Malta. March 31.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

February 10.—At the Gun Inn, Eridge Green;
4,300 superior Fir Trees of various kinds, long
length, large size, and clean growth; also a large

quantity of capital Larch, 32 large Ash Trees,
about 900 smaller ditto.—Mr. Hart, auctioneer,

1, W ilton— place, Grosvenor-road, Tunbridge-wells
;

and Mr. H. Hickmott, Eridge Castle.

February 13.—Under the Arches in the Railway
Path between the Spa-road and Greenwich : A
large quantity of Portland, Granite, and Bramley-
fall Stooe in blocks, coping, caps, steps, sleepers,
paving, foot stones, Bath blocks, &c. &c.—Messrs.
Southey and Son, Auctioneers, 191, Tooley-street.

February 14.—At the Cock Inn, Rocester,

Staffordshire; various lots of Oak, Ash, Elm,
Alder, Aspen, Willow, Poplar, Larch, Chesnut,
Fir, and Beech Trees, all lying on the banks of the

Cauldon and Uttoxeter Canal.—The office of Sir

William Horne, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-
lane ; or Mr. William Pegg, auctioneer, Uttoxeter.

February 17, at Bristol; Feb. 18, at Dorsley ;

Feb. 19, at Cirencester ; Feb. 20, at Leominster,

—

a number of Maiden and Pollard Oaks, and Maiden
Elms.—Messrs. Clark, Medcalf, and Gray, so-

licitors, 20, Lincoln’s-inn Fields
; and Messrs.

J. P. Sturge and Co., surveyors, Bristol.

February 20.—At the back of St. George’s-

terrace, Dalston Rise
;

300,000 sound "new Stock
and Place Bricks, and a large quantity of Burrs
and Bats.—Messrs. Humphreys and Wallen auc-

tioneers, 68, Old Broad-street.

February 21.— At Garraway’s Coffee-house,

Cornhill : 300 loads Quebec Red Pine
;
100 loads

Yellow Pine
;
100 loads of Ash ; 80 loads of Oak ;

10,000 Yellow Pine deals and battens; 10,000
Spruce deals and battens.

February 25.—At the King’s Arms Inn, Hemel
Hempstead

;
a large Fall of capital Oak, Ash, Elm,

and Beech Timber Trees, the greater portion of

which are of very large dimensions and superior

quality.—Mr. James Adams, auctioneer, Clarence-

street, Staines, Middlesex.

COMPETITION.
Plans and estimates are required for a Work-

house, to contain about 1,180 persons. The whole
to be done in a plain and substantial manner, with-

out any expensive embellishments. The plans and
architects’ estimates to be sent to Robert Mercer,

the Clerk of the Clifton Union, Pennywell Road,
Bristol, on or before the 17th of February next, and
the Board of Guardians will adjudicate on the 28th.

The architect producing the best plan in the estima-

tion of the Board will be employed at a sum not

exceeding 5 per cent, on the outlay, and a gratuity

of 25 guineas will be given to the architect produc-

ing the second best plan in the opinion of the Board.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ Ignoramus ” asks if “ such a work is to be had
as a dictionary of all terms used by architects and
surveyors as applicable to buildings ?" An excellent

glossary of such terms (170 pages) is to be found
in Gwilt's “Encyclopaedia of Architecture.” We
are glad of an opportunity to say this Encyclo-
pcedia is a monument of ability and industry.

“ Scrutator.”

—

The correction is not advisable.
“ Honestas,” “A Builder,” and other corre-

spondents who have favoured us with communica-
tions on those stir-exciting words in the Buildings

Act, “ commenced before," must pardon usfor not

publishing them. They would occupy the whole of
the journal. The subject is discussed in more than
one part of the present number.

“ J. H. (Pontypool)” wishes to know the materials

usedfor polishing marble, and how they are to be

applied.

“ G. R.,” if he will kindly refer to former
numbers of The Builder will find that the

fallacies of London Building Societies have already

been fully exposed in our pages. The pamphlets
and his request shall be forwarded. We shall be

happy to hearfrom him on other subjects.

St. Bartholomew's Hospital views next week.

“J. K. (Gorey).”

—

The drawing he refers to

did not reach us.

“ W. C.” wishes to have the address of a timber-

merchant in London who has some well-seasoned

oak-plank.
“ Antiquarian” wishes information respecting

an ancient pavement found in Lad-lane two or

three years ago supposed age, 8fc.
“ Enquirer” should take the opinion of a sur-

gicalfriend.

‘‘Constant Subscriber” (Hand-rails).—We have

no definite intention to continue the subject.

“ W. Hawley” is thanked for his communica-
tion ; it shall appear.
“ T. H. Cash.”

—

His request shall not be lost

sight of.

“E. C. L.”

—

The address arrived too late for
examination. It shall be read.
“ G. W.” (Hackney), must give notice to the

surveyor in both cases.
“ J. Pickard.”

—

The sketch shall be engraved

forthwith.
“ A Subscriber” (as to undersetting) next week.
“ An Early Subscriber” is anxious to have “ an

analysis of a good brick, shewing the exact pro-
portion of each material used in its composition."

“An Observer,” seeing our notice of the

frescoes at Buckingham Palace, refers vs to two

works of that kind executed by an English artist

in the spring of 1842, at the Literary institution,

Gravesend.

“One of your Subscribers” shall have con-

sideration.

*** We have to acknowledge several very cot

plimentary letters on the improvement visible
|

our columns. We are not insensible to praii

and will endeavour to deserve it. Arrangemet
are in progress for still further increasing t

efficiency of the journal.

BOOKS RECEIVED DURING THE WEE1
The Quarterly Journal of the Geological S

ciety— Old England, part 14

—

Supplement I

Penny Cyclopaedia—Professor Byrne’s Report i

the proposed Great Western Irish Railways.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, February 10. — Geographical,
Waterloo-place, 8£ p.m. ; British Architects, 1

Grosvenor-street, 8 p.m. ; Medical, Bolt-coui

Fleet-street, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, 11.—Medical and Chirurgical, 5
Berners-street, 8£ p.m. ; Civil Engineers, 2

Great George-street, 8 p.m.
;
Zoological, Hanove

square, 8$ p.m.

Wednesday, 12.

—

Society of Arts, Adelphi,

p.m. ;
London Institution, Finsbury-circus, 7 p.a

Graphic, Thatched -house Tavern, 8 p.m.
;
Pha

maceutical, 17, Bloomsbury -square, 9 p.m.

Thursday, 13. — Royal, Someiset House, 1

p.m ;
Antiquarian, Somerset House, 8 p.m

R.S. Literature, 4, St. Martin’s place, 4 p.m
Medico Botanical, 32, Sackville-street, 8 p.m.

Friday, 14.

—

Astronomical, Somerset Hous
8 p.m. (Anniversary)

;
Royal Institution, Alb

marie-street, 8£ p.m
;
Philological, 49, Pall Ma

8 p.m.

Saturday, 15.— Asiatic, 14, Grafton-stre<
2 p.m. ; Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-stret

8 p.m.

ADVEHTISEMEI4TS.

TO STONE MERCHANTS, MASONS, CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDERS.

CLIFF and HUsLER take this oppo
tunity of acknowledging the very favourable enco

rageraent they have received since opening their Sto
Wharf near the Ferry-house, Isle of Dogs; and.wh
expressing their gratitude, would assure their numero
customers that no exertion shall be spared to render U
wharf a depot where at all times their orders can be suppli
with Stone of the best quality, and with promptitude ai

dispatch.

There is now a large stock of Self-faced and Tooled Yo
Landings and Paving, Tooled Steps, Sinks, and Copini
fine Slabs for Chimney-pieces and Hearths. All kinds
Yorkshire Block Stone, Bromley Fall, Harehills, Parksprin
and Robinhood. A large and choice selection of Portlai

and Bath Stone from the best quarries. Fire Bricks, Lunq
Tiles of every description ; Lump and Ground Fire Clay.

N.B.—Orders for Cargoes to be delivered direct to a whi
or in the river, executed at short notice and on the m(
liberal terms.

A powerful Crane on the Wharf, and Stone and Goo
Landed and Re-shipped on reasonable terms.
Agent: JOHN TRICKETT, No. 14, Ferry. street, Ii

of Dogs.

HATCHER’S BENNENDEN TIL]
MACHINE, Manufactured and Sold only by CO‘

TAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Agricultural Impleme
,
Winslcy-slrect, Oxford-street, London.

This is the most efficient Machine that has been invent
for the purpose of making Drain Tiles. Any shaped Tl
can be made by merely changing the die, which can be doi

in a few minutes. It requires but few hands, viz., (j

man and three boys. With this amount of labour, the pr
duct of a day of 10 hours is as follows, viz:

—

I inch diameter of I lj inches diameter of I

Tile, 11,000 Tile, 5,(1

II „ „ .. „ 8,000
| 2$ „ „ „ 3.3

The Mnchine is moveable down the drying-sheds, so tta

it requires no extra boys to carry the Tiles, r.or arc shell!

required in drying. It has been in full operation 1

upwards of four months at Hempstead Park, near Cra
brook, Kent. No charge made for Patent dues or licen(

The purchase of the machine includes free use of it.

TO BRICKMAKERS AND OTHERS.

JONES’S PATENT BRICK and TIL!
MAKING MACHINE.—With the view of makii

the public more extensively acquainted with the Advanttg
resulting from the use of his Machines, the Patentees
had a Brick-making Machine, with all the recent ImproV
ments, erected by Messrs. Easton and Amos, Engineers, si

the same may be viewed -at work at the Patentee's premist

Queen’s Wharf, next the Star Coal Wharf, King’s Road, 0
Street, Pancras Road, on and after the 12th inst. between 6

hours of eleven and three. These Machines will enable d

Brick-maker to mould cheaper and better Bricks, which If

dry in one-third less time, require less straw and fta

ground, and burn better, and will save the expen»e of pu
mills and moulds. Machines supplied or let on hire, ai

licences gra ted on application to the Patentee at the al)0

address, where Prospectuses may be procured, as also on a

plying by letter (post paid) to Messrs. Cardale Cardale *1

Jlilfe, Solicitors, 2 Bedford Row.
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T is much to be desired that

the construction of our

ordinary dwelling-

- houses

should be improved. The
system at present pursued

in row after row, and square

ir square, is defective in the extreme, and

itradicts very strangely our assumed ad-

ces in scientific knowledge. Use begets

ifference : whatever has answered the pur-

once will do so again, it is thought, and

men go on year after year in the same
,’ctive course, without once thinking of its

ficiency or making any efforts at improve-

it, which in many cases might be effected

lout any immediate increase of expense,

in all with a positive saving ultimately,

assistance of architects is seldom sought

he construction of small houses
;

their

ntion, therefore, is hardly called to the

ect, and the result, unfortunately, is

even in cases where they are em-
ed, the same beaten track is pur-

I; additional effect, if anything, is alone

sd at, and the employer sometimes finds that

houses have cost him more money, but are

improved in stability, arrangement, or
enience, by the interference of the man of

. It is a study that would amply repay
ius consideration, and loudly demands it;

that not merely as regards sound con-
- tion, but as to the mode of heating, ven-

ng, draining, and lighting houses, to which
or no attention is ever paid. Let us look
e of the “ eight roomed houses,” of which
reds are in progress towards completion in

uburbs of the metropolis at this moment,
ell of 9 inch brickwork forms it, divided

e centre by a few upright pieces of timber
ling from floor to floor, and framed into a
and cill in some there is no cill, the

of the lower partition forming the cill of

above it, and the omission is a gain. At
i>p of the building a gutter plate, support-

ihe rafters of the roof on either side,

* from the front wall to the back in the

e of the house, and rests in the centre of
ngth on the head of the upper par-

. The timber in the partitions, which is

y saturated with water, necessarily shrinks
ing, and reaching in lengths, as it does,

’the bottom of the house to the top, of
; allows the roof and floors to sag very
lerably

;
and the mischief is further

ted by numerous cracks in the plaster

aper in every room. In the front- wall

'enings are usually so placed as to hring
oper masses over the lower voids, and
r.vays covered by an arch of such defective

uction as to be literally useless. When,
iition to these and numerous other errors,

2 the mode in which the brickwork is

executed—mortar-joints, or rather mud-
three-fourths of an inch thick, upright
one over another, and scarcely any
s running through the wall—it becomes
ing that so few accidents are heard of.

it not, however, be supposed, that none
walls are constantly falling, houses not

tuently, but very few of these mishaps
d known to the public. We have
'led two or three fallen 9-inch walls
this last w'eek, and have found them

consist of two half-brick leaves, which had
separated, bulged, and fallen; and we do
not hesitate to assert, that there is a
tendency to this same result in the greater
number of walls now raised by speculative

builders. Nothing, indeed, can be worse than
the greater part of the brickwork raised in

and round London, and we cannot too strongly
condemn it or too loudly call for an alteration.

1’he use of Flemish bond has greatly aided to

make bad workmanship general, and it is

much to be desired that the prejudice which
exists against the appearance of English bond
could be overcome, as it is certain that by this

mode the greatest strength is attained. A
nine-inch wall properly executed in English
bond, with only just enough mortar (of stone-

lime and Thames sand) to connect the bricks, i

is stronger, and more effectually keeps out the

weather and keeps down the damp, than a
wall double that thickness of brickwork such
as is too generally found in ordinary buildings.

An improvement in the construction of houses
concerns us all : we shall lose no opportunity
to revert to the defects of the present system,
and to suggest the means of remedying them.

MR. COCKERELL’S FIFTH LECTURE
ON ARCHITECTURE.

Mr. Cockerell commenced his lecture on
Thursday, the 6th inst. (at the Royal Academy),
by saying he should treat of the distinctions
made by the ancients between civil and sacred
architecture, and which, unfortunately, were
not regarded by the moderns; and afterwards
speak of various buildings used by the Romans

mural decorations, arrangement of ceilings,
&c. The method he had adopted in this
course, namely reviewing ancient buildings,
and more especially Greco-Roman remains*
was not for the purpose of displaying erudition,
but from conviction of the practical advantages*
that would result to the students from pursuing
it. T lie last half-century had greatly in-
creased our materials for such an examination,
and there was no excuse if we neglected it.
lo make these lectures merely antiquarian,
would have been waste of time; his object
was to make them practical. In examining
the works of the ancients, we should strive to
graft their ideas on our own. The architects
of the sixteenth century confessed the supe-
riority of ancient works over those of the
middle ages. Brainante practically studied
Vitruvius, so did Palladio and others, and laid
down principles which have been received, and
taised works that are models for imitation.
The professor mentioned Colonna as being
imbued with love for ancient art, and spoke of
his imaginative work on the arts, which took
you into the solitude of ancient cities, and
raised beautiful visions of ancient skill. If
reading Robinson Crusoe had made many
sailors, Colon na’s work should make many
architects. Mr. Wightwick’s “ Palace of
Architecture” was formed on this model, but
he had omitted to enlist the feelings.

Genius afterwards became fettered by the
rules which had been laid down, and the result
was a revolt in the time of Beinini. He again
referred to Canina’s work, as affording ma-
terials for study. The more completely ancient
works were investigated, the greater would
the reputation of Vitruvius grow. With
Canina for a guide they could not fail to be
improved.
The recent devotion to Greek art had done

good, but had heen exclusive. Practically
architecture had suffered since Vitruvius had
lost his credit. The want of distinction
between civil and sacred architecture, to which
he had referred, was a crying sin in modern
practice, as also was the manner in which
interiors were treated. Vitruvius expressly
stated that the entablature should be diminished
in interiors, but we used the same mass as if
it were in the air, which always had the effect
of reducing it. The architects of the Revival
had observed these distinctions, but not by
rule. He then examined the Palace of the
Quai d Orsay, at Paris, and some of the works
ot Schinkel, in whose ability he professed to
have great faith. Going on then to treat of

civil buildings, he described the Theatre of
Pompey, 1,000 feet long, and 532 feet wide,
and a few of the porticoes at Rome. The
magnificence of some of the theatres was
almost incredible : they were used as a sort of
Parliament House. In the centre of the
scene in theatres of late date an apse was
formed, probably to aid the voice. He de-
scribed the magnificent velarium or awning
put up by Nero.* Sir Christopher Wren had
taken a hint from this for his theatre at
Oxford. The velarium at one of the theatres
was 550 feet by 450 feet. It required great
skill, and was managed by sailors. Its prin-
ciple was that of the suspension-bridge. The
professor remarked that when he restored
the ball and cross at St. Paul’s Cathedral they
were obliged to employ sailors in the opera-
tions.

r

Returning to the subject of proportions for
interiors, he ridiculed the practice of applying
details from the exterior of the Parthenon in
a drawing-room, or executing in joinery the
doorway from the Temple of Erectheus'for a
small chamber. It was illogical to employ the
same proportions for two different purposes.
When speaking of large rooms, he mentioned
the Bank parlour as a very admirable apart-
ment. By pictorial art we might make rooms
seem much higher than they really were. The
appearance of extent given by using a number
of small parts is shewn in Gothic works. The
Adams’, considered the side of a room as
much as the front of a house. It was de-
sirable that it should be represented on paper
to a large scale, so as to induce the introduc-
tion of greater number of parts to fill the space.
When speaking of courts of justice the pro-
fessor remarked that modern courts of justice
were very badly arranged, especially as re-
garded ventilation.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

An ordinary meeting of the institute was
held on Monday evening, the 10th inst., Mr.
J. B. Papworth, vice-president, in the chair,
when Mr. John Burley Waring and Mr. Na-
thaniel Thomas Randall were elected asso-
ciates. Herr Gruner acknowledged the honour
of his election as corresponding member, and
invited all members of the institute to visit
him when they came to Rome.
Mr- George Hawkins read a description of

King’s Scholars’ Pond Sewer, particularly with
reference to some recent constructions at Pim-
lico, which will be found at length in another
part of the journal. The paper led to an in-
teresting conversation. Mr. Poynter remark-
ed on the badness of the drainage in Paris. As
late as the year 1832, when the cholera was
talked about, there was no sewer in the Rue
Castiglione or in many other equally im-
portant streets, although there was every faci-
lity for discharging them into the river. Mr.
Fowler said, that Berlin was even now quite
destitute of a system of sewers. Being built
on a sandy flat, little or no fall was to be ob-
tained: deep gutters were dug in the streets,
and into these the soil was allowed to run and
to remain there for some time. At Hamburg
since the great fire, they have adopted a most
complete system, under the direction of Mr.
Lindley. A plan for the whole was laid down
in the first instance, and would be gradually
carried out. It was such an extensive work,
that thousands visited it, as one of the lions of
the place. In order to carry the main sewer
across the river, it was made to dip about
4 feet; the accumulation of deposit was
prevented by periodically allowing a flush of
water to pass through it.

Mr. Rode Hawkins then submitted some
drawings of a restoration of one of the edifices
at Xanthus, from sketches taken on the spot,
accompanied by an explanation of the sculptures
and architecture. A description of the build-
ing will be found in our report of Mr.
Cockerell’s fourth lecture.

Relative to cleaning the sculptured portions
of it, now in the British Museum, Mr. C. H.
Smith said he had observed a labourer at work
upon them in a very injurious manner, and
hoped greater care would be taken. It was
understood that Sir R. Westmacott had been
deputed to superintend the operation, and we
may, therefore, rest quite satisfied that it will
be properly performed.

* See The Builder, p. 18, ante.
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ON THE DRAINAGE OF A PART OF
LONDON.

WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE KING’S SCHO-
LARS’ POND SfeWER."*

At the present day it would be superfluous

to dwell at any length upon the benefits de-

rivable in a social point of view from a com-

plete ahd efficient system of drainage. Its

becessity and importance are now universally

Irecognized and admitted
;

a fact not only

evidenced by the very generally expressed

desire upon the part of the community to pro-

mote its extension, but likewise by several

recent legislative enactments framed for

its special provision and regulation, and the

still increasing interest elicited by the subject.

The wisdom of ancient Rome was not the

less conspicuous in her external policy than by

those internal arrangements and municipal

regulations by which the health, comfort, or

convenience of her citizens appear to have

been specially studied
;
and certainly among

those public edifices and monuments, whose

magnificence is recorded by the historian, or

whose ruins now arrest the attention of the

traveller, there are none which more forcibly ex-

hibit to us the wealth, magnitude, and extent of

the Roman city, than the remains of those sub-

terranean adits formed to receive and convey

away the sewage and refuse of her immense

population.

In a warm climate, and among a people

where the bath may be considered the almost

indispensable luxury and appendage of every

dwelling, it is obvious that, next to providing

the requisite supply of water, the most im-

portant consideration was to secure a ready and

expeditious means of discharging the waste

from each, as well as from the numerous

public fountains and aqueducts of the city:

we accordingly find the arrangement and con-

servation of the sewers to have been at all

times an object of especial care on the part of

the Roman government.

The laying out and construction of the

Roman sewerage upon any definite and regular

system is said to have been first commenced in

the reign of Tarquinius Priscus, about 600

years before the Christian era. To the same
period is ascribed the building of the Cloaca

Maxima, a work of both historical and archi-

tectural interest, since in its date is involved

the question of the antiquity of the arch.

Some writers, however, are disposed to attri-

bute the present covering of the Cloaca

Maxima to a much later period, probably when

the sewers generally were repaired by

M. Agrippa. But a monument which still

continues to exist, after the lapse of nearly

twenty-five centuries, may, independent of any

other circumstance, still excite our interest and

admiration, more especially when we consider

that in the rnidst of the degradation and ruin

attending her proudest works of art, this great

and useful structure of the Roman city retains

in some degree its original purpose, and may
still be supposed to minister to the health and

comfort of her modern citizens.

The arch of the Cloaca Maxima is formed in

three concentric semicircular rings, with an

aggregate thickness of 5 feet II inches. It is

built of Peperino stone, and there are occasional

introductions of large blocks of Travertine,

which no doubt have been inserted in some of

the later reparations of the sewer. The in-

terior is perfectly regular, and for so much

as remains in continuation, which is about

44 feet, is generally in good preservation
;

it

is about 13 feet in width, and as many in

height. In the 'walls are stone brackets to

support the ends of the waste pipes of the

fountains ;
each block of stone measures 7

Roman palms 3 inches in length, and 4 palms

4 inches in thickness. The course of the

CloacaMaxima corresponded nearly with what

has been considered to be the most ancient

limits of the city. It had its origin very near

the site of the arch of Severus, then it passed

under the Via Sacra to the Temple of Julius,

turning thence under the Via Nova, and

skirting the Palatine Hill to the Forum

Boariura, which it crossed ;
it proceeded in a

straight line towards the Tiber, into which it

discharged a little below the Ponte Rotto, and

nearly beneath the “ little Temple of Vesta,’

the whole length being altogether about 1,800

feet (2,500 palms).

As affording some notion of the importance

* Read by Mr. G. Hawkins, at the Institute of Architects.

and extent of the Roman sewerage, it is re-

corded by Dionysius of Halicarnassus that

upon an occasion when they had become

neglected, the censors concluded a contract for

their cleansing and reparation for the sum of

1,000 talents, equal to 193,000/. For the

maintenance of the public sewers, there was

a tax levied called the cloacarium, and in the

time of the emperors they were placed under

the control and charge of the public officers

specially appointed for the purpose. In re-

garding the extent of these works and the great

expenditure which must have necessarily been

incurred by the Romans in the perfecting and

maintaining such a system of sewerage,we must

not lose sight of their extreme and vital im-

portance to a city, of which the ordinary daily

supply of water by the various aqueducts

alone, irrespective of that derived from wells

and other sources, has been estimated at 50

millions of cubic feet, a quantity nearly ten

times the present supply of the metropolis by

the different water companies, and of which

some adequate notion may be formed when we

consider that it is more than equivalent to

that contained by a lake 380 acres in

extent, and 3 feet in depth. However large,

therefore, the capacity of the Cloaca Maxima

may appear, it cannot he considered much more

than adequate to the ordinary duty it had to

perform even in dry seasons, and without the

concurrence of those sudden and violent storms

to which the climate and latitude of Rome are

subject.

In England the earlier statutes and laws,

upon which the constitution of the different

commissions of sewers is based, appear to

have had more particular reference to the

drainage of open fen-lands, and the protection

of districts subject to inundation, or the

overflow of the tide. In fact, in the establish-

ment of the various commissions, little else was

contemplated beyond providing a quick and

ready conveyance of the surface-waters to

their respective outfalls. The circumstance,

however, of several of the commissions of

sewers embracing within their jurisdiction

large portions of town districts have, in com-

plicating their functions, necessarily induced an

extension of the objects for which they were

originally founded.

Before the general adoption of arched sewers,

London was subject to the plague and olher

periodical endemics; and the accounts of

contemporary writers of the filthy and dis-

gusting state of the public streets, arising

from a want of proper municipal regulation

and defective drainage, even so recently as

towards the close of the seventeenth century

are scarcely at the present time credible
;
and

the surprise is not so much at the often times

fatal and devastating effects of these visitations,

hut that the city should ever have been lree

from their influence.

The intimate connection between the sa-

natory condition of a town and its state of

drainage was strikingly illustrated by Dr.

South wood Smith in his evidence before the

committee of the Health of Towns. “ If,

said he, “ you were to take a map, and mark-

out the districts which are the constant seats of

fever in London, as ascertained by the records

of the fever hospital, and at the same time

compare it with a map of the metropolis, you

would be able to make out invariably, and with

absolute certainty, where the sewers are, and

where they are riot, by observing where fever

exists
;
so that we can always tell where the

Commissioners of Sewers have been at work

by the track of fever.”
' From a strict and perhaps necessarily limited

interpretation of the original statutes on the

subject, it was not before the commencement

of the present century that soil-drainage was

allowed to be passed ‘into the public sewers ;

previously to that period each house had its

system of cesspools, into which not only was

discharged the whole of the excrementitious

matter of the inhabitants, hut the almost

equally offensive suillage of the sinks and scul-

leries of the dwellings, the cleansing of which

cesspools was a regular and periodical operation,

entailing great expense not only to the oc-

cupiers, but likewise much annoyance to the

inhabitants of the vicinity. This system,

however, is happily almost superseded, and

the business of nightman, formerly so offensive,

is now scarcely known.

But upon closer investigation, and taking

into consideration the circumstances of the

period, the necessity for cesspools, and con-

sequently these restrictions, were not without!

some reasonable ground; the limited supply of

water for domestic purposes was considered in-4

sufficient to drive the more solid matter through I

the drains into the sewers. This objection,

however, can no longer hold, since the water
,

supplied by the different companies is bothj

abundant and sufficient to act as an effectual

scour not only to the private drains of the

houses, but also to the public sewers intoj

which they are discharged.

The metropolis and its immediate vicinity is

divided among seven different commissions or

trusts, in whom are vested the charge and

control of the public sewers, with the power

of raising rates for their maintenance and im-

provement. Among these the most important,

both from the value of the property within its

operation and the extent of country subject to

its administration, is the Commission for the

“ City and Liberty of Westminster and part of

Middlesex,” the' active jurisdiction of which

extends from Temple Bar, along the northern

shore of the river Thames to Fulham, and

northwards from the Thames as far a9

Hampstead and Willesdon.

This district, comprising an area of nearly

18 square miles, is divided into four divisions

or valleys, upon which separate assessments ol

the sewers’ rates are levied. These are known

as the eastern and western divisions of the West-

minster Sewers, the Ranelagh.and theCounters

Creek. The above arrangement is not arbi-

trary, but is indicated and marked out by the

natural configuration of the country itself)

being in fact four distinct levels of drainage

each discharging, independently by its owr

outlets, the waters collected on its surface. •

With these few general observations I slial

at once proceed to the main object of thi

present paper, which is to give a brief descrip

tion of some of the most important improve

ments effected within the last few years in thi

sewerage of the second or western division o

the Westminster Sewers, more particularly a

connected with its main line of outfall— tb

“ King’s Scholars’ Pond Sewer,” which rd

ceives by its various collateral brancha

nearly the whole drainage of this district

The course of this main sewer is pretty near!

through the centre of the valley or distri|

drained by it, and almost in the channj

formerly occupied by a rivulet known in earl

days as the Aye brook, having its source
j

Hampstead, from the overflow of a spring sti

in existence, called the Shepherds’ well. Thi,

before its stream had become polluted by tl

encroachment of buildings on its banks, su]

plied a pond used in those times by the King

Scholars of Westminster for bathing, ar

supposed to be situated somewhere near to tj

present site of Vincent-square, from whence

is believed originated the present name of th

sever. The whole area of the western di

trict is about 2,300 acres, of which neat

2,000 are drained by the King’s Scholars Poi

sewer
;
of this surface about 1,500 acres a

covered by streets and houses, the nuraberj

assessments being about 16,000.

In considering the King’s Scholars’ Poj

sewer as a discharging line of drainage, it ml

be borne in mind that there belongs to it 0

essential feature peculiarly distinguishing:

from the Fleet, the Ranelagh, or other mi>

outfalls of the metropolis, and which involji

a principle of operation entirely differing frf

them. I allude to the fact, that the whole

the lower portion of the district drained by U

sewer, including the larger section of Wf
minster, comprising an area of nearly

j

acres of valuable house property, is bel

the ordinary high tide level of the Thames.'

As a security to this low district, it is the

fore essential that a free emission of the si

age into the river be restrained always at t!

point by which it might through the Ingres*

the tide be affected, and consequently

action of the discharge is necessarily iin

ed by gates at the outlet to a short peri

preceding and subsequent to the flood, be

altogether scarcely six hours in the two.

As an additional protection against any sud;

and accidental irruption of the tide, eaci

the collateral sewers and drains of the n

line is carefully guarded, as far as the highjl

level, by self-acting flaps. J
Thus it is obvious, that independently!

receiving and discharging the drainage <

surface amounting to upwards of 2,01)0 up;
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S sewer has to retain at its lowest end, at a
•ure level to the district, for a period of six
urs in the twelve (during; the rise and reces-

f
n of the tide), the whole of the sewage ac-
mulated in that time.
The usual quantity of water thus held back,

|

dry weather and under ordinary circum-
Inces, is about 100,000 cubic feet; but during
jrms and falls of rain, this, it is evident, must
ifar short of the actual quantity passing down
f

sewer, which, to act effectually as a reser-
r, ought to be of sufficient capacity to meet
ry emergency, otherwise upon the coneur-
ce of a heavy storm of rain with a high flood
?, the same liability would arise of submerg-
the district; but in this latter case, by the

tor pent back within the sewer.
This consideration has been the chief dif-
Ity attending the question, and has oc-
;ioned what may at first view appear to have
m an unnecessary enlargement of the sewer
:s lower end. When, however, we take into
bunt the extent of surface drained, and
mate the quantity of rain falling upon it
jmg the six hours when the gates are closed
[alf an inch in depth over the whole surface
;ich is a moderate computation), and sup-
fng even one-half of this quantity absorbed
he ground, there would still remain nearly
millions (1,815,000) cubic feet of water
ing down the sewer, requiring a reservoir
early seven acres in extent, and six feet in
h>— we are not surprised to learn that even
Jresent large capacity has been occasionally
d insufficient, that more than once the
•r within the sewer has risen to the height
>e external tide, or nearly 14 feet above
:ill of the gates.* It is evident, therefore,
those few and general principles applicable
e drainage of ordinary districts are, from
>eculiar circumstances already alluded to,
ficient for the relief of the one under
ideration, and consequently the question
s efficient drainage has at' all times been
itter of frequent and earnest consider-
i with the Westminster Court of Sewers,
it the commencement of the present
try l|ie attention of the court was seriously
more particularly drawn to the subject,
o llie necessity of providing an improved
M for the general relief of the district,
|ng the reasons which more particularly
Jirred to urge this, not the least was the
(that, in consequence of the recent great
Jase of buildings and paved streets in
[•strict (independent of the proportionate
pse of sewage thereby occasioned), any
•n fall of rain, from there bein'*- less
bing and retaining surface, was carried
Idiately into the main sewer. This was
inly found to be altogether insufficient in
‘•tv, but, from its irregularity of levels and
fnely tortuous course, had the effect of so
[.mm ing back the stream, as to occasion,

f
than once, considerable damage to the
ing property. It was, moreover, in
[exceedingly old and dilapidated, and the
Ising value of the ground near Pimlico,

I as towards the lower parts of the
:t about Westminster, called strongly for
(more efficient protection.
[the present object is more to describe
Improved state of this sewer than its
Jil capacity or condition, I need merely
f e that, in consequence of these reasons
» presentations from the inhabitants, com-
pg more or less of the inconvenience and
jiuacy of the relief afforded by the old
ffie court was induced to seek the pro-
pi assistance of the late Mr. Rennie,
rhose report, and that of the late sur-
I Mr. Tredgold, much of the subsequent

wrements have been effected. These haveI ucse nave
tvsed within the last forty years an entire
iiitiuction of the old line, from the
l s to St.John’s Wood, at a lower level and
J drably enlarged capacity, a diversion of
ijese where itpassed underbuildings,or was
9 ise objectionable, with newoutlets, gates,
rd ;te- house, including at the lower end a
Trir for the back-water, these last carried

-ng the total number of houses drained by theScholars Pond sewer at 16,000, the ordinary daily
f >f back water would give about 22 cubic feet of«V>r each house in the twenty-four hours, about

Ort of the average supply to each tenement by the
.t and other water companies. The deficiency may

I ie taken as an approximate measure of that lost byim and absorption before passing into the public
JiDUt in the case above assumed of a fall of rain the

tply higher
Uant *ty absorlje(* wou^i no doubt’, be

out under the direction of the eminent engi-
neers Messrs. Walker and Burgess.

It was before observed that the King’s
Scholars’ Pond sewer was originally known as
the Aye brook, a small rivulet, which, in com-
mon with the Fleet and others of the now
scarcely remembered streams of London, and
recorded by the old chroniclers as being both
the pride and recreation of her citizens, had
its source in the hills near Hampstead, and,
following the valley of the western district in
a direction nearly north and south, discharged
itself into the Thames at no great distance
from the site of the present outlets.
The King’s Scholars’ Pond sewer runs very

nearly in the original channel of the Aye
brook; commencing at Hampstead, it still re-
ceives the overflow of the Shepherd’s well,
and for nearly a mile through the meadows, as
fur as the Marylebone and Finchley road, is
open, and preserves yet much of its primitive
and rural character.' Thence it begins to be
covered, and to the Primrose Hill road is 5 feet
in height and 2 feet 6 inches in width

;
alon«-

the latter road to the bridge over the Regent’s
canal it is enlarged to 6 feet in height by 4
feet in width, receiving in its progress the
drainage of Portland Town and St. John’s
Wood. The surface of the roadway not ad-
mitting of the last height, the sewer for a short
distance is somewhat reduced, and for the sake
ot headway is covered with cast-iron plates.
From the south side of the canal it continues
with a gradually increasing capacity along the
Park-road, Upper Baker-street, York-place,
Dorset street, and Manchester-street, where it
is 7 feet 3 inches in height by 6 feet 6 inches
in width. Proceeding then across the centre
ot Manchester-square, it passes along Duke-
street to Oxford-street, when, turning to the
eastward as far as Avery-row, along which
continuing in a direction nearly parallel to
Bond-street, it cuts the south-east corner of
Berkeley-squareat the foot of Iiay-hill

;
thence,

turning to the westward, it passes under Lans-
downe-passage, Bolton-row, Sun-court, White
Horse-street, across the Green Park, and
through the court in front of Buckingham
r a Iace, where its dimensions are 8 feet in
height by 9 feet G inches in width. Beneath
the south wing of that building, under which
the sewer passes, is a vaulted chamber or sub-
way, and within it is fixed a simple contri-
vance, of a cast-iron valve and pentstock, by
which the water from the main line may
readily be diverted for the purpose of cleans-
ing the flat sewers of Westminster lying be-
tween the palace and Millbank.

’ ”

The line now continues along the Pimlico
road as far as Charlotte-street, between which
to the Stag Brewery its dimensions ha\e en-
larged to 10 feet 9 inches in height, and 9
feet 6 inches in width

; beyond this it
passes between the back of the houses
in 1 relleek-terrace, and the premises of J.
Lettsom Elliott, Esq., as far as the intersec-
tion of the V auxhall-bridge-road. This last
portion is open and is 16 feet wide, and con-
fined on each side by retaining walls 12 inches
above the level of the highest known tide of
the liver. Beyond the Vauxhall-bridge-road,
the sewer is open to Warwick-street, but with
a greatly increased sectional area for the water-
way, the form being an inverted elliptical arched
bottom, with a chord line of 19 feet 7 inches
and a versed sine of 3 feet 4 inches, confined
by sloping earth embankments, whose superior
edge is raised 12 inches above the highest tide
level. From Warwick-street to White’s-
bridge the sewer is again covered, being 19
feet 7 inches wide at the springing, with a head-
way of 13 feet 4 inches; and for 140 feet be-
yond this last point the size is again increased,
being 20 feet in width and 14 feet 2 inches in
height

; whence to the gates at the outlet, pas-
sing to the eastward of the works of the
Equitable Gas Company, the sewer continues
open with retaining walls carried above the

r
1’ntf -'

de leveI
’ be ‘n

fj> however, for a length
of x.50 feet from the sluice gates further en-
larged to a width of 40 feet, for the purpose of
obtaining additional reservoir capacity.
The gates, of which there are two pairs, are

of the ordinary lock construction, 28 feet wide
inclosing a chamber built of solid masonry;’
they incline to the river, and present a superfi-
cial aperture towards itof'274 square feet; they
are placed under the charge of a gate-keeper
residing on the spot, whose duty is to close and

|

open them each tide. The object, I should

observe, of the second pair is merely precau-
tionary, and used only in the event of the first
being out of order or under repair.
The whole length of the King’s Scholars’

Pond sewer, thus described, from its source at
Hampstead to the river Thames, is rather
more than 5f miles, of which distance about
4 miles are arched over. The total fall from
the Park-road, at the end of Baker-street, to
the cill of the gates is J9 feet, giving an
average current of about 1 in 220 for the whole
distance. Until the last year the arched portion
of the Kings Scholars’ Pond sewer terminated
at the part near to Charlotte-street, Pimlico,
but upon the application of Mr. Thomas
Cubitt, whose property abuts upon the line,
to arch over certain portions of the same, the
Court of Sewers was induced to concede its
permission conditionally upon a public road-
way being preserved throughout the entire
length so covered. This was guaranteed, and
the work was executed according to a section
furnished by the commissioners, and under
the direction of their officers. It was at
the same time decided that Mr. Cubitt
having completed the portion undertaken
by him, the remaining length of 500 feet down
to White’s-bridge should be covered over at
the expense of the district; the contract for
which was subsequently taken by Mr. Cubitt
tor 1,350/. being at the rate of 21. 14s. per
running foot inclusive of shafts, &c. The
section shews a semicircular arch two bricks
in thickness and 19 feet 7 inches span, raised
upon the old elliptical arched bottom, with
counterforts or buttresses at every 10 feet
2 teet3 inches wide by 1 foot6 inches projection.
The whole backed with concrete to the height
of the haunches of the arch

;
the first few

courses above the old work are in cement.
The above portion of the sewer presents a

superficial area ot water-way, amounting to
210 square feet, being nearly one-third greater
capacity than the Cloaca Maxima of Rome. At
certain intervals there are inserted in-the crown
of the arch cast-iron gratings, for the purpose
of giving vent to the air liable to accumulate
with the descending water, which otherwise if
confined, might be apt, upon any sudden rise
ot the stream, to blow up the arch of the sewer
I here are also, at intervals of about every
180 feet, descending shafts for the purpose of
occasionally inspecting and repairing the work.

It may readily be supposed that the recon-
struction of so important a work from the

r?nn
S
r
John 3 Wood

’ a of
nearly 18 000 feet, undertaken in the crowded
thoroughfares of a large city, subject to the
hourly interruptions of its business and traffic
has not been accomplished without a consi-
derable degree of labour, perseverance, andexpense 1 he total outlay upon this sewer alone,
within the last thirty years, I may venture tosay, has been little short of 130,0U0/. But the
benefits have more than compensated even this
vast expenditure. Property of the most valu-
able description in the neighbourhood of thesewer, including Buckingham Palace, the lower
floors of which are below the high tide level,and many of the streets adjacent to the sewer,
between Piccadilly and the Regent’s-park
have been improved to an incalculable extent,
loiinerly, many localities in the neighbour-
hood of the sewer were inundated by every
sudden heavy fall of rain, so that many of the
houses in Berkeley-square, Bruton-street,
Avery-row, South Moulton-street, Wigmore-
slreet, South-street, Baker-street, and Spring-
street, were greatly depreciated in value, and
some houses in Berkeley-street and Bruton-
street remained unoccupied for many months
together, in consequence of the well-known
iact, that in the summer months those pre-
mises were subject to have their lower floors
blown up during thunder storms, and their
kitchen fires extinguished by the waters descend-
ing the sewer. If, however, farther proof were
required of the extreme value of a good and effi-
cient.system of drainage, such as that adopted by
the Westminster commission, I need only
instance the very important property now-
rendered available between the Pimlico road
and the river Thames

;
in fact, the district

below the high tide level, and formerly subject
to its periodical irruption, which, from being
heretofore little better than a swamp, perfectly
valueless, and most injurious to the health of
the neighbourhood, now promises to become
one of the most splendid and luxurious quarters
of the metropolis. ^
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As affording some idea of the extreme

delicacy of the operations requisite to carry

into effect these improvements, I need merely

refer to one or two circumstances connected

with its progress to prove that even in a

constructive point of view its difficulties were

of no slight character. I more especially

allude to the entire removal of two immense

stone piers, which had at some former time

been built in the water-way of the sewer, and

which piers supported certain parts of the

heavy and lofty walls of the bouses in

Grafton-street, St. George’s. These piers,

one measuring 53 feet in length, the other

of a more square form, divided the water-way

into two channels, and were considered for-

merly advantageous to the property lower

down the line of sewer, by penning back the

torrent in times of storms. The work of

taking out these obstructions, as also removing

two great projections, and putting in a new
bottom throughout the whole length of the

sewer (which here ran under buildings), be-

tween Hay-hill and Bruton-street, in length

550 feet, at a greatly reduced depth, was noise-

lessly, unseen by any one other than the work-

men employed, and even without the know-

ledge of the inhabitants of the houses

above, wholly performed from withinside the

sewer.
Another operation of scarcely less nicety

was to pass the sewer, which was 8 feet wide in

the clear, with side walls two bricks thick, at

a depth of 22 feet and upwards, beneath White

Hart-street, Piccadilly, a street only 20 feet

wide, and again carrying the same sewer

through Sun-court, Curzon-street, which is in

width less than the external dimensions of the

sewer itself; and farther on, the sewer winds

its course under and close to buildings of great

magnitude nearly the whole way from the end

of Berkeley-square to Oxford-street, in most

instances at depths of from 10 to 12 feet below

their foundations. These instances will suffice;

but I may, in concluding this notice, perhaps

venture to make the remark, that whether we
consider the importance, the magnitude, or

the beneficial results of the works carried out

in this portion of the Westminster Commis-
sion, the King’s Scholars’ Pond sewer may
justly be entitled one of the most magnificent

and extensive in the structural sewerage of a

great city, executed in this or any other age.

FREEMASONS OF THE CHURCH.

Feb. 11.—The Rev. G. Pocock, LL.B., in

the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read

and confirmed. Mr. Thomas Halifax was

elected treasurer, and the Right Hon. the

Earl of Cadogan was unanimously elected one

of the vice-presidents.

Professor Cull moved that a testimonial

detailing the services rendered to architecture

by the late A. Bartholomew, Esq., F.S.A., be

emblazoned on vellum, and framed and

glazed, to hang in the council room of the

college
;
and that a duplicate copy of the same

similarly emblazoned, framed, and glazed, be

presented to the founder’s widow.
Mr. J. W. Archer delivered a preliminary

discourse on ancient monuments. The lec-

turer stated his reasons for prefacing the sub-

ject of monuments by a general discourse on

ancient monuments, as he found the one in

all cases intimately connected with the other.

He alluded to the perfection of the earliest

existing brasses as something different from

other early conditions of art.

After going into some speculations on the

source of this branch of art, he proceeded to

describe the knowledge of the Saxons in the

art of working in British metals, the analogy

between some Saxon remains of goldsmiths’

work, and the transition of the early engraver

from the occupations of goldsmith and

chaser.

He distinguished between certain factitious

Saxon monuments and such as were undoubt-

edly genuine, and instanced many early forms

of monumental decoration.

After mentioning the brasses of foreign coun-

tries, and their inferiority to those of Eng-

land, he made a remarkable exception in favour

of Denmark, and urged the probability of a

Scandinavian origin for the art, which he

illustrated by a description of the decoration

of Scandinavian monuments.

HEALTH OF TOWNS.

At a public meeting held at Exeter Hall, on

the 11th of December last, the Marquis of

Normanby in the chair, an association was

formed for the purpose of diffusing among the

people the information obtained by recent in-

quiries, as to the physical and moral evils that

result from the present defective sewerage,

drainage, supply of water, air and light, and

construction of dwelling-houses
;
and also for

the purpose of assisting the legislature to carry

into practical operation any effectual and ge-

neral measures of relief, by preparing the public

mind for the change.

The Committee have recently published the

speeches that were made on that occasion, and

will do good if they circulate copies of the re-

port containing them as extensively as possi-

ble. As the noble chairman said at the meet-

ing

—

“The question before the public is not one

merely of bricks and mortar, of ventilators and

drains. His valued friend, Dr. Southwood

Smith, had proved in his evidence that filth and

discomfort deteriorate the moral condition
;

that the worst places contain the greatest cri-

minals.”

Without pretending to go through the whole

of the speeches, we may allude to some observa-

tions made by speakers which escaped notice

at the time. Relative to sewers, Sir R. H.

Inglis said, that in Lancaster, excellently situa-

ted for drainage and sewerage, and yet most

imperfectly provided with either, and where,

in consequence, disease and mortality were

very great, the sewers were in a square chan-

nel
;
a form which, if a mathematician were to

sit down and calculate what would be the most

unsuitable, would be selected by him
;
bad as

it is on principle, it is equally rejected by all

experience. The great sewers of Rome, in-

deed, built two or three thousand years ago,

remain—in their arched form and their solid

construction—the model of all others. Yet

this square shape is persisted in at Lancaster
;

the doctrine being laid down, he would not say

by whom, when an improvement was pointed

out—“ No, we don’t copy nought here.”

Mr. B. Hawes, M.P., remarked that “ peo-

ple rejoice when what is called a low neigh-

bourhood is visited by a new line of street.

The houses of the poor are pulled down, and

doubtless, even as things are, good, great good

even, is now done. Nevertheless, the people

must find homes somewhere. New alleys and

courts are built. Are they well lighted, or

drained, or ventilated ? Let anyone go into

the new districts, and see the provision made

for them. Are any of the modern improve-

ments introduced, such as they find essential?

He thought not, or at least in a very slight

degree. There are plans now forming in the

district in which he lived. Plans for new
streets. He gave no opinion upon the merits

of any particular plan. He spoke generally,

and he found no provision for dwellings for the

labouring classes
;

or if they are provided, the

last thing thought of are these sanatory pro-

visions, instead of their being the first. If

public opinion were directed to this subject,

this would not be the case. Warming, and

ventilating, and lighting, might, in well con-

trived buildings for families of the labouring

classes, be very cheaply provided. lie thought

it even would answer as a speculation. As to

the economical warming and ventilating of

large buildings, he would only quote a remark-

able instance, that of the New Prison at Pen-

tonville. From 30 to 45 cubic feet of pure

fresh air are made to pass into every cell in a

minute. This ventilation, and a temperature

ranging from 52° to 60°, is uniformly main-

tained during the coldest weather at an ex-

pense of less than afarthing a cellfor 24 hours.

Now, the construction of this prison is far from

favourable for either warming or ventilating it.

He was confident that houses might be so con-

structed as to secure these advantages at as

cheap a rate.

Mr. Grainger said, that on visiting Notting-

ham three or four years ago, he found whole

streets of wretched houses without drainage,

without the means required by common de-

cency, and without the least supply of water,

which latter article could only he obtained

from distant pumps, and then by a species of

theft. The natural results followed : in fact,

there was a constant sequence in the evidence

of the surveyor and the medical man, and

wherever the former stated that the housei

were badlv built, were undrained, and un.

cleansed, the latter pointed to those exact lo.

calities as the seat of sickness and fever, recur,

ring again and again as regularly as the sea

sons returned.

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY

At the last meeting of this society com
mu ideations were read from Sir Robert Pee

and the Earl of Lincoln, in answer to applica

tions from the secretary relative to the long

prondsed Ordnance survey and map of London

and the projected encroachment upon th

carriage-way of Lincoln’s-Inn Fields.

On the first subject it appears that th

estimated expense of a metropolitan surve

having exceeded his anticipations, Sir Robei

Peel had been deterred from introducing

bill for the object.

The amountof the Ordnance estimate was nc

stated, and, from the discussion which en

sued, several members of the society seeme

of opinion that the expense of a comprehensiv

survey for public use could not well excee

that which had actually been incurred, withi

the last six months, in the numerous loci

surveys in the neighbourhood of the metropol'

by railway companies. The whole of thes

surveys would have been unnecessary if a

Ordnance map of London, with contour line

had existed on a scale of 5 feet to the mile

and the Board of Trade would have had

simple means of testing both the correctnei

and expediency of the various plans submitte

to them for railroad lines with new termini i

the metropolis.

On the subject of the projected encroacl

ment on the carriage-way in Lincoln s-Iri

Fields, for the purpose of insulating the ne

law courts, the Earl of Lincoln had satisfai

tory reasons for believing that the project hi

been definitively abandoned.

Various drawings were laid on the tab

embodying the suggestions of Mr. Laxto

Mr. Austin, and other gentlemen, for removir

the defects of the government plan for t

embankment of the Thames between Wes
minster and Blackfriars bridges.

Thegovernment plan had been postponed, ai

might ultimately be given up, but it appeari

possible to obviate the objections made to

and it was determined to seek an intervie

with the Earl of Lincoln to submit for his co

sideration the improvements required.

In the course of the evening an aneede

was mentioned by the chairman which forcib

illustrates the importance to the public of t

late sanatory reports, to some portions of whi

the society have endeavoured to give effect,

legal friend had inquired of a medical prac

tioner, high in the profession, why the wh<

body of medical men in London did not, wi

one voice, address the legislature to mod

the window-duties, and remove everv ott

evil arising from either imperfect venlilati

or defective drainage. The reply was
j

following :— 1
“ When you gentlemen of the law petiti

for measures to diminish litigation, medi

men may be expected as a body to agitate

!

the removal of all causes of disease. I

government were found able and willing

carry out all the recommendations of I

sanatory reports, it would diminish the mei

of livelihood of the medical profession to!

extent of one-half; positively one-half.”
j

Mr. Nixon’s Statue of William IV
Now that the scaffolding and hoard are

j

moved, we will mention that the whole of I

monument including the figure, is executed

Foggintor granite, and that the total cos

2,200/. Peterhead granite would have to

preferred on account of colour, but the pi

asked for it was so high as to prevent its ad

tion. The granite posts in the footway w
devised by Mr. W. Johnson of Westmins

all the masonry was executed by Mr. Cb
wick, and the iron work which surrounds

basement by Messrs. Dewer of Old-stri

We can well believe that the greatest pt

have been taken by the sculptor to produc

fine statue, and that his task, a first atternpj

a new material, has been difficult. ,

arrangement of the pedestal is original i

effective.
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NEW MODE OF CONSTRUCTING
BUILDINGS.

Lieutenant Higginson has obtained pa-

tents for a mode of construction to obviate

danger from fire. We insert the inventor’s

description of the system, but shall withhold
Dur opinion upon it until we can examine his

models and drawings:

—

:

“ To avoid (says the author) anything like

exaggerated pretension or egotistical assump-
ion, has been my primary object. And as all

nventions are now necessarily but the adop-
ion of known forms and principles to novel

mrposes, I have no wish these improvements
ihould be considered more than the result of a

ortunate experiment, originating in the exi-

gencies of maritime adventure, subsequently,

lowever, alter much labour and consideration,

dapted to shore architectural purposes ; the

bject being to remedy those detects in the

;xisting system of construction most pregnant
vith danger to the community

;
and without

.ttempting to alter either the present princi-

des or practice of house building, by the sub-
titution of iron for wood generally through-
ut the structure, to render erections not only

ire-proof, but by having no perishable mate-
ial inserted, quadruple the strength, obviate
heir tendency to decay.
“ These desiderata are attained in the fol-

ding manner :—The patent joists of cast or
oiled iron, T shaped, have at each end of any
equired length a dovetail projection all of one
ize, fitting into fianched mortices on the iron
irders and bonding sockets. The iron gir-

ers, ot proportionate strength, are likewise
baped, but reversed, having fianched dovetaU
lortices cast on each side of them, one foot
r eighteen inches apart, as necessary, to re-

eive the dovetail ends of the joists. The iron
ending sockets are of the size and shape of a

rick, cut oft' angularly before, cone shaped
fast hollow; in the shorter side having a like

ovetail mortice to receive the joists. The
hort iron trimmer joists compass the chim-
eys in the usual manner, fitting by dovetail
nds into mortices cast on the principal
rimmer, at one end, and into the bonding
ockets, built into the house wall, beside
le chimneys, at the other. The usual
rch for the support of the hearth being
rovided for by iron bearing-pieces fitting

1 mortices between the short trimmer joists,

ith an iron plate to uphold the bed of mortar
nder the hearth stone; thus rendering the
hole frame-work of the floor perfectly inde-
endent of support from the stack of chimneys,
le entire isolation of which obviates all dan-
er ot that sinking which occasinally takes
lace from their greater weight in chimney
.acks recently erected. The wells, or open-
igs for staircases, are formed by iron trim-

ers cast with dovetail mortices on them to

ceive the joists, and may be obtained of any
iquired form, size, or description. Additional
eans of support being provided, when requi-

te, by iron pillars with a screw in the centre
the lower end, fitting into a female screw

icket, drilled into the trimmer beneath—

a

non or projecting piece, at the upper end of
le pillar, entering a recess, cast or drilled to

ceive it, in the trimmer of the floor above,
u east-trimmers for shop-fronts, gateways, and
her purposes, may be cast with the mortices
r the joists on the inside; and any descrip-
jn of ornamental device, name, or entablatuie
ithout— trussing spans, to support great
eights of superstructure, being likewise,
heie requisite, annexed. And when the non-
ansmission of sound between different apart-

ents is required, however near as a substi-

te for the usual filthy and destructive method
pugging, slight sheet iron, or tin cases, fit-

pg m breadth and depth, between the iron
lists, are inserted; which cases, when made,
e supported internally from collapse by
irong iron upright wires; and the atmo-
iheric air within being displaced by passing
ibody of steam into them—upon hermetically

laling, and allowing the steam to condense,
sufficient approximation to a perfect vacuum
i obtained to prevent the transmission of
ither heat or sound. Unlike the mould and
w-dust now used, adding little to the super-

ructural weight
;

and effectually preventing
itended combustion, should even the wooden
>'Ors and furniture of one apartment be
inited and destroyed.
“ It may be necessary to recapitulate, that the

lills having been built up in the usual manner

to the required height, from floor to floor, the

patent iron joists are laid in precisely the same
way as if of wood, on an iron bond, observing

that at every fourth joist, an iron, brick-shaped,

bonding socket is built into the wall, to receive

the dovetail end of the joist; the like bonding
sockets being likewise inserted in the party-

walls when no girders are used—the inside

ends of the joists fitting into the fianched

dovetail mortices cast on the girders and
trimmers, as before described, wherever both

or either are in use. By these means the

whole fabric is tied together and supported as

one solid mass, the bonding sockets in the front

walls uniting by dovetail the joists to the

girder, or party-walls, in the interior
;

this

central holding being again connected by the

iron joists with the bonding sockets built into

the back walls. One great saving effected in

material and workmanship it may here be
admissible to particularize. Supposing the

depth of joist required in wood to be fifteen

inches, an iron joist nine inches deep would be

more than adequate; and thus, with the same
pitch of ceiling upon every story, two courses

of bricks around the entire fabric, with the

mortar and workmanship, would be saved.

There are other advantages equally obvious,

although, perhaps, of minor importance— such

as entire exemption from vermin of every de-

scription. Notwithstanding this, the con-

struction of barns may be to the farmer of very

serious moment, when the ravages committed

by vermin arc considered.

“ In cases where the floors are intended to

be of wood, a groove is run along beneath the

upper arms of the patent iron T joist, to re-

ceive an iron bracket. The floor planks being

laid, and temporarily cramped, or shored down,
upon the iron joists, a projecting, square-

headed, shouldered screw is inserted by a

spanner, through the upper arm of the bracket,

into the lower surface of the floor plank,

which is thus effectually secured to the joist.

It being noticed, thatshould the boards shrink,

they may be forced together and the interstices

filled up by one piece in any convenient posi-

tion, in consequence of the brackets moving
along the grooves in the joists, and each plank

being secured independently of the others.

The unsightliness of a shrunken floor is thus

not only remedied, but as no nail holes are visi-

ble, the’ screws beneath not perforating the en-

tire thickness of the plank, one unbroken sur-

face is presented, which for the purposes of

cleanliness and appearance is alike desirable.

Magazine or warehouse floors, for goods liable

to spontaneous combustion, may, however, be

laid of either metal, slate, or stone, rivets being
substituted for screws in attaching such to the

iron joists beneath— which joists are of many
forms as well as that specified, when applied

to different uses.

“ As respects internal ceiling and plastering,

these iron joists admit of the common lath

being used
;

in which case, to hold the lathing

nails, a small fillet of wood is driven into a

recess formed to receive it in the lower edge
of the joists. But as it is desirable that decay

as well as fire should be provided against, per-

forated common tin, or thin galvanised iron

plates, being punched full of holes, or rosed,

like the nose of a watering-pot, with the rough
side towards the plaster, are substituted for

the laths; to which the mortar, being applied

by the usual process, forces itself through the

perforations, and keys at the back of the plate

in precisely the same manner it would do be-

tween laths. One-half of the ordinary labour,

time, and material are in this instance likewise

saved, two coals of plastering only being re-

quired— and the same sound transmitting ceil-

ing and wall-surfaces preserved. These plas-

tering plates are attached by means of a small
double-ended iron key passing through them
edgeways, into mortices in the iron joists, and
battens, adapted to walls; being by a span-

ner afterwards turned across the entering ori-

fice, and thereby effectually and immoveably
annexed. A house thus constructed cannot be
destroyed by fire, and has but little tendency
to decay

;
whilst the expense of erection, taking

all items into consideration, does not exceed
that of the present method of building with
perishable and inflammable materials. It is

however, perhaps, impossible to describe in

words all that has been practically accom-
plished

;
and 1 shall therefore be happy to

furnish any who may be interested, with sam-

ples, models, or patterns of these inventions.”

WORKS OF ART AT BRITISH INSTITUTION.

The exhibition of works of modern artists,

at the British Institution, in Pall Mall, was
opened to the public on Monday last. It con-

sists of 509 paintings, and 12 pieces of sculp-

ture, and the catalogue states that 275 other

pictures were returned from want of room.
Until the present year works previously ex-

hibited elsewhere were admitted, and the best

places were usually occupied by pictures

already known to frequenters of the Royal
Academy exhibition, and which, moreover, had
been sold, while other pictures not exhibited
were returned. This was a manifest hardship
on the painters of the latter, and being felt

as such by the directors, a resolution was
passed to prevent the admission of pictures

which had been publicly exhibited before.

The present collection, then, consists of
entirely fresh works, and may be considered a
successful issue of the new arrangement. The
Royal Academicians, it was said, would not
paint pictures purposely for this exhibition,

whereas we find here Edwin Landseer, Etty,

Knight, Lee, Stanfield, Hart, Howard, and
others, stronger in numbers than usual. The
first, E. Landseer, has some wonderful pro-

ductions of the class to which unfortunately,

as we think, he confines himself. Decoyman'

s

Dog and Ducks (No. 1), King Charles's

Spaniels (No. 134), and Retriever (No. 199),

are inimitable. Etty has some charming
studies. The Forsaken

,
although small and

slight, is a magnificent piece of colour. Stan-

field has three beautiful pictures, of which
On the Hollands Diep (No. 129), is the most
important.

We will pass rapidly through the catalogue,

and point out some of the most noticeable

works. Fruit (26), by Lance, is a fine speci-

men of art, and Scrapsfrom a Burgomaster's

Table ( 102), by the same painter, is equal to

any work of the sort ever executed.

Belgic Galliott aground on the Shallows off

Bergen- op- Zoom (44), by E. W. Cooke, is ad-

mirably painted; the same may be said of his

Dorty Morning (90). Mr. Cooke has three

other pictures which deserve examination.

The Widow's Benefit Night (59), by F.

Goodall, is one of the gems of the exhibition.

It represents the interior of an Irish cabin, with

dancers and revellers, and is full of character

and humour. Every head is a study. The
Soldier's Dream (197), by the same rising

painter, is a fine picture, but less perfect than

the preceding.

A Water Mill (124), by H. Bright, is full of

beauty.

Mr. Muller has greatly distinguished himself
in the present exhibition. Rhodes, with the

Pacha's Palace on the right hand of thepicture

(140), and Tomb in the water, Telmessus (498),
are not surpassed in excellence by any land-

scapes in the gallery.

Music (311), and Poetry (314), both designs

for fresco by H. N. O’Neil, are full of senti-

ment and grace.

A Summer Afternoon (312), by J. D.Wing-
field, is a view in the gardens of Hampton
Court Palace, charmingly painted.

“ Here, thou great Anna ! whom three realms obey,

Dost, sometimes counsel take, and sometimes tea,

Hither the heroes and the nymphs resort

To taste awhile the pleasures of a court.”

This picture and one by F. Danby, The
Gate of the Harem (A 01), an admirable work,
have been purchased by Prince Albert.

Our limits forbid any lengthened observa-

tions : we must content ourselves with com-
mending and pointing out for examination, A
Scene from the Sentimental Journey (442), by
W. P. Frith, Childc Harold at the Tomb of
Cecilia Metella (508), by F. Williams, Reaaing

(248), by Alexander Johnston, Stray HouncLs,

(233), by Josi, Entrance Porch of the Church
ut Cannes (150), by A. E. Goodall, Highland

Refugees on the Coast of Prance (409), by Mrs.

Me lan, and Dutch Boats ofi Ostend( 287), by

C. Bentley.

'There are several bad pictures by men who
ought to do better, but with these we will not
meddle.

The Wesleyan Society are about to erect a
cbapel in the Belgrave-road, between Ecele-
ston-square and Warwick- square. Mr. Seth
Smith and Mr. Archbutt have subscribed 100/.

each, and Mr. Edge 50/.
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VIEW OF THE QUADRANGLE, ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL.

At page 42 of the present volume, we
noticed the foundation of this establishment,

and presented an engraving of the principal

gateway in Smithfield. We now furnish a

view of the quadrangle and a view of the gate-

way in Giltspur-street. The hospital com-

menced by Gibbs in 1730, as we have already

mentioned, consists of four piles of buildings

around a court, connected by stone gateways

at the angles. The buildings are all faced

with stone, have dressings around the door and

window openings, and are terminated by a cor-

nice and balustrade. Although plain and un-

pretending, there is a considerable degree of

elegance about the arrangement of these

fronts, but they are not in a fit state to be judged

of.

An inscription on the hospital, after setting

forth the date of its foundation and of the re-

construction of the edifice in the 18th

century, states, that a general repair was com-

menced in 1814, and finished in 1820, under

the direction of Thomas Hardwick, Esq.

Looking, however, at the fronts of the building,

it hardly seems credible that it was repaired so

recently. The stone work is more decayed

and dilapidated than that of many build-

ings centuries old. The window- heads

are broken, the cornices decayed, and

the whole front disfigured, the certain result

of the use of Bath stone. All over the sur-

face may be observed a sort of eruption, the

operation of which is to throw off layers of

: the stone. It appears in the first instance, in

j

the shape of slight swellings, which, increasing

in size, gradually meet, when they burst and

j

the crust falls off. A punster might take it

for a small-pox hospital. The matter, how-

ever, is too serious forjoking, and should serve

as a warning to living architects. There is

actually danger in allowing the stone-work to

remain asAit is, and something must speedily be

done to remedy it, or the fall of some of the

outside will furnish the inside with inmates.

It was recently proposed to case the whole of

the exterior with Portland stone, simply cut-

ting away such parts of the present work as

might be necessary to obtain good fixing. The
object of that mode of proceeding was of

course to avoid throwing open any part of the

building, and so interfering with the patients.

The gateway in Smithfield, and that of which

we now give a view,* are constructed of

Portland stone, and present a striking contrast

to the main building, being perfectly sound

and whole, although of earlier date. Eight

or ten years ago, the sides and back of the

first gateway were cased with stone, by Mr.

Malcot, in consequence of the removal of the

houses which, until that time, adjoined it, but

few or no repairs were required to the existing

stone-work, or even to the figures sculptured in

it. According to Mr. Malcot’s opinion, indeed,

and as a practical mason who has been engaged

for fifty years in repairing old churches and

raising new buildings (the Post Office,

* This illustration is not so satisfactory as was desired,

and would have been cancelled if time had permitted.

National Gallery, &c.)* he is entitled to coiv*

sideralion,— good Portland stone never decays*
1

although the surface may be worn by long ex-

j

posure to the weather.

i
The gateway in Giltspur-street is Romaa-|

Doric, anti presents four attached columns on

a rusticated basement, supporting an entabla--

ture and pediment, and having two tiers of

windows between them: the centre inter-

columuiation is wider than the others are, and

admits a Venetian window in the lower part.

Attached to the hospital is the church of

St. Bartholomew the Less, formerly the chapel

of the establishment. The interior of it is

curious, although little of the old building

remains. In plan it was originally square
;

but George Dance, the architect, in 1789,]

having first destroyed the interior of the old

Building-, formed it into an octagon, chiefly

with timber. It was re-constructed on this

same plan in 1823 by Mr. Thomas Hard-!

wick, who substituted stone. The roof is of

iron.

Returning to the hospital, it may be-

stated that no mention is made of it in

the volume of designs which Gibbs published,.!

although the second edition of this collection

did not appear till some time after the com-1

mencement of the works, namely 1739. Gibbs*,

a favourite of fortune when alive, was con-J

siderably under-rated afterwards, and at this

time is hardly so well estimated as he de-;

serves to be. A memoir of him will be

found in the first volume of The Builder*

p. 203.
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PUBLIC MONUMENTS.
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IDublin correspondent of the Morning

, vi, f i .1
Ln ''d fftytesbury has

visited the studio of Mr. Kirk, the
selected by Sir Robert Pee! to exe-

’ statue of Sir Sydney Smith, intended

for Greenwich Hospital. The work is nearly
finished, and m a short time it will he ready for
removal to EnK ]and. His Excellency ex-
pressed his satisfaction wilh the spirited cha-
racter of the figure, and with the correct like-
ness, which, he observed, he felt competent to
declare, from his personal knowledge and vivid
recollection of that heroic soldier.

THE PORTLAND VASE.

All England has heard by this time of the
destruction of the celebrated Portland, or Bar-benm Vase, one of the finest specimens of
Greek art in the world, by a miscreant called
William Lioyd. It was deposited in the Bri-
ish Museum in the year J8I0 by his Grace theDuke of Portland, and has always been con-

sidered to be his property, hence 'the name of

b r?,
rt a

?
d

,

' ase '” II ,vas found about
the middle of the sixteenth century, about two
miles and a half from Rome, in the road lead-
ing from Frascati. At the time of its dis-
covery it was inclosed in a marble sarcophagus
'V

'i'l

h
'j

“ sepu lohral chamber, under the Mount
called Monte dl Grano. The material of which
the vase was formed was glass; the figures,
which were in relief, were of a beautiful opaque
while and the ground was in perfect harmony
with the figures, and was of a beautiful dork trans-

parent blue. The subject of the figures has
Hitherto remained in obscurity, but the desig-n
and sculpture were admirable. This vase was tor
more than two centuries the principal subject of
admiration in the Barberini Palace. Itwaspur-
chased about thirty years ago by the Duchess
of Portland from Sir William Hamilton, and

R • i
^ *

ar a^ove stated "'as deposited in the
oritish Museum for the gratification of the
public.

Such is the defect in our laws that no punish-
ment can be inflicted on the rascal (our pen
will not write a milder word) who has com-
mitted this wanton and distressing outrage. If
it had been worth less than 51. a magistrate
could have inflicted a fine of that amount; but
being above it, an action for damages is the
only step that can be taken to obtain redress.
This being the case, the charge against him for
breaking the vase was abandoned, and he was
fined 3/. for breaking the glass which covered
it!! It is to be hoped that immediate steps
will be taken to obtain a law for the protection
of works of art. For our own part we would
willingly assist to nail this fellow’s ears to the
gates of the museum, that he might serve to
deter others from similar outrages. We are
glad to be the first to convey to the public the
intelligence that the vase can in all probability
be restored satisfactorily, notwithstanding the
number of pieC es into which it is broken!
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HARBOURS OF REFUGE.

The select committee of the House of

Commons on shipwrecks, which sat during the

session ofl833, had their attention drawn to

the formation of harbours of refuge. In their

report they purposely refrained from recom-

mending any particular situations for such

harbours, from a conviction that such points

would be best decided on by a body composed

of scientific and competent persons, whose

attention should be specially and exclusively

directed to the subject.

In consequence of this, Sir Robert reel

recommended that a commission, to consist of

the following gentlemen, should be appointed

to inquire into the most eligible situations for

such harbours in the channel, viz. -.—Admiral

Sir Byam Martin, G.C.B., chairman; Lieut.

Gen. Sir Howard Douglas, Bart., G.C.B.;

Rear-Admiral Deans Dundas, C.B.; Captain

Sir William Syraonds, R.N.; Captain John

Washington, R.N.
;

Lieut. Col. Colquhoun,

R.A
;

Lieut. Col. Alderson, R.E.
;

Sir J. H.

Pelly, Bart; Captain Fisher, R.N.; James

Walker, Esq., President of the Institution of

Civil Engineers.

These gentlemen were accordingly appointed,

and their report has just made its appearance.

It contains the following important conclusions

to which the commissioners arrived after an

inspection of the various channel harbours :
—

“ First,—That a harbour be constructed in

Dover Bay, with an area of 520 acres up to

low-water mark, or 380 acres without the two-

fathom edge
;
with an entrance 700 feet wide

on the south front, and another of 150 at the

east end.
“Entertaining the strong opinion we have

expressed of the necessity of providing,

without delay, a sheltered anchorage in Dover

Bay, we venture to urge upon your lordships’

attention the advantage of immediately be-

ginning the work by carrying out that portion

which is to commence at Cheesman s Head.

“ Whatever may be finally decided upon as

to the form and extent of the works in Dover

Bay, the pier from Cbeesman’s Head, run out

into seven fathoms water, appears to be indis-

pensable as a commencement, and it will afford

both facility and shelter to the works to be

subsequently carried on for their completion.

“ This will give sheltered access to the pre-

sent harbour during south-west gales, and

protect it from the entrance of shingle from

the west-ward ;
it will afford time also for ob-

servation on the movement of the shingle

within the bay, and for further inquiry as to

the tendency which harbours of large area, on

this part of the coast, may have to silt up.

“ These inquiries the commission consider to

be of essential importance, and the results will

afford the means of determining on the greater

or less width that should be given to the en-

trances of the proposed harbour.

“ Secondly,—We propose that a breakwater

be constructed in Seaford Road, in a depth

of about seven fathoms of water, one mile in

extent, and sheltering an area of 300 acres.

“ Thirdly,—That a breakwater be constructed

in Portland Bay, to extend a mile and a quarter

in a north-eastern direction, from near the

northern-point of the island, in about seven

fathoms of water, having an opening of 150

feet at a quarter of a mile from the shore, and

sheltering an area of nearly 1,200 acres.

“ If only one work is to be undertaken at a

time, we' give the preference to Dover,

next to Portland, and thirdly to Seaford.

tt The cost of either mode of construction

having been stated to be nearly the same,

whether it be masonry or long slope of rough

stone similar to that of Plymouth Breakwater,

the commission beg to lay before your lord-

ships an approximate estimate of the works at

the several places, viz :

—

Dover £2,500,000

Seaford MM,000

Portland

Harwich 50 >
000

BATHS AND WASH-HOUSES.

A NUMEROUS and important meeting of

the clergy and gentry of the parish of

St. Pancras took place last week at the vestry

rooms, Gordon-square, for the purpose of

carrying into effect the establishment of baths

and wash-houses for the labouring classes in

that populous and extensive district. Mr. J.

Harris, of the Hampstead-road, occupied the

chair, and amongst the gentlemen present were

the Rev. W.Dodsworth, the Rev. Dr. Stebhing,

the Rev. H. Hughes, the Rev. D. Lang, Mr.

J. P. Gibbons, Mr. E. Wilson, Mr. W.
Douglas, Mr. J. H. Smith, &c. A report

was presented, from which it appeared that in

consequence of a communication having been

received from the Central Society for the Es-

tablishment of Baths and Wash-houses for the

Labouring Classes, recommending the forma-

tion of a branch association in that parish, a

committee had been appointed, who had come

to a resolution, “ That the establishment of

baths and wash-houses was highly desirable

for the comfort and cleanliness as well as for

the health of the labouring classes, and they

therefore cordially approve the formation of a

branch society in the parish of St. Pancras, to

carry out that object.” The committee felt it

their duty to make an earnest appeal to the

inhabitants to furnish them with funds neces-

sary for the erection of public baths and wash-

houses on a suitable scale in one or more dis-

tricts of the parish. The report having been

adopted, it was resolved that deputations should

wait on his Grace the Duke of Bedford, the

Marquis of Camden, Lord Southampton, Lord

Somers, and other great landed proprietors of

the district, to solicit their aid and co opera-

11

The following instance of liberality on the

part of a public company as setting a noble

example, will, we trust, not be without its

effect. At the annual meeting of the proprie-

tors of the Birmingham Fire Office held last

week, it was resolved that 50Z. be given in aid

of the funds now being raised for the esta-

blishment of public baths in that town.

From Bath we hear that the committee of

gentlemen who have taken up the laudable

object of providing baths and wash-houses for

the poor of that city, are prosecuting their in-

quiries on the subject, and that they have been

in communication with Messrs. Green and

Simms, the lessees of the baths, with reference

to the availableness of the surplus hot water of

their establishments (which, we are informed,

amounts to 5,000 hogsheads per week). During

the last four years about 4,000 gratuitous hot

baths have been annually furnished to the poor

by the lessees of the baths, upon the simple

recommendation of any medical gentleman,

stating that the individuals recommended were

likely to be benefited by the waters, and un-

able to pay for their use.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS RELATING TO

ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, &c.,

GRANTED FOR ENGLAND.

Furnished by Mr. A. Prince, of the Office for

Patents of Inventions, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields.

[six MONTHS FOR ENROLMENT.]

William Hannis Taylor, of West Strand,

gentleman, for certain improvements in pro-

pelling. January 2.

John Gollop, of Charles-street, Middlesex

engineer, for improvements in spring hinges

in spring roller blinds, and in applying springs

to easy chairs and carriages. January 11.

Henry Cartwright, of the Dean, near Brosely

Salop, farmer, for certain improvements in th.

construction of paddle-wheels. January II.

Robert Griffiths, of Smethwick, Binning

ham, engineer, for improvements in the ma

nufacture of bolts, railway pins, spikes, an.

January 1 1.

Stranu, engiuecia — -

ments in propelling vessels on inland waters

J&
Stephen

"

Perry, of Woodland-place, S

John’s Wood, gentleman, for improvement

in the application of springs to locks an

other fastenings, to paper-holders, to candl.

lamDs to blinds, window-sashes and door

and to seats and elastic surfaces for sitting an

recliningon. January 11.

Henrv Charles Lacy of Kenyon-hous

Manchester, esquire, and George Watson Bucl

of Manchester, civil engineer, for a new m

nufacture for and method of sustaining tl

rails of railways. January 14-

John James Osborne, of Macclesfield, ge

tleman, for certain improvements in the man

facture of iron and steel, and in the furnac

to be employed for such or similar man

factures. (Being a communication). J

" U
He,myAdolphc Dubem, ofParis, merchai

for improvements in atmospheric railwa;

(Being a communication.) January lb.

James Palmer Budd, of Ystalyfera ir

works, Swansea, merchant, for improiemel

in the manufacture of iron. January lb.

John Melville, of Upper Harley -street, <

uire, for improvements in propelling vesst

"william Yates, of Manchester, upholster

and Denis Dolan, of the same place, scagli.

manufacturer, for certain improvements in pi

tic manufacture or composition, part of wh

is applicable to decorative and useful purpo!

and part as a fireproof cement or plastic. Jai

"’’John Clay, of Edgeley, Chester, corn- dea

for an i mproved apparatus for consumingsroo

January 23. „ . c
Peter Borne, of Pnnces-square, bi

George’s-in-the-East, engineer, tor impre

ments in the construction and fitting, or eqt

ping of ships or vessels. January 23.

William George Henry 3 aunton, of Li

pool, civil engineer, for improvements in :

chinerv for revolving windlasses, ban

spindles, shafts, and for pumping. Ja

arv 25
The Earl of Dundonald, for an impre

rotary engine to be impelled hy steam,

which may he also rendered applicable to o

purposes (being an extension for the ten

14 years of letters patent granted to him bj

late Majesty King William the Fourth, fot

said invention). January ao.

George Janies Norton, of H eymouth, i

and confectioner, for an improved coo

apparatus, parts of which are also applicab

the purposes of lighting and heating. J

"’’John Leslie, of Conduit-street, Haul

square, tailor, for improvements in stove!

apparatus used in consuming fuel, and in

tilating. January 28.

Mathew Allen, ot Worship-street, bt

ditch, builder, for certain improvement

stoves and apparatus for heating. Januar

Henry Page, of Cambridge, painter, tor

tain improvements in the mode of pamtlt

decorating with oil and other colours. .

ary 30.
, . a

Thomas Middleton, of Loman-street, bi

work, engineer, for improvements in

ehinery for the manufacture of artificial

bricks, tiles, and other similar articles. J

ary 31.

George Spencer, of Hungerford-stree

rand, engineers’ draughtsman, tor improve
.1- . I.-.I...art \wrqfpn

MODE OF CONSTRUCTION,

u We are directed by your lordships to report

on the expense to be 'incurred by the comple-

tion of the works which we recommend
;
but

as no approximate estimate of this can be made

without determining the general principles and

modes of construction, we have examined the

engineers who have come before us and other

authorities upon these important points.

“The various opinions have been considered

by the commission, who prefer for the con-

struction of breakwaters, and for the security

of the works of defence upon them, the erection

of walls of masonry.
“ The commission do not offer any opi-

nion as to the profile or degree of slope

necessary to insure to the structure the re-

quisite stability. They consider that this will

be best decided by the government, under

professional advice, when the works shall be

finally determined on.

Opening of the City Hall, Perth.

This edifice was opened last Wednesday week

with a civic banquet, combining also the

attraction of a grand concert and the eloquence

of public speakers. The arrangements were

on a liberal scale and well regulated, and

although at least from 1,300 to 1,400 persons

were accommodated within the walls ot that
were accoimiiuuaicu —
one apartment, there was no crowding, no con-

fusion. The Perth Constitutional says, 1 he
.i n (.,l n of fuetp

lusion. i iic v >

decorations are in the first style of taste,

and will have grander appearance when the

skill of the painters shall have been brought

to bear upon them. On this occasion all was

white— the drapery of the platform and cover-

ing of the tables, which were of a light crimson,

contrasting finely therewith. The sixteen tall

pillars, serving for as many candelabra, sur-

rounded with ornamental branches (eight on

each of the principal four, and six on each of

the rest), send forth a flood of light without

producing any degree of shadow.
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IMPORTANT TO ARCHITECTS AND

CONTRACTORS.

Last week an action was brought by Mr.
Mansfield, the landlord of Oliver’s Coffee-
house, at the foot of Westminster- bridge, to
recover compensation from the defendants,
Messrs. Grissell and Peto, the contractors for
building the new Houses of Parliament, and
Mr. Charles Barry, the architect, for damage
done to the coffee-house in sinking the founda-
tions for a portion of the new structure. It

i! seemed that in the progress of the works,
which were carried on in 1 842, it became neces-
sary to obtain a solid foundation for the clock
tower, which now raises its ornamented turrets

I within a few yards of Oliver’s Coffee-house.
I Excavations were accordingly made, but from
some cause or other the foundations of the

.
lain ti fit ’s house, which is built on a quicksand,

as are all the buildings in the city of West-
minster which are near the river, were so much
iweakened, that the superstructure cracked and
yawned in several places, and Mr. Mansfield
land his family entertained great apprehensions
that the building would tumble about their
lears. Representations were accordingly made
to Mr. Barry about the state of the house

; and
some palliation, in the shape of shoring and
pement, were applied; but the excavations for
[•he foundation of the clock tower were still

lontinued, and in the middle of June, 1842,
;he foundations of the coffee-house sank so
nuch, that the whole of Mr. Mansfield’s family,
ibout 9 or 10 o’clock, fled, many of them in
heir night-dresses, out of the house for their
ives. The precautions taken, however, pre-
ened the house from coming down, but the
iroprietor was seriously injured in his business
luring the progress of the works, and the
louse has been so much shaken, that it is

[oubtful whether it can ever be put in a state
|f thorough repair without pulling it down
nd rebuilding it. The question for the deci-
tion of the jury was, whether the defendants

(

ad been guilty of negligence
;
and the testi-

mony adduced was of a very contradictory
haracter. On the part of the defendants, the
itnesses stated that every possible precaution
ad been taken in order to prevent the catas-
[ophe which had occurred

;
while the evidence

iven on the part of the plaintiff certainly
ent to shew that all was not done which
ight have been done.

Mr. J ustice Coltman summed up; and the jury
fumed a verdict for the plaintiff,—damages

he Pictorial Gallery ofArts. Charles Knight,
London : 1845.

In this work, published every month, it is

nposed by the aid of three or four thousand
jravings to open to view the entire kingdom of
’thnical skill in all its more important opera-
ns : to shew man in every region of the earth
•ouring to surround himself with those neces-
ies, com forts, and conveniences, which consti-
e the elements of civilization, and then,
ing forward into the higher range of arts,
(•rounding his life with the attributes of taste,
1 ultimately reaching the highest develop-
tnt of the principle of beauty. This, which
any other publisher would be a very expen-
e work, Mr. Knight is able to effect at very
all cost, by employing engravings already
d in other works, and which when brought
iether, assist each other to elucidate par-
alar subjects and so acquire fresh value,
e first volume will be devoted to what are
lerally called the useful arts, the second

illustrate architecture, sculpture, and
(jtnting. The first part, now before us, treats
lithe arts contributory to food. As calculated
~ad the young we cannot recommend it too

"g^y-

? Builders' Price Book for 1845. By
V. Laxton, Surveyor, 10, Fludyer-street,
>iondon.

(his is the 19th edition of Mr. Laxton’s
rul volume, and contains upwards of eight
asand prices, and three thousand valuable
jmoranda. It needs no recommendation, or

u would gladly give it.

<fforrc0yonDntce.

COMPETITION FOR LAYING OUT GROUND,
king’s-road, READING.

Sir,—After all that has been written upon
architectural competition, you will perhaps be
unwilling to devote much more of the space
in your valuable journal to the subject, but I

think Mr. Blendy’s letter in the last number
of The Builder should not be allowed to
pass without comment, as the plan he adopted
for obtaining a decision on the designs in the
late competition at Reading, appears, as far as I

can learn, to have produced any thing but
satisfaction. This may not arise so much from
any defect in the plan itself, as from the
manner of carrying it out. He states that in
consequence of a letter in The Builder, he
determined to make the competitors themselves
the judges of the designs, and that he is well
satisfied with the result of the experiment,
there being so many almost equally balanced
in point of merit, and withaview ofproving this,
has sent you a list of the designs which obtained
votes and the number recorded for each, which
certainly shews the diversity of opinion; but
then, I would ask, was there any standard laid
downfor the judges to go upon? For amongst
upwards of forty competitors great variety of
design was to be expected, and consequently
great difference of opinion with regard to the
merits of each. Judging from a letter in your
journal a short time since from a “ Regular
Subscriber,” who, l presume, has seen the
designs, two great mistakes appear to have
been made by the promoter of this competi-
tion. In the first place, a set of rules is

printed for the guidance of the competitors in

preparing their designs, which it is stated in

the preamble “ the proprietor will require to

he adhered to by those who intend to compete'''
The first condition is, “ That the designs

shall be delineated upon plans of the same
scale as the one now furnished (being one
chain and a half to the inch), and be drawn in
simple outline with Indian ink, the roads co-
loured yellow and the sewerage blue.”
The second is, “That if it should be con-

sidered by you desirable that uniformity should
be observed in the erection of a class or classes
of houses, that aground-plan and elevation of
such houses should accompany your design,
and the estimated cost of erection stated.”

And with reference to the award of the
premiums it is stated that “ each competitor
will be required to attend in Reading on a cer-
tain day to be notified to him, then and there
to give me his opinion in writing, which design
he considers possesses most merit, and which
is the next deserving (of course he must omit
his own design).”

Now, to the first of these rules, very few of
the competitors have thought proper to attend,

beyond drawing their designs to the specified
scale, for the plans are in many cases got up
very elaborately and tickled up so as to attract
the eye, the buildings being deeply back-lined
in dark lake colour, and the grounds all laid

out in walks and beds of different colours
;
and

such is, I am assured, the case with those plans
to which the premiums have been awarded.
To the second rule, several competitors

have paid no attention, and have merely sent
in block-plans, without elevations or ground-
plans of the houses as required.

And thirdly, if Mr. Blendy is correct as to
the number of competitors* they cannot all

have attended to give their votes, for by looking
over the list of those who have voted (the
publication of which, by the way, the com-
petitors will, I should imagine, look upon as a
breach of confidence) the names of only twenty-
six will be found, thus leaving upwards of four-
teen who have not chosen to go to the expense
of a visit to Reading for the purpose of giving
their votes, but who, nevertheless, have been
allowed the chance of obtaining votes for their
own designs from those who did attend, by
not having them withdrawn from the com-
petition, which seems to me to have been the
proper course to pursue

;
for surely some dis-

tinction ought to have been made between
those who complied with all the rules and con-
ditions, and those who did not.

In conclusion, I would I ask, where is the
use of having rules and conditions printed for
a competition, if it is made optional with the

competitors whether they abide by them or
not, as has been done in the present instance?
Where instructions are given, the first thing

for the judges to ascertain should be, in which
designs they have been most closely foliowed, and
thus the author of such designs would be placed
in a proper and fair position

;
but in the late

competition every one has been left entirely to
his own caprice and fancy in his award of the
premiums. XVould it not have given much more
satisfaction if a set of questions had been pre-
pared, and a copy given to each competitor,
in which, in addition to stating which two
plans he considered most deserving, he should
have also been required to state whether such
plans were in accordance with the printed in-
structions, and if not, with which had they not
complied, and also in which two designs he
considered the authors had most fully com-
plied with the said rules? and then the premiums
should have been awarded to those designs
which had a majority of these opinions in their
favour.

If I am misinformed as to any of the details
I have alluded to, I trust that some of the
competitors, who I dare say are readers of
your useful journal, will be good enough to
set me right, as my only object, in thus ad-
dressing you, is to state what I consider ought
to have been the course adopted in order to
give so novel a mode of deciding on the com-
parative merits of a set of designs, a fair and
impartial trial, and which I consider, unless
great caution is used in its application, is open
to great abuse.

Apologizing for thus intruding so much on
your valuable space,— I remain, Sir, yours, &c.

Feb. 5th, 1845. Fairplay.

FRESCOES AT BUCKINGHAM PALACE.
Sir,—Observing in your number for 1st

February a notice that the frescoes in the
Casino of the gardens at Buckingham Palace
had failed, I ven ture to say you will, upon inquiry,
find this general condemnation incorrect. It
is to be regretted that uncertain rumours
obtained circulation respecting this first but
distinguished effort to introduce to England
a specimen of the higher examples of Italian
decorative art, they being calculated to check
any extending desire among gentlemen of taste
and fortune to engage British talent upon similar
works.
T he principal apartment, forming an octagon,

terminates in a cupola, the walls judiciously
panelled with brilliant arabesques, relieved by
delicate stuccoes and gilding, rendered sub-
servient to eight frescoes, illustrative of
Milton’s Comus. The fine compartment by
Mr. Eastlake is alone sufficient to prove
the entire success awaiting our native artists
in works of fresco. A second apartment is

successfully painted in encaustic, powerful in
colour, and firmly executed

;
while her Ma-

jesty’s closet presents a magnificent adaptation
of Italian art.

These beautiful decorations will not be
finished for some time, and therefore any de-
tailed notice would at present be injudicious. To
the royal personages, at whose suggestions and
private expense these works are creating, the
British artist will have cause to be very grateful,
An example of the highest class of decorative
embellishment executed by Englishmen, and
under such distinguished encouragement, will
at the present time be of eminent service, and
confer the highest honour upon its noble
promoters.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

James Crabb,
67, New Bond-street, Feb. 6, 1845.

UNDERPINNING OLD WALLS.

Sir,— I should feel obliged if I could be in-

formed, through the medium of your useful

journal, whether I should incur any danger of
a settlement by undersetting one side of a large
house, for the purpose of adding a building
with a cellar underneath.

It is proposed to build the cellar 4 feet be-
low the foundation of the old building. The
foundation is beach. How can a settlement be
prevented if the undersetting be done with
bricks and mortar, the latter being a longtime
before it gets dry?

It seems to me that undersetting much su-
perincumbent weight can only safely be exe-
cuted by using cement instead of mortar, but
that would be expensive. — I remain, Sir, yours
obediently, A Subscriber.
[Cement must be used

;
the first expense is

the least.—

E

d.]
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ON ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION.

"If the history of competitions were written, its details

would shew an extent of rascality astounding.”—

T

ub

Bbildeb, toI. iii. p. 52.

Sir,—As almost all complaints on the

subject of competitions which reach the public

seem to derive their publicity from your pages,

and as there appeared in the issue of last week

a promise to publish particulars of future mal-

ractices as they may come to your knowledge,

send a few extracts from a correspondence

in which I have been lately engaged, from

which you will be able to judge of the to me,

apparent injustice pursued on a very recent

occasion. I do not give you the names of the

parties, as the correspondence was certainly on

one side never intended for publication
;

but

you will be satisfied with the recognition of the

hand which pens this letter.

The secretary of a committee for obtaining

competition designs for a new church, which

was to be built for 4,000/., with aid from the

building societies, returned to me a set of

drawings with the following note :

—

“Sir,—I have this day returned your plans

by rail, car. paid, and hope they will reach you

in safety. They were much liked, but not

chosen.— I am, &c.”

In answer to a request to know who was

successful, the reply was dated November 4,

1844, and commenced—“ Sir,— I did not know
that it was customary to give the information

you require,” adding the name of the parties.

I own myself vexed at what appeared to me
rudeness as well as ignorance; and, in con-

sequence of rumours as to an injudicious de-

cision, I wrote twice, giving those reports at

full length. To my first a decidedly evasive

answer came ;
and to the second the chief part

of the reply was this :

—

“ December 2, 1844.

“ You write that you would be obliged for

an explicit answer to your last letter, which

you would lead one to infer was this:—‘In

short, I beg you to do me the justice to say

(for whether the committee has decided properly

is not a matter to he decided upon even by

your powerful assurance of the wish of the

men.hers to do right) if the premium is or will

be paid to Mr. o- Mr. , as I under-

stand one of those names is attached to the

successful design; and if that design without

alteration holds 1,000 people conveniently on

the ground-floor without seats in the chancel,

which the building societies will not allow;

und whether that design, without alteration,

nan be executed for 4,000/. in the judgment of

practical men (I do not mean the authors of it,

and none but practical men can judge). These

questions will be easily answered by yes or no.’

Where in your letter of the 1 1th of November
are these or any such questions asked? You
must allow me to say there is something here

I cannot understand, and my safest plan is to

inform you that the committee having ad-

vertised for plans under certain conditions,

will, I have no doubt, adhere to them.

—

Yours obediently, &c.
“ P. S. 1 hope this correspondence may now

cease.”

That is, Sir, that one month after the

return of my design, and also after stating the

name of the successful competitor, I am told,

after pressing for a denial of the reports de-

scriptive of the successful design, the com-

mittee will probably decide according to the

condition.

I believe that there is no means of in-

vestigating the case, or I should feel inclined

to learn with certainty what has been done.

—

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, J. W. P.

[Our correspondent refers to the competi-

tion plans for St. Thomas’s New Church,
Winchester, concerning which, letters are

printed at p. 557 and p. 564, vol. ii. We are in-

formed that it is not clear even at this time

which of the two gentlemen is the successful

candidate.

—

Ed.] _

SPAFIELDS’ BURIAL-GROUND.

Sir,— Seeing in your paper of last week an

article under the head of “ Burial-ground
Nuisance,” containing an account of infamous
practices taking place in this ground, the whole
of which is grossly false, and as proceedings are

about to be commenced against the author, 1

hope you will, in justice, find a corner in your
next Builder for this communication.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Feb. 12, 1845. A. Bird, Manager.

mr. cookerell’s lectures.

Sib,—I am quite astonished to learn that

Professor Cockerell should have recommended,

ex cathedra, the not particularly artist-like

practice of literal and wholesale copying, alias

piracy, from books of design. If such doctrine

is to prevail, adieu to architectural design

altogether
;
we have only to follow the patterns

which are ready prepared for us, and that, as

is proved by the professor himself, a builder

is capable of doing just as well as an architect.

I am tempted to fancy that the professor spoke

somewhat ironically of the “ exceedingly fine

portico ” produced by the builder, and intended

his remarks to be interpreted cum grano salis.

I remain, Sir, yours, &c.,

An Architect.

WHEN TWO BUILDERS, WHICH IS TO GIVE
NOTICE ?

Sir,—T have some alterations to make to a

house, which my client wishes to be done by

two different persons, one to carry out the

bricklayer’s, and the other the carpenter and

joiner’s works. Now the new Building Act
expresses that the builder is to give two days’

notice to the surveyor before alterations are

commenced
;
but as there are to be two separate

tradesmen employed, upon whom does the

duty devolve? By answering this question,

you will greatly oblige your constant reader

and admirer,
’ William Freeman.

Paddington, Feb. 10, 1845.

[The Act provides that notice shall be given

by “ the master-builder, or other person em-

ployed to execute any work
;

or if there be

no master-builder, or other person so em-

ployed, then the owner of the building, or

other person for whom, or by whose order

such work is to he done.” If there he two

master-builders, he who begins first should

give notice, for which and other reasons we
point to the bricklayer.— Eo.]

^Htocrilaitca.

Increase in Life Assurance.—The re-

ports read at the meetings of the several

assurance associations held within the last few

weeks make known the fact that during the

past vear there has been a great extension in

the number of persons who have secured for

their families the provision which the system

of life assurance is designed to afford. It hu9

been an anomaly in the action of society, that

a people so sensibly impressed as Englishmen

peculiarly are by a desire to provide for their

families, and yet, at the same time, strongly

influenced by the pride of present circum-

stances, should have hitherto been so indif-

ferent to the means furnished by the principle

of life assurance, for overcoming the apparent

insuperable difficulty of securing a large future

benefit without any material present sacrifice.

We are glad to find this indifference no longer

exists
;
and that, under the exposition of the

benefits of life assurance, promulgated by

various offices, and the collateral aid of the

press, the subject is becoming well understood

and extensively acted upon. At a recent

general meeting of members of the Scottish

Provident Institution, held at the Star Hotel,

it was remarked, however, that of eight or

nine offices which had arisen within the last

few months, only one appeared to be consti-

tuted with exclusive reference to the interests

of the assurers, namely the British Mutual

Life Assurance Society of London, which was

founded on the principle of mutual contribu-

tion, or of dividing the whole profits among
the assured. The rates of premium were much
lower than those charged by other mutual

offices, and have been adopted for the use of the

society from the Scottish Provident Institution,

which has met with unexampled success.

—

Post Magazine
The Iron Trade.—The make of iron

in the United Kingdom at the present time

is near 1,400,000 tons annually. Scot-

land furnishes almost one-third part of the

supply—being 450,000 tons annually, or at

the rate of 9,000 tons per week. But in the

course of two months there will be nine

new furnaces put in operation in this

neighbourhood alone, and their combined yield

may be calculated at 1,350 tons weekly, or

70,000 tons per annum.

—

Glasgow Constitu-

tional.

Westminster Improvements.—Yester-

day week a large meeting of the inhabitants of

Westminster was held at the Mechanics’ In-

stitution, Great Smith-street, for the purpose of

considering the best plan for the improvement

of the district. Amongst the gentlemen on

the platform were Mr. B. Hawes, M.P.
;
the

Hon. Captain Rous, M.P.
;
Mr. C. Hindley,

M.P.
;
Colonel Short, Mr. Humfrey, Mr. R.

Wason, Mr. C. Wood, &c. The Hon. Captain

Rous, M.P., was unanimously voted to the

chair, and he having briefly introduced the

object 'of the meeting, Mr. Wilson opposed

the plan of Mr. Wason, because it would not

remove many of the existing inconveniences,

and he urged the necessity for the formation

of some street to run from Westminster Abbey
over the ground now occupied by Tothill-

street, destroying the old and dilapidated courts

and alleys in its way, and leading direct to

Pimlico. In conclusion, he read extracts from

Parliamentary reports, to shew the dreadful

condition of the neighbourhood, as regarded

drainage, ventilation, cleanliness, and health
;

and moved a resolution to the effect, that no

part of the metropolis more urgently required

improvement than the space between the

Houses of Parliament and Buckingham Palace.

Mr. Bignell moved, as an amendment, “ that

a committee be appointed to examine the

various plans, and to draw the attention of the

Metropolitan Improvement Commissioners and

the legislature to that which they considered

the best.” Mr. Hawes, M.P., said that before

the committee could come to a determination

the plan of Mr. Wason would be in execution.

It would be advisable to pass a resolution to

endeavour tosuspend proceedings in Parliament

until the best plan should be determined upon

by the inhabitants of Westminster. The re-

solution proposed by Mr. Wilson was then

carried, and also others, to the folio wing effect:—
“ that a committee be appointed to consider

the improvements suggested
;
and that they be

directed to impress upon the Government the

propriety of withholding any plan which is pqt

approved of by the inhabitants generally.” 1

Mr. Hindley, M.P., moved “ that in any line

of streets formed attention be paid to the iin-.

provement of the dwellings ot the poorep
j

classes.” This resolution having heen carried,

and the committee appointed, the meeting se-

parated.

The Tower.—A few days since a deputa-
|

tion from the British Archaeological Associa-

tion paid a visit of inspection to the Tower, J

where they were received by Major Ebrington,

the deputy governor, Major Hall, Captain

Vernon, and Mr. Stacy, who conducted the

members over all parts of the building, without

any reserve. The alterations nqw in progress

have laid open several qo\v sources of anti- .

quarian interest, not the least of which are the

architectural peculiarities of the celebrated.

Traitors’ Gate, most of which have been pre»

viously unnoticed. The causes which led to

the visit were the disposition shewn by the

authorities to preserve all relics and monu-.

ments of interest which are not inconsis-

,

tent with the necessary improvement, as was.

evinced by their reclaiming from the City the

portion of the Old London wall, on Tower-

<

hill, from the destruction to which it had been.!

consigned by the corporation. The results of

the inspection, when complete, will be made
the subject of an official report to the autho-i

rities. Upwards of 300 coffins have been

removed to the catecombs at the back of the

church of St. Peter ad Vincula, which were

previously interred in the burial-ground, and

displaced in the excavations made for the

foundations of the new barracks which are toj

be erected on the side of the old Small]

Armoury.— Times.
Improved Method of Making Bricks:!

N. J. Wyeth, Cambridge, Massachusetts.—The-

object of this composition is, to produce bricks

which will admit of driving nails into them, to

avoid the necessity of introducing in walls what]

are known amongst mechanics as “ wooden
bricks.” This composition consists of clay,;

mixed with either sawdust, charcoal, peat, or

tan-bark, after it has been used by the tanner.

The proportions may be varied, but the patentee

recommends three parts of clay to five parts of

either of the combustibles above mentioned.—
Claim

:

“ 1 do not claim mixing combustible

materials with clay for making bricks, but I

claim mixing them in such proportions as will

produce bricks possessing the above-named:

properties.”
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The Thames Tunnel Surpassed.—A

submarine tunnel has lately been discovered at
Marseilles. It passes from the ancient Abbey

Victoria under an arm of the sea to Fort
?t. Nicholas. The Debats says that the
tructure is considered by M. Matayras, an
irchitect, to be Roman, and much finer than
he Thames Tunnel, being; one-fourth longer,
jnd formed of a single vault of 60 feet span.

‘ Health op Towns.— Mr. Mackinnon has
iven notice that on the 18th inst. he will call
he attention of the House to the necessity
if improving the health of towns by pre-
enting burial of the dead within their
recincts; and that on the 20th inst. he shall
!»ove for leave to bring in a bill prohibiting
ic nuisance of smoke from the furnaces of
jictories.

Dwellings ok the Poor.—The landlord
ill do nothing but exact an exorbitant rent
>r houses unfit to be inhabited

;
the poor

nan is either too ignorant, too indifferent, or
'? powerless to help himself; the Com-
jiissioners of Sewers abandon him; the Woods
id Forests hunt him like a wild beast from
1e en d of London to another. To whom
liall he resort in his distress? Will the
overnment help him ? To be sure they will,
hey have shewn the best disposition in the
iorld. They have collected a vast deal of
iluable information, they know all about
lunderson’s-gardens and Lamb’s-fields

;
they

j

e raost desirous of doing all they can for his
Inn fort. Our streets for the future are to be
:ider, our houses are to be much better built,

r
are

.

t0 inhabit cellars no longer, and it is
•w fairly to be expected that, as party- walls
ve been long insisted on as means of pre-
nting the destruction of property, a supply of
iter and proper sewers will be given us' to
jeserve our lives from fever. But when are

p
good intentions of the legislature to take

ect ? It is for existing things that legislation
urgently required. We do well to provide
' the future, but the present ought not to be
pt out of sight. Dr. Southwood Smith
ints out two regulations as being of para-

J:>unt importance, and of universal application
the dwelling-houses of the humbler classes—
J prohibition, under adequate penalties, of
! letting of any house as a dwelling-house in
ich water is not laid on, and to which there
no privy sufficiently screened from view.

I

1 the enforcement of these regulations he
s no practical difficulty; nor do we. Will

ji legislature have the moral courage to
mpel the landlords to the performance of
lr duty ? We shall see. They must first
pect a little discussion as to the meaning of
phrase “rights of property.’ 1 Have they

: courage to put a reasonable interpretation
>n it ? We shall see .—Medical 'Dimes.

Jawing by Machinery.— In reply to a
nest from the sawyers of Oldham, that
•d John Russell would aid in obtaining a

' on mechanical inventions, his lordship has
y properly refused to do so. “ If I were to
'Ply,” says his lordship, “ I could not stop
a your trade. Nail- makers are in a similar
ation, owing to the new machinery for the
lufaeture of nails; other artisans and
(cultural labourers will pray for the like in-
erence, to prevent the use of new machines
ch interfere with manual labour. Now, my
er is, that those inventions tend to the im-
/ement of our condition as a people, and
’nable us to support the great weight of
dion to which we are subjected. Ever

l
I have known this country, machinery

•been in progress towards perfection, per-
iing more and more the task of human
Is, and, at the same time, a great number
cople have found profitable employment.
>ow, and I deplore, that while this progress
ro.ng on, many a workman loses the wages

.

skll ‘ an
^ experience have enabled him

ftin. But instead of the perilous course of
pg duties on machinery, which would soon
ele foreign nations to outstrip us in the
0 of competition, I am of opinion that we
it to give greater freedom to trade, and
issible, so extend the demand for labour
lour population, greally increased as it is’
' obtain a good price for their day’s work!
1 not mean to pronounce any opinion on
iaie tai itt, so far as regards timber. If the
'rers of this country are subject to unfair
petition, they have a cause for redress so
.
s colonial timber is concerned.”

Lectures at the Royal Academy.— Sir
Richard Westmacott will commence his course
on sculpture on Monday the 17th inst., and con-
tinue it on the 24th March, 3rd, 10th, 17th, and
24th. Mr. Howard, on painting, will begin on
Thursday the 20th inst., and continue on the
27th, the 6th of March, the 13th, 20th, and
27th. Mr. Cockerell concluded his course on
1 hursday last. We shall give a full report of
the lecture in our next.

Sculpture.—The Marquis of Landsdowne
has commissioned Mr. Watson, the sculptor of
the Eldon and Stowell statues, to execute two
bas-reliefs of a poetic nature, for Mr. Barry’s
new gate to the noble marquis’s seat at Bow-
wood.

Preservation of Timber.— Mr. Toplis
recommends the introduction into the pores of
timber of a solution of sulphate or of muriate
of iron

; the solution may be in the proportion
of about two pounds of the salt to four or five
gallons of water.

Proposed New Pier at Erith.—A meet-
ing was held last Monday, at the Bell Inn,
Erith, for the purpose of erecting a new pier,
in consequence of the monopoly of the Diamond
Company, who have the sole privilege of calling
at the present pier. Mr. Noakes presided.
Resolutions were passed in accordance with
the object of the meeting.

Stone Dressing Machinery A patent
has been granted for this purpose to Mr. H.
Ward, of Charles Town, Massachusetts, who
thus describes it. The block of stone to be
pecked and dressed is placed upon a carriage,
which passes it, by a slow motion, under a
senes of pecking and dressing chisels. These
chisels slide in a frame inclined to the plane of
the carriage, that they may act on the stone
obliquely, instead of vertically, and, for the
purpose of changing this inclination, one end
of this frame is jointed to the main frame of
the machine, and the other may be elevated
and pressed at pleasure. The chisels are held
up by springs, and forced against the face of
the stone by hammers actuated by tappets on
two shafts, one at each end of the frame. The
first and second rows of these chisels are
pointed, for the purpose of pecking, and the
others are flat, for dressing the surface. For
squaring, or forming, the edges of the stone,
there is a chisel on each side, with the lower
edge at right angles with the side, and operated
in the same manner as the peckers and
dressers

;
these break off the stone, and form

the edge, so that when the block is turned
over to have the other faces dressed, th
corners shall not be broken off.

The Monster Dei.l for York Minster.
The bell, intended to be put up in the south

tower of York Minster, has recently been
manufactured at the foundry of the Messrs.
Mears, W hitechapel, and is larger than any
other in the United Kingdom. Its weight
exceeds twelve tons; it is 7 feet 7 inches in
height, and its diameter is 8 feet 4 inches,
being heavier by seven tons than the celebrated
‘ 1?™’ of Lincoln, and by five tons than
Old lorn of Oxford. The metal took

twelve days to cool, from the 18th of January
when it was poured into the mould to the

f,
Uth U

V; Vie clapper is not yet put in, but
this will weigh between three and four cwt.
1 he tone of it is described as being ex-
ceedingly grand, and to be compared to the
full swelling diapason of an organ. The arms
of the city of York, and those of the arch-
bishop (the cross keys), are on the bell in
opposite positions to each other. The follow-
ing inscription, in Lombardian characters, is
round the upper rim “ In sancUe et mterme
l rinitatis honorem pecunia sponte collata
Eboracenses faciendum curaverunt in usum
ecclesiae metrop. B. Petri ebor.” And on

MDrrr'vr'u Ig
the "°rds ’

“ Annn salulisMDCCCXLV Victoria! reg. VIII. Edivardi
Archiep. XXXVIII. C et G Mears, Londini.
tecerunt. 3 he cost of it is about 2,000/.,
this having been raised by voluntary sub-
scriptions, as alluded to in the above inscrip-
tion. It is intended by the executive com-
mittee, prevmus t° j ts removal to the cathedral
at 1 ork, where it will be conveyed by railway,
that the public should have an opportunity of

bc" <"' h
.

ich is 10 b <> "amed “Peter
°t \ ork”) and which it will require the united
etiorts of twenty horses to draw.

STen&era.

For making a Sewer in the town of Cambridge.
To be cylindrical and 2 feet diameter in the clear.
The length about 385 yards, and the average depth
about 9 feet.

The Commissioners of Paving and Lighting, met
on the 21st ult., to examine the several tenders
which had been sent in.

Mr. Cockerton complained of the course of a pro-
posed drain, whose course was laid out through
grounds belonging to St. Peter’s college, and leased
to Mr. Humfrey, in Prospect-row, without the con-
sent of the college having been had. He was not
at present in a position to give the consent of the
college to the proposed course.—This objection was
made before the confirming of the minutes of the
former meeting, and some difficulty was raised to
the reception of tenders for the drain which had
been advertised for.

The tenders were received conditionally, that the
work be not begun until an arrangement was made
with the college, and a motion was passed to the
effect that formal application be made to the college
and the lessee. The following tenders were
given :

—

Thomas Brook, Hackney, Middlesex [laid aside
in consequence of the blanks not being filled

up].
Joseph Coulf.on, East-road, sewer 8s. 6d. per
yard—cesspools 21. 8s. each— lateral drains
3s. 6d. per yard.

James Stevens, Quay-side, sewer 8s. 5d.—cess-
pools 21. 7s.—lateral drains 3s. fid.

John Bennett, James-street, sewer 7s. lid.

—

cesspools 21. 10s.—lateral drains 3s. 3d.
Pell Hall, Castle-end, sewer 8s. 5d.—cesspools

21. 8s. 6d.—lateral drains 3s.
Then cesspools are likely to be required. Mr.

W. Swann proposed, and Mr. H. S. Foster second-
ed, that Bennett’s tender be accepted. Mr. S.
Adcock proposed that Coulson’s tender be accepted,
on the ground that you should have a man who
will do his work well ; some complaint had been
made of the way in which Bennett had done his
work, and there was an objection to Bennett also,
because Mr. Asby, a commissioner, was a surety for
him. Mr. Cream seconded the motion. After a
noisy discussion on the merits of these parties, Ste-
vens’ tender was proposed by Mr. Cropley, but not
seconded. A show of hands was taken, when there
appeared 9 for Coulson and 8 for Bennett. The
names were called for, when the following voting
took place ;

—

For Coulson.—Messrs. Adcock, Favell, War-
wicker, Swinton, Headly, Haslem, Cropley,
Cream, Papworth, and Woodley,— 10.

For Bennett.—Messrs. Balls, C. F. Foster, H.
S. Foster, Hatt, Swann, Matthew, Marshall,
and Asby,—8.

Mr. Ekin declined to vote. Coulson’s tender
was accepted conditionally.

Tenders for the Alterations and Fittings of
School-room under Vauxhall Chapel for a Wes-
leyan Day-school for Boys. — W. W. Jenkins,
Esq., architect, Bartlett’s Buildings.

Cooper and Davis ^134
Haynes and Co J28
Thompson (Camberwell) 115

Tenders opened in the presence of the Builders.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
For a supply of Railway Fastenings for the

Great Southern and Western Railway, Ireland.

—

Mr. William Taylor, Secretary, 3, College-green,
Dublin. February 17.

For the Repairs of Lindfield Church, near
Cuckfield, Sussex.—Messrs. T. H. Taylor and Son,
Architects, 22, Parliament-street, Westminster.
February 17.

For building a Barge, 69 feet long and 13 feet
wide, capable of navigating the river Lee.—James
Wright, Deputy Storekeeper, Ordnance Office,
Waltham Abbey. February 18.

For erecting and completing the Tide Sluices,
Bridge, and other Works, at the top of the Eau-
Brink Cut, above Lynn. — Messrs. Walker and
Burges, 23, Great George-street, Westminster;
or Mr. George Game Day, Clerk to the Middle
Level Drainage Commissioners, St. Ives. February

For the execution of the whole Works on the
Slamannan Junction of the Edinburgh and Glasgow
Railway, being about a mile long.—H. G. Wright,
Secretary, Railway Office, Queen-street, Glasgow!
February 24.

For such Mason’s and Pavior’s works (stone
paving only) as may be required by the Commis-
sioners of Sewers of the City of London, for the
term of three years, from the 25th of March next.
Joseph Daw, Esq., Guildhall, London.—Febru-
ary 25.

For the supply of Granite or other hard stone
for the service of the Stone's End district of the
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Surrey and Sussex Roads.—Road Office, Charing

Cross, and W. S. GaitskeU, Esq., 21, Stamford-

street, Blackfriars’ Road.

For the supply of from 4,000 to 5,000 yards

of Iron Railing for inside drives of Birkenhead-park.

—Mr. Hornblower, architect, Hamilton-buildmgs,

or Mr. Walker, Town-hall, Birkenhead. —Feb-

ruary 26.

For supplying the Great Western Railway Com-

pany with such quantity of the following articles as

may be required from the 1st of April, 1845, to

the 31st of March, 1846 ; viz. Bar and Pig Iron

—Castings— Bolts and Rivets—Copper (sheet and

ingots)—Ironmongery, screws and nails—Brass and

Iron clasp, closet tacks and wirework—Lead and

Zinc— Steel for springs—Timber—Tubes, brass,

copper, iron and zinc— Patent Wheel-tire, and va-

rious other articles.— Chas. A. Saunders, Esq.,

Secretary, Paddington. February 27.

For taking down and rebuilding the Tower of

Grendon Church.—Mr. John Baker, Churchwarden,

Grendon, near Atherstone. March 1.

February 25.—At the King’s Arms Inn, Hemel

Hempstead ; a large Fall of capital Oak, Ash, Elm,

and Beech Timber Trees, the greater portion of

which are of very large dimensions and superior

quality.—Mr. James Adams, auctioneer, Clarence-

street, Staines, Middlesex.

COMPETITION.

The Committee of the Liverpool Docks

are desirous of receiving Plans for the most

convenient mode of landing or embarking

passengers, carriages, &c., &c., at George s Pier-

head. A Premium of 200/. will be given for the

Plan selected and acted upon, and a Premium of

100/. will be given for that Plan which may be

deemed to be the next in utility.—Daniel Mason,

Esq., secretary, Dock Offices, Revenue-buildings,

Liverpool. March 19.

For building twelve Boats and Engines for the

City Steam-boat Company. — Charles Hancock,

17, Earl-street, Blackfriars.

For Surveying and Valuing the Property in

Austin-ward, Humber-ward, Trinity-ward, St.

Mary’s-ward, Whitefriars-ward, and North-ward,

all in the parishes of Holy Trinity and St. Mary,

Kingstou-upon- Hull.—John Moxon, Clerk to the

Governor and Guardians of the Poor, Workhouse,

Hull. March 1.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

For the Mason’s and Pavior’s Works, supply of

Guernsey Granite Chippings and Yorkshire Paving,

for one Year, from the 25th of March next, for the

parish of St. George, Hanover-square. Mr. R.

Lees, Clerk to the Paving Committee. March 4.

For the supply of 20,000 tons of Iron Rails, and

7,000 tons of Iron Chains, for the Newcastle and

Berwick Railway.—George Hudson, Esq., Railway

Office, York, and at 24, Great George-street, West-

minster. March 4.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW CONGREGATIONAL CHAPEL. HOLLOWAY,

THE BUILDING COMMITTEE of the

above Chapel beg to inform those Gentlemen who

have favoured them with designs, that they have selected the

one marked “E.D.O.,” and that the remainder may be

had on application at C. A. Bartlett’s, 66, Paternoster-row,

London.
February 10, 1845.

T O BUILDER S—To be LET. on
BUILDING LEASES, some excellent BUILDING

GROUND, to form a square around a church now very

nearly completed, in an increasing neighbourhood, near thenearly completed, in an increasing neignnournuuu, ui— —
West-end. Money advanced as the work proceeds. Apply

to Mr. Frances E. H. Fowler, architect, 28, Sackville,

street, Piccadilly

For the supply of 100,000 Railway Sleepers for

the Newcastle and Berwick Railway.—George Hud-

son, Esq., Railway Office, York. March 4.

For repairing the footway pavements, and pro-

viding and laying new curb and other stone ;
for

repairing the carriage-way, pavements, and pro-

viding and laying new granite and other stone,

during one year from Lady-day next, for the united

parishes of St. Andrew, Holborn, and St. George-

the-Martyr, Middlesex.—Clerk’s office, 13, King’s-

road, Bedford-row. March 8.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of nine-inch cast-

iron Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct to be laid in

the Island of Malta.—Vin. Casolani, Collector of

Land Revenue, Office of Land Revenue and Public

Works, Valletta, Malta. March 31.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

February 17, at Bristol; Feb. 18, at Dorsley
;

Feb. 19, at Cirencester ;
Feb. 20, at Leominster,

—

a number of Maiden and Pollard Oaks, and Maiden

Elms.—Messrs. Clark, Medcalf, and Gray, so-

licitors, 20, Lincoln’s-inn Fields
;

and Messrs,

J. P. Sturge and Co., surveyors, Bristol.

February 17 and 18.—At Livermere Park,

Suffolk; i ,500 very superior Elm. Ash, Alder,

Beech, Larch, Scotch Spruce, and Chesnut Trees

and Stands.—Mr. Norfolk, auctioneer, Chequer

square, Bury St. Edmunds.
February 20.—At Madingley ;

a quantity of Ash

and Elm Trees, some of which are very large,

and of excellent quality.—Messrs. E. Smith and

Son, auctioneers, Cambridge.

February 20.—At the Hall of Commerce,
Threadneedle-street, 540 Logs of St. Domingo Ma-

hogany, of superior quality and large dimensions.

—Thomas Edwards, broker, 1, Pinners-hall, Great

Winchester-street.

February 20.—At the back of St. George’s-

terrace, Dalston Rise ;
300,000 sound new Stock

and Place Bricks, and a large quantity of Burrs

and Bats.—Messrs. Humphreys and Wallen

tioneers, 68, Old Broad-street.

February 21.— At Garraway’s Coffee-house,

Cornhill : 300 loads Quebec Red Pine ; 100 loads

Yellow Pine ; 100 loads of Ash ; 80 loads of Oak ;

10,000 Yellow Pine deals and battens; 10,000

Spruce deals and battens.—T. and J. Simson,

brokers, b, Change-alley.

February 21.— At No. 38, Mincing-lane, 300

tons of fine fresh Lima Wood.— Charles Roberts,

broker, 38, Mincing-lane.

February 21.— Equi-distant between Lynn and

Downham Market; 3,000 Larch, Scotch Spruce,

Oak, Elm, and Birch Poles. They are principally

Larch, of good dimensions and quality, from

twenty-five to thirty years’ growth. — Messrs.

Mumford and Casebow, auctioneers, Lynn, or

Downham Market.

“ S. A. H.” (a carpenter).

—

Section XLI. in

the old Building Act, provides that the person at

whose expense a party wall shall be built, agreeably

to the directions of that Act, shall recoverfrom the

adjoining owner when the wall is used, after the

rate of 71. 15s. per rod; but even in cases where

the wall was pulled down without any desire on the

part of the adjoining owner, a greater price was

generally allowed, as it was known that brickwork

costs more than that sum. At all events, an addi-

tion equal to the duty on bricks imposed since the

passing of the Act, could, perhaps, be insisted on

legally. In the case mentioned, we do not think

he could avail himself of the Act, but this can be

determined only by one who hears all the particu-

lars. The ground landlord should be appealed to.

If the wall stood wholly on our correspondent's

ground, as might be inferredfrom part of the letter,

he would have no right to touch it, and might be

punished. .

“ H. Rose.”—The article “ Stonehenge, in

the Penny Cyclopedia, written by Mr. Britton,

will refer you to all that has been said on the

*U
uMr, Pepys,” (Ghent).—We shall be glad to

receive any information he may be able to send.
„

“ M. Daly.”— Where can we see the 11 Revue

in London. ,,

“ Association of Architectural Draughtsmen,

next week. .

“ Mr.W. Herbert” complains of a paragraph m
,r last number, headed “ New Street to Long

Acre.” He may rest assured toe shall not inter-

fere with the private rights ofany. Theparagraph in

question was simply an acknowledgment oj letters

received by us from others, and on which we gave

no opinion. The fact, that Mr. Herbert is build

ing many of the houses in the street named, is an

assurance to us that they will be done well.

“ J. W.” (York), and ” G. R.,” next week.

“Bernan’s History of Warming and Ventilat-

ing.”— Our thanks are due to Mr. Bell, the pub-

lisher, for the use of the cuts which illustrated the

extract from the above work in our last number.

We have already recommended Mr. Bernan’s book

to our readers.
.

** G. W. Bennett,” is referredfor general injor-

mation on warming buildings to the last-named

work. The best mode of warming the proposed

Mechanics’ Institution and probable cost depend

materially on the plan.
,

‘•A Subscriber” (Burton-upon-Trent), asks the

height of St. Paul’s Cathedral, from the ground

to the top of the cross .—340 feet. ....
“ L.” will be glad to know where the best in-

formation on Terra cotta is to befound.

“ O.” wishes to be directed to the best archi-

tectural drawing school. We will inquire.

Received.—Minutes of Proceedings of the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers.

Great Reduction in the price of Farleigh Down Bath Stone.

J G. WELLER, of STEEL-YARD
• WHARF (late Drew’s), has the pleasure to inform

Contractors, Builders, and Dealers, that he has just con-

cluded arrangements which will enable him to place cargoes

of this celebrated and unequalled Free Stone alongside any

wharf in the river, at the unprecedented low price of Is. 64d.

per foot. The same stone may be had in large or small

quantities, at a great reduction from former prices, at the

wharfs of Mr. Hanson, Kensington; Mr. Foot, Westminster;

Mr. Searle, Wapping; and Messrs. Dance, Chelsea.

N.B. Six-inch Ashlar, 9d. per foot.

SNOXLLL, 96, QUADRANT',
it . REGENT-STREET, Inventor and Patentee

of the REVOLVING SPRING W9ODEN SHUTTER.—of the REVOLVING nrKINli vvuouto anuiic-n..

—

These Shutters combine economy with perfect security, the

cost being very little more than common shutters; and of

such simple construction, that the largest establishment
1 - 1 - „1 . ..0,1 \ n n fpiv moments with the ere;
such simple construction, that the largest estaonsnmcnc can

be opened or closed in a few moments with the greatest

possible ease, and without the use of machinery. One great_ .
.ntl witnout tne use 01 luacuuici >

.

advantage over all other revolving shutters consists in there

being made without metal hinges, consequently cannot rust,

or get out of order.

u
TO THE BUILDING PUBLIC

SASHES AND FRAMES,
DOORS, &c.

Manufactured for the Trade

By C. W. WATERLOW,
121, B unhill-row, Finsbury-sq.

Best Materials.—Lowest Prices

Terms : Cash

Full lists of prices may be had on application at the count

ing-bouse
;
if by letter, pre-paid, inclosing postage-stamp.

A large stock of well-seasoned Doors always on hand.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS. •

DOULTON AND WATTS, LAMBETH
POTTERY, LONDON.—Manufacturers inTERRA

COTTA of VASES. FOUNTAINS &c„ for

Grounds. FIGURES for Public Buildings, and ARCHI-

TECTURAL WORK of all kinds.

This TERRA COTTA has all the appearance of Stone,

and being subjected to a high degree of fire is lmP= r ‘sh“° *

»

thus possessing a decided superiority over cement or arufi-^

cial stone.
, _ .

Stone-ware, Water-pipes for Houses, Drains, &c., W ater

closet pans, with simple and perfect trap ;
the cheapness

efficiency and easy adaptation of which rander them desire-

able not only for public institutions, but for every house.

s
—

;

j

UBST 1TUTES for GLASS, for the
J Do 1 1 i cj i -

-

]

kO windows of Manufactories, Workshops, Warehouses,

School-rooms, Offices, Out-buildings Skylights Horti-

cultural purposes, &c. — GERARD AllNEY and Co. »

TRANSPARENT WATERPROOF GLAZE PAPERS,

LINEN, and CALICO. The great support which the

Proprietors have hitherto received induces them again to

solicit the attention of Builders, Proprietors of Factories,

Warehouses, & c., to their Substitutes for Glass. 1 hey

afford a light very similar to ground-g ass, and the frames

for their support need only consist o» a lattice-work of wood

or wire. Builders will find them very serviceable for

temporary windows, &c. Prices, &c. :-Glaze paper, 23

inches wide, 6d. per yard ;
calico. 31 inches wide, la. per

yard
;
linen, 28 inches wide, Is. 6d. per yard }n 6-yardknglLhsj

The Proprietors also prepare the COMPOSITION tor

rendering paper, linen, calico, and other suitable fabrics,

transparent and waterproof, at the under-mentioned prices

Pints, 2s.; quarts. 3s. 6d. each. Each pint, when diluted

with turpentine, will make about a quart sufficiently fluid

f

°Every information and samples of the prepared fabrics

may be had upon application (by letter Post;P.al<L t0 the

Manufactory, High-hill-ferry, Upper Clapton, Middlesex.

For Agency Appointments apply as above.

E. WOLFF & SON’S
NEWLY -IN VENTED

MATHEMA t'ICAL PENCILS,

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES

During the ensuing week.

Monday, February 17. — Statistical, 11,

Regent-street, 8 p.m. ;
Chemical (Society of Arts),

Adelphi, 8 p.m.; Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

8 P.M.

Tuesday, 18.—Linncean, Soho-square, 8 r-M- 5

Horticultural, 21, Regent-street, 2 p.m. ;
Civil

Engineers, 25, Great George-street, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, 19.— Society of Arts, Adelphi, 8

p.m. ; Microscopical, 21, Regent-street, 8 p.m. (An-

niepriarv) : F.thnoloaical. 27 A, Sackville-street,

METHEMATICIANS, ARCHITECTS, & ENGINEERS
Warranted to retain a very fine Point.

- £ WOLFF AND SON. in introducing their Ext^Har;- E. WOLFF AND SON. in introducing mcr
Lead Pencils for Mathematical and Architectural purpose!

beg to draw attention to the advantages resulting from met
fn flip nrHinarv Pencils.

attention to me auvauiago 6

adoption in preference to the ordinary Pencils Th('> “!

made to six distinct sues, by which means they can be fitta

to all instruments, and are so constructed that each Penci

mav be cut in halves without waste ;
thus making two 1 encit

each of a length, and most convenient for use and obviat.n,

the difficulties existing with respect to the ordinary PcncUSj

F W and Son have also half-round Pencils, suicaui
.. ...... tl.p npppft

for^ the* Spring Bow, thus preventing the necessity-

dividing the Pencil down the centre.
1 n J T .. . ] ( ika finAlf final,! V

p.m. ; Microscopical, ^1, ncgcuv-su,.-., ~

niversary) ;
Ethnological, 27 A, Sackville-street,

Thursday, 2D.— Royal, Somerset House, 84

p.m ;
Antiquarian, Somerset House, 8 p.m. ;

Friday, 21.— Geological, Sooierset House,

8£ p.m. (Anniversary); Royal Institution, Albe-

marle-street, 8J p.m.
, ,

Saturday, 22.—Royal Botanic, Regent s Park,

4 p.m. ;
Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-street,

8 p.m. ;
Institution of the Fine Arts (Society of

Arts), Adelphi, 8 p.m.

dividing the Pencil down the centre. They are made C

extremely Hard Lead, of the finest quality which will reUii

a very fine point and give a clear, even, and distinct line.

Price 4s. per dozen.
^ PATTERN OF SIZES.

4 round 1 2 3 4 5
j

A Sample of each size will be sent by Post to any part t

the Kingdom, on the receipt of Postage stamps equal l

th
Dr^°ing

t

'Pencils of the best quality, ^ ArdiitecM ao

Engineers, warranted free from grit : the hhu and bbhh

particularly recommended.— Price 5s. per dozen.
y ..... l. ..11 in-.trnmp.nl Makers andarticularly recommended.— 1 rite - *

Mav be had of all Instrument Makers and Stat o
luay uc uou

^ , 00 r-Unrnh-.rrpet, bpitalfieWill ay oe nau 01 an *
, , .

,

and at the Manufacturers’, 23, Church-street, .

London.
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recent investigations of

^ circumstances affecting the

mmm health of the masses, have

V' X'S Si)h caused l l,e importance of

pure air and light to he

more generally understood

• than it was before. The simple fact set

ih by Dr. Arnott long ago, that a canary

j.
suspended near the top of a curtained

stead in which people are sleeping will

brally be found dead in the morning, should

i been sufficient to shew the danger of

ithing a vitiated medium, and the neces-

for providing a constant and ample supply

•esh air in our dwellings,

npure air, however, cannot be seen,— its

;ts are not immediate,— and so it has been

wed quietly to kill its thousands annually,

to lay the seeds of disease in other thou-

1s ready to be developed by assisting cir-

(stances, without an effort to stay its ra-

l»s, and almost without a knowledge of its

icy.

. healthy man respires about twenty times

i minute, and inhales in that period about

I

cubic inches of air. Fresh air contains

er more than twenty-three per cent, of

i>-en, and about one and a half per cent, of

ionic acid : by the process of respiration

•oxygen is reduced, in round numbers, to

en per cent., and the carbonic acid is in-

,sed to rather more than eight per cent,

v, three and a half per cent, of this gas

ler air unfit to support life
;
so that a man

•espiring 700 cubic inches in a minute,

ittes about 1630 cubic inches (to say nothing

he effect produced by the exhalation from

skin); and this will serve to give some

i on of the large quantity of air required

the healthful occupation of a building by a

iber of persons.

.11 this, however, was for long unthought

is we have already said, but the concurring

ence of scientific investigators and able

ical men, shewing the effect of imperfect

i ilation, especially in producing consump-

i diseases, fever, and scrofula, repeated in

( hapes by the press, has at last made the

i Jic aware of its destructive effects, and

ous to prevent them. The great interest

. hhe subject which has been awakened is

biting itself, amongst other ways, in a

“ly-spread agitation against the window-

I

Meetings have been held, not merely in

iral of the metropolitan parishes, but in the

'incial towns
;
a deputation of delegates

an interview with Sir Robert Peel, in-

ctually; the matter has been broached in

[House of Commons, and petitions are to be

Varded to aid in obtaining the removal of

obnoxious impost.

11 are unanimous in terming it a tax on

nliness, a tax on ventilation, a tax on

ill LTir.

IhA window-tax is an injustice,” says one,

l lid of the grossest kind, to all classes and

aiilitions of men. We may be told that

jjnes under seven windows being exempted,

ilitax does not fall upon the poor; but if we

aider how many of this class live crowded

targe lodging-houses, and how many families

fnpy, for economy’s sake, the same domi-

9 ' we find that only a fraction of the poor

are freed from the weight of this impost.

Besides we urge upon higher grounds, that the

free light and air of heaven have no right to

be supplied in limitation to mankind. God
gave them abundantly to satisfy the necessities

of his creatures, and no man has a right to

rob his fellow-man of their full service. It

has been proved by the statistics of public

health, that the maladies and mortality of the

poor are mainly owing to want of pure air.

Is it not, we ask, the most flagrant tyranny to

limit a man to a domicile lighted and venti-

lated by only seven windows, and to tell him,

if he knocks out a few extra bricks that he

may breathe more freely, he must pay for bis

privileges? Can any greater dishonour be

perpetrated upon humanity than to confine it

under conditions which are noisome and un-

healthy, and should it desire better things, to

visit the improvement with a penalty? The
wealthy, to whom such an infliction is no

burthen, can afford to protect themselves

against an impure air, and the prospects of

infection, but the poor man must be sacrificed

either in his health or his pocket.”

As Mr. Hickson too, justly observed to the

Health of Towns Commissioners, “ The
window-duties as now assessed operate as a

premium upon defective construction. The
legislature now says to the builder—Plan

your houses with as few openings as pos-

sible; let every house be ill-ventilated by

shutting out the light and air, and as

a reward for your ingenuity you shall

be subject to a less amount of taxa-

tion than your neighbours.” Sir Robert

Peel said, in his late financial statement :

—

“ It is supposed that a case is made out for the

remission of the window-duties. Just let us

look at the case of the duty on glass, and see

what a much greater effect it will have upon

the comfort of the labouring classes. Let us

see how much more advantageous to the com-

munity will he the reduction of the duty on

glass than the reduction of the window-

duties. There are in Great Britain, as it is

estimated, about 3,500,000 houses. There

are not more than 500,000 houses which are

chargeable with the window-tax. There are

therefore 3,000,000 houses which require glass

for the purpose of comfort, which, if you

sanction the removal of this tax, you are about

to benefit.” Now the first part of this state-

ment, if correct, and which the Premier feigned

to consider a triumphant argument against

the supposed necessity of a remission of the

window-duties, is in reality a strong ar-

gument in favour of the loudly called for re-

mission, since it shews that there is an immense

number of residences badly, or much less

perfectly, ventilated than they ought to be.

Without questioning the good effects which
will follow the reduction of the duty on glass,

we would say, how much will it avail the poor

man to know that glass windows can be formed

more cheaply than before, when he cannot

have the advantages of them because of this

hurtful and unholy impost?

The question is one of vital importance

to the public; we hope that the recommenda-

tion of the metropolitan delegates will be at-

tended to, and that the rate-payers of every

city, town, and parish, will present petitions to

the House of Commons, praying for a repeal

of the inconvenient, unsalutary, and unequal

window duties
;
they are a tax on architectural

appearance, a tax on cleanliness, a tax on

HEALTH, and we might add, a tax on mora-

lity,—for the connection between dark, dirty

ill-ventilated dwellings, and degradation and

vice, is close and indisputable.

MR. COCKERELL’S SIXTH LECTURE
ON ARCHITECTURE.

On Thursday, the 13th instant, the professor

concluded his course at the Royal Academy.
He said he had confined himself to Roman
architecture because it was the most practicable

for us of all the styles, uniting variety, con-

venience, and applicability, and because Ca-
nina’s work, already so often alluded to, illus-

trated so many works of this style. It was to

be regretted the students had not referred with
him to the original authors. Few of them un-
fortunately had madethemselves acquainted with
the modern languages, and the best works on
their art were therefore a dead letter with them.
We were greatly deficienthe thought, in English
works calculated to exalt the mind and increase

the resources of the student; comparatively
worse than we used to be. In 1610, an edition

of Serlio was published, and various editions

of Palladio in English followed. None
of the architectural classics had been pub-
lished since, with the exception of Mr. Gwilt’s
version of Vitruvius, which was a very good
translation. Fragments of Vasari were pub-
lished, but not the complete work, which was
to be regretted, as it ought to be generally
read. It had been translated into French only
recently. Many of the modern works, pub-
lished every day in Italy, Germany, and Fiance,
deserved to be studied. Any foreign catalogue
would shew how deficient we were in books
of the same description. He wished the body
of English architects, taking Quatremere de
Quincy’s Dictionary as a model, would pro-
duce a perfect cyclopaedia of the art, one man
executing one part and one man another,

under the direction of an accomplished editor.

All would surely be glad to aid in such a work,
which would be of the greatest use, and would
reflect dignity and glory on all concerned. It

especially devolved on the association of archi-

tects now in existence. He trusted he was
not stepping out of his path in making this

suggestion
;
such a work was not within the

province of the Academy, and he was anxious
to see it commenced.
The professor then proceeded to treat of the

Triumphal Arch as an especial feature of
Roman architecture. It was gratifying to

find that the recent applications of monuments
of triumph were in commemoration of great

and good men rather than of conquests. The
late war might well have produced triumphal
monuments, but had not done so, the sense of
the country was against it; our great captain
said the army had only done its duty; and
Nelson looked to nothing beyond a place in

Westminster Abbey. Our rivals had raised

the Arc de VEtoile, and must feel abashed by
our forbearance.

All must admire the Roman triumphal
arches; the earliest had but a single arch:
they were probably perfected by Apollodorus,

in the time of Trajan. The propylea of
Egyptian buildings were somewhat analo-

gous.

After explaining the proportions adopted by
the Romans in their triumphal arches, the

professor remarked there were two ways of
varying these proportions, namely by the

supply of height or the supply of width. The
sublime was produced by excess of either.

The sublime produced by excess of latitude

was seen under the large arch of abridge. He
urged the application of the triumphal arch

for a railway arch, and said for a novel purpose

a novel effect should be sought. He then re-

ferred to the quadrifrons, or arch offour faces,

and suggested that such monuments might be

introduced with effect in our circusses, in

Regent-street, and elsewhere, as memorials of

great men. The Obelisk to Waithinan at the

end of Bridge-street, was not of great cost,

nor important as a work of art, but neverthe-

less, as a memorial of an honest and able

citizen, had a striking moral effect.

He would next direct their attention to the

mausoleum. That at Xanthus, which was de-

scribed in the 4th century (uniting architec-

tural and sculptural decorations), was very
important in an archeological point of view,

as it served to guide us to that of Mausolus,
which from its magnificence gave the name to

all buildings of that class. Pliny said the
latter was one of the wonders of the world.
Scopas and four other sculptors were employed
upon it. The professor exhibited a restoration
of it, according to Pliny’s account, shewing a
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high st\l)bate, columns, and entablature,

crowned by a pyramid in twenty-four steps.

The whole height was 140 feet, the number

of columns thirty-six. In this monument and

that at Xanthus several new principles of

great beauty were set forth. The parallelo-

gram approached the square very nearly. The
high stylobate furnished room for thesculptor.

Its use in the tomb of Mausolus was hardly

credited before, but was now confirmed by the

discovery at Xanthus. The introduction of

statues between the columns, mentioned in the

fourth lecture, was a new arrangement to us,

and a good one. The pyramid with which the

structure terminated was adopted by Hadrian

in his mausoleum long after.

The monument of Augustus, in the field of

Mars at Rome, of which parts still remain,

was a surprising work. This building was
circular, with a portico, and was crowned by
a pyramid of terraces, planted with the cypress

and other trees, thus uniting the tumulus with

the built pyramid. Strabo’s account of this

monument was the only one existing, and that

was very slight. Very little was said about

this extraordinary work (its portico was higher

than the portico of the Parthenon), a proof

that such were universal. We owed our

knowledge of this monument, the professor

said, to the researches of Canina. l’he tomb
of Cecilia Metella was supposed also to have

had cypresses at the top.

The mausoleum of Hadrian, erected 114
years after that of Augustus, was scarcely less

remarkable. It was framed more on Greek
models, and had two orders. The body of it

still remained, and was known as the Castle of

St. Angelo. The statues, which adorned it,

had been thrown down on invaders, and were
occasionally fished out of the Tiber, which
runs at the foot of it.

Such works would not be attempted now by
individuals, but might be by public companies.
The cemeteries would soon become filled if

some fresh arrangements were not made. The
professor had proposed to one cemetery com-
pany an adaptation of the mausoleum of Au-
gustus, filled with cells, and approached by
inclined planes, with four chapels in the lower

part, but the proposed outlay frightened them.
Government might carry out such a scheme
advantageously on Primrose-hill, or other

elevated spot. Interment was a fitting subject

with which to conclude the course. In taking

leave of them, he would say,

“ Make the Greek authors your supreme delight,

Read them by day, and study them by night.”

It was chiefly by the study of great productions

that artists became great; no one could examine
the works of the great architects without de-

riving advantage. They must ullow no op-

portunity for improvement to slip. In their

magnificent profession the exercise of every
faculty was called for; they must embody
every discovery for the use of the public, and
obtain general acquaintance with all the sci-

ences. They must prepare themselves to meet
men of all stations, from the prince to the

mechanic, and must sustain a high moral
character; they might then rely on obtaining

the respect of all.

Fali, of a Bridge.—The new Victoria
Bridge at Spalding, which was considered an
ornament to the town, and was lately erected

by subscription, at the cost of upwards of

3,000/., fell on the 26th ultimo, in consequence
of an unusual high tide, accompanied by a

tremendous storm, the effects of which in

various parts we had occasion to record a

fortnight since. A local paper states that “ the

bridge was upon the ‘ bow and string’ sus-

pension principle, with side-braces to prevent

vibration during a gale of wind
;

and it is

certainly possible that, in consequence of the

tide having risen considerably above the

usual level, a gang of lighters might swing
foul of the side-stays, and draw the bridge out

of its perpendicular
;

if so, the principle of the

erection was destroyed, and as a matter of

course its own weight brought it down. No
blame is thought to be attributable to the

cor, tractor, though it would have been a

fortunate circumstance, had it been considered

at the time, to have had a few piles driven at

each corner of the bridge, as a preventive

against such au unfortunate and expensive

mishap.”

DRY ROT AND WORMS IN TIMBER.
BY JAMES WYLSON.*

In the first volume of The Builder, at p. 268,

will be found a full description of the Payn-
izing process for preventing dry rot, and which
appears to possess considerable advantage over

the Kvanizing method : the materials employed
are sulphate of iron and sulphate of lime, both

being held in solution with water; the timber

is placed in a cylinder containing the solution

of iron, the air is withdrawn by means of the

air-pump, and the solution strikes into the

wood so as thoroughly to pervade its pores
;

it

is then placed in the solution of lime, and im-

mense pressure being applied, the latter is

forced into a combination with the iron, and
immediate consolidation takes place; the tim-

ber is then found to have greatly increased in

weight, and to have become unignitable
;
we

may also reasonably infer that, with such a
compound in its pores, decay must be greatly

retarded, and the liability to worms reduced
;

the greatest drawback consisting in the in-

creased difficulty of working. Between this

process and Kyau’s we see the marked dis-

tinction of perfect, and partial impregnation.
Another of the patent processes in use, namely
Margary’s (see The Builder, vol. i. p. 320),
we should fear is of the latter class, the me-
thod consisting in steeping the wood in an
open tank, with the hope of thorough satura-

tion
;

in this process the material is sulphate

of copper in solution with water, in the pro-

portion of 1 lb. to 8 gallons. Dr. Parry re-

commended a preparation composed of bee’s-

wax, roll brimstone, and oil, in the proportions
of 1, 2, and 3 oz. to •} of a gallon; to be boiled

together, and laid on hot. Dr. Darwin pro-
posed absorption, first of lime-water, then of
a weak solution of sulphuric acid— drying
hetween the two, so as to form a gypsum (sul-

phate of lime) in the pores of the wood
;
the

latter to be previously well seasoned, and when
prepared, to be used in a dry situation. A Mr.
Bill is said to have discovered an insoluble

varnish, of small cost, which enables wood by
saturation, to resist decay for five years under
the most trying circumstances.

I n a report by Mr Pritchard, C.E., of Shore-
ham, in 1842, respecting the preservation of
the timbering of the Chain Pier at Brighton, he
states his perfect success in establishing pyro-
lignite of iron and oil of tar, as a preventive
of dry rot; the pyrolignite to be used very
pure, the oil applied afterwards, and to be per-
fectly free from any particle of ammonia; in that

report, reference is made to a patent which it

appears is held by Mr. Bethel, ofVauxhall Tar
Works, for preparing wood by impregnating it

with either or both of these materials
;

this

treatment, as Mr. Pritchard remarks, super-
sedes the necessity of covering marine timber-
ing with iron nails, as practised at Plymouth
Dock and elsewhere.

The above preparations, and those noticed
in a prev ious article, have for their object the

prevention of dry rot; with respect to cure
,

when such has taken place, it is recorded that

in a ship called the Eden, every trace of fun-
gus was eradicated by its remaining eighteen
months under water

;
now, it is well known

that common salt, in small quantities, conduces
to the decomposition of vegetable matter, and
would, if applied, be liable to increase the
evil

; and, therefore, it must be inferred that a
solution for the purpose in view— circum-
stances being supposed to admit of its adoption,
—must be of a strength closely assimilating to

sea-water, and which, while it destroyed the

fungus, would have the effect of suspending
decomposition in the ligneous fibre of the

timber. Where facility is afforded for making
it available, a degree of heat sufficient to de-

stroy vegetable life may be adopted with great

certainty for arresting the progress of any
fungus growth, and destroying the power of
regenerating; but it is attended with difficulty,

since as much as 300° of heat is required to

produce the desired effect. Where the disease
is internal, and far advanced, the best cure is

cutting out the parts affected
;

this is often

necessary where it is external, but thoroughly
scraping away the vegetable matter, and wash-
ing over with a powerful solution of one or
the other of the kinds hereafter mentioned, and
which are calculated to kill any infectious germ
that may exist, will probably eradicate and
permanently remove the evil

:
painting affords

* See page 32 ante.

no protection against it. It is stated that Mar
gary’s process has been applied with succes

for arresting the progress of the disease wher

it has commenced
;
this prescription we believ

is old enough, and unpatented, the only dii

ference consisting in its being used four time

as strong, which may be supposed to be neces

sary, since cure is generally more difficult tha

prevention.

When we consider the disastrous resul;

proceeding from dry rot, the trouble and ei

pensewhich it occasions, how often it original

in imperfect seasoning, and already exists i

timber before it is converted to use, we see tl:

importance of exercising the utmost precai

tion : as regards timber beams, they should ii

variably be sawn up in the middle of the

breadth, the fresh surfaces turned outward
and the growth reversed

;
and be thus bolts

together, separated a little by blockings whei

the bolts pass through
;
by following this rul

it is ascertained whether decay has begun :

the heart of the timber, and if so, whether
such a degree as to require the piece to be la

aside
;
the seasoning is sooner perfected, ai

by reversing the ends the strength of tl

beam is equalized. The soundness of a piei

of timber may often be ascertained by soum
ing it with some inetal instrument.

Timber, besides being subject to have i

natural decay anticipated by premature decor

position, proceeding from unseasonable feilin

imperfect seasoning, or the other destructi

agencies to which we have referred, is liab

from similar and other causes to be destroy!

by various worms and insects ; the soft ai

tender woods, and such as are of a saccharii

nature in their juices, are the most liable to !

assailed by them
;
those which are bitter a

generally, if not invariably, exempt
;

it is o

vious, therefore, that those palatable juic<

which are so conducive to their production ai

propagation, should be got rid of by thorouj

seasoning, and, if further precaution be nece

sary, that the infusion of some bitter deco
tion into the pores of the wood will bean i

factual preventive
;
and for which those woo

that are of a regular grain afford sufficie

facilities. Ash, if felled when abounding
sap, is very subject to worms; beech is al

very liable to their attacks, likewise alder ai

birch
;
in these woods, water-seasoning is foul

to be a considerable preventive
;

the sa

wood of oak also is by it rendered less liabl

smoke-drying, or burning fern, shavings, &
under the wood, by impiegnating it with bitt

particles, also renders it exempt from worm
the silver fir is subject to them

;
the sycamo

is rather so
;
alder is said when dry to be ve

susceptible of engendering them
;

the cedi

walnut, plane, cypress, and mahogany, a

examples of woods which discourage their a

vances. For the extirpation or prevention

these destructionists, see recipes appended
this article.

Besides the common worm to which timt

in its dry condition is liable, there are avarie

of a more formidable character which cornu

their ravages on the bottoms of ships and t

timbering of sea works : of these the m<

common are the pipe-worm (or teredo nava

of naturalists), a species of pholas (phoi

striata'), the lepisma, and another mention

by Sineaton, which is almost invisible. T
pipe-worm was originally brought from In<

to Europe
;
when first produced from the e

it is very small, but it soon attains a considi

able size, in general acquiring a length

about three inches, and in the more favoural

woods, tbe fir and alder in particular, fatteni

to its utmost size, and sometimes reaching f

twelve inches in length. The more compi

woods offer more impediment to its progre

although, from the formation and hardness

its head, it is enabled to penetrate even t

most dense ; bitter woods they do not at

attack, yet charring the surface of wood 1

not been found to he of any use as a prevc

tive measure. Timber constantly under wat

and which has been subject to their operatic

has been aptly compared to a honeycomb,
extremely contiguous are their habitatio

yet at the same time perfectly distinct; 1

while the perforation is so complete, it is i

fortunately concealed within a thin exteri

shell of undisturbed wood, which prevents I

real state of the timber from being outwari

apparent, the infinitude of minute perforate

by which they have communication with I

water being invisible to the eye. The pbo
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>ve particularized, does not confine its work
destruction to timber alone, but extends it

fetone and other materials
;

it penetrates the

•od when young, making an entrance of

put a quarter of an inch in diameter, and en-

ding ir as it advances inwards and matures
growth, thus becomes imprisoned

;
it

ves oft' boring when full grown, and never

lends its operations beyond reach of the

iter, from which it partly derives its suste-

ice. The lepisma attacks woods in the

;st-Indies immediately they are immersed in

-water, and, though small, is very destruc-

p
in its operations, having been known to

through the unsheathed bottom of a boat

three or four weeks. The small white
rm last mentioned above, differs from the

nmon ship-worm in its boring obliquely

oss the grain instead of lengthways
;
and

(mode of operation consists in dissolving

l
substance of the wood rather than cutting

i) it, the harder woods offering the most
(ruction to its progress, yet so far from
iciently, “ that a three-inch oak plank will

lestroyed in eight years, by its action from
outside only.

1
’ It appears as a small white

substance like a maggot, but indistinct

hout a magnifier, and it is said not to live

the part of piling that is imbedded, or in

timbering situated above the tidal influence,

t supply being necessary to its existence.

2se creatures yearly render necessary heavy
airs in the sea- dykes of Holland, from which
may imagine the Sampson-like achievement

y might accomplish, if unheeded, amongst
piles whereon Amsterdam is built,

n the report before referred to, Mr.
tchard disapproves of the use of Stoc kholm
as a coating for marine timbering, con-

cring it, in common with other tars contain-
vegetable matter, as detrimental to timber
n exposed to salt water

;
and also, from its

penetrating the wood, being very soon eaten
ly by the salt acid of the sea. Common
or coal-tar he also considers as doing much
m tnstead of good, forming a hard and
tie crust on the wood, which prevents “ the
ip and unnatural heat from the possibility

:scape, owing to its containing ammonia,
ch burns the timber, and in a few years
is brown and crumbles into dust:” the
J- worm, and others, he says, will destroy
ber thus prepared in five or six years

;
and

jectingsueh as has undergone the Kyanizing
cess, mentions a piece of heart of English
in Shoreham Harbour, which was eaten to

work by the worms in four years. For a
; defence against these assailants, he re-

unends the pyrolignite of iron and oil of
as specified by him for dry-rot. It appears

: there has been used for years at the port
Liverpool, a wood called mora, or green-
rt, the properties of which are well under-
>d there, and which entirely resists the
cks of sea-worms; some of this timber
ns also to have been imported into London
iin the last two or three years, but it is by
neans generally known, although evidently
of high importance that it should be so.

Jesides worms, timber is exposed, chiefly in

Indies, to most dreadful havoc by some
-ies of the ant tribe

;
from the destructive

3 of the termite or white ant there is nothing
ire, unless it be of stone or metal; roofs,

rs, and the other parts of buildings that are
strueted of wood are infested by them, and
n painted will present a solid appearance
le they are completely hollowed; furniture

> wooden utensils alike undergo their de-
ring ravages. The red ant of Batavia is

it her little devastator.

he following summary of the most approved
inula for preventing and curing the evils of
Ich we have treated, will, we believe, be ac-
iable to those interested in this particular
iect; of course a recapitulation is avoided
nose remedies which are already suggested
ibe tenor of our remarks:

—

PRESERVE AVOOD AVORKS THAT ARE EX-
POSED TO AVET OR DAMP.

'or those of an extensive nature, such as
(jes, Sfc.— 1. A coating of pitch and tar,

wed with powdered shells and sea sand, or
i by ashes, beaten small, is used by the Dutch,
I found to be an excellent protection. 2. A
(it composed of sub-sulphate of iron (the
Use of the copperas pans) ground up with
. common oil, and thinned with coal-tar oil
ijng a little pitch dissolved in it, is flexible

and impervious to moisture. 3. Linseed oil

and tar in equal parts, well boiled together,
and used while boiling, rubbed plentifully

over the work while hot after being scorched
all over by wood burned under it, strikes an
inch or more into the wood, closes the
pores, and makes it hard and durable, either

under or out of water. For those of a more
domestic nature, a coating either of coal-tar

or paint sanded over, are generally considered
good defences; but they require renewal from
time to time : the painting is most durable when
sanded.

TO PREVENT HOT.

1. Boiling the wood for a few hours in

sulphate of iron (green copperas), and leaving
it for some days in a Avarm place to dry,

renders it hard, compact, and impenetrable to

moisture. 2. A very strong impregnation of

common salt (muriate of soda) is a good pro-
tection where dryness is not an object. 3.

Charring will fortify timber against external
infection. 4. Coating Avith coal-tar will also

serve that end : in both, the timber must have
been thoroughly seasoned.

TO CURE INCIPIENT DRY ROT.

1. A pure solution of corrosive sublimate
(corros. mur. of mercury) in water, in the pro-
portion of an ounce to a gallon, used hot, is con-
sidered a very effectual wash. 2. A solution

of sulphate of copper (blue vitriol), half a
pound to the gallon of water, laid on hot, is

another excellent wash, and cheaper than the
preceding. 3. A strong solution of sulphate

of iron is sometimes used, but is not thought
such an effectual remedy as the copper. 4. A
mixture of the solutions of copper and iron is

occasionally adopted.

TO PREVENT AVORMS IN TIMBER.
1. Anointing with an oil produced by the

immersion of sulphur in aquafortis (nitric acid)
distilled to dryness, and exposed to dissolve in

the air, secures the wood, and imparts to it a
not unpleasant odour. 2. An impregnation of
lime is an excellent preservative, especially for

sap-wood when in a dry situation. 3. Soaking
in an infusion of quassia, by rendering the
Avood bitter, is a good protective. 4. The oil

of spike is a good remedy. 5. The oils both
of juniper and turpentine are efficacious in

some degree. 6 . For small articles, cover
freely Avith copal-varnish or linseed-oil.

ro PREVENT AVORMS IN MARINE TIMBERING.

1. A mixture of lime, sulphur, and colo-
cynth Avith pitch, is a good protecting coat for
boards. 2. Saturating the pores Avith coal-tar,

either alone or after a solution of corrosive
sublimate has been soaked and dried into the
wood, also forms a good protection. 3.

Sheathing with thin copper over tarred felt is

esteemed the best protection for the bottom of
ships from all marine animals; the joints
should be stopped Avith tarred oakum. 4.

Studding all the parts which are under water
with short broad-headed nails soon covers the
whole surface with a strong coating of rust,
Avhich is found to be proof against their pene-
tration.

TO DESTROY THEM.
1. Rub the Avood Avith poisonous ointments.

2. Whale oil is stated to have been applied
Avith success.

TO DESTROY ANTS IN AVOOD.

1. Kyanize the Avood, corrosive sublimate
being an effectual poison to them. 2. Arsenic
is a good destructive. 3. Oils, especially
essential oils, are good preventives. 4. Char-
ring prevents their depredations. 5. Cajeput oil

has been proved effectual for destroying the
red ant.

Warming Rait.avay Carriages The
Philadelphia correspondent of the Chronicle
says:—“They are warming the passenger-
cars on the railroad between New York and
this city with hot water, in copper pipes along
the floor and sides. These pipes proceed from
a small boiler placed over the stove in each
car— a capital invention.”

Neav Method of Impelling Locomo-
tives.—A patent has recently been obtained
by Mr. G. C. Coffin, of Lunaford, Wilts, for

certain improvements applicable to locomotive,
marine, and stationary-engines. Mr. Coffin’s

proposed plan is an attempt to introduce the

pendulum as a motive agent in machinery.

THE MUSEUM OF ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.

The office of Mining Records and museum
of Economic Geology is situated at Nos. 5
and 6, Craig’s-court, Charing-cross. It is

freely open to all persons every day in the

year, except Sundays, Good Friday, and
Christmas-day, Avith no other restriction than
the visitor’s writing his name in a book. The
hours are from ten to four, from November to

February inclusive; and from ten to five

during the remainder of the year. The
museum is in the department of the Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests, and is

under the immediate direction of Sir Henry
do la Beche, F.R.S., F.G.S., Mr. R. Phillips,

F.R.S., being curator, and Mr. T. B. Jordan,
keeper of the mining records.

It originated in a suggestion of the present
director, who, in July, 1835, submitted to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer that the persons
employed upon the ordnance geological survey
had opportunities of collecting specimens, and
pointed out the advantage Avhich would be
derived from those specimens being arranged
under the care of the Board of Public Works,
and marked Avith the names of their loca-
lities referred to in corresponding maps. The
specimens desired were of substances used in

roads, for Avorks, or buildings, and for useful
and ornamental purposes in the arts, and from
which useful metals are extracted. Apart-
ments were allotted for the collection formed,
and in February, 1837, Lord Duncunnon, then
Chief Commissioner of Woods and Forests,
requested the present director to undertake
the duties of the office, which he has since
filled gratuitously, Avith zeal and ability. In
183!) Mr. R. Phillips Avas appointed to the
office of curator; his duties being to make
analyses on moderate terms, and to receive
pupils for instruction. In the same year the
place became the deposit of the mining'records,
Mr. T. B. Jordan being appointed keeper; the
preparation of plans and sections, and of models
of mines and machinery, in the workshops
beneath the museum, being under his care.
Permission is readily granted to make use
of the plans and drawings, on application to
the keeper, who is daily in attendance.
The building is easily recognized by the fii'e

granite-posts in front, which are specimens
sent for those in the centre part of Trafalgar-
square. Commencing near No. 5, the first

post is from Aberdeen, the second from
Peterhead, the third from Penryn, in Corn-
Avall, the fourth from near Dublin, and
the fifth from Dartmoor; only the two last
are solid blocks. The museum consists of an
entrance- hall, an apartment on the ground-
floor, 4G feet by 18 feet 6 inches, a gallery on
the first-floor, 103 feet long, and varying in
width from 17 feet to 25 feet, a room on the
second floor, a record-office, fitted up with
folios and cases for plans, a private room for
the director, a laboratory, and workshops.

In the room on the ground-floor, over the
fire-place, is a painting on cement formed from
the refuse of copper furnaces

; it has a highly
polished surface, and the capabilities of the
composition are therefore hardly to be judged
of on a small scale.* This room contains the
specimens of building stones, procured by the
commissioners appointed in 1838 to \ isit the
different quarries for the purpose of selecting
stone to be used in the new Houses of Par-
liament. These specimens are six-inch cubes,

197 in number, arranged according to their

mineral composition, having the names of
different buildings in which they have been
employed labelled upon them, as avcII as
the designation and locality. These are the
specimens referred to in the report of the
Building-stone Commission, dated August 27,
1839, No. 574, Avhich document is already
out of print. We find that the stones used in

the Houses of Parliament are the following :

—

1. Oolite limestone, from Painswick, Glouces-
tershire, employed in the internal masonry.
2. Limestone of the oolite series, from Caen,
Normandy, employed in the interior. 3. The
magnesian limestone, from Steetly, Derby-

* In the Athenceum of July 22nd, 1943, we find the follow-
ing:—“The Lady Chapel of the church of Saint Nicholas-
dcs-Champs, Paris, has recently been enriched by a Christ,
of colossal proportions, painted on lava, on a gold ground, by
M.S. Perlet, after the manner of the Bvzantine mosaics,
which still adorn some of the Italian churches. This modern
painting on lava is said to be one of the first essays of a kind
peculiarly adapted to a northern climate, by its presenting
a surface enamelled by fire, and therefore proof against
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6hire, between Worksop and Chesterfield, used

for the small internal courts. 4. Magnesian

limestone, from Woodhouse, Mansfield, Not-

tinghamshire. This stone has a beautiful

yellow tint, with very small black spots, and

takes a smooth face. 5. The magnesian lime-

stone, from Bolsover, Derbyshire, held, in the

published report, to be the most eligible of the

number : of coarser grain than No. 4. 6. Mag-
nesian limestone, from Stone Ends, North

Anston, Yorkshire, between Worksop and

Sheffield, used for the plinth of the building

towards the river. 7- The magnesian lime-

stone, from Woodhouse, near Mansfield, Not-
tinghamshire, Lindley’s Bolsover Quarry,

used for a portion of the mouldings and

carvings. 8. Magnesian limestone, Norfall,

Anston, Yorkshire, between Worksop and
Sheffield, used for the structure generally.

9. Another specimen of magnesian limestone,

from Steetly, Derbyshire, used for the small

internal courts. 10. Magnesian limestone,

from North Anston, Yorkshire, between

Worksop and Sheffield, used for the super-

structure generally. The colour of this stone

is dark yellow, being darker than that from

Norfall Anston.
In the collection is a specimen of the stone

from Taynton, Oxfordshire, used in the interior

of St. Paul’s Cathedral
;

it is a coarse shelly

oolite. The sand-stone used in the restora-

tion of Hereford Cathedral, is from Capler

Quarry, eight miles south-east of Hereford,

on the Wye, and is in colour a reddish drab.

The pieces of granite and marble are some of

them very beautiful. We found the black

serpentine, the black and the veined gray,

and reddish marble,s the white alabasters

of Devonshire, Derbyshire, and Scotland.

Many of these are exhibited wrought into

tazzas and ornamental vessels. The history

of porcelain is exhibited in specimens of

pottery from Egypt, Etruria, and Mexico,down
to our times, when it is formed into tiles for

church pavements, and into such rich and
elegant forms as are here exhibited by Messrs.

Copeland and Garrett. There are specimens

of Keene’s cement, Broseley clay, Stourbridge

clay, and a series illustrating the uses of plaster

of Paris. Mr. C. H. Smith has contributed

an Egyptian capital, copied by himself, we
believe, in granite, from one in the British

Museum, by way of illustrating the perfec-

tion to which the art of tempering steel is

brought in modern times.—The gallery on

the first floor is devoted to specimens of coal,

and of the English and foreign ores. There
are also some interesting illustrations of the

various states which metal assumes under the in-

fluence of art or nature
;
as of the change which

iron undergoes from the fibrous to the crystal-

line state when employed in axles. Copper,

and sulphur, and their uses, are also shewn.

There is a beautiful series illustrative of the

mode of preparing dies for coinage, and the

electrotypes are the best collection that we ever

saw. The process of making swords and
gun-barrels is illustrated, and most clearly

explained by Mr. Wilkinson, of Pall Mall.

Though the ornamental is not professedly

sought after in the collection, it happens
that there are several curiosities most interest-

ing to the artist and the man of taste. Among
these is a model of the monument to William de
V alence, senior Earl of Pembroke, half-brother

of Henry the Third, who died in 1304, exhibit-

ing the use of enamel in the costly tombs of

that period. The model was prepared under
the direction of Albert Way, Esq. The figure

is entirely gilt, and the shield emblazoned in

blue, red, and gold, the horizontal surfaee of the

the tomb being covered in diaper, with heraldic

achievements. The collection of enamels is

highly interesting, and includes, amongst other

things, a reliquary of the 12th or 13th century,

andaca<ketof the 14th century, emblazoned
with the arms of England and Valence. There
is a candlestick of the 14th century, and a pyx
of the same date. On the wall of this room is

suspended a “ Flemish Monumental Brass, of

Lodewyc Cortewille, of Coitewille, near

Liege, who died 1504, and of his wife,

Colyne Van Castre, who died 1496;” the

analysis gives the following result :

—

Copper 64 0

Zinc 29 5

Lead 3 5

Tin 3 0

The room on the second floor contains sur-

veying instruments and mining tools, speci-

mens of bricks and tiles, and models. The
skill of our ancestors is evidenced in a coat of

mail, weighing seventeen pounds, and contain-

ing many thousand links, each one being sepa-

rately rivetted. In conclusion, we advise our

professional brethren to avail themselves of the

advantages which this collection offers; it has

hitherto been little visited, and it is with the

view of gaining it a greater share of attention,

and the assistance in contributions which ar-

chitects can often so easily afford, that we have

been led to devote so much space to it.

COVENT GARDEN IN THE SIXTEENTH
CENTURY.

In the last part of the “ Archaeologia,”

there is a copy of the counterpart of a lease

from the Earl of Bedford to Sir William

Cecil, afterwards the Lord Treasurer Burghley,

of part of the “ Enclosure or Pasture, com-
munely called Covent Garden, scituate in

Westm’.” It was executed in 1570, and is

interesting to investigators of metropolitan

antiquities, as affording information with regard

to the state of a portion of London now
occupied by a numerous population

;
but

which, in the reign of Elizabeth, presented

a very different appearance. The portion in

question is said by the lease to be “ dyvyeded

from the rest of the said Enclosure called

Covent Garden on the west syde of the said

porcyon or p’cell nowe demysed >\
th certayne

stulpes and Rayles of wood, and is fenced w’th

a wall of iriudde or earth on the East next

vnto the Comune high waye that leadcth from

Stronde to St. Gyles in the fyeldes, and on the

west end towardes the South is fensed w th the

orcharde wall of the said Sr Willm Cecvll, and

on the South end \\
th a certayne fence wall

of mudde or earthe, beinge therebye devyeded
from certayne Gardens belonginge to the Inne

called the Whyte Heart, and other tenementes

scituate in the high streate of Westm’, co-

munly called the Stronde.” Mr. Albert Way,
the present accomplished director of the So-

ciety of Antiquaries, who laid this document
before the members, remarks in a letter which
accompanied it:

—

“ With regard to the limits of Covent Gar-

den, as defined in this lease, I must appeal to

those who are versed in the ancient topography
of the metropolis to explain the position of the

various boundaries described in the document

:

but I would offer an observation on the modes
of inclosure whereby, in the reign of Elizabeth,

property so immediately in the vicinity of the

city of London was fenced, even where it

adjoined the great highways at the very en-

trance of the metropolis. It is curious to com-

pare the approaches of London, as they now
appear, with their aspect nearly three cen-

turies since, as set forth in the terms of this

lease, and to view the advances of civilization

and luxury, illustrated by the comparison of

the conspicuous public monuments and suit-

able fences which now adjoin Hyde Park-

corner, or the Cumberland-gate, with the mud
walls and * stulpes ’ which presented themselves

to the visitor of London in the 16th century at

the gates of the city. At that period the

ancient process of forming walls by means of

indurated earth was still extensively employed :

in the eastern counties this was called dawbing,

and the term is still retained in Norfolk and

Suffolk
;
but the process is now used, to any

considerable extent, in the more remote county

of Devon only. The subject of the cob-walls

of the western counties, and of the use of

concrete, generally, in all ages, and particu-

larly in Spain, where important ancient struc-

tures formed with mud walls may still be seen,

has been curiously illustrated in the “ Quar-

terly Review,” Vol. LVIII., by the able pen,

as I believe, of Mr. Richard Ford, of Heavi-

tree.

“ Sir William Cecil had his dwelling, ori-

ginally built by Sir Thomas Palmer in the

times of Edward VI., upon the site of the

parsonage-house of St. Martin’s-in-the-fields,

situate in the High-street, at the south end of

Drury-lane. Sir William had bestowed much
pains in beautifying this his abode, which ad-

joined the property of the Earl of Bedford,

and had an orchard contiguous to the inclosure,

known as the Covent-garden, a portion of

which was leased to him by the earl. This

portion is described as divided by certain stulpes

and rails of wood. This 'obsolete term, stulp,

is now retained only in the dialect of Norfolk,

and is used to signify a low post fixed as a

boundary. In the first English Dictionary;

which was compiled in Norfolk during the

reign of Henry VI., called the ‘ Promptoriwrq

Parvulorum,’ this word occurs, as well as the

greater part of those archaic terms which are

now retained almost exclusively in the East

Anglian dialect. In this curious dictionary

is found ‘ stulpe or stake, paanllus.’ The same
term is used bv the chronicler Fabyan to de-

note the bulwark or fence at the approach of

London Bridge on the Southwark side, where
he relates how the rebel Jack Cade drove hack

the citizens of London ‘ from the stulpes in

South warke, or brvdge fote, unto y® drawe-

brydge.’ A.D. 1450.”

BATHS AND WASH-HOUSES FOR THE
LABOURING CLASSES.

The committee, after a month’s considera-

tion, have selected the plan of Mr. P. P. Baly.as

the best of twenty-two which were submitted

to them in competition.

The unsuccessful candidates have receiveC

intimation that their drawings will be returned,

on application at Crosby-square, after the 27th

instant, and that the committee have resolved

that the successful competitor shall not be

permitted to see the plans of the other compe-
titors. We do not see the necessity or advan-

tage of this resolution, and if it is to be used

as a reason for the exclusion of all persons

from an examination of them, utter s

decided protest against it. We have already

received letters from competitors inquiring why
their drawings are to be detained till the

27 th : we trust it may be for the purposs

of exhibiting them. We shall hope to lay in-

formation on the subject before our readers

next week.

DANGER OF IMPROPERLY FIXING
STOVES.

The carelessness with which close stoves

are constantly placed so as to jeopardize whols

neighbourhoods, is deserving of severe repre-

hension and really calls for some interference

We constantly see them put up in immediats
proximity to wooden fittings, even in a recesj

lined with wood and sometimes with the smoke-
pipe passing through a hole in a chimney-
board ! Because no accident occurs imme-
diately, it is thought to be perfectly safe

;
they

forget that the wood so exposed to the heal

becomes every day more and more ignitible

and are not awakened to the danger till th<

house is in flames, which further, may read
the property of others not equally deserving o

such an infliction.

Only a few nights ago, a house in Charlotte
street, Bloomsbury, would probably have beet

burnt down from the above cause, if the oc
cupier of the adjoining house had not beet

aroused by smoke and the smell of fire, an<

obtaining entrance, succeeded in stopping tin

progress of the flames.

Many of the late fires have originated it

this manner, but experience unfortunately

seems to have very little effect until it is paid for

The constant occurrence of fires in the me
tropolis is a subject for most serious consideia

tion. Theamountofproperty destroyed annually

to say nothing of the loss of life, is immense
if but a small part of it were yearly expendei

by the community in a proper way, this inigli

be prevented and all its consequent distress am
misery.

Court of Chancery.—The ancient hall 0

Lincoln’-inn, in which the Chancellors 0

England have sat for so many years, is near!

stripped of all the armorial hearings whicl

decorated its walls, and the stained glass tha

ornamented the windows, 'the whole of whicl

have been removed to the new hall, Lincoln’s

inn. The admired picture of “ Paul pleadinj

before Agrippa,” which has so long orna

mented the end of the hall, has also been re

moved to the new building. It is said that i

is in contemplation to add the present kitchei

(which is only divided by a passage) to th

present hall, and then divide the building int

three courts, one for the Lord Chancellor, th

others for the Vice-Chancellors. If this plai

is carried into execution, the temporary court

at present occupied by Vice-Chancellor Knigh
Bruce and Vice-Chancellor Wigram will b

pulled down.

—

Globe.
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DISSOLUTION OF THE CAMBRIDGE
CAMDEN SOCIETY.

Jim Herbert Jbnner Fust’s Judgment in

stone altar and credence table cause, printed

recent numberof this journal, andthe retire-

it from the Cambridge Camden Society of

Bishop of Exeter, the Bishop of Lincoln,

j

Chancellor of the University, and others,

fe led to a proposal for the dissolution of

jt association, and will, it is to be hoped,

!ve a heavy blow and great discourage-

iit to those who have insidiously endea-

red for some time past to guide the nation

Rome.
)n Thursday, the 13th inst., while the

orary secretary was reading to the society

•port from the committee--

'he president rose, and said, that the an-

mcements he had just made of accessions to

society, however gratifying, especially by

r promise of the extension of the society’s

fulness in distant colonies, would not ade-

tely supply the vacancies which he felt it

[duty, though not required by the rules, to

ounce from the chair. The members were

ire that one of their patrons, the Bishop of

;ter, had not only withdrawn, but had pull-

ed his retirement and disapprobation to

world, assigning reasons of which it did

now become him to contest the validity,

rever much he might be prepared and de-

>us to disavow the imputations therein con-

ed. Another of their patrons, the Bishop

ncoln, had since withdrawn his name, on

unds similar to, and brought to his notice

those adopted by the Bishop of Exeter;

subsequently the committee had received

intimation simply announcing the retire-

tit of the Chancellor of the University, fol-

ed, as was to be expected by the usual eti-

tte, by that of the V ice-Chan cell or. T f the

tubers were really animated, as he believed

be the case, by the principles which had

jays been professed by the society* he felt

ared that they would neither be surprised

offended, however much they might be

ressed, by the remainder of the report of

committee, the reading of which he had in-

upted in order to secure for it their more
ious attention. The report set forth that-^~

The circumstances just communicated to

society by the president demand from the

jnmittee, at this the earliest opportunity, a

(lenient of their view as to the manner in

|ich these announcements ought to affect its

duct at the present juncture.

‘The retirement of two of its episcopal pa-

ns, accompanied in the case of one of them

public expressions of disapprobation, and

lowed by that of the chancellor and his re-

sentative, have appeared to them to place

society in a position incompatible with its

iracter as an association of members of the

ireh and university. They feel satisfied

t any advantages which might be expected

m its continued operations would be insulfi-

nt to counterbalance the positive evil that

st result from even an apparent disregard of

; sentiments of those invested with authority.

\ey therefore recommend unanimously that

' SOCIETY BE DISSOLVED.
‘ This recommendation can only be carried

0 full effect at the anniversary meeting.

1

1 then the ordinary meetings, which have

(en already convened, will be held proforma
the despatch of necessary business. The

j-erval will be occupied in winding up the

piety’s affairs. The recommendation now
pounced will be submitted at that meeting

,
what the committee earnestly hope it will

reive, its ratification.”

fll'his was received with a dead silence. It

ts evident that the announcement had taken the

leting by surprise. The president proceeded

lie was well aware that the recommendation
iich theeommittee hadfeltittheirduty tomake
ithe society, was one which largely taxed its

iifidence, as well as its obedience to the main

nciples by which ithadbeen always governed.

11 it would never do for him, it would never

for them, to walk about the university, and

:1 that they were members of a society from

aich the Vice-Chancellor had withdrawn his

luntenance. No time for dissolution could

i more appropriate than the present, and for

y sacrifices required by duty they would

•nsole themselves with the reflection that the

iciety had done its work, though its work
is done. They would remember a sentence

1. that effect in his address to them in May

last, where he had dimly foretold the consum-

mation to which they were now invited : a sen-

tence suggested, as the context would shew,

partly by the considerations which he had been

now urging upon them, and partly by the

prospects of that change in the condition of the

society, which had been anticipated as the

consequence of the near removal of himself,

and other its founders and principal managers,

from the University. His career here was

closed : it was a satisfaction, amidst some

regret, that their light should go out together.

Neither let them suppose their good would be

lost, though he hoped that whatever harm, if

any, had come from their operations, this act,

when consummated, would blot out for ever.

The principles of union in church-member-

ship, to say nothing of architecture, which had

been generated and fostered by the society,

would fructify more generally and forcibly,

stripped of whatever was frivolous or inappropri-

ate, in other ground and in other forms. Whathe
had said would, he trusted, reconcile the so-

ciety to the decisive and unmistakeable step

recommended by the committee. It had, in

addition, the highest sanctions of which it was

capable. He felt assured that the society

would feel that it was more in conformity with

their position and their sense of duty, than

to prolong, however effectually, an uneasy

existence.

And in May next, therefore, unless a fresh

arrangement be made, the Cambridge Camden
Society will terminate its existence. To a

looker-on, this step seems extreme and un-

necessary
;
and many will say, with a corre-

spondent, “Is there no other course open?

Must a society, constituted for useful and

praiseworthy ends, be dissolved because grave

errors have been committed ? Cannot its

management be amended ? Is its original

and proper object inseparably connected with

the course of proceeding objected to? Is the
* Study of Ecclesiastical Architecture,’ to which

these high personages are favourable, not

capable of being pursued unless in connection

with the encouragement of Popish absurdities

or errors? Cannot useful hints be given to

churchwardens for the preservation of the

ancient and sacred edifices intrusted to their

eharge, without intruding into the office and

duties of the archdeacon? Cannot a design be

furnished for a church at Hong Kong, unless

a Romish almanac be simultaneously printed

at the Pitt Press, by a secretary of the society,

or the envelope of the plan be stamped with

the effigies of saints of the Romish calendar?
** The dissolution of the society, by its own

act, because of complaints made on grounds

here hinted at, amounts to a confession on its

part that it considers its avowed object not

worth carrying out, unless it can be made the

means of promoting other ends not avowed
;

and which, if they had been avowed, the so-

ciety would never have been composed of its

present members.”
The following letter takes the same view of

the subject:

—

“ Sir,—As a young member of the archi-

tectural profession, and therefore deeply in-

terested in whatsoever concerns it, I venture

to solicit your favourable consideration of this

address.
“ I have observed that your able periodical is

ever ready to advance and uphold the prin-

ciples and study of ancient ecclesiastical ar-

chitecture, apart from the superstitious and

subtle feelings now too generally prevalent in

describing and encouraging the admiration of

the beautiful remains of our forefathers. Surely,

this may always be done without making it the

vehicle for disseminating those dangerous

views entertained with strange infatuation

by many members of the two universities.

I have been led to these remarks by a rumour

of the intended dissolution of the Cambridge

Camden Society, and, in common with many,

I should regret the benefits likely to be lost to

the profession and to the community by such

a proceeding. For when we see so influential

and able a society, composed of men who, from

their stations, intellects, and pursuits, are so

capable of rendering good service to the study

of Gothic architecture, if their information be

conveyed according to a proper spirit

—

i. c.
}

apart * from the advocacy of Romanism—all

sober-minded men will lament that so much ad-

vantage should he lost by the cessation of their

labours. I, for one, cannot see that because

most of our glorious specimens of ancient

architecture were the offspring of mis-

taken minds in matters of religion, it ne-

cessarily follows, we, in these reformed days,

should inseparably mix up in our admiration

and study of them the same feelings that

actuated their founders.
: Let us hope, then, that should the Camden

Society resolve upon a dissolution, it may
only be for the purpose of remodelling and

cleansing itself from the views and opinions

which have hitherto characterized it, and will

pursue its labours for the advancement of

Gothic architecture, purely as an architectural

society, and leave theology for a separate and
distinct study.

; In the hope that you will not deem these

remarks unworthy of notice in your next
number, I am, &c., “ H. H.

“ February 18, 1845.”

PROFITS ARISING FROM GAS APPLIED
TO PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS.

It is not generally known that the very large

annual profits arising from the Manchester
Gas Works are applied (by a committee called

the Improvement Committee), for the pur-

pose of forming new streets, widening existing

ones, opening such as appear to require in-

creased ventilation, and in general to such

improvements as more especially relate to

the forming of better thoroughfares in the

town.
These gas-works, now the most extensive

in Great Britain, or in the world, were first

commenced in 1817, and in December of that

year, the Manchester public were first sup-

plied with gas, from the establishment, at the

charge of 15s. per 1000 cubic feet. The funds

for this purpose were provided by the Com-
missioners of Police, out of the police funds.

At the present period, the smallest consumer
only pays 6s. per 1,000 cubic feet, and the

largest (sav of80,000 feet) only 5s. per 1000 feet.

With these comparatively low charges the gas

committee will, however, pay, or have paid,

during the present year, a sum exceeding

50,000/. to the committee of the improvement

fund ! Extensive as are the Manchester Gas

Works at the present moment, a further ex-

tension is, it is said, now contemplated. Such
is the increasing demand for gas, and such

its px-obable immediate want, that the public

need not wonder if, in the next two years, the

works should be further extended 33 per

cent.

It can only arise from an ignorance of these

facts that other towns do not follow

the example set by Manchester. How many
improvements deeply affecting the health

and comfort of towns are continually post-

poned or entirely laid aside for want of means.

Here is a plan by the adoption of which an

income to supply this very want may be de-

rived, and, at the same time, a pecuniary

benefit would accrue to each gas-consumer, in

paying less than he does at present for the

light he has occasion for.

While on the subject of gas, we would

advert to a plan, lately put forth by a Mr.
Blofield, for supplying London (and all other

towns situate on or by the principal railway

lines) with gas at a much cheaper rate than at

present. Mr. Blofield says :

—

“ In the first place, I propose that extensive

gas works be erected, either near Birming-

ham, upon the Staffordshire coal-field, or

somewhere upon the Derbyshire, Nottingham-

shire, Lancashire, Yorkshire, Newcastle (the

best locality) or Bristol coal-fields.

“ The gas to be manufactured in the country

upon the spot, and conveyed through pipes,

laid along the railways, to a large reservoir in

the neighbourhood of London.
“ By making the gas in the country, in the

neighbourhood of the pit’s mouth, instead of

in London, it would save the following expenses,

among several others :

—

“ Ii would save the expense now paid for

having the coal conveyed such a distance.

“It would save all those other numerous

intermediate expenses, incurred between its

purchase at the pit’s mouth and its delivery in

London.
“ It would save the enormous expense of

the eighteen separate gas manufactories at

present in the metropolis, with all their

numerous establishments, independent of those

in the country on the lines ofrailway.” H.
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GOTHIC ORNAMENTS FROM THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF YORK.

Fig* 2 .

Fir/. 1 . Fig- 4 .
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MACHINE FOR RAISING STONES EMPLOYED AT ASSIZE
COURTS, LIVERPOOL.

THIC ORNAMENTS FROM THE CA-

THEDRAL CHURCH OF YORK.

(he metropolitan church of St. Peter, at

k, is one of the most beautiful of those

laordinary edifices which our forefathers

j; left us, in proof of their piety and skill,

e many of our ancient buildings, it displays

workmanship and style of various periods,

may be made to illustrate a considerable

ion of the history of pointed architecture.

! crypt under the choir was commenced in

l. The south transept was built by Arch-

op Walter Grey, about the year 1227
J
and

i north transept by John le Romayne,

surer of the church, between 1250 and

). The nave and aisles were commenced
iis son, Archbishop le Romayne, in 1291,

ifinished about 1330. The choir was built

Keen 1361 and 1400, and the western towers

> after the latter date.*

he above engravings form part of a series

rnaments from this cathedral church, which

iropose to lay before our readers at intervals,

•y are reduced in size from Halfpenny’s

k,t and will be found as beautiful per se,

jiey are valuable from exhibiting the style

ilifferent epochs.

,ig. 1 represents part of the clerestory in

south transept with the cornice from which

ngs the groining of the roof. The win-

' s are 6 feet high, and 1 foot 10 inches wide,

igs. 2 and 3 shew the foliage of the capitals

lie north transept
;
and

ig. 4 a corbel in the west aisle of the

h transept, supporting clustered shafts.

11 these, as may be seen, are of the early

tlish period. The lancet widow of the

estory, the dog-tooth moulding around the

I b, the boldlv-sculptured foliage of the

.

jtals, areall characteristics of the style.

1 he foliage and mouldings of this period are

i Lily well executed; the former isgenerallv in

i fi relief. The mouldings are boldly cut, and

lent deep hollows, which produce effective

5 lows. A plain round with a good projec-

j j,
and hollow below it, such as is seen over

t corbel, fig. 4, is a moulding very generally

'

I in buildings of this style.

he extreme length of York Minster out-

i is 5 i 8 feet, including the projection of the

I tresses, the width 140 feet, the transepts

ill north to south 241 feet. The height of

'i nave is 93 feet, the height of the centre

J
hr 198 feet, and the height of the western

I prs to the top of the pinnacles 200 feet.

PORTLAND VASE.

e observe with indignation that some

>' Halle individual, unknown, has paid the

J lof 31. levied on the tipsy rascal who de-

,ed this interesting and unique relic, and

thus saved him from the short imprison-

tt to which, in default of payment, he had

' sentenced. We regret that we cannot

t e known, for public gratitude, the

. laritan who has thus stepped in to pre-

1 the infliction of the very immensurate

< shment permitted in the present defective

i t of the law, and has offered a premium to

e other sot for the destruction possibly of

choice illuminated MS. at the Museum,

|if the last new picture at the National

ipry. It is to he hoped that the legislature

fiipromptly pass a law for the protection of

works, and not allow the weakness of

1) i individual to offer impunity to the vicious

Ids of another.

U :;e Mr. Britton’s history of the building in his “ Ca-
a it Antiquities.”
it >i Gothic Ornaments in the Cathedral Church of York.”

In consequence of the reference to the mode

adopted by Mr. Tomkinson for raising building

materials at Liverpool, made in page 34 ante,

Mr. Hawley, the clerk of the works, has for

warded the annexed representations of the

machine, drawn on a scale of 16 feet to

1 inch. Fig. 1, shews the side of the

derrick, fig 2, the end. The wheels run on

a tram-way laid parallel with the walls of the

building.

A. Cat-head; four sheaves.

B. Large three-sheave block.

C. Single sheave to keep hauling part from stone.

D. Strong single sheaves for derrick-rope to pass over to

the crab.

E. 7 in. rope for hoisting and lowering derrick.

F. Fall for hoisting stone, &c., worked with 3j horse-

engine.

G. Guy-ropes ; three parts to each worked with single

purchase crabs.

H. Swivel-cross for attaching the four guy ropes.

I. Chain back-braccs.

K. Screw for hoisting sheaves when turning corners.

L. Braces for strengthening derrick.

Mr. Hawley says, “ I believe Mr. Tomkinson

is the only builder that has this kind of shear

legs in use at the present time. He first used

them at the Liverpool Custom-house, but with

a fixed engine, and the fall-rope was conducted

from the legs to the engine by means of pass-

ing through snatch-blocks, and the engineer

was guided by signals. We have the same

legs in use at the new Assize-courts, with the

engine attached, and it is consequently loco-

motive. The rapidity with which large stones

are raised is quite extraordinary. Mr. Tom-
kinson also first put in practice the travelling-

carriage on timber scaffolding, for raising

building materials, the idea originating with

one of Mr. Toinkinson’s foremen, named John

Day. It has received great improvements

since, as all other first inventions will do,

from experience, our greatest tutor.”

We examined the machine for raising

stones by steam in operation at Liverpool a

short time ago, and saw that it accomplished

its work with wonderful rapidity and preci-

sion.

St. John’s Gate, ClhbkenwelIi. In a

recent number, we mentioned some proceed-

ings under the new Buildings Act relative to

this interesting relic. For some time past,

tli e lodge entrance to the old monastery has

been tenanted as a public-house, and it is

apparently in a very dilapidated state from

want of proper repairs and attention. A strong

desire exists on the part of many anliquaries

and the inhabitants of the neighbourhood,

to restore this interesting part of the ancient

building, and to convert it into a literary

and scientific institution, for the benefit of the

inhabitants of the crowded district of Clerken-

well, in the same way as Crosby- hall for the

city, as it might easily be made available for

the purpose.

—

Globe.
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LONDON BURIAL-GROUND PRACTICES.

Sir,

—

You did mo the honour to insertacom-

munication in The Builder of February 8,

on “ Spafields Burial-ground,” and observ-

ing in your journal of the 1 5th inst., that a

person, signing himself “A. Bird,” and who
calls himself “Manager” (I presume of the

grave yard bearing the above name), has

thought fit, not only to venture an attempt to

invalidate my statements, but has dared even

publicly to question my right to make them, I

will trouble, you, Sir, with the following addi-

tional remarks, premising that I do not retract

a single word of my former communication,
whilst I hurl the most uncompromising defi-

ance at Mr. A. Bird, the “ management,” and
the “ proceedings about to be commenced.”
As Mr. Bird states only in general terms his

determination to commence “ proceedings ;”

as he assumes, nay, apparently has, in his oicn

belief, long occupied the position of an ill-

used and injured man,* I, pending his legal

proceedings, in disclaiming any personal mo-
tive in the contest he has chosen to enter upon,

invite Mr. Bird’s most serious attention to the

observations and statements I may deem it

necessary to make, reminding him that, under
any circumstances, the public have a far deeper
and more important interest in this question

than individual disputants— and that grave-

yard proprietary interests, of the nature

of those represented by their, for aught I know,
self-elected champion, Mr. A. Bird, like other
interests, must submit their claims, it may be,

reveal their condition, to, and abide by the

decision of, public opinion, represented by a

free, a vigilant, and an independent press.

From a very long conviction, based on no
slight grounds, I have from time to time, as

the occasion offered, or opportunity served,

endeavoured to convince my countrymen of

the folly and wickedness of tacitly permitting
the continuance of our present system of
burial in towns; and having, I think,

abundantly proved that this iniquitous and
pernicious practice has prostrated, and will

continue to prostrate, numberless victims,

I call upon the readers of your journal to

apply their most serious consideration to this

question, assuring them that it will afford them
abundant material for salutary contemplation,

and, if I mistake not, will supply a most
powerful incentive to energetic, and determined,
and united action.

In the mixed condition of society in all

large towns, it is impossible to draw a line

of demarcation between the various classes,

neither is it necessary to attempt to apportion

to each individual his own share of inevitable,

well -deserved punishment attendant upon his

neglect of the first dictates of natural feelings

and common sense; but it especially concerns
the middle and poorer classes to reflect that cir-

cumstances, frequently inseparable from their

condition, compel their residence in localities

principally the seats ofshamefully-overcharged
bun ing-grounds

;
that it is an indispensable

condition of healthy existence that the atmo-
sphere they breathe shall be in a pure condi-
tion

;
that in the immediate neighbourhood of,

and even at a considerable distance from, all

such places, annoyance, discomfort, disease,

and death, are the invariable and abiding con-
comitants; that the locality, the area, the con-
dition of the soil, the numbers buried in a
given period, the depth at which bodies are
interred, the constant upturning of earth yet
reeking with human corruption, and the op-
portunities afforded by free ventilation for the
dissipation of the invariably injurious products
of human decomposition,—that these circum-
stances must and do influence the sanatory
condition, most certainly, of the surrounding
residents, and even the health of the entire

district.

Sir, these statements, which I unhesitating-

ly make, are true or false. Perhaps Mr. Bird,
whilst arranging his counter-statements to dis-

prove my allegations, will favour your readers

* Clerkenwell.—Yesterday a respectable-looking man,
who stated that he was the manager of the burial-ground
at Spafields Chapel, came before the magistrate to com-
plain of a report from that court in the newspapers of that
morning relating to that burial-ground. lie declared the
statement which appeared was altogether false, and expressed
his surprise that any respectable newspaper could give
insertion to matter destitute of foundation and so unsup-
ported by proof. * » » *

The applicant said it was very hard that such a report
should remain uncontradicted. He would certainly push the
matter further.

—

Times, December 23rd, 1843.

with his opinions, as I understand that he en-

tertains some original notions on the burying-

ground question. I do not wish to press un-

necessarily upon Mr. Bird, but the course he

has thought proper to pursue is so little in ac-

cordance with irrefragable facts, thatl beg to as-

sure him, and all whom it may concern, that he

or they must convict, or be convicted, for I will

neither offer nor accept a compromise ;
mean-

while I publicly ask Mr. Bird for distinct and

unequivocal answers to the following ques-

tions :

—

1st. What is the area of your burying-

ground ?

2nd. How long has it been employed for the

interment of the dead?
3rd. How deep are the graves dug?
4th. How many bodies are placed in one

grave in a given period of time?
5th. What depth of earth is ordinarily

placed over the topmost coffin ?

6th. What lateral thickness of earth is

allowed between each grave?
7th. How many bodies on an average have

you interred on Sundays, and how many on

the remaining days of the week, since you
became “ manager ?”

8th. Why do you constantly keep from five

to fifteen graves open in expectancy, and do
you consider the practice of keeping “open
graves ” injurious to the health of the dis-

trict ?

9th. As the soil of Spafields burying-

ground is in a peculiar condition, I believe

from the mode of “ management ” adopted, in

how short a period, in your experience, do the

soft parts of the human body resolve them-
selves into their ultimate elements?

10th. How long do the coffins remain entire

or undecayed ?

lltli, and lastly* Do you persist in re-

iterating your assertion, reported in the Times
of Dec. 23, 1843, “that the statement” (a
memorial on the condition of your burying-

ground, from some of the surrounding in-

habitants) “ was altogether false;” and do you
note express your “ surprise that any respect-

able newspaper could give insertion to matter

destitute of foundation and so unsupported by
proof?” 1 am, Sir, &c.,

George Alfred Walker.

11, St. James’s-place, St. James’s-street,

Feb. 19th, 1845.

WORKS IN THE PROVINCES.

At Brighton a great improvement is about
to be effected by widening of the King’s
Road, and putting back of the battery.

The width of the present road (about 40 feet)

is to be doubled bv means of a sea-wall which
will connect the eastern marine promenades
with the western. In the immediate vicinity

of the battery this width will be much in-

creased by the present site of the battery

being thrown into the road. The estimates

amount to 14,000/. A subscription has been
set afloat, and is proceeding most prosperously,

for the erection of a fountain on the Steyne.

At Cirencester, the committee of the pro-

posed Agricultural College have selected the

design of Messrs. Daukes and Hamilton, ar-

chitects of Gloucester and Cheltenham, from a

large number, among which were some from
architects of eminence in London. The col-

lege will occupy the delightful site on Lord
Bathurst's grounds known as Port-farm, near
the railway station at the junction of the Stroud
and Tetbury roads, thus presenting a perspec-

tive of two bold fronts. The design is in the

Tudor style, of three stories high
;

the upper
story being lit by picturesque old-fashioned

dormer windows, of the style prevalent
among the collegiate buildings of Oxford.
The centre is occupied by a tower, the

upper part of which is intended to form an ob-
servatory for meteorological and other scien-
tific purposes. At the Privy Council held on
Tuesday week, her Majesty was pleased to

approve of the grant of a charter of in-

corporation of the subscribers to this impor-
tant institution.

At Manchester the subscriptions for public
parks, &c., amounted, at the close of last week,
to more than 30,000/. It is highly gratifying to

find that a sum has been thus obtained, which
promises, at all events, that the first steps in

this important measure of public health and
recreation shall be taken on a scale worthy of

the extent and importance of this vast hive

industry. The subscription is equivalent

one of 2s. each from every man, woman, a

child in the community, assuming the popud

}ion to be 300,000.

At Romford a new corn Exchange is abo

to be erected. Two premiums are at t

present time advertised for the two best c

signs to be sent in by the 1st proximo.

At Harrow, a very handsome subscript!

has been raised for the purpose of re-buildt

the head master’s boarding-house, which w

destroyed by fire in the year 1838. Furtli

means being requisite for the attainment

the object in view, the committee ha

publicly solicited the assistance of Old H(
rovians.

At Liverpool the stock-brokers and sliai

holders have determined on building a new a;

splendid Stock Exchange. The subscripts

which was bat recently opened, has augment
most rapidly, and the list now amounts

50,000/.
;

one sharebroker alone subscrib

4,000/.

At Carnarvon, the fine old castle which 1

been for some time in a dilapidated state, is

order of the Commissioners of the Woods a

Forests, to be put in complete repair.

At or near Stratton St. Margaret’s, Wi
shire, the guardians of the Highworth a

Swindon Union have resolved on building

new union work house.

At Coventry, land has been purchased foi

cemetery, and it is the intention of the to'

council to complete the work, so essential to t

health as well as to the feelings of the inha'

tants, without delay.

The province of Ulster will, ere long, p<

sess a college for the education of the futi:

ministry of the Presbyterian Church. T
contributions towards the building of the m
college are proceeding most satisfactory

Already from forty-two contributors a sum
2,500/. has been realized, besides 500/. more
smaller sums, making in all 3,000/. Conci
rently with this movement, a deputation is

present in London, to solicit from her Majest 1

government an endowment for the propos

college.

At Huntingdon, Lady Olivia Sparrow 1

purchased the theatre for the purpose of cc

verting it into a chapel of ease. The Gh
states, that an eminent architect is to be (

gaged to effect the necessary alterations in I

appearance and interior of the building, a

the sanction of the bishop of the diocese v

be obtained for its consecration. Funds m

also be provided for the endowment of it

considerable portion of which will be given
Lady Olivia.

The rage for building is now exhibit!'

itself in the neighbourhood of Stratfo

Between three and four hundred houses i

being erected on a farm, recently in the i

cupatinn of Mr. Thomas Spence. On Wi
stead Park, the like number of villas, besic

various others on a minor scale, in other pa
of these localities, will soon be in a habital

state.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS

Feb. 11, 1845.—The President, Sir Jc

Rennie, in the chair.

The first paper read was a description

J

Mr. Thomas Hughes, Assoc, of the metf
employed for draining some banks
cuttings on the London and Croydon, i

London and Birmingham Railways, als<

part of the retaining wall of the Euston jnclii

plane. The method adopted was the int

duction of Watson’s drain-pipes, which w
made of the iron-stone clay of Staffordshii

their surface is pierced with numerous ap

tures, small externally and enlarging inwarc

which form prevents their being clogged
the earth, and allows whatever enters lo p
freely into the pipe. In their application

the London and Croydon Railway, a Ion

tudinal trench, 4 feet deep, was dug on ;

crown of the bank, at a few feet from the ed

and other trenches, about 30 feet apart,]

scended from it to the open drain by the side

the permanent way. Chi the London and 8
mingham Railway the descending trend

were 80 feet apart, and varied from 3 to 6 f

in depth
;
the pipes were introduced into tin

trenches, and the clay which had been dug'i

was then laid over the pipes
;
from the lou

tudinal line of pipes, upright pipes were oo
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s 1 1 v introduced, for the purpose of ventila-

The panels of the retaining wall were
lied by boring holes through the brick-
1: at given distances by a powerful auger
lied by a machine, and then inserting cast-

|
pipes of the same form as those of clay.

8 process proved so effectual, that the wall

I

h before shewed evidence of water
r lodged behind nearly the whole length,

now evidently drying fast, and the water
:l out from the pipes at all times, even
ig the severe draught of 1844.

e paper induced an animated discussion

I retaining walls, in which Mr. R. Ste-

1 son gave an interesting accountof his views

j
e time when he designed the walls of the

on incline, the changes which subsequent
rience had worked in his opinion, and the

ms which induced him to adopt the pro-

of staying the walls with cast-iron beams,
idling from one side to the other.

ie next paper read was a description of the
Bridge on the Hull and Selby Railway,

lr. W. B. Bray, Grad. The Act for

railway was obtained in 1836, and it

s with the Leeds and Selby, which was
ed two years previously, a direct commu-
ion between Leeds and Hull

;
they were

surveyed and executed from the designs of
rs. Walker and Burges. The river

at Selby is 176 feet wide and 14 feet deep
vv- water; the tide rises 4 feet at neap-

,
and 9 feet at spring-tides. The bed of

river consists of silt resting on a bed of
fcsand, beneath which is hard clay,

ie foundations of the abutments were
ed of piles driven into the clay, and on

i i longitudional sleepers and transverse
were tenoned, the intermediate spaces

j filled with broken stone grouted with
mortar. On this platform, brick abut-
;s with stone quoins, string courses, and
igs were built. They were subsequently

i by wrought-iron rods to heavy stone

There were six pieces placed in pairs,

h were founded on piles driven into the
and tenoned to receive the cap sills, on
h cast-iron frames were strongly bolted,

ends being furnished with cutwaters of
ron plates. The superstructure consisted

ix ribs of cast-iron an inch and a half

:, resting on transverse gilders, one being
d under each line of rails, and one under
handrail, the rails themselves being laid

mgitudional sleepers, 12 inches wide and
hes deep. In the Act there was a clause

iring that this bridge should have an

ing arch for the passage of steamers and
Is with fixed masts

;
this consisted of two

ar leaves each keyed on to a cast-iron

9 inches square, with turned journals,

mer blocks, and trusses. The total

tht of iron-work was 590 tons, and the erec-

of the bridge was let to Mr. Briggs, of
y-on-Trent, and the Butterley Iron Com-

The communication was accompanied
register of the tides at Selby during the

1842, and was illustrated by a well-

uted model, presented to the institution by
James Walker.
r. J. B. Redman exhibited a portion of a

1

31’ pile which had been driven into the

is of the new terrace pier at Gravesend,

143, and in which the “teredo navalis,” a

• (-worm, had made great inroads. It

Wared, however, that the ravages of this

a :t were confined to a space of about 3 feet

fl|e the level of low-water spring-tide, and
It therefore if wood-work was well defended

I jOpper sheathing or scupper nails at and
I .V that point, no great injury would be
lived by piles in any situation.

I he meeting was adjourned to Tuesday
Ijiing, the 18th instant, when the following

:|i r was read :

—

Description of the Great Britain steam-
’1|

,
with an account of the trial voy-

by T. R. Guppy, Associate.

he Fine Arts.—The number of foreign

sts now studying in Rome amounts to

i 300 of whom are painters, 58 sculptors,

irehiteots, and 7 engravers; 158 of those

«ts aie Germans, 25 French, 33 English,

Russians, 7 Poles, 13 Swedes and Nor-
nans, 31 Danes, 19 Belgians, 3 Dutch,

ilungarians, 10 Spaniards, 7 Portuguese,

1 14 Americans. The Italian artists are

iiin number, besides 2,000 mosaic-work
rers.

DECORATIVE ART SOCIETY.

On Wednesday, the 12th inst., an introduc-

tory paper was read by Mr. Vicary, “ On the

physiology of timber trees considered with

reference to manufacturing purposes.”

He commenced with a notice of the few
Government and private collections of speci-

mens of timber in this country, and expressed

regret that a scientific arrangement had

been seldom attempted, whereby a study of

the varieties of timber could be promoted.

He contrasted in a forcible manner the at-

tention devoted in our national museums to

stuffed birds, &c., with the almost total neglect

of a useful classification of timber, although

entering, as it does, so largely into our every-

day comforts and conveniences.

The growth of trees, and the capillary action

of the sap, &c., the formation of knots, and
the consequent weakness wherever they occur,

were next noticed, as also the effects of pruning

and lopping at a wrong season, thereby gene-

rating what is usually termed “ dry rot.”

The patent processes of Mr. Payne were
introduced, exhibiting in a series of experi-

ments his modes of preserving timber from

decay, and rendering it incombustible, also of

hardening any English woods, and dyeing them
of various colours, so as to make them avail-

able for the purposes of the cabinet-maker.

On Wednesday, the 26th instant, a paper

will be read “On the interior decorations of

the Collegiate Chapel of St. Stephen, at

Westminster, as finished by Edward III.,

a. D. 1348.” L.

TOOL FOR CHAMFERING TRACERY.

Sir,—I beg to hand you a sketch of a tool

used in chamfering tracery, after being pierced

by the one shewn in page 621, Vol. II. A, re-

presents the tracery as cut
;
B, a piece of plank

fastened to the tracery by hand-screws, to keep

the tool steady; C, a slip of wood screwed to

the plank to prevent the tool cutting too deep.

The arris, or principal part of the part cham-
fered, should be cut away, which would much
accelerate the work. The block should be

made of dry, hard wood, as much depends on
its being kept steady to its work. Your in-

sertion of this would oblige,

Yours respectfully,

Newport, Jan. 1, 1845. Jas. Pickard.

How to Put Out a Cii imneyon Fire.—

A

correspondent of the Carlisle Journal states that

while visiting a few days ago in Berwickshire,
“ I saw applied by a lady the following mode
of putting out a chimney on fire, which I think

should be generally known, for its simplicity,

efficacy, and expedition. The chimney of

the parlour, where an additional supply of

wood was put upon the fire, at once caught

fire. The lady immediately brought a plate

full of common salt— shut the door of the

apartment to prevent a current of air, and

sprinkled a few handfulls of salt upon the fire.

In about a minute and a half the fire in the

chimney, which roared like distant thunder,

was quenched. This neither caused smoke,

nor precipitated soot, nor put out the fire, nor

disturbed the operations of the breakfast,

which were going on. The rationale of this

I believe to be, that, in the process of burning

the salt, muriatic acid gas is evolved, which

extinguishes fire.”

CHURCH NEWS.

A new church has just been completed at

Yeovil

,

in Somerset, under the direction of Mr.

Benjamin Ferrey. The style of the building

is early English
; it is cruciform in plan, and

capable of accommodating 800 persons. The

expense of the building has been about 3,000/.

The new district church at Montpelier
,

Bristol, was consecrated a few days since.

The edifice is cruciform, in the style of ar-

chitecture that prevailed at the end of the

13th century
;

it is rather plain, built of native

stone, with freestone quoins, dressings, &c. A
tower is placed at the centre of the west front

;

it was originally intended to have carried a
lofty spire, which, with the tower, would have
been 140 feet in height, but this important
feature has been postponed, and thus the

pleasing appearance of the exterior is greatly

diminished. The pulpit is of stone, panelled

on either side, and supported by a corbel of

deeply-sunk mouldings. The lectern is of

oak. The chancel is ascended by five steps.

The altar-piece is composed of arcaded
panelling, with detached shafts, cornice over,

set with the ball tlower, and the spandrels

filled wiih foliage. The roof is devoid of

plaster, and the characteristic Gothic feature

carried out by rendering the construction or-

namental. In the nave the roof is not so

light as in the chancel, in consequence of the

Incorporated Society having prescribed the

use of the tie-beam. The whole of the wood-
work is stained and varnished, and has the

appearance of oak. The font, placed near the

western and principal entrance, is of stone, the

sides ornamented with elegant foliage, &c.
;

round the pedestal are four detached shafts
;
the

whole stands on an octagonal base. The archi-

tect is Mr. John Hicks. Chester Cathedral is

about to undergo a thorough restoration, for

which purpose a liberal subscription has been

entered into. The cost of the works already

contracted for is 2,504/., but the sum required

will be 5,000/. A mongst the contributors are

his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, 105/.;

the Dean and Chapter, 100/.
;

the Dean of

Chester, 100/.
;

the Marquis of Westminster,

105/.; Earl of Stamford, 105/.; Bishop of

Chester, 100/. It is in contemplation to

open the new church at Wilton, Wilts, at

Easier. The raised chancel is to be paved

with porcelain tiles of a gorgeous pattern, ex-

cept one small portion, which will be covered

with small squares in agate, lava, and precious

stones collected abroad by the Countess of Pem-
broke. No pews or galleries will be admitted,

open sittings in carved oak being already

placed on the floor of the building. A spacious

area is preserved around the exterior, termi-

nating in a stone palisado-work on the side

next the public highway. A new church of

large dimension is to be erected at Ashby
Wolds, Leicestershire, towards the funds for

which her Majesty the Queen Dowager has

liberally subscribed. The Marchioness of Hast-

ings has given a site
;
and amongst the other

contributors are the Earl Howe, the Bishops of

Peterborough and Lichfield, the vicar of Ashby-
de-la-Zouch, Colonel Buckley, Mrs. Lane
Fox, &c. The Honourable and Rev. G. M.
Yorke, formerly of Queens’ college, rector of

St. Philip’s Birmingham, has commenced
soliciting subscriptions from the parishioners

for the necessary repairs of that sacred edifice.

We understand that donations amounting to

1,000/. have been received, and that about 600/.

more will be required. An appeal for con-

tributions in aid of building a church in the

new district of Pembroke Dock, has been ex-

extensively circulated. There is now a popu-

lation of 4,000 inhabitants (still rapidly in-

creasing) without a church nearer than Pem-

broke, a distance of two miles and half. The
incumbent of Pembroke has promised, con-

ditionally— that is, if the church shall be built

and consecrated during his incumbency, a

donation of 200/. A subscription having been

opened, the sum of 400/. has been placed in

the hands of the treasurer, exclusive of the

above donation, which is available only under

the aforesaid conditions.

An Artesian well is being sunk in Berkeley-

square, in lieu of the old pump which has for

so many years past supplied the square and its

vicinity.
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The Botanic Garden; or, Magazine of Hardy
Flowering Plants : to which is added, The
Fruitist ; a Description of the best Apples,

Pears, and other Fruits, their Qualities,

Habits, and Culture. By B. Maund, F.L.S.
Small 4to. and 12mo. January, 1845.

This work has enjoyed an uninterrupted
career of twenty years, and is thoroughly
established in public favour. Such a result

is well merited, for the editor has evinced his

sense of the support he has received by so
many successive additions to the original plan,
without in any instance increasing the price,

that we have long regarded it as the most
ample, elegant, and cheapest horticultural
periodical in the kingdom. But, as if to outdo
his tormer self, Mr. Maund seems to think
that having borne flowers of all hue, it is time
his work should bear fruits; accordingly, he
has now added “ T he Fruitist.” This is a most
valuable addition, and we must recommend it

to every one who has a garden, from the peer
to the peasant. Indeed, it is from regarding
the advantage of the cottager that we are
chiefly induced to notice it here. The in-

structions for the culture of the fine varieties

of fruit-trees figured in it are mainly adapted
for dwarf-trees, so that there is scarcely a
labourer’s garden so small as not easily to

admit three or four of these, which he can
cultivate at his leisure, and find his recompense
in the ornamental blossoms they will put forth
in spring, and the substantial and savoury
fruit they will yield in autumn.
We deem it one of the most gratifying signs

of the times that the well-being and comfort
of the labourer now occupies the thoughts and
attention alike of the legislator and the phi-
lanthropist; that efforts are every where
making to implant in his heart the feeling,
too long banished from it, that he is not an
intruder here, but a valuable, essential, and
integral part of the body politic. Few things
will conduce more to effect this blessed change
than giving him a garden with a few fruit-

trees, which may be at once his pride and his

profit. How truly does Mary Howitt, who
knows the depths and has taken the soundings
of the poor man’s heart, sing, “ like an angel
in the clouds,” of the Poor Man’s Garden :

—

“ But he, the poor man, sees his crops,

And a thankful man is he,

For he thinks all through the winter
How rich his board will be

!

The rich man has his wall-fruits,

And his delicious vines
;

The fruit for every season,

His melons and his pines.

The poor man has his gooseberries,

His currants white and red
;

His apple and his damson-tiee,
And a little strawberry-bed.

A happy man he thinks himself,
A man that’s passing well

—

To have some fruit for the children,
And some besides to sell.”

All suceess, therefore, to the “ Botanic
Garden” and “ The Fruitist.”

(CoiirsyoiiDntrr.

ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTURAL
DRAUGHTSMEN.

Sir,

—

As you have on many occasions
afforded space inyourwidely-circulatingjournul
for the purpose of disseminating the rules and
principles which govern the Association of Ar-
chitectural Draughtsmen, I beg, with your
kind permission, again to call the attention of
the profession generally, and more especially
of your correspondent of January 11, to the
address and real objects of the society, pre-
mising, for the information of those who possess
copies of the laws of the association at first

issued, that during its operation, now two years
and a half, it has been found expedient to ma-
terially remodel the rules which first go-
verned it.

The meetings of the association take place
on the first and third Wednesdays in every
month, and are held at 33, Southampton-street,
Strand.

A leading object in its formation, that of
securing to unemployed members and invalids
a weekly stipend, was that which received on
the part of the committee of management
the most serious consideration

;
it also at-

tracted considerable attention out of the

society, and many objections having arisen
against it, it was found eventually expedient to

make it a mere voluntary “ benevolent fund,”
to which members might or might not sub-

scribe, as their means or inclinations prompted.
This accumulating fund tells its own purpose,
and in proportion to its amount, so will be its

utility if discriminately laid out.

The next object of importance, that of pro-
viding employers with asssistants and “ unem-
ployed members ” with situations, has been
found fully to answer every expectation of its

promoters, many members having secured
eligible situations through its influence, and
formed connections with architects which are
likely to be of material and permanent benefit

to them.
Among the new rules an exemption is pro-

vided in favour of members in practice for

themselves in regard to the quarterly contribu-
tion drawings, architectural prints being made
admissible instead

;
the fines also against

members generally for the non-production of
the said drawings are limited to 5s., which
those who have occasion from press of business
or other circumstances, can avail themselves of

;

and, further, with regard to these “quarterly
drawings,” members are allowed to withdraw
their first when they contribute their ninth,

and so on in rotation, leaving at all times
eight in the folios of the society

;
this rule has

given great satisfaction to every one. Apart
from the general management of the society,

a number of the members have formed a
“ book club,” which is conducted in the usual
manner, an architectural work being selected,

the members ballot for the reading and the
choice of purchasing the work at half its

original cost. Having now stated the leading
objects of the society, allow me to press upon
such of your readers as belong to the archi-

tectural profession the importance of support-
ing by their fellowship, activity, and talent,

this most useful and laudable society. It re-

quires co-operation in all its branches, addi-
tional members to secure on every meeting
night a full and attentive audience to its

various papers and topics of discussion

—

numbers to co-operatc in the purchase of more
valuable works, and to swell the already
valuable collection of drawings, that examples
may be amassed of every class of executed
works, practical and ornamental, classic and
Gothic, from the earliest ages to our own day

—

and last, though not least, as usual, we want
numbers to augment the funds, that its opera-
tions may' be carried on with spirit, and that
we may engage permanent premises suitable

for the collecting of casts, models, books,
drawings, and engravings, and annually to

form a public exhibition of purely architec-

tural subjects apart from the glitter and
gorgeous frames that surround the few annually
hung at the Royal Academy.
Allow me, in conclusion, to apologize to you

for the length of this communication, and to

remain, Sir, your constant reader,

A Member of the British Association
of Architectural Draughtsmen.

London, Feb. 6th, 1845.

competition for laying out ground,
king’s-road, reading.

Sir,— Having submitted a design for laying
out for building purposes ground situated in

the King’s-road, Reading, I can bear testi-

mony to the correct statement, dated 5th Feb.,
and signed “ Fairplay,” which appeared in

the last week’s number of your highly useful I

journal. I paid two visits to Reading, the first
!

to examine the site, and the second to attend
at Mr. Blandy's office, for the purpose of

j

giving my opinion in writing upon the merits !

of the two designs which in my judgment
should appear most worthy of the premiums
offered. This was by no means so difficult a
task as might have been expected, for although
forty-seven designs had been submitted, I

found, upon examination, not more than half
that number to be finished and completed in

accordance with the instructions issued. Some
of the designs exhibited were so largely at

variance with the rules laid down, that I felt

surprised they had not been at once rejected.
It would, therefore, he a satisfaction to learn
that the successful designs aie in rule and
order; and perhaps Mr. Blandy, through the
medium of your widely-circulated journal, may

be induced to communicate that fact for

gratification of those gentlemen who have
their exertions afforded him so much pro]

sional information. I am, Sir, &c.,

London, Feb. 18th, 1845. Veritas

CORRESPONDENCE ON NEW METB
POL1TAN BUILDINGS ACT.

jurisdiction of official referees.
Sir,—

I

n consequence of my letter upon I

subject, which appeared in your journal of
8th instant, I was applied to on the follow
Monday to attend before the official refer

on the succeeding Thursday, to argue a c
for a party who had received a summons tl

to attend, upon the information of a dist;

surveyor, for alleged irregularities under
“New Metropolitan Buildings Act;” wh
was an opportunity I gladly availed myi
of, as some nice points were involved in

peculiarities of the case, that may, in

present state of excitement upon the questi
be interesting to your readers. I of cou
shall carefully avoid remarking on w
occurred at the conference, confining myi
to statements that came to my knowledge
instructions, but I will not omit the opp
tunity thus afforded of stating the gr
courtesy with which we were received, and
evident desire to elicit the truth. From
course of proceeding adopted, I feel satis!

that substantial justice will be done throi

the medium of the equitable powers intrust

to the referees for all matters in differei

arising after the 1st January last, thus avoid
the ruinous litigation that has arisen heretof
upon the construction of various clauses
the old Act.
My ground of complaint is, that they hi

assumed an authority for works “commence
previous to 1st January, which, being up
construction of terms in a penal act, are op

to be discussed in a court of law, upon I

ground of maintaining civil rights, whi
every citizen* is entitled to do, unless c<

trolled by such an equitable jurisdiction as
evidently given to the referees after the
January.

If this view be correct, and a doubt exi
as to the construction to be put upon terms
words, it appears the rational course would
for the referees at their own cost, upon a ci

put, to seek the best legal advice, and not
summons to individual parties, put them
considerable expense to argue points that ra

all tend pretty much to the same result.

Under my advice, we appeared by prote
After this long exordium, we will now to |

facts, which, if contrived for the purpose, cot
not more completely have met two import)
points for the object of raising the questii

viz. the “ bona fides ” of the matter, and I

intended buildings projecting beyond the li

of other houses. I will confine myself in tl

letter to the “ bona fides,” as, if that is es

blished, the other point falls to the groui
A party having determined some years sic

to erect five fourth-rate houses within t

operation of the old Act (but prevented
circumstances over which he had no contro
gave due notice to the district surveyor of 1

inteniion on the 27th December (the case
surrounded with much matter distinc

proving “ bona fides ” within the knowled
of the district surveyor, who had been in ci

respondence upon the subject, and assented
writing nearly two months previous that su
a proceeding would be in accordance with t

Act). I prefer assuming he had not heard
the intention until the 27th December, as me
completely raising the argument upon oth
cases so circumstanced.
The party, between the time of notice a

1st January, proceeded with the work
rapidly as possible, having put in the footin
of the whole length of the front wall and
one end wall, and indicated by projections t

party-walls of the five houses, with some f<

courses of the walls in addition to the footing
The work was steadily proceeded with un
14th January, when the builder received
notice to suspend operations. The opinion
the referees, as addressed to Mr. A lie

noticed in your journal 25th January, mu
now be taken as their dictum, as in this ca
the district surveyor founded his complaint

* This word appears to be an apposite illustration; of t
word “commencement.” I contend for using it in
largest sense, and reluse to be limited as meaning a citii

of London.
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tteferees upon this their opinion
;
and upon

r grounds they issued the summons.
ie peculiarity of this case is, that an ad-

>d legal notice was given under the then

ling Act, neither that nor the present Act
iy way controlling the progress of works,

ijpt thatunder the new Act, if suspended for

aitain period, fresh notice must be given,

iently only to inform the district surveyor

the works being in operation require his

rintendence
;
sec. 13. A controlment of

as to roofing in (for finishing l repudiate,

ny letter in your journal of the 8th inst.)

ly applies to houses commenced before

anuary, and that only in new districts,

ilso contend that any the slightest com-
:ement is provided for in schedule A,
ig been so commenced upon legal notice

r the former Act, and I must presume
schedule has been overlooked in the

|ng of the summons, inasmuch as the
Llule declares the former Act, 14 Geo. 3,

L is repealed except as to certain points,

)f which precisely meets this question :
—

jd except as to offences committed, penal-

l
ncurred, and fees payable, and any pro-

ngs taken or commenced, or which might
ken or commenced under the said Act on
fore the said 1st day of January, 1845.”

itend that the word “ proceedings ” must be
a in as large a sense as the word “ com-
;ement.” Legal notice having been given,
works if not, “might have been com-
bed,” and to prove that it could not mean
proceedings, it will be necessary only to

eed through a few more paragraphs of the
tent ot Repeal,” where we find, to prevent
idoubt, it is stated, “ and to lpgal proceed-
in respect of accidental fires.” The party
plained of would willingly have given a

ji notice under the new Act, as the thick-
iof walls, &c. would have been precisely
ar; but the sanction of the referees to

(further ground of complaint of the dis-

|

surveyor, that these buildings projected
jnd the general line of houses, would have
ied the impossibility of building on the
ind if the present footings were repudiated.

J

is a question ot considerable importance
Ipure operations, and I will endeavour to

ip in a subsequent letter, that whatever the
Jjition of the Act may have been, there is

npch existing enactment.
Your obedient servant,

Greenway Rodins, Architect,

i
11-street, Peckham, Feb. 15, 1845.

(i-FRONTS UNDER NEW BUILDINGS ACT.
a,—In schedule E of the new Metro-
in Buildings Act, under the head “ Wooden
-fronts and Shutters,” it is stated that the
ilwork of any shop-front must not be fixed

t;?r than 4J inches to the centre line of a
T-wall. Again, the succeeding clause
res that, in case the woodwork be fixed
ch distance, then a pier or corbel, built of
or of brick, and of the width of 4£

Ips, must be fixed in the line of the party-
ji so as to be as high as such woodwork,
iso as to project one inch, at the least,

Ijont of the face thereof. Does this mean
Jjian unsightly mass of brickwork is to be
led out from the face of an external wall

lie distance of an inch beyond the pro-

j >n of the cornice, or merely have refer-
I to breastsummers and story-posts ? Your
•able opinion upon these points will confer
^iour upon, Sir, yours obediently,

A Subscriber.
Jjgton, February 12, 1845.

A 'he words of the Act are perfectly clear.
'3 woodwork be put up 4£ inches from the

if e line of the party- wall, a pier or corbel,
a Icbes wide, built of stone or brick, or other
adnbustible material, must be fixed in the
1 >f the party-wall, so as to project one inch,
4je least, in front of the face of such wood-
B|. The object, and a very important one,

if course, to prevent the communication
1 'e from house to house by means of the
Hcilature. We do not wish to suggest
non

;
but it is obvious that if the wood-

id be any thing more than 4£ inches, say
|;i 5 inches, the corbel cannot be insisted

( For the general good, however, the in-

jion of the enactment should be adhered to.

•|ill not be difficult to prevent the corbel or
prom injuring the appearance of the front;

j

r still, the entablature, &c., may be
fifed of incombustible material.—

E

d.1

jfttiaceUanea.

Diving Bells.—The first diving bell we
read of was nothing but a very large kettle sus-

pended by ropes, with the mouth downwards,
and planks to sit on fixed in the centre of the

concavity. Two Greeks at Toledo, in 1588,

made an experiment with it before the Em-
peror Charles V. They descended in it with a

lighted candle to a considerable depth. In

1663, William Phipps, the son of a block-

smith, formed a project for unloading a rich

Spanish vessel sunk on the coast of Hispaniola.

Charles II. gave him a ship, with every thing

necessary for his undertaking, but being un-

successful, he returned in great poverty. He
then endeavoured to procure another vessel

;

but failing, he got a subscription, to which the

Duke of Albemarle contributed. In 1687,

Phipps set sail in a ship of 200 tons, having

previously engaged to divide the profits ac-

cording to the twenty shares of which the sub-

scription consisted. At first, all his labours

proved fruitless; but at last, when he seemed

almost to despair, he was fortunate enough to

bring up so much treasure that he returned to

England with the value of 200,000/. Of this

he got about 20,000/., and the Duke of Al-

bemarle 90,000/. Phipps was knighted by the

king, and laid the foundation of the fortunes of

the present noble house of Mulgrave. Since

that time, diving bells have been often suc-

cessfully employed.

—

Mechanics' Magazine.

Case-hardeningof Iron Nails, Screws,
&c.—When electro-deposition is used in coat-

ing iron with copper, the iron is liable to be

corroded either during the process or after-

wards, an oxide of iron being formed beneath

the copper coating. To prevent this, it is

proposed to coat, or case-harden, the iron with

lead, or an alloy of lead, before the coating of

copper by electro-deposition is applied. A
patent forthis invention has lately been granted

to Benjamin Brunton Black well, of Newcastle-

on-Tyne, Gent.; and William Norris, of

Exeter, C. E. The case-hardening is per-

formed by first freeing the surface of the

articles from any scale that may attach to

them, and then placing them, with parings of

hoof, horn, or bone-dust, in a crucible well

luted, and subjecting them to a red heat,

taking care to remove the articles as soon as a

thin surface of case-hardening is obtained.

The articles may be coated with lead or an

alloy of lead, by first freeing their surfaces

from scale, and’ then plunging them into a

vessel of the metal in a molten state. The
alloys of lead which are preferred for the

purpose here stated are, first, from one- tenth to

one-fifth of tin combined with a given quantity

of pure lead
;
and secondly, one part of anti-

mony, two parts of tin, and fifteen parts of

pure lead. When the articles have received

this first coating, they are next to be placed in

a solution of copper, exposed to the influence

of a galvanic battery kept at a temperature of

from 80° to 100° of Fahrenheit. The claim

of the patentees consists in first coating the

articles with lead or an alloy of lead, and
afterwards coating them with copper by means
of galvanism.

Improvements in Lead Pipes.—A patent
for this purpose has recently been secured in

America by Messrs. C. and G. E. Sellers, of

Cincinnati. In manufacturing lead pipes by
this process, the metal from which it is to be
formed is fused, and poured info a receiver of
cast-iron, or other metal of great strength,

which receiver is heated by means of a suitable

furnace, so as to preserve the metal in a fluid

state. The lower part of the receiver contains

a die, having an opening through it of such
size as to adapt it to the forming of the outside
of the pipe, and a case or mandrel to determine
its size or calibre within. It also inclosed the
apparatus which is employed for the purpose
of cooling the pipe as it leaves the core, and
also of keeping the temperature of the core
belowr that of melted lead, by which means we
effectually prevent the combining of the lead

with the surface of the core, which takes place

when lead is in a fused state, and is subjected

to heavy pressure. The fused lead is to be

forced out by means of a ram or plunger, made
to fit the cylindrical cavity containing the lead,

the said plunger being brought down by means
of an hydrostatic press. The patentees state

that “ what we claim as our invention is the

employment of a tubular core or mandrel,

j

divided longitudinally into chambers, through

which heated water, air, or steam, is to be
passed, in the manner described, and for the

purpose of preserving the said core at a tem-

perature somewhat below that of melted lead,

by which device the lead is effectually pre-

vented from adhering to the mandrel. We
claim the manner of forming the packing of

the ram, hy attaching to its end the piece of

wrought-iron, rendered thin at its lower edge,

by forming the face of the said piece concave,

for the purpose above set forth. (The purpose
here alluded to is, keeping the piston tight,

and preventing the escape of the melted lead

around the edges of the ram or piston.) We
claim the combination and arrangement of

the parts constituting the water-chamber, con-

sisting of the tube, the bed-piece, and the

conical die— the supply of water thereto being
given, and governed substantiallyas described.”
Arthur’s Oon.—This curious specimen of

Roman masonry was destroyed many years

since. In a work entitled Caledonia Romana,TQ-
cently published by Bell and Bradfute, it is thus

described :
—“ This building was of a circular

form, its shape in some measure resembling

that of a common bee-hive. It measured at

the base from twenty-nine to thirty yards in cir-

cumference, and continued of the same dimen-
sions to the height of eight feet, from which
point it converged gradually inwards in its

ascent, till at an elevation of 22 feet, the walls

terminated in a circle, leaving in the top of

the dome a round opening 12 feet in diameter.

On its western side was an arched doorway, 9

feet in extreme height, and above it an aper-

ture resembling a window, of a slightly tri-

angular form, 3 feet in height, and averaging

nearly the same in width. The whole was
formed of hewn freestone, laid in regular ho-

rizontal courses, the first of them resting upon
a thick massive basement of the same material,

which, to follow out the simile, represented

with curious fidelity the common circular

board on which the cottage hive is usually

placed. The interior of the structure cor-

responded with its general appearance from
without; the only difference being in the con-

cavity of the shape, and in its having two pro-

jecting stone cornices round its interior sur-

face, the one at a height of 4 and the other of

6 feet from the ground. The style of the

workmanship was singularly perfect, and
shewed an intimate acquaintance with masonic-

art. No cement of any description had been
made use of in its construction, yet the stones

were so accurately joined together, that even
the difficult process of forming so diminutive

a cupola by the concentration of horizontal

courses was accomplished there in the most
skilful and enduring manner.”

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For the execution of the whole Works on the

Slamannan Junction of the Edinburgh and Glasgow

Railway, being about a mile long.—H. G. Wright,

Secretary, Railway Office, Queen-street, Glasgow.

February 24.

For such Mason's and Pavior’s works (stone

paving only) as may be required by the Commis-
sioners of Sewers of the City of London, for the

term of three years, from the 25th of March next.

Joseph Daw, Esq., Guildhall, London.—Febru-

ary 25.

For the supply of Granite or other hard stone

for the service of the Stone’s End district of the

Surrey and Sussex Roads.—Road Office, Charing

Cross, and W. S. Gaitskell, Esq., 21, Stamford-

street, Blackfriars' Road.

For the supply of from 4,000 to 5,000 yards

of Iron Railing for inside drives of Birkenhead-park.

—Mr. Hornblower, architect, Hamilton-buildings,

or Mr. Walker, Town-hall, Birkenhead.—Feb-

ruary 26.

For supplying the Great Western Railway Com-

pany with such quantity of the following articles as

may be required from the 1st of April, 1845, to

the 31st of March, 1846 ; viz. Bar and Pig Iron

—Castings—Bolts and Rivets—Copper (sheet and

ingots)—Ironmongery, screws and nails—Brass and

Iron clasp, closet tacks and wirework—Lead and

Zinc—Steel for springs—Timber—Tubes, brass,

copper, iron and zinc—Patent Wheel-tire, and va-

rious other articles.— Chas. A. Saunders, Esq.,

Secretary, Paddington. February 27.

For taking down and rebuilding the Tower of

Grendon Church.—Mr. John Baker, Churchwarden,

Grendon, near Atherstone. March 1.

For building twelve Boats and Engines for the

City Steam-boat Company. — Charles Hancock,

17, Earl-street, Blackfriars.
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For surveying and mapping at per acre an

Agricultural Parish in Bedfordshire, consisting of

about 4,000 acres.—Mr. James Butler, 51, Wig-

more-street, Cavendish -square. February 26.

For Surveying and Valuing the Property in

Austin-ward, Humber-ward, Trinity-ward, St.

Mary's-ward, Whitefriars-ward, and North-ward,

all in the parishes of Holy Trinity and St. Mary,

Kingston-upon -Hull.—John Moxon, Clerk to the

Governor and Guardians of the Poor, Workhouse,

Hull. March 1

.

For the erection of a Station House and Strong

Rooms for the use of the Staffordshire Con-

stabulary Police Force at the Town of Wol-

verhampton.— James Smith, County Surveyor,

Stafford. March 1.

For a survey of the Messuages, Lands, and

Hereditaments liable to poor rates, in the parish of

Tydd St. Mary, Lincolnshire ; together with a plan

thereof, upon a scale of three chains to an inch,

a tracing of such plan, and a book of reference in

duplicate. The parish contains from 4,000 to

5.000 acres. — Mr. Edward Key, Clerk of the

Union, Holbeach. March 3.

For the furnishing, delivering, and fixing a

Steam-engine, with boilers, pumps, &c., at the

Water-works, Green-lane, West Derby, Lancashire.

—Edward G. Deane, Clerk to the Paving Com-
missioners, No. 1, Parish offices, Fenwick-street,

Liverpool. March 4.

For the Mason’s and Pavior’s Works, supply of

Guernsey Granite Chippings and Yorkshire Paving,

for one Year, from the 25tb of March next, for the

parish of St. George, Hanover-square. Mr. R.

Lees, Clerk to the Paving Committee. March 4.

For the supply of 20,000 tons of Iron Rails, and

7.000 tons of Iron Chains, for the Newcastle and

Berwick Railway.—George Hudson, Esq., Railway

Office, York, and at 24, Great George-street, West-

minster. March 4.

For the supply of 100,000 Railway Sleepers for

the Newcastle and Berwick Railway.—George Hud-
son, Esq., Railway Office, York. March 4.

For a supply of thirty iron Lamp-posts and

Columns, according to pattern, each weighing at

least four cwt.—Robert Oldersham, Parish Clerk,

Islington. March 5.

For completing the Works connected with the

inclosing and annexing certain Land lately pur-

chased for the improvement of Newport Bridewell,

in the Isle of Wight.—Mr. Woodham, Deputy

Clerk of the Peace, Winchester. March 8.

For repairing the footway pavements, and pro-

viding and laying new curb and other stone
;

for

repairing the carriage-way, pavements, and pro-

viding and laying new granite and other stone,

during one year from Lady-day next, for the united

parishes of St. Andrew, Holborn, and St. George-

the-Martyr, Middlesex.—Clerk's office, 13, King’s-

road, Bedford-row. March 8.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of nine-inch cast-

iron Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct to be laid in

the Island of Malta.—Vin. Casolani, Collector of

Land Revenue, Office of Land Revenue and Public

Works, Valletta, Malta. March 31.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

February 25.—At the King’s Arms Inn, Hemel
Hempstead

;
a large Fall of capital Oak, Ash, Elm,

and Beech Timber Trees, the greater portion of

which are of very large dimensions and superior

quality.—Mr. James Adams, auctioneer, Clarence-

street, Staines, Middlesex.

February 25.— At Elmer Farm, Beckenham,
near Sydenham, Kent ; 145 Elm Trees of large

dimensions and prime quality.—Mr. Warren, land

and timber surveyor, Isleworth.

February 26.—On the Estate of the Earl of

Denby, at Monk’s Kirby; 70 Lots of very superior

Ash Poles, a few Fir Poles, 74 Lots of very straight

Larch Poles of good size, 24 very large Ash Poles,

300 Beech Trees, a few Fir and other Timber
Trees.—Mr. T. Nixon, auctioneer, Claybrook.

February 27.—At the Coach and Horses Inn,

Nazing, about two miles from Waltham Abbey,

and four from Epping
;
300 Oak, 150 Elm, and

50 Ash Trees of good dimensions and clear growth.

—R. B. Andrews, Esq., solicitor, Epping
; and

Mr. R. K. Davies, auctioneer, 68, Mark-lane.

February 28.—At Garraway’s Coffee-house,

Cornhill
;

150 logs of Cuba and African Maho-
gany, 67 logs of New South Wales Cedar, 1,600

planks of Bahia and Rio Rosewood, 848 Lancewood
Spars.—Alexander Simson, broker, 75, Old Broad-

street.

February 28. — At Trumpington, Cambridge-

shire; Ash and Alder Timber Trees, Oak, Ash,

Elm, and Larch Spires and Poles. The Larch

Poles are very clean, and of large girth, varying in

length from 20 to 50 feet ; the Ash and Elm
Spires are also very straight and of large dimen-

sions.—Mr. W. Smith, gamekeeper, Trumpington;

and Mr. J. Wentworth, auctioneer, Cambridge.

February 28.— At Garraway’s Coffee-house,

Cornhill
; 300 loads Quebec Red Pine

;
100 loads

Yellow Pine ; 100 loads of Ash
;
80 loads of Oak

;

10,000

Yellow Pine deals and battens; 10,000

Spruce deals and battens.—T. and J. Simson,

brokers, 5, Change-alley.

March 3.—At the Greyhound, Sandy, Bedford-

shire
; a large fall of remarkably large Larch and

excellent Scotch Spires.—Mr. J. Carrington, auc-

tioneer ; Potton and Biggleswade, Befordshire.

March 4.—At the Green Man Inn, Plashet,

Essex
;

220 capital Timber Trees, 200 superior

Poles, of large dimensions, part nearly timber-girth,

consisting of Lime, Ash, Beech, Oak, Black Poplar,

Birch, and Hornbeam.—Mr. Mills, land and timber

surveyor, 24, Poultry.

March 4.—In the Wood on the Deadmonsey
Estate, near Market-street, Herts: 1,100 large

Oaks ; 3,500 smaller Oaks
;
400 large Beech

;
600

smaller Beech; 1,000 Oak poles. The estate is

twenty-eight miles from London, and about seven

miles from the Grand Junction Canal at Boxmoor.
—Mr. George Hudson, Auctioneeer and Surveyor,

Woolwich
;
or Mr. Mellor, Auctioneer, Dunstable.

March 7.—At the Hall of Commerce, Thread-

needle-street : 500 loads of large Yellow Pine

Timber, 20,000 Baltic and Colonial Deals.

—

Churchill and Sim, brokers, 75, Old Broad-street.

March 10.—A quantity of excellent Scaffolding,

&c., lately used in erecting a division of Westbourne-
terrace, near the Great Western Railway.— Mr.
Charles Green, Auctioneer, 8, Grove-end-place, St.

John’s-wood-road.

March 11.—At the King’s Head Inn, Enfield,

Middlesex
;
200 Oak Timber Trees of large dimen-

sions and excellent quality, 34 Elm and 24 Ash
Trees.—Mr. Henry Cobb, surveyor and land-agent,

18, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields.

Shortly.—A valuable cargo of Mahogany and

Cedar in Logs and Planks. — Mr. R. Marvin,

auctioneer, 34, Queen-street, Portsea.

COMPETITIONS.
Designs and Plans are required for a Com Ex-

change, to be built in the centre of the Corn Market,

at Romford, Essex. Ten guineas will be given for

the most approved Design, and five guineas for the

next best. — Mr. Harvey George, Romford.

March 1

.

Plans and Elevations for a new Workhouse with

the requisite offices, capable of accommodating 400
inmates, for the Canterbury Incorporation. The
architect is requested to state the amount of

premium he will require for the use of his plan and
specifications in the event of the Court of Guardians

adopting the same, and appointing their own sur-

veyor to superintend the works.—Mr. W. M.
Smithson, Clerk, Canterbury. March 8.

The Committee of the Liverpool Docks
are desirous of receiving Plans for the most
convenient mode of landing or embarking

passengers, carriages, &c., &c., at George’s Pier-

head. A Premium of 200/. will be given for the

Plan selected and acted upon, and a Premium of

100/. will be given for that Plan which may be

deemed to be the next in utility.—Daniel Mason,
Esq., secretary, Dock Offices, Revenue-buildings,

Liverpool. March 19.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Received with thanks.—A Proposition on the

National Debt ,
by Luke James Hansard; Sug-

gestionsfor a Collection of Studies ofour National

Architecture , by C. B. Lamb ; Prospectus of
Tardier/8 Pneumatic Wind Guard; Rules of
East London Building Association.

“ Dr. D.” is thanked; a notice of the meeting

was in type before his letter arrived.

“ Caouchouc” has our thanks.

“ J. W. Archer.”

—

The addition is not advis-

able.

“ A.P. (Datchett).”

—

Without wishing to say

any thing to the prejudice of the other materials

mentioned, we should give the preference to Cla-

ridge’s Seyssel Asphalte.

‘“Embryo Architect” will find an answer to

part of his question in another page. He can

obtain a prospectus of Corrugated Iron at the

Grove, Southwark.
“ J. White and Sons.”

—

Our remark did not

apply to the cement. We have so good an opinion

of Keene's Marble Cement, that we would wil-

lingly assist in drawing public attention to it.

“ H. A. (Manchester).”

—

We do not see at the

moment, how we can aid his purpose.
“ H. R. A.”

—

Does our correspondent mean an
architectural, or a general cyclopadia 1

“ I. I. 1 .”—Next week.
“ A. R. C.”

—

Mr. Manfred No. 36, Palace-

street, Pimlico.

Received— Joseph Ash; M. J. S. Romford;

D. W. B. ;
Lieut. Higginson ;

Censor.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, February 24. — Geographical,

Waterloo -place, 8^ p.m.
;

British Arcliitet

16, Grosvenor-street, 8 p.m. ;
Medical, Bolt-cou:

Fleet-street, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, 25. — Medical and Chirurgical, I

Berners-street, 8J p.m. ; Civil Engineers, i

Great George-street, 8 p.m. ;
Zoological, Hanovi

square, 8£ p.m.

Wednesday, 26.

—

Society of Arts, Adelphi,

p.m.
;

Geological, Somerset House, 8£ p.h

Pharmaceutical, 17, Bloomsbury-square, 9 p.m,

Thursday, 27.— Royal, Somerset House,

p.m ; Antiquaries, Somerset House, 8 p.n

Royal Society of Literature, 4, St. Martin

place, 4 p.m.; Medico-Botanical, 32, Sackvil

street, 8 p.m.
;

Numismatic
,

Somerset Hou
7 p.m.

Friday, 28.

—

Royal Institution, Albemar
street, 8j p.m. ;

Philological, 49, Pall Mi
8 p.m.

Saturday, March 1.

—

Asiatic, 14, Graftc

street, 2 p.m.
;
Westminster Medical, 32, Sackvil

street, 8 p.m. ; United Service Institution, Whf
hall-yard, 9 p.m. (anniversary); Medical a

Chirurgical, 53, Berners-street, 8^ p.m. (an1

versary).

ADVERTISEMENTS.

P ERSONS having Second-hand D<
Frame, Saws, Tools for Matching and Plan

Boards, or for Rebating or Cutting Moulding, suitable

Working with Steam Power, may hear of a Purchaser

ddressing a letter to R., at the Office of “ The Builder.’ 1

]

E N DR Y and GLOVE R, I R o]
FOUNDERS, beg to inform their customers t

they have removed their Foundry (from Smart’s-builditl

to CHARLES-STREET and 168, DRURY-LANE. wh

they have adopted every improvement to enable them
compete successfully in quality, price, and punctuality. T
have also an extensive and well-arranged stock of patte

for every description of Castings.

BY HER MAJESTY’S ROYAL LETTERS PATEN

Lieutenant francis hiugh
SON’S Substitution ot Iron for Wood, in joi

girders, all floor-supporting, well-covering, and strength

ing parts of house-building, by which the remotest possibi

of danger from fire is obviated, without in anywise ini

fering with, or altering the present methods or principle

construction. Maybe obtained from Messrs. Boulton, Wl
and Co., London-street, Fenchurch-street, London ; 1

Soho, Birmingham ;
by application to the Inventor

j

Patentee, Lieutenant Higginson, Saint Margaret’s Ba

Rochester, Kent. All letters pre-paid.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

Doulton and wa its, eambei
POTTERY, LONDON.—Manufacturers in TER

COTTA of VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., for Pled

Grounds. FIGURES for Public Buildings, and ARCi
TECTURAL WORK of all kinds.

This TERRA COTTA has all the appearance of St«

and being subjected to a high degree of fire is imperishal

thus possessing a decided superiority over cement or ar

cial stone.
Stone-ware, Water-pipes for Houses, Drains, &c., W«

closet pans, with simple and perfect trap -, the cheapo

efficiency, and easy adaptation of which render them dej

able not only for public institutions, but for every huusej

Architects—no tick i» lied

given that the TRUSTEES appointed hy SIR.IO

SOANE will meet at the Museum, in Lincoln's- Inn Fie

on Monday, the 24th ofMarch, at three o’clock in the af

noon precisely, to distribute the dividends which shall t

accrued during the preceding year from the sum of 5,d

reduced 3 per cent. Bank Annuities invested by the late

John Soane, among distressed Architects, and the Wid
and Children of deceased Architects left in destitute or i

tressed circumstances.

Forms of applicaiion may be bad at the Museum,]

must be filled up and delivered there on or before Saturd

the 15th of March, after which day no application can

received.

HATCHER'S BENNENDEN TIL
MACHINE, Manufactured and Sold only by Ci

TAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Agricultural linplenl

Makers, &c., 2, Winsley-strect, Oxford-street, London,

This is the most efficient Machine that has been inve

for the purpose of making Drain Tiles. Anv shaped

can be made by merely changing the die. which can hen

in a few minutes, it requires but few hands, viss.J

man and three boys. With this amount of labour, the j

duct of a day of 10 hours is as follows, viz

-

1

I inch diameter of I 1 3 inches diameter of

Tile, 11,000
|

Tile, $
1* „ 8,000

I 24 „ „ 3

The Machine is moveable down the drying-sheds, sol

it requires no extra boys to carry the Tiles, r.or are she

required in drying. It has been in full operation;

upwards of four months at Hempstead Park, near Q
brook, Kent. No charge made for Patent dues or licel

The purchase of the machine includes free use of it. i
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N examination of tlie very

interesting example of iron-

work at Chelsea Hospital,
*' ~" F

'

;«i represented by the accom-
panying engraving (p. 102),

leads us to express regret

hat art is now so seldom employed on this

laterial, and that in the modern manufacture
f works in iron right principles are not pur-
ged* It is a blot upon the age, that modern
rt has done so little in a material with which
odern science has done so much. Cast iron
as taken the place of wrought, and in many
spects offers considerable facilities, and might
i very advantageously and effectively used in

chitecture if it were applied in accordance
th tl ue principles, in forms adapted to the

jfitenal. Ironwork should look like ironwork,
d stone should shew itself to be stone. An
cient iron railing has a beauty of its own,
ite distinct from the beauty of a stone balus-
|de

; but we unfortunately seldom use iron
any other way than as an imitation of some
her material.

To apply iron in construction properly, very
jferent proportions should be used from what
juld be necessary for stone, and these would

P to new combinations, and ultimately to a

r st)’le of architecture. We have the means
our hands to produce very extraordinary
jets, but as yet we don’t know how to use
im efficiently.

[Uhat we are now about to say, however, re-

® c hi e% to iron applied decoratively, not
jcturally. In ancient works, such as hinges,
Is, bolts, rivets, railings, or screens, the
(test ingenuity to produce beauty, in addi-
to skill to render the work sound and fit

ts purpose, is apparent. You see that the
was an artist as well as a smith, that he

frstood the material on which he was

i

ting, and knew how an effect was to be
jjnedby it. The beauty of the foliage in

(

\

works of the 16th century formed out of
I (iron plates, simply twisted up by a tool,

rvellous. Tracery was produced by plates
ijently pierced, laid one over the other,
•ut any attempt at disguise, and flat bars

j

jrivetted together, and made ornamental

|

e very rivets. These men, as we said

|j, were artists as well as smiths : one of

j

indeetl
> Quentin Matsys, shewed himself

I (the world in another material; but his
ltion as the worker of the iron screen

jj.ng Edward the Fourth’s tomb in St.

|1
e ’s Chapel, at Windsor, is as great as

1 r his well-known picture of the Misers,
hdsor Castle.

ut extraordinary piece of ironwork is now
|repair at Messrs. Bramah’s, and must be

]

ered one of the finest specimens in the

7, presenting paneling and tracery,
fimals, and minute ornaments,

.t in the most perfect and artistical
'• Inquiring of one of the firm whether
lid be able to produce a similar work,

y was, “ Certainly
;
but not by contract

,

T r limitation of time and these, there
ioubt, are the great bars against the
jrment of our own mechanics and arti-

]11 he master cannot afford to develope a
'•ibility; what he is obliged to seek for
^greatest quantity of work in the smallest

space of time : excellent work won’t do
; work

that will pass is all that he can hope to give.
And the result, as might have been expected,
is a lamentable decline in many of the con-
structive arts.

To return to the ironwork by Matsys ; it

is to be regretted, that in the repairs ’now
making, cast iron is partially employed, pro-
bably on the ground of expense. In a work
of this sort, however, expense should not be
considered

;
and if the screen be restored at

all, it should be restored in the most perfect
manner possible. The cast portions, notwith-
standing the able hands to which the work is

confided, contrasts very badly with that which
is wrought, having none of the sharpness and
vigour which distinguishes the original. In
saying this we do not wish to attach the
slightest discredit to the workmanship,— the
defect is a consequence of the material

;
it is

to the use of this we object; and we hope, as
there is still much to he restored, that the re-
mainder will he executed as nearly like the
original as possible, and this can only be done
with wrought iron.

Another fine work by Matsys is to be seen
at Antwerp, near the Cathedral. It is a sort
of cage over a well, and displays great skill.

Formerly, there were many admirable exam-
ples of ancient ironwork around the tombs in
Westminster Abbey; but, ahout the year 1820,
they were taken down and sold as old iron to
one Samuel Tanslev. Some stir was made in
the House of Commons at the time, and part
of the railings from Henry the Fifth’s tomb
was sent back

; but all the other railings were
lost irretrievably. The ironwork from Queen
Eleanor’s tomb was very beautiful, and in-
cluded eleven divisions of scroll-like foliage,
all varying in design. The screen round
Henry the Seventh’s tomb in the Abbey,
which still remains, is a fine specimen, and
shews fully the principle which the ancient
workers in metal pursued.

The owner’s reply was, that the shop-front
had not been disturbed, merely the windows;
that it did not extend over any other part now
than it did before, and that the alterations both
of the front and the cellar-flap were com-
menced before the 1st of January. At the
hearing before the referees (not insisted on by
them, it is as well to state, but required by the
owner), the surveyor admitted the commence,
ment of works before the 1st, but urged that
each alteration was a distinct feature: also
that the old entablature remained, and did notuuu U1U I1U
extend over any other part now than it alwayi

DOINGS OF THE OFFICIAL REFEREES.

We mentioned some time ago, amongst
other matters connected with the new Build-
ings Act, that the surveyor of the Greenwich
district had laid before the official referees,
a complaint against the owner of a certain
house for an alleged illegal projection of a
shop-front, and cellar-flap and way, but that as
he had omitted to state all the grounds and
particulars of his objection, and the parts of
the new Act to which the said works were not
conformable, its consideration was deferred, in
order that he might do so. Since then, the
matter has been formally investigated and
decided; and, as the award in this case deter-
mines one question which has been submitted
to us on several occasions, we will briefly
state the admissions on both sides, and the
referees’ decision.

The surveyor’s objections to the shop-front
were, that the end adjoining the neighbouring
houses was not formed of fire-proof materials :

that it was a new structure, having been put
up since the 1st of January, and extended
over part of the front where no projection
existed before : that the projection of part of
the shop-front, not being the cornice, was
sixteen inches, which was contrary to the
statute. The objection to the cellar-flap was,
that it was not formerly adjoining to the
passage-way; that the alteration brought it

within the meaning of the Act, and therefore
it was unlawfully placed, projecting as it did
before the front into the street or public
way.

The owner admitted that the refixing was
begun after 1st January; that the oblong and
circular portions of the front were removed
before the 1st

; that the new structure extended
over parts of the front, where no portion but
the entablature existed before; and that the
formation of the cellar-flap and way had not
commenced before the 1st of January.
The decision of the official referees was, that

the alterations, so far as related to the projec-
tion of the shop-front and of the cellar-flap,
were within the statute, and ought to have been
executed according to its provisions

;
thatthese

provisions had not been attended to
; that the

shop-front, so far as it had been made by the
alterations to project into the street (in parts
not being the cornice), more than 10 inches-
from the face of the wall to which it is an-
nexed, should be pulled down, and that the
cellar-flaps should not be made to encroach
upon any part of the public way.
We have received two or three letters com-

plaining of the refusal, on the part of the re-
ferees, to give any information without a
case and a fee, and of the time occupied in

making Iheir award, whereby builders are in-
jured. One correspondent, who signs himself
“ Censor,” further Bays

—

“ Sir,—Have you had occasion to make any
application to the official referees or registrar
in Trafalgar-square ? If so, have you ever scat
them ?

“ From my own experience, I suspect thev
wish to make themselves as inaccessible as
eastern potentates

;
petitions or representations

must be submitted before the oracular response
can be obtained. Nothing can be done with-
out written applications (the fees for which
are, of course, carefully registered andcharged,
or a notice sent you, that unless the fee is paid,’
they will not be laid before the officials), or
else you are referred to the clerk, who can, of
course, settle or do nothing, except book the
charge for the interview.

“ On calling- in Trafalgar-square, you are
always met with the reply ‘ The registrar or
referees are engaged with the board.’ Can
you tell me who, and what is ‘the board?’ as
I can find no allusion to it in * the Act.’

I hope the three gentlemen appointed to
carry the Act into effect will not require all
the formularies of a master in chancery’s office,

or we should have been enabled to get dis-

puted points settled under the old Act quicker
by going to law, than under the present one.
It was anticipated that the reverse would have
been the case.

“There is no want of courtesy in words, but
I apprehend the present feeling of the pro-
fession is that « the board’ are not giving the
facilities for carrying on building works which
they expected to obtain from the supervision of
professional gentlemen.

“ 1 hoPe ” e s,laI ' not find registrar’s law
as troublesome as the old magistrates’ law.”

* The street is above 30 feet wide.
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Now, we do not insert this letter as agreeing

witli the statementiuit.ourown
experience con-

tradicts it completely, but as a timely hintto the

excellenlofficial referees to use as much despatch

as may be, to simplify their proceedings and to

aid in rendering clear the intention of the Act.

To ask them to see every gentleman who

called in Tiafalgar-square to make an inquiry,

would, however, be a very foolish request on

the part of those who wish them to get quickly

through their business. At present every

thing is new, and requires more deliberation

than will hereafter be necessary. The dif-

ficulty in the way of obtaining information, too,

will be very much lessened in a short time,

an every case decided by the referees is fully

recorded, and will be made accessible on

payment of some small charge, perhaps six-

pence

prietv so strictly as the lioinic; me?— “

devotional character, and, until the later period

of decline in the art, are devoid of allusion to

earthly honours and achievements. lint up

to the present moment in modern times, w e

have entirely disregarded these obvious canons

of art, repeating the same gods ami t,oddes,“

in the cathedral and the publte square, and

altogether shutting out a style of.design whtc
h . . ..lorn cr'iilnt.ors. Horn lis

ments, in me siyiw F*

reigns of Elizabeth and James, or before the

art of sculpture had been created in England

by Bacon and Flaxraan, block up the aisles or

the windows, whilst architectural decorations

of surpassing beauty bare been cut away, to

make room for tasteless monuments to men

unknown to the pages of history. In the east

walk of the cloisters, over the door leading to

a rv l.n coon tVlCS TYIOSt. hC'clU"
ahogether shutting on. a style of design which

for tifol hit of -hitectme which

A PAPER ON MONUMENTS AND

NATIONAL MAUSOLEA.

The corpse of the Gothic king Alarm was

laid in the bed of tlie river Busentinus, in a se-

pulchre adorned with spoils of vanquished

Rome. The stream had been diverted b) the

labour of the captives, afterwards murdered,

hat the place of burial might remain eon-

pealed. And it seems well that no visible mo-

nument should mark the grave of him, who

%n«ad rapine and bloodshed through the

Whohj of Italy. The body of the barbartan

Attila was inclosedin coftins of gold, of silver,

and of iron; spoils of conquered nations were

thrown into the grave, and the P™<™j rs

had opened the ground were massacred. But

we, in later times, delight to honour the virtue,

which accelerate, rather than the vices which

retard the progress of civilization. Our
' p .

artists, and philosophers, have bequeathed to

us living monuments, in works which, like the

waves ending on the pool, will continue.to, un-

dulate, in effect, on the ocean of time, long

subsequent to the earlier ?”d ®'

er

'

sible agitation. The worts of Homer,

of Raphael, of Newton, are then best mo-

numents, and all have concurred ,u praising

the peculiar appositeness of that epitaph so

well known to architects, which in the words,

.< Lector ! si monumentum require arcum-

spice points to the self-created monument of

BC if bv the evidence of a monument, and

a delight to honour the memory of thet
depu ted

great, and to be reminded that they had

“ senses, affections, passions, like ourselves,

we should foster these pleasurable emotion,

with such tangible record. T he monuments

of the dead are the most interesting records

which one age can hand down to another, tl ey

exist while temple and dwelling alike moulder

and disappear, reflecting on succeeding ages

the manners and habits of them originators,

and the memory of great names and noble

deeds. The name of Watt will live long as

England’s arts shall flourish, yet do we look

with pride and pleasure on the monument to

that lofty genius which made England gl eat

among the nations. Let us, therefore, grant

that this homage to the manes of our illus-

trious men is, if not the vital principle, at least

an important function in the matter ot our pro-

gress, aud now call to mind m what manner

we have executed the duty.

Monuments may he classed, according to

their distinctive objects and

relifious or “ecclesiastical, and cnil, or as

monuments to the dead and to the hung. In

the first category should be included all such

as are placed in churches, and tombs or erec-
|

lions over the grave of the departed ... which

the desi.™ should be conducive to all that

may draw the mind of the beholder to thought

of virtue and immortality. In coniia-dist.ne

tion to these are such as direct an honourable

ambition to paths where fame awaits he

philanthropist, the discoverer, and the defend,

of his country. Each description of testi-

monial requires a distinct mode of treatment

which must also he considered in reference to

the intended locale. Of all styles of nronu-

cmnparatVve novelty alone, a fertile source for

invention, and a greater scope of design in a

right channel, than the mythology and far

fetched allegory to which they have hitherto

restricted themselves.

Whoever has examined the images in our

Gothic cathedrals, will have been struck with

their peculiar form and impress. I hen att

tudes, the folds of their drapery, then-whole

execution and design, bear an ass.m.lation to

the character of the edifices, of which they ate

part The smaller decorations of the capital

or the boss often shew great grotesqueness of

fancy and pliancy of curvature, but theTarget

figures, winch partake less of detail, and more

of the general effect, have an expression of

stability in accordance with that ot the mass.

In all points these are strictly architectural ,

the crusader rests in unbroken sleep, recum-

bent on the tombstone, the saint stands erect

in solemn meditation. In other styles of archi-

tecture, we find not an equal propnetyof design

It is forgotten that sculpture is for the most part

seen in Connection with architecture : . shou d

be subservient to it whenever the arts ate

e
™te

ye
s

d
c^ur

h
e

e

s

r

'on the fronts of Grecian

temples, faultless as they are in themselves,

have less of accordance with that motionless

character, if wemay thus apply the term, which

the Grecian style, more than any other, pr -

sents The centaurs, in violent contest with

the Lapfthte, are hurling huge rocks at their

opponents, whilst women, with fluttering ga

S: a.; flying from the scene o actmn.

In the Fanathenaic procession in the rar

thenon, the horses bound with their riders, and

no one can look at this fine frieze, wlthou

fpplinsr the impression of motion in the actual

marble before him, most powerfully depicted in

his mind. During two thousand years these sculp-

tures have remained unsurpassed, and it may

seem little short of hypercritical to ques ton

in anv respect their propriety ns works ot

art In the buildings of the later Italians, we

find statues beautiful, perhaps, if they could he

viewed apart from the edifices which they ate

designed to decorate ;
but, placed in a niche or

a petliment, they are entirely out of keeping

wfi, the building. Palladio, in his designs

has given figures with extended arms and

distorted attitudes, and Wren himself, m his

statues on St. Paul’s, has shewn some want of

the architectural character for which we

“ Westminster Abbey is inferior to several of

our cathedrals in its exterior effect, hut is sur-

passed by noue in the majesty of its intenor.

While as we shall presently shew, Us archi-

tecture has suffered, it has yet all but escaped

the greatest opponent to architectural beauty,

aldte delighted in by the country"
warden and the improving rector-the detest

able whitewash. As we have before said, Jt

ti'fu^

1

bit* of” architecture which the abbey

affords. Two brackets support mutilated

figures of angels, and the third ts thought to

have borne a figure of the V trgm and child

the whole being surrounded with scroll-wor

of most beautiful design: bnt.ntt.mj
centre of the composition a square tablet has

been inserted. Of such barbarisms there are

several hundred instances The range

beautiful arches beneath the windows of the

aisles, once enriched with colour and g.ld.ng,

have almost disappeared, being replaced by

tablets of the most objectionable character,
i

Every part of the building is crowded a

huge figure of Watt nearly fills the chape of

St Paul, a window in the south aisle is blocked

up with a mountain of clouds
;

even the

elegant chapel of Henry the Seventh is de-

faced. It is much to be deplored that the

dean and chapter do not take it into their t

immediate and anxious consideration, whether i

some change in the disposition of the moim-

Tnts may notbe effec.'ed less detruneuta1.0

,

the fabric itself, and more conducive to the

ends of monumental design. It has been
,

suggested * that the chapter-house would he an

appropriate place for some of the

but we should deprecate any step, w hich would

only remove the evil, and prevent the restora-

tion of the building to the exact state in which,

it formerly existed. The triform... issufficeot lyl

lofty for a large portion of the monuments ,
it s

well lighted, and would, in our opinion, be the

most desirable place. There la no architecture

decoration which they would interfer e m tth,

and we urge that the advantages of tins poj

sufon be well considered. We have not had

the opportunity of personal examination, boj

we belmve that the height of the tnfor.um .

nearly 15 feet in the highest part, from wlucl

it takes the slope of the roof
;

it w lighted b

the upper range of windows, and is ot cour4

the same width as the aisle, and lias a goo.

floor laid upon the groining. The monumeo

to Wilberforce, an admirable work, tho g<

hardly adapted to its locality, is J feet higj

including the pedestal, and the greater part t

the objectionable works are much .ma le

The monument to William Put, E<

Chatham, is the largest in the abbey, reach*

to the capitals of the p.ers
j
several others

|
near the same size, and for these anotll)

locality must he found, unless they a

consigned to the lime burner, a way of gett

rid of them, which, for ourselves, we shop

hardly regret. Whether some ot themJoi

be placed in St. Paul’s, without injury to tf

edifice, or whether, as has been suggested

us, a cloister could be built in Dean s-j-ard.1

their reception, is matter for very eareful-J

sideration ;
but we could well consent to th

remaining as at present, if other monumel

were removed. , F
From all we have said, it seems that

edifice in which monuments not of a devotiot
auie « imeivaoir. edifice in wmen mouuiiicii<-c., ..a.-

,
.

would be infinitely better to do nothing in the °
, be erected to individuals,

way of repairs than to convert beautif
y commcInoratinn 0f actual services, and

foliated capitals into
ofvvhich private or public worth, is urgently demand

peated colourings and whitewashing^, P
b as allotted a space in his desig*

we could name a hundred instances—ot others, air. ot ? „ whn

in which the whole character of a church has

been destroyed by absurd attempts at improve-

ment. It is scarcely too much to saj, that

what the Protestants did in the sixteenth cen-

the English Government may follow the ex

ample of those of other countries, and pre-

1

serve the still existing relics from decay.

Mrs
vpben'cver't'h cy stand stradSFng^w it^*bodies tortured to a

variety of binds and /raperje. m tte

those placed on
, efoct^especWly at a distance; from

materials, read,

to drop upon the heads of passengers.

Mr. Barry has aiioueu
,

the New Houses of Parliament, winch,

devoted to the reception of monuments, as

suggests, will answer the object, provuled,

modern style of sculpture can be mad*

accord with that of the building, home »P

might he got in Chelsea Hospital, and a s.

of statues to great naval heroes might he.

vantageously placed in the colonnade*

Greenwich Hospital. T he terrace in froa

Somerset-house, which most unaccouutahh

always closed to the public, might he J

into a magnificent promenade, if throw n o

and enriched with appropriate works ot sj

'“Yn St. Paul’s Cathedral the sculptures,

nearly all well placed and add to ins.#

detracting from, the beauty of the bmU.

They in part fulfil the intention of the a

* First bv Mr. G. Godwin, in » Civil Engineer’s Jow-

i
tstafiidSterwards by Mr. Richurd Westm.coB, Ah
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ecf whose original idea may be seen in the
published section; and all must regret that his
iesign has never been carried out. A proposal
vas once made by Barry, Reynolds, and £ther
ngn-minded artists, to decorate the building-
ree of expense; but their offer was declined
•n grounds which could hardly have weight in
he present day. Whilst the cathedral of St.
eter displays the accumulated enrichments of
enturios in its interior, our own St. Paul’s
as not a single painting. Popery does not en-
i ely consist ot pomp and decoration

; and it is
> be hoped we have passed the time when men
Juld be so led away from truth. Rather is
minting a powerful instrument, in the hands
t a true religion, for good. The best evidence
iat an improvement is in progress is obser-ve in the altered character of our new
lurches. The church-commissioners did
deed try their utmost to stem that progress
id have inundated the land with a inukitude
cheap structures, to which the term Gothic
in one sense, rightly applied. But we now
ar of new painted windows for our cathedrals
jd in the Temple Church decoration has
en carried to an extraordinary extent.
1 here can hardly be a richer treat than
estminster Abbey affords in its epitaphsme; and it must be allowed that its monu-
mts if not all displaying the originality of a
•ubiliac, or the dexterous chiselling of a
antrey, aro at least interesting per se asming a complete history of the art of
ilpture in England.

f

Though the greater part are remarkable,
her from the individuals with whose
nes they are associated, from their epitaph®
ifi-om their design, it must, as we have
1, be regretted that, to erect some of

least interesting, architectural decora-
f,

,

surpassing beauty have been
jhlessly sacrificed. How much better would
le, instead of multiplying such instances, to
(ve the monumental brasses, than which
fe can hardly be a more beautiful and ex-pire form of commemoration. The Dean
Winchester has adopted the painted window
memorial and thus has not lessened, but
eased the beautiful effect of the cathedral.

99
H, instead of the shibs and spiritless relievos
with which our cathedrals are patched in blackand white, windows and pinnacles were re-
stored, or unfinished portions completed, thesame end would be attained as of old when
one good Christian gave the stone and another
bequeathed money to erect the spire • and in-
stead ot our pleasure being mingled with regretwe should look through < the long-drawn aisle
and fretted vault ” with no emotion but one of
unqualified delight. £ pj

of hi
f'

.tofSibSdi
n'i°"

iw epitaph Oh Raphael t) Cardinal Bembo'," tdc”"5

Ille cst hie Raphael, timuit quo sospite, vinciRerum magna Parens, ct moriente mori.”
ast lines of ICneller’s epitaph,

fear’ll he mipht outvieHer works
I and, dying, fears herself may die,”S for a translation. The line, on Lord Mansfield’

EHir Sussss g
epitaph on Draiton’s monument, said to have been
7 J°““v » »erth preserving, as it” ilf

"ge, exchanged «“

Doe pious marble, let thy readers knownWhat they and what their children oweto Draitos s name, whose sacred dustWce recommend unto thy trust
Protect his mem’ry, and preserve his storvelemaine a lastingc monument of his gloryeLnd w hen thy ,ui«, shall di.duime
-o be the trcas’rer of his name,
•tiis name, that cannot fade, shall be
jin everlasting monument to thee ”
monument to Chaucer creeled about the time of

s« slj?’ ts«at aa

Samuel Mol'nd B„ r
, “““““““.l0 the wives

IIreek, Hebm.’, and Rthiopie brngEa™,'' ^
SET fee- 5

.^‘..TVav'e Abb'f
Si,Wil!!Em

S
;T.o„an?”

V

'"E”‘
«b

f
"urds,,

- well as upon his grave. Oh
mona

:
£ having erroneously the letter “h >’ inse/ted This

,ar„°h
1™pll

1

cl

i7
m scPukhral inscriptions » is com!

the monument was erected, and have I m!,”
10

janing whether it was an actual tomb, m a2!
“Tanto nomini nullum par elogium

Niccolavs Machiavelli”

Tn" “ SS”™,'”1 ” the

c

,

I,nr'b °f S“ l» Cra*.

diste, viator—ErerixicalcasE”
' ei’"“Ph Count

ROYAL INSTITUTE op BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

At an ordinary meeting of the Institute,
held on Monday evening, the 24th inst., Mr.Ge°rge Smith of Mercers’-hall, in the chair,Mr. Bland Hood Galland was elected an
associate. Mr. Matthew Habershon exhibited
a Done capital, and other architectural rem-
nants, found at Mount Sion, 30 or 40 feetbelow the surface, when excavating for a
church, which is about to be erected there.
Mr. Scoles remarked that the capital resembled
those he had seen in the valley of Jehosophat,
and was probably not older than the time of
our Savmur. The echinus was peculiarly
laigi . -these relics were interesting, as

being the only fragments in this country,
connected with Jerusalem. J

The bon. sec., Mr. Bailey, read the report of
the council on the essays submitted in com-
petition for the institute medal. From this it
appeared that three had been received, and
that the council considered one of them
sufficiently meritorious, as a careful com-
pilation, to deserve the offered reward. One
ot the three was a verbal transcript from an
Encyclopaedia, and the council commentedm strong terms on the author of the attempted
imposition. For the Soane medallion no de-
signs had been received in time. A set
signed “ H., an associate,” had been recently
forwarded, which, if sent by the stated date,
uould probably have been rewarded.
1 he selected essay was then read. It gave

the derivation and nature of slate, and traced
its Introduction and increased use in England
It was not employed in London before theend ot the eighteenth century; Spafields’
Lhapel was one of Ihe earliest buildings slated,hor some time after its introduction it costfrom 21. 15s. to 21 18s. per square. A square
toot ot slate weighing only l]i lbs., while a
square foot of tiling weighed 16* lbs., it was
lound that lighter timbers might be emploved

[

in roofs; and this, with other circumstances
led to its constant use. Slates were at one
tmie imported from France, hut were found
to be indifferent

;
and now Bangor slates are

sent by us into that country. Its power of
resisting damp was shewn by the fact that the
whitewash on many slate cisterns, which had
been ,n use ten or fifteen years, was in nodegree bulged, which would have been the
case if any dampness had exuded. It was too
soft for paving, but well adapted by its strength
for ba conies. Slate, 1 inch thick, was equal
to Poitland stone 5 inches thick. It might be
advantageously used to make buildings fire-
prnof. Without following the essay further
suffice ,t to say it contained a fair amount
ot information, and was a praiseworthy effort
for a student, but certainly was not of that
character which the institute might expect, or
were ca led on to reward with their medal.
Ihe author was found to be Mr. S. J. Nicholl
of Argyl -place. Mr. Poynter, in a conversation
on thesubject which afterwards took place, men-
tioned that in Pembrokeshire slate was used
for every thing. Ihey made even posts and
lads of it, of the same scantling as if of wood.
1 he walls of buildings were of square blocks,Sh :-t

’
,

n“ v
;

nS a of stables tobu Id there he had used rough blocks for the
walls, but had made all the door and window-
frames of worked slate. There was a pre-
judice against the use of squared blocks of slate
without plastering them, on the ground thatthey admitted damp. This he thought sin-
gular as slate was not absorbent, and was
used for cisterns. He had found, however, that
It there was the smallest hole in the slate
or it, as was often the case from the want
Ot absorption, that the joints were not per-
fectly close, that the rain drove through;
and this explained the origin of the prejudice.
lie obviated tile difficulty by laving every
block with the bed lightly inclining outwards.

Mr. Tite then made a number of observa-
tions displaying, as what he savs usually does
sound sense, and great knowledge, and' umed
on the younger members of the profession "the
importance of obtaining practical informa-
tion, and of the study of construction. Notes
bearing on these points they would find useful
throughout their practice. He drew attention
to what was called Horsham slate, but was in
reality a limestone. There was no limit to itsd inability, but being very heavy, proper prepa-
at.on was necessary for it; they must avoidthe fashion ot rafters 4 inches by 31 incheswhen they used it He had had experience ofFlench slates; they were very light, andshould be used on hoards, not battens, or thewind would acton them. The French werem the habit of bedding them in plaster on theboarding, and this was a good arrangementWe should be careful how we altered anymodes adopted in a country until we knew
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ments and peculiarities
ot the locality. A slate with the colour ofWestmoreland slate, and at the price ofBangor, was a desideratum. In their specifi.
cations it was desirable to state weight persquare of the slating required. Slates werenow made so tlini, that without this being
specified the architect might not have power
to obtain a sound covering. As to the use of
slates to make buildings fire-proof, he did not
consider that any shite would stand fire, andwould not himself risk its employment for such
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U
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°“ ld offer one caution in theuse ot non-absorbent materials, which shouldbe borne in mind, and that was, to guard
against the effect ot condensation. In some
ot our cheap churches—too cheap churches,
as he thought,—the slating was sometimesmade u form the ceiling. The external
atmosphere kept tin, cold, and the result was
the condensation of all the moisture which
ascended to the roof. In one that he had seen,where non beams were employed, the waterdnpped on the congregation to such an extent
that an action was brought against the archi-
tect lor forming an unsound roof. In a chapelbm t by himself, where the gallery was sup-
ported on iron beams, the condensation was so
great as to form a positive drip at the lowestend of each beam. In exposed situations near

thkkTl’
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a"8 " ere on ‘y nine '"ches
thick, the external atmosphere condensed theinternal moisture. What was wanted was aspace to contain an internal atmosphere, as bv
tilat means rapid cooling was prevented. Themeeting was then adjourned till the 10th of

BATHS AND WASH-HOUSES FOR THELABOURING CLASSES.
In reply to a formal application for leave toexam.ne the various plan's submitted to thecommittee, we received the following- note •_feiR—J regret that I have not at presentany instructions that will authorize my

PgS
the permission you request to examine theplans submitted in competition.

“ The plans have not been shewn to anyone not „t the Committee of Works, or ofthe Committee for General Purposes

p-enerel
* resoIutio

';
° f ll><= committee forgeneial purposes, the committee of workswas instructed not to allow the plans to be

l

mt members of tiiat committee
and myself, until they should have come to
a decision; and since the decision, the ex-
hibition has been restricted to the committee
ioi general purposes.
“I will take care to lay your note before

the comimttee at the first meeting, which
however, will not be for some days, and I will
in, mediately inform you of the result. I shall
have much pleasure in shewing vou the plans,u the committee so direct.— I am, Sir,

“ Your most obedient servant
“George Stonhouse Griffith

“ Assistant Secretary.
“ Committee-room, Crosby-square

“ February 20th, 1845.”
’

The 27th, however, has passed (the daynamed for the return of ,h e drawings tocompetitors) and no permission has beengiven. Far be it from us to impute motiveswhich may not exist, but the general im-pression out Of doors raised by this dete”mutation of the committee to "prevent anyexamination, will unquestionably be, that theirdecs,on could not ‘be justified. We proles



in the stroncest term?, in the name of the

profession and the public, against the course

adopted by the committee, and will spare no

pains to ascertain in what way they have dis-

charged the duty confided to them. Ooire-

spondenls complain, amongt other things, that

they were put to considerable extra trouble

by 'the largeness of the scale oil which the

drawings were required to be, and that they

received no thanks (a cheap return), in the

letter informing them they might obtain their

drawings again. As, however, we do not

wish to raise an angry feeling, it it can be

avoided, we refrain from printing the letters,

and further comment at this moment.

THE BUILDER.

DISSOLUTION OF THE CAMBRIDGE

CAMDEN SOCIETY.

A report to the effect that the society intend-

ed to appeal against Sir H. Jenner Fust s judg-

ment in the stone-altar case, which was very ge-

nerallycirculated a fortnightago, was afterwards

as generally contradicted. A few days since,

however, at a meeting of the panshioners of

St. Sepulchre’s, the parish in which the Round

Church stands, it was formally announced

that the report was correct, and that an appeal

to the Privy Council, on the part the

Camden Society, was in progress. The result

remains to be seen, but is hardly doubtful.

The proposed dissolution of the society has

led to much correspondence, as might have

been expected, especially in the local papers.

One of these writers says, if it is to be abolished,

why, “ at any rate, should not another society

be modelled upon its remains? In the sister

university, a society has existed even longer

than the Camden; and, notwithstanding the

theological contests with which the harmony

of that university has been disturbed, has

pursued a quiet course of usefulness. Why
not, then, establish afresh an architectural

society at Cambridge, as well as at Oxford

.

And why should not one go on as quietly and

usefully as the other has done? 1 he very

title of the Camden Society was a misnomer
;

no one knew what it meant; whether it was

assumed in honour of our late revered chan-

cellor, during whose term of presidency over

the university the society was formed, or

whether it derived its name from the author

of the “ Britannia,” there being in London a

society already bearing that title. Let the

name, therefore, of the society be changed,

and let its constitution be changed also ;
but

let not the country lose the benefits which

such a society must confer.”

As a further inducement to the re-modelling

of the society, it is suggested “ that, unless a

new society be formed, the valuable collections

of books, drawings, models, plans, &c., of the

old society will be dispersed, which would be

a sin and a shame : but if a new society were

formed, I have little doubt, from the well-

known liberali'y of the Camden Society, that

they would be glad to transfer this collection

to the keeping of the new society, as the nucleus

of a more extensive collection.”

It is to be regretted that in controversies,

such as that produced by the proceedings of

this society, advocates adopt the most oppo-

site extremes. Thus the Rev. Mr. Close pub-

lishes a sermon, entitled “The restoration of

churches is the restoration of popery ;

”

while a late Hulsean lecturer issues a dis-

course, headed “ The restoration of Churches

is the duty of Christians.” So that a Romish

logician might say, as the conclusion of the

syllogism with protestant premises, “ there-

fore, the restoration of popery is the duty of

Christians.”
, „ „ , _

We insert, with pleasure, the following letter

from a revered and accomplished correspon-

dent :

—

Sir,— I have just read in The Buii.deb,

with much painful interest, the report of the

late meeting of the Cambridge Camden So-

ciety, and the announcement of its intended

dissolution.

Surely this is both an unwise and unneces-

sary step. The society has been the means

of doing a vast amount of good in various

ways, and is in a position to direct, or at least

to assist, the growing taste for the study of

church architecture, of late years unhappily,

but little understood.

I was one of its earliest members, and shall

be one of its latest defenders. I am no sup-

porter of any of the extreme ecclesiastical and

theological opinions which have been mixed up

in the minds and doings of some, and do not

see any necessary connection between the

simple study of architectural design and those

views referred to.

Cannot the Society be remodelled and re-

formed, and its objects be definitely and deci-

sively determined ? This done, it would be

the means of yet greater utility, -and secure the

co-operation of many who have looked upon it

with coldness or suspicion, or even utter dis-

'

At least, it is due to the members (and es-

pecially to those who, like myself, have com-

pounded by one subscription for all future pay-

ments), to give them an opportunity of ex-

pressing their opinion as to the question of

dissolution. That such au evil may be averted,

and that the present unhappy dissension in our

church may soon pass away, is the earnest wish

of your’s, truly,
’ A Yorkshire Camdenian.

Feb. 24th, 1845.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

THE M4.RQUIS OF NORTHAMPTON’S
FIRST SOIREE.

On Saturday last, Lord Northampton gave

his first soiree to the Fellows of the Royal
MIS I1IH BUIIC-C “ ” • -

Society. The rooms were crowded with men

of station or of note. Royalty, rank, wealth,
;

and talent, were all represented. The noble,

the legislator, the poet, the man of science,]

the artist, were all congregated together, to

confer mutual pleasure, and, by extending eachi

other’s views, mutual advantage. 1

Amongst the various objects of interest dis-

played on the tables were a facsimile of the

“ late lamented Portland vase ” (as a shopA

keeper in Regent-street, calls it); a model of

the Chapter House of Salisbury Cathedral,,

exhibited by Mr. Britton; a recently invented

instrument, called the “ volute delineator,” lor

forming the lines of the characteristic feature

of the Ionic capital; a fine portrait of

George IV., in mosaic
,
from Mr. Rogers s

collection, and some specimens of glass pave-

ment. The noble and amiable host exerted

himself, as he always does, to increase the

gratification of his guests.

Feb. 18.—Sir John Rennie, president, in

the chair.

The paper read was by Mr. De la Garde,

with a supplement, by Mr. James Green,

M. Inst. C.E. It contained a history of the

Canal of Exeter, from the year 1540, when it

was first projected, to the present time.* In

1563 the Chamber of Exeter engaged John

Tren, of Glamorganshire, as their engineer,

and under his directions a canal, with pound

locks, similar in all essential points to those

ofthe present day, was constructed from Wear to

Exeter. The depths of the canal at first was

3 ft. by 16 ft. in width ;
subsequently, at various

periods, as the commerce of the city increased,

the dimensions were enlarged, and after an

arduous struggle, which extended from the

year 1563 until 1835, when the Chamber

ceased to exist as a corporate body, it suc-

ceeded in perfecting a ship canal from Turf,

near Topsham, on the river Exe, capable ot

conveying vessels of 500 tons burthen to the

quays of Exeter. The latter work was accom-

plished by Mr. James Green, whose reports

were given, confirmed by those of Mr. Telfoid.

They abounded in interesting illustrations of

engineering difficulties, and the method of over-

coming them. We may mention one. This was

in the excavation for the entrance lock at! urf,

which, after being carried to a depth of 20 feet

through a stiff alluvial clay without water, was

pressed down by the embankment 10 feet, and

the bottom of the lock- pit rose to a greater

height than the sides, exhibiting on its surface

peat moss, marine plants, fern, &c. A com-

plete kerbing or sheating of whole timber piles

was therefore driven, the same being strutted

by transverse timbers, and the excavation made

and the lock founded in lengths between the

transverse struts: as it was feared that the pres-

sure of water from the tide would have a

tendency to raise the invert and gate platforms,

trunks of elm planking were laid in the rubble

masonry, forming the bed of the invert, which

were carried under and throughout the lock,

and terminated in a vertical well beyond the

higher gates of the lock ;
this allowed the sub-

water to circulate and rise without obstruction.

This, as well as other ingenious modes of

overcoming impediments encountered by Mr.

Green, was highly applauded. The archaeo-

logical researches of Mr. De la Garde, and the

extracts from old acts and charters respecting

this canal, were of an interesting character,

and deserve careful attention, as it must be

concluded that this is the oldest canal, with

locks, in the kingdom, having been commenced

nearly fifty years before the Sankey cut.

The discussion which ensued, drew from

Mr. Cubitt a promise of a description of the

works and oblique weirs on the river Severn,

which have excited so much discussion among

engineers.

The meeting was adjourned to Tuesday

evening, the 25th inst.

ON PORTLAND STONE.

BY C. H. SMITH.

At the Isle of Portland there are the remains

of several buildings that were erected with

stone from the neighbouring quarries, long

before that material was generally known oi

considered of sufficient value to be used in tin

construction of the principal buildings of tht

metropolis. A large portion of the island hai

been the property of the Crown during mani

centuries, and so early as the reign of Henri

the Eighth, that monarch caused a castle to hi

erected at Portland, and another on the oppo

site shore, near Weymouth
;
one of these ha

been continued as a garrison to the presen

time, the other has long since been left to ruin

nevertheless the stone with which the wall

are built does not appear to have undergon

any decomposition worthy of notice. Holin

shed, who wrote his Chronicles of Englun

prior to the year 15/4, has given rather a Ion)

account of Portland Isle; he has also, in an

other part of his works, devoted an entir

chapter to the subject of “Quarries of ston

for building ;” but in neither case has he mad

even the slightest allusion to Portland stoni

Camden the historian (who died in 1623) hi

also minutely described the Island of Portlam

without mentioning the stone quarries
;
and

is worthy of remark, that in the next pari

graph he describes the island of Purbeck, di

taut about fifteen or twenty miles, as bavin

“ many sorts of good stone, from which lar{

quantities are carried to London, to the gre

advantage of the inhabitants.” From the

two eminent writers being wholly silent on tl

subject of Portland stone, we may reasonab

infer that at that time it was a material a

generally known or used, except in the imnl

diate vicinity of the quarries. 1

James the First appointed Inigo Jones l

chief architect and surveyor-general of 1

Majesty’s works
;
under this appointmentl

had to survey the crown lands at Portlam

and his discrimination very soon led to t

introduction of Portland stone for all the pri

cipal buildings in and about London, fcipai uuiiumgo ini'.*

banquetting-room, or military chapel at Whi
i il 1 . 1 ... 1 £IQ *1 nd fill 1

Houses in Hull.—Mr. Cardwell, in a

lecture “on the architecture of the present

age,” says, for bad construction, no town in

the kingdom can furnish a greater number of

houses than the town of Hull.

* An account of this canal, by Mr. De la Garde, will be

found in the “ Archteologia,” vol. xxviii. p. 7.—Ed.

uaiiqueiiing-i uwm, wi nmnoi <

hall, was begun in the year 1619, and finis

in two years. As far as 1 can search or lea;

this is the earliest building of magnitude c<

structed with Portland stone in London, or

any considerable distance from the quarri

In 1631, Inigo Jones received orders to rep

the old cathedral of St. Paul
;

this was p

formed by “ casing great part of the outsii

and adding a grand Corinthian portico to I

west front, all of Portland stone.” From!
time it became the chief material used!

ornamental architecture, not only in the soi

of England, but in many parts round the cos

of this country and Ireland.

After the fire of London in 1666, up to

beginning of the present century, the art

tects and builders of London scarcely fl

thought of using any other kind of stone,

cept for pavements and similar subordio

purposes. Sir Christopher B ren used a
land stone for St. Paul’s Cathedral and ot

public buildings, because he considered it,

best material then known, and on accounf

the quarries belonging to the Crown, as \

as their being most eligibly situated for wi
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cnrriatre. Amongthe writings of Sir Christo-
pher Wren relative to the stone for St. Paul’s,
he states, that “All the most eminent masons
of England were of opinion that stone of the
largest scantlings were there to he found, or
no where. An inquiry was made after all the
good stone that England afforded

;
and next

to I ortland, Rock Abbey stone,* and some
others in Yorkshire, seemed the best and most
durable

;
hut large Slone for the Paul’s works

was not easily to be had even there.’’
At first, ail the stone brought from Portland

was obtained from the crown lands on the
north-east of the island; but, as the demand
increased, private property in different parts
became more valuable, and large quantities of
stone were brought from the west and south-
east cliffs, without the slightest regard to
quality, durability, or any other consideration
ot fitness, except that of meeting with an im-
mediate sale in the market. I have carefully
looked over many specifications for public and
private buildings, and find the materials usually
described to he of the heat quality; but the
general tenour of those parts describing the
stone to he used rarely amounts to any thing
more than the mere well-known name, pre-
:eded by an adjective, such as "good Port-
and stone but what is to constitute that
goodness is altogether undefined.
Large quantities of Portland stone of an in-

error quality are brought to London, not he-
tause the island is deficient in the best kind,
tut because all our large buildings are exe-
:uted by contracts, at so remarkably low a
rice, that the mason’s study is not what kind
'* 8t"" e 'vl11 b <t most durable, but what stone
an be wrought by the workmen most expe-
Itiously, and thereby yield the largest profit
nd ot course the proprietors of quarries will
niy send such stone into the market as is
kely to suit Ins customers. St. Paul’s Cathe-
ra and many of the churches and other large
utldlngs, erected in the reign of Queen Anne,
ere constructed with stone very superior, as
tr as regards durability, to the greater quan-
ty now used; and yet the quarries front whence
lose sources were derived have been deserted
ryond the memory of any inhabitants nowemg at I ortland

;
and the only reason as-

gned is, because the merchants find they can-
it sell such stone, on account of its being a
tie harder, and thereby more expensive to
ark.

Whenever a number of large buildings are
tng erected at the same time, the demand for
line ot the best quality is greater than the
arrtes already opened can supply. The con-
ictors are bound under a heavy penalty to
tsh the work by a given time, and hence are
impelled to use a material which perhaps
-y.

"’ould otherwise reject. It may be owing
[Circumstances of this kind that portions of
: btone used in buildings so recently erected,
the park entrances from Piccadilly, are
eady in a state of decomposition

;
the same

narks may be applied to some of the stone

;

d “hout the new buildings of the British
iseum. Most readers are probably aware
the deplorable condition that Blaokfriars
idge was tn before the repairs were com-
need : I have been informed by persons who
ollccted the building of it, that the masonry
sented innumerable eyidenees of slow,
.ugh certain decay, before the bridge was
e “lushed, in the year 1770 . I shall notice
more example, merely to shew how com-

iely this subject has been neglected here-
re, even by men of first-rate eminence.

' whom we all admired for bis abilities and
mhcence, who had risen to the most distin-
ihed rank in his profession, whose percep-
and discernment in most things were more
e than in the generality of men,—yes, theon John ooane, about twenty or twenty-
years since, allowed the front of his own
>rold residence in Lincoln’s Inn Fields to
onstructed with Portland stone of such an
row quality, that it is already evidently
lldenng away. It is probable that too

confidence was placed in the mason, who
't to have known better, and have acted
irently.

iDundant examples of defective Portland

f *J
r
ffht

1

be pointed out; but when we con-
!

that the stone brought from the island,
•> bad

>
and indifferent, is all shipped from

-
e a

?
h lar the east end of Greenwich Hospital appears

Wr nh
b ey

k
t
''k

ne ' Wllich is to be the cTe. as
i v\ ren had a high opinion of that material,

I
the same pier, which is a very small one, and
that notwithstanding the blocks are marked
in the quarry, so as to denote from whence
they were obtained, it is possible that some of
them may be misplaced, we ought not to be
surprised if occasionally a very bad stone is
conspicously placed in a building that is other-
wise in excellent condition; and this we find
more particularly to be the case in our modern
structures, arising no doubt sometimes from
ignorance or inattention, but often from some
trifling interest, such as using a stone because
it is just of the dimensions required.
These events seem to have brought about an

important investigation, in which the reputa-
tion and interest of persons connected with
architecture are deeply concerned. The Port-
land merchants had enjoyed the supply of
stone to London and the south of England for
an aimost uninterrupted period of more than
-00 years; I say almost, because in the year
1 hl)4 a duty of 261. 8s. per cent, was imposed on
all stone conveyed by sea from one port of
(Treat Britain to another. This was a tem-
porary injury to the Portland trade, for large
quantities of Bath stone were brought *to
London by canals, and consequently free of
duty; hut in 1823 the coast-duty was taken off
and Portland again took the lead for all su-
perior buildings. But its character was
stained, and public confidence was lost, in
consequence of a few individuals bringing
shiploads of rubbishing stone into the markets,
which was used by the unwary masons for all
purposes. Many* of our noblest structures,
which were constructed with these defective
materials, rapidly assumed the appearance of
premature ruin; the architects and proprietors
of buildings united in one universal outcry
against all kinds of Portland stone

; and it has
been condemned without inquiring into the
cause of complaint, as wholly unfit and un
worthy of being used in substantial edifices.

I o explain and illustrate the numerous
qualities and localities of Portland stone would
far exceed the usual limits of an essay. You
will see by analysis* that the ingredients are
apportioned in this stone much the same as in
most other oolites, therefore, its quality depends
greatly upon the manner in which the com-
ponent parts are united. There are not fewer
than fifty or sixty quarries already opened at
the Isle of Portland, most of them along the
north-east and north-west cliffs, at an elevation
of several hundred feet above the sea. The
stone from each of these quarries, and from
different beds in the same quarry, almost
always presents some minute particularities
which, on very attentive examination, serve
to distinguish it from others. In many in-
stances, these distinctions are so conspicuous
as to be evident on the most casual inspection.
By minutely and attentively examining a

peeimen of Portland stone that is found after
fifteen or twentyyears’ exposure to the weather,
to be in a decomposing condition, its charac-
teristic features will be on the whole lighter
coloured than such as is known to be good
stone, arising partly from the entire mass being
Jess crystalline, and from spots, veins, and
rings ot a lighter tint than the ground. The
whitest parts are generally least cemented and
most friable

; the stone is altogether of an
open, powdery texture : and the pores or va-
cuities being numerous compared with the bulk
of solid matter, render it deficient in weight
for its size. b

Portland stone of the most durable quality
IS comparatively heavy, of a uniform colour
or rather darker than the last described
oivinff to the quantity of cement of a compact
crystalline texture regularly dispersed through-
out the pores

;
and hence it will resist a

BAD.
Deficiency of weight.
Light coloured.
Party coloured.
Open and powdery.
Friable.

greater force to crush it, or to disintegrate
the particles. The following comparison will
shew the relative peculiarities of good and bad
1 ortland stone, considering the specimen when
examined, subject in every respect to the same
conditions, such as being equally wet or
dry, &c.

GOOD.
Preponderance of weight .

.

Dark coloured
Uniform colour
Compact and crystalline .

.

Hard to crush

What are technically called glass veins vary
from aline to an inch or more in breadth, and
often run completely through a block; they
retain their original whiteness, while all the re-
majning surface becomes covered with lichens :
or it, in London, with soot and dirt; whereas
the party-coloured” just named looks more
as if some whitish fluid had been sprinkled or
thrown upon the stone in patches. Glass veins
may he considered unsightly, but they are bv
no means perishable, neither do they fa-
cilitate decay in way whatever. If they occur
in steps, pavements, or any other situation,
subject to considerable wear, there hardness will
soon occasion them to be conspicuously above
the general level

;
therefore such variation of

colour is no defect beyond appearance, and
causing a surface to wear irregularly.
According to the observations of Professors

Darnell and Wheatstone, at the end of the
report on the selection of stone for building
the new Houses of Parliament, the following
inference may be drawn : that in all stones of
the same class, the heaviest kind, or that which
has the greatest specific gravity, is the most
durable and best suited for architectural works •

this is given as a sort of general rule, “though
liable to individual exceptions ;” but it appears
to hold good with all the varieties of Portland
stone. The specimens from which the follow-mg weights have been obtained are among
those which have been most tested by exposure
to weather :— r

Weight per Cubic Foot.
.

lbs. oz. drs.Grove quarries, best or lower bed, stands
the weather pretty well * 147 10

Way-croft quarries, top bed, best stone
in the island 235 8 12

Vearu-street quarry, top bed 134 10 0
Castles quarry, betweeu the flint beds,
decomposing quality i 32 5 8Gosling s quarry, bottom bed, decom-
poses rapidly 131 4 8

Lithology; in Trans, ofBritish Architects.
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Carbonate of lime
Carbonate of magnesia
Iron alumina ou
Water and loss 2-71
Bitumen a trace.

94-52
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•90

2-83

A trace.

Tun Smoke Nuisance On Thursday
week, Mr. Mackinnon moved for leave to
bring in a Bill to “prohibit the nuisance of
smoke from the furnaces of factories.” The
hon. gentleman stated, that the hill was almost
identical in its provisions with that he obtained
leave to bring in last session. He proposed to
take the discussion on the second reading.
After a conversation between Mr. Bright Mr
Ferrand, Mr. Ricardo, Mr. Milnes, Mr. Borth-
wick, Mr. Hawes, and Mr. M. Phillips, the
Earl of Lincoln said he apprehended that
there were two questions before the house-
first, whether it was possible by any legislation
to suppress this nuisance, and in 'the second
place whether the scheme proposed was prac-
ticable ? W ith reference to the first question,
lie was inclined to believe that it was possible
considerably to abate, if not altogether to re-
move, the nuisance. He had been in commu-
nication with some scientific gentlemen on the
subject, but he doubted whether the bill of his
hon. friend would be operative. If on discus-
sion the house should be of that opinion, he
should be prepared to introduce a measure of
his own, being persuaded that the subject
itself was not only important with reference to
the public health, but also in an economical
point of view. Mr. Muntz said that there
were many difficulties connected with the
subject. It might be practicable to effect the
hon. mover’s object in respect of some trades
but it would be impracticable in the case of
others. Any attempt of the sort with respect
to the iron trade Would ruin it. Any legisla-
tion on the subject required great care and
ought to he well considered. After a few
words from Mr. M. Phillips, Mr. Becket, Mr.
Gill, and Mr. Alderman Copeland, leave was
given to bring in the bill.

„* lhe rca^°nof this stone being so much heavier than anv

snells, which are of much greater specific gravity than the

cousideralJ

y

S

mi?"
6
T*\ "“thereby infer that this stone is

in -7h, r “r “T of otter,, notwith-standing its weight far exceeds them.



carved in stone at the entrance gates, tvJifdfo

are very original and of striking b«-anty. These

sketches from the outside of the building afford

some little proof of what migtytr lie obtained

from the structure itself. C.

THE BUILDER.

LAMP-POST AND TROPHY FROM CHELSEA HOSPITAL.

IRON LAMP-POST AND TROPHY FROM
CHELSEA HOSPITAL.

Sir,— I have been long desirous of adding

to the beautiful collection of sketches which

have appeared in your journal. The con-

tinued publication of judiciously-selected ex-

amples from the works of ancient and modern

art is of infinite use to the inquiring reader

;

and forms a very powerful auxiliary to the

attempts which the Government is now making

to diffuse a correct taste among all classes.

With this idea, I have sent you a drawing of

what at first sight may appear a very humble

subject. It is but a lamp-post, but it is one

designed by the master-hand of Sir Christopher

Wren, and it illustrates in a remarkable manner

what may be done in small matters by the

pencil of genius, and how the admiration of

the spectator may be excited without straining

after effect, or violating the laws of propriety.

The lamp-post stands in the middle of the

west court of Chelsea Hospital. It is of iron,

id 19 feet in height; the pedestal 5 feet

8 inches square.

There appears to be no doubt that it is as

old as the hospital, the first stone of which was

laid by King Charles II., in 1682, and the

buildings were completed in 1690, from the

design, as is well known, of that unrivalled

English architect, Sir Christopher Wren.

Such a composition as this simple stand,

placed on two or three steps with proper angle-

posts and curb, would make a very much better

ornamental centre to some of our public tho-

roughfares than many which have been put up

of late years. Compare it, for instance, with

the strange affair at Charing-cross, the bod-

kins at the end of the Poultry, the Waithman

block, or that poor dear departed monumentthey

have just pulled down at Battle-bridge (I sup-

pose because it was so ugly, as to make the

omnibus horses shy at it) with its statue of

George IV., immortalized by the satiric needle

of George Cruickshank as resembling at a»

distant view a sack of flour, and at a nearer

approach Dusty Bob in a blanket.

As an inhabitant of Chelsea, I may perhaps

be excused for my excessive admiration of

Wren’s noble building; I devoutly believe,,

and I know several eminent architects are of

the same opinion, that the chapel of Chclseai

Hospital is a finer work of art than the;

chapel at Greenwich,—the latter was designed)

by Athenian Stuart.

I have endeavoured to represent in my

•
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THE BUILDER,
LANDLORD AND TENANT.

In a report on the agriculture of Norfolk
by Mr. Barugh Almack, published in the last
part of the journal of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England, there is a valuable chap-
ter on “Tenure,” wherein the writer very
properly urges :— 3

“ 1st. That to induce a man to exert to the
utmost such ability as he possesses, you must
shew him that his doing so will be rewarded
by benefits to himself, and not merely to others,
ivho have no just claim to the exclusive ad-
vantages of the fruit of his labour; in other
'Vords, to prompt men to great and extraordi-
nary industry, you must satisfy them they shall
:ertainly be rewarded for their exertions', by at
east participating in those permanent improve-
nents which they alone have created.
“2nd. That, in order to gain the advantage

>f first-rate talent, added to sufficient carn-
al, you must not trust to chance, but hold out
ome advantages to attract and secure to your-
elf those select men as tenants.”
The late Mr. Coke (afterwards Earl of Lei-

ester), to whom Norfolk owes great part of
ts fame as an agricultural district, acted on
hese principles, and both granted leases and
ffered inducements to good tenants.
“ ^0 secure the assistance and advantages of

rst-rate talent in the improvement of
is estates, ’ says Mr. Almack, “ Mr. Coke
ave, not only security that each should
?ap a certain portion of the benefits arising
•om his own exertions and skill, but he
rovided superior houses, and other ac-
nmmodation, for his first-class tenants,
his, undoubtedly, was well adapted to the
oject in view. I am not about to advocate a
reat outlay, in every case, on farm-houses and
irm-buildings, nor any outlay inconsistent with
ie occupation and business of the tenants

;
but

ieie should be, on all farms, such buildings,
mveniently arranged, as are necessary for the
sonomical carrying on of the farm, and no
ore than are necessary, so that they may be
?pt in good order at moderate expense.
“ There should also be such a dwelling-
)use as is suitable for the management of the
rm, and appropriate, as a residence, for the
milyof a man who possesses talent, and such
amount of capital, as is invested in that

cupation. When, in any thing, we are de-
•mined to have the best of its kind, we must
prepared to pay the best price for it, more
oecially in this case, when the value is cer-
nly known to the party who has it to dis-
se of.”

The advantages of this course are so appa-
lit, that we might expect to find it univer-
ly followed. Such, however, is not the case

;
• though landlords may admit it to be the
it means of obtaining great and permanent
provement in the soil, they are not willing
give up the power they have over their own
•perty.

:n order to meet this objection, Mr. Almack
s

>
— “I "'ould venture to submit, that if

:?at Britain were divided into three parts,
l each let separately under one of the fol
•ing agreements, all the land might be cul-
tted in the highest possible manner; for,
lough this division would allow each owner

(

each tenant to select the one agreement
i suited to his own feelings, all would be so
i founded on justice to the party who ex-
ded his capital for the improvement of the

;, as to insure the most liberal outlay of it:
1st. Leases.

'2nd. Insert a clause in the lease granted
ter which the owner should have the power
lancel it, on giving eighteen months’ notice,
i paying to the tenant such sum as two arbi-
!°rs (one for each party) should think a
compensation to the tenant for his perma-

t improvements, bearing in mind all the cir-
t stances of the case affecting landlord or
tnt.

'3rd. By giving the tenant a clause, under
igreement as a yearly tenancy, by which he
ild be entitled to a fair and equitable allow-
I for all permanent improvements made at
expense, but with the sanction of the owner,
'ritten notice of such intended improve-
rs having been given to the latter or his
,t, and not having been answered within a
a period, or in time to prevent that outlay

i h the owner of the land would not sane-

LETTERN-STAND, littledury church.

Tub reading-desk in tlic choir of ancient
churches was termed a lettern, or lecturn,
from lego, to read

;
and a reader was called

a lector, or lecturer. The earliest letterns
known in this country are of wood, but many
are found of brass, often in the shape of an
eagle, with extended wings, upon a pedestal.
The annexed engraving represents the lower

WORKS IN THE PROVINCES.

e recommend this view of the question to
onsideration of all landowners.

At Portsmouth, the fortifications are being
repaired and strengthened, 'l'he old gun-
carriages on the King’s Bastion have been
replaced by new, and eight 32-pounders,
instead of four, mounted. Blockhouse Fort,
commanding the mouth of the harbour, will
shortly display a double instead of a single (as
formerly) row of teeth

;
and it is contemplated

to remove the old victualling store, upon which
stands the old telegraph on the platform, in
order to extend the Platform Battery to the
Round Tower. Works will also be erected on
Southsea Common, between the Castle and
the King’s Bastion.
At Wolverhampton, a project is on foot to

establish a company lor the purpose of sup-
plying the town with water. The services of
Mr. 1 horaas Wickstead, the engineer, have
been secured. The estimated outlay required
is 25,500/.

At Louth, a public meeting was lately

part of alettern belonging to Littlebury Church
near Audley End, Essex. It was found by
our artist about two years ago in a lumber-
room attached to the church, where also,
amongst other mbbish

,
was the font-cover.

I he plan of the stand is six-sided; each side
is slightly curved inward. It belongs to the
last period of pointed architecture.

held, for the purpose of determining the best
mode of testifying respect for the memory of
the late William Allison

;
when it was resolved

that the most appropriate mode of testifying
the public estimation of his worth would be in
the erection of alms-houses in the town of
Louth, to be called “Allison’s Alms-houses,”
the patronage of which shall be invested in
the family and descendants of the deceased,
in such manner as shall be hereafter settled
by a deed of trust. Subscriptions were forth-
with entered into.

At Southend, the extension of the pier is

proceeding so rapidly as to leave no doubt of
its being completed early in the approaching
season. With the exception of only twenty-
seven piles, the whole of them have been
driven, and most of them braced. The plank-
ing is also ready, and the workmen are em-
ployed in preparing the railing, which is to be
of wood. This important addition, when com-
pleted, will afford to the visitors a distinct view
of the fleets, both inward and outward bound.
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conveying the commerce of the world. At

the head of the pier, ships of every burthen

will not only be distinguishable, but in most

instances within hail
;
and the depth of water

will enable them to land or receive passengers

during the ebb of the tide.
.

At Bungay, the theatrical speculation having

so entirely failed as to bring the stage proper-

ties and theatre to the hammer, the building

has been purchased by a company, who intend
j

immediately to convert it into a corn-ball.

The building, being in the centre of the

town, is eligibly situated, and easy of access.

It is intended to throw ample light upon the
j

stalls from the roof, and it is understood that
i

there will be one or more rooms attached,

suitable for committees or other parties re-

quiring a public place of meeting.

At Wisbeach, a great addition to the number

of houses has been made in the last few

months. Several pieces of land have been sold

at high rates for building purposes. '1 he

piece known as the late Mr. Girdleston s

garden, near Blackfriars-brige, has been built

upon and graced with the names “ Angenoria

and “Ruby” streets. Other new streets are

in course of erection at the back of the new

parade, in East-field. A stimulus to improve-

ment in domestic architecture has been given

by the examples of Messrs. W. and A. Peck-

over, the bankers, whose new erections on the

north beach are now approaching completion,

and present a striking contrast to the dingy

dwellings which until lately occupied then-

sites. Mr. W. Peckover’s residence is in the

old English style, with high pitched roofs,

ornamental gables, twisted chimneys, &c.

That destined for Mr. A Peckover, though

less ornate, forms a more substantial-looking

pile, and has a good appearance.

At Lincoln, it is confidently expected that

during the present year greater improvements

will take place in that city than have ever taken

place in one year before, so that mechanics

and labourers will be fully employed. I he

county goal is tube enlarged at the costof several

thousand pounds; the hospital is also to be

enlarged
;
the temperance hall will be erected

;

a public walk constructed
;
many of the shops

are to be pulled down and rebuilt in the

London style, and it is expected that not less

than fifty new houses will shortly be com-

menced. Extensive sales of household pro-

perty in Lincoln are continually taking place,

and generally speaking the prices obtained are

exorbitant.

At York, a new lecture-hall for the Me-

chanics’ Institute is about to be built. The

money already raised amounts to 520/.

At Sandwich, it is in contemplation to erect

a new day school in connection with the

Independent Chapel in that town. W . Harris,

Esq., who upon all occasions affecting the well-

being of the poor is foremost to assist, has

contributed 100/. towards the building fund.

At Burton, in Lincolnshire, a new day

school, in connection with Wesleyan Dis-

senters, has just been completed. The build-

ing consists of two stories, with a wide passage

in the centre. The upper room is for the

school, and is 53 feet long by 25 feet wide.

Beneath, on one side of the passage, is a

comfortable house of three rooms tor the

teacher, and on the other side, a room, about

23 feet by 25 feet, possibly for an infant school,

at some time. The whole of the common
bricks—the front is of stock-bricks—amount-

ing probably to seventy thousand, were the

gift of a wealthy member of the Wesleyan

body. __

TIIE EXCAVATIONS AT POMPEII.

The Academy of Fine Arts, in Paris, has

received a report from its perpetual secretary,

M. Raoul-Rochette, on the present progress

and condition of the excavations at Pompeii,

in which he earnestly calls attention to the

rapid decay by which the exhumation of these

remains is speedily followed, for want of due

precautions.
' While rendering justice (he says) to the

iarUi i3oofc0.

intelligence with which these explorations are

conducted under the direction of a minister

so enlightened as the Chevalier Santangelo,

it is impossible to see without pain the gra-

dual decay of the buildings of Pompeii. After

an interval of six years 1 have found almost

effaced paintings which I had previously be-

held fresh and uninjured. This ruin, with

which Pompeii is threatened, seems owing to

the neglect, in the majority of instances, of

the most simple precautions demanded for the

preservation of paintings
;
such, for instance,

as that of adding a roof to the walls on which

they are found; or, better still, covering them

with glazed frames, as has been done in parts,

and might be done everywhere at trifling ex-

pense. For want of repair, however, these

frames, where they have been employed, are

rendered ineffectual, as I found lamentably

proved in the ‘ House of Adonis.’ A general

belief prevails in Naples that Pompeii is des-

tined once more— and this time irrevocably—

to perish at no distant day; and owing to this

anticipation, but too well grounded, there is a

disposition to abandon the place to its fate

without an attempt at retarding the destruc-

tion by measures of precaution, which in any

case would cost but little, and which might be

more effectual than is imagined. The Neapo-

litan Government will owe a serious reckoning

to the learning of Europe, when the disap-

pearance of Pompeii, daily going on before

its eyes, shall have been consummated by the

fault of those whom fortune had made the

masters of such a treasure. They seem to

think they do all that can be required of them

when they transpoit from the old city to the

museums of Naples its most important paint- -

ings. But how are these very paintings,

affirmed to be thus snatched from destruction,

treated ? They are placed between layers of

plaster, and shut up in wooden cases, where

they remain for years buried in the warerooms

of the Museum. ' Thus, the paintings removed

before my former visit, more than six years

ago, from the street of Fortune, and that of

Mercury, are still at this moment in their

prison of plaster and wood— as completely lost

to us and science as they were beneath the

volcanic crust, and far more compromised as

to their preservation under the present than

the former covering. Who shall venture to

say in what condition these paintings will be

found when withdrawn, at the close of seven

or eight years, from their plaster beds? And
what, at any rate, can justify this seclusion, tor

a term so prolonged, of these works in a

museum, all whose treasures should be open to

the student and the public ?”

—

Globe.

The Geometric Tracery of Brancepeth Church, i|

in the County of Durham. By Robert <

William Billings. Published for the
|

Author by T. and W. Boone. London,;

1845.

This is a further exposition of the mode in

which the Gothic architects produced by rule

their apparently capricious tracery, as before

set forth in the’author’s “Geometric Paneling

of Carlisle Cathedral,” and should be studied

by all who wish to understand the spirit of

pointed architecture. The paneling here illus--

trated belonged, it is supposed, to the ancient

rood-screen of Brancepeth Church, and is

attributed to about the year 1500. Although

only about 10 feet long, and 4 feet 3 inches

high, it contains twenty-seven panels of tracery,;

each widely differing from the other, yet all.

formed on geometric principles.

“ It is satisfactory to find (says the author)

that the more we examine Gothic architecture,

the more we are convinced that chance was ini

no possible way connected with the linear de-

signs of construction. The most exuberant

richness of contour can, by a careful analysis,

be reduced to simple geometric rules; and, in

the investigation of laws of description which

we have here endeavoured to exhibit, it has

been curious to observe how extraordinary an

alteration, in the general features of such panelej

as have fallen under our notice, is effected by.

a verv slight deviation in that most simple of

all curves— the arc of a circle.”
(

We propose to represent one of the Carlisle

panels in an early number of this journal
;
and,,

by means of it, to explain the mode adopted tc.

produce them : in the interim we recommend!

all our readers who are engaged either in de-

signing or executing Gothic tracery, to obtain

the little volume of which we are now speak-i

ing. Mr. Billings, although still a young mam
has produced a number of elaborate and ex-

cellent works on architectural subjects, and ii

entitled to warm commendation aud support

His work on Carlisle Cathedral contains forty-

eight drawings ;
that on Durham Cathedral:

seventy-five; and his first book, the Templi

Church, thirty-one; the latter, moreover

were wholly engraved by the author, as wel

as drawn.

The Church of All Saints, Dor-

chester, has been recently rebuilt, under the

direction of Mr. Benjamin Ferrey. It for-

merly stood in a very objectionable posi-

tion, blocking up the pavement, and at

the west, and close to the entrance,

were fish shambles. 1 hese, by the inter-

ference of the Town Council, have been

removed. The new building is erected in the

Decorated style of architecture : it consists of

three bodies separated by arcades
;
the whole

building is finished in a superior manner. The

stained glass in the east window will be pre-

sented by the Bishop of Salisbury. At present

the tower terminates a little above the roofs;

but it is intended that it shall be surmounted

by a lofty stom* spire. The expense ol the

building, exclusive of the spire, lias been about

3,000/. The church contains 700 sittings.

The Royal Exchange.— It appears from

a report presented to the corporation that the

payments already made in respect of the new

Exchange, and the new Gresham College,

amount together to the sum of £100,244. 17s.

7d., and the amount yet required is estimated

by the committee at £15,000. A detailed

report is promised at Midsummer next.

Drawings by the late Adam Lee.

—

We perceive that the entire series of very

beautiful and highly interesting drawings in

water-colours, by Adam Lee, Esq., I.fci.A.,

deceased, late resident officer of the Royal

Office of Works at Westminster, are to be

sold by auction towards the close of April.

They consist of plans, sections, and perspective

views of the ancient Palace of Westminster,

in the times of Edward the Confessor, Rufus,

Stephen, Edward III., Richard II., and Eliza-

beth
;

particularly, two most elaborate and

beautiful drawings of the interior of St. Ste-

phen’s Chapel, as it appeared in the time of

Edward III., beautifully illuminated with gold,

and giving all the elaborate details of the

painted glass and architectural ornaments.

Also, plans for restoring the Palace, and views

illustrative of the coronation ceremonials of

George IV. and William IV.

The Antiquarian and Architectural Year Boot

for 1844. Newby, Mortimer-street, Caven
dish-square. London : 1845.

The object of this work, which is to bi

continued annually, is to gather into one viev

all discoveries and proceedings for the yeai

both in primeval and medieval antiquities; t

afford notices of new ecclesiastical structures

and the restoration of buildings of the sam

character, where the erection or adaptation ar

of sufficient magnitude to warrant description

and to supply information on important work

on antiquities and architecture, published durin

the year.

We think the idea a good one, and cordiall

wish success to the attempt. Nor indeed i

there anv reason to doubt it, for, as the editc

remarks' in his preface :
— “ No time can fc

more propitious for the publication of such

olume than the present. Our national mont

nents, nay every relic of our country whic

has undergone the baptism of years, is ri

garded with an interest which, though perha]

newly, has nevertheless been powerful!;

awakened. Antiquity and the study of it

no longer exclusive, and antiquarians ha>

ceased to be objects of contempt, or, to spea

mildly, of derision. Antiquity has beeon

popular. It has found its way out of tl

libraries of the learned, and made for itself f

abiding place in the book closet of the man
business— of the poor scholar— of the arlif

It is among all aud with all. Its professo

find honour among us, and they who study ai

of its multiform divisions are regarded wi

more than common attention, and their labou

looked upon with interest. Every litera

effort, therefore, which has for its object t

illustration of the past for the better knoi

ledge of the present or the future, is likely

be received into favour, and its efforts crown

with success.”

The present volume is dedicated, with gre

propriety, to “ John Britton, Esq., F.S.A.,

a slightacknowledgmentof the high estimatii
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entertained forhis talents and hislabours;”* and
forms a very interesting record of fugitive
essays on archaeological subjects that have come
before the public during the past year, antiqua-
rian investigations, and published works. The
various articles are arranged under the heads,—
primeval antiquities, mediaeval antiquities,
ecclesiastical architecture (chiefly notices of
old churches and restorations), and biblio-
graphy. There are not many original com-
munications, but these may be expected to
increase in ensuing volumes when the publica-
tion is known. The principal papers are those
which were read at the Canterbury meeting of
;he Archaeological Association, a meeting
which has led to more writing and printing
:han could possibly have been anticipated by
ihose who projected and arranged it.

We shall be glad to learn that the “ Anti-
juarian and Architectural Year Book” has
lad a large sale.

CTorrrtijjoitOrHce.

URISDICTION OP OFFICIAL REFEREES AND
CONSTRUCTION OF SCHEDULE (e) AS TO
PROJECTIONS.

Sir,— In accordance with my promise to
on tin ue the discussion of this subject, I would
rst, to supply an hiatus in my last letter, set
ut the form of notice from the district sur-
eyor, issued in consequence of an application
om him to the official referees : “ That the
lid works were not a sufficient commence-
ient prior to the 1st day of January, 1845, to
ike them out of the operations of the Metro-
ilitan Building Act, 7 & 8 Viet.

;
and that,

i the event of your proceeding therewith
ithout giving me such notice as is required
f the aforsaid Act, the said work will be
ible to be abated as a nuisance.”

Here is a palpable recognition of a “ com-
encement,” and where is the authority to de-
ie the extent of it? more especially, as
ated in my last letter, the “ commencement”
iving been made upon admitted legal notice
ider the former Act. The ground of com-
aint to the official referees, upon which by
eir decision the summons was issued (a copy
which was sent to the party complained of),

so raised the question of the proposed build-
gs being in contravention of sect. E as to
ojections. I he official referees upon this
ound of complaint issue, or sanction the dis-
ct surveyor issuing, his summons, and, with
plan of the locus in quo before them, evi-
ntly admit the operation of sect. E, as re-
aining buildings from projecting before the
neral line of buildings in any street : with
s impression (signified in the same
iirnons), that under the new Act no such
tidings could be erected, it would appear to
a farce to complain “of your proceeding
irewith withoutgiving me due notice, as is re-
ired by the aforesaid Act,” which brings us
the discussion of schedule E as relating to
)jections. The ground of complaint by the
trie t surveyor to the official referees being
is : “ and, lastly, the whole are projected
Idings beyond the general line of the fronts
the houses, viz. being 29 feet before those
eady erected in Princes-place, vide plan, and
itrary to the said schedule E.” The his-

y of the matter is this:—Princes-place, as
ted, is 29 feet from the public road, then
aes a vacant piece of ground on which
se five fourth-rate houses are commenced,
I then another row of houses in a line with
nces-place. The information to the re-
?es states that the intended houses corn-
iced next the road have a return wall
feet deep, or 5 feet short of the front of the
ve-mentioned houses,

he heading of the clause in the Act is,

rejected buildings beyond the general line
>uildings, and from other external walls;”
•ill be perceived in the above quoted infor-
ion to the official referees, that the district
/eyor has quoted the words of this recital,
lout pursuing the inquiry asto what the e nact-
it was, viz. :

“ And with regard to buildings
ady built or hereafter to be re-built, asto
• windows or other projections of any kind.”

The words here used seem clearly to define
that what was contemplated as to projections
related only “to buildings already built or
hereafter to be rebuilt;” and then follows,
“ Such projections must neither be built with,
nor be added to any buildings or any face of an
external wall thereof

,
so as to extend beyond

the general line of the fronts of the houses.”
Using the term projection in its ordinary sense
(not claiming the limitation of the above
clause), would imply buildings proceeding
from, and not, as in this case, being commenced
at, the edge of the road actually advancing in
progress towards the general line of the houses
in the street. After the great deliberation
that was given to the subject, many sessions
passing over before the bill was in a condition
to become an Act, it would be injustice to the
framers of it to imagine that other than the
common sense reading of the above extract was
their intention. Had the intention been that
which the district surveyor assumes, sanc-
tioned by the referees, it is impossible to ima-
gine that the talent engaged in the prepara-
tion of the Act could have lost sight of the few
words that, suggested in parenthesis, in addi-
tion to the existing enactment, would have made
the matter thoroughly intelligible.

“ And with regard to buildings already built
or hereafter to be rebuilt, as to bow-windows
or other projections of any kind” {and with
regard to buildings hereafter to be built) “such
projections must neither be built with, nor be
added to, any {such) building on any face of an
external wall thereof” {and no new building
shall be erected) “so as to extend beyond the
general line of the fronts of the houses, See.”

It would also appear, that to any new build-
ings now or hereafter erected, 'at a future
period, projections might be made thereto
“ beyond the general line of the front of the
houses,” as not being controlled by the words
“ buildings alieady built or hereafter to be re-
built.”

A most important point presents itself for
discussion, as to the extent of application
of the large equitable powers intrusted to the
referees, which would appear to have been so
intrusted to them to accommodate the Act to
peculiar cases not precisely met by any positive

f

direction, and not to be applied in contraven-
tion of a special enactment. I shall be glad to
induce the opinion of some of your correspon-
dents learned in the law upon a case thus cir-
cumstanced, in which I am now professionally
concerned, by putting the facts before them in
a subsequent letter.—Your obedient servant,

Gu benway Robins, Architect.
’

22nd Feb. 1845.

IVe hear that a committee is being formed for the
osc of paying some public compliment to this estimable
eman in acknowledgment of his long career of exten-
lsefulneas. We will gladly aid such a proposition.

SALE OF ARCHITECTURAL PRINTS AND
DRAWINGS.

Sir, I read the letter of a member of the
Association of Architectural Draughtsmen in
your last number with pleasure, and am glad
to find that they are looking forward to the
establishment of a separate and distinct exhi-
bition of architectural drawings and a museum.

In the first volume of The Builder I
ventured to offer a few suggestions to this
society with every feeling of respect, and am
now about to make a proposition, which I trust
will be received by them in the same spirit.

I am very fond of the study of architecture,
and in my leisure hours can enjoy the luxury
of being possessed, if only for a time, of a
good engraving or drawing, and having but
small means, as is the case with many of my
class, I find some difficulty in supplying my
wants for contemplation and study. 'I allude
to the great difficulty found by young men who
are anxious to obtain information from such
souices, their being no place in London where
architectural prints can be obtained in any
great variety or quantity, therefore beg to call
the attention of the above society to the con-
sideration of the following plan :

If they have an exhibition of architecture,
they must have a large room,I therefore propose
that they establish a depot for the sale and
purchase ofprints and drawings of all styles of
architecture, and every art and trade connected
with it. With regard to myself, I often buy
engravings, &c., that may strike me as having
some peculiar effect, a door or window, or
other feature which I may introduce into a
design or sketch to advantage, or some place
I may have visited or bo about to do so, and
when I have made such use of it, would be

glad to dispose of the same at a cheap rate, or
exchange it for others, consequently should
find such an establishment very acceptable.
Working drawings of buildings actually exe-
cuted, machinery, furniture, &c., however
rough and dirty, would be useful and readily
purchased by those requiring such in their
eaily studies, and again, after being copied,
find their way back for the use of new comers,
at a very trifling cost to all parties

;
nothing

should be refused; and this plan will offer the
opportunity to young artists to send their draw-
ings for sale, and bring their names before the
public

;
assist them greatly in obtaining em-

ployment, and induce them, when taking
sketches from the actual buildings, to make
them more accurate, as the sketches will be-
come valuable to those who have not been
there, and sell for a small sum.
The plan of management would be simple,

and might be arranged as follows :—each party
sending a drawing or printfor sale would write
the name and price at the back, inclosing a
letter with his name and address, which would
be kept private; after being numbered, it
would be entered in one book open to the
public; and when sold, struck out and entered
in a ledger, the name, address, and price being
stated and paid when demanded, deducting a
commission, which may be agreed upon. The
drawings, &c., by a little judgment could be
arranged in the various styles, so as to be
shewn immediately.
During the continuance of the exhibition,

the drawings and engravings might be kept in
portfolios on a large table in the centre of the
rooms, so that the public would have the
additional advantage of inspecting and pur-
chasing plans; and when the exhibition was
terminated, they might be placed on the walls,
and the public admitted free.*
By the assistance of the county members of

the society, or others that might be appointed
as agents to collect and send up portfolios of
drawings, &c., and, in return, have such
subjects as they mav require, thus keep up a
correspondence and diffusion of knowledge all
over the kingdom, and, in the course of "time,
establish similar exhibitions in the large towns.
And you, Sir, might, by lending your

powerful aid in The Builder, assist them by
having a weekly head

;
say

—

THE PORTFOLIO OF THE ASSOCIATION OF THEARCHITECTURAL DRAUGHTSMEN.
Drawings and Prints receivedfor Sale this week.

Drawings, &c. Sizk,

Saffron Walden Church. Here some little description
to follow, whether working
drawings, coloured, outline,

. &c.

Prints, &c., similar to the above.

Such information would be very extensively
ciiculated by the assistance of vour excellent
journal, and would be found useful.

Your most obedient servant,

William J. Short.
2, Spring-terrace, Lambeth,

February 22nd, 1845.

THE PORTLAND VASE.
Sir,—As the Portland Vase has been lately

brought into lamented notoriety, and you have
noticed it with just execration of the vagabond
sot who destroyed it, perhaps the following
particulars, which will be found in “ Granger’s
Letters and Miscellanies,” may not be unin-
teresting in your journal. He, Granger, is
describing the Portand Museum.

I am, Sir, &c., H. B. H.
“ Phe most celebrated antique vase or se-

pulchral urn, from the Barberini cabinet, at
Rome. It is the identical urn which contained
the ashes of the Roman Emperor Alexander
Severus, and his mother Mammea, which was
deposited in the earth about the year 235 after
Christ, and was dug up by order of Pope Bar-
berini, named Urban VIII., between the years
1623 and 1644. The materials of which it is

* The capital required would be very small—a table
portfolio and a little furniture; and the whole might b4managed by a clerk and boy, or porter. The clerk should be
a draughtsman well acquainted with the subjects he has toarrange; and if he be a man of talent, lie might in ihe
evenings when the rooms were not otherwise engaged, give
lectures to the younger members of the profession on thevarious styles and construction shewn in the numerous draw-mgs and engravings on the walls, with instructions as to the

pursuing their studies; thus making them
\ Th

e ' en undl
;

r sale
• and, by means of the fees,

tndnn «f
hlS ** "/' J

n,lk,ng the situation worthy the accep-tation of a man of character and ability,
**
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composed emulate an onyx, the ground of a

rich transparent dark amethystine colour; and

the snowy figures which adorn it are in bas-

relief, of workmanship above all encomium,

and such as cannot but excite in us the highest

idea of the arts of the ancients.

“ Its dimensions are 9f inches high, and

21 § inches in circumference. A more parti-

cular account of this famous vase may be found

in Montfaucon’s Antiquities, vol. v. bonk

ii. chap. 6 ;
in Signor Bartoli delle Sepulchri

Antichi; in the iEdes Barberinse
;

in

Wright’s, Breval’s, and Misson’s Travels
;

in

Winckleman on the Arts of the Ancients,

&c. &c.
;

and an accurate engraving, with a

particular description of it, was given in

“Gentleman’s Magazine,” vol. lvi. p. 97-

1,029/.”

N.B. This sum is the price it fetched at the

sale of the Duchess of Portland’s collection,

hy Mr. Alderman Skinner, who was thirty-

seven days employed in the sale at the duchess’s

house, in Privy-gardens, commencing his

labours on the 24t.h April, 1786. I presume it

was bought in by the family.

SLAB SLATING—CONDENSATION OF

MOISTURE.

Sir,

—

It is generally known that the great

objection to the use of slab slate as a covering

to a building is the fact of its being liable to

dampness on the underside in certain states of

the weather. The evil no doubt arises from

damp air, which, as it comes in contact with

the slate, condenses and falls in drops of water

;

this especially occurs after a frost. If any of

your readers are acquainted with an applica-

tion as a simple remedy to prevent this defect,

and would make it known through the medium
of your journal, it would be a means of

greatly extending the usefulness of that valu-

able material.

I am, yours, &c., &c.,

Southampton. An Architect.

[Our correspondent will find some remarks on

this subject in the notice of proceedings at the

Institute of Architects, in our present nntnber.

The evil would be lessened by covering the

slate outside with any non-conductor of heat.

—E »-]

'

fHtscrll.inra.

Novel Applications of Iron.—Experi-

ments have for some years been in progress,

chiefly under the superintendence of Herr
Dase, inspector of mines in Richmond, in the

Duchy of Brunswick, with a view to make
cast-iron, as the cheaper and more durable

material, applicable to the preparation of

stereotype plates. The success of these ex-

periments is attested by the publication of a

cast-iron stereotype edition of the Bible, pub-

lished at Nordhausen, the price of which, with

marginal readings, is 9 ggr. (13d.) Another
application of the same metal has lately

arrested our attention, and for which it

possesses certain capabilities. We refer to

the use which is beginning to be made
of it in perpetuating the memory of the

dead. Sepulchral monuments, formed of

cast-iron, are already to be found in our
metropolitan church-yards and suburban ceme-
teries. We believe that to the late Mr.
Thomas Wedlake, of the Fairkytes Foundry,
near Romford, must be awarded whatever

credit is due for the novelty of the applica-

tion.

The New Chapel, Colchester, was
erected in 1844, from the design of Mr. W.
F. Poulton, architect, Reading. It is built of

white Copford brick, the strings, entablature,

&c., being formed of moulded brick. Stone is

used only for the caps and bases of pilasters

and for the impost mouldings. The colour of

the facing brick being uniform, the building

has the appearance of a stone erection. The
size in the clear is 40 feet 6 inches

bv 51 feet 6 inches — accommodation for

5(10 persons. There is a shallow gallery

across the entrance end. The pulpit is

suspended from the back wall, with entrance

by steps direct from the minister’s private

vestry. The size of vestry is 30 feet by 11

feet 6 inches. The contract (by Mr. Kemp,
builder, Colchester), for the chapel and ves-

tries, was 1,011/. Amount of extras, 18/. 15s.

Mahogany and Rosewood Veneers.

—

A question of some importance to the im-

porters of foreign furniture woods has recently

been raised by the customs officers at Hull.

A parcel of veneers of mahogany and rose-

wood, cut from the log, were imported into that

port from Hamburgh, which the revenue offi-

cers placed under detention, as being contrary

to the navigation laws, i.e., as being the pro-

duce of Asia, Africa, or America, and im-

ported into this country from Europe, the logs,

in this instance, having been imported into

Germany from the place of growth, and there

cut or sawn into the very fine thin slices of wood

used in the making of cabinet furniture,, and

known by the trade as veneers. The officers,

however, considered that this operation, per-

formed in Hamburgh, did not constitute a

manufacture, inasmuch as the wood retained

its original state, having been simply sawn or

cut from the log, and would require polishing

&c., here, previously to being fit for use for

the purpose to which it is applied. It has,

however, been decided that, under the Trea-

sury order of the 23rd February, 1833, the

parties are entitled to the admission of the

veneers as the manufacture of the country

from which they were imported, although the

wood itself, in its raw state, be the produce of

either of the other quarters of the globe.

This decision has been communicated to the

officers for their information and future go-

vernment.
First Judgments on New Discoveries.

—However void of practical utility any dis-

covery may at first appear, it is impossible to

tell to what important results it may eventually

lead. Who could have foreseen an acquaint-

ance with the minutest wonders of the heavens

from the child of a spectacle-maker amusing

itself with convex glasses—the marvellous re-

sults of steam machinery from the steam issu-

ing from a kettle—or the illumination of our

towns from burning a piece of coal in the bowl

of a tohacco pipe? One ingenious contriver

of a steam-ship was advised by a former pre-

sident of the Royal Society to employ his time

on some practicable scheme, and not on a vi-

sionary speculation
;
and thus it is (hat the sus-

picion and distrust with which any novelty is

commonly received has tended to damp in-

quiry and retard science. I have been assured

by that eminent geologist, the Rev. W. D.

Conybeare, that his early investigation of the

more recent strata of this kingdom, and es-

pecially of the Portland oolite, &c., was treated

as an idle occupation of time, and as leading

to no useful purpose
;
whereas the progress of

geology, since that time, has shown that the

stability of our great public edifices depends

on a proper selection from the rocks best

adapted for building; and Mr. William Smith,

who shared in the obloquy of following such

useless pursuits in the infancy of the science,

was in his old age employed by government,

in conjunction with Mr. De la Beche and

others, to examine the various strata of the

United Kingdom, with a view to selecting the

best stone for building the new Houses of Par-

liament.— T. Sopivilh on Glaciers in Great

Britain.

Schools of Design.—Mr. Edward Ban-

nister, of Hull, in urging the establishment of

a school of design in that locality, where, at

present, there is no place for the study of the

fine arts, remarks veryjustly:—“For the pursuit

of that knowledge which is essential to the cul-

tivation of design as applicable to our arts and

manufactures, every facility should be afforded

and every means held out to induce the artizan

to become skilful and ready in the execution or

invention of patterns which he may be called

upon to produce. The acknowledged supe-

riority possessed by the French in design is so

generally admitted, that any observation in

proof thereof would be needless. The demand
by the public for all articles wherein elegance

of design is exhibited fully proves that the

people are already capable of appreciating their

merits, and that in order to compete with other

nations we must bring into operation an equal

amount of talent in the production of goods

both of a useful and ornamental nature. De-
sign is the same arrangement and fitness of

parts, to form an harmonious whole, whether

employed in the grouping of materials for a

shawl pattern, or in the disposing of figures

for a cartoon
;

it may exist in the commonest
and most ordinary article, rendering it chaste

and beautiful, whilst without it the most costly

and elaborate works are vulgar and contempti-

ble. Designs must also be adopted suitable to

the purposes for which the articles may be ap-

plied— a triangular coin or a square tea-cup

would be as absurd as a fat Hamlet or a lean

Falstaff
;
how often do we see used the most

ridiculous and unmeaning patterns
;
nature in

all her freaks never produced anything so in-

congruous, the willow pattern to wit, and the

grafting of various flowers and fruits upon one

stem, exhibiting monstrosities in form and

colour which the painted Indian could never

rival, nor the gay Chinese surpass.”

Public Footpaths.—A few evenings since,

Mr. Aglionby called the attention of the

House of Commons to the unprotected state

of the public footpaths, which are nov/

frequently crossed and intersected by ra't-

way constructions, quite regardless of the rig .its

and convenience of the neighbourhood, /he

consequence of this state of things was that

footpaths to the church, the village, and th rough
the fields, might be intersected by r ailway-

cuttings, 20 or 30 feet deep, so th at there

would be a descent, and then an asce.it of that

magnitude, to be accomplished before the foot-

path could be regained. What he desired to

have was, that public footpaths should be

protected the same as railways. Lord G.

Somerset expressed his willingness to give the

subject his best consideration.

Galvanised Iron.—An action broughtby

Patteson and others, against Holland and

others, for the infringement of a patent

granted in 1837, for an “ improvement in

coating or covering iron or copper for the

prevention of oxydation,” was heard last week
in the Court of Common Pleas. The de-

fendants pleaded— first, that they were not

guilty; secondly, that the plaintiffs, or those

they represented, were not the first and true

inventors, and, further, that the specification

did not particularize and determine the nature

of the invention, and in what manner the same
was to be performed. The evidence, on the

part of the plaintiffs, related to very few points,

the main question being, that if the patent

were valid, whether the defendants had in-

fringed it. No witnesses were called on

the part of the defendants, who relied

upon the cross-examination of the witnesses

put forward on the part of the plaintiffs
;
but

several scientific persons were examined on

behalf of the plaintiffs, and upon whose cross-

examination the defence was rested. The
specification stated, that the zinc by which the

iron or copper was to be coated might he used

either in a state of fusion, or in a solid state

reduced into powder. The iron was to be

previously scoured by immersing the metal in

water acidulated with sulphuric acid, or b)

dipping it into a solution of sal ammoniac, or

in water acidulated with muriatic acid. The
metal pieces, after beingdipped, were to be dried

immediately, and, as the specification stated,

might be dried by holding them over a rever-

beratory furnace. The zinc was to be melted

in a crucible of earthenware, or of cast- irot

with bricks, or an earthen lining of some lined

kind. The specification then stated, that th<

zinc, being melted, must be skimmed care

fully, and the surface covered with sal ammo
niac, after which the plates of iron or coppei

were to be slowly introduced into the meltet

zinc. With regard to small pieces of metal

such as nails, small chains, 8{c., they were t<

be thrown into the melted zinc, covered witl

sal almoniac, and afterwards put into a rever

beratory surface, and covered with charcoal. /

red heat was to be maintained there during i

quarter of an hour, while the mass was movei

and shaken, until the pieces of metal had dis

charged the excess of zinc which they hat

taken up. It was admitted, by the witnesse

for the plaintiffs, that the coating of iron witl

zinc, as a means of preventing its oxidation, ha

been known in England, at least half a centurj

There was no evidence to shew that a rever

beratory furnace had ever been used
;
and on

of the witnesses admitted, that, although i

might be possible to use an earthenwar

crucible, it would, practically speaking, be inn

practicable.—The jury, after an absence of ha

an hour, returned into court, finding for th

plaintiffs on all the issues but the fiftl

which they found for the defendants
;
thereby

substantially, giving a verdict for them, an

thus, in a great measure, stultifying th

verdict given in favour of the plaintiffs o

the other points.
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Scott Monument.—The committee for
s monument are now turning- their atten-
n to the necessary decoration of it, by
feeding; to raise a fund for the purpose of
ing its niches with figures of characters
propriately selected from the works of the
ottish Shakspeare. Those already erected
i the figures of the Last Minstrel, Lady of
j Lake, Prince Charles, and Meg Mer-
ees, which severally represent his first

em, his most popular poem, his first

vel, and his most popular novel. We
? glad to hear that the committee are he-

rring themselves for the purpose of raising

ditional funds to enable them to have the
ler niches filled in a similar manner, as

thout this, Mr. Kemp’s design would be left

:omplete in its most important object, that

filling the mind of the spectator with re-

llections of the great author’s wonderful
>rks.

Old Fairlight Church, near IIast-
os.—The Times

,
says this humble, but

rious and ancient structure, is about to be
lied down. It is one of the last of a class
religious edifices now almost swept from

s land by the ruthless hand of modern taste,

i there seems to be really no just grounds
destroying this church; it is not in a

nous state, and is quite large enough for
'wants of the place

;
in fact, in the winter

inths it is never full, and only so in the
nmer, when visitors attend from the neigh-
Jring watering-place, chiefly on account of
quiet, retired situation. The old inhabi-

its of the parish are against its dcmoli-
n

;
they feel that if the building be not

i or attractive in itself, it is nevertheless
i old church wherein the rude forefathers
the hamlet worshipped for many ages,

1 around which many take their eternal
t, and they view with surprise and aver-
n its removal to make way for a new
ucture. Avery small sum would be enough
put it into good repair, and it is to be
ped that the dignitaries of the church will
; avert the doom to which the building
1 in a few days be consigned unless they
erpose.

Belgian Engineering.—A short time
ce, a portion of the tunnel of Cumptiel, on

1 line of railway between Belgium and Rhe-
h Prussia, gave way, but without causing
s of life. Since that occurrence, the com-
nication between the two countries has
iously been retarded, both from apprehen-
ns on the part of the public, and obstruc-
ts created by the recent heavy falls of snow,
ese circumstances attracted the notice of
Government, who accordingly, a few days

ce, brought before the Chamber of Repre-
tatives a project for substituting an open
for the tunnel in question, and applied for

>,000f. to carry out that object. It was stated
•ingthe discussion, that the falling in of a
tion of the tunnel was to be ascribed to the

I quality of the bricks which had been used
he construction, and to the want of suffi-

nt lime thickness in the partition walls,
e member demanded the Minister of
)rks to institute a special inquiry into the
ises of the accident, with the view of ascer-
ling whether there were not sufficient

unds for prosecuting the engineers. The
nister, in reply, observed, that Belgian
ineers were highly estimated abroad—that

y had been engaged in the majority of the
rman States, where the formation of rail-

fs was commenced or contemplated—and
t in no foreign railways had more talent
science been displayed than on the Belgian,
[ that none presented greater prospects or
irantees for safety.

^a i ro and Suez Railway.—By advices
ich have recently been received from Alex-
ria, it appears that His Highness Mehemet
has arranged with Mr. Galloway, the Lon-

i engineer, for carrying out forthwith the
cution of this long-projected railway. The
t importance of this work to Great Britain,
the advantage and facility it will afford to

Indian passengers and mails, inasmuch as
crossing this desert of eighty miles now
upies as much time as going from Alex-
ria to Cairo, a distance 220 miles, must be
lent to every one

;
besides which, it is well

>wn that the fatigue, inconvenience, and
ense of the desert journey in many cases
-r travellers from availing themselves of
overland route to India. When this rail-

road is completed, the journey across the de-
sert may be accomplished in three hours with
ease, comfort, security, and economy, as it will

no longer be necessary to send out supplies of
food and water to the desert, which at present
are requisite, in consequence of the time occu-
pied in the journey. We sincerely hope, that
before three years shall have elapsed we may
have it in our power to congratulate Great
Britain on the achievement of this useful and
gigantic work. The following are the dis-

tances across the desert between Cairo and
Suez, dividing the line into stations :

—

M. F. P.
From Cairo to No. 2 station 17 4 18
(Road sandy, and slightly irregular.)

From No. 2 to 4 station 20 5 ^
(First stage sandy and irregular, second hard
and smooth.)

From No. 4 to (j station 23 7 2
(First stage hard and regular, last hard but

rugged.)
From No. 6 to Suez 23 1 4

(Both stages hard and level.)

Total distance 85 1 31

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

For a survey of the Messuages, Lands, and
Hereditaments liable to poor rates, in the parish of
Tydd St. Mary, Lincolnshire

; together with a plan
thereof, upon a scale of three chains to an inch,

a tracing of such plan, and a book of reference in

duplicate. The parish contains from 4,000 to

5.000 acres. March 3.

For the Mason’s and Pavior’s Works, supply of
Guernsey Granite Chippings and Yorkshire Paving,
for one Year, from the 25th of March next, for the

parish of St. George, Hanover-square. March 4.

For the supply of 20,000 tons of Iron Rails, and
7.000 tons of Iron Chains, for the Newcastle and
Berwick Railway. March 4.

For the supply of 100,000 Railway Sleepers for

the Newcastle and Berwick Railway. March 4.

For repairing or new-paving the Foot-ways and
Carriage-ways in the parish of St. John the

Evangelist, Westminster, and parts of St. Mar-
garet’s parish, for one year, from Lady-day next.

March 4.

For a supply of thirty iron Lamp-posts and
Columns, according to pattern, each weighing at

least four cwt. March 5.

For supplying 21- inch Yorkshire Paving, Granite
Kerb, Circular Kerb, Granite Channel Paving, and
faced Granite Stones for crossings, within the dis-

trict of Camden Town for three years from the

25th of March next. March 6.

For completing the Works connected with the
inclosing and annexing certain Land lately pur-
chased for the improvement of Newport Bridewell,

in the Isle of Wight. March 8.

For repairing the footway pavements, and pro-
viding and laying new curb and other stone

;
for

repairing the carriage-way, pavements, and pro-
viding and laying new granite and other stone,

during one year from Lady-day next, for the united
parishes of St. Andrew, Holborn, and St. George-
the-Martyr, Middlesex. March 8.

For paving and repairing the Carriage-ways and
Foot-ways within the parish of St. Paul, Covent-
garden. March 11.

For supplying and laying down about 400 yards
of cast-iron Pipe, of 10 inches diameter, for the
Commissioners of the Southampton Water-works.
March 13.

For building a Sewer in the City-road, St.

Luke’s, near Charles- street, in length about 401
feet; and lowering an existing Sewer, in length
about 130 feet. March 14.

For the repairs and restoration of the Tower
and Nave of St. Mary’s Church, Nottingham.
March 17.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

March 3.—At the Greyhound, Sandy, Bedford-
shire

; a large fall of remarkably large Larch and
excellent Scotch Spires.

March 4.—At the Green Man Inn, Plashet,
Essex

;
220 capital Timber Trees, 200 superior

Poles, of large dimensions, part nearly timber-girth,

consisting of Lime, Ash, Beech, Oak, Black Poplar,
Birch, and Hornbeam.
March 4.—In the Wood on the Deadmonsey

Estate, near Market-street, Herts: 1,100 large
Oaks ; 3,500 smaller Oaks

; 400 large Beech
;
GOO

smaller Beech
;
1,000 Oak poles.

March 4.—At the Red Lion Inn, Worksop
;

a large quantity of very valuable Oak, Larch,
Beech, Elm, and other Timber Trees, now stand-
ing at Worksop, Clumber, and Martin, near
Bawtrey.

March 4.—At the Harrow Inn, Lower Warn-
borough, Wilts

; 72 Elm Trees, 2 Oaks, and 1

Ash.

March 4.—At Whitton, near Hounslow and
Twickenham

; 350,000 Malm, Stock, and Grizzled
Bricks, 13 tons of Lead, 12 squares of Slating,

3,000

feet of York and Portland Paving, 10,000
Glazed Pantiles, &c. Sec.

March 7.—At the Hall of Commerce, Thread-
needle-street : 500 loads of large Yellow Pine
Timber, 20,000 Baltic and Colonial Deals.
March ll.-rAt the King’s Head Inn, Enfield,

Middlesex
; 200 Oak Timber Trees of large dimen-

sions and excellent quality, 34 Elm and 24 Ash
Trees.

The last week in March, or the first week
in April next.—A large quantity of Oak and Elm
Timber, of superior quality and large dimensions,
principally growing in the woods on the Orchard-
leigh Estate, near Frome, Somerset.

Shortly. — At Portsea : a valuable cargo of
Mahogany and Cedar in Logs and Planks.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans and Elevations for a new Workhouse with

the requisite offices, capable of accommodating 400
inmates, for the Canterbury Incorporation. The
architect is requested to state the amount of
premium he will require for the use of his plan and
specifications in the event of the Court of Guardians
adopting the same, and appointing their own sur-
veyor to superintend the works. March 8.

Plans for the most convenient mode of
landing or embarking passengers, carriages,

&c., &c., at George’s Pier-head, Liverpool. A
Premium of 200/. will be given for the Plan
selected and acted upon, and a Premium of 100/.
will be given for that Plan which may be deemed
to be the next inutility. March 19.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuhig week.

Monday, March 3.—Entomological, 17, Old
Bond-street, 8 p.m.

; Chemical (Society of Arts),
Adelphi, 8 p.m.

;
Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

8 P.M.

Tuesday, 4.—Linncean, Soho-square, 8 p.m.
;

Horticultural, 21, Regent-street, 3 p.m.; Civil
Engineers, 25, Great George- street, 8 p.m.
Wednesday, 5.—Society of Arts, Adelphi, 8

P.M.

Thursday, 6. — Zoological, Hanover-square,
3 p.m. ; Royal, Somerset House, 8i p.m.

; An-
tiquaries, Somerset House, 8 p.m.

Friday, 7. — Royal Institution, Albemarle-
street, 8) p.m.

; Botanical, 20, Bedford -street,

Covent-garden, 8 p.m.
Saturday, 8.—Royal Botanic, Regents-park, 4

r.M.
;

Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-street,
8 p.m. ; Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street (Anni-
versary).

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ W. F. P.”

—

The sketch is declinedwith thanks.
“ New Corn Exchange, Romford.”

—

We cannot
lend ourselves to attacks on individuals without
beingfully satisfied that they are just. The papers
sent give no such assurance. As to the amount of
premium offered, if architects can be found suf-
ficiently foolish to submit plans for a Corn-
Exchange, Lecture and Reading-rooms, 8fc., to a
tribunal of which they knoiv nothing, for the
remote chance of obtaining ten guineas ! they will
deserve just what they are likely to get, namely,
their trouble and outlay for their pains and
weakness.

“Pro bono publico” (Colchester) must re-
member that we have many classes of readers
to gratify. His wishes, however, shall not be
lost sight of.

“The Rev. W. D.” (Montreal).

—

Any informa-
tion on the state of architecture and building in
the colonies ivill be acceptable.

“A Hand-railist” inquires “ what course we
would recommend to a person who knew how to

construct an exceedingly useful and valuable
machine ofnovel character, but whose means were
not such as would enable him to obtain a patent.”

—

Consult confidentially some capitalist.

“ The Rev. J. F.” (Yorkshire).

—

The appeal
shall be read. As to the drawings, it would be
wrong to ansiver without seeing them; hut we
have nc doubt they would be useful.

“ D. W. B.”

—

We “ are quite willing to aid the
wishes and intentions of those who are resolved to

agitate the subject of Architectural Competitions,
until a system, acknowledging principles ofjustice
and honesty (at least), shall become recognized
but we think the “ Translator” has hardly case
enough at present.

“ M. B. A.”

—

Next week.
“A Subscriber” (Liverpool) wishes to be re-

ferred to the best tvorks on copper-smelting, and
the construction of smelting-furnaces, with the
names of the publishers.
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“ G. L.” (City-road) shall beicrilten lo.

“ Railway Masonry.”

—

Messrs. Groombridge

and Sons, of Paternoster-row, and Mr. Thumam,

of Carlisle, intend very shortly to issue a new

edition of the late Peter Nicholson’s work on

Railway Masonry.
Received: Part I. of Dr. Young's Lectures

on Natural Philosophy ; edited by the Rev. P.

Kelland. (Taylor and Walton.)—Dolman’s Ma-

gazine, No. 1 .—Minutes of Proceedings of the

Institution of Civil Engineers — D. Finney—
J. W. S—An Enquirer.

Current $ricc3 of Moott anti jftetab.

February 25, 1845.

£. s. d. £. s. d.

Box, Turkey, bd. per ton.

.

4 0 0 — 6 0 0

Cedar, Pencil, per foot .

.

0 0 3 — 0 0 4

Cuba 0 0 3 — 0 0 4

N. S. Wales .... 0 0 3J

—

0 0 5i
Green, per ton .. 5 5 0 — 9 0 0

Ebony, Ceylon, large .... 6 0 0 — 7 0 0

small .... 4 10 0 — 5 15 0

Madagascar, small 5 0 0 — 6 0 0

Lignum Vit.«, Jamaica .. 3 0 0 — 5 0 0

St. Domingo .... 8 0 0 — 12 0 0

Mahogany, Cuba, per foot 0 0 8 — 0 1 2

St. Domingo .... 0 0 9 — 0 1 2

0 51— 0 010

Timber :

—

Teake, African, per load .

.

11 0 0 — 12 0 0

Oak, Quebec 7 0 0 — 7 10 0

Fir, Riga 4 7 6 — 0 0 0

Dantzic and Memel .

.

4 0 0 — 4 10 0

Swedish 3 17 6 — 4 0 0

Pine, Quebec, red, per load 4 5 0 — 4 7 6

yellow .... 4 0 0 — 0 0 0

Miramichi & St. Johns 4 10 0 — 0 0 0

Wainscot Logs, 18 ft. each 5 10 0 — 0 0 0

Lathwood, Memel, &c. fm. 9 0 0 — 0 0 0

Deals, Gefle, 14ft. 3in. by 9 31 0 0 — 32 0 0

Stockholm 28 0 0 — 29 0 0

Gottenburg,12ft.3by9 27 0 0 — 0 0 0

Christiana, lst& 2nd

St. Petersb'g, Memel,
30 0 0 — 31 0 0

Dantzic, 12f.l J 11 in.

Quebec yellow Pine,

18 10 0 — 19 0 0

first quality 17 0 0 — 18 0 0

second ditto 13 0 0 — 0 0 0

White Spruce, 120.. 18 0 0 — 21 0 0

Dantzic Deck, each.. 0 18 0 — 1 6 0

Plank, Dantzic Oak, load.. 9 0 0 — 10 0 0

Staves, Baltic, per 1200..

Quebec Pipe, 1200
140 0 0— 0 0 0

70 0 0 — 0 0 0

Copper—Brit. Cake, p. ton 84 0 0 —• 0 0 0

Tile 83 0 0 —• 0 0 0

Sheet, p. lb. 0 0 9i-• 0 0 0

Old 0 0 8£— 0 0 0

South Amer., ton 71 0 0—
Iron, British Bars 8 5 0—

Rods 8 15 0—
Hoops 10 5 0 —
Sheets 11 0 0—

Cargo in Wales, Bars 7 10 0—
Pigs No. 1, Wales .. 5 0 0—

No. 1, Clyde .. 4 10 0—
Swedish 10 10 0—

Lead— British, Pig, p. ton 16 15 0—
Sheet, milled .... 17 5 0 —
Shot, patent .... 19 15 0 —
Red or Minium .. 21 10 0—
White 23 10 0—
Litharge 20 0 0—

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0
5 0
0 0

0 0

0 0

Spanish Pig

Steel—Swedish Keg ....

Faggot

Tin— In blocks, p. cwt. .

Ingots

In Bars 3

Banca 3

Straits 3

Peruvian 1

Plates,p. box,225 shts.

—

No. I.C. 13f by 10 in. 1

LX 1

Spelter—On the spot, ton 22

Delivery 22

Zinc, English Sheet 32

Orsidew lb. 0

Quicksilver lb. 0

0 0—
6 0 0—
7 0 0 —
3 11 0—
3 11 0—

13 0—
4 0—
2 0 —
7 0 -

Embarrassed circumstances.
—PERSONS IN DIFFICULTIES being desirou;

availing themselves of the Benefit ofLORD BROUGHAM’S
HUMANE ACT. are requested to apply to MESSRS.
GRAND AND CO., of 54, Coleman-street, City, where
every information may be obtained, FREE OF EX-
PENSE, or arrangements can be made with Creditors,

by which means the painful necessity of resorting to

BANKRUPTCY or INSOLVENCY may in many cases

be avoided.—N.B. Partnership accounts adjusted.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY, i

TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. KENT and CO.,AND
MANUFACTURERS,

11, GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON,.

IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND PATENTEES.

P RACI 1CAI, ASSISTANCE GIVEN to

parties taking Letters Patent, by Mr. J. WILSON,
Engineer and Patent Agent. Every description of business

relating to or connected with Patents, Registration of De-

signs, Patent Agency, &c., conducted at his offices, 1 6 ,

CHANCERY-LANE, opposite Carey-street. Negotiations

entered into with parties wishing to dispose of or purchase

patented or registered inventions. Every necessary infor-

mation may be obtained at the offices as above, where also

may be had printed instructions (gratis), to which Mr. W.
begs particularly to draw the attention of parties about to

take out patents
Mechanical drawings of every description, original designs

for machinery, models, &c., executed with dispatch and

economy.

Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of 1

quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, t

which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer qualit

and durability to apparent cheapness,

oooooo.—7 in. Dusters,

oooooo.—7 in. ditto, extra.

oooo.—Ground Brushes.
Plasterers’ Brushes.
Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.
Sash Tools, and Common Tools.

Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other i

Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kint

of Brushes, forwarded on application. Established 1777*

HOLBORN AND FINSBURY SEWERS, MIDDLESE3
rpHE COMMISSIONERS of SEWER,
X for the LIMITS give NOTICE, that their Officl

100 MARBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES.

THE WES I MINSTER MARBLE COM
PANY erahrace this opportunity of announcing ti

Builders and the Public generally, that in the first week ii

March they will offer their very large assortment of Vein,

Statuary. Black and Gold. Bardilla, and Black MARBLE
CHIMNEY-PIECES, manufactured in a superior manner

by machinery, at prices considerably below prime cost,

w-hich are far superior in quality and workmanship to those

manufactured for public auctions. By purchases made from

this stock a great saving will be effected, in addition ,n

the auction expenses.

The Company’s reason for making this sacrifice is their

intention to make new extensive alterations in their Shew-

rooins, previous to setting up their new stock for the ensuing

season, of which further notice will be given.

Direct. WESTMINSTE It MARBLE COMPANY, EARL-
STREET, HOLYWELL-STREET, MILLBANK.

Hatton Garden, is open daily between the hours of Ten a

Four, where information can he obtained (gratis) by person

about to Purchase or Rent Houses or Property, or take Lar,

for Building purposes, of the situation and level of tl

public Sewers, capable of affording sufficient Drainage, an

which they recommend all such Persons to apply for attl

above Office. Bv the Court.

STABLE and LUSH, Clerks.

TO CIVIL ENGINEERS, RAILWAY
CON TRACTORS, &c.—A most respectable Young

Person (educated as CIVIL ENGINEER), who has had the

are and superintendence of important and extensive Works
„n Railways, Docks. Bridges, &c. He has a practical know-

ledge of Drawing, Surveying, Levelling, Setting out of

Cuttings, Embankments,Tunnels, and Engineering-works ge-

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

Notice is hereby given, ths

the Commissioners of Sewers for Holborn

Finsbury divisions, Middlesex, will meet at their office i

Hatton-garilen, on Friday, the 14th day of March nes

at Two o’clock in the afternoon precisely, to recer i

TENDERS for building a Sewer in the City-road, Sai !

Luke’s, near Charles-strect, for a length of about 4

feet; and lowering an existing Sewer southward, to tl
•

extent of about 130 feet, conformably to Plans and a Spec !

fication, which may be seen daily between the hours

ten and three. The parties offering must attend at t!

above time of meeting with their Tenders sealed up, whi<

must contain the names of two sureties, for the d

execution of the works. The Commissioners will r

consider themselves bound to accept the lowest Tender.

By the Court, Stable and Lush, Clerks.;

Office of Sewers, Hatton-garden,

February 22nd, 1845.

nera'ly, and being naturally possessed of great talent and

perseverance, would be found useful to go through any hard

and difficult works. He would not object to any other i

cupation in which he might be useful cither at home or

COURT OF SEWERS FOR WESTMINSTER,
PART OF MIDDLESEX, No. I, Greek-street, Sol

square.

£

abroad, and accept a moderate salary, and produce i

tisfactory testimonials from eminent engineers and scientific

men. Address to Alpha, at Mr. Everett’s, bookseller, John-

son’s-court, Fleet-street, London.

TO THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY.

T r. longley. PICTURE FRAME-
• MAKER, No. 4, OXFORD-STREET, near Tot-

tenham Court-road, begs to inform his Friends and the Pub-

lie that he has on hand a large and well-assorted Stock of

Picture and other Frames. Cornices, &c., of superior quality

and the newest designs, at 25 per cent, less than any other

house in the trade.

Portrait Framas, 30 in. by 25 in j£1 2 6

Sir Thomas Lawrence do. do 1 6 0

All Frames manufactured on the premises, and warranted

not to crack or tarnish, and double gilt with the best leaf

gold. Artists and the trade supplied. Old Frames, &c., re-

gilt.

17 10 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

24 10 0

0 0 0

16 10 0

16 10 0

0 0 0

3 12 0

3 12 0
0 0 0
3 5 0

0 0 0

1 13 0

E G.’s TRACING-PAPER.— It is

• warranted to take Ink, Oil, or Water colour, and

is sold by MESSRS. ROBERSON AND CO., SOLE
AGENTS, 51, LONG-ACRE, at the following cash prices:—

THIN TRACING-PAPER.
60 by 40, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.

40 by 30, at 7/. 0s. „
30 by 20, at 31. 15s. ,,

THICK TRACING-
40 by 30, at 14/. 0s. per Ream,
30 by 20,

‘ —

7 s. 6d.

N. B.— Every sheet is stamped with the Initials of the

Manufacturer.
This beautiful and unequalled article is allowed to be the

cheapest and most useful Paper hitherto introduced to the

public, as will be best proved by a trial.

E. WOLFF & SON’S
NKWLY-INVEN TED

MATHEMATICAL PENCILS,

riiu BUILDERS and Others interested :

X buildings or in ground for building upon, within t

district under the jurisdiction of this Court, drained by watt

courses falling into the river Thames, between the city

London and the parish of Fulham.
The Commissioners hereby give notice, that by an

the 47th Geo. III. (chap. 7. local) it is required that, pi

viously to the making of any new sewer in any street, lar

or public way, or in any part intended to become a strei

lane, or public way, or to carry off or drain off water from ai

house, building, yard, or ground, into any sewer under th<

management, or within their jurisdiction, a notice in writii

shall he given to them, or to their clerk at their office, a:

that such new sewer or sewers shall be constructed and mai

in such manner and form as shall be directed by the a

Commissioners, and not otherwise.

And. in order to prevent the serious evils and mconver

ences that must arise from ground proposed to be built up

being excavated at too great a depth, the Commission*

have directed that, up#n application being made at thisoffi

previous to the excavat'u ( such ground, information ahi

be given as to the lowest depth at which the same c“
drained. .

And the Commissioners do also give notice that, whe

ever the lower floors or pavements of buildines shall ha

been laid so low as not to admit of their being drained wi

a proper current, they will not allow any sewers, or drai

into sewers, to be made for the service of such buildings

It is recommended to all persons about to purchase or

houses, or other premises, to ascertain whether such premis

have separate and distinct drains into common sewers.

All petitions must be delivered at this office at least thi

clear days before they are presented to the Commissioners ; a

all such petitions will be called on in the order of their app

cation, and the name of any party not present when call

on to support the application will be struck out, and the pi

ceedings must in consequence be commenced de novo.

All communications made with any sewer without leave

the Commissioners, will be cut off, and the parties maki

the same will subject themselves to a fine.

By order of the Court,

LEWIS C. HERTSLET, Clerk.

METHEMATICIANS, ARCHITECTS, & ENGINEERS,
Warranted to retain a very fine Point.

E. WOLFF AND SON, in introducing their Extra Hard
Lead Pencils for Mathematical and Architectural purposes,

beg to draw attention to the advantages resulting from theii

adoption in preference to the ordinary Pencils. They are

made to six distinct sizes, by which means they can be fitted

to all instruments, and are so constructed that each Pencil

may be cut in halves without waste
;
thus making two Pencils

each of a length, and most convenient for use, and obviating

the difficulties existing with respect to the ordinary Pencils.

E. W. and Son have also half-round Pencils, suitable

for the Spring Bow, thus preventing the necessity of

dividing the Pencil down the centre. They are made of

extremely Hard Lead, of the finest quality, which will retain

a very fine point and give a clear .even, and distinct line.

—

Price 4s. per dozen.

PATTERN OF SIZES.

4 round 1 2 3 4 5 6

ABVBRTZSE1VSEITTS. w
TO ARCHITECTS.—To be SOLD, Sir

WILLIAM CHAMBERS’S TREATISE on the

DECORATIVE PART of CIVIL ARCHITECTURE,
with valuable Notes and Examinations of Grecian Archi-

tecture, by Joseph Gwilt. Numerous fine plates, two very i

large vols., imperial 8vo., half-morocco, gilt backs, for 32s.

1825. Apply to Thomas Cole, bookseller, 38, Princcs-street,

Leicester-square. Only a few copies remain for sale.

“ The only text-book in the language.”—Walpole.

A Sample of each size will be sent by Post to any part of

the Kingdom, on the receipt of Postage Stamps equal to

the amount.
Drawing Pencils of the best quality, for Architects and

Engineers, warranted free from grit : the Him and hhuh are

particularly recommended.— Price 5s. per dozen.

May be" had of all Instrument Makers and Stationers,

and at the Manufacturers’, 23, Church-street, Spitalfields,

London.

Hatcher's bennenden tili
MACHINE, Manufactured and Sold only by CO:

TAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Agricultural Impleme

Makers, &c., 2, Winsley-strcct, Oxford-street, London.

This is the most efficient Machine that has been invent,

for the purpose of making Drain Tiles. Any shaped 1

can be made by merely changing the die. which can be du
in a few minutes, it requires but few hands, viz., c

man and three boys. With this amount of labour, the p
duct of a day of 10 hours is as follows, viz :— :

1 inch diameter of I 1| inches diameter of

Tile, 11,000
|

Tile, 5,6

li „ „ „ ,, 8,000 | 2J „ „ „ 3,S

The Machine is moveable dow n the drying-sheds, so tl

it requires no extra boys to carry the Tiles, nor are shel'i

required in drying. It has been in full operation 1

upwards of four months at Hempstead Park, near Cra

brook, Kent. No charge made lor Patent dues or licene

The purchase of the machine includes free use of it.
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II E applications made to us

for information on various

points in the Metropolitan

Buildings Act are still so

numerous, as to lead us to

believe that a large propor-

tion of our readers are greatly interested in

the subject. The inquiry, When may we omit
sending for the district surveyor? has been

repeated, it is hardly necessary to say, often er

than any other. One correspondent, a re-

ipectable builder, whose letter represents a
lozen others now before us, asks :

—

“ Can you inform me, if it is really neces-

ary that notice should be given to the district

urveyor of such trifling works as the follow-

ng, viz. : in fixing a kitchen range, for instance,

t is generally necessary to cut or bore a hole
hrough thejaumb, to lay on the service from
he feeding cistern

;
another case is, that of

lying on service-pipes or gas-mains to houses,
'here it is often necessary that the pipes should
e carried through the walls? Surely no dis-

•ict surveyor would compel the giving of
otice in such cases, although I am well aware
le wording of the Act is very strong, two days’
otice being required to be given, sec. i3,

before any party wall
, external wall

, chimney
ack or flues

,
shall be begun to be built, pulled

non, rebuilt, cut into, or altered .’ Another
ise of far greater importance, is that respect-

!g chimney-tubes, &c., above four feet high,

chedule F states that all such pots, tubes, &c.
diall be fixed two feet at the least into the
rick orstone-work of the flue;’ now if I make
iy tubes so as to slip doion two feet into the
ue, is it necessary that I give notice to the
strict surveyor before so doing? This
ipears to me to be a point of great im-
irtance to the building trade, and I trust will

on be settled officially. It appears to me it

n never be meant that in all such trifling

ses notice must be given, and a (I will not

y the) fee paid, as in many cases the fee
mid be far more than the value of the work
»ne, and what for ? It would simply have
e effect of increasing the fees of the district
rveyor, without any adequate advantage to

e public, who would have to bear the
pense, which, in very many cases, would
equal to the poor rates. In order that these,
d many other points of such great import-
ce to the builder, should he settled without
lay, I would suggest that a society be formed
the builders for their protection; for

iuld a difference arise between the builder
i the district surveyor, it would be well
it such a matter should be settled at once,
d that the best advice should be had. It
uld fall hard on a single individual to be
t to the expense and inconvenience of settling
nts which concern the trade

; besides, the
trict surveyors have a society of their own
that purpose.”

We referred to the points raised in the forego-
• letter in our leading article of January the
b (p. 37 ante), and expressed our opinion
t, strictly speaking, a man may not let in an
n air-brick, for example, to his front or
k wall, or make a hole for a bell-wire'
the street-door, without sending notice to

the district surveyor, and paying such fee as
may be ordered by the official referees. Section
13 says two days’ notice shall be given before
any matter or thing shall be done which by
this Act is placed under the supervision
of the surveyor, unless specially excepted.
And schedule L provides, that for any service
performed by any surveyor, which is required
by this Act, but not comprehended under the
stated heads, such a fee is to be paid as
the official referees may order, not exceeding-
21.

There seems to be no doubt that wherever
instructions are given in the Act for the per-
formance of certain things, wherever a mode
is prescribed for the execution of works, they
are placed under the supervision of the sur-
veyor, and he may demand notice and a fee.

Relative, then, to fixing chimney-pots, tubes,
funnels, or cowls, if more than 4 feet above
the brick or stone-work of the flue, insomuch
as schedule F provides, that in that case
they must be fixed at leust 2 feet into the brick
orstone-work of the flue, notice to the district

surveyor (whose duty it is to see the provisions
of the Act carried out) is required, and a fee
may be demanded. Mr. Biers, in a letter to

us on this subject (p. 45 ante), says, it cannot
be admitted that the Act requires any notice to
the district surveyor, and less so that any fee
is payable if the directions be properly attended
to. “I am borne out in this opinion,” continues
Mr. Biers, “ upon reference to the amended
Bill in the committee of the House of Com-
mons, previous to the amendments and altera-

tions proposed to the committee of the House,
and assented to by them. In that Bill, among a
great many other objectionable fees, was a fee
specially set forth, of 10s. for inspecting
chimney-pots, shafts, funnels, &c., above a
certain height;” and which Mr. B. says, was
expunged in consequence of the objections
raised.

Taking out the special fee, however, while
the clause remained that the fee for any
service required by the Act and performed by
any surveyor, not specified, should be appointed
by the referees, did not get rid of its pay-
ment, but simply left open the question of
“ bote much.'’ Let us hope that the referees
may name a fee for this, and similar trifling

services, so low as to prevent just complaint. If,

moreover, the enactment in question should lead
to greater attention to the construction and ar-
rangement of flues and fire-places, so as to
obviate the necessity for unsightly and danger-
ous long pipes and cowls, it will, after all, do
good service.

The steps to be pursued before taking down
and rebuilding party-walls are matters in dis-
pute, and shall have our early attention.
Several cases are now before the referees, and
will be decided in a few days. A letter on one
of them will be found in another part of the
present number.

An award of considerable importance has
been recently made by the referees. Schedule
K provides, with regard to back yards, or open
spaces attached to dwelling-houses, that “ every
house hereafter built or rebuilt, must have an
enclosed back yard or open space of at the
least one square, exclusive of any building
thereon, unless all the rooms of such house can
be lighted and ventilated from the street, or
from an area of the extent of at the least three-
quarters of a square above the level of the
second story, into which the owner of the
house to be rebuilt is entitled to open windows
for every room adjoining thereto.” The builder
of three houses at the corner of St. Martin’s-
lane and Cranbourn-street, thought that this

provision did not require one square, or even
three-fourths of a square, for each house, but
that a building owner might, if he pleased,
light and ventilate even three or more houses
into an open area of only one square, and in

this opinion he was supported by an eminent
architect. The district surveyor, however,
thought differently, and as at the houses in
question the area left was only 17 feet 6 inches
by 10 feet 7 inches, making little more than
lj square for the three houses, the works were
stopped, and the case submitted to the re-
ferees.

Their award was, “that inasmuch as ac-
cording to the plan which was submitted, the
buildings are to have each a back yard, each
such back yard must be of at the least one
square, containing one hundred superficial feet,
exclusive of any building thereon. And that
if the site of the proposed back yards were oc-
cupied by buildings to the level of the third
floor, then, inasmuch as the light and air
would not have to descend so low, an
area of three-quarters of a square, that
is to say an area of seventy-five superficial
feet, to each house instead of such back
yards of one square each would suffice,
but subject to the condition that the
owner of every such house be entitled to open
windows into such area for every such room
adjoining thereto. And that if more than one
of such houses be lighted and ventilated from
one and the same area, then such area must
consist of a space as many times greater than
three-fourths of a square of 100 superficial
feet, as there are more bouses than one having
rooms to he lighted and ventilated therefrom,
subject as to every house, to the aforesaid con-
dition, that owners thereof are entitled to
open windows into such area for every room
adjoining thereto.”

Ihe portion of schedule K which relates to
backyards, and under which this award is
made, seems obscure and defective, and the
referees have doubtless decided according to
what they believed was the intention of the
legislature. By requiring an area of three-
fourths of a square for each house, they ask no
more than is necessary for health, but it is cer-
tainly doubtful whether the strict words of the
schedule go so far. The requirement is, that
every house must have an enclosed back yard
or open space, of at least one square, unless all
the rooms can be lighted and ventilated from
the street, or from an area of at least three-
quarters of a square above the level of the
second story

;
but the schedule certainly does

not say that this area shall be appropriated ex-
clusively to this one house, any more than that
the street should be. And before this award
was made, we unquestionably should have
urged, there was nothing in the schedule to
prevent the erection of three or more houses,
around an area equal to three-fourths of a
square (inefficient as such an area would be),
provided the other requirementsof the schedule
were complied with.

British ARchaioLoGicaL Association
We have purposely omitted any allusion to
the unfortunate differences which have arisen
in the council of this association, hoping that a
little consideration would lead to an adjustment,
and knowing that every word that was prime d
would probably make this more difficult. The
objects of the association are so excellent
and its organization so far advanced, that we
should greatly lament to see its existence jeo-
pardized by what is, after all, a mere personalm smi to
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WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

In the last number of this journal, will be

found some suggestions for the better arrange-

ment of the monuments in this edifice. We
believe that the suhject has long engaged the

attention of the Dean and Chapter, and im-

portant changes would doubtless have been

made ere this, were not very considerable

difficulties in the way of alteration.

It is considered, that the removal of monu-

ments, originally in churches, to buildings of

distinct character, would be attended with

impropriety. If this view be persevered in, it

will be quite sufficient to obviate the removal to

Mr. Barry’s proposed quadrangle in New Palace-

yard. The arrangement advocated by us, has

been found to answer well in the Temple

Church, and would unquestionably be a great

improvement to the Abbey. However, matters

are not likely to remain long as they are, and

the attention bestowed, by those now in au-

thority, to the improvement of the building in

some 'other particulars, augurs well for its

future condition. It has been decided to eject

the organ from its present objectionable posi-

tion over the doorway of the rood-screen, where

it greatly impedes the view, from the nave, of

the eastern extremity of the building. It will

be divided into two portions, each of which

will stand on opposite ends beneath the arches,

the small choir organ being allowed to remain.

We are by no means ready to assent to the

opinion of Mr. Cockerell, and to consider the

organ well placed, as it now stands in the

Abbey, and in most of our cathedrals. The

length of the Gothic cathedral unquestionably

adds to the majesty of the pile, and we would

not sacrifice the effect, resulting from the long

perspective of the interior, which the original

architect tried successfully to gain, for the

supposed advantage in the modern arrange-

ment. We do not deny that the situation of a

building, and the approaches to it, do not

receive that attention in this day, which

resulted in so much delight to the beholder

in the temples of the Greeks. Our monu-

ments may not be effectively placed at the

ends of streets, or in open squares, but to

sacrifice the unquestionable advantages of

space, size, and length, in a building, is,

we deem, extending a favourite theory farther

than sound judgment warrants. Also, it

may be well to recollect, that the same rules

are not always applicable to what we are

looking at, and which is before our eyes, as

to that we are standing in, and which is around

and about us. The Gothic architects were

probably as well aware of the adjuncts to

beauty in a building as those of any age.

The organ at Westminster, seen from below,

is somewhat ineffective, but, on close ex-

amination, proves to be rather rich in ornament,

carved with elaborate care and delicacy, and

evincing considerable feeling for the style.

The stained glass for the windows of the

south transept has been completed by Messrs.

Ward and Nixon, and is already within the

precincts of the Abbey. We may, therefore,

expect to see something of it very shortly.

We believe that no decision has yet been

arrived at, as to the placing of seats for the

overflowing congregation in the transepts,

which change was so strongly commented

upon in some of the daily papers. If in-

creased accommodation be urgently demanded,

we trust it may be gained in some way less

opposed to the distinctive character of a Gothic

church. The works of architecture are the

most valuable records of the past, but their

importance is lessened or destroyed whenever

an innovation is permitted to creep in. The

nave and triforium were at one time occupied

bv worshippers, and a considerable number

might find room in either now. Were the

nave made available, there would probably be

a greater observance of decorum than appears

to be now practised by the visitors :
people

are too much accustomed to consider all that

is not in the choir the same as what is without

the walls of the church. The removal of the

monuments would have similar tendency.

We hope at no distant period to see the

unsightly stalls of the choir replaced by rich

and "elegant carving, equal to any existing.

The skill of modern artists in this branch

is not inferior to that of their predecessors,

yet, strange to say, it is little known or called

for. The space eastward of the stalls should

be enclosed with parcloses of wood or stone, as

in the cathedrals. H.

ON RENDERING PAPER-HANGINGS USE-

FUL AS WELL AS ORNAMENTAL.
BY MR. F. WHISHAW,

Paper-hangings are of several kinds,

some of which are made in imitation of velvet,

damask, chintzes, &c., while others are in

imitation of marbles, stucco-work, &c.

There are three methods by which paper-

hangings are painted: the first by printing

on the colours, the second by means of the

stencil, and the third by using the pencil as in

other kinds of painting.

In the first method the impression is

made by wooden blocks, in which the patterns

are cut, the parts to be shewn being made to

project from the surface by cutting away all

the other parts. The blocks being charged

with the required colour, properly tempered,

are pressed on the paper prepared with a

proper ground of colour or varnish.

The colour to be used by the printer is

spread on oil-cloth, laid on a flat block a little

larger than the print; this operation is per-

formed by an attendant, who spreads the colour

with a brush on the block, between every

stroke and impression made by the printer-

When the sheet is printed throughout, it

is hung up to dry, and the operation is repeated

with another piece of paper.

For each separate colour in a particular pat-

tern there is a separate block, so that a piece of

paper has to pass under the printer’s hands as

many times as there arc distinct colours in the

pattern to be produced; some modern papers

have required as many as seventy-two separate

blocks. The placing of the different blocks in

the exact position on the paper requires con-

siderable skill on the part of the printer.

The second method, which is adopted for

common paper-hangings, is merely to print

the outlines, and fill in the colours by sten-

cilling. r i i

The stencils are either of leather or oil-

cloth, ami are cut out to correspond with a I

the figures to be printed in one colour, and,

being“placed flat on the paper to be printed,

the colour is rubbed over the upper side,

thus passing through all the parts cut out,

and giving the proper impression on the paper

below. , ..

This method is only applicable for patterns

of the most common description, it being im-

possible to represent fine lines by the sten-

cilling process.

The third method, VIZ., by pencilling, is

only used for the more costly hangings in

imitation of Chinese and India papers, and

is performed in the same manner as other

paintings in water or varnish
;

sometimes

the outline is printed, and then the colouring

performed by pencilling. The first of the

three methods which I have endeavoured

briefly to describe is the one in ordinary use,

in which the order of printing is first to lay

on the ground colour, next the various

shades, then the lights, and lastly the outline.

Very tine lines and points, or dots, are in-

troduced by means of rules and points of the

particular forms required, which arc let into

the wooden blocks, as types are let into the

small blocks used for printing illustrations to

b

°The above is only an outline of the ordi-

nary methods used
;

but, as my object is to

introduce a system of useful paper-hangings,

I need not enter more into detail with regard

to methods in practice of producing the finest

specimens of hangings, but proceed at once

to the object of this communication.

My mind has long been impressed with the

idea of rendering the modern hangings of walls

useful as well as ornamental.

For this purpose I have proposed that

useful information should, in the more or-

namental patterns, be so blended with the

design as not to disfigure it, and thus orna-

ment, with amusement and instruction com

bined, would add greatly to the value of

paper-hangings, and often serve as a ready

mode of reference for information desned.

When warned especially for use, without

any regard to ornamental appearance as,

for instance, Sunday and other schools, for

the lecture-room of colleges and semmai les

X propose to introduce the information in

^
I have arranged, mixed with several ordi-

nary patterns, some specimens illustrative

of my proposition; and, I think, it will be

allowed that in one or two of them the pat-

terns are not disfigured by the introduction

of the useful information they contain in the

shape of historical and other facts. ft

In one pattern I have introduced words in

several languages, which would be especially

useful if carried out to a sufficient extent. I

The greatest— indeed I believe the only ob-

jection which has been raised against the

introduction of these useful paper-hangings is

the cost. . 1

Now, for patterns likely to be extensively

used in infant and other schools and semina-

ries, it would be worth while to cut out the

writing in wood blocks, or fix in metal letters

for each particular sentence to be introduced.

Another mode I propose is, to have move-

able types introduced into a frame, so arranged

as to form a substitute for one of the numerous

blocks required in cases where the pattern is

made up of a variety of colours. Thus, when as

many copies as are likely to be required at the

time' have been printed, the type is to be dis-

tributed, and again set up for another piece of

information, while the rest of the pattern is

printed with the different blocks as usual.

A third mode which I propose is to print

the patterns complete in the ordinary way,

leaving, however, spaces for the writing to be

inserted according to the style and fancy or

individuals. This is by no means so expensi ve

a method as persons unacquainted with the

process would be led to suppose. Transactions

of Soc. of Arts, Vol. LV.

[A similar suggestion appears in Loudon’s

“Encyclopaedia of Cottage and Villa Archi-

tecture.” There is no reason but the expense,

says the Encyclopaedia, why a geographical

paper should not be formed; or one exhibiting

all the principal rivers, mountains, and cities

in the world
;
or the portraits of eminent men

with their names; or perpetual almanacs; or

lists of weights and measures
;
or chronologi-

cal or arithmetical tables
;
or, in short, any use-

ful and instructive subject which it would be

beneficial to the cottager to have constantly be-

fore bis eves. We all know bow easily, and

yet how deeply, the mind is impressed with ob-

jects that we are continually in the habit ol

seeing
;
and that what is learned through that

medium in childhood is rarely, if ever, tor-

gotten in after life. There is also a paper on

this same subject in the ninth volume ot the

“ Penny Magazine,” p. 52, with an engraved

pattern: We should be glad to see it carried

out.—

E

d.]

BURIAL-GROUND PRACTICES.

Since the publication in our journal ot

Mr. G. A. Walker’s communications on tin
Mr. tr. .ft. naihci » .

subject of proceedings at Spaheld s burial-

irround, evidence has been adduced not sunpl;

confirmatory of all that was then asserted, bu

of horrors and atrocities almost incredible

and public attention is so fully aroused, that w
mav now confidently expect, before long, son.

legislative enactment to protect her Majesty

lieges from the fatal evils of the system. On

witness, a lady, stated before the magistrate a

Clerkenwell, that she lived in a house near th

grave yard, but had been obliged to leave r

as well as many other persons in the neigh

bourhood, in consequence of the intolerabl

and unearthly stench proceeding from tl]

bone-house. One frosty night the smell ws

still worse than usual. She and her so

ascended the top nf the wash-house, wbtc

commands a view of the ground, thick voluin.

of smoke and sparks were issuing from tt

chimney of the bone- house; she saw two me

carrying something in a basket which appear,

very soft and to shake; took it to be hum!

flesh. Her tenants who lived near the plai

were constantly complaining of illness fro

the smell. The weather became hot, and tu

of the children died from putrid fever. “ Gre

sensation” was excitedby this statement, say

newspaper accounts; and well there mlg

The loud cheering with which Sir Jam

Graham wasgreeted in the House of Commot

when he said this ease was one in which,

clearly made out, he should certainly be .

dined to interfere, shewed plainly the state

public opinion on the subject. The audaci

displayed by the manager, Mr. A. Bird, in t

coni denial of the fads as first mentioned, a'

I threat of legal proceedings, which we admitt
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into our columns, almost hoping:, for the sake
of humanity, that the statement of which he
complained was exaggerated,—has seldom been
surpassed. This rara avis will be thought a
“ black swan,” we fear.

TRAFALGAR-SQUARE FOUNTAINS.
After many months of expectation and

preparation the two fountains have at last
made their appearance in the centre of the
two large basins made to receive them, which
have been so often and so facetiously reported
upon by our ubiquitous friend Punch. The
first thing that strikes the spectator, on looking
at these tazz:i, is their diminutiveness when
compared to the extent of the square, and also
to the basins in which they are placed; there is
no doubt but that they are a trifle too small. I
venture to think myself that the effect would
have been much better if the upper tazza of
each of the fountains had been equal in size to
die bottom one as now erected, and the bottom
3ne itself some three feet larger in diameter.
Perhaps the difficulty of getting good sound

blocks of granite, suitable for a basin of such
arge dimensions, was considered as a matter
>f too much uncertainty to run the risk of
ittempting

;
but still even admitting the pro-

>able difficulty, I think an attempt might
lave been made to get a block sufficiently
arge that the whole proportion of the fountains
night have been very considerably increased,
o as to render them suitable to the great
pace they have to fill.

The fact of their being surrounded on three
ides with a high wall, and on the remaining
ide with a lofty column, is a certain argument
hat unless they were of large dimensions, they
vould appear smaller than they really are, anil
suit comparatively insignificant when viewed
n juxtaposition with the surrounding ohiects
tvertopping them on all sides.
Taken hy themselves, without any reference

0 their local position, they are exceedingly
haste in design, plain, simple, and unadorned,
s all works in granite ever should be, without
ny attempt at minute detail, or elaborate
eulpture. Ornamental work, when made of
ranite loses all its effect, if cut up into any
lung like florid design, trucery, or open-work
s it is quite contrary to the character of the
tone

;
so far, then, these fountains are strictly

1
keeping, in my opinion, with the character

f the material of which they are made, and,
ith the exception above alluded to, also in
eeping with the prevailing design of the
juare itself. Not that I consider the design of
ic terraces, &c., the best that might have
?en adopted for such a situation, as I feel
in vineed that there are several errors in the
•tistic perspective of the general planning
the square and terraces, which, in certain

jsmons, have any thing but a pleasing

With respect to the workmanship andskilldis-
ayed in the finish of these fountains, I think it
ay be unhesitatingly stated, that there is no-
ung in the country of the same material to
irpass, if indeed to equal them; they are made
fine, deep red-coloured Peterhead granite, so
ic y chiseled and polished, as to be equal in
finance to the finest and smoothest statuary
arble; on this head, at least, they have elicited
e highest admiration from practical men and
nnoisseurs in such matters.
They are the work of the Messrs. Mac-
maid, who made the pedestal for the
ellington statue in front of the Royal Ex-
ange, also a very beautiful specimen of
anite work

; the hydraulic part of the matter
intrusted to Messrs. Easton and Amos, who
a well known for their practical acquaintance
tli such matters

; the water to supply them tains is obtained from two wells, one in
>nt of the National Gallery and the other he-
ld it which are connected together by means
a tunnel, that of course passes directly
derthe National Gallery, behind which is
0 placed the engine-house for raising the
[uired water into the tanks, &c., before it is
ced through the fountains, which will he at
! r

J
te of between five and six hundred gallons

hour : it will be forced up a consider-
e height from the central jet; it will then be
eived into the first or upper basin or tazza,
;r the sides of which it will flow into the
ond basin or tazza in a continuous stream,
1 from hence into the large basin

;
in addi-

n to which there are four spouts from the

dolphin’s heads immediately under the bottom
basin. 1 lie lower fall, however, would be much
more effective if it stood on a higher base than
at present.

Joseph Lockwood, Surveyor.
G, Childs-place, Temple.

JOHN SMEATON, THE ENGINEER.

Mr. Parker has commenced the publi-
cation of a series of instructive books at
low prices for general use in families,
under the title of “ Collections in Popular
Literature.” They include history, bio-
graphy, science, travels, and miscellanies,
and though uniform in appearance and ob
ject, each work is complete in itself. To
one of the volumes of this series, in the class
of science, we have already referred. The
following sketch of the life of Smeaton is from
the biographical scries, wherein it is proposed
to connect with the life of an individual the
history of the particular department of know-
ledge that he aided to extend. Thus, with
Watt, the steam-engine would he spoken of;
with Brindley, canals

;
and with Smeaton'

light-houses. In our present extracts we con-
fine ourselves to the individual, and may
perhaps speak of his great undertaking here-
after.

6

John Smeaton was born the 28th of May,
1724, at Ansthorpe, near Leeds, Yorkshire.
Little is recorded of his parentage or early
education : hut we find that his father was a
respectable attorney, and thatthe family lived in
a house built by the grandfather of the younger
Smeaton.
Smeaton seems to have been born an en-

gineer. The originality of his genius and the
strength of his understanding appeared at a
very early age. His playthings were not the
toys of children, but the tools men work with

;

and his greatest amusement was to observe arti-
ficers, and to ask them questions. Having
watched some millwrights at work, he con-
ceived the idea of constructing a windmill, and,
to the alarm of his friends, was one day per-
ceived on the top of his father’s barn attempt-
ing to fix his model. On another occasion he
accompanied some men who went to fix a
pump at a neighbouring village, and observing
them cut off a piece of bored pipe, he managed
to procure it, and made a working model of a
pump that raised water very well. These
anecdotes are related of him while he was yet
a mere child in petticoats, and probably before
he had attained his sixth year. At the age of
fourteen or fifteen he had made for himself an
engine to turn rose-work, and he made several
presents to his friends of boxes in wood and
ivory, as specimens of its operation.

In the year 1742, Mr. Holmes, afterwards
his partner in the Deptford Water-works,
visited Smeaton, and could not conceal his
astonishment at the mechanical skill displayed
by the young engineer; he forged his iron and
steel and melted his metal

;
he had tools of

every sort for working in wood, ivory, and
metals. He had made a lathe, by which he
had cut a perpetual screw in brass, a thing
very little known at that day. All these re-
sources were not furnished to him by rich and
wealthy parents, nor had he the advantage of
masters in his various pursuits

;
on the con-

trary, by the strength of his genius, and by
indefatigable industry, he acquired at the age
of eighteen an extensive set of tools, and the
art of working in most of the mechanical
trades, and Mr. Holmes, himself a good
mechanic, says that few men could work
better.

Astronomy was one of his most favourite
studies, and he contrived and made several
astronomical instruments for himself and
friends. In later years, after fitting up an
observatory at his 'house at Ansthorpe, he
devoted much time to it when he was there,
even in preference to engineering

Smeaton’s father being an attorney, was
desirous to educate his son for the same pro-
fession. He was therefore sent to London
in 1742, where during a few terms he attended
court

;
but finding the legal profession dis-

tasteful to him, and not to suit “the bent of
his genius,” he wrote a strong memorial on
the subject to his father, who had the good
sense to allow him from that time to pursue
the path which nature pointed out to him. He
continued to reside in London, and about the
year 1750 he commenced the business of

mathematical instrument maker. In 1751 he
invented a machine to measure a ship’s way at
sea, and a compass of peculiar construction,
touched hy Dr. Knight’s artificial magnet. He
made two voyages in company with Dr. Knight
for the purpose of ascertaining the merits of
these contrivances.

In 1753 he was elected a fellow of the
Royal Society, and his admirable papers in-
serted in the Transactions of that body suffi-
ciently evince how highly he deserved that
distinction. In 1759 lie received hy an unani-
mous vote their gold medal, for his paper
entitled “A 11 Experimental Inquiry concern-
ing the natural powers of wind and water to
tiun nulls and other machines depending on a
circular motion.” This paper was the result
or experiments made on working models in
75- !,n(

j
1/53, but not communicated to the

society till 1759, by which time he had had
abundant opportunity of applying these expe-
riments to practice in a variety of cases, and
for various purposes, so as to assure the
society that he had found them to answer. He
discovered hy these means that wind and
water could he made to do one-third more
than was before known. In the year I 754
he made a voyage to Holland, travelling for
the most part on foot, or in the trekschuiten or
drag-boats, the national conveyance of the
country, and thus made himself acquainted
with the most remarkable works of art in the
low countries.

In December, 1755, the Eddystone Light-
house was burnt down. Mr. Weston the
chief proprietor, and others, were desirous of
rebuilding it in the most substantial manner,
and through the recommendation of the Earl
of Macclesfield, whose friendly conduct to
bmeaton we have already noticed, they were
induced to appoint Smeaton as the most
proper person to rebuild it.

Smeaton undertook the work, and completed
it in the summer of 1759. The completion
ot the work does not seem to have had the
immediate effeetof procuring him full employ-
ment as a civil-engineer: in 1 764, bein°- in
Yorkshire, he offered himself a candidate”for
the office of one of the receivers to the Green-
wich Hospital estates;* and on the 31st
December in that year he was appointed, at a
lull hoard at Greenwich Hospital, in a manner
highly flattering to himself. In this appoint-™ent= h ® " as greatly assisted hy his partner
Mr. \\ alter, who managed the accounts, and
eft Smeaton leisure and opportunity to exert
his abilities on public works, as well as to
make many improvements in the mills, and in
the estates of Greenwich Hospital. By the
jear 1775 he had so much business as an
engineer, that he wished to resign this appoint-
ll

il

entL^ u *' was Prevailed upon to continue in
the office about two years longer.
Among the many valuable public services of

Smeaton a few only can be mentioned in this
place. He completed the erection of new
lighthouses at Spurn Head at the mouth of
the Humber: he built the fine bridge over
the I ay at Perth : he laid out the line of the
great canal connecting the Forth and Clyde,
and made the river Calder navigable; a work
that required great skill and judgment, on
account of its impetuous floods. On the open-
ing of the great arch at London-bridge hy
throwing two arches into one, and the removal
of a large pier, the excavation around and
under the starlings was so considerable, that
the bridge was thought to be in great danger
of falling. Smeaton was then in Yorkshire,
hut was sent for by express, and arrived with
the utmost dispatch: on his arrival the fear
that the bridge was about to fall prevailed so
generally, that few persons would pass over or
under it. Smeaton applied himself immedi-
ately to examine it, and to sound about the
starlings as minutely as possible: his advice
to the committee was to repurchase the stones
which had been taken from the middle pier,
then lying in Moorfields,and to throw them into
the river to guard the starlings. This advice was
adopted with the utmost alacrity, hy which
simple means the bridge was probably saved
iioin falling, and time afforded for securing it
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in a more effectual manner. “ This method of

stopping1 the impetuous ravages of water,

says Mr. Holmes, “he had practised before

with success on the river Calder ;
on my

calling on him in the neighbourhood of Wake-

field, he shewed me the effects of a great

flood, which had made a considerable passage

over the land; this he stopped at the bank of

the river, by throwing in a quantity of large

rough stones, which with the sand, and other

materials washed down by the river, filling up

their interstices, had become a barrier to keep

the river in its usual course.”

In 1771 Smeaton and Holmes made a joint

purchase of the wuter-works for supplying

Deptford and Greenwich with water. On ex-

amining the books of the former proprietors,

it appeared to have been a losing concern during

many years; but the skill of Smeaton soon

brought the undertaking into such a state as

to be of general use to those for whom it was

intended, and moderately profitable to himself

and partner. In noticing this subject Mr.

Holmes makes a few general remarks on the

character of Smeaton :
—“ His language either

in speaking or writing was so strong and

perspicuous, that there was no misunderstand-

ing his meaning, and I had that confidence in

his abilties as never to consider any plan of

improvement which he proposed, but only to

see it executed with scrupulous exactness; at

the same time, he was so open to reason in all

matters, that during a constant communication

of our opinions for upwards of twenty years,

after we had laid them fully before each other

we always agreed, and never had the slightest

difference.”

It must be remembered that Smeaton lived

before the time when the genius of Watt had

rendered the steam-engine the useful and

obedient servant of man
;

and consequently

that much of the power now furnished by

steam was then supplied by the wind. Hence

the mechanics of windmills was an important

study to the engineer, and Smeaton erected a

vast variety of mills in which he turned to

useful account the results of his experiments

in 1752 and 1753. His usual habit was to

confirm the conclusions of theory by direct

experiment. He also erected a steam-engine

at Ansthorpe, and made experiments thereon

to ascertain the power of Newcomen’s engine,

which he improved and brought to a far

greater degree of certainty both in its con-

struction and powers.

During many years the opinion of Smeaton

was held in such' high esteem, that no great

works were undertaken throughout the king-

dom without first applying to him
;
he was

constantly consulted in parliament, and was re-

garded as an ultimate reference on all difficult

questions connected with his profession. It

was his constant practice to make himself fully

acquainted with every subject before he would

engage in it, and then his known integrity

and lucid powers of description secured the re-

spect and attention of all. In the courts of law

he was frequently complimented by Lord Mans-

field and others for the new light he threw on

difficult subjects.

About the year 1785 Smeaton’s health began

to decline, and he then endeavoured to retire

from business in order to gain time to publish

an account of his inventions and works. This

was one of the wishes nearest to his heart, for

as he often said, “he thought he could not

render better service to his country than by

doing that.” He had just completed his ac-

count of the Eddystone lighthouse when he

was prevailed on "to continue his services as

engineer to the trustees for Ramsgate harbour.

The works at Ramsgate were begun in 1749,

but had been conducted with very indifferent

success until Smeaton was called in to super-

intend them in 1774. He completed the mag-

nificent pier and harbour of this place in 1791

,

and thus established a secure and much needed

place of shelter in the Downs.
A man whose life is so beneficially devoted

to the service of the public can scarcely hope

to enjoy leisure and retirement during which

he may look back upon the past, and leave a

written record of his exertions. Smeaton was

so constantly and urgently employed, that he

could not achieve much with his pen. On the

16th September, 1792, he was seized with an

attack of paralysis, induced by over-exertion,

and this attack carried him to the grave on the

28th of the next month, in the 69th year of his

age.

During his illness he dictated several letters

to his old friend Mr. Holmes. In one of them

he describes minutely his health and feelings,

and savs, “ in consequence of the foregoing, I

conclude myself nine-tenths dead, and the

greatest favour the Almighty can do (as I

think) will be to complete the other part, but

as it is likely to be a lingering illness, it is only

in His power to sav when that is likely to hap-

pen.” His daughter, Mrs. Dickson, says that

he always apprehended the attack which ter-

minated his life, as it was hereditary in his

family. He dreaded it only as it gave the

melancholy possibility of outliving his faculties

or the power of doing good
;
or, to use his own

words, “ lingering over the dregs after the

spirit had evaporated.” Indeed, the decay of

his mental faculties seems to have been that

which be most dreaded. He would sometimes

complain of slowness of apprehension, and

would then excuse it with a smile, saying, “ it

could not be otherwise, the shadow must

lengthen as the sun went down.” When seized

with paralysis he was resigned to the event,

anxious to soften any alarm to his family, and

was thankful that his'intellect was spared. But

his invariable wish was to be released. He ex-

pressed particular pleasure in seeing the usual

occupations of his family resumed
;
and read

ng, drawing, music, and conversation excited

the same interest and the same cheerful and

judicious observations as ever. One evening

he was requested to explain some phenomena

respecting the moon, which was seen from the

room shining brightly. He gave a full ex-

planation, then fixed his eyes full upon the ob-

ject in question, and after regarding it sted-

fastly for some time, he observed, “ How often

have I looked up to it with inquiry and wonder,

and to the period when I shall have the vast

and privileged views of an hereafter, and all

will be comprehension and pleasure.”

We learn from his daughter Mrs. Dickson,

that early in life Smeaton attracted the notice

of the eccentic Duke and Duchess of Queens-

burv, on account of the strong personal like-

ness which he bore to their favourite Gay the

poet. Their first acquaintance was made in a

singular manner : it was at Ranelagh when

walking with Mrs. Smeaton, he observed an

elderly lady and gentlemen gaze steadily upon

him, they stopped and the duchess said, “ Sir,

I don’t know who you are, or what you are, but

so strongly do you' resemble my poor dear Gay,

that we must be acquainted
;
you shall go home

and sup with us, and if the minds of the two

men accord as do the countenance, you will

find two cheerful old folks who can love you

well, and I think (or you are an hypocrite) you

can as well deserve it.” The invitation was

accepted, and as long as the duke and duchess

lived the friendship was cordial and uninter-

rupted. During his visits cards were some-

times introduced. Smeaton detested cards,

and could not confine his attention to the game.

On one occasion the stakes were already high,

and it fell to Smeaton to double them when,

neglecting to deal the cards, he was busily oc-

cupied in making some calculations on paper

which he placed upon the table. The duchess

asked eagerly what it was, and Smeaton replied

cooly, “ You will recollect the field in which

my house stands may be about five acres three

roods and seven perches, which, at thirty years’

purchase, will be just my stake, and if your

grace will make a duke of me, I presume the

winner will not dislike my mortgage.” The
joke and the lesson had their effect, for they

never played again but for the merest trifle.

Smeaton procured a situation in a public

office for a clerk in whom he placed the greatest

confidence, and jointly with another became

security for him to a considerable amount.

This man committed the crime of forgery, was

detected, and given up to justice. Mrs. Dick-

son says, “ The same post brought news of the

melancholy transaction, of the man’s compunc-

tion and danger, of the claim of the bond for-

feited, and of the refusal of the other person

to pay the moiety! Being present when he

read his letters, which arrived at a period of

Mrs. Smeaton’s declining health, so entirely

did the command of himself second his anxious

attention to her, that no emotion was visible on

their perusal, nor, till all was put into the best

train possible, did a word or look betray the

exquisite distress it occasioned him. In the

interim, all which could soothe the remorse of

were exerted for him, with a characteristic be.

nevolence, active and unobtrusive.”

Smeaton was a man of indefatigable industry

and great moral probity. With ample oppor-

tunity of amassing wealth, he rendered its ac-

quisition but a secondary object on all occa-

sions; his first aim always being to execute the

task intrusted to him in the most skilful and

perfect manner. Had his object been to amass

a fortune, he might have received many lucra-

tive appointments besides those which he

actually held. The empress Catherine of

Russia attempted to secure his services for her

own country by most magnificent offers
;
but

Smeaton preferred to dedicate his time and

talents to the service of his country. “The
disinterested moderation of his pecuniary am-

bition,” savs his daughter, “every transaction

in private life evinced
;
his public ones bore the

same stamp
;
and after his health had with-

drawn him from the labours of his profession,

many instances may be given by those whose

concerns induced them to press importunately

for a resumption of it
;

and when some of

them seemed disposed to enforce their entrea-

ties by further prospects of lucrative recom-

pense, his reply was strongly characteristic of

his simple manners and moderation. He in-

troduced the old woman who took care of his

chambers in Gray’s Inn, and shewing her, as-

serted “ that her attendance sufficed tor all his

wants.” The inference was indisputable, for

money could not tempt that man to forego his

ease, leisure, or independence, whose requisites

of accomodation were compressed within such

limits! Before this, the princess Daschkaw
made an apt comment upon this trait of his

character; when, after vainly using every per-

suasion to induce him to accept a carte blanche

from the empress of Russia as a recompense

for directing toe vast projects in that kingdom

—she observed “ Sir, you are a great man, and

I honour you! you may have an equal in abili-

ties, perhaps, but in character you stand single,

The English minister, Sir Robert Walpole,

was mistaken, and my sovereign has the mis-

fortune to find one man who has not his

pric<

In all the social duties of life Smeaton was

most exemplary
;
and he was a lover and en-

courager of real merit in whatever station of

life he found it. To strangers, his mode of ex-

pression appeared warm and even harsh
;
but

Mr. Holmes refers it to the intense application

of his mind, which was always in the pursuit

of truth, or engaged in investigating difficult

subjects : hence, when any thing was said that

did not tally with his ideas, he would some-

times break out hastily. As a friend, he was

warm, zealous, and sincere; as a companion,

always entertaining and instructive, and none

could spend their time in his company without

improvement. In his person Smeaton was of

middle stature, but broad and strong-made,

and possessed of an excellent constitution He
was remarkable for the plainness and simplicity

of his manners.
After his death, his papers, consisting of

plans, reports, and treatises, on almost every

nf pncri noprincr. were nuhlished bv the

a prisoner, every means which could save

(which did, at least from public execution),

branch of engineering, were published by the

Society of Civil Engineers.

THE MORMON TEMPLE AND ITS
BUILDERS.

At the summit, overlooking the whole land-

scape for nearly twenty-five miles in all direc-

tions, stands the Mormon temple, the largest

structure in any of the western states. When
completed, it is assumed that the entire cost

will not vary much from four hundred thousand

dollars. Nothing can be more original in

architecture—each of its huge pilasters rests

upon a block of stone, bearing in relief on its

face the profile of a new moon, represented

with a nose, eye, and mouth, as sometimes

seen in almanacs. On the top, not far from

fifty feet high, is an ideal representation of the

rising sun, which is a monstrous prominent

stone face, the features of which are colossal,

and singularly expressive. Still higher are

two enormously large hands, grasping two

trumpets, crossed. These all stand out on

the stone boldly. Their finish is admirable,

and as complete as any ot the best specimens si

of chiselling on the Girard College, at Phila-

delphia. The interior is to be one vast t

apartment, about 128 feet by 80, simply sub- •
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divided by three great veils of rich crimson
drapery, suspended from the ceiling overhead.
Neither pews, stools, cushions, nor chairs are to

encumber the holy edifice. In the basement
is the font for baptism, which, when completed
according to the design, will be a pretty exact
imitation of the brazen laver in Solomon’s
Temple. The tank is perhaps eight feet

square, resting on the backs of twelve carved
oxen. They are of noble dimensions, with
large spreading horns, represented to be stand-

I ing in water half-way up to their knees. The
execution of the twelve oxen evinces a degree
of ingenuity, skill, and perseverance, that
would redound to the reputation of an artist in

any community. When they are finally gilded,

as intended, and the laver is made to resemble
cast brass, together with the finishing up of the

place in which this unique apparatus of the
church is lodged, as a whole, that part of the
temple will be one of the most striking artificial

curiosities in this country. When the officiating

priests, in their long robes of office, lead on a
solemn procession of worshippers through the
sombre avenues of the basement story, chanting
as they go, the effect must be exceedingly impos-
ing even to those who may deplore the infatua-
tion of a whole city of Mormon devotees.
Although estimated to cost so large a sum, the
walls of the temple are gradually rising from

j

day to day, by the concurrent, unceasing labour
I of voluntary labourers. Every brother gives

one day in ten to the undertaking. Thus
there are always as many hands employed as

i

can be conveniently on the work at the same
time. The architect and different master-

I workmen are constantly at hand to direct the

j

operations. Each day, therefore, ushers in a
new set of operatives. Some fine brick build-
ings are already raised on the different

streets, and stores are continually growing up.
Even were the Mormons to abandon the city,

as it is asserted that they will, somebody will

own the property; and a city it is, and a city it

will continue to be, of importance, unconnected
with the false religious tenets of its inhabitants.
But the Mormons will never leave Nauvoe;
no, never! Its associations are hallowed to

their excited imaginations. They would re-
linquish life as soon as they would voluntarily,
en masse, leave their glorious habitation, which
to them is the gate of heaven.— Boston Paper.
[Is this account American in more senses than
one ?—Ed.J

RECOMMENDATIONS CONTAINED IN THE
SECOND REPORT OF THE HEALTH OF
TOWNS COMMISSION. Feb. 1S45.

1st. That in all cases the local administra-
tive body, appointed for the purpose, have the
special charge and direction of all the works
required for sanatory purposes, but that the
Crown possess a general power of supervi-
sion.

2nd. That before the adoption of any
general measure for drainage, a plan and
survey, upon a proper scale, including all ne-
cessary details, be obtained, and submitted for
approval to a competent authority.

3rd. That the Crown be empowered to

define and to enlarge, from time to time, the
area for drainage included within the juris-
diction of the local administrative body.

4th. That the local administrative body
appoint the executive and other officers under
it; that the appointment and dismissal of the
chiefsurveyor be subject to approval

;
that such

officer produce proof of his qualification for the
office to which he shall be appointed, and, if

required, be subject to an examination.

5th. That upon representation being made
by the municipal or other authority, or by a

certain number of inhabitants of any town or
district, or part thereof, setting forth the
defects in the condition of such place as to

drainage, sewerage, paving, cleansing, or
other sanatory matters, the Crown direct a
competent person to inspect and report upon
the state of the defects, and if satisfied of the
necessity, have power to enforce upon the
local administrative body the due execution of
the law.

6th. That the management of the drainage
of the entire area as defined for each district

be placed under the jurisdiction of one
body.

7th. That the local administrative body be

empowered to raise money for purchasing the
rights of mill-owners or others, when the mill-

dams or other obstructions injuriously affect
the drainage of the district comprised within
the area defined, inquiry in each case having
been previously made by the proper officer

into the necessity of the purchase and the
amount to be paid.

8th. That the construction of sewers, branch
sewers, and house drains, be intrusted to the
local administrative body.

9th. J hat the landlords of houses be rated
for the purposes of the Act when the houses
are let in separate apartments, or when the
rent is collected more frequently than once a
quarter, or when the yearly rent is less than
ten pounds, such a deduction being made from
the gross amount of the rate, as may be con-
sidered a fair equivalent for the labour and
losses incident to the collection of rent on
such property.

10th. That the duty of providing the funds
necessary, be imposed upon the local admi-
nistrative body, and that the cost of making
the main and branch sewers be equitably dis-

tributed among the owners of the property
benefited

;
and that the expense of making

the house drains be charged upon the owners
of the houses to which the drains are attached.
That the expense remain a charge upon the
properties, to be levied by a special rate upon
the occupiers, and recovered with interest by
annual instalments within a certain number of
years, unless the owners prefer to pay the cost
in the first instance, and except in the cases
mentioned in the ninth recommendation.

11th. That some restriction be placed on
the proportionate rates in the pound to be
levied in each year; but if the local adminis-
trative body finds that there is need of larger
funds for the immediate execution of the works
for sanatory measures than can be provided by
such rates, it be empoweied to raise by loan,

on security of the rates, subject to the approval
of the crown, such sums as may be requisite
for effecting the objects in view. That pro-
vision always be made for the gradual liqui-

dation of such debts, within a limited number
of vears.

12th. That the whole of the paving, and
the construction of the surface of all streets,

courts, and alleys be placed under the manage-
ment of the same authority us the drainage,
and that the limits of jurisdiction, for both
purposes, wherever practicable, be co-extensive.

That the principle above submitted, in respect
to the cost of making drains and sewers, and
the equitable distribution of the expense, be
adhered to in the case of laying out, levelling,

and paving of streets, courts, and alleys; but
for the purpose of ensuring the greatest effi-

ciency and economy in the execution of the
work, it be performed by the local public
officers.

13th. That the provisions in local Acts,
vesting the right to all the dust, ashes, and
street-refuse, in the local administrative body,
be made general

;
and that the cleansing of all

privies and cesspools at proper times, and on
due notice, be exclusively intrusted to it.

14th. That many of the more common
nuisances which prevail within towns, such as

large collections of dung, be declared a
nuisance, and be summarily abated.

15th. That, after such a period as it may be
deemed advisable to fix, the provisions in local

Acts for preventing the escape of dense black
smoke from furnaces and steam-engines in

towns, be made general. Also that these
provisions be applied, so far as is practicable, to

steam-boats usually plying within the limits of
any city or town, subject to the operation
of such Act.

16th. That in cases where complaints shall

be substantiated, that the inhabitants of any
house, street, or district in towns, are in-

juriously affeeted by the noxious exhalations
of any factory, power be given to the local

administrative body to ascertain the cause of
such exhalations, and to take legal proceedings
for the abatement of the evils, in the event
of such evils not being removed on due repre-
sentation.

1 7th. That it be rendered imperative on the
local administrative body charged with the

management of the sewerage and drainage to

procure a supply of water in sufficient quanti-

ties not only for the domestic wants ,of the in-

habitants, but also for cleansing the streets,

scouring the sewers and drains, and the ex-

I tinction of fire. That the said body have
power to contract with companies or other
parties or make other necessary arrange-
ments.

18tb. That where any independent body has
the management of the supply of water, it be
liable to comply with the demand of the local
administrative body on equitable terms

;
and

that further, the local administrative body be
empowered to purchase the interest in water-
works, subject to the control of the Crown
whenever the proprietors are willing to dis-
pose of them. Further, that on the establish-
ment of new companies, it be made a condi-
tion that the local administrative body be
enabled to purchase the works after the lapse
of a certain number of years, upon certain
terms, and upon a rate of interest to be fixed

;

and that with a view to economy, competition
between water-companies be discouraged as
far as practicable.

19th. That as soon as pipes are laid down
and a supply of water can be afforded to the
inhabitants, all dwelling-houses, capable of
benefiting by such supply, be rated in the same
way as for sewerage and other local purposes

;

and the owners of small tenements be made
liable to pay the rates for water as already re-
commended in respect to drainage.

20th. That every facility be afforded to fur-
nish ample supplies of water to public baths
and wash-houses, that may be established for
the use of the poorer classes.

21st. That for increasing the protection of
property from fire, in all cases the supply of
water in the mains be not only constant, but
also at as high a pressure as circumstances
will permit, and that fire plugs be inserted in
the mains at short intervals.

22nd. That, subject to proper control, the
local administrative body be empowered to
raise money for the purchase of property for
the purpose of opening thoroughfares, and
widening streets, courts, and alleys, so as to
improve the ventilation of the densely crowded
districts of towns, as well as to increase the
general convenience of traffic.

23rd. That courts and alleys be not built of
less width than 20 feet, and that they have an
opening of not less than 10 feet from the
ground upwards at each end, the width of the
court being in proportion to the height of the
houses.

24th. That such provisions be made general,
and that after a limited period the use of cel-
lars as dwellings be prohibited, unless the rooms
are of certain dimensions, are provided with a
fire-place and window of sufficient size and
made to open, and have an open space in front,
and the foundations be properly drained.

25th. That the provisions above referred to
be made general, and that all new houses be
provided with proper necessaries for the ac-
commodation of the inmates.

26th. That measures be adopted for pro-
moting a proper system of ventilation in all

edifices for public assemblage and resort,
especially those for the education of youth.

27th. That on the complaint of the parish,
medical, or other authorized officer, that any
house or premises are in such a filthy and un-
wholesome state as to endanger the health of
the public, and an infectious disorder exists
therein, the local administrative body have
power to require the landlord to cleanse it

properly without delay, and in case of his

neglect or inability, to do so by its own officers,

and recover the expense from the landlord.

28th. That magistrates have power to

license and to issue rules to be approved of by
the Crown, for the regulation of lodging-
houses for the reception of vagrants, trampers,
and other such wayfarers.

29th. That the local administrative body
have power to appoint, subject to the approval of
the Crown, a medical officer properly qualified

to inspect and report periodically upon the
sanatory condition of the town or district, to

ascertain the true causes of disease and death,
more especially of epidemics increasing the
rates of mortality, and the circumstances which
originate and maintain such diseases, and in-
juriously affect the public health of such town
or populous district.

30th. That for the purpose of aiding the
establishment of public walks, in addition to
the legal facilities adverted to, the local admi-
nistrative body be empowered to raise the
necessary funds for the management and care
of the walks when established.
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PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF CHRIST CHURCH, ST. GILES’S.

CHRIST CHURCH, ENDELL-STREET,
ST. GILES’S.

This church is built in the new street, lead-

ing from Long; Acre to Broad-street, High

Holborn, now in progress under her Majesty’s

Commissioners of Woods, authorized by cer-

tain Acts of Parliament for the improvement

of the metropolis. The opening was very

much wanted, and an improvement it unques-

tionably will be, but half its value is destroyed

by the imperfect character of the plan adopted.

As originally proposed, the new street would

have been commenced exactly opposite to

Bow-street, and would have been altogether a

new street a9 far as Belton-street. In order,

however, to save a comparatively trifling im-

mediate outlay, an existing street to the west

of Bow-street (Hanover-street), was made use

of, and the line rendered crooked, so that every

vehicle coming from the north to the theatres,

the market, or elsewhere, will have to turn a

sharp corner to get into Bow-street. More-

over the street itself will never be a good one,

for however handsomely the houses on the

new side may he built, the general appearance

will he destroyed by the old side left standing, i

There can he no doubt that it is better eco-
;

nomy in the end to form an entirely new street

than to widen an old one, as in the first case a

double frontage of greatly increased value may

be obtained, while in the other, the value of

the one new frontage is kept down by the cha-

racter of the houses which are left.

This was forcibly urged by the FFestminster

Review, and by the Metropolitan Improvement

Society, before Endell-street (as it is now
called), was commenced, but ineffectually; the

result, it is already clear, will shew the correct-

ness of their anticipations.

The ground on which the building stands,

is of very contracted dimensions, and the

church commissioners having stipulated that it

should contain 1,000 sittings, every inch was

required in order to get the necessary accom-

modation. Further, on two sides little or no

light could he obtained, as the east end abuts

against the workhouse, and the south side is to

form the party-wall between the church and

the new houses, so that the architect had

many difficulties to contend with.

In order to obtain light, the building has-

been carried up very high so as to get a lofty

clerestory with a series of unobstructed

windows
;
and by the aid of a small well-hole*

or area, taken from the workhouse, some par-

tial light has been obtained for the east!

window. The wedge-like shape of the ground

regulated the position of the tower and spire,

at the north-west angle.

As may be seen in the engraving, the build-

ing is designed in the early English style (the

style of the 13th century), and is faced ex-

ternally with Kentish rag, and Bath stone

dressings. The principal features of the west

front are the five lancet- headed windows seen

in the engraving, ornamented with dog-tooth

mouldings. In the gable above them is ai

triangular window, and below them is the

principal doorway, recessed and ornamented.

There is another entrance on the north side of

the tower. The height of the building as

compared with its length is very observable
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GOTHIC ORNAMENTS FROM THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH
OF YORK.

Fig. G.

Fig. 6 represents the foliage in the capital of

jrnally, and gives it a continental cha-
'

ter.

nside, aisles are formed in the nave by

linns and arches, and in the chancel by

n wainscot screens. The columns of the

e are built of blue lias, from Glastonbury,

Somersetshire, which is a tolerable substi-

for Petworth marble, and was often so

d in ancient buildings. There is a gallery

•ach aisle, which injures the appearance of

interior, but under the circumstances

i unavoidable. They are supported on

1 columns behind the blue lias columns,

have an open front. The roofing is open,

is stained to represent oak. So also are

seats, which, being allfree, have no doors,

this particular, that none of the scats are

ropriated, Christ Church stands alone in

metropolis. The old and infirm occupants

the workhouse are specially eared for, and

enabled by means of a communication

h their wards on the south side of the east

of the church, to attend service without

ng into the air.

'he chancel is paved with encaustic tiles,

sented by Messrs. Copeland and Garrett,

some of the windows are filled with stained

59 ;
that in the east window, a triplet, was

offering to the church made by Messrs,

dson, pupils of Mr. Dyce. In the chancel

es there are some small obituary windows
stained glass, executed by Mr. Wilie-

st, and presented by him, Captain Hardy,

others, to the church. One on the

th side is inscribed “To the memory
Ellen, daughter of Benjamin Ferrey and

nie, his wife. She departed on the 22nd
of June, a.d. 1841, aged twelve months.”

. Ferrey was the architect under whose

?ctions the church was built, and deserves

ch praise for the ability displayed.* The
!th of the church within the walls is 50 feet,

whole length 64 feet 6 inches. The width

the nave is 22 feet G inches, and the height,

lie apex of the roof, 52 feet 6 inches. The
ght of the spire is 120 feet.

i'he site cost 1,250/. The whole expense of

building, inclusive of every charge, will be

ler 4,800/. Mr. Winsland was the builder.

L’he church was erected by Her Majesty’s

lurch Commissioners, aided by grants from

i Metropolis Churches Fund, the Incorpo-

ed Society, and private subscriptions. A
all fund has been raised for the endowment,

1 the rector of St. Giles’s, the Rev. James

idell Tyler, in whom the presentation is

ted, has nominated the chaplain of St.

•es’s workhouse to be the first minister.

: additional amount is required, and the

:ellent rector, by whose exertions chiefly

: church has been obtained, has issued an

>eal, which we gladly insert ;

—

} The munificence of the church societies,

tl the bounty of individual benefactors, have

Ibled us to provide a church of stone,

table of containing one thousand persons,

e whole church being free, and there being,

asequently, no income from pew-rents, our

fef anxiety now, is to realize an endowment
ificient to secure for ever the daily perform-

:e of Divine worship, and for this object

escriptions are still earnestly solicited. Whilst,

never, we have good hope that under God’s

issing adequate means will be supplied by
iristian benevolence, we unfeignedly desire

I; to lay an additional burthen on those who
i
re with such unsparing liberality already

listed in this work and labour of love.”

I Mr. Ferrey was a pupil of the late Augustus Pugin, and
[executed numerous creditable works

;
one of which, the

set County Hospital, is mentioned elsewhere in the
aent number of the journal.

In continualion of the series of details from

this noble building, commenced on page 90 of

the present volume, we here give two from the

nave and aisles, commenced, as before men-

tioned, in the year 1291, and completed about

1330.

Fig. 5 represents the capital of one of the

semi-pillars attached to the wall in the south

aisle of the nave. It is 1 foot 2 inches in

height, and 26 feet from the floor. It is com-

posed of three cylinders with a flat surface

between them
;
the centre cylinder is 9 inches

in diameter, the others 6 inches in diameter.

From these pillars spring the groins of the

vaulting by which the aisles are covered. The
foliage is sharply cut, and is very beautiful.

one of the pillars in the nav e. All these capi-

tals are different, and display great luxuriance

of fancy. The aisles of the nave in this build-

ing are very lofty and magnificent, perhaps

more so than those of any other of our cathe-

drals. The windows are in three lights with

quatre-foils in the arched heads, and the wall

below them is adorned with paneling, which

displays crocketted gables and pinnacles in

great profusion. The whole of this part of the

minster, namely, the nave and aisles, belongs

to the decorated period of Pointed architec-

ture, but being an early example, some of the

ornaments have much of the character of the

previous style.

THE INTERIOR DECORATIONS OF
ST. STEPHEN’S, WESTMINSTER.

On Wednesday, the 26th ult., a paper was
read by Mr. Crabb, before the Decorative Art
Society, upon the “ Interior decorations of the

collegiate chapel of St. Stephen, as finished

by Edward III., in his palace of Westminster,
a.d. 1348.”

The paper was interesting, the informa-
tion it contained being unpublished, and de-

rived from Mr. Crabb’s acquaintance with the

original painting, and with Adam Lee, Esq.,

who for twenty-five years was the officer in

trust of the buildings that had formed the

ancient palace of Westminster. In 1800 the

act of union rendered it necessary to provide

accommodation for the Irish members, and in

taking down the wainscotting, it was discovered

that the walls of the House of Commons were

covered with paintings and gilding
;
copies of

those at. the east end were taken, and published

by Mr. Smith in 1807,asalso by the Antiquarian

Society. Extensive subsequent discoveries were

made, and the hon. speakers, Lords Sidmouth,

Colchester, and Canterbury, gave every facility

and encouragement to Mr. Lee, who eventually

obtained sufficient information to make out

the original plan of the painted decorations

which had adorned the chapel, and to restore

them in a miniature series of most interesting

water-colour drawings.

Mr. Crabb then noticed the localities of the
ancient palace of Westminster, describing the
decorations of various apartments, particularly

the Chambei' of the Holy Cross, built by
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Henry I IT ., and adorned with historical paint-

ings, which continued to be used as a council

room down to the age of Queen Elizabeth
;

also manv precepts of this king. In one he

directs “ That a list or border shall be made
well painted,” with images of our Lord and

angels with incense pots scattered over the

border
;

also the four Evangelists. Another

leads one to suppose the paintings, ordered to

be done in a certain low chamber in the

king’s garden, were intended to be represen-

tations of the siege of Antioch, taken by the

Christians in the first crusade, 1098, as a book

in French on that subject is ordered by a

former mandate to be delivered to Henry, the

keeper of the wardrobe, for the Queen’s use.

The Painted Chamber
,
St. Edward's, was of

great interest, the ceiling flat and curiously de-

signed with scroll-work and the heads of pro-

phets, and the seraphim with seven wings from
Isaiah. The walls had been painted with

subjects, part of which were battle-pieces taken
from the two books of Maccabees; these

were certainly as old as 1322, probably older,

for in a MS. of Simson Simson and Hugo, the

illuminator in the year 1322, existing in the

library of Bennett College, Cambridge, this

passage occurs : “At the other end of the city

(London), is a monastery ofblack monks, named
Westminster, in which all the kings of Eng-
land lie buried, and immediately joined, is

that most famous palace of the king, in which
is that well-known chamber on whose walls all

the histories of the wars of the whole Bible

are painted beyond description, and with most
complete and perfect inscriptions in French,
to the great admiration of all beholders, and
with the greatest regal magnificence.” Many
other records exist of great interest where the

name of Master William, the painter and
monk of W estminster and of Florence, is men-
tioned, and thus we know he was an Italian.

Henry III. was a great admirer and encou-
rager of the fine arts, and by the Exchequer
mandates we obtain an insight into the nature

of the painted decorations in use at this early

period, and by the examination of the items in

the Exchequer Rolls of Edward I., relative to

the first chapel of St. Stephen, such as white-

lead, red-lead, vermilion, and azure, gold and
silver oils and varnishes, we learn that oil-

painting was in use as early as 1292, 150 years

prior to its supposed invention by John Van
Eyck.
Mr. Crabb proceeded to mention that,

in conformity with the ancient custom of
attaching a chapel to every residence of im-
portance, the first chapel for the use of the
palace of Westminster was founded by King
Stephen, a.d. 1150. And upon King Edward
III. and his Queen Philippa’s return from
their conquests in France, they determined to

rebuild the chapel with tbe utmost magnifi-

cence, in a style that should surpass whatever
had been previously attempted in any land.

The ‘principle of design upon which the ar-

rangement and decorations of the chapel were
made was explained, with observations upon
the richness of dress at the period, and the in-

terest attached to these peculiarly illuminated
edifices raised by our ancestors at a time when
the arts, struggling for existence, yet appear to

have held no inconsiderable power over the
warlike taste of the period. Bearing in mind
this feeling for magnificent effect, we can
entertain with comparative ease the accom-
panying desire for its extension to their build-

ings and to their architectural embellishments,
by an assimilating sumptuousness of style in

coloured decorations, and much more easily

undet stand the plan of the design adopted by
our munificent Edward for his chapel royal,

produced on the principle that no work of
beauty should be “ void of signification." The
architectural design would thus be formed in

conjunction with the sculptured and pictorial

embellishments. The chapel consisted of a

nave without aisles, the roof rising to a very
high pitch

;
the five windows on each side

were remarkably enlarged by deep splayings,
thus a strikingly peculiar effect was obtaiued.
'The piers narrowed, richly painted, and
relieved by gray purbeck marble shafts embel-
lished with thousands of gilt paterae, con-
tinued one successive varied, but unbroken,
effect of magnificence along the whole side,

again carried upwards by the coloured and
gilded cornice, and timber roof. In the piers it

was purposed to place the statues of our kings
from the Norman Conquest down to Ed-

ward III. Upon the walls, under a superb

canopy of open tracery and slender clustered

columns, were (painted figures of angeU, each

bearing a mantle emblazoned and of different

colours, being the armorial bearings of noble

contributors, and the holy knights to whose
honourable keeping the edifice was particularly

intrusted. At the east end, upon each side of

the altar, were to be introduced the king and

his family kneeling
;
and upon the walls them-

selves, together with tbe windows, were to be

depicted the history of the Bible, all the

leading events from the Creation to the death

of the Apostles. The quarterings of the

French arms and the English lions were to be

freely introduced, as also the fleur-de-lis and
French lily, as marks of Edward’s supremacy.

Thus the general notion will be understood

as one to create an apartment of magnificent

size, to adorn it with a picturesque roof, rich

architecture elaborately sculptured, and to fill

the walls and windows with a connected series

of historical paintings of our faith, and the

minor portions with single figures, emblazonry,

and gilded and painted tracery- work. The
habiliments of the priests were also provided of

the richest materials, as also others for the

court to wear during mass. The paintings

were peculiarly treated, and the most careful

finish pervaded the whole.

The chapel was suppressed, and its wealth

transferred by Henry VIII. The lecturer

traced it down to the period of 1800, giving

the authorities upon which his descriptions were
founded, and quoting the existing Exchequer
Rolls relating to its first erection and sub-

sequent repairs by different kings. And he

concluded by saying, “ That magnificent ex-

ample of Italian ecclesiastical decorative art I

recently had the pleasure of bringing before

you should not be forgotten on the present

occasion. The rebuilding of St. Stephen’s

resulted from a vow made by Edward and his

Queen during the French wars, and was
finished in eighteen years, a.d. 1348. The
Certosa ofPavia, whose sumptuous decorations

were continued with equal taste and spirit

and expense during three centuries, and form

a perfect chain and example of the fine arts

in Lombardy, was commenced a.d. 1396
;
and

arose from the fruits of repentance in one of

the noble house of Visconti, who had murdered
his uncle and his family. In atonement for

this guilt, and in expiation of his crimes,

Visconti, in dedication to the Queen of

Heaven, laid the foundation of a mass of

edifices, destined to become a glorious monu-
ment of perfection in every branch of the fine

arts. Those who are disposed to pursue for

themselves the gratifying inquiries which my
limited leisure only allows me to hint at, will

discover the close connection of the funda-

mental principles of design exhibited in each

building for its peculiar purpose. The chapel

of St. Stephen, intended for a sumptuous temple

fit for princes to worship in, was a single space

uninterrupted by pillars, of rich and elegant

Gothic architecture, every ingenuity being used

to increase richness by the aid of an unusual

breadth of light gilding and colour. I ts roof,

pavement, walls, and windows combined in

solemn history with the richest habiliments to

produce an apartment suitable for the chapel of

a royal palace, and justly rendered it the most
magnificent the arts of the era could produce.

The church of the Certosa was later. Art
was then advancing with giant strides towards

the creation of names yet continuing to shed
an undiminished lustre over the country. This
building was for a different purpose. The
interior, with all its profusion of rich expendi-
ture, was to prepossess the spectator with so-

lemn grandeur, its massive columns, wide-
spread arches, subdued light, quietly illumi-

nating the lengthy vista of marble walls, and
rendering dimly visible the sparkling of
gilded stars, from its deep azure-coloured
vaults, all tending, as a portion of the design,

to produce the impression of indefinite space.

Grandeur and rich harmony which tends,

through the power of effect, to soothe those
turbulent and stormy passions of man’s mind,
which yields to the subduing tones of music
and of colour, were produced.

It may not be exactly within my province to

notice, but there does appear something greatly

to be admired in the idea, of a temple of
worship exhibiting the perfect production of
every ingenious art which the bounty of the

Creator has pleased to bestow upon man. A

religion thus exhibiting in its churches a co

bination of studied magnificent effects ae

whole, and an endless application of t

highest excellences in the details, must
allowed to speak an intelligent langua

plainly indicative to the general people of tl

perfection required in the worshipper. Let

labour or expense be thought too great win
will contribute to the honour and embellU

ment of the House of Prayer, was the prece

of those men whose works we have tl

evening been considering.”

On Wednesday next (the 12th), a paper

the Interior Decorations of the Royal Exchan

will be read.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS

Feb. 25.—The President, Sir John Renn
in the chair.

The paper by Mr. P. W. Barlow “ On t

comparative advantages of the Atmosphe;
system of propulsion on Railways,” was t

result of an examination of the system, witl

view of determining as to the propriety

adopting it on the Tunbridge Wells branch
the South-eastern Railway.
The author first examined the comparati

advantages of the atmospheric system o\

that of traction by a rope, and then he stal

the reason for supposing it to be inferior to t

locomotive system. He premised that

lines similar to the Greenwich and Blackwt
where the traffic was nearly uniform, and
short intervals, the power used admitted
mathematical computation

;
but that on raj

ways generally, the power required must
irregular, both as to the amount required a

the duration of its employment, and that theil

fore a power which was restricted to carryi'

between certain given points only and cert!
1

intervals, would lead to great inconvenience'
practice. It would be inconvenient also •

have a power which could not be employed ll

the ordinary repairs of the road, ballastir

removing slips, conveying building materia
working the coal and lime traffic at sidinjl

moving goods, trucks, carriages, &c. at t

stations, all of which was done at present
the locomotives with a great saving of tin

and of the expense of men and horses. ,

locomotives were employed for these purpos

only, it must be at a great expense, as t

keeping up a small locomotive establishme

was very costly, and, moreover, the gradiei

and curves of the line must be adapted 1

working locomotives, and thus do away wi
one of the great arguments in favour of t

atmospheric system.
It was contended that the subsidence i

embankments, which at present constam
occurs without interrupting the usual traffic

being perceived by the passengers, wot
suffice to rupture the air-pipe, or strain it

such a manner that the valve would not cloi

and thus cause a stoppage of the line. Mai
other and similar practical objections were stat

against the system, but the main point was
the comparative cost of haulage when e>

mined with stationary and with the locom
live engines. With the former it was co
tended that on lines with unfrequent trains t

small portion of time the power was actuai

employed and the number of hoursfor which t

steam must be kept up in order to be alwa
ready, would be so disproportionate as to mai
the stationary engine system far more expe
sive than locomotive power. The lines wi
very steep gradients were of course exclud
from this position. It was considered al

that with the atmospheric system, steep gr
dients increased the expense of power in t

same ratio, as the power must always be exert

in whatever way it was applied.

Several experiments were then given to sh6

the great expense of fuel per ton of goods *

the Atmospheric Railway; the results we
decidedly in favour of the locomotive. T
cost of construction was then examined, and
appeared, that referring to the calculation

the cost of working the London and Birmin
ham line, to lay down the atmospheric a
paratus of a double line with a pipe of the l

quired area would not be less than 10,000/. p
mile or a total cost of 1,120,000/. the inter*

of which sum at 5 per cent, would be 56,000
or 500/. per mile, which sum nearly equulh

the average cost of working the line by loci

motives, and was greater than on many line
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fact, that a contract might be entered into

f working a line by locomotive power for

2 interest of the sum which would be ex-

nded in the establishment of an atmospheric
paratus.

iThe general results deduced were in ac-

irdance with these observations, and it was
iumed that the atmospheric system could be
)st advantageously adopted on short lines,

th frequent traffic near large towns, where
e absence of noise was important; and that

ilvvays on steep inclines in one direction, as

Dalkey, was most favourable to the system.

To the discussion which ensued it was con-

lded that many of the objections urged by
r. Barlow were not well founded, and that

my of the practical difficulties he had ad-

nced had been overcome by the mechanical
rangcments now in progress of execution on

e more extensive lines which were destined

be worked on the atmospheric system,

pat both sidings and level crossings were
acticable

;
by a very simple contrivance, a

f-acting platform could be so arranged as

t only to guarantee the pipe from any injury

the traversing of a cart across the line, but

it, by the action of the vacuum in the main,
aarrier could be raised on the passing of a
in which would effectually prevent the tra-

psing of any vehicle, and thus avoid the
asibility of accidents. That instead of the

turned liability to be thrown off the rails, it

s shewn, that the leading carriage being tied

iwn to the piston, greater security was
ained, and that on one occasion the leading

•riage on the Dalkey line had started before

time, and had actually traversed the dis-

ice at a speed of nearly seventy miles per

ur, going round curves 130 to 180 yards
lius. That the power stated to have been
pended in the conveyance of a given gross

d was assumed at too high a ratio, and the

d also, and that as to the question of cost by
filage, by the adoption of small steam power,
rked only for pumping water, to be used
ly at the time of forming the vacuum for

frequent or for light trains, a system of pro-
ision might be established which would be
re economical than thatby locomotives under
best management.

E ARCHIMEDIAN SCREW APPLIED TO
RAILWAYS.

V patknt for this purpose has been granted
IMr. Isaac Farrell, of Dublin, which, if

isfactorily established, will lead to the most
rortant results. The following description

•extracted from a letter addressed by the

entee to Mr. Purcell, chairman of the

eat Southern and Western Railway:—
‘ The invention consists simply in a screw,

led the screw propeller, laid down con-

uously in the middle of the track, fixed

the direction of its length and turned under
'axis, by steam or other power, communicated
it at proper intervals, say every three miles

ing the line. This screw may be of any
ren diameter, say from 18 to 24 inches,

imed in lengths of from 12 to 15 feet each,

1 consists of a shaft of cast or rolled iron-

ning 4 inches in diameter, supporting, by
lans of wrought-iron arms keyed on the

tft, a rolled-iron spiral, which is bolted to

e ends of the arms.

‘The power is communicated to the screw
i means of spur-wheels, turning a pinion

fed on one end of each line of shafting, of

3 and a half mile in length; it is situated

i as to drive two such lines, that is, one
<each direction from it, and the gearing is so

ntrived as gradually to bring the screw
npeller into motion, and also to transfer the

wer from one line to the other without
[pping the train. The motion of the screw-
opeller is communicated to the trains by
•ans of a pair of wheels or rollers, so

[ached to the framework of the leading

iriage of the train, as to bear upon the rim
• spiral rail that forms the thread of the

•ew, and thus carries on the train forward
;

e other acts as a check-wheel, and prevents

e train from moving with an unequal motion,

uunning forward by acquiring acceleration.
“ The screw propeller is capable of acting in

ith directions; and, on the motion being re-

used, that which before acted as a check-
ieel becomes the propelling wheel, and vice

rsa. These wheels, which form the only

mnection between the trains and the pro-

peller, are perfectly under the control of the
conductor, who, by turning the handle of the
vertical screw, can press the wheels when he
sees it necessary with more power upon the
screw propeller, or in a moment disengage
them from it; and, having done so, can in-

stantly apply the break to the bearing wheels,
by continuing the movement of the vertical

screw and thus stop the train at any point with-
out interfering with the motion of the pro-
peller.

“The advantages proposed to be derived from
this invention are—economy in the construc-
tion of railways, from the facility it affords for

ascending inclined planes of almost any angle,

and the consequent reduction in cuttings, em-
bankments, bridges, &c.

;
also in the use of

light rails instead of the heavy rails required
for the locomotive system

;
also, in the use of

lighter carriages than those at present in use,

and hence less useless load
;
economy of power

for locomotion by the use of fixed engines, or

water power in the place of locomotive-engines,
and the consequent avoidance of the expense
of erection and support of those costly estab-

lishments required for the latter. Injury to

passengers, by collision or the running of the

trains off Jthe rails, being rendered impossible.
“ One of the greatest advantages this system

possesses over any other is the facility it affords

for transmitting a succession of trains at very
short intervals. Provision may thus he made
for the most extensive traffic without increas-

ing the engine-power : for instance,—a train,

capable of carrying 50 tons on the present
system, could be divided into four trains of
five or six carriages each, at ten minute inter-

vals, an arrangement by which 12,9G0 pas-

sengers might be conveyed in a day of twelve
hours, and the expense of locomotion not ex-
ceed six shillings per day.”

WORKS IN THE PROVINCES.

At Cromer, in Norfolk, it is in contempla-
tion to erect a new jetty, or breakwater, and sea

walls for the purpose of protecting the town
from the further encroachments of the sea. It

is also proposed to erect other works and
defences on the beach and cliff, with con-
venient promenades. Application has already
been made to Parliament for leave to bring
in a bill to this effect.

The Secretary-at-War has decided upon
the erection of five experimental military pri-

sons, to which superintendents, selected from
the half-pay list, are to be immediately ap-

pointed, at a salary, in the majority of cases,

of 200/. per annum.
Lord Middleton purposes expending 15,000/.

upon improving the town in the county Cork,
from which he derives his title.

At Canterbury the labours of the workmen
employed in the restoration of the ancient

church of St. Martin are nearly concluded. The
new pewing is completed, the whole of which
is of foreign oak, and in character with the

antiquity of the building itself, which is said

to be the oldest ecclesiastical structure in

this kingdom. Little of the ancient part how-
ever remains.

In Cumberland it has at length been
determined that the memorial to the late Earl

of Lonsdale shall consist of a statue in marble.

Whether it is to be an in-door or out-door

statue, and the site, are left for further con-

sideration, to be determined upon by a com-
mittee specially appointed for those purposes.

At Camarthen a preliminary meeting was
held last week, having for its object the erec-

tion of a monument to General Nott, the hero
of Ghuznee and Candahar. A committee was
formed, and a subscription opened, to which
Lord Ellenborough has contributed 100/.

At Rugby a monument has just been erected

to the memory of the Rev. Dr. Arnold. It was
executed by Mr. John Thomas, in Caen stone;

the figure is recumbent, under a rich Gothic
canopy, and has given so much satisfaction to

the committee, that they have rewarded the

artist with 100/. beyond the sum agreed upon.
In York Minster, a monument is about to

be erected to the memory of the late Dr. Beck-
with. It is to consist of a high tomb of the

decorated period surrounded by pinnacled but-

tresses, between each of whicli are to be ogee
arched panels with crockets and finials ;

in

each panel will be inscribed the name of one of

the charities which the doctor aided by his be-

nevolence. The cover of the tomb will be of

black marble, having on a splay the inscrip-

tion in incised brass. On the tomb will re-

pose a whole-length effigy of Dr. Beckwith,
the size of life, in white marble. The head
will be a faithful likeness, the sculptor, to

whom the work has been committed, J. B.
Leyland, having had the advantage of carving
and modelling the bust previous to the doctor’s
death. The tomb is to be placed in the east
end of the south aisle.

In the cemetery at Nottingham, a monu-
ment has just been erected to the memory of
Robert Millhouse, the poet. It is about 6 feet
high. Over the surbase is a tablet, containing
the following inscription from the pen of Mr.
Spencer Hall, who was the intimate friend of
poor Millhouse. It is creditable both to the
head and heart of the writer.

IN MEMORY OF
ROBERT M1LLIIOUSE,

AUTHOR OF TIIE DESTINIES OF MAN,
SHERWOOD FOREST, THE SONG OF THE PATRIOT,

BLOSSOMS, AND OTHER POEMS,
WHO DIED AT NOTTINGHAM,

APRIL 13TH, 1839,
AGED 50 YEARS.

“ When Trent shall flow no more, and blossoms
fail

On Sherwood plains, to scent the springtide gale
;

When the lark’s lay shall lack its thrilling charm,
And song forget the patriot’s soul to warm

;

When love o’er human hearts hath lost all sway,
His fame may pass—but not till then—away

:

For nature taught, and freedom fired his rhyme,
And virtue dedicated it to time.”

Emblematical of the subject, over the in-

scription, is a lyre entwined within a wreath;
the whole is surmounted with an elegant cross
fleury. The work was committed to the charge
of Air. Widdison, sculptor, of Edwinstowe.

Thorwaldsen’s celebrated statue of Lord
Byron, which was originally intended for

Westminster Abbey, is about to be placed in

the library of Trinity College, Cambridge.
The poet was a member of this distin-

guished body, having graduated M.A. (hon.)
1808.

At Pembroke Dock, a new church is about
to be erected. As Government own a good
deal of house property in the town, they have
considerately granted 500/. towards the build-

ing.

In the Potteries, a district church for Fos-
brook and Blythe Marsh is being built. The
Queen Dowager has recently presented a dona-
tion of 20/. towards the building fund.

JURISDICTION OF OFFICIAL REFEREES
—PARTY-WALLS.

Sir,— Before addressing myself to the task
of explaining the painful position in which I

am placed with the official referees, I will

state the case that has induced the discussion.

The trustees of a chapel hold a vestry-room
on the ground-floor, in the rear of, and over
which, are rooms belonging to the owner of
the adjoining property, consequently coming
under the denomination of “ intermixed build-

ings.” This chapel was rebuilt in a most sub-
stantial manner in 1817, having an 18-inch
wall against the adjoining premises, now per-
fectly sound, and in thorough repair. The
owner of the adjoining property being desirous
of pulling down his erections for the purpose
of putting up other buildings, applied to the

referees, who issued their authority to serve

notices both by the “ building owner ” and the

district surveyor, appointing a day for meeting
on the premises.

Two distinct notices were served— one as to

the partv-arch between the intermixed rooms,
the other as to the above-mentioned wall

;
in

respect of which wall a tenable objection might
be taken, that it is an external wall, inasmuch
as it was built entirely on our ground, and not

being within the operation of the former Act
of Parliament, the common law of the land

would preserve our right to it. But as, with
the exception of the preservation of ancient

lights, no objection would have been raised to

the “adjoining owner” using the wall, we
will assume, for the purpose of raising the
argument, that it was a “sound part}' wall

”

(presently, also, contending that it is a “suffi-

cient one ”). 1 attended the meeting on the
part of the trustees of the chapel, protesting
against the survey

;
the building-owner was

attended by his surveyor, who, 1 presume from
the statements I made, declined to take any
part in the matter

;
and whatever the opinion

of the district surveyor may have been from
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our discussion, he stated he had no alternative

but to proceed in obedience to the directions

of the official referees, and consequently pro-

ceeded alone in his survey.

I then took the liberty of addressing the

referees, assuming they were an appellant

court for the public as for the district sur-

veyors. Setting out the particulars of the case,

and the points of objection, I thus reasoned

—

“ If the public are entitled to hope for a de-

claration of your opinion upon such points

as controlling future practice, this point, it

appears to me, is one of considerable import-

ance. My reading of the intention of the legis-

lature would be, that in all cases of intermixed
property, questions relating to taking down and
rebuilding party-walls, or any matter where
two adjoining owners were mutually interested,

that it is competent to them to assent to the
principle involved as applicable to their case

;

and that it would then become the duty of the

district surveyor, in respect of the fee pre-
scribed to be paid for his superintending the

work, to advise the parties (if doubt arose) as

to what was required, in conformity with the

provisions of the Act, and not to drive parties

to an expensive mode of proceeding, frequently

to result in irritation. The portion of sect. 34
to which I refer is, “ That if a party-wall or
party-arch cannot be built without pulling

down such buildings, and so laying parts

thereof to each other; and if in default

of the consent of all proper parties, the official

referees, &c.”
After having made this communication

without having sufficiently looked into the
matter, and finding that I had confined my
objections to their authority more exclusively
as to intermixed property, I took occasion on
the followingdav again to address them, extracts
from which, and copies of the letters to the
“ building owner” and district surveyor, will

perhaps best tend to explain my views.
I would here remark that the wall is a suf-

ficient and sound one. Even in such cases the
“ building owner” may take down such a wall,
under form of notice, No. 14, which is headed
“Notice to he given (three months before
commencing operations) by an owner to an
adjoining owner, where no survey is required,”
which survey is dispensed with in consequence
of the liability of the “ building owner” by
sec. 26 “ to reinstate and make good all the
internal finishings and decorations of the
adjoining premises my ground of complaint,
therefore, is that in each case the proceedings
are ab initio wrong, as a cosily mode of pro-
ceeding. :

—
{Extracts from Second Letter to Official

Referees.')

“ Since taking the liberty of addressing you
yesterday, I have met Mr.

,
who proceeded

with his survey, the surveyors on either side
taking no part. My grounds of objection
have been further strengthened by closer at-

tention to the subject
;
and as I am satisfied

it is not your desire to overstep the powers
intrusted to you, I would draw attention to my
turther reasons for the opinion yesterday ex-
pressed, that parties might assent by private
arrangement. I now hold that any proceed-
ings taken in moving your office or calling in

the district surveyors is, as a primary step,
illegal (I use not the term offensively, but
merely as being repugnant to the express
provisions of the Act).

“ My ground of complaint, as expressed in a
letter to Mr.

, is, that as in the case of
party-walls, each section is read as complete
and conferring authority per se, whereas I

read them as contexts to sec. 20, which first

declares the various points treated of in the
subsequent sections, and after setting them all

out, and describing the characters or deno-
minations of the respective parties, says, ‘ that
if the adjoining owner shall have consented
thereto, or if without such consent,’ which is a
looser term, fully', however, strengthened a
few lines further by these words—‘and subject
to the provision for supplying the want of
consent of the owners.’ It is perfectly un-
necessary to repeat these words in the sub-
sequent sections, as such sections can only
come into operation in default of such consent;
and sec. 24 provides for ‘supplying want of
consent of adjoining owners,’ necessarily im-
plying the necessity of first seeking’ this
consent.

“ I am aware that you may in rejoinder say,

every person is bound to know an Act of
Parliament, and to read for himself; but I

feel equally satisfied that you would desire to

render a complicated Act as intelligible as

possible, through the medium of the large
and novel powers intrusted to you.”

(Copy of Letter to District Surveyor.)

“ Dear Sir,—Since meeting you this morn-
ing, I have given the subject somewhat more
consideration, and understanding that you have
paid much attention to the subject, l can only
express my surprise how plain language can
possibly be so misinterpreted. I have again
written to the official referees, stating, in my
opinion, that they, or the district surveyor
moving in the matter, is thoroughly illegal with
respect to any matter until difference shall
have arisen.

“The mistake you have all fallen into, is

reading a section per se, and imagining what
was there directed primarily clothed you with
authority. In the case of party-walls, all the
sections subsequent are merely contexts of the
declaratory section 20, and it would be a mon-
strous proposition that every party should be
called upon to move the office of the referees,
and through them the district surveyors. I

hold that neither the one nor the other have
any jurisdiction until differences arise, and
further that it is the duty of the ‘ building
owner’ to endeavour to obtain the ‘ consent ’

of the ‘ adjoining owner,’ and this obtained,
it is the duty of the district surveyor in re-
spect of his prescribed fee, to direct the opera-
tion in accordance with the Act.

“ I trust I shall, as has always been my
habit, treat my professional brethren with
courtesy, and pay obedience to a recognized
law

;
but I shall oppose every attempt at undue

coercion under this obnoxious Act; and you
must perceive that in any, the most trifi'ing

matter, the course prescribed would imply
large costs.”

( Copy of Letter to the Building Owner.)
“ Sir,—A notice from you, accompanied by

one from Mr.
,
the district surveyor, having

been put into my hands, respecting property of
yours intermixed with that belonging to the
trustees of Chapel, I have sent a

statement of the facts to the official referees,
as it appears to me the notices have been
served prematurely; inasmuch as sec. 34
stales that such proceedings are to be taken
only ‘in default of the consent of all proper
parties.’ We have received no communica-
tion upon the subject; had we so received it,

we should have been, anti are prepared to con-
sent to carry out the operation in conformity
with the Act.

“ Understanding you are about to erect
some houses on the ground, it appears to me
desirable for both parties to come to some
ariangement that would obviate the present
inconvenience of the admixture of property

;

and I am prepared to make a proposition that
appears to me to be mutually beneficial, if you
will favour me by making an appointment, or
refer me to your surveyor.”

I afterwards received a communication from
the registrar, appointing a day for hearing
the matter.

This conference I shall, of course, decline.
It would he but an appeal from Caesar to

Caesar, having yet to learn that the referees
are clothed with powers that will close a court
of law against an appeal, that the proceedings
are ab initio repugnant to the express provi-
sions of the Act. Were such a principle ad-
mitted, the triumvirate of Somerset-house or
that of the official referees and registrar of
Trafalgar-square, would hold a power beyond
the jurisdiction of our judges in equity; no
party being entitled to issue process from their
courts, unless he has conformed to principles
prescribed by enactment or precedent.

I am quite aware that it may be said the
“ building owner” moves the office of the re-
ferees at his own peril

;
but it would appear the

more convenient course, that he should be re-
quired in his application to state what steps he
had taken, and that in addition to the questions
already put by the official referees, the one I
have suggested to them should be added viz. :

if the consent of the adjoining owner had been
sought? and that in default of that, no such
proceedings should be taken.

I regret to say there are many other points
of difficulty, some of which the district sur-

veyors declare themselves unable to solve,

would suggest the importance of the subjr

appears to demand, that a public meeting
held, to address the House by petition at ll

early period of its sitting.

Greenway Robins.

ilftt) liOQfcS.

Lectures on Natural Philosophy and the A
chanical Arts. By Thomas Young, Mj
A new Edition with references, by t

Rev. P. Kebi.and, M.A. Taylor and Wt
ton. London. 1845. Parts Land II.

Dr. Young’s lectures, delivered in t

theatre of the Royal Institution, are too w
known to need commendation. The editif

of which part is now before us, will be pu
lished in eight or nine monthly parts

;
all t

plates Delonging to the original work will

given, and the text reprinted entire, with c

pious references to recent treatises on t

subjects, and notes on such discoveries as m
have been made since the lectures were fit

published. We shall recur to the work wh
further advanced.

ffiormyottamrr.

MISTAKES IN ESTIMATES—HERNE-HILI,
CHURCH.

Sir,—In your publication for January 25t
you did me the favour to insert a letter of mi
relating to the contract I entered into for l

mason’s works of the new church at Hern
hill. In that letter I complained that t

quantities I had to work by were consideral.

more than those which were supplied for t

purpose of enabling me to make my calcul

tions by, so much so indeed, that the differen

in one item amounted to upwards of 1,000 fe

of stone, to which may be added the labo,

bestowed upon it. In a note which yi

appended to my letter, you state that n

remedy is against the party who took out tl

quantities
;
and in your number, February L

page 59, is a letter from Mr. Bloomfield, wl
states that Mr. Alexander, the architect himse
took out the quantities, and that he, Mr. I

only made copies of them for the several parti

desirous ofsending in tenders. Since tbeappea
anceof this letter, I have been weekly expectir
to see in your pages some explanation fro

Mr. Alexander, but in this expectation I ai

many others, who feel deeply interested in t!

question on public grounds, have been di

appointed. T he omission cannot have arist

from his ignorance of the correspondence, f

I by chance know that his attention was late

at Ilerne-hill specially directed to it; nor ct

I suppose that you would refuse insertion
any explanation he might send you. Tl
points I am anxious to elicit are these: wheth
there were two sets of plans and specification

namely, one to work by, the other to contra
by, or whether alterations were subsequent
introduced into the plans, from which tl

quantities which governed my estimates wei
taken. The difference I complain of, an
which has created so much interest union
the great body of master masons in the mi
tropolis, must have resulted either from desig

or from accident. If from the latter, you wi
be conferring a boon upon a large class f

your readers by assisting to unravel tl:

mystery, for in so doing you will draw attei

tion to the rock on which I split, and therefc

warn others
;
but should it be found to resu

from design, I trustthat you will not be wantin
in that bold and unflinching spirit which hi

hitherto characterized your journal, to expos
and denounce such disreputable practices.

I am, Sir, &c.,

Gravel-lane, Southwark, W. Sugdkn.
March 3rd, 1845.

NEW CORN MARKET, ROMFORD.
Sir,—In your last week’s publication, tlier

was anotice to a correspondent respecting thl

new corn market at Romford. I beg t

forward you the particulars of my visit to tin

spot, presuming that you will favour thi

members of the profession by the insertion
leaving it to their option to avail themselve
or not of the advantages presented by tin

advertisement.

The advertiser is Mr. Harvey George, wht



juires a design for a corn market, subscrip-

n room, lecture room, and sundry other

nvcniences, appropriating the present build-

js for the purpose, which, by the bye, I find

irer a space of 51 feet frontage, by a depth
168 feet.

l'o effect this, your readers are aware
it it will be essential to take a plan of the

?mises as they at present exist,

rhe time required to take this plan, to lay it

ivn on paper from the rough dimensions and
itch, and make a design for the purposes
[uired, would, at least, occupy any one, with

! assistance of a clerk, four days, besides

; expenses of travelling by railway there

d back, twenty-four miles. Thus I calcu-

e that the “ fortunate competitor ” (rather a

native term, by the bye, under the circum-

nces) would be a decided loser.

But the chances against this enviable posi-

n are more dreadful than at once presents

?lf, for Mr. George asserts that he has

eady received 150 designs, and I have no
ison, from the authority that I quote, to doubt
: truth of his having so stated; except that

re must be 149 weaker men in the pro-

sion than falls to its average lot, and
m tlie circumstance of his having in a

ond advertisement postponed the period

receiving the designs for fifteen days,

sted to that weakness, in expecting a few
re. When I incurred the first expense of
ng to Romford, I inferred, although not so

ted in the advertisement, that the successful

npetitor would be chosen as architect, to

ry out the work
;

but there I reckoned
bout my “ advertiser,” for I find that

. George makes no secret in stating that he
i already a design of his own, which he in-

ds to adopt, modified and doubtlessly im-
ived by the kind suggestions of these

nerous professional friends. This much in-

mation did I glean at the expense of some
i. (“ 5 per cent, on the probable amount, as

say”); but who formed the committee
>ody knew. In vain 1 asked, as the adver-

:ment suggested, “ for full particulars ” of

. Harvey George, and, as my own instinct

mpted, of the builders in the town. The

y certain knowledge I could acquire was,

t Mr. Harvey George had taken the pre-

ses on lease, with the option of purchasing;

t he projected the scheme, and advertised

that he intended himself to build it; and
t there appeared to be but one opinion,

ich was, that he would be his own architect,

I, like one who would be his own lawyer,

t he was well worthy of being his own
?nt.
’ think that the profession deserve this cau-

i, and to vouch for its authenticity I enclose

i my name. An Architect.

ASUREMENT OF BRICKWORK IN BARRF.L
DRAINS.

sir,—Will you be kind enough to inform
1 through the medium of your journal, how
im accurately to measure the contents of a

linch barrel drain,—a friend disputing my
ithod.

n my opinion the outer circumference

mid be measured thus :—12 inches diameter

drain, half brick on each side = 8 inches
;

il 20 inches, by three times for circum-

ence, gives 60 inches, or 5 feet of 4 inch

ckwork, which say in 100 feet, will give

I) feet 8 inches reduced brickwork.
The other method is, to measure the dia-

:ter and one rim, making 16 inches instead

20, which in 100 feet will give only 133 feet

inches, a material difference.—Your kind

ormation will oblige

An Enquirer.

iOur correspondent is wrong
;
the exterior

1 interior circumference should be added
rether, and the half of it taken as the mean,
is multiplied by the length and divided by 3

! the sides are half brick thick), will give the

untity of reduced brickwork. The mean
cumference is obtained for practical par-

ies, by adding the internal diameter to the

ckness of one rim, and multiplying the re-

k by 3i. Thus 12 inches, the diameter of

drain in question, X 4£ inches (the rim)=
i inches, which being multiplied by 3| gives

set 4 inches the circumference. This being

ltiplied by the length, 100 feet, we have 433
t 4 inches or 144 feet 5 inches reduced. In

icise terms, the diameter of a circle is to

: circumference as 7 is to 22 .—Ed.]

THE BUILDER.
MATHEMATICS AS APPLIED TO CARPENTRY.
Sir,—

I

very much wish an answer to the fol-

lowing:—By what means can 1 learn to apply
Log. cos. cosec., &c., &c., to constructive car-

pentry, in calculating the several weights re-

quired and thrusts produced, to calculate weak-
ness, &c. ? If in a work on the same, I shall be
glad of the name of it.— I am, Sir, &c.,

A Reader.

SHOP-FRONTS UNDER NEW BUILDINGS ACT.

Sir,—Your “Subscriber” is not bound to

carry up an “unsightly mass of brickwork”
of the same projection as the cornice of his

shop-front, or an inch beyond it. The
schedule requires merely a pier or corbel of
“ incombustible material He can, therefore,

form in the line of the party-wall a cement
pilaster, 9 inches wide, with face and cap-

mouldings, and cornice, similar to those of

the wooden shop-front and story-posts, but

breaking one inch before them. The pilaster

and cornice would be both “ pier ” and
“corbel ;” and, especially in a continued range
of shops, would be far from “ unsightly.”

I am, Sir, &c., M. B. A.

ISliBrrllanra.

Bricks.—A correspondent of the Mining
Journal remarks, that “ should the clay of

which bricks are made be contaminated with
fragments, however minute, of chalk or lime-

stone, the consequences may be very serious.

On transference to the furnace, the carbonate
is converted into quicklime, and when the

bricks are moistened, they necessarily burst,

and crumble to pieces. In the case of bricks

used in tunnels, this is of paramount moment,
and will explain the destruction of the tunnel

of Coraptiel, between Belgium and Rhenish
Prussia. The fault lay with the brickmaker,
not the engineer. I have seen the destruction

of an earthenware vessel from this cause, as

soon as water was poured into it.”

The Dorset County Hospital is now
drawing towards completion, and, when
finished, will be capable of accommodating
300 in-patients. It stands in an open part of

the city of Dorchester, near the West-walks,
upon ground presented by Robert Williams,
Esq.,of Bridehead. The north wingof the build-

ing has been opened for the reception of

patients for some time. This institution is

supported by voluntary contribution. When
we see the number of patients within its walls,

it seems surprising that Dorset should so long

have remained deficient of a county hospital.

Mr. Benjamin Ferrey is the architect em-
ployed.

Fall of part of the Iron Roof of a
Warehouse.— Considerable alarm was ex-

cited in Salford a short time ago, by the

fall of the greatest portion of the roof of

one of the buildings of the Manchester Bond-
ing Warehousing Company, Chapel-street,

which for many years was used as the cotton

warehouse in connection with the mill of

Messrs. Philips, Lee, and Co. The gable end

of this building fronts Chapel-street. The
building is about 120 feet in length and 40 feet

wide. The roof was an old cast-iron one,

much decayed, and was supported by two
ranges of iron columns (the building being

fire-proof) dividing the building longitudinally

into three bays. These columns were very

slight, and from iron cups let into the top of

these pillars very light principals of cast-iron

were carried at a shallow spring to support the

roof, or rather roofs, for it was in three divi-

sions. Several workmen and others were

upon the roofing, which was undergoing

repairs, when, about twenty minutes before

eleven o’clock, the whole of the division next

the yard of the premises fell at once with a

loud crash, and this, dragging the tie-rods down,
dislodged the pillars on one side of the centre

bay
;
about the third of the roof of which next

fell, followed by a rather larger proportion of

the roof of the other outer bay, so that in all

about two-thirds of the roofing fell. Amongst
the individuals on tlje roof was a clerk of Mr.
A. Mills, architect, who escaped without

injury. Upon further inspection, it has been

found that nearly all the cast-iron cups in one

range of pillars had been cracked or torn,

apparently for a long time, by some severe

shock or strain, and one of the principals was

also broken .—Manchester Guardian.
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Railway in Spain. — A railway from
Barcelona to Mataro has been decided on,
the first Spanish line, and many of the shares
are subscribed for. We cordially wish it

success, believing that an improvement in the

means of communication will greatly aid in

consolidating this unfortunate country.

St. Mary-le-bone Bank for Savings.

—

The fifteenth annual general meeting of this

institution was held onThursdav,the 27th ult.,at

the office, in Welbeck-street, Cavendish-square.
It appeared from the several reports read to

the meeting, that the progress of this bank
continues to be of a very favourable descrip-
tion, no less than 2,684 new deposits having
been made in the last year. 15,124 deposit
accounts remained open on the 20th November
last, ofwhich 9,503 held balances averaging less

than 41. 5s. lOd.each. Upwards of 350,089/. was
then invested with thecommissioners for the re-

duction of the National Debt; this amount has
since risen to 353,089/. 4s. 7<h> and is rapidly
on the advance. The continued evidence thus
afforded of the strong and growing disposition

of the working classes to provide against the
casualties of life, will prove a source of grati-

fication to all reflecting minds.

The Fountains in Trafalgar-square.
—I’he labour of the mountain has produced a

mouse. After the long- heard note of prepara-
tion, we looked for something, more than or-

dinarily beautiful and original, and are there-

fore annoyed to find that the new fountains

are nothing more nor less in design than
might have been purchased, dolphins and all,

ready-made, at any of the artificial stone shops
in the Paddington-road. The beauty of the
material, polished red granite, is the saving
clause.

Fires.—The late fire at Captain Duncombe’s
in Grosvenor-square was another result of the

incautious fixing of stoves. It was caused by
the overheating of a hot-air stove, which com-
municated with the flooring of the hall.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c
,

are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers,

however, they arc entered in a book, and may be seen

on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.]

For completing the Works connected with the

enclosing and annexing certain Land lately pur-

chased for the improvement of Newport Bridewell,

in the Isle of Wight. March 8.

For repairing the footway pavements, and pro-

viding and laying new curb and other stone
;

for

repairing the carriage-way, pavements, and pro-

viding and laying new granite and other stone,

during one year from Lady-day next, for the united

parishes of St. Andrew, Ilolborn, and St. George-

the-Martyr, Middlesex. March 8.

For a supply of from 200 to 300 tons of Rails,

and from 100 to 200 tons of Chairs, for the Eastern

Counties Railway. March 10.

For building a Sewer in Addle-hill, Doctors-

commons. March 11.

For paving and repairing the Carriage-ways and

Foot-ways within the parish of St. Paul, Covent-

garden. March 11.

For supplying and laying down about 400 yards

of cast-iron Pipe, of 10 inches diameter, for the

Commissioners of the Southampton Water-works.

March 13.

For building a Sewer in the City-road, St.

Luke’s, near Charles-street, in length about 401

feet
;

and lowering an existing Sewer, in length

about 130 feet. March 14.

For the repairs and restoration of the Tower

and Nave of St. Mary’s Church, Nottingham.

March 17.

For supplying her Majesty’s several Dock-yards

with Riga Hand Masts and Fir Timber, Dantzic

Deck Deals and Fir Timber, and Norway Spars.

March 28.

For new-paving such parts of the parish of

St. Mary, Islington, and repairing the paved Foot-

ways, as may from time to time be required,

during one whole year from Lady-day next.

March 19.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of nine-inch cast-

iron Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct to be laid in

the Island of Malta. March 31.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of 9 -inch cast-iron

Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct in the Island

of Malta. April 30.

For new-paving parts of the parish of St. Mary,

Islington, Middlesex
; and for repairing and keeping

in repair the paved Footways belonging thereto, for

one year from Lady-day next. Also for supplying

unbroken Guernsey Granite, Core, Ballast, Gravel,

and clean Flints.



COMPETITIONS.
Plans and Specifications for Covered Ways at

the Lunatic Asylum, Melton. March 18.

Plans and Elevations for a new Workhouse with

the requisite offices, capable of accommodating 400

inmates, for the Canterbury Incorporation. The

architect is requested to state the amount of

premium he will require for the use of his plan and

specifications in the event of the Court of Guardians

adopting the same, and appointing their own sur-

veyor to superintend the works. March 8.

Plans for the most convenient mode of

landing or embarking passengers, carriages,

&c., &c., at George’s Pier-head, Liverpool. A
Premium of 200/. will be given for the Plan

selected and acted upon, and a Premium of 100/.

will be given for that Plan which may be deemed
to be the next in utility. March 19.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

March 11.—At Enfield: 200 Oak Timber Trees

of large dimensions and excellent quality
;
34 Elm

and 24 Ash Trees ; also 45 Oak Trees of large

metings.

March 10.—Upon the Benacre Hall Estate :

1.000 Oak Stands, from 5 to 8 inches girth ; 140
Ash and Elm Stands ; 40 Fir Stands ; 10 Ash Tim-
ber Trees ; also 60 Fir Trees and 12 Poplar Trees.

March 11.—At New Barns Farm, Ely : 330
Ash, Elm, Beech, and Sycamore Timber Trees.

They are of fine growth and quality, very straight,

of great length and good girth.

March 14.—At Ellingham Hall, near Bungay :

600 Spruce, Larch, and Scotch Firs of capital

quality, and a quantity of Ash, Elm, and Willow
Timbers.

March 11.—At Clay and Sand Woods, Tet-
worth : A fall of prime Oak Timber Trees, very

long and straight and unequalled in quality.

March 18.—At West Buckland, Somerset : 833
Oak, Elm, and Ash, Maiden, and Pollard Timber
Trees.

March 13.—At Corfe, near Taunton, Somerset

:

210 Maiden Oak, 60 Maiden Ash, and 80 Pollard

Oak Timber Trees.

March 17.—At the Abbey Farm, Eye, Suffolk :

A large quantity of Poplar, Fir, Elm, Willow, aud
Ash Timbers

;
also Poplar, Fir, Ash, Spruce, and

Larch Poles.

March 13.—At Dullingham, Cambridge -. 2,000
Larch and Scotch Spiers.

March 18.—At Waresley, Huntingdonshire : A
large fall of Ash and Elm Timber Trees

;
also

Larch, Spruce, Birch, Beech, Chesnut, Alder, and
Hornbeam Spires, very straight, large, and long.

March 10.—At Bottisham Hall, Cambridge :

A quantity of very useful Ash, Elm, Lime, Chesnut,

and Beech Trees.

March 12.—At the King’s Head, Nazing, Essex:

2,188 Oak Timber Trees of good, and a great

portion of large dimensions, and very straight

and clear.

March 10.—At Fordham Abbey, Cambridge:
100 capital Timber Trees, and upwards of 300
Stands.

March 11.—At the King’s Head Inn, Enfield,

Middlesex
;
200 Oak Timber Trees of large dimen-

sions and excellent quality, 34 Elm and 24 Ash
Trees.

March 12.—At Uffculm, Devon ; 130 Maiden
Oak and 60 Maiden Ash Trees.

By Private Contract, before the Is/ of April
next.—287 Oak Trees, of full growth and large

dimensions, suitable for all purposes, now standing

at Woodside, near Morland, Westmoreland.
March 17.—At Herringswell, Suffolk: 400

Larch Trees, many of them measuring 50 feet in

length, and containing upwards of a load of sound
timber

; 400 Scotch and Spruce Trees, upwards of

45 years’ growth; 19 large Willow Trees, and a

very large Poplar.

March 13. — At Exning, near Newmarket:
5.000 Larch, Ash, Spruce, Birch, Poplar, and Oak
Poles. The Larch are fitted for building purposes.

Shortly. — At Portsea : a valuable cargo of

Mahogaoy and Cedar in Logs and Planks.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, March 10.—Geographical, 3, Water-
loo-place, 8£ p.m.

;
British Architects, 16, Gros-

venor-street, 8 p.m.
;
Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-

street, 8 P.M.

Tuesday, 11.

—

Medical and Chirurgical, 53,
Berners-street, 8£ p.m. ; Civil Engineers, 25,
Great George -street, 8 p.m.

;
Zoological, Hanover-

square, 8J p.m.

Wednesday, 12.

—

Society of Arts, Adelphi, 8
p.m. ; Geological, Somerset House, 8J p.m.

;

London Institution, Finsbury-circus, 7 p.m.
;

Graphic, Thatched House Tavern, 8 p.m. ; Phar-
maceutical, 17, Bloomsbury-square, 9 p.m.

Thursday, 13. — Royal, Somerset House, 8i
p.m. ;

Antiquaries, Somerset House, 8 p.m. ; Royal
Society of Literature, 4, St. Martin’s-place,

4 p.m.
;
Medico Botanical, 32, Sackville-street,

8 P.M.

Friday, 14. — Astronomical, Somerset House,
8 p.m. ;

Royal Institution, Albemarle-street, 85
p.m. ; Philological, 49, Pall Mall, 8 p.m.

Saturday, 15.

—

Asiatic, 14, Grafton-street,

2 p.m. ;
Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-street,

8 p.m. ;
Statistical, 11, Regent-street, 8 p.m.

(anniversary).

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ Inquirer (Limehouse).”—Each pane of glass

should be measured separately loilhin the rebates

of the sash-bars. Of irregular panes, the ividest

part should be taken, and circular panes should be

measured as if square.
“ J. W. S.”

—

We believe the “ Hand in Hand ”

is the oldest fire-office in London; it was estab-

lished in 1696. We cannot rqfer to the names of
the bridges at this moment ; only one of them was
across the Thames, the others were of less import-

ance.
“ A Constant Reader ” wishes the address of

Mr. Galloway, the engineer of the Cairo and Suez
Railway.

“ A Subscriber (Reepham).”

—

We don't under-

stand the inquiry.
“ Philoclarus,” J. J. Blandy,” “ R. Callow,”

“ Virgil,” “ W. Rowland,” “ A Land-owner,”
“ S. M. O.,” “ Fairplay,” next week.

Received.— The Pictorial Gallery of Arts,

Part II. (C. Knight)—A Report of the Pro-
ceedings at the first session of the British

Archaeological Association, edited by Alfred

John Dunkin (J. Russell Smith)— Old England,

a Pictorial Museum of Popular Antiquities,

Part XV. (C. Knight)— The Geologist’s Text
Book, by David T. Ansted, M.A. (J. Van Voorst)

— Geology as a Branch of Education, by D. T.

Ansted, M.A. (Fan Voorst)—Bloomfield's Poems,
illustrated by Sydney Cooper, ij*c. ( Van Voorst).

Heal & son’s list of bedding.
—Containing a full description of weights, sizes, and

prices, by which purchase:® are enabled to judge the articles

th >t are best suited to make a good set of Bedding, sent free

by post, on application to their establishment, the largest in

London, exclusively for the manufacture and sale of Bedding
(no Bedsteads or other furniture being kept). Heal and Son,
Feather Dressers and Bedding Manufacturers, 1 96, opposite
the Chapel, Tottenhara-court-road.

100 MARBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES.

THE WESTMINSTER MARBLE COM-
PANY emhrace this opportunity of announcing to

Builders and the Public generally, that in the first week in

March they will offer their very large assortment of Vein,
Statuarv, Black and Gold, Bardilla, and Black MARBLE
CHIMNEY-PIECES, manufactured in a superior manner
by machinery, at prices considerably below prime cost,

which are far superior in quality and workmanship to those
manufactured for public auctions. By purchases made from
this stock a great saving will be effected, in addition to

the auction expenses.
The Company’s reason for making this sacrifice is their

intention to make new extensive alterations in their Shew-
roorns, previous to setting up their new stock for the ensuing
season, of which further notice will be given.

Direct. WESTMINSTER MARBLE COMP A NY, EARL
STREET, HOLYWELL-STREET, MILLBANK.

LIFE ASSURANCE.

THE BRITISH MUTUAL LIFE As-
surance SOCIETY entertains proposals of any

description from 20/. upwards, involving the contingency of
human life, and offers the following advantages to its mem-

A BONUS ANNUALLY (in shape of low Premiums),
equal to those of other offices, granted erery three, five, or
seven years, and
THE PROSPECT OF A LARGER BONUS than can

possibly be obtained at those offices, in the peculiarly bene-
ficial mode adopted in the distribution of the surplus.

Prospectuses and every information mav be had on ap-
plication at the office, 17, New Bridge- street, Blackfriars.

SPECIMEN OF TABLES.

Age.
Annual Pre-
mium for

£100.
Age.

Annual Pre-
mium for

£100.
Age.

Annual Pre-
mium for

jfl 00.

20 £\. 15s. 8d. 40 £2 . 14s. gd. 60 £6. Cs. 7d.

CHARLES JAMES THICKE, Resident Secretary.
17, New Bridge-street, Blacxfriars.

E G.’s TRACING-PAPER.— It is

• warranted to take Ink, Oil, or Water colour, and
is sold by MESSRS. ROBERSON AND CO., SOLE
AGENTS, 51, LONG-ACRE, at thefollowing cash prices:

—

THIN TRACING-PA PE It.

60 by 40, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.
40 by 30, at 7l. 0s. „ 7s. 6d.
30 by 20, at 31. 15s. „ 4s. Od. „

THICK TRACING-PAPER.
40 by 30, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Od. ner Quire.
30 by 20, at 7/. 10s. „ 8s. Od. '

„
N. B.— Every sheet is stamped with the Initials of the

Manufacturer.
This beautiful and unequalled article is allowed to be the

cheapest and most useful Pauer hitherto introduced to the
public, as will be best proved by a trial.

Embarrassed circumstance
—PERSONS IN DIFFICULTIES being desirou

availing themselves of the Benefit ofLORD BROUGHAft
HUMANE ACT. are requested to apply to MESS!
GRAND AND CO., of 51, Coieman-strect, City, wh
every information may be obtained, FREE OF E
PENSE, or arrangements can be made with Credit!

bv which means the painful necessity of resorting

BANKRUPTCY or INSOLVENCY may in many cr

be avoided.—N.B. Partnership accounts adjusted.

WINDOW BLINDS.
TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS

AND OTHERS.

F. A. DE WILDE,
(Late Mills and De Wilde),

72, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDO

Manufacturer of the much-admh
SPANISH BLIND. VENETIAN SHAD,

adapted to either inside or outside, so much in general i

Blinds for Shop-fronts, Spring Roller Blinds, on the rr

improved Principle. PATENT ROLLER BLINi
Mounted with the newly-improved Scotch Furniture.

PATENT WOVE WIRE BLINDS. DWARF
VENETIAN BLINDS, &c.

Verandahs to any Design. Transparencies, and e\

description of Sun Blind, on the most improved princi

and of the very best workmanship and well-seasonedMateri
F. A. De Wilde begs to observe he pays particular att

tion to the manufacture of Blinds for exportation
;
he :

invites all parties to pay his Establishment a visit, wL
they may see every description of Blind in use.

Holland Blinds Cleaned, Calendered, and re-made. Vc
tian Blinds Painted, Taped, and Lined. Estimates furnish

N.B.—Old Blinds renovated and made equal to new.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY
TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. KENT and CO.,
MANUFACTURERS,

11, GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDOt
Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes 0

quality far superior to those generally offered for sale

which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer qua
and durability to apparent cheapness.

000000.—7 in- Dusters.
000000.—7 in- ditto, extra.

0000.—Ground Brushes.
Plasterers’ Brushes.
Distemper ditto. Grou d and Unground.
Sash Tools, and Common Tools.

Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and nil othci

Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other ki
of Brushes, forwarded on application. Established 1 777-

NKWLY-INVENTED

MATHEMATICAL PENCILS,

METHEMATICIANS, ARCHITECTS, & ENGINEEi
Warranted to retain a very fine Point.

E. WOLFF AND SON, in introducing their Extra H
Lead Pencils for Mathematical and Architectural purpoi
beg to draw attention to the advantages resulting from tl

adoption in preference to the ordinary Pencils. They
made to six distinct sizes, by which means they can be fil

to all instruments, and are so constructed that each I’ei

may he cut in halves without waste
;
thus making two Pen

each of a length, and most convenient for use, and obviat
the difficulties existing with respect to the ordinary Pen
E. W. and Son have also half-round Pencils, s

for the Spring Bow, thus preventing the necessity
dividing the Pencil down the centre. They are mad<
extremely Hard Lead, of the finest quality, which will rei

a very fine point and give a clear ..even, and distinct lim
Price 4s. per dozen.

PATTERN OF SIZES,
i round 1 2 3 4 5

A Sample of each size will be sent by Post to any part

the Kingdom, on the receipt of Postage Stamps equal

the amount.
Drawing Pencils of the best quality, for Architects 1

Engineers, warranted free from grit: the Him anduuHH
particularly recommended.— Price 5s. per dozen.
May be had of all Instrument Makers and Station

and at the Manufacturers’, 23, Church-street, Spitalfie!

London.

HATCHER’S BENNENDEN TIL
MACHINE, Manufactured and Sold only by C(

TAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Agricultural Implem
Makers, &c., 2, Winsley-street, Oxford-street, London.

This is the most efficient Machine that has been inven
for the purpose of making Drain Tiles. Anv shaped '

can be made by merely changing the die, which can be d
in a few minutes. It requires but few hands, viz.,
man and three boys. With this amount of labour, the r
duct of a day of 10 hours is as follows, viz:

—

1 inch diameter of I lj inches diameter of
Tile, 1 1 ,000 Tile, 5,

li ., „ „ ,, 8,000 1 24 „ „ ,, 3.

The Machine is moveable down the drying-sheds, so t

it requires no extra boys to carry the Tiles, nor are shel
required in drying. It has been in full operation
upwards of four months at Hempstead Park, near Cr
brook, Kent. No charge made for Patent dues or licet

The purchase of the machine includes free use of it.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 15, 1845.

NE of the great objects of the

“ Metropolitan Improve-

ment Society,” when it was

established in January,

1842, was to point out the

evils which have arisen from

considering the improvement of different parts

of London only in detail, with a view ex-

clusively to the wants of a local district,—and

;o urge upon the legislature the importance of

looking forward ten or fifteen years, and of

Employing fit and qualified persons to prepare

Liplan, founded upon an accurate survey, of all

:he improvements required in the metropolis

vhich might be carried into effect within the

period named. It was believed justly, that

his would tend to the realization of various

Claris, which, however excellent in themselves,

iad failed because brought forward as private

uestions, and not as part of a general measure
'hich could alone receive public support, and
'ould prevent the adoption of inferior or in-

fficient schemes, which private views and in-

uence might otherwise thrust upon the

ublic.

t When a deputation from the society waited
n Sir Robert Peel, he said that his own
pinions coincided with the views of the de-

ntation
;

that he considered it desirable that
1 efficient board should be appointed to insti-

.ite proper inquiries, and take a broad and
pmprehensive view of the whole subject

;
and

omised that a general plan of the metropolis,
a a large scale, should at once be prepared
,ora actual survey as an indispensable first

ep.

The Metropolitan Improvement Commission
as issued soon afterwards, but though three
lars have nearly passed away, the survey is

't commenced, and the commissioners have
f'ected nothing.

'We are induced to recal these circum-
ances to the memory of our readers, and to

(ge on the premier the performance of his
romise, by recent proceedings in West-
inster. The necessity for alterations there
s long been felt, and numerous plans have
am time to time been proposed

;
but each and

have been set aside, and the much needed
iprovement, including the drainage, the ven-
ation, the health, and the morals, of the dis-

tct, prevented by private interests and the
uabbles of rival claimants for public
iproval. How much longer this is to be
-ried on is uncertain, but it seems clear that

f question is now as open as ever, and that
less the public or the Government come
ward to obtain a settlement of it, will either
main so, or be closed in such a manner as to

;?ct much less good than ought to be the
ie. Parts of Westminster are at this time
' verY sinks of iniquity, hot-beds of crime,
1 the birth-place of disease

;
whence vice

1 death are brought to all the quarters of
> metropolis none of it is well-drained,
;le of it well-ventilated, and it is of course
ameliorations in these respects, and to obtain
bd leading thoroughfares for the advantage
I the whole community, that public money
I'uld be applied. It is not to be wondered

property will be more benefited if the new
street be formed in this way than in that,

should exert themselves so to regulate its

arrangement, and every consideration should
of course be shewn to private rights and
interests,

, but certainly these ought never
to be allowed to outweigh the general good,
and prevent important public improve-
ments.

Mr. Wason’s plan, as it is called, which
has been introduced in the House of Commons
with the sanction of Government, was opposed,
our readers will remember, by some of the
inhabitants of Westminster, and a public
meeting was held, whereat a committee was
appointed to obtain and examine other plans,
and to draw the attention of the legislature
to that which they considered the best. Wed-
nesday last was the day named by advertisement
for receiving plwe from any parties who
might be disposed to submit them, and several
are now before the committee; it remains to
be seen what other steps will be taken. The
majority of those who oppose the present
plan do so, it cannot be denied, on personal
and interested grounds; Mr. Hindley, M.P.,
and others, assist them because they think that
many of the existing inconveniences will not
be removed, and that drainage, ventilation,
cleanliness, and health maybe better advanced
by some other plan. If so, and we will not
now go into this part of the question, it is

of course desirable that the plan should be
altered

;
but we beg these latter gentlemen

not to be made the means of opposing all
plans, and so of still further driving off the
long-required improvements. The matter
should be looked at in a broad and compre-
hensive manner, individual interests weighed,
but the public good chiefly considered. If no
plan is to be carried out that does not meet
the views of all the inhabitants, as was urged
at the meeting, Westminster will long remain
in its present dreadful state—a disgrace to the
metropolis.

The chief defect of the intended line, as it

seems to us, is the bend made to avoid the
workhouse of St. Margarets. The con-
sequence of this will be, partially to build
out of sight the western front of the Abbey,
of which, otherwise, an uninterrupted view
would be obtained from a considerable dis-
tance.

At the last meeting of the Metropolitan
Improvement Society, it was resolved to make
a second application to the commissioners to
induce them, if possible, to embrace the pre-
sent opportunity for effecting a complete isola-
tion of the Abbey. Plans were produced
shewing that, by a slight deviation from the
intended line, the road-way might be brought
on the south side of the Abbey, leaving the
cloisters untouched, and terminating with the
Victoria Tower of the new Houses of Parlia-
ment. The south front of the Abbey is now
wholly lost to the public, and yet it is from
the south that all buildings should be viewed,
from the superior play of light and shade pro-
duced by the direct rays of the sun. If the
Abbey were thrown open on the south side,
the effect to the public from its novelty would
be almost equivalent to a new architectural
creation in the metropolis. The cloisters
would appear as an appropriate and picturesque
foreground to the elevation

;
but a new fayade

would be required to the existing cloister
bounding wall. The buildings to be removed
to effect this object (belonging to the Dean
and Chapter) are of an inferior class, and

more eligible sites could be found for them on
ground at present unoccupied, but which in the
case supposed, would enjoy a valuable front-
age.

In a neighbouring district, Chelsea, con-
siderable improvements are contemplated, and
the necessary steps have been taken to enable
the parish to get an Act of Parliament during
the present session. It is proposed to open a
variety of new roads, and to widen old ones:
including two new communications between
the King’s-road and the Fulham-road (one in
the line of Battersea-bridge, to lead direct to
Kensington, and the other opposite the
World’s End public-house), and straightening
the King’s-road between Park-place, where it
now turns awkwardly to the south, and Stanley-
bridge. To effect these improvements, they
ask power to raise 30,0001. by a local rate. The
greater part of Chelsea has been ruined by
being injudiciously laid out; and the fact that
the inhabitants now feel it necessary to tax
themselves to amend their past errors, should
serve as a warning to other districts not yet
covered.

In connection with this movement the
parishioners have forwarded, or are about to
forward, two memorials

;
one to her Majesty

the Queen, and the other to the Commissioners
for Metropolitan Improvements. The first
sets forth that with a population of 40,000, in
consequence of the rapid increase of build-
ings, they have no open space for recreation,
and prays that the grounds in front and rear
of the Royal Hospital may be planted and
thrown open to the public. “ I„ soliciting
this boon,” say the memorialists, “ they are
not aware that they are asking any thing incon-
sistent with the interests of the institution.
Viewing it as a national asylum for the invalid
veterans in the royal service, it seems more
consistent with those interests that the whole
of the grounds (with such exceptions as might
be necessary to secure the privacy of the
officers) should be thrown open to the inmates
for healthful recreation, and that the public
should be admitted to participate in their en-
joyment, and to witness how they are cared
for, than that the inmates and public should
be restricted to the limited portions of
the grounds now accessible to them.” The
second memorial is to urge the Commissioners
to use their exertions so that the embankment
of the Thames may be carried out without
delay, and will be found at length in another
part of the journal.

Among other suggested improvements in
London is an arcade, to be called the Gresham
Avenue, commencing in Lothbury, at the end
of Bartholomew-lane, opposite the northern
entrance of the Royal Exchange, and termi-
nating at the corner of Moorgate-street, with
a branch to Finsbury-circus. We have seen
a prospectus, too, for the formation of an
under-ground avenue through London and
Westminster, to connect the various railways,
but are not in a position to do more than
allude to them. A very circumstantial state-

ment appeared in the daily papers a short
time since, to the effect that a new line of
street, extending in continuation of St. James’s-
street and Albemarle-street, direct from St.
James’s Palace to the Regent’s Park, was to be
proceeded with without delay, at the express
desire of her Majesty. Although this has
been since pronounced a hoax, we should not
be very much surprised to find some truth in
it, for we happen to know that surveyors have
been employed in that direction for some time
past.



COMPETITION PLANS FOR BATHS
,

AND WASH-HOUSES.

It gives US much pleasure to relate that the

Various plans submitted in competition to the

committee for obtaining baths and wash-

hdUses for the labouring poor, were ex-

hibited to parties more especially interested

in them on Wednesday and Thursday last,

and that arrangements are in progress for the

further exhibition of them to the public. T he

committee have acted most wisely in ulti-

mately coming to this determination, notwith-

standing they had previously resolved that the

plans should not be seen, and deserve the best

thanks of all who desire that architectural

competitions should be well and honestly

Conducted. It is so seldom that committees

will retrace a step once taken, however wrong

the direction may be, that this praiseworthy

exception should not pass unnoticed.

The designs exhibited are twenty-one in

number, from eighteen competitors, and are

developed in 13/ drawings; twenty-two sets

were submitted; but one competitor refused to

allow his drawings to be seen, and with-

drew them. Of course this gentleman will

hot think of examining the drawings that

arc exhibited.

The names of the competitors in the order

in which the plans are hung are as follows,

together with the estimated cost of carrying

out their designs :

—

course, is 1/. per foot. The elevation is plain,

but appropriate; and here it may be remarked,

that architectural effect has not been aimed at

in the designs generally; nevertheless, some of

them display considerable skill.

Next to the selected design, No. 8 (Mr.

Parker’s) is perhaps the most elaborately

worked out (consisting of twelve drawings),

and has many points of excellence. No. 3

and No. 9 are both clever designs; but we may

not pretend to particularize without a fuller

examination than we have yet given.

Our thanks are due to Mr. Stonhouse

Griffith,the secretary, for the manner in which

he answeredHnquiries.

THE THAMES AND ITS EMBANKMENTS;
WITH REMARKS ON THE MOTION AND ACTION OF

RUNNING WATER.

BY JOHN PHILLIPS.

1 . George Truefitt ..£10,000

2. Wigg and Pownall .. 13,207

3. J. H. Taylor and Son .

.

.. 14,000

4. P. Prichard Baly

5. Cope and Eales .. 20,000

6. Arthur Mee
7. John Tarring 9,963

8. Charles Parker 16,500

9. Lee and Burnett 12,974

10. Savage and Foden 9,272

11. Scott and Moffatt 11,778

12. William Brooks and Son . . 10,125

13. Garland and Christopher . . 10,000

14. Owen Jones 16,000

15. John Barnett 9,915

16. Sylvester and Miles 8,487

17. F. J. Francis 6,800

18. James Harris 12,540

Thus ranging in amount from 6,800/. to

20
,
000 /.

Nos. 9, 12, and 14 have each two sets.

Feeling, after a general examination of the

plans, how difficult it was to estimate properly

their relative merits without very long and

careful examination, we took some pains to

learn the course which had been pursued by

the sub-committee to whom they were re-

ferred. We were informed that they met
daily eighteen or nineteen times, and examined

every plan in relation with a series of what
they thought the most important points to be

considered. The extent of agreement or

otherwise, of each design with these various

requisites was then registered in a very inge-

nious table, which, when the examination was
completed, presented at one view the merits

and demerits of the different plans, and enabled

the committee to weigh one against the other.

The first and most important deduction

said to have been made was, that not one ofthe
designs agreed in all respects ivitk the published

instructions. No. 1, for example (which is

nicely drawn, by the way), is on a smaller

scale than was required, while one near it,

although on the proper scale, occupies consi-

derably more area than was prescribed, and so

on, through the whole twenty-two. The se-

lected design, No. 4, by Mr. Baly, is in several

respects at variance with the instructions, so

that to justify the choice, the first assertion

must be admitted.

We are not disposed at this moment to

doubt it, but reserve to ourselves the right of

expressing an opinion when we have examined

the drawings more fully. Mr. Baly has given

much consideration to the subject, and has

produced an elaborate set of drawings, sixteen

in number, entitled to great commendation.

Every part of the design is fully explained,

and in none, so far as we could see, are the

arrangements for ventilation, and for econo-

mically carrying on the business of the insti-

tution, more perfect. The plan is square, with

a high tower in the centre, used chiefly for the

supply of fresh air and the removal of that

which is vitiated. The area occupied is 11,600

feet, for which the estimate, accidentally of

On entering the valley of the Thames from

the sea, and tracing its winding course upwards,

it appears that there is not a situation upon its

banks that offers a more salubrious, extensive,

and commodious position for a town, than the

locality where the city of London is situated:

therefore theselection of the spotwhereon this

great city is erected was eminently judicious.

The proximity of its situation to the deep,

wide, and magnificent river flowing before it,

and from which its natural surface has an easy

and convenient elevation
;
with the wide ex-

panse and undulation of the country to the

north of the city, renders this peculiarity of

position the most favourable for a number of

human beings to congregate together in com-

munity. Historians tell us that for a consider-

able period antecedent to the invasion of

Britain by the Romans this site was covered

with the’ rude huts of the ancient Britons;

indeed, that such was the case there can be but

little doubt, as its peculiar and favourable

position, and also its natural facilities, made it

a conspicuous and easy landing-place from the

river, which, at the same time, presented an

excellent and safe anchorage for the numerous

craft frequenting its shores. After the subju-

gation of the Britons by the Romans, the

wisdom and good taste of the latter were

peculiarly exemplified in their retaining

this spot for a station, and for the purpose of

building their residences. The Roman domi-

nation in Britain lasted somewhere about

476 years, and during their occupancy of the

city of London, they greatly improved its

situation, the extent and limits of which were

more clearly defined by the wall they built

around it, the remains of which are in ex-

istence to the present day.

Antecedent to the occupation of London by

the Romans, very many and vastly extended

tracts of land contiguous to it were inundated

by the flowing and rising of the tide up the

Thames, thus forcing and ponding back the

river waters. There is no doubt that con-

siderable portions of the surface of the ground,

on the south side of the river from Wandsworth
to Woolwich, belted by the Surrey and Kent
hills, and also a great portion of the lower part

of Westminster, extending beyond Fulham,
as well as the whole of the surface of the

present broad meadows opposite Woolwich,
stretching from the river Lea eastward up to

the Essex hills, were entirely inundated during
the times of the high-water of the spring-tides;

and from the elevated position of London, the

whole expanse, looking towards Wandsworth,
and to beyond Woolwich, appeared as an ex-

tensive lake, and London a promontory jutting

out from the main land. Maitland, in his

“ History of London,” says that “the greatest

marshes on the south side of the river Thames,
before the embanking of the said river, reached
from Wandsworth in the west to Woolwich in

the east.” Pennant also says that “ all the

land round Westminster Abbey was a flat fen,

which continued beyond Fulham;” and “the
Surrey side was, in all probability, a great

expanse of water or lake ;” and that “ the

expanse of water might have filled the space
between the rising grounds at Deptford and
those at Clapham, and been bounded to the
south by the beautiful Surrey hills.” These
appearances would most certainly indicate that

the valley of the Thames was anciently an arm
of the sea, and thus presented more the appear-

ance of an extensive estuary than that of a
^ ^

river. The surface-soil of the lower part of I made and

the whole of the extensive marsh-land, upon

which Battersea, Lambeth, Southwark, Ber-

mondsey, Rotherhithe, and Deptford are stand-

ing, on ’the south bank of the river, is com-

posed of alluvial matter, brought down by the

river Thames, and the many collateral and

subsidiary streams and water-courses flowing

into it
;

tind the alluvium, held in suspension

and driven along by these waters, was de-

posited, in consequence of being spread over

these spaces by the flowing of the tides.

By what race of inhabitants, or at what

period of time these extensive tracts of prolifici

marsh-land were acquired history does not in-

form us. That they were gained during anl

age of very remote antiquity is evident, from

the fact of no mention having been made by

any one in reference to it
;
neither do our au-

thentic records reach back so far, or throw any

light whatever upon the subject. It is not pro-
,

bable that the construction of the embank-

ments which were thrown up at the edges off

these marshes were the works of either thei

ancient Britons, or of the Saxons who suc-

ceeded them. The former could not, by anj

possibility, have produced a work of this mag-

nitude, bearing evidence of advancement to sc

high a state of civilization, as they were a peo

pie at once ignorant, barbarous, and not in am
way conversant with the mechanical arts of 1

civil state; and although the latter were some

what farther advanced in the scale of civiliza

tion, yet they had not the talents and skill ti

invent, much more the tact to direct and carr;

out, these stupendous constructions. It wouh

appear, therefore, but just to attribute the em

bankment of the Thames to the east and wes

of London, to the Romans.* The well-know

enterprising character of that people, thei

great discipline, industry, and thorough know

ledge of the arts and sciences, as evidenced b

the remains of all their works, point to thei

as the authors of these great and noble cor

structions. In fact, there is no doubt that th

reclaiming of these extensive marshes on hot

sides of the Thames, by embankments, prett

nearly in the state we now see them, and b

these means as well, producing something lik

an uniformity and regimen to the river, woi

effected by the superior knowledge and talen

of the Roman legions, to whose perseveranc

and proficiency in the science of civil enginee

ing at that time we are indebted for the;

great and admirable works. The hist

rian Tacitus, who very probably was in En:

land at the time, affirms that the Britons we:

employed by them “ in sylvis etpaludibus cm

niendis, i.e. in clearing the woods and ban!

ing the fens ;”t and that while thus engagi

they frequently complained of the great t<

and extreme severity of the labour of sui

works.
From time immemorial the preservatii

and reparation of the Thames embankmen
as well as of all others throughout the real

of England, was considered of the utmost it

portance, and in consequence their defence w

strictly enjoined. Nevertheless, the extensi

marsh, pasturable, and arable lands, and otl

low grounds adjacent to these embankmei

and rivers, “ heretofore through politic wisdt

won and made profitable for the great co

monwealth of the realm,” from the flowir

reflowing, and violence of the tides, and fn

the neglect of those whose duty it was

have maintained and repaired them, wtj

occasionally very disrupt, and allowed to Ji

to decay. The first mention of anything'

reference to this subject occurs in j$3a{J

©ijarta, Oie (Great (Hfjartcr, a.»., 12

9th Henry III., wherein, amongst other t’nini

it is ordained that no person should be cal;

upon “ to make bridges nor banks, but si

as of old time and of right have been acc

tomed to make them in the time of Kl

Henry
,
our grandfather

;

” and that from hen

forth “no banks shall be defended but si

as were in defence in the time of King Hen
our grandfather, by the same places and 1

* “ That it was therefore a work of the Romans, w
they were masters here, as it is the opinion of some lear

men, so do I make thereof no doubt, considering to wh
height, not in learning, but in divers arts and sciences*

people were arrived, as by sundry testimonies we pi*

find. Besides, it is not only evident, from the credit of

best historians, that their several colonics, dispersed thron

out this nation, were so excellently disciplined, that:

avoiding the mischiefs which idleness produces, they \

always exercised in some fit and necessary employment
those great aud public ways, and other stupendous wi

’
' ised by their skill and industry, do sufficii

Westminster, the Isle of Dogs, and the Essex I
shew.”

—

Dugdale, History of Imbanking and Drain

marshes, ou the north bank of the river, and
|

2n

^ ibid.
1772’ C °P ’ XI ' pagc 1
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same bounds, as they were wont to be in his
lime.” As was previously observed, the re-

daiming of the immense marshes to the north
ind south of the Thames was anterior to all

>ur authentic records. But it appears that
he first commission of sewers issued in Engl-
and for the express purpose of viewing and
repairing these embankments, of which our
>ublic records take notice, was in the year
295, 22nd Edward I. This commission was
lirected to his beloved and faithful, John de
vletingham, and William de Carleton, who
vere authorized to view the banks, ditches,

;utters, sewers, &c., and repair the same be-
iween Lambeth and Greenwich : and aboutthree
•ears afterwards, through the neglect of rnain-

aining the banks at Rotherhithe, considerable
•reaches were made in them by the violence of
ho tides, such that a great part of the adja-

ent marshes was inundated. From time to

ime other commissions were issued for the
repair of the embankments betwixt Lambeth
nd Greenwich. In the year 1329, 13th Ed-
/ard II., John Abell, and John de Evredon,
/ere appointed to view the said banks, and to

upply speedy remedy for their repair
;
and

ix years afterwards another breach took place in

hose banks, which occasioned great damage
a the neighbourhood.
Commissioners were also appointed to view

nd take order for the reparation of the
unks, ditches, See., for the protection of the
tarehes lying between Dartford, Woolwich,
nd Greenwich, the first mention of which
ccurs a.d. 1324, 8th Edward II., John Abell
nd John de Hortone being appointed com-
missioners to view and repair these banks

;

nd early in the following year another com-
mission was issued for the protection of the
ixme banks and marshes. Six years after, from
te violence of the tides, a considerable breach
'as made in the bank between Greenwich and
Voolwich. Commissioners continued to be
ppointed from time to time for the purpose of
maintaining and repairing these banks. In the
ear 1 341 , 1 5th Edward 1 1 1., Robert de Sadyng-
>n, Thomas de Blaston, and Gervase de Wil-
l'd, were the first appointed commissioners to

iew and order the repair of the banks on the
ortli side of the river between a place called
le Nevt and Temple Bar, within the precincts
f Westminster and the parts adjacent, the said
anks having become broken and decayed by
ie force and violence of the tides. Concern-

g the extensive marshes of Essex, the first

ention of them is in King John’s time, Roger
Crammavill being then attached to shew

muse why he did not stand to the determina-
on made in the said King’s Court, by a fine

5th the prior of St. John of Jerusalem,
luching the banks, gutters, and ditches to be
•paired in those marshes.
In ancient times the conservancy of the
ver Thames was most strictly attended to,

id our forefathers were very jealous of main-
tiining and preserving the purity of the Thames
later

;
and so intent were the authorities of

id times on pm-eventing the river from he-
mming contaminated by any foreign or noxious
tatters, that in order to preserve its purity,
many enactments were made by Parliament,
• well as orders by the Common Council of
e City of London, in pursuance of those
lactments. In the sixteenth year of the reign
I Richard II., a.d. 1392, it was enacted, “that
) person do throw, or cause to be thrown,

1- laid, any filth, or ordure, muck, rubbish, or
systage, in the said water of Thames, of the
ae side or the other, between the Palace of
Westminster and the Tower of London, on
nin of the forfeiture of 10/.

;
and butchers or

(hers are prohibited from casting entrails,
c. into the river, on penalty of 40/.” An
tet of Parliament was also passed in the
yenty-seventh year of the reign of Henry
III., a.d. 1535, in which it was enacted,
that if any person or persons do, or procure
ay thing to be done, in the annoying of the
eream of the river of Thames, by casting of
nng, or rubbish, or other thing into the said
ever, he shall forfeit for so offending the sum
1' 100 shillings.”

[During the period of nearly two centuries,
e bed of the river has always afforded an
imundant supply of most excellent sand and
ravel. The sand from this source has
ways been preferred by builders, and has been
hd is now being procured with much avidity,
( consequence of its sharpness and cleanness,
ihich are the most essential properties in the

composition of mortar. From the bed of the
river considerable quantities of gravel have
also been and are now being procured for the
purpose of forming the modern composition of
concrete, and for ballasting very many of
the numerous outward-bound shipping. In
order to supply the demands for these materials,
and for the purpose of removing shelves or
accumulations which obstructed the channel, a
system of constant dredging has been going on
during this period, and this has had great in-

fluence in making and maintaining a more
uniform and much deeper channel. In pur-
suance of the last-mentioned enactment of
Parliament, the Common Council of the city
of London, during the year 1667, first issued
an order allowing and authorizing any “ person
or persons to dig, carry away, and take away
sand, gravel, or any rubbish, earth, or any
thing lying and being in any shelf or shelves
within the said river of Thames, without lett

or interruption of any person or persons, and
without any thing paying for the same, and
after that to sell the same away, or otherwise
occupy or dispose of the said gravel, sand, or
other thing, at their free liberty and pleasure.”
And moreover, with reference to the jurisdic-
tion which the city authorities exercised over
the city and the grounds adjacent, they also
ordered “ that all paviours, bricklayers, tilers,

masons, and all others that occupy sand or
gravel, shall endeavour themselves with all

diligence to occupy the said sand or gravel,
and none other, paying for the same reasonably,
as they should or ought to pay for other sand
or gravel digged out of other men’s grounds
about the said city, which after is filled again
with much filthy things, to the great infection
of the inhabitants of the said city, and all

others repairing to the same.” The noble and
majestic river Thames, running east and west
through what may now be called the middle of
London, and whose waters were formerly of a
pure and pellucid character, is now the Cloaca
Maxima or main drain of London, as the
stream after passing Putney-bridge becomes
loaded and contaminated with the outpouring
filth discharged from the various sewers.

It appears that through the apathy of
the constituted bodies under whose care the
conservancy of the river Thames was subse-
quently placed, very many encroachments upon
the channel, on both banks by the advance-
ment of the wharf lines, were permitted from
time to time by those bodies. The encroach-
ments were, with few exceptions, never formed
with a view to the improvement of the naviga-
tion of the river, and in consequence many of
the projections that were thrown out into' the
stream formed direct obstructions to the
passing currents, which reflected their motions,
produced eddies, deposits, and accumulations
of mud and silt at the sides, as well as shoals
of sand and gravel upon the bed.
While the flowing of the tides up the river

Thames was left to their own undeviating
course, and before any obstructions were form-
ed, either by embankments or otherwise, the
channel of the river must have been consider-
ably shallower than it is at present, for the vari-
ous embankments must have had considerable
influence in deepening the channel to which
the flowing of the river was confined, the con-
traction of the stream producing a greater
velocity, and consequently an increased
scour upon its bed. That the river was
anciently much shallower than at present is

evident from the numerous fords which existed,
where persons could cross from one side to
the opposite on foot as well as on horseback at
the time of low-water, whence the Horseferry,
by Lambeth Palace, takes its name; and
Maitland says that he discovered an ancient
ford “ about 90 feet west of the south-west
angle of Chelsea College Garden, and at low-
water it was only 4 feet 7 inches deep ;” and
in consequence of the strong winds downwards
the previous day the water was not so deep by
a foot

;
and he also says that, “ it is probable

that at such tides, before the course of the river
was obstructed, either by banks or bridges,
it must have been considerably shallower.”
The learned and indefatigable Camden in

his “ Brittania ” says, “ that the Thames
receives the tide about 60 Italian miles
from the mouth. And there’s no other river
in Europe that I know of, where the tide

comes up so many miles, to the great
advantage of those that live by it. Whe-
ther it be, that from this place (Shene) there

are hardly any crookings, but ’tis carryed east-
ward in a more direct channel, generally
fenced with higher banks, and opens a wider
mouth than other rivers to let in the sea.”
But since the removal of old London-bridge
the tide has risen much higher and runs up-
wards to a farther distance, in consequence of
the increased velocity imparted to the flood,
which causes a greater quantity of water to
flow in the same time.
Although the surfaces of the streets and

loads of the whole of London have been
artificially raised and will of necessity be
getting higher, still a considerable portion of
the lower part of Westminster, Wapping, and
the whole of Lambeth, Southwark, Ber-
mondsey, and Rotherhithe, are now under
high-tide level. These places are protected
from inundation by the embankments, and by
the flaps to the mouths of the sewers; hence
the great importance of maintaining such
defences, and of keeping them in good repair.
But there are times, especially at spring tides
assisted by strong north- east winds, when the
embankments are overflowed, inundating the
streets, premises, and cellars, to the great
detriment and annoyance of the inhabitants.
Hence a question arises as to what effect the

contemplated embankment of the river Thames
may have by the abstraction of water-space
in raising the high-tide level above its present
height. The momentum of the tidal wave
flowing up the channel of any river receives a
considerable check, which is proportional to
the acclivity of the channel. Immediately
that the tidal wave arrives at and enters the
river, the issue of the ebb is in consequence
restrained and forced backwards. The check
it receives continues to operate upon the dis-
charge front the mouth of the river upwards
to the highest point of the reach of the tide

;
for

the tidal wave in meeting and striking the
downward current of the river water causes a
retardation of both streams, and, in con-
sequence, a rising of the waters is produced,
A contracted channel accelerates the velocity
of both the flood and ebb-tides, and in propor-
tion as the momentum of the one strikes that
of the other, the height of the water will in-
crease and will be dependant; for whatever
produces a retardation of the natural velocity
of a running stream, either from the cause
already suggested, or the irregularities and
resistance of the channel, has a considerable
tendency to augment the height of the stream.
The force of the efflux of the river water
running through a contracted channel is some-
times such, that its momentum is much greater
than that of the flowing tide; therefore, during
freshes the former may be running alono- the
channel in the direction of the discharge,
while the latter, being reflected and checked
by the superior power, flows in imperceptibly
on the top; and the narrowed section may be
the means of causing the rise to be somewhat
higher than the natural elevation of high-water
from the tide alone. The surface of high-
water in a river is always much higher upwards
than the natural elevation in the open sea, the
increased rise being assisted by the shelving
shores, the acclivity of the channel, and the
pent-up river water.
The velocity and motive power of the water

of both the flood and ebb, all along their
course, should be as equable and regular as
possible

;
but in order to produce a scouring

action on the bed, the longer the duration
of ebb-tide lasts beyond that of the flood, the
greater will be the prevention of accumulation
of silt and mud. The extension of the ebb
beyond the duration of the flood in the Thames
is produced by the flood-tide ponding back the
river waters. The matter held in suspension
by the water of tides is nearly in a constant
state of oscillation, and the scour of many ebbs
is necessary before the debris discharged into
the river can find its way to the sea. Nearly
the same quantity of matter carried downwards
is forced up again with the return of flood, but
not to the same distance, so that it gradually
works downwards, and thus the discharge of
ebb ultimately carries it out to sea. °The
conjoint force and action of the back-water in
combination with the river water, more es-
pecially during freshes, have a greater me-
chanical effect as a means of scour when the
channel is fixed and limited in its transverse
section. But the limit to compression should
not interfere with the admittance of a sufficient
body ol tidal water upwards, for the purpose of
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acting as an efficient scour in its descent.

Every change in a river whose channel is in a

state of regimen, produces a change in the

relative velocity, which, again, is attended

with a loss of power. It is well known that

a series of alternate expansions and con-

tractions of the channel of any running

stream of water materially retards the velo-

city and quantity of discharge. If a uniform

channel be in any way expanded in parts,

the expense of water will be diminished

;

those parts where the channel is expanded
imparting a much greater degree of friction,

eddies are produced, and the hydraulic mean
depth is also lowered, which together di-

minishes the velocity, and consequently the

discharge. And a negative quantity of dis-

charge will also be the result when a uniform
channel is contracted at parts. For whatever

may be the form of the section of any con-

traction or obstruction which is presented to

the run of the tide, it more or less checks the

velocity and free flow of the currents, raises the

height, and causes reflected motions and eddies,

which produce deposits and accumulations. The
quantity of water discharged through any section

of a stream running in train along a regular and
uniform channel would be equal in the same
time, because the velocity of the stream, from

the equality of friction and hydraulic mean
depth would be uniform, and the declivity of

surface would be equal throughout its length.

But immediately that the section is narrowed

at any part and continued for some distance,

the previous uniform velocity is destroyed,

the height of the stream will be somewhat
augmented behind the point of contraction,

and the check thus produced will diminish

the velocity backwards. The increased velocity

at the contracted part does not make up for

the diminution of velocity behind, as might be

supposed, for under the circumstances, the

same quantity of water passes through the

compressed section, as through the larger. It

•would appear, therefore, that a retardation of

both the velocity and quantity of water would
be the result of a contraction, independent of

the abstraction beyond, for as the velocity

backwards is diminished, the velocity, mul-

tiplied by the section, gives the discharge

through that section.

When a dam or sluice is placed across a

stream running in train upon a channel which

the action of the water has adapted to it, it is

very remarkable to witness the diminished effect

that is produced in the velocity of the upstream.

The declivity and form of the channel which ac-

celerates the motion of the water is destroyed,

and the height of the stream is immediately

augmented until it adapts itself under the cir-

cumstances to the discharge. When the chan-

nel of a stream or river is contracted, an im-

mediate augmentation of the height is pro-

duced, which is quickly followed by an in-

creased velocity. Both the flux and reflux of

the tides between the parts to be embanked,
will receive a permanent augmentation of velo-

city, in consequence of the contraction of the

channel and the uniformity of its width; and
the velocities of the stream will vary in in-

verse proportion to the areas of the transverse

sections, increasing where the channel is con-
tracted, and diminishing where it expands.
For the quantity of water discharged through
a given area, A, with a given mean velocity, V,
is evidently proportional to the area and velo-

city conjointly, or to A x V ;
and as the area

remains constant, the velocity also remains the

same; therefore, when the area, A, varies, the

quantity of water being the same, the mean
velocity, V, also varies inversely' as the area

;

and if a given quantity of water pass through

any other area, a, with a given mean velo-

city, v, a x v must also vary in the same time
;

consequently, A X V =« X v; and A: a : : v : V.
Ex, let A= 17,000 sup. ft.; a= 21,000sup. ft.;

v == 4'583 ft. per sec.
;
then V = 5'6014 ft. per

sec. For as 17,000 : 21 ,000 :: 4-583 : 5-6614
;

and (17,000 x 5-6614) =(21,000 x 4-583)

= 96,243 cubic ft. per sec. = the discharge.

So that the same quantity of water passes

through each section in the same time; in

fact, this must always take place, in order to

keep up a regular discharge. Now the depth
of a running stream is dependant upon the de-

clivity of the channel and the form and width
of the transverse section. The consequence
of allowing the tidal waters of a river to expand
over extensive lateral tracts of land adjacent

to the main channel, is to produce in some

degree a depression of its depth, and both the

flux and reflux will, from this cause, be of a

diminished velocity. But immediately that the

spaces of those lateral tracts of land are ab-

stracted, and by embankments the transverse

section of a river is narrowed, the waters will

flow and reflow with an augmented velocity

throughout the whole of the confined chan-

nel, but more especially at the surface in the

middle of the greatest run of the stream
;
and

at the same time the stream will increase in

height. An enlargement of the transverse

section, therefore, as at present, produces a

diminution of depth and velocity, and as the

section increases, the amount of water is aug-

mented in much greater proportion
;
and con-

versely' by contracting the width of the channel

at that part an increased depth and velocity will

be imparted to the stream, and a somewhat less

quantity of water will be forced up by the

tide. This must have the effect of plac-

ing those situations on the banks of the

Thames in jeopardy' which have hitherto been
barely out of its influence, and a solid em-
bankment of the river Thames would have a
considerable tendency towards producing this

effect. But the excellent plan proposed by Mr.
Page can only cause an increased height in a

very slight degree, providing the tide be al-

1 owed to flow regularly in and out of the docks

;

as the cubical contents of the wall itself, and
the spaces proposed to be filled up in front of

Whitehall and the Temple-gardens, would be
the only abstraction of water-space, and this

abstraction is to be compensated for by dredg-

ing above low water mark, bringing the low
watei line to the base of the terrace.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

An ordinary meeting was held on Monday
evening last (the 10th), Mr. H. E. Kendall in

the chair, when Mr. Charles Freeman was
elected a fellow, and Mr. William Beck, Mr.
Thomas Hayter Lewis, and Mr. Edwin Nash,
were elected associates. Amongst the dona-

tions was a curious edition (from Mr. Webb),
of Caesar’s Commentaries, translated by Pal-

ladio, and published at Venice in 1518.

Mr. R. W. Billings then read a paper on
the carving machine patented by Mr. Samuel
Pratt, and exhibited a number of specimens
executed by it. We shall notice this very valu-

able invention in the ensuing week.
The honorary' secretary announced that the

medals of the Institute would be awarded next

year to the authors of the best essays on the

following subjects :

—

1. On the adaptation and modification of the

orders of the Greeks by the Romans and
moderns.

2. On the history and manufacture of bricks.

And that the Soane medallion would be

awarded to the best design for a royal chapel,

with seats for five hundred persons, inclusive

of the suite, attendants, and choir
;
the build-

ing to be detached, and in a classic Roman, or

Italian style. The drawings of the elevations

and two sections to be to a scale of one-quarter

of an inch to the foot
;
the plans and perspec-

tive view to one-eighth of an inch to the foot,

and tinted with India ink or sepia only.

We are anxious to draw attention to these

premiums, and express a hope that some of

our readers may be induced to enter the lists

and carry off the prize. The competition is

not confined to members of the Institute.

Das Maubiche Bad. — A very extensive

structure in the Moorish style has recently

been erected at Kaunstadt, in Wirteraburg.
It consists of baths, picture-galleries, rooms
for balls and assemblies, and spacious conser-
vatories furnished with the choicest plants, and
disposed in the most tasteful manner. It is

constructed of stone of two different tints laid

in alternate courses, and all the architectural
members and ornamental details are said to be
faithfully rendered from the finest specimens
of Arabian architecture in Spain. One con-
spicuous feature in the design is a copper dome
richly gilt; and the octagon conservatories,
whose sides are composed of lattice-work

filled in with glass, have also gilded domes.
Its name is not yet determined upon,

so at present it is known only by that

which it has obtained from the public of “ Das
Mauriche Bad,” or the Moorish bath. Zanth
is the architect.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

March 4.—Sir John Rennie, President in

the chair.

The paper read was “ A description of the

Great Britain steam-ship, with an account of

the trial voyages,” by Mr. T.R. Guppy, Assoc,

under whose superintendence the vessel and

engines were constructed. The paper first

gave an account of the origin of the Great

Western Steam-ship Company, by a few of

the proprietors of the Great Western Rail-

way, who thought that when their railway was

completed, Bristol would become the natural

port for a direct line of communication with

New York; hence the building of the Great

Western steamer, which succeeded beyond the

expectation of the proprietors, with the single

exception, that, like many other steamers, the

machinery and fuel occupied so great a space,

comparatively with that devoted to passengers

and goods, as to operate prejudicially in a pe-

cuniary point of view. The company then

projected a second ship, and after much con-

sideration, decided upon building it of iron,

with peculiar direct acting engines, and in con-

sequence of the apparent success of the expe-

rimental “ Archimedes,” they determined upon

using the screw propeller. The details ot the

construction with the dimensions were then

given
;
of the latter, as they have so repeatedly

been published, it will suffice to mention only

a few ;—the length of keel, 289 feet; length

aloft, 322 feet; main breadth, 50 feet 6 inches;

depth of hold, 32 feet 6 inches, tonnage, 3,444

tons. The weight of iron used in the hull is

1,040 tons; the weight of woodwork in decks,

&c., is 370 tons
;
weight of the engines and

boilers without water is 520 tons
;
the total

weight is therefore 1930 tons. She will take

1,000 tons of coal, and 1,000 tons of measure-

ment goods, at a draft of 17 feet of water for-

ward, and 17 feet 6 inches aft.

The engines employed to drive this screw

consist of four cylinders, each 88 inches in

diameter, with 6 feet stroke, working with

steam at 4J lbs. pressure, and cutting it off at

a th the length of the stroke. The connecting

rods act directly in pairs upon crank pins at

either end of the main shaft, 17 feet long by

28 inches in diameter. Upon the main shaft

is a toothed drum 16 feet diameter, around

which work four pitched chains, encircling

also a lower drum 6 feet in diameter upon the

propeller shaft. The chains work quietly and

smoothly, and when the engines are making
eighteen revolutions per minute, the speed

being nearly 2-95 to 1, the screw makes about

fifty-three revolutions per minute. A consider-

able portion of this shafting was 30 inches

diameter, hollow, and formed of two courses

of plates |
inch thick rivetted together.

The account of the trial trips in the Bristol

Channel, and the voyage from Bristol toi

London, abounded in curious facts. It api

peared that with the engines making 18£ re-<

volutions, the speed of the vessel would be

1 1 \ knots, and the slip of the screw 13 percent.

:

even during the voyage round, with a heavy

gale dead against her, she made upwards oi

9£ knots. The ship behaved remarkably welli

steered well, and although disadvantageous^

loaded, with no weight in her bottom, she;

rolled easily. In the heaviest weather the 1

engines worked uniformly, and never made
those variations in speed which are observed

in steam-boats when the paddle-wheels are

alternately plunged deeply, and then nearly

out of the water.

Railway in India.—A company has been

formed to construct a railway to connect

Bombay with the mainland, and ultimately:

with the city of Poonah, and the Deccan.:

Government has expressed its willingness tet

allow a free passage through its lands, and hat:

recommended an Act of incorporation, fhi

leading native landholders have also come

forward to declare their concurrence to grant:

a free passage through their lands. There:

are no remarkable difficulties for the engineer^

ing department between the fort of Bombay
and Tamah, and the traffic in goods, produce,

and passengers is very great. Of the advantage?'

of the railway there is not the smallest doubt

>

the direct trade from Bombay into the interior

has no other line for a road.
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CAMBRIDGE CAMDEN SOCIETY.

At the last meeting of the society, held

ffarch 6th, five new members were admitted,

md the following report was read by the

lecretary :

—

“ The committee have to announce the pub-

ication of the sixth part of the ‘ Instrumenta

icclesiastica which contains working-draw-

ngs of a parclose, a bier, coffin-lids, a lich-

gate, and a font-cover.

They have also put in hand the sixth number

)f the ‘ Illustrations of Monumental Brasses/

tvhich will complete that series in a single

volume. The subjects chosen for illustration

ire a priest, from S. Margaret’s, Horsmonden,

Kent; a judge, from S. Peter’s, Gunby, Lin-

colnshire
;

a knight and a priest, from

3. Mary’s, Broadwater, Sussex.

Grants of money have been made towards

the restoration of S. Mary’s, Stogumber, So-

mersetshire
;

S. Mary’s, Rampisham, Dorset-

shire
;

Holy Trinity, Rudgwick, Sussex
;

S. Peter’s, Frome, Somersetshire
;
and a small

grant has been given in token of approbation

of the design for a new church at Chapeltown,

in the parish of S. John, Ecclesfield, York-

shire.

A third part of the Transactions is in pro-

gress.

They would take this opportunity of making
known that the Messrs. Powell, of the White-

friars Glass-works, London, have appliedthem-

selves to the manufacture of flowered quarries

from the designs put forth by the society in

the ‘ Ecclesiologist/ Nos. 25, 26, and the

‘Instrumenta Ecclesiastica,’ Part III. The
manufacturers have secured a patent for their

process. The removal of the tax upon glass

will now enable church-builders and re-

storers to bring flowered-quarries into general

use.

The committee give notice, in pursuance of

law 16, that at the next meeting, on April 24,

they will propose that the 16th law of the

society be suspended on the anniversary meet-

ing of May 8th, in order to facilitate the gene-

ral discussion of the recommendation from the

committee which will then be submitted to the

members.
They have further determined that non

resident members shall be allowed to vote on

that occasion by proxy. Forms of proxy will

be furnished to each member at an early op

portunity.”

To be, or not to be, is still the question
;

and the advocates of either side are actively

canvassing for supporters on the day of trial.

The admission of proxies is considered by some

to have nearly settled the doubt, and they look

upon the society as re-established.

We are not quite so certain of this ourselves,

as we know that many of the non-resident

members have regarded with sorrow the pro-

ceedings of the association. Fully impressed

as we are, with a knowledge of the improve-

i ment in church architecture which this society

I
has materially aided in effecting, we would

i rather see it completely dissolved than that it

i should be permitted to pursue the dangerous

I

path into which, by insidious hands, it has been

guided,—a path, the end of which is too plainly

visible.

FREEMASONS OF THE CHURCH.

March 11th, 1845.—The Rev. G. Pocock,

LL.B., in the chair. The minutes of the last

meeting were read and confirmed. Mr.

W. P. Griffith, F.S.A., was elected secre-

tary. The following additional vice-presidents

were elected: Lord John Manners, M.P.

;

Sir Walter James, M.P.; C. Baring W all, Esq.,

M.P. ;
Benjamin D’lsraeli, Esq., M.P.

;
and

C. Newdigate Newdegate, Esq., M.P.

Mr. W. G. Rogers exhibited a specimen of

ironwork from Hampton-court Palace, con-

sisting of a portcullis and a porter’s guard: also

a portrait of George IV. in mosaic, from the

picture presented to Pope Pius VII., the only
3rotestant portrait in the Papal palace. Mr.

J. W. Archer exhibited a cast from a seal

of Bramber Castle, Sussex, found lately under-

ground.
On the motion of Mr. W. P. Griffith, it was

resolved that a deputation, consisting of the

Rev. Hugh Hughes, B.D., Rector of St.

John’s, Clerkenwell
;

the Rev. G. Pocock

LL.B.; Messrs. C. H. Smith, T. Dighton,

W. G. Rogers, and Mr. J. Finn, should wait

upon Messrs. Reid and Co., to endeavour to

dissuade them from disfiguring St. John’s

Gate, Clerkenwell, with compo, now com-

menced, and if successful, that the secretary

should call a public meeting to adopt imme-

diate measures for its careful restoration.

Mr. J. W. Archer then read a discourse

upon the existing monumental brasses of Eng-

land.

The lecturer explained, that monuments de-

scribed by the conventional term brasses, were

composed of various alloys, some ot which he

described. He then spoke of the knowledge

of the principles of architecture and of the

arts, generally cultivated by churchmen of the

middle ages, and ascribed to them the design

of some of the monumental brasses. This was

followed by some description of the process by

which a brass was executed, and the work-

manship was ascribed to the goldsmiths of

the time; the tombs of Richard II. and

Queen Eleanor were as evidence of the

combined operation of the goldsmiths, and en

gravers’ work. After this, the lecturer

Marbles of North Derbyshire.-

—

There still exists a considerable portion of

ambiguity respecting the ancient trade and

commerce of England. The district of North
Derbyshire, from the difficulty of its approach,

being nearly surrounded with mountainous

ridges, and intersected by deep defiles and

mountain passes— is equally difficult. These
combined features give that part of North
Derbyshire denominated the High Peak, a

dull, heavy, isolated character. Nevertheless,

a district like North Derbyshire, abounding as

it does with the useful ores of lead and iron,

with other natural productions, would neces-

sarily have some intercourse of trade in early

ages. There is sufficient evidence to prove

that a very large and considerable quantity of

Derbyshire marble, and fluor spar were ob-

jects at that time of exportation. At the

different spar manufactories in Derby, Mat-
lock, &c., this elegant material is worked
into a variety of ornamental and useful articles

;

such as vases, cups, necklaces, ear-drops, &c.

Thousands of these are exported to foreign

markets.

touched upon the arts of the thirteenth cen

tury, and produced arguments in support of

the existence of an original school of art in

England previous to the revival in Italy. Some
circumstances indicating the introduction of

certain features of Greek art during the

thirteenth century were mentioned, and seve-

ral brasses of the fourteenth, fifteenth, anc

sixteenth centuries described. In the exami-

nation of certain tombs a resemblance was

discovered between the appearance of the body

and the effigy on the tomb. A monumental

brass, recently found in the city, was men
tioned, as affording evidence of the use o

colour, and the nature of the material,

The destruction of brasses, both before and

after the Reformation, was commented upon,

and some suggestions were thrown out with

regard to the possibility of brasses, which

had been concealed in troubled times, being

discovered.

The lecturer, in conclusion, spoke of the

utility of the monumental brasses, as guides to

historical painters for costume, &c.
;
described

the decline of the art, and its ultimate disuse,

and delivered some reasons for its revival,

which he had undertaken and made some
progress in. He expressed a hope that, in th*

awakened inquiry now going on relative

to church architecture and decoration, the

beauty and religious character of the old

monumental brass might entitle it to due

attention and an appropriate place among the

accessories of pointed architecture.

MUSEUMS OF ART.

Mr. Ewart a few evenings since obtained

leave to bring in a bill to enable town-coun-

cils to establish museums of art in corporate

towns. The advantages that must arise from

encouraging a taste for the arts by the means

proposed, are so great, so various, and so

evident, that no diversity of opinion was ex-

pressed in the House.

In introducing the subject, the hon. member
took occasion to say that there existed peculiar

circumstances at the present time for affording

facility in the diffusion of works of art through-

out the country. By the railways, specimens

might be sent down to the different large

towns, and it would be the fault of the Govern-

ment if there should be one without a museum
of such a character as would give a sound taste

for the arts, and thus enable the people to

•PPly skill they thereby attained to manu-
factures. He trusted, therefore, that before

long he should see the system of schools of

design generally perfected throughout the

country. But exhibitions of works of art were

moreover necessary to educate the eye of the

>eople. It was well known that until the

Romans had an abundance of specimens, and,

as it were, were educated by the eye, they

never themselves made any great progress in

the arts.

Mr. Wyse, in seconding the motion, pointed

out the number of contingencies to which vo-

luntary institutions were subject, and how
difficult it was to guarantee the continuance of

them if they depended solely on the disposi-

tion of the inhabitants of large towns.

Sir Robert Peel suggested, that instead of

giving the town-council too extensive powers

to tax the people for the purposes contemplated,

they should first endeavour to obtain by volun-

tary contributions, sufficient money to provide

the museum ;
the edifice being erected by such

means, on the clear understanding that it would

be henceforth maintained by local taxation.

Such a plan would insure the permanency of

the museum, and afford a guarantee and an

encouragement to the rich and liberal to come
forward in order to establish the museum.

The same experiment had been tried success-

fully in respect to the endowment of new
churches. If the town-council should obtain

the power proposed, he hoped they would thus

make it suoservient to local liberality and im-

provement. He had no doubt that the effect

of such a plan would be to lead many of the

resident gentlemen of each neighbourhood not

merely to assist in rearing the edifice, but in

supplying it with valuable presents.

Mr. Brotherton submitted a calculation he

had made with regard to a large town with

which he was connected, by which it appeared

that a tax of one halfpenny in the pound would

be sufficient to raise a building which should

cost 50,000/. He further stated, that it was

much better to cultivate a taste for the arts at

the public expense, than to raise a large

amount of taxation for the prevention and

punishment of crime.

Mr. M. Gore thought that the proposed

step would tend not only to raise the arts and

sciences to a loftier eminence, but at the same
time, while improving the morals and purify-

ing the spirit of the people, it would extend

the basis on which rested the foundation of

peace, security, and national prosperity.

Mr. Labouchere observed, that the proposed

measure would afford a very important assist-

ance in the promotion of the objects of the

Orphan Working School, City-road.

—

The great increase of claimants upon th

benefits of this charity have induced the com-

mittee to erect a larger and more commodious
building, which is now being carried into exe-

cution at Ilaverstock-bill, Hampstead-road

under the superintendence of Mr. Ainger, who
has furnished the design. In a circular issued

by the committee, it is stated that 6,200/.

out of the benefactions of deceased governors

and friends, have already been expended, by

order of the general court, in the purchase of

the ground. About 14,000/. are required for

the completion of the plan.

school of design, which was extending its ope

rations throughout the country, and accom-

plishing the greatest good in many branches of

manufacture. He thought it to be of great

importance that the people should have oppor-

tunities of seeing models of works of art of

the highest class
;
and without it all schools of

design would labour in vain to diffuse a correct

taste in art and drawing. The very best

models happened to be those which could be

supplied at an extremely cheap rate—casts of

the best statues of antiquity and bas-reliefs.

The late Sir F. Chantrey, who, to his honour,

raised himself from humble circumstances,

used to be a constant attendant in the School

of Design, and often regretted that he had not

had his mind trained and his eyes educated by

being accustomed to such works of art from
an earlier period of his life.
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TONE FIRE-PLACE AT GASDEN OLD
MANOR-HOUSE, NEAR MALMSBURY,

WILTS.

ihose i

rhi

The fire-place represented on the adjoining
oage, is in my opinion, a much better example

the architecture of James I. than either of
se from Hickes’s Hall* or Boston House.

+

is is in the great chamber of the old manor-

.

lse at Gasden, in Wilts, situated near the
licturesque village of Charlton, and is entirely
>f stone.

The building, which is now occupied as
. farm-house, contains little else worth
mtice, excepting one or two good ceilings,
nd some very rich iron turn-buckles to the
sad casements. I have not been able to meet
'ith any history of the building, neither can
get much information respecting the shield

f arms in the centre of the fire-place; it

P pears to contain the arms of Oldgrave or
Kvlgrave, and Colt (the latter was a Wilts
imiiy); the former bore azure, a fess engrailed
etween three owls argent; Colt bears argent,
fess azure, between three horses courant

ible. These are apparently the arms, but
ie pedigree shews no connection between
lem. It must remain conjectural as to whom
ie shield belonged.

C. J. Richardson.

THE PARISH OF CHELSEA, AND THE
METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENT

COMMISSIONERS.
The inhabitants of St. Luke’s, Chelsea, have
dressed a memorial to the Improvement
immissioners to the following effect; we
pe the example will not be lost sight of by
her pari.-hes :— • J

“ 1 hat, looking upon London as the centre
the monied world, and, as a necessary con-
juence, the place where the business of the
11 ted Kingdom, its colonies, and dependen-
•s, and the business of the whole world, to
'Teat extent, must he concentrated

;
viewing

also as the seat of Government, the focus
literature, art, and science, it is obvious that
must, with its present extraordinary and
ly increasing facilities of communication,
on attracting larger and larger numbers to
rom all parts of the world,
hat successive governments, foreseeing this,
hearing in mind the increase of traffic

,

m«st necessarily spring from it, have,
h a wise forethought, which is greatly to be
mied, done all in their power to improve
'leading thoroughfares of the metropolis by
ening them where practicable, and making
e direct communications, and opening up

‘ ones, where required.
’hat by these means the city and the np-
iches to it from all parts, have been im-
/ed to an extent which would have been
nod impracticable half a century ago.
hat, notwithstanding these great imprnve-
ts, however, it is obvious greater facilities
nmmunication will soon be required

;
and

e little more can be effected in the forma-
ofnew lines of thoroughfare than is now
g effected, or ^bout to be effected, the
tion naturally arises, what other arrange-
ts can be made to meet the expected in-
se of traffic?

oat, in the opinion of your memorialists,
3 is no other mode of making this provi-
but by rendering the river Thames, which
through the very heart of the metropolis

: available for steam-boat traffic,

hat considering the wonderful increase of
c by these boats of late years, and the
tntages they hold out in point of cheapness,
ity, and comfort to the passengers, there
ttle doubt they would become the common
is ot transit to all persons residing along
densely-crowded shores of our river, pro-
|1 proper stations were made at convenient
i along its banks, and proper accommoda-
vwere provided at them for passengers
t waiting for embarkation,
lat by this mode it appears to your memo-
its, provision might easily be made for an
ase of traffic to any conceivable extent.
Inly to the great relief of the main tho-
afares from the vehicles that would other-
tbe crowded therein, but the great advan-
f)f the public.

tat, important as this provision for the

* See page 562, vol. ii.

t See page 570, vol. ii.

growing traffic of the metropolis would be,
commercially considered, there is another point
of view in which it would be of equal, if not
greater, importance; viz. as a means of cheap
and ready conveyance to the large multitudes
of the working population who reside in the
densely-crowded neighbourhoods on both sides
of the 1 haraes, to open spots on the banks
of the river beyond the metropolis, which
might now be easily secured, for their exer-
cise and healthful recreation.

That, considering the rapid rate at which the
suburbs of the metropolis are extending in all
directions, and the distance people must conse-
quently travel from the centre of the metropolis,
through crowded thoroughfares, before they
can reach the open country fur air and exercise,

—

the importance of providing larger open spaces
on the banks of the Thames as places of resort
to the working classes, cannot possibly be over-
rated. J

J hat, under this impression, your memo-
rialists have heard with great delight the inten-
tion of her Majesty’s commissioners to re-
commend an embankment of the Thames, so
as to form a handsome road from Vauxhall-
bridge to Battersea-bridge, considering as they
do, that such embankment, with a broad anti
handsome foot and carriage way attached to it
would not only be one of the greatest orna-
ments of the metropolis, hut a great advantage
to all classes therein, and in particular to the
working classes before referred to.
That to make such embankment, however

of the greatest public utility, your memorialists
humbly submit that the mean's of continuing it
onward to Fulham ought at once to be secured
if not rendered immediately available. They
would, therefore, strongly urge upon your
honourable Board the necessity of purchasing
a belt of land along the banks of the river
of a sufficient breadth for carrying out the
three following purposes 1st. The forma-
tion of ornamental walks next the river, for
the use of the myriads of working people, ’who
would avail themselves of the convenience and
cheapness of steam- boat transit, to enjoy the
pure air and delightful scenery that would be
thus afforded them. 2nd. The construction
ot a handsome carriage-drive from Chelsea to
r mharn, for the use of the upper classes.
And ord. Ihe erection of a series of villas
along that line of road, the sites of which
would, in the opinion of your memorialists,
sell for more than would pay the whole expense
of the purchase of the land in its present state,
and the formation of the embankment.

.That it this noble undertaking were carried
out in the style in which the Government
lias hitherto been accustomed to carry out its
plans, your memorialists confidently believe
that it would excel in real utility and beauty of
design, any thing which has yet been 'ac-
complished in any city in Europe.
That your memorialists, besides forming part

of the community to be benefited by the
admirable work, conceive they have an
especial claim to urge its execution, inasmuch
as they are inhabitants of a parish containin'*-
a population of upwards of 45,000 persons
who have been paying for many years the extra
duty ot 8d. per ton upon all coals brought
into London, and have thereby contributed
towards the carrying out the improvements in
other parts of the metropolis, while they have
as yet derived no advantage from any im-
provement effected in their own locality.
That your memorialists, contemplating the

improvement which would be effected by the
embankment upon a part of their parish, have
been induced to seek the aid of the legislature
ror the purpose of effecting improvements in
other parts of the parish at their own expense,
and a bill for that purpose is now beforeiParliament.

That as a parish in the vicinity of the royal
palace, struggling to emancipate itself from the
very

^
degraded position in which it has been

lett tor many years, your memorialists confi-
dently look forwards to the embankment as a
work that would have a greater effect in
stimulating improvement in their neighbour-
hood, and raising it in the scale of metropo-
Iitan districts, than any thing else that could
be devised.

For these reasons, therefore, your memo-
rialists earnestly entreat your honourable
Hoaid that you would be pleased to use your
best exertions to cause the embankment of the
lhames, from Vauxhall-bridge to Battersea-

bridge, on the Middlesex side, to be carried
out with the least possible delay, and also to
insure the continuation of the same onward to
Fulham in the mode above referred to as soon
as practicable.

And your memorialists will ever pray, &e.”

LAYING OUT STREETS AND ALLEYS.

Sir — I will further intrude on your columns
upon t^ie remaining question in the circular of
the official referees concerning streets, quoted
in your leading article of the 25th January.
Upon this point the opinion of the referees is
thus given Streets formed after the passing
of the Act must be built in conformity with the
provisions of the Metropolitan Buildings Act
see section 52, and that the mere setting or
laying out will not be sufficient to take them
out ot the Act.” Feeling that in some cases
this might press hardly, they say, “If parties
are prejudiced by the enactment, they must
seek relief under the 9th or 10th sections.”
Did this proposed relief exist, it would be but
an appeal to them from their own previous
decision, expressed by sanctioning the issuing
of a summons; but by some oversight they
have quoted sections that have literally nothing
to do with the matter

;
these sections referring

exclusively to parties who have entered into
agreements by which they were permitted to
form streets and alleys of a dimension and
form proscribed by the Act, to assess the
amount of damage they sustain as against
their landlord

;
and consequently can have no

effect in relation to parties having laid out
such streets on their own land, or under an
agreement or lease where no such operation
formed part of the consideration.

To make the matter intelligible, it may be
well to state, the date of the passing of the Act
was 9th August, 1844, set up by the dictum of
the referees versus 1st January, 1845. I am
aware of the difficulty of proving a negative,
but their assumption of a particular date (the
passing of the Act) would tend affirmatively
to prove that in their opinion streets formed
previous to that period might be built upon

;and for the term “built” I thank them very
much. J

I object to the substitution of the 9th August
fur the 1st January, for this reason : the
public had permission given them to do certain
acts before 1st of January, amongst others, by
section 2, under the head “ Hereafter to be
built, we find « to apply to all streets or
alleys not laid out before the said 1st day of
January, or which, being laid out, shall not be
rendered iit for use within twelve months
thereafter.” Here is a positive enactment, inmy opinion, not at all controlled by section 52
which, being uncertain, would not be per-
mitted to over-ride such positive permission,
ft is stated in section 52, “ Be it enacted with
regard to such streets and other ways hereafter
formed, so far as relates to securing a sufficient
width thereof.” I contend this precedent
paragraph, by the word “ hereafter,” applies
to section 2, “ already built,” as above quoted
and then comes “ That from the passing of
this Act all the conditions, regulations, and
directions contained in the schedule (I) to
this Act annexed shall be duly observed and
performed ;” here is at least contradiction
against previous, positive, and intelligible per-
mission.

Ibis brings us to the discussion in what
way such streets or alleys laid out before the
9th August, or 1st January (as the case may be
decided), may be built upon. It is quite clear
that parties may now, as heretofore, at any
time lay out streets or alleys, of what form and
size they please, provided no attempt is made
to build upon those not in accordance with the
Act. The referees have negatively admitted
that such streets and alleys may be “built”
without reference to the new Act, if formed
(as they state) previous to the passing of the
Act. As practical men, they saw, being under
the head “ already built,” it implied erections
to be put thereon, and not the mere forming
the street; this will remove a world of doubt
as to what a “ commencement” is. It appears
to me evident that any party having so laid
out a street or alley before 1st January, and
completing the same within twelve months
may cover it with buildings perfectly irre-
spective of the new Act.

In your leading article of 25th January,

i
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you quote, as the opinion of the official re-

ferees, “ as to the mode of erection which

may be pursued with regard to buildings so

commenced ” (L e. duly commenced before

January 1), “we are of opinion that as to such

buildings within the operation of the old

Buildings Act (14 Geo. 3, c. 78), they must be

built according to the provisions of that Act,

since these proceedings, commenced or taken

under that Act before the 1st January, are

not repealed.” In the case stated in my letter

22nd February, I feel that I owe the referees

an apology for venturing to assume they had

overlooked this exception ;
but with this

knowledge included in the circular to the

district surveyors, how came the district sur-

veyor, having received admitted legal notice

under the old Act, to issue the summons?

And still more startling is it that the referees,

in opposition to their own dictum, appointed

a hearing of the case, attended on our part by

three surveyors and witnesses. Who is to pay

our costs for this ?

Having now touched upon each point in

the circular from the referees, I propose for

the present to intrude on your columns with

one further letter only, proposing concisely to

set out the points at issue—to bring the whole

matter bv a kind of abstract before your

readers, that such course may be taken as

shall be deemed expedient. It must be evident

the referees cannot notice such statements;

and being but the opinions of an individual,

they can lead to no practical result. In my
last letter I stated my intention of declining

the proposed conference with the referees;

upon consideration, I felt I was not justified

in so doing, inasmuch as the interview was

not proposed to discuss the merits of the case

(another dav being named for the hearing

thereof), but’ simply to discuss my allegations

of irregularities in the proceedings. I am
really glad that I attended the meeting

;
and

have much pleasure in stating that in an

extended conference, free discussion was per-

mitted on the smallest point, and an evident

desire evinced to elicit the truth.

Although I do not feel myself at liberty to

give to the public the details of the discussion.

ft lias enabled me to arrive at a conclusion in

my own mind of what the duties were intended

to be, and as my allegations and the reply of

the district surveyor, whom I met, have become

public records, I do not feel the same hesita-

tion in bringing them forward in illustration o]

myarguments in mypromised concluding letter.

My present impression is, that the duties of

the official referees are more defined than we

have imagined, but that difficulty to some con-

siderable extent, will arise from a want of con-

trolling power to prevent parties unnecessarily

calling in the district surveyors, and through

them moving the office of the official referees.

My present view is, that the machinery once

put in motion, there is no alternative but to

proceed; but it would be a disgrace to the in-

telligence and science of the present day to

imagine that a well-constructed drag might

not be adapted to check a body impelled by

the most fearful impetus; and I have a glim-

meriug of hope that a safety valve may be

constructed through the medium of the Com-
missioners of Works and Buildings, by the

power delegated to them by sec. 11, upon a

fair and candid representation being made to

them of difficulty having arisen in the con-

struction to be put on certain clauses.

Greenway Robins.

The Church.—At a meeting, held two

weeks ago, of the Incorporated Society for pro-

moting the enlargement, building, and re-

pairing of churches and chapels, grants were

voted towards building two neiv churches

—

viz. at Seer Green, near Slough, and at

Sundown, in tli£ Isle of Wight; and towards

rebuilding, with enlargement, the churches at

Croxdale, near Durham; Ulogan, near Red-

ruth
;

Puttoxhill, near Silsoe
;

Runcorn,

Cheshire; Goytreas, near Pontypool
;
Brad-

poole, near Bridport
;
and Woolfardsworthy,

near Crediton. And likewise towards the en-

largement or otherwise increasing the accom-
modation in the following churches —viz.

Whimpole, near Honiton, Devonshire; Mar-
ket Bosworth, Leicestershire

;
Haverfordsvest,

South Wales
;

and Coombe Bisset, near

Salisbury.

WORKS IN THE PROVINCES.

At Bury St. Edmund’s, a move has already

been made towards establishing a museum

of art in that town. The chamber over the

abbey gate has been suggested as being well-

adapted for the purpose, both as regards size

and locality. A correspondent of the Bury and

Suffolk Herald states, that from the well-known

liberality of the Marquis of Bristol, but little

doubt exists of his willingness to grant it for

the object proposed.

At the great Highland gathering, in August

next, in celebration of the “ forty-five,” and

which is to take place in the centre of one of

the most wild, beautiful, and picturesque scenes

in the Highlands, a magnificent Celtic cairn is

to be erected to the memory of the author of

“ Waverley.” Every individual present, of

whatever country, will have the opportunity of

“adding a stone to the cairn” of the mighty

wizard.
At Liverpool, a new observatory has re-

cently been erected by the corporation. It is

near the south-west corner of the Waterloo

Dock, and a few yards from the river wall.

The building is of hewn red free-stone two

stories in height. The principal front is to

the south, with a central semi-circular pro-

jection. There is a smaller frontage to the

west, affording a fine view of the river and the

Cheshire shore. The chief apartments con-

sist of the chronometer room, the transit room,

and the equatorial room. The primary object

of the observatory is not so much for

general astronomical observations, as to;

the practical purposes of ascertaining true

time for the accurate rating of ships’ chrono-

meters,—in other words, for the immediate use

and benefit of the port, in this respect, a

desideratum which has long been felt.

Application will shortly be made to Par-

liament for an Act to construct certain re-

servoirs at the head of the river Kent, ir

Westmoreland. It appears from a petition lately

presented to the House of Commons from the

inhabitants of Staveley, that the falls of water

on the river have been the great source of

trade, and, by the drainage of land and a lake

called Kentniere Tarn, the river is more easily

influenced by floods and drought, so that

many have suffered severely from the want of

water in dry seasons. That many falls are

still unoccupied by mills whose value would be

increased by a constant supply of water. That

coal is very dear, and consequently water is

the only power obtainable in the neighbour-

hood ;
and that unless reservoirs are con-

structed, the river Kent will become altogether

unprofitable for manufacturing purposes.

At St. Ives, the new National Schools are

progressing very fast towards completion
;
the

style is Gothic, and the building will be orna-

mental to the town. The master is appointed,

and the schools will be opened this spring.

At Coventry, a commodious and substantial

new school-room, belonging to Bailey’s charity,

has recently been erected at the back of the

old premises in Little Park-street. It was

opened for the first time on Sunday morning

last, in the presence of the school trustees and

several clergymen.

A public meeting was held last week at

Rotherham, Yorkshire, for the purpose of

adopting measures for the establishment of

public baths. A company has in consequence

been formed, and the necessary funds are to

be raised by the issue of shares of 5/. each. A
provisional committee was appointedjto canvass

the town and neighbourhood for subscribers,

to look out for an eligible site, obtain

plans and estimates, and to report to a future

meeting of subscribers at the earliest possible

opportunity. A letter was read from Mr.

Buller, one of the secretaries of the London
committee for forming public baths and wash-

houses, offering any aid which might be in his

power to facilitate the object of the meeting.

A public company has been formed for the

purpose of improving the outfall below Lynn,

in Norfolk, and for reclaiming from the sea

30,000 acres of land, part of the estuary called

“ the Wash,” between the counties of Norfolk

and Lincoln. To carry out the object, it is

proposed to raise a capital of 500,000/. The
trustees consist of Earl Fitzwilliam, Sir

Thomas Hare, Bart., Earl of Orford, Lord

George Bentinck, M.P., William Bagge, Esq.,

M.P., and W.W. Chute, Esq., M.P. ThejDuke

of Portland has subscribed 5,000/. towards the

undertaking.

At Deal, the Commissioners of Pavement

have determined upon purchasing the houses

at the south of the Esplanade, and throwing

the sites thereof into the street. I he town

will be considerably improved by this judicious

step on the part of the trust.

At Northampton, a dispensary is about to

be erected in commemoration of her Majesty

and Prince Albert passing through that city on

their late visit to the Marquis and Marchio-

ness of Exeter, at Burleigh House. The

noble marquis, as lord lieutenant of the county,

has addressed a communication to the Mayor

of Northampton, signifying her Majesty’s con-

sent at the intended new establishment bearing

the name of “ The Victoria Dispensary.”

At Exeter, the members of “ The Episcopal

Free Church ” have purchased a site on the

east side of Southern hay, nearly opposite the

entrance to the cathedral close, for the purpose

of erecting a sacred building.

At Hull, the Victoria Promenade is pro-

gressing most favourably, although little has

lately been heard of it. Lord Fitzwilliam,

Lord Milton, and the Hon. Mr. Fitzwilliam,

have recently become shareholders. The pro-

moters have had their attention up to the

present time almost entirely directed towards

procuring the requisite land. The committee

of the Church Building Fund have fixed upon

the neighbourhood of Kingston College as an

eligible site for the proposed new church al

Hull. The church is to he dedicated to St.

Paul.

The proposal to build a bridge over the

Mersey has been revived, and Mr. William

Stuart, a Scottish engineer, has submitted i

very ingenious plan for carrying the projec

into effect. •
The political friends and admirers of th«

late Lord Holland have subscribed 5,000/. fo:

a monument to his memory, to be placed ii

Westminister Abbey. The committee o

management have intrusted the execution o

the work to Mr. Baily, the Royal Academi

cian.

The Earl of Shrewsbury has just conclude

a treaty with a building company in Cheshin

by which his lordship receives 35,000/. fo

85 acres of his extensive property in the

county.

An important project is in contemplatioi

which, if carried out, will prove of immens

advantage to Maidstone and the surroundin

country. The proposition is to deepen an

widen the River Medway, so as to make

navigable up to Maidstone.

The Council of the United Service Institi

tion, in Scotland-yard, have lately purchased tl

adjoining house of Lord Stuart de Rothsay, f<

3,500/., subject to a ground-rent of 250/.

year. The purchase has been made with tl

view of enlarging the museum, and construe

ing a capacious lecture-room. The Earl <

Arundel, who is vice-president, has contributi

the liberal donation of 100/. towards the co

templated improvements.

It appears that Prince Albert was so ram

delighted with the game of tennis whilst

Brighton, that it is his Royal Highness

intention to build a tennis court- at Buckim

ham-palace.

Arles.—Plans have been made (says t

Constilutionnel') for the restoration of t

Amphitheatre of Arles, and the Church I

St. Ouen at Rouen. The estimated expen

of the first is 400,000f, and of the secot

1,400,000 f.

Walls built over Wells. — A sh<

time ago, when a shepherd’s wife at Aspendi

near Buntingford, was sitting with her child*

before the fire, the fire-place, hearth, stoi

the children’s seats, and every other article

the vicinity disappeared, sinking down,

through a trap-door. It turned out that

?

fire-place sunk into an old well that had bt

built upon lor more than half a century. 3

aperture left is about six feet in diameter, J

the depth, as far as can be ascertained, for

debris, sixty feet, and containing a gr

quantity of water. About seventy years si?

the premises were in the occupation of J

Penn, a brewer, and it is supposed that

well was not arched over when built up

Very recently we observed a new party-V

built upon oak planking over a well, with

an arch. It is to be hoped the above recon

narrow escape may serve as a warning agar

such a practice.
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The Geologist's Tecet Boole. By Professor.
Ansted. Van Voorst, London: 1845.
A knowledge of the principles of geology

isjalmost essential to engineers and architects.
In making roads and canals, tunnelling, the
selection of sites, and the materials for build-
ings, digging for water, and draining lands, it

will be found of the utmost value. It is not to
be expected, neither is it necessary, that every
architect should be a professed geologist; but
he should have such a general knowledge of
the science as shall shew him where to go for
information when the special occasion arises,
and how to avail himself of it efficiently.

The publication before us is not intended
for those who have no previous acquaintance
with the study, but as a companion in the
field or closet to a student who has been
taught the principles, but is not yet familiar
with the practice, of the subject. In fact, it
is an analysis, and a very able one, of a larger
work on geology by the same author,—

a

summary of the actual condition of the
science, and an intimation of how far conclu-
sions in vogue may be admitted as sound,
and acted on with confidence. It is an
able work, and may be safely consulted.

CorreapouDence.

SlR,-

A Report of the Proceedings of the British
Archeological Association, at the first Ge-
neral Meeting held at Canterbury. By
Alfred John Dunicin. J. Russell Smith,
London : 1845.
This volume, of which only 150 copies have

I been printed, contains a full and very correct
account of all that occurred at Canterbury

i in September last, and cannot fail to be ac-
ceptable as a record, to those who attended.
Sir William Betham’s paper, “On the origin
of Idolatry the Rev. J. B. Deane’s valuable
essay “On the early sepulchral remains
extant in Great Britain Mr. Lowe’s paper
* the Pelham Buckle and the result

i
of Mr. Stapleton’s erudite researches illustra-
tive of the succession to the barony of William
of Arques; are given at considerable length.

' The most interesting part of its contents to us
is the translation of Gervase’s account of the
burning of the ancient cathedral of Canterbury

MQiuyear an d its re-erection in 1175-
1184, by Mr. Edward Cresv, jun.

;
to which

[

jy® may perhaps return on another occasion.
1 he editor states in the preface, what is pro-
bably true, that “he had no pecuniary object
in printing this report, else he might have
realized a large sum by extending the im-
pressions

;
but was actuated solely by a desire

to pay a tribute to those gentlemen who either
actually attended at Canterbury, or by their
papers or gifts contributed to its success.

1 he future fate of this association is some-
Avhat doubtful; unfortunately at this moment
there are two committees in existence carrying
ion its business, and we all know the insecurity
lof two stools. Those who wish well to the
association will endeavour to remove exist-
ing difficulties, aid by persuading each party
-to yield something, and in effecting an har-
imonious coalition.

Continental Architecture. — Profes-
sor Gartner of Munich, is about to follow the
examples set by Schinkel and Klenze, in pub-
lishing a series of all the principal buildings he
nas executed. The professor succeeded
Hlenze as the king’s special architect, and has
irected most of the recent monumental struc-
ures in the Bavarian capital. The work will
doubtless be an interesting and valuable addi-
tion to the architect’s library.
Prince Albert.— His Royal Highness

tontmues to manifest considerable interest in
matters of science and art. A few days since,
titter presiding at a meeting of the commission
'or promoting the fine arts in the rebuilding of
the Palace of Westminster, the Prince went over
be new structure with Mr. Barry and the con-
tractor. Last Saturday evening, his Royal
li.ghness visited Lord Northampton and the
Isllows of the Royal Society, and examined
nth much apparent pleasure, the various in-
lentions and works of art which were ex-
hibited. We should like to see the Prince oc-
casionally call around him at the palace some
t our poets, artists, and men of science. The
lames ot such, strange to say, are never seen
ti the list of the “ royal dinner party.”

THE OFFICIAL REFEREES.

°( your correspondent
Censor - will, I think, justify me in trou-

bling you with a few remarks upon the subject
of the manner in which business is conducted
by the Trafalgar-square “ Board.” “ Censor,”
it would appear from his letter, expects that
the referees and the registrar should be con-
tinually on vieio to any person who may wish
to look at them. On this point, since reading
his letter, I have thought much, and on look-
ing to “ the Act ” I find that one of its pri-
mary objects is to prevent, for the future, the
“ diversity of practice ” that has hitherto ex-
isted. Now, Sir, I should like to ask “Censor”
whether if he were to be permitted at all times
to see the referees, this object would not in all
probability be defeated; it could not be ex-

^at they should be always together,
and if they were not so, it would be quite pos-
sible for a man to obtain orders diametrically
opposing each other from the « referees and
even if it were possible for these gentlemen
(they being in the same profession

) always
to see things in the same light, what is to
be done about the registrar ? he has the power
ot refusing to sanction their proceedings if, in
his opinion, they are contrary to law. Assum-
ing, therefore, that I am correct in my pre-
mises, what arrangement can be better than
that all matters should be determined by the
referees andthe registrarsitting as a board ? In
this manner the chances are, that diversity of
practice will not, at all events, find its way to
head quarters. Again, the Act requires that
all cases should be registered; how, I would
ask, could this be done if the business were
halt transacted in the private rooms of the
referees, without the knowledge of the
registrar? It should also, I think, be borne
in mind that the referees are referees

, and that
in consequence it would be highly improper
tor them to hold any conversation with one
person, uponja matter whereon they may after-
wards have to decide as judges between him
and others. If 1 understand “ Censor,” he
would have us believe, that so great is the
desire to obtain/my, that even the clerk cannot
be seen without a fee. This appears to me
to be a particularly unfair part of his letter.
1 he professional character of the gentlemen
in question ought to have protected them from
such a charge

;
but has “ Censor ” really been

made to pay tor his conversation with the
clerk? If he has, he has been treated very dif-
ferently from myself or any of my acquaint-
ances : a scale of fees hangs up in the waiting-
room, but no unnecessary allusion thereto has
ever been made to me by the gentlemen that
1 have seen. Much more might be said upon
the subject of “ Censor's” communication, but

. .

r t ‘ lat rny letter has already exceeded the
limits that will enable you to give it a corner
in your valuable journal!

I am, Sir, &c. Fairplay.

my answer back, and I should like to know
what time I should then have had left. Pray
keep your eye on the Canterbury Incorpora-
tion there will be something curious in that
matter before they have done. The official
whoever it was, takes half the time allotted to
do all the work to answer a letter

; und then he
sends me a nice little parcel of moonshine.
Again I say, pray keep your eye on the Can-
terbury Incorporation ! !—I am, Sir, &c.,

An Architect.

IMPURE AIR FROM SEWERS.
Sir,—In The Builder of Feb. IS, I was

pleased to read a communication by Mr. G.
Hawkins, at the Institute of Architects, on the
subject of sewerage. Much credit is due to
that gentleman for his valuable and gratifying
information

;
but a great, if not the greatest,

evil was unnoticed, -that is, with regard to
the most efficacious means of preventing the
effluvia, and impure air or gas, arising or
escaping from the sewer through the gratings
in the street. ®

I he reports of the most eminent physicians
prove that during the time the cholera raged
in England, the greatest number of victims to
that disease was to be found in the immediate
neighbourhood of open sewers, and near those
gratings from which escaped the impure air, or
gas, generated in the covered sewers which are
formed under our streets. My attention was
hist seriously drawn to this subject by my
occupying a house near one of those gratings,
from which the effluvia arising frequently com
peiled me to close my windows in the summer.
I propose, where the gratings now are, to insert
an aqueduct which will admit all fluid to pass
treely, while it entirely prevents all impure air
from ascending from the sewers; it is of
trifling cost, and cannot be put out of order:
also to erect ornamental or plain shafts at
suitable places, 15 feet or 20 feet high, through
which the impure air may escape. With your
permission, I will send you a model of an
aqueduct, and hope soon that the inhabitants
of the metropolis (especially of some parts of
it; may not have to complain of the ill-effect
produced by the noxious gas arising from the
sewers. I am, Sir, &c.,

. , „ W . Rowland.
14, rassmore-st., Pimlico, Feb. 26, 1845.

COMPETITION CANTERBURY WORKHOUSE.
Sir —The profession are, I think, more in-

debted to the articles in your valuable pages on
the subject of competition, than to all the other
sources they now have of obtaining or diffus-
rng information. May I request you to have a
vigilant eye on the Canterbury Ineorpora-

I first saw the notice in your number of
February 22nd. A fortnight only was given
to prepare the plans. Not too much, if an
architect has anything else to do. I accord-
ingly wrote by the same night’s post for infor-
mation, and waited day by day for an answer,
till, in fact, I gave the matter up. However,
on Saturday last, I received (too late to be
answered by that night’s post), a letter from
Canterbury, wherein I was informed that the
writer had enclosed me a sketch of the ground
and all other particulars. Well, I thought
this civility came rather too late, for it only left
me tour days to make my designs, as on Fri-
day they must have gone down to be opened on
Saturday

; but fancy my dismay, Sir, when I
went to look further, there was neither sketch,
nor particulars, in the envelope. In fact, all
I had was, “ Sir, I have the honour to enclose”

and the enclosed was

—

nothing !!—Now I
must have written again to Canterbury, ex-
plaining the mistake, and must have received

CHELSEA HOSPITAL.
Sir,—

A

s an old inhabitant of Chelsea, also
a constant reader of your valuable publication,
L was much pleased with your illustration on
page IU2, having frequently admired the iron
lamp-posts ot the hospital, for there are two
of them

; one is in the east court, which is sur-
rounded by shrubberies, and seems to have
escaped the observation of your contributor,
who has given us so perfect a sketch of the one
111 the west court

;
they are, however, fac-

similes of each other.
I should like to draw the attention of « C.”

or Mr. C. J. Richardson, who has given us a
proof ot his skill in such works, to the
chimney-piece in the state-room of the hospital,
which is an exquisite work of military
trophies, carved in oak.

‘ C. having stated the opinion of several
architects of the chapel’s superiority over that
of Greenwich, it is to be lamented the commis-
sioners suffer it to remain in the very dirty
state in which it is at present. A few years
back there was a magnificent sounding-board
over the pulpit, of inlaid woods, similar to tlie

altar-piece, but this has been removed, aud
converted to a much more ignoble purpose bv
the present clerk of the works for his own
use.

There are some remarks in another paper by
“ E. H.” that room might be found in the hos-
pital for some of the monuments of the Abbey.
I think it cannot be known to the commis-
sioners that a beautiful painting by West now
lies rolled up in the gallery of the great hall,
for want of room, it is said', to hang it

;
it was*

hung for a short time, on its first arrival, on
one side of the hall, against the windows.
The heat of the sun causing the paint to
b ister, the picture was taken down and
placed in its present position, where, if not
speedily released, it will rot unseen : the subject
is, I believe, the victories of the Duke of Wel-
lington, and its size 35 feet by 20 feet.

I am, Sir, &c., W.
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COMPETITION DRAWINGS, KING S ROAD,
READING.

Sir,—

T

he letter which appeared in your

number of the 15th instant, signed Fairplay,

on the subject of the architectural competition
- , . j *u« v .nn-’s-road,
for laying out ground in the King s

Reading, contains such distinct allusions to the

part which was taken by me in tbe manage-

ment of that competition, that I feel sure you

will favour me by the insertion of these few

remarks in your next number. And that the

utmost fairness and attention may be given to

Fairplay’s strictures, it may be well to premise,

that I was not previously aware that the deci-

sion of the designs had appeared to any per-

son at all acquainted with the subject “ to have

produced any thing but satisfaction;” on the

contrary, no such impression has been con-

veyed to me by any individual except by one

of the competitors, who stated his opinion to

be, that his were the only draivings that were

in accordance with the instructions; un
^?.

r
j

tunately for that gentleman, his designs did

not obtain a single vote from any other com-

petitor. I do not, therefore, feel it incum-

bent upon me to sav any thing in answer to

that opinion, as it will occur to your readers,

that towards those persons who have thought

themselves right and all tbe rest of the world

wrong, it is not usual to address the ordinary

mode of reasoning, in order to convince them

of the fallacy of their views. All other per-

sons with whom l have communicated, have

declared themselves perfectly satisfied with the

adjudication of the premiums, and gratified

that some scheme has been successfully adopt-

ed which could secure the advantage of com-

petition without those evils which so gene-

rally accompany it.

To the first question then of your cor-

respondent, “Was there any standard laid

down for the judges to go upon ?” he gives an

answer in the same sentence, namely, “ A set

of rules was printed for the guidance of the

competitors in preparing their designs, which,

it is stated in the preamble, the proprietor will

require to be adhered to by those who intend

to compete.” Again, he charges, that “ two

great mistakes appear to have been made by

the promoter of this competition. In the first

place a set of rules were printed, &c.” Is this

one of the mistakes that rules were printed for

the guidance of the competitors? I would

ask \our correspondent what fair play there

would have been in leaving every competitor to

his own fancy in preparing his designs ? I

believe such directions are invariably adopted

in fair competitions. What the other mistake

is into which the promoter of this competition

has fallen, your correspondent does not in-

form us.

Now with reference to the conditions in the

set of rules referred to, no other answer is ne-

cessary than that those designs which were not

in conformity with those conditions were re-

jected by the adjudicators, and the designs to

which the premiums were awarded are strictly

in accordance with the instructions. On this

point all parties had an opportunity of satisfy-

ing themselves at the public exhibition of the

designs at Reading; there were, I doubt not,

many drawings at variance with the conditions,

and as such, were very properly excluded from

the premiums by the appointed judges.

1 1 is quite true that several of the competitors

did not attend to give their votes, but had their

plans been chosen, of course they would not

have received a premium ;
this I presume is

the “ distinction which ought to have been

made between those who complied with the

rules and conditions, and those who did not.”

The calculation, however, of the number of

those who did not attend at Reading to give

their votes is very erroneously stated when it

is computed at fourteen, for several of the

competitors sent tv/o or more designs, not-

withstanding which they were permitted only

to give one vote. The question in conclusion,

“ Where is the use of having rules printed for

a competition if it is made optional with the

competitors whether they abide by them or

not, as has been done in the present instance?

scarcely needs the reply, reject the plans

which are not in accordance with the condi-

tions, and take care that the accepted ones are

conformable thereto, as has been done in the

present instance. I cannot thick that the pro-

position of a set of questions, one of which

cVimild bp “ Whether such clans were in ac-

would have given much more satisfaction:

surely, I had no right to assume that the in-

structions would be unobserved while I had a

reasonable ground for concluding that the ad-

judicators, from their personal interest in the

competition, would take care not to lose sight

of so important a feature in the claim to re-

ward the designs. I cannot consider the

publication of the votes as any breach of con-

fidence, for as the name of the competitor is

not attached to his motto, no competitor could

know which is the motto of any other indi-

vidual.

In conclusion, although “Fairplay says

his only object in addressing you is to state

what lie considers ought to have been the

course adopted, yet he does not appear to be

quite clear as to whether he would have sub-

old fictions, and yet they were abolished

because they were fictions, and a new fiction

substituted.”

This last, by changing the word “ fictions,

into faults, will be quite pertinent, I believe,

to the new Buildings Act
;
and I trust it will

not be considered impertinent to say so, and

to predict of it, “ Opera parit opus."— I am,

Sir, &c., Philoclarus.

IIERNE-HILL CHURCH.

Sir, — My attention has been directed to

several letters which have appeared in your

valuable publication relative to the contracts of

Herne-hill Church. The inconvenience at-

tendant upon the assertion of ex-parte state-

ments of this kind is so evident, that I am

mitted the drawings to the adjudicators or taken sure I need not enlarge upon it.

. . . . i* i .1 _ t_ v r. ctitampntQ I navi

With re-

the matter in his own hands, had he been the

proprietor of the land; but it has been my object

to avoid the latter mode of awarding the pre-

miums in the present instance, and until some

more pertinent remarks than are made by your

correspondent come under my notice, I see

no reason to suppose that any thing besides

universal satisfaction has been the result of

this competition ;
and for the information of

your readers, I have only to add (in direct con-

tradiction to the statement of your anonymous

correspondent, who would have shewn more

fair play had he formed his own judgment on

the plans), that the designs to which the pre-

miums are awarded, are not “ got up very

elaborately, and tickled up so as to attract the

eye,” nor are the “ buildings deeply back

lined iu dark lake colours, and the grounds

all laid out in walks and beds of different

colours,” but as far as I am able to judge,

they are in conformity with the instructions,

which will be a sufficient reply also, to the letter

signed “ Veritas ” in your last number.

I am, Sir, &c.,

J. J. Blandy.

ference to the statements I have only to say

they are untrue.— I am, Sir, &c.,

G. Alexander.

6, Clement’s-Tnn, Strand,

March 11, 1845.

Reading, February 28th, 1845.

CUTTING AND POLISHING MARBLE.

Sib,

—

In The Builder of theSih February,

your correspondent “ J. H.’ ( Pontypool) in-

quires the materials used for polishing marble,

&e. I have copied the following lrom page

801, of Dr. Ure’s “ Dictionary of Arts,

Manufactures, and Mines,” which may be

useful to him.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

“ Cutting and polishing marble.—The marble

saw is a thin plate of sott iron, continually

supplied during its sawing motion with water

and the sharpest sand. The sawing of mo-

derate-sized pieces is performed by hand, but

that of large slabs is most economically done

by a proper mill.
' “ The first substance used in the polishing

process is the sharpest sand, which must be

worked with till the surface becomes per-

fectly fiat. Then a second and a third sand

of increasing fineness is to be applied. The

next substance is emery, of progressive degrees

of fineness; after which tripoli is employed;

and the last polish is given with tin-putty. 0

The body with which tbe sand is rubbed upon

the marble is usually a plate of iron
;

but

for the subsequent process, a plate of lead is

used with fine sand and emery. The polishing

rubbers are coarse linen cloths, or bagging,

wedged tight into an iron planing-tool. In

every step of the operation a constant trickling

supply of water is required.”

Sib,—Having been a clerk to Mr. Alex-

ander at the time the estimates were made for

Herne-hill Church, 1 beg to say that on Mr.

Broomfield noticing the time was short that

was allowed for their preparation, Mr. Alex-

ander went himself to the Church Commis-

sioners to get the time enlarged, which was

not done. Mr. Broomfield then asked as a

favour to be allowed to inspect Mr. Alex-

ander’s estimate, which was at first refused,

but on Mr. B.’s again applying, Mr. Alexander

remarked that as ho understood that on

the Great Western Railway contractors were

allowed to see the engineers’ quantities, lie

saw no objection to allow the inspection of his

abstracts and dimension books to compare;

but I distinctly told Mr. Broomfield that in no

way would Mr. Alexander be responsible for

the same, and Mr. Alexander also distinctly

repeated the same to Mr. Broomfield. I am
positive no alterations were made in the speci-

fication, of which a duplicate was lodged with

the Church Commissioners, and could no

doubt be seen
;

besides one of the builders

tendering made a copy of the specification.

As to the drawings, there was but one set,

and there was no alteration made in them.

I am, Sir, &c.,

Joseph Gibbins.

6, Portland-place, Hammersmith-gate,
March 11, 1845.

NEW CLAY FOR MODELLING.

-I have much satisfaction in bringing

should be “ Whether such plans were in ac-

cordance with the printed instructions,”

EVILS OF NEW LAWS.

Sir,—In the Times of February 24, 1845,

there is a report of a cause in the Vice-

Chancellor’s Court (Ellice v. Goodson), in

which Sir Thomas Wilde makes some ob-

servations on a new law relating to the matter

in question, which, I think, are particularly

applicable to the Metropolitan Buildings Act.

Sir T. Wilde.—“ Legislation on such a

subject should have been as cautiously entered

on as the repair of an old house
;
before a

beam is removed, it should be ascertained

what it supports. Under the old laiv we knew

what ice were about ; but under the new law,

to say tbe least, it is not so.”

His Honour the Vice-Chancellor.—“Every

one understood what was meant by the

Sir,- - . .. -

to your notice the discovery of a new clay,

or conversion of an old clay, for the purposes

of modelling, and which promises to be of

essential service to the modeller, and may not

be unimportant also to the builder.

In my paper read at the Society of Arts, on

Wednesday last, March 5, “ On the Construc-

tion of Models for Ethnographical Purposes,”

I have alluded to it, and at the same time

produced some beautiful models in this clay by

Mr. Sangiovanni, an artist who has made use

of it with much success for some years past,

and who has never found it to perish or crack,

is the case with clays in ordinary use.

It has all the appearance of hard stone or

metal when oiled over the surface, and in this

state is not affected by moisture.

Its component parts are of the ordinary

clay of London and ground slate, in the propor-

tion of three or four of the former to one ot the

latter. These must be well amalgamated till

brought to a proper consistence for working.

I am, Sir, &c.,

Edwin Dalton.

5, Fitzroy-street, Fitzroy-square,

March 10.

White Oxide of Tin.

BLISTERS IN LIME.

Sib,— I have not seen the question of

“ll.S.S.,” page 35 ante, fully replied to yet.

Your query in the note must be answered

doubtless in the negative.

The lime in question should have been run.

I presume “ H. S. S.” to be neither a plasterer,

nor a plasterer’s labourer, or he would not

have asked the question
;

I shall, therefore,

explain the term run. The lime is put into a

tub or cistern, water is then added as it slakes,

until the whole is converted into thick paste or
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putty, but sufficiently thin to be run through a 1

sieve into a pan or bay, made with the sand
with which it is to be mixed. The fineness of
the sieve must be regulated by the nature
of the lime, and the work to be performed

;

in large works, a cistern and sluice, with a
cast-iron grating of of an inch space, would
be requisite. Should this not be sufficiently
explanatory to “ H. S. S.,” and you wish it,

I will write you a chapter on the management
of limes. I am, Sir, &c.,

H. N.

irBitfrellanfa.

Society of Arts.—March 5th. Joseph
Hume, Esq., M.P., V.P., in the chair. R.
Bowie and Jos. Bennett, Esqrs., were elected
members. The secretary read a paper, by
Mr. E. Dalton, “ On the construction of
models for an Ethnographical Museum, and
the materials best suited for the purpose.”
Die design for an ethnographical museum,
for the illustration and study of mankind,
01 igi nated with the author more than a year
ago, and the object of the present paper was to
bring forward the general advantages of such
an institution, and the result of inquiries and
experiments as to the material best suited for
the construction of models suitable for carrying
out this important design. The possibility of
casting entire from the living model is not
perhaps generally known. The late Sir Francis
Chantry effected this upon a negro man. The
specimen is lodged at the College of Surgeons,
and presents a faithful representation of the
original. The moulds of this cast are in the
possession of Mr. Weeks, the sculptor, towhom Sir Francis left the greater portion
of his studies. The model of a New Zealander,
0 Ngatiawa tribe, now in London, was
exhibited to the meeting, as an example of the
illustration of the different races of man,
pioposed to be collected by the ethnographical
society. The head and arms of this specimen
consist of wax, and were cast separately, and
then attached to the body. The hair 'is re-
movable, so as to allow of an inspection of the
conformation of the scull. The time required
for completing this model was about fourteen
days

;
and its cost including costume is

estimated at 20/.; whereas a similar model,
completely undraped and cast entire

, would
amount to about 40/. The wax of this model
had been painted in oil colours, so as to
represent the tints of the flesh, and render
it capable of being cleaned. A new clay was
proposed by Mr. Dalton for such models; a
notice of it by the inventor will be found in
another page.

Difficulties of Ventilation.—A laugh-
able conversation took place in one of the com-
mittees of the House of Commons a few days
isince, relative to the temperature of the room,
which had much annoyed hon. members during
the day. Mr. Barneby, on entering the room,
wished the hot foul air to be expelled, but the

•valves had not long been open for that purpose,
when the chairman complained of the coldness
lof his legs. Dr. Reid was at last sent for

; and
ion Mr. Aglionby stating to him the nature of
ihis complaint, said that if air was expected to
(go out, air must be let come in—a statement
which the chairman did not dispute, but never-
theless did not seem to think any good reason
why his legs should suffer. If that were ven-
tilation, the less of it they had the better. Dr.
Reid remarked upon the difference of tempe-
rature desired by hon. members. Some said
ithey were too hot—others complained of the
cold. If they would select any hon. member
is their index, he (Dr. Reid) could adapt the

i hermometer to his particular satisfaction.
Where extremes existed, it was evident that an
hdaptation of a medium could not be effected.
Rr. Aglionby had a decided objection to the
'irocess of adaptation being carried on against
iis legs

;
and Mr. Buller said, that instead of

non. members’ feet being warm and their heads
•'ool, their feet were cool and their heads warm.
Several members having commented upon the
narying state of the thermometer, and ex-
pressed their individual opinions as to the
temperature, Dr. Reid gave orders for the
‘•old air valves to be closed, and stated that he
omuld send in hot air as soon as the furnaces
e'ere heated. We have yet much to learn on
iais important subject.

Floating Dock.—A floating dock has
been invented by a Mr. Lennox and submitted
to the Admiralty. The Director of Works at
Woolwich yard has been ordered to prepare
detailed drawings of the scheme.
House of Commons. — The new com-

mittee-rooms are now completed, with one or
two trifling exceptions. During the past week
the doors were hung, and fires placed in each
apartment to allow them to be properly aired.
The rooms vary in size, some of them being very
spacious, with a view of affording accommoda-
tion to a great number of witnesses and others
who are engaged on important bills. The
tables are also so arranged, that the confusion
so much complained of at present will be
entiiely obviated, ample space being allowed
between the tables and at the sides for the
persons in attendance.

—

Globe.
The Royal Academy.—As we were the

means of informing the public that the Royal
Academicians had resigned the privilege of
each exhibiting eight pictures as heretofore
enjoyed, and limited it to six (although our
excellent contemporary the Airt- Union fancies
he learnt the fact from a provincial news-
paper), it is necessary we should state that the
resolution has been since rescinded, and that
the old right of hanging eight pictures has
been re-established. We lament this step on
the part of the Academy very much, and fear
they will have cause to repent it. They seem
to have made up their minds that reform shall
come from without; how much wiser would it
be for themselves to render it unnecessary.

Cuii&enL

Tenders delivered for the erection of a New
Church in Charlotte-street, Fitzroy-square.—Hu"h
Smith, Architect, Bedford- row.

Messrs. Piper £7 47Q
Messrs. Cubitt 7 398
Messrs. Locke and Nesham .... 7,363
Messrs. Pearse and Guerrier .... 7,277
Mr. Winsland G 879

Tenders delivered for Building a Factory for
John Gadsby, Esq., in Bouverie-street, City.
Mr. C. S. Richardson, Surveyor, opened in the
presence of the parties.

Waterman £\ 374
Chapman 1*365
Ternan and Son 1 293
Waterlow 1 262

For the Erection of Bristol Barracks.—Messrs.
Read and Baker’s Tender for 60,000/. was accepted.
The Works to be completed in two years.

For Enlarging the Bristol Docks, near the Cum-
berland Basin.—Messrs. Renie, Logan, and Co.’s
Tender for 18,000/. was accepted.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

tWe arc compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office
to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers
however, they arc entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2 , York
street. Covent-garden.]

For the repairs and restoration of the Tower
and Nave of St. Mary’s Church, Nottingham.
March 17.

For new-paving such parts of the parish of
St. Mary, Islington, and repairing the paved Foot-
ways, as may from time to time be required
during one whole year from Lady-day next!
March 19.

For paving and repairing certain streets and ways
in the parish of St. James, Clerkenwell, for one
year, from the 25th inst. March 20.

For supplying her Majesty’s several Dock-yards
with Riga Hand Masts and Fir Timber, Dantzic
Deck Deals and Fir Timber, and Norway Spars.
March 28.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of nine-inch cast-
iron Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct to be laid in
the Island of Malta. March 31.

For the erection of a new Workhouse at Stratton,
St. Margaret, about Midway between Swindon and
Highworth, Wiltshire. April 2.

For the erection of a Church in the parish of St.

Thomas, Winchester. April 5.

For constructing the fourth division of the Great
Southern and Western Railway. April 8.

For submitting a plan of a Tread-wheel, and con-
structing the same in the Common Gaol of Great
Yarmouth, Norfolk. April 24.

For laying out the grounds of the Victoria Park
Cemetery and draining the same, with plans and
specifications, to include making the roads, paths,

and finding all necessary trees, shrubs, materials,

&c.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of 9-inch cast-iron
Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct in the Island
of Malta. April 30.

For new-paving parts of the parish of St. Mary,
Islington, Middlesex

; and for repairing and keeping
in repair the paved Footways belonging thereto, for
one year from Lady-day next. Also for supplying
unbroken Guernsey Granite, Core, Ballast, Gravel,
and clean Flints.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans and Specifications for Covered Ways at

the Lunatic Asylum, Melton. March 18.
Plans for the most convenient mode of

landing 0r embarking passengers, carriages,
&c., &c., at George’s Pier-head, Liverpool. A
Premium of 200/. will be given for the Plan
selected and acted upon, and a Premium of 100/.
will be given for that Plan which may be deemed
to be the next in utility. March 19.
A Plan, Specification, and Estimate, for a Pier,

Slip, or Jetty, to be erected at Weston-super-Mare,
Somerset. Twenty-five guineas is offered for the
most approved plan. March 24.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.
BY AUCTION.

March 17.—At Herringswell, Suffolk: 400
Larch Trees, many of very large dimensions, mea-
suring 50 feet in length, and containing upwards of
a load of sound timber in a tree; 19 large Willow
Trees; a very large Poplar; and 400 Scotch
and Spruce Trees, upwards of forty-five years’
growth.

March 17.—At Herringswell, Suffolk: 400
Larch Trees, many of them measuring 50 feet in
length, and containing upwards of a load of sound
timber

; 400 Scotch and Spruce Trees, upwards of
45 years’ growth; 19 large Willow Trees, and a
very large Poplar.

March 18.—At West Buckland, Somerset : 833
Oak, Elm, and Ash, Maiden, and Pollard Timber
Trees.

March 18.—At Waresley, Huntingdonshire : A
large fall of Ash and Elm Timber Trees

; also
Larch, Spruce, Birch, Beech, Chesnut, Alder, and
Hornbeam Spires, very straight, large, and long.
March 18.-—At Waresley, Huntingdonshire

; a
large Fall of Ash and rElm Timber Trees, and
Larch, Spruce, Birch, Beech, Chesnut, Alder, and
Hornbeam Spires, very large, straight, and long.
March 19.—At Rufford Hall, near Ormskirk,

Lancashire : 223 lots of Timber, consisting of
Ash, Alder, Birch, Beech, Elm, Sycamore, Willow,
&c. ike. The Timber is chiefly of from thirty to
forty years 1 growth.
March 28.—At Garraway’s Coffee-house, Corn-

hill : 350 loads of Red Pine Timber; 700 loads
of Baltic; 10,000 Colonial Deals; and 10,000
Baltic and Swedish Deals.
March 28.—At Moor-house Farm, Denham,

Bucks : 3,591 Oak Trees and Saplings
;
220 Ash;

136 Cherry
;
and 3 Alder Trees.

March 31.—At 7, Store-street, Bedford-square :

several thousand Yellow Deals, Pine and Spruce
ditto, Battens, Planks, and Boards, Ash Felloes
and Planks, and other seasoned Wood.
March 24.—At Bradley’s Wood, Halsted, Essex

:

500 good Fir Trees; 5,700 capital Hurdle and
Hop Poles

;
54 Loads of Wood, &c.

March 31.—At Down Hall, Bradwell, Essex
310 Oak Timber Trees, standing with Top, Lop,;
and Bark; 213 Ash, 157 Elm, and 78 Beech
Trees.

The last week in March, or the first week
in April next.—A large quantity of Oak and Elm
Timber, of superior quality and large dimensions,
principally growing in the woods on the Orchard-
leigh Estate, near Frome, Somerset.
By Private Contract

, before the Is/ of April
next.—287 Oak Trees, of full growth and large
dimensions, suitable for all purposes, now standing
at Woodside, near Morland, Westmoreland.

April 1.—At Chelmsford, Essex; a very valua-
ble, extensive, and well-assorted stock of Dry
Wood in great variety, comprising fine Spanish
aud Honduras Mahogany, mostly cut between
six and seven years

;
particulaly fine Zebra Wood,

English Oak, Pencil Ceder, Birch, Beech, Elm,
Rosewood, &c.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, March 17.

—

Statistical, 11, Regent-
street, 8 p.m.

;
Chemical (Society of Arts), Adelphi,

8 p.m.
;
Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, 18.

—

Linncean, Soho-square, 8 p.m.
Horticultural, 21, Regent-street, 3 p.m.; Civil
Engineers, 25, Great George-street, 8 p.m.
Wednesday, 19.—Society of Arts, Adelphi, 8

p.m. ; Microscopical, 21, Regent-street, 8 p.m.
Saturday, 22 .—Royal Botanic, Regent’s Park,

4 p.m.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.

U R. Callow.”

—

No bill for the embankment of

the Thames has been brought into the House of

Commons during the present session ; nor has any

formal notice of an intention to bring in a bill jot-

such purpose been given. Lord iii»co/» *n

the House some time since, that he should proba-

llV
" A Constant Reader.”—The London address of

Mr. Galloway is Galloway ,
Brothers, W est-street,

West Smithfeld. Mr. Galloway is at present in

C.” (Winchester).

—

The Health of Towns

Commission includes, the Duke of Buccleuch,Lord

Lincoln, Mr. Robert A. Stanley, Mr. George

Graham, Sir Henry De la Beche, Dr. Lyon Play-

fair Dr. Reid, Mr. Richard Owen, Captain Deni-

son, Mr. J. R. Martin, Mr. James Smith, Mr.

Robert Stephenson, and Mr. William Cubitt.

“A Landowner” should make an arrangement

with some respectable solicitor. From two to

three guineas for agreement and copy, and seven

guineas for lease and counterpart if on one skm

(in both cases exclusive of plan) would be reason-

able charges. If the lease require two skins, eleven

guineas. ^ , ,,
.

“ Holloway Congregational Chapel. —A com-

petitor wishes to know if a design has been

^Architectural Modelling.”—Frederick Wether-

all 114 Great Park-street, Kennington-cross,

who modelled the gates of the Triumphal-arch at

Hude-park-comer, the frieze at Bucktagham-

palace, ornaments of Sun fire-office, Sfc., being out

of employ and in distress, has appealed to us to

make the same known.
.

“Vigil.”—Our present impression certainly is

that, notice having been given of the erection of

the buildings as shops under the old Act, and

no alteration made, that afresh notice is not called

for. As, however, we understand that it has been

ruled differently, we must give the question further

consideration.

“A. B. O.”

—

A communication is lying at tne

office. - . ... .a ,

,

“R.B.W.” (King’s Langley), and W.I.

(Woodbridge), under consideration.

“T. L.” (Pentonville Prison).— We are much

ctligei by the loan of the drawing, and propose to

engrave it. , -

“C.T. L.” wishes to know the best mode of

coating plaster of Paris figures, so as to give them

the appearance of marble.

Received: “ W. J. S.” “Scrutator, G.

Ridley, and “ I. L.” (Temple).
,

Received : Second Reportfrom Health of Towns

Commissioners—Prospectus of Victoria Park Ce-

metery Company.

E G.’s TRACING-PAPER.—It is

. warranted to take Ink. Oil, or Water colour, and

ii sold by MESSRS. ROBERSON AND CO ,
SOLE

AGENTS, 51, LONG-ACRE, at the following cash prices:—

THIN TRACING-PAPER.

60 by 40, at 14/. Os. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.

40 by 30, at ll. Os. „ 7*. 6d. „
30 by 20, at 3/. 15s. „ 4s. 0d. „

THICK TRACING-PAPBR. .

40 by 30, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.

30 by 20, at 71. 10s. ,,
8s. Od. ,,

N. B.—Every sheet is stamped with the Initials of the

Manufacturer.

This beautiful and unequalled article is allowed to be the

cheapest and most useful Paper hitherto introduced to the

public, as will be best proved by a trial.

TO BUILDERS and ARCHITECTS.—
LAND may be had for building, under circumstances

of a peculiarly favourable character, in the immediate vici-

nity of a railway, and within six hours’ distance from the

metropolis. Itis theobjectofthe proprietor to^hshatown
upon his estates, their locality being such as, in the judgment

of some of the most eminent men in the trade, to make the

success of the project certain, and to secure very great pro t

to those who embark in the undertaking. Full par ticulars

will be explained, and plans and elevations of the intended

buildings will be exhibited, on application at the offices of

G H. Wathen. Esq
,

architect, Carlton-cliambcrs, 1-,

Regent-street, or to Sir George Stephen, 17, King s-arms-

yard, Coleman-street.

ADVERTISEM3NTS.

NOTICE. — INVENTORS desirous of

obtaining LOANS ON o, of SELLING ti* IN-

VENTIONS, or Patents, should apply to Mr. M. JUbCLiAiiN

COOKE, at the OFFICE for PATENTS, 20, Half Moon-

street, London, where English and Foreign Patents are ob-

tained, and Designs registered. An INDEX is ^ept for

inspection of all Patents granted for the last century,

also copies of every Patent of importance. Instructions to

Inventors and a list of charges gratis on application.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. KENT AND CO.,
MANUFACTURERS,

11 GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON.
Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of a

quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, to

which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer quality

and durability to apparent cheapness,

oooooo,—7 'n> Dusters,

oooooo.—7 in. ditto, extra.

oooo.—Ground Brushes.

Plasterers’ Brushes. ,

Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.

Sash Tools, and Common Tools.

Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other

Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kinds

of Brushes, forwardedon application. Established 1 777-

E. WOLFF & SON’S
NEWLY-INVENTED

MATHEMATICAL PENCILS,
FOR

METHEMATICIANS, ARCHITECTS, (k ENGINEERS,

Warranted to retain a very fine Point.

F-. WOLFF AND SON, in introducing their Extra Hard

Lead Pencils for Mathematical and Architectural purposes,

bee to draw attention to the advantages resulting from their

adoption in preference to the ordinary Pencils. They are

made to six distinct sizes, by which means they can be fitted

to all instruments, and are so constructed that each Pencil

may be cut in halves without waste ;
thus making two Pencils

each of a length, and most convenient for use, and obviating

the difficulties existing with respect to the ordinary Pencils.

E. W. and Son have also half-round Pencils, suitable

for the Spring Bow, thus preventing the necessity ot

dividing the Pencil down the centre. They are made ot

extremely Hard Lead, of the finest quality, which will retain

a very fine point and give a clear .even, and distinct line.

Price 4s. per dozen.

PATTERN OF SIZES.

£ round 1 2 3 1 ®

? •

l.

’

'V’
}' ' u.

A Sample of each size will be sent by Post to any part of

the Kingdom, on the receipt of Postage Stamps equal to

^Drawing
1

'
Pencils of the best quality, for Architects and

Engineers, warranted free from grit : the hhh and hhhh are

particularly recommended.—Price 5s. per dozen.

May be had of all Instrument Makers and Stationers,

and at the Manufacturers’, 23, Church-street, Spitaltields,

London. __________

HIP LILES to suit slate roofs in colour;

Ridges, with plain or rebated joints, roll toP 3
-
and

SSL &
tubular and other flues of peculiar material. No agant^but

a depot at WHITE FRIARS and
pi FFT STREET, LONDON, under Mr. PLAKb S pc

fo“
TERRO-METALLIC gooi. t

fair Dtice3 as per quality.

The TILERIES, TUNSTALL, STAFFORDSHIRE, are

Ssr;
nies and elsewhere.

Hatcher'S bennenden tile-
machine, Manufactured and Sold only by COT-

TAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Agricultural Implement

Makers, &c , 2,
Wiusley-strcet, Oxford-street, London.

IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND PATENTEES.

PRACTICAL ASSISTANCE GIVEN to

parties taking Letters Patent, by Mr. J. WILSON,
Engineer and Patent Agent. Every description of business

relating to or connected with Patents, Registration of De-

signs, Patent Agency, &c., conducted at his offices, 10,

CHANCERY-LANE, opposite Carcy-street. Negotiations

entered into with parties wishing to dispose of or purchase

patented or registered inventions. Every necessary mlor-

mation may be obtained at the offices as above, where also

may be had printed instructions (gratis), to which Mr. W.

begs particularly to draw the attention of parties about to

take out patents
, . . . . , , . _

Mechanical drawings of every description, original designs

for machinery, models, &c., executed with dispatch and

economy.

FOX’S PAPER VARNISH, 6,.. 8s.,

I2S. per gallop ;
.Min =!• P" '”* .5™P

Varnish. 10s. per gallon, warranted to stand for outside work,

crert deserintion of gilders' and deeorator, matenaD.

Borii.h gold site. Is. and Is. 6d., od go d site
,
si. and ...

per lb., warranted ;
burnishers, pencils, tips

;
gold, 5s. per

100. Grainers' colours kept ground ;
badgers, combs, \c.-

At the manufactory, 50. Old Compton-sireet Soho. Prices

lower than any other house. Strong and clear: size.always

ready. N.B. Country orders attended to with dispatch.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS. &c.

TO be disposed of a large quantity ot

good, sound, well-burnt Red Kiln Bricks. A spe-

cimen to be seen, and particulars obtained at Mr. F. C. M.

SPEARMAN’S, Auctioneer, &c., 77, Old Broad-street,

Royal Exchange.

BRICK S.—

a

large quantity of New
White, and Red Bricks of the very best quality for

Sale. Samples may be seen, and prices know^ y app i-

cation to Mr. George Knight, Auctioneer and Commission

Agent, Crosby-hall Chambers, Bishopsgate-street.

rpo BUILDERS and Others.—A cheap

JL substitute for high priced bricks, well worthy the

attention of speculative gentlemen, and other capitalists who

intend building this season. This article is stone, which may

be worked with great advantage. It is in pieces from 3 to 5

inches in thickness, and averaging from 14 to 20 pounds ...

weight ;
it is about the same weight as bricks, and will be

sold in London at 12s. 6d. per ton. Any quantity may be bad

from 100 to 200 tons per week ; not more would be

guaranteed per week, as it will come by railway. A fair

sample of 10 or 12 tons mav be seen at the proprietor’s at

any time.—Address, JAMES PERREN, 1, Victoria-place,

Surrey-square, Walworth.

WALLIS’S PATENT LIQUID WOOD
KNOTTING. — This newly-discovered Liquid

Composition which Messrs. Geo. and Thos. Wallis have the

satisfaction of introducing to the trade, possesses thew -

portant qualification of effectually stopping Knots m Wood,

however bad, and preventing them eating through and dis-

fiS

M™| lubEns been used and Much time noth
endeavouring to find a cure for a bad Knot, but hitherto

ithout success. Messrs. Wallis therefore feel much plea-

_ are in offering to the public an article so long and anxiously

In the application, skill is not required ;
a boy c n

as well and effectually as the best workmen : it is put --

the work with a brush like common paint, can be used in all

climates and situations, and does not require heat.

Sold wholesale and retail, by Messrs. G - a"d T,‘
W

,

a
^‘

s ’

Varnish, Japan, and Colour Manufacturers, No. 04, Long

Acre. Price 20s. per gallon,

Thi. 1. the moat efficient Moebine tlmt hu been invented

for the purpose of making Drain Tiles. Anv shaped Tile

can be made by merely changing the die, which can be done

in a few minutes. It requires but few hands, °"c

man and three boys. With this amount of labour, the pro-

duct of a day of 10 hours is as follows, viz

:

1

inch diameter of I U inche. diameter of

Tile, 11,000
|

TUe>
5.800

U „ „ „ „ 8,000
I 2j „ .. 3

i
200

The Machine is moveable down the drying-sheds, so that

it requires no extra boys to carry the Tiles nor are shelves

recuired in drying. It has been in full operation for

upwards of four months at Hempstead Park, near Cran-

brook, Kent. No charge made for Patent dues or licence.

The purchase of the machine includes free use ot it.

LIFE ASSURANCE.

THE BRITISH MUTUAL LIFE AS-
SURANCE SOCIETY entertains proposals of any

description from 20/. upwards, involving the contingency of

human life, and offers the following advantages to its mem-

bC
A BONUS ANNUALLY (in shape of low Premiums),

equal to those of other offices, granted every three, five, or

seven years, and

THE PROSPECT OF A LARGER BONUS than can

possibly be obtained at those offices, in the peculiarly bene-

ficial mode adopted in the distribution of the surplus.

Prospectuses and every information mav be had on ap-

plication at the office, 17, New Bridge .street, Blackfnars.

SPECIMEN OF TABLES

Age.

Annual Pre-

mium for

1 Annual Pre-

Age. mium for

|
£100.

Age.

Annual Pre-

mium for

.€100. __

20 £l. 15s. 8d. 40
j

£2. 14s. 9d. 60 €6. 6s, 7d.

CHARLES JAMES THICKE,

17, New Bridge -street, Blackfriars.

Resident Secretary.

WESTERN LIFE
SOCIETY,

OFFICE, 49, PARLIAMENT STREET, WESTMINSTER
Directors.

H. Edgeworth Bicknell, Esq.

William Cabell, Esq.,

T. Somers Cocks, Jun., Esq.,

George Henry Drew, Esq.

William Evans, Esq.

William Freeman, Esq.

Francis Fuller, Esq.

Joseph H. Goodhart, Esq.

James Hunt, Esq.

J. Arscolt Lethbridge, Esq

Edmund Lucas, Esq.

George Kennet Pollock, Esq

James Lys Seager, Esq.

John Bazlev White, Esq.

Joseph Carter Wood, Esq

VARNISH.—It has Ions: been a desideratum

amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

and genuine article ;
brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,

and durability are the qualifications necessary, but these are

seldom if ever found united. The experience of alffe-Lme

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, the

ercat and important discoveries of modem chemistry, and

the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled M«s .

George and Thomas Wallis to produce \ arnishes (both oil

and spirit, unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently

recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both m
price and quality.

Builders, Coachmakers, Painters, and others may depend

on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article.

Fine Oil Vamish, from 10s. per gallon ; best White Spirit

Varnish 21s. ditto; Best S pint French Polish, 20s. ditto.

White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of every dcscr.ption at

the verylowest prices.—WALLIS’S Varnish, Japan, and

Colour Manufactory, 64, Long-acre, one door from Bow-

street. Established 1750.

Physician.

William Richard Basham, M.D.

Surgeons.

Alfred Leggatt, Esq. ;
George D. Pollock, Esq.

Bunkers.

Messrs. Cocke, Biddulpb, and Co.

Solicitors.

Messrs. J. L. Bicknell and J. C. Lethbridge.

The attention of the unassured portion of the coinmuni

cannot be too pointedly drawn to the unusual advantage

offered to the Public by this Society over those of man

others, as it enables all classes to effect life assurances in tl

manner most convenient to themselves, and amongst otb

of its popular features that of allowing the Assured <bj Tab

2 to leave half thu Annual Premiums unpaid for sevc

years, will not be found undeserving public attention.
3
Immediate and deferred Annuities, andevery desenptu

of Life Assurance business, undertaken by this Society.

Prospectuses and all other requisite information

furnished on application to the Secretary, or the Count

Agents of the
T _ RICHARDSON, Secretary.-
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SATURDAY, MARCH 22 , 1845.

E have received from several

quarters an inquiry to the

following effect:—“I am
about to fix the shop-fronts

to some houses commenced
before the 1st of January

ast, and admitted up to this time not to be

vithin the control of the new Act. Due notice

vas given to the district-surveyor under the

Id Act, and I intend to carry out the plan and
levation to which he then assented. Is it

ecessary I should now give him notice under
le new Act, and make my shop-fronts in

ccordance with its provisions?”

On inquiry we are told, that the district-

irveyors have obtained information that this

mrse is to be insisted on. They are advised,

e learn, that the provisions in schedule E,
atitled “ Wooden shop-fronts and shutters,”
>ply generally to allbuildings, whether already
\ilt or not; and in regard to already-built

)uses, that all projections specified in the
me schedule, as not forming part of the ex

-

nial wall, if not completed before the 1st of
nuary, must be conformable to the Metro-
litan Buildings Act.

Having great confidence in the opinion of
e referees and registrar, we are disposed to
nk our information must be incorrect, or
it the district-surveyors misunderstand their
itructions. Whether so or not, however, we
Hoot avoid saying, called on as we are to
press an opinion upon the question, that we
not coincide with this reading of the Act.
it were asked us, Is it better that all shop-
nts now to be put up should be in accord-
;e with the provisions of the new Act than
heretofore permitted ? we should say eer-
ily yes

; insomuch as those provisions are
the public safety. Party-walls are insuffi-

nt to prevent the spread of fire if there be
ontinuous wooden entablature to carry it

m house to house; and the clause in the
i Act which provides that this communica-
i shall be cut off by the interposition of
ie incombustible material or otherwise, has
n long called for.

!ut this is not the question now raised.
i question simply is, whether or not the pro-
ons of the Act which relate to shop-fronts
:nd to houses built before the 1st of Janu-
when the shop-front was not put up before
date ? and with the greatest deference to

lorities, and a proper consciousness of
(possibility of overlooking the force of por-
s of a document so voluminous and so
int as the Buildings Act, we venture to ex-
s our belief that they do not, provided the
se be made fit for use before the 1st of
iary, 1846. We will tell our readers why.
I.he fifth section of the Act (which makes
schedule referred to operative), “ for the
i.ose of regulating the building and the re-
ling upon sites of former buildings, and
enlarging and altering of all buildings of
1 nature soever,” enacts, “ with regard to

y such building hereafter to be built” (with
r.in exceptions named) “so far as relates
liilding the same, and with regard to every
'building either already or hereafter built”
i aforesaid exceptions) “sofar as relates
rebuilding and the enlarging or altering

>ame,” that every such building shall be

built, rebuilt, enlarged, or altered, in con-
formity with the rules and directions set forth
in certain schedules, one of which is the sche-
dule (E) in question.

From this it is perfectly clear, that if we
build a new house or rebuild an old one, or
if we enlarge or alter either an old or a new
house, this must be done in accordance with
the Buildings Act. But surely nothing here
calls upon us, when we have no desire to alter,

to pull down any part of an old or new struc-
ture, not in accordance with the Act, and
forthwith to make it so? The provisions of
the Act do not come into operation until we
of ourselves begin to alter the building.

Now, the house duly commenced before the
1st of last January is, in the eyes of the law,
already built; the shop-front, if shop-front
were intended, and be necessary to make the
house complete, is, in the eyes of the law,
already up

;

and we find nothing in the Act
to force us to take it down. If one shop-front
has been put up, and we remove it, the case is

changed, and the new front must be in accord-
ance with the directions given in the schedule,
because the Act provides that no building
already built shall be enlarged or altered but
in accordance with those directions.
The clause in schedule E, relating to

“ VVooden shop-fronts and shutters,” says no
more than the clause in schedule D relating
to “brestsummers ;” yet it is not asserted that
an intended brestsummer of a house duly com-
menced before January 1st must be put in in
accordance with the directions contained in
that schedule.

It is true, that|in;scheduie E, the fourth para-
graph says, “ with regard to buildings already
bu.lt or hereafter to be rebuilt, as to bow-win-
dotys, or other projections of any kind, such
projections must neither be built with nor
added to any building on any face of an exter-
nal wall thereof, so as to extend beyond the
general line of the fronts of the houses, except
so far as is hereinbefore provided with regard
to porticoes projected over public ways, and
with regard to projections from face-walls and
shop-fronts,” &c.

This refers to “ projected buildings beyond
the general line of buildings, and from other
external walls it is so headed, indeed, and
would seem to have nothing to do with wooden
shop-fronts. But even this contemplates an
alteration or addition; it does not enact that
a bow-window, if bondfide commenced before
the 1st of January, must be taken down. Such
a bow-window, in the eyes of the law, is then
built, and this clause refers only to those which
are to be built with a new building, or added to
an old one.

The longer we consider the subject, the
clearer it seems to us that, as before stated, the
regulations in schedule E, do not control shop-
fronts forming a necessary part of buildings
bond fide commenced before the 1st of last
January, provided they are finished before the
1st of the ensuing January.

The correctness of this view of the question
is made even more apparent, as it seems to us,

{

y
an examination of these regulations (headed

“ " ood<m 'hop-fronts,” &c .), for it is there
further set forth, that if the street in which
the shop-front is situate be less than 30 feet in
Width, no part of such shop-front must bo
higher than 15 feet. Now it may happen that

carcass was carried up before last January
in a street less than 30 feet wide, prepared with
brestsummer, &c, for a shop-front (like one on
Ludgate-hill for example), 18 or 20 feet high,
with the concurrence, too, of the district-sur-
veyor under the old Act. And surely that same

|

district-surveyor would not consider himself
authorized by any thing in the new Act, to
prevent the completion of such a shop-front
and insist upon an alteration (which would pro-
bably entail the pulling down of the upper part
of the house) ? because that would be a mani-
fest injustice to the owner (who had complied
with the existing law), and would be directly
contrary to the evident intention of the new Act,
wherein such an injustice is carefully provided
against by the arrangement, that if a building
were even commenced before the Act came
into operation, the provisions of the Act should
not affect it. Y et, if the doctrine said to be held
by the district-surveyors be maintained, such
a proceeding might unquestionably take place.

THE NEW HOUSES OP PARLIAMENT.
In consequence of inquiries in the House

ot Commons as to the total estimated cost ofthe building, the following particulars were

ago
the table by Lord Lincoln a few days

Sum stated by Mr. Barry in £. s> ^
evidence before the select
committee of the House of
Commons of last session 1,016 924 12 9Deduct for purchase of pre-
mises and miscellaneous ex-
penses

90,605 6 6

... , u ^ 926,319 6 3Add for alterations at Vic-
toria Tower, &c.

And for residence of Clerk of
the Crown .. .. U94 „ „

800 0 0

928 913 6 3
Estimate of the total cost of

'

the building, according to
the latest plan approved 928,913 6 3
The works are proceeding satisfactorily, and

in'lSdT”
61* thSt th<! neW b°USeS 'Vil1 be 6ady

The centre and curtain portions of the river
front are roofed in. The north wing is up in
readiness for the roofs, part of which are al-ready fixed, and the remainder are being puton The south wing is nearly up to the levelof the roofs, which are prepared, and in readi-
ness for being fixed A considerable portionof the north fiank of the building is now being

of fh
1D

’ f ,

tbe
,

south flunk is up to the levelof the roof, which is being prepared, and willsoon be ready for fixing. The remainder ofhe north ami sonth flanks, together with the
turrets and pinnacles surmounting them, willbe completed, Mr. Barry says, in the course ofthe present year. The Victoria Tower is car-
-led up to a height of 38 feet, and the clock
tower is at a height of36 feet above the ground.The House of Lords ,s roofed in, and the ceil-
Ig and Other fittings of that chamber are inhand I he central tower is carried unto*

hrnght of 28 feet above the ground.
P
TheHouse of Commons is about 30 feet above theglound. The other portions of the building

are, upon an average, 30 feet above the levelof the ground, some of which are in readiness

wh;ii
he

t»f

oofs
^Tv nearl

-y ready for filing),
vh.le others are bemg roofed in. A contract
has been entered into for the finishings of the
entire budding, and those of the House of
Coi ds and the rooms provided for the business
ot that House are in hand.
Mr. Barry states, that some delay has taken

place in the fixing of the iron-work df the roofs
owing to the unsettled state of the iron tradeand difficulties with workmen, and that the
stone for the exterior of the building is still
continuing to be supplied in great abundance
and ot most excellent quality.
The iron roofs used are exceedingly lightand elegant. They are covered for the most

part with large slates from Valencia Island
county of Kerry, where quarries of considerable
extent have been opened recently, and affordemployment to a large number of peopleMuch iron is used throughout the buildingand this material will probably be more em-ployed elsewhere in consequence. The roof ofthe House of Lords is composed wholly ofwrought and cast-iron galvanized. The foistsand flooring of this House are also offoonand are now in progress. We sincerely wishMr Barry health to carry out his fine design.



THE THAMES AND ITS EMBANKMENTS;

THE BUILDER.

BY JOHN PHILLIPS.

Tbe action of running streams upon their

channels depends upon the declivities and the

nature of the soil ;
but the action of the aug-

mented velocity at the parts to he embanked

will ultimately produce an increased depth ot

the channel, as the scour will continue to act

with greater mechanical effect, more par-

ticularly upon the bottom of the channel in

the middle of the run of the stream, until the

resistance offered by the hardness and tenacity

of the soil, and also the diminished declivity,

becomes somewhat equal to the velocity and

the abrading action of the water. It is im-

possible that the resistance of any material,

mathematically considered, can ever be equal

to the power exercised by tbe abrasion of the

water
;
but in order to produce and retain an

uniform channel, and by these means a regimen

to the stream, other causes, both natural and

artificial, have generally an influence, and are

brought in to aid this purpose. The momentum

of the velocity of the river-water, assisted by

the inclination' of the bed, have considerable

influence in checking and retarding, during the

first quarter, the flow of the tide, as far as the

action of the latter reaches; and the resistances

offered by either are as the squares ot their

reciprocal velocities; so that whichever has

the greatest momentum (the flowing tide

against the reaction of the river-water, and

viceversd), the other must give way to it as

a matter of course; but as soon as the action

of the flood from the momentum of the sea

overcomes the partial resistance of the river-

water, the velocity and power of the former

will begin to augment accordingly. In many

parts of a tidal river these conflicting actions

of the streams have considerable tendencies

towards producing shoals and bars across the

channel. Where the downward stream meets

the flood, the ripple and regurgitation of the

contending waters disturb the loose sand and

gravel of the bed, which being suspended, are

carried away with the set of the revolving

waters, and thus become deposited as shoals

and bars in the eddies. But shoals and bars

cannot occur where the material of the bed is

such as to offer a sufficient resistance to these

actions, and when the stratum is perfectly hard

and indurated; and as the tidal water and the

pent-up river-water act as a scour during the

ebb, the detritus, such as sand, gravel, silt, and

mud, will be carried outwards to the sea, and

the conflicting actions ofthe flood and ebb being

stronger at the mouth of a river, have a greater

tendency to throw up alluvial shoals and bats at

that point. Now the velocity and fnechanical

power of a uniform stream of running water

are increased by the augmentation of its depth;

and the actual increments of the former varyas

the square roots of the hydraulic mean depths,

and of thesine of inclination conjointly, and of

the latteras thequantityof waterand thesquares

of the velocities. But in the case of tidal

rivers, as, for instance, in the I hames, the

increase of both the velocity and the power

are only partial, as is plainly observable some

time before and at the time of high-water.

After overcoming the resistance of the river-

water, the flow of the tide increases upwards

for some time (probably about two-thirds of tbe

time of its flow), from'whence its velocity and

power gradually diminish to the time of high-

water.
There is a point of time too when the ebb

tide has the greatest velocity, and this varies,

in some degree, very probably, at every ebb.

The ebb does not meet with retarding powers

altogether similar to the flood. Immediately

that the tide begins to recede, its velocity goes

on increasing, and the mechanical action upon

the channel also, until a certain time previous

to low water, or when it loses that amount

or body of water upon the channel, both in

depth and power, which produces and con-

stitutes the greatest velocity. In some degree,

the precise time when the velocity is greatest

will be dependent upon extraneous causes of

retardation or acceleration. Thus the power

of the wind acts, when ever it blows, either as

an accelerating or retarding force, and, in

consequence, may influence the precise or

natural time of both the greatest veloci-

ties, and of low or high water. From

observations, and by noting the fall of the
j

tide, it appears that tbe greatest velocity is

at about one-third of the ebb; and under

ordinary circumstances the flood runs up five

hours, and the ebb runs down seven hours. 3 he

gradations of the velocity and power of the

ebb go on increasing from high-water up to

a certain point, and then diminish to nothing

down to low-water. Diagrams shewing the

increments and decrements of both the rise

and fall of the flood and ebb tides at every

quarter of an hour, and also the velocities due

to the heights of each at the same time,

and during the time of full and new moon,

and from new to full moon, would he ot great

value to all persons engaged on, or in any way

connected with the river. From knowing the

times of high or low water one would, by

inspecting the diagram, be enabled to see

how much either the flood or ebb had increased

or diminished at any point and time of the

tides, and also the velocities at those points

and times. These could be taken at various

points in the river between Putney and Black-

wall, and would serve as valuable indices to

the state of the tides between those points; but

such experiments should be placed under

proper scientific supervision, and verified

accordingly-

The bed of the river between London and

Battersea bridges has been considerably

deepened by dredging, and by the increased

volume and action of the tides since the

removal of old London-bridge ;
so much so as

to have exposed the bases of the piers of

Black friars and Westminster bridges ;
and, in

consequence, placed their stability in consider-

able danger. At the low-water of the spring-

tides the footings of the north piers of

Waterloo and Southwark bridges are exposed,

the dredging and action of the tides having

ploughed much deeper channels between them

than when they were first built. Since the

removal of the 'great obstruction to the river,

old London-bridge, the motive power of the

ingress and egress of the tides has consider-

ably increased beyond the tenacity and con-

sistency of the soil and the stability of the

channel ;
and there is no doubt that the con-

templated embankment would produce a much

greater change in the depth of its bed, so much

so as that many of the bridges would require

increased protection. The present greatest

velocities of the ebb of the Thames between

Westminster and London bridges increase as

the breadth decreases. From the former of

these points the breadth gradually diminishes

to the latter, and consequently the velocities

increase inversely as the areas of the sec-

tions. The following table will shew the

greatest velocities of the ebb between those

points :

From Westminster to Waterloo bridges

the greatest velocity at the surface is

From Waterloo to Blackfriars, do do. =

IJlackfriars to Southward, do, do.

,,
-Southwark to London, do. do. =

40 in. per see.

These are the velocities at the surface of

the river in the run of the tide, but the water

at the bottom, from the unevenness of the

channel and other retarding causes, does not

move with the same velocity as that on the

surface. The latter is found thus ; from the

square root of the velocity at the surface in the

middle of the stream, expressed in inches per

second, subtract 1 03 ;
the square of the

remainder will be the velocity at the bottom
;

therefore, according to this rule,

From Westminster to Waterloo bridge.

the velocity at the bottom is ” 28'031 in. per sec.

From Waterloo to Blackfriar’s, do. Ho. = 35-295 „

„ Blackfriars to Southwark, do. do. = 49
- 518 ,,

Southwark to London do. do. = 53"825 ,,

• Continued from page 124.

It is of the utmost consequence attentively

to consider and produce the stability and per-

manency of the channel. It is observable that

by contracting the channel an augmentation

of the velocity is imparted to the water ,
and

this very materially increases the mechanical

action of the stream; therefore it is essential,

in order to obtain a stable and permanent

channel, that the increased velocity and action

correspond with the tenacity and consistency

of the soil which form the bed of the river.

According to the nature and ingredients of the

soils which forms the bed of the stream, and

the weight and size of the materials that lie

upon the channel, from fine sand to large stones,

a certain degree of proportional power is re-

quired to overcome the inertia of these bodies

and to carry or drive them along. Therefore

the substances will be acted upon by a mo-

mentum, more or less, according to the various

velocities of the stream. An acquaintance

with the velocity at the bottom of a running

stream is most essential, in order to calculate

what effect it mav have upon the soil forming

the bed of the river. In order to preserve an

equilibrium between the action of the water

and the tenacity and resistance of the channel,

the nature and quality of the soil must be re-

ciprocal to the momentum and abrasion of the

water.

The motions of all running streams are

excited and diminished in their rapidity by

certain accelerating and retarding forces. The

velocities which they begin to acquire in their

descent would go on increasing as the square

root of the perpendicular height of the declivity

of the channel, and the depths of water due to

their heads, were they not impeded by other

retarding forces. That which makes all

running streams uniform in their motions

arises from the friction of the channels, and

the tenacity, or the viscidity with which all

the particles of the water are held together;

and the velocities are owing to, and depend-

ant upon, the declivities of their channels

;

the quantity of water discharged is also de-

pendant upon the amount of the declivity;

and, as was before observed, the quantity dis-

charged is as the velocity; but the velocity is

acquired from the inclination, for the surface

of every fluid at rest is horizontal, and there-

fore cannot move until the surface is inclinec

to the horizon, when it immediately moves ir

obedience to the natural law of the foice ol

gravity, as every particle of the stream en-

deavours to seek the lowest state of repose

Now the vertical section of a running strean

varies as the inclination of the channel, for tin

declivity produces the velocity : thus, if ;

stream move along a channel with a meai

velocity of 5 feet per second, and have a sec

tion 3 feet wide and 4 feet high, the discharg

per second would be 3 X 4 X 5 = 60 cubi

feet; but if the same stream run further o

in a similar channel, but with an increased d«

clivity, which produces a mean velocity t

10 feet per second, the vertical section <

the stream will be diminished to half the are

of the former; for 3 X 2 x 10 = 60 cub

feet as before. An increased velocity of

stream somewhat diminishes the pressure c

the bed, and this also diminishes the frictic

and the resistance of the channel.

In order to preserve the channel of ariv.

in a state of cleanliness, and to retain i

uniformity, the scouring action of run nit

water is* the most efficacious mechanic

agent
;
and this action becomes more powe

ful in preventing the deposition and acc

mutation of mud, and also of shoals of sai

and gravel, when the quantity of runnii

water is large, and moves with a hi;

degree of velocity. A greater quantity

back-water is necessary in those rivers wht

the course is winding, for the purpose of keepi

the channels free from deposits and accurr

lations, than in those whose courses are din

and straight; for in the former case a cc

siderable quantity of the impetuosity a

power of the moving current becomes i

stroved by the reflected motions and edd

that' are produced by striking against

sinuosities and projections of the banks, *

from the centrifugal motions that are impar

to the stream in winding through the cone;

parts of the channel. Where the course o

river is of a serpentine form, it is observe

that the mechanical action, from the grot

velocity of the water along the cone

portions of the banks, has deepened the char

much more at those parts than at the con

sides
;
and the abrading action of the corn

upon the concavities is constantly weai

away those parts, the water carrying off

earthy particles of the soil, leaving the st

particles deposited upon the bed
;
becausi

the currents arc reflected from the concavi

on the one side into those on the other,

obliquity of the motions acts upon and w

away the bottom and banks, consequently,

convex banks are always less inclined to

channel, and much wider. But the decl

of the bed of a stream, whose channel is

curvilineal form, is greater along a coi

than along a concave bank, on account of

greater length of the curve at the latter
f

for as the circumferences of curves inci
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those bottoms not possessing resisting qualitiesecome worn down by the superior mechanical
action of the water. Ail soils have a certain
stability consistent with the velocity of thewater acting upon them; and bv examining
separately the effects produced by variations
of the velocities of water upon soils, a know-ledge of the actions of the running waters ofrivers upon their beds is obtained. As difierent kinds of soil constitute the bottoms ofrevets, a knowledge „f the various veloZeswhich act upon and carry along different-sized
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ing along at the bottom of a stream with avelo-

city of

3 inches per .econd will wort upon e»4 “'“‘r

particle, of ....... V- B„e»ntdo.

do.

do.

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

do.

do.

do.

fine sand,

coarse sand,

fine gravel,

coarse gravel,

gravel 1 in. diam.

stones 5 in.

It would appear, therefore, from these ex-

periments that in order to maintain th

breadth, depth, and velocity of the liver

between Westminster and Waterloo bridges,

very coarse gravel is required for the bed

,

between Waterloo and Blackfnars bridges,

travel 1 inch diameter is required for the ben,

between Blackfriars and Southwark bridges,

gravel li inch diameter is required for the

bed : and between Southwark and London

bridges, gravel-stones 2 inches diameter are

required for the bed. This shews at once that

the indurated mass of gravel and clay, of which

the present bed of the river is composed, does

not offer a resistance, in the greatest run of the

tide, sufficient to counteract the momentum ot

the flowing and reflowing of the tides; and, in

consequence, the reason of the deepening of

the channel (assisted, indeed, by dredging),

strikingly manifested since the removal of the

great dam or obstruction to the flowing andebb-

ing of the tides, namely old London-bridge.

London and its environs now contain a

population of upwards of two millions of souls,

and nearly all the impurities that are en-

gendered within this great city and its suburbs

Ire permitted to be discharged into the sewers

by drains
;
almost every dwelling or other pre-

mises may now be drained, as sewers, which

are of comparatively modern construction, are

arranged and placed at such depths below the

surface of the lower floors of buildings as are

considered sufficient to afford perfect drainage

from the various tenements. It must be obvious

that the impurities, when discharged into the

sewers, should not be allowed to deposit and

accumulate within them, but should be carried

off to the river as fast as engendered, and with

the greatest possible speed. The same prin-

ciple is also applicable to the discharge of the

impurities, when received into the river.

Nearly all the sulliage matter, as it is dis-

charged by the Westminster, the City of

London, the Tower Hamlets, and the Surrey

sewers, into the river, becomes deposited upon

its banks. Between Putney and London

bridges the river is of a serpentine form, and

its banks are of very unequal width. At low-

water, vast quantities of mud and living cor-

ruption are exposed to view, at those situa-

tions upon its banks which are flat and wide.

These accumulations are by far more frequent

on the north shore of the river, and are the

deposited matters brought down and discharged

into the river by the various sewers. Numer-

ous accumulations of it may be seen between

Battersea and Blackfriars bridges, and the

shore at low water in several places is ol a

reddish colour. When examined, the cause

of this colour is found to arise from myriads

upon myriads of small red living worms, em-

bedded 'in the mud, and entwined together for

several inches in depth. At one place between

the Ilorseferry and the new Houses of Par-

liament, there is an extensive bank of mud,

varing in depth up to 5 feet, and the surface

of this bank is nothing else than a congeries

of worms entwined together, and exceeding a

foot in depth. When disturbed, the heaving

of the mud is very perceptible, and the stench

from them is noisome in the extreme.

In front of Whitehall-gardens, the accumu-

lation of matter from the sewers is nearly

6 feet deep. Nearly the whole of the surface

at this point is of a'reddish colour, and is also

covered with myriads of worms
;
and at low-

water, carrion-crows may very frequently be

seen feeding upon them. In warm weather

streams of exhalations are evolved from these

extended heaps of abomination ;
and the effluvia

being mixed with the atmosphere, are watted

into the streets and dwellings, and, of course,

are inhaled by passengers and by the neigh-

bouring inhabitants. The residences of the

Duke of Buccleueh, Marquis of Alisa, Lari

of Harrington, and Sir R. Peel, are situate in

this loealitv ;
ami these noblemen and gentle-

men are thus living surrounded by a bog, and

inhaling air of the most nauseous descnp-

tion.

GOTHIC TRACERY PRODUCED BY
machinery.

We mentioned last week that Mr. Billings

had brought under the notice of the Institute ot

Architects, Pratt’s patent carving machine.

From the time of the revival of pointed archi-

tecture in England to the present day, archi-

tects, even when they had skill (too seldom

alas !), have been trammelled in their efforts to

produce works approaching in excellence to

those of the middle ages, by the great cost

at which alone it was to be effected. At this

moment the principles of pointed architecture

are better understood than they ever were and

but for the circumstance just mentioned we

might hope to see structures raised equal in

beauty to the wonderful productions of our

forefathers. In designing an edifice in this

style, howeyer, the inquiry, now ever presen

to architects is, what can be done without

—how much decoration can be omitted, and

vet the characteristics of the style be retained ?

and so thev are compelled to pare, and shear,

and leave 'out, and necessarily fa very short of

the early works, which were usually the result of

a long period of time, and were effected without

regard to the total cost. A variety of ex-

pedients in the shape of imitations have been

resorted to, but are now very properly

abandoned. . ,

By the machine recently patented, and

which we have examined with great satisfac-

tion, the difficulty here alluded to will be

considerably lessened, insomuch as by its

means, the most elaborate tracery can be

carved out of the solid wood or stone with

great rapidity, and for about one-th.rd of the

sum it would cost if executed by hand. It is

capable of working any form, however elabo-

rate, even to the tracing of a map, and is >et

so simple in its operations, that a few hours

practice will enable any mechanic to work it.

[t may be described as presenting a union

of the lathe, drill, and pentegraph. A small

cutting tool is made to revolve very rapidly by

means of steam power, while, at the same

time, it is enabled to pass over the lines of a

pattern (formed of cast-iron) which is fastened

down on to the wood or stone that is to be

carved A further motion is given by means

of the table on which the material is placed
;

and it is in the production of these various

motions that the invention chiefly consists.

The tool is said to make 3,000 revolutions in

a minute, and, as it presents eight cutting edges

on its circumference, 24,000 cuts. The hardest

oak, the softest pine, and the most brittle stone

are equally operated upon; and the largest

spandrel of a roof, or the smallest screen-work

can be produced. The patterns being inex-

pensive, it is stated that every panel of a screen

may he different without much increasing the

cost. The machine was invented by a Mr.

William Irving, and was used in the hrstiin-

stance simply for inlaying floors, &c. lhe

credit of its application to carving and other

architectural purposes belongs, we believe, to

Mr. Pratt, who, discerning its capabilities,

effected an arrangement with the inventor, and

patented the machine. He has executed

amongst other works, a roof for Ravensworth

Castle, and a screen for Great Malvern Church.

We cannot avoid regarding this invention

as a most important occurrence for the in-

terests of architecture, and anticipate from it

the best results. It has not even the disad-

vantage which in the first instance usually

attends machinery, that of superseding manual

labour: on the contrary, it will probably in-

crease the occasion for it, by introducing a

description of work not hitherto within the

architect’s means
;

and, as the artist s hand IS

required for the bosses, crocketts, and other

enrichments (which the machine merely blocks

out), may call into operation a school of

carvers.

Protection of Works of Art.—A 1

for this purpose has been brought into the

House of Commons by the Solicitor- General.

Royal Academy of Arts.—A notice has

been issued to the effect, that all works of paint-

ing, sculpture, or architecture, intended tor

the ensuing exhibition in Trafalgar-squai e,

must be sent in on Monday the 7th, or Sl*

o’clock in the evening of Tuesday, the »th ot

April next, after which time no work can pos-

sibly be received, nor can any works be re-

ceived which have already been publicly ex-

hibited.

BRICKS AND BRICKMAKING.

In one of the previous numbers of The
|

Builder, the writer observed an extract from

the Mining Journal, relative to the manufacture

of bricks, in which.itwas stated thatan admixture t

of chalk with the clay from which they are

made is injurious to the quality and strength

of the bricks ;
this to a certain extent is true,

but not so much so as the author of that paia-
j

graph would lead us to infer. Some soils used
>

in the manufacture of bricks are so loose and
|

incohesive, that unless they are held together,

as the workmen term it, by an intermixture ot 1

chalk, it would be scarcely possible to make
|

them into bricks of any value, either for the .

market or for building. It must, however, be

admitted, that if there is an over proportion ot

chalk thrown into the clay, more particularly

if the chalk is not well mixed, the bricks so

made must of necessity be bad both in ap-

pearance and quality.
.

V
And as it mostly happens that chalk.is ac-

cessible to brickmakers, they do not fail to

I

employ a very considerable quantity of it in

their process of manufacture, which, being

1

badly prepared and improperly used, unques-

tionably deteriorates the useful value of then

bricks; so long, however, as they can contrive

to keep them of good colour, they are satisfied

even it they possess no other recommendatory

quality; because they can always dispose ol

their stock to cutting builders, who care bui

little for the quality of the material they use u

any kind of building, the speculative, of course

not excepted. Good clay is a great thing

brickmaking ;
but time and labour are as great

if indeed not greater, for indifferent clay wit!

plenty of time and labour will make quite a:

good bricks as the best clay improperly used

if the labour in either case is stinted, tin

quality of the bricks will be injured one wa;

or another.
, . ,

. •

If pure argillaceous earth is to be used, I

should always be mixed with chalk anu sant

care being of course taken notto put in too muc

of either ;
the sand should be as clean and tie

from impurities as possible, and the mot

silex it contains the better, as it will the

harden the bricks when they are burnt
;

i

however, there should he too much silictoti

matter, they will either fuse and run togethi

into clinkers, or else they will turn out tc

brittle and shaky to be of much service to t

builder. If too much chalk is put in, tt

bricks will be rotten and porous, for it appea

to have the effect of preventing the intltna

union of the sand and clay when being bur,

but if properly applied, it improves the bn

c

both in quality and colour. To make good brtcl

it is essential that the earth should be expos

freely for some time to the action of the attnt

where, after it has been first dug out of

native bed, and if it be subjected to t

action of frost for some weeks before it

ground up, so much the better for the qua!

of the manufactured article; the more the cl

is pulverized and beaten, the better will it

tempered, so that labour, as I before observ

is one of the very best materials in the wh

range of brick-making, as it is with ev,

thing else; but time and labour being

high price, the brick-makers of course av

the use of them both as much as posstl

Good silicious sand when mixed with the c

fuses when at a red heat, and tncorport

itself intimately with the other particles

matter in the ht'icks, and, like most other u

Ingredients, it solidifies on cooling into a hi

close-grained, compact body, capable of
J

sisting the alternate changes of the atmospl-

longer pehaps than any other material no,:

similar production: it is the silex that g

the brick the sharp sonorous ring when str

together, and if there is not too much o

and it is not too highly scorched in the cli

or kiln, the brick will he more durable I

most of the stones used for building purpi

If chalk is mixed with clay merely m a hid

state, without being washed and ground

bricks are sure to turn outmnre or less tat,

the best way of using chalk is to grind it it

large mill, and reduce it to a kind of hyd.

and then pour it over the clay, previously,

pared to receive it; as soon as it has set

the superfluous water should he run oil.

after a little time, allowed for the remaind

the water partially to evaporate, it shoe,

intimately mixed with the clay by dig;

pounding, and raking, and the more tlioroi,

it is incorporated with the clay the betters



I have seen bricks so carelessly made with
respect to the use of chalk, that on dropping one

the ch^L
1

' T“
M bTJ

k
,

t0
P' cces ’ ""d exhibit

the chalk in large solid lumps
;
in such case, ifthe bricks should be saturated with water, after

•be.npassed through the clamp, they will heat,

of th??h*
C

lLh
W

!

direc,inns
>
in consequence

5

the
5
ha

I

k having been converted into caustic

,
b
/

haJ>ng its carbonic acid expelled
^hen being fired in the clamp or kiln.

p
icks vary as much in colour as they do in

quality, which is attributable to a number
Jf

causes, the two principal, however, are
•he natural quality of the component parts of
he clay, and the mode in which the bricks are
reated in the process of manufacture; some
flay contains a very heavy trace of iron in
iilterent shapes, varying in colour from deep
’row'1 to light yellow, according to local cir-
cumstances; it is not unfrequently tinged of a
reenish blue by the presence of the silicate of
ron, which causes the clay to be mottled in its
ppearance in the pit. Great care is required in
urn,ng bricks to produce them of ^ good uni-
»rm pa'e yellow colour, which is the favourite

midK i°

ket
;
f°r if lbe

J' are b " r”‘ ‘oo
iptdly in contact with a free supply of atmos-

)
enc a,

.

r
> lhey liable to hoof a dingy reddour, alternating into a coarse dusky brown

hereas !f they are carfudy burned with but a
lit erate supply of air, say just enough to turn
e iron into a peroxide, it will colour them of

efer.hlT'T™
Sul P h

,

Ur yello",

i which is theefeiable colour accord. ng to present notions.
e great cause of the inferiority of brickshe unwarrantahJe haste in which they arede
, the field is now often bought, the earth

fpf
1 ed, and the bricks made ready for use in

iu redT
kS

’
1,1 fa°‘- "S many months are

lutred to prepare the earth properly as we
•

take on 'y in make them complete.
IS a very common matter now-a-davs for attrac or to take a field near where Ins work•.and make the bricks in the spring that areoe used m summer. The great falling offthe quality of modern bricks is a verybable cause of the decadence of the art ofklayng, which has sunk from a high

idiffom
perfeCt,on to its !"»! miserable

Hiere are we to look at this time for such

“I S
builders of W™’s day pro.

,

The highest ambition of a bricklayer is

SneTuff
arch

.

he
.

ads aad window-crowns
one stuff, never daring tocome into honour-ualry with the glorious work—neat,

L T’,
and amnoth of their worthy

ding, hut not to be beaten, great grand-

will conclude these few words by repeating,
until our brick-makers give more timemote labour to the manufacture of theirmis it is hopeless to look either forbricks or good brickwork.

Joseph Lockwood.

GCT OF SEA-WATER ON CAST-IRON.

i. FxnADAY has addressed tho following
rations on this subject to Sir Byam Mai?h airman of the “ Harbours of Refuge andice commission B

ihMt
1

I -?c
repl

-
v' to y°ur note,

l™’ tl' 'Vlth a,, y certain knowledgehim health has prevented me from taking

|

consideration of the action of sea-water
»n, as my observations will permit. I

ite°r
'

Bel
16 que

,

st,on is of cast-iron in
,*tei. Between these two bodies there is

As far as I have been able
Ip’ V tbe greatest ,n the water nearrtace

,
less in deep water, and least of allIthe iron ,s buried in sand, or earth, or

;.g malenals (into which the water mayate), for then the oxide and other re-lormed are detained more or less, andlometimes a cement to the surrounding
, and always a partial protection. Softtin, as far as my experience goes (whichmuch), corrodes more rapidly than hard
ilott cast-iron, as far as my experience
ilore rapidly than tl.e brittle white iron
Ithe amount of corrosion in any gi venhaye not had the opportunity of ob .

tio

an
-
v g°ofl and satisfactory cases of

estuaries and the mouths of rivers it is

’

,

able that great differences ofcorro-
arise from the different circumstances

of ariable saltness
; the soil of the river if near

t Sf nf“
eta C6

’ Wi" much
5 thus

I'l V
11
f .

of cast-iron might occasionally be
g eatly injured by making fast to it vessels^thatare coppered using iron cables.

‘a ‘°.!
he protection of iron, and firs , bcoating; the permanency of a coat of

'

or of tar, or bit„minou,
y
matter, Tan Vlytascertained by reference to experience.

7
Ofthis I have none, except in a case where coatediron sheathed for vessels was brought to me

"“pressed with the thorough ad-hesion of the coat to the iron. The processwas patent, and I cannot remember whose it

ac«on „fT
,r0" W°“ ld doabt ‘heaction of the sea-water as long as the surfaceMas covered with zinc, or even when partiallvcrusted with that metal; but zinc dSvelrapidly in sea-water, and, after it is gone theiron would follow. B ’ e

m e“tfi V.°l,

VOl
‘H

0pr0teC,ion
’
ithas ofte" Struck

he
i™

Uron P‘ les proposed for light-
houses, or beacons, might be protected by2 nc, in the manner Davy proposed to protectcopper by iron

;
but there is no doubt the corrosion of the zinc would be very rapid Iffound not too expensive the object would heto apply the zinc protectors in a place wherethey could be examined often, and replace themwhen rendered ineffective. In thisTanner Ihave little doubt that iron could be protected insea-water. It is even probable that, by investi.

gation and trial, different sorts of iron mmhteasily be distinguished and prepared, one ofwhich would protect the other; thus softcast-

and
n

tL°„ h
Pr0

lTfi
Iy

’ Pr° tecl hard cast'iron,and th en lt would be easy to place the protect-

required
y C°U,d be removed 'vb '"

to Tk
6"?’ tb°“/h ir0n be a b"<iy very subjectto the action of sea-water, it does not seemunlikely that it might be used with advantagein marine constructions intended to be perma-nent, especially if the joint effects of pre-serving coats of voltaic protectors were appbedPerhaps engineers are in the possession ofpracucal and experimental data sufficient to

ggj FoTm
°f “ safe j"dgnient on thispoint, h o, my own part, I am not, and there-fore am constrained to express the aboveoptmons with much doubt and reserve.”
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V
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ON FIXING CLOSE STOVES.

Su.-Ix consequence of the numerous fires

n Th°ich
an 'y 0eCUr fr°m tbe ".anneJ

I
"hich close stoves are generally fixed Ibeg to offer the following remarks fol insertion

mav lead?
J°“ r” a1, W 'th the hoP e lba ‘ H>eymay lead to some improvement. ’

atm„T
y
t

a" St°V
j
9 ° f this kiad . ^ not properly

hKe i
are dan

S-
er" us from getting over.

fixed

d
a,

d
f
C°" SI! '!UenlIy Bhould be securely

fixed at ay fr0m any combustible material.
If the stoves are placed detached in the open

shoukThT
IO

t°

m "'0, k8ho
P’ tbe wood floorsshould be cut away, and trimmed to at least 12inches in length all around the stove

;
an arch of

a Diic'r
r

F

kS
.'°U d

T',
Urned under in cementand

which f H
0” 6 a ' d t0 a Ievel "'ith tbe ““or.

t Inch to the extent of IS inches furthershould be lined with lead, and the stove placed

•• i
'

0n
P,an * ^ l *le horizontal pipe isamed into the chimney opening, the latter

ISd
»T l'

d
"5 With bl'ickwork (or sheet-iron) with a trap-door, so that the soot maybo removed, which frequently falls down''

alone" i/Tb
VB arisen llda cause

I

a
‘

,

ne
',

r.f the
.
P-PC is used for heating glue-

wlmle
dr

'f"!f
‘"" ber and oth,?r materials) thewhole of the stove and pipe should be e™hi need by an iron fender, about 3 or 4 inches

o/K
tba" b°th

,

0f tbem
>
or at least a troughof iron running the whole length of the pipe

same
g
l„d

PaT
° f 7 8>«>» ronnd

P
.

P
he’

i \ nf
D

t might in manufactories
workshops, &c., where appearance is not muchconsidered, be placed on three or four courses

hlvinu aT
Jrk C°Vered With a Piaca «f stoTehating an iron nm to form a fender roundits edges

; another method might be adopt-

ing the
P,
erhaPs tbe morc convenient, leav-ng the chimney open, and having an elbowto the end of the horizontal pipe with a length

beTlied",
' C

- t TPe “P tbe due’
"' bic b should

with tri 7 JU
n

abT the level °f tba ma"‘el

the eh-
kWOrk

?
r slate

’
havins a trip, so that

ie chimney might be easily swept. With this
angement, the stove might at any time be

[Schedule F annexed to the Building's Actcontains the following clause: -

^ *

“ Close
y
f^es.—And as to ’every oven furnace, cokel, or close fire used for

3

the purposeof trade or manutacture, it must he O^ncTesat the least distant from any party-wall andmust not be upon nor within a distance of18 mches of any timber or wood-work. Andthe floor on or above which such oven, furnacecokel, or close tire shall be built or fixed mustbe formed and paved under, and for a distanceof 2 feet all round the same, with stone brickWe, or slate, at the least 2 inches thick T
bTLP.3s”

nTTTible “"d non -a""d "ct-n materials. It likewise provides that nometal or other pipe or funnel for conveyingsmoke, heated air, or steam, shall be fixetf onhe ins.de of any building nearer than 14 inchesto^any^ timber or other combustible material!

A
®A1L

7
A
r
n*“iobhoe.—

A

t the MaidstoneAssizes last week, two actions were brought
against the South-Eastern Railway Company
to recover the value of certain stacks and farm’buildings which were destroyed bv fire ori-ginating in sparks emitted from the chimneyof a railway engine. Proof was adduced that

waTbynh
h™" ‘ak°n ‘'P°n °ther 1!nes of ™I-vay byplaetng a wire guard over the top ofthe chimney ot the engine, or by using a plateperforated with boles in front

y
„f theTmVe!

box, to prevent the burning coals or ashesissumg from it
;

but that upon this tine theseprecautions had been altogether neglected.
Vet diets were returned in both actions for
the respective plaintiffs; i„ the first, the

t?f)S

a

i?8
anl0U" ted *° 8mo « the other to

Of m™ou
PHERI° Rji11vav—

O

n the motion
or Mi . Shaw, a committee has been appointed
y the House of Commons, to inquire into the

merits of the atmospheric system of railway

SSPS™?-,
Tbe ri

f?
ht b °n - member stated,

that hir John Rennie, Mr. Cubitt, and other
eminent engineers were confident of its suc-
cess

;
and the Messrs. Maudslay, of West

minster-road, were willing to contract fo!keeping the apparatus in repair at an expense
of not more than 5 per cent, per annum
whereas the cost of repairing the ordinary lo-comotive engmes was 50 per cent, per an-num

;
and the first expense of the atmosphericlaiiwav was not greater per mile than thatunder the present system. Sir Robe!" Bed

mUtee".
‘° ‘be appoi”tme"t of the com-
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ROSE-WINDOW IN SOUTH TRANSEPT OF WESTMINSTER ABBEA.

(Exterior View.)

—llliwil* k—A-~

SEOTION OF MOULDING AT LARGE, ON LINE a-b.
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ROSE, OR CATHERINE-WHEEL
WINDOWS.

Circular windows are found in the build-

ings of the 12th, 13th, and 14th centuries in

England, France, and Germany. As well as

rose, or catherine-wheel windows, they are

sometimes called marigold windows
;
and in

French works we have the term ceil des ailes,

9’osa vitrea
,
&c. In Normandy, and other parts

of France, they are more common than in

England; and, in the later examples, present

very elaborate tracery, constructed with extra-

ordinary boldness and skill.

A simple circular aperture was the germ

from which the rose window grew to be a

masonic marvel. One in the west end of St.

James’s Church, Bristol, and another in the

east end of Barfreston Church (recently re-

stored), are early specimens. The latter is

shewn in an interior view of the church,

given in our second volume, p. 265.

And those in the west front of the church of

St. Ouen, in Rouen, the cathedral at Stras-

btirgh, and the transepts of Westminster Abbev,

may be pointed out as examples of its most

complete and perfect state.

The annexed engraving, from a careful draw-

ing by Mr. Caveler, represents the exterior of

one in the south transept of the latter won-

derful building, and is 34 feet 3 inches in

diameter.* The upper spandrels, which give

it the square form outside, are solid
;
the vault-

ing withinside circumscribing the upper half

of the circle. Under it are two rows of win-

dows, occupying the whole width of the tran-

sept
;
and these, together with the rose win-

dow, are about to he filled with stained glass

by Messrs. Ward and Nixon, which is now
nearly ready. The corresponding window in

the north transept differs but slightly from

this in the tracery, and, as most of our readers

know, is glazed with stained glass. Fig. 2 i 3

a section of the moulding on the line, a—b,

at large, and will serve to illustrate suffi-

ciently the working of the window. It may

be ascribed to the latter part of the fourteenth

century.

For some notes on the beautiful building of

which it forms a portion, in addition to what

has recently appeared in our journal (p. 98

and p. 1 10, ante), we refer to an article on the

abbey in another part of the present No.

GOTHIC ORNAMENTS
FROM THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF YORK.

In continuation of our series, we present

two other examples from this beautiful build-

ing.

Fig. 7 shews one of two compartments in

the spandrels formed by the arch of the door

at the west end of the north aisle, and the cill

of the window above it. The door in the

opposite aisle has two similarly shaped com-

partments in the same position, but the sculp-

ture is different in each of them. The panel

shewn, represents (at the same time) two

passages in the life of Samson. It is about

2 feet square, and is in high relief. The other

three are much defaced : they represent vari-

ous conflicts.

Fig. 8 represents a crocket on the lower

part of the pediment of the great west door,

with part of the mouldings of the arch. It is

1 foot 8 inches long. The crockets on the

upper part of the pediment are different.

* In Rouen Cathedral there are three, 50 feet in diameter.

There i« a fine example in the west front of Rheims Cathe-

dral. Amongst the earlier specimens in Normandy are those

in the Abbaye aux Hommes, Caen, and the Ducal palace in

the same town.

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES.
A movement has taken place in this ancient

and valuable society which is likely, we think,

to have a good result. In a discussion caused
by a proposal, that in future no meeting of the

society should be suspended in commemora-
tion of the death of King Charles 1.

(Jan. 30th), it was admitted by members of

the council that they scarcely ever met, and
that, through neglect, the business of the

society had accumulated, and was now in a

complicated state. The arrears of subscrip-

tions amounted to more than 2,000/. The
following suggestions for the future conduct

of the society, amongst others, were then

made, and, together with the original proposi-

tion, were referred to the council, to be re-

ported on at the anniversary :
—

1. That the president of the Society of An-
tiquaries of London be requested to attend at

the next anniversary of the society, and to

deliver an address to the members, which may
comprehend the names of the members de-

ceased during the past year; the number of

new members; the state of the finances; the

state of the arrears due to the society ; the ad-

vance made by antiquarian research and
science in Great Britain during the past year,

and such information as may be available re-

specting the progress of science in other

GOTHIC ORNAMENTS FROM THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH
OF YORK.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.
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parts of the world

;
together with such obser-

vations as he may be pleased to combine with

them,—such addresses being delivered by the

presidents of the Royal Society, the Geogra-
phical, the Geological, the Astronomical, and
the presidents of other enlightened modern
societies of London.

2. That the auditors, in their next annual

report, be requested to explain the charge of

447/. 10s. allowed as salary to the officers of

the establishment ;
and to specify the sum paid

to each of them,—a practice observed by audi-

tors in other societies.

3. That the librarian be allowed hereafter a

competent salary in lieu of fees; and the pay-

ment to the librarian of 2s. 6d. by each member
on receiving each volume of the Transactiqps

be abolished.

4. That a gpperal opinion having been ex-

pressed that the pffice of presidept should not

always be filled by the same individual, how-
ever accomplished and erudite he may b6

; tfyqt

no person be allowed to hold the office of pre-

sident in futurp beyond the term of four

years.

5. That if the authors or contributors of

papers deemed worthy of being read be fellows

of the society, they be requested themselves to

read them (unless such authors or contributors

prefer that these papers be read by the secre-

tary)
;
and thqf iimpediately after the reading

of each paper, the members of the society be

invited by the chairman to make observations

upon the contents of each paper.

6. That the council dp meet for the despatch

of the business of the society at the usual place,

at three o’clock, on the first Wednesday of

every calendar month, except in September and
October; and that this meeting be not ad-

journed unless by the votes of a majority of

two-thirds of the members present.

A CHAT ABOUT WESTMINSTER ABBEY
AND GREAT MEN’S MONUMENTS.

BY G. GODWIN, F.R.S*

" They dreamt not of a perishable home
Who thus could build. Be mine, in hours of feaj-

,

Or grovelling thought, to seek a refuge here
;

Or through the ailes of Westminster to roam,
Where bubbles burst, and folly’s dancing foam
Melts, if it cross the threshold—”

Our metropolitan minsfer (west of St.

Paul’s) is perhaps without exception, the

most beautiful and instructive sight in London

:

and yet how many inhabitants of this great
city there are who but for the accidental visit

of a country cousin, which led them to seek

the Lions, had never seen it ? and how many
more to whom it is still unknown ground ?

They have travelled, perhaps, to York, to see
the Minster there

;
they have sought objects of

interest at Cologne; they have thrown their

eyes round the Cathedral of Strasburgh—but
Westminster Abbey, close at home, has es-

caped their investigating gaze. Let them lose

no time in seeking it out. We feel persuaded
that few can visit this wonderful museum of
skill, genius, noble thoughts, and memories of
good deeds, without an elevation of mind, an
improvement in taste, and a chastening in feel-

ing which must tend in a greater or less degree
to good. Walk through it, examine jt, study
it, as often and carefully as you may, you will

ever find some fresh claim on your attention,

some beauty before overlooked, or some evi-

dence of unpretending piety, which makes you
prouder of humanity and more determined to

do nothing derogatory in your own person. It

is, indeed, a spot “ where folly’s dancing foam
melts if it cross the threshold ;” where thoughts
that are unholy die; where the past great
ones of six centuries speak powerfully to you
•—it is to be hoped, not uselessly.

“ Thinke how many royall bones,

Sleep within these heap of stones.

Here they lie, had realmes and lands,

Who now want strength to lift their hands.
Where, from their pulpits seal’d with dust,

They preach, “ Ingreatnesse is no trust
!”

Here’s an acre, sown indeed
With the richest royall’st seed

That the earth did e’er suck in,

Since the first man dy’d for sin.”

The multitude of monuments which it

contains, from that of King Henry III. up-

wards (omitting, for the present, any remarks
on the destructive effect produced by those

* From “ Facts and Fancies.”

erected in modern times), render it an index

to English history, and a commentary
;
while

the specimens of the workmanship of different

epochs in wood and stone, and glass and metal,

which these and other portions of the building

present, make it a lecturer on British art, and
a record of its progress. Edward the Con-
fessor’s chapel, at the east end of the choir, is

alone a sufficient reward for a pilgrimage of

a hundred miles. Here, where old Time
seems to have secluded himself from the garish

present, and reigns over remnants of the past,

are ranged memorials of our early sovereigns

—

the pious Edward, Queen Eleanor, Edward I.,

Henry III., Queen Philippa, Richard II. and
his Queen, and the gallant Henry V. It has

nothing in common with the present time: it

stands alone, and cannot be realized in the

mind of any one of the thronging thousands,

who are passing qt so short a djstance from the

spot, if they have not visited it. Examine the

pavement, examine the shrines—the chantry
of Henry V., the screen next the choir,

covered with minutest sculpturing—and see

how the powers of art have been lavished in

honour of God. Our forefathers were not
satisfied with the decoration of the mere face

of the part in human sight— the highest ex-

ercise of their powers was deemed hardly
worthy of the temple

;
and sq long as any

portion, however remote or hidden, remained
capable of improvement, so long was it deemed
incomplete and requiring alteratipn.

Strajige changes have occurred since a

saci'ed edifice first occupied this site ! What
if it be not true that the Romans had a temple
to Apollo here, or that Peter the Apostle raised

the first chapel in the “ Thorney Island,” as

the place was once called? There is good
reason to believe that old Sebert, king of the

East Saxons did, quite at the commencement
of the 7>h century: and this will give us a
good 1200 years to talk about.

It was at first but a small building : Edward
the Confessor perhaps made it larger. “ With-
out the walls of London,” says an ancient

scribe, “ uppon the river of Thames, there
was in times passed a little monasterie, builded
to the honor of God and St. Peter with a few
Benedict monks in it, under an Abbote,
serving Christ : very poore they were, and
little was given them for their reliefe. Here the

king (Edward) intended (for that it was neare
to the famous cittie of London, and the river

Thames, that brought in all kind of merchan-
dizes from all partes of the worlde) to make
his sepulchre:” and so commanded that the

tenth of all his possessions should be applied

to its re-construction. This was probably
about 1050. Hardly 200 years afterwards
Henry III. went to work upon it, and erected
much of what we now see, and at his own cost

be it remarked, if the chroniclers speak truly.

By the eighth Henry the monastery was sup-
pressed, and Thorney Island became a city, the

abbey church, its cathedral.

Of the elegance of the Abbey as a structure

it is almost needless to speak : it may be
termed the finest example of the pointed

style of architecture ever executed in England,
and remains the most complete, with the ex-

ception of the cathedral at Salisbury. The
combinations which its various parts form,
especially at the eastern end, are as numerous
as they are striking, and serve to impress a

strong conviction on the mind, of the skill of
the old builders, and the power they possessed

of so arranging their structures as to excite

pleasurable and lofty emotions. Amongst the

most stilting of these combinations is that

presented when standing beneath the porch of
Henry VII. ’s chapel, the gloom in which,
most artistically devised, serves to render the
full flood of light, to be found in the chapel
itself, striking and effective in the highest
degree. Burke remarks, in his essay on the
sublime, “I think that ail edifices, calculated
to produce an idea of the sublime, ought
rather to be dark and gloomy

;
and this for

two reasons; the first is, that darkness itself,

on other occasions, is known bv experience to
have a greater effect on the passions than
Jight. The second is, that to make an object
very stiking, we should make it as different as

possible from the objects with which we have
been immediately conversant; when, there-
fore, you enter a building, you cannot pass into

a greater light than you had in the open air:

to go into one some few degrees less luminous,
can make only a trifling change

;
but to make

the transition thoroughly striking, you ought
to pass from the greatest light to as much
darkness as is consistent with the uses of ar-

chitecture.” This the architects of the middle
ages well understood

;
they appreciated the

“ dim religious light,” and accordingly built

their ecclesiastical edifices, for the most part,

with comparatively few openings. When,
however, as in the case before us, the style

adopted rendered larger windows necessary,

they reversed the arrangement, and so still

obtained the required effect.

Many ofthe striking combinations to which
we have referred are now sadly interfered

with by the modern monuments, with which
the Abbey is lumbered up—monuments for the

most part so absurd that they would make us

laugh if they did not make us sad. Mouldings,
pillars, and adornments of all descripions have

been ruthlessly cut away for them
;
openings

have been interfered with, and even several of

the spaces between the large clustered columns
in the side aisles and chapels are blocked up
to the top with tasteless and incongruous
masses of stone and marble, alike unsuitable

and discordant in colour and design.

The sculpture of the best periods of the

middle ages has an entirely distinct and ori-

ginal character, prompted by the spirit of the

time and carried out by genius. It is in no
way imitated from the master-pieces of Pagan
art, which might have been used as models

;

but is nevertheless full of feeling, and appeals

to the sympathies rather than to the eye. In
the ancient tombs at Westminster, as else-

where, the sculpture is seen to be a portion of

the building, conceived in the same spirit, and
displaying the same feeling of reverence. All

the figures are in repose, all are devotional

—

there is no flutter, no action even, certainly no
worldly action

;
they do not seek to record, in

vain self-glory, any moment of the past, but

carry us forward to the great hereafter, and in-

culcate humility. Alas! how sadly this con-
trasts with those of more recent date, where
every man “ for his own hand,” has worked in

his own way, careless of the general effect, and
has not worked well. Mountains of most
material clouds, urns, flames, figures in ill-con-

ceived and violent momentary action, accurate
models of periwigs and whiskers, the evanes-

cent fashions of a period of universal bad taste,

form the staple—but why endeavour to prove
what nearly all seem to acknowledge?*
As the writer has elsewhere remarked, in

reference to the tasteless tombs and monu-
ments with which all our cathedrals and
churches have been gradually encumbered and
overladen: — “Like some frightful fungus,
they have spread insidiously over all parts of
these structures, destroying alike their pro-
priety, beauty, and stability.” No more lament-
able example of this evil is to be found than in

Westminster Abbey; and it is to be hoped that
efforts will be made, not simply to prevent the
increase of this abomination, but, as oppor-
tunities occur from time to time, to remove the
excrescences now deforming this fine pile, and
so restore its harmonious proportions and ori-

ginal integrity. The triforium might be made
to contain many of the monuments, as has been
done at the 'Temple Church. Perhaps, too,

the Chapter House, which is about to be
cleared of its present contents (dirty shelves
and presses), could receive some without in-

jury to itself, so as gradually to restore to our
venerable Abbey its former appearance.!

In spite, however, of the contemptible eha-
rater of the records, who can look around the
south transept,— the poet’s corner,— without
emotion? Dryden, Cowley, Chaucer, Ben
Jonson, Spenser, Butler, Gav, Thompson,
Goldsmith, Gray, Dr. Johnson, Shakspeare,
and a score of other heroes (heart-teachers,
peaceful conquerors) marshal themselves be-
fore us, although not all buried here, and
people the quiet aisles.

Nothing tends more strongly to elevate and
refine the mind, to incite to virtue, or to deter
from vice, than the contemplation of the burial-
place of one who has rendered himself in either
of these particulars an object of regard. The

* One of Churchill’s earliest effusions (before 1/50) was
prompted by these incongruous monuments. It commences—

“ In famed cathedral who’d expect
Pallas, a heathen goddess,

To lift her shield, come to protect
Lord Stanhope ?—this most odd is.”

See Mr. W . Tooke’s admirable edition of his poems, 1844.

t This suggestion was originally published by the writer
in April 1843. It has been since urged by others,
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power of association is great: and the merest
memento of a wise, enterprising, or virtuous

: man,—of one who has advanced the cause of
i civilization, or desolated countries to gratify
: a restless ambition,— is often sufficient to in-
i duee long trains of wholesome thought. When,
I however, we see his burial-place, his last and
i narrow home, the man himself passes before
i the mind’s eye; and the impression made, the
I lesson inculcated, is much more powerful. If
a conqueror, we see him bereft of his pomp

; and power, to obtain which the blood of his

dependants had been lavishly shed, and com-

I

prehend more fully than before, the folly of
risking enduring happiness for that which

I hardly is before it is not; while, at the same
time, the mind is rendered more contented
with its sphere; reminded, that whether power-
ful or weak, rich or poor, all will find the
same earthly goal,— the grave; and that the
time which intervenes is so short, as hardly to

’ be worth consideration :
—

“ A little rule, a little sway,
A sunbeam in a winter day,
Is all the proud and mighty have
Between the cradle and the grave.”

Do we contemplate the remains of a good
man? All his noble sacrifices, all the fine

results of his exertions
;
the family saved from

ruin, the generation advanced in knowledge,
—pass vividly before our eyes. The heart
involuntarily acknowledges the example, and

:

good seed is sown. If these reflections be
correct, it is important to a state that the

i mouldering remains of all men who have
i distinguished themselves above their fellows
should be preserved and pointed out; and

i when party-feeling or prejudices lead to their
I disregard in one generation, it should be the
i business of the next to repair the omission.

If this were done, we should have statues,
i obelisks, busts, and temples at tbe corner of
every street, in the centre of every square, and

i on the parapets of all the bridges. Rivals to
Phidias and Praxitile3 might arise amongst

i us
;
love of the beautiful and the good would

be encouraged in the masses, and great changes
i in society would be effected. The time for it

is approaching.
This, however, is rambling beyond the

Abbey walls. The present state of the ancient
i monuments there is deplorable. Those who
are in authority say they consider these monu-
iments very sacred things, not to be touched
i without great care and consideration, as more
harm than good might be done in attempting

i to improve their appearance. This is quite
itrue, but there is nevertheless a limit to that
forbearance, and this limit has been reached;
if steps are not taken in several cases forth-
with, nothing will be left to guide the restorer.
'We should be right glad to see a perfect

ii restoration of the Abbey commenced, including
I the completion of the centre tower or spire,
and the removal of the ugly western towers
put up by Wren, who knew little of Gothic
architecture, and liked it less. Relative to the
erection of these towers, he wrote to the Bishop
of Rochester :—“ I shall speedily prepare

1 perfect draughts and models, such as I conceive
proper to agree with the original scheme of

I the architect, without any modern mixtures
to shew my own inventions.” Unfortunately,
to do is not so easy as to know what ought to

i be done.

Amongst the earliest improvements
.
to be

i made in the Abbey is the introduction of
stained glass in the rose-window, and twelve
dower openings of the south transept. The
(impulse which has been given lately to glass-
i painting in England is a pleasant sign, and
cannot be too strongly aided. So firm was the
(belief that English artists in this department
'were inferior to foreigners, that the Chapter,
tit is said, had nearly determined on sending to
Germany for the work in question; luckily,

i however, one or two members of it were
l staunch friends to English art, and succeeded
i in appointing an English artist; the result
>of which, it ' is to behoped, will fully justify
I them for so doing.

We have not yet looked into the chapel of
Henry VI L, orbis miraculum, as Leland calls

tit—one of the most beautiful specimens of the
(last period of Gothic architecture which

[

England or any other country can hoast.*
cFrom its roof, “pendent by subtle magic,” to
I the floor, the whole presents a rich lace-work
) of decoration. Of the roof, indeed, descrip-

* Commenced a.d. 1503 ,

tion can give no adequate notion. It is

literally

—

“ Self-poised, and scooped into ten thousand cells,

Where, light and shade repose, where music
dwells

Lingering—and wandering on, as loth to die,
Like thoughts, whose very sweetness yieldeth

proof,

That they were born for immortality.”

The lover of architecture after studying the
perfect development of the pointed style in the
minster itself,! with its acutely-pointed arches,
its lofty attenuated columns, its infinite divi-
sions, finds here the style which succeeded it

when the arch was becoming more horizontal,
and when a love of decoration threatened, as
indeed did soon afterwards happen, to over-
whelm good taste, and lead to the abandon-
ment, for a time, of pointed architecture
altogether.

As relates to sculpture, Henry VII.’s chapel
presents one of the finest illustrations of early
art in England, in the series of figures which
fill the countless recesses in the walls. It is

said they were once three thousand in number,
but this is perhaps doubtful. They display
admirable feeling for art, and deserve attentive
examination. The carving, too, in the stalls

here, is good, and leads us to express regret
that so little encouragement is now given to
this branch of art in England.
There are a considerable number of artists

employed in it at this time, but unfortunately

—

such is the dominion of fashion (another word
for caprice)—it is chiefly, if not wholly, in the
imitation of old work, to be afterwards stained
and sold as such. The upholsterer is the
arbiter elegantiarum

, and the result is ex-
actly what might be expected under such
circumstances. The remedy for this, and
many like evils, is to make artistical know-
ledge more general, and to induce the multi-
tude to talk and think on the subject. With
an increased public— an extended circle of
admirers and employers—the powers of the
artist will be more fully called into play; and
the more critical that public is, the more
strenuous will the efforts of the artist be to
maintain himself superior to his judges.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

March 11th, 1845.— Sir John Rennie, pre-
sident, in the chair.
The discussion was renewed upon the rela-

tive merits of the screw and paddle-wheels as
methods of propulsion, and was extended to so
late a period, that no papers could be read.

It was stated that the Napoldon screw-
steamer, in the French post-office service,
made on an average, quicker voyages than any
of the paddle-wheel steamers' of the same
power on the station

;
that in smooth water

the latter vessels would make some way, but in
rough weather the former was decidedly
superior. The same result had been noticed
"’ith the Archimedes. When steaming down
the river, she was frequently passed bv mer-
chant steamers, but by the time she had arrived
at Dungeness, if there was any sea up, she
had regained her place, and was'a-head of the
paddle-wheel steamers.

It was thought, however, that with the
feathering paddles, invented by M. Cave, and
equal power, the Napoleon would have done
quite as good work as with the screw.

I he peculiarities of the steaming qualities
of the Rattler, in spite of her bad build, were
fully described. It appeared that in heavy
weather, when sailing and steaming, and when
it was thought that she was dragging the screw
through the water, the dynamometer shewed a
very effective exertion of power, and that the
slip was extremely small : that when the royal
yacht was obliged to shorten sail, because of
losing speed by the heeling over of the paddles,
the Rattler was enabled to use all her canvas
and engine power together, and to gain wav
in the same proportion as the other vessels
lost it. The general impression appeared to
be that the experiments were very satisfactory,
and if the Rattler had been a well-formed
ship, and the power on board had been greater,
the results would have been much better.

A good adaptation of the screw was men-
tioned in the two schooners the Margaret and
Senator, built by Messrs. Pim, at Hull, and

f Commenced a.d. 1220.
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trading between that port and London. They
were fine schooners of 242 tons burthen, fully
rigged, but having near the stern two engines,
each of fourteen-horse power, connected by
wheel-work with a screw propeller. The result
of a trial between the Senator and the Shannon,
the latter being a regular paddle-wheel steamer
of good power, was, that in the voyage be-
tween Dublin and London, tbe Senator arrived
in London only ten hours after the Shannon,
having consumed only eighteen tons of coal,
while the Shannon had used ninety tons;
proving that for mercantile purposes, where
extreme speed was not essential, but that
punctuality was desirable, the screw-propeller,
adapted to sailing vessels, was calculated to be
of essential service.

A curious letter wasreadfrom LadyBentham,
proving, by extracts from documents, that half
a century ago, the late Sir Samuel Bentham,
to whom was intrusted the building of several
men-of-war, was the originator of the intro-
duction of ivater-tight bulk-heads

,
dividing

vessels into compartments, for preventing acci-
dents from leaks, and also for stiffening them.
Sir Samuel was aware of the plan having been
used by the ancients, and also that the Chinese
use the plan now. He also invented the
wrought-iron water-tanks, and the metal casks
for storing the powder, both being fitted to

the shape of the ship. The letter containing
these interesting facts, was remarkable for the
clearness of its expression and for the accu-
racy of demonstration, when it was considered
that it proceeded from a lady in her seventy-
fifth year.

(ffortrspoiiocuce.

TO 01VK PLASTER OF PARIS FIGURES THE
APPEARANCE OF MARBLE.

Sir,—I am always pleased to communicate
to others any item of useful information which
I may have gained either in the way of my
business, or otherwise; and I often think that
The Builder might be made extensively
useful, if parties would make a more frequent
use of its pages for that purpose.

In answer to the request of “ C. T. L.”
in 1 he Builder of last week, I hope he will
find the following methods satisfactory for the
purpose of making plaster of Paris casts look
like marble. I am, Sir, &c.,

Charles Newnham.
Put into four lbs. of clear water one oz. of

pure curd soap, grated and dissolved in a well-
glazed earthen vessel

;
then add one oz. of

white bees’-wax cut into thin slices
; as soon

as the whole is incorporated, it is fit for use.
Having well dried the figure before the fire,
suspend it by a twine, and dip it once in the
varnish

;
upon taking it out, the moisture will

appear to have been absorbed
;

in about two
minutes’ time stir the compost, and dip it

again, and this generally suffices. Cover it

carefully from the dust for a week, then with a
fine soft muslin rag, or cotton wool, rub the
figure gently, and a brilliant gloss will be
produced. Or,
Take skimmed-milk, and with a camel’s-

hair pencil lay over the model until it holds
out, or will imbibe no more. Shake off, or
blow off, any that remains on the surface, and
lay it in a place perfectly free from dust.
When dry, it will look like polished marble,
and this mode answers equally well with the
former, except it be exposed to'the wet weather.
N.B. The milk must be well skimmed, or

it will not answer the purpose.

COMPETITIONS.—LUNATIC ASYLUM FOR THE
COUNTY OF SOMERSET.

Sir,—As you have expressed your desire to

assist the efforts of architects in obtaining a
better system of competition than at present
exists, 1 beg leave to contribute my mite of
experience on the subject.

I am much surprised that the profession
can submit to be tricked with false pretences
of rewarding the most meritorious (when it is

well known that in four cases out of five

favouritism has been shewn), without making
some effort to bring their taskmasters to
account, and thereby prevent them from
attempting to make fools of them, and avail-
ing themselves of their gratuitous labours.

I believe it is generally admitted that archi-
tects as a body are particularly selfish, and



possess the spirit of rivalry even to weakness.

I have known many architects who, having
blindly entered into competition, when they

found themselves deceived, consoled themselves

that their names were not made public, fell

back on their more certain dependance, and

resolved never more to waste time by entering

into competition, unless they had some certain

interest with the parties; and instead of stepping

forward and calling around them their fellow

sufferers, to probe the matter, they feared to

mix themselves up with those beneath them,

or to be regarded in the light of disappointed

persons. So we go on from year to year, and

competition is now become as a snare laid by

the fowler to catch hungry small birds only;

for in four cases out of five if the prize is not

awarded to some favourite, it is sure to be
given to some person who has studied the art

of making bad compositions pleasing to the

eye, and blinding the umpires with a few
splashes from their brush.

I beg to suggest to the profession, to form a

society, to he named “ the Anti-competition

Association,” and to address every member of

the profession in the United Kingdom, re-

questing their signature to the principles of

the society, and that of all persons employed
under them

;
viz. never to engage in any com-

petition in which security is not guaranteed,

that impartial justice shall be done in award-

ing the premiums, and naming the judges who
are to decide on the respective merits of the

designs submitted; and, at the same time,

some architect of high standing as a referee

in case any doubt should arise.

These thoughts have been called forth by

my having recently entered into a competition

for a lunatic asylum for the county of Somerset,

and devoted a whole month in making the

drawings, having no person to assist me. The
manner in which the affair has been conducted

is, to say the least, to me full of mystery! In

the first place, the advertisement required a

design for a lunatic asylum, including farm-

buildings, lodges, estimates, and specifications,

and a personal inspection of the site; all to be

done in the space of fourteen days, in the

depth of winter. After repeated applications

from many architects to extend the time, they

consented, within two days of the date fixed,

to allow a month longer; but, at the same
time, requested those gentlemen who had pre-

pared designs to send them in by the time first

stated. (Query : for what purpose, after the

extension of the time?) I determined on
competing. My drawings, and I presume those

of the other competitors, were sent back in

five days after delivery, accompanied with a

printed circular; consequently no public exhi-

bition could have taken place. I have written

two letters, one to the committee, and one to

the clerk of the peace, requesting to know the

names of the successful competitors, and of

the visitors, and am refused any information

on the subject. Should any of your numerous
readers think, like myself, that justice has not

been done in this case, and be able to give

any information on the subject, by so doing
they will oblige a subscriber to your work,
who is

A Freeholder of the County of
Somerset, and a Freeman of the
City of Bristol.

March 14th, 1845.

COMPETITIONS—THE CLIFTON UNION.

Sir,— Architectural competition is a sub-

ject entertained by a great number of your
readers, and it would be conferring a favour

on me, as well as many others, if you would
make public what has transpired in the Clifton

Union competition, or whether it is yet made
known who the successful architect is. We
hope better things of this than the generality

of competitions.— I am, Sir, &c.,

A Subscriber.

COMPETITIONS—HOLLOWAY CONGREGA-
TIONAL CHAPEL.

Sir,— In answer to the inquiry of“A Com-
petitor” and for general information, I beg to

stale, that the successful competitors in the

Holloway congregational chapel competition

are Messrs. Emmett and Chadwick of the

Adelphi, whose plans are stated to have been
distinguished by the letters E. D. O. (See
The Builder, No. 106, page 84.)
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The committee have refused to exhibit the

drawings (even to competitors), and have de-

clined to give any further information.

Should any of your readers be acquainted
with more particulars, I (and no doubt the

rest of the disappointed) shall feel obliged by
their giving them publicity.

At the same time, I would suggest that in

this, and all similar cases, the remedy is in a

great measure in the hands of competitors

themselves. Let them all unite to exhibit their

designs themselves, and surely the successful

candidates would (if for no purer motive), for

very shame join them.

I am, Sir, &c.,

Another Competitor.
March 17th, 1845.

building societies.

Sir,— I have carefully reviewed the whole
of Mr. Wiltons remarks on this subject which
appeared in your journal, and, in my opinion,

they have left the question in a worse position

than it was; for this reason— in defiance

of the positive evidence of such societies

having been in successful and beneficial

operation at Liverpool for nineteen years,

Mr. Wilton denounces them intoto ; and that

upon assumed grounds as thoroughly errone-
ous as the fallacies he proposes to expose.
You have termed it an “abstruse subject;” for

such a reason, would it not be a disgrace to

the intelligence of the present day that these

societies should not be placed upon an intelli-

gible footing ? Mr. Wilton has evidently be-

stowed much attention on the matter
;

and
agreeing as I do with him that the London and
Westminster society is a most thorough bubble,

he has not touched one of the practical objec-

tions to it
;
and it appears to me to be quite

open to any advocate of that society to shew
that he has created giants to slay them,— hav-

ing assumed as data, propositions that have no
existence in their scheme. If this be true, it

must, to a great extent, relieve from blame
those respectable parties who have lent their

names to these bubbles, it being aside their

habits to investigate an “abstruse subject”
even to the extent Mr. Wilton has done. It

is evident, that however palpably incorrect the

statements of an opponent may be, if the sub-

ject is intricate and the arguments used as

intended to prove the fallacy are themselves

open to objection, the hand of the opponent is

thus strengthened. I probably should have
been unable to divine the whole matter had I

not adopted the course of going down to Liver-

pool and thoroughly investigating the subject.

My objections to many of the details are just

as applicable to the Liverpool as to the London
societies, and at Liverpool were by intelligent

men, admitted as objections.

My object is to propose the juste milieu
between existing details and the intention of

the legislature. Without entering into any
details of figures (although I have made mil-

lions upon the subject) which are oppressive

to the minds of parties unaccustomed to such

details, I will confine myself to the evident

broad objections of the London bubbles,

charging with positive blame those who have
with knowledge put forth such erroneous
statements. I will, therefore, in this letter,

only put forth such a statement as to period of

duration (the broad charge against the London
societies) that the commonest understanding

may comprehend. If comprehended and ad-

mitted to be true, parties may then be imper-

ceptibly led into further development of details,

as a glimmering of truth (which you seek)

will lead to an interest in a further discussion.

These societies were intended for the benefit

of our humbler neighbours, and, under proper

regulations, would be highly beneficial. Such
parties receive as true, statements sanctioned

by respectable men.
The history of the transaction, as by the

prospectuses proposed to them (for the mo-
ment putting aside the 101 other fallacies), is

this : they are told that a certain amount will

be advanced to enable them to buy or build a

house upon an annual payment per share, of
which 6/. is termed subscription, and 21. 8s.

redemption. I contend that this is neither
more nor less than an annuity of SI. 8s. A party
granting an annuity naturally inquires the

period for which it is to be paid, before he de-

cides the amount (controlled by the discount

he bids) he is content to receive in respect

thereof. The parties upon whose dictum he
depends distinctly declare ten years; and in

some prospectuses, to establish the fact, a quo-
tation is made thus:—“The following is an
extract from the tenth and final report of the

Liverpool Building Society, which terminated
successfully in ten years from its commence-
ment.” I admit it terminated in ten years,

but what were the conditions of this society?

Is it not intended, an inference should be
drawn, that they were pari passu with the pro-

posed London Societies ? What were the
facts? In this quoted Liverpool Society, the

monthly payments were 12s.
;

redemption-
money, 8s., and thirteen payments, or lunar
months, to the year. So that a party borrow-
ing in the Liverpool society, paid an annuity

of 13/., whilst a member of a London society

would pay only 8/. 8s., the value of shares in

each society being 120/. This having been
put forth with knowledge of the facts, would
appear to be little short of a fraud. I will

endeavour to elucidate this by a very simple

operation of figures, and for the present there

leave the question, with this remark, that the

error into which Mr. Wilton and others appear
to have fallen is, treating it as a purely finan-

cial question. Upon such a ground it needs
no lengthened argument or complexity of
figures to prove that parties proposing to lend
money at 4 per cent, cannot by any process

have a return made to them of their capital in

ten years with 20 per cent, per annum profit.

There is no doubt that these societies were
originally established upon a rational theory of
mutual benefit

;
accomplishing, by the com-

bination of numbers, that which was impracti-
cable for individuals. If your columns are
permitted to be open to the subject, I pledge
myself to prove to demonstration, that such
societies may be formed upon, and existing
societies conformed to, scientific and mathe-
matically correct principles. The course I

propose to adopt would be to point out the
objections to existing details seriatim, and sug-
gest the remedy, without embarrassing the

subject with complexity of figures.

I am, Sir, &c., G. R.

It will be perceived that with nearly 41 per

cent, less revenue, the London society proposes

to accomplish similar results in a like period.

In the Liverpool society eighteen members
!

only received 120/., and the evidence is distinct,
j

that borrowing ceases at the end of six years.

[We have already devoted so much space to

this subject, that we cannot comply with our
correspondent’s request. If “ the objections

to existing details ” are not already known by

our readers, they never will be.

—

Ed.]

FURNITURE TO ACCORD WITH THE BUILDING.

Sir,—

O

bservations contained in a recent

number of your publication lead me to think

that an account of the manner in which the

Conservative Club-house has been furnished,

will be gratifying to your feelings as a man of
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taste, and a zealous advocate of consistency in
design and architecture.

1 he committee of the club has just set an
example highly creditable to the order to
which it belongs, and which is calculated,
if followed by other bodies, or by wealthy
individuals, to encourage the art of design
more than any thing that has yet been done in
this country.

Disregarding the old practice of allowing
upholsterers to give designs, they, instead,
'employed and paid a professional artist to
make the required drawings, under the direc-
tion of the architects of that mansion

;
and the

result has been eminently successful, the fur-
initure being thoroughly in keeping with the
architecture, and contributing greatly to the
effect and beauty of the interior, according
to the opinion of every visitor.

The novelty of this plan forms a striking
'contrast to the principle laid down by a com-
mittee of Parliament, appointed to examine
the charges for the furniture of Windsor
Castle, manufactured by Messrs. Seddon

;
they

'truck out all charges for designing and
drawings, setting forth as a reason that a
manufacturer should be his own designer.
Comment is superfluous—but the result was
most mischievous, and most injurious and
degrading to designers, for manufacturers
could no longer charge for designs without
fear of having them struck out of their es-
timates or charges; besides every manufacturer
was, as it were, privileged by Act of Par-
liament to consider himself a man of taste
and a qualified designer, and quite independent
of professional artists.

However, brighter days are at hand, and
:he public begin to bo sensible of the fact, that
many years of hard study in the art of design,
ind exclusive attention to it, can alone make a
designer. I am, Sir, &c.,

40, Brompton-square. H. Whitaker.

#tocfilanra.

Decorative Art Society.—On Wednes-
jay, the I2th inst, a paper was read by Mr.
Jwycr “ On the interior decorations of the
iloyal Exchange.” He referred to a former
taper read in December last, and contended
hat the decorations did not improve upon
urther acquaintance; that the ceilings and
vails contrasted painfully with the floor and
blasters; and that, admitting the style of
lecoration to be an approved taste, this in-
completeness in such a building was much
o be regretted. He suggested that an orna-
nental or a mosaic pavement in the ambu-
atories, comprehending in its design decided
ines assisting the perspective, would tend to
mprove the whole effect of the interior. That
he walls might have been adorned with repre-
entations from the history of commerce
uch as the signingof important treaties, or by
tortraits of celebrated men, who have been
lonnected with the rise and progress of our
lommercial greatness; and that these works
mght to have been bv our leading English
rtists, as offering to them a public gallery
>r their productions. A question was put
respecting “ the vehicles used for the wax or
ineaustic painting” at the Exchange, but
o satisfactory reply was obtained, and in-
irmation was again solicited upon this im-
lortant point, which, in fact, marks the
istinction between encaustic and distemper
lainting, between durability and that which is
tot durable. The invention (patented by Mr.
ihcksee), of compressed glass mosaics for
lavements, for mural decorations, or for fur-
ature, was explained, and some beautiful
oecimens exhibited in the room

; this led to
ome further remarks on the exclusiveness
t the Gresham Committee, to whom this
iventor had applied to be allowed to shew his
;>ecimens, but no notice was taken of the
pquest. It was thought that had there been
( competition afforded to artists generally
nuch better results in the decorations of the
exchange would have been realized.

( City Bricklayer.—A vacancy having
;:curred in this appointment, caused by the
a?ath of Mr. Cartwright, several parties' have
nnounced themselves as candidates. The
pipointment is in the gift of the lord mayor,
idermen, and common council, and when
rontested is determined by vote.

i ne speed
of railway communication, wonderful as it
seems, is infinitely eclipsed by another nobler
invention, the gift of science to the useful
arts, and which maybe pronounced little less
than miraculous

;
we mean the electric tele-

graph. A motion made at one end of the
line, extending from London to Portsmouth, a
distance of 88 miles, was conveyed to the
other without any sensible lapse of time. It
is not doubted that by similar apparatus, con-
sisting simply of wires with powerful magnets
at each end, intelligence could be conveyed in
the same instantaneous manner from London
to Edinburgh, or Inverness. The expense for
the 88 miles was only .£24,000, or rather
less than .£300 per mile. There is little doubt
that they will be extended to all the more
vulnerable extremities of the land

;
and it is

easy to see how vastly this beautiful invention,
combined with railways, will add to the se-
curity ot the kingdom, both from foreign
invasion and domestic insurrection. The
electric wires, extending over the island, may
be compared to the nerves ramified over the
body, which give instant notice of the slightest
movement in the most distant member. The
got ernment seated in the sensorium will enjoy,
when danger threatens, a sort of omnipresence.
It will be able to communicate with the re-
motest parts in a few seconds, to know what
is passing in these parts, and to direct, with-
out the loss of an instant, the measures which
the conjuncture requires. The danger known,
the railways furnirh immediate and gigantic
powers to meet it. With their aid, a march,
which in former times occupied a month, is

contracted to a day
;
and supposing ten thou-

sand soldiers to be stationed in London, they
could now be sent to York in less time than
would have been spent on the march to Wind-
sor seven years ago.

—

Scotstnan.
Pressing Workmen.

—

Our contemporary
the Literary Gazette says, a curious document
has been lately published by the Comite
Historique of Paris, concerning the comple-
tion of the Louvre and the Tuileries. It be-
longs to M.A. Lenoir, and was once in the
office of the Grand Provost of France. It ap-
peals from this paper that all masons and
other handicraft men could be forced to work
upon the king’s buildings, by order of the
provost, to the exclusion of alfother buildings,
which they were obliged to abandon for the
time being. The king (Louis XIV.), after
ordering all due preparations to be made for
the collecting of stone, &c., commands that,
while these palaces shall require the aid of a
considerable number of hands, no workmen in
Paris shall be allowed to work on any other
edifices whatever; and further, that no person
shall presume to erect any building in Paris
and within ten leagues round, under penalty of
10,000 I ivies fine for the first offence, and 'the
galleys for the second. It is observed that in
certain cemeteries of France—and it is known
to have been especially the case within the
cloisters of monasteries — there exist lofty
crosses of stone, with a stone pulpit attached
to them. This cross is styled the Hosannah
cross, because on Palm-Sunday a procession
was made thither from the church

; certain
prayers were offered up there, and the “ Hosan-
nah ” sung.

Enlargement of King’s College Hos-
pital.—A public meeting was held on the
13th instant, at Willis’s Rooms, King-street,
St. James, under the sanction of the council of
King’s College, for the purpose of originating
a subscription for the above object. His Grace
the Duke ot Buccleugh presided, and was
supported by the Bishops of London and Lich-
field,^ Lord John Russell, Sir Robert Inglis,
the Governor of the Bank of England, Mr!
Alderman Copeland, &c. 15,000 1. is the sum
required to complete the increased accommo-
dation proposed. The contributions announced
at the meeting amounted to upwards of 2,000/.
The Queen sent a donation of 100/., and the
Queen Dowager one of 150/. There still re-
mains to be raised 13,000/.

RoyalCommission of Fine Arts.

—

Incon-
sequence of applicationsfrom sculptors request-
ing to be allowed to exhibit in Westminster Hall
speci mens of their art, a notice has been issued
inviting artists to send models for statues or
groups, during the first week in June next, to
Westminster Hall, to be there exhibited, subject
to the regulations and conditions which were
published relative to the former exhibitions.

Railway under the Thames.—At the
annual meeting of the proprietors of the
Thames tunnel, held last week, the chairman,
in answer to a question whether there was
any truth in the report that a proposition had
been made for the construction of a railway
through one of the adits of the tunnel, stated
that “A plan was submitted by the late Mr.
Samuda, who proposed to form a railway
thiough the tunnel, for the conveyance of
carriages and carts, one side being 'for foot-
passengers, and another for vehicles. The
apparatus for the railway would cost about
10,000/. When it was sufficiently matured,
the plan would be laid before the proprietors

.

Master Carpenters’ Society.—A meet-
ing of this society will be held at the Free-
masons’ Tavern, on Wednesday evening, the
-6th instant, when, the usual business being
disposed of, new members will be admitted.
Several of the clauses in the New Buildings
Bill will be brought before the board and
discussed.

Art Union of London We draw the
attention of our readers to the advertisement
of this widely-spread institution in another
part of the journal. The subscription lists
will be closed on the 31st inst., and the general
meeting for the distribution of the funds will
be held on Tuesday, the 22nd of April.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office
to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, Re.
arc to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers
however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of "The Builder,”' 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.]

A Plan, Specification, and Estimate, for a Pier,
Slip, or Jetty, to be erected at Weston-super-Mare,
Somerset. Twenty-five guineas is offered for the
most approved plan. March 24.

For the supplying and erecting a Water-tank for
the Sheffield and Manchester Railway Company.
March 25.

For supplying her Majesty’s several Dock-yards
with Riga Hand Masts and Fir Timber, Dantzic
Deck Deals and Fir Timber, and Norway Spars.
March 28.

For the erection of Waiting-rooms, Ac. for a
Steam-boat Pier, at the Market-quay, Blackfriars-
bridge. March 28.

For supplying the Commissioners of the Great
Dover-road district, Newington, Surrey, with the
best-tooled York Paving-stone, and the best Guern-
sey Granite

; also for labour and mortar in taking
up, squaring, and relaying old pavement-stone.
March 28.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of nine-inch cast-
iron Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct to be laid in
the Island of Malta. March 31.

For the supply of Rails and Chairs for the
Eastern Counties Railway. March 31.

For the erection of a new Workhouse at Stratton,
St. Margaret, about Midway between Swindon and
Highworth, Wiltshire. April 2.

For certain repairs to Snake Bridge (over the
River Aide), Suffolk. April 2.

For Lighting Camden-town, St. Pancras, with
coal-gas for five years, from the 24th of June next.
April 3.

For the erection of a Church in the parish of St.
Thomas, Winchester. April 5.

For the erection of a Church, in the parish of
St. Thomas, Winchester. April 5.

For cutting, forming, and completing a new line
of Private Carriage-road, one mile in length, from
Whitehaven Castle, Cumberland, the seat of the
Earl of Lonsdale, to the Turnpike-road, between
Bransty toll-bar and Lonsdale-place, near the town
of Whitehaven. April 7.

For constructing the fourth division of the Great
Southern and Western Railway. April 8.

For about 250,000 Railway Sleepers not less than
9 feet long, for the Chester and Holyhead Railway.
April 9.

For erecting at Alresford, Hants, between five

and six thousand feet superficial of new Brickwork,
to be either neat flat, joint-pointed with white
mortar, or neatly tuck-pointed. The parties to
find labour and the erection of scaffolding only.
April 10.

For the restoration of the Parish Church of
Grays Thurrock, Essex. April 12.

For submitting a plan of a Tread-wheel, and con-
structing the same in the Common Gaol of Great
Yarmouth, Norfolk. April 24.

For all the Works to be done in the erection
and completion of the new cast-iron Bridge over
the Haven of Great Yarmouth, including the find-
ing of labour, certain materials, &c. April 26.
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For the construction of the third and fourth

divisions of the Chester and Holyhead Railway.

April 28.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of 9-inch cast-iron

Pipes for a new line of Aqueduct in the Island

of Malta. April 30.

For new-paving parts of the parish of St. Mary,

Islington, Middlesex ;
and for repairing and keeping

in repair the paved Footways belonging thereto, for

one year from Lady-day next. Also for supplying

unbroken Guernsey Granite, Core, Ballast, Gravel,

and clean Flints.

For the execution of the Works necessary for the

Drainage and Improvement of Lough Carrib, in

the counties of Galway and Mayo.

For the supply of Rails, Chairs, Sleepers, and

Bolts, for the Taff Vale Railway.

COMPETITIONS.
for the erection of a CommercialPlans, &c..

Middle School in connection with the committee of

the Manchester Church Education Society.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

March 24.—At Bradley’s Wood, Halsted, Essex:

500 good Fir Trees ;
5,700 capital Hurdle and

Hop Poles ;
54 Loads of Wood, &c.

March 24.—At Drayton, Somerset : 240 Oak

Trees, almost the whole of which are sound clean

Timber of superior quality.

March 27.—At the Hyde, Edgeware-road : 37

Butts of fine Elm Timber, felled and lying by

the side of the Edgeware-road.

March 28.—At Garraway’s Coffee-house, Corn-

hill: 350 loads of Red Pine Timber; 700 loads

of Baltic; 10,000 Colonial Deals; and 10,000

Baltic and Swedish Deals.

March 28.—At Moor-house Farm, Denham,

Bucks : 3,591 Oak Trees and Saplings ;
220 Ash;

130 Cherry
;
and 3 Alder Trees.

March 28.—At Kesgrave Hall, Suffolk ; Ash,

Elm, and Birch Trees, Elm Pollards, Stock Birch,

Elm, Chesnut, and Alder Stands, and other Poles.

March 31.—At 7, Store-street, Bedford-square :

several thousand Yellow Deals, Pine and Spruce

ditto, Battens, Planks, and Boards, Ash Felloes

and Planks, and other seasoned Wood.
March 31.—At Down Hall, Bradwell, Essex;

310 Oak Timber Trees, standing with Top, Lop,

and Bark; 213 Ash, 157 Elm, and 78 Beech

Trees.

The last week in March, or the first week

in April next .—A large quantity of Oak and Elm
Timber, of superior quality and large dimensions,

principally growing in the woods on the Orchard-

leigh Estate, near Frome, Somerset.

By Private Contract, before the 1st of April

next,—287 Oak Trees, of full growth and large

dimensions, suitable for all purposes, now standing

at Woodside, near Morland, Westmoreland.

April 1.—At Chelmsford, Essex; a very valua-

ble, extensive, and well-assorted stock of Dry

Wood in great variety, comprising fine Spanish

ami Honduras Mahogany, mostly cut between

six and seven years
;

particulaly fine Zebra Wood,
English Oak, Pencil Ceder, Birch, Beech, Elm,

Rosewood, &c.

April 3.—At Whitley, near Baythorne End,

Suffolk : a large quantity of Fir Timber.

R. B. W.” (King’s Langley) is thanked for

the offer of his very nice drawing. We regret

that we cannnt avail ourselves of it, having already

provided similar examples. We hope to hearfrom
him again.

“ W. P.” (Woodbridge).

—

We are indebted for

his enclosure, but consider the subject hardly of

sufficient importance to be engraved. It is left as

directed.
*< R. B. R.” (Fleetwood).

—

We thank our cor-

respondent for the sketch, but cannot promise at

this moment to engrave it. The ordinary mode of

obtaining copies of “ brasses ” by means of heel-

ball, is cleaner and more simple than that sug-

gested by “ R. B. R-”
“ G. P.” (Preston) is thanked. The drawing

shall be engraved shortly.

“ R.” (Sudbury).— The fluid to supersede

Indian ink, of which he asks, is sold by Stephens,

54, Slamford-street, Blackfriars-road. We can-

not answer for its goodness, not having tried it.

“ Herne-hill Church Estimate.”

—

The insertion

of “ Mr. Broomfield’s” letter would subject him to

an action at law : we must decline doiny so.

‘ H. W.” (Brompton).— We shall shortly ex-

ine the building in question, and shall probably

be glad to avail ourselves of the offered tracings.

“ One of the Competitors” (Holloway Chapel).

—

We cannot listen to anonymous charges without

proof.
‘•A Plasterer” and “W. G. Lock.”—Next

week.
“ N. B.” wishes to know if Windsor Castle icill

be open to the public on Whit-monday

.

“ H. C.”

—

The question is too general for us

to answer.
“ Clay for Modelling.”

—

Mr. Dalton wishes us

to state, the clay mentioned in our last number

was first usedfor modelling by Mr. Sangiovanni.

“ Scrutator’s ” communication is declined with

many thanksfor kind intentions. It is leftfor him

at the office.

Received.— “ C. E. G.” “ E. G. B.’ (Oxford)

;

“ P. T.”
;
“A Fair Tradesman,” and “ The Illus-

trated Family Journal, No. 3.” A good two-penny-

worth.

beg t(

E. WOLFF & SON’S
NEWLY-INVENTED

MATHEMATICAL PENCILS,
FOB

METHEMATICIANS, ARCHITECTS, & ENGINEERS,
Warranted to retain a very fine Point.

E. WOLFF AND SON. in introducing their Extra Hard

Lead Pencils for Mathematical and Architectural purposes,

draw attention to the advantages resulting from their

on in preference to the ordinary Pencils. '1 hey are

:o six distinct sizes, by which means they can be fitted

to all instruments, and are so constructed that each Pencil

may be cut in halves without waste ;
thus makinu two Pencils

each of a length, and most convenient for use, and obviating

the difficulties existing with respect to the ordinary Pencils.

E. W. and Son have also half-round Pencils, suitable

for the Spring Bow, thus preventing the necessity of

dividing the Pencil down the centre. They are made of

extremely Hard Lead, of the finest quality, which will retain

a very fine point and give a clear, even, and distinct line.

Price 4s. per dozen.

PATTERN OF SIZES.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Embarrassed circumstances.
—PERSONS IN DIFFICULTIES being desirous ol

availing themselves of the Benefit ofLORD BROUGHAM’S
HUMANE ACT. are requested to apply to MESSRS.
GRAND AND CO., of 54, Coleman-street. City, where

every information may be obtained, FREE OF EX-
PENSE, or arrangements can be made with Creditors,

by which means the painful necessity of resorting to

BANKRUPTCY or INSOLVENCY may in many cases

be avoided.—N.B. Partnership accounts adjusted.

pO BUILDERS and Others.—A cheapnr .

! substitute for high priced bricks, well worthy the

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, March 24. — Medical, Bolt-court

Fleet-street, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, 25.

—

Medical and Chirurgical, 53,

Berners-street, 8J- p.m.; Zoological, Hanover-

square, 8£ p.m,

Wednesday, 26.

—

Pharmaceutical, 17, Blooms-

bury-square, 9 p.m. ;
Ethnological, 27 A, Sack-

ville-street, 8 p.m.

Thursday 27.

—

Numismatic, Somerset-house,

7 p.m.
Saturday, 27.

—

Westminster Medical, 32,

Sackville-street, 8 p.m. ;
Institute of the Fine Arts

(Society of Arts), Adelphi, 8 p.m.

attention of speculative gentlemen, and other capitalists who
intend building this season. This article is stone, which may

be worked with great advantage. It is in pieces from 3 to 5

inches in thickness, and averaging from J4 to 20 pounds

weight; it is about the same weight as bricks, — —
sold in London at 12s. fid. per ton. Any quantity

id will be

,
„ay be had

u* -- - .
not more would be

guaranteed 'per week, as ‘it will come by railway. A fair

sample of 10 or 12 tons may be seen at the proprietor

any time.—Address, JAMES PERllEN, 1, Victona-place,

Surrey-square, Walworth.

10 UPHOLSTERERS, CARPENTERS.
BUILDERS, and CONTRACTORS.

2J

A Sample of each size will be sent by Post to any part of

the Kingdom, on the receipt of Postage Stamps equal to

the amount. , ,

Drawing Pencils of the best quality, for Architects ana

Engineers, warranted free from grit: the uun and hhhu are

particularly recommended.— Price 5s. per dozen.

May be had of all Instrument Makers and Stationers,

and at the Manufacturers’, 23, Church-street, Spitalfields,

London.

WALLIS’S PATENT LIQUID WOOD
KNOTTING. — This newly-discovered^ Liquid

Composition which Messrs. Geo. and Thos. Wallis have the

satisfaction of introducing to the trade, possesses the im-

portant qualification of effectually stopping Knots in Wood,

however bad, and preventing them eating through and dis-

figuring the paint above.

Many substances have been used and much time spent in

endeavouring to find a cure for a bad Knot, but hitherto

ithout success. Messrs. Wallis therefore teel much plea-

ire in offering to the public an article so long and anxiously

called for.
. ,

..

In the application, skill is not required ;
a boy can use it

_ well and effectually as the best workmen : it is put on to

the work with a brush like common paint, can be used in all

climates and situations, and does not require heat.

Sold wholesale and retail, by Messrs. G. and T. Wallis,

Varnish, Japan, and Colour Manufacturers, No. 64, Long

Acre. Price 20s. per gallon,

VARNISH.—It has long been adesideratum

amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

and genuine article ;
brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,

and durability are the qualifications necessary, but these are

seldom if ever found united. The experience of a We- tune

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, tne

great and important discoveries of modern chemistry, aua

the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.

George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil

and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently

recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both in

price and quality. .

Builders, Coachmakcrs, Painters, and others may depend

on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article.

Fine Oil Varnish, from 10s. per gallon
;
best White Spirit

Varnish, 21s. ditto; Best Spirit French Polish, 20s. ditto;

White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of every description at

the very lowest pnces.-WALLIS’S Varnish, Japan, and

Colour Manufactory, 64, Long-acre, one door from liow-

street. Established 1750.

rip TILES to suit slate roofs in colour;

n
. ,vertical ornaments

;
drains, many sizes, i ith plain or socket

joints; paving in squares, hexagons, octagons, &c., dff-

i . .}, — Grecian or Italian styles, other
ferent colours ;

roofing, ...
devices also, or plain ;

conduits, which do not injure pure

water
;
fire-bricks and tiles ;

clinkers, and out-door paving ;

sundry wall-coping, gnrden-borders, chimney-tops ; also

tubular and other flues of peculiar material. No ^ent,but

a depfit at WHITE FltlARS, and 22, WATER-LAWS*
FLEET-STREET, LONDON, under Mr. PEAKE S per-

m re in sunnlv eenuine TERRO-METALLIC goods at

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Furniture cleaned and glazed per yard

Lined ditto ditto .....................

Sofa and Chair Covers at equally reduced prices.

Linings cleaned and dyed all colours (Pink excepted)

Pink and Rose colour •
Moreen cleaned, and watered or embossed to

elegant patterns

Ditto re-dyed .

Silk Damask cleaned and finished " °

Ditto ditto dyed all plain colours 0 »

Ditto ditto scarlet and crimson in grain 1 0

Window Blinds cleaned and calendered • ° 3

Blankets cleaned from 4d. to 1 0

Counterpanes from ” V
Carpets cleaned and hotpressed Per yard 0 4

Mattress Cases cleaned. &c., •;••••••• 3

AT CALDWELL, AND CO.,

SILK DYERS, SHAWL AND FURNITURE CLEANERS,

EMBOSSERS, &C.,

54, Mortimer-street, Cavendish-square.

Furniture taken down and re-made. Letters punctually

attended to, and all goods delivered within the week. Please

to copy the Address.

sonal care, to supply genuine TERRO-METALL
fair prices as per quality.

The TILERIES, TUNSTALL, STAFFORDSHIRE, are

near the centre of England, whence boats are sent direct to

any inland place ;
or to the Mersey for the coasts, the colo-

nies and elsewhere.

“ An Old Surveyor,” “Vigil,” and “YV. H.

willfind an answer in our leading article.

“ Architectural Drawing Schools.”

—

We often

receive inquiries as to the best school, and are

unable to afford satisfactory information. IT e

should be glad to learn what establishments of this

kind there are in the metropolis.

“ B. F.” (Minories).

—

There is no such class at

present.
“ H. N.”

—

We shall be happy to receive his

communication on the subject of Limes.
“ A Constant Subscriber ” must give notice to

the district surveyor before any chimney-slack or

flues be pulled down, cut into, or altered.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
TO PAINTERS. BUILDERS, &c.^

J. J. KENT and
MANUFACTURERS,

11, GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON,
Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of a

quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, to

which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer quality

and durability to apparent cheapness,

oooooo.—7 in. Dusters,

oooooo.—7 in. ditto, extra.

oooo.—Ground Brushes.

Plasterers’ Brushes.

Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.

Sash Tools, and Common Tools.

Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other

Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kinds

of Brushes, forwardedon application. Established 1777-

HATCHER’S BENNENDEN TILE-
MACHINE, Manufactured and Sold only by COT-

TAM and HALLEN, Engineers, Agricultural Imple—"*

Makers, &c., 2, Winslcy-strcet, Oxford-street, London

This is the most efficient Machine that has been inventei

for the purpose of making Drain Tiles. Any shaped Tib

can be made by merely changing the die, which can be dow

in a few minutes. It requires but few hands, viz., on

man and three boys. With this amount of labour, the pro

duct of a day of 10 hours is as follows, viz :

—

1 inch diameter of I 13 inches diameter of

Tile, 11,000 Tile, 5,80

U „ „ „ „ 8,000
|
24 „ „ „

The Machine is moveable down the drying-sheds, so tha

it requires no extra boys to carry the Tiles, nor are shelve

required in drying. It has been in full operation fo

upwards of four months at Hempstead Park, near Cran

brook, Kent. No charge made for Patent dues or licence

The purchase of the machine includes free use of it.
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SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 1845.

HE Commissioners for pro-

moting; the Fine Arts

connection with the new
Palace of Westminster,

passed a resolution previous

to the late exhibition of

>rks of decorative art in King-street, St.

imes’s, to the effect, that those persons who
ightbe selected for employment on matters of

it description, should, if the commissioners
pught fit, be required to produce a specimen
their art, to be completed under such con-
ions as the commissioners might stipulate.

They afterwards selected certain artists who
d submitted carvings, and singled out one
ry justly, so far as the works in his name
re considered) as pre-eminently deserving
be employed in the new Houses.

Dn this the wood-carvers in London held a
eting, eighty were present, and, first ap-
iving the principle laid down in the resolu-

l of the committee referred to, expressed
ir conviction that the artist thus distin-

shed was not competent to produce works
lal in delicacy of execution to those exhi-
:d in his name, and called on the commis-
lers to require him to execute a specimen
ler such regulations as might remove all

ibts of his right to the position in which he
been placed. Further, they pointed out

t a second artist selected by the commis-
lers was not a carver, and was incapable of
iucing work equal to that exhibited as

and suggested that the practical ability

‘11 the gentlemen selected for employment
mod-carvers at the new Houses of Parlia-
t should be tested.

i memorial, founded on resolutions passed
he meeting, was signed by ninety-three
d-carvers in London, five in Bristol, five

Warwick, three in Leamington, and three
Peterborough, and was presented at the
e of last year. To this they have recently
ived the following reply;

—

Whitehall, 1st March, 1845.
,R,—I have to acquaint you that a petition,

d by various wood-carvers, and forwarded by
•o Benjamin Hawes, Esq., M.P., to be pre-
d to her Majesty’s Commissioners on the
Arts, has been submitted to them accordingly,
hat I have received their commands to notify
>u in reply, that they are resolved in every
'to satisfy themselves that artists are fully

etent to execute with their own hands the
ti that may be allotted to them.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

C. L. Eastlake, Sec.
• W. G. Lock, Hon. Sec.

e have purposely avoided naming the
s alluded to, as it is to be hoped they will
Ible to satisfy their brother carvers of
: right to the position given them : we deal

y with the principle involved,

eie resolution arrived at by the corn-
oners is a good one. Tt is of the utmost
rtance to get rid of the third person
'ing between the public and the artist

:

i this be done, he remains simply a
ianic, and cannot hope to raise himself,
imore than we can hope he will aid
ising his profession. Wood-carvers in

itnd have been long kept down, and we

are most anxious to see the opportunity of
encouraging carving, ofFered in the re-build-

ing of the new Houses of Parliament, made
available to the utmost extent.

“ We have very little opportunity of design-
ing,” said Mr. Mitchell, a wood-carver, to the
Committee on the fine arts in 1841. “We
are generally, which I consider the principal
evil of the business, under the dominion of up-
holsterers; so that we very seldom design any
work, or have any opportunity of doing so.

I he higher part of our profession is not en-
couraged. So far as regards the encourage-
ment we receive at present, it is very little, or
rather it tends to depress us from proceeding
in any way as respects improving ourselves;
for the generality of our work we receive from
upholsterers, whose business it is to curtail the
price as much as possible. And further, an
intermediate person being employed is in-
jurious, not so much that it affects the remu-
neration for our labour, as that it destroys
every opportunity of rising in our profession
And this, all who have watched the effect of
the system both on carving and glass-painting

,

and other decorative arts, must at once admit
to be true, and be desirous to remedj\
We are glad to find the carvers bestirring

themselves to obtain a proper place in society
;

still more so that they are anxious as a body
to fit themselves to maintain it. In the associa-
tion which they have formed, books on their
art, specimens, and prints, are eagerly studied,
and we fully believe that nothing but oppor-
tunity is wanting to develope some first-rate
artists.

Being much interested in the subject, we
have taken pains to learn the condition of this
society, and find that there are now 108 mem-
bers, fourteen of whom are employed in the
country, and exempt from subscription, and
that the number is steadily increasing. During
the last three months several works have been
purchased by the society for the use of its

members, and a fine cast’of a Saviour, from a
crucifix executed in box, at Rome, for Napo-
leon. The last quarterly return shewed that
there had been, in the preceding three months,
131 loans of books or prints from the collec-
tion, including forty-three works on Gothic de-
signs, eighteen Elizabethan, seventeen French,
six heraldic, five Greek and Roman, &e. &c . ;

shewing a great demand for Gothic in propor-
tion to other styles. Halfpenny’s York Min-
ster has the largest circulation of this class,
next follows the Glossary of Architecture,
and then Pugin : in the same three mouths there
were sixteen loans of casts. They subscribe
regularly to the Art-Union of London. About
three years since the Society sustained a severe
loss by one of the trustees absconding with
more than 20/., otherwise it has prospered and
increased from its formation

;
still, the contri-

bution being small, few purchases can be made,
and we venture to suggest to our readers that
donations of prints and books would increase
its usefulness.

Among the most recent carvings executed
in England, the patterns for the gates of the
Fitzwilliam Museum, at Cambridge, designed
by Mr. Basevi, are well spoken of.

GLASS AND GLAZING.

Lighting by Electricity.—Mr. Weekes’s
plan for lighting towns by electricity is about
to be carried into effect in America. The
editor of the Cincinnati Mechanic states that
an experiment he lately witnessed was per-
fectly successful, that the apparatus is by no
means costly, and that for lighting Cincinnati,
two towers, it is considered, will be sufficient
to illuminate the whole city. Mr. Weekes’s
P

,

" a* J£';
st Published in this country as fin-

back as 1831,
J

“By some fortuitous liquefaction,” remarks
Dr. Johnson in the ‘ Rambler,’ “ was mankind
taught to produce a body at once in a high
degree solid and transparent, which might
admit the light of the sun, and exclude the
violence of the wind—which might extend the
sight of the philosopher to new ranges of
existence, and charm him at one time with
the unbounded extent of the material crea-
tion, and at another with the endless subordi-
nation of animal life

;
and what is yet of more

importance, might supply the decays of nature,
and succour old age with a subsidiary sight.
1 bus was the first artificer in glass employed,
though without his own knowledge or expec-
tation. He was facilitating and prolonging the
enjoyment of light, enlarging the avenues of
science, and conferring the highest and most
lasting pleasures; he was enabling the student
to contemplate nature, and the beauty to behold
herself.”*

The removal of the duties from this very
adaptable and important material has induced
considerable stir in the glass trade, and cannot
tail to lead to many advantageous results. To
the shares of glass companies it has imparted
sudden value. Manufactories long since shut
up have been opened again, and in other places
where they have continued in operation, are
forthwith to be enlarged. The Birmingham
Elate Glass Company, who relinquished
business two years ago, are about to renew
their operations, we are told, which will
have the effect of giving employment to
hundreds of persons. The manufacture is to
be revived in Cork, where it went to decay
after the imposition of the duty. Works for
the production of glass are talked of in Wor-
cester; and in Sunderland Messrs. Hartley and
Co. have commenced building three new glass-
bottle houses, which will give occupation to
nearly a hundred men. Aloreover, per-
sons heretofore in the habit of importing
Bohemian glass in large quantities are about
to discontinue doing SO| and to turn their
attention to the manufacture of the material in
this country.

Sir Robert Peel asserted in his financial
statement, that the square of glass which now
co«ts one shilling would be reduced to four-
pence

;
but, in reality, the reduction will not

be quite so great, and when put into our win-
dows the difference to the consumer will be
even less as the value of the glaziers’ labour
remains the same, and forms an important part
0 the cost of a square of glass. Common
glazing in sashes will be done probably for 7d
per foot.

j • •

rhe immediate reduction in cost, however
although this will be considerable, is not the
ultimate advantage of the alteration. The
working of the present system (next week we
shall be able to say, of the old system), is
troublesome and oppressive, as it entails the
constant presence of an exciseman, even when
glass is produced in very small quantities,
merely for the sake of experiments; and has
had the effect of preventing efforts to improve
its manufacture, and of rendering the applica-
tion of additional skill and ingenuity almost
impossible.

It cannot be doubted that in a very short
time considerable improvements will follow
the removal of restrictions, and that the actual
cost of glass will be lessened very considerably.
1 hat it will be applied in numerous wavs at
present unthought of, seems certain. The
premier spoke of the superiority of a balance-
spring of a chronometer made of glass instead
or steel

;
and alluded to pipes of glass now-

being manufactured in France, for the con-
veyance ot water, which cost 30 per cent, less
than pipes manufactured of iron, and would
bear a greater external pressure than iron.

Since then we have heard of glass bells for
churches, glass mountings for weavers’ looms
glass pavements for streets and halls, glass milk
pans, and various other novel applications of it.A provincial paper speaks of a “ picture-frame
of common wood, the front of which is over-
laid with slips of glass beautifully mottled
so as to produce the effect of veneered wood

Pliny gives the following account of the discovery ofmanufacturing glass » - A merchant vessel, laden with

jear
*
the* river^ Bens h!"*

dnven °.n
,

the coast of Palestine,

“.^•"odfcojgu.r
,i,ri“ "y “” i°"
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of the finest kind. The effect is, in fact, in

*501110 respects, superior to that of the finest

Veneerin'; used in framing prints, for while

every description of wood may be imitated in

this manner, the brilliancy and polish of the

material affords a great advantage both in

beauty and durability. In cheapness also,

a very important point, the superiority of the

new adaptation will, we imagine, be no less

apparent over the working of the more ex-

pensive woods.” Picture-frames too, of all

sorts, will be in greater request, for the cost

of glass being lessened, drawings and prints

will be framed and hung up more universally

than formerly.

To horticulture the alteration will be of the

greatest service; and many persons will now
be able to enjoy the pleasure of a conservatory,

or hot- house, who have been prevented up to

this time by the cost of maintaining such

structures. The duty being levied by weight,

and crown-glass sold by measure, the manu-

facturer has been led to reduce its substance

as far as possible, and the result is that much
glass is used which will hardly bear its own
weight, or keep out the wind; and in green-

houses and such erections the breakage is

a constant and heavy expense.

Glass, besides being cheap, will now be more

durable, for the materials of which it is com-

posed are so inexpensive, that the manufac-

turer will be led, as lessening the risk to him-

self, to make the glass much stouter.

There is yet a more important consideration

in connection with the removal of this impost,

and that is, as it concerns the general health.

A prohibition of light is a direct encourage-

ment of dirty habits, disease, and immorality.

Light is as necessary as air and food, and a

deficiency of it leads to numerous disorders.

So long as the infamous window-tax is

continued, the cheapening of glass will pro-

duce in this respect but little improvement

;

but as that tax must ultimately be removed, or

so altered as no longer to offer a premium for

unhealthy arrangements, we may anticipate at

no distant period most important advantages.

Want of ventilation, deficiency of light, and a

corrupt atmosphere, hurry thousands to a pre-

mature grave, and unfit even a larger number
for the due enjoyment of life.

A writer in the Lancet says :

—

“ The fact of the multiplicity of windows

being an immense advantage for health, is

most important, and should be strongly im-

pressed on the public mind whenever the

opportunity offers. It must not, either, be for-

gotten, that in this respect we have not only

the window-tax to contend with, but architec-

tural prejudices.

“ Our ideas of architectural beauty are prin-

cipally derived from the buildings of southern

Europe, where the intensity of light is so great,

that it has rather to be avoided than courted,

and where it is less necessary to favour its ad-

mission into dwellings, from the inhabitants

spending so much of their time in the open

air. The result is, that among architects a

multiplicity of windows is considered a defect

instead of a beauty, and studiously avoided.

We trust, however, that no such doctrine will

be allowed to exercise a permanent sway in a

climate to which it so little applies, and that,

however detrimental to architectural beauty

windows may be considered to be, their im-

portance in a hygienic point of view, will be

the paramount consideration.”

We will conclude our present notice with a

brief reference to the history of glazing

windows, comparatively a modern application

of the material. Artisans were brought from
abroad in the 8th century, to glaze the church

windows at NVeremouth, in Durham, and glass

continued to be used partially from that time.

For some centuries, however, it was considered

a moveable luxury, not necessarily part of the

house. In 1505 it was held in law that though

the windows belonged to the heir, the glass

was the property of the executors, and might
therefore of course be removed by them, be-

cause the house ions perfect without the glass.

So late as 1567, an entry then made in the

minutes of a survey at Alnwick Castle, the

seat of the Duke of Northumberland, shews

that the glass casements were taken down
during the absence of the family to preserve

them from accidents: and even at the end of

the ljth century, that the lower rooms in the

royal palaces iu Scotland were without them,

and bad simply wooden shutters to exclude the

air, and, at the same time, the light.

The first regular window-glass manufactory

of which we have any account, appears to have

been commenced in Crulched Friars, London,

in the year 1557. The first sheets of blown

glass were made at Lambeth in 1663. In

1691, the glass made at the Bear-garden on

the Bankside was called “ Crown window

glass, exceeding French glass in all its quali-

fications.” The same manufactory was after-

wards removed to Ratclifle, and the glass be-

came celebrated as “ Ratclifte crown glass.”

This and the other glass-houses in London

were ultimately abandoned, on account of the

expense of fuel, and at this time we believe

there is not one left. Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

Stourbridge, Bristol, Liverpool, Warrington,

Birmingham, and Leeds, are the chief seats

of the manufacture in England.

The duty on flint-glass is very inconsiderable,

7s. per cwt., as compared with that on crown-

glass, and for some time little difference will be

found in the price of cut-glass articles
;
here-

after, however, for reasons before stated, its cost

will, without doubt, be considerably lessened.

Crown-glass differs from flint-glass simply in

this respect, that it does not contain lead nor

any metallic oxide except manganese, and oc-

casionally a minute portion of oxide of cobalt,

to destroy colour. This they do by what at

first sight seems paradoxical, namely by each

imparting colour. The manganese gives a

slight tinge of red, the cobalt of blue, while the

sand and alkali produce a yellow tinge; but

the colours neutralize each other, and the re-

sult is an almost perfectly transparent material.

The glass manufacturers, when the alteration

was first announced, were alarmed by a state-

ment, that no drawback would be allowed on

the stock in hand. Several deputations at-

tended the minister, to shew the injuries they

would sustain by the removal of the duties, and

in consequence, arrangements have been made
to meet their views. The following is a copy

of the order issued by the excise :

—

“ The board have received instructions from

the Lords Commissioners of her Majesty's

Treasury to allow drawbacks on glass on the

following conditions :

—

1. Warehouses at the cost of the manufac-

turers or dealers must be provided, and being

approved by the excise, put under our lock.

These warehouses to be at the different manu-
factories, and in each town where we have a

supervisor.

2. That no glass be warehoused excepting

under the same regulations as if for export.

3. That no quantity of crown or German
sheet glass less than 10 cwt. be received at

the same time from any individual.

4. That each package be marked with the

net and gross weight, and with the name and

abode of the depositor.

5. That the bottle on the manufacturing

premises of such of the bottle makers as re-

quire it shall be taken account of and ware-

housed, or secured by the excise.

6. That on the repeal of the duty on crown,

German sheet, and bottle glass, the quantities

so under the excise locks shall be delivered to

the respective owners, precautions being taken

to ascertain that such quantities correspond

with those deposited.

7. That so soon as the re-deliveries shall be

completed, and the accounts have been ex-

amined and certified at the head office, the

owner's shall receive documents authorizing

them to claim the sums to which they would

have been respectively entitled by way of draw-

back on exportation, deducting 25/. per cent.

8. That on the 5th day of April, the stocks

of plate-glass, whether in the rough, smoothed,

or polished state, betaken; and on all rect-

angular pieces of 6 inches by 4 at the least, and

not less than l-8th of an inch in thickness,

the sum of Is. 10^d. per square foot be al-

lowed, and on such as is polished and not

l-8th of an inch in thickness, the sum of 4/. 4s.

per cwt.; if unpolished and under 1 -8th in

thickness, no allowance.”

Health of Towns.— Mr. Mackinnon has

postponed his motion relative to the Health of

Towns until the first Monday after Easter.

Baths and Wash-houses.—An exhibition

of the competition designs for the first model
establishment will take place at Mr. Rainy's

gallery, 14, Regent-street, on Monday next,

and the three following days.

CONSTANTINE’S BRIDGE OVER THE
RHINE AT COLOGNE.

Many of our readers have, no doub

visited the bridge of boats thrown across tb

Rhine from Cologne to Deutz
;
and many <

them have most probably been informed by th

“ cicerone ” that a stone bridge once unite

the two towns, the remains of which (as 1

asserts) are still to be seen at the Beye

Thurm, at the southern end of the town, ar

to which, as an object of interest, the travel!

is generally conducted.

That a stone bridge across the Rhine, or,

least, the foundation of one, did once exi

we have every reason to believe
;
but that tl

projection at the Beyen Thurm formed a pa

of it (and which a casual observer wou

readily suppose) is a decided fallacy. Tl

projection, which juts at that point into t

Rhine, formed the foundation of a scree

entitled “ die Arete,” on which two guar

houses were built, and under which was

arch for the passage of small vessels at su

times as the Rhine was barred, as was theca

in the years 1414 up to 1463, when Colog

was in league with the Duke of Berg agaii

its Archbishop Dietrich von Moers. Tl

projection was connected by a wall with t

Thurm or tower. In October, 1556, the to<

council decided that this projection should

demolished, being of opinion that the stre:

was thereby forced towards Deutz. Tl

order was, however, not carried into executi

(although repeated in 1583) until the sevi

teenth century. At the northern end of 1

town a similar projection with tower exist

and was, in like manner, connected by a w

with the Cunibert’s Thurm, the lower part

which is still standing; so that here, as at

Beyen, ingress and egress to the town coi

when required, be prevented. The above 1

been clearly proved by historians
;

and

visiting St. Gereon’s Church, a picture n

still be seen under the altar-piece, rep

senting the projections, and shewing elec

the use for which they were designed.

We have said that we have every reai

to believe that a stone bridge, or at least

foundation of one, did exist. That the Ron
emperor Constantine caused it to be built

been doubted by many. In 1766, the ws

being very low,’ the engineer Rhein hart

deavoured to discover its remains, and afte

lengthened search found, in the bed of

Rhine near the Salzgassen Gate, mass

stone columns, as of arches, still standi

He states the distance of these columns fj

each other to have been 7 Ruthen, 4 inc

Rheinland (86 feet 9 inches English), and

breadth of the bridge 36 feet 8 inches Rhi

land (37 feet 9 inches English). Many ol

historical grounds may be given in fav

of our opinion, and it may be safely said

Constantine commenced this bridge, but 11

probably did not succeed in finishing it.

read, however, that the Emperor Otto

quarrelled with hb brother Bruno I., Ai

bishop of Cologne, owing to the latter hat

caused the old Roman bridge to be demolis

in the year 950, in order to make use of

materials for building the church and clois

of St. Pantaleon. This would lead us

believe that the bridge was really finis

or why this quarrel ?

According to Wallraf,* the Roman bri

commenced at the Old Mars Gate, pa

over the left or smaller arm of the Rhine,

was guarded by two towers at its connec

with the Rheininsel. This assertion is

only in direct opposition to the discovi

of Rheinhart, but is also entirely ungroun

and cannot be proved either historical!

otherwise, no writers having spoken o,

and no remains having been ever found 0

near the spot.

From an inscription found in St. Ilerib

Abbey, in Deutz, we are led to believe

Constantine caused a tower to be built 01

eastern bank of the Rhine to guard the br

and from which Deutz took its origin.
J

authenticity of this inscription is, how
greatly to be doubted. It is possible,

more than likely, that Constantine cuus

castle or tower to be built on that but;

guard the passage across the Rhine froir

attack of neighbouring enemies, but that

tower was a part of the bridge still ren

to be proved.

• See Wallraf’s “ Beitr&ge zur Gcschichte tier

KOln.”
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}Ve have written the above to guard the
mtinental tourist in his researches, from
'acing too much faith in the assertions of
s accompanying “ cicerone.”

' Cologne. W. H. Pepys, Jan.

CHURCH OF ST. PETER’S, HOWDEN.

iA strong appeal for funds to restore this
ifice has been issued; we sincerely hope
'may be responded to satisfactorily, notwith-
ioding that it is dated “Feast of all Saints,”
d bears, unfortunately, other party badges,
rom the document in question we learn the
llowing particulars of the early history of the
ilding and its present state :

—

“ Before making an appeal on behalf of the
urch of St. Peter’s, Howden, perhaps it will

4 be uninteresting to give a rapid sketch of
early history.

There was a church and priest at Howden
the time of the Domesday survey. In the
ys of Ring Edward the Confessor, the
;nor, church, and lands were wrested from
; monastery of Peterborough, and being
the kings hands, W illiam the Conqueror

re them to the Bishop of Durham, who
j’
e them to the monks of Durham. The
irch was first a parochial chapel, in the
jronage of the priory of Durham, and

1267, Archbishop Walter Grey ordained
prebendaries, one of whom as an heb-

nary to orderly keep his turn, and serve the
e of the parish by his respective priest, and
ther ordained that the prebendary of Howden
uld be the first prebendary, and free from
cure of souls.

'he great patron and architect of this church
Walter Skirlaw, Bishop of Durham,

vhose taste and spirit we are indebted for
of the most glorious ecclesiastical edifices

lie kingdom. It. is true, in extent and pro-
tion it may find many not only to compete
i, but also to surpass it; but it will bear
severest comparison with the most en-
ed, in elaborateness of detail and finish,
e many similar structures, it has been the
k of successive periods, though probably
ts general construction the completion of
original design.

y reference to Hutchinson's ‘History of
ham, vol. iii., we find copies of the
'tors, &c., of Howden, from which it
.'ars that a.d. 1268, the church was made
:?giate. It is, therefore, more than pro-
e that the re-building is posterior to that
. Indeed, we may conjecture it to have
i in the following order, and the architec-
1 evidences of the building confirm the
•osition :

—

I. The nave, transepts, and tower, up to the
leads

;

II. The choir and chapter-house
; and

III. The lantern -tower and school.

whole may be included in the period from
1280 to a.d. 1400. (Bishop Skirlaw died
.) The particular dates it would be
.rdous to fix, nor is it necessary,

p present the choir is in perfect ruin, as
in great part, the chapter-house. The

ions of the building now in sufficient
r for the purposes of Divine worship are
ave and transepts. And here it is not too

i to say, that it would not be possible to
rate the zeal and honourable pride of the
ihioners, which have led them to no or-

y sacrifices in order that their house of
r should not lie waste. And first and
nost have stood forth the respected vicar
sis excellent churchwardens, who, mindful
e high responsibilities of their office, and

I the true spirit of worthy sons of the
,h, have counted no sacrifices too great,

I

I 0 exertions too severe, which could prove
jeans of putting this sacred fabric into a
(tion so as securely to stand the admira-
rand delight of four centuries to come,
idias been of the four which have passed

,o appeal on behalf of this church is
n as for a great national undertaking, to
i-ve and restore an edifice which may
3 as a school and model for present and
i* instruction to the admirers of ecclesias-
iiarchitecture, which might well excite
iiin our forefathers, but we fear, in these
if coldness, will be the object of our envy
I than our imitation.”

SUPPLY OF WATER TO THE METROPOLIS.

147

At a recent meeting of the Statistical So-
ciety, Mr. J. Fletcher, the honorary secretary,
gave an outline of the present system of
supplying the metropolis with water. 'London,
in the first instance, derived its supply of
water from shallow wells, from the Walbrook
and other streams descending from the north
and from the Thames itself, by direct carriage!
In the reign of Henry III., the corporation
obtained liberty to bring water from Tyburn,
which they did by means of a six-inch leaden
pipe carried to C haring-cross, and thence
to several conduits in the city. In 1438 the
corporation brought water from Highbury
to a conduit opposite Cripplegate Church.
In the following year the supply to the cisterns
at Tyburn was augmented by the waters of
some springs at Paddington, obtained from
the Abbot of Westminster. This continued
to be the only great source of supply until the
middle of the sixteenth century, although the
water of various springs in the neighbouring
fields were brought to supply particular build-
mgs or localities in the city; the conduits at
Holborn-cross and on Snow-hill deriving their
water from the springs collected into Lamb’s-
conduit, near the present Red Lion-street;
that at Aldgate from springs at Hackney;
one in Lothbury from springs between Hoxton
and Islington

;
the Charterhouse from White

Conduit-fields, and Christ’s Hospital from the
Devil’s-conduit, north-east of the present
Brunswick-square. In 1543 an Act was
passed to enable the corporation to bring
water from Hampstead Heath, St. Marylebone
and Hackney. Nor was it until 1568 that
l hames water was raised by machinery for
the supply of London.
The New River Company supplies all the

metropolis north of the Thames from Charing-
cross, Tottenham-court-road and the Hamp-
stead-road, on the west, to the Tower, Shore-
ditch, and the Kingsland-road, with Dalston,
on the east; the East London Waterworks
Company, all those portions which lie to the
east of the City, Shoreditch, the Kingsland-
load and Dalston, extending their mains even
across the river Lea into Essex, as far as WestHam

;
the Chelsea Waterworks, the whole of

v\ estminster and the suburban parishes, south
and west of Charing-cross, Pall Mall, St.
James’s-street, Park-lane, and the Uxbridge-’
road, as far as Kensington -palace

;
the Grand

Junction Waterworks Company, the great
square of town included by Oxford -street,
Princes-street, St. James’s-park, the Green-
park, and Hyde-park, the Park-square dis-
trict, between the Edgeware-road, the Ux-
bridge-road and the Regent’s Canal, and a
considerable district in the angle formed bv
the western end of Oxford-street and the
southern end of the Edgeware-road

;
the West

Middlesex Waterworks Company, all that
portion of the town lying west of Tottenham-
c
?

l,
Ej'

roafl an^ l *ie Hampstead-road, and north
of Oxford-street, the Edgeware-road and the
Regent s Canal, with the exception of the
part near the junction of Oxford-street and
Edgeware-road, which is supplied by the
Grand Junction Waterworks—the West Mid-
dlesex Waterworks also supply Bayswater and
the suburban parishes of Kensington, Fulham
Hammersmith and Chiswick; the Southwaik
Waterworks, nearly the whole of the parishes
ot St. George and St. Saviour, Southwark •

the Lambeth Waterworks Company, the whole
of the parish of Lambeth and parts adjacent-
the South London Waterworks Company
which is also called the Vauxhall Waterworks
Company, it was calculated in 1830, supplied
above 300,000,000 of gallons. In addition to
the works mentioned, there are the Kent
vV aterworks, which supply Deptford, Green-
wich, Woolwich, and Rotherhithe. The
quantity of water raised by the eight great
metropolitan companies in' 1833 appears to
have been equal to 357,288,807 imperial
barrels; the number of houses and buildings
supplied 191,066; and the average daily supply
above 35,000,000 of gallons, or, 183 gallons to
each person served, on the average.

THE SMOKE NUISANCE.

Westminster Improvements. The
committee have plans now before them from
Messrs. Tarring, Donthom, Lapidge, Lewer,
Alders, S. Smirke, Bardwell, II. H. Russell,
and Abraham. The plan of the latter gentle-
man is that known as “ Mr. Wason’s.”

The preamble and chief enactment of the
“ Bill to prohibit the nuisance of smoke from
furnaces or manufactories,” introduced in the
House of Commons by Mr. Maekinnon are as
follow :

—

“ Whereas great loss of fuel arises from the
mismanagement of the fires of manufactories,
and much injury to the health and comfort of
the people is occasioned by the smoke issuing
from the furnaces and chimneys thereof, and
ot the furnaces and chimneys of plying steam-
boats on rivers within the jurisdiction of towns
or populous places, and the same can be re-
medied by proper care and attention; be it
enacted by the Queen’s most excellent Ma-
jesty, by and with the advice and consent of
the Lords spiritual and temporal, and commons,
in this present Parliament assembled, and by
the authority of the same, that from and im-
mediately after the passing of this Act it shall
be lawful for the justices of the peace for any
county, riding or division, usually actino- j„
any special sessions division, and for the
justices of the peace for any city, borough or
place at any special sessions respectively, from
time to time to appoint any police- officer or
other proper person, and they are thereby re-
quired so to do, to be inspector of smoke nui-
sances within the limits of such special sessions
division, citv, borough, or place, or any part
thereof respectively

; and such appointment
fioin time to time to alter or cancel, as such
justices in special sessions shall from time to
time think fit, and to allow to such inspectors,
or any one or more of them, such salary as the
said justices in special sessions shall from time
to time think fit; or in the case of anv such
inspector being a paid policeman, to require
him to perform theduties of inspector ofsmoke
nuisances, without any additional salary

;
every

such salary to be charged upon and payable
out of the county rate, or such fund as is
charged with the salaries of policemen for the
district for which any such inspector is ap-
pointed

;
and if there be more than one such

|und, then in such proportions as the said
justices in special sessions shall from time to
time think fit.

And be it enacted, that from and after the
frst day of January

, one thousand eight
hundred andforty-sir, it shall not be lawful for
the occupier of any furnace or chimney toper-,
nut opaque smoke to issue from such chimney
for any longer period of time than is necessary
for the kindling of the fire of such furnace in
connection with such chimney, and previous to
the running of any engine connected therewith,
^which time allowed for kindling such fire shall
not exceed fifteen minutes during one day.
And be it enacted, that from and after the

said first day of January, one thousand eight
hundred and forty-six, if opaque smoke shall
be suffered to issue from any such chimney
tor any greater number of minutes than is
hereinbefore limited in that behalf, the
occupier, or any one of the occupiers of such
chimney, shall for every first offence forfeit
and pay any sum not exceeding/or/y shillings

,nor less than twenty shillings; and for every
second offence, any sum not exceeding
pounds, nor less than forty shillings ; and for
every additional offence, any sum not exceed-
ln£ pounds, nor less than
poitnds

;

to be recovered in a summary way
before any two or more justices of the peace, in
and for the county, riding, division, city,
borough or place, wherein the offence shall
be committed: provided always, that if such
defendant shall charge that the offence men-
tioned in such summons was committed, if at
all, through the negligence or wilful mis-
conduct of any other person, it shall be lawful
for any justice of the peace of the county,
riding, division, city or place, on the applica-
tion of such defendant, to summon such other
person to attend at the hearing, before two
or more such justices to answer the charge of
such defendant in that behalf

;
and such charge

shall be heard and determined as the justice
of the case may require

;
and if the defendant

shall satisfactorily prove that the offence men-
tioned in the original summons was wholly or
in part caused by the negligence or wilful
misconduct of such other person, the justices
by and before whom the charge so brought by
the original defendant is heard and deter-
mined, shall order the whole, or such part as
they shall think fit, of the penalty and costs,
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if any, which are adjudged against the ori-

ginal defendant, to be reimbursed to him by

such other person, to be levied in like

manner as penalties under this Act may be

levied upon any original defendant: provided

also, that if at the time of any such order being

made as is last mentioned, such other person

be in the receipt of or entitled to receive any

wages from such original defendant, or any co-

partnership of which such original defendant

is a member, it shall be lawful for the said

last-mentioned justices to authorize such ori-

ginal defendant to deduct the sum, if any, so

awarded to be reimbursed to him as aforesaid,

out of the wages then or thereafter to become

due from him or his co-partnership, to such

other person as aforesaid, either in one sum,

or by such instalments as the said justices

shall, in anv such case, think fit to award.

When Mr. Maekinnon moved the second

reading of the Bill a few evenings ago, the

Earl of Lincoln said he thought it would

be the better course to pursue, and would tend

very much to more satisfactory legislation on

this matter, if Mr. Maekinnon would consent

to postpone the second reading of his Bill

until after Easter. He had promised that he

would look into this subject. He had done so,

and was still continuing his inquiries amongst

scientific gentlemen as to the best mode of

curing this evil of smoke in towns. It was

only within the last two days that he had

received additional information on the matter,

but which he was not then prepared to com-

municate to the House. The House was al-

ready aware that a measure of a nature some-

what similar to that contained in the present

Bill, but on a much larger scale, and of much

greater importance to the country, was under

the consideration of the Government, and he

could not help thinking that it might be more

advisable to consider this question in con-

nection with the other. He would, therefore,

ask his hon. friend to postpone the second

reading of his Bill until after Easter, when

both measures could be considered with greater

propriety.

Several honourable members expressed opi-

nions upon the Bill, and it was ultimately

deferred until Wednesday, the 2nd of April.

We understand that in Birmingham from

eighty-five to one hundred owners of steam-

engines have adopted sufficient remedies to

ensure the consumption of their smoke.

WORKS IN T1IE PROVINCES.

At Lyme Regis, very extensive improve-

ments are in contemplation. 1 he inhabitants

have lately petitioned Parliament on the sub-

ject. The petition sets forth that the custom-

house and other places in the town having

been destroyed by fire, it would be advan-

tageous to the inhabitants if a new street were

formed from the east end of Broad-street to

Charmouth-road ;
a bridge oyer the river

Lyme
;
a new street from the middle of Broad-

street to the sea shore
;
and a reservoir for

supplying water to houses not at present pro-

perly supplied.

A few weeks since a public company was

formed at Chippenham for the purpose of sup-

plying the respectable householders, and the

poor gratuitously, with water, of which they

are at present greatly in want. It was also in-

tended to erect a fountain in the centre of the

town, and to provide, in different parts, thirty

plugs, for a supply of water in case of fire.

This excellent determination has, for the pre-

sent, been frustrated by Joseph Neeld, Esq.,

who represents the borough in Pailiam'nt.

He intimated his determination to oppose

the bill unless provisions were made in it for

the drainage and sewerage of the town by a

tax on the tenants of houses, of which Mr.

Neeld possesses about sixty.

In Manchester, a proposal is made to roof

with glass two neighbouring streets to the

Exchange, for the convenience of the congre-

gated merchants. It is to be called the Feel

Arcade. .

A new Independent Chapel has lately been

erected at Shrewsburv, the cost of which was

2,300/.
‘

At Liverpool, the wealthy admirers of the

Rev. H. M‘Neile, are abo’ut to build and

endow for him a spacious and handsome church

in the park. It is stated to he the intention of

the promoters of this undertaking to vest the

presentation in the same reverend gentleman.

The new town of Crewe is well lighted with

gas, not only in the streets, but in its cottages

also. The directors of the Grand Junction

Railway a short time ago gave instruction to

carry gas into all the cottages, somewhere

about four hundred, at Crewe, allowing one

burner for 7s. 6d. per annum.
The amount subscribed for the restoration of

Chester Cathedral is nearly 3,000/., including

a second donation during the last week of

100/. from the Marquis of Westminster. The
cost of the works already contracted for and

in progress is 2,504/., and the complete resto-

ration of the choir, it is expected, cannot be

effected for less than 5,000/.

We stated a short time since that a bridge

was about to be erected over the Tay, at Mug-
drum. An Edinburgh paper states, that at a

meeting of the town-council of Perth, on

Monday, an official announcement was read

from the Admiralty, intimating that the Lords

Commissioners had resolved on not giving

their consent to the plan of a bridge over the

Tay, at Mugdrum, for the Edinburgh and

Northern Railway.

The old Market-house of Killarney is to be

razed to the ground, and a Temperance Hall

built in its stead. The Earl of Kenmare has

given 50/. towards this project.

The restoration of the chancel of St. Mary’s

Church, Nottingham, has been entrusted by

Earl Manvers to Mr. H. M. Wood. Mr. Cot-

tingham superintends the restoration of the

other parts of the edifice.

On Monday last, the foundation-stone of a

Roman Catholic Chapel was laid at Pontypool,

by the Rev. W. Woollett. Mr. Scoles, of

London, is the architect, and Mr. Hunt, of

Newport, the builder.

The Duke of Cleveland, who expended

about 2,000/. last year on the improvements at

Baby Castle, is about to make further large

additions and alterations. The baron’s hall

is to be enlarged, and the circular room newly-

j

faced, and the Chinese dining room is to be

I
remodelled.

i
A new dock, with an area of nearly four

|
acres, was opened at Adrossan, last week. It

j

has been formed at the expense of the Earl of

Eglintoun. Fifty ships can be accommodated

I
it*

A new fort is to be erected in Liverpool, at

a cost, inclusive of the site, of 27,000/.

Thefeofees of Barnstaple-bridge are about

to make a great improvement at the lower end

of High-street, by pulling down the Boot-inn,

and the unsightly buildings adjoining, and

erecting two handsome houses with shops,

designed by Mr. Gould, architect.

Seven hundred men are employed night and

day on the construction of the Birkenhead

Docks, and in April it is supposed there will

be nearly 2,000. It is expected the docks will

be partially opened within two years, and com-

pletely within three. The Dock Warehouse

Company have commenced making fifty mil-

lions of bricks in order to begin building their

warehouses the moment their Act is obtained.

The erection of the new schools at Magda-

lene College, Oxford, is delayed in consequence

of a claim said to be made by the city to have

the sons of freemen admitted should the pro-

posed plan be carried out. 1 1 has been pro-

posed to substitute stained-glass windows in the

College Chapel of Magdalene, in place of the

present chiaro oscuro paintings, and one of the

Fellows (Mr. Roundell Palmer) has offered to

resign the proceeds of his fellowship to assist

in this.

The dilapidated state of the parish Church

of Baddesley Ensor, in Warwickshire, renders

it necessary to build an entirely new place of

worship. The estimate for the new church is

2,500/. to accommodate 400 persons. To-

wards this amount W. S. Dugdale, Esq., M.P
has subscribed 500/

,
Lady Sykes 50/., and the

incumbent, the R-*v. W. Bradley 50/. There

is still wanting 1,900/.

The foundation-stone of the Cyfarthfa Rol

ling Mill was laid on the 18th instant by Mrs.

Crawshav, of Cyfarthfa Castle, in the presence

of a large concourse of spectators. The wel-

kin rang with the vociferous cheers of the as-

sembled workmen. 'They were afterwards

regaled with a plentiful supply of civrivda.

The building will cover an area of 3,066 square

yards, being 193 yards in length, and 143 in

breadth.

A clear moiety of the amount required

by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for Eng-

land as a public benefaction, before they

would erect a parsonage house for the In-

cumbent of St. John’s Church, Cornish-Hall-

End, Finchingfield, having been raised bj

subscription, orders have been issued for the

commencement of the works. Mr. Johnstone

of Grinstead Green, Halstead, has obtained the

contract.

At Scarborough, the improvements on. the

South Cliff are rapidly and widely extending

The Crown Hotel, with its lofty pediment am
Corinthian columns, forms an imposing featuri

in the great f»9ade.

The subscribers and shareholders of the pro

posed Colchester Literaryand Scientific Institu

tion, have deemed it advisable to suspend pro

ceedings until the Legislature shall havedecide

on Mr. Ewart’s Bill for the establishment o

Museums of Art in the provinces.

We have already stated that St. Patrick’

Cathedral, Dublin,' is about to undergo ver

extensive repairs. Dean Pakenham, durin

the past week, has addressed the Editor of th

Times on the subject of these repairs, and th

expenses incident thereto. He says, “ M
purpose is, first, to repair the dangerous defec

in the building. The cost may be aboi

4,000/., of which I have as yet obtained bt

about 2,700/. Then, if means increase, it

intended to lengthen the choir by moving tl

organ back about 20 feet into the great aisl

and keeping it on such a level as to give a vie

of the whole roof from west to east. This wi

make it necessary to groin the great aisl

which at present’ shews the unsightly sul

structure of modern slating. The west fro

of the organ must also be gilt. ’Pis now b

a worn-out piece of bad scene painting. For

windows, including their stone casements, mu
be restored. The outward aisles must 1

aired, and then the beautiful arches which lot

into them, and which are now built up and d

faced with galleries, may fie re-opened witho

injury to the congregation. The woodwo
also requires much.”

In a late competition at Edinburgh for

Free Church College, Messrs. Matthews,

London (secretary to the Association of A

chitectural Draughtsmen), and Mackenzie,

Elgin, have been awarded the first premiut

and Messrs. Clark and Bell, of Glasgow, t

second premium. The committee called

the services of Mr. Barry to decide upon t

best designs. The premiums were 100/., a

50/., and the proposed cost of the building

about 25,000/.

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS.

CLIFTON UNION WORKHOUSE.

Sir,—You are no doubt aware that 1

guardians for the Clifton Union issued

January last an advertisement inviting arc

tects to send plans for their new union wo:

house, holding out as an inducement there

that the architect furnishing the best desi

should superintend the building at 5 per ce

on the contract, and that 25 guineas should

awarded to the next in merit.

In consequence of this, thirty-one archite

of the metropolis and other parts of the kii

dorn, set their wits to work to devise cert

accommodation for the paupers, at an expe

to themselves varying from 20 /. to 70
/;

eac'b

Now, let us observe the result. From
whole waggon-load of designs two are select

but it is not at first decided which is to be i

building. Up to a time all is shrouded

mystery, for it is firmly and conscientiou

believed, that there never was an instance

which any one of a board of guardians cd

even guess at the real name and address c

tained in the sealed envelope. At last the

portant secret is solved
;
and, who would h

thought of such a coincidence ? it is the t

architect who has been already employe/

the board, and who has also devoted mucl

his time in concocting certain notions of cer

persons for months previous. The other

longs to an unknown and a nameless man
;

many tasteless individuals had taken a fa

to it', and thought it looked rather more

a house of charity than a prison
;

but these

it proved, had very mistaken notions.

The battle now’commences in earnest,

calculations are entered into enough to bo

the head of Sir Rohert Peel
;
when, in

midst of the mystification, it is thought de?

ble that the opinion of an architect of kn

respectability should be taken, in order
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idecide the knotty point as to which is really

ithe best design. This is done—with 1 suppose
ithe parish to pay,—yet alter all, his opinion

iproves worthless, for the stupid man persists

an reporting most favourably of the stranger’s

(design
;

it is therefore found ridiculous and
(absurd to expect a professional man to possess

either taste or judgment in a matter of this

kind, and a cry being raised that the nameless

individual’s plan had not more than enough
room, and that the other had, it was finally set-

tled that the unknown should be sent about bis

(business.

Thus you see, Sir, 900/. to 1,000/. have been

(expended by us foolish people in complying
with the wishes of the guardians, which we
might just as well have kept in our pockets,

(had those few gentlemen who were aware of the

fact before been so good as to inform us they

•possessed such a jewel of an architect at

(Bristol.

While confessing myself the fortunate winner
of the very liberal premium of 25 guineas, I

must own to have committed one great error,

for which I here beg to otter my apology.

Whether it was from some vague notions of hav-

ing heard of such things as sham competitions,

'wherein some evil-disposed persons, for the

sake of taking in the unwary, threw dust in

(the eyes of their colleagues who happened to

be too honest, or whether it was from not
having the proper fear of the guardians before

!my eyes, or perhaps some old-fashioned
(notions, that where honesty exists there is no
need for concealment, however this may be, 1

actually had the temerity to ask permission to

|see the successful design, in order that I might
inform my professional brethren from ocular
(demonstration that they never had and never
would have a chance of success in Bristol again.

I am sorry I did it now, but fortunately there

was no danger of its being complied with.

I was met by a peremptory refusal
;
and now

!l reflect on it, what right have we to inquire
lif faith has been kept with us

;
is it not

sufficient that we are allowed to expend our
time and money upon the faith of their adver-
tisement? It must have been thought grossly
impertinent in me, or any other of the com-
petitors, to make such an inconvenient request.
The refusal of the board, however, speedily
wrought me to my senses, otherwise I might
'nave been led to doubt if the man who obtains

imy money under false pretences is the best

iudge of honour and integrity.

I 'There will, I fear, be some persons wicked
(enough to believe, notwithstanding the protes-

tations of the authorities to the contrary, that
ichey have been duped, and that the whole
affair has been a rank job, perhaps others may
;:all it by an epithet not quite so polite

;
but

these are easily put down ,— call them disap-

pointed people, anti the thing is done. In
Bidding my testimony to the perfection of the
iiystem of competition, I cannot but express
my decided admiration of that pursued at

Jlifton, which, for the guidance of all those
ilvho wish the arts of the country to flourish,

imay be reduced to the following receipt. Take
(It large portion of the ordinary stuff of society,

inix them up with a few gentlemen who are
far above suspicion of doing any thing at all,

iut they must not be omitted, as they act as

decoys; drop in then one or two shrewd, clever,

(out not over-scrupulous fellows, don’t be afraid
>f their sinking, for their lightness of cha-
racter will always keep them at the top;
'riramer the whole together until the scum
logins to rise, and it is done. This, I assure
ii’ou, is the finest mixture for catching archi-
tects that can be procured.

I am, Sir, &c.

f

Thomas Allom.
Hart-street, Bloomsbury,

March 18th, 1845.

( CONGREGATIONAL CHAPEL AT HOLLOWAY.
I Sir,—

A

well-conducted press can have no
!more legitimate object than the exposing
I'buses with a view to their removal. Your
(rtrictures upon the abuses to which competi-
tion in the fine arts is liable, prove that you are
billing to lend your valuable assistance to
“estroy as far as possible the evil of the sys-
tem, and to retain what is good. Competition
•f this kind, although not exclusively con-
bined to architectural design, is resorted to
(more for that than any other object, both on
btccount of the greater demand for subjects, and

the greater numbers of persons willing to sup-

ply that demand.
Architectural competition, in itself excellent,

is rendered debasing by the manner in which
it is conducted. Capable of eliciting the

finest works, it has frequently produced the

very worst. Interest, not talent, gains the

prize; and acquaintance with a committee-
man is better than knowledge of the five

orders. Architects have frequently themselves

to blame
;
young men anxious for employ-

ment compete for every thing that offers, and
thus often become the mere tools of designing

speculators; but what shall we say when ar-

chitects themselves, as is too frequently the

case, become partners in the fraud.

Nothing will more effectually tend to remedy
this great, this crying evil, than an exposure of
every individual case in which there is the
slightest appearance of trickery, or a want of
manly straightforwardness; not a doubtful
anonymous charge to which currency is given
under the guiseof “ viator” or “ scrutator;” but
a plain statement of facts to which for the public
benefit, the writer will suffer the little incon-
venience which may attach to subscribing his

own name.

At the present time we think the following
slight history of the competition of the Con-
gregational Chapel at Holloway, will be accep-
table to many of your readers. Allured by the
fairness of the advertisement, we were tempted
to become competitors, and on application to

the quarter mentioned in the advertisement,
were duly supplied with a printed paper con-
taining very full particulars of all that was re-
quired, drawn up in the most business-like way
possible ; this excited inquiry, and inquiry
produced the discovery that a Mr. Emmett, an
architect, was a member of the committee.
We immediately set to work with redoubled
vigour, feeling convinced that if not ourselves
successful, we should only have to succumb to
greater talent, or more fortunately directed
efforts, and that a committee so ably guided
in the straight paih, would do nothing at which
the most censorious could cavil. Still doubts
would intrude—we endeavoured to crush the
obnoxious thought at once; could we, follow-
ing in the course of that calumniator Dickens,
believe there were Pecksniffs in the profession ?

Never! But the still small voice would not
be quieted, it had been done, and might be
done again, and perhaps after all Mr. Emmett
did intend being a competitor himself. To
satisfy all doubts, we applied to Mr. Emmett
for information respecting the arrangements
necessary for the proper performance of wor-
ship in a congregational chapel, our know-
ledge thereof being somewhat defective. The
answer meagrely but civilly gave the informa-
tion required

;
this was sufficient, more was not

expected from a member of a committee,
pledged to do equal justice to all. It was ap-
parently good proof that he did not intend
competing, as in that case he should certainly
have stated that he himself was a competitor.

Being much engaged we made an applica-
tion to Mr. Brooks, the managing member of
the committee, for an extension of the time,
such being frequently granted

; but it was re-
fused, and very properly so if not allowed to
others. L’he drawings were sent in on the
day named in the instructions, and we heard
nothing more of the matter until the 11th in-
stant, when, in reply to an inquiry on the sub-
ject, we received the following epistle from
Mr. Brooks

“ Lansdowne-place, Holloway,

“ 11th March, 1845.
“ Mr. Brooks’s compliments to Messrs. Lahee

and Mabin, and begs to say the plans of Messrs.
Emmett and Chadwick, of the Adelphi, have been
selected, and that the others can be obtained upon
application to Mr. Bartlett, of 26, Paternoster-
row.”

Thus not even deigning the empty courtesy
of thanks for trouble taken

;
it is true one

does not expect eider-down from thistles, nor
sweet savours from a pole-cat, but civility

might have been anticipated from persons, to

gratify whom some pains had been taken.
In reply to further inquiry as to whether “the
report is correct that Mr. Emmett is or was a
member ot the committee appointed to judge
of the designs presented, and also whether the
selected design might be seen,” the following
answer was received :

—

“ Lansdowne-place, Holloway,
“ 19th March, 1845.

“ Mr. Brooks's compliments to Messrs. Mabin
and Lahee, and, in reply to their note, begs to say

that the successful candidate (Mr. Emmett) ceased

to be a member of the committee from the moment
he determined upon submitting a design, and ever

since has been exactly upon the same footing as the

rest of the candidates
;
he is sorry to say that this is

only one of the many falsehoods promulgated in this

affair. As respects shewing the successful design,

he begs to add that the committee have declined
doing so.”

We have little more to add; yourself and
the public are informed of all the facts as far
as we know any thing of them, and comment
is unnecessary. We write solely on public
grounds; feeling little or no personal interest in

the matter. Messrs. Emmett and Chadwick’s
design may have been the very best presented:
a full 2,500/. worth of beauties, turreted, pin-
nacled, plastered, and stuccoed, in the most
approved style

;
at any rate, they certainly

enjoyed peculiar advantages for understand-
ing the particular tastes and requirements of
the Committee, and ought to have produced
something more in accordance with their
wants than any other persons : but the ques-
tion is not so much whose plans are the best,

or whose the worst, as whether the conduct of
the Committee is just and correct, and such as

those who have expended time and money,
confiding in their honour, have a right to

expect. We are, Sir, &c.,

Mabin and Lahee.
16, Manor-place, North King’s-

road, Chelsea.

CANTERBURY WORKHOUSE.
Sir,—In your last number you were re-

quested to have a vigilant eye on the Canter-
bury incorporation. I have endeavoured to

look to the proceedings, and being in Canter-
bury for a short time, made all the inquiries I

could, as T like fair play in every thing, par-
ticularly with architects, whose talents, when
exerted for the public good, ought to be
tested by competent persons. Now, Sir,

(here were twenty-two designs sent in from
various parts, agreeable to the advertisement;
and I should say the average time that was
given to the architect to get up those plans
was only a fortnight, llow is it the guardians
are pressed for time? Are they so very desir-

ous that the inmates should be enjoying the
comforts they intend giving them in the new
house, or is it they wish to be sitting in the
new board-room, that they are so fast? As
there were twenty-two plans and specifications

to be examined, will any of your, readers in-

form me what reasonable time it would take
for moderate judges to investigate and select
three of the best in detail ?

1 will inform you how long the eleven Can-
terbury guardians were in doing so; not class-

ing these with other persons, as you will find

by the time they took, they were never equalled.
They met at eleven o’clock in the forenoon : and,
unclosing the twenty- two sets ofplans, examining
them very carefully in all their details, reading
the specifications, and comparing the estimates
with the same,— will you believe me when I

tell you it, occupied in all but three hours
;
they

left at two o’clock with the three best plans

selected, so that you find they are men of
extraordinary skill, and I do think that in

justice to the most active and skilful of the

eleven guardians, their profession and call-

ings should be known, as it must tend very

materially to relieve the disappointment the

architects feel on having their plans returned
“ not accepted ” to know they have been fairly

and carefully treated, and I have only to name
their professions for you to be satisfied.

The most skilful amongst them is a baker,

a pastry-cook from Germany
;

how many
unions he has seen in Germany 1 do not know,
but it is doubtful if he ever was in one in

England. Another is of the Jewish persua-

sion, who, no doubt, has studied unions of the

Gentiles. One is a horse doctor; another
is a land-surveyor and auctioneer. I have
been told there is one or two of them blind,

and that one mostly looked at the drawings
wrong side upwards.

1 shall see by your next if you wish any
further information. If you do, I am in a
situation to send it you. 'The London archi-
tects ought to stir, they have been used very
ill* A Fair Tradesaian.

i!



The above elegant specimen of a carved

|

chair, drawn by Mr. C. J. Richardson, was

;

brought into England from Germany by
!
Messrs. Pratt, of Bond-street, and now belongs
to Thomas Baylis, Esq., of the Pryor’s Bank,

;

Fulham. In the back of it are the arras of

j

Saxon)'; and it was stated in Germany to have

j

been the electoral chair. The date is about
1620. It is of walnut wood, and the em-

j

broidery in the back and seat is of most

costly design. The chair is worth a large sum
of money. The Pryor’s Bank, where it now
is, adjoins the river on the Fulham side of

Putney-bridge, and has been fitted up by the

present estimable proprietor, Mr. Baylis, in

the style of past time in a costly manner. It

is literally filled with curiosities, and on some
future occasion will furnish us with ample
materials for an interesting article.

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE HAND-
RAILS OF STAIRS.*

The rules for our guidance in obtaining
the moulds requisite for the formation of the
hand-rail of a staircase with a level landing,

are governed by the same principles as those
for a winding staircase. In fig. 13, we have
laid down the development of the inclination

of the central line of the rail
;
the line i l

,
in

the triangle P, shews the position of the butt

joint contiguous to the straight portion of the

hand-rail, and the line g rf, in the triangle O,
gives the position of the joint at the end of
one-half of the twisted part. The lines a

f

,

b e, and d c, are the three heights by which the

position of the cutting plane through the

cylinder is obtained; and the line ABC is a

line taken through the middle of the rail upon
its plan.

In fig. 14, the line a b c is the same as A B C
in fig. 13, and the lines am, bl, and c k , are
respectively equal to half the heights of the

lines af, be, and cd

;

in fig. 13, the line am in

the present case is drawn parallel to ck, from
which by the line km n, intersecting a line

drawn through the points c a, we determine
the point n of the insecting line A C'; and
the point o of the same line is obtained by the

’ See page 9, ante.

intersection of lines drawn through the points

cb and kl. The line A B is drawn at right

angles to AC', and is taken in this case
through the centre of the plan of the rail.

The triangle A B E is conceived to be turned
up, and to stand perpendicularly over the line

A B
;

the point d in the line A E is made
equal in height to the line erf in fig. 13, and
the point f (measuring from the base line

A B) is equal in height to the line af in

fig. 13. The surface A E
~
G G is conceived to

be turned over as on a binge upon the line

A E until the line A G rests upon the line

AC'. We have, in a former article, explained
the mode of obtaining the section of a cylinder
when cut obliquely by a plane given in any
position

;
the circular line b c, joined with the

straight part of the line towards the point a,

may be conceived to form the base of a por-
tion of a solid cylinder, annexed to a portion of
a quadrilateral solid, which, when united,
forms a plane and cylindric surface coinciding
with a vertical surface passing through the
middle of the rail. The slanting surface,
A G G E, when turned over as above men-
tioned, will form the cutting plane, or section
through the cylinder, and as the foot of this

slanting surface, which we have described as
its intersecting line with the plane of the base,

has been determined by lines drawn down

over the points km and k l, to the points
n and o on the plane of the base, the slant-

ing surface will pass directly through three
resting points each respectively equal in height
to the height of the lines afbe, anderf in

fig. 13; from which the intersecting line AC,
in fig. 14, was determined. Upon this slanting
surface, which is here shewn in ledgement, the
face-mould is laid down, first by ascertaining
(as we have already noted) the centre line

of the mould, which will rest imme-
diately over the centre line on the plan, and
the inner and outer curved lines which form
the width of the face-mould are made parallel

to the central line, and the ends of the moulds
determined in the manner which we shall point
out below, and which we think is preferable
to the methods propounded in our last arti-

cle. In this figure the line R S represents
the back of a block of wood used in forming
the jointing-box, which we shall enter upon in

our explanation of fig. 18.

Figs. 15 and 16 are required for explaining
the theory of the butt-joints : at first sight they
seem difficult and complicated, but when care-
fully examined and clearly understood, they
are easy and simple

;
both of these figures

represent a theorem well known during the
last two centuries in ascertaining the bevels
for the back of the hip-rafter of the roof of a
house, or the bevel of a mill-hopper at right
angles to the arris formed by the intersection
of two of its surfaces.

In hand-railing, the inclined surfaces of the
face of the plank and the face of the butt-
joint of the rail, intersect each other, and may
be said to form a hip, similar to the intersecting
surfaces of the hipped roof, or the angle of the
mill-hopper. Let the lines a b, a c, a e, and
b e, in fig. 15, represent the corresponding lines

A B, A C, A E, and B E, when reduced to a
smaller scale

;
let the line a h be drawn at the

same angle or bevel to the line a b, as p a is to

the line A B in fig. 14, then from the point
b, in fig. 15, draw the line b c square to, or at
right-angles to a h. By looking carefully at
the direction of the line h a

,
in fig. 14, it will

be seen to range in the position of a vertical

plane passing down the middle of the straight
portion of the rail, which plane we have shewn
in fig. 13, at the end of the development of the
circular face, and on which also is drawn the
inclination of the butt-joint, as indicated by the
shaded pitch-board marked P. Nov/, having
the foot of the inclined surface of the plank in
the line a c ,

and that of the inclined surface of
the butt-joint in the line k c, or h c, the incli-

nation of the slanting surface of the plane of
the plank in the line ae, when turned up, as on
a hinge, until it stands immediately over its

baseline a b; and having likewise the inclina-

tion of the surface of the butt-joint, taken on a
plane standing perpendicularly on the line a h,
as shewn by the pitch-board, P, on the same
surface in the development, fig. 13; the lines

a c and h c may therefore be compared to the
figure of the eaves of a house, where the pitch
of the slanting surfaces are shewn by the lines

a e (fig. 15), and l i (fig. 13). We are next
to find the bevel of these two surfaces at right
angles across the arris of their intersection.
Let the line b e, when turned up perpendi- I

cularly upon the point b, be considered to re-

present the perpendicular of a triangular plane
standing upon the line be as a base

;
also let the

line 5/represent the same perpendicular line

and^c the hypothenuse of the same triangular
plane, which is now conceived to be turned
down as on a hinge upon its base line b c. 1

The perpendicular line h i on the same plane
will be the height of the surface of the plank,
immediately over the point h of its base

;
and

a line conceived to be drawn from the point i

in this position down to the point a will agree
with the inclination of the surface of the
plank, when taken in the direction of the line

|

a h. Let us then conceive this vertical plane
upon the line a h (which, as we have already
noted, is the same vertical plane, as described in \

fig. 13, as ranging down the middle of the
straight portion of the rail), to be turned down

1

as on a hinge upon its base line ah, we should
then have the triangle a h k, wherein the
hypothenuse a k represents the slope of the
plank in the direction of the line ah; it is also

in this plane that we have the inclination of
the butt-joint; we must, therefore, determine
the point of intersection of the two inclined

planes of the face of the plank, and the face
of the butt-joint. Thus, let the pitch-board
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marked P,in fig. 13, be placed with its base kl

to coincide with hm, in fig. 15, the point * of

the pitch-hoard will intersect the line a k in the

point n, from which let fall the perpend.cular

7i m, and draw the line me, which is the base

of the hip or arris of the two ,nte™«?ctmg

surfaces: hence then let the line m' o' be the

base of a plane passing vertically through this

arris m'n', its height over the point m and

c' is the line of the hip
;
from the point m

draw the line xmf at right angles to n'c'; and

with the point m as a centre, describe the

circle x o, and let fall the perpendicular op;

draw rq through the point m at right angles to

me, and draw also the lines rp and pq; and

the angle which p q forms with the line pr is

the bevel for the joint across the end of plank.

A<rain, to find the direction of the end of the

face-mould, as shewn by the line li R, in fig.

14, let fall a perpendicular from the point x,

in fig. 15, through s down to the point t ; draw

the line t v at right angles to a b, until it meets

the line ap in the point u ; and from the point

n draw the line ug, having first drawn the line

a

g

perpendicular to a e, the length of the line

a

g

being made equal to ae; it the triangle

abe is again turned up on its base, and the

triangle a qe turned over upon the line ae as

on a hinge, the line ag will coincide with the

intersecting line a c, and the line ug will be the

arris formed by the intersection of the surfaces

of the plane of the plank, and that of the butt-

joint; moreover, the point u would coincide

with the point x, if turned up, and placed

vertically upon its base line m e. Having

obtained the bevel which the line ug forms with

the line ae in fig. 15, let the same bevel be

applied to the line A E in fig. 14, and made to

pass through the point h in the face-mould

to the point R
;

and the line R h produced

across the end of the mould will be the di-

rection of the butt-joint on the face of the

plank.

The use of fig. 16 is to explain the mode of

obtaining the bevels for the butt joints at the

middle of the twisted portion of the rail ;
it is

much simpler in its details than that of fig. 15.

In fig. 16, the same trihedral is taken to work

upon, but instead of placing the pitch-board P

upon the plane standing on the linen/f, which

ranges down the middle of the straight portion

of the rail, we make use of the pitch-board O,

which is applied on the plane surface standing

upon the line b c, which is directly at right

angles to the plane on the line ag, in fig. 15.

Hence then, after having the base a b c, the

vertical plane abe, which is at right angles to

the intersecting line a c, and the plane bef, as

in the former figure, begin by making a k in

the same position as ah in fig. 15. Let the

point d of the pitch-board marked O, fig 13, be

applied to the point k on the line be, fig. 16,

when the slanting edge of the pitch-board will

be found to intersect the line/c, in the point/t;

from li let fall the perpendicular li i, and draw

the line a i, which is the base of the hip or ar-

ris of the inclined surfaces of the planes of the

plank and that of the butt joint; draw any line

m' a' parallel to a i, and make o' m' equal in

length to a i, make the perpendicular ml equal

to h i, and draw the line of which is the line

of the hip, standing immediately over its base

line a i

;

from the point k, at right angles to a i,

draw the linear, which produce to q, draw
the line « q at right angles to a l, and with the

point q as a centre describe the circle no ;

parallel to q s, draw the line o p, join p r and

p k, and the angle rpk,is the bevel for the joint

across the end of the plank. Care must be

taken that these bevels are applied from the

upper surface of the plank when the straight

end of the twist is at the lower level.

Again, to find the line forming the end of

the face-mould, from the extreme end of the

face-mould to the point s, fig 14. In fig 16,

draw the line * V at right angles to a b, produce

* v to meet the line ae, in the point t, draw

also the perpendicular t u, cutting the line eg

in the point u, join a it, which is the line or ar-

ris of the intersecting surfaces of the plane of

the plank, and that of the butt joint. In this,

as in the former figure, if the triangle a be is

turned up on its base a b, and the triangle ag e

be made to turn over upon the line a e, as on a

hinge, the line a q will coincide with the in-

tersecting line a c, and the line a li will co-

incide with the hip or arris formed bv the in-

tersection of the plane of the plank with the

plane of the butt-joint.

Fig. 17 shews the mode of forming the side-

moulds of the jointing-box for the purpose of

adjusting the vertical sides of the wreathed

rail. The central line of the side mould in

this figure is the same in every respect to the

central line in fig. 14, and the inner and outer

curves are produced by the formation ot similar

ellipses, by means of the trammel, as pointed

out in the earlier part of this subject. J he

mode of obtaining the lengths ot the major

axes of the inner and outer ellipses are shewn

by dotted lines drawn parallel to 1 k, the width

from the central line to the point / being made

equal to half the width of the hand-rail. The

bevel from the point g shews the angle ot

obliquity at which the side-moulds are placed

in their positions on the opposite sides ot the

jointing-box. .

Fig. 18 shews the mode of forming the

jointing-box. The block of wood, R S, in

fig. 14, is here shewn on its back edge, and

the sides of the box, which are curved to the

contour of the side-moulds, as obtained by

fig- 17 ,
are shewn in ledgement on each side of

the back of the block. This block is first

formed of material planed true and adjusted

to a thickness nearly the same as the thickness

of the plank out of which the rail is cut;

having squared the sides and edges of the

block, mark off the points R and S on the line

in the centre of the back-face corresponding

exactly with the points R and S, in fig. 14;

also mark off the point x, on the same line from

this point x, square over and draw the lines x y

and x

y

on each side of the block
;
with the bevel

marked pq in fig. 15 adjust the end across the

plank at the corresponding end of the rail, as

marked by the line R hf, in fig. 14; also with

the bevel rpk, in fig. 16, adjust the end across

the plank at the other end of the rail, as shewn

by the line .S, taking care in bevelling the

ends across the block that the length of the

line RS, in the line upon the back lace of the

block, be kept exactly the same length as the

line R S, in fig. 14. Having thus adjusted the

block in the manner here described, next

proceed to fix the side-moulds on the faces

of the block. In the line from qq on the back

edge of the block, and in the point on the line

R S, as drawn upon this edge, let the bevel of

the line A E and B E be taken and applied to

the edge of the block, as shewn in fig. 18, we

have thereby the obliquity at which the side-

moulds are to be placed, as shewn by the points

a’ a, from which draw the lines ag and ag, on

both surfaces of the block
;
having done this,

take the side-mould, as shewn by fig. 17

applying which to the sides of the block, let

the line fly on the side-mould be placed to

correspond with the lines a q ,
as already marked

off on the sides of the block; let the side-

moulds thus placed be firmly screwed to the

sides of the block, and the superfluous

ends cut off and planed clean and true to

bevelled ends of the block, as already ob-

tained, and the jointing-block is complete.

The face-mould in fig. 14 is applied to the

plank (out of which the rail is cut), on both

sides of the plank directly opposite or square

to each other, and the solid is cut out without

any obliquity whatever
;

a slight allowance is

made at the ends of the solid material, so as to

allow for the slight bevel required in the joint.

Having cut the solid out of the plank, next

place it in the jointing-box, apply to the sides

of the box a pair of hand-screws, and adjust

the solid, so as to agree with the average line

of the curved edges of the side-moulds
;
upon

the side of the jointing-box, next proceed to

adjust the inner surface of the hand-rail by

means of a hollowing plane adapted to the I10 -

tal curve of the rail, and shut the ends of

common mitre block.
rizonti

each joint as in

Having then the inner vertical surface of the

rail, and the height of the back of the hand-

rail at each end in the centre of the solid, and

also an intermediate height between these two

ends, the twists of the rail may be joined to-

gether, and finished with ease.

Figs. 20 and 21 shew the quantity of ma- I
portion of the hand-rail, by adopting the mode

terial required in the formation of the twisted we have been endeavouring to describe
;
the

part of a handrail, for a 3-inch well-hole with .
thickness of plank being the same in both cases,

seven winders, according to the theory laid The saving arising not only in the economy

down by a former writer on this subject. of material, but also in the diminution of the

Figs. 22 and 23, shew the comparative
j

amount of labour, is too obvious ^to require

quantity of material required for the same comment. George Ridley.

were executed at various periods from the time

of the Romans, to render this tract of land

available for agricultural purposes, stated that

eeting of the Institution of
in t |je vear 1 801 the late Mr. Rennie being

THE DRAINAGE OF THE ANCHOLME
LEVEL.

At the last m
Civil Engineers, March 18th, a paper by Sir

John Rennie on the drainage of the Ancholme
level, Lincolnshire, was read. It commenced by
deseiibing the position of the Ancholme level,

which consists of a low tract of land of about
200,000 acres in extent, situated on the south
side of the river Humber, about 10 miles below
its junction with the river Trent. The rives

Ancholme runs through the centre of this

level, and with its tributary streams, empties
itself into the Humber at the village of Ferraby.
The alluvial matter brought down by these

streams formed a bar at the junction of the

Ancholme with the Humber, which by pre-

venting the discharge of the drainage waters,

caused the level to be inundated with water,

rendering this part of the land totally unfit for

tillage. The paper then, after entering into

great historical detail as to the works which

applied to for his opinion as to the best plan

lor improving and completing the drainage and

navigation of the level, reported that he attri-

buted its defective drainage to the deficient

capacity of the Ancholme and the subsidiary

drains to carry off the floods, to the cill ot the

old Ferraby sluice having been laid too high,,

and to there not being any catch-water drains

to prevent the floods from the adjacent high

lands descending into the level. Asa remedy

for these evils, he recommended that the main

river, Ancholme, should be still
;
further im-

proved, by straightening, deepening, and en-

larging its channel
;
and that two new Iock9

should be placed upon it
;
also that, with a view

to preventing the floods from the highlands

inundating the level, two catch-water drains

should be made, one on the east side, and the

other on the west side of the river Ancholme,



with separate and independent sluices at their
junction with the Humber, by which means

'

all the highland and lowland waters would be
separated, and each body of water would thus
be effectually discharged into the Humber
without interfering with the other. The catch-
water drains involved an important and novel
principle, for in his opinion by the old Dutch
method of simply cutting a series of straight
drains to some convenient point, for dis-

charging their water, the highland and lowland
waters were mixed together, and the highland
waters coming from a higher level with a
greater velocity down upon the lowlands
forced their way first to the outfall. The less

rapid waters of the lowlands were thus kept
back and were left to stagnate, the sluices being
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unable to discharge the whole body of water
during the time when the tide with the
Humber permitted the sluice doors to be
opened, and it wa3 thus impossible that the
level could be drained

;
but by separating the

highland from the lowland waters, each body
of water could be effectually discharged by an
independent sluice. These catch-water drains
would answer all the important purposes of
irrigation during dry seasons, and for naviga-
tion.

The plans, which were also at the same
period being beneficially carried into effect by
Mr. Rennie, and on a more extensive scale, in
the east and west and Wildmore Fens, near
Boston, and also on the Witham, near Lincoln,
were partially executed, but the works not
being completed, and, for want of funds, not
being subsequently kept in repair, the drainage
was found very insufficient, and at length Sir
John Rennie was called in to complete the
system. He proposed that the plans of his
father should be carried out, that the Ancholme
should be further improved, and a new sluice
made at Ferraby, with a cill placed at a lower
level, and new bridges made throughout the
line

;
also, that an overfall and weir should be

constructed, with a large reservoir to catch the
sand, which was brought by floods from the
surrounding hills, and had previously blocked
up the main and lateral drains. Minor weirs
and reservoirs were also recommended for the
smaller drains and works where they united
with the level. These works having been
executed, the effect was that the drainage was
rendered complete and effective, and the dis-
trict was converted into a tract of fine arable
land. Subsequently another sluice was con-
structed below Ferraby with its cill 2 feet
below the low-water mark of extra spring-
tides in the Humber. This sluice, which had
three openings of 18 feet each in width, with
draw-doors and self-acting gates, was perfect
in its effect, discharging above four times the
quantity of water in the same time that had
been previously accomplished.

The whole of these works were completed
by Sir^ John Rennie 43 years after Mr.
Rennie’s report, and 556 years after a regular
system of drainage had commenced, and
the district was freed from water without
the aid of mechanical power, thus establish-
ing what was contended to be the surest prin-
ciple of drainage, the separating of the highland
from the lowland waters by catch-water drains,
and discharging them, independently of each
other, by their several outfalls.

In an interesting discussion which ensued,
the correctness of the principle was fully ad-
mitted, and it was shewn that by selecting
proper localities for the outfalls, and by placing
the cills of the sluices below low-water mark

!

of spring- tides, there were not any fen districts
] in the kingdom that could not be drained
' without mechanical aid.

THE IRON TRADE.

I he iron trade still continues remarkably
active, and notwithstanding the recent ad-
vances, it is confidently expected that the
prices will rise still higher before the close of
the month. Speculators are turning their
attention to Welch pigs, which have not ad-
vanced in ratio to that of Scotch. Welch
pig is 6/. 10s. : and the latest accounts from
Wales, Staffordshire, and Scotland advise of
further advances of 5s. per ton upon pigs, and
from 10s. to 20s. per ton upon bars, rods,
hoops, and sheets. Staffordshire iron of every
description is particularly lising, and has
within the last week again advanced 203. per
ton, making a total increase of 4/. per ton
on last October prices. 51. 10s. is offered
for Scotch pig, hut few sellers are to be found;
61. is demanded. Bars have advanced, and are
now selling at from 9/. 10s. to 10/. per ton

;

plates at from 13/. to 13/. 10s.

It may be a matter of some interest in the
present state of the trade to know the probable
supply and consumption for the current year.
For this purpose the following table has 'been
drawn up with much labour, assisted by prac-
tical men :

—

Estimated Consumption for 1845.

2,000 miles of railways, to be made in

1845 and 1846—say, half in 1845
contracted for

—

1,000 miles of railway, 250 tons per mile
for rails Tons

Add for loss of one-fifth, in coverting
pig-iron to rails

1,000 miles of railway require, of chairs
Add loss in manufacture, 5 per cent
Iron required for railways in progress,

and passed in 1844 150 000
Iron for waggons, stations, engines, tanks,

&c., computed from inspection of rail-

way companies accounts, that each
mile of railway requires 300 tons per
mile above the weight of permanent
rails and chairs—1,000 miles will then
give

Export in 1844, 460,000 tons—say, from
the increase of railways abroad, and
the remission of duties on iron by some
of the continental states, it will be.

.

General consumption of iron in Great
Britain (exclusive of railways), in bar-
iron, castings, water and gas pipes, in
steam-engines, and the whole hard-
ware of the country 480,000

250,000

50.000
70.000

3,500

300,000

500,000

Total Tons 1,803,500

The following estimated supply for the same
period is based upon the amount actually pro-
duced in Great Britain in 1844, to which is
added a probable increase, induced by the high
prices of the present year.

Pig-iron produced in England and Wales
in 1844 Tons 856,000

Iron produced in Scotland, 1844 354,000

Total for Great Britain, 1844. . 1,210,000
Add for increase induced by high prices

in 1845 120,000

Removal op the Westminster Law
I Courts.—Mr. Charles Buller has entered
1 upon the books of the House of Commons a
1 notice of his intention, “ after Easter, to ask
! a question relative to the removal of the Law
I Courts from Westminster.”

New Church in Peter-street, West-
minster.—A most liberal subscription has

I been entered into towards defraying the ex-
|

penses incident to the erection of' this church.
The estimated cost of the site, including the

• site of a glebe house adjoining the church
is nearly 4,000/. The estimated cost of the
church, which is to contain 1,200 sittings,
is 6,000/. The contributions already obtained'

J amount to 7,980/. 10s. The amount still

required is 1,420/.

Total for 1845 Tons 1,330,000

If this statement approaches the truth, there
will be a deficiency of nearly 500,000 tons of
iron, which must cause the suspension of many
great public works. It is possible that from
extraordinary exertions a greater quantity may
be produced than 1,330,000 tons, but it cannot
be materially greater.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS RELATING TO
ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING LSccGRANTED FOR ENGLAND.

Furnished by Mr. A. Prince, of the Office for
Patents of Inventions, Lincoln's-Inn Fields.

[six months for enrolment.]
William Snoxell, of the Quadrant, blind

manufacturer, for improvements in roller-blinds
and shutters. February 4.

John Seaward, of the’ Canal Works, Poplar,
engineer, for certain improvements in steam
propelling machinery. February 5.

Darius Isaac Green, of Uilliers-street, Strand,
gentleman, for improvements in the means of
raising and moving heavy bodies, parts of
which are applicable, amongst other uses, to
mines, vessels, and public works. February 8.

Robert Bewick Longridge, of Bedlington
Iron Works, Morpeth, Northumberland, for
an improved locomotive engine. February 10.

Frederick Herbert Maberly, of Stowmarket,
Suffolk, clerk, master of arts, for certain im-
provements in machinery or the apparatus for
stopping or retarding railway or other car-
riages

;
applicable also for these purposes in

regard to other engines or wheels. February

Thomas Truman, of Cromwell Lodge,
Broinpton, gentleman, for an apparatus, being
an improvement for filtering and purifying
water. February 10.

Richard Haworth, of Bury, Lancaster,
engineer, for certain improvements in steam-
engines. February 10.

William Irving, of Regent-street, Lambeth,
engineer, for improvements in the construction
of apparatus for cutting ornamental forms,
beads, recesses, and mouldings, in wood, stone,
and other materials. February 10.

Oglethorpe Wakelin Barratt, of Birming-
ham, experimental chemist, for certain im-
provements in the manufacture of acids, and
in treating the noxious vapours or gases given
off from chimneys and from chemical aud other
works. February 10.

Joseph Quick, of Sumner-sfreet, Southwark,
in the county of Surrey, engineer, for an im-
provement in steam-engines. February 10.
Thomas Brown Jordan, of Cottage-road, Pim-

lico, mathematical divider, for improvements
in machinery and apparatus for cutting, carv-
: -g, and engraving. February 1J.
James Graham, of Culvert-street, Middlesex,

metal-refiner, for improvements in the manu-
facture of zinc, antimony, and brass, and in
casting brass, and an apparatus for making
pots used in such processes. February I7.
Samuel Hall, of King’s-arms-yard, Coleman-

street, for improvements in steam-engines,
boilers, furnaces, and Hues, in consuming fuel,
preventing smoke, and in propelling vessels.
February 20.

James Murdoch, of Staple-inn, for certain
improvements in the manufacture of gas, and
m the apparatus employed therein. February

John Bottom, of St. Phillips-road, Sheffield,
machinist, for certain improvements in car-
penters’ stocks and braces. February 20.

John Baptiste Vallure, of Oxenden-street,
civil-engineer, for improvements in lamps and
wicks. February 24.

New Churches, &c—The Society for
promoting the enlargement, building, and
repairing of Churches and Chapels, decided
last week that grants should be voted towards
the erection of new churches at Andershaw
and Droylsden, near Manchester; Quarry
Bank near Stourbridge; Warmley, near
Bristol; West Fordington, near Dorchester -

ami Wooden Box, near Ashby-de-la-Zouch!
Grants of money were also made towards
obtaining an increase of accommodation, either
by an extension of the building, or a re-
arrangement of the seats, &c., in the parish
churches of Whitechapel, Sedgehill, near
Shaftesbury; Horningheath, near Bury St.
Edmund s

; Rudbarton, near Haverfordwest;
Colmere, near Alton; Lindfield, near Cuck-
tield

;
Osmington, near Aylescombe Regis;

and Rudgwick, near Horsham.

Real Property.—A return has been
obtained by order of Parliament, on the motion
of Mr. Villiers, shewing the total anmial value
of real property in each county of England
and Wales assessed to the property and income-
tax for the year ending April, 1843, distin-

guishing that on land, houses, tithes, manors,
fines, quarries, mines, ironworks, fisheries,

canals, railways, See. It hence appears that
in England and Wales alone the grand total
annual value of real assessed property amounts
to the enormous sum of 85,802,735/., thus sub-
divided, viz.,—lands, 40,167,088/. (or nearly
one -half); houses, 35,556,399/.; tithes

1,360,330/.; manors, 152,216/.; fines, 31 9,140/.
;

quarries, 207,009/.; mines, 1,903,794/.; iron
works, 412,022/.; fisheries, 11,104/.; canals
1,229,202/.; and railways, 2,417,609; other
property not comprised in the foregoing,
1,466,815/. A similar return as to Scotland
gives a grand total of 9,481,762/., viz.,—lands
5,586,527/.

;
houses, 2,919,338/.

; fines, 901/.
;

quarries, 33,474/.; mines, 177,592/- iron
"?*•/ M7.4I21; fisheries, 47,809/.

; canals,
77,091/

;
and railways, 181,333/. The other

property not included in the foregoing details
amounts to 309,480/.
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PARTY-WALLS, &c.— JURISDICTION OF
OFFICIAL REFEREES.

Sir,—I regret that (having taken up the

subject) I feel compelled to depart from my
intention, expressed in your journal of the 15th

instant, by discussing the question in a more

extended form than I had contemplated. The

cases placed in my hands, and thecommunication

that 1 have had with the official referees, have

induced an impression of what the powers in-

trusted to them and the district surveyors were

by the Act intended to be; viz. that the dis-

trict surveyors, as the appointed public officers,

are bound'in respect of their prescribed fee to

advise parties about to commence operations

within the control of the Act as to the mode
to be pursued. This has been denied as the

duty of the district surveyor, but assuming

such to be his rational duty, I then hold in

case of difference, arising from non-compliance

with his instructions, the referees are an

appellant court, intrusted with large powers to

meet the difficulties of each case so brought

before them
;
or in cases where the authority

of the district surveyor has been set at naught

;

and it must be borne in mind that the express

words of the Act thus clothing them with

equitable powers, is clear and distinct in the in-

tention to afford relief to the public by amelio-

rating and accommodating clauses, that would

otherwise, taken in the strict letter, press

hardly upon an individual. This opinion agrees

with that of the sensible letter of your cor-

respondent “ Fairplav,” in yourjournal of the

15th instant: it cannot be expected that every

applicant upon any crotchet is to expect a

decision. And 1 am free to confess that the

standing and respect obtained with their pro-

fessional brethren would induce the belief

that, in the course I have assumed, broad and

substantial justice would be done by the

official referees, as practical men, deciding

upon points peculiarly within their province.

My ground of complaint is, that they have

departed from such a principle, and, as respects

operations in progress before the 1st January,

have issued their decision as to the interpreta-

tion to be put upon certain permissive clauses.

Whatever their authority may be as to the

necessity of a hearing before them for any

matter in difference arising after the 1st of

January (and I am disposed to believe as a

preliminary step such a hearing is necessary),

I am inclined, with all deference, to deny their

power of interpreting clauses relating to

matters in progress before such period. The
Act is a public one, and I contend that it is

competent to myself and my professional

brethren to read it, and, upon our conviction

of such reading, to advise our employers
where it interferes with no appointed duties of

the referees.

It will be perceived from my letters in your
journal, commencing 8th February, that I

am at issue with the referees upon every point

in their circular to the district surveyors.

Upon some of these points I have obtained

counsel’s opinion which fully confirms my
views. I have also obtained copies of awards
from the records of the office, which, in my
opinion, are at direct variance with the pro-

visions of the Act. And in one award upon the

question of commencement, which had pro-

gressed to a height of 6 feet (although by a
plan attached to the award, as made hy an ar-

chitect expressly sent down by the referees,

it is erroneously stated as being only 4 feet

high), such “ commencement” is condemned,
and the party having so commenced, paid

15/. 11s. 8d. for the award. I am of opinion

the award is insufficient for uncertainty, and if

the party proceeds, another hearing at a similar

cost must inevitably take place : it respects a

question of which I have now many cases

before me, except that these cases are still

stronger, inasmuch as they are buildings of con-

siderable extent, the walls erected, joists laid,

breastsummers and story-posts up, and were
completely roofed in lastvear. I was disposed

to treat the notice as in error, or that it applied

merely to the putting up the pilasters and enta-

blature as coming within the operation of the

Act, but such a vision was soon dispersed

;

upon writing to the district surveyor for full

grounds of complaint, I received in reply the
following statement :

—“ And being neither
the portico of a public building, nor built of
the materials allowed for projections from
face-walls, nor a shop-front conformable with
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the statute, since it projects 7 or 8 feet from

the faceofawall (see schedule E, paragraph 6),”

it is also stated that it “ is part of a projection

added to a certain building ‘ already built’ on

a certain face of an external wall thereof ex-

tending beyond the general line of the front

of the houses.” All this is admitted, but it

was completed in carcases last year, and

claimed to be finished (under the term

“already built,” sec. 2) fit for occupation

before January, 1846. The perversion of the

term “ already built ” in the case referred to

as having been decided upon, is more specifi-

cally defined by the referees as to be found in

sec. 5. It must be recollected that sec. 1

merely declares the object of the Act, sec. 2

what is exempted and what is to be included

in the future operation of the enactive clauses.

Amongst which, sec. 5 declares that “ the en-

larging and altering of all buildings, so far as

relates to building the same, and with regard

to every such building either already or here-

after built,” are to be controlled by the various

enactments and schedules, and then says,

“ subject nevertheless to any rules and direc-

tions in this Act contained in the same behalf.”

IIow men of intelligence can so misread plain

language, I am at a loss to imagine, the per-

missive sec. 2 clearly takes all works “ com-

menced before the 1st of January ” out of the

operation of the Act. The decision of the re-

ferees, however, is, that these are “ additions

and alterations to a building already built,
’

they are buildings erected before 1st January,

over which no law then had any control
;
but

imagining any shadow of plausibility of setting

up such a position, I fall back upon permissive

sec. 2, and quote from sec. 5, “ subject, never-

theless, to any rules and directions in this Act

contained in the same behalf.” In a case

reported as heard at Greenwich before Mr.

Jeremy, the magistrate, he stated, “ He must
take the clauses in their literal interpretation,

he knew nothing about the intention of the

legislature. As to the 5th being the primary

clause on the subject, it was a bundle of absur-

dities and full of incomprehensibility. There
was no less than three exceptions embraced in

one proviso as an instance.”

Further details and extracts from the award
I shall be better prepared to lay before your

readers in a subsequent letter. And I am
anxious to draw further attention to the ques-

tion of party-walls and intermixed property, as

commenced in my letter, in your number for

March 8th, being the only matter that can

affect the interests of two parties. In the

case alluded to, I feel I have much personal

ground of complaint in the mode pursued,

and if persevered in, it will be of serious and

costly damage to parties so circumstanced.

It must be recollected my charge of illegal

proceedings, as stated in my letter to the

referees, was upon the ground that no consent

had been asked for, and that we were con-

senting parties. I have since obtained the

facts from the surveyor of the “ building

owner,” thus :—He had copied from a form of

notice in the Act, and waited on the district

surveyor to know what course he should

pursue, being merely desirous of legally putting

himself in communication with us. The
district surveyor told him a written notice would
not suffice (although a verbatim copy of the

form prescribed); he must get a printed form,
and also serve two on the official referees

;

thus moving their office before, by sec. 20,

consent of the “adjoining owner” had been
sought, as before stated. When the district

surveyor attended, neither of the surveyors
took any part in the matter

;
the district sur-

veyor proceeded with his survey, and we shortly
received copies of his plan and statement,
condemning the whole matter in question.
I wrote to the referees and “ building owner,”
as set out in your number for March 8th, stating
we were consenting parties, and that the pro-
ceedings were altogether wrong. I was beard
upon my allegations, but no decision given,
but a power of appeal within seven days from
receipt of the district surveyor’s report; before,
however, the expiration of this period, we
received a summons to attend in Trafalgar-
square for a confirmation by the referees of
the district surveyor’s report. We had in-

tended to, and did appeal, stating our grounds
to be, error in proceeding as if consent could
not be obtained, and that the plan of the
district surveyor was seriously erroneous

;

he had shewn the whole as one wall, whereas

with the simple means I had of measuring the

room belonging to the “ building owner,”

inside and outside, he would have found there

were two sound walls, one 14 inches, the other

18 inches, the question of party-wall, therefore,

falling to the ground.

In obedience to the summons, all parties

attended in Trafalgar-square, when we were
told there was no meeting, in consequence

of the appeal, the period for such appeal not

having expired when the meeting for confirma-

tion was appointed. We then (instead of

being heard upon the merits of our appeal)

received a notice that one of the official re-

ferees on an appointed day would meet all the

parties himself to view the premises. As we
meant nothing warlike, all parties began to be

seriously alarmed, and without loss of time

we concluded a negotiation for purchase, which

had been nearly effected the first day we met,

during the time the district surveyor was amus-
ing himself (certainly not for our benefit) by

taking a plan of the premises. We immediately

drew up and forwarded a joint memorial, in-

treating proceedings might be stayed, which
was attended to. Who is to pay the large costs

that must have been incurred I know not.

We protested against the legality of the pro-

ceedings, and the “ building owner,” against

his wishes, was directed in the course pursued

by the district surveyor. Being fearful I

should get no decision upon my personal alle-

gations of irregularity in the proceedings, I

wrote and received an answer, and have since,

at a cost of 41. 3s. 8d., taken up the award. It

may be well to mention that the necessity of

endeavouring, as a preliminary step, to obtain

consent, is recognized in Trafalgar-square,

where in the table of fees, under the head

“consents,” it is thus stated:—“ 14. For
every application for consent to be given on

behalf of absent, unknown, or incapacitated

parties
;

and, if inquiry be involved, such

further fees as are payable on an award, 5s.

15. For every confirmation of the sur-

veyor's certificate as to works to which the

adjoining owner does not consent (sec. 24),

1/. Is.”

All the mass of papers received in the

matter are headed “ party- wall, party-arch, or

party fence-w'all in the absence of consent by
the adjoining owner.”

Having already trespassed to so great a

length on your columns, I must defer setting

out the details of the award—merely stating

no heed has been paid to the ground of com-
plaint. I am awarded to pay the 41. 3s. 8d.

and \l. Is. to the district surveyor, which I

shall most decidedly resist, and take counsel’s

opinion whether I cannot recover 4/. 3$. 8d.

of the district surveyor for his wrong-doing
in the matter.

Greenway Robins.

Sewers in Liverpool.—The Commis-
sioners of Paving, &c., have just determined
upon constructing in the north district of the

town sewers, 3,585 yards in length, the es-

timated cost of which, including branches, is

5,736/.
;
and in the south district, 3,665 yards,

at the estimated cost of 5,S64/. The quantity

finished in the north district, under the

contracts of 1844, is 2,559 yards main sewers,

exclusive of 475 yards of branches, at a cost

of about 3,958/. In the south district the

quantity finished is 3,130 J
yards main sewers,

exclusive of 530| yards of branches, at a cost

of about 4,928/.

Fatal Accident through the giving
way of a Floor On the 17th instant an
accident of the most appalling nature occurred

at the Female Penitentiary, Holloway-street,

Exeter. Twenty-one of the inmates had
retired for a short time to a small room but

little frequented, for the purpose of allowing

the committee to inspect the apartment they

usually occupied, when the floor of the room
instantly gave way, and twenty of the unfor-

tunates were immersed in the pestilential con-

tents of an ancient cess-pit underneath
;

the

other supporting herself on a part of the floor

still remaining. The cries and appeals for

assistance soon brought to their aid the com-
mittee, who succeeded in releasing the woman
sustaining herself on the broken part of the

floor from her perilous situation, and dragging
the others from the pit. In five of these,

however, we regret to say, life was extinct.

The other fifteen were bruised and very ill, but

under proper care are now recovering.
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PORTLAND CEMENT.
Sir,— The basins in Trafalgar-square have

been repaired with Roman cement: can you
assign the reason they have not been repaired
with Portland cement, that being the material
the bottoms are laid with? If Portland cement
is so superior to all other cements, how is it

that they are not repaired with the same ?

As this may tend to lower the estimation in
which Portland cement is held, it would be
well to learn the reason.—I am, Sir, &c.

Kensington. A Plasterer,

MANUFACTURE OF BRICKS.

Sir,— If your correspondent “Mr. Lock-
wood ” will inform us, young brickmakers, 1st.

What are the proper quantities of each material
contained in a brick of the best quality ? Does
itconsist of one-third sand, one-third chalk, and
one-third clay; or what? 2nd. How it may
be known that the materials are properly
mingled together? 3rd. The mode of packing
them in the kiln so as to obtain the best result?
then, I think, the art of brickmaking will be
benefited by his labours. Will he also tell, us
what may be said in favour of mixing the ash
with the clay at the commencement of the
winter; whether by so doing the materials
would become better amalgamated, or whether
an objection would exist in the ash losing a
portion of its burning quality.— I am, Sir, &c.,

An Early Subscriber.

Sir,— I have been expecting some of your
numerous correspondents would have replied
to the query of “An Early Subscriber,' 7

in
No. 105 of your valuable publication, who “ is

anxious to have an analysis of a good brick,
shewing the exact proportion of each material
used in its composition.” I should also wish
to see added to it, the nature of the compound
for giving bricks or tiles a durable brown
colour, and the manner of laying it on, which
1 believe is done before burning.

I am glad to see from your last number, the
Royal Institute of British Architects have
offered a premium for information on this im-
portant building material.— I am, Sir, &c.

Isle of Wight. p. 'p.

BRITISH ARCHEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.
Sir,—Would you or some of your numerous

correspondents have the goodness to inform
me, through the medium of the pages of The
Builder, of the simple question at issue be-
tween the contending parties in the “ British
Archaeological Society.” As a member, 1 have
been addressed by the supporters of each di-
vision, and from the apparently conflicting and
almost confused statements made by each, am
somewhat at a loss to understand the real
merits of the respecsive claimants for my sup-
port, and consequently (if there is to be a di-
vision) to which party to attach myself.
The neutrality which you, Mr. iiditor, have

hitherto maintained I highly approve, but
think that the matter is now assuming such a
decided form, that you can with much ad-
vantage to both parties, and with real benefit
to the cause of archaeology, step forth, in order
to explain the real position of the whole case.
I may also add, that your acknowledged firm-
ness in the discussion of all matters brought
before your notice will add much weight to
any remarks you may make.—Your insertion
of this will much oblige your constant reader,

Archasologicus.

[We will endeavour to comply with our cor-
respondent’s request next week. We de-
sired to see the wound healed, not opened, and
so have been silent.—

E

d.]

The Portland Vase.—We are glad to be
able to state, that this valuable example of
ancient art has been successfully restored and
will shortly be re-exhibited to the public
Vacant District Surveyorsiiip.—The

;

death of Mr. Mayhew has created a vacancy
i in the parish of St. James, Westminster. Mr.
l Charles Mayhew is a candidate for the office
: and as it is known that for several years past
1 he assisted his father in the duties of‘ the office,
i it is to be hoped he will be unopposed by his*

1
professional brethren.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp office
to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our rea ers
however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2. Yorlc-
street, Covent-garden.]

For the supply of Rails and Chairs for the
Eastern Counties Railway. March 31.

For the erection of a new Workhouse at Stratton

,

St. Margaret, about Midway between Swindon and
Highworth, Wiltshire. April 2.

For certain repairs to Snake Bridge (over the
River Aide), Suffolk. April 2.

For certain repairs to be done to the Church of
St. James, Braithwell, Yorkshire. April 2.

For Lighting Camden-town, St. Pancras, with
coal-gas for five years, from the 24th of June next.
April 3.

For the erection of a Church in the parish of St.
Thomas, Winchester. April 5.

For cutting, forming, and completing a new line
of Private Carriage-road, one mile in length, from
Whitehaven Castle, Cumberland, the seat of the
Earl of Lonsdale, to the Turnpike-road, between
Bransty toll-bar and Lonsdale-place, near the town
of Whitehaven. April 7.

For constructing the fourth division of the Great
Southern and Western Railway. April 8.

For about 250,000 Railway Sleepers not less than
9 feet long, for the Chester and Holyhead Railway.
April 9.

For erecting at Alresford, Hants, between five
and six thousand feet superficial of new Brickwork,
to be either neat flat, joint-pointed with white
mortar, or neatly tuck-pointed. The parties to
find labour and the erection of scaffolding only.
April 10.

J

For paving and repairing the foot-ways and
carriage-way pavements of the parish of St.
Clement Danes, for one year from Michaelmas
next. April 10.

For the restoration of the Parish Church of
Grays Thurrock, Essex. April 12.

For submitting a plan of a Tread-wheel, and con-
structing the same in the Common Gaol of Great
Yarmouth, Norfolk. April 24.

For all the Works to be done in the erection
and completion of the new cast-iron Bridge over
the Haven of Great Yarmouth, including the find-
ing of labour, certain materials, &c. April 20.

For the construction of the third and fourth
divisions of the Chester and Holyhead Railway.
April 28.

For the supply of 11,000 feet of 9-inch cast-iron
Pipes for a new line cf Aqueduct in the Island
of Malta. April 30.

For laying out the Grounds of the Victoria-park
Cemetery, and for draining the same, making the
roads, paths, and finding all necessary trees, shrubs,
materials, &c.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans, Sec., for the erection of a Commercial

Middle School in connection with the committee of
the Manchester Church Education Society.

Plans and Estimates for a House of Assembly for
the Diet of Hungary. December 1.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

March 31.—At 7, Store-street, Bedford-square :

several thousand Yellow Deals, Pine and Spruce
ditto, Battens, Planks, and Boards, Ash Felloes
and Planks, and other seasoned Wood.
March 31.—At Down Hall, Brad well, Essex;

310 Oak Timber Trees, standing with Top, Lop,
and Bark; 213 Ash, 157 Elm, and 78 Beech
Trees.

March 31.—In the Plantation adjoining Great
Chiverell Common, Wiltshire: 3,000 Fir Poles,
chiefly Spruce, with a few Lots of Larch. The
Poles are large, and of superior quality.

The last week in March, or the first week
in April next.—A large quantity of Oak and Elm
Timber, of superior quality and large dimensions,
principally growing in the woods on the Orchard •

leigh Estate, near Frome, Somerset.
By Private Contract, before the 1st of April

next.—287 Oak Trees, of full growth and large
dimensions, suitable for all purposes, now standing
at Woodside, near Morland, Westmoreland.

April 1.—At Chelmsford, Essex; a very valua-
ble, extensive, and well-assorted stock of Dry
Wood in great variety, comprising fine Spanish
and Honduras Mahogany, mostly cut between
six and seven years

;
particulaly fine Zebra Wood,

English Oak, Pencil Ceder, Birch, Beech, Elm,
Rosewood, &c.

April 1.— \t Gifford’s Hall, Stoke by Nayland,
Suffolk : 40 Oak Timber Trees and Standels

;

100 Ash Timber Trees and Standels
; 45 Elm

Timber Trees
; 34 Cherries

;
20 Poplars, Firs, and

Beeches.

April 2.—At the Golden Lion Inn, Ashburton,
Devonshire: 1,022 Oak, and 103 Ash Trees.
The Oak Timber is of very long lengths, large
dimensions, and superior quality.

April 2.—At the Feoffee's Room, Bond’s Hos-
pital, Coventry : 144 Oak Trees, 80 Oak Poles,
and 22 Cyphers, now growing in Birchley Ileyes
Wood, Old Fillougley.

April 3.—At Whitley, near Baythorne End,
Suffolk : a large quantity of Fir Timber.

April 5.—At Bower Hall, Steeple Bumpstead,
Essex : 400 Fir, Oak, and Elm Trees.

April 8.—At the Spulk House, in Dean Forest,
Gloucestershire, by order of the Commissiouers
of her Majesty's Woods and Forests : 319 Oak
Timber Trees.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

i

Monday, March 31.— British Architects, 16,
Grosvenor-street, 8 p.m.

; Chemical (Society of
Arts), Adelphi, 8 p.m. (Anniversary Meeting) ;

Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, April 1. — Linnceum, Soho-square,
8 p.m. ; Horticultural, 21, Regent-street, 3 p.m.

;

Civil Engineers, 25, Great George-street, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, 2.

—

Society of Arts, Adelphi,
8 p.m.

; Geological, Somerset-house, 8£ p.m.

Thursday, 3. — Royal, Somerset-house, 8£
p.m. ; Antiquaries, Somerset-house, 8 p.m.

Friday, 4 .
— Royal Institution, Albermarle-

street, 85 p.m ; Botanical

,

20
,

Bedford-street,
Covent-garden, 8 p.m.

Saturday, 5.

—

Asiatic, 14, Grafton-street,
2 p.m.

; Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-street,

8 p.m.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ A Subscriber from No. I.” wishes to know
the best place to obtain a communion cloth and
carpet

,
kneeling cushions, tyc.for a new chapel.

“•Brewer’s Coolers .”—A correspondent wishes
to be told the best method of making large coolers
for a brewery, sag from 30 to 40 feet long ; the
size of joists ; thickness requiredfor thefloor ; and
the best and most effectual means offinishing them.

“ A Constant Reader.”

—

Collingham’s “Henry
the Seventh’s Chapel.” Howard, 33, Gray's-Inn-
lane.

“ Another Competitor ” (Sackville-street) may
see that the information he sends ivas in our last

number.
“ G. S.” (Tenterden), who asks “ a remedy for

preventing damp affecting the paper of rooms the
walls of which are rendered or plastered on the
brickwork,” should learn the cause of the damp :

does it risefrom the bottom or drive throughfrom
the back.

“ A Subscriber ” ivishes to know where and at
what price genuine Indian ink can be procured,
believing that much which is sold by artists’

colourmen is spurious.
“ W. J. S.” is thankedfor his information.
“ Architectural Drawing Schools.”

—

Mr. W. J.
Lea, of 13, Ebury-street, Euton-square, stales, in
reply to inquiries in our journal, that he has con-
ducted an architectural drawing school for several
years past, and unit give particulars to any who
apply- Mr. F. Mulholland, 8, Great College-
street, Westminster, also gives instruction.

“ E. B.” (Dublin) — The machine mentioned
may be obtained at Messrs. Ackerman's, Reeve’s,
and Co.; Winsor and Newton’s; or Newman’s,
Soho-square : price one guinea and upicards.
“ W. II. P.” is thanked; a copy has been sent

to Earls-terrace. A notice of the progress of the

works at Cologne Cathedral, present state of the
churches, SfC. there, will be acceptable.

“ Holloway New Chapel.”—“W. J.” and all

correspondents who favour us with their names in

confidence, may feel assured that it will not be
betrayed.

“
J. L.” (Lille).—We shall be glad to receive

items of information.
“ Williams's Patent Slate Ridge ” shall be

described next week.
“ F. M.” and “ E. M.’’ (Pimlico) next week.
11 W. R.”—The model has been received: we

have not yet examined it.

“N .”—Asphalted Felt does not seem to be
allowable for roofs under the Buildings Act.
(Schedule G.)

“ Herne Hill Church .”—Having given a state-

ment from each of the parlies at issue, we did
not propose to carry the subject further in our
gages. We trill, however, reconsider the various
letters which have been addressed to us upon it.

“ W. G. Oxford.”'—In parts or numbers as
may be desired.

Received.—“ Additionalfacts, having reference
to Grave Yard Management.”
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

TO BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS. — IRON-

MONGERY AT WOLVERHAMPTON PRICES.

C LUSE and BOSE respectfully luform

the Building Trade that they have opened a V are-

house at 35, CITY-ROAD (comer of Tabernacle-row, and

near Old-street-road), for the purpose of auppjymg EVEKY
DESCRIPTION OF IRONMONGER! at \\ olverhampton

P
ELLIPTIC and REGISTER STOVES, KITCHEN

RANGES, &c„ lower than any other house in the trade.

Li.u of prices be bed .c Ihe Warehouse, or forvrarded

per post free.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.

J AMES; ELLIS, Brass Founder, 144,

Houndsditch, London, Manufacturer ofPumps, Water-

^Sole’ M°aker of Woodfield’s Patent Water-closet, that

requires neither Service Box Ball Lever. Valve, Cranks or

Wires admirably adapted for situations where the Cistern

cannot be fixed near the Closet. Any number of Closets can

be supplied from the same Cistern.

Brass Fittings for Slate Cisterns, Sinks, &c. ;
Plumbing

and Steam Work in its various branches; Gas Light Furni-

ture Manufacturer and Fitter.

Every article warranted and supplied on the lowest terms

for Cash. Experienced Workmen sent to any part of Town

or Country on the shortest notice and most reasonable Terms.

Pan Water-closet complete, If. 10s.

aution To luck makers,
Dealers, &C.-I, THOMAS DAVIS, at present a

prisoner confined in Warwick Gaol, upon an execution at

the suit of Messrs. Charles Chubb and Son. of St. Paul s

Cburchvard, London, Patent Lock Manufacturers, tor

damages and costs recovered against me for having put

their names upon locks not of their manufacture, acknow-

ledge that I have been justly imprisoned for such my offence,

anil the said Messrs. Chubb and Son having, in consideration

of the distressed state of my wife andl family, bv reason of

my imprisonment, consented to my discharge, I do hcreb>

declare that I deeply regret having ever put their names on

mv locks, or having passed off locks of my make for articles

of their manufacture
;
and I solemnly promise that I will

never again, under any circumstances, commit the same

offence. Dated „h d„, of ]»*„ DAVIS .

Witness -Thomas Maycock, Turnkey.

1
7IENDERS, STOVES, and FIRE-IRONS.

—The LARGEST ASSORTMENT of STOVES and

FENDERS, as well as GENERAL IRONMONGERY, in

the WORLD, is now on SALE at RI PPON and BURTON S

extensive warehouses. 39, Oxford-street, comer of Newman-

street (just removed fiom Wells-strcet). Bright steel

fenders, to 4 feet, trom 30s. each; ditto d'tto, with ormolu

ornaments, from 60s.
;
rich bronzed scroll ditto, with steel

bar. 10s. 6d.
;
iron fenders, 3 feet, 4s. 6d.

;
4 feet, 6s.

;
ditto

bronzed and fitted with standards, 3 feet, 9s. ; 4 teet, 11s.

;

wrought-iron kitchen fenders, 3 feet, 4s. 6d. ;
4 feet, bs. ;

bright register stoves, with bronzed ornaments and two sets

of bars, from 5 guineas ,
ditto ditto, with ormolu ornaments,

from 91. 5s. ;
back dining-room register stoves, 2 feet, 2.0s.

;

3 feet, 30s.
;
bed-room register stoves, 2 feet, 16s. ; 3 feet,

24s. The new economical Thermm stove, with fender and

radiating hearth-plate, from 8/. 5s.; fire-irons for chambers,

Is. 9d. per set; handsome ditto, with cut heads. Os, od.
;

newest pattern, with elegant bronzed heads. 11s. A variety

of fire-irons, with ormolu and richly-cut heads, at propor-

tionate prices. Any article in furnishing ironmongery,

30 per cent, under any other house, while the extent and

variety of the stock is without any equal. The money

returned lor every article not approved of.— Detailed cata-

logues, with cneravings, sent (per post) free. Established

(in Wells-street) 1820.

Paper-hangings on sale at the

following low prices for cash :—Bed-room papers,

from 6d. per piece of 12 yards; dining-room ditto, trom

Is ditto - passage and staircase ditto, from Is. ditto; marble

na'iicrs. Is. 6d. ditto; granite, Is. 6d. ditto ;
oak. Is. 6(1. ditto ;

satin papers, from 4s. to 8s. ditto.—At R. CHATER’S, 45,

Tottenham-court-road.—N .B. A quantity of remnants, of

two to six pieces each lot, to be sold at cost price.

rjlO BUILDERS and Others -A cheap
substitute for high priced bricks, well worthy the

attention of speculative gentlemen, and other capitalists who
intend building this season. This article is stone, which may
be worked with great advantage. It is in pieces from 3 to 5

inches in thickness, and averaging from 14 to 20 pounds in

weight ; it is about the same weight as bricks, and will be

sold in London at 12s. 6d. per ton. Any quantity may be had

from 100 to 200 tons per week
;

not more would be

guaranteed per week, as it will come by railwav. A fair

sample of 10 or 12 tons may be seen at the proprietor’s at

any time.—Address, JAMES PERREN, 1, Victoria-place,

Surrey-square, Walworth.

E G.’s TRACING-PAPER.—It is

• warranted to take Ink. Oil, or Water colour and

is sold by MESSRS. ROBERSON AND CO., SOLE
AGENTS, 51, LONG-ACRE, at the following cash prices:—

THIN TRACING-PAPER. .

6o by 40, at 141. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.

40 by 30, at 7'. os. „ 73. 6d. „

30 by 20, at 3/. 15s. ,,
4s. oa. „

THICK TRACING-PAPER.

40 by 30, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.

30 by 20. at /(• IOs - ” 8s. Od. „

N. B.— Every sheet is stamped with the Initials of the

Manufacturer.

This beautiful and unequalled article is allowed to be thi

cheapest and most useful Pa]
' '' *“ “

public, ""
»aper hitherto introduced to the

a will be best proved by a trial.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. KENT and C O.,
MANUFACTURERS,

11. GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON.
Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of a

quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, to

which they beg to call the attention of all whojirefer quality

and durability to apparent cheapness,

oooooo.—7 j
n - Dusters,

oooooo.—7 ditto, extra.

oooo.—Ground Brushes.

Plasterers’ Brushes.

Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.
SashT®ols, and Common Tools.

Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other

Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kinds

of Brushes, forw arded on application. Established 1777*

TO BUILDERS. — TO BE LET with
possession at old Ladv-day next, a neat and commo-

dious DWELLING HOUSE with excellent Yard, Work-
shop, Saw-pit, and Sheds adjoining the same

;
situate in

Double-street, in Spalding, in the county of Lincoln, now in

the occupation of Mr. Wm. Enst, where a first.rate general

business has been carried on for the last forty years. The
Premises are contiguous to the River, and consequently well

situated for Loading and Delivering Materials. For further

Particulars and to treat, apply to Mr. R. Ellis, Builder,

Fleet, near Holbeach.
Fleet, March, 1845.

TO HRICKMAKERS, BUILDERS. &c.

The manor park, streatham,
near the CHURCH —TO LET for the purposes of

Brickmaking, the valuable Brick-earth upon a part of this

Estate. The Clay, which is of a very superior quality and

coloured with marl, lies immediately below' the vegetable

mould, and there is running water in great abundance cross-

ing the Estate ; besides other advantages, the Ground front-

ing on the main Croydon Road and on the Road leading

from Streatham to Tooting, is now to be Let for Building

purposes, and the disposal of the Bricks upon the Spot,

when manufactured, will be found equally advantageous to

the maker and Builders, saving the Cost of Cartage. If any

Speculator is willing to take a large portion of the Ground
lorBuilding purposes, he would be allowed to make Bricks,

the proprietors only reserving to themselves the right of a

Small Royalty for' the use of the Earth. Money to any

amount will be advanced on the Buildings during their

erection, upon Certificates given by the Architects to the

Estate.
For Specimens of the Earth, Plan of the Estate, or other

particulars, apply to Messrs. Gough and Roumieu. Archi-

tects, &c.. 10, Lancaster-place, Strand, or at Mr. Brown’s,

Manor-park Office. Streatham.

rpo UPHOLSTERERS, CARPENTERS,
BUILDERS, and CONTRACTORS.

s. d.

Furniture cleaned and glazed per yard 0 li

Lined ditto ditto 0 2$

Sofa and Chair Covers at equally reduced prices.

Linings cleaned and dyed all colours (Pink excepted) 0 3

Pink and Rose colour 0 4

Moreen cleaned, and watered or embossed to

elegant patterns 0 4

Ditto re-dyed 0 “

Silk Damask cleaned and finished 0 0

Ditto ditto dyed all plain colours 0 8

Ditto ditto scarlet and crimson in grain 1 0

Window Blinds cleaned and calendered 0 3

Blankets cleaned from ‘Id. to 1 6

Counterpanes from .. •> 1 0

Carpets cleaned and hotpressed per yard 0 4

Mattress Cases cleaned, See., 2 0

AT CALDWELL, AND CO.,
SILK DYERS, SHAWL AND FURNITURE CLEANERS,

EMBOSSERS, &C.,

54, Mortimer-street, Cavendish-square.

Furniture taken down and re-made. Letters punctually

attended to, and all goods delivered w'itliin the week. Please

to copy the Address.

TO BUILDERS, CARPENTERS, AND JOINERS.

TO be SOLD by Private Contract, or

LET, with possesion at Old Lady-day next, all those

Extensive Premises situate in Fleet, near Holbeach, in

the county of Lincoln, comprising commodious and newly-

built Dwelling-house and Offices, Carpenter’s and Smith’s

Shop, Saw-pit," Deal Sheds, Office and Stahle, Large Yard,

and well-planted Garden, now in the occupation of Mr.

Robert Ellis, builder, by whom and his late father an ex-

cellent business has been carried on for upwards of half a

century. For further particulars, apply to Mr. Ellis.

Fleet, March 17, 1845.

IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND PATENTEES.

P UACIICAL ASSISTANCE GIVEN to

parties taking Letters Patent, by Mr. J. WILSON,
Engineer and Patent Agent. Every description of business

relating to or connected with Patents, Registration of De-

signs, Patent Agency, &c., conducted at his offices, 10,

CHANCERY-LANE, opposite Carey-street. Negotiations

entered into with parties wishing to dispose of or purchase

patented or registered inventions. Every necessary infor-

mation may be obtained at the offices as above, where also

may be had printed instructions (gratis), to which Mr. W.
begs particularly to draw the attention of parties about to

take out patents
. .

Mechanical drawings of every description, original designs

for machinery, models, &c., executed with dispatch and

economy.

HOLBORN AND FINSBURY SEWERS, MIDDLESEX.
ri'lllE COMMISSIONERS of SEWERS
JL for the LIMITS give NOTICE, that their Office,

Hatton Garden, is open daily between the hours of Ten and

Four, where information can he obtained (gratis) by persons

about to Purchase or Rent Houses or Property, or take Land
for Building purposes, of the situation and level of the

public Sewers, capable of affording sufficient Drainage, and

which they recommend all such Persons to apply for at the

above Office. Bv the Court,

STABLE and LUSH, Clerks.

COURT OF SEWERS FOR WESTMINSTER, AND
PART OF MIDDLESEX, No. 1, Greek-atreet, Soho-

IAO BUILDERS and Others interested in

Duty off window glass. — On
April the 6th, Squares stouter and of better make

than formerly for Glazing purposes at 6d. per foot.

NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND
OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than

is kept by anv other house in London, from 4d. per foot.

Flattened Sheet, Stained, Fluted, the BIRMINGHAM
Sheet Plate (superior in all respects to every other make),

and Ornamental Glass of every description. Complete Lists

of Glass, Lead. Colours, &c., at ready-money prices, may
be had (aratis) on application to R. Cogan, at the Western

Glass, Lead, and Colour Warehouse, 5, Princes-street,

Leicester-square, London.

SURVEYORS, CONTRACTORS FOR PUBLIC
WORKS, and the TRADE generally, sending specifica-

tions of quantities required, will receive by return of post an

invoice at the very lowest cash prices.

A parcel of very Superior Spruce Okcr, suitable for

PLASTERERS AND PAINTERS, to be sold at 6s. per

NOTICE. — INVENTORS desirous of

M OON’S IMPROVED CHIMNEYS—

r

Samples of the Bricks to form the Circular Flue,

now coming into general use, also those invented by Clark

and Reed for a similar purpose, may be seen at the Patentee’s

Western Depot, New-road, near Tottenham-court-road,

where may be procured the Metal Bars and Throats, also

the much-approved Caps for the prevention of Smoky Chim-

neys. without causing adjoining flues to smoke, or producing

the noise so generally complained of, arising from a large

Burface ol metal being exposed to the action of the wind.

Licences are granted to Brick and Tile Makers for manu-
facturing the Bricks and Tiles, throughout the United King-

dom, by application as above, or to Mr. ELIAS DORNING,
27, Cross-street, Manchester.

VENTIONS, orPatents, should applvtoMr. M. JOSCELIN
COOKE, at the OFFICE for PATENTS, 20, Half Moon-
street, London, where English and Foreign Patents are ob-
tained, and Designs registered. An INDEX is kept for

inspection of all Patents granted for the last century

;

also copies of every Patent of importance. Instructions to

Inventors and a list of charges gratis on application.

Mortgage and annuity office,
No. 123, Chancery-lane.— Persons requiring LOANS

by way of MORTGAGE, or otherwise, upon any available

security, may at all times procure an advance to the extent

of from 100/. to 200,000/., or so much as the property will

bear, by applying to Mr. BRAY, Surveyor, Land and Estate
Agent, at the offices as above, where a Registry for the sale

of Estates, Houses, Land. Life Interests, and Reversions, is

kept for inspection. N.B.—To expedite the procuration,

personal application at the office would in all cases be better,

the party bringing with them the abstract of title, plans,

considered strictly

&c.

i.MBARRASSED circumstances,
-PERSONS IN DIFFICULTIES being desirous o

tailing themselves of the Benefit of LORD BROUGHAM’.1-

HUMANE ACT. are requested to apply to MESSRS.
GRAND AN1) CO., of 51, Coleman-stfeet. City, where
every information may be obtained, FREE OF EX-
PENSE. or arrangements can be made with Creditors,

by which means the painful necessity of resorting to

BANKRUPTCY or INSOLVENCY may in many cases

be avoided.— N.B. Partnership accounts adjusted.

district tinder The jurisdiction of this Court, drained by water-

courses falling into the river Thames, between the city of

London and the parish of Fulham.
'he Commissioners hereby give notice, that by an Act of

47th Geo. III. (chap. 7, local) it is required that, pre-

viously to the making of any new sewer in any street, lane,

or public way, or in any part intended to become a street,

lane, or public way, or to carry off or drain off water from any

house, building, yard, or ground, into any sewer under their

management, or within their jurisdiction, a notice in writing

shall he given to them, or to their clerk at their office, and

that such new sewer or sewers shall be constructed and made
in such manner and form as shall be directed by the said

Commissioners, and not otherwise.

And, in order to prevent the serious evils and inconveni-

ences that must arise from ground proposed to be built upon

being excavated at too great a depth, the Commissioners

have directed that, upon application being made at this office

previous to the excavatunot such ground, information »hall

be given as to the lowest depth at which the same can be

drained.
And tlie Commissioners do also give notice that, when-

ever the lower floors or pavements of buildings shall have

been laid so low as not to admit of their being drained with

a proper current, they will not allow any sewers, or drains

into sewers, to be made for the service of such buildings.

It is recommended to all persons about to purchase or take

houses, or other premises, to ascertain whether such premises

have separate and distinct drains into common sewers.

All petitions must be delivered at this office at least three

clear days before they are presented to the Commissioners ; and

all such petitions will be called on in the order of their appli-

cation, and the name of any party not present when called

on to support the application will be struck out, and the pro-

ceedings must in consequence be commenced dc novo.

All communications made with any sewer without leave of

the Commissioners, will be cut off, and the parties making

the same will subject themselves to a fine.

By order of the Court,
LEWIS C. HERTSLET, Clerk.

WESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY,

OFFICE, 49, PARLIAMENT STREET, WESTMINSTER.
Directors.

James Hunt, Esq.

J. Arscott Lethbridge, Esq.

Edmund Lucas, Esq.

George Kennet Pollock, Esq.

James Lys Seager, Esq.
John Bazley White, Esq.
Joseph Carter Wood, Esq.

H. Edgeworth Bicknell, Esq.
William Cabell, Esq.,

T. Somers Cocks, Jun., Esq.,

George Henry Drew, Esq.
William Evans, Esq.
William Freeman, Esq.
Francis Fuller, Esq.

Joseph H. Goodhart, Esq.
Physic

William Richard Basham, M.D.
Surgeons.

Alfred Leggatt, Esq. ;
George D. Pollock, Esq.

Bankers.
Messrs. Cocks, Biddulpb, and Co.

Solicitors.

Messrs. J. L. Bicknell and J. C. Leihbridge.

The attention of the unassured portion of the community

cannot lie too pointedly drawn to the unusual advantages

offered to the Public by this Society over those of many

others, as it enables all classes to effect life assurances in the

manner most convenient to themselves, and amongst other

of its popular features that of allowing the Assured (by Table

2) to leave uAtr the Annual Premiums unpaid for seven

years, will not be found undeserving public attention.

Immediate and deferred Annuities, andevery description

of Life Assurance business, undertaken b) this Society.

Prospectuses and all other requisite information will be

furnished on application to the Secretary, or the Country

Agents of the Society.
EDWARD T. RICHARDSON, Secretary.
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O R more than two years past

a committee, appointed for

the purpose of obtaining the

restoration of the noble

church of St. Mary Red-

cliffe, at Bristol, probably

the finest parish church in England, have

spared no pains to raise subscriptions, and to

induce their fellow-citizens and the admirers

of ecclesiastical architecture throughout the

country, to assist them in the proposed under-

taking.

From the estimates of the architects em-

ployed to survey the church, it appears that an

outlay of 40,000/. is required to complete the

restoration; but, after mature deliberation, the

committee were of opinion they might with

perfect prudence commence the work when

7,000/. should be subscribed
;
and it was ac-

cordingly resolved, in January last, that when
such a sum was obtained, plans and estimates

should be submitted to a meeting of the sub-

scribers for their approval.

After all the efforts made, however, only

5,400/. have been raised; and expenses have

seen incurred which reduce the amount strictly

ipplicable to the restoration to 4,600/. The
committee found that the fabric was becoming
laily worse and worse, and being anxious to

nduce the subscribers to allow the application

)f their subscriptions to the substantial repair

)f the fabric, a meeting was held on Friday,

he 28th ult., when the Mayor, Mr. R. P. King,

•resided, and the following resolutions, amongst
ithers, were carried unanimously:

—

“ That this meeting M ould see with deep
egret the further decay, and perhaps irre-

rievable ruin, of St. Mary Redcliffe Church
;

•nd as more extensive dilapidation can only be

.verted by the application of the present

ubscriptions to the work of repair, this meet-

ng earnestly hopes that all the subscribers will

onsent to an immediate payment of the resi-

de of their subscriptions— to be applied under
he direction and control of the committee,

ccording to the recommendation contained in

heir report; and that the committee be re-

mested to make early application to each of

he subscribers not now present, or otherwise

onsenting, for their permission to apply the

alance of his subscription forthwith to the

ame purpose.”

The mayor was most anxious to aid the views

f the committee, and urged that it would be

national disgrace if the beautiful structure

'ere allowed to go further into decay. They
tould hardly hope at present to see the steeple

estored and the church made perfect, but sub-

tantial repairs they M-ere bound to attend to;

end he hoped the subscribers would permit
;ie amount already raised to be applied forth-

with for that purpose. Mr. W. L. Clarke, in

noving the first resolution, said, although
ney could not effect their whole object, the
bbscribers who assented would have the
tatisfaction of handing down the church
ood repair to the next generation, to receive
aen that complete restoration, which they
emselves had desired to obtain, but unfortu-
lately could not.

i Mr. James Gibbs rejoiced that the com-
mittee had resolved to begin the work

;
but

deplored that, in a city of merchant-princes,

whose revenues might be estimated not by

thousands, but by hundreds of thousands, and

even millions, there was any difficulty in raising

the sura required. He trusted, however, as

the work proceeded that additional aid would

be given.

Mr. W. P. King saw no reason to despair

of the ultimate restoration of their noble

church ; such works were not effected in one

year or ten. The Cathedral of Cologne had

been built bit by bit, and, in fact, had never

been finished. But the present King of Prus-

sia having interfered, a spirit had arisen, and

in all Germany subscriptions were being raised

for its completion. All the large cathedrals

had taken many years in building, and the

town of Wigan owed its name to the circum-

stance of such a building being so long in

progress, that the expression of “ We began ”

was so often used, that corrupted into Wigan,
it became the name of the place. He thought

they had only to begin, and they would go on

progressing
;

their very scaffolding, and the

knowledge that they were progressing with

the work, would be their best advertisement,

for they could not expect people to give large

subscriptions to a work not yet begun
;
he did

not fear but the youngest among them might
live to see the restoration of that beautiful

steeple, M-hich had been thrown down by the

thunder-storm.

Mr. Proctor felt himself unable to assign a

reason for the M-ant of funds. Here was a fine

old church, admitted on all hands to be a credit

to the city and nation at large, in the midst
of a professedly Christian country, and sur-
rounded by a population who were sending
money all over the known world to build

churches; yet that church was going to decay,
and the means to prevent it could not be ob-
tained, The amount already subscribed might
appear large; but was not the object worthy
of it? Large as it was, it was less than had
been expended on one mile of railway within
the vicinity of its walls. He could only assign
as an excuse, that persons did not believe the
church was in so dilapidated a state as was
stated

;
but he assured them they would find

it so. In many parts it was so dangerous, that

it ought not to be approached
;
many of the

pinnacles were tottering, and large pieces of
stone M-ere constantly falling

;
and the roof

over the chancel was in so bad a state, as to

deter any person from proceeding along it.

The lime was come to decide whether
Redcliffe Church should exist a proof of their

fidelity to the trust deputed to them by their

fathers, or a monument of the neglect and
parsimony of the present generation. He
considered the credit of England was at stake,

and hoped that none would relax in their

exertions.

We echo Mr. Proctor’s words—the credit

of England is at stake; and we hope all who
feel interested in our ancient ecclesiastical

architecture will lend their aid to effect the
restoration of the beautiful church of St. Mary
Redcliffe. If it be allowed to fall into ruin, a

disgrace will attach to Bristol, which will be
hard to remove. Its beauty as a work of art,

its antiquity, and its peculiar associations,

render this church equal in interest to any
structure in the kingdom. Well might the
elegiast of Canynge, who built the greater
part of the present church, and died in 1474,
inscribe on his monument :

—

“ The buildings rare that here you may behold
To shrine his bones, deserve a tombe of gold :

The famous fabricke that he here hath donne,
Shines in its sphere as glorious as the sonne.

What needs more words, the future world he
soughte,

And set y
e pomp and pride of this at noughte

:

Heaven was his aime, let heaven be still his

station,

That leaves such works for others imitation.”

The committee have acted u-isely in deter-

mining to commence the repairs forthwith, and
there is every reason to believe that when
they begin in earnest, additional funds will be
forthcoming. We give them “ God speed ye ”

in the good work, and shall report progress
from time to time. Such monuments are the
property of the nation, and should be the care
of the nation. If we cannot build such now-
adays (or at least, do not, which is the same
in effect), at all events let us religiously pre-
serve those our forefathers have left us.

BURIAL-GROUND PRACTICES.
The revolting occurrences in the Spafields

burying-ground, to M-hich we assisted to
direct public attention, have produced so strong
an impression generally, that, whatever may
be the immediate result of Mr. Mackinnon’s
long-expected motion for preventing inter-
ments in large towns, we may expect consider-
able mitigation of the evil before long. A
true bill has been found against two managers
and the lessees of the burying-ground in
question, and the audacity of Mr. Bird in
writing the letter which we admitted into our
columns, is fully shewn.
At St. Saviour’s, Southu-ark, on Easter

Tuesday, the parishioners in vestry assembled,
resolved to discontinue burying the dead in
the grave-yard of that parish, in consequence
of its over-crowded state. And it is to be
hoped that the inhabitants of several parishes
in the city M-hich we could name, will forth-
M-ith determine that no more shall be added to
the mass of corruption engendering disease,
over which they sit some hours evervM-eek.

It M-ill scarcely be believed that an analysis
of a gallon of water from the pump in Spafields
ground, lately made, shewed that it contained
160 grains of human matter.
Throughout the discussion of the subject,

M'hich has recently taken place, we have not
observed that sufficient allusion has been made
to the gentleman by whose exertions, almost
unaided, and at considerable expense to
himself, the fatal evils of the system generally,
and the atrocities committed in the Spafields
ground in particular, have been made known
to the public. Mr. G. A. Walker has applied
himself for several years past to point out the
evils attendant on burying in towns, and to the
reformation ot abuses of the practice known to
exist, and it is to be hoped that some public
acknowledgment of his services in this respect
will be made. It is too often the case that those
who have really fought the battle are forgotten
in the moment of victory.

ENCROACHMENT ON HYDE PARK.

We view with extreme jealousy any steps
tending to contract the few open spaces set
apart for the enjoyment and healthful recrea-
tion of the people. The parks are the Lon-
doners’ privileges, the Londoners’ salvation

;

they are properly called the lungs of the me-
tropolis, and as we all know what an important
part of the body the lungs are, should be
guarded with the greatest care, and preserved
intact at any cost. We are led to make this
remark by the preparations which are in pro-
gress, apparently to enclose a portion of Hyde
Park, betM-een Albert-gate and Hyde Park
Corner, and call loudly on those who have
power, to lend their aid to prevent this en-
croachment. If the intention be persisted in,

a public meeting should be called, and a
memorial therefrom presented to the Metro-
politan Improvement Commissioners, and the
Health of Towns Commissioners, soliciting
their interference. No time should be lost.

“The true danger,” says Burke, if we re-
member rightly, “is when liberty is nibbled
away for expedients and by parts;” and so it

is with our parks. If we ’quietly permit this
fresh slice to be taken off (as was done a few
years since next Park-lane), we shall have
the precedent followed all round its confines,
even if it stop there

; and afterwards the same
authority which encloses, may piease to plant
villas and cottages in the pleasant parterres
thus created.
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YORK MINSTER;

ITS FIRES AND RESTORATIONS.
BY JAMES WYLSON.

In attempting to give an account of the

present condition of York Minster, we natu-

rally turn to take a retrospect of those memo-
rable calamities which led to the extensive

operations that have been carried on of late

years in that magnificent fabric. Premising,

then, that, in pursuance of a survey and report

thereof, made by Mr. Carr, a York architect,

in 1 770,
the minster was put into a general

state of repair by 1778 ;
that from funds

realized from minster properties, the Dean and
Chapter afterwards maintained a steady coun-
teraction to the insidious influence of time, ex-

pending therein, say 1,000/. a year, it will be
understood that only the occurrence of such
destructive events as those to which we refer

rendered necessary those public appeals, and
the exercise of that munificent co-operation,
by which this noble structure has been pre-
served from becoming a crumbling ruin.

About seven o’clock in the morning of Mon-
day, the 2nd of February, 1829, a boy named
Swinbank, one of the choristers, while passing
through the minster-yard, accidentally stepped
upon a piece of ice, and was thrown on his

back
;
before he could recover his footing, he

saw, in his upward view, smoke issuing from
the roof of the minster. On his giving an
alarm, and the doors being opened, it was
found that the elaborate and beautiful carved
oak fitments on the south side of the choir were
in flames : from this the fire spread rapidly,
and by half-past eleven o’clock the rich wood-
work (cathedra, pulpit, prebendal stalls, mise-
ricordia, pews, and organ, with their exquisite
canopies, tracery, and tabernacle-work), as
well as the choir-roof, about222 feet in length,
was entirely consumed, the fire having been
communicated to the latter from the organ.
Happily, the gorgeous stone rood-screen, con-
taining statues ot our monarch* from William
the Conqueror to Henry the Sixth, and which
sustained the organ, occupying the lower part
of the great arch between the transept and
choir, and serving thus as one of the confines to
the vast furnace which raged within, sustained
but little injury, as may be also said of the east
window, which, from its beautiful glazing and
noble dimensions, has been distinguished as
“ the glory of the cathedral,” and “ the finest
window in the world the splendid sepulchral
shrine of Archbishop Bowet, and other monu-
ments were demolished, or considerably in-
jured, as were the clustered piers of magnesian
limestone, carrying the great side arches.
Upon an investigation faking place, a sus-

picion was found to attach so strongly to one
Jonathan Martin, that a reward was offered for
his apprehension. This man was a native of
Hexham, in Northumberland, was a brother
of the celebrated painter of the same name,
had been apprenticed to a tanner, was subse-
quently a sailor, and, about the time of his
committing the act by which he acquired so
much notoriety, obtained a livelihood by hawk-
ing about a pamphlet containing a narrative of
his life. He was taken on the Friday fol-
lowing, at the residence of a relation, named
Kell, at Codlaw-hill, about three miles from
Hexham, was brought to York on the Mondav,
examined, and committed to the city gaol

;
o'n

the 31st of March, true bills for arson and
felony having been found against him, he was
tried at the Castle, before Mr. Baron Hullock,
and, after nine hours’ careful investigation,
acquitted on the ground of insanity, caused hy
religious fanaticism. Accordingly, in pursuance
of that wise regulation by which persons con-
victed of serious offences whilst labouring under
alienation of the mind are placed beyond the
power of committing any further mischief
through the mania which influences them, he
was removed to London, and confined in Beth-
lera Hospital, where he died on the 3rd of
June, 1838. Ic appeared that Martin, havin'’’
provided himself with some tinder, matches,
a penny candle, and a razor, in lieu of steel,
attended evening pravers on the Sundav

;

then concealing himself behind Archbishop
jrenfeld s tomb in the north transept, kept
sti 1 until the ringers, who were in the
belfry in the evening, had left the Cathedral.
I roceeding to the belfry, he struck a light, lit
Ins candle, cut about 90 feet from the rope
of the prayer-bell, converted it into a ladder
by tying knots in it at intervals, and having
retraced his steps, obtained bv means of the

rope access to the choir
;
here he cut away

the gold-fringe ornaments from the pulpit, and
the velvet from the Archbishop’s throne, atid

Dean and Precentor’s seats, then piled all the

cushions, surplices, and books in two heaps

—one near the Archhishop’s throne, the other

near the organ,— and set fire to them. His
candle burnt out before he had completed his

arrangements,hut he procured a wax one which
had been used during the service in the after-

noon : it was about the middle of the night

that he set about his “ pious work,” as he
called it; he lit the fire about half-past two,

stayed half an hour to watch its progress, and
left the Cathedral about three in the morning,
taking with him the gold-fringe, velvet, and a

small bible, for the purpose, as he said, of their

serving to identify him with the act. He made
his escape by breaking one of the windows of
the north transept, which he reached by the

aid of the travelling scaffold used for cleaning
the Minster, whence he looked back with
great pleasure “on the merry blaze which
began to shoot up.” The opinions which he
entertained on religion were of an absurd and
fanatical kind, the main objects of his vitupe-

ration being the church clergy, whom he
designated as “ blind guides, who led the
higher ranks of society astray.” The writer of
this article saw and conversed with him at

Bethlem in 1837 : on entering the day-room,
he found him seated at the end of a long
dining-table, reading intently in a large quarto
volume

;
passing round to his shoulder, and

perceiving that the woik which so closely en-
gaged his attention wis Fox’s “ Book of Mar-
tyrs,” he accordingly saluted him thus :

—

“Good morning, Mr. Mirlin, that is a very in-

teresting work yon have got.” “ Ay, Sir,” said

Martin, launching into the topic which seemed
ever uppermost in his thoughts, and expressing
himself nearly thus :

“ these were the men
that suffered for conscience’ sake

;
when I set

fire to York Minster I did wrong, and I

deserved to be hanged for being guilty of
trying to destroy so noble a fabric, for it was
against the men and not the house that I

should have directed my vengeance.” When
first placed there, he used to amuse himself
with drawing, hut his conceptions being gene-
rally of the devilish order (according to the
report of his keeper), the governors thought it

best to deprive him of the means of exercising
his talent in that way. There was a degree of
wild and fervid enthusiasm in his manner, but
still there seemed a seasoning of~“as much
rogue as fool” in his composition. He al-

leged that he was prompted to set fire to the
minster by two dreams.
Addresses of condolence having been voted

to the Dean and Chapter by the Lord Mayor
and Corporation, and by the citizens, evincing
the deep sympathy which was felt by all

classes, a public, or rather national subscrip-

tion was opened to defray the expenses of the

restoration, which was intrusted to the pro-
fessional experience of Sir Robert Smirke, and
whose estimate of the damage done amounted
to 60,001)/. In two months 48,000/. were
collected in the county; Government gave
5,000/. worth of teak from the stores of well-

seasoned limher in the dock yards
;

Sir E. M.
Vavasour, of Hazlewood-hall, gave the stone,
in noble imitation of his ancestor, Robert de
Vavasour, who gave that of which the nave
was built; his Grace, the Archbishop, pre-
sented the communion-plate; and the lion,
and Rev. John Lumley Saville, afterwards
Earl of Shrewsbury, gave the organ. From
the receipts of the fourth grand musical fes-
tival also, which was held in the Minster on
the 7th of September, 1835, the sum of
1,794/. 4s. 5d. was apportioned to the restora-
tion fund. In consequence of a deficiency,
the Deau and Chapter were obliged to borrow
8,000/., bei ng the commencement of a mortgage
on the fabric funds.

In effecting the restoration, the architect’s
first object was to give security to the fabric;
to do this efficiently, he found it necessary to
rebuild the portion of the sjde walls above the
arches, and restore the cornice and battle-
ments, and external screen-work on the north
side. The roof he constructed entirely of teak,
the extraordinary strength and durability of
which, even where oak has failed, has been
proved by experience

;
the arched ribs forming

the groined vaulting he also constructed of
the same wood, following in every respect the
plan of the old work : but lie wisely had the

interior moulded portion wrought separate, in

alight American wood, a method which affords

comparative facility for removing and replacing
parts should circumstances render it necessary,

as well as for executing the various complex
curves with greater accuracy and superior

finish. In the restoration of the stall-work, he
availed himself of the services of Messrs.
Mackenzie and Wild, who had fortunately

made on former occasions accurate admeasure-
ments of the most interesting features of the

Cathedral, well-seasoned oak was collected

for the purpose in Holland, and the elabo-

rate portion of the work was executed in

London. The pulpit and throne are allowed

to be far preferable to their predecessors

;

the former is two feet lower than the old one,

and projects further into the choir : some say,

that whereas the old tabernacle-work, while

rough in execution, was substantial and richly

clustered: the new, though sharp and richly

tooled, is slight and thin, and the finials at

variance with it. Exception is also taken to

the knots in the groining of the roof, which
before presented an endless variety, but now
exhibits a repetition of the same foliage.

However these things may be, it is undeniable

that the restoration was well carried out, and
what with the drawings that existed, and the

fragments found in the ruins, it was effected

|

generally with a satisfactory adherence to its

prototype. The new stone altar-screen and
altar-rails are admirably finished

;
this screen

and the oak ones which extend on either side

from the pulpit and throne to meet it, have

their openings filled with plate-glass, which
gives at once lightness and comfort, and affords

aview beyond. In August, 1830, some workmen
engaged in removing the rubbish and paving

inside the organ-screen, came upon some ma-
sonry, the appearance of which induced a fur-

ther excavation
;
pursuing this interesting dis-

covery, the remains of a former choir upon a
lower level, or, perhaps more properly, of a

former crypt, were developed, presenting por-

tions, as much as 7 feet in height, of massive

Norman main piers, 7 feet or more in diameter,

their various spiral and chequered flush-roll

patterns and bases perfect
;
also the remains

of other minor pillars, and in the foundations

of the present structure, many pieces of

1 Norman carving randomly disposed amongst'

the rubble masonry. These remains, which

prove the former choir to have been narrower,

and to have run farther westward than the

present one, were arched over with brickwork

to carry the paving of the choir, and are thus

open for the inspection of visitors, in whom
they invariably excite a deep interest: the

vaults thus formed arc entered from the west

side of those previously known as the crypt,

and descend a few steps from that level. These
excavations were considered to afford confir-

mation of the old tradition that the Minster

was founded on the site of a Roman temple,

some walls apparently of Roman structure,

with herring-bone brickwork, being found to

intersect the foundations. The bases of the

massive Norman piers are curious, as being

purely attic, the upper fillet of the scotia pro-

jecting under the upper torus. In the spring

of 1832 the restoration was completed, having,

with incidental expenses, amounted nearly to

the estimate. On the fith of May the choir

was again opened for divine service.

On the evening of the 20th of May, 1 840, 1

the satisfaction which the inhabitants had for

eight years enjoyed in their restored Minster

was agained doomed to be disturbed, and by a

similar catastrophe. About half-past seven

o’clock the alarm was given that a fire had
broken out in the south-west tower, in which
were the peal of ten bells, and the clock. The
tower being much crowded with timber, the

work of destruction progressed rapidly; by
nine, the peal of bells had fallen—with crashes

resembling discharges of artillery; the same
fate had attended the clock, and the devouring

element now raged through the whole height

of the tower with the fury of a furnace

draught—the flames issuing at every opening;

by ten o'clock the fire reached the main roof

of the nave, along which it extended rapidly,,

and by twelve the whole of it had fallen in,

and lay in the long aisle “ like a sea of fire.’*?

The west doors being now nearly burnt through,

a barricade of planks was raised against them,

to prevent the rush of air which, if ensuing,

might carry destruction to the organ and
choir : by this precaution, and a well-managed
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direction of the water to prevent the fire burst-
ing through the west window, not only was
that saved, but the fire was confined to the
nave, and by one o’clock all danger of further
damage was over— the south-west tower and
great aisle of the nave being left mere shells.
On an investigation being instituted as to

the cause of this calamity, it came out that it

originated in the carelessness of an individual
named Groves, from Leeds, who had been en-
gaged for some time cobbling at the {clock,
and had left a candle burning, a spark of which
ignited the building. This worthy, on the re-
cent completion of the tower, and hanging of
die new bells, had the effrontery to ask per-
mission to take a part in ringing the opening
)eal—doubtless, intending thereby to attach
mother laurel to his wreath, which, we believe
le wears very jauntily—regarding the men of
Fork as in no small degree beholden to him
‘or the superior condition to which (through
lis stupidity) he has been the cause of brini-
ng the Minster.

Shortly after the disastrous event, a meet'ng
30k place in London of those interested in
ie county of \ ork, and at which a subscrip-
on was commenced. On the 7th of August
public meeting was held in York

; meetings
Lo took place there on the 31st of March
nd 6th of October, 1842, all of them fraught
ith matter of importance to the fate of the
linster. On the 25th of June, 1840, Sir
°bert Smirke had reported on the damage
me, and furnished an estimate of the probable
ist of its reparation. On the ljth of March,
142, Mr. Sydney Smirke, his brother, to
horn the work of restoration had been in-
sisted, reported on the works done, and those
rthcr necessary, and, on the 29th following
' the general stale of the fabric. In the
rmer report, in reference to the work done,
r. Smirke stated that in the interior of the
wer, and there only, the fire had been more
str active than was at first supposed, much
the masonry being found tobedecply injured,
d stones which appeared only discoloured’
it through their whole depth

;
this was

bstantially reinstated. The tower had been
rmanently expanded, and seriously rent
•ough on all sides by the intense heat,

—

2 old cracks both in it and the west end of
e nave being much increased in width : to
nedy this injury it was bound together, and
mly united to the other parts composing
; west front by four strong iron ties, two
them extending from its south side across

i west front to the further side of the north
Per, the two others, or cross ties, connection-
so on its own north and south sides

; the
.eked stones were cut out and new sound ones
erted

;
by these means stability was given to

south-west tower and west wall. The newel
ir at the south-west angle having been in two
ces completely broken through, and thus
dered impassable, was restored, as were
J the battlements on top where damaged,
e four windows on the clerestory level, as
a those of belfry, had received entirely new
jery, and many new jamb-stones. The latter
•e filled with half-inch Welsh slate louvres
ieu of the former weather-boards

; in the
>ner the glazing was in course of comple-
i, and the perforated battlements outside
se on the south and west reinstated where in-
-*d, while that on the north, looking into the
e, which previous to the fire was bricked
was now opened— new fire-proof floors oc-
ied the places of the timber ones destroyed,
sc to clock and ringers’ chambers coin-
ed of 5-inch York landings on cast-iron
rers, that, to bell-chamber consisting of
ie arches springing from similar bearers,
a a floor of thick oak planking to receive
[bell-framing. A new roof, constructed of
i and covered with lead, was also fixed on
tower: in the execution of these works
at 670 tons of Huddlestone stone, and 218
Gazeby stone, had been worked up, the
ir being used where the utmost possible
ngth was required

;
the mortar was made

lalcined Huddlestone stone, which affords
! of the best quality; stone dowels and

i or copper internal cramps were used,
irnal cramps being avoided a9 much as
;ible

;
over the nave was constructed a new

:rnal roof of Memel oak, clad with 2-inch
planks, and covered with thick ca9t lead;
iparapet-gutters of lead, laid on a bed of
tic, in lieu of boarding, which is very
e to decay; the surface of the masonry

under the roof, including the wall-ribs, form-
ing part of the vaulting yet to be done, were in
progress of restoration. The work further
required comprised the reinstatement of timber
ribs and vaulting to nave

;
a portion of roof of

south aisle burnt at west end
; lower parts of

stone piers calcined, and otherwise injured •

carved masonry against walls, under windows
of south aisle, mutilated at south-west angle
by heat and falling of burning timbers; interior
carved masonry about principal western en-
trance similarly injured; doors for said entrance,
and for that under south-west tower; many
black and white flags forming pavement of
nave broken by falling in of roof and vault-
ing; and stained glass in clerestory of nave
damaged.
The report on the general condition of the

Minster Mr. Smirke classed under three dif-
ferent heads, viz.:—The repairs that were
urgently required for the safety of the build-
ing; those of works fallen into decay, but
which were not in immediate danger"; and
those which, however desirable for the dignity
and character of this great national monument,
might, nevertheless, be regarded onlv as orna-
mental restorations. The first would" comprise
an entirely new roof over the centre aisle of
the north transept, and reinstating in a vertical
position, as far as practicable, the masonry of
the western triforium there which overhung
towards the west, and was the more dangerous
from the whole of that side of the transept in-
clining also to the north

;
it would include

also, the entire rein-tatement of tracery to the
southernmost window of vestibule to chapter-
house, and of three pinnacles to buttresses on
the south-west of choir, with the parapets con-
necting them; the second referred to cracks in
main walls of centre toioer, to be tied with iron •

decayed ends of main girders supporting roof
of same, to have cast-iron shoes

;
the defective

lead covering to be recast and laid on new
oak boarding, and the gutters laid on a bed of
mastic; gutters of south transept defective and
to be relaid

;
exterior masonry of choir (be-

sides the pinnacles and parapet above-men-
tioned) requiring repair, repointing and cramp-
ing in many parts, including the"other pinna-
cles on both sides, and the external screen-
work on the north

;
lead-work of roof to north

aisle of nave requiring considerable repair, and
gutters relaying on mastic or slate; parapet
also and heads of buttresses wanting a
thorough repair. Roof of south aisle °still

more dilapidated, carpentry ill constructed, no
tie-beams, braces thrusting injuriously against
south wall, above triforium, some of timbers
decayed, wants early and entire re-construc-
tion

;
tracerv of six" out of seven of south

clerestory windows much mutilated, should be
restored with Huddlestone stone externally,
the Tadcaster having proved very inferior •

some considerable fractures in north west tower
should be repaired in like manner with the
central tower; lead and boarding of roof
much decayed, the latter should be renewed,
of oak, and the former recast and relayed, the
gutters to be laid on slate or mastic

;
louvre-

boarding requiring repair, new slate louvres
desirable, as adopted in south-west tower •

original floors entirely gone, a stone floor with
cast-iron girders, introduced near middle,
would add much to the future security of the
tower

;
upper part of south-east angle ‘buttress

of south-west tower separated from main wall
and inclining forward, wanting replacing and
cramping; in chapter-house and vestibule, the
parapets of former nearly ruinous, wants par-
ial renewing and careful pointing; pin-
nacles all more or less defective, two

T he pinnacles of the three angle buttresses at
northern extremity of north transept wholly
wanting, and their restoration greatly to be
desired. In the interior, the ornamental arcade
under windows of nave, especially towards the
west, much impaired

;
being near the eye, the

reinstatement of this masonry very desirable,
From the report of the Restoration Com-

mittee, read previously to those of Mr. Smirke,
it appeared that the state of their accounts and
funds was as follows:

—

Disbursements
Liabilities

Receipts :

—

Subscriptions

Sale of stone fragments

m Old lead

,, Bell metal

Subscriptions due
Deficit

£13,959 6 7
532 10 0

£14,451 16 7

£13,545 7 8

35 0 0
318 16 0

437 19 4

£14,337 3 0
91 13 4
63 0 3

£14,491 16 7

I lie sum above stated tor disbursements in-
cludes 347A 9s. for the great tenor bell; that
for liabilities includes 80/. 10s. for the bell-
fiame, which was ordered of such construction
as to be available for the complete peal, with-
out any alteration or removal

; also 175/. for
clock, and 55/. for fixing same.
The estimate which Mr. Smirke formed of

the works above specified is as follows :

To complete the restoration, about £9,000
Remainder of peal
General repairs, 1st class

Ditto 2nd class

Ditto 3rd class

1,200

6,200
12,500

9,500

£38,400 0 0
Mr. Smirke reported also, at the same time,

on the practicability of making an efficient pro-
vision against future accidents by fire, an out-
11,10
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is as :—Four slate tanks
capable of holding, say 1000 gallons each, to
be placed in the triforium of the nave-one
at each end on each side

; four similar tanks
and similarly disposed in the triforium of
choir, and two in gallery under windows of
great central tower; the tanks in the triforia
to be supplied by two-inch iron service-pipes,
discharging themselves by ball-cocks, or in
case of hre, by engines below; the two in
great tower, by two common force-pumps at-
tached to two of the former. To make use
of this supply of water, a small portable engine
to be kept in each triforium and one in the
gal ery of tower, each with an adequate length
ot hose. In addition to this provision
screw fire-cocks

two
communicating with the

Y\ ater Company's main to be disposed in the
choir, at the level of the pavement, that part
of the Minster being more than any other ex-
posed to danger. The cost, Mr. Smirke esti-
mated at from 700/. to 800/.-for the ten tanks,
seven partable engines, four hundred feet of
hose, and the requisite iron service-pipes—
supposing the water company, at their own
cost, to lay down the necessary main as far as
the south wall of the Minster.
The remainder of this paper wil

next week.
1 be given

ought to be entirely rebuilt; tracery of
north window of vestibule falling intoing
equally as bad a state as that of south
one. The third class referred to evidences of
decay in exterior of east wall of choir—north
pier of great east window, with its buttresses
and perforated battlements in a state of general
decay, requiring restoration with new work,
as before done in south portion—spire of north-
east pinnacle, now wanting, should be re-
stored—most part of the four pinnacles at
south front of south transept in a very bad
state of repair; but being of modern work-
manship, out of unison with the ancient work,
should be replaced by others in appropriate
taste. [These pinnacles, and a variety of other
morceauee about the Minster, speaking a tale of
sixty years since, are the emanations of Aider-
man Carr’s studio, and are quite (i la Langley.]

Consideration due to Literary Men
and Artists.—A fortnight ago Sir Robert
Peel entertained at dinner, in a kind and
friendly manner, Dr. Buckland, Professor
Owen, Sir Henry de la Beche, Dr. Playfair,
Mr. Pickersgill, Air. Eastlake, Mr. Wheatstone,
and other savans and artists. Lady Peel and
Lord and Lady Villiers were present. This
is as it should be

;
and it is lamentable to find

occurrences of this sort so rare in our country
as they are. One might almost imagine that
the Premier feels ashamed of the course
pursued at the palace, the want of even an
appearance of sympathy there with genius and
ability, and desires, so far as he is able, to
supply the deficiency. His kindness lately
to poor Hood, though the pension may be
from the public purse,—the friendly letter
which he wrote to him, will be remembered
when many of his acts as a politician are
forgotten. Mr. Pickersgill has just now com-
pleted a portrait of Professor Owen for the
Premier's gallery, and a very fine work it
is, worthy alike of the painter and the subject.
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ON CEMENTS, ARTIFICIAL STONE, AND
PLASTIC COMPOSITIONS.

Sib,

—

Having seen much in your useful

journal for and against compositions of various

kinds, and as the advertisement of an article is

not always to be depended on, I, as a practical

man, wish to give an opinion of the merits

of such materials, for much that has been said

is prejudiced, far from being practical, and

tends to injure a very numerous body of men.

Such materials are' inexpensive, compared

with stone and wood
;
and in very many parts

of a building, both for exterior and interior,

in mouldings, carvings, &c., give an appear-

ance which otherwise could not be attained

in buildings generally with limited means;

without them, we should have streets of brick-

fronted houses void of any architectural em-

bellishment. But most cements, especially

exterior, require great care in using them,

and good sand, which is often neglected in

the modern use, and hence compo may be too

often classed, as one of your correspondents

says, with dishonest materials; it is, and

has been of late years, most shamefully ill-

used by builders of crack houses, capitalists,

and taskmasters, even in some of the finest

streets of London, as Regent-street,—what a

state that is in 1 Much of the cement is sold

and used at a price which prevents it from

being properly done, so that it cannot possibly

endure the weather long
;
but when of good

quality, it may be warranted to endure for a

century. The way to do it is, pay the fair

value, and make a tradesman responsible for

the work he does; then may he obtained good
work, and it will then become an honest

material
;

but some has failed, owing to the

carelessness and inexperience of workmen,
as there are very many plasterers who do
not understand using it in a proper manner
(not even Roman cement, much more other

cements). Compare some that has been done
well,—for instance, many country mansions
done by Bernasconi, forty or fifty years since,—
with some of the soft stones, of which much
has been justly said in The Buii.deb. I do
not say it is better than stone, but it is better

than bad stone
;

and where expense is no
object, I do not recommend cement, but good
stone, such as can be warranted to endure
uninjured by the weather for a century.

It has been inferred that the ancients pos-

sessed the art of making a superior cement;
but many of our cements, I think, are equal in

hardness and durability, and harden bv time

—

such as the Roman Cement, Atkinson’s Cement,
Pulham’s Portland Stone Cement or Artificial

Stone, and Metallic Cement. My object in

writing this is to expose the abuse of cements,
and to contradict erroneous and injurious
statements

;
for to do away with cements

would be a severe check to architectural em-
bellishment, as very little would be done in

stone, owing to the expense
;
and also to shew

the utility of cements to those who are un-
acquainted with them.
Roman Cement has been in use about

fifty years, and where good and properly used,
remains uninjured by the weather, and is ex-
cellent for water-works and the best for ge-
neral purposes : it has been in very general
use, and much done by Bernasconi has had the
best test of its durability on many country man-
sions

;
but this cement is the most abused, beino-

used for cheapness’ sake, so that it cannot possi-
bly endure long, and is open to fraud, in conse-
quence of the various prices and quality

;
its

colour is the only objection to it for stucco, as
it requires frequent colouring; but if used as
a rough coat and finished with a light-coloured
cement, it answers the purpose better than any
other. Many have the idea that it is not so
good as it used to be, but that is wrong, as the
best may be had by paying the price.

Atkinson's or Mulgrave Cement, is a superior
kind of Roman cement, made from a lighter-
coloured stone on the estate of Lord Norman-
by, and is better adapted for stucco, mouldings,
and ornaments

;
for the latter purpose, it is the

best cement; but if plenty of sand is not used,
it is liable to crack. Its colour is that of dark
Bath stone; it was a very expensive material
and not in very general use; but the price
is considerably reduced lately by the agents,
Messrs. Wyatt, Parker, and Co., and as it will
take a greater quantity of sand than any other,
it is now tolerably reasonable.

Pulliam s Portland Stone Cement, or artificial
stone, is so called from its near resemblance

to Portland stone in colour, hardness, and

durability
;

its natural colour is that of

Portland stone, and therefore it requires no arti-

ficial colouring. It has stood the test of

twenty-four years’ use, and remains perfect;

it has even deceived the trade, the imitation is

so complete
;

it is excellent both for exterior

and interior purposes of stucco and mouldings,

and for fountains, vases, and even floors, &c.

;

is capable of being trowelled to a very smooth
face like marble, and hardens by the influence

of the atmosphere. Simple water washing is

sufficient to clean it when dirty, and it does not

vegetate so much as stone. It is an excellent

finishing for Roman cement; its use has been
allowed by the Church Building Commis-
sioners for the exterior of a new church at

West Hyde, in Hertfordshire.

Much might be done in restoring our ancient
edifices and dilapidated stone-work generally

in buildings; for where a stone is only decayed
on the face, an inch thick of cement would
answer the purpose instead of cutting out the

stone
;
and where a stone is too much decayed

it may be cut out and replaced with bricks

laid in cement and covered to imitate the

stone in any colour. Many of our beautiful

structures are going to destruction in conse-
quence of the great expense of restoring with
stone, and it may be done to advantage at one-
third or fourth the expense of stone, and answer
every purpose. Much that has been done in

restoring with cement has failed, owing to the

incautious manner in which it has been used
;

nothing requires more care, especially on
clunch and limestone, of which many churches
are built; but I will return to my subject,

although I could say much more on this point.

Metallic Cement, or sand, a mixture of blue
lias liine and metallic powder, has been in use
about ten years, and is an excellent material
for exterior and interior stucco mouldings, &c.
It is very hard, and promises to endure for a
great length of time. Its colour is that of
dark stone, and it is very suitable for water-
works and other purposes. It is almost im-
possible to separate stones and bricks joined
with it, and is excellent for concrete. It may
be used to advantage with chalk-lime for in-

terior purposes of stucco, increases the hard-
ness, and may be trowelled to a very smooth
surface for painting on. The metallic sub-
stance improves the hardness of other limes
and cements, but is best with lias lime.

Mastic or Oil Cement, has been in use about
forty years, and is a material well adapted for

interior purposes of stucco and plain mould-
ings for painting on, especially where expedi-
tion is required, as it may be painted on the
next day after it bas been laid on. Its tena-
city is so great as to adhere to the smoothest
substance, even to glass, but it will not answer
for exterior purposes where exposed to the
heat of the sun, as the oil is drawn out and it

becomes soft and peels off. It is very ex-
pensive when properly executed, and requires
to be often painted.

Keene's Cement, manufactured by J. B.
White and Sons, of Milbank-street, has been
in extensive use four or five years, and is an
excellent material for internal purposes, where
hardness is required, being as hard as stone or
marble, as for dados, panelling, architraves,
inlaid paving, chimney-pieces, skirtings, balus-
trades for staircase, &c., and for hall floors,
scagliola, and many purposes of wood, it is

superior
;
and 1 think it is as hard as the ce-

ment of the ancients, but requires to be worked
with great care, as it has failed in places from
being improperly used, especially from beingput
on wet brickwork. A great quantity has been
used at the Hall of Commerce, Threadneedle-
street, and many other public buildings. The

the patentee is paved with it, and is
difficult to discriminate from Portland stone. It
will not endure the weather, nor is it good for
damp situations.

Martin's Cement is very similar and will
answer the same purposes as Keene’s Cement
for interior work : it stands well.
Red Cement has been in very limited use

several years, and is not much known : it is
an excellent material for making ornamental
chimney-shafts, ornamental ridges in the
Tudor style, especially ridging for the orna-
mental or Tudor tiles and mouldings in imita-
tion of brick, of which it is a complete imita-
tion when pointed : it may be made at compa-
ratively little expense. When done well, it may-
be warranted for a great length of time.

Maude's Portland Cement has not been i

use sufficient time to test its merits, but appear
to stand well for stucco and mouldings, and i

of a superior colour to Roman cement

:

good specimen of it may be seen in Thread
needle-street.

John's Patent Stucco Paint Cement is a kin
of oil cement superior to mastic; it has nc

been in use sufficient time to test its merit
but appears to stand well and to answer th

purpose of stucco. It will adhere to moi
substances, even to glass, and may be use
throughout the winter, which other cemem
cannot be : its colour is like dark Bath stom
The stucco paint appears to be very good fc

painting cement.
Blue Lias Lime Cement is an excel lei

material for building purposes where it ca

get dry, but will not do for stucco or outsid

plastering, as it is very crumbly under th

surface and liable to crack. The lime slacke

has the same fault, but will stand for stucco i

a dry situation.

Interior Plastering generally .— In writing

about cements, &c., I cannot forbear saying
little in reply to an article in The Buildf.i
by a correspondent, “ J. W.,” who calls an oi

namentedeeilinga palpable falsity, and says thi

it contains noxious vapours, not knowing,
suppose, that there are simple means of vent
lation. I should be glad to know in what rt

spect it is a palpable falsity, and if it is, wh
has so much been done in that way in ulmo!
every house that is built, noble or simple : an
most of which could not be accomplished wit
other materials than plastic composition t

some sort. I certainly admire wood-carvingi
&c. in their place, and where expense is n
object; hut even then, why increase the mate
rials for fire ? I should be glad to see som
of his (as he says) more honest and ingeni
ously andequallyelaborated timbersoffitsbyth

side of an ordinary plaster enrichment, such asi

used in good buildings
;

it is impossible it coul

vie with it, let alone expense, which in wooc
carving is immense. There is no material i

existence that can be wrought with such relie

facility, and perfection, as plaster for decoratio
of buildings

;
and if great hardness is requiret

use Keene's or Martin’s Cement. Whatca
there be dishonest in a plaster ceiling? It is nr

intended generally to deceive or to appear t

be any thing other than what it is (althoug
mouldings and ceilings may be, and ar

grained to imitate oak in the old English c

Tudor style, as for beams, ribs, &c.)
;
and ca

any other material be made so available, an
answer the purpose so well, as plastic com
positions, and at so trifling a cost ? and wht
has rendered our modern public, as well a

private buildings so beautiful? Plastering er

duree after timber has failed, as is a well-know
fact, proved in many of our ancient mansioni
when plastering was very inferior, and mate
rials such as we now have unknown. As t

safety, I should like to know in what way
is unsafe, and to have proof of it where rt

spectable tradesmen have been employed, c

an architect. It is more enduring and equall
safe as wood

;
but the abuse of the material

both in quality and workmanship, may we
bring disgrace upon it; the manner in whic
some of it is done, chiefly by builders of crack
houses, capitalists, and plasterers, is scarcel

to be credited (London mud to wit); for wbe
finished, it is like a man who has on a goo
outside or great coat,—you cannot see whs
is underneath. There is, I think, no trade ope
to more fraud than the plasterer’s

;
where a ma

cares not for character or reputation, he can d

work at half the price of a respectable man wh
warrants his work

;
but it is sure to be detecte

in a little time. The price being cut dow
causes bad work

;
but as I said with respect t

cement, pay fair value and employ respectabl

tradesmen who understand the nature of tli

materials and workmanship, and then goo
work may be obtained. Work done badly ofte

looks for a little time to a common observe

little inferior to the other
;

but make ever

tradesman responsible for his work and th

material he uses, and we shall see what plastei

work will be. This would enable a respectabl

tradesman to improve in his art : but I mm
not trespass more on your space.

I am, Sir, &c.
Hoddesdon. James Pulham.

We do not pledge ourselves to th

opinions of our correspondent, but give thei

place as those of a practical man.—

E

d.
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At Bridlington, a general restoration has
been determined upon of those parts of the
parish church which have sufFered, either

from the lapse of time, or through the injudi-

cious mode in which occasional repairs have
been managed

;
with this view, a survey was

made a few months since by Mr. Edmund
Sharpe. This church is one of the most in-

teresting buildings, of the thirteenth century,
in the kingdom

;
it is the Priory Church, and

valuable to all who feel an interest in the
history of the progress of church archi-
tecture— as a building supplying the loss

that the destruction of St. Mary’s, at

York, would have otherwise occasioned, and
as affording an instance of transition from
early English to decorated work of unusual
character. The west end and south side are
in the most dilapidated condition, and it is

proposed that their restoration should be pro-
ceeded with in the first instance, particularly
the west end, and the opening out of the great
west window.
At Oxford, some delay has arisen in the

commencement of the new Grammar School at

Magdalen College, from a doubt as to the best
method of carrying out the full intentions of
the founder. The plans of Mr. Derrick, the
successful competitor, were exhibited at a late
meeting of the Oxford Society for the Promo-
tion of the Study of Gothic Architecture. The
building will be in the style of the fifteenth
century, harmonising with the college, and
Pugin’s new Gothic entrance gateway. Many
of the admirers of this splendid college will be
pleased to hear that it is in contemplation to
replace the present chapel windows bv others
in stained glass, which will add greatly to the
richness of the already fine effect of the
chapel.

The Queen Dowager has recently sub-
scribed the sum of 20/. towards the building
fund of the intended district church at Malvern
Link, Worcestershire.
The Government has purchased the lands of

Broomhill, to the north of the city of Glasgow,
for the erection of cavalry and infantry bar-
racks. The price paid for the property 'is said
:o amount to nearly 30,000/.
The new terrace-pier at Gravesend, which is

Constructed entirely of iron, forms an important
feature in the increasing improvements in

Gravesend and Milton; the entrance is in a
direct line with Harmer-street. It was opened
for the first time on Easter Monday.
The breaking-up of the weather has placed

die operations for the commencement of the
Victoria Park in full activity, and a great
many hands have been put on to commence
figging for the formation of the plantations.

new and straight line of road, which will

learly reach the park, has been constructed
from Grove-street, Hackney, to Old Ford, and
die entrance-road across Bonner’s-fields has
>een formed, the old erection of Bonner’s
Tall having been pulled down. From here
(he entrance to the park will be by a handsome
iron suspension-bridge across the Regent’s
Oanal.

There is every prospect of the old Tower
litch being added to the list of public walks at
•he east end of the town during the summer, and
:onsiderable activity is being displayed in gra-
elling it, a solid foundation having been laid,
imd the drainage made perfect. It will

)iot be attempted to form a plantation, for
Ivhich the nature of the sub-soil quite unfits it,

ml the vegetation will be confined to a few
>lower-beds. The foundations for the new
mrracks in the interior have made but little

progress, although, in addition to the ordinary
labourers, 100 soldiers are daily employed
un the works, for which they receive an extra
uayment of lOd. per day.
At Scarborough, a large number of work-

men are being employed in digging and laying
nut the foundations for the building of the
iailway station, which, agreeable to the con-
tact, is to be completed by the 25th of next
month.
On Tuesday, March 25th, the foundation-

otone of a new Catholic church was laid at
KJrosby, near Liverpool, by the Rev. Doctor
Brown

;
Messrs. Weigh tman and Hadfield, 'of

liiheffield, are the architects; and Mr. B.
.doll ins, of the same place, is the builder. The
lame architects and builder are employed in

die erection of the monster Catholic church at

Manchester. Mr. Hollins is likewise erecting
a new Protestant church at Manchester

;
Mr.

Derick, of Oxford, is the architect.

Very extensive alterations and improve-
ments are in progress at Poltimore-house, the
seat of Lord Poltimore, in Devonshire. His
lordship returned to this country the week
before last, from Florence, to inspect the pro-
gress already made, and to give instructions

respecting his newly-purchased estates in the

same county. Considerable improvements are
to be made on this property forthwith.

It is stated that, for internal decoration
and embellishment, the Earl of Pembroke’s
mansion, on Carlton-terrace, will excel in

splendour and taste any town residence of
our aristocracy. Notwithstanding the length
of time it has been in the occupation of
the various artists and operatives, it will

not be completed before the spring of next
year.

Mr. George Baker, of London, who has
taken the contract for re-forming and building
additional slips and enlarging Chatham Yard,
at a cost of 102,000/. (45,000/. of which sum
is to be expended in the course of this year),
commenced the undertaking on the 13th ult.,

by driving a number of piles with steam-
engines. Workmen have commenced form-
ing the ground on the opposite shore of
Chatham Dockyard, and also clearing the mud
in the harbour. The cost is estimated at
about 3,000/.

Messrs. Brassey, Mackenzie, and Stephen-
son are said to be the contractors for the
Caledonian, Scottish Central, and Midland
Junction lines.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

At an ordinary meeting of the institute held
on Monday, the 3 1st ultimo., Mr. J. B. Pap-
worth in ‘the chair, Mr. John Burrell was
elected fellow, and Mr. Alan Bailey, and Mr.
G. S. Clarke, associates.

Mr. Donaldson presented from Mr. W.
Hamilton, F.R.S., part of a wooden pin, which
formerly held together, as a dowell, the frusta
of one of the columns of an Athenian temple.
It was at first said to be from the Parthenon,
but Mr. Geering, who had been written toon
the subject, said there were no wooden pins in

this latter building, and that it was probably
from the Propylaeum. A letter was read from
Monr. L. Serrure, of Antwerp, announcing the
death of his father, who was a corresponding
member, and offering his services to such mem-
bers of the institute as might visit Antwerp.
The late M. Serrure is best known in this

country by a drawing of the Antwerp Spire on
a very large scale, which is engraved.
Mr. Foxhall, the excellent district surveyor

of St. George’s, Hanover-square, read a com-
munication from Mr. Thomas Cubitt, illus-

trated by a model, descriptive of the chimney
recently erected on Mr. Cubitt’s premises at

Thames Bank, and some observations on
the expansion of the brickwork by heat. A
description of the chimney will be found in

page 62 of our present volume. The paper
led to an interesting conversation. Mr.
Godwin reminded the meeting that pure clay,

the staple of bricks, was understood to be the
exception to the general rule that heat ex-
pands all bodies, and was contracted by heat,
so that he was much puzzled to find this shaft
expanded when the fire was in operation, |ths
of an inch.

Mr. Hosking and Mr. Donaldson considered
that when clay was made brick its properties
were changed, and that it became amenable to
the general law. Mr. Hosking remarked that
the stone coping of Waterloo- bridge was ex-
panded and contracted by change of tempera-
ture so considerably, as constantly to require
pointing. Relative to brickwork,’ Mr. Scoles
said, coke-ovens expanded considerably by
heat.

Mr. Edward I’Anson, jun., then road a paper
“ On the Architecture of the Renaissance, in

France,” in the course of which he described
at considerable length the Chateau of Fon-
tainbleau, that “ rendezvous of palaces,” as it

has been termed, and traced the progress of
the style from the commencement to the end.

Stone Altar Case. — The costs in the

case have been taxed at 100/. lls. lOd. in the
Arches Court.
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

April 1st, 1845.—Sir John Rennie, pre-
sident, in the chair.

The paper read was by Mr. A. A. Croll,
Assoc. Inst. C.E., “ On the construction and
use of Gas Meters.” It first noticed the ne-
cessity for a means of accurately measuring the
consumption of gas, in order "that the honest
consumer might not be obliged to pay for the
frauds of the dishonest, as was actually the
case at present, for the gas companies were ob-
liged to charge such a price for their produce
as should cover all contingencies. Then after
relating many flagrant instances of frauds on
the gas companies and the methods by which
they were practised, the aulhor attributed the
loss of 30 per cent, of the gas produced, which
was not accounted for in the consumption,
rather to the fraudulent consumption than to
the leakage, either from bad joints or through
the pores of the iron pipes, as had been sought
to be established in a former discussion. The
author’s own practical observations induced him
to limit the amount of leakage to under 5 per
cent. If from the 2,700,000 cubic feet of gas
which was distributed daily from the works of
the Chartered Gas Company alone, there was a
leakage of 30 per cent., 810,000 cubic feet of
carburetted hydrogen gas would be let free
daily in a comparatively limited district of the
streets of London, which would render the at-

mosphere unbearable. This calculation was
exclusive of the nine other large companies
whose pipes pervaded the other districts. The
paper also contended that the theory of the
decomposition of the gas in the earth was in-

admissible, as in that case the hydrogen would
be converted into water, and the carbon, which
would amount to nearly 3,000 tons annually,
would be deposited in the soil.

The author then described the water-meter,
as invented by Clegg and improved by
Crossley, shewing its defects and liability to

be tampered with in dishonest hands, and the
facility with which it could be made sub-
servient to fraud. He then shewed the various
obsolete meters of the dry-meter company, and
of Sullivan, and then explained the action of
Defrie’s three-chambered meter, which has
obtained such extensive employment, a good
specimen of which, working very steadily, was
on the table before the meeting. The paper
closed with a description and illustration of
Croll and Richards’ drv-meter, which, in the
opinion of the author, possessed superior qua-
lities, being more accurate in its measurement,
on account of the chambers opening by the
direct action of the discs, there being no action
upon the diaphragm, and each chamber being
completely filled and emptied at each interval.

In the discussion, these merits were con-
tended for by the advocates of Croll and
Richards’ meters

;
while the partisans of

Defrie’s meters argued that his possessed
every requisite quality, and that they had been
in use for upwards of seven years with in-

creasing reputation. It was admitted that the
use of the leather in both meters was objec-
tionable, but hitherto no better material had
been discovered, and the attention of the
makers had chiefly been directed towards
diminishing the extent of leather exposed to

the action of the gas
;

that either of them
were preferable to the water-meter in its

present state, and it was desirable both for

the consumer and the gas-maker that accurate
meters should be used, to prevent the present
flagrant system of fraudulent measurement.

SONNET ON STONE HENGE.

I stood beside the blue Tyrrhenian sea,

And saw three wondrous monuments uprear

Their column’d aisles ’mid desolation drear,

For some forgotten cult’s strange ministry

—

Typo of man’s wants and God’s high majesty.

Years pass’d. And now, more wondrous far,

appear

The mighty unhewn stones that circle here
On the lone down 'mid countless tumuli.

Whence came these stones ? What unknown power
has riven

And mov’d and rais'd them ? Was it love or
dread

Of God they testify ? Reply, ye dead !

They do : and still the same response is given :

For ages have Stone Henge and Piestum said,
“ Man’s noblest works are consecrate to heaven.’’

Dolman's Magazine.



the great hall, or dining-room, near the staircase

a small portion of which is seen in the sketch

Fig. 2 represents the ornament at foot o:

jamb, enlarged
;
and fig. 3 gives the plan oi

the jamb.

A close resemblance between this doorway

and those of the cinque-cento architecture ol

Italy, and the Renaissance of France, may be

observed.

The fire-place seen through the opening

forms part of the reparations made to Crewe
Hall at the Restoration, the building having

sustained two severe assaults during the civil

rs* C. J. Richardson.

DOORWAY FROM FOULSHURST,
CHESHIRE.

The ancient seat of the Foulshursts, for-

merly standing at Crewe, in Cheshire, was pur-
chased by Sir Christopher Hatton in 1578, who
wasoneof the mostconsiderable patrons ofarchi-
tecture of the time, ns is proved by the beautiful

structures of Kirby (still standing), Holdenby,
Stoke Poggis, &c. He added to or adorned the
old structure of the Foulshursts

;
and in 1610 he

sold the estate to Sir Randulph Crewe, who
was anxious to settle himself on the spot (being
a descendant or connection of the Foulshursts)
during the erection of his splendid structure of
Crewe Hall, which was considered at the time,

as it certainly remains, the model building of
the style of James I. The old manor-house of

Foulshurst remained standing, and was pro-
bably occupied by Sir Randulph. In King’s
Vale Royal of the County Palatine of Cheshire
a plate is given of Crewe Hall, shewing Fouls-
huist old manor-house in the distance. Several
of the ornamental portions of the old building
were removed by Sir Randulph to his new
structure, among them the entrance doorway,
represented above, which he placed leading
into the carved parlour; but during the recent
alterations it has been removed, and is now in

PROPOSED RESTORATION OF ST. JOHN’S
GATE, CLERKENWELL.

Our readers are aware of the dangerous
state into which this remnant of old London
has fallen, and of the appointment of a com-
mittee to effect its restoration, if possible.
With this end in view, the committee are
about to issue the following appeal to all who
are interested in preserving the arts and
monuments of the middle ages :

—

Architecture has its political use, public buildings being the
ornament of a country; it establishes a nation; draws
people arrd commerce

; makes the people love their native
country, which passion is the origin of all great actions
in a commonwealth.”—

W

rk.n.

On the first of January last, the New
Metropolitan Buildings Act came into opera-
tion

;
and in accordance with clause 40

(which requires that the district surveyor
shall apply forthwith to the official referees
to authorise a survey to be made of all build-
ings within the limits of the Act, which through
neglect or other causes are in so ruinous a
condition that passengers are endangered
thereby), a survey was made, and a notice
given to the owner of St. John’s Gate to
repair it. The decomposition of the stone-
casing to the several sides of the building has
rendered it dangerous to passers-by

;
and it

appears that the substantial repairs alone are
ot so expensive a character as to prevent the
present occupant from devoting any attention
10 !< careful reparation of the exterior

;
in fact,

the covering of the gateway with cornpo has
been suggested. The knowledge of these
facts was laid before the Freemasons of'
tiik Church, a society for the recovery,,
maintenance, and furtherance of the true prin-
ciples and practice of architecture, when ai

committee was immediately appointed to pre-
vent the spoliation of the building by cement,,
and to adopt measures for its careful repara-
tion. This committee consists of the Rev..
Hugh Hughes, B.D., rector of St. John’s,.
Clerkenwell

;
the Rev. G. Pocock, LL.B. ;.

Messrs. Thomas Dighton (Architectural Mo-
deller to Prince Albert); C. H. Smith (one of
the examiners of the stone for the new Houses
of Parliament); W. G. Rogers; James Finn;,
and \\ . P. Griffith, F.S.A., honorary secretary^
Several meetings have been held, and a design,
prepared for the restoration of the gate.
The committee trust that all those who feeL

a pleasure in preserving so interesting a
remnant of former times, associated as it is-

with so many pleasing literary remembrances,,
will come forward and aid them by contri-
buting their mite, however small, and thereby
save the mortification of seeing ihe old gate-
compoed

, if not ultimately destroyed. Perhaps-
a few words, by way of refreshing the memo-
ries of those who through the cares of mercan-
tile and other pursuits may have forgotten its-

existence, as well as its claims upon us for our
support, will not be thrown away.

St. John’s Gate stands at the southern en-
trance of St. John’s-square, and is the only
ancient portal now remaining of those mo-
nastic buildings once so numerous in the-
metropolis and its vicinity'

;
it formed the-

grand south entrance to the Hospital or Priory
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GOTHIC ORNAMENTS FROM THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH

OF YORK.

Fig. 10.

if St John of Jerusalem,* and was completed
iy Prior Docwra in 1504. This prior was the

mmediate predecessor of the last superior of

he house, Sir William Weston, and retained

us office from 1502 to 1523. In 1661 a view

if the gate was taken by Hollar, shewing to

.dvantage the efFect produced by the battle-

nents, then complete, but now entirely gone,

n the reign of James I. it was inhabited

iy Sir Roger Wilbraham
;

but it has ac-

uired much greater celebrity from having

ieen the residence of Edward Cave, the

>rinter, to whom the literary and antiquarian

rorld owes so many obligations, and here

manated from the press the favourite and one

4 the oldest and most respectable of our
nonthly periodicals, the * f Gentleman’s Maga-
;ine,” which was born m the gate in January,

731, and is still flourishing. Among the nu-

nerous visitors at that time were Goldsmith

nd Dr. Samuel Johnson (Cave being his

riend and early patron). Dr. Johnson’s pen
ras continually at work, and his pamphlets,

refaces, epitaphs, essays, and biographical
icmoirs were continually published in the old

ate, either by themselves or in the “ Gen-
leman’s Magazine.” In 1740, and for more
ban two years afterwards, he wrote the Parlia-

lentary speeches in the same magazine, and
bese were followed by his “ Life of Savage,”
English Dictionary,” “The Vanity of IIu-

lan Wishes,” the “ Rambler,” and many
tber popular literary productions.

St. John’s Gate has been in a state of decline

jr years: unfortunately, the disease has now
ssumed a serious aspect, but the committee
est assured that the public taste will never

Mow it to be disfigured or destroyed
;
that they

•ill come forward and promote its recovery,

'not to so good a state of health as formerly,

:ill, to give it a respectable appearance of old

ge, and, for once, to nullify the old saying

—

“ Thus ’tis ever ; what’s within our ken,

Owl-like, we blink at, and direct our search

To furthest Inde in quest of novelties

;

Whilst here, at home, upon our very thresholds,

Ten thousand objects hurtle into view,

Of interest wonderful.”

The subscriptions will be devoted to the re-

aration of the decorative portions of the Gate,
ich as tapping or testing each stone in the

Drth and south fronts, carefully rubbing those

iat are sound, and replacing those which are

0 much decomposed with new stone, not

juared, but inserted so as to conform with the

•esent appearance of the building. The com-
it tee recommend carrying up the embattle-

ents in stone in front of the angular turrets

id parapets to their original height, inserting

jaw labels to the doors and windows, string-

liurscs and hands around, new and proper
ullions, with cinque-foil heads to the large

indows in the north and south fronts, and
•moving the unsightly Roman doorway and
lop-window on the south side, and placing a

cw window and doorway in keeping with the

d gate ; and to point up the sides of the

bilding with stone or slate set in good mortar,
fished with blue ash mortar, to preserve an
a iform colour.

'A design shewing the restoration of the gale
ill be presented to the subscribers to the re-

airs, a list of whom will be printed, as well as

detailed statement of every expenditure,

ih ich it is presumed will require from 500/. to

DO/. : in case of an overplus, a meeting of the

ibscribers will decide in what manner it is to

;i appropriated.

1 Subscriptions may be paid to Mr. W. P.
riffith, 9, St. John’s-square, Clerkenwell,

on. sec., and at the office of The Builder,
1 York-street, Covent-garden.

Iron Beams.—Some of the largest plates

iat were ever made in Scotland were rolled at

e Dundyvan Iron Works a short time ago.

be weight of the slab from which each plate
;as rolled was 1,700 lbs., and when finished,

leasured 16 feet in length, 3 feet two inches

width, and nearly an inch thick
;
the weight

each plate varying from 13.\ to 14 cwt.

ror is the weight and dimensions of these

lates their greatest novelty, for they are in-

nnded to be used as walking-beams, and
sing lighter and more durable, will, it is

ikely, soon supersede the necessity of the

.esent unwieldly cast-iron beams.

* Founded in 1100; church dedicated in 1185; destroyed
11381

;
and rebuilt about 1504.

GOTHIC ORNAMENTS
FROM THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF YORK.*

On each side of the windows in the aisles of

the nave an ornamented compartment is formed

on the wall. Fig. 9 represents the pediment

of one of these in the north aisle. The height

of it from the springing of the arch to the top

of the finial, as stated by Halfpenny, is 8 feet3

inches; from the floor to the top of it is 34 feet.

The width is 3 feet 10 inches. There are

fourteen of these compartments in the north

aisle, fourteen in the south aisle; the figures

of each are different.

* See page 139 ante,

Fig. 10 shews one of the capitals of the

pillars in the choir, from which spring the

groins of the roof. The arrangement of these

capitals is peculiar and elegant; they are 2

feet 6 inches high, and 62 feet from the ground.

They belong to the end of the fourteenth,

or beginning of the fifteenth century.

In connection with these illustrations of

York Minster we have given in a previous

page the commencement of an article on
the fires which have occurred there, and
the recent restorations; and hereafter shall

present to our readers accurate drawings
of the new doors, designed by Mr. Sydney
Smirke.
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TESTIMONIAL TO MR. JONES, R.A. CAUTION TO RAILWAY SURVEYORS.

On Saturday last, the room usually al-

lotted to sculpture in the exhibitions of the

Royal Academy was crowded by the concourse

of former and actual students of that institu-

tion, on the occasion of the presentation (by

the hands of Mr. A. D. Cooper, on the part of

the 100 subscribers) of a large silver Etruscan

tazza, inscribed

TO GEORGE JONES, ESQ., R.A.,

KEEPER OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY,
FROM THE STUDENTS OF THAT INSTITUTION,

MARCH, 1845,

and offered in grateful remembrance of his

kindly attention to their wishes, and his affec-

tionate regard for their success and interests.

Behaving as artists, the subscribers did not

seek for something already manufactured,
which they might purchase, but selected an
antique and unusual though very excellent form

;

which, slightly moditied, is much more orna-

mental, as well as useful, than the upright vase,

the ordinary presentation cup.

Mr. Jones’s annual farewell to the students

(this being the last night of the season) was
displaced by a forcible and affecting speech, in

which he mentioned that his anxiety to fulfil

the duties of his post had always been so fully

met by the assiduity and gentlemanlike con-
duct of the students, that the gratification

thence arising rendered the present token as

unexpected as any support from the members
of the Academy had been unnecessary. He
mentioned that Mr. Mulready, who with Mr.
Etty accompanied him, had been his earliest

friend in that, “ the antique school,” and had
been his competitor for the honourable office

he now filled. He also expressed in words the
interest he felt for the students, as brothers in

the arts, and with groat emotion proclaimed
his hope that his senses might at the last still

enable him to recall this manifestation of the
feeling of the stud .nts that he had endeavoured
to fulfil, and, indeed, had done his duty.
The presence of Mr. Mulready on this occa-

sion, so cfeditable to his own feelings and
gratifying to his friend, was marked with
extreme applause by an audience much
affected by the address of Mr. Jones.

REVENUE FROM BRICKS AND GLASS.
An Account of the net Receipt of the Duties of Excise on

Bricks and Glass during the last Ten Years.

Eng-
land.

Scot- Ire-

land. Total.

1835* Bricks
£.

391,213
£.
8,561

£. £.

611,718
465,189

20.1&4 14,754
1836 Bricks 9.732

Glass 593,777 28,268 10,934
Bricks 429,8(11 9,46:1

573,452 35,837 10,060
Bricks 410,823 7,512

1839t
619,026 38,137 9,829
450,427
645,761

12.999
Glass 31.917

504,881
668,243

18,498
Gloss 36,198 9,886
Bricks 431,256 11.762
Glass 611,582 40,727 8,250

1842 Bricks 383,700 9.350
Glass 532,829 31.297 7,765
Bricks 348,177 7.104

1844$
Glass 544,106 29,958
Bricks 429,183

606,238
10,792

Glass 35,185 6,250 647,673

Institution of Builders’ Foremen.

—

We have received the rules of this Institution,
established for mutual assistance in cases of
emergency, and have read them with gratifi-
cation. Its object is to maintain the respect-
ability of the foremen in their different
branches, to provide against accidents, and to
obtain an asylum for decayed members. It
seems to us that the masters would do well by
encouraging such institutions, as tending to
induce h:«#its of prudence and forethought,
and to increase the respectability of those en-
gaged by them. By subscribing one guinea
per annum they become “ honorary members,”
and take part in the government of the
Institution.

per lb

1'01 8,a* 5 redueed
> ,oth October, 1835, from 6d. to 2d.

J^cks, 'be duty on all bricks, except common, reducedfrom various rates to 10s. per 1000, from 22nd August. 1839.

sft. li,h 1S, °'

per lb

liDt 8lM3
’
dUty rcduced 5th Ju,y. 1814, from 2d. to |d.

LORD HARBOROUGH AND THE PETERBOROUGH
RAILWAY SURVEYORS, &C.

These causes all came on for hearing before

Lord Chief Justice Tindal and common juries,

at Leicester, last Tuesday week.
Mr. Whitehurst, Q C., Mr. Mellor, and Mr.

Flowers appeared for the prosecution
;
and

Mr. Hill. Q.C., and Mr. Macaulay for

the defendants. It appeared that after

two previous unsuccessful attempts had been
made to survey Lord Harborough’s park for

the railroad from Syston to Peterborough,
early on a Saturday iu November last, the de-

fendants, with seventy or eighty people, came
before daylight to the park with measuring
chains Hag-staves, &c., and distinguished by
white badges, with the evident determina-
tion to proceed with their survey. They were
resisted by a considerable number of Lord
Harborough’s people, and after a severe strug-

gle and fight, were compelled to retreat.

The Lord Chief Justice summed up with
great clearness, to the effect that parties so as-

sembling in the manner and under circum-
stances given in evidence, were clearly guiltvof
a riot, and were of right resisted by Lord Har-
borough’s people, who were justified in using
the necessary force to turn them out of the park.
Mr. Hill addressed the jury, who, without

much deliberation, returned a verdict against
all of Guilty of an assault, and they were res-

pectively sentenced to be imprisoned for one
month, and to pay a fine of Is.

WARD V. LORD HARBOROUGH AND OTHERS.
This was an action for trespass and false im-

prisonment, and damaging a theodolite.

Mr. Hill and Mr. Macauley appeared for

the plaintiff’, and Mr. Mellor and Mr. Flowers
for the defendants. This action arose out of
the attempts to survey the park of Lord
Harborough on a previous day. The servants
of Lord Harborough, without any violence,

after warning the plaintiff and his followers
off the towing-path of the canal running
through the park, took him into custody.
They permitted the plaintiff to go away in

his own carriage, and used no violence
;
but

the theodolite was pitched out of a cart and
broken.

Mr. Mellor addressed the jury, admitting
that there must be a verdict against all the
defendants, except Lord Harborough, as to

whom the Lord Chief Justice had already
intimated that there was no evidence; but he
contended that it had been proved by the
witnesses for the plaintiff that the damage to

the theodolite might be repaired at an expense
of from 7/. to 12/., and that, as for damages
beyond, a half-farthing would be enough.
The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff,

with HI. damages.

LORD HARBOROUGH V. WARD AND COPE.

This action was for a trespass on the oc-

casion of the riot; and after Mr. Mellor had
addressed the jury for the plaintiff, the Lord
Chief Justice suggested that a juror should be
withdrawn, which was immediately consented
to by Mr. Mellor on Lord Harborough’s part.

The Lord Chief Justice then sentenced the
defendants on the conviction for an assault,
and stated his regret that persons of their
education and profession should have permitted
themselves to be engaged in a transaction
which was quite unjustifiable in law, and
which it was his bounden duty to visit with
punishment. The sentence was, as before
stated, that they and each of them should be
imprisoned for one calendar month in her
Majesty s gaol, but should be placed in ward
No. I, and subjected to no unnecessary
hardship, and should be each fined one shilling.

Society of British Artists.—The 22nd
exhibition of this society, now open to the
public, cannot be regarded as satisfactory.
Pyne, Holland, Allen, Wooimer, Baxter,
Herring, Clint, and some others, have each
one or more charming pictures; but the ma-
jority of the works are, we grieve to say it, of
very indifferent character.

District Surveyors’ Fees.—A corre-
spondent informs us that a builder about to
put in some putlogs, in order to point the front
of a house in Lewisham, was required by the
district surveyor to give him notice, aiid to
agree to pay him a fee, on the ground that the
builder was about to cut into an external wall!!

PROJECTING BUILDINGS—PARTY
WALLS.

JURISDICTION OF OFFICIAL REFEREES.

Sir,—I would close my remarks upon th

Building Act by stating, it appears to in

that the referees in their official capacit

become public property, and that their acts

expressed through the medium of the authorit

with which they are clothed, may be cour
teously open to animadversion and comment
Perchance the Act itself is not explicit

;
if si

held, my opinions would be against the com
plexity of the Act, and not against the mode o
carrying it into effect. Leaving, therefore

this issue to be settled, I regret to state, fron

what has come to my knowledge, that a mon
oppressive, vexatious, and arbitrary piece o
legislation never emanated from our House:
of Parliament. All will agree that the portioi

respecting the comforts of the humbler class

as to light, air, and accommodation to dwelling!

in densely-populated neighbourhoods, i9 un
exceptionable. The remaining broad featun
for public benefit was protection (as by th(

former Act) against accidents by fire. In th<

large suburban district where I live I recoileo
no fire in a private house for the last twenty
years, and but very rarely in shops; yet now ever
in rural districts within the operation of the Ac
(except in the case of isolated buildings)
adieu to ornamental barge boards, decoratec

eaves, Italian roofs, &c., we must now al

assume the rigidity of parapets and projecting

party-wall9, except by adopting the prescribed

regulations that all such projections shall be ol

the same material as the walls.

In fulfilment of my promise, I will set out

some portions of the award in the case alludedi

to in ray last letter, respecting a building

commenced before 1st January, and carried up
6 feet, and this doctrine is held to be good
even with such buildings roofed in. “ Now
we, the said official referees, do hereby find,

determine, and award, that the said works are

a rebuilding, enlarging, and altering of a

building within the meaning of the terms of an
'already built’ building, as mentioned in the
said Act, and that on and from 1st January,
1845, the same came within and were subject
to the suspervision of the said

,
the sur-

veyor of the said district, and that he was and
is bound to see the rules and directions of the

said Act strictly observed with respect thereto;

and that the said works or building, if carried

up on the line of the external wall now building,

would be beyond the general line of the build-

ings on that side of such road.” It then
directs, “ that the said do pay the sum of
15/. 11s. 8d., as and for the fees of office,”

being the costs for seeking an explanation of an
obscure clause; my objections to the interpreta-

tion of which will be found in the subjoined
letter sent to the registrar.

My reason for suggesting in the last

letter that the award is “ insufficient for

uncertainty ” is, that instead of the referees
exercising their authority by ordering the
alleged nuisance to be abated, it is merely
referred back to the district surveyor. Should
the party be contumacious and proceed
(which I hold he is quite justified in

doing), the district surveyor must then com-
mence new proceedings, and from another
portion of the award he will find himself in a
difficulty. This “ commencement ” is to a
house at the corner of a street, which par-
taking (as relates to the road in front) of a
circular form, the houses beyond such street

assume another “ general line,” the architect

sent down by the referees has by a dotted line

elongated each of these “ general lines,” in-

tersecting each other on the building in pro-
gress,—the result being, that if one line is

adopted it would condemn only about one
moiety in extent to what the other would

;
and

the referees are silent in the instructions to the

district surveyor which is to be deemed the

“general line.” It may also be well to

mention that the house to which this addition
has been made, recedes from the general line

22 feet, the new building being 28 feet deep;
it consequently is only 6 feet, or 3 feet (as the

above dotted lines may be adopted), that is

sought to be condemned.
With respect to the decision in the case of

“ want of consent ” as to party-walls, I would
refer to the subjoined letter, having expunged
such portions as were touched upon in my last

letter, and referring your readers to my pre-
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nous letters to the referees thereon in your

journal of the 8th of March.

To Arthur Symonds, Esq.
Registrar of Metropolitan Buildings.

Sir,— I beg; leave to address you, and through

you the official referees, upon the subject of

the award as to alleged irregularities in the

lase of “ and Trustees of—
Chapel,” in respect of which I feel I have

just ground of complaint, not on my own ac-

count but on behalf of the public
;
as it is quite

clear I was not bound to seek your decision,

but having taken up the subject con amore, and

being in that way a rara avis, willing to devote

time and cost to develope the truth in any large

question of public rights, I was anxious to

argue upon facts. I feel, that perhaps I have

no right to intrude on you, after having come
to a solemn decision upon a case heard before

you, nor am I at all desirous to excite a dis-

cussion in the shape of a correspondence, as

(I say it not ironically, but in sober sadness)

1 cannot afford to write letters to be re-

ceived and read at a cost of 5s. each, which

leads me to the discussion of what 1 had im-

agined to be the intention of public officers,

liberally remunerated through the medium of

a county-rate collected from each inhabitant

householder of the districts within the juris-

diction of the Act, viz. : It being an Act ex-

pressly for the protection of public rights and
benefits, I imagined the court thus appointed

to be paid by popular contribution, was in-

tended as an easy mode of carrying out its

operations without in costs pressing hardly

upon an individual who is in doubt as to the

mode of proceeding under a complicated Act
and was compelled to appeal for advice to this

court. That the contrary is the fact, I would
appeal to the costs in my own case of 51. 4s. 8d.

for literally reading three letters and a con-
ference of one hour and a half. To the award
itself I object, upon these grounds, and also to

the whole proceedings. In your award, you
set out the positions in which consent could not

be obtained, and then you say, “ or that the ad-

joining owner to whom notice had been given,

was not only able to consent, but willing, and
did, in fact, consent, or that in fact there was
no differences between the parties concerned;”
your decision being, “ Then it v ill be the duty
of the district surveyor to offer either to pro-

ceed to the survey in the presence of the

parties, if they be present, without prejudice to

the matter in question
;
or to defer making

such survey until such matters shall have been

determined by the official referees on a refer-

ence thereof, according to the provisions of

the Metropolitan Buildings Act in that behalf.”

In your award, you also state, “ Yet the district

surveyor was not bound to inquire into such

matters, but on receipt of the notice of the

building owner, he was bound to proceed mi-

nisterially so far as the said Metropolitan

Buildings Act has specifically prescribed on
that behalf.” This at once raises the question

whether the district surveyor is, or is not,

under the direction of the official referees, or

if for any, for all purposes. The notice of

Survey was served late on the Saturday after-

noon, to meet on the Tuesday following at

twelve. On the Monday, I served notices on

the referees, the district surveyor, and the

building owner, that we had been, and were
consenting parties. We met on the Tuesday,

and my reasoning sufficed to restrain the
u building owner” and his surveyor from

taking any part in the matter; the district

surveyor remarking that, whatever his views

of my arguments were, he was bound to pro-

ceed in obedience to the directions of the

official referees. In lieu of exercising the

discretion pointed out in your award, he for-

wards plans and statements of facts (profes-

sedly, but so erroneous that a tyro would have

disowned them) with knowledge of alleged

irregularity. Copies of these are transmitted

from you to us, headed “ in absence of consent

of the adjoining owner, sec. 24.”

I distinctly hold that the district surveyor,

as our appointed public officer in respect of the

fee to be received for superintending the work,

is hound to see the Act fairly carried out, and

to advise as to the mode. tn this particular

case it appears to me he was the sole cause of

all the ultimate difficulty. I contend it is his

duty before sanctioning process to insist upon

a declaration that “ consent of adjoining

owner” cannot be obtained. Thus, your

office was moved by the express direction of

the district surveyor, and progressed with

railroad speed in the face of' our objections,

distinctly stating we were consenting parties
;

and, I presume, in accordance with your table

of fees, liable to the fee for “supplying want
of consent of owners,” all the mass of papers
received being so headed.

The point for the public to ascertain, there-

fore, is, upon ground of complaint, whether the

referees have any authority over the district

surveyors in this case upon my ground of com-
plaint of the short notice given of the meeting.

The district surveyor denied your authority to

control him
;

but an authority has been

assumed over them in the circular issued as to

the course to he taken in respect of matters

commenced before the 1st of January, to which

authority, with all respect and submission, I

demur; as I cannot find even by implication

one word in the Act permitting any one to

control me in reading a public Act in its

common sense; and 1 quite agree with Mr.
Jeremy, the magistrate, that if he had built a

mansion before the 1st of January, but had not

commenced detached out-buildings and stables

necessary to complete for occupation, he

would insist upon building them irrespective of

the new Act. The frivolous and vexatious

cases I now have in hand upon notices from

district surveyors, I have advised the parties to

resist, and take them into a court of law, most
of them being founded on the perversion of the

reading of sec. 5, a section that by the greatest

ingenuity cannot be strained to apply to works
commenced (being buildings erected before

the general line of houses, but roofed and
covered in) before 1st January. The reason

assigned by the district surveyors in the cases

alluded to (and as, I understand, sanctioned

by your authority) is that sec. 5 states “ with

regard to every such building hereafter to be

built, so far as relates to building the same,

and with regard to every such building, either

already or hereafter built, so far as relates to

the rebuilding or altering the same:—” this

can apply only to any such operations com-
menced after 1st January, as what is termed
“ enlarging or altering” was a building com-
menced before 1st January, restrained by no
existing law.

If the permissive sec. 2, .is ont to be
taken as defining what is “ already built,”

Abstraction and Salf. of a Font
Covf.R.—A report having been generally cir-

culated throughout the parish of St. Martin’s-

in-the-fields, that the curiously carved ma-

hogany cover of the font, which had been for

some time missed from the edifice, had been

traced to a broker’s shop in Drury lane, where

it was exposed for sale for 30s., an investiga-

T would quote another portion of sec. 5, as

against the above reading “ subject, never-

theless, to any other rules and directions in

this Act, contained in the same behalf.” And
it must be borne in mind that sec. 5 is merely
declaratory

;
the enactments in each case

being referred to the various schedules, when
it will be found that such terms as “ enlarging

or altering” are nowhere to be met with.

Every such erection to an existing building
(which in common parlance would be termed
“ enlarging or altering),” is treated of in the

Act as a building per se, regulated in its con-
struction according to its rate by area and
height; if such an erection be therefore for

the future deemed a building, it follows that a

similar erection commenced before 1st January
must also be a “ building already built,” pro-
tected by sec. 2.

I have the honour to be, &c.,

Greenavay Robins.

[Relative to the sum of 15/. 11s. 8d. charged
by the referees for an award, referred to by our
correspondent, we felt bound to make inquiries,

and are in a position to state, that the largeness

of the amount in this case was caused by the

proceedings of the parties themselves. The
referees profess themselves to be, and we
believe them, anxious to keep down the ex-

pense of application to them.

We have already (page 133) stated our
opinion at some length, that necessary parts of

buildings commenced before the 1st of last

January, such as shop-fronts, bows, porches,

being part of the original design, although

these may be still undone, are not within the

control of the Act, and do not authorize the

demand of a notice by the district surveyor, if

completed before January next. In a case

now before us professionally, the district sur-

veyor has called on the builder of a house
which was roofed in before last January, to

give him notice (in other words a fee), before

he completes the porch
,
although this is as

much a part of the original design as the

chimney-stacks, and, in the eyes of the law, as

we said of shop-fronts, is already up ,—part of

it indeed actually was carried up with the

front wall of the house last year. The demand
is so preposterous, that we cannot think it will

be persevered in : if it be, we shall of course

resist it to the utmost, and have no doubt as to

the result.

—

Ed.]

tion took place, when, at a vestry meeting held

a few days since, one of the churchwardens

admitted that he had sold it, as he considered

it to be a piece of useless lumber, which had

been lying for years in the vaults of the church,

and its use unknown or disregarded until it

had been seen at the broker’s to whom it had

been sold.

WILLIAMS’S PATENT SLATE RIDGES
AND HIPS.

The annexed engravings will serve to ex-

plain the construction of a very efficient slate

ridge, the cost of which will be found in our

advertizing columns.
In order to put on the patent ridge properly,

the wood ridge piece should be kept up about

an inch clear of the slating, and bevelled off

on each side, so that the upper edge of the

under part of the slate-ridge should bear solid

on the bevel of the wood-ridge, the lower end

will then bear tight on the slating when
screwed on. The part of the slate-ridge which
has the roll should be bedded on the other in

oil cement.
The roll part is se-

cured by a small copper

bolt, placed into ar bole

in the end of the roll

made for that purpose.

But when the ridge

is small, it is necessary

to screw the part that

has the roll to the wood-

ridge, as a bolt in the

end would not be suffi-

cient. The screw-holes

should be filled with

oil cement first, then

screwed, and the head

of the screw filled up

with the oil cement.

A. Ridge side with roller.

B. Do. loose, to tit under do.

C. Pin-hole in the end of the

roller.

D. Screw-hole to fasten the

under piece to the ridge.

EE. Rabbet-joints.

FF. The dotted part shews
the form of the square

top.
Perspective View of the Ridge Section of the reparate parts

of the Ridge.
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MISTAKES IN ESTIMATES—HERNE HIM,
CHURCH.

Sir,—

A

9 one ofyour numerous readers, allow

me to express my satisfaction as regards the

talented manner in which your various corre-

spondents are treating the question of archi-

tectural competition, with the view of purifying

future decisions, so that real merit may ulti-

mately find its proper level. However desira-

ble this object may be to accomplish, it should
be borne in mind there are serious mismanage-
ments in building competitions, which appear
to me to have equal claim on the pages of
The Builder, and, in support of my assertion,
I refer you to that unfortunate affair at Heme-
hill Church.
We take for granted the matter went

through a business form, and the quantities
were supposed to be taken out by competent
persons

;
of course the builders, satisfied of the

abilities of the parties so employed, proceed to

prize the various items in full confidence that all

are correct. Imagine the contractor’s surprise
when he finds out that the actual quantity of
stone required for the completion of his works
exceeds the quantities furnished, by some
2,000 cubic feet or upwards. Then comes the
question, what is to be done? Not allowed to
throw up his contract, he is told he can fall

back on the parties who supplied the quantities
to make up his loss. We then have the name of
Mr. Broomfield introduced to us as the person
who made so serious an error. Mr. Broom-
field then tells us he did not take out the
quantities at all, as the time allowed was
too short, but that he copied them by permis-
sion of the architect from his private quantities.
The architect next introduces himself, and
very politely gives Mr. Broomfield the lie
direct. The principal clerk next approaches
the arena of discord, and after quoting a pre-
cedent in point of allowing an inspection of
private quantities on the Great Western
Railway, admits that on the second application
of Mr. Broomfield he was allowed to copy the
private quantities of the architect, but atthesame
time was cautioned they could not be depended
on as correct.

Thus it appears, if this statement be true,
Mr. Broomfield supplied copies he was in-
formed could not be depended on, and the
architect allowed builders to tenderfor building
this church, from quantities he knew were
copies of his own, which he could not say
were correct.

J

''t et after all these statements, we ore still in
the same position as regards being informed
where the blame lies : neither seems inclined to
own the fault, but makes vain attempts to throw
it back from one to the other.

* Sir, you will consider this Herne-
hill Church affair to be of a serious character
as affecting builders generally, and that it
demands a further notice in the columns of
your journal, us the architect and builder
organ, for it is self-evident, if the truth
before us, that Mr. Sugden has encountered
heavy loss by such a system of conducting
competition, and it may prevent respect-
able builders in future from engaging in
competition from quantities furnished in such
a loose, and, to say the least, disgraceful
manner* I am, Sir, &c.,

Lambeth, March 25th. W. A.
[We have carefully considered a number of

letters forwarded to us on this subject, in-
cluding one from Mr. Broomfield, and one
(accidentally) unsigned, purporting to be from
Mr. Sugden. None of them, however, seem
to disprove the statement made by Mr Vlex-
ander’s clerk (p. 130, ante), that when he
allowed Mr. Broomfield to inspect the ab-
stracts and dimension books, Mr. B. was
distinctly told that Mr. Alexander would not be
responsible for their correctness; further, that
a duplicate specification was lodged with
the Church Commissioners, and would serve
to prov e that no alteration was made in it after
the estimates were prepared. The architect's es-
timate was probably what architects’ estimates
otten are (and are required only to be), namely,
a general one to get at the probable cost : and
the mistake seems to have been, adopting the
quantities, taken out perhaps roughly for that
purpose, without comparing them with his
specifications and drawings. We trust what
has been said on this occurrence may have

the effect of inducing greater caution in

future on the part of those deputed to take
out the quantities for builders, and may prevent
architects from allowing their quantities to be
seen, unless they are quite satisfied that they
are correct.—

E

d.]

HOLLOWAY CONGREGATIONAL CHAPEL.
Sir,—Your correspondent of last week

who desires some information respecting the
late competition for a new Independent Chapel
at Holloway, appears (like many others) to be
surprised at the mystery with which the whole
affair was conducted. Secrecy in such matters
never looks well, and generally defeats its own
intentions, since it arouses suspicion, and, as
in the present instance, prompts inquiries.
From hints unwittingly dropped in different

quarters (and those versed in architectural
competitions know too well how to put such
together), I was led to conclude that the
studied reserve, which your correspondent has
also noticed, was not casual, but a matter
of prudence, inasmuch as the Holloway In-
dependent Chapel Committee had not shewn
themselves proof against the influence of party
interest.

But now for more tangible evidence :—when
I had received back my drawings, I naturally
wished to know who was the fortunate candi-
date, and was informed Messrs. Emmett and
Chadwick, and, on further inquiry, learnt that
Mr. E. was “ one of the congregation This
looked very doubtful. It has since got
whispered about that the above parties have
not adhered to the conditions of the furnished
instructions, and that the committee have
winked at the discrepancies.

1 hat a portion of the required accommoda-
tion is provided in a gallery notwithstanding
the express direction “ No galleries to be erected
at present,” a gross unfairness towards the
other competitors, who, I doubt not, to a man,
obeyed its obvious meaning.

1 hat before any of the unsuccessful draw-
ings were returned, it was decided entirely to
alter the character of the approved elevation
and— That before the business was finally
achieved, to make assurance certain, the plan
was revised, and no time lost in setting it out
on the ground.
Now, Sir, there is an old saying, that truth

will out, and if corroborated rumours become
facts, these charges must be true

;
at any rate

I see no reason for disbelieving them till they
are severally and officially contradicted. I am
not going to quarrel with the committee for
wishing “one of the congregation,” in the
first instance a committee-man himself, to build
their chapel if they can trust to his taste and
abilities, but I do complain, that in conse-
quence of a public advertisement so many ar-
chitects have been induced to expend time and
labour in preparing designs, with the hope that
their respective merits would be honestly
weighed, when the result (if what is above stated
be correct) seems to force upon us the not
very palatable notion, that the real design after
all was to collect a few suggestions gratis, and
then make such use of them as might be con-
venient in the improvement of a “cut and
dried plan. I am, Sir, &c.,

Fairpi.ay.

.... .

-—1 fall in with the idea of ex-
hibiting the different designs, and am ready to
contribute mine.

ftttacclianca.

Glass for Optical Purposes. At
recent meeting of the Society of Arts, JV
Claudet submitted a communication on t

improvements recently introduced into t

manufacture of glass for optical purposes. T
importance of this invention will be clear
understood if we reflect that upon the perfe
tion of glass depends entirely the pow
and utility of the telescope, and hitherto tl

manufacture ofa material possessing the requ
site properties in a sufficiently high degree hi
been a matter of infinite difficulty and
certainty. The defects most injurious to gla;
employed in the construction of philosophic:
instruments were, the numerous filaments an
lines, called by opticians “ strife,” and als
the spots produced by the bubbles of confine
a ' r - These defects arose from the almost im
possibility of obtaining an intimate mixtur
during the fusion of the different material
composing the glass. A means has, howevei
been discovered by M. Bontemps, a Frencl
gentleman, founded upon an old process in
vented by a Swiss, of the name of Guinand
and it is this invention that formed tin
subject of Mr. Claudet’s communication. Bi
an ingenious contrivance a complete mixture
of the materials, when molten, is obtained, sc
as to produce perfect homogeneousness anr
the entire destruction of all the defects in the
glass. Lenses, with scarcely any blemishes, maj
be made of two or even three feet in diarr"'"-

Tiie TiOUNTAINS IN TraFALGAR-SQUARE.—Sevora! experimental trials have lately been
made to lest these works, which at last have
been pronounced to be complete, and ready
for constant mo. The fountains will be put• i •,

‘t'umaiiis M ill ue put _
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meter;
and it was stated in Mr. Claudel’s paper that
the inventor has undertaken to furnish to the
Royal Observatory at Paris the lenses for an
achromatic object' glass of a metre (about 40
inches) in diameter.

Decorative Art Society.—On Wed-
nesday, 26th ult., a paper “ On the physiology
of timber trees, considered with reference °o
manufacturing purposes ” (second notice)
was read by Mr. Viuary. He passed in review
various theories concerning the growth and
formation of pith, annular rings, medullary
rays, bark, &c., the influence of soil, light,
winds, and pruning; and also the evidences of
health and maturity in the living tree. The
tubular construction of timber, its medullary
rays, &c., were illustrated by the oxy-hydrogen
microscope, with transverse, oblique, and
longitudinal sections of various woods pre-
pared for this occasion. Sir W. Symonds,
in the course of his observations, expressed
his willingness to afford to inquirers the facility
and advantage of examining the Government
collection of woods, &c., at present under his
control. Papers “On stained glass,” and
“ On the application of colours to manu-
factures,” were announced to be read at the
next meeting of the society.

Institute of the Fine Arts.— The
monthly meeting of this body was held on
Saturday evening last in the great room of the
Society of Arts, Adelphi. The chair was
taken by Mr. Wyse, M.P. A great number of
members and their friends was present, the
room being literally filled. The chairman ad-
dressed the meeting in a very eloquent speech,
in which he took a view of’ the rise and pro-
gress of art, and its present state and pros-
pects. He insisted on the necessity which
called upon the artists of this country to be-
come the teachers of the principles of art to
the people generally, and to cultivate and
direct properly the taste of their fellow-
countrymen. Mr. James Foggo then read a
paper, in which he set forth the advantages
which Mould accrue to the fine arts if a na-
tional exhibition of engravings were established,
and proposed that the government should be

cement bein«V
mg got out of order, and the

• f .

crai'
li<'d many places from

imperfect workmanship. The fountains are to
plaj for ten hours each day, such being the
contract with the engineers of the works. The
cistern from which they are supplied at the ton
of the engine-house in Orange-street hold,
37,000 gallon, „f water, and the higher main
at the top of the tower for the supply of the
Government-offices ahont20,000 gallon,. The
water will ascend to a height of 40 feet- hut
al tho moon f leiole tl.o I-.- .... Iat the recent trials the jets were only suffered
to play to a height of from 6 to 8 feet, as with
a greater ascent the u-ater is liable to be driven
by the M'ind to a considerable distance across
the square.

pose. Mr. Park read a paper on modern
sculpture, in which he made some severe stric-
tures on the statue of the Duke of Wellington
lately erected at Glasgow : after which a vote
of thanks M as passed to the chairman, and the
meeting broke up.

Bbistol Academy of the Fine Arts,
-—'I be first annual exhibition of M'orks of
living artists will be opened on or about the
1 1th instant. In aid of the fund now collect-
ing for the establishment of the academy, a
bazaar has been proposed, to u-hich many M ho
are unable to give money may be disposed to
send prints, drawings, duplicate copies of
books, &c . It is thought that a large sum
might thus be raised.
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Novel Locomotive Power.

—

A very in-

nious application of the screw principle to

e common locomotive has been suggested by
American. It professes to overcome in-

ned planes of any steepness, even though

e greatest load be attached, with perfect ease

d certainty. By a very simple apparatus

e driving-wheels are lifted from the track on
proaching the plane. A cogged-wheel of

tail diameter is attached to, and derives

ation from, the axle. This wheel plays into

other cogged-wheel of greater diameter,

d that in its turn gives motion to an evir-

ating screw placed longitudinally beneath the

gine. Along the centre of the track, on the

dined plane, a series of strong wheels,

pving freely on their pivots, and inclined to

e horizon at the same angle with the plane,

e so placed that they correspond with the

reads of the everlasting screw beneath the

gine. When the engine reaches the plane,

otion is given to the screw from the engine

-elf; and its power is capable of being in-

eased to any point by increasing the ratio of

e diameter of the cogged-wheels, turning the

rew to the diameter of the wheel deriving

otion from the driving axle of the engine,
le inventor anticipates very great advantages

)m this adaptation: among others, a great
ving in expense, additional safety to pas-

ngers, and facilities of constructing lines in

sitions hitherto considered wholly unadapted
r such purposes.

Improved Manufacture of Cast Steel.
The solution of the problem of producing
st-steel direct from cast-iron, without in-

ning the enormous expense hitherto in-

parable from the old process, has engaged
e attention of scientific men, since the time
Reaumur, whose work appeared nearly a

ntury ago, to the present time, without having
oduced any result of the least value. At
igth, however, this object is announced as

.ving been accomplished by a gentleman,
!io states the apparent paradox, that he
able to produce cast-steel at a cost not

ceeding that of pig-iron, of a quality suitable
r the manufacture of steel. Of the import-
ce of such a discovery, supposing it brought
to practical operation, some opinion may he
•med, from considering that steel made in

is manner may be sold at half the present
Uing price of that of medium quality, mad •

the usual way, at a profit of 100 per cent.;

d that the quality of it, according to the
itement of the discoverer of the process, will

equal to that now made from the most
pensive foreign iron

;
it is also slated that

a steel is suitable for every purpose rol-

lick steel is now used— from coach-springs
surgical instruments— and that, conse-

ently, this process must entirely supersede
those at present in use for making the

rious descriptions of steel now used in the
ts.

Railway Restaurant.—A plan has been
omulgated which promises to administer
-gely to the luxury and comfort of those
10 are compelled to undertake long journeys
railway. It consists in the construction of

line newly-formed carriages, so as to conso-
le a sort of travelling cafe, or railway res-

lrant, to be placed in the rear of the other
rriages, which are to be so constructed as to

en into one another, thereby enabling waiters
travel along the train ad libitum. A bill of
•e, shewing what the refectory contains, is to

posted in each carriage. Bells are to be at

D command of the passengers to announce
pir wants to the waiter, who will travel to

em along a narrow passage alongside the in-

:ior of the carriages constructed for the
rpose.

iRestoration of St. Mary’s Church,
jry St. Edmunds.—A detailed account of
e receipts and payments connected with this

storation has just been published. It appears
at the receipts up to the present time
jnount to 2,056/. 4s. 7d., and the payments

3,417/. 6s. 8d., shewing a deficiency of
361/. 2s. Id. A public appeal for further
^nations has been made by the minister and
lurch wardens, who, for the present, have paid
e deficiency. It may be mentioned, in con-
ilction with this restoration, that in addition
lithe very handsome subscriptions of Henry
lines Porteus Oakes, Esq., and John Fitz-
frald, Esq., the former gentleman presented
ulained window at the east end of the nave,
d the latter, anew font.

Progress of Railways.— Railways are

messengers of civilization, peaceful locks tend-

ing to bind countries in ties of closer inter-

course
;
as a guarantee of peace they protect

from war. They are now covering the Con-
tinent—extending across the Desert—about to

span India from Calcutta to Bombay. Where
will ihey stop? There is a railway now on its

way from St. Petersburg towards Moscow— will

it stop there ? The direction of that line, if pro-

longed, leads to China. Between St. Peters-

burg and Pekin, there is scarcely a hill
;

Moscow is, therefore, hut a first-class station on
the way to Pekin. We will not speculate on
the date of completion of such a line yet, but

return to what is imminent and in sight. From
London to Southampton there is now an elec-

tric telegraph. Mr. Wheatstone is on his way
to Paris for the arrangement of a telegraph in

France. It may soon be completed from
Havre to Paris

;
from Paris to Marseilles there

will be a continuous line of railway, and a tele-

graph on it
;
thus we reach the Mediterranean

;

thence Egypt, across the Desert, and so to

Bombay and Calcutta. We may cross to Bel-
gium, where an electric telegraph already
exists. We shall soon have one continuous
line to Venice; and then across the Desert,

and finally from Calcutta to Bombay as before.

Does such a prospect, so clear, so certain of

bringing so near home our many friends and
brothers now in the other hemisphere, not
bring home to our hearts the conviction that

we are just entering a career of social improve-
ment, based on scientific discovery, the benefi-

cial effects of which it is difficult to foretel,

but impossible to over-estimate?

—

Athenaeum.

A Court in the Great Metropolis.

—

Orchard-place is a broad court leading out of
Orchard-street, Oxford-street, and close to Port-
man-square, Manchester -square, Grosvenor-
square, and some of the first streets in the me-
tropolis. Including two nooks, Orchard-place
is less than 45 yards long and 8 broad, and
contains twenty-seven houses. Its inhabitants

amount to 882 persons, of whom 582 are about
fouteen years of age!! The population of
a large village or small town is here com-
pressed into one court. Amongst these are
found 222 adults who could not read; whilst
most of the other adults could only read im-
perfectly. Only seventeen persons had copies

of the Scriptures. Ten persons professed to

attend Protestant worship; while the great mass
of those who attend Romish worship only did so

early on the morning of the Lord’s-day. The
parties employed in taking the statistics of the

place witnessed two fights, and one woman was
nearly beaten to death. The court was once
supplied with copies of the Scriptures, but such
was the desperate character of the inhabitants,
that every copy was destroyed. Such is a

brief outline of one of the heathen spots which
stud the metropolis of Christian England.
On Fixing Blowing Sands.— I have hail

occasion to try experiments upon the practi-

bility of fixing blowing sands on the sea coast,

by planting grasses and trees upon them. The
experiments were made upon a tract of blow-
ing sand of between 500 and 600 acres, on the
sea coast, upon my property in the county of
Sligo, in Ireland, and with great success

;
and

if you should wish for any detailed informa-
tion on the subject, you would obtain it by
addressing my local managing agent, Mr.
Lynch, Rundale Cottage, Chiffony, Sligo. I

found a small quantity of bent growing upon
the sands; and by transplanting annually, for
many years past, a sufficient quantity of
the younger plants, I have covered with a close
coating of bent the whole surface of the for-

merly blowing, but now fixed and stationary
sand

;
and the result is, that the bent affords

shelter and food for young cattle, while trefoil

begins to grow spontaneously on the sand be-

tween the tussocks of the bent. I have for

the last three or four years sown seeds of the
pinus maritima, from Bordeaux, among the
bent on some portion of the sand, and the
young plants are growing well, though hitherto
they have been more occupied in striking their
roots deep into the sand than in throwing shoots
upwards. I have also tried young oaks in the
sand, and they seem as yet to thrive in it even
better than the pine. The sand is the broken
down ruck of the old or lower sand-stone forma-
tion

—

Palmerston, Carlton-terrace, Feb. 17-

[This mode is adopted to a considerable extent
in Holland, where the soundness of the

dykes is a matter of vital importance.

—

Ed.]

Nails in 1281.—The following entry from
a Roll, dated the ninth year of Edward I.

(quoted by the Rev. Charles Hartshorne in

the Archaeological Journal for January), fur-

nishes the price and names of the different

sorts of nails that were then used. “ For ten

thousand of lath nails (lathe nayle), bought
at Nottingham, 7s. Id., namely, 8£d. a thou-

sand. For two thousand and a half of board
nails (bord nayle), bought at the same place,

1/. 17s. 6d., namely, Is. 6d. a hundred. Fora
thousand great spike nails

(magnis spikingg ),

bought at the same place, 3s. 4d., namely, at

2jd. a hundred (s/e.) For two hundred and a
half of ivyt nayle, bought at the same place,

2s. 3d., namely, at fid. a hundred (sic.) For
four hundred of clout nails ( chit nayl), bought
at the same place, for the fastenings and bars

{ad cynties et barres), 4d.,' namely, a hundred
for a penny.”

STenUcrj*.

Tenders delivered for erecting Gothic Cottage
at Finchley.—F. E. Fowler, Esq., Architect, Sack-
ville-street, Piccadilly.

Chappie and White .£1,840

Cooper 1,683
Plaskett and Skelton 1,672
Stevenson 1,633
Burton and Son 1,568
Gerry 1,509
Elston and Co 1,392
Simmonds 1,390

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp o^ce
to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our renders
however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
strect, Covent-garden.]

For cutting, forming, and completing a new line

of Private Carriage-road, one mile in length, from
Whitehaven Castle, Cumberland, the seat of the

Earl of Lonsdale, to the Turnpike-road, between
Bransty toll-bar and Lonsdale-place, near the town
of Whitehaven. April 7.

For constructing the fourth division of the Great

Southern and Western Railway. April 8.

For supplying the Gaol, now in the course of

erection at Aylesbury, Bucks, with gas-pipes,

fittings, shades, and burners ;
locks, and other

fittings
; iron tanks, pumps, and piping necessary

for the supply of water. April 8.

For about 250,000 Railway Sleepers not less than

9 feet long, for the Chester and Holyhead Railway.

April 9.

For erecting at Alresford, Hants, between five

and six thousand feet superficial of new Brickwork,
to be either neat flat, joint-pointed with white

mortar, or neatly tuck-pointed. The parties to

find labour and the erection of scaffolding only.

April 10.

For the restoration of the Parish Church of

Grays Thurrock, Essex. April 12.

For the erection of a Church in the parish of St.

Thomas, Winchester. April 12.

For the erection and building of a Farm-house,
Barn, Stable, and other offices, at Hepworth,
Suffolk. April 16.

For keeping Battle-bridge and Holloway-road
in repair for one or more years. April 17.

For submitting a plan of a Tread-wheel, and con-

structing the same in the Common Gaol of Great

Yarmouth, Norfolk. April 24.

For all the Works to be done in the erection

and completion of the new cast-iron Bridge over

the Haven of Great Yarmouth, including the find-

ing of labour, certain materials, &c. April 26.

For the construction of the third and fourth

divisions of the Chester and Holyhead Railway.

April 28.

For laying out the Grounds of the Victoria-park

Cemetery, and for draining the same, making the

roads, paths, and finding all necessary trees, shrubs,

materials, &c.
For performing the several works in building a

new Workhouse at Tenterden. May 2.

For the formation and completion of a new
Drain, being about eleven miles long, twenty yards

wide, and five yards deep, for the Middle Level

Drainage Commissioners. Also for the erection of

a Staunch, several Bridges of wood with brick

abutments, together with the necessary culverts,

and other works. May 8.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans, sections, and elevations for a Terminus,

and other requisite accompanying offices, for the

Great Southern and Western Railway, Ireland.

Plans for a Church to be erected within the

Borough of Kingston-upon-Hull. May 8.
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APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

April 2.—At the Spalk House, in Dean Forest,

Gloucestershire, by order of the Commissioners

of her Majesty’s Woods and Forests: 319 Oak

Timber Trees.

April 5.—At Bower Hall, Steeple Bumpstead,

Essex : 400 Fir, Oak, and Elm Trees.

April 7.—At the Swan Inn, Alton, Hants : 270

fine Oak Timber Trees, now standing in Shalden-

park Coppice. The timber is of good size, and

the greater part of unusual length and straight-

ness.

April 8.—On the Glemliam House Estate,

Suffolk : upwards of thirty loads of Ash, Elm, and

Poplar Timber, of good quality. Also 200 Oak
Stands, and a considerable quantity of Pollard

Trees, &c.
April 9.—At the Lamb Inn, Rainton, near

Topcliffe, Yorkshire : 254 Oak Trees and 217 Ash,

now standing at Rainton. The Wood is of large

dimensions.

April 10.—At the Devonshire Arms Inn, Martin-

le-Moor, near Ripon, Yorkshire: 276 Oak Trees

and 12 Cyphers, now standing at Martin-le-Moor.

Also 786 Oak Trees and 173 Cyphers, all standing

in Martin-le-Moor Old Wood. Many of the out-

standing Trees are of large size.

April 11.—On the Hoo Hall Estate, near Fram-

lingham, Suffolk : a quantity of Ash and Oak

Timbers
;

ditto Fir, Oak, and Ash Stands ; ditto

Pollards
;

all recently felled.

April 11.—At Wingerworth, Derbyshire: a

large quantity of Oak, Ash, Beech, Alder, Elm,

and Walnut Trees; in all 716 Trees and 911 Poles.

April 11.—At the Congreve Arms Inn, Alder-

meston, Berks : 180 capital Oak Trees, now stand-

ing in Wasing-wood ; also 50 capital Oak Trees,

standing in Hart’s-hill Coppice. They are all

sound plank Timber of large metings and of the

very best quality,

April 15.—At the Three Ashes, crossing near

Witham, Essex : 1185 Oak Trees, now growing in

the woods and fields of Lanhams, and Crossing

Lodge Farms. Many of the Trees are of large di-

mensions.

April 18.—At the George Inn, Frome : 310
fine grown Oak Trees, now standing on the Or-

chardleigh Estate, near Frome. They are of large

dimensions, great length, and of very superior

quality.

Some time during the present month.—A large

quantity of full-grown Coppice and Hedgerow
Timber, now standing at Denby’s, Derbyshire.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ J. P.”—We shall be glad to see the sketches

offered.
“ Constant Reader and Purchaser” is thanked.

Estimates of that sort do not require notice.

“ W. W.,” as a competing architect, offers his

thanks to Mr. Allom, and Messrs. Lahee and Ma-
bin,for their letters in our last number.

“ A Subscriber ” (Nottingham) wishes to know
which is the best machine for crushing lime in large

quantities for concreting. The ordinary crushing
mill, a cylindrical stone made to revolve round a

fixed point, by horse or other power, on a grating

fixed over a receptacle for the pounded material,

answers perfectly well, we believe.

“ A Country Carpenter ” wishes to be told of a

good stain to make deal look like old oak. As-
phallum ground in copal varnish produces a good
appearance, but is not properly a stain.

“F. M.”

—

There does not seem to be anything

to prevent him “butting a timber erection against

the gable end of a brick building,” if the timber

erection was up before the 1«/ of last January.

The erection of such a shed as he speaks of would
not bepermitted now.

“ W. Rowland.”

—

The “ canaliculated acque-

ducl ”for preventing effluvia from sewers through

the street gratings, does not seem to have any ad-

vantage over the ordinary “ trap ” in use. The
objection to trapping is, that by preventing the

escape of the gases the sewers are rendered danger-

ous. The model is left at the office in York-street

for insj/ection.

“ E. M.” (Pimlico).

—

The average (of last seven

years) annual produce of the duty of 8 d. per ton

on coals is 87,801/. 7s. bd.
11 The Reading Competition.” — “ Architectus

non Competitor ” offers praise to Mr. Blandy for
the course he pursued, and considers with a little

alteration in the details, it might be generally

adopted with much advantage.
“ A Young Subscriber ” will not find any one

book to give him the knowledge he requires; it must
be obtainedfrom various sources.— Gwilt’s Edition

of Chambers Stuart’s Athens ; Parker’s Glossary,

»yc. Shaw’s Encyclopcedia of Ornament would be

useful to him.

“ A Young Builder " (Dublin).—‘‘The Studen/s,
j

Builders', and Architects’ Instructor in the Art
j

and Practice of Measuring Artificers’ Work,”

published by Weale, High Holborn, would pro-

bably answer his purpose.
“ J. R. Croft,” “ E. H.,” “ H.W. Portsea.” and

“ W. J. S.”

—

Next week.
“ Messrs. Poulton and Bland ” are thanked for

the information respecting Holloway Congrega-

tional Chapel. They will find another letter on

the subject in our present number.
“ Lavinia ” states that the old church at Wilton

will be removed when the new structure is com-

pleted, and offers to send some sketches of those

parts which are worth preserving. We shall be

very glad to receive them. We don’t know the

character of the old building, and hope it will be

examined by qualified persons before it is taken

down.
Received.—“A Series of Letters on Agricul-

tural Improvement,” by J. J. Mechi (Longman )

—

“ Old England,” part 16 (Knight), containing

various architectural notices to which toe shall

refer shortly ; and “ The Pictorial Gallery of

Arts,” part 3.—Archi—Bricks and Brickmaking
—G.M.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, April 7.

—

Entomological, 17, Old
Bond-street, 8 p.m. ;

United Service Institution,

Whitehall-yard, 9 p.m. ; Chemical (Society of

Arts), Adelphi, 8 p.m.
;

Medical, Bolt-court,

Fleet-street, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, 8.

—

Medical and Chirurgical

,

53,

Berners-street, 8-i p.m.; Civil Engineers, 25, Great

George-street, 8 p.m.
;
Zoological, Hanover-square,

8J p.m.

Wednesday, 9.—Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 p.m.
;
London Institution, Finsbury-circus, 7

p.m
;

Graphic, Thatched-house Tavern, 8 p.m.
;

Pharmaceutical, 17, Bloomsbury-square, 9 r.M.

Thursday, 10. — Royal, Somerset-house, 8,
p.m.

;
Antiquaries, Somerset-house, 8 p.m.

;
Royal

Society of Literature, 4, St. Martin’s-place, 4

p.m.
;

Medico Botanical, 32, Sackville- street, 8

p.m.

Friday, 11.

—

Astronomical, Somerset-house,

8 p.m. ;
Royal Institution, Albermarle-street, 8£

p.m. ;
Philological, 49, Pall Mall, 8 p.m.

Saturday, 12.

—

Royal Botanic, Regent's-park,

4 p.m.
;
Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-street,

8 p.m.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Embarrassed circumstances.
—PERSONS IN DIFFICULTI F.S beingdesirous of

availing themselves of the Benefit ofLORD BROUGHAM’S
HUMANE ACT. are requested to apply to MESSRS.
GRAND AND CO., of 51, Coleman-strect. City, where
every information may be obtained, FREE OF EX-
PENSE, or arrangements can be made with Creditors,

by which means the painful necessity of resorting to

BANKRUPTCY or INSOLVENCY may in many cases

be avoided.—N.B. Partnership accounts adjusted.

rjnO BUILDERS and Others.—A cheap
JL substitute for high priced bricks, well worthy the

attention of speculative gentlemen, and other capitalists who
intend building this season. This article is stone, which may
be worked with great advantage. It is in pieces from 3 to 5

inches in thickness, and averaging from 14 to 20 pounds in

weight: it is about the same weight as bricks, and will be

sold in London at 12s. 6d. per ton. Any quantity may be had
from 100 to 200 tons per week ; not more would be
guaranteed per week, as it will come by railway. A fair

sample of 10 or 12 tons may be seen at the proprietor's at

any time.—Address, JAMES PERREN, 1, Victoria-place,

Surrey-square, Walworth.

HIP TILES to suit slate roofs in colour;
Ridges, with plain or rebated joints, roll tops, and

vertical ornaments
;
drains, many sizes, with plain or socket

joints
;

paving in squares, hexagons, octagons, &c., dif-

ferent colours ; roofing, in Grecian or Italian styles, other
devices also, or plain

; conduits, which do not injure pure
water; fire-bricks and tiles; clinkers, and out-door paving;
sundry wall-coping, garden-borders, chimney-tops; also
tubular and other flues of peculiar material. No agent, but
a depOt at WHITEFRIARS. and 22, WATER-LANE,
FLEET-STREET, LONDON, under Mr. PEAKE’S per-
sonal care, to supply genuine TERRO-METALLIC goods at
fair prices as per quality.

The TILERIES, TUNSTALL, STAFFORDSHIRE, are
near the centre of England, whence boats are sent direct to
any inland place; or to the Mersey for the coasts, the colo-
nies and elsewhere.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. KENT AND C O.,
MANUFACTURERS,

11, GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON.
Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of a
quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, to
which they heg to call the attention of all who prefer quality
and durability to apparent cheapness,

oooooo.—7 ln - Dusters,
oooooo.—7 in- ditto, extra.

oooo.—Ground Brushes.
Plasterers’ Brushes.
Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.
Sash Tools, and Common Tools.
Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other
Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kinds

of Brushes, forwarded on application. Established 1777.

CAEN STONE.

DEPOT at Freeman’s Sufferance Whan
St. George’s Stairs, Rotherhithe. Cargoes shippe

direct froA the Quarries to any part of the coast.

Counting-house, 27, Millbank-street, Westminster

CAEN STONE.

LUARD and BEEDHAM have a quantit
of the above stone, of the best quality, direct fror

their Quarries at Allcmangc, which may be inspected at th

Norway Sufferance Wharf, Greenwich.— Further particu

lars at Mr. G. GATES’, 18, SOUTHWARK-SQUARE
SOUTHWARK.

B est farleigh down free
STONE, CHEAPER THAN EVER, at the Whan

of Mr. Hanson, Kensington; Messrs. Druce, Chelsea;

Rogerson, Pimlico; Mr. Foot, Westminster; Messn
Brown and Ruspy, Bank-side; and Mr. Searle, Wappinf
General Agent, T. E. Weller, Steel-yard Wharf (lal

Drewe’s), Thames-street.

CUNDY’S MARBLE AND STONE WORKS, PIMLICC

SAMUEL CUNDY hugs to inform Ar
chitects, Builders, &c., that he is supplying I

VEIN MARBLE BOX CHIMNEY-PIECES,
Opening 3 feet square, and 7 inch piers, for

FORTY-FIVE SHILLINGS!
STONE BOX CHIMNEY-PIECES, opening 3 feet square

and 7 inch piers, Twelve Shillings; do., dn., wit

MOULDED CAPS, and 8 inch piers, FOURTEE1
SHILLINGS.
The above are manufactured in the best manner and c

the best material. For CASH ONLY.— Address, SAM UE
CUNDY, Marble and Stone Works, Belgrave Whar
Pimlico.
Masons' Work, Monuments, &c., &c., at equally Lo

Prices.

m
Manchester mabri.e works

adjoining the Birmingham Railway Station, Man
Chester.

J in. Italian Veined Marble Slab .... la. 6d. per foot. .

Ditto ditto Dove or Bardillo 2s. Od. do.

All other Marbles in proportion.
Vein Blocks 9s. od. do.
Dove or Bardillo 13s. Od. do.
Statuary 15s. Od. do.
Sawing Vein 0s. 6d. do.
Marble Chimney-pieces on hind from 18s. Od. each.
Marble Baths £g 0s. od. do.
Upholsterers’ Work from 2s. 6d. per foot.

The best Cement 1 Is. Od. per cask. .

Plaster of Paris 42s. Od. per ton.

Address the Proprietor, JOHN KNOWLES, Jur

POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN PAVE
MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Corn Stores, and Sal
Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin i

Basements it is particularly adapted, und for Roofing Dwell
ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds.

Price 3s. fid. per square ,’ard.

BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culvert*

&c. &c. on Railways and other places (with instruction

for laying it down), may be Lad at the rate of 45s. per tor

by applying to JOHN PILKINGTON, 15, Wharf-roa©
City-road.

BASTENNE ASPHALTS and BITU
MEN COMPANY, Ohices, 31, Poultry. Th

Directors of this Company beg leave to call the atten

tion of ARCHITECTS,' BUILDERS, and others, t

the very beneficial results attendant on the use of BITU
MEN in the erection of buildings, &c. Its applicatio

as a FLOORING will be found eminently useful. ]

is also valuable for numerous other purposes, more par
ticularly where the object sought for is the EXCLLSIOJ
OF DAMP AND VERMIN. The Directors beg to refer t

the works in Trafalgar-square, which have given genert
satisfaction. Scale of prices per foot -quare:— 1 inch thick

8d.
; 3 inch thick, 7d-

; i inch thick, fid. Works not mea
suring 400 feet, Id. per foot extra. Roofing executed at 6c

and 7d. per foot square. Concrete is charged in additio
according to the thickness when required. Carriage an
men’s time are charged extra when works are execute
beyond three miles from the General Post-office. Bitumo
j6’6 per ton, without grit. Bitumen JZS per ton, with grit.

CHARLES F. TILSTONF., Sec.

TO ARCHITECTS.

I
N conspquence of many complaints havin|
been made to the Company, by Architects, of a spurioc

material having been used in the execution of Works whet
the Seyssel Asphalte had been specifiedfor, the Director)

with a view to ensure the fulfilment of any such specificatioi

have authorized CERTIFICATES to be granted to Buildei

where the
SEYSSEL ASPHALTE

has been used. For the purpose of securing the use of th

Genuine Article, Architects and others arc recommended t

insert in their specifications the “ Seyssel Alnhalte, Cla

ridge’s Patent,” and not merely “Asphalte,” or “ Bitn
men,” as in many cases where these terms have been used

gas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions hay
been introduced. I. FARRELL, Secretary
Stangate, near Westminster Seyssel Asphalte Companj

Bridge, Jan., 1845.

Books of Instructions for Use may be had at the Office a

“ The Builder,” aud of all Booksellers in Town and Countrj
price Is.

*,* In proof of the necessity of the above advertisement
it may be mentioned, that it has come to the knowledge (

the Directors, that in certain works which have been execute)

bv Messrs. Curtis, builders, of Stratford, a spurious in aterii

has been used by them, contrary to the specifications-, whic
expressly mentioned, that “ Claridge’s Asphalte” was t

be used.

—

,

Notice to inventors.—offici
for PATENTS of INVENTIONS and REGIS

TRATION of DESIGNS, 20, Ilalf-moon-street, Piccadilly

Patents obtained for the United Kingdom and Foreig
Countries

;
Designs registered

;
printed instructions, contair

ing the charges, forw arded gratis
;

and every informatio
given by application, if by letter pre-paid, to Mr. M. Josceli

Cooke, 20, Half-moon-street, Piccadilly.
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N the present Number we
have the pleasure to lay be-

fore our readers a view of

the Hungerford suspension

bridge for foot passengers,

constructed under the di-

rection of Mr. I. K. Brunei, which will be

opened publicly on Friday, the 18th of this

month. The engraving shews the bridge as it

appears seen from the Middlesex side, a little

to the west of the market, and gives an accu-

rate notion of its general arrangement and
form. It consists of three arches

; the

span of the centre is 676 feet 6 inches,

and that of each of the side arches 333 feet.

The height of the roadway from high-water
mark at the abutments, is 22 feet 6 inches;

at the piers, 28 feet, and in the centre,

32 feet
;

so that it cambers in the whole,
9 feet 6 inches. The clear width of the road-
way is 14 feet, and the height of the two towers,
or piers, which carry the chains, is 58 feet

above the road. These towers, which are 22
feet square, consist each of four solid piers of
brickwork in cement, 7 feet 6 inches square
connected by inverted arches at the bottom’
and are built on the natural bed of the river
without piles. They are Italian in style, and
were designed by Mr. Bunning to accord with
buildings appertaining to the market.
For the foundation of the abutments, piles

26 feet long were driven in an inclined direc-
ion. On the south side this was effected with
nuch difficulty, the soil being formed by acci-
lental causes into concrete of very great hard-
iess. The platform, or roadway, is carried

>y four chains, in two lines, with single sus-

>ension-rods on each side, 12 feet apart. The
hains pass over rollers in the upper part of
ho towers, so as to equalise the strain, and are
ecured in tunnels at the abutments to two iron
irders, 44 feet long and 5 feet deep, solidly

mbedded in a mas3 of brickwork in cement,
urther strengthened and backed up with con-
rete. It is hardly necessary to say, that this

5 a most important part of the construction,
nd demanded the greatest care.

The suspension-rods carry two longitudi-
al bearers of fir, 9 by 9, running from
nd to end on each side of the roadway,
ne above the other, and between these
re placed the ends of cross-beams, which
?ams receive a flooring of three-inch deal,
he cross-beams are double every 12 feet
iat is, at the point where the suspension-rod
ones through; (each of the two pieces is 11

'3, and side by side): the intermediate beams,
’o in each space, are 11 by 5*. There is a
ird longitudinal bearer under the cross-
rams, down the centre, 10 hy 6, and the
hole is trussed diagonally, from side to side,
th iron. To prevent undulation is of the
most importance in the construction of sus-
nsion bridges, as they are peculiarly liable

i damage from this cause; and it has been
ought that the injuries to which suspension
lidges are exposed from wind arise chiefly
i)m its action beneath the platform : to stiffen
is is therefore most essential.

'General Pasley urges, in a paper published
ithe “ Transactions of the Institution of Civil
;igineers ” (Vol. Ill ), that if the platform,

which presents a large surface to the wind
acting from beloAv, be kept from undulating, it

can scarcely be supposed that the utmost force
of the wind could move the chains at all, hav-
ing comparatively so very little Surface to

oppose to it, and which must be held down
by the great weight of the roadway, so long
as that remains at rest. The trussing adopted
at Hungerford bridge by Mr. Brunei will have
the effect of stiffening the platform consider-
ably, and will be further assisted by the cast-

iron railing on each side of the roadway. The
appearance of the under side of the roadway,
viewed at one end, is. very curious, from its

narrowness, great length, and the effect of
the trussing : it resembles, in some degree,
the back bones of a fish, and exemplifies in a
striking manner the theory of vanishing lines.

The span of the main arch of this bridgo
is much larger than any other in this country.
The greatest span of Hammersmith suspension
bridge is 422 feet; of the Union bridge across
the Tweed, near Berwick, 449 feet, and of the

Menai bridge, Beaumaris, 560 feet.* It is only
second to the suspension bridge at Fribourg,

in Switzerland, the span of which, from pier

to pier, is nearly 900 feet.

The first stone of the Hungerford bridge
was laid in 1841. The total cost, includ-
ing the purchase of property, parliamentary,

law, and other expenses, is 110,000/. The
approaches on the south side of the river

require improving, and for this purpose a Bill

is now before Parliament. It is proposed to

obtain a direct communication with the York-
road. On the Hungerford side the platform
joins the centre of the terraced roof of the
colonnade between the two taverns, whence the
traffic will pass through the galleries over the
colonnades of the fish-market, by the level of
the general market, to Hungerford-street and
the btrand. 3 he toll is to be a halfpenny each
person, and it was originally estimated that the
annual return would be— ordinary traffic8,000/.,

traffic from Lambeth to Hungerford Market,
260/.

;
for the sight of matches on the river,

250/.; traffic to and from steam-boats, 300/.

;

rent of unappropriated property, 200/.
;

total

9,010/. Asa point for embarking or debark-
ing, there is a commodious flight of stairs in

each pier, which will probably supersede the
unsightly wood-piers nowin use.

Mr. P. P. Baly, the author of the selected
design for the London Baths and Washhouses,
was the resident engineer; Mr. W. Chadwick
the contractor for the brickwork, and Messrs.
Sandys, Carne, and Vivian (Cornwall), the
contractors for the ironwork.

When we view the comparative slightness
of the piers, the great length and tenuity of
the roadway, and the single suspension-rods,
so wide apart, and remember the effect of a

gale of wind even in the Thames, it is hardly
possible to avoid a doubt as to the stability

of the new bridge during any long period of
time; the skill and high attainments of Mr.
Brunei, however, forbid the entertainment of
this doubt, and we willingly waive it, with per-
fect faith in his reputation.

We should have mentioned, that all the wood
employed in the construction is Paynized, and
that the quantity of iron consumed is between
10,000 and 11,000 tons.

The suspension bridge at Fribourg, to which
we alluded, is, as most of our readers know,
a wire bridge, and has been appealed to in

support of the arguments of those who advo-
cate the employment of wire for this purpose

in preference to iron bars. The length of
Fribourg bridge is, as we said, nearly 900 feet;

the height from the water, 175 feet, and the

breadth 22 feet; that is, 16 feet for the car-

riage way, and 3 feet each for the footpaths.

The versed sine is 65 feet; the length of the

perpendicular suspension wires nearest the

pier is about 57 feet, each one diminishing

towards the centre of the bridge, where the
shortest is only 12 inches. These perpendi-
culars are 4 feet 8 inches apart, and sus-

tain the extremities of the beams which sup-
port the platform. Each of the four cables
which form the arch consists of 1120 wires,
and it is estimated that the four could sustain

2,678 tons! It was completed in two years
and a half, and cost 24,000/.f

Although the use of wire offers some ad-
vantages, especially superior strength, bulk
for bulk compared with bars, general opinion is

not in favour of its adoption, on account of the
impossibility, nearly, of adjusting the length of
the wires, so that when the cable has assumed
its proper curvature, each wire may bear its

due proportion of strain, and because of the in-
creased liability to oxidate, in consequence of
the increased surface offered by wires to the
action of the atmosphere. It has been pro-
posed that each wire should be passed through a
vessel of varnish immediately after the process
of drawing, and that, after forming the wires
into bundles of fifty or sixty each, they should
be passed through a concave vessel of the olea-

ginous matter at a high temperature. By this

process it is supposed every particle of moisture
would be driven off in vapour, and its place oc-
cupied by the oleaginous substance in the in-

terior of the cable, where it would be retained
by its adhesive property, while it would harden
over the exterior, and prevent oxidation, by re-
moving the possibility of moisture coming into
contact with the wire.

A suspension bridge of considerable im-
portance is in progress at Clifton, near Bristol,
but proceeds slowly; and one of very large'

size (three main arches ofl,200 feet span each)
has been suggested to connect Liverpool with
the Cheshire shore, by crossing the Mersey,
but is at present “in the air.”

The Trinity suspension pier at Newhavcn has three
spans of 209 feet each

; Brighton chain-pier lias four spans of
feet each. The bridge over the South Esk, at Montrose,

has a span of 432 feet.

SHOP-FRONTS, BOWS, AND OTHER PRO-JECTIONS TO HOUSES COMMENCED
BEFORE LAST JANUARY.

IMPORTANT DECISIONS.

iqqv
U 1

]
L’adinK art 'cle of March 22nd

(p. 133), and elsewhere since, we asserted (in
opposition to instructions said to have been
forwarded to the district surveyors from the
referees, and proceedings by certain of the
district surveyors in consequence) that in-
tended shop-fronts, bows, and other projec-
tions, forming a necessary part of buildings
duly commenced before the 1st of January
last, did not come within the control of the
new Act, although still unfinished, and that no
notice to the district surveyor before com-
pleting such was necessary. Last week we
mentioned a case in point, then before us
professionally, where the district surveyor had
called on the builder of a house, which was
roofed in last year, to give him notice before
he completed the porch, although that was as
much part of the original design as the chim-
ney-stacks

;
and we stated that we should

of course, resist to the utmost such a pre-
posterous demand.

It is with much gratification we now inform
our readers, that our view of the law has been
fully confirmed by several awards made since
the date of the article in which we argued if
and that if the instructions issued by the offi-
cial referees did direct the district surveyors
that all such projections, if not completed
before the 1st of last January, must be
conformable to the Metropolitan Buildings
Act, they having very properly given due con-
sideration to what has been since advanced
have now arrived at another conclusion.

t It was opened October 1834 .
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We believe we may with confidence take

some little credit to ourselres for the result,

but in doing so we would carefully »™d
throwing the slightest discredit on the official

referees, even should their instructions go the

length asserted ;
we rather praise them tor

their uprightness in avowing a change m
opinion, when time and more lengthened con

sideration had altered their views.

The first award bv which this question is set

at rest relates to certain new houses In Gran-

bourne-street, Leicester-square, now in course

of completion. The district surveyor objected

that a continuous line of entablature had been

put up without the interposition of incombus-

tible material, as required by the Act. 1 he

builder replied that the houses were com-

menced last year, and that the plans and eleva-

tions approved of at that time, shewed they

were designed for shops. The award, dated

April 4th, was, “ that inasmuch as before the

1st day of January, 1845, the houses to which

the shop-fronts in question belong were com-

menced, and such shop-fronts formed port of

the original design for the said houses, the

provisions of the said Act which relate to

wooden shop-fronts do not apply to the shop-

fronts in question.” With regard to the costs,

4/. 11s., they considered “ that as the case was

one of reasonable iloubt, the same should.be

paid by the district surveyor and builder

3
°'li another case, as to ten shops in the Nor-

land-road, Shepherd’s Bush, projected from

the front wall, the district surveyor objected

that the party-walls to the projections were

built of bricknogging, and were not carried up

above the lead flat; that the cornices and

other woodwork had not the required incom-

bustible materials between each house, and

that the water dripped from the flat on to the

public way. The builder shewed that the

houses were formerly private ;
that plans to

convert them into shops, bringing out the fronts

to the line of other buildings, were made

In the autumn of last year
;
that the framework

was put up before tile 1st of January, and that

the cornice and other parts were prepared

although not fixed. In this ease the referees

would make no award except to the effect that

the shop-fronts musthe supplied with gutters and

pipes, to prevent the water from dripping on

the public way, and that the costs, 41. 6s. 8d.,

and 21. 2s. to the district surveyor, should be

paid by the builder. .

Then again, as to a bow-window in Lynd-

hurst-road, St. Giles’s, Camberwell, com-

menced before the Act came into operation.

It was formed of wood, and though not fixed

before the 1st of January, was intended and pre-

pared for. The award was, “ that inasmuch

as the bow-window in question is an addition

to a house newly built, or now building, but

‘already built,’ within the meaning of the

said Act, and forms part of the original design

thereof, the said bow-window does not fall

within the provisions of the said Act, as re-

gards the original erection or building thereof.”

And in this case they did not call for any costs

from cither party.

We need say no more on this subject.

THE BRITISH ARCH/EOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

IMPARTIAL STATEMENT OF FACTS.

IMPROVEMENTS AT THE COVE OF
CORK.

We are glad to hear that great improve-

ments are contemplated at Cove by Lord Mid-

dleton, under the direction of Mr. Decimus

Burton. The execution of them will be in-

trusted to Sir Thomas Deane and Mr. Kearne

Deane, and could not he in better hands. W

e

are glad that Lord Middleton has determined

to take advantage of the talents of gentlemen

who have been engaged in so many under-

takings of importance, to employ artisans and

labourers, enhance the worth of his own pro-

perty, and impart additional attractions to the

place.
,

The work, according to Mr. Burton s plan,

will consist of an esplanade 2,000 feet in

length, on a new quay in continuation of Mr.

Smith Barry’s, divided from a new road by

chains, &c.—a crescent and several ranges to

be laid out for new buildings, with provision

for terraces, hotels, baths, and all that can

contribute to comfort or convenience.

We hope thjs example may be followed by

other proprietors similarly circumstanced.

Rumour says his lordship intends to spend

40,000/. in the improvements.

All who are interested in antiquarian pur-

suits, who desire to prevent the injuries with

which our ancient national monuments may

be threatened, to spread abroad a correct taste

for arclneology and a just appreciation ot

monuments of ancient art, so as to secure

general interest in their preservation, must he

grieved to learn that the dissensions m the as-

sociation are in no way healed,

two central committees, two societies, and two

journals; and if it be true that a house divided

igainst itself cannot stand, the Archteological

Association seems doomed to tall.

There are, unquestionably, faults on both

sides
;
great faults : the original cause of quar-

rel is trumpery in the extreme, and it is not

just it ! not creditable,—that an association

likely to effect much good, a large body of in.

dividuals bound together to advance an im-

portant object which is not at all implicated in

the squabble, should be wrecked on such a

wind-bag, overset by a sputter, raised entirely

by the officers in command, and to meet which

they have actually steered thevesBel out of the

right wav. _ ,
...

Mr. Wright, the founder of the association,

and one of the sub-committee appointed to

edit the society’s “Journal,” produced, in his

own name and irrespective of the association,

a work called the “ Archamlogical Album,

which was to consist of six parts, and to be

published at intervals of two months. This

act of Mr. Wright was objected to in the com-

mittee by some members, on the ground that

Mr. Wright’s connection with the journal being

known, and from the similarity oi the title, the

public would be led to consider the album

also authorized by the society
;

further, Mr.

Wright being in reality the editor of the

society’s journal, although his name did not

so appear, it was thought he would he likely to

use the best communications for his own work,

and would give more of his time to it than to

theirs, for which he received nothing, not even

the credit of being the editor, and so that the

journal would suffer. And it was therefore

suggested, that notice should be given, that no

publication but the journal was authorized by

the society. When it was shewn on the other

side, however (by those who thought the com-

mittee had no right to interfere), that this

album was to be written wholly by Mr.Wright

himself, and would, in reality, assist in advan-

ing the objects of the association, by inducing

a taste for the study of antiquities in many who

before had not engaged in them, a resolution

moved on the subject was withdrawn, and the

matter dropped.

A few days afterwards, however, the subject

was brought up in the Printing committee, at

which meeting five out of the six members

constituting it were present, including Mr.

Wright and Mr. C. R. Smith, one of the

honorary secretaries, when the two latter

resigned', and a notice in the name of the

central committee was ultimately sent to all the

members by the remaining three, containing

an intimation that the journal was “ the only

publication issued under the authority of the

central committee.”
Now to this intimation, if the committee had

really resolved to issue it, no reasonable objec-

tion could be taken
;

it was a perfectly legiti-

mate notification, indeed seemed to be called

for. But that it should be made by a sub-

committee of three in the name of the central

committee, who had decided, virtually, that it

should not he made, afforded very reasonable

ground of complaint to those who agreed in

that decision, and dissension was of course the

result.

Mr. Wright and Mr. Smith had been in-

duced to withdraw their resignations as

members of the Printing sub-committee, and

had taken their places, when a resolution was

moved in the central committee and passed,

calling on the former gentleman again to

resign. This it seems he at once expressed

his willingness to do, but ill feeling had been

engendered, unanimity could not be obtained,

the president, Lord Albert Conyngham, re-

signed solely from a sense of what his lordship

considered
‘

“the extreme injustice done

to Mr. Wright;” and, to make a*- long

story short (for doubtless many of our

|

readers have watched all the proceedings, and

have already said, “a plague on both your

houses”), various members of the association

out of the committee, aware that the real

business of the society was virtually at a stand-

still, and not well informed of the exact state

of things, addressed a requisition to Mr.

Pettigrew, the treasurer, calling on him to

summon a general meeting of the association.

Without submitting the requisition to the

central committee (and this was a great

mistake), the treasurer prepared to comply

with it, and caused the meetiug to be ad-

vertised in the public prints.

In the meantime a special meeting of the

central committee, called by Mr. Albert Way,

the other honorary secretary, was held, and

a resolution passed, denying the authority of

the treasurer, or any other officer of the as-

sociation, to call this general meeting, and

declaring any proceedings of such meeting

null and invalid. This was assented to by

thirteen members of the committee out of

twenty-two, and the association generally then

first saw that the majority of the committee

were opposed to Mr. Wright and his friends.

Notwithstanding this protest, however, very

short notice, and an inclement night, 150

members or more met, in pursuance of the

treasurer’s summons, on the 5th of March
;

and by resolutions (passed unanimously in five

cases, and with five dissentients in one), re-

organized the association, and appointed a

fresh committee, including a certain number

of the old committee, and who have since

received a considerable number ofsubscriptions.

The other section of the old committee have

elected new members, making in the whole

twenty-one, have issued an abstract of proposed

rules and regulations, “ under which the as-

sociation will hereafter be conducted,” and

have announced that the next annual congress

will be held at Winchester in the ensuing:

September.

We have thus laid before our readers a;

brief statement of the principal facts without

i

favour or reserve, leaving them to exercise

their own judgment upon them. To establish

the right of a minority of a committee to throw

>

themselves at any time on the general body.i

would tend to embarrass the government ot

most societies. And it is probable, even m thisi

case, that several who signed the requisition

for the general meeting, would have refrained

from doing so had they been aware there was:

a clear majority of the committee in favour ofl

one course. Still the present is not an or-i

dinary case, since we find the two founders ofc

the association, one of them the honorary

secretary, the president to whom so much was

owing at Canterbury, the treasurer, and the

most active members of the committee, in the

minority.

We have the pleasure of knowing the ma-

jority of both committees, and are able tc

assert, that more honourable men could not bd

found, but at the same time we know from thd

constitution of some of them, that unless then

be interference from without, no junction Mil

be effected, and the great objects of the asso<

ciation will greatly suffer. Already, as w»

understand, some of the authorities at VV in

Chester have refused their assistance at thi

contemplated meeting, and many persons wh<

were warm supporters of the one association

now hold back because there are two. VV ha

we would advise, is, that some influential mem

hers of the society who have taken no part it

the past proceedings, should at once best!

themselves, and by conference with the tw

committees, endeavour to remove asperities an

effect a junction. We are disposed to thin

they would succeed, for the greater number c

both parties must by this time be heartil

ashamed of the cause of quarrel. Never wi

such a tangled web hung on a more trumper

Pe &-

Cathedral of New Brunswick.—Cot

sequent upon the erection of New Brunswic

into an independent bishopric, under the ne

episcopal superintendence of the Right Re

Dr. Medley, the bishop elect, a cathedral is

be forthwith commenced at St. John’s, the a

chitectural preparations for which have be<

intrusted to Mr. Frank Wills, of Exeter. 1

1

cathedral will pretend to nothing more than

large parish church. The plan has be<

adopted from the church of St. Mary, Sm

tesham, Norfolk, which is a specimen of t

present decorated architecture.
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THE PRESERVATION OF NATIONAL
ANTIQUITIES.

" For Time hath not rebuilt them, but uprear’d
Barbaric dwellings on their shatter’d site.”

The study of medieval art has increased

roughout Europe so much during late years,

at there is reason to hope, with the vigorous
brts of societies and individuals, we may be
e day spared the wanton destruction of na-

inal monuments, such as now too often

curs. The antiquarian world has expanded
d extended its influence; no longer con-

ed to the mere acquiring possession of the

1 and singular, it rightly estimates the

lue of its researches, as capable of influenc-

g the future and the present, unfolding the

eceptive truths of history, and resulting in

increased admiration of the beautiful and
e good. For as the general tendency of

in is towards the intellectual and the virtu-

s, and as his mental efforts are not forwarded
the continued existence of doubt and un-

rtainty, it seems that the gradual removal of

2 veil of ages must be attended with advan-

ces, highly conducive to his moral and mental
dl-being. Let it, therefore, be understood
it the antiquary rupudiates the unphiloso-

ical pursuit which lias no outlet from the

;asure of possession
;
he claims for the result

his researches into the condition of the past,

it standing as a science, which an age dis-

ictively marked for its consideration of the

ture has already awarded. Now, associa-

ns are formed for the preservation of ar-

itectural remains, and money is readily

Ascribed for the re-edifying of fabrics,

ill, though we have gained much, it is only
s intelligent half of men who are thoroughly
rake to the value of such national inerao-
ils

;
the otherportion remain enveloped in a

!ep, from which our present efforts are not
le to awake them. The false economy
lich allows no consideration to prevent the
struction, for some immediate end, of an
tiquarian relic, is still in full influence,

lilst buildings are patched up with insuffi-

nt materials, or are entirely left to the in-

ads of the wind and weather, from which
very small annual outlay would have pre-

rved them. We will not speak of the re-

wing of Henry the Seventh’s Chapel with
ambling stone, or the west front of Litchfield

ithedral with cement, because those were not
ings of our day

;
but what interesting fabrics

ve we allowed to disappear, and what de-

duction still goes on, almost unwitnessed,

longst the village and parish churches of

igland. The senseless demolition, too, of the

ve of St. Saviour’s, Southwark, is a tiling of

sterday, and for which disgrace must always
:ach to us, and the inhabitants of the parish,

whose hands it more immediately was.

ad a Burlington lived, and been imbued with
e love of Gothic architecture, he would have
insported the very stones of St. Katherine’s,

>wer Hill, to some more secure resting place

r re-erection.* The buildings destroyed

thout reason, some of which may be seen in

e works of Carter, and in the Gentleman'

s

agazine, would stock a kingdom. The
ires of Lincoln entirely taken away, the

idye Chapel at St. Alban’s separated from
e church and converted into a school-room,

e destruction not many years since of a
autiful chapel on the south side of the Tem-
e Church, and the injury done to the tombs
Westminster at coronations, are instances

what has been allowed to go on unnoticed,

d uncared for. There is hardly a church,

at does not contain paintings and panels

>m the rood-screen, inserted in the mo-
rn pewing. The interesting half-timbered

•uses of the northern and midland counties

e lessening in number every year, encaus-

; tiles and monumental brasses are stolen,

id stained glass left to drop out, for want of
shilling’s-worth of repairs

;
whilst many of

* Parts of these two churches are illustrated in Pugin’s
Specimens of Gothic Architecture,” and in the “Gothic
naments.” Part of the pulpit, some stall-work, and a
nb in the new church in the ltegent’s Park, were removed
m the old building.

rhe gate designed by Inigo Jones, which Burlington re-

ilt, having purchased the materials, is still remaining
Chiswick Gardens, where we last year saw it inscribed

th a record of its history. Its removal occasioned the
lowing lines by Pope :

—

“ O, gate, how earnest thou here?
Gate.— I was brought from Chelsea last year,

Batter’d with wind and weather;
Inigo Jones put me together.

Sir Hans Sloane
Let me alone,

—

Burlington brought me hither."

our churches, as in the case of Old Fairlight

Church, are menaced with instant destruction.

Ely Chapel, Austin Friars Church, and
nearly all the Gothic churches remaining in

the city of London, are in a rapid state of
decay, or crowded with modern excrescences :

the crypt of the first mentioned was a short
time since occupied by a cooper. In another
style of architecture, we have to lament the

complete destruction of Wansted-house and
Carlton-house

;
the former, one of the most

beautiful examples of Italian architecture in

England, and the portico of the latter, a prin-

cipal ornament of the metropolis. The pedestal

of the statue at CharingCross,of very beautiful

design, is now beyond reach of restoration.

We trust that when the remaining portion of

the old Treasury in Whitehall ispulled down, the

doorway will be preserved, and re-erected in

one of the parks, or in some other locality.

Such antiquities have often been left to stock
the yard of a dealer in old materials, when
their value as examples should have preserved
them.
The aid afforded to the student of heraldry

and costume by stained glass and monumental
brasses, should induce their careful preserva-

tion, and cases have occurred in which the title

to considerable property has been determined
by their evidence

;
but, for want of the timely

driving in of a couple of nails, a brass fre-

quently becomes detached from the pavement,
which is almost always followed by its entire

disappearance. The same may be said of

stained glass, with this addition, that the rather

greater value set upon it has, in order to get one
complete window, often led to the union of

portions of different design in a manner most
puzzling to the antiquary.

The traceried windows in the cloisters of

Westminster Abbey are in such a state of

decay, that it will shortly be impossible to

restore them accurately
;

and the iron-work
round the tombs, which all who have seen it

agree in considering of great value, is not to

be met with.f The fact that our modern
metal- work is deficient in that freedom of
design which appears in old specimens of the

middle ages, and even down to a period as late

as the commencement of the last century, is

evident, and has been sufficiently set forth

in previous numbers of this paper. (V’. ante

p. 97 and p. 102). At Hampton-court, and in

the neighbourhood of the older squares, portions

are remaining, worked by hand, more beautiful

than any amongst the miles of spears and
javelins cast by the modern mechanic. If all

the old railings from the abbey have not been
long since melted down into such weapons,
why, we would ask, are they not immediately
replaced? But there is great difficulty in

getting at the truth
;
nobody seems to know if

any, or what railings are in existence. The
imperfect restoration of the screen, by Quentin
Matsys, in St. George’s Chapel, has been com-
mented upon in The Builder (p. 97 ante'), and
no circumstance could so well shew the slight

value set upon works of art, by those who un-

fortunately have the control of them. In all

instances of restoration, every line and mark
of the original should be copied, with no devia-

tion whatever ; non-existing portions should be

replaced with work produced in the spirit of
the original, and imitated from coeval examples

;

one step short of this, and we would rather see

the hand of Time work its own course, than

that a delusion on the beholder should usurp

the place of the beautiful work so falsified and
destroyed. An architect well-versed in the

particular style should be consulted in every
step

;
he must not be a designing man, but

must make originality subservient to exact

reproduction. The greatest destruction goes
on “ remote from towns,” where a village

churchwarden is the arbiter elegantiarum.

The nearest mason is the only other person
whose opinion is thought of. Thus battle-

ment gives place to plain coping, and cusps

and window-tracery to plain mullion and
transom, till, little by little, every feature of the

old building is annihilated. The best restora-

tion is scarcely so valuable as the original,

t Vide Report of Select Committee on National Mo-
numents and Works of Art, June, 1811, in which is most
important evidence as to the state of this building, and the

preservation of national monuments generally. It was
stated that some of the more beautiful portions were then in

the possession of the person who first purchased them. No
exertion should be spared to recover them, if any where in

existence. The grave-stones, which were also removed,
should be carefully preserved. They are said to have elcSant

devices carved upoa them.

though time-worn and despoiled : the former,
though perhaps beautiful as a work of art, is

comparatively valueless as an authority
;
while,

if the preservation of the fabric be diligently

attended to, the decay is seldom sufficiently

rapid and complete to obliterate the old
features from those who are qualified to exa-
mine. Not that we would be inferred to say,
that restoration is never desirable

;
but, look-

ing at the mischief perpetrated by unskilful
meddlers, and at the fact, that in so many cases
the progress of decay might, with proper at-
tention, have been arrested at the outset at a
nominal expense, we do say, that any work
having the character of an original document,
and valuable accordingly, should not be inter-
fered with in the slightest measure, until the
very last moment, and then should be treated
with extreme care by properly qualified per-
sons. Many accomplished men, who were
ranked as Gothic architects only ten years ago,
would now be ready to confess they had been
comparatively ill-fitted for a work of restora-
tion, and when we think hqw much progress
we are making in the knowledge of Gothic
architecture, through the aid of system in the
study of it, we must say, that we are all only
learners in a style, which, perhaps, presents
more “ matter to be learned ” than any that
has ever prevailed. Who would not rather
that all the fury of the elements had been
exerted against our cathedrals, than that they
should have been submitted to the hand of one
James Wyatt? On such grounds we are in-

clined to deprecate the talked-of restoration of
Caernarvon Castle, now an edifice unrivalled
in interest, and in an excellent state of repair,

compared with many cathedrals and churches,
not so generally styled ruins. For every an-
tiquarian purpose, the existing portion amply
suffices, and we trust, that any extensive
scheme of restoration will be carefully con-
sidered, or confined to the renewing of such
parts as may absolutely require it. From
what we have observed, at some of our
churches, where the new portions are generally
thought quite equal to the old, we fear that the
original ornament is often greatly departed
from. In such cases, either the ornament is

pared down for a new surface, thus becoming
at least smaller, or, a new stone being inserted,

the mason works without cast or drawing, and
can only consult any other portion of similar

design, which there may happen to be at some
distance. Of course this can hardly take
place where an able architect is concerned, but
the greater number of repairs are executed
without his advice.

Churches are covered with stucco, and
mouldings mended with cement; oak is re-

placed with deal
;
and whitewashing, whether

of the exterior or the interior, of the masonry,
the ceiling, the rood-screen, or the font, is an
annual occurrence. The restoration of York
Cathedral is rather an exception to the general
fate of our antiquities, than an evidence against
any thing we have said. The feeling, almost
amounting to affection, which every Yorkshire-
man has for that matchless pile, has nothing
comparable with it in other parts of the

kingdom. The new Houses of Parliament,
though a great work for this or any age, does
not reconcile us to the destruction of St.

Stephen’s Chapel, which might have been,

restored to form a portion of the new build-

ings. To the antiquary, and the lover of

the beautiful in art, there can be no more
melancholyreflection than that “ improvement”
and destruction march with equal steps

;
one

by one the most admired relics of former days

are annihilated, and often under the very eye
of the educated and the refined. Bit by bit

our national monuments are altered and de-

stroyed, and the change is not perceived till

the mischief is irremediable. Thus, we find

that the beautiful cloisters of St. Stephen’s

Chapel are not to be preserved in their

original state, as it has been reported, but are

to be intersected by walls, and divided into

separate rooms, for the purposes of the legis-

lature. We should be happy to find ourselves

in error, but an inspection of the plan is too

convincing of the intention. The fragments
of St. Stephen’s Chapel should be preserved,

and freely open to inspection.*

But to free the original fabric from accu-
mulated excrescences can by no means be

* It is to be hoped that the improvements in the neigh-
bourhood of Westminster Abbey will not interfere with
the old conventual buildings.
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objected to, and will often be rewarded by the

discovery of most interesting paintings and

decorations, which have been thus preserved

from other injury. Many a fine brass or pave-

ment is concealed by modern pewing, and

many a timbered roof by a lath and plaster

ceiling. In page 39 ante, we took occasion to

argue against the use of paint and whitewash

on stone, still too prevalent. Much of the

beauty, we are able to obtain by well-executed

masonry, results from the well-defined forms

of the mouldings, and the sharpness of the

arrises. The effect of Time is rather to chip

out at intervals the soft parts of the stone, than

to wear the whole away at an equable ratio : the

general tendency of the lines is unbroken in

the perspective, and the decay rather adds to

the impression which results. But the brush

of the whitewasher mars all that it passes over :

for fillets are substituted rounds, and for

mouldings and indents plain faces, while bosses,

and similar ornaments become very much like

door-handles. To the paint-brush is to be

attributed the unsatisfactory result of our

modern cement and stucco, scarcely less infe-

rior to well-executed brickwork than to stone,

and having for its inevitable consequence a

feeling of unsatisfaction at its pretension, and
the attempt to deceive. The speedy removal

of the whitewash, from which hardly two of

our churches are free, is much to be desired,

and the work is so easy and inexpensive, and
the result, with proper care, likely to prove so

very satisfactory, that it ought to be every

where proceeded with. The superintendence

may, in the greater number of cases, be very
safely left to those among the clergy who
have attended to the subject of ecclesiastical

architecture, and we cannot do better than

quote from the “Few Words to Church-
wardens,” of the Cambridge Camden Society,

on the subject. Speaking of the removing of
whitewash, it says :

—

“ This may be most easily done by scraping
away the outer surface, and then moistening
the part by means of a brush with a mixture
composed of one part of sulphuric acid (oil

of vitriol), and eight or ten of water, and
washing it over with water after every second
or third time you put it on, till you see the

stone or wood appear. If, however, you wish
to remove the whitewash from the remains of
a painting on a wall, use soft soap with hot
water, and a brush not too hard. This done
carefully will not hurt the painting. Paint is

harder to get rid of; it may, however, be effec-

tually done with strong soap-maker’s Ive, or,

what is quite as good, the following liquid :

put one pound of potash or pearlash with
half a pound of unslaked lime into ajar, and
pour over it one gallon ofboiling hot rain-water;
wash this repeatedly over the surface, scrub-
bing off the paint as it becomes softened. Or
you may try this way : take a quarter of a
pound of soda, boil it with a littlesoap in three
pints of water till it comes to a paste, then
lay it on what you want to clean pretty
thick

;
two days after lay it on again, without

washing the old away
;
do this four times, and

then scrub the whole off, the paint will come
off too. This does either for stone or wood.”
We suspect that the cleaning of paintings is

not quite so simple a matter as it is described
above, and it would be better in such points to
have competent advice. At North Walsham,
Norfolk, a solution of potash and quick-
lime, in the proportions of one pound of the
former and half a pound of the latter to a
gallon of boiling water, was used with satis-

factory results. The solution, being ex-
tremely caustic, should be used with care, and
if the external coating of paint which it may
be desirable to remove, be thin, diluted with
water; and in all cases the solution should be
tried upon a small portion of the painted
surface. ( Vide Archajological Journal, vol. I.,

part 3). Mr. J. G. Waller, in giving his

opinion, that the paintings found on the walls

of churches, and usually called “ fresco,” are
in reality nothing more than distemper,
suggests the use of vinegar for cleaning. It

should be carefully applied with a brush,
alternately with water. (Archaeological Jour-
nal, vol. I., p. 161).

But we cannot but commend the same useful

publication of the Cambridge Camden Society,
on the subject of damp, and the injury, which
it causes to the walls, and the stability of tbe
fabric. The numerous interments in the same
small patch of ground during a long period,

have raised the earth round the walls of the

church considerably above the floor-line, and

no remedy is attainable, short of the absolute

removal of the nuisance, which is often greatly

increased by the drippings from the roof,

consequent on the want of proper water-

spouts. These should be fixed without delay,

and proper drains provided round the whole

building. The green mould, which has

collected on the inner surface, can then be

removed by scraping and washing; and to

prevent its reappearance, “ mop the walls once

or twice well over with a mixture made of one

ounce of corrosive sublimate dissolved in a

quart of water.” To return to the subject of

whitewash, we have seen it accumulated so

thickly in crevices of ornaments and capitals,

that it had to be chiselled away; in such a

case it might not be safe to leave the work
without close superintendence

;
and we much

fear, if we have to wait till architects are en-

gaged at all our churches, the matter will be

postponed longer than is desirable. In the

continuation of these remarks, in next week’s
Builder, we shall be able to offer suggestions

for the accomplishment of the object.

E. H.

MR. EWART’S BILL TO ESTABLISH
MUSEUMS OF ART.

We mentioned some time ago that Mr.
Ewart had obtained leave to bring in a bill to

enable town-councils to establish museums
of art in corporate towns. The following is

a copy of the bill, which was introduced
accordingly, and has been read a second
time :

—

“ Preamble.— Toivn-councils may purchase
lands

, tyc.— Whereas it is expedient to promote
the establishment and extension of museums
of art in such municipal boroughs as may re-

quire the same, for the instruction and amuse-
ment of the inhabitants thereof

;
be it there-

fore enacted by the Queen’s most excellent

Majesty, by and with the advice and consent
of the Lords spiritual and temporal, and
Commons, in this present Parliament as-

sembled, and by the authority of the same, that

it shull be lawful for the council of any muni-
cipal borough to purchase lands, and to erect

thereon buildings suitable for museums of art,

and to maintain and keep the same in good re-

pair; and to accept any gifts, grants, or
devises of lands, tenements, or hereditaments
(any statute of mortmain to the contrary not-

withstanding), for the purpose of establishing,

improving, or maintaining such museums of
art

;
and that the costs and charges of such

lands and buildings, and the keeping of the

same in good repaii, shall be chargeable upon
and paid for out of the borough fund of such
municipal boroughs

:
provided always, that for

the purposes of this Act no rate greater than
a rate of one halfpenny in the pound of the

annual value of the rateable property assessed

to the borough-rate, shall be levied in any one
year.

And Borrow.—And be it enacted, that for

the purchaseofsuch lands, and for defraying the
costs of such buildings as may be erected
thereon, or keeping them in repair, it shall be
lawful for the council of any such municipal
borough as aforesaid, to borrow at interest the
amount of money which may be required for
the same, on the security of the said rate, to

be levied as aforesaid.

And re-borrow Money.—And be it enacted,
that in the event of the said monies so bor-
rowed as aforesaid being repaid, and of funds be-
ing again required for carrying out the purposes
of this Act, the said council for the time being
may again borrow such sum or sums of money
as may be so required, and again charge the
said rate with the repayment thereof, in
manner as aforesaid.

Adjacent Municipal Boroughs may unite for
the purposes of the Act.—And be it enacted,
that where municipal boroughs shall be adja-
cent to each other, the councils of such muni-
cipals boroughs may unite for the purposes of
this Act, and contribute in proportion to their
respective assessments, or on such terms and
conditions as may be mutually agreed upon by
the said councils.

Lands
, 6> c-, vested in toivn-councils.—And

be it enacted, that the lands and buildings so
purchased or erected as aforesaid, and also all

specimens of art or science, and articles of
every description which may be purchased for

or presented to such museums, and acceptei

by such councils as aforesaid, shall be vestei

in and held upon trust for ever by the corpora
tions of the said municipal boroughs in whic
such museums shall be situated, and shall b
kept in fit and proper order for the benefit c

the public.

Rates of admission to public ; and regulation

for presei'ving contents, Sfc.—And be it enactet

that the council or united councils of any sue
municipal borough or boroughs may, fror

time to time, fix such rates of payment fo

admission to the said museums, as they ma
think necessary for meeting the cost of thei

support; provided that such rates of paymer
shall not exceed the sum of one penny for eac
person admitted

;
and that they may also mak

such regulations for the preservation of th

contents of such museums, and for the mair
tenance of order and decorum within them, a

may to themselves seem expedient.”
Great praise is due to Mr. Ewart for callin

the attention of the legislature to matters (

this description. His Bill, if efficiently carrie

out, will produce most important results, bot
in a mercantile and moral point of view

Much, however, will depend on the town
themselves, and we shall hope to see corpora
tions bestirring themselves on the subject th

moment it becomes an Act.

The Art-Union for the present mont
very properly remarks :

—

“ We trust that these museums will hav
departments for local manufactures, so as i

the course of time to present important record
of their gradual development and improvement
Such a collection exists in the Potteries, thl

property of a private individual
;
we hope tha

it will be acquired for the public before am
accident leads to its dispersion. We wish tha

a similar collection could be made of th

designs in calico-printing: some of those pro
duced by the older printers, which we hav
had an opportunity of examining, are superio
to any that are brought out in the present day
This leads us to notice the importance of con

necting such museums with schools of design

we must shew the pupils what they are t

avoid, as well as what they are to follow. W
are the more anxious to direct attention to thil

subject, because museums have been too oftei

regarded as mere objects of curiosity, destituti

of practical value, and only affording oppor
tunities of whiling away idle hours in innocen:

amusement. Though we are strongly im
pressed with the necessity of affording op
portunities for unobjectionable relaxation t(

the working classes, we at the same wish thi

public to know and feel that museums raus

have a higher and farther effect; they must
and they will be, as instructive as they ar»

entertaining; for there is no branch of Britisl

industry that may not be profited by the sugi

gestions which collections of works of ar:

afford.

We may also notice the facilities whicl
local museums afford for the collection ano
preservation of monuments, records, and othei

memorials connected with local antiquities!!

The loss to British archgeology, by the destruc
,

tion of articles affording valuable illustration!,

of local habits and customs, as well as of loca.'

events connected with general history, is in>.|

calculable. This destruction has been caused.1

in some instances, by carelessness, and ir

others by ignorance
;

collections, made witl

great care and expense, have too frequently

been dispersed when they fell into the hands o:

heirs who could not appreciate their worth, on

who had no taste for antiquarian pursuits!

Local museums will not only afford oppor-i

tunities for making a collection of such va-

luable materials for history, but will also;

induce private collectors to form a prope»

estimate of their value, and bestow some care:

on their preservation. Those who have visitedi

the collection of Norman antiquities at Rouen-

must have felt anxious that similar care should

be bestowed on the collection and preservation

of provincial antiquities in Great Britain.”

SALISBURY CATHEDRAL.

As many days as in one year there be,

So many windows in this church we see ;

As many marble pillars here appear

As there are hours throughout the fleeting year s

As many gates as moons one year does view,

Strange tale to tell, yet not more strange than true.

Dr. Heytin.
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THE IRON TRADE.

The usual monthly meeting of Scottish

onmasters was held at Glasgow a fortnight

*o, when the price of pig-iron was nominally

iced at 51. 10s. per ton. This is an advance

F 1/. 5s. since the previous meeting, and ex-

:tly double the price at which iron was selling

i the beginning of December. Although ibis

rice was named as the rate under which none
ould sell, transactions took place as high as

'. per ton
;
and, notwithstanding this advanced

dee, buyers were more numerous and more
•gent than sellers. An impression generally

•evailed that prices would rise still higher

hen the present contracts of the ironmasters

ere completed. For bars the maker’s price

10/., but sales have been made at !)/. 10s.

ish. Superior bars realize 11/. 10s. At
lese prices customers were supplied, and

msiderable business transacted during the

eek. Boiler-plates are quoted at 13/. 10s.

t Manchester there has been a pause in the

miand for iron, and purchases have been

ade here and there at a reduction of 5s. per

n. At a meeting of the principal firms in

e South Staffordshire iron trade, held at the

wan Hotel, Wolverhampton, on Thursday,
'e 27th ult., it was agreed that an advance of

Is. per ton in the price of manufactured iron

iould take place next quarter-day, the orders

present in hand, as well as those anticipated,

Illy justifying this important step. The price
' bar and rod iron, it is expected, will he then

!/ perton; hoop iron, 13/.
;
sheet iron, forshin-

es, 14/. ;
and pigs, 6/. 10s. to 7/* Inconsequence

the sudden and great rise in the price of iron,

uch inconvenience is felt by the manufac-
rers and workmen engaged in making bed-

rews, latches, &c., particularly in the district
‘ YVednesbury. The quantity of iron re-

tired is very great, and cannot he procured
;

other can the numerous orders daily arriving
! executed at the recent prices. The small

asters are therefore comparatively idle

nidst abundance of work, and have as yet

•rived no benefit from the great improvement
the trade.

In the course of the past month an advance

1/. perton has taken place in Welch iron
;

id although the existing prices are consider-

ily higher than they have been for some
•ars, yet so general is the opinion of their

ling maintained, and also that further ad-

inces may probably soon occur, that orders,

>th from abroad, and for home use, are making
eir appearance somewhat freely. It is with

e greatest difficulty the makers ure persuaded
take further orders at any price, in fact,

me of the largest firms have closed their

•der books; 12/. 17s. 6d. per ton has been

fused for rails, and 7 /• is the price for pigs,

uring the past week it is well known that

ie party effected the purchase of 1,000 tons of

immon bar-iron for delivery in June next, at

•/. per ton. The Liverpool Times states that

contract was entered into in that town on

iturday last for 21,000 tons of rails, at the

ice of 12/. a ton, to be delivered at the rate

1,000 tons monthly, beginning in October,

he broker’s commission in the transaction

nounted to 2,400/. The purchase was made
• a Glasgow house.

The rails and chairs for the Newcastle and
arwick Railway, amounting to 27,000 tons,

ive been contracted for at 12/. per ton the

finer, and 11. the latter.

London Mechanics’ Institution.—We
igret to find that this, the oldest popular insti-

tion for the dissemination of knowledge, is

ss flourishing than it deserves to he. A
eeting will be held next month to consider

»w to render more effectual the system of

ipular education there established, and we
ape it will be attended by those who appre-
late the advantages conferred on society by
Ich associations. The first number of a new
niodical called The Literary and Scientific

mrnul, conducted by members of this insti-

tion, has just been published, and is very
(editable to those engaged in it.

JBuriai, in Towns.—We are glad to see
tat the House of Commons has come to the

isolution that the practice of interment in

3-ge cities is injurious to the health of the

apulation, and demands the serious attention

I Parliament. This is one step forward at

d events.

SANATORY REGULATIONS.

A few nights since in the House of Com-
mons, Mr. Hume asked when the Government
proposed to bring in their measure with respect

to the health of towns, and called the attention

of the Secretary of State for the Home Depart-
ment to the necessity of taking precautions in

connection with that measure to insure an

adequate supply of water.

Sir James Graham said that he could not

then undertake to fix anv time for the intro-

duction of the measure. With reference to the

supply of water, a clause was introduced into

all private bills brought before Parliament for

that object, making them dependent on anv
general measures which might be hereafter

introduced with respect to the health of towns.

The same subject occupied the attention of

the House of Lords on Monday evening last.

The Marquis of Normandy, on presenting a

petition from the mayor, aldermen, and
citizens of Limerick, complaining of the

sanatory state of that city, made inquiries as

to the time when the promised measure would
be introduced, and the extension of its provi-

sions to Ireland. He was aware that the sub-

ject was difficult in the arrangement of its

details, and he did not wish to cause any unne-

cessary hurry, but the noble lord was aware
that he was connected with an association for

improving the sanatory state of towns, and

he was daily receiving letters, inquiring when
the measure, which had for some cause or

other been so long delayed, would be presented.

He would ask, therefore, whether it was in-

tended to extend the provisions of the contem-
plated measure to the sister country, and also

whether the Government would shortly intro-

duce a bill on this subject into the other

House of Parliament?
The Duke of Buccleuch, in answer to the

questions put to him, said that he could

not exactly state the period when the

measure would be proposed
;

hut he hoped
it would be introduced" before any great

length of time elapsed. Since the receipt

of the report of the Commissioners to Inquire

into the Health of Towns, no time had been
lost in preparing the measure; but it required

a great deal of research and care, for it in-

volved the examination of 400 Acts of Parlia-

ment, relating to different towns and districts.

He trusted, thatat no very distant period the bill

would be laid before the other House, allowing

not only sufficienttime, butample consideration

in both Houses. With regard to extending

the provisions to the sister kingdom of Ireland,

he saw no reason why the provisions should

not be extended to Scotland and Ireland; and
on the further consideration of the measure he

hoped that nothing would occur to prevent

that extension.

The Marquis ofNormandy said, that nothing
could be more satisfactory than the answer
given by the noble duke.

SMOKE PROHIBITION BILL.

On the second reading of this bill, which
took place last week, the Earl of Lincoln said

that the most convenient course would he to

postpone the bill till the Government measure
for the sanatory regulation of large towns
should be before the house. He was not, how-
ever, disposed to resist the second reading,

knowing that it was the intention of the hon.

mover (Mr. Mackinnon) to send the bill to a

committee upstairs. He trusted that hon.
members opposite would not throw any unfair

impediment in the way of legislation on this

subject. Lord John Russell thought the bill

ought to be postponed till the Government
measure was before the House. He would
rather see the subject in the hands of the noble
lord at the head of the Woods and Forests,

who could command the assistance of those

best able to advise.

Mr. Brotherton was in favour of referring

the bill to a select committee.

Sir R. Peel hoped the House would adopt
the suggestion of the hon. gentleman who had
last spoken. He represented a district of the

country that was deeply interested in the ques-

tion, and there was no hon. gentleman in that

House better qualified to pronounce an opinion

upon the subject. He thought it would be

very desirable to have the whole of the plan ot

his noble friend before the House, before they

proceeded to legislate upon one branch of
these nuisances. The time that would be
spent by a committee upstairs deliberating

upon and maturing the measure, would, in his

opinion, be well employed in bringing the

scheme to maturity. He thought his hon.
friend (Mr. Mackinnon) deserved the thanks
of the House for the great trouble he had
taken in the matter. The services of the hon.

member were perfectly gratuitous, and he
thought he was entitled to the grateful acknow-
ledgments of the House. He believed it was
generally understood that the bill of the hon.
member would not be proceeded with until the
general measure of his noble friend was before
the House.

Mr. Mackinnon replied. He had been ap-
pointed chairman of a committee that sat two
years ago upon the subject, and they had re-

ported that the smoke nuisance ought to be
abated, and that the Government ought to

bring in a bill for that purpose, and if not that
the chairman should undertake it. He did
not see any objection to the committee being
appointed to take evidence on the subject, and
if the noble lord would incorporate the provi-

sions of his bill in the Government measure he
(Mr. Mackinnon) would have no objection to

abandon his bill altogether.

The bill was then read a second time and
ordered to be referred to a select committee.

PROTECTION OF WORKS OF ART IN
MUSEUMS.

On reading the order of the day for going
into committee on this bill a few days ago.
Sir J. Graham said, he wished to go into com-
mittee pro formd merely. He did not think
it right that the operation of the bill should be
confined to works of art in any particular

locality, and he had therefore considered that

it would be desirable to extend the provisions

of the bill as it stood at present, and he was
about to move an instruction to the committee
to effect that object. There were many valu-

able works of art to which the bill as at pre-

sent limited would give no protection. For
instance, the statue of the Duke of Wellington,
near the Mansion-house, ought to be brought
within the protection of the law. His noble

friend (Lord F. Egerton) had most liberally

thrown open to the public his valuable and
extensive collection of paintings and works of
ait, and it would be monstrous that anv mischief
should be done by means of a breach of his

noble friend’s hospitality without the possi-

bility of due punishment reaching the offender.

The painted window of St. Margaret’s Church
might be broken by a stone thrown at it, and as

the words of the bill stood they would not reach
such an offence. He therefore wished to give

the measure a more extensive operation, and
he begged to move that it be an instruction to

the committee that they have power to extend
the bill to all works of art, wherever situate

;

and, if the house agreed to that instruction, he
proposed to go into committee pro formd,

so that the provisions of the bill might be
made co-extensive with the mischief.

The instruction having been put,

Mr. Bouverie said he quite agreed with the

right hon. baronet so far as he went; he only
doubted whether it would not be better to have
a criminal as well as a civil remedy, giving the

option of adopting either mode, according to

circumstances.

The instruction was then agreed to, and
the bill went through committee pro formd,
and was reported to the house, with amend-
ments, and ordered to be printed and re-

committed on Monday.

Thames Embankment.—At a Court of

Common Council held last week, Mr. Deputy

Bedford presented a report from the Thames
Navigation Committee on the subject of a

letter received from the Earl of Lincoln, as

Chairman of the Commissioners of Metropo-
litan Improvements, with a plan for the em-
bankment of the Thames from Chelsea to:

Vauxhall. The report recommended a copy
to be addressed to his lordship, expressing the:

concurrence to a certain extent of the plan.

On the motion of Mr. Ashurst an addition to-

the effect of reserving to the Corporation of
London in any measure introduced into Parlia-

ment their right to the bed and soil of the river

was agreed to.
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Fig. 11 and Fig-. 12 represent two bosses,
or knots, in the ceiling of the choir-end of the
church. Including the transept, near the altar,
there are in the ribs, or groins, 299 bosses,
from two feet to two feet six inches in length.
Those in the centre are 99 feet from the floor,
and are all cut in oak, excepting those over the
crowns of the windows, which are cut in stone.
The foliage of all was originally gilded, and
the figures and heads were painted in colours.
The principal ribs (of which the section is

shewn in the engraving), project 13 inches,
and are 10-£ inches broad. The smaller ribs
project 11 inches, and are 7 inches in breadth.

big. 13 is the external cornice over the
windows in the aisles of the choir, ft is 2 feet
deep, and projects 1 foot 2 inches. It is right
to mention that the whole of our illustrations
of these details were engraved by Mr. Hart.

YORK MINSTER;
ITS FIRES AND RESTORATIONS,f

BY JAMES WYLSON.
At the meeting in March, 1842, at which

the reports were read, whereof our previ-
ous article contains the substance, the Rev.
William Vernon Harcourt, senior canon
residentiary, in his address stated, with re-
ference to the provision against fire, that there
was an insurance of 10,000/. on the choir
and 2,000/. on the organ

;
but the Dean and

Lhapter hoped that, “ if the above plan for the
3asy extinction of fire, or any plan similar to
t, could be carried into execution, the in-
surance might be augmented on terms more
idvantageous he also stated that there was
mother risk to which the Chapter had directed
heir attention, namely, the chance of the
abric being fired by lightning; the rev gen-
leman said the Minster had been once so
ndangered, but the fire was speedily extin-
uished; lie attributed the escape of our* Ca-
hedrals to circumstances connected with their
oofs, and thought “ the paying proper atten-mn to the connection of the metallic coverings
nth the iron and lead water-pipes leading to
he drains as forming one great conductor of
lie electric fluid, a point of much importance
n lh

y
,r preservation from such accidents.”

leterence to the Minster funds, he stated
hat they now differed from what they were
Iter borrowing the 8,000/. on account of the
re of 1829, “exactly by the additional bur-
non of the annuities on which that sum was
orrowed, and the addition of 1,000/. to a debt
t 0,000/. under which they then laboured he
ien recapitulated the sums required as esti-
lated by Mr. Smirke, and which shewed that
3 meet the completion of the restoration in
ave

>
the urgent and non-urgent repairs, and

)e 7,000/. debt referred to, about 36,000/.
mst be provided

;
or if the whole restoration

Jcommended by Mr. Smirke were entertained
ie deficit would be 45,500/.; such bein<r the
iso, it was necessary, in the first place, that
lle

.
*;
an an(l Chapter should mortgage the

Lbric funds, the clear surplus of which (after
• lowing 1,500/. for burthens independent of
spairs, and for maintenance of service, and
ii reduced by the annuities above-mentioned)
,!lng 700/. would allow of borrowing 12 000/.
iom Queen Anne’s bounty, at 4 per cent.’to be
aid off, interest and principal, in 40 years,
o enable them to carry this into effect, the
ean and Chapter had applied for an Act of
arliament: in the second place, a portion of
wtain leasehold property, called the common
tales, the fines and other proceeds from
ihich are (by royal statute and parliamentary
lit nor 1 ty ) divided between the fabric and
e residentiary body—the former taking one,
id the latter five-sixths, it was proposed

the latter to surrender in favour of
e repairs; and the sale of one of which,

: ™thonzed by Parliament, would realise
VUO/. ; this sum, it was intended, the
ibric should have to pay no interest for,
t the principal to be repaid by instalments

! .

ty
;
thus, the succeeding residen-

cies would enjoy a gradually increasing
iturn, until ultimately its entire value would
r restored to them, while the present body
ay be considered as relinquishing all their

GOTHIC ORNAMENTS FROM THE CATHEDRAL CHURCHj
OF YORK,

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

* See page 163 ante.
T Continued from page 159,

future interest in it, and which is worth, say
8//. per annum, individually.

Tiie mode of appropriation which the Dean
and Chapter had in view in regard to the
27,500/, thus to be raised, was, first, to devote
1 ,000/. to the augmentation of the small vicar-
age connected with the property to bo sold •

which done, and the parliamentary fees and
other expenses defrayed, between 25,000/. and
20,000/. would remain for the uses of the
fabric: from this, then, 'the 7,000/. debt above
referred to was to be paid; 0,200/. set apart
tor the first class of repairs

;
7,000/. towards

the second class; and the remaining 4 000/. to
5000/. placed at the disposal of the Restoration
Committee tor the especial purpose of re-
constructing the groined ceiling of nave. Mr.
Harcourt stated that he was authorized by
three non-residentiary canons to put down
their names for 50/. each towards the restora-
tion, and that the ecclesiastical commissioners,
who had in their hands about one-third of the
property of the original body of the Canons
of i ork, had agreed to contribute 500/. to the
same object. In conclusion he stated that
there would still be a deficit of 12,000/. one-
half to complete the restoration of the nave,
the other to accomplish the necessary repairs :

he also stated that it was the desire of the
Dean and Chapter that the restoration com-
mittee “ would carry out and complete the
work they had so admirably begun,” and com-
plimented that body and Mr. Smirke bysaying
“ that the works had been carried on with a
skill and an economy which deserved not only
to be commended, but to be followed as an
example.”

At the meeting in October, 1842, the chaii
man of the restoration committee (the Re\
Stephen Creyke, one of his grace the Arcl
bishop s domestic chaplains) reported the pi t
gress which had been made in the intervi
since the meeting in spring, the works durin
which, he stated, “ were unfortunately carrie
on upon the most restricted scale, all that th
committee had it in their power to do, in cor
sequence of the exhausted state of the funds i

their disposal, being to avoid a total suspensio
of their operations.” The glazing of the lot
windows of the tower which were in progres
in March, as also of the westmost window c
south aisle, had been completed—the grea
tenor bell had been raised and securely sus
pended—the clock, with all requisite appen
dages, and a substantial and convenient case
had been erected in the clock chamber, an<
set in motion. The arches of the nave whicl
support the tower, and which on minute exa
urination were found to be far more danger-
ously damaged than was anticipated, had beei
thoroughly and effectually repaired

;
the pillar:

on the south side ofnave had been also repaired
every stone damaged by the fire being cut out
and accurately replaced by new ones carefulh
bonded in

;
those on north side were under-

going a similar renovation. Two contracts
had also been entered into, one for the ribs
and spandrels forming the vaulting of the nave,
the other for the carved work to the same
the latter consisting of upwards of 150 bosses’
which were all to be executed in strict re-
semblance of the originals, as fortunately pre-
served in Halfpenny’s work, and in drawings
by Mr. Brown, a York artist of the preBem

GOTHIC ORNAMENTS
FROM THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF YORK.*
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day. The reverend gentleman also stated

that the 500/. above-referred to, as agreed to

be placed at the disposal of the Dean and

Chapter by the ecclesiastical commissioners,

On the part of those prebendal stalls the

Revenues of which were under their control,

had been so contributed, and had been received

by the restoration committee, as had also the

arrears of subscriptions, with the exception

pnly of a third instalment upon one of them.

' In the speech of the Rev. Mr. Harcourt on

the same occasion, the meeting was informed

that those intentions of the Dean and Chaptei

already detailed.and for carrying out which the

sanction of Parliament was necessary, nad been

effected : 6,000/. had been placed at the dis-

posal of the restoi ation committee for the re-

pair of those parts of the minster which were

in a dangerous state, and to that sum 4,000/.

were ready to be added towards completing the

restoration of the nave should it be required

;

but it was to be borne in mind, “ that all which

they might be called upon to supply towards

the repair caused by the late tire, would be so

much money abstracted from the fund for the

substantial and necessary repairs of the build-

ing,

After many excellent addresses, evincing

throughout the devotion which inspired the

. . . r * -i •- * fnr their
•nhabitants of this great eounty tor

cathedral, the chairman of the restoration

committee proceeded to read the list of ad-

ditional sums which had been subscribed, and

which, with those up to October 29th, amount-

ed to 5,757/. 10s., a sum which, considering the

large amount of previous contributions, must
1 ~ i .1 rwl lionjlcnnip hill which Was Stillbe considered handsome, but which was

inadequate to the completion of the desired

reparations.”

Since the meeting last referred to, much has

been done in pursuance of the reports of the

architect; the restoration of the nave and south-

west tower has been completed
;

the roof of

south aisle reconstructed with iron castings in

lieu of timber irusses, and covered with lead
;

the vaulting and repairs of masonry and pav-

ing have been finished, and the whole cleaned

down, and handsome new doors with elaborate

tracery and ornamental hinges hung to central

and south doorways in west front, in lieu of

those destroyed, which if like that to north

tower, were of a very plain description ;
a new

door is likewise in preparation for the latter,

like the south one; a new roof with iron trus-

ses and covered with copper has also been con-

structed over the north transept. While the

works in nave were in progress, the great

arches at its east end were bricked up, in order

to prevent interruption to the service, and to

confine the noise and dust of the operations

from extending eastward : when the restora-

tion and repairs in the west were finished,

these temporary walls were taken down. On
Friday, the 5th of July, 1844, the nave was

partially opened to the public, and on the Sun-

day following, the opening was formalized by

the presence and preaching of the very rev. the

Dean.
O 11 the 26th of December, 1843, Dr. Beck-

with, physician of York, died, bequeathing his

ample fortune in aid of the various charities

and public institutions
;
amongst the bequests

being one of 5,000/. to the Dean and Chapter

for a new peal of bells, the remainder of the

sum to be applied in repairing the Chapter-

house. In accordance with the intention of

the munificent testator, the restoration com-

mittee commissioned the eminent bell-founder,

Mears, of Whitechapel (now succeeded by his

sons C. and G. Mears), to complete a peal of

twelve musical bells, that number being two

more than the old peal consisted of. The new
or Beckwith peal first burst upon the delighted

ears of the inhabitants on the 11th of July,

1844; and though heard under the several

disadvantages of the ringers being out of

practice, and unused to a peal of twelve

;

the bells not having yet adjusted them-

selves to their hearings
;
the ropes having to

stretch; the clappers to accommodate them-

selves to the sides of the bells, which always

inquiry, however, it appears that no

was made in their pitch. Respecting these

louvres it may be mentioned, that an effect

has been produced which was no more anti-

cipated than that of the whispering gallery of

St. Paul’s ;
being a material of ringing hard-

ness, in windy weather they send forth a sound

which at night is heard over the city, of

course particularly in the direction of the

wind, and which is dreary in the extreme,

and to those residing in the vicinity of

the Minster Yard must be far from en-

livening; the melancholy unmusical wail

seems to proceed from some imprisoned ghost

—the spirit of the departed chimes perhaps,

and who as the storm drives more furiously

through the bars of his cage, raises his voice

to a howl which is heard above it. With a

view to obviate this, a piece of stoat quartering

has been fixed upright in the middle of each

opening, notched so as to halve the inner bear-

ing of the louvres, since which the ghostly

music has been less loud and less frequent, al-

though not altogether put down
;

this, how-

ever, it is confidently expected will be accom-

plished. The 11th 'bell of the peal, which is

described as being of a very fine mould, bears

the following inscription ;
—“ Soli Deo Gloria,

Anno Domini mdcccjxxvh. Regina Victoria

,

Britanniarum Regirui Septum. Archiepisco-

patice Edvardi Archiep. Ebor mdcccxxxvu.
Steplumis Beckwith ,

Medicce Doct '.liter. Ebo-

racenses Primarias Testamento l.egavis. Card-

leg Ex. Georgia Mears, Londini . Fecit. Rud.,

1844.” The" weights and dimensions of the

several hells in the peal will be found detailed

in Vol. II., page 364, of The Buw.der; their

entire weight, including ihe two small ones

added to the old number, is 16 cwt. 2 qrs. and

18 lbs. more than that of the former peal. An
amusing idea of the deafening din while up

amongst them when in full peal maybe formed

from the fact, that the writer of this, on an

occasion of his being there with some friends,

endeavoured at the loudest possible pitch of

his voice, while standing close to them, to

make himself heard, without being at all audi-

ble. In the ringers’ chamber is the following

inscription engraved on a large brass plate, and

which was rendered necessary by the name of

Dr. Beckwith being omitted to he inscribed on

eacli bell:—“This peal of twelve bells was

{liven by the will of the late Stephen Beck-

with, M.D., senior phvsician of this city, in

the year of our Lord, one thousand eight

hundred ond forty-three.

alteration I to the weight of large bells: in a clock-house

at Westminster hung a bell which was usually

rung at the coronations and funerals of princes,

and bearing this inscription :

—

King Edward made me
Thirty thousand and three,*

Take me down and weigh me
And more you shall find me.

When it was taken down at the doom s-day of

abbeys, it was found, even with the help ol two

more, not to weigh 20,000.

In further observance of Dr. Beckwith’s

will, a thorough restoration of the interior of the

Chapter-house has been going on for the last

six months, and which, when completed, will

render this part of the Minster a perfection of

architectural beauty of its kind. The masonry

of the surrounding stalls has undergone a re-

pair of the most perfect description, many of

.1.. i „ t pntirplv new. ai;
the canopies being in front entirely new, and

the whole, including the carvings, reworked

and made good. In this part of the masonry, be-

fore these operations were begun, the destruc-

effects of the use of iron cramps were most

want some sharp practice to consolidate

C. and G. Mears,

Bell-Founders. London,

July, One Thousand
Eight Hundred and

Forty-four.

Barnard Price,

Thomas Price,

Faril James Copsie,

Executors.”

and bring them into perfect tune, and the

bells yet to attune themselves into perfect har-

mony with each other, their tones were pro-

nounced to be of fine quality. Another sup-

posed disadvantage that was talked about was

the steepness of the new slate louvres in the

belfry windows, which it was thought pre-

vented the free passage of the sound ;
upon

The ringers’ chamber is immediately under

that containing the bells
;
under the ringers’

is the one appropriated to the clock, which

strikes the hours upon the tenor, and the

quarters on one of the smaller bells. This

clock, it is considered, would not he sufficiently

strong for the great bell, which is to be placed

in the north-west tower, and a newr one of

more powerful mechanism is accordingly pro-

posed to be placed there in its stead. An
account of “ 'The Monster Bell” will be found

in Vol. III., page 83, of The Buii.der (the

current year). In addition to the bells there

mentioned, by way of comparison, we may
state that, although our “ Big Peter” is

unquestionably the greatest bell in this king-

dom, he would play but a second fiddle amongst
the hells of the continent, not to say any thing

of Russia :

—

St. Stephen’s hell, Vienna, is stated to weigh
upwards of 17 tons.

The people of Rouen estimate their largest

at 16 tons.

Our great Tom of Oxford is 7£ tons, or
perhaps rather more.
The great hell of Antwerp Cathedral,

weighing about the same as this, is said to

have taken sixteen mentoring it; from this

we find, supposing the circumstances to be
similar, that Peter would require the united

strength of twenty-six men to bestir his metal

;

but this estimate probably far exceeds the

truth, and much must depend upon the care

and nicetv exercised in the hanging.

The old Tom of Lincoln, mentioned in the

paragraph referred to, having been cracked,

was broken up on the 18th of June, 1834.

There may sometimes be great mistakes as

strikingly exemplified, many' stones being shi-

vered to pieces, the work thrown out of its proper

bearings, the joints in every direction an inch or

two in width, and the cramps themselves in such

a state ofdecay, that had the Chapter continued

to hold their meetings there, and this restora-

tion not have come soon about, the lives of

Dean, Canons, and Prebends would have been

involved in one common danger by the im-

pending masonry. In the restoration, cramps

of iron, encased’ and brazed in copper, have

been used where necessary, but wherever

possible the front parts of the masonry have

been dovetailed into that behind, and joggled

together, and dowelled with slate plugs, so as

to render foreign adjuncts unnecessary. In this

stall-work, the most beautiful carvings were

found wedded to the most clumsily-constructed

masonry, such as the artisans ol our day w ould

he ashamed of. In the interior angles of the

stalls, the Purbeck marble shafts, many of

which were much decayed, and some entirely

worn through by time,' have been made good

with new, and the whole highly-polished, pre-

senting a fine contrast to the clean Huddle-

stone masonry, and setting off with increased

effect the exquisitely-carved caps and pen-

dants. Besides the usual process of polishing

to which such work is subjected, these shafts

received, in a hot state, a coating ofsome waxen

mixture, part of which they imbibed, thus

rendering tbeir pores less pervious to the

atmosphere, while it enhanced the brilliancy

of their polish. On polishing the old shalts,

they were found to be generally much superior

in beauty to those obtained at the present day,

being less confined to the dark grey tone, and

presenting pleasing variegated patches, ap-

proaching a flesh colour.t

To accord with this part of the works,

arrangements have been concluded with Mr.

Wiilement, who executed the beautiful decora-

tions in the vaulted ceiling of the Temple

Church, for performing the like office for that

of the Chapter-house, the symmetrical combi-

nation of which affords favourable scope for

his ability. It has been determined also to lay

the floor with Minton’s encaustic tiles, w hich,

when such reinstatements as are necessary in

the beautiful glazing of the windows have

been effected, will render the coup d' ceil com -

1

plete. On the stall-work and clustered shafts

i

between the windows were plain traces of the

masonry having formerly been decorated in

party colours, and which is also apparent in

the vestibule, hut upon mature consideration

it was judiciously resolved to confine this

branch of art to the groined ceiling, thereby

securing a relief which would not otherwise

have been obtained. Preparations are in pro-

gress for heating the entire Minster with hot-

water; four large slate cisterns are also about

being prepared for the lantern-tower, as sug-

gested by Mr. Srnirke, and which w ill collect

the water from the roof; they are to be placed

in the corners, between the groined ceiling and

the external roof, and will be three-sided

t A few months back it was accidentally discovered that

the central or most projected shufts of the clustered piers

in the north, and we think, the south transept, were ot

Purbeck marble, having suffered during some past restore-

tion, in the 19th century style, the "plague ot white-

wash since the discovery has been made, the difference

between them and the other shafts is quite perceptible, being

smoother, and less dull in colour. It is to be hoped they

will soon be allowed to stand forth in tbeir native colours.
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accordingly. Other provision of alike nature
is also to be made, as well as the description of
lightning conduction adverted to by the Rev.
Mr. Harcourt in his address to the meeting of
March 31st, 1842, and which, when completed,
will enable the Dean and Chapter to effect an
insurance at a much reduced premium.

In the summer of last year a considerable
sum was realized by a two days’ sale of relies,

consisting of dilapidated stone and charred oak
carvings, surplus materials, &c. On the 23rd of
January, in the present year, the restoration
committee resigned their trust, having ex-
pended 22.450/. The repairs now proceed
under the Dean and Chapter, as of old.

In conclusion, it would be doing injustice to
those conducting these important works were
we to pass unmentioned the approbation which
their efforts have invariably commanded; and
whether we regard the judgment and taste of
the architect, whose name is a guaranty of
isound professional skill, the unwearied co-
operation of the Restoration Committee, or
the efficient superintendence of Mr. Allen, the
active and intelligent clerk of the works, we
feel that while a duty of no common order de-
volved on them, abilities were brought to bear
on it fully equal to the occasion. In regarding
the noble structure itself, we are led to admire
the wisdom of that cruciform arrangement
which the piety of the ancient architects
prompted them to adopt, a plan which must
often have preserved to them a refuge in one
oortion of their edifice, while it was desolated
n the other by some visitation such as those
o which York Minster has twice within so
ihort a period been a prey. Such at least has
jeen the case with the latter; while a furious
ronfiagration raged in and consumed one end,
he lantern tower stood like a protector be-
ween, and intercepted its approach to the
'ther. Now the visitor may stand under that
;reat tower, and whether he look towards the
ast or the west, north or south, sublime grandeur

sacred order meet his gaze; and in

remove bis eye from the telescope, he has only
to press down the spring pillow-frame with
his head, which can be done without injuring
himself, or unadjusting the telescope. The
machine above described is used by Mr.
Lawson in his private observatory at Bath.
J he model of a new fire-escape and portable
scaffold, by Mr. J. Clarke, was next intro-
duced to the meeting, which is an improve-
ment on Mr. Wivell’s fire-escape, for which
he was rewarded by the society in 1839. Mr.
Wivell’s invention may be seen every evening
at the different stations (in the metropolis)
of the society for the prevention of accident
by fire. Mr. Clark’s improvement consists,
1st. In the mode of raising the upper ladder,
which runs between the sides of the larger
ladder, thus giving firmness to the whole

;

2nd. In the facility of using the small ladder
alone; 3rd. In the introduction of a balcony
instead of the canvas bag, which forms part
of Mr. Wivell’s escape; 4th. In attaching the
carriage to the main ladder with a different
arrangement of the springs, whereby the jerk-
inf? of Mr. Wivell’s contrivance is

obviated; and 5th. Its adaptation as a. port-
able scaffold, either for the interior or exterior
of lofty buildings.

(ffori’p^poiiUfiicp*

nd a—
hat long and lofty nave,* with°its matchless
istas, it his breast heave not with emotions
nperior to his best wordly aspirations, he is

n anomaly, and belongs to a lower order in
reation.

When silent gliding through the sacred aisle,

To join the throng on pious ritual bent

;

The organ’s solemn peal our thoughts can wile
From ways profane to virtuous intent

;

And teach the vengeful bosom to relent

;

Each cadence wakes a dormant sympathy
;

Each swelling symphony makes penitent

:

Such thy celestial power, oh harmony !

In holy fane attuned, to man on bended knee.”

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

i April 2nd. Dr. Roget, Sec. R.S., Y.P., in

e chair. The following were elected as

embers:—W. H. Ashurst, II. T. Harrison,
id E. Gibson, jun., Esqrs.
The secretary read a description of Mr.
iding’s index-machine for weavingsilk goods,
licit consists of an adaptation of the cylinder
the dobbin (with moveable instead of fixed

;gs) to the wires of a jacquard machine,
ting away with the cards, levers, pulleys,

:., of the dobbin, and with the cards cf the
(jquard machine. Mr. Henry Lawson’s
:clinia for astronomical purposes was next
scribed, which consists of a frame 6 feet

;ig, having a foot-bracket at bottom. The
sme is suspended by two leather straps to a
rizontal triangular frame, which rests on
0 large wheels arid one small one

;
the large

leels are in such a position as to be under
} control of a person using the reclinia;

9 small wheel is under the back part of the
line. A light chain or cord is connected
th a pedal attached to the foot-board, which
d leads to a catch, by which the position of

liracked arch attached to the foot-board is

I’gulated, in order to set the inclined frame at

y given angle; the inclined body frame
lilled in with cane-work, as also the pillow-
lme, which is attached to the former by
laus of springs. This observatory reclinia
sespecially useful when large telescopes are
ltd, in which the sweep of the eye end from

1 horizontal position of the tube to the

milh, or vertical position, forms an arc of
reral feet. When the observer wishes to

i Some one happily said, on visiting the nave, and in
rence to its beautiful windows, that “it was like being
ede a kaleidoscope."

PUBLIC CEMETERIES,
Sir,

—

The late exposure of the disgraceful
proceedings in burial-grounds will probably
lead to some new system.

I beg to send you the following rough hints
for forming large picturesque cemeteries, with
appropriate, profitable, and attractive buildings,
with the hope that the attention of the paro-
chial authorities may be called by these means
to the subject, and that parishes may be led by
combining together to have them on a grand
and liberal scale.

J he whole of the city parishes would form
one large and rich company, and if they pur-
chased from 300 to 400 acres of land on the
bank of the river Thames, might lay it out in
serpentine walks, clumps and groves of trees,
plantations, &c., frequently shutting out the
views, interspersed with the tombs, monuments,
monumental statues, & c., so that the visitors
might come suddenly on to a more extended
view, thus giving as much variety as possible.
Part of the land might be laid out in small
woods, with underwoods, which would be
growing fast into money

,
would give the whole

a park-like appearance, and when required for
burials, be cut down and sold; parts miu-hf.
also be devoted to the culture and growth of
flowers and shrubs.

With regard to the arrangements of the
funerals, there should be a building for the
reception of the corpse in some central situa-
tion close to the river, with suitable rooms for
the mourners and attendants, with a proper
landing- place : and as there will be many bodies
each day, a large galley would be re-
quired, and also others for the mourners.
As to the buildings lor the performance of

the service of the dead, they should be of such
size and grand proportions, forming one com-
plete whole, as lo impress the greatest so-
lemnity on the minds of -the mourners and
visitors; at the same time, to have arrange-
ments in the internal cloisters for the accom-
modation of the tombs and monuments for
individuals, and mausoleums for separate
families.

I beg to suggest a church in the form of a
complete cathedral in the early decorated style,

being the simplest form both for the economi-
cal use of material, and that of the right sort,
(stone), and space, the accommodations and or-
namental forms in the decoration arising (not
encumbering, like some other styles of archi-
tecture, but assisting) out of the very skeleton
of the building, giving the utmost amount of
strength and durability with the least quantity
of material.

3 he plan I beg to propose would consist
of two towers at the west end, with archways
between them and a carriage-drive through the
centre of the whole building, which would
form the nave

,
leading under the central tower

and space, with two chapels on each side, form-
ing the transepts, and cloisters on both sides of
the carriage-drive, representing the aisles ; also

similar cloisters beyond the central tower and
chancel

,
thus giving externally the general and

grand outline of a complete cathedral, which
might be either on a large or moderate scale.

'The carriage-drive is iniended for the pas-
sage of the hearse or galley, which might be
drawn on a car by horses, and, with the choir
leading and the numerous mourners following,
would make at times a grand and impressive
procession. The aisles, towers, and other parts,
would hedivided into stories of cloisters, &c. &c.,
for tombs and tablets, to the extent of about
eighteen times the length of the whole build-
ing, and the chapels for the services of the
dead.

I have sketched out a plan, section, and
description of the above more in detail, and
shall be happy a t some future time to lay it
before your readers, if you should think it
worthy of a place in your excellent journal.

I am, Sir, &c.,
Lambeth. William J. Short.
[The buildings of the West of London and

Westminster Cemetery, in Old Brompton, in
the Italian style, are disposed somewhat on the
plan suggested by our correspondent.— Ed.]

PRATT S CARVING MACHINE.
Sir,— In your last number, I find an article

relating to Pratt’s patent carving machine,
which I am afraid has a direct tendency to
mislead a great portion of your architectural
readers, more particularly the junior members
of the profession. As an ornamental draughts-
man, and an enthusiastic admirer of decoration
generally, I am induced to offer a few remarks
on this subject, and trust you will deem them
worthy of insertion in your useful and popular
publication. I am under the necessity of
quoting from the article mentioned, it b’ein°-

stated therein that by means of Pratt’s machine
“ the most elaborate tracery can be carved out
of the solid wood or stone with great rapidity,
and for about one-third of the sum it would
cost if executed by hand.” This estimate is

wrong in every respect
;

and with all due
deference to Mr. Pratt’s discernment, I shall
now endeavour to shew the falsity of his
assertions. On applying to Mr. Pratt for
information respecting bis process, he offered
to take any description of work, and execute
it equal to specimens in his window, at a lower
price than by hand. On shewing the draw-
ings, however, for the work required (a Gothic
screen perforated and worked on both sides),
he remarked that he could not do that, nor
(bis (pointing to several parts of the tracery),
“ (is there was not enough of it alike to pay
him;” and those parts which he offered to do
for I/, {perhaps for J5$.) each were, on bis
refusal to do the whole, eventually put into
the bands of a first rate workman, and by him
completed at 14s. 6d. each— so much for price.
The reason Mr. P. cannot take a small order
is that the necessary metal patterns (for the
cutters of the machine to work by) are suf-
ficiently expensive in themselves to prevent
1 heir being kept in stock

;
and even if such

was not the case, every design being different,

a new set of patterns must still be made for
each job previous to its commencement. 'The
cost of these patterns must be considerable
from the care which is required not only in
casting, but in giving them a true face after-
wards, and the necessity which exists of
shifting them frequently, renders the process
throughout tedious and irksome in the extreme

;

and although the cutters act very well, and
cut clear with the grain of the wood, still,

against it they are quite the reverse.

When the machine has done its portion of
the labour, the mitres, eyes, &c., not being
touched by the cutters, must be finished by
hand, and taking into consideration the

cost of the wood pattern in the first instance,

the delay caused in casting and filing up the

same, the fitting of the patterns in the ma-
chine, previous to the work being commenced,
the necessity which exists for shifting the

cutters over the fillets from one foil to another,

and the incompetency of the machine generally

to finish its work, must, I think, convince any
reasonable person that Pratt’s patented pro-
cess is not a cheap one. Again, as Mr. Pratt
does not consider it worth his while to take
small orders, I do not see how his plan can he
productive of any good result as regards the
interests of the architect. That the machine
is capable o{ “ working anyform, however ela-

borate,” is incorrect, tor if such was the case, it

would work the mitres, and as it does not do
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so, it cannot properly be said, that Mr. Pratt,

by means of his machine, can produce Gothic

tracery, the beauty of which depends entirely

upon the accuracy of the mitreing. Having,

upon several occasions, had an opportunity o

carefully examining work executed by this

process, I have invariably found it rough and

inferior in every respect to that done by hand

and am also of opinion, that instead ot

“ callinq into operation a school of cat vers,

it will have a contrary effect. My reason for
. . . - (lmt (ha nrocant

arriving at this conclusion is, that the present

race of carvers are sadly wanting in their

knowledge of, and, in fact, seem to have no

conception of relief. The carver of wood or

stone, if he works upon material prepared by

the machine, thus literally throws away the

best opportunity he has of' acquiring freedom

araantlnn rnmhinpd with taste, the “
in execution, combined with taste, the “ rough

ing out ” being the most essential part of his

As regards the specimens alluded to at

Ravensworth Castle and Malvern, they are at

too great a distance from town for those who

are most interested in the matter to visit, but

fortunately the machine decoration to that

splendid ecclesiastical edifice, Camberwell New
Church, may be seen and admired by any

person who may feel inclined to trouble him-

self by walking or riding that far, or by calling

at Mr. Pratt's establishment, in New Bond-

street. I beg to apologize for the length of

this communication, and am, Sir, &c.,

F. M.

for several classes of the inmates, and that

to carry it out would cost 3,600/. more than

Mr. Allom's estimate. To this it may be added,

that the same professional gentleman alluded

to estimated the cost of carrying out the plan

which has been chosen (similar materials ot

every kind being taken into the calcu*atlon

for both plans) at 1,902/. less than Mr. Allom s

plan. Now, admitting the two plans to have

possessed equal merit (which was not the

case, the plan chosen being superior in the

three chief requisites of space, classifcation, and

inspection), surely there was sufficient and

substantial ground for giving the preference

to a plan which a professional adviser stated

would cost 1,902/. less than Mr. Allom’s.

It might very easily be shewn that ot all the

architects who sent 'plans Mr. Allom should

have been the last to complain of partiality

having been shewn, but the object of the

writer is not to wound the feelings of any one,

but simply to record one or two incontro
... ,

rN .
•

. . , ll,„ r..-r.

jects in hand, I would submit, with your

permission, to the interested public, through

the agency of your effective journal, a single

suggestion on the subject, and that is that some

portion of the vast area which forms the site of

the British Museum should be appropriated to

a purpose of this kind. The able superinten-

dence under which the Museum is now so

admirably conducted, would ensure success.

There are many reasons which will readily

occur why institutions of this kind, got up by

private individuals, should fail. There ought

to be, in my opinion, but one place of the

kind, and that the most public that can bo

found. Trusting that the importance of tho

subject will be my sufficient excuse.

1 am, Sir, &c.,

Bedford-square. W • A. Hopkins.

aviour s,BURIAL-GROUND OF ST.

SOUTHWARK.

Sir,—

O

n perusing your journal of the

vertible "facts, in order to prove to the pro I

'fi„d » paragraph referring to the
fcssional gentlemen who sent plans that tho

| , . t. i :.,i cn Souinnr’n

guardians have acted towards them with perfect

good faith.—I am, Sir, &c.,

A Guardian.

Bristol, April 4, 1845.

*** A correspondent desires to know who

the successful candidate : the name has

not yet reached us.

8, Great College-street, Westminster,

March 26th, 1845.

JAMAICA LUNATIC ASYLUM.

Sir,—

N

ot having seen in your very excel-

lent work any account of the competition for

the Jamaica Lunatic Asylum, I presume you

are not aware that it is decided ;
and knowing

you are anxious for information upon those

subjects, I avail myself of this opportunity to

state that Mr. Jos.' Harris, resident engineer

of the Hanwell Asylum, was the successful

competitor.

I feel much pleasure in saying that no in-

fluence whatever, either directly or indirectly,

was used by that gentlemen or his friends to

affect the decision, which, under such circum-

stances, must have arisen from the merit of the

design.

The following notice is from a Jamaica

paper, dated 14th Feb., 1845 :

—

“ The Lunatic Asylum .—There was a meet-

ing on Wednesday last, at the King s house,

of the Commissioners appointed to carry out

the Act for Building a new Lunatic Asylum,

his excellency the Governor in the chair. It

is said that the object of this meeting was to

receive the report of the committee, which

had been previously appointed, to select one of

the numerous plans and models submitted to

the commissioners for examination and ap-

proval, when that of J. Harris, Esq., the resi-

dent engineer of the Hanwell Asylum, in

England (which is the largest and best of the

kind in all Europe), was approved of.”

1 am, Sir, &c.,

Notting-hill. J. R. Croft.

THE FLOATING DOCK.

Sir,—In The Builder of 15th March, it

mentioned, that a Mr. Lennox has invented

_ floating-dock, and that the directors of

Woolwich Dock-yard have been ordered to pre-

pare detail drawings of the scheme.

I most respectfully ask to be informed

..hether the above-mentioned floating-dock

means a dry floating-dock. If it means a dry

floating-dock, I am pleased to know that some

person more competent than myself has for-

tunately step forward for so laudable a pur-

pose. Not only our own merchants and go-

vernment, but merchants of other nations will

feel its beneficial effect, to say nothing of the

any lives of our bold and adventurous tars

will probably be the means of saving. If it

does not mean a dry floating-dock, you will

hear further from me.
I am, Sir, &c. W. R.

COMPETITION—CLIFTON UNION.

Sir,—A letter, signed “Thomas Allom,’

appeared in The Builder of the 29th of

March, in which it is more than insinuated

that in the choice of a plan for a new work

house, the guardians of the Clifton Union had

acted with partiality, no other proof being

adduced than the bare circumstance that the

plan, which has been chosen, was prepared

by a Bristol architect.

Mr. Allom cites the opinion of a professional

gentleman, who was engaged to assist in the

examination of plans, as having been favourable

to his
;

it is readily admitted that the opinion

referred to was favourable to Mr. Allom’s plan

architecturally considered, but it should be

remembered that the chief requisites in a plan

for a workhouse are, sufficient space for the

inmates, and proper arrangement for their

classification and inspection, to which require-

ments the architectural design of the building

ought to be subordinate. In citing the opinion

already mentioned, Mr. Allom omitted to

notice two important features in the report

which contained that opinion, namely, that

Mr. Allom’s plan shewed a deficiency of space

decorativeexhibition of works ok

ART, &C.

Sir,— You have doubtless heard of the

various projects on foot for the establishment

of galleries for the purpose of exhibiting me-

chanically-facturcd and decorative works of

art,—places to bring together such matters as

were exhibited lately in St. James’s-street.

There can be but one opinion as to the

utility of such exhibitions when properly con

ducted. They offer the means to the artist and

artisan of communicating directly with the

public, of coming before them, in fact, without

state of the burial-ground of St. Saviour’

Church, Southwark, and what the parishioners

,d done in consequence.

Allow me to draw your attention to a few

particulars connected with this matter, an 1

then I will leave it with your sound judgment

to determine whether much has not been sai 1

in the public journals on this subject that

might have been well spared until they had

better information, or at least until the com-

mittee to whom it is referred had investigated

the matter, and reported thereon to the vestry.

You know that there are two days in tho

year when vestry meetings are held differing

in their power to any of the others that may

be held, viz. Easter Tuesday, and Michaelmas-

day. On these days any parishioner can pro-

pose any resolution without giving previous

notice thereof, and if carried, need no confir-

mation by a subsequent vestry,—such was the

case on Easter Tuesday. What the vestry

really did was to refer it to the wardens and a

committee of six inhabitants to investigate the

matter and report to a future vestry. :

The churchyard in question contains 1
,603'

yards superficial, from which a deduction of

233 yards for paths may be taken, leaving 1

1,370 yards free for burials.

The" whole amount of burials therein in

three following years just passed, was 245, of

which 91 were infants, 33 under thirty years

of age, 121 above thirty,—being not quite an

average of 82 per annum, and consist of

30 infants, 11 under thirty, and 41 above.

The committee’s first meeting to investigate

this matter was on Thursday afternoon last,

after which probably you may hear again from

A Subscriber to your Journal,

and an Inhabitant of St.

Saviour’s, Southwark.

the intervention of a third party— an advantage

of no little consideration
;
and this must most

evidently tend to promote the taste and

crease the demand for works ot this nature,

Although the exhibition in St. James’s-sireet

made no great impression on the public

neither was it to be expected that it should,

for most of the decorative instances wer

attempts of persons not regularly educated i

the principles of ornament, but emanations

from hitherto untried hands, evincing the ski

and perseverance of an emulation just beyond

the workshop. An artist, in the accepted

sense of the term, could but in few instances

be said to have exhibited at all. Take that ex-

hibition under its true circumstances, I think

you will agree that it was satisfactory

;

for though a smile may have been excited at

an ambiguous attempt here and there, scarcely

any one could pass through the room without

respecting the united efforts.

Such an exhibition is a school for the exhi-

bitor; he cannot compare his attempt with

the attempts of others without learning many
important things, one of which, and a very

material one, will be his own value. It is

very difficult to judge of the respective value of

two matters extremely remote in quality, but

the “ little-better ” is always easily observed,

and has a more encouraging effect.

The main things wanting to such an exhibi-

tion, is to give it a good place and permanency.

Now, Sir, without disparaging any of the pro-

IIistory of A London Workshop.

—

A
man begins by employing a few hands in 2

house often but ill-adapted for an ordinal-)

dwelling-house, and, as his business increases,

he contrives to add one low apartment to

another, by knocking down partition-walls, ant

making such alterations as suit his immediate

purpose. He contrives by this means to ac

commodate an increasing number of men, ant

the only practicable limit to that number is tin

want of mere standing or sitting-room, as thi

case may be. He warms these rooms by 1

stove, by steam, or by hot air, and lights then

with gas : the consequence is, that the work

men are exposed at the same time to a hig!

temperature, andafouland stagnant atmospherf

This combination is carried to its highes

degree in tailors’ workshops, and I have bee

told more than once by the journeymen tailor

themselves, that they have been obliged t

strip to the very skin, that they might be abl

to bear the intense heat to which they are es

posed. In buildings intended for workshops moi

space is given to the men, but they are usuall

constructed on very bad principles
;
the who!

building often forming one space, divided b

floors perforated by a common staircase
;

if

steam-engine is employed, it is generally to 1

found in a lower apartment ot this buildinj

so that the heat rises from this into the uppi

rooms, and, mingling with the foul air of th

intermediate floors, ascends to the highest fla

where the hot and foul air collects in grei

abundance .—Medical Times.
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Osborne Estate, Isle of Wight.—This
estate, recently purchased by her Majesty from
Lady Isabella Blatchford, is considered one of
the best situations in the island, being- placed
on a spacious lawn sloping to the sea, affording
Borne of the most beautiful and extensive
views of the Solent Sea, Cowes, the New
Forest, and the Southampton water, with
Portsmouth and Spithead in the distance.
Including the park, Osborne great wood, and
New Barn Farm, it contains 376 acres. But
to this is added the Barton Farm, containing
441 acres, making a total of 817 acres. Barton
Farm, also the property of Lady Isabella
Blatchford, has now become the freehold of
her Majesty, of which formal possession will
be taken on the 1st of May. The whole royal
purchase embraces an indented shore of the
sea of about a mile and a half, Fish-house
Creek being the eastern boundary, and Norris
Castle the western limit. It extends inland to

the Newport high road. Various reports are
current respecting the anticipated alterations
at Osborne. One states confidently that her
Majesty has determined to use Osborne House
is a nursery for the royal children, and
that the house at Barton is to be taken
lown, and a suitable palace erected on its site.

Another is to the effect that it is only in

contemplation to enlarge and restore Barton
House, thereby preserving the fine old ex-
iinple of the Elizabethan style, of which it is

considered to be a very perfect specimen. A
aier will be run out from the beach under
Osborne House immediately. From this place
n the new yacht-tender, Fairy, the royal party
viil be enabled to land and embark at all times
if the tide.

Fall of a Building.—Five Lives Lost.
—On Friday, the 28th ultimo, a most melan-
choly accident occurred at Pollokshaws, dis-
ant about three miles from Glasgow. Some
jme ago it was proposed by the Old Trades’
Society of Pollokshaws to erect a building in
he main street of that town. This building
vas commenced, and on Thursday, the 27th
dtimo, the mason-work of it was finished, and
he scaffolding removed the same evening.
Rose to this building stood a thatched house
ff one story high, occupied by poor but re-
pcctable tenants. The occupants of this hum-
ic dwelling, seven in number, had consider-
ble doubts as to the stability of the building
recting adjacent to them, and during the
ourse of the preceding week, remained two
ights in a lodging-house, being afraid that
he building would fall upon them. On Thurs-
,ay evening while the wind was blowing a
urricane, the inmates entered their habita-
ion, still under the same fears. They con-
regated themselves around the hearth, and
it there listening to the storm raging without,
ntil far in the morning. Thinking, then,
ieir fears were groundless, and danger distant,

ley all retired to rest; but they were not
:n minutes stretched upon their beds, than
own fell upwards of 20 feet of the gable and
aimney-stack, which was very high, of the
uilding, crushing beneath it the humble do-
licile of these unfortunate beings. The crash
as heard in an adjoining house, the inmates
c which instantly rose and procured every as-
stance in their power to have the sufferers re-

oved from the awful situation in which they
lere placed. Two of the seven were speedily
at out, and foflnd to be little injured. It re-
aired upwards of two hours, however, of
•cat exertion, before the remainder of the
hfferers could be reached. When discovered
}ey were all found to be lying in their beds
fith life totally extinct.

Pompeii.—The latest excavations made at

rompeii, by M. Vilain XIV., the Belgian
nargfe d’affaires, have been exceedingly inter-
ting. A house was laid open in the quarter

i the people. Twenty workmen were em-
oyed at the task, and the entrance-room fur-
ished about twenty-five articles, vases, cups,
itars, and bronze patera. Another room,m which a narrow passage led to the
ctchen, contained some large earthen jars. In
e kitchen, the tinning of the saucepans was
111 bright. A large boiler, two jars with
undies, light and transparent, objects exceed-
Igly rare in collections, ivere also found there,
die next excavations were to be made in the
orkshops of sculpture of the town.

Leviathan Air Engine.—Wehave lately
heard of a most stupendous construction of
this kind, said to be the invention of Professor
Reinagle, who isj securing patents in every
civilized country for his discovery, and this
will obviously account for our not being able
to enter into a definite description of its com-
ponent parts. Report says, that Professor
Faraday, having seen the drawing, and heard
the theory and practice of this invention ex-
plained, complimented the inventor by declar-
ing, that he had discovered perpetual motion
of the most terrific description. It is also
stated, that other eminent men have recently
seen it, amongst them Professor Byrne, Dr.
Armstrong, Dr. Carpue, and some distin-
guished foreigners, besides very many private
friends of the inventor, of great intelligence,
who have all expressed their candid opinion of
its perfect simplicity, and of its immense
power. To enable the public to form some
notion of the power obtained, Professor Rein-
agle has contrived a table apparatus, anything
but air-tight, by which he moves 80 lbs. full

2 feet in three seconds (placed on a four-
wheeled car) by his breath alone. Even 100 lbs.

can be moved in like manner.
Nineveh.—“ The discoveries in architec-

ture and statuary made at Nineveh, by M.
Botta,” says the Moniteur Parisien, “ must
be of considerable value if we are to judge by
the specimens which have arrived at Paris.
They consist in pieces of architecture, bassi
relievi, and statues, in better or worse preser-
vation. The inscriptions are perfectly legible,

but altogether beyond the art of modern deci-
phering. The king, after having examined
these curiosities with great interest, has de-
cided that a vessel belonging to the Govern-
ment shall be sent to Bassora to transport the
whole collection to Paris.”

Monument to Dr. Watts.— The com-
mittee under whose management this monu-
ment is to be erected, have engaged Mr.
Baily, the eminent sculptor, to execute it.

The monument will consist of a statue of
colossal size, and will be placed upon a pedestal
in Abney-park Cemetery, the directors of
which have promised to grant a site. No
place could be more appropriate, for there, at
the residence of Sir Thomas Abney, Dr.
Watts spent thirty-six years of his life. There
he wrote most of his works, and at a place of
worship near to Abney he frequently preached.
Mr. Baily says, in a letter to the Morning
Pont

,
“ in consideration of the moral and in-

tellectual benefit conferred on the nation at
large by his works, I consented to execute the
same in Portland stone, for the money which
might be raised, and which does not exceed
3007, though my price would have been, under
other circumstances, 500 guineas.”
Lord Northampton’s Soiree.—The ac-

complished and amiable president of the
Royal Society gave his closing conversazione
on Saturday last, when a larger number of
distinguished men were present, and more
interesting matters were exposed in the rooms,
than we have ever seen there.

City Bricklayer. — An election took
place last week for the office of bricklayer to
the corporation of the city of London, when,
after a poll between the only two candidates,
Mr. Boucher was elected by a majority of
sixty-five votes over his competitor, Mr. Ward.
Fires in Liverpool.—

T

he total value of
the property destroyed by fire in Liverpool,
during the last three years, was, in 1842
517,9277

;
in 1843, 119,5847; in 1844,24,391.’

Stockton Mechanics’ Institution.
The Bishop of Durham has subscribed 20/. •

Mr. Bowes, M.P., 1 57 ;
and Mr. Fai rer, 2/.2s. •

towards the erection of a building for the
Mechanics’ Institution, at Stockton.

CeitUerjj.

Tenders delivered for the Alteration of Kings-
land Chapel.—\V. Wallen, Esq., Architect.

Lawrence and Sons ,£i 309 0
Jay L280 0
Pritchard 1,269 0
Turner 1,145 0
Haines and Co 1 064 0
Br'g? L059 10
AsI% 1,049 0
Hayworth 1,016 0

The Tenders were opened in the presence of the
parties, and the lowest accepted.
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NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office
to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
arc to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers
however, they arc entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.]

For the restoration of the Parish Church of
Grays Thurrock, Essex. April 12.

For the erection of a Church in the parish of St.
Thomas, Winchester. April 12.

For the supply of 600 Coal Waggons of superior
construction, spring mounted, with malleable iron
wheels, and calculated to carry about six tons of
coals^each, for the Great North of England Railway.

For the erection and building of a Farm-house,
Barn, Stable, and other offices, at Hepworth,
Suffolk. April 16.

For keeping Battle-bridge and Holloway-road
in repair for one or more years. April 17.

For making a Brick Barrel Culvert from the
Pump in Much Park-street to Jordan Well,
Coventry, and for Excavating and Carting away
the soil and rubbish. April 17.

For submitting a plan of a Tread-wheel, and con-
structing the same in the Common Gaol of Great
Yarmouth, Norfolk. April 24.

For all the Works to be done in the erection
and completion of the new cast-iron Bridge over
the Haven of Great Yarmouth, including the find-
ing of labour, certain materials, &c. April 26.

For the construction of the third and fourth
divisions of the Chester and Holyhead Railwav.
April 28.

For the supply of Materials to the Commis-
sioners of the Metropolis Roads. April 30*.'

For performing the several works in building a
new Workhouse at Tenterden. May 2.

For the formation and completion of a new
Drain, being about eleven miles long, twenty yards
wide, and five yards deep, for the Middle Level
Drainage Commissioners. Also for the erection of
a Staunch, several Bridges of wood with brick
abutments, together with the necessary culverts,
and other works. May 8.

For the erection of a Baptist Chapel at Folk-
stone.

For laying out the Grounds of the Victoria-park
Cemetery, and for draining the same, making the
roads, paths, and finding all necessary trees, shrubs,
materials, &c.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans, sections, and elevations for a Terminus,

and other requisite accompanying offices, for the
Great Southern and Western Railway, Ireland.

Plans for a Church to be erected within the
Borough of Kingston-upon-Hull. May 8.

Plans, Specifications, and Estimates for the
Building and Interior Fittings of a Church, to be
erected in Gloucester. To contain 600 adults and
200 school children. The shape of the ground is
nearly rectangular, and measures on the east side
55 feet, on the west 62, on the north 120, and on
the south 112.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.
BY AUCTION.

April 14.—On the Estate of Mr. John Welham,
near the Mills, Earl Stoneham, Suffolk. Six capital
Timber Ashes, of first-rate quality, measuring from
60 to 30 feet in a tree; also 180 Pollard Elms.
April 14.—At Chappie Essex : a large quantity of

Ash, Elm, Pollards, and some very good Elm
Timber.

April 15.—At the Three Ashes, crossing near
Witham, Essex : 1185 Oak Trees, now growing in
the woods and fields of Lanhams, and Crossing
Lodge Farms. Many of the Trees are of large di-
mensions.

April 15.—At 23, Fuller-street, Church-street,
Bethnal-green : a quantity of Spanish and Honduras
Mahogany, several thousand feet of Cherry-tree,
Birch and Beech, &c.
AprilKj .—At Camberwell, Surrey: several Elm

Trees, large Walnut and Ash Trees, also the Build-
ing Materials of the Grammar School and two large
Dwelling-houses.

April 16.—At the Wiffin Inn, Malpas, Ches-
hire : 68 Oak Trees, and 4 Cyphers.

April 16.—At the Cups Inn, Colchester: above
100 fine Oak Timber Trees, now standing upon
Dove House Farm. The metings average from
one load to three loads per stick, and of consider-

able length.

April 17. — At the Roebuck Inn, Loughton,
Essex: 100 Oak Timber Trees, very old and
sound, and the greater portion of large dimensions.

April 18.—At the Greyhound, Sandy, Bedford-
shire : 950 Larch and Scotch Spires.

April 18. — At the George Inn, Froome,
Somerset : 310 fine grown Oak Trees now standing
on the Orchardleigh Estate. They are of large
dimensions, great length, and of very superior
quality.
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La,t w,'k in April.—At the Timber-yard,

opposite St. Giles's Church, London : 3.200 Pine

Deals, Planks, and Battens, 840 Yello® Deals,

2,480 Spruce Deals and Planks, 120 Yellow and

White Battens, 14,000 feet of three-quarter inch

and half inch Pine Boards, &c.

Some time during the present month. A large

quantity of full-grown Coppice and Hedgerow

Timber, now standing at Denby, Derbyshire.

End of April or beginning of May.—2o0,000

Building Bricks, 40,000 Arch ditto, Sro.
;
now at

Sherborne Kiln, three miles from London.

advertisements.

BY TENDER.

All the implements used in the execution of the

works at the Fleetwood-pier ;
they are now on the

wharf at Fleetwood, and can be put on the railway-

waggons. or on board ship.

April 21.—Above 1,000 Oak Trees, now stand-

ing upon Lewisham Lands-wood, near Beckingham,

Kent.

20 Oak, 1 Elm, 1 Cherry, and 12 Ash Trees ;

now standing at Hanmer, near Welchhampton,

Cheshire.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, April 14 —Geographical, 3, Waterloo-

place, 8J p.m. ;
British Architects, 16, Grosvenor-

fetreet, 8 p.m. ;
United Service Institution, White-

hall -yard, 9 p.m. ;
Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

8 P.M.

Tuesday, 15.

—

Linnceum, Soho-square, 8 p.m. ;

Horticultural, 21, Regent-street, 3 p.m.; Civil

Engineers, 25, Great George-street, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, 16.— Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 p.m. ;
Geological, Somerset-house, 8J p.m.

Thursday, 17. — Royal, Somerset-house, 8£

p.m. ;
Antiquaries, Somerset-house, 8 p.m.

Friday, 18. — Royal Institution, Albemarle-

street, 8| p.m.

Saturday, 19. — Asiatic, 14, Grafton-street,

2 p.m. ;
Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville- street,

8 P.M.

NOTICE TO INVENTORS.

OFFICE FOR PATENTS OF INVEN-
TIONS and REGISTRATIONS of DESIGNS. 14.

Lincoln's- inn-field.. The printed INSTRUCTIONS gr.rij

and every information upon the subject of PROIELiiui
for INVENTIONS, either by Letters Patent or the Design

Acts, mav be had by applying personally, or by letter, pre-

paid, to Mr. Alexander Prince, at the office, 14, Lincoln s-

mn-fields.

NOTICE. — INVENTORS desirous of

obtaining LOANS ON or of f^M^nWOSCELINVENTIONS. or Patents, should apph to Mr. M.
,,

COOKE, at the OFFICE for PATENTS, 20, Half Moon-

street. London, where English and fo^'^ P'lte
.

nl5 "e °^
tarned. nnd Designs registered. An INDEX is kept for

inspection of all Patents granted for the last century;

also copies of every Patent of importance. Instructions to

Inventors and a list of charges gratis on application.

Embarrassed circumstances.
—PERSONS IN DIFFICULTIES beingdesirous of

availing themselves of the Benefit ofLORD BROUGHAM’S
HUMANE ACT are requested to apply to MESSRS.
GRAND AND CO., of 54, Colcman-stTcct, City, where

every information may be obtained, FREE OF EX-
PENSE. or arrangements ran be made with Creditors,

hv which means the painful necessity of resorting to

BANKRUPTCY or INSOLVENCY may in many cases

be avoided.—N.B. Partnership accounts adjusted.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND PATENTEES.

PRAC I ICAL ASSISTANCE GIVEN to

parties taking Letters Patent, by Mr. J. WILSON,
Engineer and Patent Agent. Every description of business

relating to or connected with Patents, Registration of De-

signs, Patent Agency. &c., conducted at his offices, 1

6

,

CHANCERY-LANE, opposite Carey-street. Negotiations

entered into with parties wishing to dispose of or purch&i.

patented or registered inventions. Every necessary infor-

mation may be obtained at the offices as above, where also

mav he had printed instructions (gratis), to which Mr. W.
begs particularly to draw the attention of parties about to

take out patents
. . , , .

Mechanical drawings of every description, original designs

for machinery, models, &C., executed with dispatch and

economy.

10 BE SOLD or LET, at a Ground-rent,

COTTAGES, in a wide and principal road at Islington, the

sewers and roads being complete ; term 97 years. Apply to

Messrs. Overton and Hughes, 25, Old Jewry, City.

FREEHOLD GROUND and partly erecl

HOUSES TO LET on Building Leases, with the

ted

op-

tion of purchasing the Freehold if desirable: situate

Single-street, Mile Erd, rather less than a mile from the

City
;
a famous spot for letting. The houses are fourth-rate,

and will be either let as they stand or when tiled in ;
money

will probably be advanced. Apply personally at the offices of

Mr. Single, surveyor and auctioneer, 34, Coleman-street,

near the Bank of England.

TO BUILDERS and others.—The pre-

sent prices ofSELF-ACTING RANGES at

WARDS, No. 14, TOTTENHAM-STREET,
Tottenham-court-road, are— feet, At.

;

3 feet 6, 31. 12s. 6d. ;

3 feet, 3l. 5s.; register stoves, from 7jd. ; elliptics with

double backs, Sjd.

Bed feathers.—duty free.—
HEAL and SON have reduced the price of Foreign

Feathers the amount of the duty, and they can now offer

—

Best White Dantzic 2s. lOd. I Best Foreign Greys 2s. Od.

Irish White Goose 2s, Od. Irish Grey Goose. . Is. fid.

Best ditto 2s. 6d.
|
Best ditto Is. 9d.

Poultry Is.

List of prices of every description of bedding sent free

by post.

Heal and Son, 196, opposite the Chapel, Tottenham-
court-road.

JORCELAIN LETTERS FOR SHOP-

wKER.— B. R. WRIGHT hpps to informO Builders, Paperstainers, and the Trade ifljgMetikj,

the price* for Native Oxlord and Washed STONE OKERS,
at his Oil and Colour-warehouse, 27 .

Castle- street East,

Oxford-street :—Native Oxford Oker, 21s. per cwt, or 18/.

per ton ;
Washed Stone Oker, 14s. per cwt., or 12/. per ton

;

Plasterers’ Oker, 7s. per cwt. A liberal discount to the

trade.

“ G. R.”—We cannot promise lo inserl our

obliging correspondent’ s last letter.

“ A Subscriber ” (London).— The information

may be obtained at the office without expense.

“A Builder” (Borough).—A drawing of this

roof is now in the hands of the engraver.

“ W. G.” (Hackney).

—

The last clause of sche-

duleprovides that no chimney-shaft, jamb, breast,

or flue, already built, or which shall be hereafter

built, shall be cut into for any other purpose than

the repair thereof, or for the formation of soot-

doors orfor letting in, removing, or altering stove-

pipes, or smoke-jacks, except as directed for build-

ing an external tuall against an old sound party

wall. Our correspondent may yet over his diffi-

culty by using a piece of pipe.
“ A Reader of The Builder ” icill find a plan

of the railway at the Sessions-house, Clerken-

well.

“ G. M .”— Thy Act is not very clear on this

point, but we believe if rigidly interpreted, the

sash-door in the situation stated is liable to the

tax.
“ W. F. P.”—All works of art intendedfor ex-

hibition at the Royal Academy were received on
Monday and Tuesday last. We gave notice

several weeks ago.

“ T. M. C.” (Norfolk).—If the party has left

the house to which the letter is addressed, and the

letter he returned to the postman with his present

direction upon it, the office is bound to forward it.

If simply absent temporarily
, it must be reported.

“ H. Wilkinson ” (Portsea).

—

The price of He-
bert's " Engineers , and Mechanics’ Encyclopedia

(2 vnls. 8vo.) is 1 1. 16$.

“ A Builder ” trishes to know “ the address of
the person who makes patent hand-rails.”

“ T. O. M.” wishes to know who is the manu-
facturer of the patent spring seat water-closet ap-

paratus.
"Scrutator,” "A Surveyor,” " History of a

Competition,” " Brickraaking,” " Freemasons of

the Church,” " Archi,”—Next week.
" R. W. D .”—Declined with many thanks.
“

J. R. P.” (Clerkenwell).—We have read the

poem with pleasure, but are unable to make use of

it. It is left at the office as requested.
“ Spafields Burial Ground.”

—

In our notice last

week of some water drawnfrom thepump here, for
" animal matter,” read “ solid matter.”

Received.—" Dolman's Magazine,” No. III.

—

Young's ** Lectures on Natural Philosophy,” new

edition (published by Taylor and Walton), part

III.
—" List of Periodicals published in Paris ”

( Thomas ,
Catherine-street, Strand), a useful

pamphlet— " The Polytechnic Review,” No. X.
Several notices of books forwarded to us are un-

avoidably dealyed by press of other matter.

MOON'S IMPROVED CHIMNEYS.
Samples of the Bricks to form the Circular Flue,

coming into general use, also those invented by Clark

and Reed for a similar purpose, may be seen at the Patentee’s

Western Depot, New-road. near Tottenham-court-road,

where mav he procured the Metal Bars and Throats, also

the much-approved Caps for the prevention of Smoky Chim-

neys, without causing adjoining flues to smoke, or producing

the noise so generally complained of, arising from a large

surfnee of meial being exposed to the action of the wind.

Licences are granted to Brick and Tile Makers for manu-

facturing the Bricks and Tiles, throughout the United King-

dom, by application as above, or to Mr. ELIAS DORNING,
27, Cross-street. Manchester.

of 234, High Holborn, begs to caution the Public, as several

mistakes have been made as to the true Patent Letters.

Some persons imagine that those vulgar bright blue letters,

that are smeared with gold, are the Patent Porcelain. They
are merely Plaister Letters, which turn black, and are only

fit for Marine Store-shops.

THE PATENT PORCELAIN LETTERS are only to

be had at 234, High Holborn.

DUTY OFF ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS,

HARLES LONG befrs to inform hie

Friends and the Public, that he can now supply Orna

mental Glass at Is. 3d. per foot superficial, and having jus!

built two of the largest Kilns in London, is enabled to

cute extensive Orders with unprecedented dispatch.—Te

Cash only.

D L

HOLBORN AND FINSBURY SEWERS, MIDDLESEX.

T he commissioners nf sewers
for the LIMITS give NOTICE, that their Office,

Hatton Garden, is open daily between the hours of Ten and

Four, where information can he obtained (gratis) by persons

about to Purchase or Rent Houses or Property, or take Land

for Building purposes, of the situation and level of the

public Sewers, capable of affording sufficient Drainage, and

which they recommend all such Persons to apply for tit the

above Office. By the Court,

STABLE and LUSH, Clerks.

UTY off WINDOW GLASS. — On
April the 6th, Squares Btouter and of better mak«

than formerly for Glazing purposes at fid. per foot.

NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND
OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand ) thai

is kept by any other house in London, from 4d. per foot

Flattened Sheet, Stained, Fluted, the BIRMINGHAM
Sheet Plate (superior in all respects to every other make)

and Ornamental Glass of every description. Complete Listi

of Glass, Lead, Colours, &c., at ready-money prices, mij

be had (vratis) on application to R. Cogan, at the Westerr

Glass, Lead, and Colour Warehouse, 5, Princes-street,

Leicester-squarc, London.
SURVEYORS, CONTRACTORS FOR PUBLIt

WORKS, and the TRADE generally, sending spccifica

tions of quantities required, will receive by return of post
~~

invoice at the very lowest cash prices.

A parcel of very Superior Spruce Oker, suitable fo

PLASTERERS AND PAINTERS, to be sold at 6s. pe

II
IP TILES to suit slate roof9 in colour

COURT OF SEWERS FOR WESTMINSTER, AND
PART OF MIDDLESEX, No. 1, Greek-street, Soho-

BUILDERS and Others interested in

1 buildings or in ground for building upon, within the

district under the jurisdiction of this Court, drained by water-

courses falling into the river Thames, between the city of

London and the parish of Fulham.
The Commissioners hereby give notice, that by an Act of

the 47th Geo. III. (chap. 7, local) it is required that, pre-

viously to the making of any new sewer in any street, lane,

or public way, or in any part intended to become a street,

lane, or public way, or to carry off or drain off water from any

house, building, yard, or ground, into any sewer under their

management, or within their jurisdiction, a notice in writing

shall be given to them, or to their clerk at their office, and

that such new sewer or sewers shall be constructed and made
in such manner and form as shall be directed by the said

Commissioners, and not otherwise.

And, in order to prevent the serious evils and inconveni-

ences that must arise from ground proposed to be built upon
being excavated at too great a depth, the Commissioners
have directed that, upin application being made at this office

previous to the excavatii r. of such ground, information shall

De fjiven as to the lowest depth at which the same car u~

drained.

And the Commissioners do also give notice that, when-
ever the lower floors or pavements of buildings shall have

been laid so low as not to admit of their being drained with
a proper current, they will not allow any sewers, or drains

into sewers, to be made for the service of" such buildings.

It is recommended to all persons about to purchase or take

houses, or other premises, to ascertain whether such premises
have separate and distinct drains into common sewers.

All petitions must be delivered at this office at least three

clear days before they are presented to the Commissioners ;
and

all such petitions will be called on in the order of their appli-

cation, and the name of any party not present when called

on to support the application will be struck out, and the pro-

ceedings must in consequence be commenced de novo.

All communications made with any sewer without leave of

the Commissioners, will be cut off, and the parties making
the same will subject themselves to a fine.

By order of the Court,

LEWIS C. HERTSLET, Clerk.

vertical ornaments ;
drains, many sizes, with plain or S0C

J*®
joints; paving in squares, hexagons, octagons, &c., dit

ferent colours
;
roofing, in Grecian or Italian styles, othe

devices also, or plain
;
conduits, which do not injure pur

water; fire-bricks and tiles
;
clinkers, and out-door paving

sundry wall-coping, garden-borders, chimney-tops; als

tubular and other flues of peculiar material. No agent, bu

a depfit at W H ITEFRI A RS. and 22, WATER-LANE
FLEET-STREET, LONDON, under Mr. PEAKE’S per

sonal care, to supply genuine TERRO-METALLIC goods s

ir pricc3 as per quality.

The TILERIES, TUNSTALL, STAFFORDSHIRE, at

near the centre of England, whence boats are sent direct t

any inland place ; or to the Mersey for the coasts, the cole

nies and elsewhere.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. KENT and CO.,
MANUFACTURERS,

11, GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON,
Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of

quality far superior to those generally offered for sale,

Which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer qualil

and durability to apparent cheapness.

000000 .—7 in. Dusters.

000000 .—7 in. ditto, extra.
^

0000 .—Ground Brushes.

Plasterers’ Brushes.

Distemper ditto. Grout'd and Unground.

Sash Tools, and Common Tools.

Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other

Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kine

of Brushes, forwarded on application. Established 1777.

C S. RICHARDSON, Practical Sul

• vey. ,'eyor, Whitefriars-street, City, begs to inform tl

Public, that "hejs commissioned by the Proprietor to LET tho

five newly-erected Houses and Shops, situate Nos. 4, 5,6,

and 8, Whitcfriars-stTeet, Fleet-street. Independent of tl

Low Rent, which is only from 50/. to 65/. per annum, the

are advantages present themselves which seldom ever occ'i

in a crowded neighbourhood like the above
;
the rooms a

commodious, well Lighted and Ventilated, the Buildin,

are covered with North’s Patent Sheet Slating, forming:

flat, which at once affords a most delightful promenade*

free egress in case of Fire, and a Yard the whole area of t

house? which will be found highly advantageous for nuinero;

domestic purposes
;
there are Washing Closets on the fits

floor landings, and two lofty Kitchens on the basemen

floor, good Drainage, and plenty of Water. The premia

close adjoin the Offices of the Anti-Corn Law League, ai

are well-adapted for general business purposes. TneTenar
will be secured from having any opposing Trades or proft

sions in the same line of Buildings. For further paruculi

apply as above, at East Temple Buildings, between t

hours of 9 and 6.
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HE demand for a museum
illustrative of our national

architecture is becoming

louder, and must ultimately

be listened to by those who
are in authority :—a collec-

on of casts chronologically arranged, where
he student may draw and compare, and so

ain in a month a clearer understanding of the

eculiarities which distinguish different epochs

lan he now does in the whole of his clerk-

lip,—sometimes the whole of his life. Year
fter year the importance of obtaining such a

Election has been urged by different indi-

duals, but has been disregarded, and, in some
larters, laughed at; and, to the disgrace of

icceeding governments be it said, no attempt

en,has yet been made to form it. Two years

;o Mr. E.B. Lamb addressed a very sensible

tter on the subject to the trustees of the

itish Museum, praying them to provide in

eir new building an extension of accommoda-
>n for British antiquities, so that works of

itish art, from the earliest to the latest

riods, might be arranged in the national

aseum. He pointed out, that specimens

diciously procured from various parts of the

untry, and arranged in chronological order,

uld enable the architectural student to gain

ch a knowledge of the forms of ornaments,

>uldings, and sculpture, as could not be ob-

ned from the objects themselves in their

ginal position. The distinctive character-

ics of Gothic architecture being divided into

merous classes, and each style imperceptibly

jwing out of the other, the gradations are

delicate, and the peculiarities so minute,

it without a place for the reception of well-

;

scted examples, the student is put to con-

srable labour and expense before he can
uire any knowledge of that part of the art

;

l then only by unweared exertions, and the

mination of many edifices.

The answer he received was, “ The trustees

not prepared to recommend her Majesty’s

.'ernment to provide in the museum for any
eral collection of remains of the Gothic ar-

tecture of Great Britain,” and there the

.ter stopped. An outbuilding, a mere shed,

aid have been something, and might at once
e been filled with actual relics and casts,

iresent put away in holes and corners. At
IRoyal Academy, for example, a consider-

number are stowed away in a cellar simply
‘want of a proper receptacle. But no, the

tfees were not prepared to recommend that

attempt should be made to meet the want
ch was felt, and advance the study of our
ronal architecture.

t the last meeting of the Institute of Ar-
£cts, a paper on this same subject was

,
as will be seen in another part of the

lent number of our journal, and was warmly
ronded to. It was then suggested, that the

litute should not simply look on and wish,

should come forward and act; and we sin-

gly hope that the suggestion will not be dis-

irded.

r. Wyse, we understand, is about to bring

matter before Parliament, and now, there-

i is the time for all who feel how advan-

o)us such a collection would be to petition

the legislature, and otherwise assist the en-
deavour so far as they may be able.

It is not simply to the professional inquirer
that such a museum would have great attrac-

tions. Architecture now occupies the atten-

tion of a much larger class than it formerly
did. Many now say with Chateaubriand,
“ it cannot be denied that architecture, con-
sidered as an Art, is in its principle eminently
religious—it was invented for the worship of
the Deity, and those who had a multitude of
gods, were led to different kinds of edifices,

according to the ideas which they entertained
of the different powers of those gods:” and
with this feeling have commenced the study
of it earnestly. Look also at our carvers,

modellers, glass painters, and other decorative
artists, now coming into more active existence,
to whom such a collection would be of the
first importance, and it must be seen that a
very large section of the public would hail the
establishment of a museum of national archi-
tecture as a boon.

For a continuation of the subject, we refer to

the following article.

THE PRESERVATION OP NATIONAL
ANTIQUITIES.*

You, too, proceed
! make falling arts your care,

Erect new wonders, and the old repair.”

Under the conviction that specimens of
medieval art still remaining in England are
more numerous, and of more interesting cha-
racter, than generally supposed, even by many
antiquaries, we have endeavoured to give some
notion of the extent to which examination, and
the immediate prevention of further destruc-
tion is needed. The necessity for something
more than individual exertion is great and
pressing, as well to preserve antiquities of
national value, as to rescue ourselves from the
reproach of being the only one among modern
nations, wanting in the proper estimation of
records of such interest and importance.
Associations for objects of an antiquarian
nature have either lost the vigour of their
youth, departed greatly from the objects of
their foundation, or are consuming valuable
time in disputes, ridiculous in their origin, but
not on that account the less interminable. The
Society of Antiquaries does nothing more than
publish transactions, and hold weekly conver-
suzioni, though its long standing, and the great
names it boasts, gives it the opportunity of
effecting a considerable amount of good. The
committee of the Cambridge Camden Society,
because not seconded in practices foreign to its
ostensible purpose, have threatened to break
up the whole body, thus at the same time con-
cluding the only approximation to an effec-
tual supervision of medieval remains, that we
have experienced. Lastly, the British Archeo-
logical Association, from which so much was
expected, is likely to end its- days in conten-
tion on matters having no bearing upon the
real objects of the institution. Thus, the fate
impending over our cathedrals and churches is
as lowering as ever, and the necessity for the
immediate attention of the Government at
once apparent. It may indeed afford matter
for surprise, that while the Governments of
foreign states are actively employed in uphold-
ing the decaying fabrics, and in furthering the
pursuit of art in their respective countries,
ours rather holds such matters to be without
the sphere of the duties of a minister. But
an enlightened administration will surely ad-
vance in the path it has already indicated, and
willingly hear any practical suggestions for the
attainment of an end of such manifest im-
portance.

The systematic examination and description
of those treasures of art with which this country
is enriched, while adding to the antiquary new
objects of interest and investigation, could not
but advantageously influence the ornamental
and decorative branches of art, and add new
data for the elucidation of obscure points in
British history. No longer confined to the
biography of monarchs, and to the picture of
martial strife, history, in the hands of its

true illustrators, treats the condition of the

* Continued from page

serf and the peasant as having a stronger claim,
than that of the noble and the potentate; the
history of a country is the history of the peo-
ple who dwelt in it, their manners, civilization,
and arts, not of a section of its rulers. The
historian, Gibbon, felt the importance of placing
history in this light, and in the absence of
other annals than those of princes and signors,
deiived from architectural monuments and
kindred sources, materials for a narration,
highly suggestive of the state of society in
Italy, during the eventful times of which ho
wrote. The writer has elsewhere said
**

•* *ie architecture of Egypt in its paint-
ings and hieroglyphics, in its long anil
gloomy vistas, and its avenues of sphinxes,
is a lasting petrifaction of the manners and
customs of the people, and of the domi-
nion of that mysterious hierarchy who sat
in judgment over the dead, and who curbed
the flights of imagination in architecture and
in sculpture by inviolable regulations. The
porticos and sculptures of Greece are evidences
of the refinement of a nation, who responded
to the works of its artists as to the creations
of the dramatist and the reasoning of the phi-
losopher; while the sumptuous edifices of the
Romans speak of the pomp of imperial sway,
and the slavery of subject states. The archi-
tecture of every country and of every age is

vocal with the inmost workings of its creating
mind : and it occupies the place of written
history in points, which, though of the highest
interest, historians have, for the most part,
failed to touch. Every village church is a key
to the history of the surrounding district];

from its effigies, its sepulchral brasses, and its

heraldic enrichments, the topographer and
the genealogist may derive important data for
the prosecution of researches into the history
of a county, and of its principal inhabitants. The
very age and body of the time are manifest in
each feature, and in the minute details are
related even the passions and the animosities
of the different orders of the priesthood.”* The
writer of British history seldom versed in
matters of art, has made little use of the means
at his disposal in architecture and antiquity

:

ignorant of the skill, which the works of
medieval artists evince, he has set forth the
period anterior to the Reformation as entirely
dark and illiterate. But the succeeding his-
torian will fall short of his task unless he in-
vestigate the architecture of the country,
and the numerous branches of art which
that architecture called into play; and the
number of those engaged in antiquarian topics
is now so great, that the minister who, in
emulation of Mons. Guizot, when Minister of
Public Instruction in France, should do what
he did for the examination and description of
the antiquities of the country, could not but
deserve well of all promoters of truthful repre-
sentation, and greatly add to his political

influence. The “ Comite Historique des Arts
et Monuments,” founded by the French mi-
nister, has been for some time in active
operation. Under the term “ historical monu-
ments” were included not only literary docu-
ments, but monuments of art; and it was pro-
posed to publish, by degrees, a complete an-
tiquarian survey of France, with descriptions

and delineations of all its monuments. The
commission has been divided into two comites
—one for historical documents, and the other
called the “ Comite des Arts et Monuments.”
The latter has already issued several popular
treatises on different branches of archaeology,

in the form of instructions for its numerous
correspondents, as well as more lengthened
and learned dissertations. The good thus

effected has been great and permanent; it has
already led to that active spirit of preservation

with which France is actuated, and which the

Government does every thing to second
;
and

with the assistance of the “Societe Fran9aise

pour la Conservation des Monuments Ilis-

toriquea,” will shortly remove at least the

visible traces of that revolution to which the
country owes the destruction of its monuments,
as well as the alteration of its political in-

stitutions. The “Societe Franyaise” was
established about nine years ago by that
enlightened antiquary M. de Caumont, of
Caen, in Normandy; and now, by its repeated

* Vide “Some Observations on propriety of style, parti-
cularly with reference to the modern adaptation of Gothic
Architecture,” a paper read at the Itoyal Institute of Rritish
Architects, June 26th, 1843, reported in the “ Civil Engineer’s
Journal.”
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visits to different [provinces, is rapidly extend-

ing the taste for preservation and research.

The British Association has not yet mani-

fested the vigour of the French society; but,

could the contending parties be reconciled,

might be of equal service, and might be the

means of influencing the Government in the

direction pointed out. It can hardly be hoped,

that an association of private individuals can

ever do more than diffuse the salutary influence

of good taste ;
and any active operations must

be the work of a government. But the associa-

tion might do good service through correspond-

ing members and branch associations, to induce

a higher feeling of the value of national anti-

quities, and often, by its mere representations,

might prevent needless alterations. To pro-

cure drawings of existing remains, and more

especially of such as might be in danger of

demolition, should also be one of its main

objects. It might also undertake such restora-

tions as were desirable, and did not involve

much expense,—as the removal of lath and

plaster ceilings, which so often occasion the

decay of roof timbers, and the cleaning of

churches from whitewash. We would suggest,

that in the latter work, the services of the

younger members of the profession might be

made available for superintendence with con-

siderable advantage. The respect for the forms

of Gothic architecture which, we are happy to

say, exists amongst the rising generation of

architects, would be likely to prevent the de-

struction of mouldings and ornaments, such as

might otherwise occur in the process of clean-

ing
;
and the payment of travelling expenses,

with the opportunity of gaining much valuable

knowledge not to be found in books, would be

a sufficient recompense. At the same time,

these persons might superintend the taking of

casts of ornaments for a museum of national

antiquities, a true British museum, such as we
hope one day to see in England.

It is to be regretted, that no provision has

been made in the buildings of the British

Museum for a collection of national antiquities.

Such a collection would be of higher value, and
of far less expense, than the blocks of granite

brought from Egypt at so much trouble and
cost, which, however singular as curiosities,

have no claim upon the delineator of national

manners, and are all but valueless to the ar-

tist. Tt is for want of a receptacle for na-

tional antiquities, that we find so many pieces

of pottery, carvings, and stained glass, in the

hands of dealers, or in private collections
;
and

there is uo doubt, that if a proper building

were set apart, many private collections would
be presented to the public. Such museums
exist on the continent, not only in the capitals,

but in many provincial towns
;
and it is to be

hoped that the measure now before parlia-

ment may end in the immediate establishment
of such desirable institutions. We regret that

a motion in the common council on the subject
of a museum for the city of London did not
even come to a discussion. The canopy from
the tomb of John of Eltham in the collection a
Strawberry-hill, a ceiling from the chamber a
Crosby-hall, and considerable portions of St.

Katherine’s, Tower-hill, in the museum of a
celebrated architect; original capitals from
Wells Cathedral, in the windowofa dealer; frag-

ments from the Temple Church sold publicly, at

the time of the late restoration
;
pieces of stained

glass, and encaustic tiles innumerable, might
have been restored to their proper positions,

or have remained available for examination,

had the existence of a national commission in

the one case, and of a national museum in the

other, preserved them from the comparative
oblivion in which they now exist, to the serious

detriment of the arts and history of the king-

dom. As we have said, no restoration, however
perfect, can be of the same value as the ori-

ginal fragment, therefore the latter should be

preserved, at least, in some other locale.

We cannot too strongly urge the im-

portance of exertions for the preservation of

national antiquities of every description, and
that those exertions should be immediate and
vigorous : let chartered bodies forget their

origin in another century, and lead the march
of modern improvement, and let antiquaries

forget their differences and re-form one asso-

ciation stronger than the last. In the present

posture every day lessens the number of anti-

quarian remains, and implores more loudly for

a protecting hand. The proceedings of the

Central Committee of the Archaeological Asso-

ciation shew, that destruction is still at work to

a lamentable extent. Old halls and manor-

houses disappear even more rapidly than

ecclesiastical antiquities, and the same hall,

which once we could not walk through without

learning, at every step, somethin" of the

customs of our ancestors, has been despoiled

of its old features, or divided into several resi-

dences :

—

“ The court with nettles, moats with cresses stored,*****
Like some lone chartreux stands the good old

hall,

Silence without, and fasts within the wall

;

No rafter’d roofs with dance and tabor sound,

No noontide bell invites the country round :

Tenants with sighs the smokeless towers survey,

And turn their unwilling steeds another way :

Benighted wanderers, the forest o’er,

Curse the saved candle and unopening door
;

While the gaunt mastiff, growling at the gate,

Affrights the beggar whom he longs to eat.”

The old halls of England are antiquities

most interesting to every one, and expressions

of regret at their disappearance are frequent.

Can it be necessary that they should, in every

case, be sacrificed to modern improvement?*

A national commission for the preservation

of antiquities will fall short of its duties unless

it secures, consistently with the same pre-

servation, the free admission of the public to

every cathedral and museum, which is public

property, and endeavours to influence the pos-

sessors of privato collections to throw their

galleries open, on proper stipulations. That

most interesting edifice, Hatfield House, is

closed to the public, or was so last year; and

many others have the like restrictions. That

it is not the love of the British people to

destroy works of art has now become as much
an axiom as was the reverse, twenty years

back
;
and while the love of education is on

the increase, as now, there is no fear for the

future. E. H.

BRICKS AND BRICKMAKING.
BY JOSEPH LOCKWOOD.

As my former short article on this matter

appears to have attracted the attention of some

of your readers, I feel justified in adding a

few more remarks to thosealreadymade. I shall

be glad if I succeed in having this matter fully

discussed in your pages
;

for it is not a little

singular that, in this scribbling age, the subject

of brickmaking should have been passed over

by most of the scientific writers of the day, or

at least if they have not entirely passed it over,

they have touched upon it so lightly, that little

or no information is to be gathered from what

they have written, with respect to the proper

proportions of the materials required in brick-

making. There is considerable difficulty in

the matter, and I am afraid it is not

possible to clear up all the doubts which exist

until a regular series of practical experiments

has been carefully performed and the results

registered. Brickmakers are as much, if in-

deed not more, divided on the niceties of their

craft, than mere theorists themselves, for, as

far as my experience goes, I think I may
venture to assert that no two brickmakers

agree as to the proper or best way of propor-

tioning the different ingredients they use in

the manufacture of their bricks.

This subject hitherto has not attracted that

attention amongst architects and engineers

that it ought to do
;
why such should be the

case I am at a loss to discover, unless it be

that it is thought unworthy of their consider-

ation. I hope, however, the case is different now,
and that the working brickmakers themselves
will come forward and explain the motives for

using their different materials in the way they

now do, of course not forgetting in all cases

to forward an exact description of the nature
and quality of their different earths.

To take up the thread of my former article,

I will observe that the quality of a good brick
depends principally upon two things— the
goodness of the materials, and the way in

which they are used. The principal ingredients

from which bricks are made are clay, marl,

and loam, in all their variety, with the different

admixture of breeze, chalk, sand, small coke, &c.

The whole of these are reducible into their

* We have hinted, previously, that Gothic buildings are not

the only structures requiring the hand of preservation. Many
of our most interesting examples of Italian architecture arc

in as bad a state.

constituent elements, and by ascertaining what

each of the above articles principally consists

of, perse, we shall most likely be able to get

some clue as to what ought to be the different

proportion used of either the one or the

other.

I cannot here, however, undertake to de-

scribe the chemical bases and relations which

belong to each of the above articles, as that

would make the present article of too great

a length. But before any really correct results

can be given, or general rules laid down, it

will be necessary to examine each ingredient

separately, to ascertion its various combinai

tions, and neutralizing properties, when mixed

or applied in any way to the other articles with

which it has to be incorporated, when used in

brickmaking.
, .

It is impossible to give a general description

of what in common language is called “ clay,’

as it comprehends too many substances and

qualities, which vary with local circumstances
;

most clays possess an earthy texture, and

yield an argillaceous odour when handled; tbej

differ as much in their plastic qualities as the)

do in colour. The principal ingredients of cla)

are silica and alumina, with a small quantity o

lime, and occasionally of magnesia and alkali

Sometimes clay is red, yellow, blue, greenisl

blue, or mottled
;

it is often light, loose, ant

sandy, frequently heavy and greasy, and mosth

friable when exposed to the action of tin

atmosphere. It varies in its bed even in thi

narrow limits bf a field, some portion of th<

same field being much superior to the other

although it does not differ much in colour o

appearance, but a practised hand and eye wil

readily detect the different qualities when exa

mined closely.

If a clay contains an over proportion of sand

it will require the assistance of some dry sub

stance to modify the action of the fire in tin

clamp, as the siliceous particles in the clay wil

fuse and run when under the action of grea

heat. In such case, it is plain that an in

crease in the quantity of chalk will be of grea

service if properly blended with the clay, be

cause it will take up the fusing silica, and hob

it together; a much less quantity of hreeze als

will be required, for as the materials use

readily transmit heat from particle to partich

it will be easier to get them up to any require

heat than when the substances do not S'

readily take the fire.

In round numbers, silica contains about 5

of oxygen in one hundred parts, and of alutnin

about 47, so that there is a large amount 0

oxygen combined in the elementary bases 0

clay, which will convince us of the necessity 0

not applying too strong a fire in the case wher

the silica is plentiful, for if we do, the certai

result will be, that the bricks will “ run ’ an

be burnt into clinkers ;
in such case, therefore

my experience leads me to increase the chak

or similar “ holding bodies, and decrease t

some extent the quantity of breeze mixed will

the clay. The more alumina there is in tlxi

clay the better will be the brick if it is prai

perly tempered by the introduction of san

and breeze, the one to burn it, the other ti

keep it from shrinking too much when und&

the action of the fire.

The best malm-bricks are made from aligh

kindly clav, which contains a free proportion

of limestone. To get up good coloured, fine

grained bricks from this description of cart!

it will be advisable to introduce both sand am

breeze, the latter in larger proportion perhap

than with commoner clay, because the Him

which is incorporated with the clay contair.

less oxygen in proportion than when the has;

contains a greater quantity of silica
;
added tl

which, the sulphur in the breeze or cindei

combines during the process of combustio

with the alumina, and brightens the colou

by turning the clay more or less white, for it i

well known, that when clay contains a largi

proportion of alumina, it has a tendency t

turn white when under the action of fire.

From what has just been advanced, it woul

appear that the quality of the bricks may b

very much varied by increasing or decreasin

any of the different materials used in its mant

facture, in some measure, if not principally, i

consequence of the chemical property ot th

clay being materially changed by the additio.

or subtraction of one or other of them
;

if w

add a larger quantity of breeze, for instanct

to a clay overcharged with sand, a necessar

consequence will be, that it will have a tec
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lency to run

;
if, on the other hand, we hold

•ack the breeze when there is but little sand
pd a large proportion of alumina, the bricks
rill be brittle and porous for want of a flux to
olidify them.
The colour of bricks appears to depend upon

lie proportion of the different materials mixed
rith the clay, and the time taken in burning
hem, as also the degree of heat used in the
itter process. Chalk, when properly pre-
ared and introduced into the material from
•hick bricks are to be made, will have the
ffect of lightening the colour when burnt,
t is very desirable in all cases where chalk is

sed that it should be washed, to free it from
le foreign bodies mixed with it, and get rid
f the pebbles, flints, and coarse sand which
re intimately connected with it, for they will
ljure the quality of the brick if not removed,
’he flint, which is generally abundant in
balk, would do no harm if it was pulverised
fter being calcined, and then mixed with the
lay; it would have the effect not only of
hitening the bricks, but also of improving
leir quality with respect to durability. A
iperabundance of chalk in clay, tolerably free
om siliceous sand, will cause the bricks' to be
rittle and spongy, especially if it is not care-
ill.V incorporated with the mass of the clay by
rinding or kneading.
It will be readily gathered from what has

2en already stated that breeze or ashes con-
itute a very important element in the manu-
cture of bricks, for if carefully managed
wording to the quality of the clay, it may be
ade to produce very effective results both with
Terence to colour and quality. The reason
hy breeze appears to play such a useful part

i the process of brickmaking is, I have reason
i believe, in consequence of the quantity of
ilphur which it generates, or gives out, when
ced in the clamp; added to which, it is the
•incipal agent for vitrifying the siliceous
articles in the clay, and combining them with
ie alumina and carbonate of lime, which
rm the basis of bricks. Most brickmakers
™efer breeze or domestic ashes for their
ork when they can get them; if these are
)t readily obtained, they have resort to the
nail broken refuse coke, and sweepings from
e gas-houses in the neighbourhood of London,
id in rural districts small coal is used in
ace of the ashes.
The inferiority of coke ashes, when com-
ired with breeze, appears to arise from the
fferent mode in which these articles are
ade, the former being reduced from coal
coke in close retorts, free from the action of
e external air during the process of com-
istion, while domestic ashes are produced
om coals consumed in the open grate, fully
posed to a free current of air during the
hole time of being in the fire

;
so that in the

rmer case the sulphur, gas, &c., are driven
f more perfectly than in the latter case; thus,
though coke is more highly carbonized than
eeze, it is less useful to the brickmaker than
eeze, or domestic ashes.

That the sulphur contained in the ashes
ays an important part in colouring bricks
ay, I think, be easily proved without enter-

g into any thing like chemical detail
;

for if

brick clamp is carefully examined when
ened, the course which the blue lambent
me of the sulphur has taken may be readily
iced by the streaks or deposits of sulphury
rticles which it leaves on the bricks where-
er it has played upon them; and further,
so, by the fact that many bricks, though of
od colour externally, are' often more or less

1 within. I do not mean to assert that it is

j sulphur alone which produces this colour,
is, no doubt, caused by the combination of the
Iphur from the ashes with the iron contained
theearths used in the brick, which by thelong-
ntinued action of the fire is converted into a
roxide, and this we know gives various
lours according to circumstances

;
it is a

estion, however, whether the colour would
so good if the sulphur were less abundant, or
2 brick subjected to the fire with a greater
pply of air. Generally speaking, the bricks
iced nearest the outside of a clamp are of
Ferent shades of red, which is either a con-
juence of being imperfectly burned, or else

the too free absorption of air; the former,
wever, is believed to be the real state of the
se. The rationale of mixing the ashes with
2 clay is exactly similar to that of mixing
3 refuse coal from the mines with a large
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proportion of clay to make what are called
fire-balls, which are much used by poor people
in many parts of Wales and in the north of
England : it economises fuel, and gives out
greater heat than if the small coal were burnt
in the open grate, for it evidently first under-
goes a process of coking, and "then of more
perfect combustion

;
it is during the latter

stage that the greatest heat is evolved
;
hence,

therefore, these fire-balls are always put on a
fire already well ignited, as they require a
considerable degree of heat to set’ them going.
I have often noticed that when these balls are
taken from the fire, at their greatest heat just
before they break, and allowed to cool gra-
dually, they turn more or less white, which is

also a property of all kinds of clay slate, and,
as is well known, of pure alumina,—the chief
basis of clay itself.

Breeze I consider to be much better for the
purpose of brickmakers than small coal,
although the latter in most cases would yield
more sulphur than the former, but the effect is

neutralized by gas which is evolved during the
process of combustion in the clamp : bricks,
therefore, made with small coal are not likely
to be so good in colour as those made with
ash es.

The effect of adding siliceous sand to 'clay,
as has been already observed, is to hold the
particles of the clay more strongly together
when under the fire, as a natural tendency of
pure clay when subject to great heat is to con-
tract, and frequently in cooling to break up
into cracks and flaws, which sand prevents, by
fusing and combining itself intimately with
the particles of the clay, so that on cooling
they are prevented from separating by the
powerful cohesive powers of the vitrified sand.
Extremes, however, must be avoided, for if

there should be an excess of sharp, siliceous
sand, it will run into a shapeless mass when in

a state of vitrifaction : if it should be burned
too much in this state, it will form what are
called clinkers, which are produced by excess
of heat and sand.

From what has been stated, it will be per-
ceived that the quality of the brick produced
from any given quality of earth will depend
upon the skill of the brickmaker, “ and the
judgment he displays in assigning the propor-
tions of the different ingredients he has to add
to the clay; it is therefore impossible that any
thing like a general rule can be laid down to
govern all cases; it may, however, be observed
that when the clay is heavy, the addition of
chalk will lighten it: when it contains much
sand, chalk will be necessary to take up the
sand, and keep it from running; if, on the
other hand, the earth should be of a marlv
nature, a little sand will be of service : with
heavy earth a larger proportion of ashes will
be required than when the soil is light and
friable, as it will be more difficult to burn in

the former case than in the latter.

With respect to the proper quantity of the
different ingredients to be put into a given
amount of clay, it may be again observed, that
it will depend entirely upon the nature of the
earth to be used in making the bricks

;
in the

neighbourhood of London, I find most brick-
makers use a different proportion, more in-

deed by chance than reason, some preferring
one thing, some another; some use breeze
entirely, while others prefer a mixture of
breeze and small gas-house coke

;
some also

would use more chalk than others even with
the same description of earth. For myself, I

think I should venture to point out the follow-
ing mixtures, having more especial reference to
the clay in the immediate neighbourhood of
London, with which I am more familiar than
any other. With good clay of average quality,

being rather heavy than light, say

Clay. . . or Clay. . .

.

Breeze. . ..20 Breeze .

.

..15
Chalk . . .. 15 Chalk .

.

..15— Sand .

.

.. 5

100 Loads

100 Loads

It will be seen'that the quantity of breeze here
used is rather less in proportion than most
brickmakers generally employ in such case.
With clays of a lighter nature, I should use

Clay. . .

.

Clay. . .

Breeze .

,

.. 15 Breeze.

,

. .. 15
Chalk .. Chalk . . .. 10
Sand .... .. 2* •

100 Loads
100 Loads

in all which cases, the average of the breeze
is lighter than what brickmakers would use,
because they are always anxious to burn their
bricks as soon as possible

;
which, in my

opinion, is the cause of an unnecessary amount
of waste from clinkers and imperfectly burned
bricks.

Here I must again be allowed to press upon
all brickmakers the absolute necessity of
allowing themselves more time if they really
wish to make good durable bricks, for they
may rest assured that it is scarcely possible to
make them good even with the best materials
unless they are properly incorporated by care-
ful labour. It is a common practice in London
brickfields for the clay after being dug from its
bed, merely to be turned over, then it is covered
witn a layer of breeze or coke-dust for a few
inches, and merely mixed together by passing
them through the pug-mill, from whence the
clay is carried to the moulder, to go through the
remaining operations.

It is, however, generally admitted, that the
clay ought to be well worked during the winter
season, especially during the variable frosts,

which tempers it, and renders it more tough
and plastic, and in the end a far better ma-
terial for the purpose of the builder, as the
bricks will be all the stronger for the labour
bestowed upon them, besides being more close
and compact in grain. The action of the frost
causes the waterinthe interstices of the humid
clay to swell during the process of freezing, so
that in the succeeding thaw it becomes friable
and loose in texture, and consequently so much
the more easy to be worked. I would, in all

cases, recommend the clay and chalk to be well
washed and cleaned before they are used, as
that will improve both the appearance and
quality of the brick beyond measure, and turn
out articles worth looking at, good in colour,
and tough in quality; quite different from the
rolten, soft, and porous things now so com-
monly used, I am sorry to say, in situations
where they ought never to be have been per-
mitted.

Time and labour I am fully persuaded is of
the very greatest importance in brickmaking,
but as these ingredients are expensive, it is not
likely that my solitary voice will be able to
induce brickmakers to be more liberal in the
use of them in the preparation and manufac-
ture of their earths, as well as in the burning
of their bricks in the clamps; if such was the
case, there would not be such an over-abund-
ance of imperfect bricks as now deluge the
market, and damage and deface almost
every new building in or near the metropolis.

I shall devote what little space now remains
to your correspondent, who signs himself “ An
Early Subscriber,” in your last number.
Whatever may be the spirit in which his
queries are put, I beg to assure him that if any
of my opinions and statements are erroneous,
I shall be most happy to be corrected, as I at
least am anxious to elicit truth, and not to pro-
pagate error. If any of your readers should
not approve of the opinions I have expressed, l

hope they will at once explain their reasons
for not doing so, and at the same time convey
as much information on the matter as they pos-
sibly can, as this subject is one not yet very
well developed, and is capable of great exten-
sion and improvement.

With respect to the first question of your
correspondent, I can at present only refer him
to what I have stated above and in my former
letter. With respect to the second, I think
he must be a very “ young brickmaker ” indeed
if he cannot tell when his materials are pro-

perly mixed. If in taking up a shovelful of the

prepared earth he can see streaks or layers of
breeze, or sand, and lumps or layers of chalk,

he may rest assured that his materials are far

from being properly, mixed, and ought to be
immediately reground. If the earth is well
prepared, it will be of a uniform colour through-
out, and he will neither be able to detect breeze
or chalk in a separate state; to be properly
mixed, they must be thoroughly incorporated
one with the other.

For want of time, I must pass over the first

part of the third question, and say of the re-
mainder that I believe the articles would cer-
tainly be better mixed together, and that I
have no reason to fear that the burning quali-
ties of the breeze would be damaged by being
mixed with the clay tor a few of the winter
months.

Child’s-place, Temple.
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ALL SAINTS’ DISTRICT CHURCH, STAN-
WAY AND LEXDEN, NEAR

COLCHESTER.

This church, of which an engraving; has

appeared in The Builder, was consecrated

on the 8th instant by the Bishop of London,

in the presence of nearly 500 persons, includ-

ing the Venerable Archdeacon Burney, and

about sixty of the clergy, and many influential

families in the neighbourhood. At the con-

clusion of the ceremony, the architect, Mr.

George Russell French, was introduced to the

bishop, when his lordship was pleased to ex-

press to him his unqualified approbation of the

sacred building, in which feeling the whole

of the clergy present seemed to participate, de-

claring that it might be justly looked upon as a

model of its kind. The pulpit, which projects

from the wall, and which is accessible from

the chancel and vestry, was especially an object

of admiration, being of Caen stone, with highly

enriched tracery panels, the cornices filled

with the ball-flower and the four-leaved flower,

and the lower spandrils having palm-branches

and crowns carved thereon. The seats of the

church are of oak, with low backs, the bench

ends in the nave having buttresses, low doors

marking the appropriated seats
;
the ends of

the seats in the chancel and of the reading-

desk have carved finials. The roofs are open

to the ridges, shewing the entire construction

of the timbers and boarding, which are stained.

The date of the architecture is that of the

middle of the 14th century, when the Deco-

rated style is considered to have reached its

height "of purity
; a style, it is believed, as

suitable to small country churches as to a vast

cathedral, and admitting of great variety of

detail : thus, in All Saints’ Church there are

not less than seven different patterns of win-

dows, and four of gable crosses, yet all agree-

ing with each other. In order to make the

period chosen appear with the more certainty,

portraits (taken from their sculptured effigies)

of Edward III., his queen Philippa, and their

son, the Black Prince, are introduced among
the heads which support the labels on the

north side, as is that of Bishop Wykeham (at

the east end), the great architect of the great

Edward. The series of heads on the north

side is chosen to illustrate that passage in the

148th Psalm, “ Kings of the earth and all

people, princes and all judges of the earth,

young men and maidens, old men and child-

ren, praise the name of the Lord.”
The font, of Caen stone (in which material

all the external decorations of the church are

executed), has been much admired; it is octa-

gon, having on each side of the bowl varied

tracery, within which are symbols of the

Trinity, or the dove, the cross, or monograms
of the Saviour’s name

;
the pedestal is carved

in tracery panels, and the ball-flower is intro-

duced in the cornice.

The font is lined with lead, and has a drain.

It is also raised on a platform of Chamberlain’s
encaustic tiles, the four Evangelists being at the
corners, and the riser is formed of glazed tiles,

which bear the text— in : the : name : ok :

tub : father : and : of : the : son : and : OF
the : holy : ghost. In a small transept
(built for an organ) is a triangular gable light

filled with stained-glass, the gift of Mrs. John
Papillon, and in the chancel is a single-light
window, presented by the architect, having a
ruby border enriched with the vine-leaf, and
the text in old English letters, “ Blessed are
the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of
heaven being the first of the beatitudes oc-
curring in the gospel appointed for All Saints’

day. A few points connected with this church
have been thus dwelt upon to lead those who
are designing ecclesiastical buildings to bestow
some study upon their subject in connection

with the particular era of architecture chosen
for imitation, and thus the antiquary and man
of taste will recognize the union of chrono-
logy with architecture, and the poorer fre-

quenters of the sacred building will be led

to take an interest in that church in which they
and their children are henceforth to worship,
and the contemplation of the sculptured stone
and storied glass will raise their thoughts to that
“ house not made with hands, eternal in the

heavens.” *

Restoration. — The beautiful tombs of

the Black Prince, and King Henrv IV., in

Canterbury Cathedral are to be restored at

the expense of the Government.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

At an ordinary meeting on Monday evening,

the 14th instant, Mr. H. E. Kendall in the

chair, Mr. H. R. Ricardo was elected an asso-

ciate. The foreign secretary introduced Herr

Kiihnell, architect of Berlin, who has visited

England to study our gas establishments, with

reference to the general introduction of gas-

lights throughout Berlin. Mr. Donaldson

took occasion to state to the meeting, that a

number of gentlemen who appreciated the ser-

vices conferred on the profession by Mr. John

Britton contemplated presenting to that gentle-

man some testimonial of their-esteem, and he

invited the co-operation of all who thought

with them.

Mr. Godwin said, that a preliminary meet-

ing would be called next week; thatpro tempore

he had been requested to act as lion, secretary

in conjunction with Mr. Peter Cunningham,
and ivould gladly receive the names of any

gentlemen willing to be on the committee. A
letter was read from Mr. Wright, associate,

inclosing a copy of an advertisement for plans,

specifications, and estimate for building a

church in Gloucester
;
wherein the committee

offered no premium, would not bind themselves

to adopt the best, and in a correspondence,

which was also sent, would not say that if a

design were selected, the architect would be

employed to carry it out. The meeting seemed
unanimously of opinion, that the force of im-

pudence could no further go. How much
longer architects will encourage the repetition

of such insults remains to be seen.

The hon. secretary then read a paper on the

formation of a museum of casts, illustrative of

the architecture of antiquity and of the middle

ages, by Mr. C. H. Wilson, director of the

Government School of Design. The writer

considered that the extent of the assistance

which Government should give to art was an

important inquiry. He urged the necessity

of having collections of fine models, but

cautioned students against a disposition to

copy slavishly, now apparent. The Germans,
much as had been said of their return to

ancient examples, did not imitate so closely as

we did
;
they did not think it necessary, when

adopting a particular style, to restrict them-

selves to the immature details, should it have

them. In this he agreed, and thought that,

instead of copying dislocated saints, it would

be better to introduce correct drawing, and use

our improved knowledge. In an architectural

museum he should like to see the models take

the position in which they properly were; he

would have the portico of a building set up
full size. He commented on the difficulty

of obtaining architectural casts in England,

and urged the establishment of a central

casting establishment, whence museums and
galleries might at once be supplied cheaply.

In France this was the case, and the greatest

advantages resulted.

After the paper had been read, Mr. Donald-
son made some remarks on the points which it

had suggested, and especially dwelt on the

little interest in such subjects exhibited by
English Governments as compared with those

of other countries. Amongst other instances,

the French had recently sent to Bruges to

obtain casts of a very fine chimney-piece,
which is in one of the public buildings there.

We really did nothing. Look at the ancient
monuments in Westminster Abbey, they were
rapidly decaying, and even the royal family,

who might be supposed to feel especially in-

terested in them, seemed quite careless about
the matter. The importance of models was
very great; more might be learnt in a museum
in an hour than by reading for a day. The
question of cost should not be considered,

—

the education of a people should not be mea-
sured by money.

Relative to casts from Gothic buildings, it

was mentioned that a modeller had been re-
cently sent into the country by our Govern-
ment, with authority to take casts from all

public buildings, for assistance in the comple-
tion of the Houses of Parliament.

An Anti-inclosure Association is talked
of, and would probably be serviceable. Its

claims on public attention should, however,
be put forward in milder tones than those of
the circular issued by Mr. Henry Dowell
Griffiths.

FREEMASONS OF THE CHURCH.

April 8th.—Mr. James Finn, in the chair.

Mr. W. G. Rogers exhibited a series of ex-

quisite carvings in oak, by Grinling Gibbons,

consisting of books, flowers, medals, &c., from
the pulpit of St. Clements Dane. Also a very

early carved boss from Winchester Cathedral,

and an Italian bronze of the sixteenth century.

A lecture was then delivered by Mr. William
Papineau, on architectural chemistry. After

regretting the extraordinary apathy the archi-

tectural profession had shewn in the acquire-

ment of the collateral sciences bearing upon
architecture, the lecturer proceeded to en-

force the great importance of their cultivation

to the advancement and exaltation of the pro-

fession, adducing as a parallel case, the rise of

the medical profession from the debased and

empirical age of the barber-surgeons to its

present high standing and repute, solely by the

appointment of standard qualifications in its

members, and the gradual extension and elabo-

ration of the circle of knowledge. He dwelt

on the close connection of many of these

sciences with the theory of architecture, and
the important advantages which an intimate

knowledge of them must confer on the prac-

tical part of the profession.

After strongly urging the importance of the

principle laid down and the great good which

must eventually accrue to the profession from

a more extended and scientific course of study

than the ordinary routine through which the

majority at present passed, and particularly in-

stancing chemistry as a science at once emi-

nently useful to, and greatly if not entirely

neglected by the architect, he proceeded to

give an introductory view of the properties of

matter and laws of combination, at the same
time regretting that the short space of two
lectures, necessarily allotted to him, would pre-

vent his entering so fully into details as he

could desire, which deficiency he trusted to

make good by practical papers contributed

from time to time, and by the systematic

courses which were in preparation.

ARTISTICAL.

In a letter recently received from Rome,
Mr. Gibson, R.A., states that he is now
modelling the statue of the Queen, and that it

will be two years before it is finished. Our
distinguished countryman is also engaged on
a repetition of his statue of “The Hunter,”
for Lord Yarborough. Thorwaldsen’s statue

of Byron, which has occupied a cellar in the

London Docks for several years past, in

consequence of' the refusal of the Dean and
Chapter of Westminster to admit it into the

Abbey, is destined for the library of Trinity

College, Cambridge. Mr. Lough’s colossal

figure of her Majesty, for the Royal Exchange,
is completed, and is about to be raised to its

place. The exhibition of the New Society

of Painters in Water Colours will be opened
to the public on Monday. M. Alost, sent ta

this country by the King of the French toi

obtain the portraits of all the members of thei

London Corporation who attended his Majesty
with the address at Windsor, for the purpose-

of painting a large picture commemorative of

it for Versailles, has completed the sketches.

The likeness in above thirty of them which:

we have seen is admirable. A duplicate of the,

picture will be presented by the king to the

city, and be hung in the Guildhall. The
annualmeeting of the Art-Union of London will

be held on Tuesday next, the 22nd, in Drury-;

lane Theatre, to receive the committee’s report,

and distribute the amount subscribed for the

purchase of works of art. The Duke of Cam*
bridge will take the chair at twelve. We shall

give a full report of the proceedings in ouiv

next number.

St. Paul’s Cathedral.—The porticoes ok

the western entrance of this splendid cathedral

are about to undergo a thorough cleansing an<|i

scraping, with a view to removing the incrusta-;

tion that has settled on the stone work, arising!

from smoke and dirt. On Tuesday week the

scaffolding under the lower portico was erectedp

and the workmen commenced their opera-i

tions; it has not, however, yet been determined,

whether the whole of the western front, as also-

the other outer portions of the building, will!

be scraped and cleansed, the lower part being
tried first by wray of experiment.
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WORKS IN THE PROVINCES.

On Tuesday, the 1st instant, at noon, the
eremony took place of laying-, not the founda-
on, but a main corner-stone of the new church,
t South Milford, a township in the parish of
iherburn. The church will be in the early-

ointed style of architecture, and consist of a

ave 52 feet by 27^ feet; chancel 28^ feet by
8 feet

;
octagonal vestry on north side of the

itter, and porches on the north side and west
nd of the former

;
the gable to the west is

irmounted by a bell turret, which, the site

sing in a central and elevated part, will sup-

!y that feature so essential to an English vil-

.ge. The cost of the fabric will rather ex-

ied 1,400/. The accommodation provided
ill be for 240 adults and 60 children. The
'cliitect is Mr. George Fowler Jones, of
ork. The Rev. Mr. Matthews, the Vicar of
herburn, who officiated in laying the stone,
ated in his address that the patrons of the be-

efice and others proposed to raise a sufficient

im for the construction of a house for a resi-

?nt minister, and a school-room for the
lildrcn. The church will be dedicated to

e Virgin Mary.
On Easter Monday, the ceremony of laying
e foundation-stone of a new church took
ace at Woodford, a village pleasantly situated
the Avon valley, about midway between

ilisbury and Ainesbury. The ponderous
irner stone, forming the south-east angle of
e church, was laid with due ceremony by
rs. Duke, supported by Archdeacon Lear,
he tower is the only part left remaining of
e old church, the building having become
ry much out of repair through lapse of time,
he new church will have an additional aisle,

ere being one only on the south side before,
r. Wyatt is the architect.

At Eastover, near Bridgwater, the new
urch, to be dedicated to St. John, is nearly
ished, and will be consecrated in a short
tie by the Bishop of Salisbury. It is designed
the early English style, and substantially
ilt of stone. The south side of the church
s a deeply-recessed and ornamented doorway,
le whole of the windows are completed, and
nsist of richly-stained glass. The roof and
its are of beautiful carved work. This is

1 only church in the town or neighbourhood
tere every sitting will be free, there being
jommodation for about 500.
The railway works at Ely are proceeding
th great rapidity. Near the bridge above
2 hundred labourers and artisans are actu-

y employed. The station will be situated on
! south side of the bridge, and is to be built

wood
;

but, upon some future occasion, it

.1 be removed for an elegant structure of
ne. The report that the company have
en the contractors an extra month to finish

line from Brandon to London is untrue. It

11 be fully completed by July 1st.

\t the West-Riding Sessions at Pontefract,
d last week, a motion was made by Mr.
11 to authorize the inhabitants of Wetherby
:ake down the old Court-house, which was
v of no use to the Riding. A memorial
1 been presented last year, which was re-

ced to a committee; and that committee
l reported in favour of the request. It

>eared that the inhabitants had raised by
ascription 700/* to which a gentleman pro-
ved to add another 100/; and the object re-

red was to be allowed to take down the old
irt-house, the property of the Riding, throw
site thereof to the Market-place, and to

ctsorae public buildings thereupon. After
:io discussion by the magistrates, it was
teed that the prayer of the petitioners be
tilted, on an arrangement being entered into

die parties for allowing the use of a room
r the building for the West-Riding magis-
tes, as may be satisfactory to the committee
iady appointed.

t’he Scott Monument at Edinburgh, having
n most satisfactorily completed by Mr.
,d, the builder, a public dinner was last week
un to that gentleman, Alexander Robertson,
, ., of Eldin, in the chair,

t Windsor, St. George's Chapel has just

» embellished with two additional stained-
st windows, executed by Mr. Willement.
sesi windows are in the north aisle of
clapel, immediately under the Royal closet,

1 facing the back of the tomb of King
ware the Fourth, and his Queen, Elizabeth

Jrdvilb, In the two centre compartments

of one of the windows are full-length figures

of Edward and his queen, attired in their

robes of state, in devotional attitude, over the
sacred volume. The two outer compartments
contain the armorial bearings of that monarch,
and also of his queen. The other new window
adjoining is to be called the “ Rutland
Window,” and contains the arms of Ann,
daughter of Richard Duke of York, Thomas
Earl of Rutland, Richard Duke of York,
Richard Earl of Cambridge, and Ann,
daughter of Thomas St. Ledger. Mr. Wille-
ment has also filled up the three compartments
left in one of the new windows fronting the
royal closet with the arms of the King of the
French, the Duke Saxe Coburg and Gotha,
and Philip Earl de Grey, the three newly in-

stalled knights of the most honourable and
noble Order of the Garter. The fountain de-

cided upon by the Board of Green Cloth, to

be placed in the new Royal gardens at

Windsor, is now complete, and was played for

the first time ^on Friday last, before Sir

Thomas Marrables, who attended on the part
of the board, and approved of it.

The committee for managing the erec-

tion of new churches within the borough
of Kingston - upon - Hull have made the

requisite arrangements for immediately pro-

ceeding with the third, in the recently

endowed district of St. Paul’s. Plans and
specifications have been advertised for, and it

is confidently anticipated that the additional

means required for carrying them into effect

will be readily contributed, and insure an early

completion of the work.
Lord Lyttleton has addressed a circular to

the gentry of the neighbourhood of Stour-

bridge, in the name of a committee of gentle-

men formed for the purpose of extending
hospital accommodation to the district.

The Gloucestershire Chronicle states that

his Royal Highness Prince Albert is expected
to lay the foundation-stone of the new Agricul-
tural College at Cirencester.

At Kirkaldy, in Scotland, a bonded ware-
house is now in the course of erection on the

ground immediately on the east side of the
harbour.

A new church, now fast approaching to

completion at Sowton, near Exeter, has been
built, at a cost of 3,000/., by the munificence
of John Garratt, Esq., of Bishop’s-court. Mr.
Garratt was one of the Aldermen of London
for many years, and highly-respected in the me-
tropolis. He accumulated a handsome compe-
tency by activity and integrity in mercantile
and commercial pursuits, and retired into

Devonshire, where he has made large pur-

chases of landed property, and where, as a
country gentlemen, he has acquired the general

esteem of the nobility, gentry, and all classes.

He possesses a large portion of the parish of
Sowton.
The Hon. H. Herbert, son of the Earl of

Carnarvon, is building a new house at Street,

in the parish of Blackawton, Devonshire.

THE LONSDALE MEMORIAL.
DURABILITY OF MARBLE.

We stated in our impression of the 8th ult.,

that a marble statue of the late Earl of Lonsdale
was about to be erected in the county of
Cumberland. Since then the committee ap-

pointed to carry out the design have de-

termined to entrust the execution of it to

Mr. M. L. Watson, who is, we believe, a
native of Cumberland. The following letter

from the artist has been addressed to the

treasurer :

—

“ Dear Sir,— Permit me to submit to you
for the consideration of the committee a few
remarks respecting the durability of marbles.

The purest marbles are those of Tuscany.
They are admirably fitted for works of art,

and universally adopted in monuments and
statues intended to be placed in the interiors

of churches and public institutions. Not one
of these will bear exposure to the atmosphere
in our northern climate.’!

The marble of Sicily is, however, well cal-

culated for statues and monuments intended
to be erected in the open air. The triumphal
arch in St. James’s-park, embellished with
figures and relievi from designs by Flaxman,
and executed by Sir Richard Westmacott, is

entirely of Sicilian marble. The colossal

statues of our Saviour and the Apostles, by

Thorwalsden, erected at Copenhagen, are

of the same material
;
and you may rest assured

that the durability of this marble was satisfac-
torily ascertained before the sanction of the
respective governments could be obtained for
the adoption of it.

A colossal statue placed on a truncated co-
lumn or lofty pedestal would be imposing, and
endure for many centuries. The amount sub-
scribed i3 nearly sufficient to defray the entire
cost. There is not a marble statue in either
Cumberland or Westmoreland. I cannot ex-
press to you how deeply I shall regret that
any thing less important than a colossal statue
in marble should be determined on as an ap-
propriate monument to the late Earl of
Lonsdale.

The subscribers may desire, however, to
erect a work, still more colossal, executed in
native stone, which is much less durable than
Sicilian marble. Should this be resolved on,
the statue 15 feet in height might be completed
for the funds you have on hand.

It may belong ere so favourable an opportu-
nity will present itself for the encouragement of
sculpture in our native county. I cannot for-

bear expressing a hope that the arts may not
be forgotten by those who have so liberally
subscribed towards a memorial intended to

record the virtues and eminent services of the
lamented Earl of Lonsdale.”

THE WATERMEN’S FLOATING PIER AT
GREENWICH.

A cause involving the legality of this pier
was argued at Kingston on the 31st ultimo,
before Lord Chief Justice Denman and a
special jury. The plaintiffs were Sir Richard
Dobson, the deputy inspector of hospitals, and
a gentleman named Sutton

;
the defendant,

Blackmore, was superintendent of the pier

in question.

From the statement of Mr. Serjeant Channel,
it appeared that the plaintiffs had purchased
seven houses, some of which abutted upon the
river, and others were close to it, and to the
whole of which there had always been free

access from the water, until the persons with
whom the defendant was connected thought
proper to build this pier, the effect of which
was to prevent all access, and no boats or
barges could get to thenv. The proceeding
upon which the present action was founded
took place in 1842, at which period the
plaintiffs were desirous of repairing some of
the houses which they had just purchased, and
two barges containing the necessary materials

were sent for that purpose. The watermen,
however, refused to let them come in, and the

result was that one of the barges was swamped
and sunk, and the other was compelled to go a
considerable distance up the river to unload,

thus entailing a good deal of additional expense
in performing the repairs.

Mr. Serjeant Shee, in addressing the jury
on behalf of the defendant, said that they had
to decide a dispute between a stone pier

erected by Act of Parliament, and which
belonged to the plaintiffs, and a small floating

pier, which had been erected by a body of men
who, finding their former means of obtaining
a livelihood entirely taken away from them
by the use of steam, had been compelled, in

their own defence, to have boats of their own,
und to erect a pier for the accommodation of

the passengers who travelled by them, hoping
thereby to be enabled to support themselves

and families. The object of the plaintiffs,

who were the proprietors of a rival pier, was to

thwart and oppose them in this attempt by
every means in their power. He concluded

by contending that no real obstruction had

been made out against the pier, and that the

defendant was entitled to a verdict.

The Lord Chief Justice in summing up

observed, that it ought not to make any dif-

ference to the jury if they should be of opinion

that the plaintiffs had purchased the property

in question solely with a view to the present

proceeding. The only question for them to

decide was, whether or not the free course

of the water may have been obstructed, and

whether the defendant was the party liable

for that obstruction.

The jury,after deliberating for a few minutes,

returned a verdict for the plaintiffs—da-

mages Is.

The effect of this verdict, if it is not set

aside, will, of course, be to do away with the
floating pier altogether.
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GEOMETRIC TRACERY FROM CARLISLE CATHEDRAL.

GEOMETRIC TRACERY FROM CARLISLE
CATHEDRAL.

The accompany ing engraving, from a draw-
ing by Mr. R. W. Billings, represents one of
a series of panels from the wooden screens in
Carlisle Cathedral. This particular example
formspart of St. Catherine's Chapel, in the south
transept, and still remains in the cathedral

;

hut many similar specimens have been removed
by barbarous churchwardens, and are to be
found scattered about the country. Mr. Bil-
lings published a small volume some time ago
illustrative of this paneling, to which we alluded
in our notice of the author’s work on the
tracery ofBrancepeth Church, Durham, p. 104,
ante. Some of the panels which he gave are
enshrined at Carlton Hall, near Penrith, and
at Featherstone Castle, Northumberland.
Apart from their elegance, they are valuable
as proving that the Gothic architects designed
on system. Although the result is very dif-

ferent, it is found that the majority of these
panels were formed on the same ground-work,
namely, on the division of a square into four
parts each way, or sixteen squares. Upon the
lines of these squares, as shewn by the diagram
below the example we have given, the centres
of all the curves are worked, and upon such a
simple calculation of parts as to render their

construction perfectly easy. It is singular to

observe how great an alteration in the general
features is effected by a very slight deviation in

the curves.

In the leading curves of these examples,
Mr. Billings remarks, nothing can exceed their

accuracy of projection
;
but all the foils con-

tained within are worked by hand. They are
ascribed to the time of Prior Thomas Gondi-
bour, who presided over the cathedral from
1484 to 1507. His initials were cut in the
tracery- of a panel in the door to the chapel,
but this was unfortunately broken out and
carried away a few years ago.
The engraving is one-third the real size of

the panel represented.

THE HISTORY OF A COMPETITION.

“If the history of competitions were written, its details
would shew an extent of rascality astounding to archi-
tects themselves.’'—The Builder, p. 52, ante.

Sir,—I n the Manchester Guardian and Courier
newspapers of the 28th of September last,

there appeared the following advertisement :

—

“To architects.—St. Simon’s Church, Salford.—Persons desirous of sending in plans and
specifications for building the above church
are requested to forward the same as soon as
possible to Huitson Dearman, Esq., treasurer
to the committee, Springfield-lane, Salford.
All plans to be in not later than the 1st of Oc-
tober.” In answer to this, some twenty or
thirty architects wrote for particulars, and
amongst them was one, who from the answer
received, inserted in The Builder of the 5th
of October, a paragraph headed “ Increase of

honour and profit to Architects now, al-

though it is evident from future proceedings,

and even from the general tenor of the parti-

culars, that your correspondent had misunder-;

stood the intent of the committee, yet I cam
assure him, it is much better for him that

he did do so, than if he had entered intoi

competition with others for the building of.

the church at the rate of 5 per cent, on the

whole amount; however, to return. The 11th

of October at length arrived, and with it somei

fifty or sixty plans from architects in the towns

of Manchester, Sheffield, Liverpool, and Lon-
don. Now, in the conditions as framed by the.

committee (who doubtless were all honourable!

men), was a stipulation to the effect, that thei

cost was not to exceed the sum of 3,000/., and*

further, that if any design which might be

chosen, should exceed that sum, the committee
should be at liberty to reject it altogether;!

this in itself, was perfectly right, but let us see

how far this committee acted up to their con-

ditions.

Some of the designs bore names, and some
mottoes, about which there was no express!

stipulation, and amongst the latter was on!

beaiing the signature of “Ignatius.” A few

days passed on, and it began to be talked of:

that “ Ignatius ” would be the succesiful

candidate, but who “ Ignatius” was, atpre'ent

seemed a mystery; however, time, as it mostly

does all things, unravelled this, and the design

was said to be that of two young architects
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(Messrs. B. and P.) of Manhester The com-
petition now began to wear a settled aspect,
and a few of the architects sent for their plans
back, but the answer in all cases was that it

was not determined. The designers of the
plans bearing “ Ignatius” were now called in

to make an approximate estimate, and to give
a guarantee to the effect that it should be
completed for the sum of 3,000/. The plans
too were shewn to many friends, amongst
whom happened to be one or two having, a
practical knowledge of building, who stoutly

declared that it was ridiculous to imagine that

such a design could be erected for 3,000/.

However, the architects made an estimate, and
shewed that it could be finished for about
3,250/., this was pretty near the mark, and
certainly not to be objected to. Upon this

the, committee sent the design to the London
commissioners (to whom they were applying
for a grant); when, to the committee’s asto-

nishment, in a few days word came down that

the walls for the aisles in the nave were but

14 inches thick, or thereabouts, and that those
in the clerestory were somewhat less than that

;

but the committee, still determined not to lose

a chance of having the pretty picture con-
verted into a real church of stone, returned
word that they themselves would bear the
extra expense of the thickening of the walls,

thus increasing the outlay to something about
3,500/.

The committee now thought all was pretty
safe, when down came another objection in

the form of a letter, stating that the tower
with the supports it then had would actually
fall before it was half way up

;
in short, objec-

tion upon objection was poured in, whilst
the committee as obstinately tried to get rid of
them

;
but, alas ! all was in vain, for the com-

missioners at last resolved that if the com-
mittee attempted the design, they would not
aid them. The hopes of “Ignatius ” were now
at an end, and it was left for the committee to

choose another from the many designs they
had received, and which (though two months
had now elapsed) they still kept possession of

;

but it seemed they still had the pretty picture in
their eye, for none of the forty or more designs
would suit them: however, it appeared one or
two of the committee had a friend (Mr. L. of
Manchester), perhaps aparticular friend, among
the competitors, but who had, alas ! made his
plans too plain, though doubtless they were
honest, for his could be erected for 3,000/.

;

but then the church was not handsome enough,
so what was to be done? Why this very
honourable committee agreed, and actually
sent for this friend, and gave him instructions
to draw out a fresh set of drawings

;
this he

did, and produced what we are told will be a
very handsome church: but then may it not
well be so, when he comes forward and says
this design cannot be completed under 3,500/.
Of course the committee are very sorry for
that, but then he is a friend, and, what is more,
he has produced a more handsome design than
any sent in (because, he had 500/. more to

work upon), so he must be the architect, and
the church must proceed. Now let us take a
glance at the private doings of this committee,
and see how the competition has been carried
on, and then we will leave these honourable
men to their fate, and let us hope to public in-
dignation too.

When first the building of this church was
in its infancy, which was some two or three
months before it was advertised, a certain
minister (the Rev. II. Stowell) introduced to

the intended minister of the new church, and
one of the committee (the Rev. E. Harper),
an architect (Mr. Shellard, of King-street),
one whom no doubt he had every wish to see
as the architect for the new building; how-
ever, I believe the minister there and then
informed him that ultimately it would be a
icompetition

;
but at the same time said, that if

lie would send them in a set of plans, the
committee would look at them, and no doubt
he should have interest enough to serve him.
In a short time from that, a set of drawings
was duly received, and pretty well looked over,
but as the day of competition drew near,
another set was also received from the same
person, and took its place among the rest (this
set was got up entirely under the immediate
isuperintendencc of the minister). Now these
proceedings had been whispered abroad, and
reports reached the ears of the committee back
again, that it was but a sham competition,

ANCIENT IRONWORK.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

and that in fact, Mr. S. was the architect and
already appointed; by which doings, many were
deterred from sending in altogether. The
committee again and again assured doubtful
parties that all should have a fair chance,
and amongst the committee were a few who
did not like the idea of this same gentleman
(Mr. S.) being thrust upon them whether or
no, so the result was, that at the first meeting,
it was moved, seconded, and carried (three
only voting against it), that the plans of Mr.
S. be taken away altogether: and thus was his

chance lost entirely through being misled by
one of themselves, his second plans not
even looked at, but at once rejected. Again,
in their conditions, all plans were to be in

by the 11th of October, yet even for more
than a fortnight after, plans were still being
received

;
and yet further, to the regret of

several of the committee, there were no plans
in from the office of two architects (Starkey
and Cuffley, Cross-street, partners), who had
built a very pretty church in the town (they
had been deterred by the alarm that it was
a false competition), so what did this ho-
nourable committee do even a fortnight or
more after the day mentioned in the stipula-
tions, but call at the said office, and solicit

a set of drawings; whether they got them,
or not, I am not sure, but I believe they
did. And still after all not one of the de-
signs sent in has been chosen

;
the committee

have wasted the money of the subsciibers too,

for they have paid “Ignatius” between 10/.

and 20/. for after trouble, and besides this

report speaks of a bill of 50/. by way of a
charge, which has been presented to them
by their first friend, Mr. L.
Such is a pure and ungarnished history of

the competition of St. Simon’s Church, a com-
petition in every way disgraceful to the com-
mittee

;
a committee appointed to inquire into

the merits and demerits of some forty designs
or more, each of which will have cost to the
designers from 20/. to 50/. each, and lest it

may be said that the grapes are sour, I beg
to subscribe myself not an architect, but
simply Yours obediently,

A Looker-on.

The church is now proceeding under the

superintendence of the friend named, Mr.

Lane, of Manchester, and the committee are

now afraid it will come to 4000/., for the archi-

tect’s estimate for foundations was 180/., and
they are costing 230/.

ANCIENT IRONWORK.

Fig. 1 gives the front and side view of an
ancient fire-dog at an old hospital at Sandwich,
in Kent. The date is about the time of
James I. It is a very good example; the
book to support the spit for cooking is seldom
seen attached.

Figs. 2 and 3 represent casement-fastenings.
In old buildings the iron casement-fasten-

ings were often very much enriched
; they

were sometimes so large as to reach quite
across the frame, and sometimes they formed
part of the frame itself. The larger of these
examples here given is of the latter description.

The old lead-light casements opening in the
centre, were very difficult to close effectually,

so as to keep out the wet; that the incon-
venience must have been felt as fully in former
times as it would be at present, our larger
example is proof. It is a very ingenious
contrivance for securely closing the two
halves of the sash-frame. The rod c c, at-

tached to the end of one-half the frame, and
turned by the handle b, has a buckle on the
top and bottom, which falls on the other half

of the iron frame of the sash. The spring-

latch, as by a leverage action, closely presses

in the handle b, and keeps the sash effectually

tight, preventing any shaking from the wind,
&c.

It may be here observed that the iron sash-

frames in the state apartments at Holland
House, Kensington (a most interesting struc-

ture) fastened on the same principle, are

models of what may be done with these very-

inconvenient parts of old structures.

The two examples given are probably of
about the period of Charles I. Such ex-
amples are seldom met with, though in some
parts of the country they are numerous

;
at

Saffron Walden, in Essex, for example, nearly
every cottage has specimens, as ornamental
as our largest examples, but they are merely
spring-latches. R,
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CAST-IRON PIER AT GRAVESEND.

At the Institution of Civil Engineers, on

April the 8th, Sir John Rennie, President, in the

chair, a paper was read by Mr. J. Baldry

Redman, giving a description of the new cast-

iron pier at Gravesend, just completed from his

designs, and under his superintendence. After

an introductory memoir, describing the rapid

growth of steam navigation, and consequent

increase of the town, and demand for greatei

accommodation, the paper gave an account of

the mode of construction adopted, which was

illustrated by drawings, and a model of the

work by Mr. Salter. The pier is situated in

front of the Terrace-gardens, in a line with

Harmer-street. The length is 250 feet, and
it is supported upon twenty-two Doric columns
of cast-iron, 28 feet long, weighing nearly ten

tons each. The first tier is situate at high-

water mark, and from thence there are three

spans, of 50 feet each, to the pier-head, which is

90 feet long by 30 feet wide. Horizontal iron

girders support the platform, and the external

girders are inclosed by an entablature, which
also forms the parapet

;
at the south end are

solid abutments and wing-walls to support the

approach, and stone offices with turrets flank

the entrance. The first tier of girders is

carried over the esplanade in front of the

gardens, which is thus continued underneath
the pier. The whole area of the platform

is covered by a wrought-iron roof, boarded
and slated, and supported upon coupled iron

pilasters, with corrugated iron panels between,
and the sides can be inclosed at will by shutters;

i

sky-lights are introduced in the roof. The
approach from the river is by a double flight

of steps with landings to suit all states of the

tide. A powerful light is exhibited from a

cast-iron lighthouse, surmounting the junction
of the roofs at the pier-head, which is sup-
ported upon a system of iron trussing, 43 feet

in span
; octagonal copper gas-lamps are sus-

pended from the apex of the roof. This
structure has bee n designed to meet the views
of the conservators of the river, so as to offer

but little obstruction to the navigation, and
there is a clear headway of 8 feet underneath
at high-water spring-tides. The comfort and
convenience of passengers by steamers have
been also materially consulted.
The paper described in detail the method

adopted in getting in the foundations which
was one of the chief features of the paper, as
the method was novel, viz., by sinking cast-
iron cylinders to a depth varying from 9 feet to
14 feet below the level of low-water mark of
spring-tides, and keeping their tops always
raised above high-water.
The ground was excavated from within them,

and they were fitted with solid work to the
level of low-water mark, where the columns
were bedded on the stone bases

;
the work

occupied two years in its construction, and
has been since Easter Monday, open to the
public.

A very ingenious machine was exhibited for
making with perfect accuracy artificial teeth,
gums, and palates: it is the invention of Mr.
Tomes, who described its action and demon-
strated its capabilities. A plaster of Paris
cast of the gums having been obtained, a pecu-
liar moulding composition, softened by heat, is

pressed upon the cast and allowed to cool in
that situation, it is then removed and reduced
to the shape of the intended teeth, and if on
trial this composition model is found to fit the
mouth accurately, it is placed in the face-plate
of the machine, and a perfect copy is obtained
by the mechanical action of the revolving
cutter or tool. The machine consists of three
slides

;
two are placed vertically and move in

two directions horizontally and vertically, but
each in the vertical plane. Upon these slides
is a plate of iron, to which is fixed the compo-
sition model and the substance in which the
copy is to be produced

;
the two, therefore, par-

take of equal motion. The third slide is

placed horizontally, and admits of horizontal
motion only, but at right angles with the
motions of the perpendicular slides. Upon
this slide a trace with a blunt point is perma-
nently fixed, and parallel with it is a revolving
cutting point or drill, by the three sliding
motions the tracer is made to pass over the
surface to be copied, whilst the drill is con-
strained to describe an exactly similar surface
in the substance placed before it, and by the
rapidity of its motion joined to the delicacy of

its action, copies with accuracy the most

minute projections on the cast. In the spe-

cimen exhibited the finest filaments were accu-

rately delineated on the ivory carving, and the

machine was pronounced to be capable of

adaptation to many other purposes beyond

dental carving, for which it was designed and

for which it has been entirely used by the

ingenious inventor.

PROPOSED NEW BRIDGE OVER THE
MENAI.

The great national improvement involved

in the establishment of a speedy communica-
tion by railway and steam-ships between

London and Dublin, via Holyhead, being now
in progress, and, as it is understood, sanctioned

by the Government, powers for crossing

the Menai by a bridge at the Britannia

Rock, one of the wildest and most critical parts

of the Swellies, have been introduced into the

Chester and Holyhead Railway Bill now pend-

ing in Parliament.

The idea is by no means new. It appears

to have first originated about the year 1783

;

the expressed object being to facilitate the

communication with Ireland, and do away
with the delay and danger of the ferry called

“Bangor Ferry.” The inhabitants of Car-

narvonshire, more particularly those of the

county town (where the principal shipping

interests of the coast were then located, but not

as now incorporated by Act of Parliament) took

alarm at what they considered a danger-

ous obstruction to the navigation of the Straits,

and a bill being brought into Parliament for

the purpose, it was strenuously opposed in the

year 1784-5, and finally defeated in 1786. The
question, however, was not set at rest, but still

continued to be occasionally agitated, and in

1801 a survey of the Straits was made by the

late Mr. Rennie, under the direction of Go-
vernment, with the object of crossing them by a

bridge; he reported in favour of the project,

and proposed two plans of bridges, both arched
and of cast-iron, and supported by pillars of

masonry
;
one of a single arch at the side of

the present suspension bridge
;

the other of
three arches at the Swelly, Benias, andWelltog
Rocks

;
and these plans being submitted to Mr.

Jessop, an engineer of great celebrity, and to

Dr. Hutton, the Royal Professor at Woolwich,
were approved of by them.

Notwithstanding the reports of the most
scientific men of their day, the Government
never carried into effect their suggestions of

arched bridges on piers of masonry. The
Chester and Holyhead Railway compauy now
propose to carry their road over the Straits at

the Britannia Rock, a spot never proposed by
former engineers, and by a bridge of two cast-

iron arches, supported on piers of masony,
founded at low-water mark, of the following
dimensions :

—

Span of the arches from pier to pier. . . . 360 ft.

Height of ditto from high-water to the

crown of the arches 105
Height from high-water to the springs of

the arches 55
Clear space for headway under the arches 200

In width at a minimum height of 90 feet

—

V idth of middle pillar of solid masonry 130
Height of ditto 140
Width of side pillars 60 to 70

The Trustees of Carnarvon Harbour, as well
as other parties concerned in the coasting-
trade, regard this proposed bridge as possessing
all the defects and dangers of the arched
bridges of former times, aggravated by its dimi-
nished space from pier to pier, by its increased
mass of masonry, by its fixture in a most
dangerous locality, and by other circumstances
too numerous and particular to detail in this
article.

Memorials to Government having been pre-
sented on the subject, engineers and nautical
gentlemen nominated by them have been sent
down to inquire particularly into the matter,
and a meeting for this purpose took place at
the George Hotel, near Menai Bridge, on the
25th ult. On the part of the Admiralty there
were present Sir John Rennie and Mr. Rondel,
engineers. The presence of a nautical man
having been suggested by the trustees, Captain
Vidal, R.N. of the surveying steamer Styx,
was sent down about a fortnight back, and lie

has since been occupied in making a minute
survey of the Swellies, and obtaining all pos-

sible information on the mode of navigating

vessels there. The Chester and Holyhead
Railway Company were represented by
Captain Moorsom, R.N.,, and Mr. Robert
Stephenson, the engineer, attended by Mr.
Parker (of the firm of Parker, Hayes,
Barnwell, and Twisden, of London, solicitors);

T. H. Evans, Mayor of Carnarvon
;

H. P.
Manley, Esq., collector of the Harbour Dues

;

R. A. Poole, Esq., of the firm of Messrs.
Poole and Powell, solicitors of Carnarvon,
with Mr. Poole, jun. appeared for the trustees.

The most particular attention was paid by
the scientific gentlemen present to the state-

ments of every person examined, and we be-

lieve the contending parties separated with the

best feelings, and under the impression that

their respective interests had been carefully

considered, and would be duly protected.

In the course of the inquiry, Mr. Stephenson
stated that he considered it perfectly practicable

to construct cast-iron arches which should not

be effected by the vibration of a railway. That
he was not at present prepared with any plan

of a suspension bridge which he considered un-

objectionable as applicable to arailway. That
the arches of the proposed bridge could be let

down from above into their proper places, but

that for this purpose the main or middle pillar

of masonry must be at least of the height

marked, viz. 130 feet, and in all probability

more. That it would not be difficult to form
it into two pillars by an arched aperture in the

middle.

THE BOX TUNNEL.

Considerable alarm having been excited

by an account in the newspapers, of the fall of
a quantity of stone from the top of the Box
Tunnel, it seems desirable to give increased

publicity to Mr. BruneFs report, as calculated

to allay the fears of the public :

—

“18, Duke-street, Westminster, April 7.

“ Gentlemen,— I beg to lay before you a
short statement of the circumstances attend-

ing the falling of a stone in the Box Tunnel,
on the 24th ult. I should remind you that

about ‘a quarter’ in length of the tunnel,

near the east end, is cut through the natural

rock, and is not lined with masonry. At the

eastern extremity, a short distance was arched
or lined subsequently to the completion of the

tunnel. In the centre of this length of in-

clined tunnel is one of the large working
shafts. During the winter, and particularly

during the thaw after a severe frost, the surface

of the rock, and some of the beds particularly,

have always suffered in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of the shaft and formerly also near
the east mouth

;
but since the arch has been

turned, for some short distance within the

mouth, no further spawling or scaling of the

stone takes place there. Down the shaft, how-
ever, the cold air descends, and for 50 or

100 yards on either side of the bottom of the

shaft the most intense cold frequently prevails.

During the past very severe winter, men have
been constantly employed between the trains

in breaking the icicles which form in and
about the shaft, and knocking down spawls or

loosened stones, and the effect of the shaft

was found to be so mischievous that it has

been determined to close it as soon as the

frost would permit of the necessary masonry
being built. Between the trains on the day in

question a large stone which apparently had
been loosened by previous work, fell, not from
the roof, but fiom the side of the tunnel, near
the shaft. It fell upon the rails, and the empty
assistant engine, although signalled by the men
employed at this work, ran upon it and was
thrown off. This led to the delay of the suc-

ceeding trains. The accident was entirely the

result of the severe cold, and owing to the open
shaft. The shaft is now being closed. No
effect has ever been produced upon any other

part of the rock than that exposed to the

direct action of the frost—formerly, near the

mouth, and subsequently near the shaft. Such
occurrences are by no means unfrequent con-
sequences of severe frost in open cuttings

either of railways, canals, or common roads,

and are much more rare in tunnels. In the

Box Tunnel the frost only reached, as I have
said, a short distance either way from one
shaft, and this will now be closed. It is

altogether an incorrect statement which has
been circulated, that there is any thing peculiar
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in the stratification or the character of the beds
af oolite at Box that can or does cause any
langer; on the contrary, there is a very fine,

bard, and sound bed, which has been selected
and made to form the roof by working up to

it, and from which nothing ever fell, and there
ire extensive quarries close by exhibiting the
durability and soundness of this stone with
roofs of much greater extent than in the tunnel.

“I. K. Brunel.”
General Pasley has also reported, and de-

clares that the tunnel is perfectly sound and
»afe.

COLLEGE OF CHEMISTRY.

An attempt is being made to establish a col-
ege of chemistry in the metropolis. It is a
lational disgrace that we have not had for
nuny years an institution of this kind in active
operation, and it is to the want of such a col-

ege that we must attribute the little progress
vhich this science has made in this country,
,vhen compared with the improvements which
lave been effected in the various continental
itates, particularly Germany, where schools of
iractical chemistry have for a long period been
istablished.

The promoters of this college have four
lbjects in view— viz.: 1st. To establish a la-

joratory (as designed by Sir H. Davy) for
iriginal investigations, and for extending the
joundaries of chemical science on the model
if the Giessen laboratory. 2nd. To form a
‘college” for the instruction of students in
inalysis and scientific research, upon such
erms as to encourage young men of talent and
icientific taste to apply themselves to chemistry,
ind for qualifying public lecturers and teachers.
5rd. To form departments for the application
if chemistry to agriculture, geology, minera-
ogy, and metallurgy, by an analysis of soils,

ocks, &e.
;

to medicine, physiology, the arts
md manufactures. 4th. The employment of
uch means as may appear expedient for en-
couraging the pursuit of scientific chemistry
hroughout the country, and for making it a
•ranch of general education.
The project is patronised by some of the

nost eminent public and scientific men of the
lay, among whom we find (on the council)
he names of the Dukes of Wellington and
Sutherland, the Marquis of Lansdowne, Earls
»f Dalhousic and Fitzwilliam, Sir J. Clark,
Dart., Dr. Holland, Dr. Gregory, and the Rev.
Dr. Buckland.
It is trusted that so noble an undertaking

vill not be allowed to fall to the ground for
vant of public patronage.
A case illustrating the importance of a school

if practical chemistry, with reference to me-
allurgy, has been mentioned recently. A
tudent of the Giessen school having visited
nd inspected the iron- works of Count Sal in,

n Austria, was enabled to suggest improve-
nents in the processes employed, the cost of
vhich did not exceed GOO/, sterling. For this,

nd for superintending the processes, the che-
mist agreed to receive a third part of the pro-
ils accruing. At the end of five years he had
ealized a fortune of 30,000/.

Soenio Effects.—For the approaching
luzaar to be held in Covent Garden Theatre,
n aid of the Anti-corn Law Fund. It has
een determined by the stroke of Grieve’s
aagic wand, and the aid of the “ willing imps ”

n the service of Mr. Edwards, builder, of
Manchester, to transform the whole interior of
he theatre, audience part and stage, into a
Borman-Gothic hall, which is to have a roof
orresponding in character with the style of
he rest of the building; this will be of stained
lass, from a design of Mr. Grieve, and bril-

iantly lighted from above so as to shed a “my-
iad-coloured lustre” of great brilliancy on
he upper part of the large urea. The pit
/ill be floored over, so as to make it and the
tage one vast hall

;
and there will be a range

f Gothic windows of stained glass round the
tage part of the hall.

Lincoln’s-Inn New Square.—The pro-
moted improvements in the new square have
een somewhat suddenly suspended by order
f the Benchers, in consequence of a protest
gainst them having been numerouslv signed

y the owners and occupiers of chambers in

he square.

Bloomfield,'s Poems. Illustrated Edition.
Van Voorst. London, 1845.

The public are indebted to Mr. Van Voorst
for beautifully illustrated editions of several of
our best authors, amongst which the “ Vicar
of Wakefield,” with Mulready’s drawings,
stands quite alone. The work now before us
contains thirteen illustrations by Sidney Cooper,
Thomas Webster, A.R.A., J. Callcott Horsley,
and Fred. Tayler, admirably engraved on wood
by Thurston Thompson. It cannot fail to be
acceptable to the admirers of “ The Farmer’s
Boy,” and will make better known writings
which are full of right feeling and exquisite

sensibility. The drawing at the head of
“ Richard and Kate,” by Webster, is our
favourite we should advise the artist to make
a picture of it.

A Series of Letters on Agricultural Improve-
ment. By J. J. Mechi. Longman, 1845.

These letters unfortunately look a little too
much like advertisements

;
but as we concur

with the author “in thinking that the United
Kingdom should be as a well-cultivated gar-
den — that our national agriculture has not
progressed in the same ratio as our other pro-
ductions— that this non-progression is a serious
national evil, and source of weakness — and
that it arises from a want of knowledge and
inclination rather than from want of means,”
and, moreover, are of opinion, that the letters

contain much which may be studied usefully by
all who are engaged in agriculture, we cannot
avoid recommending them to the consideration
of our readers. Efficient drainage, good farm
buildings, and careful preservation of all manure
produced on the farm, are amongst the pro-
minent points urged.

ffomupontintcr.

BATHS AND WASH-HOUSES.

Sir,—

I

beg leave to trouble you with a few
remarks concerning the designs for Public
Baths and Wash-houses. I had inspection of
the designs at Mr. Rainy’s rooms on Tuesday;
after spending some time there, I was struck
with the idea that the plans generally were upon
one principle, and 1 cannot conceive that any
one of those designs Avas such as should be
acted upon

;
some of them, so far as the draw-

ings and designs for elevations were concerned,
certainly deserved credit, but some of the
gentlemen strayed away from the voluntary
contribution bath and wash-house edifice to

that of the private gentleman’s country seat.

Now, my idea as to that which is wanting
for such a public building and purpose is:

—

1st. A cold plunging bath for male adults, and
another for male youth

;
another for female

adults, and another for girls, all ofwhich should
be of good extensive dimensions. This is one
most essential requisite for the poor, in proof of
which I will refer you to the bathing in the
Thames, Lea River, and ponds wherever they
can get to swim and wash in

;
none of these

plans possess these plunging baths except two
or three of them, and those only on a very small
scale.

My second observation will be in regard to

the washing department; most of the designs
have these offices upon the ground-floor plan,
which, according to my opinion, is out of all

character so far as concerns the principle
of steam, because in having the washing rooms
on the ground-floor, the wash steam will rise,

and obtain access to the upper floors.

I consider the plunging, warm, vapour, and
shower baths should be on the ground-floor,
and the washing rooms on the upper floor,

because when the women are in the building,

they would have every requisite before them for

washing; that the trouble of going up one pair

of stairs would not be much to them, but to

warm bathers it would be so, as many of
them are invalid, and some scarcely able ot
crawl—for instance, a poor creature with
violent rheumatism.
Waste steam from the washing being carried

on up stairs would do no harm; the building
might have a ventilated roof for the escape
of steam, and thus be kept in a healthy

state, at least as far as vapour is con-

cerned. The ironing and drying rooms
could be in connection. If these obser-

vations be worthy of your consideration,
you are at liberty to use them in any way
you please.

Before concluding, I will remark respecting
the committee for deciding upon a design for
such an important matter; it should consist, I

think, of the following, and to be men of experi-
ence architects, medical men, merchants,
tradesmen, and poor mechanics; from such a
committee as this a good result might be ex-
pected. I n the first place, the architects would be
enabled to decide upon the mechanical arrange-
ment of the design

;
the medical men would be

enabled to state upon the requisite wants and
construction of shower, vapour, and warm
baths

;
the merchants and tradesmen upon

the general wants, and the mechanics upon the
actual necessities of the poor.— I am, Sir, &c.

Hoxton, April 3rd. Arohi.
’

ACCIDENT AT OLDHAM.— IRON GIRDERS.
Sir,—In your journal of the 21st of last

December, you announced that the Govern-
ment had appointed a commission, consisting
of Sir Henry De la Beche and Thomas Cuhitt,
Esq., to inquire into the causes of the falling
of the cotton-mill at Oldham, and as to the
failure of part of the prison at Northleach

; and
on the 1st of last February, you stated that
certain experiments had been made at Thames
Bank on the strength of iron girders, for the
express purpose of assisting those gentlemen
in their inquiries. These announcements have
naturally induced me, and to my knowledge
many others, to look almost impatiently for a
detailed account of these experiments, as well
as for a full statement of the causes which led
to the accidents referred to in the commission.
I therefore beg to inquire whether a report
has yet been made, and if it has, whether you
intend to give the substance of it in vour
valuable journal?— I am, Sir, &c.,

Sideros.

We understand that the commissioners
made their report some time ago : we shall
not fail to give our readers the substance of it.

As to the experiments on cast-iron girders, we
were prepared to place the results before the
public, but learning afterwards that they were
to be made part of the report to her Majesty’s
Government, considered it expedient to defer
doing so until after the report had been con-
sidered.

—

Ed.

THE DISTRICT SURVEYORS.
Sir,—With others of the building com-

munity, I have anxiously been looking in your
useful weekly columns, under the hope of
finding, either from yourself or your corre-
spondents, some article tending to relieve the
building interest from the despotism desired to

be exercised over it by the district suveyors.
They make every frivolous circumstance a
matter of reference to the official referees to

whose dictum we are still exposed, notwith-
standing the excellent and unanswerable argu-
ments which have appeared in your columns.
To myself it would seem that the secret

desire of these gentlemen is to perplex all

building operations carried on under the
guidance of private surveyors, so as to make it

compulsory on builders to employ the surveyor
of the district in which he is about to build, in

order to protect his operations from molesta-
tion or hindrance; to resist which dishonour-

able attempt, it is a matter of surprise that the

trade has not united.

Union is strength—every wrong has its

remedy, and this would be found a certain one.

I am aware some will say this position is im-

probable, because the Act specifies that if a

district surveyor be employed by the builder,

he, the district surveyor, shall not be the

official surveyor over such building, but this is

easily managed in more ways than one; and
looking at their procedure, I maintain that their

litigious and unnecessary conduct fairly in-

duces this conclusion. But whether right or

wrong in this general censure (upon a body
who should be far above such measures) it

would be desirable, under the circumstances,

to call a public meeting of the trade, request

yourself, or some other gentleman who has

studied the subject, to preside as chairman,
and making common cause, select some cases
best calculated to elicit a legal and honest
construction of such points as press most
heavily upon the trade by an appeal to the
highest authorities.
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I will gladly attend myself, having hoped

before this to find such a course suggested

by some more weighty individual than,

Sir, your obedient servant,

Scrutator.

*** Our correspondent must not be led by

the litigious and unwise proceedings of two or

three of the district surveyors to condemn the

whole body, which consists, for the most part,

of able and right-judging men. We may feel

it our duty shortly to animadvert on the con-

duct of these exceptions more pointedly. As
to the proposed public meeting, we received

some weeks ago from several of our corre-

spondents a similar suggestion, but delayed

publishing it on the ground that time would
more clearly point out what portions of the Act
required alteration.

—

Ed.

ARCHITECTURAL MODELLING.

Sin,—I see in your last number a letter on

the subject of architectural decorations, the

tenor of which 1 should like to see carried into

effect. At the same time, as a practical man,
I would wish to point out a few of the evils of

the present system, which architects might
easily alter. In almost all cases the decorative

modeller is not employed by the architect, but

by the builder, who, having little taste for

works of art himself, employs any body he can

get to do it cheap, mostly some plasterer, who
understands little about modelling, nothing
about drawing or style of composition, while
the artist of acknowledged talent is entirely

deserted by the architect. The drawing made
by the architect, seldom for more than a quarter

part, gives a very ambiguous idea of the

subject wanting, and in many cases no drawing
at all, the models so made are consigned to

the tender mercies of some hod-boy to cast,

and fixed by others who know as little about it.

Were the architects to employ the decorative

artist without the interference of the builder,

and allow a fair remuneration for his work,
he would feeLan interest in the finish of the
works, and would soon effect great improve-
ment. I am, Sir, &c.,

A Decorative Modeller and a
Subscriber.

CEMENTS.

Sir,— I think your correspondent, James
Pulham, in No. 113, Mould do many of
your readers who are users of cement a favour
if he would explain the difference in the pro-
perties of Maude’s Portland cement, Pulham’s
Portland-stone cement, and Austin’s stone-
colour cement; the three are described as
bearing a close resemblance to Portland stone.

I am, Sir, &c.,

A Reader.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

IfHtorrllaitca.

The Pyramids Eclipsed.—The National
Intelligencer contains a long letter from Mr.
Pickett, at Lima, commenting upon discoveries
of very extraordinary ruins said to have been
found by Judge Neito, in the province of
Chaohupovos, while on an exploring expedi-
tion. In making a survey of the country he
found at Ceulap, a building of most extraor-
dinary character, which he describes as a wall
of hewn stone 560 feet in width, 3,600 feet in
length, and 150 feet high. The edifice being
solid in the interior for the whole space con-
tained within 5,366,000 feet of circumference,
which it has, to the beforementioned height of
150 feet, is solid and levelled, and upon it there
is another wall of 300,000 feet in circum-
ference in this form, 600 feet in length and
50 in breadth, with the same elevation (150
feet) in the lower wall, and, like it, solid and
levelled to the summit. In this elevation, and
also that of the lower Avail, are a great many
habitations or rooms of the same hewn stone,
18 feet long and 15 wide, and in these rooms,
as well as between the dividing walls of the
great wall, are found neatly constructed ditches,
a yard or two-thirds in length, and half a yard
broad and deep, in which are found bones of
the ancient dead, some naked, and some in

cotton shrouds or blankets, of very firm tex-
ture, though coarse, and all worked with bor-
ders of different colours.

Ingenious Workmanship.—We have in-

spected with much gratification a working
model of a beam steam-engine, manufactured

by Mr. Benjamin Warner, a watch-spring

maker, who has already exhibited at the Poly-

technic Institution some extraordinary ex-

amples of patient ingenuity. It is composed
of more than 200 pieces, and has the follow-

ing dimensions :—The length of the stand is

3^ inches, the length of the beam 2\ inches,

the height of the supporters of beam lj in.,

the diameter of cylinder fths of an inch, the

length of stroke fths. It has governors

acting correctly, and fine silk forms the band.

The parallel motion has straps and brasses, and
is fixed with gibs and keys. Every part of the

engine is bolted and screwed together, and
finished in the same manner as the inside of a

watch. We were sorry to find that the inge-

nious mechanist who had constructed this

curiosity was about to seek his fortune in

America. It is a pity to lose such a work-
man.
Radiation op Heat.—M. Melloni, of

Naples, has just completed some very in-

teresting experiments on the radiation of heat.

The previous researches of Rumford and
Leslie proved that the surfaces of different

bodies possess at very different degrees the
faculty of giving out, by radiation, the heat of
the substances which they envelope; and it

has also been satisfactorily established that
layers of the same varnish considerably modify
the radiating powers of the surfaces, over
which they are laid

;
shewing, therefore, that

the rays of heat given out by a substance
proceed not only from its surface, but the
points around it to a certain depth. It, there-
fore, remained to measure numerically the
thickness of the superficial layer which assists

the radiation, and to this undertaking M.
Melloni applied himself. He covered the
faces of Leslie’s cube with equal layers of a
proper varnish, augmenting successively the
number of layers, and measuring each time
with his thermometrical apparatus the ra-
diating powers of the surface; he found that
the power went on gradually increasing up to

the seventeenth layer of varnish, when it

became stationary. At this point, the total

thickness of the varnish, as ascertained with
the greatest possible minuteness, was about
the four hundredth part of a millimetre. In
comparing this result with that which attended
the use of leaf-gold, M. Melloni found that

a much thinner coating of gold would produce
the same amount of radiation

;
but this dif-

ference is not to be imputed to the greater or
lesser transparency of the coating, for lamp-
black, which is very opaque, possesses like
varnish the property of giving out heat from
the layers on which it is placed.

Fatal Accident through the Fall of
a QUANTITY of Iron Rods.—On Saturday the
5th inst., just at the hour when the men en-
gaged in the works of Messrs. Ditchburn and
Mare, at Blackwall, were assembled to be paid,
a loss of life ensued from the giving way of a
stack of iron rods, which had been placed in

a slanting direction against a beam, the
bottoms of the rods resting upon the ground in
the same way as they are placed in other iron
yards in London near the Thames. Eight
bodies, two lifeless, and six more or less
mangled, Mere found under the ponder-
ous weight, said to be about eleven tons.
At the inquest, which M'as held on the Monday
following, the cause of the accident was ex-
plained by Mr.Ditchburn’s foreman, who stated
his belief that the stack was thrown down
by the men pressing against it. They were very
numerous, and were lounging about waiting
for their pay. He could not account for it in
any other way, because the iron actually fell
in the opposite, direction to that in which it

was placed. They were within an inch and
a halt of an upright position, and he had him-
self seen them properly strutted and supported.
It would, by pressure, have fallen forwards,
but it fell sideways. Mr. Ditchburn stated that
the rods were so placed against his orders, and
he was unconscious of its position until he
heard of the accident, which he could not
believe to be true, as he had given express
orders that the iron should be moved away
from its original position and placed horizon-
tally on the ground. He had no doubt that it

was thrown down by the pressure of the men
against it. A verdict of “ accidental death ”

was instantly returned.

Demolition of the Fleet Prison.—The
Corporation of the city of London having
purchased this property for 25,000/. from
the Government, are now engaged in disposing
of its materials by auction. The first day’s
sale took place, on the premises, last week

;

the second portion is to be disposed of by the
auctioneers, Messrs. Pullen and Son, on the
21st instant, and following day. The earliest
mention of the Fleet Prison occurs in the reign
of Richard I., but up to the 16th century
nothing is known of its history. The prison
was burnt by the followers of Wat Tyler, and
in the 16th and 17 th centuries the records of
the Fleet became suddenly filled with matters
of the deepest interest in connection with the
religious martyrs of the reigns of Elizabeth
and Mary, and the political prisoners of the
Star Chamber in the reign of Charles I. It

appears that the prison was used for the con-
finement of debtors from the 13th century,
and a petition from a debtor named John
Fraunceys, in 1290, is stated in Mr. Knight’s
“ London ” still to he preserved. Great
atrocities were committed on the inmates, and
until the year 1727 little was done in the way
of redress. In that year, however, a Parlia-
mentary committee brought many things to

light, and since then improvements have been
effected in the management of prisons. The
great Howard and the other “ sons of mercy ”

have not laboured in vain, though they were
not permitted to see the fruit of their exertions.
The building now standing was erected after

the burning of the older one in the Gordon
riots of 1780, when the mob was polite enough
to send notice to the prisoners of the period of
their coming, and on being informed that it

would be inconvenient, on account of the late-

ness of the hour, to postpone their visit to the
following day. The former building also dated
its erection from the period of a fire, its pre-
decessor having been destroyed in the great
conflagration of 1666. The entire prison at I

the present time occupies an acre of ground. !

Nearly 1,000 prisoners, besides the numerous
officers of the establishment, have at various i

times been accommodated in these extensive
premises. The buildings are computed to
contain upwards of 3,000,000 of stock bricks, 1

50 tons of lead in the various forms of gutters, ,

flats, cisterns, and pipes, 200 squares of slated
roofs, 40,000 feet of York paving, 250 pair of
glazed sashes, an infinity of doors, partitions,
and interior fixtures and fittings-up, the pewing
of the chapel, strong boarded and timber floors,

iron girders, massive iron gates with locks and
bolts of singular construction and well-tested
excellence. At present it is not decided what
improvements will take place on the site

—

whether a new street will be formed, or ac-
commodation afforded for the administration
of public justice.

Furniture Woods.—A few nights since,
in the House of Commons, Mr. C. Buffer said
that Sir Robert Peel had stated that furniture
M'oods would be exempted from duty. He had
thought they M ould have been included in one
category

;
but he found the Government had

enumerated the woods they meant to exempt.
Now, there were various new kinds of these
woods continually coming in from the colonies,
with respect to M'hich he wished to know
whether, if left unenumerated, they would como
in under the general designation ? Many such
M'oods, the produce of Ceylon and New Zealand,
were not found in the list at all. Mr. Labou-
chere said that, consistently with their pro-
fessed views, the Government ought to en-
courage the importation of these new furniture
M'oods. There M ere many species of M-oodsin the
colonies which had hitherto been kept out by
the duty. They all ought to be admitted on
the same terms as mahogany. Sir G. Clerk
said that as soon as the names of these new
furniture ivoods n'ere known, they might be
admitted free of duty. Mr. C. Buffer observed
that the Government list M'as an ungracious
one. There Mere a great number of furniture
M'oods from Italy, among others olive M-ood,
fig, and orange M ood, which were not in the
list. Mr. Mitchell then inquired whether the
Government meant to take off the duty on
wainscot logs

;
if not, he should submit a pro-

position for that purpose. Sir Robert Peel, in
answer, said the Government M'as under the
necessity of making some discrimination. If
they said that wainscot ivoods in general M'ere
to come in, it u’ould be contended that wainscot

|

logs from the Baltic should come in free of duty.
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Tun: New Railway Town, Swindon.

—

Swindon, on the Great Western Railway, like
Wolverton, on the London and Birmingham,
and Crewe, on the Grand Junction, is one of
the extraordinary products of the railway enter-
prise of the present day. Until lately Swindon
was remarkable for nothing but heath and
upland

;
it is now the nursery of a new com-

munity, the seat of well-ordered industry, and a
solony of engineers and handicraftsmen. The
total 8ura,oxpendedon the locomotive establish-
ment at Swindon, including engines and car-
riages, is about 550,000/., exclusive of the ex-
pense of engine-house, machinery, and tools,

mounting to 26,500/. The average half-
yearly expenditure in wages to engine-drivers,
iremen, guards, servants, porters, clothing,
kc., is 140,000/. The company manufacture
heir own engines at the factory,’ where clean-
ng and every thing connected with construc-
ive repair is carried on. The number of
nechanics, including engine-drivers, firemen,
itters, coppersmiths, cleaners, and labourers,
mnstantly employed, varies from 300 to 350.
Swindon consists of neat brick buildings, and
s so far adjacent to the line as to be seen by
he passing trains. The total population is

ipwards of 800. A library and reading-rooms
lave already been formed for the use of the
nhabitants and servants of the company,
ogether with a Mechanics’ Institute. The
hurch, which is being built entirely of stone,
mder the superintendence of Messrs. Scott
nd Moffatt, is nearly completed. It is in the
lecorative style of the 14th century, with aisles,
lerestory, chancel, tower, and ' spire. The
ntire structure is 140 feet high, and will
ccommodate 800 persons, all the sittings
eing entirely free. The estimated cost is

etween 5,000/. and 6,000/. Its consecration
y the Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol is

xed for Friday, the 25th of April, St. Mark’s
ay, and it is to be dedicated to this evangelist,
adjoining the church, at the east and west, arc
lie schools and parsonage, built in a style cor-
esponding with the church, at a cost of 1

,
700 /.

)n the south of the church a spacious piece
f ground has been purchased by the Great
Western Company, and laid out as a park or
leasure-ground for the inhabitants.
Barn Floors.—A correspondent of the
lark Lane Express states, that having a very
ad barn floor, he thought of boarding it, but
le expense was an objection, as the boards
ould require to be very thick; besides, he
ad observed that a floor of that kind in the
eighbourhood had become splintered by the
ails, was rotted by the damp, and gnawed by
its. Happening to have a large number of
nsaleable pieces of timber, coarse, crooked
*ms, and knotty ends, that were altogether
orthlcss, even for firewood, for it was im-
^ssible to split them, it occurred to him that
ley would make an excellent surface for his
ini floor. lie thus describes the mode he
lopted in carrying out this idea and success
lat attended it. “ I had an \ cross cutting stool
ade, on which these logs were placed, and
•oss cut into blocks of a foot long

;
the bark

id any excrescences having been chopped off
/ the hatchet, the blocks were thus reduced
irregular figures of all shapes, no matter

hat. 1 he floor having been excavated to the
•oper depth and levelled, blocks were placed
distances so as to be levelled by a long hand
vel, and the whole surface levelled off from
:ose by a straight edge. The blocks were
lul down on their ends, having the cross cut
irface or end of the grain upwards

;
the best

:ce of course up, and some attention being
ud to their mutual adaptation with regard to

;
but, of course, with such a variety of ir-

gular figures there were numerous cavities
itween— these were filled as well as might be
smaller blocks, thus occupying the larger

aces. Still lesser pieces were now put into
e remaining openings, and dry sand were
ept over till the holes were filled up to near
e top, and the remaining interstices were filled
tli wedges, the heads of which were sawed
d adzed off: all was rammed down with a
immon paving hammer. This floor has now
:en a year in use, and is perfection itself
r its purpose. The cost was trifling: two
Dourers in a fortnight cut most of the blocks

;

d the carpenter, with a handy assistant,

d them in a few days. The wedges should
t be driven hard, nor until the blocks are
ill confined, or they will be spread asunder

: the wedges.”

Measurement of Wooden Sleepers
for Railways.—The following is a copy
of a new rule or method, approved by the
commissioners of the customs, for the mea-
surement of wooden sleepers of a triangular
form, usually imported for railway purposes,
when measured singly :

— “ The length to be
taken to the quarter of a foot, and the perpen-
dicular height to be taken to the quarter of an
inch, adding thereto the height of the defec-

tive angle, which together will constitute the
entire perpendicular height; one-half of the
base to be then taken, and the contents ascer-

tained by the inverted side of the sliding rule,

as directed in the measurement of unequal-
sided timber. An example is given of a piece
of timber of the description and shape im-
ported in large quantities for the purpose
stated, the length being 8£ feet; the base or
breadth at the end, 11 inches; the perpendi-
cular, 6£ inches; with 1 inch defective angle :

for instance, by the pen :

—

5.5 £ base.

7.5 perpendicular.

275
385

4125

8.25 length.

20625
8250

3.3000

144 ) 340.3125 ( 2.3-10ths.

288

523
432

19

Operation by the sliding rule. Set 7J inches,
the perpendicular height (the defective angle
being added thereto) on the inverted line E to

51 inches—one-half the base on line C
;
then

opposite to 8j, the length in feet on the line

A will be found 2.3-10ths on the line B, the
content in cubic feet for duty.” This order
has been communicated to revenue officers at
this port and at the various outports of the
kingdom by directions of the commissioners
for their future government.
Important Discover.y. — A scientific

gentleman, residing at Ipswich, Mr. Frederick
Ransome, engineer, has lately discovered a
method whereby the hardest stone can be
brought into a consistence resembling common
putty, so that it can be cut and moulded into

any shape, for useful and ornamental purposes,
without altering its general character and ap-
pearance; for it becomes as hard, and in some
instances even harder, than when subjected to

the process. Another peculiarity of the pro-
cess is, that any colour, or variety of colours,
can be imparted to its solid substance, so that

an endless variety of shades can be produced,
and as it is capable of being polished, it ef-

fectually resists the action of the weather. It

can also be used as a cement, and can be
brushed over the surface of wood, so as to

render it fire-proof.—Sheffield Mercury.
Copper.—-Returns of the average prices of

copper purchased for the use of her Majesty’s
dock-yards in each year, from 1815 to 1844
inclusive, and of the price of cake copper in

London during the same period, have been
issued in the shape of a parliamentary paper,
obtained on the motion of Sir C. Lemon, one
of the representatives of the mining districts.

From 1815 to 1832 the return is nil

;

in the
year 1832, the average price of the copper in

question was 82/. per ton
;
in 1833, 87/. 14s. 6d.

per ton
;
in 1836, 111/. 7s. Id. per ton

;
in 1839,

97/. 10s. per ton
;

in 1840, 102/-

2s. 6d. per
ton

;
in 1841, 102/. 8s. lOd. per ton

;
in 1842,

93/. 10s. per ton; in 1843, 82/. 10s. 9d. per
ton

;
and in 1844, 83/. 7s. per ton. The Admi-

ralty department possesses, it appears, no
official means of furnishing the price of cake
copper in London during the period stated.

Statue to George Stephenson, Esq.

—

It is said to be in contemplation to adorn
the splendid high level bridge across the Tyne,
about to be constructed under the auspices

of Mr. Hudson, with a noble statue in honour
of George Stephenson, Esq., the eminent civil

engineer, a native of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
and beyond all doubt one of the greatest men
of the day.

New Stock -Exchange at Bristol
At Bristol, a large and influential meeting
was held on Monday, the 31st ultimo, at the
offices of Messrs. Bradley, Barnard, and Co.,
Albion-chambers, at which resolutions for
forming a Stock Exchange were cordially and
unanimously passed. John Kerles Ilaberfield,
Esq., has consented to accept the office of pre-
sident.

Museum of Arts Bill.—The Museum of
Arts Bill was opposed by Mr. Buck, who
moved that it should be committed that day
six months. Sir J. Graham hoped that Mr.
Buck would not persevere in his motion. The
government were prepared to support the
principle of the bill, although its provisions
went rather beyond the understanding which
had been come to. He would recommend the
postponement of the committee for a week
and in the interim he would devote attention to
the subject, and take an opportunity of pri-
vately explaining to the bon. member the
objections entertained to the bill in its present
shape. This proposition was assented to, and
the committee was accordingly postponed as
suggested.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office
to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
arc to be addressed. For the convenience of our renders
however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.]

For the supply of from 2,000 to 3,000 feet of
new 2 J York Paving to the Commissioners for
paving the Skinners’ Estate, St. Pancras.

For the execution of certain Works required to
be done in Hastings-street and Claremont-place,
for the Commissioners of the Skinners’ Estate,
St. Pancras.

For the building of a new Bridge on the Rother-
ham and Pleasley Turnpike Road at Guilthwaite
Common, near Rotherham, Yorkshire.

For the erection of Stone Arches and other works
for the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway Company.

For the supply of Paving Granite, flint, Kentish
Rag, and Gravel, to repair the highways of Saint
Mary, Newington, from 23rd April, 1845, to
Easter Tuesday, 1846.

For such Masons’, Paviors’, and Plasterers’

Works as may be required at Hull for the Board of
Ordnance.

For furnishing and fixing in the town of South-
ampton 205 Gas-lights, to consist of 81 Columns,
and 124 Scroll Brackets, with the necessary Lamps,
Pipes, Fittings, &c.

For taking down a tenement in Bishop-street,
Coventry, and erecting two Messuages on the site

and ground adjoining.

For submitting a plan of a Tread-wheel, and con-
structing the same in the Common Gaol of Great
Yarmouth, Norfolk.

For the restoration of the Parish Church of
Grays Thurrock, Essex.

For all the Works to be done in the erection
and completion of the new cast-iron Bridge over
the Haven of Great Yarmouth, including the find-
ing of labour, certain materials, &c.

For the construction of the third and fourth
divisions of the Chester and Holyhead Railway.

For the supply of Materials to the Commis-
sioners ofthe Metropolis Roads.

For providing, squaring, and laying new York
Paving and Granite Curb, &c., for the Commis-
sioners under the Bedford Paving Act, St. Pancras.

For various Engineers’ and Joiners’ Works
required to be done at the new Workhouse, Birch-
field-wood, Saubridge, Kent.

For the Masonry Work of several Viaducts and
Bridges.

For performing the several works in building a
new Workhouse at Tenterden.

For the formation and completion of a new
Drain, being about eleven miles long, twenty yards

wide, and five yards deep, for the Middle Level

Drainage Commissioners. Also for the erection of

a Staunch, several Bridges of wood with brick

abutments, together with the necessary culverts,

and other works.

COMPETITIONS.
For the erection of a Baptist Chapel at Folk-

stone.

For laying out the Grounds of the Victoria-park
Cemetery, and for draining the same, making the
roads, paths, and finding all necessary trees, shrubs,
materials, &c.

Plans for a Church to be erected within the
Borough of Kingston-upon-Hull.

Plans, sections, and elevations for a Terminus,
and other requisite accompanying offices, for the
Great Southern and Western Railway, Ireland.
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APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

At the Union Inn, Denby, Derbyshire : a large

quantity of full-grown Coppice and Hedgerow

Timber.
At Shortgrove-park, Newport. Essex : loU

Timber Trees, consisting of Beech, Ash, Sycamore,

Alder, Elm, &c. ;
230 very fine large Firs, &c. ;

many of the Beech and Ash Trees are of large

dimensions and good quality.

At Waresley, Huntingdonshire : upwards of 200

verv choice Oak Trees of large dimensions and fine

quality. Also several lots of Ash and Elm Timber

Trees, and Larch and other Spires.

At Framsden, near Debenham : a quantity of

Ash and Elm Pollards
;
Ash, Elm, and Sallow

Timbers, &c.

At the Swan Inn, Rickmansworth, Herts : the

growing Oak Timber on Linster’s Farm, and on

Savoy Farm, consisting of about 255 Trees.

At Seagry Wood, near Chippenham, Wiltshire :

from 1200 to 1400 Ash Poles of large dimensions

;

prime Elm, Ash, Beech, and Chesnut Timber, tkc.

At the Timber-yard, opposite St. Giles’s

Church, London : 3,200 Pine Deals, Planks, and

Battens, 840 Yellow Deals, 2,480 Spruce Deals

and Planks, 120 Yellow and White Battens,

14,000 feet of three-quarter inch and half inch

Pine Boards, &c.

250,000 Building Bricks, 40,000 Arch ditto,

&c. ;
now at Sherborne Kiln, three miles from

London.
At Patcham, near Brighton : a large quantity of

Railway Materials
;
the whole of the Iron is of Staf-

fordshire manufacture.

BY TENDER.

All the implements used in the execution of the

works at the Fleetwood-pier ; they are now on the

wharf at Fleetwood, and can be put on the railway-

waggons, or on board ship.

Above 1,000 Oak Trees, now standing upon
Lewisham Lands-wood, near Beck ingham, Kent.

20 Oak, 1 Elm, 1 Cherry, and 12 Ash Trees
;

now standing at Hanmer, near Welchhampton,
Cheshire.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, April 21. — Statistical, 11, Regent-

street, 8 p.m. ; Chemical (Society of Arts),

Adelphi, 8 p.m. ; Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

8 P.M.

Tuesday, 22.—Medical and Chirurgical, 53,

Berners-street, 8J p.m.
;
Civil Engineers, 25, Great

George-street, 8 p.m.
;
Zoological, Hanover-square,

8j p.m.
;

Wednesday, 23.

—

Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 p.m. (anniversary) ; Microscopical, 21, Regent-

street, 8 p.m.
;

Pharmaceutical, 17, Bloomsbury -

square, 9 p.m.
;

Ethnological, 27 A, Sackville-

street, 8 p.m. ; Antiquaries, Somerset-house, 2 p.m.
(anniversary).

Thursday, 24. — London Institution, Fins-
bury-circus, 12 p.m. (anniversary)

; Royal Society

of Literature, 4, St. Martin’s-place, 3 p.m. (anni-

versary)
;
Medico-Botanical, 32, Sackville-street,

8 p.m. ; Numismatic, Somerset-house, 7 p.m.

Friday, 25. — Royal Institution, Albemarle-
street, 8J p.m.

;
Philological, 49, Pall Mall,

8 P.M.

Saturdat, 26.— Royal Botanic, Regent’s-
park, 4 p.m. j Westminster Medical, 32, Sackville-

street, 8 p.m. ; Institute of the Fine Arts (Society
of Arts), Adelphi, 8 p.m.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ County Lunatic Asylum.”

—

Several corre-
spondents are anxious to learn the decision in this

competition.

“A Subscriber” (Camberwell), and “ T. A.,”
next week.

“ P. D.” (Lambeth).— An inch superficial

(4 by 3 for example) is the 12th part of a foot
superficial, but a square inch (1 by 1) is the
\i-lth part.

“ A Subscriber,” who asks relative to the Bell-
hanging at the new Houses of Parliament, should
inquire of the Clerk of the Works.

“William Sugden.”

—

We are not disposed to

pursue the subjectfurther.

“ A Surveyor.”

—

We do not see any reason why
the chimney in the fourth story should not be
built over the breast below.

“ T. G. S.” asks whether the district surveyor
can demand afee on account of repairing a privy
roof 20 feet from the house. If the roof of any
building (unless insulated) be “ stripped

,
ripped,

or uncovered," Schedule G. provides that it “ must
} e covered with slates, tiles, metal, glass, artificial

' stone, or cement," and as the district surveyor is

bound to see the Act carried out, he might claim a

fee even for a privy. If it be claimed, we shall be

glad if “ T. G. S.” will let us know the sum asked,

and in which district it occurs.
“ Repeal of the Window-tax.”

—

We will attend

to the report of the delegates.

Received.—“ A Manual of Gothic Mouldings,"

by F. A. Paley, M.A. Van Voorst, London, 1845.

A valuable little volume, to which we shall direct

our readers’ attention shortly.—A Subscriberfrom
No. I.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Bed feathers.—duty free—
HEAL and SON have reduced the price of Foreign

Feathers the amount of the duty, and they can now offer

—

Best White Dantzic 2s. lOd. I Best Foreign Grey* 2s. Od.

Irish White Goose 2s. Od. Irish Grey Goose. . Is. 6d.

Best ditto 2s. 6d.
|
Best ditto Is. gd.

Poultry Is.

List of prices of every description of bedding sent free

by post.

HEAL and SON, 196, opposite the Chapel, Tottcnham-
court-road.

MOON’S IMPROVED CHIMNEYS.—
Samples of the Bricks to form the Circular Flue,

now coming into general use, also those invented by Clark

and Reed for a similar purpose, may be seen at the Patentee’s

Western Dep6t, New-road, near Tottenham-court-road,
where may be procured the Metal Bars and Throats, also

the much-approved Caps for the prevention of Smoky Chim-
neys, without causing adjoining flues to smoke, or producing
the noise so generally complained of, arising from a large

surface of metal being exposed to the action of the wind.
Licences are granted to Brick and Tile Makers for manu-

facturing the Bricks and Tiles, throughout the United King-
dom, by application as above, or to Mr. ELIAS DORNING,
27, Cross-street, Manchester.

E G.'s TRACING-PAPER— It is

• warranted to take Ink, Oil, or Water colour, and
is sold by MESSRS. ROBERSON ANI) CO., SOLE
AGENTS, 51, LONG-ACRE, at the following cash prices:

—

THIN TRACING-PAPER.
60 by 40, at 14/. Os. per Ream, or 15s. Od, per Quire,

40 by 30, at Jl. Os. ,, 7s. 6d. ,,

30 by 20, at 31. 15s. ,, 4s. Od. „
THICK TRACING-PAPER.

40 by 30, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.

30 by 20, at ^l. 10s. „ 8s. Od. „
N. B.—Every sheet is stamped with the Initials of the

Manufacturer.

This beautiful and unequalled article is allowed to be the

cheapest and most useful Paper hitherto introduced to the

public, as will be best proved by a trial.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. K E N T AND C O.,
MANUFACTURERS,

11, GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON,
Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of a
quality far superior to those generally offered for *ale, to

which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer quality

and durability to apparent cheapness,
oooooo.—7 Dusters,

oooooo.—7 in. ditto, extra.

oooo.—Ground Brushes.
Plasterers’ Brushes.
Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.
Sash Tools, and Common Tools.
Tar Brushes and Masons' Brushes, and all other
Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kinds
of Brushes, forwarded on application. Established 1 777-

ATKINSONS CEMENT—The public is

respectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-
cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architecture
and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to

2s. 3d. per bushel, and may be had in any quantity at Wyatt,
Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Holland-street, Surrey side of
Blackfriars-bridge.
N.B.—This Cement being of a light colour, requires no arti-

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with
three parts its own quantity of sand.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE
CEMENT.—The Patentees of this composition beg

to refer to the British Museum, the Royal Exchange, the new
works at Bethlem Hospital, Greenwich Hospital, and the Co-
liseum in the Rcgent’s-park, as buildings finished or in pro-
gress, in which Keene’s Cement has been used as an internal
stucco. Its superiority to common plastering consists in its

extreme hardness, and the rapidity with which it dries, which
qualities fit it to receive paint or other finishing sooner
than other water Cement.
When employed for skirtings, architrave, and other

mouldings, in place of wood, it checks dry-rot, is impervious
to vermine, prevents the spread of fire, and is more eco-
nomical in its application than the material for which it thus
becomes the substitute.

Confirmation of these statements is to be found in the
almost universal adoption of Keene’s Cement for Skirting
and Hall flooring in the new houses on the Hyde Park Estate,
where its application is to be seen to the fullest advan-
tage.

In Liverpool and Manchester, Keene’s Cement has in
several cases been used for the covering of the fire-proof
warehouse floors, where its lightness and hardness give it the
preference over tiles and flagging, which are much heavier,
and necessarily leave the floor intersected with numerous
joints, whilst Keene’s Cement is laid down in one unbroken
surface.

The high polish and marble-like hardness of which this
Cement is susceptible render it the most suitable material
for the manufacture of Scagliola.

Patentees, J. B. WHITE & SONS, Millbank-street,
Westminster, Manufacturers of Roman and Portland
Cement.
Depot in Liverpool, 36, Seel-street, James Woods, Agent.

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.
TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IN

FRESCO.

Stevens and son, patentees and
SOLE MANUFACTURERS, beg respectfully to

announce that this beautiful cement has now arrived

at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sanguine
expectations. For all internal work it possesses a great

superiority over every article hitherto in use ; it is now being
used extensively bv Government in the British Museum and
other public buildings. IT DOES NOT THROW OUT
ANY SALT, but presents a beautifully plain and perfect

surface, which may be painted upon dry work within four

days without peeling. Tt is equally applicable for walls or

lath, for mouldings, architraves, skirting, orflooring; and is

admitted to form the best ground for fresco painting, having
been used for many of the prize frescos lately exhibiting in

Westminster Hall. It will bear an intense heat without
cracking, and for hardness, durability, and economy, cannot
be equalled.

186, DRURY-LANE, LONDON.
Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R Part, 11,

Atherton’s-buildings, Dale-street, Liverpool.

STOCKTON LIAS CEMENT,

Manufactured upon principles laid

down in Major General Pasley’s Essay on Limes
and Cements.— It is of a beautiful Stone Colour, and of ac-

knowledged superior quality, free from vegetation, does not
crack, and is well adapted for every description of modelling
and casting. It has been extensively used at the Earl of

Macclesfield’s, Ensham-hall, by C. Barry, Esq.; at Sir F.

Shuckburgh’s, Shuckburgh-hall, by H. E. Kendall, Esq.
j

for Works now in progress at Marbury-hall, Cheshire
;
and

for many of the Mansions erected during last Summer in the

vicinity of London.
WILMCOTE LIAS CEMENT,

Is of inferior colour to the above, from containing oxide of
iron, but of very Superior Quality for Tunnels, Sewers, and
Hydraulic Purposes; its use is stipulated for by Mr. John
Roe, Engineer of Sewers, London.

GROUND LIAS LIME,
For Concrete, and every description of Hydraulic Work, for

which purposes it has been used at Woolwich and Chatham
Dock Yards, the London Docks, New Exchange, Hunger-
ford Suspension Bridge, Westminster Bridge, Grand Junc-
tion Water Works, Holborn Sewers, Regent and Grand
Junction Canals, Wood Paving Companies, London and Bir-

mingham Railway Company, for Works in the Alstcr at

Hamburgh, the Kiel and Altona Railway, and various Sea
Walls, &c.
At H. Greaves’s Works, Stockton, near Southam, War-

wickshire, and at No. 2, South Wharf, Paddington, Lon-
don.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN

,

GENERAL.

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STUCCO
CEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages .

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced :— It will effectually resist Damp. It will never
vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete
Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never
requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh ,

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.

It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by the
Sea-side. It may he used in the hottest or coldest Climates
at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-
comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may
be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which
may he papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or
pointed with this Cemant will remain undamaged by the
severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-
tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cement
now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary and
valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of
economy.

Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have
declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally

preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing
the Cement and its mode of application, together with a
volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may
be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,
Cheapside, London : of whom also may be had,
JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR

STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-
terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman
or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than
White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flakes,

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; whereas
MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an
affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the suction,
thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the
finish producing a pure stone-like effect, prodnccable by no
other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—and
may he used by any Paimer, in any climate, even in the
most exposed Marine situations.

LIFE ASSURANCE.

THE BRITISH MUTUAL LIFE As-
surance SOCIETY entertains proposals of any

description from 20/. upwards, involving the contingency of

human life, and offers the following advantages to its mem-

A BONUS ANNUALLY (in shape of low Premiums),
equal to those of other offices, granted every three, five, or
seven vears, and
THE PROSPECT OF A LARGER BONUS than can

possibly be obtained at those offices, in the peculiarly bene-
ficial mode adopted in the distribution of the surplus.

Prospectuses and every information may he had on ap-

plication at the office, 17, New Bridge street, Blackfriars. I

SPECIMEN OF TABLES.

Age.
Annual Pre-
mium for

£100.
Age.

Annual Pre-

mium for

£\00.
Age.

Annual Pre-

mium for

A100.

20 £\. 15s. 8d. 40 jS2. 14s. gd. 60 £6 . 6s. /d.

CHARLES JAMES THICKE, Resident Secretary.
17, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars.
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1ANT of attention to what
may be termed minor
matters in the erection of

dwelling-houses, sometimes
leads to serious inconveni-

ence and expense. We
were called in not long ago to explain
how it happened, that when there was a
fire in the dining-room, smoke invariably
came through the joints of the floor above and
from under the skirting, and rendered the
apartment almost useless. Worse still, there
were other rooms in the house similarly affected
by other fires. On examination, the cause was
obvious: the brickwork was badly done, the
flues were not properly pargeted,, and the
imoke consequently found its way through the
ioints of the brickwork between the ceiling
tnd the floor, where the walls were not plas-
ered. This very serious defect is by no means
musual. Operatives, speaking generally, have
:eased to feel interested in the production of
food work

; all that they desire is to get over
he ground, and very often this is the case with
heir masters too. The house will be sold, they
ope, as soon as it is finished, and they leave
ho purchaser to discover the defects, and
emedy them if he can.

Sometimes, the particular evil of which we
re speaking is caueed by the carpenters in
xing the skirting grounds

;
a header is driven

i and a crevice formed, through which the
noke escapes. Very often, the source of the
ol is discovered with difficulty, for the smoke,
•ing confined between the ceiling and the
>or, may travel to some distance, and make
i appearance in an opposite direction

; even
hen; discovered, it cannot be remedied with
t considerable inconvenience and expense.
Considerable injury is caused to many fabrics
the want of a little care when fixing the

ndow-cills. The stone cill is not properly
lathered, and does not extend sufficiently
der the wood cill of the frame, so that if the
ter shrink, or the brickwork settle ever so
fhtly, the rain-water constantly finds its way
ween the two, and does serious mischief,
small fillet of mastic at the junction of the
od and stone may be applied remedially,
ought not to be needed.

r° the badness of the brickwork executed
his time in the neighbourhood of the me-
polls, we have alluded in our pages more
n once. Hasty, bad work, induced by
ipetition and the operation of speculative
Iders, has become so much the habit of our
klayers, that it is difficult to find men
able of producing superior work, or, at all
nts, it is difficult to induce them to abandon
r hasty, careless, mode of proceeding, and
rcise the skill they possess,

he way in which the walls of the majority
muses are “blown up” now-a-days, must
listressing to those who desire to see our
atives advance in knowledge, and the arts
instruction improved: half-hollow, im-
ierly bonded, and out of perpendicular,
seem prepared expressly for premature

y and ruin. In Manchester and some
r places brickwork is slili practised as an
We are not, however, now dealing with

;eneral question of construction
; our object

was simply to allude to two or three minor de-
fects in ordinary modern houses, the result
merely of thoughtlessness and the want of
care.

Shaking floors, which produce a running
obligato accompaniment to every movement
upon them, might be avoided in many cases if
the strutting were properly, instead of impro-
perly, executed. Two nails in each strut,
instead of one, and the exercise of some little
thought, so as to be able to wedge up the whole
soundly, would often prevent a nuisance with-
out any extra cost worth consideration, the
removal of which, if incurred, might entail an
outlay of many pounds.

THE ART-UNION OF LONDON.

On Tuesday last, the Theatre Royal Drury-

of
h ed

,

10 the ''tiding by the member
ot this important association, to receive thereport of the committee, and distribute theamount subscribed for the purchase of works

. j
1 be llouse presented a most animated

and elegant appearance; stage, stalls, pitand gallery, were alike crowded Jith
well-dressed persons; and when his Royal
ighncss, theDukeof Cambridge, accompaniedby the Duke of Mecklenburgh Strelitz, ap-peared on the stage, to take the chair, ’pre-ciseiy at twelve o’clock, his Royal Highnesswas received will, loud and continued cheering!On taking the chair, the president briefly

congratulated the subscriber! on the pro"
7

Eri Roll H
aS

l

S0Ci“ ti0
"',

“ LaSt yaar,”
P
said

14 pm/!
11 H'ghness, “the subscription was

this year lt amoul)ts (o lsi40lWow when we consider that in the year 1837when we began, we only collected 4907. I think
there is every reason for saying that we arethriving; and I most sincerely hope that we
shall continue so. After saying these few

Z,
1 trust 'vil1 be satisfactory to

read the report.”
0 secretary* to

the?™dThe [„f°
rge G° d "' i "’ F ’R ’ S”

REPORT.

For the ninth time the committee have thegreat satisfaction of announcing the continued
and increasing prosperity of the Art- Union ofLondon, a more extended and better apprecia-
tion of its great objects, and clearer evidence
ot the goodness of its plan and working.

I he subscription for the present year
amounts to the sum of 15,4407. 5s„ and wiuld
have been larger, but for the misapprehension
that Lord Monteagle’s Act (under which the
present distribution is made) applied simply
to the past year, and that as no fresh Act on
the subject had been passed, we were not re-
cognized by the legislature. In reality, how-
ever, the Act in question remains in force
until the 31st of July next, before which time
as there is every reason to believe, the associa-
ion will be placed on a firm and permanent
basis by an Act of Parliament, to be brought
in by the Right Hon. Thomas Wyse, aschairman of a committee of the House ofCommons appointed in June last to con-
sider the objects and results of Art-Unions
and the most expedient and practicable means’
of i endermg them most subservient to the im-
provement and diffusion of art through the
different classes of the community. The mi-
nutes of evidence and the report of the Par-
liamentary Committee have been printed, andwhen made public, will doubtless afford many
valuable suggestions for the future conduct of
this association.

Ills gratifying to find that the late agitation
of the subject and this inquiry have not had
the effect of changing the opinion ofam earlyfnend to the Art-Union of London, so’ far as
is known

;
while it has even already induced

many, who entertained doubts on tile matter
to give it the advantage of their countenance!And here they cannot omit offering publicly
respectful thanks to his Royal Highness theDuke of Cambridge, President, for the interest
ii. It. li. manifested in the successful issue of
the late proceedings, and his personal endea-
vours on several occasions to obtain it. His
Itoyal Highness has himself brought the sub-
scriptions of various members of the Royal

amily, and has been graciously pleased at all
tmies to give assistance to the committee.

I he list of provincial and foreign secretaries
has been increased considerably, and now
numbers 338. In addition to New York,
Mexico, Novia Scotia, Hobart Town, Ceylon,Bombay and Singapore, mentioned in the last
report, the society has now active correspon-
dents at Coblentz, Wiesbaden, Aix-Ia-Chapellc,Wow Brunswick, Dominica, Monte Video, La
Ixuayra, I oronto, in Montreal, and last, hut
er am y not the least in importance, atCanton, in the Celestial Empite !
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e ptlzehoiders of last year purchased 253

ture

L
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These were exhibited for the usual

friends aifiT rl°
tbe
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subscribers and theirh ends, and afterwards gratuitously to the
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0(l° Personwithout the occurrence of any accident.
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the selection of the works of arton that occasion, it is the painful duty of thocomm.ttee to reprobate in the strongest terms
tho conduct of one of the freeholders, whosought unworthily to divert the funds of the as-
sociation from their proper course for his own
pecuniary advantage. Tho artists to whom he
applied proved themselves men of honour and
integrity, and Ins scheme failed. The com-
mittee minutely investigated the occurrence,
and received thefullest proof that the selection
ultimately made was a bond fide transaction, or
they would assuredly have declared the prize
forfeited, and allowed the subscriber to seekwhat remedy he might. They deemed it right,
however, with a view to the attainment of the
oijects of the association and the protection of

i lists, to make the “ Regulations as to selec-
tion more stringent than they were beforeand have accordingly provided that no arrange-
ment whatever shall be made, or attempted tohe made, between a prizeholder and an artist,
or by any parties on their behalf, in the
selection of a work of art by which a prize-
holder may obtain, or attempt to obtain, the
leturn of a portion of the umount of a prize, or
other valuable consideration

; that no prize-
holder shall sell, or attempt to sell, the right
ot selection

;
anil that should any attempt to

evade the published regulations be discovered
the amount of the prize shall be forfeited
and merge in the funds of the society. In
his determination they are quite satisfied
they will receive the support of all who
appreciate rightly the real objects of the
association, and they would state em-
phatically it is only these they desire to
find in the list of subscribers. The en-

o
r

-r',"'
s„llue t0 tbe subscribers of last year,

l he Castle of Ischia,” will be delivered
in pursuance of the notice already sent to every
subscribe^ on and after the 7th' of May next.

I he Convalescent from Waterloo,” en-
graved by Mr. G. T. Doo, after Mr. Mdready,
K.A., due to the subscribers of the present
year is approaching completion. In addition
to this print the subscribers willz-eoeive for
each guinea paid, a series of designs in ontlino
illustrative of Thomson’s “Castle of indo-
lence, made by Mr. William Rimer. The
drawings have been placed in the hands of
Messrs. Webb, Whitfield, II. W. Collard, and
Joubert, and the engravings from them will be
distributed as soon as they are completed.
Every subscriber for 1846 will receive an-.

,ui to™ win receive an
impression of a line engraving, “ Jephtha’s
Daughter,” after Mr. O’Neil, by Mr. Peter
Lightroot, which is already far advanced, with
such other advantages as the committee may
be able to afford.

J

For the subscribers of some future year the
committee have been enabled, by the kind per-
mission of the artist and of the proprietor, Mr.
U illes, of Goodrest, Berkshire, to place in
the hands of Mr. C. Rolls and Mr. Frederick
Heath, two pictures by Mr. Uwins, R.A.“

'1 he Last Embrace,” and “The Neapolitan
Marriage,” to he engraved by them for the
society and distributed as a pair.
The committee look anxiously to the result

of the offered premium of 500/. for the best
original picture illustrative of English history
The cartoons are to be received in competi-
tion on the 1st of next January, and the com-
mittee venture to repeat to the artists of theUnited Kingdom their earnest hope, that awork will be obtained for engraving creditable
to them and to the country.
A statement of the engraving account, stillopen, will be published with this report.



In reply to tl.e offered premium of 601. for

the best consecutive series of not less than

ten designs in outline, illustrative ot some

epoch in Biblical or British History, or•ol the

work of a British author, nineteen sets were

received, from which the committee selected
__

£SS£SiiSias
to the ’reward.

Considering that much talent

was displayed by some of the competitors, and

anxious^* to stimulate young artists to exertion

they further awarded honorary premiums of

20(.
y
each to Mr. G. E. Sintzenick, Mr. W .

Cave Thomas, and Mr. G. Scharf, jnn.

With the view of inducing the production

of finer and more elaborate works in litlio-

graphy than are now general in thiB country,

tiie committee some time ago placed in the

hands of Mr. Templeton, Mr. E. M. Wards

excellent picture, “La Fleurs Departure

(selected by a pnzeholder in the last distribu-

tion), to be executed on stone of a large size.

As this is not yet finished, it will be made to

form part of next year’s arrangements.

In continuation of the society s endeavours

to encourage the production of bronzes, Mr.

John Bell's Statue of the “Eagle Slayer, ex-

hibited in Westminster Hall last year, has

teen reduced by Mr. Edward W,on, and of

this twenty copies in bronze will he distributed

to-dav. The thanks of the society are due to

Mr Bell for the liberal manner in which he

placed this figure at the disposal of the com-

mittce. For the ensuing year Mr. Coleys

statue, “The Boy at the Stream, has been

reduced by Mr. Cleverton’s machinery, and will

he produced in bronze by Mr. Foley himself.

Your committee have long borne in view

the connection between manufactures and art,

and have felt the importance of leading one to

the aid of the other. Considering the porce-

lain manufacture to he of considerable con-

sequence, and greatly dependent on art, they

propose to reduce a statue to a convenient size,

and to issue a certain number of copies in that

material. Mr. Gibson, E.A., when in Eng-

land kindly offered the use of any of lus works

for this purpose, and the committee have

determined on adopting “The Narcissus for

the first experiment, his diploma piece at the

Royal Academy. Some difficulties which

arose at the Academy have delayed the com-

pletion of the intention, hut these are now

removed, and the work will he proceeded with

immediately by Messrs. Copeland and Garrett.

Mr. A. J. Stothard has completed the medal

commemorative of Sir Joshua Reynolds ;
the

committee propose distributing to-day to thirty

subscribers the right to receive an impression

of it in silver. Any subscriber who may

desire to have a copy of the medal in bronze,

in lieu of the engraving for the present year,

will become entitled to do so by forwarding to

the office a note to that effect.

The want of encouragement in the art of

gem engraving, at present seriously felt, has

been urged upon them in several quarters.

It has been shewn that we have no artists in

this department capable of engraving a figure

equal to those which were produced in England

only a few years ago, and that there is not

sufficient inducement to lead engravers to

pursue such a course of study as would enable

them to execute works of first-rate excellence;

the committee take this opportunity to draw

public attention to the fact.

Since the last meeting Thomas Griffith,

Esq. M.A.
;

George John Morant, Esq.;

W. J. Smith, Esq., F.S.A.; Henry G. At-

kinson, Esq., F.G.S.; and Arthur Tooke,

Esq. M.A. ;
have retired from the committee :

and the Right lion, the Earl of Arundel and

Surrey
;
the Rev. Edward Coleridge, of Eton

;

T. C. Harrison, Esq., F.L.S.
;

and Mr.

Serjeant Thompson; have been elected to

fill the vacancies thus created.

The account of receipts and disbursements

is as follows :

—

Expenses Clerks, Printing, £ s. d.

Advertising, Postage, &c. . . 1,796 10 10

Sum allotted for the purchase of

Pictures, &c 9,650 0 0

Ditto for Bronzes 450 ® ~

Ditto for Medals 200 0 0

Sum reserved for Engraving

and Printing Outlines . . . • 960 0 0

Balance reserved for the line-

engraving of the year .... 2,383 14 2

40 Works of Art of the value of 10/. each.

55 Works of Art of the value of 15/. each.

39 Works of Art of the value of 20/. each.

37 Works of Art of the value of 25/. each.

25 Works of Art of the value of 30/. each.

25 Works of Art of the value of 40/. each.

14 Works of Art of the value of 50/. each.

12 Works of Art of the value of 60/. each.

10 Works of Art of the value of 70/. each.

10 Works of Art of the value of 80/. each.

6 Works of Art of the value of 100/. each.

3 Works of Art of the value of 150/. each.

2 Works of Art of the value of 200/. each,

and 2 Works of Art of the value of 300/. each.

To these are to be added twenty bronzes of

“the Eagle Slayer,” and thirty medals of

Reynolds. To save the time of the meeting,

the medals will be allotted to the first thirty

names drawn consecutively at the close of the

general distribution.
b
The reserved fund now amounts to 1 ,524/. 2s.,

consisting simply of the interest on subscrip-

tions received, the sums unexpended by prize-

holders, and the profit on the sale of catalogues

at the exhibition. In order to enlarge it, the

committee renew their exhortations for the

payment of subscriptions early in the year.

The committee are anxious to increase to

the utmost the efficiency of the association.

The various new modes of multiplying

works of art, the announcement of which has

recently startled the public, will not be dis-

regarded by them, so far as they may be

likely to assist in spreading abroad universally

works of fine art. The steam-press has made

good literature cheap, and the increased demand

consequent has made it cheaper still, without

weakening in any degree its worth and power.

The delight and instruction it gives are ex-

tended to all and lessened to none. So it

should be, and will be, with art. It is recorded

of Apelles that he could not endure that a

picture should have but one master
;

he

thought that the works of great artists should

he carried from one country to another,

because painting “was a common good to

all the world.” We are told too there was a

period when such works were looked upon in

Greece as public treasures, whereof the enjoy-

ment was due to all.
, ,

In modern times the engraver has extended

the delight afforded by the contemplation of

works of art to a wide circle, and the processes

now in progress of development may enable

him to fulfil literally Apelles’ wish, and make

a fine picture a common good to all the world.

If we look back hardly a century, and note the

state of the arts in England at that time, the

utter disregard of them which was shewn, and

the prevailing opinion that Englishmen bad

not the qualifications necessary for the suc-

cessful practice of them, and remembering

what has been done since, observe the im-

portant movements now making in favour of

the fine arts, we shall find reason to be hopeful.

Amongst the most recent efforts in this behalf

is the bill now before the Legislature to enable

town councils to establish museums of art,

for the henefit of the public,—to provide

galleries for the reception of

Gems of art

The increased facilities of access to national

and private collections, now enjoyed by the

public, was threatened by the recent demolition

of an ancient relic. The law being found de-

fective, a proof amongst others of the indif-

ference towards the fine arts which has been

entertained by our legislature, a hill for the

protection of works of art has been brought

into the House of Commons, and will speedily

be made law; and it is to he hoped, that should

any evil-disposed person commit a similar out-

rage, he will be punished with rigour; all have

an interest in maintaining the security of works

of art publicly exposed, and thereby prevent-

ing the renewal of an unjust stigma now nearly

removed.
The remission of the duty on glass will be

advantageous to painters in water-colours, and

lead many to adorn their houses with prints,

who otherwise would not have done so.

The increased attention paid to the fine arts

at our universities, the important proceedings

of the Royal Commission for their encourage-

ment, the rapid spread of a desire for artistical

decorations in our buildings, and other evi-

dence, that the love of art is penetrating the

mind of the country, would afford important

matter for congratulation and comment.

It is not too much to assert, that the pro-

ceedings of the Art-Union of London have

greatly assisted in producing the movement

now apparent, by leading multitudes to talk

and think of art who otherwise had disregarded

it, and obtaining a more extended considera-

tion of its value and uses. It will he tbo duty

of the committee, as it is their pleasure, to aid

in giving this movement a right direction, and

they call upon the subscribers, and they call

upon artists, as they have before done, zealously

to assist them in the endeavour.

“ The great end of art,” says a philosophical

writer of the last century,* “ has been so little

considered, that many are accustomed to look

on pictures as they would on rich hangings.

It is true, that some kinds of pictures, like

some kinds of books, can do no more

than please. But the first object of high

art is no more to be ornamental than the first

object of an author is to decorate a library.

Like poets, historians, and philosophers,

painters have the power of instructing whilst

entertaining the mind.” To painters we say,

exercise this power, produce works to teach as

well as please, and rouse art to her piopei sta-

tion amongst us; and to the public we say,

purchase theseworks when produced and so lead

others to follow the right path,—to advance the

character and increase the enjoyments of their

countrymen. Seek excellence in every de-

partment, from the lowest to the highest,

and remember, that by rewarding mediocrity

to the exclusion of genius which may awail

your assistance, you depress talent and com-

mit injustice.
, , , ,

Lei us all bear in mind, that the great ob-

ject of our association, is to elevate and diffusi

art.
George Godwin! Ron> Scc3i
Lewis Pocock. J

And genius, ravish’d from the grasp of Time.

and to adopt the most efficient means of

rendering them educationally useful.

£15,440 5 0

Emanating as this bill does from a member

of their body, Mr. Ewart, to whom, in con-

junction with others, the public are greatly in-

debted for the establishment of schools of de-

sign, and believing that if carried out efficiently

by the local authorities, public taste will there-

by gradually be improved, and that much good

will result, the committee feel entitled to al-

lude to it in terms of sincere commendation.

The connection between manufactures and arts

is generally admitted, and has been always

urged in the reports of your committee
;

it is

asserted, that we cannot compete with foreign

manufacturers in some branches of trade be-

cause of the want of knowledge of the arts of

design on the part of the operatives. By pro-

viding collections in each town, of the finest

casts of the ancients,—forms of perfect beauty

;

o-iving general access to them, and making

drawing a part of ordinary education, we might

speedily overcome this reproach, and become

independent of foreign aid.

The cheering which followed the repor

having subsided, the Duke of Mecklenburg!

Strelitz, moved that the report he received, am

Sir C. Hopkinson seconded it. The motioi

being carried by acclamation, Mr. Uwins, in

very eloquent speech, moved a vote of thank

to the committee and officers; as an artist, h

said, he was proud to stand forward to giv

expression to the gratitude that was felt by tli

whole body. Mr. Cooper, U.A. seconded th

motion, and it was carried hv acclamation.

Mr \V. H. Rosser, F.S.A., and Mr. 1* re<

Haggard, having consented to act as send

neers, and Miss Royds and Miss \! lute, 1

draw the prizes, the distribution commence

and his Royal Highness then vacated the cha

in favour of Mr. B. Bond Cabbell, F.R.*

and retired amidst loud plaudits.
_

The following is a list of the principal pnz

holders

Lord F. Beauclerk, 68, Grosvenor-street ;
i

E. Perry, Bombay,—each 300/.

Rev.' A. R. Lloyd, Whittington, Owestr

Mrs. A. Packe, Caythorpe rectory, Grantham,

elC

J.

2
Jarman, Half-moon-street, Bishopgatej

Twiss, Cambridge; W. F. Watson, Chelsea,

CaC

C
h

Claydon, Cambridge; W. Gow, Hungerfi

* Richardson’s “ Art of Criticism.’
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Wharf; W. M'Donald, Queen-street, Glasgow;
H. S. J. Medley, Farringdon

; Lady A. Paget, l!
Old Burhngton-street

;
E. Shepheard, Coventry,—each 100/. J

F. Allen, Pershore
;
B. Brown, George-yard,

Lombard -street
; Henry Brown, Boughton, Chester

;

PI. \V. Dobell, Sussex-square, Kensington; A. G.
Fraser, Halifax, Nova Scotia

; P. H. Green, Man-
chester

; W. Keary, Stoke-on-Trent; J. Waver,
Astley-crescent

;
E. Westall, Croydon; B. Wil-

liams, Waterloo-place,—each 80/.
J ‘ Ru

^
ton

> Princes-street City; Miss Connell,
60 St. James’s-place

;
W. Crystall, Greenwich

;

W. Davidson, Glasgow; C. Dolman, Birming-
ham

; W. Durant, Sandringham, Norfolk
; F.

Hooper, Worcester
; H. Senior, Eye, Suffolk •

Mrs. Staple, Pimlico; Mrs. J. J. Stone, Ken-
sington-terrace, Bayswater,—each 70/.

J. Cobbold, Ipswich; T. Dakin, King-William-
street

; A. L. Davies, Carmarthen
; E. Dickinson,

Jerusalem Coffee-house; S. E. Doidge, Bideford
;G. Harcourt, Chertsey; A. G. Niner, Regent-

street; Mrs. Paget, St. John’s wood; H. Ren-
slrnw, Strand; C. Rickards, Piccadilly; C. PI. L
Woodd, 108, New Bond-street; T. Workman!
Basingstoke,—each 60/.

E. Ballard, Islington
;
\V. B. Bull, Newport

lagnel; J. Carrington, Potham, Beds; Miss
Colquhoun, Walmer-lodge, Avenue-road

; Halstead
Chichester; W. Howlett, Kirton Lindsay; g’
K. Lancaster, Stafford-cottage, WT

indham-road

;

I. Longman, Paternoster-row
; M. B. M'Farlane,

Cheapside; A. M‘Leod, Halifax, Nova Scotia;
J. G. Plainer, Helston

; J. Stewart, Bank of
England

; Mrs. Veal, Barnstaple; Lady Whichcote,
Buckingham—each 50/.

D- W. Alexander, Halifax
; Miss Armstrong,

Stafford
; A. Attwood, Graceohurch-street

; W.
Beckwith, Isle of Man

; Mary A. Clarke, Durliam-
street, Strand; A. Dawson, Old Broad-street; T.
Furguson MiH-waH, Poplar; T. M. Gresham,
Dublin

; E. Griffith, Newton
;

E. Hunt, South-
ampton

;
Dr. Jones, Chester

; T. Leftwich, Cumber-
land market

;
W. F. Moore, Isle of Man

;
J. Patten,

1 oddmgton F. R. Perkins, Chipstead-place, Seven-
oaks; G. Phillip, Liverpool; R. R., Dunchurch

;A. Kowbotham, Market-place, Sheffield
;

Sir M.
A. Shee, P.R.A., Cavendish-square

; J. Simpson,
43, Newington-place, Kennington; J. Smith, 49Long Acle

; W. Stone, Darwin-street
; J. Symonds,Marnngton

; Mrs S. Wade, St. Albans
; J. WattWych-street,—each 40/.

’

1 hanks to the young ladies who assisted in
tlio distribution, moved by Dr. Dickson am]
seconded by Mr. Wyndham", and to Mr. Bunn,
for the liberality with which he had placed
the theatre at the disposal of the societymoved by Mr. Noble and seconded by Mr J sGaskom, were carried unanimously.
Alderman Wilson proposed a vote of thanks

to tlio honorary secretaries for their exertionsm promoting the interests of the Institution,

7". 1

"T seconded by Mr. Cabbell (the
Chairman;, and passed unanimously.
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safety A rope bridge will generally remain
in good condition twenty or twenty-five years,
though some of theropes require renewing every
eight or ten years. But composed of stronger
and more durable materials than the twisted
fibres and tendrils of plants, suspension bridges
are found to exist in remote and semi-barbarous

SUSPENSION BRIDGES.
Suspension bridges appear to be of very

incient origin
;
travellers have discovered them

n South America, in China, in Thibet, and inhe Indian Peninsula. They are mostly metnth in mountainous regions, and being sus-
lended across a deep ravine, or an impetuous
01 lent, permit the passage of the traveller
I'hen the construction of any other kind ofridge would be impracticable. It is not
herefore, from the celebrated nations of an-
iputv that the engineer lias derived his firstmts tor the construction of suspension bridges
s neither Greece, Rome, nor Egypt is evernown to have had one, but fron/rude and
npolished people, the results of whose in-enmty we proceed to describe.
In bouth America there are numerous

l L suspension bridges formed of the fibrous
lots ot the great American aloe trlnavc
Imencana). The roadway is formed bvivonng the ropes transversely with small
, lindrieal pieces of bamboo. The bridge of
enipi, erected over the river Chambo, is 120

mnnb T
d 8f

a®‘
bl'°Bd

1
but ther0 are olb<!r3much larger dimensions.

I he “hilly Of these bridges in mountainous
untiles is immense. Humboldt mentions

h
PT?? communication has been

t roo b M
e
,
n QlUt0 and by means

i 000? had f extra°rdinary length, after
,UUJ/. had been expended in a fruitlesstempt to build a stone bridge over a torrentnob lushes from the Cordilleras of the

ii

’ 1 b
',
s

,'
s crected near Santa, and

tvellers with loaded mules pass over it in

t Ax.
u ‘ c a,,u '’tum-oarDarous

regions In Thibet many iron suspension
bridges have been discovered, and it is not im-
probable that in countries as little known and
visited by Europeans, others may exist of which
we have as yet received no accounts. Turner
in his “Embassy to the Court of Thibet’’
mentions a most remarkable bridge of this
description, stretched over the Tehintchien
situate about eighteen miles from Murichom.
Only one horse is admitted to go over it at a

time
;

it swings as you tread upon it, re-acting
at the same time with a force that impels you
every step you take to quicken your pace. ‘

It
is constructed of five chains, which support the
platform, and on which chains are placed
several layers of strong, coarse mats of bamboo,
loosely laid down, so as to play with the swing
of the bridge; a fence on each side further
secures the passenger.” The date of the
erection of this bridge is unknown to the in-
habitants of the country, and they even
ascribe to it a fabulous origin ; its length is
about 150 feet. In Kircher’s “ China ^Illus-
trated,” there is a very clear description of a
Chinese iron-chain-bridge. « In the province
or Junnan,- says he “over a valley of great
depth and through which a torrent of water
runs with great force and rapidity

;
a bridge is

said to have been built by the Emperor Mingus
of the family of Hama, in the year of Christ
05, not constructed of brickwork or of blocks
of stone cemented together, but of chains of
beaten iron and hooks, so secured to rings
from both sides of the chasm, that it forms a
bridge by planks placed under them. There
are twenty chains, each of which is 20 perches
or 300 palms in length. When many persons
pass over together, the bridge vibrates to and
tro. It is impossible to admire sufficiently the
dexterity of the architect Sinensius, who' had
the hardihood to attempt a work so arduous and
so conducive to the convenience of travelling.”

Another suspension bridge in China is de-
scribed in the sixth volume of the “ Histoire
general des Voyages.” The following is a
condensed translation The famous iron
bridge (such is the name given to it) at Quav-
Chen, on the road to Yun-Nan (Junnan?) is
the work of an ancient Chinese general. On
the banks of, and stretching over the Pan-ho
a torrent of inconsiderable breadth but of great
depth, a large gatewavhas been formed between
two massive pillars 6 or 7 feet broad, and from
1/ to Ii. feet high. From the pillars at each end
four iron chains extend, on this bridge of chains
thick planks laid across formed a platform.
1 he whole is covered by a roof which rests its
ends on the pillars at each side of the bank.”*
Scamozzi speaks of suspension bridges ex-

isting in Europe in the beginning of the IJth
century, but it is very questionable if the term lie
employs designates the same structure as that to
which it is now applied. On the Continent no
suspension bridges seem to have been erected
save those of recent date, and in England the
oldest bridge of the kind is believed to be the
v\ inch Chain Bridge suspended over the Teesand forming a communication between the
counties of Durham and of York. Mr. Ste-
phenson

(Edinburgh Philosophical Journal
foi October, 1821; conjectures that the date of
its erection ivas about 1741 . It is or was (forwe do not know whetherit is still in existence;
about 70 feet long, and rather more than 2 feet

'?i V
Jbe r

,
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.

d "’ay ™ supported immedi-
ately by the chains which were stretched into
a nearly straight line, and were steadied by in-
clined ties from the banks below. A hand-
rail was added on one side only for the pro-
tection of the passengers whose footing was
far from steady. But few suspension bridgesand those of minor importance wore erected
in Great Britain before the construction of the
celebrated Menai Bridge. Drewry (“ Memoiron Suspension Bridges,” 1832; mentions one
across GalaWater, which was madeofthin wires

we. iTiYUt'L
about d°L. although its spanwas 1 11 feet. Itwas erected in 1816 by a manu-

facturer named Lees of Galashiels. Another

to ] 8 l

b
7
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u
bo™ t,le sanle length, was built

in loll, across the Tweed at Kings Meadows, at

* Sea Navair, " Memoire ear le. Pouts SuBpeadUB.”

an expense of 160/. The platform was 4 feet
wide, and was sustained by wires radiating from
tlie tops of two cast-iron columns at each end
of the bridge. Tlie columns were east hol-
low, and within each of them was placed a
verticle bar of wrought-iron 24 inches square,
to which the wires were immediately attached!
Other bridges were built upon this principle,'
v nich, according to Navicr, was suggested
many years before by a Frenchman of the
name of Poyet.

In 1817, Captain (now Sir Samuel) Brown,
obtained a patent for an improved method of
constructing chains for suspending the road-
way and three years afterwards, had an oppor-
tunity of testing its merits in the erection of
the Union-bridge across tlie Tweed, near Ber-
wick, which was opened for use in July, 1820.

.

length of tlie chord-line between the
points of suspension on the tops of the towers,

n
44

.i
'.' V"*

1 tl,e deflea ‘ion is about 30 feet.On the 10th of August, 1820, the first stone
was laid of the Mena. Bridge, a noble monu-ment of the scientific skill of the late Thomas
I el ford. In January, 1826, preparations weremade for opening the bridge, and on Monday,
the 3Uth, the mails drove over it for the first
time. Shortly after, however (February 6th),
a tremendous gale did considerable damage to
the iron-work, and repeated gales during tlie
spring, tended greatly to retard the necessary
operations in repairs. But no inconvenience
has since been felt, and there is reason to be-
leve, that with ordinary care and attention
this noble structure will last for ages.

C' aP tai
‘

n Brown commenced the
Innity Suspension Pier at Newhaven, near

win :
Ur^ ’,

which consists of three spans of
2U9 feet each, with 14 feet deflection. He also
constructed the Suspension Pier at Brighton,
which consists of four openings of 255 feet
each with a deflection of 18 feet.

In 1824, Mr. W. Tierney Clark commenced
the Hammersmith Suspension Bridge, the first
erected in tlie vicinity of London. The cen-
tral opening has a chord-line of 422 feet with
a deflection of 29 feet 6 inches. This bridge
was opened for use in 1827.

In 1828, Captain Brown commenced a large
suspension bridge over the South Esk.nt .Mon-
trose, the chord-line of which is 432 feet and
each chain extends 115 feet from the centre
ot the tower to the farthest end of the chamber
of masonry, in which its end is secured.

After the completion of the Menai Bridge,
others on the suspension principle began to be
universally adopted throughout Europe, hut it
was not till iron-wires had been proved to ho
more firm than bars of a greater thickness, that
these bridges received their most extensive ap-
plications. 1

Since 182], Messrs. Sequin have constructed
more than fifty wire-bridges in France with
great success.

In a recent number of the Tittshurgli Chro-
nicle, is the following account of a suspension
wire bridge, now being constructed over the
Alleghany :

—

The suspension ropes, which extend from
pier to pier in the form of an inverted arch,
are to consist of seven strands of wire, each
strand being about 3 inches in diameter. The

/AT
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i^
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,
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?
n be wraPPed in annealed wire

(No 14) which will render it one solid mass,
and as each individual wire is varnished be-
fore it is put across, and as the whole will
be painted when finished and wrapped, it will
)e impervious to water, and consequently not
liable to be weakened or impaired by the
weather. On these two immense wire ropes
the structure is to be suspended. But this is
not the only reliance for strength. The trunk
is to be constructed from pier to pier—the
sides being of solid lattice-work — that is,
strong beams placed in this form— XXX.
4 he beams are to be placed contiguous to each
other for greater strength, so that when
finished the trunk alone, without the wire-
ropes, will be a firm and strong structure,
capable not only of sustaining its own weight,’
but aiso of bearing up as much additional work
as a lattice-work bridge would do. In effect
the trunk is a lattice-work bridge without
arches. The ropes being suspended across
strong stone towers placed upon the piers are
in fact inverted arches, capable of sustaining
moie than double the additional weight which
the letting in of the water would place upon

Stonn™"
'’!^ 6 trUn

t,
ltSelf is an '"dependent,

stzonD , and immovable structure, so that when
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finished the aqueduct will not be liable to be

moved either from the swell of water or the

effect of storms. The wires are carried across

the river, from one pier to another, by a wneei

which traverses the whole distance upon ropes,

unbinding the wire from the reels as it goes

The ropes are moved by horse-power,

splices of the wire are made by placing the

two ends together end winding them with fine

annealed wire, and it is done so strongly, that

sufficient force will break the wire, butw.ll not

affect the splice.

THE BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Matters at present remain in statu quo,

but we understand efforts are about being

made to effect a junction of the two parties;

we heartily wish success to the endeavour.

Relative to the account we gave of the un-

fortunate dissensions in the committee (p. I/O

ante), we have received the following letter :—
“ Adverting to your ‘ impartial statement

of the original cause of quarrel in the British

Archaeological Association, viz.: the act ot

Mr. Wright in having ‘ produced in his own

name and irrespective (disrespectful) of the

association, ‘ the Archaeological Album, I beg

to state, as I am unfortunately known to have

been the first to have objected to it, that in

justice to myself, your words ‘ trumpery, wind-

bag, and sputter,’ are very incorrect represen-

tations of my purity of motive and mildness of

manner towards Mr. Wright, when, on De-

cember 11th I ‘ suggested that the detailed

account of the proceedings of the association

at Canterbury about to be given in the Archae-

ological Album (a new periodical to be edited

by Mr. Wright) should be prefaced by a

statement that such account is unauthorized by

this committee,’ and I beg to inform you, Sir,

that to prove that there was no ‘ trumpery

(tromperie— deceit) on my part in so doing, I

had previously told Mr. W right by letter, that

I ‘considered it (* the Album ) a kind of

poaching on the manor of the committee, and

should call their attention to it;’ and, moreover,

that the president on that day publicly and in

a letter soon afterwards sent from his lordship

to me privately, said, ‘ I cannot but consider

that your conduct is invariably based upon a

conviction that the principles upon which you

act are just.’

Allow me now to say a few words on your

observations. The ‘ great faults ’ were our not

having any laws to guide us but those of honour.

If on the minority’s side are the two first

founders of the association, the two next

founders, myself and Mr.Way—who is certainly

the most influential founder in every respect,

and also one of the honorary secretaries— are

on the majority’s side.

I fear, however, that from the rash and
illegal proceedings of Mr. Pettigrew’s meeting

in Leicester-square, that his minority branch

can never be rejoined to the majority of the

comite. But neither, therefore, are its objects

‘ wrecked ’ nor have ‘ some of the authorities at

Winchester’ refused their assistance at the con-

templated meeting there in September, of the

majority’s party, for on the contrary, from the

town clerk to the dean, every gentleman

connected with that city and its cathedral has

subscribed his money and hearty interest

towards the said meeting.

And though some members of the associ-

ation may now be perplexed, and imprecate ‘ a

plague on both our houses,’ and others have

been seduced by the activity and cleverness of

the minority to' go astray, very many are re-

turning to their old fold, so that I have no

doubt that your ‘ tangled web ’ will soon be un-

ravelled, and that even in your estimation will

again shine forth as untarnished as ever (and

I hope surmounted with the union flag), your

so called ‘ trumpery Peg.’

Yours, dear Mr. Editor, most truly,

W. Bromet, M.D.”

Our good friend, the writer of the above

letter, will see, on reconsideration of the article

in question, that the terms to which he objects

do not apply to himself or any other indi-

vidual, but to the proceedings generally which

caused the quarrel, and that we see no reason

for designating them by any more dignified

words than those we have used. Our state-

ment, however, is before the public, and they

can judge for themselves : its correctness has

the Doctor himself does not offer the slightest

contradiction to it, excepting as to our asser-

tion that some of the authorities at Win-

chester have refused their assistance at the

contemplated meeting there, and this, rye fear,

will be found quite true notwithstanding the

denial. It is stated by persons in whom we

have perfect confidence, that the other party

have actually received pressing invitations to

meet at Winchester ;
and we mention it

simply as shewing how likely it is that the

interests of the association will suffer it a

coalition be not effected before the proposed

meeting is held.

NEW SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER
COLOURS.

On Saturday last, we attended the private

view of the eleventh exhibition of this society,

previous to its being thrown open to the

public, and perceived with gratification that

t _ .1 iiniynnnrttfpH fmm its usual ex-

ing is warm and effective, a rich brown predo-

minating. There are many other smaller

productions of this clever painter, interiors

and architectural bits, the majority of which

are excellent.

Two pictures by H. Weigall, from Bloom-
M’o “ AWr and the Widow.” are well

had not degenerated from its usual ex-

cellence. There are not so many large

pictures, which is accounted for by the small

degree of patronage bestowed on this branch

of art. There is great improvement in the

choice of subjects (half the battle by-the-by),

and fewer milk-maids, plough-boys, and the

like, than are sometimes seen.

Our attention was at once attracted by the

gorgeous colouring of No. 81, by L. Iiaghe,

“ Ferdinand visiting Rubens at Antwerp,”

which is almost equal to that great colourist

himself. The drapery of Ferdinand, yellow

and crimson, contrasted by the light blue

scarf, tells most forcibly by the side of the

soberly-clad Rubens. This drawing is on the

whole a triumph, and merits the greatest

compliment we can pay to Mr. Haghe.

Mr. Warren’s picture, “The Crusader’s

first sight of Jerusalem,” is of the highest

class, and full of beauties, but wants in parts

this artist’s usual depth. A certain flimsy

transparency about some of the figares may

be considered questionable.

A palpable instance of improvement is

No. 61, “The Prisoner of Gisors,” by E. H.

Wehnert; the conception of which is re-

markably fine. There is a solemnity of tone

about it suitable to the story, which is un-

exceptionably treated, and the work altogether

is worthy of the subject. It is one of the

cleverest pictures in the gallery.

“ Bianca and Lucentio,” by the same artist,

is originally treated, but will not sustain

a comparison with the former.

No. 244, from “ Le Juif Errant, ’ is by

E. Corbould. The horse is well drawn and

coloured, more particularly the head, also the

veteran soldier
;
but we cannot say the same of

the young ladies.

Mr. Absolon’s “ Judgment of Midas

a careful drawing, beautifully finished. The

two girls on the left-hand side are truly ex

quisite, and will enhance the artist’s reputation.

Mr. Kearney’s picture of “ John Knox and

Mary Queen of Scotts,” is weak and insipid,

Mr. Duncan has produced a gem in his

(No. 194) “ Shrimpers.” The effect of the

sun is managed most marvellously.

“Sheep-washing” (212), is another beau

tiful specimen.
266. “The Ascension,” by Mr. Corbould, is

a very clever little drawing, well composed.

The group of cherubim that encircle the

Messiah is very beautiful, and contrasts well

with the depth of the apostles’ draperies.

“ Returning from Market,” and “ The
Gleaner,” have both great merit as to drawing

and colour, but are depreciated by effeminacy

and affectation of treatment.

Absolon’s pictures, (227) “ From Izaak

Walton,” “ Spring ” (16), “ Summer ” (274),

and “ From the Fair Maid of Perth,” need no

other eulogy than that they are quite worthy
of the artist.

“A Street in Fougeres, Brittany” (9),
“ Doorway, Rouen” (197),“ Tower of Rouen
Cathedral ”(151), and “ Dinanton the Meuse,”
are by R. K. Penson. This artist excels par-

ticularly in architectural drawings, which he

gets up with boldness and skill, without the

angular and crude appearance predominating

in ordinary pictures of this class.

181. “The Old Gate House, Rotterdam,’

field’s “‘Abner and the Widow,” are

worthy of attention for truth and domesticity.

“ The Age of the Horse” (in 133) is correctly

portrayed.
“ The Ring,” by A. H. Taylor, is a pretty

picture, but we should advise him to avoid

such works as “ Playmates ” (125).

Mr. Jenkins has considerably distinguished

himself. “The Vaunt,” “ Light from Burns,”

“ Jeunes Filles,” “Jouantaux Gazelle,” “A
Sunny Moment,” “ La Fille de Fermier,” and

“Jealousy,” are highly characteristic of this

artist’s style—original, yet somewhat affected.

Among the landscapes of H. Jutsum are some

lovely bits,remarkablefor the coolness ofshadoW

and decision, yet here and there overdone.

Topham has this year made rapid strides

towards excellence. His style is very slight,

and the effect produced by mere washing is

next to miraculous. The picture of “ Pilgrims

to the Holy Well,” is full of truth and feeling,

the pose o’f the girl in the immediate fore-

ground easy and graceful, and the effect of the

whole broad, clear, and harmonious.

No. 112, from English History, by H. P.

Riviere. A work of promise. The subject,

«« Gregory and the Saxon Slaves.” If more

attention had been paid to the bands and feet,

and perhaps the drawing in general, the

picture would be entitled to great praise,

ft

r

.. Pnm nn ’c “Waterloo” is an €

rate work: the distance well managed, but

the action of the picture is rather monotonous.

« Christians,” by Aaron Penley. A picture

of deep sentiment and impressive argument.

The head of the female is most carefully

stippled up.

Amongst the landscapes, we particularly

noticed No. 276, by J. M. Youngman, “ Dis-

tant View of Malvern Hills, Departing

Day,” by Aaron Penley
;

“ A Wild pass in

the vicinity of Harlech,” by Thomas Lind-

say; “Mayence,” by J. Fahey, “The Curfew

tolls the knell of parting day,” by H. Ma-

plestone ;
“ Cottage near Bettws y Coed,

North Wales,” by David Cox, jun.
;

“ Rising

Moon from Greenwich Park,” Thomas Lind-

say
;

two of “ Kenilworth Castle,” by II.

Warren
;

“ Maude Castle, Aberdeenshire,

sunset,” by Aaron Penley; « Water Mill near

Streatly,” H. Maplestone; “On the Rivef

Llugwy, North Wales,” David Cox, jun.;

“ Lochen-y-gair, Aberdeenshire,” Aaron Pen-

ley
;

and several “Garden Scenes,” by G.

Dodgson.
The “ Marine Pieces,” chiefly by Robins

and Callow, have great excellence.

by G. Howse, is another excellent architectural

drawing in a very different style, the whole

c-ati juugc iui iuC .UOCi»co .
picture made out with that remarkable clear-

been admitted by partisans on both sides, and ness peculiarly the artist’s own. The colour-

1NSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAYS.

April 15th.—Sir John Rennie, President,

in the chair.

The paper read was by Mr. Berkley,

Associate. It consisted rather of a series of

questions on the “peculiar features of the at-

mospheric system,” than an expression of any

peculiar views on the subject
;
and had for its

object to elicit clearer and more positive

opinions of the leading members of the pro-

fession upon the comparative practical advan-

tages and disadvantages of the atmospheric

and locomotive systems.

The chief points which were raised con-

sisted of the mechanical difficulties in the ap-

plication of the atmospheric system to lev-el

crossings and sidings, and the performing the

work at the stations, &c., which, in spite of

the ingenious device of the talented engineers

who had adopted the system, appeared to

entail considerable cost and complexity.

The advantages and economy of frequent

trains on short lines were admitted, but it was

stated that the same plan could be effectually

practised with locomotive engines without any

disadvantage or risk. For a long time the

necessity and benefit of the plan was questioned.

It was shewn that greater safety did nol

exist even on single lines when the circum-

stances were equal, and if the electric tele-

graph was applied to each
;

in fact, that whet

the whole position was considered, the balanct

of advantage of probable freedom from ac-

cident would appear to be somewhat in favoul

of the locomotive system.
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That greater speed also had not been usually

attained; or that, if attained at all, it must
involve “ inordinate cost.”
The facility for surmounting steeper gra-

dients was questioned, and the inference
drawn, that the enormous first cost would'
confine the application of the atmospheric
system to the same narrow limits as were
occupied by other stationary systemsof traction;
and that it must be classed with them only as a
means of overcoming lengths of such bad
gradients as did not come within the limits of
locomotive power, or where the lines were
short, and the traffic was great, terminal, and
simple.

In adverting to the cost of maintenance
of the line, the comparative advantages of the
two systems were examined, and it was argued
that it was fallacious to compare the expense
of keeping up the Dalkey line, which was
excavated in rock, and resembled an “un-
covered stone drain,” with that of maintaining
the Dublin and Kingstown Railway, which
was a sea-embankment stretching across a part
of the bay, and on which the passage of the
trains was not unfrequently stopped by the
inroad of the waves. J

A careful examination was entered into of
the difficulty of removing the earth from
slips, or doing any of the usual quantity of
contractors’ work on the line without having
recourse to locomotive power; on this point
the observation of Monsieur Legrand, the
french Minister of Public Works, might be
quoted. On his return from inspecting the
Dalkey Railway, he said that there could not
be any doubts of the applicability of the atmo-
sphenc system to some positions, and probably
with advantage

;
“ mais aprhs tout il faliait

nvouer ce n etait pas un cheml f, la main,comme la machine locomotive.”
Numerous other points were strongly in-

sisted upon : Mr. Robert Stephenson’s report
was frequently referred to and quoted, and the
most eminent engineers were called upon,
whether they- had adopted or rejected the
system, to give the facts and arguments by
which their decision had been influenced.

In the discussion which ensued, the theory
propounded by Dr. Robinson in his recent exa-
mination before the Parliamentary Atmospheric
Railway Committee, that “ a steady uniform
height of barometer had nothing to say to the
velocity ” or did not indicate, as Mr. Stephen-
son had stated in his report, “a maximum
uniform velocity, was examined, and it was
generally admitted that the case which he pro-
posed, in illustration of his theory, was prac-
tically impossible, and was entirely irrelevant
to the subject. The supposition of the ex-
istence of a perfect vaeeuum in front of the
piston would entirely throw aside the question
ot the uniform action of the machinery, with
an accelerating motion of the train, which, it
wassliewn, must produce an unsteady height of
the barometer, the condition of a steady height
could not exist unless both the power of the
resistances due to the velocity were either
equally irregular as regular

;
in either case

an exact balance being maintained,

n
T

n.
.® lePhenson ’s experiments at the

JJalkey Hallway, the circumstances of regular
power and steady height of the barometer were
shewn to exist simultaneously, and the inevit-
able inference was that a regular uniform
maximum velocity was attained. Dr. Robin-
son s case was allowed to have been stated
only for the sake of argument before the com-
mittee, but^ a practical inconsistency in Mr.
btephenson’s experiments of a steady height
oi barometer with a slight accelerating velo-
city, was put forward as condemnatory of his
report, on the supposition that it was more
practicable to note correctly the velocity of
the train than to observe the’indication of the
barometer, and that the true reason for this
slight acceleration was the shortness of the
Dalkey line, and that hence no accurate result
could be arrived at.

1 he question of the loss arising- from the
evolution ot caloric in the air-pump due to
the condensation of the air, from its rarified
condition in the tube to the density of the
atmosphere was considered, and was generally
admitted to he at least as great as had been
stated by Mr. Bergin in the discussion
of the subject during the last session.
The further discussion of the question was

adjourned until Tuesday evening, the 22nd
inst.

197
!
THE EVILS OE INTERMENT IN TOWNS.

We mentioned in page 173 thatthe House of
Lominons had come to the resolution that the
practice of interment in largo cities is injurious

?
th

f,

he
.
? of population, and demands

the attention of Parliament. The following is
a summary of the discussion which preceded

Mr. Mackinnon stated that three years ago,when ,he best brought forward this subject inParliament, he had been met with jeers and
laughter, and a statement that his notions
were quite absurd. There had been a great
change of opinion since that time

;
and a strong

feeling now pervaded the country that there
was a paramount necessity for making some
alteration in our laws with respect to inter-
ment. He then referred to the fact that three
commissions had been appointed by the Go-
vernment, and that one committee had been
appointed by the House of Commons, to inquire
into this subject, and read extracts from the
different reports which they had presented,
tor the purpose of shewing that they had all
been of opinion that the practice of interment
within the walls of large towns was most in-
jurious to the health of the public. He read a
letter which he had received from Mr. Brace
of Surrey-street, Strand, containing some
startling particulars as to the abominations of
Enon Chapel, and told the House, that if it
were of opinion that such a plague-spot should
continue in the centre of the metropolis it
would be difficult for it to justify its conduct.
Ihere was no other civilized nation in the
world in which this practice of interment within
the precincts of large towns continued to
exist; and he thought it a most disgraceful
circumstance that we should persist in a prac-
tice so abhorrent to human nature as to bury
the dead in the midst of the living.

Sir James Graham said he was aware how
closely the subject was connected with the
feelings of the humblest classes of the commu-
nity, and therefore it was that he paused before
he legislated on it. The example of foreign
countries on this point was inapplicable to ourown; for there various artificial means to
facilitate the decomposition of dead bodies
were employed, which would not be permitted
here. It was a difficult thing to say that aman should not be buried where his relations
were buried before him; and any legislative
measure which should be founded on such an
interdict would interfere with warm feelines
which ought not to be hastily violated. He
looked upon it as a gross exaggeration to say
that our practice of interment in our lar°-e
towns was abhorrent to human nature and
made foreigners view us as savages and bar-
barians. He knew that the practice was said
to be incompatible with the public health-
but he could scarcely believe the assertion to
be well founded, when he reflected that there
was no other metropolis in the world in which
the state of the public health was so satisfactory
as it was in London. He demurred to the
assertion that health was endangered by resi-
dence near a churchyard, and told the house
that the Bishop of London had resided for some
years in Bishopsgate-churchyard, and had in-
formed him that he and his large family had
never enjoyed better health than they did
during their residence in that spot. Mr.
Mackinnon had complained of the inde-
cent proceedings in Spafields. He had ordered
a prosecution to be commenced against the
parties concerned in them; and if the fucts
were proved, he had no doubt that the law
would be able to grapple both with the offence
and with the offenders. So, too, in the case
of Enon Chapel, which appeared a very fit case
for further inquiry. He was afraid that if the
House proceeded to put a stop to these pro-
ceedings, and also to the practice of intermural
interment by any very stringent enactment,
public feeling would be strongly excited
against it. He did not assert that this subject
might not hereafter come under the purview of
the Council of Health

;
hut lie had carefully

abstained from placing it under their jurisdic-
tion in the first instance, lest prejudice should
be created against the council by its having
such a duty assigned to it. He spoke in terms
of warm approbation of Mr. Chadwick’s re-
port; but the proposition of that gentleman
had convinced him more than any thing else of
the difficulty of legislating on this matter. He
believed that the adoption of the measures re-

commended by Mr. Chadwick -namely, the
abolition of all private interments, and the
undertaking of all burials by the government—
would be generally repudiated by the country.
IJe denied that the church was opposed to any
alteration in the mode of our interments, and
stated that the Bishop of London had turned
his attention to the subject and intended, he
believed, to introduce a measure upon it. But
caution must be observed in adopting it . If ha
had matured a measure on the subject, he
would have introduced it to Parliament; but
he had not, and until he had done so, it wasms duty to attend to the measures introduced
by others.

Mr. Bernal thought that the Government
ivould not be justified in postponing for more
than another session a measure for curing
some of he evils of the present system. Herecommended Sir James Graham to close the
een, eter.es of the parishes of St. Clement and
ot St A*

:
oe, and of some other populous

parishes ,o the metropolis, as such a measure
would be productive of the greatest benefit to
the /.nrking classes.

„
Dr ’ Boivring said that Spain, Germany,

trance, and all the countries of the east had
removed their places of interment to a distance
from their large towns, and recommended the
house to follow their example. He thought
that the objection to such a course rested on
the fees which the clergy would lose if such a
proposition were adopted, and advised the
house to buy off their opposition by granting
them an adequate compensation.

b

Lord Mahon, after making reference to his
having been a member of the committee
appointed to examine into this subject, said
that it appeared to him that Sir James Graham
liaci not exaggerated the difllcultv of this
subject, but that he had greatly underrated
its importance. No question was more es-
sential to the health of large towns than that
which Mr. Mackinnon had that evening laid
before the house. The Government wa9 pre-
paring measures for the better ventilation and
draining of large towns

;
but those measures

were but trifles in comparison with that
referred to by Mr. Mackinnon. Of what
avail would any measures for the better ven-
tilation of a large town be if the air passed

a
1 the miasma crowded churchyards ?

And of what avail would any measure for
its better drainage be, if the water which
flowed through the streets were tainted with
the drippings and distillations from buried
corpses ?

I he Earl of Lincoln pressed upon the atten-
t,
.?
n ° f House the necessity of considering

all the difficulties which attended legislation
upon this subject. He believed that the feel-
ings of the poor would be found opposed to
any plan for removing the place of burial
to any distance from their towns and vil-
lages.

Sir R. Inglis said thatthe difficulties with
which they were met in attempting to legislate
upon this subject arose from the neglect with
which the religious polity of England had been
treated by every Government for the last cen-
tury. The remedy was to be found in the ex-
tension of the parochial system for the living,
and also in its extension for the dead. lie
thought that parishes ought to be empowered
to join and purchase burial-grounds for the
poor.

Sir James Graham in addressing the House
a second time attempted to shew that the re-
medies which had been proposed for the pre-
sent system, and which were founded on the
practice of foreign countries, were most of
them inapplicable to the present state of society
in this country. He thought that it would not
be impossible to get over the difficuliies of the
clergy on this subject; but it, perhaps, would
not be so easy to overcome the objections of
the Dissenting clergymen, who had burial-
grounds attached to their chapels, and who de-
rived from them a benefit which they shared in
common with the rest of their congregation.
He would gladly aid any member who would*
bring forward a hill upon this subject; but he
had stated to the Mouse the difficulties which
environed any legislation upon it, and he con-
fessed that lie did not know how to remove
them.

1 he report of a Parliamentary Committee
on tins subject will be found in The Bujldeh
vol. ii. p. 175.

’

*<*
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WINDOW FROM WHALLEY ABBEY.

Sir,—As there havo been through the

medium of your highly-valuable journal many
delineations of beautiful and interesting re-

mains of ancient architecture of this country,

I as one, who feel interested in the study

of such, have ventured to send the enclosed

sketch from Higher Hall, Samlesbury, which

is about five miles east-north-east from Preston,

and is the property of F. R. Gall Braddyll,

Esq., of Cowishead Priory, near Ulverston.

This hall formerly belonged to the South-

worths’ family, and was erected between the

years 1532 and 1545, by Sir Thomas. The
chapel, or south end, possesses a window,

brought from Whalley Abbey, of which the

above sketch is a representation. The
inside of the hall contains richly-moulded

beams and rafters of oak
;

the joists lie

parallel to the beams, as if disdaining their

support. There is a very good chimney-piece

in the kitchen, bearing the date of 1545, with

escutcheons and foliated work. The brick-

work is one of the earliest specimens in the

whole manor of Samlesbury. Several heads

in panels did occur, but many of them have

been carried off piecemeal. The principal

part of this hall consists of framed timber-

work, of which there are many specimens in

this country.

Figures 1 and 2, shewing the elevation of

the window and plan, are drawn on a scale of

Fig. 3.

half an inch to a foot. And figure 3, shewing
the mullion at large, is on a scale of one inch
to a foot. G. P.

Preston.

STIR IN THE SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES.

A feeling of dissatisfaction with the mode
in which the business of the Society of Anti-
quaries is carried on, has been long growing
up, and has now reached such a point, that it

exhibits itself on every occasion which offers.

By some strange fatality, observable in

mightier governments, the ruling powers shew

no disposition to meet the wishes of the

members, and the result will be, unless they
(

become wise in time, a sweeping and whole- 1

sale reform from without, which might have
;

been altogether avoided by timely concession
;

and a little judicious alteration.

At the anniversary meeting, held on AVed-
|

nesday last, it was manifest that the great

majority of the members entertained but one

opinion : every Fellow who spoke said the
,

same thing, and if those who guide the helm f

shut their eyes wilfully to the state of things,

they must be prepared for the consequences.

Dr. Henderson asserted from his own expe-

rience that the recommendation of members

to form the new council, did not proceed

from the old council, and that the society was

ruled by some invisible power beyond the

council. That the object was, to elect as

many inactive members as possible, and that .

if a member shewed any desire to move in the i

affairs of the society, he was cashiered at the i

end of the year, and never elected again. Mr.

Wansey alluded to the growth of other so-

cieties in consequence of the inactivity of the

Society of Antiquaries. The conduct of the

president was commented on, and it was shewn

that for several years his lordship had not

entered the rooms. The Rev. Joseph Hunter

said, the present meeting afforded proof of the

want of proper officers, for there was neither

president nor a vice-president to take the
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WINDOW FROM ASH CHURCH.

chair. Dr. Lee even went so far as to move a
rate of censure, but this was not seconded.
At the dinner afterwards, the intensest dull-

iess reigned,—there seemed to be a wet blanket
>ver all, and men who are often eloquent,
amply stammered out a few common-places.
With a sincere desire to see the Society of
Antiquaries renew its youth, and the greatest
espect for those connected with its manage-
nent, we earnestly invite the new council to
PPly themselves vigorously to the task of
improvement.

WINDOW FROM ASH CHURCH, IN KENT.

The parish church of Ash is situated on
le main road from Canterbury to Sandwich,
nd is dedicated to St. Nicholas. It contains
iveral ancient and interesting monuments of
ood design and workmanship, and some
rasses.

The window represented by our engraving
at the east end of the north aisle of the

lurch. It is 15 feet 6 inches high, and 10 feet
inches wide, and consists of four lights, each
feet 2 inches wide. Fig. B is the plan of the
indow, and fig. A gives the section of the i

veal, and label or hood-moulding, at large.
The window has at first sight a perpen-
cular character, but an examination shews
at it is a good though singular specimen of
corated work, and belongs to the 14th cen-
ry.

The roll-moulding forming the label is
nost peculiar to the decorative style.
Mr. Caveler, by whom the window was
iasured and drawn, remarks that it is now
a very ruinous condition, and that much
ury has been done elsewhere in the church
injudicious repairers.

NOTES ON COMPETITIONS.

CLIFTON UNION WORKHOUSE.
The letter from your correspondent,

l Guardian,” respecting the affair in which
took part, whereby at least 1,000/. have been
lonestly extracted from the pockets of those
0 can ill afford to lose it, necessarily calls
some remarks, and although he may be
sonally a most estimable man in his voca-
1 as a maltster, I submit that the board
it be sadly in want of “A Guardian,” to
re its defence in such hands. In the first
:e, it is desirable to state that the union in
stion, although named after a rich parish,
udes within its bounds many of the out-
shes of the adjoining city, which are
ib i ted by multitudes of the lowest orders
len, colliers, &c., the board is consequently
iposed of a heterogeneous mixture of
ilemen who seldom attend because they
outvoted, and a phalanx of men, a grade
e their constituents in education, who
y a11 things before them by adopting the
motto of “ union is strength.”
he board consists of forty-eight guardians'
for the purpose of the sham competition, a
mittee, a select seven, were appointed,
2 or four of whom, from their station in
were, as Mr. Allom says, above the sus-
hi of doing any thing'; but there were
amongst them three friends of the suc-
ul competitor, to whom the stronger
rk of Mr. Allom will apply, of dropping
e mixture one or two shrewd, clever, but
uw-scrupulous fellows,” &c. &c.
t0 the successful design, it was well known

le neighbourhood that it had been con-
ng, making, and remaking, in the office of
wner, for very many months, during which
it was being constantly seen by individual
bers of the board, by whose advice and at
e suggestions innumerable alterations
made in it (my informant told me he

present when three of them were there
g advice)

;
and indeed to such a' gross

t was this partiality for their bantlino-
id, that it was taken to a board-meeting',
an attempt was made to get it chosen
e guardians a few days only before the
itisement appeared in the newspaper for
is; this trick was for the time prevented
e clause in the Poor Law Act, which
res all things to be publicly advertised
So much for the probability of a fair
ion. No pretension is made as to forming
inion on the cost or merits of the success*

ful design
; but a professional man who has

seen it has stated that it could not be built
for less than 30 per cent, above the estimated
cost; and as to its merits, the building, if not
a disgrace, will not be a credit to the guar-
dians.

Having occupied so much of your valuable
space, I will briefly allude to the sarcasms of
Mr. Allom on the local architects, by agreeing
with a “Guardian,” that he, at all

D
events,

ought to be thankful, as the second premium
was awarded to him’by the three or four gen-
tlemen above suspicion, on account of the
artistical and picturesque effect given to his ele-
vation (a talent for doing which is peculiar to
architectural draughtsmen), and not for any
merit in his plans, as a “ Guardian ” says they
were reported to be deficient in the three great
requisites of “ space, classification, and inspec-
tion." If this is a fact, premium the second
was unfairly given, and the architect who
assisted in the selection must have toadied
his betters, instead of expressing an opinion
contrary to his personal interests.
With respect to the owner of the successful

design, I will simply say that he lived, until
within the last year, in the midst of the
guardians, inhabiting the out parishes above
alluded to, and with whom he was connected,
encouraged, or employed, and that he is not
an architect by education or by professional
practice.

After entering so fully into the facts of this
gross, but well-bolstered up job, I beg to add
that if any man should again spend his money
in seeking for public employment in public
competition, he will deserve the unjust treat-
ment which he is sure to get.

I am, Sir, &c.,

A Subscriber from No. I.

April 1G, 1845.

CLIFTON UNION.
Sir, My letter, which you published re-

specting the late competition for the Clifton
Union, has, I perceive, called forth a reply
from one of the guardians, in which the writer
admits the report of the architect consulted to
be most favourable to my plan, but states that
1 had omitted to name two important features
expressed in the opinion (viz.), a deficiency of
space, at a greater cost than that of the resi-
dent and successful competitor.
These are, indeed, most important fea-

tures, and, if founded in fact, quite sufficient
to justify these worthy gentlemen in congratu-
lating themselves on the actual possession of
an architect capable of astonishing us poor
Londoners; he might have added, that I was
in attendance to prove the correctness of my
estimate had a hint been thrown out that it was
doubted; and I did prove, in the presence of
the board, that in the dormitories alone no less
a space than 6,250 square feet was omitted in
their calculations

;
shewing, beyond dispute,

that every class had, according to their own
data, the space required.
But it is not to speak of myself, or of my

deep-laid schemes for giving the jiaupers the
best possible ventilation at the least possible
cost, that I now trouble you with this commu-
nication

; it is for the purpose of making the
numerous competitors conscious of the measure
ofjustice they have had from this tribunal,
the high consideration in which they have been
held as scientific men pursuing and practising
the most useful and noble of the arts the
courtesy which has been extended to them as
gentlemen confiding in the honour of those
into whose hands they intrusted their pro-
perty,—the thanks voted (and publicly adver-
tized) to those professional gentlemen who have

|

thus nobly spent their thousand pounds in the

1
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endeavour to help the union out of Its diffi-

culties; true it il. their difficulties
;

*

have been of a somewhat imaginary character,

considering they were already in possession of

therMUired assistance; but having thus called

forth the energies of the profession, the board

hta determined to do the thing £
and, if they cannot return them their money,

will give them their thanks. •

l/ is ohservet

thAArchitects who sen, in plans, Mr. Al.om

IrAsstA lo“
l

itness

Se

the°iingratitude of mankind !

After selecting me as the object of their mum-

ficieut gratuity of twenty-five guineas, leaving

the other luckless twenty-nine with nothing

but their thanks, to think that the individual

whom they have thus honoured should persist

in believing this money well spent in prying

into their proceedings ;
every one will allow,

that to stand up and be popped at with one s

own powder cannot be a pleasant thing. 1

really blush when 1 reflect on my conduct.

« But,” cries one of the luckless twenty-

nine, “ if their choice has fallen on this acme

of perfection in the shape of classification, in-

spection, and space, why don t they shew it.

Why is the light of their architect thus hidden

from us
;

is he about to patent the invention

and afraid that his ideas should he stolen

Oh no, my dear sir
;

listen to the long and the

short of it. .
. ,

•

1 made a pilgrimage to that classic spot

called Clifton Workhouse, Pennywell Road,

Bristol,—you all know the address, and it will

no doubt dwell in your memories. I went for

the sole purpose of being enlightened on this

very point
;
but here let me whisper that you

have not been dealing with grocers and cheese-

mongers, whom by courtesy you call gentle-

men when in office, but whom you never expect

to act as such either in or out of it. No, no.

I was told that these were the real and genuine

sort : men who bad been to school, and been

taught manners ;
and some there were among

them rejoicing in the proud title of patrons of

the fine arts. Then was I glad; for I thought

that no foul thing dare shew itself among such

men
;
and with that I presented my petition.

Now, to those who are of a philosophic turn

of mind, it will probably appear an easy task

to explain the cause of the following effect.

Oliver Twist asking for more, never raised

such a storm of virtuous indignation among the

authorities of his workhouse, as burst forth

from certain members of the board at the Clit-

ton union when the simple request to see the

successful design was made known to them
;

it is scarcely necessary to add that, astonished

and confounded, scarcely knowing if a certain

projecture of my own face was not lost in the

sharpness of the contact, I returned with know-

ledge just as extensive regarding the object of

my visit as at the outset of my journey, and

having subsequently forwarded a letter, in

which it was suggested that you might possibly

consider yourselves entitled to a greater amount

of good manners than was commonly conceded

to paupers, an advertisement did appear a few

days back in the Times newspaper, stating

that a Bristol architect had carried off the palm,

and that you might send for your things
;
but,

as a warning to all rebellious competitors for

the future, it was agreed not to name the indi-

vidual who carried off the premium.

1 trust, therefore, that my professional breth-

ren will no longer knock their heads together

under the idea that their brains have been

sucked by these worthies, hut rather ascribe

the above phenomenon to the air of the place

in which they were congregated ;
and I ear-

nestly wish them the enjoyment of a climate

so congenial to their tastes, and a habitation so

fitted for their deserts. Apologising to you,

Mr. Editor, for taking up so much of your

space,— I am, Sir, &c.,
r Thomas Allom.

14, Ilart-street, Bloomsbury-square,

April 16th.

##* Another correspondent on this matter,

wishes to know why the twenty-nine compe-

titors have not had their designs returned, nor

any official announcement of the decision,

although several weeks have elapsed since Mr.

Allom’s first letter appeared. The same

writer thinks the letter of “ A Guardian was

intended to shew that Mr. Allom was also a

favoured competitor, but he does not establish

his position.

COUNTY LUNATIO ASYLUM FOB SOMERSET.

g1R —1 venture again to address you on the

subject of the County Lunatic Asylum for

Somerset. I have waited patiently in hopes

that some of your numerous readers

have obtained information respecting the de-

cision of the visiting magistrates, and have

done me, and' the rest of the competitors, the

favour to communicate the same through the

medium of your journal
;
but from their silence,

I must presume that all is still in darkness.

I have had some thought of waiting on the

county members to solicit the required infor-

mation, and should have done so long ago,

could I have obtained the sentiments or names

of any of the disappointed competitors; but

perhaps there are none but myself that have

been weak enough to believe in the honour

and integrity of county magistrates, sol willcon-

r-i.irln with— Oh! vou blessed ministers above
ana integrity ****&“

elude with— Oh! you blessed ministers shove,

keep me in patience, and, with ripened time,

unfold the evil which Is here wrapped up in

countenance.
,

Though an humble individual, I am ready to

unite in the adoption of any plan that may be

suggested likely to effect a better state of

competition, and would devote my time and

best energies in the cause.

1 again call on the profession to act with

vigour, and not to waste their time in writing

their own particular cases, which apply only

to things gone by, and inform and enlighten

all those who may require the future aid

of architects how to obtain it without a fee. I

am of opinion that all the exposure and satire

that can be brought to bear on committees who

act with want of judgment or partiality will

never effect the reform required. A combina-

tion with architects is what is required! is

there no person in the profession with public

spirit enough to offer the gratuitous use of his

chambers for a meeting to discuss the subject?

I am, Sir, &c.,

A Subscriber to your Work

that it also brings into the same arena

incompetent pretenders, as alluded to by

“ A Looker-On ” in your last number,

and this at once accounts for the frequent

failures and accidents we repeatedly hear ot in

the construction of buildings, both public and

private, in this country. If this system o:

competition continues, I would suggest the

propriety of the designs being submitted foi

the decision of the Royal Institute of Britisl

Architects, or a committee composed of thai

honourable body, as the most competent tri-

bunal, and their decision should not be gra

tuitous, but upon payment of certain fees
;

thii

would insure the selection of the best design

and, as it would be tempered with justice an<

impartiality, our most able and talented mei

would think it worth their while to compete

In the same way, engineering works might b
submitted for the decision of the Institute o

Civil Engineers, and no architect or enginee

ought, in justice to himself or the profession

to compete unless the promoters of ihe schem

would consent to such an arrangement. Thi

would also be the means of still further ex

tending the usefulness of these institutions.

Building competitions are also very err c.

neously and unfairly conducted. I think th

system adopted by the Board of Ordnanc

appears to be founded on the principles ci

justice and equity; if work is to be well an

properly executed, it is evident we ought to pa

an adequate price for it, so that builders mai

be fairly remunerated for their labour; .

therefore think all building work should h

contracted for at an equitable schedule c

prices, subject to the fluctuations of the marks

price of building materials, and the wor

measured and paid for accordingly ;
this woul

check the spirit of reckless competition no

too prevalent, every party would receive tt

full value for his labours, and work would t

efficiently and substantially constructed, whic

is not the case at present.

Brecon. B. Baylis.

competitions GENERALLY.

Sir,

—

Much has been written and appeared

in the pages of your journal upon the subject

of architectural’ competition, and many sug-

gestions have been made with the view of

correcting the evil universally acknowledged

to exist, but not any appear to me worthy of

adoption. In my opinion, the fault rests en-

tirely with architects themselves, for as long

as persons in the profession are found weak

and foolish enough to enter into competitions

as at present conducted, and waste their time

and money in such fruitless enterprises, they

richly merit the treatment they frequently ex-

perience. In those cases that have been

brought before the public, through the laud-

able instrumentality of your journal, it has

generally appeared that som efavoured one has

been deputed to carry out the work after in-

specting and studying the designs, &c., so

kindly and gratuitously forwarded by his more

intelligent and enlightened brethren, during his

pleasure, or until he has acquired sufficient in-

formation to be enabled to perfect and mature

his own plan. The plan adopted at the Reading

competition seems to me to be open to objec-

tions, or rather adds to the evil than other-

wise, even if every competitor would attend,

for I imagine few would feel disposed to travel

far at a further expenditure of time and money,

merely for the purpose of selecting the best

design
;
nor do I think the competitors them-

selves are the most competent parties to do so,

as they would enter upon the matter with pecu-

liar crude notionsof their own, imbibed during

|

the execution of their designs. The present

system of competition is conducted upon very

' ridiculous and erroneous principles, tor the

board, or committee of management, that have

to select the best and most suitable design are

generally composed of very heterogeneous ma-

terials, country gentlemen, merchants, trades-

men, &c., who, as a matter of course, have

little or no knowledge of practical architecture,

and are therefore totally incompetent to enter

into the various merits of the designs submitted

to them, and so decide impartially, as it often

happens, if no favourite is in the way,—that

they look more at th'e pictorial effect of the

drawings, then their real and sterling archi-

chitectural merits. It may be urged by those

favourable to the present system, that it

is the means of drawing out latent talent,

but, on the other hand, I beg to observe

WORKS IN THE PROVINCES.

At the Bedfordshire Quarter Sessions, whit

commenced on Thursday week, on the motic

of Lord St. John, it was determined to postpoi

for one year the proposed alterations in tl

county prisons, the estimated expense of whit

amounts to 20,000/.
.

The committee for the foundation ot ne

parks in Manchester have purchased Lark-1,

near Pendleton, the late residence of W . Ga

nett, Esq. The purchase includes an area

seven acres, and the price asked by Mr. Gn

nett was 5,000/. but he ultimately accept.

4,500/. desiring the committee to consider t

difference of 500/. as his contribution to H

public parks. Lark-hill was erected at a cc

of 10,000/. The subscription in Manchesj

for public walks, parks, and wash- lions

had last Saturday reached the sura

30,320/. 19s. lid.

The contemplated improvements ot t

River Dun Company are said to be proceedu

very satisfactorily. About seventy workm

are engaged in raising the embankment i

feet higher than at present on each side of t

canal from Stainforth. The quickwood fen

alongside the hauling path has been re mot

further back, so as to allow of the present pi

being added to the canal. A considers

length of the embankment is already complet

The swing bridges, giving an open and un

ten upted communication to the sea, are nea

finished, and vessels with fixed masts can n

come up to Doncaster without the least int

uption.
, , ,

.

In Wales, several new blast furnaces
.in v> aies, sevci a, nv

being erected, and others are in contemplati

Sir John Guest is erecting one at Dowluis, i

the Neath Abbey Iron Company have cc

menced building two at Cwn Neath. J

spirited proprietors of the Porlhcawl iron i

coal works, Messrs. Mallins and Rawlins,

are erecting another furnace at Octn

together with twelve coke ovens, and a la

number of workmen’s cottages. At Lo«

Garth and Llwydarth, three new furnaces, c

ovens, blast engine, workmen’s cottages,

are in the course of erection.

At Porthcawl, near Swansea, the w,

Iron Company have commenced build in

new furnace, forge, and revolving miUe

tbeir works.
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A marble mural tablet has been recently

placed in Hanley Castle Church, near Upton-
upon-Severn, to the memory of the Rev.
George Turbeville, upwards of fifty years vicar
and resident of that parish. This tribute of
respect has been erected at the expense of the
Hon. Gen. H. B. Lygon, M.P.
The foundation-stone of the intended church

in the new district of St. John, in the parish of
Wednesbury, was laid by Lady Emily Foley,
on Thursday week. The site of this intended
church was given, together with a donation of
510/., by Samuel Addison, Esq. The edifice
will contain one thousand sittings, one-half of
which will be tree. It will be in the early
English style of architecture, having a ca-
pacious and lofty nave, with ornamental tim-
bered roof.

The contractors of the Lancaster and
Carlisle Railway, Messrs. Stephenson and Co.,
have undertaken the execution of the Cale-
donian line, as well as the Kendal and
W indermere Railway. These gentlemen have
jn hand railway work nearly 350 miles in
•xtent.

The Earl of Falmouth has contributed 50/.
md Lady Bassett a donation of 100/. to the
ocal fund for the extension and improvement
)f the Penrvn Docks and Falmouth Harbour.
Earl Talbot, the Hon. R. Curzon, and Sir

3eorge Chetwynd, Bart., have contributed
lboral donations towards the rebuilding of the
ncient parish church of Armytage, Stafford-
h ire, which has become much dilapidated by
be course of time.

J

At the Essex Quarter Sessions, held last
•oek, it was determined that the proposed
xtensive alteration of Spring-field Gaol should
e carried into effect; that the buildings be
xecuted by contract; and that the money
squired for the purpose be raised on security
t the county rates, to be repaid in thirty
ears, and borrowed in separate sums as the
rnmiittee may recommend. The estimates
mounted altogether to 32,584/.
,At Sudbury, the authorities, with the view
i improving the town by their removal, have
tely purchased two houses, for which the
im of 2,580/. was paid. It is now some years
nee tile commissioners under the former Act
ado the first purchase, amounting to 300/
ith tlie faint hope that ultimately the whole
the houses, ten in number, then surrounding
e church of St. Peter, might be purchased,
id taken down. 3 his desirable object, as far
relates to the purchase, is now completer],

he contemplated improvements, if carried
it, will prove highly ornamental to the place.
At tlie Warwickshire Easter Sessions, held
it week, a report from tile committee on
unty prisons was presented. It appears that
ving examined and considered the five
veral plans for altering and improving the
unty prisons suggested to the Court at the
it sessions, they came to a unanimous
imon in favour of adoping the one submitted
Major Jebb, for an entirely new gaol for

i whole county, to be erected outside of the
vn of Warwick, but as near thereto as a
nvement site may he found. On tlie motion
Lord Brooke, it was resolved to take the
Jject into further consideration at the next
>sions.

At Weston-super-Mare a new pier is about
be erected after tlie design of Mr. ILonvood,
Bristol. It is proposed to carry the pier

t with solid masonry a distance of‘396 feet;
i roadway or surface being 17 feet wide, and
the end to extend it on either side, so as tom a promenade of 100 feet in length, and
irding at its back a shelter to vessels in all
Hhers. At the end of 396 feet from the
in land tlie pier will terminate, but a slip
I be continued, extending in the same dircc-
II to several feet below dead low-water
ik, and on which a landing can be effected
iny time. Towards the carrying the design•>

.

- - 1 ^ iiju tut; uesi
i execution John Hugh Smyth Pigott, Es
lord of the manor, makes a noble gift 01
atever land may be wanting for the object
unbounded supply of stone, such timber as
lull will afford, and will take shares in the
lertaking to the amount of 1,000/.; Mr.
ige, Mr. Davies, Mr. Chalmers, Mr. Edgar’
• W . Cox, Mr. R. Parsley, and other gen-
uen of the committee, will also take shares
the amount of 2,000/. more.
i.t Eastover, near Bridgwater, the new
reh of St. John the Baptist was opened
Wednesday week by licence from the

bishop, the Ecclesiastical Commissioners being
unable to make an immediate grant towards
the endowment. Drawings of this church
(which was designed and executed by Mr.
Brown, of Norwich) have been selected for
publication by the Church Building Society,
as a favourable example of modern church
architecture.

At Lynn, the foundations of anew church
having been completed, the ceremony of laying
the first stone was to have taken place yester-
day, the Bishop of the Diocese officiating.
The Leamington Courier states that there is

every probability of a Tennis Court being soon
erected in that town. The cost of erection is
estimated at 1,600/., and the number of shares
already taken amount to 1,300/., the subscribers
including Lord Leigh, Lord Brooke, Lord
Howth, Lord Guernsey, Lord Lewisham, Sir
C. Douglas, M.P., Dr. Jephson, and many other
visitors and residents of distinction.
At Southend, the pier is fast approaching

completion, it will he ready for opening by the
middle of July. The old light-house has been
swept away, not by the tide but by the hand of
the improver, and the piles are all driven and
the lower platform prepared for a convenient
pier head.
The column about to be erected in Holkhani

Park, to the memory of the Right Hon.
I liomas William Coke, Earl of Leicester
consists of a fluted shaft, whose base stands on
a pedestal of four sides. The capital of the
pillar, which is Composite, has at each angle
the head and neck of a horned ox. A circular
turret, supported by scroll buttresses, perfo-
rated with oval apertures, and embattled orna-
mentally, surmounts the abacus, or crowning
of the capital

;
out of which rises a dome-like

termination, with the figure of a wheat-sheaf
on the lop. The four sides of the pedestal are
occupied with sculptured designs in bas-relief

,

allusive to the celebrated sheep-shearing and
farming festivals held, during so many years,
under the presiding auspices of that great
patron of agricultural improvements.
A donation of 2,000/. has been contributed

by a wealthy individual in the neighbourhood
ot Liverpool towards the erection of a new
church in Toxteth Park, coupled with the con-
dition that the Rev. H. M‘Neile should be one
of the trustees.

The parish church at Bawdeswell, Norfolk,
having been rebuilt, was consecrated last
I uesday week by the Bishop of Norwich.
I he church, erected in the pointed style on a
cruciform plan, with a south porch and bell-
cote at the east gable, has sittings for 317
persons, of which 277 are free. The cost of

1
the building was 1,400/.

At Manchester a new chamber of commerce
|

is being formed. On Monday last a meeting
vas held at the Albion Hotel, when a com-
mittee of sixteen gentlemen was appointed for
the purpose of framing the laws and regula-
tions of the institution, to report to a future
meeting, when directors are to be appointed,
and the necessary arrangements made for com-
mencing the proceedings of the association.
About 150 individuals and firms, of all shades
of opinion in politics, and including a large
proportion of the leading merchants and
manufacturers of the town, have already given
their names as members of the new chamber.
Such is the present activity in the building of
houses, warehouses, railway extensions, &c.,
in Manchester and its vicinity, that so early in
the season as the present, bricks have ad-
vanced, as compared with their value this time
last year, more than 75 per cent.

At a meeting, held last week, of the autho-
rities in Hull, a report from the surveyor con-
taining various recommendations for draining
the town was read, and will, without doubt, be
carried into effect. The surveyor (Mr. II.
Newton) concludes his report by saving that,
“with these improvements you will he pre-
pared to send a stream of water through every
street in Hull, as often as the tides will allow

;

and, when completed, the town of Hull will
not be surpassed in drainage by any town in
the kingdom.” The whole of the improve-
ments suggested were estimated at 3,000/., as
several large drains would have to be made.

Messrs. Leahy, the engineers of the Cork
and Bandon Railway, propose erecting a
viaduct on a novel construction for the in-
tended crossing over the mail-coach road and
valley at Chetwynd, near Cork. The extreme
height of the viaduct is 82 feet over the valley,

which is passed by three equal spans, each
240 feet; the centre and the two abutment
piers are of stone, in the Doric style.
I he construction is very simple and novel
the greater number of its parts are of
uniform size and shape, and there is neither a
mortice and tenon joint, or a spike or nail, in
the entire structure, nor will there be any
necessity of centering for its erection. All
these peculiar features of the design will re-
duce the expense of its construction far below
the usual cost of such works. There is no
viaduct in Europe constructed on this principle,
and ifsuccessful it will enable companies to con-
struct railways in localities where otherwise
they could not be attempted, and for this
reason it promises to be of national advantage.

1 he work of improvement is steadily pro-
gressing at ^ armouth, and building and rail-
road schemes promise not only to be beneficial
to the inhabitants, but profitable to those who
are so ready to embark in these undertaking.
Houses are gradually covering the building
sites laid out. 6

THE IRON TRADE.

The usual quarterly meetings of the iron-
masters at Walsall, Wolverhampton, Birming-
ham, Stourbridge, and Dudley, were held the
week before last. The prices agreed upon
may be quoted as follows :— r

„ £ s. d."ars 12 0 0
Common nail rods 12 0 0

£ails 14 0 0
"°°P8 13 0 0
P*ates 14 0 0
Sheets

q q
Pigs (Shropshire) G 10 0
Pigs (Staffordshire) G 10 0

There was a prevalent opinion that the
last advance of 21. was uncalled for, injudicious,
and likely to prove injurious both to masters’
and men. This extraordinary price is, how-
ever, justified upon several grounds. The
great advance which has taken place in the
irice of coal and limestone, combined with at
east 25 per cent, increase in the wages of the
miners, has unquestionably compelled the iron-
masters to put a high figure upon their make.
Coal at the present moment, owing to the
prevalence of local strikes in certain districts,
is extremely scarce, and in many other parts,’
where the men are apparently satisfied with
the wages given, the miners do not work more
than four days a week. The advance in the
price of coal in consequence of the flourishing
state of the iron manufacture and the demand
ot the colliers has not been less than 3s. per
ton. Still, it is thought, that even the increased
demand, great as it was, and the high price of
materials, did not justify the advance in bars at
one sudden step from 10/. to 12/. One singular
reason, however, in addition to the more plausi-
ble ones already urged, has been given lor this
advance. It is stated, that it was suggested by
some of the great firms with a view to stop
further orders. This may appear somewhat
absurd, but if good authority is to be relied
upon, it is nevertheless true.

Several of the most extensive and influential
iron-masters stated that “there was no in-
tention to attempt a further advance— they
vveie perfectly content with the present prices
if they could be maintained.” It cannot,
hcfwever, be doubted, from the general com-
plexion of the various meetings, that some
misgivings as to the long continuance of the
present prices have come over the minds of
some of the great masters. The defeat or
abandonment of many of the projected lines of
railway—foreign competition, already sensibly
felt in the market—and the great injury which
the high price of iron has already inflicted
upon the hardware trade, it is thought of
necessity will cause a reduction. Another
more powerful reason may be given for the
probability of this result. The large specu-
lators in iron—men who, for the last four
or six months, have been hoarding up stocks
with a view to a high price—seem to imagine
that it has reached the maximum, and are
beginning to bring it into the market.
With respect to Staffordshire pig iron, the

opinion is it will fall. It will be observed that
in the list given above, the prices of Stafford-
shire and Shropshire pigs are given as the
same. So they were quoted in Birmingham
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on Thursday. It was indeed stated that

Staffordshire had been sold at 7 but the

purchaser could not be ascertained. Now,

the ground upon which a reduction in the

Staffordshire is expected is the known supe-

riority of the Shropshire pigs, till lately selling

at 6/. 5s., and now at 6/. 10s. It is thought

that the Staffordshire makers cannot maintain

an equality of price with their Salopian

ne
At
hb
th“

S

montbly meeting of the Glasgow

iron-masters, held the 16th inst., the price of

pig iron was unanimously fixed at &. per ton,

being 10s. advance on the price declared at

the last monthly meeting. The term of credit

was reduced from six to four months. A few

parcels were sold for immediate cash at 95s.

to 97s. 6d.^

be made in building ships, winch would then

be so constructed as to be likely to answer the

purposeforwhich they were intended. 1 he class

of steam-vessels required the particular atten-

tion of the Government, and, he believed, that

a great improvement would take place in their

construction. The right hon. baronet said that

in this respect our naval force was at least upon

a satisfactory footing, and that our horse-

power, compared with that of our nearest

neighbour, was in the ratio of three to two.

He (Viscount Palmerston) did not consider

that to be altogether a satisfactory statement,

because a comparison of the horse-power did

not apply to the question, for if two parties had

an unequal number of vessels for the purpose

of warfare in a narrow sea, the superiority of

horse-power might not counterbalance that

inequality of numbers.

to state that there would soon be a great fire

in York,but as nothing was suspected, of course

no further notice was taken of what he said,

as he was a chattering gossiping fellow, par-

ticularly if he could get a patient listener to

swallow all he had to say about his dreams

and visions and religious creeds.

I left York a very few weeks after the fire,

and have never since had the pleasure to look

upon the restored glory of my native city

;

since then the busy hand of improvement has

been earnestly at work, and swept away many
of the old land-marks of antiquity, which as a

genuine son of the Eboracenti
,
I teel disposed

to regret, notwithstanding all the advantages

the improvements may introduce within the

ancient walls of time-honoured York.
J.L.

TERRA COTTA.

LORD PALMERSTON ON SHIP-BUILDING.

In a recent speech on the navy estimates,

Lord Palmerston introduced the following

remarks :
—“ The first thing to be looked to

with regard to the navy was the possession of

a number of efficient ships— efficient, not only

in number, but in quality. He thought

the discussion of thisevcning had shewn,

if any doubt existed before, the necessity

and expediency of calling in the aid of

science with regard to the construction of

ships. It was very well for the gallant

admiral opposite (Sir George Cockburn) to

say that during the last war, although our

ships were considered clumsy, and of an un-

scientific construction, yet that with those

very ships our sailors overtook the enemy and

defeated superior force. This, however, did

not prove the ships to be good
;

it only proved

that our sailors were so expert, enterprising,

and skilful, that with inferior ships they couid

outsail superior ships, whose crews were less

skilful, and that our seamen triumphed over

the difficulties to which they were exposed.

The French vessels that were taken were uni-

versally admitted to be far superior to the ships

by which they had been overtaken and cap-

tured. Although that might be a fair remi-

niscence of former glories, it shewed rather

the superiority of our sailors than the good

qualities of the ships of that day. It was well

known to all who had turned their minds to

the subject, that there was no problem in

science or in mathematics more difficult to

solve than what is the best construction of a

6hip destined for the purposes of war. First

of all, it was not easy for the most skilful

mathematician to tell the form of a solid body

which was best calculated to go rapidly through

a fluid. It was not an easy matter to say what
would be the floating-line of a ship. It was
not easy to tell beforehand the construction

which would give the greatest steadiness to a

ship
;
nor was it easy to say where would be

the centre of gravity, or where would be the

centre of impulse in the rigging, the ascer-

tainment of which was as necessary for

the purposes of the ship as the adaptation

of the hull to make its progress through
the water. A practical man could not do
this, for he could not tell on what prin-

ciples of construction these qualities depended.

The scientific man could tell beforehand

what, upon scientific principles, would produce

the desired qualities : but if not assisted by an

able practical man, conversant with stowage,

arrangement, and trim, the scientific man alone

would not be able to give such information as

would afford agood ground for building. Then
it was said the Admiralty were making experi-

ments
;

that they had employed one man to

build two vessels, and another to build three

or four
;
and that they were ready to attend to

every suggestion which might be made. That,

certainly, was very praiseworthy, and, as far

as it went, it shewed a desire to improve the

construction of ships of war; but, with all

deference to the Admiralty, he did not think

they were possessed of that scientific know-

ledge which was the only element on which

the results ought to depend
;
and instead of

being content with the costly experiment of

building large ships by persons who were only

scietific to a certain degree, and who did not

possess the whole of that knowledge which
was essential to the subject, it would be much
better to procure the assistance of the most

eminent scientific men in the country. By
combining theirknowledge with the experience

of practical men an important progress would

(EoriT^poiiBcncc*

THE FIRE AT YORK MINSTF.R, &C.

Sir,— Having read with much pleasure the

interesting article of Mr. James Wylson on the

late fires at York Cathedral, in which he has

introduced a brief account of the incendiary

Jonathan Martin, I feel induced to trouble

you with this letter, as I knew Martin very well,

as almost every boy in York did. In the year

1829, just about the time of the first fire, I was

a little boy at school at York, and frequently

saw Martin, who was in the habit of hanging

about the different schools and public places, to

pick up what he could, either by selling the

printed accounts of his dreams, or by ballads,

threads, tapes, knives, combs, and other nic-

nacks of similar value. In my estimation, he

was quite as much “ a rogue as a fool,” for he

knew pretty well how to drive a bargain

favourable to himself; he used often to pay

the school a visit, and as he was good na-

tured, and did not mind being pulled] about

by the boys, he was no unwelcome guest, es-

pecially if he had any little novelty in his

basket to tickle their fancy with, although it

might perchance tempt them to spend more of

the “ needful ” than they otherwise would have

done.

His usual dress was that of a poor mechanic,

over which he wore a clumsy, thick, felty-

looking great coat, with a large cape and turn-

up collar, reaching almost up to his eyes; he

generally had a grizzly beard of a day or two’s

growth, which, combined with his old slouching

hat and rolling walk, gave him altogether a very

eccentric appearance. He used to be a fre-

quent attendant at the Minster, where I have

often seen him stalking about, during the en-

viable half-holidays, when I used to go there,

more perhaps to listen to the music than for

any other purpose.

I have seen him in all parts of York, and

under all circumstances, both sober and under

the influence of Sir John Barleycorn, to whose

exhilarating friendship he had no particular

objection.

I saw the fire, and never shall I forget it, as

it wa3 one of inconceivable grandeur, not so

much from the vast quantity of flame it

produced, as from the variety of complexions

it assumed during its progress
;

it was re-

markable for the volumes of thick, white,

steamy smoke that it emitted, in consequence

of the large amount of water thrown into it

acting on the partially consumed stone, which
seemed to steam up like unslacked lime.

The Minster yard was deep in water, and
the effect of the number of men ranged in

rows, handing buckets of water from one to

the other, to supply the engines in the interior

of the building, was strikingly grand, at least

so it appeared to my boyish imagination
;
and

as most of the engines had to pass through the

water to get to the building, the picturesque
effect was increased by the firemen standing
on their engines as they rushed through it in

their rapid course, one in particular, which
arrived late (I believe from Leeds), being
drawn by four white horses. The engine from
the Cavalry Barracks, just outside the city,

was one of the earliest that came up, it passed
me on my road there, in Coney-9treet, sur-

rounded by the soldiers running full speed
with it.

I saw Martin once or twice after his capture

in York Castle, as from family connections I

had access there. It is, I believe, well known
that a few days before the fire, he was heard

Sir,—

C

an you tell me were terra-cotta is

to be obtained ? I think a church has lately

been erected at Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire,

entirely with that material. If you, or any of

your correspondents can inform me if such be

the case, and if so who manufactured the terra-

cotta, you will greatly oblige

Yours obediently,

A Constant Subscriber.

%* The new church at Lever Bridge, near

Bolton-le-Moors, an elaborate structure in the

Decorated style, with a spire of open tracery,

is executed entirely of terra-cotta. Mr. E.

Sharp, of Lancaster, the architect ofthe church,

under whose superintendence the moulds were

made, would probably give nny information

that might be required. Mr. Fletcher, of Vale-

Bank, near the church, superintended the pre-

paration of the clay and other processes for the

terra-cotta, and has since established works,

we believe, for the manufacture of it at Lady-

shore, near Manchester. A correspondent in-

forms us that parties are about to commence
the manufacture of this material near London.

—Ed.

INTERCOLUMNIATION.

Sir,— I have lately observed the term inter-

column ,and intercolumns
,
frequently made use of

instead of intercolumniation, and intcrcolumni-

ations. Which is the more correct mode of

expression? neither Ilosking nor Gwilt gives

the term intercolumn at all in his glossary; and

yet in speaking numerically of the spaces]

between columns, it seems to me more ac-;

cordant with the analogy of language to de-

scribe them as so many intercolumns; inter-

columniation having a more general and col-

lective meaning, implying rather the mode oj

spacing the columns than the actual spaces

themselves. I have not the means of referring

to Britton’s “Dictionary of Architecture;”

but if I mistake not, he points out the distinc-

tion to be observed between intercolumniation

and intercolumn, and the authority of so care-

ful a writer ought to be decisive.

This may seem a very trifling matter, yet il

would be as well to have it settled either one

way or the other, if only for the sake of uni-

formity. I am, Sir, &c.
Inquirer.

]

*** Gwilt, Ilosking, Britton, and the “ Ox-

ford Glossary,” call the clear space between

two columns an intercolumniation, and do uol

give the word intercolumn. The propriety oi

using the latter term was urged, if we remembei

correctly, by an able writer in the “ Civil En-

gineer’s Journal ;” at this moment, however,

we cannot hit upon the passage.

—

Ed.

Pews.—At a meeting held last week at Ips

wich, to consider and decide upon the bcs

means to be adopted for affording additiona

accommodation in the church, the following

resolution was carried with only three dis

sentients “ That it is the opinion of this

meeting that the pews in the church should In

taken down, and open seats, all similar in plat

and general outline to the one exhibited to thi

meeting, be placed in their stead.” Mr. Fon

nereau, the gentleman who proposed the above

offered a donation of 200/. towards the con

templated alterations.

London Mechanics’ Institution .—

l

meeting will be held in the Lecture Theatre o

this Institution, on Wednesday next, for tli

purpose of promoting the erection of a net

reading-room, &c. The Earl of Radnor wil

take the chair at 12 o’clock precisely.
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Close Bed-Rooms.

—

Long experience has
convinced me that nothing could he more con-
ducive to public health, than the ventilation of
our bed-rooms; multitudes of people never
one single day, for years, rise refreshed in the
morning, but always feel weary, oppressed,
and unwilling to rise on awakening, though
feeling lively,, well, and unfatigued in the
evening. The commonest of all the causes of
this oppression and laziness, is the non-venti-
lation of our bed-rooms. I believe that this
simple plan would entirely cure many appa-
rently perennial chronic discomforts, make
thousands rise early and refreshed, who now
rise, or lie in bed, stupid, unrefreshed, and
heavy

;
prevent innumerable head-aches and

foul tongues
;

dissipate the gloomy thoughts
and despondency with which so many rise to
their daily tasks of body or mind

;
and cause

many to start up active and alive, who never
now feel refreshed, and who have, in fact, so
many attractions ofcohesion of comfort between
themselves, their beds, and bed-clothes, that
their unrevived spirits, from a want of pure
air during the night, and their habitual irreso-
ution, produced by a nameless ailment, of
vhich they do not know the real cause, pre-
sent their ever being able to practise a habit
)f early rising, as it requires too great a daily
druggie, for which a want of feeling of in-
ernal habit, disqualifies them. In this way,
he purity of the air of our bed-rooms would
>e as great at least, and probably much greater,
han that of our silting-rooras, which are
>retty well ventilated by the constant opening
•f their doors, and the draughts of their fires

;

• ut even in these, the upper strata of the air
-re very imperfectly changed.—Medical Times.
Choice of Site for Towns.—The news-

lapers state that the small town of Graus, in
dragon, is threatened with annihilation. A
rortion of the conical rock at the foot of which
t is seated has, from the effects of the thaw
fter the long-continued frost, begun to sepa-
ate to the extent of 15,500 cubic metres, or
0,000 cubic yards. The whole of the inha-
lants, seeing the impending danger, have left
'loir houses, many of them with so much
recipitation, that they have not stayed to take
leir furniture with them. An engineer, em-
loyed by the municipality, has surveyed the
lountain, and reported that there are no
leans of preventing the fall.

Fatal Accident at Derby.

—

Last week
portion of the arch just erected over the

rill l’leam, in the Morledge, gave way, and
uried four persons amongst the ruins, two of
horn were found, after the lapse of an hour,
readfully mutilated and quite dead. The
.her two succeeded in extricating themselves
ithout much injury. This is the second
tal accident that has occurred in the erection

: this arch : the first was about six months
nee, and caused the death of six persons.
Parks at Manchester.—A deputation,
(pointed by the local committee connected
ith these improvements, had an interview
i th Sir Robert Peel last week for the pur-
use of ascertaining to what lengths Govern-
ed is disposed to go in assisting to carry
it the object. The Premier said that he
'uld not at present ask Parliament for a
rgei' grant than 3,000/., and that, on condition
at a Government surveyor be sent down to

spect its disposal, and that 30,000/. of the
cal subscription be actually paid up.
.’New Episcopal Church in connection
ith the Sailors’ Home.—A public meet-

£ will be hold on Wednesday next at Crosby
all, Bishopsgate-street, for the purpose of
icing measures to provide funds for this build-

L and endowing an Episcopal church for the
e of seamen of the Port of London. The
krl of Haddington, first Lord of the Adrai-
yty, will preside.

Stone Altar and Credence Table.-

—

bth ot these innovations have been removed
om the Round Church at Cambridge, by the
rjrchwardens, who received a monition to
it effect from the Archdeacon at Ely. The
rirch will, therefore, very shortly be re-
icned for divine service.

Westminster Bridge.— Reports are in
iculation to the effect that Westminster
Jidge is in a very insecure condition, and that
'. Barry will, after all, see it replaced by a
meture more in accordance with the new
ikate house.

Glass.

—

Mr. Ord, M.P., has obtained, by
order of the House ot Cammons, returns of the
amount of duties charged, and drawbacks paid,
on glass, and of the quantities imported and
exported, retained for home consumption, and
remaining in bond, for the year ending the 5th
of January, 1845 (in continuation of the ses-
sional paper No. 200 of the year 1844). It
appears from this paper that the following
were the quantities of glass charged and the
amount of duty respectively imposed on the
different descriptions of glass in England
during the year 1844-45, viz.:—Flint glass,

9,529,2041b., and 55,271 /•
;

plate glass,
29,765 cwt., and 93,759/.

;
crown glass, 99,180

cwt., and 382,710/.; German sheet glass,
31,560 cwt., and 121,782/.; common bottle
glass, 345,810 cwt., and 127,084/. The quan-
tities exported upon which drawback was
allowed were of Hint glass, 11,277 cwt.; of
plate glass, 116,955 feet; of crown glass in
tables, 1,527 cwt.; of crown glass in panes,
6,661 cwt.

;
of German sheet glass, 7,656 cwt.

;

and of common bottle glass, 213,056 cwt. It
further appears, that the quantities of glass
retained tor home consumption in the United
Kingdom for the year 1844-45 were, of flint

glass, 83,712 cwt.
;
of plate glass, 24,405 cwt.

:

ofcrown glass, 93,347 cwt.; of German sheet
glass, 23,17.5 cwt.; and of common bottle
glass, 193,108 cwt. The net amount of duty
received thereon amounted to the sum of
645,715/. The amount of drawback or allow-
ance on glass for the use of churches during
the year 1844-45 was 1,343/. The quantities
imported into the United Kingdom during the
same period, from various countries of Europe,
&c., were,—of crown or any window glass not
exceeding one-ninth of an inch in thickness,
6,680 cwt.

;
of German sheet glass, white or

coloured, 1,280 cwt.
;
of all glass one-ninth

of an inch in thickness—all silvered or polished
glass, of whatever thickness—and plate glass,
however small each pane, plate, or sheet,
18,915 square feet (superficial measure); and
of flint and cut glass, 2,883 cwt. The quan-
tities exported from the United Kingdom of
the same description of glass as those which
we have already enumerated above were re-
spectively, 6,241 cwt.; 906 cwt.; 16,971
square feet; and 1,448 cwt. The quantities of
British glass exported from England in 1S44-
45 were,—of flint, 11,277 cwt.; of plate,
116,955 feet; of crown, in tables, 1,526 cwt.

;

of crown, in panes, 6,661 cwt.; of German
sheet glass, 17,695 cwt.; and of common
bottle glass, 213,056 cwt.
Transit through Egypt.—Mr. Galloway,

of London, has made his report on the pro-
posed Suez Railway. It is understood that
he has offered to guarantee the completion of
the work within eighteen months, and that the
cost, including all, shall not exceed 350,000/.
His report speaks favourably of the facilities
which exist for the easy formation of a
railway and for obtaining necessary materials
along the line. It does not apprehend any
serious inconvenience from the presence of
drift-sand. It states the levels to be so
moderate and gradual, that in only two por-
tions of the entire line will embankments and
cuttings of any serious extent be rendered ne-
cessary. It contemplates having the terminus
from the river, at Boulac, and the other to
terminate in a jetty, a little to the westward of
Suez, and about a mile distant from the ships’
anchorage

;
thus saving four miles in the com-

munication between the roadstead and the
shore as at present.. The line as surveyed will
be 88 miles.

Acoustics.—The temporary Law Courts
with which Palace-yard and Westminster Hall
are disfigured, and will be, it is supposed, for
several years to come, are complained of on
account of the difficulty with which sound is

transmitted. An investigation into the cause
of this might be advantageous.
Wood-Carving.

—

Mr. Jordan, late keeper
of the mining records in the Museum of Eco-
nomic Geology, has invented a new method of
carving in wood by means of machinery, and
has obtained a patent for it.

The British Association.— A public
meeting was held last Tuesday at the Town
Hall, Cambridge, for the purpose of appoint-
ing a committee to make preparations for the
reception of the British Association in June.
Hungerford Suspension Bridge.—The

opening of this bridge has been deferred till

Thursday next, the 1st of May.

Testimonial to Mr. Britton, F.S.A.—-A preliminary meeting to appoint a com-
mittee to carry out the proposed testimonial to
Mr. Britton was held on Thursday last, too
late in the day for us to report the proceedings
in our present number. We shall allude to it

next week, and in the meantime invite our
readers to co-operate with the committee.
Manchester School of Design.—The

Council have just announced their intention to
hold during the vacation in August next, an
exhibition of specimens of manufacture and in-
dustrial art, in connection with the drawings
to be produced by the students in competition
for the prizes.

New Appointment

—

The Queen has been
pleased to appoint John C. Millward, Esq., to
be Assistant Civil Architect for the island of
Mauritius.

Town-Hall, Colchester—The new hall
is to be opened on the 1st of May.

Center#.

Tenders for church to be called the All-Saint's
Church, St. John’s Wood,—under the direction of
Thomas Little, Esq., architect,—for‘the body of the
church only.

Mansfield ,£6,480
Winsland 6,447
Higgs and Son 6,266 ..£6,136
Burton 5,878 .. 6,138

Separate amounts of the two lowest, shew the
cost if executed in Kentish Rag-facing.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
(We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our renders
however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York

-

street, Covent-garden.]

For the supply of Materials to the Commis-
sioners of the Metropolis Roads.

For providing, squaring, and laying new York
Paving and Granite Curb, &c., for the Commis-
sioners under the Bedford Paving Act, St. Pancras.

For various Engineers’ and Joiners’ Works
required to be done at the new Workhouse, Birch-
field-wood, Saubridge, Kent.

For the Masonry Work of several Viaducts and
Bridges.

For performing the several works in building a
new Workhouse at Tenterden.

For supplying her Majesty’s Dock-yards with
soft melting pig-iron.

For the supply and delivery in Bristol of about
300 tons of cast-iron Water-pipes, of various di-
mensions, from 7 inches downwards, with certain
elbows, nozzles, &c.

For the formation and completion of a new
Drain, being about eleven miles long, twenty yards
wide, and five yards deep, for the Middle Level
Drainage Commissioners. Also for the erection of
a Staunch, several Bridges of wood with brick
abutments, together with the necessary culverts,

and other works.
For the performance of the Works connected

with the erecting of the new Pier at Penzance.
For the erection of the Borough Gaol, Bir-

mingham.
For the supply of 1,200 lineal yards of ll-16ths

best attested, close, short-linked Cham.
For the erection of a Building in London for a

highly-patronized purpose, at the estimated cost of
about 30,000/.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans for a Church to be erected within the

Borough of Kingston-upon-Hull.
Plans, sections, and elevations for a Terminus,

and other requisite accompanying offices, for the

Great Southern and Western Railway, Ireland.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

At Ipswich : 15 Logs of Spanish, Cuba, and
Honduras Mahogany, of superior quality and large

dimensions; 4 pieces of Rosewood, 10 pieces of

Cedar, and a few lots of Maple and Rosewood
Veneers.

At the Timber-yard, opposite St. Giles’s

Church, London : 3,200 Pine Deals, Planks, and
Battens, 840 Yellow Deals, 2,480 Spruce Deals
and Planks, 120 Yellow and White Battens,
14,000 feet of three-quarter inch and half inch
Pine Boards, &c.

250,000 Building Bricks, 40,000 Arch ditto,

Sec . ;
now at Sherborne Kiln, three miles from

London.
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At Patcham, near Brighton : a large quantity of

Railway Materials ;
the whole of the Iron is of btaf-

fordshire manufacture.

BY TENDER.

A Virgin Forest of Valuable Timber in Wala-

chia. The principal part of the Trees is Oak. The

said Forest may produce about 500,000 cubic feet

of Timber.

BODIESMEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC

During the ensuing week.

Monday, April 28.— Geographical, 3, Water-

loo-place, 8} p.m. ;
British Architects, 16, Gros-

venor-street, 8 p.m. ;
Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-

street, 8 p.m. _
Tuesday, 29.— Civil Engineers, 25, Great

George-street, 8 p.m. ;
Zoological, Hanover-square

(anniversary), 1 p.m.
.

Wednesday, 30.—Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 p.m. ;
Geological, Somerset-house, 8£ p.m.

Thursday, May 1.—Horticultural, 21, Regent-

street (anniversary), 1 p.m. ;
Zoological, Hano-

ver-square, 3 p.m. ;
Antiquaries, Somerset-house,

8 p.m.
Friday, 2. — Royal Institution, Albemarle-

street, 8* p.m.
;

Botanical, 20, Bedford-street,

Covent-garden, 8 p.m.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.
TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IN

FRESCO.

STEVENS and SON, PATENTEES and
SOLE MANUFACTURERS, beg respectfully to

announce that this beautiful cement has now arrived

at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sanguine

expectations. For all internal work it possesses a great

superiority over every article hitherto in use
;

it is now being

used extensively bv Government in the British Museum and

other public buildings. IT DOES NOT THROW OUT
ANY SALT, but presents a beautifully plain and perfect

surface, which may be painted upon dry work withm four

days without peeling. I t is equally applicable for walls or

lath, for mouldings, architraves, skirting, orflooriug; and is

admitted to form the best ground for fresco painting, having

been used for many of the prize frescos lately exhibiting in

Westminster Hall. It will bear an intense heat without

cracking, and for hardness, durability, and economy, cannot

be equalled.

180, DRURY-LANE, LONDON.
Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R Part, 11,

Atherton’s-buildings, Dale-street, Liverpool.

“ Lavinia."—Wefeel greatly indebted for *ur

correspondent's attention, and regret much that the

drawings are not sufficiently precise for publica-

tion. They will, however, be useful to us in

another way.
“Patent Hand-rails.”

—

J. Melville, of 64,

John-street, Fitzroy-square, will give information

on the subject.

“ J. M."

—

It is unnecessaryfor us to call, as we

know your work, although we had forgotten the

name.
“ W. J. S.”— IT

r
e shall be glad to hear more of

the proposed manufactory. We can hardly afford

time to visit it until it is in operation.
“ B. B.’s ” suggestions shall not be lost sight of.

“ C. T.,” Norwich.

—

Next week. We shall

be happy to hear from him, although we cannot

promise space every week, and will gladly send

him copies without charge.

“ New Church at Winchester.”—Several archi-

tects wish to know how many tenders were received,

and what was the amount of the lowest.

“ A Builder.”

—

Ifyou give the district surveyor

notice of your intention to do certain u-orks he

will inform you if there is any objection to them.

He is certainly not bound to give you information

if the work is merely problematical.

“ J. Dale.
1 '

—

Pulham's mamfactory is at Ilod-

desdon.
“ E. M., a bricklayer,” is thanked for his in-

formation.
“ N. C.”—We fully agree with our correspon-

dent, that 11 there are few practical subjects of

greater importance than the construction ofchim-

neys," with reference to the causes and remedy for

their smoking, and that it is very imperfectly

understood. His suggestion shall be considered.

We shall be glad to receive remarks relative to

it, also the names of any works upon the subject.

“ A Subscriber from the First,” next week.

Received—An Adherer to Stipulations. Pro-

ceedings of the Society of Arts.

STOCKTON LIAS CEMENT,

Manufactured upon principles laid

down in Major General Pasley’s Essay on Limes

and Cements.— It is of a beautiful Stone Colour, and of ac-

knowledged superior quality, free from vegetation, does not

crack, and is well adapted for every description of modelling

and casting. It has been extensively used at the Earl of

Macclesfield’s, Ensliam-hall, by C. Bam-, Esq.
;

at Sir F.

Shuckburgh’s, Shuckburgh-hall, by H. E. Kendall, Esq. ;

for Works now in progress at Marbury-hall, Cheshire ;
and

for many of the Mansions erected during last Summer in the

vicinity of London.

WILMCOTE LIAS CEMENT,
Is of inferior colour to the above, from containing oxide of

iron, but of very Superior Quality for Tunnels, Sewers, and

Hydraulic Purposes; its use is stipulated for by Mr. John

Roe, Engineer of Sewers, London.

GROUND LIAS LIME,
For Concrete, and every description of Hydraulic Work, for

which purposes it has been used at Woolwich and Chatham

Dock Yards, the London Docks, New Exchange, Hunger-

ford Suspension Bridge, Westminster Bridge, Grand Junc-

tion Water Works, Holborn Sewers, Regent and Grand
Junction Canals, Wood Paving Companies, London and Bir-

mingham Railway Company, for Works in the Alster at

Hamburgh, the Kiel and Altona Railway, and various Sea

Walls, &c.
, „ r

At R. Greaves’s Works, Stockton, near Southern, VV ar-

wickshire, and at No. 3, South Wharf, Paddington, Lon-

ATKINSONS CEMENT.—The public is

respectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-

cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architecture

and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to

as. 3d. Der bushel, and may be had in any quantity at Wyatt,

Parker,*B» Co.’s Wharf, Holland-street, Surrey side of

B 1ackftflHrid ge

.

N.B.*^iis Cement beingof a lightcolour, requires noarti-

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with

three parts its own quantity of sand.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE
CEMENT.—The Patentees of this composition beg

to refer to the British Museum, the Royal Exchange, the new
works at Bcthlem Hospital, Greenwich Hospital, and the Co-

liseum in the Rcgent’s-park, as buildings finished or in pro-

gress, in which Keene’s Cement has been used as an internal

stucco. Its superiority to common plastering consists in its

extreme hardness, and the rapidity with which it dries, which

qualities fit it to receive paint or other finishing sooner

than other water Cement.
When employed for skirtings, architrave, and other

mouldings, in place of wood, it checks dry-rot, is impervious

to vermine, prevents the spread of fire, and is more eco-

nomical in its application than the material for which it thus

becomes the substitute.

Confirmation of these statements is to be found in the

almost universal adoption of Keene’s Cement for Skirting

and Hall flooring in the new houses on the Hyde Park Estate,

where its application is to be seen to the fullest advan-

tage.

In Liverpool and Manchester, Keene’s Cement has in

several cases been used for the covering of the fire-proof

warehouse floors, where its lightnessand hnrdness give it the

preference over tiles and flagging, which are much heavier,

and necessarily leave the floor intersected with numerous

joints, whilst Keene’s Cement is laid down in one unbroken

The high polish and marble-like hardness of which this

Cement is susceptible render it the most suitable material

for the manufacture of Scagliola.

Patentees, J. B. WHITE & SONS, Millhank-strcet,

Westminster, Manufacturers of Roman and Portland

Cement. ... —
Dcp6t in Liverpool, 36, Seel-street, Janies Woods, Ag

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS. MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN
GENERAL.

rOHNS and CO.'S PATENT STUCCO
J CEMENT.—The following are thepositive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

ADVERTISErvlEIJTS.

Spacious building ground in

the heart of the City TO BE LET on a Building

Lease. The site comprises Founders’ Hall, Lothbury ex-

tending from East to West 70 feet, and from North to South

30 feet), and a further space in connection with it, suitable

for purposes of an additional entrance to the premises. Par-

ticulars may be obtained by applying at the Founders’ Com-
pany’s offices, or to J. B. Gardiner, Esq., architect, 4, Bank
Chambers, Lothbury, where a plan of the premises may be

Notice. — inventors desirous of

obtaining LOANS ON or of SELLING their IN
VENTIONS, or Patents, should apply to Mr. M. JOSCELIN
COOKE, at the OFFICE for PATENTS, 20, Half Moon-
street, London, where English and Foreign Patents are oh-

tained, and Designs registered. An INDEX is kept for

inspection of all Patents granted for the last century

;

also copies of every Patent of importance. Instructions to

Inventors and a list of charges gratis on application.

OFFICE FOR PATENTS REMOVED FROM No. 16

TO 117 CHANCERY-LANE.

PRACTICAL ASSISTANCE GIVEN to

parties taking Letters Patent, by Mr. J. WILSON,
Engineer and Patent Agent. Every description of business

relating to or connected with Patents, Registration ot De-

signs, Patent Agency, &c., conducted at his offices, 117,

CHANCERY-LANE" opposite Carcy-street. Negotiations

entered into with parties wishing to dispose of or purchas.

patented or registered inventions. Every necessary infor-

mation may be obtained at the offices as above where also

may be had printed instructions (gratis), to which Mr. W.
begs particularly to draw the attention of parties about to

take out patents
Mechanical drawings of every description, original design!

for machinery, models, &c., executed with dispatch and

troduced :—It will effectually resist Damp. It will never

vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete

Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never

requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh

and good in the cask in any Climate for anynumber of years.

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.

It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by the

Sea-side, "it may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates

at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may

be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses.which

may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the

severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost ot

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cement

now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary and

valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of

Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have

declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally

Pr
Sperimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing

the Cement and its mode of application, together with a

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdoni, may

be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,

Cheapside, London: of whom also may be had,

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-

terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman

or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in evir/ way better suited for this purpose than

White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flakes,

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; whereas

MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an

affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the suction,

thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the

finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produceable by no

other Paint wliatever. It is cheap in its application °

may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even

most exposed Marine situations.

MOON’S IMPROVED CHIMNEYS.—
Samples of the Bricks to form the Circular Flue,

now coming into general use, also those invented by Clark

and Reed for a similar purpose, may be seen at the Patentee s

Western Depdt, New-road, near Tottenham-court-road,

where may be procured the Metal Bars and Throats, also

the much-approved Caps for the prevention of Smoky Cliim-

nevs, without causing adjoining flues to smoke, or producing .

the noise so generally complained of, arising from a largo

surface of metal being exposed to the action of the wind.

Licences arc granted to Brick and Tile Makers for nianu-

facturing the Bricks and Tiles, throughout the United King-

dom. by application as above, or to Mr. ELIAS DORNINfr,

27, Cross-street, Manchester.

TRACING-PAPER.—ItE G.’s

• warranted to take InJt^OU^ or Water colour, and;

sold by MESSRS. ROBERSON AND CO., SOLE
AGENTS,' 51, LONG-ACRE, at thefollowing cash prices:—!

7s. 6d.

THIN TRACING-PAPER.
60 by 40, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Qd. per Quire.

40 by 30, at Jl, 0s. „
30 by 20, at 3l. 15s. ,,

THICK TRACING-PAPER.
40 by 30, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.

30 by 20, at Jl. 10s. „ 8s. Od. „

N. B.—Every sheet is stamped with the Initials of the

Manufacturer.

This beautiful and unequalled article is allowed to be the

cheapest and most useful Paper hitherto introduced to the

public, as will be best proved by a trial.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. KENT and C O.,

MANUFACTURERS,

11, GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON,

Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of a

quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, to

which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer quality

and durability to apparent cheapness.

oooooo.—7 in* Dusters.

oooooo.—7 >n. ditto, extra,

oooo.—Ground Brushes.

Plasterers’ Brushes.
Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.

Sash Tools, and Common Tools.

Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other •

Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kinds

of Brushes, forwarded on application. Established 1777.
f

CHEAP AND DURABLE ROOFING.

Bp feet fHajcsip's Eopai letters patent.

F McNEILL and Co. of Lamb’s Buildings, Bunhill Row, London, Manufacturers and

• only Patentees of

THE PATENT ASPHALTED FELT, FOR. HOOTING
HOUSES, VERANDAHS, SHEDS, &c.

Beg to call the attention of the Trade to their ROOFING FELT, which has been exhibited at the great Agricultural

Shows of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and obtained the prize, for being the best and cheapest article tor

Roofing. Its advantages are lightness, warmth, durability, and economy. It is impervious to rain, snow, and trost,

a non-conductor of heat and sound. The Felt can be cut to any length, by 32 inches wide. The pnee is only One I enn_\ pe

Square Foot. Samples, with full directions as to its uses and the manner of applying it, with TESTIMONIALS, some ot tnetn

? > MaM.-,.- »ii CmiUmni who have extensivelv used it, sent tree
of* seven years’ experience, from Architects, Builders, Noblemen, and Gentlemen, who have extensively used it, s

to anv part cf the town or country. A Dry-bair Felt, for covering Boilers, &c., is also manufactured, by which a se

about 25 per cent, in fuel is effected. The TRADE are respectfully enjoined to send their orders DIRECT *•«*“’

F\CTORY as the surest means of being supplied with the genuine article, and in lengths best suited to their roots, incy

are likewise’ CAUTIONED AGAINST MISREPRESENTATION.
„ , „ , „ , .

.

The only works in Great Britain where the above roofing is made are F. McNEILL and Co. s Manufactories,

LAMB’S-BUILDINGS, BUNHILL-ROW, LONDON. A Specimen Roof to be seen at the Factory. A liberal Discounl

allowed to the Trade.
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SATURDAY, MAY 3, 1845.

OME difference of opinion

has existed relative to a

requirement of the Metro-

politan Buildings Act with

regard to the construction

of chimneys. Schedule F
provides, that every chimney and chimney-

stack, except angle chimneys, “ must be built

from the foundation to the top thereof, without

any corbelling over, whereby any upper part

of the brickwork of such chimney or chimney-
stack shall overhang any lower part of the

brickwork on the front thereof.”

Many of the district surveyors considered

that this interdicted all corbelling whatsoever
in chimney-stacks, and that a chimney-breast
in an upper room could not be made wider
than the breast below, any more than it could
be made to project further from the face of
the wall.

The referees have now made an award which
settles the question. A joint requisition was
sent by the owner and the district surveyor
with regard to a third-rate dwelling-house
now building in Regent’s-park-terrace. It

stated, “ That doubts exist as to the propriety
of allowing jaumbs and flues to project from
party-walls upon strong stone or iron corbels

bearing partly upon the jaumbs and chimney-
jreast underneath, in order that the chimneys
if the third stories (the one-pair floor) may
)e placed in the centre of the rooms, there
wing a difference in the depth of such rooms
tnd the rooms of the story below.” Accord-
ng to a plan and elevation of the chimney-
ireasts which accompanied the requisition,

me of the breasts was required to extend in

rnltli twelve or fourteen inches beyond the
reast below it. The referees determined that

he chimneys in the third and fourth stories

one-pair and two-pair floors), and in the front
oom of the fifth story, as shewn in the eleva-
lon, might either “ be gathered over in the
Irickwork, or be set over upon sufficient iron

[

r stonc bearers in the direction of the length
If the wall to which the breast is attached.”
t We apprehend, although not needed in the
articular case laid before the referees, that

j

ie breast in the second story of a building

pound-floor) may be gathered or set over in

ke manner in the direction of the length of the
j'all, as the clause in Schedule F, already
llioted, simply interdicts corbelling, “ whereby

|'y uPPer part of the brickwork of such chim-
or chimney-stack shall overhang any lower

|irt of the brickwork on the front thereof'.”

! I he same Schedule, in continuation, more-

<
fer

>
provides for corbelling over not more

an nine inches from the front of the wall or
rick to which the chimney shall adjoin, in
j rtain situations

: that is to say, above the
tiling of the third story (the one-pair floor,

idinarily), in buildings of the first-rate and
rtra first-rate

;
and above the ceiling of the

pond story (the ground-floor), in buildings

,1 the second and third rates.

'The question, What constitutes the bond

I® commencement of a building ? still occupies,

nasionally, the attention of the referees. The
Mowing are the heads of two awards on the

foject recently made :

—

The first relates to six third-rate houses now

building for Mr. Stewart on the west side of
Norland-road, Hammersmith. The district
surveyor stopped the works, on the ground
that the walls were insufficient in thickness,
and the footings insufficient in height. The
owner contended that the surveyor had nothing
to do with them, as they were commenced
before the 1st of January last, and called upon
the referees to direct the surveyor to withdraw
his notice. The surveyor stated that the houses
were commenced hastily, during the latter part
of December last, and were carried up four feet

in height in an unworkmanlike manner, and
were left exposed to the weather without any
drain, so that the work had become quite
ruinous; that portions had fallen, and great
part of the remainder had been pulled down.
He said it was not a bond fide commencement
because the buildings appeared to be essen-
tially different from those first projected, of
better character, and were constructed in part
of another material : further, that if the re-

ferees should consider it a bondfide commence-
ment, the nature of the works now in pro-
gress, comprising “ the rebuilding, enlarging,
and altering the same,” brought them under
the control of the Act. The works referred
to he described as, “ Generally rebuilding the
external walls from the footings and facing
same in part with stone ashlaring: setting
back the front wall to the centre house 4 inches,
and laying new footing to part: increasing all

the party-walls and their footings one-fourth in

thickness : removing the additional buildings
(which had been raised same height as the
rest) in the rear of the two end houses : taking
away the chimney-stacks and their footings
from the external walls of the two end houses,
and building two new chimneys with the party
walls of the same; the two end houses are
also to have an additional story, and the walls
to be carried up doubtless, of an increased
thickness.”

The owner admitted that a considerable
portion of the work, being injured by the
weather, had been taken down.
The referees decided, that as the houses were

duly commenced before the 1st of January,
11 an(l are now being carried on mainly in

accordance with the same commencement, so
as to evidence that the same was a band fide
commencement, the alterations stated are not
such as to bring the said houses within the
operation of the provisions of the said Act so
far as relates to the original building of the
said houses.”

As it was a case of “ reasonable doubt,”
they awarded that the expenses (3/. 9s. 2d.)
should be paid by the parties in equal moieties.

The other case was in the Paddington
district. The owner gave notice to the sur-
veyor, November 27, 1844, of his intention to
erect two second-rate dwelling-houses. He
had previously prepared a concrete foundation,
and ultimately completed the footings before
the 1st ot January last. The surveyor taking
a particular view of a letter sent by the
referees to Mr. Allen, of Rotherhithe, in

January (see Builder, p. 37, ante), concluded
that footings only did, not constitute com-
mencement, and called on the owner to give a
fresh notice. The owner, it should be said,

had contracted with a bricklayer for the erec-
tion of the houses before he gave the first

notice: and the surveyor did not doubt his
“ good faith.”

The referees decided that as the footings
“were completely formed and executed in

a regular and workman like manner, such
buildings must be deemed to have been com- I

menced before the 1st day of January, 1845,

and to be ‘ already built ’ buildings within the
meaning of the said Act, and not within the
operation of the provisions thereof, so far as
they relate to the original building of such
buildings.”

It was awarded that the expenses (31. 2s. 4d.)
should be paid by the parties in equal moieties.

In reply to the inquiry of some corr*.
spondents, whether or not projections from
external walls formed of timber and covered
externally with incombustible materials would
be conformable to the Act, we can mention
that the referees have decided in the negative,
in the case of a water-closet projecting from
the back wall of a house in Dover-street,
Piccadilly. The materials proposed to be
used and declared inefficient,—were, timber
framing and a covering of galvanized iron.

INSTITUTE OP BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

On Monday, the 28th ult., a meeting of the
Institute was held at their rooms in Grosvenor-
street, Mr. H. E. Kendall in the chair.

Amongst the donations announced, were
designs for churches and parsonage houses,
published by the Prussian government, a work
on the Greek Theatre, by Herr Strack, and
ten guineas from Mr. Donaldson towards the
library fund.

Mr. Fowler, who was the bearer of the
German works, made some remarks on the
buildings in progress in Berlin. Amongst the
most important was an addition to the National
Museum, whereofthe construction was peculiar.
The building is fire-proof, and displays a union
of great lightness and great strength. In

for the foundation they reached a
stratum of infusorial earth, and this was made
into cones and pots, with which to form the
ceilings. The modern Gothic at Berlin ho
considered bad

;
in all other styles the buildings

there were verysatisfactory. The munificence of
the government contrasted strongly with tho
parsimony exhibited in England.
Mr. James Thompson read a paper on the

hagioscope and other parts of the chancel of
Alderton Church, ten or twelve miles from
Malmsbury, Wilts; but as we shall probably
print the paper entire, we refrain from any
notice of it here. A conversation on the uses of
hagioscopes, or squints, took place, wherein
Messrs. Scoles, Richardson, Godwin, and others
joined.

Mr. F. J. Francis then laid before the
meeting some remarks on encaustic tiles; and,
after tracing the history of their manufacture
in the East, Greece, Italy, and our own country,
commented on symbolism, and found fault

very properly with some of the absurdities

in Durandus.

Earl de Grey, the president, has invited the
members to a conversazione on Friday, the
9th inst. The council will have the honour of
dining with his lordship previously.

Cambridge. Camdun Society.

—

Sir Wil-
liam Follett and Professor Starkie have given
an opinion in reply to a case submitted to

them, that the dissolution of the Society cannot
be effected except by the unanimous and ex-

pressed assent of all the members ! As this is

not likely to be obtained, the committee will

be prepared to submit resolutions at the anni-
versary meeting on the 8th inst., to enable the
society “to continue to subsist in the spirit

of its original constitution, and consistently
with duty, usefulness, and honour.” Blank
forms have been sent to all tho members in
order to obtain their opinion, but i t seems quite
ertain that dissolution will not take place.
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ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE.

The character of periodical reviews is at

this time very different from what it was ori-

ginally, when they did simply what they pro-

fessed to do, namely, gave you a notion of the

books named at the head of the article and

their own opinion thereon. You now find, in

addition sometimes to this, and sometimes

indeed altogether without it, the renewal •

own views on the subject of the works named,

so that they present, in fact, a series of essays

on the various topics successively brought

before the public by writers. Thus in the

present number of The Quarterly, “Vachers

Parliamentary Pocket-book” introduces a

paper on Whig Tactics; “The Crescent and

the Cross” a disquisition on the results ot

French ambition in the Levant ;
and the beau-

tiful works of Mr. Gaily Knight and the

Chevalier Bunsen, a valuable and interesting

essay, seventy pages long, on ecclesiastical ar-

chitecture, more especially as regards plan.

Such of our readers as may not be able

to see the Review in question will be glad to

find a portion of this latter article in our pages;

to those who may be able, it will serve as an

inducement to obtain the whole.

The writer thus introduces his subject :

—

“Your Jonathan Oldbuck, your staunch

antiquary of the genuine plodding Gough and

Stukeley school, who values architecture his-

torically, and merely historically, escapes in-

numerable distresses by which Sir Visto would

be crazed. He considers every ancient build-

ing as an ancient chronicle: Ordericus Vitalis

in Caen stone, Gervasius Dorobernensis in

Purbeck marble. He reads his tome for the

instruction thereby imparted; lie delights in

it all. The inelegance of the composition

offends him not, neither does he despise the

rudeness or coarseness of the illuminations.

Continued by successive annalists, lie is un-

troubled by the nant of uniformity in style.

Each successive generation has added its

chapter, its page, its paragraph, its line

:

speaking words from the soul of those whose

bodies are silent in the grave. Though the

handwriting may change, and the shape of the

letters vary, and the method of narration alter,

still your* chronicle, like the community to

which it belonged, forms one continuous whole.

You, if you imbibe Oldbuck’s spirit, read it on

from year to year, from reign to reign, from

century to century, through Anglo-Saxon and

cloister-Latin, and cloister-Latin and Norman-

French, and Norman-French and Chaucerian-

Englisli, as one authentic volume. You cannot

bear that the smallest portion should be ex-

punged, even for the purpose of being supplied

by the most clever conjectural emendation.

Still less would you wish that some ingenious

popular literateur, acting abbot or prior, were

to suppress the original, and recompose the

whole in affected archaisms, so as to make the

story look as he fancies it might have done,

if compiled in the twelfth century. ‘ L’abito

non fa il monaco he will not gain Anselm’s

sanctity by arraying himself in Anselm’s

cowl.
‘ Is it not a great blemish, Mr. Oldbuck,’ says

Sir Visto, ‘ that the front of our noble

Minster should exhibit the deformity of un-

equal towers ;
the northern, rude, clumsy

Norman, whose stumpy bulk contrasts so dis-

agreeably with the delicate proportions of its

southern companion?’
‘ By no means, Sir Visto

;
the rude, clumsy,

northern tower is a certificated work of tlie

times of the Conquest. It is coeval with

Archbishop Lanfranc. The tower constitutes

one of the most authentic pages in our archi-

tectural history
;

if you tear the page out, the

facts it tells you are lost.’

‘ Surely that perpendicular tracery, blocking

up the circular arches of the solemn transept

windows, should be removed, and the composi

tion restored to its primitive simplicity ?’

‘ You are quite mistaken. In its primitive

state the transept was not simple : every capital

and moulding being rich in gold and colour.

By letting in more light, the blanched walls

would only look more cold and crude, and at

the same time you deprive the building of the

instructive lessons this portion imparts; for I,

Sir Visto, always view the material church as

an emblem of the spiritual church, and the

perpendicular tracery is to my mind a memo-
rial of the era of Chicheley and Stafford, and

Gerson and the Council of Constance, when

so many changes were fermenting in Christen-

dom. Were I reading to the collegers here,

I should make them attend to such architec-

tural features, as a branch of technical

memory.
' Well, Monkbarns, but what should be done

'
* the debasedwith that diminutive gable

,

Gothic of the Elizabethan era? Would you

not restore the cathedral to its former lofty

proportions?’

‘By no means, Sir Visto; don t meddle:

the walls have been so weakened by the demo-

lition of the refectory and cloister which once

adjoined them, that they could not bear their

pristine altitude. You would ruin the build-

ing by such injudicious and cruel kindness.

The whole pitch of the roof has been lowered

to suit our modern mode of carpentry, and the

choir coul.l not now carry the beams accord-

ing to their ancient elevation. The king-post

and the queen-post, so essential to all such high

trussing, have been very materially shortened

by the alterations begun in the time of William

and Mary. If you attempted to raise the

cross-crowned pinnacle to the standard of

William of Wykeham, it would tumble

down.’
‘ Well, but Mr. Oldbuck, surely you will not

plead for those misshapen porches and door-

ways, with heavy arches and contorted pillars,

introduced by the masons of the age of

Laud ?’

‘ I do. Uncouth as they may be, they

possess a decided ecclesiastical character

:

they are in keeping with the cathedral chaunt,

They are more than mere ornaments
;
although

both you and the utilitarian would strangely

coalesce—so constantly do extremes meet—in

casting them off. Our poor dear old church

has been so hacked about, that Laud’s addi-

tions have become incorporated in the original

work. Cut them away, you will topple the

whole edifice upon your head.’

Thus are the feelings of our antiquary dis-

played. There is no one vestige or memorial

of past times, which he does not consider as

appealing to the heart. The rays which, dimly

discerned in the dark niche, beneath the

battered canopy, surrounded the head of St.

Erasmus’ demolished statue, remind him of

the error of the worship, but also of the inde-

cent, nay sacrilegious violence with which it

was removed. Refusing to replace the statue,

he will not efface the traces of its existence.

He seeks not to blot out the St. Christopher

peering through the whitewash, the token of

the simple faith of past ages, yet be abstains

from restoring a portraiture which would he a

mockery in our own.

The lead-work in the windows, describing

the void outline of the figure which has been

dashed out by the despoiler; tbehead in blank,

and the hands in blank, and the long robe in

blank, and the feet in blank, at the bottom of

the blank by which that long robe is indicated,

the ideal, as it were, of form, reproduce in his

mind a far more true conception of the build-

ing in its glory, because they tell of the cala-

mities it has sustained, than as if the absent

stained glass had been replaced by the

most glowing vitrifications of Willement or

Wailes.
The sepulchral recess is closed by the elabo-

rate trellise, quaintly knotted and contorted,

rusty and broken, half hiding the tomb behind.

Rusty and broken as the iron may be, Oldbuck

advises that it should be let alone
;
be will not

have the enclosure repaired, for with him.

mending and marring are synonymous terms

nor will he clear it away for the purpose of

giving a better view of the monument : he

values the effect of mystery
;
and though he

would not brighten up the curious workman-
ship of the old craftsmen of St. Eloi, he

knows that if it were removed it would be

sold in ‘ naval-store ’ shop for two-pence the

pound.
That reredoss, erected during the short

reign of Mary, may be inelegant, and incon-

sistent with the decorated tracery and the

graceful foliage of the battered screen
;

but,

executed in graffito, the drawing and hatching
produced by scratching off the upper coat, so

as to shew the black ground below, it is a

valuable memorial of the short sunshine which
gleamed upon ‘ the ancient worship,’ as

well as evidencing the spreading influence of

ultra-montane taste. ‘ And if the reredoss be

taken down,’ says Oldbuck, ‘ I know that to

the brokers it will wend its way, and our only

specimen remaining of that species of art will I

be irrecoverably lost.’*

The heavy memorial of the age of our first :

Stuart, the knight in his stiff armour, the lady »

in her stiffer ruff and fardingale, block up a i

portion of thecbancel and obscure the ancient l

Sedilia
;
but the knight was a benefactor to the

poor : he founded the decayed hospital
:
per- •

haps the sight of his effigy may yet do some

good, as a reproach to bis posterity
;

if you

demolish the incumbrance, as you call it, your i

Sedilia will still continue as unfilled as Banquo’s

chair.

Our antiquary will not relay the footworn

pavements, where the sunken flag-stones mark

the once frequent resort of the pilgrims along

the aisle, nor, for the sake of trim neatness,

mend and replace the altar-steps hollowed by
;

the knees of the worshippers now gathered to

their rest. ‘ Nay,’ says Oldbuck, ‘ I reverence i

even the ponderous, robust, ample brown i

woodwork of the choir, with the hurlyburly
;

festoons, coveys of merry plump cherubs,

;

mitres which would give a headache to a wig:

block, croziers fit to fell a bull, and full-

bottomed Corinthian capitals
;
for they do so

put me in mind of the days of good Queen:

Anne, “ Convocation,” High Church and Dr.

Sache verell.’ So Jonathan Oldbuck ponders

and reasons, finding sermons in every stone,

and deriving pleasure, and therefore profit,

from every token of the successive generations

who have worshipped within the consecrated

walls.

Ill-judged was the allegory which placed the

statues of painting, sculpture, and architecture

as the mourners round the tomb of Michael

Angelo. We do not pay due honour to Archi-

tecture if we consider her as the sister, and

therefore the equal, of the mere imitative arts

she is their queen. We want a term to desig-

nate the intellectual rank of architecture, so

closely connected with the imagination that we

can scarcely term it a science, so entirely

practical and subservient to our needs, that we

can scarcely reckon it as one of the assthetici,

arts. And yet the arts must all be coerced

into tbe architect's service. Architecture, aSj

a branch of human wisdom, constitutes a genusi

of its own. Sculpture and painting are entirely!

founded upon the imitation of nature, whereasj

the basis of architecture is utility utility ini

every sense, from the lowest to the highest,

whilst it is wholly conventional in outward

arrangements and forms. Architecture may

borrow many a principle from nature ;
but she

consults nature for lessons, and not for models ;

and let us here hearken to our friend Mr.

Cockerell, and listen to his exposition of this

principle, in a passage as remarkable for its

acuteness as its truth.

‘ Sir C. Wren reflected that the hollow spire

which he had seen or built in so many varieties

was, after all, but an infirm structure ;
and he

sought that model which should enable him to

impart to it the utmost solidity and duration.

Simple was the original from which he adopted

his idea. He found that the delicate shell

called turretella, though extremely long, and

liable to fracture from its base to its apex, by

the action of the water amidst the rocks, was

rendered impregnable by the central column,

or newel, round which the spiral turned.

Therefore, in his spire of St. Bride’s he estas

blishes thecolumella in the centre, round wind

he forms a spiral staircase to the top, issuing

on stages of arched apertures
;
thus giving u:

(if not the most beautiful) certainly the mosi

remarkable and enduring spire hithertc

erected. . ...
‘ When Brunelleschi was charged with tti(

erection of the dome of Sta. Maria, at Flo

rence, of nearly equal diameter with that of th<

* N.B.—The iron-work of the tombs of Queen Elcaoo

and Henry II. in the Abbey, having been torn down, wit

sold as old metal in the Almonry for two-pence a pound

The altar-screen presented by Queen Map' to the cathedra

of Canterbury, having been ejected as rubbish (when Lan

franc’s tower was demolished), the back panels, ornament©

as above described, and in perfect preservation, were seen h

us exposed for sale at a broker’s in St. Martin s-lane. i

provincial paper announces that ‘ Goverment intend to com

pletely restore the tombs of Edward the Black Prince .

Henry IV. in Canterbury Cathedral,’ that is to say, to destro

them, and substitute nice bran new ones in their stead ft

let words be fairly understood, no tomb or building can

restored
,
unless by previous destruction-witness the Lady

Chanel’ at St. Marv Overie, Norwich Castle, &c., &c., K<

The Tower of London is to be ‘ restored ’ to its pnmitn

Norman aspect,’ for which purpose the Board of Ordctae

intend to demolish the only genuine specimens of old Lngns

timber buildings (the warders’ houses) now remaining 1

London. Repair, preserve, uphold every building and e

fragment—demolish nothing

;

but never listen to the sire

voice of the restorer.
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Pantheon, but at more than twice its height
from the pavement, upon a base raised on
piers, and bv no means of the strength and
cohesion of the original model, the Pantheon,
it was apparent that in giving it the same
solidity, the weight would be insupportable on
6uch a. foundation. How was this object to be
accomplished? Brunelleschi reflected that the
bones of animals, especially of birds, possessed
solidity without weight, by the double crust
and hollow within. But above all, he remarked
that the dome which completes the architecture
of the human form divine was constructed with
a double plate, connected by the light and
fibrous but firm walls of the hollow cancelli,
so that strength and lightness were combined
in the utmost degree. Brunelleschi followed
this model in his dome ofSta. Maria; and the
traveller now ascends to the lantern, between
the two crusts or plates forming the inner and
the outer Domes.

‘ Michael Angelo adopted this contrivance
in the dome of St. Peter’s

; and almost all the
subsequent domes are upon the same idea.’ *

In ornament, architecture must equally ap-
peal to nature, to the graceful leaf, the binding
tendril, the spreading herb and flowret bright;
but the architect employs them all as elements
and in combination. Even as the living body
assimilates to itself the food which gives it
growth, and the air imparting health and
vigour, and above all bears in its countenance
the expression of the vivifying mind, so does
architecture render all the material objects of
winch the building is composed, and all the
knowJedge requisite for their combination, and
all their elegance and symmetry, subservient
° hei.' own dominion and empire. Hence the
magnificent conception of Vitruvius—every
Dranch of human knowledge is needed to con-fute the perfect architect : literature, design
geometry, optics, arithmetic, history, philoso-
ihy, music, medicine, jurisprudence, astrono-
ny. I here may be somewhat of Platonic
nysticism in these Vitruvian opinions. Still
ve always find them cleaving more or less to
he great masters of the art. They are founded
pon immutable truths. Every structure be-omes the living evidence of the knowledge
:ie manners, the opinions, and the feelings oflankind. &

After examining Mr. Gaily Knight’s works,
ipecmUy The Ecclesiastical Architecture of

Li! r?’ '..t , e tlmc of Constantine to the
Jth Century, the reviewer pays well-deserved
ibute to the industry, ability, and munificence
the author. Mr. Knight’s name is inseparably
innected with the history of pointed archi-
cture, to the illustration of which his labours
ive chiefly tended. In his first work “An
rchitectural Tour in Normandy,” he com-
etely controverted the statements of the Nor-
an antiquaries to the effect that pointed ar-
ltecture was fully developed there in the
th century.

r.
n the

.
“Architectural Tour in Sicily,” his

|iin object was, further to investigate the
ygin oi the pointed style. “From the facts
,gu. or me pointed style. “From the facts
inch he collected, he ascertains that as soon as
,i Normans achieved their conquest, thev
jiployed, as Mr. Knight calls upon us to ob-
we, a style hitherto wholly unknown in
irope. 1 he conquest of Sicily was effected
1 years after the conquest of England— San
jovanni det Leprosi was built in 1101 by
tunt Roger, in the time of Rufus. The
“f

r examples of the pointed style in Sicily
It by Count Roger’s son, the first Norman
g, were begun whilst Henry I. was still
:tng on the throne of England. All these
in the pointed style of architecture, which

(dually prevailed in all the sacred, civil, and
mestic architecture of Sicily.
The buildings, therefore, still existing in

lily, prove first, that the Normans in Sicily
oloyed the pointed style

; secondly, that it
! us®.d In th|t island before it was' used on
(continent of Europe

;
and thirdly, that it

borrowed from the Saracens. But the
,

1'man Sicilian style was not Saracenic
*'e

‘ .Saracenic in its arches, it was Roman
Us pillars and capitals, Byzantine in its cu-
is and mosaics, Norman and Greek in its
.chments—a combination only to be found
cidly and natural there, from the mixture
eie different nations.’
(he fact, that the Sicilian Normans em-

S r‘r!rr the report in the Athenamm. Why
re. ?

Wr> CockcreU 8lv® 11

B

mi authentic edition of hie

pioyed the pointed style at a very early period,
and the presumption that such 'style was bor-
loived by them from the Saracens, being estab-
lished, the question then is raised as to its mode
of transmission, and Mr. Knight concludes by
adopting the opinion so often advocated, that
the pointed arch, borrowed from Asia by the
Crusaders, was by them generally introduced
into Europe.
The reviewer afterwards alludes briefly to

the not less praiseworthy and important works
ot his Excellency M. Bunsen, and then
proceeds in his own manner to indicate the
development of ecclesiastical architecture in
Western Christendom from its normal type,
the Basilica of the Romans, and to trace the
transitions that were made, until the judicial
hall expanded into the Gothic glory of Co-
logne and Milan :

—

“ We cannot here attempt to investigate the
causes destined to produce that alteration in
the human intellect, of which the outward
token was exhibited in the so-called decline of
the fine arts. Symptoms of this altered course
of thought were evident before the promulga-
tion of Christianity, and proceeded with in-
creasing rapidity as the new faith became
triumphant. The problem of the great change
which thus came upon the human mind is very
intricate. Art may have lost its ancient ele-
gance, but this mutation was nevertheless the
necessary means for the wonderful develop-
ment afterwards assumed by architecture m
producing a style, which, though not render-
ing others unchristian, was certainly more
than all others congenial to Christian faith.
Une clement, however, cannot escape notice.
1 he antipathy borne by the early Christians to
the fine arts, debased by the pollutions of
heathen idolatry, can neither he denied nor
concealed; and the same causes which pre-
vented the cultivation of the arts ensured the
degradation and subversion of their proudest
and most splendid monuments. Excluding for
the present the consideration of other agencies
the first paragraph in the rise of Christian
architecture must narrate the fall of the
structures devoted to the superstition, which
it was the end of the Gospel to obliterate and
destroy.

The heathen temples were doomed to in-
evitable ruin. Laws had been promulgated by
Theodosius for their preservation; conducive
to the decoration of the city, they might be
perhaps rendered useful for the purposes of
civil society. Some may have been thus re-
spited, though not rescued, until the decayed
remains crumbled to the ground; they were
never respected or honoured by public opinion,
and could rarely be adapted to the objects
pointed out by the imperial law, without such
alterations, as, in most cases, amounted to
destruction. Others were accidentally pre-
served in desolate or secluded situations, in the
torest or the marsh, or the mountain-glen, or
on the shore, whence the inhabitants have
been extirpated or chased away. Such are the
columns of Pmstum

;
the heavens are yet as

bright as when the garlands hung down from
the ruined architrave; the sea as azure as
when the waves were ploughed by the painted
prows

;
the crushed herbs beneath your feet

still send up their rich perfume. To the
senses the works of art are still as noble
the works of nature as sweet and gay

;
hut the’

whole scene mourns under the curse inflicted
upon scoffing, lascivious, corrupted Hellas
Language, people, race—their very name has
disappeared. The wasting pestilence still
hovers, and will ever hover, marking the
vengeance which has fallen on the deierted
shore.

Few temples were ever adapted for the pur-
poses of Christian worship : fewest of all in the
capital of the Christian world. ‘ Of the
Christian hierarchy,’ says Gibbon, ‘the bishops
ot Rome were commonly the most prudent and
the least fanatic; nor can any positive charge
be opposed to the meritorious act of saving and
converting the majestic structure of the Pan-
theon. In casting the account of the merits
and demerits of the Christian hierarchy, such
a ponti ff as Gregory the Great would have been
ill inclined to accept the encomium. In the
yerpo of Gibbon, ‘ fanaticism’ is piety, and
prudence ’ unbelief. The ‘ meritorious act,’

thankful as we may be for the result, was a
single item, by no means influencing the
general balance of praise or dispraise

;
it was

the solitary performance of Boniface IV.;

it was an act from which no consequences
resulted. With the exception of the Pantheon
we tail to detect any real example in Rome, of
a temple which can be said to owe its preserva-
tion, ill the proper sense of the term, to the
Christmn clergy. They had then no thought
ot the kind—they took no pleasure in such
antiquities. They sought no credit for such
care Antiquaries, with eager zeal, have col-
lected about ten examples, in which this pre-
servation is asserted. Even in the cases which
aie least dubious, no further merit can beclaimed for the hierarchy than the accidental
preservation of a portico, a cella, or a wall,an encumbrance w hich it was troublesome tolemove-a fragment which saved some ex-pense, bn.lt up, concealed, marred, or deformedby the new erection to which it was unwill-ingly conjoined.

It could not be otherwise. In the early
Christians, any participation in our modernworship of heathen art, would have been falseand unnatural. All the opinions, all the habits,
all the feelings, ail the conscience of the earlv
Christians strove against the preservation of
the memorials of heathenism. Neither beauty
nor convenience, if they had possessed the
lattei requisite, would, save m some few special
cases, like that of the Pantheon, plead for the
preservation of the relies of classical antiquity
1 liey considered the idols as accursed. No
object winch had in anywise been connected
with the worship of idols, or could be supposed
to have been employed in their service, was tobe used without exorcism. Thus, in the ritual
of the church ot Durham, there is a form of
prayer for hallowing the vase found in theRoman encampment, which could not be em-
ployed for any Christian use until subjected to
such purification. Nor was this belief con-
fined to the rude Northumbrian peasant, or to
a barbarous age. Let us place ourselves be-
fore the portal of St. Peter’s, fresh from theworkmen s hands. Four months have been
employed in removing the huge obelisk of
Sesostris from the ruins of Nero’s Circus to
the front of the Great Basilica. Eight hun-
dred workmen, toiling at creaking winch and
groaning capstan, heave up the mass

; whilst
the breathless crowd watch the slow rising of
the gigantic beam. It stops; when the onecry— aqua alle find,' which subjects the in-
dividual who suggests the happy expedient to
the pain of death, enables the maestro to com-
plete ins task : amidst the thunder of the cannon, the guglia ’ stands firm and erect upon
its basement. But is the work completed ?No: the trophy of the victory of Christianity
over heathenism cannot yet be received assuch, until all connection with its former
slavery to the fiend has been destroyed. In
solemn procession, the supreme pont'iff exor-
cises the magnificent work, so long dedicated
to the foul superstition of Misraim, and devotes
it to the honour of the cross, performing the
rites which were deemed to expel the evil

"PM?*- Those who may not share in the belief
which dictated these ceremonies, must, never-
theless, respect the sentiments contained in the
simple majestic language, commemorating the
consecration of the spoils of heathenism to
the service of the cross-' Ecee Crux Domini
—Christos vincit—Christus regnat—Christus
lmpm-at—Christus ab omni malo plebem suam
detendat—VicitLeo de tribu Juda.’

Thus did Pope Sixtus record his triumph.
Yet there was a greater triumph felt by the
zeal which taught the early Christians to glory
in casting down the altars and the high places
devoted to sin—deeming—we will not presume
to judge whether rightly or wrongly—that such
a testimony to the truth was imperatively en-
joined upon them. By their deeds they con-
temned the temporizing policy of the emperors.
I hey sought the actual and visible victory of
literally erecting the temple of the Lord upon
the ruins of the habitation of the demon. The
statues were broken, to he buried in the
foundations : hence few sculptures have ever
been found at Rome which did not, like the
Venus of the Medici, show, by their deface-
ment and fractures, the aversion of which thev
had been the objects. Amongst the jrreat
congregation of the faithful, the distaste the
horrors excited by paganism—its structures
monuments, glories, charms—were unconquer-
able and paramount. Idols might have been
removed, and the building consecrated by the
rites, which, according to the primitive belief,
would drive away the demon-yet no lustration
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could entirely heal the leprosy of the walls.

The language of the Virgin Martyr was

echoed in every heart

—

< Your gods, your temples, brothel-houses rather

;

Or wicked actions of the worst of men,

Pursued and practised. Your religious ntes

Oh ! call them rather juggling mysteries,

The baits and nets of hell. . • • •

Your Venus whom you worship was a harlot—

Flora, the foundress of the public stews,

And has for that her sacrifice.

Your Jupiter, a loose adulterer,

Incestuous with his sister. Read but those

That have canonized them. You will find them

worse
,

Than in chaste language I can speak them to you.

Whatever had been touched by paganism,

seemed—and can we say unjustly ?—to be

reeking with impurity.

Whilst conscientious feelings thus deterred

and repelled the early Christians from adopt-

ing the heathen temples for the purposes of

Christian worship, the same feelings attracted

them to holy ground. We shall see hereafter

why the temples were wholly unfitted by their

mere plans and arrangements for the celebia-

tion of the Christian ritual. But, above all,

they were destitute of the associations by which

devotion was nourished, and faith enhanced.

Jove’s temple crowned the Capitol : the structures

devoted to the false gods shone above the

palaces of imperial Rome : but the victories of

faith had been won by pain, anguish, suffering,

death : the altar was’ not to be raised amidst

the haunts of men
;

the communion of saints

was sought amongst the lone memorials of the

departed.” ____________

FREEMASONS OF THE CHURCH.

April 2‘Jth.—Mr. George Perry, architect,

in the chair. The following new members

were elected Mr. Thomas Longman, Mr.

John Brown, Mr. John Ilarvies, Mr. George

Field, and Mr. John Wilks. The meeting

came to a resolution that a petition should be

f

resented by the vice-presidents to the two

Iouse6 of Parliament in favour of Mr. Ewart’s

bill for forming museums in large towns, and

another in favour of forming a gallery for the

preservation of British antiquities.

Mr. G. Aitchison, jun., exhibited a rubbing

from a brass of John Knapp, formerly portman

or mayor of Ipswich, and others from St.

Mary, in the Tower, and St. Clement’s. Also

a drawing of a font in Waley Church, Essex,

a small village church, some few miles from

Walton on the Naze. Mr. Backhorne ex-

hibited an ancient vessel discovered adjoining

Old London Wall, at the back of Ludgate-hill,

on digging for the foundations ofsome buildings

lately erected there.

Mr. William Papineau delivered a second

lecture on architectural chemistry. After re-

capitulating the substance of the former lecture,

and dwelling shortly on the principles and laws

of chemical attraction and affinity, he pro-

ceeded to the enumeration and classification of

the elementary bodies, detailing the properties

of each and their action and reaction upon
each other, and the general laws by which
they are divided into classes

;
and dwelling par-

ticularly on those of common occurrence and

more nearly connected with the science of ar-

chitecture.

Ho regretted that want of time allowed him
only to give a cursory view of principles which

he feared proved somewhat dry and formal to

his hearers, but reminded them of the im-

portance ofa knowledge of theory to successful

practice, comparing it to the foundation of a

building, which, hidden and forgotten by the

multitude, was nevertheless of vital importance

to the security of the superstructure ;
the

defective construction of the one producing

flaws and settlements in the building, the

neglect or imperfect acquaintance of the other

producing doubt, indecision, and error in prac-

tice.

Episcopal Residences.—It appears from

a Parliamentary paper delivered this session,

that Episcopal residences have been provided

in the dioceses of Gloucester and Bristol, Lin-

coln, and Ripon ;
in that of Lincoln at a cost

of 14,788/.; and in that of Ripon at a cost of

14,6.11/. The cost of the Episcopal residence

for the Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol can-

not be stated, the building not being yet com-
pleted.

A NEW SYSTEM OF ARCHITECTURE.

Some time ago Mr. W. V. Pickett offered to

impart to the Royal Academy his plan for a

new system of architecture, provided they would

pay him a certain large sum of money for the

secret. The Academy refused the offered

confidence, and the secret was tendered on

much easier terms to the Institute of Archi-

tects. Being declined there also, the author

first published an account of it in a book, and

then, on the 23rd ultimo, brought his system

before the Society of Arts. Not being in a

position to give an opinion upon it, we content

ourselves, for the present, with laying the

author’s own views before our readers, in nearly

his own words
The leading principles upon which this

system of architecture is founded, are, the

adaptation of the law which governs natural

forms, and the development of the peculiar

properties of metallic bodies.

The highest order of beauty, united with the

largest amount of utility, is universally allowed

to be exhibited in the works of nature, espe-

cially in organic nature and in human form,

and the attainment of the highest order of

beauty, in conjunction with the most compre-

hensive amount of utility, is the true end and

purpose of art in architecture.

The great peculiarity in natural organic

form is, that its outlines are invariably deter-

mined by combinations and modifications of

curved lines; and in the adaptation of this law, in

the formation of the primary masses, compart-

ments, and apertures of architecture, a higher

order of beauty may unquestionably be attained

than is possible to result from combinations of

straight lines: and while the important purposes

of shelter, comfort, and safety, are equally

well attained, the additional utility and con-

venience of infinitely greater cleanliness is

effectually secured, because the occurrence

and junction of right angles, consequent upon

all combination of straight lines, invariably

occasions the harbour of dirt and insects,

which are, with much trouble and difficulty, if,

indeed, they ever can be, thoroughly eradicated.

Utility unquestionably demands the partial oc-

currence of straight lines in building, and

such are found conducive alike to beauty and

utility in the organic constructions of nature.

But nature does not inflict upon her creatures

the trouble and inconvenience of direct and

acute angles; and art, the highest art, in fol-

lowing, as it ever must, her footsteps, would

also abstain from the introduction of the in-

conveniences and inferior beauty resulting

from square forms and right angles in the pri-

mary arrangements of architecture.

Now, for the embodiment of forms deter-

mined by curved lines, and for general appli-

cability to the purposes of architecture, metals

are the most efficient and durable in substance,

affording indeed greater facility for the pro-

duction of forms of this description than any

wherein the straight line prevails, in conse-

quence of the liability of the latter to warp

during the process of cooling, while their ex-

traordinary strength and tenacity gives most

ample occasion for the introduction of the

whole range of botanical forms in the decora-

tive arrangements of building.

In the architecture in question, the develop-

ment of the properties of these bodies is pro-

posed to be effected by the introduction of

hollow walls or other primal masses, composed

of scantling or tie-bars covered on either side

with cast-iron plates, attached together by

pins or rivets passing through each, and se-

cured on the inner side by a nut or screw;

while for all decorative features the imitation

of the basso-relievo style of execution is

abandoned as fitted only to masonry, and that

which is transparent and primarily isolated is

adopted. Such features are affixed to the

walls by means of the necessary instruments

for holding the parts together, viz. pins or
rivets,—not closely affixed, because many dis-

advantages in respect to beauty and utility

would result from such arrangement, but by a

simple extension of the pin held a short dis-

tance in advance, whereby the beauty and
cleanliness of the structure is most effectually

secured
;
and by the introduction of suitable

colour, combined with the natural agency of

light, the shadows of these features become
projected on to the primal masses, thereby

creating an additional and interesting variety

in effect altogether impossible of accomplish-

ment in any other architecture.

Again, in obedience to that unerring maxim
in architecture, “ that real and apparent con-

structions should assimilate, the development

of metallic properties will demand the general

disuse of columnar support
;

because metals

possess a power of suspension and capabilities

of sustaining from within the walls of

edifices, the weight of all sucli projective fea-

tures as are required for the utilities of porti-

cos or similar constructions in aid of general

effect, without the intervention of any incum-

bent support of similar description to the

column in masonry; andas thegeneral character

of the decorative features should be conform-

able to the nature of the primary constructions,

the substitution of suspended features of pen-

dentive character will form another marked

distinction of this architecture. The author

considers that, by his system, we may attain a

higher order of beauty and a combination of

effects different from those of any other archi-

tecture. We may have structures of greater

cleanliness, whether on account of the non-

absorbent properties of the material, the

nature of the decorative constructions, and the

peculiarities in primal form. We may have

buildings perfectly fire-proof, and, from the cir-

cumstance of a stratum of air passing between

the plates of the walls, cooler in summer, and

warmer in winter, than any others. Wemayhave
them durable to the greatest extent

;
present-

ing the utmost facility in erection, and capable

of being removed at' trifling cost, and without

the injury or destruction oftheir respective parts.

We may have an architecture notnecessarily de-

manding the application of metal in its primal

parts, but equally with masonic art, employing

brick, cement, and other factitious substances i

in place of its legitimate material,—an archi-

tecture adapted to the various requirements of

domestic life and of modern society, at once

perfectly practicable, and on many occasions i

more economical than any other; and above

all, he contends, we may have that which the

world has never yet had, a commercial archi-

tecture, opening new and untrodden fields for

enterprise of almost every description, and I

enabling this country to become the great i

emporium of art throughout the world, by

supplying the various nations of it with the

productions of architecture.

We reserve to ourselves the right of ex-
|

pressing our own opinion upon this hereafter,
j

should it seem desirable to do so.

NORFOLK CHURCHES*
FOULSHAM.

We were gratified to notice that those con-

nected with this spacious and handsome edifice .

have acted as conscious (which too many are i

not) that “ all the comeliness we can give to

God’s house is tiecessary, if we would have his

blessing.” It was reduced to a ruinous shell

by the calamitous fire which occurred here in t

1770 ;
but the devastation has been in degree

repaired
;
we say in degree, because there are

et strong objections to the taste in which this

as been effected. How truly has it been ob-

1

served that “ until within a very recent period,

purity of design and character in our ecclesias-j

tical buildings seems to have been well nigh

banished from the land.”+

This church is dedicated to the Holy In-i

nocents, and consists of a chancel, a nave

flanked by two aisles, a south porch, and a fine

perpendicular tower situate at the west end of

the nave; it contains only two bells.

The east window—we begin our survey with

the chancel—comprises five lights, themullions,

which throughout the entire range are beaded,

simply crossing on the head. 1 he arch, which

has labels both within and without, springs in-

ternally from jamb-shafts, two on each side,

separated by a cavetto moulding, and having

the capitals enriched with foliage. On either

side appears a trefoiled niche under a decorated

ogee canopy, adorned with crockets and a

finial
;

but these are partially blocked by a

vulgar painted dossel in the heavy style of the

Stuart period. A large double piscina is found

under foliated ogee arches, having the space

between pierced by a quartrefoil
;
the orifices

have disappeared. The sedilia are very fine J

two clustered piers have their bowl-shaped

capitals enriched with foliage ;
from these and

their “responds” spring three cinquefoiled

* See Vol. II. p. 629.

t Markland’s “ Remarks,” &c.
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drop-arches, canopied by a like number of
richly crocketted ogee labels with finials

;
the

whole, inclusive of the piscina, being inserted
within a square compartment, having its hol-
low moulding relieved with roses, and the
spandrels carved in decorated tracery. The
corbels under the labels exhibit male and
female heads in the costume of the sixteenth
century. The benches of the sedilia are lost,
but a chair, with arabesque carving upon it,
stands on the north side of the table—by the
way a nowise eligible position

;
the altar rails

are heavy and unsightly, the table a good plain
oak one.

Over the sedilia occurs a beautiful pointed
window of three lights, with fine geometrical
tracery in the head, and supplied with label
and jamb-shafts, like that over the altar. The
chancel has a clerestory tier of windows, four
on each side

;
they are of two foliated ogee

headed lights “ supermullioned ” under de-
pressed Tudor arches; we regret to add that
the heads of these, as also of a three-lighted
range in the clerestory of the nave, are without
one redeeming exception blocked. The
pointed chancel arch, which is recessed, cham-
fered, and beaded, springs from large half-
round piers, each flanked by two smaller ones
with a broad cavetto between. The corbels of
the original wall-pieces are carved with Lom-
bardicks, having coronets over them. The
meagre open roof, of low pitch with tie-beams,
&c., was placed there towards the close of the
Jast century.

A chancel seat, we hardly know how cor-
rect the designation, an open sitting, has lately
been placed longitudinally against the south
wan. With examples in two churches, each
within an hour’s ride, of what such seats ought
to be, one is at a loss to account for the utter
want of taste so prominently shewn here, for

verted*

11 ate^a ^ ^eing so wretchedly per
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Ihe rood-screen has wholly disappeared
unless indeed a quantity of voluted panelling
yet remaining' i„ the vestry and elsewhere
formed portions of it

;
though on this we areSy no means confident. The nave exhibits on

such side four plain circular piers with hell-
limped capitals supporting equilateral double-

St pointed arches with chamfered soffits.
I he bases partake of Norman character, inorm a bee-hive flattened at the sides into a

'BTi b®lfi7-areh rises from large and
mall halt-round piers

;
the architrave is com-

posed of two sets of mouldings, the one con-
inuous with the cavettos on the jambs, the
'tiler (quarter-round and filletted) springing
rom the encased shafts with plain moulded
apitais. The timbers of the roof , here are
.ldden by a coved ceiling, partially relieved at
lie extremities by scrolls, and at the spring of
:ie arch by a large but inelegant cornice.
The polygonal pulpit, set on a mass of brick-
ork panelled in cement, with early-English
rchos, is reached through a portion of the
ncient wood staircase. It stands on the
imtli side of the nave, and has a pendant in
ie reading desk opposite. There is little toimmend in the stylo of either, the perked up
3sk being only in too close keeping with the
id taste of square and high pews, some of
ie

,

m h™;d and carpetted, which occupy the
sics. J he nave is without a central avenue
>ing crossed by a range of hollow-backed
lats—the cheerless portion of such as bear

“ The trace of the sad trinity
Of want, and pain, and sin."

he pavement is of stone throughout.
The windows in the aisles, each of three
eroded ogee lights, with vertical tracery in-
Hed under a depressed Tudor arch, have the
ntral divisions supplied with transoms inter-
ctmg the head which reaches a higher ele-
tion than the rest. The aisles have modern
sped, or lean-to roofs, ceiled between the
aheis. The font, situate at the west end of
0 nave, somewhat in advance of the belfry-
™! is raised on two low steps forming a
ncious octagonal platform. It consists of a
tcular marble basin placed on a modern stone
ilestal, the latter spirally filletted, the other
i.h Ionic Actings under a horizontal dancette
lid. 1 he rjm of the basin, which has not
' convenience of a drain, is “returned"

1 h an inverted edge. In Parkin’s time there
3 “ a neat font of stone with a modern
rer, which opens below, and thereon are the

four Evangelists painted.” It is impossible to
congratulate on the exchange.
The square tower, its outline varied by
franoh or diagonal buttresses at the west

end, is divided into four stages by string
courses, those under the parapet ‘

havinl
grotesque gurgoyles in the centre: it has pin-
nacles at the angles, crocketted and panelled
with ogee arches. The embrasures of the
parapet are in two stages, and are richly
carved with quatrefoils, shields, and panels.
The belfry windows, of three foliated lights
under a pointed arch, are supermullioned

;
and

square-headed windows in the third sta°-e
exhibit stone lattice-work of the same cha-
racter- The west window, of four trefoiled
lights, is inserted beneath an equilateral arch
with the dripstone returned horizontally—

a

general feature here. The tracery, with ex-
ception of the head being pierced with a
quatrefoil, and that the mullions cross each
other, runs in vertical lines. The steeple has
a newel staircase threading a semi-hexagonal
projection at its north-east angle.

The south porch has been converted, by
blocking the open archway, into a vestry,
lighted by a single ogee-headed windowon the
western side. The south, or, as by this per
version, vestry door, has its jambs and the ar-
chitrave above recessed and chamfered with
continuous mouldings, the whole being set
under a double-headed label rising from
corbels, one of them a head in mascled armour.A triangular or gable-headed buttress, on the
south side of the chancel, offers the first
feature of the kind occurring in our survey.

“ In the churchyard is an altar-tomb of
stone, about six feet long and three high, and
round this an inscription, which, for the anti-
quity of the letters, order, and disposition of
them, has been engraved by the Society of
Antiquaries, and is Rob. art. col. lks. cec. i.
ly. his. vif. Each letter has a coronet over>5 .

*
.

nas a coronet over
it, a peculiarity already noticed in our remarks
on the chancel. q q-

HUNGERFORD SUSPENSION BRIDGE.

In addition to the account of this work
already given (p. 169 ante), we append the
following valuable particulars taken from a
P a P°,r "n '!10 subject reaJ b5' Mr - Cowper on
the 18th ult., at the Royal Institution.

Tins bridge consists of four broad chains
viz. two chains, one above the other, on each
side of the platform

;
each chain consists of ten

and eleven links alternately, and, near the piers
of eleven and twelve. This increased strength
is to meet the increased strain which takes
place near the piers. The chain of the MenaiBndge is only five links wide, and the chain
of the Hammersmith only six links wide : but
the great breadth of the Hungerford chain
(viz. eleven links, or about two feet), gives
them great power to resist the effects of the
wind, and thus to prevent vibration.

is the greatest load that can be put upon it.

? 1S

, S.
kl ”g a crowd standing close together

to be 100 lb. per square foot. The entire
weight of the chain, the platform, and a full
0
nnn".

F°n "’°uid make a load of about
1,0U0 tons on each pier, being about 8* tons
on each square foot of brick-work, or not quite

T' ,°
n e

,

a°h st
l
uare inch ' T 'ic chains are

attached to large wrought-iron vertical plates

fiLl \'T I
?' tS ° f

,

tbe P‘ ers: these P^es arofirmly bolted together, and also to a strong ho-
rizontal plate,—the whole forming what is

ffierV .

saddl6 ’ The ^ddle is not fixed to the

Son •,

r
fl,

tS

|

0n
'

iifty friction rollers
’
tbos8

i?! 1 thick iron plate, which is sup-

trinfers Vl ” ass °f iron and 'i">her
girders. The pier itself, being pierced witharches, may he considered to consist of fourcolumns of brickwork

; the girders, thereforeare so arranged, that no weight is thrown onthe arete, the whole weight resting on the

Tte. HZ “ “*“•
.

"f moving

The two piers are in height 80 feetThe central span between the piers
(being 110 feet wider than the Menai
bridge)

6 ;6 i
The length between the abutments. . . . 13521

”

Deflection of the chain 50
”

Length of each link (7 in. wide, V in
”

thick)
24

Weight of each link ti .

rn ,

connectlug pins are 4§ inches diameter).
1 he whole number of links 2600
Their weight.

! i M5 tons.
1 he number of links in the centre span 1280
1 heir weight

g59
Width of the platform ’

14 fe

’

e

’

tHeight above high water at the centre
of centre span 32 >-

near the piers 28i
”

(giving a rise of four feet in 'the
* ”

centre. This gives additional height
for the river traffic, and produces a
graceful curve, and prevents any ap-
pearance of swaggiug.)

The section of the chains at the centre
of centre span is 296 sq. in.

near the piers 312

1ft T — *0 capauie or movinr18 inches each way, equal to 3 feet entire mo-
tion

,
so that if either span were crowded thechains would adjust themselves, and tbe strain

he still perpendicular upon the piers, and haveno tendency to pull the pier over. The me-thod of putting up the chains was thus Two
sets of wire ropes, each consisting of three
ropes, were hung from abutment to abutment
over the piers, in the exact situation the chainswere to occupy,-these scaffold ropes, as theymay be called, being distant from each other
equal to the length of the connecting pin. Afew feet above the scaffold ropes, two other
ropes were hung in like manner; on these tra-
versed two light boxes, very much resembling-
a carpenter s bench turned topsv-turvv. These
cra-les as they are called, were connected to-
gether, and contained two windlasses, like
those over a common well,- these cradles held
the workmen. A barge containing the links
was moored under lie cradles

;
four men in the

cradles hauled up a link; and when thev had
laised it above the scaffold ropes, the connect-
ing pm was put through, and the pin being al-
lowed to rest on the scaffold ropes, of course
supported the link. The ciadles were thenmoved forward, and two links joined to the
single link, then one joined to the two

; the
chain consisting, thus, in the first instance, of
alternate y two and one links. When this two-
amt-one-link chain was completed, the scaffold
ropes were not required, the two-and-one-link
chain forming, as it were, a scaffold for tho
rest of the links; and thus was this bridge
erected without any scaffolding but these few
ropes, and without the slightest impediment to
the navigation, or a single accident. The
bridge was opened to the public on Thursday,
the 1st instant.

A square inch of iron breaks with 27 or 29
ons, ut 7 i tons is taken as the impairing
weight, i. e. the weight at which it begins to
stretch; we have, therefore, for the weight the
bridge will actually hear,—

29G X 17s tons= 5180 tons,
while 296 X 5 tons= 1480 tons.

Faul op a Viaduct at Ashton.— One
ot the most distressing and extensively fatal
accidents occurred last Saturday week at Ash-
ton-under-lme. The Ashton branch railway,now i n progress of formation, and nearly conri
pie ed is carried over the river Tame, between
Dultinneld and Ashton, by a viaduct of nine
arches, and it was this entiro viaduct that fell,
arch after arch, like a row of nine-pins

; pre-
cipitating, with the viaduct, between 20 and
du workmen, who were upon it, chiefly ex-
cavators, engaged in filling up the spandrils
or the arches with soil and gravel, for the
permanent way. As to the cause of the
catastrophe, those who ale best acquainted
with the works, say the arches were very
substantial and well-constructed. It is stated
that close to the arch which first gave way
there is an “ eye” of an old coal mine, which
has long since been abandoned by the miners,
and that some time ago the earth near this
“coal-pit eye” was seen to sink, and that it
was then stated that the foundations of the
arches were unsound. An inquest is now
sitting on the bodies of eleven persons who
were killed

;
and it is feared that four more

will be added to. the number before its con-
clusion, that number being still missing-
and supposed to be under the ruins.
Fall of an Ancient Church.—On the

14th ultimo, the eastern, wall of St. Julian’s
Church, situate m King-street, Norwich,
tell, burying the communion table and one
or two pews contiguous thereto. For-
tunately no one was personally injured. This
sacred edifice one of the most ancient in the

towm°
n8 °f “ Da ' C a"J chancel 'vUI* a round
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ROOF OVER THE GREAT ROOM, EXETER HALL.

THE ROOF OVER THE GREAT ROOM
AT EXETER HALL.

During the last three months, we have re-

ceived from several correspondents a request

to be furnished with the particulars of the roof

which covers the large room at Exeter Hall.

In the annexed engraving Fig. 1 represents

oneof thetrusses on a scale of 12 feet to an inch,

and gives the plan of the underside of the tie-

beam, shewing the scarf. The width between

the plates is 75 feet 10 inches; the width be-

tween the walls 76 feet. The height of the

roof from the underside of the tie-beam is 21

feet G inches. The trusses are placed at alter-

nate intervals of 2 feet 6 inches and 9 feet.

The following are the scantlings of the

timbers used :

—

in. in.

Tie Beams .....

Principals 14..7J
Longer Principals 8£..7£

Collar Beams 14 ..7

J

„ , fQueens 1 out of English oak 85 . . 7-i \ in the
boUd

\Kings J of the best quality 6 . . 7%
'

Shaft.

Braces 7^. •

Upper ditto 6 ..7j

Purlins 7^. .4

Common Rafter 5 . . 2£

Pole Plates 12 ..4

Wall Plates 13j. . 6£
Hip 10 . . 2

Ridge Piece 8 ..3s
Hollow Queens A 12 ..4J
Ditto B 10 ..4$

Figure 2 represents the foot of the truss

with the iron-work at large. The strap and

abutment piece are of wrought-iron, the re-

mainder, tinted darker, is of cast-iron. We
are indebted to Mr. Laurie, clerk of the works

at Pentonville Prison, for the drawing from

which our engravings were made.

We found no disposition at Exeter Hall

to afford the slightest information, and owe

no thanks to the officials.

FATAL ACCIDENT AT DERBY.

Wf, mentioned in our last impression that

a portion of the arch just erected over the Mill

Fleam, in the Morledge, bad given way, and

caused the death of two persons, and that this

was the second fatal accident that had occurred

in the erection of the same arch, the first

causing the death of six persons.

At the inquest, held last week, on the

bodies of Mr. James Sims, the builder, and
Edward Harlow, his apprentice, it appeared

from the evidence of Mr. Harpur, the archi-

tect and surveyor to the corporation of Derby,
that the centres of the arch had been impro-
perly removed, and that he had cautioned the

deceased Sims, the contractor, not to remove
them in the manner he had done. He did

not, however, interfere with Sims, as he con-

sidered that he had more practical informa-

tion than himself, and he had a better opinion

of his knowledge of building than he had of

his own.
Mr. J. II. Stevens, of Derby, architect, was

of opinion that the accident might arise from

two causes—the extreme weight upon the

crown of the two arches, and the pier being

too weak to support the superincumbent pres-

sure. He believed Sims to have been perfectly

competent to perform the work if he had

proper instructions.”
_ # \

The jury returned the following verdict;

“Accidental death; but the the jury cannot .

separate without expressing their strong con-

viction that had the joint committee of the

corporation and the commissioners appointed

a competent and efficient engineer to superin-

tend over Mr. Sims during the progress and in i

the execution of the works, and which, they ,

think, after the warning the first accident had !

conveyed, they should have done, the accident i

which has since occurred would not have hap-

pened.”^_____

ANCIENT CAPITALS FROM THE SOANE i

MUSUEM.

The extraordinary collection of works of

art left by the late Sir John Soane is now
open to the public, and will remain so during

May and June.* A delightful and in-

structive morning may be spent there, and we

may perhaps before long offer to our readers

the’ notes of a stroll through it, as an induce-

ment to them to examine it for themselves.

The engravings on the opposite page, from

sketches by Mr. Richardson, represent some ex-

amples from this collection, ofa class of antique

caps not generally well known. Fig. 1 is from

a cast brought from Rome by Mr. Lee, and

purchased at his sale by Sir John Soane. The

original of figure 2 is not so perfect in front

as it is shewn by the engraving. The lower

leaves, copied from the side, are introduced so

that the whole design may be seen.

* On application being made to the curator, Mr. 0,

Bailey, a ticket is forwarded,



ANCIENT CAPITALS FROM THE SOANE MUSEUM

Fig. ].
Fig. 2.

GEOMETRY OF ARCHITECTURE.

,
^

i''
In^erence *'rn,u the third proposition of

;“
c

l

s el
?
mcnt8 of geometry supplies a most

imple, ready, and useful method for drawing
he radiating joints for the stones, See., of large
at circular arches whose centres are inconve-
jent, and which are supposed to be inaccessi-

From points on tho circumference of a cir-alar arc, it is required to draw lines that shall
perpendicular to it at those points, and that

rail pass through the centre of the circle:
’ithout reference to the centre, or making use
t any constructive lines for the purpose.
Get acs„bei circular arc

;
a a., the chord

that arc, or the opening; and d c, the versed
no, or rise of the arch

;
let a, a

, a , a ,a
,“td he the points for the joints of a

iries of arch stones. To draw tho joint a h :W a parallel ruler, or straight edge, on the
:xt adjacent points from a 0 (that is, on the
lord y. a.), slide a sot square against the edge
the ruler until the right-angled edge of the

t square coincide with the point a and draw
e joint o„ S which will be perpendicular
the arc at the point of contact a,., and also
the chord at the point i; and it will also ra-
ate to the centre of the arc. Find the centre
which may bo easily effected by producing

e lines b a,, l, a„ till they meet in o, which
the centre of the arc. Produce b a to o
d since the arc as a, is bisected in a

, ande chord a
s a, in i, «s = „ „ an(] fa =

,
and e 1 is common to the two triangles
», a, to; tad (i

s o—a,o; therefore the
gle a, 10= the angle a, i o (see Euclid 8 of
; consequently, whenever the chord of an
or the arc itself, is bisected by a perpen-

' , w' 11 radiate to and pass through the
litre of the circle. The joints a

s i a b
II 1,. «J If. and a, If may he drawn by theno process by applying the ruler successively
the next adjacent points as before.
Now m order to draw the skew-back joints

Itho
7 “ T‘ ,

he " e
.

ce8sary to find tangents
Jthe arc at the points a From

B
the

t " set oft aa„ a
,
n at any equal dis-

*ces on the arc, and join an,., L, a a .

ten with a as a centre, and radius a a
icribe tho m/e; make a, c = a f and
fw «e. J hen, since inscribed angles, sub-
fled by equal arcs, are equal to one another
ferefore the angle n,aa„_ = the angle a
j.V and the angle a, ae = the angle a, af.
r° *hc! nh^o «, a,f; therefore, a c h a

p
ent at “e point of contact a. From the

list a draw the skew-back joint ab at right

p
est°hd; and proceed in the same manner

for the skew-back joint a, b
7

. This problem
or chawing- a tangent to an arc whose centre
is inaccessible, was first proposed and solved in
the Ladies' Diary.

The applicability of this mode of finding the
skew-back joints of circular arches is of mani-
fest utility to plasterers and bricklayers, but
more particularly to the latter, when forming
the skew-backs of discharging and counter
arches (i. e. arches over lintels, &c.)

;
and

were this method adopted and practised, it
would prevent unsightly and weak arches from
being formed, which too often is the case from
a want of understanding the nature of their
thrusts and pressures

;
for the joints of all

arches should be perpendicular to the curve of
the neutral axis which passes somewhere within
the substance of the arch; hut if the forces
acting against the arch be very great, and the
equilibrated curve corresponding to the pres- I

sure runs above the extrados or below the in-
trados, the material of the arch will yield, and
very probably it may be thrown down. I n
reference to the skew-backs in question, it
is desirable that their faces should be in the
direction of the centre of the arc, in order
to distribute and equalize the pressures, and
to produce the greatest amount of strength.
The true radiation of the skew-back maybe
obtained mechanically by simply setting- off
from the point a, on the core or centre, any
two equal distances a a> a.,

; apply a line
or plumb-rule from a to a„, measure tho
distance under to the line, and set that
distance above a

i
to e

;

then apply the line
trom a to e, and cut the skew-back ab square
from this line.

1

But the method of drawing the joints for the
stonework of large flat circular arches for
bridges, &c., and indeed its application in

/
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very many cases may arise in practice, wi

also be of much service to architectural and

mechanical draughtsmen, as it will tend very

materially not only to abridge their time, but

will save a vast deal of unnecessary trouble,

and obviate the necessity of drawing the

joints from the centre of the circle;

by taking a, a., as centres, and with a radius

greater Than half a, « 4>
describing arcs inter-

seeling in g, and then drawing the joint from

a ,
through g, and so on.

John Phillips.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

THE DIFFICULTIES AND OBSCURITIES OF
THE METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS ACT.

Sir,—

H

aving by your courtesy been per-

mitted recently to occupy so large a space in

your columns, I had hoped that the remarks

hazarded, principally upon points I conceived

April 22nd.—Sir John Rennie, President,

id the chair.

The discussion upon the atmospheric rail-

way system was renewed, and continued

throughout the evening to the exclusion of

every other subject.

The principle of the basis of Mr. Stephen-

son’s calculations, that the maximum uniform

or mean velocity was attained, appeared to be

conceded
;
but a question had been raised upon

what was termed an inconsistency in the ex-

periments, which was the attainment of a

steady height of barometer with an accelerating

velocity. In order to subtantiate the view,

that a maximum velocity had never been

attained, the steady height of the barometer,

and the principle therein involved, was dis-

puted, while an acceleration, made up by

grouping a number of the velocities registered

in the tables, was advanced as an incon-

sistency, amounting to a proof that the height

of the barometer could not have been steady.

The fallacy resulting from any arbitrary group-

ing of these registered velocities, in any of

which on error of eight miles per hour might

exist, was shewn by a comparative analysis of

the grouping. If column No. 4, in the tabu-

lated experiments, was grouped into divisions

of five observations in each, an acceleration of

1-60 would be shewn
;
but if the division be

made into groups of four observations in each,

a retardation of "8 would result. This clearly

shewed that either an acceleration or a retarda-

tion might be established from the same

figures, depending upon the method of group

ing them, which was entirely arbitrary. This
test, therefore, of the amount of acceleration

was considered nugatory. On the other hand,

it was proved from the experiments of Mr.

Stephenson and his assistants, corroborated by

those of Mr. Bidder, that a perfectly steady

height of barometer was maintained, and

could be observed with the greatest accuracy,

when there was nearly a balance between the

power and the resistance, and therefore no
forces were in operation to cause an undulation

of the mercury.
As to the comparison between starting with

a low amount of vacuum, and the getting up
the steam under a locomotive, and then start-

ing as soon as the steam would move the

piston, it was contended that the raising the

steam of the fixed engine ought equally to be
taken as an element of the comparison if any
deduction was drawn from it. In a similar

comparison of the time required to attain a

maximum speed by locomotives, on ordinary

railways, it was shewn that it was rather a

chemical than a mechanical question, depend-
ing upon the intensity of combustion in the

fire-box, which would be at a minimum when
the engine was stationary, and that it required

a certain time to produce a sufficient amount of

combustion to attain velocity
;

therefore the

comparison was inadmissible. A balance, by

figures, was established by Mr. Bidder, of the

power given out and that observed by each of

the resistances : from which balance that

amount due to acceleration was ascertained,

and it was shewn that this amount could only

cause a certain amount of acceleration, which
was all given out before the end of the experi-

ments at Dalkey
;
and while the barometer

was nearlv uniform the acceleration was little

more than was due to the progressive diminu-

tion of leakage.

New Inventions.—A meeting will be

held at the Islington Literary Institution on

Thursday, the 8th of May, at 8 o’clock, for the

exhibition and explanation of new inventions.

The secretary will be happy to receive models

&c. for that purpose if sent free of carriage

prior to the 7 th May,

to be without the operation of the Act, would

not have induced remark or comment on the

future operation thereof. But feeling two

points of difficulty to press very inconveniently

as to the course to be adopted in practice, viz.,

the lack of declaration as to the reading

put upon certain clauses by the official re-

ferees, and the obscurity of other clauses, where

it would be unreasonable to expect either

them or the district surveyor to give an in-

telligible reading thereof, I would suggest

what appears a reasonable course to adopt in

aid of the steps apparently intended to be taken

by the note to your correspondent “ Scrutator,”

in your journal of the 19th instant.

The Act is a public one, and I contend any

party has perfect right to read for himself, and so

read with a desire to conform to its enactments :

I do not believe he would find let or hindrance

from any constituted authority. That some men

in new districts have offensively, in “litigious

and unwise proceedings,” exercised their “little

brief authority ” is quite true. Let them be met

with firmness and fair argument; this evil will

soon cure itself; and I quite believe that both

referees and “ the able and right-judging men,”

of whom you speak as district surveyors, will

be very glad to come to a fair and intelligible

understanding with their professional brethren,

and those interested in the operation of the

Act. The course I therefore would suggest is, at

a timely moment,letameeting becalled, through

the medium of anadvertisementin your columns,

perhaps aided by a leading article. At such

meeting appoint a special committee to receive

for a given period all communications: such

committee, from the mass of evidence they will

receive from parties who conceive themselves

aggrieved, and taking up other points of appa-

rent difficulty, viewing the whole with un-

biassed minds, would be prepared to request a

meeting with the official referees (which I feel

satisfied would be accorded), and upon a fair and

impartial statement, request them to issue a

circular to the district surveyors as to their

equitable decision or opinion upon the several

points submitted to them seriatim. Having^

already assumed this authority in respect of

matters in operation before the 1st of January,

for all matters subsequently (being distinctly

clothed with large equitable powers, and being

the appellant court in case of difference), it

would appear not to be probable that any dis-

trict surveyor would venture to oppose his

opinion to such a dictum, and the public would

be too thankful to have such an authority as

their sheet anchor.

In such a discussion I am fain to think, all

parties would gladly avail themselves of the

opportunity of drawing the attention of the

legislature to the repeal or considerable alter-

ation of many clauses. The referees and

district surveyors can have no object in being

at issue with their neighbours, and much good

may be done by courteous communication.

As a key to the kind of information that

would be useful to such a proposed committee,

I will give the evidence I have upon a few out

of the number of difficulties that appear to

present themselves.

From the part I have taken in the subject

some professional men have asked my opinion

upon the construction of schedule D. part 2,

as to laying bond timber into walls, their

doubt being strengthened by the district sur-

veyor declining to give an opinion, which I

think he was quite justified in doing. The
paragraph alluded to states, “ and every plate,

lintel, bond, corbel, being of wood, and every
wood-brick laid into any external wall, and all

ends of joists, of girders, and of the heads and
sills of partitions running into any external
wall, must be fixed at a distance from the ex-

ternal face of the wall of four inches at the

least.” This would appear to be clear and
intelligible : the point of difficulty is raised by
the concluding paragraph : “ But no timber

must be laid into any external wall in such
manner or of such length as to render the part

of the wall above it wholly or in great part

dependent upon the wood for support, or so

that any such wood might not be withdrawn

without endangering the safety of the -super-

incumbent structure, except in the case of i

brestsummers.” I am surprised that any
,

doubt should have arisen on this point, but it

is a matter better set at rest as proposed. My
,

reading would be, the first enactment is clear i

and positive—adopt it. Will any district sur-

veyor be bold enough to demur to it? the onu$

probandi of danger would be with him, as con-

templating the very unusual course of with-

drawing bond-plates or joists. The Act
permits the erection of nine-inch walls, and has

suggested no new mode of construction to

render unnecessary the laying ends of joists

into such walls : the exception in favour of

brestsummers would appear singular, as they
,

generally have a considerable superincumbent

weight.
’ Let a district surveyor object in any

,

case to so laying timber in a nine-inch wall—

ex uno disce omnes—no timber can be laid in

uch a wall, which would be an absurdity.

A difficulty has arisen in the minds of

several professional men having works in

operation under written contract, in con-

sequence of section 9 declaring that, “ the

difference of the costs and expenses of the

works when performed according to the pro-

visions of this Act, and the works as stipulated

for in such contract ” are subject matter of

reference. I consider this one of the most

equitable clauses in the Act, viewing it as I do.

It can have no relation to any written con-

tract in respect of the completion of works

commenced before the 1st January, and thus

taken altogether out of the operation of the

Act; but I can imagine not an extreme hypo-

thetical case, where its operation would bo

essentially equitable. A party has entered

into a written contract to build six houses of

similar character and cost
;
three were so far

progressed before the 1st of January as to bo

irrespective of the Act : the other three, not

commenced, would come within its operation,

and for want of conformity would be induced

a larger outlay. The difference in such a case

to be assessed by the district surveyor, or if

disputed, by the referees. Here would appear

a broad principle of justice : the contractor

who probably had taken the contract with

prospect of small gain, ought not to be the

sufferer by a change in the law of the land he

could not contemplate.

I regret not being able to accord the same

merit to sec. 10, relating to the modification

of building leases, which I fear will lead to

serious mischief and litigation
;
but being a

question rather for those learned in the law, I

will not attempt to discuss it, nor at present:

refer to other similar points of difficulty, but

urge each party to make out his own catalogue

of complaints as the first step to inquiry.

I would close these remarks by drawing

attention to what would appear a serious diffi-

culty in carrying out the intended operations

of the Act as to schedule H. relating to “ drains

into sewers.” This section is very imperative.

but owing to the reservation of powers by sec,.

51 to commissioners of sewers, will, I fear, in

large districts be found perfectly inoperative.

The question of sewage in densely-populated

districts is now a subject ot public interest,,

hitherto not sufficiently understood
;

it appears'

to be a matter more peculiarly addressed to

our attention as in connection with house;

drainage, and it is with deep regret I feel

myself bound to declare, that enormous sums

in large districts have been so unscientifically!

expended, as to prevent the possibility of the

sewers being rendered available for house

drainage
;
thus throwing an insurmountable

difficulty in the wav of carrying a portion of

the Act into effect, which contemplated the

health and comfort of a neighbourhood. It is

a subject at a future period I propose to

intrude on your columns.
Greenway Robins. '

Nasmyth’s Pile-driver.—The first ex-

perimental trial of this invention was made at

Manchester on the 19th ultimo. From wont

of space a 14-inch pile of 16 feet in length was

employed ;
this the machine drove 15 feet into

hard ground with twenty blows, at the rate of

65 blows per minute. Two of these ma-

chines will very shortly be in full action at the

great steam dock about to be constructed by

the Admiralty atDevonport.

Charity in Marylkbone.

—

Nolessastim

than 1,500/. has been distributed among the

poor during the past twelvemonth by the dis-

trict societies of this parish.
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THE OLD SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN

WATER COLOURS.
This collection, consisting chiefly of land-

scapes, is, on the whole, most unexceptionable.
The artists in general have evidently struggled
hard to surpass their competitors of “ The New
Society.”

The lion is certainly Cattermole’s “ Benve-
nuto Cellini defending the Castle of St.
Angelo,” (300). For breadth, animation, and
?ffect, this picture has hardly been surpassed
in water-colour drawing. The figure of Ben-
I'enuti is extremely fine, well drawn, and
magnificently coloured in the miniature style
>f scene painting, belonging only to this
irtist. Some plate on the left is very effectively
minted. “ The Visit to the Monastery” (330)
>y the same, is an exterior vying in beauty and
?xcellence with No. 300.
“ Instruction” (142), by J. W. Wright. A

ine subject well treated. The two children
ue very beautiful, and the drapery broad and
veil cast, but the distance does not sufficiently
etrcat.

The next picture to it, by Copley Fielding
View of Lancaster from the Coast,” is °a
)vely drawing, remarkably sunny and rich in
olour. “ Danseneu on the Lahn, Morning”
15), by T. M. Richardson, jun., is a most
eautiful picture, equal to Fielding. Other
indscapes by this artist are remarkably fine
nd well studied.
“ 1 he Holy Well ” (40), by Alfred Fripp;
clever and bold attempt, with much of the
haracter and treatment of the same sub-
ct by Topham. The head of the girl
» the left, and indeed the whole figure, is

-ry nice, but the other girl with upraised face,
though full of expression, strikes us as beinu-
jficient in drawing. His “ Irish Mendi-
mts ” (152), displays mind and considerable
eling, more particularly in the old man, the
mds of which are well drawn

;
the children

•e not so good. This artist’s colour is pre-
dieial to his pictures by the strong predomi-
ition of cold, slaty greys.
“Romish Devotion ” (10), by W. Hunt, is

most beautiful work
; expressive pathos and

laffected simplicity are the leading excel-
ncies of this perfect production

;
it is

rtainly Mr. Hunt’s chefd'ceuvre.
2G. “ Borne, Switzerland, Morning as it

metimes awakes among the Alps,” by J. D.
ai ding. A fine landscape, broad and effective;
e sky somewhat exaggerated.
“ Cafe de la Place, Rouen ” (30), by S.
•out. An elaborate and well-arranged draw-

“ Ballyshannon, Donegal” (117), and many
other capital landscapes and marine pieces.

85. “ House of the Francs Bateliers, and
Church of St. Nicholas on the Canal of Ghent,”
W. Callow, is a capital picture, the best of
this artist’s many good works.

108. “Sunset, an effect from Nature,” bv
F. O. Finch, is a very clever work in his style'.

119. “ Sir Roger de Coverley with 'the
Gipsies,” by George Harrison; A fine, rich
landscape, the avenue of trees most effectively
painted. 129. “Deserted,” by the same, a
good idea well treated.

178. “The Weary Travellers,” by J. M.
Wright. Clever, but monotonous and flat in
colour.

206. By J. Stephanoff, is “an amalgama-
tion of Museum Studies,” and a most elabo-
rate piece of work it is. Nos. 202 and 204,
by the same, are very indifferent pictures.

210. “ Hollyhocks,” by V. Bartholomew.
Nature itself, or rather a reflection in the look-
ing-glass. 222. “Fruit,” by the same, is

perfect.

217. “Second Cabinet of Isabella d’Este,”
Lake Price. A most elaborate and beautiful
drawing.
Another fine architectural drawing is (232)

“Dumbarton Castle, on the Clyde,” byS. Prout.
252. “ Room in Gate-house, Kenilworth,”

by Joseph Nash, is one of his best.
The fruit pieces and flowers by Hunt

are delicious; and two little pictures, 234,
“ Writing,” and 266, “ A Paper Lantern,”
are full of his usual natural truth, humour,
and originality.

293. “Ill Omens,” by Wright, is an exqui-
site morsel, though the flesh is rather too
pink. “ Love and Hope ” is another beau-
tiful bit in his peculiar style.

Mackenzie, the two Evans’s, Turner, Scott,
Palmer, Morison, and Glennie have some ex-
cellent productions.
There are a few pictures that deserve cen-

sure, but we do not desire to find fault: w<
’eave off while we can without offending.

“ A Cloudy Day ” (112), by D. Cox, is a
Id, fine sketch. Total disregard for any thing
e prettyness and adherence to truth and na-
•e are the strong characteristics of this artist,

e same may be said of the “ Corn Field ”

Paul De Wint (221).
Frederick Taylor’s “ Counting the Game
g,” is a beautiful sketch, the effect of which,
aluced by a few vigorous touches, is won-
•ful. “The “Interior of a Cow-house”
I), “ Ploughboy and Cart-horses ” (23), and
' “ Cipsy Girl ” (268), are three other ex-
lent specimens of his happy and bold style.
)’}. “The Coast of Antrim,” H. Gastineau.
oold attempt full of beauty, but wants depth
I decision in parts.
1 Scene in the South Downs ” (92), by
pley Fielding, affords an excellent example
the clever management of mist rolling
ween the distant mountains.
Iarding’s “ Beilstein on the Moselle ” is a
ulifully subdued bit of warm colour.
“ Eagle’s Nest, Glengariff.” A clever

iscape, the mountains in the distance well
mged.
f View from Bolton Abbey” (188), by
prge Fripp, a masterly piece of colour
effect, but the golden warmth of the sun

eteriorated by the excessive coldness of the
sns.

1. “A Cast-away,” by Oakley, is clever,
rather forced and theatrical. 139. “A
aner,” by the same, is much better, and is

btless his best picture.

!•
“ Oratory, Naworth,” by S. Raynor, is

'xccedingly bold and clever drawing, very
h in the style of Cattermolo, shewing
it power of execution. 91. “ Lanercost
>ry ” is rather heavy, but very powerful.
). Bentley has distinguished himself in (95)
n Indiaman lying-to,”

" T,r ’

MUSEUM OF ARCHITECTURE AND THE
DECORATIVE ARTS.

Sir,—I am very glad to see that you have
urged the importance of a Museum of Archi-
tecture. 1 he want of such an institution is

much more felt by the artisan than by the
architect’s clerk

;
the latter has generally the

opportunity of referring to his principal’s
library and collection of casts, whilst the
former has seldom any thing else to refer to
than the small collection of engravings, &c.,
which his slender means may enable him to
gather together

;
and even these he is seldom

able to classify, and is left entirely to his own
judgment to select the good from the bad.
The museum spoken of in your journal would
be exceedingly useful and a very great boon,
as far as it goes, to all engaged in architecture
and decorative art, but would be still more so
if it comprised specimens (either originals or
casts) of the different styles of ornaments used
for decorative furniture—such as the different
periods of the French, the Italian, Renaissance,
&c., and classified as proposed for the archi-
tectural antiquities. Such a collection and
classification would be of immense service to
the decorative workman

;
he would then have

an opportunity of correcting his taste and
judgment, and of executing his work in perfect
keeping with the style required. I speak feel-
ingly upon this subject, as I have long felt the
want of such a collection

;
for although from

practice I may have a tolerable idea of the
different styles, still, from the want of correct
data, one cannot always be certain of the
detail. A knowledge of the varieties cannot
be correctly obtained from books; indeed there
is but one that I am aware of, that makes any
attempt to define the styles (Page’s “ Acan-
thus,”) some of the examples in which are
rather wide of the mark.

I trust you will not allow the subject to drop,
and that through your influence a petition to
Parliament for the promotion of this object
may be drawn up.— I am, Sir, &c.

April 23rd, 1845. J, B.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS RELATING TO
ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, &cGRANTED FOR ENGLAND.

Furnished by Mr. A. Prince, of the Office for
Patents of Inventions

,
Lincoln's-Inn Fields.

[six months for enrolment.]
William Henry Fox Talbot, Laycock Abbey,

Wilts, for improvements in obtaining motive
power, and in the application of motive power
to railways. March 3.

Alexander Gordon, Westminster, for an im-
provement or improvements in producing mo-
tive power, by the action or agency of heat,
and in the application of that power to pur-
poses of locomotion or navigation. March 3.

Robert Frederick Browne, Knightsbridgc,
tor certain improvements in the construction
ot chairs and couches. March 8.
George Selby, Birmingham, for certain im-

provements in the manufacture of pipes or
tubes of that class or kind which are formed
by welding skelps of wrought iron. March 8.
Jo|m Blyth and Alfred Blyth, of Saint

Ann’s, Middlesex, engineers and copartners,
and George Parker Plubbuck, of Ponder’s-end’
Middlesex, engineer, for certain improvements
in steam-engines, steam-boilers, and machinery
for propelling vessels, which improvements in
steam-engines and steam-boilers are for the
most part applicable to the purposes of steam
navigation, but are also applicable to other
purposes for which steam-engines or steam-
boilers are or may be used. March 13.
Thomas Dunn, of Manchester, engineer, for

certain improvements in, or applicable to, turn
tables, to be used on or in connection with
railways. March 13.

John Ainslie, Redheugh, near Dalkeith,
North Britain, farmer, for a certain improve-
ment or certain improvements in the apparatus
and arrangements for the manufacture of tiles
and similar articles from clay, or other plastic
matter. March 13.

Pryce Buckley Williames, of Llegodig,
North Wales, gentleman, for certain improve-
ments in the manufacture of artificial stone.
March 17.

John Cleaveland Palmer, of East Iladham,
Middlesex, U.S., gentleman, for certain ma-
chinery to be used in manufacturing certain
kinds of tools for boring wood or various other
substances. March 17-

Augustus Coftyn, of Paris, gentleman, for
improvements in pumps. March 17.
Henry Samuel Ilayner, of Alfreton, Derby-

shire, gentleman, for certain improved means
of preventing accidents to carriages on
railways and common roads. March 18.

Richard Weller, of Capel, near Dorking,
brick and tile manufacturer, for improvements
in the manufacture of drain and other tiles and
pipes. March 27.

Joseph Conrad Marie Baron de Liebhaber,
of Paris, in the kingdom of France, for im-
provements in blasting rocks, and other
mineral substances for mining and other
purposes, and in apparatus to be used in such
works. March 27 .

Royal Commission of Fine Arts.—

A

notice has been issued by command of the
commissioners to the effect, that works of art

. .
1

intended for exhibition are to be sent to West-
Wreck on the minster Hall on or before Saturday the 7 th

iks of Elizabeth Castle, Jersey ” (46), of June.

Baths and Washhouses for the poor.
I he committee have nearly concluded the

purchase of a site for the first model establish-
ment on the north side of Whitechapel, be-
tween the new street and Aldgale church. A
working model of the selected design has been
prepared and will be shortly submitted to the sub-
scribers. It is said, that arrangements will be
made to enable the very poor who cannot afford
any payment to wash gratuitously during the
summer. W e learn front the newspapers, that
an experiment has been made at the Eastern
Asylum for the Houseless Poor which has satis-

factorily proved that the very lowest of the poor
will gladly avail themselves of facilities for
personal cleanliness. On the evening of March
29, the apparatus, consisting of a boiler and
tanks, with two hot baths (convertible into va-
pour baths), six wash tubs, and a drying closet,

through which a draught of hot air is driven
with great velocity, was first used. At first

there was some reluctance on the part of the
inmates to use the baths

;
but as soon as they

had felt the refreshment of the warm water
and clean clothes, they eagerly availed them-
selves of it. During the first five days eighty-
six persons bathed and washed

;
during the

last five (the apparatus having been used
nineteen days altogether) the number was 391—the total being 987.
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DISTRICT SURVEYORS.
Sir,—I fully agree with your correspondent

“Scrutator” as to the despotism desired to

be exercised over builders by the district sur-

veyors, or at least by those in the new districts.

I have myself experienced great inconvenience

from the manner in which the clerk to one of

the new surveyors (who acts by deputy) per-

forms his duties. If he sees a barrow of

bricks or mortar in front of any house in his

district, he makes it his particular business to

catechise the labourers as to what they are

doing. On one occasion he was told that they

were cleaning and repairing some drains, and

was not persuaded that such was really the

case until he had leave to go in and see for

himself. On another, he walked into a house

where a bricklayer was engaged taking out a

range, and seeing that the man was repairing

part of the chimney jaumb, which was found to

be defective, he expressed much displeasure that

no notice had been given to him before the

work was commenced. The man replied that

his master was not aware that it was necessary

to give notice of such work
;
but the clerk

said, his master had no right to think, that was

his (the clerk’s) place, and he wished to have

notice in every case of works to be begun.

This gentleman also requests that a drawing

may be submitted to him of any works pro-

posed to be done in his district, which would

certainly in some cases be desirable as well to

the builder as to the surveyor, if the latter

would say before the works were begun or

estimates given, what part of the proposed

works he perceived were contrary to the Act,

and which he could not, therefore, allow to be

executed
;
but all practical men will see the

inconvenience and trouble occasioned by it in

many cases where the job to be done is but

trifling. For instance, I received an order to

put up an outside spring-blind to a shop-front

in the same surveyor’s district, and, in course

of conversation, asked him whether there was

any objection to it? lie said he could not

allow it to be fixed at more than ten inches

distance from the front wall of the house.

I afterwards saw that he had allowed one to

to be fixed on the cornice of another shop

which projected some two or three feet, and on

representing it to him, he replied :
“ That

shews you the folly of my answering questions

abstractedly, you must send me a notice and a

drawing of what you propose to execute, and
I will survey the place which, 1 suppose,

also means that he will demand a fee for the

same, and thus add considerably to the ex-

pense of a very trifling work.
Now, if all the district surveyors were to

perform their duties in the same vexatious

manner, the Act would become the oppression
of all persons concerned in building opera-

tions
;
and l think that no time ought to be

lost in calling a public meeting of the trade to

consider the means of defending themselves
from such arbitrary proceedings. I would
wish, however, to bear testimony to the fair

conduct of all the old district surveyors with
whom I have come in contact since the com-
mencement of the new Act, as they have all

appeared willing to assist and advise the

builder rather than to oppress him, and to

endeavour to increase their fees at his ex-

pense. I am, Sir, &c.,

A Subscriber from the First.

POSITION OF ENCLOSURE WALLS IN KENT.

Sir,—Will you have the courtesy to answer
the following question, and by so doing clear

up what I conceive to be an erroneous view of
the law of freehold property, and settle a most
important object to all engaged in building ?

I hold certain land in this county, and am
about to build a boundary wall in place of
a hedge and dike which at present divide

my land from the adjoining (which is arable).

Of course I wish to take in all the free-

hold, and to build to the extent of my bounds
;

but I am told that “ dike room” must be left

for the purpose of ploughing the adjoining
land, so that three feet in width along the

extent of the boundary of the freehold must
be left unoccupied for the convenience of the
ploughmen of the adjoining occupier, in order
that he may plough the land to the extreme
boundary. I wish, Sir, to be informed whe-
ther the common law maxim, “ a solo usque

ad ccelum,’ is, or can be, contravened by what

I think may be termed “ ploughman’s law.”

By giving your opinion on the above, you

will not only render an essential benefit to

builders and building proprietors, but confer

a favour on one who is at present

Kent, April 24, 1845. A Nonsgriber.

•„* We know nothing that would lead us

to suppose our correspondent can be prevented

from enclosing the whole of the land which

belongs to him : we should not hesitate about

doing so.

—

Ed.

st. thomas’s church, winchester.

Sir,—In reply to the inquiry which ap-

peared in your last, I beg to say the lowest

tender delivered for St. Thomas’s Church,

Winchester, was, as I have just heard, between

6,000/. and 7,000/. exclusive of the materials

of the old church.

The advertisement for designs stated, that a

church was required to cost 4,000/. If the

amount I have named is correct, great in-

justice must have been done to the other com-
petitors, as I cannot imagine that any but a

very young and very green architect would,

without additional means being placed at his

disposal by the committee, have prepared a de-

sign which has so far exceeded the stipulated

amount. I am, Sir, See.,

An Adherer to Stipulations.

P. S.—Can you tell me why Mr. Elmslie’s

design was sent in, in the name of his clerk,

Webbe?

TERRA COTTA.

Sir,—Having seen the letter on the subject

of terra cotta in The Builder of the 26th

instant, I beg to state, that as Mr. Sharpe has

no connection with my works, it is scarcely

fair that he should be troubled with questions

which the manufacturer (and he alone in many
instances) can best answer. I shall therefore

be glad to reply to any communication on the

subject, addressed to me, Ladyshore, Bolton-

le-Moor, where I established extensive works
in order to manufacture the terra cotta for

Leverbridge Church, and where I am now
engaged, along with various other works, in

preparing material for another church now
building at Rusholme, near Manchester, also

designed by Mr. Sharpe.

I take this opportunity of correcting an

erroneous impression, which appears to be con-

veyed by the amounts published in the “ Com-
panion to the British Almanac” and the “Illus-

trated London News,” by stating, that no
“ immediate superintendence ” by the architect

of any branch of the manufacture is now, nor

has ever been, necessary to secure the correct

execution of any work in terra cotta from

plans drawn in the ordinary manner.
I am, Sir, &c.,

John Fletcher.
Ladyshore, Bolton, April 29, 1845.

We have received intimation that G. and
C. Bishop, of 3, Bcnet’s-hill, Doctors’ Com-
mons, have specimens of the Ladyshore terra

cotta, and will give any information that may
be required.—Ed.

Testimonial to Mr. John Britton,
F.S.A.—At the preliminary meeting of the

friends of Mr. Biitton, hold on Thursday, the

24th ult., to consider the best means of testifying

their appreciation of his valuable labours, a
committee of fifty gentlemen was formed, with
power to add to their numbers

;
and it was

resolved to adjourn till the 10th inst., and to

invite the co-operation of all persons M'ho are
friendly to the object. The committee com-
prise Messrs. W. J. Booth, E. W. Brayley,
F.S.A.

, H. Broadley, M.P., F.R.S.,W.Brock-
edon, F.R.S., A. 'Burgess, F.S.A., W. H.
Ludlow Bruges, M.P., L. Cubitt, W. Cubitt,
T. Cubitt, J. G. Children, F.R.S., G. Corner,
F.S.A., Peter Cunningham, T. L. Donaldson,
C. Fowler, W. J. Donthorne, T. Grissell, G.
Godwin, F.R.S., Nathaniel Gould, John S.
Gaskoiu, J. E. Gray, F.R.S., J. D. Harding,
W. Hosking, F.S.A., W. Herbert, Dr. Ingram,
Dr. Knapp, T. Longman, The Rev. J. Mit-
ford, J. B. Nichols, F.S.A., H. W. Pick-
ersgill, R.A., L. Pocock, F.S.A. Dr. Rees,
F.S.A., Lieut. Stratford, F.A.S., The Rev.
E. Tagart, W. Tooke, F.R.S., The Rev. T.
S. Turnbull, M.A., W. Wansey, F.S.A., T.
Unwins, R.A., W. Tite, F.R.S., The Right
Hon. Thomas VVyse, M.P., &c.

"
. =i

!

fHigttllanra,

Metropolis Improvements.*—The Com- l

missioners of her Majesty’s Woods and i

Forests have, during the last few days, issued I

their plans for the erection of the houses in i

Endell-street, between Broad-street, St. Giles,

and Long-acre, the gas and water-pipes having :

been laid down and the sewers constructed. .

The fronts of the several houses are to be :

“ architectural elevations ” of a uniform ap- •

pearance, and “ no objection will be made to

buildings of the style known as Elizabethan.”

The ground excavated, if required by the

commissioners, is to be deposited to fill up the :

low ground around the Millbank Prison. All i

the pieces of ground to be let on lease, for a

term of eighty years from Midsummer day J

1845, at a rent of one peppercorn for the first

year, and at such rent or rents for the re-

mainder of the term as shall be agreed upon
;

and the lessee is to forfeit all right to the lease

unless the carcass of each house be completed

by or before Christmas-day, and the houses >

and all other buildings be rendered fit for i

habitation by or before Midsummer-day, 1846.

The lessee is to reimburse the commissioners *

for the expenses incurred on account of build-

ing the vaults and sewers, and for paving the i

street, at the ratio of 700 /* for a frontage of

114 feet 6 inches, or in lieu thereof 35/. rent J

per annum. The width of the street is to J

be between 50 and 60 feet.

—

Times.

Cost of Gas.—From various experiments

recently made by Mr. Lumsden, of Monk-
wearmouth, he found that one ton of coal,

which cost 16s. produces thirty bushels of 1

coke, twenty gallons of tar, and 9,000 cubic ij

feet of gas. If this is correct, and if we apply 'j

the result of these experiments, it will be found

that the quality of coke and tar produced from J

a ton of coal amounts exactly in value to the <

price of the coal used, and that the 9,000 cubic <

feet of gas, sold to consumers at its present

price, yields to its fortunate makers, the gas

companies, a profit of not less than 31. 7s. 6d.

Glass Pipes. — Mr. James Hartley, of >

Bishopwearmouth Glass Works, has, after ex-

tensive experiments, succeeded in establishing ;

the practicability of making glass pipes, suit-

able for the conveyance of gas or water, and has :

it is also said, proved that pipes, stronger than i

the ordinary metal ones, and much cheaper,

may be made of glass.

—

Mining Journal.

The City Museum.—At a recent meeting
i

of the Common Council, Mr. Ashurst brought >

up the report of the City Lands Committee,

to whom had been referred the subject of the

appropriation of part of the crypt at Guildhall I

for a museum. The report, which was ordered

to be printed, stated that the clerk of the

city works had certified that an outlay of 2,000/.

.

would be necessary to effect the purpose con-

1

templated.

Site for Baths.—At the same meeting:

Mr. Alderman Johnson presented a petition

from the Committee for Establishing Baths
and Wash-houses for the Labouring Classes,

praying for a lease of part of Farringdon
Market, next Shoe-lane, for the term of sixty

years, at the yearly rent of 100/., at 2,5004.*

premium. On the motion that the petition

be referred to the Market Committee, a

lengthy conversation arose, in which the

majority of the speakers, though friendly to

the establishment of baths, and to the general

objects of the petitioners, were opposed to the

appropriation of the site solicited for the

establishment, on the ground that it would

interfere with the improvements in the locality,

with a view to improve the traffic in Ludgate-
hill and on Holborn-bill. The motion was in

the end negatived by a large majority.

Artificial Stone.—Mr. Frederic Ran-
some, of Ipswich, has obtained a patent for the

formation of artificial stone. This desideratum

is accomplished by chemical process, of a novel

description. The materials used are flint, or

granite, or marble; and these when pulverized

and worked up, form a thick silicious paste.

This paste so produced, is placed in moulds of

any given design, and upon being subjected to

the action of an oven, the contents of the

moulds become vitrified
;
thus the most com-

pact and beautiful designs in slate, or granite,

or marble, are produced, applicable alike foror-

nament as for more substantial purposes;

the material is said to be fully capable of with-

standing all atmospheric changes, and is

durable as flint
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New Churches.—At the monthly meeting1

of the society for promoting the enlargement,
building and repairing of churches and
chapels, held last week, grants were voted for
the erection of new churches in the districts of
Rainow, in the parish of Prestbury

; Homer-
ton, in the parish of Hackney; Ramsbottom,
in the parish of Bury

; Chapeltown, near
Sheffield; Melplaish, near Bridport; Bishop’s
Sutton, near Bristol

;
and Bensham, in the

parish of Gateshead. Towards rebuilding
the parish churches of Wolsingham, near Dur-
ham

; YVoolsthorpe, near Grantham; Fair-
light, near Hastings; Great Musgrave, near
Brough

;
and Kingsweare, near Dartmouth.

Also towards increasing the accommodation
by various means in the churches at Brough-
ton, near Manchester

;
Gorlestone, near Yar-

mouth
; Nailshead, near Bristol; Brompton

Rolp, near Wiveliscomb; and East Knoyle,
near Hindoo.
British Archeological Association.

—The rival bodies are coming into closer col-
lision. In consequence, as we learn, of the
pressing invitations received from Winchester
by the committee appointed at the general
meeting held in London, they have determined
!o adhere to the original plan and hold their
congress there in August. Lord Albert Co-
lyngham has consented to preside. The
meeting advertised by the other party is pro-
>osed to take place in September. Now is
lie time for all those who desire that the
ociety should not be wrecked, and are not
mere partisans, to come forward and declare
hey will not attend either meeting, unless a
calition be brought about. A statement to
hat effect, signed by a hundred members of
he association would surely induce both com-
nittees to pause before they risked failure.
St. Matthew’s Church, Gosport.—The

oundation-stone of this church was laid in
be presence of a large assemblage of persons

u-m
r

.

anks
» by. the venerable Archdeacon

Vilberforce, assisted by the neighbouring;
lergy, on Thursday, the 10th ult. The site
;as presented by her Majesty’s Honourable
•oard of Ordnance, together with land for ex-
msive national schools. The style of archi-
cture is the early English

;
Mr. Benjamin

erreyis the architect, and Mr. D. Nicholson
Wandsworth, the builder.
Restoration op Stepney Church.—
n effort is now making to restore and enlarge
e old parish church of St. Dunstan, Stepney,
hich has long been suffered to lie in a state of
’gleet and dilapidation. To carry out the
oposed objects as they ought to be, the sum
4,000/. will be required, and as it is not
ssible to raise the whole amount among the
habitants, the public at large have been
(pealed to for assistance.

For the Masonry Work of several Viaducts and
Bridges.

For the formation and completion of a new
Drain, being about eleven miles long, twenty yards
wide, and five yards deep, for the Middle Level
Drainage Commissioners. Also for the erection of
a Staunch, several Bridges of wood with brick
abutments, together with the necessary culverts
and other works.

For the performance of the Works connected
with the erecting of the new Pier at Penzance.

For the erection of the Borough Gaol, Bir-
mingham.

For the supply of 1,200 lineal yards of 11-lGths
best attested, close, short-linked Chain.

For the erection of a Building in London for a
highly-patronized purpose, at the estimated cost of
about 30,000/.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans for a Church to be erected within the

Borough of Kingston-upon-Hull.
Plans, sections, and elevations for a Terminus,

and other requisite accompanying offices, for the
Great Southern and Western Railway, Ireland.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

The timber and other trees now standing upon
the estate at Woodseaves, Salop. By order of the
Lord Chancellor made in the cause “ Dickin v.
Barker.”

At Mitchell's Farm, near Saffron Walden. A fall
of 68 famous Oak, and six Ash timber trees with
the top wood.

250,000 Building Bricks, 40,000 Arch ditto,
&c.

;
now at Sherborne Kiln, three miles from

London.
At Patcham, near Brighton : a large quantity of

Railway Materials
;
the whole of the Iron is of Staf-

fordshire manufacture.

BY TENDER.
A Virgin Forest of Valuable Timber in Wala-

chia. The principal part of the Trees is Oak. The
said Forest may produce about 500,000 cubic feet
of Timber.

Tuesday, 6.—Linncean, Soho-square, 8 p.m. •

Horticultural, 21, Regent-street, 3 p.m.
; Civil

Engineers, 25, Great George-street, 8 p.m.
Wednesday, 7.— Society of Arts, Adelphi.

8 p.m. r ’

Thursday, 8.

—

Royal, Somerset-house, 8£
p-m.

; Antiquaries, Somerset-liouse, 8 p.m. •

Royal Society of Literature, 4, St. Martin’s-place’
4 p.m.

; Medico-Botanical, 32, Sackville-street,
8 p.m. ’

Friday, 9. — Astronomical, Somerset-house,
O P.M.

; Royal Institution, Albemarle-street, 84
p.m.

; Philological, 49, Pall Mall, 8 p.m.

4 p M
TaRDAY

’ —Boyal Botanic, Regent’s-park,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

T
„ LIFE ASSURANCE
HE BRITISH MUTUAL LIFE AS-SURANCE SOCIETY entertains proposals of anyaescription from 20/. upwards, involving the contingency ofhuman life, and oilers the following advantages to ifs mem-

A BONUS ANNUALLY (in shape of low Premiums'

seven
°thCr ° ffiCeS

’
grantcd CVCry three

> fivc
> or

’

THE PROSPECT OF A LARGER BONUS than can

fi^
8

,

S

i'^.
y °jbta

l
n
j
d

-

at
,

tho®p offices, in the peculiarly bene-
ficial mode adopted in the distribution of the surplus.

Prospectuses arid every information may be had on ap.
plication at the office, 17, New Bridge- street, Blackfriars.

SPECIMEN OF TABLES.

Age.
Annual Pre-
mium for

•£100.
Age.

Annual Pre-
mium for

-£'100.
Age.

Annual Pre-
mium for
^100.

20 £l. 15s. 8d.

.

40 £2. 14s. gd. 60 £6. 6s-. 7d.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
l e are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office
P °nnt the names of the parties to whom tenders, See.,
ire to be addressed. For the convenience of our leaders
.owever, they are entered in a book, and may be seen
n application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
:reet, Covent-gardcn.]

/or the works required in the extensive enlarge-
int of the Liverpool Workhouse for the several
Inches as follows :—Excavating and Brickwork,
(isonry, including flagging, Joiners and Carpenters,
k, including Ironmongery, Plumbing and Glaz-
, Smith’s Work, Slating and Plastering, and
nting.

‘or taking down part of the present CouDty
’1 Lincoln, and erecting a New Building on

i site thereof, with airing yards and other rc-
(ites.

,ior building Sewers in Helmet-court, Worm-
j
d-street

; Sweet Apple-court, Bishopsgate-street

;

( Bell Court, Houndsditch
; and Garden-court,

I
icoat-lane

;
for the Commissioners of Sewers of

jiCity of London.
or the reparation of ten houses in Houndsditch.
fjwhole to be finished by the end of August.
F°r fbe maintenance of the Birmingham railway
/een the Euston and Rugby stations.
•or the erection of an office for the Manchester
.Leeds Railway Company.
or building a school-room in London near the
r?es.

hr the supplying of such quantities of Broken
p.-nsey Granite as may be required by theM for Repairing the Highways in the parish of
kienwell.

hr the supply and delivery in Bristol of about
ptons of cast-iron Water-pipes, of various di-
r.ions, from 7 inches downwards, with certain
;ys, nozzles, &c.

“ P-)” on the Art and Construction of
Brickwork, next week. We shall hope to find
more information in succeeding articles.

“ W. Couch.”

—

We have received the specimens
of “ stone embalment,” and shall he glad to learn
something of the process and cost.

“ Consumption of Smoke.”

—

A correspondent
wishes to learn the most simple and efficacious
mode of consuming the smoke from the furnaces
of a boiler or large copper, and will be glad to
receive particularsfrom patentees.

11 Building Materials.”

—

A correspondent sug-
gests that returns of the market price of building
materials in various districts of the country would
be valuable. We shall be glad to receive such
from provincial correspondents.

“H. B.” must give notice to the district sur-
veyor before he constructs the furnace. The
earthen chimney tube, as pointed out, tvould not
be permitted. There does not seem to be any
reason why thefurnace should not be built in the
position of present stove. The 8th clause of
schedule F. must be looked to.

“
F- A.”

—

There is unfortunately no royal
road to a knowledge of arches and vaults ; it must
be gained from many sources. Our correspondent
will find Ware’s “ Tracts on Vaults, Sfc.,” and
Gu’ilt’s “ Treatise on the Equilibrium of Arches,”
valuable assistants. The last part of the trans-
actions of the Institute of Architects contains an
important paper on the subject by Professor Willis.

“
J. E. G.” shall appear ; we are obliged to our

correspondent.
“ W. M.” is thankedfor the suggestion; we tvill

look to the paper in question.
“ Semper Idem ” next week.
“ T. A. the reply seems untiecessary.
“ M.”—Plans are to be sent in on or before the

8th hist. Further information can be obtained
from the Rev. R. Kemp Baily, B.A., Hull.

Received:— “ Dolman’s Magazine,” No. 3;
“ The Literary Journal of the London Mechanics’
Institution,” No. 2; “ The Medical 1'imes for
April.

Resident Secretary.
17, New Bridge.street, Blackfriars.

y

Notice toInventors.—office
for PATENTS of INVENTIONS and REGIS-

i RATION of DESIGNS, 20, Half-moon-street, Piccadilly.
Patents obtained for the United Kingdom and Foreign
Countries

; Designs registered
;
printed instructions, contain-

ing the charges, forwarded gratis; and every information
given by application, if by letter pre-paid, to Mr. M. Joscclin
Cooke, 20, Half-moon-street, Piccadilly.

OKER.—B. R. WRIGHT begs to inform
Builders, Paperstainers, and the Trade in general,

the prices for Native Oxford and Washed STONE OKERS,
at his Oil and Colour-warehouse, 27, Castle-street East,
Oxford-street Native Oxford Oker, 21s. per cwt, or 18/.
per ton

;
Washed Stone Oker, 14s. per cwt., or 12/. per ton;

Plasterers’ Oker, 74. per cwt. A liberal discount to the

DUTY OFF ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS.

CHARLES LONG begs to inform his
Friends and the Public, that he can now supply Orna-

mental Glass at Is. 3d. per foot superficial, and having just
built two of the largest Kilns in London, is enabled to exe-
cute extensive Orders with unprecedented dispatch, 1, Kin<--
street, Portman-square.—Terms, Cash only.

Duty off window glass. _ on
April the 6th, Squares stouter and of better make

than formerly for Glazing purposes at 6d. per foot.
NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, ANDOTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than
is kept by any other house in London, from 4d. per foot.
Flattened Sheet, Stained, Fluted, the BIRMINGHAM
Sheet Plate (superior in all respects to every other make),
and Ornamental Glass of every description. Complete Lists
of Glass, Lead, Colours, &c., at ready-money prices, may
be had (gratis) on application to R. Cogan, at the Western
Glass, Lead, and Colour Warehouse, 5, Princes-strcet,
Leiccster-square, London.
SURVEYORS, CONTRACTORS FOR PUBLICWORKS, and the TRADE generally, sending specifica-

tions of quantities required, will receive by return of post an
invoice at the very lowest cash prices.
A parcel of very Superior Spruce Oker, suitable for

PLASTERERS AND PAINTERS, to be sold at 6s. per
cwt.

HIP TILES to suit slate roofs in colour;
Ridges, with plain or rebated joints, roll tops, and

vertical ornaments
;
drains, many sizes, with plain or socket

joints
;

paving in squares, hexagons, octagons, &c., dif-

ferent colours
; roofing, in Grecian or Italian styles, other

devices also, or plain
;
conduits, which do not injure pure

water
;
fire-bricks and tiles

;
clinkers, and out-door paving

;

sundry wall-coping, garden-borders, chimney-tops; also
tubular and other flues of peculiar material. No agent, but
a depdt at WHITEFRIARS, and 22, WATER-LANE,
FLEET-STREET, LONDON, under Mr. PEAKE’S per-
sonal care, to supply genuine TERRO-METALLIC goods at
fair prices as per quality.
The TILERIES, TUNSTALL, STAFFORDSHIRE, are

near the centre of England, whence boats are sent direct to
any inland place ; or to the Mersey for the coasts, the colo-
nies and elsewhere.

OFFICE FOR PATENTS REMOVED FROM No. 16
TO 117 CIIANCERY-LANE.

iRACTICAL ASSISTANCE GIVEN toP
MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES

During the ensuing week.

Monday, May 5. — Entomological, 17, Old
Bond-street, 8 p.m. ; British Architects, 10,
Grosvenor-street (anniversary), 8 p.m. ;

United
Service Institution, Whitehall-yard, 9 p.m. ;

Che-
mical (Society of Arts), Adelphi, 8 p.m. ;

Medical,
Bolt-court, Fleet-street, 8 p.m.

parties taking Letters Patent, by Mr. J. WILSON,
Engineer and Patent Agent. Every description of business
relating to or connected with Patents, Registration of De-
signs, Patent Agency, &c., conducted at his offices, 117,
CHANCERY-LANE, opposite Carey-street. Negotiations
entered into with parties wishing to dispose of or purcliai„
patented or registered inventions. Every necessary infor-
mation may be obtained at the offices as above, where also
may be had printed instructions (gratis), to which Mr. W.
begs particularly to draw the attention of parties about to
take out patents
Mechanical drawings of every description, original designs

for machinery, models, &c., executed with dispatch and
economy.
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POLONCEAU’S
i

iisuviwu'nw - BITUMEN PAVE-
JL MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garde"

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries Corn Stores and Salt

Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp
^oofinJ uwell-

11asements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell

ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheas.

gK“™“’ P.J.K.N “ton.
1

... vnZt*U.
City-road. _

BASTENNE ASPHALTE and BITU-
MEN COMPANY, Offices, 31, Poultry. Tie

Directors of this Company beg leave to call the atten-

tion of ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS andothers to

the very beneficial results attendant on the use of BITU-

MEN in the erection of buildings, &c. Its application

as a FLOORING will be found eminently useful. It

is also valuable for numerous other purposes, more
.

par-

ticularly where the object sought for is the EXCLUSION
OF DAMP AND VERMIN. The Directors beg to refer to

the works in Trafalgar-square, which have given general

satisfaction. Scale of prices per foot square :—i inch thick,

8d. ; 2 inch thick, 7d. ; 1 inch thick, 6d. Works not mea-

suring 400 feet, id. per foot extra. Roofing executed at W.

and 7d. per foot square. Concrete i i charged in addition

according to the ‘thickness when required. Carnage and

men’s time are charged extra when works are executed

beyond three miles from the General Post-office. Bitumen

j66 per ton, without grit. Bitumen per ton^with grit.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE
CEMENT.—The Patentees^ this composition beg

to refer to the British Museum, the Royal Exchange, the new

works at Bethlem Hospital, Greenwich Hospital, and the Co-

liseum in the Regent’s-park, as buildings finished or •"

gress, in which Keene’s Cement has been used

CHARLES F. TTLSTONE,

TO ARCHITECTS.

N conseonence of many complaints having
.

* .. Aroliirr-rts of a snurious

internal

stucco."* Its superiority to common plastering consists in its

extreme hardness, and the rapidity with which it dries, which

qualities fit it to receive paint or other finishing sooner

than other water Cement.

When employed for skirtings, architrave, and other

mouldings, in place of wood, it checks dry-rot, is impervious

to vermine, prevents the spread of lire, and is more eco-

nomical in its application than the material for wluch it thus

becomes the substitute.

Confirmation of these statements is to be found in the

almost universal adoption of Keene’s Cement for bkirting

and Hall flooring in the new houses on the Hyde Park Estate,

where its application is to be seen to the fullest advan-

tage.

In Liverpool and Manchester, Keene’s Cement has in

several cases been used for the covering of the fire-proot

warehouse floors, where its lightness and hardness give it the

preference over tiles and flagging, which are much heavier,

and necessarily leave the floor intersected with numerous

joints, whilst Keene’s Cement is laid down in one unbroken

surface.

The high polish and marl>le-like hardness of which this

Cement is susceptible render it the most suitable material

for the manufacture of Scagliola.

Patentees, J. B. WHITE & SONS, Millbank-strcct,

Westminster, Manufacturers of Roman and Portland

Cement.

Depot in Liverpool, 36, Seel-street, James Woods, Agent.

CAEN STONE.

LUARD and BEEDHAM have a quantity!

of the above stone, of the hest quality, direct from

their Quarries at Allcmange, which mav he inspected at the!

Norway Sufferance Wharf, Greenwich.— Further particu-i

lars at Me. G. GATES’, 18, SOUTHWARK-SQUAItE,!
SOUTHWARK.

B est farleigh down free-'
STONE, CHEAPER THAN EVER, at the Wharfs

_ __ ' .. ,, ... Tl . M-l
of Mr. Hanson, Kensington ;

Messrs. Druce, Chelsea
;
Mr.!

Rogerson, Pimlico; Mr. Foot, Westminster; Mcssrs.il,

Brown and Ruspv, Bank-side; and Mr. Searle, Wapping,

General Agent, T. E. Weller, Steel-yard Wharf (lato

Drewe’s), Thames-street.

CUNDY’S MARBLE AND STONE WORKS, PIMLICO.'

gAMUEL CUNDY begs to inform Ar-

_ been made to the Company, by Architects, of a spurmus

material having been used in the execution of Works where

theSEYSsrL AsPHALTEhad been spccifiedfor, the Directors,

with a view to ensure the fulfilment of any snch spec‘hc“tin,i.

Ere authorieS CERTI FICATES to be granted to Builder,

there the
SEYSSEL ASPHALTE

s been used. For the purpose of securing the use of the

Genuine Article, Architects and others are recommended tc

insert in tlieir specifications the “Seyssel A phalte Ua-

ridge’s Patent,”icui, and not merely “Asphalte,” or "Bitu-

men as m many cases where these terms have been used,

eas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have

been introduced. L FARRELL, Secretary,

r Westminster Seyssel Asphalte Company.
Stangatc,

Bridge, Jan., 1845.

Books of Instructions for Use may be had at the Office of

“ The Builder,” and of all Booksellers inTown and Country,

Pr
* a in proof of the necessity of the above advertisement

it may be mentioned, that it has come to the knowledge of

the Directors, that in certain works which have been executed

by Messrs. Curtis, builders, of Stratford, a spurious m atenal

has been used hy them, contrary to the specifications, which

expressly mentioned, that “ Claridge’s Asphalte was to

be used.

ATKINSONS CEMENT.—The public is

respectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-

cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architecture

and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to

2s. 3d. per bushel, and may he had in any quantity at Wyatt,

Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Holland-street, Surrey side of

Blackfriars-bridge.

N.B.—ThisCement beingof a light colour, requires no arti-

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with

three parts its own quantity of sand.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN
GENERAL.

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STUCCO
CEMENT.—'The following are the positive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced
1 ‘ —:1 * -i-.io.ii. -D.ici linmn. It will never-It will effectually resist Damp.

never crack, blister,'nor peel off. It will form a comple c

Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never

requires either to be painted or coloured. It will kce^i Iresn

and good in the cask'in any Climate for any number of years.

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.
- • ~ be used with confidence by the

ii .» the only Cement that - -

Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates

at anv season. It will adhere to any substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures hy age, and be-

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may

be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which

may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs 1“ld “r

pointed with this Cement will remain undnmaged by the

severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost ot

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cement

now in use ;
hut with all the above-named extraordinary and

valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of

chitects, Builders, &c., that he is supplying

VEIN MARBLE BOX CHIMNEY-PIECES,
Opening 3 feet square, and 7 inch piers, for

FORTY-FIVE SHILLINGS!
STONE BOX CHIMNEY-PIECES, opening 3 feet squared

and 7 inch piers. M» Shillings; do- do.,
,

with

MOULDED CAPS, and 8 inch piers, FOURIEEN.
SHILLINGS.

, . , , - , ,

The above are manufactured in the best manner anil o.

the best material. For CASH ONLY .-Address, SAMUEL
CUNDY, Marble and Stone Works, Belgrave Hharh

Pimlico. „ „ . ,, T
Masons’ Work, Monuments, &c., &c., at equally Low

Prices.

MARBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES.

THE WESTMINSTER MARBLE COM*
PANY embrace the opportunity of announcing t<

Builders and the public generally, that they have mads

considerable reductions in their prices of Marble Chimney*

pieces, and solicit an inspection of their extensive stock, nov

on view at their Show-rooms.
Vein-marble Chimney-piece, 1/. 15s.

Builders are respectfully informed that great savings maji

be effected by purchasing at this Establishment, nnd al

orders will becxecuted from material of the best quality a™
workmanship.
N.B. Be particular in the address—

THE WESTMINSTER MARBLE COMPANY,
EARL-STREET, MILLBANK

E G.’s

• warranted to take Ink, Oil, or Water colour, any

is sold by MESSRS. ROBERSON AND CO., SOLI

AGENTS 51, LONG-ACRE, at the following cash pnees:-

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.
TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IN

FRESCO.

STEVENS and SON, PATENTEES and
SOLE MANUFACTURERS, beg respectfully to

announce that this beautiful cement has now arrived

at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sanguine

expectations. For all internal work it possesses a great

superiority over every article hitherto in use ; it is now being

used extensively by Government in the British Museum and
other public buildings. IT DOES NOT THROW OUT
ANY SALT, but presents a beautifully plain and perfect

surface, which may be painted upon dry work within four

days without peeling. It is equally applicable for walls or

lath, for mouldings, architraves, skirting, or flooring ; and is

admitted to form the best ground for fresco painting, having

been used for many of the prize frescos lately exhibiting in

Westminster Hall. It will bear an intense heat without

cracking, and for hardness, durability, and economy, cannot

be equalled.

186, DRURY-LANE, LONDON.

Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have
|

declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally

^Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing

the Cement and its mode of application, together with a

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may

he obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,

Cheapside, London ; of whom also may be had,

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-

terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman

or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in evtry way better suited for this purpose than

White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flakes,

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement
;
whereas

MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAIN T having an

affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the suction,

thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the

finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produceable hy no

other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application, and

may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in tnc

most exposed Marine situations.

TIIIN TRACING-PAPER.

60 by 40, at 14L Os. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.

40 by 30, at 71. Os. „ /*• 6d. „

30 by 20, at 31. 15s. „ 4s- Od. „

THICK TRACING-PAPER.
40 by 30, at 14/. Os. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.

30 by 20, at ?/ 10*. n 8s. Od. „

N. B.—Every sheet is stamped with the Initials of tli

Manufacturer.

This beautiful and unequalled article is allowed to he th

cheapest and most useful Paper hitherto introduced to th

public, as will be best proved by a trial.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY. >

TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

c o..J. J. KENT ANE
MANUFACTURERS,

11, GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON,’

Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of .

quality far superior to those generally offered lor sale, t

which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer qualil

and durability to apparent cheapness.

oooooo.—7 in. Dusters.

oooooo.—7 in. ditto, extra,

oooo.—Ground Brushes.

Plasterers’ Brushes.

Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.

Sash Tools, and Common Tools.

Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other I

Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kinc

of Brushes, forwarded on application. Established l’7*-

M1T4OTI* ..A?™
STOVE GRATE,

*KITCHEN RANGE STEAM-COOKING APPARATUS,

R. K. 15 U i h h tv

HIOH HOiSORN,
AND BATH MANUFACTORL

Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R Part, 11,

Atherton’s-buildings, Dale-street, Liverpool.

STOCKTON LIAS CEMENT,

Manufactured upon principles laid

down in Major General Pasley’s Essay on Limes
and Cements.—It is of a beautiful Stone Colour, and of ac-

knowledged superior quality, free from vegetation, does not

crack, and is well adapted for every description of modelling

and casting. It has been extensively used at the Earl of

Macclesfield’s, Ensham-hall, by C. Barry, Esq.; at Sir F.

Shuckhurgh’s, Shuckhurgh-hall, hy H. E. Kendall, Esq. ;

for Works now in progress at Marbury-hall, Cheshire
;
and

for many of the Mansions erected during last Summer in the

vicinity of London.

WILMCOTE LIAS CEMENT,
Is of inferior colour to the above, from containing oxide of

iron, hut of very Superior Quality for Tunnels, Sewers, and

Hydraulic Purposes
;
its use is stipulated for by Mr. John

Roe, Engineer of Sewers, London.

GROUND LIAS LIME,

For Concrete, and every description of Hydraulic Work, for

which purposes it has been used at Woolwich and Chatham
Dock Yards, the London Docks, New Exchange, Hunger-

ford Suspension Bridge, Westminster Bridge, Grand Junc-

tion Water Works, Holborn Sewers, Regent and Grand

Junction Canals, Wood Paving Companies, London and Bir-

mingham Railway Company, for Works in the Alster at

Hamburgh, the Kiel and Altona Railway, and various Sea

Walls, &c.
At R. Greaves's Works, Stockton, near Southam, War-

wickshire, and at No. 2, South Wharf, Paddington, Lon-
don.

) ALL PARTIES DESIROUS ( ECONOMICAL OUTLAY I“C”T*™, "Sem’l'aND*™bSTSHINGflioNMONGERY,

for GENERAL, HOUSEHOLD, and DOMESTIC USE. ,, , ,
St,oaf, Self-acting Kitchen Range, with back Boder, Ora., and V rough! Bar.

. , f,

3 ft; 3 ft; 2 3,
S

, 8I . ... 41. 10.

proved Wrought Iron Oven, &c., from 20s. each extra.
Ditto Ditto as above, with R. K. B’s.

Bright Register Stoves from 4/. each to 30 guineas.

Best Black Metal do., 7d. 8d. 9d. 10d. Is. per inch.

IS^gfratr^^detrjfio" rf Iron Work, Iron Sa.he., Balconic, Staircaa. Railing nnd Paii.nde. t»«

fcnng b, Hot Water, Stcant, to. Ekp.ri.nccd and .tend. Workmen ..nt to .11 part, of the hingdj

THE BEST AND MOST DURABLE ROOFING.

Aglga d

»S *tr /HaW* KojinI aettero Patent.

zsg&tm

-pllE PATENT ASPHALTE FELT FOR ROOFING, as improved by the Origin

1 Inventor and Patentee, can be had only hy applying to '1 HOMAS JOHi C
.

1
’ 7’. ‘ n’

1 AKricultCBFENCHURCH STREET, LONDON. This Pelt has been extensively Patronised by^Membcawof the Royal AgnoOT

Societies of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and used in the Royal Agricultural Society
,

’
. ,

’
i uraj.

only Felt in which Asphalte is ’used without any mixture of Pitch, Tar, or UosiphandIn which Han the most duj

article) is used, and is consequently the best non-conductor and the most durable. The advantages ot this Pelt arc g

Warmth. Cheapness, and Durability, and the price is only Id. per square foot, or Is. Gd. the
) VVrriure

'
. • i.ir.i oi rn!i... *.» u also a Great Saving in the limber, oamagg

by 32 inch

'arriage,*

Free to any part of the Toywide, being much less than half the price of Slates, Tiles, &c. There it
.

the Expense of Putting On. Samples, with Directions for Laying On, and Testimonials, i

ttiat which has been extensively used^by the moat^ Einincnt Architects.
^ ’fj

1^ n oin nt
I

^^ in^ b
Commons are entirely covered with it. • There is no other “ Patent Asphalte Felt Manufactory” — - -

. ,

' connected; the Trade and Public generally are therefore particularly requested to
that with which the advertisi

their orders to
THOMAS JOHN CROGGON, 2, Ingram-court, Fenchurch-street.

As the only guarantee ofhaving the GENUINE PATENT ASPHALTE FELT.
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SATURDAY, MAY 10 , 1845 .

HE first Monday in May is

• waited for with eagerness

and anxiety by a large num-

ber of persons. That sec-

tion ofthe public who regard

with interest the progress

if art in this country look to the opening of

he Royal Academy for an assurance that our

•ainters, sculptors, and architects, are advanc-

ng, and pass up the staircase full of curiosity,

nd impatient to sec what has been done.

Iany amongst them, by the operations of the

tri-Union, have acquired the right of pur-

hasing a picture, and, excited by a desire to

ave an early choice, and obtain what may
eally be a prize, enter with greater anxiety

nd stronger feelings of interest. But the

lass to whom this Monday is of the greatest

foment is, of course, the artists themselves;
le 800 producers, in the present instance, of
ic 1470 works exhibited

;
to say nothing of a

rge body of persons who, having had their

.vn productions refused, pay their shilling

nl enter depressed, to discover, if it may be,

1 what they are inferior to their more forlu-

ite contemporaries.

Amongst the authors of the accepted work,
e rising, the risen,— enter many beating
•arts on that Monday, when they are to learn
liethcr the result of the chief part of the past
ar s labour has been appreciated, and is likely

produce a return, or that his timo has been
rown away. The failure of an artist at the
iblic exhibition, let it be remembered, is,

nine cases out of ten, a failure for a year;
d, according to the position of his picture
his statue, is his chance of success. Many
pang have line spirits suffered, hardly reco-
red from in some cases, on that first day :

ch pangs as those who are not in the same
silion are quite unable to conceive of.

e remember the case of a young artist
t year, which shews the effect of dis-

pointment and wounded self-love on some
nds. lie had produced an admirable work

;

was the labour of the year, and went to
1 extent of his power. By accident rather
n design, it was condemned to the “ octa-
1 room,” the black-hole, as it is expres-
cly called, and was as much put out of
idie view as if it had remained in the ar-
s study. So affected was the painter by
entire destruction of his expectations

s produced, that he immediately sold all

t he had and left the country. YVc are free
idmil, that we have no great faith in genius
,ch 18 depressed by the first difficulties that
iur, but there are few minds that can
hstand repeated mortifications and disap-
ilinent, and the object of our remarks is to

1 m awakening those on whom the onerous
y devolves of hanging the pictures at the
yal Academy, to the great responsibility at-
led to the office, and to induce greater

I

graver consideration to it than is some-
- s given.

Vo would at the same time bid those who
sidcr the treatment they receive not equal
heir merits, persevere in their endeavours,
shew their real power by overcoming dif-

'ties. An estimable member of the Royal

rejected by that body as a student, urged truly,

that it would be much better in the end than
if he had been admitted on the first trial

; and
cited various mortifications he had himself ex-
perienced, and the advantages which had re-

sulted. At the conclusion of his letter, he
says,-—“ There is a little song on this subject,
the burden of which is ‘try, try, try, again.’

The wisdom of this ditty so struck my mind
when I first heard it, that even to this moment
whenever I am thwarted in a good object I

sing ‘ try, try, try, again
;

’ and this we ear-
nestly recommend to all our young readers.

The present exhibition at the Royal
Academy, although wanting in the works of
some of our best artists, and abounding in

portraits, especially in the principal room, to

an extent greater than usual, must be regarded
as very satisfactory. Of first-rate works, pic-

tures of high class, there are few, perhaps we
ought strictly to say none

;
but in the next grade

there are many of great excellence, to which we
shall hereafter point attention.

The architectural room contains 138 draw-
ings belonging to that subject, mixed up as
usual with heterogeneous oil-paintings,—ship-
ping, burlesque portraits, the Queen opening
Pailiainent, and Austrian pilgrims. Few of
the elder members of the profession are ex-
hibitors^ on the present occasion. Messrs.
II. E. Kendall, jun., llailton, Thomas Little,
Gwilt, Wyatt and Brandon, Wigg and Pow-
na!l, Cottingham, Mocatta, E. B. Lamb, Owen
Jones, Beazley, Douthornc, Derrick, &c., have
drawings, but, as a whole, the collection offers
no great claim for attention. We shall speak
of it more at length next week.

bor the illustration of our present number,
we have engraved, from a drawing made for us
by Mr. Richardson, No. 1,222, the Interior of a
new portrait gallery now being erected at
Drayton Manor, the scat of Sir Robert Peel,
Bart., by Mr. Sydney Smirke, which is especi
ally interesting, as being intended to receive
representations of the most eminent men of the
day. The length of it is 90 feet; the walls
are to be covered with green silk of a diaper
pattern, and the ceilinggrained oak and touched
with gold. The floor will have an inlaid
Elizabethan border composed of various woods

ANCIENT MODELS.
“ Vou, then, whose judgment the ri^ht course would ulcer,Know well each ancient’s proper character.”

Ok all the difficult inquiries which have so
long delayed the elucidation of the principles
of design, no one question in the wide field of
{esthetics has presented obstacles so insur-
mountable as the correct definition of imita-
tion, and the exact analysis of the extent to
winch it is valuable in architecture. The
injury, which the art sustains during the present
hiatus in its progress, is not lessened by any
general attempt to unravel its fundamental
principles; to balance and estimate the exact
and relative importance of the antiquarian, the
creative, and the purely matter of fact, and to
bring about a state, 111 which the imitation
ot ancient models shall be an aid to art, rather
than its object. It may well be said, that in
all the freaks of fancy which have prevailed
under the name of taste, the world has never
beheld a state so singular and unsatisfactory
as that at present existing. The whole of
Europe seems bent on producing structures,
which may cheat the observer- into the belief,
that lie has before him the works of another
century, and there is no style at this day
which we can call our own. It is not only
that we shew an entire lack of invention,
hut we are not consistent even in imitation,
from Grecian to Italian, Italian to Gothic,
with short rcigus of Louis Quatorzine and
Cinque-cento, we change our fashions as often
11 architecture as in hats.

•hitecture of Greece, transplanted

style for imitation among a people compa-
ratively deficient in inventive genius. Not
long confined to the reproduction of Grecian
temples, and the adaptation of columns plun-
dered from their original sites, it became
essentially different in treatment and in cha-
racter, and now remains the most complete
exponent of the characteristics of the peo-
ple. So, had we any system, even in imita-
tion

;
had we no more than one or two styles,

and were not led away by every new fancy,
however opposed to the end in view, we might
hope to find accurate imitation the forerunner
of a stylo characteristic of the nation and the
age. Exact imitation, even of objects the
most beautiful, is not the highest quality in
ait, but it is the first and firmest stepping-
stone to excellence. That imitation should be
the first awn of the artist, we have the opinion
of Sir Joshua Reynolds, who said that “ by
imitation only, variety and even originality of
invention is produced.” The choice of style
is now regulated by no principle whatever •

the same description of edifice may one day
rise in the Italian as to-morrow in the Eliza-
bethan, and often under the hand of one archi-
tect. \Fe are but students and experimenters,
but have not the convictions to which experi-
ment should lead.

Wo assume that the architect will well con-
sider the purpose and object of his design, for
unless these be his main endeavour, it cannot be
doubted that the result of his efforts in the art
mil be incomplete and unsatisfactory. The
practice of architecture has palpable and para-
mount objects; these must be arrived at ere
the art of architecture is called into being, or
this itself will be defective and spiritless. By
many it has been argued, and with some shew
of reason, that the origin of all beauty is in
utility, but in architecture, which has other
objects besides the gratification of the eye or
even of the understanding, it must especially
be allowed that art holds the second place,
though it thus acquires a peculiar grace, which
it would not have possessed in another mode of
treatment.
“

Still follow sense, of every art the soul,
Parts answering parts shall slide into a whole,
Spontaneous beauties all around advance,
Start e’en from difficulty, strike from chance;
Nature shall join you

; time shall make it grow
A work to wonder at.”

But, while we assume that the purpose of
the edifice is the first matter for the architect’s
notice, it unfortunately does not follow, that all

"

are agreed as to the objects in view. The
various influences, under which the Church of
England at present exists, render it necessary
tor the architect of every work to choose one
or two courses, and witlij the certain prospect,
that in purusing one he will meet with all the
enmity ot the advocates of the other. There-
fore, till the views of all as to the mode of cele-
brating religious worship are identical, it will
continue to be the greatest injustice to con-
demn an architect for exact imitation of a
particular style, when such imitation is often
lest fitted to meet the ends proposed by his
employers. It is true that the reproduction of

churches has sometimes rendered it
difficult to distinguish the architecture of
the nineteenth from that of the thirteenth
century, but let the requirements in a place of
worship be once determined, and another cen-
tury may commence in the progress of ecclesi-
astical architecture.
The objects and destination of the edifice

being provided for, one of two causes might
tend to a characteristic style; one—the com-
plete oblivion of every thing we now possess,
and a recurrence to the actual wants of man

—

is manifestly beyond our influence
; but a

complete investigation of every style of archi-
tecture, and the adaptation of all beautiful
features, which do not militate with each other
and with the actual requirements of the build-
ing, should lead to originality, and to the
highest e (Forts of genius, unless analogous
principles, evolved by the most able investi-
gators in all the paths of art and science, are
erroneous and devoid of foundation. It was
an unalterable truth long before the time of
Reynolds, that “ by being conversant with the
inventions of others, we learn to invent as by

thoughts of others m learn to
tlnnl;. “ I bore can lie no doubt but Hint be

ulemy writing recently to one who bad been I to 'became nationaC'and "the “only

11 , ,

'‘I'uui out mat tie
bo has the most materials has the greatest
loans ot i„v,.„ti, d if |,o lias not thepower of using ibeuj, it must proceed from a
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feebleness of intellect, or from the confused

manner in which those collections have been

laid up in his inind.'' Therefore to the ar-

chitectural student, who is confused with the

number of varying subjects open to his in-

vestigation, we would say: let no style be

deemed valueless, but choose that one as

your chief model, which is best adopted to

the requirements lit view, anil heals the

character which you would wish to impress

upon your works
;
discover the rules ol art

bv careful examination and comparison ot

existing examples, always observing the pre-

cise intention of each. A theory which would

banish precepts and data from our notice, with

a view to originality, is inconsistent with all

investigation, and would name education itself

a thing valueless and baneful. The present

imitation of Gothic architecture is at least

better than the state of that style a few years

hack, when not only were the principles of

pointed architecture, hut the universal princi-

ples of art, caricatured and destroyed. Our

present knowledge is meagre compared with

what it may become when the immense num-

ber of churches in England have been examined

and classified ;
our defective knowledge is the

cause of the mere reproduction of old churches;

hut the day is at hand when originality will boas

much the characteristic of modern Gothic ar-

chitecture as of that of the middle ages. There-

fore examine, study, and compare the Gothic

churches of England
;
you will discover “ more

things than are dreamt of in some men’s phi-

losophy,” and matter which lies not in hooks

and portfolios. Gothic architecture is not to be

acquired entirely at the office or the museum,

hut iu the open air, and under the aspect of

Nature, the creator and inseparable companion

of the art. E. H.

ON THE ART OF CONSTRUCTION IN
BRICKWORK.

No branch of the constructive arts is of

greater magnitude and importance than that

of bricklaying. Yet wc are assured, and

can testify from experience, that no trade

stands more in need of improvement than this

does. Persons of known ability from tbei

habits and experience, have written upon and

improved almost all other branches of the

building art, and the constructive art of briel<

work lias been hut very little noticed. The
poverty of bricklayers’ knowlodge is a proverb,

and is' a disgrace to them. Bricklayers and

brickwork have always of late years been con-

sidered of minor or secondary importance, and

this is not to he wondered at. They scarcely

have any knowledge whatever of the general

arts of construction ;
beyond the mere routine

of the scaffold, and packing and piling

bricks upon each other, they very rarely at

tempt to soar. The public-house is their in-

fected haunt. There they spend a great por

lion of their time and more of their money,
revelling in drink, which impairs their facul-

ties, and keeps themselves and their fami-

lies always in beggary. We believe that

if a series of cheap publications were thrown
in their way, treating upon practical and the

most necessary and striking problems of theo

relieal geometry, and the most approved
methods of geometrical construction, as also

an abridged treatise of practical mechanics,

made plain, and divested of all technical

phrases, but more especially a well-written,

well-digested treatise upon brickwork, they

would be induced to purchase them, and would
become interested in their contents. This
would lead to habits of study, which beget

inquiry; and from thus understanding how
interwoven are all the arts of construction,

how dependent one thing is upon another,

they would strive to improve themselves, and

to execute work soundly aud properly.

The desire of the writer is to give, if pos-

sible, an impetus to the introduction of a bet-

ter system of executing brickwork, and to

create among all parties, hut bricklayers more
particularly, an inquiring spirit for the attain-

ment of so needful a purpose. Disposition

in this, as in other matters, is every thing

where a person is not disposed to do any thing

it is not all the advising or telling in the world
will induce him to do it ; but create the dispo-

sition, and the object is better than three parts

attained. If we can induce a disposition in

bricklayers to execute work soundly and pro-

perly, that is all that need he done
;
the thing

..ill then work its own cure. Itisimpossible that

some of the present ill-constructed dwellings

can last many years
;
they will ever he in want

of constant and extensive repairs, and, in con-

sequence, the parties into whose hands they

may fall, will be disposed to encourage better

work, and that of a more durable description.

Let every bricklayer who has the welfare of

his trade at heart strenuously apply himself

to its improvement ;
study the excellent and

approved specimens and methods of his art

which lie scattered around him, and endeavour

to raise it to what it was in former times,

namely, an art. We feel assured that there

are at the present time throughout England,

many bricklayers who are eminently qualified

to impart this knowledge; and if any one

thinks he has more knowledge on this subject

than the generality of his fellow workmen, let

him apply himself to the laudable task of freely

communicating it. No matter how trifling the

item of information may be, the aggregate,

when collected and properly edited, will be of

value, not only to the bricklayer, hut to the

whole building profession.

It is well known, and the history of past

nations and people confirms the fact, that a

general taste for the arts and sciences has a

considerable tendency towards civilizing and

elevating the moral character of the popula,-

tion. Whatever subject a man may be em-

ployed upon, if there be any thing in it which

requires more than more ordinary skill and
contemplation, he immediately, when encou-

raged, seizes the opportunity, and throws his

whole energy and spirit into it, becomes in-

creasingly interested in its perfection, and

endeavours to produce a work that shall rival

all former productions. In olden times, when
architectural adornment was sought for in the

art of brickwork, extreme pains were evinced

on the part of workmen not only to give

the exterior work a clean, neat, and close

appearance, but at the same time the arrange-

ment of the bond of the interior of the walls,

so as to produce the utmost strength and

security, was strictly attended to, as is evi-

denced on observing the disposition and

arrangement of the bricks in old walls. And
in those times the art of brickwork was con-

sidered of primary importance, and its details

and neatness of execution were to the archi-

tect as well as to the workman, a peculiar

source of study and gratification.

Bricks when properly made, well-burnt and

sound, and when properly laid, are equally as

good, strong, and durable for walls as stone.

In all alluvial countries where clay is abundant,

and where stone is scarce and not easily to he

obtained, good, sound, and ornamental brick-

work appears to be indigenous and general.

Very many and important buildings through-

out the continent, but more especially those in

Italy and the south of France have their various

moulded forms and rich details of columns,

pilasters, capitals, architraves, friezes, and

cornices executed in brick. Many parts of

the finest compositions of the old Italian and

French architects are executed in the same
material : it is wreathed into forms so elaborate

and the workmanship is so clean, neat, and

regular, as not to require the assistance of any

excrescences of plastering to work it up, or to

improve its appearance. And without going

further than our own country, specimens of

beautifully-executed brickwork may he seen

in various parts where the soil has afforded the

proper material for the manufacture of bricks.

Many parts of the ornamental details of the

works of Wren, Inigo Jones, Vanburgb,
Chambers, and indeed of many other archi-

tects since them, have been executed in brick-

work, without the least dependance upon base,

villainous cement-veneer. Beautiful specimens
of excellently-executed ornamental brick work-

may be observed in and about the metropolis.

The back courts of Greenwich Hospital— the

works of Jones and Wren—present most
eminent examples of arched work

;
as also

Chelsea Hospital, another work of Wren's.
Although now in a dilapidated condition, Old
Chelsea Church had originally considerable
pretensions as an excellent piece of brick-
work

;
indeed the whole neighbourhood of

Chelsea affords very many well-executed ex-

amples, and mure especially along Cheyne-
walk, fronting the Thames.

Kensington, too, has its fair share of good
brickwork, but by far the best specimens of

it in this neighbourhood are the exteriors of

Kensington-palace, and the conservatory ir

the gardens contiguous. This latter may b»

approached and closely examined ;
and agaim

and again, its beautiful well-performed worb

cannot fail to strike one with astonislimen

when compared with the villainous, falsely!

called brickwork executing at the presen:

time about the metropolis. The only fault t<

be observed in this beautiful piece of brickworl

is in the key courses of the niche heads a

the north-west angle of the building; ant

this must have arisen from a default in thi

templet mould used in forming the othei

courses. But more respecting this division o

the art of bricklaying hereafter. Other ex-

amples of good old brickwork may be observei

at Marlborough-house, the screen in front o

Burlington-house, Piccadilly, Spring-gardens

St. Martin’s- lane, and at the back of the Admii

rally, all in the neighbourhood of St. James’s

park, and the several streets in the immediat-

neighbourhood of Covent-garden, exhibit fai;

examples of this kind of work. Good specii

mens may also be seen scattered about in am
around the City, and to the eastward of Lon

don. The fronts of several houses in Lincoln’s

Inn-fields, and some piers there, present somi

very excellently executed work.

But no where in and about London, is ther

any thing in this department of the building an

that can vie, or excel the beautiful specimen 1

of well-executed ornamental brickwork ilia

are to be found in and around the Temple

gardens, between Fleet-street and the Thames

A few hours spent here in contemplating thes

examples cannot ho otherwise than both grati

lying and instructive, and would teach brick

layers, if architects would give them the oppor

tunities, to imitate the work. But it may h

said that such work requires much time in it

execution, and costs a great deal of monej

Granted
;
but no work to be properly done cai

be performed without them. And, not

better argument can be brought forward in it

favour, and as to its ultimate cheapness, tha

(although the present specimens may he won
with age, and what is not?) that they ar

nearly, if not quite, as firm, sound, and perfec

as when they first passed out of the hands o

the bricklayers ;
while the plastering or ve

neeringon walls requires an incessant expendi

ture of money to keep it decent and in repaii

How often do we see beautiful moulde

and neat brick fronts of old houses in the me

tropolis being covered with a coarse veneer c

wretched cement no better than mud, t insol le

and tickled up to please the fancy and taste e

the present time
;
thus blotting out the abili

ties and handiwork of our forefathers, whic

ought rather to be allowed to remain, or rt

stored as it was executed, for workmen to cor

template and imitate, and improve upon it

they can.

In order that brickwork may be executed L

a properly bonded, neat, and superior manne,

it is necessary that much time and labor

should be spent in its performance ;
but a<

cording to the present system of execution, b

competition and on speculation, he who ca

execute the greatest quantity of work, withoi

any attention or reference whatever to i

character for quality and stability, in the leai

time, is considered the best and most usefi

workman. At the present time, the custoi

among bricklayers is, that lie who will offer t

execute work at the lowest possible prices!

sure to be encouraged by employers, and tin

obtains the work
;
and in consequence of th

debasing practice, each and every one who'

striving to obtain employment is lowering tl

prices of work, and cutting his fellow trade

man down. The general result ol this modei

proceeding is, that after commencing a buib

ing, the bricklayer finds he cannot perform tl

work soundly and properly for the prices, ar

in order to make it pay him, is induced, at 8

hazards, to execute the work improperly fro

a desire to get as much money as possibl

This, then, being the case, as well as to roal

the workmen earn their wages, they are forci

to execute work in a hasty, careless, rotte

and insecure manner. This method ol pr

ceeding begets a recklessness in the gencr

execution, and, in consequence, good wol

properly bonded is seldom, or never execute
1 v

John Phillips.

*** We shall be glad to receive remar!

and information on this subject from practic

men, details of fire-work, &c.—

E

d.
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ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE.*

We continue our notice of the valuable

article on this subject in the current numberof
the Quarterly .

“ It has been doubted whether we possess

any Christian edifice at Rome belonging to

the age of Constantine. The late Mr. Hope
pieces the earliest in the reign of Theodosius.
This is a misconception, in consccpience either

of his supposing that the sacred structures of

the Constantinian era which still exist were
heathen temples, or of his forgetting that a

baptistery was essentially a church, though not

commonly called by that name. In Italy, every

baptistery and every chapter-house has its

altar
;
we believe, that, with respect to the

latter buildings, such was equally the case in

England.
We are, however, very deficient in informa-

tion as to the architecture of the Greek and
Oriental churches. This deficiency, we trust,

will 1)0 supplied by the increasing energy of
our travellers. Asia minor might, without
doubt, supply far more facts than have hitherto
been obtained. Ecclesiastical archaaology ought
to be investigated with the same cheerful dili-

gence which Mr. Fellowes has exhibited with
respect to Hellenic and Lycian antiquity. One
very remarkable specimen we possess in our
own dominions. It is the portal of the church
it Corfu, erected by Jovinian, a.n. 364, known
only by means of an imperfect drawing given
by Dr. Walsh.

Reverting, however, to the influence of hal-
lowed locality, the first and earliest Christian
churches ot which we can form any clear idea,

either from actual plans or existing remains,
are the sepulchral churches of the Constantine
age

;
we commence our series by the most

Remarkable monument of the Christian world.
In the florid description of Eusebius, we find

in elaborate yet confused notice of the sacred
mildings raised by Constantine at Jerusalem.
I’he panegyrist exalts our notions of the muni-
ficence of the founder and the splendour of the
structures: yet amidst his rhetorical phrases,
ve obtain only a vague conception of their ich-
ingraphy. The Chevalier Bunsen has be-
itowed an ample commentary upon the difficult
ext, whose words, as we have observed, convey
Jut an indefinite conception of the architectural
irrangements. This information must bo
'ought elsewhere, and we possess it. But it

s not through the medium of the writers of
*omc or Byzantium that we have been pre-
sented with the ground-plot, which, however
‘nde, removes all uncertainty as to the type
presented by the Church of the Holy Sepulchre,
»r the plan according to which it was formed.
1 Whence do we obtain this knowledge?
tVould it be guessed that we derive it from
legions covered by almost impenetrable ob-
curity? Are we to seek our records of the
Monument raised by Constantine, amidst that
Opprobrium of our historical research, the
Pictish race, or to obtain the solution of our
Doubts from the enigmatical Pictish realm?
Amongst the shadows of past times, are there

M>y more visionary and unsubstantial than
IL’aran MacEntifidic and Brudei MacDeirly,
vho flit before us like beings of another world ?

k
r
et it is in the remotest, the most secluded of

be Western Isles, amongst the Pictish race,
I
nd from the Pictish wilds, that the knowledge,
Denied elsewhere, is obtained. Iona shines in

he midst of Cimmerian darkness. Here flou-
[ished Abbot Adamnan, so distinguished by
‘•is participation in the great Paschal contro-
rersy, a.d. 705

;
and he supplies the architec-

tural antiquary with the knowledge so much
[Desired. We owe the information to a
lingular contingency. After a long pilgrimage
[*nd continued residence in the Holy Land, a
Gaulish bishop named Arculplius, driven to
ihe Hebrides, became the guest of the Culdee
Monastery. Here lie related his perils, descri-
|iing the holy places he had visited

;
and the

[.

Libellus de locis sanclis' contains his narrative.
Rarely has any work been transmitted with

more peculiarity and authenticity. Adamnan
vrote upon his tablets from the actual dicta-
'ion of the stranger

;
the notes so taken became

die book we now possess. The Holy Sepul-
chre, as might be anticipated, was the main
object of Adamnan’s curiosity; and, in addi-
iion to the verbal description, Arculplius drew
I-
plan of the buildings upon the tablets with

ais own hand.”

* See p. 200, ante.

A copy of this plan is given, and affords some
curious information :

—

“ From its sanctity and celebrity, the holy
sepulchre became (lie primitive type of all the
other churches of a circular form. It has
been considered by most antiquaries, that the
circular temples of ancient Rome, such as that
of Vesta and the somewhat hypothetical
Minerva Medica, constitute the models for the
circular church

;
but this supposition, though

plausible, is quite untenable. The outline
proves nothing. The circular shape would
naturally suggest itself for buildings in which
a sepulchre was to be the chief object

;
and

there is a most essential difference in the type
of the circular temple and the circular church,
demonstrating that the latter cannot have been
copied from the former. The temple has its

detached columns on the exterior
, supporting

an entablature

;

the church has its detached
columns arranged in concentric circles within

,

connected by arches springingfrom the capitals,

forming one or more aisle or aisles.

Such was the church which Constantine
raised over the tomb of his mother Helen,
now called the Torre Pignaterra

;
but the ruin

now exhibits nothing but rude brick walls,

and we gain no knowledge beyond the fact of
the adaptation of the form.

More perfect is the church of Sta Costanza,
the burial-place of Constantia, daughter of
Constantine, of which Mr. Knight has given
an excellent engraving, plate iii. Some have
supposed it to be an ancient Temple of
Bacchus.

‘ This opinion is principally founded on the

mosaics with which the ceiling of the aisles is

adorned, and which represent vine-leaves and
grapes. But the vine is a Christian emblem,
and is so frequently introduced in the decora-

tion of Christian places of worship, that little

weight can be attached to this circumstance.
The architecture of this building is in con-

formity with the style of the time of Constan-
tine, and not in conformity with that of a much
earlier date.’

The plan bears as much resemblance to that

of the Holy Sepulchre as could be needed or
expected in an edifice of contracted dimensions.
But it shews how that edifice had become a
type

;
and, except in the duplication of the

pillars, it approaches closely to what we must
suppose the Round Church of Cambridge to

have been, before the erection of the modern
chancel.

San' Slefano rolondo is the largest of the

ancient round churches now existing, and the

most perfect example of structures erected
according to this type. The plan shews how
very closely the model of the Holy Sepulchre
was followed. It has been supposed that por-
tions were added by Pope Nicholas V.; but
from the comparison with Adamnan’s plan,

we cannot doubt that he merely repaired what
had stood before. The earnest zeal exhibited

by antiquaries to rescue any work of architec-

ture from the reproach of Christianity, has in-

duced them to contest for this church the
honour, also claimed for Santa Constanza, of

having been a heathen temple. Few indeed,
especially of the Italians, are disposed to

abandon its primitive dedication to Faunus,
instead of the protomartyr. In this oipnion
they persist, though every part and feature of
the structure—the difference of size in the
columns, the coarse ivorkmanship, the ill-fitted

capitals and deficient bases, and above all, its

total dissimilarity to any classical building

—

all its characteristics fully prove its original

destination. The period of its dedication

(467—483), by Simplicius, is well attested.

Still it remains a question whether he did more
than reconstruct, or perhaps enlarge, an edifice

previously existing on the same site.

We cannot pursue the history of round
churches, especially as connected with the

Knights Templars, from whom it is impossible
to disjoin them. We can only remark here,

that the Templars affected the round or
octagon form in Italy just as in England, as

is evidenced by the church of the Santo
Sepolcro at Pisa, anciently belonging to the
order.

Round churches seem, from the scanty re-

mains and still more scanty descriptions, to

have been common in Scandinavia. An obvi-

ous conjecture would be, that the type was
borrowed from Byzantium, through the medium
of Russia

;
but from the only example of which

we possess a delineation, namely, the round

church at Soroe, we are certain that they are
exactly in the Romanesque style of Western
Europe. Soroe is a circular building, with
a chancel

;
the arches which connect the

columns are of the usual semicircular form.
There is a similar church at Thorsager (the
Field of Thor) in Jutland, and four in Born-
holm. Greenland displays the foundations of
similar round structures, erected by the extinct
Scandinavian colony. A very remarkable
building at Newport, in Rhode Island, is now
supposed to be the remains of a church erected
by the Scandinavian discoverers of Vinland,
whose further progress in the new continent
was so mysteriously withheld. The structure,
as it now stands, consists of a circular colon-
nade

;
the pillars being connected with circular

arches. Without entering into discussion,
which could not bo satisfactory unless accom-
panied by accurate drawings, as well as a survey
of the style of masony, which alone could
decide the question, it appears to us, on the
face of the engravings published by the Co-
penhagen Antiquarian Society (‘ Memoires de
la Societc Royale des Antiquaires du Nord,’
1840—1843), to be entirely dissimilar to any
structure which we can imagine to have been
raised by the pilgrim fathers of New England.
Whatever exaggerated extension may have

been given to the principle of symbolism, it is

nevertheless quite clear that this species of
allegory, suggested by Scripture, did pre-
vail in the primitive Christian structures.
Thus we have seen that the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre was supported by twelve
pillars and lighted by twelve lamps. There
were also twelve pillars in the adjoining Church
of the Resurrection, upon which twelve lamps
were placed, or suspended, in honour of the
twelve apostles. From some analogy, not so
easily perceptible, the octagon form was con-
considered as peculiarly applicable to the
baptistery :

—

‘ Octochorum sanctos templum surrexit in usus :

Octogonus fons est munere dignus co.

Hoc numero decuit sacra Baptismatis aulam
Surgere, quo populis vera salus rediit.’

And the octagon—the outer walls being often
converted into a circle—constitutes the germ of
those buildings so characteristic of the ecclesi-

astical architecture of Italy—we mean the
detached baptisteries.”

After describing the baptistery of San Gio-
vanni Laterano, the writer continues:

—

“ We now approach the Gothic age. In
Italy, the custom of considering the cathedral,
for many purposes, as the sole parish- church,
continued unaltered; and with the one parish,
the one baptistery. Whilst, therefore, the
main type of the baptistery was retained with
religious fidelity, still the accident of locality,

or the influence of individual genius, or ca-
price, occasioned several marked varieties.

Parma thus possesses a splendid baptistery of
a very singular character. Mr. Knight’s en-
graving (vol. ii.. plate xxiii.) gives an accurate
representation of the exterior of this edifice

;

the interior, from its peculiar complexity, as

well as from the height and proportions of the
building, would almost defy the artist’s skill.

It was completed, except as to the vaulting,
between 1196 and 1216, from the designs of
Antelmi. The exterior is an octagon, but
within it offers sixteen sides, formed by work-
ing in the thickness of the wall. The details

of the architecture are very remarkable: for
whilst the general forms are Romanesque, you
observe, as it were, a species of inroad of

Gothic taste, which preponderates in the upper
tier of arches by which the exterior is sur-

rounded. The portals below are Romanesque,
of a fine character; whilst in the intermediate

stories there are Gothic pillars, connected by
architraves, upon what may be called the classi-

cal principle, though wholly without the clas-

sical form.
The detached baptistery continued peculiar

to Italy, and perhaps hardly any example can
be found beyond the Alps, except in our own
island. Elgin furnishes the solitary instance

where the octagon baptistery, in the most
graceful Gothic style, groups with the cathe-

dral, whose deformed and neglected ruins re-

late the calamities which the church of Scot
land has sustained.

Whatever beauty the circular form may pos-
sess, it is, taken singly and simply, most unfit

for the Christian liturgy : and whatever inter-
polations are made, detract from the simplicity

•>
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and unity from whence its charm arises, with-

out rendering it appropriate for the service of

the altar. Hence it never became a favourite

in the west. Though the circular is unsuited

in itself for a Christian church, yet if employed

as a part of the plan, and connected with other

members, it is susceptible of the highest excel-

lence. Great difficulties, however, attend its

application: the Byzantine architects may

claim the merit of first attempting to work the

problem, never entirely solved until \\ ren s

transcendant talent raised our metropolitan

cathedral :

—

t An entirely new form for churches was, at

an early period, introduced at Constantinople.

The oblong was shortened into a square, with

a view to" the noble addition of the dome,

which the Byzantine architects had now learnt

how to support. This plan, especially after

the creation of St. Sophia, became a favourite

in the east, and was adhered to, in those parts,

with the greater tenacity, in consequence of

the schism which subsequently took place

between the Pope of Rome and the Patriarch

of Constantinople. There was to be a dif-

ference in every thing. The Greeks insisted

upon the square form of their own inventions,

whilst all the nations who continued to ac-

knowledge the supremacy of the pope con-

tinued to employ the long form, which was

persevered in atRome.
‘ The Greek plan was, in course of time, in-

troduced into Italy by the Greeks themselves,

in such parts of that country as remained in

the hands of the Greek Emperor, and in the

north by the Venetians.’

—

Mr., p. iii.

Mr. Knight’s observations with regard to

the antagonism of the eastern and the western

churches, are entirely correct. Except when
favoured by peculiar political relations, it is

remarkable how little influence was exerted in

Italy by Byzantine art. Ravenna and Venice

arc almost the only localities where we may
trace any decided imitation of the type of Con-
stantinople. Indeed, there was little to be gained.

Deduct mere barbaric splendour— barbaric,

perhaps, in the truest meaning of the word

—

and there is a spirit, genius, energy, in the

rudest churches of Latin Christendom, want-

ingin the most sumptuous edificesof the Greeks.

The very buildings reflect the characters of

their respective communities. Nor is it less

important to remark, how entirely uninfluen-

tial are the noblest works of art in eliciting a
corresponding talent amongst those who are

accustomed to behold thorn. To judge of the

lessons which the productions of Phidias and
Praxiteles imparted to the Byzantine artists,

look at the ‘ tre ladri,’ the group inserted in

the angle of the church of St. Mark ! Had it

not been for later interpolations, San’ Vitale,

at Ravenna (plate ix.), would have been the

most perfect Italian specimen of the Byzantine
type.

‘ This church was erected in 547, by Julianus,

the treasurer, at the command and with the
assistance of the Emperor Justinian.

The plan at once reveals its Eastern ori-

gen, and its affinity to that of St. Sophia, which
had been erected at Constantinople a few years
before. Instead of a Latin basilica, it is an
octagon supporting a dome

;
not, however, un-

provided with the addition of the indispensable
absis. This plan must have come direct from
Byzantium, and was the first appearance of the
Byzantine style in Italy.

The chief architectural novelty and leading
feature in this building is the dome. No vault-

ing ofany kind had ever been hitherto employed
in the roofs of churches, much less that most
skilful and admired of all vaulting, the cupola,

or dome
;
a mode of covering buildings per-

fectly well understood by the Romans, but dis-

continued as art declined, and, for the first

time, reproduced by the Greek architects of

Constantinople, in the instance of St. Sophia.
If it is difficult to support the downward pres-

sure and outward thrust of ordinary vaulting,

how much more is required when the pressure

haR to be resisted at every point, and the circle

above has, as is frequently the case, to be con-

nected with the square below ! This was ac-

complished, in the construction of St. Sophia,
by means of what are technically called penden-
tives ; brackets, on a large scale, projecting

from the walls at the angles, and carried up to

the base of the dome. At San Vitale, whicli is

not a square, but an octagon, a series of small
arches is employed, instead of pendentives, but
acting upon the same principle. By this expe-

dient the dome is united to the body of the

edifice. The thrust has then to be resisted by

the thickness of the walls; and the downward
pressure to be supported by arches and piers.

In most cases the pendentives are exposed to

view; but at San Vitale the mechanical con-

trivances are concealed by a ceiling. It was

always an object to diminish the weight of the

dome
;
and, with this view, materials of the

lightest kind were employed in its construction.

Sometimes a sort of pumice-stone was used.

At San Vitale the dome is composed of a spiral

line of earthen vessels, inserted into each other;

and where the lateral thrust ceases, and the

vertical pressure begins, larger jars are intro-

duced in an upright position.’

A long interval elapses before Byzantine
architecture reappears in Italy; for once only,

but with expiring splendour :

—

‘The plan of St. Mark’s, like that of Santa
Sophia is a Greek cross, with the addition of

spacious porticos. The centre of the building

is covered with a dome, and over the centre of

each of the arms of the cross, rises a smaller

cupola. All the remaining parts of the build-

ing are covered with vaults, in constructing

which the Greeks had become expert, and which
are much to be preferred to the wooden roofs

of the old basilicas.

Colonnades and round arches separate the
nave from the aisles in each of the four com-
partments, and support galleries above. The
capitals of the pillars imitate the Corinthian,

and are free from the imagery which at that

time abounded in other churches of Italy. It

is computed that in the decoration of this build-

ing, without and within, above 500 pillars are

employed. The pillars are all of marble, and
were chiefly brought from Greece and other

parts of the Levant. Whilst St. Mark’s was
building, every vessel that cleared out of Venice
for the east was obliged to bring back pillars

and marbles, for the work in which the republic

took so general an interest.

The defect of the interior of St. Mark’s is,

that it is not sufficiently light. The windows
are few in proportion to the size of the build-

ing. Rich, therefore, as the interior is, it is

gloomy to a fault, in spite of the brilliant rays

of a southern sun.’”

The reviewer then proceeds to investigate

more closely the causes which rendered the

plans of the heathen temple, and the sepul-

chral church, inconvenient or inappropriate

for the general purposes of liturgical worship,
and lead to the adoption of another type, more
adapted to the Roman ritual.

FALL OF YARMOUTH SUSPENSION
BRIDGE.

It is our painful duty this week to record
the distruction of the suspension bridge at

Yarmouth, accompanied by a scene of hor-

ror which baffles all description. This dis-

tressing and almost unprecendented calamity,

involving the death of upwards of 100 per-

sons, took place on Friday afternoon, the 2nd
inst., and was occasioned by the breaking of

one of the principal chains of the bridge,

caused by the weight of an extraordinary

number of persons being thrown on one side

of the structure for the purpose of witness-

ing the absurd exhibition of a theatrical clown
drawn by four geese in a washing-tub.
An inquest is now sitting on the bodies of

the unfortunate sufferers, and doubtless com-
petent persons will be examined touching the
quality of the material of which the bridge
was formed, as well as the mode adopted in

its construction. The bridge was erected by
the late Mr. Robert Cory in lieu of the
ancient ferry across the Bure, of which he was
possessed, and was opened on the 23rd of
April, 1829. The chain on either side
is attached to four pedestals or piers, also of
iron, and fastened to abutment stones.

In April, 1844, in contemplation of in-
creased traffic to the railway, in order to
afford sufficient width for carriages to pass, a
platform for foot passengers was erected out-
side the bars on cither side, it being the inten-
tion of the proprietors, on completing an
arrangement with the railway company, and
obtaining an Act of Parliament, which has
been applied for this session, to erect a new
arched stone bridge.

It is to be hoped that Government will fid-

low out the course they wisely adopted a
few months since with respect to the acci-

dents at Oldham and Northleach, and issue i;

a commission of scientific and practical men, i

to investigate the character of the construe-

1

tion in all its bearings
;
and it is matter fori

consideration whether they should not forth-

1

with appoint a permanent board of competent
I

persons to inspect all such and similar con-i

structions before they are opened to the
j

public.

It is due to the architect under whose direc-

tion the bridge was originally erected to
|

mention, that he was in no way connected
)

with the recent enlargement. In a letter
J

from that gentleman which we have seen, and
(although not intended for publication), ven-i

ture to quote, he says, “ I have minutely ex-:

amined the bridge and the broken frag-

ments, and I find that the main chain broke

near the pier, from a flaw in the interior .

of the bar of which it is composed, which I

no human eye could see or any foresight)

could enable any one to discover. The
fracture did not occur at the parts where
the greatest weight was, nor was the weight
equal to what the bridge had often sustained.

We all know that the axle of a railway

carriage has given way from a similar cause

after having stood all tests that human
ingenuity could apply, as likewise chain cables

break from similar defects in the annealing or

moulding of the iron.”

HOUSES FOR THE LABOURING CLASSES, i

The best means of improving the dwellings

of the poorer classes of the population occupies

at this time the attention of many. The effect

of the residence on the habits, and of the

habits on the morals, is beginning to be i

understood, and there is a very general desire

abroad, in the words of the Duke of Norfolk,.
“ to put the poor man’s house in order.” At
Birkenhead, opposite Liverpool, where a town i

with docks, sewers, public grounds, and other

far-sighted arrangements, is rising with sin-

gular rapidity, an experiment is being made
which merits attention. By the operations

going on, great numbers of workmen have >

been brought to the place who require dwell-

ings. The Birkenhead Dock Company have i

viewed the matter broadly : they have taken i

into consideration not merely profit and loss, •

but the comfort of the inmatesand the welfare of

their neighbours, and the course they have i

adopted, as we learn from our contemporary,
the Spectator, is as follows :

—“ They have i

found it a better economy to build large houses

rather than cottages
;
they have adopted a plan

prepared by Mr. Charles Evans Lang, of

London
;
and the buildings are now in progress. .

The ground which they are to occupy lies •

between two of eight streets that meet in a

circus, and may be described as a triangle;

across which, from street to street, houses are i

erected in rows, with alleys between
;
there is ;

a school-house at the apex of the triangle, and i

in the centre of the circus a handsome church, i

Each row resembles what in Scotland is called

a ‘ land,’—a pile four stories high, comprising :

several distinct houses, each house having u

public staircase communicating with the b

several ‘ flats ’ or stories
;
each flat divided into

two separate dwelling-places. Each dwelling :

contains a ‘ living-room,’ two bed-rooms, and :

a ‘yard.’ The living-room is capacious, and I

well-arranged for ventilation and comfort : on i

one side are the entrance- door and the door i

into the yard
;
on the next side, near to the :

entrance are the doors into the two bed-rooms;
;

on the third side, opposite to the bed-room i

doors, is the window
;
and on the fourth side

is the fire-place : nearly the half of the room,
towards this fourth side, is left without any door
or other opening, so that the hearth is removed
from direct draughts. In this room there is a

gas-pipe, for light. The ‘ yard ’ is a sort of

scullery, but comprising the sink, coal-hole, i

dust-hole, &c.
;

in short, all the * domestic

offices,’ packed into a very close space, but

fitted with conveniences not always found even

in the houses of the middle-classes. Up the

whole height of the building is a shaft, with

which pipes from each yard communicate : 7

at the top is a cistern with a preparation

for keeping it full, to the extent of

1,000 gallons of water; from which, inde-

pendently of individual use, a stream can he

at pleasure made to rush down the shaft,

carrying away the ejicienda into the sewer,

into which the shaft runs below. There is in
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that respect the most complete means for

securing' tidiness, decency, and health. The
independent run of water will be a guard

against many of the evils even of individual

negligence
;
but it is inconceivable that with

such conveniences the humble tenants should

not acquire the better habits that await on

opportunity. At the top of the building is an

‘ airing flat,’ in which all the families whose

dwellings open into the common staircase will

have the right to dry their clothes. There is,

we believe, some means of regulating the tem-

perature of the whole pile of buildings : at all

events there are appliances to secure thorough

ventilation
;
and the whole structure is fire-

proof. The external aspect of these dwellings

for the poor is handsome, and even imposing
;

in a style so ornate, as quite to relieve them

from the aspect of alms-houses
;

to which,

indeed, they bear no sort of resemblance. Now
it is calculated that this kind of house-property

will ‘pay,’ even as a commercial speculation:

with all this convenience, salubrity, and com-
fort for the tenant, and let to him at the rent

which he usually pays,—the landlord, too,

settling all rates and other charges, so that the

tenant will pay for the whole house, its gas-

light, water, taxes, rates, and all, one fixed

weekly charge,—with all these unwonted com-
forts and facilities, the tenant paying no more
rent than he is used to pay for bad lodging

elsewhere, the landlord will yet reap a profit of

8 or 10 per cent, on the capital invested. In

the present instance, that is not the whole ad-

vantage derived by the landlords, the company

;

for they will find great immediate convenience

in the concentration of their workpeople, and
great benefit may be expected by all who have
a stake in the town from the improved salu-

brity and the high character which these far-

seeing plans must secure for it. The experi-

ment may prove to the speculative builder, that

he could provide for the humbler classes a very
superior kind of accommodation at a profit to

himself; it may teach those classes what they
should obtain for their money.”
At Liverpool, we observed a short time

since a file of houses for the poor, several

stories in height, called Kent-terrace, of which
the upper stories were approached by means
of a general balcony around the outside of

each floor, with steps from the road at the two
ends of the pile of buildings.

ARCHITECTURAL MEMS. FROM THE
COUNTRY.

The first stone of the new church at Lynn was
laid by the Bishop of Norwich last Saturday

week. The design is by Mr. Salvin; the con-

tractors are Messrs. Bennett and Son. At
Windsor Castle for several days past, between
30 and 40 carvers and gilders have been en-

gaged in embellishing several of the private

apartments occupied by herMajesty and Prince

Albert when the court is residing there. V ery

extensive excavations have just been made on

that portion of the north- terrace which is

nearly opposite the George the Fourth Tower,
for the purpose of forming large coal vaults,

to communicate with the interior of the

castle, so as to enable the coals to be deli-

vered without, as at present, the waggons
being driven across the quadrangle. After

penetrating to the depth of between 20 and
30 feet, an immense passage, through which
a portion of the drainage was conveyed from
/the castle, was discovered, leading, as it is

/supposed, to the river. In order to form a

(communication between the intended new coal

vaults and the castle, it would be necessary
to cut an opening through the main external

.wall—an operation which, it is supposed, if

carried into effect, might not be unattended
with some danger; consequently, a morning

' or two since, just after the labourers had
arrived, an order suddenly reached them to

I discontinue the works for the present, and
'they have not been resumed. At a special

i meeting ofthecommiteeofeouneil ofthcQueen’s
Hospital, Birmingham, held a fortnight ago,

tit was resolved to erect additional buildings

i in connection with the hospital. A subscrip-

ition was then entered into, the Reverend Dr.
t Warneford heading it by a donation of 500/.

IThe intended new buildings will contain eight

i wards for the accomodation of 50 patients.

\At Weymouth, a spot of ground has been
i selected, and a subscription opened, for ereet-

i ing a building on an enlarged and improved

scale, for an Eye Infirmary in St. Mary-street;

very liberal donations have already been made,
among which that of a lady, distinguished for

her philanthropy, stands prominent, being for

no less a sum than 400/. Very extensive

measures are being adopted by the inhabitants

of Liverpool, towards improving the sanitary

condition of their town. It has long been a

disgrace to the corporation, that while expend-
ing thousands upon the decoration of pub-

lic buildings, they neglected those true and

vital interests which do not meet the eve.

Several new church schools are about to be

immediately commenced in the eastern dis-

tricts of Leeds. Mr. Sugden, of Pontefract-

lane, has given the site for one in the York-
road, and Mr. Rhodes, of Farnley Hall, has

given a donation of 200/. towards erecting a

school in the Leylands. Yesterday week,
the Bishop of Ripon laid the first stone of a

new church and schools, for the newly formed
district of St. Andrew, East Moor, Wakefield.

The government has purchased the lands

of Broom bill, near Glasgow, for the erection

of cavalry and infantry barracks. The price

paid for the property is said to amount to

nearly30,000/. A pedestal 14 feet in height,

surmounted by a bust of Sir Walter Scott,

has recently been erected at Perth.

James Foster, Esq., has signified his intention

of giving the sura of500/. towards the erection of

an hospital in the neighbourhood of Stour-

bridge, and an annual subscription of 50/.

There are about forty new cemeteries projected

at present in Scotland. The committee ap-

pointed for the purpose of raising funds for

the establishment of public walks and baths

in Leeds, have determined upon holding
during the present month a public exhibition

of works of art, models of machinery, speci-

mens of natural history, &c., and with this

view they have issued a circular calling upon
those who are friendly to the undertaking and
capable of assisting, to lend them, for a period

not exceeding three months, articles suited for

such an exhibition. Yesterday fortnight, St.

Mark’s Church, at Swindon, was consecrated

by the Bishop of Gloucester, who took occa-

sion to say that ho had entered upon the cere-

mony with heartfelt gratification, from the

peculiarly singular and novel circumstance
connected with it, that this was the first church
which was purely of railway origin. At a

recent meeting of the Ripon Diocesan Board
of Education, an inspection took place of the

plans, specifications, and estimates of the pro-

posed new Training Schools, which had been
prepared by Mr. Andrews, of York, and sub-

sequently submitted to and approved of by Mr.
Railton, of London. The committee having
carefully considered the same, determined upon
appointing an efficient clerk of the works to

superintend their erection, and, with a view to

invite public competition, to advertise as pub-

licly as possible for tenders. The cost of the

erection was estimated at 8,000/., exclusive of

1,250/. for the site. At a meeting of the

Ipswich corporation, held last week, Mr. J. L.
Clark, architect, proposed to fit up an apart-

ment as a commercial news-room, for the

reception of publications and for the transact-

ing ofbusiness connected with the port, entirely

at his own expense. The Mayor said this was
a very spirited offer on the part of Mr. Clark,
and he was deserving of the encouragement of
the council, and of the patronage of the

public. He hoped the council would permit
Mr. Clark to have the apartment he required,

for a year, at a pepper-corn rent. The
Sheffield and Manchester Railway is fast

approaching completion. From the last report

it appears that it will be opened during the

approaching July. In the engineering depart-

ment, conducted by Mr. A. S. Joe, under the

consulting superintendence of Mr. Locke,
there are features of considerable boldness.

The viaduct over the vale of the Etheron is of

three arches, of 150 and 130 feet span, sup-

ported by stone piers, built on rock, and
130 feet in height. The next work of magni-
tude is the viaduct across Dinting Vale, near
Glossop, of five arches, each 125 feet span,

and length 500 yards. It crosses the vale at

a height of 125 feet. The greatest work on
the line is the tunnel at Woodhead, running

through three miles of mountainous country,

at a depth of 600 feet. The great difficulties

encountered in its construction have tended to

retard its completion
;
more than four-fifths of

the whole is now arched, and the remainder
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has a drifting through it. The Educational

Board, in connection with the Diocese of

Ely, held a meeting last week, at which it

was announced that the new schools at

St. Ives, towards the erection of which the

committee had granted 100/., were nearly com-
pleted, and would be soon opened. The
school at Stilton, which has been delayed

for some months, in consequence of a

difficulty respecting the site, was reported to

be in course of erection. Applications were
made by the Rev. Yates Fosbrooke for a grant
towards the erection of a scholmistress’s

dwelling-house at Hurst, to meet a liberal

donation on the part of the Lord of the Manor
;

and by the Rev. H. Randolph for an addi-

tional grant for Abbotsley schools.

PROCEEDINGS AT ST. PAUL’S
CATHEDRAL.

Sin,—It was with feelings of deep regret I

perceived that the stone-work under the western
portico of St. Paul’s Cathedral was being be-
smeared with paint, and I hope, by making it

generally known through your widely-circu-
lated journal, to cause some person in authority

to remonstrate with the dean and chapter, or
to bring it under the notice of their architect,

Mr. Cockerell, so that we may not have its

ornaments filled up with putty, nor its stone-

work reduced to one monotonous tint of rusty

yellow.

It is painful on entering this cathedral to

have those feelings aroused which it was
founded to repress

;
but its dusty monuments,

its whited walls, the insolence of its vergers,

and the careless way in which the service is

performed, make us look to the dean and
chapter, whom we find, instead of emulating
the deeds of their ancestors, resolutely op-

posing every effort, however noble or disin-

terested, which has been made to embellish or

beautify this sacred structure, whilst they have
concurred with every measure to spoil or

desecrate it
;
and there is not a single instance

of any attempt on their part to carry out the

intentions of its illustrious architect, nor even
to uphold it in its pristine integrity. The op-

portunity of adorning it with paintings was
lost when it was nobly and patriotically

offered, and at a time when it might have been
executed with the greatest ability, its stone-

work, so beautiful and so free from stain, was
covered with whitewash, and is now hideously

blackened and disfigured. And had not the
public outcry caused those Brobdignagian
braziers to be removed whose pipes de-

formed its windows, another coat of whitewash
would have been applied, so that while they

are redeeming ornaments with penknives by
inches, they are covering up cunning work,
infinitely more beautiful, by acres.

Though the bequests of Sir C. Wren, and
other pious persons, have never been applied

to enriching the dome with mosaic, filling the

windows with stained-glass, nor to finish the

altar with marble, with brass, and with gold,

let them not mar the beauty of its exterior

with paint, nor spoil the delicate beauty of

those ornaments which the tooth of time has

scarcely impressed
;

let them not endeavour to

honour their sovereign by dishonouring the

temple of their God : let them make some
little effort to prevent the desecration or

decay of that structure which was built for the

promulgation of the truths of His religion. One
of the first bishops spent his whole fortune in

erecting the former edifice. Ilis successors

enjoy the lands and the revenues, but

leave the sacred edifice to the tender mercies

of the painter, the whitewasher, and the putty-

man. And I would appeal to the public also

and ask who has a heart so void of feeling, or

who has an eye so dull, as not to have been

struck with its sublimity? or on passing its

sacred threshold, whose soul has not been

elevated to the praise of that Deity whose
mercy, like the glow of the sun-beam, is re-

vealed by the smiling face of Nature, whose
power is charactered in flame by the light-

ning, and thundered by the billows of the deep.
Let him, then, strive to save from defilement

this glorious achievement of art—this crown
of our city—this monument of the wisdom of
our countryman, bestowed on him by God for

his own praise !

1 am, Sir, your obedient Servant,

G. A. J.

Trinity-square, 5th May, 1845.
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ON THE HAGIOSCOPE AND OTHER TARTS
OF ALDERTON CHURCH, WILTS.

BY JAMES THOMSON, M.R.I.A.

It is remarkable that there should exist no
early historical record of Alderton Church,
Wilts, as there are strong indications that it

must have been one of the most ancient eccle-
siastical structures to be met with in an English
village.

1 say village because I would not venture to
extend my observation beyond that limit. I

use it in contradistinction to those which exist
in towns and cities, where it frequently happens
that erections are made of a more massive and
enduring character than are to be found in
villages.

With respect to the village in which it is

situate, I beg to quote the words of our justly
celebrated antiquary, John Britton, who in his

* See p. 217, in present No.

“ Beauties of England and Wales,” published
A.n. 1814, thus refers to it:*
“ Alderton, or Aldrington, is a village and

parish situated to the westward of the l’osse-

way,f on the confines of this county with
Gloucestershire.

According to the Parliament returns of 181 1,
the parish contained twenty-nine houses and
153 inhabitants. This manor belonged for up-
wards of three hundred years to the family of
the Gores, several of whom were knights or
persons of distinction. 'The old manor-house,
which is still standing,

%

is situated to the north
of the village church, and is now the property
of a family named Hedges.
Thomas Gore, an antiquary, and ajpolitical

* Vol. xv.. p. 2.

t This Fosse-way is one of the Roman roads which pass
through Wiltshire, being a branch of the Julia Strata, ex-
tending from Beckford, is continued through Banncrdown,
Easton Grey, across the turnpike-road between Tetbury and
Malmsbury to Cirencester.

I That was in 181-1
;
it is now entirely gone.

writer of considerable note in the seventeenth
century, was born at the manor-house of this

village, in the year 1631, and received the early

part of his education at Tetbury, in Gloucester-
shire T 11 1617 he removed to Magdalen Col-
lege, Oxford, and afterwards went to London,
and entered himself a member of the society of
Lincoln’s Inn. He soon, however, quilted the
metropolis, and retired to his patrimonial
estate at Alderton, where he followed the bent
of his inclination by devoting his attention to

the study of antiquities and heraldry. In the
latter branch of knowledge, indeed, he became
one of the greatest proficients of his age, and
published several works on the subject written
in Latin. Among these was ‘ A Catalogue of
the Writers on Heraldry, with a Prefatory
Discourse of Arms and Armoury,’ which was
first published in London in 1668, and again
at Oxford in 1674. Mr. Gore, being considered
a man of talent, influence, and property, was
nominated high sheriff of his native county for
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the year 1680, and filled that station with great
respectability, and with the most scrupulous
regard to the just execution of its duties. The
times, however, in which he lived, had been too
boisterous to be assuaged in the short period
which had intervened from the era of the Res-
toration, especially under a monarch so regard-
less of public opinion as Charles II.
Mr. Gore was censured by many of the

county gentlemen for want of loyalty, because
his conduct in office was directed by ir.odera
tion towards those of the republican or Whig
faction. 'This reproach induced him to vindf-
cate his principles and character in a work
entitled “ Loyalty Displayed, and Falsehood
Unmasked,” published at London in ^1681.
Alter that he scarcely survived three years,
having departed this life at Alderton, in March’
1681, where ho was buried among his an
cestors in the parish church. He left behind
him a variety of MS. compositions relative to
heraldry, and considerable collections on the
antiquities of Wilts.”

This brings me to speak of the church itself
which is dedicated to St. Giles, of whom,
according to MSS. in the British Museum, it
is said that St. Giles was an abbot of the 8th
century, and mentioned in the Anglican
Calendar, as by birth an Athenian of noble
extraction, called in Latin iEgidius, who
visited Fiance in 715, where he remained two
years with Caasarius, Bishop of Arles; that lie
ived in retirement as a hermit, and is said to
have been nourished with the milk of a hind
in the forest, and that the King of France dis-
covered him in hunting hv pursuing the chase
°f that hind to his hermitage, where it had
sought lor shelter at his feet.
The king afterwards built a monastery on

the site ot his hermitage, and made him an
abbot. He died in his eightieth year, and
was buried in his own abbey.*

In the Golden Legends, his emblems are a
hind, with its head or its fore feet on his lap,
and a branch of a tree sprouting before him,
the thorny bush not to be penetrated. And
in Cal Icon’s Images the hind is by his side, and
an arrow has pierced the hermit in his thigh.
Now, there seems much probability that this

church (and doubtless several others), was
rounded soon after the canonization of St
Giles, say about the 9th or 10th century,
when the history and merits of the saint weie
yet Iresh m the minds of those whose occupat-
ion it was to do honour to his name. 1 am
nd to this conclusion Ijy several authorities.
\ c nave seen that the saint was a resident of

p ,

’ France, between which place and
.plat'd 1 had been frequent intercourse
rom even a much earlier period than 1 have
Mentioned.

It is recorded in another work, also edited
'y Mr. Britton, t that so early as A.n. 314 at
he synod of Arles, three British bislmps
ftended, viz., Jvor, or Eherus of York
tcslitolms of London, and Adelphius, or
on 1 Icon, and at a later period, hut still earlier
1:111 ,!le date 1 have referred to, viz., in the
th century, it appears that the monasteries,
oth ot Malmsbury and Gloucester,! existed
t is therefore not too much to imagine, from
s local position being: not more than Hi or 12
ules from Malmsbury, and the existence of
5 Norman porch, that this was an early out-
>st of those Christian missionaries^
The porch consists of two slender columns,

j'nrly hut not quite disengaged from the
mbs of the door; they have capitals formed as

t imitation of the stems of trees, just at tho
innt where the limbs branch off, terminating
a square and filleted abacus. These columns

I'ipport a semi-c.rcular arch having very beau-
ul moulded chevron or zig-zag ornaments
te, woven at right angles with eacl, other,
ns brings me to explain the general features
d condition of the church as it appeared in
- spring of 1813, and is shewn by the an-

.... 1 . .1,. iU, marked f„

-sas^^sss ""1 Ethe,r"i
' lj

"’
,hr“

i U still remains in the diocese of Gloucester.
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EXTERIOR VIEW OF THE HAGIOSCOPE.

PLAN OF ALDERTON CHURCH, WILTS.

A Communion-table.
B Chancel.
C Nave.
D South Aisle.

E Tower and Belfry.
F North Porch.
G South Porch.
H Altar Tomb.

K Font. L PulpitM Reading Desk.
N Clerk’s Desk.
O Clergyman’s Pew.

0 Feet

PP Hagioscope.
QQ Hagioscope.
R Childrens’ Forms.
S Churchwarden’s Pew.
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40 feet by 14 feet, a chancel about 22 feet bv

13 feet, a' square tower and a north and eoutn

P
The nave and aisle were, and still remain,

divided bv three early pointed arches rest,

in ir on sLon (or 1 should rather consider

them Romanesque) pillars, having mou

cap, and bases, but without carv'ng, and ho

whole supporting a root of solid oak, a noil

also is still preserved. There were also wind, w,

„f Q ll dates, from the early cusped mullion

down to the latest perpendicular.

The Chancel, to which I have more parti-

cularly devoted attention, was, I think, singu-

lar in 'some points, and curious In all. I t had

such a mixture of dilapidated dignity in its

old features, and clumsy introduction of new

ones, as to make one wish either that there

were no such officials as churchwardens at all,

or that they should be men of better minds.

The oak screen was not less remarkable for

the strength and construction of its frame-

work, than for the lightness and beauty of its

carving. The massiveness of the former

enabled it to withstand the effect of time or the

rude hand of man
;
but of the finer parts only

enough remained to indicate what it must

have been, and enable the artist to develope

them anew ;
some of these were found “ used

up ’’ in other parts of the church “ to patch a

wall t’ expel the winter’s Haw. I t con-

sisted of three principal divisions, the two

sides being divided into five compartments,

each with moulded mullions, the lower ones

inclosed with pannels, and the upper ones open

and terminating in very beautiful tracery. 1 he

middle compartment had an old ledged door,
|

borrowed apparently from some outhouse in

the neighbourhood, for it did not even fit the

place. It was fastened by a padlock, and

served to secure the miserable appendages of

the church. Those compartments were sur-

mounted by a very bold cornice, in the hol-

low of which a rich vine-leaf ornament, strung

as it were together by a twining rope or cord,

was introduced. The top was quite bare, but

had a groove, and by chance I met with two

or three pointed finials, the tenoned end of

which upon trial was found to correspond

with it. _

I must not omit to mention a mistake into

which I was likely to have been led by the

ledged door just alluded to. It seemed very

natural that a screen with a doorway should

have a door, and I had proposed one to he

made of corresponding character with the rest

of the screen, and thought it worked out ex-

ceedingly fortunate, as it would just admit of

three similar compartments : when I came,

however, to examine how a door had been

originally applied, I found not only that there

had been no door, but that it had not been de-

signed to have one, and that two grooves

existed in the side posts, shewing that the

head of this opening had also been finished by

tracery, to which I subsequently found a suffi-

cient clue. These grooves did not come down
more than about 12 or 14 inches from the top,

and there abruptly stopped.

T come, therefore, to the conclusion that this

aperture, if it had any inclosure at all, bad some

kind of curtain. The chancel also contained

some very interesting monuments of the Gore

family, before mentioned, who once possessed

the manor of Alderton. One of these deserves

particular notice, and an altar tomb of more an-

cient date. This latter (probably of the 15th or

16th century) consists of a massive top having

a moulded edge and supported by stone panels,

divided into Gothic compurtments, three of

which have shields of an ancient character,

attributed (from the hollow scoop on ono

side) to the time of the Crusades and

Tournaments; and the only heraldic device

being the chevron, traced in red colour across

each shield.

The former monument has a sort of Eliza-

bethan framework ornamented with angels’

heads and other devices. Within this was an

arched niche deeply recessed in the wall, and

containing in alto-relief a figure in an atti-

tude of earnest prayer before a table or altar

supporting a book
;
but the figure was at the

same time so gorgeously and quaintly dressed

“ With nip, and snip, and cut, and slish, and slash,

Like to a censer in a barber’s shop,”

I am, however, induced to believe that even

this attempt of the sculptor, whoever ho

niio-ht be, reached what in our monu-

mental works of this day is not always

attained, viz. the comprehension of those to

whom it was addressed.

It shewed first that the person referred to was

one of rank aad condition, and that his condi-

tion did not render him unmindful of his duty

to his God! Some indeed might contend that

this figure was not designed to represent the

deceased person at all, but that of his sur-

viving relative who was occupied in saying

masses for the soul of the departed. I do

not, however, think that was the case, and

whether so or not it does not alter the general

inference that the parties were not less digni-

fied than devoid

.

But although the phurch retained these

good memorials of bygone days, it was fright-

fully mutilated and disfigured by the miscalled

improvements of later times. Thus, the

chancel roof, which had been of fine old oak,

with collar beams or arched ribs greatly de-

cayed by neglect of the tiling, had for its sub-

stitute a lath and plaster ceiling flat over the

whole. It was deemed of little consequence

that the head of the east window was clean

cut off, nor that a bulk head filled up the great

chancel arch. For all this mischief the

amende was held to be some new square deal

tablets with “ Batty Langly ” mouldings, and

surmounted by a solid heart all on fire!

There is something lamentably deserving

of notice in this, viz. that the very iconoclastic

spirit which led to the mutilation and defacing

and destruction, ns idolatrous, of what was at

least refined in its character and imagery, had

run into the grosser error of symbolizing the

flame of divine love by so coarse and clumsy

a device as this
*

The mixed abuse and neglect of the chancel

had naturally led to an equal malformation of

the church : here and there would peep out a

fine piece of old carved-work of various dates

and styles, from the plain linen-pattern down

to the most decorated English, but these tor

the most part were hacked and cut to pieces

;

while to the solid oak carved ends of the seats

were hung dwarf ledged doors, exactly like

those of the pig-styes in the village.

The south aisle was in a worse condition

with respect to dilapidations ;
by the decay of

the collar-beams, the roof had so bulged the

walls by its lateral pressure, that but for the

porch, which acted as a buttress, it would have

long been a promiscuous heap.

In the nave was another indication of change-

ful times. The font had evidently stood at

one time ou the north side of the west pillar,

thus presenting itself towards the chief door ot

entrance. This might be gleaned from the

existence of a wrought-iron bracket, which

had no doubt once suspended an ancient cover.

The cover, however, at the time I speak of,

was exactly like a copper lid, and the bracket

was used to carry a common glazed street

lamp to “ light up ” the church.

The feature of most “ pomp and circum-

stance
v was a large square family pew, 1

believe the chnrehwardeirs : it was raised on a

platform, with sidcsso lofty, that noone entering

the church could know if any persons were

there (even though it might be toll), except at

those parts of the service where all the people

stand.

It may be here proper to remark, that after

scraping off the many-coated whitewash, there

was an appearance of coloured bordering round

the arches (not fresco), but a sort of Roman
ochre, exhibiting that scroll, the origin of

which has been said to designate the waters,

from its resemblance to the motion of waves.

And here, with respect to symbols, and orna-

ment, and devices;—surely the suitable adorn-

ings of the church are not less incumbent on

us than the bare erection of the walls. So long

as we do not rest in them ns objects of any

vital and saving importance, they may be sim-

ply an outward act of the inward grace which

prompts the building of a temple to religion.

We all know the rebuke which King David

received for presuming to erect a temple at all

;

but nevertheless we learn that his son, Solo-

mon, was permitted to build a “ house that

was magnificent ;” and that the temple where

the apostles Peter and Paul deigned to enter

and preach had its “ beautiful gate.”

But, not to multiply instances, which, in-

deed, would be endless, to shew how proper it

is that a church should be suitably adorned.

I would quote an expression of one of our

English poets, who says,

—

“ IIow lost to piety and virtue they,

Who with superfluous pageantry and pomp,

Adorn their mansions and

Neglect their God’s
!”

The most important marks of the antiquity

of this church have yet to be noticed, viz., the

formation of a hagioscope ,* of which it may not

he superfluous (as it is comparatively a new,

or revived term in ccclesiology), to offer some

prefatory remarks.
. ,

In one of the works published by the

Cambridge Camden Society, 4nd which has

had very general circulation, the word is thus

explained:—“By this term is meant those

singular and not uncommon apertures which

were made through the different parts of the

interior walls of a church, generally on one or

both sides of the chancel arch, as at at. Sepul-

chre's, in order that the worshippers in the

aisles might be able to see ‘ the elevation oj the

host,'

The term in general use is “squint;' that

<x,i in- snnii* ecclesiologists “ loricula

;

l hi: ii-iiii

used by some ecclesiologists ,

the former is every way objectionable, and the

latter unmeaning ;
and also elevation aperture

wa9 sometimes substituted.

These apertures were usually oblong slits

in the chancel wall, opening obliquely into an

aisle or chantry; at Tillbrook, Beds, is an

example of a chantry piscina, serving also tor

a hagioscope, as there likewise is at Castle

Rising, in Norfolk, and at St. Mary s Guild-

ford, a benatura was thus used. Standground,

in Huntingdonshire, has a hagioscope on

both sides of the chancel.
.

In early Norman churches, their place js

sometimes supplied by a small one on each side

of the chancel aisle, &c.”
. .

I think it is due to the rival societies of Ox-

ford and Cambridge, whether they continue to

he, or cease to be, to admit that they have done

much good, in their generation, and that to tl.e.r

efforts may be greatly attributed the revival of

our ecclesiastical architecture. 1 hey June

brought to light much valuable material, and

possujly having done so (seeing that wou hi not

be in their province, nor, I may add, legiti-

mately in their power to adopt them), they may

he content with the good they have achieved,

and rely upon the just appreciation of their

labours both by the protession and by the

country. „ ,

To return to the subject of the apertures

in question, which arc marked on the

plan, I would observe that they corre-

spond as to their situation and direction with

the examples alluded to by the Camden Society,

viz., that they were squints in each side ot the

chancel arch, cut in an angular direction

towards the high altar; but as it appears (to

me) rather formed for hearing than seeing
;

as

although their exterior was bulky, as you will

perceive by the annexed engraving ot the interior,

at the time I speak of, was not more than U
or 14 inches square. It is true they might

have been filled up, and indeed one ot them

was filled up entirely. 1’hey also differ from

any example I have yet heard of, in this that

they are cut so entirely through Ilia walls of

the chancel, that it became necessary to cor-

bel out for them, anil cover them over with

a tiled roof. Moreover, they intersected the

splayed iamb of the lancet window on one stile,

and on the other obliged it to bewailed up.

Indeed, much of these were not known to many

to have existed, owing to the general decay o

the church, and that it was thickly covered

with ivy in many of these parts. The best in-

terpretation that I have been ahle to come at

is one for which I am indebted to a passing

remark the other clay of Mr bcolcs, and

which has reminded me of other tacts that

serve to corroborate his opinion.

lie said, with reference to these apertures,

that there might have boon side altars at the end

of the aisle or aisles (and I believe it is in

this day not uncommon in Catholic chur

to have squints of that kin; >• Mr - "K 1

that one was at first inclined to smile at its

inconsistency, especially as it was emblazoned

in the colours of the rainbow.

* As this is not the place for expressing theological

opinions, I would simply remark what I have somewhere

read, “ that be the shade of Christian faith what it may, it

rarely happens that the religion is in fault, but the errors

which the minds of men engraft upon it.”

to nave squints rn mat o "
;

in one of his works, published 1844, ex

hibits such a one at St. Giles s, CheadleL

* Hagioscope, from the Greek hngios, holy, scopas, to



This suggestion brought to my recollection that
the stone floor of the church at that end was
considerably elevated, I should say more than
a foot above the common level of thechurch,* *
and indeed which ever way you passed round
the end of the south aisle, you had to step up
or step down at opposite ends.
To return to the north side, as the tower of

the church is of much later dale, it is more
than probable that either a north aisle or
tiansept and side chapel may have also existed
there, and thus we get a probable solution of
the whole matter. It may be also mentioned,
as identifying the object of the aperture, that
in one of them was found (and I happened to
be present at the time) the clapper of a little
bell, most probably the sancte bell, which is

rung on elevating the host, and that no more
should be found than the clapper may bo
accounted for by the probability that the bell
itself was a silver one.

Now several curious inferences may bo
drawn from these facts; first, that the intro-
duction of these apertures must have been at a
very early date, and secondly, that the walls of
the chancel pmst have been of one still more
so. for if it had been considered that such
apertures were necessary at the time of its
original erection, they would have been better
provided for, and the lancet windows would
not have been placed in such a situation.
On the whole, I come therefore to the con-

clusion (as I ventured to say in the commence-
ment of this paper) that taking into considera-
tion the many features it contained, and some of
which are still preserved, especially its Saxon
pillars and its Norman doorway; its fine
massive oak roof, and the existence of these
curious apertures; its approximation to the
old Homan road, and its relations to the abbeys
of JVlalmsbury and Gloucester, it must have been
one of the most ancient structures to be met
with in a retired rural district.
A few words are due, by way of explanation,

or the parts of this church which have been
necessarily removed in the recent repairs, as
well as those which are preserved.
Of the former, especially the hagioscope,

»n one side a new chantry has been thrown
>ut for the belter accommodation of parish-
oners, and on the other a small turret leading
o the belfry. Still the mouths of one of
hose apertures has been preserved, and, as I
ave before said, most of the ancient features.
->f those which have been renewed I may also
dd, that they have been done in the most
urable and substantial manner at the sole cost
f a gentleman whom we have the honour to
umber amongst the members of the Insti-
ito, I mean Mr. Necld, M.P. : indeed, I think
is due to him to say, that in the restoration of
ns church, he has spared no expense to render

]

complete as an example of its kind; and

I

iat whatever faults it may have, they neither
ise from any arbitrary rule in the proprietor,
•>r restricted means: the only condition he
aposed was, that it was not to be forgotten

I
at it was a village church.

. Even the parts which were too dilapidated
|j

be repaired, but to which their time-worn
“lures gave value, he allowed to be preserved
' t,ie erection of a rustic school-house, in
meli they would be introduced

;
so that even

t years to come they may (within a few
Irds of their former destination) be identified
the olden features of the village church.
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THE DISTRICT SURVEYORS.

, . I your correspondent who signs
himself A Subscriber from the First ” is
rather too severe upon the new district sur-
veyors. I am living in one of the new Ken-
sington districts, in n row of houses built
about hlty years since, and which have the
party-walls certainly not more than nine inches
thick, if so much. My next door neighbour,
an old lady, who has nothing on earth to do
has been amusing herself lately by having the
interior of her house very extensively altered •

the staircase has been removed, and turned’
I believe, in another direction. Now, Mr!
Editor, for several days (within the last fort-'
night) her workmen were knocking at or into
the party-wall between us : through which
besides the annoyance that resulted from the
noise commencing early in the morning, my
furniture had to be removed, and I was in
momentary expectation of some of the wall
tumbling in. Now, was the new district sur-
veyor informed by the builder of these opera-
tions? Oh no, nor was there any thing in the
vulgar form ofa “ barrow of bricks or mortar ”

placed outside the house, to inform any one of
what was going on within. All the brick rub-
bish removed was carefully buried in the back
garden, and the job was kept snug and com-
fortable. Before, therefore, a public meeting
°t the builders is called to consider the means
ot defending themselves from the arbitrary
proceedings of the now district surveyors, I
should recommend them to look at home, and
to endeavour honestly and in a straightfor-
ward way to obey the new Act.

I am, Sir, &c.,
May 3rd. q

REASONS FOR THE REPEAL OF THE
WINDOW TAX.

;New Episcopal Church in Connection
ith the Sait,on’s Home. — At a public
iletmg held at Crosby-hall on the 30th ult.

p
arl of Haddington in the chair, it was

llolved that a subscription be entered into for
- purpose of erecting and endowing, under

;.st, a church with free sittings for seamen
quenting the port of London. Captain Sir
bward 1 ai ry, R.N., expressed a hope that the
• ample which they were about to set would have
I effect of inducing other churches to be
F't ln every port throughout this great mari-
i e country. Before the meeting separated
hscripUons were announced amounting to
ill ly

1 ,700/. Measures have already been taken

p
securing a site for the proposed church

(die new street now forming in the vicinity

P
1 '10 London and St. Katharine’s Docks.

i|.So HtUc care had been taken about the level when it waslUed to a different purpose, viz., burial vaults, that when
i icanie necessary to have an even floor throughout the

" c ,incl somc difficulty to clear the crown arch of the

Sir, Having been employed to fix some
zinc funnels upon the tops of chimneys above
four feet high, I have complied with the Act
in building two feet of brickwork round the
same, hut the district surveyors in two of the
new districts, viz. Lewisham and Camden
1 own, are not satisfied unless they finger their
fees

; whereas none of the old surveyors have
taken any notice of them.

1 be Act, I am sure was not made for the pur-
pose of simply putting fees into the pockets of
those gentlemen, but for the better protection
ot the public. I should feel obliged by your
information as to bow I am to act in the matter.

I am, Sir, &c.,

„ ,
Josh. Bird.

Seymour- place, May 5th, 1845.

* 1 be district surveyors can claim a fee
if they attend to see the chimney-pot fixed in
accordance with the Act. The amountofthefee
nuist be settled by the referees with the consent
ot the Commissioners of Works and Buildings.
We have received intimation that the next

meeting of the master carpenters will be held at
the Freemasons’ Tavern on Wednesday, the
21st, instead of the 28lh, when the working
ot the New Buildings Act will be considered
by the board, “ especially the alteration of the
Act by the referees in the permission to ovei
sail in extending the width of chimney -breasts,
and in the fees to the district surveyors as to
smoke-pipes and chimney-tubes; also as to
the operation of the New Act in the price for
party and party fence-walls if built 'previous
to the present Act coining into operation.”
We suspect the hoard are wrong in con-

sidering that the referees have made any alter-
ation in the Act as to over-sailing to increase
the width of chimney-breasts. See our last
number, p. 205.

Projections from Buildings Com-
menced Before January Last We have
the particulars before us of proceedings relative
to a how from a house built before the 1st
of January, which the district surveyor for
Lewisham in the face of common sense and
the published award of the official referees in
precisely similar cases, has thought proper to
take. I be matter has been heard by the
referees, hut as they have not yet made an
award, we withhold comment for the present.

oo^r RIlFORD BR,nfJK-—H is Stated that
20,000 persons paid toll between the hours of" a,l

£
I 0,1 the day the bridge was opened,

the directors and others dined together in the
evening.

The committee deputed by the metropolitan
parishes to collect information nn the subject
of this obnoxious, injurious, and unjust tax,
with a view to its repeal, bare published a very
able report. After commenting; on the tone of
the late debate on the subject in the House of
Commons, the total absence of any attempt at
argument in favour of the tax, the unanswer-
able exposure of its pernicious effects and its
incredible inequality, the report proceeds :

—
.... unnecessary to do more than simply
(iiioct attention to the innumerable evils affect-
ing the moral and physical condition of society,
which originate in the imposition of this cruel
ax. A tax on the light of heaven, and on the
air we breathe, denounces itself in terms too
strong for aggravation, too precise to admit of
dispute. But if any confirmation of the ap-
palling mass of human misery which it
involves were needed, it is to bo found, re-
peated again and again, in its minutest details,
in the reports of sanatory commissions, and
in the evidence of statistical inquirers, medical
practitioners, and ministers of the Gospel

; all
bearing concurrent testimony against this
crying iniquity. Disease, pestilence, and un-
timely death

; moral contamination, and aeon-
sequent large amount of crime, are among the
results directly traced by these incontrovertible
witnesses from the penalties unwisely imposed
by the Legislature on the free enjoyment of
light and air.

*

i o what motive then are we to attribute the
continuance of a tax so incontestibly noxious
in its effects ? Grieved, indeed, should we be,
to be compelled to believe that it is main-
tained for no other reason than this—that
while it presses on the poor mechanic and the
humble tradesman, with a crushing prepon-
derance, the scale under which it is collected
is so arranged as to fall lightly on the rich,
and scarcely to be felt by the opulent classes
ofsociety. X et, if the tax he continued after
the late debate, in which these facts were
proved beyond all possibility of doubt or denial,
to what other conclusion can we come than
that all its monstrous evils are inflicted for the
very sake of this unequal pressure on the
lower and middle classes, while the upper are
purposely relieved by it from hearing their
just share of the obnoxious burthen ?

From the data afforded by the Government
J. aides it will be seen that while bouses having
20 windows are charged at the rate of Gs. 2.U1.
and houses having 30 at the rate of 7s. 8d

’

houses having 180 are charged only at the rate
ot os. bjd. 2b3 at the rate of only 4s. 2d., and
oOO at the rate of only 2s. 7d.' per window,
lint tins is taking a very superficial view of
the subject, a deeper investigation of which
lays bare so enormous a disproportion as would
scarcely be credited, if we were not prepared
with undisputed and indisputable proofs of its
reality. Unless it be the express object of the
tax to exclude from our dwellings as far as
possible the blessings of light and air, the only
assignable purpose of taxing windows accord-
ing to the above scale, is to be found in the
assumption, that the value of houses increases
in the proportion, and only in the proportion,
ot the scale up to thirty-nine windows, and in
a much smaller proportion beyond that
number. But so far is this from being the
tact, that a very little investigation suffices to
prove that the number of windows afl’ords
nothing like a definite criterion of the value of
a house, either above *or below the number of
thirty-nine; but that so far as it can be
applied, it is in houses containing a greater
number of windows than that which is taken
as the pivot of the scale, that the most rapid
advance takes place in value in proportion to
the additional number of windows they con-
tain.

For the purpose of illustrating the gross,
the almost inconceivable, inequality of the lax,
we present the following table (drawn up from
official sources), and confidently submit the
justice and policy of the continuance of such a
monstrous impost to the judgment of honest
and reflecting men.

In this table, the first column shews the
number of windows; the second, the monev-
rate at which they are assessed to the window-
tax

;
the third, the annual value at which the

several bouses are assessed to the property-
tax

;
and the fourth, the per centage on then-

value, as assessed to the property-tax, borne
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by the amount which they pay to the window-

duties.

3?, Chapel-street, Edgeware-rd.

10, Upper Rathbone-place

31, Peter-street, Westminster.

6 ,
Marylebone-court .

Francis Beealey, Plasterer, 3

Lancaster-court • • >

John Weston, Plasterer, Cha-
j

T. Miller, Tailor, 30, Marylc-

1

bone-lane /

31, Broad-street, Westminster.

8
,
Cross-street, Westminster. .

12 ,
Bulstrode-mews, rag and \

bottle shop
'

6
,
Dufour's-placo, Westminster

5, Little Marylebone-street

2, Little Marylebone-slreet

58, Puland-street, Westminster

lb, Poland-street, Westminster

74, Great Portland-street

72, Great Portland-street

27, Foley-place

349, Oxford-street

270, Regent-street

50, Upper Marylebone-street ..

132, Oxford-street

133, Oxford-street

154, Regent-street

118, Regent-street

234, Regent-street

1
,
Mansfield-strcet, Portland- 1

place, H.T. Hope, Esq. M.P. >

W hitehall- gardens, Sir It . Peel
,
\

Bart., First Lord of theTrca-

Window
Duties

Assessed.

17, Piirtmnn-square, Duke of

Newcastle
1 ,
Upper Berkeley-strcet, Mon- \
tagu-house >

33, Upper Grosvenor-street, \

Marquess of Westminster. /

Privy Gardens, Duke of Buc- "i

cleuch J

South Audlcy-street, Earl of 1

Chesterfield J

Duke of Beaufort

Apsley House, Duke of Wei- 1

lington i

20, Manchester-square, Hcrt- 1

ford House S

Carlton Club
Reform Club

10 6 9

5 14 1

10 15 10

8 19
"

11 14

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAYS:

*SOOft0.

59 13 0

No audacity can justify, no sophistry can

palliate, injustice so glaring, such an unequi

vocal sacrifice of the poorer to the wealthier

classes, as arc exhibited in this plain table of

official facts. To add to its iniquity would

seem impossible; but we are much mistaken

if the following table, illustrative of the com-

parative amount of relief obtained by the rich

and the pour occupiers of houses from the

repeal of the house-tax, in preference to the

window-duties (which took place in 1834), do

not excite equally strong feelings of indigna-

tion in the minds of those who reflect by what

class it is that taxes are imposed and repealed,

If that class has any regard for common justice

any desire to remove the almost universal im

pression that it legislates solely for its own

advantage, and without regard for the interests

of the community at large, it will take the

earliest opportunity of effacing from the statute

book such a damning recor.l as is here pre-

sented of the justice of the charge. Up to this

time we may believe that they have legislated

in ignorance; but the facts are now laid bare,

the plea of ignorance will no longer avail, and

the repeal of the window-tax is a debt which

they owe to their own characters, if they wish

to continue to be regarded and respected

men of honour and as men of principle.”

Taxes, 1833.

Windows. House.

RICH.

The Earl of Chesterfield.

.

The Marquess of Westminster
The Duke of Beaufort

The Duke of Wellington .

.

Regent-street, new street

built to evade tax

POOR.

£. s £.
12 17 9 ,283 0

33 18 3 1123 19

42 17 9 'l70 17

33 18 3 262 1

19 >63 10

Francis Bcesley, Plasterer, 1

Lancaster-court J
\

G. H. Haxlewood, Little y
Stanhope-street /

John Weston, Plasterer,Cha- 1

pel-court /
;

William Lee, Publican, 5, "i

Pollen-street / I

Peter-street, St. James’s Pa-
j

I

rish .

.

April 29th.—The discussion on the atmo-

spheric system of railways, which had occupied

the attention of the Institution for the two

previous evenings, was renewed by Mr. Bidder

presenting a statement in a tabular form, from

which he clearly deduced the tractive force

which the atmospheric system was capable of

exerting over a pipe of a mile in length, and by

taking from this the losses consequent on the

friction and gravity of the train, shewed that

which was due to 'the resistance of the atmo-

sphere, &c. His statements were proved by

reference to the avowed experiments of Mr.

Samuda. His investigations also enabled him

to render conspicuous the loss arising from the

friction of the air within the tube, which

accounted satisfactorily for some apparent dis-

crepancies in the acceleration ot velocity of

different trains over the mile at the end of the

tube. His views on this point were confirmed

by the experiments of Mr. C. II. Gregory, and

those published in the report of M. Mallet.

The discussion of the basis of the deductions,

reported by Mr. Stephenson, was then dis-

posed of with the decided and generally pre-

vailing admission of its truth.

'The commercial part of the question was

then entered upon, and the case of the Nor-

wich and Yarmouth Railway was quoted as

one of the most simple character, and one

which would be of frequent occurrence. It

was shewn by facts and authenticated statements

of first cost and expense of working, that if

Mr. Samuda’s estimate for the apparatus, as

applied to the projected Croydon line, was

diminished by half, or from 6,000/. to 3,000/.

per mile, the mere interest of the outlay at

5 per cent, would amount to 10/. per mile per

annum more than the present cost of locomo-

tive power on the Norwich and Yarmouth line.

It had been stated before the atmospheric

committee of the House of Commons, that a

much smaller apparatus could be constructed to

do the work of this line. The fallacy of this

assumption and the calculations were analysed

and clearly exposed, inasmuch as it was

shewn to be mechanically impossible for the

contrivance to perform the amount ol work for

which it was designed, and that that work was

not analogous to that which was required by

the traffic of the Norwich and Yarmouth

Railway, inasmuch as the bulk of the traffic

was, of necessity, by particular trains, which

rendered their weight about four times greater

than had been estimated for.

The case of the necessity of a swing bridge

of 100 feet opening for the passage of vessels,

as at Yarmouth, was suggested a3 a mecha-

nical problem upon which the adherents of the

atmospheric system might be advantageously

exercised.

On reverting to the loss arising from the

friction of the air in the pipes, two of the

principal mining engineers of England cha-

racterized it, from their experience in the ven-

tilation of mines, a9 being of vital importance

to the atmospheric system.

The speeds attained on the South Shields

and the Newcastle and Carlisle Railways, with

the usual number of stoppages, were given,

and the deduction substantiated that a velocity

of upwards of thirty miles per hour was

attained within a distance of three-quarters of

a mile from the starting point. Experiments

were also quoted, shewing, 1st. That a loco-

motive train could be stopped in a shorter

distance than the train on the atmospheric

railway, the nett weight, speed, and number
of brakesmen being identical ; and, 2nd. That
the engine and tender alone were stopped in

one-fourth of the distance that the train alone

was stopped. The main conveniences of the

diminution of dust and noise in the case of the

atmospheric system were incidentally alluded

to, but were admitted not to be of great im-

portance.

Light for all Nations. —Mr. William
Bush has addressed a letter to the authorities

at Lloyd’s, in which he states that he has

recommenced his arduous undertaking, by

boring to ascertain the substrata of the Godwin
Sands

;
and, at 50 feet beneath the platform,

finds nothing but hard sand, nearly as solid a9

the rock itself. He appears confident of

success.

A Manual of Gothic Mouldings. By F. A.

Paley, M.A., Hon. Sec. to the Cambridge

Camden Society. London: Van Voorst.

1845.

This volume treats of the formation of

mouldings, their gradual development, com-

binations and varieties, with directions for

copying them. It is illustrated by nearly 500

examples, and will enable all who study it caio-

fully to determine the dates of buildings with

greater accuracy than by any other means.

The subject is one of grea't interest, and, up to

this time, only slightly investigated. As the

author remarks in the introductory section :

—

“ No person can have devoted much time

and pains to the investigation of Christian ar-

chitecture, as it was practised in this country

during the Middle Ages, without feeling the

importance, and at the same time the difficulty,

of acquiring an accurate knowledge of Mould-

ings. That certain conventional forms or de-

tails were in use at certain periods, and were

uniformly adopted in the constructive decora-

tion of all edifices, ecclesiastical and secular,

throughout the length and breadth of the land,

with varieties rather of combination or dispo-

sition, than of the component members, is an

undoubted fact, well known to and admitted by

all who have paid any attention to the subject.

But whence these forms arose, whether from

a natural process of gradual development, or

from some esoteric principle of symbolical de-

sign
;
whether they originated in some real or

pretended secret of freemasonry, or, lastly, in

mere accident or caprice, are curious questions,

which, so far as the author is aware, have never

yet been made the subjects of much investiga-

tion. Again, how far the same forms were

arbitrary or obligatory in ancient freemason-

work, how far they emanated from some par-

ticular source, and were dispensed by authority

through the country, or were assumed by some

tacit agreement on the part ot the masons

themselves, are equally interesting speculations, ,

though, perhaps, equally difficult to determine.

However this may have been, it is quite cer-

tain that a strict' intercourse must have been

kept up between the members of this body of

artisans, or almost every ancient church would I

exhibit new and strange varieties in the details

of its mouldings. When we consider the diffi-

culty which then existed of constant and speedy

communication between distant parts of the

country, this general resemblance and uni-

formity, not only indeed in mouldings, but in

all the' parts and features of Church architec-

1

tin e, must appear still more surprising. There

is in all these enough of licence and variety!

to make the knowledge of them a comprehen-

sive and difficult study to us, and yet such evi-1

dent resemblance and decided adherence to

rule, as to convince us that some system must

have been observed both in designing and

executing them.” 1

From the apparent extent of the inquiry,

the want of a reduction to leading principles,

it has been shirked by modern architects, and

many works consequently exhibit in the mould-

ings most striking anachronisms and confu-

sion of styles. We are disposed to think the

book now before U9 will do much towards in-

ducing a more careful investigation of the

subject, and we recommend our readers not

merely to buy it, but to study it carefully.

The necessity of copying mouldings in order

to understand them is very properly urged,

and the precautions to be observed in using the

lead tape for that purpose, are pointed out.

The practice of copying mouldings by the eye

alone is of great importance; by practice the

eye becomes familiar with the varieties, and in

a very short time, a power of delineating with

accuracy may be attained, which rendeis the

student independent of mechanical aids, and

enables him to proceed more rapidly than by

any other means. The planes in which the

mouldings lie, and the relative proportion of

the parts are chief points to be observed.

“ In considering any series of mouldings

previously to copying them, the first point is to

lay down on paper the various planes, that is,

to ascertain the plan of the arch, or other fea-

ture, before the mouldings were cut. When

this is done by accurate measurement, the rest

of the process becomes comparatively easy, and

the most complex and extensive combination,

which it appears at first sight impossible to

copy with any thing like accuracy, may be rea-
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dily disentangled, analysed, and sketched with
precision. Without attending to these facts, all

attempts to do so will be futile.

It may be alleged as a general rule, that

Early English mouldings lie on the planes
rectangular; that Decorated, according to their

kind, fall either on these, or on the chamfer-
plane alone; and that Perpendicular mouldings
almost always lie on the last. If some mem-
bers seem to fall short of one plane, they will

generally be found referable to some other

;

and if they fall on the segment of a circle,

which is much more rarely the case, the in-

clination must be determined by bending a
ruler or piece of lead across 4hem.”
A writer in the English Review for Decem-

ber, 1844, has the following remarks on the
difference between Grecian and Gothic mould-
ings :

—“ Where the Grecian delighted in

broad level surfaces, catching the light in

masses, or in projecting curves on which it

dies away by degrees into shadow, the Gothic
roughened and encrusted them with carving.

And thus in general we measure, or, if the
expression may be used, we read and peruse a
Grecian moulding by its lights, and the
Gothic by its shadows.” Again: “Of the
differences between the two classes of mould-
ing, some may be detected by a superficial

view. For instance, the Grecian delights in

convex lines, the Gothic in concave; the Gre-
cian in broad lights, the Gothic in narrow.
The Grecian throws out projections to catch
the eye; the Gothic endeavours to bury it in

deep recesses. The Grecian leads it gently
along in sweeping, unbroken undulations; the
Gothic fractures its lines, and combines them
in angles and curves. Tho lights and shadows
of the Grecian melt and slide insensibly into
each other; those of the Gothic are planted
together in strong and bold contrast
In the purest Grecian buildings, vertical
mouldings are rare. Horizontal mouldings
form the leading lines

;
and it is by these, even

|

in later and degenerated specimens, that the
vertical mouldings are regulated. In the
Gothic, vertical mouldings arc most frequent

;

and they overrule and determine those which
arc horizontal. And Grecian mouldings are
simple and easily divisible into parts

; Gothic
are entangled in labyrinths, and perplexed
with innumerable intricacies.”

To the subject of Gothic mouldings, their
dcvelopement and varieties, we shall shortly
recur.

tirormpottunui,

I DIFFERENCES IN BUILDERS’ ESTIMATE.
i Sir,

—

I take the liberty of forwarding to

i you the amounts of the tenders for a large
i hotel at Whitehaven, Cumberland, for the

ii Earl of Lonsdale. The difference between the

I

highest and lowest is most extraordinary. Mr.
i Nelson, one of the parties, is an architect and
builder at Carlisle, and a person well acquainted
with the place and prices, having built several
Marge edifices in the town. I went down and
|made strict investigation as to every item, I

|had to price out, and assure you that I went
(very closely into the estimates for Messrs.
llBurton. How can you account for the dif-
ference, when all parties were furnished with
the quantities by the architect, Mr. Carpenter?

I

Grimsdell ^26,795 0 0
Jay 26,327 0 0
Burton 21,473 0 0
Nelson (Carlisle) 21,021 0 0
Todhunter (Whitehaven). .. . 20,743 14 4 |

1 Blackstock and Co. (do.). . . . 19,525 0 0
i Grissell and Peto 18,860 0 0

j

Eiger and Kelk 18,700 0 0
R|gby 17,926 0 0

I Difference 8,869/.

I am, Sir, &c.

Semper Idem.
!

|

BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.
® IR

>
The very liberal and impartial view

i'ou have taken of the dissensions which have
unfortunately arisen in the Archeological
(Association, induces a belief that your columns
ire open to advocate an adjustment of their

i differences, which, it should be remembered
: y the committee on both sides, have involved'
[pie whole body of members in their quarrel,
iilfhere are few lovers of the history of their
:vwn country who did not gladly' hail the
lUtempt to form a society having for its objects

the promises their first prospectus held out, and
a proportionate degree of disappointment,
within a few months, to see the association
threatened with dissolution. Not from want
of objects for investigation, or money, or talent,
but a mere difference of opinion amongst the
members of the committee on a truly slight
ground, the subject of which, as well as the
consequences, are too well known to require
repetition. The position of both sides is ab-
solutely absurd, if not melancholy, when it is

considered the bitter feeling that this really
trifling cause has engendered in the lists, in-

cluding some of the first spirits of the day, as
well as reverend divines.

I would beg to suggest, to tbe latter more
especially, the propriety, not to say duty, of
offering their services in a spirit of concilia-
tion to bring about a proper understanding, and
I venture to predict, their endeavours towards
an adjustment of their differences would be
attended with good results. I am, Sir, &c.

P. A. X.

INTERCOLUMN AND 1 NT E RCOLU M N I ATION.
Sir, — According to Nicholson, both the

above terms convey a definite meaning. In-
tercolumn (from the Latin inter , between, and
columna

,
a column) signifies tbe open area

between two columns. Intercolumniation, the
distance between columns, measured by their
lower diameter.— I am, Sir, &c. N.

ifcltprrUanra.

Fall of a Viaduct at Ashton. — We
stated in our last impression, that an inquest
was then sitting on the bodies of the unfortu-
nate persons who were killed by the falling of
nine arches in the Ashton branch Railway.
At the request of the coroner, Mr. Samuel
Holme, engineer and builder of Liverpool, in
conjunction with Mr. Bellhouso, and Mr. Lee
of Manchester, made an examination of the
ground and works where the accident occurred,
with the view of finding out the cause. In
their report they state that on examining the
plan they found tho interior filled up with
rubble stone mixed with scablings and brick-
bats negligently thrown in, without being
regularly bedded, with mortar of a very infe-
rior quality, all of which bore evidence of the
slovenly execution of the works. The report,
which was lengthy, concluded with the follow-
ing declaration :

—• “ We cannot close this

painful examination without expressing our
opinion that great blame has been incurred,
and that this accident has taken place through
the inferiority both of the material and the
workmanship. We refer particularly to the
construction of the piers. These were totally
insufficient for sustaining the weight which
had been placed vertically upon them. The
pressure could only act on the exterior casing,
for the interior did not in the slightest degree
contribute to their strength, and would not
have borne their own weight if tho exterior
casing had been removed from them. The
want of binders also, to connect tho two sides
of the piers together, has been a most fatal

error, and painful as it is to us, we are com-
pelled to state that in our opinion, this acci-
dent would not have occurred had the works
been executed in a proper manner.” The jury
returned a verdict of Accidental Death, accom-
panied by the unanimous expression of their
opinion, that they considered the sole cause of
the accident to arise from the insufficiency of
the works and tbe inferiority of the material
used, together with negligence of the men and
the contractors, also that of the company’s
servants, and a request that the coroners would
forward the evidence taken before them to the
Lords of the Privy Council or the Board of
Trade, with the view to the Government send-
ing down some competent engineer to inspect
the whole of the works prior to the line being
opened to the public.

Names of Streets.—Monmouth-street,
named after the unfortunate son of Charles the
Second, so well known from its being the
residence of the purveyors of second-hand
habiliments, has bad its name changed to
Dudley -street. Petticoat-lane, at the East-end,
has in a similar way been transferred to the
more euphonious sound of Middlesex-street.
Atmospheric Railways.—The committee

of the House of Commons appointed to inquire
into the merits of the atmospheric system have
reported favourably of it.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
fWc arc compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers
however, they arc entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
Btrcet, Covent-garden.]

For taking down part of the present County
Gaol of Lincoln, and erecting a New Building on
the site thereof, with airing yards and other re-

quisites.

For building a school-room in London near the
bridges.

For the Masonry Work of several Viaducts and
Bridges.

For the performance of the Works connected
with the erecting of the new Pier at Penzance.

For the erection of the Borough Gaol, Bir-
mingham.

For the erection of a Building in London for a
highly-patronized purpose, at the estimated cost of
about 30,000/.

For the supply of 20,000 slow-grown Larch
Sleepers, wanted by the Manchester and Birming-
ham Railway.

For the necessary piliDg, excavating, and cart-
ing away of the soil, for the foundation of a New
Warehouse for the Dock Company at Kingston-
upon- Hull.

For the Alteration and Enlargement of the
Union Workhouse at Whittlesey, in the neighbour-
hood of Huntingdon.

For the Erection of a Workhouse between Swin-
don and Highworth, Wiltshire.

For the performance of the necessary works in

the construction of a New Dock in the Borough of
Kingston-upon-Hull.

For repairing and keeping in repair for three
years, from Midsummer-day next, the Cannon-
street Road, Middlesex.

For the Erection of a Gentleman's Residence and
Farmery attached, near the Shrivcnham Station on
the Great Western Railway.

For Erecting a Market-house at Malmesbury,
Wiltshire.

For a quantity of proof chain 2£, 1£, 1, $, and

£ inch, wanted by the Universal Salvage Com-
pany.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans, sections, and elevations for a Terminus,

and other requisite accompanying offices, for the

Great Southern and Western Railway, Ireland.

A premium of 30 guineas will be presented to the

party offering the best plan of Docks, capable of
admitting ships of 1,000 tons burden, to be erected
at Burnham, in the Bristol Channel.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

The timber and other trees now standing upon
the estate at Woodseaves, Salop. By order of the
Lord Chancellor made in the cause “ Dickin v.

Barker.”

At Mitchell’s Farm, near Saffron Walden. A fall

of 68 famous Oak, and six Ash timber trees with
the top wood.

At Wiston Woods, near Nayland, Essex : all

the Timber, Timber-like Trees and Saplings (con-
sisting of Oak, Ash, Elm, Asp, Birch, and Cherry)
arising from the Wood of 13 Acres called “ Hills.”

At Kersey, near Hadlcigh, Essex : 130 Capital
Oak Timber Trees, 70 Oak Standels, and about 30
Pollards, lying on “ The Ivy-tree Farm.”

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ J. J. B. ”

—

We are unable to insert the letter

as it has no public interest. The advertisement
shall of course appear if still desired.

“ J. W. A.”

—

We quite aqree with his second
note.

“ E. J. N. S.,” is thankedfor the sketch. We
will take an opportunity to look at the house.

“ C. K. ”— We could not assist our correspon-

dent in his desire to remodel thefront of his house

without engravings, and these would not be ofsuffi-
cient value to our readers generally to authorise

their preparation.

“A Young Builder,” cannot do better than
obtain “ Laxton’s Price Book. "

“ Herne Hill Church.”— We are much surprised

by the tone of the private letter signed William
Siigden, and the course pursued. We allowed all

the parties concerned to make their statements, and.

aftenvards, at the foot of a communication on the

subject signed W. A. (p. 166 ante), gave our
general impression of the tuhole. Mr. Sugden
complains of Mr. Alexander’s assertion, that the
statements are “untrue” (p. 130), and offers to
disprove it if the architect will pay the expenses of
such disproof, and the loss “ sustained through him
in material and labour he also points out por-
tions of the specification which do not agree with
the quantities furnished. This, however, which
seems admitted

,
does not at all alter the main ques-
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tion, and ue have not space for repetitions. The

generalfacts are before the public, andfrom these

they mustjudge.
“Hydraulic Works."— We shall be glad to

receive intimation of docks, ports, canals, 6fc.,ni

course of construction, or about to be constmeted

in this country, with the address oftheir respective

boards of management.
“ R. H. B."—“ Tberaelthorpe ' —next week.

Received.— “ The Quarterly Journal of the

Geological Society," No. 2, edited by Professor

Ansted—11 Old England,” part 17 (C. Kmght),—
•* Pictorial Gallery of Arts,” part 1 (C. Knight),

—Young's “ Lectures on Natural Philosophy,

edited by Rev. P. Kclland, part 4 (Taylor and

Walton).

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES

During the ensuing week.

Monday, May 12.—Geographical, 3, Water-

terloo-place, 8 p.m. ;
British Architects, IB, Gros-

venor-street 8 p.m. ;
Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-

street, 8 P.M.

Tuesday, 13.—Medical and Chirurgical, 53,

Berners’ -street, 8 p.m.; Zoological, Ilanover-

square, 8£ p.m.
.

Wednesday, 14.

—

Society of Arts, Adeljmi,

8 p.m. ;
Geological, Somerset-house, 8 p.m. ;

Graphic, Thatched-house Tavern, 8 p.m. ;
Phar-

maceutical, 17, Bloomsbury-square, 9 p.m.

Friday, 16. — Royal Institution, Albemarlc-

street, 8 a p.m.

Saturday, 17.— Asiatic, 14, Grafton-street,

2 p.m. (anniversary).

ADVERTISEMENTS.

rp ALSTON, Roman Cement, Cliimney-

JL • pot, Balustrade, and Coping Manufacturer, 24,

Bcivedcrc-placc, Borough-road.—To Builders, Bricklayers,

and Stonemasons.—A large quantity of the above MA-
TERIALS, in great variety of style and pattern, is now

SELLING at cost price, to clear the premises. Roman
stone coping, trusses and brackets. Country purchases at-

tended to with great care and punctuality.—Portland Cement

Window-cills. __
MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IN
FRESCO.

Stevens and son, patentees ami
SOLE MANUFACTURERS, beg respectfully to

announce that this beautiful cement has now arrived

at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sanguine

expectations. For all internal work it possesses a great

superiority over every article hitherto in use ; it is now being

used extensively by Government in the British Museum and

other public buildings. IT DOES NOT THROW OUT
ANY SALT, but presents a beautifully plain and perfect

surface, which may he painted upon dry work within fo»—

days without peeling. It is equally applicable for walls

lath, for mouldings, architraves, skirting, or flooring; and is

admitted to form the best ground for fresco painting, having

been used for many of the prize frescos lately exhibiting m
Westminster Hall. It will bear an intense heat without

cracking, and for hardness, durability, and economy, cannot

be equalled.

186, DRURY-LANE, LONDON.
Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr.R Part, 11

Alhcrton’s-buildings, Dale-street, Liverpool.

ATKINSONS CEMENT.—The public is

respectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-

cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architecture

and Engineering works upw ards of thirty years, is reduced to

2s. 3d. per bushel, nnd may be had in any quantity at Wyatt,

Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Holland-strcct, Surrey side of

Blackfriars-bridge.

N.B.—This Cement beingof a lightcolour, requires noarti-

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with

three parts its own quantity of sand.

KEENE'S PATENT MARBLE
CEMENT.—The Patentees of this composition beg

to refer to the British Museum, the Royal Exchange, the new

works at Bethlcm Hospital, Greenwich Hospital, and the Co-
" n in the Rcgcnt’s-park, as buildings finished or in pro-

gress, in which Keene’s Cement has been used as an internal

stucco. Its superiority to common plastering consists in its

extreme hardness, and the rapidity with which it dries, w hich

qualities fit it to receive paint or other finishing sooner

than other water Cement.
When employed for skirtings, architrave, and other

mouldings, in place of wood, it checks dry-rot, is impervious

to vermiue, prevents the spread of fire, anil is more eco-

nomical in its application than the material for which it thus

becomes the substitute.

Confirmation of these statements is to be found in the

almost universal adoption of Keene’s Cement for Skirting

and Hall flooring in the new houses on the Hyde Park Estate,

where its application is to be seen to the fullest advan-

tage.

In Liverpool and Manchester, Keene’s Cement has in

several cases been used for the covering of the fire-proof

warehouse floors, where its lightness and hardness give it the

preference over tiles and flagging, which arc much heavier,

and necessarily leave the floor intersected with numerous

joints, whilst Keene's Cement is laid down in one unbroken

surface.

The high polish and marble-like hardness of which this

Cement is susceptible render it the most suitable material

for the manufacture of Scagliola.

Patentees, J. B. WHITE & SONS, Millbank-strect,

Westminster, Manufacturers ol Roman and Portland

Cement.
Depdt in Liverpool, 36, Seel-strcet, James Woods, Agent.

TO ARCHITECTS. ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN

r OHNs'and CO.’S PATENT STUCCO
I ('EM ENT.—The following are the positive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced :—It will effectually resist Damp. It will never

vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It

never crack, blister, uor peel off. It will form a complete

Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never

requires cither to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of y
It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.

It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by the

Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates

at any season. It will adhere to any substance, evt

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may
he worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which

may lie papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the

severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of

this material docs not ’exceed that of the cheapest Cement

now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary and

valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of

economy.
Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have

declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally

preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing

the Cement and its mode of application, together with a

volume of Testimonials from every partof the Kingdom, may
be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,

Cheapside, lamdon : of whom also may be had,

JOHNS and CO.'S PATENT STONE-COLOUR
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-

terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman
or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than

White Lead Paint, which will frequently cuine off in flakes,

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; whereas

MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an

affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the suction,

thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in
•’

finish producing a pure stoue-like effect, produceable by

other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—and

may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even

most exposed Marine situations.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND BUILDERS.

PATENT METALLIC SAND CEMENT.
—Tbc Metallic Sand, from its chemical qualities,

forms, when mixed with blue lias lime, a metallic cement

of great strength and density; the iron, which is one of

principal constituents, combining with the bed in which

s deposited, and communicating to it a greater degree

of hardness than can lie obtained by admixture with

any other known material. Concrete and mortar in w hich

the metallic sand has been used arc more durable than

any other, continuing to indurate with time, and not being

affected by damp, otherwise than by increasing in hard-

ness from the oxydation which is thereby occasioned.

Employed as a cement to turn water from brickwork in tun-

nels, sewers, and other underground works, the Metallic

•Sand is found cheaper, and from its eminent adhesive

qualities to form a more solid and hydraulic body, in com-
bination with the brickwork, than any other cement at present

known
;
and in all cases the Metallic Sand is found the best

substitute for pozzolano that has ever been presented to the

public. As an external stucco, the Metallic Cement assumes

a rich stone-colour without the aid of paint or tint of any
kind, does not vegetate, and is entirely free from cracks and
blisters, and coutrnues to improve both in nppcarancc and
durability by exposure to the weather. The Proprietors refer

with confidence to works in which the Metallic Saud
has been extensively employed as concrete and mortar,

specified in the prospectus, where, also will he found refe-

rences to very extensive erections which have been stuccoed

with the Metallic Cement.
Further information will lie given, nnd specimens shewi

H IP TILES to suit slate roofs in colour;

Ridges, with plain or rebated joints, roll tops, and

vertical ornaments ;
drains, many sizes, with plain or socket

joints; paving in squares, hexagons, octagons, See., dif-

ferent colours ;
roofing, iu Grecian or Italian styles, other

devices also, or plain ;
conduits, which do not injure pure

water ;
fire-bricks and tiles ;

clinkers, and out-door paving
;

sundry wall-coping, garden-borders, chimney-tops ;
also

tubular and other flues of peculiar material. No agent, but

a depot at WH1TEFRIARS, and 22, WATER- LANE,
FLEET-STREET, LONDON, under Mr. PEAKE’S per-

sonal care, to supply genuine TERRO-METALL1C goods at

fair prices as per quality.

The TILERIES, TUNSTALL, STAFFORDSHIRE, are

near the centre of England, whence boats are scut direct to

any inland place ;
or to the Mersey for the coasts, the colo-

nics and elsewhere.

Hatcher’s bennenben tile-
MACHINE, Manufactured and Sold only by COT-

TAM and IIALLEN, Engineers, Agricultural Implement

Makers, tec., 2, Winslcy-strcct, Oxford-strcct, London.

t the ft

street, Camden New To'
I, opposite Pralt-

This is the most efficient Machine that has been invented

for the purpose of making Drain Tiles. Any shaped Tile

can be made by merely changing the die, which can be done

in a few minutes, it requires but lew bands, viz., one

man and three boys. With this amount of labour, the pro-

duct of a day of 111 hours is as follows, viz :—

1 inch diameter of 1 lj inches diameter of

Tile, 11,000
|

Tile, 6,800

li „ „ „ „ 8,000 | 2J „ „ „ 3,200

See Letter ofThomas Law Hodges, Esq., in the “ Transac-

tions of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,” page

551, part 2nd, vol. v.

The Machine is moveable down the drying-sheds, so that

it requires no extra boys to carry the Tiles, nor arc shelves

required in drying. It has been in full operation for

upwards of four months at Hempstead Park, near Cran-

brook, Kent. No charge made for Patent dues or licence.

The purchase of the machine includes free use of it.

M OON’S IMPROVED CHIMNEYS.

-

Samples of the Bricks to form the Circular blue,

now coming into general use, also those invented by t lark

and ltccd lor a similar purpose, may be seen at the Patentee’s

Western Depot, New-road, near Tottcnham-court-road,

where may be procured the Metal Bars and 'J Iiroats, also

the much-approved Caps for the prevention of Smoky Chim-

neys, without causing adjoining flues to smoke, or producing

the noise so generally complained of, arising from a large

surface of metal being exposed to the action of the wind.

Licences arc granted to Brick and Tile Makers for manu-
facturing the Bricks and Tiles, throughout, the United King-

dom, by application as above, or to Mr. ELIAS DORNING,
27, Cross-street, Manchester.

ERITANNIA IRON AND ZINC V/026KS, 174, HIGH HOX.BORM,

STOVE GRATE, KITCHEN RANGE, STEAM-COOKING APPARATUS, AND BATH MANUFACTORY.

R. K. 13 U T L E R
INFORMS ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, THE TRADE, AND ALL PARTIES DESIROUS OF ECONOMICAL OUTLAY IN

GENERAL AND FURNISHING IRONMONGERY,
That he has completed very extensive alterations at his Establishment, and invites an inspection o "1

''l*

and Warehouses, which will be found replete with every novelty of USEFUL and ORNAMLN 1 AL MANUFAGIURE
for GENERAL, HOUSEHOLD, and DOMESTIC USE.

Strong, Self-acting Kitchen Ranges, with back Boiler, Oven, and Wrought Bars:—
3 ft. 3 ft. 2 3 ft. 4 3 ft. G 3 ft. 9 4 ft.

3 1. 6s. 31. Us. 3/. 14s. 3/. 18s. 4 1. 4s. 4/. lus. 6d.

Ditto Ditto as above, with R. K. B's. improved Wrought Iron Oven, &c., from 20s. each extra.

Bright Register Stoves from 4/. each to 30 guineas.

Best Black Metal do., ~d. 8d. 9d. lOd. Is. per inch.

Ditto Ditto Elliptic Do. 3jd. 4d. per inch.
,

Estimates given for every description of Iron Work, Iron Sashes, Balconies, Staircase Railing and Palisades made

from Original Designs. .

V entilating, Warming by Hot Water, Steam, &c. Experienced and steady Workmen sent to all parts of the kingdom,

35y &cr jHajnsty s Lioyal letters patent.

BASFORD & CO., Patentees of the improved mode of Manufacturing Bricks)

Tiles nnd Quarries, &c., respectfully solicit the attentior
• •• ..... j i- . 1?

w. Tiles nnd Quarries, &c., respectfully solicit the attention of Architects, Builders, Brick and Tile Manufacturer^

and the Public generally, to their improved Front or Face Bricks for first-rate houses and other buildings. 1 he.se Bricks

are manufactured bv a peculiar method ; the mould is so constructed as to make that side and end upwards to the plain ol

the mould that forms the out-face in any building, and nut on their flat beds as in the ordinary way of Brickmaking.

Thus a smoothness and polish is given to them, either with or without a coating of fine prepared clay, which it is impos-

sible to give to Bricks made with their flat beds uppermost. Thus any colour can he worked on the surface of Bricks made

in this way, eveu the most expensive, without the body of the article being an expensive material. 11ns process is adapted

to making camber and other arches, corniciug, spouting, Sec., and owing to (he great heat 111 winch they are subject in

firing, they will resist the action of the atmosphere, and are not liable to gather dirt like the best Brick now in use
;

it is

supposed if the joints of these Bricks were set with air-fallen Lime and Linseed Oil mixed together, the wet never could

penetrate. The Half Brick and Closers arc cut to work with the stretchers, ready for Bncksetters without Brcak-

ae
FLOORING TILES.—These Tiles are in great variety of size and shape, as Hexagon, Octagon, Diamond, &c., and of

auy given colour, having a fine smooth surface, not liable to chip up, and are almost equal to Encaustic Tiles, lhc three

principal advantages of the use of these Tiles arc, cheapness, neatness, and durability.

W. B. & Co. are fully assured that this process of making Bricks and Tiles will advance the value

one-third of such goods where the clay is free from iron, stone, and lime. Any gentleman having clay

that will stand a moderate fire, and free as described, wishing to know what bricks and tiles it will pro-

duce on this patent process, may have the same tried, and receive burnt samples back by sending a cask of

clay to Longport. . ,. .

ROOFING TILES.—’These are made with grooved or angular edges, and wcathcr-nroof joints, which,

when placed in alternate courses upon the roof of a house or other building, give to it the appearance of a

paunellcd surface, as indicated in the plate at the side, showing a section ol a roof. These Tiles arc of

’ two kinds, the one having a broader, and the other a narrower width. The broader ones may be made

of any size practicable. They are so constructed as to make a firm and elegant roof, resembling the

Stiles and Panels of a Wainscot.
HIP, GUTTER, and other Tiles, equally improved and elegant. These articles are manufactured

by the aid of a Machine, which i' exceedingly simple in its construction, and onitorm in its operations. The

Patentees will he able to give sufficient information as to their improved mode of firing. Letters of Licence,

together with Terms and Prices, may be had on ajqdication to the LONGPORT BRICK & TILE WORKS,
Staffordshire Potteries. • * ‘

HIP TILES.
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HE drawing-rooms of the

Conservative Club, which

have been under the hands

of Mr. Sang and his assis-

tants for some time past,

are now nearly completed,

ind will enable the public to judge conclu-

vely of the merits of the painter. We are

lot of those who would join an outcry against

he employment of an artist simply because he

i a foreigner, or willingly shut our eyes to

ny superiority he might exhibit : we know
ao well the advantage which has resulted both

) manufactures and art in England from the

Dntrary course. But it does seem to us, that

nless there he a decided superiority on the

art of the stranger, unless it be seen positively

iat we could not obtain so good a result by

mploying native artists, our own countrymen
lould be first considered.

Mr. Sang has shewn considerable ability in

e decoration of the building in question : the

)per part of the hall has a very harmonious and
Imirable effect

;
but few will pretend to say

at an English artist could not be found who
Duld have executed the commission as well,

not better, for the same amount of money

;

500/., we believe, were paid for the hall and
lircases alone

;
the cost of the drawing-rooms

) have not heard.

Mr. Sang has a good eye for colour, and
lile, by the variety and brilliancy of the tints

iployed, and the novelty of that style of deco-

ion in England, the spectator is amused and
Irprised, ho produces a whole which is har-

jinious and pleasing. But examine the de-

n in detail
;

it is found to consist of the

>st common and hackneyed forms
;
and when

U are close to the work you see that the

icution of it would disgrace a tea-garden,

is, in fact, scene-painting; and there are

oral men engaged in our theatres at this

he who would do it better.

,Mevertheless, the effect of the hall at the

mservative Club is glittering and magnifi-

t
;
the motive of our remarks is, to eontra-

It the impression that English artists are not

npetent to execute the coloured decorations

important buildings, and to urge on those

lb have the direction of them that, as oppor-
ities of this kind are rare, their countrymen
Juld in all cases receive consideration. That
i impression should exist is not surprising

in we remember that in the only two build-

!*

* of any consequence in the metropolis

ere colour has been resorted to, the German
sts were called in.*

iiThat there is a lack of decorative artists in England wc
i)t pretend to deny

; and if no encouragement be offered
ose who do practise this branch it will be long before

jj

ar*- 9 n l*le auUject of decorative art a letter
ared in The Times two or three days ago, inquiring what
chool of design is about. “In England we have had a
»1 of design for nine years; it has cost the country
y 20,000/. What has been the result? When deco-
* win be wanted for the House of Lords, are there now
>:s adequate, or do any give promise of being so ? or will
Architect be obliged (as was done not two years since in
r.er place) to send to Munich for half-a-dozen ?”
« writer quotes a report on the schools of design abroad,
Ihally that of Lyons, laid before the House of Commons

1» 10, shewing that fine art was there made the basis of
9 iative art, aud that the system had been eminently Sue-
s', il, and hints that we have suffered in England from not
I iing the same plan.
t i n a review of the method of instruction in Lyons (says
If .cficial report, page 31), as far as it is connected with

liifacture, it appears to me to exhibit the true principle
* i.ich a school of design ought to be constituted. * * *

pupil intends to become a designer and fabricator of

j
11 bronze work, pendules, &c., or a carver in wood, or a
i chaser, or a house decorator, unless the human figure

In several respects the Conservative Club
may be expected to exercise considerable in-

fluence over internal fittings and decorations.

The tessellated, or mosaic pavement of the
hall and vestibule above, executed by Mr.
Blashfield, is an admirable example of that

description of flooring. It consists of cubes
of different sizes, varying from the eighth of
an inch to an inch and a half, placed so as to

form certain patterns, and uniting so as to

produce one harmonious whole. The effect

is exceedingly good.

The extensive use of real woods for the

doors and other parts of the structure,—syca-

more, bird’s-eye maple, &c.
;
the introduction

of electrotype adornments, and the pains taken

to obtain furniture in accordance with the

building, by the employment of a professed

designer, are all worthy of remark and com-
mendation.

In the general arrangement of the structure,

the architects, Mr. G. Basevi (the architect of
the Fitzwilliam Museum, at Cambridge), and
Mr. Sydney Smirke, have displayed great skill

and ability; convenience, fitness, and beauty
have all been studied, and no young architect

can walk through it without gaining much
useful information. The vestibule, or inner
hall, which is the most peculiar feature of the
interior, is full of striking effects and beauties,

perhaps more so than any other with which
we are acquainted iu the metropolis. The size

is 35 feet square, and the height 60 feet, and
it communicates with the staircase (which is

also 35 feet square), and has a circular gallery
about midway, giving access to the principal
rooms on the first floor. Each side of the hall

is divided into three arched compartments,
and the whole is lighted by a glazed dome
20 feet in diameter. The centre arch on the
west side on the ground floor opens to the
first flight of the principal stairs, which is

12 feet broad, whilst all the three arches on
the gallery floor are open to the staircase

;
the

return flights of the staircase, each 9£ feet

broad, entering the gallery at the two side

arches.

In addition to the brilliant colourings with
which we have said the hall and staircase are

adorned, scagliola is profusely applied, aiid

the perspective effects produced by the plan

are multiplied by several mirrors.

The dimensions of the morning-room are
92 feet long by 2G£ feet wide in one part and
34£ feet in another; those of the coffee-room are
80 feet by 28£ feet

;
those of the house dining-

room 36 feet by 23 feet, and all the rooms are

20 feet high. The morning-room is divided
in its length into two compartments, and en-
riched with fourteen Sienna marble scagliola

columns and pilasters of the Italian Iouic cha-
racter. The coffee-room is divided in its length
into three compartments by twenty Devonshire
marble scagliola columns and pilasters of the
Italian Doric order, with gilt capitals. The
walls of both rooms are panelled, and the cor-

nices and ceilings enriched. The drawing-
room is 92 feet long by 26£ feet wide, and
25 feet high, and is enriched with scagliola

columns and pilasters of the Corinthian order.
Above the entablature, in the frieze of which
are ornaments composed of the rose, thistle,

and shamrock, alternately, springs a cove ter-

minating with a broad band of fruit and flowers.
The card-room is 40 feet by 19 feet, and 25
feet high, subdivided by Corinthian columns.
From the card-room is entered the library,
which is 80 feet by 22 feet high. This is

divided into three compartments by square
panelled scagliola pillars and pilasters of
various green and gray marbles. The ceiling
is divided into square panels, with enriched
mouldings and frets, and the whole is painted
oak and gilt. Polished oak bookcases line all
the walls up to the height of 13 feet. The
appearance of the library is peculiarly good.
The exterior of the building i8 rich and

stately, displays much originality as well as
careful study, and is admirably executed. In
the whole it may be said, that the Conservative
Club House is one of the most successful
achievements of modern skill, and entitles its

architects to take a very eminent place in their
profession.

or figures of animals are to be banished from such branches
of industry, these must become the objects of his studies : it
is utterly preposterous to deny to artisans the full means of
study, for fear of their becoming artists. In France this is
not considered an evil, but a credit. Were the power of
drawing the human figure as common as in France, we should
no more think of identifying the power with the genius for
fine art than the French do. But the want of the opportunity
for studying the figure is the very cause of the evil we dread
(page 32). The artisan should be shewn that the same prin-
ciples of beauty which guide the professors of fine art, were
also required in his own art, and that he has ample scope for
the indulgence of his fancy, and that ancient industrial artists
were quite as enthusiastic on matters of ornament as those
in the higher productions.”
We are ourselves disposed to think with Corneille, in

Elemens tie la, 1‘einture :—“ Celui qui dcssinc bicn une t<He
dessmera bicn une Hour

; mais qui ne sait dessincr qu’une
fleur, a’cst pas capable de dessiuer unc tCte.”

THE ARCHITECTURAL ROOM AT THE
ROYAL ACADEMY.

We mentioned last week that few of the
elder members of the profession were among
the exhibitors, and we might have added, not
one of those who are members of the Academy.
On first looking round the room, the impression
is far from satisfactory; churches, and Eliza-
bethan mansions very much like other churches
and Elizabethan mansions; a few Tudor houses
and some village schools : there is nothing’
which at once arrests the eye and bespeaks
attention. On looking further, however, its
character improves, and it is seen, although
there are no particularly important or striking
designs, that there are many other compositions
displaying much good taste and proper feeling,
exceedingly well drawn.

Without awarding this praise to all we may
mention, we will pass round the room and
mention a few of the more prominent ex-
hibitors.

G. H. Wathen has a design for a light-
house and telegraph tower for the new Birken-
head Docks, near Liverpool (1100), which
has much originality: it exhibits evidences of
its author’s recent travels in Egypt.

J. Thomson, whose paper on Alderton
Church as it formerly was, we printed last week,
exhibits a view of that structure as rebuilt by
him. 3

Wyatt and Brandon have only one
drawing (1104), a perspective view of the
north entrance to Kensington Palace Gardens,
—the new road now in the course of forma-
tion from Kensington High-street to the
Bayswater Road. This locality affords two
other drawings (1150), the Garden Front ofthe
Mansion now erecting there for J. M. Blash-
field, Esq., by J. Finden and J. II. Lewis,
and (1235) the Garden Front of Villa, No. 3, by
Owen Jones. The former is after an Italian
1 alazzo, with an arcade in front of both the two
principal floors, and although somewhat heavy
in appearance on paper, has a certain air of
grandeur. Mr. Owen Jones’s design looks
better in execution than in the drawing.
No. 1273, by the same, an Ornamental Cottage
and Dairy, is more successful and merits
commendation.

S. S. Teulon in 1126, St. Mary’s Lodge,
Hastings, displays much taste.

H. E. Kekuau,, jun., exhibits a Mansion
inProgressncar Chalford, Bucks (1127), which
would seem to be of more than ordinary im-
portance, and is treated with his accustomed
ability. It is a Tudor structure castellated,

with a tower over the principal entrance.

Thomas Little has several drawings, all

displaying a cultivated taste. 1134 is a view
of Fairlight Church, near Hastings (of which
some notice will be found in another part of
our present number), not All Saints’ Church,
St. John s Wood Road, as it appears in the
catalogue; 1286 represents the latter, about to
be built under Mr. Little’s direction, although
this is termed in the catalogue “a Church. E.
I hompson,’ These are not the only mistakes
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which occur in the catalogue : it is to be

hoped they will be rectified in the next edition.

Edwatid Ham., whose writings have ap-

peared in our journal on several occasions,

exhibits a design for a Gothic House, 114:..

Wioo and Pownall, in 1167. g lve a tle '

sign submitted for the Somerset County Luna-

tic Asylum
;
the plan forms three sides of a

square, the character Elizabethan.

1178 and 11%, by XV. H. Brakspear, are

drawings for the Chapels atNunhead Cemetery,

which were submitted in competition, and ob-

tained the second premium. They are exceed-

ingly good designs. This same gentleman ex-

hibits a very beautiful view of the Parker

Monument, in Paignton Churcb, Torbay, 1214,

perhaps the finest drawing in the collection.

L. N. CoxtINGHAM and Son give a view

of the Church of St. Helen, in the course of

erection at Thorney, 1179. A plain Norman
structure, with bell tower at the west end, and

the right character all over it.

D. Mocatta exhibits an interior view of

Messrs. Williams and Sowerby’s new show-

room, in Oxford-street, No. 1184; novel and

tasteful.

F. E. Fowler’s Villa at Greenliall (1198)

has much propriety.

Mr. W. H. Leeds, who is better known to

the architectural public by his writings than

his drawings, exhibits two designs, No. 1204,

Architectural Innovation, and No. 1205, Study

for the fa 5ade of a small palazzo, both deserv-

ing consideration.

J. M. Derick’s Design for the Choristers’

School and Master’s buildings at Magdalen

College, Oxford, looks as if it were an original

part of the reverend city—no mean praise.

Much was said at the time about certain de-

partures from the regulations in favour of Mr.

Derick, which, if true, nothing can justify

;

certain it is, however, that so far as external

appearance is concerned, the committee have

chosen a very excellent design. No. 1291,

by the same architect, Interior of an Anglican

Churcb, now in course of erection, displays

polychromatic decorations, stained glass,

and other adornments to a considerable ex-

tent.

E. B. Lamb has several very clever works,

1229, 1242, 1256, and 1259. His design for

the Choristers’ School, Oxford, 1256, is very

excellent.

W. A. Papworth shews considerable

ability in 1236, Arch of Peace and Plenty,

designed for erection at the north end of the

broad walk of Kensington Gardens.

W. Hailton exhibits among other drawings,

an Elizabethan mansion, erecting for William

Herrick, Esq., Beau Manor Park, Leicester-

shire, 1260; and A. F. Ashton, a design for

a public institution, which has several points of

merit.

II. Clutton, in 1264, a design for a Ceme-
tery Chapel, adopts a Chapter House for his

model very successfully.

NEW CHURCHES AND THE OFFICIAL
REFEREES.

Sir,— I beg to call the attention of the

architectural profession, through the medium
of your valuable journal, to the working of the

new Metropolitan Buildings Act as regards

the erection of buildings of the third, or public

building class, especially churches.

By clause 6, these buildings are placed under

the special supervision of the official referees

as well as the district surveyor, and by

clause 15, the official refereees are required,

on notice, to make a survey of the buildings

when the carcass is erected, and then to order

any works which they may deem requisite to

add security to the edifice.

By clause 16, it is required that plans,

elevations, &c., of all buildings comprised in

schedule B (which does not include churches)

should be submitted to the referees previous to

the commencement of the works, and as this

course is not prescribed for buildings generally

of the third class, it might be presumed, that

in this latter case, the Act does not make it im-

perative so to do. From acommunication, how-

ever, which I have received from the registrar,

it appears that the official referees apprehend,

from the clause in schedule C, part 5, placing

the walls and other construction of buildings

of this class under their special approval, it

becomes “ practically necessary ” to submit the

designs to them in the first instance.

I am certainly inclined to take this view

myself of the operation of the Act, and how-

ever irksome it may be to architects to submit

their drawings to' other gentlemen, whose

experience and practice may not perhaps be

superior to their own, yet as the legislature has

thought proper to give them the power to pre-

vent a building being used, it would be

hazardous to erect a structure without ascer-

taining their opinions previously. But the point

which I wish to discuss is the manner in which

this controlling power is worked out, and the

effect which it will produce. The system at

present adopted by the referees is this : the

architect sends them his design, the referees

require alterations or not as they deem proper,

they then take copies and lithograph them,

issue these lithographic copies to the architect

and district surveyor with their seal affixed,

and in an instance, which has occurred to my-

self, refuse to deliver up the original drawings.

A charge is also made to the party for taking

these copies, as also for the correspondence.

It will immediately occur to all professional

gentlemen that there is much which is highly

objectionable in these proceedings. To say

nothing on the minor points of charge, &c.,

can it be possible that the enactments of the

Act make it legal for the referees to print and

publish the designs of an architect, whereby his

copyright is infringed ? or what clause autho-

rizes them to take copies of drawings, and

charge for so doing ?

The Act is sufficiently stringent to cause much
annoyance to practitioners, and it behoves the

profession to guard against its provisions being

stretched one inch beyond their bounds. The
course, I apprehend, which the fair construc-

tion of the Act requires, and the least objec-

tionable one to the profession, would be to

submit the designs, and receive them back

again with such remarks as the referees might

think proper; they would still have the oppor-

tunity of seeing, during the progress of the

building, if their remarks had been attended to,

and full power of enforcing them afterwards.

This appears to have been the intention of the

legislature, but by the present system, it seems

to be the object to prevent the architect exer-

cising any judgment during the progress of

the works, while an inquisitorial power is

obtained over the works and designs of the

profession.

This also suggests another point connected

with the subject. Do the official referees, by

their sanction and required alterations, take

the responsibility of the building upon them-

selves, and is the architect relieved thereby?

In an instance which occurred under the Com-
missioners for Building New Churches, who
had sanctioned and sealed the design, this

was held, I am informed, to be the case; and

on the failure of the roof at the Lower Nor-

wood Church, the expense of reinstatement

was defrayed by them.

Is it not evident that the fear of this respon-

sibility, with persons who have nothing to gain

in reputation by bold and skilful construction,

will induce a humdrum tame style ofexecution

in our public works? they will naturally be

inclined to reject the untried and novel, and

to rest satisfied with the old and safely com-
mon-place. That this is no imaginary result

may be shewn by the architectural canons at

one' time issued’ by the Commissioners for

Building New Churches, one of which enforced

that no roof would be allowed to be executed

without a tie-beam! — Ilow many Gothic

churches were disfigured before they learned

that it was absurd thus to limit constructive

referees, their characters stand too high to lx

affected either by my praise or censure. M»
objection is against the system

,
and not the

individuals; this is a fair subject of discussion

and you must yourself, Mr. Editor, be awar«

that there is a strong under-current of dissatis

faction among the profession on many o then

points, which alone would render it advisable

to avoid hurting the feelings of experiencec

professionals by compelling them on ever;

design which they elaborate to undergo tin

ordeal of schoolboy examination.

As this is an important public subject,

shall not screen myself by an anonymous sigi

nature, but subscribe myself, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Thomas Little.

36, Northuinberland-street, New-road.

REVIVAL OF THE CAMBRIDGE CAMDET
SOCIETY.

The sixth annual meeting of the Cambridg'

Camden Society, about which so much ha

been said in consequence of the proposal of thl

committee to dissolve the association, was heh

on the 8th inst. The main business of th

evening was to ascertain the general sentiment

of the members as to the proposed dissolution

as shewn by the voting papers which had bee

transmitted to every member who could U
reached by post, with a request that they migb

be returned by the 6th of May. A largj

number of the papers were returned, but th

president announced that if any gentleme'

present had not sent in their votes and desirer

to do so, the committee would receive tbei

now. A considerable number of voting papei

were consequently laid upon the table. 1 h

president then announced that the nuinbe)

received before that evening were

Assents to the proposed dissolution 105

Dissents from 245

To these were to be added the numbers dt

livered this evening—
Assents 4

Dissents 26

Making the aggregate

Against the dissolution 271

For 109

science

:

The proceedings above suggested would I

imagine, obviate all these difficulties. The
official referees would obtain sufficient pre-

vious control to prevent any improperly con-

structed building being attempted without
obstructing the architect in the free exercise of

his science and knowledge
;
the responsibility

of the construction would remain with him,

and not with the referees, while the security of

the public would be guaranteed by the survey

of the referees on completion of the carcass,

when any new mode of construction could be

fairly tested by them, and they themselves be
relieved from the liability of sanctioning or

rejecting an architect’s design. I believe this

will be found to be in the spirit of the Act, and

indeed its letter.

I hope it is needless for me to disclaim all

imputation upon the abilities of the present

Majority 162*

From the financial, statements it appear*

that the society had a balance of about 600/. f

hand. The report contained intimatioj

amongst other matters, that “ a member of tl

society, who has departed this life since tl

last anniversary, bequeathed the sum of 6,000

to be expended by the society in the buildir.

and restoration of churches. The employmet

of this legacy according to the wishes ot tl

testator will form a subject of great important

to the new committee and it concludi

thus :— i
“ The committee have already given ft

notice, by addressing a circular to evei

member, of the circumstances which com pell*

them to withdraw their proposed recommei

dation of the dissolution of the society. Th<

also issued at the same time voting papers

order to ascertain the general sense of tl

members with respect to the expediency >

attempting to accomplish a dissolution in tl

way indicated by the council. In answer, tlx

have received the written votes of about ha

the members of the society, which give tj

proportion of above two to one against tl

proposition ;
while a very large number of tl

minority accompanied their votes with the i

timation that they assented to the propositio

against their own wishes, merely in order

support what they supposed to be the wish

the committee.
“ This result has shewn satisfactorily to t

committee, that the great majority of t

members are averse to the stopping at tl

time of the society’s labours. V ery many al

have expressed in their correspondence I

earnest wish that the affairs of the society n1,

be conducted on the same principles as ha

been hitherto maintained.
“ These considerations have induced t

committee to believe that it is their duty as t

present executive of the society, to offer to t

meeting this evening a scheme by which,

* It has been stated since by the president that the co

mittee held at their disposal 199 (ascertained) proxies.
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;he words of a former report, ‘ in their opinion
he society may continue to subsist in the spirit

)f its original constitution, and consistently

vith duty, usefulness, and honour.’
“ After the reading of the present report the

rommittee will have given up their office. The
resident will then submit a resolution which
hall embody the change in the society’s rules
ecommended by the committee.
“ The committee in conclusion will merely

efer to the nature of the changes proposed.
I’hey will be such as shall retain those parts

»f the society’s operations which are confess-
idly beneficial, discarding, so fur as this society
s concerned, everything which brings it into

ontact with this university.”

A code of “ laws as proposed to be revised,”

vas then distributed for the information of the
nembers, and the following resolution pro-
posed :

—
“ That the committee to be elected this

vening be instructed to revise the laws on the
lasis of the scheme now submitted to the
neeting.”

The only important alteration, as it seems
0 us, is, that the periodical meetings were to be
iscontinued. The President, Archdeacon
’horp, said, in the course of a long address,
this portion of the society’s functions the
ommittee thought scarcely compatible with
cademic duty, and they were therefore un-
'illing to be connected with it any more,
'hey did not think it right to undertake the
innagement of meetings where they should
all together, particularly in this place where
aey were themselves under discipline and
uthority, a great many persons who might be
apposed to form a‘ sort of imperium in
nperio, and whose meeting together had given
ftence to those whose opinions ought to be
.’spected. That circumstance which was in-
ocent when the society existed for only private
leetings, came to be very different when it

icluded amongst its members persons com-
pitted to particular opinions, and had assumed,
1

it were not presumptuous to say so, some-
hat of a national instead of a local character,
hey wished the society to continue as it was
-its framework, principles, and operations
ie same, all the same except its meetings, and
hatever brought its executive and resident
embers into so prominent a position in the

p

,es of the university. It was possible they
light have the committee just the same as
btore: if so, if the Cambridge Camden Society
as t° go on, it would maintain the principles
ientified with its name. It might be a good
ling to give up the society; but if that could
,)t be done, do not let it subsist on any other
,'inciple. lie should deprecate the existence
: a society under that name which did not
Mere to its principle. He was far from
Tending all that the society had done, and all

at its members had published, but he did not
line before that meeting to accuse people who
ltd done injudicious acts—he told them them-
Ives. The society, however, had adopted
irtain principles, and not without effect;
Imething had come of it: let not those
finciples be changed.” In conclusion, the
lesident threw out a suggestion for the for-
lition of another society by those who could
|t conscientiously go on’with the Camden.
'Professor Lee was disposed to support a
iciety having simply the study of church
bhitecture in view. To the study of archi-
Pture he should bo the last to object; but
jre other principles were propagated under
!; cloak of architecture. The public were
armed about this society, and many members
lid withdrawn in consequence of such alarm.
Ae Church had enemies enough already, what
I
ith Romanism without,and something very like
humanism within, to say nothing of Dissent.
I': thought the society should be dissolved
thwith, and constructed de novo, and he

<*vod to that effect, the funds to be handed
5r to Uie Church Building Society.
.Mr- Scott rose to order, and said the pre-
sent had had an opinion that the society
fuld not be dissolved, and therefore ho
emitted that the amendment could not be

1 U ho President asked if it were competent for
I n to put a motion for the dissolution, after
i f- feeling shewn by the voting papers, in the
fanner directed by a legal opinion?— (“ Ao,
”) If they wished it ever so much the
eiety could not be dissolved : the question
,9, what were they to do ? Hut to save time,

he would take the sense of the meeting as to
his power to put the amendment.

The meeting decided, by a very large
majority, that the amendment could not be put.

Professor Sedgwick said, “ He was an old
member of the society, and had stuck to it

through good report and evil report: he hoped
at one time that certain appearances which had
manifested themselves on the face of it were,
like pustulary eruptions, ofa temporary charac-
ter, but was sorry to say that those eruptions
had now assumed the form of a virulent scurvy,
damaging the whole constitution, and requiring
a strong and active vemedy. Professor Lee’s
prescription was an entire extinction : amputa-
tion or depletion might be useful, but it was
not necessary to smother the society like a

mad dog. Everybody knew that men con-
nected with the society had sent forth books
the language and principles of which no con-
sistent member of the Church of England could
possibly approve of. The society had made
itself responsible to a greater or less degree
for publications that were a disgrace to the
academic body. lie had attended one meeting
of the society in which the subject of Eccle-
siastical Architecture was properly discussed,
but afterwards there was a paper read, in the
course of which it was broadly stated that
Cranmer, Latimer, and Ridley, had suffered
death or martyrdom, he knew not which, as a
judgment for having consented to the confis-
cation of monastic property. This was per-
mitted to go on, and the man who uttered such
a detestable insult to the Church of England
proceeded without being called to order by
the chair.”

The President asserted that the paper in
question had been stopped.

Professor Sedgwick next alluded to the
Ecclesiastical Calendar published last year,
and setting forth in large type, that it was by a
member of the Camden Society. As a mem-
ber of the church he asserted, as strongly as he
could, that that production was an insult to the
Church and University. He did contend that
if the Society were to be carried on, he who
could violate the doctrines of the Church as
they were violated in that Calendar was not
fit to be entrusted with its administration. The
Society required a deeper purgation than a
mere change of its rules. Afterwards, when
the author of thi6 work was named to serve in
the committee, the professor denounced him
as unfit to be a member of the society at all.

Various amendments were proposed and lost,

and ultimately the original motion was carried.
A committee of six, including the author

of the work referred to, and the chief of those
who have heretofore conducted the society
were then selected, and the meeting broke up.

It is unnecessary to add that no alteration
is to be looked for in the proceedings of the
Society. It is not to be called an academic
body now, and the holding of meetings is to
be discontinued for the present, but in all other
respects the Society remains precisely what it

was.

London Mechanics’ Institution.—

A

meeting of the friends of literary and scientific
institutions took place on Wednesday, the
7th inst., in the lecture theatre of the above
institution for the purpose of promoting the
improvement and increase of the library. On
the platform were Lord Brougham, Lord
Kinnaird, the Bishop of St. David’s, W. Ewart,
Esq., M.P., Mr. J. S. Buckingham, Miss Mar-
tineau, &c. Lord Brougham presided. His
lordship, after stating that Lord Radnor was
to have taken the chair, entered into a history
of the institution from its foundation up to the
present time, shewing how great had been its

beneficial influence over those who had availed
themselves of its privileges. The learned lord
concluded a long address by calling upon the
meeting to aid in carrying out the object for
which they assembled, by each person sub-
scribing as much as he was able. Mr. Wood,
the honorary secretary, then read letters
from several of the nobility and gentry, excusing
their non-attendance, and inclosing a subscrip-
tion in support of the institution. Amongst
them were the following :—His Royal High-
ness Prince Albert, 20/.

; Marquis of Lans-
downe, 25/.; Hon. C. P. Villiers, 51. ;

Bishop
of Durham, 51. 5s.; John Grote, Esq., 51.;
Mr. Hume, M.P., a letter; Earl of Ducie, 51.;
Dr. Bowring, 3/. 3s.; and Chas. Knight, Esq.,
books to the amount of 20/,

ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE.

W

e

ended our last notice of the article on
this subject in the Quarterly, at that point
where the reviewer begins to trace the causes
which led to the adoption of a type for
churches totally different from the heathen
temple and the baptistery. The circular form
was not calculated to receive a Christian con-
gregation during the celebration of the entire
liturgy.

“ In the House of the Lord, under the New
Covenant as under the Old, the faithful came
together not as a tumultuous crowd, but as an
organised assembly. For this we have very
early authority. Whether proceeding or not
from the pen of Saint Clement, the doctrinal
treaties entitled the ‘ Apostolic Constitutions ’

breathe a spirit which could scarcely have ex-
isted later than the second century. If, as has
been supposed, some passages indicate a ten-
dency to favour the peculiarities of the
Ebionites, that circumstance alone would be a
voucher for their high antiquity. Even if the
constitutions be rejected, u e gather from the
universal testimony of councils, fathers, and
ritualists, that the different orders of Christians
were distributed, when convened for divine
service, according to their several degrees of
proficiency. The penitent was to stand apart
from the members permitted to participate in
the holy communion. The catechumen was
not to hear the doctrine imparted only to the
confirmed. According to the general feeling
of the East, brought no doubt from Jerusalem—
for Jewish traditions form the basis of the
Roman ritual and liturgy—the men were to be
separated fron the women, secluded from the
general gaze, or at least kept apart from the
general concourse. Again, amongst the
females, wife, and virgin, and widow, each had
her peculiar place assigned. In the church
was to be held the synod, in which bishops and
presbyters might assemble, as the elders had
done in the synagogue. To a.lopt a phrase of
the canonists, the bishop was piope than
bishop whilst acting in conjunction with the
priesthood

;
the priests less than priests, when

attempting to exercise any jurisdiction or de^
liberation, unless under the presidency of tfio
successors of the apostles. The holy Scriptures
were to be read from the lofty pulpit of the
readers—choir and congregation alternating
from opposite sides in psalmody. A sanctuary
was required, into which no stranger could in-
trude. Readers and chaunters were to be
stationed conveniently, to enable the congre-
gation to hear the lessons and homilies,
epistle and gospel, and to join in the common
prayer; lastly, it was needful that the one
altar should be protected from the thronging
of the multitude, and yet that the whole body
of the congregation should behold the priest-
hood celebrating the holy mysteries.
For all these purposes, and in accordance to

such a system, could the professors of Chris-
tianity find any congenial edifices raised by
the heathen but unpolluted, and wherein the
acknowledgment of faith could be made
boldly, and before the light of day ?

Such did exist.—Amongst the structures by
which Rome was adorned, the secular basilica
vied with the sacred temple in magnificence
and glory. The name of the basilica (says
Bunsen, whose dissertation we now abridge)
was derived from the portico situated in the
Athenian Ceramicus immediately beneath the
Pnyx. It was here that the Archon, arrayed
in the robes of royalty, discharged the duties
of judge in all matters connected with the
sanctuary. Pausanias describes the imagery
by which the Athenian basilica was adorned.
But the structure which he saw, and of which
all traces have disappeared, only replaced the
ancient adjunct to the palace of the Athenian
kings, for the kings had been the supreme
judges of the people. The Stoa, with the
Homeric throne, afforded the germ for the
basilica. Such a seat of justice was open—

-

the character of Hellenic jurisprudence was
publicity. The similar attribution of the ad-
ministration of justice to the residence of the
king, obtained at Rome, in the earlier ages

;

and originally the royal palace stood as the
regia, on the ancient Forum under the Palatine
Hill, quite in the situation of the Athenian
basilica. But the character of the Roman
king was sacerdotal as well as regal. There-
fore after the suppression of the kingly dignity,

* See page 220, ante,
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the ancient palace was consecrated for re-

ligious purposes, whilst the basilica was

severed from its ancient associations, and

erected on those sites where the jurisdiction

of the popular tribunals could best be ex-

ercised.
,

Greatly modified by the Romans whatever

the Romans borrowed they borrowed as con-

querors—the basilica appeared, at an early

period of the Republic in the Forum. The

form of the building was an oblong terminated

by the tribunal. In the midst ot the semi-

circular apsis arose an elevated platform, upon

which the seat of the praetor was placed. 1 his

is the portion to which m Scripture (St. J ohn,

xix. 13) the name of Gabbatha, or Litho-

stro'ton (pavement), was assigned. On either

side, but lower down, were the seats of the

centumviri, the officers, the scribes, and all

others who participated in the honours of the

tribunal or the duties of judgment; guarded

from the intrusion of the inferior orders by

the cancelli, or grated inclosures. Still lower

down was the portion allotted to the notaries

and advocates. Three-fourths of the oblong

composed a vast hall, whilst a transverse aisle,

or transept, if we may so call it, separated this

hall from the apsis—the peculiar region of

dignity and awe. In all the basilicas, the

great hall was divided by columns into a por-

tion similar to the centre aisle of a church,

flanked by side aisles; and these columns

usually supported a gallery above. The central

nave generally received light from windows

in the upper wall. Sometimes the whole

building was covered by a roof, sometimes

only portions. This seems to have been the

case particularly in those basilicas in which a

section of the nave, being left open to the

sky, constituted an atrium within the aisles.

Such was the general type ;
but without any

material departure from the normal form, there

was, nevertheless, a considerable degree of

variety in the arrangements, resulting from the

greater or lesser convenience of site, or mag-

nificence of building. With respect to the

particular evidence, it has been collected by

M. Bunsen, with singular labour as well as

acuteness, not only in the works which we
have already noticed, but also in his Essays,

inserted in the Transactions of the Roman
Archa?ological Society; and we shall now
present our readers with some scanty glean-

ings from his ample harvest.

Bunsen assumes that the basilicas of the

Campanian cities form, as it were, a connect-

ing link between the Hellenic and the Roman
plans. They want the semi-circular apse,

found in all the Roman examples
;

but its

place is supplied by some equivalent. The

first and simpler is found at Pompeii; a rec-

tangular building, the columns supporting the

side aisles. At the extremity is the tribunal,

raised about seven feet above the ground,

beneath which are cells or prisons correspond-

ing exactly in position with the crypts at the

altar end of our ancient cathedrals. A porch

forms the entrance from the Forum.
The remains of the Basilica Ulpia

,
A.u.c.

865, 866, remained, until recently, covered by

the soil at the base of the Trajan column.

These relics of the most magnificent of the

structures which decorated the Forum of Tra-

jan, have been partially brought to light by

excavations: its elevation is preserved upon

medals, which afford some notion of the ex-

ternal form. The plan differs very materially

from all those which we have hitherto de-

scribed. At each termination was seen a mag-
nificent apse, and before each apse was a cor-

responding transept, with three ranges of

columns, forming double cross-aisles. Two
rows of columns in the main body of the build-

ing formed the nave and side aisles, the nave

rising about thirty (Roman) feet above the

other portions of the .edifice. Within, this

central nave exhibited two, if not three tiers

of orders, the uppermost being composed of

Caryatides sustaining the rich roof, crossed by

beams of gilded bronze, which crowned the

edifice. I t was this building which, above all

others, excited the admiration of Constantine.

And although the ancient capital was now
mourning in widowhood before the presence

of the Emperor, who had transferred her dig-

nity to a younger rival, yet Constantine en-

joyed one of the three aspirations of Saint

Augustine—Cicero pleading—Paul preaching

Rome in her glory.

Had the basilica, such as we have described

it, been planned for the express reception of a

Christian congregation, it scarcely could have

received a more convenient or appropriate form

—none more happily combining magnificence

with utility—none more consonant to the ideas

which then prevailed. The general shape of

the church, as prescribed by the apostolical

constitutions, was to be an oblong, like unto a

ship, that is, to the vessel of the ark. Look at

the preceding plans: does not the outline of the

ground plot of the basilica entirely meet the

suggestion ? and the terms nave, nef

,

or vais-

seau, applied to the main portion of the edifice

shew how enduringly the idea prevailed in sub-

sequent ages. The elevated apse, in which the

pra?tor administered justice, surrounded by the

centumviri and other judges, offered a dignified

tribunal for the bishop and his clergy, the dark

chambers below suggested the subterraneous

chapel, in which might be deposited the re-

mains of saint or martyr. The inclosures, the

cancelli for the notaries and advocates, might

receive the singers of the choir. The length-

ened aisles would furnish space for the con-

gregation of the faithful, the galleries seclude

the women and the porch, fronting some
of the basilicas, or the uncovered portion,

which, if separated from the rest by a wall,

would constitute a court, was prepared for

those who had been separated from the rest of

the congregation by their sins, or were not yet

allowed to participate in the sacraments.

Hence we find, from one of those incidental

notices which often are more instructive than

the set narrative of history, that the Basilica?

had been given up, bodily, for the purpose of

Christian worship. A poet, but also a rhetor,

addressing an emperor, tells him that these

structures, heretofore wont to be filled with men
of business, were now thronged with votaries

praying for his safety: ‘ Basilica olim negotiis

plena, nunc volis pro tua salute susceptis .’ This

occupation of the Roman basilicae was, never-

theless, only transitory. They did not be-

come the abiding-places of faith. Why was

this privilege denied them ? In situation they

were most convenient, placed in the centre of

business and population. Their plan and form

so convenient as to invite the purposes of wor-

ship. Unpolluted by the idol or sacrifice,

they were free from the recollections render-

ing Heathen temple odious. With the smallest

proportionate expense or labour, the basilica?

of the forum might have been rendered the

most stately and dignified of sanctuaries. Yet
they fell ! Onlv one example can be found of

a secular basilica actually converted into a

Christian church—and that example, memor-
able as it is, does not exist in Rome. As if

for the purpose of constantly demonstrating to

mankind the visible triumph of the spiritual

kingdom, every stage in the early develop-

ment of the empire of Christianity seemed
destined to efface the honours of heathen

sovereignty. The Christian basilica, though

entirely modelled upon the heathen basilica,

and constructed with the spoils of the basilica,

was therefore fated to be its ruin and destruc-

tion.

A single cause suffices— a cause of which
we now can scarcely appreciate the potency.

Veneration for the graves of the martyrs, as

an almost irresistible motive, attracted the

Christian basilica away equally from the pre-

cinct of the secular basilica, as from the site

of the heathen temple. By determining the

locality assigned to the Christian edifice, this

feeling necessarily determined the neglect,

ruin, and destruction of the proud monuments
of senators and Ca?sars. The demolition of

earlier structures, for the purpose of furnishing

materials, had already been long practised.

Thus the interior of the coliseum displays the

friezes and fragments, mixed up in confusion,

amidst the masonry of the beautiful yet ap-

palling circuit of its walls. These, perhaps,

may have resulted from the removal of other
buildings previously existing on the site; but
under Constantine similar demolitions pro-
ceeded, as it should seem, equally from the de-

sire of sparing expense, and the increasing
inability to execute works of art. The
splendid Forum of Trajan, which had ex-

cited Constantine’s admiration, fell at his

command, and furnished by its spoils the de-

corations of the arch of the first Christian em-
peror. Abandoned for more hallowed ground,

the civil basilicas were destroyed, and the

columns which supported them transported to

the new sites, where they arose in lengthened

perspective and barbaric splendour. By their i

very aspect, such of the Christian churches as i

retain their original features, show the hasto

and unskilfulness with which they were reared

:

one capital cut through and deprived of the

lower range of the acanthus, to fit it into the

required space; another projecting over the

shaft; a third shrinking within; a fourth, the

leaves blocked, and prepared for the touch—

-

never to be given—of the chisel that was to <

have imparted Corinthian elegance
;
— the

columns themselves of unequal circumference i

or unequal height, deprived of their due pro-i

portions, or rudely stilted to attain the neces-t

sory elevation. The richest materials are

mixed with others of inferior quality; pavo->

nazzo and verd antique, the products of the

quarries ofSyene or of Paros, and the homely

travertine, are intermingled without choice or-

discrimination.

The pillars, or ‘ bearing shafts ,
’ were often

connected, according to the classical system,)

by the architrave ; but the plan of employing

the arch for this purpose had already been

suggested, and, on the whole, became more
prevalent. Upon these were raised the lofty

walls constituting the superstructure of thei

building. But the columns in the Roman
Christian Basilica were never connected into'

piers ; they were only bearing-shafts ; the thin,

brick-walls, the only weight the columns were

able to support, never being of sufficient soli-i

dity to resist the pressure and transverse thrust)

of a vault. Let this characteristic be carefully

marked. It therefore became impossible to

give, as in the Teutonic Romanesque of Ger-i

many, or the Gothic, its derivative, the addi-

tion of a vault of brick or stone
;
and thus thei

adoption of the ancient fragments for thei

columns determined the material of the roof.

Recourse was also had to timber. So much'

for the main construction of the building.;

The minuter development of the parts resulted

from their adaptation to the purposes for which:

the building was raised.

The reminiscences of Ilierosolyma, as well

as the discipline of the church, suggested the

addition, in front of the Basilica, of a cloistered

area, a Court of the Gentiles, the Atrium,

where those who wore excluded from the full

participation in the ordinances of the church,

might yet in some degree share in its ministra-

tions. This atrium was also used as a ceme-

tery, yet only for persons distinguished by rank

or holiness. In the centre was a fountain, or

‘ Cantharus .’ Following the ancient traditions

of Jerusalem, it was enjoined that, as a symbol

of inward purity, the worshipper was to wash

his hands previously to entering the sanctuary.

Plain almost to rudeness—a low and unpre-

tending portico constituted the chief, or rather

only adornment bestowed upon the front ol

the Basilica. Above this portico were usually

three long, round-headed, undivided windows,

symmetrically arranged, and these surmounted

by a round window in the pediment. A few

sculptured decorations might grace the portal,

but they rarely extended beyond the symbolical

lions who guarded it on either side. Beyond
this, and within the walls of the structure, the

Narthex, or Pronaos, furnished further means

of separation, and yet of union, between the

catechumen and the penitent. The derivation

of the term narthex is uncertain
;
perhaps it

was more permanently adopted in the Greek

Church than in the west. But the same

purpose was answered by the porch, or

portico.

Towards the upper end of the nave was

placed the choir, surrounded by its Cancelli, or

enclosures. In the early Oriental churches,

these cancelli may have been of wood
;

in the

West, all the examples and fragments which

remain are of richly worked marble, very gene-

rally adorned with the species of mosaic, partly

of glass and partly of precious marbles, known

by the term of ‘opus Alexandrinum.’ On
either side of the choir arose the Ambonek
the pulpits from whence sub-deacon and deacon

respectively read Epistle and Gospel. From

the Gospel pulpit, the loftier and more richly

adorned, were promulgated the Episcopal in-

junctions and censures. From this pulpit also

the ‘ bidding-prayers ’ were read, and the

sermons preached by priests or deacons
;

but

the bishop preached sitting in his faldistorium

before the altar. A smdl pillar before the

Gospel pulpit supported the paschal taper.

Within the cancelli of the choir were stationed

the singers, by whom the service was chaunted
:
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who, in the earlier ages of the church, were
all clergy having minor orders

;
priests or

deacons did not perform this portion of the
divine service, for to them were the higher
mysteries reserved. We apply the term chancel
to the portion of the church enclosed by the
cancelli. The Germans give the name of
Kanzell to the pulpit standing on the cancelli

,

and all the languages of Europe the title of
Chancellor, or Cancellarius, to the successor
ofthe officer who stood within the cancelli. In
this example we are able to trace each deriva-
tion to its source, the channels are yet visible

through which the ideas have flowed. But
how useless must be our conjectures when the
channels are filled up ! Hence the imperfec-
tion of all histories of language.
The high altar, the only Communion Table
—for the primitive Church was a stranger to

the multiplicity of the modern Romish ritual
•—stood within the santuary, more or less

advanced towards the choir. Causes which it

is not necessary here to enumerate, might
occasion some slight changes in its position,

but it was always free and isolated, surmounted
by its tabernacle, or baldachino, and detached
from the wall.

Lastly, the Sanctuary was terminated by the
Apsis, sometimes called the Eccedra or Benia.
Here sat the archbishop or bishop—his chair,
or throne, in the centre—the seats of his
suffragans and presbyters around. This divi-
sion of the building was considered, so to
speak, as its crown. Protected, like the choir,
by cancelli, no layman could enter its precincts

;

rich curtains shrouded its recesses from the
fight of the congregation, until the completion
>f the Eucharistic consecration.*
Whilst the exterior of the Basilica wa9

lalced and simple, almost to poverty, the in-
:erior exhibited the utmost splendour which
:ould then be effected by all the resources of
irt. The roof was invariably composed of
vood. In the churches built by Constantine,
ind some other of the earlier churches, it is

'aid that the beams and rafters were concealed
•y a flat ceiling of gilt panels. We doubt
auch, however, whether this assertion, ground-
d upon the very obscure text of Eusebius, be
orrect. We should rather suppose that the en-
ichments consisted of gilding, or colouring,
Pplied to the beams themselves, as is the case
;t San’ Miniato, one of the most curious and
iteresting objects which Firenze la bella
jffords. At all events, there is no one early,
|r even mediaeval, specimen of a flat ceiling at

fome ;
the panelings all having been added at

amparatively modern periods. On the whole,
lie concealment of the beams has not been an
improvement. Those who recollect the north
jansept of Winchester Cathedral before the
masquerading and destruction effected by the
Refined ta9te ’ of poor Dr. Nott, will agree
,ith us in deeply lamenting the loss of the
tanquil and stern simplicity of the ancient
ben roof—the dark beams, solid in their
rength, and the apex of the concave losing
Leif in darkness.”
After some remarks on mosaics, the most
laracteristic decoration of the basilica, and on
e absence of sculpture in the structures of
e ancient Catholic church, some of the prin-
oal basilicae of Rome are described and illus-
jited by plans and sections, including old St.
ter’s, the memory of which is almost effaced
the modern marvel.

FALSE HERALDRY ON THE NEW
HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

A whiter in the Art-Union of the present
month, has drawn attention to a number of as-

serted heraldic blunders which appear on the
exterior of the new Houses of Parliament. He
states that many of the shields are charged with
devices copied from coins of various sovereigns
which were never intended to represent arms,
and that it would be as reasonable to take St.
George and the Dragon for the arms of
George IV., as to adopt those devices for the
arms of the monarch on whose coinage they
appear. He points out too, amongst other
objections, that supporters have been assigned
to every sovereign, beginning with the Con-
queror, though it is known that supporters
were not used by the kings of England till the
reign of Richard II., three hundred years
after the Conquest.
We have so much confidence in the ability

and caution of Mr. Barry, that we feel little

doubt he will be able to explain away the ap-
parent mistakes

;
if, however, by oversight the

heraldic adornments have been left to those
who were not competent to the task, and er-
rors have been committed, they should be im-
mediately corrected to the utmost possible ex-
tent. Heraldry is very closely connected with
architecture, and we hold that, when employed,
the most scrupulous accuracy should be ob-
served.

A morning paper estimates that the Houses
of Parliament will be at least twenty years
more in hand

;
and adds that such an opinion

is strengthened by the arguments of Mr. Barry
himself, who, in justifying the small pro-
gress at present made when the peers com-
plained of his delay, said, “The time it will
take to complete even the architectural portion
cannot be exactly specified.” In looking at the
time that the erection of other edifices of ex-
traordinary magnitude and splendour occupied,
it will be found that it was sometimes the work
of centuries. St. Peter’s, at Rome, took a century
and a half to complete

;
Milancathedral twice as

long. The most pertinent comparison is St.
Paul’s, because it is both nearer to our own
day, and was the work of one architect
throughout; there was no material interruption
to its progress, yet it took thirty-five years to
complete (1675— 1716); and whereas its cubic
contents are 11,000,000 of feet, those of the
palace of Westminster are estimated at
16,000,000 of cubic feet—half as much again.

Government Proposal to erect Three
i?\v Colleges in Ireland Sir James
ilaham during the past week, in explaining

p
views of Government with respect to aca-

Imical education in Ireland, recommended the
lablishment of three colleges for the culti va-
in of literature and arts

; one in the north
other in the west, and the third in the south!
lie building of each college he estimated at
'000/., or in round numbers 100,000/. for the
j!ee. He further recommended, as localities
1 the proposed erections, 1, Derry or Belfast

;Galway or Limerick
; 3, Cork.

’

For details let the reader consult Bingham. Many
j

a ago yol. xxvi.., p. 320) we pointed out the utility of
Imld-faslnoned parson of Havant, as a guide to Christian
I'teology. No book, either here or abroad, has yet

bleared, which can supersede his Origines, which should
' J0U"d

?!?
cv

,

er>- clergyman’s library. The general form
. : ie Basilica has been ndopted with great skill in the build-

1

)f Hungcrford Market. The shops, which have recently
ii 1 built up in it, now unluckily spoil the perspective

rort having been preferred to picturesque beauty. But
a iwhole is strikingly Roman, and will afford useful hints

ie ecclesiastical architect.

SOCIETY FOR THE PRESERVATION AND
DESCRIPTION OF FRENCH HIS-

TORICAL MONUMENTS.
The congress of the Society for the pre-

servation and description of French Histo-
rical Monuments is fixed to take place at Lille,
on the 3rd of June, and the seven or eight suc-
ceeding days. Dr. Bromet has obligingly for-
warded to us a list of the questions immedi-
ately relating to architectural antiquities to be
discussed at the meeting, to which we gladly
give circulation. We hope that some of our
readers may be induced to attend. Part of the
time will be spent at Tournay, one of the
most interesting towns in Belgium, and very
close to Lille.

1. With respect to monuments ofthe middle
ages, is there any remarkable difference
between the architecture of the north of
France and that of the south of Belgium, or of
the seventeen Belgic provinces

;
and have the

architectonic types of East and West Flanders,
Hainault, the Cambresis, and Artois, been
borrowed from France, or from the great
monuments of the most northern of these
provinces, or from Germany? And what are
the differences and the analogies of other
contemporary works of art in those coun-
tries ?

2. As it does not appear that either in
French Flanders, or French Hainault, or the
Cambresis were ever any such vast basilica]
churches with statuary fronts as still exist in
the countries adjacent to them, it is desirable
to seek the cause of this almost total absence
of statuary decoration, which renders the
study of Iconography in the provinces above-
named so difficult.

3. It being generally thought that the new
styles of Gothic architecture were but slowly
adopted in French Flanders,—can this opinion
be supported by any monuments of well

attested date, which were constructed accord-
ing to the stylbs of periods Which preceded
their erection ?

4. As several religious edifices without any
thing remarkable in their architecture, contain
very interesting pulpits, stalls, confessionals,
reliquaries, tabernacles, shrines, fonts, proces-
sional crosses, and bas-reliefs, &c., a descrip-
tion of such objects may enable the congress
to ascertain the state of the fine arts in those
provinces now under consideration, during the
middle ages.

•

^
j
^oos

!

l aPPear that Spanish manners exer-
cised any influence on the architecture of
t landers and Artois ? Were all the buildings
attributed to the Spaniards, such as belfries and
town-halls, &c. really constructed by them, and
what are the peculiarities of that architecture
ot which the towns of Lille and Arras afford
so many examples.

6. Can it be proved that any Romanesque
churches with large courts before them ever
existed m the northern provinces of ancient
Gaul ?

7. Are there in other parts of ancient Gaul
any churches of Romanesque architecture,
which have never had any other than flat
ceilings of wood ?

8. Are there any existing apsidal ends or
other parts of Romanesque churches of
octagonal form ?

9. Are there any specimens of pointed
vaulting put up after the completion of edifices
of pure Romanesque style?

10. What churches are there of a transi-
tional epoch from the semi-circular to the
pointed styles, which are exteriorly Roman-
esque, and interiorly pointed? and, where
such exist, has not the interior been added
when a vaulted ceiling may have been put up ?

1 1. How, in the north of France, during
the above-named epoch, are the two architec-
tural styles generally combined ?

12. Did the several people of Germanic
origin similarly adopt the different changes in
architectural style ?

13. Are there any crypts under the churches
of Belgium and the northern provinces of
France in those styles prevalent from the
eleventh to the sixteenth centuries.

14. What was the ancient destination of
crypts, or subterranean churches, and what
peculiar ceremonies were therein celebrated ?

15. To what epoch may we refer the in-
troduction of zodiacal signs in monuments con-
secrated to Christian worship, and are they fre-
quently employed on their walls or pavements
in the north ?

16. Are there any church pavements formed
of stones sculptured in low relief, having in
their cavities a coloured cement ?

17- Are there any mosaic pavements in
churches of the pointed style ?

18. What examples are there of that peculiar
kind of pavement called labyrinths, or roads to
Jerusalem, sometimes seen in the pavements of
middle-age buildings ? and to what epoch
may we refer their introduction ?

19. How happens it that there are so many
large religious edifices of the first and second
styles of pointed architecture still existing in
those provinces on this side of the river Loire,
formerly called the county of the Langue d’oi'I,

compared to the small number of religious
edifices of the same epochs in the provinces
south of the Loire, and which is called the
country of the Langue d’oc?

20. Do Belgium and the northern provinces
of France afford any examples of Romanesque
churches paved with glass ?

Gentlemen proposing to attend the discussion
of the above-stated questions are cordially in-
vited by the authorities of Lille to its grand
“ F&tes Patronales,” which will take place on
the first, second, and third days of June, and
during which there will be several opportunities
of observing the ancient manners and usages
of Flanders, as exhibited at its “ Kermesses ”

and other assemblies. The admission card to
the Congress, which costs but ten francs, in-
cluding the privilege of partaking of a banquet
to be given by the city of Tournay, may be
procured on arrival at Lille from Moils, de
Contencin, to whom, or to M. de Caumont, the
director of the society, Dr. Bromet, will be
happy to make known any person who may
be desirous ofjoining him at Lille, and which
by steam to Ostend, and thence by railroad,
may be reached from London in sixteen or
eighteen hours.
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ANCIENT CAPITALS FROM THE SOANE MUSEUM.
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ANCIENT CAPITALS FROM THE SOANE
MUSEUM.

The accompanying engravings represent
•ther ancient marble capitals in the Soane
duseum,* and form a class almost unknown
o the public. They wore mostly brought from
taly by C. II. Tatham.
Figure 4 consists of two separate marble

ragments. The diameter being nearly the
ame in each, Sir John placed one on the top
f the other.

^

Figure 6 represents the side of a marble
apital of an engaged column brought from
ompeii and now in the museum at Naples

;

iis was copied from Mr. Hakewill’s sketch
Dok.

NORFOLK CHURCHES.f
THEMELTHORPE.

“ Churchwork is slow.”

This little edifice, dedicated in honour of
:. Andrew, comprises a chancel, a nave, and
square tower at the west end : the bearing

\ compass is 12° south of east. Our first
9it found the general condition one so re-
ignant to a wholesome feeling of what
came the God’s tabernacle, that we have
ice repeated it, to find at length some par-
I improvement, a few things meanly, though
t altogether injudiciously, repaired
A niche for the venatura occurs on the
ht within the outer doorway of the porch,
iich has lor its sill an ancient coped tomb
thout cross. The dilapidated voussoirs of
: arch have been replaced by a framework
wood, now fast verging on a similar

te : the windows are perpendicular, of two
|hts.

Between the doors of the nave, that on the
th side having a large hole in it, stands the

it, a massive octagon, its rim much broken
wrenching out the staples of the cover.

"e s,
J
es

*
now P^in, appear to have been

srged with coloured scrolls, of which one
! letters I II S, the monogram of the name

i|
Jesus—may perhaps be deciphered: the
1 is lined with lead and has a drain. On

iling the top, we found in it a coil of rope,
sexton 8 grave-tackle, the only present
as our informant very innocently informed

i to which the orifice is now applicable. And
ii in the orders and directions given bv
iop Wren, a.u. 163G, to be observed in his
:ese of Norwich, it is enjoined, “that the
at baptism be filled with clear water, and

j

no dishes, pails, or basins be used in it
instead of it.” At the period of our last

1 the ropes had yielded place to a linen

sists mainly in a remodelling of the pulpit and
reading-pew, situate southward without the
rood-screen. We were pleased to find the
offensive backing upon the altar no longer dis-
gracing them

; but when will all confess, and
act on their convictions, that the place of
prayer is in the chancel

! An effigies in brass
occurs in the central avenue near the font- it
is well worthy of inspection.
The weather moulding of the ancient roof

seen on the western fa9ade of the tower, indi-
cates the extent to which the present meagre
affair has been dropped. Would that it offered
the only instance of spoliation ! but how gross
in many ways the disregard of this place where
Ills honour dwelleth

;
how niggard the supply

that has been extended to its necessities; how
secular the tastes and dispositions by which
that supply has been directed. The sleek
steed in the rich man’s stall, the costly furni-
ture of his dwelling, have left an obolus only
for the sanctuary, and even that has been ill-

expended. But “ is it a time to dwell in ceiled
houses, and the Lord’s house not regarded ?”

C. T.

he rood-screen yet survives, although in a
lated state, the “ beautiful gates ” having
since disappeared. Portions of elegant

:ry remain on the panels of the lower
on, and several piers or buttresses,
)g the fronts terminated by small attached
round shafts with castellated capitals,
mt models of no ordinary attraction.
Id that we might speak in praise of some
it attempts at restoration here, but such

is far above the skill of a common
in. The sedilia are graduated in three

. ate seats, a form by no means usual in
ideanery; a square perforation next the
ir one communicates with the trefoiled
della adjoining. A shelf occurs here,
used by some to have been a receptacle for
j'oly °>1 cruets, and beneath we find the
water drain.

d is always desirable that there should be
now entrance at the side of the chancel,
hpriated to the use of the clergyman ;”
1 his convenience has been carefully pro-

1 t,lc original builders. A crop of
tlions, leoniodon taraxacum

, rooted in the
•es ot its broken sill, indicates, however,
r use it is a thing out of mind here. An
(English triplet occurs over the commu-
lable, that and the altar-rails forming no
cion to the general decay. The deca-
! flanked on the gospel side by the royal
pppears on the rood-screen. The lateral
ws of the chancel, two of them lychno-
:, and the lanciform couplets of the nave
ill been blocked with Hint to above the

!> of elevation.

i have spoken of a partial repair
;

it con-

See p. 211 ante.

t See page 209, mU,

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

At the annual general meeting, held on the
5th of May, Earl de Grey, President, in the
c^r; the report of. the council on the affairs
and finances of the institute was read, and the
following office bearers for the ensuing year
were elected :

—

President—Earl de Grey.
Vice-Presidents. — Mess'rs. H. E. Kendall,

J. B. Papworth, W. Tite.
Ordinary Members of Council. — Messrs.

Thomas Bellamy, W. Burn, E. M. Foxhall,
George Godwin, James Noble, Charles Parker,
W. F. Pocock, John Shaw, Sydney Smirke’
James Thomson.
Hon. Sect'etaries—Messrs. Ambrose Poynter,

and George Bailey.

Hon. Secretaryfor Foreign Correspondence.—Mr. T. L. Donaldson.

On Monday, the 12th inst., Mr. Kendall in
the chair, the Rev. Richard Burg-ess, B D
read a paper “On the Walls of Ancient and
Modern Rome.” In opening the subject the
rev. gentleman sketched the history of walling,
and laid down as a law that no walls could be
properly termed Cyclopean where any of the
stones were cut. The walls of Mycenae were a
step beyond Cyclopean. He traced the gradual
progress of Rome from the time of Romulus,
and, taking his hearers round the enlarged city,
explained the various gates and walls in the
circuit. The whole circumference was thir-
teen miles, and he had estimated that the
population had never been more than 160,000.
Custom battered down walls and prejudices,
and even the great wall of China was likely
soon to fall.

J

EARL DE GREY'S CONVERSAZIONE.

Eari, de Grey, as President of the Insti-
tute of Architects, entertained the members of
that body at his residence in St. James’s-
square, on Friday, the 9th instant, and invited
a large number of the nobility, and men
distinguished in literature, science and art, to
meet them. By ten o’clock his lordship’s
superb suite of rooms were thronged, and pre-
sented a fine appearance. The presence of
many of the handsomest women of whom the
English Court can boast, added materially to
the charm of the evening, and served to render
this unquestionably the most brilliant conver-
sazione of the season. His Royal Highness
Prince Albert was expected, but was unfortu-
nately prevented from attending. The tables
were filled with choice portfolios, and works
of art. The council of the institute, compris-
ing Mr. Papworth, Mr. Kendall, Mr. Noble,
Mr. Roberts, Mr. Pocock, Mr. Godwin, Mr!
W. Donaldson, Mr. Booth, Mr. Poynter*
Mr. Bailey, Mr. Foxhall, Mr. Thomson, Mr!
Grellier, and Professor Donaldson, dined with
Earl de Grey previously. In reply to an
acknowledgment, on the part of the council, of
the services rendered by the noble host to the
Institute, very admirably tendered by Mr.
Papworth, his Lordship expressed himself as
ever most anxious for the prosperity of the
association, and willing at all times to exert
himself in its favour.

ARCHITECTURAL MEMS. FROM THE
COUNTRY.

The talked of appeal to the House of Lords
has been entirely abandoned in the matter of
the Stone Altar at the Round Church, Cam-
bridge, and the costs have been paid by the
church-warden’s proctor. A table of oak
e aborately carved, is nearly ready to take the
place of the stone altar which, as we havo
already stated, has been removed, and com-
munion rails are prepared. The church will be
le-opened in a few Sundays for divine service.

t

At ^fmbridge, that venerable structure
Jesus College Chapel is now in course of
eing rescued from the melancholy state in

which it has been left for many years. From a
egacy> benefaction, and other sources, the
master and fellows are enabled, and have de-
termined to spend about 1,000/. on its resto-
ration

; the works were commenced in the

,

aster vacation, and are to be continued in the
long vacation : the ceilings are to be removed
and the arcades set free, and the whole to
be brought more nearly to its ancient cha-
fer. A.t a meeting, held recently, of
the Ripon Diocesan Church Building Society
the following grants were made in aid of the
erection of new churches, viz.: 400/. to Mid-
dleton, in the parish of Rothwell, to contain
502 sittings, estimated cost 2,290/.

; 300/. to
St. Mary’s, Sowerby, in the parish of Hali-
fax, having accommodation for 404 adults and
150 scholars, estimated cost 1,635/.; 500/. to
St. Andrew’s, Wakefield, having accommoda-
tion for ,00 persons, estimated cost 2,880/.——-T he works on the Blackburn and Preston

Unn S' "*! Proc«e?»»S "pid'y. uP™nls of
100,000 cubic yards of earth have been re.
moved, and in several places active prepara-
tions are being made for laying down portions
of the permanent way. The piers of the via-
duct over the river Darwen, at Hoghton,
which have formed one of the most difficult
portions of the undertaking, are now up to
the level of the water, and several of the
bridges on the Hoghton contract are com-
menced. The works at the Blackburn end,
which have only lately been commenced, are
now urged forward with increased energy.

At Scarborough, the improvements at the
opening of St. Nicholas’s-street are rapidly
progressing. The excavations for the founda-
tions of the new houses are completed, and
not many weeks will elapse before the new
frontage is reared, and the row of commodious
shops prepared for the coming season. —The
Lords of the Admiralty have appointed James
\\ alker, Esq., C.E., and Captain Vidal, ll.N.
to inquire into the plans of the South Wales
Railway Bridge over the Severn, at the Hock
Crib, the proposed cut or canal from that spot
to rramilode, and the other works connected
therewith, with the view of ascertaining the
probable effects of the same upon the naviga-
tion of the river. It is expected, that during
the summer, the Grand Junction Railway
Company will build more cottages at their
“ new town ” of Crewe, the number of cot-
tages at present being inadequate for their nu-
merous workpeople. Every house is now oc-
cupied, and several of them by more than one
family. The Chester Courant in mentioning
the fact appends the following remark :

“ Among the many speculations of the day,
it is a matter of surprise to us that no com-
pany has yet been formed to build towns con-
tiguous to the principal stations. No doubt, if
building societies were organised for this
purpose, a good per centage would he
obtained for money.” T he Earl of
Derby has contracted for the erection of
a stupendous conservatory and aviary of
a great height, and mostly glass on all

sides, in Lancashire. At a meeting of the
Huntingdon Commissioners of Pavement, on
Wednesday week, the subject was renewed
of introducing a new system of road making
lately adopted at Burton-upon-Trent, and
found to answer there exceedingly well. It

consists of an under stratum of angular broken
stones, then a layer of smaller stones and gravel,
and the upper coat of gravel mixed with gas-
tar, the whole being about six inches in depth.
It resists the wet, is perfectly free from dust
and unattended by any of the inconveniences
of the wood-pavement

; whilst the cost would
be less than the present system of using
cobbles. After much discussion, it was re-
solved to try the experiment on about
150 yards ia tire High-street, aad should it be
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found to answer, it is not improbable the

whole town will uUimatelybepaved
witbit.

A gigantic wooden-bridge hasjnst been erected

over the river Lowther, between a.fton_and
over the river lowiuu, -

Brougham-hall, and close to the stone'uaduct

rL same river now in the course of erec
r tne same rivet —

- TJotlwar
t,on for the Lancaster and Car Jr'S
It is 530 feet in length, 18 feet m width, and

1,0 feet in heigh. ;
and there have been used

in its construction upwards of 28,000 cable

feet of timber, and thirty tons of iron

Some very extensive alterations are Progress

at Ely Cathedral. An arcade of fifteen or

sixteen arches, from a des,gn by Professor

Willis, of Cambridge, is about to be introduced

at the communion-table ;
and the four windows

under the lantern are to be filled with painted-

glass, executed by Wales ;
one of them at the

cost of Mr. Edward Sparke, son of Bishop

Sparke, and the other three at that of the

dean and chapter. The foundation-stone of

the Royal British Orphan Asylum was laid at

Devonport, on Wednesday, the 30th ult. Earl

Fortescue, as Provincial Grand Master, came

selected is close to the entrance of the tunnel

on the Whitby and Pickering Railway. A
company is being formed to establish water-

works on an extensive scale in Bristol. 1 he

proposed capital is 200,000/. Many of the

leading merchants in that city have consented

to be placed on the provisional committee.

The present supply is obtained from public or

private wells at a cost averaging 30s. per

annum for a family. The committee propose

to afford an increased and permanent supply at

a much less cost, besides improving the health

of the city bv a constant cleansing of the sewers

as well as the streets by means of water jets.

FREEMASONS OF THE CHURCH.

purposely from Ireland to attend the cere-

mony. The chief corner-stones of the

bridge across the Ouse, at York, for the York

and Scarborough Railway, were laid a short

time since.—-Mr. Laycock, of Liverpool,

after having built an iron palace for an African

king, and a residence of the same material for

a West Indian family, has just finished an iron

house for a family in Nova Scotia. During

the past week two new churches, both of them

erected afterthe designs ofMr. Benjamin Ferrey,

have been consecrated, viz., All Saints, Dor-

chester, and C hrist Church, St. Giles s, London,

notices of which will be found at pp. 104 and

114, ante. In addition to our former remarks

respecting the Dorchester structure, we may

state that the design of the principal doorway

is from one of the transepts of Westmin-

ster Abbey; and that the roof is of open

woodwork’; the principals are curved, and

rest upon projecting hammer-beams, which

continue through the walls into the side

aisles, and there form the tie-beams. These

hammer-beams are again supported by bracket-

formed trusses, which rest on stone-moulded

corbels inserted over the piers of the arcade.

The timbers of the nave and chancel roof are

also connected by curved braces. At a very

respectable and influential meeting, held a few

days since at Bristol, it was resolved, that for

the maintenance and advancement of the trade

of that city it was essential that a floating

pier at Portbury, as designed by Mr. Brunei,

be constructed. A provisional committee was

appointed for the purpose of taking the requi-

site measures for the formation ot a company

to carry the undertaking into effect. The
new church at Greenstead-green, Halstead, is

rapidly approaching completion, and is ex-

pected to be consecrated in July next. A par-

sonage house is also in the course of erection

on the same plot of ground, at the sole cost of

Mrs. Gee, the lady who supplies the funds for

building and endowing the church. The
Bristol Journal states that Sir John Guest has

offered to complete the Clifton Suspension-

bridge on condition of receiving the tolls, but

that it will be carried into effect without his

individual assistance. It seems probable

that the building of the churches at Morton

and Stockwith, in the parish of Gainsbro’,

which has been in abeyance, will be com-
menced forthwith. It is said that the follow-

ing parties are the contractors, viz. Mr. Robert

Wood, of Doncaster, builder; Messrs. Oates

and Newton, plumber?, Gainsbro’
;
and Mr.

Siloman Ledger, bricklayer, Gainsbro’.

Mr. R. C. Carpenter is building a church in the

parish of Hatfield Broadoak, Essex. It is to

hold 270 persons. The plan consists of a

chancel, nave, aisles, a western tower, and a

south-western porch in wood. The longitu-

dinal section shews an arcade of three arches

springing from low piers of plain mouldings.

The chancel has two hooded windows of two

lights, and a priest’s door. The windows of

the aisles are square-headed, the side walls

low. The estimated cost is 1,200/.

The renovation of Yoxhill Church, York-

shire, is just completed by Messrs. Binks. A
new font has also been erected. The whole

has been executed at the expense of the

Rev. Chas. Constable, of Wassand. The
foundation-stone of a national school, at

Whitby, Yorkshire, was laid on Monday, the

5th instant, by II, Welder, Esq. The- site

May 13th. ;
the Rev. G. Powell, L.L.B., in

the chair. Mr. J. Sedgwick and Mr. William

Papineau were elected members. Mr. Rogers

exhibited an ancient and rare specimen of

Italian ware by Lucca del la Robbia, the pro-

perty of Mr. C. B. Wall, V.P., M.P. ;
also a

curious specimen of the work of Bernard Pa-

lissy, representing fish, herbage, and pebbles,

at the bottom of a circular dish, by permission

of the Right Hon. the Earl Cadogan, V.P.,&c.;

also a specimen of early Italian carving in

walnut tree representing the death of the

Virgin Mary, which was preserved by

Mr. W. Gill, M.P., from the now destroyed

convent of Annecy, in Savoy, and a carved

wood trophy for his Majesty the King of the

French.
Mr. J. S. Drax, M.P., exhibited fourteen

drawings of carved oak historical panels by

Berger. These panels were brought from the

mitred abbey of Pare, near Louvais, and are

now in the possession of Mr. Drax.

Mr. W. H. Rogers exhibited several sketches

and models of ecclesiastical architecture from

Alderton Church, Wilts. The subjects exhi-

bited were—part of a boldly carved cornice of

rope and vine leaf in the oak screen ot the

church, stone corbels, embellished with the

emblem of the boar and vine, the pelican in

her piety, monster representing an evil spirit,

an angel in adoration, serpent with the forbid-

den fruit, St. Michael, the tree of life, the crown

of life, swallow building her nest, shield of St.

George, the phoenix of resurrection, the Good
Shepherd, the Rose of Sharon, hart and water-

brook, six angels bearing the Passion of Our
Lord, viz., a cross calvary—heart and nails

—

scourges—spear and sponge— crown of thorns

and pillar of flagellation, &c.

Mr. Thomas Leeson presented a mould and

a cast of a bronze, representing Richard I. in

armour, on horseback, as a Crusader; above

the king’s head is a trefoil, in the centre foil

is a lion’s head, and in the remaining two, hel-

mets, swords, and other implements of war,

suspended by a chain from the lion’s mouth;

beneath the feet of the horse are two Saracens,

slain.

Mr. C. H. Smith then delivered a very inte-

resting lecture on building stones, treating

both of their composition and decay.

FAIRLIGHT CHURCH, NEAR HASTINGS.

Tfik necessary arrangements are completed

for rebuilding this church. The old church,

consisting of a nave 30 feet by 20 feet, a

chancel 20 feet by 15 feet, and the remains of

a western tower, is said to have presented no

vestige of architectural interest, and was in a

most dilapidated state. The principal pro-

prietors of the parish having resolved to re-

build a structure suitable to the increased

population of the village, and worthy of the

purpose to which it is dedicated, raised sub-

scriptions sufficient to defray the expense

without a parochial rate. Mrs. Milward, of

Hastings, whose activity in forwarding all good

works is well known, contributed 1 ,000/.

:

Mr. Lucas Shadwell, bestowed 500/., and

granted the free use of his stone quarry. By
the exertions of the Rev. Mr. Pearsc the sub-

scriptions amount to 2,500/. The new church,

designed by Mr. Thomas Little, is a single-

aisle church, and consists of a nave 62 feet by
24 feet, chancel 20 feet by 17 feet, north aisle,

and a massive western tower, 80 feet high, at

the end of the aisle. The nave and aisle are

separated by three arches springing from

octagon piers. The style is early English,

with an equilateral open-framed roof. The
building throughout is of stone.

HISTORY OF A COMPETITION.

ST. simon’s church.

Sib _A history of this competition, which

has now been before the public some weeks*

has just come under my observation in thi

monthly part of “ The Builder.” This his

tory is signed a “ Looker On but I would

suggest to that individual, that he ought to havi

well looked into the details of this affair, an

ascertained the truth of his information, befor

bringing himself and his history so uncere

moniously before the public.
. „ ,

As the author of the design “Ignatius,

feel myself called upon to correct a “ Look*

On” iii one or two particulars, which migh

otherwise be injurious to my reputation ;
anti

in doing so, I shall state nothing which

cannot clearly prove, and which is not quit

requisite in shielding myself from unnecessar.

blame. .. . , .

Any one reading the account alluded t<

would infer, that the committee had chosen

design, which might be a “ pretty picture,

but which, in reality, was worthless, and soo

found to be good for nothing. The architec

also, a reader would conclude to be of the sarc

character, and ignorant of his profess , 01

Proofs are brought forward sufficiently pointe

to warrant such a conclusion; to which I mui

oppose the following facts.

When first this design was sent in to tl

committee, it was distinctly stated in the d*

scription, that the cost would exceed the su

named in the instructions. Of course thd

were perfectly at liberty to reject it if the!

thought proper; however, it was retained, eve

after the general estimate was found above tl

3,000/., whereupon the working drawings we:

at once proceeded with.

Here, I think, was no “ ridiculous profei

sions on the part of the architect, or at

attempt to deceive a committee endeavour*#

to perform an onerous duty. “The walls fi

the aisles in the nave, and clerestory were n

to be 14 inches thick, or thereabouts; b

drawn to scale, and figured two feet. II

difference between 14 and 24 inches is t<

great for me to suppose such a mis-stateme

should have arisen accidently, I thereto

conclude this falsehood was created wilfull

and probably from malicious or interest

motives.

Our well-informed historian says, the coi

m ittee agreed themselves to bear the expen

of thickening the walls, which, he statf

would be about 250/. How far does he lin

gine that sum would go in such an operatioi

Two feet may not be too much, but he wot

be content with 18 inches.

With respect to the rejection by the “ Inc*

porute Society,” I must make the followi

statements. It was necessary to obtain pet

niary assistance, for which purpose the dra

ings were forwarded to the society for inspt

tion, aid being only given in building churcl

of approved accommodation ;
that is, a certj

number of free seats for the money. T

“ objections” which I received from the 1

ciety’s secretary were the following : name

61b. instead of 81b. lead was specified for I

gutters. The specification had not provic

for the escape of the water condensed on I

windows. The “ board” found fault with I

arrangement of the free seats (not near enou

the minister), and the children’s seats. A
that the font was not in the right place; *

that the walls appeared too thin.

The objections which “poured in,’ to

committee, and which I heard of, were the

The tower was more intended for display tl

utility (not uncommon this,) and it was si

gested that one of the vestries might be t

pensed with.

Now, it will be seen, these objections

not of very great moment, and the commit

can hardly be blamed, though they did “ ob

nately ” try to “ get rid of them.”

At length the society, perhaps annoyed

the obstinacy of the committee, and their c

ness in not taking the hint, and dismiss

their architect with his plans, sent down

final decision of the “ board ;” which *

“ that this design is fundamentally erronec

arising from the disproportion between

side and centre aisles.
v (The centre aisl

more commonly by architects termed

nave.) Of course after this the comtni

found themselves under the necessity of ad<

ing a fresh design, or building without

society’s grant
;

and as the lesser evu»
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chosen design was abandoned, and another
sought for. The reason advanced for procuring
the assistance of another architect was, that
they had already lost much time, and Mr.
L. had a set of plans ready prepared, which
might at once go up to the society.

It only remains for me to make a few re-
marks on this evidence, and first I would ask

:

Jiao the society sufficient grounds for causing
the rejection of an already adopted design,
and the dismissal of an architect already en-
gaged ? Some of the objections are too trifling
to be worthy of notice

;
only observing, that it

is by no means unusual for an architect to
make alterations from his original design, even
during the progress of the building: and this
is often called an oversight in construction.
The charge ofdisproportion between the nave

and aisles may seem very formidable to those
who do not exactly know what it means, and
the committee were no doubt surprised to find
the design they thought the best, which pleased
them the most, was just a jumble of error and
disproportion. Now, there are churches built
without aisles, and some with them; and there
are various proportions between the nave and
aisles. I thought I saw some advantage in my
proportion, and so it appears thought the com-
mittee. If, however, a certain proportion was
at all requisite, why was it not mentioned at
nrst. If the error was so very glaring, why
was it not sooner discovered ?

Supposing the society justified in rejecting
the design, then I ask of any competitor, or any
ono connected with this competition, was it
stated in the instructions, or could it be in-
terred that all the designs sent in were to be
in accordance with the rules and regulations
if the “ Incorporate Society,” and guaranteed
o pass the examination of the “ board?”
There are many churches built where these

•egulations are not complied with, and which
vould not be sanctioned by the society. Ac-
cordingly, I did not consider myself bound tommply with the regulations of any society,
.xcfPt society in general, and I was a good
(eal surprised to find that any one had the
rower to take a building out of my hands
Khieh 1 had fairly won in competition, and
rich was mine by right of conquest.

I am, Sir, &c., R. II. Bentiiam.
I think it is not unreasonable to ask “ A

i-ooker-On” for his authority for some of his
Jatcments relating to my design, and I may
F
so observe, that he himself has the “advan-
ce in being merely « A Looker-On.”
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Haddon Hall, like many other magnificent
abodes, appears, on close examination, evi-
dently built when comfort was not a peculiarity
ot art in household construction. The doors

THE IRON TRADE.
The extravagant height to which the price

1
iron had reached has been followed by a

(duction equally sudden, although by many
wsons confidently expected. According to
e best authorities the reduction may be taken
20s. Pigs were stated at the last quarterly
meting to be 61. 10s., they are now to be
ught at 51. 10s. In merchant-iron there is
reduction of 21. per ton. It appears to be
i“

prevailing opinion that the late extraor-
pary advance of 21. within three months was
ihcial, uncalled for, and highly injudicious:
proved very injurious to the iron manufac-
fers of Staffordshire and Shropshire, un-
ified the business of the Birmingham
ffors, and was the cause of orders to a con-
jerable amount being sent to Germany.
[When we reflect that pig-iron was selling in
Clyde at 35s. per ton, and has been lately

oted at 51. 10s. to 61. , and that bars were
ijmg at 4/. 5s., and have recently realized
!•, and even 11/., it may very well be
i
gined that the iron-masters must have been
pg a good trade.

Ii'he Smoke Nuisance.—We are told that
Economical plan of consuming the smoke
lie in furnaces is being generally adopted by
infaclurers whose premises are situated in
ivded localities. The principle is exceed-

|y
simple, consisting merely of a course of

Ikworlc at the back part' of the furnace.
“ s Paco un der the boiler is closely built up
bnck and mortar, with the exception of

i holes left at the bottom, through which
dame is directed; this being quite filled

| the flame, the smoke which occupies
Mother space is intercepted by the brick-

j»

c
>
and brought back upon the fire, where it

imsumed, and a small quantity of white
pur only escapes into the atmosphere,

...
, ,

‘-'Mouuuion. ine door!
are very rudely contrived, except when pic-
turesque effect is the object; foiviit atall close,and their fastenings are nothing better thanwooden holts, clumsy bars, or iron hasps. To
conceal these defects, and exclude draughts of
air, tapestry was put up, which had to be liftedm order to pass in or out; and when it was
necessary to hold back these hangings, there
wet-e great- iron hooks fixed for the purpose.
Alt the principal rooms, except the gallery,
were hung with loose arras, and their doors
were concealed behind.
The universal rage for building in the six-

teenth century /
felt nQ Qne more th&n

Henry \ III., who built, improved, or com-
pleted no less than ten palaces), caused a rapid
development of the new style then in process of
formation the Tudor Gothic. This style was
in effect the latest form of the eccle-
siastical Gothic, but modified by the necessities
and proprieties of a domestic residence. Thus
more light was required for a room than for
the "Rerior of a chapel or a church

;
so the

fronts ot houses became one vast expanse of
^ r ii "J? sba^ bave sometimes fair houses
so full of glass, that ono cannot tell where tocome to be out of the sun or cold ” (Bacon).
Chimneys of all shapes and sizes, and some of
them exceedingly ornamental, sprung up. But
in Elizabeth s time a new element came into
operatmn. Italian art was introduced. Henry
VIIl., in a spirit of rivalry with Francis of
b ranee, had sought to bring foreign artists to
England; and though Raffaelle and Titian
declined the invitation, other eminent men
trom different parts did come

;
among them

\
•

universal artist. Many of the
chief buildings erected after the middle of the
sixteenth century shew the influence of the
Italian architects. Somerset House was built
by John of Padua, and became, as the first
Italian edifice erected in England, an example
for others to follow. But the English archi-
tects did not servilely copy them or any other
works. They preserved 'some of their own
1 udor-Gothic tastes

;
they admired, and there-

lore added something from the Italian; they
also admired, and therefore also borrowed
from Holbein and the German and Flemish
schools, and the result was, unquestionably,
magnificence. J

As presenting generally a notion of the plan
of Elizabethan mansions of the first rank,
Buckhurst House, Sussex, may be usefully
studied. This was built about 1560 by the
author of the glorious poetical Induction to
the Mirror for Magistrates, Lord Buckhurst,
afterwards lord treasurer and Earl of Dorset.H e regret to say, not only for the sake of the
building, but for the associations connected
with its author, that Buckhurst has long since
disappeared. But magnificent as were these
great mansions in their size, arrangement, and
general aspect, there was little even in them
that would harmonize with our notions of
what the interiors should be to correspond with
such exteriors.

Walpole justly observes, with regard to the
mansions of the sixteenth century, “Space
and vastness seem to have made their whole
uleas of grandeur

; the palaces of the memo-
rable Countess of Shrewsbury are exactly in
this style. The apartments are lofty and
enormous, and they knew not how to furnish
them. Pictures, had they had good ones,
would have been lost in chambers of such
height: tapestry, their chief moveable, was
not commonly perfect enough to be real mag-
nificence. Fretted ceilings, graceful mould-
ings of windows, and painted glass, the orna-
ments of the preceding age, were fallen into
disuse. Immense lights, composed- of bad
glass, in diamond panes, cast an air of poverty
over their most costly apartments.”

Hardwick, in Derbyshire, between Chester-
held and Mansfield, the property of the Duke
of Devonshire, is one of the “palaces of the
memorable Countess of Shrewsbury,” here re-
ferred to. A strange story is told'in explana-
tion of this lady’s building propensities. A
tradition, recorded by Walpole, says, the
countess was told by a fortune-teller that she

should not die whilst she continued building *

so she wMt on, erecting; mansion after mansion;
until her proceedings were arrested one winterhy a hard frost, which rendered the workmen
unable to continue their labours, and then she
died. Two or three portraits of the countess
or as she is more popularly called, Bess of
Hardwick, are to be found here. The nailery
is of the amazing extent of 195 feet, and con-
tains some interesting pictures

;
among them

one of Mary Queen of Scots, whose residence
a

(

S

u
P.n

i
ono

F
in llle mansion has given to it a

still higher interest than is attached to the well-

‘"S C

M
nl6SS *.*’ founder - Mary spent a" e P0rt,°n ° f her

'°”S? ™eteen
lm Pt 'sonment at Hardwick, duringwhich tune she occupied some of her drear?

eovere tLr
0
'f ii

ri”S ,hc bkclt velvet chair-

Indeed „ 7 1
‘,reserral in the mansion.

°.ne the most delightful features of
Pe,

:

fect>y Elizabethan character,

thl f,
^ ‘'“"gremains unaltered from the days ofthetwoqueens—theoppressorandtheoppreseed.

Of old castles, as well as old churches, wotake our leave in the present period. Their
uses had passed away. Many of those built
in imitation, to a certain extent, of the ancient
castellated style, were but superficial imitations
calculated to please the still lingering military
tastes of the owners, but utterly unsuited for

i d
re
/ n.r

ear
,

3
?
d tear of mililary defence.

Indeed, Elizabeth, as well as her father, would
no doubt like to have seen the man who would
have ventured to have erected a real strong-
hold in tier time. Power enough was reserved
tor the aristocracy, but it was to be hence-
forth the power of station and wealth only,
whether exercised in public or in private lift!
bo, although castles were erected, and strong
ones too, no subjects were the builders. There
were to be defences provided, not to facilitate
internal warfare, but as a protection from
foreign aggression. Henry VIII. caused a
chain of fortresses to be raised for the protec-
tion of the northern and eastern coasts—as
Sandown, and others. To Elizabeth we owe
the commencement of the castle named after
herself at Jersey, in which Clarendon resided
tor two years, and wrote a large portion of his
History of the Rebellion.” Mount Orgueit,

also in Jersey, comrnandingly situated on a
rocky headland that projects forward into the
sea, is famous as the prison of Prynne, and
the residence of Charles II. during a part of
his exile. Upnor Castle, on the Medway, a
little below Chatham—now completely in
ruins— is distinguished as being one of the
last, if not the very last, of those places of
defence that were built on the old principles
ot fortification.

We cannot better take leave of the general
subject of castles, than with a few words upon
a fortress that formed a most perfect example
ot the class in all its genuine strength, and
sternness, and inconvenience for residence
and which, to the regret of those who like to
have something better than mere descriptions
of antiquity to rely upon, has been recently
much damaged by fire. Naworth stood on
the edge of a ravine, had walls of enormous
thickness, and was altogether in the style of a
castle of the fourteenth century; when all
such works were built with the expectation
that occasions might arise to test their
strength, and with more than expectation—
the certainty—where castles like Naworth
were concerned. To the strength of wall, and
narrowness of window that marked the exte-
rior of such places, must be added, in order to
combine their chief characteristics, the dun-
geons within for prisoners, and the fire-places
of the hall, which were really of almost incre-
dible dimensions. That of Naworth was
seventeen feet broad.

r
England, a Pictorial Museum of Antiquities,’'

u, Knight, London,

Proposed Aerial Tunnel over the
Menai.

—

Mr. Randall proposed last week, be-
fore a committee of the House of Commons, to
carry the Chester and Holyhead Railway
across the Menai Straits, by means of a huge
tube composed of sheet iron, and to support the
same midway on the Britannia Rock, thus
forming a kind of aerial tunnel, consisting of
two spans, each being about 450 feet in length.
General Pasley on being questioned as to the
merits of the proposition said, that he con-
sidered it sound in principle as well as safe in
practice. He also was of opinion, that two
small tubes, one for each rail, would be pre-
ferable to a single large one.
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LIST OF NEW PATENTS RELATING TO

ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING,

GRANTED FOR ENGLAND.

FumMci by Mr. A. ’/

®

Patents of Inventions ,
Lincoln s-Inn Fields.

[six months for enrolment.]

William Robinson Mulley,

stances’ from below water. April-

Otis T ufls, of Boston, in the state of Massa-

chusetts, America, engineer, for a certam new

and useful mode of building or cons reeling

eitlier the hulls or decks, or both, as the ca.e

mav require, of ships, boats, and various other

sailing or tioating vessels made of iron, or

other suitable metal or metals. AprilJ.

John Dewrance, of Liverpool, engineer, for

certain improvements in steam boilers, and in

the construction, composition, and manu.acture

of bearings, steps, and other rubbing surfaces

of steam engines and other machinery, and

also for a method of lubricating the same.

AP
ThomasMetcalfe, of Elizabeth-street, Eaton-

square, brush-maker, for certain improvement

in propelling carriages, which improvements

are also applicable to driving certain ma-

Ch
“ames Lamb Hancock, Frederick Augustus

Lamb Hancock, and William Lamb Hancock,

of Guildsfield, Montgomery, for an improved

rotary steam engine. April 7-

Edward Bury, of Ilanslope, Buckingham-

shire, civil engineer, for certain improvements

in locomotive engines, carriages, or wagons

running upon railways or common roads, tor

the prevention of accidents. April 7-

Elijah Galloway, of the Strand, engineer,

for improvements in propelling railway cai-

riages. April 9.
, .

Samuel Stocker, of Canonbury-place, en-

gineer, for improvements in machinery or

apparatus for lifting, forcing, or conveying

liquids iu vessels, for holding liquids, and im-

provements in water- closets. April 9.

John Coope Haddan, of Liverpool-street,

King’s-cross, Middlesex, engineer, for im-

provements in preparing sleepers, chairs, and

spikes, and constructing wheels for railways.

April 14.

Frederick Rosenborg, of Kingston-upon-

Hull. gentleman, for certain improvements in

machinery for cutting and shaping wood and

other materials into various forms or hgures,

and also for cleaning and smoothing tlie

surfaces of the same forms or bgures.

A
Geore'e Carter, of Willenhall, Stafford, job-

bing smith, for certam improvements in locks

and latches. April 15.
. ,

John Lord, of Friday-bndge, Birmingham,

merchant, forimprovements in supplyingsteam-

boilers with water. April 15.

George Royle, of Church-hill, Wednesbury,

Stafford, whitesmith, forimprovements in loco-

motive, marine, steam, gas, and other tubes.

April 17- t-. ,

William Mackie, of Baggot-street, Dublin,

builder, for improvements in window-sashes

and shutters. April 22.

Freeman Roe, of the Strand, engineer, for

improvements in the manufacture of pipes for

conveying water and other fluids. April

22 .

Joseph Maudslay, and Joshua Field, of Lam-

beth, engineers, for certain improvements in

propelling, and propelling machinery. April

24.

Robert Beart, of Godmanchester, gentleman,

for improvements in the manufacture of bricks

and tiles. April 24.

Samuel Wilkes, of Wolverhampton, iron

founder, for improvements in the manufacture

of hinges. April 26.

John Sylvester, of Great Russell-strect,

Bloomsbury, civil engineer, for improvements

in stoves and fire-places. April 29.

Gilmour Wilson, of Earl-street, London,

engineer, for improvments in the construction

of wheels for carriages. April 29.

Frederic Lesnard, of Kepple-street, engi-

neer, for improvements in generating steam

and evaporating liquids. April 29.

James Nasmyth, of Arundel- street, gentle-

man, for certain improvments in engines or

machines for obtaining and applying motive

power. April 29.

Corre0ponuntcr*

architectural modellers.

g IB Your correspondent who writes on

architectural modelling at page 190 of your

excellent periodical seems to entertain a mis-

taken and somewhat prejudiced feeling towards

architects ,
builders

,
and plasterers, which I

shall endeavour to correct.

Your subscriber states: “In almost all

cases the modeller is not employed by the ar-

chitect, hut by the builder, who, having little

taste for works of art himself, employs any

body he can get to do it cheap, mostly some

plasterer, who understands little about modelling,

nothing about drawing or style of composition,

while the artist of acknowledged talent is en-

tirely deserted by the architect.
.

In reference to the above remarks, 1 shall

admit that the decorative modeller is seldom

directly employed by the architect
;
but instead

of being employed by the bui|der, it much

more frequently occurs that he is engaged by

the plasterer, as was the case at Buckingham

Palace, Windsor Castle, York House, &c.,

where architectural modelling was carried out

to an extent of beauty and magnificence, if not

unequalled, at least unsurpassed, and that too,

under the immediate guidance of a plasterer ,

whose name will go down to posterity as the

greatest man in the line ever produced in

Your correspondent also (with all due de-

ference to his talents) evidently writes on a

subject he does not quite understand when he

states, that “ the drawing made by the archi-

tect seldom for more than a quarter part, gives

a very ambiguous idea of the subject wanting,

and in many cases no drawing at all; the

models so made are consigned to the tender

mercies of some hod boy to cast, a^nd to fix by

others who know as little about it.”

Surely, Mr. Editor, your decorative modeller

is sadly out of his latitude in the above asser-

tion. Firstly, are we to understand him that

in some cases the architect makes no drawing

at all ? if so, pray what is the architect’s office ?

Secondly, there is not such a class of indivi-

duals in London, or elsewhere as “ hod boys.,

I presume your correspondent or your printer s

devil bus made a mistake, for this should have

been “ odd boys and certainly odd lads they

are some of them, and clever fellows too;

really boys of intrinsic value, some ot them

bright young geniuses of the very first magni-

tude. I have had many of these same lads to

cast my enrichments, and when properly

trained,' they do it in the most expert manner ;

their proper cognomen is “ hawk boys.

Thirdly, the decorations after being modelled

and cast are in all good establishments fixed by

expert plasterers, picked men, masters in their

particular branch ;
and, lastly, to wind up this

statement, and to shew that your subscriber is

labouring under a delusion, 1 have to add that

the very best architectural modeller, as regards

minuteness of detail, &c., served his time to be

“ a plasterer” with the late Mr. Geo. Robson of

Durham, never had an hour’s instruction in

drawing, and has immortalized his name in

the annals of modelling by his copies of

various sizes from the remains of the ’1 emple

of Jupiter Stator, &c. Need I name the justly

celebrated “ Tom Gillespie.” Further, the

very best general modeller and designer ever

known in London was originally a “ hawk

boy;” and again, the best men in the line

practising at the present day, have more

or less originated from the plasterer and, the

hawk boy. If I have been somewhat ungentle

in my remarks, and indulged in a touch of

pleasantry in this matter, I trust your corre-

spondent will forgive me, my observations

being well meant, and originating in the wish to

set both him and the public right, for I merely

lifted the pen to correct his erroneous con-

clusions, and to defend the architects, builders,

and plasterers, from imputations they do not

desei ve; the former ofwhom, instead of desert-

ing talents and genius when they see them

developed, invariably encourage them to the

fullest extent. The fault does not rest with

the architect, as your writer supposes, but in

ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, with the

modellers themselves, some of whom possessing

talents of the very first order, are unhappily too

much given to gaiety and midnightcarousals, in-

stead of attending to the instructions of their

patrons the architects. Others, again, do not pos-

sess those peculiar abilities requisite to carryout

the ideas of the architect, and consequently are

rejected. So ends my present theme, and it

he and the public will not assent to its truth,

why verily theyare dissenters worse than pagans,

as Fraser or some of his writers would have

said, and consequently not entitled to con-

sideration.—I am, Sir, &c.,

Frank Tyrrell.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

SKETCHING INTERDICTED IN CATHEDRALS, &C.

Sir,

—

Pray enter a protest 'in your influ-

ential journal against the exclusive system

of preventing architects and others sketching

in cathedrals, churches, &c. To-day, seeing
in caiueuiiiis, u.uii,uqq, ~ °

some excellent bosses in the Lady Chapel at

St. Saviour’s, and being of course anxious to

• . i .1 (( NT.. .I'dliihinir wOl. oaviuui o,

sketch, I was told, as usual, “No sketching is

allowed, Sir, without a permission from the

warden,” which, having only an hour or so to

spare, was not to be obtained. It is the case

all over this country-at Canterbury, Here-

ford, Westminster Abbey, and wherever 1

have been,- Durham is the only honourable

exception, and I do not think that the cathe-

dral has suffered for this unusual liberality.

In France, I have sketched, measured, and

studied in the cathedrals without any hinder-

ance whatever, and 1 think that you will

atrree with me, that it ought to be the case

here. If you will make this a subject ot con-

sideration, and notice it in your paper, you will

much oblige, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

A Subscriber.

* * We fully agree with our correspondent,

that such prohibition, where it exists, is unwise

and vexatious, and will gladly lend our assist-

ance to induce the discontinuance of it. Ed.

COVERING FOR ROOFS.

Sir,—I shall be glad if some one of your

correspondents will give me some information

respecting a really good and light material for

roofing, in a climate such as that ot America.

Zinc 1 am fearful of, as the heat of the sun

draws it out of shape, and wherever there is

much condensed smoke or soot settling upon

it, it corrodes most provokingly. ! he build-

i nirs I wish to roof are in one story; they are

built of wood, and the roofs are wanted a good

span, say 50 feet. I have heard of galvanized

iron, but wish to hear how those who have

tried it find it to answer, and the expense per

square foot. Any of your correspondents able

to furnish me with this information will confer

a great favour by doing so.

I am, Sir, &c.,

A Subscriber. 1

ESTIMATES FOR HOTEL AT WHITEHAVEN.

Sir,—

M

y attention having been drawn to

a letter in The Builder of last week, pro-

fessing to give information respecting the

tenders for the proposed hotel at W hitehavenj

I have to observe that it is not my practice tc

supply quantities on any occasion, and with

reference to the business in question, that the

quantities were abstracted by Mr. John BlytL

on my behalf, as architect, and by Mr. Eppj

on the part of the builders.

I shall be obliged by the insertion of th«j

letter, and remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

R. C. Carpenter.
\

Guildford-street, Russell- square,

May 12th, 1845.

HAGIOSCOPE IN EARLY CHURCHES. i-l

Sin,— In “ The Builder” of the 10th insl

I find inserted a very interesting accounl

historical and architectural, of Alderto

Church, Wilts. The writer refers, at soul

length, to a very curious “ hagioscope’ m Hi

said church, and inclines to the opinion, wine

he quotes from the Cambridge Camden Societ;

that such openings were found in early Norma

churches. .. , 8

In a late charge of the Venerable Arcl

deacon Shirlev, I find the early origin of the

architectural features of a church quest,one

Would you, or any of your readers, have «
.

" —. ...... i .i r. * •. nr*no nt ** IlilfM,
ouiu you, unj j - - '

goodness to mention any instances ot hugu

scopes” of undoubted early character. I |1,u£

• *..i . ... — ...... 1 .. NTa »-rvi on tiniPS.
SUUUUS Ul .J

question if there were any in Norman times.

I am, Sir, &c.,

J. F.
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STRENGTH OF TIMBER BEAMS.

Sir,— I have made a model of a truss
beam to a 1 -inch scale, its bearing is 25 inches,
the flitches are 27 inches long, and lj by T

»

its contents arc about 2 £ parts, it carries a
weight of IGSlbs. with very little flexibility.
Now, I should be glad to know (and by what
rule) how much a beam of 25 feet bearing-
will carry whose flitches arc 15 inches by 6 a,

which is near the size of ray model according
to scale. It any of your talented readers will
solve this question, it will oblige, yours
respectfully,

b J

A Constant Subscriber.

iftliurellanea.

Property-tax and Windows. — Lord
Duncan, the member for the city of Bath, has
procured, by order of the House of Commons,
a return shewing the total number of houses
assessed to the property tax in the year 1844,
in respect of certain streets, squares, and courts,m Westminster and Mnrylcbone

;
also a similar

return of the amount of' window duty paid by
the several houses assessed in each of the
above classes, distinguishing the amount paid
oi each class, &c. It is hence ascertained

iqiV
10 num *,er °f houses assessed in

1844 amounted in Regent-street to 302—of
which 21 were under 150/. 65 under 200/.,
1 lo under 250/., 49 under 300/., 26 under 400/.

? nnn
d
,

0r 500
i-

5 u ',tlcr 1
>00W-’ aml 3 «n<1er

In St. James’s-square, 28—of which
4 were unde 1507, 1 under 200;., 3 under
730;., 12 under 1,000;., and 8 under 2,000;.
in Jcrkcley.^uaro, 45—of which 1 was under
J00;., 3 under 150;., 3 under 200/., 7 under
250;., 0 under 3007, 5 under 400;., 7 under
500;„ 11 under /507, 1 under 1,000; and 1

under 2
,
000 ;.

;
in Oxford-street, 503—of which

100 were under ISO/., 117 un(|e r 2007, and 2
under 2,0007

;
in Grosvenor-square, 45— none

ot winch were under 3007; in Piccadilly, 174~o1 8 were between 7507 and 1 ',000/.
b under 2,0007, and 3 above 2,0007; in Peter-
sheet, Westminster, to 89; in Berwick-street,
80 I 10

,
to .18; in Chapel-street, Westminster, to

*, LlUle Stanhope-street, to 13; in Du-
ilour s-phice, St. James’s, to 10; in Cross-
> reef, St. James’s, to 14; in Broad-street toU

;
ln Paland-street to 63; and in Lancashire-

jourt, Westminster, to 14 ; all the houses in
lie above nine localities being lowly assessed
in comparison with the others. The amount
!>t window duty paid by the several houses
was— 111 Regent street, 2,0607; in St. James’s-
quarc, 6097; in Berkeley-square,7127; in Ox-
ord-street, 2,310/.; in Grosvenor-square, 983/.;
n Piccadilly, 1,791/.; in Peter-street, 114/.;
n Berwick-street, Soho, 483/.; in Chapel
ourLj Westminster, 3s. 6d.; in Little Stan-
ope-street, St. George’s, 62/. 33s.

;
in Du-

inir’sqdacc, 78/. 7s. 6d
;

in Cross-street,
// ids. 6 d.

;
in Broad-street, 332/.; in Po-

|ind-.street, 415/.; and in Lancashire-court, 22/.

L Society ok Arts.—

M

ay 7th, Mr. G. Moore,
• I., m the chair. Mr. J. Scott Russell
“scribed an upright drill, the invention of Mr.
I McDowa.il

i ihe novelty and advantage of
Inch consisted in the application of the power
n ployed being in the direction of the axis of
e drill, instead of at right angles, as in the
idinary drill. Mr. Boulter described his im-
roved compensation pendulum-spring, where-
' he is enabled to regulate the pendulum
thout altering the adjustment, and vice versd.
ie pendulum is attached to a rod (of white
al) by means of a pivot passing through two
iall steel plates let into the rod. The secre-

T rca^ a paper by Mr. Dicksee on the manu-
dure of his pressed glass mosaics, applicable

.

* or Pavements, mural decorations, and
niiure, several specimens of which wore laid

I the table. The mosaics may be produced
any colour. They may also be modelled
° an .V required shape, while the glass is in a

1 ed slate, by means of a double-action screw
?ss

;

In order to prevent the surface of the
saics being bloated and uneven, it is neces-
y that the pressure should be continued

; a sufficient time so that the glass may
den before being removed from the mould.
Jarvis, of Connecticut, U.S.,explained to the
-ting Ins “Surgical Adjuster,” the objects
Ivlnch are to reduce dislocations, to adjust
ifractures, and preserve the fractured ex-
inities in apposition during the process of
inion.

Westminster Improvements.—A public
meeting of the inhabitants of Westminster
was held last Saturday, at the Mechanics’
Institution, Great Smith-street, for the purpose
of having submitted to them the report of the
committee appointed on the 7th of February
to consider the best means of carrying out the
projected improvements in that district. The
Hon. Captain Rous, M.P. presided. It ap-
peared that the committee had had an inter-
view with Sir Robert Peel, who approved of
their proceedings, and recommended them to
communicate with the Commissioners of

y
°ods and Forests, which they accordingly

did. The Earl of Lincoln informed the com-
mutee that he was so pledged to Mr. Rigby" ason’s line and plan of improvement, that he
could not even examine other plans shewn,
much less entertain them. We gave a short
time since (see page 147, ante), the names of
those gentlemen who had sent in plans. It was
stated at the meeting, by one ofthe committee,
that on the question being put to each of those
gentlemen, as to his being prepared with suffi-
cient means to carry out his design, if approved
of, notone of them could answer in the affir-
mative, with the exception of Mr. Abraham,
whose plan is the one adopted by Mr. Wason.
We are indebted to the excellent secretary to
the Westminster Improvement Committee
(Mr. W. H. J. Traice), for a copy of the
report laid before the meeting, and shall refer
to it next week.

I iie Naiii 1 rade in Stirlingshire.
This branch of trade has long been in a very
depressed state, chiefly arising from the use of
machine-made nails, and also from a spirit of
competition among the employers. 'J’he aver-
age earnings of the nail-makers in this quarter,
for some years past, have not exceeded 7s. a
week

;
for though in some few instances 8s.,

10s., or even 12s., have been realised, yet these
sums were only got by extra labour, or perhaps
a better paid kind of work. About six months
ago the workmen obtained a penny additional
for making 1000 nails; and after some agita-
tion on the part of the workmen, several of the
employers have this week advanced another
3d. on the same quantity. This will have the
effect of raising the nail-maker’s weekly earn-
ings to about 8s. 6d. or 9s., or from 20 to 30
per cent, on their wages, which, though still a
small pittance, must be productive of a little
more comfort to this long-depressed body of
men .—Scotch Taper.

Iiie King’s Road, Reading.—Relative
to the late competition at Reading we
arc informed that, after thoroughly consider-
ing the whole of the designs submitted to the
adjudicators, the proprietor has decided to
adopt one of the designs which received a
premium both from the suitability of the
design to the situation and aspect of the land,
and the wants of the town of Reading. The
land on the north side of the King’s-road is
intended to be laid out in one square of ample
dimensions, in the area of which an orna-
mental terrace 380 feet long is preparing, and
other arrangements with respect to walks and
borders similar to Hyde Park-gardens, London.
1 hat on the south side will alsoform a terrace,
with a diversified shrubbery in front. The
style is to be restricted to the Italian, and care
taken to preserve the character of the whole
design. Our readers will find in our adver-
tising columns a notice of the land as now
offered to the public.

Smoke Nuisance.

—

It appears by the re-
ports made from Woolwich and Portsmouth
dockyards, that after a lengthened trial of
nearly two years, it has been determined to
adopt Godson s patent smokc-consumin<>- appa-
ratus in the Government yards, in consequence
of its satisfactory performance. This inven-
tion combines the two principles of coking
the coal and introducing heated air into the
furnace, by either of which methods, scientific
men are agreed that a very large proportion of
the smoke of furnaces may be consumed • and
by tbe joint operation of the two, it is’to be
expected that tbe most perfect combustion of
the smoke will be obtained .—Morning Paper.The Schoolmaster Abroad.—The Arch-
deacon of Middlesex at a recent visitation
stated, that the National Society had raised
above 197,000/. between the 5th of July, 1843,
and Christmas last, a period of only sixteen
months. I hat no less than 845 schools bad
been built or enlarged, and accommodation
provided for 108,937 scholars.

Hot-air pipes used by the Romans
It is stated, in a letter from Treves, that a
curious and interesting discovery has been
made, in the course of the excavations among
the foundations of the ancient Roman basilica
of that place—about to be restored, in its
primitive form, as a Lutheran Church. Be-
neath the mosaic pavement of its principal
hall, which rests on brick buttresses, has been
found a complete system of metal pipes, of a
large calibre, which have obviously, it is said,
been used for warming that apartment by
means of steam or heated air— thus proving
that a method of heating believed to have been
ot recent invention was known and practised
in the days of the Romans.—Not far from the
U ebersbach gate of the same city, and about
four feet beneath the surface of the soil, has
been likewise discovered an extensive and
magnificent pavement in mosaic, also resting
on brick pillars and which appears to have
belonged to some stately edifice. It is divided
into large compartments—of which eleven are
uninjured, and represent mythological subjects
—such as combats of gladiators, and mil'itary
and bacchanal trophies.—Alhenceum.

3

Bazaar in Covent-oarden Theatre.
An extraordinary effect has been produced in
Covent Garden Theatre by the scene-painter
and the carpenter, and will well repay a visit
when the admission money is a shilling. The
whole house, including the stage, to the back
wall, is formed into a vast hall, with open
timber roof, clustered columns, and pointed
arches, elaborately adorned with panelling and
colours. Seen from the upper boxes, which
form the orchestral gallery, the effect of the
lengthened perspective is very striking. With-
out reference to the Anti-Corn Law League,
for whose purposes the bazaar is opened,°we
are hound to say the whole arrangements
exhibit considerable taste, and that many of
the articles exhibited, iron work especially,
are of great excellence, and will serve to
stimulate manufacturers, and so benefit the
public.

Effect of Railways on the Weather.
-It has been suggested that the state of the

electricity of the atmosphere, on which depend
most of the meteorological changes, may be
greatly altered bv having iron conductors tra-
versing the country in all directions. Thus,
iron transmits electricity easily from one end
of the country to another

;
but not being in-

sulated, it only opens a communication of
easier transmission in all the directions of the
n on rails. It has been said that not more than
half the quantity of rain has fallen durino- the
past year. The electricity of the clouds would
be puzzled were the surface of the earth
covered with a non electric, as glass; and why
should not a complete conduction in certain
lines give passage to much electricity, which in
the ordinary character of the usual'surface of
the ground would be more naturally and more
beneficially distributed ?

Destruction of Piff’s Elm.—The cele-
brated Pill’s Elm, near the parish of Ucking-
ton, was some time since sold by auction by
order of the Dean and Chapter of Westminster.
It was bought by Mr. Crook, of Hasfield, near
the Haw-bridge, for the sum of 12/. About a
fortnight ago, the work of demolition com-
menced, and was completed at 20 minutes to
4 o clock on Wednesday last. The time occu-
pied was nine days—six in stocking it, erecting
the scaffolding round it, and lopping off the
limbs, and three in felling the trunk, which
was about eight or nine feet in diameter. Nine
sawyers were employed in cutting the trunk
through the centre, and afterwards in sawing it

across at the root. A great many bets were
made by gentlemen as to the soundness of the
tree

;
the timber was found to be perfect.

—

Cheltenham Free Press.
Election of a Surveyor for the

Parish of St. James’s.—A notice has been
issued by the Middlesex magistrates, signed
“ Heaton Ellis, clerk of the peace,” to the
effect that the court will proceed on Thursday,
the 29th instant, to the election of a surveyor
for the parish of St. James’s, in the liberty of
Westminster, in the room of Mr. James Gray
Mayhew, deceased.

Yarmouth Suspension Bridge.— We
have some notes in type relative to the recent
failure of this construction. So many con-
dictory opinions, however, are before the
public, and so little information that is satis-
factory, that we defer publishing them.
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New Revolving Rule for Measuring

Lumber, &c.—A patent has recently been

granted in America for the above purpose.

The invention consists in a wheel o
^

in circumference, so arranged in a
3

have a portion of its penphfepr Pr0J ‘
? ible

the case and a portion of its lace visiuie

through a hole, the edge of which is graduated

in the manner of the common lnmber ru e.

The shaft of this wheel is p
aredJ

,th "*®

shaft of a cylinder, so that the latter will

make one revolution to thirty-six of the former

there being thirtv-six divisions to indicate the

number of revolutions made by the ''heel,

and the shaft of this cylinder is geared with

another cylinder which makes twelve revolu-

tions to one, to mark the number of revolutions

made bv the first cylinder. The scales on the

wheel and cylinders are so arranged, as to give

the superficial as well as the running measure.

The name of the inventor is Charles Ross.
^

Royal Botanio Society, Regent s-

fark.—At a recent meeting of the society an

announcement was made by the secretary, that

the council had at length succeeded in com-

pleting the necessary arrangements tor trie

immediate commencement of the conservatory,

or winter garden, and had with this view

entered into a contract with Mr. Turner, of

Dublin, already known by similar works in

progress, or executed by him for the Royal

Gardens at Kew, the Earls of Derby, Aber-

deen, &c. The building, the framework of

which is upon the suggestion of Mr. Deci-

mus Burton, under whose superintendence

the works are conducted, to be constructed

wholly of iron, was to be made available for

the purposes of the society within the ensuing

half-year.

Designs for houses to be erected at Dover. The

ground is nearly seven acres in extent, and lies on a

gentle slope between the south-west boundary of

Dover Castle and the town. A premium of fifty

guineas is offered for the set that may be most ap-

proved of.

APPROACHING SALES OP WOOD, Ac.

BY AUCTION.

The timber and other trees now standing upon

the estate at Woodseaves, Salop. By order of the

Lord Chancellor made in the cause ‘ Dickm 0 .

At Mitchell’s Farm, near Saffron Walden. A fall

of 68 famous Oak, and six Ash timber trees with

the top wood.
, , _ „

At ‘Wiston Woods, near Nayland, Essex : all

the Timber, Timber-like Trees and Saplings (con-

slating of Oak, Ash. Elm, Asp, Birch, and Cherry)

arising from the Wood of 13 Acres called Hills.

At Kersey, near Hadleigh, Essex: 130 Capital

Oak Timber Trees, 70 Oak Standels, and about 30

Pollards, lying on “ The Ivy-tree Farm.”

At Earlsham, a quantity of oak, ash, elm, and

poplar timbers. Oak, ash, elm, and other pollards,

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
rWe are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,

arc to he addressed. For the convenience of our leaders

however, they are entered in a book, and may be seer

on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2 , York

street, Covent-garden.]

DUTY OFF ORNAMENTALWINDOW GLASS.

CHARLES LONG begs to inform his

Friends and the Public, that he can now supply Orna-

mental Glass at is. 3d. per foot superficial, and having just

built two of the largest Kilns in London is enabled to exe-

cute extensive Orders with unprecedented dispatch, 1, King-

street, Portman-square.—Terms, Cash only.

On the premises, West Harding-street, East

Harding-streat, Middle New-street, and Great New-

street, Fetter-lane, the building materials of six

houses, by order of the Goldsmiths’ Company.

BY TENDER.

A Virgin Forest of Valuable Timber in Wala-

chia. The principal part of the Trees is Oak. The

said Forest may produce about 500,000 cubic feet

of Timber.

Duty off window glass. — On
April the 6th, Squares stouter and of better make

than formerly for Glazing purposes at 6d. per foot.

NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND
OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than

is kept by any other house in London from 4^-.^HAM
Flattened Sheet, Stained, Fluted, the BIRMINGHAM
Sheet Plate (superior in all respects to every other make),

and Ornamental Glass of every description. Complete Lists

f t X-iv. at readv-monev prices, mayand Ornamental uiass 01 every K
-----

of Glass, Lead, Colours, &c., at ready-money prices,
,
may

be had (gratis) on application to R. Cogan, at^ the Western

1 and Colour Warehouse, 5,
be had (gratis) on application 10 n.

Glass, Lead, and Colour Warehouse, 5, Prmces-street,

Leicester-square, London.

SURVEYORS, CONTRACTORS FOR PUBLIC

WORKS, and the TRADE generally, sending specifica-

tions of quantities required, will receive by return of post an

invoice at the very lowest cash prices.

A parcel of very Superior Spruce Oker, suitable for

PLASTERERS AND PAINTERS, to be sold at 6s. per

cwt.

Hip TILES to suit slate roofs in colour;
1 LlUUlO OU1V -- '

X X Ridges, with plain or rebated joints, roll tops, and

vertical ornaments
;
drains, many sizes, with plain or socket

joints :
paving in squares, hexagons, octagons, &.C., dit-

ferent colours ;
roofing, in Grecian or Italian styles, other

deviccs also" or plain
;
conduits, which do not injure pure

water : fire-bricks and tiles
;
clinkers, and out-door paving ;

sundry wall-coping, garden-borders, chimney-tops ;
also

tubular and other flues of peculiar material. No agent, hut
* .. .. iiiniTCDDiiRg nnd 9.2 . WATER-LANE,tubular and other flues Ot peculiar muieruu. fu

a depVa? WH1TEFRIARS. and 22, WATER-LANE,
FLEET-STREET, LONDON, under Mr. PEAKE Sjet-

Street, GUVCUl-Sttiuv...j

For taking down part of the present County

Gaol of Lincoln, and erecting a New Building on

the site thereof, with airing yards and other re-

quisites.

For building a school-room in London near the

bridges.
, ,

_.

For the erection of the Borough Gaol, Bir

mingham.
. _ ,

.

For the erection of a Building in London for a

highly-patronized purpose, at the estimated cost of

about 30,000/.

For the supply of 20,000 slow-grown Larch

Sleepers, wanted by the Manchester and Birming-

ham Railway.
, „ , , .

For the Alteration and Enlargement of the

Union Workhouse at Whittlesey, in the neighbour-

hood of Huntingdon.
.

For the Erection of a Workhouse between Swin-

don and Highworth, Wiltshire.

For the performance of the necessary works in

the construction of a New Dock in the Borough of

Kingston-upon-Hull.

For repairing and keeping in repair for three

years, from Midsummer-day next, the Cannon-

street Road, Middlesex.

For Erecting a Market-house at Malmesbury,

Wiltshire.

For a quantity of proof chain 2£, 1J, 1, f, and

$ inch, wanted by the Universal Salvage Com-

pany.
For the reparation of Ten houses in Hounsditch.

The whole to be finished by the end of Augnst.

For Lighting the Public Lamps within the City

of London with gas, for the term of one year, from

Midsummer-day next.

For Building Sewers in the east’end of Tower-

street, Harp-lane, and St. Mary Hill, and other

places adjacent thereto, within the City of London.

For Building the Carcasses of certain first-rate

Houses, with Shop Fronts, in the new line of

Oxford-street, leading into Holborn.

For laying the Carriage-way of part of the

Parishes o'f St. Giles-in-the-Fields and St. George,

Bloomsbury, with Wood
;

also for supplying the

same parishes with the best new squared Aberdeen,

Mount Sorrell, and other Granite, and the best

Eland Edge, Yorkshire, and other Foot Paving.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES

During the ensuing week.

Monday, May 19. — Statistical, 11, Regent-

street, 8 p.m. ;
United Service Institution, White-

hall Yard, 9 p.m. ;
Chemical (Society of Arts),

Adel phi, 8 p.m. ;
Medical, Bolt-court, Fleet-street,

8 p.m.

Tuesday, 20. — Civil Engineers, 25, Great

George-street, 8 p.m.; Pharmaceutical, 17, Blooms-

bury-square, 11 a.m. (anniversary).

Wednesday, 21.

—

Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 p.m. ;
Microscopical, 21, Regent-street, 8 p.m. ;

Ethnological, 27a, Sackville-street, 8 p.m.

Thursday, 22.— Royal, Somerset-house, 8£

p.m. ;
Antiquaries, Somerset-house, 8 p.m. ; R. S.

Literature, 4, St. Martin’s-place, 4 p.m. ;
Medico-

Botanical, 32, Sackville-street, 8 p.m.; Numis-

matic, Somerset-house, 7 p.m.

Friday, 23.— Royal Institution, Albcmarle-

street, 8$ p.m. ;
Philological, 49, Pall Mall, 7 p.m.

(anniversary).

Saturday, 24. — Royal Botanic, Regent s-

park, 4 p.m.

fonSW, to supply genuine TERRO-METALLIC goods at

fair prices as per quality.

The TILERIES, TUNSTALL, STAFFORDSHIRE, are

near the centre of Eneland, whence boats are sent direct to

S ilnd pile, : 0. to thi Mersey fo, the coasts, the coin-

nies and elsewhere.

Hatcher’s bennenden tile-
MACHINE, Manufactured and Sold only by COT-

TAMand HALLEN, Engineers, Agricultural Implement

Makers, &c., 2, Winsley-street, Oxford-street, London.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“George’s Pier Head, Liverpool.”—Two corres-

pondents are anxious to receive intelligence of the

2001. premium offeredfor the best design for land-

ing carriages and passengers.

“ W. P. G.”

—

Pressure of occupations would

not allow us to comply with the request.

“ Building Societies."—It is so long since the

statement appeared to which Mr. Kerr's letter

refers that we must decline renewing the subject.

“ Terra Cotta.”

—

Mr. Sharpe’s letter relative to

this material shall appear next week.

“ Pantasee.”

—

The plan he suggests is hardly

practicable. In the case mentioned information

may be obtained from William Taylor, 3, College-

green, Dublin.
“ Henry Johnstone ” and “ Parker Ayers next

week.
Received.—" The Journal ofthe British Arche-

ological Association,” No. 1 (Bohn), of which we

shall speak shortly—“ Dawn Island,” a tale, by

Miss Martineau, written for the Anti Corn-Law

Bazaar—Mr. Spencer Hall’s enclosure; “ Plan

for Improving the Condition of the Working

Classes.” —— John Weston—W. L. Short— John

Workman.

This is the most efficient Machine that has been invented

for the purpose of making Drain Tiles. Any shaped 1 ile

can be made by merely changing the die, which can lie done

in a few minutes. It requires but few hands, viz., one

man and three hoys. With this amount of labour, the pro-

duct of a day of 10 hours is as follows, viz :

—

1 inch diameter of 1 13 inches diameter of

Tile, 11,000 Tile, 5,800

1* „ „ „ „ 8,000 | 24 3.200 J

See Letter of Thomas Law Hodges, Esq., in the “Transac-j:

tionsofthe Royal Agricultural Society of England,’ ’ page

651, part 2nd, vol. v.>1, pari zuu, vui. *

.

The Machine is moveable down the drying-sheds, so that

it requires no extra boys to carry the Tiles, nor are shelves

required in drying. It has been in full operation for

upwards of four months at Hempstead Park, near Cran4

brook, Kent. No charge made for Patent dues or licence*

The purchase of the machine includes free use of it.

NOTICE. — INVENTORS desirous of

obtaining LOANS ON or of SELLING thefr IN-

VENTIONS, or Patents, should apply to Mr. M. JOSCELIN
COOKE, at the OFFICE for PATENTS, 20, Halt Moon*

street, London, where English and Foreign Patents are ob-

tained, and Designs registered. An INDEX is kept for

inspection of all Patents granted for the last century

j

also copies of every Patent of importance. Instructions to

Inventors and a list of charges gratis on application.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans, sections, and elevations for a Terminus,

and other requisite accompanying offices, for the

Great Southern and Western Railway, Ireland.

A premium of 30 guineas will be presented to the

party offering the best plan of Docks, capable of

admitting ships of 1,000 tons burden, to be erected

at Burnham, in the Bristol Channel.

ADVEP.TISEtVIETrTS.

Just published, price 5s., neatly hound in roan, with

tuck, gilt edges, and lettered, a Pocket Edition of

A CYCLOPAEDIA of the NEW Me-
tropolitan BUILDINGS ACT, together with

the Act itself, a Folio Tabic of the Metropolitan Districts

(old and new), a List of the Surveyors, with their Residences

and Offices, and a Table of Fees to he paid to the Registrar

for services performed.

In the Cyclopedia all the details of the Statute are

arranged Alphabetically, so as to be instantly found, and

accompanied by extensive references and counter-references

to the sections of the Act itself and its minute provisions.

Bv the late A. BARTHOLOMEW, Esq., F.S.A., Architect,

Surveyor of the Hornsey Distnct.

Published at the Office of “ The Builder, 2, York-

street, Covent-garden ;
and to he had of all Booksellers,

OFFICE FOR PATENTS REMOVED FROM No. 16

TO 117,
CHANCERY-LANE.

PRACTICAL ASSISTANCE GTVEN to

parties taking Letters Patent, by Mr. J. WILSOW
Engineer and Patent Agent. Every description of business

relating to or connected with Patents. Registration of De-

signs, Patent Agency, & c., conducted at his offices, 117,

CHANCERY-LANE, opposite Carey-street. Negotiation*

entered into with parties wishing to dispose of or purchase

patented or registered inventions. Every necessary mtor-

{nation may be obtained at the offices as above, where also

may be had printed instructions (gratis), to which Mr. w.

begs particularly to draw the attention of parties about to

take out patents
. . . . ,

.

Mechanical drawings of every description, original <ie-ign»

for machinery, models, &c., executed with dispatch ana

economy.

jyj'ORTGAGE and ANNUITY OFFICE,
No. 123, Chancery-lane.—Persons requiring LOANS

by way of MORTGAGE, or otherwise, upon any available

security, may at all times procure an advance to the extent

of from 100 /. to 200 ,
000/., or so much as the property 'ill-

hear, by applying to Mr. BRAY, Surveyor, Land and Esta

. . . _ ui n< . nF—n wlii-pf- ft Ilpiti.lrv for the SBl*
hear, by applying to Mr. bum, ou. vl.vu .,

Agent, at the offices as above, where a Registry for the sal

of Estates, Houses, Land, Life Interests, and Reversions, ti

ot Kstates, Houses, j-.anu, uw .......

kept for inspection. N.B.-To expedite the procuration

personal application at the office would in all cases be belter

the party bringing with them the abstract of title, pi

AH communications for Money are considered otrictl;

confidential, Letters pre-paid.
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SATURDAY, MAY 24, 1845 .

N our journal of the 12th

ult. (p. 169, ante) we com-

municated two awards by

the official referees, as to

bows and projection^ to

houses commenced before

last January, establishing conclusively what
we had before urged, that projections which
ere part of the original design, although not

yetformed, were “ already built” in the eyes

of the Jaw, and did not fall within the provi-

sions of the Buildings Act,—always provided

:hat the same should be finished and the

louses rendered fit for use before January,

1846.

At the close of the article we remarked, “ we
leed say no more on this subject.” The law
seemed so clear to common sense, and the

referees had so strongly enforced it by these
wards, that we thought it was not likely

lhat the question would be again raised. We
|/ere, however, wrong in that belief, and are
induced to state the particulars of one other
ase in point, with the referees’ decision, as a
earning to the obstinate and litigious.

In the autumn of last year, Mr. Harvey, a
uilder, erected a detached house on Lord Dart-
uouth’s land in the Lewisham-road, with aporch
1 front and bow window at back. The carcass
as covered in, and the basement story of both
larch and bow erected by December. The
ipper part of the bow was to be formed in
imber (so shewn on the plans originally
jade)

;
and when the builder last month com-

eted it, as always intended, Mr. Badger, the
strict surveyor, gave him notice of irregu-
jrity, and ultimately he was summoned to

J'Pear before the referees at the “ Lion and
imb, Lewisham,— not an inapposite con-
jnction.

The facts above stated were proved and ad-
mitted; and it was shewn at the hearing that
je registrar, on receipt of the district sur-

ly^’
8 information against the builder in

lestion, had actually directed his attention to
3 awards we have alluded to, so that he was
able to plead ignorance in excuse. Lord
jtrtmouth’s surveyor, Mr. Godwin, who at-
tided for the builder, called on the referees

P
the ful1 assurance that they could do no

j*

er than award against the interference of
district surveyor) toprovide for the payment
his client’s personal costs, urging justly, that
ien the builder is wrong they force him to

f
an extra fee to the district surveyor for his

tendance, and therefore when he is right
:y ought not to allow the expense of pro-
?ional assistance to fall on him.
The award of the referees, which has just
n taken U P> does not go quite so far as this,

l‘

determ’nes that the bow does not fall
pin the provisions of the said Act, and that
jthe costs and expenses, so far as relate to

I
. Office of Metropolitan Buildings, are to be
it by Mr. Badger.

Ve may hope that this award will have a
.tary effect; it will be aided by a second,

f

6 referees, on a case heard at Lew-
on the same as the preceding,

s relates to repairing the chimney shafts of
e houses at Hither Green. The owner
requested a builder to stop a leakage in

THE BUILDER.
one of the roofs, and make good the pointing.

Upon examination, it was thought necessary to

point the chimney shafts
;
and, according to

the builder s statement, about a dozen bricks
were replaced by new. The whole repair did
not amount to 31. The district surveyor
seeing what had been done, remonstrated with
the builder for not giving him notice, and, as a
correspondent informs us, declared he would,
in consequence, compel him to raise the chim-
ney shafts, as they were not of the height
required by schedule F

;
that is, not Jess than

three feet above the highest part of the roof,

flat, or gutter adjoining thereto.

The award of the referees, and it is one of
considerable importance, is as follows

“ That inasmuch as the repair in question
was not a repair involving a structural altera-
tion, the same was not liable to be raised to

the height of three feet, according to the rule
in schedule F of the said Act;

“ And with regard to the costs and expenses
attending this proceeding, they do further
award that the same be paid by the said Charles
Robert Badger; that is to say, as to the fees
and expenses of the Office of Metropolitan
Buildings, that on or before the 17th of May,
inst., the sum of 21. 6s. be paid to the Registrar
of Metropolitan Buildings, at the said office,
at No. 3, Trafalgar Square, London.”
One word to the district surveyor on whom

these expenses have fallen, and we say it from
a sense of duty, prompted by no less than five

statements now before us, and without any ill-

nature, or desire to annoy. He is placed in
his office to see an Act of Parliament carried
out for the protection of the public, not to
bring that Act into disesteem, and to induce
evasion of it by uncalled for interference, or
even by stringently enforcing the letter, rather
than attending to its spirit; and we sincerely
hope that he will take a fresh view of his posi-
tion, and do nothing needlessly to render the
office of district surveyor unpopular.
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Outside Window Blinds.—Some of the
district surveyors having: considered that out-
side window blinds must be regarded as pro-
jections from face walls within the meaning of
the Buildings Act, summoned the makers to
remove their work. A meeting of master
window-blind makers was in consequence held,
and they, finding great want of information as
to whether they could proceed in finishing the
various orders they had received, addressed a
requisition to the referees setting forth this
fact, and asking an award or certificate to
enable them to follow their business without
interruption or delay. They forwarded dia-
grams of the ordinary window blinds (known
as Oriental, Florentine, Spanish, Hood-blind,
Venetian-shade, and Shutter-blind), and the
referees have certified that such window blinds
“ are n°‘ projections from face walls within
the meaning of the Metropolitan Buildings
Act, and do not come within the operation of
the said Act.”

Portland Town Church.— It has been
proposed to erect a church to contain 1000
sittings in Portland Town, a district of the
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mak 'nS UP altogether the sum
1 ° r su PP>ying the deficiency of

,/ . an appeal to the public has been made,
ana a subscription opened.

W hen I had the honour of attempting to
describe and illustrate the aqueducts of ancient
Rome, I remarked that there was some asso-
ciation between those great works and the
walls of the city. The first period of the ruin

°r
?°me Was marked by the partial destruction

of the walls and aqueducts
; the materials of

the one served for constructing a fortress,
while the other were falling before the de-
structive engines of the Goths

;
and the

breaches were subsequently repaired under the

bf„
re
L
0f with the la,

'Se peperine
blocks of the Claudian arches. I also an-
nounced my intention of making the walls a
separate subject, beginning with those ofRomulus and Remus, which perhaps never ex-
isted and ending with the Aurefian circuit,
which existed too much for the theory of anti-
quaries. I thought it a desirable subject to
learn how walls were made when arrows were
instruments of war, without meaning, however
to illustrate that point by shooting with a long
bow. I shall confine myself as nearly as possible
w.thin the limits of historical truth, and I hope
1 shall not violate too much your rules of
architectural proportion.
Although walled or fenced cities reaching

up to heaven are now of little use in modern
tactics, they were of great importance in the
time of ancient warfare. The huge masses of
stone piled one upon another were a sufficient
defenceagamstthe rude engines of attack,when
brute force without skill aimed its blow upon
the immoveable barrier. In veryremote times
carrying us back to the days of Homer, at
least, walls of cities were reared of huge poly-
hedric stones, uncut and unshapen, with the
interstices filled up with small stones or broken
pieces of flint, and this has received the name
ot Cyclopean. It is not properly Cyclopean
construction, if there he any attempt at cutting
or squaring the blocks. I have observed a
specimen of this construction in the island of
Cephaloma, where, in the walls of Cranii I
measured an irregular block of stone to be 13
feet 10 inches in length, and G feet 10 in
depth. Another specimen is to be seen in the
walls of Tyrins, at the extremity ofthe plain of
Argos, where the huge stones are laid one
upon another without any attempt at cutting
out the angles. The walls of Mycenm,
although containing similar specimens, areupon the whole an improvement: Hie inter
slices are sometimes removed by a slight linear
adjustment of the blocks, and such a step inmasonry destroys in part the character of
Cyclopean. 1 he next step was angularity
and then came the construction which is pro-
perly speaking Hellenic, and this had prevailed
in Etruria long before Romulus began to
enclose the Palatine Hill at Rome. I Cannot
enter into a disquisition on the walls of antiquity
generally, hut if any of you are curious upon
this subject you will do well to consult the
atlas " hmli belongs to Micali’s work, entitled
L,Ztalia avanti 11 dominio dei Romani,”

published at Florence in 1821. Sir William
Gell has also illustrated this subject with his
usual accuracy and skill.

The most ancient buildings of Rome of which
vestiges now remain, were of stone brought
Loin Alba, commonly called peperine. This
was used under the kings, as we see in the
Cloaca Maxima, and in the Mamertine prison
built by Ancus Martius. It was of the same
ma

,

te
Z,
la tkat Servius Tullius built his walls,

and Tarquin fortified his agger. We find it

d- ,

tomk the Scipio, in the Temple of
Piety, in the substructions of the Capitol, and in
the aqueducts of the republic. But as this
stone was not accessible to the Romans before
the conquest of Alba under Tullius Hostilius
we cannot admit Romulus into the primitive*
society offree masons. If we may still adhere
to the old story of that hero having surrounded
the Palatine Hill with a wall, and made three
gates to his new city, we can afford him very
little material better than baked mud and
pumice stone

;
and the innocent freak of poorRemus leaping over his brother’s fortifications

has thrown immortal contempt upon the walls
of the founder of Rome. This may be alto-
gether a subject too remote and too insigni-
hcant to claim your attention, but the descrip-
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tion of the walls of Romulus, and the position

of his gates have employed the pens of learned

antiquaries, and it has always been considered

a casus belli to decide whether Romulus made

three gates or four.

To settle this difficult point Varro and Fcstus

have left on record no less than eight names

of gates, the very enumeration of which would

cause serious alarm to this meeting, lest

should enter upon the etymology of them all.

i shall, however, content myself with referring

vou to a plan of the city of Rome as it was

left by Romulus, that is to say, when to the

Palatine the Capitoline Hill (taken from

Tatius) was added, the space (afterwards the

Roman Forum) being included within the

walls. I need hardly add that of those walls

every vestige had disappeared before we come

to nnv authentic records of the city; and it is
to any authentic records of the city

_

only for the sake of beginning and following

out the successive enlargements of Rome that

I have mentioned either Romulus or his forti-

fications. The other hills of Rome are said

to have been added by the successive kings,

and when they had got 'to the number of seven

tliev were surrounded by a continuous wall.

The eastern side of the city being exposed to

the Sabine territory, without the advantageous

defence of a hill, was fortified by a high

mound strengthened by strong walls ;
and thus

was the circuit, begun by Servius Tullius and

ended by his successor, complete. T his was

Rome in her fullest extent during all the ages

of the Republic
;
and although Pliny informs

us that the suburbs of Rome extended for

many miles in every direction, as so many

additional towns, yet the city properly so

called maintained its contracted circuit until

the walls of Aurelian in the third century re-

vealed the fatal secret that the mistress of

nations required a defence of bricks and

cement.
Of the old walls of Servius Tullius some

vestiges are traced in the vineyard be-

neath the Villa Barberini
;

they exhibit a

regular good specimen of the Etruscan stone

wall, regular square or oblong blocks of

peperine, resembling much in construction,

though not in material, the walls of a neigh-

bouring Etruscan city, which I consider one

of the most interesting monuments of anti-

quity
;

I allude to the ancient Falerii, not far

from Civita Castellana. A rough plan of the

circuit of those walls almost intact I have

found among my fugitive pieces. It is pos-

sible that some remains of walls upon the

Capitoline Hill may also be as ancient as the

. kings of Rome. Upon a part of theTarpeian

- Rock we yet see a mass of wall standing, built

of the same materials and masonry as those

vestiges of the walls of Servius Tullius to

whith I have alluded ;
but, as these might be

construed into treasonable words if any learned

Roman antiquary were to hear them, I will

hasten to quit that peperine subject and bring

Vou, through eight centuries, to plain bricks

and cement.
In the time of Vespasian and Titus, Pliny

measured the circuit of the old walls, which in

many places were so blended with the build-

ings of the city as to render it difficult to trace

them. If Pliny’s text has come down to us

unscathed, he found the measurement to be

about thirteen miles, and we hear no more of

the walls of Rome until the time of the Empe
ror Aurelian. Before he began his expedition

against the Queen of Palmyra, in the year 271.

lie thought it advisable to consult the senate,

andtake measures for preventing a repetition of

the insults which the Goths, under the effemi-

nate Gallienus, had offered to the majesty of

Rome. Several authors of that time have

dropped a few words respecting the new forti

fications, but none, except Vopiscus, have told

us to what extent the work was carried
;
and

he has given us a measurement so incredible

that all critics have given it up in despair.

The circuit of Aurelian’s walls, says that

respectable writer, was nearly fifty miles. No
traces of a wall, corresponding to such a cir-

cumference, have ever been found
;

and, if wt

must believe the text of Vopiscus, there is no

way of explaining it but by measuring from

one Castra or Septic to another, which were

built, or planned to be built, at different points

about the city. We leave, therefore, Aurelian,

and his fifty miles of walls, to rival the new
fortifications of our Gallican neighbours, which

are probably destined to puzzle posterity as

much as those of Aurelian now puzzle us.

Down to the reign of Arcadius and Honorius

there is not another word to be found which

relates to the walls of the city. The only his-

torian of that period is the poet Claudian, who

was born to chaunt the praises of Stilicho, and

awake the muse once more ere Rome be-

came a desert. Claudian tells us, in well-

measured hexameter verse, that the new walls

of Honorius gave a handsome face (
pulchrum

vultum) tothe city; that more hills were added

to the famous seven, and that flanking towers

and lofty walls were got up with wonderful

rapidity, in consequence of a threatened irrup-

tion of the Get®, a people from the north.

Three inscriptions, of which two still exist

and are legible, are a key to the poetry : they

tell us, that at the suggestion of Stilicho, the

great captain of the age, the prefect of the

city, Longinianus, took upon him the care of

rebuilding the walls, gates, and towers
;
and as

this Longinianus held office in the sixth con-

sulate of the Emperor Honorius, we get at the

date of the present circuit of the walls of

Rome on this side the Tiber, viz., about the

year 403. The whole was got up in haste,

and this may account for our finding, in the

line of the walls, various edifices which appa-

rently stood in the way, but which, to save

time and materials, it was very convenient to

enlist in the service. The present walls and

gates, therefore, must be considered as pre-

serving the limits drawn under the Emperors

Arcadius and Honorius, subject, of course, to

the repairs and alterations made by Belisarius

and the Goths, and variegated, through at

least ten centuries, with the patchwork of

belligerent popes and engineering cardinals.

But before I proceed to point out some speci-

mens of construction varying in antiquity from

the Augustan to the present age, let me finish

my historical sketch of the circuit of Rome.

The dilapidations caused by the Goths and

Vandals during the fifth century were made up

by Theodoric in the year 500, and in 535 Beli-

sarius entered Rome by the Rorta Asinaria,

while the Goths fled by the Porta Flaminia;

at that time the gates were fourteen in num-

ber, and all made to open as portcullises. The
general of Justinian fixed his head quarters on

the Monte Pincio, to be near that side of the

ity which was the least defended. The
avages of Totila were more considerable, and

when Belisarius returned a second time to

rescue Rome from the bands of the barba-

rians, it cost him twenty-five days to fill up the

breaches in the walls, and his handy-work still

remains to be seen near the Luteran Church.

The reign of the Lombards in Italy, from

566 to 774, placed the municipal arrangementsof

the city in the hands of the bishops. Sisinnius

was the first of them who attempted to repair

the walls; but little was done until towards the

close of the eighth century. It was when the

circuit of Rome was in this state (that is, in

the first half of the ninth century), that a

curious description of the walls was made by a

Swiss or German pilgrim, who appears to

have been (for his day) a diligent observer

and excellent scribe. He counted all the

turres, propugnacula, postern®, and neces-

sariffi in the whole circuit of the walls as they

then stood : the towers were 383, the battle-

ments 7,020, the posterns 6, and the temples of

Venus Cloacina 106. Butthis mediaeval writer

(generally known under the title of the

anonymous of the ninth century) gives no de-

scription of either form or materials : we are

therefore left to find our way through near

three centuries before we alight upon another

date wherein to fix a specimen : an inscription

of 1157, contemporary with Frederic Barba-

rossa, directs us to a now walled-up gate be-

neath the C®lian Hill. But the thorough re-

paration of the whole circuit, exclusive of the

Vatican, was reserved for Pope Nicolas V.;
and it is one of those historical coincidences

which sometimes strike us in the vicissitudes

of empire, that while the Turks were taking

Constantinople and putting an end to the

name and power of Imperial Rome, Nicolas V.
was restoring the walls of the ancient mistress

of the world, now transformed into a Papal

city. The works of the popes who succeeded

Nicolas V. were mainly on the Vatican side,

and these I shall point out when we pass the

Tiber. The works on the Monte Pincio,

begun by Leo XII., are the most important of

modern’ improvements connected with the

walls of Rome.
After this brief account of the changes

through which those walls have passed, T pro-

pose to offer some description. It will not be

easy to captivate either the eye or ear by a

mere description of bricks and mortar
;
and in

order to have rendered the subject at all in-

teresting, I ought to have pressed into the ser-

vice of this conversazione as many pencils as

there are towers enumerated by the anony-

mous of the ninth century. The interest of

thesubject for this institute, at least, lies chiefly

in exhibiting brick and stone work of every

afe, from Servius Tullius the king, to Gre-

gory the pope. I must content myself with

offering you but a few specimens, us they occur

in the circuit which we will now make to-

gether, beginning at the Porta del Popola.

By this arrangement we shall gain in con-

venience what we lose in chronological order :

by taking the specimens as they come in the

circuit we shall have to pass from popes to

emperors and back again without breathing,

but it will be easy when we have made our

round to adjust the whole in the order of

time.

Between the Tiber and the Porta del Popolo

occurs the first specimen of the work of

Nicolas V., made in the year 1452 : the con-

struction is of thin bricks, mixed with irregular

pieces of tufo ;
and this is all the description

I intend to offer of the reparations made by

that pontiff, which chiefly exist on the north

and east side of the city : the Porta del Popolo

itself, substituted to the ancient Flaminia, ex-

hibits in its external elevation the genius of

the celebrated Vignola in 1561 ;
but the two

square towers which flank the entrance were

elected nearly 100 years earlier : the ancient

gate stood in the time, of Justinian further up

the declivity of the’Pincian Hill
;
and the h la-

in; nian Way, by which Rome was approached

from the north, passed more immediately under

the broken rock on which now the Villa

Poniatowska stands
;

but, leaving the gate by

which our modern pilgrims now enter Rome,

now defended by the Dogana Pontificia, we

come upon a piece of wall built of small

blocks of red tufo, probably the work of

Ladislaus, king of Naples, in 1408. I mention

it, because it is a peculiar style of con-

1

struction called the “ Saracenic it is so

called from the circumstance of its being first

adopted at the period when the Saracens pol-

luted the Lavinian shores, and turned the basi-

lica of St. Peter into a stable, in the early

part of the ninth century. Why the builders of

walls should have adop’ted blocks of red tufo

on such an occasion, we cannot tell, unless '

that was the only method they could devise of

representing a Saracen’s head; in (which case'

the surpassing device of London city is mani-

fest in that splendid portrait, which will be

familiar to all who are yet reduced to travel by

stage-coaches; but the “opus Saracenicum ’

holds a conspicuous place in the walls of the

Papal city, and in the vocabulary of Roman
antiquaries.

The next object which occurs in our circuit

forms a peculiar feature in the walls. The

north angle of the Monte Pincio is built up

by a mass of 11 opus reliculatum,” which needs

no description, because of its well-known con-

struction. Procopius describes this portion of

the walls of Rome just as it is at this day, and

no one doubts that it was originally built for

the purpose of sustaining the Collis Hortorum

where the gardens of the Domitian family

were, and in which Nero was buried. Belisa-

rius observing the same cleft and inclination

which is now to be seen in this immense mass

of tufo work, and which gives it the name of

Muro Torto, was afraid it would be insufficient

to sustain the assaults of the besiegers, and he

proposed to pull it down, and rebuild that por-

tion of the walls; but the Romans assured him

that St. Peter had promised them to take that

quarter under his special charge
;
and the

opinion was worth several hundred men to the

Roman general; for, during the whole siege,

the Goths, even in their nightly attempts to

scale the walls, never came near the Muro

Torto. We must assign a date as early as the

year 40 a.d. to those vast substructions of the

Domitian gardens. The general features

of the Roman walls are a plain curtain ot

brick, with square towers of like materials,

projecting from the line at intervals ot 100

feet; some of the towers, however, are round.

We do not get the original work of Honorius

fairly disentangled, until we get beyond the

garden of the Villa Medici. One tower rising
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rom a foundation of tufo, ends in a summer-
ouse

;
another finishes in an artist’s studio

;

third is made of basalt-lava work of the
velfth century; but when we get to the
fteenth tower, reckoning from the Muro
orto, we see the greater regularity of the
rick-work belonging to the decline of the
mpire of the west. The only difference in
>e works of Belisarius is,* that there is

reater thickness of cement. This appears
> be the distinguishing feature in the ancient
teritia works of the Romans. In the best

?e >
viz., that of Nero, as may be seen in

ie arches of his aqueduct, the cement is so
lin as only to be discernible like a pencil line
•awn between the bricks

;
but as we advance

becomes more visible between the courses,
itil, at last, we get it nearly of the same
ickness as the bricks themselves. This
ight, I think, be accounted for by an
lalysis of the cement at different periods,
here the defects of the sand, whether fluviatic
marine, were more difficult to correct* but

is would be a digression from our immediate
bject, and I shall not think it necessary to
cur to it. 1 he works of Belisarius may be
nsidered as the most genuine, in the neigh-
urhood of the gate which led to his own
“deuce on the Monte Pincio, but which is
w closed. A profound silence reigns under
I "lofty walls of Rome” here, and the melan-
3 y interest which tradition has thrown
•und this gate (still remaining with its port-
hs and its Greek cross in a discus upon the
y-stone of the arch) makes one linger in
solitude. It was here where the veteran

rn or, fallen from the height of his glory and
i imperial favour, sat and held out his hand to

;

Passengers, as they entered the scene of his
pier splendour, andaccompanied the humili-
lig act with “ Date obolum Belisario .” The
y may be a fiction, but the spirit of it has
pdatton in some truth

; for the hero who
ce recovered Rome and Africa from the
.hs and Vandals died neglected in a land of
e, and two places on the Bosphorus and
ilcedoma shores respectively contend for
'.glory and the shame ot his last sojourning.
P \

n way that much abstract truth is
•odied in fiction, not only in poetry and
lance, but in art and in architecture; and
lly becomes hurtful when thus conveyed in
fious worship. It was an ingenious device
he two Spartan architects who erected the
jnificent Portico of Octavia at Rome, and
asked as a reward that they might have
names inserted in the inscription,— an

»ur which was refused;— I mean the in-
ng in the columns the ornaments of lizards
rrogs, which carried down to posterity the
. of Saurus and Batrachus as effectually
i the historians had recorded their names.
|SCulpture which fills the tympanum of our
lil Exchange, though fiction, might convey
l-uth to other generations in the absence of
Jrlcal records, that the commerce of Great
in was then opened with China and ex-
!d to every part of the world. It may be
i a thought, Gentlemen, among you who
Ugaged in immortalizing the age in which
jive, to see how you can convey to posterity,
bans of art, the characteristics of a period
k history more brilliant than ever existed
rn Rome was free.”

1

* 1 am forgetting my walls, or rather
!pg my head against one of my own
vig. I he Pretorian Camp, which was
dismantled until the age of Constantine
conveniently for the purposes of Stilicho

j

e Prefect Longinianus, and it was there-

senption of Honorius is to be still read, and
which, therefore, fixes the certainty of the
period when those walls were made. I shall
go on to the Porta Maggiore, which has
already been described by me when I treated
of the aqueducts, and, leaving that gate to con-
tinue our circuit, we find another curious ex-
pedient for inclosing the city. The arches of
the Claudian aqueduct are closed up, and
adopted as the wall for a length of 1,200 feet,
and then, quitting the direction, we begin again*
with the general aspect of Honorius’ walls.
1 he many breaches which in successive ages
have been repaired between the aqueduct and
Santa Croce, perhaps shew where the King of
Naples in 1408 made his impressions upon
Rome and the cardinals

;
but the next object

we get into our circuit is the outer wall of half
an amphitheatre. Its elevation consits of arches
supported by half- columns of the Corinthian
order surmounted by a second row of pilasters,
all of brick

;
and the walling up of the arches

is easily distinguished from the original work
Tl>« * 1. „ 1 ...I lie period of the building may be dated as
far back as 211 a.d., and tlie great object for
which this amphitheatre was built accords
with the policy of Caracalla: it was to afford
the favourite recreations of the Romans to the
Praetorian guards, without the dangerous ex-
periment of their mingling with the people

;and it was therefore called the Amphitheatrum
Cartrense. In passing from this to the Lateran
Gate, we descend gently past the walled-up
1 orta Asinaria, which figured so conspicuously
in the conflicts of Belisarius with Vetiges and
1 otila : many a struggle was here sustained
by the besieged when the Roman general
repulsed the foe and appeared to his soldiers to
be every where present at the same time. The
walls still tell the history of those battles: a
aige piece is built up ot peperine stones, and
upon comparing them we find they have been
taken from the neighbouring aqueduct

;
and

here we have unquestionably a specimen of
the repairs of Belisarius, that is to say, the
irregular-built wall, as we now see it, here stood
lor thirteen centuries. I have mentioned the
1 orta Metionis, which is now no longer used
because we have an undoubted specimen ofwork in the middle of the twelfth century:
the inscription upon it bears date 1157.
The Porta Latina, now closed, and the

I orta San Sebastiano, leading on the Via
Appia, would tempt me to detain you with
some observations

;
but 1 have not forgotten

my pledge, that this paper should be of ordi-
nary length. I shall therefore make a sweep-
ing curve, and a sweeping assertion at the
same time, that there is nothing remarkable
in the walls from the Porta Metionis until wecome to the Bastion di San Gallo. This is
the earliest specimen of modern fortification
where we see the upright plain wall, with the
apertures for missiles, giving place to the pro-
jecting masses, to resist the thunder-bolts of
war; and the apertures made to receive those
more convenient implements called cannons.
I ope Paul III. employed the celebrated San
(jallo to erect this bastion. It is an object
of great curiosity to engineers, on account of
its being the earliest example of fortifications
suited for a modern siege

;
it is now, however,

fast falling into decay, and the resources of the
papal states, in the present financial emergency
are not adequate to prevent its final ruin. It
stands in the old line of walls, like a polished
officer in a row of old-fashioned dowagers
where the one uses powder and shot, and the
other arrows without points; it is a curious
contrast, and takes us at once from the war-
fare of the sixth, to the tactics of the nineteenth
century. The rest of the walls, to the Porta
Osticnsis, is composed of towers and curtains,
the patchwork of all ages. And here, again,
Ladislaus must be blamed for the irregulari-

p
CS : ho, like Totila, entered Rome by the

Forta Ostlensis, and there was little to choose
between the two visits of the Vandal and the
Christian. “ Besieging Rome by land and bv
water, says Gibbon, “ he thrice entered the
gates as a barbarian conqueror

;
profaned the

a tars, violated the virgins, pillaged the mer-
chants, performed his devotions at St. Peter's
and lett a garrison in the castle of St. Angelo ”

" ?
"ow include in the walls, the pyramid of

Cams Certlus, at the foot of which, within,
are the graves of our countrymen; and we
reach the 1 iber, after having made a circuit of
eight English miles. The Transtyberian re-
gion now only remains for our consideration

;

J, h ...,uuuo, uuuii ,va» iuere-
Gopted as a defence for that portion of
list sid" r'e u r ‘-

j
- put linn ui

side of Rome. It was originally built
l^erius, and therefore presents us with a
Ijtien of brickwork of eighteen centuries

jt'g-
The circuit of it as now forming

Ells measures 5,400 feet
;
in several places

*?iginal work has been patched up with
jftones, not improbably by Belisarius, or
Jb the eunuch. Several popes have
fd their contributions, and thus made an
Kfeneous mass: but amidst it all the
IN eye easily discerns the classical age
Justus and the Cresars. To mark the
J • constructions and repairs of different

]t» they occur in the curtains and towers
‘anly be a wearisome repetition of bricks*

1
'ava, tufo, and blocks of stone and

j

3 stolen, as occasion required, from the
muring tombs. I shall, therefore, pass
Lhe Porta San Lorenzo, where the in-

tut, as imperial Rome bad but little to do
beyond tile Tiber, tbe whole being comprised
in one of its fourteen wards, ire must consider
the circuit we have made- as comprising the
magnitude of ancient Rome. From documents
of the fourth century we learn that in ail the
wards or districts there were 46,000 of those
places called Insulie, which meant a large build-mg isolated from others, and inhabited by the
common people. There were also 1S00" and
upwards of Donuts, or bouses of the rich

;
and

making every allowance for the population, the
barracks or stationcs, I cannot make out that
ancient Rome could possibly contain more
than 1,104,000 souls. That is to say, tbe
population of ancient Rome never reached
tnat ot our own metropolis.

H
1

T k
alls ° f 1,oni)rills "'ere carried beyond

the Tiber, so as to include that part of theJamculum called Mods Aureus, or Montorio -

and they still exiBt, though no longer serving
the purpose for which they were originally
made. The rest ot tbe walls which are h,occupy our attention are Papa], and possess
a greater historical interest than the more
ancient ones. It was when Rome was afflicted
by the loss of Pope Sergius, and by the pro-
fanation and plunder of St. Peter’s bv the
Saracens, that [Leo IV. was elected by the
unanimous voice of the people, in 847. The
nefarious Saracens (says a writer of that dav)
in returning to Africa laden with their sacrile-
gious spoils, were overwhelmed in the sea by
the intervention of St. Peter and Benedict •

but tins circumstance did not prevent the new’
pontiff from taking earthly precautions against
a return of those fierce invaders. He set
about repairing the walls of Honorius in ono
direction : but his main object was to secure
the Shrine of St. Peter from the profane
hands ot those enemies

;
he therefore fortified

that part of the Vatican Mount which rises
behind the Basilica, and his walls and towers
still remain, though now enclosed within tho
more ample circuit of Pius IV. The activity-
of Leo IV. is the admiration of his bio-
grapher. The pontiff on horseback, and some-
times on foot, went round the walls to encou-
rage and promote the works

;
he found fifteen

towers in the circuit entirely destroyed, which
he renewed

;
two of them were near the river,

and which were so arranged with a chain drawn
across that no vessel could pass, and it was
done, says the admiring biographer, “ cum
magila sapientia et subtili prudential u e -

began the walls round the Basilica in the
second, and finished them in the sixth year of
his pontificate. The Emperor Loth aire sent a
large sum of money; the monasteries, cities
and municipalities within the pontifical do-
minion each gave a subscription to build tho
wails; and, when they were finished, the space
enclosed was called the Leonine City. The
consecration was done with great pomji, and at
eaeh of the three gates the procession stopped
until holy water was sprinkled, and each put
under the protection of a saint. The walls
were built of tufo, of which I have a spe-
cimen

;
and the tower called the Torre dei

Venti, rising above the heights of the Papal
gardens, is still one of the most picturesque
objects of modern Rome. The space enclosed
by the Leonine walls is in shape quadritan-al
and in circuit about two miles

;
they under-

went repairs in 1370 and 1452, but they were
rendered useless as walls by Pius IV., who

a large addition to the Papal city in
JobO. Beginning at the Fort St. Angelo', he
erected all those fortifications which now ex-
tend to Porta San Spirito. The line of his walls
in one part nearly coincide with the Leonine,
and in two places they come in contact. Tho
next addition was made by Barberini Pope
Urban VIII., now two centuries ago. The
Urban walls enclose all tho rest of the
ancient Janiculum, but they afford but little
matter for description.
We have then three distinct cities of tho

pope’s besides the original space enclosed by
the Emperor Honorius, and if we now adjust
our works in some chronological order we
shall have a long range of about 24 centuries
for our practice.

The Mamartine prison a.c. G30
The remains of the walls of Ser-

vins Tullius, as observed in
the Villa Barbarine \ r yon

The Tabularium A c 2 <J

Praetorian camp A D
Claudian aqueduct. A-D , 44
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A.D. 211

,
A.D. 403

,
A.D. 547

A.D. 552

a.d. 847

a.d. 1157

A.D. 1408

a.d. 1452

,
A.D. 1471

, a.d. 1560

. a.d. 1630

. a.d. 1750

. a.d. 1770

A.D. 1821

Amphitheatrum Cartense

Honorius’ work
Belisarius

Narses the Eunuch .

.

Leonine walls

Porta Metrones
Ladislaus' reparation

P. NicolasV
SextusIV
Pius
Urban VIII • •

Benedict XIV
Clement XIV
PiuS VII • • * one
Leo XII. Monte Pincio works a.d. 1828

If to the eight miles of circuit already given

for the walls on the left bank of the Tiber, we

add five for those beyond, it will make the

whole circumference of Rome as it now is

about thirteen Roman miles. The space en-

closed has not above one-third of it populated;

so that this ample city, capable of holding a

million, remains for the convenience of about

160,000 souls : the walls are now of the same

use as our coast guard,—viz. to preventthe con-

traband commerce of free-traders. In many

places, however, they present a picturesque

effect, and thev are of use in rendering Rome

an object of interest to the historian and the

artist. There is yet room for an illustration

of the Roman walls as they now exist, by

shewing in chronological order the work ot

different ages
;
and with but few exceptions,

we might find a specimen for each century.

But such illustration requires the pencil rather

than the pen, which would only be required to

put the date beneath each drawing, and perhaps

add a page of text for the sake of Belisarius.

I know of no other use to which we can now

put the walls which have cost emperors

so much anxiety, and popes such a store

of prudence. The city is not well off

which must needs be defended by walls and

fortifications. Schrapnel and Congreve would

have astonished Stilicho and the prefect Lon-

ginianus; and perhaps some “long range” has

yet to be invented which will bring to the

ground the firmest fortress. The walls of a

city are now best built of good laws, and na-

tiqnal freedom, cemented with good will

towards foreign or hostile nations
;
but if any

others are wanting, we may be content with

those old wooden ones which have served the

purpose since the days of Queen Elizabeth.

Commerce is the mighty engine which batters

down walls
;
whether reared in the shape of

national prejudice, or custom-house regula-

tions : even the great wall of China promises

to give way under the silent action of this

civil battery. But Rome must be an exception

to all such ruinous speculations : let her remain,

I pray you, ye free-traders, as an old picture

hung upon a wall, which, if you attempt to

remove, will bring a cloud of ancient dust into

your eyes, and antiquaries will haunt your

slumbers. I know that opinions vary upon

the mode of defending a city, or preserv-

ing an empire; and Gregory XVI. has just

refused his consent to a railway run through

the woods of Laurentum, by Appii Forum,

and the Three Taverns. That is his mode of

keeping out those Gothic invasions, which cost

Belisarius so many stones out of the Claudian

aqueduct. Our martial neighbours, not averse

to frequency of intercourse, still are of opinion

that brick walls are needed to defend their

great metropolis, and the lines are now being

drawn at an expense of countless millions.

Mr. Polk thinks there is magic in the boundary

of the Oregon territory to be a defence for the

United States; the honest Swiss confides in

walls reared by nature herself, and, safe be-

hind their mighty barriers, claims his right to

quarrel with their limits. But we are begin-

ning to think that the sole defence of akir.gdom

is a tariff without duties, and the wall of

defence a tax upon income that is of gold

and silver. Perhaps 1, and a few others, may

think that there is nothing for national defence

like the walls of our Zion, and the towers

thereof
;
the circum vallation of our Christianity,

and the defence of our national church!

ON THE ART OF CONSTRUCTION IN
BRICKWORK.#

Terra Cotta.— A statue of Sir John

Crosby, executed by Mr. Nixon in this mate-

rial, is about to be placed in front of Crosby-

Hall Literary Institution, Bishopsgate-street.

We understand the artist has taken for his

model the figure from the altar tomb of Crosby

in St, Helen’s church, hard by.

It must be manifest to those persons who

have made the constructive arts their study

and profession, and therefore are conversant

with the art of bricklaying, bow greatly its

quality has deteriorated within their me-

mory. The style and character of brick-

work executed now-a-days, compared with

that executed formerly, are totally diffe-

rent. Very few modern structures, executed

in brick, can compete with the neat and sound

workmanship of buildings erected some

hundred or two hundred years since ;
aud it

would appear that the debasement of the art of

bricklaying has taken place simultaneously

with the introduction of Roman cement, and

the taste or necessity of architects and builders

in applying it to the covering of walls.

Among very many modern architects and

builders rough and unevenbrickwork is regarded

only as the most fitting and efficient ground-

work for architectural embellishments
;
and the

coarser it be executed the better, as then there

is no necessity for hacking and chipping the

surfaces of walls in order to obtain a key for

the adhesion of the stuff. The almost general

practice of covering the exteriors of new walls

with cement, so as to give them the appearance

of stonework, has had a considerable tendency

towards depreciating the general excellence of

brickwork, as it has led to the execution of

hurried, coarse, and unsound work. The

cross-joints are commonly struck up for

scarcely more than an inch back from the

faces of the walls, and, in consequence, the in-

terstices between the bricks of each course are

usually left unfilled with mortar. The walls,

therefore, are raised half-hollow and honey-

combed
;

thus presenting an interesting but

bewildering labyrinth for the passage of mice

from the extremity of one wall to that of

another.

The majority of the buildings which are

now being erected, are built on speculation and

competition
;
and, in order to obtain a great

return for the outlay of their capital, it is

the interest as well as the invariable prac-

tice of speculators to get them run up

cheaply, and completed as quickly as possible,

for the purpose of letting them, or getting

them into the market, and so off their hands.

Much of the bad qualities and unsoundness of

brickwork, and the carelessness of workmen,

is to be attributed to this system. The work-

men, from knowing that their work is to be

hidden with cement, take little or no pains

in its execution ;
and, from being scarcely ever

employed on any other kind of work, it leads

them to habitual carelessness in the disposi-

tion of the bond
;
and they also become inat-

tentive to the performance of their general

work. Indeed, how is it possible, after this

manner, that bricklayers, and young ones more

particularly, can ever become accomplished

workmen, seeing that during the last half-

century, and more especially during the last

ten years, they have not been exercised in

neat, close, ancl proper ornamental work, but

have been called upon to execute scarcely any

thing else than that of the meanest and coarsest

description? Care and attention are seldom

paid to the general quality of brickwork, and

the strength and durability of structures are

hardly considered. The whole of the atten-

tion that is evinced appears to be directed to-

wards the production of architectural show

and effect on the exterior surfaces, and orna-

ments and small cornices are very often stuck

upon a cradling of nails, which are driven

into the walls with twine woven between

them.
The fashion of late years of dressing up the

doorways, windows, cornices, &c. of buildings

with cement, and leaving the plain brick sur-

faces exposed, has also led to a prevalent

system of carrying up those surfaces in a

rough and uneven manner, for the purpose of

being tuck-pointed afterwards. In the execution

of all rough brickwork workmen do not evince

that pains which they would do, provided it

were required to be performed in a neat, clean,

and regular manner
;
and thus, what would

appear to be gained in present effect is sacri-

ficed in quality and durability. These sur-

faces, therefore, should always be finished as

the work proceeds, and afterwards protected

from the cement dirt. The bricks at those

parts should be laid evenly and uniformly, and

* S«e p. 218 ante,

with fine, neat, and parallel joints, of regular

thicknesses, struck straight and flush with the

surfaces of the walls
;
and the perpends

,
or

alternate cross-joints, should be regulated ver-

tically over one another throughout the whole

height. The practice of carrying up the

brickwork roughly, for the purpose of being

tuck-pointed afterwards, is very often of more

advantage to the bricklayer, when he has con-

tracted for its execution, than if the joints

were neatly struck and the work finished as it

proceeds ;
for, whether the joints of the brick-

work are to be left rough, or struck, it is very

seldom any distinction is made in the labour

prices of either. Tuck-pointing of new work

is only an inducement for the bricklayer to

perform rough and unsound brickwork. Any

irregularities in the vertical direction of the cross-

joints can be stopped, and false ones made on

the bricks in order to correspond with those

above or below them; in fact, all the visible

faults and multitude of sins in its execution can

be smothered, hidden, and dandied up by point-

ing. An extra price at per foot superficial is

allowed (besides the price of the brickwork)

for the pointing
;
whereas if this extra price

were given for laying the bricks on the out-

sides in a proper and even manner, the per-

pends strictly kept, and the joints made fine

and neat, struck clean, and their ragged edges

cut off and picked out, much superior and

effective work, and of far greater strength and

durability, would be the result. By this method

the work would not only look much better, but

would retain its character for a considerable

number of years afterwards. A beautiful old

specimen of the kind of work the author

means, may be seen in the Temple, facing the

gardens. ,

It is perfectly notorious that the approved

methods of execution which constitute ex-

cellence in the workmanship, both of the

outer appearance of brickwork, and in the

proper disposition and arrangement of the

component materials of walls, are scarcely to

be obtained without much watching and scru-

tiny, as well as by a great deal of trouble and

anxiety. It would appear, therefore, from the

influence of many concurrent debasing causes,

that the age of executing close, clean,

neat, and good sound brickwork has passed

away, its decline being considerably as-

sisted by the recent, as well as the continued

speculative building mania; and even undei

the fostering care of the new Building Act.

what is termed good and durable brickwork is s

mere subterfuge and a farce. The violenl

haste with which buildings have recently beer

and are now being run up, and the slovenh

and scandalous manner in which brickwori

has been, and is still being performed, are cause)

which not only tend to depreciate still more, i:

possible, the excellence of workmanship, bu

at the same time tend to create on the par

of workmen a disposition to carelessness in tb

general routine of execution
;
and also reduci

their moral character; as from these habit

they are continually on the alert, when no

properly looked after and watched, to heap u;

improperly bonded and irregular masses c

deception, and, in consequence, no dependene

can be placed in them or their performances

works, therefore, are sometimes brought to pre

mature decay and ruin, and the character 8

respectable persons is liable to be in

jured by such lamentable and disgraceft

practices. The materials of a vast majc

rity of buildings already reared, and eve

many of those now under execution, at

jumbled together
;
and the arrangements <

the pressures formed contrary to all stat

principles. The medley is in such a disordere

state, that attention to the proper disposition!

bond, and the necessary rules and guidance!

carrying up the work, would appear not i

have been considered, and, in consequent!

uniform gravitation, and equal solidity oftl

walls, are thrown entirely out of the qm stiot

and thus many portions of them, especially tl

parts over apertures, are split, rent, ar

cracked in all possible directions. The bim

ing and adhesive properties of the mortar at

the solidity and compactness of the walls ar

from the numerous fractures, altogether d

stroyed, and are thus rendered tottering at

insecure. .

Instead of a whole or united support ben

obtained, by a proper arrangement and conil

nation of the materials, scarcely a wall i9 bu

now, in which great numbers of bats are r

seen huddled together, and here and the;
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throughout the base arrangements, two, four,

six, and even more upright joints are seen,

directly over one another, and the walls built

up in an indirect and out-of-perpendicular
direction, as may be observed in many modern
streets by scanning the faces of the Avails.

And not only is very little attention paid to the

arrangement of bricks in walls, but they are
sometimes laid in a composition of mud, or
vegetable mould, mixed with a small quantity
of lime, and drowned with water; and the
bricks are laid in this conglomeration, with
great, staring, irregular joints, sometimes half

an inch, inch, and more in thickness. Itisimpos-
sible that the outer Avails of buildings, carried

up with this stufF, can ever become perfectly

dry, or remain so but for a very short time, as

the action of the atmosphere will be continually

fretting the joints away; and it also readily

imbibes and retains moisture from rain, &c.,
as such a mixture is always of a soft and
spongy character.

With reference to the bond of brick'A'ork,

mo3t bricklayers feel unconcerned, and scarcely
evince any interest or take any pains about it

;

indeed, at the present time, such is the apathy
of bricklayers that a vast majority of them are
totally unacquainted Avith its properties—of the
manner in which bricks should be disposed and
Arranged so as to obtain the greatest amount
jf strength, and that the Avails may thus afford

;he utmost resistance both to transverse and
ongitudinal pressures. And this is very re-
narkable, when it is considered that bricklayers
ire constantlylaying of bricks, and are thuscon-
Ijinually observing their arrangements. But it

's well known that invariably they evince the
utmost degree of carelessness in this all-im-
bortant particular. Experience has very often
•roved to us these facts, that whilst young work-
nnen have been kept constantly upon the perfor-
mance of the coarsest and meanest of Avork,
'bey never evinced the slightest disposition to
improve themselves in the execution of their
york, Avhich Avas always inferior and badly
one

;
and no advice to act otherwise Avould

uduce them to alter their proceedings. But
mmediately thatthey were placed upon superior
ascriptions of work, and some little pains Avere
•iken to instruct them in it, it was remarkable
id observe Avith Avhat avidity it was received,
nd hoAV very soon they improved in their
manner of execution, and afterwards performed
heir general Avork better and neater. All
"ho have had experience in building, know
ill well the trouble and anxiety that are
fsually caused in the selection of good, Avell-

uformed, and qualified Avorkmen, fit for the
'xecution of particular kinds of Avork in the
rt of bricklaying

;
in Avhom trust and confi-

dence can be placed to execute Avork neatly,
Dundly, and regularly. The Avorkmen ’s

ant of attention, and just appreciation
?
the paramount importance of the quality

id soundness of their work, are well known

;

hd the responsibility Avhich they not only
abject themselves to, but their employers

1 'veil, ought to deter them from attempting
‘Sty, bad, and improper Avork of any kind

;

Jr any neglect or false arrangement is almost

l

re
,
sooner or later, to be found out, and the

fnsequences of such neglect may be attended
ith serious disasters and expense. Failures
e of common occurrence, and many of these
nnot be attributed otherwise than to slovenly,
•proper, and inefficient execution, and to the
norance of superintendents of Avorkmen.
metimes the carelessness and habitual in-
tention of Avorkmen, both to the orders given
them and the general manner of executing
eir \york, are the cause of failures. This

;

ate of things is to be deplored, and it behoves
• Avho have any influence over the execution
1 works to aid and assist in having it per-
nmed at all times in a neat and sound manner;

i matter Avhere or in Avhat position it may be
mated. Works that are placed underground
nuire more attention to these particulars than
ose Avhich are placed on the surface, in order
[ensure their stability and success. Works,
irefore, of any magnitude, or where respon-
“lity is involved, require in all cases to be
ictly attended to and Avatched

;
and the per-

imances of workmen should be placed under
ustant supervision as they proceed.
|(jood, sound, and regular bond, and neat,
-5e, and clean Avorkmanship, are the leading
lints to be observed by Avorkmen in raising
bk Avails. The nature and properties of
la materials used in the manufacture of bricks

and in the composition of mortar are of that re-

sisting or silicious quality—Avhen the bricks are
properly made and burned, and the ingredients

of the mortar are proportionably and properly
mixed together—that time and atmospheric in-

fluences Avill but very slightly affect or impair
them; indeed, Pliny says, if he be considered
as an oracle in the matter, that bricks Avhich
are Avell burned, nard, and of good quality,

will last for ever. Then, as good materials
can be procured, bad Avork should not stand in

the Avay of so desirable an acquisition,—of
handing our works down to posterity; and all

parties, but more particularly workmen, ought
to keep this always in vieAv, namely, that good,
sound, Avell-bonded Avork and sound mate-
rials Avill last for ages. The practical opera-
tions of executing brickwork are usually left to

the supervision of a foreman of bricklayers,

who ought to be a Avell-informed and an
accomplished Avorkman

;
and he should un-

derstand the nature and properties of the ma-
terials he is using—of brick-bond—of the
general arts of construction, and of the prin-

ciples of statics. During the supervision of
his men he should endeavour to make them
perform their Avork, at all times and in all

cases, in a neat and sound manner; for then,
not only will he bring credit to his employers,
but to himself like'vise ; and he Avill stand a
chance of being encouraged, and of rising in
the world.

It is highly essential to the exterior appearance,
as Avell as to the soundness, good workmanship,
and durabilityof all vertical and direct Avails, that
every brick should be laid horizontally, perpen-
dicularly, and straight Avith the outer face. In
the cases of curved Avails and arches, pains
should be taken to lay the bricks tangentially to

the cunres, that is, the middles of the faces of
each course of bricks next the faces of the
Avails, or next the centres, should be laid per-
pendicularly to the extremities of the radii of
all those points; and in battering walls, the
bricks should be laid Avith their beds at right-
angles to the faces of the batterings. In all

cases it is extremely desirable that the outer
faces of all kinds of Avails and the soffits

(undersides) of arches should be made as
even, smooth, and uniform, as possible; which
are the principal points to be attended to for
the purpose of warding off and preventing the
penetration and action of the 'veather upon
them.
The production of beauty in the plain sur-

faces of Avails is mainly dependent upon the
symmetry of their parts

;
and a more pleasing

effect may be produced by neat, Avell-executed
brickwork, than with irregular-sized stones.
Succession and uniformity in the disposition of
bricks arrest the attention, and impress the
imagination

;
for, Avhen the eye Avandersover

and traces the successive pyramidal and ver-
tical directions of the perpends Avithout any
interruption, the Avhole uniformity creates an
excitement and produces a pleasing and last-

ing effect; but Avhen the succession is in-

terrupted, or any irregularities are observable,
the sense of beauty and effect is directly
marred and checked. Perpendicularity, and
absolute uniformity of disposition, then, should
be the constant aim of the Avorkmen in the
arrangement and execution of brickwork. It

is, therefore, of the utmost importance in the
production of neatness, uniformity, and excel-
lence in brickwork, that in the building of all

kinds of brick-Avalls and arches the vertical joints
or perpends shouldbe preserved and scrupulously
attended to

, or, in other Avords, that the cross-
joints of the alternate recurring courses of
bricks should be kept straight, so as to corre-
spond, and fall perpendicularly over those
beneath. This important process in the art of
bricklaying is, Ave are sorry to say, very seldom
considered by Avorkmen

;
hence the almost

universal paying, and dissimilar direction of
the cross-joints: and here Ave cannot too
deeply impress upon the oricklayer, that, not
only is a beautiful effect produced by paying
particular attention to this important particu-
lar during the actual execution, but transverse
and longitudinal ties, Avhich produce strength
and durability to Avails, are also dependent upon
its observance. The proper arrangements
and disposition of bond are nearly destroyed
Avhen the perpends are neglected

;
and we are

perfectly aware that irregularities, both in the
Avidths and lengths of most common bricks,
render attention to this truly irksome, or, in-

deed, scarcely possible
;

but still, Avhen Avork-

men take pains in the execution of their Avork,
these little minor difficulties can be easily
overcome, and are made to vanish by proper
regulations in the thickness of the cross-joints,
and during execution by selecting bricks of ap-
proximating widths and lengths.

John Phillips.

OBJECTORS TO THE CAMDEN SOCIETY.

The determination of the general meeting
reported in our last number has proved un-
satisfactory to a large number of the members.
A document containing the folloAving passages
has received the signature of a large number
of influential persons, and is now in circula-
tion among the resident graduates of the uni-
versity :

—

“ At this meeting the Committee proposed
no alteration in the laws to Avhich Ave think it

necessary now to advert, except that the law
requiring periodical meetings at Cambridge
should be abrogated. But Avhilst this change
Avould not meet the objections Avhich the
committee had themselves avoAved to exist
against the society, it Ai'ould throAv the Avhole
management of the society’s affairs more ex-
clusively than before into the hands of the
committee. Added to this, the committee,
with the majority of the society present,
evinced their determination to continue to act
upon the same principles, and to pursue the
same course of operations Avhich had deprived
the society of its ecclesiastical and academic
patrons: and, as an earnest of the spirit in
Avhich that majority are prepared to act, all

suggestions for any material change in the
executive of the society Avere rejected.

Thus the executive of the society remain-
ing virtually unchanged, and being supported
by a majority in the determination to maintain
a position Avhich we consider still to be preg-
nant with evil, and alike disrespectful to the
authorities of the church and university, Ave

deem our longer connection with the society
inconsistent Avith the respect which Ave owe to

both these bodies. At the same time we disap-
prove of the spirit which has of late guided the
society’s proceedings, and which will avowedly
influence them in future, as alien from the
objects for which the society Avas originally
founded. We have, therefore, determined to

Avithdraw from the society.”

We have received several very stror-o*

letters on the subject, urging that the Protest
tant members of the society should at once
form another society for the study and improve-
ment of church architecture alone. An influ-

ential resident member Avrites us, Avhat must be
evident to all, that under the present executive
the Cambridge Camden Avill continue to be a
polemical association.

ART-UNION OF LONDON.
LIST OP THE PRINCIPAL PICTURES SELECTED

BY PRIZEHOLDERS, TO MAY 21st.

The Origin of the Guelph and Ghibeline
Quarrel, by A. Elmore, price 262/. 10s.

;
JeAvs

lamenting over the Ruins of Jerusalem, M.
Claxton, 200/.

;
the Parting of Sir Thomas

Moore from his daughter, S. A. Hart, 300/.

;

“Simchath Forah,” S. A. Hart, 150/.; a
Stone Quarry, F. R. Lee, 126/.; the Greeting,
Witherington, 150/.

;
View near Ournelo Cas-

trada, W. Leitch, J 00/.
;

the Guagers are

Coming! J. P. Philips, 150/.; Sunshine and
ShoAvers, F. R. Lee, 63/.

;
the Song of Olden

Time, J. C. Hook, 80/. ;
One of the Propa-

ganda Fide, S. A. Hart, 84/. ;
Mill Ford,

Devonshire, F. R. Lee, 100/.
;
the Stranger in-

quiring his Way of a Hungarian Goatherd,
Zeitter, 100/.; Landscape and Cattle, E. Wil-
liams, 40/.

;
aSummer’s Evening on the Beach,

Hastings, A. Clint, 84/. ;
Scene from Peveril

of the Peak, Solomon, 63/.; Entrance to New-
haven, A. Clint, 70/.; Pedlars’ Camp, W.
Shayer, 84/.

;
the Market Cart, F. R. Lee,

100/.
;
the Happy Italian Boy, G. Stevens, 60/.;

the Departure for Battle, J. E. Collins, 65/. 5s.;

the Island of St. Giulio, G. E. Hering, 60/.

;

Bacchante and Bacchanal, W. Salter, 85/.

;

Bianca and Lucentio, Wehnert, 60/.; Cross-
ing the Ford, A. E. Jeffray, 50/. ;

River Nid,
near Ivnaresboro’, H. Jutsum, 50/.; Fortune-
Telling, E. D. Lealey, 60/.

;
the Gipsies’ Re-

treat, W. Shayer, 47/. 5s.
;
Amoret and Prince

Arthur in the Cottage of Sclaunder, F. R.
Piclcersgill, 50/.

; Shady Lane, Summer, F. R.
Lee, 60/.
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THE BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

The committee appointed at a special gene-

ral meeting, held on Wednesday, March 5th,

have published the first number of their Jour-

nal, consisting of eighty-six pa<res of letterpress

and forty-four illustrations.* It is prefaced by

a very temperate and ingenuous statement of

the events which led to the recent and greatly-

to-be-regretted disagreements, and contains

much interesting antiquarian information. On

this statement we do not intend to en ter
;
our

readers are already acquainted with all the facts

of the matter, and our own general opinion. VY e

cannot, however, avoid saying, that the case of

the appealing party—the party whose journal

is now before us—has been greatly advanced

in the minds of many who have not yet inter-

fered, by the gradual explosion of certain

charges,
prejudicial to the reputation of indi-

viduals, which have been industriously circu-

culated by unwise opponents. The high cha-

racter of Mr. Crofton Croker, Mr. Planche,

Mr. Barrow, Mr. Corner, and the other mem-

bers of the committee, is beyond questioning,

and affords of itself sufficient answer to some

recent assertions.

The principal papers in the Journal are by,

Mr. C. Roach Smith (“On Roman potters

kilns and pottery, discovered in Northamp-

tonshire
v
), Mr. Daniel H. Haigh (“ On Deer-

hurst Church, Gloucestershire ”), Mr. Thomas

Wright (“ On Medieval Architecture,” illus-

trated from illuminated MSS.), Mr. F. C.

Lukis (“ Cromlech du Tus, Guernsey ”), the

Rev. Stephen Isaacson (“ On Roman remains

and other antiquities, at Dymchurch, Kent”),

and Mr. J. R. Planche (“ Remarks on an

enamelled Tablet, preserved in the Museum

at Mans, and supposed to represent the Effigy

of Geoffrey Pluntagenet ”), whose valuable

paper is entitled to the attention of all heralds.

Mr, Wright’s paper we are enabled, by the

kindness of the committee and the author, to

print entire.

MEDIEVAL ARCHITECTURE ILLUSTRATED
FROM ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS.

BY THOMAS WRIGHT, M.A., F.S.A.

BUILDERS AT WORK.
In. the volume of the “Archeological Jour-

nal ” .published under the direction of the

M

centra'! committee of the Association during

the first year of its existence, several instances

have been given of the valuable assistance

which may be derived from the illuminated

manuscripts of different periods, in illustrating

architectural antiquities. The details of these

old pictures are not in general drawn with

sufficient minuteness to enable us to derive

much benefit from a comparison with existing

monuments
;
but we learn in them the disposi-

tion and arrangements of buildings of different

classes, of which there are now no perfect

examples left. It has been already shewn that,

with regard to Anglo-Saxon architecture, the

drawings in manuscripts of a date anterior to

the Norman conquest furnish us with data of

great importance in identifying the few exist-

ing remains, which without them are extremely

doubtful. The Anglo-Saxon drawings present

sufficient characteristics for our purpose. But

after the conquest, when existing monuments,

the dates of which are known, become more

numerous, the drawings in the manuscripts

have less value in this respect, and in many
instances the architectui-al characteristics are

so badly designed as to be altogether useless.

But, as a compensation for this default, the

manuscripts represent to us interiors and ex-

teriors of castles and monasteries, palaces,

manor houses, cottages, with street views, and

the various buildings peculiar to town and

country, as they stood in different ages and

under different circumstances ;
and these are

in general further explained by the descrip-

tions in the corresponding text.

The earlier illuminated manuscripts are

chiefly copies of the Scriptures, or books of a

religious character, and the buildings repre-

sented in these are mostly ecclesiastical. We
find little to illustrate the domestic and military

architecture of the Anglo-Saxons. The same

remark applies in some degree to the Anglo-

Norman period
;
and it is not till the illumi-

nated romances became common, in the tliir-

* “The Journal of the British Archeological Association,

established 18»3, for the Encouragement and Prosecution of

Researches into the Arts and Monumentsof the Early and Mid-

dle Ages. No. I. II. G. Bohn, York-street, Covent-gardeu.”

teenth century, that we find

many drawings of houses and

castles. But there is one part

of the subject which is illus-

trated by these illuminations

at all periods when they are

found, and one which cannot

fail to have an interest for all

our readers— the occupations

and the tools of the builder

and mason. It would be no

difficult thing to give a very

numerous and perfect series of

drawings of builders occupied

with their labours, at every

period from at least the tenth

century down to the sixteenth
;

but I will be satisfied in the

present instance with giving a

few examples, in regular suc-

cession of date, although be-

longing to periods separated by

somewhat long intervals.

My first cut is taken from

the same manuscript of the

translation of part of the Scrip-

tures by Alfric, which has al-

ready furnished our illustra-

tions of Anglo-Saxon architec-

ture (MS. Cotton. Claudius,

B. iv. fol. 19), and which was

executed at the close of the

tenth or in the earlier years of

the eleventh century. It re-

presents the building of Babel,

and is here considerably dimi-

nished from the original. The
drawing is somewhat rudely executed, though

not without spirit; and the workmen shew as

much contempt for the laws of gravitation as

the artist has exhibited ignorance of perspec-

tive. On the right, a workman is carrying the

squared stones for the wall one by one up a

ladder. On the left, two men are employed

in raising either a large squared stone or a

beam of timber to a rather singularly formed

scaffold, on which another labourer is lifting

a hod of mortar to the workman above. At
the top a man is working on a dome with a

hammer and chisel, while below him another

is similarly employed on a sloping roof. Two
others are working with tools of the same
description at the door.

The next example is taken from the painted

glass of a window in the cathedral of Chartres

in France, executed in the thirteenth century.

Our cut is reduced from a larger plate given

in the interesting “ Annales Archeologiques,”

by the distinguished French archaeologist M.
Didron. In the right-band compartment two

masons are at work on the stones which are

apparently intended to form parts of mould-

ings
;

at {heir feet are their squares and their

compasses, and the models of the mouldings

are suspended above. In the other compart-

ment a mason is employed in equalizing the

surface of a stone,

55

mentioned in old documents. In a subsequent

number of his valuable “ Annales,’ he gives

the following examples. In 1381, the Chate-

lan of Villaines en Duemois bought a consi-

derable quantity of gloves to give to the work-

men, in order “ to shield their hands from the

stone and lime.” In October 1383, as we learn

from a document of the period, three dozen of

gloves were bought and distributed to the

masons when they began the buildings at the

Chartreuse of Dijon. At Amiens, in 1486 or

1487, twenty-two pairs of gloves were given to

the masons and stone-cutters.

Our third woodcut is taken from a manu-

script of the earlier part of the fifteenth cen-

tury (MS. Ilarl. No. 4431, fol. Ill), containing

the poems of Christine de Pisan. The stones^

are here no longer carried up by the hands of

the labourers, as in the Anglo-Saxon manu-

script, but they are raised by a wheel and

axle— a rather rude attempt at a crane. The
mason at work on the wall is squaring his stone

with a serrated tool, like that which is in the

hand of one of the workmen in the foregoing

scene. The other is measuring the stone with

a compass. One part of the building on which

they are employed is a church, with flying but-

tresses. All the dresses of the men employed
.

here differ from each other, and perhaps dis-

with a tool which
appears to have a

serrated edge; and
the architect is

applying a plum-
met to ascertain

if the work be ac-

curately vertical.

Above are sus-

pended another

instrument, appa-

rently a saw, and
a board on which
is traced the plan

of a building with

four corner co-

lumns and a large

clustered pier in

the centre. Two
ofthemasonshave
small cap9 tied by

a band which goes

under the chin

;

and it is singular

thatboththeseand

the third mason
have crowns, ap-

parently of laurel.

M. Didron re-

marks that gloves,

to he presented to

masons andstone-

c utters, are often
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nguish the different classes of the work-
ien.

The last example is taken from a beautifully
luminated manuscript of the latter part of
e fifteenth century (MS. Harl. No. 4376),
attaining- an ancient history of the world

in French. Each book is

headed by a large miniature,
several of them representing
the building of towns and
cities. Our cut gives only a por-
tion of one of these minia-
tures, and is reduced from the
original. The buildings of the
town, seen in the distance, are
neatly executed, and the orna-
mental conduit, behind the tow-
er on which the workmen are
employed, is extremely beau-
tiful. The whole forms a very
interesting picture. The crane
employed here is a much more
perfect machine than that
exhibited in the preceding
cut. The tools used by the
workmen in front differ little

from those seen in the two
preceding groups. The archi-
tect, with his staff in his right
hand, is represented in the act

of receiving his orders from the prince or duke,
under whose auspices the city has been founded.
The smaller cut, taken from the same manu-
script, represents a group of builders, with a
trowel and hod of mortar, at work upon a
tower,—not upon a chimney, as the artist’s pro-

portions would have led us to suppose.
In reviewing and comparing these

various representations of the same pro-
cess at so widely distant periods, we are
struck much less with their diversity
than with the close resemblance between
both workmen and tools which continues
amid the rapid and continual changes
in the condition and manners of so-
ciety. Whether this be in any measure
to be attributed to the circumstance of
the masons forming a permanent society
among themselves, which transmitted its

doctrines and fashions unchanged from
father to son, it is not very easy to de-
termine. But it is certainly remarkable,
that at the period when architecture
flourished most, the date of some of the
richest portions of the cathedral of
Chartres, the masons should be repre-
sented with crowns of laurel on their
head:

MARBLE CONSOLE FROM THE
SOANE MUSEUM.

The engraving below represents a marble
console from the collection in Lincoln’s-Inn
Fields, similar in character to the ornamental
capitals which have appeared in former num-
bers.

THE BRITTON TESTIMONIAL.

Since our last notice of the proposed testi-
monial to Mr. Britton, the Earl tie Grey, Mr.
Decimus Burton, Mr. Edward Willson, ofLin-

M ,

Mr
,V
GVB “ker

> of Northampton, Mr.Moran, the Dean of Hereford, Mr. JosephHume, M.P. and many other eminent men
have joined the committee. At a meeting
held last Saturday ,t was decided, as Mr.
Britton had disinterestedly declined receiving
any personal offering, that a premium of 100
guineas should be offered for the best“Biblio-
graphical Review of Illustrated Literature
devoted to the Architectural Antiquities of
Creat Britain,” to be inscribed to Mr Britton
and published by the committee. Of this
essay ev.wy subscriber of one guinea will
receive a copy, and it is further proposed, if
the sum subscribed should prove sufficient
either to have a portrait of the worthy veteran
painted and engraved for distribution, or a
good medal struck. At the same meeting it
was resolved that Mr. Britton should be°in-
vited to a public dinner at Richmond on the
/th of July, his 74th birthday, to meet his
friends and the lovers of architectural anti-
quities; and a sub-committee was appointed
to make the necessary arrangements.
Few men have laboured so long, steadily

and successfully as Mr. Britton. No one can
examine his beautiful work on the Cathedral
Antiquities, and then look at the works illus-
trative of our architecture which had appeared
before bis time, without seeing what a step
in advance was then made

;
and we must re-

member that lie could not then find artists
to draw and engrave with facility and precision,
as it is easy to do now, but was compelled
to lead them up to it, and may be said to have
produced a school. We sincerely hope, and
have no reason to doubt, that the subscription
will be very large, and the result a crown-
ing gratification to Mr. Britton. We will
gladly transmit to the committee any subscrip-
tions which may be forwarded to our office.

MARBLE CONSOLE FROM THE SOANE MUSEUM.

MOVEMENT IN SOCIETY OF
ANTIQUARIES.

Our readers will remember that a series of
suggestions were referred by the members in
March last to the council for their considera-
tion, with a request that they should report on
them at the anniversary. (See p. 139 ante).
lhe anniversary passed by, and no reference
was made by the council to the matters sub-
mitted to them

;
much discontent was exhi-

bited, and many of the members have been
led to fear that the governing body would draw
upon themselves some sweeping’ interference
from without, which might have been alto-
gether avoided by a timely concurrence with
the generally expressed opinions of the mem-
bers.

We are glad to he the first to announce that
the council have begun to act on the sugges-
tions then made. The payment of 2s. fid. to
the librarian by each member on receipt of his
half-yearly “ part ” of the transactions & ftdo-

lished

:

the price of former publications of
the society is reduced to members very con-
siderably; and other alterations are contem-
plated, and it is to he hoped will be made, so
that confidence may he restored and dissension
avoided. A young and zealous man should
he appointed to assist Mr. Carlisle in his
duties as secretary

;
the council should meet a

little oftener; and no gentleman should he
elected president or vice-president who is not
sufficiently interested, and sufficiently at liberty,
to enter into the affairs of the society. To the
council we 6ay, seriously, continue to shew a
desire to meet the wishes of the members and
on all accounts preserve peace.

It is singular, as well as unfortunate, that
dissensions should exist at the same moment in
three important societies. At the Antiquaries
it will be entirely the fault of the council if
unanimity is not restored forthwith.
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terra cotta.

Sir.—As my name has been mentioned in

connection with Terra Cotta in your numbers

of the 26th April and 6th May, and as state-

ments were on both occasions made in re-

ference to me without my knowledge or au-

thority, you will, perhaps, admit a few words

from mein explanation.
.

Your first correspondent inquires where

Terra Cotta is to be obtained, and whether a

church has not been built of that material near

Bolton-le-inoors. A note from yourself, at the

foot, explains that the church at Lever Bridge

was constructed from this material, and that

the moulds were made under my superintend-

ence You also explained that the material

was prepared by Mr. Fletcher of Vale Bank,

who had established works at Ladyshore for

the manufacture of the material, and that Mr.

Sharpe would probably afford any further in-

formation that might be required. In all these

statements you were quite correct, and 1 did

not therefore, think it necessary to answer your

correspondent.

Mr. Fletcher interposes, however, in your

number of the 5th May, to save me all further

trouble in this respect, and gives what may be

looked upon as sufficiently good reasons
;

namely,—first, that I have no connection with

his works; and secondly, that he can best

answer such questions.

Now, in stating that I have no present con-

nection with his works, Mr. Fletcher ought,

in justice, to have added, that they owe their

existence tome; that the application of fire-

clay to architectural purposes, on a large scale,

and in a highly ornamental form is, as I

believe it to be, and certainly so far as he is

concerned, due to me.
The church at Lever Bridge is, so far as I

know, the first building constructed entirely

within and without of Terra Cotta, in the rich

style of the fourteenth century, in this country.

The experiments which determined the com-

mittee to adopt this material were made under

my superintendence, and by one of my work-

men. And the design of the construction, so

essentially different from that of an ordinary

stone or brick building, as well as of all the

ornamental details, was made by me.

And now, having claimed this much on my
own account, I must at once explain, that in

regard to the preparation of the material—the

mixing, grinding, tempering, squeezing, dry-

ing, and burning of the clay, in fact, the whole

of the potters’ work—I desire to take no credit.

Whatever merit the works at Ladyshore pos-

sess on account of the quality, colour, hard-

ness, and durability of the material, belongs to

Mr. Fletcher. Neither, on the other hand, do

I desire to assume the responsibility which at-

taches to the proper execution of this depart-

ment of the works in order to secure these es-

sentials. I have satisfied myself of the ex-

cellence and durability of the material if pro-

perly treated: it rests with the manufacturer to

maintain its character in these respects.

Having made this explanation, I will not

trespass on your space further than to state,

that I cannot subscribe to Mr. Fletcher’s asser-

tion, that works in Terra Cotta can be con-

structed from “ Plans prepared in the ordinary

manner,” if by that he means it to be inferred,

that a design for a stone or brick building is

equally applicable to fire-clay.

It is clear, that a knowledge of the power of

resistance, tenacity, porosity, and specific

gravity of the material is as essential to the

safe construction of buildings erected from it

as a knowledge of the limits, in regard to size

and form, which admit of the material being

thoroughly and completely burned. It is upon

these points, therefore, in designing the con-

struction of such a building, that the skill and

care of the architect, as distinguished from that

of the manufacturer, has to be exercised, and

upon which the safety and integrity of any

such structure will depend.

I am, Sir, &c.,

Edmund Sharpe.

Lancaster, May 14.

Hackney New Church. — The founda

tion-stone of a new church for the extensive

district of South Hackney was laid last week,

in the presence of a numerous assembly of the

residents of the district. The church is to be

built by voluntary contributions, at a cost of

upwards of 10,0QUf.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION.

The general exhibition of works of fine art

has been already characterized inTHF.Buii.nER

as very satifactory, though deficient in works

of the 'first class. It is satisfactory, as exhibit-

ing considerable progress on the part of the

younger artists. Much has been said against

the number of portraits it contains, but it

should be remembered that, amongst the finest

and most beautiful productions bequeathed us,

the portraits of Vandyck, Holbein, Kneller,

Sir Joshua, and others, hold a high station in

the estimation of those who are able to appre-

ciate such works. Pickersgill, Shee, Knight,

Gordon, Herbert, and Grant have forcibly

proved, in the present collection, the excel-

lence of this branch of art. Maclise and other

artists, whose works are missed in the present

exhibition, are probably at work for the ensu-

ing Government competition.

“Aurora and Zephyr” (12), W . F.tty, R.A.

A copy of Titian’s Venus in the front figure is

very palpable
;
the picture itself is wonderfully

brilliant in colour. His picture of “ Cupid
,

interceding with Venus for Psyche” is even

more excellent. No. 185, “ A Flower Girl

;

186, “ A Votive Offering;” and No. 259, are

all beautiful specimens.

No. 13, “Amoret, JEmylia, and Prince

Arthur in the Cottage of Sclaunder,” from the

“Faerie Queene,” by F. R. Pickersgill; a good

picture, broad and well drawn ;
but “ The Four

Ages” (362), by the same artist, is better.

Of Mr. Roberts’s pictures “Jerusalem” is

preferable : they are both in his best style.

“The Mole, at Ancona,” with “Trajan’s

Arch,” by Stanfield, is a very beautiful compo-

sition, true in colour, and natural in effect.

There is a certain lucidity in all this artist s

pictures peculiarly refreshing.

“ Peasants bringing fruit into Naples (92),

by J. Uwins. This is a favourite subject of

the artist, treated with his usual skill. Mr.

Uvvin excels in portraying Italian life.

Mr. E. Landseers picture (141), without

a name, is a beautiful work. The painting of

the sheep’s wool is miraculous ;
it seems distur-

bable by a breath. A solemnity, truly asto-

nishing, pervades the picture; the very animals

are engaged in prayer.

“ Dressing the Bride” (127), by T. Clater.

A very nice work, painted with truth ;
the still

life is exceedingly well put in. Immediately

under this is “ The Favour,” by J. W. Wright,

another very pretty little picture, somewhat

marred by the ill drawing of the arm.

144. “A Sketch,” by W. Mulready, R.A.

A wonderful hit of finish and colour. There

is a lovely little sketch in chalk by this artist

in the miniature room.

149. “ Scene from Moliere,” by C. R.

Leslie, R.A. This work has a peculiar ap-

pearance of blotchiness, but is of good concep-

tion and clever composition. A very beautiful

landscape is that by W. D. Kennedy (148),

nicely toned and composed.

Turner, R.A., though extravagant and ob-

scure, stands alone in his power, and is above

either praise or censure.

200. “Fetching the Doctor.” W. Collins,

R.A. A humourous pioduction; the pony is

capital, the light well managed.

A nice piece of colour is No. 203, by Muller,

entitled “ Head of a Cingari, Xanthus.”
“ Dutch Boats running into Snardam, Am-

sterdam in the distance,” by C. Stanfield, R.A.

The water of this is a perfect master-piece,

transparent, clear, and effective
;
this picture

must be welcome to all who have any idea of

the beautiful.

222. From “Milton’s Comus,” by C. L.

Eastlake, R.A. A very fine production in the

highest walk of art. It is to be regretted that

one bead has been made to serve for the whole

of the Cherubim.”
The landscapes of F. R. Lee, R.A., are of

great beauty. Among the best are “ The
Water Cart” (233), “ The Market Cart” (24),

and No. 43, “ The Mill Ford, Devonshire.”

Creswick’s “ Spot to be Remembered” is a

perfect triumph. Others of his are very

beautiful, such as “ Rain on the Hills.”

“ The White Cockade” (244), by Farmer,

is a nice picture, with his usual little fat red-

cheeked boy.

258. “ Miranda,” by R. Redgrave. A
clever picture, the head remarkably beautiful :

still we cannot imagine this the artless creature

depicted by Shakespeare, but rather an actress

playing the part.

A most beautiful landscape is that of

Danhy (272), unequalled for its intensity of

warm light and shade : the effect of the rising

sun behind the trees is perfectly marvellous.

The third picture from this is C. Land-

seer’s “ Eve of the Battle of Edgehill.” An

improvement on last year
;

but a monotony

pervades the picture which is disagreeable.

E. M. Ward’s (292) “Scene in Lord Ches-

terfield’s Ante-room.” This work, evidently

of much research, full of Hogarthian feeling

and humour, is an excellent picture, deserving

high commendation. The heads, well studied,

are characteristic of their several professions

;

and the whole is carried out with care and

skill. We understand Mr. Vernon has bought

this picture.
. . .

,

“ Ariel,” by J. Townsend. A fanciful idea,
,

in the style of German illumination
;
but with i

too much of the manner of Maclise.

E. Frost has a fine composition, illustrative •

of “ Sabrina borne by Water Nymphs togged 1

Nereus’ Hall,” from Comus.

327. “ Burial Ground, Smyrna. W. Mllller. .

j

This seems an excellent picture, but is placed !

so high as to defy examination, even at the :

risk of a broken neck.
;

A very good specimen of Herberts peculiar i

style is - St. Gregory ” (338). The monks

heads are very clever, as are some of the boys .

Mr. Kennedy’s picture of “The Two
Nymphs” (347), for colour, style, and per-

fect keeping, cannot be too highly praised.

“ Repose” (357), by A. D. Cooper, is a

beautiful bit of colour, but is too close an

imitation of Sir Joshua.

Mr. Webster’s “ Dame’s School (dbUJ,

and Goodall’s “ Le Bon Cure ” (361), are fine

specimens of finish and refinement.

Mr. Marshall Claxton’s picture, “ Jews la-

menting over Jerusalem,” can boast of much

that is clever, but has a chaotic effect.

Mr. Haydon has produced a fine study of a

head in 394.neau in

“ Gregory passing through the Slave

Market, by J. Sant, is clever, but w eak.
*i Ui hcl, UY „
459. “The Bandit Mother, by W. U.

Kennedy, a good picture in an excellent style.

A miracle in point of finish and study is

No. 471, by Mr. Lance, though the general

effect is not pleasing.

Robinson Crusoe has made his re-appear-

ance in a picture of Mr. Fraser, whereof the

tone is excellent.

Mr. Middleton's “ Jeanie Deans appears

deserving of better treatment than it has re-

ceived. .

Mr. Muller’s beautiful painting, immediately

under this, is remarkable for depth and

solemnity of tone. We prefer it to those by

the same artist already mentioned.

“The Young Squire’s Wedding,” by T. F.

Marshall. A very nice picture, full of truth,

and displaying a visible improvement on the

part of this artist. I

Frith’s “ Village Pastor” (498) is a perfect

piece of truth, genuine feeling, and good draw-

ing; it awakens sympathy and touches the

A picture near it, by A. Solomon (502), has

much that is good in it, but the faces are

decidedly too long.

Mr. M'Jans’ (514) is an interesting picture.

“Going to Pasture,” by J. S. Cooper, can

boast of its nicely painted cattle, but wants his

accustomed warmth.
Mr. Johnson’s fine work (546) will be ap-

preciated by all
;
the style is broad, clean, and

effective. The head of Lady Russell is nol

sufficiently characteristic : still this picture is

one of the best in the collection.

“ Connamara Girls bathing their Feet, bj

F. Goodal, is nicely coloured, but in parts has

the fault of being horny.

Mr. Bell has succeeded in his water nymphs

(552), but the figure of Hylas is awkwardlj

placed. “Autolycus,” from the “Winter’s
placed. • /YUW1JL-U3, 11 «... ...x.

Tale,” by Egg, is exquisitely painted anc

drawn, tells its own tale, but is rather hard.

The hackneyed subject of “ Boaz am

Ruth” is again presented to us by Mr. L<

Jeune, who makes a pretty picture of it u

spite of its want of originality.

A fine picture of Mr. Eddis, under the tith

of “ Jochebed,” hold a prominent situation n

the exhibition. ..

“The origin of the Guelph and Ghibelin

Quarrel,” by A. Elmore, is an ambitious am

clever picture, with much in it to be admire

and praised, though not without faults.
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“ Uriel and Satan” displays Mr. Haydon’s

knowledge and his love of grandeur.
Mr. Harding, the water-colour artist, has

contributed the “Mountain Pass,” deserving
of the highest praise.

Among the pictures in the black bole (octa-
gon room) are some good works

;
the best,

by Mr. Philip, “An Illicit Still,” is rather
too melo-dramatic

;
the rolling of the wo-

man’s eyes, as if to court the plaudits of an
audience, might be dispensed with; but the light
in this painting is skilfully managed.
Among the miniature painters, Thorburn,

Ross, Carrick, Newton, and Cruikshank dis-

play the finest works. Some by Thorburn are
iictures.

A miniature, by Iiiedmanns (761), is well
vorthy of notice for its beautiful finish.

There are some good specimens of sculpture,

>y Bell, Marshall, Weekes, and others. No-
hing can be more beautiful or simple than
Mr. Marshall’s “ First Whisper of Love,” or
Mr. I. Bell’s “ Child’s Attitude.” J. A. S.

PROVINCIAL WATER WORKS.
The health of towns so much depends upon
plentiful and cheap supply of pure water,

nd the public at large are now so thoroughly
lonvinced of its importance, that a company
as been formed for the purpose of affording
|> provincial cities and towns this necessary of
fe. In almost all localities there exist ample
>urces, which require only skill and capital

I

make them alike valuable to the inhabitants,
id profitable to those who shall render them
bailable. In our last number we stated that
private company was being formed to esta-
Jsh water-works on an extensive scale at
ristol. Since then a meeting of the town-
Muncil has been held, and the propriety of the
;ty being supplied by the corporation, instead
I'
by a private body, was discussed.
Mr. Thomas impressed upon the council the
iportance of taking the subject in hand
fore it was too late. The docks had fallen
to private hands, and now the step was
inented; they ought certainly to be the pro-
rty of the city. At Manchester the people
re supplied with gas by the authorities, and
>m the profits made by it great improve-
nts had been effected and were still going
in the town. He contended that Bristol

ight be not only well supplied with water by
,! council, but that a profit would accrue,
ieh could be expended in improvements.
Dr. Green thought there could be hardly a
pbt that a measure would be introduced into
jrliament empowering or compelling local
dies to form water works. He trusted that
council would take the subject in band, for
re was no doubt that such a work would not

y be remunerative for the outlay of capital,
I also that a large sum would be derived
m it, to be expended in public improve-
rs. A supply of water ought to be secured,
i only for private purposes, but for the esta-
uhment of public baths, and a ready supply
•e used for the extinguishing of fires. Had
gas-works been in the hands of the council
|!>'ge profit would have been secured.

J

he Edinburgh Water Company, which is,
1 believe, a private body, charge only four,
[,

in some instances, oniy three shillings per
um for water supplied to cottages let for
I than 51. per annum.

i.etropolitan Railwavs.

—

The project
i] metropolitan railway tunnel is said to be
ously entertained, and a prospectus has
i issued, pointing out its practicability. It
jToposed that this subterranean railway
ild commence at Hyde-Park corner, and

intermediate stations at each chief
»> ghfare with a street frontage. A
pectus has been issued for the forma-

1 of a London Central Railway Terminus
ne vicinity of Charing Cross, and the

! (ection of various lines, by means of a
pie line of rails, adjoining the Hungerford
rension Bridge. A South-London Sub-

Jl t Railway, on the atmospheric principle,
]|fso proposed, for the accommodation of
Islington, Stockwell, Clapham, Balham
iV Tulse Hill, Brixton, and other rural

?
tats. The rage for speculating in shares

<1 >v so great, that if a railway from Hyde-
du corner to the middle of August were
I i tised, all the shares would be subscribed
iti twenty-four hours.

(

THE IMPROVEMENT OF WESTMINSTER.

As some of our readers have expressed a
desire to know exactly what the committee
appointed February 7th stated to the public
meeting on the 10th inst., alluded to in our last
number, we are induced to print their report
entire :— 1

“ The committee were appointed to con-
sider the various lines of improvement pro-
posed to be made by new or enlarged streets in
the vicinity of the Houses of Parliament, and
to report to a future general meeting, and
were directed by the meeting to impress on
the government and the legislature the pro-
priety of withholding their sanction from any
plan for improvement which may not be ap-
proved of by the inhabitants.
1 he committee having by public advertise-

ment invited communications relative to the
best measures for carrying out the improve-
ment of the neighbourhood, received several
plans to promote this object.

Mr. Wason attended the committee and
stated, that he would not take any step in par-
liament for one month. In consequence of
further advertisements by the committee for
plans accompanied by written statements,
shewingtheir practicability, they were favoured
with several plans, accompanied by explana-
tions and estimates, relative to proposed lines
of improvement.
The committee having solicited an inter-

view with Sir Robert Peel upon the subject,
explained to him the objects for which they
were appointed, and his attention was drawn
to the several plans which had been sub-
mitted, and which the committee were as-
sured were practicable. Sir Robert stated
that he would speak to Lord Lincoln upon the
subject, and recommended the committee to
put themselves in communication with his
lordship. In conformity with this recommen-
dation, the committee addressed a letter to
Lord Lincoln, and the following correspond-
ence ensued:

—

Literary and Scientific Institution, Great Smith-
street, Westminster, 18th March, 1845.

.My Lord,—The Committee for the West-
minster Improvements having been honoured
with an interview with the Right Hon. Sir
Robert Peel, and authorized to enter into com-
munication with Her Majesty’s Office of
Woods and Forests on the subject of the pro-
posed improvements, request to be permitted
(before they solicit an interview with your
lordship) to submit the various plans and
calculations on which they have been induced
to conclude, that no plan should be finally
adopted without full consideration of all the
peculiar circumstances of the improvement,
and the various suggestions made by ex-
perienced architects and surveyors. —I have
the honour to be, My Lord, your lordship’s
most obedient servant,

W. H. J. Traice,
Secretary to the Westminster Improve-

ments Committee.

To the Right Hon. the Earl of Lincoln.

Office of Woods, &c., 19th March, 1845.
Sir,

—

I have to acknowledge the receipt of
your letter of yesterday’s date, and beg that
you will inform the Committee for the West-
minster Improvements that I shall be happy
to receive the plans and calculations, and will
not fail to give my best attention to their
details whenever the committee may favour me
by sending them for my inspection.'

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

Lincoln.
W. H. J. Traice, Esq., Secretary, &c.

March 22, 1845.

My Lord,—The Committee for the West-
minster Improvements desire me to convey
their sincere thanks for your lordship’s early
reply to their communication requesting per-
mission to submit certain plans and state-
ments, furnished to the committee for your
lordship’s examination.

In conformity to your lordship’s kind assent
to the committee’s request, I am, therefore,
directed to forward several plans and state-
ments of the estimates on which such plans
have been prepared, of the following archi-
tects, viz., Mr. Sidney Smirke, Messrs. Scott
and Moffatt, Mr. Bardwell, Mr. '1’arring, Mr.
Lapidge, and Mr. Donthorn.
The committee also beg to solicit the honour

of an interview with your lordship as early

after your lordship’s examination of the plans
and estimates as may be convenient to your
lordship.

I have the honour to be, &c.,
W. H. J. Traice.

Whitehall-place, 29th March, 1845.
Sir, -I have looked over the various plans

for the improvement of Westminster which
you have been good enough to send me, and
with one at least of which I have been much
pleased. The Commission for Metropolis
improvements meets on Wednesday, the 9th
or April, and it will then be my duty to report
to the commissioners the communications which
1 have received from you, and the fact of
several new plans having been proposed since
the report in favour of Mr. Wason’s line was
agreed to.

It may possibly be the wish of the commis-
sioners to see the gentlemen composing the
Committee for Westminster Improvements,
and I would therefore prefer postponing any
further communication upon the subject until
after the meeting on the 9th of April, which I
hope will not occasion any inconvenience to
the Committee. I am, Sir, &c.

Lincoln.

To this the secretary replied, that in the
event of an interview being desired a deputa-
tion would be prepared to attend the commis-
sioners

;
and represented that the committee

assumed that the bill before parliament would
not be allowed to pass to a second reading
till the further decision of the commissioners
should be made.
The concluding letter was as follows :

—

10th April, 1845.
Sir, — The Commissioners of Metropolis

Improvements met yesterday, and agreed to
the report to her Majesty in favour of the new
line of street through Westminster proposed
by Mr. Rigby Wason, the substance of that
report having been decided upon at the last
previous meeting.

I laid before the commissioners your letter,
and informed them that you had sent me seve-
ral plans, as substitutes for that which they had
sanctioned.

The commissioners felt that they were com-
mitted to Mr. Wason’s plan, and could not in
fairness adopt any course which should preju-
dice the bill now before parliament. They
therefore concluded the report with the follow-
ing words :

—

“ Your Majesty’s Commissioners, since
their engagement to recommend the plan
already noticed, have very recently received
intimation of the existence of other plans for
the improvement of the same district, which,
however, by the fact of such engagement, they
do not feel themselves at liberty to call for
with a view to their investigation.”
Under these circumstances, I shall be glad

to learn from you whether it is the desire of
the “ Committee for Westminster Improve-
ments ” that I should return the plans to you,
or that I should retain them for the present, in
the event of the Commissioners being willing
to examine them at some future time when
Parliament shall have decided upon the bill

now before it. I am, Sir, &c.,

Lincoln.

The committee have since had several com-
munications with the promoters of Mr. Rigby
Wason’s plan, who express a disposition to

extend their lines of improvement as much as

possible upon certain conditions; but they have
not been attended with any definite result.

(Signed) W. Freeman, Chairman.
10th May, 1845.
With the proceedings of the Metropolis

Improvement Commission, in this matter, we
are far from satisfied, but, for want of space,
must defer comment.

Improvements in the Tower of Lon-
don. — Upwards of 100 of the military are
daily employed, in addition to the ordinary
labourers, in proceeding with the works of this

ancient fortress. The site of the old armoury
has been nearly excavated, and concrete laid

for the foundations of the new barracks. The
earth taken out of the latter has been thrown
over the Tower into the moat to fill it up, and
it is not now intended to make it into a planta-
tion, but into an exercise ground for the mili-
tary, and a promenade for the inhabitants of
the fortress.
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HAND-BOOK FOR LONDON.

Mb. Murray's hand-books for travellers

are known over Europe. Wherever }OU mee
> with-

English tourists—and where can you go

• y them ?—you may be certai n of see-

guide book. Uniform

wire made of hard iron is used. Ropes thus

manufactured arestrnnger, lighter, and cheaper

out meeting

ing the red-covered

w^h these he has just announced

for London, past and pn»-

J

proposed among much new matter, to gl

origin of the names of places, and to oisun-

guish,*as far as possible, the residences of re-

markable men. The author of the book is

Mr Peter Cunningham, and we anticipate,

from his zeal and ability, a peculiarly interest-

ing volume. In a morning’s walk we pass

many houses without emotion which, if we but

knew the names of former occupants, would

afford matter for much pleasant thought.

Look at one paragraph, for proof, in Mr. Cun-

ningham’s prospectus :

—

“ Particular residences of remarkable men,

or streets connected with their names : Chau-

cer, and his account of what he observed in

Friday-street; the house in Aldersgate-street

in which the first Lord Shaftesbury lived, in

the time of Charles II.; Milton’s house in

Petty France, Westminster ;
Andrew Mar-

vell’s rooms in Maiden-lane, Covent-garden ;

and Voltaire’s London lodging at
(

the blue

Periwig, in the same lane; Dryden’s house in

Gerard-street
;
Southerne’s house in Tothill-

street; Sir Isaac Newton’s house and Obser-

vatory in St. MartinVstreet; Hogarth’s house

on the east side, and Sir Joshua Reynolds’

house on the west side of Leicester-square

;

Dr. Johnson’s house in Gough-square, and the

site of his house in Bolt-court, Fleet-street;

Lord Byron’s residence in Piccadilly; the

house in which Gibbon wrote his defence of

his ‘Decline and Fall;’ the house in which

Boswell, the biographer of Johnson died; the

house in which Horace Walpole died; the

house in which Thomas Gainsborough lived
;

the house in which Wilkie painted his ‘Blind

Fiddler ;’ the studios of Flaxman and Chantrey,

and the residence of Sir Thomas Lawrence.”

than hempen cordage bearing equal weights ;

consequently, when materials are raised from

a depth in mines, a heavier load may be lifted

with equal power whenever the wire-rope is

used. For the same reason, this fabric is pre-

ferable in the fixed rigging of ships
;
and its

value for railway purposes has been proved by

decisive tests. As long as hempen ropes were

used on the Blackwall Railway, there were

often two or three breakages a-day. Since

these have been superseded by the iron-wire,

there have not occurred more than, twelve

fractures in twelve months, and during six

thousand journeys.

GTormponiJntrf.

CHURCHES AND CHURCHYARDS.

Sir,

—

In your account of Norfolk churches

no minute is given of— 1 ,
Length

; 2, Breadth ;

3, Height to roof-ridge; 4, Ditto of tower;

WIRE ROPES.

Mr. Carpmaei. read a paper at the Royal

Institution on the 9th inst., on the manu-

facture of wire-ropes. He stated, that the

process had grown up within the last four or

five years. Till the year 1839-40 there were

no real wire-ropes in this country, i.e. no

manipulation of wire, first producing strands,

and then combining these strands into a single

5, Materials with which fabric is built

;

6, Churchyard, as to size, trees, keeping.

In foreign churches we often find the

height from the floor to the roof-ridge 60 feet

to 100 feet,—-in England seldom or never so

much. Our modern churches are most of

them “playthings ” in comparison with those

of our forefathers.

As to materials, we should find, I think, that

they were chiefly taken, very wisely, from such

matter as was found in the locality.

As to churchyards, a report would shew, I

fear, that our English cemeteries are a dis-

grace to us. Horses, sheep, geese, footpaths,

weeds, and filth are the usual features of an

English churchyard.

Our clergy would readily, as a body, resign

the right of making a churchyard a piece of

grazing ground, wherein the kicks and knocks

of animals deface or break to pieces tomb-

stones, and others violate the sod of the poor

man’s last tenement.

Whilst trees add much to the beauty of a

churchyard, an avenue of limes, kept clear of

boughs inside, forms a fine arcade to the west

door of a religious building. Besides, if a

parish was once invited by its pastor to make
the graveyard an object of attention, there is

no doubt but a wilderness would soon be

turned into a garden
;
and then, by arraying

sepulture symmetrically, the spot would become

an ornament, instead of eyesore, to every

village in the kingdom.
I am, Sir, &c.,

W. Mason.

work to see what it rises; so, instead of having

four courses to 11 * inches, he mostly gets three

courses and a half to the foot; and here is the

evil, for instead of having so much brick you

have the quantity in mortar, and that not of

the best sort.

It is a great pity that surveyors do not ap-

point a man that is competent to see to the

brickwork, and have it properly bonded to-

gether and executed according to the specifi-

cations, and not allow so much bad work to

be done ;
I can mention a firm in London,

who made an excavator foreman of their

bricklayers, because he was a bully to the

men, and hurried them on. In the same firm

that I am now speaking of, I have seen (and I

have done it myselt) two 4-inches carried up

for an 18-inch wall, and the inside 9-inches

filled in with the clearing of the brick-field,and

a course of headers run on the top : then it

has had grout covered over it, and run down •

the sides of the wall. Yes, Mr. Editor, there

is a firm in London, I can mention, who
employ the greatest bully they could find as

their foreman of bricklayers
;

a fellow who
could not obtain his living as a journeyman,

and who takes the brickwork piece work. On
Saturday night he is allowed to pay the men,

andwhat is the consequence? Why he employs

one or two good tradesmen, and the remainder

consists of any thing he can pick up that is

cheap, he charging his employer 5s. per day

for all his men, and paying the majority of

them 3s. or 4s. per day, while he pockets the

remainder. By this system of building a re-

spectable workman lias but a bare chance of

getting employment, much less of having the

opportunity of exerting his skill.

I am, Sir, &c.,

Henry Johnstone.

ERRORS IN CATALOGUE OF EXHIBITION AT j

THE ACADEMY.

Mr. Leeds presents his compliments to the

Editor of “The Builder, and begs to say,
;

that among the strange mistakes in the cata-
j

logue of the exhibition, No. 1205 has a wrong

title affixed to it. Instead of being called

Street Architecture : study for the fa9ade of a

small palazzo,”— as which it must seem little

less than absurdity,—it should have been, “Ca-

rope.

He briefly noticed the improvements which

had been made in the manufacture of hempen

cordage during the last fifty years, and laid

great stress on Captain Huddart s contrivance

for varying the length of the yarns, according

to their distance from the centre of the rope,

so that each, throughout its course, being

kept at the same distance from the central

strand, was subjected more nearly to the same

amount of tension. The characteristic dif-

ference between the mechanical principles of

the manufacture of the hempen and the wire-

rope was then inculcated. Twisting is essential

to the structure of theformer, but toould be des-

truclive of the latter fabric. This principle,

long overlooked, was discovered by Mr. Ne-

wall, the patentee of the improved wire-rope,

and the object of his machinery is to carry

that principle into effect. The wire-rope con-

sists of a hempen core, the horizontal section

of which exhibits seven equal circles,—six

rouud a central one
;

these, according to a

known geometrical law, touch the central

circle, and also each other. Round this cen-

tral core are six strands, formed exactly in the

same way, except that while the central core

is of hemp (as is the core of the rope), it is sur-

rounded by six wires,—the diameters of these

wiffes being equal to those of the yarns of the

core
;

so that a section of the rope exhibits

forty-nine equal circles (thirty-six wire and

thirteen hemp), arranged in a sort of hexagonal

form, the lines joining the centres ot the

hempen cores of each strand producing ?

regular hexagon. Having exhibited the ma-

chines by which Mr. Newall lays the wires in

the strands, avoiding all twist, Mr. Carpmaei
stated some of the purposes to which this

manufacture had been applied. He premised,

that the greatest strength is obtained when

Swaffham, Norfolk, May, 1845.

pricio : Architectural Innovation
;

” it being

like No. 1204, not a design for any thing in
.

particular, but merely intended to shew some .

novel ideas, fanciful or fantastical—certainly by

no means orthodox ones,—and hints for com-
^

position and detail.

%• Our correspondent is not the only exhi-

4

bitor who has reason to complain of the care- I

lessness shewn in the catalogue.

modern bricklaying.

Sir,—As you invite remarks on the subject

of bricklaying, I consider it my duty, being a

journeyman bricklayer, and having the welfare

of my trade at heart, to accept the offer. I

wish to remind you that the generality of our

modern builders know nothing of bricklaying,

and care less
;
and I wish to call your atten-

tion to the total disregard many surveyors pay

to the art of brickwork, who consider that to

make a drawing that looks pretty to the eye

and can be worked out in cement no better

than mud (as “ J. Phillips” justly observes)

is all that ie required of them. The common
system of builders is to let those have the work
who undertake to do it for the lowest price,

without any regard to quality; and I have

worked on jobs of this kind where the bricks

have been thrown in the wall quite dry without

any mortar. If you wish it I can give you the

name of the place and the parties also. My
humble opinion is, that the art of brickwork
has been declining since we have had so many
Builders: men who care nothing and know
nothing about trade, and whose only object is

to realize all the profits they can
;
for 1 think

we had better work done when we had master-

bricklayers and master-carpenters, and each

man kept to his own trade
;

I do not con-

sider there is one builder who knows the right

bond of brickwork, if I except Mr.
,
and

it was in his employ that I saw so much bad
work done. I wish to point out to you the

manner in which some surveyors appoint their

clerk of the works. They mostly seek for

some carpenter to superintend a building,—

a

man that don’t know Flemish bond from old

English, and who never thinks of gauging

BUILDERS ESTIMATES.

Sir,—The following are the prices given inj

for a new parsonage and out-offices to be
^

erected at Brocklesby, in the county of Lin-

1

coin.

Bricks, lime, and sand found by the pro-'l

prietor; architect, Mr. S. S. Teulon, of Lon- 1

don.

Morehead, Hull ,£2,640

Fewster, Hull 2,486

Forman and Frow, Hull 1 ,650

Downs, Hull 1,591

Enderly 1,459

I am, Sir, &c.,

Hull, May 20. A Subscriber. .1

%* We occasionally receive letters object-

ing to the publication of builders’ tenders
;
and

indeed are not quite certain ourselves that any

advantage results from the indiscriminate

insertion of such. In a case like the

above, however, where the difference is so

frightful as to shew conclusively that snme-,j

thing must be wrong, we consider it our duty

to publish it to draw attention to the system,

and induce greater care on the part of builders

when estimating.

Decoration of Houses of Parliament.
—Mr. Pugin, the architect, has had several

artists employed in Lynn, making casts of dif-

ferent parts of the architecture of St. Mar-

garet’s church, and St. Nicholas’s chapel, as

examples for the decorative parts of the New
Houses of Parliament, the arrangement of

which, it seems, has been intrusted to him. J
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Ancient Monuments. — The Morninq
Jiromde, in a notice of the British Archaio-
of^ical Association, saj's— “From ancient
lonuments wo derive more vivid impressions
t past ages than we can in almost any other
ay. They are themselves portions of the
lahty of those ages, and they give a won-
•rful stimulus to our power of conceiving the
te and manners with which they were origi-
illy associated. On this account the
mutest fragments of antiquity are worth pre-
rving. Every ancient building, however
uch decayed— every half-effaced inscription
every broken weapon or industrial tool, aids
in recreating the magnificent picture of a
-gone age. The minute and painful dili-
nce of the antiquary, therefore, which so
*n provokes a smile, is as truly scientific
d ultimately as productive of important re-
Its, as the dose observations of the naturalist.

tv alter Scott, perhaps, is entitled to the
nt of making it widely felt, that the mis-
laneous collections of the antiquary may
rgest more valuable knowledge than the
borate and classical narratives in which
h things are neglected as unworthy of thegmty of history.’ We shall not know how
I we are m the memorials of the past in
gland until an interest in the subject has
n created in every part of the country, ami

II in crest we trust will he excited by the
iceedmgs and publications of the Arcliseo-
cal Association. Wherever an ancient
lument of any kind exists—whether church.
Iteastle, or tombstone, or even the eartli-

,1

ot an ancient encampment—the people
The neighbourhood ought to be inspired

f
a pr.de in it which would lead them to

lid it from further injury. In many cases

|

feeling exists, and produces a disposition
instore ancient buildings as nearly as pos-
f
10 thair or!K"»l date. Whatever tends

tiengthen this feeling contributes not a
i: to the education of the people. If there
"? oth

.

ei
'

reas
?
n ‘lid> this, the Archieolo-

^^Assocation is well deserving of public

bam Boat Piers on the River
f ,?

Slncc
’ ln

.

c°iisequence of an alleged
on the part ot the authorities of the cityjondon to the soil and bonk of the river.

,r\rl
?!',

tor 'vay anJ sod to erect
and other buildings thereon, some coin-
cations took place between the Lords
missioners of the Woods and Forests,
claimed the right of way and soil of the
on bell all of the crown, and denied that
ight to the bed and bank of the river
id m the Lord Mayor and Commonalty
i city of London. The authorities of the
however, asserted their right, and an in-
.turn is now pending at the instance of the
Is and Forests, on behalf of the Crown,
it that right, and which is expected to

• •on for argument during the ensuing term
! the Lord Chancellor. Notwithstanding
'proceedings, tlle citY authorities thought
T.

to commence the erection of a steam-
uiei at Blackfriars’- bridge, and a number
V
s were dnven into the bed of the river,

imentations of these facts were madeknown
Commissioners of Woods and Forests,

i

-jiom a communication was forwarded to
oid Mayor, requesting that all further
ms in the erection of the pier should be

*,
ed until the question of right, whichpen at issue between the Crown and the

,

d 'v nich of necessity involved the same
J -n, should be disposed of. Since the

t. of this communication, the Navigationmee have not met, and the works are
u to proceed, notwithstanding the re-

Inance ot the Woods and Forests on the
i the Crown.
JkvERsiTY College Hospital. — A
^dinner m aid of the funds of this hos-
jilill take place at the London Tavern on
|1 proxuno, Viscount Morpeth in the

I

ie rr i

;

ee have issued *•» appeal
Jipubhc for funds to complete the build-
0m he site of the north wing is now un-LU : such a wing, if completed, would
’:
f an increase of fifty in-patients, and

reon ter facilities much desired for the
ev dassihcation of cases of disease, and for
inprovements in the administration of

»> y affording accommodation for a larger
of resident officers.

Society of Arts. — At a meeting heldMay J 4, the secretary read a paper by Mr.
Napier on separating metals from their ores
by means of electricity. After giving an
account of the progress made in the applica-
tion of electricity for the purpose of manufac-

L
meta,S from tl,eir ores s ' nce the year

JSJJ, the paper described the author’s method
of operating, for which purpose he uses a black-
lead crucible, lined inside, within an inch or
two of the bottom, with a coating of fire clay
which is allowed to dry, and a second and
third coat superaaded. The ore to be operated
on (which if a sulphate should be previously
roasted) is put into the crucible together with
a little lime or other flux for the purpose of
giving it fluidity. The crucible with its con-
tents is then placed in a common crucible
furnace; a battery of zinc and copper is pre-
pared with five pairs of plates excited by very
dilute sulphuric acid. To the zinc of this
battery is attached an iron rod, the end of
which is inserted in the furnace, and caused to
touch the outside of the crucible. Another rod
either of iron or copper, is used, having at one
extiemity a disc ot iron, or coke, which is
made to rest on the surface of the fused mass
in the crucible

;
thus the electricity passes

down through the whole fluid mass in the
crucible, and in the course of an hour the
metal is separated from the ore, and deposited
at the bottom of the crucible. The society’s
repository was lighted with two gas lights on
Mr. U. Gram’s ventilating principle, the chief
novelty of which consists in substituting
earthen or glass ventilating tubes for those of
metal, whereby less heat is given out and the
unpleasant odour arising from heated brass or
iron entirely obviated.

Proposed New Dock in Jersey.— The
Committee of Harbours met on the 11th inst.,
anti had a lengthened conference with Mr.
Walker respecting the proposed new outer
dock. Mr. Walker read the draft of a report
embodying his views on the subject, and sub-
mitted also to the committee four designs.
He also gave an approximate estimate of the
cost of each plan, as follows:— No. 1 °00 000/ •

Sinn
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000/-; No. 3, 240,000/.; No. 4,

-30,000/. In these sums are included 10,000/.
for unavoidable expenses required for the im-
provement of the inner harbour in the event of
its being left a dry harbour; and also 10,000/.
for the filling up of sites for stores on each side
of the dock. The cost of the inner dock had
been estimated at 130,000/. Mr. Walkei’s plan
for certain improvements at Rozel Harbour
estimated at 2,000/., was approved of

;
and lie

was instructed to prepare a plan for Bouley
Harbour. Mr. Nixon, Mr. Walker’s assis-
tant, remains on the island to complete the
plans and estimates.

Substantial nkw Warehouses atHull.—The contracts for the Hull Bock
Company’s new warehouse, at the south end
ot the Junction Bock, have been let during
the past few days. The warehouse will be
entirely fire-proof. The length will be 217
feet, the breadth 60

;
and the height five or

six stories; the cellars will be vaulted, the
pillars and groining of ihe floors cast iron, and
the floors themselves of brick, in arches • the
thickness ot the walls above the ground 3 feet
- inches, tapering to 18 inches at the roof,
which will be of iron. The warehouse will
stand 40 feet from the edge of the dock, and
equi-distant from the lock-pit. The com-
pany are erecting another strong warehouse
on the Old Bock-side, near Lowgate, for a
depot, the walls of which, are to he three feet
thick.

Lancaster and Carlisle Railway.
A few days since the foundation stone of the
ast under-hndge on the line in the neighhour-
hood of p i;nnth Situate at a place called
I hucka Beck m Messrs. Harper and Booth’s
contract, was laid, with the usual ceremonies,
by Mr. \ irtue, Mr. Stephenson’s managing
engineer. Under the south wall were depo-
sited a number of rare and curious coins,
namely—from George I. to Queen Victoria

;a bronze coin of the reign of Augustus Bomi-
mtian, and several Roman, English, French,
and Spanish coins; they were forty in number.
Une ot the coins deposited was 1,600 years
oul, which when re-discovered, if ever it may
be, will no doubt give rise to much speculation
to the antiquarian and the wise in centuries
yet to come, and prove a rare and valuable relic
of antiquity.

Bridge across the Tweed.—The bridge
which it will be necessary to erect over the
1 weed, for the connection of the North British
and the intended Newcastle and Berwick
Railways, should the latter obtain the sanction
of Parhament, will be 726 yards in length, and
100 feet above high-water mark. It will con-
sist of thirteen arches (the present bridge has
i een), each of 70 feet span, nine or ten abut-
ments beiDg in the river. The expense of this
undertaking, inclusive of the viaduct which

l'.
fSed °" the south “ f ‘he bridge,

viil be fo.OOW, while south, again, of the via-
duct, tt will be necessary to construct an em-bankment 56 feet high, and half a mile long,
the expense of which will amount to 30,200,?lARMouTH Suspension Bridge. — MrJames tt alker, the engineer, has surveyed the
bridge, and is investigating the cause of the
late accident by direction of the Home Office,
lie ore the date of our publishing, Mr. Walker
will probably have made some statement to
the jury now sitting on the bodies of the
sufferers. Mr. Corry, the owner of the bridge
has met the inquiry most openly, and has pro-
duced all the original drawings and specifi-
cations of the construction.

i he Rotunda.

—

After undergoing various
mutations, this building in the Blackfriars’-
road, is about to be opened as a branch of the
Government School of Besign at Somerset
House. Scarcely twenty years have elapsed
since it was known as the Surrey Institution,
at which Br. Crotch and Mr. 'Goldsworthy
Gurney were accustomed to deliver their at-
tractive lectures on music and chemistry

; and

nr^ii
' ^°™ as Hartwell Horne and Mr.

Millard to officiate as librarians.

2Tniticr0.

The following Tenders have been received for
erecting a Rectory in the parish of Flow ton, near
Ipswich. J. M. Clark. Esq., architect, Ipswich.

W. P. Ribbans £847
B. Backhouse 339
Bennett and Whight 777
S. Baldiston 750
Fred. Mason 998

Mr. Mason’s tender was accepted.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,are to he addressed.- For the convenience of our readershowever, they are entered in a hook, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,’* 2. York-
street, Covent-garden.]

For taking down part of the present County
Gaol of Lincoln, and erecting a New .Building on
the site thereof, with airing yards and other re-
quisites.

For the erection of the Borough Gaol, Bir-
mingham.
For the erection of a Building in London for a

highly-patronized purpose, at the estimated cost of
about 30,000/.

For the performance of the necessary works in
the construction of a New Dock in the Borough of
Kingston-upon-Hull.
For a quantity of -proof chain 2£, 4, 1, and

£ inch, wanted by the Universal Salvage Com-
pany.

For the reparation of Ten houses in Hounsditch.
The whole to be finished by the end of August.

For Lighting the Public Lamps within the City
of London with gas, for the term of one year, from
Midsummer-day next.

For Building Sewers in the east’end of Tower-
street, Harp-lane, and St. Mary Hill, and other
places adjacent thereto, within the City of London.

For Building the Carcasses of certain first-rate

Houses, with Shop Fronts, in the new line of
Oxford-street, leading into Iiolborn.
For the execution of certain Works to be done

in the parish of Bethnal-green, for the extension of
the Goods Depot of the Eastern Counties Rail-
way Company.

For the supply of British Iron, also Ironmongery
and Screws to the East- India Company.

For executing Works on the Leeds, Dewsbury,
and Manchester Railway, being a distance of about
44 miles. The principal work on this division is

the summit Tunnel, near Morley, which is upwards
of 3,000 yards in length.

For supplying the trustees for repairing Gros-
venor-place, and the squares and streets adjacent,
with the best Pit Flints, Kentish Rag-stone, Pit
Gravel, Chalk, Aberdeen Granite Kerb, York Pav-
ing and Guernsey Granite, &c.

For such Masons’ and Paviers’ work as may be
required during one year, from Midsummer next,
by the trustees of the parish of St. Luke, Middlesex.
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COMPETITIONS.

Plans, sections, and elevations for
J*L^fa^the

and other requisite aoeompanying

ss&a. * to be erected

pound “ the south-west boundary of

Dora citle and the town. A premium of fifty

£" eL, is offered for the set that may be most ap-

proved of.
<T>

_

approaching sales oe WOOD, So.

BY AUCTION.

The timber and other trees now standing upon

the estate at Woodseaves, Salop. B7 ®r
J“J

f the

Lord Chancellor made in the cause Dickin v.

B
At'wiston Woods, near Nayland, Esses : all

the Timber, Timber-like Trees and Saplings (eon-

sisting of Oak, Ash, Elm, Asp, Bircfi, an^Cherr,)

from the Wood of 13 Acres called Hills.
sisting ot UaK, Asn, mm, -

arising from the Wood of 13 Acres called H .U •

At Kersey, near Hadleigh, Essen : 130 Capital

Oak Timber Trees, 70 Oak Standels, and about 30

Pollards, lying on “ Tlie lay-tree Form.

At the Three Swans Inn, Hungerford . 400

valuable Oak Trees of first-rate quality, felled on

the Chilton Lodge Estate.
. _

The Fourth Portion of the Materials of the Fleet

Prison, comprising the entire South Wing of the

Principal Building, and the Infirmary.

At West Wickham: 31 Oak, Ash, and Elm

Trees of good quality, and 60 sound Pollards.

At Eversden Wood, Cambridge : 80 Oak Timber

Trees, clean, sound, and of useful dimensions.

At Bourn, Cambridge: a capital Fall of prime

Oak Timber, comprising about 100 Trees of good

dimensions. . .

At Monk Sherborne Brick Kiln, Basingstoke,

Hants : upwards of 200,000 new Building Bricks,

40,000 Arch ditto, 25,000 Tiles, &c.

At Little Bentley Hall, Essex : several Acres of

Plantations, consisting of superior Firs, Larch

Spruce, &c., to be taken down by the Purchaser.

At Brandon, near Coventry: several Thousand

prime Oak Trees, and a quantity of Planks and

Quarterings.
BY TENDER.

A Virgin-. Forest of Valuable Timber in Wala-

chia. The principal part of the Trees is Oak. The

said Forest may produce about 500,000 cubic feet

of Timber.

our correspondent has any direct charge to mate

and willfavour us with his name tn confidence, tt

shall have all consideration.

" A Constant Subscriber ” (City), asks a very

wide question. Mr. Manby, the secretary of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, could probably give

him the information he seeks.

“ G. Collier."

—

The iveight of the tin box should

be given. _

“ Plan for Ameliorating the Evils and Improving

the Condition of the Working Classes," is left at

the publisher'sfor the writer,
with thanks.

“Tubes for Chimney-flues." — A subscriber

wishes some information on this subject, and to

know where they can be obtained.

“ C. T.” (Norwich.)— Two copies were sent to

Reepham as directed, another shall beforwarded.

“ New Churches.”

—

A correspondent remarks^

that in several of the neic churches no “ closets”

are providedfor the use of the congregation, and

urges their necessity.

“ Hotel, Whitehaven.”

—

Messrs. Burton, Al-

dersgate-street, request us to state that the letter

signed “ Semper Idem” did not emanatefrom them.

F. T. (Newcastle)." —We cannot give any gen-

eral reply to the inquiry. If submitted, we shall be

happy to remunerate our correspondent for what-

ever we may consider available.

Received.
—“ Messrs. Rigby "— “ Proceedings

at the Institution of Civil Engineers.”

NOTICE TO INVENTORS.

OFFICE FOR PATENTS OF INVEN-
TIONS and REGISTRATIONS of DESIGNS, U,

Lincoln’s-inn-fields.—The printed INSTRUCTIONS gratis,

and every information upon the subject of PROTECTION
for INVENTIONS, either by Letters Patent or the Design

Acts, may be had bv applying personally, or by letter, pre-

paid, to Mr. Alexander Prince, at the office, 14, Lincoln s-

lnn-fields.

ATKINSON’S CEMENT.—The public is

respectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-

cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architecture

and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to

2s 3d. per bushel, and may be had in any quantity at Wyatt I

Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Holland- street, Surrey side of

Blackfriars-bridge.

N.B.—This Cement beingof a light colour, requires noarti-

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with

three parts its own quantity of sand.

ADVEJLTISEIVIEiaTS.

HOLBORN AND FINSBURY SEWERS, MIDDLESEX.

nriHE COMMISSIONERS of SEWERS
JL for the LIMITS give NOTICE, that their Office,

Hatton Garden, is open daily between the hours of Ten and

Four where information can be obtained (gratis) by persons

about to Purchase or Rent Houses or Property, or take Land

for Building purposes, of the situation and level ot the

public Sewers, capable of affording sufficient Drainage, and

which they recommend all such Persons to apply for at the

above Office. By the Court

STABLE and LUSH, Clerks.

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.
TO ARCHITECTS. BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IN

FRESCO.

STEVENS and SON, PATENTEES and

SOLE MANUFACTURERS, beg respectfully to

announce that this beautiful cement has now arrived,

at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sanguine,

expectations. For all internal work it possesses a great

superiority over every article hitherto in use ;
it is now beingi

used extensively by Government in the British.
Museum and

other public buildings. IT DOES NOP THROW CUT
ANY SALT, but presents a beautifully plain and perlect

surface, which may be painted upon dry work within four

days without peeling. It is equally applicable for walls oi

lath for mouldings, architraves, skirting, or flooring ;
and u

admitted to form the best ground for fresco painting, having

been used for many of the prize frescos lately exhibiting in

Westminster Hall. It will bear an intense heat withou

cracking, and for hardness, durability, and economy, cannot

be equalled. ^ DRURY-LANE, LONDON.
Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R. Part, 11,

Atherton’s-buildings, Dale-street, Liverpool.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE
CEMENT.—The Patentees of this composition bej

to refer to the British Museum, the Royal Exchange, the nes
. ... flrppnwirh Hosnital. and the C

to refer to the British museum, tne noyiu

works at Bethlem Hospital, Greenwich Hosnital, and the Co.

liseum in the Rcgent’s-park, as buildings finished or in pro.

gress, in which Keene’s Cement has been used as an interns

MEETNGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, May 26.— Geographical, 3, Waterloo-

place, 8i p.m. (anniversary) ;
British Architects,

16, Grosvenor-street, 8 p.m. ;
Medical, Bolt-court,

Fleet-street, 8 p.m.
. ,

Tuesday, 27 .—Medical and Chirurgical, 53,

Berners-street, 8 * p.m.; Civil Engineers, 25,

Great George-street, 8 p.m. ;
Zoological, ilanover-

Square, 85 -EjM*,- . , .

Wednesday, 23.—Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 p.m. ;
Geoloyical, Somerset-house, 8* p.m.

;

Pharmaceutical, 17, Bloomsbury-square, 9 p.m.

Thursday, 29. — Royal, Somerset-house, 8^

p.m. ;
Antiquaries, Somerset-house, 8 p.m.

Friday, 30. — Royal Institution, Albemarle-

street, 8& p.m.
.

Saturday, 31. — Institute of the Fine Arts,

(Society of Arts), Adelphi, 8 P.M.

COURT OF SEWERS FOR WESTMINSTER, AND
PART OF MIDDLESEX, No. 1, Greek-street, boho-

T
*qU

Q
e

BUILDERS and Others interested in

buildings or in ground for building upon, within the

district under the jurisdiction of this Court, drained by water-

courses falling into the river Thames, between the city of

London and the parish of Fulham.

The Commissioners hereby give notice, that by an Act 01

the 47th Geo. III. (chap. 7, local) it is required that, pre-

viously to the making of any new sewer in any street, lane,

or public wav, or in any part intended to become a street,

lane, or public way, or to carry off or drain off water from any

house, building, yard, or ground, into any sewer under their

management, or within their jurisdiction, a notice in writing

shall be given to them, or to their clerk at their office, and

that such new sewer or sewers shall he constructed and made

in such manner and form as shall be directed by the said

Commissioners, and not otherwise.

And, in order to prevent the serious evils and inconveni-

ences that must arise from ground proposed to be built upon

being excavated at too great a depth, the Commissioners

have directed that, upan apf licaticn being made at this office

ti.a or.'irntinn nf aiirh errnund. information shall

oeing excuvuicum. ™ “
.

e,’. --- ,. _
have directed that, upan apflicaticn being made at this office

previous to the excavation of such ground, information shall

he given as to the lowest depth at which the same can be

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

And the Commissioners do also give notice that, when-

./er the lower floors or pavements of buildings shnll have

been laid so low as not to admit of their being drained with

gress, in which Keene’s Cement nas oeen usw as

stucco. Its superiority to common plastering consists in it

extreme hardness, and the rapidity with which it dries, whicl

qualities fit it to receive paint or other finishing soone

than other water Cement.
When employed for skirtings, architrave, and othe

mouldings, in place of wood, it checks dry-rot, is lmperviou

to vermin, prevents the spread of fire, and is more ecu

nomical in its application than the material for which it tnu

becomes the substitute.
. , , - . .

Confirmation of these statements is to be found in th

almost universal adoption of Keene’s Cement for Skirtin

and Hall flooring in the new houses on the Hyde Park Estati

where its application is to he seen to the fullest advar

In Liverpool and Manchester, Keene’s Cement has i

several cases been used for the covering of the fire-pro<

warehouse floors, where its lightness and hardness give it tb

preference over tiles and flagging, which are much heavie

and necessarily leave the floor intersected with numeral

joints, whilst Keene’s Cement is laid down in one unbroke

surface,

h j.gh and mart,ie-iike hardness of which th

Cement is susceptible render it the most suitable maten

for the manufacture of Scagliola.

Patentees, J. B. WHITE & SONS, Millbank-stree

Westminster, Manufacturers ot Roman and PortlM

Cement. _ . . M
Depdt in Liverpool, 36, Seel-street

;
James Woods, Ager

jeniaiuso iow as ....... -o .

a proper current, they will not allow any sewers, or drains

into sewers, to be made for the service of such buildings.

It is recommended to all persons about to purchase or take

houses, or other premises, to ascertain whether such premises

have separate and distinct drains into common sewers.

All petitions must be delivered at this office at least three

clear days before they are presented to the Commissioners ;
and

all such petitions wQl be called on in the order of their appli-

cation, and the name of any party not present when called

on to support the application will be struck out, and the pro-

ceedings must in consequence be commenced de novo.

CTORTO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTOR
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, ME1

CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC I

GENERAL.

edings must in consequence be commenced ae novo.

All communications made with any sewer without leave of

the Commissioners will be cut off, and the parties making

the same will subject themselves to a fine.

By order of the Court,

LEWIS C. HERTSLET, Clerk.

“ Westminster Abbey.’’— “ A lover of Gothic ”

complains of the incivility of the vergers here, and

of the haste with which, against his will, he was

hurried round the church and not allowed to

pause, on the ground that “ if let alone he might

do some injury” Surely some arrangement could

be made so as to allow visitors who wish to use their

own eyes, and examine the iconders of this building

for themselves, to take their own time in doing so?

“ An Architect" (Nottingham), “ Cam. Cam.,”

“ the Rev. J. S.," will see that the subject of their

letters has not escaped our attention.

“ C. A. jun.” is thankedfor his communication.

“ John Ledger."—We shall be glad to receive

local papers containing notices of the proceedings

at Lille.

“ Sir Robert Peel’s Portrait Gallery." — The

number ofThe Builder containing the engraving

of the premier's new portrait gallery at Drayton

Manor, is still on sale at the Office in York-street.

“ W. L. Short."

—

The accountforwarded isgene-

rally known, and hardly requires to be reprinted.

We are nevertheless obliged, and may make some

use of it.

“ X. Y. Z.” (Nottingham.)

—

We cannot cast a

slur by implication on the parties employed. If

ESTERN LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY,

OFFICE, 49, PARLIAMENTSTREET,WESTMINSTER.
Directors ,

H. Edgeworth Bicknell, Esq.

William Cabell, Esq.,

T. Somers Cocks, Jun., Esq
George Henry Drew, Esq.
William Evans, Esq.
William Freeman, Esq.
Francis Fuller, Esq.

Joseph H, Goodhart, Esq

James Hunt, Esq.
J. Arscolt Lethbridge, Esq.
Edmund Lucas, Esq.

George Kennet Pollock, Esq.
James Lys Seager, Esq.
John Bazley White, Esq.

Joseph Carter Wood, Esq.

Physician.
William Richard Basham, M.D.

Surgeons.
Alfred Leggatt, Esq. ; George D. Pollock, Esq

Bankers.
Messrs. Cocks, Biddulpb, and Co.

Solicitors.

Messrs. J. L. Bicknell and J. C. Lethbridge.

The attention of the unassured portion of the community
.nnnt he too pointedly drawn to the unusual advantages

Pnhlir hv this Snriehi over those of manv
cannot be too pointedly drawn to the unusual advantages

offered to the Public by this Society over those of many
others, as it enables all classes to effect life assurances in the

manner most convenient to themselves, and amongst other

of its popular features that of allowing the Assured (by Table

2) to leave half the Annual Premiums unpaid for seven

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STUCC
CEMENT.—The following are the positive arlvantaj

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hithertol

troduced :—It will effectually resist Damp. It will nei

vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. Ill

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a coropli

Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so' clow

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. it ne<

requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep in

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of yea

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for expo

It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by I

Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest e lima

at any aeason. It will adhere to any substance, even

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger ProportiM

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, ana I

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. Itfl

he worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon

It mav be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, wfi

may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by

severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instt

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cos

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Ccm

now in use
;
but with all the above-named extraordinary

valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in poinl

^Architects and Builders who have used this Cement h

declared that it requires only to be known, to be univert

Pr
Spe"fmens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully dcserib

the Cement and its mode of application, together wit

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, 1

be obtained on application to MANN and CO., hu

AGENTS for the Patentees, 6, Maiden-lane, Quecn-su

Cheanside, London : of whom also may be had,

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COM
... .... n 1 iavt ^ 1 .. i , or, .1 o,1 fnr Painting OVw

2) to leave half the annual rucsiiMs unpaid for seven

years, will not be found undeserving public attention.

Immediate and deferred Annuities, andeyery description

of Life Assurance business, undertaken by this Society.

Prospectuses and all other requisite information will be

furnished on application to the Secretary, or the Country
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HE late dreadful accident at

Yarmouth has led various

correspondents to address

us; some on the safety in

general of bridges erected

on the suspension principle,

me on the cause of this particular accident,

d one on the apparent lightness and instabi-

[y
of the new Hungerford Bridge. We have

fore us various statements, too, for and

ainst Dredge’s principle, and a notice of

julrew Smith’s suspension and parabolic ten-

>n bridge, which does not require piers.

“ A fatality seems to attend chain bridges,”

ys one writer, “ even when the most eminent

gineers erect them. At Paris, two attempts

led a few years since, through, I fear (good

iithematicians as our neighbours are), some

Ijiissions in the formula. The Montrose sus-

iision bridge partially gave way at the open-

some years ago
;
and at the time, I was told,

l^eral individuals were impaled on the iron-

rk for hours, before tackle could be brought

bear to relieve them. Since that, both it

li the Menai have been injured by storms
;

must say, from what little consideration

iiave been able to give to the subject, as a

chanic of the humbler class, I do not think

Ipension bridges are built strong enough or

ficiently braced.”

|rhe Broughton suspension bridge at Man-
Ister broke under a body of only sixty sol-

'rs passing over in marching order,— the

tultaneous tread of the feet having the effect

|i series of heavy blows,

pne of Mr. Di edge’s bridges in the Regent’s

rk is understood to have fallen with only a

;en boys on it; and others are said now to

in a state of dilapidation, if not danger.

! have no wish, however, to be alarmists,

to raise fears which may not be so easily

rited. Still, feeling that calculations are not

|>e entirely relied on in these cases
;
that

h depends on the goodness of workman-
j» which has not been tested

;

and that the

e fact that a suspension bridge has carried

»vy loads nineteen times is no reason why it

laid not break down the twentieth,—we are

jelled to urge the necessity of constant ex-

[nations by efficient persons. “ From the

d advances which have, of late years, been
le in the sciences,” says a writer in the

T-ing Journal
,

“ and their application to the

k we have discovered that iron undergoes

it important changes under various circum-

<ces— such as continual percussion, elec-

fty, galvanic action, &c.— and I think it

limes a subject of deep interest, and one
eh ought to be most searchingly inves-

ted, whether these agents, or any of them,
b contributed to produce the effects in ques-

;;
and the public must be informed whether

ii and what, examination of the chains, sus-

jdon rods, &c., takes place in these erec-

and how often; for, be it remembered
j- while a stone structure gives token of

j,y,
and openly exhibits to the eye any dan-

br necessity of repairs, one corroded bolt

} suspension bridge— one portion of iron,

Mi, though having stood the proof before
y used, may, from some of the above-

• Jed causes, have become chemically altered

—

may at once, unnoticed, and without the slightest

warning, be the cause of irreparable mischief.”

The jury who investigated the late melan-

choly catastrophe at Yarmouth are much to be

commended for the determination they evinced

to have the cause of the accident examined
into by a scientific engineer. When the town-
council refused to furnish them with such

assistance they addressed a memorial to the

Secretary of State, setting forth :
“ That in

consequence of the excitement which exists in

the town and neighbourhood, and of numerous

reports in circulation as to the state of the

bridge, your memorialists considered it abso-

lutely necessary that they should have the

evidence of some scientific practical engineer,

in order to enable them to arrive at a just and

proper conclusion
;
but the coroner having no

power to pay the expenses which would be in-

curred by the employment of such engineer,

your memorialists addressed a representation

of the circumstances to the town-council of the

said borough, requesting that body to authorize

the employment of an engineer for the purpose

before mentioned. That your memorialists

have received a formal communication from

the town-clerk of the said borough, stating that

the town-council, at a meeting held on the 8th

inst., had declined to comply with your memo-
rialists’ request, feeling that it was not in their

province to do so. That your memorialists

are still of opinion that the evidence of an

engineer in their investigation is imperatively

called for
;
because they not only know that it

would be satisfactory to themselves and to the

public, but they also believe that the publicity

which would be given to his evidence might
be the means of preventing the recurrence of

so frightful a catastrophe —and praying that

he would direct some civil engineer to attend

on the spot.

Mr. Walker was accordingly sent down, and
there can be no doubt that much good will

result from the clear and able statement which

he made after his survey. This statement in-

volves several questions of great importance,

and we deem it desirable to transfer it to our
pages nearly entire

;
the more so, too, as it

gives a history of the bridge, and the addition

that was made to it.

“The bridge belonged,” said Mr. Walker,
“ to the late Mr. Cory, father of the present
owners, and was constructed from a design of
Mr. Scoles, an architect in London. At first

it was only a substitute for a ferry over the river
Bure to the marshes, and to certain pleasure
grounds called Yauxhall-gardens, belonging
to Mr. Cory. Mr. Scoles, who has attended
from London on this occasion, and who has
assisted me very liberally with his drawings
and calculations, states, that he made designs
for a bridge of sufficient width for a carriage
and two footways. The design was made from
memory of the particulars given to him by Mr.
Cory, but I understand that he never was at
Yarmouth until the day before the bridge was
opened

;
that these drawings were given to

Mr. Green, a surveyor at Yarmouth, who was
at that time employed here, and who was well
known in this district. Mr. Scoles thinks Mr.
Cory had at that time in view the making of a
new turnpike-road from Yarmouth to Acle-
which-road, which was to pass over the bridge,
although Mr. Cory at that time did not so in-
form him. It appears that the work was offered
for competition, and that Mr. Goddard was
the contractor (who is since dead) for the
bridge work, according to specifications pre-
pared by Mr. Green, the surveyor I before re-
ferred to. These specifications were embo-
died in the contract, which contract I have
seen, but which does not give the size of the
principal parts, although it refers to drawings
which it states are attached to the contract,
but which are not, nor have I been able to see
them. It appears that they are either mislaid
or lost. The specifications describe that the
iron shall be of the best quality. The specifi-

cation describes it as the best charcoal iron.
Now, this is a description of which very little

is made in this country; the meaning of the
term is, that it was to be British iron of the
very best quality. The specifications make no
mention as to the quality of the iron being
tested, as far as I have observed. From a
drawing which is now in Mr. Scoles’s posses-
sion there appears no reason to doubt that the
main or suspending chains and other parts of
the bridge are of the size which was intended.
1 he drawing which I have in my hand is ex-
ecuted in a very excellent and workmanlike
manner. There are altogether four suspend-
ing bars, two on each side, to form a chain.
The bars are connected together by bolts pass-
ing through openings or eyes at each end of
them. 4 hese bars are 2^ inches wide by
seven-eighths thick; from them rods of 1 inch
square were suspended to carry the roadway,
which was 14 feet 9 inches ‘in width, and
divided by an iron kerb or carriage-way from
a footpath on each side 4 feet in width. The
length between the centre of the towers is 92
feet

;
the deflection of the chains is 7 feet 4

inches. An Act of Parliament, constituting
the bridge a turnpike-road, was passed in May,
1830, and the road was opened in 1832; in
1842 the Yarmouth and Norwich Railway Act
was passed, which contains a clause, obtained,
as I understand, after much litigation and op-
position, by which this bridge was constituted
the only communication between the rail-

way station and the terminus, Mr. Cory
agreeing to receive the tolls, stipulating
to widen it and afterwards to suspend
it. It appears that on this occasion Mr. Scoles
was again consulted respecting the widening
of the carriage-way to a width sufficient for
two carriages to pass abreast—the footway
being formed on each side by planks separated
by iron straps attached to the framing of the
bridge. This footway was therefore outside
the suspending chains. That was in 1844.
Mr. Cory says, that after the above alterations

were made, he consulted an eminent engineer
as to the sufficiency of the bridge, who said
that it was fit for any traffic. I cannot help
observing on this, that any opinion taken from
an engineer, however eminent, in an off-hand
manner, is what the engineer would not con-
sider himself bound by, and which I should
think it very unfair to implicate him in

;
be-

cause sometimes a gentleman is asked a ques-
tion in an off-hand manner, and either from a
feeling of politeness, or a desire to get rid of
it altogether, he answers in a favourable man-
ner

;
much more so than he would if he had

an opportunity of examining it. The founda-
tions appear to have been piled well, and to
have stood well. Mr. Scoles shewed me a
drawing of the piling, and, if the work were
executed according to that, I have very little

doubt of the soundness of the foundation.
You are probably aware that I am very well
acquainted with the foundations of this part of
the country, having been consulting engineer
to the Haven and Pier Commissioners for
many years. I have also made drawings for a
fixed bridge over the Yare, and I erected the
temporary bridge which is now there. It is

stated that the crowd collected on the 2nd of
May was confined to the south side; that the
crowd was composed chiefly of children in the
front rank, with adults behind, to see some
exhibition which was then to be seen on th

water. They were supposed to be four or five

deep, and it appears that they had collected on
the bridge to the number of from 300 to 500.

The coroner has stated to me that he has seen

double the number on the bridge (or even
more than that), but that on those occasions

they were spread over on both sides of the

bridge, so that all four bars or two chains were
equally loaded. It has been stated, I believe,

by one of the witnesses who has been exa-
mined before, that some sort of cracking noise

was heard, which induced him to look up,

when ha saw that one of the bars or rods of
the suspending-chain was broken— that two
points where the fracture had taken place were
entirely separated, and that in about five mi-
nutes afterwards came the fatal catastrophe.

This cracking was no doubt occasioned by the
snapping in pieces of the bar which first gave
way. There was now only one bar left to
support the whole weight, and this bar conse-
quently gave way in five minutes after the one
on the opposite side; the platform, being then
entirely unsupported, fell in the river. I
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have seen and particularly examined the

two bars which gave way — they form the

link next but one to the saddle or top of the

chain on the east orYarmouth side of the bridge.

The fracture in the bar which first gave way

is about eight inches from the other end, and

there is the same distance from the lower end

of the bar. It appears that in forming these

bars the two circular ends and about six inches

of the straight bar were first made. Between

these a straight bar of the proper length was

afterwards introduced, each of the pieces

having been what is termed scarfed—that is,

terminating diagonally, and not in a straight

line across. These three pieces being heated

and welded together made one bar or link.

Then each bar had in it two joints, six inches

from one and six inches from the other. In

work of this kind there is great difficulty in

getting iron so constructed as to make a perfect

union or junction with the two ends. It was

at these points that both bars in the pre-

sent case broke. On minutely examining the

fracture of the bar, it is evident that for some

length of time, or from perhaps its original

manufacture, the “weld” was imperfect—not

more than one-third of the melting surface

being united, and the other two-thirds pre-

sented a rusty surface. This would have been

doubtless seen, as it is evident on a very slight

inspection. The joint or weld of the other

link is good—the corresponding one forming

the bar. But I find that this bar (the second

one) is one inch longer than the one which

broke first; in the bar which broke second,

putting the holts through the eye at the lower

end, I find that it does not fit, but passes ob-

liquely, and is one inch longer than the other.

This extension or difference oflength is caused

without doubt by the stretching of the unsup-

ported rod before it broke, during the five

minutes that it had the whole weight to carry.

I have no doubt but that this caused it to

stretch quite an inch in length. Having had

the quality of the iron tested in a variety of

ways, by a very intelligent blacksmith (Mr.
Gooda), I find the straight pieces, or middle of

the bar, to be much better than the other end
;

the straight piece is better than the end pieces,

which contain the eyes, which are very coarse

and inferior in quality. This (holding a bar

up to the jury) is one of the middle pieces
;
not

the one which broke, hut one taken indis-

criminately. I desired Mr. Gooda to lengthen

it, and to apply a power to twist it. As far as

1 can judge this iron is good. I also desired a

screw to be formed in another bar, and I

am of opinion that that bar is also good.

There is another straight piece between the two

ends. I think generally that the quality of the

ends is not according to the specifications, nor

are they in my opinion proper for the purpose.

Had any sufficient means been used to prove

and test them, the inferiority of this iron must
have been at once discovered. This is a piece

of one of the ends, which is a very open,

coarse-grained, aud inferior piece of iron, and
which broke when the blacksmith referred to

was applying a hammer to the middle of the

bar; the part which he did not strike broke
like a piece of cast-iron. The blow was
applied, remember, at some distance from
where it broke. If care had been taken to test

this iron properly, it is impossible but what
this defect must have been discovered. No one
could have expected that it was going to break,

but it did. Another bar was taken by my di-

rection for the purpose of testing it as to fibre,

and it broke in pieces just in the way a carrot

would do, and did not bend like a piece of

stout fir timber, which it would have done had
it been sound. I shall now make a few re-

marks upon the strength of the bridge, as com-
pared with the load. Taking the load at the

time to be all on the south chain, I find by cal-

culation that the two rods of 2£ inches by £
are capable of supporting a temporary load of

56 tons without injury. Of course, I am as-

suming in that, that the bridge should he pro-

perly constructed. I need not say, that in

order to arrive at any thing like accuracy, a

great deal of calculation is required, because
the deflection of the iron and the span of the

bridge ought to be taken into account. I find

that the strain, taking 400 individuals at an
average of seven stones each, and allowing for

the weight of the bridge, was, at the time of
the accident, about 44 tons. Therefore, but for

the defect in the quality of the iron and in the

workmanship, the strength of the bridge ex-
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ceeded the load upon it

;
but even then the ex-

cess was not sufficient where the effects of

failure are so important. I say so because ex-

periments are generally made with good iron,

and at all times large allowances ought to be

made for imperfections. If we suppose any of

the pieces to be bad, as was the case here,

then we have the strength less than the

strain. The bridge appears to me to have been

by no means too strong as originally formed, and

the additions made to its width have been in the

presentcase exceedingly injurious by the weight

being placed outside the suspending chain.

The weight had therefore to be carried en-

tirely by that chain in place of being equally

borne by all, which is the case when the

weight is witbin the chain. In reference to

the sufficiency of the bridge to carry the

greatest load which could be placed upon it, I

find that its strength is somewhere a little

above the weight which it would carry, but so

small as uot to be practically sufficient, even

without any allowance for imperfections. It

is proper, however, to say, that the question is

not, how many people can be packed en vuisse

upon the bridge, although even that contin-

gency ought to be provided for. After the

bridge was widened the strength exceeded the

strain, of course, less than it did before
;
but,

even before, it does not appear to me to have

been sufficiently strong to ensure perfect se-

curity, supposing a mass of people to have

been packed upon it in the way in which I

have described. It appears that on other

occasions a very great number of persons had
been upon the bridge, and that it had borne

them without falling; the coroner has in-

formed me that he has known twice or thrice

the number upon it that was collected on the

occasion alluded to, and therefore we have it

evident that for the load at that time the

strength of the bridge was adequate. It is

also evident that when a bridge has been fre-

quently loaded to the utmost which it will

bear, it becomes weaker and weaker each

time, and the bridge may ultimately give way,

although at first it was sufficiently strong to

resist the weight put upon it. I have now only

a few remarks to add in the shape of general

conclusions from what I have stated, and they

are these :

—

1. I consider the immediate cause of the

accident to have been a defect in the joining

or welding of the bar which first gave way.

2. That the quality of the iron and the

workmanship, as far as I have been able to

examine them, are defective
;
and I believe

that the accidentwould not have happened had
the work been properly examined at the time

of construction.

3. That the widening appears to have been

made without sufficient reference to the origi-

nal strength of the bridge, and the weight
which it had to support, and therefore that it

acted as an aggravation of the evil.

4. That in the original construction of the

bridge, the casualty of a great load, all on one

side, does not appear to have been contem-
plated

;
if it had been, I think that the links

on that side would have consisted of more than

the two bars, any one of which was unequal to

the load which the bridge was likely to carry.

I am bound to add, that in this investigation I

have received every possible assistance from

Mr. Cory with reference to all documents which
were in his possession

;
this has enabled me

to come to the conclusions I have done in less

time, and I hope with a greater approximation
to accuracy, than otherwise I could have done.

I believe I have said all I have to say, as far as

the case has gone. I can only add, that under
the direction of Sir James Graham any ques-
tion which any gentleman might put to me I

shall be very glad to answer. Perhaps I may
also add, that the whole weight of the bridge

has been taken with great accuracy by Mr.
Scoles, and that the addition to the width, as

far as its own weight goes, is comparatively
unimportant. The weight of the bridge, in-

cluding the suspending chains, before the
additional width was added, was 17 tons, 14
cwt. 3 qrs. 25 lb.

;
with the additional width,

and the railing added, its weight was 20 tons,

8 cwt. 9 lb., making an addition of 2 tons, 13
cwt. The evil of it is, the footway being out-

side the chains, and therefore throwing the

whole load upon the two suspending chains,

without any part being thrown upon the chain

on the north side.

In answer to questions put by Mr. Evans,

Mr. Walker said—I saw in the original speci

fications that all the wrought iron should bi.

proved by heating it red-hot; and, if this ha«i

been adopted, we should not have had the

weldings which we have seen to-day.

observe, in the specifications, that all the mate:

rials to be used in the before-mentioned work
should be of the best quality, and that itshouh

be in the power of Mr. Cory, or his surveyor

to reject any materials which he or they migffi

deem insufficient for the works. It was rao»

undoubtedly the duty of the person undertakinj

to be the surveyor of these works to have as:

certained by some such means as I have de

scribed the quality of the iron, and the manne
in which it had been welded. If the surveyoi

who is since dead, and whose duty it was t

watch and see the contract carried out accord

ing to the specifications, had done so, thi

accident would not have happened, in all proba'

bilitv ;—I mean that the defect must of neces

sity have been discovered. If a person ha

watched, as he should have done, the wcldini

of every link, this defect would not hav

arisen : the defect in the quality of the ir<*

must have been very apparent to any one at a

acquainted with the subject. I have made m
calculations as to the weight of the peopl

upon the bridge upon six to the square yart

I should think that, practically, such crowdini

seldom, if ever, occurs. It is with refereno

to such packing that I have spoken, and

think the bridge would hardly have borne i

I think even if, as I believe to have been tb

case, the crowd consisted chiefly of wome
and children under fourteen, that seven stont

is about a fair average weight. It is too muc
of course for children, but not enough for

good fat woman. It is perhaps rather a larg

average. I took it partly because it has bee

frequently adopted before. Looking at th

contract generally, I do not think the genth

men who built' the bridge originally ha

taken the necessary precautions to have th

work properly done, more particularly s

regards the mode of doing it. 1 think tb

contractor should have given the engineer
^

inspector of the work the power of having

tested in such a way as he should think fit.

do not find that in the contract. The clam

which empowers the engineer to reject an

materials which he might deem unfit gai

this power indirectly, and in a manner
;
but

think the surveyor ought to have the power 1

do so without such a clause as that.

By the Jury.— In my opinion, and speakin

from the general result of experience in thes

matters, the defective iron bars were probabl

made in the country
;
they were sent her

and the good iron (the middle pieces) was suj

plied at Yarmouth and used here. The well

ing, or joining, was most likely done her

The difference between good and bad ire

was shewn mainly by the breaking; good ire

broke like a piece of good fir timber
;
badJ

I have before said, like a carrot—it snaps i

two. He had estimated the number on tl

bridge at 400, because the statements he h«

heard were 300 and 500. If 300 were tf

proper number, you have only to deduct oni

fourth from the estimated weight on tb

bridge.

Government Grants.—-In the Parlii

mentary estimates, under the head of “ Publ

Works and Buildings,” we find the sum <

3 12,2 1 7A appropriated to public buildings an

royal palaces, 6,500/. to the palm-house 1

Ivew, 8,395/. to the temporary bouses of Pa

liament, 85,000/. to the new houses of Parlii

ment, 3,836/. to Holyhead harbour and road

50,000/. to the Caledonian Canal, and 24,661

to public buildings in Ireland. Under tl

head of “Education, Science, and Art,” "

find a sum of 75,000/. applied to public educi

tion in Great Britain, 75,000/. to public ed(

cation in Ireland, 4,911/. to schools of desigi

2,006/. to professors at Oxford and Cambridg

4,540/. to the University of London, 7 ,380/. I

universities in Scotland, 5,910/. to the Roy

Dublin Society, 2,100/. to the Belfast Acafli

mical Institution, 52,040/. to the Britis

Museum, 52,020/. to the British Museu

buildings, 6,217/. to British Museum pu

chases, 1,500/. to the National Galler

8,850/. to the Museum of Economic Geolog

5,839/. to scientific works and experiment

1,500/. for the monuments of Sir S. Smit

Lord Exmouth, and Lord De Saumarez.
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WESTMINSTER, IMPROVEMENTS AND
THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW.

[n our leading article of March 15th (p. 121

!e), we drew attention to the lethargy of the

.‘tropolitan Improvement Commission, and
tain defects in the plan sanctioned by them
the improvement of Westminster; and we
icribed some plans emanating from the

itropolitan Improvement Society, wherein
a slight deviation from the intended line

l the sacrifice of an old workhouse, the

>ey was brought into view
;
the roadway was

itinued round the south side of the abbey,
ving the cloisters untouched, and termina-

ls
with the Victoria Tower of the new

uses of Parliament.

These latter were afterwards submitted to

i
commissioners

; but they declined to re-

n the question, considering themselves
jlged to the plan now before the House

;
and

less some effort be made, the new road will

(formed so as to shut out the abbey and
der its isolation unlikely for many years to

jie. The same society proposed a road
n Buckingham-palace to the new Houses
Parliament, which would dovetail admirably
!h their proposed Westminster line, and is

Iteratively required, and by which the
litoria Tower would be visible at the-palace
es. If the Westminster plan now adopted
carried out, this important improvement
1 be entirely prevented,

in a very interesting article on Old and
!
New London, that appears in the present
liber of the JVestminster Review (for June),
! to which we may have occasion to refer
jin on other ground, there are some remarks
he subjects that may be usefully circulated,
we accordingly transfer them to our columns.
jThe site of Westminster Abbey was, in

iRoman time, an island formed by a branch
he Thames, and a stream from the uplands,
hd the Ty-bourne. It was a wild place,

I 'run with thorns, and was hence called
« rney Island; the name it still retains in

I writings.*

||he ground, in the course of centuries, has

I

n considerably raised, but a large portion
jhe district, where the old streams flowed,

1 till below the level of high-water. The
l church, or Minster

,
erected here, was

I 'd the IV"St Minster, from its being situated

j lie west of London.
Slothing is known with certainty of the his-

|j
of any buildings in Thorney Island at the

IJod alluded to by the old monk, when he

| : ‘the suburbs of Thorney offer incense

I

j

pollo.’ A church or an abbey was un-
itedly built about the seventh century, and
jrding to Flete, by Sebert, King of the
Saxons, and nephew of Ethelbert; insti-

d to the work by Mellitus, Bishop of
;don. The account of its dedication is

lous, but not more so than that of a thou-
i other churches; and is curious as cha-
pristic of the times.

t was to be dedicated to St. Peter, and the
iarations were already made for that august
mony, when, according to the relation of
Iral writers whose fidelity we leave our
rers to judge of, the apostle himself ap-
ed on the opposite bank of the Thames,

ij.requested a fisherman to take him over.

Ji
-e he was desired to wait while St. Peter,

limpanied with an innumerable host from
fen singing choral hymns, performed the
i|mony of dedication to himself; the church,
fuwhile, being lighted up by a supernatural
J mce. On the return of St. Peter to the
Ijaished fisherman, he quieted the latter’s

is, and announced himself in his proper
flpcter, bidding him at the same time go to

Litus at day-break, to inform him of what
f passed, and to state that, in corrobora-
'! [inf his story, the bishop would find marks
fe consecration on the walls of the edifice.

I iatisfy the fisherman, he ordered him to
Ijiiis nets into the river, and present one of
1 pish he should take to Mellitus; he also

liihim that neither he nor his brethren

'l ie whole of the abbey and palace precinct, south of
1 [Fall, was called by the Normans, “ Thorney Island and
i I e champ.” From the latter phrase Mr. Bardwcll
* li the word Tot-hill. As there is no hill near the Abbey
jI

1

it Street would be a misnomer, but it is certainly not
A improbable that the French phrase of tout le champ
iii:st clipped into tout le and then corrupted into toutle
I -it-hill. In like manner the favourite Norman sign of
gne Mouth became the Bull and Mouth ; L'aiguille
::,vas corrupted into the Eagle and Child

j
and the more

il sign of the Satyr and Bacchanals was ultimately
i d into the Devil and Bag of Nails,

should want fish so long as they presented a
tenth to the church just dedicated, and then
suddenly disappeared. The fisherman threw
his nets, and, as might have been expected,
found a miraculous draught consisting of the
finest salmon. When Mellitus, in pursuance
of the apostle’s mandate, went to examine the
church, ho found marks of the extinguished
tapers, and of the chrism. Mellitus, in con-
sequence, contented himself with the celebra-

tion of mass. We may smile now at such a
story, but there is no doubt whatever that for

ages it obtained general credence. Six cen-
turies after, a dispute took place between the
convent and the parson of Rotherhithe, the
former claiming a tenth of all the salmon
caught in the latter’s parish, on the express
ground that St. Peter had given it to them;
eventually a compromise was agreed to for a
twentieth. Still later, or towards the close of
the fourteenth century, it appears fishermen
were accustomed to bring salmon to be offered
on the high altar; the donor on such occasions
having the privilege of sitting at the convent
table to dinner, and demanding ale and bread
from the cellarer.’

The abbey was rebuilt by Edward the Con-
fessor in the eleventh century, a short time
prior to the foundation of old St. Paul’s. A
portion of the Confessor’s building still re-
mains in the Pix-office,* and adjoining parts
against the east cloister and south transept;
but the greater part of the existing abbey was
erected by Henry III., about the year 1250.
Henry the Seventh’s Chapel was commenced

January 1503; but was still unfinished when
Henry died in 1509. In his will, in which
provision was made for the completion of the
chapel, he names the Prior of St. Bartholomew,
Smithfield, as ‘ the master of the works.’
Henry the Seventh’s Chapel is the chef-

d'oeuvre of decorative architecture. In its

construction, to use the words of Washington
Irving, ‘ stone seems by the cunning labours
of the chisel to have been robbed of its weight
and density, suspended aloft, as if by magic,
and the fretted roof achieved with the wonder-
ful minuteness and airy security of a cobweb.’
But we need not comment upon a work of
which the exquisite beauty is acknowledged

;

we seek only to interest the reader in its pre-
servation, and to shew its connection, at the
present moment, with the measures now in

progress, professedly for the improvement of
the metropolis.

The fire of London, which laid eighty-nine
churches in ruins,—the fire of Hamburg,
which lately destroyed the Church of St.

Nicholas, an extensive edifice, nearly as large
and as lofty as St. Paul’s,—the fire which con-
sumed the two Houses of Parliament, in which
Westminster Hall escaped by miracle,—shew
the importance of effecting a complete isola-

tion of Westminster Abbey, by detaching it

from the old and decayed buildings by which
it is in part surrounded

;
while public conve-

nience, and the architectural embellishment of
our streets—both of which require a worthy
approach to the tomb of kings, warriors,
poets, and statesmen, and the seat of British
legislature—point equally to the same object.

What stands in the way? The apathy (ap-
parent at least) of a Committee of Taste sitting

as a Metropolitan Improvement Commission;
the natural obstructiveness of a chancellor of
the exchequer upon all questions of ways and
means not belonging to routine, and the cost
of purchasing a mass of inferior third-rate
houses and miserable tenements.
The houses in Snow-rents stand in the

direct course of a straight line drawn between
Buckingham Palace and the Victoria Tower
of the new Houses of Parliament; a line

which, if adopted for a new street, would
isolate the abbey by bringing a roadway on the
south side.

A plan for such an improvement was sub-
mitted to the commissioners a twelvemonth
back, and is given in plan 3 of their third re-

port, just published.

f

It is dismissed with the following brief
remarks :

—
‘ The Society for Metropolitan Improve-

ments submitted a plan, of which copy is

appended, involving a total re-arrangement of

the district. Her Majesty’s commissioners
have declined, therefore, to include the plan of
the society in their inquiries.’

* The pix was the box for the consecrated host,

t Hansard, price 6s,

The reason assigned appears singularly in-

conclusive, for ‘ the total re-arrangement of
such a district as lower Westminster ’ was
almost, in the very terms of the commission,
one of the objects for which it was appointed.
The line proposed would have been a short
one, entering the park near the Broadway,
and thence proceeding to the palace through
an avenue* of trees. From the palace gates
the Victoria Tower, 300 feet high, would have
been visible as the termination of a grand
vista, corresponding with that of the Champs
Elysees and the Triumphal Arch of Napoleon,
but superior in effect; and the cost of aline,
thus forming a fitting connecting link between
the residence of the monarch and the seat of
popular representation, would not have been
attended with a very serious expense. The
cost, we believe, would have been less than that
occasioned to the French by the removal of
the column of Luxor, now standing in the
Place de la Concorde

;
which was 100,001V.

Another line was at the same time proposed
with the same eastern terminus, consisting of
a modification of Mr. Wason’s new street lead-
ing to Belgrave and Eaton squares

;
and the

commissioners took aright view of the subject
when they decided, that a thoroughfare in that
direction was of more immediate importance
to the public than an improvement upon the
communication with Buckingham Palace
already existing by way of Great George-
street. They would have been fully justified

in deferring the latter project : they were
wrong in abandoning it; and they have put
themselves still more in the wrong by adopting
such a deviation from the plan as, if carried
into effect, will render the complete isolation

of Westminster Abbey for ever impracticable.

Mr. Wason’s line is the proposed street to

which we have before alluded
;
sanctioned by

a committee of the House of Commons in

1832. As modified, it will be a street 80 feet

wide, with a natural and excellent terminus at

the upper end of the Vauxhall Bridge-road,
leading to the new and fashionable suburbs of
the south-west. So far all is well

;
but at the

other end of the line, approaching Westminster
Abbey, what have the commissioners done ?

To avoid the additional outlay required to
purchase an old and dilapidated workhouse,
held upon a lease which has but sixteen years
to run, the commissioners have made the line

crooked at its eastern extremity, cutting off

the direct approach to the new Houses of
Parliament, and building out of sight, to all

persons passing down the line, both the Vic-
toria Tower and Westminster Abbey.

Let us hear no more of taste in England.
Love of art, reverence for its noblest monu-
ments, respect for the dead, pride in the past,

progress in the present, are sacrificed to a
pseudo-utilitarianism; not that which Bentham
loved, but scorned ;—a rotten workhouse is

weighed in the scale against the most sacred
objects of British nationality, and the latter, in

the estimation of a Metropolitan Improvement
Commission, kick the beam !

When the intentions of the board became
known the commissioners were urged by the

Metropolitan Improvement Society to recon-

sider the plan in reference to the eastern ter-

minus, with a view that nothing might be done
to impede further and greater improvements
in the vicinity of the abbey; however long

they might be delayed. The application was
unsuccessful. The society then forwarded to

the commissioners a new plan, accompanied

with a sketch shewing the abbey as it would

appear on the south side, with the cloisters,

chapter-house, and other parts of the old

cathedral restored, if the abbey were isolated

as proposed, by a roadway carried entirely

round the edifice; but the commissioners

again declined to re-open the question, on the

ground that a definite engagement had been

entered into with the promoters of the bill

now before the house, which could not be ho-

nourably broken. The society might have

replied, that the practical part of this question

is not one of keeping or breaking engage-
ment, but simply of money. We will answer
for Mr. Wason and his friends that they, at

least, will be willing to re-open the question,

if the Government will re-open its exchequer.
The abbey is now chiefly seen from the

north
;
a view of the southern elevation would

* This is not properly shewn by the plan published in the
report, which, as coloured, makes the road appear as an cn.
croachment upon the park,
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be a novelty to the oldest inhabitant of the

metropolis.”

A copy of the drawing referred to is given

in the review, and the following extract from

the explanatory statement by which it was ac-

companied.
‘3. The society, therefore, propose that the

line should be so 'far modified, that its present

eastern terminus should be in front of the

western towers, and that thence the line

should he prolonged on the south side of the

abbey, through great and little Dean's-yard,

leading directly to the new Houses of Parlia-

ment.
4. While suggesting this line of roadway,

the society desire that it should interfere in the

smallest possible degree with the legitimate

connection between the abbey, the college,

and the ecclesiastical buildings and residences

attached. With this view they propose to

accommodate as great a number of residents

in immediate connection with the abbey as

practicable, and to construct connecting arch-

ways across the roadway, forming covered

communications between the abbey, the col-

lege, and the residences. At the same time,

by the extension and restoration of the cloisters

for the convenience of the residences, the

most beautiful perspectives and effects of light

and shade would be opened to the roadway.

A picturesque foreground is obtained to the

general elevation, as seen from the south
; and

it is from the south that all buildings should be

viewed, from the superior effects produced by
the direct rays of the sun.

6. The magnificent architectural combina-
tion of the cathedral buildings with the Vic-
toria Tower of the new Houses of Parliament,

which might thus be realized, would cost a

very inconsiderable sum, as the buildings re-

quired to be removed are of very inconsider-

able value, exclusive of that part of Abingdon-
street which, it is understood, the Government
have already determined to pull down without

any reference to the present plan. The im-
proved value of the ground available for build-

ing, should the plan be adopted, would, it is

thought, be nearly equivalent for the purchase-
money required in the first outlay.

7. The property belongs chiefly to the dean
and chapter, and the proposed plan would allow

of far more eligible sites than at present for

the buildings required, either as connected with

the abbey or the school.

The society, taking into consideration that

we owe to the church the noblest architectural

monuments in the world, cannot doubt the co-

operation of the dean and chapter, and of the

highest ecclesiastical authorities, if the object

be favourably recommended to their attention

by her Majesty’s commissioners.’

It is certainly within the bounds of possibi-

lity that another prior of St. Bartholomew may
arise in Dean’s-yard

;
but at present, the dean

and chapter of Westminster have the reputa-
tion of being hostile to all improvement con-
nected with the abbey, or the district in which
they reside. We believe this supposed hostility

is merely indifference. The wretched state of
their property arises from the system of forty-

years’ leases, which is about to be changed.
They have submitted no plans of improvement
to the commission, and contemplate none, only,

as they say, because they are not projectors of
schemes they could not carry into effect.

Sleeping men carry nothing into effect; and it

is natural to deans and prebendaries to think
more anxiously of preserving a secluded corner
for quiet dreams that of Henry the Seventh or
of Edward the Confessor. But what have we
to do with a dean and chapter! They are but
the trustees, not the owners, of Westminster
Abbey; it is not for them to decide for the

public what approaches shall or shall not be
made either to the abbey or the imperial

senate house. Let the nation look to its own.
An act of Vandalism is about to be perpe-

trated. It may yet be stopped. Without in-

terfering with the progress of the private Bill

Mr. Wason and his friends have introduced,
powers may be taken by the Crown to reserve
the question of the eastern terminus of the
proposed street, or to repurchase, before new
houses are built, the ground required to isolate

the abbey, and complete in a satisfactory man-
ner the approaches to the new Houses of Par-
liament.

We appeal to the Metropolitan Improvement
Commissioners to revise their judgment, al-

though at the eleventh hour. AmoDg them

THE BUILDER.
are men for whom we entertain the highest

personal respect, but we would not see them
shut their eyes (nor should the best friend they

have) to the true nature of their position.

They have undertaken the discharge of a great

public duty; and they owe it to themselves

—

they owe it to their countrymen—they owe it

to posterity, which, if we mistake not, will

criticize their proceedings with more severity

than the present age,— that the mischief now
in progress should be remedied, ere it be too

late.”

THE DISTRICT SURVEYORS.

Sir,—

I

n the Times of May 22nd, there are

the following remarks :—
“ The best friend to the lawyers is a crot-

chety law reformer, who is permitted by the

courtesy of Parliament to turn his conceits

into statutes; but such a legislator is anything
but a blessing to his country. If, in addition

to an irresistible inclination to alter, he
happens to try his hand on subjects with which
he is but imperfectly acquainted, the risk that

the country, minus the lawyers, will run of re-

garding him with any thing but gratitude will

be so much the greater.”

Are not these observations, Mr. Editor,

very applicable to the new Building Act?
Again in the Times of May 24th :

—

“ The Hong Kong papers have been re-

ceived, but they contain little more than a

number of ordinances exhibiting extreme fer-

tility of invention in the art of raising taxes
”

(alias fees'). “ Such legislation, as was to be

expected, had produced considerable discon-

tent, especially as it was feared, if commerce
were shackled with so many burdensome re-

gulations as were either in actual operation or

proposed, merchants would resort to some
port with a less active legislation.”

Would not a less active legislation in building

affairs be equally desirable ?

The case of arbitrary and dictatorial super-

vision under which the profession labours by
the working of the Metropolitan Buildings Act
(as set forth by your correspondent “ Mr.
Thomas Little,” in your paper of the 17th

May) must come home to every professional

man.
However, by tbe report in your paper of

last week, 24th instant, of the decision of the

official referees in the Lewisham case, there

is a gleam of hope that the building world
will not be so much annoyed and badgered as

the inclination of some officials would cause
them to be.

It is to be hoped that the frequent com-
plaints of the system will have the effect of
causing amendment, as dripping water ope-

rates, “ non vi, sed scepe cadendo. ,f

I am, Sir, &c.,

Philoclarus.

Sir,—Some observations having been made
through your journal against the new Build-
ings Act and the surveyors appointed to carry
it into effect, allow me to state that, in my
humble opinion (if honestly carried out), it is a

great improvement on the old, and you will

find the majority of the surve)’ors appointed
under it are men of sound judgment

;
and I

do hope before the public condemn the whole,
they will observe in the several districts how
their surveyors act, and report accordingly to

the several magistrates in the respective coun-
ties, in order that efficient men may fill such
offices

;
for it is a more serious matter than has

been heretofore considered for the general
good of the working class and the public.

I can assure you, with truth, that many
buildings have been abandoned in the parish
of Bermondsey, owing to the surveyor having
been very litigious; and (if I am informed
correctly), in six cases out of ten which have
been forwarded to the registrar, he has failed.

Now, if this be a fact, it is quite time one of
our members for this county should move in

the House of Commons for a return of the
number of cases seut before the registrars
under the new Metropolitan Buildings Act, and
their results.

I think that would in a great measure make
known who are the inefficient persons, and
who are competent to fill the office of district

surveyor.

Allow me to trespass further on your time,

in giving you a statement of facts as to a cir-

cumstance which has occurred to me within

these last few weeks. My child having ri

ceived a present last summer of a pair <

pigeons, I had a house, or cage, made for thei

at the back of my dwelling, but finding I ha

not made it sufficiently high for the child i

view the birds from tbe window of the sittinp

room, I had it raised four feet higher, mere)

elevating the same covering and enclosing
;

with lattice-work. This was done either tb

last of December or beginning of January

be that as it may, I have received notice afti

notice from the district surveyor to pull it down
and at last a meeting of the referees, who, aftd

some conversation on the subject, viewed; but;

have not yet heard the result: when I do, I aha

feel great pleasure in forwarding the same t

your journal for the benefit of the publi

I send you a copy of the several notices ri

ceived, as also the questions to the referees. .

Can you inform me if or not I can procee

for the expenses I have been put to in opinioii

on the Act, caused to be taken through the r<

ceipt of the several notices,—not wishing t

act on my own opinion, which is, that the diii

trict surveyor has no jurisdiction over it, an

which I find to be the opinion of most sui

veyors ? Leaving you to make what use yq
please of these,

I am, Sir, &c.,

W. S. Hollands.
Bermondsey-square, May 24th.

%* As this matter i3 now before th

referees it would be unwise to discuss i

When the award is taken up we will give attei

tion to it.

The new number of the Westminster Rt
view (for June), has the following note :

—

“ An occupier of premises in the city wisnl

to introduce in bis house some of the zip

ventilators recommended by Dr. Arnott (pric
1

2s.), but was informed that before any cuttin

in an external or party wall (without whic

they could not be inserted), notice must l

given to the district surveyor, pursuant to set

tion 13; and a fee paid. On consulting tl

list of fees in schedule L, it appeared that tli

fee would be 1/. 15s. the house being a firs

rate, and possibly 31. 3s. if the cutting wer

made in a chimney breast. The officn

referees had, however, the power to reduo

the fee if they thought proper, and an applies

tion to them would only cost a guinea fc

the hearing. The ventilators are, of count)

deferred for the present
;
and as the act makd

no mention of any apertures for ventilatio

beyond a window and a chimney, it is to b

hoped the official referees will publish som
instructions on the subject, without waitin,

till an object of such importance is brough

before them on appeal. All decisions, how
ever, of the official referees should be adver

tised and sold, with the act, or they will b

useless to tbe public, as district surveyors 4
not hold themselves bound to supply informa

tion gratis. The act does not enjoin them ^

give any assistance to a builder in the form q

explanation or advice, but, on the contrary^!

places them in the position of public informert

profiting by every error committed
;
one fe

being chargeable if the act be duly observed

treble fees in every case of neglect.”

We may again mention that all award

made by the referees are open to the public oi

payment of 6d. for each class of awards con

suited. We have taken some pains to com
municate to the public all the most importan

decisions pronounced by the official referee*

and shall continue to do so, with even greate

minuteness, as we are satisfied we may thu

prevent much litigation and ill-feeling.

The district surveyors meet periodically, fo

the discussion of the various questions whicl

arise from the act: if they would enable us t

place the result of their deliberations befor

the public also, difficulties would sooner cease

and much advantage be gained.

Reduction in tiie Price of Gas.—

M

i

Hedley stated a few days since before the com

mittee of the House of Commons on the Cale

donian Railway, that in consequence of ini

provements effected by him in the manufactur

of gas, so great a saving in price to the cor

sumer had been effected, that in Liverpool alon

it amounted per annum to 20,000/. He furthe

stated, that all over Scotland the gas wa

better in quality than in England, owing t

the superiority of gas-coal in the north.
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TTACHED OFFICES TO BUILDINGS COM-
MENCED BEFORE LAST JANUARY.

One of the latest awards made by the official

eferecs is still further confirmatory of theview

re have taken of attached offices and projec-

ts, not yet formed, to buildings commenced

efore January last. After what has appeared

a our pages, it ought not to be necessary to

ublish this award, but as it affects a large

umber of persons, and some of the surveyors

re not convinced without difficulty, it may
,ot be useless to insert it.

Mr. James Bonnin had commenced, and in

ome instances covered, in before January

ist, a number of houses in Thurloe-square, in

he district of South Kensington. He was in

ourse of completing them by the construc-

ton of certain offices attached, and party

once walls, when the district surveyor claimed

he superintendence of these offices and walls,

n the ground that the footings had been

fid since the 1st of January, that they were

utside the houses, formed a distinct addition,

nd were therefore subject to the regulations

f the Act.

The builder appealed to the official referees

nd urged that the offices and walls were a

omponent part of the houses as commenced,

nd had been delayed merely for the eonveni-

nce of scaffolding for the higher parts.

The referees awarded (May 24th), that in-

smuch as the buildings in question formed,

jgether with the main buildings to which

ley are or are to be attached, one general de-

ign, as shewn by the plan, and that such main

uildings were commenced before the 1st day

f January, 1845, the said buildings in ques-

tion, that’ is to say the aforesaid attached

Offices and party fence walls to the three un-

|nished houses in Thurloe-square, are not

jubject to the operation of the said Act, as to

fie original building thereof.

;j
And with regard to the costs, they further

swarded, that, “ inasmuch as the case was one

if reasonable doubt,” the same (4/. 2s. Gd.)

hould be paid by the builder and surveyor

pintly.

I ENGLISH ARCHITECTS AT HAMBURG.

i The committee for rebuilding the church

if St. Nicholas at Hamburg (destroyed by the

i;reat fire) having some months back offered

premiums for the best designs for that build-

tig, which they wish to make one of the

jinest modern churches in Europe, have lately,

but of forty-four designs submitted to their

consideration, selected that of Mr. George

gilbert Scott and William Bonython Moffatt,

j.f London, as deserving of the first, and those

'f Professor Strack, of Berlin, and Mr. Lud-

vig Lange, of Munich, as those meriting the

lecond and third premiums. In coming to

Ihis decision, they were aided by the advice of

,1 r. Boisserte, of Munich, and of Mr. Zwirna,

!he architect to Cologne Cathedral. A design

y Mr. Atkinson, late of Manchester, is said

o have been much liked.

! The selected design is in the style of the

fourteenth century (the decorated)
;
and may

lie regarded as one of the most successful

ifforts of modern architects. The tower is in

jthe centre of the west end, and is surmounted
iy a lantern and lofty spire of open-work panel-

ng, tho whole very elaborately adorned. A
•eculiar effect is given to the upper part of

the tower by a parapet around the base of

he spire which projects considerably before

the face of the building. The aisles outside

•resent a series of gables, with buttresses and

crocheted pinnacles at the points of junc-

tion. The commencement of the chancel is

jthewn by a stone lantern, rising from the ridge

iff the roof, and a small turret with pinnacle

ligainst the clerestory wall on each side. We
nope the architects may see their very beautiful

Resign satisfactorily carried out.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

/ Absurdity. — A country correspondent

3 ilells us that a gentleman in the neighbourhood

l')f Dudley has recently offered to give the sum
|[f)f 5,000/. for the purpose of erecting a new
rchurch, provided that penny postage stamps to

I
i.he amount of 2,000/., which have been ob-

j|t iterated by passing through the post-office,

li'ire sent to him within a limited period. We
b naul “ how great !” on commencing the para-

graph, but ended it with “ how small!”

At a meeting held on the 20th inst., the

president in the chair, Mr. P. Barlow pre-

sented, as an appendix to his paper on the

atmospheric system, the result of a series of

experiments upon the force employed in draw-

ing carriages up an incline plane of 1 in 43, by

a stationary engine and rope traction, upon the

Canterbury and Whitstable Railway. From
these experiments it appeared, that the sta-

tionary engine of 25-horse power, with a rope,

would produce a useful mechanical effect equal

to the engine of 100-horse power on the

Dalkey Atmospheric Railway ;
thus proving,

by direct facts, the deduction of Mr. Stephen-

son as to the amount of lost power by the

latter system. These statements were ordered

to be printed with Mr. Barlow’s paper.

A paper by Mr. Thorold, M. Inst. C. E.,

gave an account of the late failure of the

Suspension Bridge at Yarmouth. After giv-

ing the dimensions of the structure, which

appear to have been altered from the original

design without the consent or superintendence

of the architect, the immediate cause of the

failure of the bridge was attributed to the

fracture of one of the main links near the

point of attachment to the pyramid : on exami-

nation it appeared that the iron was originally of

indifferent quality, and that the weld had been

made so imperfectly that only one-twentieth

part of the sectional area of the bar had been

welded : it was therefore evident that these

links could never have been properly tested.

An interesting discussion ensued, in which the

principles of the construction of suspension

bridges were laid down
;
and it was insisted

upon, from the experience of the Menai, and

Montrose, and other large bridges, that the

platform of such bridges should be rendered

perfectly rigid, so as to prevent any undula-

tion, and that the chains should be merely used

to support the actual weight of the platform

and the road. The novel and ingenious plan

for the bridge over the Menai straits, proposed

by Mr. Stephenson, (?) to be constructed of a

large wrought-iron tube, supported by chains,

was also mentioned, and the principle appeared

to be considered sound.

The next paper was by Mr. Grantham : it

gave an interesting account of the wreck of

the “ Vanguard,” iron steam vessel, which
went on shore on a ledge of rocks, at the

entrance of the Cove of Cork, and after re-

maining there until the rocks were cut away

at low water, so that a high-water tide carried

her off, was found to be so little injured that a

few days sufficed to repair all damages. The
engines were scarcely strained, and nothing

was broken. This led to mention of some

very remarkable instances of the power of

resistance of iron vessels, and to the experi-

ments now in progress of trial at Woolwich,

on the powers of iron vessels to resist shot. 1

1

appeared that with a light charge of powder a

hole was merely punched through the plate by

the ball, but that with a heavy charge the ball

striking the plate with great velocity rendered

it brittle, and the fragments fled about in an

extraordinary manner.
On the 27th instant, the paper read was by

the president, giving “ An account of the

ancient Harbour of Ostia.” From the con-

current testimonies of the classical writers,

Ostia was originally founded anno 634 b.c.

by Ancus Martius : it was situated at the

mouth of the Tiber, about fourteen miles

below Rome, and as the supplies for the

capital arrived by the river, it was of im-

portance to improve the navigation, and, at the

same time, to provide for the shelter of the

fleet which usually lay in the roadstead. Ac-
cordingly the Emperor Claudius determined

to construct a new harbour entirely indepen-

dent of the river, but at the same time having

a connection with it. The general plan of this

work, as described by Suetonius, and as given

in Cannia’s great work on the architecture of

the ancients, is shewn to have consisted of an

extensive outer harbour, formed by two arti-

ficial moles, each projecting about 1,900 feet

into the sea, enclosing a space of about

130 acres. Between the extremities of the

moles was situated another detached mole,

which formed a breakwater, supported alight-

house, and gave two entrances to the harbour,

across which chains could be drawn, to form a

closed port in time of war. A small inner har-

bour was also constructed, in which vessels

could always remain afloat. This covered about

7 acres, and communicated with the Tiber by
means of two parallel canals, furnished with

stop gates, in order that the water of the river

might be turned through the harbour, for

scouring away the mud, or for other pur-

poses. There is no evidence to shew that the

pound lock was known or used. The walls of

the moles were constructed upon arches, so

as to give free access to the current, but at

the same time they were sufficiently solid to

break the sea, and to produce tranquillity

within. This was very necessary, for, from
the geological condition and the geographical

position of Ostia, the coast was subject to

constant advance from the alluvial deposit

brought down by the Tiber : by this means a

delta has constantly been in progress of for-

mation, and in the course of 2,480 years the

line of shore has advanced about 3 miles 600
yards. All the attempts to improve the en-

trance of the Tiber were, by this deposit,

rendered completely abortive, as the project-

ing walls only increased the deposit. Even-
tually the ports of Claudius and of Trajan

suffered the same fate, and although the works
at Ostia were considered by the Romans as

their greatest labour, they were of necessity

abandoned, and the harbour of Centum Cellse,

or Civita Vecchia, was constructed as a sub-

stitute.

In the work of Ostia there was visibly

much novelty and ingenuity in design and
in construction

;
indeed, it must be observed,

that almost every principle adopted by the im-

proved skill and science of modern times, ap-

pears to have been there carried into effect

with singular perseverance and ability. By a

careful study of the original plans of these

ancient works and the results, engineers

might read very useful lessons for the treat-

ment of many of the harbours of England,

particularly those on the south-eastern coast,

where, as at Dover, great difficulties are to

be contended with from the motion of shingle

and silt. The position of English harbours

differs in some degree from that of Ostia, on
account of the former being subject to the

action of a great rise of tide and strong littoral

currents
;
while the latter was situated in the

Mediterranean, where there is scarcely any

tide, and of which the shore currents are slug-

gish. The deposits of silt would be in the

latter case very rapid, as the water of the Tiber

entering nearly at right angles with the shore,

would arrest the current, and the whole speedily

would become comparatively stagnant.

In the discussion which ensued upon this

paper, the cases of Dover, Rye, Ramsgate, and
many other harbours were explained, and the

probable result of the present works com-

mented upon.

INSUFFICIENT SCAFFOLDING.

The daily papers speak of a fearful accident

which happened last week at a house opposite

Bow Church, where five men were employed

upon a scaffold in front of the building. Whilst

thus engaged, one of the putlogs, intended to

sustain the planks upon which the workmen
stood, gave way from the wall, and the cross

pieces, being thus left unsupported, broke down,

and precipitated all five men, four of whom fell

with great violence to the ground, while one

clung to a scaffold pole. One of the poor

fellows had his leg dreadfully smashed, so that

it is feared amputation will be necessary. 1 he

other workmen, happily, have not sustained

any very serious injury.

Hardly a week passes without the occur-

rence of an accident through want of care in

the preparation of scaffolding, or tho use of

improper materials : it is really incumbent on

masters to see that their workmen are provided

with sound and proper boards and poles for

the purpose, and are enjoined to avoid unne-

cessary danger. All who are in the habit of

ascending many scaffolds must occasionally

shudder at the imminent peril to which work-

men are sometimes exposed in this respect.

Improvements at Gainsbro’.—It is pro-

posed to benefit the town of Gainsbro’

by converting certain premises situate in the

market-place, and recently in the occupation of

Mr. F. Otter, into public rooms, corn market,

covered butter market, &c., for which they are

said to be in every respect peculiarly eligible.

I; ! 1

1



GOTHIC ORNAMENTS,
FROM THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF YORK.

As we are informed that the details already
given have been found useful hy a certain
number of our subscribers, it has been deemed
advisable to extend the series.

The annexed examples are both from the
outside of the church, at the west end.

Fig. 14 represents a group of seven statues
on a buttress. The figures are 6 feet high,
and 76 feet 6 inches from the ground. There
is one of these groups on each side of the west
window.

Figure 15 represents two niches. The
height, from the ground to the moulding at
the top, is 17 feet, and the width from the cen-
tres of the pilasters 3 feet 6 inches, they are
48 in number.

THE (LAUREL-CROWNED) ARTISANS OF
THE PAINTED WINDOW OF THE CA-

THEDRAL OF CHARTRES.
By J. L v.

It is with considerable pleasure that the
readers of “ Th e Builder ” will have perused
those well-selected extracts and illustrations,
by our talented friend Mr. T. Wright, which
appeared in the last number of this periodical.
Certainly, architecture

(
building

) is the very
exponent and criterion of human civilization.
But it is to be excused, as it lays, at the same
time, beyond the limits which Mr. W. has
assigned to his researches—that he eschews
to broach matters esoteric, or such as are con-
nected with the royal craft of masonry

,
or

modern social science.

The building of the magnificent cathedral
of Chartres is coeval with those of Strasburg,
Cologne, Vienna; and we know full well that
at the latter cities (at least) existed those me-
diaeval secret associations of masonry which
may well be traced back, aud are certainly
analogous, to those which existed at the time
of the building of the temple of Solomon.
Under such circumstances, nothing extraneous
to, and incompatible with, the customs and

habits of our present artisans can astonish us,
or be difficult of explanation. If the whole of
those painted windows of Chartres were to lay
before us, we should certainly recognize some
of the well known symbols of that ancient as-
sociation, to which the problematic laurel-
crowns might be referred. Besides, those
good and democratic olden times were equally
famous for the many national festivals (and
sports) in which the artisan had his adequate
share. The laurel crowns, therefore, may also
be marks of honourable distinction, which
their bearer might have obtained on such oc-
casions— nay, perhaps, the very mark of their
proficiency or mastership in their own art.

What Mr. Wright has also not taken notice
of is, the tidy, regulated, cleanly appearance
which the garments of these artisans exhibit

—

a striking antithesis of that shreddy, disor-
derly, and slovenly attire our present working
men exhibit in their hour of work. But “ the
work a man performs ought to be holy to
him”— and such it was with our happy and
blessed forefathers. Goethe (the shrewd—
German Goethe) expatiates in one of his works
on mediaeval physiognomies—those also of the
humbler classes. “ Look at them”—says he—

s they stand before us in their works of
statuary and painting !—they are serene, ele-
vated tranquil, composed.” Would this were
also the characteristic of our present age of
civilization !

The data which Mr. Wright has brought
forth, about the wearing of gloves by the
workers of those times, are rather novel still
at the same time, a libel on us moderns. The
workers of the middle ages wore gloves to
protect their hands from the inroads and inju-
ries of work; their hands, therefore, were
probably like their faces—those of human
beings. 1 ne workers of the present age wear
no gloves during work—reality is nothing with
them; they thrust their hands in kid gloves
on a Sunday— to hide that abnormity, or ugli-
ness, which our forefathers chose rather to
prevent. “ The times are worse than we
usually are inclined to think”— says a friend
of the working classes, Lamartine,

BATHS AND WASH-HOUSES FOR THE
LABOURING CLASSES.

A public meeting to promote this object
was held at Willis’s rooms on the 22nd inst.,
when the Duke of Cambridge took the chair,
and made an urgent appeal for further sub-
scriptions. The selected plans are now being
adapted to the site purchased, near White-
chapel, and will provide more than 100 baths,
and nearly 200 wash-tubs.

It is proposed that there shall be two classes
of baths—the cheaper at Id. for a cold bath,
and 2d. for a warm bath

;
the dearer at 3d.

for a cold bath, and 6d. for a warm bath.
The charge for the use of the wash-tubs, and
drying and ironing rooms, is proposed to be Id.
for the first four hours, with an increase for a
longer time. The committee have reason to
believe that with these charges the establish-
ment will become self-supporting in the course
of the second year after its opening, and in
subsequent years will afford a surplus, appli-
cable to the support of smaller establishments,

jFor the purchase of the land and the erec-
tion and fitting up of the premises about 15,000/.
will be required.

I he subscriptions alreadyannounced amount
to 7,353/. 8s. 3d., and the committee call on the
public to aid them in raising the remainder.
Lord John Manners remarked at the meet-

ing alluded to, that he felt the greatest interest
in the success of their undertaking, and he
did trust that it would be carried out to com-
pletion, unless, indeed, it was intended that
we, with all our boasted civilization, should
still remain in the commonest matters of life,

far behind ancient Rome and Greece, where
ample provision was made for the necessities
of the people in this respect, and whose mag-
nificent baths remained, even yet, proofs of
the interest which they took in the social con-
dition of the people, and monuments of tbe
height to which the building art had at that
period arrived. The model of part of the pro-
posed establishment, of which we spoke some
time ago, was submitted to Prince Albert last
week, and may probably be seen by subscribers
on application at the office, in Crosbv-square.
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1( ONT FROM ST. JOHN’S CHURCH, MARGATE.

FONT FROM ST. JOHN’S CHURCH,
MARGATE.

Tiie church of St. John, Margate, is a very
?e structure, but is particularly devoid of
nitectural beauty : it contains little worthy
notice, except the subject of the present
stration, the font

; which is a good speci-
i ot late Perpendicular. It is an octagon
plan, with shields and roses on alternate

r : .the only shield which remains intelli-
e, is that shewn in the engraving, having

‘ arms of England quartered with those of
mce. Hasted, in his “ History of Kent,”
?s that other shields bore the arms of the
ique Ports. The top of the font appears
inished, or as if it had been deprived of
ie mouldings.

;

she "'s ll ‘e elevation. B, half-plan across
bowl. C, half-plan of pedestal. D, the

looking upwards. W. Cavei.ee.

JOHN RENNIE’S CONVERSAZIONE.

ie new president of the Institution of
Engineers gave his first soirde to the

hers of that body on the 24th instant, at
residence in Whitehall-place, and invited
(inguished party to meet them, including
Itaber of ladies.

i' increase the accommodation, a temporary
dng was “ waved up ” at the back of the
li, and formed the chief saloon, with a
|ry below for models. The walls and ceil-
If the former were decorated in the Italian
on with painting, by Mr. Sang,— encore
Rang,—who we have no doubt feels as
!' surprised himself at being put over the
li of English artists as we knoiu his coun-
!

|,n abroad are at the favour with which he
lieen visited. Why, in the world, we
jd go to Germany for decorations such as
'l
pretty as they may be, it puzzles one to

f'

er* There are decorators in Bavaria
!'an do fine things, and might advance us
' y were to work here for a time

; but as

M painter in question—lud ! what foolish
I? we Englishers are !

'is, however, is not to disparage Sir John
1 e s elegant room and profuse hospitality,
nings, bronzes, models of bridges, steam-
j’rS, and atmospheric roads filled every
Irand the house was crowded with the men

who had designed them, and others who could
appreciate.

Amongst the models we may mention,
Mlttchells screw-pile battery; the Air Point
Lighthouse, by Messrs. Walker and Burgess

;Captain Boswall’s plan for harbours built with
arched piers; the original design, by Mr.
Stephenson, for an iron bridge of two arches]
each of 360 feet span, to carry the Chester and
Holyhead Railway across the Menai Straits
but which is now to be superseded by the sus-
pended tunnel- bridge, formed of wrought-
lron

; the Folkstone Viaduct, by Mr. W.
Cubitt

;
a cast-iron trussed girder bridge, by

Mr. Borthwick; and a model of a stone bridge
with fiat elliptical arches, designed some years
since by Mr. Rennie, to replace Westminster-
bridge.

,

1 here was a fine model of the “ Great
Britain,” and several of vessels to be propelled
by the screw, designed by Mr. Guppy; a
steam-frigate, with direct-acting engines and
screw-propeller, by Mr. Rennie

; a beautiful
pair of marine engines, by the late Mr. Henry
Maudslay; Mr. Bodmer’s proposed horizontal
engines and screw-propeller; Mr. Hick’s im-
proved locomotive engine; and Messrs.
Hrissell and James’s combinations of a weigh-
ing machine and crane, to ascertain the weight
or an object while raising it.

ecclesiastical architecture.*

“ In the preceding portion of this article,we have described sic existing types of the
Augustan Basilica: a seventh remains, destined
to exercise, even more than the Roman fabrics,
a permanent influence upon Christian archi-
tecture. In the Augustan Basilica, the hori-
zontal principle (to adopt the term sanctioned
by H lieweil and Willis) predominated. Such
a Basilica is a building consisting of single
columns or bearing shafts, supporting either a
continuous entablature, or a continuous range
Of arches, covered by an open roof connected
by transverse beams. The Basilica of theLower Empire consists of compoundpiers, to
which columns are annexed, but more for orna-
ment than use, and supporting the vaults and
arches by which the edifice is roofed. This
type completed what the others began. Tile
Basilica of the Lower Empire is tile remote

* See page 233, ante,

though lineal progenitor of the Gothic style,
and through the Gothic, of all the ecclesi-
astical architecture, properly so called (for we
exclude such monstrosities as the Madeleine at
Pans) of modern times. Palladio, Michael
Angelo, Wren, the greatest of all, whenever
they build churches, are Goths in heart.
Ihey could not do without Gothic. St.
Paul s is a Gothic cathedral in disguise.
Vaulting, as observed by Mr. Willis, whose
observations wo shall now freely adopt, was
brought to great perfection by the Romans
at the period when, according to the usual
conventional phrase, the arts have been said to
decline. Compensation is a universal law
both in the intellectual and the physical crea-
tion. When taste and elegance, the fine sense
of beauty, and the talent for esthetic decoration
waned away, the science of architecture ac-
quired a new dignity and a new power. The
art of vaulting, now fully developed, was
employed in the vast and complicated struc-
tures of the baths, the villas, the piscinas, the
amphitheatres, whose ruins linger in Rome or
decorate the magic landscapes of the Bay of
Naples, where some of the most remarkable
specimens are found. Many difficulties were
offered in these structures, when the architect
was required to connect and combine the vault-
ing with the supporting walls

;
but the hin-

drance became a stimulant.
The endeavours made by the architects to

master these difficulties, brought the art of
vaulting to great perfection. Omitting less
important examples, or buildings of which we
do not possess sufficient details, we are fully
enabled to understand the general scheme.
Three of the great ruins of Rome will afford
us the requisite knowledge of the scheme of
construction. The great halls of the baths
of Caracalla and Diocletian supply what is
wanting to restore the ruins long considered by
antiquaries as the Temple of Peace, ruins
now clearly ascertained by Bunsen to be the
remains of the Basilica erected by Maxentius
either in the vicinity or upon the site of the
magnificent temple raised by Vespasian. If
the vaultings of the Thermje be added to the
rums of the Forum,[we shall obtain an accurate
idea of the Maxentian Basilica. The vast frair-
ment of the building- noiv standing is known to
every one

;
other portions have been made outby excavabons, and by uniting these remains

with the analogous halls of the Therms, fitting
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into the one the details furnished by the other,

we shall completely understand the form which

the Maxentian Basilica assumed. 1 he naye

for so we will term it, consisted of three huge

compartments ofRoman vaulting, reallyresting
F

• ...... m-ontit' nwinp" their supportcompartmenis 01 ixuiuaii ji

upon piers, but apparently owing their support

columns. ot which several
UUUll l 1. 1 'll - V

to eight magnificent columns, ... •• -

remained till they were removed under the

pontificate of Paul V. for the adornment of

the church of Santa Maria Maggiore On

either side, the lofty arches opened into as

many vaulted apartments, which, resting on

one side on the piers of the nave, and on the

other on the piers inserted in the wall, formed

the (side aisles. Windows (in the nature of

clerestory windows) were pierced in these

lateral walls of the aisles, whilst the inferior

height of these collateral portions allowed, or

rather required, the insertion of other windows

in the walls supporting the arched roof of the

nave. The nave terminates in the usual semi-

circular apse, but we also find in this Maxen-

tian Basilica another apse, proceeding from

the middle division of the side aisle. Bunsen

supposes this lateral hemicycle to have been

a subsequent addition : and in his plan he

meets it, as it were, on the opposite side, by an

entrance. Speaking, however, with entiie

respect for the opinions of so competent a

judge, we see no reason for supposing that this

second apse was other than an original portion

of the building; and if we are to conjecture,

we would rather suppose that, as required by

symmetry, and as in some degree evidenced by

what we shall term derivative buildings, there

was an opposite apse, giving to the whole struc

ture somewhat the form of a cross.

This Maxentian Basilica is the only speci-

men now subsisting at Rome of the vaulted

basilica of the lower empire. But the princi

pie of construction which it elucidates, had be

come incorporated with architectural science.

Whatever may have been the original use

of the structure so well known as the Palais

des Thermes, the halls and chambers presented

to the inhabitants of Lutetia the model af-

forded by the capital. Quitting the Seine we
advance towards the Rhine. The same style

pievailed in other portions of Belgic Gaul.

One venerable city yet subsists (we shall soon

arrive at it), in which we may behold the

walls and arches of the baths, imitating,

though humbly, the mansions of luxury pro-

vided by Caracalla; and here we trace, united

with more recent constructions, the outline of

a basilica, combining with the double apse of

the Ulpian basilica the piers and vaulting of

Maxentius. Whether the result of the imagi-

nation of another people, or the exertion of an

inventive faculty, other buildings in the same

locality, though erected under the Roman do-

mination, display forms equally unknown to

Rome ;—double gateways—portals, rising in

successive stages of decoration— projecting

towers, whose semicircle offers ranges of

arches which may have been suggested by those

of the coliseum, but which, in this example,

assume a totally different character, from the

smallness of their scale.

In describing the basilica of Maxentius, we
have, as it were, involuntarily described a

Romanesque cathedral. The familiar terms of

mediaeval architecture convey the most intelli-

gible notions of a construction which the tech-

nical nomenclature of the classical age can-

not define. Alipius, who enjoyed the patron-

age of Julian, might have enabled us to

describe in architectural phrase the interior

arrangement of the Maxentian basilica: Vi-

truvius gives us no help at all.

Whilst the origin of the Romanesque is un-

questionably to he sought in the imitation

—

the degradation, if you choose—of classical ar-

chitecture, the character this style assumed
beyond the Alps, shows a great independence

of the Christian basilica of Rome. The
Christian architecture of Rome and the Teu-
tonic Romanesque are in the nature of cognate

languages derived from the same mother
tongue, whose characteristics testify their com-

mon origin, but establish their distinctive dif-

ferences. The roots may be the same, but in

each there is a diversity in the inflection

scenery of the Rhine and Moselle will always

be connected with the venerable ecclesiastical

buildings decorating the banks of these rivers,

and spreading on either side in the regions

once possessed by the prince-prelates of the

empire. Abounding with manifest imitations

of Roman architecture, and therefore very

analogous to those which he may have seen in

England or in France, many peculiarities

nevertheless shew that they belong to a distinct

genus. Tall square bell-towers, consisting of

many stories, divided from each other by

corbel tables, falling down into semi-circular

festoons, and these festoons running down at

the angles into flat or slightly projecting

pilasters, which panel the walls, afford the first

lines which are inserted in the sketch-book.

The draftsman will then have to add the round

arched windows, usually in couplets, supported

by a short central pillar, nearly like what is

found in some of the towers now considered to

be Anglo-Saxon. Notwithstanding this one

similarity, the slenderness of the German

Glocken-ThUrm, and its many stages, ending

in a pyramidical roof, give it a character en-

tirely different from our own structures. 1 he

sanctuary, presbytery, or choir, always ends in

a portion of a circle or polygon. The exterior

of the apse is ornamented by an open gallery
;

a range of arches, standing upon small columns

or shafts, sometimes formed into groups,

occurring atsvmmetrical intervals, or by panel-

lings imitating the gallery. The larger

churches exhibit a remarkable peculiarity—

a double choir, found in no other part of

Christendom
;
an apse at the east end, an apse

at the west end; and not un frequently the

transepts take the same form. Nor are those

features confined to the immediate vicinity ot

the rivers
;
they extend through the whole ot

the ancient imperial dioceses

—

Cologne, u reves,

Worms
,
Mayenee, Spire

,
Constance ; and if we

pass into the imperial territory now annexed to

France, we shall find a specimen, and a very

remarkable one, as far as Besangon.

As the traveller then pursues his journey

towards Italy, crossing the Alps by the ancient

passes of the Mont Cenis or St. Gothard, the

same form still appears, excepting that the

double choir is no longer apparent. 1 rent has

her cathedral in this style. It extends over

the whole of Lombardy, which includes the

modern Piedmont, Parma, Piacenza, and

Modena. In Tuscany this Moselle -Rhenane

style contends with the Roman Basilica.

With some slight though distinctive altera-

tions, which will first have become apparent m
the St. Gothard’s pass, the Glocken-ThUrm

annexes itself, though as an extraneous adjunct,

to the Papal Basilicas. Tuscany displays the

style in question, though more rarely. Lastly,

it meets with and abandons us at Rome. Un-

willing as the ancient capital was to adopt

ultramontane taste, the usage of the hell com-

pelled her priesthood to employ the 1 eutonic

structure
;
and in one example at ]east, San

Giovanni e Paolo (of which Mr. Knight has

given a plate and description, No. xxii.), the

sacred structure originally raised by the Roman

patrician Pammachius, husband of Paulina,

St. Jerome’s sister, was replaced by a building

of which the design was brought from the

colonies of Germany or Belgic Gaul.

Now this general similarity of style was

not the result of accident, taste, or fancy.

The buildings are, in the strictest sense, his-

torical illustrations of the countries to which

they belong. They are portions, so to speak,

of its historical costume. Architecture is the

dress ofman in the aggregate, of human society.

If the region in which this Teutonic Ro-

variety in the construction, a nationality in the

phrase.”
The writer then proceeds to examine where

the mode of building, which afterwards spread

over the largest portion of western Christen-

dom, arose.

“In the recollection of the traveller, the

manesque style prevailed be traced out upon

the map, it will be seen to agree very nearly

with that portion of the empire of Charlemagne

which was assigned to Lothar, his grandson.”

At Treves the writer finds the one example

of a Basilica consecrated as a Christian

church, in which you see the Corinthian cap-

itals just displaying their foliage. This he

considers the model for the structures which,

far more than those of Rome, assisted in the

development of Christian architecture.

For want of space we abandon the Roman-

esque for that to which it led :
—

“ Bunsen adopts a theory similar to that

suggested by a reviewer of Mr. Knight’s ‘ Si-

cilian Antiquities’ in a contemporary journal

( Ed. Rev., vol lxix. p. 95). Gothic architec

ture was not the result of an accidental deve

lopment of art, of obscure masons and labourers

of the trowel and mallet advancing and halting]

in their attempts, until the work started intot

perfection
;
but the creation of the genius ot

some one great master, employing the forma r

and availing himself of the ideas existing ini

or suggested by the edifices of his age, but

who combined them with that power which

constitutes originality. He cast the Gothic

style at one jet, with all its peculiarities.

‘In what school was he trained ? Evidence: L

we believe, exists, enabling us to conjecture

the individuals underwhose influence the talent t

of the Prologotli was fostered ;
but if we can’ll

guess at the teachers, we are denied the name*

of the disciple. Like so many other bene-!

factors of mankind—for he was a benefacto*!

who provided for future generations the hal|

lowed glory of the sanctuary—he will probably

always remain concealed.
.

In the continental Gothic, the main idea ol

the Basilica was consistently maintained

Compound shafts became clustered columns

ascending with increasing boldness, the vault

ing rose amidst the pointed arches— but the

main type continued unchanged. Each region;

however, had some peculiarities. Berne anc

Lausanne may be compared with Aracceh ant

St. John Lateran for their plans. Both liavi

the apse, but Lausanne the transept, copiec

from the Augustan Basilica. Although Romi

did not adopt the Teutonic or Gothic style

still she constantly influenced her daughters

But the changes in Liturgical usages naturall;

affected the buildings in which the rites werr

to be celebrated. The multiplication of altan

necessitated a multiplication of chapels ;
henci

the magnificent plan of Cologne, which ex

bibits a crown of chapels surrounding the aps.

of the Roman Basilica. The plan is very rej

markable, for Pisa was evidently in the archil

tect’s mind. In England, our Gothic archil

tects rejected the apse almost unanimously

at least we cannot recollect more than one un

equivocal example to the contrary—Westmin

ster Abbey. In other cases, allowing to

interpolations, and for the prolongation bythi

building affectedly (and often erroneously

called the Ladye Chapel, the east end of ou

Gothic churches terminates in a straight line

so that the national form of our choir am

presbytery was rectangular. In Italy, theap

sidal form prevails in all the Gothic churches

we doubt if more than one example can b

found of a rectangular termination, and w

shall soon see the importance of marking thi

contrast.

Mr. Knight has made the very importa|

discovery, that Gothic architecture was intrd.

duced into Italyfrom England. The Englii!

traveller who enters the church of San

Andrea at Vercelli, will at once be surprise

at beholding an edifice repeating the md
familiar features of the style, to which th

name of early English has been applied. 1 b

plan of Sant’ Andrea is entirely English
;
pro

nounced and decided cruciform transepts;!

straight-lined rectangular choir; lancet win

dows, supported by tall detached pillars
;
sim

ple-foliaged capitals ;
the plain groined rod

There is somewhat of a foreign accent, if w

may use the expression, apparent, if you close}

examine the details
;

yet, in spite of tin

foreign accent, you might almost suppose youi

self at Salisbury.

If the traveller inquires who was tn

founder of this magnificent structure, he m
hear a name which often occurs in the page

of Matthew Paris. It is that of the Legati

Cardinal Wala, or Guala, who appears as a

influential statesman in English artairs durin

the eventful period of the last years of .loh

and the accession of Henry III., whenl

seemed as if the crown of England might fi

transferred to a foreign dynasty.”

Guala’s architect was a French ecclesiasti

named Thomas, but there is every reason

believe the working drawings were brougt

from England. The Duomo at Milan is a tram

plantation from Germany, with the same pr<

totype as Cologne or Strasburg. Concurrei

with the erection of this splendid specimen <

the “ Gotico Tedesco” in Italy, was the reviv

of the classic style as commenced by Brune

eschi, and here the writer ends the article iro

which we have so largely quoted.

Somerset Lunatic Asylum. In rep y

various correspondents we are informed t

the selected design for this building is

Messrs. Scott and Moffatt.
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ROYAL INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.

At an ordinary meeting1 of the institute,

held on Monday evening last, Mr. J. B. Pap-
worth, V.P., in the chair, Mr. Walker, late

president of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

who was elected an honorary member a short

time since, was admitted.

Mr. Joseph Wilks, to whom the portfolio of

:he institute is much indebted, presented

loloured representations of one of the stained

jlass windows from the church of Notre Dame
les Secours, in the faubourg of Au, at Mu-
nich.

Mr. Donaldson, in giving various points of

nformation from France, drew the attention

)f the meeting to a premium of 50/. left by the

will of an individual, which is to be adjudged
innually to a young architect who unites to

ability and knowledge of his profession, the

lomestic virtues. Mr. Donaldson afterwards

ead a paper on the architectural and icono-

rraphical application of the form of the cross

luring the middle ages, from the French of
VIons. Didron, prefacing it with a statement

)f his desire to let the members know what
vas going on abroad. The essay read forms
>art of a series published by the Comite His

-

orique des Arts et Monumens of France,
inder the startling title of “ L’histoire du
Jieu,” and would satisfy the stanchest ad-

nirers of Durandus and symbolism. The use

)f the form of the cross for the plan of eccle-

nastical buildings was traced, and the numer-
ous varieties of it adopted for decoration were
,‘xplained.

An announcement in the bulletin of one of
he French societies, that an English anti-

quary had applied to them for advice respect-

'/ng the investigation of Richborough Castle,

;Kent, led to some comments. Mr. Britton
peing called up, urged architectural students
>o lose no opportunity of investigating the an-
tiquities of their country

;
and to make the

titudy.of them the recreation of their leisure

pours. lie mentioned Burgh Castle, near
[Yarmouth, as analogous in many points to

[Richborough Castle
;
and suggested it as an

interesting subject for inquiry. Mr. Scoles
remarked that they must make haste if they
vished to investigate it

;
he had just now re-

urned from that part of the country, and had
earnt that those remains were in the schedule
if a railway bill, and would probably soon be
lestroyed.

NEW MATERIAL FOR FLOORING,
PAVING, AND ROOFING.

The new material or compound, which
orms the subject of a patent taken out by Mr.
)assell, of Millwall, consists of many varieties,

•ut possessing all these common properties

—

hat they are perfectly impervious, very elastic,

nd (there is reason to believe) exceedingly
urable.

When intended to be employed for paving
ir flooring, or other like purposes, it is corn-

nosed of four varieties, which, for the sake of
distinction, are designated as compounds No.
,
No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4, and are thus de-

cribed :

—

I prepare No. 1 compound in manner fol-

lowing :— I saturate a quantity of chalk, or
narl, or lime, or loamy clay, or sandy earth,

weviously reduced to the state of a fine

'owder, with oil of tar, or mineral tar, or ve-

retable naphtha, or any other resinous, oily, or

atty matter. I take one cwt. of rosin, and
nelt it in a caldron exposed to a gentle fire,

mtilall the water in it has evaporated. I then
ihrow into the caldron two cwt. of the satu-
lated chalk or other earth, and mix it well
vith the melted rosin. I next add from 3 to

i

i lbs. of liquid caoutchouc, or from 1 to 3 lbs.

f essential oil of tar, or turpentine, or some
kher oily, or fatty, or cementitious substance
[varying the quantity according to the degree
f elasticity desired to be given to the ultimate
[nompound), and after that, from 3 to 5 lbs. of
llulphur

; and finally, two cwt. of fine dry grit,

keeping all the while the contents of the cal-

jlron well stirred, till the whole are thoroughly
i.malgamated. When cool, this compound is

i if a slatish grey colour, and of a close granular
|iexture. No. 2 compound is prepared in the

lame way as No. 1, and composed of the same
materials, and in like proportions, excepting
|i»nly that l|substitutefortherosin,vegetable pitch,

und use a larger proportion of sulphur, say

from 6 to 8 lbs. No. 3 is also prepared in

the same way as Nos. 1 and 2, and composed
of the same materials in the like proportions,
excepting that instead of the rosin or vegetable
pitch, I use equal parts of rosin and Stockton
tar, and reduce the quantity of sulphur to

about 4 lbs. No. 4 compound differs from
No. 3 in the substitution of equal parts of
rosin and mineral, or coal tar, for the equal

parts of rosin and vegetable pitch.

These compounds may be used by them-
selves—“being laid down in a hot and fluent

state, and of sufficient thickness or they
may be employed in any of the following states

of combination :

—

Firstly, they may be combined with any of
the natural asphaltes or bitumens, or any arti-

ficial compound of a bituminous quality.

Secondly, they may be formed, in combina-
tion with small pieces of wood, into large
blocks for use.

Thirdly. Any of the compounds before
described may be used in combination with
wood, in manner following, to form a flooring

for the ground floors of buildings, which will

be quite impermeable to under damp, and
exceedingly durable. The ground is to be first

covered over, to the depth of about an inch,

with a layer of any of the four compounds be-
fore mentioned (being previously well beaten
down and levelled), and then small square
blocks of wood of equal sizes are to be set in

this composition while yet warm, with the
grain uppermost, and placed in regular order,
side by side. Any interstices which may be
left between the blocks are to be carefully
filled up with the compound. Or, instead
of using small blocks of solid wood, com-
position blocks of a large size, prepared as

follows, may be employed :—I take a num-
ber of pieces of deal, from 3 to 5 inches
wide, and from 10 to 18 inches long, such as

may be picked out of the woods imported from
abroad under the denomination of fire-wood,
and which, paying a small duty, may be had
cheap, and lay them in an iron frame or
mould, in the direction of the grain, jointing
them roughly together lengthwise, but so that

they shall break joint transversely. I then
cover them to the depth of one or more inches
with any of the four compounds before de-
scribed, in a hot fluent state, and leave this

coating to settle and cool, whereby it becomes
firmly united to the wood beneath. On re-

moving this mass or block from the frame or
mould, and fitting it into a piece of flooring, it

is placed with the wood uppermost, which re-

mains ever after beyond the reach of damp
from beneath. For such a description of
ground flooring no joists are requisite. The
blocks may be made of any length or breadth
most convenient; but I prefer making them
of about 4 feet in length, by 2 feet 6 inches in

breadth. When a very strong flooring of this

kind is wanted, I cross the layer of wooden
pieces before described with a second of ex-
actly the same description, but laid the reverse
wa}!1

,
and upon an interposed bed of one or

other of the four compounds before mentioned.
The two layers are then pressed together

;
and

when the compound which unites them has
cooled and set, I pour over the whole another
coating of the same compound, so as to cover
completely the second layer of wood. In-
stead of the blocks being all of one sort of
wood, or of one colour, they may be of dif-

ferent woods and different colours, so as to

give the flooring a tesselated appearance.
Of the suitableness of the material for road

paving there have been as yet but slender op-
portunities of judging. In Kensington Palace
Gardens there is a small specimen to be seen

;

and another in Camphine-road, Millwall,
Poplar. It is laid down in blocks of about
the dimensions of York paving stones, and
is pleasant to walk on.

For roofing, and other purposes where light-

ness is desirable, Mr. Cassell makes use of a
compound different from any of the others,
which is called “No. 5 compound,” and thus
described :

—

It consists of a mixture of 1 cwt. of rosin or
vegetable pitch, or 1 cwt. of rosin and vegetable
pitch in equal proportion?, or 1 cwt. of rosin

and Stockton tar in equal proportions, or of
1 cwt. of rosin and mineral tar in equal pro-

portions, 1 cwt. of fine grit, 8 lbs. of sulphur,

and from 4 to 5 lbs. of cork cuttings or rasp-

ings, the whole being compounded in the

manner before directed, to be followed in the

preparation of theother cements, andthoroughly
incorporated together. While yet hot, this

compound is removed from the caldron and
formed into sheets, by subjecting it to strong
hydraulic pressure between plates of iron per-
forated with numerous holes, and having also

channels or grooves in them, in order that any
liquid matter squeezed out by the pressure may
run over at the sides and ends. The sheets,

when intended for roofing, should be reduced
by the pressure applied to about one-fourth of
their original bulk, say from 4 inches to 1, and
should be coated with some anti-igniting sub-
stance or composition. Where greater strength
is required, each sheet may be covered with
canvas or paper cemented to it, by any of the
compounds, 1, 2, 3, or 4.

The specification of the patentee explains
also how the material, in one or other of its

several varieties, may be applied to the forma-
tion of pipes, casks, tanks, cisterns, garners,
railway sleepers, &c.

ARCHITECTURAL MEMS. FROM THE
COUNTRY.

The Manchester Exchange-room is about
to undergo very considerable alterations. The
present room contains about 699 square yards,
and, when completed as proposed, will possess

an area of 1,414 square yards. A portico front-

ing Bank-street is to be erected, to consist of
a lofty colonnade of eight pillars, supporting a
massive pediment. The design is by Mr. A.W.
Mills. The Trinity House board have de-

termined upon erecting a lighthouse at Trevose
head, in the parish of Padstow, Cornwall. A
road is already being prepared for the con-
veyance of materials to the spot. A sub-
scription for erecting a church for theTewkes-
bury-road district, in Cheltenham, has reached
the sum of 1,500/. An additional 500/. is re-

quired to carry out the work. The small
old chapel at Birch, in the township cf Rus-
holme, near Manchester, having been found
inadequate to the accommodation of the grow-
ing community in that district, the proprietor

of the estate, J. W. II. Anson, Esq., in con-
junction with his brother, the Rev. George
Anson, has determined on building a good
church in its stead, towards which Mr. Anson
has given 200/. and the land, and also land for

a churchyard, and the Rev. G. Anson has con-
tributed the munificent sum of 2,000/. In aid

of these sums a grant of 500/. has been made
by the Manchester and Eccles Church Build-
ing Society. The site selected for the church
is about twenty yards to the east of the present

chapel. The church will be in the early Eng-
lish style of architecture,—that which pre-
vailed about the middle of the 13th century.

At Bury St. Edmund’s, the spirit of im-
provement has suggested to the inhabitants the
restoration of their fine old Norman tower. A
committee has been formed for the purposes of
obtaining from Mr. Cottingham plans and spe-
cifications for the necessary works, and of in-

viting builders to make tenders for carrying
the same into effect. -Three new churches
are about to be erected at Birkenhead

;
one at

the sole expense of William Potter, Esq., to be
dedicated to St. John the Baptist; the second
at the sole expense of William Jacksen, Esq.,

to be dedicated to St. Andrew, and the third

at the joint expense of Messrs. W. Potter,

W. Jackson, John Laird, Macgregor Laird,

and W. Laird. The site selected for the

last-mentioned church is on the corporation

road, in the vicinity of Wallasey-pool.

Considerable improvements have recently

been effected by the removal of an accumula-

tion of earth from the basement of the north

and south sides of Peterborough cathedral.

This had been for some time a growing eye-

sore to the admirers of the architectural

beauties of this venerable pile. The fine

Norman door is now seen, as no doubt it was
originally intended, but which has for some
time been in a great measure hid by this

earth. On Wednesday, the 21st inst., the

opening took place of the Victoria schools

erected at Chesterfield in commemoration of
the Queen’s passing through that town on her
way to the seat of the Duke of Devonshire,
at Chatsworth. The building is in the Eliza-

bethan style, and capable of accommodating
about 600 children. At Bridlington, in

Yorkshire, efforts are being made by the di-

rectors of the Mechanics’ Institute to raise a

sum sufficient for the erection of a lecture
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room, &c.
;
200/. have been already subscribed,

and there is no doubt but the sura will be

considerably augmented. At Melpash

Green (midway between Beaminster and Brid-

port) the foundation stone of a new church

was laid last Thursday week by the Hon.

and Rev. Somerville Hay. It is to be 109

feet long, 60 feet wide, and to have a steeple

60 feet high, with five bells therein. It is

estimated to hold 400 persons. Mr. B. Ferrey,

of London, is the architect. It is in

contemplation to make the village of Hun-
stanton, in Norfolk, a very attractive and
convenient place for seaside visitors, by appro-

priating some portion of its celebrated cliff

and the fields adjoining to the formation of a

village, with an hotel, bath-house, library,

shops, and other buildings necessary for the

establishment of a sea-bathing place. In the

arrangements of the plan a site for a chapel

is to be reserved, and a pleasant walk formed
to the chalybeate spring, which is within a

mile of the village. The committee
for the formation of public parks and
play-grounds in Manchester have purchased

Endham Hall estate, at Harpurhey, the re-

sidence of Mr. Jonathan Andrews, for a sum
of 7,250/. A few weeks ago they purchased

the Lark Hall estate, in Salford, from Mr.
Wm. Garnett, for 7,000^-

5
and we believe

these two properties will be laid out as parks,

and ready for occupation in the course

of a few months. His Grace the Duke
of Cleveland has given 100/. to the schools

about to be attached to the collegiate

church, Wolverhampton, and become a
subscriber of 20/. per annum. A
meeting of the committee for promoting the

establishment of public baths and places of
recreation at Birmingham, was held on Tues-
day week, when it was resolved that steps

should be immediately taken for the erection

of two sets of baths. The restoration of St.

Mary de Crypt Church, Gloucester, is to com-
mence forthwith, the sum of 1,450/. having
already been subscribed. The Bishop of
Durham has contributed 500/., and the Rev.
George Fielding, the incumbent, 100/., towards
the enlargement of St. George’s Chapel, Bi-

shop Auckland. The Collegiate School at

Marlborough increases so rapidly in favour

with the public, that it is found necessary to

make very extensive additions to the buildings,

without delay. The suite of rooms appropri-

ated to the accommodation of the head master

has been made ready for the reception of addi-

tional pupils
;
and amongst the additions now

contemplated, a suitable residence for that

functionary will be erected. The number of
pupils at present in the establishment is upwards
of 200, and the applications for admission are

very numerous. Dr. Warneford, who has
already expended 7,000/. in the erection of
charitable institutions in Birmingham, is now
making arrangements for laying the founda-
tion for a House of Recovery for persons
afflicted with contagious diseases. Earl Howe
has also subscribed 50/. for the same object.

—

The Rev. Dr. Warneford has just paid over to

the Rev. Chancellor Law, the Rev. Vaughan
Thomas, and William Sands Cox, Esq., his

munificent donation of 500/. towards the addi-

tional building at the Queen’s Hospital. .

At a preliminary meeting held at Dee’s hotel,

Birmingham, last week, it was resolved to

establish a public cemetery, for the town and
neighbourhood, in connection with the Esta-
blished Church. The proposal has received

the sanction of the Bishop of the diocese, and
the principal church authorities of the town.

The old houses at the west end of St.

Peter’s Church, Sudbury, are now levelled to

the ground, this labour of many years having
been completed last week, when that fine

ecclesiastical edifice, so long encumbered by
the encroachments of a tasteless age, was once
more displayed in all its fair proportions. The
church now stands entirely clear of all obstruc-
tions in the middle of the area

;
but the

removal of these obstructions has disclosed the
barbarous manner in which parts of the win-
dows have been blocked up, and the orna-
mental work has been defaced

;
and a large

sum will be necessary for its complete resto-
ration. A company has been formed for
the purpose of erecting a landing-pier and
slip, at Weston-super-mare, in the Bristol
Channel. The pier is to be of solid masonry,
commencing from the junction of the Knight-
stone-road, continuing in a north-west direc-

tion to the Isle of Bearnbeck, passing over the

island and extending into the channel to dead
low water, the whole length being little short
of a mile, and of the width of 30 feet through-
out. The approach from the channel will be
at all times at a depth of water sufficient to

insure the safe landing of passengers, being at

lowest point not less than 18 feet, and will

give a safe, speedy, and cheap mode of commu-
nication to parties visiting or trading to the
western, Welch, and Irish coasts. It will be
so constructed as to afford a delightful pro-
menade to visitors and inhabitants. The engi-

neer is Mr. Daniel Horwood, of Bristol.

THE IRON TRADE.
The reduction of 21. per ton in merchant-

iron, announced in our impression of this day
fortnight, has been general throughout the
South Staffordshire district. The present
price is probably not higher than can be
steadily maintained until some of the heavy
orders for rails are cleared off. The specula-
tion in pig-iron in Liverpool received a very
serious check during the past week. Many
of the needy holders have pressed sales, and
large parcels of Scotch pigs have been offered

at 75s. per ton. Early in March, purchases
were made at 110s., and none of the makers
would take orders under 120s.

The feverish state of the present year’s
market is expected to occasion the iron trade
a permanent injury, from the fact that the Ame-
ricans are now strenuously endeavouring to

produce more iron. The produce of iron last

year in the States amounted to 500,000 tons
;

the estimate for the present year is much
larger; and in ten years it is calculated that
the make will reach a million of tons, unless
the fall in prices in Great Britain should be
such as to render it cheaper for the Americans
to purchase our produce than to manufacture
for themselves.

A correspondent of the Glasgow Herald

,

who we are given to understand has good
means of obtaining accurate information as to

the present and future prospects of the iron
trade of Scotland, says that the quantity of
pig-iron made at present in Scotland will
amount annually to from 400,000 to 420,000
tons. Of this quantity about 100,000 tons are
used for the manufacture of malleable iron in

Scotland
;

of the remaining 320,000 tons,
50,000 tons, or thereabouts, turn out to be
what is called white or forge pig, which is not
used for making castings, so that the present
annual production of pig-iron in Scotland,
suitable for foundry purposes, is 270,000 tons.
There are ten new furnaces in the course of
erection, some of which may be in blast
this year. These furnaces belong to the
present manufacturers of iron, and, when
all in operation, will add about one-eighth
to the present production

;
but, as the

manufacture of maleable iron is on the in-
crease in Scotland, a large additional supply
of pig-iron will be required for this purpose.
It is obvious, therefore, that the statements
which have recently appeared, as to the in-
crease in the make of pig-iron in Scotland,
are incorrect; and it must be kept in view that,
while the present makers are erecting new
works, the produce of the older ones must
decrease, in consequence of the exhaustion of
the mineral fields on which they depend for
the supply of materials.

To Cure the Diseases which arise
from the Use of Lead in certain
T rades. — Take two baths of soap and water
every week, occasionally adding a little sul-
phur, and carefully wash the uncovered parts
of the body with soap and water at every in-
terval between your working hours. You
must drink one or two glasses of lemonade,
made with sulphuric acid, every day, according
to the greater or lesser quantity of dust or
poisonous vapour with which the surrounding
atmosphere may be charged. At the same
time you should be more careful than the fol-

lowers of any other trade, to abstain from the
use of spirituous liquors. The efficacy of this

preventive treatment is easily explained by the

fact, that the mineral poison absorbed is thus
converted into a soluble, and therefore in-

noxious salt (sulphate of lead), and the satur-

nine particles deposited on the surface of the

body are taken away.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR ADVANCE-
MENT OF SCIENCE.

There seems every reason for believing

that the approaching meeting, to be held in

Cambridge next month, will be brilliant and
successful. A local subscription has been
commenced with good spirit to defray the ex-

pense of the requisite preparations for re-

ceiving the association, and all the necessary
arrangements are in progress. The attendance
of distinguished foreigners is expected to he
great. A programme has been issued to

members, from which we learn that the

general committee will meet on Wednesday,
the 18th of June, at one o’clock, for the elec-

tion of sectional officers, &c. From Thursday,
the 19th, to Wednesday, the 25th of June, in-

clusive, the committees of sections will meet
daily at ten precisely; and the sections will

meet from Thursday to Tuesday at eleven pre-
cisely. General evening meetings will be held
on Thursday, the 19th, and Wednesday, the
25th, at eight o’clock. A room will be pro-
vided for the reception of philosophical appa-
ratus, and specimens of natural and artificial

products, which may be brought for the pur-
pose of illustrating particular communications,
or for exhibition to the members generally.

We would remind the public of what the Dean
of Ely stated in the Town-hall, namely, that

persons may be admitted to the sectional meet-
ings only

,
on being nominated in writing by a

member, and paying 1/., and that ladies’

tickets may be had, through the application of
a member, on payment of the same sum.
Strangers need be under no sort of apprehen-
sion on the subject of lodgings : accommoda-
tion will be secured for them by the committee
at a perfectly reasonable rate.

One of the local papers says, “ Extraordinary
as the statement may appear, we claim credit

for entire accuracy when we state that the
Town-hall of Cambridge is undergoing a
process of cleaning and smartening-up. The
presenting of such a miserably shabby old

place to the members of the British Associa-
tion would have been a disgrace which Cam-
bridge, we are glad to say, is now likely to

escape. T he plasterers, carpenters, and painters

are hard at work, uniting their efforts to make
the place presentable, and in a week or two its

most intimate friends will scarcely recognize
it.”

ConTsyoitOrncf.

BRICK AMATEURSHIP.

“ Quot Homines, tot sentential.”

Sir, — Your correspondent, “Mr. John
'

Phillips,” is a thorough English amateur of
J

brickwork
,
with all its “ reticulated or decus- I

sated pieces of work, with interstices between 4

the intersections,” as Dr. Johnson has said on I
another occasion : but lest all the world in such

|
case should be thought to let judgment go by
default, because they do not offer any opposing
opinion, I beg to say, as one of the architec-
tural and fine-arts-loving public, that to my I
eyes nothing more outrages good taste and a
delorms English towns and English landscapes I
than these structures of brick-building ama- |
teurs, whose deformities in blazing red, dirty *
yellow

,
or plastery white, destroy the picturesque «

in city, town, or country; and though I do |
not rejoice in unsound ivalls, yet I think it

quite compatible with sound work to employ 1

stucco, where marble or stone is precluded
from necessary views of economy

;
and I hope

'

and trust the day is fast arriving when people
will only let brick walls be seen where they
can afford to have nothing better.

Hoping to find more “ sympathisers ” on my
side of the question than that, of your worthy
correspondent “ Mr. John Phillips,”

I am, Sir, &c.,

W. Mason.

cement on iron.

Sir,— I shall feel greatly obliged to any of

your correspondents who will inform me of
the best cement 1 can use for running mouldings
on iron girders

;
I am afraid to use plaster of

Paris for fear of corrosion.

I am, Sir, &c.,
Worcester. Subscriber.
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Movement in Society of Antiquaries.
-At a meeting held on the 22nd inst., Dr.
3rornel, in order to induce stricter attention to

he business of the society than has latterly

>cen given, handed in a draft for a new statute,

nacting that the council shall meetatacer-
uin hour of one fixed day of every month
the first Tuesday for example), and that it

hall not separate except by a vote of two-
hirds of the members present. We are glad
0 find that the remarks which appeared in our
ast and a former number, have been received
vith the same kind feeling with which they
»’ere written. All agree that something must
e done to meet the times and prevent disrup-
ion. One of the first steps should be to make
he library useful to the members, and facilitate

ccess to it. At present it is very nearly
seless.

Church Decorations.—The Bishop of
Norwich, in his charge delivered lately at
Voodbridge, says, with regard to this subject,
fiat
—“He admired the motive of those who

ought to repair the ruined and dilapidated
ondition of those venerable places of worship,
lany of which were utterly unfit for the
acred purposes to which they were devoted,
n this, the advocates of a less-enlightened re-
gion had displayed a zeal which those who
oasted of a purer faith might have done well
> avoid. He could not exactly comprehend
ie arguments of those who could oppose the
evelopment of their acquirements to their
jllest extent in the service of Him from whom
ley derived their talents. On that ground he
-ould encourage the taste for decorations,
hether external or internal. Who could be-
old without gratification the finest specimens
f art, whether architectural or pictorial, or
egard without pleasure the productions ofthe
ainter or the sculptor, and not feel that reli-
ion had patronised these sister arts ? There
'as, he admitted, an antiquated objection to
ich decorations, because they had formerly
een the objects of superstitious worship. In
previous age, when men’s minds were under
ic control of superstition, when they were
nslaved by the priesthood, such an argument
light have had some weight; but in the pre-
-nt more enlightened era there was little

mndation for such apprehensions. The
‘lends of the Protestant church might now
•ok without danger upon what had been once
angerous, and they should have no sympathy
ith the spirit which went forth as the de-
royer of all that was beautiful,

j

Welsh Lead Mines.—English manufac-
(irers derive great benefit from the Welsh
lines; it is from the purity of the galena ofM ore, purer in Wales than any other, that
jie btaffordshire pottery has maintained itssu-
priority in foreign markets, as it produces a
lier glazing, and makes a more beautiful por-
j'lain than any other. Wales is rich in fos-
iiferous marble,— the carbonate shell marble
1 South Wales, and the encrinitic of North
’ales: the serpentine of the Ilhos Kolin is

kual to the vcrd antique of Genoa. It is not
perally known that schools of metallurgic
ministry existed in Wales before the wars of
id ward the Third: the college of Pherillt, in
jinaraon, on Mount Snowden, was celebrated
jr a school of this order that gave the British
me of Celvydda Pherill to these arts

;
they

lore in possession of eminent books on these
lienees, now lost. Another school of this
kler was founded in South Wales—a branch
»m Dinas Emrys.— Chester Chronicle.

Bazaar at Covent Garden.—The free
jlide bazaar having closed, the directors in-
ked a large body of their friends to a musical
iomenade on VY'ednesday evening last, and
bvided them profusely with amusement and
ifreshments. We should not consider it our
|o\ ince to speak of the occurrence (admirably
I
imaged as it was), but that it gives us the
uportunity of directing attention to the beau-
lul specimens of cast-iron from Colebrook
<ile, which were exhibited and which equalled
uny French bronzes sold at three times the

,

ice. The Art-Union of London, who have
aterially assisted to advance the production
nbronzes in this country, and are now about
i aid the porcelain manufacture, would do
111 to turn their attention to these castings
riron, and to give those who have produced
cm, a commission for the purposes of the
eiety.

New Pavement.—The surveyors of Man-
chester have recently laid down, in Hanging
Ditch, a novel kind of pavement, or rather a
combination of macadamised stone, profusely
intermixed with asphaltum. A local paper
states, that from the time it occupied in its

formation—twelve days and nights— it ought
to be a really durable job : w hether it will
prove so, time alone can tell

;
but the expense

has, no doubt, been much greater than the
ordinary pavement would have been. The
street has already attained great firmness and
solidity.

^rentier#.

Tenders for finishing 12 third-rate Houses at
Sherbourne-street, Hoxton, under Messrs. W.
Waller and Son, Architects.

Turner £J
3,365

Trego 3,230
Jay 3,197
Lawrence 3,118
Haines 3,079
Ashby 2,998 .

Wilson 2,932

Tenders delivered for sundry repairs to the new
Gravel-pit chapel, at Hackney, Mr. R. W. Wright,
surveyor.

Weston 10

Norris 0
Burford 0
Lloyd and Parker .... 0
Heath 5

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, Ac.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers
however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,’’ 2, York-
strect, Covent-garden.]

For the erection of the Borough Gaol, Bir-
mingham.
For the performance of the necessary works in

the construction of a New Dock in the Borough of

Kingston-upon-Hull.
For a quantity of proof chain 2£, 1 j, 1, J, and

1 inch, wanted by the Universal Salvage Com-
pany.

For Building the Carcasses of certain first-rate

Houses, with Shop Fronts, in the new line of
Oxford-street, leading into Holborn.

For executing Works on the Leeds, Dewsbury,
and Manchester Railway, being a distance of about

41 miles. The principal work on this division is

the summit Tunnel, near Morley, which is upwards
of 3,000 yards in length.

For supplying the trustees for repairing Gros-
venor-place, and the squares and streets adjacent,

with the best Pit Flints, Kentish Rag-stone, Pit

Gravel, Chalk, Aberdeen Granite Kerb, York Pav-
ing and Guernsey Granite, &c.

For building Two National School Rooms, at

Saffron Walden, Essex.

For the erection of Schools, and a Master’s
House, and also a new Farm-house and Offices, on
the Estate of the Rev. E. K. Benyon, near Bury
St. Edmunds, Suffolk.

For constructing about 450 feet of new Wharf,
along the River-side, in the Town of Wisbeach,
and for erecting a new Crane and Warehouse for

the Corporation of Wisbeach.
For the erection of Farming Premises, at Brad-

field Combust, near Bury St. Edmunds.
For supplying, laying down, and bedding, in

proper Mortar, any quantity that may be required,
not being less than 1,000 feet run of Aberdeen
Kerb, 12 inches by 8, and not less than 7,000 feet

(super.) of York Paving, two and a half inches thick,

for the Commissioners of the Kentish Town
District.

For supplying the Commissioners of Kentish
Town District with Materials for Road-making.

For the Repairs to the South Aisle, Roof, &c., of
St. James’s Church, Bury St. Edmunds.

For Building a Sewer in the King’s Road, St.

Paucras. of the dimensions of 4 feet G inches by
2 feet 9 inches, for a length of 250 feet.

For the supplying of certain Mines in Cornwall,
for twelve months from Midsummer next, with Nor-
way Timber, halfDram and half Longsund, of good
quality and average length. The probable quantity
required is 710 loads.

For Liine-washing and Plastering (when re-

quired) twice in the year, the interior of the Union
Workhouse, Long Ashton.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans, sections, and elevations for a Terminus,

and other requisite accompanying offices, for the

Great Southern and Western Railway, Ireland.

A premium of 30 guineas will be presented to the
party offering the best plan of Docks, capable of
admitting ships of 1,000 tons burden, to be erected
at Burnham, in the Bristol Channel.

Designs for houses to be erected at Dover. The
ground is nearly seven acres in extent, and lies on a
gentle slope between the south-west boundary of
Dover Castle and the town. A premium of fifty

guineas is offered for the set that may be most ap-
proved of.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

The timber and other trees now standing upon
the estate at Woodseaves, Salop. By order of the
Lord Chancellor made in the cause “ Dickin v.

Barker.”

At Eversden Wood, Cambridge : 80 Oak Timber
Trees, clean, sound, and of useful dimensions.

At Bourn, Cambridge : a capital Fall of prime
Oak Timber, comprising about 100 Trees of good
dimensions.

At Monk Sherborne Brick Kiln, Basingstoke,
Hants : upwards of 200,000 new Building Bricks,
40,000 Arch ditto, 25,000 Tiles, &c.

At Brandon, near Coventry: several Thousand
prime Oak Trees, and a quantity of Planks and
Quarterings.

At Winston, near Debenham, Essex : 400 feet Fl-
inch Elm Plank, 400 feet 1^-inch Ash ditto, 800
feet 2 inch, 2£-inch, 3£-'nchi and 4-inch ditto, 21
4 -inch Beech Planks, 180 feet Sycamore Quarters,
&c.

At Eversden Wood, Cambridge: 110 capital

clean Oak Timber Trees
;

all lying close to good
roads, and are very long, straight, and clear.

At Bourne, Cambridge : 63 Oak Timber Trees
;

many of them are of very excellent quality, of great

length, and particularly clean and straight.

At Waybridge Wood, near Ellington : a consi-

derable fall of Oak Timber in Honey Hill and
Lower Woods : the whole being oflarge dimensions
and excellent quality.

At Halstead, Essex : a quantity of capital Oak
Timber, &c., in Great Spansey’s Wood, near
Halstead.

At Richardson’s Wharf, Limehouse : a large

quantity of superior dry and sound stock of Dant-
zic Yellow and Red Pine, Ash, Swedish and Me-
mel Timber

;
about 10,000 White Spruce and

Yellow Battens, &c.
In the Old Deer-Park, Kew : between 300 and

400 Lime, Elm, Oak, Chestnut, Beech, Larch, and
other Trees, some of large dimensions, from the

Royal Gardens and Plantations at Kew.
At Steeple Bumpstead, Essex : 100 Oak Timber

Trees of large dimensions, clear and straight, now
lying upon several farms in the neighbourhood.

BY TENDER.

A Virgin Forest of Valuable Timber in Wala-
chia. The principal part of the Trees is Oak. The
said Forest may produce about 500,000 cubic feet

of Timber.
At Little Bentley Hall, Essex : several Acres of

Plantations, consisting of superior Firs, Larch,
Spruce, &c., to be taken down by the Purchaser.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ F. T. D .”—Accepted with thanhs. Will our
correspondent prefer that his name

,
or initials,

should appear.
“ Ashstick and hide ’em.”

—

Funny, but useless.

“ H. Johnstone.”
“ John Kelly.”

—

The sketch sent has hardly

sufficient character to induce us to engrave it, but

we shall be very happy to receive the promised

article. The round towers of Ireland have much
interest.

11 A. B.” may obtain the information he seeks

at the rooms of the institution, 25, Great George-

slreet, Westminster.
“ J. F. B.”

—

We know no belter “ glossary of
terms used fly architects” than that in Gwilt’s

“ Encyclopedia of Architecture.”

“ W. F. G.”

—

What our correspondent refers

to was but a suggestion ; if it should become a pro-

bability, he shall hearfrom us.

“ Society of Antiquaries.”— Correspondents on
this subject willfind , on consideration, that violent

attacks are at present uncalled for, and would be

unwise.
• X. Y. Z.”—The object of “ J. F.’s” letter

was not to question “ Mr. Thompson’s” accuracy,

but to learn if any hagioscopes of the Norman
period were known.

‘Roof covering in America.”—In reply to an
inquiry for a good and light materialfor this pur-
pose, “J. R.” recommends Morewood's patent
galvanized tin.

“ G. Collier.”

—

One air-tight tin box, of the size

and weight staled, wouldfloat about 400lbs.
“ Archi.” next week.
Received — “ The Commonweal No. 1.

—

J. E. G.” (Hackne.vj.

•"-•V I
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MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES

During the ensuing week.

Monday, June 2.

—

Entomological, 17, Old

Bond-street, S p.M. ;
United Service Institution,

Whitehall Yard, 9 p.m.

Tuesday, 3.—Linnaan, Soho-square, S p^m. ;

Horticultural,
21, Regent-street, 3 p.m.; Civil

Engineers, 25, Great George-street, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, 4 .—Society of Arts, Adelphi,

Thursday, 5. Royal) Somerset-house,

p.m.
;
Antiquaries, Somerset-house, 8 p.m. ; Zoo-

logical, Hanover-Square, 3 p.m.

Friday, 6. — Royal Institution, Albemarle-

street, 8£ p.m. ;
Botanical, 20, Bedford-street,

Covent Garden, 8 p.m.

Saturday, 7. — Asiatic, 14, Grafton-street,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Royal polytechnic institu-
tion.—

T

he ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAY exhi-

bited by a Working Model, having a power to carry visi-

tors. A CURIOUS MECHANICAL HAND on a person

who has lost his natural hand. Dr. RYAN’S LECTURES
on the CHEMISTRY of DOMESTIC LIFE daily, at a

quarter past Three, and on Wednesday and Friday evenings

at a quarter to Nine. Professor BACHHOFFNER’S varied

LECTURES with brilliant Experiments. Lectures on Cha-

racter, with Musical Illustrations, by Mr. J. Russell, ac-

companied bv Dr. Wallis on the Piano-forte, on the

evenings of Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday, at Eight

o’clock. New and beautiful objects in the CHROMA-
TROPE. PHYSIOSCOPE, PROTEOSCOPE, &c. NEW
DISSOLVING VIEWS. SUBMARINE EXPERIMENTS
by the DIVF.R and DIVING BELL. Working Models
described daily.

Admission, Is.
;
Schools, half-price.

WHITE KNIGHTS’ PARK.

THE BOTANIC GARDENS and wil-
derness of this celebrated Domain will be OPEN

for the admission of the Public, during the Summer season,

on MONDAYS and THURSDAYS. Tickets of Admission,
ONE SHILLING each person, and Family Tickets, to admit
eight, FIVE SHILLINGS, may be obtained of Messrs.

Scott and Moffatt, Architects, 20, Spring Gardens; of Mr.
Frederick Chinnock, Estate Agency Office, 28, Regent-street;

at the Offices of “ The Builder,” No. 2, Yorlc-street, Covent-
garden, and “ The Gardener’s Gazette ;” of Messrs. Rich-

ards and Rogers, Solicitors, 10, Friar-street, Reading
;
and

at Mr. Welch's, “ Berks Chronicle ” Office, 12, Market-place,

Reading.—Day Tickets to Reading are issued by the Great
Western Railway.

PATENT HANDRAILS. — J. MEL-
VILLE, after upwards of Twenty Years’ experience

in the Manufacture of the above, can now, with confidence,

recommend them to Architects and Builders, combining
Beauty and Durability

;
avoiding heading joints, and the

grain of the wood continued throughout the wreathed, or

otherwise circular parts. They are now patronised by the

most eminent Architects, to whom reference can be given.—
Specimens and prices sent to Architects or Builders, in

Town or Country. Columns Veneered, Pew Capping, & c.

—

No. 64, John-street, Fitzroy-square, London.

DUTY OFF ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS.

CHARLES LONG begs to inform his
Friends and the Public, that he can now supply Orna-

mental Glass from Is. 3d. per foot superficial ; and borders
from 9d. per foot, run ; and having just built two of the
largest Kilns in London, is enabled to execute extensive
Orders with unprecedented dispatch, 1, King-street, Port-
man-square.—Terms, Cash only.

Duty off window glass. — On
April the 6th, Squares stouter and of better make

than formerly for Glazing purposes at 6d. per foot.

NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND
OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety

of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than
is kept by any other house in London, from -id. per foot.

Flattened Sheet, Stained, Fluted, the BIRMINGHAM
Sheet Plate (superior in all respects to every other make),
and Ornamental Glass of every description. Complete Lists

of Glass, Lead, Colours, &c., at ready-money prices, may
be had (gratis) on application to R. Cogan, at the Western
Glass, Lead, and Colour Warehouse, 5, Princes-street,
Leicester-square, London.

SURVEYORS, CONTRACTORS FOR PUBLIC
WORKS, and the TRADE generally, sending specifica-

tions of quantities required, will receive by return of post an
invoice at the very lowest cash prices.

A parcel of very Superior Spruce Oker, suitable for

PLASTERERS AND PAINTERS, to be sold at 6s. per

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.
TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IN

FRESCO.

Stevens and son, patentees and
SOLE MANUFACTURERS, beg respectfully to

announce that this beautiful cement has now arrived

at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sanguine
expectations. For all internal work it possesses a great
superiority over every article hitherto in use; it is now being
used extensively by Government in the British Museum and
other public buildings. IT DOES NOT THROW OUT
ANY SALT, but presents a beautifully plain and perfect
surface, which may be painted upon dry work within four
days without peeling. It is equally applicable for walls or
lath, for mouldings, architraves, skirting, or flooring; and is

admitted to form the best ground for fresco painting, having
been used for many of the prize frescos lately exhibiting in
Westminster Hall. It will bear an intense heat without
cracking, and for hardness, durability, and economy, cannot
be equalled.

186, DRURY-LANE, LONDON.
Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R. Part, 11,

Athertou’s-buildings, Dale-street, Liverpool.

ATKINSON'S CEMENT.—The public; is

respectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-

cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architecture

and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to

2s. 3d. per bushel, and mav be had in any quantity at Wyatt,

Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Holland-strcet, Surrey side of

Blackfriars-bridge.

N.B.—ThisCement beingof a lightcolour. requires no arti-

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with

three parts its "own quantity of sand.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND BUILDERS.

PATENT METALLIC SAND CEMENT.
—The Metallic Sand, from its chemical qualities,

forms, when mixed with blue lias lime, a metallic cement

of great strength and density; the iron, which is one of

its principal constituents, combining with the bed in which

it is deposited, and communicating to it a greater degree

of hardness than can be obtained by admixture with

any other known material. Concrete and mortar in which

the metallic sand has been used are more durable than

any other, continuing to indurate with time, and not being

affected by damp, otherwise than by increasing in hard-

ness from the oxydation which is thereby occasioned.

Employed as a cement to turn water from brickwork in tun-

nels, sewers, and other underground works, the Metallic

Sand is found cheaper, and from its eminent adhesive

qualities to form a more solid and hydraulic body, in com-
bination with the brickwork, than any other cement at present

known ;
and in all cases the Metallic Sand is found the best

substitute for pozzolano that has ever been presented to the

public. As an external stucco, the Metallic Cement assumes
a rich stone-colour without the aid of paint or tint of any

kind, does not vegetate, and is entirely free from cracks and
blisters, and continues to improve both in appearance and
durability by exposure to the weather. The Proprietors refer

with confidence to works in which the Metallic Sand
has been extensively employed as concrete and mortar,

specified in the prospectus, where also will be found refe-

rences to very extensive erections which have been stuccoed

with the Metallic Cement.

Further information will be given, and specimens shewn,

on application to Mr. C. K. Dyer, 4, New Broad-street; and
at the Metallic Cement Wharf, King’s-road, opposite Pratt-

street, Camden New Town.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE
CEMENT.—The Patentees of this composition beg

to refer to the British Museum, the Royal Exchange, the new
works at Bethlcm Hospital, Greenwich Hospital, and the Co-
liseum in the Regent’s-park, as buildings finished or in pro-

gress, in which Keene’s Cement has been used as an internal

stucco. Its superiority to common plastering consists in its

extreme hardness, and the rapidity with which it dries, which
qualities fit it to receive paint or other finishing sooner

than other water Cement.
When employed for skirtings, architrave, and other

mouldings, in place of wood, it checks dry-rot, is impervious

to vermin, prevents the spread of fire, and is more eco-

nomical in its application than the material for which it thus
becomes the substitute.

Confirmation of these statements is to be found in the
almost universal adoption of Keene’s Cement for Skirting

and Hall flooring in the new houses on the Hyde Park Estate,

where its application is to be seen to the fullest advan-
tage.

In Liverpool and Manchester, Keene’s Cement has in

several cases been used for the covering of the fire-proof

warehouse floors, where its lightness and hardness give it the

preference over tiles and flagging, which are much heavier,

and necessarily leave the floor intersected with numerous
joints, whilst Keene’s Cement is laid down in one unbroken
surface.

The high polish and marble-like hardness of which this

Cement is susceptible render it the most suitable material

for the manufacture of Scagliola.

Patentees, J. B. WHITE & SONS, Millbank-street,

Westminster, Manufacturers of Roman and Portland
Cement.
Depdtin Liverpool, 36, Seel-street; James Woods, Agent.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN
GENERAL.

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STUCCO
CEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced :—It will effectually resist Damp. It will never

vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete
Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never

requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.

It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by the
Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates
at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to.

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of
Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-
comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may
be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which
may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or
pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the
severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-
tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of
this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cement
now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary and
valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of
economy.

Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have
declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally
preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing
the Cement and its mode of application, together with a
volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may
be obtained on application to’ MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,
Cheapside, London : of whom also may be had,
JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR

STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-
terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman
or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-
loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than
White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flakes,

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; whereas
MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an
affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the suction,
thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the
finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produceable by no
other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—and
may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the most
exposed Marine situations,

PUBLICATIONS.

Just published, price 5s., neatly bound in roan, wit

tuck, gilt edges, and lettered, a Pocket Edition of

A CYCLOPEDIA of the NEW ME
TROPOLITAN BUILDINGS ACT, together wit:

the Act itself, a Folio Table of the Metropolitan District

(old and new), a List of the Surveyors, with their Residence
and Offices, and a Table of Fees to be paid to the Registra

for services performed.
In the Cyclopaedia all the details of the Statute ar

arranged Alphabetically, so as to be instantly found, am
accompanied by extensive references and counter-reference

to the sections of the Act itself and its minute provisions, i

By the late A. BARTHOLOMEW, Esq., F.S.A., Architect

Surveyor of the Hornsey District.

Published at the Office of “The Builder,” 2, York
street, Covcnt-garden ;

and to be had of all Booksellers.

Just Published, a New Edition, Price 4s.

LAXTON’S BUILDERS’ PRICES, con.

taining the alteration of the prices in the GLAZIEI
in consequence ofthe remission of the duty. ATariff of Plat

Glass is given, shewing the prices of plates from 12 by 12 t

84 by 1 10 inches. This work contains nearly 1 1,000 PRICE:
and MEMORANDA, and the whole of the new Mctropolita

Buildings Act.—To be had at the office of “The Civil Eng*

neer and Architect’s Journal,” 145, Strand; Wcalc, Hig
Holborn ; and Simpkin and Marshall, Paternoster-row. '

*,* The new prices of the Glazier, price 6d. can be haij

separately.

THE ART-UNION, Monthly Jonrnall
for June, contains a Critical Notice of the Exhibition

of the Royal Academy, with Remarks on between four ans

five hundred of the Works of Art therein contained, an

'

serving as a Guide to the Visitor.

The Art- Union also contains a Series of Twelve Larg,

Woodcuts, illustrative of a Visit to the Louvre, being copie

of the best pictures contained in the Salon, 1845.

Also, an Example, beautifully executed in Lithography, c

the School of France.
Also, four pages of Engravings, from the Shakspeare Illm

trated, by Kenny Meadows.
Also, an illustrated Essay on Head-dresses in England

from the earliest times.
And also sundry engravings, illustrative of the Progress c

Manufactures in England.
May be obtained of the publishers, Chapman and Hall

186, Strand
;

S. Clarke, publisher, 13, Pall-Mall East, oppoi

site the Royal Academy ; or by order of any Bookseller.

ANALYSIS OF GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.
This day is published, No. 12, containing five plates, impel

rial ito., and a List of Subscribers
;
price 2s. 6d.,

AN ANALYSIS OF GOTHIC ARC HI
TECTURE. By RAPHAEL and J. ARTHUI

BRANDON, Architects.

The object of this work is to illustrate in a practical man.
ner the various features of Ecclesiastical Architecture, inciu

ding roofs, metal works, &c., &c.
Pelham Richardson, 23, Cornhill

;
and all booksellers. 4

Review.—“ This work contains five excellent plates in lin

Lithography, which are well and professionally got up, will

even,' requisite section of moulding and plair ana details.”-*

The Eeclesiologist.
“ A cheap and valuable periodical.”—F. A. Paley’s Guidi

to the Churches round Cambridge.

THE CHEAPEST ILLUSTRATED PUBLICATION
IN THE WORLD.

Yesterday was published, price One Penny, with Numcrofl
original Woodcuts, No. 15 of

THE LONDON JOURNAL, and Week-1;
Record of Literature, Science, and Art. Contents

— 1. Narrative of an Arctic Voyage—2. Disraeli's Net

Work—3. Etiquette for the Million, by G. W. M. Rey
nolds—4. The Mysteries of the Inquisition—5. The BattI

of Teddersheim—6. Thiers’ Consulate and Empire—7 • Th
Irish Rector’s Daughter— 8. Miscellaneous, Useful Receipt!

&-c.— Part III., price 6d., is now ready. Nos. 1 to G inclu

sive have been reprinted.

London : G. Vickers, and all Booksellers and Newsmen.;

BRITISH CHURCH ARCHITECTURE.

AMANUAL of GOTHIC MOULDINGS
a Practical Treatise on their Formations, GradiU

Development, Combinations, and Varieties; with full direc

tious for copying them, and for determining their datei

Illustrated by nearly 500 Examples. By F. A. PALEY, M.A,
Honorary Secretary to the Cambridge Camden Society. I

Other Works by Mr. Paley.

The CHURCH RESTORERS. A Tale. Treat
ing of Ancient and Modern Architecture and Church Deco
rations. Foolscap 8vo., 4s. 6d.

An INTRODUCTION to the STUDY of EC
CLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE and ANTIQUITIES
With many Illustrations. In Preparation.

Other Works on Ecclesiology.

BAPTISMAL FONTS. A Series of 125 Engrat
ings, examples of the different Periods, accompanied wit

Descriptions. With an Introductory Essay by Mr. PALES
In 8vo. cloth, price 1/. Is., or 1/. lls. 6d. morocco.

INSTRUMENTA ECCLESIASTICA. A Serie

of Working Designs for the Furniture, Fittings, and Dccori

tions of Churches and their Precincts. Edited by the Cain

bridge Camden Society. In Parts, price 2s. 6d. (seven pub

lished), each containing six quarto piates, with Description!

to be completed in one volume.
WINDOWS of the DECORATED PERIOD

By EDMUND SHARPE, M.A., Architect. Each part

price 2s. 6d., contains eight examples selected from th

parish churches of England, engraved on steel, with at

companying descriptions
;

the seventh and eighth parts wil

conclude the volume, and will be introductory, illustrated

8

wood-cuts, sections, &c.
PERRAN-ZABULOE

;
with an Account of thi

Past and Present State of the Oratory of St. Piran-in-tbe

Sands, and Remarks on its Antiquity. By the Rev. WM
HASLAM, B.A., Resident Curate. Foolscap 8vo., -is. 6d.

John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster-row.

-=3

Bed feathers duty free.-
HEAL and SON have reduced the price of Foreigi

Feathers the amount of the duty, and they can now offer-

Bcst White Dantzic 2s. lOd. I Best Foreign Greys 2s. 0d

Irish White Goose 2s. Oil. Irish Grey Goose. . is. 6d

Best ditto 2s. 6d.
|
Best ditto Is. 9d

Poultry is.

List of prices of every description of bedding sent fre

by post.

HEAL and SON, 196, opposite the Chapel, Tottenham-
court-road,
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HEN fatally destructive fires

' ’
*“ occur, such as those which

during the last ten days have

violently excited London,

much is said about precau-

tions and preventives
;

fire-

*ines arc put into working order, and fire-

apes are shewn to answer perfectly well

en applied experimentally, coolly, and quietly

a house not in flames. In another week

greatest apathy prevails, and continues till

destruction of more lives and property

iin causes some excitement on the subject,

temporary, however, as that which pre-

ied it.

\.nd all this time, even when fire-escapes are

st talked about, and men, till that time im-

vident, are rushing to insurance-offices to

vent loss of— money, we continue to build

ises as if to burn,—houses without a single

•ms of egress besides the door,—houses of

h a construction that, if once on fire, the

nces are a hundred to one that all the in-

or must be destroyed.

rhe application of advice and moral precepts

ms little regarded: “Thou art the man,”

st be whispered in our ears many times

ore we see the personal value of the lesson,

at a similar event to that of which we have

lored the consequences in the family of

ther may happen to us, seldom enters our

d or leads us to adopt preventive measures,

’he outlay for the latter is certain, though

11 ;
the danger, though great, is supposed to

loubtful, and the majority are willing to de-

,d on the doubt.

'Id Sir Henry Wotton says, “Everyman’s
ber mansion house and home, being the

[iter of his hospitality^, the seate of selfe-

tion, the comfortablest part of his owne
the noblest of his sonnes inheritance, a

le of private princedome; nay, to the pos-

ors thereof, an epitome of the whole world;

well deserve by these attributes, according

ie degree of the master, to be decently and

ghtfully adorned.” Even much more so,

ever, ought it to be rendered sake, to the

nt of his power, so that he may retire to

without fear of being buried in its ruins

lrnt in his bed.

or many years writers have urged the im-

unce of rendering buildings fire-proof, but

to this time nothing has been effected,

it d’Espie’s essay, “ Manibre de rendre

s sortes d’Edifices incombustibles
;

ou,

te sur la Construction des Voutes, faites

1 des briques and du platre, dites voutes

? ;
and d’un Toit de brique, sans char-

appell6 Comble Briquetb,”* has given a

[>to modern architects in another respect,

Isas not led either to the adoption of the

"he proposed or of any better. A writer

k75, in a pamphlet called “Various Me-
; to prevent Fires in Houses and Ship-

j” says,

—

as the city of London is so famous for

perce, and merchants of experience and

;bility, they ought to shew an example to

places to keep up their fame, honour,

riredit in every thing that is convenient

{elegant relating to trade and navigation.

Lblished at Paris in 1754, and immediately afterwards
lidon, as translated by L, Dutens.

THE BUILDER.
Amongst such a number of gentlemen, learned

and experienced architects, ingenious builders

and craftsmen (who have both increased and
improved the buildings of this metropolis

beyond the common thoughts of men and
the romantic ideas of imagination, where no
expense is spared by our nobility and gentry

to improve the plan), decorate the buildino-

and furnish the apartments, so noble, beautiful,

and magnificent, far surpassing the very fancy

and fairy-tale romances of our venerable fore-

fathers.

But so strange and unaccountable are the

little frailties of human nature, after all these

expenses, decorations, and magnificence ex-

pended on the costly edifice, among a society

of men, so sensible, learned, and ingenious in

their several professions, there never was a

single idea, or the plan of an hour’s thought

adopted, to secure the building or the family,

who were continually surrounded and living in

the middle of combustible wood, from falling

a sacrifice to the most trifling accidents of

fire
; which building and family lieth every

night in the year at the mercy of a drunken

fellow, with the snuff of a candle, a handful of

shavings lying in a bye corner, a little thought-

less boy and girl, or a sleepy servant-maid

drying linen at the kitchen fire, besides many
malicious accidents, to be entirely burned down
and consumed before themorning. Manypeople
wonder that a strong-built house should be so

easily consumed
;
but this wonder ceases when

they consider that every thing about us is liable

to catch fire
;

our houses are floored, our
rooms partitioned, and the roof covered with

fir, a wood full of turpentine, and enriched

with two or three coats of painting in oil
;

besides all our furniture naturally made of

wood, without the least material or contrivance

to check its fury or prevent its rapid progress

in the apartments, or to give us half an hour’s

warning to consult our reason or friends how
to act with safety, in these pressing moments,

against such a furious, merciless enemy. These
are plain convincing proofs, that the master of

every house and family, great or small, in town
or country, should endeavour to make use of

every precaution that art and nature can fur-

nish to secure himself, his family, and sub-

stance from falling a prey to fire, or the sad

misfortunes attending fires, to guard against

these terrible accidents with all the care and

thought of human prudence, to make us and

our families live and sleep with safety in our

houses, without the fear and dread of falling a

sacrifice to these momentary accidents.”

The same writer proposed that iron plates

should be nailed on the ceiling, doors, and sides

of the room, especially on the partitions where

lath and plaster are usually fixed. He further

suggested that tiles might be used for the par-

titions and floors, instead of iron plates.

Various solutions have been proposed to

render woodwork fireproof, and more recently

iron joists, plates, and roofs have frfeen invented

and are—not used. Even the most simple pre-

paration for escape by the roof is, in many
cases, not made

;
and where it is practicable,

so little thought is given to it, that in the event

of accident, the means of getting to it would

be found wanting in the majority of instances.

The Examiner
,
in an article on this subject,

suggests that a sure and easy escape from every

floor in rotvs of houses, may be obtained by

means of balconies to bed-rooms fronting the

street, as well as to drawing-rooms. “In the

event of fire the weak and the aged would only

have to step out on their balconies, and to

pass over to that of the next house, with as

little difficulty as getting oyer a stile. But then
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the objection is started, that such a mode of
communication might be used for improper
purposes. The drawing-room balconies, run-

ning contiguous, as they do in many streets,

might be so used now
; but it is not found that

they are so used. The communications over
the house-tops allow of abuse, but no incon-
venience is experienced. A Pyramus and
Ihisbe might certainly make balconies dis-

pense with a hole in the wall
;
but the question

is, whether the danger of easier access by
gallants here and there, or the danger of death
by fire is the greater evil P ‘ Where there’s the
will there’s the way.’ If people have resolved
to come together, it will not be the want of a
communication by a balcony, or the existence
of it, that will determine the result

;
and we

repeat that, to the extent to which such com-
munications now exist—the space of a foot or
two between not making a separation except
to the eye—they are not found to be attended
W'ith any inconvenience to privacy or detri-

ment to morals. On the other hand, there is

to be considered their service to humanity, as
the easiest and surest fire-escape. With bal-

conies to the second-floor rooms of the gene-
rality of London-houses, the means of escape
would be sufficient; the third floor, or the

garrets, having the escape by the roof. Con-
sidering the common danger of fire, the great

dread of it, and the deficiency of contrivances

for escape, the expedient we suggest is entirely

deserving of consideration.”

What we are anxious to urge, however, at

this moment is, the prevention of fire rather

than the means of escape from it,—the avoid-

ance of the immense annual loss to the com-
munity caused by its ravages, and the amount of
suffering and degradation which follows. The
subject calls for the most serious consideration

of all who dwell in this “ huge city of tinder-

box habitations,” and involves a number of
points which we shall hereafter discuss.

As regards public buildings and edifices

wherein large numbers of persons are brought
together, no words are too strong to be used
in condemning the want of provision in this

respect. Hospitals, union workhouses, and
other similar structures should invariably be
made incombustible to the greatest practical

extent. The new Buildings Act wisely pro-

vides with regard to these, and other public

buildings within its jurisdiction, that the floors

of the halls, corridors, passages, stairs, and
landings, and all other ways of ingress and
egress within the building, to and from all

rooms or apartments used for public congrega-

tion, and all galleries connected with such

room or apartment, must be wholly supported,

made, and finished fire-proof. This will in-

crease the chance of escape for the inmates

;

but we hope before long to see such a system

of construction adopted, at all events in public

buildings, as will render a general conflagra-

tion impossible.

We refer our readers to a communication on

the same subject in the following page.

Aerial Tunnel over the Menai.—The
project noticed at page 237 ante, to throw a

hugh tube composed of sheet-iron across the

Menai Straits for the transit of a railway train,

has, we understand, been abandoned, owing

doubtless to the probable disastrous effects of

a gale of wind pressing upon such an extent of

surface as so large a tube would necessarily

present. It is in contemplation, we believe,

to erect in its stead two bridges of solid con-

struction, both of them uniting on the Bri-

tannia Rock, and to throw out piers from each

side of the straits.
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THE LATE CONFLAGRATIONS IN

EUROPE AND AMERICA.

by J. L y.

«« Thoughts must be—thought.”

However absorbed—nay dissolved men of

the present age may be in matters of immediate

and momentary import; still, the Royal Ex-

change, the Houses of Parliament and the

Tower—Hamburg in fine, and Pittsburg, must

startle the most placid and languid mind
;

events, to which the latest awful loss of life

in Dover-street (and one year previous in Ox-

ford-street), form not less pitiful appendages.

If such (material) losses of property, were

to be considered merely in their material

bearings— which, however, is always wrong
— we might say, fifty million

?

sterling

have, in these instances, been burnt, and if,

say, a gold mine, or gold mines might have

been discovered contemporaneously with these

events—well, then the losses would have been

repaid, restituted. But such is not the case.

Such conflagrations entail not merely material,

but moral and social evils of the greatest

import—and it is the duty of the “science of

public architecture” (Stoat's - Architektur),

as well as other branches of public good, to

consider these events attentively, and to devise,

if possible, means against their recurrence.

Amongst the moral and social evils, concomi-

tant of such awful catastrophes, are to be

reckoned—the los6 of careful and loving

parents and guardians, the interruption of

education and domestic habits of a number of

children—in fine, all the numberless evils fol-

lowing a more or less protracted existence of

poverty, discomfort, disorder. Alluding here-

by chiefly to the case of Hamburg and Pitts-

burg (at which latter place alone forty millions

of dollars of property were consumed)— we
may be told, that these cases are so distant

,

either in time or space, that they hardly deserve

attention. How much, however, would that

man have deserved, who would have written

thus—at Pittsburg, before it was burnt ! God
forbid, that we should wish to portend any

such catastrophe to any place in these realms,

or elsewhere. “ As long, however, as the same
causes exist, equal effects may be anticipated,

or at least apprehended.”

To speak boldly and unflinchingly—the

main cause of all these (material') catastrophes,

is the material tendency and belief of the age.

We grasp at nothing but immediate,momentary
enjoyment

;
and, therefore, it is so as we wish

it to be—immediate but momentary
;
without

any sure and safe basis, save its insecurity.

As arcfo’-tecture, however, is an important

radius of this, or any other social and civilized

condition—it is in its restoration, regeneration,

that a more stable, sounder, securer state of

society is also to be sought for. Let those who
study (!) architecture, look at the work of

Antonio Bosio

—

Roma sotterranea. Why,
they will see that tl\e great seioer called Cloaca

maxima has been built by those sinewy
ancient Romans with a greater degree of

strength and solidity, than we moderns give

(aye, and ever can give) to our royal palaces.

Such really are (to approach near Pittsburg

and Hamburg) the Doganas and Alfandegas
of Genoa, Venice, Lisbon, &c. But we mo-
derns take a slate, and calculate thereon our
seven per cent., or nine and a half per cent.,

as the thing most essential. And then we call

for some cobbler or botcher— because the

architect builds for ages, and not days—and on
he goes, to glue and patch together some struc-

ture of gingerbread and pasteboard, as it

were. Such are these warehouses, which
have been, of late, subject to periodical

conflagrations at Liverpool, etc. In fact,

after the lady of a member of the legis-

lature has been burnt in one of the best hotels

of the metropolis—we are sorry to confess,

that hardly any one is secure from similar

accidents
;

and we call again upon those

who have seen Italy, nay even Germany,
to say, whether such could happen in any of
the locandas or hotels of Rome, Naples, or
even Frankfort. After such conflagrations

here, the houses present, almost generally, a
gutted appearance, and even the staircase

(made by contract of the most futile deal

boards) has completely disappeared. Out of
such structures, some one may get out his

7 s per cent.; but those be-widowed and be-
orphaned persons who have remained behind,
have no bank to draw upon for any reasonable
sort of palliation or consolation.

It is, consequently, the sacred duty of any

architectural journal, which understands its

high vocation, to strongly (albeit charitably

and conciliatorily) protest against such a

state of affairs, and to devise means how we

modems

,

without losing any of the advantages

of modern civilization, can revert (retrograde?)

to that solidity, and beauty, and sterlingness,

which bursts on our eyes whenever we behold

the structures of antiquity, be they even ol the

most common or subordinate use.

THE PRACTICAL STUDY OF GOTHIC
ARCHITECTURE.

The popular author of Coningsby, in a

novel* lately published, has said, “ The monks
were great architects not the faintest idea is

generally prevalent of the appearance of

England before and since the dissolution ;—in

England and Wales alone there were of these

institutions, of different sizes— I mean mo-
nasteries, and chantries, and chapels, and great

hospitals— considerably upwards of three

thousand, all of them fair buildings, many of

them of exquisite beauty.” Our own opinion

is, that the number of churches and buildings,

judging even by the remains alone, is here

considerably underrated. Standing on an emi-

nence in any part of England, or with the map
of any county before us, we can mark out a

very great number of churches, all of them

containing matter to interest and instruct,

whilst the larger portion exemplify the best

characteristics of Gothic architecture. 1 he

almost exclusive attention which, from their

elaborate decoration and extent, the cathedrals

and larger churches have absorbed, has pre-

vented our paying to the humbler structure of

the village, that due consideration so essen-

tially requisite to a correct estimate of the

value of the style. We hesitate not to say,

that our wonder is more excited, and our ad-

miration of the zeal of the old architects more
commanded by the village churches of Eng-
land than by the cathedrals— until within the

last few years the only objects of investiga-

tion. That cathedrals and colleges, monas-

teries and hospitals should rise in all the

richness which wealth, and the resources of

the art could command, was rather a thing to

be expected, from the influence which each

body of clergy possessed over a large circle of

surrounding country. Thus no design was
deemed too vast to be carried into execution :

stone and timber acquired without expense,

contributions from the dying, command of vast

revenues, and the exertion at all times of every

engine, which a powerful priesthood could so

well call into play, added to the constructive

skill of the freemasons, led to the completion

of projects, the mere mention of which now
would be heard with astonishment or ridicule.

Confident that others would finish what had
been so sumptuously commenced, the medieval
architects on the continent conceived projects

of such immensity, that the reformation and
the change of taste occurred ere the work had
arrived at a conclusion. But that every vil-

lage should possess a church, in whose features

we recognize the same ardour in matters re-

lating to religious worship, with corresponding
scientific skill and elegance of design, only
modified, and that most admirably, by the

smaller resources and wants of the community
—that in every obscure hamlet was the same
spirit which animated the builders of cathe-

drals such as York and Salisbury,—is matter
for admiration and amazement!

In a former number of this journal,! we en-
deavoured to urge the importance of a more
careful examination of ancient models than
architects are generally in the habit of devo-
ting. Such an extended examination as we
advocate would occupy more than a few
months, but would probably afford an exact
comprehension of the principles which guided
the master architects of the middle ages,
finally resulting in the practice of a style, not
at enmity with the true principles of pointed
architecture, yet, at the same time, unmarked
by that tame, fac-simile imitation, which is the
staple of modern professors, which is acqui-

esced in by them, and is too much fostered at

our universities. To copy a window from
this cathedral, and a buttress from that church
is not the straight road to architectural excel-

lence, nor the best means of supporting the

* Sybil, or the Two Nations.

t Vide page 217 ante, art. “ Ancient Model*.”

dignity of the professor, and advancing tiff

progress of the art:—the proper value e

ancient models is not shewn in imitating theitl.

after the Chinese manner, but is rather—

r

combinations and suggestions from many e: p

aruples,— to produce works truly original, ,[

conveying no suggestion of their origin, or 1

1

the course by which they were arrived at. At'
|

here we cannot quote from the “ Discourses 1

of Sir Joshua Reynolds without expressing k

wish, that architects would apply the ,princ k

pies, which he endeavoured to inculcate, ank

which are as much applicable to their art r

to the kindred one of painting. After speaH

ing of the advantages to be derived from wort

of art, he says, “From the remains of tl

:

works of the ancients the modern arts we:
j

revived, and it is by their means that they muj)

be restored a second time. The fire of tl
j

artist’s own genius, operating upon those mil

terials which have been thus diligently cojj

lected, will enable him to make new combinw
lions, perhaps superior to what had ever befo s

been in the possession of the art; as, in tl :

mixture of the variety of metals, which a

said to have been melted and run together

the burning of Corinth, a new, and till th«

unknown metal was produced, equal in vali

to any of those that had contributed to i

composition.

+

The stay-at-home architects, who stuc

from “ the Glossary,” and design with Britton

and Pugin’s works upon the table, have e

tirely mistaken the character of Gothic arch

tecture. They have fostered an opinion, n

yet done away with, that the style is necessari

an expensive one, while they have begotten:

manner, unlike any preceding, and inconsistei

with all correct notions ‘of propriety. TL

same pinnacles from Beverley minster or Salii

bury cathedral—the same door from King

College chapel—all which they had never see

except in engravings—they have repeated agai

and again in church and meeting house, even 1

cases where funds would barely suffice for tl

most ordinary objects. Had these “gentleme

of England ” studied the true character c

pointed architecture, where it only can l

learnt, from the building itself, they wou:

have discovered that every variety of eccb

siastical structure had a peculiar purpose, an

was erected in a peculiar manner. They cou

not have failed to learn, that it was proper 1

impress a character upon each in accordam

with its purpose, its situation, the compone*

materials, the general amount of decoratioj

and the total cost. The parapets and pii

nacles, which may be excellent in the cathi

dial, might be quite out of place in the villa|

church, and the very mouldings may be n

quired of different design. In the latter structui

except in the case of a small oratory or ebapt

we seldom find much ornamental carving, bjl

the building always seems to have been dji

signed forthe locality, and not, like many of ot

modern Gothic churches, as though transport*

from some other place. It is a key to the hit

tory of the neighbourhood, and of the peon

who there dwelt; and whilst the oratory wi

enriched in a degree becoming the wealth an

lineage of the lord of the manor, the nn
was unadorned, and accordant with the condt

tion of the tillers of the soil. To erect a to*

church in the country, and a village church i

a crowded thoroughfare, is often destructive^

the genius loci,
and convictive of an entir

ignorance of the unerring rules of art. Fla

and elevation, perspective outline, and the pro

portion of parts, details of battlement, base

mould or string course, all should receive th

greatest degree of attention from the architecl

The education required involves a large

outlay of time than most architects are pre

pared to devote thereto
;
and thus, “ content t

dwell in decencies for ever,” many exbaul

their single idea in every church they have t

execute, whatever be its situation and othe

circumstances of the case. A painter doe

f In another place we find the following “ I cannot be!

imagining that I sec a promising young painter equally Tl

gilant, whether at home or abroad, in the streets or in tt

fields. Every object that presents itself is to him a lessoi

He regards all nature with a view to his profession, and con

bines her beauties, or corrects her defects. He examines tt

countenance of men under the influence of passion, an

often catches the most pleasing hints from subjects of tui

bulence or deformity. Even bad pictures themselves auppl

him with useful documents
;
and, as Lionardo da Vinci hi

observed, he improves upon the fanciful images that ai

sometimes seen in the fire, or are accidentally sketched upo

a discoloured wall.

The artist who has his mind thus filled with ideas, an

his hand made expert by practice, works with ease »n

readiness. Reynolds’s Discourses on Painting .
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t learn the practice of his art from en-

ivings, nor a sculptor from models in minia-
e, nay, in architecture, the actual examina-
n, in Italy and Greece, of the beautiful
uctures in those countries, is deemed all but
ential to the acquirement of a correct taste,

t in the Gothic style, which has taken the
ce of every other for ecclesiastical pur-
ses, we are content to learn at second-hand
m mere graphic illustrations, or from a

f's visit to a cathedral
;
though at our very

srs are the best teachers— models with which
i land abounds, and capable of adaptation to

iry object in ecclesiastical architecture,

e importance of a complete examination of
dent models is more especially to be urged
Gothic architecture, in which the variations
i so numerous, and comparatively so little

ierstood, and in which the true value of
•cedent is so much a matter of speculation,

hilst our knowledge of actual examples is

meagre, we are restricted to the constant
etition of some few details, for which we
iw there is authority

;
but a familiarity

h all existing details might produce a style

which originality would form one character-
c, or which would at least present a greater
iety of forms than are at present met
b.

ilvery lover of Gothic architecture should be
ood pedestrian : thus his attention will not
[confined to the towns which lie on the line
railway, but, knapsack on back and sketch
ik in hand, every mine will be open to his
earches, and every store for him to glean
Ireat. An enthusiast—and what student is

i
— will discover a new pleasure, such as
-xes never dreamt of, in every object he
iroaches. We have, ourselves, had such
ierience of the advantages, in mental and
iily vigour, to be derived from pedestrian
Its to some of the counties of England, that
lare led to urge every student, who hopes to
ud in advance of his time, to engage in the
ly of his art in the like manner

;
and, as

I pleasure and advantage of a pedestrian
i is in some degree dependent upon pre-
l*s arrangements, it may perhaps not be
light foreign to our object if we give a few
ts on such points : we may perhaps occupy
|:e that could have been otherwise filled,

an old traveller will know that our sugges-
ts are not entirely valueless,
pme slight review of the history of Gothic
tiitecture, and the practical method of de-
fining dates, will be desirable, even in the
lent of some years’ standing; and the pub-
Itions of the Cambridge Camden Society
)i so much the merit of conveying a great

|

in few words, that they should not be
lected : — one called “A' Few Hints on
I Practical Study of Ecclesiastical Archi-
!ire,” will be a desirable companion for
irence. It contains a list of the emblems
hints, and a similar list is to be found along
• other information in the Archceological
ynal. These lists may be referred to in
iy objects of interest in stained glass and
jumental brasses. From the same sources
i be learnt the method of “ rubbing”
ises, which does not involve so much time
Materially to retard the more immediate
icts of the journey, and often affords hints
ornament frequently available. A solid
eh book of convenient size, with the
Vieras of the delineating art, is not likely
i* forgotten. A walking-stick may contain
ifive-foot rod, which, if dimensions are
n, can hardly be dispensed with. Other
latials are, good maps, a compass, a note

, a tape, a pocket case of instruments,
a tracing paper for copying stained glass.

|))
0

, we descend into the matter-of-fact de-
nof coat and inexpressibles, we may there,
•add to the comfort of our voyageur. The
/.mentioned garment should be made of
•irproofed cloth, with seven or eight pockets,
principal ones being large enough to con-
pthe “ one shirt oft” and the sketch book
jise of rain, double-breasted, to button to
(throat if required. The “pantaloons”
illd also be of waterproofed material, and
exactly of the best kerseymere. These
iiment8 will defend from Jupiter Pluvius;
|Iie is not an experienced traveller who
d venture abroad without other protec-
and this we carry in the shape of a great

jf strapped to the back, in the place of a
tsack. The straps do not pass knapsack -

I but through strong loops sewn to the

back of the smaller coat : and, with good
walking-boots and a change of stockings,
our pedestrian is equipped, and, when he has
got a mile from London, does not fail to thank
us for these hints. The load on his back is no
great burthen, and the plan of carrying his
impedimenta will be found preferable to the
knapsack, which is often very harassing to

the shoulders. He will also find many essen-
tials necessary which we have not space to

enumerate, but which will readily suggest
themselves, as, an apparatus for sewing on
buttons and mending stockings

;
and some

little pupilage in these difficult arts, under some
of his fair acquaintances, would be highly de-
sirable. The question of cap versus hat is

one which should also be present to his mind.
And now, our traveller, being fully equipped,

dons his cap, and, stick in hand and sketch
book under arm, with a light heart and little

other luggage, leaves London behind him
;

quitting the study of stucco and chimney-pots,
with the prospect of health invigorated and
knowledge greatly enlarged. The argumentum
ad hominem, which deters many from under-
taking frequent visits to objects of interest in

England, is that of expence. The coffers of
architectural students are always shallow ones,
and, under the idea that this is universally a
land of expensive inns and dissatisfied waiters,

the practical study of the art is postponed to

some expected distant visit to the continent,

where sous go as far as pence, and breakfasts
are thought to be had for asking. But we
know that, with a little tact, by avoiding large
hotels, and spending the greater number of
nights in village inns rather than those of the
towns, the thing may be contrived at as low a
rate as we can live for in London. At most
villages an excellent bed may be got for a
shilling, and sometimes — our readers may
smile— for sixpence; and if our pedestrian
requires his tea from Twining’s, he had better
stay at home, unless he can carry a full purse.
The “ Church Schemes” of the Camden

Society will be found very useful
;
the method

of using them may be learned from the pam-
phlet before mentioned, and, if our traveller is

a writer of short- hand, he may note down
every particular of each church in as little

time as it will take him to walk over it; and
he will be led to the discovery of points which
might otherwise have escaped him. How far

photography, and other aids to art may be
called into his service, we must postpone the
consideration of to some future period.

We repeat— in conclusion—Gothic archi-
tecture is not to be learnt from books and illus-

trations, but from examples themselves; and
from the rising generation of architects is

expected a style of art consistent with the true
principles of the architecture of the middle
ages, and at the same time with the require-
ments and characteristics of the English
people and the present age. E. H.

Museum of Economic Geology. — It
having been found that the present premises
of this institution are far too small for the
rapidly increasing collection of specimens
illustrative of the application of geologv to

the arts and manufactures, the Government
have determined on appropriating a large
space between Piccadilly and Jermyn-street,
near St. James’s Churcb, for a commodious
building sufficient for the accommodation
necessary for the Museum, the Mining-Record
Office, and the purposes of the geological
survey of Great Britain. The Athenaeum
states that the architect to the office of Woods
and Works, Mr. Pennethore, has furnished
plans, by which a frontage in both the above-
named streets, of seventy feet, is ensured, and
a depth of one hundred and fifty feet; which
will be occupied by galleries for the exhibition
of geological and mineralogical specimens,
models of machinery, and illustrative produc-
tions of the arts and manufactures.
City Appointment of Assistant Sur-

veyor.—The Commissioners of Sewers of the
City of London having resolved to appoint an
assistant surveyor, will meet, for that purpose,
at the Guildhall, on Tuesday, the 1 7 th instant.

Gentlemen desirous of becoming candidates
for the appointment must be possessed of
adequate knowledge as surveyor and engineer,
must give up the whole of their time to the
duties of the office, and will not be allowed to

carry on any private business.

VENTILATION.
W e hear many complaints against Dr.

Reid’s system of ventilation as carried out in

the temporary Houses of Parliament, but
nothing better is promulged, nor do we hear
of any endeavours being made to improve it.

The proper ventilation of buildings does not
receive that share of attention which its im-
portance demands. Impure air still con-
tinues to kill its thousands quietly and in
secret, and because it is in secret we look on
passively and make no endeavour to stop the
progress of the insidious destroyer. In well-
built modern houses, where there are few
crevices by which air can get access, systematic
ventilation is absolutely necessary. Evidence
of the strongest kind proves not merely the fatal
effects of breathing air grossly vitiated, but
that the absence of a full supply of pure air
induces comsumption, or renders the constitu-
tion less able to resist any disease by which it

may be attacked.
The desideratum is, to introduce fresh air in

sufficient quantities in such a manner as not
to produce perceptible currents.

1 he Health of Towns’ Commissioners say,
in their second report :

—
“Notwithstanding the apparent difficulties

with which the ventilation of private dwellings
is surrounded, a minute examination of the
circumstances of the case has assured us that
no field of improvement holds out a more
promising result than that which may be an-
ticipated in future from the more successful
ventilation even of the humblest dwellings.
The progress of science has explained its

nature and importance. Sanatory measures
for draining and cleansing will effect at least
one-half the remedy by removing those impu-
rities that have hitherto so largely polluted the
atmosphere in towns, more especially in the
habitations of the poor. Less air is requisite
for ventilation in proportion to its purity, and
consequently, the risk of offence from currents
must be diminished where adequate ventila-
tion is provided.

These considerations give us great con-
fidence, in the expectation that ventilation will
be much improved in proportion as its nature
and importance is better known

;
more espe-

cially when plans for warming and ventilation
shall be minutely studied, and incorporated in
original designs, instead of being merely
applied, as is too often the case at present, to
buildings already constructed or designed
without reference to this important object.
This is the great and paramount object that
should he pressed upon the attention of archi-
tects and builders. If structural arrange-
ments are provided in public buildings and
private dwellings, ventilation will then attain
that facility and economy of execution, with-
out which its general introduction cannot be
anticipated to the extent that its importance
requires. But exclusively of such systematic
improvements as may justly be anticipated in
new buildings, where this subject is fully con-
sidered, we have reason to look forward to
additional improvement in this department.
The very simple fact, that vitiated air always
rises, under ordinary circumstances, shews that
if two apertures be provided in every apart-
ment, one below, and another above, and
valves be arranged so that they may be ad-
justed with facility and accuracy to the cir-

cumstances of the moment, the natural laws
that regulate the movement of vitiated air will

induce a perpetual change, and prevent that

extreme contamination which is so often ob-
served. Extended systematic ventilation, with
all its peculiarities and powers of adaptation,

can only be obtained and is only required in

public buildings or other large establishments;
but it cannot be too strongly pointed out that

many just objections to ventilation, as it is at

present effected, arise from the fact that the

feet principally are subjected to a cold current,

in ordinary apartments, while the head may be
in a hot stagnant atmosphere loaded with
vitiated air, and saturated with moisture, pro-
duced by the breath, by combustion from lamps
and candles, and from other sources. A supe-
rior aperture, and the most moderate attention
to the point selected for its introduction, will
secure the admission of fresh air without the
current being perceptible to the human frame,
and prevent it from attaining that condition
where, by long continuance in a heated atmo-
sphere, slight movements of air become offen-
sive.”
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We have nearly as much confidence as the

commissioners “ in the expectation that ven-

tilation will be much improved ” as its im-

portance becomes better known; but ne

greatly fear that a long time will elapse before

the public are fully roused to its importance.

This can only be effected by constantly bring-

ing the matter before them, and pointing out

the results of inattention to it. We extract

the following useful information on the sub-

ject from Bernan’s valuable “ History and

Art of Warming and Ventilating Buildings,”*

to which we have referred in previous numbers

of our journal :

—

“ Not the least remarkable example of the

power of habit, is its reconciling us to practices

which, but for its influence, would be consi-

dered noxious and disgusting. We instinctively

shun approach to the dirty, the squalid, and

the diseased, nor use a garment that may have

been worn by another
;
we open sewers for

matters that offend the sight and smell, and

contaminate the air; we carefully remove im-

urities from what we eat and drink, filter tur-

id water, and fastidiously avoid drinking from

a cup that may have been pressed to the lips of

a friend. On the other hand, we resort to

places of assembly, and draw into our mouths

air loaded with effluvia from the lungs and

skin, and clothing of every individual in the

promiscuous crowd: exhalations are offensive to

a certain extent from the most healthy indivi-

duals, but when rising from a living mass of

skin and lung in all stages of evaporation,

disease, and putridity, and prevented by the

walls and ceiling from escaping, they are, when
thus concentrated, in the highest degree dele-

terious and loathsome.

This poisonous exhalation is one of the

effects of the consumption of fourteen ounces

of charcoal that Dr. Liebig says is burned daily

within the body. The share of impurity con-

tributed by each living furnace has been vari-

ously estimated. From experiments with men
of different stature, Dr. Menzies found that

from fourteen to eighteen respirations were

made in a minute
;
and others have found them

vary from thirteen to twenty-two
;
the average

generally assumed is twenty respirations in a

minute. The quantity of air drawn into the

lungs at each inspiration varied from 40*7 to

46*7 cubic inches
;
and under all the circum-

stances, Menzies considered 720 cubic inches

about the average quantity of air inhaled by a

healthy man in a minute. A woman may in-

spire, on an average, about 500 cubic inches
;

a mean inspiration from a healthy pair of the

species will not, probably, exceed 612 cubic

inches in a minute.

The quantity, however, varies not only in

the sexes, but in the same individuals placed

in different circumstances with regard to rest

and motion, to health and illness. During
great exertion it will exceed the average

;
dur-

ing rest, and in delicate and ailing persons it

will fall under it
;
so that if 600 cubic inches

he reckoned as expired in a minute by each

individual in a mixed company, it will be a fair

average allowance.

The fresh air, before it is taken into the

lungs, is composed of 23*2 per cent, of oxygen,
75*5 of nitrogen, and about l£ per cent, of

carbonic acid, and a variable quantity of vapour
of water. After it is has been expired from
the lungs, in which it remains from ten to

twelve seconds, it contains a larger quantity of

vapour, the same quantity of nitrogen, from

11 to 12 per cent, only of oxygen, and between
8 and 9 per cent, of carbonic acid

;
so that

nearly a half of the oxygen or vital element of

the air has been changed into carbonic acid.

If atmospheric air contains 3*5 per cent, only

of this gas, it is unfit to support animal life.

Air, therefore, which has been expired from
the lungs contains 2-4 times this quantity : so

that a person who inhales 600 cubic inches a

minute, renders 1,440 cubic inches unfit to be
breathed again.
The amount of exhalation from the skin

also varies in different individuals, and from the

same person at different times—a hand emitted

4- grain in a minute, at another trial i grain,

and in a third experiment it exhaled | of a
grain of vapour in a minute

;
which is 12, 30,

or 45 grains a minute for the whole body. If
one of each sex be taken, the mean will be
about 23 grains each in a minute. The skin
surface of a man being about fifteen square feet,

* George Bell, Fleet-street, 1845,

1*5 grains of vapour will be exhaled in a

minute from each superficial foot of his body,

or 3 grains from each cubic foot of his mass.

Besides water, carbonic acid, acetic acid, phos-

phoric acid, muriate of soda, and a peculiar

odorous matter are contained in the vapour

emitted from the surface.

This copious cuticular discharge is seldom

perceptible to the eye, although it is to the

the nose. Boerhaave made it apparent in the

warm weather by immersing his hand in air

cooled by ice, which then seemed to smoke
like a boiling kettle

;
and he amused himself

with the notion, that if winter’s cold was pro-

duced in the midst of a crowded summer assem-

bly, each individual seething in his own steam

would appear like a heathen deity wrapped in

his peculiar and appropriate cloud.

The emanation from lungs and skin is carried

from the body by diluting it with atmospheric

air, which at a certain temperature can hold

in suspension a certain quantity of vapour, the

amount of which is shewn in the following

table
;
the first column gives the temperature

of the air, and the second column the number
of grains of water a cubic foot of it will con-

tain, in the form of vapour, at that tempera-

ture :

—

Tempera-
ture.

Grs. of water
in a cubic
foot of air.

Tempera-
ture.

Grs. of water
in a cubic

foot of air.

32 2*63 40 3*23

33 2-63 41 3*37

34 271 42 3*50

2-80 43 3-63

36 2-89 44 3-76

2-97 45 3-89

38 3-06 46 4*02

3*15 47 415
48 427 70 8-39

4*40 71 8*65

4*53 72 8'92

51 4'68 73 9'19

52 4*83 9*48

53 5*03 75 9-78

54 5-17 76 10*10

5*34 10-38

56 6'51 78 10-69

5-67 79 11*01

58 5*86 80 11-33

6-04 81

60 6*22 82 12-05

61 6*39 83 12-35

62 6-57 84 1271
63 6*79 85 13-08

64 7*oi 86 13-45

65 7*23 87 13-87

66 83 14-23

67 7* 66 69 14-61

68

69

7-89
8*13

90 15-00

According to the table, a cubic foot of air at

the freezing point can retain 2-53 grains of
water only

;
if, therefore, it contain one grain

only, then each cubic foot will absorb or carry

off 1*53 grains of vapour from a moist surface,

which may be the insensible perspiration from

the surface of the body. If this air be heated

to 60°, a cubic foot of it will carry off 5*22

grains of moisture from the skin
;

for it is seen

from the table, that air at 60° can suspend 6-22

grains of water. To carry off 23 grains of in-

sensible perspiration per minute, will therefore

require about 15 cubic feet of the colder air,

and about 4-4 cubic feet of the warmer air. If

less than this be supplied, the moisture will

accumulate on the skin, and the air of the

room become saturated with vapour.

If the average temperature of the room be
taken at 64°, with the dew point about 50°, or

with 4*53 grains of water in each cubic foot,

then about 9-25 cubic feet of air will be re-

quired per minute for the imsensible perspira-

tion, and, in addition, one cubic foot nearly for

the excess of moisture from the lungs not
carried off by 1,440 cubic inches allowed for

the dilution of the carbonic acid gas; so that

about 10*25 cubic feet of pure air a minute
must be allowed to ventilate each person.
But if a greater proportion of moisture is

added artificially to the air, this quantity must
be increased. In every case, ventilation should
be regulated with reference to the hygrometric
condition of the warmed air.

Dr. Reid states, that he never gave less than
30 cubic feet of air a minute to each member
of the House of Commons when the room was
crowded, and on one occasion he introduced

for weeks successively 60 cubic feet a minute
to each member, and that, to give the neces-

sary moisture, 5,000 square feet of moist eva-

porating surface was exposed to the air; and
subsequently, as stated in a previous essay, the

air was made to flow through jets of water

;

and this saturation probably it was that rendered

this quantity of ventilation necessary and plea4'

sant.

In whatever way the air of a room is heated i

it is cooled by coming in contact with the glassjt

of the windows, by the walls, ceiling, and flooij;.

absorbing the heat, and by cold air entering a
Jj,

doors and windows, and the crevices rounam

them, and sometimes by the chimney when i is

is left open.

Each square foot of glass in a window will

cool about one cubic foot of air as many degree?J|

per minute as the temperature of the rooir|

exceeds the temperature of the external airji

If a window has five square feet of glass, anm:

the temperature out of doors be 32° and thdH

room 60°, then five cubic feet of air will b<

cooled 28° in a minute. Of the quantity o
\

cold air admitted at the crevices round tin

window-sashes and round the door, no definite 5

estimate can be given
;

it depends on the posi:

tion of the window above the floor, on its fitting)

on the difference of temperature between thi

room and the air outside, on the force of tin

wind, and other causes. If three times thi

width of the sash added to twice its height bi
;

multiplied by *3, it will give about the numbei*

of cubic feet of air cooled from this cause-
\

The crevices round the sashes of a window

four feet wide and eight feet high, will coo.

about 8*5 cubic feet in a minute.

Twice the width added to the height of t

door multiplied by *26, will give the cubic fee

of air cooled per minute for that opening whei

well made : a door three feet wide and sevei

feet high will cool about 5*2 feet in a minute.

The absorption and radiation of heat frolic

every 200 square feet of wall, ceiling, anc

floor, may be taken on an average as equal t(

cooling one cubic foot of air per minute a!

many degrees as the internal is warmer that

the external air.

When wax or tallow lights are burned, abou>

•25 cubic feet a minute must be allowed foi

each.

With the air at 64° and dew point at 50°

every inhabited apartment must therefore havi

the following allowance of heated air per mi-

nute :

—

Cubic Feet.

For the supply to the lungs. ..... *83

To carry off insensible perspiration 10 ‘2

For each common sized candle. . . .
*25

Square foot of glass in window .. l'O

Each window, for chink winds. ... 8*5

Each door about ditto 5 *2

Each 200 square feet of wall, ceil-

ing, floor, exclusive of windows 1*

Suppose a room 30 feet long, 20 feet wide

and 16 feet high, with three windows 8 feet b;

4 feet, and two doors 3 feet by 7 feet, and con-

taining twenty persons :

—

Cubic Feet, i

20 persons will require for lungs

and skin 16

3 windows, 96 square feet of glass 96
for crevice winds 25’5 I

2 doors for ditto 10'4 I

2,800 square feet, wall, ceiling, floor 14

161-9, 1

or heat equivalent to raising 161*9 cubic feet

of air per minute. To this must be added on®

quarter cubic foot per minute for each light}

should the air contain more than 4*53 grains oi

vapour, the quantity for ventilation must n
increased. If, for example, the air at 64° held

six grains of water in suspension, then 23*2

cubic feet must be allowed to carry off the

personal exhalations, instead of 16 feet.”
j

DECORATIVE ART SOCIETY.

Ox Wednesday (28th of May), a general

consideration of geometrical figures, as the

foundation of graceful outline, was commenced;
and. although this may not be strictly true as a

theorem, it afforded an opportunity for the

recognition and development of some of the

leading principles by which the best works of

ornament are regulated. The varying ele-

ments of form peculiar to different epochs were

noticed and explained. It was considered that

the importance of the subject rendered itdeserv-

ing of continued attention
;
and it was, there-

fore, determined that it should be brought be-

fore the society monthly, until further notice.

On Wednesday (June 1 1th), a paper will be

read “ On Stained Glass.” And at a meeting

to be held on the 25th, the consideration of

geometrical figures will be resumed, by discus-

sing the properties of the oval.



’HE PROPOSED CARLTON CLUB-HOUSE
COMPETITION.

StR,—The recent proceedings of the Carlton

Hub appear to call for some comment on the

art of the profession, and I have drawn up a

tatement from documents in as calm a

sanner as possible, feeling that a bare an-

ouncement of facts is often more eloquent

ban a long treatise. I think the insertion

f it in The Builder may do good, and call

ttention to the necessity of some protective

measures being taken by architects, if they do
ot wish to be kicked about like footballs at

be caprice of every committee, whether com-
osed of tradespeople or of the high and
lighty of the land, in whom, alike, when a

avourite is to be served, all proper feeling

eems to be lost
;

and therefore architects

hould set their faces against the present

lode of proceeding adopted by committees,
thereby competitions are mere farces—flimsy

linds to screen some intended favouritism.

I have stated nothing which cannot be sub-

tantiated
;
and my own observations are, I

ope, only such as one jealous of the reputa-

on of his profession would be expected to

take.

It has been just decided, by a ballot of the

'hole club, that Messrs. Basevi and Sydney
mirke are to be the architects to carry out

le proposed alterations. A slight sketch of

be proceedings of the club in the years 1844
bd 1845, relative to the competition, may not

e uninteresting to the profession, and would
ppear to call for some decided steps to be
iken, with a view to a thorough understanding
i future of the real position which architects

tould occupy when required to enter into

impetition.

In consequence of the Carlton Club having
’solved to purchase the two adjoining houses
i Pall-Mall, with a view to enlarge the

hiding, it was decided that a limited number
14) of eminent architects should be invited
send in plans for the elevation and internal

•rangements of the necessary alterations and
lditions

;
the plan which should be most

Dproved to receive a premium of 200/, “ in

ise it should not he adopted by the club;”
lid that which should be considered the
icond best a premium of 100/. “ in case the

p/ should be adopted.”

i Eight only of the architects who were
vited to compete sent in plans, varying in

timated expense from 22,000/. to 40,000/.

)ie first premium was adjudged, by ballot, to

r. Salvin, for a plan in the Elizabethan
y le, of which the estimated cost was 31,800/.;
id the second premium was adjudged, in the
me way, to Mr. Hopper, who, for his

3vation, had copied that of Inigo Jones’s

anqueting House at Whitehall, and whose
timate was 22,000/.

In their report upon the various plans thathad
ten sent in, the special committee (consisting

the Marquis of Salisbury, Mr. Henry Hope,
d Mr. Gallv Knight) had observed, with

gard to Mr. Salvin’s, that “ while of its

auty there could be but one opinion, they
lubted whether such a design was well
apted for a London atmosphere, or for the
sition it was to occupy;” and further, that

hey considered it inadmissible, from thecir-
mstance that the entrance at the north-west
rner was reasonably objected to by the next-
lor neighbour.”
Respecting Mr. Hopper’s plan, they had re-

rted that “ the north front had considerable

?rit
;
that it offered a succession of good

li ning and writing rooms to the north, east,

d south
;
with a large coffee-room extend-

? from Pall-Mall to Carlton-gardens, and
ving a cupola and central skylight which
iuld render the room very light, capable of a
iriety of useful arrangements, and give it a
undsome appearance,” &c.

I’The instructions were issued to architects
.1 the 19th of March, 1844, and the plans
ire sent in by the 1st of May

;
and certainly

jt to that time no such intimation had been
iven as that which follows, which appears on

|

! 18th of June, when it was for the first time
blared to the architects to whom had been
narded the two premiums, “ that the club

l s not to be considered bound to adopt either
1 the successful plans, and that the diawings,

|i., to which the premiums might be awarded
inuld become unconditionally the property
t the club.” And in the report, dated
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10th May, 1845, it is stated that “the com-
mittee desire to observe that the club, having
acquired the property of these two plans, are
entitled, if they should think fit, to make any
use of them, without employing either Mr.
Salvin or Mr. Hopper as their architect, which
is perfectly understood by these gentlemen.”

The words in italics constitute an extraordi-

nary assertion, and one not borne out in the
instructions or correspondence up to the time
that the plans were sent in

;
and surely the

interpretation, according tothe rules ofcommon
sense and common justice, of the conditions

annexed to the two premiums could only admit
of one meaning, viz., that Mr. Salvin was to

receive 200/. for his plan (the first), if not
adopted

;
but that if the first was adopted, Mr.

Hopper was to receive 100/. for his plan (the

second); but here, whatever they may have
intended further to stipulate, the committee
stop short; but the argument goes on, and
therefore it is impossible, if words arc to have
any meaning at all, to escape from the conclu-
sion that, as Mr. Salvin’s plan was not adopted,

Mr. Hopper ought (instead of being paid

the 100/.) to have been employed. Instead

of so doing the club have now decided the

choice of the architect by a ballot, each
member being at liberty to place in the ballot-

ing- box the name of the architect he would
prefer.

The following is the result of the ballot:—
Messrs. Roberts, Nelson, Beazoley, and Blore
had one vote each

;
Mr. P. Hardwick, two

votes; Mr. Railton, four votes; Mr. Burns,
five votes; Mr. Cockerell, six votes; Mr.
Taylor, nine votes; Mr. Hopper, fifty-seven

votes; Mr. Salvin, eighty-nine votes; Mr.
Barry, 210 votes; Messrs. Basevi and Sydney
Smirke, 220 votes ;—about half only of the

members of the club voting on the occasion.
It must be observed that Mr. Barry had de-

clined to enter in the competition for plans in

1814, and that Messrs. Basevi and S. Smirke
were among the unsuccessful candidates on
that occasion.

The point to which the attention of the pro-
fession should be called is, to ascertain whether
certain rules of conduct should be laid down
by which competitions (if such things must be)
should be guided,—a code of honour formed
which should be binding on professional men
as gentlemen, so that fair and honourable con-
tests should take the place of gladiatorial com-
bats; that those who have toiled to win the prize

should not have the wreath snatched from
them in the moment of victory, and find, after

all their exertions, nothing left for their con-
solation but the poet’s line,

—

“ The reward is in the race we run, not in the prize.”

The history of the Carlton Club competition
is only one more addition to the list of cases

of the kind which have already been noticed

in The Builder, in which interest is made
to ride in the ascendant, since it is notorious

that a most active canvass was set on foot for

the architect of the Reform Club and those
of the Conservative Club, between whom in

fact it was understood the race was to be run,

and which will account for some of our most
eminent men having so few votes.

Something must be done to put the compe-
tition for a high and honourable prize upon a
different footing to a contest for the post of
beadle or sexton, with the adherents of the
parties calling out, “ Vote for Wiggs,” “ Vote
for Snooks.” If, however, architects are con-
tent to be placed on this footing they must not
feel surprised at any conduct which may be
pursued, and they must be prepared to expect
that committees will advertise for plans, and
will receive the collected talent of competitors,

not one of whom is to have a chance of ulti-

mate success against some favoured party.

The remedy is in the power of the profession,

if proper steps are taken to secure that treat-

ment which is due to it from the high ground
which it ought to hold in public estimation.

Spero Meliora.

Jeffrey’s Marine Glue.—A report of a
French commission, charged to make experi-

ments on the marine-glue, at the port of 'Tou-

lon, has just been published, and asserts the

superiority of this material for caulking vessels,

its power of preserving wood from the punc-

tures of marine insects, and their opinions that

trials on a large scale ought to be made forth-

with,

PRICE OF BUILDING MATERIALS IN
BRECON.

Sir,—

I

beg leave to forward you the prices
of building materials, &c., in this neighbour-
hood :

—

Timber :— £. g. d.

Memel 0 2 6 per cube foot.

Yellow Pine 0 1 10 ditto

Red, ditto 0 2 3 ditto

African Oak 0 3 0 ditto

English, ditto, 3s. to 0 3 6 large scant.

Ditto, 2s. to 0 3 0 small ditto.

Larch Poles 0 1 0 per cube foot.

Laths, 3s. to 0 3 6 per hundred.
Slates :

—

Queen’s (30 by 16) . . 4 0 0 per ton of400.
Princess (24 by 14). . 10 10 0 per thousand.
Duchess(24by 12).. 9 5 0 ditto

Marchioness (2 2 by 1 1) G 10 0 ditto
Countess (20 by 10) 6 0 0 ditto

Bricks :

—

Bridgewater *. 3 0 0 ditto
Pending (Brecon) ..2 0 0 ditto

Fire 6 0 0 ditto

Building Stone, 5s. to 0 6 0 Pfr
(_about 3 tons.

Ashlar —Llanguni- ) n n . . . .

der stone }
0 0 9 perfootcube.

(Good stone for building purposes.)
The same in steps, cills, plinths, &c. Is.

Crickhowell 0 12 perfootcube.
Bath stone 0 2 G ditto

(The new county hall is cased with it.)

Stone tiles 0 4 0 per hundred.
Lime 0 1 5 per barrel of

two bushels
; weight 2£ cwt.

Cement 0 17 0 per cask

;

wt. from 34 to 3a cwt. (from Pontypool).
Marble :

—

Welsh Porphyry .... 0 7 0 per cube foot.

Black 12s. to 0 14 0 ditto

Italian 1 5 0 ditto

Ironwork :

—

Castings, small .... 0 0 per lb.

Ditto, large 10s. to 0 12 0 (
L fitted up.

Wrought 0 0 3 per lb.

Glass :

—

Common 0 1 0 persquare foot.
Crown 0 1 4 ditto

Plate 0 3 6 ditto

Lead :

—

Sheet Lead, 1/. 4s. to 1 7 G per cwt.
Cast Lead 1 G 0 ditto
Copper
Zinc, lOd. per lb., or 0 0 6 per foot.

Paint 0 0 7 I Per lb- on
t the average.

Artisans, 3s. to 3s. Gd. per day of 10 working hours.
Labourers, Is. lOd. to 2s. 10 ditto

Horse and cart, 4s. to 5s. 8 ditto

Masonry.—

W

alling is executed with mortar at
Is. 3d. to Is. 8d. per perch (a perch is 7 yds. by
2 ft. thick and 1 ft. high). Dry-walling, 9d. to
lOd. per perch. If scaffolding is required, from 2s.

to 2s. Gd. per perch.

The above are the prices usually paid in

this town. I am, Sir, &c.
Brecon, May 23, 1845. B. Baylis.

*„* We are much obliged to Air. Baylis,
and hope we may be furnished with similar in-

formation from other parts of the country.

Gunpowder as an Agent.—The Whiting
Shoal, in Limehouse Reach, which extends
nearly half a mile in the centre of the river,

and has long impeded the navigation, was
lessened last week by means of gunpowder. A
hole was bored some distance in the shoal, in

which was deposited a tin case containing 45 lbs.

of gunpowder, and it was fired by a galvanic

battery from one of the Government lighters,

under the command of the harbour-master.

The effect is described as being very singular.

A large body of water was thrown up in a
dome-like form, and the shock was plainly felt

on both sides of the river. After the opera-

tion it was found that some forty feet of the

shoal was displaced. The usual dredging
machines had previously failed. In the same
week the Ewart Rock, so long a dangerous
impediment to vessels navigating the Solway
Frith, was blown to pieces with gunpowder by
direction of the trustees ofMaryport Harbour.
The accomplishment of this object forms one
of the many suggestions by Captain Denham,
for facilitating the approach to and otherwise
improving the harbour of Maryport, and
which are being carried out under the super-
intendence of Mr. Abraham Middleton, civil-

engineer.
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the students suspended. It is quite time

that the question was settled one way or the

other.

The following’report of the progress and

state of the school has been recently sub-

mitted to parliament:

—

“The School of Design at Somerset-house

was established at the commencement of the

year 1837, by and under the superintendence

of the Board of Trade, for the improvement

of ornamental art, with regard especially to

the staple manufactures of this country. The
number of applicants for admission every

month exceeds, by about fifty, that which the

limited space in Somerset-house will accom-

modate. In connection with the head school

at Somerset-house, schools have been formed

in many of the principal manufacturing dis-

tricts, namely, in Spitalfields, Coventry, Bir-

mingham, Manchester, Sheffield, Nottingham,

York, Newcastle, and Glasgow
;
and applica-

tions are at present under consideration for

the establishment of others in the boroughs of

Southwark and Lambeth, in Norwich, in the

Staffordshire Potteries, and in Dublin. The
students commence with exercises in ele-

mentary outline, pencil drawing from lithogra-

phic prints of geometrical and ornamental

forms, and proceed to shading with chalks,

first, from shaded prints, then from casts of

ornament. The human figure, in connection

with ornament, is studied anatomically, by

successive exercises in drawings from prints,

models, and casts, of the most appropriate an-

tique statues and reliefs; and the principles of

drapery are taught hy means of a draped lay

figure. A numerous class of the students

are occupied in painting from vaiious ex-

amples of art, from casts, and from natural

objects, which form materials of ornament in

water colours, in tempera, and in oil
;

and

THE GOVERNMENT SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

Some short time ago we referred to the

course of study pursued in this institution,

and alluded to the opinion which exists that

greater opportunity for the study of the figure

should be given than is now permitted, and

urged that to denv to artisans the full means

of study for fear of their becoming artists was

unwise and nonsensical.

Relative to this point there is, unfortunately,

considerable dissension in the school; Mr.
Wilson, the director of the institution, being

arrayed against Mr. Herbert, the master; the

figure school has been shut up and some of

modelling in clay and wax forms an important

part of the business of the school. As a gene-

ral principle, each student is taught, as far as

possible, with reference to the promotion of

the particular object for which he joined the

school
;

and the practical application of the

instruction which is given is shewn by refe-

ence to numerous and valuable examples of

ornamental and decorative art exhibited on

the walls of the rooms. The more advanced

students are exercised in original designs and

composition
;
that is, in forming new combi-

nations of the materials of ornament, and are

taught to apply to various practical purposes'

the knowledge and skill they acquire. It is

the duty of the director and masters to see that

only the best examples are used, and to enable

the students to form correct ideas of the prin-

ciples, different styles, and importance of

ornamental art, and of its practical application

to particular departments of manufacture and

decoration. Besides the use of an extensive

collection of casts to illustrate the history of

art, and examples of every variety of orna-

mental manufacture and decorative work, the

students have the advantage of reference to

numerous costly books of plates, and the

privilege of borrowing books from a lending

library, containing such works as are especially

fitted to promote artistical improvement and

refinement of taste. The head school at

Somerset- house includes, in a separate part of

the building, a morning school for females,

in which upwards of fifty young women receive

instruction in the practice of drawing and de-

signing for lace patterns, embroidery, porce-

lain, wood engraving, flower painting, and

various kinds of ornamental work, in the

execution of which females may be advan-

tageously employed. The school for females

is open daily from eleven to two, excepting

MAUSOLEUM OF THE ORLEANS
FAMILY.

The accompanying engraving represents the

sepulchral monument, now nearly completed,

at Dreux, in Normandy, for the Orleans

family. It was constructed from the designs

of Messrs. Fontaine and Lefranc, architects,

and presents a curious, though not ineffective

mixture of styles. W e should be glad to obtain

some accurate particulars of its construction

and dimensions, and to learn the character of

the details.

Our engraving was made from a Daguerro-

type plate, obligingly placed at our disposal by

Professor Donaldson, at the moment he re-

ceived it from France.

The presence amongst us of a member o^

the illustrious family for whom the monument

was erected (the Duke de Nemours), gives the

engraving additional interest at this moment.
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Saturday

;
and the applicants for admission

:onstantly exceed, by twenty or thirty, the
lumber to which the means of accommodation
s limited. The school for males is open to

he inspection of the public every Monday,
letween the hours of one and three. For the
iresent year the sums offered for prizes exceed
80/. Male school, Somerset-house : morning,
Is.

;
evening school, 2s.

;
female school, 2s.

rhe following abstract exhibits the numbers of
tudents in attendance during the month of
February last :

—

Head school .... Somerset-house . . 396
Branch schools. . Spitulfields 190

,, Coventry 106

,,
Birmingham .... 257

,, Manchester 150

„ Sheffield 47

,, Nottingham 36

v t York 76

,, Newcastle 140

,, Glasgow 360."

Unfortunately this report does not touch the
eal question at issue—the efficiency, or other-
wise, of the present system. Some further
nformation must be elicited on this head, and
f it be found that the system has failed to pro-
uce a good result an alteration should of
ourse be made.

FONT IN ST. MICHAEL'S CHURCH,
SOUTHAMPTON.

The font in St. Michael’s Church, South-
mpton, represented by the accompanying en-
rayings, strongly resembles that ancient and
urious specimen of workmanship in Winches-
jr Cathedral, known as the crux antiquari-
rum, or “ the puzzle of the antiquaries.” It
i of black marble, and alluded to by Sir H. C.
•nglefield in his “ Walk through Southamp-
»n,” who offers the following comment upon

: “It is curious to observe the effect of time
n the black marble of which this font is eorn-
osed; a vein less hard than the rest runs
irough one front, and it is quite honey-combed
y age, although it probably has always stood
nder cover.”

The font is a square block, having in the
futre an hemispherical bason, around the edge
which is a groove (probably sunk to receive
coyer or lid)

;
the top is ornamented by a

nning foliage, rudely carved, the angles being
irther adorned in the manner shewn by the
i awing.

i Every side is divided into three sunk circular
mpartments, charged with figures in low
ilief, mostly bearing a resemblance to the one
the centre compartment of the side repro-

inted
;
the figure to the left of the drawing

pears to be a dove
;
that in the centre is

ipposed to portray a dragon
;

and in the
]<rd compartment the form of an angel is re-
;esented, clothed in a long robe, having
.Dund the head the nimbus, or glory, and
th wings extended, that nearly fill the re-
dlining portion of the circle, reaching from
a shoulders to the feet, which are naked.
[These figures, it is inferred, are emblema-
al of the saint or archangel, Michael, who is

joken of by St. John as fighting against the
'3gon and his host, and who is represented
the guardian of the Jewish and Christian
lurches, and by some imagined to be the Son
I! God himself.

The font was originally supported by five
lumns, the four at the corners being less in
limetfer than the centre one, which now only
mains. Three broad leaves, one at the angle
d one on either side, formed the capital of
ch of the smaller columns

;
that part of the

pe on which the smaller columns stood is

ok to receive them. Two iron eyes are fixed
0 the top of the font, for the purpose of
tening the cover or lid.

jAlthough great doubts are entertained re-
acting the age of the font in Winchester
Ithedral, Mr. Britton ascribes it to the time
AWalkelyn, bishop of Winchester, who died

p7 J
and, from the similarity between that

1 the font now described, they may be con-
^ered to be coeval.

(Southampton. John Elkington Gill.

/•* The font in East Meon Church, Hamp-
ers, is another example of the same class of
sts

; it resembles that at Winchester so
esely, that it is supposed to have been made
!bthe same hand.

FONT IN ST. MICHAEL’S CHURCH, SOUTHAMPTON.

ARCHITECTURAL MEMS. FROM THE
COUNTRY.

The Cotton-Mill Company at Kingston,
Hull, have advertised for a site, preparatory
to the erection of their proposed extensive
factories, &c. The company starts with a
capital of 200,000/. A few days since the
electric fluid struck the new church at Wal-
ton, about three miles from Stafford. The
steeple was much injured, a part of the church
was unroofed, and two bricks were carried by
the lightning through a cottage window, a
short distance from the church. Part of
Dublin-street, Edinburgh, under which they
are at present excavating the tunnel from
Scotland-street to Princes-street, fell in on
Thursday morning from the want of sufficient

under-props to support the superincumbent
earth. A committee has been appointed
at St. John’s, Isle of Man, to carry into effect

the building of a new church in that district,

and the restoration of the ancient chapel. A
plan has not yet been adopted

;
various archi-

tects have been invited to supply designs, the
committee being desirous of erecting a good

architectural edifice. On Monday week
(St. Augustine’s day) the consecration of
Hedon church, in the diocese of Ripon, took

place. The restorations in the chancel con-

sist of new and elaborate oaken stalls
;
a floor

of encaustic tiles, of beautiful pattern
; an

early English reredos, with illuminated

tablets
;

and a figure of the Saviour, in

stained glass. The new line of railway

communication between the Ogwen river and
the Menai bridge is in active progress.

Workshops are being erected, and operatives

are pouring in preparatory to carrying out

the contract taken by Messrs. Jackson, at

246,000/. An attempt is being made to

raise sufficient funds for the purpose of erect-

ing a new church in Seulcoates, Hull, to be
dedicated to St. Paul. A sermon was
preached last Sunday by the Bishop of Ripon,
in aid of the fund, when 60/. was collected.

A further sum of 1,500/. is required.
A new reredos to the altar of St. George’s
Church, Stamford, is about to be erected.
The design is by Mr. Edward Browing, and
the stone will be taken from the new quarry

Plan of Top of Font.
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Plan of the Base.
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of Mr. C. Bland, of Little Castertnn.—-The

Manchester committee has purchased from

Lady Hoghton thirty-one acres of land, in the

township of Bradford, for a third public park.

The price was 6,200/. or about lOrf. per square

yard. On Saturday last the first stone of

the new railway dock, at Hull, was laid by Mr.

Huffan, the secretary of the company, in the

presence of Mr. Lane, the resident engineer,

Mr. Murray, of the firm of Bowers and Murray,

the'contractors for the work, and several hun-

dreds of spectators. Mr. Huffam, in lieu of put-

ting some money under the stone, placed a

check for the benefit of the workmen upon it.

It is thought that the dock will be com-

pleted in about twelve months. We understand

that the laying the first stone of the Victoria

dock, in the same town, will take place in

about three months from the present time,

and that it is intended to be a public cere-

mony. The churchwardens of Worksop
have determined to make very considerable

alterations and improvements in theirveneruble

parish church. A public meeting of the in-

habitants of Wakefield has recently been held,

to consider the propriety of applying to Parlia-

ment next session, for an act to improve the

Borough. A committee was appointed to

draw up clauses for the proposed new act,

which are to be submitted to a general meeting

of the rate-payers for their approval. The
new church at Leven, in Yorkshire, was

consecrated, on Wednesday-week, by the

Bishop of Ripon. The church is in the early

English style, and contains 450 sittings
;

it is

of stone brought from the Headingly quarries,

near Leeds. The seats are all open, and are

stained dark oak. The roof is open, and is

also stained in the same manner. The struc-

ture presents a massive appearance, and was
executed under the direction of Mr. H. D.

Chantrell, of Leeds, architect. It is built on

an entirely new site, given by Richard Bethell,

Esq., lord of the manor, and is in the centre

of the village, a full mile from the site of the

old church. The cost of its erection is about

2,400/. which has been defrayed principally by

the rector. Mr. J. Wilson, builder, of Hol-

heck, Leeds, was the contractor. A pro-

posal to erect and endow a “ York Yeoman
School,” has been lately put forth under the

sanction of the Archbishop of York. The
sum required for the purchase of ground, and

for a building capable of accommodating about

fifty boarders, is estimated at 3,000/. The pro-

posed school is intended for the sons of per-

sons in the middle classes, and more especially

for the sons of farmers. As soon as a suffi-

cient sum has been collected, a meeting of the

subscribers will be called together to appoint

trustees for the ground and building, and to

adjust other preliminaries. The donations

already amount to 1
,
700 /.

ARTESIAN WELLS.
On Friday, the 30th ult., Professor Farraday

lectured at the Royal Institution on this sub-

ject, stating that the term artesian was applied

to overflowing wells, in consequence of the

first well of this character being sunk at Ar-

tois, in France, but that now the term was
applied to very deep wells whether they over-

flowed or not.

Object.—His object was to shew the practi-

cability of supplying London with water in

greater abundance, of a better quality, and

at a less cost than it is at present supplied

with. This being the case, his remarks had

reference to the geological peculiarities of

the London basin.

Safety .—He stated that, provided such wells

he properly sunk, no danger need be appre-

hended. The anticipated evil of leaving the

superincumbent strataunsupported, by pumping
up the sand, and thereby endangering the sta-

bility of the surface ground, was worthy of

very little consideration in our present state of

knowledge on the subject. No such evil could
accrue if the boring were carried through the

sand, and some depth into the chalk. The
difficulties hitherto met with in the construction
of deep wells in London were all to be traced
to the error of discontinuing the process of
boring on arriving at the sand.

Economy.— Mr. Farraday stated that the
expense of the works in connection with the
wells recently sunk in the front and rear of
the National Gallery, that is, the cost of the
engine and of laying pipes to the different sites,

deducting every thirg connected with the foun-

tains, amounted to 9,000/. The yearly cost of

supplying 100 gallons per minute by the engine

and through the pipes wasnow contracted for at

the sum of 500/. For the same water Govern-

ment had been paying 1 ,000/. yearly. Then, by

some short calculation, it was proved that the

new system was one of economy, effecting a

saving of some hundreds annually, and worthy

of general adoption. The contractors and en-

gineers are Messrs. Easton and Amos. He
further stated, that in any neighbourhood, if

700 or 800 householders would unite, they

might have a well of their own, and thereby a

larger supply of better water than they now
have for little more than half of what they

now pay. The distance from the surface

of the ground to the water is 150 feet.

Consequences.— Mr. Farraday anticipated

the probable consequences of sinking many
such wells in London

;
and combated the idea

that by the daily extracting a large quantity

of water the supply would in time be ex-

hausted. ‘ Before such an evil could present

itself a number of the smaller rivers in the

neighbourhood of London must be exhausted,

such as the Wandle and the Colne, which

are nothing but the overflowings of the water

in the sand strata, and consequently placed

above the source of the proposed artesian

wells.

A correspondent remarks, “ With all due de-

ference to the judgment of Dr. Farraday (and

perhaps I maybe under somemisapprehension)

some statements on the economy ot wells were

made.thatl can hardly agree with. I understood

Dr. F. to say, that the expense of the works, as

before stated, amounted to 9,000/.; now to take

this at an interest of 3£ per cent, as he did, is

manifestly much too low. I should perhaps hesi-

tate in determining what would be a fair per

centage for money laid out in this kind of work,

but I should say it certainly should not be less

th an 7 per cent., taking repairs, and wear and tear

into consideration, and that in the course of

years substantial repairs will be required. Seven

per cent, will amount to something like 639/.

per annum, which, added to the 500/., will make
rather more than the 1,000/. before men-
tioned

I may be in error, or the superior quality of

the water may, perhaps, be some compensa-
sation for the extra expense.

The subject of artesian wells is now becom-

ing so important, that every information is

valuable, and may therefore excuse these

remarks.
The new machine, brought forward by Pro-

fessor F., for raising water, is certainly beauti-

ful in principle, but, unfortunately for those

who lav claim to the invention, i3 of old date.

None the worse for that, however
;
and the

principle may be applied with very great benefit

on some of the low lands of England. The
description of this machine may be found in a

tract by Venturi, containing his experiments on

the motion of fluids, translated from the French
by W. Nicholson, the second edition of

which was published in 1799, headed thus:

—

“ It is possible, by means of a fall of water, to

drain a piece of ground without the help of

machines, even though the ground should lie

on a lower level than the established current

below the fall.” The principle, I believe, was
carried out by Venturi in one of the Italian

states. M. G.”

Another Artesian Well.-— A plan is

being entertained by the benchers of Lincoln’s

Inn to re-erect the fountain which formerly

stood in the centre of the square which now
forms the new plantation. It is proposed to

sink an Artesian well, and to supply the whole
of the chambers in the inn with water, which
can be done at a much more reasonable rate

than the present supply.

Window cleaning.—The following me-
thod of cleaning windows has been forwarded
to us, and, if correct, possesses many advan-

tages over the old system of using whiting,

See. :—The window is first dusted with a bunch
of feathers or a dusting brush, and when all

the dust is thoroughly removed, a bowl of boil-

ing-hot water is placed at the base of the window,
the steam immediately covers the glass, which
is removed by a wash-leather, and finished off

with another quite clean and dry. This method
saves time, prevents that cloudy appearance

left by whiting, and produces a more brilliant

and durable polish than any other,

THE PREVENTION OF SMOKE.

There are few nuisances more generally!

offensive, or producing a greater amount of

discomfort, than the dense smoke allowed to

issue fiom steam-engine and other furnaces.;

To those who live near such, it is, moreover,!

the cause of much expense; in fact, all the in-'

habitants of a town, where there are many fur-

naces, suffer very materially in their pocket, if

not in their health. Every endeavour to:'

remedy it deserves serious attention.

We have recently seen in operation one of|

the patent boiler-furnaces, put up by Chanter'!

and Co. In order to prevent smoke all that isi

required is, to produce perfect combustion, by'

which, of course, a saving is effected; and it

seemed to us that this was effected in a conside-:

rable degree by the furnace in question. The
arrangement has two objects ;

first, to prevent

the formation of clinkers, by the action of

moveable bars, and secondly, to supply heated

fresh air to the unconsuined gases about to

pass up the chimney, and, by throwing them

back on to the flame to ignite them. The
means used are simple. The bars of the grate;

in contact, dentated on their upper surface,

are moved, by hand or by other power, for-

wards and backwards in their horizontal posi-

tion
;
the alternate bars in the same direction

and oppositely to their immediate neighbours.

This breaks up the caking coal, and keeps the

fire brisk and clear. The bars thin down to

the lower edge, which is circular in form, and

through their mass are round holes to diminish

the weight of the bars, and to render them

more durable by constant cooling. Each in-

dent of the toothed surface is bevelled down

to where the bars separate by decreasing thick-

ness : and thus the access of air through the

whole fire is very diffused. As to the second

object—where combustion is not perfect, the

unconsumed gases rise above the flame, and

pass on with the draught. These, in Messrs.

Chanters arrangement, are met above the

bridge of the furnace by air heated from a

chamber below, and let down upon them from

a hollow arch. Thus they are forced down
upon the flame, mingled with air necessary for

their combustion, at a suitable temperature,

and so consumed.

THE ERECTION OF STEAM ENGINES.

Sir,—Having seen an account in the news-

papers of an explosion of a steam-boiler at a

flour-mill adjoining the Surrey Canal, near

the bridge in the Old Kent Road, this after-

noon, my curiosity led me to the spot. The
building which contained the steam-engine,

I should think, from its form, was origi-

nally a wind-mill, built of brick of cir-

cular plan. From the information I ob-

tained of one man who lived near the spot,

he said, from the noise it made by the explo-

sion, he thought it was an earthquake, but he

was soon informed by a neighbour that the

mill-engine had exploded. The destruction

of the round building which contained the

engine is complete, and an adjoining building

very much shaken, but little damage is done tc

the buildings that are adjacent; the onlj

person injured was the proprietor of the mill,

and he is going on favourably. The boilei

was sent into the air a great height, and de-

scended on the other side of the canal, a

distance of nearly 200 feet, sinking in the

ground a considerable depth. On going to the

other side of the canal to view the boiler,

which was one of the tubular make, I there

saw the machine, which had apparently pitched

head first into the ground with the whole ol

one side, under the tube being rent along the

rivets and likewise away from the end plates,

and the whole pressed up into the air upwards

of 6 feet from the bottom plates.

My first impression was, that too much stress

had been upon theboiler; but, on examining the

plates, which I dare say when new were i-ineb,

I came to the conclusion that the engine had

been improperly managed, as the boiler gave

sufficient evidence of having been worked

with little or no water at various times; the

plates under the tubes varying from x
3
c ths to

fths of an inch : the bottom plates appeared

burnt and much thinner than the other plates :

the valve of the safety-pipe worked with ease.

The cause of the accident, I have no doubt,

was, that at the time of the explosion the

boiler being without water, the plates being



edTiot had generated gas, combustion then
took place, and the result ended in the destruc-
tion of the mill,—a severe injury to the pro-
prietor who worked the mill (probably quite
gnorant of working a steam-engine, judging
rom the nature of the accident)

; and, further,

. severe loss, by the destruction of his pro-
>erty and loss of business.

There were three respectable individuals on
:he ground at the same time as myself, and
>ne, in particular, appeared to know somewhat
ibout steam-engines; a highly respectable

gentleman came to the spot about the same
ime, and all appeared to be of one opinion
is to the cause of the accident, and that was,
is I have before stated

;
but one of the three,

vhom I will describe as Mr. A., said to the

entleman, Who is to pay for the damage done
0 the different buildings? Oh! said the
jentleman, the miller must. Mr. A. said, He is

1
poor man; he was a poor man before this

.ccident, and I am sure this will make him in

, much worse condition : the bodily injury he
ias received, and the working of his mind, are,

think, sufficient punishment for him. Now,
Sir, from this accident, and this conversation,
turn my attention to the question of pro-

ection.

It seems that the fire-insurance establish-

ients in London will not take any insurance
here a building contains a steam-engine, for
ss than 4s. 6d. per cent., and persons occu-
ying premises adjoining steam-engines have
) pay large premiums.

< Of late my professional occupation has
iieen such as to lead me into localities

Inhere different manufacturing businesses are
larried on, and I was surprised at the
number of steam-engines employed in Lon-
,on, varying from one-horse to twelve-horse
Bower. Now you will ask me, by whom are
•iese steam-engines worked? Why they are

forked by any person, no matter what trade
lie is, so that they can get one for the least

imount of W'ages, and not by engineers or
pen of science ! Then why should we be sur-
prised at accidents of this description occurring?
nd who are to pay for the damage done by
iese explosions ? Most of the small engines
re put up in the cheapest way possible, and
he proprietor is often without capital. From
he insurance office they do not obtain any
ash, as the accident is by explosion and not

y fire
;
and then to sue these men is making

ad worse. Then, do not these steam-engines
nd steam-boilers, in general, require Govern-
pent authority? We cannot build a house or
ther building without the inspection of a
jistrict surveyor, to see the law carefully

arried out, for the safety and general welfare
f the community at large ;— a railroad cannot
e worked until inspected and certified by a
irovernment officer that the same is properly
one, and in a fit state for the use of the
ilublic safely ;— but steam-engines, and steam-
loilers, that affect the lives of the people in

leneral, and the safety of buildings, are under
0 control, nor even the men that work them.
iVhy should there not be a district surveying
ngineer, to inspect the making and erecting
f these engines, and also steam-boilers, for
iVhatever purpose they may be used; and a
Monthly inspection of them to see their work-
‘ig order, and that proper men arewoiking
aem ? and these men should be licensed and
lumbered in the same way as public stage
rivers

;
and the erecting of steam engines, and

team-boilers, and all alterations should be in the
ame way as houses, by the Buildings Act,
jinder control. Such a course, 1 think, would
lut a stop to many accidents; it would im-
prove the working order of small engines,
tiring into employ a proper description

if nien, and make life and property more
.ccure than it is at present.

The dimensions of the boiler.

13 ft. 7 in. long.

5 ,, 2 ,, diameter of the boiler.

2

,, 0 ,, do. of the tube, at one end.

1m G m do. do. at the other,
il Man-hole, 16 inches by 11 inches.

j*

r

- The hole in which the valve-pipe was fixed, If- in.

niameter.

1 Hoxton, May 23rd. Archi.

•heap Gas.

—

The two existing gas com-
ics in Liverpool havej pledged themselves
reduce the price of gas, on the 1st of
wary next, to 4s, 6d. per 1,000 cubic feet.

ON THE MARBLES OF IRELAND.

Mr. Wilkinson has laid before the Dublin
Geological Society some valuable information
on the marbles of Ireland, with the view of in-
ducing architects to employ them in their de-
signs rather than resorting at all times to those
of Italy. We are glad to assist in circulating
it.

Although the use of marble or ornamental
stone in internal decoration is as yet very
limited, there can be but little doubt that with
the advancing improvement of the country,
marble will hereafter be more extensively
brought into use, and made to contribute both
to the ornament and solidity of our edifices

much beyond the present practice
;
and there

is no doubt that with greater use much im-
provement would be made in the mode of work-
ing the material. To those who may be of
opinion that the labour of converting the ma-
terial to use may be an impediment to its more
general adoption, it may be proper to make a
comparison between the labour encountered in

completing the almost innumerable sculptures
which remain to us of ancient Egypt, worked
out of the hardest basalts, granites, porphyritic
rocks, and the difficulties encountered by ar-

tists in the use of marble rocks, the difficulties

bearing about the same relative proportion as

the use of marble would to that of plaster.

The use of marble at the present day, and for

the purposes to which it is most commonly ap-
plied, is very different from the practice of a
former age. Every one must be familiar with
the ordinary mode in w'hich marble is applied
in the construction of common chimney-pieces
consisting of nothing more than the division of
the block into a number of slabs, which, by the
aid of plaster of Paris and iron holdfasts, are
secured together in imitation of a solid mass.
However sufficient this may be for ordinary
purposes, it is certainly very inferior to the
construction from the solid enduring stone.
In all the ancient domestic buildings of the
country we find the solid chimney pieces con-
structed of limestone or dark marbles of the
locality, and where undisturbed these are ge-
nerally still in a sound and perfect state. Old
street-buildings in the west of Ireland, and at

Kilmallock in particular, present examples of
this construction, and possess a very pleasing
outline. Instances will very often occur in

country mansions or public buildings in the
vicinity of which local marbles are attainable,

in which such constructions might be imitated
with great economy and effect, and where for

many architectural purposes it might with much
advantage be very extensively applied.

The physical or external character of the
marbles constitutes the chief consideration
with reference to their use for decoration or
ornamental architecture, their colour and in-

ternal structure being the most important.
Their chemical character has reference more
to the facility with which they may be con-
verted into use, and their capability of receiv-
ing and retaining a certain polish. In their

simplest and purest state, marbles chiefly con-
sist of carbonate of lime, which is of a white
co our

;
the whitest kind, however, is fre-

quently associated with quartz or silex, which
more or less deteriorates it. This is more or
less united both chemically and mechanically
in various ways with nearly all the marbles.
The variations in colour arise chiefly from
accidental causes, in the greater or less ad-
mixture of carbon, or the stains of various
metallic oxides, or ihe sectional outlines of
embedded fossils. Magnesia enters largely
into the serpentine variety of’ marble. The
more chrystalline and least earthy' marbles are
the least durable. The compact or finely

granular crystalline marbles being superior to

those which are largely crystalline or of a
slaty texture. Almost all the varieties burn
into quick lime; several of them, however, ex-
foliate in the conversion before they become
caustic, and fall into sand when exposed to the
ordinary mode of separating the carbonic acid;
such qualities are, therefore, very inferior for

ordinary cement, as they make a costly and
meagre mortar; it is, however, to their use as

materials for decoration that the present ob-
servations are chiefly intended to relate.

The colours of the marbles of Ireland are

almost as numerous as those obtained from
Italy. The dark colours vary from jet black

to dark dove colour, purple, blue, and grey r
.

The light colours vary from the pure snow-

white to the celined, cream-coloured, pink,
and light grey. The • variegated, consist
of the serpentine, black and white-veined,
mottled, and those marked with fossil organic
remains. The serpentine is here included
from its common use for the purposes to which
marble is applied, and from its being so
commonly called the “green marble,” although
it is not, strictly speaking, a marble. The
black marbles, which are those of most value
in Ireland, are extensively met with, and
belong to the formation familiarly known as
the low'er limestone. The merchantable beds
of the best quality are met with in the
counties of Galway, Limerick, Carlow, and
Kilkenny; in the counties of Mayo and
Waterford black marble is also met with. At
the former places they have been extensively
worked.
The best quarries are considered to be those

close to the town of Gahvay, near the bank of
Lough Corrib. It occurs there in three beds,
varying from about 9 to 12 inches in thickness.
One of these is called the London bed, most of
the blaclc marble raised from it being exported
to London

;
blocks are raised from it of an

average size of about 5 to 10 feet in length,
and 4 to 5 feet in w'idth

;
blocks of the size of

20 feet long may be raised. Some in length of
16 feet have been exported, and converted at

the Esher-street marble-works in London into
a magnificent staircase for the Duke of
Hamilton, in Scotland; the wide steps, large
landings, and solid carved balustrades being
formed of this marble w'orked to a beautiful
jet-black polish

;
and, doubtless, w hen bril-

liantly lighted, and surrounded by various
other brilliant accessories appertaining to a
palatial residence, will produce an effect of
princely grandeur, which to a contemplative
mind would originate reflections on its present
use, and the countless centuries it has laid

dormant in its native beds, where it has been
protected by the overlaying limestone from
the violent disturbance which its broken and
rugged surface exhibits

;
nor in a less degree

would it originate reflection on the rude
labours of those who, ignorant of it3 destiny,
have raised it from its native bed, and the
numerous hands and skilful artists it has given
employment to in its passage to its present
destination. The marble beds are covered in
the new quarries by about tw'enty feet of
limestone, the raising of which adds much
to the expense of obtaining it, although a
considerable sale occurs of the limestone for
common building purposes. Except near the
marble beds the quarrying of it is effected by
gunpowder. A considerable quantity of this

marble is sawn by water power into slabs, and
exported from Galway in that state to Eng-
land and America. These marble beds most
likely embrace a considerable area, and also
continue under the water of Lough Corrib,
with W'hich they are now nearly on a level.

At Ougbterard, the western extremity of the
limestone formation, and in several other parts
of it, similar marble beds are met with and
worked

;
those at Oughterard, in the opinion of

the marble-workers in London, contain more
or less silica, which renders them less valuable.

At Limerick considerable quantities of black
marble are raised, and Loth used in the lo-

cality and exported. At Carlow and Kilkenny
very fine black marble is raised

;
at Kilkenny

the best beds, which were very thin, have,

I am informed, been nearly exhausted. Most
of the marble obtained from Kilkenny abounds
with shells, and which become more marked
and conspicuous as the marble becomes dry
and exposed. Chimney-pieces made from the

Kilkenny marble are to be met with in most
parts of Ireland, and are familiarly know'n,

an extensive use of this marble having at one
time prevailed : that which is a jet black, and
free from shells, is now more generally

esteemed. The polish of black marble is

considerably affected by dampness, and is

much preserved and improved by being kept
dry.

Wherever the black marble beds are met
with they are assorted with the limestone beds,
and the difference in quality appears almost
accidental

;
some of the over or underlying

beds often present a strong contrast in the
quality of the stone. In other places there is

a gradation in character from the adjoining
ordinary limestone to the fine marble. In the
impure limestone formation of the calp series,

beds of black marble are frequent. They are

ll
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generally more or less marked with fossils,

and inferior to those beds belonging to t e

lower or light-coloured limestone formations,

and seldom receive a good polish. Wherever

the limestone formation prevails in which the

marble beds occur, the economy of raising it

is dependant on the depth ot overlaying rock

or soil which requires to be removed, and of

the demand which exists in the neighbouroood

for the common rock, either for masonry or

burning into lime. In some localities the

limestone rock itself more than repays the

cost of removing it ;
and in those localities

where this formation prevails these considera-

tions and the quality of the marble beds deter-

mine the economy of raising it. Except at

Galway and Limerick, where much of it is

exported, it is almost solely used in the sur-

rounding localities for ordinary purposes, and

most extensively for large grave stones, for

which purpose it is sawn into slabs of three or

four incites thick, and for this the demand is

very considerable. The best qualities, how-

ever, are seldom so used.

Dark gray and, dark mottled gray marbles

are met with chiefly in the King’s County and

several parts of the county of Cork. Near

Tullamore, marble is obtained in large blocks

capable of receiving a fine polish, and con-

siderable use is made of it for chimney-pieces

and work of that kind. The limestone around

Cork produces easy working marble ot a

light gray or dove colour, and more or less

mottled, and receives a good polish. In the

primary districts of the county Donegal, a

light gray and bluish-gray coloured marble, of

close grain, is met with to a great extent;

most of it, however, hard to work from

the quantity of silex it contains. The same

kind, and of a bluish tint, is also met with

very frequently in Connemara. Marble of this

description is common to most primury dis-

tricts; it is compact in texture, but does not

often produce a satisfactory polish. Most of

the primary limestones are met with in ex-

posed ridges of surface rock, alternating with

or embedded between rocks of the slate for-

mation, and the strata generally possess a

vertical or strongly inclined direction. In the

northern portion of the county of Donegal it

is, however, very frequently met with in suc-

cessive horizontal beds and easily quarried. In

the counties of Donegal and Galway primary

limestone of a coarsely crystalline texture is

abundant, polishes very well, and varies in

colour considerably. Most of the limestones

of the country which are of a fine grain are

highly crystalline, are susceptible of a polish,

and produce a light gray and bluish-gray

colour. Of the light coloured limestones the

pure white is most esteemed ;
it is met with in

Connemara, and in several localities is exceed-

ingly compact and hard
;

it is found in narrow,

vertical or highly inclined seams between the

slate rocks, and contains veins parallel with

the vertical face of the seams, which prevent

any cubical masses beyond a small size from

being obtained—its great hardness in conver-

sion, and the difficulty of quarrying it renders

its use very limited.

White marble occurs in the western portion

of the county Donegal, and differs much from

that of Connemara
;

it is coarsely granular, of

comparatively easy conversion, can be obtained

in cubical blocks and in great quantities
;

its

very coarsely granular texture, however, is pre-

judicial to it for many purposes. Some of this

marble has been employed in sculpture, and
has appeared in the exhibition of the Hibernian

Academy. In comparison with th i v hite

marbles of Italy, and that from Carrara, which
is the kind chiefly imported into Ireland, the

white marbles of Ireland are certainly inferior

for sculpture and the ordinary uses to which
white marble is applied

;
where, however, it

can be boldly used in these localities where the

expense of carriage would be much avoided,

there is no doubt that it may be frequently

employed with much advantage for many
purposes.

At Chevy, near Dungannon, very delicate

cream-coloured marble is obtained
;
very com-

pact in texture, receives a high degree of
polish, and blocks of great length can be pro-
cured. The coarsely crystalline and fossili-

ferous limestone at Ardbraccon produces light-

coloured marble of easy conversion. Of the
variegated marbles of Ireland, the st'en?za of the
best quali ty is, perhaps, the most beautiful

;
it is

met with in the King’s County in several places.
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The best I am familiar with is veined or mottled

sienna, obtained near the Seven Churches.

Some of it has been wrought into chimney-

pieces and other ornamental purposes at the

works at Killaloe; it is susceptible of a high

polish, and exhibits many bright and distinct

colours. Marble of the same character also

prevails, differing in colour, having a dove-

coloured ground veined or mottled with the

sienna colour. In the county Armagh a sienna,

or rather brownish-red marble
,

is met with,

containing great numbers of fossil shells, with

which it is strongly marked
;
several varieties

of colour from a very light reddish brown to a

rather dark red are also met with, and more or

less marked with shells. At Pallaskenry, in the

county Limerick, a dark red and mottled

marble is abundant, and has been much used.

A red-coloured marble, of a compact but slaty

texture, occurs in the county of Cork, extend-

ing from the city in a narrow seam, as far as

Ballincollig barracks, a distance of several

miles; it is hard to work, and dull in colour,

but was at one time extensively used. The
serpentine or green marble of Connemara is,

some of it, very beautiful
;
generally, however,

it is of a dull green colour— the injudicious

mode of raising it by blasting with gunpowder,
has much injured most of what has been
raised, and considerably prejudiced the sale of

it. Blocks of considerable size, from which
large slabs can be obtained, can be raised, and
many are found lying on the surface of the

ground near where the rock is met. The
difficulty of conveying it over bad roads, and
the too high price asked for it by the proprie-

tors, in comparison with what green conti-

nental marble can be obtained for, are impe-
diments against its more extended use. Black
and white marble, and that of a mottled cha-

racter, occurs in several localities
;
it is quarried

near Cork, in the counties of VV aterford, Long-
ford, and Kerry, and some of the varieties are

beautiful. That obtained near Mitchelstown
is well marked, and receives a high polish.

The limestone obtained near the Seven
Churches in the King’s County, when polished,

produces a good marble of an even gray
colour. It is strongly mottled with very nu-
merous fossil organic remains, which, in the

opinion of many persons, gives it a very
pleasing appearance. It is easily worked and
raised from the quarries in their beds. It may
be remarked that this marble in a polished

state, has been used in the construction of one
of the principal ruins at the Seven Churches.
Some of the stones retain their polish to this

time
;

others exhibit decay, and thereby the
variable quality of the different beds.

THE BROAD AND NARROW GAUGES.

A contest between the advocates of these
two methods adopted in the construction of
railways, is exciting considerable interest at

the present time in several Parliamentary
committees. The broad gauge is almost ex-

clusively confined to the western districts, and
the question is, whether it shall be extended
into the northern railways now under con-
sideration. It appears that there are 333
miles of railroad on the broad gauge in regular
working, and 600 more proposed to be con-
structed

;
while of the 4-feet 8j-inch there are

1,530 miles in existence, and 1,264 more in

contemplation. At the time of constructing
the Great Western line it is probable that the
general connection of railways with each
other was hardly contemplated, and the uni-
versal adoption of a uniform gauge not con-
sidered of that importance it has since proved
to be. To remove this difficulty Mr. Brunei
has invented a machine for shifting luggage
from one gauge to the other, and on Saturday
last its practicability was tested at the Pad-
dington terminus of the Great Western Rail-
way. The place of exhibition was a brick
building, carrying a set of levers which lift a
pair of rails on which a traversing frame
works. From each corner of this frame there
descends a hook. These hooks are attached
below to the waggon body, which has to be
lifted from one gauge to the other. The
waggon bodies on the narrow gauge are car-

ried upon the usual waggon frames emploved
by narrow-gauge companies, and when shifted

to the broad gauge are placed in iron waggons
constructed for the Great Western Company
at their works at Swindon.

The mode of working this traversing frame
from one gauge to the other may be thus de-

scribed.—A head of water 55 feet from the

line of rails acts in a cylinder, and a set of

valves throw a pressure of water either above
or below the piston. When the pressure is

above the piston it elevates the traversing

frame, and when below it causes it to descend.

A counter-balance is also employed, and acts

in connection with the water power. The
cylinder is 19£ inches, and the water pipe

5$ inches in diameter. When the traversing

frame is at rest it is perfectly horizontal, but,

during the action of lifting, it assumes a slight

inclination, under the controul of the man
who works the levers. By this means the

load which has to be moved traverses from one
line to the other by its own gravity.

Thirty-two tons ofcoke were shifted from one
gauge to the other in seven minutes, and on
another trial 1 0 tons were shifted in a minute and a

half. General Pasley has, we understand, in-

spected the machine and highly approves of it.

The cause of contention may, therefore, be con-
sidered as removed, and the question now before
the public is simply that of expense in the con-
struction and working of the respective gauges.
The difference in the cost of the broad over the

narrow gauge is 6J per cent in earth work, and

7 per cent in the purchase of land, with a larger

expenditure in the construction of carriages,

&c., and with increased weight
;

to counter-
balance which Mr. Brunei contends that it

provides a more rapid, safe, regular, and luxu-
rious mode of transit, and is in every respect

superior.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

June 3.— Sir John Rennie, President, in

the chair.

The first paper read was “ On the Corrosion
of Metals,” by Mr. R. Adie, Liverpool. The
object of the communication was to give an
experimental proof of the fact of water, when
saturated with common salt, preserving to a

great extent the surfaces of oxidizable metals

from corrosion, by the joint action of air and
water

;
and also to shew that water, or water

containing a saline solution, does not act as a
corroding agent without the aid of the oxygen
of the atmosphere. These positions were de-

monstrated by the details of several series of
very interesting experiments, which were
purely of a chemical tendency, leaving to the

engineers the application to practice of the

results obtained. The details were also given

of some experiments made to ascertain the
quantity of oxygen dissolved by water under
different circumstances : whence it was shewn
that brine, and some other saline solutions,

contain much less dissolved oxygen than sea
or ordinary water; the discovery of this fact

suggested the experiments on the application

of brine as a preserver of iron. The object of
the last set of experiments was to determine,
by trial, the rates of corrosion of metals in

fresh-water, sea-water, and saturated brine.
The results demonstrated that sea-water cor-

rodes the quickest, fresh-water less rapidly,

and brine very much slower than either. The
circumstance was incidentally mentioned of
the use of common salt for preserving ships’

timbers, for which purposes the spaces between
the ribs of some of the North American ships

are frequently packed with rock salt, and the

effect has proved very advantageous to the

duration of the timber without affection of the

metal fastenings, as would have been supposed,
1

A paper by Mr. W. Gale (Glasgow),
pointed out the advantages of the moveable
jib crane, for the purposes of building. It

was stated to have been originally invented by
James Watt, for the Bell Rock Lighthouse,
but in a communication from Mr. R. Stevenson

(Edinburgh) which was also read, with ex-

tracts from the history of that lighthouse, the

invention was claimed by Mr. Stevenson. It

appeared that the crane was used very ex-

tensively, but that some defects existed in its

construction, for which the author suggested

remedies which he had applied successfully,

and for which he gave the necessary details of

calculation and drawings, without which they

would be with difficulty comprehended.
The monthly ballot took place when Messrs.

Frank Forster, T. L. Gooch, and W. Lewin
were elected as members

;
and Messrs. W. P.

Marshall, W. Lawford, G. Lawford, and W.
B. Buddicom, as associates.
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erori'csjjoncence.

LANDING STAGES, LIVERPOOL.

Sir,—Some time in March last I forwarded
design for the approval of the chairman and
ommittee of the Liverpool Docks, in answer
o the advertisements for the best plan for a

Hiding stage at George’s Pier head. This is

iow upwards of two months since, and as yet

o one seems to have heard a single word
aore about the matter. Whether any deci-

ion is arrived at or not, I think that, where the

ime is so protracted as it is in this instance,

he secretary of the committee should have
orwarded some reason for the delay, either to

1’iik Builder or other periodical current

mongst us.

Perhaps the premiums are not to be given at

ill, and we shall yet see some favourite carry-

tig out piecemeal the gathered ideas from the

00 designs, which number it was rumoured
ere sent in ! I sincerely hope, for the credit

f such a respectable body as the committee
f the Liverpool Docks, nothing of the kind
Mil take place.

Through your numerous correspondents
ou may he able to furnish us with some infor-

lation of the actual state of the case.

I am, Sir, &c., A. I. C. E.

*»* The following advertisement has since

ppeared, and seems far from satisfactory:—
The committee, of the Liverpool Docks hav-
ig, in conformity with their advertisement of
he 6th of February last, awarded premiums to

vo of the designs for landing stages, which,
hough they cannot either of them be acted
pon, appear to possess the fewest objections

1 principle, and to approach the nearest in

eneral idea to what will have to be adopted,
0 hereby give notice to the several unsuc-
essful competitors that their respective designs
dll be returned upon application being made
ir them

;
or the committee are willing to al-

iw the use of the spare rooms in this building,

'ithout charge, for a limited period, for the
urpose of exhibiting the designs to the pub-
c. Competitors desirous of having their de-
igns exhibited, are therefore requested to ap-
oint from among themselves some party or
arties to take charge of and to be responsible
>r them, and signify their wish to the under-
lined, within fourteen days from this date, in

rder that the necessary steps may be taken.
.11 expenses connected with the exhibition to

e borne by the competitors.”

CEMENTS.—CEMENT ON IRON.

Sir, —’A correspondent in Number 115
islies me to explain the difference in the pro-

erties of Maude’s Portland Cement, Pulham’s
lortland-stone Cement, and Austin’s Stone-
|i»lour Cement, they all being described as a
lose resemblance to Portland stone. I do
>t undertake to explain the properties more
lian I have done in my former article; but I

ay say, in answer, that two out of the three

j-e not a close resemblance to Portland stone,
id, indeed, I was not aware that there was a
hment in use called Austin’s Stone-colour
ement. 1 herewith send you a piece of
ulham’s Portland-stone Cement, not made
r a specimen, but cut off, after being in

leather six years, where an alteration was
ade, and that you may decide which is an
mtntion of Portland stone, as you will pro-
ibly have an opportunity of seeing some
K Maude’s Portland Cement, as in Thread-
!?edle-street, and Austin’s vases, &c., in the
new -road.
I should be glad to see the question an-

gered, asked by a plasterer in No. 112,—the
|iason the basins in Trafalgar-square were
ipaired with Roman cement, the bottoms
j^ing laid with Maude’s Portland Cement

;
for,

1 he says, it would be well to know.
\\A subscriber, who wants to know the best
hment for running mouldings on iron girders,
muld be told cement or plaster is not run on
pn girders

;
they must have battens or ledges

'stoned to them, and then lathed in the or-

itnary way, and then plastered.

'IHoddesdon. James Pulham.
;•** We may not venture to institute com-
irisons without a longer acquaintance with
e cement referred to. Its appearance is good
|\As relates to running mouldings on iron-

Jrders, another correspondent says this can
; safely done if care is used, with Johns’
cucco Cement.

iHtacellaitea.

Eton College Chapel.—Plans are being
prepared by a limited number of architects, in

competition, for the perfect restoration of this

chapel. The competitors are said to be Messrs.
Buckler, Butterfield, Elmslie, Deeson, Derick,
and Ferrey. Mr. Shaw and another architect

are to decide on their merits. Mr. Shaw
being the attached architect of the college, the
whole proceedings seem somewhat singular.

Vacancy in the Engineering De-
partment at Hull.—The appointment of
resident engineer to the Dock Company at

Kingston-upon-Hull, will shortly become va-

cant by the resignation of Mr. M. Lane. Can-
didates are to forward their testimonials to the
secretary of the company on or before the
14th instant. The salary is upwards of 300/.

per annum.
Bronze Works of Art.—Some misunder-

standing having lately taken place on the part

of the Custom-House authorities, as to the
meaning of the resolution of the House of

Commons admitting “ bronze works of art”
duty free, it has been decided that all works of
art, whether composed of bronze or other
metal, are to be delivered free of duty.

Light for all Nations.— The stupen-
duous undertaking of erecting a lighthouse on
the Godwin Sands is at length completed. Mr.
Bush, the engineer, has determined upon
throwing it open to public inspection during
the present month, in aid of the funds of the

Royal Free Hospital in Gray’s Inn-road. The
terms of admission are 2s. 6d. each person.
Railway Speed.—The distance between

London and Birmingham was lately performed
in one hour and forty-five minutes. One
hundred and ten miles in one hundred and five

minutes

!

The National Gallery.—Mr. Eastlake,
R.A. has addressed a letter to Sir Robert Peel,
pointing out the unfitness of the present build-

ing for its purpose. We shall revert to it next
week.

STriiDers.

Tenders for the erection of a New Rectory at

Pyrford, near Ripley, in the county of Surrey,
under the superintendence of Mr. H. Baker, archi-

tect, of Upper Gower-street.

Pearse and Guerrier

Boxall

Loth ere
Ire

Winsland
Allen

Mason

Tenders delivered May 30th, 1845, for building

seven Private Houses, also Dwelling House, with
Shops, &c., for E. Lacey, Esq., Mr. T. Coe,
surveyor.

Jay
Gerry
Ashby

Lawrence
Lefevre

Willson

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our renders
however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.]

For the performance of the necessary works in

the construction of a New Dock in the Borough of

Kingston-upon-Hull.
For Building the Carcasses of certain first-rate

Houses, with Shop Fronts, in the new line of
Oxford-street, leading into Holboru.

For executing Works on the Leeds, Dewsbury,
and Manchester Railway, being a distance of about
4^ miles. The principal work on this division is

the summit Tunnel, near Morley, which is upwards
of 3,000 yards in length.

For the erection of Schools, and a Master’s
House, and also a new Farm-house and Offices, on
the Estate of the Rev. E. K. Benyon, near Bury
St. Edmunds, Suffolk.

For constructing about 450 feet of new Wharf,
along the River-side, in the Town of Wisbeach,

and for erecting a new Crane and Warehouse for

the Corporation of Wisbeach.
For the execution of a New Harbour at

Greenock,
*

£1,087
1,018

1,010

999
987
935
883

For the supplying of certain Mines in Cornwall,

for twelve months from Midsummer next, with Nor-
way Timber, halfDram and half Longsund, of good
quality and average length. The probable quantity

required is 710 loads.

For Building a Sewer in the King's Road, St.

Pancras, of the dimensions of 4 feet 6 inches by
2 feet 9 inches, for a length of 250 feet.

For building the intended Somerset County
Lunatic Asylum.

For the Works necessary in extending the Tower
Hamlet Sewers, in one District to the length of

2,570 feet, in a second District to the length of

1,915 feet, and in a third District to the length of

6G0 feet.

For erecting the New Church of St. Andrew, at

Wakefield, Yorkshire.

For painting, and keeping in repair the Lanterns
and Fittings of the several Gas Lamps in the Parish
of St. Mary, Islington, from Midsummer 1845 to

Midsummer 1846.

For the construction of Two Divisions of the

Chester and Holyhead Railway, being Nos. 8 and
12. No. 8 contains a length of 7 miles and 54
chains. No. 12 contains a length of 5 miles and
26 chains.

For erecting a New Parsonage House at Iken,

near Oxford, Suffolk.

For painting the exterior Wood and Metal Work
of the British Infirmary.

For supplying the Lords, Bailiff, and Jurats of

Romney Marsh with 2,000 six-feet Deal Ends, 3
by 12, either white or yellow American, at per 100,

(of 120 Ends).
For the erection of a Building in London for a

highly patronised purpose, at the estimated cost of

about 30,000/.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans, sections, and elevations for a Terminus,

and other requisite accompanying offices, for the

Great Southern and Western Railway, Ireland.

Designs for houses to be erected at Dover. The
ground is nearly seven acres in extent, and lies on a

gentle slope between the south-west boundary of

Dover Castle and the town. A premium of fifty

guineas is offered for the set that may be most ap-
proved of.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

by auction.

The timber and other trees now standing upon
the estate at Woodseaves, Salop. By order of the

Lord Chaucellor made in the cause “ Dickin r.

Barker.”
At Eversden Wood, Cambridge : 80 Oak Timber

Trees, clean, sound, and of useful dimensions.

At Bourn, Cambridge : a capital Fall of prime
Oak Timber, comprising about 100 Trees of good
dimensions.

At Brandon, near Coventry: several Thousand
prime Oak Trees, and a quantity of Planks and
Quarterings.

At Bourne, Cambridge : 63 Oak Timber Trees
;

many of them are of very excellent quality, of great

length, and particularly clean and straight,

and excellent quality.

At Halstead, Essex : a quantity of capital Oak
Timber, &c., in Great Spansey’s Wood, near

Halstead.

At Richardson's Wharf, Limehou6e : a large

quantity of superior dry and sound stock of Dant-
zic Yellow and Red Pine, Ash, Swedish and Me-
mel Timber ; about 10,000 White Spruce and
Yellow Battens, &c.

At Coneygre Wood, Rickling, Essex : 105 Oak
Timber Trees of excellent quality.

At 17, Millbank-street, Westminster : a remark-

ably fine parcel of Marble, consisting of Statuary,

Vein, Dove, Bardilla, Griotte, Black, and Black

and Gold ;
also four 16-feet Column Blocks of

Sicilian Marble.

At Wimbish Hall, near Saffron Waldon : 400

Oak, Ash, and Elm Timber Trees, many of large

dimensions, and the whole useful for building or

other purposes.

At the Angel Inn, Warminster : a quantity of

very capital Oak, Ash, Elm, Beech, Larch, and

other Timber Trees, comprising about 400 Trees

and 150 Saplings.

At Ryston Hall, near Downliam Market : a

superior fall of Oak, Ash, Elm, and Fir Timber

Trees, comprising 50 Large Oaks, from 30 to 40

feet in length ;
20 smaller ones

; 46 Ash and Elm
Trees ;

86 Old Spruce Firs
;

5 Hornbeam, &c.

by tender.

A Virgin Forest of Valuable Timber in Wala-
chia. The principal part of the Trees is Oak. The
said Forest may produce about 500,000 cubic feet

of Timber.

At Little Bentley Hall, Essex : several Acres of

Plantations, consisting of superior Firs, Larch,

Spruce, &c., to be taken down by the Purchaser.
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MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES

During the ensuing week.

Monday, June 9.— Geographical, 3, Waterloo-

place, 8 £ p.m.
;
British Architects, 16, Grosvenor-

street, 8 p.m.

Tuesday, 10.—Medical and Chirurgical, 53,

Berners-street, 8* p.m.; Civil Engineers, 25,

Great George-street, 8 p.m.; Zoological, Han-

over-Square, 8£ p.m.

Wednesday, 11 .—Society of Arts, Adelphi,

8 p.m. ;
Geological, Somerset-house, 8£ p.m.;

Pharmaceutical

,

17, Bloomsbury-square, 9 p.m.

Thursday, 12. — Royal, Somerset-house, 8j

p.m. ;
Antiquaries, Somerset-house, 8 p.m.

;
Royal

Society of Literature, 4, St. Martin’s-place, 4

p.m. ;
Medico - Botanical, 32, Sackville-street,

8 p.m.

Friday, 13.

—

Astronomical, Somerset-house,

8 p.m.
;
Philological, 49, Pall-Mall, 8, p.m.

Saturday, 14.— Royal Botanical, Regent’s-

park, 4 p.m.

CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN
“ THE BUILDER.”

£. s. d.

For Sixty Words or less 0 5 0

Every additional Thirty Words .... 0 1 0

One Column 2 2 0

One entire Page 5 5 0

To workmen advertising for situa- \ q 3 6

For a series of advertisements above 5s. a reduc-

tion will be made.

Advertisements forwarded from the country for

insertion must be accompanied with a post-office

order, according to the above scale.

Volume I., containing upwards of Three
Hundred Illustrations, elegantly bound in

cloth, price 15s., and Volume II. containing up-

wards of Four Hundred Illustrations, price

17s. 6d. can still be had of all booksellers.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ S. C.”

—

Engravings in outline would not

satisfy all our subscribers, though they might be

preferred by the section represented by our obli-

ging correspondent. We endeavour to meet the re-

quirements of several distinct classes.

“ Discontent.”— Our correspondent, and many
besides, should read the charming little story,

called “ Old Jolliffe” (published by Wright, Pall-

Mall.) “ There is much grief in the world, much
trouble, but it should be our endeavour to teach all

who are suffering that it is good to be so afflicted

;

for such a thought will create a contented spirit

which will carry them through all their trials and
pain /”

“ F. E. G .”—The stone laid with ceremony as

the foundation stone is not always the first. We
shall be glad to hearfrom him on other matters.

“James Jones.”—The description shall appear.

41 W. Ray.”

—

The statement shall receive atten-

tion.

“ Works in France.” — A correspondent is

anxious to have some information as to the works
by London builders now going on in France.

“ History of a Competition.”

—

The statement

of “ A Looker On” being entirely personal, we
must decline inserting it.

“ A Journeyman Plasterer” is also declined,

with thanks.
“ W. B.” says :—As many toll-houses are

about to be erected in various parts of South
Wales, I shall feel obliged if some of your nu-

merous talented architectural correspondents

will favour us with the most approved design

for those constructions; one which tvill combine
usefulness and economy with picturesque effect.

The material generally used is masonry.

“ A Subscriber.”

—

If an opening be made in a

wall dividing properties, the owner of the land on
the other side may block it up.

“ I. T.”

—

Johns' patent stone-colour stucco

cement is probably the material inquired for. It

may be obtained at Mr. Man's, 5, Maiden-lane,
Cheapside.

“A Young Builder.”—If the buildings were
bona fide commenced before last January, sanc-

tioned by the district surveyor, and are to be

finished as first proposed, an additional thickness

of walls cannot be insisted on.

“ A Builder” {as to power of official referees)

and “ P. W.” next week.

Received : Kelland's excellent edition of
“ Young's Lectures,” part 5 (Taylor and Walton),—“ The Westminster Review,” for June ,

—

Coghlan’s “ Hand Book for European Tourists

”

(Hughes, St. Martin's le Grand),—“ Pictorial
Gallery of Art,” part 5 (C. Knight),—” Old
England," part 18.

ADVESt-TISEIYIENTS.

WHITE KNIGHTS’ PARK.

THE BOTANIC GARDENS and wil-
derness of this celebrated Domain will be OPEN

for the admission of the Public, during the Summer season,

on MONDAYS and THURSDAYS. Tickets of Admission,
ONE SHILLING each person, and Family Tickets, to admit
eight, FIVE SHILLINGS, may be obtained of Messrs.

Scott and Moffatt, Architects, 20, Spring Gardens; of Mr.
Frederick Chinnock, Estate Agency Office, 28, Regent-street;

at the Offices of “ The Builder,” No. 2, York-street, Covent-
garden, and “ The Gardener’s Gazette ;” of Messrs. Rich-
ards and Rogers, Solicitors, 10, Friar-street, Reading; and
at Mr. Welch’s, “Berks Chronicle ” Office, 12, Market-place,
Reading.—Day Tickets to Reading are issued by the Great
Western Railway.

Royal polytechnic institu-
tion.—

T

he ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAY exhi-

bited by a Working Model, having a power to carry visi-

tors. A CURIOUS MECHANICAL HAND on a person
who has lost his natural hand. Dr. RYAN’S LECTURES
on the CHEMISTRY of DOMESTIC LIFE daily, at a
quarter past Three, and on Wednesday and Friday evenings
at a quarter to Nine. Professor BACHHOFFNER’S varied
LECTURES with brilliant Experiments. Lectures on Cha-
racter, with Musical Illustrations, by Mr. J. Russell, ac-
companied by Dr. Wallis on the Piano-forte, on the
evenings of Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday, at Eight
o’clock. New and beautiful objects in the CHROMA-
TROPE, PHYSIOSCOPE, PROTEOSCOPE, &c. NEW
DISSOLVING VIEWS. SUBMARINE EXPERIMENTS
by the DIVER and DIVING BELL. Working Models
described daily.

Admission, Is. ; Schools, half-price.

HOWARD’S TRANSPARENT TRA-
CING PAPER.—The many very high encomiums

which have been passed on this article by those who have
made trial of it, induces Mr. Howard to give it greater pub-
licity. Sample books, containing seven different qualities,

with prices, &c., can be sent by post to any part of the
kingdom.— Orders directed to Mr. HOWARD, 23, Great
Russell-street, Bloomsbury, will receive immediate atten-
tion.

E G.’s TRACING-PAPER.—It is

• warranted to take Ink, Oil, or Water colour, and
is sold by MESSRS. ROBERSON AND CO., SOLE
AGENTS, 51, LONG-ACRE, at thefollowing cash prices:

—

THIN TRACING-PAPER.
60 by 40, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.

40 by 30, at 71. 0s. „ 7s, 6d. „
30 by 20, at 3/. 15s. „ 4s. Od. „

THICK TRACING-PAPER.
40 by 30, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.
30 by 20, at 71. 10s. „ 8s. Od. „
N. B.—Every sheet is stamped with the Initials of the

Manufacturer.
This beautiful and unequalled article is allowed to be the

cheapest and most useful Paper hitherto introduced to the
public, as will be best proved by a trial.

NOTICE TO INVENTORS.

OFFICE FOR PATENTS OF INVEN-
TIONS and REGISTRATIONS of DESIGNS, 14,

Lincoln’s-inn-fields.—The printed INSTRUCTIONS gratis,

and every information upon the subject of PROTECTION
for INVENTIONS, either by Letters Patent or the Design
Acts, may be had by applying personally, or by letter, pre-
paid, to Mr. Alexander Prince, at the office, 14, Lincoln’s-
inn-fields.

PRIZES IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND
PATENTEES.

A GOLD MEDAL, value 100/. and a
SILVER MEDAL, value 50/., will be given by Mr.

M. JOSCELIN COOKE. The Gold medal for the best
Patent, and the Silver medal for the best Design taken out
or Registered at the OFFICE for PATENTS and DE-
SIGNS, 20, Half-Moon- street, between the 1st of Novem-
ber, 1844, and the 1st of June, 1846. The Prizes will be
awarded by competent judges on the 10th June, 1846. The
conditions to be observed, together with instructions, charges,
and every information for obtaining Patents in England or

Foreign Countries, or Registering Designs, will be forwarded
gratis, on application to Mr. M. JOSCELIN COOKE, at

the Office for Patents and Registration of Designs, 20, Half-
Moon-street, Piccadilly, London.

EAL & SON’S LIST OF BEDDING.
—Containing a full description of weights, sizes, and

prices, by which purchaseis are enabled to judge the articles

that are beat suited to make a good set of Bedding, sent free

by post, on application to their establishment, the largest in

London, exclusively for the manufacture and sale of Bedding
(no Bedsteads or other furniture being kept). HEAL and
SON, Feather Dressers and Bedding Manufacturers, 196,
opposite the Chapel, Tottenham-court-road.

HOT WATER APPARATUS. — The
attention of architects, builders, and others, is

respectfully requested to BENJAMIN FOWLER’S superior
method of heating churches and chapels, halls, stair-cases,

conservatories, forcing and green-houses, manufactories, and
warehouses, kilns, rooms for drying timber, &c., and every
variety of purpose for which artificial heat is required. Within
the last twenty years some hundreds of buildings have been
heated upon this plan, and the parties for whom they were
executed are constantly expressing their satisfaction, also
their willingness to vouch for their efficiency. An improved
wrought-iron boiler, which requires no brickwork, may be
seen in action upon the premises. BENJAMIN FOWLER,
63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street.

Duty off window glass. — on
April the 6th, Squares stouter and of better make

than formerly for Glazing purposes at 6d. per foot.
NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, AND

OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variety
of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) than
is kept by any other house in London, from 4d. per foot.

Flattened Sheet, Stained, Fluted, the BIRMINGHAM
Sheet Plate (superior in all respects to every other make),
and Ornamental Glass of every description. Complete Lists
of Glass, Lead, Colours, &c., at ready-money prices, may
be had (gratis) on application to R. Co’gan, at the Western
Glass, Lead, and Colour Warehouse, 5, Princes-strcet,

Leicester-square, London.
SURVEYORS, CONTRACTORS FOR PUBLIC

WORKS, and the TRADE generally, sending specifica-

tions of quantities required, will receive by return of post an
invoice at the very lowest cash prices.

A parcel of very Superior Spruce Oker, suitable for

PLASTERERS AND PAINTERS, to be sold at 6s. per
cwt.

CAEN STONE.

LUARD and BEEDIiAM have a quantity
of the above stone, of the best quality, direct from:

their Quarries at Allcmange, which mav be inspected at the

Norway Sufferance Wharf, Greenwich.— Further particu-.

Jars at Mr. G. GATES’, 18, SOUTHWARK-SQUARE,
SOUTHWARK.

CUNDY’S MARBLE AND STONE WORKS, PIMLICO.:

SAMUEL CUNDY begs to inform Ar-
chitects, Builders, &c., that he is supplying
VEIN MARBLE BOX CHIMNEY-PIECES,

Opening 3 feet square, and 7 inch piers, for

FORTY-FIVE SHILLINGS!
STONE BOX CHIMNEY-PIECES, opening 3 feet square,

and 7 inch piers, Twelve Shillings; do., do., with:

MOULDED CAPS, and 8 inch piers, FOURTEEN:
SHILLINGS.
The above are manufactured in the best manner and ofi

the best material. For CASH ONLY.— Address, SAMUEL
CUNDY, Marble and Stone Works, Belgrave Wharf,
Pimlico.

Masons' Work, Monuments, & c., &c., at equally Low
Prices.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. KENT and CO,
MANUFACTURERS,

11, GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON,
Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of a

quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, to

which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer quality

and durability to apparent cheapness,
000000.—7 in. Dusters.
000000.—7 in. ditto, extra.

0000.—Ground Brushes.
Plasterers’ Brushes.
Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.
Sash Tools, and Common Tools.

Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all Other

Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kinds

of Brushes, forwarded on application. Established 1777* I

TO BUILDERS, PAINTERS, PLAS-
TERERS, CARPENTERS, CABINET-MAKERS,

and OTHERS
Linseed Oil, 2s. 4d. per gal-

lon.

Boiled ditto, 2s. lOd. ditto.

Turpentine, 3s. 3d. ditto.

Turpentine Varnish, 3s. ditto.

Paper Varnish, 12s. and 16s.

ditto.

Gold Size, 8s. ditto.

Best ground White Lead, 26s.

per cwt.

Second ditto, 23s. ditto.

Third ditto, 20s. ditto.

Putty, 8s. 6d. ditto.

Patent Driers, 42s. per cwt.

English Umber, 8s. ditto.

Yellow Oker Powder, 6s. and
8s. per cwt.

Fine Powdered Oxford Oker,'

21s. and 28s. ditto.

Ditto, ditto, in Oil, 36s. and
42s. ditto.

Crome Yellow, 6d., 10d., and
is. 4d. per lb.

Spanish Brown, 6s. per cwt.

Stockholm Tar, 19s. per bar-

rel.

Gas Tar, 9s- ditto.

Lamp Black, 20s. per cwt.

Glue, 42s. and 48s. ditto.

Green Copperas, 6s. per cwt.

And every description of dry and ground Colours, Var-

nishes, & c. CROWN GLASS, price as at the Manufactory;

BRUSHES, at Makers' prices.

The Anti -corrosion Paint for every description of outside

work, resisting all kinds of damp, and it never blisters or

peels off; it has now stood the test for the last sixty years,

and has been used by the Government in most of the

Colonics and Dock-yards, having received the approbation

of the Hon. Board of Ordnance, and other public bodies.,

at the LONDON COLOUR, LEAD, GLASS, OIL, and

VARNISH WAREHOUSE, 27, Coleman-strcet, City.

*** Country Orders must be accompanied with a re-

mittance, or reference for Payment in London.

HOLBORN AND FINSBURY SEWERS, MIDDLESEX.
rpilE COMMISSIONERS of SEWERS
JL for the LIMITS give NOTICE, that their Office,

Hatton Garden, is open daily between the hours of Ten and
Four, where information can be obtained (gratis) by persons

about to Purchase or Rent Houses or Property, or take Land
for Building purposes, of the situation and level of the

public Sewers, capable of affording sufficient Drainage, and
which they recommend all such Persons to apply for at the

above Office. By the Court,

STABLE and LUSH, Clerks.

COURT OF SEWERS FOR WESTMINSTER, AND
PART OF MIDDLESEX, No. 1, Greek-street, Soho«i

square.

TO BUILDERS and Others interested in

buildings or in ground for building upon, within the

district under the jurisdiction of this Court, drained by water-

courses falling into the river Thames, between the city of

London and the parish of Fulham.
The Commissioners hereby give notice, that by an Act of

the 47th Geo. III. (chap. 7, local) it is required that, pre-

viously to the making of any new sewer in any street, lane,

or public way, or in any part intended to become a street,

lane, or public way, or to carry off or drain off water from any

house, building, yard, or ground, into any sewer under their

management, or within their jurisdiction, a notice in writing

shall be given to them, or to their clerk at their office, ana

that such new sewer or sewers shall be constructed and made
in such manner and form as shall be directed by the said

Commissioners, and not otherwise.

And, in order to prevent the serious evils and inconveni-

ences that must arise from ground proposed to be built upon
being excavated at too great a depth, the Commissioner*-

have directed that, upsn application being made at this office

previous to the excavation of such ground, information shall

be given as to the lowest depth at which the same can be

drained.
And the Commissioners do also give notice that, when-

ever the lower floors or pavements of buildings shall have

been laid so low as not to admit of their being drained with

a proper current, they will not allow any sewers, or drains

into sewers, to be made for the service of such buildings.

It is recommended to all persons about to purchase or take

houses, or other premises, to ascertain whether such premises

have separate and distinct drains into common sewers.

All petitions must be delivered at this office at least three

clear days before they are presented to the Commissioners ;
and

all such petitions will be called on in the order of their appli-

cation, and the name of any party not present when called

on to support the application will be struck out, and the pro-

ceedings must in consequence be commenced de novo.

All communications made with any sewer without leave of

the Commissioners will be cut off, and the parties making
the same will subject themselves to a fine.

By order of the Court,
LEWIS C. HERTSLET, Clerk.
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U R readers will remember

that in October last a cotton

mill at Oldham, in Lanca-

shire, fell, destroyed twenty

persons, and injured many
others.* Sir Henry De la

che and Mr. Thomas Cubitt were appointed

nmissioners, by her Majesty’s command, to

lect evidence respecting its fall, and “ to in-

itigate into the causes connected with the

ucture of that building, or of certain parts

reof, which led ” to the loss of life on that

tasion. An inquiry into the circumstances

ich occasioned the failure of a part of the

son at Northleach, in Gloucester, was also

erred to them. After examining the pre-

ses, and hearing such witnesses as were
ely to afford the required information, they,

:he end of February last, reported their pro-

dings and the results of their investigations,

rhis report i3 now before us : it contains

ae very valuable information, especially as

the strength of cast-iron beams, and some
gestions by Mr. Cubitt which should be

ad on forthwith. In addition to parties

nected with the buildings in question, they

imined Mr. Fairbairn, Mr. Eaton Hodgkin-

,
and others, who have given attention to the

ms of beams and the nature of iron, and have

ited the minutes of evidence: the commis-

lers have further appended the results of a

aber of experiments made at Thames Bank,
hew the comparative strength of iron beams
lifferent forms, already referred to in our

es.-}-

It would appear that the Messrs. Radcliffe,
5 carry on an extensive business, had con-
red it expedient to add to their mill or
:ory, and for this purpose had undertaken

i erection of two new buildings upon the
iciple termed fire-proof; that is, so com-
ing iron, commonly cast-iron, with bricks
tone, as to exclude, or nearly exclude, wood
Iheir erection, thereby rendering the build-

!
as such, incapable of being consumed by
One of these buildings was erected over

[

space or area occupied by the boilers of
ilsteam-cngine, adjoining the old portion of
mill

;
the other, of larger dimensions, was,

r is, to a certain extent separated from it.

I t the latter end of October last the build-
«ver the boilers was completed, one 27j
high, including the roof, 77 feet long, and
eet wide. The other building, of larger
ensions, being unfinished, as it now is,

gh in a more advanced state than at that
. Prior to the former addition to the mill,
ooilers, six in number, were covered by a
proof floor, formed of brick arches resting
ast-iron beams, the whole supported by the

(3 and cast-iron columns
;
and above this

proof floor there was a clear story, roofed

}
wood. This portion of the building had

I' erected eight years since by Mr. John
;es, iron-founder, of Oldham,
u hen it was thought desirable to form an
tdion to the factory in this direction, en-
;ng that part of the old mill, the roof
i
e noticed was removed, and the new work

h carried up based upon the old (15 feet

r ). The same plan with respect to the
pgpment of beams and arches was fol-

d in the new floors, five in number, as in
!«ld floors, the beams being, however, of
(weight in the new work than in the old.

1 the building was a compound of work
itated eight years since with that com-
bed in May last, the foundations and
tet of the height above the ground being
e former date.”

* See Boilder, Vol, II. p.563,

t See p. 49 ante,
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“ It was stated that the beams were all

proved, that is, subjected to pressure to ascer-
tain their strength, the pressure being usually
beyond the weight which it is calculated that
they would have to support, in accordance with
the stipulation made with the founders, Messrs.
Sevelles and Woolstanholme, by the Messrs.
Radcliffe. The proof required was a load upon
the centre of each beam, 14 feet long, equal
to eight tons. The proof actually given is

stated to have been equal to 9£ tons. John
Swailes, joiner, in the employ of the Messrs.
Radcliffe, and who made the patterns for the
beams, deposes to have seen about twenty
beams proved, a weight of 9£ tons being, he
was informed at the time, applied to the centre
of each. The same witness also states that he
saw many of the beams cast, and that several
were removed red-hot from the sand.
When not resting on the walls, where they

were laid upon large stones, the beams were
supported by cast-iron columns, cylindrical and
hollow, 6 inches in diameter externally, and
varying in weight from about 6 cwt. each in

the lower floor, to about 5 cwt. each in the
upper floors, those in the former having a core
or hollow 4 inches in diameter, thus giving a
thickness of 1 inch of metal

;
those in the latter,

a core of 4£ inches, making three-quarters of
an inch in metal. The upper columns, fitted
by a projecting portion of their lower ends, into
a corresponding socket in the highest part of
those beneath them, and the beams were fas-

tened to the columns by clips of wrought iron,
secured red-hot over ears or projections at the
extremities of the beams. The columns in the
lowest floor rested upon iron plates, and these
upon brickwork. The ties or rods connecting
the beams together were about 4£ feet apart on
the average, of wrought Staffordshire iron,
seven-eighths of an inch square, and passed
through the upper part of the beams, within
about 4 inch from the top.
1 he walls of the building were of the same

thickness from the bottom to the top, 2 j feet
thick for the side walls, and 2 feet thick at the
end walls, and were constructed with bricks,
sound and good. Two tiers of bond timber,
4£ inches by 3 inches, passed through the
centre of the windows on each floor, and they
were laid upon the same course, 4^. inches from
both the outside and inside of the walls.
The arches of the different floors were of

bricks, built with mortar made with Derby-
shire! lime

;
they rose in a span from 10^. feet

to 14 feet, and formed a regular segment of a
circle. The upper course of bricks was wedged
in tight Avith pieces of Welsh slate, and the
Avhole Avas paved Avith flagging, about 4 inch
thick.”

Such AAras the general construction and ar-

rangement of the building, when one of the

arches in the upper floor Avas observed to have
settled about 4 inches, and Avorkmen Avere

employed to take it out, and replace it. While
this Avas in operation one of the beams broke
close to a column (from the lateral thrust of

the adjoining arch as it is considered), and the

Avhole building Avas almost instantaneously

destroyed.

Witnesses Avere of opinion that this break-

age of the beam, though sufficient to cause

much damage, did not properly account for the

total destruction of the building Avbich en-

sued : they considered there Avas not sufficient

strength in the beams generally.

“ They also adA'ert to the injudicious posi-
tion of the tie rods Avhich, though sufficient in
number and strength, Avere situated too high
up for resisting the strain of the arch. To re-
sistthat strain, they point out that the maximum
effect Avould be produced by their attachment
to the bottom flange of the beam, but that
being inconvenient, they recommend that the
ties should not be placed higher than the
soffet of the arch, Avhere they AA'ould perforate
the neutral axis of the beam, that is, Avhere,
from vertical pressure, the tendency of the
loAver part of the beam to be disrupted and
opened out is balanced by the opposite ten-
dency on the upper part' of the beam to be
crushed imvards, thus affording sufficient secu-
rity to the arch Avithout injury to the strength
of the beam.
Though they observed imperfections in the

cast-iron columns, arising from the variable

thickness of the metal, they Avere satisfied Avith
them in other respects, at the same time
stating their opinion that one inch more in
diameter, Avith the same Aveight of metal,
Avould have afforded greater strength and
security.”

The iron, on examination of fragments of

the beams, Avas found to be of fair average

quality, but the central parts were more highly

crystallized than the internal parts, Avhich led

to the inference that the former had cooled

more quickly than the latter; cracks Avere also

obsen'ed, due to the same cause.
“ In the evidence of John Swailes it is

stated, that several of the beams employed in
the portion of the factory Avhich fell Avere
taken out red hot from the sand in Avhich they
Avere cast, a sufficient reason for the appear-
ances Ave have noticed, more especially, Avhen
it is considered that the parts of the beams
Avere of variable thickness, not only the upper
and lower flanges differing in this respect, but
also the vertical portion connecting them.
Under an equal temperature such parts Avould
tend to become solid at variable times, the
thinnest parts first, and even under the favour-
able circumstances of protracted cooling there
Avould still be a disposition in the particles to

adjust themselves unequally, producing un-
equal strains, and an absence of uniform struc-

ture in the mass. A fact Avell knoAvn to iron-

founders, Avho from it, endeavour to arrange
their castings, so as to obtain as much as pos-
sible a uniformity of thickness in the different

parts.

The practice of removing beams of cast-

iron, to be employed in sustaining Aveights, red
hot from the sand, is very properly reprobated
in the evidence of Messrs. Fairbairn and
Whitworth. The former observes,

—

‘ From my OAvn experience, I am satisfied

that fire-proof beams should never remain less

than ten hours in the sand after they are cast

;

and for heavy castings thirty or forty hours,
or more, are somtimes necessary to assist

nature in a perfect, and, consequently, a strong
and compact process of crystallization.’

Wo consider that even good cast-iron may
be rendered comparatively brittle by sudden
cooling, judging from Avhat is knoAvn on the
subject of the cooling of many substances, the
more sudden application of cold to a substance
in igneous fusion, producing the brittle quality,

exemplified in the various glasses, more
moderate cooling furnishing compactness,
Avbile more protracted refrigeration causes, in
many bodies, crystallization, Avbich may be-
come of such an order from the occurrence of
large crystalline planes, as to render fracture
more easy in the line of such planes, being
those of least resistance than in the interme-
diate state productive of compactness.

Unfortunately, it is considered a saving, par-
ticularly in small founderies, to remove cast-

ings red hot from the sand. Mr. Whitworth
points out that not only is room acquired
Avhere it is so needed, in such founderies by
this practice, but that a saving also is effected
in the 6and employed, Avhich becomes burnt
and destroyed near tbe castings Avhile the
latter are annealed in the cooling.
From at least several of the beams employed

in the building which fell being, as stated by
John SAvailes, taken out red hot from the sand
Avhen cast, from the cracks and other corrobo-
rative proofs of rapid cooling observed by our-

selves, and from having seen a beam cracked
through the vertical portion connecting the

upper and lower flanges, in the loAver part of

the larger fire-proof building hoav finishing,

and in connection Avith the Avorks of the

Messrs. Radcliffe, this crack, or fissure, pre-

cisely of the kind that Avould be formed from
an unequal tension of the thicker and thinner

parts of the beam, more especially, if taken

from the sand red hot and thus suddenly

cooled
;

Ave are disposed to believe that such

rents or cracks may have occurred in many
other beams.”

Considering the evidence correct, the com-

missioners believe that the lateral pressure of

each of the arches successively fractured the

adjacent beams.
“ This happening on the upper floor, there

is little difficulty in conceiving that the mass
of bricks and iron thus suddenly throAvn upon
the floor beneath would crush it, and this
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again falling on the third, and so on, the accu-

mulation of falling matter would be such from

floor to floor, that after the failure of the upper

floor, that in which the arch was under repair,

the whole would appear to fall almost instan-

taneously, or in one great crash.”

They therefore regard the failure of the arch

in the upper floor, for which no apparent reason

is assigned, as the primary cause of the acci-

dent.

The commissioners made inquiries into “ the

state of chemical knowledge connected with

cast-iron generally,” and are disposed to con-

sider it. imperfect.

“ While referring to these and other re-

searches on a subject becoming daily of more
importance to the public, we abstain from all

remark as to the forms which may at present

appear best adapted for cast-iron beams,

further than to observe that when calculations

as to the strength of such beams are founded

on the supposition that the cast-iron employed
is of uniform texture, it would appear difficult

to obtain this homogeneity except in castings

of nearly uniform thickness in the various

parts
;
that when cast-iron beams are suddenly

removed red-hot from the sand in which they

are cast, we should expect them to be com-
paratively brittle, however good the iron may
otherwise be

;
and that some efficient proof of

cast-iron beams is most desirable before they
are employed in buildings, since, assuming
effective forms and the use of good iron, every

care having been taken to cool them properly,

flaws may exist,[not visible externally, rendering
them untit to support the weights they are in-

tended to sustain.”

“While on the subject of cast-iron for

beams, we would state our strong conviction,

founded on a general view of the subject, of

the importance of substituting wrought-iron
for cast-iron, whenever it can be accomplished,
and we anticipate that wrought-iron will be
rolled into a sufficient size for all the uses to

which large cast-iron beams are now applied,
judging from the present size of rolled pieces
of iron. When this shall have been accom-
plished, a great advance will have been made
in the use of iron, seeing that beams, or other
large pieces of that metal may, with confi-

dence, be relied upon. We consider that
when WTought-iron can be thus rolled and
employed, its use will become most extensive,

and that the consumption of iron for building
purposes would be greatly increased, to the
benefit of an important branch of our national
industry.”

They urge with great propriety that experi-

ments respecting the best and strongest forms

of wrought and cast-iron beams and columns

should be conducted by officers of the Royal

Engineers, at Woolwich, or elsewhere, antici-

pating that such experiments would be of

great public importance, by leading to highly

beneficial and practical results, the more bene-

ficial in proportion as a knowledge of them
could be disseminated by publications of a

moderate price.

At the close of the joint report Mr. Cubitt

has introduced some remarks and suggestions

which are so important, that we are induced

to transfer them entire to our pages.

“ And I would further humbly represent to

your Majesty, that since the first introduction

of iron into buildings, its use has progressively
increased; and considering that it is desirable

to encourage the erection of buildings that are
composed of incombustible materials, affected

as little as possible by the changes of weather
from dryness to humidity, and free from the
effects of dry rot, or the ravages of vermin, and
cast-iron at present being one of the principal
materials by which these advantages are con-
veniently secured, there is, it must not be dis-

guised, great danger to be apprehended in its

use in consequence of our limited and imper-
fect knowledge of its qualities and properties.

Buildings constructed with floors of wood,
though at the mercy of an incendiary, and sub-
ject to many inconveniences, have at least this
one advantage, namely, that an injudicious ap-
plication ot it in their construction is to be
less dreaded than when cast-iron is the sub-
stance employed.

Wood being much more elastic receives,

without injury, shocks which would be fatal to

cast-iron
;
while its great flexibility adapts it

to give warning of its own insufficiency, or of

an undue pressure acting upon it, perhaps in

time to avert danger
;
whereas cast-iron, from

its nature, is incapable of affording the like

demonstration of its weakness ;
and the fall

of a building so constructed, from the weight

and solidity of the material, is likely to be at-

tended with far more disastrous consequences.

Yet, notwithstanding the many casualties to

which cast-iron is liable, its introduction into

buildings has been a great gain
;
and I believe

that fewer accidents have happened, with all

itsjdisadvantages, than might have been reason-

ably expected. And buildings very essential

to the safety of the inhabitants of thickly-peo-

pled towns, affording security against the de-

vastations of fire, either by diminishing the

risk of its first outbreak, or cutting off the

communication with the adjacent burning

houses, in order to stop the progress of the

flames, could not be constructed conveniently,

adapted to the purposes of trade or for public

rooms, without the use of iron.

The erection, then, of such buildings being

of the utmost importance to all classes of the

community, and our knowledge of the best

forms and arrangements of cast-iron beams not

being based upon principles the correctness of

which cannot be questioned, I do feel that any
attempt by legislative enactment to control the

erection of this kind of buildings might prove

vexatious in its operation, from the difficulty

there would be (in the absence of acknow-
ledged correct data on which to found com-
prehensive rules for the regulation of such

buildings, and amidst the conflicting opinions

of persons who have thought much on the sub-

ject), in selecting proper persons to whom
authority might be given, who would have
sufficient practical knowledge to ensure their

decisions being always satisfactory, or who
would consider the subject sufficiently alike to

secure a uniform practice in the different dis-

tricts, without which uniformity persons might
be called upon to vary their manner of build-

ing, if it happened to be in another district,

according to the notions of the surveyor of
each. If they were too severe, it would re-

tard the erection of buildings intended to be
fire-proof while on the other hand a false

confidence might be given, that would prevent
the careful consideration of the parties prin-

cipally engaged, owing to their being relieved

from responsibility.

It therefore becomes desirable that every
possible facility and encouragement should be
given to persons to improve and make build-
ings more safe and durable

;
and T should re-

gret if anything were done that might inter-

fere with the use of iron so as to retard its

more general introduction, as it appears to

me to be a material the use of which it is of
the utmost importance in every way to en-
courage.

Much, however, if not all the risk involved
in using iron for beams would be avoided, by
the substitution of wrought for cast-iron

;
but

up to the present time, the anxiety for this

change is not widely enough diffused to lead
to any immediate practical result in the manu-
facturing of wrought-iron beams of such di-

mensions as are applicable to buildings of the
largest size. And it may be remarked that
the larger the building is, there is gene-
rally greater danger of failure, with more
deplorable results

;
consequently the more

urgent need there is for increased precaution
in providing a corresponding amount of
strength, the greater are the difficulties at
present experienced, at least as regards
wrought-iron.
The expenses necessary to the production of

large masses of iron, rolled in the form of
beams, being more than a private individual
might feel himself justified in incurring for his
own use, and the demand from an inadequate
conception of their value not being sufficiently
pressing or extensive to secure the manufac-
turer from loss, it is to be feared that it will
take some time yet before we shall be in posses-
sion of the many advantages which it may be
expected will re6 u'> from their manufacture,
unless some stimu us be given in order to
hasten the attainment of this very desirable
object.

I therefore humbly suggest for the consider-
ation of your Majesty the expediency of de-

voting 1,000/. or 1,500/. to this purpose, an

would propose that premiums of such sums s

it may appear advisable, be offered for th

best and strongest rolled iron beams, calcu

lated for the use of floors, to sustain a loa

not under 25 tons, with bearings not less tha

24 feet apart.

And in order to ensure a steady progress i

the improvement of the manufacture of ira'

generally, perhaps an exhibition once a yew
of the best samples with new forms, will foil

ward the attainment of this end. Such saro'

pies might be tested in a proving house, whici

it may be thought expedient to establish fd

the accommodation of the public generalb

where parties may be allowed to have beam
or chains proved at a moderate expense, l

which the value of the commodity and its fi

ness for the proposed work may be ascertainei

The cost of apparatus for proving beam
only, being heavy, and requiring much prai

tice in order to make such fully available an
to arrive at correct results, it follows thi

those persons only who are extensively engage
in building, provide themselves with means fi

testing the strength of iron beams, whilst thoi

whose use of them is occasional have no coi

venient opportunity of proving them
;
and

would seem that such persons have great*

need of this sort of assistance^ than those whr
from their extensive practice, become moi
conversant with the general strength of iron.:

I would therefore beg leave to recommei>
for the consideration of your Majesty’s Gd
vernment, the expediency of providing a prof

ing house, if not in every large town, 4

least in London, where any persons might sen

their beams, and rely upon their being correct!

tested.

I beliere that if facilities were furnished fi

getting wrought-iron of large dimension
very few large timbers would be used in built

ing
;
and as iron can be produced in unlimite

quantities, and the whole of the cost of its pr<

duction spent in employing the labour of tb

country, the benefit it would produce coul

hardly be calculated
;

for, in addition to th;

required for our own use, an immense demar
would grow up for exportation, as it woui
provide the means of making safe and durab
fire-proof buildings— what every person d
sires, but which at present is very difficult

attain.

Thus the community at large would be ben
fited by an extended manufacture of ivrough
iron, and particularly all the public works u:

der the immediate control of your Majesty
Government. All buildings, whether used 1

storehouses, barracks, or hospitals, might I

rendered more safe and more permaoen
Large beams of wrought-iron might 1
very advantageously employed in ship-buil
ing generally, and more especially for suppoi
ing the decks over the boilers of steam-vessel
And, to conclude, another step would be takt

in order to secure to this nation that pre-era

nence it has hitherto maintained in the mam
facture of iron.

All which I humbly certify to your Majest
Tuos. Cubitt.

London, 28th February, 1845.”

We have confined ourselves in the prese:

notice to those parts of the report which ref

more particularly to the mill at Oldham, at

shall return to the subject with reference 1

the House of Correction at Northleacb, at

the information to be obtained from the ev

dence generally'.

THE WILTSHIRE TOPOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY.

The anniversary meeting was held c

Saturday last, to receive the report, audit tl

accounts, and elect a new council.

The second volume of this society’s public

tions will be ready in the course of June

being “ A Memoir of John Aubrey, F.R.S

embracing his auto-biographical sketches,

brief review of his peisonal and literal

merits, and an account of his life and works

with extracts from his correspondence, ane

dotes of some of his contemporaries, and

the times in which he lived.”

For this work, which promises to be 01

of very great interest, the society are indebti

to Mr. Britton, who has devoted to it muc
time and labour,
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GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, AND

AVIARIES.
AWARD UNDER THE BUILDINGS ACT.

The official referees have recently made an

ward which will affect very materially the

Destruction of greenhouses and such like

uildings
;
believing it to be a matter of some

oportance, and that the decision should be

nown, generally, we print it entire.

“ Whereas theofficial refereesof metropolitan
Ridings, duly appointed in pursuance of the
lid Act, have received and duly considered
le requisition dated the 3rd day of April, 1845,
om Thomas LevertonDonaldson, the surveyor
f the (South Kensington) district, whereby it

ppears that J. Weeks and Day were erecting
ie (described) greenhouse, and further that the
lid J. Weeks and Day declined to give notice
lereofto the said Thomas Leverton Donald-
>n, as district surveyor, on the ground that
ie exception of the Act freed the same from
1 control, and whereby the said Thomas
everton Donaldson requests the opinion of the
ficial referees.

First, “ as to whether such a greenhouse
• conservatory as the greenhouse in question
j exempt; and,

Secondly, to what extent the exception of
e Act in schedule C, part 7, reaches

;
and,

T hirdly, whether the district surveyor have
ly and what control over greenhouses,
neries, aviaries, or such like buildings

;
and,

Fourthly, whether it be under section 8 or
iy other part of the Act

;
and,

Fifthly, whether such buildings may be of
ood

;
and,

Sixthly, whether any difference as to the
aterials of which they are constructed will

ise in the cases of their being attached to
lother building or completely detached from
iy other erection.”

And whereas the said official referees have
30 received and duly considered the letter
nm the said J. Weeks and Day, dated the
*th day of April, 1845; stating,

1 hat “ they are advised that greenhouses
id particularly one of the description of the
ie in question fall within the exception to
hedule C, part 7, of the Buildings Act, and
at the 8th section refers only to buildings of
e same kind as those included in some one
the defined classes, and cannot be con-
•ued to apply to buildings expressly, and by
ime excluded from such classes.”
And whereas on the 7th day of May, 1845,
3 said official referees did duly hear the said
lomas Leverton Donaldson and J. Weeks
iching the matters of the said requisition,
d thereupon the said J. Weeks did demur
[the jurisdiction of the said official referees
the ground that greenhouses, aviaries, and
ch like buildings were exempted from the
^ration of the provisions of the Metropolitan
Hidings Act.
iNow we, the said official referees, do here-
: find, determine, and award as to the first
i?stion

—

That inasmuch as all buildings (except
Hidings comprised in schedule B), are by
tion 5, of the said Act, brought within its

.'ration
; the greenhouse or building in

jestion must be deemed to be within the pro-
ions of the said Act.

And further as to the second question

—

That the exception in schedule C, part 7,
[st be deemed to apply only to the mode of
lermining the rate of such greenhouse or
[llding, and the thickness of the walls, and

y
other matters dependent upon the rate of

llding.

\nd further as to the third question

—

That greenhouses, vineries, aviaries, or
h like buildings, are within the jurisdiction
he district surveyor.
\nd further as to the fourth question

—

That such buildings are under the direction
[‘•he district surveyor, under section 8 of the
!.l Act.

And further as to the fifth question—
i hat unless they be “insulated buildings,”
'ihin the meaning of the said Act, such
jl'dings must not be built wholly of wood,
rind further as to the sixth question

—

That such buildings, whether attached or
ached from other buildings, must in either

: be conformable to the provisions of the

And with regard to the costs and expenses
attending this reference, we do hereby further
award that inasmuch as the case was one of
reasonable doubt, the same be paid by the
said J. Weeks and Day, and Thomas Leverton
Donaldson, or by either of them, that is to say
the sum of 41. 2s., as and for the fees and
expenses of the office of metropolitan build-
ings, to the registrar of metropolitan build-
ings, at the said office, No. 3, Trafalgar-
square, London, on or before the 2d day
of June, 1845

;
and that the party by whom

the said fees and expenses shall be paid be
entitled to be reimbursed one moiety thereof
by the other party.

In witness whereof we, the said official re-

ferees, have to this our award, on five pages of
foolscap paper, set our hands this 24th day of
May, 1845. (Signed),

William Hosking. /
0ffic,al Referees ‘

POWER OF THE OFFICIAL REFEREES.

Sir,—Have the kindness to inform me, and
builders concerned in the following question,—What remedy have the official referees,
under the Metropolitan Buildings Act, to

compel obedience to their dictum, in

cases where building owners contend
for their right to proceed with buildings
commenced before the 1st January last, in
opposition to their award made against such
buildings, upon the assumption that such
buildings were not sufficiently commenced to
take them out of the operation of the said
Act ?—If their course be by application to
magistrates, do you not conceive that, as the
Act defines no extent of commencement, the
builders may confidently rely on the general
honour and integrity of that body (the magis-
trates), to protect the building community from
the limited views desired to be set up by the
official referees in their letter to Mr. Allen of
the 4th of January last ? I refer you to your
page 154, containing the following observation
of Mr. Jeremy, in a case reported to have
been heard before him at Greenwich :

“ I

must take the clauses in their literal interpre-
tation ;” by which straightforward reading,
may it not be inferred, the magistrates will
not lend themselves to any party (however
influential), to the contravention of the express
language of the Act, and the consequent
injury to builders so circumstanced? Your
consideration of, and reply to, this inquiry,
will, through the medium of your journal,
oblige a constant reader and subscriber.

A Builder.

*** The award of the official referees is as
binding and conclusive against every person
as if made under an order of reference of the
Court of Queen’s Bench, and maybe enforced
by that Court in all respects as if it were so
made.

HEALTH OF TOWNS.
The Fabian policy of Government with re-

spect to the sanatory condition of towns and
the consequent moral improvement of the
industrious classes, challenges a remark at
this advanced period of the session, the more
so as nothing yet has been even proposed. Should
this lethargy on the part of our rulers con-
tinue a few weeks longer, filth and disease will
have acquired an extension of their term of
duration beyond what was expected. Her
Majesty in her speech from the throne last
February, emphatically said that it would be
highly gratifying to her if Parliament could
devise the means of promoting the health and
comfort of the poorer classes of her subjects.

This gratification the Government appear
disposed to withhold, at least for the present.
They have already issued their fiat that light
and air are still to be paid for, and have con-
tented themselves with simply announcing
that ageneral measure is in embryo, but when to
be brought forth, or if at all, there is no pledge.
YVe are much disposed to fear that autumn
will find the health of towns in precisely the
same condition as the spring did. Bills affect-
ing the rich have been known to pass through
their various stages with an almost electric
speed; is there any enactment to prevent the
same potent spell being applied to bills affect-
ing the poor ? If not, then, there may yet be
hope during Hie present session ?
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THE BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

If the amount of ill-feeling which has been
generated by the unfortunate dissension in this
association could have been calculated by those
(be they on which side they may) who first fer-
mented it, we are disposed to think they would
have used their best endeavours to prevent
disunion rather than to fan a trumpery spark
into the violent flame now burning. More
annoyance has been caused to individuals than
by any similar disagreement that has occurred
for many years; and the whole course of the
proceedings speaks very ill for the temper of
the times.

The virulence with which that portion of
the original committee who appealed to a
general meeting of the subscribers, has been
assailed by the friends of the other portion, is
quite unexampled, and the mode of attack
adopted is fraught with dangerous conse-
quences to society at large, and should be re-
pudiated by every upright man. Character is

the mark they have aimed at, and whispered
calumnies, anonymous letters to connections
and superiors, published charges of almost
swindling, which are found on examination to
belong simply to the general question “ aro
we right or wrong?” and do not attach to
character in the slightest degree,—are the
arrows which have been made use of. We do
not hesitate to repeat, that it behoves every man
who wishes to exercise an independent opinion
in the world, to set himself resolutely against
such a mode of proceeding.
Mr. Pettigrew, on whom much of the

violence of the attack has fallen, has just now
published a letter to the very Rev. the Dean
of Hereford “ in reply to the publication of his
correspondence relative to the affairs of the
British Archeological Association.” In this
he refers in strong language to the attempts
which have been made to fix on him indivi-
dually as the person refusing to refund money
subscribed, and not as the treasurer of an in-
stitution accountable to the members for the
proper employment of the funds. He says he
“ would gladly have avoided every harsh
word

;
but the possessor of an honourable

mind will not fail to acquit me for the strong
expressions of indignation with which I repel
such mean, dastardly, and villanous insinua-
tions and assertions.” Personally we have
not the pleasure of much acquaintance witli
Mr. Pettigrew, certainly much less than we
have with many of the opposing party, and
have been impelled to make the foregoing re-
marks, without any reference to the general
question, solely by a sense of public duty, and a
desire to assist in preserving the right of dif-
fering in opinion from others without being
exposed to calumnious attacks on character.

MOVEMENT IN THE SOCIETY OF
ANTIQUARIES.

At a meeting of the Society on Thursday,
the 4th instant, YV. R. Hamilton, Esq., Vice-
President, in the chair, it was announced from
the council, before taking the ballot on Dr’
Bromet’s motion,* that they had passed a reso-
lution to the effect that the council should
meet once in every month during the sitting of
the society, and oftener if necessary. Some
of the members were anxious to adopt this as
an amendment on the motion before the meet-
ing, feeling that merely an order of council
could of course be rescinded by the council at
any time, but it was urged by Lord Mahon and
others, that the meeting had no power to pass
an amendment that night, but simply to say
aye or no to the motion, of which notice had
been given

;
and it was ultimately so ruled by

the chairman.
On taking the ballot, twenty-six voted for

the motion, and thirty-one against it, preferring
in courtesy to take what was offered by the
council rather than to exact more. The new
resolution, if properly carried out, cannot fail
to prove advantageous to the society, and will
be speedily followed, we have little doubt, by
some important changes. Mr. Disney, Mr.
Pettigrew, Mr. Hawkins, Mr. Wyndham, and"
Mr. Wansey, took part in the debate.

The council shall meet for the dispatch of business in
the usual place at three o’clock on the first Tuesday of evervmonth (except during the months of September and Oc-

mceti
.^3 s ‘ia11 ^ adjourned unless by

Sent.''
f * majonty of two-thirdg of the council pre-
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THE LATE CONFLAGRATIONS IN

EUROPE AND AMERICA.

“ Considerations must be—considered.”

Hardly has the ink dried off our essay in

the last number of this periodica — than

another catastrophe (in Fenchurch-street)

startles our mind, and awakens painful sym-

pathies in every breast. Besides the individual

sentiments which may agitate us on such occa-

sions-it is the honour of the country, it is the

honour of our royal art, which are nigh being

at stake, and a future Tacitus of our times may

strongly animadvert on a social condition,

where such things could happen
;
on the state

of architecture, in fine, which constructed

buildings, where every conflagration might

subject its dwellers to involuntary martyrdom !

These are stern words—but we knoiv such

thoughts exist in the highest quarters, and it is

the sacred duty (!) of an honest journalist to

give them unflinching utterance.

It is the besetting sin of the age to consider

every radius of our social condition dis-

jointedly, solitarily, isolatedly. Such, how-

ever, is not the case. Our pasteboard and

gingerbread and cobweb buildings are not

momenta standing alone
;
such all is intimately

and innermostly connected with every thing

else around us—every thing the result of sheer

(atheistic) egotism and purblind grasping-

ness. And then things become all a chance,

a raffle, a lottery. Messrs. A. B. C. have

made 7£ per cent! by the building of the Yar-

mouth Suspension Bridge—but the daughter,

or niece, or son of Mr. A. B. or C. have

perished on this very same structure, and no

bank-check in the world will draw them alive

from out of their melancholy, watery grave. If

men would think thus—extend the sympathies

of consanguinity to every human being (Chris-

tianity bids it), then we would at times cut

off a one-half per cent, or so from our gains
;

and then, we sincerely believe, many things,

all things, would be better.

But we may as well interpolate our own
thoughts with those, which have been of late

uttered at public meetings and elsewhere with

regard to the late fires. “ Fire-escapes ”

—

have been again suggested, a multitude of

fire-escapes, and a number of proper persons

(this means, of course, conscientious, religious)

to superintend and use them. Without wish-

ing to detract from the adequate utility of

this expedient—we must say that it is only a

palliation and not a radical, curative remedy.

This is the way in which we moderns proceed

constantly. Our artisans possess no adequate

walks and play-grounds and public festivals

and baths to make them healthy, hale, cheer-

ful
;
but we throng hospital on hospital, in-

firmaries of all shades and colours, truss so-

cieties, et hoc genus omne. The thing is heart-

rending in the extreme, but an honest journal

for the progress of any (mechanical) art,

must broach such subjects, bearing on the

welfare of the zvorkers. Conceeding, there-

fore, an adequate value to the introduction of

a forest of fire-escapes—we say, we have con-

jointedly to look to “ the regeneration of ar-

chitecture,” the royal art of old. But if we
were to say no further, we would merely re-

peat one of those numberless (un-praclical

)

commonplaces, with which papers are stained

and blotched now-a-days. It is the punctum
saliens—it is the fulcrum of Archimedes (on

which he challenged to move the world),

which is to be found, in architectural or any

other regeneration of our social condition.

And thus we say, that many, many people

could not exist at present without their seven

and a half per cent, and so on. Of these,

we may say with Dante: “ guarda e passa .”

But there are others, many others, who are

not in such (artificially) needy circumstances

—

besides, persons, wide-hearted, benevolent,

bold, ambitious, even amongst those who
speculate in and live on architectural pursuits

;

and it is to those to whom we exclaim

humbly, yet energetically :
“ speculate not on

the chance and jeopardy of human life—be

ashamed owning those mud and swallow-

nest structures, unfit (aye, in many other

respects) for the dwelling and living (!) in of

human beings; set an example; restore

architecture to its pristine, worthy state—not

only to that of the (pagan !) Romans, but of

our Christian forefathers of former cen-

turies!” But as any (legitimate) means are

legitimate for good purposes—we go still

further, and will increase our philanthropic

arguments by even speculative ones. Thus,

builders of theatres, halls, hotels, inns, manu-
factories, in fact any building, where numbers
congregate, might considerably increase their

notoriety, popularity (and consequently gain),

if they were to state that their property is

fireproof, the staircases of stone, etc. To
allude especially to hotels, the providing of
stone staircases instead of those of (well-

resinous) deal, could be done in London during
the summer recess, etc.

We have introduced in our former paper
the name of State’s Architecture (Stoat's
Architektur), and we shall find that England
is far behind countries in this branch of other
public welfare. Not speaking of the Secretary
of State for Public JVorks in France—even
Austria, one-sided Austria, possesses very deep
official contrivances in this respect. There is

the supreme Aulic commission of public build-
ings (Kais. HofBau-Rath) at Vienna, with
directors of building in each provincial
capital : another department is superintending
even the construction of canals, dikes, etc.,

viz. the direction of aquatic works fVas-
serbau Direktion). In Prussia, the late ideal

Schinkcl was at the head of the department of
public buildings.

But as England possesses, after all, al-

ready a Department (!) of Public Instruction
,

(every thing but the name of a distinct secre-
taryship of state), another department of
public works is a thing not so impossible as
many may imagine. But we are apprehensive,
lest the extended (or rather mistaken) ideas
of personal liberty might mar its exertions and
scope. We call the hitherto current ideas of
personal liberty mistaken ones, and if we come
to know, that our humbler classes possess even
the liberty of dying by starvation, we think we
have proved our assertion by a very few
words. Thus we say, in the present instance
-—if any person or family chose to live in a
house made of fulminate of silver, they are
welcome to do so

;
well understood, on some

sequestered spot of Salisbury plains, or Marston
Moor ! But they must not take any lodgers or
servants with them, who being either injured
or distressed by fire, may become chargeable
to the parish— viz. the nation. Personal
liberty doe9 not go so far as to get 7l per
cent., with the liberty of drawing on the public
exchequer for those very accidents, which are
included as it were in the obtaining of this

dividend. Every house tenanted is worth in-

suring now, and can get insured. But this

relates only to the landlord. No one seems
to care, however, whether the artisan and
working man, yielding the 7 b per cent., by the
renting of some wretched hovel run up of
wicker-work and deal, is insured or not.
But if the head of the family has been
burnt, or if they by the loss of furniture, tools,

and other utensils, get distressed, and eventu-
ally sent to the poor-house, hospital, or pri-
son (!)—who is, after all, the cause of all

these calamities (still more so in their national
aggregate) but him, who orders such struc-

tures to be erected, the artist (?) who is so
unfortunate as to be compelled to execute
such (!) orders.

We believe, therefore, we have broached
reasons, religious, humanitarian, artistic, and
politic, for dissuading people to run on in

the present way of futile, low, unsafe and ugly
architecture—to make them feel, in fine, that
it is unworthy of a free people to dwell in such
structures

;
and that a bettering, an “ improve-

ment of our social condition,” inculcated even
from the height of the throne, must begin
somewhere—be it even in architecture.

New Work on Egypt.—Dickinson and
Son, of New Bond-street, are about to publish
a collection of views of the most celebrated
temples, &c. in Egypt, from drawings made
on the spot in 1811, by H. Pilleau, Esq., 16th
Lancers. It will comprise the following
subjects :—The Island of Philae, with a general
view of its ruins

;
temple and propyloea on the

Island of Philse
;
temple of Koum Ombou

;

temple of Edfou
;
interior of the great hall of

Carnac—(Thebes)
;
ditto from a different point

of view
;
obelisk and propyloea at Luxor

—

(Thebes); ruins at Luxor
;
the two Colossi at

Thebes
;
temple at Medinet Abour—(The-

bes)
;
interior of the temple of Denderab

; and
approach to the Great Pyramids of Geza.

EXHIBITION OF WORKS OF BRITISH
INDUSTRY.

The importance of a periodical exhibition i

of our manufactures has been often urged and i

always admitted
;
and we are glad to learn i

that the Society of Arts and Manufactures are <

applying themselves to effect it. The follow-

ing resolutions, passed at a recent meeting of

the managing committee, will briefly explain

the objects sought to be attained:—“1. That

the experience of foreign countries has proved :

that great national advantages have been de-

rived from the stimulus given to industrial

skill by bringing the manufactures of different

establishments into competition with each

other, and by presenting honorary rewards to

those who have excelled in each department;

cheapness of production, and excellence of

material, both in execution and durability,

being assumed as the criteria of superiority.”

That by carrying out a similar principle in

this country, founded on the experience of the

past, but with more entensive views, still

greater benefits may be anticipated.—2. That

having regard to the objects promoted by the

Society of Arts, Manufactures, and Com-

merce, it would appear to be their peculiar

province to attempt to carry out such an object

in Great Baitain on a scale commensurate
with the magnitude of the interests involved.

—

3. That immediate preparations be commenced
for such a periodical exhibition of works of

industry, at which the producers shall be in-

vited to display their various productions.”

The details of carrying out this plan, on a

comprehensive scale, were left to be considered

at future meetings of the committee.

In the report read before his Royal Highness

Prince Albert on the 2nd instant, when the

society’s rewards were distributed, this propo-^

sition was brought prominently forward. The
following animated picture (extracted from one

of the daily journals) representative of an

exhibition of the products of national industry,

will bring home to the minds of those who have

never witnessed such a display, a scene of

extraordinary interest
—“A display of the

perfection to which we have brought the

mechanical arts would include every manufac-

ture of the empire. Each producer would

have his stand crowded with the choicest

specimens of his skill; china from Worcester

and Derby
;
the finest lace from Nottingham;

the most splendid brocades and silks from

Spitalfields, the newest patterns from Man-
chester, from the raw cotton to the finest

manufactured produce; glass, varying in

shapes, from the spun fibres, for robes and

vestments, to the most superbly cut chande-

liers
;
the produce of Birmingham, from the

common cut nail, to the magnificent ormolu

decorations for palaces
;
carpeting of brilliant

patterns ; a display of chronometers, watches,

and clockwork; jewellery, of the rarest and

most delicate devices
;
paper of the highest

quality the mill can produce
;
printing in illu-

mination and gold
;

cloths, of all quality and

all colours; the straws of Dunstable, the rib-

bons of Coventry, and the crockery of Mat-

lock; the latest locomotive—that triumph of

mehanical speed ;
the Cornwall condensing

engine—that masterpiece of economic power;

,

models of iron steam-ships for the Atlantic;

of men-of-war, for the dominion of the ocean ;

of merchantmen, from the ports of London,

Hull, and Liverpool
;

the finest qualities of

arms, in guns, pistols, and watered sword

blades
;
and the choicest specimens of carving

and cabinet work. Such an exhibition would

include all the varieties of articles produced

by the skill of the vast body of English artisans

—the most ingenious, the most patient, and

the most persevering in the world—in a word,

everything that could render the exhibition

worthy of the industrial manufacture of a

mighty empire.”

A considerable sum has been already sub-

scribed by the committee towards this impor-

tant object. We cannot omit this opportunity

of alluding in terms of praise to the present

active and excellent secretary, Mr. Francis

Wbisbaw, who, by his energy and skill, ha3

been mainly instrumental in restoring the

vigour of youth to the ancient society of arts.
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TAKING UP PUBLIC PAVEMENT.

A pew days ago Mr. J. Newson, builder,

Srosvenor-mews, was summoned before Mr.
Hardwick, Marlborough-street, by Mr. Rich-

nan, surveyor of St. George, II an over-square,

‘or having broken up the pavement in Curzon-
itreet, without license from the paving board,

vhereby he had incurred penalties to an

mormous amount.
Mr. Richman said the defendant had obtained

l license to make eight holes, for the purpose

)f erecting a hoard before the house of Colonel

Herrick, in Curzon-street, where somealtera-

ions were being made. In addition to this,

he defendant had constructed some cellarage,

ind had taken up the pavement to the extent of

jibout 500 feet, without having first obtained a

permission from the paving board. By this

proceeding the defendant had subjected himself,

under the 53rd clause of Michael Angelo
Taylor's Act, to a penalty of 51., or not exceed-

ng 10/. per foot. The board of commissioners

pad, however, determined not to press for a

heavy penalty, and, though the sum of 60/. was
lamed, they would think the justice of the case

jnet by a fine of 51. or 10/.

1 The defendant said he had violated the Act
j|uite unintentionally. He had been urged to

ise expedition in constructing the cellarage,

In d he had quite forgotten to obtain therequi-

iite licence. He had since obtained it, and
>aid all that was required.

The architect, who was present, said he was
iccountable for the breaking up of the pave-

ment, as it was owing to the pressing directions

lie gave to the defendant to hasten the altera-

iions that the pavement had been broken up.

le thought, however, that the surveyor had
|nistaken the penalty imposed by law for this

ffence. He believed the clause empowering a
ine of 51. or not exceeding 10/. per foot, only
pplied to cases of wilful damage. To other
ases the law affixed a penalty of 51. or not
ixceeding 10/. If the defendant's case came
inder the 53rd clause, he would have incurred
nes to the amount of between 5,000/. and

i
0,000/.

The surveyor said the law evidently intended

|> apply the 53rd clause to such cases as the

resent one. Builders would cheerfully pay
i 51. or 10/. penalty for breaking up the pave-
nent when they could by that means construct

m area or a cellar.

I Mr. Hardwick was of opinion that the case
ad been fully sustained, but as the paving
I'oard had suggested a penalty of 51. he would
ijiake that the amount of the fine,

t The money was immediately paid.

j
RIGHT TO ERECT LADDERS AND

HOARDS.
i An action was tried in the Court of Ex-
jiequer, on the 29th ult., brought by Mr.
; avey, a bricklayer, against the surveyor of
iivements for St. Anne’s, Westminster, to re-

iiver compensation for the alleged illegal

i-moval of a ladder and other articles
;

to

ihich the defendant pleaded, as a justification,

iat the ladder, &c., were encumbering the
otway of Newport-court, in his jurisdiction

;

which the plaintiff replied, that he had the
;:ense of the defendant for his acts. At the

ial before the Chief Baron a verdict passed
It the defendant, his lordship being of opinion
'at the case required a license

;
that the

Mense given did not justify the conduct of the

aintiff; and that the notice of action was
)t good, and need not have been pleaded,

ftenvards the present rule was obtained to

iview that opinion
;
and now

Mr. Jervis shewed cause.—The main ques-

on was, whether a license is necessary, under
e local Act 57 Geo. 3, c. 27, to authorize the

iaintiff in erecting a ladder against a house,
lid whether the license here given—namely,
:>to erect a ladder on the footway of No. IT,

iurter-street,” is complied with by the erec-

pn of a ladder in the adjoining street, in

||ihich No. 14, Porter-street, had another

|

rant.

;'Mr. Humfrey and Mr. Corrie, on the other
land, contended that a license was only re-

; aired under the Act in question for the erec-
ion of an enclosure, for the purpose of
[(•positing materials therein with the view to

e reparation of a house. As to the objec-

tion to the notice, whether it be good or not, it

i nuld not £\rise, for the want of it ought to

have been pleaded, and it had not been so done
here.

The Court, after much discussion, made the
rule absolute for judgment tion obstante vere-

dicto
;

it being the better opinion that no
license was required for the acts of the plain-

tiff, and, further, that the want of a sufficient

notice was the subject of a plea. At the same
time it must be known that had the matter re-

quired a license, the terms of the license

ought to be strictly followed. A license, for

instance, under this Act, to “erect a hoard op-

posite No. 14, Porter-street,” could hot be

construed into a liberty to put up a hoard in

another street which that house might happen
to front as well as Porter-street. Under the

circumstances of the case, however, it wa9
clear that no license at all was required, and the

facts in the plea not affording any justifi-

cation to the defendant, the verdict given for

him thereon must be set aside, and judg-
ment entered for the plaintiff notwithstand-

ing it.

Judgment for the plaintiff accordingly.

ALLWORTH CHURCH, NEAR READING.

Tins interesting and almost unique specimen
of our early decorated style, which has long

been an object of interest to the antiquary and
lover of church architecture, is now undergoing
some necessary repairs

;
and an appeal has been

made in the hope that nil who delight in

the reparation of our ancient edifices will be
induced to lend a helping hand to restore it

to somewhat of its original beauty. The struc-

ture is of flint, and a very superior piece of

architecture. The south aisle, on the east

and west ends, and on the south side, contains

very elegant windows of three lights, adorned
with geometrical tracery. The sepulchral

effigies, nine in number, which occupy eight

tombs in the interior are placed beneath large

ornamented ogee arches, richly decorated
with trefoils, crockets, roses, and quatrefoils,

and form a very rare specimen of the orna-
mental architecture of the early part of the

fourteenth century. The whole has suffered

very much from the violence of the troublous
times of the Revolution, and has fallen into

great decay. The parish (consisting entirely

of an agricultural population) have not hail

the means of repairing the damage inflicted

on it, but they are now expending a rate

upon the edifice which will render the struc-

ture safe from any further dilapidation, and
have raised a considerable sum by subscrip-

tion among the landowners and others inter-

ested in the parish, which will enable them to

begin the work of restoration. The walls,

the windows, the arches, the canopies of

the tombs, all require cleaning and consider-

able repairs. The timbers of the roof must
be relieved of their coat of plaster and re-

stored, the whole of the interior re-paved, and
the pews re-arranged, so as to shew the archi-

tecture to advantage, and to afford increased

accommodation to the poorer portion of the

inhabitants
;

and an East window to corre-

spond with the others should be inserted in

the chancel in the place of the present modern
light.

Birmingham Society op Arts and
School op Design.—The annual meeting of

this society was held on Friday last, and was
very numerously and respectably attended.

Lord Calthorpe presided. The report stated,

that the committee “are able, with great sa-

tisfaction, to advert to the circumstances of
the past year, as affording a proof that the ex-

pectations of advantage to a large portion of
the persons engaged in trade and manufactures,

by the adoption of the present system under
which the society is working, have been fully

realised. Your committee can refer to the

number of students attending the school, and
the result of that attendance exhibited in the
works of art selected by your committee as de-

serving premiums, as showing that in art alone,

as connected with manufactures, considerable

progress has been made, while the invariable

attention, industry, and good conduct of the

students are fully bearing out the anticipa-

tions of those who augured moral results

might be reasonably looked for, from the en-

largement of the plans and operations of the

society.”

FREEMASONS OF THE CHURCH.

June 10.—The Rev. G. Pocock, L.L.B.,
in the chair.—The minutes of the last meeting
were read and confirmed. The Rev. J. H.
Brooks, M.A., Senior Fellow and Bursar
of Brazennose College, Oxford, was elected

an honorary fellow and one of the chap-
lains.

Mr. W. Papineau, directed the attention of
the meeting to what he considered the bad
taste exhibited by the directors of the railways
in using the pointed style of architecture for

engine-houses. Mr. Rogers exhibited an oak
stall seat, carved by himself, for the Rev. Henry
Boucher, of Thornhill House, Stalbridge,
Dorset. Mr. T. Leeson exhibited an encaustic
tile from Tintern Abbey. Mr. George Isaacs
exhibited a circular reliquary of silver, gold,
enamel, and precious stones, bearing the date
1247

;
also an enamelled jewel of the early

part of the sixteenth century, enriched with
rubies, pearls, and diamonds, and bearing in

the centre a conventional “ pelican in her
piety;” and Mr. W. H. Rogers a silver-gilt

chasuble button of the fifteenth century, per-

forated with a group of the crucifixion : also,

an ornamental monogram of Jesus, by David
Hopper, 1530.

A lecture was then delivered by Mr. George
Russell French, “ On the Sacred Architec-
ture Recorded in the Bible,” much of the sub-

stance of which has appeared in the Builder,
under his initials. The lecturer noticed the

erection of altars by Noah, Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob, the setting up of the single stones

of memorial, most of which had names, as the

Bethel of Jacob (whence the affinity was traced

to the Bethal stones of Druidical times), the

Ebenezer of Samuel, the great stone of Abel,

the stone Ezel, Absalom’s hand, and many
of these stones remained for centuries after

their dedication. Some of the stones were set

up as witnesses of covenants, as Jacob’s

Galeed, and that of Joshua at Shechem.
“ The twelve pillars erected by Moses, Joshua,

and Elijah, were probably in the form of cir-

cles, like the temples of Stonehenge and
Abury, and, likethem, surrounded by the vallum

or trench, as was the case with Elijah’s struc-

ture on Mount Carmel. The lecturer pointed

out that Solomon’s Temple agreed in its plan

and details with those of Egyptian temples,

rather than with the architecture of Greece,

and the close connection of Solomon with the

Egyptians, by marriage and commerce, suffi-

ciently accounted for the style of his temple
agreeing with their mode of building. The
temple which excited so much admiration in

our Saviour’s days was neither that built by
Solomon, nor that restored as described by
Ezra, but it was that recently and entirely

rebuilt by Herod the Great, and the account of
the vast size of “ the goodly stones” of which
it was composed is borne out by the magnitude
of some still to be seen at Baalbec. It was,

therefore, Herod’s Temple whose foundations

were ploughed up by Terentius Rufus, fulfill-

ing the prophecies of Micah uttered seven cen-

turies beforehand.

NEW ROAD TO HIGHGATE AND
HAMPSTEAD.

A plan has been recently submitted to the

office of “ woods,” for improving the means
of access to Highgate and Hampstead. It is

proposed to form a new road from the top of

Swains-lane above the cemetery at Highgate, to

the new street now forming from Farringdon-

street, taking the direction of Maiden-lane,

without its windings, and raising or lowering

the road as occasion may require to make a

regular inclined plane, in a straight line, by

which the hill may be ascended by horse or

foot, without the rise being perceptible. The
memorial sets forth that this line would have

the peculiar advantage oi rising gradually from

Battle-bridge nearly the whole way on a

natural embankment. “ lo make it complete

two artificial embankments will be required
;
one

across the fields from the top of Swains-lane,

nearly in direction of the present foot path to

the highest part of Maiden-lane, the other

from thence to the new lodge, lately built at

the Maiden-lane end ofthoTufnell Park-road;

and to cross the Junction-road that leads fro n

the Holloway-road to Kentish-town by an
arch over it.”



CHARING CHURCH, KENT.

The picturesque village of Charing, in

Kent, is situated about five miles from Ash-

ford. Besides some interesting portions of

ancient domestic architecture, there are con-

siderable remains of a monastery or some such

building adjoining the church. The latter

structure is a large handsome building, but

affords very little worthy the architect’s re-

mark besides the window represented above;

this is in the south aisle, and appears with its

square head, rather out of place. It is very

large, being G feet 2 inches from the sill to the

springing. Notwithstanding the decorated cha-

racter of some of the tracery, T consider the

date of the window must be placed in the late

period of Gothic architecture. The window is

very roughly worked, the design is ingenious,

and the effect of it is very good. The church

contains some of its old carved benches, with

ornamented ends, but these, as well as the

font, are not rich enough in character to be

worth engraving.

The most singular portion of the interior is

the roof, which is Elizabethan
;

the collai

beams are richly carved, and a corbel orna-

ment, like double consoles, is placed at the

angle formed by the beams and the rafters.

The whole is painted black and white, looking

very odd and quaint. C. J. Richardson.

THE NATIONAL GALLERY.
ARRANGEMENT of picture galleries

GENERALLY.

Few buildings have received a greater share

of abuse, just and unjust, than this last luckless

effort of poor Wilkins, by which his life was
embittered and his death accelerated. Mr.
Eastlake, as we stated last week, has now
taken the field against it, and, in a letter to

Sir Robert Peel, points out its defects as a

repository of pictures, and urges that a more
suitable building ought to be obtained. The
evils he points out are comprised under the

following heads :

—

“The inconvenient arrangement, or dispo-

sition, of some of the rooms.
Insufficient space for the due exhibition of

even the present collection of paintings.

Insufficient room for the accommodation of

those desirous of studying in the Gallery.

Want of offices.

The imperfect system of ventilating and
farming the rooms.”

VT.'th regard to the disposition of the rooms,

•jt will be seen, bv a reference to the plan (Fig. 1 ),

which, through Mr. Eastlake’s kindness we are

able to introduce, that the two small rooms

A and B are ill-calculated for a pub-

lic exhibition, chiefly from having each but

one door, serving for ingress and egress.

‘“The visiters thus passing and repassing are

met by the additional streams ascending the

staircase, or returning from the principal

apartments : the threshold of the gallery is,

consequently, often obstructed.

In summer, the effects cannot but be inju-

rious to the pictures, which are exposed in a

confined space, at once to a moist atmosphere,

and to clouds of dust. Under such circum-
stances they appear to require cleaning daily

(as often as the rooms are swept): this, it is

almost needless to say, would be unsafe
;
and

even the frames could not be so frequently

dusted without injury to their appearance.
The more effectual remedy required is proper
ventilation.”

As to remedy: —“Shortly after the present

gallery was opened, it was proposed to throw
the two rooms, A and B with the intervening
passage, into one; the stairs would then have
partly divided the space, as in the centre room
at the British Institution, Pall Mall

;
but this

arrangement, though it would be more conve-
nient in some respects, would much reduce the

space for pictures, since two walls would be
thus taken away.

If, therefore, this alteration was ever ad-

visable, it cannot be considered so now ; want
of space being an actual and increasing diffi-

culty. For the same reason, doors could not

be opened at C, D, without reducing the sur-

face now hung with pictures by four times the

extent of one of the spaces.

The communication between the larger

rooms appears to be unobjectionable, as the
doors, though single on each side, are of
ample width. Nothing seems to be gained in

a public gallery by tsvo doors in the same side
of a room, unless one of them is made to

serve for ingress and the other for egress, and
this would be an injudicious restraint in a

picture gallery, where the visiter should be
allowed to wander freely and retrace his steps
as he pleases. It is also to be remembered
that, in general, every door is twice the
amount of its dimensions, deducted from the
surface of wall available for the arrangement
of pictures.”

The gallery is much too confined for its

purpose :
—

“

In consequence even of the addi-
tion of two pictures of moderate dimensions
(by Guido and Rubens) during the last year,

other works, which were before hung near the
eye, have been unavoidably placed at too great
an elevation to be duly seen, or to he of use to

the students who copy in the gallery on the

private days.

I need hardly observe that it is not desirable

to cover every blank space, at any height,

merely for the sake of clothing the walls, and
without reference to the size and quality of the
picture. Every specimen of art in a national
collection should, perhaps, be assumed to be
fit to challenge inspection, and to be worthy of
being well displayed. It is hoped that there

is little danger of pictures being purchased for

the nation which will not bear this test;

although the case may be sometimes different

with regard to donations.

The arrangement of pictures, with a view
to their analogies of style, comparative merit,

and dimensions (though unfettered by the

considerations which must sometimes inter-

fere with the placing of works of art in

modern exhibitions), is an undertaking of no
small difficulty. Some opinions on this sub-
ject, and on the modes of lighting picture gal-

leries, are here submitted.

Lofty rooms should, I conceive, be appro-
priated chiefly to large pictures, or to pictures

with large figures. The upper part of the
walls can be thus only properly filled. The
space which may remain underneath, in such
rooms, is not the fittest for cabinet pictures

;

although there may be sometimes examples,
especially by Italian masters, which might be
advantageously so placed. But small, elabo-
rate, Dutch and Flemish pictures should,
perhaps, in no case be far removed from the
light of which the windows, wherever they
may be, are always to be considered the
source.

The fittest place for the windows, whether
in the roof or in the wall, is a question on
which much difference of opinion exists.

Some are inclined to think that a skylight
(always supposed to be furnished with ground
glass, or with moveable blinds) is desirable for

all pictures. This seems to have been Rubens’s
opinion

;
for Algarotti-states that the museum

which the great painter built for himself at

Antwerp was circular, with a single light in

the centre of the roof. But if a skylight be
the fittest, it should still, for the reasons before
given, not be too far removed from cabinet

pictures, which require a strong light to

exhibit their delicate gradations of chiaro-

scuro, and the beauties of their execution.

Indeed, in a climate like this, and with the

effects, moreover, of smoke to contend with,

there should always bo a superabundance of
light

;
and whatever has been deemed necessary

in this respect in the best lighted continental

galleries should be rather exaggerated in

London. The form of the arched ceiling,

next the skylight, is important with reference

to this object. The flatter the curve (as tend-
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p! k appears, is inore
counterbalanced, the large rooms, by
cat height of the curve itself, which has
;eet ot removing the source of the lightfrom the pictures.

6

inference which the foregoing state-
meins to warrant is, that rooms of equal
are not advisable for large and small
s, that, supposing a skylight to be the

’ on
.

a
,

occasions, elaborate cabinet
,s, m ol der to be near the eye, and, atne time, near the light (for both condi-
e essent'al), must be placed in less lofty

,-tn lA-ffi V*.
admitted, might involve

^ l
d '*c

,

ult ' es - The problem of pro-
. high and low skylights on the same
f des'i-able to have them on the same
mold not be solved by adopting the form
.Ticient basilica, or that of a church, inae nave is much higher than the aisles •

theater elevation of the central room
luercept a considerable portion of light
'-ie wall at least of the side galleries,
iinution of light from the interruption
otopping walls and chimneys may be

seen in the National Gallery, on comparing the
different sides of the principal room

; that
where the celehrated painting by Sebastian
del 1 lombo hangs is always the darkest
owing- to the masses of brickwork above the
opposite side. It would appear needless to say
that a skylight for pictures should be free and
uninterrupted, but the frequent violations of
this condition prove that it may be forgotten
Supposing the rooms to be on tile same floor

hut of unequal height, the best mode of ensur-
ing the uninterrupted light in the smaller gal-
leries would be to place the latter not parallel
hut at right angles, or abutting endwise against
the higher building, at the same time contriv-
ing that connecting corridors (in which draw-
ings might be placed), should have the effect
ot removing such smaller galleries still further
irom the higher neighbouring walls. If, again
the rooms should not be required to be on the’same floor, there would be no difficulty what-
ever in ensuring a perfectly uninterrupted sky-
light in every case.

1 ^

The well-known advantage of a skylight is,
that the spectator, when near enough to in-
spect a picture, is not dazzled by the source of
ine light

;
the picture is illumined, but the light

itself is unseen. There is a mode in which
|

this end can be attained in a great degree
even with a lateral light. It was proposed
some years since by Professor Magnus, of
Berlin, but I am not aware that it has been
anywhere adopted. A paper which he pub-
ished on the subject at Vienna (in November
iodJ), contains the plan which is here copied.
Figure 2.

F ’

He supposes a room so constructed to be i

least five-eighths of its breadth in height; its
length to depend on the number of paintings
to be placed in it

;
windows, reaching nearly

to the ceiling and about five feet from the
floor, are opened on both sides. The width of
the windows, he proposes, should be a fourth
of the breadth of the room, and also of the
piers between them ; screens are then intro-
duced, placed at an angle of 62° with the wall,
as shewn in the plan. The pictures to be
placed on the screens require to be removed
five or six feet from the wall; the useless
space serving for doors of communication.

In such an arrangement it will be seen’that
the spectator must almost turn his back to thewmdow in viewing the pictures on the screens.

This principle is, unquestionably, best
adapted for a circular building, since the
oblique screens would then present no archi.
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the builder.

tectural irregularity, but would be

symmetrical direction as radioX ,t
,

centre. The circular design
;

of Profess- B

uus is contrived according to the annexe P

Figure 3.

^Here^'again be -poses the
“

reach nearly to.the ce. mg. Thee.
_ -

tearly to the ceiling. *- towarda the

screens from the ext leaving

centre wouHbe^tedby
a circular space. ^e is supposed to

Opppite eacl wmdowa ^ sufficiently ex-

Le placed ,
otbe

The samc contnvance
pinned by the p than one story,

Smight b^Wnedirith the employment

“f^feX^S^=-tohethe

5SHr4“S.£?
screenshot rig“ angles to thepMn walK and

without reference to a olrc

f

al“
ies of

ndvocates. The directors of the Gailenes ot

±rW^rn ^^n^in
Irw^i
November, 1840, observes, ‘that kind.of

light which the painter considered the best

for the execution of his work must also be the

best to see it in." To this it may be replied

“ that if a picture be painted with a side

light from the left (and this is nearly always

he case), we have only to show it with a side

light from the right, to reverse all the ad

vintages arising from this consideration. It

may be added, that in the practice of historical,

portrait, or still-life painters, the necessity of

lighting the model or object to be copied, ad-

vantageously, is still more important than that

„f lighting the picture. A somewhat elevated

light displays natural objects well, but a sky-

light is by no means favourable.

i On the whole I see no reason to alter the

opinion which I expressed on a former oc-

casion.* viz., that the window or source of

light by which a picture is seen, and the

picture itself, ought not both to come within

ihe range of vision at the same time. 1 his

general Condition may comprehend the side

light under the restrictions before alluded to
,

hut it mav he safely asserted, that a light from

• S ltr ckimrlnnt. 1H alwaVS the

lurnilg such a situation to be the fittest it

would! I consider, be expedient to provide

against the injurious effect before adverted to,

Ta looty atmosphere. This inconvemence

looking to the experiments of Di. Reid,

certainly be prevented ;
and it appears that ‘he

means employed to prevent it would not at all

interfere with the light, as the circulation o

air would be independent of the windows. It

is admitted that the evil in question—the accu

mulation of soot, would not be matenally

lessened (depending, as it does, on the direction

of the wind) by selecting a site on the out

ills of London ;
and therefore the precau-

tions recommended would still he necessary,

wherever the building might be, since it could

in no case he very remote. But light and ven-

tilation, if not freedom from dust, would un-

doubtedly be more secured by avoiding the

thickly-inhabited parts of the metropolis.

In the event of a central situation being

nreferred it might he a question whether the

present gallery could be enl«Bed; “s tbere
’J

considerable space on the north side. X need
considerable space on the north side.

.

not inquire how far it might be possible in

that case for the skill of the architect to adapt

the building to a larger plan ,
but to com

bine such an object with a sufficiently sym

metrical design 'would perhaps be scarcely

compatible with the existence »f Pres'”'

exterior. Abundant space 19, at a" '"’S
necessary, for it is most desirable that the

plan however apparently, comprehensive

should be capable ot extension. This is one

of the fortunate circumstances attending th

site of the British Museum.

This last requisite would doubtless be more

easily attained by removing to the suburbs.

Hyde Park has been mentioned in Parlmmeot

as
5

a fit situation. Supposing this site to be

adopted, its advantages might be combine^ a

far as possible, with the condition of vmimty

to public thoroughfares, by selecting the im-

mediate neighbourhood of either of the roads

that bound the Park.’
. .. . ,

Mr. Eastlake terminates bis excellent letter

with the expression of a hope that the -

tional Gallery, while rich in the works of

the great masters, may, by degrees, merit its

designation in another sense, and that a P"* 11 ""

of the new edifice may he dedicated to the
liffht under tne resu

—

- ---
• nf the new eennee may uc

"

, t, -.
• ,

bit it may be safely asserted, that a ltght from
|on of the lesl works of the British

above, if' sufficiently abundant, is always the
Mr . Eastlake has already done much

fittcst’for large pictures.

With respect to the colour of the walls on

which pictures are to be hung, it maybe ob-

Terved that a picture will be seen to advantage

on a ground brighter than its darks and darker

than its lights, and of so subdued a tint as

may contrast well with its brighter colours.

The choice of that tint should, I conceive, be

regulated bv the condition ot its harmonizing

Ifi the colour of gold, with which ,t is more

immediately in contact; but this ,s not all,

supposing the most advantageous hue to be

employed for the wall, it is not to be concluded

that boards painted of that hue will have a

satisfactory effect. The refined and har-

monious tones of pictures, and the soft splend-

our of gilding around them, require to be sup-

ported by materials of corresponding rich-

ness, or at least by a certain finish, in the ap-

pearance of what surrounds them. The whole

question is of less consequence where paint-

ings are numerous enough nearly to hide the

walls 1
but while the latter make a considerable

part of the impression on tho^eye, that im-

pression is not to be neglected.

We have given this portion of the letter

at length, because the best arrangement ot

picture galleries is one of considerable inter-

est and is still matter of dispute.

The want of room for the accommodation ot

artists and others copying in the National

Gallery is then pointed out, and the cove usion

is arrived at that a larger building is already

absolutely necessary. “ It is not for me to offer

any suggestion as to the fittest place or s

a building, but there are certain conditions

which, with reference to the preservation of

pictures and other requisites, should be bor

in mind in selecting a locality.
,

The main question seems to be, whetner

Vie vest wvi'to -

School. Mr. Eastlake has already done much

to advance British art; unless we are greatly

mistaken, he will soon he in a position to do

more, and we have no doubt will avail him-

self of it to the fullest extent.

ELY CATHEDRAL.

A coukespondent of the Athmaum said

last week “ As you sometimes take notice

of the repairs and improvements which our

national architecture is undergoing, 1 thoug

some account of the present state of E J

Cathedral might not bo unacceptable to

you . When I visited Ely a year or two sme
,

I could not help lamenting the serious dilap

dations which the cathedral was daily under-

going, and the worse than -eless repair

which in several places evinced a feeble

attempt to arrest them. Every
_

part of this

edifice, which in splendour and extent haru y

yfolT’to any in , lie kingdom, has from time

to time, fallen under the degraded taste ot

°
„r”nt economy, and instead of repa.rs

accomplished in the spirit of architecture, we

had brickwork in the place of stonework

pointed tracery under Homan .arches, and

Italian doorways inserted side bv side with

windows filled with zig-zag mouldings, and in

the vicinity of the triumphs of Alan de Wal-

singham.
' The work of restoration has at

length I hope fallen into competent hands, and

Ihe°present dean, whom your scientific readers

i/. vonnimivn linilcr the more familial

men were rubbing and polishing pillars of

?“beTmarble, while others were stopping

the holes and gaps wU* had tatperhaps

wantonly hacked upon them. Outside me

windows
1

which light four sides of the cele-

brated lantern, several masons were busily en

gaged, and ‘hi south-western transept where

flUbe grandeur and solidity and variety of the

Anglo-Norman architecture

trated, was literally crammed with masons at

th"aU
r

r

e

5

‘signs of better things. The en-

dowments of Ely have been on a princely

scale hut the conservators of its church seem

to have been more than usually ” eg 1

'f
e” t -

The puritan ordonnance commanding the de-

struction of images did much to despoil Ely,

especially the admirable tabernacle work of its

tombs and chapels, but on the whole it has

perhaps suffered more from the neglect, oi

even the activity of Us friends, than the bar

barous policy of its enemies. From tne
|

— i sm:
sfsss£.

i,™a
Madrepore marble, and support'some of the

richest arch-work conceivable, all blnuted a

rclimltrlllS folhe same

f„i Purbeck marble. Several ot the snails

have been cleaned and polished, and those!

dWding the lancet lights of the east window
,• rt a a ;n most of the other woiks

are to
purbeck marble has only

see such unsparing richness in °*e. parts o

this cathedral, but are forced to appeal to

some other motive, which ™ay perhaps b

. i •

, ihp extreme darkness oi tne i m

white or nearly white stone, it gives distmct-

r
parts and when the degrading lime-wtinh,

under which the sharpness and character of foS Ely is lost shall be removed, it may b

readily conceived how admirable the coloul

•IS weU as the clearness and design of this par

“of the cathedral will appear. The mouldings

foliage, and ribs have been so drenched bj th

brush and lime-pail that they «BP«? «

^

, f
'^

had emanated from a worn-op mould, where*

originally they must have presented th

sharoest lines and finest contrasts.

Formerly the eight lancet lights thatoecup

the east end of the choir were filled wit

painted gloss, which the parliamentary coip

mands of the Commonwealth caused^tolt

destroyed. Bishop Sparke, who died in 1M

left in his will a sum of money to be expend

on their restoration, and they are to be toil!

with commenced, as well as the fourwmty.

which occupy the alternate sides of the ocUgo

The effect of these, if properly executed m

be conceived by those who are acquainB

with the purity and beauty of the architecj

by which they will be accompanied, t L.

the present clean, wuoiu -
... diameter, ot great suppiencao,

will at once recognize under the morei
famfi1 *

he quaiui| 3 of an excellent metal tin

name of Professor Peacock, has commenced
|

ai
^

1 ^ ^rWo n tension is not

Zinc Ti.KEAn.-The Moniteur Indus*

announces that an important discovery mj

manufacture of zinc thread has been eiuc

by M .
Boucher, who, after many essay s, l al

length been able to produce zinc thread.^
diameter, of great Si

• Beport on the mode ot llghtins the Randolph Gsdlerynt

Oxford.

the labour of restoring this noble edifice

with a zeal to which its various interests

“H VVhen* I entered the cathedral last week, I

was surprised by the sound of masons, oar-

oenters, craneB, and pulleys. In the choir a

chaffern-fire was burning, tall scaffold-frames

were standing near, and three or four work-

IllVisTirer^

The price of zinc has doubled during

last few years, but, notwrth tendmt[,

Boucher vends h.s thread at a low® P

than the galvanic iron thread, and conside

less than brass thread.



^W^.T?MPLATED IMPROVEMENTS inWHITECHAPEL AND SPITALFIELDS.

The fourth Report of the Metropolitan Im-
provement Commissioners has been published
during: the past week. 1 1 bears date the 23rdof April, 1845, and refers exclusively to the

?»lT
Dt

r w?“
tlP

P
eommunieations in the lo-

cality of Whitechapel and Spitalfields.

«Port states that “all the houses
required for the proposed improvement in
Spitalfields have been purchased and pulleddown

; that advantage lias been taken of the
present state ot the ground to build, through-
out the whoie extent from Spitalfields Church
to the I hames, a sewer of large and ample
hmensions, for the drainage of that district;md hat it only remains for the commissioners
n whom the execution of the improvement is
'ested to take the customary measures for the
etting of the gr0undj in ordel. t0 ma];e jt
ivailable for all the purposes at present con-emplated by the legislature.

Jtj% J

1

.

le

f
e

,

d
,’

ho
l

"r8VCT
. the local com.

aittee, that the objects for which this im-

enTHoT r'
gi” ally devised and recom-lended o Parliament are at present but

^perfectly fulfilled. They advert to thelisting communications between the immedi-

Itch'-Th*’
of

,,

SP,tamelds Church and Sliore-
Itcl. they a lego that if the line of streetiready foi med is to be the main channel ofjmmnn.catmn between the Docks and the

‘:l;
0r ‘h?«ern portions of London,

me?
as these would be wholly inade-mte to the ex,gene, es of its increasing traffic •

,d they urge that, for purposes so important
the trading and other interests of the dis-

,1
’

j
°rth

,

ern ‘srminus should be at oncetended to the nearest leading metropolitan
uronghfare, and thence to the groat fading

rCU™oad
CO“mU"i00ti0nS °f °'d -street

fsehwtr
ev,deace appended to the report of

fc nf°.r
,ta 0t 1 840

> ,b0 ulli”ate ex-liency of this extension would appear tove then suggested itself; and a plau'fo 1 „ ?street from Spitalfields Church to the ter

redi? h"
16

,

E
;;

Stern C °untiK Railway [„

y road a?H Am”?
t0 the of the

led for, and &£££$&FJZ18Z
[h“e”mpro?

e
‘T °f the first-™entioned

Uecond mnA"
''_aS ‘10

’209/-’ a,ltl ° f[second 112,000/., „p0„ the ] incs f M „an is annexed to this report.
oui Majesty s Commissioners have had

whom 'th?
e

;’

tam! "od Me. Pennethorne,
l|tese eat, mates were prepared and

?e M?‘ P
6 “"sMeration of that com-ee. Mi. Pennethorne, as the surveyor of

S“s”rwHh
r3

th

0f y ° Ur WajC8ty ’

s W°"dsfnusted w i tii the superintendence of Hip

aafta"
imp !'0fements ueder theirRion

, and having since acquired exten-experience in the valuation of propertvTn

Ms d'1haVti
adh

f-
S '° ,he opwCljfn

’
that t

1

he
,

ul timate cost to the publici not exceed the sums respectivelymen
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fnrl
1V
?u

th0r°Ugbfare9 Which at Present™ fTthem terminus
; to the near ap-pioach of thepenod at which it will be opened

vL, di.??
eP

t

,0n of traffic; and to the ob-vious disadvantages under which, both on thataccount and until its final character and des-tination be decided, the letting and appronrietion of the ground throughout the wTole^ine

„

l

i
!

r
'.

mP™vement must be conducted,-

th-Ti*
8 Commissioners are of opinionthat the first portion of the plan suggested to
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list of new patents relating to
architecture, engineering,
GRANTED FOR ENGLAND.

’’

FurnMcd ly Mr. A. Prince, of the Office forPatents of Inventions, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields.

[six months for enrolment.]

Richard Prosser, of Birmingham, civil en-
gineer, for improvements in the manufacture
ot metal tubes, and in the machinery and appa-ratus for producing the same. May 1.

PP

CharlesAttwood, of Bishop Oak, near Wal-

mm
b

sTn Sr
ban,

’?
SqUir

-

e> for certain improve-
"

„
the manufacturing of iron. May 3.

land rc'aT
Had

.

Ie
-v’ Eslcrnam- terrace, Kings-land-road, engineering chemist, for certainimprovements ,n the production of gases andfor their application to purposes of generalillumination, and in the apparatus aud m?chi‘nery to be employed in manufacturing mea-suring, and distributing the same. May 3

James Foreman, of Ranelagh-road, for ?er-tam improvements in the construction andmanufacture of pipes and tubes applicable tolocomotive purposes, and to the conveyance ofwater, gas, and other fluids. May 0.
fei'cf,. Wheatstone, of Conduit-street es

RiaArt’
1

,i
a“ RMlcgiil Cooke, of Kidbrooke

Blackheath, esquire, for improvements in elec-tric telegraphs, and in apparatus relating

raw?*?’
P
?n‘

°f which improvements are appli-cable to other purposes. May 6.
PP

imi°
Sepl‘ H

,

iU ’ of IP'wicl, wire-worker, for

for
P
h?i

V

nT
e
”

i “i!
16 msnufacturingwire fabricslor blinds and other uses. May 6

George Duckett Barber Beaumo'nt, of SandyCombe Lodge, Twickenham, Middlesex, forimprovements in propelling carriages. Slay 8.

To

W
ft",

1 r°sser, jun., of Pimliho, Esq., ’„dcob Brett, of Hanover-square, gent, forimprovements railways, and in propelling
i ailway carriages. May 10.

1 V ®

Tvt
bn

h
M
l
llar

r
Chapman

’ ol Neivcastle-upon-

foctn,’»

bl

e
ke

u
f°r ‘mprevements in the manu-

May 10.

f ral' B” d other Parts of railways.

Frederick Ransome, of Ipswich, engineerfor improvements in combining smofl coal

May To.
6 *' matters, and in preserving wood.

Thomas Wells, of Ware, whitesmith, formpiovements in the construction of timberand other jacks and floor cramps. May 17
Alexander Me Dougall, of DaiseyBa^k,

n.„t, ??’
gent

l
e "',” n ’ for oertai" improve-

‘ May f7
b°d W° rki ”g ata08Pba-

Louis Antoine Ritterbrandt, of Gorrard-2Sr °f:^ for certain improve-ments m the application of heat to boilers forgeneiatuig steam, which improvements may bo

required^May
purP0Be8 where heat is

Henry Deacon, of Eccleston, for improve-

Tte ? apparatus for grinding and smoothing

May zl
’ Cr°'ra glas*’ and 8,1881 B,a88 -

„ d

6
T
8I1

?
lab 8‘mpson, of Burslem, oyen-huilder,and Joshua Seddon, of the same place, earth-enware manufacturer, for „„ improved method

t

f'

1Ctlng the
,

flllcsand interior arraoge-

fo???? of H
r‘nS a

1
d ‘<,ln8 US8d hy manufac-turns °f china, and earthenware. Mav 24.

nl,™l
Chal

r
Fel1, °f Drown-street, Finsbury,

plumber, for certain improvements in the gene-
ration and application of steam, and in ob-
taining and applying motive power. May 24.

Julius Adolphus Detmold, of the city of
on on, merchant, for improvements in the

construction of metallic boats and other
vessels having curved surfaces. May 24.
John Constable, of the city of London,

merchant, for certain improvements in the

May94
CtUre ° f gaS f°r li£htin£ and bating.

Wilham Prosser, jun., of Pimlico, esquire,
and Jean Baptiste Carcano, of Milan, gentle-
man, for improvements in working atmospheric
railways. May 24.

S P C

Henry Piukus, ofGreat Marlborough-streef
Middlesex, esquire, for improvements in ob-

m3e“?
a

Ky
1

I motive po"’tr 10 im P 8,li”fr

John Masters, of Welford, Leicester, gen-tleman, for certain improvements in troXfastenings, and in attaching the same, and alsoin the animation of an elastic material or

May 31*° ll'°USers and otber articl83 <>f dress.
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apathy of government as to
LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS.

The Westminster Review, in an article to

which we have already referred, remarks

;aa,lv It is yet but imperfectly understood

that the test of all good government is local

improvement. The spirit of British legislation

is not comprehended by judging of 11 e* cl“'

sivelv from the debates of the House of Com-

mons An intelligent foreigner visiting this

country would find the data he requires less in

the newspapers than in the streets. a is

the true end of all social institutions but the

social interest? What other meaning should

have state policy, than that the people consti-

tuting the state should be well fed, well clothed,

well lodged, well educated, and well protected

from every calamity that human prudence can

avert? A walk from Whitechapel to \v est-

minster, and a few inquiries by the way, will

explain to a stranger how far this object has

been effected better than whole volumes of

Hansard : and vet so little are the Pracllca '

results of legislation thoughtof, that when two

noblemen, a year or two back, accompanied

Dr. Southwood Smith to Spitalfields, to see

with their own eyes the state of the poor, the

fact was noted at the time as a marvel, and

rather as a work of supererogation on the part

of lawgivers than as a branch ol duty.

The reports of numerous commissions ot

inquiry have awakened a general expectation

of extensive measures of usefulness connected

with home administration ;
but the little that

lias vet been done shews to a lamentable ex-

tent'how far more engrossing are questions ot

party conflict, and the old worn out theories

of diplomacy, than any consideration of prac-

ticable benefits to the people, which might be

realized by government almost without an

eff

Hcre are we, two millions of human beings

crowded upon a little spot five miles square

whence, os from a mighty heart, an impulse is

communicated to every corner ot the globe,

inhabitants of a city which, from its influence

in human affairs, will he remembered when

even Rome shall be forgotten
;
and what does

this government of ours, or the statesmen com-

posing it,—busy with the cares of an empire

upon which the sun never sc,,,—do fores.

Occupied with the regulations of Hong Long,

and the defence of British interests on the

banks of the Columbia,—what share of the

watchful vigilance of a British cabinet is en-

joyed by tis, here, on the banks of the Thames,

in the streets comprising two hundred and

fiftv-one thousand houses round bt. 1 aut s

To answer the inquiry would be only- to aflord

another illustration of the aptness of a large

portion of mankind, while taking the warmest

interest in the affairs of their neighbours, to

forget the maxim of ‘ look at home. But we

doubt whether the history of the world would
„ i- «i.n ooniiti nt a ^reat

blished the precedent to which we owe the

entire renovation of many parts of old London,

the palatial magnificence of Eaton and Bei-

grave-squares, the improvements on the estate

of the Bishop of London, and the more varied

and picturesque squares and crescents of the

Kensington-park estate at Notting-hill.

Since the death of George the Fourth,

Government has taken no share in the initia-

tion of corresponding measures; but the im-

pulse given has been sustained by the public,

and in some instances reluctant consents have

been wrung from chancellors of the exchequer

in aid of the general movement. 1 he apathy,

however, of Government upon all questions

connected with either municipal organization

or structural improvement, has been shewn

during the present session in the debates upon

public cemeteries, the window duties, and vari-

ous important suggestions of the sanitary com-

missions; and is exemplified by the history of

the private bill now before the House for a new

line of street between Westminster Abbey and

the Vauxhall Bridge-road. We allude to the

bill lately introduced with the sanction of the

Metropolitan Improvement Commissioners ;

. f • i tn Vto tVip first fruits
ropun ian x-. ....... ~ — - -

and which appears likely to be the first fruits

of their three years’ deliberation. 1 his bill

them. The local revenue of the metropolis

derived from rates and trust estates, for public

objects, is three millions sterling! Of these

funds we believe a sixth are now wastefully or

uselessly applied
;
but whether a sixth or six-

teenth, no Government gives itself the trouble

to inquire, and the existing municipal organiza-

tion of the metropolis, with its innumerable

vestries, boards of commissioners, perpetual

churchwardens, and irresponsible trustees, -

its parishes of twenty houses, and parishes of

twenty thousand houses,— each parish with its

separate staff, and its separate Acts of Parlia-

ment, establishing different laws in different

streets,—remains to this day a scandal to the

legislation of the nineteenth century.

Co rrc0yo nature.

mer me uio.w

afford an example of the capital of a great

re neglected in the national councils,
nation more negiecicu ... ; .'

less indebted to government aid for its growth

and progress, as a place of civilized abode,

than London.

In ancient times metropolitan improvenmiit

was an object for the ambition of kings. I he

glory of Iheir capital was considered as their

own. ‘ Is not this great Babylon that I have

builded?’ was an exclamation of pride, hut, of

pride not unreasonably directed ;
and if Baby-

lon corresponded with the description given ot

it bv Herodotus, we may pardon the impulse of

vain glory which turned the brain of Nebu-

chadnezzar. Egypt found in its Pharaohs,—

Athens in a Pericles,—Rome in a succession

of emperors,-architects and sculptors devoted

to great structural works of public utility and

the embellishment of their native cities
;
Eng-

land only a George the Fourth. 1 o no other

British monarch does it appear to have occurred

that great kings might be less worthily em-

ployed than in planning streets ;
or that-if

palaces and churches were worth building,

their environs should be something more than

a mere province of brick
;
and of late few pei-

sons of high influence or station appear to have

troubled themselves with a thought about the

matter. The royal patronage of Nash was the

stimulus to which we may trace almost every

improvement of importance since projected,

or now being carried into effect. Regent-

street, and the Regent's-park, created a.taste

for a better disposition of streets and build-

ings than had before existed, or than had then

been commenced in Somers-town, and e9ta-

oi men uuee .o

is only to give effect to a project twenty years

old
,
and which obtained the recommendation ot

a committee of the House of Commons as tar

back as 1832. Fifty thousand pounds (for

which a dozen different projectors have been

quarrelling) are to be voted in aid of the line
;

and this is all that Government has done from

that time to the present for the improvement

of Westminster, south of Pall-Mall, beyond

rebuilding the Houses of Parliament on per-

haps the worst site that could have been found

in England for a similar edifice ;
a mistake

which has led to more money being sunk in

the mud of the river to secure a foundation

than would have purchased the fee-simple ot

the whole mass of ruinous third and fouith-

rate tenements between Millbank and Buck-

ingham Palace. . ,
, _

It is singular that the immediate neighbour-

hood of royalty should be the worst built, and

the worst drained district of the metropolis,

and vet, now that St. Giles's has disappeared,

so i! is ;
and streets of infamous reputation,

'which it is scarcely sate or prudent to traverse

even in open day, form the only avenues to

Westminster Abbey, front Belgrave-square and

Buckingham Palace. ..

A Government that would tolerate the Al

monrv at its very doors cannot of course bt

otherwise than indifferent to the state ot Wap-

pinff, Rotherhithe, or Spitalfields
;
and we need

not wonder that the promise of a Thames em-

bankment has hitherto proved illusory. In no

other capital in Europe are the approaches ot

a noble river built up to the water's edge. I o

throw its banks open to the public between

Blackfriars and Westminster bridges less

money is required than would suffice for any

one of the two hundred railroads now before

Parliament; and Government cannot devise

the ways and means. While perplexed with

this difficulty, it can yet spend its millions to

maintain the balance of power in Syria, to

frighten Russia from Affghanistan, and coerce

the ameers of Scinde into a respect for treaties.

At the present moment we are told that hi i-

• , nn the bank:

NICHES IN BRICKWORK.

Sir, — I am employed as foreman of

bricklayers on a rather extensive building,

where 'four brick niches are required to be

executed in gauged work. T hev are to he

semicircular on the plan, each three feet in

diameter, and the heads are to be semicircular

likewise : consequently they will form, when

done, a quarter of a globe.
' Now, never having

been called upon to execute such a work as the

above, 1 am rather at a loss how to proceed

properly with it. Perhaps seme one of your

numerous correspondents will be so good as

to undertake to inform me, through the medium

of your excellent paper, how 1 am to get the

moulds, and the proper method of execution,

so that I may be able to make a good and neat

job of them. I am, Sir, &c.,
J P. W.

J

SETTING OUT RAILWAY CURVES.

Sir,—Can any of your numerous corre-

spondents inform me of the general method

adopted in setting out a railway curve, and the

rule by which the curve is found upon the

ground ?—and oblige, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Amateur.

Al me present uiuuieu. ~ —
tish interests require protection on the banks

of the Columbia, nine month’s sail from Green-
Ot tne l^oiuinuia, nine .uw..... -—
wich. We complain not that such protection

should be afforded, but lament that none can

jHierrllanca.

snouiu oe aiiorueu, uut •— —
he spared for Greenwich itself, one of the

suburbs of the metropolis. And yet what

Londoner would sacrifice Greenwich 1 ark ior

all the prairies in the Oregon territory, or

Shooter’s Hill for the whole range ot the

Rocky mountains ? It will be happy for Eng-

land when the physical and moral wants ot her

people shall obtain a tenth part of the attention

which statesmen have hitherto bestowed upon

the conquest and defence of distant and profit-

less dependencies. London in its most fashion-

ahle localities, west of Regent-street, gives but

a faint indication of what the whole metro-

polis might become, and with it every town in

England, if the duty of promoting public health,

and of checking all abuses of local administra-

tion were made cabinet questions, in lieu or

many others which absorb the time and ener-

gies of partv leaders.

The imaginary difficulty of providing funds

for local improvements is only an evidence ot

the want of earnestness in the will to provide

Discovery of a Stone Coffin ani

Skeletons.—On Thursday week the work

men employed by Sir Win. S. R. Cockburn

hart., and Sir Henry Rivers, in making tin

new road between St. Stephen’s and Si

Saviour’s church, found a tumulus
;

anc

beneath a domed arch, of rude but substantia

masonry, there was a stone coffin, containini

portions of a skeleton, and surrounded by nu

merous bones. This is square in form, hew

out of a solid block of sandstone, resemblin

that so plentifully abounding on Farleig

Down, and must have been occupied by

person of good stature, the excavation measuj

ing five feet eleven inches, and the entii

length being about seven feet. The dead wi

enclosed with a massive stone cover; ar

further security was afforded by a vault*

arched chamber, reared above the coffin, t

top of which was only 18 inches beneath tl

surface. The workmanship of the enti:

sepulchre was rude, hut of a massive desen

tion
;
the arch alone contained two waggej

loads of stone, while the weight of the cofl

could not have been less than one ton. I

only facts which can lead to a conjecture as

the date of interment, are the discovery ol

coin lying on the top of the coffin, and or

spur which was found close to one of the adj

cent skeletons. The coin has been examm

bv Mr. Harris, of Southgate- street, by whe

it is pronounced to be the third brass coin

the Emperor Valens, a.l>. 328, and u.c.

It was found beneath a fragment of Kora

brick, and had apparently been placed in tj

position as a clue to any who might in at

days light upon the tomb. The coin and bri

have been placed in the Museum, Tern

Walk. The entire spot apparently aboui

with the decaying traces of human mortal!

We are informed that no fewer than thi

skeletons, or fragments of skeletons, have w

brought to light. Many of these were perni

interred in wooden coffins ;
this we inter tr

the fact that large iron square-headed n;

lay among the bones. The remains have b

re-interred not far from the spot in which tl

were discovered .—Bath Chronicles
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Church Decoration.— Long before the

•eign of Charlemagne, the custom of painting
;he interior of churches was already diffused
imong the Gauls, and a curious passage of
;he poet Fortunatus* would seem even to
irove that there prevailed a sort of emulation
jetween the ultramontane and the national
irtists, or those of barbarian origin. The
iccession of Charlemagne, however, gave a
resh stimulus to the line arts through the
vhole extent of his empire; the mission of
nspecting the churches and the paintings made
)art of the attributions of the royal envoys who
lurveyed the provinces. Every recorded fact
inspires to prove that the artists of this school,
io far from being the imitators, more or less

servile, of those of Byzantium or of Italy, as is

sometimes asserted, had the advantage over
hese two countries in giving free scope to

heir own powers of cultivation, unencumbered
,vith the load of old traditions which had so
ong impeded the progress of the ultramon-
ane artists. Hence it is that the Byzantine
ind Italian productions, from the ninth to the
birteenth centuries will not sustain a compa-
rison with the contemporary works of the
jermano-Christian school, which was at once
nore happy in its processes, more pure in the
:hoice of its forms, and more fruitful in inven-
ion. In short, its tendency was rather histo-
rical than mystical. For the most part, the
itirring scenes of the Old Testament were pre-
ened for representation in the decorations of
nanuscripts, as well as in those of churches
md palaces. The synod of Arras, in 1205, had
n some sort consecrated this direction, already
10 conformed to the national taste, by declar-
ng that painting was the book of the ignorant
vho could read no other; thus the characters
>f this popular writing, as it may be called,
vere multiplied to infinity, in all' dimensions
ind under every variety of form, insomuch
hat the magnificence and multiplicity of this

:ind of ornaments ere long induced the monks
>f Citeaux, in their pious simplicity, to believe
t their duty to signalize as a perilous abuse
he constantly increasing luxury displayed by
he bishops, in rivalry of one another in deco-
ation of the temples. About the end of the
enth century, two important discoveries were
oade, namely, the fabrication of tapestry for
he adornment of churches, and the art of
minting on glass. The glory of the last dis-

covery entirely belongs to France
;

and
ssuredly it did not less contribute to the
•evelopment of modern art, and to the majesty
f Catholic worship, than to place the imagi-
nation of the Christian in a state of prayer
icneath the mysterious charm of that uncer-
pin light which is so favourable to holy con-
pmplation.

—

Dolman's Magazine.
[l Prospective Reduction in the Price
f Building Materials. — Mr. Charles
Lindley, the owner of five stone quarries in

-ie neighbourhood of Newark, stated last

peek, before} the House of Commons’ Com-
littee on the London and York Railway, that
lansfield stone in London was now 31s. 2d.
er ton

;
and the cost of it, if it were conveyed

y the proposed railway, would be 24s. per
>n, which would give a saving of 7s. per ton.

le had no doubt but that the railway in ques-
on would be used extensively for the con-
Ryance of stone. In his neighbourhood was
l> be found the best building lime in England

;

hd that lime would, he believed, he conveyed
great quantities to Peterborough, Cam-

ridge, Boston, London, and other places by
e proposed railway, and at a greatly reduced
te as compared with the existing cost of con-

tiyance. The price of Mansfield lime was
low 30s. 7d. per ton in London

;
the price

nould be 20s. lOrf. per ton if it were conveyed
ip the proposed London and York Railway;
l • that there would, in that case, be a reduc-
jon in the price of that lime in London to the

(mount of 9s. 9c?. per ton.

o Royal Institute of Architects.— At

1

1 ordinary meeting, held on the 9tb instant,

,r. Kendall, V.P., in the chair, a paper was
|iad “ On Ventilation and the prevention of
laioke,” illustrated by Mr. James Kite’s appa-
itus. We shall probably print the paper at

!>ngth next week. By the permission of
ueneral Monteith a series of drawings of
ilidian buildings was exhibited, and will be
Ascribed at the next meeting.

* “ Quod nullus veniens Romami gentc fabrivit

Hoc vir barbaric!! prole peregit opu».”
Lib. ii. Carm 9 .

Making Clean the Outside.—They are
cleansing St. Paul’s of the soot and dust of
many years. Washing won’t serve the pur-
pose : walls and pillars are scraped and holy-
stoned

;
the church gets a “ dry scrub ”—like

Nicholas Nickleby when the well was “froze.”
At this moment the facade resembles nothing
so much as one of those portraits, clear carna-
tion on one side of the face, and smirched with
asphalt on the other, which dealers in paint-
ings expose to shew how well they can “ re-
store ” pictures. Of course, the dean and
chapter know too well the maxims of their
own religion to rest satisfied with mere ex-
ternal purification; the cleansing outside is

only typical of a more thorough scrubbing to
be begun within. And within there is an ac-
cumulated dirtiness, of which the outside
smoke and weather stains give no idea—the
dirt of mammon-rusted souls. The buyers
who were scourged out of the temple did not
venture to make the privilege of seeing it a
matter of purchase and sale. The only person
on record who sought to earn something by
shewing the view from the pinnacles of the
temple was one whom the dean and chapter
would scarcely venture to take into their
service. And yet what was never done in the
temple of the Jews, except by the Devil him-
self, is daily practised by the servants of a
Christian cathedral. The dean and chapter
pay their menials, as tavern-keepers do, by
permitting them to levy contributions on
visitors. At the threshold of St. Paul’s, at
every landing-place on its stairs, in every dim
gallery, the luckless visitant is attacked by
some extortioner in the shape of an old man
or older woman. Even during the reading
of prayers these semi-ecclesiastical showmen
continue to gather pence in the aisles. It

will be a most unchristian act in the dean
and chapter to spend so much money in

making clean the outside of the cathedral, if

a few wheelbarrows are not hired at the same
time to carry away this moral muck from the

interior.— Spectator.

The New Royal Gardens.—We learn
from the United Gardeners' Journal that the
new royal garden at Frogmore, the formation
of which was begun in the spring of 1842, is at

length completed. The space within the
boundary walls, which are twelve feet high,
comprises an area of twenty-two acres; there
is also an inner wall of the same height, dis-

tant about a hundred feet from the former, and
extending round three sides of the enclosure,

the north side of which, for the space of
nearly a thousand feet in length, forms the site

of a magnificent range of metallic forcing-
houses, &c. which have been recently erected
by Mr. Thomas Clark, of Birmingham. Each
wing of this extensive range consists of a
spacious vinery in the centre, one hundred and
two feet nine inches in length, two peach-
houses, each fifty-six feet eight inches long

;

two pineries, each fifty-three feet; and a

green-house, fifty feet: the latter forms the
terminus of the wing, the various divisions of
which communicate with each other by means
of five intervening corridors or lobbies, each of
which is seven feet long. It is said that this

assemblage of horticultural buildings combines
every valuable improvement which has been
introduced during the last half century,
amongst which are contrivances for ventila-

tion, which are at once simple and original:
by the turning of a small windlass (which a
mere child may do) it is said any quantity of
air may be introduced, and increased or
diminished at pleasure, over the whole interior

surface of the buildings. The total length of
the entire line of buildings, when completed,
will be 936 feet, or 312 yards

;
an extent

which, for a single range, is believed to be
without a parallel in the horticultural world.
Relative to the system of ventilation adopted
we should be glad to hear more.

A Competition for Young Architects.
—The committee of the Hull Mechanics’ Insti-

tute are making extensive preparations for a
grand polytechnic exhibition, to be held early
in the month of August next. With a view
to encourage emulation, they have offered

various premiums
;
among them is one of

“21. for the best architectural drawing, plan,

or elevation of a public building.” All the

productions sent in for competition should

be original, and will be on view during the

time the exhibition remains open.

On Building-rubbish as Manure.—The
rubbish of clay, lime, or stones, obtained by
the repairing or pulling down of old buildings,
may be used to advantage as a manure, espe-
cially' if derived from buildings which were
tenanted by either men or cattle

;
because in

that case it will contain saltpetre and ammo-
niacal salts, as these are always formed where
animal putrefaction and decomposition is

going on. Previous to being carried on the
field it must be well mixed, broken in small
pieces, and freed from large stones; it is also
to be protected from much rain, which would
soon extract the saltpetre and the ammoniacal
salts. 1 be amount of lime, loam, and even
gypsum, which it contains constitute its value,
as well as regulate the quantity which is to be
brought on a certain area. At times it may be
advantageous to mix the rubbish with humic
earth in a compost-heap, in which case it must
be well broken to pieces and sifted. A still

better manure is the rubbish of burnt-down
buildings; because it consists of wood-ashes,
soot, much ammonia, saltpetre, lime, gypsum,
roasted and burnt clay, &c. It is to be broken
into small pieces, freed from wood, stones, &c.,
and soon used, else it would lose some of its

ammonia.
St. John’s College, New Zealand.

—

An attempt is being made to raise, by subscrip-
tion, funds sufficient to erect of solid and en-
during materials the fabric of St. John’s Col-
lege, Bishop’s Auckland, New Zealand. It

is estimated that, in consequence of the low
price of building materials in the colony, re-
quisite buildings of stone can be erected for

5,000?., including theological college, colle-

giate school, native teachers (adult) school,
native boys’ school, infants’ school (including
orphan asylum), and hospital.

Oxford Architectural Society. — At
the annual meeting of the Architectural
Society, held last week, the Master of the
University in the chair, a paper was read by
Mr. Sewell, of Exeter College, on the Early
Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Ireland. The
report of the society was then read, from
which it appears that the society is strictly

resolved to confine itself to its proper duties
and not suffer itself to be seduced, like a
kindred society, into matters irrelevant and
controversial.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[Wc are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our resders
however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
Btrcet, Covent-garden.]

For executing Works on the Leeds, Dewsbury,
and Manchester Railway, being a distance of about

44 miles. The principal work on this division is

the summit Tunnel, near Morley, which is upwards
of 3,000 yards in length.

For the execution of a New Harbour at

Greenock.
For the supplying of certain Mines in Cornwall,

for twelve months from Midsummer next, with Nor-
way Timber, halfDram and half Longsund, of good
quality and average length. The probable quantity

required is 710 loads.

For building the inteuded Somerset County
Lunatic Asylum.

For the construction of Two Divisions of the

Chester and Holyhead Railway, being Nos. 8 and
12. No. 8 contains a length of 7 miles and 54
chains. No. 12 contains a length of 5 miles and

26 chains.

For the erection of a Building in London for a

highly patronised purpose, at the estimated cost of

about 30,000/.

For supplying’from 3,000 to 4,000 cubic yards of

Broken Gurnsey Granite or other hard stone, for

the repair of the Roads of Regent Street, White-

hall, &c.,and for 1,500 yards of the same material

for the repair of the Albany Road, &c.

For the erection of a Governor’s House, and

alterations of the Chapel, at the Worcester County

Gaol.

For supplying the St. Marylebone Vestry, with

materials for keeping the Foot-way and Carriage-

way in order.

For the several works contingent on Warming
and Ventilating the Chester Castle County Gaol.

For excavating and levelling Land, building

Sewers, making a new Road, &c., on the Wheatley
Estate, Erith, Kent.

For Bricklayers’, Carpenters’, Smiths’, Plumb-
ers’, Painters’ and Glaizers’ Works, required to be
done for one year, from the 24th inst., at the

Churches, Chapels, Court-house, &c., of the Parish
of St. Marylebone.
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* For lowering and making certain Improvements

at the Yeuston Hill, Henstridge, Somerset.

For laying down a short Line of Railway, upon

Pilbrow's Atmospheric principle, and for two Lor-

nish Engines. . , , ,

For Building Sewers in Bartholomew-close and

Carthusian Street, within the City of London.

For erecting New Baildrag. and repairing others,

on the farm, belonging to the Trustees of the

TJenston Estate, at Wickhambrook, near New-

market, Suffolk. . . ,

For Plumbers’ and Glaziers' Works, at the

Hackney Union Workhouse, for one year, from

the 24th inst.

For Building a New Parsonage House, at Castle

Cary, Somerset.

For Building a Poor Girls School, Mistress’s

House and Offices, in Wells Street and Short

Brackland, Bury St. Edmunds.

COMPETITIONS.
Designs for houses to be erected at Dover. The

ground is nearly seven acres in extent, and lies on a

gentle slope between the south-west boundary of

Dover Castle and the town. A premium of fifty

guineas is offered for the set that may be most ap-

proved of.

“T. J. M .”—We shall probably print his let-

ter next week, notwithstanding his request.

“ Iron Cement.”

—

A correspondent wishes to

know how to form the best and most durable iron

cement for joints.

“ H. J.’s ” inquiry has not escaped vs; it will

be answered in an article next week.
“ W. H.” came too late for consideration this

week.
“ H. F.” query “ F. H .”—We are obliged to

our old friend for his suggestions, and will give

them due consideration.

“Window Cleaning.”—“ W. C.” thinks the

bowl of hot water would be found troublesome,

and recommends the use of the ivash-leather, and
disuse of whiting. After washing the window,

the leather must be squeezed nearly dry, and used

for polishing the glass.

“ Mr. D.” (Mornington Place).

—

We shall be

glad to see some of the subjects mentioned, and to

know what arrangement is desired.

Received: 11A Mason.”—“ A Bricklayer."

—

11 G. Wood."
*** We are unavoidably compelled to postpone

“ Geometry of Brickwork,” “ History of Art by

its Monuments," “ School of Design," (Constant

Reader), and several other articles, for which

the respective writers mtist pardon us.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c. ADVERTISEMENTS,
BY AUCTION.

The timber and other trees now standing upon

the estate at Woodseaves, Salop. By order of the

Lord Chancellor made in the cause “ Dickin v.

Barker.”
At Letts’ Wharf, Commercial Road, Lambeth;

150 Loads of Oak Timber, 20 Loads of Oak
r

' anting and Plank, 40 Loads of Elm Timber and
' ards, &c.
At tbe Sussex Arms, Brandon, near Coventry;

several thousand prime Oak Trees, and a quantity

of Planks and Quarterings.

At Brandon, near Coventry: several Thousand

prime Oak Trees, and a quantity of Planks and

Quarterings.
BY TENDER.

A Virgin Forest of Valuable Timber in Wala-
chia. The principal part of the Trees is Oak. The

said Forest may produce about 500,000 cubic feet

of Timber.
At Little Bentley Hall, Essex : several Acres of

Plantations, consisting of superior Firs, Larch,

Spruce, &c., to be taken down by the Purchaser.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, June 16. — Statistical, 11, Regent-

street, 8 p.m. ;
United Service Institution, White-

hall-yard, 9 p.m.

Tuesday, 1 7.—Linneean, Soho-square, 8 p.m.
;

Civil Engineers, 25, Great George-street, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, 18.—Microscopical, 21, Regent-

street, 8 p.m.; Ethnological, 27 a, Sackville-street,

8 P.M.
Thursday, 19. — Royal, Somerset-house, 8J

p.m. ;
Antiquaries, Somerset-house, 8 p.m.

; Nu-
mismatic, Somerset-house, 7 p.m. (anniversary).

Saturday, 21. — Asiatic, 14, Grafton-street,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ W. Ray” is wrong in considering that the

Metropolitan Improvement Society no longer ex-

ists ; the office of the society is in Bedford-strcet,

Covent Garden.

“J. F.”

—

We shall be glad to see one of the

papers of which our correspondent speaks. It

shall be safely returned if unsuitable.

“ Suggester.”

—

The site of the Fleet Prison is

not considered large enough for the proposed new
Compter. See report of Committee in Times of
11 th inst.

“ J. K.”

—

We have received our obliging cor-

respondent's paper, and will give it early atten-

tion.

“ C. M. J.”

—

Shall appear next week.
“ Abram L.” differs from our correspondent

Col. Mason, and directs attention to the brickwork

in Leeds, which he says is universally excellent,

and “ truly beautiful.”
“ A Church for Postage Stamps.”

—

In reference

to a paragruph under the head qf “Absurdity,”
which appeared in “The Builder” a fortnight

since, a correspondent offers 51. worth of postage
statnps as his contribution, if the statement be

really true.

“Westminster Improvements.”—A correspon-
dent who expresses himself very strongly against
the injudicious proposal to build out of view West-
minster Abbey, and prevent its isolation for many
years, hasforwarded to us a petition proposed to

be presented to the House of Commons. It lies

at “The Builder” officefor signatures.

Atmospheric railway, Daily at

Work, carrying visiters, at the ROYAL POLY-
TECHNIC INSTITUTION. This interesting Model is

lectured on by Professor Bachhoffner at One o’clock daily;

also on the evenings of Wednesdays and Fridays at Eight

o’clock, and on the evenings of Mondays, Tuesdays, and

Thursdays at Nine o’clock. The working of the Model
always follows the Lecture. It is also worked at Four

o’clock, and at other convenient times. The other interest-

ing Works and popular Lectures as usual.

Admission, Is.*; Schools, half-price.

Bed feathers.—duty free.—
HEAL and SON have reduced the price of Foreign

Feathers the amount of the duty, and they can now offer

—

Best White Dantzic 2s. lOd. I Best Foreign Greys 2s. Od.

Irish White Goose 2s. Od. Irish Grey Goose.l Is. 6d.

Best ditto 2s. 6d.
|
Best ditto Is. 9d.

Poultry Is.

List of prices of every description of bedding sent free

by post.

HEAL and SON, 196, opposite the Chapel, Tottcnham-
court-road.

HIP TILES to 6uit slate roofs in colour;
Ridges, with plain or rebated joints, roll tops, and

vertical ornaments ;
drains, many sizes, with plain or socket

joints
;

paving in squares, hexagons, octagons, &c., dif-

ferent colours
;
roofing, in Grecian or Italian styles, other

devices also, or plain ;
conduits, which do not injure pure

water ;
fire-bricks and tiles; clinkers, and out-door paving ;

sundry wall-coping, garden-borders, chimney-tops
;

also

tubular and other flues of peculiar material. No agent, but

a depdt at 22, WHITEFRIARS-STREET, FLEET-
STREET, LONDON, under Mr. PEAKE’S personal care,

to supply genuine TERRO-METALLIC poods at fair prices

as per quality; also, additional Stock at No. 4 Wharf, Mac-
clesfield-street, South, City Basin.

The TILERIES, TUNSTALL, STAFFORDSHIRE, are

near the centre of England, whence boats are sent direct to

any inland place
;
or to the Mersey for the coasts, the colo-

nies and elsewhere.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. KENT and C O.,
MANUFACTURERS,

11, GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON,
Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of a

quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, to

which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer quality

and durability to apparent cheapness.
000000.—7 m. Dusters.

000000.—7 in. ditto, extra.

0000.—Ground Brushes.
Plasterers’ Brushes.
Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.
Sash Tools, and Common Tools.

Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other

Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kinds

of Brushes, forwarded on application. Established 1777*

TO BUILDERS, PAINTERS, plas-
terers, CARPENTERS, CABINET-MAKERS,

and OTHERS
Linseed Oil, 2s. 4d. per gal-

lon.

Boiled ditto 2s. lOd. ditto.

Turpentine, 3s. 3d. ditto.

Turpentine Varnish, 3s. ditto.

Paper Varnish, 12s. and lGs.

ditto.

Gold Size, 8s. ditto.

Best ground White Lead, 26s.

per cwt.

Second ditto, 23s. ditto.

Third ditto, 20s. ditto.

Putty, 8s. 6d. ditto.

Patent Driers, 42s. per cwt.

English Umber, 8s. ditto.

Yellow Okcr Powder, 6s. and
8s. per cwt.

Fine Powdered Oxford Oker,
21s. and 28s. ditto.

Ditto, ditto, in Oil, 36s. and
42s. ditto.

Crome Yellow, 6d., 10d., and
Is. 4d. per lb.

Spanish Brown, 6s. per cwt.
Stockholm Tar, 19s. per bar-

rel.

Gas Tar, 9s- ditto.

Lamp Black, 20s. per cwt.
Glue, 42s. and 48s. ditto.

1 Green Copperas, 6s. per cwt.

And every description of dry and ground Colours, Var-
nishes, &c. CROWN GLASS, price as at the Manufactory;
BRUSHES, at Makers’ prices.

The Anti-corrosion Paint for every description of outside

work, resisting all kinds of damp, and it never blisters or

peels off ;
it has now stood the teat for the last sixty years,

and has been used by the Government in most of the

Colonies and Dock-yards, having received the approbation

of the Hon. Board of Ordnance, and other public bodies,

at the LONDON COLOUR, LEAD, GLASS, OIL, and
VARNISH WAREHOUSE, 27, Coleman-strcct, City.

*,» Country Orders must be accompanied with a re-

mittance, or reference for Payment in London,

nio BUILDERS AND OTHERS re-
JL quiring Scantling, Quartering Deals, Battens, Sawn

Lathing, will find a large quantity for Sale at CLEMENT’S
YARD, Horse-ferry Branch-road, Commercial-road East.—
If by letter, to Mr. HARTLEY, 13, York-terrace, Commer-
cial-road. Scantling from Id. per foot.

BATH STONE.

T E. WELLER, of STEEL.YARD
• WHARF (late Drewe’s), begs to inform Stone

Merchants, Contractors, &c., that he can supply them with
best FARLEIGH-DOWN STONE on lower 'terms than
ever before offered. — Dep6t for immediate supplies,

DRUCE’S WHARF, Chelsea.

MANOR IRON-FOUNDRY, MANOR-STREET,
KING’S-ROAD, CHELSEA.

HAWORTH and Co. beg to represent to

Builders, Engineers, and the public generally, that,

having made considerable improvements and additions to

their Premises, and conducting their business on economical
principles, they are enabled to offer CASTINGS of every de-

scription at least 10 percent, below the price of any other house

in town. Brass Castings, Builders’ Smith-work, Forgings ol

every description ; Palisading, Railing-fronts, Balcony-rail-

ing,'Verandahs, Bell-hanging, and all other iron-work, exe-

cuted with the greatest despatch, and at exceedingly low
prices.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

Door springs and hinges.—
GERISH’S PATENT DOOR SPRINGS, foi

CLOSING every description of DOOR, consists of Singh

and DOUBLE-ACTION BUTT HINGES in Brass and Iror

for Doors to open one or both ways, and Rising Hinges foi

the convenience of Doors opening on uneven Floors. Like'

wise Swing Centres, which consist of a combination o;

E
ower unequalled by any made at present. Manufactured

y F. W. Gerish, East-road, City-road ; and sold by all re'

spectable Ironmongers in the United Kingdom.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.

A HANDSOME DOUCEUR, or a Re-
gular Commission, will be allowed by the advertiser t<

any gentleman connected with cither private or public works,

who would recommend business, contracts, or jobs to an old

extensive, and highly respectable factory in London, capabli

of executing engineering works to any extent consisting ir

brass or iron, and machinery of every description ; the ut.

most secrecy may be relied on.—Apply to D. G., care ofW
THOMAS, British and Foreign Advertising Agent, 21, Ca-

therine-street, Strand.

VARNISH.—It has long been a desideratum
amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

and genuine article
;

brilliancy, facility of drying, hnrdness

and durability are the qualifications necessary, but these an

seldom if ever found united. The experience of a lifc-timt

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, tin

great and important discoveries of modern chemistry, and

the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs

George 'and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oi

and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confident!]

recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both it

price and quality.

Builders, Coachmakers, Painters, and others may depend

on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article

Fine Oil Varnish, from 10s. per gallon
;
best White Spiri

Varnish, 21s. ditto; Best Spirit French Polish, 20s. ditto

White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of every description a

the very lowest prices.—WALLIS’S Varnish, Japan, am
Colour Manufactory, Cl, Long-acre, one door from Bow
street. Established' 1750.

WALLIS’S PATENT LIQUID WOO!
KNOTTING. — This newly-discovered Liquif

Composition which Messrs. Geo. and Thos. Wallis nave in

satisfaction of introducing to the trade, possesses the im

portant qualification of effectually stopping Knots in Wood
however bad, and preventing them eating through and dis

figuring the paint above.
,

Many substances have been used and much time spent li

endeavouring to find a cure for a bad Knot, but hitherti

without success. Messrs. Wallis therefore feel much plea

sure in offering to the public an article so long and anxiousl;

called for.

In the application, skill is not required ; a boy can use l

as well and effectually as the best workmen : it is put on ti

the work with a brush like common paint, can be used in al

climates and situations, and does not require heat.

Sold wholesale and retail, by Messrs. G. and T. Wallis

Varnish, Japan, and Colour Manufacturers, No. 64, Lonj

Acre. Price 20s. per gallon.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND BUILDERS

PATENT METALLIC SAND CEMENT
—The Metallic Sand, from its chemical qualities

forms, when mixed with blue lias lime, a metallic cemcn'

of great strength and density; the iron, which is one «

its principal constituents, combining with the bed in whiet

it is deposited, and communicating to it a greater degret

of hardness than cau be obtained by admixture witl

any other known material. Concrete and mortar in whiet

the metallic sand has been used arc more durable thar

any other, continuing to indurate with time, and not beinj

affected by damp, otherwise than by increasing in hard-

ness from the oxydation which is thereby occasioned

Employed as a cement to turn water from brickwork in tun-

nels, sewers, and other underground works, the Metallic

Sand is found cheaper, and from its eminent adhesive

qualities to form a more solid and hydraulic body, in com-

bination with the brickwork, than any other cement at presen

known ;
and in all cases the Metallic Sand is found the besl

substitute for pozzolano that has ever been presented to the

public. As an external stucco, the Metallic Cement assumes

a rich stone-colour without the aid of paint or tint of anj

kind, docs not vegetate, and is entirely free from cracks and

blisters, and continues to improve both in appearance and

durability by exposure to the weather. The Proprietors rclci

with confidence to works in which the Metallic San

has been extensively employed as concrete ana mortar,

specified in the prospectus, where also will be found rei -

rences to very extensive erections which have been stuccoed

with the Metallic Cement.

Further information will be given, and specimens shewn,

on application to Mr. C. K. Dver, 4, New Broad-street; and

at the Metallic Cement Wharf, King’s-road, opposite Pratt-

street, Camden New Town.
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SATURDAY, JUNE 21
, 1845 .

AS1 week we examined the

report recently made to her
Majesty by Sir Henry De
la Beche and Mr. Thomas
Cubitt, chiefly so far as it

related to the fall of the
mill at Oldham, appending thereto, some
general sugget lions of great practical im-
portance with which tlie report concluded.
Relative to the former, however, we omitted
one remark which should not be passed over
and that relates to the far too common custom
of placing the boilers of steam-engines within
the factories themselves, rooms filled with the
workers being above them.
The Commissioners sayjustly, they consider

this mode of placing the boilers (adopted
!"™y t0 make most of the space), very
objectionable, remembering the accidents
vhich have happened in such cases through
he carelessness of the engine-man, or from
mperfections in the boilers or the pipes con-
tented with them. “Where the boilers so
'laced are near the street, as was observed to
e the case in a factory now erecting in Man-
hestor, the danger of loss of life is increased
mce accidents from explosion may not only

se the death of those employed in the
clones, but of those passing in the street
h.s .s a point to which we would earnestly
quest attention when Building Acts may be
ider the attention of (he legislature.”
Mr. Hodgkinson, in his evidence, pointed

*.
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?
lnstanoe3 in Point wherein con-

lerable loss of life was caused.
We proceed to extract that part of the
port which refers to the failure of the part of
i prison at Northleach. It appears that an
d.tion having been considered desirable for
purpose of containing six prisoners, a

1 for a small building was prepared by
• Fulljames, the county surveyor for
ucestershire, and a contract to execute the
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to permit the upper arches, with their load ofunconsolidated concrete to fall .. it i

“

arches, and these readily g^vin^ e°Tarches were destroyed, leafing die walk, in adamaged state. But for the effect of the rainthe aiches would probably not have fallen.”
It is due to the architect to state, as it appearsn evidence, that the contractor was hound to

She I

b“ lIdi”
e: f‘°m ,he leather, andhat the ties were not placed at the spring ofthe arch because they would then have ap-

pearedinthe celk, which was highly nbjel

The erection of fire-proof buildings, bymeans of iron-girders and brink arches, isbecoming general, especially in Aland,esterand Liverpool, and it is of the utmost con-
sequence that sound information on the sub-
jGci should be disseminafprl << tm
of fire proof bui.di„g”'"afLnch^'t^”

At Liverpooi, they have commenced build-ing the warehouses fire-m-oof r

“

tende ]

S

f

0D
;

Vby ‘be P rinci P le should not b” ex-

Stillf
P^cdcalTdence?

“ 3itbar -
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A knowledge of the strength of material.“ ParticuJarly of cast-iron, is but imperfe vunderstood
;
it ,» a subject which required

S

labour and deep research, and even\vilh tlioseo have devoted the greater part of theirlives and fortunes to these inquiries, it not unfrequently happens, that their labours are not

i 3d frmted by tb °se wh°m they areIntended to serve
; when I use the word an

andtoe
3

’ ll

l r
I10t,n

.

the se,,se ‘hat individuals

such d

3

,

pub ,C are indifferent to the value of

I audattacb
V3r

'i
3; bUt lbe fom ° f Prejudice

1

manv ea’
3 to P^onceived notions, which

duc“ manv ,

a
r

ab8° late ^Perfeetions, in-

ntj ot me and property on the other ”
As respected the arrangement of' columns,

beams, and tie-rods, it was impossible to laydown rules which would provide for every
contingency. Mr. Fairbairn observed “that
in fire-proof buddings for manufactories, the
sectional area of the tie-rods should not be
less than three square inches for every 20 feet
in the width 0 f the mill, and for warehouses
and similar buildings five square inches willbe a fair average proportion.
The walk should, in my „pi„i„„, never (ei._inmate with less than two bricks thick on theop story, and for every two floors downwards

he increase should be an additional half brick,

the w if “r f
tra ,bick" eS! ° f 4i inoha8 m‘he walls of the ground floor. For factory

purposes the above proportions will be quite
sufficient, but for warehouses and other buiid-
ings ca'cukted to sustain heavy weights, an
additmnal half brick in thickness to every
etory terminating at the top with two bricks
as before, will insure perfect safety. With
these proportions, care must, however, be
taken to flush or grout the walk

; using at thosame time the proper bond, and spreading tbo
base of tbo foundations to at least one and
a halftimes the thickness of the walk in the
bottom story.”

To shew the importance of scientific know-
ledge, .twill be sufficient to mention, that a
earn with a single flanch at the bottom thus I

which wdl support a weight equal say to
1,000, may be broken if reversed and thc
flanch put upwards, thus J, with a weigl,t
equal to 340.

b

“ It is well known, or it ought to be known,
O e\eiy

. person giving instructions for theform and construction of iron beams II, „t ,1,

SFsSWitS
These facts having been proved bv direct ev

fn !be
“ ’ “,1S lmp0rtaDt ‘° all those concerned

isHSss®ncams and the section of greatest strength

and” to
lmd

.

t,wrouSl
‘>!l understood;“ ” ‘ ?

s unacquainted with the subject
li e would beg to refer them to Mr. Hodgkin-

fiXp8 !' on ‘he strength of iron beams,Tnthe hftlM oiume, second series of the ‘ Memoirs

fuXSZP and PbiloB ‘>phioal s^yo(
In every description of arch supported byion beams, it is essential to have the tie-rods

as low as possible
;

it is generally inconvenient
to have them in the line of the chord of the
arch, or at the bottom flanch of the beam but
they should never be higher than the soffit of
the arch.

I

The strength of cast-iron columns is very
l.tlle understood by builders; they use the,

n

of certain d,mens,o„s, because they have been

thTdiff

0,8 °f tbat 8123 a”d tave Dot failed;
difference their strength which is found
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when one end is rounded instead of flat or

when a column is not exactly perpendicular,

with many other points of the greatest conse-

quence, are seldom considered.

Mr. Hodgkinson in the repor

wives the following results of a number of
ex-

periments made by him on the strength of cast-

iron pillars. The experiments were made by

means of a lever compressing the ends of the

pillar, which stood upright between two flat

surfaces of hardened steel always parallel to

each other.

“ 1st. It was found that a long pillar, with

its ends flat and perfectly immoveable, was

about three times as strong as another of the

same dimensions with the ends rounded, so as

to be capable of turning as on a universal joint

When one end of the pillar was rounded

and the other flat, according to the definitions

above, the strength was an arithmetic mean

between that of the other two. In other

words, if three long pillars be formed all of

equal diameter and length, and one pillai has

both ends made round, another one end round

and one flat, and the third both ends flat, the

strength of these pillars will be as 1, ., d,

Some of the pillars with flat ends had discs

upon the ends, to give them an increased

breadth of bearing; but this, however neces-

sary in practice, added very little to the

strength. , . .

2nd. A long pillar, with both ends flat, or

firmly fixed, has nearly the same strength as

one of the same diameter and half the length,

with both ends rounded, as above

3rd. If a solid pillar, be enlarged in the

middle to 4, or upwards, of the diameter of

the ends, and taper from the middle to the

ends like frustums of two cones, whose bases

are united in the middle, the strength will be

increased more than the weight of

by about i of the whole. 1 his "ill b' the

case whether the ends are rounded or Hal.

•lth. Similar pillars. If long pillars be cast

and turned perfectly similar the diameter

being to the length in a constant ratio, the

strength was found, from a mean of several ex-

periments, to vary as the 1-865 power of the

Siameter, or any other lineal dimension. It

varies, therefore, nearly as the square, but

somewhat lower.
,

5th If a pillar with flat ends be so placed,

that the pressure it sustains acts diagonally

from the extremity of the diameter at one end

to the opposite extremity of the diameter at

the other, the strength is reduced to one-

third as was proved bv several experiments.

It is easy to infer, that this is a case ana-

logous to that of a pillar with rounded ends.

htb. Relative strength of columns 0 ! dif-

ferent materials. Representing the strength

of columns of cast-iron by 1000, I found the

strength in wrought-iron 1/45, cast-steel -51 8,

Dantzic oak 108-8, red deal 1
^'5 .

7th The properties of columns, enumerated

above, apply to such only as have the length so

great that fracture maybe considered as baling

been produced wholly by the flexure of the

column. They apply, as appears from my ex-

periments, to all cast- iron columns with rounded

ends, in which the length is more than 15 times

the diameter; and to all, with flat ends, in

which the length is more than 30 times the

diameter, or upwards. If the pillars are

shorter than this, fracture takes place parfly

by flexure and partly by crushing ,
and the

properties arc more complicated than as here

de
in
n
rep

l

|y ‘° thc i" c
l
uir>''

“ Have you not given

forniulie for calculating the strength.of cast-

iron pillars or columns? Mr. Hodgkinson

said,- 1 found the strength ot long east-iron

columns, with rounded ends, to ' ai7 a®, 1

3-76 power of the diameter nearly ;
and those

with flat ends as the 3-5o power of it, the

length in each case being given. \\ hen the

length varied, and the diameter was the same,

the strength was inversely as the 1*7 power ot

the length, nearly.

Taking 3-6 as an approximate term between

3*76 and 3 55, and the co-eflicients, as ob-

rained from my experiments,

columns fixed at the ends.

we have, for

W=44‘lGjj-n?=strength of a solid cylinder.

-—44.34?—-p^—=strength of a hollow cylinder.

where W is the breaking weight in tons
;
D

Jthe external and internal diameter in inches

,

“1f
L
hotS

t

oVt
n
hf

e

piilars are rounded, the

strength will be i of that given by the formula.

If one end be rounded, and one flat, the

strength will be 4 of that in the formula

The preceding formula! are applicable to

i length is more than lo times

the^ametmb wbeo the ends are rounded
;
and

more than 30 times the diameter, when the

'"if the pillars are shorter than as above, they

will he crushed as well as bent
;
and the value

of W will require to be modified by the fol-

lowing formula

W'=W+|?
where c is the weight which would crush the

pillar in tons, if it were so short as to be

broken without flexure. To find c multiply

the area of the section of the pillar in inches

bv 40
;
since the iron I used (the Low Moor

1 No 3) required 49 tons to crush a prism of

it whose base was 1 inch square.

Mr Hodgkinson considers the mean crash-

ing strength of cast iron 47 tons per square

inch, and that this is on the average, six and a

half times the force necessary to tear the body

asunder; the tensile strength being 7* tons

per square inch nearly.

In conclusion, we congratulate the commis-

sioners on the quantity of valuable information

which they have brought together in their

report, and express' a hope that the suggestions

made by Mr. Cobitt may be immediately

adopted.

The shaft must be lined with fire-bricks to

the extent of 6 feet at the least above the

opening from furnace. The fire-bricks must

not be tied to nor made to support the brick-

work of the structure, but be removable at

The shaft must not be tied to any existing

building or wall, and no wood-work must be

fixed in or to it.
. , . e ,, „ . i

We have given these particulars in full, not

merely to enable those who may have occasion

to build furnace-shafts within the limits of

the Act, to prepare their plans so as to avoid

being called on to make alterations, but that

others may have the opinion of the referees as

to the manner in which furnace-shafts whether

here or elsewhere, should be constructed.

To the former, it may be useful to suggest,

that when they obtain the certificate from the

office they should examine how far the instruc-

tions giv'en by the referees clash with their

own particulars. The district surveyors hate

determined not to exercise the slightest discre-

tion in the matter, but simply to see the refmees,

certificate rigorously carried out|; so that, for

example, should any precautionary me.ni

stated in the applicant's particulars be rendered

even obviously unnecessary, by some additional

requirements on the part of the referees, unless

the former be specially excepted, the district

surveyors would insist on the execution ot

both.
.

RETROSPECTIVE REVIEWS.

CHIMNEY-SHAFTS FOR BOILER
FURNACES.

Schedule F of the Buildings Act, after

setting forth- that no chimney-shaft (except

that of a steam-engine, brewery, distillery, or

manufactory) must be built higher than eight

feet above the slope, flat, or gutter of the root

which it adjoins, unless such chimney-shaft

be built of increased thickness, and so forth,

says, “ And as to the chimney-shaft for the

furoaces of any steam-engine, or for any

brewery, distillery, or manufactory, such shall

may be' erected of any height, so that it be

built in such manner, and ot such strength and

dimensions as shall be satisfactory to the offi-

cial referees,
upon special application m each

In consequence of this, the district sui-

vevors will not permit the erection of any

chimney-shaft for such purpose, whether of

greater height than that allowed for ordinary

shafts or not, without a certificate and instruc-

tions from the official referees. T he mode: of

proceeding is to forward a drawing of the

proposed shaft to the registrar, and a letter

requesting permission to execute it. In rep y

to this a certificate is granted (on payment ot

the fees), containing certain instructions.

These, of course, vary with circumstances:

an examination, however, of a dozen or more

certificates of the sort, already granted by the

referees, shews the following requirements :
—

The shaft must be built of sound stocks;

topmost five feet in cement.

It must be bonded every six courses with

hoop-iron lapped at the angles.

The base of the footings must be one-halt

longer than the base of the shaft, and be

placed as low as the base of thefootings of any

adjoining ivall or building.

If the shaft be square, the height of it must

not exceed ten times the length of the side at

the top of the footings : if circular, twelve

times the lower diameter.

The shaft must diminish in size upwards,

and be at least one-third less at the top than it

is at the bottom.
, ,

.
e

The projection at head of the chimney, it

any, must not exceed three-fourths ot the

thickness of the brickwork from which it pro

jects.

Though the desire for knowledge exists in

this age in a degree previously unparalleled,

it often occurs that the best aids to inquiry are

entirely overlooked. The extraordinary extent

to which a taste for magazine literature bo.

spread lias given an influence to ephemeral

publications, which ought rather to have bee,

retained by a literature of standard excel

lence. A month often suffices to consign I

really meritorious work to complete oblivion

and l modern compilation issued in pwnd'J

numbers, has a better chance of obta.miJ

readers than the most original conception 0

an old author. Even the pursuits of the aj

tiquary have received something of the prt

vailing tone, and researches in progress, an

volumes on fine art, damp from the Piesi

excite a larger amount ot interest, and a

more frequently consulted, than the not lei

important records of a year gone by

architecture, as in other sciences, many ol t

most important doctrines, broached us ne

were promulgated in time past
;
but in this ai

whose especial sphere it seems, to create

^
combinations on a foundation of lecordcdfa

and existing precedent, it does eppear m

ter for regret, that many important old ivorl

and some of late date, exist in an oblmc

from which an affirmation of theirmerits wot

be sufficient to remove them. It appel

to ns not less the object of an architects

journal to preserve the sources of knowled

already possessed, than to record the p, ogres

science led art
;
and we shall thereiore end

vour, from time to time, to call to mind

existence of certain valuable author!

which, in the active practice of an ardu

profession, and the exclusive interest absorl

by recent publications, may have escaped

notice of our readers. °»r
.

llnllt
? '^1

allow us to enter very deeply into the subjl

matter of works often voluminous and eW

rate, our object being rather to indicate wl

information is to be sought, than to cut I

where criticism has already played its part.

D’AGINCOURT’S history or art by
u MONUMENTS,

JMM ITS DECLINE IX TDE FOUETH CEXTIl.t TO

ITS REVIVAL IN THE SIXTEENTH.

The influence of the beautiful on the n

of man is exerted in other directions tin

evident to the superficial observer, or is n,

fested in the conceptions of poetry and line

Not less the gift of nature than the sen.

sight, or the faculty ofreason, His often po

when other endowments are obscure

debased. The sensibility to melancholy'

lions, and the sympathy with misfortune, w

intercourse with the world does not entue

move from the most callous, cherish andi

vate the perceptions, and produce works '

interest and delight the multitude, i he

• 325 plates, 6 sols. Pans, 1823, <“ HUtOite dl

par lea Monumeus,”
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history, and the examination of antiquities

cite an interest, distinct from the unques-
mable advantages that accrue, and the less
mmendable pursuit of the mere collector,
ipse of time, and evidence of decay associate
th the crumbling ruin, or the misshapen
igment, an impression of beauty, which phy-
:ally they might have failed to excite, and
nnect the scattered dust of cities with recol-
'tions of the fall of empires, and decline of
ites. The early state of a nation, or the
riod of abasement, may be not less important
their results than the most brilliant epoch
its progress, and are equally deserving of

3 attention of the historian.

On the 15th of October, 1704, a traveller,

journingat Rome, whose name has now he-
me familiar to every Englishman as the
me of potentate or general, sat musing
lidst the ruins of the Capitol. The sound of
*pers rose from the church of the Francis-
es, once the temple of Jupiter; his mind
•erted from time present to time past, and
i design of writing “The Decline and Fall
the Roman Empire” started to his mind.
;ars elapsed ere the plan was matured; but
s work at length completed, the history of
- period, from the most uncertain, became
ar and distinct. To this period the atten-
n of other investigators had turned, and it

worthy of notice, that whilst the work of
bbon traces the history of Rome from the
itonines to the extinction of the empire in
• east, and to the time of Sixtus V. in Italy,

t of D’Agincourt, on the “ History of Artj”
;veys a period commencing not quite two
Rories later; and it seems likely, that as
Agincourt and Gibbon both visited Paris
ring the same year, and were both on terms
friendship with Buffon, and other savans of
French capital, that the two authors were
uainted, and that the French antiquary may
re gained the suggestion of his work from
i Englishman, to whose history he has made
prenee. The period of the decline of art is

en by M. D’Agincourt to commence at the
|e of Constantine the Great, in the fourth cen-
!/, and extends to that of Henry VII. in Eng-
p. and of Julius II. in Italy', and of Albert
per, and Leonardo da Vinci, in the sixteenth,
lias of late years met with increased notice,

|

in Hope’s “ Essay on Architecture” and
he magnificent work of Mr. Gaily Knight
been admirably illustrated. As' the fore-

ner of the Gothic style it is especially inte-
ing. The architecture of the empire,
ported under Augustus by the skill of
cian artists, declined under his successors

;

lorious execution and extravagant decora-
!on were substituted for elegance of form
I proportion, till beauty was crushed under
ad of riches. The lives of the emperors,
tiered contemptible by every degrading
, admitted of no very healthy influence

|n architecture : it became either the outlet
extravagant amibition, or the means of
ding the populace to their enslaved state,

rament grew over every moulding, colossal
ensions, and difficulties of execution were
?ht, but not for the proper object of the

he time of the Antonines was one of tern-

ary quiet, and other emperors left struc-
s of vast extent in every portion of their
linions

;
but the art of architecture was

ually tending to a decline, and all powers
lecoration were exhausted under Cara-
i and Diocletian. Constantine destroyed
works of his predecessors to form other
jilings, the principal of which were the
ilches of the new religion. The misfortunes
h attended the fall of the empire, over-
ilmed the arts in the general ruin. Many
|ivations were introduced, which, subse-
Jtly modified, became important features
Uothic. architecture. Such were arches
riging immediately from the capitals of the
|mns, thus used in the basilica of St. Paul,
|iout the walls, the most considerable of
iibuildings of the fourth century,* and in

i h the old form and appellation of the
pica, or court of justice, were revived for
murposes of a Christian church. Many of
ji olumns were taken from the mausoleum
hadrian, and from other edifices, and are of
pie of art greatly superior to the rest. At
[(period, columns were frequently length-

by an additional member, and subse-

* It was erected by Theodosius, a.d, 3S6.

quentlv, in some cases, they were supported
on the backs of animals

;
all these schemes

originating in the want of ability or inclina-
tion to erect new works adapted to the pur-
pose. In the church of St. Agnes we find
three stories, exactly like the arrangement of
the Gothic cathedral. The lower story has
arches springing from the columns

; above
these is the gallery corresponding with the
triforium, and used for the same purposes; and
above this, the clerestory windows. The
early period in the decline of art is rendered
of great interest by the catacombs, in which
the early Christians placed the bones of the
martyrs, and in which they themselves
often found refuge from persecution, and
which the subsequent toleration they enjoyed
contributed to render of the highest interest, and
available for decoration. The catacomb had
become more and more like the church,
being used for the purposes of worship

;
and

the motives of religion, which drew the early
Christians to erect their churches over the
graves of the martyrs, produced the arrange-
ment of the upper and lower church or crypt,
which became so usual at a later date. But
the church itself was sometimes in imitation
of a sepulchral chamber, as in a church at
Ravenna. The church of St. Clement, at
Rome, is believed to have been erected
towards the close the fifth century, or beginning
of the sixth, and exhibits the disposition of the
primitive churches: the plan being similar to
thatof basilicas. The building is terminated by
an apsis, where is placed the episcopal chair.
The close of the fifth century saw the Goths,
under Theodoric, masters of Italy, — some
change took place in the style of architecture

;

but Ravenna, their principal seat, contains no
remains which wo can call Gothic, if the
pointed arch is to be considered the leading
feature in that style. The mausoleum of
1 heodoric is a fine work of construction, hut
otherwise has a low rank as a work of art.
The form of the voussoirs to the arches is cu-
rious, and there are similar instances in England.
The Ponte Salario, three miles from Rome,
was constructed by Narses, in the thirty-ninth
year of Justinian’s reign, a.d. 5G5. The prin-
ciple of solidity, which has preserved this work
to the present time, seems never to have been
lost by the Roman architects

; but its orna-
ments are of such a character as would dis-
grace any school of art. The causes of this
corruption had been multiplied : the difficulty
of finding artists, who had studied the prin-
ciples of the fine arts had increased from day
to day, till a complete ignorance was the re-
sult, and the effect was visible upon all styles
of architecture. Another course was the
necessity of remodelling old forms to make
them conformable to ecclesiastical rites. One
of the consequences of the insufficiency of
the architects was the transformation of pagan
temples into Christian churches: thus the
ancient temple built of brick, situated near the
circus of Caracalla, underwent this change.
J he seat of the Greek Government at Ravenna
brought the infiuence of the Greek taste into
Italy, and the church of St. Sophia became a
model frequently adopted. The church of St.
Vitale, at Ravenna, was erected under the ex-
archate of Narses, and is remarkable for the
construction of its vault, which is formed of
pots arranged spirally, each one bearing on
the one below it. The tribes which Narses
had collected to assist him in the conquest of
Italy succeeded about the middle of the sixth
century in establishing themselves there. They
introduced a style often bearing close resem-
blance to our own Norman architecture, and
called the Lombard style.

“ We have examined,” says M. D’Agincourt,
“ three stages of decline : the stage first re-
moved from the time of perfection, was cha-
racterized by a prodigality of ornament, im-
printed with the Asiatic luxuriousness, which
produced embarrassment and confusion. The
second stage was marked by a forgetfulness
and absence of the same ornaments. The
third stage, of which we are speaking, is

marked by the immoderate use of a multitude
of accessory parts, which, far from meriting
the name of ornaments, are as reprehensible
for the place they occupy, as for their super-
abundant quality and execution. This last

disorder was the general system of architec-

ture, till the establishment in the eleventh cen-
tury of that other system, to which has been
given the name Gothic.” The career of

Charlemagne in the eighth century was marked
by a fostering care for the arts, and architec-
ture for a moment appeared to alter its whole
character; but the change was but temporary.
The infusion of Greek taste at Pisa and
Venice also passed away: in the latter city
the cathedral of St. Mark was erected by
foreign artists in imitation of that of St.
Sophia. According to M. D’Agincourt, the
first indication of the style which afterwards
swelled into the Gothic architecture of the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries occurred
during the ninth century in the church at Su-
biaco, near Rome. But Mr. Knight, with
more reason, shews there is cause to doubt
whether this church is of so early a date.
During the first half of this century architec-
ture made some progress, but long before the
tenth century, and during the whole of that
period, its progress was completely arrested.

In the eleventh century the art was in a
state of activity, for which it was indebted to
Greek artists, who were employed in every
part of Italy. Many of the churches in Lom-
bardy are of this date, and they ivere cha-
racterized by large porches, and alternate
courses of different colours. In the twelfth
century, the cloisters of St. Paul, without the
walls of Rome were built, in which were in-
troduced twisted columns of every variety,
l’o this date is also assigned by D’Agin-
court, the complete adoption of the Gothic
style. In the thirteenth century, Gothic ar-
chitecture was the prevailing style. Mr. Knight
considers there is no doubt, that the pointed
arch first entered Italy in this century from
the north

;
a singular fact, as it had previously

been employed for two centuries by the Nor-
mans in Sicily. The first church which had
any influence’ upon the style of art in Italy
ii as that at Assisi, which is Gothic in all its
parts. The fourteenth century was the period
of the principal buildings of 'Europe, but the
Italian architects never caught the true spirit
of the style, or overcame the tendency to
the horizontal, so inconsistent with the cha-
racter of pointed architecture. It was an
imitation imported by the people rather than
by the artists, and there is perhaps but ono
building, in which it can be said to have found
place in Rome. Its most striking feature is
marked by the prevalence of the sister art of
sculpture, in which the Italians had made
greater progress. The style remained in Italy
till the close of the fourteenth century, and
Brunelleschi introduced a different manner in
the fifteenth. The earliest works of the re-
vival may be said to bear some resemblance
to those of the decline, but greatly surpassed
them. 1 he art at once gained a new vigour *

and as the Gothic of Italy had not the merits
of the style in other countries, we cannot
regret the change. Alberti, an architect of
refined and educated taste, by his example
and precepts, hastened the progress, and
under Bramante, in the sixteenth century, a
school of Italian architects commenced, which
has existed till the present time.
1 he work of M. D’Agincourt is a monu-

ment of human industry. It is not confined
to the art of architecture, but devotes a space,
even greater, to sculpture and painting. The
progress of the arts is traced, in every change
of taste, from the time of Constantine to that
of Michael Angelo. There are three volumes
of plates, and an equal number of letter-press.
The monuments of art illustrated are 1,400 in
number. Several plates exhibit the gradual
progress of the art, and its decline: one gives a
chronological series of arches, and others shew
the state of architecture in the east. The
Gothic architecture of Sweden, and the Arabian
architecture from the eighth to the fifteenth
century are illustrated. One plate is entitled
“ Conjectures on the origin of the pointed
arch,” and illustrates some curious theories.
The comparative forms of detached bap-
tisteries of the fronts of buildings, of vaults
cupolas, and columns, and the various modes
of construction, are very clearly shewn
as well as the styles of Brunelleschi, Alberti*
Bramante and Michael Angelo. The life of
M. D’Agincourt was spent in the preparation
of his great work, of which he did not live to
see the publication.

Born at Beauvais, April 5th, 1730, he com-
menced his career, under the especial protec-
tion of Louis XU., in the military profession,
but left it at the instance of that king, who de-
termined to place the brothers and nephews of
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M. D’Agincourt under bis care. Devoting

himself to the welfare of his family, the amia-

bility of his character, and his taste for the

arts, made him sought and cherished in the

most distinguished circles of the capital. Hav-

ing completed the duties he had undertaken,

he was free to follow the bent of his inclina-

tions. Desirous of remaining in France, he

preferred a responsible post under government

at home to employment in a foreign country.

His reputation and talents soon drew around

him some of the most celebrated men of the

French capital and he employed a part of his

income in the formation of a cabinet of de-

signs, pictures, and antiquities. The study of

natural history was not less an object of his

attention, and he numbered amongst his friends,

Bernard de Jussieu, J. J. Rousseau, Buffon,

and d’Aubenton. Ilis wit, and power of amus-

ing, made him welcome at all the soirees of

Paris
;
and his more solid attainments recom-

mended him to men such as Marmontel, Sau-

rin, Destoucfces, the younger, La Harpe, Suard,

Morellet, and Voltaire. In fact, the life of

M. D’Agincourt is the history of an intercourse

during half a century with the most distin-

guished men of Europe. Passionately fond of

the arts, he cultivated them as a man of taste
;

he designed and engraved with facility, and

was on terms of intimacy with the best artists

of his day. The friendships he formed only

augmented his ardour in matters relating to

the arts, and his desire to learn their history.

At length, Louis XV. being dead, he no longer

felt any obligation to refrain from the project

of travelling through Europe, and especially of

exploring Italy. In 1777, he visited England,

Belgium, Holland, and part of Germany
;
after-

wards returning to Paris, he remained there till

the latter part of the next year, when he started

for Italy. lie was then forty-eight years of

age. Having traversed Savoy and Piedmont,

he went to Genoa, and thence to Modena,

where he secured the friendship of the illus-

trious Abbe Tiraboschi, author of the “ His-

tory of Italian Literature.” He then made a

stay of some months in Bologna, to examine

and delineate the curious monuments in that

town, having already conceived the vast pro-

ject, which became the object of all his re-

searches, and the principal occupation of his

life.

In passing through Belgium, Holland, and
Germany, M. D’Agincourt had directed his

attention to the numerous monuments of Gothic

architecture, with which these countries abound.

He had studied the march, and traces of art

during the “ dark ages,” and in the midst of

productions of an extravagant taste ( (Tun gout

bizarre'), but often original and bold. In Lom-
bardy and the Venetian country, monuments,
more ancient still, appeared to him imprinted

with traces of the fall of art from the time of

the Greeks and Romans, whilst in those which
belonged to the age bordering upon the re-

naissance he believed he saw the “ bar-

barism ” of the middle ages dissipating little

by little, and the genius of the arts, like a

new Titan crushed under an immense
weight, seeking to remove the burden which
overwhelmed it, darting through the interval

brilliant scintillations, and soon taking a new
life, shaking off the dust and rust which over-

whelmed it, disengaged from its chains, full of

vigour and youth, again astonishing and charm-

ing Italy, and returning to the polished world

noble pleasures, the most perfect enjoyments,

sweetness of manners, and enduring glory.

Such were the observations, which gave to

M. D’Agincourt the grand, hut difficult idea of

tracing the history of the arts through the

aberrations, into which they had been carried

by the removal of the seat of empire to Con-

stantinople—the mixture of Asiatic taste, and

the fusion of styles brought, from the north by

the Goths, and the south by the Arabs. The
thread abandoned by Winckelmann, at the fall

of art, had never been entirely broken, and the

materials for regaining it might be found

amongst monuments, the least important, the

most shapeless and fragile, as miniatures in

manuscripts, registers and archives, in certain

structures, in the bases of more modern edi-

fices, and even in the bowels of the earth,

in catacombs and labyrinths, whose origin,

use, and singular ornaments, have occasioned
so many conjectures, and will again occasion
so many researches and discoveries. Such
was, from this moment, the principal object of

the labours, the journeys, and the studies of

M. D’Agincourt. Towards the middle of the

year 1779, he visited Venice, and remained

with the Abbe Morelli, librarian of St. Marc’s

library. He afterwards returned to Bologna,

but shortly left for Florence, and passed some

months in visiting, on foot, different works of

the ancients, with a view to discover the sys-

tems adopted. In November, he arrived at

Rome, where he took up his abode in the

house formerly inhabited by Salvator Rosa.

Eighteen months hardly sufficed for him to

gain a general idea of the ancient, and modern

works of art. In 1731, he visited Naples,

Herculaneum and Pompeii, Paestum and Sa-

lerno, and at the end of the year returned to

Rome. The labours he had undertaken were

conducted with the greatest assiduity, and to

bring his enterprise to perfection, he spared

no labour, no expense
;
he directed most ex-

tensive researches in Italy and the rest of

Europe, and had illustrations engraved under

his own eyes of an immense number of works
of art. In 1732, notwithstanding the represen-

tationswhich were made to him, lie determined

to make a detailed examination of ancient cata-

combs. Besides those previously examined,

he had several, which had never been exa-

mined, opened at his own expense, and his

researches were not unattended with danger.

The labours of M. D’Agincourt, his libe-

rality in placing their results at the disposal of

others, spread his fame throughout Europe,

and the world expected with impatience the

work, on which he had been so zealously en-

gaged. Louis XVI. had interested himself

in it, and the plates had been sent to Paris,

when the disorders of the revolution induced

the friendsofM. D’Agincourt to sendthem back

again. Subsequently, the political horizon

having cleared up, he confided the publication

of the work to INI. Dufourny, a member of the

Institute, who had made researches in conjunc-

tion with his own. But the appearance of

such a work was attended with extraordinary

expense, and the calamities of the revolution

had hardly left the author sufficient for the

wants of his old age. M. M. Treuttel and

WUrtz hesitated not to acquire the right

of publishing so important a work, and

remunerated the author in such a manner,

as to secure his future comfort. The wars

which preceded the restoration of the Bour-

bons, and the difficulty of communications,

retarded the publication, and the livraisons

appeared at such extended intervals, that M.
D’Agincourt could not hope to see their

completion. He employed himself at this

time in the publication of a work, styled

“ Recueil de Fragments de Sculpture Antique

en Terre Cuite,” containing upwards of

300 subjects. This had hardly appeared,

when his last illness commenced, and finally

he expired on the 24th September, 1814, at the

age of 84. His corpse was followed by the

French Ambassador, and by artists and literati

of all nations, to the church of Saint Louis des

Francis, where some time afterwards a monu-

ment was erected to his memory. His work
filled a lacuna in the history of art, and has

been the foundation of some, more recently

published, and better appreciated. E. H.

BUILDING GROUND, WHITE KNIGHTS,
READING.

Our readers are aware that the late Duke of

Marlborough’s magnificent estate, known as

White Knights, was purchased last year by
parties who propose to divide it for building

purposes, and that plans for laying out the pro-

perty were obtained by the offer of premiums.
The land is now coming into the market, and
when we consider its surpassing beauty and its

contiguity to the Great Western Railway, by
which it is reached from London in less than

an hour and a half, there can be little doubt
that it will be speedily covered with villas.

We had occasion to visit the spot last week,
and are induced to think there is nothing like

it in England available to the public. The
botanic gardens with their magnolias and con-

servatory
;
the wilderness, filled with American

plants now in full bloom
;
the lake, bridges,

China cottage, valley and fountain, offer a suc-

cession of pictures of extraordinary beauty;

and these are to he reserved for the enjoy-

ment of those who occupy houses on the

estate. Mr. Mocatta and Mr. George God-
win are appointed architects.

THE SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

Sir,—From your observations at the bottom

of the report of the progress and state of the

school of design at Somerset House, it would

appear that you suspect “ something rotten in

the state of Denmark,” stating, as you do, that

some further information must be elicited to

prove the efficiency of the present system.

I can give you a little information, but I

am sorry to say that it is to prove its ineffi-

ciency. The report sets forth that each

student is taught as far as possible with re-

ference to the promotion of the particular

object for which he joined the school : further,

that the more advanced students are exercised

in original designs, and composition, &c., and

are taught to apply to various practical pur-

poses the skill they acquire. Sir, excuse me

if I pause,—I am overpowered when I think

of the talent required to carry all this into

execution. Here would be a task for Cellini l

if yet alive! for the Italian arabesque painters «

—and Raphael himself—a glorious task for

the old French designers Messonier, De la

Fosse, and others of that school, or for
j

Percier and Lafontaine, or for such of our

English architects as have made decorative

design their study
;
but it would at least be a

task for a practical designer of twenty or thirty

years’ practice in the art of design for manu-*
|

factures and for decorations
;
so at least most

people would think, but not so the council of

the school of design. A master who had

studied the ornamental art would require a

salary of two or three hundred pounds ;
but a

portrait painter— a Spitalfields’ weaver a

mechanic will do the work for 120/. ;
so they

have sent down a portrait painter to Birming-

ham—a mechanic to some other part ot the

country—and installed, with great parade, a

weaver at the Spitalfields’ school of design for

100/. per year, to instruct the people in all

those wonderful things which the report would

have us believe are taught in the school. It

is impossible to say what may follow : men

will soon gather grapes on moors, and figs on

thistles. What folly in any man to give a

guinea to Copley Fielding at every lesson,

when any person could teach as well by

shewing merely a few good drawings, and at

one-tenth the expense
;
or why give 400/. with

a hoy to a noted architect, when any brick-

layer would instruct him as well for a trifle?

—

or why give much with a boy to a respectable,

clever tradesman ? The fact is, that the

council maintain that, with the various ex-

amples in the school, any man may play the

master, and save the money of an experienced

teacher. Time will shew, but I am very much
afraid that the cry in the Times newspapWl
of “ what is the school of design about?” will

be re-echoed before long from one corner of

the country to the other.

The director, Mr. Wilson, is a man highly

qualified for the post he fills—his talents, his

urbane and courteous manners, render him

most valuable,—but he is fettered by a council

perfectly ignoraut of the qualities which ought

to accompany a teacher in a school of design,*

and of the methods which ought to be adopted

to make practical draughtsmen
;
for i find fault

too with the immense time lost in making

chalk drawings, which are perfectly useless to

practical draughtsmen. I find fault too with the

vague and indefinite manner in which the

drawings for competition are specified, there

being no common-ground given to run the

race upon— the same failing which is so much

to be deprecated in architectural competitions.

Having found as much fault as I can, I

must now say something in praise, and for that

purpose, turn with pleasure to those students

who study the frescoes, and whose copies are

beautiful, and very much surpass Sang's style

of painting for finish; and with designs fur-

nished by competent architects or designers,

they might soon drive him out of the field

—but neither they, nor Mr. Sang, nor any

man living, will ever be able to paint by the

yard, and design and draw too.

I am, Sir, &c.

A Constant Reader.
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GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, AND

AVIARIES.
AWARD UNDER THE BUILDINGS ACT.

Sir,' In my last to you on the subject of a
pigeon-house, situate in the back-yard behind
my dwelling, Princes-road, Bermondsey (see
Builder of 31st of May last),* I promised to
forward you the result. I beg leave now to
state that I have had notice to take up the
award; and protesting against the jurisdiction
of the referees over such, I did not take it
up at the time appointed. On the following
morning, early, the district surveyor called with
the award, and desired to know howl intended
to act

;
my answer was, as before, “ You have

no jurisdiction, and may take what course you
please.”

The following is an abstract of the award:—
“We do hereby certify and award that the

said building is contrary to the said Act, and
we do further certify, that although green-
houses, aviaries, and such like buildings are
exempted from the rules and provisions of the
said Act, as to the walls and other requisites
of attached buildings and offices, and although
no express provision is made as to the walls of
such structures, yet such structures, and the
walls thereof, must be so placed and so con-
structed, as not to be dangerous to the adjoin-
ing premises, nor to communicate fire to the
interior of the buildings to which they belong.
And with regard to the costs and expenses
attending this proceeding, we do further award
that the same be paid by the said W. S. Hol-
lands, the sum of 31. 5s. 8d.”
For the benefit of the public, I beg to give

you a description of this bird-cage or enclo-
sure. 1 he part alluded to is an enclosure
round a few pigeon holes, or what are termed
dove-boxes, which rest against a 9-inch wall—
no fastening whatever; this enclosure is 7 feet
by 6 feet, and 4 feet high, uprights 1^ inch
thick, and lattice sides, diamond work

;
it took

about one and a half bundles of laths. The
top is covered with zinc, it has no connection
with the dwelling, and there is a 9-inch brick
(sound best stocks) well built wall between.
Leaving your readers to judge for themselves
if or not I take the proper course,

I am, Sir, &c.
Bermondsey Square. W. S. H.
*•* The award on the subject of green-

j

houses, which we published last week has

|

excited much commotion. The question now
|

is, how greenhouses and conservatories are to

|

be constructed : whether or not the district-
surveyor is to be called on to decide in each

I case, according to his own views, what may or
l may not be erected. The award in Mr. Hol-
1
lands’ case, which bears on the same point,

1 defines the referees’ views a little more closely
than the first-mentioned did, and perhaps be-

I f
ore lon g they will consider it necessary to

I

issue some express instructions on the subject.

TO LESSEN THE COMBUSTIBILITY OF
HOUSES.

® IR >—Though conscious that you are much
;
pestered with projectors and projects, I must
increase the number of your tormentors by
none. I have a project for diminishing the
((combustibility of houses. A simple one, as
Kyou will see, when I tell you that it is merely
the substitution ofironfor woodenlathing in all
leases where wooden laths are now used for
[partitions, ceilings, studding, &c., &c. In
hevery bouse that is burnt the lathing supplies
dhe train. The fire creeps up the walls,
ignites the joists and floors, and in short pre-
pares the bonfire with perfect pyrotechnic art.
.No fire could possibly pass from a room witb-
Lout combustible laths on wall or ceiling (or
jsvainscotting, which is rare in modern houses)
>:o any other room. I know nothing of the
comparative expense of wooden and iron laths,
put I see that hoop-iron is very cheap, and
jtatlis being much thinner might be made
much cheaper: the difference in cost there-
jiore could not be very considerable, and
know that I would joyfully pay 10/. addi-

(uonal in rent for the house for which I now
'ay 120/. rent, if I knew that all its lathwork
M/as of iron, and that there was a moral im-
possibility that I and my family should ever
i
e burned in our beds. This additional 10/.

(rer annum may represent builder’s profit for
,150/., but I think I am safe in assuming that the
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difference between iron and wooden lathing
would not amount to one-third of the money.
All the projects of fire-proof houses that I have
seen propose to substitute metal for walls,
joists, and rafters, and some suggest floors

;

but this is all folly; walls, joists, and rafters,
never begin the fire, or conduct it in ils early
stages of progress, and floors very seldom : it
is the light ivork that begins the mischief, and
carries it on. I am, Sir, See.,

Gordon-square, June 16. A Citizen.

*** We withhold our remarks on the above,
as we shall probably be led to some general
observations on the construction of fire-proof
dwellings before long. ]f our correspondent
will refer to our leading article of June 7th
(p. 265, ante'), he will see that his suggestion
is not entirely novel. It is satisfactory to
observe that much interest has been excited by
what has already appeared on the subject in
our pages.

We have received a prospectus of a “ Fire
Pi otective and General Buildings Improve-
m.nt Company,” formed for the purpose of
introducing; improved modes of constructin'-
buildings, secured by letters patent, on prin-
ciples combining the preservation of life from
tire, property from robbery, and improved
ventilation, for the promotion of future in-
ventions and improvements connected with
building, and the establishment of rooms
for the exhibition of models and for other
purposes connected with the building trade

:

but are at present uninformed as to the plans
proposed. r

PUBLIC PARKS AND WALKS AT
MANCHESTER.

We stated a few weeks since (page 203,
ante) that a deputation from the committee
appointed to carry into effect the object of
piovidmg public parks and places of recrea-
tion in Manchester, had waited upon the
premier, with the view of obtaining a grant
from Government in aid of their design. Sir
Robert Peel then offered the sum of 3 000/.
which the deputation felt bound to decline, as
partaking rather of the character of an
eleemosynary dole than being a liberal and
appropriate grant consistent with the import-
ance of the object in view, and the relative
position of the parties to it. A reconsidera-
tion of the matter has induced the committee
through the medium of the Mayor of Man-
chester, to address a letter to Sir Robert Peel
in which they state that they think it their
duty to accept of the sum of 3,000/., but in-
dulge the hope that it will be considered by
her Majesty s ministers and by Parliament as
a portion only of that assistance which a com-
munity like Manchester may reasonably seek
at the hands of the Government; and, after
referring to the great personal interest which
the premier has manifested in the success of
the experiment, they state that the sum paid
into the bank to the credit of the committee
amounts to 27,409/. 2s. lid.

The following is a copy of Sir Robert
Peel s answer :—

.

c . „ , „ Whitehall, May 29, 1845.
bir Robert Peel presents his compliments to the

Mayor of Manchester, and begs leave to acknow-
ledge the receipt of his communication of the 20th
instant.

Sir Robert Peel will give directions for the issue
of the sum of 3,000/. in aid of the voluntary con
tributions raised in Manchester and its neighbour-
hood for the purpose of providing public parks
and places of recreation, but he does not feel him-
self justified in giving any assurances on the subiect
of a further additional grant.

Sir Robert Peel is much obliged to the Mayor of
Manchester for the information conveyed in his
letter respecting the progress made by the com-
mittee, and offers his best wishes for the successful
progress of their useful labours.

* Page 256 ante,

Gem ENGRAviNG.-Tbe committee of the
Art- Union of London in their last report
drew the attention of the public to the neglect
into which gem-engraving had fallen in'’ this
country, lo follow up the subject they have
now offered three premiums of 60/., 30/., and

t kr-
>r tllG best

.

cameos in profile of the head
of Minerva, having a sphinx on the helmet, in
the collection of bronzes at the British Museum.
Ihcy must be cut in onyx of not less than two
strata, and be at least one inch in length.

THE NEW ROAD THROUGH
WESTMINSTER.

Sir,— I have read the remarks in The
Builder respecting the improvements from
Pimlico to Westminster Abbey with almost
painful interest. It is certainly most lament-
able that a gentleman holding so responsible
an office as the Earl of Lincoln does, in a
commission of taste, improvement, and embel-
lishment, should have pledged himself so
hastily to carry out any one plan without con-
sulting the wishes of the community at large.

I see by the voluminous Second Report of
Metropolis Improvements of 2nd August, 1838,
that Mr. Rigby Wason joined a number of
gentlemen in the purchase of all the property
rom Brewer-street to the Broadway, in the
line of the intended new street, with the pa-
triotic view of aiding in these improvements

;and it would perhaps be unjust to alter the
plan so far as their purchases extend, i.e. from
Broadway to Brewer-street. But surely there
can be no impropriety in modifying the plan
of the new street from Broadway to the
Victoria Tower.
As the Bill is now before Parliament, no

time should be lost in endeavouring to procure
an alteration in the Bill or the plan of the
street, or the insertion of a clause to reserve
the power to Government of improving the
vicinity of Westminster Abbey at some future
time. The dean and chapter do not like to
be disturbed

; but when they are gone, any
new appointments might be made with an
understanding that their residences would be
removed across the road, and subterraneous
passages formed to theAbbey cloisters for their
convenience.

I think that arcades across a road on the
subside of the Abbey, as recommended by
the Metropolitan Improvement Society, would
in some measure obstruct the view of the two
principal buildings, viz., the Abbey and the
Victoria Tower. A subterraneous passage, on
the contrary, would leave the road open, he
much more private, and being made on the
same level as the cellar floors of the present
old houses, and of course also of the new,
the alteration of the residences would scarcely
be felt by their inhabitants. And if the road-
way were raised at that spot only two feet (a
rise that would be quite imperceptible to pas-
sengers) it would admit of a good height for
the passage ceilings, at the same time that the
floors would not interfere with making the
main sewer of a proper height and depth.

I really wonder at the commissioners, that
they should so far forget themselves and their
office, as to wish to build out of view the vene-
rable towers of Westminster Abbey and the
splendid new Victoria Tower; but it is just
like our forefathers (and we must blame them
no more) who built out of view the noble ca-
thedral of St. Pauls, when they erected their
narrow, crooked, Ludgate Hill.
Although I am a stranger in London, I

feel so great an interest in having the improve-
ments tvell done if done at all, that I have
written a petition to the House of Commons
and signed it, and I take the liberty of send-
ing it to your office for public signature.

I do hope and trust you will exert your in-
fluence and stir up the friends of improvement
to use dispatch in this matter, for no time
should be lost. I remain, Sir, &c.

T. I. M.
*** The petition lies at the office for sig-

natures.

CEMENT ON IRON.
In reply to your correspondent at Worcester,

all cements mixed with water are objectionable
as applied to iron; the most effectual mode is
to run the mouldings with Hamelin’s Patent
Mastic, manufactured by Messrs. Charles
Francis and Sons, Nine Elms, London. This
mastic is mixed with linseed-oil to the con-
sistency of damp sand, and, previous to the
application, the iron girders should be well
saturated with boiled linseed-oil. Hamelin’s
Mastic has been in use for upwards of thirty
years, and sticks most tenaciously to all kinds
of hard substances : I have even used it upon
glass. It requires an expert workman to ma-
nage it, what the London men call a regular
mastic hand.” However, the manufacturers

will, it requested, send ample directions for
the use of the material.

AT ,

Frank Tyrrell.
Aewcastle-upon-Tyne, June 12th, 1845.
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NEW DOORS AT YORK MINSTER.

Yuen York Minster was last attacked by
,
the centre and south doors of the west

it were destroyed. The annexed engraving
resents the new door designed to replace
latter, by Mr. Sydney Srairke, together with
le of the details at large.

Text week we shall give an engraving of
centre door, with the scale and all the re-
ning details. They are from drawings by
James Wylson, who wrote the account of
recent fires and restorations at the

ister, which appeared in former Nos. of
journal.*

GEOMETRY OF BRICKWORK.
BRICK CAMBER ARCHES.

he heads of the apertures of doors, windows,
other openings are most frequently finished

i straight arches being placed across them,
en, therefore, straight arches are required
e executed in gauged brickwork, it be-
les necessary, in order to adapt bricks
such a purpose, to prepare moulds or
plets for marking, cutting, and tapering
bricks so that when the bricks have

i cut and rubbed and brought to eorre-
ul with the moulds, and are arranged and
n their places, they shall then form strong,

:, uniform, and symmetrical arches,
light arches of this description are usually
ied cambered arches, the soffit lines of
oh are made concave, or to rise upwards
i the springing points with a curve. A
ectly straight line, from some optical illu-

,
always seems to bend or sag downwards,

it is principally for this reason that what
called straight arches are cambered so as
irevent them from having a sagging ap-
•ance

;
and, moreover, if the soffits were

executed with a camber, it is very likely
they then would become round from the
nkage and settlement of the work,
he degree of camber, or rise, from the
ght line which connects the springing
ts of the arches varies with the widths of
apertures. It is the usual practice to
e the camber rise one inch to an opening
feet

;
but it would involve considerable

ble to strike a curve for every arch when
are of unequal widths, therefore, in order
revent the necessity for this, bricklayers
provided with a camber-slip, which is

e of a piece of good deal or mahogany,
t 4 inches wide, and half an inch thick

;

this, from being made of sufficient length,
i) to 8 feet, is capable of answering to ant-

ing up to this width. One edge is made
e curve of a segment of a circle, accord-
to the above proportions, and the other
is made either straight or with a curve,
h rises about half an inch or half the height
e other. The intrados of the arches is de-
•ed from the greater curve, and the extra-
rom the lesser

;
and sometimes the extra-

s made straight; but the proper way is to

s it of the lesser curve. Now in order to

ate the necessity of striking the curve of
imber-slip with a radius, that otherwise
! be of great length, another method is

Jly adopted for that purpose, which is

simple, and is well known to almost every
enter. The principle is deduced from the
ty-first proposition of the third book of
lid’s “ Elements of Geometry ” (which see)

yly, that all angles in the same seg-
' of a circle are equal to one another,
ifol lowing description will shew the man-
f drawing the curve in question; and by
ame principle and varying the proportions,
portion of the circumference of any circle
ever flat, may be drawn by it; and it is

:ies of manifest utility to all persons en-
1 in building.

t a c (fig. 1) be any chord of an arc or
a of an aperture, and d b any versed sine
ie of the intended arch. Place two pins
nail nails at the extremities of the given
(l a c, and place two long rulers or straight-

i against the nails, the rulers crossing
other and intersecting in the point b,

mg an angle, a b c. They must then be
ied together at the lap b

,
and also by a

; across on the straight-edges, so as to

i this angle. Bring the point b of the
lection of the straight edges to the point a,

DIAGRAMS TO ILLUSTRATE THE ARTICLE ON
GEOMETRY OF BRICKWORK.

7-V'g'. 1

* See pp. 158 & 175,
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and then hold a pencil in the intersection, and

slide the edges of this instrument against the

nails, and the pencil will describe the arc a c

as required. Each of these straight-edges must

be somewhat longer than the chord ac, other-

wise the whole of the curve cannot be drawn

at one operation.

The bricklayer, then, being provided with a

camber-slip, which ought to have a line

marked or finely cut-in across It at the centre

of its length, we will now shew Inm the

manner of preparing the moulds and getting

the bevils, for the purpose of cutting and rub-

bing the bricks by, so as to form a camber-

arch. Draw an indefinite straight line, g It

(fig. 2), and upon it take any point, c, and

make the length, ca and c b, each equal to

one another, a b being the width of the open-

ing, which in this example is equal to 3 leet

2 inches. At right angles to a c draw d c, and

produce it indefinitely beyond e. A perpen-

dicular from the point c may he drawn with a

square, or by taking a and b any two equal

distances from c, as centres, and with any

radius greater than half a c, describing arcs in-

tersecting each other in the point d, then

drawing a line through the points d and c,

and it will be the perpendicular required.

Now set off on each side of the centre line of

the camber-slip two equal distances, similar to

c d and c b, and apply the soffit edge of the

camber-slip, so that these distances shall co-

incide with the points a and b, and draw the

intrados a p b. Take a point g, outside the

point a, the distance from which it is intended

for the arch to rake or skew, which in this

example is equal to 7 inches, and make b h

equal to a g. On the points g and h erect

perpendiculars, g i and h k, and make g i and

h k each equal to the intended height of the

arch
;

this should be equal to four courses of

bricks less the bottom joint, or llj inches.

When the width of the opening is about 5 feet

and upwards, it is the usual practice then to

make the height of the arch equal to the height

of five courses of the wall, less the bottom joint.

Then with the lesser curved edge of the

camber-slip, placed on the points i and k, draw

the extradosal curve, i e k. Join i a and k b,

and produce these lines to the point d. Pro-

cure two thin and narrow straight-edges of

wood, about 20 inches long each, and also

another piece of wood about 3 inches wide,

and the same length as the others
;

this is for

a mould or templet to mark the bricks, and

ought to be of well-seasoned hard oak, for the

purpose of better resisting the wear upon it.

Now, in order to ascertain the taper of the

mould for cutting the bricks by, find the

lengths of the lines i e k and a p b, the former

being, according to this example, equal to

52 inches, and the latter equal to 38 inches, and

the thickness of the upper part of a course of

bricks of an arch being nearly equal to

2f inches, then, by the rule of three direct,

as 52 : 38 : : 2*75 : 2-01, that is 2 inches nearly,

the thickness of the bottom.

Now draw a line square across the intended

mould near to one end, and at 1 1 J inches (the

height of the arch) from it, draw another similar

line
;
then from the edge of the mould set off 2f

inches on the upper line, and 2 inches on the

lower, and make the inclination of the mould
according to this proportion. But the same
inclination may be got geometrically by finding

a fourth proportional, which is from the

twelfth proposition of the sixth book of

Euclid’s “ Elements of Geometry,” thus : take

two straight lines, as a d, and a r, forming any
angle d a r, and upon a d make a m equal to

i e, and a l equal to a p ,
and join / m

;
make

m n equal to inches, and draw n o parallel to

to lm; lo is equal to 2 inches nearly as before.

Although we here give this and the foregoing

method of finding the taper of the mould, still

they are but approximations, but they are pretty

near the truth
;
and by adopting the one or the

other the bricklayer will save himself much
trouble, which must otherwise arise in bring-

ing the moulds even to this degree of ac-

curacy. We now want to ascertain how many
courses of bricks can be got in the arch, and

in order to find this, we must measure the

length of the line i k, which is equal to 52

inches, and then try how many times 2f inches

there are in 52 inches
;

it will be found that 19

courses are required. And here we would
remark that it is desirable in a gauged brick

arch to have an odd number of courses,

so that the odd courses may stand in the

centre, and form a key to the arch
;
and the

bottom, or soffit brick, of the key-course

should always be a stretcher. We have as-

sumed 2f inches as being the size of the top

part of a course of bricks in an arch, but any

other dimension, either more or less, may be

taken instead, as bricks vary in thickness ;
and

therefore a thickness must be taken according

to the size the bricks will hold.. And although

we have been thus particular in shewing the

manner of finding the taper of the mould, yet

sometimes it is the practice of bricklayers,

when the inclination of the skew-back is not

given, to assume a taper for it at once, and

without any attention as to how much the

arches are to rake or skew from the perpen-

dicular; this of course obviates the necessity

of some of the previous performance.

Now fix on a point on the edge of the mould

or templet, where its width corresponds with

the bottom thickness of a course of bricks of

the arch, which in this example is equal to 2

inches. Find the centre ofthe mould at top and

bottom, and draw a line along it through these

points. Then place the mould in the situation

of the key course, so that the centre line on the

mould may coincide over the centre line of the

arch, and also that the point on the edge of

the mould may come over the line forming the

soffit of the arch, and on the left side of the

centre line. Now place one of the straight

edges against the left edge of the mould, and

then remove the mould, and place the second

straight-edge against the edge of the first, that

is in the place of the mould
;
now remove the

first straight-edge, and slide the mould against

the second straight-edge, until the point on the

edge of the mould coincides again with the

soffit line of the arch; and proceed in this

manner to the last course, or to the line a i,

and if the mould falls short, or runs beyond

this line, the process must be repeated, in the

former case by taking a point on the edge

above, and in the latter case below the first

point, until the last course coincide with the

line a i

;

and if the mould should not be pa-

rallel with the line a i, a few shavings must be

taken off the edges with a plane, either at top

or bottom, so as to make it taper accordingly.

When the templet or mould has been brought

to the proper taper, it should be once more

traversed, and the joints of all the courses

marked as it proceeds. It may also be ob-

served, that the joints of all the courses will

radiate to the point d, where the inclinations

of the skew-backs meet. It is necessary to state

that particular attention should be observed in

firmly holding the straight-edges, so as not to

let them slip, while traversing the mould, as

otherwise it may be the means of creating great

confusion, and probably spoil the work.

Now, having got the mould to the proper

size and taper, something less than this thick-

ness must be taken for the purpose of getting

in the putty joints for bedding the courses.

Place the mould in its proper position at the

key course, and then place the straight-edges

one on each side of it, and close to it. Then
push the bottom of the mould upwards, and

place, in the vacant space, between the left

hand straight-edge and the mould, at top and

bottom, two equal substances of a thickness

which a putty joint is to be of, and push

the mould downwards, closely pressing against

them. Remove the straight-edges, and make

a mark on the edge of the mould below the

former, and directly over the soffit line.

All the soffit bricks are to be marked and cut

from this point, which should be cut in, what
we shall now term, the top edge. It is the

practice sometimes to make a mark on the

edge of the mould where its width is equal to

the top thickness of a course of bricks, and
then to traverse the mould along the top line

of the arch.
The next operation is to find the bevil for

the soffit of each course of bricks from the

skew-back, including the key
;

and to find

the lengths of each course from the soffit to

the top. These processes are very simple.

Place the two straight-edges perpendicularly

on each side of the extremities of the skew-
back, and upon them firmly fix the camber-
slip, so that it coincides with the points, and
exactly with the soffit line of the arch

;
now

commence with the first course next the skew-

back, by placing the narrow end of the mould
under the camber-slip, and bring its top edge

to correspond with the line of the first course,

and, with the point cut on the edge over the

point at the soffit line. Hold a knife or pen.

against the soffit edge of the camber-slip, a

make a mark across the mould, this main

with the bottom edge of the mould, is 1

angle, or bevil for the first course. Now ma
a mark on the top edge of the mould at *

extreme upper point of this course, that is,

the extrados of the arch
;
and the distance fri

the lower mark to this is the length of the i

of the first course. The bevils of all the otl

courses, and their lengths as well, can be tab

off by the same processes. The bevil of

skew-back is taken by laying the mould abt

the line g a, with the lower edge straight with

and the larger end projecting somewhat o

the line a i ;
then, by laying a ruler across '

mould, straight with and over the line a i, t,

drawing a line across the mould by the eclj

of the ruler, this line, with the edge g a of
|

mould, will be the bevil or angle of the sk<H

back. In order to form the skew-back bric|

the stock of the bevel is applied against tbff

bottom outer edges
;
the blade laying acr|

their faces being a guide to the tin sawjl

marking them
;
then, apply a square agail|

their faces to the lower and upper points of H

bevils, and mark the bottom and upper b

across
;
then cut away the superfluous mate)

at the ends to these marks, and afterwards

them on the stone until they suit the be

Sometimes the top bricks of the arch

not cut to their lengths till the last, when i

arch is laid down on a bench, and the les

curved edge of the camber-slip being laid

wards on the arch, the tops of all the bri

are then marked by it and cut. In the exe

tion of camber arches it is desirable that

whole of the courses of bricks should be

uniform thickness. This is requisite,

merely for the purpose of obtaining a regt

appearance, but in order to adapt the bri

to the work, and to prevent them from be

cut away and wasted. According to the fcjj

going method of striking out a camber arch,|

the courses of bricks will be of equal thickne

for if lines be drawn from the points of

soffits, and at right angles to the joints,

square ends thus cut off will all be of ec

thickness.

The bricks which are to be cut for the a

are first rubbed on a stone, and made squa

the bottom outer arrises being also made

straight and fine as possible. In commenc
a course of the arch, the bevil of the 6i

brick is first marked across the face nea

one end
;

a square line is then made fi

the lower point of the brick across the 1

tom
;
a bevil line is then marked in on

back face from the point of the square

where it cuts the bottom back edge. The suj

fluous substance being now cut off, the en

then rubbed, and made as clean and uniforr

possible, properly adjusted to the bevil,

square from the outer face. The brick is t

laid on what is termed a bedding stone, wh

is usually a piece of thin marble about 9

ches wide and 2 feet long. It is then mar

with a small tin saw, or a nail, from the moi

which is placed against the front and b

sides of the brick
;

the fixed point cut in I

edge of the mould being always brought

as to coincide with the upper point on each t

of the soffit. The marks on the front and b

faces at the points next the soffit arejoi.

with a line which is cut in the end of the so

and is thus made parallel with the bed.

brick is then turned on edge with its face

wards, and the tapering mould is then pla

against the soffit with one edge kept ah

b inch above the brick. The edge of eit

the header or stretcher side of a thin, obi

templet of wood, whose angles are made
]

fectly square, the width of the header bt

3| inches, and the width of the stretcher be

7f inches, is then placed against the mould,

other edge being the guide for the tin saw

marking either the header or stretcher w

By this manner of proceeding, it will be s

that both the headers and stretchers are mar

off parallel with the soffits. The superfli

brick at the end and top side is now cut a

with the brick-axe; but the utmost care sh<

be taken to cut the ends of all the brick

square as possible from the outer face, as v

of care and neglect in attending to this

portant particular is very often the caus

arches settling and bulging outwards,

the centre bricks dropping out of their pla

For when the courses are being set, all <

ciencies are usually packed up with mor
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rhich, from not being of sufficient solidity to

ear the weight of the superincumbent pres-
ure, yields to the impressed force, and, there-
are, causes the arches to crack and give way.
liter the superfluous material is axed off, the
rick is then rubbed on the rubbing-stone, and
reat nicety is required to be observed in this

articular, so as to bring the upper edges of the
rick, both at the back and front faces as well
s at the end, to the exact gauge, as then the
lints will not only be of equal thickness
iroughout the arch, but the whole of the
ricks when set will be better calculated to

astain and distribute equally among them the
ressure under which they are liable to be
nbjected.

The soffit brick, then, being finished, the
ext step is to prepare the upper brick. The
nd which is to be placed next the soffit-brick

i to be cut and rubbed square from the face,

nd made to suit the bevil of that course
;

it is

ien placed against the end of the soffit-brick,

nd marked both on the back and front face
ith the tapering-mould, its length being taken
om the mark which corresponds to the
sngth of that course. The bevil is then to be
laced against the top edge of the brick to

le mark, and its length marked across to the
evil with the tin saw, the ends being marked
piare across also. The angles which the end
lakes before the brick is tapered are equal to

lose of the other end, and although there will

rise some little irregularity in the tops of the
pper bricks of the arch, arising from the dif-

irence of curvature between the extrados and
itrados, still it will be found to be so very
ight, as not worth noticing in actual practice,

he superfluous material of the brick in ques-
on is then to be axed off’, and the brick, as
jt, must then be rubbed carefully on the
one so as to correspond with the taper of the
iffit-brick and the mould. The same opera-
ons are then to be gone through with the
jmaining courses.

We have received the following note, which
ill sufficiently explain itself:

—

“ Sir,—Will you be so kind as to inform a
ricklayer the proper method to strike out an
ch, oi' which the enclosed is a sketch as near

i I can make it, so that it can be executed in
•ickwork, and set in putty. The opening is

feet 6 inches, the rise 4 inches, the face
inches, and soffit 4J inches, and you will
blige your humble servant, H. J.”

We have somewhat altered the original
>ugh sketch, as sent us, in order to make the
•ch more suitable for execution. All the
rnrses of bricks of an arch of this descrip-
on are to be struck out upon precisely the
:me principles as are those of the foregoing
imber arch. The courses, as arranged in the
mexed arch (fig. 3), were traced and marked
om a small paste- board mould by following
e soffit curve. An approximation to the
•oper taper for the mould was obtained by
nd ing- the lengths of the extradosal and in-

adosal lines
;
then, as the length of the ex-

ados : the length of the intrados : : the thick-
iss of a brick at the top : the thickness next
e soffit. From what has been said in refer-
«ce to the execution of a camber arch it is

jpposed that no difficulty will arise in strik-

g out and executing an arch similar to this,

he centres and dimensions are sufficiently
finite and need no description.
The courses of bricks of both two and four
tntred arches are usually arranged upon the
me principles as the camber arch

;
a taper is

merally assumed for the mould, which is

seed in the situation of the key-course, and
iversed downwards until it coincides with the
ringing line. And sometimes the courses
I bricks of elliptical arches are formed bv
e same method

;
but we intend by-and-by

> our time will permit, to give a general de-
piption of forming and executing gothic,
[iptical, semi-circular, segment, and other
bhes, as well as niches.

With reference to the manner of setting
iiuged work generally, we must also leave that
d til another occasion.

John Phillips.

Smoke Prohibition Bill. — Last week,
u Mr. Mackinnon moving that the House of
rmmons resolve itself into a committee to

Hher this measure, it was observed that only
i members were present, when an adjourn-
unt immediately took place !

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

At at ameeting held 10th June, 1 845, Sir John
Rennie, President, in the chair, the paper read
was by Mr. James Stirling, and described an
ingenious air-engine, invented by his brother
and himself. The movements of this machine
are founded upon the well-known pneumatic
principle, that air has its bulk or pressure
increased and diminished in proportion as its

temperature is raised or lowered. The appli-
cation of this principle was exemplified by
drawings, and a model, exhibiting a machine
composed of two strong or tight air vessels
connected with the opposite ends of a vertical
cylinder, in which a piston works in the usual
manner. Within these air vessels are sus-
pended two air-tight vessels or plungers, filled

with non-conducting substances, and attached
to the opposite extremities of a beam capable
of moving up and down alternately, to the
extent of one-fifth of the depth of the air-

vessels. By this motion of the plungers the
air, which is in a heated state below, is moved
to the upper part of the vessels, and in its

transit traverses a series of vertical capillary
passages between thin metallic plates, which
absorb the greater part of the caloric

;
the

remainder is taken up by a refrigerator of
tubes filled with water

;
the air at the heated

end is at about 700°, and has a proportionate
pressure. When it arrives at the cooled end,
it is reduced to about 150°, and the pressure
diminished to a corresponding extent. There-
fore, as the interior vessels move in opposite
directions, it necessarily follows that the pres-
sure of the condensed air in one vessel is

increased while that of the other is diminished.
A difference of pressure is thus produced upon
the opposite ends of the piston, and a recipro-
cating motion results, which is communicated
through a beam, connecting rod, crank, and
fly-wheel to the machinery when driven.
Machines upon this principle were stated to

have been worked for some years past at
Dundee, with considerable saving of fuel, as
compared to a steam-engine of similar power,
and doing the same work. It is now proposed
to adopt it to marine purposes, to which,
from its simplicity and slight expenditure of
fuel, it appears well fitted. The theory of the
expansion of air, and its practical adaptation
as a moving power were v6ry fully discussed,
as were the mechanical difficulties which ap-
peared to have been very ingeniously overcome
by Mr. Stirling, who attended the meeting,
and explained his invention. The engine ap-
peared to receive the approval of the members
who were evidently not prepared to find so
perfect a machine, and one so practically
useful.

On the 18th instant a paper was read by
Mr. G. Edwards. It described the method
employed for breaking up the shoals in the
river Severn, between Stourport and Glouces-
ter. These shoals consist of marl rock, so
compact and tough, as to resist all attempts to

break it up with the steam-dredger, or by
prize-bars, or with a powerful species of sub-
soil plough. Recourse was therefore bad to

blasting with gunpowder, and the process
of these operations formed the subject of
the paper. It appeared that during the
summer months there was in some places
only 2 feet depth of water over some of the
shoals

;
and the navigation was therefore

greatly impeded.
In 1842 an Act was obtained for the im-

provement of the Severn
;

and under the
directions of Mr. W. Cubitt the various works
were commenced. The object was, to obtain
a channel with a depth of at least 6 feet of
water at all times throughout the river.

Messrs. Grissell and Peto were the con-
tractors for the work, and for them Mr.
Edwards designed and executed the blast-
ing operations. A series of rafts were
moored in a line over the shoal parallel
with the bank of the river. Along the
centre of each raft, there was an opening
through which wrought-iron tubes 3i inches
diameter, were driven down at intervals of
6 feet apart through the gravel down to the
marl

;
withinside these tubes the workmen

used the chisel-pointed jumperbars to make
the short holes to a depth of 6 feet below the

surface. The loose stuff was extracted by an

auger-tool, a cartridge of canvas, well pitched

and tallowed, containing 3 lbs of powder, was

lowered_through the tube into the hole, which

was well rammed rvith loose marl. The
charge was then fired by means of Beckford’s
fuse. There was generally but little apparent
external effect from the shot, except lifting

the pipe a few inches, but sometimes a colum n
of water would be driven up through the
pipe to the height of 40 or 50 feet. It

was found that each shot loosened a mass of
marl of conical or parabolic form, of which
the borehole was the centre and its bottom
the apex, so that four adjoining shots of two
parallel lines would leave between them a
pyramidal piece of marl, which was removed
by the dredging machine with the loose stuff.
4 his operation of blasting was repeated in
parallel lines down all the shoals, and the stuff
was dredged up at the rate of 200 to 300 tons
per day. The cost of the blasting was about
9s. 9d. per cube yard. It was stated that the
six principal shoals had all been successfully
operated upon, and great credit had been given
not only to the design but also to Mr. Edwards
for the systematic and complete manner in
which ho had arranged and conducted the
operations.

An excellent working-model was exhibited,
by Mr. Slvde, of the steam - excavator.
Several alterations appeared to have been
made in its form and the mechanical parts of
its combination, adapting it for dredging under
water. It was much improved, and seemed
now likely to become a useful instrument in

engineering operations.

SUSPENSION BRIDGES.
Sir,— I have but this moment seen The

Builder of the 31st, and should have been
astonished at the attack upon my plan of
bridges if I had not known the source of your
information. The first part is from a letter

by “ An Old File,” which appeared in the
Mechanics' Magazine

;
this is a direct false-

hood, and for proof that it is so I refer you,
and such of your readers as may be interested

in the subject, to the number of that excellent

periodical that was published on the 31st.

The second part I think is from the Mining
Journal

,
which is also equally false, and is re-

futed by calculations in the last number of that

periodical. But lest this may not be the
particulars to which you allude, I will give you
a list of the bridges that have been and are
erecting on my plan, which vary from the
small ones in the park to bridges for the

heaviest traffic of 250 feet span. They are

—

the Victoria Bridge, Bath
;

five Government
bridges, in the Regent’s Park, London

;

five for the Indian Government
;
one across

the Level), in Scotland, for Sir James
Colquohoun

;
two for the Earl of Caledon, in

Ireland; one across the Bam, at Banbridge,
in Ireland

;
one for G. S. Harcourt, Esq., at

Wraysbury, near Windsor
;
one for H. Miller,

Esq., at Frome
;

one for the river Lea
trustees, at Bow, Middlesex

;
a county bridge

in the parish of Hexton, Wilts
;
and a pri-

vate bridge for Col. Wroughton Stowal,
Wilts. Besides these I have upwards of 30
copies of plans, &c., in my office at the present

time for bridges in contemplation, or about to

be erected, in various parts of the world, with

which I am connected. I also refer to all I

have written upon the subject, and shall be

happy to hear and to consider any objections

that may be raised against either of the bridges

that 1 have erected, or any that arc in contem-

plation, or against anything I have written upon

the subject
;

but 1 must beg the favour of

argument being used rather than assertions.

I do not wish to criticise any other part of

your remarks, for this is all that concerns me,

yet still I will hazard a few observations on

them. I must object to your position, that

calculations are not always to be relied on, it

is the abuse and not the use of them that mis-

lead men. The accident at Yarmouth would

not have happened if the engineer had calcu-

lated the forces of that bridge, for I find from

the data given it was capable of resisting a

weight on the platform of only 40 lbs. per

square foot with safety, whilst at any time it

was liable to a load of 70 lbs. There is

another point in which I differ from you, though
I grant percussion, &c. may alter the internal

structure of iron and weaken it, yet in a bridge
which is perfectly quiescent, nothing but being
strained beyond the limits of elasticity can
effect the stx

-ength of the structure, the deter-

mination of which is a matter of calculation
f
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and if adhered to, nothing need be appre-

hended. I could instance several suspension

bridges that have stood many years in this

country without injury, whose limits of elas-

ticity do not exceed '30 lbs. per square foot

whilst at any time they are liable to be loaded

to 70 lbs., which they may bear once or twice,

but it would permanently cripple and weaken

the structure, and repeated loading eventually

destroy it. I must also differ from you in sup-

posing that a suspension is more liable sud-

denly to give way than a compression bridge;

in proof of the contrary I will instance the fall

of the bridge across the Mill Fleam, at Derby,

those at Ashton-under-Lyne, and several others

that have occurred lately by which lives have

been lost. The fact is, the erroneous principles

upon which both suspension and compression

bridges are constructed of necessity compel

their failure directly any part, however trivial,

yields. This for several years I have been

trying to impress upon the public, and have at

last succeeded. And though there are still

many persons who object to my plan, yet 1 am

happy to know that eventually they must ac-

knowledge^ to be correct.” For upon what

natural principle can it be argued that the

failure of a single part, however trivial in

itself, should destroy the whole.

It is impossible but that some parts must be

weaker than others, and the weakest part will

always be proportionably most strained, and

should at any time the pressure on these parts

exceed the limits of elasticity, it yields, and

the bridge fails also. What argument then

can be brought forward to support a principle

that reduces the strength of the whole to tfipt

of the weakest part. And I tell the mathema-

ticians (for as I know something of that

science,withoutpresumption may I tell them so)

that the principle is wrong—and not all the

reasoning in the world can make it right—and

that a bridge should no more be destroyed by

the failure of a single part than a limb ofa tree

should fall down by lopping off a part from it;

the fractured end in both instances would fail,

but the rest should remain as firm as ever.

I am, Sir, &c.,

Bath, June 16th. James Dredge.
N.B. The Montrose Bridge did not fall at

the opening, but a long time afterwards at the

time of a boat-race. J- D.

*#* We have inserted Mr. Dredge's letter

notwithstanding that a threat of an action for

libel if we did not do so accompanied it, and had

nearly led us to adopt a contrary course.

RAILWAY STRUGGLES.

g IBj In No. 122 of your valuable periodi-

SIZE OF MAIN DRAINS UNDER
BUILDINGS ACT.

Sir,—T am at a loss to know what size to

make the main drain for carrying off soil. In

the Act it mentions, that it must be in trans

verse section at least equal to a circular area

of 9 inches diameter. Now, as I am not

sufficiently competent to understand such

ambiguity, will you, in your next number,

make the point clear, for I find many other

persons puzzled equally as much as your

humble servant, A Bricklayer.
• f We wish no part of the Act was more

ambiguous than the clause quoted. A 9- inch

barrel drain (or larger) may be used, or a

drain of any other shape provided it afford

water-way (area) equal to a 9-inch barrel

drain. The area of the latter is 5 inches

and 3 parts, so that, for the sake of example, a

rectangular drain not less than 9 inches by 7
inches may be used, or one 12 inches by 5J
inches, since the area of either of these is

equal to that required.

Archeological Congress at Lille.

—

Members of the French Archceological Con-

gress held at Lille, visited Tournay on the

8th inst., and examined all the antiquities of

that very interesting town. They were re-

ceived with extraordinary demonstrations of

respect even to the ringing of the great bells

of the cathedral. Relative to this, the bishop of

Tournay who received the congress in the epis-

copal palace said, “ The bells you hear gentle-

men, sound but for God and our princes
:
you

are the princes of science, and I have thought

it right to make them utter your welcome.”
Our countryman, Dr. Bromet, is the only re-

presentative of England mentioned, and is de-

scribed as the president of the Archaeological

Society of London. Next week we shall give

$ few particulars of Tournay and its cathedral.

cal, you allude to the expensive contest now

being carried on between the “ broad and nar-

row gauges ” and the interest it excites in the

Parliamentary Committees and the railway

world. Being a looker-on and unconnected

with railways, and without entering further

into the question of the gauges than to state,

that it appears the difference in cost of earth-

work between the broad and narrow gauge is

6£ per cent., 7 per cent. ,and
>
with a larger

expenditure in bridges, carriages, &c., and an

additional expense in the upper works to carry

the heavier locomotives, &c., as well as extra

lines of rails to suit the traffic of the narrow

gauge, it appears to me that the difference

of the cost of construction would amount to

at least from 20 to 25 per cent, in favour of

the narrow gauge. With reference to speed,

the express trains on the London and Bir-

mingham Railway exceed one mile per

minute, and it has been stated with regard to

the power of draught, that ninety-five wag-

gons in one train, each containing seven tons,

iave been conveyed on the narrow gauge,

and I have yet to learn the superiority of the

broad gauge, or that more has been accom-

plished by it. It appears to me, Mr. Editor,

that the 'Government and the legislature are

exceedingly culpable in looking on with apathy

and indifference, while thousands are squan-

dered in these fruitless contests, and although

a department of the Board of Trade was ob-

viously appointed to investigate the merits of

the various lines of railway before being sub-

mitted to Parliament and to report thereon,

opposition seems to be carried on to a greater

extent and with greater virulence than before.

The appointment of the Railway Department

of the Board of Trade has not, 1 conceive, ef-

fected the purpose contemplated, for the old

channel is still open to railway promotion,

with all its expensive paraphernalia
;
and bills

pass through or are rejected by the parliament-

ary committees, notwithstanding the reports of

the Railway Department of the Board of

Trade being in favour of or against them. It

evidently has been no check either upon reck-

less speculation or inveterate opposition. The
reports of the Railway Department of the

Board of Trade, although very able docu-

ments, were in general unfavourable to those

lines that would compete with existing lines of

railway, so that in many instances important

places’would be connected with rather circuit-

ous routes
;
certainly the great speed attained

on railways has in a measure almost annihilated

space, but still I very much question the

policy recommended in' preferring such routes,

at an additional expense to the traveller, when

direct ones can be obtained, merely to uphold

monopoly, nor do I believe from the spirit of

the age the public would long submit to any

such arrangements. Railway companies with

little delicacy deprived turnpike roads and

canals of the whole, or at least, a great por-

tion of their traffic, and now if the pub-

lic interest require it, they cannot com-

plain of a little fair competition in their

own way. The Romans in laying out their

roads adopted a straight line between termini

without reference to intermediate obstacles, and

our own engineers in setting out canals and

turnpike-roads, secured the most direct route

the nature of the country would admit of, and

even important alterations and improvements

have been made to shorten the distance

between places of considerable traffic. So I

suppose the improvement of railways will be

left to the next generation, who, enlightened

by our errors, will perfect the system we so

erroneously and injudiciously began. Again,

the most approved system for working rail-

ways seems to be very imperfectly understood,

some eminent engineers advocating the loco-

motive,others the atmospheric system (amongst
the former are the Stephensons, Macneill, and
others

;
the latter Brunei, Cubitt, and others),

and each party asserting the superiority of its

own hobby
;

but in the present state of the

question the public at large are incompetent to

form an opinion. As the present time would
be a good opportunity of investigating the

merits of the rival systems of propulsion, as

well as that of the gauge, the construction of

railways, their upper works, &c., I would

suggest the propriety of a commission being

appointed, with adequate powers to collect

evidence or conduct experiments, composed of

eminent men possessed of great scientific <

attainments and extensive experience, who .

would be qualified by an intimate knowledge <

of the subjects at issue, to grapple with them i

in all their different and difficult bearings.

1 am aware that implicit dependance is not

to be placed upon the opinions of our en-

gineers, as they are not infallible (besides

many of them, like those in other professions,

do that they are required to do and are paid i

for doing); and, as a proof of what I state,'

at the completion of the Liverpool and Man-

chester Railway, fifteen miles per hour was

considered by engineers to be the maximum i

speed for a locomotive engine and train, the

gradients worked successfully now were con-

sidered to be impracticable then, as were other

points that are now estabished, which would

.

extend this communication to too great °

length for the columns of your journal.

As many millions of money are at stake

in these railway projects, and as the best prin-

ciples of construction and propulsion seem to

be but a mere matter of opinion, I conceive,

Mr. Editor, the subject is of the utmost im-

portance to the community at large, and I

respectfully submit, worthy the consideration

of the legislature and the Government of a

great commercial country like ours,who should

emulate the rulers of the kingdoms of ancient!

Greece and Rome in the zenith of their glory,,

and turn their attention on a broad and com-i

prehensive scale, more particularly to the im-i

provenmnt of our means of communication,

and the better development of the internal re-

sources of our common country.

I am, Sir, &c., B. B.

Brecon, South Wales, June 16, 1845.

NEW CHURCH, NEAR RAMSGATE.

Trinity Church, Mount Albion, St. Law-

rence, near Ramsgate, was consecrated on Wed-
nesday, June 11, by the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, who arrived at eleven o’clock, and was

received by about 20 clergy, the committee,

trustees, and churchwardens. After the service

a capital cold collation was laid at the vicar’s,

where 40 clergy and others met the Archbishop,

who looked well, and commended the church and

its promoters. Flags were flying at St. Law-

rence, and triumphal arches erected. The
church is in the perpendicular style (the style

of the fifteenth century), and will accommo-

date 770 persons. It 'is 75 feet 6 inches long,

and 52 feet 6 inches broad internally, and is

divided into naves and aisles by octagon

pillars, carrying a clerestroy. The ceilings

are all boarded and open. The pewing and

free-seats, uniform, low, not painted, but

varnished. There is a four-light painted-glass

window to the chancel, with figures of St.

Mathew, Mark, Luke, and John, paid for by

subscription ;
and a two-light window pre-

sented by Mr. W. E. Smith, the builder of the

church, at the east end of the south aisle, both

made by Warrington, of London.

The building is faced with flints, with free-

stone quoins. The cost of the whole, includ-

ing all expenses, was under 3,000/., being

less than the architect’s estimate ;
of this about

1,600/. only has been raised, for the rest the

promoters are responsible. The ground was

presented by Mdlle. D’Este. Ihe archi-

tects are Messrs. Stevens and Alexander, of

London.

Glass Roofing.—We learn from the news-

papers that within the last few days a rathei

novel importation has been made in the port of

London. This is a small quantity of glass

tiles, similar in point of form to the common

clay tile for roofing buildings, the advantage

held out being their lightness, and being per-

vious to the rays of the sun. The lattei

quality is presumed to render them suitable foi

the roofs of greenhouses, as they will not in

terrupt the heat and light, whilst they art

sufficiently strong to resist the effects of hail

storms, which will much reduce the cost ol

insurance on greenhouses, &c. The importa

tion is made from Antwerp, and they an

chargeable with a duty of 14s. per cwt. undei

the present tariff. They have the appearanci

of the common green glass, and if the expert

ment is found to succeed, it demands the lm

mediate attention of our borne manufacturers

We shall be glad to learn where these glas

tiles can be obtained.
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DRAKE'S MODEL OF ST. PETER’S
AT ROME.

The St. James’s Bazaar, which “in its

ime plays many parts,” contains at this

noment a fine model of

“ the dome,—the vast and wondrous dome,

To which Diana’s marvel was a cell;”

It is made in wood by Mr. Drake, of very

urge size, and is well worthy of examination.

t was the work of seven years, and must have

equired a stock of patience, as well as skill,

argcr than is usually possessed. In the ante-

oom is exhibited a very good panorama of

Elome, “the city of the soul,”— the “lone

notherof dead empires,” which will serve to

jrepare a traveller for the disappointment

vhich is usually experienced on first entering

;hc eternal city.

‘ The goth, the Christian, time, war, flood, and

fire,

Have dealt upon the seven-hilled city’s pride ;

She saw her glories star by star expire,

And up the steep barbariau monarchs ride,

Where the car climb’d the capitol ;
far and wide

Temple and tower went down, nor left a site

:

Chaos of ruins ! who shall trace the void,

O’er the dim fragments cast a lunar light,

And say, ‘ here was, or is,’ where all is doubly

night ?”

In addition to the model and view, there are

some original sketches by Michael Angelo,

Sangallo, Bramante, and other architects con-

nected with the building, and which, though
Blight, are very interesting.

APPLICATION OF DIFFERENT STYLES
OF GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.

Sin,—My attention was attracted last week
to a paper in your magazine bearing the sig-

nature E. H., and to a remark met there, to

the intent that the architects of the present

day were expected to study the example of the

middle ages, and to design their works in

accordance with the true spirit of that remark-
able period of barbarism and refinement. I

do not quote verbatim, but I believe that my
impression as to sense is correct. To do this,

it is well said that we must visit the objects

themselves, and there learn to feel the beauty
of the styles we intend to design in.

This seems, indeed, to be an age of adapta-

tion,— the solemn character of the Egyptian,
the grace and beauty of the Grecian, Roman,
Goth, and Middle Age are united in one age.

But I have often thought that there is one cir-

cumstance which adds considerably to the

striking effect of some of our finest old Eng-
lish structures, which is, that all improvements
or additions were made in the prevailing fashion

of the time. The diversity thus occasioned

has often furnished a theme for admiration :

Early English, Decorated, or Perpendicular
arches were inserted in Norman walls, and it

very frequently happens, that the old Norman
doorway is the only relic left of the original

church.
This circumstance has been of great use to

I the antiquary, who builds his era on the fashion

of carvings, mouldings, and forms of arch and
tracery. But returning to the idea of the

beauty of non-uniformity, let us take, for in-

stance, a large church with transepts,— the

chancel and choir Perpendicular or Decorated,
1

the transepts and centre tower semi-Norman
or Early English, and the nave Norman. Other
combinations may of course be chosen, but I

I think that a union of styles would give more
) of the correct feeling of the middle ages than

i to carry out our large works as all of one period.

Viewing such a church as suggested from

the nave, we have a bold foreground, the vista

;

gradually becoming more adorned till, at the

eastern end, the beauty is complete
;

then

stained glass and rich decoration should finish

the picture, and satisfy the eye.

The arrangement just contemplated will be
’ found in some of our finest cathedrals,— Dur-
l ham in a degree, Lincoln better, and others

a might be named, perhaps, where the feeling is

a more fully expressed.

It has been said that invention in architec-

; ture has ended, that we can but copy now.
\ Whether the elements of design are exhausted

(! or not, there seems to be a general feeling

j against every thing new in architectural de-

< sign
;
and unless we have a precedent for what

v we do, it is not correct and does not please.

1 In the other branches of the arts we are pro-

gressing; but perhaps it may even be impos-
sible to catch the genius of the early world,

when man had every thing to design, and
revelled in the luxury of an open and untrodden
field. Now we are told of every suggested
idea, “ Why that is as old as the hills.” The
rail appears the only road to favour at present.

C. M. J.

CormpoiiDnirc.

ST. MARY’S NOTTINGHAM.

Sir,—Doubtless forsome years past you have

heard of the contemplated restoration of this

magnificent pile, and, unfortunately, it has

only been hearsay, for nothing has been done.

Y ou will also probably recollect that about four

months .ago tenders were publicly advertised

for, and there was every prospect of the build-

ing proceeding under the able hands of Mr.
Cottingham. Thus far all the world has

heard, but in this, as in many other cases, more
remains to be told. Here is another instance

of an unrestricted competition, and I am
afraid it will end in another failure. I believe

four tenders were delivered
;
three were very

close together, about 5,000/.,and very near the

architect’s estimate, the fourth was 2,400/. !

By begging and praying, the builder who
named that sum obtained leave from the com-
mittee to amend his estimate, and went through

it with the clerk of works to see what was ab-

solutely left out, and then sent it in at 2,800/.,

which the committee allowed. Mr. Cotting-

ham, a3 a matter of course, disliked having his

designs murdered by such a tender, believing

the works could never be done for the money

;

so of course he objected to it, and therefore

the committee discharged him
;

and this

protege of theirs is to carry out the works,

while Messrs. Scott and Moffatt are to step

into Mr. Cottingham’s shoes.

I have, I fear, already trespassed too much
on your patience, and will merely subscribe

myself,

An Uninterested Party, but a
Lover of Justice.

Nottingham. _____

PURIFICATION OF WATER.
Sir,—I am much annoyed with the water

I raise from a well in which is fixed a vast

iron pump; the soil or bottom of the well is

composed of gravel, and so is that of the

whole neighbourhood.
The water is hard, but what I chiefly suffer

from, is the water that is pumped at night

being of a red or rusty colour, the next morn-

ing with a strong metallic smell, and a coat-

ing of a metallic substance on the surface of

the water.

The kindness of a suggestion to remove

this evil from any of your subscribers, will be

highly esteemed by Yours, &c.

Exeter, June 17th A. X. Y.

Utocellanca.

Cannel Coal.— It is not generally known
that Cannel coal can be employed in the fine

arts, and that for the bases of statues, plinths,

and a variety of other purposes, for which
black marble and other fossil substances are

used, this fossil can be substituted at a less cost

and with less difficulty in the cutting or carv-

ing. A very elegant vase of this material,

something in the shape of the well-known
Warwick vase, but flatter and partaking more
of the patera shape, has been lately cut out of

a block of Cannel coal, or rather “ turned ”

out of the block by means of the lathe. The
artist is a Mr. J. Dallaway. The vase stands

on a fluted column of the same material. It

has, we believe, been shown to his Royal
Highness Prince Albert, who has expiessed

his satisfaction, both with the design and the

workmanship of the artist. The polish that

the material of which it is composed receives

with very little labour, is surprising. The
block came from the estate of the Duke of

Norfolk, near Sheffield.

The New Paddington Hospital.—His

Royal Highness Prince Albert will lay the

foundation of the new hospital at Paddington

on Saturday, the 28th instant, at three o’clock

in the afternoon. Mr. Hopper is the archi-

tect. We understand the choice wavered for

some time between that gentleman, Mr.

French, and Mr. Alfred Lang.

Bristol and Clifton Drainage.—The
local papers say the Report of the Government
Commissioners on this most important subject

has aroused the inhabitants to form a Drainage
Company. Clifton was gradually being ruined

by the abominable cesspools made around the

houses
;
and from the strata of the rocks, it is

proved that all the wells are, more or less,

affected by the overflowing of these cesspools !

The calculations shew that for a small sum
from each house (one quarter the expense of

emptying the cesspools) a per centage exceed-

ing 10/. per cent, will be realized.

New Church at Hull.—A meeting of
the subscribers to the Hull Church Building
Fund was held last week to decide on the best

plan for the proposed new church to be dedi-

cated to St. Paul, when that of Mr. William
Hey Dikes, jun., was selected from a great

number that had been sent in and exhibited in

the large room of the dispensary three weeks
prior to the meeting. The church is designed
to seat 1,200 persons, without galleries, and
the walls are to be entirely of stone, without
plaster. Mr. Dikes, we believe, is a native of
Hull, but at present located at Wakefield.

Fall of a Floor in a Mill.—A few days

since, soon after the commencement of a sale

hy auction in Dean Mill, Yeadon, near Leeds,

the second floor on which the company were
assembled gave way, and upwards of 50 per-

sons were precipitated into the room below
along with a great quantity of wood, ma-
chinery, and other weighty property. There
were upwards of 100 persons in the room
when the accident occurred, yet, astonishing to

say, not a limb was broken, nor any one
seriously injured.

Foul Air in Wells and Cesspools.

—

Mr. Green, of Sudbury, has been rewarded bv

the Society of Arts and Sciences for a method

of purifying wells, &c., from the foul air which

so often accumulates in them when long closed,

and has not unfrequently been destructive of

life. The plan is simply to throw into the

well a quantity of unslacked lime, which, as

soon as it comes in contact with the water,

throws up a column of vapour, driving before

it all the deleterious gases, and rendering it

perfectly safe for the workmen to descend

immediately.
Testimony of Respect to Mr. John

Gray, Civil Engineer.— This gentleman,

who has been the resident engineer of the

Hull and Selby Railway ever since the com-
pletion of the line, had last week presented to

him by upwards of 150 mechanics and work-

men under his superintendence, an elegant

silver tea and coffee service, on the occasion

of his resigning his appointment for a more

lucrative one on the London and Brighton

line.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
Ve are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,

arc to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers

however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen

on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-

street, Covent-garden.]

For executing Works on the Leeds, Dewsbury,

id Manchester Railway, being a distance of about

} miles. The principal work on this division is

le summit Tunnel, near Morley, which is upwards

f 3,000 yards in length.

For the execution of a New Harbour at

Ireenock.

For the construction of Two Divisions of the

Ihester and Holyhead Railway, being Nos. 8 and

2. No. 8 contains a length of 7 miles and 54

hains. No. 12 contains a length of 5 miles and

6 chains. ,

For the erection of a Governor s House, and

Iterations of the Chapel, at the Worcester County

For supplying the St. Marylebone Vestry, with

materials for keeping the Foot-way and Carnage-

?ay in order. . , ,. r

For the several works contingent on Warming

nd Ventilating the Chester Castle County Gaol.

For excavating and levelling Land, building

iewers, making a new Road, Sic., on the Wheatley

Estate, Erith, Kent.
. ,

For Bricklayers’, Carpenters ,
Smiths ,

Flumb-

rs’, Painters’ and Glaizers’ Works, required to be

lone for one year, from the 24th inst., at the

Churches, Chapels, Court-house, &c., of the Parish

,f St. Marylebone.

For lowering and making certain Improvements

t the Yeuston Hill, Henstridge, Somerset.

For laying down a short Line of Railway, upon

’ilbrow’s Atmospheric principle, and for two Cor-

tisli Engines.
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For Plumbers’ and Glaziers’ Works, at the

Hackney Union Workhouse, for one year, from

the 24th inst.

For Building a New Parsonage House, at Castle

Cary, Somerset.

For the Removal of several Wrecks in the

Thames. . ,

For Excavating and Carting away the Soil and

Rubbish, and making a Brick Barrel Culvert m
C
°For the Erection of a Dwelling House, Offices,

and Farm Buildings at Bourton, near the Shn-

venoam Station, Berks.

For Repairing the Roofs of the Union Work-

house and Offices at Thornbury, and for the Paint-

ing, Colouring, and Whitewashing the Exterior and

Interior Walls, Wood-work, Railings, &c., of the

same building.

For the Erection of Schools, and Teachers’ Resi-

dences, for the Trustees of the Worfield Charity,

near Wolverhampton.

For the Erection of a New Church in the parish

of Whitechapel.

For the Erection of Schools and a Teacher's Resi-

dence in connection with the new church of St.

Jude, Whitechapel.

For the Repairs to the South Aisle, Roof, &c.,

of St. James's Church, Bury, St. Edmunds.

For the Erection of New Schools at Great

Chesterford, Essex.

For 200 tons ofNew Iron Butt and Plate Hoops,

and for 40 mille great tale of Baltic and Quebec

Pipe Staves.

For the Erection of a New Church at Homerton.

For a Footway Paving to be laid down in the

Parish of St. Paul’s, Deptford.

For re-building a certain Bridge called Roache’s

Bridge, in the parish of Fordingbridge, in the

County of Southampton.
For repairing and improving Horrington Bridge,

in the parish of Arreton, in the Isle of Wight.

For re-building Alverstone Bridge, in the parish

of Brading, in the Isle of Wight.

For repairing Langb ridge, in the pari sh of

Newchurch, in the Isle of Wight.

COMPETITIONS.
Designs for houses to be erected at Dover. The

ground is nearly seven acres in extent, and lies on a

gentle slope between the south-west boundary of
Dover Castle and the town. A premium of fifty

guineas is offered for the set that may be most ap-
proved of.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

The timber and other trees now standing upon
the estate at Woodseaves, Salop. By order of the

Lord Chancellor made in the cause “ Dickin v.

Barker.”

In the parishes of Terling and Fairsted, Essex :

215 Capital Oak, and 11 Ash Timber Treses, many
of them of large dimensions.
At the George Inn, Rowde, Wiltshire : 108 Elm

Timber Trees, and 58 Oik ditto. They are of good
and some of large dimensions.

At Beale’s Farm, near Badley Hall, Ardleigh,
Essex : 130 Oak Timber Trees of good dimensions,
and 3080 Bavins.

At Norton Hall, and Purleigh Round Bush
Farms, Essex: an assortment of Oak, Ash, and
Elm Timbers and Whips.
At Mrs. Burchell's Farm, Little London, Wood-

ham Walters, Essex : 130 Oak, Ash, and Elm
Timber Trees.

BY TENDER.

A Virgin Forest of Valuable Timber in Wala-
chia. The principal part of the Trees is Oak. The
said Forest may produce about 500,000 cubic feet
of Timber.
At Little Bentley Hall, Essex : several Acres of

Plantations, consisting of superior Firs, Larch,
Spruce, &c., to be taken down by the Purchaser.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, June23.— Geographical, 3, Waterloo-
place, 8

J-
p.m.

;
British Architects, 1G, Grosvenor-

street, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, 24.

—

Medical and Chirurgical, 53,
Berners’ -street, 8 £ p.m. ; Civil Engineers, 25,
Great George-street, 8 p.m. ; Zoological, Hanover-
square, 85 p.m.
Wednesday, 25.

—

Geological, Somerset-house,
8 a p.m.

; Pharmaceutical, 17

,

Bloomsbury -square,
9 P.M.

Thursday, 26. — Royal Society of Litera-
ture, 4, St. Martin’s-place, 4 p.m.

; Medico-
Botanical, 72, Sackville-street, 8 p.m

Friday, 37. — Phhiiological, 49, Pall Mall,
8 p.m.

' ’

Saturday, 28.

—

Royal Botanic, Regent’s-park,
4 p.m. 1

THE BUILDER;
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ Prevention of Fire. ”

—

C. W. remarks that

the balusters of a staircase when of wood greatly

assist the progress of fire, and urges that iron

should be used instead. The importance of having

a staircase wholly incombustible cannot be over-

rated. Wooden staircases seem specially contrived

to spread a fire when it does happen, from the

bottom of the house to the top.

“ P. A. T. H.”

—

The letter alluded to, refer-

ring to fire-proof staircases, has not reached us.

We never omit to acknowledge communications.

Perhaps our correspondent will favour us with a

copy of it.

“Prudence.”—The British Mutual Life As-
surance Office is in Bridge-street, Blackfriars.

“A Constant Reader” would be obliged by

being informed through the correspondents ofThe
Builder the best and most durable polish for
slate, and mode of application.

“Curves. ”— In Mr. Jopling’s communication

oyi this subject, last week, after the word “ hyper-

bola,” for “ archoids ” and “ cypoids,” read, “ the

cardioids, the conchoids, the cyssoids.” TheDecora-
tive Art Society should solicit our able correspon-

dent to explain his system at one oftheir meetings.
“ M. C. C.”

—

It would be invidious to mention

onefoundry where castings are not removed red-

hotfrom the sand, as vie hope the contrary prac-

tice, very properly reprobated in the reportfrom
Sir Henry de la Beche and Mr. Cubitt, is the

exceptioii rather than the general rule.

“ J. D. Wyatt. ”

—

We shall be glad to receive

occasionally a notice ofproceedings at the ordinary

meetings.
“ F. T.”

—

The latter paper mentioned by our

correspondent viould be more likely to meet our

views at this moment than the former, as ive have

already had occasion to refer to the Minster in our

pages several times, and must do so again.
“ B. B., a Reader.”— Weale has published a

work which gives the information sought, as to

taking out quantities, Sfc.

“ A Mason,” wishes to know where Dr. Reed's
ventilator for bed-rooms can be obtained. We
think our correspondent errs in the name.

“ W. J. S.”—A letter was left for him at the

office as requested. It will apply to next Thursday,

if considered desirable.
“ D. D.” — The question he asks, namely

,

“ which of the numerous cements now in use is

the best,” is put to us nearly every week. Our
experience of all is not equal, and we might do

injustice therefore if we replied.

“ J. K.”— Wefear our correspondent’s theory

is not tenable : we will, however, give it further
consideration.

“ E. J. N. S.”—We have thought it necessary

to keep back the sketch until we can compare it

with thefront, and cannot yet promise to engrave

it. Ifour coi'respondent desires to have it, it shall

be left for him. Whether we use it or not, we
shallfeel obliged to him.

“ J. L.” next week.
“ J. J. B .”—The advertisement was published

in our Number for May 17th ; we regret it

escaped the attention of our correspondent. A
paragraph directing notice to the land appeared in

the same number, p. 237.
“ A London Subscriber” (Nottingham).

—

The
Builder is always readyfor delivery by eleven or

twelve o'clock on Friday : thefault must rest with

the news-agent. Hereafter arrangements will be

made to ensure even an earlier delivery.

Received :
“ A Subscriber ” (Brick Niches).

ADVERTISEMENTS.

PUBLICATIONS.
Just published, price 5s., neatly bound in roan, with

tuck, gilt edges, and lettered, a Pocket Edition of

A CYCLOPAEDIA of the NEW Me-
tropolitan BUILDINGS ACT, together with

the Act itself, a Folio Table of the Metropolitan Districts
fold and new), a List of the Surveyors, with their Residences
and Offices, and a Table of Fees to be paid to the Registrar
for services performed.

In the Cyclopaedia all the details of the Statute are
arranged Alphabetically, so as to be instantly found, and
accompanied by extensive references and counter-references
to the sections of the Act itself and its minute provisions.
By the late A. BARTHOLOMEW, Esq., F.S.A., Architect,

Surveyor of the Hornsey District.
Published at the Office of “ The Builder,” 2, York-

treet. Covent-garden
; and to be had of all Booksellers.

PRIZES IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND
PATENTEES.

A GOLD MEDAL, value 100/. and a
SILVER MEDAL, value 50/., will be given by Mr.

hi. JOSCELIN COOKE. The Gold medal for the best
Patent, and the Silver medal for the best Design taken out
or Registered at the OFFICE for PATENTS and DE-
SIGNS, 20, Half-Moon- street, between the 1st of Novem-
ber, 1811, and the 1st of June, 1846. The Prizes will be
awarded by competent judges on the 10th June, 1840. The
conditions to be observed, together with instructions, charges,
and every information for obtaining Patents in England or
Foreign Countries, or Registering Designs, will be forwarded
gratis, on application to Mr. hi. JOSCELIN COOKE, at
the Office for Patents and Registration of Designs, 20, Half-
Moon-strect, Piccadilly, London,

Atmospheric railway, Daily *

Work, carrying visiters, at the ROYAL POL")
TECHNIC INSTITUTION. This interesting Model
lectured on by Professor Bachhoffner at One o’clock dail;

also on the evenings of Wednesday* and Fridays at Eig:
o’clock, and on the evenings of Mondays, Tuesdays, ai

Thursdays at Nine o’clock. The working of the hloc
always follows the Lecture. It is also worked at Fol

0 ’clock, and at other convenient times. The other interes
ing Works and popular Lectures as usual.

Admission, Is.
;
Schools, half-price.

TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS, MASONS, AND
BRICKLAYERS.

JOHN TRICKETT, Agent, 14, FERR’i
STREET.— At CLIFF and HUSLER’S Wha:

near the Ferry House, I«le of Dogs, A GOOD STOCK I

always on HAND of Yorkshire Landings and Paving of t:

Best Quality, also Sinks, Steps, Coping, Sawn Roloinhoo'
Parkspring, Greenmoor, and Harehills, and also the san

Stone in Block, and a good selection of Portland and Ba
Blocks. Cargoes constantly arriving in the River which c:

deliver alongside any Wharf above or below Bridges. M
Cliff’s celebrated Fire Bricks and Clay, warranted equal i

Stonrbridge, and at considerably less prices. The best Lii

eolnshire Pan and Plain Tiles, at low prices.— JOH
TRICKETT, AGENT, 14, Ferry-street, Isle of Dogs.
N. B.—A Fly now runs to the Ferry House, near tl

Wharf, every half hour, fr*m the Limehouse Station, Blacl

wall Railway.

FOX’S PAPER VARNISH, 6s. 8s. ar
12s. per gallon; satin size, 21 s. per cwt. Carria;

Varnish, 10s. per gallon, warranted to stand for outside worl
every description of gilders’ and decorators’ material
Burnish gold size, Is. and Is. 6d., oil gold size, 3s. and 4

per lb., warranted; burnishers, pencils, tips; gold, 5s. p
100. Grinders’ Colours kept ground; badgers, combs, &c.-

At the manufactory, 50, Old Compton-street, Soho. Price

lower than any other house. Strong and clear size alwa}

ready. N.B. Country orders attended to with dispatch.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, BUILDERS, AND
OTHERS.

A HANDSOME DOUCEUR, or a Re
gular Commission, will be allowed by the advertiser t

any gentleman connected with either private or public work:
who would recommend business, contracts, or jobs to an ole

extensive, and highly respectable factory in London, capabl
of executing engineering works to any extent consisting i

brass or iron, and machinery of every description
;
the ul

most secrecy may be relied on.—Apply to D. G., care of \V

THOMAS, British and Foreign Advertising Agent, 21, Co
therine-street, Strand.

IRONMONGERY.

BUILDERS will find it greatly to thei

advantage to purchnse IRONMONGERY of CLUS1
and BOSE, 35, CITY ROAD, corner of Tabernacle-row
and near Old-street Road.

Best Cut Clasp.
3d. 4d. 6d. 8d. lOd. 20d.
5.}d. ~d. 9d. la. li.6d. 2*. 3d. per 1,000.

Cast Lath Nails, 12s. 6d. per cwt.
;
Sash Weights, 7s. fid

per cwt. ;
Best Cut Floor Brads, 18*. per cwt; Butt Hing«*

2-inch Is., 2$-inch 1*. 6d., 3-inch 2*. per doz. pair. ELLIPi
TIC STOVES with Inside Backs, 3$d. per inch ; Register

with Inside Backs, 7d. per inch. Every other description o.

Ironmongery at prices equally low.

Duty off window glass. — Ot
April the Gth, Squares stouter and of better makt

than formerly for Glazing purposes at 6d. per foot.

NURSERYMEN, MARKET GARDENERS, ANI
OTHERS requiring Small Glass, will find a greater variet;

of sizes (a large Stock of which is constantly on hand) thai

is kept by any other house in London, from 4d. per foot

Flattened Sheet, Stained, Fluted, the BIRMINGHAIV
Sheet Plate (superior in all respects to every other make)'

and Ornamental Glass of every description. Complete List

of Glass, Lead, Colours, See., at ready-money prices, ma;
be had (gratis) on application to R. Cogan, at the Wcsteri
Glass, Lead, and Colour Warehouse, 5, Priuces-street

Lcicester-square, London.
SURVEYORS, CONTRACTORS FOR PUBLIC

WORKS, and the TRADE generally, sending specifics*

tions of quantities required, will receive by return of post an
invoice at the very lowest cash prices.

A parcel of very Superior Spruce Oker, suitable fol

PLASTERERS AND PAINTERS, to be sold at 6s. pet

POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN PAVE-
MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks.

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Corn Stores, and Sail

Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin ir

Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell-

ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds,

Price 3s. 6d. per square yard.

BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culverts,

Sec. Sec. on Railways and other places (with instruction*

for laying it down), may be had at the rate of 45s. per ton,

by applying to JOHN PILKINGTON, 15, Wharf-road,

City-road.

TO ARCHITECTS.

I
N consequence of many complaints having
been made to the Company, by Architects, of a spurious

material having been used m the execution of Works where

the Seyssel Aspualte had been specifiedfor, the Directors,

with a view to ensure the fulfilment of any such specification,

have authorized CERTIFICATES to be granted to Builders

where the
SEYSSEL ASPHALTE

has been used. For the purpose of securing the use of the

Genuine Article, Architects and others are recommended to

insert in their specifications the “ Seyssel Alphalte, Cla-

ridge’s Patent,” and not merely “Asphalte,” or “Bitu-
men,” as in many cases where these terms have been used,

gas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have

been introduced. I. FARRELL, Secretary,

Stangate, near Westminster Seyssel Asphalte Company.
Bridge, Jan., 1845.

Books of Instructions for Use may be had at the Office of

“ The Builder,” and of all Booksellers in Town and Country,

price Is.

*** In proof of the necessity of the above advertisement,

it may be mentioned, that it has come to the knowledge ol

the Directors, that in certain works which have been executed

bv Messrs. Curtis, builders, of Stratford, a spurious m aterial

has been used by them, contrary to the specifications, which
expressly mentioned, that 11 Claridge’* Asphalte” was to

be used.
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SATURDAY, JUNE 28, 1845.

E recent discussions, or
rather conversations, in the
House of Lords, respecting
the new Houses of Parlia-
ment, will, it is to be feared,

greatly affect the success-
ful execution of the works, and must be re-
garded with considerable interest by the pro-
fession, if not by the public at large. Their
lordships, the Peers, it seems, are not conve-
niently located; their temporaryhouse is found,
when they assemble in any number, to be con-
fined and ill-ventilated, to say nothing of its
want of grandeur and effect

;
and they are

therefore most anxious, and have been for along
time past, to force forward this portion of the
general design, quite irrespective of the other
parts. A committee, appointed by their lord-
ships, have from time to time examined Mr.
Barry, andj Mr. Grissell the contractor, to
ascertain the progress made, and have led the
former, by their urgency, to promise the com-
pletion of their portion of the building earlier
than, under the various circumstances which
control him, was possible.

.“ 'V<mld ”ot go on faster,” said the com-
mittee, “ if every man and every stone now
smployed on the building generally were ap-
plied to the House of Lords alone ?” And when
he architect said “ Yes,” in reply, they ordered
a eveiy man and every stone should he so

imployed. If Mr. Barry had been an older
iractitioner, and had felt himself sufficiently
rm in Ins position to brave the displeasure of
ie committee, he would at once have told
>e.r lordships that such a proceeding was

,

out of the question
; that he had other

.asters to regard, _ the Commissioners of
foods and Works, the Commissioners ofme Arts, the various officers of the Houses
1 pressing their several claims

; that he had
e public to consider, and his own reputation
an artist; moreover, that it was not simply
wise, but impossible. As it was, however
seems to have allowed the committee to

nsider that their instruction would be corn-
ed with, and was induced, under pressure, to
me an earlier date for the completion of the
use of Lords than he should have done.

7
re

7
rda ,he

fr
e”e''al progress of the

rks, the most casual examination of the
icture, with due consideration of the elabo-
i nature of the carved decorations, unex-
•led in modern days, will serve to shew
' no ,lmo has keen lost or efforts spared
s now four years since Grissell and Peto
the first stone (the foundations being al-
ly formed),-what are four years for such
undertaking ?_and from that time to this
unen have been constantly employed on the
nd, with many more in preparing else-
ire, and have never been kept waiting by
trchitect.

b 3

•me persons think, if we may use the word
re no thought is really given, that when
vchitect has produced the design for a
ung his work is over, and that it may
nut further thought, be forthwith carried
. Nothing is more erroneous, especially
gards Gothic architecture : it is then that
crchitect’s labour commences, and his skill
lived. In such a work as the Houses of

tfirwlorl tr. ln.t r— . . .

’ 3

- —j — jaiu uemanas the
[

closest thought, and requires as many detailed
drawings as for the whole of an ordinary dwell-
ing-house. Every ornament, every moulding
every line, mustbe produced and delineated and
over all these does Mr. Barry’s own pencil pass.An architect careless of his reputation may
ge through any amount of work, by deputy;
but if determined to execute it to the best of
his power, strive as he may, he can only pro

tended to last for ages, apd that the great ob-
ject should be not to do it quickly but well,
they would restrain their impatience and
allow the architect to work out efficiently the
w o e esign. If the present accommodation

bad, let it be made better; re-construct the
temporary House of Lords during the ensuing
vacation, and persuade them to put up with

duce a certain quantity, a

"
d we will venC ffietdign'T' Trt ‘hem “ P“‘ “P **

to say that the architect of the new Houses order TU “ 6 looger
’
so that 'heir

of Parliament finds little time for other oc- The archil ^ '.T,
th ' ly lodSed ever -fter.

cupations or recreation from early on” Mondl'
1

the nobwl?/ ^ “i<Mle *«“ produced'
morning till late on Saturday light. The

j

pride, slowly L ,

” n°"' appeal 'vith
wear and tear must be immense. i0

.’ y
.

Agrees, and as works of
The life of an architect even under favour-'

' ^ *
able circumstances is one of toil and anxiety
and be needs to have no extraneous circum-
stances to harass and perplex him. We have
heard a member of the lower House declare
his ability to write poetry by the mile

; we
may probably find one of the upper House
profess the power to design gothic details by
Ihe acre, and laugh at the idea of limits to aman s power in so simple a matter. They
would be equally entitled to credence

: wo
should merely say they were exceptions from
the general rule.

In judging of the asserted delay, which
according to Lord Brougham, has given Mr’
Barry the name of delay (as Quintilian said of
1 ully, that he was not only an orator, but the
name of eloquence), the public should bear in
mind that the river front which they see is
only one-third of the whole structure, much
of which they cannot see. The buildings
altogether cover eleven acres, and their cubical
contents have been estimated at half as muchmore than the contents of St. Paul’s Cathe-
dral, which occupied about five and thirty yearsm budding without any material interruptions.
They Sliotdd also know that the whole buildin-
is made fire-proof, and that the difficulty of
combining this with Hr. Reid's extraordinary
arrangements for ventilating the structure and
taking off the smoke, has been immense. Over
these latter the architect has up to this time
had no control

; but so much delay and incon
venienee has been caused by them that a rup-
ture has occurred, and it now rests with the
ruling powers to establish the supremacy ofone party or the other. We do not wish our-
selves to throw any blame on Dr. Reid; the
whole ,s an experiment, and its magnitude is
so great as necessarily to demand much de-
liberation, hut it is too bad that an architect’s
operations should be suspended, his designs
altered and his views interfered with

; and
then that he should be blamed for what has
been done against his will. The work in the
lobby of the House of Lords was delayed six
whole months because the system of ventila-
tion there was not determined on.
The Peers now insist on having their house

ready for occupation in February next, and
ie greatest efforts are consequently being-

made. All the walls and the ceiling are to be
covered with carved wood-work of the most
elaborate character, and this is being forced
on by 150 additional workmen much more
tepidly then is desirable. It will probably
be ready for fixing about October, and in-
stead of remaining as it should do in the dry-
ing rooms during ,he winter ready for fixingn he summer, will be taken into the new
building in the had weather, and probably be
irreparably injured. Do what they will, more-
over, the House of Lords cannot he completed by
the lime named

,
nor is it desirable that it should

e. Surely, if their lordships would consider

centurv no i

““ glve ,he nineteenth

aTd LTn r-
and n0t by “Hiecessarynd ehild-like haste, risk adding another

failure to the crowd which already Lgrace it

ILLUSTRATIONS OF ARCHITFf’TTTnr’from THE BRITISH MUSeSm
E

the xanthian marbles.

tTmiddl
01' British ant'qu 'tie8, and those ofthe m (Idle ag-es generally. But if we ment.on the continued want in this particular

it is right to recollect, that excellen pro

the ancients ^ ,be anti <)uitie
P
s ofttie ancients. 1 he general arrangements of theBntish Museum are conducted on a scale ofmunificence, productive of the greatest benefits'to all Classes. The collection has becomeo extensive, that it is quite impossible tobe acquainted with all the treasures it con.tains even in one particular line of studvwhilst the most valuable fragments can neverbe examined without suggesting fresh pointsfor inquiry-. It will be one object incomefuture numbers of this journal to direct the

frtht'T
° f

l,

th0 architect
’ and ‘be decorative

uoon ’ L
SU P ° r!' 0ns °f the coHec ‘ion as bearupon then peculiar pursuits. The art of

the
P
examnl

C

e

C “P ' eS “ 'T Spa0e
’ but u,ost °Pthe examples are equally interesting to thearchitect, and afford even the form? o[ befurmture, and of many utensils of theancientsLately the collection in the Elgin room has-been enriched with casts from some remainingpoi tions of the Parthenon. A mongst these ifthe sacred owl of Minerva. There is also acast of the capital, from the monument ofLysicrates. No one can examine the figuresfrom the emple, which are at present deposited in the Museum, without winder at thecaiefu execution in objects so far removedfrom the spectator

;
but the wonder is greatlvincreased on finding from the work of Revertand Smart, th a, the Elgin „ arb l es

small part of those formerly existing. This

TLZ 8C
?
D °" reperr,Dg to a restoration

temffi?

1

’ °r '° tbe
,

la
.

rge m °d c's of thetemple in its present, and us original state,now constructing m the Elgin room. But themost important acquisition, which the Museum
has received, since the Phigalian frieze, is that
ot the Xanthian marbles. These have pre-
viously been described, but their architectural
interest leads us again to refer to them.
1 he country of Asia Minor occupied an im-

portant position in the ancient world, and one
s ,0,1 {?ly contrasted with its present state, re-
garding which there is still great want of
information. Few have contributed more to a
knowledge of its ancient state than Mr., now
k-ir Charles Fellows, to whom we are indebted
for the transmission of the Xanthian marbles
to England, and who has published two
journals of his visits, and an account of the
proceedings at the ancient city. The tombs
of Asia Minor are probably as curious as the
receptacles for the dead in any country, not
only from their immense number, but'tbeii
forms and workmanship. Whilst the character
of their sculptures proves many of them to have
been of the best age of Greek art, their archi-
tectura character is often singular and unin-
tel lgible. I here are among them, not only
isolated constructions, but also, and perhaps in
greater number, excavations like the Romantombs of Petra. Many of them shew a closer
similarity to timber construction, than is ob-
servable in the Doric temple of the European
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I nf tho various commissions of sewer?,

* - —
» ON THE SHAPE OF HOUSE DRAIN-

b
°

narrow i y and strictly watched by the dis-

, roeks and in fact they resemble the huts
[

-
, j tnCt surveyors, all or most of tliese points may

’ • ' '• - ~f tl.. rauntrv- H»*l Sb —Having some tune since recomme
,

f , l within^ the distaace stipulated by the Act,

j

the medium of Thk^Zt^Zo '

namely, 100 feet from the intended build,ngs;

I
693 a?id 606, vol. 11.), that in the coiiatjuetmn na^ ^ k„0 „,n and properly de-

1 of house drains it would he J “
finad they could be made subservient to the

j

sirable .to employ good sh-ong,,<*i S “tension of drainage. I think .. would

1
cylindrical pipes, made of olay.^na ^„ ^ ^ ^^ an(]

jrAGSr. 53-5 ;l

form of a gothic arch “ “
0,1

y>f the monuments aie eatu no
f„„ r 1

the'mo.t interesting monument is

| a
“ ^ '

'L'ou'se' drains might be of a t,c"'£r

e

8

employment of common bricks in the

«ss»sr?“Br i z iKSdifS» 1 ="i- isxixew?
Bt4iSA

4^»f improvement it is highly Pow«M ^sUmce^ ,^“»£ ‘

nd

desirable to promote and enlarge the adop uu^o^
,
g°“

efore are Uab ie fr0m this cause to disar-

scientific principles as much as possib
, rangement and destruction, but such a fonn

the more we have recourse and crafanto
, t0 hydraulic principles, as the

such principles the more certai
j b 1 enel-„y action, and power ot the streams in

will all subjects to which they are appheiL *n gy ’

and carrying along substances m sus-

;n their results; and upon no subjects, anu h . , •
• inateriallv retarded and de-

»X« ‘he’ principles of »P;
|

— - J = enl
,
„

plicable, and more required, than to the im at J y easily bc proved . 'Ihe means of

provement and correction of the fal“ P
h t bff the 'animal and vegetable matter

ciples of drainage. It appears to me toa carry
g is entirely dependant upon the

a very great error was committed in training toon
nml power of the water which passes

the clause in question, bv leaiing ’
, ?

,,J dra i ns ;
and the mechanical action and

sizes and construction ol house diains so on into 1
’

? bc rendered altogether

defined
;
and also in not declaring at once that powe

^

the water m
y by ^ ilh .

for the future all drams, should be made ot inelti
their s zes, and their forms.

cylindrical shape, or that their bottom^should be Jto^. how persons

made concave or semicircular, and as “ » ,nd from year to year,

a0
The 'arraugemenT at^d construction of house- forming tlmsethh^e^whe^th^

are

dr™: may Lm, and no doubt it is to many e exmmd ngly bad in ptinc t ^

irouoius, umm i. -

covered it was a mass of ruins, bttt has lately

been restored in a model, P>*“/ "

seam. This trophy consist, of a lofty baa

meet, supporting a peristyle, ih i toim

was surrounded at the foot, and beneath the

cornice, by the bas-reliefs -representing the

siege of a walled town, and a contest of horse

and foot combatants,—which are at present in

the collection. The edges of theseporUons shew

the contrivance for procuring a perfect joint

the meeting surfaces are perfectly smootn 101

to breadth of an inch at the front, hot within

are left rough fur the mortar. ihe pci

feet cohesion obtained was equally

lo the stability of the mass, and the beauty ot

the work indeed the joints were sometimes so

close that a knife could not be maertad, and

it lias eren been asserted, that many

Greek temples were constructed entirely vuth-

out mortar. The cornice of the basement,

the monument under consideration, is curious

from Us two ovolos, which arc placed one

immediately above the other; they are en-

riched, aud have beneath them an enriched iy seem, mm >. •

riched, aud nave ueuwu.
buiiders, a very trifling and worthless atiai-

bead, the whole being decidedly of Grecian
. ^ . formation

1

being considered ol very little

workmanship. The top bed of this cornice
, nc and indeed the manner in which

shews the position of the column of the pensty e
,

9 „enerally executed proves this state-

which was fastened into the block, p obably
,

they ar^
g_ Nq^ of a bulld|„g re-

by a copper plug. It is, however, certain, tha
, attention, and more nicety in pic

a wooden pin was often-employed, and on ^ .rfcctk,„ in arrangement and con-

these was lately presented to the Institute
,han 9hould be observed m the

Architects by Mr. Hamilton. 1 P
^ building of house drains. It is by the means

has fourteen fluted columns of the Ionic: erder, U
‘

.Q
*

and effic ient drains that animal and

supporting a pedimental root, and lnclo g P P
h c| re„ dered ,n dwelling houses

lull “ cella,” which, however, appears from eg
carried off

;
and the discharge of

a been built solid. I he porti s
| , mnrn certain and perfect ac-

the 7»*frl to have heeu ua.

are tetrastv le, and the intercolum.niation areo

style. The bases are peculiar irom then ex

treme height. They have the reeded torus,

as in the Krectheum, and beneath it two hol-

lows separated by beads; but the hollows

are not like the scotia of the attic base, and,

as in Grecian examples, there is no plinth.

The frieze is ornamented with sculptuic, as

.1 . . l - .. 1 , rv fno7P ni tnfi

is usually carried on, .mu »

this becomes the more certain and pel feet ac

cording to tlie pains taken in producing ac

curacy of form, size, arrangement, and con-

struction of the drains. The building ot drains

is a subject of great and smells consequence

in reference to the effect they are calculated to

produce on the health of the inhabitants of

dwelling-houses, and, therefore, their utility

.

.

1

. f . 1 — uiinfivtanfip. toThe frieze is ornamented with sculpture, as
J

„tB1«t ’importance to

are the pediments, aud also tlie frle ^e of B I „ 8anatorv condition of the population,

cella Parts of these friezes represent the
|

tlie aanauiiy
. , e, _v >— i .li-hed

*
. 1 *• nonKtilllir tllf* Pit-

cella. runs ot
„„

quests seated ut a banquet, probably the ca-

rousal after the victory. The angles and

apex of the pediments have figures m motion,

and there are also figures of men and animals

in the intercolumns of the pensty e. I lie

ant a: of the cella have very beautiful capitals

enriched with pateras, and waterleaves
;
and

are as in most Greek examples, of less breadth

in flank than in front. The order has no ar-

chitrave; the only moulding beneath the

frieze being similar to the tfenia in the Doric

order. The pieces of the entablature were

bound together by copper cramps (»—i this

form'), run with lead, as may still be observed.

The crowning member of the pediment (smia)

has been continued along the flanks and orna-

mented with lions’ heads, being in this re-

spect like the Roman system
;
the Greeks were

in the habit of stopping it at a short distance

from the front. The dentils are unusually

large, and the slabs of the roof covering m
the model are also extremely large

;
is there

authority for these peculiarities in a building

so essentially Greek ? . . .

The greatest interest cannot but be felt in

the examination of these remains,—their beau-

tiful workmanship, the fine treatment of the

sculptured decorations, place them as second

only to the finer works from the Parthenon.

They were produced in a country, which had

greater influence upon other nations than any

other, Athens not excepted. Asia Minor was

the nurse of Grecian philosophy and art, and

it is melancholy to reflect upon its present de-

basement L. H.

tlie sanaioi v t-unum.... ~ ,

The valuable evidence which has been elicited

by the inquiries of the Health of Town. Com-

mission, with reference to the subject of

drainage, anil the impetus that lias lecently

been given to the propriety of providing good

and perfect drainage in places where none

exists at present, and the agitation which has

resulted from its publicity, has had, in a

great measure, the desirable and salutai y
effect

of arousing the attention of the public mind

to the evil effects of bad, and the necessity

and great importance of good and efficient

drainage of dwelling-houses. So far as the

metropolis is concerned, the New Buildings

Act has provided, and that very considerably,

for the extension of drainage, by obliging

persons to build sewers in front of, and to lay

drains into them from all houses that shall

hereafter be built, if there be any sewer or

open watercourse under the jurisdiction of any

of the Metropolitan Commissions of Sewers

within 100 feet of such intended new build-

ings. This is certainly one grand and ex-

cellent step towards providing for the exten-

sion of house-drainage ;
but this Act does not

provide for the formation of sewers in popu-

lated districts where none now exist, nor for

obliging persons to build sewers for the drain-

age of premises or new districts. I f the points

where sewers have already been carried up, aud

which are hidden and buried, and the water

courses and other places, under thejurisdic-

in action, because such formation, have

become a business of habit; and also, as

STL often evinced, from a stubbornness

against introducing improvements. Ihe use

of pipes in the construction of drains is len

dered the more necessary in consequence of

the notorious carelessness of bricklayers 1

building brick drains
;
for let it he taken as an

axiom that whenever a buck ayei lias to rxe

cute a piece of work which is to be iinmed.

ately covered over and bidden, without.being

watched, the chances are that be is sure lo pel-

form it in an unsound, slovenly, and unpiupe

manner. I have often observed drains licmf

laid through bouses in the following manner

two parallel lines of two or three courses o

bricks were laid flat, or on edge upon on

another, and at about seven inches apart, an

sometimes >v itlioutany mortar-, no other bottm

or channel being formed or provided fo. th

passage of fluids and substances along then

than what was afforded by merely the Sal,

earth. And yet no means are available 1,

preventing such reckless and abominable prt

C

Of U the routine of construction i

Ut all me ruunuts ^ — -

buildings, the arrangement of the proper »»

and falls which drains should be of, and lh e

* See Builder, page 63, ante.

* The remark to which our correspondent refers was

made simply to explain the meaning of a clause in the

Buildings Act, and to shew what might be used, and had no

reference whatever to the best form.

and tails wmen uiam= u — - >

construction as well, are least cared fo. ,
ar.

less thought of; so long as there be an ape

ture and channel formed, whether it bo mu

tangular, rectangular, or however various i

form may be, it is considered sufficient

answer the purpose; indeed, this too is not

rious, and can be proved to tlie satis action

any one if be will only take the trouble to ex

mine their interior constructions 1 ho 1

tenors of diains are usually parts of a bnildji

which arc unseen ;
indeed, tills is actually t

case even during the time of their executio

and the best and only manner of properly c

serving their state and the way in which th

have been built, is by examining their insi

from the interior of a sewer ;
and as this mi

of examination does not fall to the lot of I

very few persons, I take leave to say that, wt

thus observed, their appearances are tr

abominable. From the improper and imp

feet manner in which the brickwork is usu,

performed, and the bad way in which

ground is filled in around them, the drains

invariably squeezed and crushed into

manner of shapes and sizes; and sometn

while building, their interiors are left halt

of either brick rubbish, clay, or gravel, v li

lays upon their bottoms so long as the or.

exist, or till they become entirely choked by

deposition and accumulation of matter,
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cleared out. Besides, the bottom halves of

ck drains are usually laid dry on the ground
hout mortar or cement, and the consequence
that the greater part of the fluid which
ses into them percolates through the joints

the bricks and is absorbed by the subsoil,

1 from this cause a drain cannot be con-

ered otherwise than as a long and narrow
i of cesspool. From the uneven manner in

ich the bricks are usually laid along the

toms, and from the rubbish and pieces of

rtar that are left within them as well, these

itrusions present a succession of internal

‘gularities and stoppages; so that at every

h or so along the bottom and sides, the

ter, and animal and vegetable matter which
arried along in suspension with it., becomes
ested in its progress to the sewer

;
and

isequently the soil becomes deposited upon
bottoms of the drains, and these, from this

I other circumstances before referred to,

mately become choked, and are thus ren-

ed of no utility and service whatever in

isting the discharge of the sulliage through
m to the sewer. During the time the
tter is collecting within the drains, and this

y be going on for months together, the in-

utants are very much annoyed, and in-

santly complain of foul vapours and stench,

ich emanate from the decomposition and
mentation of the accumulated matter
ough the various vents within and about
houses, and effluvia of the most filthy,

some, and malignant description, are in-

ed by them. It has very often been shewn
al ly and forcibly that wherever bad drainage
sts the surrounding atmosphere becomes
ated and charged with malaria and poi-

ous gases, which have a most injurious

ct upon the health of all those persons who
ide in such places, and, very often, these
es are the cause of the production of
Rent fevers. The use and abuse of cess-

)ls have very often been spoken of, but I

lly cannot see what difference there can be
ween a cesspool, and a long line of ill-con-

lcted drain, which runs under a house, and
lins all, or nearly all, the filth which is dis-

rged into it, and has to be cleared out
iodically, precisely the same as a cesspool,

f drains are to be made at all, the work-
nship should be made as clean, smooth,
perfect as possible, otherwise a cesspool

nearly as effectual : and it is only a waste
time and money in building drains

hout particular attention be observed in

$e points, and also in making them so as

»revent foul air and fluids from escaping
Ough them. I have seen the interiors of

; drains whose calibre is exceedingly

11, and have been in use many years, per-

ly free and clear from deposits and ac-

iulations, while the bottoms of large brick
ns contiguous, were half-filled with de-

ted matter
;

their size and roughness
sing the matter to lodge within them.
0 all persons who are any way engaged in

1 formation of drains a knowledge of the
ntific principles of statics and hydraulics is

;ily desirable
;
indeed, no drainage could be

lerly laid down and conducted without
knowledge and the dependance and

mer of applying these principles to

The proper and efficient drainage
v very great many houses in all parts of the
ropolis are rendered altogether ineffectual

l the circumstance of the bad and impro-
' construction of their drains

;
and the

: itics afforded by the sewers in carrying
the sulliage are by this means of little or no
1. And the improvements which are

yly taking place in the metropolis by
•ening and reconstructing the sewers, and
irwise affording good, efficient, and perma-
j drainage of premises, are in very many
ances of no service, because no control is

wed to be exercised over the manner of
uing and constructing private house-drains,

nay appear somewhat difficult to legislate

die arrangement and construction of pri-

1 drains, but most assuredly considerations

1 difficulties ought not to have any weight
a it is observed that the building of a

tote drain and a sewer are so mixed up and
Jed together that the efficiency of both

wendered reciprocal, and are thus male-

r dependant upon their proper falls and
rtructions; for whenever the one is badly

fpged in these respects the other is ren-

:1 almost useless in consequence, I have

very often been applied to and asked where the
drain pipes in straight lengths and curved
junctions, and of the description and strength
which I have suggested could be procured.
But from not knowing where such are to be
obtained, if at all, I have not been able to

give a direction, and thus recommend, and
ensure their actual application to practice.

From the great impetus that is expected to

be given to the manufacture of glass, in conse-
quence of the repeal of the duty, I see no
reason why cylindrical drain pipes of various
diameters should not be made of glass, as such
a form, and the smoothness of this material
would afford facilities in accelerating the dis-

charge of the drainage of houses into the
sewers, that no other material could so well
do. There is no question but that they could
be made of sufficient substance and strength to

enable them to resist very great pressures
;
and

that they could be made with proper joints,

and in lengths both curved and straight, with
proper curved collateral junctions, convenient
for using. The interiors of drains cannot be
too smooth, for smoothness of surface and
proper falls and sizes are the principal points
to be observed in their construction. Good,
thick, well-burnt cylindrical drain-pipes were
very much in use in England about a century
and a half ago, for I have seen and taken up
many that were laid down about that time

;

and with all the boasted science and skill

which has of late been shewn on the subject
of drainage and sewerage,we are still consider-
ably behind hand with what was done and
generally practised by the Romans, especially
in the drainage of their villas. This people
used pipes of earth very extensively, both in

the conveyance ofwaterfrom springs and aque-
ducts to their houses, as well as in carrying
off the drainage therefrom into the main
sewers.

Whatever may be said in reference to the
subject of tubular drains, it can have no other
effect than of promulgating their efficiency,

and of clearing the way for their use. As for

the originality of proposing tubes for drains,

it would be the height of absurdity and plagia-

rism in me to claim it, for what Pliny savs in

his natural history on the subject of drain-pipes
would appear to set this matter at rest. lie

says that “ If a man would convey water from
any head of a spring, the best way is to use
pipes of earth made by potter’s art; and the

same ought to be two fingers thick, and one
jointed within another, so as the end of the
upper pipes enter into the nether, as a tenon
into a mortaise, or as a box into the lid : the

same ought to be united and laid even with
quicklime quenched and dissolved in oile.”

And he says further that “ the skill and know-
ledge of pottery is more antientthan founderie

or casting brasse ;” and again “ how beneficial

is the earth unto us in yeelding us conduit
pipes for to convey water into our bains.”*
Now, whether any one else can lay claim to

anticipation, invention, or originality in pro-
posing the use of conduit or drainage pipes

after this, I leave to competent and impartial

judges to say. I hope, Air. Editor, you will

take every opportunity of recommending the
employment of proper cylindrical tubes for the
construction of drains, instead of the present
mode of building them with bricks, so that by
these means better drainage from houses may
be produced, which must tend very much
to sanatory improvement. Drains should
never be constructed of a rectangular form,
but should always be made circular, at

least their bot'oms should where the

water runs; for if I take a barrel drain say
of 5) inches diameter, its area is equal to

63-617 inches; and the side of a square
drain having the same area is equal to

7*976 inches: therefore, now supposing that

the quantity of water running through each

of these drains to be equal and half full, then

the semi-circumference being equal to 14*137

inches, the length of the base of the square

added to half its height on each side is

equal to 15*952 inches, or nearly 2 inches

more. So that we have an actual re-

tardation and loss of power in the stream

through friction of nearly 2 inches by

using the rectangular drain. And this is

not the only loss of power in the stream, for

the depth of the water in the square drain is

less than that in the ci rcular one by more than

* Pliny’s “Natural History, ” translated by Philemon

Holland, 1634.

half an inch, for in the former the depth is

equal to 3*963 inches, and in the latter it is

equal to 4*5 inches, the difference being equal
to *537 of an inch. The hydraulic mean,
depth of each can be found by dividing the
transverse area of the water expressed
in square inches by the border of the sec-
tion minus the upper surface of the water.
We have a considerable loss of power
in several ways by adopting a rectangular
shape for a drain, therefore their use
should be entirely abandoned

;
and I think no

drains can be better formed, or can afford
means of better and more effectually carrying
oft the animal and vegetable refuse from
dwelling-houses than can be done by smooth
cylindrical tubes. This letter lias run out to
a length that I originally did not contemplate,
but the magnitude and importance of the sub-
ject must be its excuse.

I am, Sir, &c.
John Pium.ips.

THE BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

We continue to receive many letters rela-
tive to the dissension, the majority of which
urge that members really anxious to effect a
junction, should publicly pledge themselves
not to attend either meeting at Winchester
unless some arrangement be previously made.
One gentleman, who signs himself “ E. N.,”
says :

—

“Sir,— Tour very excellent observations
from first to hist relative to the Archaeological
Association are so very suitable to the occasion,
and have so much enlisted my sympathies, that
I beg to submit to you the question, whether
the best mode of bringing the petty squabble
to an end would not be for the nominal
members to desire their names to be erased
from the list; for my own part I thought it so
discreditable to remain connected with a society
so divided, that I have requested the secre-
tary of each party to erase mine. It must be
much regretted by every one who values an-
tiquity, that from want of a business-like con-
stitution the advantages that might have re-
sulted from the co-operation of so many able
antiquarians have been prevented.”

Mr. Wansey, F.S.A., has addressed to us
the following letter, which has also appeared
in other journals :

—

“ Lamenting as we all must the dissensions
which exist amongst us to our discomfort, in-
jury, and reproach, I have been hoping some
influential members would have come forward
publicly to try and heal them. Anxious for
the well-being of our association, I respect-
fully recommend,—that we stop not to inquire
who is right or wrong; two rival societies

together cannot be for good, and one is

tempted to say ‘ a plague on both your houses
while the world will jeer, and cry out, 1 Tan-
teene animis ccelestibus ircc ?’

Suppose both dissolve, and men the most
considerable amongst us for character and
station undertake to draw up laws to be sub-
mitted to a general meeting, for the govern-
ment of one new society, embracing all, to be
then constituted : officers, &c., to be chosen as

usual. 1 see no better way of getting out of

our present undesirable position, and take this

mode of addressing vou, as the most prac-

ticable.

Arborfield, near Reading,
June 19, 1845.”

We have the names of more than a dozen

influential members who would willingly aid

in restoring unanimity. It is said to be

common in one part of India when there is any

dissension between church and state, for a man
to go to the top of a certain pagoda, and vow
that if the quarrel be not terminated in twenty-

four hours that he will return and throw him

self off; and they further relate, that sooner

than have the blood of the man upon their

heads, both sides usually yield a little, and so

the difference is adjusted. Can we not find

some devoted friend to peace and quiet to try

this move on Westminster Abbey, and thus

literally, precipitate an amicable result ? If it

succeeded, we should claim a daily allowance

of milk and honey fore the rest of the year.

Tiie Official Referees.—Mr. Higgins
has resigned the office of referee under the

Buildings Act.
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ST. MARY’S MARYLEBONE AND
PADDINGTON HOSPITAL.

Sir,

—

As one of the three architects men-

tioned in the paragraph respecting “ I he New

Paddington Hospital” m last Saturdays

Builder, I beg to say that the passage in

question does not convey a correct impres-

sion of the state of the case. Mr. Hopper is

< Honorary Architect ” of St. Mary s

TOURNAY AND ITS CATHEDRAL.

Hospital, the committee having thankfully ac

cepted the offer of that gentleman's valuable

gratuitous services in aid of the charity. Mr.

Lang and myself, as members of the com-

mittee, having also placed our professional

assistance at the disposal of the committee,

were requested to take part in a friendly con-

tribution of plans with Mr. Hopper, in order

that the committee might not be restricted in

their choice to one set of plans, they having

determined (wisely in my opinion) that no

competition for the employment of the archi-

tect should take place, whereby they would

have been deprived of Mr. Hopper’s services,

and would have exposed themselves to all the

heart-burnings, jealousies, suspicions ot favour-

itism, and other unpleasant results usually at-

tendant on competitions. Mr. Hopper’s plan

was unanimously preferred, and even then,

with the kind consideration he has always

shewn towards his juniors in the profession,

that gentleman suggested that Mr. Lang and

myself should be allowed to produce elevations

to his plan, which was accordingly done, hut

the committee not feeling at liberty to expend

their funds upon mere decoration, resolved to

adhere to the design submitted by Mr. Hop-
per which is of a plain character (in ac-

cordance with his own stipulation upon ac-

cepting the office of honorary architect), but

thoroughly suited to the purpose, and which

it is expected will be effective from its very

simplicity of design and breadth of propor-

tion.

Thus it will be seen that there never was

any intention to compete (as might be inferred

from the paragraph in question), among the

three parties named, for the situation of archi-

tect to the charity, consequently there could

be no “ wavering in the choice,” when there

was no choice to be made
;
and whilst I will

always maintain my own right when assailed,

I will equally disclaim any attempt to give to

me or to any other party that position w-hich

justly belongs to another. Having from the

first supported the propriety of the charity

availing itself of Mr. Hopper’s services, I have

felt it to be a pleasure as well as a duty to

render him all the assistance in my power,

in sharing his labour and anxiety to promote
the interests of the charity, in carrying out

the contemplated building for the hospital.

George Russell French.
18, Sussex-gardens, 23rd June, 1845.

LIGHTHOUSE ON THE GODWIN.

Mr. Bush after having surmounted every

obstacle in the erection of the building to con-

tain the “ light for all nations,” is now contend-

ing with the greatest difficulty, namely, its useful

application. The Trinity Board has the ex-

clusive privilege of managing the lighthouses

on the English coast, and although this pri-

vilege was originally granted for the public

good, it has now, like many more, become
subservient to private interests. The elder

brethren are jealous of their rights, they

cannot brook the intrusion of a bold, per-

severing and clever man succeeding where
they have failed, and they appear more dis-

posed to visit the offending party with their

displeasure than to hail the success of the un-

dertaking, and to reward the skilful engineer

for the additional protection lie offers to the

lives and property of our merchants and sea-

men. We understand that it is the intention

of Mr. Bush to take up his residence, with his

wife and family, in the lighthouse, and to have
the highest chamber illuminated with a pale

blue light for his own use. Of course, how-
ever, this will at the same time have the effect

of warning ships, and a telegraph is erected to

signalize vessels at the back of the Godwin. As
the lighthouse stands 36 feet above high-water
mark, it is Mr. Bush’s intention, in order to

protect his new residence, to discharge rockets
in dark nights, or sound a gong in foggy
weather.

Tournay, lately visited by the French Ar-

cheological Congress, as mentioned in the last

number of The Builder, is situated close to

the French frontier, towards the western ex-

tremity of Belgium, and is a singularly inter-

esting old town. It was one of the first places

in Belgic Gaul where Christianity developed

itself, and has a long and curious history. The

architectural student will find there much to

engage his attention and stimulate investiga-

tion. Within a very short distance of each

other he may find specimens of the different

styles of building which prevailed during seve-

ral centuries, and see almost at a glance the

progression of the changes which took place :

I allude more particularly to dwelling-houses.

There is one very ancient specimen near the

church of St. Brixe. The whole is of stone,

and terminates in a gable. The windows,

about five feet high and four feet wide, are each

divided into two openings by a small column

with plain leafed capital. One of the lower

windows has simply a rectangular mullion down

the centre, the edges of which are chamfered

to within a certain distance from the top and

bottom. The string courses, consisting merely

of a square member and a hollow, continue

through the whole front, and form straight

window heads, over which are introduced dis-

charging arches. The adjoining front is pre-

cisely similar. In the Rue des Jesuits there

are some houses of the same character, but of

a somewhat more advanced period. The co-

lumns and caps are nearly the same as those

before mentioned, and the upper part, perhaps

50 or 60 feet in extent, consists wholly of win-

dows and small piers alternately.

An early advance upon this arrangement

would probably be the introduction of a tran-

som to divide the windows into four, and so

to form a croisee. A house near the Grand
Place of Tournay affords a very perfect exam-

ple of the application of pointed architecture

to a street front, at the beginning of the 16th

century
;
and near the Eglise de Chateau is a

large building, now the Horse Infirmary for

the artillery, which would seem to be an example

at a later stage of the decline. It is constructed

of red brick and stone, and presents gables,

pointed headed windows, other square windows
divided by mullions, and large dormers in the

roof. The mouldings, however, are Italianized,

the discharging arches, partly stone and partly

brick, which occur even over the pointed headed

openings, are made into adornments, and all

the ornaments which appear are of mixed
design. Later still, the line of the gable be-

came altered into a scroll, the mullions of the

windows disappeared, and the Gothic panel-

ling on the face of the building gave place to

pilasters and entablatures elaborately adorned

with figures, fruit, and foliage, as may be seen

in numberless examples remaining in most of

the towns.*
Some of the churches are exceedingly in-

teresting, but the great point of attraction is

the cathedral (Noire Dame de Tournai), which

is unquestionably one of the most important

buildings in the country, whether regarded

simply as a specimen of the architectural skill

of two different periods of time, or as re-

calling by association the events of many cen-

turies,— a sublime souvenir of the middle

large gallery, extending the width of the aislei

Over these is a series of arches against t

wall, springing from short piers. The cl

restory and the vaulted ceiling were the wo-

of barbarous repairers in 1777) and took t

place of the ancient wooden roof: they w
shortly be restored to their original appet

ance.t

All the capitals of the lower columns in t

nave are sculptured to represent foliage, a

are exceedingly sharp and clear. In earli

times, they were all painted and gilt, a

further decorated by scripture mottoes arou;|

the abacus. Much "of the stone-work is roud

and has been covered with stucco : the colum:|

and other parts that were exposed, are

Tournay stone polished.

The four great arches at the junction of t

cross are pointed, and have also been embt

lished by colour, much of which is st

visible.

The interior of the semicircular absis, t«

minating the transept at either end, is excee

inglv beautiful, and produces a very striki

effect. At the bottom a series of six loi

columns 2 feet 8 inches diameter, and abc

24 feet high, built up of ten courses of stor

and placed at a short distance from the wall

the absis, support narrow semicircular arc!

raised on legs. Over these are two triforia a

a clerestory, and the whole terminates in

half dome with plain ribs converging to

point.J The capitals of the columns cons

of volutes and of leaves. The base of ea

ages.

Seen from a distance, with its forest of

towers high above the surrounding buildings,

its effect is very striking
;
nor are the pleasant

anticipations so raised in any degree lessened
by a close approach. In form, it is a Latin
cross, with five towers

;
namely, one on the

east and one on the west side at each end of
the transept, and one at the centre of the cross.

The transept is terminated at each end by a
semicircular absis, similar to many churches
in Cologne and other parts of Germany. The
nave has an aisle on each side, separated by
piers and small columns bearing semicircular
arches, which in various parts approach the
horse-shoe form.-j- Above these, is a second
range of piers and arches of similar or greater
height than the first, forming the front of a

pillar has four sculptured leaves at the angl

of the pedestal.

Originally the choir was about one-third t

length of the building, and terminated in

absis similar to those of the transept in foi

and style. This portion of the building, ho

ever, was rebuilt, as is mentioned hereaft

and is now an exceedingly fine specimen

the pointed stvle, resembling in some respei

the choir of Cologne Cathedral, although e?

cuted much before that wonderful building.

The present choir has an aisle and a seri

of small chapels on both sides, which contin

round the east end. Lofty columns, beari

acutely pointed arches, separate the ais

from 'the choir. In each spandril of thi

arches is a circular ornament in mosaic woi

and above rise a very elegant triforium a

lofty clerestory. Behind the triforium is

series of peculiar quatrefoil lights, blocked

and unknown until lately (as indeed was t

whole of the triforium), but now again fill

with stained glass.

The choir is elevated above the nave by thr

steps for about one-third its extent, and th

by a fourth for the remainder of the length, a

is paved by black and white marble in squar

The high altar has four additional steps. T
pillars in the choir were originally construct

with that daring which characterizes many
the earlier efforts of pointed architecture, a

soon gave symptoms of insufficiency. Th
were then strengthened by additional mason

at the back, and even now are remarkable I

their lightness and elegance. It may be me

tioned that when the choir was rebuilt, t

old chancel arch, which was probably sen

circular, was cut away to make room foi

pointed arch, as also was the case at the e

trance from the transept to the aisle of t

choir on each side. Painting and gilding ha

been used throughout as a means of decoi

tion, and will probably be again resorted

when the whole of the substantial repairs ha

been executed.§ A series of flying buttress

surround the choir externally, and it

between these that the chapels are forms

terminating in gables.H The roof of the ch<

above the vaulting is of oak, and of grs

height.

Round the outside of the clerestory of t

* Lille, a French town, but close to the Belgic frontier,

and where the congress met, displays a great number of houses
of this character, of great richness, and, in some cases, much
beauty.

t The piers occupy a square of 6 feet on the plan, set

diagonally. The openings are 13 feet 6 inches wide, and
about 1 1 feet 6 inches high to the springing of the arch.

There are nine such compartments on each side of the

pose of separating the sexes, and even different ages o:

same sex. This was perhaps rendered necessary by

custom of saluting, which then obtained amongst
“ faithful.”

t During the whole of the eighteenth century contin'

injury was' done to the building by injudicious endcavc

to support the fabric; many openings, especially in

transept and the clerestory ol the choir, were bricked i

the capitals of the columns and other decorative porti

:d with whitewash, and the frescoes which ador:

the walls destroyed.

X These vaults are formed of rubble work, under a woo'

roof, and are less than two feet in thickness.

$ In a chapel, south side of the choir, the spandrils of

arcade are painted to represent angels bearing scrolls.

II
These thing buttresses are double.

_

The upper a

was apparently formed first, and this being found inst

cient, the lower arch was then added.
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nave there is a continuous gallery, formed

within the thickness of the walls, and faced

by small octagon columns and arches of the

Tournay stone, originallypolished.** Else-

where there are various galleries in the walls,

so that all parts of the building are prac-

ticable.

The same stone is employed in the construc-

tion of the building as the rock consists of on

which it stands, so that it may be said to be a

continuation of the solid substratum. Never-

theless, there are many very serious fissures

and settlements, especially in the transept and

choir, which need extensive repair. The west

front of the building has been disfigured by

various alterations
;

a groined porch in the

pointed style extends the whole length of the

front, and above it a large pointed window has

been introduced so as to destroy entirely its

original character.! There is a variety of

sculpture under the porch, but the greater

part of it is modern and very uninteresting.

The cathedral is entered by two doors, one on
the north side of the nave, and the other on

the south, adjoining the transept. The north

door is of the transition period. It consists

of a semicircular archway beneath a pointed

trefoil arch, the whole profusely adorned with

ranges of sculptured figures, animals, and

foliage. On each side of the light which
occurs between the circular and the pointed

arch is a small twisted column. The four

towers of the transept are each different in

detail, and have been executed at different

times. They all display, however, a mixture

of pointed and semicircular arches.

The whole length of the cathedral within

the walls is, as nearly as I can estimate it,

420 feet. The transept, which is nearly in

the centre of the building, is 212 feet from
north to south. The width of the nave in-

cluding the aisles, is 70 feet; the choir is a

few feet wider. The height of the choir is

110 feet. As a datum for comparison, it may
be mentioned, that Salisbury Cathedral, ac-

icording to Mr. Britton, is 450 feet long within

(the walls, 7^ feet wide in the nave, and that

’the height of the choir is 81 feet; in other

words, it is 30 feet longer, 8 feet wider, and
29 feet lower than that of Tournay.

Concerning the age of the cathedral there

has been some controversy. Mon. B. C. Du-
mortier, a member of the Belgie Chamber of

Representatives and of the Royal Academy of

(Brussels (and in company with whom the

writer had the good fortune to examine the

building), published first in 1837,+ some re-

j marks on the cathedral, and then in 1841, a

^second pamphlet,§ with a view to prove that

|! the nave of the existing building belonged

to the sixth century. These essays display

much learning and ingenuity, but more en-

thusiasm, and this latter has served to blind

the writer to all that militated against his de-

isire to obtain unlimited reverence for his

favourite building, and, like an unruly Pegasus,

has carried him far away from the goal he
sought, namely the truth. Absence of direct

(statement by early writers that the nave was
destroyed, serves to prove to M. Dumortier

,(as in some similar cases it has been urged by

other continental antiquaries) that it has not

been rebuilt, and so far from the fact that

pointed arches form an essential feature in it

being deemed sufficient to weaken his opinion,

tit is proof strong as holy writ that the system

of pointed architecture arose in Belgium, and

I that in the cathedral of Tournay is to be found

(its first out-budding. In confirmation of his

opinion, M. Dumortier informed me, that a

(charter had been recently discovered, dated

:1257, proving that the architect of Cologne
Cathedral was a Belgian. It sets forth that

1 the monks of Cologne, in consideration of

(the services performed by Master Gerard, of

iSt. Trond (Gerardus de Sanclo Trudone), in

I directing the construction of their cathedral,

ihad assigned to him a certain estate of land.

There is sufficient evidence to induce the

i belief that the cathedral was founded at the

(end of the third century, and rebuilt about the

uniddle of the fifth century, with the aid of

* There is a curious gallery of this description round the

1 Eglise de Chateau in Tournay.

t The west front had originally two small towers at the

ir angles. These towers at the extremity of the west front are

i found in many buildings in .Belgium, at the Eglise de
.’ Chateau before mentioned, St. Bavon. Ghent, &c.

J " Revue de Bruxelles,” Dec. 1 1 3/.

§
“ Dissertation sur l’age de la Cath^drale de Tournai.”

3;Rruxelles, 1841.

Clovis, by St. Eleutherius. Chilperic in 578.

endowed the cathedral largely, and his original

deed of gift, “ cum sigillis,” remained among
the archives of the chapter until they were
burnt in 1566 * Louis le-debonnaire added to

the cloisters of the cathedral in 817, and Charles

the Simple further endowed it. Soon after

this, however, namely in 882, the Normans
ravaged Belgium with fire and sword, and in-

spired such universal dread, that the people,

adding to their prayers “ from the fury of the

North men, Good Lord deliver us,” fled in all

directions. Tournay, rich and important as it

then was, did not escape
;
the walls and the

chief buildings were destroyed, and the inha-

bitants were forced to abandon the town, to

which it seems they did not return until the

beginning of the tenth century. At the time

of this invasion there can be little doubt the

cathedral was pillaged, and partly, if not

wholly demolished
;
and it is probable that its

re-erection was not attempted until quite the

close of the tenth century, in which the inha-

bitants returned, or rather the beginning of

the eleventh. All analogy shews that earlier

than this, the nave and transepts could hardly

have been commenced, and that it was probably

much later before they were completed.
-f-

If

analogy, however, were deemed insufficient to

remove the ground for controversy respecting

the age of the cathedral, it would seem to be

destroved by the recent discovery of a MS.
entitled “ Ritus Officii divini ecclesiceTornac,”

and dated 1656. This gives a list of the va-

rious f£tes formerly celebrated in the cathe-

dral, and points out the 9th of May (which
was then annually celebrated) as the anniver-

sary of the dedication of the church, in the

following words :
“ Dedicatio ecclesice, est fes-

tivals dies in populo intrlt muros. Triplex est

cum octavo, et duplex primee classis ;” and then,

Vidcliscet novee, anno 1066.” Monsieur T. Le
Maistre d’Anstaing, who mentions this MS. in

his very interesting work on the cathedral,!

remarks that doubtless there were more con-

secrations than one, as for example that of the

choir, and those after partial restorations
;
but

that this being the first, was properly regarded

as the most important, and, being duly ob-

served, bad been handed down to the date of

the MS. alluded to.

In a comparatively short space of time after

this date, if the historian Jean Cousin is to be

believed, $ the choir becoming too small and

probably being injured by the events of

troublous times, was cleared away to make
room for a more magnificent structure.

* The deeds must have been very numerous, if we believe

a contemporary writer, who says that the melted wax from
the seals formed a stream down the hill.

f It is but fair towards M. Dumortier to give in his own
words, his argument against the assumed destruction of the
cathedral by the Normans:—“ L’histoire de la translation

du corps de Saint Eleuthftre sous l’6v6que H^dilion en 876.

immediatement avant 1’invasion des Normans, nous fait

connaitre qu’ft cette epoque l’on avait d^moli la chapelle de
Saint Etienne, qui etait situee ft la suite de la cathedrale.

Void comment s'exprime la ehronique ecrite au Xle siftcle :

Presulutuin tornucensis erclesiee Heidelone, viro prudenti et

junto passidente, basilica beali Stephani, prothomurtyris,
qua! situ est post ecclesium Christi genitricis semperque
virginis Maria destructa est. (a)

Le soin que prend le chroniqueur ft nous apprendre la de-

struction de la chapelle de Saint Etienne annexde (?; a la

cathedralc, indique clairment la conservation de celli-ci. Si

ce vaste monument, dont l’existence est dftmontriie et au
Vie et au IXe siftcle, avait dte ddtruit lors de 1’invasion des
Normands, le chroniqueur se serait-il borne ft nous apprendre
la destruction d’unc de ses parties? C’est ici que s’applique

se vieil adage
;
inclusio unius, exclusio alterius Ainsi il

demeure demontrft que la cathedrale dc Tournai ne fut pas
detruite ft cette £poque, et qu’elle resista ft 1’invasion Nor-
mande. En effet, celui qui a vu ce noble Edifice, et consi-

derd l’epaisseur, des colonnes de sa partie romane, la solidite

des mat.driaux employes a sa construction, n’hdsitera pas ft

reconnoitre qu’avec de tels materiaux il existait des conditions
dc durde que l’on ne retrouve pas dans les ftglises des pro-

vinces Rhdnanes, et qu'ainsi s’explique pourquoi N6tre
Dame de Tournai a pu resister ft une Epoque oil tant d’autres

Edifices religieux out succomb^ Au lieu d’etre construite

comme les dglises des bords du Rhin en un calcaire sablon-

neux, friable et de peu de duree, la basilique de Tournai est

construite en calcaire anthraxifftre, espftce de marbre tres

dur, et faisant feu sous le briquet. Pour dfttruite un ddifice

aussi gigantesque et compose, dc pierres aussi solides et

aussi massives, il faudrait de milliers d’ouvriers etun travail

de plusieurs anndes. Or, les Normands avaient toute autre

chose ft faire que de passer leur temps ft un tel ouvrage.

Aussi, tous les chroniqucurs et les historiens de Tournai ont
parle dc la Cathedrale, et l’on ne trouve, dans leurs dcrits,

aucune indication d’oh l’on pourrait induirc que ce vaste

monument aurait etd ddtruit et reconstruit ft la suite de

l’epoque carlovingienne. Au contraire, preuve certaine que
l’edilice etait dejft bicn vieux ft cette epoque il est constant

que le chccur roman fut ddmoli vers la fin du Xle siftcle, et

qu’en l’ati 1110, l’on commenya la construction du chceur

actuel,l’un des monuments les plus vastes et les plus hardis

de Part gothique.”

$ “ Bccherches sur 1’IIistoirc et l’Architecture dc 1 Eglise

Cathddrale de Notre Dmne de Tournai.” 1842.

t) “Histoire de Tournay par Jean Cousin,” Douay,

MDCXX.

(n) Elevatio corporis beati Eleutherii tornacensia episcopi

et confessoris
;
MS. in Libro Sancti Martini 'lornacensts.

Cousin states, that the first stone of the new
choir was laid in 1110; and that it was finished

about 80 years afterwards or more. His au-

thority for this statement, however, does not

appear. According to certain old chroniclers

quoted by M. d’Anstaing, it was vaulted in

1242, at the expense of Walter de Marvis
;
but

it would seem that divine service had been
performed in it previous to that date, its dedi-

cation being ascribed to the year 1200.

At the end of the twelfth century, pointed

architecture was but just developing itself, so
that we must conclude either that the choir of
the cathedral of Tournay is one of the earliest

monuments of that style, or that the received
statements are erroneous. I am inclined to

believe the former.

The restoration of this noble monument
has been proceeding for several years past at

the expense of the nation, and is approaching
to completion. There is a rough sketch of
the building by the writer in the sixth volume
of the Civil Engineers’ Journal.

George Godwin.

FATAL ACCIDENT AT THE GREYFRIARS'
CHURCH, EDINBURGH.

It will be in the remembrance of our
readers, that in January last, the old and new
Greyfriars’ churches were partially destroyed

by fire. The authorities having resolved to

restore the former building, its repair was
undertaken bv Messrs. Turnbull and Thomp-
son's contractors, in accordance with a plan

submitted to, and approved of by the town
council, by Mr. Jame3 Smith, architect. The
works had been in progress for several weeks
prior to the 14th instant, when at a few
minutes before 9 o’clock a.m., two pillars and
three arches of the church, together with a
large quantity of mason-work, fell down with a

tremendous crash, burying in the ruins four

workmen, one of whom we regret to say lost

his life. It is worthy of remark, that notwith-

standing the melancholy and sudden occurrence

of this catastrophe, it was not altogether un-
foreseen, for it appears that one of the work-
men had noticed the impending position of
the walls, and intimated to his employers that

he would, in consequence, work no longer,

and that the man took away his implements a

few minutes before the event happened.
To convey a correct idea of the cause of the

accident and the precarious position in which
the workmen were placed, we may state, that

the inside of the building is divided into three

compartments, by two rows of pillars of the

pointed style, the space between the two rows
forming the main area of the church, while in

the spaces between the pillars and the outer

walls stood the galleries, north and south re-

spectively, before the late fire. Not only had
the wooden work been completely consumed by
the conflagration, but the masonry was also

much calcined and corroded by the flames,

while the pillars in particular were so de-

stroyed by the same devastating element,

that they were completely pulverised, the

sione and lime being dried up and quite friable.

It was on one of the pillars of the northern

row that the men were employed. The masons

who were occupied in tombing or squaring

down the wreck of the former pillar so as to

give it a fair exterior by the aid of outward

liming and other patch-work, were thus gra-

dually depriving it of the little strength it re-

tained, till the power of support having been

destroyed, the frail fabric instantaneously gave

way, carrying with it the adjoining pillar, the

mason work of three arches, and a great mass

of superincumbent material, and involving the

unfortunate men in the ruins.

'l he Edinburgh Advertiser says, that much

blame is attributable to the town council in this

affair; and the public voice very generally con-

demns their injudicious and, as it has now
turned out, fatal parsimony in adopting apian

on so limited a scale as not to admit of the

secure and efficient restoration of the churches.

Testimonial to Mr. Britton. — The
dinner is fixed to take place, at the “ Castle,”

Richmond, on Monday, July 7th, the Right
Hon. Thomas Wyse, M.P., in the chair, and
we shall hope to see a numerous gathering of
those who are interested in the architectural

antiquities of the country.
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PENDANT GAS LAMP.

NEW DOORS AND DETAILS FROM
YORK MINISTER.*

Our engraving represents the new centre

door in the west front of the minster, as re-

cently executed from the design of Mr. S.

iSmirke. The details given last week with our

view of the north (and south) door, as well as

those now added, belong equally to all the

doors and are drawn half the real size.

The dotted lines on section A—B (last

week), shew the hood moulding and capitals.

PENDANT GAS LAMP.

Wb have received the following account

from Mr. Jones, the inventor, aod insert it as

bearing on the subject of ventilation :

—

This mode of burning gas, to which the

inventor directs attention, is the subject of a

eregistration, and presents a system of discharg-

ing the deleterious gases in many respects

superior to ventilated gas lights, which have

^preceded it. It is peculiarly adapted for con-

suming gas highly carbonized by Mr. Lowe’s

patent process of naphthalizing, owing to its

'(being raised to a high temperature previously

cto combustion at the burner. It is intended to

iaise, in conjunction with this light, the earthen-

rware pipe and conical glasses patented by Mr.
jGrant, for the purpose of causing a more
rapid discharge of the vitiated air, and also to

diminish the quantity of radiated heat atten-

’ Sec p. 291. ante.

dant upon the use of metallic pipes. It will be

observed from the accompanying diagrams,
that not only are the products of combustion
completely discharged, but the apartment in

which the light is fixed is thoroughly venti-

lated and kept at any degree of temperature at

pleasure. Back draught is avoided by the

construction of the external wind-guards, thus

ensuring an atmosphere at once healthy and
under perfect control. It may be as well to

state that this mode of lighting is equally

applicable to a public building, or a private

apartment, any quantity of light being obtain-

able from one focal point.

Fig. 1 is a front elevation, and fig. 2 a side

elevation of this lamp and its appendages. A
is a compound burner consisting of three

burners on the Argand principle, arranged in

one plane, so as to produce one strong column
of light, as shewn in the separate plan of this

part of the apparatus given in fig. 3. B B are

two tubes, which conduct the gas from the

supply-pipe downwards to the jets of the

burner.

C 1 C 2 C3 are three bulb-shaped glass chim-

neys, rising one above the other, and resting,

just below their greatest diameters, on rings

D l D e D 3
,
which is connected to the supply-

pipe, E E, which are pendent from the roof,

and common to all three. A plan of the lowest

ring, D», is given in fig. 8. The top of each

of the two lower chimneys, C 1 C2
,
rises a little

way within the chimney immediately above

it ;* the height to which each is so raised being

adjustable at pleasure by means of the thumb-

screws a a. Within each of the rings, Ds and

D 3
,
there is an inner ring, F* (fig. 4), which

encircles and serves to keep steady the tops of

the chimneys C 1 and C 2
. The top of the

chimney C 3 is also encircled and steadied by

a similar ring, F 2
,
which is attached by radial

arms to the funnel Cl.

H is a ventilating head, or cap, which is

inserted between the ceiling of the room in

which the lamp is hung and the floor of the

apartment above. It has openings on the

under side which correspond with similar

openings in the fly-plate K. The ornamental

face-plate is represented in fig. 5. lv is the

flv-plate, bv turning which round, by means

of the knob b, the different apertures are

opened or closed, and either wholly or par-

tially, at pleasure. L is a pipe, which is

carried from the head H in a lateral direction,

through the wall M, to the external atmo-

sphere.
. .

The metal funnel G opens into a pipe N,

which, passing up the centre of the head II,

turns off at a right angle, and terminates in the

wind-guard (fig. 2 a) on the outside of the

building.

While the more immediate products of com-

bustion pass away through the chimneys C,

Funnel G, and pipe N, the heated and vitiated

air of the apartment escapes through the open-

ings in the ventilating head II, along the pipe

L, to the wind-guard S.

P is a small conical draught-pipe, which is
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carried from the outside of the building,

through the ventilating head H, into the fun-

nel-pipe N, terminating just beyond the right

angular bend of the latter. 1 he cold air

rus liing through this pipe serves to impart a

great increase of velocity to the column of

heated air and vapours escaping through the

tube.

R is an opening for the escape into the

atmosphere of any heated air which may accu-

mulate between the ceiling and door.

T is a ring by which both the outer and

inner pipes are joined; an edge view of it is

given in fig. 9.

S (fig. 2 a) is an external cover or wind-

guard, affixed to the mouth of the pipe L, by

which any back draught is prevented. A sec-

tion of this wind-guard on the line d d, is given

separately in fig. 5, and a section of it on the

line ee, in fig.

EXAMINATION IN CONSTRUCTION AT
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

On the 24th instant, the students in archi-

tecture under Professor Donaldson were ex-

amined and received prizes. The examination

took two shapes; first, in architecture as a fine

art; secondly, as a science. As the questions

put are very suggestive, and may serve to in-

duce a self-examination on the part of some of

our younger readers, which cannot fail to

prove useful, we insert those which relate to

the latter part of the subject, and shall next
week give the course of examination in archi-

tecture as a fine art.

To those who had attended the first year
only :

—

Varieties and Qualities op Timber.

1. From which quarter of the globe do we
chiefly derive our timber for construction ?

2. Name the principal countries and ports in

each respectively. 3. Sketch a section of the

trunk of a tree, and affix the names to the

several parts. 4. Slate the purposes and quali-

ties of the several parts of the section. 5.

How is the wood formed, and what general
evidence does it afford of its age? 6 . Which
timber tree principally shews the medullary
rays? In what direction do they radiate?

7- State the principal species and peculiarities

of the oak, and the purposes to which it is ap-

plied. 8 . What is the nature of the decay by
dry rot in timber? 9. What portion is most
probably the seat of the disease ? 10. What
is the substance that produces the rot, and how
does it act ? 11. What external causes pro-
mote dry rot ? 12. What precautions mav
retard decay ? 13. What application may
effectually prevent decay? 14. Describe the
three most recent processes proposed as ap-
plications for that purpose.

Application of Timber to Construction.
15. To the action of what forces is timber

subject in construction ? 16. Is the resistance
of timber to these definite or indefinite? I 7 .

Which are the proper measures of resistance
for practical purposes? 18. Which are the
principal modes of placing a piece of timber to

carry or support a weight? 19. What pro-
portion does a weight, placed in the centre of
a piece of timber supported at both ends, bear
to the same weight if distributed over the whole
length ? 20. To what force are the upper
fibres of a loaded beam subject, and to what
the lower? 21. What is the object in de-
signing the frame of a roof? 22. What is

the effect of superabundant material ? 23.
Sketch a king and a queen truss complete
with the gutters and slating, and put the
names to all the parts, and mark the straps

and bolts. 24. What are the respective uses
of the different parts ? Draw the articula-

tions of the junctions of the timbers. 25.
What is a principal? 26. IIow far should
principals be apart? 27. Sketch a Gothic
collar roof, and put the names to the several
timbers. 28. How many classes of floors are
there? Sketch and describe them respectively.
29. How do you find the greatest point of
pressure upon the centring for an arch or
vaulting? 30. How do you determine the
position of the straining-piece? 31. At what
angle do voussoirs of an arch begin to slide or
slip? 32. Sketch the centrings for a semi- 1

circular arch, schpme and elliptic arches. 33 .

Describe the scaffolding used for placing the
statue of Napoleon on the Colonne VendOme

at Paris. 34. As also that for erecting the

Luxor Obelisque in the same city.

Limes, Mortars, Cements.

35. What is the basis of all mortars? 36.

In what division of stones does it prevail ?

Give the names of the classes of that division

of stone. 37. In what proportion does it

exist in those stones where most abundant?

38. What chemical test proves the presence of

lime in a stone? 39. How is a stone con-

verted into lime? 40. What does the pro-

cess throw off? 41. What are the phenomena,
and what the effect of the addition of water to

quick lime? 42. Give the chemical analysis

of hydrate of lime. 43. State the different

modes of slaking lime. 44. How much weight

does a stone lose by calcination ? 45. Will

lime alone produce a mortar that will set?

State the reason. 46. State the names and
number of classes of substances which com-
bine with lime to produce mortar. 47. De-
scribe Traas and Pozzolana; whence pro-

cured
;
how prepared and applied

;
and for

what purpose used. 48. Under what general

head may be classed the varieties of cement
stone similar to that of Sheppey ? 49.- What
is the distinctive difference of that class of

stone ? 50. By whom discovered, and when ?

Describe the varieties, and where found. 51.

Describe the properties of this cement, and
the purposes to which it is applicable. 52. Is

the strength increased or diminished by addi-

tion of sand? wherefore? 53. What are the

colours of the Sheppey and Harwich cements?
54. State the component parts and proportions

of the cement stone. 55. How may the ce-

ment be tested? 56. In what time will it set?

57. Who made experimental brick beams with

cement? 58. Was any bond used in these

beams ? 59. Describe the materials and pro-

cess by which artificial cement is made. 60.

Name the leading writers on the subject of

mortars, and the dates when they flourished.

Second Year.

1. Of what does the crust of the globe con-

sist? Give a section. 2. Slate the two lead-

ing formations into which geologists divide the

crust. 3. Describe the constituent parts re-

spectively of granite, statuary marble, sand-

stone, limestone, Portland, Bath. 4. State

the parts whence they are derived, and the

formations to which they belong. 5. Describe

the chemical and mechanical causes which
contribute to decay in each of these stones,

and the parts most liable to decay and disin-

tegrate. 6 . Which are the best tests for

limestones and sandstones ? J. What are the

characteristics of good and bad Portland?

8 . Which are stratified, and which are un-

stratified ? 9. Should there be any relation

between the position of a stone in the quarry
and in the work? if so, why? and are all

stones subject to the same law? 10. Will

every stone once placed in construction be

strong enough for all practical purposes, if so,

what proof is there of that fact? 11. Which
stones are generally the strongest and hardest?

Masonry.
12. If isolated supports have a great weight

to hear, what must be the nature of the mate-
rial ? 13. Which are the most ancient
edifices? those which are lightest, or those of
heaviest construction? 14. What proportion
does the crushing weight generally bear to the
splitting weight? 15. Describe the various
modes of construction used by llie Greeks and
Romans, as enumerated by Vitruvius. 16.
What are the general precautions to be used
in solid construction? I 7 . What is ashlar
and what the precautions to be taken when it

is used? 18. Describe the causes of settle-
ment in the French Pantheon, Paris. 19.
Should any precautions be taken as to quoin
stones ? 20. What is the greatest inclination
at which a mass may be without falling ? 21 .

In what direction do all bodies tendon fall ?

22. How are bodies best upheld? 23. On
what practical circumstances does the solidity

of masonry mainly depend? 24. State the
best proportions for cubical blocks of stone.
25. Give the particulars of some large stones
used in ancient construction. 26. Sketch the
forms and describe the use of cramps, plugs,
and dowels. 27. Which are the best metals
for such purposes ? State the reasons. 28.
Sketch and describe the instrument inserted

into a block of stone for the purpose of raising

it. 29. Describe the precautions used as t

vertical joints and joggled joints. 30. Inti

how many classes may be divided the stabilitl

of edifices? 31. Is the greatest thrust in thos

covered by a vault, or by a trussed timber roo>

and why? 32. Give a section of the treasur.

of Atreus, shewing the direction of the joint

of the stone. 33. Give a plan and section c

the cupola of S tt Maria dei Fiori at Florenci

and state by whom and when built. 34. Whd
is the principal substance of which bricks ar
made, and what are the properties which ren

der it fitted for the purpose ? 35. State th:

earliest applications of brick for constructiv

purposes. 36. Whichnations used thesun-driei

and which the burned bricks? 37- Enumerat:
the different sorts of bricks used in London
and describe the purpqses to which they ar

applied. 38. Describe the various sorts 0

bonds used in brickwork. 39. Give example
of hollow walls 9, 14, and 18 inches thick
40. Describe the different sorts of lead use*

on roofs, the purposes for which each is fitted

and the proper weights under different circumi

stances. 41. Specify the best mode of coni

structing the gutters
;
and give sections thereoi

with dimensions of the fall and drips. 42. Del

scribe the various qualities of iron. 43. Frori

what is iron extracted, and generally in whai
proportion? 44. What is Tredgold’s remail
as to permanent alteration of form ? 45. Ii

resistance to flexure or to permanent alteration

of form the safer criterion in construction!

and under what circumstances ? 46. What ii

the best section for an iron beam or girder r

47* Which is the best form for economy o:
(

material, which the best for stiffness? ’48
1

Give the names and sizes of the slates gene-:

rally used for roofing in London. 49. De-
scribe the process of zincing galvanized iron,

the object to be obtained thereby, and the ap-

plication to constructive purposes. 50. Specify

the component elements of bronze, and name
the most celebrated bronze monuments of

modern times.

COST OF SEWERS IN THE HOLBORN
AND FINSBURY DISTRICT.

The following tenders for sewers lately

contracted for by the Commissioners of Hoi-
born and Finsbury, and the Tower Hamlets,
afford some useful data.

For sewer in Warner-place : 4 feet by 2 feet

G inches
; 2967 feet in length :—

Hill .£2,345
Ward
Munday 2,244
Blackburn 2,220
Stewart 2,210
Crook 2,197
Curtis 2,194

Wellington-street to Silver-street: 4 feet by 2 feet

6 inches
;
length 1915 feet.

Ward
Curtis 1,447
Stewart 1,420
Munday 1,410
Blackburn 1,400
Crook
Hill 1,390

Wentworth-street : 4 feet by 2 feet 6 inches ;

length, G60 feet:

—

Blackburn
Hill 615
Curtis

Stewart

Crook 539
Livermore 538

Rhodeswell : 4 feet 6 inches, by 3 feet
;
length.

200 feet :
—

Livermore £'167 0

Dicks 162 10

Crook 152 0

King’s-road, St. Pancras : length, 250 feet.

Eldred £249
Ward and Son . . .

.

241
Cooper

Th e New Houses of Parliament.—
Messrs. Folev, Marshall, and Bell have been
selected by the Commissioners of the Fine
Arts to execute the statues of Hampden,
Falkland, and Clarendon, for the New Houses
of Parliament.



ARCHITECTURAL PROGRESS AT HOME
AND ABROAD.

The annual report of the council, about to
be distributed to the members of the Royal
Institute of Architects, contains the following
interesting resume of architectural proceedings
during the past year :

—

On the Continent, our honorary and cor-
responding members have afforded striking
evidences of their abilities by the completion
of some fine works. The church of S. Vincent
de Paul, at Paris, by M. Hittorff, has just been
opened for divine worship.* He has, with
much ingenuity, adopted various means of pro-
ducing effects, by the introduction of coloured
decorations in enamelled plates, and this ex-
ample is rendered the more valuable by the
publication by that gentleman, in a pamphlet,
of the principles which have guided him in
this conception. Our friend, Herr Zanth, of
Stutgard (the colleague of M. Hittorff in the
valuable work on the Monuments of Sicily),
has just completed an edifice in the Moresque
style for the King of Wiirtemburg, which has
been noticed in the foreign journals as highly
successful.

•

1 he French have also completed some re-
markable works of architecture, which the
energy, taste, and liberality of their ancestors
had begun. The Hotel de Ville, at Paris, a
ivork of the lGth century, has for many years
been in a course of enlargement and comple
tion. The exterior is now entire, and the in-
:erior is in progress with all the richness of
jmbellislunent of which the “ Re-naissance ”
iffords such splendid examples, and to the pro-

viso 011 of which the genius of its architect,
VI. Serrure, is fully equal. This edifice is now
he worthy municipal palace of the French
capital

, little, if at all, inferior in grandeur of
irrangement and decoration to that of the
lovereign. The Prefect of the Department of
he beme, in carrying out this fine conception,
las felt and acted as the chief of not merely a
ocality, but of a powerful, an enlightened, and
in art-loving community. Our own metropolis
las, also within the last twelve months, been
mproved by various public works, of which
ome are completed, and some still in progress,
fhe new Royal Exchange, with its accesso-
les, forms an imposing feature of the city ; the
ompletion of Irafalgar-square, with its ter-
aces, flight of steps, fountains, basins, and
numphal column, shews that a feeling has
risen in the public mind for rich and effective
ombi nations of objects of a monumental cha-
acter. 1 hethoroughfarenearLeicester-square,
bose from Oxford-street to Holborn, and from
-ong-acre, northward, and that near White-
hapel, with the lines of lofty houses in pro-
ress, already add considerably to the appear-
nce of the Metropolis, and cannot but con-
•lbute essentially to its greater comfort and
ealthmess. The street architecture of Paris
1 °“ a ®cale of more grandeur than ours, and
le facility of employing a cheap stone affords
ie .trench architect greater scope for his
mcy and the opportunity of giving the houses
more imposing character than brick is capa-
e of producing. It cannot, however, be de-
led that, notwithstanding the disadvantages
aposed upon it, not only by the inferiority of
ir materials, but likewise by our domestic
ibits, the street architecture of London has

i late years assumed a new and more impor-
Int character. 1

Within a few days the Conservative Club-
louse, the production of two of our fellows,
is been opened. It is another evidence of
e increasing importance of architecture, and
.ins additional interest as a work of art, by
e bold application of polychromatic emliel-
inment judiciously and fearlessly introduced
roughout its principal apartments, important
(tending to improve the taste of many, who
iy, in their own residences, carry out the art
(embellishment to its full development,
i he progress made in the arrangements for
'proving, at least partially, the banks of the
ler ihames, may lead us to hope tLat the
astruetton of a line of public quays in the
art ot the metropolis, will, at no distant
nod, secure to us the advantages in the
uamental, which this ample stream already
sesses in a commercial point of view, to a
eater degree than that of any other capital
ime world.
i’he important Act for regulating the huild-

THE BUILDER.
ings of the metropolis and i ts environs, passed
during the last session of Parliament, came
into operation at the beginning of the present
year. The object of its framers has evidently
been to guard against unsound construction, to
prevent as much as possible danger from fire,
and to insure a greater degree of healthiness
in a class of dwellings hitherto too much neg-
lected. It is to be hoped that similar benefits,
modified to suit local exigencies, may be ex-
tended to other parts of the country, where too
often the humbler classes become the victims
of ill-drained and ill-ventilated habitations
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* See Bvildkb, p, 3,

A great movement has lately been made, in
regard to providing for the health and amuse-
ment of the humbler classes, whose physical
and intellectual condition is now occupying a
large share of sympathy and attention. In
many of the principal manufacturing and com-
mercial towns and cities, liberal subscriptions
have been raised for the purchase of plots of
ground, and for the formation of public gar-
dens. A society has likewise been formed in
London for the erection of public baths and
lavatories. We can hardly expect to vie with
the ancient Romans in the construction of their
thermae

;
but it is to be hoped that in the erec-

tion of the baths of the British metropolis,
their frequenters will not be regarded as in-
sensible to the beauties of architecture, and
that the art will be employed in aid of utility.
W by should not the million have the privilege,
in their places of public resort, of refining
their taste, and exciting their imagination ?
why should they be bound down to cold senti-
ments of mere utility? May they not also
unite the agreeable with the useful, and feel
that they have minds to be improved, tastes to
be cultivated, and sensations to be excited by
the contemplation of beauty and harmony, as
carried out in the productions of the artist.
Let us hope, then, that our public baths may
be monuments of art, and an evidence of the
taste and intelligence of the present day.

1 lie propositions wjiich have been urged for
some time, on the propriety of establishing
local museums of art throughout the empire,
was made the subject of a paper read at a
recent ordinary meeting of the Institute, by
Mr.W llson, director of the Government School
of Design. Nothing could contribute more
essentially than local museums to local im-
provement, as exciting attention, habituating
the eye to fine form and correct detail, and
promoting a comparison between objects good
and bud. Thus, the mind, brought to think
and to discuss comparative merits, and to in-
vestigate the sources of true intellectual enjoy-
ment, must rise to a higher and healthier tone,
and be satisfied only with the purer objects of
refined taste.

In connection with this subject, it may be
observed, that we possess, scattered throughout
the country, numerous monuments and monu-
mental effigies of the dynasties which have
jeigned in England, of the importance and
beauty of which we may form some estimate
from those in Westminster Abbey. It is to be
regretted that they are allowed to fall into
ruin, without any attempt on the part of our
ruleis to establish some general system for
their preservation and maintenance. Never
at any period have these styles of art been
bettei understood, nor have our artisans ever
been so able to restore these monuments faith-
fully to their ancient splendour.

It is to be remarked, that the Minister of
the Interior, in France, has just applied to the
Chambers for a grant of about 85,000/., to be
applied in the restoration of several historical
monuments of that country.

Historical Painting— Premium One
Ihousand Pounds—A notice with this head-
ing has been put forth during the present week,
and to it are affixed the names of Thomas
Bell, Don Alkali Works, South Shields, and
Charles Hill Roe, Hermitage, Aston-road,
Birmingham. The competition is for an oil
painting of the Baptism of Christ, to be not
less than It, feet by 10, nor larger than 15 feet
by i -., and two years are allowed for the send-
ing m of the paintings. We know nothing re-
specting the parties whose names are affixed
to the notice, nor of the ultimate purpose for
which it is issued, it will therefore be at least
discreet on the part of artists to obtain further
and more satisfactory information before they
risk their time and substance,

NEW BUILDINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS
IN EDINBURGH.

Since the building of the new town of Edin-
burgh, there has never been a time so rife in
new buildings as within the last few years.
The Edinburgh Evening Post gives the follow-
ing particulars :

—

The city, highly picturesque and beautiful
before, has received several fine improvements
in its appearance. Sir Walter Scott’s monu-
ment, newly finished, is a grand object, and its

great elevation overcomes the disadvantage
arising from the somewhat low site on which
it is erected. The spire of the Assembly Hall,
a charming piece of architecture, is now one of
the principal landmarks of the city. The only
pity is, that the building is in a neighboui hood
which does not at all harmonize with it in
any jthjng, if we except some new edifices in
the Elizabethan style, on which the old gloomy
houses of other centuries seem to frown dis-
pleasure. It is nearly opposite, and down a
close too—and that close the abode of poverty—that Mary of Lorraine, the mother of our
beautiful but unhappy Mary had her palace and
oratory. On the (Jalton Hill there is being
erected a debtors’ prison : the building is to
the east of the gaol and bridewell, and will he
included within the sweep of the same wall.
Talking of this wall, we ought to observe that
it is built exactly in the style of the battlements
of an ancient fortress, and with its abutting
watch-towers, harmonises well with the rocky
elevation from which, on the south side, it rises.
On witnessing the good taste indicated here,
one cannot help contrasting it with the gross
blockheadism which was unaccountably allowed
to perpetrate the new barracks erected in Edin-
burgh Castle. They remind us of a manufac-
tory or union workhouse, and one could almost
wish they would tumble down when the inmates
were engaged elsewhere. Additions are being
made at the end to the north of the advocates’
library. It strikes us that this building has
been too much doctored—that it is spoiled and
deteriorated by the patchwork addenda which
are inflicted upon it. A new edifice would have
been the preferable, perhaps the cheapest ex-
pedient of the learned faculty. The new
Physicians’ Hall, a fine building on the north
of the New Town, is nearly finished. The
front will be highly ornamented, and will
form a choice acquisition to Queen-street,
rather wanting in striking buildings. The
Commercial Bank, erected on the site of the
former Physicians’ Hall, in George-street, is

advancing. It will add another attraction to
a street already one of the finest in Europe.
It appears to be designed in the Italian palace
style. Near it some striking improvements
have been made in the buildings intended for
jiublic companies and banks. Nothing can be
finer than the light, graceful, and ornamental
fronts which we meet in this locality.

Donaldson’s Hospital, to the west of the
city, is progressing rapidly. It is a truly
grand and noble structure, and nothing could
lave been more judiciously chosen than the
fine elevation which forms its site. We un-
derstand that no less a sum than 100,000/. is to
be expended in getting up the building, and
adapting its internal economy to the fiurpose
for which it is extended. A new Heriot’s
school, situated at the west end of Rose-street,
is nearly finished. The “ Political Martyrs’ ”

monument in the Calton burying-ground is so
far advanced, that it can be seen from the
North Bridge. Additional erections—stations
of railways, and other buildings are soon to be
set agoing. And we believe that in addition to

the commodious and elegant villas, and other
buildings existing at Newington, a large
number of houses are to be erected by one of
our banks, which lias recently obtained the
greater part of the ground. A better site for

building cannot be imagined, with its delight-

ful southern exposure and salubrious air. It

is a peculiar feature of the present era of im-
provement, that houses in streets occupied by
the highest order of gentry who keep man-
sions in Edinburgh have been converted into

shops and business establishments. This is

particularly observable in George-street. The
stream of rank has a tendency to flow north-
ward in the direction of the back part of the
New Town. The shops in several parts of
Edinburgh have, in many cases been improved
to a high degree of elegance, and, in some
cases, decorated with very fine ornaments.
One great evil hag been removed from the

, J
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city, in the covering up of that huge, unsightly

stream of dirty water which passed to the sea

through the Queen’s Park. A sad infliction

it was. The laying out of the splendid carriage

road, and the excellent arrangement ot the

grounds, will form permanent attractions to

this delightful promenade. A wall around a

part of the royal domains is still wanting, and

should be set about: miserable hedges of

whinstone are out of keeping in such a place.

It is the felicity of Edinburgh, that close at

hand to its busy streets and closely-wedged

buildings are solitudes such as Zimmerman

might have envied. From the park under

notice a very short walk conducts to scenes as

still and picturesque as are to be found in the

secluded spots of the Grampians, while, at

some point suddenly attained, there bursts

forth the full majestic spectacle of a great and

sublime city, and the hum of voices falls upon

the ear like soft and distant music.

DEATH FROM THE USE OF LEADEN
PIPES.

THE ROUND TOWERS OF IRELAND.

THE IRON TRADE.

The evils resulting; from the late incon-

siderate rise in the price of iron are daily de-

veloping: themselves
;

they are great and

numerous. The unsettled state of the trade in

South Staffordshire is attended with the most

inconvenient, if not ruinous, consequences.

The manufacturers, especially the makers ot

heavy goods, are suffering under the depres-

sion caused by the recent extraordinary

advance on the raw material, although there is

an abundance of orders from Canada, and the

United States, in Wolverhampton, Bir-

mingham, and Walsall, the completion of

which cannot be longer delayed.

The home market suffers in the same de-

gree from the same cause. Travellers for

factors now on their journeys in all parts of the

kingdom are in many instances unable to take,

and their employers at home unable to exe-

cute, orders for manufactured iron goods, on

account of the uncertaintv, in the price of iron.

But bad as this state of things is, the mischief

does not end here. At the time of the advance,

the iron-masters considerately raised the wages

of the workmen, and now, as a matter of

course, some of them are proceeding with the

reduced price of the article to attempt a cor-

responding reduction of the price of labour.

A partial turn-out in the districts of Bilston

and Wednesbury has been the consequence,

and one riot of rather a serious character has

already occurred.

From Newport we learn that sales of bar-

iron have been effected as low as 7 5s. per

ton.

An inquest has been lately held at Mai-

vein Wells, on the body of an agricultural

labourer named Richard Wilkins, who came

bv his death it appears from having drunk

a’ quantity of cider which had been con-

veyed in leaden pipes from the cider-house to

the place where it was drawn for use. It ap-

peared that the deceased, with several others

of Mr. Benbow’s farm servants, had, after par-

taking of this cider, been seized with illness

resembling the painters’ colic, which it is

known arises from the constant use ot lead in

their business. Mr. West, surgeon, of Mai-

vern, at first attended him, but Mr. Hamilton,

of Malvern-wells, attended the deceased at the

time of his death, which happened on Saturday

last. Mr. West explained that the deceased

died of apoplexy, brought on, he believed, by

drinking the impregnated cider. Mr. Benhow,

the deceased’s employer, explained to the

coroner the circumstances under which the

pipes had been laid down. lie had employed

Mr. M'Cann to lay down pipes of the proper

white metal, tin, or composition
;
but lie (Mr.

M'Cann) had substituted lead, saying it was

superior for the purpose. On the discovery

of the mischievous effects produced, the use ot

the pipes had been discontinued. The jury

acquitted all parties of blame except Mr.

M‘Cann, and returned a verdict “ that the dc-
iU'C-ann, anu lauiuiun .v.. -

ceased died of apoplexy, induced by congestion

of the brain.” The coroner intimated that,

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS.
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after an investigation like this, every farmer

and publican using such pipes would be sub-

ject to a verdict of manslaughter or murder in

the event of a similar catastrophe.

The fact is well known that leaden pipes and

cisterns become dangerouswhen the water which

fills them is soft and pure. The lead, however,

which the water takes up may he removed by

filtering the water through paper, a circum-

stance which has been explained hv supposing

that the oxide of lead ifPnot really dissolved in

the water, but merely suspended in it. At a

recent meeting of thc'chemical society, Lieut.

-

Col. Philip Yorke stated that the oxide of lead

is taken up by the substance of the paper and

combines with it, from an affinity such as sub-

sists between the same metallic oxide and

cotton fibre; the last taking the oxide from

solution in lime-water, and lead being often

fixed as a mordant on cloth for dyeing in this

way, according to the statement of Mr. Crum.

He stated also, that the power of the filter may

he exhausted, and that therefore it would lie

unsafe to trust to the action of a filter to sepa-

rate oxide of lead from water for an unlimited

time.

The recent thunder storms, both at home

and on the continent, have elicited some in-

teresting phenomena connected with electric

telegraphs. One of the needles on the dial at

the Southampton terminus became unfitted for

use by its polarity being destroyed, and the at-

tendant who was working the machine at the

time received a smart shock from the handle.

At Rouen, the atmospheric electricity, com-

bining at times with the current conveyed

along the wires, impeded or precipitated the

movements of the needle, giving to the com-

position the effect of dropped letters and oc-

casionally destroying the sense of the intended

phrase. M. Masteucci of Pisa, who is well

known for his experiments in galvanism and

electricity, has announced his belief that the

electric telegraph can be made use of between

Dover and Calais, the wires being sunk deep

into the sea. He has arrived at this conclu-

sion, from having succeeded in passing the

fluid along wires immersed in the waters of

the Arno.
A similar idea, only on a grander scale, of

course, has been started in America. 1 he

New York Tribune proposes to run a copper

wire, well covered and as large as a pipe stem,

from Nova Scotia to the coast of Ireland.

The writer says, “ Us gravity would sink it to

the depth where water was so dense as to be

of equal gravity, and consequently beyond the

reach of any kind of collision.” While on this

subject we may mention an experiment that

was tried last week at Brussels, in the pre-

sence of the Minister of Public Works, by

which the dispatch was written with a pen by

the'mere action of the fluid
;

it is stated to

have been entirelv successful.

THE BURIAL GROUND NUISANCE.

The manner in which the action brought

against the parties concerned in the Spafields

burial ground has terminated has astonished

all persons who are interested in the matter.

Immense trouble had been taken by indi-

viduals, and much expense incurred, especially

by Mr. G. A. Walker, and by Mr. Watt who

lives near the ground
;

the former was in

court prepared with evidence which would

have frightened the country into some change

in the system, hut the whole was frustrated by

the course pursued by the counsel for the

crown, a course which we find it very difficult

to account for. It is to he hoped that Mr.

Walker, to whom the chief merit of laying

hare the enormities ot the system belongs, will

not be discouraged in his praiseworthy efforts

to abate one of the most serious evils existing

in the metropolis.

SONNET ON LINCOLN MINSTER.

I’ve seen the Lyncolne Mynster and the hill

Which for long centuries it hath ycrowned,

And in beholding, such delight have found

As our forefathers’ pious minds did fill

At the evolving from th’ inspired will,

A work yet onward endlessly renowned.

yEthereal Fancy ! thou art here unbound

Roving from human deeds of subtle skill,

(Pillar and lancet-arch, and tracery rare,

Proportion, whose perfection bears a spell !

The Votive Chapel, proofs of holy care,

With roof by worthy Willson carved well)

Unto the destination of my prayer,

Where our "reat God, beneficent, doth dwell.

J. Er.i

gm,—Now that the subject of the origin

and uses of the ancient round towers of

Ireland is again before the public, I shall

deem it a favour (as an old correspondenl) to

he allowed tp offer a few observations upon it

through the columns of The Builder.

I may premise that some of our most learned

antiquaries have promulgated opinions in

regard to those towers quite inconsistent with

an actual inspection of these interesting memo-

rials, connected as they arc with the adjoining

ecclesiastical ruins,—for the ruined church and

the old tower are invariably found near each

other. Now the periods assigned to the erec-

tion of the old churches seem scarce a matter of

dispute
;
in fact, their dates of construction are

given with as much precision as of yesterday,

whilst no notice appears to be taken of their

“ next door neighbour,” the old tower.

On this omission on the part of early

writers I shall hazard an opinion : it is simply

this, that the date of the tower and that of the

adjoining little church are one and the same,

for reasons which I shall give before con-

cluding. Should this assumption appear

probable, for direct proof is out of the ques-

tion, it follows that much of the obscurity

connected with the earlier notice of our old

ecclesiastical edifices may he cleared away, by

considering the lower as a part or in direct

connection with the church. iewing the

brief and simple notice of the old chroniclers,

we find it seldom went beyond naming the

founder of the church, the period of erection,

and the name of the locality where erected,

and passed over all architectural details as

apparently unimportant, lo the scanty mate-

rials thus supplied by early historians in re-

spect to the towers, modern commentators

have not hesitated to supply details ;
as many

of the fanciful theories advanced by our anti-

quaries rest on the analogy between certain

Phoenician and Egyptian antiquities and the

round-towers; while others still more

numerous draw all their resources from some

antiquated glossary of the Irish language

having reference to the derivation ot names

said to belong to the old towers.

Many of these learned inquiries were car-

ried on in the study ov library of the antiquary,

and the result when before the public was

attacked and instantly demolished by some

contemporary, by precisely the same mode ol

reasoning as that adopted by Ins opponent,

neither parties bestowing a single thought on

the stone and mortar of the round- towers, be-

yond the undeniable fact of their being well built,

a truth known to everybody. ..The old tower ol

Aghadoe, near Killarney, though apparently

wanting in character from being what is deno-

minated a “Slump,” orruinedlower, is neverthe-

less not without interest, arising from a com-

parison of the quality of stone with which the

outer casing of the tower is constructed (pale

yellow sandstone), and the stone employed lr

the door and window-jambs of the ruined

cathedral or church close by, the stones re-

ferred to in both buildings being precisely of i

similar class of rock: and here 1 may ohserv.

that no vellow sandstone rock is nearer Aghadoi

than 30 miles. Having had ample opporfum tic

of comparing the stones in both ruins during I

stay of seven months at Killarney, I found tin

angles orornamented pavtsin the churchsheu ei

more signs of decay than the stones ot thi

round-tower; but this is easily accounted foi

from the circular form of the tower; th

ashlars having no exposed ends or joints, an

less liable to be acted on by changes ot th

atmosphere than the stone used in the churct

To understand the matter fully, it is neces

sary to offer a suggestion not heretofore made

Whoever proposed to build a castle, abbey

church, &c., without first consulting thei

architect? That our ancestors had wisdoi

and sagacity enough to follow a simila

course there cannot be a reasonable doub

The object of such consultation won!

naturally be to look to the locality, the siti

water,and, in the then early days, the proennn

of efficient workmen and materials. 1 hes

preliminary steps settled, the architect, who l

all probability was an ecclesiastic, would, as

matter of necessity, say how am I to protei

my work-people, collected here with grci

difficult, from the assaults of the maraudm

Dane, and the not less dangeious attacks <

the turbulent natives? The project of R
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•ound-towcr was a noble idea, it affording;

edging for tlie architect and masons
;
here

le could at a glance have a bird’s-eye view oF
lis little church as it progressed towards com-
Action

;
here he kept liis people under his eye

n a circle, propounded his plans, and, “ though
ust not least,” was safe from any nightly

ittaek, from the elevated position of the door-
vay. No doubt it afterwards formed a useful

ippendage to the church as a depositary for

moks and other valuables of the church,
is well as affording a certain landmark
by its lofty proportions) in a country nearly

tovered with wood to the weary pilgrim and
raveller. It is easy to make objections, as by
tsking “ Where did the architect and work-
nen reside, or. how guard themselves from
ittacks from hostile parties, while the tower
vus in progress of building?” To such ob-

ections I will merely say, the zeal shewn by
lie people in every great undertaking, and
hat for a religious purpose being best calcu-

ated to excite the feelings, might have the

fleet of collecting a body of persons not only
ible to assist in the work, but by their

lumbers to overawe any hostile parties daring
o approach. That such laudable zeal at last

nay have gradually died away it is but reason-
ible to conclude, but then one great object was
ittained, the building of the tower.
Hence 1 conclude, the tower and the ad-

oining church are of one and the same age
md period.

Gorey, June 7th, 1845. J. K.

ffioricpyanacnce.

FIR E- PROOF STAIRCASES.

Sin,—The late fatal fires in Dover and
Fencburch- streets fully prove the absolute ne-
cessity of especially constructing staircases

ireproof, by which the inmates could make
i safe retreat from a dreadful death. Al-
huugh l am neither an architect nor builder,

l really cannot see any great difficulty in fol-

owing out this efficacious plan, it only re-

quires any man of note in that profession to

idopt it, and then all houses would quickly be
rendered safe. Why could not the whole
veil* of the staircase, its sides, ceiling, and
flooring, he made of thin iron plates let into

iair.es of the same metal; then again the
stairs, balusters, band-rails could be also con-
structed of that material, and here there would
je great scope for ornamental castings. There
s no doubt that the staircase forms the
:hief Hue to a house when on fire, and as wood
feeds the flame, so does the staircase the fire,

illowing it to make its way into rooms leading
jn to the staircase, therefore I would suggest
that all such doors should be of iron

;
they

need not be heavy, the object being to keep
he fire on one side only, and to prevent its

-pl eading. 1 hope that some of your profes-
sional readers will take up this matter with
spirit, for we must remember that the stair*

'use is always the place first sought for when
:hesc accidents occur, and moreover we ought
iver to hear in mind, that fires may and do
lake place in houses in which every possible
•are is taken to avoid its presence. Gas,
sparks, flues, often being the primary causes
)f destruction of lite and property by fire.

I am, Sir, &c.
June 23rd, 1815. P. A. 'J'. H.

COST OK LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE.

Sir,— 1 should be obliged if any of your
(SOlTesporidents could inform me, through the
medium of your columns, the cost of a three or
our-borse power locomotive engine. It is

proposed to be used for drawing loaded car-

riages down, and empty ones up, a line 1 J mile
n length. I presume a lender would not be
lecessary, as sufficient fuel might be kept in

lepdt at each end of the road. Also, what
[iianiiiy of water (lather a scarce article)

timid be necessary for the supply of the
toiler for that distance,

I am, Six, &c.,
: 21st June, 1845. J. F.

FIRE-PROOF COMPOSITION.
! Sin,—Is there not a patent for some mate-
rial which if used instead of plaster will p re-
lent houses from horning?

I am, Sir, &c., A. B.

PASSAGE OF WATER THROUGH PIPES.

Sir,—

I

wish to know the quantity of water
that would be discharged through a pipe of
one-inch bore per minute, the head of water
being kept level with the top of the pipe, with
the least force possible; and also what would
be the increased discharge per minute, the
head being raised from one to twelve inches.

I am, Sir, &c., F. E. H.

IHisrcllaiira.

Waste of Straw in Thatching. — It

would be impossible, after having entered so
generally into all the various details connected
with homesteads, to omit one most important
consideration respecting them, I allude to the
habit, too often in use, of thatching buildings.

This cannot be too generally reprehended.
The arguments against it are endless; it. en-
tails considerable expense, robs the land,

creates danger from fire, is a harbour for

vermin. Either of these objections is a suf-

ficient reason for stopping this monstrous
practice. If landlords reflect upon this, they
will 6ee that they ensure an injury to their
land by compelling their tenants "to repair
with straw; whereas tiles or slates are pre-
ferable in every way. It is only the first out-
lay which is to be considered

;
by adopting

which, robbery to the land and unceasing ex-

pense to the tenant are prevented. In the
buildings lately pulled down at Peck ham, there
must have been nearly an acre of thatch, and
theyharboured vermin enough to stock a whole
county. There are instances in the Weald of
Kent, where nearly the whole straw of the
tenant is used for his house and buildings, a

fact lamentable in every view of the question.
Ifstraw is to be taken from the land, let it be
sold, and the money laid out in artificial

manure; but it is most desirable that it may
soon cease to be used for such improper pur-
poses.

—

Lord Torrington.

The use ok Iron.—A correspondent of
the Mining Journal in writing on the general
utility of Iron says, “ The immense destruc-

tion of property occasioned by fire, in most of
our large manufacturing towns and cities,

would be rendered less disastrous if warehouses
and other depositories for merchandise, were
constructed of iron, formed in different com-
partments and made secure. IIow lamentable
it is to hear of the almost daily occurrence of
some conflagration by which property to an
immense amount is destroyed in this kingdom,
when all public buildings would be more safe,

as well ns more durable, if constructed of iron,

whilst the architectural beauty need not be
diminished: the pointed spire, however orna-
mental, on all newly- erected or repaired
churches, would be placed there with iron

cheaper than any oilier material. The fame
of our great statesmen and England’s uncon-
querable heroes, might be perpetuated to the
latest posterity in the erection of monuments
constructed with iron, indeed the whole trans-

actions of the British nation, in all her great
mercantile pursuits, might be recorded on iron.

I myself have written upon paper manufactured
from iron

,
and seen a book, with both leaves

and binding of the same material.

The relative Frequency ok Phthisis
in certain Trades and Professions.

—

Among those persons engaged in the different

professions at Geneva, 114 fell victims to con-
sumption out of 1,000. The average varies;
in some professions it is higher than others

;

in the varnish painters it is as high ns 37 in

the 100, in the gardeners as low as 4. Among
polishers, plasterers, sculptors, stone-cutters,

watch-hand-makers, it reaches to 1 1 G in the

1,000; and among the tailors, engravers,
printers, clerks, &c. even to 1 4 1 in the 1,000.
The average falls in carpenters, blacksmiib*,
slaters, and agriculturists, to 89 in the 1,000 ;

in butchers, tanners, and candle-makers, to 73
in the 1,000; in weavers, dyers, bleachers,
and watermen, to 53 in the *1,000; and in

persons of easy circumstances it falls as low
as 50 in 1,000. M. Lombard found that the
age of the stone-cutter averaged 34 years, the

sculptor 36, the miller 42, the painter 44, the

joiner 49, the butcher 53, the lawyer 51, the

surgeon 54, the mason 55, the gardener 60, the

merchant 62, the Protestant clergyman 63,

the magistrate 60.— Hastings on Consump-
iio'n.

Printers’ Almshouses.—A meeting wag
held last Monday evening, in the theatre of the
Mechanics’ Institution, of the friends and sub-
scribers towards the building of almshouses
for decayed printers. The chair was taken by
Luke James Hansard, Esq., who not only ably
advocated the cause of the association, but was
announced as a subscriber of the liberal sum
of 50/. The report, which was read by the
secretary, proved in the most satisfactory
manner that the object which the committee
have so assiduously prosecuted for the last four
years will ere long be fully realised, and
another of those benevolent’ institutions be
erected which reflect so much honor upon the
working-men of the present day. The amount
of subscriptions, &c., received since the last
report was announced to be 3551. 2s. This
added to the sum previously in hand makes a
total of nearly 1,500/.

Singular Discovery of Lead Ore in
America.—As Mr. Booth, who is an ex-
perienced miner, was sinking a shaft, near
Dubuque, through successive layers of hard
sandstone, when about 25 feet from the surface
he suddenly found himself in an immense
cavern, which has since been ascertained to
be 1000 feet in length, from 15 to 40 feet
wide, and the height varying from 12 to 40 feet.

In one place the roof almost reaches the floor,

and divides the whole into two immense gloomy
chambers, where, probably, Nature has been
at work for an unimaginable series of ages.
The strata is formed of stratified silicious
limestone, with crystal isations and stalagmite
hanging from the roof and sides. The prin-

cipal portion of the lead ore contained in this
cavern is found beneath the floor; small shafts
have been sunk at intervals along its whole
length, and the ore is found in detached masses,
some probably weighing 1000 lbs., embedded
in red silica, the total value of the deposit
is said to be incalculable.

—

Mining Journal.

New Churches.—At a meeting held last

week of the Society for promoting the en-
largement,building, and repairing of Churches,
it was determined to erect seven new churches,
namely, in the districts of Poriland town

;
in

the district parish of Christ church, Maryle-
bone; at Waterhead in the parish of Oldham,
Lancashire

;
at Middleton, in the parish of

Roth well, near Leeds
;

at Clydach, in the

parish of Llangyfilacb, near Swansea
;
at Fails-

worth, in the parish of Manchester; at Wick,
in the parish of Wick, and Abson, near Bristol,
and in the district around Peter-street in the
parish of St. John, Westminster. The
churches which arc to be rebuilt, enlarged, or
otherwise altered, are the parish churches of
East Ardsley, near Wakefield

;
Nettlebed,

near Henley-on-Thames
;
Beeford, near Drif-

field
;
Sandford, near Woodstock

;
Stert, near

Devizes; and the Chapel of North End,
Fulham.

Flooring for Pigsties.— At a late meet-
ing of the Agricultural Association, in answer
to an inquiry as to the best mode of laying
down an asphaltic or bituminous flooring in

pigsties, Mr. Paikins informed the Council
that he had found the following composition
very useful for that purpose, namely, lime or
pounded chalk mixed with so much coal-tar

from gas-works as will leave the mixture in a
state not too soft for ramming, adding a suffi-

cient quantity of sand or fine gravel to bind the

whole. Mr. Parkins stated that these mate-

rials not only formed a hard basis for pigsties,

farm-yards, &c.,but made good walks, on which
weeds would not grow, and answered the pur-

poses generally for which asphalte was com-
monly employed.

German Hospital in London. — An
attempt is being made to establish a German
hospital in London, and from the patronage

and support it has already received there ap-

pears to be no doubt of its success. A public

meeting has been held, at which the Duke of

Cambridge presided, supported by several of

the foreign ministers, &c. The sum of 5,000/.

will be required for the establishment of the

institution, and the needful annual expendi-

ture will amount to 1,200/. or 1,500/. Already
upwards of 3,000/. have been subscribed.

Pine Logs —Dr. Bowring last week moved
in the House of Commons that the dutv on
pine logs not exceeding 10 feet long and 11

inches square be reduced to 12s. 6d. a load.

Sir G. Clerk opposed the motion, and it was
withdrawn.
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A New Glass.—Styrole is a volatile oil,

obtained by distilling the balsam styrax or

storax, although only in small quantity, and

has a general analogy to benzoin. In one

property styrole is, perhaps, the most extraor-

dinary of substances; a limpid fluid at oidi-

nary temperatures, it becomes a transpaient

colourless glass when heated up to a certain

point, and remains so when it again becomes

cool— a circumstance which will draw the

attention of optical inquirers to styrole. In

distilling storax to obtain this liquid, 20 parts

of storax are mixed with 7 parts of carbonate

of soda and water put into the retort. In one

experiment, 41 pounds of balsam yielded

12 ounces of styrole; in another, 27 pounds

yielded 3 ounces. The fresher and softer the

storax, the more productive is it of styrole.

—

Mechanics' Magazine.
The Arch known to the Greeks.—Mr.

Page has lately presented to the Institution of

Civil Engineers sketches made by himself of

two arches at Cape Crio (Cnidus, Rhodes).

These arches are semicircular, built of large

stones, regularly radiating from a centre,

without any mortar in the joints, and stand

among Cyclopaean remains, of which they

apparently form a part. He is of opinion that

the Greeks were aware of the properties of

the arch. They evidently appreciated its

form, for it must have been noticed by all

travellers how frequently the flat lintels are

cut out on the under side
;
several specimens

of this exist in the sepulchral remains now in

the British Museum. At Athens he has no-

ticed a very considerable excavation of a

regular arched form through solid marble.

Plank Roads in Canada.—The experi-

ment of planking public roads has been
successful in an eminent degree in Canada.
One between London and Port Stanley, 30
miles long, is already finished, and another

now constructing between Port Dover and
Hamilton, 50 miles long, and a third between
London and Hamilton, 80 miles in extent, are

now under contract. They are laid for double

and single tracks, the expense of the former

being 4,000 dollars, and the latter at 3,000
dollars per mile. The roads already con-

structed are expected to last ten years.

Ventilation of Commons’ Committee
Rooms.—It is surprising that members can be

found to subject themselves to the evils result-

ing from the want of ventilation in the present

committee rooms. As one honourable mem-
ber observed to us lately, if a workhouse
could he found as ill ventilated as these rooms
are, the journals would blazon it all over

England, and force an improvement.

The Royal Residence at Cowes.—The
first stone of the new building about to be

erected at Osborne House was laid on Monday
last by her Majesty aud the Prince of Wales.
Works of Fine Art in Westminster

Hall.—This exhibition will be opened to the

pubtic on Monday next. There is a private

view to-day, Saturday.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,

are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers

however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen

on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.]

For the execution of a New Harbour at

Greenock.
For the construction of Two Divisions of the

Chester and Holyhead Railway, being Nos. 8 and
12. No. 8 contains a length of 7 miles and 54
chains. No. 12 contains a length of 5 miles and
26 chains.

For excavating and levelling Land, building

Sewers, making a new Road, &c., on the Wheatley
Estate, Erith, Kent.

For lowering and making certain Improvements

at the Yeustou Hill, Henstridge, Somerset.

For the Removal of several Wrecks in the

Thames.
For the Erection of a New Church in the parish

of Whitechapel.

For the Erection of Schools and a Teacher’s Resi-

dence in connection with the new church of St.

Jude, Whitechapel.
For the Repairs to the South Aisle, Roof, &c.,

of St. James’s Church, Bury, St. Edmunds.
For the Erection of New Schools at Great

Chesterford, Essex.
For the supply of 2,500 Yards run of flat

Granite Curbing for the Parish of St. John, Hack-
ney.

For some additions to the House of Industry at
Norwood.

For the supply and erection of a Steam Cooking

Apparatus at the New Workhouse at Cuckfield.

To be capable of cooking food for 450 inmates, and

providing Hot and Cold Water in the Scullery,

Bath-rooms, and Wash-house, with a Closet for

drying linen.

For furnishing and fixing an Engine Pump at

the Sevenoaks Union.

For Paving certain of the Foot-paths of the

Parish of St. John, Hackney.
For Building the intended Somerset Lunatic

Asylum. (Time extended).

For taking down and removing the House, Out-

building, and Offices, erected by the Rev. W. H.
Gorton, in a field at Portisham, Dorchester, and re-

building the same on the glebe land adjoining the

Church-yard there.

I APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

In the parishes of Terling and Fairsted, Essex :

215 Capital Oak, and 11 Ash Timber Treses, many
of them of large dimensions.

At Norton Hall, and Purleigh Round Bush
Farms, Essex : an assortment of Oak, Ash, and
Elm Timbers and Whips.

At the Crown and Anchor Inn, Ipswich : the

Martello Tower, situated on the point of Bawdsey,

Suffolk. The materials arising therefrom could at

a trifling expense be conveyed to any part of the

kingdom.
At Dinton Park, and Lutton Mandeville, Wilts :

93 capital Oak Trees, some of large dimensions,

250 Oak Flitterns, 200 Ash and other Poles, &c.

In Shirley Park, near Croydon : 2,000 straight

Poles, and 8,000 Bavins, Fir, Oak, Elm, Chesuut,

and Alder, but principally Larch of 35 years'

growth.

At Sibley's Farm, Chinckney, Essex : 40 fine

Oak, 47 large Elm, and 50 Ash Timber Trees.

Most of the trees are of large dimensions and good

quality.

At Blois Farm, Sible Hedingham : about 800

Oak Trees.

At Fyfield Farm, near Pewsey, Wilts : 60 Oaks,

111 Elms, and 103 Ash and Abeles. They are of

extraordinary dimensions and fine quality.

CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN
“ THE BUILDER."

£. s. d.

For Sixty Words or less 0 5 0

Every additional Thirty Words .... 0 1 0

One Column 2 2 0

One entire Page ... 5 5 0

To workmen advertising for situa-\
0 „ g

tions, theprice will be reduced to )

For a series of advertisements above 5s. a reduc-

tion will be made.

Advertisements forwarded from the country for

insertion must be accompanied with a post-office

order, according to the above scale.

Volume I., containing upwards of Three
Hundred Illustrations, elegantly bound in

cloth, price 15s., and Volume II. containing up-

wards of Four Hundred Illustrations, price

17s. 6d. can still be had of all booksellers.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ B. A."

—

Mr. Eastlake’s letter to Sir R. Peel,

on National Gallery, may be obtained at Mr.
Murray’s, Albemarle-street

.

“A Constant Reader.”—As to river wall, we
should use Roman cement.

“ B. Green.”

—

We have received the communi-
cation, but have not had time to examine it. We
will give it most kindly consideration.

“Bedroom Ventilation.”— In answer to our

correspondent last week, “ A Mason,” we beg to

direct his attention to an advertisement of
“ Baillie’s Patent Slide Ventilator recom-
mended by Mr. Reid, brother to Dr. Reid, as the

onefor which probably he was making inquiry.

“ W. J. S.”

—

We are not disposed to publish

the sketches sent. They are left at the office ,
with

our thanks.

“A. B.” — Beman's History and Art of
Ventilating gives much valuable information.

11 Mon. F.”

—

We arefully disposed lo entertain

the proposition, and will write shortly.

“ Philo-Alpha.”

—

Received.

“ F. T.”

—

Received, but not yet read. Our
correspondent shall hear from us.

“ Inexperience.”

—

Renew the weather-boarding

a piece at a time. An external enclosure may be

at all times repaired with materials of the same sort

as those of which the enclosure has been built—
schedule D, part II.

Received :
“ B. B.” “ II. T.” “ Humanitas,”

“ A Constant Reader,” “ W. G, Pinkey,” “ Bun-
nett and Corpe.”

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Just published, price 5s,, neatly bound in roan, with

tuck, gilt edges, and lettered, a Pocket Edition of

A CYCLOPAEDIA of the NEW ME -5

TROPOLITAN BUILDINGS ACT, together with
the Act itself, a Folio Table of the Metropolitan Districts

(old and new), a List of the Surveyors, with their Residence*
and Offices, and a Table of Fees to be paid to the Registrar

for services performed.
In the Cyclopaedia all the details of the Statute ara

arranged Alphabetically, so as to be instantly found, and
accompanied by extensive references and counter-reference*

to the sections of the Act itself and its minute provisions.

By the late A. BARTHOLOMEW, Esq., F.S.A., Architect,!

Surveyor of the Hornsey District.

Published at the Office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
treet, Covent-garden

;
and to be had of all Booksellers.

Royal polytechnic institu-
TION.—A WORKING MODEL of the ATMOS-

PHERIC RAILWAY, capable of carrying visitors, is lec-

tured on and exhibited daily, and also in the evenings.;

During the week Dr. Ityan will lecture daily at a quarter pash

Three, and on the Evenings of Monday, Wednesday, and'

Friday at Nine, on the causes of STEAM-BOILER EX*!
PLOSIONS

;
and especially those arising from incrustation^

with the means of prevention. Among the Novelties recently

introduced is a full-sized Cast from the CENOTAPH of

GALEN, in which the PORTLAND VASE was found;*
curious MECHANICAL HAND ;

new and beautiful Objects

in the Chromatrope, Phisioscope, Proteoscope, &c. New
Dissolving Views

;
Submarine Experiments by the Diver and

Diving-Bell
;
Working Models described daily. Admis-

,
One Shilling; Schools, half-price. A Class for instruc-

in Mathematics is about to be formed under the direc-

of Mr. A. W. Hobson, B.A., of St. John’s College,

Cambridge.

NOTICE TO INVENTORS.

OFFICE FOR PATENTS OF INVEN-
TIONS and REGISTRATIONS of DESIGNS, 14,

Lincoln’s-inn-fields.—The printed INSTRUCTIONS gratis,

and every information upon the subject of PROTECTION
for INVENTIONS, either by Letters Patent or the Design;

Acts, mav be had by applying personally, or by letter, pre-

paid, to Mr. ALEXANDER PRINCE, at the office, 14,

Lincoln’s-inn-fields.

PRIZES IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND
PATENTEES.

A GOLD MEDAL, value 100/. and a 1

SILVER MEDAL, value SOL, will be given by Mr,!

M. JOSCELIN COOKE. The Gold medal for the best

Patent, and the Silver medal for the best Design taken out

or Registered at the OFFICE for PATENTS and DE-
SIGNS, 20, Half-Moon- street, between the 1st of Novem-i

ber, 181-1, and the 1st of June, 1846. The Prizes will he'

awarded by competent judges on the 10th June, 1846. Thei

conditions to be observed, together with instructions, charges,

and every information for obtaining Patents in England or

Foreign Countries, or Registering Designs, will be forwarded!

application to Mr. M. JOSCELIN COOKE, at;gratis, on application to Mr. M. JOSEKLilN uuun.*., at;

the Office for Patents and Registration of Designs, 20, Half.

Moon-street, Piccadilly, London.

VARNISH.—It haslong; been a desideratum
amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain n good

and genuine article ;
brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,,

and durability are the qualifications necessary, but these are

seldom if ever found united. The experience of a life-time,

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, thei

great and important discoveries of modern chemistry, and

the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.

George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil

and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently

recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both in

.... being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article.

Fine Oil Varnish, from 10s. per gallon; best White Spirit

Varnish, 21s. ditto ;
Best Spirit French Polish, 20s. ditto;

White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of eveiy description at

the very lowest prices.—WALLIS’S Varnish, Japan, and

Colour Manufactory. 61, Long-acre, one door from Bow-
street. Established 1750.

WALLIS’S PATENT LIQUID WOOD
KNOTTING. — This newly-discovered Liquid

Composition which Messrs. Geo. and Thos. Wallis have the

satisfaction of introducing to the trade, possesses the im-

portant qualification of effectually stopping Knots in Wood,
however bad, and preventing them eating through and dis-

figuring the paint above.

Many substances have been used and much time spent m
endeavouring to find a cure for a bad Knot, but hitherto

without success. Messrs. Wallis therefore feel much plea,

sure in offering to the public an article so long and anxiously

called for.
.

In the application, skill is not required ; a boy can use it

as well and effectually as the best workmen : it is put on to

the work with a brush like common paint, can be used in all

climates and situations, and does not require heat.

Sold wholesale and retail, by Messrs. G. and T. \\ allis,

Varnish, Japan, and Colour Manufacturers, No. 64, Long

Acre. Price 20s. per gallon.

STUCCO FRONTED HOUSES THAT
WANT PAINTING.—The only Paint expressly in-

vented and adapted for this purpose is—JOHNS and Co. s

PATENT STONE COLOUR STUCCO PAINT: it is far

better for Stucco Work than White Lead— is much more

durable and less costly—its colour is that of pure Bath Stone.

MANN and Co., Agents for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane,

Queen-street, Cheapside.

THE PROJECTED RAILWAYS.

Analysis of the latent m etallic
SAND, or English Pozzolano, used in the founda-

tions of the New Houses of Parliament, the great Tunnels

on the Birmingham Railway, Sea-wall on the Greut Western

Railway in Devonshire, and other important works referred

to more particularly in the prospectus.

Silica -19 1
Lime 6

Oxide of Iron 32 Magnesia 2

Alumina 6 I
Zinc 3

Arsenic and Carbonate of Copper 2

Price in Swansea, free on board, 6d. per bushel, or sup-

plied in London at Is. per bushel.

Used as an external Stucco the Metallic Sand Cement is

unaffected by frost or wet; in appearance it resembles ths

best Portland Stone, requires neither colour nor paint, and is

entirely free from vegetative crocks and blisters.—Further

Particulars on application to Mr. C. K. DYER, 4, New

Broad-street, London ;
and at the Metallic Sand \V nan,

King’*-road (opposite Pratt-street), Camden Town.
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stated in the middle of last

^S® April, when speaking; of the

necessity which existed for

a museum illustrative of our

national architecture, that

Mr. Wyse Mas about to

ng the subject before Parliament, and we
ed all those who felt how valuable such a

lection would be, to petition the legislature

l otherwise assist the endeavour as far as

y might be able.*

.’he attempt has since been made, and we
Sorry to say has failed. Following these

larks, our readers will find a report of the

ceedings in the House of Commons on the

asion, and will see that a proposal of an ad-

ss to her Majesty, that she would be

ised to establish a museum of national an-

lities, and appoint a commission for the

servation of national monuments, was ne-

ftV 1?D WITHOUT A DIVISION,

dr. Wyse introduced the motion eloquently,

be always does, but we think the honour-

b gentleman did not display his usual tact

selecting the inode and moment in which it

j brought forward. It came upon the ar-

ical public unexpectedly
;
no evidence was

ght, no opportunity was given for the ex-

ssion of opinion upon it. Mr. Wyse feel-

,
and justly, that his case was a strong one,

ed solely upon it, and asked no aid. He
ins even to have neglected recognized

lence that Was before him, and to have

en up a foundation already prepared on

ieh the new structure might have been

;ed. We refer to the report from Mr.

me’s Committee on National Monuments

1 Works of Art, appointed in 1841, which

tains important evidence on the value of

ient monuments, the injuries to which they

exposed, and the necessity that exists for

tection.

L'lie Chancellor of the Exchequer’s ob-

lion to the general question was singularly

ik. He said it should be remembered that

oad matters of this sort were the object of

care of the government, but that in

gland custom left them to the tender

rcies of private individuals: in other words,

ause the English Government never had

2n any sort of attention to our national

icturcs or to works of art, they never

e to do so, although the result of this non-

•rference was seen to be most disastrous

. unwise.

n France, ten years ago, M. Guizot urged

his sovereign that the history of the arts

;ht to occupy a place in the minds of those

j regulated the social and political state of

itiou,—and why is it less true here than

re? “ Perhaps,” continued he, “ no study

eals to us more clearly the social state and

i spirit of past centuries than that of

ir monuments, religious, civil, public, and

aestic :—than that of the varied ideas and

s which presided at their construction
;
the

Jy, in short, of all the works, and all the

ietics, of architecture, M'hich is at once the

imencement and the resume of all the arts.”

V

e

hope that Mr. "Wyse will renew his

tion next session, and that in the meantime

See page 181, ante.
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the architectural and artistical public will ex-

press their views on the subject. Before
leaving the House of Commons, we are led to

mention briefly a conversation which took

place there a few nights since, on the grant for

repairs and other expenses connected with

public buildings being proposed. Dr. Bowring
wished to know if there were any hope of im-

proving the external appearance of the National

Gallery. If any proposition were made for

that purpose, he \vas sure that all parties would
cordially concur in supporting it. (Cheers.)

Mr. Warburton trusted that the right hon.

baronet u'ould be prepared in the course of

next year, as the cheapest mode of obtaining a

good collection ofpic tures, to recommend the

erection of a suitable building to contain the

great national collection. (Hear.)

Sir R. Peel was quite willing to admit that

we had thrown away the most magnificent site

in Europe. No one could tell until he stood

on the steps of the National Gallery what a

magnificent site it possessed. He thought they

would do little good, hoM'ever, in now laying

out money in ornamenting the exterior of that

building. They might, it Mas true, make
some improvement in the cupola, and they

might make the little turrets somen-lnit more
beautiful than at present

;
but still, that would

not contribute to what was, after all, the main
point in the construction of a gallery,—the

mode of lighting the pictures. It was, no
doubt, a matter of great consideration. (Hear,

hear.)

Mr. Hawes wished to put in one word for

the modern school of painting by our own
countrymen. Their works, he believed, if

wisely selected, might form a collection which
would compare with any gallery that had ever

existed. Lord Mahon suggested the propriety

of procuring a collection of portraits of emi-

nent men distinguished in the history of this

country. Such a collection might exercise a

most beneficial influence upon the rising

generation, whilst it could be procured pro-

bably at little expense.

It is so seldom that our legislators talk about

art, as legislators, that we must not omit re-

ference to it when they do.

MUSEUM OF NATIONAL ANTIQUITIES.

On Friday, the 27th ult., Mr. W ysc, pursuant
to notice, rose to “ move an address to her
Majesty, that she M ill be graciously pleased to
give directions for the establishment and
maintenance of a Museum of National An-
tiquities, in conjunction with a commission for
the conservation of national monuments.”
He did not complain either of the application
or results of the expenditure dedicated to the
purchase of Grecian or Roman Morks of art;
what he wanted M as, the foundation and main-
tenance of a gallery for the preservation of
those monuments and specimens, either of
skill or feeling, which characterized the arts

and history of this country. It M as only by a
juxtaposition of the monuments of art con-
nected M'ith the different epochs, from the
earliest to the latest, that they could either
duly estimate the past or produce for the
future. It was a cardinal mistake to call on
artists to produce historical Morks, without
the means of cultivating their powers, and
ascertaining the spirit of the age they had to

represent. These means ought to be afforded
in a liberal and ample manner, M’orthy of so
great a nation. Hitherto our artists had but
small means; although their enthusiasm had
been great, their education had been limited.

Much labour had therefore been misapplied,
and a large expenditure of time and money
forced upon them

;
and thus not only in-

dividuals but the nation had been deprived of

opportunities of excellence which a little pre-

vious arrangement might have secured. There
nas no place provided for the reception of

British antiquities. Throughout the country
a gradual dilapidation of public monuments
was going on. In their architecture alone
many of the finest old buildings were injured
by neglect or injudicious repairs

; many speci-
mens of their best artists no longer exisfed

;

and, M-herc they had been repaired, they had
too often witnessed the destructive results ofthe
“ beautifying” of churclnvardens and others
who had no knowledge or feeling of art, and
whose labours exhibited a spirit of Vandalism
existing in the midst of a Christian and
civilized community. He mentioned the neg-
lect with M'hich many specimens of old church
architecture had been treated, among them
St. Saviour’s Southwark, and the Cathedral of
Durham

;
and in Ireland, Glendalough and

Cashel. He quoted an extract from the essuv
of Mr. Petrie, on the Round Towers of Ire-
land, in M'hich that gentleman states, that ho
was induced to undertake his researches solely
from an ardent desire to rescue the antiquities
of his native country from unmerited oblivion,
and from a hope that, by making them gene-
rally known, some stop might be put to the
wanton destruction of those remains, which
threatened to lead to their total annihilation.
The same efforts should be made to preserve
the ecclesiastical and historical monuments of
the kingdom, and he was sure there was no
one who would not co operate with the govern-
ment for the purpose, if the government was
disposed to assist them. He adverted to the
destruction that fell on the monuments and an-
tiquities of France during the tempest of the
revolution

;
but the nation had at last become

conscious of the misfortune. Like ourselves,
the people could complain of seeing their old
buildings dilapidated, or injudiciously re-
paired. Many of the monuments of the
country M ere disappearing from the soil, and
remains of great value, in the precious metals,
or in painted glass, were being transferred to
the stranger. In. a memoir of the Com-
mittee of arts and mouuments it m -us
stated that the Cathedral of N6tre Dame,
at Paris, M'as sadly shattered, that in very
recent times some of its beautiful imagery
and carvings had been broken or taken
au-ay, even the ancient inscription M’hich re-
corded the date of its erection M’as almost
efluced

;
and that it M-as made the place where

the children of the neighbourhood assembled
to amuse themselves, to the great injury of the
fabric. To remedy these evils a provisionarv
school M-as instituted for the purpose of
an-ukening attention to the subject r.f ancient
art

;
the plan became more developed, and, to

the honour of France, it M as not long before
the Government exerted themselves in the
matter. The present minister of that country
look up the question zealously, and the com-
mittee of historical monuments and arts M'as
appointed. The church of St. Martin des
Champs, one of the oldest in Paris, M-as selected
as a repository for monuments and specimens
of ancient art. In consequence of the exertions
of this committee a new spirit had been aroused
in France for the illustration of every period
of the progress of Christianity both in that

country and throughout Europe
;
and there

M'as a general desire among the people to give

the fullest effect to the intentions of the

Government. He hoped that not only would
the historical remains of France he preserved

from further injury by this committee, but

that all Europe M ould be benefited by the libe-

rality M’ith M’hich their museum was throWh

open to every class of strangers. These exer-

tions Mere not confined to France alone

;

similar efforts Mere making in Belgium and

Germany. He reminded the House that for

the decoration of the new Houses of Parliamen t

they Mere going to resort to Christian art,

dealing with the poetry and history, not of the

pagans, but of a Christian people. Was he

not justified, then, in calling on them to imitate

the example of France, and to found a museum
of national art, combined M’ith a commission

for preventing the further decay and destruc-

tion of national monuments? He M-as confi-

dent the public M'ould assist them, nay, that

public liberality M ould outstrip their ou n. He
knew more than one gentleman who would
willingly present their collections to the public

if the Government M’ould make them ac-

cessible, by providing a place in M’hich they

might be deposited. These collections Mere
of great value, as they were not acquired at

auctions, but by a long life of research and

I

1
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labour. Such were the collections of Mr.

Britton, and those in the studios ofmany other

artists and antiquaries. He believed that in

founding such a museum they would be sup-

ported by a general feeling out of doors that it

would not be a lavish expenditure of public

money, but one in harmony with their past

and present efforts, one they were called on to

make by the present position of the arts in this

country, one to which they were invited by the

general voice of Europe. The lion, gentleman

concluded by moving an address to her

Majesty to appoint a commission to inquire

into the best means of preserving the national

monuments and antiquities.

Mr. Hawes seconded the motion. Mr.

Bernal said the inquiry called for by the lion,

member was absolutely necessary. There

was, unfortunately, too great an apathy in this

country with regard to such subjects as these,

because they had not the interest of personality

and strong political feeling. If the state of

the Treasury did not allow the right lion,

baronet to give the public money for the pro-

motion of these objects, a public subscription

ought to be opened for the purpose. We were

the only country in the world which left these

matters to private enterprise and taste. At the

Louvre there was a large collection of middle-

age relics, but we had no such public collec-

tion. He thought that the motion of his bon.

friend was somewhat too confined—that it

ought to extend to antiquities generally, which

were analogous to and coeval with the antiqui-

ties of this country,—for instance, those which
were to be found in Brittany. There ought to

be an institution where the student could see

the dresses, weapons, costumes, and antiqui-

ties of past ages. It was true that there was

the Geological Museum, but it was confined

in its objects. And at the British Museum
there were vast collections of most interesting

objects, which, however, either from want of

room, or want of good will on the part of the

conductors of the institution, were not pro-

perly accessible. He was satisfied that if a

national museum were once established, pri-

vate individuals would immediately contribute

to it. Such an institution would have the

best effect on the manners and morals of the

people.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, of

course it was out of the question to expect any
co-operation from the Government in the

course of the present session, after the supplies

had been voted. With regard to the general

question, it should be remembered that abroad
these public institutions were the object of the

care of the Government, while in England
custom left the advancement of such objects

to private individuals. He believed that a

greater number of works of art and of anti-

quity could be found in this country than were
to be seen in foreign countries, and he doubted
very much whether the collection of all these

into one institution would be so advantageous
as to leave them as they were. With reference

to the appointment of a commission, he
thought that for such a purpose it was open to

considerable objection
;

at all events until after

very great consideration. — Mr. Borthwick
thought it extremely desirable that increased

care should be bestowed upon the preservation

of the religious and ecclesiastical monuments
of this country, even to the comparative

neglect of those of pagan and profane anti-

quity. The state of our ecclesiastical archi-

tecture was such as to call for much greater

attention, though greater expense should thus

be incurred than had hitherto been devoted

to it. The hon. gentleman adverted at

some length to the exaction of fees from

persons visiting cathedral structures, and

strongly expressed his disapproval of the prac-

tice.

Mr. Ewart said it was a mistake to suppose

that the right hon. gentleman (Mr. Wyse)
wished to have existing monuments despoiled

;

he only desired to have them concentrated in

one establishment, instead of mouldering in

various public edifices. He entirely concurred

in the view which had just been taken in

reference to cathedrals. Forming, as cathe-

drals did, part of the history and religion of

the country, it was the duty of the Govern-
ment to do all in its power to secure their

being open to the public without any charge
whatever.
Mr. Wyse having replied, the motion was

put and negatived without a division.

THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF STYLE
IN ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE.

As the history of former nations is being

illumined by the labours of their successors,

much that we were priding ourselves upon as

new, is proved to have originated in time,

more or less gone by. The wisdom of the

Egyptians is placed on evidence, more con-

vincing than assertions of the classics, and the

learning which did exist in Europe during the

middle ages is made manifest, shewing that

that period was not entirely on,e of darkness

and ignorance. Indeed, we are gradually dis-

covering, how unsafe it is to form general

opinions supported on the evidence of only

isolated facts
;
and may shortly be compelled

to allow, that the standard of knowledge has

been placed, in this century, at too great an

elevation. But it is not the less obvious, that

the discoveries at this epoch are of such a

nature, as would at one time have seemed too

wonderful for mortal agency, and subjected

their authors to terrors of the dungeon and the

inquisition. Still, the age is essentially a

matter of fact age, one more inclined to for-

get that “ the race is not always to the swift,”

than to pursue the path, which is laborious but

certain. It is an age of anomalies, feverishly

excitable as to the future, and probing into the

records of the past
;
an age in which advanc-

ing science, and the study of its former state

find equal votaries. The Anglo-Saxon scholar,

and the learned in modern languages, the

archaeologist, and the professor of science,

meet in every circle, and excite a like interest

in their labours. But the future object is

pursued with too slight knowledge of pre-

vious attempts, and too little considera-

tion as to the best course; whilst the an-

tiquarian pursuit is still one of mere observa-

tion and curiosity, less than reasoning and de-

duction from examples, towards their bearing

upon present time. To such or other singu-

larities, we must attribute the peculiar state,

in which the art of architecture finds itself,

for perhaps the first time in the history of

the world, a state alike irreconcilable with the

desire for progressive improvement, and with

any useful application of previous discovery, a

state often commented upon, but yet un-

altered. It is still held to be an axiom, that

architecture is the only art, which has reached

its perfection, and is now no longer progres-

sive. The works of the ancients we must ad-

mire and study, but not deviate from. Our
Gothic architecture must be the architecture

of former centuries, when the style is said to

have been in unceasing search of novelty, yet

never attaining the desired excellence, and to

have expired from mere inanition.

It is assumed, that our churches should be, if

not copies, at least such as might have been

erected at a particular period, and might be

mistaken for works of that date. But why
should we say that the intellectual vigour in

architecture is dead ? Did Shakspeare and

Milton exhaust all the fountains of a sister art,

and are not the stars of heaven, and the flowers

of earth as pregnant with associations which

conduce to poetry, as before Dryden, Pope, or

Byron wrote? And though art has known,
in many countries, its bright and glorious

days,— can this century, before all others,

deem that architecture has no future being,

a century, in which the whole range of archi-

tectural history is beheld, and understood with
a clearness before unknown, which possesses

all the powers of investigation, yet deems
a good result beyond attainment, and in

which the resources of science are not wanting
to produce, as the works of architecture were
never executed before. And in gothic archi-

ture, which had the power to conceive, and
the principles, but sometimes lacked the means
to carry out, we have, in the study of ancient
models, and in inherent resources, the latent

skill to produce works, in design more won-
derful than the cathedrals of Cologne or
Beauvais, and in stability far surpassing those
structures. The means for studying the prin-

ciples of the mediaeval architects are around
us, the knowledge of the chemist, and the

geologist, with that in every other department
of science and art is, for almost the first time,

open to us, and shall architecture remain in-

sensible to these advantages? With so many
inventions, available for the construction and
decoration of buildings, it would appear that

the art is rather about to commence, than to

have reached the height, from which there I

no advancement.
But there are some who, without broacbilj

an opinion as to the future progress of otljj

styles, feel certain that gothic architectureilj

least is not to be improved upon, yet prescriB

that style for imitation. The writer in a 1; ,j

number of this journal, who has done us tB

honour to notice some of our previous :

marks, seems inclined to such opinions, a

we can only wish that his pen could be enlislH

in what we deem a sounder line of argume|
Doubtless, existing examples convey more z

struction,and excite a larger amount ofpleasi

in the beholder, when constructed in a m:

ture of styles, harmoniously blended, tin

when they are in the style of one particui

date
;
but we cannot consider, that a mode

work should shew any such discrepancy, a

more than we advocate the present system

exclusive imitation. It seems to us, that t

value of an example is to be estimated, first

in reference to its utility as a model, whil

along with other examples may suggest :

entirely new combination, and secondly, to i

i nterest as an object ofantiquarian analysis, illi

trative of the time in which it was erected, a

the people from whom it originated. T'

first object is the pursuit of the artist, t

second that of the antiquary. The antiquari

object is not to be neglected by the architel

but in estimating the value of a model, it

necessary to guard against an assumption, tl

because the rust of ages has invested the fab.

with an interest, which we do not take t

trouble to examine to its source, it is possil

by an imitation to create a like interest. \

omit the consideration, that the modern p
will no longer be an exponent of its age, a

will therefore be deficient in precisely tl

value, which the original possessed, whilst,

general rank as a work of art, the original m
be inferior. The universal principles of i

hold the highest place, to which the investig

tions of antiquity are but the stepping-stone

and in aiming at the wrong goal we miss bol

The heads of Edward III. and Queen Philip*

when used in a modern church (vide an

p. 183) serve to mark the imitation of a pi

ticular period, but seem to us illustrations

the improper application of medianal art. ;

the fleur-de-lis of the Tudor period, no long

a national badge, and the letters, which even

Gothic architect cannot always read, may
equally reprehensible.

With all the interest, which we feel in t

antiquarian and historical part of architectui

and all our admiration of Gothic architecture

its former state, our desire is not lessened f

a style of art, which we can truly call “o
own.” If modern be as fertile in invention i

ancient days, the barrier, which excludes th

invention from our art, should be insurmour

able. That excellence is not to be attained

a neglect of existing examples, as some wou

argue, but is to be gained by careful examin

tion of those remains, and from full concept'll

of the principles which guided their erectio

An opposite opinion would be founded on

illogical basis, assuming that all execub

works, whether good or bad, could give no i

struction, and that the art must recommen

a long and experimental course. The ma

reason of the present imitative state of tas

is, that the purely antiquarian possesses an und

influence over the art, to which in the pursi

of architecture, it should be entirely su

servient.

The infusion of new and beautiful featui

into Italian architecture, which, consiste

with the animus of the art, should yet give

entirely new character to that style, wot

give the name of the architect a place, amonj

the greatest in its days of splendour. W
should invention in modern Gothic arebitt

ture not be deemed an equal merit ? \

must guard against the possible mistake, tl

the study of ancient models is unnecessa:

Whether it be, that the principles of art t

difficult of discovery, or that we acquire a lc

of certain forms, and desire their reproductit

or that, without the chain of rules, our fan

would be apt to draw us in search of nove

into the singular and ridiculous, it is true tl

rules, deduced from the examination of t

amples, are never so necessary as in t

infancy of the art, or the pupilage of its pi

fessors. We deem this the infancy of a n

style of art; and that Gothic architecture "

not exhausted in the sixteenth century ;
th
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rough the combined exertions of individuals

the systematic examination ofancient models,
aew style of Gothic architecture may arise,

aracteristic of this age, and not inferior to

y preceding. As the Gothic architecture of
lgland at the Reformation, so the arch i tec-

re of Italy declined at the establishment of the
iristian religion, and at last appeared to be
tinct. (Vide Review of d’Agincourt’s His-
ire de l’Art, &c. p. 290 ante). With the Lom-
rd style prevailing in the north, Byzantine
the east, a distinct style at Pisa, and the in-

sion of Arabian, and of pointed architecture
>m Germany, there would be many to

ubt the re-hirth of a national style, and to

irm, that the Grecian stock had been ex-

usted in “ the eternal city.” But, from that
generate taste in the decline of the empire,
•ang the marvels of the thirteenth and
irteenth centuries in the north of Europe,
lilst the architects of Italy, applying

:
principles of the recently discovered

rks of Vitruvius, exhibited in the models of
cient art in Rome, to the wants of their own
Yt succeeded in producing an original stvle,

which the remaining examples appear to
er very slight suggestion. If the Italian

rhitects could succeed in producing a style

dissimilar, but still of great beauty, con-
cive to their wants, and yet susceptible of
provemcnt, is it not reasonable to sup-
!e, that with such abundant materials, and
rh resources of science as we possess, we
re the power, from a style like the Roman
jarently exhausted, to produce another con-
cive to the wants of this age. The
ours of individuals can do little to alter the
(sent condition, very little, whilst they are
riled in all directions, and in none con-
uously. It is by combined exertions, by
systematic examination and classification

details, that we may hope to perfect our
awledge of Gothic Architecture, to gain an
ight into the principles of our ancestors, and
applying them, or varying them according
modern wants, produce a style, which, like
architecture of Italy, shall be national,

tinct, and characteristic of the times,
rhe means of escaping from present errors
difficult to suggest, but as a conviction of
evil is one step towards the remedy, we

uld esteem ourselves fortunate in reaching
t much of the progress. E. II.

REVOLVING IRON SHUTTERS.

BUNNETT AND CORPE V. SMITH.

In action brought by the plaintiffs Messrs,
anett and Corpe, manufacturers of the
?nt revolving iron safety shutters, against
defendant, Andrew Smith, of Princes-street,
cester-square, for an infringement of the
ent granted to the plaintiff Bunnett in 1836,
1 tried on the 23rd and 24th ult., in the Court
Exchequer, before the Lord Chief Baron,
F. Pollock, Knt., and a special jury.
'rom the evidence, it appeared that the
ption of iron blinds or curtains to the
dows of Apsley House, by his Grace the
-ce of Wellington, in the troubled times of
1-2, directed the attention of several inge-
is men to the fitness of shutters of a similar
lerial to the purposes of general security.
:he year 1833, Messrs. Turner and Barron

i up several revolving iron shutters at the
ise of Lord Brownlow, in Belgrave-square

;

ie shutters were composed of narrow strips

aths of iron, connected by hinges of copper
inch a way that a series of interstices were
arent between the laths, while the hinges
e both visible and easily accessible on the
i*ide of the building. The raising of these
cters was effected by a catgut band which
nd off from a roller at the top of the win-
on to a small windlass placed below,

tters of a similar description were also put
jy the same parties at the banking house of
isrs. Glynn and Co., and of Esdaile and
i, in Lombard-street

; at the Conservative
b-house, Pall Mall

;
the Turk’s Head

irn, in the Strand
;
and some other places.

June, 1836, Mr. Bunnett obtained letters
mt for his improvements in revolving iron
cters, which consisted in the adoption of
ns of iron connected together by hinges of
i in such a manner as to avoid the necessity
: cutting away the edges of the strips to
vive the knuckles of the hinges. Mr. Bun-
1 likewise adopted the endless screw and

worm-wheel, as peculiarly adapted for raising
or lowering all such shutters. In Mr. Bun-
nett’s improved shutter each lath or strip of
iron overlaps and lies in close contact with the
one below it, so as to form a firm sheet of iron,

which not only concealed the joints or hinges,
but also effectually secured them from external
violence.

The utility of Mr. Bunnett's invention was
duly appreciated by the public, and his revolv-
ing shutters came at once into most exten-
sive use, being adopted by nearly all the
bankers and insurance companies, as well as
by numerous tradesmen and others in the
metropolis, and in the principal towns through-
out the kingdom. The demand had gone on
progressively increasing, and for a period of
eight years the patentees were allowed the un-
disputed monopoly of their patent right. In
1844, however, the defendant Smith made and
put up eight shutters in a building in George-
street. Mansion-house, belonging to Messrs.
Smith, Payne, and Co., which were considered
to be a direct infringement of the plaintiff’s

patent; and an application was made for

an injunction to restrain the defendant from
proceeding with his infringement. The Vice-
Chancellor, Sir L. Shadwell, deferred grant-
ing the injunction, making the usual order,
and directing the plaintiff to establish the
validity of his patent in an action at law.
The evidence of Mr. Carpmael, Mr. Farey,

Mr. Laxton, Mr. Cottam, and Mr. Baddeley
went to shew the novelty and usefulness of the
plaintiffs’ invention as well as the sufficiency
of the specification.

The defendant’s record contained the usual
pleas of want of novelty, utility, &c. An
attempt was made to prove the former by
reference to two patents granted to Mr.
Michel and Mr. Whiting in the years 1818
and 1819 (both for wood shutters); and that
the defendant’s shutter was an improvement
upon, and not an infringement of, the plaintiffs’

patent. The trial lasted nearly two whole
days, and after a deliberation of upwards of
two hours, the jury returned a verdict for the
plaintiffs upon all the issues, with damages, and
his lordship certified that the right to a patent
came in question, and that it was a proper
cause for a special jury.

THE LATE CONFLAGRATIONS IN
EUROPE AND AMERICA.*

BY J. L Y.
“ Prevention is the best remedy.”

Although every thing gets now-a-days
drowned and engulphed by the overfiooding of
an exuberant (and in many cases useless and
unmeaning) public press—yet, the late awful
calamities have been able making somj im-
pression on the public mind

; a reason why
we resume this subject, to bring it to a final

close. Having in our preceding paper urged
“ the regeneration of architecture,” as the
surest and soundest remedy for the preventing
of calamitous fires—a moral agency withal,
at least in its leading principle

;
we have to

state now, that notwithstanding the fragile and
futile (main) buildings, in which people con-
descend, or are compelled to live—we are
most anxious to fill such frail receptacles with
every sort of equally futile and combustible
tawdriness; such as huge bed and window
curtains, table covers, carpets and rugs, and
drapery and trappery of every kind. But ive
do not wage war against comfort and ornament,
but against its abuse and illegitimacy. In
this respect also our forefathers were the better
men—their furniture was made for centuries,
like their buildings for ages. But as such
most futile lumber is often acquired by very
heavy sacrifice (aye, even of principle), we say,
let us not go too far that way

;
let us somewhat

retrograde to the noble arid stern and pure
simplicity of our forefathers

;
and, we are sure

every loving parent will approve of our sug-
gestion, “let your children sleep in a safe
house, even if their bed be without curtains.”
Another cause of fires (it comes always to

principle
) is the careless—atheistic—way, in

which fire is handled and managed by, not
alone servants, but even by masters, who ought
to know better. The criterion of atheistic

belief is to consider ourselves as the centre and
sole aim of every thing around us. “ We

* See pp. 266 and 280.

have heard of Hamburg and Pittsburg and
this street and the other in our neighbour-
hood—but such accidents happen only to in-
significant vermin around us—they never will
or can reach me.'1

'’

If other means have been
found unavailing to check such belief and
acting upon it, the legislature ought to-

step in
;

as it is really too naive
, gen-

tleman or lady going to a hotel in which
their bill may amount to 51. or 10/.

;
while

they will set the bed-curtains on fire, and cause
the loss of property hundredfold that amount,
with a few human lives into thebargain. As there
ought not to be even an accidental homicide
without a judicial procedure, no more ought
there to be an accidental arson (!) without it

—

and if persons were to know, that they will be
subjected to, at least, annoying proceedings by
setting the bed-curtains or any part of a hotel
or other place on fire, they will be more
careful than hitherto. Moreover, we think,
where the least negligence or carelessness can
be proved, such party ought to be subjected to
either heavy fine or other punishment—and if
malice (on the part of servants or others)
can be traced, then, certainly the party should
be indicted for either misdemeanour or even
felony. The too far extension, and lax or-
ganization of fire insurances has had that dis-
advantage, that fires are only considered n9
material accidents

;
but the moment that the

public would be made aware that they (in
most cases) entail moral evils, the thing would
be different.— It is, after all, again our favourite
seven and a half per cent. Capitalists get
their dividend, and the uninsured poor is

assigned over to the poorhouse or other
“ public ” charity, which, to say it again

,

has to pay (in all cases) part of any exces-
sive dividends.

An unpleasant (!) secret has lately come out
at Hamburg, which will lead us to another
phase of our subject. It ha9 been observed,
that a certain merchant had burnt down his
premises twice ever, since the great fire, for
which he obtained his premium—and it was
first considered a strange coincidence (!) that
it was the same gentleman

,
on whose premises

the great fire originated. Similar hints have
been thrown out in this country in one
or two instances. What punishment ought
to be awarded to a brute, which

, for the
sake of a mean and pitiful lucre of a
few thousand pounds—will distress a whole
city—human imagination (or human philan-
thropy) can scarcely desire. Still, such
awful cases exist— Hamburg and Pittsburg
have followed each other, at any rate, too close

,

and we say boldly and unreservedly: “ let us
be prepared for, or rather guarded against,
similar occurrences — at London, at Bir-
mingham, &c.” But this is neither the time
nor place to write (a book) on “public estab-
lishments for preventing conflagrations.” We
may throw out some broad hints, and must
leave it to the “ discretion and conscience of
the people” to carry them out if they are found
deserving. London, certainly (and other cities)

have afire brigade
,
but it lacks proper organi-

zation. Any body of men, who are called
upon to act promptly, energetically, concentra-
tedly, cannot do so without military organiza-
tion

; amongstwhich the hierarchy of privates,

corporals, sergeants — up to the commander
(in chief), for every city or district i9 included.

The man who was drunk when he had to use
the fire-escape in Dover-street, has been dis-

missed, and very properly— nay, we say, he
ought to have been tried for homicide. But
do our respected readers know how these fire-

escape men are now situated ? They have to

attend, night after night, to their engine

—

alone
, with the only resort of a little hut left

to them. Is it to be wondered that they are

seized with ennui— tired out in fact? and then

the resorting to a near public-house, and all

the other et ceteras are the consequence. The
first, therefore, would be to place the fire-

escapes at, or very near, the stations of the fire

brigade, where the men attending them would
have not only company, but be under the eyes

of the corporal, sergeant, and the inspecting

officers. This leads us to another important
item without which no bod)7 of men will ever

be efficient. This is “the surprising system,”

as we boldly call it. This system has been
resorted to by men like' Sultan, Omar,
Joseph II., Frederic the Great— albeit in

greater concerns than that of fire-escapes. It,

however, holds good everywhere. Let the
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(fire) commander-in-cliief, or any fire-major or

captain get up occasionally and unpreparedly,

and surprise and visit some or other posts

of the fire-brigade or the escapes, and

he’ll see (I’m sure of it) strange things

going forward — but this only for a

very short time. Because these gentry

would soon find out, that the eyes of theii

superiors are ubiquitous, and that they can-

not gammon them. The public may have for-

gotten it— but history has not, that when the

Far ire conflagration of the Tower took place,

there was no water, for which, certainly,

something might have been said to the con-

stable ... .on duty. If such destruction of (pub-

lic—national) property ought to have had any

result, it ought to have, at least, that of teach-

ing mankind a lesson. But it seems, it does

not. Even since the fire, other property has

been consumed on account of the deficiency

of
;
water— and none seems to think, that a

stop ought or could be put to such scandal.

Our suggestion on this score—the praclicale of

the surprising system is, that the fire-com-

mander-in-chief or other superior should ap-

pear ex tempore one fine night ip a certain

locality, and give an artificial alarum to the

fire and water men. If, then, any defect

should be discovered, say in the most essential

— the supply of water, the company, or whose-

soever fault it is, should be made to smart for

it. Oh i but where is the seven and a half

per cent, then—may some of our readers ex-

claim. To which we merely reply, “ Beware
of a repetition of Pittsburg or Hamburg!”
The complaints, in fine, on our present social

condition from the throne (here and else-

where), the constant talk—large and small—
in the legislatures, the thousand philanthro-

pic and charitable societies, the tons and ship-

loads of paper stained therewith, are becom-
ing nigh disgusting, if not acted upon by every

one in his sphere. Otherwise, it would be

preferable, to at cnee and openly declare our-

selves Atheists— consider human (aye and
cosmic) affairs as something adventitious and
futile

;
continue barefacedly the hitherto

gambling of life, where every sort of craft

has a good chance of success, and leave the

large mass of fools (the people') to shift as

they best may, and to have no more fuss
about it.

EXHIBITION AT WESTMINSTER HALL.

In addition to six artists who were deputed
to execute a cartoon, coloured sketch, and a

specimen of fresco-painting, for subjects which
were given, her Majesty’s commissioners on the

fine arts threw open the same subjects for ge-
neral competition, and offered three premiums of

200/. each for the most worthy specimens. The
commissioned pictures, as well as those speci-

mens sent in competition, are now open to the
public. Some of the newspapers have fallen into

the error of expressing their surprise that none
of the six artists selected last year have obtained
prizes on this occasion, overlooking the cir-

cumstance that they are each to receive defi-

nitely the sum of 400/. for their work. As
regards the assignment of the fresh prizes,
we do not hesitate to say the judges have
performed their duty fairly and ably. It must
l)c gratifying, in a high degree, to the com-
mittee of the Art-Union of London again to

find two out of the three premiums most wor-
thily home off by young artists whom they by
honorary rewards for outline drawings have
in some degree led forth, namely—Mr. J. Noel
Paton and Mr. John Tenniel, jun. The third

is awarded to Mr. E. Armitage, who dislin-

tinguished Himself in a former competition.
Considering that England is an infant in the

art of cartoon making, and still more so in

fresco painting, she must certainly be allowed
to be a precocious and apt scholar. The ex-

hibition as a whole is deserving of the highest
commendation, and must equal the hopes of
the most sanguine.
No. 5. by Mr. A. Aglio. The subject “ Re-

ligion," is clever, more particularly in the upper
part, but Faith, Hope, and Charity, want re-
finement. In the fresco this artist has shewn
considerable ability.

1 1 . “ The Spirit of Religion,’’ by J. Noel
Paton. The idea is remarkably fine and is

carried out with great energy and executive
power,

^

It will amply repay careful examina-
tion. The specimen of fresco, which the

artist informs us is “the first experiment,”

plainly shews ability to do better next time;

this is one of the deservedly rewarded.

23. “An Allegory of Justice,” E. H. Weh-
nert. An excellent cartoon, the grouping

and drawing are successful
;
the whole, though

pervaded by Germanism, is true to nature, and

in parts unexceptionable.

Mr. Buss’s cartoon (29) is barely redeemed

by the figure of Gascoigne, which has con-

siderable dignity; the rest is weak and un-

meaning.
32. “ The Baptism of King Ethelbert,” J.

Severn, is a falling off from his “ Queen
Eleanor!” The fresco is more happy.

Mr. John Callcott Horsley, one of the com-
missioned artists, has produced a work of pure

unaffected truth and refined sentiment in his

cartoon of “ Religion,” of beautiful breadth

and drawing. This work is a masterpiece. The
fresco and coloured sketch are alike ex-

cellent.

33. “Justice,” by William Cave Thomas,
another of the commissioned. This artist aims

at the style of the earliest German masters.

It is a grand work of time, labour, and much
study

;
in parts strongly reminding the specta-

tor of Albert Durer’s works. The fresco

shews knowledge of the material.

Ifexcellence consisted in finish, Mr. Maclise’s

cartoon (41) is the acme of perfection. Never
was finish carried to such an extent before in

cartoon drawing. Each head, hand, and leaf, is

a picture in itself. The shine of the armour,
and strong light and shade which pervade it,

render it somewhat confused, but the general

drawing is truly beautiful, and the coloured

sketch is as good a picture as he has painted

for some years. The fresco is disagreeably

coloured, particularly the flesh. Mr. Maclise

is another of the commissioned.

A sketch by Edward Corbould (44) is ex-

cellent in colour, but does not tell the story.

The fresco of Ethelbert’s head is well exe-

cuted.

“The Spirit of Religion,” Edward Armi-
tage, is broad, grand, and well-drawn

;
and

characterized by high and religious feelings.

The fresco and coloured sketch are much
inferior. The cartoon has been most de-

servedly rewarded.
Mr. Cope, A.R.A., has produced an excel-

lent cartoon of “ Edward the Black Prince
receiving the order of the Garter from Ed-
ward III.” (57), finely drawn, and effectively

shaded, but the figure of Edward is rather

exaggerated in action. The sketch and fresco

are both excellent, especially the former.
“ Prince Henry acknowledging the autho-

rity of Chief Justice Gascoigne,” by R. Red-
grave, A.R.A. This is not satisfactory, the

drawing faulty, and the fresco unworthy
the painter of “ Catherine Douglas.” This
is another of the commissioned works.

“ The Baptism of Ethelbert ” (63), William
Dyce. An extraordinary performance, full of

feeling and pure truth unalloyed by prettiness.

This is one of the commissioned cartoons, and
has high pretensions to perfection. To say

more of the sketch and fresco than that they

are worthy attendants of the drawing would be
superfluous.

-Mr. Bendixen’s “ Religion,” |is a mistake.
The figure meant to represent the New
Testament seems toasting some absent swain.

Mr. John Bridges exhibits a graceful and
clever cartoon from the subject of “ Prince
Henry acknowledging the authority of Chief-

Justice Gascoigne.” It is accompanied by a
most careful oil sketch, and an able produc-
tion of fresco.

“An Allegory of Justice,” (85) by John
Tenniel, jun. This young artist promises to

excel in the grand art of cartoon drawing
;

in

this work he exhibits extraordinary talent for

design, and power in the use of the crayon.
Although but an outline, the parts are made out
with astonishing boldness. One of the pre-
miums has been awarded it most justly. The
fresco and sketch in colour abate nothing in

excellence.

A good idea is brought forward by Mr.
Brown in the cartoon of “ Justice” (98) : well-
studied and carefully executed

;
it deserves con-

siderable commendation.
“ Sketches of the Spirit of Chivalry, Reli-

gion, and Justice, to shew the relation be-

tween the three subjects,” (104) by Frank
Howard, are clever ideas, well executed.

“ Justice ” (which by-the-bve seems the fa-

vourite subject) is ably illustrated by Job

G. Waller in cartoon 108, the effect of whin

is broad and clear.

And again, by T. Y. Hurlstone : the figu;

allegorical of Mercy is well expressed, althoiqi

in rather an awkward position.

The sculpture, which forms an accident:

feature in the exhibition, is in many i

stances remarkably beautiful
;
the works thl

chiefly excited our attention are “A Hunt:

returning Home ” ( 1 1 7)» by Frederick Thrup
“ The afflicted Mother ” (122), by John Eva-

Thomas ;
“ The Dying Briton,” and “ The O

phnns ” (123 and 124), by Felix M. Millel

“ William Sbakspeare ” (127), John Belt

“Pastoral Apollo,” and “The Wanderer
Home” (128 and 129), by Edward B. St

phens
;

“ Abel and Thirga” (130), by Thom:
Earle; “David” (131), E. Richardson ; M
Mac Dowell’s group of “ Love Triumphant

(139); and “A Girl Reading,” by the sanj

excellent artist (140).

BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

The fifteenth meeting of the Association h

passed very pleasantly and very usefully, no
withstanding what may be said by its opp>

nents, and will, there is every reason to believ

continue to pursue its course for many years

come. Sir John Herschel, in his address •

president, eloquently observed :—

-

“ True science, like true religion, is widi

embracing in its extent and aim. Letinteres

divide the worldly, and jealousies torment tl

envious ! We breathe, or long to breathe,

purer empyrean. The common pursuit of trut

is of itself a brotherhood. In these our annui

meetings, to which every corner of Britain-

almost every nation of Europe sends forth :

its representative some distinguished cultivati

of some separate branch of knowledge : when
I would ask, in so vast a variety of puraui

which seem to have hardly any thing in con

mon, are we to look for that acknowledge

source of delight which draws us together ar

inspires us with a sense of unity ? That astrt

nomers should congregate to talk of stars ar

planets — chemists of atoms — geologists i

strata— is natural enough
;
but what is the-

of equal mutual interest, equally connected wi)

and equally pervading all they are engage

upon, which causes their hearts to burn with

them for mutual communication and unbosom
ing? Surely, were each of us to give utte

ance to all he feels, we should hear the chemis

the astronomer, the physiologist, the electr

cian, the botanist, the geologist, all with or

accord, and each in the language of his ow
science, declaring not only the wonderful worl

of God disclosed by it, but the delight whic

their disclosure affords him, and the privileg

he feels it to be to have aided in it. This i

indeed, a magnificent induction—a consilient 1

there is no refusing. It leads us to look or

ward, through the long vista of time, wit

chastened but confident assurance that scient

has still other and nobler work to do than an

she has yet attempted
;
work, which befoi

she is prepared to attempt, the minds of me
must he prepared to receive the attempt,—pr<

pared, I mean, by an entire conviction of tli

wisdom of her views, the purity of her object

and the faithfulness of her disciples.”

Of papers which relate to subjects esp<

cially treated of in our journal, there was

dearth
;

in the mechanical section, for exam

pie, little or nothing was done. We hav

selected, however, a few items of informatio

which will interest our readers.

Strength of Stone Columns.—A paper on th

subject was read by Mr. Eton Hodgkinsoi

lie had experimented on columns from 1 inc

to 40 inches long, and 1 inch and lj incht

broad. Care was taken that they were cut froi

the same block, and in the same direction <

the strata. They were crushed between hai

dened steel plates, by means of leverage, an

a specimen of 1 in. square required a pressm

of 10,000 lbs. to crush it; in the crushing,

was invariably the case that the piece operate

upon split into wedges, with keen edges.
_

.

column forty times longer than wide or th i c-1

was one-third weaker than a cubic piece, an

in these long pieces the splitting always bega

at the ends
;
the practical utility of this knov

ledge was, that stone pillars for building

which were of great weight, should be broad*

at the ends than at the middle, to make tl
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trength uniform throughout. The stone ope-

ated upon in these experiments was a very

ard kind, found in the vicinity of Manchester.
The sum of 60/. was afterwards voted to Mr.

lodgkinson lor the prosecution of further ex-

eriments.

i Coloured Glass.—Prof. Playfair, in the ah-

snce of Prof. Graham, communicated the re-

alts of some experiments on coloured glass,

y Mr. Splitgerber, and exhibited some speci-

uens of white glass, containing gold, which
oloured a deep red on the application of a

?rtain heat, and loses this colour, though not

ntirely, on being heated to a point upproach-

ig fusion.

Production of Iron in Scotland.—Dr. Watt
pad a paper on the production of iron in Scot-

ind. This paper shewed the improved state

f the iron trade in Scotland, the increase of
ew works and additional furnaces, with every
robability of continued prosperity. Dr. Watt
ated that it required a million tons of coals

) produce 400,000 tons of iron.

Mr. Porter said that in the iron works in

reat Britain, for one year, 1,396,400 tons of

on were made from 4,877,000 tons of coals
;

i is shewed a discrepancy according to the

;atement of Dr. Watt.

Prof. Pryme thought the discrepancy might
rise in part from the impurity of the ore;
pon the purity of which a good deal de-

ended as to the quantity of coals required.

A member said the introduction of hot blast

ad made coTisiderahle alteration in the iron

oiks in Scotland. It once took seven tons

f coals to make one of iron
;
consequently,

le iron works were regarded as hardly profit-

hie; but by the hot blast, the average of coal

about 2J tons to the ton of iron
;
and the

rofits of iron works have risen in proportion,

'he. refuse of coal, or small dust, which cost
othing, was used for hot blasting, and was not
ounted in the weight.

Mr. Porter, in adverting to the requirements
pon the iron works, said there was one dis-

‘ict of railway now before the Mouse which
as calculated to require 851,000 tons of iron.

*ur export trade in iron had also become of
nmense magnitude. In 1843, there was ex-
orted 460,000 tons of iron, and the use of this

letal would be greatly on the increase if its

rice were kept moderate, as it was much used
i the building of steamers, and found to an-
ver well. One person had forty- five iron

earners in England, and another gentleman
ad informed him that he had had an iron
Reamer in constant use twenty-five years, and
lat it had not cost 50/. for repairs the whole
Briod, nor had it bpen laid up a week.
Railway Gradients.—Mr. Fairhairn read a

aper on the improvement which had been
fleeted in railway gradients, from which we
die the following tables :

—

TABLE OF ATMOSPHERIC RESISTANCE.

20 miles an hour 107
22 130
24 155
26 182
30 211

•RESISTANCES AT THIRTY-THREE MILES AN HOUR.

Force of friction Gravity in per

in per ton. ton.

25 11,206
25 7,466

25 5,600
25 3,733

The President said that, by these improve-
ments, railroad companies would be enabled

jl> lay out their money more economically on
Engines of greater power, and the stationary

^nes might be done away with.

i A member stated that the single lines were
low corning into use (as in the Peterborough
.ailroad), with the electic telegraph, protected

y
which they were safer than the double

fnes. Looking at the saving of human life,

lis was a question of the deepest interest;

'md if, as on the Great Western, the electric

idegraph were destroyed by the collision,

"iere might be a second telegraph on the other
! de, to he worked in case of such accident

aking place. In a pecuniary point of view,

t this moment, when millions were about to

e laid out on new lines, the improvements
trough t before the section were of the greatest

importance.

Steam Pile-driving Machine.— Dr. Greene
fead an interesting paper on the Steam Pile-

driving Machine, recently invented by Mr.

Nasmyth, of Plymouth. At the last meeting
of the association the steam hammer, invented
by the same gentleman, was brought before
the consideration of the mechanical section,

and received its approval. The new instru-

ment, which had only been put together
within the last few days, depended much upon
the steam hammer. It consisted of two
uprights, each 80 feet high, such height being
necessary, in consequence of the immense
piles it had to take up and drive into the sea.

These uprights were parellel to each other.

There was a cap in the middle, through which
the pile went, and the piston moved in the
cylinder upwards by the force of high-pressure
steam. It was self-propelling, and moved on
a railway. Dr. Greene was happy to he en-
abled to state to the section, that he had re-

ceived a letter, a day or two back, from Mr.
Nasmyth, stating that he had just completed
the instrument, and tried it, with the most
signal success. The first pije driven down by
it— and this into a bed of hard yellow clay

—

was 14 inches square, and 18 feet in length,

and was done so in the space of 17 seconds.

“It was truly laughable, said Mr. Nasmyth
in his letter, “to see this gigantic machine
running along, picking one monstrous pile

after unother, and driving them into the earth

with as much ease, and almost as quickly, as a

lady would stick pins into a pincushion.” Dr.
Greene exhibited the drawing qf twq piles—-one
bent, crookened, and split, after having been
driven into the earth by the old method, with
20 hours’ labour—and the other perfectly

whole, after having been sent down by the

new instrument in the incredibly s|iort space
of 4£ minutes. The advantages of such an
enormous power, he said, were incalculable

in the saving of time, labptir, and capital : and
we should reap the benefit of them in all

directions where great national works were
going on, and especially in the formation of
the harbours of refuge along our coa§t, and re-

covering land from the sea. The enbankment
at Devonport had a stubborn sea to contend
against; and it was calculated that it required
even yet 30,000 piles to be driven down to

complete it, in which case the power and ad-

vantage of Mr. Nasmyth’s invention would
be at once felt and acknowledged. One
of the Lords of the Treasury had been
very recently in his neighbourhood and
having seen the instrument tried, expressed
his approval of it; and he (Dr. Greene)
was happy to add, the inventor received an ex-

cellent Government appointment. Mr. Na-
smyth, when his principle of the steam
hammer was primarily developed, never anti-

cipated that he should ever be enabled to

carry it out to such a wonderful extent as he
had succeeded in doing in the space of twelve

months. The weight had been at first about
from four to five tons; but it was subsequently

found that this was a great waste of power,
and that one-fourth of it was all that was re-

quired. The face of the hammer was parallel

with the face of the anvil, and it§ power of

sustension was wonderful. When tried the

other day, Mr. Nasmyth, to prove this feature

the more satisfactorily to some persons who
went to see the instrument tried in all

respects, said it should crack a walnut without

crushing the kernel
;
but the walnut not being

at hand, one of the workmen offered a small

tin snuff-box, which being placed open under
the hammer, the lid was delicately shut down,
without dinge or injury.

Mr, Fairhairn testified to the powers of this

wonderful hammer, having seen it tried. The
velocity was in the ratio of the force of the

steam; it might be made to strike from four

to five hundred blows a minute.

The President said that he had had some
experience in pile-driving at Sheerness and the

London bridges, and he could safely say that it

took more hours to drive down a pile by the

old method than minutes by the proposed one.

Me congratulated thesectiou on what they had
just heard

;
and he thought the lovers of

science, and the country in general, were much
indebted to Mr. Nasmyth.
The next meeting of the Association will

be held in Southampton
;
Mr. Murchison is

elected president.

Improvement at Dahwkn.—Mr. Eccles

Shorrocks intends to build, at his own ex-

pense, a spacious covered market-house, and

Mechanics’ Institution, at Darwen.

[Gradients.

1 in 20.

.

1 in 30..

1 in 4a.

.

1 in 60.

.

DECORATIVE ART SOCIETY.

On Wednesday, 25th ult., the considera-
tion of “ Geometrical figures as the founda-
tion of graceful outline,” was resumed with
more especial reference to the “properties
of the oval.”

From observations of the works of the
Ancient Egyptians and Greeks, it was con-
sidered that those nations were acquainted
with a practical method of producing continu-
ous curves which is notappareut in either Roman
or modern art. The elliptical lines on which the
beautilul outlines of the Etruscan vases were
founded were supposed to have been selected
from a series produced bv some simple and con-
venient system, and are not to be altogether
ascribed to the greater perfection of their
skill in design.

An approximation to the forms of the
ancient vases may be undoubtedly produced
by mathematical arrangements of straight
lines and segments of circles, as was shewn,
hut such systems were considered to be neces-
sarily complex and unattended with that prac-
tical accuracy and freedom observable in the ori-

ginals. The defects of our practice were in-

stanced ip the Tudor-arched heading of the
windows to the new Palace of Westminster,
where an approximation only to the beauty of
a curved line is attained.

It was also argued that curves based on
hexagonal proportions were the most graceful,

and Mr. Jnpling partially explained the
“ septenary system of generating curves by con-
tinued motion ” through combinations of ro-

tatory movements with those of an ordinary
trammel as invented by himself, and he ex-

hibited drawings that certainly appeared to

possess a variety, precision, and accuracy,

much to be desired
;
he also affirmed, that for

practical purposes, the expense of a couple of
shillings would supply a workman with means
to produce correctly any curve that might be
required.

The discussion of this subject will be re-

sumed on the 30th July, when the merits of
Mr. Jopling’s septenary system and the princi-

ples of spiral or serpentine lines will be con-r

sidered.

ART-UNIONS.
A bill has been introduced into the House

of Commons, by Messrs. Wyse and Ewart, for

revoking so much of the laws against distribu-

tion by lottery as may legalize the proceedings

of Art-Unions. Reciting the recent circum:
stances in the history of these institutions, th^

bill enacts that all such voluntary associations

for the purchase of paintings, drawings, &c.,

to be afterwards allotted by chance, now con-

stituted, or which may hereafter he so, shall

be deemed and taken to be lawful associations,

— provided always “ that a royal charter of

charters shall have been first obtained for the

incorporation of such associations, or, provided

that the deed of partnership or other instru-

ment or instruments constituting such associa-

tions, and the rules and regulations relating to

the proceedings of such associations for such

purposes as aforesaid, shall have firstbeen sub-

mitted to the consideration, and be approved

of, by a committee of her Majesty’s most hon-

ourable Privy Council, and a copy thereof de-

posited with such committee; and provided

such proceedings for such purposes as afore-

said shall have been conducted in strict con-

formity with the royal charter or charters

which may have been granted, or the deed of

partnership, or other instrument or instru-

ments constituting such association, and the

rules and regulations which may have been

approved of, as hereinbefore set forth.’

The newspapers, in mentioning this provi-

sion in the bill, have all stopped short at the

royal charter, and omitted the alternative,

which is of considerable importance.

Fall of a Wall, and Fatal Result.-t

Last Saturday afternoon about 30 feet in

length of a wall, bounding the premises of Mr.

Davies, an emery manufacturer, in Richard-

son street, Bermondsey, was thrown down, in

consequence of 100 tons of emery stones being

piled against it. The wall wus 10 feet ill

height, and 9 inches in thickness. Several

children were playing near the spot, and one

was crushed to death, while three others re-

ceived severe injury.
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OLD LONDON BRIDGE.

The annexed engraving; is a view of 01
London Bridge, taken near St. Olave’s Stairi

about the year 1757, shortly before it undei
went very extensive repairs and improve
ments, including the removal of the houses

which for several centuries encumbered and disiU

figured it from one end to the other. The datij

of this bridge is much better authenticate™

than that of most buildings possessing claims t

a remote origin, for we find in the “ Annals c ll

Waverley” (an abbey in the county of Surrey
the following entry:—“1176. In this yea
the stone bridge, at London, is begun, b

Peter, the chaplain of Colechurch.”*
It was finished in 1209, having occupiei

thirty-three years in building. It consisted c

a stone platform, erected on elm piles, drive

into the bed of the river, and was 926 feet long

15 feet wide, and 60 feet high. It had I

draw-bridge, and twenty pointed arches, fron

15 to 32 feet span, with massive piers fron

17 to 30 feet thick, and of various lengths c

from 26 to 115 feet. The longest pier stooi

in the middle of the river, and served as we:

for the bridge as for a chapel which wa
erected on it, and dedicated to St. Thomas-^
Becket. This chapel was a very elegan
structure, and consisted of two chambers, a

upper and an under one, or crypt, immediateli

on the starling
;
the communication between

the upper and under chapel was by a spira

flight of stone steps. The upper chapel wa|
lofty, and elegant, being supported by four

teen groups of clustered columns, and lightei

by eight pointed windows. The crypt be
low was even superior, for, although i

was not so lofty, the intersections of thi

pointed arches and windows were more beaui

tiful. The length and breadth of each were
the same, nearly 60 feet long and 20 fee

broad
;
the height of the upper chapel was 41

feet, and that of the lower was 20 feet. Thi:

was the first building erected on the bridge

and was coeval with the structure!. A
what period the other buildings were erectet

is uncertain, but it is generally suppose:

that the towers were built soon after th<

bridge was finished. In the year 1426 the

tower at the north end of the drawbridge, ovej

which traitors’ heads were usually exposed
was erected, but in 1577 it had become st

decayed as to require removal. A new
building was commenced, and the traitors'

heads, amongst which were those of Fisher
Bishop of Rochester, and the celebrated Sii

Thomas More, were placed over the gate on the

Southwark side, afterwards called the Traitors

Gate. But the most splendid building thai

adorned old London Bridge was the famous
Nonesuch House; so called from itshavingheen
constructed in Holland, entirely of wood, anc
brought over to this country in pieces, anc
erected on the bridge with wooden pegs only,

not a single nail having been used in the

edifice. It stood by the seventh and eighth
arches from the Southwark end, projected
considerably over each side of the bridge, and
presented a very striking appearance from its

varied and highly-decorated architecture.

In the year 1582 the first water- works were
erected by one Peter Morris, for the purpose
of supplying the City with water, and six

years afterwards three other water-wheels were
erected at the Southwark end of the bridge
for grinding corn. How long the latter mills

remained is uncertain, the former existed until!

1822, w'hen an Act was passed for their entire:

removal, and the proprietors received lO.OOO/. 1

for transferring their rights to the New Riven
Company.

In 1754, the bridge requiring very extensive,

repairs, a wooden bridge was erected on the
starlings, on the west side

;
the houses werei

removed, the centre pier and two arches:

adjoining taken down, and replaced by one
large arch, the bridge widened several feet,

and finally opened to the public in 1759.!

These alterations are said to have cost 1 00,000/.

I

The annual loss of life and property that:

* This church stood, until the great fire of London, on the I

north side of the Poultry, at the south end of a turning de>
nominated Conyhoop-lane, and was famous as the place
where St. Edmund and St. Thomas-h- Becket were presented

.

at the baptismal font.

t From the same authority we have already quoted, namely, I

the “Annals of Waverley,” we learn that the remains
of the pious architect of the bridge were entombed in the
chapel. The passage runs thus :

— “In 1205 died Peter,
the Chaplain of Colechurch, who began the stone bridge

;

and he is sepultured in the chapel upon the bridge,”
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occurred through the dangerous state of the

navigation under the arches, the fall being at

times as much as five feet, and the perpetually

recurring expense of keeping the bridge in re-

pair, added to the rude appearance of the

structure itself when contrasted with the fine

bridges which had been recently erected over

theThames, suggested, about the beginning of

the present century, its entire demolition, and
the construction of one more in accordance

with the taste and skill of the times, as

well as with the princely character of the

Corporation of London. Accordingly, surveys,

reports, and estimates were made, various plans

proposed, some for once more repairing the

old bridge, and others for constructing a new
one. The most eminent architects and engi-

neers had their attention directed to the sub-

ject for upwards of twenty years. At last, in

the year 1822, the corporation advertised for

plans, and premiums were awarded to three of

those sent in. After much discussion both in

the city councils as well as in the House of

Commons, Mr. Rennie’s design was adopted

and carried out.

On the 4th of March, 1824, Messrs. Jol-

liffe and Banks, the contractors for building

the new bridge, commenced their operations :

on the 15th of June, 1825, the first foundation

stone was laid by the late Duke of York : and
on the 1st of August, 1831, his late Majesty
William the Fourth, and the present Queen
Dowager, were pleased to honour the opening
ceremony with their presence. Shortly after

this event took place, the work of destruction

commenced on the old bridge, and within a few
months, not a vestige was to be seen of a

structure which had been very famous in its

da}', and the Chronicles* of which illustrate

most vividly the manners, customs, and events

of London, during a period of six centuries and
a half. J. II.

BAILLIE’S SLIDE-VALVE TRANSPARENT
VENTILATOR.

This ventilator consists first of a series of

louvres of glass, which are permanently fixed

at a certain inclination, so that the currents of
air may be directed upwards and dispersed;

and secondly, of a sliding valve, likewise of

glass, which regulates the quantity of air ad-

mitted, and which when closed, renders the
openings perfectly air-tight: the whole is con-
tained in a neat thin frame, which may be
readily adapted by a common glazier to any of

the panes of a window
;

the frame itself,

when thus fixed, seems to coincide with the

sash bars, and the rest of the ventilator being
quite transparent, the general appearance is by
no means displeasing.

Several advantages arise from having the

louvres stationary, instead of being moveable,
for example:—First, the draught of cold air is

avoided, which in the case of moveable louvres

enters through the interval that is required to

be left between their ends and the sides of the

frame. Secondly, this apparatus has no joints,

nor other working parts where the dust can
accumulate and become hardened so as to

obstruct their action
;
but it may be closed in

a perfectly air-tight manner, even in the most
dusty situations. Thirdly, its construction is

so simple, that nothing but rough usage could
injureit

;
and if out of order, it may be repaired

by any ordinary workman.
The annexed diagrams will serve to shew

its appearance and action.

Figure 1 gives an elevation and a vertical

section of a sash-window with the ventilator

fixed in the position which is thought to be
the best for avoiding draughts

;
n a, the fixed

inclined glass-louvres; be, the slide-valve for

regulating the quantity of air admitted, which
is moved by the cords (</ e), coinciding with,

and hidden by the sash-bars, and passing over
pullies (as at/, g, to any required posi-

tion
;
in the sketch the cord is finally passed

over a rack-pully (n), in the same way as in

• ordinary roller-blinds
;
but, when it is required

i frequently to pull down the top sash itself,

ithe cord had better be furnished at its lower
end with a balance weight instead of passing

4 over a rack pully
;
k, an eye screwed into the

j sash-bead through which the cord runs
; /,

c connecting socket which serves both to unite

i the cords (as shewn in the sketch), and also to

s stop (by means of the eye k) the slide-valve

* “The Chronicles of London Bridge,” 8vo. 1827.

BAILLIE’S SLIDE-VALVE TRANSPARENT VENTILATOR.

u

Fig. 2.

from being drawn out too far or let down too

violently. The slide-valve may, however, be

lifted out by hand, for cleaning or any other

purpose.
Figure 2 shews the mode of adapting the

slide-valve to the sashes of basement, attic, or

other windows, where the top panes can be
easily reached by the hand.
We have had one of these ventilators in

operation under our own eye for some time

past, and find that it answers the purpose ex-

ceedingly well. The cost of them is compara-
tively trifling.

HITCH’S PATENT DRAIN.

Sir,—

W

ith the remarks contained in a letter

on the subject of house drains in the last num-
ber of Thk Builder I fully agree, but as

drain-pipes are liable to fracture, permit me to

call your attention, and through your paper,

that of your readers, to a description ot

drain which I have used for some years, and

have always found to answer admirably, and

at the same time at less cost than drains of

common brickwork.
I allude to Hitch’s Drain bricks, for which

a patent ha9 been obtained. They have been

in use some years, but are not so well known
a9 they deserve to be.

Each brick is 13 inches long, segmental and

wedge shaped, and is rebated at the ends, so

that they may fit into each other. Fora 9-inch

drain, four bricks form a complete circle or

gun-barrel-drain; they fit quite closely toge-

ther, a very small quantity of mortar or cement

being necessary, and the labour is very little.

There are two sinkings in the back of each for

the workmen to handle them by; these aho

permit a better action of the fire in burning,

and the inside is quite smooth. Four of the

bricks form a 9-inch drain, at a cost of lid.

per foot. Six of the bricks form a 12-inch

drain, at a cost of Is. 4d. per foot.

The maker is Mr. Hitch, of Ware, Herts,

who has had for some time past a dep6t for

their sale at Lindsey Wharf, Chelsea. I think

it only an act ofjustice to the ingenious manu-
facturer to mention them, as l consider them
the best drains ever invented, and shall ever

use them.—I am, Sir, &c.

A Builder of Thirty Years' standing.
Lambeth, July 1st, 1845.

*** We have ourselves had a long experi-

ence of the drain-brick9, and can bear witness

to their great excellence.

if

j j

, I
ijj
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EXAMINATION IN ARCHITECTURE AT

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

Last week we gave the course of examina-

tion in architecture as a science: we now add

the series of questions as relates to architecture

as a fine art.

First Year.

Greek and Roman Architecture.

1. What analogy has the column and its

entablature with any object of early invention ?

2. In what respects do its various parts corre-

spond with those of its prototype ? 3. What is

the use of the capital ? the architrave? the

cornice? 4. In which orders does a base
form an essential feature? in which not?
5. State the general proportions of the Greek
orders of architecture. 6. Which is the
essentially distinctive feature of an order?
7. How many orders were there in Roman
architecture? 8. In what respects does the
Greek or Roman division of the orders ap-

proach nearest to the obvious classification of
physical distinctions, or to the relative propor-
tions generally admitted to exist in all objects

throughout nature ? 9. Should the axis of the

column according to the Greek canons be
vertical or not? 10. Quote the authorities,

whether in writers or examples. 11. Sketch
a profile of the Doric capital and the several

varieties of anulets. 12. Sketch the varieties

of triglvph heads. 13. Sketch aud describe
the essential differences in the entablatures of
the Greek orders. 14. In what examples of
Greek Doric buildings are the tryglyphs omit-
ted ? How are the guttaj of the frieze then ar-

ranged ? 15. Sketch various forms of guttas.

16. What do the antaa of Greek architecture
represent, and where are they introduced, and
what proportions ? 17. Sketch the capitals of
the antaa of the Greek orders. 18. Did any
and what difference exist in those of Gra>cia
propria and Asiatic Greece? 19. State the
reasons for considering whether sculpture be
or be not an essential element of Greek
edifices. 20. To whom does Vitruvius attri-

bute the invention of the Corinthian capital,

and on what occasion? 21. Is there any
complete example of Greek Corinthian, and
where? 22. Was the Corinthian, Ionic, or
the Doric introduced or adopted as the leading
order of any principal monuments in Grsecia
propria? 23. Which was the prevailing order
in Asiatic Greece ? 24. Give the names and
state the orders of the most distinguished
temples of European and Asiatic Greece.
25. Into how many classes may mouldings be
divided? State the names of the divisions.

26. Draw the profiles of the first class with
the names attached. 2J. What is the purpose
of the crowning mouldings in cornices ? 28.
What is their usual angle of inclination in

Greek buildings ? 29. Draw combinations of
mouldings. 30. Which were the usual crown-
ing mouldings of the cornice of the Greek
orders? 31. Was there any moulding peculiar
to the Greek Doric and never used in any
other order? 32. Give the name and varieties

of profile. 33. Under which class does it

come? 34. In which periods of the art were
mouldings sparingly and profusely used ? 35.
Should mouldings or plain faces predominate
and why? 36. Draw some of the sculptured
decorations of mouldings with the names
attached. 37- Sketch a plan of a Greek
decastyle hypethral pseudo-dipteral temple,
with the names of the parts attached.

Egyptian Architecture.

38. Which are the earliest specimens of
Egyptian architecture? 39. What are the
general characteristics of Egyptian architec-

ture? 40. Whence is their general impress
derived? 41. Is it varied or uniform? 42.

State the reasons. 43. Sketch a plan of one
of the temples at Thebes. 44. Give a general
description of the parts, and describe its chief

accompaniments. 45. Into how many divisions

may be classified the capitals of their columns ?

46. Give a sketch of two columns of different

characters. 47. State the proportions. 48.
Sketch and describe the proportions of an obe-
lisk and its pyramidion

;
its material. 49. Il-

lustrate the value in which obelisks were held
by the anecdote related by Herodotus. 50.
Describe the influences exercised by the con-
querors of Egypt upon its architecture. 51.
State the nations by whom Egypt was subju-
gated, and the periods of conquest. 52. Enu-
merate the leading works on Egyptian archi-
tecture.

Second Year.

Medieval Architecture.

I. At what period and by what Emperor
was the Christian faith adopted as the religion

of the Roman state? 2. What religious

edifices did he construct for divine worship ?

3 When were they erected? In what form ?

4. Give a general plan of one of the primitive

Christian churches, with the names of the
several parts attached. 5. Describe the pur-

pose or destination of each part. 6. Had the
position of these early churches originally any
reference to the cardinal points ? 7- State the

origin of the term Byzantine, and describe
the characteristics of that style of architecture.

8. Give a plan of certain ancient Byzantine
churches at Constantinople and Ravenna. 9.

Give a plan and section of a Greek church at

Athens. 10. Sketch the varieties in the cruci-

form plan adopted in the Christian churches.

-

11. By whom were baptistries first built?
Enumerate the most celebrated ones. 12.

Give plans of some, and state their relative

position in regard to the church to which they
belonged. 13. Give a plan of the baptistery

and Church at Parenzo in Istria. 14. With what
previous 3tyle is Norman identical, and in

what respects? 15. What is the distinctly

different feature which prevailed in the Nor-
man and preceding style, as contrasted with
that of the subsequent styles of mediaeval art ?

16. Sketch the varieties of the Norman arch.
17. Give the profiles of the mouldings, plans
of columns, elevations of caps and bases. 18.

Sketch windows with single or double lights.

19. Sketch an elevation and section of a Nor-
man buttress. 20. What was the general
form of the altar end of a Norman church, and
how called? 21. Sketch the primitive form
of a Norman church generally prevalent in

England. 22. Give the names of succeeding
Gothic styles in this country, and dates of dura-
tion. 23. Sketch the forms of arch prevalent in

each style, and the varieties in the arch of each
epoch. 24. Whence may it be supposed that we
derive the pointed arch? why? and at what
period? 25. State some of the theories of
the origin of the pointed arch. 26. Were the
caps and bases of the lancet circular or poly-
gonal in plan ? 27. Of what material were
the columns? and why? 28. Sketch eleva-

tion and section of buttresses
;
and in what

particular did the lancet buttress present a
character essentially different from that of the
preceding style? 29. When did the succeed-
ing style commence and finish ? and state the
origin of the name given to it by Rickman.
30. What is the peculiarity of the door at this

period? Sketch one. 31. What peculiarity
in the tracery of the windows? 32. Name
the different parts of the tracerv, and notice
any peculiarities in the transoms of the win-
dows. 33. What crowning enrichment exists

in the cornice of the later periods, and in what
respects does it correspond with a like feature
in classic architecture ? 34. In what parts
were heraldic embellishments introduced, and
when ? 35. State instances of heraldic pun-
ning in gothic architecture. 36. Sketch dif-

ferent forms of shields in the order of their
respective epochs. 37. Give a plan of a

gothic cathedral, with the names of the parts
attached. 38. Sketch plans and sections of
gothic vaultings. 39. Define the different
features and parts of arch-vaultings, and the
classes of ribs. 40. What is the difference
between a groin and a rib? 41. Name dis
tinguished instances of vaultings. 42. Give a
brief notice of medigeval architecture in Italy,
and compare it in its progress and results with
the architecture of northern Europe during
the same period. 43. Lay down the general
principles of composition as taught by Durand.
44. Name the most eminent authors on archi-
tecture, classified according to the subjects on
which they treated. 45. State the qualifica-
tions and studies to be acquired by the archi-
tect. 46. Give a tabular view of the history
of architecture from the earliest periods.

New Surveyor of the District of
St. James’s.—Mr. Charles Mayhew has been
unanimously elected to the above appointment,
rendered vacant by the death of his father. We
feel much pleasure in being able to congratulate
him not only upon his success, but also upon
the good feeling displayed on this occasion by
his professional brethren in not offering an op-
position.

STIR IN THE SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

The disorganized state of the School ol
Desigh, to which we have been forced to direct
attention on several occasions, has been re-i

cently mentioned in the House of Common?.
Mr. Ewart, a few nights since, referring toi

the dispute which occurred in the School of
Design, and which had resulted, he said, ia
the dismissal of the second master, and thei

withdrawal of the pupils almost without ex-
ception, wished to know whether the discord
still continued, or whether there was any hopei
of its being settled ?

Sir G. Clerk said, “ a difference of opinion
unfortunately arose in the early part of this

year between the director of the scLool and
some of the masters regarding the principles:

upon which the education of the pupils should
be conducted. Several of the students joined
warmly on the side of the master, and ex-,

pressed themselves disrespectfully of the cha-i

racter and attainments of the director. Thq
council, considering this to he a gross act of
insubordination, felt it to be their painful duty
to interfere, by suspending the pupils who had
so erred until they made an apology. The
disagreement still continuing, the council felti

themselves under the necessity of changing;
the second master ;

who had accordingly beeni
he would not say dismissed, but removed.”
The question now is, how will this step

operate as regards the state of things between
the pupils and the director, and between the 1

public and the school? Will it restore tQ

:

this gentleman the confidence of the pupils,

which unfortunately he seems by some means ;

or other to have lost? We are afraid not,

any more than it will make a bad system a
good one. The school as at present con-
ducted does not produce such results as are 1

looked for, and some alteration is unquestion-
ably necessary. We have received a number 1

of letters on the subject, mostly, it must be
observed, from the students who objected to

Mr. Wilson’s system. Although ex parte, we
insert two of them, in order that the com-
plainants, and as it has proved, the sufferers,

may state their own views:—
Sir,—

S

eeing in your columns a short time
since, comments on the “School of Design,” I

beg to offer a few remarks, tending to shew,
if, indeed, it can be more clearly shewn, the
total inadequacy of the system pursued there
to produce any thing above an humble class of
copyists.

A defect which, in my opinion, lies at the
root of the plan is, that no instruction what-
ever is given in the characteristics of the dif-

ferent styles. When the student enters, he is

set to copy indiscriminately a number of casts

and other examples, and having, I suppose,
obtained a stock of ideas by this means, with-
out any other preparation, he proceeds to “de-
sign,” or, in other words, to produce a hotch-
potch, having a portion of the forms of every,
without the spirit of any, style.

This is what we should be led to expect, and
this really is the exact character of the tawdry
and frigid soi disunt designs that are the only
productions of the school. But what else could
we expect of an institution where nature, the
great storehouse of the beautiful, is entirely
neglected

;
where the study of the human figure

is suspended and interrupted
;
where the art

of perspective is unknown; where the different

styles of art and their respective characters
are unexplained, and where even the library is

fettered by such restrictions, that very few stu-

dents can have access to it?

The difference between us and foreign de-
signers is essentially this,— that while they
produce real artists, we produce nothing more
than partially instructed, half-formed draughts-
men. In fact, now that the only students of
promise that the school could boast have been
expelled, there is none at present designing or
even attempting to design. The School of De-
sign at present is nothing more than a cheap
drawing school.

Casts and examples are certainly copied,
but as the only end of this copying is to ac-

quire mechanical dexterity, and as the pecu-
liar beauties or defects of none are pointed
out, Government might as well have provided
bad casts as fine ones at such an expense.

Copies of Raphael’s performances are to

be found there, and give a pretty appearance
to the room, but the grand principles of colour-

ing upon which Raphael laboured are neither
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explained nor exemplified : his peculiarities,

his manner, his beauties, the student is left in

ignorance of.— I am, Sir, &c., H. J. L.

The other writer says :
—

Sir,—In your paper of the 21st inst. is in-

serted a letter upon the School of Design,
many of the views contained in which are so

thoroughly sound and practical, and much of

the criticism so perfectly just, that I trust you
will allow me to correct a few mistakes into

which the writer has been led, by his being

perhaps but a casual visitor at the school.

Your correspondent says very justly, that

the conducting such a school would be a fit

task for an artist of some twenty or thirty

years standing, an assertion the truth of which
no one can doubt. As a proof that the council

really are of opinion that “ with the various

examples in the school any man may play the

master,” allow me to state, that the gentle-

man whom they have appointed director with

a salary of 400?. per annum, is practically igno-

rant of design.

The writer’s ironical praise is very just, but

it is too bad to place the faults of others upon
the back of the council, particularly as they
have been recently filling up the measure of

their mismanagement themselves; how can

any persons, for instance, doubt their just

appreciation of the talents necessary for a

teacher, when they are told that the council

have just dismissed Mr. Herbert, A.R.A., the

late master of the figure class, and sub-director,

under the plea that he is too efficient, and have
lowered the salary attaching to that office, in

order to insure a less efficient successor? Yet
such is the case. In speaking of the students

in the last portion of his letter, he is mistaken
in calling the paintings, from which they are
in the habit of copying, frescoes; they are
copies in tempera from the arabesques of
Raphael in the Loggia of the Vatican.
Now, Sir, such is the state of dissatis-

faction on the part of the students, and
of mismanagement on the part of the
council, that three months since, all the
students in the upper classes of the school
felt it necessary to petition the council
for a redress of their grievances; that the
system laid down by the council in their re-

port might be carried out, and that the instruc-

tion there promised might be given : for doing
this the students were immediately suspended,
and although they laid before the council a
series of depositions proving their grievances,
still no notice was taken of their complaints

;

until at last, without any inquiry into the truth

or falsehood of the statements advanced by the
students, the council issued a notice stating that

they would not be re-admitted to the school with-
out individually apologizing to the director for

their conduct : thus placing their necks under
the feet of the individual of whom they com-
plain.— I am, Sir, &c., Philo-Altha.
An inquiry into the results of the system

pursued should at once be made, or we may go
on spending money and have nothing but dis-

appointment for our pains.

THE PATENT FIRE-PREVENTIVE
PLASTER.

In reply to an inquiry made by a corre-
spondent last week, for an incombustible sub-

• stance to be used instead of common plaster,

> we have received a description of the “ fire-

I

preventive plaster,” for which patents have been
i obtained for England, Ireland, Scotland, and
i the colonies. It is asserted that perfect secu-
|i rity from fire may be attained at a moderate
( cost by coating the timbers and floors with
: a thin stratum of the composition, in place
i of the ordinary lime plaster on the lathing
i of the ceilings and partitions. The com-

I

position is susceptible of all the ornamental
I forms of cornices and mouldings to which

I

plaster, stucco, or carved wood-work are
i usually applied, and is capable of a fine polish,

: and may be painted. The works are in Upper
i Ground-street, Blackfriars Bridge.
A correspondent, who dates from Kensington,

( suggests that slate fixed to the underside of
i the joists to form a ceiling, would tend to pre-
’ vent the spread of fire.

The New Paddington Hospital.—The
first stone of the new hospital (near the Great
Western Railway Station) was laid on Satur-
day last by his Royal Highness Prince Albert.

OSMASTON CHURCH, DERBYSHIRE.

The newly-erected church at Osmaston,
near Ashborne, was consecrated, agreeably to

public announcement, by the Lord Bishop of

Lichfield, on Friday, the 27th ult. This edi-

fice, of which the first stone was laid on the

8th June, 18-13, has been built at the expense
of Francis Wright, Esq. (of Lenton, near Not-
tingham), and will cost, when completed, eight

or nine thousand pounds. Mr. H. J. Stevens,

of Derby, was* the architect
;

Mr. William
Evans, of Ellastone, was the builder.

We obtain the following account of the old

and new structure from the Derby Mercury :

—

“To satisfy the archaeologist and antiqua-

rian, it may be as well to preface our descrip-

tion of the new church by stating that the

ancient structure, which was dedicated to St.

Martin, and stood a few yards to the south-

ward of the present building, did not contain

any interesting features, either in form or de-

tail
;
a very early date may be assigned to the

original foundation of the church, and if the

name of the village denotes clearly its Saxon
origin, we may venture to imagine that a church
might even have existed in that remote period.

The old walls, however, exhibited no peculiar

construction, or style of ornament, and the

greater part were evidently of a comparatively

recent date
;
some very unsightly modern ad-

dition had been made some years since for the

purpose of increasing the accommodation', but

it was found to be still insufficient, and tho-

roughly inconvenient in arrangement. It was
much out of repair, and therefore beyond its

doubtful antiquity (which was much more than

counterbalanced by its want of beauty), no good
cause could be shewn why the liberal inten-

tions of the founders of the new church should
not be carried into effect— and the work of de-

molition commenced, and was carried on with-

out regret
;
but, on the contrary, with confident

expectation on the part of the parishioners that

the latter house would greatly exceed the former
house in convenience and beauty.

The old font, which is still preserved in the

churchyard, as a memorial of the past, is so

much decayed that little more than its octa-

gonal form can bo ascertained, and that it was
probably of late perpendicular character.

The new building is situated nearly in the
centre of the ancient and unusually picturesque

churchyard, in which some venerable yews and
Scotch firs contribute largely to the general

effect. The churchyard has been inclosed by
a low lime-stone wall, which, from being only

slightly raised above the level of the ground
within the inclosure, and just affording a suffi-

cient protection from the road, has the appear-

ance of a substantial broad base to the church.
It is evident, from a general view of the

structure, that the prevailing idea which the

founders and their architect sought to carry

out, were the principles adopted by our fore-

fathers in the construction of the numerous
village churches which form so many bright

spots in this our beautiful country. It consists

of a nave, ailses, chancel, west tower, south
porch, and vestry

;
the material employed for

the main portion of the external walls is the
mountain lime-stone, from the property of Sir

Henry Fitz Herbert, near Tissington, and free-

stone from the quarries at Stanton, near Ash-
bourn, is used for the windows, doors, but-

tresses, and all moulded and ornamental por-
tions of the building. The fine dark grey of
the former is agreeably contrasted with the
light tint of the latter, and is in excellent har-
mony with the grassy carpet of the churchyard,
and the deep tones of the old trees. Black
Westmoreland slates are used for the covering
of the nave, chancel, porch, and vestry, the
roofs of which are high pitched, with free-stone

ridges. The aisles and tower are covered with
lead. The general architectural character of
the building and detail is the late decorated,
or that style as it prevailed in this country
during the middle of the fourteenth century.

The whole building stands upon a bold, double-

weathered base, with the addition of an extra
base moulding in the tower. The aisles are

divided by strong buttresses into four com-
partments. The principal entrance door occu-

pies the westernmost division on the south side
;

the other three, the two central ones on the

north side, and the east end of the south aisle,

are pierced by three-light windows, the west

ends of both aisles by two lights, the heads of

which are filled by elaborate tracery of varied

design. The walls of the aisles are not more
than 16 feet high, and are crowned by a low
parapet. In the cornice immediately over each
buttress, which are double at the angles, carved

heads have been introduced, in some of which
we recognize likenesses of the reigning sove-

reign, Prince Albert, the Archbishop of Can-
terbury, &c.

The quadripartite arrangement of the aisles

is continued through the nave, which has a low
clerestory, pierced on each side by square-
headed windows of two lights and trifoliated

heads. Instead of a parapet to the nave, a bold
cornice is introduced, with carved paterie at
close intervals in the hollow of the same, and
the spout is formed in the upper member.
The walls of the chancel are 18 feet high

with cornice and spout of similar character to

that of the nave; the east end is pierced by a
large four-light window, with flowing tracery
in the head; the south front is divided into

three compartments by bold buttresses, sloped
at the first stages, and terminated at the line

of the eaves cornice by weathered hoods, with
crockets and finials, and deeply sunk trefoil in

the face; each division and that nearest the
east end on the north front, is pierced by two-
light windows, the mouldings and design
of which as well as the east window, being of
a more elaborate character than other parts of
the church.

The tower is entirely disengaged from the

nave and aisles, and is in three stages, and 69
feet high to the top of parapet; there is a low
door on the west front for access to belfry, a
three-lighted window over the same in the

lowest stage, a circular dial carved in stone, on
the south side— in the second—and a double
two-lighted window, on each face of the

upper stage
;

these windows are bold in

character, and the slopes of the sills acute:

the divisions of the stages are marked
by free stone strings, and weatherings, which
reduce the width of the tower at the upper
part

;
there are double rectangular buttresses

at the angles, and a partially engaged octan-

gular stair turret at the north-west angle
;
the

former are terminated by crocketted pinnacles,

the latter by piercings on four of its faces,

which rise slightly above the tower— crocket-

ted gables on each face, and a conical roof,

crocketted on each angle, and crowned by a
bold gilt vane. The parapet of the tower is

pierced, and the panoramic view from the top

is very extensive and comprises scenery of no
ordinary beauty.

The porch has a bold doorway with shafts,

carved capitals and the hollows filled with
ball-flower ornament; angular buttresses with
considerable projection, terminated above the
coping by crocketted hoods

;
a cornice and

eaves with carved paterm, and an enriched
finial at the apex of gable.

The vestry is octangular and connected
with the north side of the chancel, and the east

end ofthe north aisle by a porch, covered with
lead, in which the door for the minister is

fixed. There are two light windows in two of

the faces and buttresses at each angle, termi-

nated by sloped weatherings
;
the walls are

crowned by a plain moulded cornice, and each
angle of the conical roof is finished by a
graduated moulding with large carved orna-
ment at the apex.
Having completed our survey of the ex-

terior, we will enter by the south porch, which
is 10 feet long by 8 feet wide in the clear;

each side is occupied by a stone seat, with four

arched recesses over the same. The roof is

entirely open, and consists of three main and

two wall ribs of bold dimensions, springing

from stone carved corbels in the spandrils of

the arches. The entrance door is of oak, and

derives its principal ornament from a pair of

elaborately wrought-iron hinges, which nearly

cover the door; lock,- latches, handles, es-

cutcheons, being all of massy and similar cha-

racter.

On entering the church we are immediately

struck by the substantial and durable cha-

racter of the whole, not a bit of plaster or

paint except what is necessary to preserve the

iron work, can be seen—everything is real

:

the walls, windows, doors, piers, arches, are

all dressed freestone—the ceiling of the tower

is a stone groin, the roofs of the nave, aisles,

and chaucel are of the best picked pitch pine

and boarded, the seats and fittings are all Noi--

way oak, the floors of the aisles, the steps to

the chancel, and other parts of the church
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which are unoccupied by sittings, are laid

with the best freestone, and by these circum-

stances and the unusual strength of material,

a pleasing impression of solidity and stability

is conveyed to the mind. As we have before

described the windows in our external view,

it will be unnecessary to add more than that a

string course is continued under them through-

out, that all angles of splays are finished by

shafts, with bases and capitals or continuous

mouldings, that as much variety of detail is

introduced as possible, and that the tracery is

filled with ornamental glazing. The nave is

connected with the north and south aisles by
clustered piers, each of a single stone, with
elaborately moulded bases and capitals, from
which and two attached piers at the east and
west ends spring the arches supporting the
clerestory walls. The roof of the aisles is

flat pitched, divided into compartments, every
part of which is accurately wrought and
moulded, with characteristic stoppings. The
roof of the nave has three main trusses, with

arched and moulded springers, supported by
corbels, carved with cherubim holding scrolls

with the following inscription divided on the

four of them:—Glory.. to God.. on earth.,

peace— the remainder bearing shields, with

monogrammatic devices. Between each of
the main trusses are two others, without the

carved ribs, and wind braces are introduced
between them and under the spars. The roof
of the chancel is composed of a series of strong
rafters, with carved braces under them, spring-
ing from wood corbels, on a continuous stone
cornice, carved with the oak leaf, and con-
tinued over the head of the east window

;
every

part of the roofs are wrought and moulded.
The east arch is supported on clustered

engaged piers, of a similar character to those
of the nave; the bold capitals are carved with
delicate foliage, and the ball flower ornament
is introduced within the hollow of the arch.
The whole of the sittings in the nave and
aisles are open, and are fixed level with the
floor of the church. The ends of the seats
are panelled with tracery heads, and have a
very strong cap moulding, which is continued
on the top of the backs of sittings.

The font, which is of Roche Abbey stone,
is a large circular bowl, with a continuous
lotus ornament on the upper part, standing on
a single shaft, with a moulded base and capital,
carved, with a similar ornament

;
it is placed

immediately opposite the south entrance door.
3 he pulpit and desk are of oak, and are

fixed together in the north-east angle of the
nave

; the desk has an open traceried front
with double rectangular buttresses at the
angles, terminated by carved canopies; the
pulpit is arranged so as to be accessible either
from the desk or the vestry, and is merely five
faces of an octagon, the other faces being
omitted for entrance

;
the whole is filled with

anelled tracery, and the cornice under the
ook-board is carved with the vine leaf. The

chancel is approached from the nave by two
broad steps, an arcade with cinque foliated
heads within the arches is formed in the wall
under the windows

;
one compartment is re-

turned on each side at the east end
;
the string

course then rises to the underside of east
window-sill, and inclosed two loftier arches,
in which stone seats with plain elbows are
fixed for the officiating ministers; the lower
member forming the connection between the
two seats is foliated, and a plain scroll with
the words “ This do in remembrance of me,”
carved upon it, is the only ornament behind
the communion table, which is of solid oak
carved with cherubs’ heads at the angles, and
is the gift of Mr. Johnson, one of the resident
proprietors in the village. 'The floor of that
part of the chancel in which the communion
service is administered is laid down with oak
framed in parquetry, and a massive kneel-
ing rail of open tracery occupies a portion
only of the front, allowing free access at the
ends.

The entrance to the vestry is by a deeply re-
cessed doorway, about the centre of the north
side of the chancel

;
it is octangular, with a

roof of strong moulded wood ribs springing
from corbels in each angle, on which armorial
bearings are extremely well carved in Caen
stone— they consist of the arms of Edward III.
the reigning sovereign, Archbishop, Bishop,
Archdeacon Shirley, and the families of Beres-
ford, Fitzherbert, and Wright. The fittings
ere all of oak, and the doors, both external

and internal, are of the same material, and
hung with floriated strap hinges, with other
iron-work to correspond. Returning to the

west end, we find the lower part of the tower
open to the church, in which the west window
has a very good effect. The accommodation
for the children is provided in low oak seats,

of similar character to the remainder
;
behind

which, and under the tower, the choristers’

seats are placed, the extreme back rising con-
siderably higher than the remainder, forms a
screen, and conceals the entrances to the belfry,

&c. There were one or two small old bells in

the former tower ; they have been substituted
by a fine peal of five, cast and fixed by Mears,
of Whitechapel

;
a clock also is ordered, and

there does not appear to be any thing forgotten
which can conduce to the comfort and good
feeling of the parishioners. We should state

in conclusion, that the church is capable of ac-
commodating the whole parish, and that its

internal dimensions areas follows;—Nave, 46
feet long, 18 feet wide, 38 feet 6 inches high,
to the point of roof

;
each aisle 46 feet long, 1

1

feet 10 inches wide, 16 feet 9 inches high to

the highest part of roof
; chancel, 28 feet long,

15 feet wide, 30 feet 3 inches high
;
tower, 14

feet square within, 26 feet high to the point of
groin

;
vestry, 11 feet diameter, 22 feet 6

inches high to apex of roof; extreme length of
church from east to west, 94 feet; extreme
width of church from north to south, 45 feet 2
inches.

NEW CHURCH AT CLIFTON IN
ASHBOURN.

The consecration of this church by the
bishop of the diocese took place on the 25th
ultimo. No time has been lost in its erection,
for the first stone was only laid on the 4th of
September last. The Derby Mercury, in de-
scribing the structure, says “ It is exceedingly
simple in plan, and the design evinces through-
out a studious attention to economy. It con-
sists of a nave 58 feet 6 inches long, 25 feet
wide, south porch, and a vestry opposite the
same on the north side, corresponding there-
with. The style of the building is a transition
from early English to decorated, and is built

of Stanton stone. The external face is not
worked with a tool, and has a substantial
effect. The roof is high pitched, and covered
with Newcastle tiles

;
there is an octangular

bell turret constructed on the west gable with
a conical roof and vane. The east gable has
a floriated cross. There are two single-light
windows in the west end, and the flanks are
pierced by windows divided into two lights, by
a bold mullion, the spandrils being filled in

with trefoils and quatrefoils
;
the east window

has three lights of bold character, similar to
those on the sides. The jambs of the porch
doorway have shafts with capitals and bases.
There is nothing worthy peculiar notice in the
interior, the limited funds not allowing much
scope for architectural display. The roof is

open, and has four main trusses of arched
form, springing from stone corbels in the
walls

;
the seats are low, open, and, as well as

the roof, stained and varnished. The arrange-
ment of the pulpit, reading desk, and commu-
nion rails, at the east end, is novel and satis-

factory. The pulpitis of stone semi-hexagonal
In foi m, and rests upon a low inverted pyramid.
The faces are sunk, with shafts and trefoil

heads. The ascent to the pulpit is by stone
steps, constructed in a recess, the face of which
next the church is formed by two pointed
arches resting upon slender shafts. The font
is of stone, and good dimensions, and all the
other furniture of the church has been designed
in a consistent style. An ancient chapel stood
on the site of the present building, parts of its

foundations are now remaining. 'The church-
yard is well situated, and inclosed in a sub-
stantial manner by a stone wall.”
The architect was Mr. Henry J. Stevens,

the same gentleman who designed the church
described in the preceding article. The works
were executed by Messrs. John Wood and
Edwin Thompson, of Derby.

Harris’s Peridoneus.—Under this title

is registered an admirable arrangement for
binding temporarily the current numbers of
periodical works, loose music, or MSS. The
buyers ofThe Buii.der will find a peridoneus
specially prepared for it at Kennett’sin York-
street.

SMOKE PROHIBITION BILL.

This bill has at length passed through the
committee, but not without very considerable
opposition. Mr. Vivian moved as an amend-
ment that it should not comprehend the “ fur-
nace of any steam-engine employed in con-
nection with any mine of coal, lime, ores, or
minerals of any description whatsoever, or
with any works for the smelting, refining, or
manufacturing of any iron, copper, tin, lead,
spelter, brass, or any other metal, or compound
metal whatsoever, or with any coke or glass
works.”
The motion was lost by a large majority.

Mr. Villiers then suggested that the amend-
ment be restricted to steam-engines employed
in mines of ores, leaving out the latter part of
Mr. Vivian’s amendment. This was also lost.

Mr. Ricardo then attempted to stay further
progress for the present, but in this he was
supported by only seven votes in a house con-
sisting of sixty members.

Sir J. Graham said he had understood that
the committee, after full consideration of the
whole question, had come to the determination
that stationary engines were only to be in-
cluded in the bill. It was under this impres-
sion that he had voted against the amendment.
Mr. Hawes said the bill in question was almost
unanimously agreed to by the committee. Mr.
Williams said experiments had been tried in

Leeds and various places, and the full con-
sumption of smoke had been ascertained to be
completely practicable. The experiment had
also been tried at the dockyards, and had been
attended with complete success. With these
facts in existence, he was astonished at the
opposition which the hon. member had made.

Mr. Hawes moved an exemption in favour
of buildings under the survey of the excise,
but without effect.

On the motion to bring up the report,
Alderman Copeland stated that if the bill

passed into a law, he must shut up works, and
and turn 1,000 men out of employment.

PROTECTION OF LIFE FROM FIRE.

Mr. D. W. W ire, in presenting a petition
a few days since to the Court of Common
Council from the Royal Society for the Pro-
tection of Life from Fire, took occasion to
state, that the plans upon which their fire-

escapes were constructed had proved more
efficacious than any hitherto acted upon or
suggested, and that within the last year the
lives of ten of our fellow-creatures had been
saved by the use of the machines of the society.

Mr. Lott was desirous to know why the three
machines which were constructed upon one of
those plans, and which were deposited in the
Guildhall to be used by the police, were not
now in operation ?

Alderman Wood said, that of all the plans
of fire-escape, there was but one of practical
utility, and that was the canvas escape, one of
which description of machine had been sent to
almost every station-house in the city. But
there was no established body appointed to
apply them in cases of emergency, or to keep
tliem in a state of preparation. It would be
most desirable that they should be in the hands
and under the control of the police, but the
commissioner could not apply the public money,
under the Act of Parliament, to such a pur-
pose.

Mr. R. Taylor could not very clearly see
how the court were justified in placing implicit
reliance upon the conduct of the Voluntary
Society which had thus petitioned the court.
They designated themselves a royal society,
but he could not see what reliance was to be
placed upon their stability. He was convinced
that the care and management should be in
the power of the police, or a body constituted
as the police were.

THE DRESDEN GALLERY.
Treasure ofatoms of great souls translated,

Sparks of an inextinguishable fire

Erst in the upward struggle scintillated

;

Relicts bequeathed to comfort and inspire
The future earth-worm straining to be higher,

Beautiful emblemations of high thought
Prisoned for centuries in dense attire,

Glimpses in heavenward flight by genius caught,
To thousands aye unknown, if not to vision

brought. '

J. Ellis,
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NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES.

The first stone of the Manchester Colle-

giate School was laid on the 19th ultimo by
J. C. Harter, Esq., in the presence of a very
large number of the clergy of the established

church, at the head of whom was the Rev.
C. D. Wray, the vice dean. The direct ob-
ject in view is to provide classical education

for the sons of small tradesmen at a cheap
rate. During the past week, the last great
blast of the cliffs for the purposes of the South
Devon Railway took place at the end of the

long tunnel, near the Parson and Clerk rock,

Dawlish. It was arranged in two series of

blasts, consisting of eight and eleven charges
of powder respectively, and was intended to

displace the large mass of rocky cliff imme-
diately before the entrance of the tunnel. The
enormous quantity of 42 cwt. of gunpowder
was used, and the two largest charges contained
1000 lbs. of powder in each. The whole was
under the direction of Mr. W. Glennie, the

surveyor, assisted by Mr. Dawson, and proved
eminently successful. The Duke of Nor-
folk’s patrimonial seat, Arundel Castle, is

undergoing great improvements and embellish-
ments, by direction of his grace, who is nego-
tiating with the town council for the ex-

change of Brooklands, which the noble duke
is understood to be desirous of adding to the
Arundel estate. Stevenstone, the ancient
seat of Lord Rolle, is now undergoing con-
siderable repairs by order of the trustees of
the late lord. The interior of this fine old

mansion, and the noble stabling, are to be put
in order and painted, as well as new stabling

erected—it is to be thoroughly restored to its

best state and appearance, and the outlay will

be considerable. Thirlstane House is under-
going a further enlargement, by the addition

of a second wing, corresponding in every re-

spect with that erected bv Lord Northwick
some three or four years ago, and forming the
present picture-gallery, to which purpose the
new building, when complete, will also be ap-

propriated. So extensive has the Thirlestane
House collection of paintings become, that the
present apartments, though forming one of

the noblest suite of rooms devoted to the fine

arts of which the country can boast, are found
wholly inadequate to the reception of the many
valuable additions which their noble owner is

constantly making, and which, for want of

wall-room whereon to hang them, are obliged

to be ranged on the floors, or on temporary
frames constructed for their reception. The
new gallery will, however, in a great measure,
remedy this inconvenience, by placing at his

lordship’s disposal a space equal to the exhibi-

tion of at least 300 or 400 pictures. Mrs.
and Miss Saunders are spoken of as likely to

have the honour of laying the foundation

6tones of two new churches, to be erected at

Morton and East Stockwith. The ceremony it

is understood, will be performed in a few days.

The new Custom House, at Ipswich, being
finished, the local authorities have determined

upon commemorating the ceremony of the

opening by a public dinner, to take place early

i in July. The suggestion cminated from the

architect, Mr. J. M. Clark, and was instantly

adopted by the mayor and town council.

The Weston-super-Mare Pier Company
i having recently purchased the island of Birn-

>beck, they propose annexing it to the main
Hand by means of a suspension bridge, to be
• constructed on Mr. Dredge’s principle. It has

i also been proposed to approach the island by
i means of a roadway, formed of loose stones at

1 the base, with a crown on top of solid masonry.

'Mr. Dredge has furnished the committee with

several designs for the suspension-bridge. The
i first represents the elevations and sections of

I the bridge
;
the second the details of construc-

i tion
;
and the third, a perspective view as seen

i from the cliff. The whole length to be crossed

iis about 1,400 feet; of this he proposes that

i about 1,100 feet should be accomplished by
l means of the bridge, to be composed of iron,

the central span of which would be 545 feet,

and the outside openings 272 feet. The re-

i maining 300 feet he proposes should be of solid

i masonry. The height of the towers above the
- roadway is intended to be 42 feet. Upwards
j of 4,000/. has been subscribed in Burnley in

dess than two days for the erection of a

\ Mechanics’ Institution, including library, read-

i ing-room, museum, news-room, and lecture-

. hall.

COUNTY OF SOMERSET LUNATIC
ASYLUM.

The following are the tenders which were
delivered at Bridgwater on the 30th ult. for

the erection of the new asylum at Wells :

—

Lock and Nesham, London. . . . ,£
J

39,989
Winsland, do 37,447
Stockholm, Bridgwater 34,050
Browne, Frome, 33,786
Davis, Loi.gport 33,600
Lewis, Bath 32,990
Davis, Frome 32,932
Stent, Warminster 32,740
Sissons, Hull 32,480
Kirk, Sleaford 30,800

The lowest was accepted.

fflorirsponurnff.

SUSPENSION DRIDGES.

Sin,—Mr. Dredge seems to be labouring
under some error in his communication to

your journal of last week relative to the

nature of the accidents at Derby and Ashton-
under-Lyne, which were not occasioned by
erroneous principles of construction. The
former, I believe, originated in consequence
of the centres having been struck too early

as from the extreme wetness of the season the

mortar had not become sufficiently indurated,

the latter from defective workmanship in the

piers. In the event of a failure, from defec-

tive workmanship or other causes, in the piers

or towers of a suspension bridge, even on Mr.
Dredge’s principles, I am inclined to think it

would be fatal to the structure. Notwith-
standing the beautiful aerial appearance of

suspension bridges suitable for some situations,

I am very much in favour of bridges of fixed

principles for heavy, general traffic, where
great strength and durability are required.

If suspension bridges are so “ perfectly

quiescent,” as Mr. Dredge would wish us to

suppose, why are they not adapted on rail-

ways, where lightness and economy of con-

struction are considered so essential ?

I am, Sir, &c.,

Brecon, South Wales, B. B.
June 25, 1845.

fBisrrilanra.

Fall of Houses in Wellclose-square.
—On Sunday' morning last about 3 o’clock,

the premises in the possession of the Rev. Mr.
Smith, 17, Wellclose-square, and which were

occupied as a Mariners’ Church and Sailors’

Orphan Asylum, together with a public-house

known as the Mahogany Bar, and the upper

part of the adjoining premises, fell with a

tremendous crash. It is stated that some
months since, when a saloon at the rear of the

public-house was being built, an excavation

was made for a cesspool, and that several alter-

ations affecting the stability of the same pre-

mises were also made. These facts, together

with the dilapidated state of the buildings,

afford a reasonable solution of the cause of the

accident, although the immediate cause is

stated to be the removal of the floor of the

church. Most fortunately, all the inmates

escaped unhurt.

E.vr,argument of Newgate Market.

—

A long discussion took place last week in the

Court of Common Council on the enlargement
of Newgate Market, as recommended by the

Markets Committee in their report then pre-

sented. Mr. W. Jones, the chairman of the

committee, informed the court, in calling their

attention to the report, that the limit of the

amount which might be required to enlarge

the market was 60,000/. The report was ulti-

mately referred back to the committee with

instructions to report the present area of

Newgate Market, the space proposed to be

added, the sum estimated to be expended, and

the plan of the building intended to be erected.

Light for All. Nations.—A few days

since Admiral Dundas presented a petition to

the House of Commons from Mr. Bush, stating

that he had constructed a column on the God-

win Sands, and praying that the work might

be inspected by a scientific engineer, with the

view of erecting a light- bouse and fortifica-

tions for the protection of the trade in the

Downs. It was referred to the committee on

light-houses,

Statue of James II. in Whitehall
Gardens.—The doubt which has long pre-
vailed respecting the artist of this statue has
recently been cleared up by the appearance of
a work entitled “ The Autobiography of Sir
John Bramston,” printed by the Camden
Society. The passage is as follows :

—“ On
New Year’s day, 1686, a statue in brass was
to be seen (placed the day before), in the yard
at Whitehall, made by Gibbons, at the charge
of Toby Rustiok, of the present King,
James II.” It thus turns out that Walpole
had a correct impression of the truth when he
wrote “ I am the rather inclined to attribute
the statue at Whitehall to Gibbons, because I

know no other artist of that time capable of
it.”

Bristol Academy of Fine Arts.—The
works of art now exhibiting at the institution
in Park- street consist for the most part of
pictures known to London eyes. Uwins,
Hart, E. Landseer, Martin, Severn, and Pyne,
have contributed some of their productions,
and although not so striking a collection as
might be desired, is nevertheless tolerably sa-

tisfactory. Among the local artists we must
mention especially, Mr. Hewitt, whose land-

scapes are exceedingly beautiful, and Mr.
J. Fisher, who exhibits some excellent mina-
tures. An Art-Union has been formed in

connection with the exhibition.

Antiquity of Chimneys and Smokf.-
Jacks. — Mr. Jopling, in a letter to the

editor of the Mechanics' Magazine, says,
“ when I wrote the description of ‘ Smith’s
metallic lining for chimneys,’ fifteen years

ago, I made research as to the antiquity of

chimneys. Tl)e oldest certain act I found to

be 1347, and it is conjectured they were in-

vented in Italy. ‘ Smoke jacks,’ which must
have been invented subsequently to chimneys,
are supposed to be of German origin, and from
a painting which is known to be older than

1350, it is supposed they were in use before

that period.”

Institute of the Fine Arts.—On Satur-

day last the first general meeting and conver-

sazione of the institute was held at Willis's

Rooms. St. James’6, and was well attended.

There was an admirable collection of pictures,

bronzes, and other works of art. It is gratify-

ing to observe, that the institute is advancing

very favourably notwithstanding the shyness

with which it was at first regarded by the

chiefs of the profession, and that it promises

to aid materially in advancing the social posi-

tion of artists.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,

are to he addressed. For the convenience of our readers

however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen

on application at the office of "The Builder,” 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.]

For the Removal of several Wrecks in the

Thames.
For the supply and erection of a Steam Cooking

Apparatus at the New Workhouse at Cuckfield.

To be capable of cooking food for 450 inmates, aud

providing Hot and Cold Water in the Scullery,

Bath-rooms, and Wash-house, with a Closet for

drying linen.

For furnishing and fixing an Engine Pump at

the Sevenoaks Union.

For Building Sewers from Bloomsbury-street,

Holborn, the length being about 3,400 feet; also

in Gray’s-Inn Lane, the length being about 800

feet.

For Building a New Farm-house at Swavesey,

Cambridgeshire.

For 500 Tons of Guernsey Granite Lumps for

breaking, and also for such further quantities as

may be required previous to the 29th of September

next, by the Guardians of the Poplar Union.

For 1,000 Tons of Scotch Pig Iron, and 500

Tons of Finers’ Metal, to be delivered at Rotter-

dam in the months of July, August, and Septem-

bC
For Building a New Church of Kentish Rag

Stcne and Caen Stone at Homerton (time ex-

tended).

For the execution of the Works necessary in the

Extension of the Towiog-path of the Regent’s

Canal, near the Hampstead Road Lock, St. Pan-

eras.

For the Construction of a Shed at the Dock at

Ratcliffe, for the Regent's Canal Company.

For the Erection of Two Cast Iron Bridges, one

of 80 feet span, the other of 45 feet span, near the

Hampstead Road Lock of the Regent’s Canal

Company.
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For the pulling down the present School House

and erecting a new one at Chesterfield, Derby-

shire.

For Supplying the East-India Company with

British Iron.

For Lighting the town of Devonportwith Gas for

a term of fourteen years, to commence from the

1st day of October next.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

At the Crown and Anchor Inn, Ipswich : the

Martello Tower, situated on the point of Bawdsey,

Suffolk . The materials arising therefrom could at

a trifling expense be conveyed to any part of the

kingdom.
In Shirley Park, near Croydon : 2,000 straight

Poles, and 8,000 Bavins, Fir, Oak, Elm, Chesnut,

and Alder, but principally Larch of 35 years’

growth.

At Cottered Warren, Hertfordshire : 500 Prime

Oak Timber Trees, and a few very large Oak
Pollards, &c.

At Mrs. Wragg’s Navigation Inn, Osmaston : a

quantity of Timber, of good size and quality, Con-

sisting of Oak, Ash, Elm, &c.

At the Windmill Inn, South Hanriingfield : 144

Oak, 60 Ash, and 20 Elm Timber Trees
;
also 20

Whips.
At Dockhead, Bermondsey : a valuable and ex-

tensive assortment of Yellow Battens, Spruce

Deals and Planks, Yellow White Pine, and Geffle

Deals and Ends, from 6 feet to 21 feet.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ G. R. F.” has our best thanks, although we
were unable to avail ourselves of the MS.

11 D. M.” (Exeter). — We shall be glad to re-

ceive the account offered, but caniiot undertake the

expense of an engraving.

“ F. T. ”—We regret that we cannot avail our-
selves of the MS. sent. It shall be returned by
post on receiving a request to that effect. Even as

a voluntai-y contribution we could not insert the

whole of it. As regards Maude's cement, obligingly

named in second letter, we have not had sufficient

experience of it to warrant unqualifiedpraise.

“ J. S.”—We should probably mislead our cor-
respondent by replying to his inquiry without see-

ing the premises. He can reinstate the boarding
apiece at a time without difficulty.

“ Querente,” suggests that we should publish
the answers to the two series of questions which
formed the architectural examination at University
College. This would be to write a large book.
There are many points in them on which we should
be glad to receive communications.

“ H. T. ” Plasterer. — We regret that our ar-
rangements will not permit us at this lime to give
the diagram he requires.

“ W. G. P.” (Blackheath.)— The district sur-
veyor named seems bent on rendering himself and
his office unpopular. We do not wish, however, to

appear too severe.

“ A. D.” “ Amateur.” “ P. IV’ “ Strict. ” —
Our kind correspondents should bear in mind that,
as we have before said, we have more than one
class of readers to consider. They would be satis-

fied of this if they were to see each other's letters
even in the present case.

“W. A. ” (Yorkshire.) — The importance of a
good school cannot be over-raied. Such an educa-
tion as our correspondent wisely proposes for his
son would fit him to take a good place in the pro-
fession and the world. We are unable conscien-
tiously to name a school at this moment, but will
inquire.

“ Mr. Wood.”

—

A parcel is left at the office : it

shall be forwarded if Mr. W. will oblige us with
his address. Many apologies are due to him.
“ T. L .”—Cooper and Son,founders, of Drury-

lane, may be depended on for the iron girders re-
quired, and will afford every information.

“ A- R.” (Pimlico.)—If we mistake not, an en-
graving has already appeared elsewhere of the
column sent.

“ E; S.”

—

We should be glad to insert a repre-
sentation of the new front, but think that the
drawing sent is hardly effective enough. It is left
at the office with many thanks.

“ J. C.” complains with justice thatfew recent
architectural works are to befound at the British
Museum. By sending a list, as he proposes to Sir
Henry Ellis, the principal officer, attention will
be drawn to the circumstance in the proper
quarter. It cannot be denied that the regulations
inJorce press heavily on architectural authors, nor
wondered at that they are evaded where evasion is

THE BUILDER.
“ J. E. G.”

—

We have several fonts in hand at

this moment, and cannot promise immediate atten-

tion to the specimen sent. With our correspondent's

leave, we will retain it a short time.

‘‘B. Green.”

—

We are disposed to engrave the

diagram sent, but cannot speak positively at

present.
“ Veritas,” “ B. B.,” and “ C. Mallet"next week.

aJBVEZSTISEIYZEIffTS.

Atmospheric railway, Daily at

Work, carrying visiters, at the ROYAL POLY-
TECHNIC INSTITUTION. This interesting Model is

lectured on by Professor Bachhoffner at One o’clock daily
j

also on the evenings of Tuesdays and Thursdays at Nine
o’clock. The working of the Model always follows the Lec-
ture. It is also worked at Pour o’clock, and at other con-
venient times. All the other interesting Works and popular
Lectures as usual. Admission, Is.; Schools, half-price.

WINDOW BLINDS.
TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, CONTRACTORS,

AND OTHERS.

A BUNNETT, l'J, Newington-causeway,
o London, Manufacturer of every description of ex-

ternal and internal Window-Blinds and Shades on the most
improved principles, and of the best materials and workman-
ship. TRANSPARENCIES painted to any design. OLD
BLINDS repainted or new clothed, &c.
ESTIMATES furnished and CONTRACTS taken.

VENTILATION.
“ A most ingenious, simple, and effective plan.” Mr, Reid’s
Lecture on Ventilation, delivered, June 7, 18-15, before the
Mechanics’s Institute, Liverpool.

B AI LIRE’S PATENT TRANSPARENT
VENTILATOR, ventilates rooms or public buildings

without causini' unpleasant draughts of air—may be fixed

as easily as a pane of glass, whose place it supplies—does
not derange blinds, shutters, or other fixtures belonging to

windows—most useful to public places of every descrip-

tion, especially smoking and coffee rooms, and moreover a

simple remedy for smoky chimneys. This article may he
obtained from Messrs. Chater and Hayward, St. Dunstan’s-
hill, and all respectable glass dealers in London

;
Mr. Edgar

Parks, ironmonger, 140, Fleet-street; Messrs. Stock and
Sharp, and Mr. Samuel Beale, Birmingham ; Messrs. John
Hall and Sons, and Messrs. Dixis and Williams, Bristol

;

Messrs. Thos. and Will. Stock, Liverpool
;
Messrs. Davidson

and Armstrong, Manchester; Mr. James Bell, Glasgow, &c.;
who have models to explain its action, and will be glad to

give any further information
;

also to be seen in use at Mr.
Fred. Smith’s, the Albion, 259, Blackfriars-road

;
Sir. Ed-

ward Baillie’s, 12 B, Cumberlnnd-markct, Regent’s Park

;

Sir. Seaton’s, Dublin Castle, Park-street, Camden Town

;

2, Coleman-strcct-buildings, Sloorgate-strcet, and at the
office of this Paper.

Window glass, milled lead,
and COLOURS, Pumps, Closets, Pipe, Basins,

Brushes, Dry Colours, Ground ditto, and all materials at the
lowest wholesale prices for cash.

Crown sqr. not exceeding 12 by 10, 5d. per foot.

Sheet squares, not exceeding 12 by 10, 6d. per foot.

White Lead. Milled Lead cut to size.

I.insced Oil. Pan Basins.
Turps. Plumbing, Brass
Wa-ranted Varnishes. Work, &c.

Superior Spruce Oker, for Plasterers and Painters, at
6s. per cwt. Gilders, Print Publishers, Picture Frame and
Cabinetmakers supplied with patent sheet, plate, and sheet,
and flatted glass of superior colour, and carefully selected.
SURVEYORS, CONTRACTORS for PUBLIC WORKS,

and theTRADE generally, sending specifications of quanti-
ties required, will receive by r. turn of post an invoice at the
very lowest cash prices. — For complete lists (priced) apply
to R. COGAN, 5, Princes-street, Leicester- square, London.

Also mavbe had, Wholesale and Retail,

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES.
Gas Contractors, Fitters, Glass Merchants, and others

supplied with any description. Lists of nearly 100 patterns,
with prices affixed, sent to anv part of the kingdom gratis.
CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,

ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, and others, supplied with
FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES,

for covering Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curi-
osities, &c., &c., of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may
be had on application. Bee Glasses, Striking Glasses for
Nurserymen, Fish Globes and Confectioner’s Glasses, &c., of
every size and description.

15s ISoyal ’ 3Lcttrrc liJntrut.

PATENT IMPERVIOUS WOOD AND COMPOUND
CORK FLOORING.

PATENT ASPHALTE AND BITUMEN WORKS.
Mill Wall, Poplar, and No. 1 9, Minories, Aldcate,

London.

E E. CASSELL and CO. bee; most
o respectfully to call the attention ot Engineers,

Architects. Surveyors, Builders, and the Public generallv,
to their Patent Impervious flooring, requiring no rafters,
impervious to wet or damp, not liable to rot, and for dura-
bility and cleanliness, it is well adapted for Kitchens, Ccl-
al£’ ™ alehouses, Bums, Granatics, Stables, &c., & c.
E. L. C. and Co. also specially beg to call the attention of

Railroad Contractors, Builders, Surveyors, &c. to their
Patent Asphalte or Bitumen, which has now been in use
upwards of Ten Years. It is well adapted for Covering
Arches for the prevention of damp. As a Cement it is par-
ticular y applicable to Hydraulic Works and foundations of
heavy Buildings Ground Flooring, &c. ; Asphalte laid for
Foot-paths, Kitchens, Cellars, &c., within Four Miles of the
Royal Exchange at 3s. gd

.
per square vard. Applications by

letter prepaid
;
testimonials where their Asphalte has been

in constant use for upwards of Seven Years without requir-
ing repairs, indisputable evidence can be adduced and for-
warded with a List of Prices, &c.

CAUTION.
E. E. C. anil Co.’s Patent granted them for Fourteen

Years, dated 17th October, 1834. Those who may illegally
Manufacture, Use, or Vend, any imitative Asphalte, with-
out E. E. C. & Co.’s License or Authority, will be liable to
Legal Process, as will be shewn by documents given by the
highest legal and scientific authorities,—the Attorney General.
Sir. J. Campbell, David Pollock, Esq., Barristcr-at-Law, and
the late J. F. Daniell, Esq., Professor of Chemistry, &c. &c.
N.B.—Asphalte supplied to Railway Contractors and

Builders in $ cw t. Blocks, for convenient conveyance to all
parts of the United Kingdom, at 45s. per ton,

TO RAILWAY SURVEYORS AND ENGINEERS.

Tracing paper. — samples for-r
warded by Post, free. — WATERLOW and SONS,-

having devoted much attention to the manufacturing of thei

above article, have succeeded in producing a Paper superior:

to any yet introduced, combining the great requisites oft
clearness and a surface warranted to work well with pencil,

.

ink, and colour.

CASH PRICES.
Double Crown 30.by 20, 3s. per qr.. . ^2 10s. per rm.
Double dble. do 40 by 30, 6s. ,, 0 ,,

Dble. dble. dble. do. 60bv40, 13s. ,, £ll 0 ,,

Outsides, half-price.

MOUNTED DRAWING-PAPERS.—LEVELLING
BOOKS.—MEASURING BOOKS, &c.

WATERLOW and SONS, Wholesale Stationers, Printers;
and Lithographers, 66, and 67, London-wall.

G.’s TRACING-PAPER.—It is

• warranted to take Ink, Oil, or Water colour, and
is sold by MESSRS. ROBERSON AND CO., SOLE
AGENTS, 51, LONG-ACRE, at thefollowing cash prices:

—

TIIIN TRACING-PAPER.
60 by 40, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. od. per Quire.
40 by 30, at 7/. 0s. ,, 7s. 6d. „
30 by 20, at 31. 15s. „ 4s. Od. „

THICK TRACING-PAPER.
40 by 30, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.
30 by 20, at 7/. 10s. „ 8s. Od. „
N. B.—Every sheet is stamped with the Initials of the;

Manufacturer.
This beautiful and unequalled article is allowed to be the 1

cheapest and most useful Paper hitherto introduced to the
public, as will be best proved by a trial.

Bielefeld’s papier mache.

—

The superiority of the Papier Mflclid for the purposes
of ARCHITECTURAL DECORATIONS is now so gene-
rally admitted, that it is needless to argue it. The introduc-

tion of Papier Mllchd into most of the public and private

buildings in the country is the best proof of its merits. Or-
naments may be had in almost every style, and pattern-

books, containing more than a thousand executed designs.
Price 1/.

PICTURE FRAMES and other Articles of Furniture,
either gilt or in imitation of the finest carved oak. An illus-

trated Tariff forwarded on the receipt of eight post-office

stamps.
PATENT QUAQUAVERSAL GLASS-STANDS for the

toilet, on an entirely new principle, of great elegance, and
free from all the practical inconvenience of ordinary Glass-
stands.

At the works, 15, Wellington-street North, Strand.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. K E N T a u d C 0., I

MANUFACTURERS,
11, GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON, D

Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of a

quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, to

which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer quality

and durability to apparent cheapness.

000000.—7 in. Dusters.
000000.—7 'n. ditto, extra.

0000.—Ground Brushes.
Plasterers’ Brushes.
Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.
Sash Tools, and Common Tools.

Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other
Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kinds
of Brushes, forwarded on application. Established 1 777-

POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN pave-
ment for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks,

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Com Stores, and Salt

Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin in

Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell-
ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds.

Price 3s. fid. per square ward.

BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culverts,

&c. &c. on Railways and other places (with instructions

for laying it down), may be l ad at the rate of 45s. per ton,

by applying to JOHN PILKINGTON, 15, Wharf-road,
City-road.

BASTENNE ASPHALTE and BITU-
MEN COMPANY, Offices, 31, Poultry. Tlio

Directors of this Company beg leave to call the atten-

tion of ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, and others, to

the very beneficial results attendant on the use of BITU-
MEN in the erection of buildings, &c. Its application

as a FLOORING will be found eminently useful. It

is also valuable for numerous other purposes, more par-

ticularly where the object sought for is the EXCLUSION
OF DAMP AND VERMIN. The Directors beg to refer to

the works in Trafalgar-square, which have given general

satisfaction. Scale of prices per foot square:— 1 inch thick,

8d.
; f inch thick, 7d.

; 4 inch thick, 6d. Works not mea-
suring 400 feet, Id. per foot extra. Roofing executed at 6d.

and 7d. per foot square. Concrete is charged in addition

according to the thickness when required. Carriage and
men’s time are charged extra when works are executed

beyond three miles from the General Post-office. Bitumen
j£ 6 per ton, without grit. Bitumen per ton, with grit.

CHARLES F. TILSTONE, Sec.

TO ARCHITECTS.

I
N consequence of many complaints having
been made to tlie Company, by Architects, of a spurious

material having been used in the execution of Works where
the Seyssel Asfualte liad been specifiedfor, the Directors,

with a view to ensure the fulfilment of any such specification,

have authorized CERTIFICATES to be granted to Builder*

where the
SEYSSEL ASPHALTE

has been used. For the purpose of securing the use of the :

Genuine Article, Architects and others arc recommended to 1

insert in their specifications the “ Seyssel Alphalte, Cla- •

ridge’s Patent,” and not merely “Asphalte,” or “ Bitu-

men,” as in many cases where these terms have been used, ,

gas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have
been introduced. I. FARRELL, Secretary,

Stangatc. near Westminster Seyssel Asphalte Company. .

Bridge, Jan., 1845. 1

Books of Instructions for Use may be had at the Office of f

“ The Builder,” and of all Booksellers in Town and Country,
,

price Is.

%* I11 proof of the necessity of the above advertisement,

it may be mentioned, that it has come to the knowledge of f

the Directors, that in certain works which have been executed
by Messrs. Curtis, builders, of Stratford, a spurious m aterial 1

has been used by them, contrary to the specifications, which 1

expressly mentioned, that “ ClariJge’s Asphalte” was to >

be used,
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RRANGEMENTS are being

made, under the direction

ofMr.Decimus Burton, pre-

paratory to raising the co-

lossal equestrian statue of

the Duke of Wellington,

ow nearly completed by Wyatt, to its ill-

liosen destination,—the top of the triumphal

rchway leading into St. James's Park. A
;rong inverted arch is about to be formed
nder the opening, and other precautions are
• be taken to prevent unequal subsidence.

We fear it is too late to strive against the
“wise determination to place the group on
ic structure in question

;
the press, as repre-

mtatives of public opinion, were loud in their

atcries against it at the time (1839) when a
ooden model of the statue was set up, to the
reat alarm of wondering nursemaids and the
ows

;
and, as their remarks were not then

3tened to, it is hardly likely, now that the
rangements are more forward, that the ruling
>wers will be induced to abandon their in-

ntion. Still we cannot avoid making one effort

that effect. The top of a triumphal arch,com-
ete in itself, is not a proper place for a com-
emorative figure. One of two evils is certain
result : either the archway must be degraded
to a. mere pedestal, or the figure must lose
i individuality and purpose, and become sim-

y an adornment of the arch.

It was urged at the time we refer to, by those
10 wished to place the statue on the archway,
at Mr. Burton, long before the Wellington
itue was proposed, had suggested that a group
figures was essential to the completeness of

i design
;
and it is very likely he did : but

i will undertake to say he never desired a
ure so large as entirely to destroy the im-
rtance of the structure, or, in fact, that it

ould be any thing more than an ornamental
eessory. If they had made the structure the
Wellington Archway,” and placed a quadriga,
figures, of a moderate size upon it, it would
ve been complete in itself and unobjection-
!e, excepting on the ground of situation ;
t by placing one monument on another, as

T are about to do, degrading one without
'antaging the other, they are, to speak in
: mildest way, depriving the metropolis of
; additional adornment, and committing a
evous mistake.

We referred to the situation of the archway,
nen it was first proposed to place the figure
re, the writer of the present no‘ice urged
t it was objectionable as regarded the duke’s
11 feelings. Behind Apsley House stands
Lchilles,” to the occasional embarrassment
ihim whom it honours; and now that his
ce may have no means of escape by turning
.he Piccadilly side of it, this second memo-
is to be placed there to stare him and his

Ists out of countenance.

Observe, too, the position in which the group
it stand; crossways, presenting the fiank
ithe horse to all who pass beneath it, as
crecedented as its effect will be unpleasant,
lely we have not so many public monuments
London that we can afford to sacrifice two
'Dee? Let us leave the archway as it is,

sing it perfect, if you please, with acces-
l' figures, and form a proper pedestal for

the colossal statue in some of the many fine

sites in London which require adornment.
Look at it in which way you will, the pre-

sent intention is full of objections, and, if car-
ried out, will prove a great reproach.

HONOUR TO ARCHITECTURAL
LITERATURE.

The Castle Hotel, Richmond, was on Mon-
day last the scene of the most gratifying meet-
ing we have had to record, namely, a public
dinner given to Mr. John Britton," the inde-
fatigable antiquary and topographer. The
numerous fine works which that gentleman
has produced, illustrating the architectural
triumphs of England, have led to a well-
merited expression of gratitude and admira-—i- ~ rofe£

be hereafter given to Mr. Britton might be, he
was sure the committee would give it with
the same sincerity as he then proposed his
health and happiness. He only regretted that
he had no son to whom his virtues might de-
scend, and who in pointing to his many works,
and to the record of the measures then in
progress, might say with pride, “that was my
father.”

The toast was drank with the greatest
enthusiasm

; the cheering lasted for many
minutes. J

tion, not only from professors and students of
architecture and engineering, but from literati,
artists, and others.

To present Mr. Britton with a permanent
testimonial of the high estimation in which
his labours are held, a subscription has re-
cently been opened, which already amounts to
above 300/. The meeting on Monday was a
supplementary feature of the project.
Owing to the unavoidable absence of Mr.

Wyse, M.P., in consequence of the debate in
the House of Commons on the Irish Colleges
Bill, the chair was taken by the treasurer, N.
Gould, Esq., who conducted the business of
the evening very efficiently. Near to him
were seated Mr. Britton, the Dean of Here-
ford, the Rev. Dr. Ingram (President of the
trinity College, Oxford), Professor Ilosking,
Vi. Tite, V.P. of the Architects’ Institute,
Capf. Smyth, Lieut. Stratford, Mr. J. D.
Harding, Dr. Conolly, Dr. R. Dickson, Mr.
D. Roberts, R.A., J. B. Nichols, F.S.A.
Mr. Lewis Pocock, F.S.A., Mr. Gaskoin!
Mr. Wansey, F.S.A.

, and Mr. Rainy. Mr.
Wm. Tooke, F.R.S., and Mr. Wra. Jerdan,
the veteran editor of the Literary Gazette

,

acted as vice-presidents, and were supported
bv the Rev. Dr. Rees, the Rev. E. Tagart,
Mr. Brayley, Mr. Maugham, Mr. S. C. Hall’
F.S.A., Mr. B. II. Smart, Mr. Ingram, Mr.
Corner, F.S.A., Mr. J. Timlis, and Mr. C.
r. Whiting. There were also present, Mr
Fowler, Mr. Booth, Mr. Mair, Mr. Douthorne",
Mr. Chapman, Mr. Herbert, Mr. W. Cubitt’
Mr. Grissell, Mr. Dunnage, Mr. E. Hall, Mr!
Crew, Mr. Sealy, and many others.

After the usual loyal toasts had been given,
the Chairman, in proposing the health ofMr.
Britton, expressed his regret that Mr. Wyse
was prevented attending, as he would have
been much better qualified to do justice to the
subject. He, however, could speak of Mr.
Britton from long acquaintance, having asso-
ciated with him at a Board of Commissioners, to
which for upwards of thirty years that gentle-
men had been attached in ‘the discharge of
onerous duties, with their entire satisfaction
and with honour to himself. Mr. Britton
was not ashamed to have it known that lie was
of humble origin, and that he had not had the
advantages of education in his youth; but he
had been both the builder and the architect of
his own fortunes, and by unwearied industiy
and perseverance he had succeeded, in spite of
every disadvantage, in producing those works
which had placed him in his present position.
{Great cheering.) By a paper which he then
held in his hand, he found that the number of
those volumes was 66 ; besides numerous,—
almost innumerable, essays; that they com-
prised no less than 17,122 pages; and such of
them as had ever attempted to write even twenty
pages would be able to appreciate the labour,

yjj® engravings in Mr. Britton’s works were
1,866, and their beauty and accuracy were well
known; and to come to a matter which he, as
a commercial man, might be supposed to know
more about, the money expended in these
productions amounted to the enormous sum
of 50,328/. {Renewed cheering). And all of
these, it should be remembered, were essen-
tially useful and instructive. That day was
Mr. Britton’s birth-day

;
on that day he

entered upon his seventy-fifth year; and his
whole life had been actively and industriously
spent. He rejoiced to see amongst them on
that occasion a gentleman whose name, in

conjunction with Mr. Britton’s, was well-
known. He alluded to Mr. Brayley. (Cheers.)
It was unnecessary for him to enlarge further
on these topics. Whatever the testimonial to

Mr. Britton, with much feeling, addressed
the meeting-

as his “kind friends-”- meeting as his “kind friends;” and
said it had been his intention to have given
them some lengthened account of his struggles
and his exertions

; but he found old age creep
upon him, and having been suffering for a week
past from indisposition, he felt that such an
effort would be imprudent. He had never
had the advantages of a collegiate or aca-
demical education

;
indeed, when he was about

to commence his publications he was absolutely
ignorant either of a grammar or a dictionary';
but he was thereby induced to procure and
study both books. He alluded to bis confine-
ment, in his youth, to the cellar of a wine-mer-
chant, for six years, where he contrived by
great industry to do as much work in six
hours as his fellow-apprentice did in ten, en-
abling him to devote four hours so gained to
mental improvement. Throughout his life his
works had been received with much kind com-
mendation

;
unkind remarks (which no man

could escape), although he felt them at the time,
only stimulated him to further exertions. Hehad
consequently been able to publish the many
works referred to by the chairman, andwhichhe
might say without arrogance were of utility
and importance. Only one or two of them
could be considered as of an ephemeral nature

;

yet although he had always made every
effort to ensure the strictest accuracy, none
of them had completely satisfied his own judg-
ment. With reference to the testimonial pro-
posed to be offered in kind approval of his
works and his exertions, he had at once re-
fused to accept a piece of plate, or any com-
pliment of a pecuniary kind. He had confided
the decision on that point to a committee, who
he was convinced would adopt someplan which
while it would be gratifying to himself would
combine some benefit to art and literature.
He thanked them for the cordiality with which
they had received the toast, and trusted that
the younger of them would be led by these
proceedings to acts of emulation, and that they
would all feel, like him, delighted, honoured,
and gratified in the last hours of life. ( Great
applause.)

Mr. W. Tooke proposed the “Society
of Antiquaries ” in a short but able speech,
which was replied to by Dr. -Ingram.
The Dean of Hereford, in proposing the

health of the chairman, commented at con-
siderable length on the works of Mr. Britton.
The Rf.v. Dr. Rees then gave the health

of the honorary secretaries, Mr. Godwin and
Mr. F. Cunningham, and took occasion to

offer his testimony to the worth of Mr. Brit-
ton, and the value of his labours.

Mr. Godwin said, before he thanked them
for the kind manner in which they had ac-
knowledged the small services of his colleague

and himself, he would, in pursuance of his duty
as secretary, read a letter from Mr. Wyse, to

shew that his absence had not proceeded from
want of desire to be present. The letter was
as follows :

—

“ House of Commons, July 4th, 1845.

My Dear Sir,—I have just learned from
Sir James Graham, in answer to my question

in the House this evening, that it is the in-

tention of the Government to take the Colleges

Bill (Ireland), the first of the orders of the

da)f
, on Monday. The bill being still in com-

mittee, demands the close and uninterrupted

attendance of every Irish member, and I

especially, from the long solicitude I have felt

on the subject, feel myself more particularly

bound to watch over its progress. This will
compel me most reluctantly to sacrifice the
honour and gratification I had anticipated ini uau UIJ tit 1JJO.ICU ill

presiding over the dinner intended to be given
to my friend, Mr. Britton. I cannot tell you*<' urn jr Iin-Iiu, *111. Uimuil. X LUMUUI ICI1 yUU
or him how much I feel this disappointment;
I had hoped it would have afforded the oppor-
tunity I have so long desired, of expressing my
own sense of the many obligations which our
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national antiquities owe to his zeal and intel-

ligence, and have been the organ in so doing, ot

what I believe to be the sentiment of every

one acquainted with his long and most meri-

torious and useful labours.

I also desire to be afforded an occasion,

and none could present itself more favourable

to the purpose, of calling the attention of the

supporters and appreciators of our early aits

to the want of which we all feel and deplore,

of institutions for their preservation. The

issue of my late motion in the House of Com-
mons is proof of bow much remains to be

done, to place us in this respect in the position

which we ought to occupy. The interest

which the public takes is not, I trust, to be mea-

sured by the apathy of public men, and I can-

not but believe I should have found an echo

amongst the gentlemen whom I had hoped to

meet, to my strong feelings on the subject.

Though compelled by this mal apropos to

give up the pleasure to which I had looked, I

hope you will not less believe I most warmly

sympathize in the object of your meeting, and

hope I may be afforded, on some future occa-

sion, the means of enlarging these expressions

of regard and respect to the object of these

honours—Mr. Britton.— I am, dear Sir, yours

very trulv. 1 homas W yse.

The same cause, continued Mr. Godwin, had

kept Mr. Hume away, who had stated in a

letter that he “ was desirous to shew that re-

spect to Mr. Britton, which his long and va-

luable services merit.” He had also received

letters regretting inability to attend from Lord

Northampton, Lord de Grey, Mr. Cockerell,

R.A., Mr. Barry, R.A., Mr. Uwins, R.A., Mr.

Pickersgill, R.A., Mr. Neeld, M.P., Mr. Do-

naldson, Mr. Ludlow Bruges, M.P., Mr. Bailv,

R. A., and fifty others. The first-mentioned dis-

tinguished and amiable nobleman said in a letter

to Mr. Britton :
“ I must conclude by wishing

that you may long live to remember it as a

satisfactory proof of the sense of your coun-

trymen of your important services to the

knowledge of medieval architecture.” As re-

garded the office of secretary, he (Mr. God-

win) had accepted it as a duty,—as a slight ac-

knowledgment of the advantage he, in common
with other architects, had derived from Mr.

Britton’s works. Every lover of our ancient

architectural glories, every man studying to

acquire the power humbly to imitate them, was

much indebted to him. By placing faithful

representations of these buildings before the

public, and rendering topographical literature

agreeable as well as instructive, he had led

them to appreciate these structures, and had

mainly induced the present improved state of

feeling on the subject. What should we
know of many buildings now destroyed, if

they had not been faithfully depicted and de-

scribed, and how many more would have been

destroyed but for the preservative spirit in-

culcated.

Out upon time, who for ever will leave,

But enough of the past for the future to grieve,

O'er that which hath been and that which must be

:

What we have seen our sons shall see ;

Remnants of things that have passed away,

Fragments of stone reared by creatures of clay !

How much then we owed to those who
had ravished theqe noble works from the grasp

of time, and induced a general desire to pre-

serve them. He should have felt gratitude for

this even as a stranger, but having had the

gratification of a long connection with Mr.
Britton, and having always found him a warm
friend and a good man, there was still stronger

reason why he should give all the aid in his

power to the present endeavour to gratify him.

This was but the beginning of the end,

—

which end was to present to Mr. Britton some
permanent testimonial of respect and esteem,

and until that was effected, they might still

command his services.

Dr. Conoli.y proposed “The Royal Insti-

tute of Architects,” and connected with it the

name of Mr. Tito. In the course of an

eloquent speech, the doctor mentioned amongst
other services for which thanks and praise

were due to Mr. Britton, was the restoration

of the church at Stratford-upon-Avon, the

burial place of Shakspeare, mainly brought
about by his remonstrances and advice.

As regarded the Institute, he was glad to

learn that it had served to bring the members
of the profession more closely together, and to

induce kind feeling.

THE BUILDER.
Mr. Tite in replying to the toast (which

he did very ably), acknowledged, on the part

of the architects of the country, the lasting

debt of obligation due from them to Mr.

Britton, strongly contrasting the present state

of general information on the subject of ec-

clesiastical architecture with its position

before his works were published.

Mr. Godwin said he was deputed to pro-

pose a toast which could not fail to Interest a

meeting like that present, although from the

lateness of the hour he feared to address

them at any length. The toast was “ the an-

cient fraternity of Free-Masons.” The free-

masons of to-day were known only in con-

nection with good dinners and very great

charity, but in former times, as they well

knew, the freemasons occupied a different

position. It seemed’ clear that the greater

number of the magnificent works produced

in the middle ages were erected by bands of

men having in some degree a religious cha-

racter, and protected by certain enactments,

who were in fact the freemasons, progenitors

of the present lodges. Without going into a

long story, this fact accounted for several

phenomena observable in tracing the history

of architecture, and which might have inter-

ested them if there had been time for comment.
There were at the table (continued the speaker)

several of the largest builders of the day, Mr.
Cubitt, Mr. Grissell, Mr. Herbert, Mr. Eiger

and many others, who each in themselves re-

presented large bands of freemasons,— men
who had built miles of sewers, covered new
London with squares and terraces, and old

England with interminable railways
;
and this

made the toast more fitting still, especially as

several of them were high in the mysteries. He
did not know that they could still sing—

“ High honour to masons the craft daily brings ;

We’re brothers of princes and fellows of kings

but he did know that they practised charity

and the virtues, and if they did not teach Euclid,

they still inculcated morality. In order that

he might bear witness to this, in at least one

case, he would couple with the toast the name
of Air. William Cubitt, not simply because he

was a distinguished member of the craft, but

because he was an old and warm friend of Mr.

Britton.

Mr. Wii.liam Cubitt made one of the

best speeches of the evening in return, but the

hour was then so late, that to take notes was
out of the question.

“ The Royal Academy ” proposed by the

chairman, called up Mr. David Roberts
in reply, and Mr. S. C. Hall appropriately

terminated the proceedings with some excel-

lent remarks full of feeling, on the value of a

kindly demonstration in favour of one who
still lived, as compared with posthumous
honours.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF VENICE
ILLUSTRATED IN TIIE WORK OF CICOGNARA.*

Within, the memory of persons yet living,

a republic which had passed through many
centuries unchanged, though often menaced
by foreign and internal commotion, has ceased

to exist. Its city was the centre of much en-

terprise and traffic, and its children imprinted

signs of their presence on the shores of distant

lands. The Venetian masonry is found added
to that of older date in every Grecian acro-

polis
;
and one of their castles is seen on the

Red Sea in Arabia. The fugitives from the

ravages of Attila in the fifth century, and from
the invasion of the Lombards in the seventh,

were the ancestors of those, who contested with
Genoa more from mere motives of rivalry than
the attainment of a definite object. The same
“ hundred isles,” which are formed from only
the slime of neighbouring rivers, were the seat

of that people whose merchants were princes,

and of the most brilliant school of painting,
that the world has known.

—

“The Rialto, where merchants most do congregate”

became the centre of a government, whose
policy was the riddle and admiration of
Europe, but was stained by the records of
crime. From circumstances apparently ad-
verse, the most important results are sometimes
deducible, and in the midst of the islands in

the Lagane—a surface of water from twenty to

* “ Le Fabbriche piii cospicue di Venezia misurntc illus-

trate cd intagliatc dai niembri della Vencta ltealc Accadcmia
di belle arti.—Venezia, 1815-20.” In two vols. folio.

thirty miles across, but which, except where i

tersected by the deeper channels of the river

is seldom more than one or two feet in depth !

arose a state, whose dominion extendu

over half the empire of ancient Rom:

and whose palaces, though shewing a peculi

style of architecture^ are hardly surpassed

that city. The fall of Venice at the close :

the last century, before the arm of that revol

tion, whose influence penetrated into eve

part of the world, exploded the mystery

centuries, and revealed the internal policy ai;

condition of the state. In the* works

Sismondi and the Count Darn, Venetian h it

tory has been ably treated : and from the wo:

now before us we gain an accurate concepts

of the several styles of architecture, and

the order of their influence. This elabora

work was undertaken by members of tl

academy of fine arts at Venice, under the pn

sidenev of Count Cicognara, and gives repr

sentations of all the buildings of any impo

tance. The work is throughout of the me
elaborate character, and, like many others a

pearing from the academics of Italy, suggee

a slight contrast to the spiritless existen:

of similar bodies at home. Two thick fol

volumes of plates, carefully engraved in ou

line, and interspersed with letterpress, are d

voted to the subject. They consist of plan

elevations, and sections, but have not the a

vantage of perspective views, in which pa

ticular the book is inferior to the companii

work on Genoa,* which we shall shortly tal

occasion to notice.

The earliest remaining architecture

Venice had that Byzantine character, whii

prevailed on the continent of Italy. T.

church in the island of Torcello has stilt

arches, springing immediately from capitals

Byzantine taste. The cathedral of St. Mai
generally held to be the work of Greek artist

shews a still greater tendency to the Goth

style, in the crocheted and ogee canopies in :

exterior and interior. It has the plan adopt

in the Greek church, occupying a space

ground nearly square, at the end of the piaz

of St. Marc, where the piazetta joins it at

right angle. At one end of the latter is t

detached Campanile, immediately opposite t

cathedral, and at the other end next the grai

canal are the Red Columns, the elevating

which gained so great honour for a Veneti

architect. Immediately contiguous to t

cathedral, is the Ducal Palace, having o

front in the piazetta, and the other looking
:

to the grand canal. “ The Bridge of Sight

joins the palace and the prison, an embol

ment of that contrast between festive pomp a

the unrelenting vengeance in the name
justice, which every page in the annals

Venetian history discloses. Nearly oppos

the palace, at the entrance to the grand cat

are the Dogana and the church of St. Mai

della Salute. The cathedral of St. Marc
most remarkable for its numerous domes,

J:

which are not of the best form and arrang

ment. They shew some knowledge of ci

pentry, being entirely of timber constructs

elevated above the lower dome. The latt

has the proportions and construction obsei

able in Sta. Sophia, at Constantinople, and

as well as the whole building, profusely dec

rated. The timber dome was entirely

feature of effect, far more space being lost

the cavity than in St. Paul’s cathedral, wht

this has been deemed a fault, or in any other cat!

dral in existence. The front is highlyenriclu

but still is unsatisfactory, much of theornamt

being disproportionate to the fa$ade. 1 he t

micircular pediment, if we may so call it, whi

was so often used in later buildings over dot

ways, is often repeated. The winged lion

St. Marc is displayed, as on all the pub.

buildings, and here are the eelebrat

bronze horses, at length “ bridled.’ f Mu.

of the internal decoration displays' considei

ble beautv, particularly about the great alts

where there is the gothic character abo

alluded to. The Campanile is square in pkj

plainer than some in other parts of I tali

it has a staircase in the thickness of the wr

The upper story, and pyramidal terminalit

were not parts of the original structure.

* P. Gauthier les plus beaux edifices dc la Ville dc Get

folio, Paris, 1S24—30.
,

t “ Before St. Mark still glow his steeds ol brass,

Their gilded collars glittering in the sun ;

But is not Doria’s menace come to pass .

Are they not bridled!”
Byron—

C

hildc Harold, Canto 4.
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he church of St. John and St. Paul, the nave
tas greater length, hut the plan is still Greek.
Subsequently, we find that the Gothic style,

/hich prevailed in Italy during the 13th and
4th centuries, had considerable influence in

Venice, but it must be confessed that the
uildings in which it was used display little of
hat elegance observable in other parts of
Europe, or even in other cities of Italy. The
1 Casa d’Oro has gothic forms and arches,
ut has horizontal lines. The external eleva-

ions of the Ducal Palace were in the main
othic, but had many peculiarities assimilating
hem to the buildings of Lombardy. Much
eautiful carving is observable about the capi-

als of the columns. The Porta della Carta,
he gate of entrance to the Ducal Palace,
elongs to the 15th century; it is still gothic,
ut lias a square-headed door, apparently of
he same date. The arch in front of the
liant’s Stairs, in the same building, has some
uricus pinnacles. In the Palazzo Foscari,
orizontal lines prevail along with gothic fea-

ares
;
and in the Palazzo Pisani there is the

ame character, with the addition ofquoins, and
rusticated basement. The influence of gothic
isto did not last longer in Venice than in

ther parts of Italy, and before the close of
le 15th century, Italian architecture was the
nly style in use. In the 16th century, the
dents of some of the most celebrated archi-
es were called into play during a temporary
:ute of tranquillity, and Sammicheli, Palladio,
iiitonio da Ponte, and Scamozzi, left the most
;tnarkable buildings of Venice; whilst in
ainting we find the names of Titian, Gior-
ione, Paolo Veronese, and Tintoretto. The
lorentine Sansovino erected the mint, the
brary of St. Marc, and the Procuratie Nuove,
ad sculptured the statues of Mars and Nep-
ine, emblems of the military and naval power
f Venice, which still stand at the Giant's
tairs.

The style of this period, though correspond-
ig with that of the most important buildings
» Rome, Vicenza, and elsewhere, had some
ical peculiarities, even in the hands of archi-
:cts, who had practised in other cities.

One of these was the extraordinary propor-
on, which windows and clear openings bore
ijthe general front. Indeed, it might seem
lat much more light was sought than would
2 desirable, even where the front was towards
>mo narrow canal or street, but the peculiar
ature is equally observable in palaces upon
le grand canal, where light would be attain-
jle in abundance. It has been suggested,
'at this quantity of light was necessary to the
fective arrangement of the numerous' private
slivals in this city of gaiety and wealth, but
e cannot understand the force of the argu-
ent. We would venture the opinion, that
e preponderance of voids over solids was a
•ecaution suggested by the questionable nature
the foundation

;
or perhaps it may be sug-

jsted, that as locomotion had its difficulties

id drawbacks, it was necessary to provide a
)od view of the scene without, from the
lartments. The Palazzo Grimani was the
ork of Sammicheli, and displays the features
luded to. The arrangement of the cornice,
which height was given to the frieze, that
ember having windows and decorations, first

actised by Peruzzi, was employed in the
wary at Venice by Sansovino. That beauli-
1 building is of two orders in height, the
lumns being coupled transversely in the
ickness of the wall, and the upper entabla-
re proportioned to the whole building,
i the intercolumns we find the Venetian
mdow. The art of sculpture—at this period
contributed to the perfection of architecture,
d to render the buildings of Venice es-
ici ally remarkable amongst those of Italy,
ne extent ot window-opening noticeable in
daces is not found in churches, which is

argument for the propriety of the view,
st-mentioned above. Most of the churches
ire of a date, earlier than the palaces, and in
eir details are many singular points for
tice. Sometimes the fascia was inclined in

' exaggerated degree, and the patera of the
eric order was often mitred at the angle. The
ants had often no other opening but the door,
d had frequently inscriptions and projecting
aiclling. The church of Santa Maria della
Jute has the circular plan often employed at
enice, and a larger and smaller dome
iving a fine effect from all points of view.
.'ie thrust of the dome is resisted by a number

of large scroll buttresses, upon each of which
is a statue, giving the building a peculiar but
pleasing effect. In the gate of the arsenal, the
singular use of an angular modillion is

found.

We cannot do better than advise all, who
are interested in the history of Italian archi-
tecture not to confine their attention to the
graphic part of this fine work. The future
state of Venice promises to be more prosperous
than her late history, and the junction of the
city to the mainland, by the viaduct of a rail-

way, will probably effect a great change in her
condition. Let us hope, however, that such
change will not obliterate the records of the
past, records which have prompted the poetry
of Byron, and afforded materials for the
dramas of Shakspeare. E. H.

CUTTING INTO CHIMNEYS.

AWARD UNDER BUILDINGS ACT, AND
MODIFICATION OF A CLAUSE.

The following clause in schedule F. has
occasioned some embarrassment.

“ Cuttings into Chimneys.—And as to every
chimney-shaft, jamb, breast, or flue already
built, or which shall be hereafter built, in re-

ference to cutting the same, no such erection
shall be cut into for any other purpose than
the repair thereof, or for the formation of
soot-doors, or for letting in, removing, or
altering stove-pipes or smoke-jacks, except as

directed for building an external wall against
an old sound party-wall.”

This has been held to prevent an owner
from enlarging his room by the removal of a
chimney-breast against an' internal wall even,
unless he also took down the breast above,
although the latter could have been securely
supported without difficulty. The referees,

by the following award, recognize the hardship
of the enactment, and shew the considerate
view which they propose to take of it.

We give first the surveyor’s application to

the referees on the subject, and his notice to

the builder.

District of Saint John, Saint Thomas, and
Saint Olave, Southwark, and Saint Mary
Magdalen, Bermondsey.

12, Bermondsey-square,April 24th, 1S45.

Sir,— 1 hereby request the determination
of the official referees as to the following
matters, concerning which, difference has
arisen between the builder of the under-men-
tioned works and myself.

Mr. Henry Ilorlock, of 1 1, Augusta-row,
Spa-road, builder, has cut into, and cutaway
certain chimney-jambs, breasts, and flues, for

other purposes than those allowed by the above
Act.

Previously to the commencement of the
works hereafter mentioned, a certain stack of
chimneys existed back to back in an internal

wall of a certain house, situate and being
No. 3, Grange-road, in the occupation of Mr.
Teversham, and was built from the founda-
tions which are below the surface of the
basement floor upwards.
The whole or greater part of so much of

the said stack as extended through the ground
story has been cut away, and the upper part
of the stack is now supported upon a brest-

summer and two iron columns based upon the
part of the stack still remaining in the base-
ment story.

The notice of irregularities, of which a copy
is hereto appended, was duly served on the
builder, and the first-mentioned irregularity

has not hitherto been amended.
I have the honour to be, Sir, &c.,

(Signed) Robert Hf.sketii.
“To the registrar of Metropolitan Buildings.

(Copy.)

To Mr. Henry Ilorlock, of 11, Augusta-row,
Spa-road, builder, or to the foreman or
principal workman on the premises here-
under mentioned.

I do hereby give you notice, that the build-

ing operations now in progress under your
superintendence, situate at Mr. Teversham’s
house, Star-corner, in the parish of St. Mary
Magdalen, Bermondsey, are not conformable
to the statute in the portions thereof under

mentioned; and I require you within forty-

eight hours from the date hereof, to amend
the same.—April 16th, 1845.
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IRREGULARITIES referred to.

Certain chimney-breasts, jambs, and flues,
having been cut into for other purposes than
those allowed by the said Act; and certain
timber being placed under the chimney open-
ings, so that the same is, or will be within
18 inches of the surface of the hearth.

Robert IIesketii, District Surveyor.

12, Bermondsey-square.”

The followingis the award :

—

With regard to the house in the occupation
of Mr. Teversham, situate and being No. 3,
Grange-road, in the district of St. John, St.
Thomas and St. Olave, Southwark, and St.
Mary-Magdalen, Bermondsey, within the
limits of the Metropolitan Buildings Act, 7 and
8 Viet. cap. 84.

5

Whereas the official referees of metropolitan
buildings, duly appointed in pursuance of the
said Act, have received and duly considered
the information of Robert Hesketh, the sur-
veyor of the said district, against Henry Hor-
lock, relative to certain works done by him at
the said house, dated the 24th day of April,
1845, containing a copy of the notice of irre-

gularity, from the said Robert Hesketh to the
said Henry Horlock, a copy whereof is hereto
annexed.
And whereas on the 13th day of May inst,

the said official referees did duly hear the said
Robert Hesketh and Henry Horlock touching
the matters of the said information, and did
also proceed to view the said premises.
Now, inasmuch as the works in question

have been securely done and are not dangerous
as regardsfire, and are entirely within the same
premises, we the said official referees make no
award thereon.

And with regard to the costs and expenses
attending this proceeding, we do hereby award
that the same be paid by the said Henry Hor-
lock, that is to say,

First, as to the fees and expenses of the
office of metropolitan buildings, that on or
before the 3rd day of June, 1845, the sum of
21. 5s. 6d. be paid to the registrar of metro-
politan buildings at the said office at No. 3,
Trafalgar-square, London.

Secondly, as to the costs and expenses of
the said Robert Hesketh, as such surveyor as
aforesaid, that on or before the said 3rd day of
June, 1845, the sum of J l. ls.be paid to the
said Robert Hesketh, at his office, No. 12,
Bermondsey-square, or to the said registrar at

the office aforesaid.

In witness whereof, we, the said official

referees, have to this our award on two pages
of foolscap paper, set our hands this 26th (lay

of May, 1845. (Signed)
Jas. W. Higgins. ^
William Hosking.

|

Off. Ref.

Arnott’s Ventilating Valve.
The clause above referred to prevented the

insertion even of the ventilating valve, and
the referees accordingly obtained a modifica-

tion of it, as is set forth in the following
document :

—

“ To all to whom these presents shall come,
greeting. Whereas by an Act of Parliament
passed in the 7th and 8th year of the reign ot

her Majesty, entitled “ An Act for regulating

the construction and the use of buildings in

the metropolis and its neighbourhoood,”
after reciting that for the purpose of prevent-

ing the express provisions of the said Act
from hindering the adoption of improvements,

and of providing for the adoption of expedients

either better or equally well adapted to ac-

complish the purposes thereof, it was enacted

with regard to every building of whatever

class, so far as related to the modification of

any rules thereby prescribed, that if in the

opinion of the official referees the rules by the

Act'now in recital imposed should be inappli-

cable or would defeat the objects of such Act,

and that by the adoption of any modification

of such rules such objects would be attained

either better or as effectually, it should be the

duty of such official referees to report their

opinion thereon, stating the grounds of such

their opinion to the commissioners of works
and buildings ; and that if on the investigation

thereof it should appear to the said commis-
sioners that such opinion was well-founded,

then it should be lawful for the said commis-
sioners, or any two of them, to direct that such
modification might be made in such rules as

would in their opinion give effect to the pur«
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pose9 of the said Act. And whereas the offi-

cial referees have, by their report, in writing,

bearing date the 7th day of March last past, cer-

tified to us that the invention denominated Dr.

Arnott’s ventilating valve is an improvement

tending to increase the ventilation, and thereby

produce a healthier atmosphere in apartments.

And that it may be made so as not to counter-

act the enactments for security from fire. And
that there is no provision in the said Act pro-

hibiting its being built into new chimneys, and

therefore cuttings for its insertion into chim-

neys already built may be permitted. And that

the present rules in the said Act are inappli-

cable, and such as would hinder the adoption

of the improvement denominated Dr. Arnott’s

ventilating valve. And that by a modification

of such rules in schedule F. of the said Act
such objects will be better attained. And
having, on investigation of these grounds, and

of the subject matter set forth by the official

referees, considered them, and the opinion of

the official referees to be well-founded, we, the

undersigned, the said commissioners of her

Majesty’s works and buildings, do hereby

direct that a modification be made in the rules

of the said Act, after the last existing clause in

schedule F., as follows, viz. :

—

“And except for the insertion of Dr.

Arnott’s ventilating valve, provided that such

cutting be not nearer than 9 inches to any
timber or other combustible substance, and
that the valve be so arranged as not to be

capable of opening more than 30 degrees from
its vertical position. And that every part of

the valve be made and fixed with incom-
bustible materials.”

Which modification being made in such
rules will, in our opinion, give effect to the pur-

poses of the said recited Act.

As witness our hands this 17th day of June,

1845. (Signed)
Lincoln, 1 Commissioners of

Charles Gore, J Works and Buildings.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

At an ordinal y meeting held on the 23rd
ult., Mr. Tite, V.P., in the chair, several

presents were received, and Mr. J. Dobson,
of Newcastle-on-Tyne, was elected a fellow.

A paper was read by C. Parker “ On the

Proportions of the Beams used by Ancient
andModern Architects.” Thepapercommenced
by shewing the strongest beam that could be
cut out of a round tree, and contrasting the

proportions with the usual forms which an-
cient and modern architects adopted in beams,
the former making the breadth, and the

latter the depth, the element of strength. It

then traced the views that different natious

have held and practised in their constructive

operations. It stated that the Egyptians pre-
ferred the square form of bearing beam,
which proportion was used in Solomon’s
palace, and that the Greeks and Romans
used the rectangle placed horizontally. It

then remarked that in the timber buildings
erected before and after the Norman conquest,
the breadth of a beam was placed to resist an
opposing force, and so continued to be used in

the rebuilding of London after the fire in 1666.
Prior to this date, the system of double framing
was introduced on the continent, and changing
the proportion of timbers made the depth pre-
ferred to the breadth, which view is now
thought correct. The diversity of opinions
thus shewn, induced the writer to institute a
number of experiments, which were made
with iron, from the difficulty of obtaining spe-

cimens in wood of equal strength.

The results of these were given
;
one curious

deduction was, that two bars of equal size will

not bear double the weight that one of them
will support. The same bars formed into the
reversed T shape (X)* would support twice
the weight that they would carry placed side

by side. Making a beam two, three, or four
times the width does not make it proportion-
ably stronger. In a conversation on the sub-
jectthat afterwards occurred, Mr. Tite referred
to the tables in Tredgold, and cautioned young
architects against unlimited dependence on
them

;
he believed the scantlings there given,

to be too slight. The scantlings, for example,
given for a queen-post roof of fifty feet span
were insufficient. He had made a roof in
younger days with scantlings in accordance
with Tredgold’s instructions, and it had failed.

Much was often said of the smallness of timbers

used now as compared with those in old build-

ings
;

for his part he believed our houses

(that was, our properly built houses) were
better timbered now than then. He regretted

that Mr. Parker had not tried his experiments

with timber, instead of iron, as the materials

were not analogous. Mr. Godwin directed at-

tention to the report recently made by Mr.
Cubitt and Sir H. Delabeche as containing

valuable information on the subject of iron

beams. Mr. I’anson said the great point was
to discover the neutral axis in beams.
A paper drawn up by Mr. G. Bailey,

was afterwards read, descriptive of a series

of drawings of buildings in Southern India,

made some time since under the direction

of General Monteith. The drawings com-
prised some elaborate views of the pagodas,
and the palace and choultry of Tremail-Raig at

Madura, a city on the Coromandel coast, and
erected about the year 1623; likewise of the

Great Temple of Shivven, on the sacred
island of Ramisseram, between the Coroman-
del coast and the island of Ceylon, and but
little known to Europeans. This temple and
its appurtenances almost entirely cover an
area of 830 feet by 625 feet. The building is

of different periods, a small shrine or temple
having existed on the island from a remote
period, but the chief additions were made by
the Rajah of Ramnad, about 150 years since.

Mr. Moon offered some remarks on his

improved chimneys. He stated that in con-
sequence of the new Metropolitan Buildings
Act, and in order to comply with its regula-

tions, he had been compelled to new model the

bricks, in doing which he had been enabled to

simplify the construction. He observed that

different opinions existed as to the space re-

quired for the emission of smoke, and that

various sizes and diameters had been adopted.

In his original formation he adopted three

sizes, but experience and attention had brought
him to the conclusion that one size was suf-

ficient for ordinary purposes, viz., 10 inches

diameter
;

which, bonded and worked in a

wall two bricks thick, and complied with the

stipulations of the Building Act, by leaving

4 inches of solid brick at the thinnest point.

July 7th.— Mr. Pocock in the chair. A
paper was read by Mr. Edward I’anson, jun.,

on a mosaic pavement in the cathedral of

Sienna. Mr. Scoles afterwards made some
remarks on columns.

THE CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING OF
RAILWAYS.

Sir,—As you were kind enough to insert

my former communication on railways, I beg
leave to trouble you with a few more observa-
tions on the same subject. I observe that a

commission is to be appointed by her Majest)',

to inquire into the inconvenience attending the
break of gauge, and the practicability of
having a uniform gauge established throughout
the country and as the commission is to be
composed of men of science unconnected
with the Houses of Parliament, and, I hope,
uninterested in any line of railway, I anticipate
much good will result to the country from
their labours. There cannot, I am sure, be two
opinions on the subject of the inconvenience
attending the difference of gauges of railways,
and even Mr. Brunei’s proposition to obviate
the same, namely removing the train of car-
riages from the broad to the narrow gauge,
and vice versd, is but a clumsy and objection-
able substitute to cover an acknowledged defi-

ciency
;
for if we are to reap the full benefit of

railway locomotion, we should not be subject
to any such delays or obstructions as would be
required to transport a whole train of carriages
from one line to the other at every point of
junction of railways of different gauge.

In Ireland one uniform gauge might have
been adopted, and even a different principle, if

considered necessary, but I observe they are
pursuing the same short-sighted policy as we
are in England.
The evil consequences attending the differ-

ence ofgauge was foretold by Mr. Hawkshaw,
civil engineer, in his report to the Great
Western Company in 1838, immediately after
the Great Western Railway was commenced

;

he observed :
“ It will not be too much

perhaps to say that three-fourths of England
are already being traversed by railways of the
narrow gauge. It follows then that any com-

pany deviating from this gauge will be iso-

lating themselves to a certain extent, if not as:

regards their main line, yet as regards their

branches
;

if not as regards their direct trafficiH

yet certainly as regards their collateral trafficij

But in the present early stage of railway
traffic it yet remains to be seen whether on
not it may become a great evil for a main line

to be thus isolated and rendered impossible oli

connection with the great lines in its neigh-!

bourhood. That it will be an evil in this

sense as it regards the branch lines there care

be little doubt, for they, or some of them, ini

course of time will of necessity run into the

neighbourhood of other lines of different

gauge
;
but with these, however vital the conn

ncction may be, all connection will be im-i

possible.

In this point of view only it has become a

serious matter for any company in this country
to make their line differ as to dimensions from i

the majority of the lines around them. It is;

to a certain extent as if a canal company in a

country of canals should construct a new navi-
gation so, and with locks of such a character

I

as would totally shut out the boats of all the

.

canals that surrounded it.”

Although it has been remarked by a member
of a committee of the House of Commons that

no engineer would commit himself to statei

what he considered to be the best gauge for

railways, yet when we reflect that all the lead-

ing engineers of the day, with one or two ex-
ceptions, are projecting railways on the narrow
gauge principle, it is pretty conclusive evidence
which system they prefer. I always judge of
engineers by their works. I regret that thei

powers of the commission are to be limited to

the subject of the gauge, and not extended to

the construction and working of railways, as

these appear to me to require scientific analysis i

and investigation as well as the gauge. There
is now and will be as much squabbling
between engineers about this construction of
railways as there was formerly between the
disciples of Telford and MacAdam respecting
the correct principles of construction of turn-

pike roads
;
and unless this subject, as well as

the more important one of the moving power,
be submitted to the mature deliberation of a

scientific commission of inquiry, a further

sacrifice of the “sinews” of the country must
be made to the great benefit of engineers and
gentlemen of the legal profession. The great
cost attending the progress of private bills

through Parliament has frequently proved a
source of serious and permanent injury to the

works.
As the extent of railway on the narrow

gauge principle exceeds nearly fourfold that of

the broad, and as it would be attended with a
considerable expense to increase the width of
the narrow gauge railways, inasmuch as the
cuttings and embankments would require
widening, the bridges and tunnels enlarging,
and the upper works reconstructing and
strengthening, and as it is not too late even
now to obviate the evil of the difference of
gauges, I would recommend the broad gauge to

be reduced, which may be done at a compara-
tively trifling cost merely by laying down an
additional line of rails to suit the narrow
gauge traffic, and that the respective com-
panies of the broad gauge railways could in-

troduce gradually locomotive engine carriages,

&c., on the narrow gauge principles as their

old stock became depreciated or unfit for ser-

vice. As this alteration would be required for

the public convenience, I think in justice the

expenses incurred ought to come out of the

public treasury. B. B.
Brecon, June 30th.

V 1° the committee, on Wednesday, the 25th »

ult.jMr.Cobden moved the following resolution, »

which was afterwards agreed to:—“That, it

having been represented to this House by peti-

tions from various public bodies, as well as from
merchants, manufacturers, and others, that

,

serious impediments to the internal traffic of

the country are likely to arise from the
‘ breaks’ that will occur in railway communica-:,
tions from the want of a uniform gauge; and i

these representations not having been fully in-

quired into by any of the committees of this

House upon private bills, and it being de-
sirable that the subject should be further in-

vestigated, an humble address be presented to i

her Majesty, praying her Majesty to be
graciously pleased to issue a commission to i

inquire, whether in future private Acts for the
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construction of railways, provision ought to be
made for securing a uniform gauge, and
whether it would be expedient and practicable
to take measures to bring the railways already
constructed, or in progress of construction, in

Great Britain, into uniformity of gauge
; and

to inquire whether any other mode of obvi-
ating or mitigatingthe apprehended evil could
be adopted

;
and to report the same to this

House.”
Her Majesty has since appointed Sir John

Mark Frederic Smith, Lieutenant-Colonel of
the Royal Corps of Engineers, late Inspector-
General of Railways

;
George Biddle Airy,

Esq., Astronomical Observator in her Majesty’s
Observatory at Greenwich

;
and Peter Barlow,

Esq., Professor of Mathematics in the Royal
Military Academy at Woolwich, to be her
Majesty’s Commissioners for the purpose
stated.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

On Tuesday, June 24th, Sir John Rennie,
jresident, in the chair, a paper was read by
Mr. J G. Bodmer, “ On the advantages of
vorking engines with high-pressure steam ex-
jansively and at great velocities.”

The author based his observations upon the
>rinciple of a considerable area of piston being
•ssential for taking advantage of the initiative

mpulse of highly elastic steam, in contradis-
inction to the idea of the percussive action
vhich had some time ago found advocates. In
>rder therefore to take advantage of this

tction, and be enabled to cut off the steam at

in early period of the stroke, the piston at

ibort intervals, and consequently making a
'reat number of strokes within a given time,
must travel over a limited distance, that as

ittle as possible of the heat, and consequently
>f the elasticity, should be lost.

It has been generally acknowledged that the
iction of a short crank and rapid stroke is very
lisadvantageous to the framing and founda-
ions of ordinary engines. Mr. Bodmer has
n constructing his compensating engines con-
entrated the action, and confined the strain to
he crank, connecting rod, and piston rod. By
bis construction he has been enabled to carry
he expansive principle to such an extent, as to
eliver the steam into the condenser almost in
state of mere vapour, or within 31bs. of a
acuum. The saving of fuel must therefore be
1 proportion

; and there must be a very con-
iderable reduction of the actual weight of the
lachinery, and of the coals on board steam
essels on long voyages. The paper consi-
ered at great length the reasonings upon
lese principles, and in tabular forms gave the
jmparative results of this and the ordinary
ngines. The peculiar construction of the
ompensating engines was illustrated by
:veral models and detailed drawings, shewing
ie peculiar action of the expansion valves,
bd the two pistons in each cylinder. The
reat difficulty encountered appeared to have
Jen in the valves of the air-pumps, which
ere destroyed by the extreme rapidity of the
ction

;
this was provided for by constructing

i air-pump without valves. By a peculiar
rangement of the air and water passages it

•came practicable to substitute for the ordi-
iry cover a piston travelling through a very
inited space, and for the air-pump bucket a
lid piston travelling the full length of stroke,
'he valves were thus done away with, and the
tion of the engine became complete. This
instruction has been adopted with great suc-
iss in several stationary and locomotive
gines, and is now being applied to marine
gines, to which it is peculiarly applicable,
fit is of great importance to be enabled to
rrk the Archimedian or screw propeller
thout the intervention of bands or wheel
>rk.

LMr. J. Woods exhibited and explained the
tion of Siemens’ chronometric governor,
he centrifugal governor of Watt being
knowledged to be an imperfect instrument
consequence of its inability to adjust the

Ive to the altered circumstances of the load
the engine, Mr. Siemens invented the

ronometric governor. The new instrument
s stated to have been at work successfully
f some time at Carpenter’s Corn Mills, Shad
tames. It consists chiefly of a heavy pen-
ilum which is allowed to move to a certain
: of vibration of chronometric revolutions,
1 it is connected with the horizontal pinion

above, which therefore moves in union with
it : an endless screw is geared in contact with
the horizontal pinion, and is drawn by a con-
stant weight in a horizontal direction : it has
therefore a tendency to produce revolution of
the pinion and pendulum. This horizontal
screw must be turned by the engine at the
exact velocity necessary to insure its running
in gear with the pinion, driven at the con-
stant velocity dependent on the length of pen-
dulum; and should the engine succeed in
turning the screw at the proper velocity no
horizontal movement will take place, and the
weight on the lever, before mentioned, con-
tinues a constant driving power independent of
the engine, for overcoming the existence of the
atmosphere and the friction of the pendulum.
It the load, or the supply of power varies, a
tendency to alter the speed of the horizontal
shaft immediately commences, and it takes up
a new position, by having travelled faster or
slower than the pendulum and its pinion, and
it retains this altered position, and conse-
quently the adjustment of the valve, by means
of appropriate connecting levers, until the
conditions of equilibrium of load and power
are again varied.

The action of this governor is so sensitive,

that no variation of the speed of an engine,
when 40 per cent, of its load is thrown off, can
be observed, for the entire change is per-
formed in one fiftieth of the revolution of the fly-

wheel
;

this change absorbs or adds a portion
of the momentum of the pendulum, and slightly
alters its arc of vibration, the limit of which is

between 18° and 21°, and by the laws of pen-
dulous motion this is shewn to effect the num-
ber of revolutions to the amount of only 8 per
cent, of its velocity, and even that small varia-
tion in the extreme position of the pendulum
ceases immediately the momentum is restored
to its former condition.

This being the last meeting of the present
session, the president addressed the members,
with congratulations on the interesting charac-
ter of the papers read the discussions at the
meetings and the very full attendance of mem-
bers and visitors; and impressed upon them the
necessity of redoubled exertions in future in

order to support adequately the elevated
position which the Institution had attained.

Mr. Walker, in a speech full of kind feeling,

proposed a vote of thanks to Sir John Rennie
for his devotion to the duties of president, his

uniform attendance at the meetings, and the
kindness and hospitality he invariably dis-

played to the members collectively and in-

dividually. The meeting then adjourned until

the second Tuesday in January of the ensuing
year.

In closing our notice of the proceedings
during the session, we cannot omit a brief com-
mendation of the energy and ability with
which the present secretary, Mr. Manby, dis-

charges the duties of his office, and materially
conduces to the effectiveness of the association.

LEVERINGTON CHURCH.

For some months past the church of Lever-

i’neton, near Wisbech, has been undergoing

repairSj which the fearful state of dilapidation

into w.hich it had fallen rendered necessary.
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PRIZES IN ARCHITECTURE.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON.

The following is a list of the students who
were rewarded after the recent examination :

—

FIRST YEAR’S COURSE.
Fine Art.—Prize . . Mr. G. Lamb.

2nd Certificate.. Mr. Fred. Chancellor1
2nd

,, .. Mr. John Seddon
3rd „ .. Mr. W. W. Deane.

Science.—Prize .... Mr. Frederick Chancellor.
2nd Certificate.. Mr. George Lamb.
3rd „ .. Mr. W.W. Deane.

SECOND YEAR’S COURSE.
Fine Art.—Prize . . Mr. E. P. Boyce.

2nd Certificate.. Mr. Charles Corbett.
3rd ,, .. Mr. Howard Bankart.

Science.—Prize.

.

>r
^*equal.

2nd Certificate.

3rd „
4th

,,

Mr. C. Corbett.

Mr. T. O. Donaldson.
Mr. Howard Bankart.
Mr. Edwin Ireland.

The Academy of Fine Arts, Philadel-
phia.—On the night of the 11th of June, this

establishment was consumed by fire, an event

that is ascribed to the act of an incendiary.

Among the very few works saved are Gilbert

Stuart's full-length portrait of Washington,

West’s “ Death on the Pale Horse,” Hay-

don’s “ Christ’9 Entry into Jerusalem,” and

Alston’s “ Dead Man Restored to Life.”

buttress in Louth and other celebrated sp.
The body of the church is built in the perp

et

dicular style, and is upwards of 200 feet lorn
presenting a very open and light appearance
Before the late alterations, abuse upon abuse
had been inflicted on the church. One part
had been built off to form a coal-hole, at the
expense of two beautiful perpendicular win-
dows, one of which of elaborate design now-
forms a conspicuous feature in the west end.
On the opposite side another large piece had.
been built off to form a vestry

;
and between

these unsightly incumbrances a very mean
gallery had been erected, immediately in front
of a rich early English arch, with foliated
capitals, supporting the east wall of the towen
All these blemishes have been removed and"
by the exertions of the Rev. H. Jackson the
curate, the windows have been restored, ’and
the floor of the tower thrown open to the’nave.
The south side of the church has been almost
entirely rebuilt; and two heavy brick but-
tresses, that seemed actually draggingthe walls
they were erected to support, have been taken
down, and the architecture finished in its
original taate, A new roof, braced by simple
open work, has also been put up, and the whole
church re-pewed, or rather re-seated. This
last alteration will be as much appreciated by
the inhabitants as any that has been made. No
church had suffered more from the abuse of
pewing, that grand abuse of English churches
than Leverington. Pews of the size of
parlours encumbered its aisles, and even in-
truded into the middle width of the nave. Mr.
Jackson has, however, fought and conquered"
the prejudices that were raised against seutinp-
the church, and the advantages will, we are
sure, be appreciated even by those most hos-
tile to it in the first instance.

Leverington has several claims upon the an-
tiquary. The font, which has been engraved
in Van Voorst’s work, is one of the finest
perpendicular fonts in England. It is oct-
angular, and 8 niches with figures form its

3idcs. The pillar is similarly ornamented,
with eight emblems at its foot. Leverington
has besides, the rather uncommon ecclesiasti-

cal curiosity of two credence- tables, attached
to two portions of the aisles, which were
formerly chapels. They are perpendicular,
like most other parts of the edifice, and are
in excellent preservation. The piscina of
each chapel is also preserved. The south
porch is one of the most remarkable parts of
the building, and is, at the same time, one of

the most chaste and simple of its beauties.

Its buttresses are niched, its pediment crocket-

ed,and a very rich open parapet runs along the

ridgeofits stone roof. Over it is aparvise cham-
ber whose sloping stone roof is broken into

the pointed arch by the latter springing from

nearly the centre of the elope, the space be-

tween the point of the arch and the meeting

of the roof being filled with a ring of stone.

This roof is perhaps singular in ecclesiastical

architecture. There is also a piscina in this

chamber.
There was formerly one entire window of

rich painted glass in this church, but it has
been suffered to be strangely mutilated, and is

now only a wretched fragment. Several por-

tions of painted glass are also inserted in the

other windows of the chancel, which, together

with the parts we have mentioned, and some
costly monuments, make Leverington well

worth a visit from all interested in our old ec-

clesiastical remains .—(From a Correspondent.')
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CARVED BENCH ENDS.

A 1. 1. SAINTS CHURCH, BRANSTON, RUTLAND.

This church contains several bench ends,

as shewn by the engraving, fig. 1. There
is not any thing else worth remarking in

this church, except the old Norman font,

which having been discarded from the in-

terior, now serves for a tank to catch the

water which falls from the nave roof.

DICKLEBURGH CHURCH, NORFOLK,

Is on the road to Norwich, 4£ miles from Diss;

it is a very interesting church, dedicated to

“ All Saints,” and consists of chancel, nave,

aisles, and chapels, and western tower.

The accompanying engraving, fig. 2, shews
the character of the bench ends, which are

remarkably small, being only 2 feet 5 inches in

height, and 10 inches broad. There is a very
beautiful octagonal font in this church.

ART AND MANUFACTURES.

NEWARK CHURCH, NOTTS.

The accompanyin gengraving, fig. 3, repre-

sents one of the seven different designs of

bench ends in the Church of St. Mary Mag-
dalen, at Newark, so well known for its elegant

tower and spire. This church was founded
by Allan Flemyng, in the reign of Henry VI.,

to whose memory is the splended brass now
on the wall at the back of the altar, but
formerly in the south transept. It has shared
the fate of most of our churches, in the way
of huge galleries

;
some good stained glass

still remains, and there is an excellent picture

by Hilton, who was a native of Newark.

ST. GILES S CHURCH, AT BALDERTON,
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE,

Is entirely filled with open benches. The ends,
one of which is represented bv the engraving
fig. 4, vary only in the animals and heads, the
general outline being preserved throughout.
They have a very beautiful effect. There is

also a very fine Norman porch on the north
side of this church.

Burwood-place. Gf.orge Truefitt.

The Art-Union Journal of the present

month contains, in addition to its usual varied

and valuable matter, a detailed account of the

articles lately exhibited at the Free Trade
Bazaar, viewing it as an exposition of the

products of British industry,— as a first attempt
to bring the various manufacturers of the

country together, that they may compare the

progress that has been made in the application

of art to their several materials,— and as shew-
ing the importance of design in enhancing the

mercantile value of our manufactures. The
account is ably written and profusely illustrated

by wood cuts, and cannot fail materially to

influence the healthy movement now being
made by our manufacturers. At the conclu-
sion the writer urges, as we have already done,
the importance of establishing forthwith a
periodical National Exposition :

—“ Com-
mercially viewed, such an enterprise would
more than repay the cost and time of its pre-
paration. We have heard large contributors
to the Bazaar assert, that the advertising effect

of having their goods displayed in Covent-
garden, under all the disadvantages of sale and
crowding, very nearly compensated the cost of
the goods. It was asserted in the French
Chamber of Deputies, that the sales of goods
to the foreigners who crowded to Paris to see
the Exposition last year, more than doubled
the whole expense of the building and attend-
ants.

A National Exposition in London would
attract visitors from every quarter of the globe;
and the rent which manufacturers would gladly
pay for the use of the space necessary to the
display of their goods would more than cover
the cost, even if admissions were gratuitous.
Such a project is worthy the combined efforts
of the Board of Trade and the School of De-
sign. They would be nobly supported by the
country, and the Temple-Palace of British In-
dustry would surpass any thing which this

world has ever witnessed. A hint of this kind
was given at the Bazaar, and was received with
an enthusiasm which left no doubt of the re-

sult, and just as little doubt that the enterprise

will be undertaken by some public body, even
if it should not be taken up by the Govern-
ment.
We look upon such an Exposition as an

important part of national education. Speci-

mens of beautiful conception and artistic exe-
cution cannot be contemplated without elevat-

ing the mind and improving the feelings. The
Bazaar gave evidence of the benefit of such a

display in improving and enlarging the sym-
pathies. No one could avoid feeling a personal
interest in the continued prosperity of those
who produced such triumphs of ingenuity and
industry, of taste and of intelligence. It was
scarcely possible to avoid reflecting on the

consequences that would follow, if the looms
which wove those shawls, carpets, and dresses
were stopped; if the furnaces that produced
those magnificent castings of iron were blown
out

;
if the hammers that wrought this steel

ceased to sound
;
or if the spindles that spun

this yarn ceased to turn. How many families'

would at once be consigned to misery! how
many happy cottages would he reduced to the

deplorable condition of the rick-burner’s
home ! We sadly want to be introduced to each
other in this country, and to learn more ofoup
mutual dealings and productions. The worker'
at the loom has much to learn from the worker
with the hammer; the weaver of lace and the

weaver of horsehair might communicate with
profit; and the designer for iron might inter-

change valuable hints with the designer for

porcelain.

A more perfect National Exposition of thel

products of British Industry would lead to the

display of high and noble feelings with greater

intensity and wider extent. It is for thisi

reason chiefly that we so strenuously urge thel

project. We value taste, we esteem industry,

we love every form in which intelligence cm-:
bodies ideality

;
but, above all, we estimate

the influence of artistic beautv in developing:
emotions of moral loveliness, and the influence'

of the triumphs of Britain’s industrial prowess'
in strengthening every man’s interest in the

prosperity of the British nation,
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The long night of darkness, in which Nations
Fought for vain shadows and derived their

dreams of glory from violence and bloodshed,
has gone down the sky. “ The dayspring from
on high has visited us,” and taught that
Glory to God in the Highest ” is blended and

identified with “ Peace on earth, good will

towards men !” Commerce must bind together
the nations which were dissociated, and trade
unite the races which blind and selfish jealousy
dissevered. The soothing influences of Art,
superadded to the usefulness of manufactured
products, will give force and efficacy to those
lessons of civilization which it is the proud
destiny of Britain to preach to the whole
human race. In this career we see no goal
fixed to our country’s march of prosperity and
greatness: her benefits to humanity will be co-
extensive with the wants of mankind

;
and her

high reward will be a recognized supremacy in

intelligence more glorious than the sway of the
proudest empire that ever existed.

Monument to the late Sir William
Follett.—We understand (says the Exeter
Gazelle) that it is in contemplation to erect a
statue to the memory of our late respected
representative, as the most fitting memento of
ithe admiration of his genius and character
entertained by the citizens of Exeter,

IMPORTANT TO ARTISTS.

The Art- Union of London are about to

offer a premium of 500/. for a group in mar-
ble, to be competed for by models in clay, the

size of the intended work. These must be
sent in by the 1st of July, 1846, and the
work finished in marble by the 1st of July,

1847
J

200/. will be paid when the pre-

mium is adjudged and the remainder on com-
pletion.

As regards the historical picture for which
a premium of 500/. has been offered, the com-
mittee request artists to forward by the 1st of
December next (that is, a month before
sending the cartoon), a sealed letter contain-
ing name and address, and having on the out-

side a motto by which the cartoon must also

be distinguished. The object of this arrange-
ment is, that the committee may learn how
many cartoons will probably be forwarded, so

that they may provide sufficient accommoda-
tion for the exhibition of them.
On Monday, the 15th of December, artists

may learn by application at the office, the

name of the place to which the cartoons are to

be sent; 200/. will be paid on the selection

being made.
We observe with regret that in consequence

of the approach to the end of the session the

bill brought in by Mr. Wyse some weeks ago
to place art-unions on a permanent basis has

been withdrawn. A temporary bill of indem-
nification, however, has been brought in with

the full consent of the Government, so that no

practical inconvenience will result.

THE PEERS AND MR. BARRY.

We learn with gratification that our re-

spectful remonstrance against undue haste in

the completion of the new House of Peers,*

to which the daily press gave increased circu-

lation and weight, has received considerate

attention in the proper quarter, and is likely to

effect the desired end. Lord Brougham has

since given notice that he will, on Monday
next, name a day for moving an humble ad-

dress to her Majesty, praying that she would

be graciously pleased to order the preparation

of the House of Peers for their lordships’ oc-

cupation from the beginning of next session,

with temporary fittings, and that care should be

taken in providing the means of ventilating

and warming the same'; that all risk from fire

should be guarded against by making the

building fire-proof.

* See page 301 ante,
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PAVING, CLEANSING, AND DRAINAGE.

A public meeting of an association for the

promotion of improved paving, cleansing, and

drainage, was held on the 3rd inst. at the

Hanover-square rooms, with the view of en-

forcing upon the public the fact, that if the

streets, courts, and alleys of towns throughout

the United Kingdom were properly swept and

kept clean, not only would the accumulation

of mud and dust be entirely prevented at a

trifling expense, but employment could be given

to 40,000 labourers. There were upwards of

500 persons present, including a number of

ladies. On the platform amongst others were

the Duke of Grafton (who presided in the una-

voidable absence of the Duke of Cambridge),

the Earl of Charlemont, Lord Ranelagh,

M.P., Sir Burgess Carnac, P. Borthwick,

Esq., M.P., C. Cochrane, Esq., the President

and Founder of the Association, B. B. Cabbell,

Esq., &c.
Mr. Cochrane, in detailing the objects of the

association, divided his remarks into three

distinct propositions, undertaking to prove,

first, that the streets could be kept so clean, as

to prevent the accumulation of any mud or

dust
;
secondly, that by keeping the streets so

clean, they might secure the employment of

40.000 of the able-bodied poor; and thirdly,

that the public would be reconciled to pay

any extra expense entailed by raising rates

through the parochial authorities towards the

accomplishment of these ends. (Cheers.) In

proof of the first proposition, he referred to

the experiments which were made last winter

in Oxford-street and Regent-street, when
those streets were kept so clean, that a lady’s

shoe would not be soiled in crossing at any
part of them, whilst some of the adjoining

streets were little better than quagmires.

With regard to the second proposition, he

stated that most accurate calculations had
been entered into, which were open to the

inspection of any one who wished to examine
them, and from which it appeared that each
man could keep an area of from 1,500 to

2.000 square yards perfectly clean. Upon that

calculation, about 330 men would be required

for the city of London, 80 for St. James’s

parish, 140 for St. George’s, from 500 to 600

for St. Marylebone, and so on, giving through-

out the whole country employment to at least

40.000 persons. (Cheers.) With regard to

the third proposition, as to the expense, it

had been calculated that in the city of London
the expense entailed upon every housekeeper

would be about Js. per house per year, in ad-

dition to what was already paid
;

or, upon
individuals, the expense would be from Id.

to ljd. per head per month. Mr. Cochrane
concluded by moving a resolution to the effect

that it is essential to the community at large,

in a sanatory, moral, and social point of view,
that the greatest possible cleanliness should
be maintained in the public thoroughfares.
Mr. P. Borthwick, M.P., moved a resolution

to the effect that the improved system of
cleansing the public thoroughfares, while it

would relieve parochial burdens by securing
employment for the poor, who were compelled
for want of work to ask for parochial relief,

would also tend to the more perfect preserva-

tion of buildings and monuments, theimprove-
ment of the morals and health of the people,

and would also effect a diminution in the

losses to householders in furniture, goods, &c.
These resolutions, together with others of,

secondary importance, being carried unani-

mously, and thanks having been awarded to

the noble chairman for his kindness in pre-

siding and for his conduct in the chair, the

meeting was dissolved.

News for ChurchBuilding Committees.
—An advertisement has lately appeared in one
or two of the daily papers, stating that “ A
sum of money has been appointed by the will

of a gentleman lately deceased, to be given (on
certain conditions) in aid of the funds for
building twelve new churches

;
” and inform-

ing parties wishing to put themselves in com-
munication with the trustees how they can do
so. The regulations of the stamp office do
not allow us to publish the address of the party
who advertises, but for the benefit of those
who are interested in the bequest, the adver-
tisement itself can be seen on applying to our
publisher.

THE STRENGTH OF STONE COLUMNS.

Last week we mentioned a paper on this

subject read by Mr. E. Hodgkinson, at the

late meeting of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science (p. 316). Our con-

temporary, the Athenaum, gives the following

additional notes :

—

“ On the Strength of Stone Columns
,

by

Mr. E. Hodgkinson.— The columns were of

different heights, varying from 1 inch to 40

inches
;
they were square uniform prisms, the

sides of the bases of which were 1 inch and

lj inch, and the crushing weight was applied

in the direction of the strata. From the ex-

periments on the two series of pillars it ap-

pears that there is a falling off in strength in

all columns from the shortest to the longest;

but that the diminution is so small, when the

height of the column is not greater than about

12 times the side of its square, that the strength

may be considered as uniform, the mean being

10,000

lb. per square inch, or upwards. From
the experiments on the columns one inch

square, it appears that when the height is 15

times the side of the square the strength is

slightly reduced
;
when the height is 24 times

the base, the falling off is from 138 to 96
nearly; when it is 30 times the base, the

strength is reduced from 138 to 7 5 ;
and when

it is 40 times the base, the strength is reduced
to 52, or to little more than one-third. These
numbers will be modified to some extent by
the experiments in progress. In all columns
shorter than 30 times the size of the square,

fracture took place by one of the ends failing
;

shewing the ends to be the weakest parts
;
and

the increased weakness of the longer columns
over that of the shorter ones seemed to arise

from the former being deflected more than the

latter, and therefore exposing a smaller part of
the ends to the crushing force. The cause of

failure is the tendency of rigid materials to

form wedges with sharp ends, these wedges
splitting the body up in a manner which is

always pretty nearly the same; some attempts

to explain this matter theoretically were made
by Coulomb. As long columns always give way
first at the ends—shewing that part to be the

weakest—we might economize the material by
making the areas of the ends larger than that
of the middle, increasing the strength from the

middle both ways towards the ends. If the

area of the ends be the area in the mid-
dle as the strength of a short column is to that

of a long one, we should have for a column
whose height was 24 times the breadth,

the area of the ends and middle as 13*766

to 9*595 nearly. This, however, would
make the ends somewhat too strong; eince

the weakness of long columns arises from their

flexure, and increasing the ends would diminish
that flexure. Another mode of increasing the

strength of the ends would be that of prevent-

ing flexure by increasing the dimensions of the

middle. From the experiments it would
appear that the Grecian columns, which seldom
had their lengths more than about ten times
the diameter, were nearly of the form capable
of bearing the greatest weight when their

shafts were uniform
;
and that columns taper-

ing from the bottom to the top were only ca-

pable of bearing weights due to the smallest

part of their section, though the larger end
might serve to prevent lateral thrusts. This
last remark applies, too, to the Egyptian
columns, the strength of the column being
only that of the smallest part of the section.

From the two series of experiments, it appeared
that the strength of a short column is nearly
in proportion to the area of the section, though
the strength of the larger one is somewhat less

than in that proportion.
Prof. Challis inquired whether Mr Hodg-

kinson had found the columns to give way
chiefly in the direction of the cleavages of the
stone? Mr. Hodgkinson replied that he had;
and that hence the same size and shape of stone
cut out of the same block, required very differ-
ent forces to crush them across the grain from
what they did with it. Prof. Stevelly said, that
it was one peculiarity of Mr. Hodgkinson’s
researches, that they opened up so many colla-
teral objects of interest and wide fields of in-

quiry. It was easy to see that the present re-

searches might become important to the geolo-
gist, by leading him to the source from which
originated the splitting up of extended rocks
into beds and strata, and the contortions of
them

;
for example, to some volcanic matter

forced up vertically in such a manner as to ex;j

ercise a crushing force upon even distant

masses. — Prof. Willis shewed, by exampleJ

deduced from various styles of architecture! »

that the ancients must have been practically ii )

possession of similar principles
;

and from S

several examples which he gave, it would ap
|

pear that columns of a shape suited to these il

principles were again coming into use.

CHURCH OF THE HOLY TRINITY,
BARNSTAPLE, DEVON.

This church, which was consecrated by thd

Bishop of Exeter on the 21st ult., is built ir ft

the style of the fifteenth century; the plan i: u

cruciform and consists of a nave (without i

aisles) and transepts, a spacious choir anc
j

aisles. The tower, which is at the south-west »

angle of the building, is to be surmounted wit® *

a spire. The exterior walls are faced with c M

sort of sand-stone obtained in the neighbour-; »

hood
;
the dressings and windows are of Bathe r

stone.

The large west window is a copy of the kii

beautiful window at St. Mary’s, Oxford. On *

entering the church, the choir, which is
>'

raised several steps above the nave, is seen i

through three lancet arches which divide it

from the nave
;
and the view is terminated by u

the eastern window of three lights filled ini .

with stained glass, manufactered at Exeter by h

Mr. Bere. The arches and clustered columns jo

between the nave and choir, are of Bath-stone ; it

the two lateral arches being much narrower n

than the centre one; a low open panelled i:

screen of oak between the piers of the arches li

divide the nave and chancel; the transepts;!

which are lighted by windows of three lights, i!

are divided from the nave by arches of stone i;

springing from corbels
;
the nave is lighted on: h

either side by four windows each of two lights
;

>

the mullions, tracery, and jambs, are of Bath- i

stone
;

the open timber-framed hammer beam: t

roof, forms a principal feature on entering thei t

church
;

the pulpit, reading-desk, and font,

are all sculptured of Cuen-stone by Mr. Rowe,iiii

of Exeter; the pulpit, and reading-desk, which i

are uniform, are placed at the easternmost: i

angle formed by the junction of the nave and J

transepts, the pulpit being on the north side.

The pews are constructed of American oak
; i

the framing is low, somewhat similar in con -

1

<i

struction to many of the old oak seats in the .

neighbouring churches, with the exception 1

that they have a low door to each seat or pew,
somewhat similar to St. Katherine’s Church,

n

Regent’s Park
;
the pews will seat above 800 1

1

persons, out of which number 326 sittings are i

to be free for ever; there is a small gallery at

the western end of the church, capable of hold-

ing 150 persons
;
the front is of oak panelled

;

the internal length of nave, 77 feet by 34 feet

10 inches; chancel, 2J feet by 16 feet; chan-
cel aisles, 35 feet by 11 feet 6 inches; transepts, <

16 feet by 14 ;
height from floor to springing i.

of roof 27 feet
;
to centre of roof, 56 feet

;
the j

east window is 15 feet high by 7 feet wide in

three compartments; the four top compart-
ments of the tracery represent the emblems of

the four Evangelists
;
the remainder of the

window is filled with stained and ornamental
glass

; the tower when completed will rise

100 feet with a spire on the top 56 feet high;
there is ample room in the bell-chamber for

eight bells; the lancet-windows in the north
and south chancel aisles are also fitted with
ornamental glass, that in the south has the

emblems of the Alpha and Omega; that in the

north, represents the three nails and a crown
of thorns encircling “ J. N. R. J. ;” it is pro-

posed to fill the west window with stained

glass with emblematic representations of the '

twelve apostles, at a cost of about 200 guineas.

The font stands in the aisle near the

western entrance, and has on the rim, in old

English characters—“ In the name of the

Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost.” An organ is in course of erection for

the church by Houlditch of Soho, and will be

completed within six months. The nomina-
tion of the minister is in the hands of the

Rev. John James Scott (at whose sole expense
this church was built and endowed), his heirs

and assigns for ever.

The church is capable of holding 1,200 ,

persons, and built at a cost of nearly 8,000/.

when completed. The architects are Mr. G.
Abbott, of Barnstaple, and Mr. D. Mackin-
tosh, of Exeter.
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A new church is about to be built in
he Beddington-road, North Brixton, the
aeighbourhood of which has become a new
illage from the immense quantity of buildings
vhich have been recently erected there.
[t is said that the Roman Catholics have
ibtained a lease of a large portion of ground
it the head of Bruntsfield Links, Edinburgh,
or [a seminary on an extensive scale. Their
n-esent college at Blairs will be removed to it.

t is further stated that the plans, which are
low out of the hands of the architect, include
be design of a magnificent cathedral. The
ame religious denomination are about to erect
splendid church, school, and presbytery, or

iriest’s residence, in the immediate neighbour-
ood of Burnley, at an estimated cost of
.bout 6,000/. It is in contemplation to

•ect a theatre in Bridgwater. Some of the
oost respectable inhabitants have started the
roject of building it by shares. The want of
uch a place of amusement has for a long
ime been complained of by parties visiting the
own. A movement has been made in

'J’ewcastle, with a view to the establishment
f a collegiate institution in that town, in con-
ection with the London University. The
Committee appointed to superintend the re-
uilding of St. Alkmund’s Church, Derby,
ave issued a second appeal to their friends
nd the public. They require an addition of
t least 1,500/. to the funds already subscribed,
xclusive of 700/. for a spire The Stockton
nd Darlington suspension bridge across the
iver Tees, near Stockton, which was opened
d the public in 1 830, is now nearly taken down,
he engines, coaches, and waggons, have for
ome time past crossed the river on the new
ridge, which is erected at a short distance, in

more substantial manner. The demolition
f this structure, once an object of general
dmiration, attracted thousands of persons to
le spot. The present Widford Bridge, on
le road between Chelmsford and Ingatestone,
1 Essex, having been pronounced unsafe, the
ounty invited tenders for a new iron bridge,
nd Messrs. Cottam and Ilallen, of Winsley-
treet, Oxford-street, obtained the contract at
30/. and the old materials. It is to be com-
leted in about two months from the present
me, under the supervision of Mr. Hopper.

-The Durham Victoria Harbour, erected
t the expense of the Fishery Board and town
f Dunbar, is now completed. The local com-
littee have been so much satisfied with the
nwearied attention and anxious superinten-
ence of Mr. David Ross, the inspector of
•orks, that they have presented him with a
andsome watch, bearing a suitable inscrip-
on. The contractors were Messrs. David
yon, and Co. At a meeting of the Litch-
eld Diocesan Church Extension Society,
Inch took place on the 17 th ultimo, the fol-

wing grants were made :

—

0 Brockmoor new Church, in

Kingswinford £250 additional.
!o Leigh, for increase of accom-
1 modation GO ,,

0 Boxley new Church, near
Wednesbury 723 ,,

0 Biggin, in Hartington 300 conditional
owards a parsonage, at Quarry
Bank, in Kingswinford 200 ,,

owards Ditto, at Brown Edge,
1 in Norton 200 ,,

owards increase of Endowment
of Coleham, in St. Julian’s,

(Shrewsbury 150 ,,—The committee for the erection of the new
[strict church of St. Thomas, in the parish of
:. John’s, Coventry, have nearly brought
ieir preliminary arrangements to a close,
(he town council have agreed to grant one
ere and twenty- eight perches of waste land,
ituate in the Summerland Butts, for a site in

ecordance with the suggestion of Mr. J. L.
ikroyd, whose plans are to be carried out.
he extreme dimensions of the'new buildino-
till be 43 yards long and 24 wide. It is to
untain 700 free sittings On Saturday last

e Birkenhead Dock Committee commenced
living piles on the Seacombe side for the new
ycr wall, which is to extend across the mouth
Wallasey Pool. The first pile was driven

tout 20 yards from the Seacombe-slip.
n Tuesday week a meeting of the Yarmouth
saven and Pier Commissioners was held at
ieir office, for the purpose of receiving ten-

ders for the completion of the new drawbridge,
according to the plans of Mr. Birch. The
only tenders were, one from Mr. Peto, and
another from Mr. Simpson. We have not
been able to learn the precise amount of the
tenders, but are assured that Mr. Peto’s ex-
ceeded 32,000/., while Mr. Simpson’s was
under 20,000/.—-At the present time, in the
diocese of Salisbury, the following new
churches are in the course of erection :— At
Chittoe, in the parish of Bishop’s Cannings

;

Sedghill, in the parish of Berwick St. Leo-
nard

;
Zeals, in the parish of Mere

;
and at

Cholderton, near Amesbury. The following
churches are undergoing thorough repairing
and repewing, with a view to increase the ac-
commodation :— Melsbam, Tilshead, Stratton
St. Margaret, Wanborough, and Stert, near
Devizes. -The woolcombers of Bradford
are prosecuting their inquiries with a view to
the improvement of thqir dwellings, and
thereby to increase their comforts, and to pro-
mote their sanatory condition. A meeting of
a few of the most influential gentleman of the
town was held in the Exchange on the 1st
instant, for the purpose of assisting them.
At a meeting of the Yarmouth Church
Trustees, held last week, it was resolved to
expend the sum of 1,250/., in the re-
pairs recommended in the report of Messrs.
Hilling and Norfor, the surveyors deputed to
inspect the fabric of the parish church of St.
Nicholas. The Newport Harbour Com-
missioners, a short time since, addressed a
memorial to the Trinity Corporation, repre-
senting the disadvantageous situation of the
present lighthouse, and soliciting that a new
lighthouse, of similar construction to those at
the Maplin Sand and at Fleetwood, might
be erected 1 ,650 yards S. by E. from the mouth
of the Usk. It appears that the authorities
at the Trinity Board suspended proceedings in
the matter, pending experiments which are still

in progress in respect of the best mode of ob-
taining a permanent foundation for structures
in situations similar to that pointed out by the
harbour commissioners of Newport; and the
Trinity Board have instructed Mr. James
Walker to “ examine the said proposed situa-
tion, and to report his opinion as to the de-
scription of building which, in the event of the
board’s determining to accede to the prayer of
the memorial, it may bo most advisable to set
up.” The general committee appointed at

the last meeting of the Ipswich Town Council
have elected a sub-committee, to whom is

delegated the arrangements necessary to give
iclat to the opening of the new custom-house.
Several preliminary steps have been already
taken, and measures are being adopted to
raise the necessary funds by public subscrip-
tion. The ceremony of the opening is fixed to
take place on Monday the 21st of July

: to be
succeeded by a public dinner, and by aquatic
sports, and a brilliant display of fireworks
The annual report of the Health Committee
of the Town-council of Liverpool, made a few
days since, states that the operations of the
baths and washhouses for the poor during the
past year were of a most favourable character.
After paying all expenses a surplus of upwards
of 50/. was left. The new baths and wash-
houses now being erected in the north end of
the town will cost nearly 7,000/., they will not
be opened till next year. The committeestrongly
recommend the erection of a third establish-
ment in a central locality, and there is every
prospect of its being carried into effect.
Thus, while the Corporation of London have
contributed only about 500/. towards a similar
object, the municipal authorities of Liverpool
have spent 10,000/., and most likely they will
soon devote 3,000/. or 4,000/. more to the same
laudable purpose. The railways are making
such rapid progress in this country, that canal
traffic cannot successfully compete with them.
It is therefore proposed to convert certain of
the canals into railroads. With this object in

view, a meeting of the Kennet and Avon Canal
Company was held on the 1st instant at the
London Tavern, and on the 12th ult. the pro-
prietors of the Ellemere and Chester Canals
met for the same purpose. In both cases
there is every prospect of the .conversion being
made. The Admiralty having refused the

promoters of the South Wales Railway Bill

leave to carry the line over the Severn by
means of a bridge, Mr. Brunei proposes to

effect the object in view by means of a tunnel

under the river. At the Warwick Quarter

Sessions, held last week, the presentment made
at the last Sessions, stating “ that the present
prisons at Warwick ought to be removed, and
that a new gaol and house of correction are
necessary to be erected in a more eligible situ-
ation near to the town of Warwick,” was con-
firmed on the motion of Sir John Mordaunt,
hart., by a majority of two, there being 14 in
its favour and 12 against it.

MANCHESTER, TEN CHURCHES
ASSOCIATION.

A meeting of the friends and members of
this association was held last week, the Bishop
of Chester in the chair. Therepoit, which was
read by the hon. secretary, traces the progress
of the church-building spirit in Manchester
during the last fifty years. In the first twenty
years from 1745 to 1815, not one church was
consecrated in that immense parish. From
1815 to 1825, two churches only were conse-
crated. From 1825 to 1835, five were con-
secrated, four of which were built out of the
million parliamentary grant. From 1835 to
the present time, the number of churches con-
secrated, or in course of erection, or about to
be built, the money being already subscribed,
is no less than twenty-eight, including the en-
tire re-building of three on a greatly enlarged
scale. In 1835, the number of churches in
Manchester amounted to exactly thirty, it has
consequently nearly doubled during the past
ten years. From the treasurer’s account, it

appears that the receipts during the past year
amount to 20,478/. 10s. and the expenditure to
20,183/. 12s. 9d. In the latter sum are the
following items :

—

Building of St. Bartholomew’s
Church £4,392 11 9

..'66 9 11

4,563 16 4
5,860 7 3

19s. 3d. in the

St. Matthias .

.

11 St. Silas

,, St. Barnabas ..

There is the sum of 300/. ±^a . uU . m iue
debit account of the association under the head
of “ Drawback on St. Barnabas’s Church.”
This sum has been received since the general
account was made up, and added to the balance
in banker’s hands, subscriptions promised
but uncollected, and cash recently received,
make a sum of 4,673/. 19s. 3d. to begin the
current year with. The proceedings of the
meeting terminated with a proposal to raise
25,000/. for the erection and endowment of
six other churches.

CARPENTERS IN FRANCE.
There is much commotion at this time

amongst the carpenters
;
they have published a

circular, setting forth that the sum of4f. a day,
tbeir established wages (in common with ma-
sons and others) for these twenty years past, is

insufficient, and refuse to work for less than
5f.

;
giving as reasons for the claim, 1st. that

through bad weather and want of work, they,
in reality, have only to depend on about seven
months out of the twelve

;
2nd. the progres-

sive increase of the cost of food and lodging,
and 3rd. that they run more personal risk than
other operatives. They further refuse to under-
take any “ task-work,” or work to be paid by
tbe piece, and call on the masters to abandon
the practice. “ Task-work,” says the circular,
“ is the ruin of industry. It kills the good
workmen, and induces bad construction. Task-
work is sometimes undertaken by a bold, good
workman, who strives early and late to effect

what he has agreed to, but more often it is

taken either by men in extreme want or boys,

who know nothing of the matter.” Large

numbers of them still remain out of employ.

PROPOSED JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES.

The following is a summary of bills ap-

plied for during the present session of Par-

liament, for which a subscription contract, or

undertaking in lieu thereof, has been deposited

in Private Bill Office:

—

Description.
Estimated
expense.

Capital
stock.

Money
to be

borrowed.

Railways
Navigations and canals. . .

.

Waterworks
Ferries and Docks
Piers and Harbours
Bridges

£.
92,921,779

176,190
613,452

1,653,000

331,050
49,500
3,558

£.
94,812,813

732,080

1,000,000

22,000

£.
30,276,883

76,000
387,466

1,100,500
320,000

7,333

95,748,529 96,566,893 32,168,182
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DR. RITTERBANDT’S INVENTION
TO PREVENT INCRUSTATIONS IN STEAM BOILERS.

The process consists merely in converting

all the carbonate of lime into chloride of

calcium, by the introduction into the boiler of a

small quantity of chloride of ammonium. In

this way, the lime remaining constantly in

solution, the boiler cannot foul, and fuel is

saved to a great extent. Nor is this the case

merely with fresh water. Dr. Ritterbandt’s

experiments prove that when sea water is

boiled, the first change is the liberation of car-

bonate of lime, the excess of carbonic acid

being driven off by beat, and that the particles

of that compound become nuclei for the adhe-

sion of the crystals of common salt, &c., which
begin rapidly to form in consequence. In pre-

venting the formation of carbonate by the

introduction of chloride of ammonium, the

chemical effects of contact are obviated, and

no salt can be deposited until the water is

almost evaporated away. This invention will

do away with the necessity of blowing off so

very frequently, and will supersede the brine

pumps, both attended with an excessive loss of

heat and waste of fuel.

A NEW MODE OF PREPARING LEATHER.

To a commercial country like Great Bri-

tain, and indeed to the world at large, the

manufacture of leather must always be a
matter of the first importance, whether we
consider its value in the construction of most
implements of husbandry, its use in mechanical
trades, in the multitude of innumerable engines
and machinery of every description, and in our
manufactures, or as an article of general con-
sumption in the production of those things
which conduce so much to our domestic com-
forts and necessities. The article of lea-

ther has always ranked in point of value and
extent as inferior only to cotton, wool, and
iron

;
indeed, some statistical writers have

gone so far as to consider it equal, if not
greater, than cotton. From this circumstance,
and as, according to the statement of those
practically acquainted with the subject, 170 to

180 parts of leather might be obtained from
100 parts of dry hide, instead of 50, if every
part of the gelatinous tissue could be made to

combine with a full proportion of tannin, some
idea may be formed of the advantages to be
derived from any improvement in the art of
tanning. And yet notwithstanding these im-
portant facts, it is equally true that in this en-
lightened age, when almost every other branch
of the arts has made such rapid strides towards
perfection, little, if any progress has been made
in improving the art of tan ninf.

A patent for “a new mode or method of
more speedily and effectually tanning bides and
skins” has been recently obtained by Dr. Turn-
bull. The inventor seems to have been im-
pressed with the important fact, that a know-
ledge of the disease was necessary to the cure,
and to have brought to the study of his sub-
ject great scientific knowledge and research.
In his specification, which is now before us, in
pointing out the various difficulties in tanning,
he says : “In preparing the skins and hides
for the tanpit, they are steeped fora consider-
able time in a solution of lime to remove the
hair and epidermis. In this process, the skin
imbibes a considerable quantity of lime, which
has the effect of either removing from the bide,
or skin, a portion of the gelatinous substance
in the form of soluble gelatine, or of altering
the gelatinous fibre, so assto render it incapable
of speedily and effectually combining with the
tannin or tannic acid, and the pores of the skin
are so impregnated with lime, as to prevent
the tanning principle from operating freelv, or
reaching the heart of the skins.”
And, after enumerating other obstructions,

he observes that the great object to be attained
is “ to find out some means of removing these
obstructions and antsio'nnist TirinpinI*io mul r\fobstructions and antagonist principles, and of
bringing about a speedy and effectual combi-
nation of the gelatinous fibre of the hides or
skins, and the tanning matter, and thus pro-
duce, in a short space of time, leather superior
in weight, quality, and durability to any yet
produced. The object of my improvements is
to remove these difficulties 'and obstructions,
either by extracting the lime with which bides
and skins are impregnated in the process of re-
moving the hair, or removing the hair and

epidermis from the hides, or skins, without the

use of lime, by means not hitherto attempted.”

The doctor then states that by steeping the

hides or skins in a mixture of sugar, or any
other saccharine matter and water, for from
two to four days, according to the size of the

skin, the lime is entirely removed. “ The
action,” says the doctor, “ of the sugar and

pyroxylic or wood spirit upon the lime is so

rapid, that in the largest skins the lime is en-

tirely removed and the skins are rendered fit to

receive and imbibe the tannic acid, and thus

the operation of tanning is perfectly accom-
plished in a very short time.”

We know the immense prejudice which
exists against all new methods of tanning,

especially if the tanning is accomplished in a

short time. This, we believe, has been engen-
dered by the signal failure of almost every
attempt at improvement. It is worth while
therefore to inquire a little into the philosophy
of the doctor’s discoveries, and to endeavourto
ascertain from known facts whether the doctor
is likely to be more fortunate than his prede-
cessors in the same line.

All great chemists have described lime as a
solvent of gelatine

;
indeed the fact is easy of

demonstration by placing a small quantity of
pure gelatine or isinglass in lime water. No
doubt therefore can exist when we reflect on
the energetic action of lime on organic bodies,

especially on animal tissue, that the destruc-

tion of a great portion of the most valuable
part of the skin must be the result of employ-
ing lime in taking off the hair.

The means hitherto employed to extract the
lime has been the application of an alkaline
lixivium called “ bate.” This is composed of

the dung of pigeons, and other domestic birds,

but this mixture lias been found not to remedy
the evil, for the bate does not dissolve the lime,

but merely destroys its causticity by converting
it into carbonate or chalk. Besides which it

causes the destruction of a portion of the gela-

tineous tissue by the fermentation created by
the decomposition of the animal matter in the

bate.

Sugar, on the contrary, is well known to be a
great preserver of the gelatinous fibre; our
domestic experience proves this beyond con-
troversy, and it lias been demonstrated by Mr.
Ramsay, of Glasgow, in a series of experi-
ments published in “ Nicholson’s Journal ” for

1807, that sugar is a powerful solvent of lime.
We think therefore that we see in the doctor’s
discovery the means of removing “ the antago-
nist principle, and of bringing about a speedy
and effective combination of the gelatinous
fibre with the tanning matter,” and that the
public may safely conclude that the doctor has
been fortunate enough to discover the applica-

tion of a remedy for an evil which has long
baffled the skill of chemists and others, and
which will go far to realize the enormous ad-
vantages in the quantity and quality of leath er,

to which we have before alluded.
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The Wood-Carvers.—At a general meet-
ing of the profession of wood-carvers, held
April 4th, 1845, it was moved bv Mr. R. Moore,
“ that the services of Mr. W. G. Lock, wood-
carver, in conducting the correspondence with
her Majesty’s commission on the fine arts, rela-
tive to the decoration of the new Houses of Par-
liament, on behalf of the wood-carvers, have en-
titled him to the warmest approbation ofthe pro-
fession. And this meeting, desirous to testify its

estimation of the same,recommends a voluntary
subscription throughout the profession, to pre-
sent him with a suitable acknowledgment of
the same.” The motion was seconded by Mr.
Gray, and carried unanimously. A committee
of nine gentlemen were appointed to receive
the subscriptions, and to decide on the nature
of, the testimonial, See. Subscriptions were re-
ceived from 221 wood-carvers, residents of
London, Dublin, York, Cambridge, Hull,
Manchester, Brighton, Leeds, Peterborough,
Warwick, Leamington, &e. The result has
been that the committee have publiclypresented
to Mr. W.G. Lock a splendid watch and ap-
purtenances, engraved with a suitable inscrip-
tion commemorative of the same. Mr. Lock
has for some time past been acting as honorary
secretary to the general body of wood-carvers,
metropolitan and provincial, who have been
in correspondence with the royal commission
upon the subject of the decoration of the new
Houses of Parliament with wood-carving.

THE ROUND TOWERS OF IRELAND.

Sir,—Will you permit me, through the me-i

dium of your paper, to make one or two oh-!

servations to the writer of a letter in Thki
Builder of June 28, on the round towers of
Ireland, signed “ J. K.”

Your correspondent says that they doubtless
were intended originally for the convenience
of the architects employed in constructing;

churches, for he says, “That the towers and;

churches are invariably found together.” Now.;
if he means to say that the towers are only toi

he found near churches, I can only say, that I

have not found such to he the case. I have
had occasion to visit Ireland frequently, and of
course those memorials of the past, concerning)
which there is so much doubt occupied no small
share of mv attention. I have examined themi
carefully, and have not the least doubt as to!

their being of the same date as the buildings;

they adjoin. But I have found them near the;

castle quite as often as the church
;
so that I

do not think they were originally built by the;

architect merely to protect his workmen andi

suit his own convenience, far from it.That

they were erected as reconnoitring towers noi

one can doubt, but not for the special use your
correspondent seems to think. They were in-

tended as part and parcel of the building about
to be raised (be it castle or church), as a
necessary appendage for the safety and welfare

of the inmates of the main building; the sta-

bility of the workmanship is a sufficient proof
that it was for no temporary purpose, but to

last for ages. Further, I have observed that

in nine cases out of ten they are within sight

of others; so that in case of a general enemy
appearing, signals to that effect might bo con-
veyed from place to place, to rouse the natives

to arms to repel the invading foe. Trusting
you will pardon this intrusion on your time

and attention, and give publicity to these few
remarks,— I am, Sir, &c., Veritas.

NEW DOORS AT YORK MINSTER—STONE USED
AT HOUSES CF PARLIAMENT.

Sir,—

P

erhaps it is only justice, in reference

to your accurate and explanatory engravings of
the western doors, York Minster, to name, that

the framing and plainer portions were made
by Mr. James Wallace, of Newcastle-upon-i
Tyne, and the carving by Mr. Scott of the same
place

;
the latter artist is one of the best

carvers in wood of the present age, and is also

an expert modeller.

To clear up a doubt will you have the good-
ness to state what kind of stone the external

ashlar work in the new Houses of Parliament
is composed of— whether lime or sand- stone ?

I mean the plain portions
,
without reference

to the carved surfaces. F. Tyrrell. L
Tynemouth, near Newcastle.

*.* Magnesian lime-stone, from quarries be-

tween Worksop and Mansfield, in Yorkshire, ’

and called Anston or Norfal stone.

Proposal to convey Letters 1 00 i

i.eagues per hour.—An original, if we
cannot call it a clever, idea was communicated 1

to the Paris Academy of Sciences on the 23rd 1

ult. by the Baron de Colonge an attach^ of the

French legation in Bavaria. The rate he

proposes to convey letters is not so quick as

that of the English inventor, who has taken
out a patent for conveying them at the rate of

400 miles an hour through an exhausted tube,

like Mr. Vallance’s tunnel, which was to trails-,:

port passengers from London to Brighton in

10 minutes; but it is quick enough — and how
does the scientific baron propose to accomplish
his feat? Listen, gentle reader, and wonder
at the progress of science in this nineteenth

century. He would build small houses as

stations, and provide each of them with a re-

volving lever, 300 feet long, which should

throw the mail to the next station, and so on
along the whole line. AV'oukl it not be more
easy to adopt the school-boy plan of trap and
ball? We need not say that the Academy
attached little importance to the communica-
tion of the Baron de Colonge, and that it is

not probable a committee will he appointed to

examine and report upon his scheme.
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PnornsF.D New Church at Seacombe.

—

The amount required for the erection of this

church is 3,000/. of which 2,304/. have been
already contributed. So much difficulty exists

in obtaining the remaining G3G/. that the rec-

tor of YVallasay (Dr. Byrth), at a meeting held

at Parry’s Hotel last week, stated that 500/. of

the amount subscribed was placed entirely at

his disposal, and that if by the 10th of August
next, the remainder of the money was not pro-

vided, he should proceed to build Day, Sun-
day, and Infant Schools, on a large scale, near
his own church. He also said that a further

portion would be withdrawn, and applied to the

building of an Infant School in another part of

the parish. He subsequently stated that a per-

sonal friend of his had allowed him to say, that

if the subscription came within 100/. of the

sum required, he would add that amount to

his already very liberal donation. Another
conditional grant of 100/. was made by Mr.
Mainwaring, leaving 436/. still deficient, for

lack of which sum, there is every probability

that Seacombe for the present will remain
without a church.

Labour Provided by Railways. —
That some idea may be formed of the im-
mense stimulus the trade of the country would
derive from the formation of the contemplated
railways, it is only necessary to state, that were
2.000 miles of the projected railways to be
constructed, it would give employment to

500.000 labourers and 40,000 horses for the

next four years. The necessary buildings,

sheds, and permanent ways, would cover

20.000 acres of land, and to lay a double line

of rails would require 400,000 tons of iron

—

Bristol Journal.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, fee.,

are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers
however, they arc entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
strcct, Covent-garden.]

For Building a New Farm-house at Swavesey,

Cambridgeshire.

For 1,000 Tons of Scotch Pig Iron, and 500
Tons of Finers’ Metal, to be delivered at Rotter-

dam in the months of July, August, and Septem-
ber.

For Building a New Church of Kentish Rag
Stone and Caen Stone at Homerton (time ex-

tended).

For the pulling down the present School House
and erecting a new one at Chesterfield, Derby-
shire.

For Lighting the town of Devonportwith Gas for

a term of fourteen years, to commence from the

1st day of October next.

For Buildiug a Sewer of the first class (in length

about 1,700 feet), at Little Chelsea, for the Parish

of St. George, Ilanover-square.

For the Construction of Four divisions of the

Chester and Holyhead Railway, comprising the

entire line through the County of Anglesey.

For the Erection of a Church at Zeals, in the

parish of Mere, Wilts.

For the Erection of a Church at Merthyr Tydvil,

in the County of Glamorgan.
For Building Sewers in the Old Bailey, Hang-

ing Sword-alley, and Crown-court; also in John-
street, Crutchedfriurs, and Cullum-street, all being

within the City of London.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans are required for Laying out and covering

with Villa residences about 20 Acres of land having

a frontage of about half-a-mile to the Queen’s-road,

Richmond, Surrey, extending from Spring-grove

towards Richmond-hill. Premiums will be given of

125 guineas for the most approved plan, and 15

iguineas for the second.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ J. C. S.”

—

Mr. C.J. Richardson's works are

•the best on the subject named. Weale, of IIol-

born, would t/ive particulars if applied to.

“ B. C.”

—

We will make inquiries on the sub-

ject suggested.
“ W. A." (Yorkshire).— The Rev. H. Carroto,

Jjoxton Rectory, near Cross, Somersetshire, has

.been named to us as likely to afford the education

nought. If terms be too high for the inquirer's

vieics, Mr. Emberton, Croydon, Surrey, might be

\applied to.

“ A Constant Reader ” (Aldgate).

—

Much would
idepend on the instructions that were given and the

mature of the specification. We might mislead him
,by replying in ignorance of these.

THE BUILDER.
“ J. J.” (Belfast).— We are obliged to himfor

the enclosure, but have not yet had time to examine
it. An account of the scaffolding, if peculiar,

would be acceptable.
“ Col. M.” has our best thanksfor his kindness.
“ Mr. Wood.”

—

A parcel is left at the office : it

shall beforwarded if Mr. W. will oblige vs with
his address. Many apologies are due to him.

“ D. M.”

—

The notice which appears in to-day's
“ Builder,” was in type before the arrival of our
correspondent's parcel. We believed it to befrom
him.

“ A Subscriber ” (Paddington), “
J. L.,” “ Ten-

ders,” and “ D . F.,” next week.
Received ( “ J. D.” (Bath.)— “ The Pictorial

Gallery of Arts," Part VI. (C. Knight), —
“ Old England, ” (C. Knight), — Young’s “ Lec-
tures on Natural Philosophy, ” edited by Kelland,

( Taylor and Walton),— “ The Illustrated Family
Journal,” Part IV. (Sherwood),— “ The Illumi-

nated Magazine,” AJo. 1 of new series (a very
good specime7i), and the Natural System of Archi-
tecture as Opposed to the Artificial System of
the present day, by W. P. Griffith, F.S.A., to

which toe shall refer shortly.
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CAEN STONE.

LUARD and BEEDHAM have a quantity
of the above stone, of the best quality, direct from

their Quarries at Allemange, which may be inspected at the
Norway Sufferance Wharf, Greenwich.— Further particu-
lars at Mr. G. GATES’, 18, SOUTHWARK-SQUARE,
SOUTHWARK.

BATH STONE.

T E. WELLER, of STEEL-YARD
a WHARF (late Drewe’s), begs to inform Stone

Merchants, Contractors, &c., that he can supply them with
best FARLEIGH-DOWN STONE on lower terms than
ever before offered. — Depdt for immediate supplies,
DRUCE’S WHARF, Chelsea.

CUNDY’S MARBLE AND STONE WORKS, PIMLICO.
QAMUEL CUNDY begs to inform Ar-

chitects, Builders, A-c., that he is supplying
VEIN MARBLE BOX CHIMNEY-PIECES,

Opening 3 feet square, and 7 inch piers, for
FORTY-FIVE SHILLINGS!

STONE BOX CHIMNEY-PIECES, opening 3 feet square,
and 7 inch piers, Twelve Shillings; do., do., with
MOULDED CAPS, and 8 inch piers, FOURTEEN
SHILLINGS.
The above are manufactured in the best manner and of

the best material. For CASH ONLY.— Address, SAMUEL
CUNDY, Marble and Stone Works, Belgrave Wharf,
Pimlico.
Masons’ Work, Monuments, &c., &c., at equally Low

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

THE VESTRYMEN OF RICHMOND,
SURREY, arc desirous of obtaining PLANS for lay-

ing out and covering with Villa Residences about 20 acres of
Land having a frontage of about half-a-mile to the Queen’s-
road, Richmond, extending from Spring-grove towards
Richmond Hill, and within nfew minutes’ walk of the Terrace
there. The Plans will be expected to include the laying out
of grounds and suitable office:-, but it is not expected nor re-

quired that the elevations shall be uniform. — PREMIUMS
will be given of TWENTY-FIVE GUINEAS for the most
approved plan, and FIFTEEN GUINEAS for the second.

—

Lithographic plans of the ground and further particulars
had on application to Messrs. SMITH and SON, Solicitors,

Richmond, to whom the designs arc to he sent before the
14th day of August next.

S MITH’S PATENT SASH SUS-
PENDER, or SASH-CORD SHIELD.—Its purposes

are for releasing cords from windows, giving a facility to
take the sashes out, or to turn them for cleaning or repair-
ing inside the room, thereby avoiding any accident, of which
many daily occur from the present dangerous method of con-
ducting these operations on the outside. The price within
the reach of all classes—only One Shilling a pair for each
sash.—To he had, with instructions, of all Ironmongers, or

of the Pn
' "* ~

umberlai

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

G BARTLETT, A RCH ITECTU R A

L

• MODELLER. 33, DUNCAN-TERRACE, CITY-
ROAD, begs leave respectfully to inform Architects, Builders,

and others, that they may he supplied with any quantity of

Cement and Plaster ornaments from his unlimited collection,

consisting of Centre Flowers, Soffits, Bed Mouldings, l’atcras,

Trusses, Scrolls, Ballusters, Gothic and other Shafts, Gro-
tesque Heads, Chimney-Pots, Corinthian and Ionic Capitals.

Vases, Figures, Fountains, and every description of orna-

ment for parks and gardens, at unprecedented low prices

for cash.

TILE CAUSES of EXPLOSIONS in

STEAM-BOILERS, and the prevention of those
arising from incrustation, is now lectured upon by Dr. Ryan
daily at half-past Three, and on the Evenings of Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday at Nine, at the ROYAL POLY-
TECHNIC INSTITUTION. Professor Bachhoffner, lec-

tures daily at Ten o’clock, and on Tuesday and Thursday
Evenings at Nine, on the ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAY,
a Working Model of which, carrying visitors, is exhibited

daily and in the Evenings. A curious MECHANICAL
HAND

;
new and beautiful Objects in the Chromatropc,

Physioscope, Proteoscope, and Dissolving Views. Work-
ing Models described. Experiments by the Diver and Diving-
Bell, &c., &c.—Admission, One Shilling ; Schools, half-

price.

PRIZES IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND
PATENTEES.

A GOLD MEDAL, value 100/. and a
SILVER MEDAL, value 50/., will be given by Mr.

M. JOSCELIN COOKE. The Gold medal for the best

Patent, and the Silver medal for the best Design taken out

or Registered at the OFFICE for PATENTS and DE-
SIGNS, 20, Half-Moon- street, between the 1st of Novem-
ber, ISM, and the 1st of June, 1846. The Prizes will he
awarded by competent judges on the 1 Oth June, 1846. The
conditions to he observed, together with instructions, charges,

and every information for obtaining Patents in England or

Foreign Countries, or Registering Designs, will be forwarded
gratis, on application to Mr. M. JOSCELIN COOKE, at

the Office for Patents and Registration of Designs, 20, Half-

Moon-strcet, Piccadilly, London.

FREESTONE. — Noblemen, Gentlemen,
Engineers, Architects, Railway-Contractors, Builders,

Grainstonc-cuttcr, and others, are respectfully reminded of

the admirable Freestone (a perfect oolite), which may lie ob-

tained at the LITTLE CASTERTON QUARRY. The in-

ducements for using this Freestone consist in its property of

resisting the most intense frost, the facility with which it is

wrought, and consequent great saving of expense, the uni-

formity and beauty of its colour and texture and its low

price. It has been used and approved for many years past

by some of the first Architects in the Kingdom, and is now

being used in the Station* on the line of the Bliswortn anil

Peterborough Railway. The Quarry is situate in the County

of Rutland, about one mile from Stamford and the liner

Welland, six from Wan .ford and the Nenc. about ten from

the Bourn Eau, and the same distance from the Oakham

Canal. It would he delivered by Land Carriage in I. locks

of anv portable size, at a charge of one halfpenny per cubic

foot per mile in addition to the price at the Quarry.—Apply

to FRANCIS SIMPSON AJYD SONS, Stamford.—July,

1815.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, BRICKMAKERS &c.,

PUMPS of Superior CONSTRUCTION,
bored perfectly true by improved machinery, in various

plain and ornamental patterns for Conservatories, Squares.
Market Places, Roads, Gardens, and for Liquid Manure.
BRICKMAKERS’ PUMPS, in Wrought and Cast-Iron,
HYDRAULIC LIFT PUMPS, and ENGINES for Well*
of any depth. SINGLE and DOUBLE PUMPS up to
12-inch bore, kept for Hire.

BENJ. FOWLER, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street.

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.— These
Nails arc submitted to the Notice of Builders and

Contractors as being superior to any others, nnd cheaper.
They have the toughness of the best hand-made nails, with
far greater uniformity of make. The flat-pointed Rose Noils
are particularly recommended wherever oak or other hard
wood is used

;
being perfectly chisel pointed, they require

no boring, and will drive into the hardest wood without split-

ting it. and their heads being very strong, do not fly off. The
Patent Wrought Nails may be had of all Wholesale Iron-

mongers; and an ample stock of them is kept at the
Warehouses of the Agents,
HIGGS and GEORGE, 179, BOROUGH, LONDON.

CHUBB’S PATENT WROUGHT-IRON AND FIRE-
PROOF SAFES AND DOORS.

C CHUBB & SON have constantly on
9 Sale a large stock of very superior Wrought Iron

Fireproof Doors or Frames for strong rooms or closets, and
Safes and Chests of all dimensions, and which from their

arrangements in manufacturing they are enabled to sell on
such terms as will meet the approval of Architects and
Builders. The whole arc fitted with the new Patent Detec-
tor Locks, throwing from three to ten holts.

Caution. As several imitations of tlic above arc offered

for sale by different makers, Architects, Builders, and the
Public arc respectfully informed that no Ironmongers, Smiths,

or Brokers are supplied with the above Doors or Safes
;
and

that they can only be obtained direct from C. Chubb & Son,

57, St. Paul’s Churchyard, London.

COTTAM and HALLEN, Wholesale
Ironmongers, Manufacturers of Kitchen Ranges,

Stoves, &c., &c.
Strong Self-acting Kitchen Ranges, with back Boiler,

Oven, and Wrought Bars:

—

3 ft. 3 ft. 3 in. 3 ft. 6 in. 3 ft. 9 in. 4 ft.

3/. 6s. 31. 13s. 31. 16s. 41. 4 /. 10s. each.

Cottage Ranges:

—

32 in. 34 in.
” 36 in.

40s. 42s. 45s. each.

Best Register Stoves, at 7d. 8d., and 9d. per inch.

Ditto Elliptic do. at 3$d. and 4d. do.

C. & IT. having a large Stock of Rain-water Pipe, Gutters,

and Sash Weights, purchased before the advance of iron

took place, are selling at the old prices, AT CORNWALL-
ROAD, LAMBETH, and WINSLEY-STREET, OX-
FORD-STREET.

VARNISH.—It haslon^ been a desideratum
amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

and genuine article
;

brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,

and durability are the qualifications necessary, but these are

seldom if ever found united. The experience of a life-time

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, the

great and important discoveries of modern chemistry, and

the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.

George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil

and spirit.) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently

recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both in

on being supplied with a genuine

Fine Oil Varnish, from 10s. per gallon
;
best White Spirit

Varnish, 21s. ditto; Best Spirit French Polish, ’Os. ditto

;

White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of even- dcscnption at

nil unadulterated article.

ft. very towestprices.—WALLIS’S V.mi.h, J.pen

Colour Man,, lec.orp, 61, Long-acro, ono door from Bow-

street. Established 1750-

alluFs patent liquid wood
KNOTTING. — This ncwly-discovcred Liquid

Composition which Messrs. Geo. and Thos. Wallis have the

satisfaction of introducing to the trade, possesses the im-

portant qualification of effectually stopping Knots in Wood,

however bad, and preventing them eating through and dis-

figuring the paint above.

Many substances nave been used and much time spent in

endeavouring to find a cure for a had Knot, but hitherto

without success. Messrs. Wallis therefore feel much plea-

sure in offering to the public an article so long and anxiously

called for. ...
In the application, skill is not rco.uircd

;
a boy can use it

as well and effectually ns the best workmen : it is put on to

the work with a brush like common paint, can be used in all

climates and situations, and docs not require heat.

Sold wholesale and retail, by Messrs. G. and T. Wallis,

Varnish, Japan, and Colour Manufacturers, No. 64, Long

Acre. Price 20s. per gallon.

gglis

.
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TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND CON-

TRACTORS.

G REAVES’S LIAS CEMENT and
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME, at 2, South Wharf,

Paddington, London, and Works, Southam, Warwickshire.

Agent for Liverpool, Mr. WYLIE, 56, Gloster-strcet; ditto

for Manchester, Mr. J. THOMPSON, Back King-street

;

ditto for Chester, Mr. J. HARRISON, Linen Hall-street.

ATKINSON’S CEMENT.—The public- is

respectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-

cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architecture

and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to

2s. 3d. per bushel, and may be had in any quantity at Wyatt,

Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Holland-street, Surrey side of

Blackfriars-bridge.

N.B.—This Cement beingof a lightcolour, requires noarti-

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with

three parts its own quantity of sand.

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IN
FRESCO.

STEVENS and SON, PATENTEES and
SOLE MANUFACTURERS, beg respectfully to

announce that this beautiful cement has now arrived

at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sanguine

expectations. For all internal work it possesses a great

superiority over every article hitherto in use ; it is now being

used extensively by Government in the British Museum and

other public buildings. IT DOES NOT THROW OUT
ANY SALT, but presents a beautifully plain and perfect

surface, which may be painted upon dry work within four

days without peeling. It is equally applicable for walls or

lath, for mouldings, architraves, skirting, or flooring; and is

admitted to form the best ground for fresco painting, having

been used for many of the prize frescos lately exhibiting in

Westminster Hall. It will bear an intense heat without

cracking, and for hardness, durability, and economy, cannot

be equalled.
1S6, DRURY-LANE, LONDON.

Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R. Part, 11,

Atherton’s-buildings, Dale-street, Liverpool.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE
CEMENT.—The Patentees of this composition beg

to refer to the British Museum, the Royal Exchange, the new
works at Bethlem Hospital, Greenwich Hospital, and the Co-
liseum in the Regent’s-park, as buildings finished or in pro-

gress, in which Keene’s Cement has been used as an internal

stucco. Its superiority to common plastering consists in its

extreme hardness, and the rapidity with which it dries, which

S
ialities fit it to receive paint or other finishing sooner
an other water Cement.
When employed for skirtings, architrave, and other

mouldings, in place of wood, it checks dry-rot, is impervious
to vermin, prevents the spread of fire, and is more eco-

nomical in its application than the material for which it thus
becomes the substitute.

Confirmation of these statements is to be found in the

almost universal adoption of Keene’s Cement for Skirting

and Hall flooring in the new houses on the Hyde Park Estate,

where its application is to be seen to the fullest advan-
tage.

In Liverpool and Manchester, Keene’s Cement has in

several cases been used for the covering of the fire-proof

warehouse floors, where its lightness and hardness give it the

preference over tiles and flagging, which arc much heavier,

and necessarily leave the floor intersected with numerous
joints, whilst Keene’s Cement is laid down in one unbroken
surface.

The high polish and marble-like hardness of which this

Cement is susceptible render it the most suitable material

for the manufacture of Scagliola.

Patentees, J. B. WHITE & SONS, Millbank-street,

Westminster, Manufacturers of Roman and Portland

Cement.
Depdtin Liverpool, 30, Seel-street; James Woods, Agent.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN
GENERAL.

JOHNS and CO.'S PATENT STUCCO
CEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced :— It will effectually resist Damp. It will never
vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete
Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never
requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh
and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.

It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by the
Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates
at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to
Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-
comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may
be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which
may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the

severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cement
now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary and
valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of

economy.
Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have

declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally

preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing

the Cement and its mode of application, together with a

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may
be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,
Cheapside, London : of whom also may be had,
JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR

STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-
terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman
or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-
loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than
White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flakes,
being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; whereas
MESSRS. JOHNSand CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an
affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the suction,
thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the
finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produceable by no
other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—and
may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the most
exposed Marine situations,

PATENT METALLIC SAND CEMENT,
requiring no Colour or Paint, and free from Cracks

and Blisters. Mixed ready for use at 8s. fid. per cask.

2s. 6d. allowed for each cask returned in good order.

2J bushels common sand to be added to each cask of Metallic

Cement, which will float fourteen square yards Stucco. Ap-
ply at the Metallic-Cement Wharf, King’s-road, Camden
New Town (opposite Pratt-street), London.

NOTICE TO INVENTORS.

OFFICE FOR PATENTS OF INVEN-
TIONS and REGISTRATIONS of DESIGNS, 14,

Lincoln’s-inn-fields.—The printed INSTRUCTIONS gratis,

and every information upon the subject of PROTECTION
for INVENTIONS, either by Letters Patent or the Design

Acts, mav be had by applying personally, or by letter, pre-

paid, to Mr. ALEXANDER PRINCE, at the office, 14,

Lincoln’s-inn-fields.

TO RAILWAY SURVEYORS AND ENGINEERS.
rflRAClNG PAPER. — SAMPLES for-

3 warded by Post, free. — WATERLOW and SONS,
having devoted much attention to the manufacturing of the

above article, have succeeded in producing a Paper superior

to any yet introduced, combining the great requisites of

clearness and a surface warranted to work well with pencil,

ink, and colour.
/' 4 . TT TlTlTCrCCASH PRICES.

Double Crown 30 by 20, 3s, per qr.. . £1 10s. per rm.
Double dble. do 40 by 30, 6s. ,, £5 0 ,,

Dble. dble. dble. do. 60 by 40, 13s. „ £\\ 0 ,,

Outsides, half-price.

MOUNTED DRAWING-PAPERS.—LEVELLING
BOOKS.—MEASURING BOOKS, &c.

WATERLOW and SONS, Wholesale Stationers, Printers,

and Lithographers, 66, and 67, London-wall.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. KENT AND C O.,
MANUFACTURERS,

11, GREAT MARLBO ROUGH-STREET, LONDON,
Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of a

quality far superior to those generally olfcred for sale, to

which’ they beg to call the attention of all who prefer quality

and durability to apparent cheapness,

oooooo.—7 in. Dusters,

oooooo.—7 in. ditto, extra.

oooo.—Ground Brushes.
Plasterers’ Brushes.
Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.
Sash Tools, and Common Tools.

Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other

Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kinds

of Brushes, forwarded on application. Established 1777-

INDOW GLASS, MILLED LEAD,
and COLOURS, Pumps, Closets, Pipe, Basins,

Brushes, Dry Colours, Ground ditto, and all materials at the

lowest wholesale prices for cash.

Crown sqr. not exceeding 12 by 10, 5d. per foot.

Sheet squares, not exceeding 12 by 10, 6d. per foot.

White Lead. Milled Lead cut to size.

Linseed Oil. Pan Basins.

Turps. Plumbing, Brass

Warranted Varnishes. Work, &c.

Superior Spruce Olter, for Plasterers and Painters, at

6s. per cwt. Gilders, Print Publishers, Picture Frame and
Cabinetmakers supplied with patent sheet, plate, and sheet,

and flatted glass ot superior colour, and carefully selected.

SURVEYORS, CONTRACTORS for PUBLIC WORKS,
and the TRADE generally, sending specifications of quanti-

ties required, will receive by return of post an invoice at the

very lowest cash prices. — For complete lists (priced; apply

to R. COGAN, 5, Princes-strect, Leiccstcr-square, London.
Also may be had, Wholesale and Retail,

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES.
Gas Contractors, Fitters, Glass Merchants, and others

supplied with any description. Lists of nearly 100 patterns,

with prices affixed, sent to any part of the kingdom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, and others, supplied with

FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES,
for covering Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curi-

osities, &c., &c., of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may
be had on application. Bee Glasses, Striking Glasses for

Nurserymen, Fish Globes and Confectioner’s Glasses, &c., of

every size and description.

TO DECORATORS, GRAINERS, PAINTERS, PAPER-
STAINERS, ARTISTS, AND OTHERS.

STEPHENS’ PREPARED IMITATION
WOOD COLOURS.—The want of a uniform system

of preparing colours for imitating wood in painting, in which
a correct shade and tone of colour are equally important with
skilful execution on the part of the operator, is often produc-
tive of serious inconvenience to the workman. Accustomed
to mix on the spot various proportions of different colours,

and using them when the eye has approved of the mixture,

he is subjected to delay and the inconvenience of repeated
trials, in order to match the colour, should he not have
mixed sufficient to finish his work, or should he be desirous
of imitating it correctly at any subsequent period. To relieve

this inconvenience, the inventor has prepared Imitation
Wood Colours upon such exact principles that the operator
will be able to obtain correct imitations at once, prepared to

his hand, thus saving time and preventing uncertainty.
These colours have also the advantage of a finer and more
natural appearance, are perfectly free from gritty particles,

and work more smoothly and more pleasantly than any of
the colours now in use, thereby "fleeting a saving in time and
labour, and producing a more beautiful and perfect imita-
tion of the ornamental woods tnan can be obtained by any of
the crude colours which workmen are in the habit of using.
N.B. The above colours are prepared both in a dry and

damp state. The Damp Colours are convenient for imme-
diate mixing without grinding, for Paper Staining, and
Graining in Distemper. Damp Colours sold in Pots, 6d.,
Is., and 2s. each. Dry Colours sold in Packets at 6d., Is.,

and 2s.

As a valuable adjunct to the above, STEPHENS’ NEU-
TRAL WHITE will be found a very superior article for

mixing with fine Colours, as its chemical nature is not
incompatible with any colour, and it also works smoother
and better than any of the Whites commonly used for such
purposes. Also STEPHENS' LIQUID OAIv, MAHO-
GANY, and ROSE and SATIN WOOD STAINS, for

reviving the faded appearance of old Carvings and Furniture,
and also for staining and Colouring Soft Woods, Composi-
tion, Paper, Leather, &c., so as to imitate the Colours and
appearance of Oak. Mahogany, &c. See. Prepared and Sold
by HENRY STEPHENS, 54, Stamford-strcet, Blackfriars-

road. Sold also, by appointment, at E. M. NASH’S, 47,

Marshall-street, Golden-square. Specimens of the applica-

tion of the above articles may be seen at either of the places

above named.

POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN PAVE!
MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walksl

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Corn Stores, and Sail

Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin ii

Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell:
ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds.

Price 3s, 6d. per square yard.
BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culverts’

Sec. Sec. on Railways and other places (with instruction:

for laying it down), may be lad at the rate of 45s. per tom
by applying to JOHN PILKINGTON, 15, Wharf-road
City-road.

BASTENNE ASPHALTE and BITU:
MEN COMPANY, Offices, 31, Poultry. Th<

Directors of this Company beg leave to call the atten:
tion of ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, and others, t«

the very beneficial results attendant on the use of BITU-
MEN in the erection of buildings, &c. Its application

as a FLOORING will be found eminently useful. I

is also valuable for numerous other purposes, more par;

ticularly where the object sought for is the EXCLUSION
OF DAMP AND VERMIN. The Directors beg to refer t<

the works in Trafalgar-square, which have given genera
satisfaction. Scale of prices per foot square :— 1 inch thick:

8d. ; S inch thick, 7d.
; J inch thick, 6d. Works not mea-

suring 400 feet, Id. per foot extra. Roofing executed at 6d
and 7d. per foot square. Concrete is charged in additior
according to the thickness when required. Carriage anc
men’s time are charged extra when works are executec
beyond three miles from the General Post-office. Bitumei
£6 per ton, without grit. Bitumen £5 per ton, with grit.

CHARLES F. TILSTONE, Sec.

TO ARCHITECTS.

I
N consequence of many complaints having
been made to the Company, by Architects, of a spurious

material having been used in the execution of Works where
the Seyssel Aspualte had been specifiedfor, the Directors,

with a view to ensure the fulfilment of any such specification,

have authorized CERTIFICATES to be granted to Builderi
where the

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE
has been used. For the purpose of securing the use of the

Genuine Article, Architects and others are recommended tc

insert in their specifications the “ Seyssel Alphalte, Cla-

ridge’s Patent,” and not merely “Asphalte,” or “Bitu-
men,” as in many cases where these terms have been used,

g
as-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have
een introduced. I. FARRELL, Secretary,

Stangate, near Westminster Seyssel Asphalte Company.
Bridge, Jan., 1845.

Books of Instructions for Use may be had at the Office of
“ The Builder,” and of all Booksellers in Town and Country,
price Is.

*** In proof of the necessity of the above advertisement,
it may be mentioned, that it has come to the knowledge o!

the Directors, that in certain works which havebeen executed
by Messrs. Curtis, builders, of Stratford, a spurious material

has been used by them, contrary to the specifications, which
expressly mentioned, that “ Claridge’s Asphalte” was to

be used.
In the case of a work at Lewisham executed by MESSRS.

ROBERT and DANIEL YOUNG, of 10, Crown-row,
Walworth-road, where Seyssel Asphalte was specified for, a
spurious article was nevertheless laid down by them.

VENTILATION.
“ A most ingenious, simple, and effective plan.” Mr. Reid's

Lecture on Ventilation, delivered, June 7, 1845, before the
Mechanics’s Institute, Liverpool.

BAILLIE’S PATENT TRANSPARENT
VENTILATOR, ventilates rooms or public buildings

without causing unpleasant draughts of air—may be fixed

as easily as a pane of glass, whose place it supplies—does

not derange blinds, shutters, or other fixtures belonging to

windows—most useful to public places of every descrip-

tion, especially smoking and coffee rooms, and moreover a

simple remedy for smoky chimneys. This article may he

obtained from Messrs. Chater and Hayward, St. Dunstan’s-

hill, and all respectable glass dealers in London ;
Mr. Edgar

Parks, ironmonger, 140, Fleet-street; Messrs. Stock and
Sharp, and Mr. Samuel Beale, Birmingham ; Messrs. John
Hall and Sons, and Messrs. Dixis and Williams, Bristol

;

Messrs. Thos. and Will. Stock, Liveqiool
;
Messrs. Davidson

and Armstrong, Manchester ; Mr. James Bell, Glasgow, &c.;

who have models to explain its action, and will be glad to

give any further information
;
also to be seen in use at Mr.

Fred. Smith’s, the Albion, 259, Blackfriars-road
;
Mr. Ed-

ward Baillic’s, 12 B, Cumberland-market, Regent’s Park;

Mr. Seaton’s, Dublin Castle, Park-street, Camden Town;
2, Coleman-street-buildings, Moorgate-strcet, and at the

office of this Paper.

PATENT IMPERVIOUS WOOD AND COMPOUND
CORK FLOORING.

PATENT ASPHALTE AND BITUMEN WORKS.
Mill Wall, Poplae, and No. 19, Minories, Aldgate,

London.

E E. CASSELL and CO. be£ most
o respectfully to call the attention ot Engineers,

Architects, Surveyors, Builders, and the Public generally,

to their Patent Impervious flooring, requiring no rafters,

impervious to wet or damp, not liable to rot, and for dura-

bility and cleanliness, it is well adapted for Kitchens, Cel-

lars.’ Warehouses, Barns, Granaries, Stables, &c., &c.

E. F.. C. and Co. also specially beg to call the attention of

Railroad Contractors, Builders, Surveyors, &c., to their

Patent Asphalte or Bitumen, which has now been in use

upwards of Ten Years. It is well adapted for Covering

Arches, for the prevention of damp. As a Cement it is par-

ticularly applicable to Hydraulic Works and foundations of

heavy Buildings, Ground Flooring, &c. ;
Asphalte laid for

Foot-paths, Kitchens, Cellars, &c., within Four Miles of the

Iloyal Exchange at 33. 9d
.
per square yard. Applications by

letter prepaid ;
testimonials where their Asphalte has been

in constant use for upwards of Seven Years without requir*

ing repairs, indisputable evidence can be adduced and for-

warded with a List of Prices, Sec.

CAUTION.
E. E. C. and Co.’s Patent granted them for Fourteen

Years, dated 17th October, 1831. Those who may illegally

Manufacture, Use, or Vend, any imitative Asphalte, with-

out E. P. C. Se Ce.’s License or Authority, will be liable to

Legal Process, as will he shewn by documents given by the

highest legal and scientific authorities,— the Attorney General,

Sir. J. Campbell, David Pollock, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, and

the late J. F. Daniell, Esq., Professor of Chemistry, &c. Sec.

N.B.—Asphalte supplied to Railway Contractors and

Builders in j cwt. Blocks, for convenient conveyance to all

parts of the United Kingdom, at 45s. per ton.
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SATURDAY, JULY 19, 1845.

N our number for the 5th of

April last,* we alluded to the

proposed restoration of that

noblest of parish churches,

—St. Mary Redcliffe, and

stated the amount of sub-

iptions received, and the desire of the com
tee to proceed immediately with the works

the extent of their means. We also re-

ted the proceedings of a meeting held

May, whereat it was resolved that the cora-

tee should make early application to each

the subscribers for permission to apply

donation to the repair of the fabric

thwith. Since then this has been dom
l some of the too-necessary works are to

commenced directly, under the direction

Mr. Britton and Mr. George Godwin,

Britton, it will be remembered, had
finally associated with him in this very

sresting undertaking, Professor Hosking;
1 by them conjointly, the report was made
which the committee have been acting up
:his time. When the latter gentleman was
de an Official Referee, he felt it necessary

esign this work, and, at his recommenda-
i, aided by that of Mr. Britton, Mr. Godwin
s appointed by the committee in his stead,

n the first volume of The Builder (page

')> will be found two engravings, represent-

the interior and exterior of the church
juestion, as originally proposed to be re-

•ed. They will serve to convey to the
der who is not acquainted with the edifice

le notion of its style and character, but

y give no idea of its extraordinary beauty,

e genius, skill, and fancy, which it dis-

ys, cannot be conveyed by any small pic-

al representation.

The tower is perhaps as fine as any thing in

world, and needs a long study before it

be fitly appreciated. The north porch,
h its unique doorway, the boldness and va-

:y of the mouldings throughout, the beauty
1 skilful arrangement of the groining inside,

•re some of the many points which arrest the

mtion of the examiner, and compel him to

nit what a fine appreciation of the beautiful

architects of the middle-ages had. In the
er particular, the groining, St. Mary’s is,

haps, unrivalled for variety and rich-

s. The bosses, too, display extraordinary
ility of imagination, and will repay care-

examination
;
and, indeed, the same may

said of every part of the structure. Al-

;ugh exceedingly harmonious as a whole,
is the work of several eras. The inner

|'th porch, for example, belongs to the
inning of the 13th century, the tower
bfly to the end of the same century or the
linning of the next, and the greater part of
i body of the church to the 15th century,

uough we have ourselves little doubt that

ch of it was built considerably before that

.e.

fhe material of which the building is con-
victed is an oolitic lime-stone from Dundry
I from various causes is in a dreadful state

decomposition, and in parts, of danger,

p
parapets are falling and fallen, the out-

of mouldings is fast disappearing, the

" See page 157 ante.

crockets and finials of pinnacles are displaced

by the wind, and the whole face of the stone

is eroded to a considerable depth. There are,

however, few forms at present, mouldings or
sculptured ornaments, that could not be re-

stored with truth; but every day will make the

task more difficult, and if left for any con-

siderable portion of time it will become impossi-

ble. One winter even, now that the stone-

work has reached its present state of disinte-

gration, may do irreparable mischief. We
need hardly say, therefore, that we in common
with all who look with pride on the noble

heir-looms received from our forefathers

( Templet qnam dilecta !) and are anxious

that they should be religiously maintained,

are well pleased to find that operations are

to be commenced immediately. It is pain-

ful, however, to learn how small a sum, com-
paratively, has yet been provided for this

noble purpose, namely, little more than 5,000/.,

nearly half of which, if we remember rightly,

is the produce of estates vested in the parish

authorities for the repair and support of the

church. If St. Mary Redcliffe were destroyed

by fire or otherwise to-morrow, so justly proud

of it are all the inhabitants not merely of

Bristol but of the neighbouring counties, that

we are satisfied subscriptions would flow in

from all quarters for its perfect restoration.

Why, in York, after the destruction of the

Minster by fire in 1829, forty-eight thousand

pounds were collected in two months! And no

less enthusiasm would be displayed in Bristol,

Somersetshire, Gloucestershire, indeed all

England, were any such calamity to befal

Redcliffe church.

But while it remains whole as they believe,

they are not roused to any act of munificence.

They forget that time (edax rerum), is more
certain than the flames, and they hardly know
that if left alone only a short time longer, the

object of their boast will be but a shapeless

heap of stones.

The Diocesan Society when applied to, will

of course afford a considerable grant of money
towards the object in view, and the parent

Society in the metropolis will doubtless do so

too, but the bulk of the sum required must
come from individuals, and we urgently call

on the public for their liberal co-operation.

In Bristol alone, where the annual accumu-

lation of money is enormous, much more
ought to be subscribed than is yet announced

;

in fact, we have little doubt that the moment
the works are commenced in earnest, addi-

tional assistance will be afforded. St. Mary
Redcliffe does not simply belong to Bristol,

but to the whole world,—it is one of those re-

cords of the past that all have an interest in

preserving, and from which all may derive

advantage. It belongs to history, it belongs

to poetry, it belongs to art
;
and it will be a

national digrace if it be not immediately

rescued from its present dangerous condition,

and restored in the minutest respect.

\V e will not believe for a moment that funds

can be wanting for such a purpose, but we call

on the wealthy inhabitants of Bristol them-

selves, if they are not disposed to keep the

whole credit of the restoration in their own
hands, at all events to set a good example. If
there had been any public board for the con-

servation of national monuments, this building

would not have been suffered to fall into its

present state.

A desire for restoration is at this time

general in Europe, — Germany, Belgium,

France, all are actively engaged in this im-

portant task. The last project of the sort in

France, and one of great extent, is the restora-
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tion of the Metropolitan Church of Paris, Notre
Dame,—which is found to require thorough
repair and reinstatement, a repair that is to

extend to all the works of art contained in it

;

monuments, cenotaphs, carvings, and coloured
decorations. Messrs. Lassus and Viollet le

Due, the architects engaged to effect the re-
storation, have been empowered forthwith to

direct such works to be done as may be ne-
cessary to preserve the structure from ruin,
and application has been made to the chamber
for a grant of 2,650,000 francs or 106,000/.
sterling, with a statement that the repairs are
not merely necessary, but most urgent. A
commission was appointed to examine the
nature of the works proposed, and there is

very little doubt that when they send up their
report, the required grant will be made.
At Cologne, the money required for the re-

storation of the cathedral is immense, still

no one despairs
; subscriptions daily come in,

and the works progress. The town-halls

throughout Belgium were in a dreadful state

of dilapidation and called for a large expendi-

ture
;
yet the money has been raised, and in

several cases they are now satisfactorily com-
pleted. Surely then, as we before said, there

can be no cause to fear for St. Mary Redcliffe.

Once let the inhabitants of Bristol be con-

vinced, that without interference on their part,

restoration will be soon impossible, and we
are quite satisfied they will come in munifi-

cently to the rescue. We appeal, however,

in its favour to every lover of our ancient ar-

chitecture in the United Kingdom.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF ARCHITECTURE
FROM THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

THE PHIGALIAN MARBLES.

Among the most interesting remains of
Grecian architecture, the marbles from the
temple of Apollo Epicurius, at Bassas, near
Phigalia, hold a high place. They are not
only interesting from their character and style
of art, but as fragments of a singular edifice,
contemporary with the Parthenon at Athens,
and the work of the same architect. It is not
an uncommon supposition, that the Grecian
architects adopted one model, from which they
made no very sensible deviations. But,
although modern imitators have contributed
to the prevalence of this opinion by adopting
the same Ionic capital, or the same victor’s
wreath in all buildings, sacred or profane, the
Greeks were an originating people, and did not
restrict themselves to imitation in their archi-
tecture. Tt is true, that instead of trying a
new experiment in every fresh building, they
made use of the principles of their prede-
cessors, which the voice of public taste had
applauded

;
but they were not less strong in

the endeavour to give each building the ap-
pearance of an original work

;
so that we find

in all Grecian buildings, that general character
of resemblance which is sufficient to mark them
all of one style, a scrupulous attention to

detail in points, many of which have only lately

been discovered, and a marked difference in

those details. In the temple under notice, we
find some peculiarities, which are the more sin-

gular, as existing in a work of the architect

Ictinus.

The notice which Pausanius gives of this

temple in his “Description of Greece” adds

greatly to its interest, as it leaves no doubt that

it belonged to the age of Pericles, liis words
are “ Phigalia too is surrounded with moun-
tains

;
on the left hand by Cotylion, and on

the right by the mountain Elaion. The
mountain Cotylion is about forty stadia distant

from the city. In it there is a place called

Bassie, and a temple of Apollo the Helper, the
roof of which is of stone. This temple sur-

passes all the temples in Peloponesus except
that which is in Tegea, for the heauty of the
stone from which the roof is built, and the
symmetry of its construction. ”—“ Ictinus, the
architect of the temple of Phigalia, was con-
temporary with Pericles, and built the Par-
thenon for the Athenians.” The temple had
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been visited by Sir W. Gell, when subse-

quently it was examined by Mr. Cockerell,

along with Baron Haller and with Mr. J.

1'oster, now of Liverpool. These gentlemen dis-

covered the existence of the sculpture, now

preserved in the British Museum, and in 1812,

a party was formed at Athens for the purpose

of excavating, and delineating the precious

works of art. The temple was found to

consist of six columns in front, with a range of

fifteen columns on each side, two more than in

the temple of Theseus, and was 125 feet in

length, and nearly 47 feet in breadth. It is con-

sidered to have been hypaethral. The external

order is elevated upon three steps. Thetemple is

peripteral, consisting of a peristyle, pronaos,

naos or eella, a space between the naos and

the opisthodomus, and the opisthodomus itself.

The space is separated from the opisthodomus

by a wall, which has no opening
;
hut in the side

Avail there is a door into the peristyle, the use

of which has occasioned some discussion. A
similar door is found in the Temple of Theseus

nt Athens. The structure does not stand east

and west, as most temples do, but nearly north

and south. The Doric columns of the peri-

style were 3 feet 7 inches in diameter, and 19

feet 6 inches in height. In the interior of the

eella were very curious columns of the Ionic

order, together with a single column of the

Corinthian order, which, as it has been sup-

posed, occupied the position opposite the en-

trance, being an almost isolated instance of a

central column in Grecian architecture. There
is one other example at Poestum. This idea

of the position of the column is, however,

formed upon the assumption that the temple

was hvpcethral, which may not have been the

case, and upon the fact that the space would

scarcely allow of two columns. The frieze

would thus range round the four sides of the

eella, being common to both orders, and it is

an argument for the temple’s being hypcethral,

that otherwise the sculpture would receive no
light. The Ionic columns project from the

walls in a very singular manner, being at-

tached to the ends of short walls, and are

three-quarters of a circle in plan. Two of

these walls, at the further end, join the wall of

the eella obliquely, for what reason does not

seem clear. Engaged columns were nut

usually employed in Grecian architecture, but

are found in the Erectheum, and the Temple
of the Giants, at Agrigentum. The capitals

and bases of the columns are very singular,

so much so as to have led many to suppose, that

they were of a later date than other parts of

the fabric. It is rather difficult to describe

them, but a fragment of one of the capitals is

in the collection, shewing that the volutes were
joined at a right angle, the capital facing all

ways
;
an extension of the idea of the angular

capital in the temple on the Uissus, and in those

of Minerva Polias, and Erectheus. The con-
tinuous moulding of the volutes rose in a slight

curvature from one volute to the other, and had
not the usual abacus. The eye of the volute
was a separate piece, it was, however, of
stone, and not of any other material, as might
be supposed, and was fastened into the socket
by a plug. In the fragment, one of these balls

is wanting. The base is not less singular.

The small segment, forming the union between
the shaft and base, is here expanded into a large

curve, so that the bases have great projection.

The bases hemselves have for their principal

moulding a large scotia, the section of the

whole being not unlike that of the moulding,
immediately below the base of the order in the

monument of Lysicrates. The flutes are more
like those of the Doric than of the Ionic

order, being of slight depth
;

they have
narrow fillets between, as sometimes seen

in the Doric. It is to be regretted, that the

museum possesses no other fragment of this

singular order than the small one above alluded

to, which includes a portion of the flutes. The
Corinthian capital is a still greater loss, as

the examples of that order of Grecian origin

are few :—it has now disappeared from the

ruins, but a capital bearing close resemblance
to this one, was found on the Acropolis of
Athens by Mr. Inwood, and is now in the

collection of that gentleman. The discovery
of two capitals of similar description in these

particular localities, is a circumstance of some
interest, leading us to the inference, that they
were both designed by Ictinus. That at

Phigalia was much mutilated, but shewed a
lower range of caulicoli, as in the monument of

Lysicrates. The other architectural fragments

are, one of a Doric capital of one of the

columns of the peristyle, fragments of tiles,

an antefixa of beautiful design, and the cor-

responding ornament at the ridge, besides

fragments of the metopes, from the porticos

of the pronaos and posticus. These parts of the

building were not usually ornamented with tri-

glyphs, but were so in the building under notice.

It seems to us, that Pausanius ,
in speaking of

the beauty of the roof of this temple, referred

to the lacunaria, of which six different

varieties were discovered, and figured in the

description of the temple by Mr. Donaldson,

which forms part of the supplementary volume

of Stuart’s “Athens.” They were all beautiful,

and two varieties were arranged in diamond

forms. The ornament of the crowning cyma
of the pediment is engraved in the title-page

of the fourth part of the description of the

Museum marbles
;

it was of beautiful design,

similar to that of the Erectheum, and may be

considered to shew an advance upon the

painted ornament of the Parthenon. In ac-

cordance with the Grecian principle, the cyma
was not continued along the flanks, its position

being occupied by the antefixie.

The really valuable portion of the Phigalian

marbles is the frieze. When discovered, it

was much broken, and the uniting of the

several pieces was a work of extreme dif-

ficulty, at last accomplished by Mr., now Sir

Richard Westmacott. It occupied the posi-

tion, above the Ionic columns of the interior,

about 22j feet from the floor, and was attached

to the wall by pins, the holes of which may
still he observed. These pins are considered

by Mr. Taylor Combe, the author of the de-

scription of the Museum marbles, to have been

of lead, similar pins being used in the fixing

of friezes of terra cotta. The positions of

the slabs are almost a matter of conjecture,

though evidently some of them followed in

the order, in which they are now ranged.

The subject of eleven of the slabs is, that

which was so fertile a theme for Grecian

sculptors, the combat of the Centaurs and La-
pithie

;
and that on twelve of the slabs, is the

battle of the Greeks and Amazons. The direc-

tion of the slabs, belonging to the former sub-

ject, was from right to left; that of the latter,

from left to right. The frieze of the Parthe-

non is in low relief, representing the Pana-
thenaie procession in honour of Minerva, and
is wonderfully accurate in anatomy, and the

proportions of parts. But the Phigalian

frieze, though not in eveiy respect correct, as

to the several parts of legs and arms, exhibits

a marvellous spirit and energy. Some of the

figures are almost detached from the back-

ground, and the whole are in violent action
;

the Centaurs are hurling rocks at their op-

ponents, and everywhere the ardour of strife

prevails amidst the dead and dying.

The marbles were purchased at Zante, in

1814, for the sum of 60,000 dollars, rather

above 15,000/., which had been previously of-

fered for them by Mr. Legh, one of the dis-

coverers, and they are now hardly inferior in

value to those other works of the age of Pericles

with which they were in origin so intimately

connected, and along with which, they are now
united under one roof. E. H.

THE FUTURE ARRANGEMENT OF THE
XANTHIAN MARBLES.

Since our former notice of these interesting

fragments,* the question of their future ar-

rangement, in the building now in progress, has
become a subject of consideration. In con-
sequence, a model has been prepared, we be-

lieve by Sir Richard Westmacott, shewing a
proposed arrangement, and we have heard, that
Sir Charles Fellowes is about to prepare
another. The former model is now in the
central saloon of the Museum. Taking the
door to be the same size as that of the Elgin
room, 7 feet wide, we may venture to consider
the scale of the model, one inch to the foot.

This makes the proposed room 73 feet long,
40 feet wide, and 30 feet high. It is lighted
by a range of long windows, immediately
under the ceiling

;
the walls are shewn of a

light red granite, about three feet in height
from the floor, being left for scagliola in imita-

tion of Sienna marble. This leaves the lower
part of the wall entirely free, except at the ends
of the room.

* Vide p. 301. ante,

On the walls are various bas-reliefs, many
them not yet unpacked

;
and the end of t

room opposite the entrance is occupied by t'

fragments of the monument, erected to coii

memorate the conquest of Xantlius by Ha
pagus, previously described. They are arrang

in the same positions, as they occupied .

the building, with the exception of the peci

ments, and some of the figures from the inte

columns, which are necessarily placed on t

floor of the room. The lower range of bd

reliefs also, is placed too high, and we wou
much rather see it occupying its original pos

tion. The centre of the room is occupied I

two immense tombs of the kind, which S

Charles Fellowes has likened to Gothic work

They precisely resemble each other, being on

turned different ways, so that we don’t unde

stand why there should be two of them. Th
stand on pedestals having a pannel at the en

and a simple cornice of fascia, enriched ovol

and fillet. Above this pedestal are bas-relie

apparently of good character, and above this

curious arrangement of pannels, and pr

jections very much resembling timber co

struction, and the projections much remin

ing us of the halving of the wall plates

the angles of a roof. There are also sor

projections in the form of hooks, or rather lil

the catch which receives the latch of a cor

mon door.* The roof is in the form of a Goth

arch, and with its ridge, resembles the botto

of a vessel upset. The “pediment” at tl

ends has mutules, which are not found in t.

pediments of Grecian buildings. Two lioi

heads project on each side from the curve

the roof. Nearer to the door of the room,

the “ Harpy Tomb,” and on each side the do

are examples of the two other varieties

monuments, which bear so strong resemblan

to the dwellings of the present inhabitants

Asia Minor.
We trust, that the increased accommodatii

in the new buildings will allow of the bett

arrangement of many parts of the collectio

which have long needed it—the architectur

casts for example. We wish we could see a

reason to hope for some provision for nation

antiquities, which are as deserving ot attentii

as those of Greece or Rome, and are to be h,

for a small fraction of the expense. E. 1

THE (LINNEAN) SYSTEMATISING OF Til

STREETS OF LONDON.
BY J. L Y.

“ It leads us to look onward, through the long vista of tin

with chastened but confident assurance, that science h

still other (!) and nobler work (! !) to do, than any she I

yet attempted.”

—

Sir John Herschel's address to Drill

Association, 1845.

If the men of the present age have tak

great deal of trouble in systematising gua
beetles, and all sorts of vermin—it can, n<

withstanding, not be said, that they ha

bestowed equal care on any thing connect

with public utility ,
objects more grand, su

lime, worthy. And as we would be inclin

thipking had of any gentleman, who
gloves even, for instance, were constan'

soiled or otherwise disorderly, the cot

plete chaos in which the huge network

our streets is remaining, leaves ample room i

an analogous conclusion as to the whole of o

civic arrangements. It is, however, one of t

standing and periodically returning items.

our periodicals, to dilate on the number
streets, going by the generic of King’s

Queen’s, the scores which are named afi

Charles (either I. or II ), and so on. Th<

our perodicals have stopped—and, therefo

rather deserve the stygma, which has be

cast, at least, upon one of them, viz. “ fin.di

fault with every thing, without stating a

thing to be done in lieu thereof.” Beside!

most confusing and perplex synonymy, l

very nomenclature of many streets is erronet

and uusystematical— in as much as

1st. Two opposite rows of houses of t

same street bear different names
;
for instam

Cambridge-terrace and Oxford- terrace, a

many other (even better) examples.

* A peculiar projection of similar description was noti

by Mr. Stephens in the buildings of Mexico. May it

have assisted to support an awning, stretched at the side

the tomb, when the relatives visited the grave of the

ceased ? The blocks which we sometimes find projecting

mediately below the caves of a Gothic church, those wb

evidently answered a constructive purpose, we might b

some difficulty in understanding, did we not know how
quently a chapel was attached to the church, of which

other trace has since disappeared. In such a case the blc

are the only evidence, but a certain one, of the roof, wl

rested upon them.



nd. Streets of an immense extent have no
•division into upper (middle) and lower

—

instance Oxford-street
;
while many others

;h minor have.

rd. Streets quite contiguous and straight,

broken up by names different; so for in-

ice John-street may end into Prince-street,
the like.

th. The labelling of squares, streets &c., is

it defective, and there are some large squares
ch are not labelled at all.

th. The numbering of the houses is at a
with the above, as man}' houses have no
ibers at all, the same number occurring
re in the same street.

t would be matter of supererogation to

te on the inconvenience, confusion, and
usiness-like aspect, which result from this

e of things. Besides, any such (palpable)
maly augurs bad for every other civic or
al item of our huge metropolitan system

;

what we wish is, that men should arrive
and-by—but not too sloiv) at a certain

,
reasonable, business-like condition in this

every other respect. It cannot be denied,
ever, that since our present reign, things
beginning to look very differently, from
t they did at any period of English (or
?r) history

;
and as we are just in a numera-

mood, we will resume by stating, that
it. Now-a-days there is scarcely a man of
nence in any department of science or art
even literature), who is not consulted, em-
ed and paid by Government

;
for instance,

Hallam, Dr. Owen, Faraday, &c.
id. That last year only, Government have
;nded 5,839/. in experiments, scientific and
irwise.

/hat is not to be expected under similar
iitious circumstances ! But we shall vary
point of a mere encomiast, by saying, that
1st it is very laudable to drag for instance
e depth of the iEgean sea, ” still the old
lely proverb : “ charity (justice) begins at

le, ’ should not be left unheeded. We
jequently hope, that our Governmental or
c authorities should not begrudge the grant-
a commission, or an adequate prize, for
systematising and regulating the nomencla-
,
and the proper labelling of the streets of

don (and other large cities). In Paris it

;ired a revolution to do all that, at least to
rtain degree — but we hope that John
will do the same

,
without requiring such

ong extraneous excitement. This is our
i and trust throughout : “ that we shall

revulsion of affairs without a revolu-

his, however, is after all not the report of
mmission —nor even a prize essay. We
.
therefore merely throw out the following

f remarks :
—

t. It would be required, that all (what we
generic street appellations of King, Queen,
rles, John, &c., should disappear. They
i absolutely nothing, as they apply, at pre-

r

t° nobody at all. If their be any histo-
' incident, which might have given to a
lin^say Charles or other) street its name,
might be preserved, but no more. In so

d> :l great number of vacancies would
r, for which there are, indeed, a great many
idates. Should any one believe, that while
Parisians have still' a street of Jean Jacques
5seau, Condorcet, Chaptal, &c we have
called after Jenner, Cabot, Chaucer, Her-

I, Handel, &c. National recognition, even
at way, would excite national emulation—
thus, the material result would cease as it

,
to make room for one of a more exalted

icter. We need hardly to add, that such
idertaking would require not only the aid
storical, but far more the swveyor’s know-
?, as in many streets (especially the small
rrooked ones) there is at present no sys-
of appellation—none knows or can know,
e a street begins or ceases, which all

t to be determined after certain laid-down

f

and system. In fact, we have in our
’s eye, a certain tidy, complete, business-
ionsummation of this undertaking—as we
? great enemy of all cobbling and botch-

menclature, however, is only part of that
opolitan systematization which we pro-
and which would avail but little, if the

int wretched, beggarly, and jobbing way of
ing the streets were to be persevered in.
e labels are really a disgrace to the

([mate-

) first city of the world, Some are large,
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others small, some in one sort of type, and
others in another, some at such a height, and
some at another, and there is a «ett;-fangled
sort with moveahle letters, of which, however,
many have faded or fallen out, and look like
tho defective teeth-work of an old woman.
We, however, propose (as we always do), that
a uniform, solid, sterling, decorous, and or-
namentive way of labelling the streets should be
adopted. Having (albeit timidly) alluded to

jobbing, we believe, that in most of our civic

expenditure, there is too little regard paid to the
humble and poor rate-payer. Paving is done
mostfutilely aud wretchedly, labelling in the
same way—because such expenses increase
the rate only by one penny or so in the pound

;

while none seems to think, that it is the last

half ounce which breaks the back of the camel,
and that that job which gives A, B, C, some
employment, sends D, E, F, to the poorhouse

—

in fact, a mere repetition of our seven and a
half per cent, parable, mentioned in previous
essays. Solid, sterling, business-like work is,

therefore—as every honest and candid man
knows — always the most economical. And
thus we propose a labelling of the streets

which may last a century, or a couple of cen-
turies—and ice also, like Lord Stanley, say,

that we don’t want to legislate for any longer
time.

Having, however, called our systematization,
a Linnean one, we have to apply this principle
to our present purpose. 'The labelling, as well
as the proper naming of streets, will require a
division of the metropolis

—

1st. Into certain localities according to their
architectural and other respectability—say
divisions A. B. C.—“ Belgrave-square ” and
such like—“ Soho-square ” and such like

—

“St. Giles,” and other such crowded and poor
localities. This would ’form, say, the genei'ics.

But it is to be borne in mind, that in any, say A.
(Belgrave-square) locality, there are streets of
different size and architectural or other import-
ance. We, therefore, distinguish in every of our
A. B. C. localities, three species of streets (or
better, aggregates of houses), which we shall

mark 1, 2, 3. Thus, for instance, Belgrave-
square would stand A. 1. in our proposed
systematisation—meaning that it is a first-

rate street
(
aggregate), in a first- rate locality

;

West-street, Petticoat-lane would be C. 3,
meaning a third-rate aggregate in a third-rate
locality, etc. And now we have to state, that
this (simple be it) systematization will ma-
terially assist, as well the nomenclature as the
proper labelling of the aggregates. For in-

stance, the following rule (law) would result
therefrom : If any No. 1. street is transected bv
another No. 1. street (no matter which locality),

both retain the same name after having crossed
each other. Such is the case with Regent
and Oxford -streets. But if any (1. 2. 3.)
street is transected by one which changes its

character after the transsection—becomes 2. or
3., from having been 1.; then the name ought
to be necessarily changed, and the major
to retain its name, if other causes should not
militate against it (for instance it being a
generic name). A further detail and exempli-
fication would be displaced here.

The above systematization would also greatly
assist the labelling of the streets. This, we
propose, should be done in a solid, sterling,
showy manner. We propose it to be of the
hardest and toughest China or the like possi-

ble

—

azure letters on ivhite ground. But it

would be wrong (in many respects), to have
the same sized labels in an A. 1. aggregate, as
in one C. 3., viz.; in Belgrave-square and in

West-street, Leather-lane. We propose, there-
fore three different sizes* of labels— thus. The
names of the aggregates should be composed
of oblong movable type (letters) of the above
material, which could be manufactured whole-
sale, and then composed accordingly, en-

cased in a (solid) brass frame, and then the
back part filled out with some imperishable
(hard and tough) cement; so much so, that

every label should present a solid block of a
certain size (according to the A. B. C. locali-

ties)
;
most solid, we repeat, and not to be

injured but by the mainest force. But it

would be very wrong to charge the C. 3. rate-

payers with the same amount as those of A. 1.

or the like. We, therefore, further propose,

that the price, which a C. 3. label would cost,

* The shape of the labels would be either uniformly

oblong, or, in some cases, oval—if, viz., the names could not

be well arranged in any other wav.;

should be first ascertained, which we think
would be 21.

,

made in such considerable
quantities. A label of B. should bo charged
4/. — and an A. one 61. This were to be
the general calculation. But, as a B. label
would not cost the double of a C. one, and an
A. label for less, the triple of a C. label —
the C. label price of 21., would be only
a fictitious one, resembling (somewhat) the
149/. item of the income tax. In fact, it

would then be, as it ought to be, everywhere—
the same “ public ’ accommodation would be
afforded to the public

;

but the man who has
7s. a week and he who has 7,000/. a week,
would pay differently for it. Without the ap-
plication of such a principle, nothing of any
sterling nature can be accomplished

;
for which

stating we have the high authority of the
Premier, who said in the debate on the income
tax: “ the bumbler classes cannot bo taxed
to any further extent.”

No sterling work, however, of any kind can
be ever effected, if it is made a job for any one.
'Thus, if our (Linnean) labels were to fade,
break, split, exfoliate, melt (!), and all the like
—it would only lead to the (accessory) con-
viction, that now-a-days no public work can
ever be done workmanlike, and that all
and every thing of tho kind is merely done to
put money in the pockets of a few favoured
persons. It behoves us, therefore, to state
briefly, how a (sad) repetition of that drama
or farce is to be avoided. Our favourite sys-
tem of super-revision (a system of revision)
would have again to come into play. The
patterns of the type or letters ought to be first,

produced by the persons tendering for the con-
tract, and be subjected to a commission, of
which men beyond all suspicion should be
members—for instance Prof. Faraday, Rrande,
Dr. Ure, &t\, &c. The ultimate contract of
the accepted tender should be drawn out by a
legal person, also beyond suspicion—and the
material then received not in a whole lump, but
in such quantities as they can be most con-
veniently fabricated.

In fact, every precaution ought to be taken,
that the letters do not turn out to be made of
gingerbread or pipeclay. Similar deep pre-
cautions ought to be taken with respect of
the brass (or other) cases, forms; the cement,
the filling-up— the placing in the walls.*

We are perhaps over-rating the importance
of public tidingness and sterlingness— in say-
ing, that the consummation of our plan would,
and could not but, be of great influence on
the morals, the behaviour, and (proportion-
ately) on the whole social condition of the
people of this metropolis. It is all idle to
preach to the people a regulated and business-
like behaviour— if the very labels of our streets
(those pilot-marks on the estuary of the me-
tropolis), proclaim in their dilapidated and
futile appearance the fact, that those above
are hardly better than that people, who ex-
hibit (in the three kingdoms) the astounding
figure of 1 ,500,000 paupers. Do our respected
readers doubt, that such a beginning even, of
making all our streets looking tidy, nay orna-
mented, would not act like a constant memento
on the idle, the disorderly, the filthy ! Do our
readers doubt, that the cobbler, the scavenger
living in a C. 3 locality, would not be induced
to some thought on seeing such a tidy orna-

mented plate inserted in his house— can their

be any doubt that many might be induced to

speak thus to their wives :
—“ why, missus, as

how they have stuck sich a snuggy thing in

our street, I thinks we must keep the ouse

somewhat more clean ourselves, and I shall

send down Bobby to sweep the passage and

clean the windows oftener as ho did hitherto.”

And such and similar is the fulcrum of Archi-

medes, with which to move the lumber of our

present social condition. There is no use of

selling theories (books) on that score anymore
— business (John Bull-like business) is to be

done henceforth.

Ci.arkmont.

—

An extensive and convenient

range of stabling and coach-houses has been
completed at Claremont, for the accommo-
dation of the horses and carriages belonging

to her Majesty when the court is stationed there.

* If it were possible, I would propose that an additional
slip (space) should be inserted at the bottom of each label,

bearing the names of the manufacturers of the china
letters, thebrass forms, the cement, the builder who has placet!

them. Such an advertisement might somewhat deter the
fraudulently inclined,
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STIR IN THE SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

Sir,—As you have been pleased to give

publicity in your journal of the 5th to letters

containing statements on matters connected

with the Government School of Design, and

which represent that institution as in a state

discreditable to all connected with it, whether

as teachers or scholars, it is hoped that you

will in like manner be pleased to insert at your

earliest convenience a few short matter-of-fact

statements, tending to shew that there is much
misrepresentation afloat about the present

state and future prospects of that establish-

ment.
In your number of the 5th there is a brief

report of a conversation that took place lately

in the House of Commons, in the course of

which it was stated by Mr. Ewart, that the dis-

pute in the School of Design had resulted in the

withdrawal of the pupils almost without ex-

ception. That this is very far from being the

case is easily proved, by giving the number of

scholars that composed the school prior to the .

drawing up of the remonstrance, the num-
ber of those who were compelled to withdraw
consequent upon their signing that document,
and the number at present composing the school.

(See postscript No. 1). But it is asserted that

those remonstrators were the only persons in

the school possessed of talent, and that, to use

the words of your correspondent H. J. L., “in
fact, the only students of promise the school

could boast have been expelled.” Our main
answer to that will be made public about the

24th of the month, the time when the annual
exhibition of designs and drawings will take
place in the School. But it may be as well to

answer this as the former assertion by a few
simple facts. Before entering upon them you
will perhaps pardon a short digression while
we allude to the circumstances which have in a
degree compelled us to come in this manner
before the public. The thirty-seven remonstrat-
ing students have, in a pamphlet published by
them, made a statement to this effect,

that the students remaining in the upper
classes of the school, are secretly as much
dissatisfied with the present management
as themselves, and as anxious to see a
change in existing arrangements

;
this, an as-

sertion totally at variance with truth, as far as

the Class of Design for Manufactures is con-
cerned, was circulated in such a manner, that

while it might have been working an injurious
effect in influential quarters, we who were
thus unwarrantably spoken of could not know
of it, as they had never in any way communi-
cated with us, neither personally nor by send-
ing us a copy of the pamphlet, in which we
were so dishonestly made use of. As the au-
thorities of the school have apparently dis-

dained making reply to the calumnies so plenti-
fully heaped on them, and as the pupils have
hitherto forborne answering, the expelled
have become bolder and bolder in their asser-
tions till they have reached a climax. In
the first of the letters before alluded to,

it is said, that the only students of promise
having been expelled, “ there is none at present
designing, nor even attempting to design if

the letter containing this statement be indeed
the production of one of the thirty-seven, the
only conclusion we can come to is, that he is

guilty of wilful falsehood, because many of
the designs about to be presented before the
council were in progress before the outbreak,
and the majority of the remonstrators having-

visited frequently on the public days, they have
seen many of our designs at their different

stages towards completion. Surely a cause re-

quiring the use of such disreputable means must
be a bad one! To the general assertion of in-

competence in those of us who remain attached
to the school, we will apply a test that the re

:

monstrators themselves must allow to he a fair

one
;
we will take the list of prizes for original

designs awarded at the competition in June,
1844, and shew who of the successful compe-
titors are now in the school, who of them have
been expelled, and who have been promoted to

masterships of provincial and district schools
—(See No. 2). This is the most sure test

that can be applied, because original designing
is the end and object of the institution, the
point to which all our studies tend, and there-
lore the best criterion of talent; unless then it

can be proved that they who were beaten are
superior to those who beat them, it is incon-
trovertible that the great majority of those who

last year distinguished themselves are still in

the school, or have left it with credit to them-

selves.

We think enough has now been said to

shew the unfounded nature of the statements

contained in your paper of the 5th
;
for further

proofs of the efficiency of the school, we again

refer you to our coming exhibition, which we
hope will exceed in quality as much as it will

in quantity, all the former competitions at

the School of Design.

We are, Sir, &c.,

G. M‘Kenzie, Geo. Wallace,
John Woods, W. E. Cadman,
Daniel Pearce, C. Hairs,
Robt. Jefferson, P. Holland.
C. WoRRALL, W. ChENLING WlLD,
Jno. Strudwick, Samuel Walker.

This statement is signed only by students

who will exhibit one or more original de-

signs at the coming competition.

July 14th, 1845.

No. 1.

In April, the month \ Morning Class .

of the outbreak.. /Evening Class .

113
189

Suspended for Remonstrating

302

37

In July, the pre-"l Morning Class.

.

sent month .
.
/Evening Class .

82
111

EXAMINATION IN LINES AND CURVE

Now waiting for admission, when")

the new arrangements are )

completed J

It is necessary to state that there is always

a smaller number of scholars in the summer
than in the winter and spring months, which
may be accounted for by the fact that many of

the scholars being artisans and apprentices,

they cannot be spared from their employments
in the summer, or busy season, as they can in

the winter months.

Sir, — The accompanying are a few que.

tions, which may be put to students to ascertat

their knowledge of lines. Doubtless thd

answers would suggest many other question

and such questions may be greatly extendi

both in reference to the different characters :

curves and their applications, as well as to tl

simple methods of tracing them.

1 . What is a right line ?

2. How is an original right line formed ai

proved to be such ?

3. Describe the various means of producii

right lines in different positions, in the exec:

tion of architectural works.
4. What is a circle, or circular line ?

5. Describe the various means of formin

circular lines or circles in the office and in 4

setting out or execution of large works, bo:

by continuous motion and otherwise.

6. What is an ellipse, or an elliptical lit

and what are the varieties of its form ?

7. What solid is an ellipse a section of ?

8. What is an elliptical line the perspecti

representation or projection of?
9. Describe the various means by which :

elliptical line can be traced— distinguish tho

most applicable for the smallest or large

practical example required.

10. Are there any patchwork imitations

the ellipse, and in what do they differ from tl

true ellipse?

11. By whom and for what reason are sue

imperfect imitations of the ellipse used?
12. Point out instances of the application

the whole or part of an ellipse in architectur

and give the proof that the examples are sue

13. By whom was the ellipse discoverec

and point out the earliest known applicatio:

of it in architecture or the arts.

14. What is the difference between an ellip

and an oval ? and shew how the latter can 1

drawn by continuous motion.

15. Describe the various kinds of ovals, ai

point out instances of the whole or parts

such curves being applied in architecture.

16. What is the hyperbola, how traced, ai

where applicable in architecture ?

29, Wimpole-street. Jos. Jopling.

New Churches.—There are now in pro-
gress, in the diocese of Chester, no fewer than
ninety-six new churches.

THE MESSRS. BAKER’S DINNER TO
THEIR WORKMEN.

Sir,—Whatever is calculated to increa

the happiness of the community is well wortl

of general attention
;
and among the vario

means tending to that end I will venture -

place the occasional meeting of large numbe
of men who are engaged in the same occup

tion. The good to be anticipated is an ir

provement of the social qualities by an exe

cise of mutual good and friendly feeling, ai

by affording an opportunity for each to lea

the good points of his fellow-workman.

On Saturday, July 5, the annual recreate

of Messrs. Baker and Sons, builders, Sta

gate, was held at the Greyhound, Dulwic

Many of the men availed themselves of t

opportunity to visit the picture gallery t

longing to the college, and manifested gre

interest in the inspection of this splendid c<

lection
;
others occupied themselves with t

various exercises for which the place

adapted, while the more quiet were satisfied

look on, and breathe the fresh air. It w
pleasing to see the unanimity which pervad

the whole party. At seven o’clock about 1

sat down to dinner, for which they were w
prepared by the various exercises of the aft*

noon, Mr. T. Fielder in the chair
;
after whi

the party w'ere served with punch. Thecusl
mary healths and toasts were drank with t

usual formalities, and songs, recitations, a

addresses were given. Thanks were voted

the chairman, and being duly acknowledge

the party separated in hope of seeing anoth

July. It is thought that the example of Mess:

Baker and Sons is v’orthy of publicity a

imitation from their cheerful liberality to tl

annual dinner. It is one proof among othe

of the interest entertained by them for the

workmen, and no doubt can exist of its prod

cing reciprocal respect and esteem. The inte

est of this annual dinner is also increased

the workmen by the kind and friendly manr

in which the foremen and others meet a

converse with them, forgetting for a time th

distinction w'hen in the workshop.

I am, Sir, &c., J. 0.
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THE BUILDER.
THE GAUGE QUESTION AND THE DE-

FUNCT RAILWAY BOARD.
We mentioned in our last impression, that

jovernment had appointed a commission to

nquire into the expediency and practicability

if securing a uniform gauge in the construc-

ion of railroads. The subject at the first

fiance will, with many persons, appear to be

i difficult one, the bearings of the question

towever, are within extremely narrow limits.

The gauge or breadth between the rails is

ipon American railways 4 feet 6 inches
;
upon

Irish, 5 feet 3 inches. The Liverpool and

Manchester Railway Company fixed their

fauge at 4 feet 8£ inches. Other railways

idopted the same breadth. Mr. Brunei in-

roduced the first exception. Upon the line of

he Great Western, 7 feet 6 inches were left be-

ween the rails. With this single exception,

he narrow gauge was universal. In process

)ftime, the rival lines were united by other

•ailways, and then the evil resulting from a

vant of uniformity in the gauge was ex-

jerienced. Trains constructed to ply the nar-

row gauge could not run right on along the

iroad, and vice versa. This rendered ne-

ressary the frequent shifting and transferring

if passengers and luggage. The question now
irises, is it expedient to avoid this evil by en-

forcing uniformity of gauge, and if so, what
jauge must yield ?

If the narrow gauge be finally adopted, it

s pleaded that great risk of life and limb will

3e incurred. A certain speed of train is al-

eged to require a certain breadth of rail. If,

:o shun this evil, the narrow gauge be sacri-

iiced to the broad, a vast expenditure of capital

ind labour is indispensably demanded. The
narrow gauge extends over 2,000 miles of way
the broad gauge over 300 miles only; 2,01)0

miles, therefore, must be altered to suffer 300
miles to remain unaltered.

If the broad gauge be compelled to conform
to the narrow, only the rails require to be
lifted, and the carriages slightly altered. In
the other case, embankments must be re-

formed, tunnels widened, bridges broadened,
and carriages made anew. It is also strongly
denied that experience demonstrates higher
risk of life and limb upon the narrow gauge.
Such is the nature and bearings of the ques-

tion which ihe Royal Commissioners have to

investigate and decide upon. Much specula-

tion and uneasiness prevail with respect to the
issue.

Since our last number went to press, Lord
Dalhousie has delivered himself of the painful

duty of pronouncing an iloge on the defunct
railway board over which it has been his mis-
fortune to preside. His Lordship stated, that
“ the Government having maturely considered
the question, and having due regard to the

constitution and operations of the committees
of the House of Commons, and to the feeling

which had been evinced by Parliament in the
course of the present session, had come to the
conclusion, that the Board of Trade should not
in future prepare or submit to Parliament any
report upon the merits of railway projects.”

He further said, that “ the same preliminary
steps on the part of railway companies
which were now required, such as depositing
with the Board of Trade a copy of the plan
and a statement ofthe objects of the bill, would
continue to be required. They would also be
expected to deliver a copy of the bill when pre-

pared
;
and if upon the examination of its pro-

visions it should appear to the Board of Trade
lobe desirable, on public grounds, to direct the

attention of Parliament to the nature of those
provisions, the Board of Trade would be at

Hiberty to submit to Parliament a report upon
^the subject, but in no case to pronounce any
ppinion upon the merits of the bill.”

The determination of Government on this

subject appears to have given universal satis-

faction.

Coghlan’s Guide Book for Travei,-
ii.ers.—Now that our friends in “ populous
icities pent,” town-wearied, are about to fiy

hastily to various parts of the world to get
rfresh ideas and health, we cannot do better

than introduce to their notice Mr. Coghlan’s

®xtended guide book. Whether they propose
sexamining the modern buildings of France,
the town walls of Belgium, the cathedrals of
(Germany, or, later in the season, the glories of
lold Rome, they will find it a most serviceable

(companion.

NATIONAL EXHIBITION OF MANU-
FACTURES.

AVe mentioned some time ago that the com-
mittee of the Society of Arts, Adelphi, proposed
to establish an exhibition of the products of
British industry. They have now issued a

preliminary prospectus soliciting promises of

assistance from artists, engineers, manufac-
turers and others. The prospectus says

justly : — Besides the delight and instruction

which would certainly be afforded, it may
fairly be expected that a periodical competition

of this nature will exert some beneficial effect

on the progress of the arts
;
not only by ex-

citing honourable rivalry in the producers, but

by enabling the consumers better to appreciate

real excellence. The present moment seems
particularly auspicious for making such an

attempt. The triumphant success of two
especially British products, the railway and

the locomotive, has so united the remotest

parts of these islands, that the exhibition,

though taking place in the metropolis, would
be rendered available to all persons, in all

places
;
and would therefore be divested of

much of that exclusiveness which might other-

wise be objected to such a scheme.
Without entering into details, it may be

stated, that the plan embraces the exhibition

not merely of products
,
but of the instruments

of production in actual work— the facility, ra-

pidity, precision, and economy of the act of

fabrication, being often much more wonderful

than the fabric itself. In carrying out these

ideas, it is intended entirely to exclude all

private, personal, and political objects. It is

hoped that the plan may be preserved so free

from objection on these points, as to command
the approbation of all ranks, and justify its

promoters in anticipating the highest pa-

tronage.

Parties willing to assist in carrying out the

proposition are invited to communicate with

Mr. AVhishaw, the secretary.

FREEMASONS OF THE CHURCH.

July 8.—The Rev. G. Pocock, L.L.B., in

the chair. The minutes of the last meeting
were read and confirmed. Mr. William J.

Short, architect, and the Rev. F. Wrench,
rector of Stowting, were elected members.
The Right Hon. the Earl Cadogan exhibited

one of the columns of the bedstead of Pope
Leo X.

;
an Italian carving of Arlimisia, and

a carving of Rubens’ Battle of the Bridge.

Mr. G. Field exhibited the four seasons carved

in boxwood by a Flemish artist of the seven-

teenth century, also a medal in carved wood
of the sixteenth century, containing Greek and

Latin inscriptions. Mr. B. Hertz exhibited a

carved spoon of ancient Egyptian workman-
ship, a ram’s head in ebony, a deer’s leg in

cedar wood, &c. Mr. J. W. Archer exhibited

a monumental brass, enriched with enamelling

of various colours, now being executed by him,

and dedicated to the memory of Lieut. Colonel

White by the officers of the Inniskilling dra-

goons. Mr. W. H. Rogers presented some im-

pressions of seals of the middle ages from the

seal of Boxgrove priory, Nutley Abbey, Bucks,
and from the seal of the vicarage of Salisbury.

Mr. W. G. Rogers then delivered a lecture

on wood-carving, and illustrated it with carv-

ings of all ages He commenced by referring

to the neglect of the study of the art, and ex-

plained the difference between carving in wood
and in stone. There is no branch of art which
offers a larger field for investigation than the

neglected subject of wood-carving. Disre-

garded to too great an extent by the architects

and sculptors of our own country, and scarcely

considered worthy a place in its literature, its

history contains facts of the greatest interest.

The high antiquity of the art of carving in

timber was referred to, and a glance given at

its history from the earliest ages, tracing its

progress among the Egyptians, Syrians, Jews,

and its cultivation amongst the Greeks and

Romans. Mr. Rogers endeavoured to account

for the absence of Etruscan carvings, and enu-

merated a few works of Oriental character.

The impulse given to the art by Christianity

was noticed, and great stress laid on the extent

to which carving in wood had been carried by

the Norman and gothic architects. He no-

ticed a remarkable work of the former period

in box-wood, in the cabinet of Mr. Cavan.

The advantages and disadvantages of the
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“ Renaissance” were fully explained, and the
pagan character of the wood-carvings of the

period alluded to. After a few remarks on the
loss of style, followed a catalogue of the prin-

cipal carvings of antiquity, and those which
in more modern times have gained the greatest

celebrity. For instance, the lives of Demon-
trieul, the great wood-carver to the court of
Marie Antoinette, Birbeck, the English,
French, and Dutch carvers employed on the

decorations of St. Paul’s Cathedral, were
severally noticed, and their works reviewed,
not forgetting Grinling Gibbons, his works,
his merits, his boxwood portrait of Charles II.

in the Earl of Orford’s cabinet, 8ic. The con-
cluding remarks were on wood-carving at the

present day, giving reasons for its decline,

noticing carvings by machinery, and referring
to the inventions and patents relating to the
art.

After the lecture, Mr. Payne explained his

process of injecting timber with a solution of
iron, and exhibited numerous specimens which
occasioned much discussion.

SAVINGS BANKS.
The following comparative statement of pro-

gress, at specified periods, during the last seven
years, has been forwarded to us by the secre-
tary of the St. Marylebone Bank for Savings:

Open Deposit
Account.

Sums invested
with National
Debt Com-
missioners.

£. £.
On the 5th July, 1839 • • 11,620 216,017

„ ,, 1840.. 12,445 243,469

„ „ 1841.. 12,881 260,852

,, 1842.. 13,100 275,072

„ 1843.. 13,820 305,383

„ ,, 1844.. 14,638 340,509

» » 1845.. 15,724 356,265

Mr. G. R. Porter, in a sketch of the progress
and present extent of Savings Banks in the

United Kingdom, read at Cambridge, stated

that these institutions owed their origin to Miss
Priscilla Wakefield, who in 1804 induced six

gentlemen residing at Tottenham to receive

deposits from labourers and servants, paying

5 per cent as interest. Four years later eight

persons, four of whom were ladies, took upon
themselves the same responsibility at Bath.
The first savings bank regularly organized was
formed at Ruthwell, Dumfriesshire; its suc-

cess led to many imitations, so that before any
legislative provision had been made for their

management, there were seventy savings banks
in England, four in Wales, and four in Ire-

land. In 1817 an act was passed to encou-
rage banks of savings in England and Ireland,

but it was not extended to Scotland until 1835.

Of the value of these institutions there can
hardly be two opinions.

TERRA COTTA CHURCH, BOLTON-LE-
MOORS.

The church of St. Stephen and All Mar-
tvrs, in the new parish of Leverbridge, Bolton-
le-Moors, which is built entirely of terra cotta,

from designs by Mr. E. Sharpe, as already

mentioned in our pages, was consecrated on

the 26th ultimo, by the Lord Bishop of

Chester. The ground plan is cruciform, and

at the west end is a tower, surmounted by an

octagon, and a beautiful spire of open tracery,

after the manner of Friburgh cathedral. The
church has two entrances, the principal one at

the west, and a small south one under the win-

dow of the south transept. The nave is paved

with unglazed, and the chancel with encaustic,

tiles. The font is a large basin of stone, en-

closed in solid panels of terra cotta. The pul-

pit is at the angle of the chancel and north

transept. The pews are low and open, with

bench-ends and poppy-heads moulded in terra

cotta, and painted. The north and south walls

of the chancel are ornamented by an arcade

below, with seat9 used as sedilia, and above

by recesses with canopies. The east and west

windows, and the tracery of all the windows,

are filled with rich stained glass. The east

window is by AA^illement, and the west (a

memorial window to the Rev. George Lang-

shaw, late Fellow of St. John’s College), by

Wailes, and is seen through a tower arch.

The cornices and mouldings are enriched with

texts; the chief of which are John vi. 53;
Rev. xix., 9; Isa. lxiii., 5, 6 ;

W is. iii. 1—5;
Rev. xx. 12 ;

Matt.xi. 28.
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SUSPENSION BRIDGES.

Sir,—

I

perfectly understood the nature of
my communication to you the other day, but
since I have to explain some part of it, let us
quote the whole, sentence to which your cor-
respondent B. B. refers :

—“ I must differ from
you in supposing- that suspension is more
likely suddenly to give way than compression
bridges

;
in proof of the contrary, I will in-

stance the fall of the bridge across the Mill
Fleam at Derby, those at Ashton-under-Lyne,
and several others that have occurred lately, by
which lives have been lost.”

Here the failures at Derby and Ashton-
under-Lyne ore merely brought forward to
shew that compression bridges are as liable
suddenly to give way as suspension bridges
are; and in the following sentence, when I
speak of the erroneous principle upon which
both suspension and compression bridges are
built, none are particularized, though it alludes
to all (that is all the bridges in which the
horizontal force concentrates at the apex of
the curve), and of course includes those at

Derby and Ashton-under-Lyne, of which one,
it seems, gave way from the trivial cause
of the mortar not being sufficiently dry at the
time the centres were struck, and which was
as effectually destroyed as when, in the other
case, the workmanship in the pier was defec-
tive. This shews the truth of my position
by supplying an illustration omitted in my

j

letter.
|

1 he most orthodox way of discussing the
question of a principle is by reasoning mathe-
matically upon the subject, which would
directly shew my statement to be correct, but
as many of your readers may perhaps prefer a
simple common-sense, though rough illustra-

tion, to following me through the intricacies
of the calculus, we will dispense, in this in-
stance, with mathematics altogether. Sup-
pose A a b c d e B, fig. 1, to be a viaduct con-
sisting of three arches, and A and B the ex-
treme abutment. Now, if from defective
workmanship, or any other cause, either of
these piers were to yield, all the arches would
of course be levelled with the ground : or,
suppose from the mortar not being sufficiently
dry at any part, as y z, that part was to yield,
the whole viaduct would be as effectually de-
stroyed as in the former case, when one of the
piers gave way. But if tension lines / a a c
&c., be introduced, as in fig. 2, to the apex of
each arch, so as to prevent any concentration
of horizontal force, then if either of the piers,

as B, were removed, not all the structure would
be destroyed, but only that portion B eg: or if

a failure were to take place at any section,

y z, only a similar portion would oe destroyed
;

the rest would remain as firm as ever. Again,
let A B fig. 3, be a beam resting on fulcra C and
D, either of which taken away, or a section z y
made, would cause the beam to fall. But if

on the other hand the beam be of the form as
fig. 4, one of the piers, as D E, may be re-
moved, whilst the other would still stand, or a
section 2 y may be made, and only that por-
z y E would fall, the rest would stand as firm
as ever. Figs. 1 and 3 illustrate that principle

which I say is erroneous, and will leave your
readers to judge if I am not right.

If the piers of my bridge were to give wav,
the bridge of course would fall, but if only one
was to yield, that part which rested upon that
pier only would fall, the rest would, stand as
exemplified in fig 4.

The reason why suspension bridges have
not been employed for railways is because in

the common catenary principle the roadway
hangs by vertical rods, and is therefore subject
to the same motion as the chains, which would
endanger'the passing train. This, however,
ceases to he the case when the suspending rods
are arranged obliquely, for then the horizontal ;

force is taken from the chains and resisted by
the roadway, which renders it rigid, and over
which railway trains may pass with safety.

Bath, July 8th. J. Drrdgr.
P.S. A question may be asked, how if the

bridge is perfectly quiescent will the motion
endanger a train ? When using this expres-
sion in mv former letter, I was speaking of a
motion sufficient to alter the internal structure
of iron

;
now I am alluding to a motion which

would endanger a train
;
the latter of these

j

would be perfectly quiescent as compared with
j

the former.

ON MOSAIC FLOORS AND TESSELLATED 1

PAVEMENTS.*
Lrt us now glance at the modes in which i

the decorative arts have been brought into re- !

quisition for covering the floors and pave-
ments of buildings, or of forming the pave-
ments themselves. Here, as in other matters,
the usages of different ages and of different
countries mutually illustrate each other, by
shewing that in many instances a fashion
after dying away for centuries revives again
into new life.

That variety of pavement or flooring which
consists of mosaic or tessellated work was very
extensively employed by the Romans, as is

evidenced not only by the pavements of still-

existing buildings, but in the excavated ruins
of Pompeii. The specimens of this art there
brought to light are chiefly composed of
black frets, or meandering patterns, on a white
ground, or white ones on a black ground.
I he materials of which they are chiefly com-
posed are small pieces of black and white
marble, and red tile, some larger than others,
so as to take a deeper hold in the mortar than
the rest, and thus form a sort of bonding-
course which gave stability to the whole,
rhese pieces were set in a very fine cement,
laid upon a deep bed of mortar which served
as a base.

Pliny describes very minutely the plan
adopted by the Romans in making cement or
plaster terraces, which may have been the
foundation or groundwork on which the
tesserae or mosaic pieces were laid. “ To
make a terrace of this sort,” he says, “ it is

lmbccl l>y C. Knight, Ludgate-street. This work preset
a mass of instructive matter profusely illustrated by woo

«, at a cost aingularly amall. We cordially recomme:

necessary to lay two courses of hoards, one
athwart the other, the ends of which ought to
be nailed, that they should not twist nor warp

;

which done, take two parts of new rubbish,
and one of tiles stamped to powder

;
then with

other three parts of old rubbish mix two parts
of lime, and herewith lay a bed of a foot thick-
ness, taking care to ram it hard together.
Over this must be laid a bed of mortar, six
fingers thick, and upon this middle layer large
paving-tiles, at least two fingers deep. This
sort of pavement is to be made to rise to the
centre in the proportion of one inch and a
half to 10 feet. Being thus laid, it is to be
planed and polished diligently with some hard
stone

;
but, above all, regard is to he had that

the boarded floor be made of oak. As for
such as do start or warp any way, they he
thought nought. Moreover, it were better
to lay a course of flint or chalk between it and
the lime, to the end that the lime may not have
so much force to hurt the board underneath
it. It were also well to put at the bottom a
bed of round pebbles. And here I must not
forget another kind of those pavements which
are called Graecanica, the manner of which is

this:—Upon a floor well beaten with ram-
mers is laid a bed of rubbish, or else broken
tile-shards, and then upon it a layer of char-
coal, well beaten, and driven close together,'
with sand and lime and small cinders, well
mixed together, to the thickness of half a foot,
well levelled

;
and this has the appearance of

an earthen floor; but if it be polished with a
hard smooth stone, the whole pavement will

seem all black.”

The above description does not apply imme-
diately to mosaic floors as such, but it serves
to show that the Romans practised very ex-
tensively the art of forming firm and enduring
plaster, one of the important requisites in the
production of such floors.

The labour bestowed on some of these
mosaics must have been immense; for instead
of representing mere checquers of black and
white, they form entire pictures, some of which
have great beauty ofdrawing and of colour. The
large specimen from the floor of the dining-hall
of a house excavated at Pompeii in 1829, called
the “ House of the Faun,” is regarded as the
finest example of mosaic flooring yet met with,
since it adopts a high style of historical paint-
ing as its subject, and is worked out with
great skill and elaboration. When it was first

discovered the Italian critics were enraptured
with it; the vividness and harmony of the
colours, the wonderful transparency of the
atmosphere, and the correct drawing of the
figures, called forth high encomiums. Professor
Quaranta has said of it :

“ The extreme de-
licacy of this work in marble far surpasses the
celebrated mosaic of Palestrina, as well as
that of Hadrian’s villa, which have hitherto
been considered as the greatest wonders in

this kind of work. Besides, what are four
doves, some masks, and a few small figures, in
comparison with a painting in which are re-

presented twelvehorse9,alarge war-chariot, and
twenty-two persons, more than half the natural
size, without reckoning those that were on the
leftside, which is almost wholly destroyed?
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Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 2.
Fig. 1.
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It is impossible to describe the consummate

skill with which so many figures are arranged

and grouped in this confined space, or the

truth and correctness of the drawing, the dis-

tribution of light and shade, the effect of the

colours, and scrupulous attention to the

minutest accessories. Michael Angelo and

Raffaelle might have been proud of the dying

horseman ;
and Alexander’s Bucephalus, the

horses of the quadriga, the others that lie on the

ground wounded, and especially the one rear-

ing and fore-shortened, are drawn with a bold-

ness and truth in their motions and positions

which the greatest modern painters, Raffaelle

not excepted, might envy.” This praise is

perhaps injudiciously glowing
;
but there can

be no doubt that this mosaic must be a won-
derful specimen of the art. The subject is

supposed to represent one of the battles be-

tween the Persians and the Greeks. The
odd conceits at the bottom seem of a far

inferior stamp, and are probably the work of

another hand.

Various other very remarkable specimens

of mosaic have been from time to time brought

to light in different countries. At the end of

the last century a mosaic pavement was dis-

covered near Seville, in Spain, at a small depth

below the surface of the ground. It was forty

feet long by thirty wide, and contained in the

centre a representation of the circus-games of

the ancients, while on three sides were cir-

cular compartments containing figures of the

Muses, 8cc. In the race-course a busy medley
of events was depicted, such as a chariot

overturned, the charioteer thrown, horses in

confusion, and horsemen dismounted; while

several spectators are looking on at the sports.

In the compartments, besides the representa-

tions of the Muses, were centaurs, children in

variously-coloured tunics, and animals of

various kinds. The floor between the dif-

ferent compartments also exhibited various

birds, fruits, and flowers, and great diver-

sity of colour was exhibited throughout the

whole.
Another specimen, dug up near Lyons, was

composed of small cubes of marble, inter-

spersed in some places with pastes of different

colours. In this, as in the specimen just

alluded to, the whole details of the circus-

games were represented; it comprised no
fewer than eight chariots, which appeared
as if they had started at once, some of
which had fallen, and the horses and cha-
rioteers fallen. Spectators surrounded the

scene, and seemed to regard it with eager
interest.

The representation of pictures by means of
mosaic for flooring or pavement was not the
only variety known to the Romans. That in-

genious people also formed patterns of a more
or less elegant kind by the arrangement of
small cubes of marble, or stone, or plaster

previously coloured. The six cuts annexed
give specimens executed apparently either by
the Romans or while the Romans were in

power. It is frequently the practice to de-
nominate as “ mosaic pictures ” those which
represent scenes or events, and as “ tessel-

lated pavements” those which exhibit simpler
designs, generally in two or three colours only.
The most beautiful specimen of Roman pave-
ment yet discovered in London is that repre-
sented in fig. 1. It was dug up in the year 1803,
in Leadenhall-street, immediately in front of the
eastern column of the portico of the the East
India House. It lay at the depth of only nine
feet and a half below the street; a sewer had
cut away a considerable portion of it, but the
central compartment, about eleven feet square,

was nearly perfect. The whole is supposed
to have formed the flooring of a room about
twenty feet square. “ The device occupying
the centre was a figure of Bacchus reclining

on the back of a tiger, holding his thyrsus
erect in his left hand, while a small two-han-
dled drinking-cup hung from his right

;
a

wreath of vine-leaves circling his forehead, a
purple and green mantle falling from his right
shoulder and gathered round his waist, with a
sandal on bis extended left foot, the lacing of
which reached to the calf of the leg. This
design was surrounded by three circular
borders, the first exhibiting on a party-
coloured field, composed of dark grey, littht

grey, and red ribands, a serpent with a black
back ard white belly

;
the second, a series of

white cornucopiae indented in black
;
the third

and innermost, a succession of concave squares.

In two of the angular spaces between this last

circle and the circumscribing rectangular

border were double-handled drinking-cups

;

in the other two, delineationsof some unknown
plant; both figures wrought in dark grey, red,

and black, on a white ground. The square

border surrounding the whole consisted of two

distinct belts, one described as bearing some

resemblance to a bandeau of oak in dark and

light grey, red, and white, on a black ground;

the other exhibiting eight lozenge figures,

with ends in the form of hatchets, in black, on

a white ground, enclosing circles of black, on

each of which was the common ornament, a

true lover’s knot. Beyond this was a margin,

at least five feet broad, formed of plain red

tiles each an inch square.”

—

J.ondon, No. xvi.

Many other specimens of Roman pavement

have been dug up in the various alterations

which London has undergone within the last

half century. Thus in the course of digging

the foundation for an extension of the Bank of

England, in 1 804, a tessellated pavement was

found at a depth of about eleven feet below the

surface, and is now deposited in the British

Museum
;

its dimensions are only about four

feet each way, and it occupied the centre of a

floor about eleven feet square. In Cannon-
street, in Holborn-hill, in Grutched-friars, in

Broad-street, in Fenchurch-street, in Long-

lane, in Eastcheap, in Lothbury, in Crosby

square, and in T lireadneedle-street, specimens

of these pavements have been brought to light

:

thereby shewing that the use of such flooring

was very common among the Romans. No
longer ago than the year 1841, a specimen was

found in the course of pulling down the French

Protestant Church, in Threadneedle-street,

still glowing with wonderfully fresh and vivid

colours.

The Modes of producing Mosaic Floors.

The manufacture of all these varieties of

inlaid floors or pavements, whether we call

them mosaic or tessellated, depends on the ar-

rangement of small coloured pieces in a defi-

nite pattern, the shapes being adapted to each

other, and the whole brought to a uniform

level. The mode of proceeding, however,

differs considerably, according as a mosaic
picture or pavement of tessellated tiles be

the object in view. We will speak therefore

of the former of these two, and then of the

latter.

Where a picture rather than a pavement is

required, enamel rather than stone is the ma-
terial employed, as presenting greater facilities

for adjustment in a delicate manner. There
is first prepared a frame-work or foundation;

then a layer of cement into which the mosaic

may be imbedded
;
and lastly the mosaic pieces

themselves. The frame-work, formed either

of marble or of a volcanic stone called

“piperino,” is hollowed out to the depth of

three or four inches, over the whole surface,

except a portion to form a border at the edges.

Grooves or channels, about one inch and a half

in depth, are cut in the excavated hollow of

the marble, somewhat wider at the bottom
than the top, as a means of retaining the

cement afterwards applied. The subsequent
mode of proceeding is described somewhat
minutely by Mr. Cadell, who witnessed the

operations in Italy a few years ago; and to his

account we will have recourse.

The early mosaic- workers used, as a cement
in which to imbed the mosaic pieces, a mix-
ture of one part of slaked lime with three parts

of pounded marble, made into a paste with
water and white of egg. But this paste is

considered by the modern artists to harden too
quickly, so that it solidifies before the work-
man has time to insert the pieces. It is there-
fore superseded by a mixture of one part of
slaked lime with three of powdered travertine
stone, mixed up with linseed-oil, and stirred
and worked every day with a trowel

;
the mass

is at first level on the surface, but afterwards
swells up

;
each day more oil is added, to pre-

vent it from becoming dry and intractable;
and the mass, bearing some resemblance to a
smooth ointment, is ready for use in a period
varying from twenty to thirty days, according
to the season of the year.

The next point is the preparation of the
enamel pieces to form the mosaic. The ma-
terials, consisting of glass mixed with metallic

colouring-matter, are heated for eight days in

a glasshouse, each colour in a separate vessel.

The melted enamel is taken out with an iron

spoon, and poured on a polished marble sit

placed horizontally, and another flat marto

slab is laid upon the surface of the melttl

enamel, so that the enamel cools into the for

of a round cake three-tenths of an inch thic

In order to divide these cakes into small

pieces, each one is placed on a sharp ste

anvil, called a “ tagliuolo,” which has tl

edge uppermost, and a stroke of an edgt

hammer is given on the upper surfa<

of the cake: the enamel is thus divide

into long square strips or prisms, which a

cut to a length of nearly an inch. For sms

pictures the enamel, while in a melted stac

is drawn into long quadrangular sticks, whit

are divided across by the anvil and hammer c

by a file. Sometimes these pieces are divid<

by a saw without teeth, used with emery, ar

the pieces are sometimes polished on a lap

dary’s wheel. Gilt enamel is occasional:

used : this is formed by applying gold-leaf

the hot surface of a brown enamel immediate

after it is taken from the furnace, the tv

being made to adhere by a subsequent heatir

in the furnace. The colours of the pieces -

enamels for producing a picture are extrao

dinarily numerous and varied. There is (•

was twenty years ago) a manufactory of mosa
pictures belonging to the Pope at Rom
situated in a large building southward of S

Peter’s. In this building, the enamels, in tl

form of sticks about an inch in lengt

are arranged in a suite of rooms accori

ing to their tints; these tints are sevet

teen thousand in number, all arranged

labelled drawers, boxes, and cases, from whic

they are withdrawn to be used by the arti

very much in the same way as a composite

uses type for printing, the colours in the or

case being somewhat analogous to the lette:

in the other.

The frame-work, the cement, and tl

enamels being thus all prepared, the artist pr<

ceeds as follows :— The cement is laid on i

small and convenient portions at a time, to tl

required thickness, and brought very smool

and level at the surface. The artist the

with the picture which he is to copy befo;

him, selects one after another sticks ot enaui

of the proper colours, and imbeds them in tl

cement, taking them up and inserting the

with forceps, and fixing them into the ceme:

with a small flat wooden mallet, until the

surfaces are level. If the effect does n

please the artist, he takes them out and r

arranges them. The cement remains sufl

ciently soft for a fortnight or three weeks, i

that the workmen takes care to lay on no mo:

cement at once than he can cover with enam
before it hardens. When one part of tl

picture is thus represented, more cement

laid on, and another part is done in a si mil:

manner until all is enamelled. As there a:

likely to be minute crevices between the bi

of enamels, they are filled up with powdert

marble or enamel mixed with wax, which p

netrates by having a heated iron passed ovi

it. When the enamel has remained in i

position two months, so as to allow the cemei

to harden, the upper surface is ground dow

and polished by means of a flat sione an

emery—an exceedingly laborious process.

Such is the mode in which the delicai

Italian pictures of mosaic enamel are produce

a mode necessarily involving a large expend

ture of time and money. At the manufactoi

at Rome, to which allusion has been mac

above, mosaic-work is conducted on a lar^

scale
;

the different materials are arranged i

numerous apartments, from whence they_ ai

removed by the artists as occasion require

Besides this establishment, there are many a:

tists in Rome occupied in smaller works, sue

as pictures of birds, insects, flowers, and othc

objects not exceeding 2 or 3 inches across

for such small specimens a frame- work (

foundation of hardened copper is used instea

of one of marble. As an example of thee;

traordinary minuteness of the work in some <

these mosaics, we may state that there is oc

specimen, a portrait of Pope Paul V., in whic

the face alone consists of more than a millio

and a half of fragments, each no larger tha

a millet seed ! and from this size up to 2 inchc

square, pieces are employed in various way

Another celebrated specimen was one wbic

Napoleon ordered to be made when his powt

was paramount in Italy. It was to be

mosaic copy of the celebrated “ Last Supper,

by Leonardo da Vinci, and to be of the sarn
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size as the original, viz., 24 feet by 12. The
artist to whom the task was intrusted was
Giacomo Raffaelle, and the men under his

direction, eight or ten in number, were en-
gaged for eight years on it. The mosaic cost
more than seven thousand pounds, and after-

wards came into the possession of the Em-
peror of Austria.

Such, then, is the mode of producing the
delicate specimens of mosaic which are adapt-

ed rather for pictures than for floors or pave-
ments. The latter are produced in a rougher
way, with less costly materials, and in pieces

of larger size. In most cases the separate

pieces are called “ tiles,” and are made of pre-

pared clay, though in other instances pieces

of marble or stone are employed. Of the

pavement before alluded to, as having been
dug up near the East-India House, in Leaden-
hall-street, Mr. Fisher remarks:—“In this

beautiful specimen of Roman mosaic, the
drawing, colouring, and shadows are all ef-

fected with considerable skill and ingenuity by
the use of about twenty separate tints, com-
posed of tessellae (cubical pieces) of different

materials, the major part of which are baked
earths

;
but the more brilliant colours of green

and purple, which form the drapery, are glass.

These tessellae are of different sizes and
figures, adapted to the situations they occupy
in the design. They are placed in rows,
either straight or curved, as occasion de-

manded, each tessella presenting to those
around it a flat side : the interstices of mortar
being thus very narrow, and the bearing of
the pieces against each other uniform, the
work in general possessed great strength, and
was very probably, when uninjured by damp,
nearly as firm to the foot as solid stone. The
tessellas used in forming the ornamented
borders were in general somewhat larger than
those in the figures, being cubes of half an
inch.”

The ecclesiastical architecture of the mid-
dle ages was one of the means of reviving the
use of tessellated pavements

;
for many speci-

mens of tiles, once used for this purpose, are
from time to time discovered in such build-
ings. A chequered flooring of black and
white marble might be deemed a sort of
mosaic

;
but the specimens hero alluded to

were tiles, each of which had its own pattern,
independent of the combined pattern which all

might have presented when laid side by side.
In the Norman churches it was a frequent
custom to lay down such tiles as a flooring for
the high altar, and before shrines: at first

these tiles were irregularly shaped, and were
formed of glazed brick or pottery, painted
with some Scripture device on the surface;
but afterwards the plan was adopted of using
:carefully squared pieces, so as to produce
greater neatness of joint. Wreaths, circles,

heraldic ornaments, and various other de-
vices, were painted upon the tiles, together
with griffins, spread-eagles, fleur-de-lis, &c.
Various animals, such as the fox, the cock,
and others, supposed to have had a symbolic
meaning, were also adopted.

It was long known to antiquaries that a
mosaic pavement existed in the Chapter-House
at Westminster, and this was laid open to

view a few years ago, when the tiles, each of
which bore a particular device, were found to

exhibit as brilliant colours as when first laid

down, the sizes varying from about 6 to 10
inches square. At Little Marlow Priory, at

.Lewes Priory, and at Great and Little Mal-
ivern, other specimens have been met with.
Towards the close of the last century the at-

tention of antiquaries was directed towards a
mosaic pavement found at Caen in Normandy,

I the separate tiles of which were supposed to

be emblazoned with the heraldic bearings of
Ithe barons who accompanied William of Nor-
tmandy to England. The pavement is sup-
posed to have belonged to a building form-

i ing part of a convent or abbey built by W illiam

land to have covered the floor of a hall measur-
ing 150 feet by 90. The tiles were about
5 inches square, made of baked earth. Eight
(rows of the tiles, running from east to west,
(bore the arms of William’s followers, and be-
tween these were ornamental compartments of
itiles, formed so curiously into a maze or laby-
irinth, that it is said the windings of the lines

(forming the figure or device in each compart-
nment extended to a mile in length. Of the
tstate of this pavement at the time of the
'French Revolution, Dr, Duearel said, “ Not-

withstanding these rooms have been used as

granaries upwards of four hundred years,
neither the damps of the wheat, the turning
and shifting of the grain, nor the wooden
shoes and spades of the peasants, constantly
employed in bringing in and cleansing the
wheat, have in the least damaged the floor,

or worn off the painting from the tiles. The
only injury this floor has received is the taking
up some few of the tiles in order to open fun-
nels through the floor for the more ready
conveyance of the corn into the rooms be-
neath.”

Tessellated pavements, like stained glass,

have recently come again into fashion, in

giving to ecclesiastical buildings a richness of
decoration which has not been customary
during the last few centuries. Many such
pavements have been laid down in churches
within a recent period, of which one of the

most notable specimens is in the Temple
Church at London. This pavement was made
because, on renovating this ancient and beauti-

ful building, it was found that a tessellated

pavement had formerly existed there, which
had for ages been buried beneath a pavement
of another kind. The following is a descrip-
tion of the new tessellated flooring which has
attracted so much the attention of the visitors

to the Temple Church within the last two or
three years :

—“ The ground is a dark-red or
chocolate, but so elaborately covered with the
amber or yellowish ornaments as to make the
latter the prevailing hue. The patterns form
first, divisions of various breadth (the widest
in the centre of the central avenue), extending
side by side, from the entrance-door to the

farthest end of the chancel. Within each
division there is no alteration of pattern, but
the divisions themselves, as compared with
each other, present considerable differences.

The two inost striking are those next to the
broad central one, where, as we pace along,

we have the lamb on one side of us and the
winged horse on the other, the emblems of the

two societies (* Middle Temple ’ and ‘Inner
Temple’) to which the church belongs. The
former is founded on the device of St. John

;

the latter, it is supposed, on the poverty of
the Knights Templars at the outset of their

career, when two knights rode one horse.

Among the other ornaments of the pavement
are a profusion of linked-tailed animals in

heraldic postures; lions, cocks, and foxes;
tigers, with something very like mail upon
their shoulders

;
basilisks and other grotesques.

There are also copies of designs of Anglo-
Saxon origin, as figures playing musical in-

struments
; and one illustrative of the story of

Edward the Confessor, the evangelist John
and the ring, a design which at once tells us
from whence the materials for the pavement
have been borrowed, viz., the Chapter-House,
Westminster Abbey. The pavement formed
by the tiles is as strong and imperishable as it

is beautiful. The tiles are perforated all over
with small holes in the under side

;
conse-

quently, when they are laid in the cement pre-

pared to receive them, and pressed down, the

latter rises into these perforations, and harden-
ing there, binds the whole indissolubly to-

gether.”

—

London
,
No. 102.

The tessellated tiles of past age3 were fre-

quently, if not generally, called encaustic
”

tiles, by which we are to understand (if the
name be correctly applied) a kind of tile in

which the device is in some way or other
“ burnt in,” such being the meaning of the
word “ encaustic.” Now, if the pattern were
merely painted on the surface, and then burnt
in or vitrified by the action of a furnace, the
tiles would scarcely come under the denomina-
tion of mosaic or tessellated

;
and such seems

to have been the case in many instances, so
far as can be gathered from the descriptions.

There was discovered, some years ago, near
Malvern, an ancient Roman kiln, in which it

is supposed encaustic tiles were baked. It

consisted of two parallel arches about 35 feet

in length, each 2 feet 3 inches wide by 15

inches high. These arches were composed of
layers of brick and tile, and had a flooring

composed of a less vitrifiable kind of clay

than themselves. Below the floor was the

fire-place, about 15 inches in height, and there

was a flue at each end of the arches. Near
the kiln were found several tiles similar to

those in Malvern Church; and from this cir-

cumstance the purpose of the kiln itself has

been inferred,

Whatever may have been the process fol-

lowed by the early artists, the tessellated tiles

now coming into use for pavements and floors

are made by mohlding and burning, but with-
out any painting, properly so called. At the
large porcelain-works in Staffordshire, Wor-
cester, and elsewhere, this is becoming- a re-

gular branch of manufacture, and is conducted
(in one of its forms at least) in a manner which
we will now briefly describe.

The tessellated tiles are made of two dif-

ferently coloured clays, one embedded in the
other, and disposed so as to form an orna-
mental device. Three or more colours may
be used by somewhat varying the process,
but two is the usual number

;
and whatever

may be the colours, the tile is first made en-
tire in one colour, with a depression to be
afterwards filled up with clay of one or more
other colours. We will suppose the tile to
present two colours, a yellow device on a
brown ground. In the first place the modeller
forms in stiff clay an exact model or repre-
sentative of one of the tiles, about an inch
thick, cutting out to the depth of a quarter of
an inch the depression which constitutes the
device. When this is properly dried, a mould
is made from it in plaster of Paris, and from
this mould all the tiles are produced one by
one. The ground-colour of the tile is that
which is adopted to cast in this mould. This,
which we suppose to be brown, is mixed with
water to a stiff consistency, and pressed into
the mould by the aid of the press. On
leaving the press it presents the form of
a damp, heavy, square tile of clay, with an or-
namental device formed by a depression below
the common level of the surface, as in the ori-

ginal model. The next stage is to fill up this

depression with the yellow-coloured clay, so
as to bring both colours to a common level.

To effect this the yellow clay, so far from
being made stiff' like the first, has a much
more fluid consistency. The tile being laid

on a bench, the workman plasters the yellow
clay on it by means of a kind of trowel, filling

up every part of the depressed device. When
this is completed, the tile is allowed to re-
main six or eight weeks, to dry gradually, as
a displacement at the joints would occur if

the outer surface became quite drv when the
interior was yet wet. Each tile is next scraped
all over the surface with an edge-tool, till the
superfluous portion of the second clay is re-
moved, and the two clays be rendered properly
visible, one forming the ground and the other
the device. In this state the tiles are put
into a kiln or oven, where they are baked in
a manner nearly resembling the baking of
earthenware or porcelain, the degree and dura-
tion of the process having especial reference
to the kinds of clay used. Here a point is in-
volved which calls for much attention on the
part of the maker. As one of the clays i 3

used in a more fluid state than the other, it

would, under most circumstances, contract to

a greater degree by heating; but the selection
is so made that, notwithstanding the difference
of consistency in the two clays, they may con-
tract equally, and leave no unsightly gaps at
the joinings. When the tiles are sufficiently

baked, they are cooled gradually, and then
dipped into a vessel of liquid “ glaze,” in the

same manner as articles of porcelain. After
this they are exposed for twenty-four hours to

the heat of a “ glazing-oven,” by which the

glaze is made to adhere to surface, and the

tiles then appear with whatever ornamental
device may have been designedly given to

them.

HOLBORN AND FINSBURY SEWERS.

The result of the last meeting of the com-
missioners for Holborn and Finsbury was
rather unusual. All the tenders sent in for

the Gray’s-inn-lane sewer exceeded the sur-

veyor’s estimate very largely, and neither was
accepted

;
and for the Charlotte-street sewer,

(Bedford square) 3,400 feet long, estimated at

nearly 4,000/., only one tender was sent in and
this was returned unopened. The following is

a list of the tenders for the Gray’s-inn-lane and
Liquorpond-street sewer, 800 feet in length :

—

Eld red £1,186
Cooper 1 ,002
Hill 940
Ward 940

No tender accepted.
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CONSTRUCTION OF ICE-HOUSES.

Sir,—Will you allow me to ask a question

through the medium of yourvery useful paper,

in which questions and answers from time to

time from various subscribers form no incon-

siderable part? In the month of January last

I built an ice-house at the back of my cellar,

which is under ground, built and arched over

with 14-inch brickwork, thedooropening intoan

area. On excavating for the ice-house to about

the depth of 19 feet, I found a spring of water,

which I thought wouldbe availablefor thehouse.

I carried the excavation down to the depth of

30 feet, steined the well with 9-inch brick-

work, and formed a floor 12 feet up from the

bottom (the height of the water being 9 feet);

the floor was of 11-inch plank, perforated with
holes to lead any water from the ice into the

well. Before filling it with {thick) ice I put

on a layer of straw over the floor. The house
wa9 built and domed over with 9-inch brick-

work, and well compo’d inside and outside,

with 3 feet of earth on the top. Six feet

under the dome, a little above the cellar floor,

I inserted a cover of 1 1 inch plank, with man-
hole, and had an inner and outer door leading

into it from the cellar, also, an outer cellar-

door: but notwithstanding all these precau-

tions the ice has disappeared. I should feel

much indebted to anv of your readers by their

informing me in what way I have erred, and
what remedy I can adopt to prevent a recur-
rence.— I am, Sir, &c., A Subscriber.

Paddington, July 3, 1845.
*,• No ice could possibly remain in such a

receptacle, as the water in the well would
speedily reduce the ice to its own temperature.
Our correspondent must get rid of the water-
well,— introduce an additional wall all round
the inside of the house and over the floor (keep-
ing a space between), and provide means for

carrying off such water as may be produced by
the melting of the ice, without the risk of intro-

ducing air. There should be at least three

doors, and the space between two of them
should be filled with straw. The greatest care
is requisite in the construction of ice-houses
to prevent the access of heat.

IRON AND THE IRON TRADE.

The usual quarterly meetings of the iron

masters were held last week— at Walsall on
Tuesday

;
Wolverhampton on Wednesday

;

Birmingham on Thursday; Stourbridge on
Friday, and Dudley on Saturday.
During the last quarter some houses had re-

duced the price of bar iron from 10/. to HI.

per ton, and it was arranged atthe Birmingham
meeting that a general reduction to the last

quoted price should be made. It was, however,
reserved, in accordance with the usual practice,

that the final confirmation of the reduction
should emanate from the Dudley meeting, and
at the close of the business, last Saturday, the
prices were declared as follows: bar- iron, 8/.

per ton
;

pigs from 31. 10s. to 41. per ton.
How long they will remain at the reduction
is uncertain, but there is no great danger of
a sudden advance. The fluctuations which
have latterly taken place have been of consider-
able embarrassment to the trade, and rendered
it very difficult for the manufacturer to know
how to purchase. The general impression is

that 8/. is a remunerative price, and the
masters being well aware that the manufac-
turers cannot compete with the foreign market
if they have to pay a higher price for the raw
material, will see the impolicy of again ad-
vancing the prices unless under some very
extraordinary circumstances.
While on the subject of iron, we would men-

tion that at the late meeting of the British
Association, at Cambridge, Dr. Lyon Plavfair
read a report, prepared byProfessor’Bunsen’ and
himself, on the chemical changes occurring in
iron furnaces. During many years the atten-
tion of scientific men on the Continent had
been directed to the employment as fuel of the
combustible gases that escape from the mouths
of furnaces. Dr. Playfair and Professor Bun-
sen have carefully examined the gases taken
from different heights of the furnace, and
gave tabulated results of their analyses, the
results of which were that for a depth of
24 feet down the body of iron hot-blast
furnaces worked with coal there is no avail-
able heat for the melting of the metal, the
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whole of the heat for that extent of the

furnace being employed in distilling the coal.

The important fact which they established by
their experiments is, that in common hot-

blast furnaces, as at present employed, ninety-

one per cent, of the heating power of the fuel

is lost; that is, only nine part9 out of one
hundred are effective, the remaining portion

being carried off in gases. It was proposed,
therefore, to collect the gas as it issues from
the furnace mouth, and to employ it usefully

in various parts of the works, though they did

not recommend the rerintroduction of such
gas into the furnace for smelting the metal.

Dr. Playfair said that these researches had led

them to the consideration of a new system of
manufacturing iron, which would produce a

complete revolution in the present mode, but
they had not had sufficient time to digest the

plan to authorise them to recommend it to the
association

;
it would form the subject of their

labours for the next year.

NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES.

It is in contemplation, at Yarmouth, to en-

large and restore St. Nicholas’ Church, and to

convert the remains of a priory on the south
side of the churchyard into a national school.
The estimated expense is between 4,000/. and
5,000/. St. Nicholas’ Church, to an ordinary
observer, appears little better than a dilapitated

disproportioned and unsightly erection, but to

the eye of the antiquary it presents beauties and
attractions of no ordinary character. It is one
of the oldest parochial edifices of the kind in

England
;
a great peculiarity, and one in which it

perhaps stands alone amongst the churches of
Christendom, is in having its nave considerably
smaller than the aisles, both in regard to length
and breadth. The remains ofthe priory are now
being used as a stable. They still contain two
very beautiful windows and other specimens
of ancient ecclesiastical architecture. Many
of the corhel heads have been removed only
within a very few years. Mr. Halcewill is the
architect. The principal difficulties con-
nected with the Wondhouse tunnel, on the
Sheffield, Ashton-under- Lyne, and Man-
chester Railway have been overcome. From
the mouth of the tunnel to a little bevond the
first shaft there is upwards of 1,200 yards
completed, being arched, having side drains
and the rails laid. Between the first and
second shafts the arching for a considerable
distance is finished. The whole of the exca-
vation is completed with the exception of
about 300 yards. The depth of the first shaft
is 1S3 yards, and of the second 193 yards. The
highest point of ground under which the tunnel
passes is situate between the third and fourth
shafts, and is 536 yards above the level of the sea
at low water. The York and Scarborough
Railway was opened on the 7th instant. The
directors and their friends started from York,
after partaking of a splendid breakfast in the
Town Hall, in 36 carriages, each containing 18
persons. Near to Castle Howard the train
stopped to take up Lord Morpeth, who had
provided refreshments for the occupants of the
train. After remaining a short time at
Scarborough the company returned to York,
and dined at the Town Hall. During
the past winter the beautiful grounds
adjoining Alton Towers have been greatly im-
proved under the direction of Mr. W. A. Nes-
field. The upper terraces and slopes have been
decorated with groups of marble statues and
colossal marble vases interspersed with rose
trees and beds of exotic flowers. The growth
of the trees, particularly the evergreens, were
beginning to hide the architecture. Many of
these have been removed, and the beautiful
stone work of the scalloped walls and vases
are brought to light again, and stand out in
bold relief against the rich background of
forest trees. The Earl and Co°untess of
Shrewsbury permit the house, with its gal-
leries of paintings and works of art, as well as
the gardens, to be shewn to respectable per-
sons, who can obtain cards for admission on
applying at the Shrewsbury Arms Inn
The Town Council of Beverley are actively
engaged in improvingthe sanatory condition of
their town. The sewerage has been disgrace-
fully neglected for many years. A capacious
reservoir, 30 yards long and 4 feet in depth,
has been found to be full of filth, it not having
been cleared during the last 30 years.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS RELATING TO
ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, &c.,
GRANTED FOR ENGLAND.

Furnished by Mr. A. Prince, of the Office for Patents of
Inventions, Lincoln's-inn Fields, London.

[SIX MONTH8 FOR ENROLMENT.]

Cornelius Whitehouse, of Wolverhampton,
gun-barrel manufacturer, for improvements in
machinery for welding and hammering, and in

the manufacture of gun-barrels and other
tubes. June 3.

William Costen Aitken, of Birmingham,
clerk of works, for a certain improvment, or cer-
tain improvements in ornamenting cornices,

ends for cornice poles and other rolls, curtain
bands and certain other articles. June 3.

John Lionel Hood, of Saint John’s Wood,
gentleman, for improvements in the application
of motive power, for locomotive and other
purposes. (Being a communication). June 3.

William Brent Brent, of Gower-street,
Bed ford-square, barrister-at-law, for certain
improvements in machinery for cutting or ex-
cavating, and removing earth. June 3.

Thomas Lawes, of Old Ivent-road, Surrey,
gentleman, for improvements in propelling
carriages on rails and other roads, and boats or
vessels on canals and rivers, which improve-
ments are also applicable to machinery in

general. June 3.

William Palmer, of Sutton-street, Clerken-
well, manufacturer, for improvements in work-
ing atmospheric railways, and in lubricating
railway and other machinery. June 5.

Henry Kerr, of Abingdon, Berks, butcher,
for certain improvements in the construction
of temporary roofs or coverings. June 5.

James Hardav, of Birmingham, gentleman,
for improvements in the manufacture of me-
tallic tubes, or pipes, by machinery. June 5.

William Willocks Sleigh, of Stamford
Brook House, Chiswick, doctor of medicine
and surgeon, for a hydro-mechanic apparatus
for producing motive power. (Colonies only.)
June 7-

Samuel Harvey, of Ilalesworth, in the
county of Suffolk, cabinet-maker, for cer-
tain improvements in sawing machinery.
June 7.

David Henderson, of London Works, Ren-
few, civil engineer, for certain improvements
in cranes. June 10.

Thomas Smith, of Wood-street, Cheapsidc,
gentleman, for improvements in suspending
carriages, and in the construction of wheel's
for carriages. June 10.

Frederick Rosenborg, of Ivingston-upon-
Ilull, gentleman, for improvements in the ar-
rangement or construction of machinery, or
apparatus for propelling or impelling vessels,
and in steering or manoeuvring the same.
June 12,

Thomas Clark, of Hackney, engineer, for
an improvement on the atmospheric system of
propulsion, which is also applicable to other
motive purposes. June 23.

Robert Griffiths, ot Havre, George Ilinton
Bolville, of Mill wall, and George Hennett, of
Bristol, engineers, for improvements in the
construction of parts of apparatus used for
propelling carriages and vessels by atmos-
pheric pressure. June 23.

Joseph Zambaux, chemist, of Paris, for im-
provements in atmospheric railways. June 25.

William Sykes Ward, of Leeds, gentleman,
for improvements in exhausting air from tubes
or vessels for the purpose of working atmos-
pheric railways and for other purposes.
June 25.

Joham Baggs, of Great Percy-street, Clare-
mont-square, engineer, lor improvements in
obtaining motive power by air. June 26.

Charles Goodwin, of Bow-lane, ship-sur-
veyor, for certain improvements in masts and
spars. June 30.

Account of the Parish of Stowtino,
Kent.*— I he Rev. F. Wrench has published
a brochure under this head giving an account
of the antiquities lately discovered there, which
are considered to be Anglo-Saxon, and of
the sixth or seventh century. Mr. C. Roach
Smith, in a note on these relics, suggests that
excavations for railroads about to be made
in Kent will probably bring to light many
antiquities of different epochs, to preserve
which every man of good taste and feeling
should exert himself.

* J* Smith, 014 Coropton-street,
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PREVENTION OK DAMPNESS.
Sir,—

I

n the spring of 1844 I built my house,
and in the office, in an 18-inch rough stone
wall, had a large iron safe fixed, which has a
well in it 18 inches deep, the lower part of
which is below the level of the floor of the
room. It was remarkably fine during the pro-
gress of the whole building, and great part of
the stones used were old ones, vet, although
it is now fifteen months since, if I close the
doors for a week, my books begin to mould

;

and I have never been able to keep any thing
in the well, which is covered with rust.

Could you oblige me by informing me how I

can remedy this serious inconvenience without
removing it, as its front reaches from the
bottom to nearly the top of the room, and is,

moreover, set in large Portland stones, which
run a considerable distance into the wall, and
could not he removed without great trouble
and expense? I thought it possible some
means might be suggested, and if you can
assist me, you will confer a favour on your
obedient servant,

July 10, 1845. A Subscriber,

*** VVe have, at different times, received
several communications on this same subject,
but without an acquaintance with the locus in
fiio find it difficult to suggest a remedy. We
shall he happy to hear the opinion of corres-
pondents. As an expedient a lining of slate,

kept at a short distance from the sides, bottom,
and top, of the safe might be resorted to.

SCAFFOLDING.

Mr. Editor, — There are some houses
auilding at Kensington Gore which have a
contrivance worthy of being imitated by
milders, where space will admit of its being
ised : it is a series of inclined planes, to en-
able the labourers to reach with more ease to
;hemselyes the different stories of the building
vith bricks and mortar. A labourer told me
hat he was more fatigued going up one day by
he ladder than he was three on the inclined
dane. I am, Sir, yours obediently,
\ Subscriber to your valuable Journal.

iMi0reUanra.

College for Civil Engineers, Put-
ney.—The annual distribution of prizes was
nade here on Tuesday last. The Hon. R.
3. Howard took the chair, but ultimately re-
igned it to the Earl of Devon. The Rev.
Morgan Cowie, principal of the college, in his

feport on the general conduct of the students,
laid

;
— An engineer’s business was, above all

itbers, most various and extended in its ope-
rations and effects from one side of the earth to
he other. He, therefore, considered that the
test way of qualifying the students was to give
hem a sound theoretical education, the
groundwork of which was mathematics and
fhemistry. The pupils were taught by models,
md many of them made models themselves re-
tiring great skill and experience in their ex-
icution. They were also occupied in levelling
nd surveying, accompanied by an experienced
>erson in these branches, who could point out
o them and explain whatever difficulty might
irise

; in fact, they did exactly what they
vould have to do if they were in an engi-
neer's office. The education that was given

y the college might be classed under five

irincipal heads, namely— mathematics, che-
mistry, geology, the art of construction, and
nowledge of principles, and the practice of
nachinery

; to which might be added, the
itudy of French, German, and every other
ranch of learning necessary to complete the
iducation of a gentleman and an engineer,
n all these departments Mr. Cowie could
jay with much pleasure that the progress of
ne students had been in general very satis-

actory.

The New Palace at Osborne. — The
rorks are proceeding rapidly under the special
ppervision of the Queen and Prince Albert.
i'he new wing will be about 70 feet square,
wd similar in character to the eastern front
f Osborne House. Her Majesty aud suite

inexpectedly attended divine service at Whip-
lingham church during their last visit.

City Improvements. — At a Court of
Common Council recently held, Mr. R. L.
Jones brought up the report of the London-
bridge Approaches Committee, to whom it

was referred to examine the allegations in the
petition of the inhabitants of the north side of
the ward of Farringdon-without, for the com-
pletion of the improvements at Farringdon
New-street and Holborn-bridge, with instruc-
tions to report their opinion upon the expe-
diency of carrying out those proposed improve-
ments. It stated that the committee had
viewed the new line of street, and the project-
ing houses on the north side of Holborn-
bridge, and directed the clerk of the works to
report his opinion as to the estimated value of
those houses, and also to report the probable
amount of the cost of the improvement, de-
ducting the value of the surplus ground; that
they had subsequently received reports from
the clerk ot the works, from which it appeared
that, exclusive of law charges, the probable
cost of completing the line of improvement at

Holborn-bridge, after deducting the value of
the surplus ground, would amount to 14,500/.
That the committee having duly considered
all the circumstances, were of opinion that it

was desirable for the City to complete the line
of improvement at Holborn-bridge, by pur-
chasing and setting back the said houses, pro-
vided suitable means and powers could be ob-
tained for that purpose; and they were further
of opinion that an opportunity would at the
same time be afforded for effecting an addi-
tional improvement of Holborn-lull. The
committee, therefore, felt it their duty to draw
the particular attention of the court to the pro-
priety of taking measures to carry out these
objects, and they recommended the same ac-
cordingly. That they had caused the vaults
to be constructed on both sides of Farringdon-
street, and had already let eleven of the lots
of ground in that street on building leases, and
were taking measures which they trusted
would ensure futuie lettings, so that "the whole
of the improvement, so far as the City was
concerned, might be completed without delay,
and that they were the more strengthened in

that opinion in consequence of the measures in

progress for carrying on the new line of street

in the county of Middlesex.
Reduction in the Price of Gas.—The

Chelmsford Gas Company have resolved to

reduce from Michaelmas next to those who
burn with meter the price of gas from 10s.

per 1,000 feet (the sum hitherto paid) to 8s. 4d.
They have also determined to allow 10 per
cent, to those whose consumption in the year
is 40,000 feet and upwards, thus in effect lower-
ing the price to 7s. Gd. per 1,000 feet. The
Barnsley Gas Company have agreed to reduce
the price of gas from" 9s. to 7?. Gd. per thou-
sand cubic feet from the 1st instant. The
Birmingham Old Gas Company have given
notice, that from the present time the price of
gas to consumers under 5,000 cubic feet per
quarter, will be Gs. 8d. per 1,000; to those
consuming upwards of 25,000 cubic feet per
quarter, 5s. 8d., and to consumers above that
quantity 4s. Gd. per thousand cubic feet.

New Schools and Churches in South-
wark.—In consequence of the great want of
schools and church accommodation in South-
wark and the adjoiningparishesof Bermondsev,
Lambeth, and Newington, a committee has
been formed for the purpose of raising funds
by subscription to be applied towards the erec-
tion and endowing ofseveral additional schools
and churches in those districts. Her Majesty
has contributed 200/., and Prince Albert 100/.

The Archbishop of Canterbury’gives 1,000/.,
and the same amount is subscribed by the
wealthy brewers, Messrs. Barclay, Perkins,
and Co. The contributions already amount
to upwards of 11,000/.

The Queen’s Pavilion, Buckingham
Palace Gardens.— The decorations of the
pavilion are now completed

:
pressure of

matter prevents us from noticing them this

week, but we shall do so in our next number,
and shall then be able, we trust, to remove one
or two misconceptions which at present possess

the public mind.
The Home Minister’s Electric Tele-

graph.—A metallic wire, for establishing a

communication between the electric telegraph

of the Rouen Railroad and the ministry of the

interior, has been carried along the water-

courses and under the Pont de la Concorde

to the minister’s office .—Morning paper.

flTsit&cr#.

Tenders delivered for the erection of Two
Warehouses in Montague- close, London-bridge,
for Alderman Humphery

; Mr. J. Griffith, Archi-
tect.

Harrison

Nicholson
Cubitt

Lee
Lawrence
Ryder
Jav
Jackson
Little

Grimsdell

Opened in the presence of the parties.

Tenders for the erection of Dwelling-house and
Farm-buildings for F. Tucker, Esq., at Bour-
ton, near Shrivenham, Berks, July 3rd, 1845.
At the office of the Architect, Mr. W. F. Ordish,
John-street, Adelphi.

Gerry, London .£8,210
Willson 7,782
Burchell, Swindon 7,710
Rose and Terrant 7,400
Kirk, Sleaford, Lincoln. . . . 6,650

Tenders delivered for Twenty-four Houses, Lil-

lington-street, Vauxhall -bridge -road, to Henry
Coe Coape, Esq., and Capel Coape, Esq., under
Mr. Henry S. Ridley, surveyor.

Haward and Nixon £'11,692
Rippon 11,086
Burstall and Son 10,735
Burtonshaw 10,696
Lacey 10,683
Pattenton 10,649
Glenn 10,491
Winsland 10,447

Bennett 10,325
Pink 10,296

Tenders for Four Houses in Charlwood-street,

adjoining.

Haward and Nixon £2,992
Burstall and Son ........ 2,794
Rippon 2,757
Pattenton 2,755
Burtonshaw 2,600
Glenn 2,598
Bennett 2,576
Winsland 2,550
Pink 2,539
Lacey 2,270

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our rerders,

however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
Btreet, Covent-garden.]

For the Construction of Four divisions of the

Chester and Holyhead Railway, comprising the

entire line through the County of Anglesey.

For Building Sewers in the Old Bailey, Hang-
ing Sword-alley, and Crown-court; also in John-
street, G'rutchedfriars, aud Cullum-street, all being

within the City of London.
For Lighting the town of Woodbridge in Suffolk

with Gas.
For Building Sewers from Bloomsbury-street,

Ilolborn, along Charlotte-street, the east side of

Bedford-square, and Gower-street, with a branch

Sewer along Store-street, the length being about

3573 feet with 1480 feet of gully street and 2320

feet of private drains.

For supplying her Majesty’s several Dockyards

with stone-ground Glass in panes, crown glass and

green glass in tables, and window Lead, and glass

illuminators and tubes.

For certain alterations of the premises (formerly

the Post-Office), in Crown-street, Bury Sf.

Edmunds, and for a New Building.

For supplying her Majesty’s several Dockyards

with Canada Red and Yellow Pine Timber, Rock

Elm Timbers, Spruce Deals, and Ash Oar Rafters.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

by auction.

At the Harvey Arms, Finningly, near Bawtry

:

upwards of 150 tons of well-hearted Oak Timber

in lots of from one to two tons each. Also a quan-

tity of Cord Wood.
At Dockhead, Bermondsey: 200 12 feet 3 inches,

11 inches, and 10 inches Spruce plank; 250 14

feet 3 inch Yellow Findland Deals; 700 15 feet

to 6 feet 3 inches and 9 inches Gefle deals
; 680

12 feet to 6 feet 3 inches Spruce deals
;
100 21 feet

to 18 feet Norway Battens ; 250 12 feet Spruce

and Pine Battens.
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At Little Bentley Hall, Essex: 2000 particu-

larly straight and good Larch Fir Trees in lots of

from 10 to 20 trees.

COMPETITIONS.

Plans are required for Laying out and covering

with Villa residences about 20 Acres of land having

a frontage of about half-a-mile to the Queen’s-road,

Richmond, Surrey, extending from Spring-grove

towards Richmond-hill. Premiums will be given of

25 guineas for tbe most approved plan, and 15

guineas for the second.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ Humanitus ” draios attention to the open

sewers in the neighbourhood of the Vauxhall-road

and Pimlico, and urges that houses there remain

unoccupied in consequence.

“A Carpenter.”— We will endeavour to supply

him with the information he wishes to have.

“J. W.”

—

Hitch’s Drain-bricks may be ob-

tained at Lindsey Wharf, Chelsea.
“ W. S. P.”

—

The sum named would hardly

suffice to provide the accommodation required even

in the plainest manner. We should advise our

correspondent to appoint some architect to prepare

plans for approval. We should be happy ourselves

to do so if applied to professionally ; or would

give any information that might be desired.

“ T. W., (Islington).”—“ Cornices to overhang-

ing roofs
”

(unless building be insulated) must be

built of the same materials as are by the Act

directed to be usedfor building the external walls

to which such projections belong, or of such other

proper and sufficient materials as the referees may
permit.

“ Cube Dimensions.”—

“

X. Y. Z.” wishes to

know the title and publisher’s name of any work
containing tables shewing at a glance the cubical

contents of bodies of which the dimensions are

given: also, tables of superficial contents.
“ Credence Table.”

—

A correspondent wishes to

learn if there be an ancient credence table in any
church in London ? We do not know of one.

“ E. de B.”

—

The Act establishes that a fee of
1/. Is. shall be paid to the district surveyorfor

every “ insulated ” building erected. The drains

would come under his supervision.
“ A. A.”

—

Thanks.
“ B. C.”— The suggestion shall not be lost

sight of.
“ Workmen at Paddington.” — “ J. L. G.”

slates that the way in which the ill-will to each

other is shewn by workmen, particularly the plas-

terers, at Paddington, is deplorable ; mouldings

and cornices are destroyed, and other injury done.

He refers for an example to a balustrade wall in

Weslbourne-ierrace, which has been recently

erected. It is to be hoped that the police ivill keep

a sharp look out, and means be taken to detect and
punish such miscreants .

“ G. H.”

—

The paper on railway curves shall

appear next week.
“ F. T.”

—

We shall be happy to receive the

paper mentioned, but should not be disposed to in-

sert any violent abuse.
“ P. P.” — Building operations are about to

commence at White Knights, Reading. Land
may be hadfor single houses.

Received: “ W. S.,” — the Ecclesiologist,

No. 4., new series.—“ F. G. A .”—“ Q. Q.”
“ Appeal infavour of the Warder and Statesman
Fund."

ADvaaxissiyients.

E G.’s TRACING-PAPER.—It is

• warranted to take Ink, Oil, or Water colour, and
is sold by MESSRS. ROBERSON AND CO., SOLE
AGENTS, 61, LONG-ACRE, at the following cash prices:—

THIN TRACING-PAPER.
60 by 40, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.

40 by 30, at 71. 0s. „ 7s, 6d. „
30 by 20, at 31. 15s. „ 4s. 0d. ,,

THICK TRACING-PAPER.
40 by 30, at 14/. 0s. per Ream, or 15s. od. per Quire.

30 by 20, at //• 10s. „ 8s. Od. ,,

N. B.—Every sheet is stamped with the Initials of the
Manufacturer.
This beautiful and unequalled article is allowed to be the

cheapest and most useful Paper hitherto introduced to the
public, as will be best proved by a trial.

BIELEFELD’S PAPIER MACHE. —
The superiority of the Papier M&ch£ for the purposes

of ARCHITECTURAL DECORATIONS is now so gene-
rally admitted, that it is needless to argue it. The introduc-
tion of Papier Mftche into most of the public and private
buildings in the country is the best proof of its merits. Or-
naments may be had in almost every style, and pattern-
books, containing more than a thousand executed designs.
Price 1/.

PICTURE FRAMES and other Articles of Furniture,
either gilt or in imitation of the finest carved oak. An illus-

trated Tariff forwarded on the receipt of eight post-office
stamps.
PATENT QUAQUAVERSAL GLASS-STANDS for the

toilet, on au entirely new principle, of great elegance, and
free from all the practical inconvenience of ordinary Glass-
stands.

At the works, 15, Wellington-strect North, Strand.

TO ARCHITECTS AND SURVEYORS.

The vestrymen of Richmond,
SURREY, are desirous of obtaining PLANS for lay-

ing out and covering with Villa Residences about 20 acres of

Land haring a frontage of about half-a-mile to the Queen’s-

road, Richmond, extending from Spring-grove towards

Richmond Hill, and within afew minutes’ walk of the Terrace

there. The Plans will be expected to include the laying out

of grounds and suitable offices, but it is not expected nor re-

quired that the elevations shall be uniform. — PREMIUMS
will be given of TWENTY-FIVE GUINEAS for the most
approved plan, and FIFTEEN GUINEAS for the second.

—

Lithographic plans of the ground and further particulars

had on application to Messrs. SMITH and SON, Solicitors,

Richmond, to whom the designs are to 'be sent before the

14th day of August next.

PRIZES IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND
PATENTEES.

A GOLD MEDAL, value 100/. and a

SILVER MEDAL, value 50/., will be given by Mr.

M. JOSCELIN COOKE. The Gold medal for the best

Patent, and the Silver medal for the best Design taken out

or Registered at the OFFICE for PATENTS and DE-
SIGNS, 20, Half-Moon- street, between the 1st of Novem-
ber, 1814, and the 1st of June, 1846. The Prizes will be

awarded by competent judges on the 10th June, 1846. The
conditions to be observed, together with instructions, charges,

and every information for obtaining Patents in England or

Foreign Countries, or Registering Designs, will be forwarded

gratis, on application to Mr. M. JOSCELIN COOKE, at

the Office for Patents and Registration of Designs, 20, Half-

Moon-street, Piccadilly, London.

Window glass, milled lead,
and COLOURS, Pumps, Closets, Pipe, Basins,

Brushes, Dry Colours, Ground ditto, and all materials at the

lowest wholesale prices for cash.

Crown sqr. not exceeding 12 by 10, 5d. per foot.

Sheet squares, not exceeding 12 by 10, 6d. per foot.

White Lead. Milled Lead cut to size.

Linseed Oil. Pan Basins.

Turps. Plumbing, Brass

Warranted Varnishes. Work, &c.
Superior Spruce Oker, for Plasterers and Painters, at

6s. per cwt. Gilders, Print Publishers, Picture Frame and
Cabinetmakers supplied with patent sheet, plate, and sheet,

and flatted glass of superior colour, and carefully selected.

SURVEYORS, CONTRACTORS for PUBLIC WORKS,
and the TRADE generally, sending specifications of quanti-

ties required, will receive by return of post an invoice at the

very lowest cash prices. — For complete lists (priced) apply

to R. COGAN, 5, Princes-street, Leicester-square, London.

Also maybe had, Wholesale and Retail,

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES.
Gas Contractors, Fitters, Glass Merchants, and others

supplied with any description. Lists of nearly 100 patterns,

with prices affixed, sent to any part of the kingdom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, and others, supplied with

FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES,
for covering Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curi-

osities, &c., &c., of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may
be had on application. Bee Glasses, Striking Glasses for

Nurserymen, Fish Globes and Confectioners’ Glasses,&c., of

every size and description.

POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN pave-
ment for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks,

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Corn Stores, and Salt

Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin in

Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell-

ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds.

Price 3s. fid. per square yard.

BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culverts,

& c. &c. on Railways and other places (with instructions

for laying it down), may be bad at the rate of 45s. per ton,

by applying to JOHN PILKINGTON, 15, Wharf-road,

City-road.

BASTENNE ASPHALTE and BITU-
MEN COMPANY, Offices, 31, Poultry. The

Directors of this Company beg leave to call the atten-

tion of ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, and others, to

the very beneficial results attendant on the use of BITU-
MEN in the erection of buildings, &c. Its application

as a FLOORING will be found eminently useful. It

is also valuable for numerous other purposes, more par-

ticularly where the object sought for is the EXCLUSION
OF DAMP AND VERMIN. The Directors beg to refer to

the works in Trafalgar-square, which have given general

satisfaction. Scale of prices per foot square:— 1 inch thick,

8d. ; i inch thick, yd.
; $ inch thick, fid. Works not mea-

suring 400 feet, id. per foot extra. Roofing executed at 6d.

and 7d. per foot square. Concrete is charged in addition

according to the thickness when required. Carriage and
men’s time are charged extra when works are executed

beyond three miles from the General Post-office. Bitumen
j6'6 per ton, without grit. Bitumen jUb per ton, with grit.

CHARLES F. TILSTONE, Sec.

TO ARCHITECTS.

I
N consequence of many complaints having)
been made to the Company, by Architects, of a spurious

material having been used in the execution of Works where
the Seyssel Asphaltf. had been spccifiedfor, the Directors,

with a view to ensure the fulfilment of any such specification,

have authorized CERTIFICATES to be granted to Builders
where the

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE
has been used. For the purpose of securing the use of the
Genuine Article, Architects and others arc recommended to
insert in their specifications the “ Seyssel Alphalte, Cla-
ridge’s Patent,” and not merely “Asphalte,” or ‘‘Bitu-
men,” as in many cases where these terms have been used,
gas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have
been introduced. I. FARRELL, Secretary,
Stangate, near Westminster Seyssel Asphalte Company.

Bridge, Jan., 1845.

Books ot Instructions for Use may be had at the Office of
“ The Builder,” and of all Booksellers in Town and Country,
price Is,

*,* In proof of the necessity of the above advertisement,
it may be mentioned, that it has come to the knowledge of

the Directors, that in certain works which have been executed
by Messrs. Curtis, builders, of Stratford, a spurious material
has been used by them, contrary to the specifications, which
expressly mentioned, that “ ClariJge’s Asphalte” was to

be used.

In the case of a work at Lewisham executed by MESSRS.
ROBERT and DANIEL YOUNG, of 10, Crown-row,
Walworth-road, where Seyssel Asphalte was specified for, a

spurious article was nevertt eless laid down by them.

WESTERN PROVIDENT BUILD-
ING SOCIETY for enabling persons to Build or

Purchase Freehold or Leasehold Property on the security of

such property. The next Monthly Sale of Shares will be
held at the City of Westminster Literary. Scientific, and
Mechanics' Institution, 7, Great Smith-street, Westminster,
on Wednesday, July 30, at Eight o’clock precisely. The
shares will be put up at 471 . premium, and the termination
of the Society is fixed by the laws to take place in 1854. Full

information may ,be obtained of Mr. G. DETHRIDGE,
1, Broad Sanctuary, Westminster (opposite the Hospital).

PATENT HANDRAILS. — J. MEL-
VILLE, after upwards of 20 years’ experience in the

manufacture of the above, can now, with confidence, recom-
mend them to Architects and Builders, combining beauty
and durability; avoiding heading joints, and the grain of

the wood continued throughout the wreathed or otherwise

circular parts. They are now patronised by the most emi-

nent Architects, to whom reference can he given.—Speci-

mens and prices sent to Architects or Builders, in Town
or Country. Columns Veneered, Pew Capping, &c.—No.

64, John-street, Fitzroy-square, London.

CAEIM STONE..

T UARD and BEEDIIAM have a quantity
I J of the above stone, of the best quality, direct from

their Quarries at Allemange, which may be insp>

Norway Sufferance Wharf, Greenwich.— Further particu-

CUNDY’S MARBLE AND STONE WORKS, PIMLICO.

SAMUEL CUNDY begs to inform Ar-
chitects, Builders, &c., that he is supplying

VEIN MARBLE BOX CHIMNEY-PIECES,
Opening 3 feet square, and 7 inch piers, for

FORTY-FIVE SHILLINGS I

STONE BOX CHIMNEY-PIECES, opening 3 feet square,

and 7 inch piers, Twelve Shillings; do., do., with

MOULDED CAPS, and 8 inch piers, FOURTEEN
SHILLINGS.
The above are manufactured in the best manner and of

the best material. For CASH ONLY.—Address, SAMUEL
CUNDY, Marble and Stone Works, Belgrave Wharf,

Pimlico.
Masons’ Work, Monuments, &c., &c., at equally Low

Prices.

TO THE BUILDING PUBLIC,

SASHES AND FRAMES
DOORS, &c.

Manufactured for the Trade

ByC.W. WATERLOW,
121, Bunhill-row, Finsb ury-sq.

Full lists of prices may be had on application at the count-

ing-house; if by letter, pre-paid, inclosing postage-stamp. •

A large stock of well-seasoned Doors always on hand.

rpHE CAUSES of EXPLOSIONS in 1

8 STEAM-BOILERS, and the prevention of those
arising from incrusiation, arc now lectured upon by Dr. Rvan
daily at half-past Three, and on the Evenings of Monday,

,

Wednesday, and Friday at Nine, at the ROYAL POLY-
TECHNIC INSTITUTION. Professor Bachhoffner, lec-

j

tures daily at Ten o’clock, and on Tuesday and Thursday
Evenings at Nine, on the ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAY, i

a Working Model of which, carrying visitors, is exhibited

daily and in the Evenings. A curious MECHANICAL
HAND

;
new and beautiful Objects in the Chromatrope,

.

Physioscope, Proteoscope, and Dissolving Views. Work-
ing Models described. Experiments by the Diver and Diving-

Bell, &c., &c.—Admission, One Shilling ; Schools, half-

price.

IRONMONGERY.

BUILDERS will tind it greatly to their ad-
vantage to purchase IRONMONGERY of CLUSE

and BOSE, 35, City-road (corner of Tabernacle-row, and
near Old-street-road).

Best Cut Clasp.

3d. 4d. 6d. 8d. lOd. 20 d.

5id. 7d. fld. is. is, 6d. 2s. 3d. per 1000.

Best Cut Floor Brads 16 s. per cwt.

Cast Lath Nails 12s. 6d. per cwt. Sash Weights 7s. 6d;

per cwt. 6 inch Mortice Locks with best Furniture, 3s. each.

Butte Hinges, 2 in. Is., 2J in. Is. 6d., 3 in. 2s. per pair.

Cottage Ranges with Oven and Back Boiler.

3 ft. 3 ft. 2 in. 3ft. 4 in. 3 ft 6 in.
;

2/. 2s. - 2/. 3s.6d. 2/. 5s. 2/. 7s,

Self-Acting Ranges with Oven and Back Boiler, Bright
Fittings and Wrought Bars.

3 ft. 3 ft 4 in. 3 ft. 8 in. 4 ft.

3/. 3s. 3/. 8s. 3/. 15s. 41.

Elliptic Stoves with Inside Backs, 3jd. per inch.

Registers with Inside Backs 7d. per inch.

HIP TILES to suit slate roofs in colour;
Ridges, with plain or rebated joints, roll tops, and

vertical ornaments ; drains, many sizes, with plain or socket

joints; paving in squares, hexagons, octagons, &c., dif-

ferent colours ;
roofing, in Grecian or Italian styles, other

devices also, or plain
; conduits, which do not injure pure

water ;
fire-bricks and tiles

; clinkers, and out-door paving

;

sundry wall-coping, garden-borders, chimney-tops; also

tubular and other flues of peculiar material. No agent, but

a dep6t at 22, WH ITEFRIARS-STREET, FLEET-
STREET, LONDON, under Mr. PEAKE’S personal care,

to supply genuine TERItO-METALLIC goods at f..ir prices

as per quality; also, additional Stock at No. 4 Wharf, Mac*
clesfiela-street, South, City Basin.

The TILERIES, TUNSTALL, STAFFORDSHIRE, arc

near the centre of England, whence boats are sent direct to

any inland place ; or to the Mersey for the coasts, the colo-

nies and elsewhere.

INSLIE’S NEW IMPROVED PA^
TENT DRAIN TILE MAKING MACHINE.—

Gentlemen interested in procuring first-rate quality of drain-

ing tiles at a cheap rate will find the above worthy their at-

tention. It is portable, can be worked by hand or any

power, producing tiles only of first class, and in any number,
from 5,000 to 20,000 per day, or in proportion to the power

applied. All small stones are crushed in the process, and a

constant stream of tiles is kept up. It may be seen daily at

the Polytechnic Institution, Regent-street, or at Mr.
Howe’s, engineer, 119, Guildford-strcet, Southwark, London.
In Scotland, at Mr. Lawrence Hill’s, civil engineer, Buchan-
street, Glasgow

;
Mr. James Slight’s, engineer. Curator of the

Highland Society, Leith-walk, Edinburgh, where particulars

may be had; or from the subscriber, JOHN AINSLIE, Al-

perton, Acton, Middlesex.
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and the present session will

^^1811 remem^ere<^ by many
members of the lower House
as the session of “ hard

From the office-messenger at eighteen
lings a week (we speak what we know), to

’ditary legislators, men of all grades have
i dabbling in shares, and we might say
nen too

;
for one distinguished peeress,

1 this time better known at Almacks’ than
le share-market, made 30,000 good pounds
guessing cleverly, what lines would be
urably reported on by the Board of Trade,
put down the Toulctte tables at Epsom may
ery desirable, but there are larger gam-
*-booths at home, where Home Secretaries
ade not.

en without money, but with a friend in
tc direction,” have obtained large allot-

ts, speculating on a rise, and generally
success

;
indeed, up to this time, it seems

ably certain that all have benefitted. Let
10Pe that before “ calls ” are made, the

generally may have passed into the
Is of men who really have capital to invest,
that thus the difficulty and distress which

: otherwise be anticipated may be avoided.
ie excitement in which thousands have
kept for several months past, first by the

rts of the Board of Trade, then by the dis
on of the general questions (the advantage
herwise of the atmospheric system, and
elative merits of the broad and narrow
s), and ultimately when reported on favour-
by the special investigation of their own
:ular scheme before committees of both
es of Parliament,— can hardly be de-
ed. The money spent in this latter stage
have been enormous (by some of the lines,
said, as much as 1,000/. a day); and all

hose personally advantaged by the ex-
ture must agree in wishing that some
wasteful mode of proceeding could be
ed.

.he course of a recent forced confinement
jne of the committee-rooms, we have been
' cry shame on the undue advantage taken
hdowners who possess influence, and
«sed that influence in opposition to pro-
of admitted utility, simply to extort an
tant sum of money as the price of their
te neutrality. In one case that we could
1,800/. per acre is to be paid by special
sent for land that the owner had con-
1 to sell only a short time ago for another
e for 300/. per acre. If an owner is

sessed of property against his will, he
i unquestionably be paid handsomely for
5 surely the legislature should not allow
• use any accidental influence he may
fs, for example, being a member of their
(ody, to extort any unreasonable sum,
'the company may be led to assent to
I than incur the enormous expense en-
vy opposition.

r

l
question of metropolitan railways is

i itself on public attention, and several
(hemes have been propounded for con-
I the principal lines in London. Amongst
e Thames Embankment and City Rail-
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way Company, of which the following is an
outline, has been received with more than
usual favour by the press :

“
* 8 proposed to embank the river from

Hungerford (Market to Blackfriars Bridge,
forming, in the space recovered from the shal-
low parts of the stream, public gardens, ter-
races, and docks, and along the edge of the
embankment a double line of road

;
the outer

portion as an atmospheric railway, the inner
as a macadamized road for ordinary vehicles,
with a pavement for foot passengers, commu-
nicating with the streets and wharfs, and also,
by short viaducts above and below the railway,
with landing-places from the river. AtBlaek-
fnars Bridge, or about the site of Paul’s
Wharf, the proposed double road will leave
the embankment, and be continued along a
new street sixty-six feet wide, leading to the
Blackwall Railway and Whitechapel, and, by
a short branch at Southwark Bridge, direct to
the Mansion House. The railroad portion of
the line will join the Blackwall at Fenchurch-
street, or the Minories, and be carried along
the middle of the new street, upon an open
frame-work of iron girders, at the level of the
first floor windows, leaving an under road of
corresponding width for the usual street traffic,
and opening throughout the whole line valuable
frontages for building.”

It thus presents two important and novel
features,—the embankment of the Thames, as
a money speculation (an achievement which
seems too great for our Government), and the
commencement of a system of railways through
the public streets, out of the way of all ordinary
traffic. Relative to these viaducts the Iron
Times remarks :

—“After careful considera-
tion, we can find no objection to urge against
them, save that they are new. This is a fault
we are satisfied will rapidly amend with the
perception of their high importance—of the
millions per annum that will accrue in savings
by reason of their adoption. Have any of our
readers watched the erection of the new Houses
of Parliament? There may be beheld a rail-
way viaduct set up for the purpose of con-
structing a building, to be removed when the
building is finished. Surely it must be worth
while to construct such viaducts for permanent
purposes as well as for temporary ones ! As
an economical plan, these railway viaducts may
probably be constructed for about 40,000/. per
mile. Of elegant construction they may amount
to 80,(1001, averaging 60,000?. Nor is it a
mere speculation; the traffic exists—expensive
horse traffic—where a saving of horses and a
saving of time are both to be achieved.”
The line will be in connection with the South-

Western at Hungerford Bridge, and with the
Great Western, and the London and Birming-
ham, either at the same point, or near Black-
friars Bridge, by a short extension of the City
and Camden Town Junction, from their pro-
posed terminus in Farringdon-street to the
river.

Another project, instead of taking the rail-
ways over the ordinary course of traffic, takes
them under it, and contemplates a series of
tunnels, which would render London a huge
warren and a perfect bore :

They propose to establish their central ter-
minus at or in the immediate neighbourhood
of Hungerford Market, and upon a scale com-
mensurate with the demands of an entire sys-
tem of metropolitan railways. To proceed
thus by tunnels of communication to the Lon-
don and Birmingham Railway, to the Great
Western Railway, the Eastern Counties, and,
by subsidiary termini and approaches at the
intersections of all the principal roads, to com-

plete the connection between all the northern
lines and every part of the northern suburbs.
1 o continue these lines across the river to a
station on the south bank, and thence to the
Dover, Brighton, and South-Western railways,
“ thua completing the access to and from every
part of the kingdom and the continent.” The
suburbs are to have a company of their own, and
are to be reached on the atmospheric principle.
It would thus seem, that, having driven the
stage coaches off the roads, the rail will now
compete with the omnibus, and take us from
one end of town to the other, either through
the air or through the earth, at “six-pence all
all the way.”

When railways were first projected, the
towns near which they came strove to keep
them as far off as possible, and spent immense
sums m effecting what has been most injurious
to them. They have now found out their mis-
take, and would gladly pay as many thousands
to bring a station near them as they before
spent hundreds to drive it off. Every town
now strives for its line, justly feeling that with-
out it, its importance must sink

;
and before

long every village will have one too, or must
cease to be a village. How strangely and how
rapidly opinions alter! Before we find fault
with others, still more, before we hum them
for not thinking as we do, it would be well
always to remember, that ere long we may
actually think as they do.

’

THE QUEEN’S PAVILION IN BUCKINGHAM PALACE GARDENS.

Her Majesty s summer-house, concerning
which so much has been said from time totime, is now completed, and will hereafter be
regarded with interest, if not at this moment
as an early example in England of the use ofiresco painting; in decoration.
Within the last few years, owing- to anumber of concurrent circumstances, public

attention has been directed to the combinationof decorative painting with architecture, after
the examples left to us by the great Italian
painters and architects of tliesixteenth centuryThe introduction, or rather the revival, iffresco painting ,n this country has become, inconnection with a great national monument, atopic of general interest, on affair of national
importance, and no longer merely a matter ofpri vate or artistic speculation. While curiosity

the snbto ",
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‘hUS Str0"^ 6X0:115,1 '“wardsthe subject, and our artists were occupied inconsidering its feasibility and the particularmanagement of a vehicle almost unknown to

n i'
°ccurred lo Her Majesty and His“ Prince Albert, that it would

‘ ',° hav
.

e th6 experiment made on aS 1 s\
,et Und6r clrcurastances whichmight lend it a more than common interest,

and at the same tune offer to some of our first
artists at once a high motive and a fair oppor-
tunity to try their powers in this new old.
method. The idea was surely a happy one

;and not the less seasonable that every one who
had considered the subject (at least every one
who understood it), felt that it was a method
which presented particular difficulties to some
of the ablest and most distinguished of our
painters, whose habitual style of execution,
whose aim in point of treatment of their sub-
ject and effect., had been precisely the reverse
of what is required in fresco.
The application of fresco painting to the

decoration of architecture demands the adap-
tation of parts to a whole

;
a preconcerted

mode of treatment, in which the painting shall
seem to be in unison with the original design
of the edifice; the harmonious combination of
many minds, working under the direction of
one mind, to one purpose: and, with regard
to the mechanical part of the process, it° re-
quires much thought and study in the prepa-
ration of the materials, and great care and
precision, as well as great rapidity, in the
execution.

I he advantage of mingling in the interior
decoration of a building isolated figures and
historical subjects with arabesque ornaments,

1
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THE BUILDER.

has been proved to be twofold. If th ® locall
Jy

btTsmah, ‘the space appears to be enlarged to

the eve by the involution and continuation ot

multiplied^ and varied forms and colours,

while, if the dimensions be large, the interest

is concentrated by the presence of a leading

idea connecting all these separate compart-

ments and all this maze of variety into one

hai nionious whole. The wild and dream-l.ke

arabesques are like vague, delicious music,

the historical subjects form resting-places for

the fancy ;
and the two in combination are like

the lyrical drama,— action, sentiment, and

melody woven together.

The building in question is very small,—quite

a toy, and is situated on an artificial mount in

the gardens, and overlooking the ornamental

waters. The view from the terrace m front of

it is beautiful, and will keep the stranger on Ins

first visit, for some time outside the object of

his search. Nash understood well the art ot

landscape gardening, and displayed much

skill in these grounds. It is almost impossible

to believe the proximity of this spot to bustling

town, it is so still and luxuriant; and the tri-

umphal arch at I-Iyde-park-coruer, seen above

the trees, renders the effect of the whole almost

magnificent. . ,

The entrance to the pavilion opens into the

principal apartment, an octagon 15 feet J

inches from side to side, and 14 feet 11 inches

in height to the centre of the vaulted ceiling.

It is here, in eight lunettes at the foot of the

vault, that the frescos from “ Comus ap-

pear, of which for the most part types have

been exhibited in the rooms of the Royal

Academy by the respective artists. Over the

entrance door, an indifferent place, is stan-

field’s/illustrative of the following passage

“ Yet some there he that by due steps aspire

To lay their just hands on that golden lcey

That opes the palace of Eternity.

To such my errand is.”

—

Comus, v. 12 1/

suffered materially if it had been allowed to

remain.
Two other rooms open out of the octagon

apartment : one to the left, which is purely

Romantic, the subjects being all taken from the

novels and poems of Sir Walter Scott, and the

other to the right, which may be termed

classical, having all the ornaments Pompeian.

The walls of the first room are painted in.

imitation of grey marble by Moxon, and form

decidedly the best specimen we ever saw. i fie

perfection of the face was attained by varnish-

ing it ten times, and rubbing it down after

each coat. . , •,

The subjects from the novels were painted

by 11. J. Townsend, C. Stonhouse, J. Severn,

R Doyle, and J. Dovle. The small land-

scapes are by E. AY. Dallas, and the bas-reliefs

were executed by J. Bell and 11. Timbiell.

The ceiling of the Pompeian room was de-

signed bv A. Aglio. The arabesques in the

panels of the octagon room were painted by

S. Rice, of the School of Design : the carving

of the doors in the same room were by G. B.

Lovati
;
the ceiling was painted by E. Mor-

ley; all the stuccoes were by G. W. Nicholl,

and the plaster work of AA; alter Scott’s room

by Bermasconi.
‘ In concluding our notice, it is right to men-

tion that the whole arrangement ot the deco-

rations, after the completion of the eight

frescos, was confided to Mr. Lewis Gruner, the

author of a fine work on “ Fresco decorations

in Italy during the 15th and 16th centuries,

with the express stipulation that all the ai lists

employed should he English, lhe Prince is

said to have taken considerable interest in the

works, and Her Majesty has been pleased

to order that they should be engraved and

published.

It is admirably transparent, and exhibits

more power over the material than the ma-

jority of the works. Passing round with the

sun, Mr. U wins’ follows, having for motto,

“ This is the place as well as 1 may guess,

AVhence even now the tumult of loud mirth

Was rife.”

Then comes Leslie: Ross follows. East-

lake’s is over the mantelpiece ;
Maclise, Ldwm

Landseer, and Dyce, complete the eight. A
copy of Mr. Eastlake’s work is now in the

Academy exhibition, and will he remembered

by all. ‘The lines illustrated are,

< ‘ If virtue feeble were
, „

Ileav’n itself would stoop to her.

Maclise shews the lady spell-bound in the

marble chair, and displays much of his usual

power. Mr. Landseer has found in the follow-

ing lines an opportunity to exhibit his great

skill in depicting the brute form :

, “ Their human countenance,

Th’ express resemblance of the gods, is changed

Into some brutish form of wolf or bear,
^

Or ounce or tiger, hog or bearded goat.”

Comus, v. G8
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Comus, surrounded by his crew, is terrified

by the approach of the brothers, who appeal

behind in the act of rushing upon them. A
bacchante, with a beautiful female form, and

the head of a hound, has thrown herself in

affright upon the arm of Comus. Other

monsters, half brute, half human, in various

attitudes of mad revelry— grovelling, bestial

insensibility— confusion and terror — are seen

around him
;
the pathetic, the poetical, the

horrible, the grotesque, all wildly, strangely

mingled. In the spandrils are two heads — a

grinning ape, and u bear drinking.
.

Mr. Dyce winds up the illustrations with

the presentation of the lady and her two bro-

thers to their parents, who come forth to le-

ceive them, and he has produced what must be

considered the best fresco, although wanting

in the right sentiment.

The lunette in which this is placed was for-

merly occupied by Mr. Etty, and as many ill-

natured comments have been made on the re-

moval of the fresco executed by him, it is but

just to say that the step was unavoidable. AA e

are much pained that so distinguished an artist

—the first colourist of the day,—should have

his work superseded, hut truth compels us to

say, after careful examination of the removed

panel, that the fame of Mr. Etty would have

CLOSING MEETING.

The meeting held on Monday last was one

of more than ordinary interest. The chair

was taken by Mr. Papworth, and Mr. Donald-

son introduced the Duke of Serradifalco, with

a well-deserved eulogy on his researches into

Sicilian antiquities, and his uniform kindness

to members of the Institute. Ilis grace was

not merely an honorary member, but he had

contributed five volumes, the fruits of his

labours. The antiquities of Sicily were pe-

culiarly interesting : the Doric order was

essentially different from the Doric of conti-

nental Greece, the Temple of Corinth being the

only example, which at all resembled in pro-

portions the Sicilian order. The island had

been favoured not only in art, in arclntectuie,

in bronzes, in statuary, but was a country of

great natural beauty and productiveness.

Its rivers abounded with fish, its caverns

with sulphur, and a deep veneration for

art had possessed the people. The work

of the Duke of Serradifalco consisted not

merely of measurements, hut in the 5th

volume were the deductions from his ob-

servations, matter tending to elucidate the

principles of art. His grace was then formally

admitted a corresponding member, and returned

thanks in suitable terms. Mr. Donaldson, in

announcing the contributions from foreign

members, commented upon the peculiar satis-

faction which must be felt at this, the closing

meeting of the session, in receiving the com-

pletion of two great works on architecture,

the one on Sicilian antiquities, and the other

the work of the Cavaliere Luigi Canina. 1 he

latter was the most complete illustration of

architecture, that had ever appeared, and as

the production of an individual, was in the

highest degree meritorious. It illustrated the

Egyptian, Greek, and Roman styles, in all

their variations, and was not a compilation,

but the result of a most careful study of the

monuments themselves. It consisted of nume-

rous folio plates, with accompanying letter-

press; one volume for each style, illustrating its

history, and a second descriptive ot the

examples. Hitherto, a complete work on

Grecian architecture had not appeared, hut

the want was now supplied. Another work,

by the same author, on the temple at Jerusalem,

was also announced, and though not so satis-

factory as the other, had some novel views on

this speculative subject. I he secretary an-

nounced the present of ten guineas to the

library fund from Mr. Sydney Smirlce, and of

Quatremhre de Quincy’s “ Lives of Architects;

from Mr. Bellamy, and read the report on t

adjudication of the premiums. The committi

found a decided superiority in the drawini

furnished, and awarded a copy of Wilkin

“ Vitruvius ” to Mr. W. AVood Deane, for t

best design for a portico to an assembly roo>

The design was praised for the effective tre

ment of the coffers, and ceiling of the portid

and it was noticed, that the modillions in t

pediment had been omitted, as well as 1

antce: but it was presumed,’that the abseii

of the former was deemed essential to 1

proper effect of the sculpture in the pedime

The report also noticed, that the Greeks wn

in the habit of constructing the lower com

of the wall in a portico, of blocks of gr;

height, and that the Romans occupied

similar situation with a plinth, and surl);

moulding, with a dado between
;
these pom

it appeared, had not been availed ot by
;

competitors. A copy of Britton and Pugi:

“ Public Buildings of London” was present

for the best series of sketches, to Mr. Jud

who also received a copy of AVood’s “ Lett

of an Architect,” for notes of papers reao

the Institute. The medal of the Institute t

presented to Mr. S. J. Nicholl, for an essay,

the various species and qualities of slal

Mr. Donaldson then read a letter tr

Vicenza, stating that one of the members

the academy there, was engaged in prepar

a life of Palladio, and requesting the assistat

of the Institute, in procuring access to

drawings and autograph of Palladio, in

possession of the Duke of Devonshire.

A description of an antique portico at I

mascus, communicated by VV . R. Hainiljj

Esq., honorary fellow, was read by the set

tury. It was first described in 1838, at >

Royal Society of Literature, having been -

covered by him, a considerable time previc

His visit was made at a period, when travel!

in the East was attended with great danj

and therefore he was unable to make a v

careful examination. He observed, that tu

were six granite columns, supporting an

tablature and pediment, and that in the cet

intercolumn, the entablature was carl

across in the form of an arch. 1 he style

clearly that of Baalbec and Palmyra, and

date therefore referrahle to the time of

Antonines. The cornice had great project

but had less height than usual in works

like date. The ruin was covered with rubt

up to a short space below the capitals, but

feet of the columns appeared in the ba:

below. It was the only known exampli

Roman architecture in Damascus, and mi

have been a part of the Temple of Serapi|

was seen by Col. Leake and others, and|

their observations, and those of Mr. llai

ton, all that had been known of it up M
present time was gained. In 1844,

, |
ever, it was seen by Sir Gardner AVilku

under more favourable circumstances, am

succeeded in getting sketches of it, and
J

measurements. The columns were calcul

to be 42 feet in height
;
they were set ra

close, with a wider space for the centre it

column. The whole entablature took

curve of the arch, the dentils radiating to

centre, and the dentils of the pediment t

placed at right angles to the raking me

tugs. At tile spring of the arch, in the tyt

nun of the pediment, were square aperfl

the use of which was not apparent. {

angular column was united to two piastre

a curious manner, the mouldings ot

pediment and entablature being broken

observable ill some caprices of Italian pro

lion. At this period, some remains ot cult

were found in other parts of the city.J

Donaldson commented upon the extraorm

disappearance of architectural works in

part of Syria. The prejudices of the .

long prevented the admission ot the iu

style, but at a later period, it could' n,

doubted, that the country abounded in Kt

works, which it was the system of tm

perial government to raise in the com

subjugated, and we were aware that in '

parts of Syria, as in the Decapolis, a

Arabia Petnea, at Petra, were magm

works. Mr. Scoles stated, that in his jo

to Damascus, and in other parts ot Sj

had seen a great number of fragmentsc

Roman Corinthian order, ot which thcr

been no mention by any traveller.

Damascus, although he had examined



of the city, he was not aware of the ex-
ice of the portico described, which had
been mentioned to him by Mr. Hamilton
ubsequent to his visit.*

a account of the remains of the ancient
of Agrigentum was read by Mr. Angel],
said, that amongst the ruins of Magna

lia, none were of greater interest than
: he was about to describe. They had not
.wful solitude of Selinus and Poestum, but
pied a most picturesque site near the
rn city of Girgenti. Their architectural
icter would afford much matter for ex-
ation. To any one who might visit them,
Capuchin convent in the neighbourhood
1 afford comfortable lodging, and occa-
Hy no bad cheer. Amongst the remains
those ofseveral temples of the Doric order.
Temple of Juno Lucina was hexastyle, pe-
al, and formerly contained the celebrated
e of Juno by Zeuxis. There were some
ns of the peribolus. The Temple of Con-
vas similar in plan to the Temple of Juno.
3 Temple of Esculapius, the only remains
i part of the cella, and fragments of the
ises to the roof

;
but it had been ascer-

, that it was a temple in antis. The
le of Hercules was the largest after the
le of Jupiter Olympius

;
one column was

ng, but a restoration had been published
Duke of Serradifalco, who had found
of polyehromy. The Temple of Jupiter
'•us was the second in magnitude, of all
nples of ancient Greece

;
it was never

!ted, not having had a roof. The Greeks
0 modes of arrangement in the plans of
s

;
one was that of the wags, with columns

?, or portico at the end, and the other,
the naos was surrounded by columns,
imple under notice partook of both
1

the columns being, as it were, built
ie wall, appearing circular without, and
within. The structure was of vast size,
ute of the columns being, as described
torus, wide enough for a man to stand
wo fee t at the lower diameter. Mr.
eH’s restoration, in the fifth volume of
i “Athens,” has seven columns in the
ie telamones, or Persians, being placed
the naos for the support of the roof,
igurcs were twenty-five feet in height,
resented the giants conquered by Ju pi-
style of art they resemble the Eginetan
e, though the pediments were enriched
rk of a better description. Sig. Raf-
oliti, corresponding member of the Jn-
lad made a restoration entirely different
ae described, though he now admitted
ater probability of Mr. Cockerell’s,
oration was not, however, entirely un-
:d, as fragments of but three telamones
i found, and there was a passage in an
or, describing a building with three
rming the portico; which figures had
eited in the arms ot the modern city,
gures remain in the arms, Sig. Politi
*d he had sufficient authority for con-
the temple, originally built with a Por-
tico. Besides the above, there are
of the temples of Castor and Pollux,
n, and in the modern city, which was
the Acropolis, of the Temple of Jupi-
enus. There was also a Temple of
d Proserpine, and, in the modern ca-
t sarcophagus, enriched with sculp-
I'her remains in the city were those of

the oratory of Phalarides, and of the tomb of
fheron. The latter was one of those singular
monuments, which the Agrigentines were in
the habit of raising to their horses, and was
the only one not destroyed by Hannibal. That
general, finding that the monuments round the
walls gave shelter to the besieged in their
sallies, ordered them all to be cleared away;
but a flash of lightning deterred the soldiers
from completing their work. The monument
is a singular edifice; it has Ionic columns,
but a Doric entablature, and stands upon a lofty
basement. In the intercolumns are recesses
or doorways, diminished upwards. The pis-
cina was a large basin, nearly a mile in cir-
cumference; it was used for the supply of the
city with fish, and afterwards for bathing.
Mr. Angell concluded his account with some
interesting remarks on the former state of the
city, and, quoting the words of Pericles, said
that “ the Agrigentines built like men who
expected to live for ever, and lived as if they
expected to die to-morrow.”
Mr. Donaldson drew attention to the fact,

that in Great Britain we were reproached for
our restricted pursuit of wealth, and for our
assumed inability to execute great works of
art, whilst the people of Agrigentum, with a
small territory, as well as all the cities of
ancient Greece, depended solely upon com-
merce, and yet had produced works of un-
equal magnitude and beauty. He also made
some interesting remarks upon the “ hepta-
style” arrangement of the columns, and said
that there were other examples at Pcestum,
and probably in the Temple of Hercules at
Pompeii, and observed, that the Greeks often
set at nought many of the rules, which we are
accustomed to observe, when they thought, that
in so doing, other advantages might be gained.
In large temples, if there had been a centre in-
tercolumn, there would have been a doorway,
but in this case they preferred to put a column
in the middle, and place a door on each 6ide.
The Duke of Serradifalco said, that he con-
sidered this was not the principal entrance,
and shewed, from his work, that he had given
six columns and a central doorway in the other
front. Mr. Donaldson exhorted the members
to greater activity in contributing to the in-
terest of the meetings

;
and after thanks to

the chairman, the meetings were adjourned to
November next. * *

HOWDEN CHURCH, YORKSHIRE.
YORKSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

THE HEIGHT OF CHIMNEY SHAFTS.
AWARD UNDER THE BUILDINGS ACT.

r here mention, that letters, which we have re-
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lich the hand of genius revelled in ornament isunto a receptacle for filth and ordure.
’

It is necessary builders should bear in mind
that in schedule P. it is declared, that any
chimney-shaft (except thatof a steam-engine,
brewery distillery, or manufactory,—subject
o special supervision) must not be built higher
than 8 feet above the slope, flat, or gutter of
the roof winch it adjoins, measured from the
ugliest point ofjunction, unless such chimney-

sl aft be built of increased thickness, or be
built With and bonded to another chimney
Shaft, or be otherwise rendered secure

Messrs. Gnssell and Peto recently carriedup the chimney-shafts of three houses in Grey-
hound-place, Grange-road, to a height of lateet , inches above the adjoining building
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lial Caesar, dead, ar.d turn’d to clav
t stop ahole, to keep the wind away :
It that earth, which kept the world in awed patch a wall to expel the winter’s flaw I”
.’ium Jerusaiern, the writer says, “ I am send
tiquities found in digging foundations here*c Doric order; the echinus is quite straiirTit’d m under the abacus, as we fin3 it in the bestiples
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..icy is buiied in filth to an immense depth. Atind cornices, capitals, and other fragments, in-
ching of interest thereat a previous period.
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The matter was sent to the referees, and theaward was that the chimney-shafts were eon?trary to the Act and that the same muskbemade conformable thereto. The expenses ofthe award and2/. 2s. forthe district-surveyor’s
time were charged to the builders.

’

Effect of new Railwavs on the PnicrOF Coals IX London.—Mr. Mahon, in giy.ing his evulence before the committee on theCambridge and Lincoln line of railway, stated

i De,°l
mana

f,
ement of coal-minesm Dei b)shne for twenty yeiu-s past; that the

coal-fields of Clay Cross, Wingerfield, andStaley, were capable of unlimited supply, andhe befieved that the Clay Cross an? 1’taleycoals were quite equal to the Durham. By
the proposed new lines of railway these coals
could be delivered in London at 14s. lOd. per
on

; Erewash coals as low as 10s. 6d.
; while

fie Wingerworth, which were not so good in
quiihty, could not be delivered in London under
Hs, 6d. per ton.
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?
n of works of archeological amiarchitectural interest, and other business connected with the society, the following report ofthe restorations going on in the parilhehurohHowden, Yorkshire, was read

’

T„ „ . „ . .

“ Howden, July lGth, 1845To the Secretaries and Committee of theYork
shire Architectural Society

Gentlemen,-We beg leave to lay before
) u an account of the progress of the work ofrestoration of the parish church of Ilowden*towards which your society liberally grantedus the sum of 40/.
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1. As to the tower, the upper story has had
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8been removed, and blueslate, of the best and strongest quality, intro-
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tea The second story has beenpartially reglazed. The stone work has beencompletely repaired, and the glazing done in amost substantial and workmanlike manner

4 he architect superintending the work has ex-pressed Ins entire satisfaction in this depart-ment of the restoration. The work now ef-iected only shews more fully the necessity ofopening and glazing the whole of the windows
in this story, which can only be effected at anadditiona! cost of GO/. A floor which origin,
ally divided these windows in half has beenremoved, and the effect is truly imposing.
.
- f

lle east window is now iu the course ofinsertion over the screen, which originally
separated the choir from the transepts: thostained glass to fill it has been contracted for
Si“.

1

,s ln
,

*he course of execution by Mr.’
}

ailes, ot Newcastle, and in a short time thisdepartment of the work will be complete.

from tl,r.
reens seParate l|ie new chance!tiom the transepts are of carved oak, and willbe ready for fixing as soon as the masonry isf ,,

Wlen tlm ,s d,>ne, the new churchmil be thrown open to tho nave; tho pulpit
i amoved from tho centre aisle to the firs? pierof the nave, on the south, and the reading newto the south pier of the church arch.

P
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0 ‘ ,’er r«t°' ations have been effected, whichm the opinion of our architects, Messrs’Weightman and Hadfield, add much to thobeauty and character of our church

costof 4fin/
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,hese at acost of 400/., m addition to what your societyso libei ally granted, we hope there will be nohesitation in allowing tho payment of 40/ tob
. ??';,

made t0 as 011 behalf of the object forwhich that sum was specially granted.

...
h,

.

lst "e feel deeply indebted to the Yorkshire Architectural Society for its past libe-rality, we trust we shall not be thought too encrouching if wc ask a further donation to helpus in causing out to perfection the whole ofthe masonry and glazing „f the tower ™pledging ourselves to make up the remainingmoney and complete the work to the satisfac.
°f tho society—We beg leave to remain,

your obedient and faithful servants,
T. Guy, Vicar,
W. Sugden, Churchwarden.’

After the reading- of this repoit, one of the
secretaries of the society, who had previously
visited Howden, made his official statement
which was as follows :

—
“ Howden, July 16, 1845.

To the Committee of the Yorkshire Architec-
tural Society.

Gentlemen,— I have this day visited
Howden, in order to inspect and report upon
the restorations now going- on in its parish
church. I have carefully examined every part
and can most conscientiously state that the*
work so far accomplished has been of the
most satisfactory kind. The zeal and skill
displayed by the vicar, churchwarden and
architects are beyond any praise of mine’- and
whilst the Yorkshire Architectural So’c-ielv
cannot but feel gratified in having been thlmeans of encouraging such a restoration by aliberal grant of 40/., it will do well to mLany future appeal for further help by suchassistance as may be in its power. In a fewwoids, the work is most creditable to all
parties concerned, and has excited in the
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breasts of the parishioners of Howden an

5l;:t:^e^^“rta<|i.grant

of money towards completing the glazing of

the tower was given by the venerable chairman.

The antiquary and archaeologist cannot

better bestow his mite than by assisting the

vicar and churchwardens in this spirited un-

dertaking. We hope very shortly to see their

most anxious wishes fully realized.

At a meeting of the society, subsequently

held the same day, a paper was read on IIbe

History and present Condition of the Churches

of York.”

GLASS.

At a meeting of the Decorative Art Society

held July 9th, “ a general view of the histoiy

and application of glass” was read by Mr.

Cooper, and afforded considerable interest

He remarked on the 18th verse of the 37th

chapter of Job, the translation of winch has

been rendered differently in some recent

editions of the Bible,-on the construction of

the Portland vase, as of layers of glass of dll-

ferent colours, cut away by drills in the man-

ner of cameos; lie exhibited drawings of

Roman glass from examples in the British

Museum, found at Reculvers, Canterbury,

Hemel Hempstead, and elsewhere, and ob-

served that the Romans were the first to in-

troduce glass into this kingdom. He con-

tended that plate glass was first made by the

Venetians, and that they supplied Europe till

nearly the end of the seventeenth century : and

he noticed the manner in which Colbert

assisted in establishing a manufactory for plate

glass at Cherburg, in 1664, and that m 1668

the French produced plates 84 by 50 inches.

In 1673, Villiers, Duke of Buckingham,

established some Venetians in the manufacture

of plate glass at Lambeth, and this afterwards

led to the formation of the British Plate Glass

and other Companies. The injurious effects of

different restrictive duties and excise regula-

tions at the respective periods of change there-

in were also explained. .

The process of enamelling was illustrated,

also a peculiar property in the coarse bottle-

glass, by which when brought a second time

to a red heat it will bear to be thrown into cold

water, without change of form
;

a knowledge

of this fact may possibly lead to a method of

soldering joints in its application as water-pipes,

which has been recently spoken of.

Malleable glass and glass produced from the

bones of skeletons and formed into a com-

memorative statue were incidentally noticed.

Specimens of some continental glass, not at

present equalled or produced by our manu-

facturers, were shewn, and conjectures offered

as to the processes adopted in their formation.

The Mercure SSgusien speaks of a marvel-

lous invention which has come to light within

the walls of Saint-Etienne— the production

of a sort of glass as malleable when cold as

while red-hot. The Moniteur des Arts says,

in,reporting it;

—

“ This new metal, which ere long will be of

more value than gold, and which the inventor

has called Silicon, is of a white colour, very

sonorous, and as brilliant and transparent as

crystal. It can be obtained, with equal ease,

opaque or coloured ;
combines with various

substances, and some of these combinations

produce shades of extraordinary beauty It is

without smell- very ductile, very malleable;

and neither air nor acids affect it. It can be

blown like glass, melted, or stretched out into

long threads of perfect regularity. It is very

hard, very tough, and possesses the qualities

of molten steel in the very highest degree,

without requiring to be tempered by the exist-

ing process, which, as is well known, offers no

certainty—while the result of the new method

is sure.” * * A variety of objects have been

manufactured with this silicon
;
which are

about to be submitted to public exhibition on

the Place of the Hotel de Ville, at Saint-

Etienne.

RESTORATION OF ETON COLLEGE
CHAPEL.

We mentioned some time since that a limited

competition was going on for the commission

to restore and decorate this chapel. I he root,

amongst other things, is understood to be con-

structively so defective, as to render alteration

absolutely necessary. The competitors were

five in number, and Mr. Shaw, Mr. Benjamin

Ferrey, and Mr. Nesfield were appointed to

select and recommend the best plan. They

met on Monday last, and after due considera-

tion pronounced unanimously in favour of the

design submitted by Mr. Deason.

Mr. Ferrey was originally included in the

list of competitors, but declined sending in.

A second portion of stained glass has just

been placed in the large altar window. The

whole of the three compartments are now

filled with the Crucifixion and Resurrection
;

the twelve apostles are to occupy the remaining

lights. Painted glass is in progress for the

two side windows next the altar. The whole

of the interior of the chapel will no doubt be

highly decorated.

THE PILE DRIVING MACHINE.

Decoration of the New Houses.—Mr.

Herbert, A.R.A., has received a commission

for the Hall of Poets. Mr. Dyce has been

commissioned to execute a work for the House

of Lords,

The Devonport Telegraph has the following

notice of the application at Morice Town of

the invention which we described in a recent

number.
.

The application of steam power to the pur-

poses of pile driving, which the extremely in-

genious, but at the same time simple invention

of Mr. J. Nasmyth has secured, renders what

was the most tedious and laborious portion of

works on the sea-shore the most common-

place
;
and, in its application at the new works

at Morice Town, we understand effects a saving

of time equal to nearly two years, and in the

amount of expense no less a sum than titty

thousand pounds. But for this invention the

great sea wall would have had to be built in

several compartments, as with the power be-

fore used it was found impossible to erect a

coffer-dam of the required length strong

enough to resist the force and immense weight

of water without. The fears of the Admiralty

and their engineers on this point were so

strong, that they were with some difficulty

overcome
;
hence the length of the delay in

proceeding with the works, which at one time

gave rise to reports of the site being abandoned

by the Government; and not until the con-

tractors offered bonds of indemnity, such as

could not fail to convince Government of then-

great confidence in the plan proposed, was

consent given to the required deviation from

the specifications. The length of the great

coffer-dam or sea-wall now forming will be up-

wards of 1,600 feet, and will be composed of a

double row of piles, varying from 55 to 66 feet

in length, and from 14 to 16 inches square,

driven as closely together as possible, so as to

form two vast impervious walls of timber,

which will effectually exclude the sea during

the period occupied in the excavation of the

soil within, and the formation of the granite

walls of the great steam dock. The dimen-

sions of this coffer-dam are quite unprece-

dented, and its gigantic proportions have re-

sulted from the high opinion of the powers

and capabilities which Messrs. Baker and Son,

the contractors, had formed of Mr. Nasmyth s

invention before it had been put to the test of

actual trial; and to these gentlemen too much

praise cannot be given for the enterprising

spirit which they exhibited in this matter, and

we sincerely trust they will reap the most sub-

stantial advantages as their reward, in being

the first to introduce so important a machine

to the notice of the world. There are two

features which most remarkably distinguish

this important invention from all pile-driving

machines. These consist, in the first place, in

the direct manner in which the elastic power

of the steam is employed to lift up the mass

of iron by whose fall on the head of the pile it

is driven into the ground
;
and, secondly, in

the peculiar manner in which the block of

iron and its guide, case, and cylinder, are made

to sit, as it were, on the shoulders of the pile,

so as to predispose and assist it in its descent

into the ground. In this manner the entire

dead weight of this part of the apparatus is

rendered available, and made to act in a most

important degree as a portion of the pile-

driving agency ;
and as the entire part oi the

appparatus follows the pile down, it nev

ceases for one instant to yield a most i

portant assistance towards the attainment:

the desired object. The energy and rapid:

of the blows, which are dealt out on the head

the pile at the rate of upwards of seventy f

minute! is such that, assisted by the dead weip

of the apparatus sitting on the shoulders of

pile, it is seen to sink into the ground in stei

varying from 6 feet to 3 inches per stroke,

whole operation of driving the pile, 60 feet

length, occupying little more than from two i

a half to four minutes
;
in fact, such is

ease and rapidity with which these enormi

piles are driven into the ground by this pow

ful machine when compared with the

system, that the spectator is as much mclH

to laugh at the ridiculous contrast, as to

astonished at its vast powers and the perl

control under which it is placed. The wb

movements are governed by one handle,

gulating the supply of steam from the boile

the cylinder and piston, which yields the

quisite rising and falling motion of the m
key or hammer that drives the pile. Wen
particularly attracted by the simple and

cient contrivance which Mr. Nasmyth i

adopted for carrying the steam from the be

to the cylinder on the head of the pile, nam

by wrought-iron jointed pipes, which folc

in the most beautiful manner in a succesi

of joints or lengths, so as to aceommodatei

length of steam at all the various height

the apparatus, which having to dest

through a perpendicular space of upward!

60 feet, in following down the sinking
]

double up or fold together in the most pei

yet simple manner. The same boiler wt

supplies steam to the actual pile-driving a

ratus, likewise affords steam to a small en

which is employed to give the requisite 1

motive action to the whole apparatus in ei

direction, so as to cause it to move trom

to pile. This same small engine “ hoists

pitches ” the piles in the most perfect mat

also raises the pile-driving apparatus to

head of the highest pile, some ot which ai

feet in height, and places it on the shoul

of the pile with the utmost ease and exact

Some idea of the performance of this mac

may be formed, when we state that it d

a pile of 66 feet in length in four minutes, \

with the ordinary machines upwards of fi

or twenty hours would be occupied in c

the same work
;

to say nothing of the e

absence of all damage to the head of the

which, in the case of the employment ot

Nasmyth’s machine, is notin the slightes

gree injured, while driving; such a pile b

ordinary machine the head of the pile

shattered and split by the repetition of its

structive and ineffective blows, as to requ

be cutoff and reheaded several times d

the operation. Practical pile drivers will

some idea of the remarkable superiority i

action of Mr. Nasmyth’s machine, whe

inform them that the iron hoop, hitherto

iloyed to preserve the head of the pile

leing split into matches, in the steam

driver is entirely dispensed with, am

heads of the piles, after driving, bear scl

any evidence of force having been appl

them. It is almost impossible to form

tion of the vast and important results '

will issue from this new and powerful

in the construction of great marine v

harbours of refuge, piers, embank men

the recovering of land, timber embank

for railways, and a vast number of other li

tant works, which will now be as easy ol

cution as the most ordinary of underta

and the most extensive and tedious ol

cesses be reduced to one of the most i

and rapid of operations.

Burning Glasses Extraordinary

Sunday week, Mr. Morgan, draper, of

gavennv, on going to his counting-how

surprised at smoke arising from a b

shawls, of first-rate quality, which ha

arrived. The skylight of the room is

posed of panes of glass, the centres ol si

which present that protuberance, teen

denominated “ bull’s eyes these fori

focus, concentrated the rays ot the su

the consequence was, that a large and un

hole was burned through the pile ot s

whereby considerable damage was susl

fortunately the goods were insured.—

.
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EXAMINATION IN LINES AND CURVES *

17- What is a parabola, and in what does it

differ from the hyperbola? Give the descrip-

tion of the difference in words that an artist

can understand.

18. Point out examples of applications of

the parabolic form in architecture.

19. How are the terms convex and concave
applied to lines ?

20. What is a point of contrary flexure in

a curve? and point out instances of different

forms of inflected lines used in architecture.

21. What is a cusp of a curve or line, and

what are their different varieties and modes of

tracing- them, or lines having them ?

22. What is a node of a curve or line, and
what are their different forms, and the simple

means by which they may be traced? and shew
also how parts or the whole of different nodes
may be applied in architecture.

23. What is a waved curve or line, and what
are their different varieties? Point out in-

stances of their application in architecture.

24. Shew how by continuous motion a wave
line may be drawn, having the quickest part of

each convexity, and the quickest part of the

concavity, of the same degree of curvature.

25. Shew how by continuous motion a gra-

dation of waved lines may be drawn between a

given form of a deep wave and a shallow one,

and shew when such means would be useful in

architecture.

26. Shew another example of a wave line

when the curvature of the quickest part of one
convexity is large, the quickest part of the con-
cavity is less, and the quickest part of the next
convexity still less.

27 . What is a spiral line, and what are their

different varieties ? Jos. Jopling.

STIMULANTS FOR ARCHITECTURAL
STUDENTS.

The Society of Arts offer their gold medal-
lion for the best original design for a national

edifice for the reception of monuments, statues,

and busts of eminent public men deceased,

with galleries to contain pictures commemora-
tive of their deeds. The building to be de-

signed in a classical style of architecture, and
to be supposed to be placed on an eminence in

the vicinity of London, as, for instance, Prim-
rose Hill. The drawings to consist of a plan,

elevation, and a transverse and longitudinal

section to a scale of three-quarters of an inch

to 10 feet, and a perspective view. Also a

gold medallion for the best design for a hemis-

pherical timber-roof, circular base plan 100

feet diameter; framed to admit of an aperture

for light, in the centre, of 25 feet diameter.

The quantity of timber to be specified in cubic

feet, and likewise the weight of wrought and
cast iron respectively. The design to consist

iof a plan and section, with such parts shewn as

large as may be necessary to fully explain the

mode of construction, and to be accompanied
iby a model of one quarter of the roof to a scale

(of not less than three-eighths of an inch to a

•foot. The model and drawings to be sent in

ion or before the third Tuesday in January,

4846; and, if rewarded, to become the property

lof the society.

They further offer rewards for

1. Any improvement in the construction,

drainage, or ventilation of barns, stables, and
[other farm-buildings, or in the arrangement of

a farm-yard, or in the construction and hang-
ing of gates.

2. For the best method of constructing

economical and durable fencing for agricultural

puposes, particularly as relates to the preser-

vation of posts and other timbers inserted in

ithe ground.
3. For any improvement in the method of

tbuilding, heating, ventilating, and managing
hot- houses, conservatories, or other construc-

tions for similar purposes.

Tenniei.’s Cartoon. — We are glad to

learn that the coloured sketch exhibited by

Mr. Tenniel in Westminster Hall, to which in

our review of the cartoons much commenda-
tion was awarded, has been purchased for

100 guineas by Mr. Lewis Pocock, F.8.A.,

ithe able honorary secretary to the Art-Union
fof London.

DOMESTIC CHAPELS.

The retention of domestic chapels was one
of the last vestiges of old piety to yield to mo-
dern indifference. The custom of attaching

chapels to mansions of commanding dignity

survived even the shock of the outbreak of

1688: nay in the palaces of Blenheim and
Chatsworth, built by two of the chief actors in

that scene, they are to be found
;

while, to

quote a still later case, when during the last

century a modern dwelling was reared within

the walls of Warwick Castle, the chapel was
not forgotten. Such chapels of course are

quoted not as models, but as instances. It

was reserved for another generation utterly to

alienate private pomp from gratitude to The
Giver of all good things. Now, as may be
supposed, people are again beginning to require

them, and we may be reasonably accused of

neglect for not having sooner treated on the

subject.

Regarding the stile of the chapel, if the

house be of any period of pointed architecture,

or if it be of that no-stile so frequent in our

rural abodes, there will, we trust, be little

doubt that the only style in which it can pos-

sibly be built is the middle pointed. If, how-
ever, the chapel have to be attached to an

Italian villa, there is less unreasonableness in

questioning whether or not it should corre-

spond with the style of the.mansion to which it

is to be adjoined. But we have no doubt as to

what ought to be done. We should say to the

proprietor : boldly acknowledge the former

mistake, and let your chapel at least be in cor-

rect style, and the first fruits of your amended
taste. (?) It is no part of our office to recom-
mend second-best courses, and therefore we
shall say no more about style. Ancient
canons forbid the placing of living apartments

over a consecrated building, and reverence

would equally counsel against their standing

under them, when, as in the case of a country

house, there is no lack of surrounding space

to occupy. Therefore our chapel must be de-

tached from the adjoining buildings, and if

possible should be further separated from the

rest of the house by a sort of cloister; and the

chaplain’s apartment too (which may be adapt-

ed to serve also as a sacristy) should rather

range with the sacred building, than be merely
one or two rooms of the secular portion of

the house; if, that is, it be intended that he
should not degenerate into a carpet-parson,

—

a risk very possible,—one which has innu-

merable times occurred, and should in every

legitimate way be avoided.

Domestic chapels form, just as much as

cathedrals, parish churches, college chapels,

cemetery chapels, a distinct genus of places of

worship, and like other genera, have their own
peculiar rules, to be deduced from the nature

of the case, to govern their construction and
arrangement. At first sight it might be

imagined that the college chapels would be a

safe guide to follow in their arrangement:
there is, however, this cardinal difference be-

tween the two, that college chapels are for

the use of a community in its nature religious,

—domestic, for one in its nature lay. Thence
it arises that the internal disposition of the

one will be totally different from that of the

other. College chapels, being for the sole

use of a religious body, are all choir, the nave
being reduced to the functions and dimensions
of a mere ante-chapel. Domestic chapels, on
the other hand, only require, as a general
rule, the chancel of one priest, the congrega-
tion being disposed in the nave, and therefore

the chancel should not bear a greater propor-
tion to the nave than the one does to the other
in a parish church. We do not here refer to

episcopal chapels, which should be treated

separately, but of which we may venture to

assert that they bear, or should bear, consider-

able affinity to college chapels, and that there-

fore while accommodation is provided for the

lay members of the household in the nave,

ample room should be afforded in the stalls

for the bishop and his clerks. Again, from

the limited dimensions of the domestic chapel,

coupled with the privacy which invests it as

a place of family worship, it is unnecessary for

the distinction between the nave and the chan-

cel to be indicated by any external difference

of size.

Externally the lofty roof should be crowned

with a cross, and the whole architecture should

be of an ornate cast. Internally the architect

must be especially careful not to make the
building toy-like, and a Lilliputian imitation

of more vast religious structures. The de-

sire of giving the greatest satisfaction to his

patron, may not improbably make him incur
the risk of doing this. For instance, the

roof need not always be groined. On the

other hand, he should be still more careful to

admit nothing that was not, in proportion to

the means of the householder, very costly.

The chapel should always be the richest apart-

ment in the house, and this in these days of
exceeding luxury is not saying a little.

The cbancel, which should be raised at

least a step, will of course be screened off

from the nave, and contain all the requisite

furniture, including stalls for such clerks as

may from time to time be inmates of the
house.

The ancient distinction of the sexes should
be invariably maintained in the arrangement
of the nave, the men occupying the south,
and the women the north side. The chapel
of Haddon Hall has aisles to the nave, of
which the north is very narrow and unoc-
cupied, but the south still retains its open seats.

This chapel is in itself very picturesque, but

we should not recommend it as a model
;

it is

far too like a parish church in miniature.

Aisles are both cumbersome and unnecessary
in domestic chapels.

The nave will contain both lettern and
litany-stool

;
on no account however a font.

As an article of general use a font is unneces-
sary in a private chapel, as an ornament worse
than meaningless, as a provision for cases of

emergency a dangerous temptation.

The entrance, if possible, should be either

on the north or south side, and as we have
before said, from a sort of cloister. The ar-

rangement of the belfry, and its nature, must
depend upon circumstances. We need not
say that orientation must be attended to.

—

Ec-
clesiologist

,
New Series.

IRON AND THE IRON TRADE.

A very important improvement in the manu-
facture of iron has been made by a Mr. Green, of
New Jersev, effecting a saving in labour and ma-
terial of 33 per cent. The process is a modifica-

tion of Mr. Clay’s patent for the production of
iron direct front the ore by|theuse of anthracite,

and is as follows :—six tons of pulverised iron

ore are mixed with two tons of anthracite coal

dust, and the whole poured in at the top of a
reverberatory furnace upon the slag bed be-

low
;

it is then to be worked into a loose

granulated mass, and pushed to the furthest

end of the hearth : four tons of cast pig-iron

are then to be introduced, and, when at a
white heat, it is to be heaped on the already

half fused ore, and worked up into balls, to be
treated in the same way as if the whole were
pig metal. It is expected the process will en-

able every furnace to double its make, and,

of course to render the metal much cheaper.

At the late meeting of the British Asso-

ciation, at Cambridge, Mr. Watt read a report

on the Iron Trade in Scotland, from which it

appears that at the present moment there are

extensive new iron-works erecting in Scotland,

especially in Ayrshire and in Renfrewshire.

At several of the old works considerable addi-

tions are being made to the number of fur-

naces now at work. The increase in the

annual quantity of pig iron smelted in that

country in April, 1845, amounts to 37'4 per

cent. And there is every appearance that

before another year expires, a similar in-

crease will be made in the amount of iron pro-

duced in Scotland.

Sir J. Guest, of Dowlar’s Works, in evidence

before the Import Duties Committee, 1840,

stated that

—

The iron made at the beginning

of this century amounted to. . . . 150,000 tons.

In ,,

In 1825 581,000 ,,

In 1828 703,000 „
In 1835 1,000,000 „
In 1836 1,200,000 „
In 1840 1,500,000 ,,

Mr. Jessop, of the Butterley Works, esti-

mated the annual produce in Great Britain, ex-

clusive of Ireland in 1840, at 1,396,400 tons,

and the quantity of coal used for smelting that

quantity was 4,877,090 tons, besides 2,000,000

tons for converting into wrought-iron.
* See page 340 ante,



CARVED STAIRCASE, BELSIZE HOUSE,
HAMPSTEAD.

The richly-carved staircase still remaining
in the old portion of Belsize House, Hamp-
stead, is well deserving a careful inspection

;
it

is a more elaborate, but certainly not so elegant
a specimen as the one by Inigo Jones, given in
a former number of the Builder;* but this
staircase is of late date, either that of the reign
of James II. or the one following, when the
architecture of the day was overflowing with
heavy and senseless ornament. Belsize House
was at that time in the possession of the Earl
of Chesterfield, and we can imagine that the
greater portion of the old building having been
pulled down, some new parts and rich deco-
rations were added to it by that nobleman.
1 he staircase is of considerable size

;
there are

four large compartments, of which the print
shews the first on the ground floor, and four
smaller ones : the whole of these are varied in
design, and the carving perfect on both sides.
1 he effect of it at present is rather injured by
being painted to imitate bronze.

Belsize House was, a century back, a cele-
biated and rather depraved place of amuse-
ment; the accounts respecting it are very
curious. It was necessary for the protection of
its visitors, to have first twelve and afterwards
twenty “ s'out fellows compleatly arm'd, to
patrole betwixt London and Belsize, to pre-

* See Vol. II. p. 654,

vent the insults of highwaymen or footpads,
which may infest the road.” A comic poem
of the date 1722 declares

—

“ that thirty men shall be
Upon the road for their security :

But whether one-half of this rabble-guard,
(Whilst t other half ’s asleep on watch and ward,)
Dont rob the people they pretend to save,
I to the opinion of the reader leave.”

Full accounts of this place will be found in
Lyson’s “ Environs ” second volume, in Park’s
“Topography of Hampstead,” or in the
fourth volume of the “ Pictorial History of
England ;” the latter work gives a represen-
tation of the front of the house, copied from a
very rare print. C. J. Richardson.

PROPOSED NEW UNIVERSITY OF
LONDON.

In consequence of the great increase in the
number of candidates for matriculation in the
University of London this year, the chambers
of the University at Somerset House not being
sufficiently spacious to accommodate the whole
of them, the principal of King’s College, on
being applied to, placed one of the lecture-
rooms of that institution at the disposal of the
senate during the examination. This want of
room shews the necessity, and suggests the
propriety, of erecting a structure, that shall be

ornamental to the first city of the empire,
worthy of the age in which we live, and suita-
ble to the present and future wants of a
Metropolitan University. The editor of the
Morning Chronicle has recently penned a few
remarks on the subject. He says : “The present
‘ apartments ’ have become ludicrously insuffi-

cient for the purposes for which they are re-
quired. What must be the impression on the
mind of a stranger (drawing his idea of the ap-
pearance of an English university from the noble
piles of building which adorn our ancient seats
of learning) when he asks for the University of
London, and is directed to a staircase (which
he of course takes for the porter’s-Iodge)

—

and, on entering, sees written up in large
characters, * University of London on the
second floor !

’ The second floor might
indeed do well enough for the cradle of the
University; but seeing that this institution is

no longer an infant, but now in the eighth
year of its age—that it is already fed by
twenty-five colleges, and threatens to become
a very giant in stature,—it does seem but com-
mon justice to give it room enough to stretch
its limbs in. It has been ‘cabin’d, cribb’d,
confin’d’ long enough. It ought to have a
proper ‘ local habitation ’ now that it has
acquired a ‘ name.’ And, seriously, now
that the legislature are providing so hand-
somely for the Irish colieges, we think that
something ought to be done for the benefit of
colleges in England.”
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IRON-WORK TO DOOR OF DARTMOUTH
CHURCH, DEVONSHIRE.

Considerable taste and skill in ancient

times were displayed in all kinds of iron-work
;

this has been already most efficiently pointed

out in these pages. The subject represented

above, is a striking example of the boldness of

ancient designers and workmen, and such that

;is indeed calculated to make their modern
irepresentatives stare. The style of the iron-

work on the door at Dartmouth Church, is

that ofthe reign ofEdward III. Thedate, which

appears 1631, is a puzzle; it either proves that

in some parts of the country the different styles

lingered for a considerable period longer than

we now please to allow, or it proves thattheiron-

work belonged to an older door, and was brought
there in that year. This latter supposition is

the more likely to be correct, as it appears im-

iperfect towards the lower portion, as if it had

(been made for a taller door
;
the style of the

lchurch is that of the reign of Edward III.

C. J. Richardson.

: SETTING OUT CURVES ON RAILWAYS.

Your correspondent, “Amateur,” in a recent

mumber (June H) of The Builder, requested

ito be furnished with a method for setting out

icurves on railways. Tn the absence of any

(answer being yet afforded to his inquiry, [

(venture to give the one I have usually adopted,

(and which in practice I have found to be

isimple and expeditious.

It is obvious that from the great radii of

railway curves in general it would be impos-

sible to strike them as in the usual manner,
from a fixed centre. But the known relation

between the sine and versed sine of an arc

affords a ready means of effecting the same
object.

For instance, in the annexed diagram, let

A be the point whence the curve is

proposed to commence with a radius, A
C, of 60 or 80 chains, as the case

may be. From the point A set

off on the ground any convenient

distance A T, of say 10 chains,

marking each chain in its length.

Then at the point B, the end of the

first chain, set off B D at right angles

to A B. Now if the ordinate B D be

taken equal to the versed sine of an

arc of a circle of the given radius,

with a sine of one chain D, is the

locus, of the curve to be described

at that point. The formula for cal-

culating the value of B D is of easy

application, being always equal to ra-

dius — \/rad.8 — sin.8
;
and the same

process will apply to any other re-

quired point in the curve, merely

substituting tbe value of sin8 in the

expression, as the distances in the

tangent, AT, increase from the point

A. It is advisable, more particu-

larly in uneven ground or where the

space is confined, to recommence

the operation at about every 8 or 10

chains, which is effected by setting

out a new tangent to the curve. This

may be done by joining the last

~ ascertained point to the next but

one from it in the curve, viz., that cor-
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responding to the ordinate on the tangent at two

chains back. Then a line ranged forward pa-

rallel to this chord, and touching the curve at

the middle point, will be the tangent required.

The above method will be found convenient,

as it affords a facility for calculating tables for

the versed sine of an arc of any radius from the

one already obtained ;
for since the curvatures

of circles vary inversely as their radii, a simple

proportion will give the value of the versed

sine of any other required. There is another

method which is sometimes adopted by engi-

neers, and recommended by its apparent sim-

plicity, it is as follows: —Upon the tangent,

A T, is taken any length, A l), as before; and

from B is set off B D (=
^—

\

perpendi-
\ diameter/

cular to A T, then the chord A D is produced
to G, making D G equal to A B

;
and from G

is drawn the perpendicular G E equal to 2 B D,
whence the points A D E are assumed to be
in the circumference of the same circle, and
other consecutive points are found by producing
the chord D E as before, and setting off per-

pendiculars each equal to 2 B D.
It is scarcely necessary to observe that this

method is not only erroneous in principle, but
the curve so obtained is not a segment of a
circular arc, but, on the contrary, one where the
radius of curvature is continually increasing.

In the Mechanics' Magazine
,
No. 801, for

December 15th, 1838, I gave an investigation

of the principle, wherein it was shewn that in

arcs of small radii the error would be serious.

G. Hawkins.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE KING’S
SCHOLARS’ POND SEWER.

Having frequently observed considerable
quantities of sewerage matter, as also silt,

sand, stones, and other substances, lying upon
the channel of the King’s Scholars’ Pond
Sewer, between the outlet next the Thames,
and Elliott’s Brewery, at Pimlico, and as
this accumulation creates not only an abom-
inable nuisance to this improving neighbour-
hood, but also cost a considerable sum of
money during each year in removing it, I

beg to suggest a simple method by which
very much of the nuisance so frequently com-
plained of may be obviated, and at the same
time the great expense which now attends its

removal may be entirely done away with. But
in the first place I will explain how these de-
posits and accumulations are produced.
There are two pairs of flood-gates at the out-

let, which is 18 feet wide, one pair being
scarcely or never used, but is intended to
supply the place of the other should this ever
get out of order. At every flux of the tide, and
when it rises to the sill of the outlet, one pair
of these gates is closed for the purpose of
preventing the river-water from flowing into
the sewer, which is by this means formed into
a simple reservoir, and retains the whole of
the sewerage matter, &c., that flows into it,

from the time the gates are shut, till they are
again opened, this being from four to five
hours during every tide. Now as the sewer-
age-water accumulates or rises in the reser-
voir, the animal and vegetable refuse, and
other substances, which are carried along in
suspension by the velocity and action of the
descending water, are thrown down, and thus
become deposited and accumulated upon the
channel

;
these substances being for the most

part of greater specific gravity than that of the
water; and, therefore, when it is still they
settle and subside to the bottom. The gra-
dient all along this portion of the sewer beino-
very little, the water flowing down it here soon
increases in height, and thus the action and
force of the stream becomes very much ex-
pended at a considerable distance up the sewer 1

the lighter particles of matter being carried
forward, while the more bulky and heavier, be-
come deposited where the water loses its prin-
cipal velocity.

Had scientific and proper principles of
drainage been observed when this portion of
the sewer was arranged and constructed, at
least 5 feet more fall could have been given to
it, so as to have brought the discharging sill
ot the outlet somewhat under low-water mark
in the river, and which would not only have
greatly improved the drainage of the lower
portion of Westminster, by allowing the col-
lateral sewers a greater gradient than they
now have, but the increased fall would have

imparted such an amount of velocity and ac-

tion to the descending stream at this part as

would have prevented the deposition of matter,
and consequently would have carried it direct
into the Thames. The height of the water at
each pent in the reservoir varies considerably,
it rising higher on those days when the water
companies’ mains are charged for the service
of the public, and also during rains and storms.
But it scarcely or never rises so high as high-
water mark outside the flood-gates, and when
the tide recedes to, or a little below, the level
of the accumulated water in the reservoir or
sewer, the gates are forced open by the supe-
rior pressure inside, and thus the water gra-
dually and slowly sinks and flows out with the
ebb tide, leaving the deposited matter upon the
bed of the sewer.
Now what I propose in order to prevent

these accumulations for the future is this
that the gates at the outlet be kept closed
during each ebb tide, until it leaves the sill of
the outlet. Then they should be opened and
the descent of the current not having any thing
opposed to it, such a high degree of velocity
and scouring action would be by this means
imparted to the stream, that it would raise up
and carry along with it the substances which
were deposited during the time the water was
accumulating in the reservoir, and thus much
of the stench which now infects this locality
would be done away with, and great expense to
the public saved also. An Observer.

THE GILLESPIE MONUMENT IN COMBER.

On the 24th ultimo the monument recently
erected to the memory of Major-General Sir
Robert Gillespie, was publicly opened, up-
wards of 25,000 persons being present, includ-
ing the members of 119 masonic lodges, many
of whom had travelled miles to attend the cere-
mony. The monument consists of a well-pro-
portioned square pillar and pedestal 55 feet
high, divided into compartments on the four
faces, on each of which is sculptured a repre-
sentation of one of the principal scenes of
Gillespie’s career; and it is terminated by a
statue of the General himself, holding his
sword in his right hand. Gillespie having been
distinguished as a freemason, the south side of
the pedestal is sculptured with masonic devices.
“Brother” Johnston, the architect, received
much praise for the manner in which he had
curried out the intention of the committee.
The proceedings took a masonic character,
and one of the speakers, Alexander Grunt,
Esq., of Derry, made some lengthened observa-
tions on the value and purpose of the institu-
tion. He remarked especially on the manner
in which it had withstood the destroying hand
ot time, and that its tendency was to effect
good. “As Masons,” said he, “ we consider
the entrance of a candidate into our order as
typical of the entrance of all men on this their
mortal existence. It inculcates the useful

ST. WILFRID’S ROMAN CATHOLIC
CHAPEL, HULME.

A. fortnight ago, the anniversary of St,
Peter and St. Paul, the chancel of St. Wil-
frid’s, Bedford-street, Hulme— which had been
for some time closed for decoration—was re-
opened. According to a local paper the
eastern end of the church has a spacious chan-
cel, and two lateral chapels, one dedicated to
the Virgin, and the other to St. Thomas of
Canterbury. The chancel is between these

;

and it is to the decoration of this portion of
the church that the congregation has been
directing its efforts

;
and to aid in defraying

the expenses of which, the collections of the
day were made. The chancel is divided from
the nave and lateral chapels by open screen-
work of oak, the cusps and mouldings gilded
and picked out with crimson. The screen
next the nave is surrounded with a large rood
or crucifix, with figures of the Virgin-
mother on one side, and St. John the Evange-
list On the Other, nnfl nn eiflinv cirln‘r\f llmon

lesson of natural equality and mutual depen-
dence— it instructs us in the universal
ciples of beneficence and charitv, to seek the
solace of our own distress, by affording relief
and consolatiou to our fellow-creatures in the
hour of distress and affliction. Above all, it

teaches us to bend with resignation and hu-
mility beneath the chastening hand of the
Almighty, at the same time to engraft his law
in our hearts. Further, it instructs us to cul-
tivate the intellectual faculties, and to trace it
through the paths of heavenly science, even to
the throne ot Omnipotence. To our minds,
thus modelled by virtue and science, masonry,
however, teaches one great and useful lesson
more

;
she leads us, by contemplation, to the

closing hour of our existence. Masonry has
been not only mental wealth to the poor man,
but softened the asperities of life and lightened
the dark shadows of adversity with a smile.”

list on the other, and on either side’of these,
three massive gilt standards bearing large
wax lights. The chancel is of large dimen-
sions, about 25 feet square, with an open tim-
bered roof. To ensure the stability of the
work, this, from rooftree to floor, has received
five or six coats of oil-paint, upon which the
decorative work has been done, forming one
glowing mass of gold and colour; and in de-
sign and execution it is described as being,
for its extent, the richest specimen of poly-
chromic painting in England. The eastern
end is adorned with four windows of stained
glass, and the south side with one, all exe-
cuted bv Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle-upon-
Tyne. The roof of the chancel is of azure,
thickly sprinkled with gold stars; the rafters
of crimson and gold, with rosettes aud scrolls.
The walls are covered with a simple diapering
of blue, white, and red, down to the level of
the rere-dos (or screen at the back of the
altar), when the pattern increases in intricacy
of design, richness of colour, and the more
profuse use of gold. At the extreme height
of the eastern gable, on a gold ground enclosed
in the mystical vesica piscis

,
is the figure of the

Lamb, and below, in round medallions, are two
angels in altitudes of adoration, clad in white
robes, and bearing tapers. At the same level,
along the side walls, are five other angels in
robes of gold and crimson, bearing labels in-
scribed with sentences from the hymn, “ Gloria
m Excelsis Deo." On either side of the
eastern window is a large full-length figure,
one of St. Wilfrid, in whose honour the
church is dedicated

;
and the other of St.

Edward the Confessor. The upper part of the
rere-dos has shields alternately bearing the fa-
mily cognizance of St. Wilfrid, and the arms of
the diocese of York, of which he was bishop.
Beneath these again are seven medallions con-
taining the heads of as many Anglo-Saxon
bishops. The corbeils are of crimson, with the
emblem of our Lord’s passion and death
blazoned in gold

;
the reveals of the windows

and arches are of a rich pattern
;
the mould-

ings of the arches, piscina and sedilia, the pil-
lars of the reredos, and of the altar, are of bur-
nished gold, which, mingling with, heighten-
ing, and relieving the rich profusion of colour
with which the whole abounds, produces a gor-
geous coup cl'ceil. The design was furnished
by Mr. Welby Pugin, and executed by Mr.
Vv illiam Boardman, of Manchester

;
the heads

and figures being painted by Mr. Keeling, of
Manchester. No cost appears to have been
spared upon the work.

Oi.d Greyfriars’ Church, Edinburgh.
—On the 10th instant, the preliminary opera-
tions for the demolition of this church were
undertaken in the presence of the lord provost,
and several other of the city authorities. By
means of a large beam which was employed as
a battering-ram, the large pillars which'sepa-
rated the southern aisle from the main one
were levelled with the ground, bringing with
them the whole of the roof which they sup-
ported, and leaving only the small portion
covering the northern aisle standing.

St. James’s Church, Norland, Not-
ting-Hill.—This edifice was consecrated
last week by the Bishop of London, but
at present it is minus the steeple, a defi-

ciency which necessarily detracts from its

appearance. A subscription is, however
on foot, to enable the trustees to erect
the steeple; and as the sum of only 250/. is

wanting, it is expected that the object will be
speedily accomplished. The seats, which are
constructed very low, will accommodate T50
persons, and one half of them are free.

Fine Arts in Egypt.—We learn from
Paris, that the Pacha of Egypt proposes to es-
tablish an academy of the fine arts in Cairo,
and that a number of young men have been
sent at his cost to Rome to study painting and
sculpture there, with the view of acting as the
first professors.
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LONDON STONE.

“ It is so sure a Stone that that is upon sette,

For though some have it thrette

With Menaces grym and grettc,

Yet Hurte had it none

:

Cryst is the very stone

That the Citie is set uppon,
Which from al his Foone
Hath ever preserved yt.”

So singeth Master Fabian, with more good

will, belike, than harmony, and possibly among

the several characters ascribed to this mysteri-

ous stone, whereof many have conjectured, but

none professed to state precisely, the origin,

that of a Christian monument, according to the

old City chronicler, may have likewise apper-

- tained to it.

But it is to an earlier period that we are to

carry our inquiries as to its original use and

destination.

Wren, who had opportunities for practical

investigation, which might have done much

toward the knowledge of ancient London, in

the hands of a better antiquary, found, in the

immediate neighbourhood of this stone, such

extensive remains of buildings, evidently Ro-

man, as led him to assert, supposing it to be

the milliarium or standard milestone, similar

to that in the Forum at Rome, that it partook

of a more extensive form, and appeared, in

some degree, to have imitated the Milliarium

Aurem, at Constantinople, which was not merely

a pillar like that at Rome, but a roofed build-

ing.

Now, granting the roof, which is, indeed, a

thing quite probable, we may suppose an edi-

fice very much like an old market-cross. The
goodly stone, of which but a morsel now sur-

vives, would form the central pillar
;
conceive

this, surrounded by a platform with steps, and

having a pent or roof, supported by a series of

inferior columns, and you have a building of a

Roman character, and withal the model, per-

chance, of those central crosses which date

from a period as early, for aught that is known,

as that of the Saxons, who learned the forms

of architecture from their Roman predecessors.

And now, good reader, you may setup statues

of Fortune and Mercury, for we will conclude

this not only to have been the point whence
branched off the principal highways, but that

it was likewise the place of eloquence, where
proclamations were addressed to the populace.

You may add, likewise, if it seemeth so to be-

hove you, the statue of the Emperor Theodo-

sius, in whose honour the name of the ancient

city, Latinised into Longidinium, according to

Antininous, or otherwise Londinum and Lon-
dinium, from the elements of its Celtic denomi-

nation, was for a time suspended, and that of

Augusta bestowed upon it instead.

But— for we have begun somewhat before

the beginning, so far as matter of surmise is

concerned—let us now take an earlier view of

this renowed city. Imagine we, then, a space

cleared from the primeval forest. The various

tribes of the early inhabitants living in a state

of a predatory warfare, some natural defence

was necessary to a people who had not learned

the art of building walls, or constructing arti-

ficial bulwarks much more efficient than the

stockade or fence of felled trees surrounding

the village. The site of this primitive city is

accordingly chosen so as to be protected on all

sides : the Thames on the south, and on the

north the marshes, afterwards known as Fens-

bury, were traversed by certain rivers running

into the former, and forming the boundaries

}

of the settlement.

A street of hovels runs east and west, leav-

ing a space in the centre, and in this space

stands a perpendicular mass of unhewn stone,

even such as they of yore set up for worship

i and sacrifice in the East, and similar to the

grey and solitary pillars which appear inthose

i waste moors of Cumberland and other parts of

England, and furnish the untaught peasant

with the theme of many a wild tale and fabu-

lous legend. This particular stone, standing

!

in the midst of Lon-dun or Llwn-thun, the

t
unhewn altar of the Druidic hierarch, was then,

j

gentle reader, upon the authority of, “ it has

been supposed,” no other than the identical

London Stone.

And, verily, it is a pleasant supposition
;
and

let us only adopt it as such, and belike it will

j

soon amount to a belief
;
and why should not

the judicious antiquary have his pet weakness
to cherish like a foundling, hugged all the

more closely the more it is rejected of others ?

Marry, good friend, the thing is wholesome,

and in this shrine will we lock up all our cre-

dulity. The Romans took, then, this venerated

monument, and dedicated it to those tutelary

deities who presided over the destinies of way-

farers, and ^ill such as would propitiate the

goddess Fortune.
Having made this declaration of faith, it now

behoves us to descend from our altitudes, and
betake us to some inquiry concerning what
history sayeth touching this, our subject, and

eke what tradition, which latter is but an un-

written history, and therefore unsophisticated,

and oft-times nearer to the naked truth. Be-

fore the time of the Conquest, then, and that is

a fair starting-point to begin with facts, thus

sayeth worthy John Stowe :
—“ In the end of a

faire written Gospell booke, given to Christ’s

Church, in Canterbury, by Ethelstane, king of

the West Saxons, I finde noted of Lands or

Rents in London, belonging to the said church,

whereof one parcell is described to lye neere

unto London Stone.”

London Stone, be it said, stood not, of yore,

in its present place, but on the other side ot

Watling-street, which was formerly one of

the three great thoroughfares running east of

Roman London. There was an open space

where several streets met, and surrounding

which were the markets which supplied the

city with provision, such being the only legal

markets according to a decree of Hammond
Chickwell, in the reign of Edward II., which

sets forth that “ none should sell fish or flesh

out of the following places, viz., Bridge-street,

Eastcheap, Old Fish-street, St. Nicholas

Shambles, and the Stocks- market, ” the latter

so designated by virtue of the provision made
there in order to chastise and expose all cheat-

ing huxters, and such cozening knaves as dealt

not honestly in their wares, according to the

law of the Pied Poudre Court. This was the

region ofgood cheer, for here, said Lydgate,

“ Pewter pots they clattered on a heap ;

There was harp, pipe, and minstrelsy.”

There were ribbes of beef rosted, andpies well

baked, and, while the substantial and strong-

flavoured meats were ever ready to appease the

hunger of the churl, the more dainty and ap-

petising vivers, such as spiced frumetye, carpe

in foile, larks ingraylede, and many other

toothsome refections, were forthcoming at the

call of gallants from the patrician purlieus of

St. Catherine’s Tower Royal, and Baynard’s

Castle.

Nor was good sack lacking to boot, be thou

witness, shade of fat Jack! but thou never

could’st become a shade. Here revelled, if

Will Shakspere speaketh sooth, hotheaded

Prince Hal and his frolicksome playfellows.

The atmosphere is still redolent of canaries,

and the nose of Bardolph sheds a fiery

splendour over the spot like the livid efful-

gence of a stormy sunset.

But the glory of Eastcheap is departed,

the Boar's Head is no more, and they who
would behold its former site may seek it well

nigh, even at the feet of King William’s

statue.

In the Saxon times and downwards, ere

London had a Bourse, or Exchange, the font

of St. Paul’s and London Stone seem to have

been resorted to for the ratification of various

transactions
;
and a promise to pay a debt

upon London Stone appears to have imparted

an additional solemnity to the obligation, by

the nomination of the locality where it was to

be fulfilled, the shadow of its early sanctity

probably taking the colour of the successive

religious changes it had witnessed, until it

was finally invested with a degree of Christian

reverence, according to the spirit of the

times.

.

Moreover, its great antiquity, for few men
are without something of the spirit of anti-

quarian veneration, however little they may
be conscious of it, may have given to it, in the

minds of the citizens, something of that impor-

tance which is supported by an indefinite

superstition.

It had thus become in the eyes of men, as

it were, in some sort, the foundation-stone of

the city, even as Fabian suggests, being the

oldest visible object there existing—a thing by

which the city and its greatness were to stand

or fall, wherefore, as it hath been recited,

treaties were there ratified in good faith

between man and man, proclamations made,

and all matters relating to boundaries begun

and ended there.

In the same spirit, that arch rebel, Jack

Cade, when he entered London at the head of

the Kentish insurrection, marched to this place,

and, in the presence of a great concourse

of people, struck his staff on London Stone,

exclaiming, “ Now is Mortimer lord of this

city
!” “ And here, sitting upon this stone,”

&c., adds Shakspere, who wist somewhat of

the gnostic meanings of things, thereby imply-

ing, that, although a more dignified orator

would have stood upon the stone or the plat-

form thereof, if such existed, the would-be

Mortimer, inspired, forsooth, with the putting

down kings and princes, must loll at his ease,

while he addresses a swaggering oration to

his quaking worship, the mayor, and issues

this lordly ordinance,

“ I will make it felony to drink small beer.”

The last notices of this ancient and solemn
monument appear in this wise : — “ On the

south side of this high street, near unto the

Channell, is pitched upright a great stone,

called London Stone, fixed in the ground
very deepe, fastned with harres of iron, and
otherwise so strongly set, that, if Cartes doe

runne against it through negligence, the

wheels be broken, and the stone itselfe un-

shaken.” This is its appearance according

to Stowe.
And now the latter days fell heavily upon

the venerable relique, which was at length

overthrown, and in a dark age, and by the

sentence of wicked men, without awe or vene-

ration, doomed to destruction, as a nuisance

!

But at this crisis there arose a bold and
goodly hero (upon whose memory be every

honest antiquary’s benison), by name Thomas
Maiden, of Sherbourne-lane, printer. This
worthy moved the authorities, even the parish

officers, to its preservation, which act of

righteousness was fulfilled in the year 1798,

whereby London may be said, in a figurative

sense, to continue standing upon its ancient

foundation.

And now, worthy reader, having detailed

for your instruction as much as is chronicled

of London Stone, and, perchance, somewhat
more, in the process of this discourse, behold

it shifted, and degraded from its dignity and

uses, even where it hides its diminished head,

curiously enshrined in a case of freestone.

It seemeth but a little bit of what would

appear to have been of a goodly bulk

formerly; but remember that the unsparing

wheels of fifteen centuries, if not many more,

have passed over it, and even still it may
be bigger than you wot of, for though we
peep thus at its venerable crown, which is

somewhat greater than your head though by

no means as large as the dome of St. Paul’s,

yet may there be much more below ground,

and enough, perchance, to serve as a goodly

bulwark to that part of the church wall against

which it standeth.

In curiously surveying the site there will,

likewise, be seen another object which partaketh

somewhat of the spirit of the earlier time, yea,

the days when labouring men might rest awhile

on their wayfaring, under heavy burdens, ere

it had been ordained that all things had to be

done in breathless speed and haste. I his is a

porter’s shelf, many of which are now removed,

but which presented formerly numerous invi-

tations to the weary, accompanied by certain

sage admonitions to boot, daintily imprinted

to this effect, “ Don’t forget your parcels.

Underneath we may find, lazily prolonging his

rest even unto the pitch of snoring, an unthrifty

member of the fraternity of London porters,

who has, mayhap, essayed to carry too much of

his namesake, over and above the sufficient

load upon the shelf, and now wots but little of

things ancient and modern, nor even of the

preservation of his shins in a populous

thoroughfare.— Illuminated Magazine.

Stir in the Schooi. of Design.—The
papers which have appeared in our columns

on the state of the School of Design have ex-

cited very lively interest, serving to shew that

a large number of our readers consider it as

it really is, a subject of considerable import-

ance. We have now before us statements of

an extraordinary character bearing upon it,

but feeling the possibility of committing in-

justice, both correspondents and readers must

pardon us for postponing the consideration of

them for another week.
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INFLUENCE OF NEWLY-BUILT HOUSES
ON THE HEALTH OF THEIR OCCUPIERS.

Dr. Sutro, in a recent number of the

Medical Times, draws attention to the intimate

connection kept up between the external air

and the human organization, through the

medium of theskin and lungs, and then he refers

to experience to shew the slow and dangerous
diseases to which inhabitants of newly-built
houses are exposed, and he considers it, there-

fore, to be the duty of the sanatory police to

remove or check these evils, by means of de-
cisive prohibitory measures. The normal com-
position of the air is changed in newly-built
houses, and thus diseases are created :—-1st. by
an increased proportion of icater in the atmo-
sphere

; (a) from the wooden materials, which
may be too new and damp, and which, there-
fore, fill the inclosed spaces with humidity,
from evaporation

; (b

)

from the stone ma-
terials, of which burnt bricks contain and
attract the smallest proportion of humidity—
field-stones more—sand-stones, and those pre-
pared from dried clay, most

;
(c) from the ma-

terials used for cementing the stones, and for
colouring and varnishing the walls. The
mortar used for cementing the stones, consists
of hydrate of lime, which gradually loses its

water, and hardens by attracting carbonic acid
from the atmosphere. The walls of those
houses remain damp longest which have been
plastered immediately after their completion,
because the dried lime forms an external layer
very difficult of penetration. As accidental
causes, which may render houses damp, it is

necessary to mention wet weather when build-
ing, damp situations, large cellars, and enclo-
sure by other high edifices, which prevent the
free access of sun and wind. 2nd. The pro-
portion of carbonic acid in the air is diminished
by the mortar which attracts it from the air,
as before mentioned

;
it may also be attracted

by colours containing acetate of copper, in
which case the acetic acid escapes. No direct
injury w'ould, however, be caused by the dimi-
nution of carbonic acid, as it belongs to the
matters excreted by the skin and lungs. 3rd.
The following foreign substances are mixed
with the air (<z) particles of lime, which
have been proved beyond doubt to exist in the
atmosphere of new habitations, being sus-
pended by the evaporation of the moisture; (b)
evaporation of oil and metallic colours. Com-
binations of lead, copper, and arsenic are em-
ployed in the preparation of painter’s colours.
Lead volatilizes at the increased temperature
of the rooms, copper does not, but wherever
arsenical colours have been used, the air may
absorb arsenious acid, and arseniuretted hy-
drogen gas may be formed by combination
with hydrogen

;
(c) different chemical evapo-

rations of damp new wood, mould, fungi, and
grasses, which arise and putrify in damp habi-
tations. P . Frank has already directed atten-
tion to the mould with which 'the furniture of
newly-built houses is covered, and to the con-
stant moisture of the clothes and linen, from
which circumstance alone influences injurious
to the inhabitants may be expected

; for on
account of the increased humidity of the sur-
rounding atmosphere, not only is the skin pre-
vented from free transpiration

; but it is even
induced to attract more moisture. This is
also the case with the lungs, and thus the com-
position of the blood is rendered abnormal
and hydrcemia of the whole body is produced •

this is shewn by a pale ancemic face, wasted
muscles, decrease of strength, sluggishness of
all the functions, difficult respiration, and soft
small pulse, which symptoms frequently termi-
nate in external or internal dropsy. In other-
cases, protracted rheumatisms, articular in-
flammations, contractions or paralyses, are
produced. In addition, the sojourn in a damp
atmosphere is a frequent cause of the develop-
ment of scrofula, intermittent and tvphoid
fevers, scurvy, quinsy, croup, pulmonary gan-
grene, puerperal fever, &c . Wounds and
ulcers easily assume an unhealthy appearance,
and have a tendency to take on gangrenous in-
flammation The evaporation from organic
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ead employed in painting the walls,
evaporating at a higher temperature, may pro-

duce in those who are constantly exposed to its

injurious exhalations, symptoms of chronic
poisoning, disturbed digestion, colic, or pa-
ralysis, but this may be less feared from paints
coloured by acetate of copper, inasmuch as it
does not volatilize, and could, perhaps, at most
by attracting carbonic acid, allow its acetic
acid to escape. Chronic poisoning by arsenic
may be produced by being exposed to the eva-
poration of Scheele’s or Schweinfurt’s green,
from which arseniuretted hydrogen and arse-
nious acid often escape for a long time. Lastly,
the constant moisture of the clothes and beds,
and the frequent effect on the food causes cer-
tain injurious consequences on the constitutions
of the inhabitants. Since then the early occu-
pation of newly-built houses and recently
plastered rooms cause so many diseases, and
impart to children the germs of prolonged
sickness and misery, it becomes the duty of
the state to prevent these evils by all possible
means. In order to guard against the perils
and injuries enumerated, the author considers
the following measures to be necessary. 1°
Official examination of the materials before the
commencement of the building, the enforce-
ment of proper arrangements as regards the
building itself. Thus, in public contracts for
any building, to be erected in summer, the con-
dition ought to be made, that the materials
should be procured and dried during the pre-
ceding winter, and the term of completing
any edifice should always be regulated accord-
ing to the weather. Lead and arsenical colours
Jor painting the walls should be entirely for-
bidden. 2° A house should not be inhabited
before a fixed time after its completion had
elapsed. Some authors think a year should be
the period fixed. Considering the different
effects of different localities, a house in town
should remain uninhabited for a year, and in
the country, where sun and air have free
access for half a year, after it has been
finished. Should any house be dried before
the time appointed, the proprietor might re-
quest the sanatory commission to examine it,
when, if sufficiently dry, it might be inhabited.
o A commission should be appointed for the
purpose of examining every newly-built house,
and testifying to its soundness before it is in-
habited. Austria presents evidence of the
feasibility of such an arrangement. 4° In-
struction of the people as regards the injuries
caused by inhabiting newly-built houses, &c.,
and as regards the means to be taken for the
purpose of counteracting these injuries. The
above commission not being generally intro-
duced, nor put in force in cases of repairing
painting, &c., people ought to know to what
diseases they are liable by exposing themselves
to such injurious evaporation, and if compelled
by circumstances to submit, they ought to use
the following precautions : — first, drying
should not be confined to one room, but to all
the adjoining rooms. Mould, fungi, &c.,
should be rubbed and washed off with the
greatest care. Fires of dry brushwood should
be frequently lighted, and the windows should
be opened. Muriate of lime or sulphuric acid
should be put in different places to attract the
moisture. To purify the air from other inju-
rious matters, the following substances are re-
commended, chlorine, nitric acid vapours,
fumes of sulphur, evaporation of vinegar,
coarsely powdered and moistened charcoal put
indifferent places, fumigations with the vapours
of elder berries. For rooms already inhabited
a solution of chloride of lime is the most proper
substance. Drawers and other furniture

n0
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° be
,

placed t0 ° near the damp
walls and if the latter should be covered withmould they ought to be touched with a solu-
tion of chbnde of lime. In addition, warmand dry clothes must be provided, and the bedmust not stand too near the walls. Straw or
.eather-beds must be changed frequently, or
exposed to the sun.

PURIFYING WELLS, &c.
Sir, — Seeing an extract from The

Builder respecting a suggestion of mine for
purifying wells, cesspools, '&c., I beg to state
that the method communicated by me to the
Society of Arts and Sciences, and rewarded by
them by an honorary testimonial, was quite
different to throwing a quantity of lime into
the well. If there is a depth of water in the
well the lime will be absorbed by it; if thrown
into a dry well, it will be of no use whatever.
The process is simply this On finding a well
contaminated with carbonic acid gas (and no
man ever ought to descend a well before this
is ascertained, by lowering a lighted candle,
which will be extinguished, if there be foul air,
on coming in contact with the vapour), take
about half a bushel of fresh burnt lime, put it
in a bucket or kettle, pour water on it sufficient
to slake it, but no more. When the lime has
steamed a short time, lower it down in a steam-
ing state, so that the bottom of the bucket is
close to or rests upon the surface of the water
in the well. By lowering it to this depth, if
the well is foul near the bottom, it will be the
more effective. It is by the affinity existing
between the lime and the carbonic acid gas that
the vapour is destroyed

;
by that affinity the

carbonic acid gas seizes upon the lime, and is

incorporated with it, and forms a carbonate of
lime, which is perfectly harmless. In ten
minutes the well will be' in a pure state. I

might add much more upon the effects of lime,
used similarly, in vaults, graves, and vats, but*
fearing to be too prolix, I conclude for the
present. I am, Sir, &c.,

A. J. Green, Bricklayer.
Sudbury, July 19th, 1845.

Birkenhead MARKET.-The new market-
house at Birkenhead was opened on Saturday
week for the first time. The building is on'e
of the largest in the kingdom, and is said to be
superior to any thing in its admirable arrange-
ments and accommodations. Large quantities
of eatables of all sorts were displayed at the
various stalls, and the purchases made were
such as to ensure success to the renters of the
shops and stalls. The entire cost of the build-
ing is about 24,000/.

SUSPENSION PIER AT WESTON-SUPER-
MARE, BRISTOL.

It is proposed to annex the Island of Birn-
beck to the main land, by means of a suspen-
sion-bridge on the principle invented by Mr.
Dredge, of Bath. In opposition to this, it has
also been proposed to approach the island by
means of a roadway, formed of loose stones at
the base, with a crown on the top of solid ma-
sonry; but as the difference in the cost will only
be a few hundred pounds, it is not likely that
the latter will find much favour.
Mr. Dredge has furnished the committee

with several designs for the suspension-bridge.
The whole length to be crossed is about 1,400
feet; of this he proposes that about 1,100
should be accomplished by means of the bridge
to be composed of iron, the central span of
which would be 545 feet, and the outside
openings 272 feet. The remaining 300 feet he
proposes should be solid masonry. The height
of the towers above the roadway is intended to
be 42 feet. The platform is designed to be
hung on two main suspending chains.

President of the Royal Academy.

—

The academicians find the selection of anew
president so difficult a task, that they are un-
iyilling to accept Sir Martin Shee’s resigna-
tion, although it is certain that the state of
his health even if he accede to their request
that he should retain the office, will prevent
him from performing its duties. An address
was presented to Sir Martin a few days since,
soliciting him to retain the presidentship, but
w-e have not yet heard his reply.

The Association of Architectural
Draughtsmen.—This association seems now
to be very satisfactorily organized, and pro-
mises to be useful amongst other ways, in faci-
litating communication between its’ members
and the profession generally. Architects may
here at once learn the addresses of draughts-
men who are unemployed, and see their works.
The place of meeting is 33, Southampton-
street, Strand.

Reduction in the Price of Gas.— In
addition to the cases we gave last wreek of pro-
vincial companies having resolved to reduce
the price of gas, we have heard that at Bristol
both companies have lowered their prices to
7s. per 1,000 cubic feet; at Aberdeen 4s. satis-
fies the rival companies

;
and at Doncaster a

reduction of lOd. on the same quantity has been
effected during the past fortnight. With
respect to the reduction at Aberdeen it is

worthy of remark that the far more extensive
companies of Edinburgh, Leith, and Glasgow,
having the coal at their very doors, charge
six shillings and sixpence.
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The Natural System ofArchitecture
,
as opposed

to the Artificial System of the present Day.
By \V . P. Griffith, Architect, F.S.A.
Published by the Author, 9, St. John's-
Square.

The principal object of the ingenious work
before us is to establish, or rather re-intro-

duce, those laws relating to proportion which
the author maintains were acted on by the

early and middle-age architects. Ancient edi-

fices, he asserts, were the result of pure geo-

metry, and he gives the following table to shew
that the most perfect examples of Greek art

were produced at a time coeval with the most
celebrated Greek geometricians :

—

Geometricians. Eras. Temples. Eras.

Thales
B. c.

600 Delphos—Apollo
B. C.

600
Pythagoras 550 f Theseus 4G9

Hippocrates .... 450 1 Propyltea 435
Proclus 440 Olympia—Jupiter Olympius 435
Pappus
Sercnus

390
390

A'hens—Erecthcum
Priene—Minerva Polias ....

390
340

310 315

“To teach weak mortals properly to scan,

Down came geometry and formed a plan."

Another portion of the work treats of the

connection between architecture and music,
and is to the effect that the laws which regu-
lated a measured musical production regulated
in like manner just proportion in architec-

ture. On both these points much has been
written and thought since Archimedes, who
demonstrated that the proportions of certain
Bolid bodies are the same as those of the
musical consonances. Rend Ouvrard, a learned
French ecclesiastic of the sevententh century,
published a work entitled Architeclure Har-
monique, ou application de la doctrine des pro-
portions de la Musique h Varchitecture (Paris,
1679, 4to.), and afterwards a supplement (1682)
called Calendarium novum perpetuum et irre-

vocable, but this he was prevailed on by M.
Arnauld to suppress.

Upon the forms of the five platonic bodies,
viz. :—the Tetrahedron, or regular pyramid,
which has four equal triangular faces

;
the

Hexahedron, or cube, which has six equal
square faces

;
the Octahedron, which has eight

equal triangular faces; the Dodecahedron, which
has twelve equal pentagonal faces

;
the Icosahe-

dron, which has twenty equal triangular faces,

Mr. Griffith endeavours to shew that the ar-

rangement of all the Grecian buildings was
based, and some of the plans do certainly pre-
sent very singular coincidences if nothing
more. The subject however is still obscure to

those who now give their attention to it for the
first time, although we dare say to our author,
who has long dwelt upon it, the whole is so
clear, that he will be surprised to hear us say
so. We suggest that he should in the next
edition of the book describe in words the con-
struction of the various diagrams, step by step,

and shew how the plan of the building is pro-
duced by them.

The Art of Land Surveying
, explained by short

and easy rules. By John Quested, Sur-
veyor. Relfe and Fletcher, Cornhill.

This little volume, the author modestly
j says, is arranged for the use of schools,
l farmers, stewards and others, who may want

I’ just such a knowledge of surveying as will
i enable them to do all that is needful in that
; art on the farm. There are many others,
however, to whom it would be more useful
than some larger and more pretending works

;

and werecommend it to all who wish to obtain a
knowledge of surveying and plotting land with

i the chain or cross-staff. The language is

plain, and the directions clear.

Hunt’s Improved Patent Urinals.

—

Mr. Hunt, of Queen’s-row, Pimlico, has in-

vented a basin of highly vitrified porcelain,
which is admirably adapted for its purpose,
and cannot fail to be extensively adopted in

railway stations and other public places.
Water is admitted to cleanse it through a
series of small holes all round the rim. It is

superior to any thing of the kind we have seen,
and deserves to be generally known.

CotrrejionSfnrr.

THE ROUND TOWERS OF IRELAND.
Sir,— In my observations on the round

towers the principal point aimed at was to

assign the tower to the same date as the ad-
joining church. In this opinion your corre-
spondent, “ Veritas,” seems to agree, but
states that “ he found them near the castle

quite as often as the church.” This statement
is correct, but “ Veritas ” ought to have men-
tioned how many he didfind.
Now out of 118 round towers upwards of

100 still exist
;
and it is no proof of the point he

endeavours to establish, “ that they are found

near the castle quite as often as the church,”
because be happens to find a round tower and
an old castle adjoining, minus the church

;

such a fact at the present day is no proof, far

from it, that there never was a church in the

vicinity.

It so happens the old tower I particularly

referred to (Aghadoe) stands within 57 feet

of the dilapitated church, and at a distance of

about 200 feet stands an old castle.

Again, we have Ferns, once an ecclesiastical

city of great note, having at the present day
the ruins of an ancient abbey, the remains of a

fine cathedral, and the mouldering walls of the

once proud castle of the Kings of Leinster,

whilst not a vestige of its former lofty round
tower can be traced.

One thing I candidly admit, my powers of

vision are not equal to that of “Veritas;”
rocks, hills, or mountains, in nine cases out

of ten, form a complete screen to their being
“ within sight of others.” Parties taking a

trip in an air balloon, or the “aeiial machine,”
would at once contradict this assertion.

There are no examples of these towers in

any part of Europe at the present day except

one at Aix-la- Chapcllc, close by the celebrated

cathedral (built by an Irish architect at the

close of the eighth century), and two in

Scotland.— I am, Sir, &c., J. K.
Gorey, July 16th, 1845.

THE COLOSSAL STATUE AND THE UN-COLOSSAL
TRIUMPHAL ARCH.

Although we entertain for II. G. the Duke
of Wellington every respect due to his high
position, we cannot help remarking, that our
forefathers hardly ever erected monuments to

living men. Joseph II. and Goethe declined

it most peremptorily. Besides, there is some
anomalous inconsistency in placing the Image
of any one in the public streets, whom every

one may see in propria persond. In fine,

every monument implies something sepulchral,

as it were; viz. the preserving of some one’s

memory, which is incongruous with a person

who does yet exist. However this may all

be—monuments have been erected to the liv-

ing now-a-days.
Turning our attention to the colossal statue

to be placed on the triumphal arch in Hyde-
park—we perfectly coincide with what has

been said in the last number of this journal;
intending merely to throw out another remark,
which, we trust, will have some iveight. The
statue, namely, is colossal (15? tons), hut the

arch does not seem to us of a solidity to bear
anything colossal— in fact, the architect never
intended it for such purpose. The conse-

quence, therefore, may or will be, that the arch
will not be able to stand such a burthen. And
then, somewhat in the year 1860 or 1870, the

colossal statue will out-wear the arch—and on
some fine day this will give way, and the statue

come down, and of course, break to pieces.

Then, both will have to.be re-built and re-cast ;

in which way, however, this is to be done, will

depend on the cast of character of the men of
those latter days. J. L y.

ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITIONS—CHURCH
AT CAMDEN TOWN.

Sir,— Knowing that the columns of your
valuable journal are always open for advocat-
ing the cause of justice, I take the liberty of

troubling you with a few remarks respecting

the late competition for the church at Camden
Town. Some time since, a committee was
formed who invited a limited number of ar-

chitects to furnish designs for the church, the

cost of which was not to exceed 6,000/. A
design was at length fixed upon prepared with

the usual showily-tinted foreground of com-

petition drawings ;*but on deliberation it was
found that it would cost a very much larger
sum to carry it out, and therefore I contend
the decision should have been set aside, and
the church submitted to a fresh competition,
instead of which, the successful architects
were desired to prepare a new design which
could be executed for the stipulated amount.
Now, as any of the other competitors could

have prepared designs of much more magni-
ficent appearance than those they sent in (sup-
posing no regard were paid to the cost of
erection), and could afterwards very easily have
made another which could be carried out for

6,000/., I think it was giving the successful
competitors a most undue advantage, and I

trust you will consider the subject of sufficient
importance to occupy a corner of your journal.

I am, Sir, &c.
One of the Competitors.

London, July 19th, 1845.

*** If the fact be as stated by our cor-
respondent, it was a fraud, and nothing better;
a robbery of the time, skill, and money of those
competitors who adhered conscientiously to
the instructions of the committee. How long
will architects subject themselves to these in-
sults ? Professor Hosking, in a lecture deli-

vered at King’s College some time ago, and
afterwards published, exposed the degrading
tendency of the system : we shall take an oppor-
tunity to bring it again before our readers.

ANNUAL DINNER OF MESSRS. BUNNETT AND
corpe’s WORKMEN.

Sir,—Coinciding most entirely as I do with
your correspondent J. O., in last week’s
Builder, as to the highly beneficial results of
occasional social meetings of large numbers of
men engaged in the same occupation, I take
the liberty of stating, that the same locality

(the Greyhound, Dulwich), was on Saturday
last, the resort of the workmen in the employ
of Messrs. Bunnett and Corpe, patentees of
the revolving iron shutters, See. The men, to

the number of eighty, sat down to an excellent
dinner at 2 o’clock, Mr. Stuart, the foreman,
in the chair, several master tradesmen doing
business with the firm being also of the com-
pany. The afternoon was spent in various

manly sports, for which that place is so ad-
mirably adapted, and in the evening the com-
pany were gladdened by the attendance[of their
respected employers

—

“ Whose easy presence checked no decent joy,”

and whose substantial addition to the means
of convivial enjoyment was duly appreciated.
The respectable and intelligent appearance

of the men, who started from the works at

Deptford in four vans, the rational character
of their recreations, and their orderly conduct
throughout, impressed all who saw them with
a very high opinion of their worth, and fur-

nished incontestible evidence of the great
moral improvement that has taken place in the
habits and characters of this class of men.

I am, Sir, &c.,

A Visitor on the Occasion.

iftflionUlanra.

Lea minoton Cemetery.—Ata preliminary

meeting held at the Regent’s Hotel, Leaming-
ton, last week, a resolution approving of the

establishment of a public cemetery under the

power and authority of a legislative enactment,

with a chapel and all necessary vaults, cata

combs, &c., was unanimously adopted, and a

committee formed.
Prevention of Damp.— In reply to some

inquiries under this head, which have ap-

peared in our pages, a correspondent has

directed our attention to the appendix to the

2nd report of the commissioners on the fine-

arts, containing evidence of the efficacy in

keeping down damps, of a layer of Seyssel

Asphalte spread on the horizontal surface of

the walls above the ground level.

Proposed Carlton Club-House.—There
is a strong party in the club opposed to build-

ing, and they have succeeded in obtaining the
postponement of the project till next year.

* I beg to refer to the advertisement in the first page of
“ Pugin's Contrasts ”—‘‘Wanted a person to do showy
foregrounds for competition drawings,”—fori think the re-

mark perfectly just, as some competition drawings arc now
so showily timed, that one would almost imagine that

colours, box, and nil had been exhausted to attract the
notice of the committee,
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[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,

are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers,

however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen

on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-

street, Covent-garden.]

For Lighting the town of Woodbridge in Suffolk

with Gas.
For certain alterations of the premises (formerly

the Post-Office), in Crown-street, Bury St,

Edmunds, and for a New Building.

For supplying her Majesty’s several Dockyards

with Canada Red and Yellow Pine Timber, Rock

Elm Timbers, Spruce Deals, and Ash Oar Rafters.

For the restoration of the Norman Tower, Bury

St. Edmunds.
For the erection of three additional wards at the

Bedminster Union Workhouse, situate at Long
Ashton.

For the executing the skeleton of Glenorthy Castle,

County of Limerick, Ireland.

For building sewers in Gray’s-lnn Lane, from the

end of Elm-street to Liquorpond-street, and along

Liquorpond-street to Crown-court, being about

800 feet in length : also, for a sewer in Red Lion-

street, Clerkenwell, being about 480 feet.

For supplying her Majesty's several Dockyards

with Dantzic Oak, Thickstuff, and Plank.

For Building a Sewer in Fleet-street, from

Temple-bar to Water-lane.

For Lighting the Parish of St. Mary, Rother-

hithe, with the Essential Oil of Tar, for One Year,

from the 24th of August next.

For Building a New Union Workhouse, to con-

tain 1180 Persons, for the Guardians of the Clifton

Union.

For supplying her Majesty’s Dockyard with

Honduras Mahogany Timber and Polish and Italian

Larch.

For the complete restoration of two Windows
on the south-side of St. Thomas’s Church, Salis-

bury ; also, for Cleaning and Whitewashing the

interior of the same Church.

For certain alterations at the Workhouse of St.

Mary’s Parish, Islington.

For the execution of Works on the Leeds and

Thirsk Railway.

For Coupled Locomotive Engine and four-

wheeled Tender, to contain 700 gallons, for the

Manchester and Birmingham Railway Company.
For the execution of Works on the Newcastle

and Berwick Railway.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans are required for Laying out and covering

with Villa residences about 20 Acres of land having

a frontage of about half-a-mile to the Queen’s-road,

Richmond, Surrey, extending from Spring-grove

towards Richmond-hill. Premiums will be given of

25 guineas for the most approved plan, and 15

guineas for the second.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

At the Crown and Anchor Inn, Ipswich : the

Martello Tower (V), situate on the point at

Bawdry, Suffolk, near the ferry, and within 100
yards of the sea.

At Ossington Woods, near Newark : a large

quantity of superior Oak, Elm, Larch, Spruce, and
Scotch Timber.
At Messrs. Westlake’s Timber Ponds Wharf,

Southampton : the entire and selected cargo of Red
and Yellow Pine Timber and Deals ; ex. “ William”
Hascroft, from Quebec.
At the Crown Inn, Frome : 307 Oak and Ash

Timber Trees ; the whole of large dimensions

and superior quality.

At Little Bentley Hall, Essex : 200 particularly

straight and good Larch Fir Trees.

BY TENDER.
In the Plantations of the Duke of Montrose,

situate in the Parishes of Drymen and Buchanan,
Stirlingshire : many Thousands of Larch Trees

of some size, adapted for Railway Sleepers, Roof-

ing and Joisting, and other purposes.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“St. Mary’s Church, Nottingham.”— Having
little authorized information on the matter, we
cannot insert the anonymous communications we
have received. We shall he glad to see the

account in the Nottingham Journal referred to by
one of our correspondents.

“ Q. Q.”

—

As the letter did not arrive in time
for us to reply as desired, it would probably be
useless now to do so.

“ P. C. A.”

—

We are obliged to our corre-
spondent, but cannot promise at this moment to en-
grave the diagram.

“ Amicus.” — We are obliged by his communi-
cation, and have availed ourselves of the informa-
tion contained in it. Opinions

,
however, we do

not insert but on good ground.

“ Mr. B.”— The cardsfor Mr. Fraser's enter-

tainment, at which the Spitalfields ’ School oj

Design attended, did not reach us in time.

“ W. B.” (Guernsey.)— General Pasley’s work
on limes, Sfc., is out of print, but a new edition

will be published shortly. Vicat’s work on the

same subject, translated by Captain Smith, may be

had at Weale's, High Holborn.
“ F. T.” — We regret that we have not time to

enter into the question asked.
“ B. Green.”— The diagram is in the hands of

our engraver.
“ Patent Glass Tiles.” — We have had several

inquiries as to where these are to beprocured : can
any of our readers tell us ?

“ J. G.” (Oxford.)— Givilt’s Encyclopedia of
Architecture, published by Longman. Nicholson’s

Architectural Dictionary, 2 vols., 4 to.

“Hoisting Building Material.”— A builder

wishes to know xvhere the machine for hoisting

materials by means of an endless chain may be ob-

tained on hire.

“ W. S. ” — We regret we have not space for
the letter. Our correspondent is hardly correct in

his dates.

“ B. B.,”

—

Next week.

Received: “M. R.” “ P. A. T. H.” “ T.”
“ A constant contributor.”

ADVEJR.TXSEIVIENTS.

PUBLICATIONS.

Just published, price 5s., neatly bound in roan, with
tuck, gilt edges, and lettered, a Pocket Edition of

A CYCLOPAEDIA of the NEW Me-
tropolitan BUILDINGS ACT, together with

the Act itself, a Folio Table of the Metropolitan Districts

(old and new), a List of the Surveyors, with their Residences

and Offices, and a Table of Fees to be paid to the Registrar
for services performed.

In the Cycloptedia all the details of the Statute are

arranged Alphabetically, so as to be instantly found, and
accompanied by extensive references and counter-references

to the sections of the Act itself and its minute provisions.

By the late A. BARTHOLOMEW, Esq., F.S.A., Architect,
Surveyor of the Hornsey District.

Published at the Office of “ The Builder," 2, York-
treet, Covent-garden

;
and to be had of all Booksellers.

New Edition, Just Published, Price 4s.

LAXTON’S BUILDERS’ PRICES, con-
taining nearly 11,000 PRICES and MEMORANDA

connected with Building, together with the whole of the

NEW METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS ACT. The New
Edition contains the alterations in the prices of the
GLAZIER, and the New Tariff of PLATE GLASS, showing
the prices of plates from 12 by 12 up to 84 by 140.

Wealc, High Holborn: Simpkin, Marshall, and Co.,

Paternoster-row.

ATKINSON’S CEMENT.—The public is

respectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-

cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architecture

and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to

2s. 3d. per bushel, and may be had in any quantity at Wyatt,
Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Holland- street, Surrey side of

Blackfriars-bridge.

N.B.—This Cement beingof a lightcolour, requires noarti-

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with

three parts its own quantity of sand.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN
GENERAL.

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STUCCO
CEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced It will effectually resist Damp. It will never

vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete
Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never
requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.

It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by the
Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates

at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may
be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses,"which
may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or
pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the
severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-
tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of
this material docs not exceed that of the cheapest Cement
now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary and
valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of
economy.

Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have
declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally
preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing
the Cement and its mode of application, together with a
volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may
be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,
Cheapside, London : of whom also may be had,
JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR

STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-
terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman
or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than
White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flakes,

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; whereas
MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an
affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the suction,

thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the

finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produceable by no
other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—and
may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the most
exposed Marine situations)

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND CON-
TRACTORS.

G REAVES’S LIAS CEMENT and
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME, at 2, South Wharf,

Paddington, London, and Works, Southam, Warwickshire.
Agcntfor Liverpool, Mr. WYLIE, 56, Gloster-strcet; ditto

for Manchester, Mr. J. THOMPSON, Back King-street

;

ditto for Chester, Mr. J. HARRISON, Linen Hall-street.

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.
TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IN

FRESCO.

STEVENS and SON, PATENTEES and
SOLE MANUFACTURERS, beg respectfully to

announce that this beautiful cement has now arrived
at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sanguine
expectations. For all internal work it possesses a great
superiority over every article hitherto in use

;
it is now being

used extensively by Government in the British Museum ana
other public buildings. IT DOES NOT THROW OUT
ANY SALT, but presents a beautifully plain and perfect

surface, which may be painted upon dry work within four
days without peeling. It is equally applicable for walls or
lath, for mouldings, architraves, skirting, orflooring; and is

admitted to form the best ground for fresco painting, having
been used for many of the prize frescos lately exhibiting in

Westminster Hall. It will bear an intense heat without
cracking, and for hardness, durability, and economy, cannot
be equalled.

186, DRURY-LANE, LONDON.
Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R. Part, 11,

Atherton’s-buildings, Dale-street, Liverpool.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND BUILDERS.

PATENT METALLIC SAND CEMENT.
—The Metallic Sand, from its chemical qualities,

forms, when mixed with blue lias lime, a metallic cement
of great strength and density; the iron, which is one of

its principal constituents, combining with the bed in which
it is deposited, and communicating to it a greater degree
of hardness than can be obtained by admixture with
any other known material. Concrete and mortar in which
the metallic sand has been used are more durable than
any other, continuing to indurate with time, and not being
affected by damp, otherwise than by increasing in hard-
ness from the oxydation which is thereby occasioned.

Employed as a cement to turn water from brickwork in tun-

nels, sewers, and other underground works, the Metallic

Sand is found cheaper, and from its eminent adhesive
qualities to form a more solid and hydraulic body, in com-
bination with the brickwork, than any other cement at present
known

;
and in all cases the Metallic Sand is found the best

substitute for pozzolano that has ever been presented to the

public. As an external stucco, the Metallic Cement assumes
a rich stone-colour without the aid of paint or tint of any
kind, does not vegetate, and is entirely free from cracks and
blisters, and continues to improve both in appearance and
durability by exposure to the weather. The Proprietors refer

with confidence to works in which the Metallic Sand
has been extensively employed as concrete and mortar,

specified in the prospectus, where also will be found refe-

rences to very extensive erections which have been stuccoed
with the Metallic Cement.

Further information will be given, and specimens shewn,

on application to Mr. C. K. Dyer, 4, New Broad-street; and
at the Metallic Cement Wharf, King’s-road, opposite Pratt-

street, Camden New Town.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE
CEMENT.—The Patentees of this composition beg

to refer to the British Museum, the Royal Exchange, the new
works at Bethlem Hospital, Greenwich Hospital, and the Co-
liseum in the Regent’s-parlc, as buildings finished or in pro-

gress, in which Keene’s Cement has been used as an internal

stucco. Its superiority to common plastering consists in its

extreme hardness, and the rapidity with which it dries, which
qualities fit it to receive paint or other finishing sooner

than other water Cement.
When employed for skirtings, architrave, and other

mouldings, in place of wood, it checks dry-rot, is impervious

to vermin, prevents the spread of fire, and is more eco-

nomical in its application than the material for which it thus

becomes the substitute.

Confirmation of these statements is to be found in the

almost universal adoption of Keene’s Cement for Skirting

and Hall flooring in the new houses on the Hyde Park Estate,

where its application is to be seen to the fullest advan-

tage.

In Liverpool and Manchester, Keene’s Cement has in

several cases been used for the covering of the fire-proof

warehouse floors, where its lightness and hardness give it the

preference over tiles and flagging, which are much heavier,

and necessarily leave the floor intersected with numerous
joints, whilst Keene’s Cement is laid down in one unbroken
surface.

The high polish and marble-like hardness of which this

Cement is susceptible render it the most suitable material

for the manufacture of Scagliola.

Patentees, J. B. WHITE & SONS, Millbank-street,

Westminster, Manufacturers ot Roman and Portland

Cement.
Depdt in Liverpool, 36, Seel-street; James Woods, Agent.

Atmospheric railway, carrying

from SIX to EIGHT VISITORS at once, working

daily at the ROYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION.
This interesting model is lectured on by Professor Bachhoff-

ner, at One o’clock daily, and on the Evenings of Tuesdays

and Thursdays at Nine o’clock. The art of SWIMMING
and DIVING illustrated by a Youth Eight and a half years

of age, the Son of Capt. Stevens, the celebrated Diver, on

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at Two o’clock, and on

the Evenings of Tues’days and Thursdays, at half-past Eight.

The CAUSES of EXPLOSIONS in STEAM-BOILERS,
and the prevention of those arising from incrustation is

the present subject of Dr. Ryan’s daily lecture and on the

Evenings of Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. The
other popular Lectures and interesting Works as usual.—
Admission. One Shilling ;

Schools, half-price.

TJIELEFELD’S PAPIER MACHE. —
The superiority of the Papier M&ch<5 for the purposes

of ARCHITECTURAL DECORATIONS is now so gene-

rally admitted, that it is needless to argue it. The introduc-

tion of Papier Mich6 into most of the public and private

buildings in the country is the best proof of its merits. Or-

naments may be had "in almost every style, and pattern-

books, containing more than a thousand executed designs.

Price 1/.

PICTURE FRAMES and other Articles of Furniture,

either gilt or in imitation of the finest carved oak. An illus-

trated Tariff forwarded on the receipt of eight post-office

stamps.
PATENT QUAQUAVERSAL GLASS-STANDS for the

toilet, on an entirely new principle, of great elegance, and
free from all the practical inconvenience of ordinary Glass-

stands.

At the works, 15, Wellington-strcet North, Strand.
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mm®** importance of proper

ventilation is more ge-

nera,1y felt at this time than

it was a dozen years ago
j

that is, larger numbers of

persons have become con-
inced that bad air will kill as certainly as

russic acid, though not so quickly. Indivi-

uals have always understood this,— have
(ways laboured to convince the multitudes of
le truth of the assertion, and to induce the
loption of means to obtain the fullest supply
:
pure air

; but it is only recently that the
asses have been impressed with the fact, and
ive thought it worth while to employ the
eans suggested. The evidence that has been
ought forward is most conclusive, and abun-
int : books of all sizes have been written upon

; commissioners to inquire into the state of
rge towns have recommended “ that measures
* adopted for promoting a proper system of
ntilation in all edifices for public assemblage
id resort;” and so, by repeated striking, the
ipression has been at last communicated to

e general tympanum.
The great question now is, how can ventila-

>n be best effected,—in what manner can the
fiated air be removed and fresh air supplied,
thout producing currents injurious or offen-

e to the human frame? And to tell the
ith, notwithstanding the numerous experi-
mts made within the last thirty or forty
ars, and the tomes that convey their results
the world, it is not easy to reply to the ques-
n. The same means cannot be uniformly

Japted in all cases, but require to be adapted
varying circumstances. No exact rules can
laid down

; much must depend on the in-

digence of the persons to whom the structure
intrusted. A change in the temperature of
external atmosphere, or of the direction

the wind, may alter entirely the effect of a
chanical arrangement

;
and the presence of

arger or smaller number of persons than
i expected, would require corresponding
'nges in the supply of air, and the tempe-
ire to be artificially given to it.

V^e have recently, on more than one occa-
i, directed attention to this subject, and our
imns have been open for the particulars of
ry invention bearing on it, and for every
gestion likely to prove of value in the in-

ligation of principles. We are forced, how-
•, to recur to it by the letters of influential
respondents, pointing out the magnitude of
experiments which have been made, and
now being made, in the temporary Houses
’arliament, asserting the positive failure of
3

>
and urging’ the necessity for other and

ily different arrangements in the new
fses. Our inquiries amongst the members
he House confirm, we are sorry to say,
3 assertions, and lead us to regard with
land trembling the extravagantly expensive,
i architecturally destructive, preparations
rentilating, which have been made by Dr.
I. According to the “ Brief outlines illus-

ve of the alterations in the House of
imons, in reference to the acoustic and
dating arrangements,” which Dr. Reid
1!nted to Mr. Hawes’ committee in 1837,

the principal object which he endeavoured to
attain was, “ To introduce air equally over
the whole floor, both in the galleries and in
the body of the house

; to sustain an equal flow
at all times proportional to the number present,
and to admit air either at natural temperatures
or after passing through the heating appara-
tus, as might be required.” This, one would
suppose, with no limits as to expenditure,
and no personal scruples about cutting and
hacking a building whether old or new, was
not a very difficult task

;
and when the enor-

mous machinery by which it was to be effected

was seen, including a huge shaft 120 feet high,
the object was considered to be as good as ef-

fected. Alas ! for the vanity of human expecta-
tions.

The present House of Commons, lobbies,

committee-rooms, and galleries, with the three
hundred thousand little holes in the floor, are

no better than the old House,—rather worse,
—the currents are most offensive and hurtful,

and the escape of the vitiated air slow and un-
certain. Members say their feet are in an ice-

pail, and their heads in a vapour-bath, in direct

contravention of the old advice, to keep the
feet warm and the head cool. But so it is,

and members get soon fatigued, and some fall

ill; while in all, according to Mr. Wakley,
the seeds of bronchial disorders are implanted.
Things therefore look serious, and when we
find the works at the new Houses stopped and
interfered with, architect’s plans altered, and
supports cut away with the simple direction
that some other means must be found (whether
there be any or none) to carry superincumbent
weight, it is surely time for the public, if not
the members, to look about them. We have
watched the mode of proceeding both at the

Liverpool Hall and Assize Courts, where the
architect's plans seemed to us sadly treated,

and at the new Houses of Parliament, and to

speak the truth, are satisfied at neither place.

A short time since a letter on this subject

appeared in the Times reminding the honour-
able persons whose duty it is to superintend
the arrangement of the new Houses, that a con-
trivance wa3 in operation for many years by
which the atmosphere of the House of Lords
was kept in a pure state, and at an agreeable
and uniform temperature. The writer said of
the apparatus that “it was planned, without
any charge, by the ingenious Adam Walker,
the philosopher, and laid down by the late Mr.
Moser, of Soho, and it was, and I believe still

is, used in her Majesty’s Theatre. Surely, Sir,

it is the duty of lion, members at length to free
themselves from the deluding trammels with
which Dr. Reid finds it his interest to surround
them. If a plan of known efficiency exists, is

its adoption to be prevented because the pecu-
niary interests of a bungling experimentalist
are in a different direction ?

”

In consequence of this letter, several requests
were forwarded to us, that we should examine
Her Majesty’s Theatre, where lately great
improvement in the state of the air had been
found, and lay before the public some particu-
lars of the mode of ventilation pursued there.
We accordingly applied to Mr. Luraley, the
present proprietor, and received from that

gentleman every facility desired. We went
over the building with Mr. Charles Marshall,
in whose hands the arrangements for ventilat-

ing the theatre are placed, and were compelled
to arrive at the conclusion that the improve-
ments in the ventilation alluded to, were chiefly

owing to the increased attention paid to the

means under their control, whereby they are

adapted hour by hour to the varying circum-

stances to which such a structure is liable.

Between the ceiling of the pit and the roof
there is a very large space appropriated as the
painting-room, and in the sides of the roof there
are a dozen or more skylights, made to open,
by means of which much of the heated air

that accumulates in the roof, brought up
amongst other causes by the chandelier, is got
rid of. Now, as an instance of the necessity
of constant attention, and of the difficulty of
laying down rules to be followed without dis-
cretion, it may be mentioned that if when the
wind is in a particular quarter some of these
lights be opened, the hot air, instead of escap-
ing, is kept down upon the audience.
Three or four years ago, the ventilation

being considered defective, Dr. Reid was called
in to improve it; which he attempted to do
by forming a large louvre about 10 feet square,
in the roof, with a cowl to close it at the side
from which the wind blows

;
the object being,

not to bring cold air in, but to allow the heated
air to escape. The single advantage that could
be expected of this over the windows already
mentioned is, that it should be self-acting,

that, instead of having on a change of wind to
close the windows exposed to it and open those
on the other side, the wind should itself effect

the same operation. This, however, is not
found always to be the case, and the cowl is

not considered of great value by those who are
engaged in the house. Another of Dr. Reid’s
operations was to convey fresh air to her
Majesty’s box. Here he employed a “blower,”

ill-constructed as it seems to us,—in an aper-
ture connected with the external atmosphere,
and opening into the box behind the silk with
which it is lined. This employed two men
the whole evening, but so entirely failed to
produce a good effect, that it is now no longer
used.

With this exception, there is no mechanical
arrangement throughout the house to bring in
air, and of the system “invented by Mr.
Adam Walker, and laid down by the late Mr.
Moser, of Soho,” there is no trace. Windows
have been opened in every available position,

and it is by constant attention to these, under
the direction of the gentleman before named
(Mr. Marshall), who has found pleasure in the
subject, and is pursuing it con amore

, that the
frequenters of the Opera House owe much of
the comfort which has been found there, not-

withstanding the unexampled crowds which
fill it.

What is now wanted there, is a controllable

arrangement to bring in air at the bottom, in-

dependently of the doors, the means of getting

rid of it at the top being ample.* To avoid

unpleasant and dangerous drafts is of course

the difficulty, as in all similar cases
;
but this

would be lessened if it were oftener remem-
bered that it is not so much cold air that is

required as pure air, and that by slightly

raising the temperature of that which is intro-

duced, even in summer, and bringing it in

through numerous apertures, the chief end

might be attained without the inconvenience

described. In concluding this allusion to the

Opera House, we cannot omit bearing testi-

mony to the desire manifested by the present

proprietor, Mr. Lumley, to increase the excel-

lence of his theatre, as well in the particular

to which our attention has been directed as in

all others. t We shall return to the general

question of ventilation before long.

* Double doors might then be placed in the pit corridor,

so as to lessen the dangerous draft now found by those who
sit near the entrances.

t Our thanks are further due to Mr. Marshall for the
kindness with which he assisted us in examining the build-
ing,
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MR. CHADWICK ON WANT OF SCIENCE
in OUR TUBLIC WORKS.

The week before last we mentioned the

annual meeting for the distribution of prizes at

the College for Civil Engineers, Putney, but

from pressure of matter, were unable to do

more than allude to the address of the Principal.

We now return to it, and have the pleasure of

placing before our readers a correct and, we
believe, exclusive report of a speech made by

J\Ir. Edwin Chadwick on that occasion, touch-

ing many points of much interest.

Mr. Chadwick said he had not been led to

expect that he should be more than a silent

witness of their proceedings, yet he could not

hesitate to offer testimony to the great public

importance of the promotion of the studies in

practical science, for which the college was

specially instituted. This country was pre-

eminent for its great expenditure in public

works, for its stores of practical science avail-

able for their direction, yet whenever si large

proportion of those works were examined in

their conception, their execution and the effects

realised in comparison with the expenditure

upon them, they too frequently failed to justify

any claims to pre-eminence in the application

of that science. In respect to one important

class of works, the condition and effects of

which it had been his duty to examine—the

works for the sewerage and drainage of the me-

tropolis and of other of our large towns, which

had been frequently pointed out as a subject of

public boast, but on irrefragable proof he had

been compelled to pronounce them to be a vast

monument of mal-administration, of lavish ex-

penditure, and of defective execution, and this

conclusion further inquiry had only served to

confirm in every particular. That very form

of sewers which had been presented to a com-
mittee of the House of Commons by a gentle-

man of high professional standing, as the most
perfect in its form and connected arrange-

ments that had been or could be attained in

practice (the form with upright sides, nearly

flat segmental bottoms, and spreading foot-

ings), was found to accumulate deposits of de-

composing matter, and pollute the air of their

houses and the streets with offensive and pes-

tilential emanations. That form he had ad-

duced as an example of weak, unscientific, and

most expensive construction. Line after line

of the sewers of this expensive construction

had since fallen in in one large district, and its

use was therefore silently abandoned. Now
in the second volume of first report of the

commissioners for inquiry into the health of

large towns they would see in the admirably

clear evidence of their professor ofgeodesy, Mr.
Butler Williams (which he ventured to com-
mend as a most importantsubject oftheir profes-

sional study), the demonstration that by a sewer

of another and scientific construction, the egg
shape, with precisely the same number of

bricks three districts might have been sewered
perfectly for the money lavished in sewering

one, and that one imperfectly and injuriously.

Their professor had demonstrated that all

this waste of money, which though no less than

60,000/., was levied in excess during ten years

on the ratepavers in that one district, was of

secondary importance to the noxious effects on

the health of the population, must have been

avoided had the works been planned and exe-

cuted by persons who had gone through a proper

course of study, anddulyconsulted such works as

those of Young and Tredgold and others, con-

taining the existing knowledge, to be found on

the shelves of their college library. On inquiry

into the history of a large proportion of these

wasteful and deplorably inefficient works of

our towns, it appeared that they had been

superintended by ignorant authorities, and

designed and executed piece-meal by common
tradesmen, who did not understand the use of

the spirit-level, and nothing more fully proved

the ignorant reckless temerity with which such

works were conducted than the defective nature

of their plans, and often the entire absence of

any plans or survey whatever. In one dis-

trict, where a commissioner happened to deem
it a qualification for the office of surveyor and
succeeded in getting it recognised, and where,

as a consequence,a properly qualifiedperson hap-

pened to obtain the appointment, it was proved
in a recent report of that same engineer that no
less than one-quarter of a million of money must
be expended lor setting right the outfalls of

the sewers of that one division (the Iloiborn

and Finsbury) of the several divisions into

which the general sewerage and drainage of

the metropolis had been capriciously, igno-

rantlv, and mischievously divided. Now he,

Mr. Chadwick, ventuied to assert without fear

of disproof, that had the district which he had

named or others, been originally placed under

the guidance of any person who had gone

through such a course of studies as the course

provided in that college, with competent atten-

tion to their duties, it was impossible that such

misery and waste could have been inflicted
;
a

waste of capital in respect to levels only in

that one district, which would, under proper

direction, have sufficed for the complete drain-

age of upwards of 50,000 of the houses in the

metropolis that are still left without any

proper drainage. As a convincing proof in itself

of the reckless or ignorant temerity with which

such large expenditure in such important

public works had been, and still continued to

be made, it might suffice to state that neither

in the metropolis, nor in any of the towns ex-

amined, was any accurate map with proper

system of levels found to exist. Hence they

saw large sewers which after all that had been

expended on them were found with accumula-

tions of stagnant refuse, acting as extended

cesspools. To shew what might be done for

amendment, he had asked and had obtained the

aid of a detachment of the pupils of that col-

lege, and under the superintendence of their

professor of geodesy, they had executed as a

specimen the first plan of the city of London,

and he believed of any town in Great Britain in

which contour lines of equal altitude were
laid down. That map (which had been fol-

lowed by another specimen map of Windsor,

executed under the direction of the Board of

Ordnance) he displayed before the noble

chairman, and stated that he had been assured

by competent engineers, that if similar maps
with contour lines had been executed for the

whole country, that out of the two hundred

and forty millions of probable expenditure for

the railways to he constructed in this country,

full twenty millions would be saved by the

better direction which it must have given to

the works. Lord Devon observed that he was

fully impressed with the great importance of

such well-constructed maps, with levels so ex-

hibited, for the guidance of all such works, and

he had used great exertions to obtain a map of

Ireland with the contour lines, which would

be found appended to the recent report of the

commission of inquiry into the tenure of land

in that country. With such a map, any one

sitting in his own room might see what would

be the best lines of drainage. Whilst the

sewers and the general drainage works of large

districts were found to have been executed

without the rudimentary knowledge available

for the efficient construction of such works,

large masses of capital were expended in works
for the distribution of water into our towns

without such a competent knowledge of hy-

draulics, and other branches of science ap-

plicable to the collection, storage, purifica-

tion and distribution of water, as a good
scientific course of instruction must afford.

Some of the consequences of this empiricism

were, that after all the ill-advised and lavish

expenditure of the companies’ capital, the

adoption and maintenance of intermittent

supplies of water necessitating a double and
treble expenditure on the part of tenants;

the retention of water in butts and tanks

in which it stagnates until it is wanted,

and absorbs the dust and soot, and vi-

tiated atmosphere, preventing improvements
in the application of water to an effi-

cient system of house drainage and cleans-

ing, and the immediate extinction of fires, and
the preservation of life as well as property.

The course of the sanatory inquiry, and the

examination of schools, and workshops, and
large public as well as private buildings,

shewed that they had been constructed by
professional men, who from the condition of
those buildings when occupied, and the suf-

ferings of those who were kept in them, were
demonstratably ignorant of such a practical

knowledge of the settled principles of pneu-

matics, and the existing practical science ap-

plicable to warming and ventilation, as must
have led to relief by arrangements for the

properly regulated ingress of air, that was
warmed as well as pure, and for its egress

when vitiated. He might occupy the whole

day, and fail to adduce all the proofs which

indeed filled the volumes of reports now bd

fore the legislature and the public. In then

were to be seen the grounds on which tht

commissioners of inquiry, at the head of whic:

was the noble duke, the president of th

college, came to the concurrent and unanimou

conclusion, in solemnly recommending to thi

legislature that securities should be taken ft

the public safety, that all such works shouli

be superintended as well as planned by me

of tried competency as engineers, from t
v

possession of such science as the founders

that institution were anxious for the publi

advantage to impart. But it was not in tbos

volumes that the public need seek proof, i

waste of life and property, of the deplorab;

deficiences of practical science for whic

public provision and securities were requisib

The proofs were displayed to them in spe*

tacle after spectacle of the ruins of falle

bridges, factories, and large buildings, i

horrible deaths, and shocking mutilations oi

curring again and again from the like pro

ventible causes. From the direct inform;

tion of competent inquirers, as well as froi

the published evidence, he might confident

assert, that where full inquiry was madi

there was not one recent instance of sue

destruction in which the cause was not assig

able and distinctly assigned to a culpab'

omission of the application of existing knov.

ledge or science. In the instance of tl

failure of one edifice, he was assured upf|

competent authority, that the cause of the d

struction, attended by loss of life, was occ:

sioned by the breaking of a sound bar of iro

just of the size at which the architect, if 1

had consulted the works of Tredgold, wou
have found it shewn on actual experiment th

such a bar would break under such a weigl

as had been ignorantly placed upon it. 1

another instance, of the destruction of li

from the falling of a factory, the cause w

clearly proved to be the unskilful dispositic

of some eleven tons of weight on iron beam

which existing data with respect to the strengi

of materials, imperfect as those data we

acknowledged to be, if they had been du

consulted in the plans and in the constructs

of the works, would have shewn could on

have been safely intrusted with a much le

weight skilfully adjusted. Another instan

of destruction was displayed in the breaka;

of a cast-iron beam, the crushing of brie,

stone, and iron successively; in the ord

in which it was laid down in
.

existii

works, such materials of such dimensio

must be crushed when charged with sut

weights. On the other hand, recklel

empiricism and ignorance of the strength I

materials found safety in the wasteful applic!

tion of them and massive deformity, whid

was the subject of complaint as well as the co

sequent excessive expense of our public work

Again he ventured to repeat, that the task of i

trieving these and the like proved errors, the t

fectual drainage of towns, of habitations, ai

agricultural districts, the most effectual preve.

tion of those atmospheric impurities, the caua

of epidemics and of premature mortality, w

only to be achieved when such practical scien

as it was the object of this institution to pr

mote and diffuse, was duly appreciated and r

ceived by the public, and properly applied.-

(Applause.)

Dn. Lyon Peayfair stated from his ov

observations, as a commissioner of inquiry,
j

could corroborate the statements of Mr. Cha

wick in respect to the deplorable absence of coi

petent scientific knowledge displayed in o

public works, especially in his observations

the want of knowledge of science displayed

builders and architects in their arrangemei

for ventilation. In the schools which he cs

mined in Lancashire he found that from t

space allowed for airto breathe(and the absen

of any arrangements for changing it) was or

one- half that in which they could breathe

without change, and were compelled to breat

repeatedly the same vitiated air, and that her

arose various forms of disease, and that th

constitutions were impaired for life.

Mr. Babbage addressed to the students

stances to shew that what was set down as

tuitive genius was commonly the result

greater mental application, aud that labc

was the best foundation for professional ei

ncnce.

Mr. Binneee bore his testimony to >

practical utility of such studies as those p
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loted, and that though they might put aside
bstract formulae in daily practice, yet mathe-
latical studies would, in training the mind, be
f very high value.

HEALTH OF TOWNS.
Amidst much that is otherwise thoroughly

^spiritual and self-seeking in the tendencies
f the present day, there is this great and re-

settling feature, and one which every philan-
iropist must hail as the certain advent of
lat wide and embracing sympathy which is

ie real and essential spirit of practical re-

gion,—we allude to the universal and
radually awakening interest now felt in the
icial condition of our poorer brethren.

To the efforts of such men as Bentham,
banning, Carlyle, and the late Dr. Arnold,
ie active apostles of a newer and more en-
ghtened philosophy, much of the better
eling of tlie day is perhaps to be attributed

;

id if late, not the less certain we feel will be
e evolution of that great principle long since
iunciated though ignorantly decried, that

.e only legitimate aim and object of govern-
ent, and all social polity, is the greatest hap-
ness of the greatest number. As evidence
this improved feeling, we need only point
the fact that now everywhere inquiries are

t on foot, and information eagerly sought,
to the actual condition of the people. The
ess abounds with investigations of the causes
id suggestions for the remedy of our social
ils. Recently in this country, what a vast
ass of appalling facts has been brought to

;l]t by oqr factory commissions, our mines
mmissions, pgr sanatory reports, and in

oso details upon the state of our labouring
ipulation, urban and rural, so clearly eluci-
ited in the valuable reports of Mr. Chadwick
id the Poor Law Commissioners. All these
ive developed a fearful aggregation of evils,

sfore updreamt of by the great mass of the
miminity.*

To the zealous exertions of such men as
n d Ashley in the cause of active benevolence,
; may Trace the source of much of the recent
lblic interest in the moral and physical state
the poorer classes, and it is indeed a sub-

ct of sincere gratulation that, aided by a more
lightened policy among those in power, this

bleman’s labours have tended already to

oct much towards ameliorating the actual
ndition of our labouring population

;
but we

ist not disguise from ourselves the fact—

a

st deal yet remains to he done
;
and it is by

psjant and strenuous individual efforts alone
it a total and permanent benefit Is to be
iped for. The broad and full tide of human
bgression is hut the aggregate of every scat-

red rill of individual endeavours. Each
ip is significant and conducive to the great
d.

As bearing more immediately upon the
ove views, we would now call especial atten-
n to the late important and valuable report
•nished by the royal commission on the
alth of towns, the result of two years
.luous and unremitting investigation into the
ases affecting the general sanatory condition

I the community. It would be out of the
Jstion, within the limits of the present notice,
tempting to offer any thing approaching to a
.ailed analysis of the accumulated mass
evidence (comprised in two thick folios),

ning upon a subject of so comprehensive a
aracter as this must necessarily be, nor
lill we attempt to follow the commissioners
tough the whole of the vast and varied field

Tuded in their inquiry.

Suffice it to observe, that to those who feel

; interest in the subject these reports will
Iply repay perusal. Before adverting to the
incipal topics investigated by the commis-
mers, or to the general conclusions arrived
n the reports in connection with the recom-
indations for a more efficient system of sana-

y jurisprudence and police throughout the
gdom, we shall take the opportunity of
bfiy alluding to the history of these investi-
lions, and recapitulate the circumstances
ich induced the present inquiry,

t will perhaps be remembered that the pre-

liThe interest in such statistical inquiries is not confined
.ngland. On the continent investigations on the social
(physical condition of the masses have been ably de-
eped in the researches of such men as Vellirin£,
"ier, De Gerando Arrivalienc Mohl, and Parent du
!:elet.

valence of severe fever in the poorer districts
of the metropolis, more particularly in Spital-
fieldsjduringthe winterof 1837, having excited
an alarm of a visitation of the cholera, induced
the Poor Law Commissioners to institute im-
mediate and strict inquiry into the sanatory
condition of the districts affected

; and espe-
cially with reference to the removable causes
of disease. For these objects the able assist-
ance of Drs. Arnott, Southwood Smith, and
Ivay were called into requisition, and the
result of an investigation by these gentlemen
was embodied in a valuable report dated May
12th, 1838. This report declared that the
chief and constantly acting causes of destruc-
tion and death were comprised in the ex-
istence of had ventilation and defective
drainage. These facts, without loss of time
were strongly represented by the commis-
sioners to Lord John Russell, with urgent
recommendations for the immediate adoption
of some legislative measures for their removal.
Although much public discussion at the time
took place on the subject, little was done re-
lative to this important matter until the close
of the following session, when the Bishop of
London, in his place in the House of Lords,
called the attention of the Government to the
report, and moved an address to her Majestv,
praying for an inquiry as to the extent to’

which the causes of disease stated by the Poor
Law Commissioners to prevail among the
labouring classes of the metropolis, prevail
also among similar classes in other parts of
the kingdom. This address being carried,
Lord John Russell directed the Poor Law
Board to institute the inquiry; and the com-
missioners having accordingly in the November
following given the requisite instructions to
their assistants, the results of the consequent
investigations were embodied in the lucid and
voluminous report of Mr. Chadwick, presented
in July, 1842. In the meantime, in 1840, also
appeared the report of the select committee of
the House of Commons “ On the health of
large towns and populous districts.”

From all these it would appear that there
had been no lack of investigation into the sub-
ject, and it might naturally be supposed that
the result of these different inquiries, em-
bodied in the published reports with folios of
appended evidence from all imaginable quarters,
would have been deemed sufficient to indicate
the sources of the evils, and to have suggested
a plain, straightforward course for some le-

gislative remedy. It would seem, however,
that these boards of inquiry are either en-
dowed with an extreme power of vitalitv, or
else some wonderful faculty of reproduction

—

at all events, they certainly possess the happy
method of just arriving at that incompletion
of result, which entails the necessity for
some farther investigation, making invariably,
like jealousy, “ The meat theyfeed on .” That
the physical condition of the poorer classes
was most deplorable, that they were badly
housed, with an insufficiency of every bodily
aliment and comfort, were axioms which un-
happily it did not require another royal com-
mission under the sign manual, to demonstrate

:

these facts, which ever way we turn are pain-
fully self-evident; but there was, we presume,
no reason why commissionerships with their
comfortable amenities, should be left entirely
at the disposal of Whig governments

;
accord-

ingly another including his Grace the Duke of
Buccleugh, as chairman, was forthwith con-
stituted for farther inquiry into the stale of
large towns and populous districts. The re-
sult is that now before us, and however much
we may feel opposed to the pernicious system
of jobbing displayed in the perpetuation of
these commissions, we are bound to concede
all praise to the exertions and perseverance
as well as to the full and comprehensive data
furnished by this last inquiry. The chief
causes proved by the concurrent testimony of
medical men, and other intelligent witnesses
examined, as more strongly affecting the phy-
sical condition of our labouring population, are
(what had been before stated), viz. defective
drainage and bad ventilation

;
to these, there-

fore, the attention of the commissioners was
more specially directed. But the general sub-

ject included in the inquiry may
4
be reduced

to the five following heads, viz. :

—

1. Drainage, including house and main
drainage, and the drainage of any space not

covered with houses, yet influencing the health

of the inhabitants.

2. The paving of public streets, courts, and
alleys.

3. Cleansing; comprising the removal of all
refuse matter not carried off by drainage, and
the removal of nuisances.

4. Supply of water for public purposes and
private use.

5. The construction and ventilation of
buildings for promoting and securing the
health of the inhabitants.
.The conclusions arrived at from an examina-
tion of the above important matters are embo-
died in thirty distinct recommendations, alreadv
given in Thk Builder,* necessary, in the
opinion of the commissioners, for the construc-
tion of whatever remedial measures may be
subsequently adopted. These may be shortly
summed up under the following general propo-
sitions :

—

1. 1 hat the crown should have the control
and supervision of all sanatory measures.

2. That the local authorities entrusted with
the execution of such measures be armed with
additional powers, and the districts placed
under their jurisdiction should in many cases
be enlarged, and made co extensive with the
natural areas for drainage.

3. That the necessary arrangements for
drainage, paving, cleansing, and an ample
supply ot water, be placed under one adminis-.
trative body.

4. That general sanatory regulations rela-
tive to buildings and the width of streets

;
and

that low lodging-houses be under the same in-
spection and control.

These it must be confessed are sufficiently
comprehensive, and it only remainsto be proved
how tar the wide field of operations here sug-
gested would under existing circumstances
be compatible with the legitimate functions of
any one public body, and whether such an ab-
solute system of central control amid the
variety of adverse interests—both local and
private, at present existing, would be practi-
cally attainable. In either case it behoves ua
to receive with extreme diffidence and cautiou
a scheme of centralization which would go to
place in the hands of any home secretary for
the time being, so direct and extensive a power
over the executive administration of the whole
country. \\ e shall, however, defer to a future
occasion our examination of the mode in
which the above objects are proposed to be
carried out, more particularly as a bill embody-^
ingthe suggestions of the commissioners is. now
before Parliament; to a simple abssract off

which we now ask the attention, of our
readers.

LORD LINCOLN’S BILL
FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF DRAINAGE AND

SUPPLY OF WATER.

A copy ofthe Bill brought in by Lord Lin-
coln, and printed for the consideration of the
members during the ensuing recess, is now-
before us. It has 325 clauses, occupies 118
pages, and contains many very important pro-
visions. It extends to tbo whole of England
and Wales, except the city of London and its
liberties, and any place situate within a radius
of five miles from Charing Cross, in the city
of Westminster. The preamble is as follows:

“ Whereas it has of late been made appa-
rent, that the sewerage and drainage of the
towns and populous districts of this realm, and
the supply of water for the domestic use of
the inhabitants, and for the due cleansing off

drains, are extremely defective or utterly neg-
lected, especially in the districts chiefly inha-

bited by the poorer classes of her Majesty’s

subjects, whereby excessive disease and great

mortality have been occasioned : And whereas
the general laws in force are wholly insufficient

for the remedy of so great a mischief, and the
like defects, for the most part, exist in the

powers of trustees, acting under the authority

of divers local Acts: And whereas it ia expe-

dient that remedy should be had therein, and
that the arrangement of the supply of water
for domestic use. and for the cleansing- of
sewers, drains, houses, courts, alleys, and
streets, should be combined, as often as may bo
practicable, with the management of the pav-
ing and cleansing of the surface of courts, al-

leys, and streets, and of the construction and
maintenance of the drains and sewers, and
other works subservient to the preservation of

* See p, H3 ante,
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the streets and other public places, in a good 1

and proper condition, and that further provi-

sion should be made for promoting the health

and convenience of the inhabitants of towns

and populous districts.

Inspectors are to be nominated by one of the

Secretaries of State at salaries to be determined

on, to assist in carrying the Act into execu-

tion
;
and commissioners are to be elected by

the rate-payers for every town and district.

That is to say, “ Nine commissioners for every

town or district in which the number of in-

habitants specified in such order in council

shall not exceed ten thousand; twelve com-

missioners for every town or district in which

the number of inhabitants so specified shall

not exceed twenty thousand,
and so on at the pro-

portion of three additional commissioners for

every additional ten thousand inhabitants speci-

fied in such order in Council
:

provided always,

that in no case shall the number of commis-

sioners elected by the occupiers and owners of

property as aforesaid exceed twenty seven."

Commissioners are to provide a map of the

district within their jurisdiction. “ And be it

enacted, that the said commissioners shall

cause to be inscribed on such map and plan a

series of marks or figures denoting a complete

system of levelling, exhibiting the true form or

relief of the ground in the area or district, and

shall also cause to be drawn, wherever practic-

able, lines of equal altitude, commonly called

contour lines, at every four feet of elevation,

or at such other intervals as may appear, upon
due inquiry, to be the best adapted for the

guidance of works of sewerage and drainage,

for the collection and distribution of water, and

for other public and private purposes within

such district.”

Clause 113 gives commissioners power to

pave streets; 117, to fix levels of all new
streets.

Then, as to the width of streets—“ Be it

enacted, That it shall not be lawful to form,

lay out, or build any new street within any
town or district, unless the same, being a car-

riage-road, shall be at least thirty feet wide, or

being a foot-way only, shall be at least twenty

feet wide, but if the buildings, or any of them
not being a public building fronting any street

being a carriage-way be more than thirty

feet high from the level of the street, or being
a foot-way only, shall be more than twenty feet

high from the level of the street, then such
street must be of a width equal at the least to

the height of such buildings above such level,

and every such street being a foot-way only,

shall have an entrance thereto, being at the

least the full width of such street, and open
from the ground upwards : Provided always,

That these provisions shall not extend or apply
to any street which shall be proved to the satis-

faction of the commissioners to have been
agreed to have been formed or set out in the

disposition of any estate for sale in lots, and of
which a sale plan shall have been so proved to

have been prepared previous to the issuing of
any Order in Council for enforcing the pro-
visions of this Act within such town or dis-

trict.”

Commissioners are to provide for draining
all towns not already sewered, and to build

such main and other sewers as may be neces-

sary.

House drains are to he formed. —“And
whereas numerous houses and buildings have
from time to time been erected and built with-

out having proper drains communicating
therefrom with any sewer, which proceedings
are highly prejudicial to the public good

;
Be

it enacted, That in all cases where any house
or building, situate within any town or dis-

trict, shall at any time be found not to be
drained by a sufficient drain or pipe communi-
cating with some sewer, and emptying itself

into the same, to the satisfaction of the said

commissioners, and if a sewer of sufficient

size, under the jurisdiction of the said commis-
sioners, shall pass along any street, and within
thirty feet of any part of such house or build-
ing on a lower level than such house or build-
ing, it shall be lawful for the said commis-
sioners, by notice in writing, to require the
owner of such house or building forthwith, or
within such reasonable time as shall be ap-
pointed by the said commissioners, to construct
and make from such house or building, into the
nearest common sewer, a covered drain or
pipe of such materials, of such size, at such
level, and with such fall, as shall be adequate

for the drainage of such house or building, and

also, if practicable, of its areas, water-closets,

privies and offices, if any, and to carry and

convey the soil, drain and wash therefrom

into the said sewer; and if the owner of such

house or building shall refuse or neglect,

during twenty-eight days next after the said

notice shall have been delivered to such owner,

or left at such house or building, to begin to

construct such drain, or shall thereafter fail to

carry it on, and complete it with all reason-

able despatch, it shall he lawful for the said

commissioners, and they are hereby required,

to cause the same to be constructed and

made, and to recover the expenses to be in-

curred thereby in the manner hereinafter

provided.”

Before erecting new buildings, or rebuilding

old ones, levels are to be settled by the commis-

sioners.

Gully holes are to he trapped, to prevent the

escape of effluvia.

Persons allowing stagnant water to remain

within any house, or the contents of any cess-

pool to overflow or soak to the annoyance of

adjoining occupiers, maybe fined. They may
require owners to provide privies and ash-

pits.

No. 175 is an important clause :
—“ And

whereas the health of the population, espe-

cially of the poorer classes, is frequently in-

jured by the prevalence of epidemical and

other disorders, and the virulence and extent

of such disorders is frequently due and owing

to the existence of local causes which are capa-

ble of removal, but which have hitherto fre-

quently escaped detection from the want of

some experienced person to examine into and

report upon them, it is expedient that power

should be given to appoint a duly qualified

medical practitioner for that purpose
;
Be it

therefore enacted, That it shall be lawful for

the said commissioners to appoint, subject to

the approval of one of her Majesty’s principal

secretaries of state, a legally-qualified medical

practitioner, of skill and experience, to inspect

and report periodically on the sanatory condi-

tion of any town or district, to ascertain the

existence of diseases, more especially epide-

mics increasing the rates of mortality, and to

point out the existence of any nuisances or

other local causes which are likely to origi-

nate and maintain such diseases and injuriously

affect the health of the inhabitants of such

town or district, and to take cognizance of the

fact of the existence of any contagious disease,

and to point out the most efficacious modes for

checking or preventing the spread of such dis-

eases, and also to point out the most efficient

means for the ventilation of churches, chapels,

schools, registered lodging-houses, and other

public edifices within the said town or district,

and to perform any other duties of a like na-

ture which maybe required of him
;
and such

person shall be called the medical officer of

health for the town or district for which he

shall be appointed
;
and it shall be lawful for

the said commissioners to pay to such officer

such salary as shall be approved of by one of

her Majesty’s principal secretaries of state.”

Commissioners may order owners and occu-

piers to cleanse, purify, and whitewash pre-

mises; and are to nominate inspectors of nui-

sances. Certain underground rooms are not

to be let for dwellings.

Clause 191 directs commissioners to obtain

reports on the best mode of supplying water
;

and to this part of the bill we shall return next

week.

COST OF TIMBER VIADUCTS.

A Correspondent of the Railway Chro-
nicle supplies the cost of the following timber
viaducts on the Newcastle and Darlington
rail way.

Sherburn Viaduct.-—Length 220 yards,
breadth within railway 24 feet, average depth
45 feet : total cost 6,340/.—220 yds. x 45 ft. x
26 ft. = 28,600 cubic yards

; cost 6,340/. or
4s. 5d. per cubic yard.

Cassop Viaduct.—Length 153 yards, breadth
24 feet, average depth 34 feet : cost 4,069/.

—

153 yds. x 34 ft. x 26 ft. = 15,028 cubic
yards ;

cost 4,069/. or 5s. 5d. per cubic yard.

Shincliffc Viaduct.—Length 220 yards,

breadth 24 feet, average depth 48 feet: total

cost 6,417/.—220 yds. x 48 ft. x 26 ft. =
30,507 cubic yards

;
cost 6,417/. or 4s. 3d. per

cubic yard.

STIR IN THE SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

Since the appearance of the last communi-
nication on this subject in our pages, the t

annual meeting to distribute prizes to the suc-

cessful students in the school has been held,

!

and the disorganized state of the establishment I

has been brought under the notice of the 4

House of Commons. Before alluding to these ti

events, however, we insert the following letter,

which reached us previously.

Sir,—'As a letter has appeared in your:

journal signed by twelve students of the 1

}

School of Design, and in which they attempt to l

prove that those students suspended by the il

council have misrepresented the state of the it

school, I trust you will permit me to answer
|

such letter on’ behalf of my fellow students. I

Whatever might be reported as the words of
[

Mr. Ewart, 1 do not for a moment believe that 4

the expression there complained of was ever \

used by him. That the dispute bad resulted ]

in the withdrawal of the senior students or j

pupils almost without exception, was, I have J

no doubt, the term made use of; and which is

the perfect truth.

Whether a letter which appeared in your

paper of the 5th inst., signed H. J. L., was or t

was not the production of one of the suspended j

students 1 cannot say, my opinion certainly is I

that such is not the case, I therefore cannot

feel that we are answerable for its assertions
;

but if your correspondent had written the fol-

lowing, he would certainly not have given those 1

twelve any right to dispute the truth of his

statement. (I will underscore the three addi-

tional words which I have placed in his sen-

tence.) “ In fact, the only students of promise 1

the school could boast of having educated have 1

been expelled.” With the so much boasted

answer that they will give on the 24th instant, :

I will have to do presently.

The letter then goes on to say that our as-

sertion of the general discontent in the school

was a falsehood
;
now the fact is, that at one of

the meetings held by the suspended students,

twelve or fourteen of the senior students of the

large room attended, and there discussed the

propriety of joining with us in petitioning the

council. Those students were then advised'

by me
,
a suspended student, not to join with

us
;
for this reason, that by far the larger por-

tion of that room being filled with elementary

students, the council would not know whether

they were boys or men, and consequently they 1

would only share in the difficulties without

benefiting the cause advocated by us. Now of

all those so attending there was not one that

denied the truth of our assertions, but on the

contrary, approved of them.
That twelve students can be found in the

school (immediately previous to the awarding

of the prizes) willing to purchase the good
will of the director ought not perhaps to be a

matter of surprise
;
but that any number, how-

ever small, could have the hardihood to string

together such a mass of misrepresentation, and

print it, and, moreover, to boast (as by them is

done) that the precious production is unan-

swerable, is certainly astonishing. Now to

the proof
;
and I willingly accept the test (of

the past exhibitions) which they so boldly 1

offer.

I must first premise that the present director

has been two years and two months in the

school
;
and also that one rule (No. 7, page 10)

of the school says, “students who do not

attend constantly, and regularly not to be al-

lowed to compete for any of the prizes.”

Speaking of the last exhibition, they say that

“ unless then it can be proved that they who
were beaten are superior to those who beat

them.” &c., &c. Now the facts are these:

five prizes were last year taken by exhibi-

tioners
;
four by students who have signed the

letter in your paper (one ofwhom had not been a

student thetwelve months previous, and another

has never studied in the school since till he

came to compete for the present prizes), and

thirteen by students signing the remon-

strance.
,t

Out of the twelve students signing the article

in your paper eight have never before obtained

a prize in the school, and therefore are stran-

gers in it, or if they have before competed

have been beaten, namely, Messrs. G. M'Ken-
zie, J. Woods, D. Pearse, R. Jefferson, C.

Worrall, W. E. Cadman, C. Hairs, and P.

Holland. W. C. Wild has not been a regular

student in the school for two years (only com-
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ing to compete for the annual prizes, which, in

direct contravention of the rule mentioned
above, he is allowed to do), and therefore can
owe but little to the present director. Mr.
Strudwick has not been a student in the school
for twelvemonths, and is, moreover, a designer
regularly employed in the glass trade

;
leaving

only Messrs. Walker and Wallace, who can
be placed in competition with ourselves, or
who have not been beaten by us.

In their postscript No. 1. they give the num-
ber of students in April, in the evening classes,

as 189
;
in July, the present month, 111; thus

evincing a falling off of 78, certainly not to

be accounted for by the withdrawal of the

complaining students, in number 37, still

leaving 41, nor even by that bit of fiction con-
tained in their note, as I think the following
extract from the report of 1843 and 1844 will

prove
;
and since which time it is wished to be

thought the school has increased in numbers.
In April, 1844, the number attending the

evening classes was 196; in July, 1843(1 have
not the return of July, 1 844, otherwise I doubt
not that month would be more favourable),
the number attending was 187, leaving only a

difference of nine, while this year the dif-

ference is forty-one beside ourselves. Can
those students have shared in our sentiments ?

The excuse which they make use of does not
apply to April, but to the three or four winter
months in 1843. The evening attendance in

November was 259; in December, 234; in

January, 1844, 193; in February, 228.
I shall now proceed to remark on the second

postscript. In the spring of 1843, six exhi-
bitioners were chosen from among the students

:

this was just at the time of the appointment of
the present director, and they were of course
students who had been taught by the previous
director; now what right have those twelve
students to place the names of those exhibi-
tioners in juxtaposition with ours, and what
can they know (or what could be the weight
if known) of the opinions of those who left

the school twelve months ago? Or does it

argue for the competence of the director,
that those who ought to have been taught by
him have been beaten by those taught by his
predecessor? That it is not our fault, is, I
think, fully shewn by the fact, that under the
same teaching we have carried off every prize
even from the exhibitioners themselves (l
allude to class drawings). But there is another
strange fact; there are at present in the school
two exhibitioners, their names are not down
amongst those signing the letter. IIow is this ?
they must know something of the state of
the school.

As a proof of the spirit in which their letter
was written, I will merely state, that a remark
is made on a design executed by Mr. Philip,
one of the suspended students. After stating
that the prize was one of three guineas, they
go on to say that “Two guineas only were
given because the council did not consider the
design deserving of more.” Previous to this,

I there is a design for paper mentioned, the
prize for which was taken by Mr. Walker, one

i who has signed their paper; now the prize is

mentioned as two guineas, and no remarks
made

;
the truth is, the prize offered was three

guineas, but the council said they gave him
'two guineas as a reward for his industry, but
considered his design as not at all applicable
to the purpose for which it was designed.
And now, Sir, a few words on the so-much-

vaunied coming exhibition, and the means that
have been had recourse to in order to produce
•it. The three assistant masters have been em-
ployed to execute specimens of ornamental
painting instead of teaching the junior stu-
dents. By far the larger portion of the other
principal competitors have not the slightest
iright to be considered as students who have
(been taught in, and by the school, being in fact
[practical designers (some of many years
[standing) who have been procured to make a
Ishoiv, and whose productions will be attempted
:to be passed off as those of students taught by
Mr. Wilson. This is precisely the case with
isix out of the twelve signing the letter, half of
Tthem not having been in the school more than
four months (though there is a rule which says
ithat no one shall compete until he has been a
[student three months), when they almost im-
mediately commenced competing.

In conclusion, 1 think I have proved that
lalmost without exception the senior students
(have complained, and been suspended; that

the only students the school could boast of having
educated have been expelled

;
that eight out of

the twelve signing the letter have no right to

be considered as competitors with ourselves, or
as the production of the school

;
that two others

have no right to be allowed to compete at all
;

and that the present show, whatever it may be,
has been produced by unworthy means, and I

shall conclude hy asking in the words of your
correspondents,— whethera cause requiring the
use of such disreputable means can be a good
one?— I remain, Sir, &c., R. Burchett.

17, Bond-street, Cammercial-road,
July 21, 1845.

The annual meeting was held on the 24th,
when Lord Colborne presided. According to
the report of the committee, the designs were
more numerous, better executed, and displayed
more knowledge of ornament, and greater
range of taste and composition, than those ex-
hibited on any similar occasion, holding out a
cheering prospect of continued improvement
on the part of the pupils. Unfortunately,
however, for the present reputation of the
school, it seems from verified documents sent
to us, that several of those who were rewarded
are practical designers, who have been in the
school only afew months, while others are ex-
hibitioners appointed in Mr. Dyce’s time.
Mr. W. Williams when he brought the matter
before the House of Commons dwelt strongly
on this point, and asserted that it proved that
the expelled students were the most able
young men in the school. Mr. W. moved for

a select committee to inquire into the allega-
tions contained in the petition of the senior
students of the School of Design in Somerset
House, and into the general management and
present state of that school.

Sir G. Clerk, on the part of the Government,
would not listen to the proposition, spoke
highly of the qualifications of Mr. Wilson as
director, and referred with confidence to the
works last rewarded. He said, the attack on
Mr. Wilson had been prompted “by a bad
heart (whose, we did not learn), and trusted
the House would refuse the committee.
Mr. Ewart thought very differently. The

school was disorderly — thirty-seven of the
pupils had seceded — it was, in fact, in a
state of disorganization (no, no). Manu-
facturers were complaining that they could not
obtain good designs from the school, and Mr.
Pugin, the architect, stated that the condition
of the school was highly unsatisfactory, and
that he was obliged to have recourse to con-
tinental workmen to execute his architectural

decorations.* He put it to the House, then,
whether they had not a right to ask for some
inquiry (hear, hear). He found that the right
honourable baronet opposite was inclined to

put the school upon too mechanical a footing
— to look upon the pupils rather as workmen
than artists. Now, there lay the error which
prevailed in the present system of manage-
ment. Every eminent artist would tell them
that the studies pursued at a School of Design
should rest upon two main points—drawing
from the human figure, and from na-
ture. Upon these principles the most cele-

brated continental schools for design had
been constructed (hear, hear). He agreed
that the master should be an eminent
artist. He also agreed with the opinion
that this school should not be under the super-
intendence of a board. He should prefer to

see some person out of that House at the head
of it, whoshould still be responsibleto the House
for the manner in which the duties were per-
formed. But the board now consisted of a
number of persons, many of whom remained
away from sheer idleness

;
and five or six

converted the business into what (though it

was considered a very unpleasant word in that
House) he must then designate as a job. He
was satisfied there ought, at all events, to be
inquiry.

Mr. Waklev said, the report which had been
made to the House was an attempt to deceive
it. Mr. Herbert, the late master, was not even
mentioned in it. He contended that Mr.
Herbert was most unjustly treated— he was a

man of great intellectual capabilities and
great accomplishment in his art. It was ac-

knowledged he was universally respected in the

school. He was dismissed for some slight

difference by a meeting of four councillors out

of twenty-four, one of whom said, “ We must
stop the reconciliation between Mr. Wilson
and Mr. Herbert. It must not take place.”
Young men, such as these students, would not
have ventured to have proclaimed the incom-
petency of Mr. Wilson if it were not palpable.
Mr. Hawes defended the council, and said

that Mr. Herbert’s feelings had been studied,
and every endeavour made to retain his ser-
vices, hut finding no hope of re-establish-
ing harmony, they were compelled to discon-
tinue the services either of that gentlemen or
Mr. Wilson, and chose the former. Inquiry
asked for on public grounds he should say by
all means grant, but inquiry on the condition
of being held up as jobbers he could not
approve.

Mr. Wyse said the defect of the present
school was, that the whole system us at first
laid down was not acted upon.
Mr. Hume thought there bad been some

suppression of important facts in the report,
and that further representations should be
laid on the table. The motion was then nega-
tived without a division.

Whiie we earnestly desire to see the school
efficiently conducted, we are most anxious not
to commit injustice towards the present
director. Impelled, hov»ever, by sense of
duty, we cannot avoid asking a question, to

which we trust a satisfactory answer will be
afforded. A large sum of money, some say
1,00(1/., has been expended in the production of
a diawing-book

; why is it that this work is

withheld ? and is it true that the 5,000 copies
printed are consigned to the cellars of Somerset
House ?

NEW CHURCH AT GRAVESEND.

A church is now in course of completion
at Milton-next-Gravesend, which calls for fa-

vourable notice. It is a cross church, without
aisles, and the tower stands at the south-west
angle. Unfortunately, it has not a favourable

situation, being built on ground below the level

of the neighbouring roads. A church is one
of those buildings, which should always stand

in a prominent position, meeting the eye from
many miles distant, but this is so hid at the

bucks of houses, that its existence is not easily

discovered. The erection of the spire will

partly obviate the mistake : at present, only the
tower is completed. It would not be right

to cast any portion of blame upon the able

architect, Mr. Wilson, of Bath, and the

church is on the whole highly commendable.
The omission of aisles, we are inclined to

think an advantage in a modern church, but

we do not think that the same number of people

can be arranged with greater convenience in

transepts, though these improve the external

effect. The buttresses are set rather close,

the roof is of good pitch, and the tracery of the

windows well designed. The style is deco-

rated. The church is built of rough stone

with tooled dressings, and there is no want of
ornament. The western door and window are

set in a large arch. The pinnacles of the

tower, which now appear loo small, can hardly

be judged of till the spire is completed. The
interior of the church is very effective from
the good design of the roof, which is framed

without a tie-beam, and stained a dark colour.

We are sorry to say, that there are galleries in

the transepts, and at the west end, but they

have been well managed. The pews have low

doors, so that they do not differ much from

open benches. The arrangement of the roof

timbers, at the intersection of the nave and

transepts, is admirable. The font is a very

beautiful one— octagonal— on steps, with a

kneeling stone. The pulpit is of stone. 1 he

reading-desk and all the minor accessories

shew much thoughtful consideration.

The letter from which this is quoted will he found in

our present number.

The Chelsea Embankment.—The entire

cost of the embankments about Gheyne-walk

will be 75,425/. 4s. lid.
;
of which Earl Cado-

gan contributes 6,745/. 0s. lOd.
;
Lord Cal-

thorpe, 1,706/. 15s. 4£d. ;
her Majesty,

1,903/. Is. 6^d.
;
the Chelsea Water Company,

JO,403/. 6s. 2£d.
;

the Marquis of Westmin-
ster, 8,123/. 19s. 7d-

;
Mr. Sloane Stanley,

3,11 1/. 5s. 6|d.; Miss Howe, 1,648/. is. 6LI.;

and Colonel Talbot, 545/. 18s. 1 $d. Some of

these parties, however, have not yet gi\en

their consent to this allotment.

—

Globe.

I
I



GATE-HOUSE TO THE OLD PRIORY, AT
MONTACUTE, IN SOMERSETSHIRE.

Montacute is one of the most picturesque

villages in the county of Somerset
;
and, in ad-

dition to its natural beauties, it possesses those

of particular interest to the architect. It con-

tains, and its immediate vicinity affords,

several ancient edifices of great architectural

merit. The building here represented, com-

pared with some others, is perhaps of lesser in-

terest, but still has much value both to the

artist and to the antiquary. It is the gate-

house of the old priory, whose history shall

shortly be touched upon.

The chief attraction of the village is the

princely residence of the Phelips’, Montacute

House
;
but of this noble pile detailed represen-

tations of every part have been published, ex-

cept, strange to say, its finest portion, the north

front, which originally belonged to Clifden-

hall, one of those fine old Tudor gothic struc-

tures, similar to Ilengrave, in Suffolk, and to

^
which it is nearly equal.

Of the old priory at Montacute, the gate-

house and a small building on each side are the

only remains. The view represents the back-
front and the porch axLLd to it in the reign of

Henry VIII. With the exception of this

porch the building is of lute perpendicular

character, in the same style as the noble vil-

lage church, which immediately adjoins it,

—

so much alike are the details of these two struc-

tures that we may consider they were built

about the same time. The entrance front of

the $ate- house is very picturesque, and is

greatly superior to the front represented in

the print; it has at each angle two bold octa-

|

gon towers, one of which teaches above the

battlements. The bow-window in the first

floor is repeated in both fronts, and under
them are the arched entrances, the sides of
which have clustered columns, and the pointed
arches over them are richly moulded

;
they

are hidden by the mean sheds erected before
them. The centre battlement contains in one
side, a bas-relief of the royal arms, and in the
other are two letters (which appear to be
C. OT.) under a mitre; these probably were the
initials of the abbot by whom the building was
erected. There is one room which still retains

its ancient appearance internally; the ceiling

is formed of the open joists and girders of the

floor above : they are in oak, richly moulded.
In the Gentleman's Magazine of May 1817,

there is an account of the priory; it was
founded about the year 1091, by William,
Earl of Morton, as a priory for black cluniac

monks, it was surrendered to Henry VI 11 : in

1539, the site was granted to SirWilliam Petre,

and sold by him to Mr. Robert Freke
;

it was
soon after purchased by the family of Phelips,

in whose possession it still remains.

I cannot quit the description of the building

without pointing out a barbarous tree which
threatens its destruction. This tree, suffered

to take root within the gateway, has mounted
up, till having come into contact with the stone-

work of the vault, it has forced its way
through the wall at the angle, and appears on
the outside. As its bulk increases year by
year, it threatens to upheave the arch-stone,

and, if so, the whole vaulting will fall in, and
probably bring the beautiful fabric in one pile of

ruin to the ground. Now, on a former occasion,

Mr. Editor, the insertion in your valuable

paper of a view of the turret of Leigh do la

Mere Church, in Wilts, and of an account
pointing out the insecure state of that inter-

esting structure, caused immediate attention to

be paid to it, and the restoration of the entire

building under experienced hands is soon to

take place. I do hope that this number will

be equally efficacious in saving from destruc-

tion by such vulgar means, the elegant struc-

ture at Montacute.
In the vicinity of the village is Brympton

old manor-house, an ancient building of the

reign of Henry VII. Tt possesses a noble

garden front of great size, built by Inigo

THEGATE-HOUSE TO

THE BUILDER.

OLD PRIORY, MONTACUTE.
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DESIGN FOR A PICTURE GALLERY.

es
;
Barrington Court the ancient seat of

Phelips is within a few miles. This build-
which is now in the hands of the

tioneer, is one of the most interesting
jimens of Tudor architecture in England.
! whole of the structures are built with an
emely durableshelly lime-stone from Ham
Quarry, in the immediate neighbourhood

he village. This stone being obtained in

it quantities, is used for numerous purposes,
end of the roof of the shed to the right
he print is seen supported by one large
e of this description placed upright; slabs
t are used to form divisions between the
s, and the roads for many miles are lined

i walls composed of it. As may be sup-
:d, all the collages are of stone, and as the
style of mullioned windows, and fiat tudor
ied doorways are still in use, a very unti-
ed air is given to the village.

C. J. Richardson.

TIE ARRANGEMENT OF PICTURE
GALLERIES.

R ,— Having read with some attention the
•le in your work “ On the National Gul-
. Arrangement of Picture Galleries gene-

I beg leave to offer to you the following
munication:

—

he accompanying sketch is intended to
hit a gallery for pictures upon a principle
ghting the walls in a similar manner to
which I had the honour of suggesting to
lale Mr. President West when he altered
gallery in Newman-street, and which he
•ted with great success. It was the admis-
of the light perpendicularly, close to the
s, producing from them no reflection to the
tator’s eye, that by lighting the floor gave
turned light to the pictures on the walls,
:h was very beneficial. It is bv this plan
iosed that a building should be constructed
let by 90 feet, without fire-places in the
ns, having two divisions for large pictures,
side divisions for Dutch and cabinet pie-

S and having a staircase in the middle of
mtrance room. No. 1.

lie lower part may be used for statues,
it may be preferable to have a low base-
t only for attendants, &c. The height
rested for the large room is 21 feet, the
Her room 12 feet.

; is presumed that very large paintings will
lire lull 30 feet distance from the specta-
i eye to the picture, in order to enable him
ce the whole design of the master at one
l Room No. 2. will fully afford
distance

;
but room No. 1. will not admit

pch ap interval, as the staiis will inter-

hc side galleries are adapted for small
arcs, the height being limited to 12 feet,
woi ks will he near enough

;
and by having

light as described, almost the whole pf the
room will be occupiable.

• "’ill be evident from inspecting the plan
the building will be very economical, and
ible of external embellishment. If iron
s are placed at the openings, only one divi-
need be burned from one accident: the

ams of people can flow without much in-
jption, which must ensue where theaper-
s are in the middle of the apartments,
ily 18, 1845. John White.

[MR. PUGIN ON CHRISTIAN ART.

he following is the communication ad-
sed by Mr. Welby Pugin to Mr. Herbert,
ch was referred to in the recent debate
cerning the School of Design.
y Dear Herbert,— 1 have almost given
ay hope of seeing any real good effected by
; School of Design, which ought anil
ch (I feel assured) might be made the
t powerful and effective means of creating
bool of national artists, not mere imitators
ny style, but men imbued with a thorough
wledge of the history, wants, climate, and
ioms of our country’; who would combine
•he spirit of the medieval architects and the
“ties of the old Christian artists, with the
iitical improvements of our times and our
Leased anatomical knowledge; we should
1 create a school founded on the old prin-
ts, and yet a true expression of our period,
i ust own I have long entertained a most
ruine hope that Christian art and archi-

tecture may be carried to a far higher degree
of perfection than they ever attained during
the middle ages. The real source of art is

nature
,
and the best ariisis of every nation and

period have taken it as their standard, and re-
presented it under the peculiar aspect of their
locality and period.

It is absurd to talk of Gothic leaves or
Gothic figures

;
the types of the foliage intro-

duced in the decoration of the first medieval
buildings are all to be found in nature; and
any garden and field can supply beautiful
models for the sculptor. I am now preparing
a work on vegetable and floral ornament, in
which, by disposing natural leaves and flowers
in geometrical forms, the most exquisite com-
binations are produced, and of precisely the
same character as those found in the illumina-
tions—stained glass, incited plates, &c., of the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. As re-
gards images, no reasonable man would think
of altering the proportions of the human frame,
so beautifully and wisely ordained by the
Creator; but it is by the disposition and drap-
ing of the figure that the Christian artist ob-
tains his effect. The sublime repose of the
ancient statues, and the majestic simplicity of
the folds of their drapery, are the true cha-
racteristics of the old sculptors, and not any
affected quaintness of outline. By draping a
lay figure of natural proportions in stuff and
vestments which were in use during the middle
ages, the identical folds and forms are pro-
duced in reality which we see represented in
a greater or less degree of perfection in the
ancient works. The first productions of
Christian art are the closest approximations to
nature, and when they failed in proportion and
anatomy, it was not a defect ofprinciple, but of
execution. If the students of the School of
Design were trained in this manner, we should
get splendid designers for stained glass,
frescos, and brasses

;
and sculptors who

would not represent departed Christians under
the guise of dying gladiators, nor statesmen
and ecclesiastics as half denuded maniacs.

But the school should be also a place for the
formation of operative as well as designing
artists : we want artist smiths in silver and
iron, artist chasers in metals, artist glass
painters, artist engravers for enriched plates,
artists for the manufacture of stuffs and the
production of embroidery

;
and these should

be well grounded in the fundamental principle

of adapting the style and working of its orna-

ment, not only to the purpose, but the material

in which it is to be produced. Wood, stone,

glass, silk, and metal, require totally different
treatment in their enrichment, suited to their
separate properties: the same leaf would be
produced in a totally different manner if

wrought in metal or carved in wood, and the
practical knowledge of those matters is indis-
pensable for the revival of true taste in manu-
factures. Now the School of Design in its pre-
sent form, so far from tending to promote any
of the ends and principles which I have
mentioned, is in fact a hinderance to the revival
of true taste and feeling, for the minds of the
students are perverted, by copying the same
stale models that have been used for years,
without producing a single artist capable of
designing any thing original or appropriate.
I see nothing but Pompeian arabesques, Greek
friezes, and capitals—works certainly good in
their kind — excellent illustrations’ of the
opinions and principles of the nation which
produced them, but more than useless when
employed to form a school of English artists;
they lead to a miserable system of adaptation of
obsolete symbols and designs, appropriate only
to times and people from whom they origi-
nated; and while this system is pursued, the
school cannot produce one man fit to be em-
ployed in our national works, and at the present
time I am actually driven to seek efficient

assistance from the Flemish and German ope-
ratives.

It is misnamed a School of Design -, it is a
mere drawing school, and a drawing school
for bad models

;
that is to sav, models which

must fail in generating original artists, and
which can only form bad copyists and adapters.

Now, I do feel anxious that this period and
this country should be distinguished by a new
school of art, which should combine all the

excellencies of the old men with the greatest

purity of drawing and proportion, and the ad-

mirable execution of the ancient operatives,

with any improvement of science and mecha-

nical 6kill
;
then, indeed, we might produce a

class of artists that would be capable ofdeco-

rating our churches and public buildings, and

skilful operatives for manufactures. England
might then be distinguished by a national

school of art, which would illustrate its history,

and produce objects suited to our present wants
and circumstances. This is merely a rough
outline of my views on the subject, but it is

one of such importance, and things are going
on so badly, that I could no longer refrain from
sending them to you even in this crude and im-
perfect state.—My dear Herbert, yours, &e.,

A. Welby Pugin,
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INFLUENCE OF NEWLY-BUILT HOUSES
ON THE HEALTH OF THEIR OCCUPIERS.

Sir,—In your journal of to-day, I find an

article headed as above. Respecting science as

I do, I fear we are upon the eve of running

riot upon theory, in lieu of attaching due value

to the importance of experience. 1 beg to

differ from the propositions of Dr. Sutro, and

also not only from these propositions, but from

the propriety of the frightful outlay consequent

upon the experiments of another doctor touch-

ing the ventilation of public buildings. Is the

profession to be silent, and trust to mere

theorists to alarm the public as to the occupa-

tion of newly-erected residences? From
twentv-five years’ experience in ray profession,

I will" endeavour to grapple with the doctor’s

objections, without harassing the minds of

your readers with the scientific terms used in

his argument, never having met with the

“ pale anosmic face, wasted muscles, decrease

of strength, sluggishness of small pulse, which

symptoms frequently terminate in external or

internal dropsy.” And then follows a vo-

cabulary of nearly all the ills that human
nature is heir to; of course, intended as con-

sequent upon inhabiting a newly-erected re-

sidence. Without attempting to controvert

the learned doctor’s scientific terras, I will ap-

peal to the experience of your practical readers

whether I have upon me the charge of homi-

cide, for having constantly placed parties in

the occupation of their dwellings within six

months from the commencement thereof? Ad-
mitting the doctor’s correctness as to the me-
dium of exhalation, evaporation, &c., the practi-

calquestion will be, what is the result in newly-

erected dwellings? My test, without any
scientific reasoning is this, pass the nail of

any digit over the plastering, if not the

slightest impression remains, proceed topaper-

ing
;
which involves the fact, that you are about

to append an article partaking so much in its

construction and in that by which you attach it

of the medium for exhalation, that the evi-

dence would be immediate. I do not deny the

doctor’s proposition that dampness may exist,

but assert from practical experience, that ex-

halation goes on (if at all) in connection with

the external lighter atmosphere. 1 challenge

the doctor to hang up a blanket or woollen

cloth in a room so circumstanced. Then as to

the effects of evaporation from the accredited

baneful influences of the component parts used
in painting; by the common practice of the

painter to put a pail of water in a room newly
painted (the colour not being hardened) a de-

posit is the result; try it again when the paint

is hardened, and no smell remains to offend

the olfactory nerves,—no deposit is the result.

I would refer the doctor to the evidence we
all have of the operation of nature upon free-

stone—which, in the quarry may be cut with a

knife—exposed to the atmosphere becomes
hardened

;
so I hold it with plastering or paint

;

offensive and deleterious in their component
parts, when amalgamated and with this opera-
tion of nature’s incrustation who will limit its

commencement of resistance to exhalations ?

In a well-cleansed house (before occupation)
I am at a loss to imagine where the baneful

influence can arise from floating particles of
lime.

With respect to ventilation, it has been my
privilege very recently to discuss the question
with two members of our profession, one of
accredited, high, and long standing, who tells

me some twenty years since he was called in to

ventilate a large public building, that the
system he adopted had been most successful,

and I only waited (and still only wait) his

offer to take me over the building to trouble

your readers with the mode. The same
modesty that has prevented him intruding on
the public, induced the remark in our discus-

sion, that having no title (doctor or otherwise),

as an humble individual he was passed over.
My younger friend has a scheme for ventilat-

ing houses in their construction
,
nolens nolens

,

as to the occupier. I trust his modesty will

not interfere with giving the result (through
your columns) of his inquiry to the public.

Other personal occupations have prevented
my intention of sending you counsel’s opinion
upon the construction to be put upon the
clause in the new Buildings Act, touching
“ finishing fit for occupation” houses “ already
built,” which the dictum of the referees in
their circular rendered imperative

; suffice it

for the moment to state that counsel’s opinion

is thoroughly with my case, viz. the clause is

permissive without penalty, ergo ,
“ cover in,

finish when you please,” as in respect of works

commenced since 1st January last there is no

controlment of period for finishing, the con-

trary in respect of works commenced pre-

viously (intended as of benefit) would be an

absurdity. I am, Sir, &c.

Greenway Robins.

Peckham, 26th July, 1845.

IMPROVEMENT OF DWELLING-HOUSES.

Sir,— In the hundredth number of your

journal you state that one great object of

“The Biilder” is to disseminate practical

knowledge, and to introduce sound principles

in building. “ The improvement of dwelling-

places is a subject of national importance.”

Every one must admit the necessity of the

former remark, which stands in need of your

powerful aid, and with the latter I perfectly

coincide. I had hoped that during the present

session of Parliament some general measure

would have been introduced by the Govern-
ment for the purpose of improving the con-

struction of buildings, and the general sanatory

condition of towns. Although notice has been

given ofsome such a measure by Lord Lincoln,*

I fear the bill will have to be delayed another

session, as the early part of the present has

been lost in fruitless discussion, and now im
portant measures that effect the vital energies

and well being of every member of the com-
munity are postponed in consequence, forsooth,

of that great pressure of business which ought
to have been transacted in the early part of the

session. With such a mass of strong and uncon-

futable evidence before them, collected by the

useful and laudable exertions of that eminent

body of men, the Health of Towns’ Commis-
sioners, containing such startling and astound-

ing facts, our legislators, with all due deference,

I conceive are not discharging their duty either

to themselves or to the country, by allowing a

session to pass without an effort to remedy the

evil which undoubtedly presses equally on all,

both high and low, rich and poor. As the lives

of many thousands of our fellow-creatures are

annually sacrificed from the unhealthiness of

our towns, and as the average duration of life

of many thousands more is materially shortened

from the same cause, which is capable of reme-
dial measures, surely we have as great a

right to expect the attention of the legislature

drawn to the subject as to that of the protec-

tion of dogs, and others of the brute creation.

A general building and improvement act for

towns is much required, as the want of it must
be evident to every one at all acquainted

with the state of the towns of this country.

In most of them you find the streets nar-

row, crooked, and inconvenient; the houses

and shops inefficiently and irregularly built,

without taste or architectural pretensions, or

the slightest attempt at uniformity in design.

A building and improvement act would enable

us to lay out and improve our streets with

science, taste, and convenience, our dwellings

might be constructed substantially, and with
some degree of architectural style and embel-
lishment, and so arranged and classified, as to

suit every grade of the community. The build-

ings ought to be erected under the supervision

of a qualified architect, who should be appointed
for that purpose (similar to your district sur-

veyors)
;
they would then be well and substan-

tially constructed, and present a striking con-
trast to the faulty, cracked, and distorted

appearance of many of our modern buildings,
that are erected to suit the whim or caprice of
some speculative individual or adventurous
builder. Much difference of opinion appears
to exist relative to the nature and operations
of the Metropolitan Buildings Act, but I think
every right-minded and unprejudiced person
must acknowledge that it is an exceedingly
useful measure, and one that is calculated to

effect great public benefit. An extension of
its principles throughout the country is ardently
to be hoped for. At present, little attention is

paid to the ventilation and drainage of houses
;

these are most essential elements in the salu-

brity of a town, and the preservation of health.

There are but few towns that have any system
of drainage

;
some are drained partially and

* A notice of this bill, since brought in, will be found in
another page,

imperfectly, and others not at all : this aris

in consequence of having no general measu
for that purpose

;
and if it is to be left to t

wish of the inhabitants at large, it would new

be carried into effect at all, because the grt

majority of persons are unwilling to add !

their local burdens; and as a town cannot'

healthy without an efficient system ofsewerag

constructed on correct and scientific principh

the expense, I consider, should be borne

the owners of the property, as they shoe

be required to render their houses not or

habitable, but healthy also.

A good supply of water to towns is of t

utmost importance
;

for next to the air \

breathe, water is the most indispensable age

in vital economy. There are but few tow

in this country that have water-works est

blished, and many have to depend upon the pi|

carious supply to be obtained from rive:

brooks, or wells
;

the former being surfa

water, is rendered unfit for consumption by t

impure matter it contains in solution, the latt

from pernicious matter that percolates throuj

the earth, more particularly if the system i

drainage is bad. The expense of water-wor

even to small towns, in the shape of rat

would fall comparatively light upon the inh

bitants, and the sums annually paid in sickne

for medicine, &c., required in consequence

the impure and deficient state of the supply

this necessary of life, would amply compenst

for the first cost of the works and the supp!

as well as filter the water, and rendering it pu

and fit for human consumption. More diseas

are engendered from this cause than we a

generally disposed to admit of, or than we drea

of in our philosophy. In the event of fii

water- works are essential, as the means

checking the ravages of that devouring el

ment, as it is rarely convenient to obtain :

immediate and sufficient supply from any oth

source; and when we contemplate the awl

destruction of property that has taken pla

lately both in this country and abroad, I thii

every precaution should be used, and every effc

made, if not to remove the cause, at least

lessen the disastrous effect. Too much timb

is used in our modern buildings. I think tl

day is not far distant, when the nature and pr

perties of iron will be better understood, and

will, in a great measure, supersede the on

perishable material used in building constru

tions. Much of the unhealthiness of tow

arises from the dirty and filthy habits of tl

lower orders of the inhabitants, who are allow*

either to accumulate their filth and refuse im
ter on their own confined premises, or to dep

sit it in the streets, to the great annoyance i

their neighbours, and to the unhealthiness
|

the district they reside in.

In every town, provision should be made f

tbe collection and deposition of this refu

matter, and every means should be taken

instil into the minds of the lower orders habi

of order, cleanliness, and decency I thii

health officers, or inspectors of nuisance

should be appointed in every town for the pu

pose of aiding in the suppression of the

abominable practices, and power should 1

given by the Legislature to inflict penalties (

all who do not conform to regulations of cleat

linessand decency. Slaughter-houses are ofte:

times great nuisances in towns, the stem

arising from them being intolerable. The
I think should be built on a plan and si

favourable for drainage, and detached fro

dwelling-houses, which is very rarely the cas

Macadamized roads in towns I think are n

desirable on the score of health, because in di

seasons every one must have suffered from tl

inconvenience arising from the dust, and

wet weather mud and dirt predominate. Tl

same objection applies as to dust, to road su

faces formed of broken stone, profusely inte

mixed with asphaltum, alluded to in your jou

nal (p. 263, ante), which has been extensive

used at Nottingham. This material, moreovt

is readily operated on by the rays of the su

which render it soft and elastic, and therel

increase the force of traction, and consequent

the labour of horses in draught.

Streets cannot be too frequently swept, ar

I think Whitworth’s machine is a decided in

provement on the old system, inasmuch as tl

dust is swept up and carted away immediatel

whereas formerly the dust and filth was allowt

to remain in the streets a considerable tim

giving off offensive and noxious gases. 1

dry seasons the streets should be invariab.
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atered before they are swept, whether the
rface is macadamized or paved, because the
ist is not only detrimental to health, but in-

rious to the goods of tradesmen and the
rniture in houses.

I could extend these remarks to an almost
definite length, so numerous and so crying
e the evils and abuses we are suffering under

;

it I fear even now I have trespassed too much
i your valuable space, which might have been
cupied by an abler pen than mine, and must
ead for your kind indulgence.

I am, Sir, &e. B. B.
Brecon, South Wales, July 21, 1845.

DETHE ON ARCHITECTURE AND ART.
TRANSLATED BY J. LHOTSKY.
“ Genius—is universally genial.”

Although the great German poet extended
3 research and activity over almost every
anch of human ken—it was to art, after all,

which his external position, as well as in-

rnal vocation pointed most prominently. As
e adviser of the great building operations
rried on at Weimar; the creator and ar-

nger of the well-selected grand ducal collec-

ms, and the companion of the duchess dow-
er in her peregrinations in Italy— art was
3 constant occupation

;
and when, ultimately,

lived two years in Italy, ancient and modern
:hitecture attracted much of his attention,
hile, however, so much of the most futile

d unmeaning trash of German novels and
blin stories have been reverentially trans-
ed into English —

,
Goethe’s “ Audi ich in

•'kadien ” has not participated in the same
itinction. Besides these two volumes of
ilian travels, the German poet has scattered
variety of the most vivid and pregnant obser-
tions on architecture and art, over his auto-
Jgraphy, his papers “ Fur Kunst und Alter

-

cm , all which has been laid aside by our
inslators as no good. We therefore intend,
space and occasion may allow, to supply
s desideratum by presenting our readers
th the first translation of Goethe’s architec-
•al and artistic remarks, ever made—which,
er all, may have that additional merit of fix-

£ public attention to the ensemble of the
ove works.
We have, however, still to remark, that we
1 no inclination for acting the part of a
isor with Goethe’s writings. This great
.n knew full well, that nothing whatever has
'/ value but in relation to, and in connection
:h, the social condition, and the social im-
plement of men. He knew full well, that
n may amuse themselves (waste time) with
anting the hairs on the body of spiders, or
cuss whether Ctesar had any corns or not,

1 the like— but he knew full well, we say,
.t this, really, was no good. Hence his con-
nt and deep allusions, to the bearing of ar-
itecture and art on the total condition of
n. Such remarks, if interwoven with our
ics, we shall not curtail—as they give zest

1 pregnancy to his beautiful sayings. We
ow, in fine, that Goethe’s writings will not
truct our readers in the materiale of build-
(the theory of beams, &c.)

;
for this, other

ice is extant. They will, however, afford
pie scope for thinking andfeeling—and from
& to reasonable and seasonable action

,
is but

• step.

*EORY OF AMPHITHEATRES (THEATERS).

Verona, Sept. 16, 1786.*

Hie amphitheatre is, then, the first impor-
t monument of ancient times, which I was
tined to see

;
and how well is it pre-

yed ! When I went in, still more when I

ked around on the brim of the building, it

>eared strange to me, that I saw something
md, and still nothing in reality. Because, it

lot intended to be seen empty, but quite filled

h people, as it has been shewn of late to

oerors and popes. Joseph I., accustomed
ne was to see masses of people, is said to

e been seized with astonishment. It

i, however, but in the earliest period,
it it produced its full effect, when the people
e yet more really “ the people,” than they
now (!) Because such an amphitheatre is

sed made for the sake of imposing upon the
pie with their own importance—to gammon
people with the presumed idea of them-
es.

* Italieniische Reise, voh l (

If any thing see-worthy occurs on even
ground, and every one runs to it, the back-
standers endeavour, by every possible means,
to raise themselves above the foremost: some
step on benches, casks are rolled hither,
carts dragged to, boards are laid to and fro,
neighbouring heights are occupied—and a sort
of living crater is quickly formed.

If the spectacle occurs oftener at the same
place, slight scaffolding is erected for those
who can pay, and the other mass shift for
themselves as they best may. To satisfy that
general want, is here the architect’s task. He
constructs a similar crater by art—as simple as
possible, for thepeoplethemselvesbecomingthe
ornament thereof. If they thus saw themselves
together, they must needs have wondered

—

because, being merely accustomed to see
themselves, hitherto, running about promis-
cuously, to find themselves crowded together
without order and rule; this many-headed,
many-minded, tossed-about animal, erring to

and fro—sees itself then united into a noble
whole, combined into a unity, congregated and
fixed into one mass, as one body, ruled by
one mind. The simplicity of the oval is

visible to every eye in the most pleasing way,
and every head serves as a scale, indicating
how immense the whole be. Now, as we see
it empty, we are left without a standard of
comparison, and cannot judge whether it be
large or small.

The Veronese deserve much credit for the
way in which they preserve this monu-
ment. It is built of a reddish sort of marble,
which is affected by the air and rain : on which
account the corroded steps are replaced by
others, and they appear almost all new. An
inscription records the name of one Hierony-
mus Maurigenus, and the nearly incredible
pains he has taken with this monument. Of
the outer wall there is but a part remaining,
and I doubt whether it has been ever wholly
finished. The lower vaults, which are situated
towards the great square called il Bra, are let

to artisans, and it looks funny to see these
dens again tenanted.

(Verona 16 Sept. J786.) The finest arch-
gate which, however, is constantly shut— is

called Porta stupa or dell Pallio. Considering
it as an arch, and the great distance from
which it is seen, it is not a well-conceived
work

;
as it is only in nearing it that the merits

of the building are appreciated.
They state different reasons, why it is shut.

Still, I have my own conjecture. The in-
tention of the artists went, undoubtedly,
towards causing by it a new laying out of the
Corso, because it does not correspond at all

with the line of the actual street. The left

side consists of low tenements, and the rect-
angular line of the middle of the arch points
towards a convent of nuns, which would have
been to be laid down, as a matter of necessity.
This all was evident; besides the rich did not
like to establish themselves in this distant
quarter. The artist died, perhaps, in the mean
time, and the arch was shut, by which, matters
were brought to an issue at once.
The portal of the theatre, consistingof six

large Doric columns, is respectable enough.
The meaner, nevertheless, appears over the
door, before a painted niche, supported by
two Corinthian columns, the life-size bust of
Marchese Maffei in a large wig. The place
is honourable, but for the sake of being some-
what at a par with the size and sterlingness of
the columns, the bust ought to have been colos-
sal. Now, it appears puny, on a miserable
pedestal, unharmonical with the whole. The
gallery also, which surrounds the vestibule, is

mean, and the fluted Doric dwarfs appear poor
aside the smooth Ionic giants. Still, we shall
pardon this, in consideration of the fine col-

lection which is placed under these arcades.
Here, the antiquities, mostly dug up in, and
near Verona are jointedlyexhibited.* * Some
are said to have been found even in the am-
phitheatre. They are Etruscan, Greek, and
Roman, down to the later periods, and also

some of modern times. The basso-relievos
are encased in the walls, and bear the numbers
given to them by Maffei in his work : Verona
Illustrala. Altars, fragments of columns and
such like

;
also a most exquisite triped of

white marble, on which genii are represented

playing with the attributes of gods. Ra-

* Thus the commonwealth of Verona possessed a museum
of national antiquities in 1786—denied to this country in

1845,

phael has imitated and idealized such in the
corners of the Farnesina.
The breeze blowing from the graves of an-

tiquity, replete with fragrancy, is, as if it came
over a bosquet of roses. These sepulchral
monuments are hearty, sentimental, and repre-
sent always life. There is a man, who, in a
niche, aside his wife, looks as if out of a window.
There stand father and mother, their son be-
tween them, looking at each other with un-
speakable simplicity. Here again, a couple
seize each other’s hand. A father, reclining on
his sofa, seems to be amused by his family.
I, indeed, was very much moved by the deep
meaning of actuality in these stones. They
are of a later period of art, but are simple,
natural, and speaking to every one. The
artists have (with more or less skill), placed
merely the simple existence of man before us,
but by so doing, have preserved it and made it

something stable. They do not fold their hands,
do not look to heaven, but they are here what
they have been and still are. They stand aside
each other, take interest in each other, love
each other—and this is most lovely, albeit
somewhat unworkmanlike, represented in
these stones. A very ornamented marble pil-

lar afforded me also some new ideas.

However praiseworthy this institution be,
still, it is apparent, that the noble spirit of
conservatism, which caused its foundation,
has outlived itself. The splendid tripod will

soon be injured, because it stands unprotected
—exposed to the weather on the west side.

Provided with a wooden case, this treasure
might be easily preserved.
The new palace of the Proveditore, if

finished, would have been a fine piece of archi-
tecture. Besides, the Nobile still build a great
deal, but it is a pity, everyone at the place where
his former dwelling stood—consequently, often
in narrow streets. Thus a splendid front of a
seminary is erected in a small street of the
most distant part of the fauxbourgs.

RESTORATION OF NETHER WALLOP
CHURCH.

The church of St. Andrew, Nether Wallop,
like too many of the Hampshire churches, was
formerly remarkable for little beyond a “ sing-
ing gallery ” of goodly proportions and an un-
sightly array of pews of every size, shape, and
height. It has lately undergone a thorough
restoration, the gallery having been removed,
a beautiful belfry arch having been opened to

view, and a two-light window with stained
glass having been inserted at the west end.
The centre of the nave has been repewed with
seats of a uniform height of two feet eleven
inches, corresponding with the original oaken
seats in the north and south aisles

;
the whole

of the nave has been refloored and repewed
throughout, the windows reglazed, and a space
enclosed by an oaken parclose at the east end
of the south aisle, to serve as a vestry. A per-
pendicular font, from a design by Mr. Os-
mond, of Salisbury, has been likwise substi-

tuted for the old broken one, which was
ingeniously hidden in one of the high pews
under the gallery.

The chancel has been wholly rebuilt, at the

expense of the impropriator, the Rev. Walter
Blunt, who has retained its original propor-

tions, viz., 38 feet in length, by 15 feet in

breadth. On taking it down, the remains of a

beautiful old oak roof were discovered, which

was adopted as an exact model for the new one.

It is of a good pitch, and is remarkable for the

peculiar curves of the tie-beams, and prin-

cipals, and the lateral brackets for the support

of the purlins. The seats, extending longitu-

dinally, and altar-rails, are of foreign oak
;
and

the space within the altar-rails is paved with

encaustic tiles, interspersed with medallions,

containing emblems of the Evangelists, the

Queen’s and Prince Albert’s arms, and a

mitre. The whole is surrounded with a

figured border. A new perpendicular window
has been placed in the east end, and there are

two two-light windows of rather earlier date

on the north and south sides
; the whole of

which have been filled with stained glass, the

former from a design by Mr. Fisher, of Salis-

bury, and the latter with quarries of tinted

glass (covered with oak and ivy leaves), which
were made after the pattern of an original

quarry found in the old chancel.

The restorations of the nave have been ef-

fected by a voluntary subscription.
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EXAMINATION IN LINES AND CURVES*

28. Describe the different characters of

spiral lines used in architecture, and shew how

they can be traced by continuous motion.

29. Is there any example of the logarithmic

spiral being applied in ancient architecture?

If so, state where and when, and how it is

proved to be such.

30. What are the characters of the curves

forming the vertical contour of Egyptian,

Greek, or other columns ? and shew how they

can be described full size by the workmen.

31. Shew how the various characters of

Gothic arches, from the most pointed lancet to

the flattest Tudor, may be traced by continuous

motion by a workman, to the full size re-

quired.

32. Point out the difference in the characters

of lines applicable, or supposed to be applicable

for these purposes, and why.one description is

preferable to another.

33. What is a cardioid, what are its diffe-

rent characters, and by what means can the

whole, or any part of such lines be drawn ?

34. Shew any instance of the application of

a part or the whole of any description of car-

dioid in architecture.

35. Shew how a varying curved line can be

traced (always concave on the same side) com-

mencing at a point at any given distance from

one side of a right line, then crossing the right

line at a point at any distance from the first

point, then returning on the other side of the

right line to the same distance from it as from

the first point on the other side
;
and, if neces-

sary, produce both the right line and both

branches of the curve to any extent, continually

receding from the given right line on both

sides, but never to exceed a given distance

from each other.

36. Draw a portion of another line with two
infinite branches — both branches continually

approaching a right line on the same side and

in the same direction.

37. Draw Hogarth’s line of beauty by
simple continuous motion, of several different

dimensions, but exactly in the same propor-

tions. Joseph Jopmng.

NEW HALL OF COMMERCE, IPSWICH.

On Monday, the 21st ult., the new building

at Ipswich, appropriated to the customs and

excise, was publicly opened. It is said to be

a good instance of what may be done with

small funds by clever distribution and just

proportion of parts. A local paper says:—
“ The Hall of Commerce occupies the centre

of the building on the principal floor, the

same width as the portico, being about 35 feet

square, and 18 feet high
;
some little decora-

tion has been given to this room, the walls

being surrounded with an order of the Co-
rinthian proportion, the capitals of which are

of original design and display considerable

merit—from the cornice springs a cove abut-

ting against an enriched guilloche Hatband

which surrounds the ceiling, and groined on

the south and west sides. This portion of

the building, together with two private offices

in the rear, is to be devoted to the convenience

of merchants, ship-owners, &c., for business

purposes. The department of the customs is

on the west side of the building, and that of the

excise on the east, each consisting of a long

room or public office, with private apartments

for the collector and controller of each es-

tablishment, together with rooms for samples

and stores. A separate entrance and staircase

is provided for each department, communicat-

ing with the arcades at each end of the build-

ing
;
while there is another staircase at the

back for the Hall of Commerce, and the

offices on the Mercantile Floor, which are oc-

cupied by the Dock and River Commissioners
and private merchants. Extensive corn cham-
bers are obtained over the whole of the build-

ing, and the lower story throughout i9 appro-
priated to stores and warehouses. The con-

tract for the whole of the works was completed
at 4,250/. and the work has been executed in a
sound and substantial manner—no settlement
in any part having occurred.
The length of the building from west to east

is 125 feet, and the depth from north to south
44 feet—the portico and staircase projecting

* See page 353 ante .

about 23 feet. The height to the apex of the

pediment is 55 feet, and to the cornice, 45

feet; and the tower, 76 feet.”

At the north-west corner of the building,

there is a campanile. An entertainment was

afterwards given in the hall, and the health of

the architect, Mr. Clark, was proposed amongst

others by the mayor in flattering terms. It is

so much the custom to forget the architect

altogether at these ceremonies, and still more

so in any account of them afterwards given by

the press, that we cannot omit mentioning the

circumstance.

Mr. Pettit, the contractor, was also com-

plimented, and said in reply what it is always

most satisfactory for an architect and employer

to hear, “ That while he had endeavoured to

do justice to others he had paid himself.”

MONUMENTS TO EMINENT MEN.

Our readers are probably aware that steps

were taken some little time ago to obtain a monu-
ment to our illustrious countryman, Flaxman.

The committee rightly remark in their appeal

on the subject, “ It has long been a subject of

general regret and national reproach that in

this countrv so little has as yet been done to

testify a nation’s gratitude to the great masters

in British art. 'The persevering exertions of

private individuals erected a monument in

St. Paul’s to the memory of Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds, and the admiration of friends and

countrymen a statue in the National Gallery

to the memory of Sir David Wilkie. But the

history of British gratitude to British art be-

gins and ends with these two statues. While
public memorials to our warriors and states-

men are of common occurrence, Sir Christo-

pher Wren has only a slab, Hogarth is with-

out a bust, and Fiaxman without a statue.”

We are glad to find that the latter stigma will

be removed; a sum of money has been already

subscribed, and Mr. M. L. Watson has com-

pleted the clay-model of the statue to the per-

fect satisfaction of the committee : further

subscriptions, however, are required, and we
gladlv make known the want in the hope of

inducing assistance. Mr. Peter Cunningham
is acting as honorary secretary.

The subscriptions in aid of the memorial to

the memory of his late Royal Highness the

Duke of Sussex are to be appropriated to the

building another wing'to the Royal Free Hos-
pital, with the addition of a marble statue and

a suitable inscription, to be erected at a cost

not exceeding 1 ,000 guineas. The new wing
will be called the Sussex wing, and is to be

large enough to contain 100 beds. A statue

of the late Lord Rollc, in the robes worn by
him at the coronation, executed in white Car-

rara marble, at a cost of one thousand guineas,

is being erected at Buton, the seat of Lady
Rolle, We understand that Mr. Butler, the

sculptor, has been selected by the committee
to execute the bust of the late Professor Daniel,

of King’s College, London. The Queen
has subscribed 200 guineas to the fund for the

erection of a monument to the late General
Sir William Nott. Gibson’s statue of Mr.
Huskisson, for the town of Liverpool, is cast-

ing in bronze, at the royal foundry of Munich.
The Picton Monument in Wales is about

to undergo the work of restoration. It is gra-

tifying to learn that public sympathy has not

been permitted to flag on this subject, and that

subscriptions are daily increasing. The
statue of Beethoven, modelled by the Dresden
sculptor Hiihnel, for the town of Bonn, has
just been cast in bronze at Nuremberg.
The site for the Weber monument, to be
erected in Dresden, has been selected by the
king of Saxony, in front of the theatre royal of
that city. The committee have decided that

the monument in question shall be the coun-
terpart of that about to be erected to the me-
mory of Beethoven,— that is, that it shall con-
sist of a colossal statue, in bronze, of the
illustrious deceased, on a quadrangularpedestal
enriched with bas-reliefs on the four sides.

The cost of the work is more than covered by
the performances given in its behalf at the

several theatres of Dresden, Berlin, Munich,
Vienna and Hamburg. A monument in

the shape of a mausoleum was inaugurated at

Leipsic on the 5th instant in one of the prin-

cipal squares, in commemoration of the great

battle of Leipsic.

SMOKE PROHIBITION BILL.

This Bill to which, in its progress through I

the House of Commons, we have more than 1

once directed attention, was lost last week on 1

Mr. Mackinnon moving that the report of the 1

Committee be received. In the debate it was
the general opinion that the Bill since its intro-

duction had undergone so many and such ex-

tensive modifications, to suit the views and:

interests of certain classes of manufactures,

that it would be partial and unjust in its oper-

ation. Upon these grounds Lord John:
Russell declined giving his support to its fur-

ther progress, and thought it would he advis-

able that some further inquiry should take <

place in order to ascertain what branches of

manufactures could be fairly brought within

its provisions.

Sir James Graham expressed himself as

being most anxious to adopt this suggestion, 1

and thought it might be advisable to have some
scientific inquiry instituted during the recess,

as to how far the provisions of the Bill might
be applied to stationary engines employed in

manufactures. He further stated that the

labours of Mr. Mackinnon would not be lost,

as his measure might be incorporated in Lord
Lincoln’s Bill affecting the Sewerage and
Drainage of towns, or introduced in a sepa-

rate and more satisfactory form next session.

In dismissing this subject for the present we
cannot refrain from noticing the ill-success

that attends Mr. Mackinnon’s attempts at

legislation. His powers, or his influence to

grapple with subjects of so much importance
as the health of towns, whether in getting rid

of the smoke nuisance or of intramural inter-

ments, are no longer questionable. He ha? ip

both instances prevented more efficient mem-
bers from taking in hand remedial measures
and advocating them with decision and firm-

ness, without which success is impossible.

ST. AUGUSTINE’S ABBEY AT
CANTERBURY.

About twelve months ago, Mr. A. B. Hope,
finding that the ancient abbey of St. Augus-
tine, at Canterbury, was fast disappearing,

purchased the ruins with a view to their resto-

ration, and proceeded to excavate the founda-

tions. The munificent proprietor has since

determined to devote the site to the establish-

ment of a missionary college for the Church of

England, the object of which will be to provide

an education to qualify young men for the ser-

vice of the church in foreign settlements, with

such strict regard to economy and frugality of

habits, as may fit them for the special duties

to be discharged, the difficulties to be Qncoqp-

tered, and the hardships to be endured, A
considerable sum, nearly 40,000/., has been sub-

scribed already, chiefly through the exertions

of Mr. Hope, who has himself contributed a

large proportion of it. It is proposed, there-

fore, to commence immediately the principal

quadrangle of the college, which includes the

chapel, hall, library, and apartments for 50

students, with the requisite accommodation for

the officers and servants of the establishment.

The arrangments of the building will be so

constructed, as to admit of subsequent enlarge-

ment.

We shall seek an opportunity to examine
the works, and shall hope to find that the old

buildings are to be restored.

Yarmouth Bridge.—A further delay has

occurred in the erection of the new bridge

over the Haven at Great Yarmouth. It

appears from the proceedings of a meeting of

the commissioners, held last week, that tenders

for building an iron bridge were obtained from
the Birtlev Iron Company, at the sum of

32,000/., and from Mr. W. Smith Simpson, of

Tower Park, near Ely, at the sum of 18,479/.,

subject to conditions. A second tender was
made by Mr. Simpson, at 19,070/., subject to

conditions. The conditions have reference to

the amount of responsibility, and the commis-
sioners not being disposed to agree with them,

they have postponed further consideration of

the subject for the present.

Paris.— The eight magnificent blocks of

Italian marble recently arrived at the Port

d’Orsay, and intended for the construction of

the tomb of the Emperor, have been safely

removed to the InyaJides,

—

Galignqjii.
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LORD BROUGHAM AND THE NEW
HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

Lord Brougham, a few nights since, in

moving an humble address to her Majesty
waving that she might be graciously pleased
o give the necessary directions for preparing
accommodation for their lordships in the new
Houses of Parliament by the beginning of
next session, complained bitterly of the suffer-

ngs which the law lords at present had to en-
lure in their morning sittings, sometimes from
leat, and sometimes Lorn cold. His lordship
ilso took occasion to say that he feared there
was a project a-foot for making the new
bouses not only subservient to legislative pur-
)Oses but also to pictorial ones

; lie had heard
hat the walls were to be decorated with
rescos

;
and that statuary was also to be called

n to aid in ornamenting them.
The motion was strongly opposed by the

Juke of Wellington, Lord Wharncliffe, and
jord Sudely, the latter nobleman observing
hat he thought it would be more advisable
ind safer to wait for another year than to go
nto a new building before it could be sufficiently

3ry. Lord Brougham pressed his motion to a
division, and it was lost by a majority of 24,
:bere being 16 for and 40 against it.

ffiomstpontinirr.

FIRE-PROOF ROOFS.

Sir,—Some second and third-rate dwelling-
louses now in progress have been covered
vith fire-proof roofs, constructed of wrought-
ron joists and plain tiles in cement, laid to a
sufficient fall to carry off the rain. The ad-
vantage of this mode of roofing, when com-
pared with that of slates and lead gutters is

phvious. It is stronger, more durable, less

iable to repairs, more convenient in many
lituations, for views, &c., more adapted to ar-

ihitectural beauty, and, being fire-proof and
lat, affords an easy escape from one house to

he other. The size of the joists varies ac-
:ording to the width of the houses, but where
he frontage is about 19 feet, the iron has been
lsed 4J inches by 1

4

inches, and placed from
rentre to centre of party-walls, 4 feet apart,
vith strutting of smaller-sized iron. The tiled

vork of three or four courses (executed by
:ompetent bricklayers) in fresh cement, well
grouted, forms a flat all over, and is finished
vith a skirting all round the walls, which an-
wers as flashing. It is plain these roofs have
in equal bearing throughout the walls, without
hi usting in one direction, or crushing in ano-
ther, as is the case with timber roofs, an illus-

rarion of which was given in Vol. 11. p. 344.
I'he damage done so readily to slates by
•weeps or other persons, and the constant an-
inyance of repairing, as well as being robbed
>f lead gutters, &c. are entirely avoided. C.

JAMDEN TOWN NEW CHURCH AND THE NEW
HOLLOWAY INDEPENDENT CHAPEL.

Sir,—“ One of the competitors ” for Camden
Fown new church, in his letter inserted in your
:ast number, has either omitted, oris ignorant
>f a glaring peculiarity in the late transactions,
viz., that the selected design consisted only of
wo draivings, an exterior and interior perspec-
ive view, unaccompanied by geometrical draw-
ings

;
so that the managing parties must either

pave shewn themselves unusually sagacious in

naking up for the necessary defectiveness of
he drawings, or, which is more probable,
mdging by analogy, set to work in the first

instance determined to push forward a favourite
individual, regardless alike of honour or even
iustice. Now, Sir, if this be the case, it is

;eally too bad, and seems to be a kind of second
dition of the jobbing proceedings of a neigh-
bouring “ independent” committee, whose
loings were so unmistakably shewn up in
our journal some months since, and who,
liter having had the benefit of discussing
mme thirty sets of drawings sent in compe-
ition, at last selected one of their own number,
nd are now (after five months’ consultation)
creparing to carry out a design unwarrantably
t variance with the original drawings and esti-

mate ;—an example which I am sorry the
b’amden Town people seem inclined to follow.
am glad to find you purpose keeping your

ye upon them:—the persevering efforts of
'he Builder in the cause of competition de-
terve the warmest thanks of the profession

;

and it is hoped they will not be fruitless, but
prove to have aided in establishing a system
more in accordance with the undoubted rights
of integrity and fair dealing.— I am, Sir, &c.,
London, July 29th, 1845. Vigilans.

MOSAIC PAVEMENTS.

Sir,— In the last number of your excellent
paper, there is a good account of the above

;

but no notice is taken of the following, which
if you think it useful to your readers, perhaps
you can find a spare corner for. There are
manufactured at Naples thick glazed tiles,

upon which are figured fac-similes of many
beautiful patterns, which together form the ce-
lebrated mosaic pavements of Pompeii and
Herculaneum. For instance, there is the
whole pavement which was found in the house
of the tragic poet, the dog with cave cancm ;
and besides, there are a host of borders of all

patterns. As far as I remember, these tiles are
very cheap, and their effect is very good

;
and

at a little distance they look better than the
originals. The shops in which they are to be
bought are situated on the Mole, close to the
sea, and I should wish verymuch to see them in-

troduced into England, as they are well
adapted for the floors and sides of halls, baths,
dairies, &c.— I am, Sir, &c.,

London, July 23rd, 1845. P. A. T. H.

ItUscrllanra,

New Churches. — At a meeting of the
Society for promoting the enlargement, build-
ing, and repairing of Churches and Chapels,
held last week, grants were voted towards the
erection of new churches at Beggin, near Ash-
bourne; Tctbury

;
Moxley, near Wednes-

bury; Hereford, the parish of St.John the
Baptist, in ivhich there is no church

;
Clandown,

a district near Bath ; Cantley, in the parish of
Sedburgh, York; Kingsholin, a district ad-
joining Gloucester; Pemhroke Dock; Sr.

Paul’s, a new district in Hull; West-street,
Oxford-street, London

;
and Brighton. Grants

were also voted towards the rebuilding of the
churches at Eye, near Peterborough; Hinton,
near Blandford

;
Standford near Hythe

;
St.

Thomas, Winchester; Branston, near Cold-
stream

;
Ripley, in Surrey

;
Badderley Ensor,

near Atherstone; and towards the enlarging of
the following churches, viz., Cilcain, near
Mold

;
Wallingford, St. Leonard's

;
Hook

Norton, near Chipping Norton
;
Wymerwold,

near Loughborough
;
Shatton, near Swindon

;

Whitchurch, near Stratford-on-Avon
;
Upton,

near Gloucester; Great Yarmouth, Alford,
near Horsham

;
'St. Philip, Birmingham

;

Crendall, near Farnham
;
Brightwell, near

Woodbridge
;
and Llancynfelin, near Aberyst-

with.

Cost of Glass for Horticulture —
Belgian glass is advertised, in lengths of 40
inches, at the price of something less than ]£d.
per foot, at Antwerp. At that price we ought
to buy it, and eventually shall buy it, at home

;

for the English glass-makers can sell it as

cheap as any body if they think proper to do
so. Now, the cost of glass at 2d. a foot, to

cover a bed 6 feet wide and 100 feet long,
would be just five pounds, and the squares might
belong enough to render all laps unnecessary
in a bed which shall be 6 feet wide. The
English glass-dealers, in that modesH tariff

with which they favoured their countrymen
immediately after the repeal of the glass duties,

only demanded seventy- five pounds for the
same quantity

;
or, supposing that the squares

were not more than 40 inches long, they would
then have vouchsafed to accept the small sum
of thirty pounds. We do not say that a fall

in the price of glass to 2d. per foot, is to be
expected immediately, or that a reduction of
prices to such an amount could at present be
accomplished by the English glass-trade; but
the difference between what they have done,
and could have done, and must do, is suffi-

ciently significant of the course which those
who have money to spend on glass should
steadily pursue.— Gardeners' Chronicle.

Wallasey Docks.—On Saturday last,

about half-past five o’clock, the first stone

of the Wallasey Docks, on the north side of

the pool, was laid by Mr. Rendall, the en-

gineer of the docks, on the Seacombe beach,

and within about 20 yards of the Seacombe
ferry. Between 200 and 300 of the inha-

bitants of Seacombe were present.

STmticr#.

For three third-rate houses to be erected for the
Corporation of the Philanthropic Society, South-
work : Messrs. Jarlaud and Christopher, architects.

M. Heyson £ 1,942
W. Nicholson 1,850
Evans and Son 1,829

For building eight houses and hotel in the new
line of Oxford-street : Edward Gotto, Esq., archi-
tect.

Howard £ 30,220
Burtenshaw 30,216
Cooper and Davis 29,980
J. and T. Ward 29,885
Trego 29,540
Dean 29,327
Burton and Sons 26,673

For building eight houses, Lewisham-road : Mr.
W. Smith, architect.

Marsham £ 5,247
Wade 4,909
R. and D. Young 4,795
Howard 4,777
Goodwin 4,580
Hill 4,474
Rider and Son 4,344
Taylor 4,245

For building two villas at Highbury, under
John Barnett, Esq., architect and surveyor, of 68,
Chancery-lane.

Lock and Nesham . . .

.

Piper

Pierce and Co
Ashley
Haines and Co
King and Co 3,912
Glenn
Grimsdell 3,873
Trego .... 3,800

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office
to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers,
however, they are entered in a hook, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.]

For Lighting the town of Woodbridge in Suffolk

with Gas.

For the erection of three additional wards at the

Bedminster Union Workhouse, situate at Long
Ashton.

For the executing the skeleton of Glenorthy Castle,

County of Limerick, Ireland.

For supplying her Majesty’s several Dockyards
with Dantzic Oak, Thickstuff, and Plank.

For Building a Sewer in Fleet-street, from
Temple-bar to Water-lane.

For Lighting the Parish of St. Mary, Rother-

hithe, with the Essential Oil of Tar, for One Year,

from the 24th of August next.

For Building a New Union Workhouse, to con-

tain 1180 Persons, for the Guardians of the Clifton

Union.
For the complete restoration of two Windows

on the south-side of St. Thomas’s Church, Salis-

bury ; also, for Cleaning and Whitewashing the

interior of the same Church.

For certain alterations at the Workhouse of St.

Mary’s Parish, Islington.

For the execution of Works on the Leeds and
Thirsk Railway.

For Coupled Locomotive Engine and four-

wheeled Tender, to contain 700 gallons, for the

Manchester and Birmingham Railway Company.

For the execution of that portion of the Newcastle

and Berwick Railway, extending from the Newcas-

tle and North Shields Railway to Netherton, be-

ing a distance of about 12 J miles.

For the execution of several lengths of Earthwork

on the Aberdeen Railway. There are 5 separate

Contracts, varying in lengths from 34 miles to 4J
miles.

For the execution of the works on the Notting-

ham and Lincoln Railway, in two parts
;

1 from

Nottingham to Newark, being a distai.ee of 174

miles. 2 from Newark to Lincoln, being a dis-

tance of 15j miles.

For the erection of Stone Booking-Offices for

the Sheffield and Manchester Railway Company.

For Lighting with Gas part of the Parish of St.

Mary, Whitechapel, and also for the repair, &c., of

the Service Pipes, Lamps, and Fittings.

For the execution of certain Repairs, &c., pro-

posed to be done at the Parish Chapel of St. Luke’s,

Chelsea.

For the construction of the entire Line of Rail-

way through the County of Anglesea, for the Ches-

ter and Holyhead Railway Company. It is divided

into four separate Contracts, being respectively in

length 5 miles and 28 chains, 5 miles and 26 chains,

7 miles and 55 chains, and 3 miles and 60 chains.

1
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For supplying the Midland Railway Company

with about 2,400 tons of new Chains.

For the Construction of Four divisions of the

Chester and Holyhead Railway, comprising the

entire line through the County of Anglesey.
_ _

For rebuilding three Buttresses, and repairing

a portion of the Roof of St. Michael's Church,

^Foi^supplying the Leeds and Bradford Railway

Company with 1,200 tons of Cast-iron Chairs.

For the execution of the several works required in

the Tynemouth Extension Railway, comprising

about 740 yards of Tunnelling, with Earthwork, &c.

The length of the extension is one mile.

For painting and repairing the Church of St.

Anne, Westminster, both externally and internally.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans are required for Laying out and covering

with Villa residences about 20 Acres of laud having

a frontage of about half-a-mile to the Queen’s-road,

Richmond, Surrey, extending from Spring-grove

towards Richmond-hill. Premiums will be given of

25 guineas for the most approved plan, and 15

guineas for the second.

A premium of 10/. is offered for the best plan

and design of a Monument to be erected in the

Highgate Cemetery. One side of the monument
to represent, in intaglio, the various instruments

employed in the different branches of science, and

the reverse, a female figure breaking a flower from

a branch, in basso relievo.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

At St. Osyth Priory, Essex, 700 Oak Timber

Trees ; 200 Elm ditto
;
and a large quantity of

Poplar and Birch Seconds.

At the Port of Cowes, a cargo of American Red
and Yellow Pine Timber, Elm, Birch, Lathwood,

Deals, and Deal Ends, ex. Grenville Bay, Robson,

from Quebec.
BY TENDER.

In the Plantations of the Duke of Montrose,

situate in the Parishes of Drymen and Buchanan,
Stirlingshire : many Thousands of Larch Trees

of some size, adapted for Railway Sleepers, Roof-

ing and Joisting, and other purposes.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ The Earl of Haddington.”

—

The letter con-

taming the request accidentally escaped our atten-

tion last week. The inscription sent may be

rendered into Latin thus :

—

IN MEMORIAM
CAROLI

COMITUM DE HADDINGTONIA OCTAVI .*

or,

IN MEMORIAM
CAROLI

OCTAVI INTER COMITES DE HADDINGTONIA.

“Enquirer.”—Althoughfew, if any, font covers

of an earlier period than theperpendicular remain,

we should be disposed under the circumstances to

design it in accordance with the style of the

church, early English. We shall be glad to see the

sketches.
“ Steel and Brass.” — A correspondent will be

glad to be told of a preparation to weld cast steel,

or of a cement to join it : also the best way to

braze brass.
“ Wood Pavements. ”

—

A country subscriber

suggests that the grooves in wooden pavements
should be renewed with a V shaped adze as they

become obliterated.

“John Strudwick,” “M. P.,” and “ Artist.”

—

We regret that we have not spacefor many of the

communications on the School of Design which
we have received.

“ G. R. Lewis ” shall appear.
“ A Constant Subscriber.”

—

The Fitzwilliam

Museum at Cambridge.
“ James Dean” (Tottenham.)—We cannot coin-

cide in the advice given by Mr. D. to his clients in

either case. The shed in the paddock cannot be an

insulated building, according to the meaning of the

Act, if it adjoin a publicfootpath .- and even if it

were an insulated building, it would be subject to

supervision, except as to certain points. As re-

gards the second case, the official referees have de-

cided that “ vineries and such like buildings ” are

subject to supervision ; and that the exemption to

which he refers extends only to settlement of rate.

(See p. 279 ante).

“ T.”

—

Notice must be given to the district sur-
veyor : the structure must be of fire-proof mate-
rials. As to the shed it must not be of wood, un-
less it is “ insulated ” according to the meaning of
the Act.

“ Curves.”

—

A correspondent asks for some ac-
count of Mr. Bushforth’s engine for tracing a va-
riety of curves, exhibited at the last meeting of the
British Association

,

“ A Student ” may obtain any additional infor-

mation he requiresfrom Mr. Whishaw, the secre-

tary.
“ A Constant Contributor.” (Fulham).— Unless

the erections mentioned are “ insulated " they are

liable to supervision. Notice must be given before

any chimney stack or flue shall be begun to be

built, pulled down, rebuilt, cut into, or altered.

“ W. H.”

—

His requestfor a view of Nasmyth'

s

steam pile-driver shall be remembered.
“ J. L.”

—

We have not yet been able to read the

article on the National Gallery.

“ Railway Company’s Books. ” — A corre-

spondent asksfor some published work shelving the

methodby which the accounts of the various depart-

ments are kept to produce a quarterly balance.

We don't know of such.
“ G. H., ” “ R. C.,” “ J. S. Jr.”

—

Next week.

Received: “ Constant Reader ” (N.B.); “B. B.
;”

“ W. G. ;” “A. B.
;” “ Mr. Angall,” and “ Journal

of the British Archaeological Association. No. 2.”

ADVERTISEMENTS.

The hydaleum temperance
BUILDING ASSOCIATION. — Shares, 120/. ;

Monthly Subscriptions, 10s.
;
present Entrance Fee, 2s. 6d.;

held at the Temperance Hall, 9, Church-road, St. George’s
East. In this society the sums to be advanced on each share

are fixed and certain ; those shareholders who require an ad-
vance will receive it in rotation. 60/. will be advanced on
each share in the first year, and this sum will be increased

every succeeding year. No redemption fee. No bidding
for shares. No deducting on discount from the advances.

No fine on transfers. No fine on withdrawal. But every

thing on a liberal, plain and intelligible, safe and certain

plan. This is the society for the industrious classes to join ;

the prospectus will well repay perusal, and may be had
gratis of the Manager, WM. WITCOMB, 11, New Rutland-
street, Mile-End

;
Secretary, HENRY LEECH, 9, Church-

road, St. George’s East. Applications by letter to be post-

paid, with stamp for reply. Persons having house property

to dispose of may always hear of a purchaser by forwarding
full particulars, with the lowest price, to Mr. WITCOMB,

i above.
Opinions of the Press.

“ We hold Macarthur’s plan for forming building socie-

ties to be a decided improvement.”—Weekly Dispatch.
“ We cordially recommend Mr. Macarthur’s pamphlet.

He has realty simplified and improved the plan on which
building societies are conducted.’ ’—Temperance Intelligence.

PRIZES IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND
PATENTEES.

A GOLD MEDAL, value 100/. and a
SILVER MEDAL, value 50/., will be given by Mr.

M. JOSCELIN COOKE. The Gold medal for the best

Patent, and the Silver medal for the best Design taken out
or Registered at the OFFICE for PATENTS and DE-
SIGNS, 20, Half-Moon-street, between the 1st of Novem-
ber, 1844, and the 1st of June, 184fi. The Prizes will be
awarded by competent judges on the 10th June, 1846. The
conditions to be observed, together with instructions, charges,
and every information for obtaining Patents in England or

Foreign Countries, or Registering Designs, will be forwarded
gratis, on application to Mr. M. JOSCELIN COOKE, at

the Office for Patents and Registration of Designs, 20, Half-
Moon-street, Piccadilly, London.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. KENT and C O.,
MANUFACTURERS,

11, GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON,
Offer to Painters, Builders, &c.. Painting Brushes of a
quality far superior to those generally offered for Bale, to

which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer quality

and durability to apparent cheapness,
oooooo.—7 m. Dusters,
oooooo.—7 in. ditto, extra.

oooo.—Ground Brushes.
Plasterers’ Brushes.
Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.
Sash Tools, and Common Tools.
Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other
Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kinds
of Brushes, forwarded on application. Established 1777

.

VARNISH.—It has long been a desideratum
amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

and genuine article
;

brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,

and durability are the qualifications necessary, but these are

seldom if ever found united. The experience of a life-time

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, the
great and important discoveries of modem chemistry, and
the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.
George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil

and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently
recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both in
price and quality.

Builders, Coachmakers, Painters, and others may depend
on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article.

Fine Oil Varnish, from 10s. per gallon
; best White Spirit

Varnish, 21s. ditto; Best Spirit French Polish, 20s. ditto;
White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of every description at
the very lowest prices.—WALLIS'S Varnish, Japan, and
Colour Manufactory, 64, Long-acre, one door from Bow-
street. Established 1750.

WALLIS’S PATENT LIQUID WOOD
KNOTTING. — This newly-discovered Liquid

Composition which Messrs. Geo. and Thos. Wallis have the
satisfaction of introducing to the trade, possesses the
portant qualification of effectually stopping Knots in Wood,
however bad, and preventing them eating through and dis-
figuring the paint above.
Many substances have been used and much time spent in

endeavouring to find a cure for a bad Knot, but hitherto

without success. Messrs. Wallis therefore feel much plea-

sure in offering to the public an article so long and anxiously

called for.

In the application, skill is not required
; a boy can use it

as well and effectually as the best workmen : it is put on to

the work with a brush like common paint, can be used in all

climates and situations, and does not require heat.

Sold wholesale and retail, by Messrs. G. and T. Wallis,

Varnish, Japan, and Colour Manufacturers, No, 64, Long
Acre, Price 20o. per gallon,

E G.’s TRACING-PAPER.—It
• warranted to take Ink, Oil, or Water colour,

s sold by MESSRS. ROBERSON AND CO., SOLE
AGENTS, 51, LONG-ACRE,at the following cash prices:—.

THIN TRACING-PAPER.
60 by 40, at 14/. Os. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.
40 by 30, at 7/. Os. „ 7s. 6d. „
30 by 20, at 3/. 15s. „ 4s. Od. „

THICK TRACING-PAPER.
40 by 30, at 14/. Os. per Ream, or 15s. Od. per Quire.
30 by 20, at 7/. 10s. „ 8s. Od. ,,

N.B.—Every sheet is stamped with the Initials of tht
Manufacturer.
This beautiful and unequalled article is allowed to be the

cheapest and most useful Paper hitherto introduced to the
public, as will be best proved by a trial.

TO RAILWAY SURVEYORS AND ENGINEERS.

Tracing paper. — samples for-

warded by Post, free. — WATERLOW and SONS,
having devoted much attention to the manufacturing of the

above article, have succeeded in producing a Paper superior

to any yet introduced, combining the great requisites ol

clearness and a surface, warranted to work well with pencil;

ink, and colour.

CASH PRICES.
Double Crown 30 by 20, 3s. per qr.. . £2 10s. per nn:
Double dble. do 40 by 30, 6s. ,, £5 0 ,,

Dble. dble. dble. do. 60by40, 13s. ,, £\1 0 ,,

Outsides, half-price.

MOUNTED DRAWING-PAPERS—LEVELLING
BOOKS—MEASURING BOOKS, &c.

The Railway Measuring Tape, 66 feet, 10s. 6d.

WATERLOW and SONS, Wholesale Stationers, Printers,

and Lithographers, 66 and 67, London-wall.

MONS. BOUTIGNY’S EXPERI-
MENTS on theFREEZING of WATER in RED-

HOT CRUCIBLES, &c., will be repeated bv Dr. Ryan, in

his Lectures on the CAUSES of EXPLOSIONS in STEAM-
BOILERS, daily at half-past Three, and in the Evenings ol

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, at Nine, at tht

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION. The AT-
MOSPHERIC RAILWAY, carrying from Six to Eight

Visitors at once, is lectured upon by Professor Bachhoffner;

and exhibited daily, and in the Evenings. The art ol

SWIMMING and 'DIVING illustrated by a Youth Eight

and a half years of age, the Son of Capt. Stevens, th

'

celebrated teacher of Swimming, on Mondays, Wednesday.*

and Fridays at Two o’Clock, and on the Evenings of Tues-

days and Thursdays, at half-past Eight. All the other

popular Exhibitions and interesting Works as usual.—Ad-
mission, One Shilling'; Schools, half-price.

HOT WATER APPARATUS. — The
attention of architects, builders, and others, is

respectfully requested to BENJAMIN FOWLER’S superior

method of heating churches and chapels, halls, stair-cases;

conservatories, forcing and green-houses, manufactories, and
warehouses, kilns, rooms for drying timber, &c., and eveiy

variety of purpose for which artificial heat is required. Within
the last twenty years some hundreds of buildings have been

heated upon this plan, and the parties for whom they were

executed are constantly expressing their satisfaction, also

their willingness to vouch for their efficiency. An improved

wrought-iron boiler, which requires no brickwork, may be

seen in action upon the premises. BENJAMIN FOWLER,
63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street.

HOLBORN AND FINSBURY SEWERS, MIDDLESEX.

Tiie commissioners of sewers
for the LIMITS give NOTICE, that their Office,

Hatton Garden, is open daily between the hours of Ten and
Four, where information can be obtained (gratis) by persons

about to Purchase or Rent Houses or Property, or take Land
for Building purposes, of the situation and level of the

public Sewers, capable of affording sufficient Drainage, and
which they recommend all such Persons to apply for at the

above Office. By the Court,

STABLE and LUSH, Clerks.

COURT OF SEWERS FOR WESTMINSTER, AND
PART OF MIDDLESEX, No. 1, Greek-street, Soho-
square.

nno BUILDERS and Others interested in
I buildings or in ground for building upon, within the l

district under the jurisdiction of this Court, drained by water-

,

courses falling into the river Thames, between the city of

London and the parish of Fulham.
The Commissioners hereby give notice, that by an Act of

the 4/th Geo. III. (chap. 7, local) it is required that, pre-

viously to the making of any new sewer in any street, lane,

or public way, or in any part intended to become a street,

lane, or public way, or to carry or drain off water from any

house, building, yard, or ground, into any sewer under their

management, or within their jurisdiction, a notice in writing!

shall be given to them, or to their clerk at their office, ana
that such new sewer or sewers shall be constructed and made
in such manner and form as shall be directed by the said

Commissioners, and not otherwise.

And, in order to prevent the serious evils and inconveni-

ences that must arise from ground proposed to be built upon
being excavated at too great a depth, the Commissioners!

have directed that, upon application being made at this office

previously to the excavation of such ground, information

shall be given as to the lowest depth at which the same
can be drained.

And the Commissioners do also give notice that, when-
ever the lower floors or pavements of buildings shall have

been laid so low as not to admit of their being drained with

into sewers, to be made for the service of such buildings.

It is recommended to all persons about to purchase or take

houses, or other premises, to ascertain whether such premises

have separate and distinct drains into common sewers.

All petitions must be delivered at this office at least three

clear days before they are presented to the Commissioners ;
and

all such petitions will be called on in the order of their appli-
j

cation, and the name of any party not present when called

on to support the application will be struck out, and the pro-

ceedings must in consequence be commenced de novo.

All communications made with any sewer without leave of

the Commissioners will be cut off, and the parties making
the same will subject themselves to a fine.

The provisions of the Metropolitan Buildings Act (7 and

8 Victoria, c. 84) do not supersede the authority of the

Commissioners of Sewers in the above respects, but their

powers are expressly reserved, and their regulations made
subservient to the purposes of that Act. The execution of

such works, under the superintendence of the district sur-

veyor alone, cannot therefore warrant the making of any

sewers or drains within this commission, nor relieve the

parties making them from the penalties above mentioned.

By order of the Court,

LEWIS C, HERTSLET, Clerk,
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HIE architectural embellish-

ment of a city is of much
greaterconsequence in form-

ing the character of the peo-

ple than some hasty thinkers

now-a-days recognize. The
onstant contemplation of fine forms, or the
averse, has a powerful effect upon the mind

;

id it should be the duty of governments to

:d in obtaining for the multitudes the advan-

ces of the former to the extent of their

Dwer.

Plato says, in one of his Dialogues, “The
an we have been laying down for the edu-
ition of youth was known long ago to the
gyptians, that nothing but beautiful forms and
ae music should be permitted to enter into

e assemblies of young people.”

In England, this has been little thought of;
e people have been rigorously excluded from
e contemplation of works of art, although
2 enjoyment of it would have cost the nation
thing; and many of our public buildings,
dead of advancing the standard of taste, have
ided to lower it. That an anxious desire
ists at this moment to remedy the mistake
quickly as possible is certain. And this no
3 will doubt who has watched the proceed-
's in Parliament during the present session,
though it is unfortunately too much the cus-
s of the daily press to omit reporting much
what is said in the House about art and
numents, it is obvious that these subjects
e occupied more attention there than usual,
the debate as to whether the tax of Id. per
on coals should becontinued,and the money
oted to the purpose of improving the town,
igreed in the necessity for metropolitan im-
vement, however much they differed as to
propriety of raising money by that par-
lar tax.* The vote of money for the re-
of St. Margaret’s church, Westminster,
on another occasion to a long conversation
!Gothic buildings and taste; and Mr.
tic's annual motion for opening St. Paul’s
Westminster Abbey, when brought for-

1 on Monday night last, was received in a
' d 'fferent manner from what used to be
’ase

> and led to a more satisfactory re-

hen the vote for St. Margaret’s was pro-
d, Mr* p - Borthwick objected, on the
nd that the money hitherto granted had
expended in the worst possible taste,

thought the church ought to be pulled
i and rebuilt, rather than to undergo the
gian-Gothio alterations with which it was
osed to deface the building. He also
ted to Westminster Abbey, as not fulfill-
;he purpose for which it was intended,
as neither a cathedral nor a place of
c exhibition, but rather a cross between
(Laughter.) The monuments were a

ace to the age and to the edifice. The
:cellor of the Exchequer said that archi-

Zyrz&ssSHSsS

Her circuitou^route!
1

tectural amateurs were quite insatiable in their
demands for public money to be spent in carry-
ing out their ideas. As to St. Margaret’s
church, as the House of Commons occupied it

in some sort, it was but proper that some part
of the public money should be appropriated
to its expenses. If the church were pulled
down, as wished by Mr. Borthwick, an ex-
pense of not less than 50,000/, would be in-
curred. Mr. Osborne wished to know what
was the use of the commission having brought
in a report that the church ought to be pulled
down, if parliament were to be required to
vote 1,200/. for repairs? He was satisfied if

Government came forward boldly, and pro-
posed a vote of 40,000/. for a new church, that
it would not be disapproved of. Viscount
Sandon said, he should regret to see 40,000/.
granted for merely replacing the same church.
It would be much better to expend the money
in pulling down the two towers of Westminster
Abbey, which were alike deficient in taste
and architectural beauty. Mr. Sheil would
ask hon. members if the Abbey was turned to
as much account as it ought to he? (Hear,
hear.) It was a noble building, and might he
made much more available for religious wor-
ship. Let the House consider the immense
difference between the use made of that church
and the churches on the Continent. The
congregation was crowded into a small space

;

hut that portion of the edifice might be en-
larged by the expenditure of a few hundred
pounds, and sufficient accommodation would
thus be afforded, in a most economical manner.
He never beheld a more beautiful structure
than that now erecting by Mr. Barry. When
the building should be completed, and the
new street constructed, St. Margaret’s church
would be a complete eye-sore, although so
much public money would have been laid out
in improvements. Mr. Prothero was of opinion
that St. Margaret's church was a very fair
specimen of undecorated Gothic architec-
ture (?) The only part of the Abbey which
was concealed by the church was the ugly por-
tion between the north entrance and Henry
the Seventh’s chapel; and St. Margaret's
church was far more sightly. Mr. Escott felt
somewhat alarmed at the tone of the right
hon. baronet the Secretary of State for the
Home Department, who evidently intended
that St. Margaret’s church should remain per-
manently. If they consented to vote hundreds
of thousands every year for the new palace at
Westminster, and could not afford 20,000/. or
30,000/. for the removal of that church, it

would be better to put a stop to the improve-
ments altogether. lie considered the church
to be a complete disgrace to the neighbour-
hood. The money for the repairs was, how-
ever, ultimately voted.

{

^ie *erms of Mr. Hume’s motion were;
“ That in the opinion of this House, the prac-
tice of exacting fees from the public, as the
condition of their admittance to cathedrals, is
highly improper, and ought to be disconti-
nued.” Sir R. Peel said he had always ex-
pressed bis opinion that there was great public
advantage in giving as free and unrestrained
admission to those noble edifices as could be,
consistently with securing those works of art
winch they contained. He could not conceive
any thing that would exercise a better influence
on the public mind than free admissions of the
kind. At the same time he thought they
should be subjected to one restriction,—
namely, that precaution should be taken for the
security of the monuments and other works of
art erected in those edifices. Speaking gene- I

rally, he believed nothing could be more ex-

emplary than the conduct of the great body of
people when thus admitted. He spoke now of
the working class, for their conduct had been
quite as exemplary as that of persons in a
higher condition of life. When a distinguished
divine, the late Dean of Westminster, was
appointed to another sacred office, he (Sir R.
Peel) had an interview with him, and spoke to’

him on the subject, and he believed it was not
only his wish but that of the whole chapter
to give the liberty of free admittance as far as
was consistent with the security of the works
of art. He was certain the present Bishop of
Ely, m pursuance of the promise he had
made, had given the fullest consideration to
the subject, and that his exertions had been
most constantly directed towards the object
winch the right lion, gentleman had in view.
He (bir R. Peel) had now .the satisfaction of
stating that, in consequence of a communica-
tion he had made to the present Dean of
Westminster, Dr. Wilberforce, when he took
the opportunity of stating to him the opinions
he had expressed to Dr. Turton, he mentioned
how freely the public had been admitted to the
exhibition of works of art, and how exemplary
their conduct there had been

; that there had
been no instance of misconduct, and that they
all retired with expressions of grateful ac-
knowledgment for the opportunity that had
been given them of inspecting those works,
and that they felt an interest in them which
it was most desirable to encourage; in con-
sequence of that communication, he had, a
few days since, received the following letter
from the Very Reverend Dean of Westmin-
ster :—

.

As I know your wishes respecting the
admission of strangers, I trouble you with a
few lines to say that I have just issued some
new directions on that subject. Strangers are
henceforth to be admitted into the south
transept, the naves, and the north transept,
that is, into the great body of the church.
The only portion from which they will be ex-
cluded is from the choir, except at time of
service, for obvious reasons, and the chapel
behind the choir. These will be shewn to
them at a charge of 6d. apiece, and this will
be the only payment allowed in the abbey.
Such a payment is universal on the continent.

“ S. Wilberforce.”
The admission then to the body of the abbey

would be free, as was the practice in foreign
countries; and if the parties visiting wished
to see the choir and the chapel, he believed a
small fee would be required.

On the occasion of taking the vote for 2,000/.
towards the expense of statues of Hampden,
Loid Falkland, and Lord Clarendon, the exe-
cution of which works is recommended by
the Commissioners of Fine Arts to be given
to William Calder Marshall, John Bell, and
John Henry Foley, whose works in the last

exhibition in Westminster Hall were consi-
dered by the commissioners to be entitled to

special commendation, — Mr. Williams ex-

pressed a hope that when monuments were
being built to commemorate the achievements
of the former monarehs and rulers of this

country, the claims of the Protector Cromwell
would not be overlooked. Not one of those
rulers had been more distinguished as a soldier

and a statesman; and he was as much entitled
to a monument to be raised by the people of
this country as Napoleon was to one from the
people of France. He hoped that Croimvell
would not be denied a niche in the palace of
Westminster.—Mr. Hutt believed that the pro-
tector would not be excluded. He had seen a
list in which his claims to a niche were sub-
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milted to the Committee of Taste, who would

no doubt duly consider them. What we wis

to shew by these memoranda is simp y, a

a desire for the improvement and adornmen

of the metropolis is manifesting itself exten-

sively A good spirit has been awakened, and

we hope, will not be allowed to sleep agam.

What may be achieved in a short t,me may

be strikingly illustrated by reference to the

extraordinary works executed m Munich

through the genius, liberality, and energy of

the present King of Bavaria. Within the last

thirty years the aspect of the city has been

changed ;
a crowd of wonderful buildings has

been raised, and a new school of artists

created. The Glyptotheca, commenced in

1816, and finished in 1830, is 220 feet square.

The Pinacotheca, completed six years later, is

above 500 feet long
;
and (not to speak of the

Basilica of St. Boniface, the church of All-

Saints, and numerous other monuments), the

Walhalla, near Ratisbou, just now finished,

has sprung, “ like an exhalation,” from the

roclt on which it is reared, to immortalize its

projector. Munich has become one of the

most extraordinary capitals m Europe,

and strangers from all countries annually

flock there to admire its beauties, and

wonder at the effect which may be

produced by one powerful mind. Not

satisfied with merely raising fine build-

ings, Lewis of Bavaria lias sought to

nationalize the fine arts, and bring them into

the houses of his people for their enjoyment.

Museums have been arranged to convey clearly

a history of the arts, and each of his buildings

is intended to illustrate some particular epoch.

The means of education in art are afforded to

all, and every endeavour is being made to

develop to the utmost the national resources in

this respect. The success with which the

king’s endeavours have been crowned is to be

attributed greatly to the positiou which he has

given to artists in his dominion, and the

elevation of character which it has caused.

He has conferred prerogatives on genius
;
he

has admitted that the man who is capable of

affording instruction or wholesome delight to

a nation, who expresses noble thoughts

whether with the pen, the pencil, or the

chisel, is fit society for the highest, and

deserves all the rewards a country can bestow.

This artist-king has shewn there is another

road to the Temple of Fame besides that over

dying bodies in the field of battle, and has

earned for himself a niche in it next to those

occupied by Pericles and Augustus.

ASSERTED ABUSES IN THE WESTMIN-
STER SEWERS' COMMISSION.

The Corporation of the City of Lon-

don.—The annual accounts of the Chamber-

lain of the city of London have been presented

to Parliament, and ordered to he printed for

the information of the public. It appears that

the total amount of monies received by the

chamberlain of the city between the 6th of

January, 1814, and the 25th of January, 1845

(being the produce and application of the

several duties and payments constituting the

fund called the « London-bridge Approaches

Improvement Fund,” for effecting public works

and improvements in the metropolis), was

104,073/., and the total concurrent payments,

36 279 /. • leaving a surplus balance of 67,793 /.

Of the sumsreceived, 88,817/- werederived from

the duty of 8d. per ton on coals brought into

the Port of London for one year, pursuant to

the Acts of the 10th of George IV. and the

/VKH'si* 1 st and 2n(l of Williara IV - >
3>824/' f

,
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Mr. John Lesihe, one of the Commis

sioners of Sewers for Westminster, has just

now published a pamphlet in the shape of a

letter to the representative vestries under bir

John Hobhouse’s vestry Act, charging the

commission of which he is a member with ex-

travagant expenditure and misconduct. V hem

it is remembered that the taxation of near y

three millions of property rests in the hands of

the Westminster commissioners,* and further

that public health is involved, the question

is seen to he one of considerable import-

ance.
.

. ,

The writer sets out with the assertion that

“ The active members comprehend a very

considerable number of surveyors, district

surveyors, and others engaged in building ope-

rations
;
and very frequently the painful exhi-

bition is witnessed, of parties directly interested

in the expenditure voting as commissioners on

the questions.”

Heremarks that the contracts for the works

in Westminster have been in the hands of two

families since the year 1810, namely, the

Messrs. Bird and the Messrs. Bennett (both

highly respectable parties be it observed), and

asserts that others had offered, in reply to

public advertisements, to do the work at consi-

derably lower prices, hut had not been per-

mitted to do so.

The sewers of the Holborn and 4 ms-

bury divisions the writer considers are under

superior and more economical manage-

ment.
“ About thirty years ago, a double rale was

put upon the inhabitants, and they rebelled.

The present Mr. Sergeant Wilde and Mr.

John Wilks of Finsbury headed the opposition

to the then irresponsible commissioners, and

certain clauses were framed in an Act of Parlia-

ment applicable to the Ilolhorn and Finsbury

commissioners, and of vast importance to

the inhabitants. Similar clauses would save

the rate-payers under the Westminster com-

missions thousands of pounds per annum.

The Act is the 54 Geo. 3, c. 219, passed the

25th July, 1814; and the advantageous clauses

for the rate-payers to which I ailude are as

follows: —
The 18th section provides, that every com-

missioner interested either as principal, trustee,

steward, agent, attorney, or solicitor, shall

withdraw from the court, under a penalty not

exceeding 100/.

The 23rd section requires that before the

commissioners come to any determination as

to the making any new sewer, the clerk must

give twenty-one days’ notice to the vestry-

clerk of each parish,‘stating the place where it

is intended to commence, pass, and terminate,

and the time and place for holding the court,

so that any party objecting may have the op-

portunity either personally or by his solicitor

or counsel of doing so.

Section 24 provides that all work amounting

to more than 50/., including all materials used

therein, shall he done by contract.

Section 26 requires fourteen days’ notice of

the meeting to make such contracts, to be twice

inserted in three or more of the public news-

papers, expressing the nature, objects, and

conditions of such contracts.

Section 30 provides that the parochial au-

thorities may peruse, make all extracts without

fee or reward, from all books, papers, writ-

ings in the custody of the commissioners, or

any person or persons holding office under

them.
Section 31 requires the commissioners to

make an annual account, to print the same,

and send a copy, gratis, to every vestry-clerk
;

and every rate-payer to have a copy on pay-

ment of one shilling.

Mr. Leslie then goes on to shew the fruits of

these checks on public expenditure.

In the first return I find 19 large works

(“ Holborn and Finsbury ”) comprehending

First-class sewers . • • 12,185 feet

Second-class sewers • 15,531 ,,

Including the following,

Total 27,716

31 Side entrances,

81 Junctions with other sewers,

181 Gullies.

The private drains.

Repaving all the displaced carriage and

footways.

And the total cost to the ratepayers was.

21 ,224/. 6s. 9d.
;
now, dividing this sum by the.

27/7I6 feet of sewer, including all extras, about

15s. 3£d. per foot.

Some of these works were of great import-

ance. In the first class,

2,750 feet were 24 feet deep.

3,440 feet were 18 feet deep.

3,465 feet were tunnelled 26 feet deep.

This tunnelled work, including 5 side en-i

trances, 12 junctions with other sewers, and

20 gullies, cost the rate-payers of the Holborn

and Finsbury divisions of the metropolis, in

eluding every extra, 16s. 7£d. per foot.

1 have a subsequent return, bringing dowr

the works in the Holborn and Finsbury divi.

sions to Midsummer, 1845, which shews thai

additional lengths of second sized sewers wen

putin to the extent of 4,915 feet, including

90 Private drains,

8 Side entrances,

27 Gullies,

29 Junctions with other sewers,

Repaving carriage and footways.

cost 3,6812. 3s. 58., which divided by 4,91

feet of sewer gives 14s. lid. per foot, includ

ing all the extras.

In the year ending Midsummer, 1845, thci

are two works of unusual expense. One :

the main outlet of the drainage of 4,400 acre

of surface, and which has been effected thus

at a depth of 23 feet 9 inches by a circle sewf

10 feet 3 inches in diameter in the clear, or

and a half brick thick in blue lias mortar, tl

inner invert in malm paviors in cement block

570 feet in length, and 30 feet similarly don

8 feet in diameter. The expense of this to tl

rate-payers of the Holborn and Finsbury div

sions was 1.G672-, or about 27. 15s. 6d. p

foot.

The other is a work of very great magr

tude, being 4,350 of the first-class sewer, !

feet deep, passing under the Regent’s Can

the traffic on which was not allowed to

stopped: there are 5 side entrances, 17 jut

tions to other sewers, 4,270 feet of privi

drains, 1,344 feet of gully-drains, and the c.

is 6,250/., about 28s. 9d. per foot. There w

he a few extras of timber to he added, as tl

work is not finally closed.

1 have now, my Lords and gentlemen, plat

before you the details of an expenditure in t

Holborn and Finsbury sewers of upwards

33,000/., under the very able .management

that commission, and the economical clie<

which the rate-payers have effected in the 1

of Parliament, to which I have called your

tention
;
and now for the reverse of thepictu

where no control has been obtained by

rate-payers in Westminster. ‘

In the Westminster commission in 1844,

abstract of sewers and drains built, and

bills for works done in the same year, sh

the following lengths of sewer built

2 feet wide . .152 feet 3 inches in leng

2 feet 6 inches wide, 2,685 feet 1 inch in length

3 feet wide . . 1,792 feet 2 inches in leng

4 feet 6 inches wide 730 feet 5 inches in leng

auu 4uu >> * • • >

3-too wine ;
11,500/. from the annual charge

revenue of the corporation
;
219/. from

’ js on admission to the freedom of the

?. from the duties on the binding of ap-

-
;

190/. from the profits of aqueducts ;

. and 68/. from a moiety of the profits of Far-
’

* ring&on-market for the year 1842.

St. Marylebone. . st

St George, Hanover-

t. Martin’s-in-thc-

ficlds

St. James, Westmin-
ster

St. Mary, Padding.
ton

St. Margaret and St.

John, Westmin-
ster

St. Mary Abbot,
Kensington. . .

.

St Luke, Chelsea .

.

784,782

636,760

210,726

209,255

196,321

174,512

160,822

135,992

t. Giles and St.

George, Blooms-
bury ^93,020

St. Clements Danes 78,922
St. Pancras 75,931
St. Anne 65,910
w
t. Paul, Covent-
Garden 40,842

t. John, Hamp-
stead

All Saints, Fulham
.

.

St. Mary-le-Strand.

.

Precincts of the Savoy

16,264

12,467
5,780

Total . 5,359 11

^62,917,044

The cost of which, as stated,

7,718/. 10s. 8$d., equal to within a mere fi

tion of a farthing of 29s. per foot; hut th

are no man-holes, or side-entrances, or lej

ing the carriage wavs, and other items, in

large sum, equal at the most moderate ca

lation to 3s. per foot lineal in addition, mat

the total expense more than double the rat

expenditure per foot lineal in the Holborn

Finsbury commission. ,
J]

Now, my Lords and Gentlemen, 1 will

a few cases in your respective parishes.

George-court, St. James’s, Piccadilly, 1/

of second-size sewer, 13 feet 9 inches d
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ost 519/. 12s. 5*d., equal to 3/. Os. 9*d. per
oot lineal, the whole court contributing 50s

4 * > '•'I'"'- i” V<N. y|u,
not lineal, the whole court contributing
very rate made on the division. In the
reater portion of this property, the family of

J deceased architect commissioner are inter-
sted; the late chairman atthe time wassurveyor
r the property: this fact I ascertained from an
iquiry into the whole circumstances of this
ansaction, and from a comparison with the
irveyor’s original report, and the alterations
hd erasures 1 discovered had been made in it,

impared with the entered copy on the records
the court. For this second-size sewer

)wn a small paved court in j
rour parish, the

te-payers of Westminster paid 5s. 3Rl. per
ot more than the rate-payers of the Ilolborn
id Finsbury divisions have to pay for the
1 feet 3 inches circle-sewer, forming the main
itlet of the drainage of 4,400 acres of surface.
My Lords and Gentlemen, in the represen-
live vestry of St. George, Hanover-square,
second-class sewer has been put in in your
rish in Albemarle-street

;
it was, according

the accounts, 687 feet 2 inches long, 17 feet
nches deep, and the cost 1,260/. "u. 4kl.
Tut 1/. 16s. 8d. per foot.

The Holborn and Finsbury commissioners
in 1,840 feet of their second-sized sewer
Collier-street, Pentonville, 17 feet deep,

'h two side entrances for 1,023/. 18s. 3d., or
1 . lOd. per foot lineal, the excess of expense
ng in St. George’s under the Westminster
esponsible commission of sewers, 165 per
it. per foot lineal.

n St. Martin s-in-the-Ficlds, in Castle-street
1 Hemming s-row, the Westminstercommis-
n put in of their second-sized sewer 728
t 5 inches, 14 feet 8 inches deep, the cost of
ich, as stated by the surveyors, was
05/. 16s. 5d., or 1/. 10s. 4^d. per foot lineal.
2 Ilolborn and Finsbury commissioners put
n Park field-street, Islington, Battle-bridoe,
Holloway-road, 870 feet of their second-
sewer, 15 feet deep, for, including two side

'ances, 596/. 15s., or 12s. 2d. per foot
al

;
the unfortunate rate-payers in St.

rtin’s-in-the-Fields having to pay an excess
50 per cent, per foot.

f.V
Lords and Gentlemen, another case

It. Paul’s Covent-garden, is worthy of your
ice.

n estimate having been presented of the
?nse of making a new sewer along Wel-
ton-street, Wellington-street North, and
'-street, 9S5 feet long first class, at a cost
,400/. 9s., it was ultimately carried to do
work in July, 1844, by the votes of the
niissioners.

ow, my Lords and Gentlemen, I bring this
er before you, because of the result. In-
1 of 985 feet of sewer being built, only
2 were executed, but the expense to the
payers was 2,012/. 3s. 5d., exceeding the
0/ the court above 40 per cent.

;
this

r was at the depth of 24 feet, and the cost
oot was 21. Is. Jl£d. Let me submit a
: of the same depth of the first class in the
>orn and Finsburv commission, done in
•lew-road, St. Pancras, 2,750 feet of the
class

;
600 of the second class, 3 side en-

es, 8 junctions, 22 gullies, depth 24 feet,
,3,292/., equal to 19s. 7|d.

;
the excess in

Westminster division at the same dept!
f

1 13 per cent, per foot lineal,

jcently, in the Westminster Court of
|rs, the old form of sewer has been altered.
| successful example of the Holborn and
|)ury divisions for efficiency and economy
lost sight of. The principle of the Hol-
idi visions as to form of sewer is the egg-
r with the narrow end downwards,
|?by the smallest quantity of water passing
j’rative in cleansing that sewer: theshape

|
es a very small quantity of digging, and,

k placed in the earth, forms a wedge not
l< distorted by either lateral or vertical
Hire.

I

bead of adopting this simple, economical
ocient form, the Westminster Court of
;s, after floundering about with various

1

: adopted one which turned the reverse
f the egg downwards, put a couple of

1 to the sides, which in building requires,
iry foot in length, that sixteen bricks shall
>to particular shapes

,
to form the figure,

first work under this new form, and

I

w a new contractor, Mr. Jay of London
l(for the wedge is so far got in as to

1 up the forty years’ monopoly), was done
'-esent year, in the parish of St. Maryle-

375
bone i„ Berners Street, and cost, ns finally
stated by the surveyors and the committee of
accounts, for 1,125 feet 2 inches of second-size
sewer, 16 feet 4 inches deep, 1,288/. 0s. 5d
about 1/. 2s. 1 Of d. per foot.

rJdJ
!

t.
e .H°Ibor" and Finsbury divisions, at

a
Qoo

h
v
e Road, I find

-,500 feet, viz. 300 feet of first, 2,200 feet of
second class sewers, were put in 16 feet deep,
including two side entrances, for 1,246/. 12s 6d
equal to 9s. 1

1 jd. per foot lineal, the excess in
tile it estminster commission against the rate-
payers of Marylebone being above 152 nor
cent, per foot lineal.

I will cite another comparison in a place of
equal importance to Berners-street, viz. Bed-
ford-square where the Holborn commission
put in 1,380 feet of second-size sewer, 16 .

beet 6 inches deep, with two side entrances,
and eveiy expense, for 802/. 19s. 2d rather
ess than 11s. 7?d. per foot; the excess’ against
the rate-payers under the Westminster' com-
mission, a though the Holborn sewer was
deeper, and the two side entrances, not in the
Berners-street sewer, nearly 97 per cent.”We are not to be understood as pledging
ourselves to Mr. Leslie’s charges, or admitting
any want of confidence in the commissioners.
U e insert them simply with a view to inquirv,
and reserve to ourselves the right of investi-
gating them hereafter.

Since writing the above, we have received
tlie following communication from one who is
well acquainted with the subject.
The conduct and proceedings of the West-

minster Court of Sewers for some consider-
able time past have afforded fruitful sub-
jects for grave and serious charges; those
charges appear to amount to the following

:
—

J hat the public money under this commission
has been both uselessly, wantonly, and extra-
vagantly squandered away; that it has ex-
pended scores of thousands of pounds ob-
tained by sewers rates, in the diversion and re-
pair of old, and in the construction of new
sewers, which, after all, are now found to have
been formed and put in upon improper, un-
scientific, and entirely erroneous principles -

that had recognized scientific principles been
adopted in the construction of these sewers, the
cost would not have been anything like what
has been paid for them, and, therefore, con-
siderable lengths of good and efficient sewers
could have been carried up at the same time
and with the surplus money, in very many
filthy places where none now exist; and also
many of the old ones could have been repaired
and highly improved

;
that instead of affording

facilities for carrying off the sewerage, the
majority of these sewers are nothing better
than elongated reservoirs, being more or less
h ed up with accumulations of decomposing
filth, which choke up the house drains instead
of accelerating the discharge of the refuse
from them

;
that these sewers are, in conse-

quence, ill- adapted and inefficient for affording
good and proper facilities for rapidly carrying
away to the I’hames the refuse vegetable or
animal matters which are discharged into them
trom the various dwelling houses and premises
along which they pass. It would appear,
therefore, that the enormous sums of money
which have been expended in the erection of
these abominable constructions have been
almost entirely wasted

;
and that the whole, or

nearly the whole of them, require to be recon-
slructod and re-arranged. Nmv, if the above
charges be true, and ire see no reason at
present to doubt them, the sooner some legis-
lative enactment is made in order to relieve
the present irresponsible and inefficient au-
thority, and also the sooner the arrangement
and construction of these sewers are based
upon proper scientific principles and placed
under some scientific and properlv qualified
board, the better. Public economy, and above
all, public health, cries loudly and earnestly
for some extensive and beneficial change in
this important matter.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF~GENOaT~
ILLUSTRATED IN THE WORK OF GAUTHIER.*

Rew Church at Byek's Green, nearDurham.—A new district has lately been
separated from the parish of Bishop' Auck-
land, including the villages of Bver’s green
and Kewfield, and a church, in the early
Jlngljsh style, has been erected at the expense
of the Bishop of Durham. The ceremony of
consecration was performed by the bishop
last week,

; 1

The architecture of Italy, viewed in con-
nection with political history, avould afford a
large field for inquiry into the causes of that
brilliant state in which the arts existed in
every city of the country. Torn by civil
strife, and its governments subverted by de-
mocratic insurrections, the peninsula yet con-
tains an immense number of works of art, of
winch the most elaborate publications can
give very partial illustration. Alike in the
brightest days of a republic, in the most
tyrannical government of a despotic ruler, in
the subversion of a so-called republican go-
vernment, and the sway of a demagogue,
whose power was more absolute and perni-

I
Clous than the oligarchy he succeeded, in
every variety of position, amid turmoil and
contention, which the rest of Europe has not
known, art continued to advance, as it were
in spite ot these antagonistic circumstances,
and to attain a position of splendour, which
more consolidated government, and longer
continuance of peace in other countries faded
to acquire. We are not able, in this place, to
do more than suggest a small amount of the
matter of such an inquiry, but the work of
oimonde de Sismondi.t will give many im-
portant materials in the historical part, and
the architectural characteristics of the states
cannot be better illustrated than in the works
before us. The work of Cicognara on Venice
has been previously noticed (vide ante, p.3-b), and it will be interesting to compare
that city with its rival republic, Genoa, the
architecture of which is admirably illus-
trated by Gauthier. This author remarks,
that in Italy there is no town, no village,
which does not possess models of architecture,
yet all differing from each other in taste and
manner of execution. Venice, Genoa, Flo-
rence, and Rome, have each edifices of sin-
gular beauty, yet having certain peculiarities.
Un cumstances of locality and convenience
often suggested the most striking effects, and,
in that day, even the irregularities of the
ground could be turned to the advantage of
the art. This observation is particularly
applicable to tiie city of Genoa, whose position
seems to have called forth those fine con-
ceptions, which strike every one who ap-
proaches it. Situated on the shores of the
. lediterranean, it forms a semicircle rising
with the slope of the mountains, which sur
round it, and has a magnificent appearance.
J he palaces are so numerous, that one might
believe, that Genoa had only princes for inha-
bitants, and it was this that made Madame de
btaeI exclaim, when she visited the place
that the grand street seemed to have been
built for a congress of kings. The vestibules,
the courts, the porticos, and especially the
staircases, are hardly to be equalled. The
terraces and gardens are laid out with remark-
able skill, and no better materials, than are
in this city, could he found for the study
of the art of landscape gardening, and of
other accessories, which the architects of Italy
were well conversant with, but which those of
our own country are accustomed to neglect.
The arrangement of the steps at the entrance
door, the grottos and fountains, are some of
the points which attention may be profitably
directed to. It is evident, that effects the most
remarkable are often obtained by means the
most ingenious, yet the most simple. Each
town of Italy has its particular description of
architectural beauty, and Genoa is most re-
markable for the disposition of its plans.
Consequently the icnographic form of illus-

tration occupies a considerable part of the
work, which will render it especially valuable
to architects. It has also sections, and per-
spective views admirably drawn and engraved
in outline. The views shew the vestibule
from which the staircase ascends to the loggia,
on the first floor of the open court, various
other portions of the building, and the ex-
ternal appearance of the house and gardens.
The first part of the work contains general
views of the city, and plans, elevations, sec-
tions, and views of the palace, with the walls
and the second part is devoted to the villas and’
palaces of the environs.

Mm

Les plus beaus Edifices de la ville de Genes, et de sea
environs

;
recueil public par M. I'. Gauthier, Architecte du

Gouvcrnement.—Paris, 1830-32,” in two parts.
t “ Histoire des Republiques Italiennes du Movrn Aep

par J. C. L, Simonde de Sismondi.—Paris, 1826.”
J E 3
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The elevated position, which the

in Italy, was no where more apparent than n

Genoa
5

By a special decree it was made

known, that the pursuit of art did

Sagl=2S!E
SSSSSfs
cul'tieTo? tto"'

"
‘were tta origin of the most

sary in most of the palaces ;
and this is often

the most effective part of the building. The

same circumstance was availed of m the con-

struction of grottos and fountains, and of ter-

races at different heights, communicating with

each other and the respective floors of the

building. The perfect adaptation of .lie d\\ el

hugs to*the climate, shewn in the courts open

to the sky, and ill the staircases and loggias,,
in

which no protection from the weathet was

necessary, the admirable use made of running

water, the treatment of breaks a?d c0,“s
'

varied in the different stories, and above all, the

arrangement of entrances and approaches, are

evidences of the skill and artistic ieeling of the

Genoefe architects. Many of their names

have not been preserved, but those of Galeasso

Alessi, Bartolomeo Bianco, and Amliea Ing-

liafico, were the most famous. It is worthy of

notice, that in Genoa, as in greater degree at

Venice, windows often bear a great propoi lion

to the front, and in some cases they are placed

so near to the angle, as to leave what, in the

absence of coins, might appear to he a very

small pier for support. This extent of open-

ing was probably for the same object, as we ob-

served might have influenced the like pecu-

liarity in the other city, for with so beautiful

a prospect, as the Genoese palaces possessed, it

is likely that itsadvantageswere considered, and

in the 'Church of the Assumption we tad, that

a balustraded way was carried along the ridge

of each roof, with the purpose of obtaining

several points of view.
.

The palace of the University consists oi a

vestibule next the street, a court open to the

sky, arcaded in two stages, a staircase at the

end furthest from the street, and rooms on each

side the court and next the street. 1 he ascent

from the vestibule to the first arcade, is by a

magnificent staircase. The balustrade com-

mences nine or ten steps from the first ascent,

and the space is here occupied by lions, which

seem ready to spring upon the passer. 1 he

view from this point is equal to any thing in

the city in front is the staircase ascending to

the court, which is in two stages, with coupled

columns and arches, and at the extremity

is seen the open staircase to the upper floors.

Single columns corresponding with the rest,

are continued round the vestibule on the lei el

of the court, the intereolumns being balus-

traded. The ceiling of the vestibule is plain,

as in most of the other buildings : it is arched

over, the smaller arches groining into the

larger. The numerous apertures in the cor-

nices for the escape of the water, have a

singular effect, and in many other buildings

it is not pleasing. The fa9ade has a low base-

ment, in which are square windows and

coins in excellent taste; above this are three

heights of windows, the lower range being of

singular design, and the two upper having

alternately curved and pointed pediments.

The front is divided into three parts, the

centre compartment being set back about six

inches bv coins, which are varied in the dif-

ferent stories, and the whole is crowned by a

hold cornice. The building was erected in

1642, and the architect was Bartolomeo Bianco.

The Ducal palace was originally built by

Andrea Vannone, but having been in great part

burnt, the fa?ade was rebuilt in l//b by

Simone Cantone. At the same time were pro-

duced the magnificent hall on the first nooi,

and the upper story of the building. The

plan is of great extent, and has many points

well worthy of notice, as in the arrangement

of the columns, and the ascent to the door

within the entrance court. The columns are

placed four together, engaged in projecting

piers, supporting the entablature, and similar ai-

rangement of the order above. The ascent to

the entrance might often he adopted with great

convenience, and addition to the beauty, of

buildings in England
;

the steps in front af

ford a ready access to pedestrians, and by the

inclined roads, carriages can reach the same

level—the whole, though simple in itself, being

highly conducive to the effect ot the edifice.

In no particular can an imposing effect be aided

by such small means, as in the arrangement ot

entrance-steps, and even of the flagging in front

of a building ;
yet, to no other resources are

we so wilfully blind. Such of our edifices as

have a massive basement, or a fine ascent, ot

steps, are so rallied round, that the most im-

portant part of the structure is almost lnd from

View, whilst the National Gallery has for its

basement a blank wall. Galeasso Alessi, also,

would not have placed his ascent in the cor-

ners of the square, where for any purpose ot

effect they are useless, hut by arranging stair-

cases in the centre, would have made the build-

ing tower above the spectator. 'I o such an

architect, the declivity of the ground would

have been an advantage
;
hut we have really

“ thrown away the most magnificent site in

Europe.” The palace above mentioned is

richly decorated, and may be referred to, as

affording valuable hints in fire-proof construc-

tion. The Durazzo (Philippo) palace was

built by Bianco, but enlarged by Tagjliatico,

who added the staircase, which is ot great

beauty. The court is square in plan, and the

staircase is placed by the side of it. 1 lie ele-

vation is of good proportions, though plain.

The Durazzo (Marcello) palace is one of the

few, in which there was no ascent from the ves-

tibule
;
consequently, the court can be entered

by carriages. It Las two staircases ot white

marble, one on each side the corridor; they

were added to the building by Carlo Fontana.

The architects of the original building were

Pietro Francesco Cantone, and Giovann An-

giole Falcone. The Balhi palace, by Bartolo-

meo Bianco, is one of the smallest in Genoa;

but a striking instance of the ability to

produce a fine work with small means, lhe

plan is well arranged, though ot an irregular

shape, and the staircase admirably contrived
;

there is a descent, as well as ascent, from the

vestibule. The facade is well designed. The

Balhi (Piovera) palace is remarkable tor its

fine colonnades, and the heautitul grotto, i Ins

palace is a good example of the usual arrange-

ment, where there Mas a garden. It is lm

mediately beyond the court. The staircase is

ascended from the right hand side of the court.

There being no ascent from the vestibule, the

grotto in the garden could at every time be

seen from the street-door. Bianco was the ar-

chitect. The Mari palace is also small in size,

hut the plan and arrangement worthy of care-

ful examination. The portions of the ground-

floor, and entresol, on each side the entrance,

project in front of the main building, having

balustrade and terrace on the top; the vesti-

bule, which also projects, is lower than these,

so that there is great play of light and shade.

In the upper story of the front, the interfenes-

tral spaces are hardly the width of the open-

ing, hut the effect of the front is still pleasing.

Above the windows are bas-reliefs, as at pre-

sent in the Oxford and Cambridge Club-house,

Pall-mall. The apertures for the rain-water

in the parapet are here very unsightly.

The Tursi-Doria palace, built in lool by

Rocco Luzago, is much to he admired for the

general disposition of its plan, for its elegant

outline, and the character of solidity observ-

able in it. The gardens are arranged on each

side, and the balustrades and loggias, which

separate them from the street, are good features

in the elevation. The Hall ot the Bankers

was commenced in 1570 and completed in

1596, and is a building of great beauty, and

of singular construction. It is a hall, oblong

in plan, inclosed on two sides by columns,

coupled and supporting arches, and on the op-

posite sides respectively by a blank M'all, and

by door and windows. The coins at the

angles, and the trophies on the front are very

effective. The roof displays great boldness of

construction—the small amount of the support

being considered; it is framed without a tie-

beam, to get height.* The Cambiaso palace has a

front, rusticated horizontally the whole height,

hut the windows of the different floors are so

united to each other, that the perpendicular

line predominates. The Church of the As-

sumption is a magnificent edifice
;

it is square

in plan, the dome occupying the centre, there-

fore the nave and transept in plan are in the

form of a Greek cross. There are two towers-

besides the main dome, and four small cupolas:-

it was intended to erect two other towers. I he;

large dome is of great beauty. Alessi was the.

architect of the building which was commenced;

in 1552. The public granaries are well adapted;

to the object; they consist of four buildings,

united by a commonvestibule. They are vaulted

up to the top; and it is observable, that short

walls are built to keep the grain free from

the humidity of the larger wall. The date is

1625. The poor-house is saul to be the largest

in Italy
;

it is well planned, and the imposing

effect of its fa9ade hardly to be surpassed, 1 fid

church occupies the centre of the building. I

was built in 1654. It is well approached through

an avenue of trees, lined by a wall and pedes:

tals. The ascent to the entrance is here i

feature worthy of notice. The Hall of St

Georges is only inferior in size to that ot th<

Bankers, and is devoted to similar objects. 1 h

roof and ceiling are remarkable, but havi

hardly sufficient explanation in the work, l

the Hospital for Incurable Patients we agai:

see that the art of architecture was not confine

to private residences, hut was equally exercise:

in charitable institutions. This building W8

commenced in 1420 by Andrea Orsol.no; ;

has a fine vestibule and staircase, and a corn

surrounded by porticos of white marble, li

stead of opening the windows for ventilatioi

apertures were left in the wall, and other opei

ings made in the ceiling ;
the current from tt

lower story Mas carried up in the thickness »

the wall. In the small Brignole palace, 1

Alessi, there is a staircase which deserv

very attentive examination, and the iacade

designed with skill. The Raggio palace has s

excellent plan, and an entrance of great beaut

The Cardga palace,by Alessi, contains some ce:

ings splendidly decorated by Taddeo Carlon

The Serra palace is equally remarkable for tl

beauty of its decorations, which were ex

cuted bv Carlone, and by a French arti

named Callet. Andrea Tagliafico was t

architect. The Lercari palace has a has

ment admirably designed, and adorned wi

rustics, and a loggia on the first floor. II

architect was Alessi. 1 he vault of the sta

case is beautifully decorated with arabesqm

The Sauli palace is one of the most ma

nificent of Italy. In plan it consists o

court in front of the mam building, one ore

in height, and the building itself. 1 he e

ration towards the street has rustical

doors and windows, and has in all respe

greater originality of treatment than a

before noticed; it is connected by the ,

lonnades of the court with the main buildu

which has a magnificent loggia on the b

floor. The garden front is a fine fa 9ade m-:

coupled columns in two orders, and 1

beautiful friezes. Alessi was the architi

The Negroni palace is most remarkable tor

beautiful grotto, which is of large size. 1

Church della S. S. Nunziata, by the arclnte

Domenico Scorticone and Giacomo Poita,

a noble interior most richly decorated,

consists of nave, aisles, and side chapels, j

the plan is oblong in form. The ceiling

semicircular, springing from an entablatur

below which are arches springing tr

columns of the Corinthian order, lhe

Spinola palaces are remarkable for their d<

rations, one of them has paintings of port

in perspective, and contains a statue,

Columbus. The gate of the old Mole,

which Alessi was the architect, has ag

plan, and a fine fortress-like character in

front towards the sea. 1 he Grimaldi pa

has a fa9ade, much resembling one of V ene

production ;
the different floors communu

with the adjoining terraces of the garden.

If the talents of the architects ot Genoa
lr iue luieuui ui we —

evinced in the buildings of the city, they
- • A—-°e in tl

* This roof is given in the supplement to the last edition

of “ Tregold’s Carpentry,” Edited by Barlow,

evinceu in “ 0 “
,

probably shewn in a greater degree

of the environs. The plans being less

stricted by site, are -arranged in the mod

mil-able manner, and the gardens are so

nut, as to give within a .small space, much

riety and picturesque effect. The 1 allay

palace, which was built in lu37 by Alesi

one of the most celebrated ;
it has a

plan, and the elevations are fine in proporl

and rich in ornament. It is well placed

grounds, and there is a beautiful grotto,

villa Pnllavicina hastwo orders of pilaster

riched with ornament, a style of decor-

more suited to interiors. The villa »P'
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tesrjI
le of the most rich and beautiful of the en-

rons, has an imposing1 elevation, and the as-

;nt to the door well managed. In the Gri-

aldi palace, at San Pier d’Arena, by Alessi,

ie court in front of the palace is so arranged,

iat with most simple means a surprising effect

: grandeur is obtained. The Serra palace

as a good plan and beautiful approach, and

ie villa Fransoni, with a tine elevation, has a

ost picturesque site. In the villa Giusti-

lani, built in 1537 by Alessi, there is a re-

larkably tine loggia on the first floor. In

ie villa Spinola, at Sestri di Ponente, there

an admirable arrangement of the ground,

ith terraces at different heights. At the

11a Doria, at San Pier d’Arena, the walks

:e arranged in sinuous forms, which was not

sual.

There are many other villas, which we have

ot had space to notice, but which are well

lustrated in sections and perspective views,

iut amongst the most magnificent, we should

[ot omit to mention the imperial villa, in

hich the fountains and gardens are arranged

!i the best manner. Alessi was the archi-

tect. The palace of the Prince Doria, also,

!'as of vast extent, and though its exterior

as comparatively plain, internally it was
mbellished in the most lavish degree. The
liuntains, the long vineries in which the

rellis was supported by elegant fluted

olumns
;

its great extent, and the splendour

If its decorations, must have rendered it a fit

bode for the most influential family of the

tepublic. The volume before us is wound up

'ith illustrations of the theatre built at Genoa,
letween the years 1826 and 1828, and betrays

lamentable falling off from that high and

almy state, which earned for the maritime

ity the distinctive title of Genoa “ the Su-

erb.” E. H.

LORD LINCOLN’S BILL

FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF DRAINAGE AND

SUPPLY OF WATER.

|

We closed our notice of this bill last week

p. 363) at clause 191, which directs commis-

:ioners to obtain reports on the supply of

vater. The following are the words of the

lause :

—

“ And whereas it is of essential importance

hat all the inhabitants of every town and dis-

rict made subject to this Act should be sup-

lied with good and wholesome water for do-

mestic purposes, to the utmost extent that the

ical and other circumstances of such town or

district will permit, and especially that the

oorer inhabitants thereof should be so sup-

died with water : and whereas supplies of

rater are also required for the efficient and
vholesome cleansing of the streets, and main
.nd other sewers and drains which may be

onstructed or maintained under the provisions

.f this Act
;
be it enacted, That when any

own or district shall be made subject to this

Vet, it shall be the duty of the inspector to

nake diligent inquiries, and report upon the

lufliciency or insufficiency of the then existing

[upplies of water, and, if necessary, he shall

itate his opinion as to the best mode or plan

vhich can be adopted for increasing the sup-

dies of water for the purposes aforesaid
;
and

ie shall in every such case state in such re-

>ort how far any existing companies are able

.nd willing to extend their supplies of water,

>r upon what terms they are willing to eon-

ract with the commissioners for supplies of

vater, and also the ability of such companies

o supply such water
;
and, if necessary, he

Fall also state in such report what streams of

vater, or other water in the vicinity of such
lown or district, can be made available for sup-

flying water by the construction of proper
vorks, or by improving and enlarging the

vorks of existing water companies, or any
bther water-works

;
and the inspector, after

laving drawn up such report, shall send a copy
(hereof to the commissioners, and also to the

iroprietors of any such existing water-works
is aforesaid as he shall see fit.”

The commissioners may make contracts with

xisting water companies, purchase their

vorks, or construct works themselves for the

mpply of water. But “ whereas it is ex-

jedient that existing water companies and
bther persons affording a sufficient supply

)f water to the inhabitants of any town or

district should be protected in the enjoyment
]

of the profit and advantages which may accrue

to them by the sale of such water; be it

enacted, that it shall not be lawful for the com-
missioners to lay down any pipes for the pur-

pose of distributing water in any street within

any town or district in which street or place

any such water company or other person shall

have previously to the day when this Act came
into operation within such town or district, or

within Siffl calendar months afterwards, laid

down a main or pipe throughout such street in

such manner as to enable all the inhabitants of

such street to obtain a good supply of water,

and so long as such water company or other

person shall continue in manner aforesaid to

supply the inhabitants of any street with

water, it shall not be lawful for the commis-

sioners to distribute water in such street or

place.”

Inasmuch as the houses of the poor are in

many cases not supplied with water, on account

of the inability of the owners and occupiers

to lay down the communication- pipes, &c.
“ It shall be lawful for the said commissioners,

and they are hereby required, upon the re-

quest of the owner of any dwelling-house of

an annual value not exceeding Ten Pounds
,

or upon the request of the occupier, with the

consent in writing of the owner of any such

house, to lay down communication-pipes,

together with a cistern and other apparatus

required for the supply of such house with

water for domestic purposes, and to keep the

same in repair, and to charge for the same
such reasonable annual rent or remuneration

in money as shall be agreed upon, or, in case

of any disagreement, as shall he settled by the

said inspector; and such rent or remuneration

shall thereafter be recoverable from the

owner of such house at the same times and in

the same manner as any water-rate due from

such owner in respect of such premises may
be recovered under the provisions of this Act

;

and such pipes and other apparatus shall not be

subject to any distress for rent, nor to be taken

in execution on any judgment of a court of

law, or under any fiat in bankruptcy, any law

or practice to the contrary notwithstand-

ing.

Public baths, washhouses, &c. are to be sup-

plied gratuitously:—“ And be it enacted, that

all existing public cisterns, pumps, conduits

and other water-works used for the gratuitous

supply of water to the inhabitants of any town

or district, shall be continued, maintained and

supplied with water by the said commissioners,

and shall be vested in them and be under their

management and control
;
and it shall be law-

ful for the said commissioners to erect and

place any number of new cisterns, pumps,

conduits or other water-works for the supply

of water to the inhabitants of any street,

court or alley, or of any number of houses

as they shall see fit, or to erect the same in

any public situation, for the gratuitous use of

any persons who may choose to carry the same
away for their own private use, but not for

sale, and to supply with water any public baths

or washhouses that may be established for the

use of the poorer classes.”

Commissioners are to provide engines for

extinguishing fire, buckets, and fire-escapes.

Proper fire-plugs are to be fixed into the

main : and “ all the main pipes to be laid down
by the said commissioners, or used under and
by virtue of the provisions of this Act, for sup-

plying any town or district with water, or any
part thereof, and all main pipes used for such
purpose belonging to any water company or

other person, shall at all times be kept charged

to the full with water under pressure.”

A penalty of five pounds is laid on—“1.
Every person who shall bathe in any reservoir,

aqueduct, or other water-works belonging to

the said commissioners, or their lessees or

contractors, or shall wash or cause to enter

therein any dog or other animal. 2. Every
person who shall throw, put or cast any gravel,

stone, rubbish, dirt, filth, or other noisome or

offensive matter or thing into any such reser-

voir, aqueduct, or other waterworks as afore-

said, or who shall wash or cleanse therein any

cloth, wool, leather, or skin of any animal or

other thing. 3. Every person who shall

cause or permit the water of any sink, sewer

or drain, or any other offensive liquid, mat-

ter or thing belonging to him, to run, drain

or be conveyed into any of the springs,

rivulets, reservoirs, aqueducts, pipes, or

other water-works belonging to the said

commissioners, or who shall commit or cause

any other act whereby the water of the said

commissioners shall be fouled or corrupted.

And be it enacted, that if any person making
or supplying any gas within any town or dis-

trict shall at any time cause or suffer to be
conveyed or to flow into any stream, reservoir,

aqueduct, pond or place for water within such
town or district, or belonging to the said com-
missioners, or into any drain, sewer, or ditch

communicating therewith, any gas or any
washing substance or thing which shall be
produced in making or suppyling gas, or shall

do any act to the water contained in any
such stream, reservoir, aqueduct, pond or
place for water, whereby the water therein
shall be fouled or corrupted, then such person
shall forfeit and pay for every such offence any
sum not exceeding fifty pounds.”
Then as to obtaining money to carry the

several purposes of this Act into execution—
“ Be it enacted, that it shall be lawful for the
commissioners for every town or district made
subject to this Act, once in every year, or
oftener if they shall think it necessary, to make
one or more rate or rates, to be called the sewer
rate, for the purpose ofpurchasing, constructing,

and repairing sewers, for such town or dis-

trict, and for otherwise maintaining effectually

the wholesome sewerage and drainage of such
town or district, and also for securing, raising,

and paying any monies, and the interest there-

of, which may be borrowed on the security of
the said sewer rate, in pursuance of the pro-

visions of this Act; and in like manner, once
in every year, or oftener if they shall think
it necessary, to make one or more rate or rates,

to be called the paving rate, for the purpose
of forming, making, maintaining, and keeping
in repair the carriage-ways and roads, and
forming, making, paving, sweeping, cleansing

and watering the streets, within such town or

district, and for securing, raising and paying
any monies, and the interest thereof, which
may be borrowed on the security of the said

paving rate, in pursuance of the provisions of

this Act; and, in like manner, once in every

year, or oftener if they shall think it necessary,

to make one or more rate or rates, to be called

the general rate, for defraying all sums specially

made payable by this Act out of such rate, to-

gether with the salaries of all officers acting in

the execution of this Act, unless otherwise
provided, and all other incidental costs, pay-
ments, charges, and expenses attending the ex-

ecution of the powers, duties, and authorities

hereby imposed and given to the commis-
sioners, and which are not herein otherwise
specially provided for.

“ And in order to raise a sum of money suf-

ficient to defray the costs, charges, and ex-

penses of the water department; be it enacted,

that it shall be lawful for the said commis-
sioners, once in every year, to make a rate, to

be called “ the Water-rate,” to be made and
levied on every person who shall hold, use or

occupy any dwelling-house situate within the

limits of such portion or portions of any town
or district as shall be marked out in the plan

of the said inspector, to be supplied by the said

commissioners, or by their lessees or con-

tractors, with water, or by any other person on

their account, according to the full net annual

value thereof, and in like manner upon every

person who shall hold, use or occupy any shop,

warehouse, counting house, coach house,

stable, cellar, vault, workshop, manufactory or

other building, and all yards and all other

places where goods or other property are de-

posited, or business carried on, except as here-

inafter is excepted, according to onefourth

part only of such net annual value thereof re-

spectively
;
and the said rate shall from time

to time be collected and paid by yearly, half-

yearly or quarterly payments, or at shorter

periods, as the said commissioners shall think

proper, and shall commence from such time

after this Act shall come into full lorce and

operation in such town or district as shall be

fixed by the said inspector : provided always,

that no person who shall hold, use or occupy

any dwelling-house, shall be liable to be rated

in a greater proportion than according to one-

fourth part only of such net annual value

thereof, unless the mains or other pipes of the

said commissioners, or their lessees or con-

tractors, shall be laid down and properly sup-

plied with water within thirty feet from the

outer wall of such premises.”

I
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NORMAN FONT, HENDON CHURCH

NORMAN FONT, HENDON CHURCH.

Thf, above engraving-, from a drawing by
Air. Francis T. Dollman, represents a very
ii u-resting stone font of the Norman period,

in Hendon Church, Middlesex. It stands at

the west end of the nave, under the organ
gallery, and is 2ft. 11 in. square on plan, and
2ft. Sin. high, including the bottom step,

6£in. high, which is modern. The bowl, 1ft.

deep, is lined with lead, and has a water drain.
The font was repaired about a year and a half
ago.

W e have in preparation a valuable collection
of Norman fonts, which we shall give shortly.

BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

That division of the association which
have Lord Albert Conyngham for president,
Mr. Pettigrew for treasurer, and Mr. Croftou
Croker and Mr. C. R. Smith for secretaries,

assembled in Winchester on Monday last, to

hold their annual congress. The first meeting
was held at three o’clock, when the president
delivered an address, and Mr. Pettigrew read
an able paper, explaining the objects of the
association, and urging the importance of anti-

quarian pursuits : it gave a history of the So-
ciety of Antiquaries and traced the Archaeo-
logical Association from its commencement in

1843. In the evening a conversazione was
held, and Mr. Thomas Wright, the Rev. S.
Isaacson, and others, read interesting papers.
Since then, various excursions have been made,
harrows opened, and a large number of pa-
pers read to very numerous audiences.
The weather has not been propitious, but
the meeting has nevertheless passed off
well. Sir James Annesley, Mr. East, one of
the mem' ers for the city, Sir W. Betham,

lr l'rancis Myers, Mr. Planche, are amongst
those who have inlerested themselves in the
proceedings. Mr. C. Croker was unfortunately

called away to Ireland by the death of a rela-

tive.

The elucidation of the cathedral devolved on
Mr. Cresy

;
and the hospital of St. Cross was

illustrated by the Rev. S. Jackson.
We shall probably give more particular

information next week. We cannot avoid
renewing our expressions of regret that no
satisfactory arrangement has been made be-
tween the two committees, but that, on the
contrary, unwise supporters of either side
are seeking to make religious feelings fresh

elements in the quarrel. Some admirers of the
objects both societies have in view, consider
that the dissensions will put both parties on
their metal, and induce,

11 those to work who never worked before

;

And those who always worked to work the more.”

That hence the common object of both will

be prosecuted with a keener spirit, and with
greater industry

;
and that when the time ar-

rives, each party will acknowledge its own
errors, and a generous smile of satisfaction will

welcome the harvest of good things their dif-

ferences have partially been the means of
bringing to light. For our own part, however,
we cannot but consider the division an occur-
rence of unmixed evil, and beseech all who
have any influence, to use it in calming the
ill-feelings that have been engendered.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF SKEW
BRIDGES.

Sir,—From the many catastrophes which
have occurred by the tumbling down of rail-
way and other bridges, particularly those that
so recently have taken place on the Ashton
railway near Manchester, and the two instances
at Derby, I have been repeatedly requested
and importuned by gentlemen of high scientific

attainments to lay down the theoretical prin-
ciples on which I have uniformly acted in all

the works in which I have been many years

engaged. Those principles, I feel persuaded
are known to few, with the exception of thost

whom I have instructed. LTnder this impres
sion I beg leave to submit to you a plan anc

the description of a mode of obtaining tht

bevels of a bridge on the Grand Junctior

Railway, immediately adjoining Vauxhali
Station, Birmingham. This bridge was con-!

tracted for by Mr. Brandson, builder, now oi

the firm of Brandson and Gwysher, the well-

known railway contractors, wbo have been pre-

eminently successful in all their undertakings.'

The workmanship of the bridge referred to

was entirely left to my care. I have been
much engaged in many extensive railway

works, such as tunnels, bridges, viaducts, &c.,

and I never met with any difficulty but what I

was able to overcome.
If you should think my endeavours worthy of

being laid before your readers, particularly

those who are intrusted with extensive works,
it is my intention to follow up the present with

a series of drawings (accompanying them with

working instructions) of difficult work, laying
down a sure and certain method to construct

such work with ease and safety. It is deeply
to be regretted that much work on railways has

been erected under such circumstances as it has

been, namely, that of giving contracts to such
an extent, that it was absolutely impossible for

those individuals to complete the work under
their own eye, however talented they might be

;

they were necessarily compelled to re-let part

of it, and in many instances the second con-

tract has been given to individuals totally in-

competent for such responsible work, and
hence the many fatal catastrophes which are

continually taking place. It is with a view to

give instruction to such individuals that I have

been induced to lay my system before the

public in your valuable paper. I could name
bridges to an innumerable extent on railways
that really are not safe for trains to run upon

;

those bridges having been constructed without



DIAGRAM TO ARTICLE ON CONSTRUCTION OF SKEW BRIDGES.

laid down upon true theoretical and
rtical principles.

i describing the plan on which the above
was constructed, it will be necessary in

first place to shew the manner of drawing
figures represented. Fig. 1 is a section
square to the abutment of the arch

; fig.
the plan of the batter line; fig. 3 gives
intrados and extrados of the arch. From
e 2 are got all the bevels required for
cing the arch represented by the letters
{,C, &c., and 1, 2, 3, &c. To draw figure
ke each distance from the perpendicular
A, in figure 3, and set them from the plan
1,2, 3, 4, &e., those distances set at 12,
4 and 15 in figure 2, then trace those
s from one to the other, it will complete
dan of the intrados; proceed in the same
ler with the lines dotted from the extrados
e battering line in figure 2. Set those
aces also from the other side of the arch,
h will complete the plan the extrados
. From these two plan lines are got the
s » A > D, &c, on the right-hand
1 he bevels at the bottom, 1, 2, 3, 4, &c .,

ot in the following manner: the angle 1,'

on figure 2 is equal to the angle 1, 2, 3, in
: 3 ; the dotted line from the point A, on
ection figure 1, to the bevil figure A, re-
nts the bed of the arch stone brought out,
he stock of the bevel applied on the soffit
}f the arch stone, and lying on the line
bed of the stone, will give one draft for
ig the faco of the springer. The plan of
linger will give the draft of the face at
dttom bed, but before the bevel A is ap-
i it will be necessary to apply the bevel 15
the bottom bed of the springer, up the
f the intrados, and it will be seen that the
bevels will give the twist of the face of
ringer required to get the bevel 15; it

'e observed also that the line 15 is in the
parallel as line 15 on the section, figure 1.
tock of the bevel is drawn at right angles
line 15. The angle 15 in figure 2 is

equal to the angle 15 on the bevel of figure 1

on the intrados of the plan line
;

all the other
bevels are got in the same way. To work the
second stone on the right hand side of the arch,
after the beds and soffits are worked, to the
section mould A on the arch, take the bevel A,
and apply it from the soffit along the bottom
bed, which will give the first draft for making
the face; then take the bevel 14, and apply the
stock to the bottom bed up the line of the in-
trados, and it will give the second draft re-
quired

;
then take the bevel B and it will give

the twist required for working the face of the
second stone. All the other bevels are to be
round in the same manner. By a strict exami-
nation of the figures and the dotted lines the
system will be sufficiently clear to most prac-
tical men.

—

I am, Sir, &c., Ben. Green.
Birmingham, 23rd June, 1845.

THE SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

Mr. Editor,— Seeing in a late number
of 1 he Builder, that it was your intention to
consider the matter you had before you re-
specting the School of Design, and to lay it
before your readers, I beg to make a few
remarks upon the great importance of design.
It I recollect right, one of your corres-
pondents states, that the School of Design
is a school for drawing, and not for learn-
ing to design. There is no doubt about
the truth of that statement. I have been
much surprised from its commencement,
that design should not have been taught,
and I have stated this over and over again,
but the authorities have been satisfied with
the name they have given their school,
and that the students would, by studying
there, become designers. In this point they
have deceived themselves, and the students
have been the sufferers to the extent of de-
signing. It appears that teachers of design

jhave not been appointed, but teachers of draw-
|

ing, and so far so good. But they must
go further, and carry out the full intention of
their name,—The School of Design. And why
should not this nation have a School of Design,
requiring it so much as it does ? Thata school
of drawing must be established preparatory to

design is true enough
;
but we must not de-

ceive ourselves upon that which is only pre-
paratory. To learn our language, is only pre-
paratory to our becoming poets. By reading
Shakespear our minds will be improved, but
we must not expect to become dramatic poets.
By copying the Parthenon, our minds will
be improved on Grecian architecture, but
by doing so, we must not expect to become
designers of architecture for English people;
the climate, the land, the convenience, the
comfort, the peculiar wishes of the indi-
viduals, must be first consulted before we
venture to force a style of architecture upon
the employer

;
the design must be made to con-

form to the wants of the party, and to ac-
complish which, a vast deal of philosophy will

be required. A designer must be taught to

become an active observer, and after that, as

active a reasoner. But his observations must
be made upon the wide field of Nature

—

throughout the works of creation, in order to

fill his mind with the true materials, and with

which design is only to be effected. The
works of the great designers sufficiently testify

this by their close imitation of the beauties ot

nature. The designers of our cathedrals, like

great men, stuck to the subject for which they

designed. They did not, like slavish copyists,

go to the Parthenon, and make studies of that

temple (which was designed for pagan pur-

poses), to assist them in designing a temple
for Christian worship ! No, they invented

such forms as would be in accordance with
the Christian religion, and thus make an ap-
peal to the flock that it was the house of
prayer for all who wished to worship the living

God. To design, is to invent such form as
will tell its own tale, and speak as it were to



the subject for which it was designed. Ale

(he students then of the School of Design thus

taught? It appears not. They are taught

to draw, but then what are they taught to

draw? Are their faculties for the arts legi-

timately exercised, and rightly directed for the

purposes of design ? If their faculties are

exercised upon art only, they are not. They

must have their faculties exercised fir.d upon

the works of creation, and then a due studying

of the works of the great designers may be

turned to good account- But great care must

be taken in placing such works of ait before

the students that are not incongruous—such as

those senseless productions of half man and

half beast, half man and half vegetables, and

half man and half stone, with wooden cases to

keep from view their lower extremities
;

all

such deplorable absurdities should be turned

to the right about, for they have outlived

sensible people’s likings. In point of true de-

sign, every thing is yet to be done. T lie

authorities have been changing their masters,

hut the students feel they are not at ail nearer

design. A sound system of instruction must

be propounded, or it will be vain to expect

the students to become designers; in fact, they

are made draughtsmen, and, it appears from

their statements, nothing further. This na-

tion should have the most perfect School of

Design that is in its power to make, and no

longer should it delay so important a subject.

The faculties for the arts were given to be

duly cultivated, and the legislature should em-

ploy its wisdom in carrying such cultivation

into effect. If the legislature continues to

sleep as it has done upon artistic education,

this nation must rest content with being the

mere imitators of her foreign neighbours.

I am, Sir, &c. Geo. R. Lewis.

your committee resolved that a thousand copies

of the same should be printed and circulated.

Several petitions to Parliament on the same

subject were also prepared and adopted, public

meetings were promoted, and the committee

have had much pleasure in recording their

sense of the exertions of Viscount Dnncan in

this benevolent cause. ... ,

Notices having been published in the news-

papers of an application to Parliament lor

stopping up the thoroughfare for carnages on

the east side of Lincoln’s-Inn hields, your

committee directed a letter to be addressed to

the secretary of her Majesty’s Commissioners

for Metropolitan Improvements, urging the

serious obstruction and public inconvenience

that must ensue if such a project were effected,

and referring the commissioners to the report

of a committee of the House of Commons in

1838, with plans, approving of a direct carriage

communication by that line between the Stiand

and Holborn
;
and which, from the evidence

then submitted, it appeared would be effected at

the inconsiderable outlay of 18,000/.

The committee represented, that there is at

present no approach from the north of London
r

.

rl
, 1 a o f ,-ant St.

to the Strand, between Endell-street,

Giles’s, and Holborn-bridge, except by courts,

or narrow winding lanes; and that if the exist-

ing obstructions could not immediately be

removed, at least any increase of them should

be prevented by the influence of the honourable

„„n„v,;..-.;nnnve’ Vnnv committee have the

METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENT
SOCIETY.

At the annual general meeting of this

society, held on the 31st ultimo, the following

report was read :

—

“ Your general committee have much plea-

sure in submitting the following summary of

their proceedings during the past year.

Shortly after the last annual meeting, the

committee addressed a letter to Sir Robert

Peel, requesting to know if any progress had

been made in the preparation of a map of the

metropolis, founded on an ordnance survey,

which had been promised to a deputation

of this society in 1842, and urging the im-

portance of such a map on various public

grounds.

The committee also took that opportunity ot

expressing a hope that the important question

of an embankment of the Thames, with a view

both to the improved facilities of communica-

tion, as well as public health and recreation,

would not be lost sight of during the then en-

suing sessions of Parliament.

A letter was also addressed to the Secretary

of her Majesty’s Commissioners for Metro-

politan Improvements, on the subject of the

proposed line of thoroughfares, connecting the

Belgrave-squarc district with Westminster

Abbey and the New Houses of Parliament,

strongly urging that good taste and public con-

venience should not be sacrified to a narrow

economy; but that by some modification, a

view of Westminster Abbey as one of the

noblest monuments of antiquity might be pre-

served, and an approach to that, and the seat of

the legislature, rendered worthy of the metro-

polis of the British nation.

In their last report the committee stated

the steps which had been taken with regard to a

modification of the window duties, or as they

have been justly designated, taxes upon light

and ventilation, in their effects, excluding mul-

titudes of human beings from the light of the

sun during a large portion of their existence,

and compelling them to breathe pestilence.

Your committee continuing to feel a revision

of this tax essential to the sanatory existence

and comfort of the community, as necessary

also to avoid its resulting and injurious conse-

quences in defective construction and architec-

tural deformity
;

and, moreover, satisfied that

an alteration might be effected with little or no

sacrifice of revenue, resolved to persevere in

such object. Mr. Hickson (who on this and

many other occasions as the society have wit-

nessed, has been most strenuous in his exer-

tions), having prepared a paper on the subject,

commissioners. Your committee have the

gratification to state, that they shortly after

received a reply from the commissioners,

stating that the measure had been abandoned.

Your committee, viewing the subjects of

the Westminster improvements and of the

Thames embankment as of great national im-

portance, have devoted much time and anxious

consideration thereto.
.

With regard to the former, plans, embodying

the suggestions of the society, with a bird s-eye

view of Westminster Abbey as thereby iso-

lated, have been submitted by the committee

to her Majesty’s commissioners, and having

strongly urged and reiterated its importance,

have subsequently had the pleasure to receive

an assurance that it should receive their best

attention. The committee have been enabled,

through the liberality of Mr. Hickson, to pre-

pare copies of the plan and view of Westminster

Abbey, which will shortly be forwarded to

every member of the society.

Modified plans of the Thames embankment,

embracing the suggestions of various members

of the society, have also been prepared with

the view of being submitted to the commis-

sioners. Subsequently, your honorary secretary,

Mr. Henry Austin, lias suggested a plan of a

railway street, in continuation of the embank-

ment, and by which a junction may he formed

with the Blackwall railway, and by which

means the improvement long since urged by

the society to her Majesty’s commissioners,

may be effected
;
namely, that of a spacious

street or roadway, adequate to the increased

and increasing traffic between the western and

eastern parts of the metropolis.

Your committee have the pleasure to state

that on these plans having been submitted to

the directors of the Blackwall railway, they

were highly approved, and readily adopted by

them. A company is in course of formation to

carry the same into effect; and with the fur-

ther view of connecting the same with other

railways, by which the present obstruction of

the principal public streets will doubtless be

much relieved.

The committee cannot hut congratulate the

members on the signal success which has

hitherto attended the efforts of the society.

Although their power is not great, and their

means at present are small, it has become

manifest that they may be rendered the nu-

cleus of important benefits. The Govern-

ment having so readily yielded to the

presentations and suggestions of the society

in advising her Majesty to appoint a com-

mission for metropolitan improvements, this

society for a time remained passive, consi-

dering its province rather to watch the

proceedings of that body, and to render from

time to time such assistance in the way of

suggestions, or otherwise, as might be in

their power; hut observing how little has

hitherto been effected, and satisfied by a re-

view ofthe past year how much may be done by

zealous and persevering efforts, and encou-

raged by success, your committee would c?ll on

the society, jointly and individually, to futur

exertion
;
and to devise some efficient stepi

to render its existence more generally knowi

and extend its sphere of influence and use

fulness.

As to the results of the past year, it may t

stated

—

That with regard to the important subjei

ofthe window duties, the minister has promise

to consider the subject with a view to their n

peal or modification.

That with respect to the modification of tl

Westminister new line or thoroughfare, ar

the isolation of Westminster Abbey, it is no

earnestly hoped that means will be adopted

effect so manifest and important an improw

ment.
The proposed obstruction of the carriagi

way on the east side of Lincoln’s-Inn Fieh

has been abandoned.

The smoke nuisance, which was long;

source of much attention and consideration

the society, having been taken up by M
Mackinnon, a member of this society and

the legislature, has only been relinquished

him on the Government engaging to provi

for its suppression in the general measure <

sanatory regulations about to be submitted

Parliament.

That with regard to the highly import!

subject of the Thames embankment, and t

improvements consequent thereon, which I

occupied so much of the attention of your co-

mi ttee, there is now every reason to exp><

that they will be accomplished, and that wit

out any sacrifice on the part of the Governim

or the country, and indirectly through the t

ertions of this society.

As there are many subjects of improveme

both sanatory and constructive, to which 1

attention of the society may be most adv?

tageously directed, your committee would ag;

earnestly impress the importance of individ

exertion on the part of the members, to exte

their numbers and influence, and thus to rent

their future efforts yet more conducive

public benefit.” We gladly repeat this appi

and express a hope that many of our read

will join a society which is calculated to

much good.

ART-UNION OF LONDON.

The annual exhibition of the works of

purchased by the prizeholders will be ope

to the subscribers and their friends, at the £

folk-street Gallery, on Monday, the 18th i

The Art-Union indemnity hill lias recei

the royal assent. We are glad to learn 1

the committee of the House of Commons, i

were appointed to take evidence on the sub

of art-unions last session, are about to p

lish their report and the minutes of evidei

The committee of the Art-Union of Lon

have commissioned Mr. Calder Marshal

xecute in marble his group, “ the first w
ier of love,” lately exhibited in the Ri

Academy, for a prizeholder who had

puted the committee to select a work of art

him.

HOLBORN AND FINSBURY SEWERS

Tenders recently delivered for const

ing a main line of sewer in Charlc

street, Bedford-square, 3,573 feet in lengt:

Digge ...£5,500

Cooper 4,505

Ward and Son 4,230
j

Johnson 4,190

Bethick, and R. Davis , . . . 3,876

For the branch drains and gullies :

Die?? £1 '
2°°

0
I

Cooper
Ward and Son

Johnson
Bethick and R. Davis ....

The mode of estimating which prod

such results as this must be defective in

extreme.

Operatives in Paris.—The journey

carpenters of Paris still hold out. A mei

of the master builders has been held to re<

delegates from the men, but the terms prop

by them were rejected by a majority 01

votes to 7.
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ON THE PRINCIPLES OF GREEK

ARCHITECTURE.*
Mr. Wilkins has remarked, “ that the

Greeks adhered to established rules for deter-
mining the proportions of the several divisions
of the naos, cannot be doubted. The great
similarity which is discernable in the plans of
most of the temples with which we are ac-
quainted, warrants the conclusion that they stu-
diously followed some one great model, and
deviated from it as little as circumstances would
allow them. In order to ascertain the accu-
racy of this conclusion, we must have recourse
to some of the earliest temples of which there
is any authentic account, and consider what
resemblance can be traced in the plans of such
as were erected at periods not very distant, in

countries remote from each other.”
Our author, then, compares the plan and

proportions of the temple at Jerusalem with the
temple at Paestum

;
those who may wish to

ascertain how far he has succeeded, must refer
to his “ Antiquities of Magna Griecia.” If we
were to admit that Mr. Wilkins had shewn
that tiie temple at Pmstum was exactly the same
as the temple at Jerusalem, and that the latter
was a model from which emanated the temples
of Greece, we should even then be very little

benefited, not more so than if it were to be
proved that the form of one of our cathedrals
had been selected from one on the continent.
We differ from Mr. Wilkins in endeavouring
to find a model from which the temples were
copied :—our inquiry is —What ivere the prin-
ciples which guided the formation ofthe Grecian
temples? 1'his is the very error of the fol-
lowers of Mr. Wilkins’s school, which has re-
tarded the progress of architecture as an art of
design for years; their aim being to imitate
by copying, and continually discoursing of
effects, instead of developing causes. There-
fore, however correctly Messrs. Stuart and
Revett, or Mr. Wilkins, may have delineated
the existing remains of Grecian buildings, im-
portant as the acquisition may be—unless we
can obtain the key by which we can detect the
original source of their creation, we must never
expect to understand Grecian architecture, but
continue to copy only the models, to be satisfied
with their acknowledged beauty, and remain
ignorant of the cause of that beauty. The
deficiency of a correct knowledge of propor-
tion is one of the reasons why architecture in
modern times has seldom been successfully
treated. Each part of a Greek temple was so
regulated as to bear a just proportion to the
whole : in this alone how deficient are our
edifices

!

“ Though we excel in every separate part,
Yet fail of just proportion in our art,
In one grand whole unknowing to unite
Those different parts.”

—

Horace.

We have copied a portico, placed it against
l house, a church, or a theatre; and however
oerfectly we have imitated it, and beautiful as
t may be per se, it never has been adjusted to
oear any proportion to the building to which
t has been affixed.

Before, therefore, an architect can design an
idifice in any style of architecture, he must be-
come acquainted with that style which he pro-
ooses to adopt

;
and if he wishes to raise hira-

lelf above the plagiarist, and add new features
o existing styles, it is absolutely necessary he
hould first possess a knowledge" of the princi-
oles which guided our ancestors

;
unless this be

'lone, however cleverly he may imitate, it will
>e impossible for him to strike out new ideas
vilh any certainty of success.
That the principles by which Grecian archi-

ecture has been moulded into beautiful forms
aave never been discovered is perfectly appa-
lent, if we quote only a few remarks offered
i'n this subject.

Mr. Gwilt observes, it may be objected to,
.hat fitqess alone will not account for the plea-
mre which arises in the contemplation of what
ire called the orders of architecture; and
klison seems very much “to doubt whether
(here be not some other cause of beauty.”
‘“If admiration of Grecian architecture,” says
'lr. Wilkins, “ result from intellectual asso-
ciation, it will be found to exist only among
:-ien of knowledge

;
and its just proportion will

e determined by those whose taste is the most
ultivated, and whose science is the most ex-
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UTai Syatem of Architecture,” by W. P.

tensive; but if there be some intrinsic charm,
some peculiar grace, which is necessarily ac-
knowledged and felt by all mankind, we then
must look for some more general principle,
which will accommodate itself to this more
general feeling.” “ We can scarcely deny,
then, that the pleasure which is derived from
surveying the ancient models of Grecian archi-
tecture is heightened by ideas connected with
learning, with science, and with art; accom-
panied, as they still must be, by all the nameless
charms which imagination combines with the
history of the Greeks, and which it throws
over all their productions. It is probable,
nevertheless, that their buildings possess cer-
tain qualities vvhich affect us independently of
all these associations, and which, even without
them, fail not to produce sentiments of admi-
ration, and feelings of delight.”

r

I he same cause which operated so power-
fully during the middle ages, and to which we
and our continental neighbours are alike in-
debted for our beautiful cathedrals, viz., reli-
gion,—influenced in like manner the contem-
plation and erection of the Grecian temples

;

in the ancient, as well as in the modern world,— in savage, as well as in civilized nations,

—

we find that religious edifices are the largest
in extent, the most elaborate in execution, and
likewise the most costly of all the works of
men.

If, therefore, we desire to seek the causes
which operated so powerfully and so success-
fully in rearing edifices, acknowledged by all

to be beautiful, our merely possessing accurate
representations of those buildings is not suffi-

cient for us to determine the reason of their
being beautiful

;
to gain this desideratum, we

must carefully inquire into, and examine the
celebrated matured scientific systems of the
earliest philosophers of Greece, and see if they
will assist us by shedding any light upon so
important and interesting a subject. To accom-
plish this, we will at once transport ourselves
to Greece and the age of Thales and Pytha-
goras, who founded the earliest schools of geo-
metry

;
the latter of whom, according to Pro-

clus, was the first who gave geometry the form
of a science.

Thales was born at Miletus, a Greek colony
in Asia Minor, in the first year of the thirty-
fifth Olympiad. After receiving the usual
learning of his own country, he travelled into

ypf» "’here he became eminent in astronomy,
geometry, philosophy, See. From him astro-
nomy made a very considerable advance, and
he is generally reputed to be the father of the
Greek philosophy, being the first that made
any researches into natural knowledge. He
founded the Ionian school 600 years n.c.
From Thales we pass on to Pythagor

philosopher no less distinguished than the
former for the variety and extent of his disco-
veries. The information which he derived from
his countrymen not satisfying his inquiring
mind, lie travelled into various countries. He
first visited Egypt, from which country he went
to Asia, where he is said to have made himself
acquainted with the science of the Chaldmans
and the Magi. Although these traditions may
have some historical foundation, it is consi-
dered that his philosophical system was not
derived from any foreign source, or even ma-
terially influenced by any thing that he saw
and learned in the countries which he visited

;

his whole philosophy bears the impress of genu-
ine Greek growth, and there is scarcely any
thing in it which may not be traced to some
native source.

Pythagoras finally settled at Crotona, in
Southern Italy, and established a philosophical
institution about b.c. 500, which in many re-
pects bore great analogy to the Doric institu-
tions which he had seen in Crete and Sparta.
He instituted among his disciples a secret
worship, or mysteries, which are sometimes
called Pythagorean orgies; and the science of
numbers, geometry, and music, were closely
connected with the sacred rites.

I he main purpose of philosophy, according
to the system of Pythagoras, is to free the mind
from incumbrances, and to raise it to the con-
templation of immutable truth, and the know-
ledge of divine and spiritual objects. Mathe-
matical science was with him the first step to
wisdom, because it inures the mind to contem-
plation, and takes a middle course between
corporeal and incorporeal beings. The whole
science he divided into two parts, numbers and
magnitude

;
and each of these he subdivided

into two others
; the former into arithmetic

and music, and the latter into magnitude at
rest, and magnitude in motion

; the one com-
prehending geometry, and the other astronomy.
Arithmetic he regarded as the noblest science,
and an acquaintance with numbers as the
highest good. He considered numbers as the
principles of every thing, and divided them
into scientific and intelligible. Scientific num-
ber is the production of the powers involved
in unity, and its return to the same. Number
is not infinite, but it is the source of that infi-

nite divisibility into equal parts which is the
property of all bodies.

Not any exposition having been handed down
to us by Pythagoras of his scientific labours, it

is undoubtedly no easy matter to separate, in
the later traditions, what belongs to the old
system, and what to the new. In modern times,
great light has been thrown upon the subject
by the careful examination and analysis of the
fragments of Philolaus by Boeckh. 'Philollaus
of Tarentum, a disciple of Pythagoras himself,
was in all probability the first Pythagorean
who wrote an exposition of the system of his
master; and his fragments must therefore be
considered as the most genuine source of in-
formation. The results at which Boeckh
arrived are, on the whole, the same as those
whjcli Ritter subsequently reached, though by
a different mode of inquiry.

IRON AND THE IRON TRADE.

Since the last quarterly meeting of iron-
masters, the trade has acquired much firm-
ness, and may be regarded as in a more fixed
and healthy state than for many months past.
There is no disposition to form prices above
their natural level, and the late rates agreed
upon will we have no doubt be fully main-
tained. The tendency in the market is rather
to advance than to recede. At a meeting of
the masters at Glasgow, on the 30th ultimo,
prices were reduced from 80s. to 65s. net, four
months, or 2£ per cent, for prompt delivery.
In rails, some large transactions have taken
place during the past fortnight, at prices
varying from 9/. to 9/. 10s. per ton.

It is well known, that iron made from coal in
France is of an inferior quality, and unfit for
railway and other engineering works. This
fact, in connection with the fears of the French
government, of the entire disforesting of the
kingdom if charcoal iron-works are carried
on to any extent, has suggested the idea of
forming an establishment at Boulogne-sur-
mer for the make of iron and the manufac-
ture ot fire-brick and pottery, from ores, coal,
and clay, to be imported from Wales. Mr. R.
Hopkins, with whom the idea originated, and
who possesses several mines of the necessary
materials, proposes to raise a capital of
100,000/., to carry into execution his project.
The following is a statement of the imports

and exports relating to iron, for the past year,
1844. Our imports of foreign iron-ware

—

chromate of iron, 2,365 tons; pigs, 52 tons;
bars unwrought, 24,483 tons

;
bloom iron, 524

tons; old broken and cast-iron, 97 tons;
unwrought steel, 2,717 tons

;
wrought steel and

iron, entered by weight, 153 tons— ditto,

entered by value, 11,905/. Of foreign iron in

bars, 21,598 tons were retained for home con-
sumption, and 5,876 tons exported, of which
3,371 tons went to India, and 1,013 to our
North American colonies.—Of British iron
we exported that year 99,960 tons of pig-iron;

230,935 tons bar-iron; 18,980 tons bolt and
rod-iron

;
18,969 tons cast-iron

;
1,963 tons

iron wire
;
2,490 tons of anchors, grapnels,

&c.
; 15,654 tons in hoops, &c.

; 7>226 tons

nails, &c.
;
and of all other sorts (except ord-

nance) 48,170 tons; of old iron, for re-manu-
facture, 9,2/1 tons; and of unwrought steel,

5,121 tons.

New Churches and Schools in the
Diocese of Durham.

—

The dean and chapter
of Durham have recently voted the following
donations for buildings connected with religion
and education : — 300/. towards a new church
in the parish of Berwick-upon-Tweed

;
25/.

towards a school at Castlesides, near Lan-
chester

;
20/. towards a school at Ellerker

;
1 0/.

towards a school at Coundon
;
20/. towards a

school, and 200/. towards a new church, at
Ferryhill.

,1
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OPENING OF THE RAILWAY FROM
LONDON TO CAMBRIDGE.

The continuation of theEastern Countiesline

to Cambridge, Ely, Norwich, and Yarmouth,

was opened on the 29th ult. A large number

of persons attended at Cambridge, and the

whole of the proceedings passed off very sa-

tisfactorily.

The most important station on the line

is at Cambridge. It is a long, and hand-

some brick building, with stone dressings,

consisting of a double series of arcades
;
one

extending over the siding of the railway, and

the other serving as a portico for the car-

riages arriving at the station. It was designed

by Mr. Thompson, and erected by Messrs.

Jackson, of Pimlico
;
as were also the sta-

tions at Chesterford and Wenden. Mr. Robert

Stevenson was the engineer, and Messrs. Peto

and Grissell the general contractors. The

stations are all laid down with Seyssell as-

phalte, and afford a good example of the

material.

There was a dinner at Cambridge on the

occasion, and our chief inducement to notice

the proceedings was, that we might record

some remarks then made on the conduct of

the workmen employed on the line, and the

character of the contractors.

The Dean of Ely adverted in the highest

terms to the unremitting excellent conduct

of the operatives throughout the line. As

a magistrate of Ely, he had had every oppor-

tunity of witnessing their demeanour, and

it afforded him unspeakable satisfaction to

bear the most unqualified testimony to the

peaceable, orderly, and sober manner in

which they had uniformly conducted them-

selves. (Cheers.) With three exceptions

only, throughout the whole of the period

the works had been carried on, not the

shadow of a complaint had been made

against them, and those exceptions were

of the most trifling character; it was due

to the labourers to bear this testimony

in their favour (cheers), but a still higher

measure of justice was due to Messrs. Grissell

and Peto, whose judicious and liberal ar-

rangements for the instruction and moral and

religious welfare of the numerous band of

workmen in their employment, were worthy

of all praise, and had been productive of the

greatest advantages. (Cheers.) He rejoiced

at the accomplishment of the mighty work

which had been achieved, and which they were

that day met to commemorate. Not only

would the material interests of the important

districts by which the railway would be tra-

versed be improved to an incalculable extent,

but, which was far more important— the moral

and intellectual interests of the community

would be advanced and improved in a degree

which perhaps it was impossible for human
ingenuity to estimate. (Cheers.) Greatly as

we were indebted to the piety of our ancestors

for thestupendous institutions theyhadfounded

for the religious advancement of our race

—

yet were they infinitely surpassed by the

mighty efforts which were now in progress,

and the union of all that science and art

could effect with all the elevation of purpose

which characterized the present operations

of the present age and controlled their influ-

ences, would produce results of the loftiest

and most gratifying description.

The Bishop of Norwich was obliged to re-

peat the sentiments uttered by his friend the

Dean of Ely. But if it were a repetition, it

was not as tedious as a twice-told tale—for it

deserved to be told three times three and
“ with one cheer more,” (cheers) and the tale

was the good and exemplary conduct of the

railway labourers. (Cheers.) The dean said

that, as a magistrate only three cases of mis-

behaviour had come before him. In Norwich

they could surpass the eulogy of the dean, for

therethey had not one. (Loud cheers.) Notone
man throughout the line (loud cheering), but

the men were everywhere described as doing

their duty like Englishmen, and none ever did

it better (cheers), and here he would give

credit and honour to whom credit and honour

were due. He was himself a churchman, and

holding high office in the church, and believed

that in that church was the purest faith, but

he was still a Catholic Christian (loud cheers),

and as such would hold it as a dereliction of

his duty if he did not express his approbation,

respect, and regard for the exertions used for the

moral benefit of the railway labourers bv Mr. I

Peto. All down the line he had met with his

agents, and had found them not merely giving

directions and instructions, but also giving to

the men religious books, and schools for the

education of themselves and their children

(loud cheers), and thus shewing them that

education can civilize the mind, reform the

habits, and elevate the understanding. The
gin shops were left deserted, and the schools

were full. (Cheers.) Who was there who
would throw a damp upon the means even the

humblest of education, come whence it may.

Mr. Peto was a dissenter, and he (his lordship)

envied the sect to which he belonged, the pos-

session of such a man; he would gladly pur-

chase him at his own price, and heartily he

prayed that he would ere long become a mem-

ber’ of the Church of England.

The Vice-Chancellor said, “ The world of

science had been employed in the accomplish-

ment of the stupendous operations which rail-

way proceeding had dev eloped, but with him

it was a source of inexpressible gratitude that

not only had the regions of science been re-

sorted to by the men who had created new and

vast fields of enterprise, but that they had taken

the opportunity which the concentration of the

powerful body of artisans and labourers under

their direction, and in their employment af-

forded them of diffusing amongst them the

precepts of religion and morality. He bore

just testimony to the excellent conduct of the

labourers throughout the whole period of the

formation of the line, and stated that their at-

tendance at the Norman church, in the neigh-

bourhood of Cambridge, which had been con-

ceded to them at the earnest request of Messrs.

Grissell and Peto, had been uniformly marked

by diligent attention and reverent devotion.

INSULATED BUILDINGS

:

ACCORDING TO THE BUILDINGS ACT.

Sir,—

A

point that would appear to be one

of general interest having arisen between a

district surveyor and myself, the following

letter, addressed to the district surveyor, which

will perhaps suffice to explain the subject, may
not be useless :

—

“ My dear Sir,—I am leaving town to-morrow

morning, but hear (even after your assent on

Saturday to the proceedings) that you demur
to the two houses in Lyndhurst-square, of

which you have notice as ‘ insulated build-

ings/ upon the ground that they are not twice

30 feet, or in the whole 60 feet apart. I was

quite prepared (sanctioned by counsel’s

opinion), to have proceeded with any additions

I chose to make to any “commencement,” not

offensively setting up my opinion against the

referees. My point is, they have no power to

limit or control the express words of a public

Act; more especially relating to matters

clearly not within their province. There can

be no question of my perfect right of trying

the extent or limitation of the word ‘ com-

mencement ’ in a court of law, which I was
quite prepared to do, and am still prepared,

—

if any question is raised—but prefer paying

your fee as of “ insulated buildings,” my
object being not collision with authorities,

but permission to carry out my barge-boarded

pediments, &c., in conformity with the houses

already erected.

The objection taken I was quite alive to,

and that induced me so cautiously to word my
notice.

I had intended some months since to ad-

dress a letter to The Builder upon the sub-

ject; as I do not disguise my intention of so

carrying out my operations to some consider-

able extent in this neighbourhood, as availing

myself of a rational permission in this suburban
district, believing as I do, that additional

ground adds value to the outlay.

I had, however, hoped that no attempt would
have been made to pervert the clear and sin-

gularly (for this Act) intelligible clause under
which I presume you ground your objection.

I cannot avoid remarking, I think it would
be but an act of courtesy if district surveyors
were to supply the architect concerned in the

building with the ground of their objections in

writing, when most frequently a dispassionate

discussion would settle all points in differ-

ence.

The course, however, taken is an appeal to

the referees
;
the first step being, that the dis-

trict surveyor is called upon formally to state

the grounds of his allegations or irregularity;

the party, by a transmission of a copy from

the referees, obtains the information by a costly

mode of proceeding.

I have also been told by a district surveyor,

in the presence of the referees, that a party

producing a plan of intended operations and

seeking advice as to its conformity with

the provisions of the Act, the district surveyor

is not bound to assent or dissent from its ac-

curacy.

I believe a party serving the district sur-

veyor with a copy of a plan of intended ope-

rations, and seeking his advice, which being

refused, and for the sake of the argument as-

suming non-conformity to the provisions of the

Act to exist in some parts,—I think, I say

(if permitted to proceed, and the .errors are

eventually complained of), the district sur-

veyor would be told in a common law court

that he was not merely ministerially act-

ing, but in respect of the prescribed fee for

superintending this particular work, he would

be held liable for his wrong doing. If my
arguments fail to convince your judgment, I

would request, as a preliminary step, the

grounds, in writing, of your objections. Should

you withdraw your objections, 1 shall then feel

obliged by your so informing me, that my
works may proceed without the suspense and

doubt of their conformity, which brings me to

what I presume to be your grounds of objec-

tion, viz., under schedule C, second paragraph,

part 7, which, describing what are to be deemed
‘insulated buildings,’ states:

—‘And with

regard to such building, so far as relates to the

distance thereof from any other building, or

from ground not in the same occupation there-

with, or connected therewith only by a fence

or fence wall, it must be distant from such

other building, or such other ground, at the

least 30 feet.’

We will first try the question by the actual

position of my houses. They stand on my
freehold, 50 feet from each other; and you

have admitted, by measurement with my
builder, that no portion of the ground sur-

rounding the houses is within 30 feet ‘ from,

ground not in the same occupation
;

’ as no

fence or apparent division exists as dividing

this 50 feet, I would challenge your authority

to call upon me to state to which I meant to

attach at least 30 feet.

We will now try the question upon a broad

principle. Since hearing of your objection, I

have consulted two intelligent legal friends,

who not only fully confirmed my views, but ex-

pressed surprise how such plain language

could be attempted to be perverted—with

the permission to erect with any ‘ dimensions

and materials ’ such buildings. To prevent

accidents by fire the controlment is enacted

—

and if a number of houses were in erection to-

gether, 30 feet apart controls the matter
;

but

it clearly M'as evident to the minds of those

who framed the clause that one house only

might be built : and then comes the restric-

tion (and which be it borne in mind i3 in the

disjunctive), 1 or from ground,’ that is to

say, you shall not avail yourself of this permis-

sion unless you have in the same occupation

at least 30 feet of ground, so that any future

erection cannot possibly be nearer than 30

feet. Hypothetical cases might be multiplied,

but I will not further entangle the discussion

thus, or by shewing how readily the clause may
be evaded altogether.—Yours faithfully,

Greenway Robins.”

Employers and Workmen.—Our notice

of entertainments given by employers to the

men in their service, and the view we took of

the advantages likely to result from such a
course, have led correspondents to send us

accounts of various similar meetings. Last

week more than 200 persons connected with

the brewery of Messrs. Hanbury and Co.:

dined and supped at Rosherville Gardens,!

near Gravesend, at the expensafcf the firm,

Mr. Davison, engineer, in the cnair. A local

paper says, “ At 8 o’clock the whole party

embarked in the most orderly manner on

hoard the Vesper, Star Boat; and it is but

an act of justice to add, that if parties hold-

ing higher births, and assuming greater

rights of civilization, were to conduct them-

selves throughout a festival of this kind with

as much propriety, it would go far to esta-

blish a better order of things.”
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GLASS PIPES.

Sir,—At the late meeting; of the English
Agricultural Society at Shrewsbury, I noticed
with interest some specimens of glass pipes,
introduced there by Mr. Freeman Roe, of
London. This invention strongly recommends
itself to notice and approbation, by its securing
the cleanliness and salubrity of the water in
its conveyance from its source, whilst the cost
of manufacture will not be much, and its

durability will be lasting. It is well known
that all natural waters contain in solution bi-
carbonate of lime, in greater or less propor-
bons, which act in two manners injuriously
n the ordinary pipes. The evaporation of a
portion of carbonic acid will precipitate the in-
soluble carbonate of lime or chalk, well known
is a deposit in pipes and the fur in tea-kettles,
which obstructs and finally closes up the pas-
sage, whether in lead or iron. The carbonates
)f lead and iron are also formed at the expense
if the metals, the former of which has been
Proved to be highly injurious to health, whilst
he latter, though less so, produces, by its astrin-
jency, bad effects upon the human consti-
tution, and at the same time] from the forma-
ion of these soluble salts, the metals rapidly
•orrode and wear away. Where water is re-
tired for vegetation, the presence of the
mallest quantity of iron is injurious, whilst
ts brackish taste renders it unfit for domestic
ippliances. Now, as points are necessary for
he first crystallization, from the uniformity
>f surface in glass, no deposition can take
ilace in pipes formed of this material as
n those of lead or iron

; nor can the
naterial be acted upon chemically, so that
vl'ilst the pipes are kept clean, tile water is

nsured in the same condition of purity as
t its source. The abolition of the duty on
;luss will doubtlessly lead to its introduction
o many other purposes useful and ornamental,
is vases, basins, and other parts of decora-
ive fountains, where the transparency of the
naterial would have an interesting effect,
nucli above that produced by the opacity of
be matter at present employed.
I, Finsbury-square. A. Booth.

BUILDERS ESTIMATES.
Snt, Knowing you to be an advocate for

orrecting abuses, I trust you will excuse the
iberty 1 take in addressing you relative to
ertain works which were to be executed and
re now in progress at an institution belonging
o the united parishes of St. Giles and
Roomsbury

;
and for which I, among others,

.•as requested to estimate, and received a letter
tating “ the trustees hoped to be favoured
.’ith a tender from me for the works, which
/ere to be divided into two classes, one con-
aining bricklayer, plasterer, carpenter, smith,
:c.

;
the other the plumber, glazier, and

ainter, so as to form two estimates, distinct
nd separate ” (these are their own words).
I accordingly sent my estimates at the time

nd place appointed, where four of the trustees
ict the surveyor for the purpose of opening
nd deciding on the tenders which were to be
ilopted. My tender for the principal of the
orks, viz., the bricklayer, plasterer, carpenter,
nd smith’s work, &e., was the lowest of any,
nd another tradesman was lowest in the
minting, &c.

;
which estimates, had they been

ccepted, would have been “ a saving to the
istitution of 3/. 10s.,” and honourable and
.raightfonvard on the part of those assembled,
ut no, the surveyor advises the trustees to
-cept the tender of another party (one of his
wn neighbours), “ because,” as he says “ he
ias lowest on the gross amount ;” and on
eing asked for an explanation, said the trus-
•es did not bind themselves to divide the
lorks. Then why have requested two “ dis-
.‘ict and septate estimates ?
Here I 1^^ to state that there were similar

torks executed last year at the same institu-
on

, and under the same surveyor, on which
icasion they divided even the plumbing from
e painting, which invariably go together as a
latter of course. Thinking I was dealing
ith honourable men, I did not make a ques-
lon about the division of the works previous
forwarding my tender, which perhaps I

;ight to have done, but shall be more cautious
r the future, and hope my brother builders

THE BUILDER.
will be on their guard also against such in-
justice.

Hoping you will find space in your valuable
journal for this,— I am, Sir, &c.,

J. S., Junr.
Tottenham Court-road, 28th July, 1845.

FIRE-PROOF CEILINGS.

Sir,—

M

y attention being directed by a letter
in 1 he Builder to a project for diminishing
the combustibility of houses by the substitution
of iron for wooden lathing, the idea of substi-
tuting slates “ for partitions, ceilings,” &c.,
instead of laths of any description, presented
itself to my mind. I accordingly tried the ex-
periment on a small scale, and found it to
answer exceeding well. I fixed some scantlings
together, and nailed the slates to them, allow-
ing a proper space between each slate. I like-
wise cut slits in each slate about three inches
long, and three-eighths of an inch wide, thus :

each row being about four
inches apart. I, by this
means, secured the perfect
keying of the lime. I then
laid on two thin coats of
plaster, both of them not being more than half
an inch thick. After allowing the plaster to
dry properly, I applied a fire of dry fir shavings
directly below it, for the space of a quarter of
an hour, the heat and fiame Irom which were
exceedingly intense

;
some of the slates were

merely a little cracked at the edges, where they
were not well covered with lime. The differ-
ence of expense between slates and wood laths
would not be considerable, and buildings might
by this simple and cheap means be rendered
almost fire-proof. I perceive a similar idea
has struck the mind of your Kensington cor-
respondent.— I am, Sir, &c., J. R.

Hartlepool, Aug. 2nd.

iftrUtfirUa nca.

Decorative Art Society.—On Wednes-
day, the 30th ult., “ the consideration of Geo-
metricalfigures in the foundation of graceful
outline ” was resumed. The elements of
spiral, waved, and serpentine lines, were
discussed with the usual methods of pro-
ducing them, and as these lines are, in
practice, generally adjusted and regulated
by the hand and eye of the artist and work-
man, it was felt that a mechanical system
would be of great utility and importance, pro-
vided simplicity could be combined with the
process. After some remarks on the pro-
perties of the Greek spiral, such as admitting
a tangent to be drawn at right angles to a ra-
dial perpendicular, and having the convolu-
tions at a certain uniform ratio (as evidenced
by examples in the British Museum and in
btuart s works), distinctly different in principle
from the logarithmic or any other spiral,
attention was devoted to Mr. Jopling’s explana-
tions of his septenary system of generating
curves by continued motion. This system had
been brought before the society at a previous
meeting, and was received with some attention
by the members, but as only one of tbe seven
divisions had been published by the author in
an extended form, its application to the lines
under consideration was novel and strikingly
illustrative of its merits

; and from the cour-
teous and liberal manner in which Mr. Jopling
gave his valuable information, it was agreed
by several of the members to endeavour to ap-
ply it experimentally in their respective occu-
pations, as far as their limited acquaintance
" ith it would enable them to do so, and to re-
port the results to a future meeting. The
drawings of serial conchoid, cardioid, and
other curves produced by the above system,
led to the supposition that new combinations
of pleasing character (varied as in diapering,
engine-turning, &c.) might be derived and ap-
plied economically to decorative purposes in
manufactures. This being the last meeting
of this season, the chairman congratulated
the members on the very satisfactory nature
of the past meetings, as yielding io those
of few (if any) other societies in interest;
and in adjourning the meetings for two
months, he felt much pleasure in being able
to state, that several papers were in prepara-
tion likely to sustain the reputation of the
society.

Extension of the Regent’s Park.—
During the past week, workmen have been
employed, by order of the Commissioners of
Woods and Forests, in erecting a fence round
the land (including Primrose-hill) on the
north side of the Regent’s Park, recently be-
longing to the Euston estate, but exchanged
with the commissioners for other lands, for
the purpose of increasing the Regent’s Park,
and securing a public tbroughfare to the top of
Primrose-hill. I he hill, and land adjoining it,

from the suspension-bridge over the Regent’s
Canal, comprising 150 acres, will be converted
into plantations, serpentine, and other gravel
walks, and small pieces of ornamental waters,
the whole of which when completed will be
thrown open to the public.
Art-Union Prize Annual.—We have

before us the first volume of this work, pub-
lished by Sprigg, of Great Russell-street, and
intended to present each year engraved repre-
sentations of everg work of art purchased by
the prizeholders in the London Art-Union.
H e shall notice it at greater length next week

;and in the meantime recommend it to the sub-
scribers and all interested in art.

New Powder Magazine—The purchase
of the Kinterbury estate by the Government,
as the site of the new powder magazine, has*
been completed for 23,000/. The works will
be commenced forthwith.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office
to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers’
however, they are entered in a book, and mny be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.]

For the executing the skeleton of Glenorthy Castle,
County of Limerick, Ireland.

For Building a New Union Workhouse, to con-
tain 1180 Persons, for the Guardians of the Clifton
Union.

For the complete restoration of two Windows
on the south-side of St. Thomas’s Church, Salis-
bury ; also, for Cleaning and Whitewashing the
interior of the same Church.

For the execution of Works on the Leeds and
Thirsk Railway.

For Coupled Locomotive Engine and four-
wheeled Tender, to contain 700 gallons, for the
Manchester and Birmingham Railway Company.

For the execution of that portion of the Newcastle
and Berwick Railway, extending from the Newcas-
tle and North Shields Railway to Netherton, be-
ing a distance of about 12 J miles.

For the execution of several lengths of Earthwork
on the Aberdeen Railway. There are 5 separate
Contracts, varying in lengths from 3£ miles to 4$
mijes.

For the erection of a Wesleyan Proprietary Col-
lege at Taunton.

For the supply of 70,000 Larch, Oak, or Fir
Sleepers, and Fencing for 50£ miles, or any part
thereof, for the Ipswich and Bury St. Edmund's
Railway Company.

For the erection of a new Village Infirmary at
Brampton, near Huntingdon, for tbe Lady Olivia
Sparrow.

For erecting a ConvalescentWard, Nurse’s Room,
and aWash-house, adjoining the Infirmary of the
Sudbury Union.

For Building 700 feet of Sewer in Lower Gar-
den-street, Westminster, for the Trustees of Tothill

Fields.

For the Construction of the GasWorks at Wells,
in the county of Norfolk, with all necessary appa-
ratus.

For a supply of eighty fathoms of Yellow Deal
Ends and Boards, in equal proportions, of the best

description, to the Trustees of the Parish of Isling-

ton, Middlesex.

For a supply of fifty fathoms of the best Yellow

Deal Ends, to be worked direct from the ship, to

the Directors and Guardians of the Poor in the

Parish of St. Marylebone.

For the execution of the works on the Notting-

ham and Lincoln Railway, in two parts
; 1 from

Nottingham to Newark, being a distance of 1 7

i

miles. 2 from Newark to Lincoln, being a dis-

tance of 15J miles.

For the construction of the entire Line of Rail-

way through the County of Anglesea, for the Ches-
ter and Holyhead Railway Company. It is divided
into four separate Contracts, being respectively in
length 5 miles and 28 chains, 5 miles and 26 chains,

7 miles and 55 chains, and 3 miles and 60 chains.
For the execution of the several works required in

the Tynemouth Extension Railway, comprising
about 740 yards of Tunnelling, with Earthwork, &c.
The length of the extension is one mile.

.



For supplying her Majesty’s several Dockyards

with 1 1 ,000 loads of African Timber.
,

For the Buildings intended to be erected at King s

Langley, for the Committee of the Booksellers

Provident Institution.

COMPETITIONS.

Plans are required for Laying out and covering

with Villa residences about 20 Acres of land having

a frontage of about half-a-mile to the Queen s-road,

Richmond, Surrey, extending from Spring-grove

towards Richmond-hiU. Premiums will be given of

25 guineas for the most approved plan, and 15

guineas for the second.

The Committee for the establishment of Public

Parks, Walks, &c., at Manchester, ofFer two prizes,

one of 50 guineas and the other of 25 guineas, for

the best and second best set of Plans (with esti-

mates), for the laying out, &c., of the sites already

*** Correspondents who threaten to cease to

he subscribers because we differ in opinion from

them or refuse to insert communications which

would really injure them in public opinion, must

think meanly of us if they consider the threat

likely to alter our course of proceeding. Our

duty is to give sound information and honest

opinions, and we will perform this to the extent of

our ability without respect to persons.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SASHES Primed and Glazed at 7d. per foot.—CROWN-
GLASS, 6d. per foot.—WHITE LEAD, 26s. per cwt.—

PIPE and SHEET LEAD (cut) 21s. 6d. per cwt.

purchased by them.

The Board of Guardians of the Bridlington Union

offer a premium of 10/. for a Plan and Specification

of a Workhouse, the expense of which is not to ex-

ceed 2,000/., and to accommodate 150 inmates.

WINCH, late Foreman to R. Cogan,
J9 o begs to acquaint the Trade that he can supply them

,.ith WINDOW GLASS, SHEET LEAD, PIPE, CO-
LOURS, WHITE LEAD, &c., of the best quality at the

lowest prices. CARVERS and GILDERS, CABINET
MAKERS, and others are respectfully informed that their

glass is looked out with peculiar care.—Every inquiry im-

mediately answered, and equal attention paid to small or

large orders. LAMP SHADES and GAS GLASSES at

wholesale terms.—Address, 15, High-row, Knightsbridge.

GREAVES’S LIAS CEMENT and
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME, at 2, South Wharf,

Paddington, London, and Works, Southam, Warwickshire.

A^entfor Liverpool, Mr. WYLIE, 56, Gloster-street; ditto

for Manchester, Mr. J. THOMPSON, Back King-street

;

ditto for Chester, Mr. J. HARRISON, Linen Hall-street.

ATKINSON’S CEMENT.—The public is

irespectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-

cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architecture

and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to

2 s. 3d. per bushel, and may be had in any quantity at Wyatt,

Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Holland-street, Surrey side of

Blackfriars-bridge.
N.B.—This Cement beingof a lightcolour, requires noarti-

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with

three parts its own quantity of sand.

PONS. BOUTIGNY’S EXPERT
APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

At Little Bentley Hall, Essex, 2,000 straight and

good Larch Firs.

BY TENDER.

In the Plantations of the Duke of Montrose,

situate in the Parishes of Drymen and Buchanan,

Stirlingshire : many Thousands of Larch Trees

of some size, adapted for Railway Sleepers, Roof-

ing and Joisting, and other purposes.

M MENTS on theFREEZING of WATER in RED-
HOT CRUCIBLES, &c., will be repeated by Dr. Ryan,

his Lectures on the CAUSES of EXPLOSIONS in STEAM-
BOILERS, daily at half-past Three, and in the Evenings of

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, at Nine, at the

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION. The AT-
MOSPHERIC RAILWAY, carrying from Six to Eight

Visitors at once, is lectured upon by Professor Baclihoffncr,

and exhibited daily, and in the Evenings. The art of

SWIMMING and DIVING illustrated by a Youth Eight

and a half years of age, the Son of Capt. Stevens, the

celebrated tcacherof Swimming, on Mondays, Wednesdays,

and Fridays at Two o’clock, and on the Evenings of Tues-

days and' Thursdays, at half-past Eight. All the other

popular Exhibitions and interesting Works ns usual.—Ad-

mission, One Shilling
1

;
Schools, half-price.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ A. A.”

—

Thanks.
“ A. J. G.” (Sudbury).—Inquiries into private

character are beyond our province. Even asking

the question might injure theparty named.
“ Stone groins.”—A subscriber asksfor an ac-

count of the construction of stone groins “ bef

ning with the common four-ribbed, with the

means of setting out the samefor workmen, and the

jointing of the masonry.” We shall be glad to

receive communications on the subject.

“ AVood Models to draw from .”—A correspon-

dent wishes to know if any person in London

makes such, or ofpaper plaster ofParis being so

brittle.

“ Stir in the School of Design.”

—

Mr. J. Slrud-

wick denies the statement that he has not been a

student in the Schoolfor twelvemonths. We have

not spacefor his letter.

“ A Student,” should have sent us a sketch;

without it we cannot judge.

“ X. Y. Z.”

—

If the house be rebuilt under the

provisions of the Buildings Act, our correspondent

is not bound to provide a spout : if othencise, we

apprehend he cannot legally stop an ancient water-

way without providing a substitute.

“ \Ar . G .”—The height of a building, to settle

the rate, is to be ascertained by measuring from

the surface of the lowest floor in the building.

Not knowing the rate of the addition about to be

made, we cannot tell if the wall in question would

be sufficient. Buildings or offices, whether at-

tached to or detachedfrom the buildings to which

they belong, are to be deemed as buildings of the

rate to which they would belong if they had been

built separately. Schedule C., part VII.

“ F. T. D .”— We shall be ylad to hear from
him again.

“ Duty on Bricks.” — A correspondent asks

whether a drawback is allowed on bricks made by a

proprietor on his own estatefor his own use. We
believe there is not, excepting when used for

drainage, when they must be marked “ drain,”

and not used for any other purpose under heavy

penalty.
“ A New Subscriber.”—The Independent Chapel

at Holloway is mentioned in p. 142 and p. 166,

ante. St. Peter's Church, Islington, has not been

spoken of in The Builder.
“ W. J. W.”—The rase shall be engraved.

“Kite’s System of Ventilation,” “ N.,” and
“ B. B.,” next week.

Received -.

—“Friend to the Builder,” (Wis-

beach). “ Plan of Buildings for AVorking Classes
;

J. Boult, Architect,” “Dolman’s Magazine” No.AT.

(commencing a new Volume) ;
“ Quarterly Jour-

nal of the Geological Society, No. HI.” (Long-

man); “Old England, Part XX.” (Knight);

“ Pictorial Gallery of Arts, Part VII.” (Knight)
;

“ Medical Times” for July; “ A Peep into

Architecture,” by Eliza Chalk (Bell, Fleet -street).

“ An Old Subscriber.”

Erratum.—The quotation by Mr. Angell in

his paper read at Institute of Architects, reported

at p. 351, ante, was from Empedocles (the Agri-

gentine philosopher) and not from Pericles, as

stated.

PRIZES IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND
PATENTEES.

A GOLD MEDAL, value 100/. and a

SILVER MEDAL, value 50f., will be given by Mr.

M. JOSCELIN COOKE. The Gold medal for the best

Patent, and the Silver medal for the best Design taken out

or Registered at the OFFICE for PATENTS and DE-

SIGNS, 20, Half-Moon-strect, between the 1 st of Novem-

ber, 1S44, and the 1st of June, 1846. The Prizes will be

awarded by competent judges on the 10th June, 1846. 'I he

conditions to be observed, together with instructions, charges,

and every information for obtaining Patents in England or

Foreign Countries, or Registering Designs, will be forwarded

gratis, on application to Mr. M. JOSCELIN COOKE, at

the Office for Patents and Registration of Designs, 20, Half-

Moon-street, Piccadilly, London.

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.
TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IN

FRESCO.

STEVENS and SON, PATENTEES and i

SOLE MANUFACTURERS, beg respectfully to

announce that this beautiful Cement has now arrived

at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sanguine

expectations. For all internal work it possesses a great !

superiority over every article hitherto in use ; it is now being

used extensively by Government in the British Museuni and

other public buildings. IT DOES NOT THROW OUT
ANY SALT, but presents a beautifully plain and perfect I

surface, which may be painted upon dry work within four

days without peeling. It is equally applicable for walls or

lath, for mouldings, architraves, skirting, or flooring; and is

admitted to form the best ground for fresco painting, having .

been used for many of the prize frescos lately exhibiting in

Westminster Hall.' It will bear an intense heat without

cracking, and for hardness, durability, and economy, cannot

be equalled.

186, DRURY-LANE, LONDON.

Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr.R. Fart, 11,

Atherton’ s-buildings, Dale-street, Liverpool.

KEENE'S PATENT MARBLE
CEMENT.—The Patentees of this, composition beg

;

to refer to the British Museum, the Royal Exchange, the new .

works at Bcthlem Hospital, Greenwich Hospital, and the Co-

liscum in the Regent’ s-park, as buildings finished or in pro-

gress, in which Keene’s Cement has been used as an internal

stucco. Its superiority to common plastering consists 1

. . «— J whinVl it drips. WSLULUU. *1.3 I
. . . . . ,

extreme hardness, and the rapidity with which it dries, which

qualities fit it to receive paint or other finishing sooner

than other water Cement.
When employed for skirtings, architrave, and other

mouldings, in place of wood, it checks dry-rot, is impervious

to vermin, prevents the spread of fire, and is more eco-

nomical in its application than the material for which it thus

becomes the substitute.
. , .

Confirmation of these statements is to be found in

almost universal adoption of Keene's Cement for Skirting

and Hall flooringin the new houses on the Hyde Park Estate,

where its application is to be seen to the fullest advan-

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
TO PAINTERS, BUILDERS, &c.

C 0.,J. J. KENT AND
MANUFACTURE US,

11, GREAT MARLROROUGH-STREET, LONDON,

Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of a

quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, to

which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer quality

and durability to apparent cheapness.

oooooo.—7 in* Dusters.

oooooo.—7 in - ditto, extra,

oooo.—Ground Brushes.

Plasterers’ Brushes.

Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.
Sash Tools, and Common Tools.

Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other

Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of nil other kinds

of Brushes, forwarded on application. Established 1777.

In Liverpool and Manchester, Keene’s Cement has in

several cases been used for the covering of the fire-proot

sand hardness give it the

much heavier,

:

warehouse floors, where its lightnes

preference over tiles and flagging, which :

and necessarily leave the floor intersected with numerous

joints, whilst Keene’s Cement ir
," ! '1 •"

The high polish and marble-like hardness of which this

Cement is susceptible render it the most suitable material:

for the manufacture of Scagliola.

Patentees, J. B. WHITE & SONS, Millbank-street,

Westminster, Manufacturers of Roman and Portland:

Cement. _ ,

DepGt in Liverpool, 36, Seel-street; James Woods, Agent.

VENTILATION.
“ A most ingenious, simple, and effective plan.” Mr. Reid’s

Lecture on Ventilation, delivered, June 7, 1845, before the

Mechanics’ Institute, Liverpool.

BAI LIRE’S PATENT TRANSPAR ENT
VENTILATOR, ventilates rooms or public buildings

without causing unpleasant draughts of air—may be fixed

as easily as a pane of glass, whose place it supplies—docs

not derange blinds, shutters, or other fixtures belonging to

windows—most useful to public places of every descrip-

tion, especially smoking and coffee rooms, and moreover a

simple remedy for smoky chimneys. This article may be ob-

tained from all respectable glass dealers in London ;
Mr. Edgar

Parks, ironmonger, 140, Fleet-street; Messrs. Stock and

Sharp, and Mr. Samuel Beale, Birmingham ;
Messrs. John

Hall and Sons, and Messrs. Dixis and Williams, Bristol

;

Messrs. Thos. and Will. Stock, Liverpool ;
Messrs. Davidson

and Armstrong, Manchester; Mr. James Bell, Glasgow, &c.;

who have models to explain its action, and will be glad to

give any further information ; also to be seen in use at Mr.

Fred. Smith’s, the Albion, 259, Blackfriars-road ;
Mr. Ed-

ward Baillic’s, 12 B, Cumberland-market, Regent’s Park ;

Mr. Seaton’s, Dublin Castle, Park-street, Camden Town;
2, Coleman-street-buildings, Moorgate-strcet, and at the

office of this Paper.

A :

THE PROJECTED RAILWAY'S.

NALYSIS of the PATENT METALLIC
SAND, or English Pozzolano, used in the founda-

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC
GENERAL.

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STUCCO'
CEMENT.—The following are thepositive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced It will effectually resist Damp. It will never

vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete'

Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never

requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years*

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.

It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by the

Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climate*

at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may

be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which

may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the

severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost ol

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cement

now in use : but with all the above-named extraordinary ana;

valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point a
economy. , I

Architects and Builders who have used this^Ccment hare

of the New Houses of Parliament, the great Tunnels

on the Birmingham Railway, Sea-wall on the Great Western
Railway in Devonshire, and other important works referred

to more particularly in the prospectus.

Silica 49 I Lime 6

Oxide of Iron 32 Magnesia 2

Alumina 6
|
Zinc 3

Arsenic and Carbonate of Copper 2

Price in Swansea, free on board, 6d. per bushi I, or sup-

plied in London at Is. per buslid.

Used as an external Stucco the Metallic Sand Cement is

unaffected by frost or wet; in appearance it resembles the

best Portland Stone, requires neither colour nor paint, and is

entirely free from vegetative cracks and blisters.—Further

Particulars on application to Mr. C. K. DY'ER, 4, New
Broad-street, London ;

and at the Metallic Sand Wharf,

King’a-road (opposite Pratt-street), Camden Town.

OUl .

declared that it requires only to be known, to be universal^

preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing

the Cement and its mode of application, together with t.

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may

be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street

Cheapside, London : of whom also may be bad, ,1

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUE
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over e*
terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Rornjfl

or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose that

White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off flakes:

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; whereat-

MESSRS. JO HNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT having ar

affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the suction,

thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in tn<

finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produceable by nr

other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—anc

may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the mosi

exposed Marine situations.
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ER Majesty's visit to Ger-

many will probably lead

even a greater number of

our countrymen to travel to

the banks of the swift R bine

in the present year than

usual, large as that number always is. To
those who know anything of architectural his-

tory, and have sufficient knowledge of styles

and dates to read and enjoy old buildings,

Belgium, the Netherlands, and Germany, offer

extraordinary attractions. It is greatly to be

regretted, that comparatively few of our tour-

ists know any thing about the matter, notwith-

standing the subject now occupies much more
attention in England than was the case a dozen

years ago. They visit the cathedrals, and
churches, and castles, both at home and abroad

—they are amused and interested
;
but the in-

struction which these buildings ofTor, the in-

formation that they silently convey, is in a

cipher to which they have not the key, and so

is lost to them.

The delight of travel is increased four-fold

by a knowledge of architectural history,—we
speak for a few minutes to such of our non-

professional readers only as may not have this

I

knowledge,— and we advise all who would de-

rive the fullest advantage from their summer
rambles, and the greatest amount of pleasure,

to apply themselves to aequirc it. Every old

building is an open book, which may be under-

stood without difficulty by those who know the

language: it tells you when it was erected,

very often the state of society at that period
;
at

which end it was begun, at what time altera-

tions were made. You find it to be a stage in

a progress,— a part of a whole, and can see

clearly what preceded it and what it led to.

Architecture, as a fine-art, should form part

of general education; and, indeed, probably

will before long. We once heard an educated
i friend, who had made the grand tour, inquire

I the difference between classic and Gothic archi-

i tecture, and have often found men who have

stood in the Athenian Acropolis and wintered

f
in Rome, who yet did not know the Doric

\
order from the Corinthian, and had not the

' most remote idea that a connection exists be-

ll tween the structures of Greece and Rome, and

II the cathedrals of the middle ages on this side

f
of the Alps

;
still less, that the differences bc-

|' tween them, now so strikingly apparent, can

;

be traced step by step, and explained.

Such ignorance in other branches of know-
t ledge would be considered disgraceful

;
but in

I this it is not so, being almost universal : fur-

1 thcr, these very men, with others equally well

i informed, and not better, will never scruple to

isit in committees, to decide on the merit of
I designs submitted to them in competition by
(foolishly confiding architects and speculating

charlatans. Let this pass, however, being sim-
1 ply a parenthesis, and return to our tourists.

Antwerp, where the Queen landed, is full of
i interesting matter. The wood-carving in

h sonic of the churches is admirable; the iron-

work over the well near the cathedral will

:
give a lesson as to the modern working in

I metal, not to mention the cathedral and other
) buildings (duly set forth in the guide-books),
vhich furnish a rich treat.

Bruges and Malincs afford many remarkable

specimens of domestic architecture of various

periods, besides churches curiously illustrative

of architectural history. An air of stateliness

and by-gone consequence, tinged with the

melancholy traces of modern decay, charac-
terizes these and other of the Flemish towns,
and gives rise to peculiar emotions and instruc-

tive musings. The change from buildings in-

tended for defence to those wherein con-
venience and comfort were alone studied, may
be every where traced

;
while the growth of the

third estate is brought to mind by the belfry

and hotel dc vil/e, found in each town. A bell

to call the people together, and a place for

them to meet in, were amongst the earlier re-

quirements when they first discovered that

union was strength, and began to feel their

own importance. Ghent, Louvain, and Brus-
sels give fine examples of these town halls. In
the first-named town there aro further illustra-

tions of the progress of domestic architecture

for those who have “ eyes to see.”

Germany, especially the southern parts of it,

contains a large number of early and inter-

esting specimens of what has been called the
Romanesque architecture, ns well as many
noble and well-known examples of the pointed
style. \Ye should ourselves rather coin a word,
and call the former Byzantinesque, if not

Byzantine; their resemblance to the buildings

of the lower Greek empire being strikingly

apparent. No one can visit Santa Maria of
the Capitol, the Church of the Apostles, or
St. Gercon’s, all in Cologne, without this con-
viction.

The first-named church is one of the most
ancient in the city. It consists of nave and
side aisles (separated by rectangular piers and
plain semicircular arches),* transept termi-
nated north and south by a semicircular absis,

crowned by a hemispherical dome, and a choir
with similar absis at cast end. An aisle is

formed around the nbsides by columns and
semicircular arches. These columns have enor-

mous cushion capitals, and diminish in dia-

meter from the bottom towards the top. They
would seem originally to have been rectangu-

lar piers, and afterwards worked into their

present form.

Externally, St. Mary’s is a rude type of most
of the churches to be found in Cologne. It is,

unfortunately, so far decayed and otherwise

injured, as to be literally bound together, in

parts, by iron bars introduced for that purpose.

Hope remarks of the Apostles’ Church,
begun in 1021, that on beholding the cast end
of it, immediately after entering the ancient

gates of Cologne, he almost thought himself

at Constantinople.

St. Martin’s Church has internally the

Greek distribution. Externally it has a fine

square tower with four lesser towers at the

angles. Of the Cathedral, a construction of a

later date than those last named, we must not
now speak. The circumstances which at-

tended the discovery of the original drawings,

the restorations which have been effected, the

way in which the works aro done, may afford

us matter for some observations hereafter.

Cologne has been called the Rome of this side

of the Alps, and deserves the title. At
Bonn, the cathedral is exceedingly interest-

ing: part of it perhaps belongs to the time of

the Empress Helena.

The castles on the banks of the Rhine

would well pay for investigation, analysis, and

classification; at present we know little of them.

* The archways arc 9 feet wide, and about 22 feet high to

the springing of the arch. Kacli pier is 6 feet 3 inches wide
on the face,
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the great church has many peculiarities. The
church originally built by Charlemagne was
destroyed, but was rebuilt in the tenth century.

The rera of Charlemagne (in the eighth and
ninth centuries), produced many fine buildings,

and materially influenced the progress of ar-

chitecture and the other arts; ho drew from
the Grecian empire artificers and artists of all

kinds, and brought wholesale from Italy ma-
terials to decorate his new buildings. Our
object, however, when we began this notice
was simply to urge on tourists the advantage
of obtaining a knowledge of architectural his-
tory and the characteristics of style. We must
leave for some other opportunity the pleasant
task of discussing the progress of the art in

Germany.

BRITISH ARCII/EOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Ha ving briefly mentioned the proceedings
at Winchester in our last number, we now
place before our readers notes of some of the
papers which are more immediately connected
with our subject. We would premise, how-
ever, that the president’s address was exceed-
ingly judicious.

“ All party-feeling,” said his lordship,
“ ought to fadeaway before true archaeologists.
Thescicnce weprofess ought to shew to man the
vanity of his position. The knowledge of the
existence of many a prince and king, on whose
word the lives of thousands depended, has only
been brought to us by the researches of some
student in charters, or the decipherer of in-
scriptions upon coins. I may quote the poet
in illustration—
Ambition sigh’d, she found it vain to trust
The faithless column and the crumbling bust

;

Huge moles, whose shadows stretch’d from
shore to shore,

Their ruins perish’d and their place no more !

Convinced, she now contracts her vast design,
And all her triumphs shrink into a coin !

Nay more, ladies and gentlemen, when wo
look at the record of past ages, ought we not
to recollect that their virtues or their errors
have only been gathered from their tombs?
Antiquarianism is not then the narrow pursuit
its detractors would imply; the true antiquary
marks the progress of races and institutions,
and draws a lesson from the past. Is it not
worthy of us to reflect on the history of our
nation, and of mankind? It will not have
been in vain, then, that the Archaeological
Association has been established, as affording
matter for the graver studies, and giving food
for superior minds.”
Mr. Pettigrew, in his paper on the objects

of antiquarian researches took up the same
theme :

—“ Only a few years since,” said he,
“ and the very mention of an object of antiquity
called for the shafts of ridicule ;—attempts to
illustrate an ancient inscription, decipher a
charter, or explore a ruin, were treated with
indifference, if not contempt. Poets lent their

aid to this effect :

—

‘ With sharpen’d sight pale Antiquarians pore,

Th’ inscription value, but the rust adore.’

—

Pote.

“Curiosities now,” says Feltham, “ought
not to be neglected, especially antiquities; for

these shew us the ingenuity of past ages, and
include in them both example and precept.

By comparing these with modern inventions

we may sec how the world improves in know-
ledge.” Shaksperc, that great master of the

human heart and mind, was sensibly alive to

the value of antiquities of all kinds. IIow
beautifully in his Twelfth Night he makes the

Duke to say to Viola as Cajsario in disguise

—

‘ No, good Cresario, but that piece of song,

That old and antique song wc heard last night.’

And again—

‘ 0, fellow ! oome
;
the song we heard last night

;

Mark it, Ciesario
; it is old and plain :

The spinsters and the knitters in the sun,

And the free maids that weave their thread with
bones,

Do use to chaunt it : it is silly, sooth,

And dallies with the innocence of love

;

Like the old age.’
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It is easy to throw ridicule upon any science;

and antiquities have received their full share

perhaps not altogether unjustly bestowed.

The time for poring over old grave-stones has,

however, gone by ;
antiquarian researches have

taken a higher stand, and the ardour with

which ancient MSS. have been sought out,

perused, and submitted to the public of late,

promises most favourably for the develop-

ment of the habits and customs of past ages.

When we consider the mutual relations which

connect all departments of learning, and the

variety of knowledge requisite to form the true

antiquary, the acquaintance necessary with

heraldry, genealogies, inscriptions, monuments,
numismatics, languages, etymologies, history,

&c., we immediately see the importance of an

association of many individuals, who by their

joint labour are able to illustrate the progress

of art, display the habits and customs, and
elucidate the events and things of past

ages.”

The early history of the Society ot Anti-

quaries as sketched by Mr. Pettigrew, may
interest some of our readers. The Society of

Antiquaries of London was incorporated in

1751 ,
but there was a society of gentlemen in

London, as early as 1572, who were in the

habit of meeting to pursue the study of an-

tiquities. The society was under the patron-

age of Archbishop Parker, and the meetings
were held at the house of Sir Robert Cotton.

Archbishop Whitgift became the president,

and from 1572, to 1604, the society numbered
forty members. After treating of this society

at length, he said the meetings of this society

fell into abeyance in the time of James I.;

and the latest date of its meeting is 160-1.

James I. was petitioned to establish an acade-

my royal, or college, to meet at Westminster
or Windsor, to have a general chapter in a
year, and four quarterly dinners. In Ash-
mole’s Diary an entry occurs of the anti-

quaries’ feast, held July 2, 1650. All subse-

quent antiquarian labours, up to the eighteenth

century, seemed to have been confined to in-

dividual exertion and pursuit. Weekly meet-
ings were held at the “ Bear Tavern,

-

’ in the

•Strand: there assembled Humphrey Wanlev,
Peter Lc Neve, Mr. Maddox, Mr. Elstot, and
other names well known to antiquaries

;
and

after a time they removed to the “ Young
Devil ” tavern, in Fleet-street, and afterwards

to the “ Fountain ” tavern, in the same street.

The association was continued to the latter

part of the reign of George I., and in the

commencement of that of George II., at

apartments in Gray's-Inn, then at the “ Mitre,’
-

in Fleet-street
;
and other meetings were held

on the evenings after the Royal Society broke
up. The admission fee was a guinea. In
1722

,
the number of members was limited to

1 <>0. In 1751, an Act of Incorporation was
obtained, and the Society of Antiquaries was
permanently established, the king naming
himself founder and patron, and the admission
fee raised to 51. 5s.

Mr. Edward Cresy read a very interesting

paper on

WINCHESTER CATHEDRA!..

The number of the cathedrals and churches
built of stone throughout England, from the

period of St. Augustine to the Norman Con-
quest, is so well attested, that it cannot be
believed that the whole of them were swept
away before the eleventh century, and that we
have not a vestige remaining. That style

which had for its peculiar character simplicity,

and the Roman construction for its model,
cannot wholly have disappeared while so many
buildings which served the Saxons for imita-

tion remain scattered over the greater part of
Europe. The fantastic character found in the

sculpture, and sparingly introduced in the

capital, and over the entrances of their build-

ings, and which materially differs from the

Norman, agrees precisely with the embellish-
ments met with in the Saxon manuscripts
which have come down to us. An eastern or
Byzantine invention pervades the design, as
well as the execution of the works of art at

this period. There is not good ground for
supposing they did not accompany St. Augus-
tine. It has become a very general opinion
that we can shew no remains of Saxon archi-
tecture, and that the sumptuous churches and
cathedrals erected by the Saxons, in the most
solid and perfect manner, only a century before
the Conquest, were destroyed by the Normans,

that others, on a grander scale, might be con-

structed on their sites by that enterprising

people. The manner of building introduced

by the Romans, the cutting and hatching of

stone, the forming of mortar, and more parti-

cularly a concrete with or out of Hint, gravel,

and chalk, was not only adopted by the Saxons,

hut continued in use for many centuries after

they were subdued by the Normans. Both
churches and castles have been found with

their walls formed of these materials. The
cathedral of Winchester exhibits much of this

construction, the oldest part of which may be

attributed to the time of St. Ethelwold, who
flourished about the year 680. The crypt,

which has three separate divisions, is all cast

of the transept ; the ground at present has ac-

cumulated nearly to a level with the capitals of

the columns from which the vaults spring, but

enough of them is to be seen to prove two of

them, at least, to be the work of a time prior

to the construction of the great central Norman
tower. The first division is under the present

choir, and has a row of five round columns up
the centre, with four piers on each side, and
four others which sweep round in a half circle,

and form the aisle to the eastern termination

of the first crypt. Masses of masonry have

subsequently been introduced to accommodate
the changes which have been made above, as

well as to support some of the cluipelries on

either side of the choir. The masonry at the

termination of the two aisles seems also to

have undergone a change, and at the present

day it is difficult to say whether the exterior

followed the sweep of the interior
;
but in all

probability it did. Where the great Norman
central tower has its foundation, it is evident

that the crypts have been cut away for its in-

troduction, and afterwards made good, which
is proof of their construction anterior to the

tower. The crypt is lighted byrounded open-

igs, and vaulted in a simple manner but solidly.

Beyond this, and under the nave of Dc Lucy’s
building, is a smaller crypt

;
its termination is

also circular, and its vaulting resembling the

great crvpt. This was the termination of the

Saxon church. The smaller crypt beyond is

of much later date, and belongs to the time

when the present Lady Chapel was erected.

In the western aisle of the north transept the

junction of the Norman and Saxon work is

very evident, as is the difference in the charac-

ter of the masonry of the two periods. The
transepts, where attached to the tower, shew in

part that they have been reconstructed, and
that additional strength was given to the piers

when that was done. Mr. Cresy alluded to

the symmetry and order of setting out of these

piers, and to the thorough knowledge of
geometrv shewn to have been possessed by
Bishop Ethelwold, and that its application was
of the most extraordinary kind for that period,

when it is supposed that science was nearly

forgotten. In that adopted by Bishop Ethel-

wold, wc have the genius of those principles

that succeeded, and which wc admire in the

styles of later date. Here is shewn all the

skill in construction that can be demanded of

an architect for any age, and more than is

usually found
;
here is a perfect adaptation of

every member of the pier to some useful pur-

pose, and its very position. Mr. Cresy pro-

ceeded to state that the entire cathedral was
entirely rebuilt by Bishop Elthelwold, in a

substantial manner, towards the close of the

tenth century, of which not only the crypt and
the transepts exhibit the style in which it was
erected, but that the nave and aisle arc also his

work, altered and encased by the celebrated
William of Wykeham. The difference between
the Saxon and Norman workmanship is clearly

discernible, the latter being finished in a style

far superior to the former. The tower is un-
questionably the work of Walkelyn, the first

Norman prelate that filled the sec of Win-
chester; this abounds both exteriorly and inte-

riorly with the zig-zag ornament so common in

all Norman buildings, but no particle of which
is to be seen in the original parts of the tran-

septs and crypt. That the tower was erected
to agree with the church as it then stood, and
did not form part of an entirely new erected

building, is shewn by its shape not being a

perfect square, but being 50 feet by 48 feet,

which perfectly agree with the respective

breadth of the transepts and nave. It has
been supposed by Dr. Milner, the late Mr.
Carter, the great champion of Gothic architec-

ture, and Mr. Britton—authorities to whose

opinions he paid due deference—that the tran-

septs were erected by Walkelyn
;
but after

studying the subject for more than 30 years,

and thoroughly investigating the point, lie

could entertain no doubt that the transepts

were of Saxon erection, in which belief he was
supported by Sir Christopher Wren, Dr. Nott,

and Mr.Garhett.** The parts of the transepts

immediately connected with the tower would
shew, by the superior masonry, how far the

Norman workmanship extended into them.

Another specimen of Norman workmanship
was the ancient font, which illustrated by its

sculpture various legends of St. Nicholas, a

saint in high repute with the Normans. The
able author proceeded next to notice the

portion of the cathedral erected by Bishop De
Lucy at the close of the twelfth century, and

which exhibited the first specimen to be found

in any cathedral of the style known as the

early English, and some of its purest and best

workmanship. lie then directed the attention

of his auditors to the alterations effected in

the nave and aisles by Bishops Edyngton and

Wykeham, and pointed out how the latter ef-

fected the difference now visible between the

aisles of the transepts and the nave, the upper

windows of the latter filling the same situa-

tion occupied by those inserted in the original

building by Ethelwold. Wykeham retained

the original arch of these windows and in-

serted within them a pointed arch, hence their

peculiar form, as may be distinguished by all

careful observers. The magnificent altar

screen, the peculiar glory of Winchester cathe-

dral, was next touched upon by Mr. Cresy.

1 1 was commenced by Cardinal Beaufort and

finished by Bishop Fox. During the episco-

pacy of the former the vaulting of the nave

and its aisles was completed, as commenced
by Wykeham. Bishop Wayntleet does not

appear to have made any alterations in the

building, several of which were effected by

Bishop Langton near its eastern extremity

To Bishop Fox the church is indebted for

that portion which surrounds the altar; and to

his friend Prior Silkestead for the chapel

bearing his name, and for the extension of the

Lady Chapel, the last work effected previous to

the Reformation. Mr. Cresy illustrated his

paper by numerous diagrams, plans, and

drawings, shewing the principle upon which

the whole church and all its parts and por-

tions were set out; and after a very curious

illustration on the subject of the rose windows

(one of which it appears is to be seen in the

northern transept of this cathedral), with all

their curious vet scientific details, Mr. Cresy

concluded amidst great applause.

* On this disputed point wc are disposed to agree with

Mr. Cresy. In a paper on Winchester, by Mr. G. Godwin

( Civil Engineers' Journal, vol. vi.), the question is thus

argued :
—“

'I he great tower, Rudborne, the Winchester an-

nalist states repeatedly is the work of Walkelyn. That

part of the north transept which adjoins it is seen, from the

execution of the masonry, to he of the same date; but the

remainder of the transept more northward has a widely dif-

ferent appearance, and is unquestionably the work of a

different period. The mortar joints are considerably larger,

and the execution altogether ruder ; nor is the design

exactly the same, or the parts of the same height, so that

management was required (and is evident) to bring the two

portions satisfactorily together. My excellent friend Mr.

Britton, in his history of Winchester Cathedral, consider!

* this might have arisen from different workmen who were

employed, even at the same time, and still more from thme

who were engaged on the church nt different periods of its

erection, for it cannot be doubted,’ lie continues, ‘ that an

edifice of this size must have been some years in progress,

and that many masons were unquestionably employed in its

construction.’ With the greatest respect for his opinion and

every disposition to look with caution at any assumption of

remote date, I am unable to think this argument conclusive

in the present instance. If this difference in the workman-

ship had appeared horizontally throughout the building—

if the lower story presented one appearance, the upper part

another—this opinion might be tenable; hut in the rase

before us, the difference is perpendicular, it is throughout

the height of a particular portion, not the length of the

w hole
;
and before wc can admit that the diversity of con.

struction which is apparent, results from the different work-

men w ho were engaged on the church at different periods,

wc must believe that one-half of the north transept was

completed before the remainder and the tower were begun.

The statement of Hudbornc, too, which is urged as prov-

ing the entire rebuilding of the church by Walkelyn, is not

suiliciently conclusive to destroy an opinion founded on

what wc see before us. He says that Walkelyn, a funir.

mentis or/lit rcatlijicare ;
words which, if I mistake not,

have been used by chroniclers in some cases where it was

known that much of the previous building had been allowed

to remain, although the whole had been reconstructed even

from the ground. In fact, that some part of the old cathe-

dral at Winchester was allowed to stand, seems clear, from

the continuation of Itudbornc’-s own narrative; for lie gun
on to say that w ithin a year after the completion of the new

building, the bishop’s men destroyed the old monastery,

tu re/ito portico 11110. et mripno altari, or, as Milner words it,

‘ leaving nothing standing at the end of the year except the

high altar and one /torch, which seems to have been the cor-

responding part, or eastern end of the cathedral church.'

The word purlieus has a doubtful signification, hut un-

questionably means more than what we should now call a

porch,"
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The Rev. S. Isaacson read a paper on

THE ANCIENT TEMPLE AT ARBOKLOWK,
DERBY,

The paper commenced by staling that the
circular temples of the ancient Druids arc
universally allowed to bo the most important
of all the monuments having reference to the
early history of our country; and, conse-
quently, any researches calculated to throw
light upon their origin or character, or which
may bring them more prominently before the
public, and thus lead the inquiring mind to a
minuter investigation, cannot fail to be inter-

esting to the Arclneological world. Though
Arborlowe does not pretend to the magnifi-
cence of Abury or Stonehenge, it is still far
too important to be allowed to repose under the
incidental and scanty notices which it has
hitherto received. With the assistance of a
friend, Mr. Bateman, the author had succeeded
in discovering the original deposit in the great
barrow immediately adjoining the circle,

which had hitherto defied the scrutiny of all

!

previous excavators. The reverend author
proceeded to give a history of circular temples,
considered without reference to the British

|

Isles, deducing their origin from the very
earliest ages, and throughout all parts of the
world. The altar under the hill, with the

j

twelve pillars under the hill, erected by Moses,
the twelve stones set up in the midst of Jordan

j

by Joshua, and the twelve stones taken out of

I

the Jordan and pitched in Gilgal, are striking
illustrations of these temples of unhewn stone

I

among the Israelites. The great stones or
temples of the Druids in Britain, were as

I
little worked as possible, and it is at least

i possible that the form was borrowed from the
Phoenicians or Tyrians, who preserved it in

I
their religious structures wherever they went.
In Greece and Rome circular temples were

j

erected, and open at the top. Homer
I describes them

;
in Baruch we read of their

; construction in Assyria. It was not, there-
' fore, for ignorance of the fine arts that Druidi-

|

cal temples were erected without pillars;
i regular architecture and sculpture were
|

sedulously avoided in these erections. Mag-
i nificence was sought for in vastness and large
' masses of stone : in Abury and Stonehenge
i specimens of this Cyclopain architecture op*
!

pear in all their colossal grandeur. Nor will
the smaller temple of Arborlowe he found un-

i worthy of attention, placed as it is at a remote
I distance from the eye of the ordinary traveller

;

and seldom witnessed except by those whose
ji researches more immediately embrace such

j

objects. The temple is surrounded bv a large
:i rampart, measuring 7 yards in height inter-

I' Dally, and (J externally
;
the fosse, which is

i on the inside, being 5 yards over at the bottom.
!. The form is not strictly circular, hut rather
1 elliptical, or similar to ii flattened sphere, the

|:
extreme diameter being 100 yards. The

v enclosed area is 00 yards in diameter,
li and the author had no doubt the number

i of stones originally amounted to thirty,

P which would harmonise with the ancient
cycles. It is quite clear that these stones

' were never placed in an erect position,
n but laid on the bare surface of the rock at

|
regular intervals. Probably the area was

I divided into twelve equal parts representing the
i months, so that the whole structure would con-
istitute a calendar, consisting of 3G0 days, into
' which the year was originally divided. The
'two entrances to the temple were north and
i south, consisting of benches of earth across the
t fosse, on each side of which orginally stood a
j large stone. In the centre is one very large
'mass of rock, 15 feet by 8, and nearly 3 feet

;l thick, weighing probably 5 tons, and called
Itlie sacrificial stone, from a large basin, caused
iperhaps by exposure to the weather, in which

I the blood of the victim was poured. Near this

i' are two other stones much broken
;
and pro-

p bably a fourth existed. The idea of ibis being
i a Roman work is described by the reverend
linuthor as altogether preposterous, as it agrees

[

with no known specimen of their erections
;

liand the Danes and Saxons have still less

I claims to its paternity. In fact, the contents
jloftlie cist lately found will place its construction
itnt least 500 years before the invasion of Ciesar.
UVe must conclude our notice with the follow-
ing remark “ The position of the largest
t'Stone, immediately facing the east, renders it

liliighly probable that the founders were sun
[(Worshipers; and the two other stones exhibit-

ing indisputable marks of having undergone
the action of intense heat, it is not at all un-
likely that on these were kindled the great fires

with which the earliest inhabitants of the
British Islands were accustomed, at the return
of the equinoxes and solstices, to worship
their god Bolus or Baal, the Grecian Apollo/’
Mr. Blanche read a valuable paper “ On the

arms of Sacr do Quincy, first Earl of Win-
chester, and on early armorial bearings, espe-
cially' those termed ‘honourable ordinaries.’”
The excellent author considered the heraldic
figures, entitled the ordinaries, had their origin
in the necessity for strengthening the long
kite-shaped shield, in use during the Nth cen-
tury, and exhibited drawings of a variety of
shields of that period, in which the forms of
all hut “the pile” were to bo traced in the
metal or wooden clamps or fastenings and de-
fences of the shield. To the same origin lie

traced several other charges. Mr. Blanche
argued, that the symbolical characters at-

tached to them were the inventions of later
bands, and could not be traced higher than the
15th century.

INFLUENCE OF ‘NEWLY-BUILT HOUSES
ON THE HEALTH OF THEIR OCCUPIERS.

I>H. SUTRo’s IIEI'I.Y.

Sir,—Having seen the two last numbers of
your valuable journal, I feel called upon to con-
sider, dispassionately, the objections raised by
Mr. G. Robins against the article extracted from
a medical journal under the above title. Of
course the article was only intended for the
medical public, but since you chose to insert it

in your journal, and thus occasioned the reply
(if I may so call it), I think it my duty
to enter fully into the writer’s arguments,
urged, I must say, in a most professional
and gentlemanly manner, in which I should
rejoice to see all scientific discussions
carried on, though interest or fame may be
affected.

I perfectly concur with the writer, that ex-
perience deserves greater appreciation in such
cases than theory, and that nothing would he
more dangerous than to sacrifice facts to

speculation. But the question is, how far do
theory and practice agree with each other in

this point? If your correspondent never met
with the pale aniemic face, w'astcd muscles,
decrease of strength, sluggishness of all the
functions (not sluggishness of the pulse), all

consequent upon inhabiting a nowly-crected
residence, this only proves that lie never
placed persons in the early occupation of such
dwellings, as are described as peculiarly inju-
rious in the above article. Mr. Robins asks,
“ w hether he has the charge of homicide upon
himself for having constantly placed parties in

the occupation of their dwellings within six
months from the commencement thereof?” 1

ask, whether any charge of that kind can be
inferred from the quoted article? Its whole
purpose consists in warning against the too
early inhabiting newlv-built houses without
properly tenting their fitness for occupation.
As a proof of this I beg to refer to the follow-
ing phrase, occurring before the proposal that
a sanatory commission should he appointed to

examine the houses before inhabitation:—
“ Should any house be dried before the time
appointed, the proprietor might request the
sanatory commissioners to examine it, when, if
sufficiently dry

,
it might he inhabited.”

Your correspondent shews himself by the
careful tests he employs, that he must be
satisfied of the dryness of a house before he
places the occupier into it; and it can hut be
beneficial to point out and explain the in-
juries arising cither from bad material of the
house, or from exposure to its dampness, and
to recommend the proper remedies against
such evils. I must certainly admit, that new
houses maybe earlier occupied in this country
than on the continent, inasmuch as the houses
arc mostly built here of burnt bricks, which
contain and attract the smallest proportion of
humidity, and thus occasion the least damp-
ness. 'This may account for the less frequent
maladies caused in this country by the above
intluenccs. I need not enter into the practical

points mentioned, and the theoretical points

doubted (but not disproved). By-thc-bye, I

could not find the expression, “floating par-

ticles of lime.” The phrase referred to, runs

thus : the following foreign substances are

mixed with the air (speaking of newly built
and not yet dried houses, as particles of lime
which have been proved beyond doubt to exist
in the atmosphere of new habitations, being
suspended by the evaporation of the moisture.
As regards the injury of fresh paint (for the
question only turns upon undried paint), I
have unfortunately had myself an opportunity
very lately of witnessing serious consequences.
A talented young friend of mine, to please an
acquaintance, took a newly-painted room in
his house

;
when I saw him after three weeks,

I found him suffering with a severe and most
obstinate cough. 1 1 is removal was ordered,
hut the cough having resisted the most ener-
getic remedies, he wras advised by his medical
attendants to try the effects of the hath.
B ithout much pain, and without great fever,
his lungs are so intensely irritated, that it

would he sanguine to expect his complete re-
covery. Apologizing for intruding these hasty
lines on your valuable space, I am, Sir, &<•.,

S IO ISM UNI) Sutro, M.D.
3, Great Marlborough-strect,

Aug. 7th, 1845.

SUSPENSION BRIDGES.

Sir,— l am not disposed to enter into a con-
troversy with Mr. Dredge upon the subject of
suspension bridges, even if I had the leisure
and ability so to do

;
but still I cannot refrain

from offering a few more remarks on the sub-
ject. 1 feel particularly obliged (as I am sure
the rest of your readers must do) for the dia-
grams and explanatory matter contained in
your 128th number; the principles of which
are so clearly set forth and exemplified in a
supplement to “ Hosking’s Treatise on Bridge
Building,” that the matter is not altogether
new to me.
Mr. Dredge, in reply to your remarks with

reference to suspension and compression
bridges, was peculiarly unfortunate in his
choice of a subject for illustration, because the
works that failed at Derby and Ashton were
in course of construction, and incomplete,
therefore it was unfair to take advantage of
such a circumstance, and arrive at such conclu-
sion

;
but Mr. Dredge having a principle and

theory of his own, does not rest his argument
on such futile ground, but rather, as I before
understood, against the principle of compres-
sion bridges generally. Suspension and com-
pression bridges arc totally different in princi-
ples, in their mode of construction an
composition

;
and I should he sorry if an (1

remark of mine should have a tendency ty
injure an invention that may be said to be “ io
its infancy.” But whatever opinion may bn
entertained of its usefulness and general npplie
cability, I do not think sufficient evidence has-
been produced in its favour for us totally to
abandon a principle which is generally ac-
knowledged to be, and has proved itself effi-

cient
;
and which has received the impress of

time and experience, and been sanctioned and
adopted by every professional man of eminence
in this and other countries, both in the past
and present age. As we very rarely hear of
bridges of fixed principles falling after they
have once been completed, the accidents above
alluded to came very opportunely to fill up the
vacuum there would otherwise have been in

Mr. Dredge’s argument. A 9 so much has
been said upon the subject, we may as well in-

quire if no failure has attended suspension
bridges? I think I can enumerate many in-

stances
;

one in India, the Broughton, the
Montrose bridge, occasioned by the passage of
troops

;
one at Morpeth, Northumberland, from

a crowd of persons returning from a fair; the
Yarmouth bridge, and others (which shew
the effect produced by percussion, &c., on
iron), and generally attended with a serious

loss of life. The Mcnai and Montrose bridges,

the Brighton chain pier, &c., have also been
partially destroyed by the violent action of the
elements or other causes.

A Madras paper, which seems to be well
informed upon the subject, observed with re-

ference to the fall of the bridge in India,
“ that the severe strain or vibration, occasioned
by the measured tread of a body of military is

indeed so trying to these structures, that it

is considered by engineers that they will in
this case bear hut one-eighth part of the weight
they might otherwise be safely loaded with.
We have numerous examples of bridges of
masonry, many of which have withstood the
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test of centuries, and will no doubt continue to

resist the injuries of time for centuries yet to

come, affording striking proof of the durability

of stone constructions ;
and as iron as amatci lai

for bridges (more particularly as applied in

suspension bridges) is comparatively of modern

introduction, and as its properties are but im-

perfectly developed and understood, I think it

(vould be premature in us to pronounce an

opinion upon its merits and fitness for such

structures in the present state of the question,

or until time and experience have more fully

tested its qualities.”

Professor Ilosking says, “ Stone is, however,

pre-eminently the bridgc’buildcr's material. The

carpenter can supply the want of a bridge in a

comparatively short time, and in most cases at

a small cost. The smith and founder will,

with moderate assistance from the mason and

bricklayer, effect what cannot be done with

stone, and will in cases supply tho place of

stone with iron when stone might bo used; but

grandeur of effect, power of resistance and eter-

7litg of endurance
,
are to be sought tn masonrg,

the mason's art, and with the mason's material! !

We know of and possess nothing as a material

for massive, permanent construction, and fitted

for bridge building particularly, so free from

liability to change in bulk from any natural in-

fluence as stone : and nothing, therefore, con-

sidering its other qualities as essential, so well

adapted for the main constituent of a bridge.”

It i 9 well known that iron is injuriously

affected by many causes that produce little or

no impression on stone ;
viz., by atmospheric

changes, electricity, continual percussion,

vibration, galvanic action, &c.
;

it is liable to

oxidation (a suspension bridge being composed

of a series of small bars of iron presents a

great surface to the corroding powers of tho

atmosphere), which in a series of years

seriously impaiis its strength, notwithstanding

the precautions taken to preserve it; and per-

cussion and vibration operate so injuriously

upon it, as altogether to alter its internal

structure and destroy its tenacity
;

in proof of

which see the accounts of tho numerous acci-

dents that have occurred on the various linc9

of railway from the fracture of the axle3 of

railway carriages, &c., and the discussions

that have taken place on the subject at our

scientific institutions.

I have observed in the fractures of iron

axles that tho internal character of the iron

was completely changed, having formed into

large crystals, while the external parts of the

fracture presented a discoloured and smooth
surface, as if it had commenced there, and

gradually extended itself to the centre, until

the axle was unable to bear the weight imposed

upon it. Dir. Glynn, civil engineer, in show-
ing the effect of percussion upon iron, ob-

serves, “ that the breaking action of railway

axles commences with the first journey, and
that they continually receive such injury a9

1

1

1 ev would if they were laid over the edge of

an anvil and received a constant succession of

smart blows from a hammer.
“ I consider the chains, or rather the bar,

of a suspension bridge would be similarly

operated on by the passing traffic, and this

would readily account for the failure of the

Yarmouth Bridge, us it was distinctly stated

in evidence that more than double the number
of persons had been upon the bridge at one
time since it was widened than were upon it

at the time of the accident; under these cir-

cumstances we should naturally have supposed
tli at the failure would have taken place then

when the greatest weight was upon it
;
and

the inference I draw from this is, that some
other cause than the one attributed occasioned
that sad catastrophe. I am quite aware that

smiths, in welding bars of iron, do not always
bestow that attention to it they ought to do;
and this shews the necessity of having iron

properly tested
;

that is likely to be subject
to much strain

;
and as it is the usual prac-

tice to prove it to a much greater weight
than it is intended to support, the iron even
in that operation may sustain an imperceptible
injury, and fail under much less weight than it

was calculated to bear when applied in its

proper place.”

lo obviate the danger arising from the
breaking of the axles of railway carriages, it

has been recommended to change them fre-
quently; but to change the bars, plates, bolts,
&c. of a suspension bridge would be rather an
inconvenient and expensive operation. There

is another subject to which I wish to draw

your attention, and that is, the undulating and

oscillating motion of suspension bridges
;

it is

this circumstance that precludes the possi-

bility of railway companies adopting them, in

consequence of the great danger attending the

passage of a heavy weight, concentrated to one

point, and the sudden percussive action of a

railway train.

The tremulous motion upon the Ilungcr-

ford and other foot bridges is unpleasant to

foot passengers, and 'the passage of the or-

dinary traffic over tho Mcnai and other bridges

opened for general purposes is particularly

disagreeable
;
and 1 am informed that, during

a heavy gale of wind, it is almost impossible

to pass over the Mcnai and other bridges

similarly exposed. This is occasioned by the

want of rigidity or stiffness, which has not

yet been attained in suspension bridges, and

which it seems almost impossible to attain,

in consequence of the effect variations in tem-

perature produce upon iron chains of great

length. This to a bridge of large span ex-

posed to gales of wind, operating both side-

ways and underneath the roadway, must be

ruinous in the extreme ;
in confirmation of

which I may instance the injuries sustained

some time ago by the Mcnai, Montrose,

and other bridges, "the chain-pier, Brighton,

&c. Mr. Dredge’s bridges have hitherto been

constructed on a small scale, and in favourable

situations. I am apprehensive, if the principle

was carried out on a large scale, and in similar

trying situations to those alluded to, it would be

attended with no better result. Mr. Dredge, I

hope, will have the opportunity of trying his

suspension bridgo at Weston-super-Mare,

where its advantages and powers may he fully

proved
;
although I consider such a situation

the least suitable for iron structures, from the

injurious effects of salt water upon iron.

On the correctness of Mr. Dredge’s system

or theory, I shall not attempt to enter, my ob-

ject being to 6hew the superiority of bridges

of fixed, to those of iron on the suspension prin-

ciple, wherever it is possible to introduce

them, “ for heavy general traffic, and where

great strength and durablity are required.”

Suspension bridges, as beautiful picturesque

objects, are certainly great embellishments to

a landscape, but I think in our public works in

this country other points ought to be kept in

view
;
namely, usefulness and durability, com-

bined with economy.—I am, Sir, See.,

Brecon, July 29, 1 845. B. B.

NOTES IN THE TROVINCES.

Within the lust few months some rather

extensive alterations have been effected in the

interior of Durham Cathedral, under the direc-

tion of the dean and chapter. The old pulpit

has been removed, and one of stone erected in

its stead
;
the pews appropriated to the ladies

on tho north side of the choir have made way
for carved ouk benches with backs and
cushions. A new font, more in keeping with

the general architecture of the church than the

present one, will shortly he erected, and the

screens which inclosed the side chapels on
either side of the organ have been taken down,
producing, it is said, a remarkably good and
striking effect. The Earl of Carlisle is

making great improvements and additions to

his ancient baronial castle, Naworth. Fifty

workmen arc employed at present, and the in-

terior of the roof of the hall is just com-
pleted. It is formed of oak, richly panelled

;

the height is 30 feet. The dining-room
which, before the fire, was separated by a
wooden partition from the hall, is now added
tojit, which makes the entire length 9G feet.

The noble proprietor has now decided upon
building a new tower, and restoring the.

ancient entrance on the west side of the castle,

which was discovered after the fire, and which
is said to have been walled up by Lord Wil-
liam Howard, “Belted Bill,” in the reign of
James T. A memorial, numerously signed by
theresidents of Broad-strect, Bristol, was lately

presented to the Governor and Directors of the

Bank of England, in London, soliciting that

the new building, intended as their branch
might he forthwith commenced, so as to be
finished at the same time as the new Guildhall.

The directors, in compliance with the re-

quisition, have commenced taking down
the old buildings for that purpose.

The commissioners of the port and harboui

of Whitby having adopted the plans of Mr.

Pickernell, their engineer, for the improve-

ment of the harbour, operations for extending

the cast pier into deep water were commenced

on the 7th instant. Forty feet of foundations

in ten stones, G feet wide by 3 feet thick,

were laid; the bed in the rock so correctly

levelled that no part of the superficies varied

1 inch; and the vertical notches filled with

broken whinstonc and cement in seventy-seven

minutes. From the beginning to pump the water

out of the dam, to the foundation-stones being

covered by the ilowing tide, two hours only in-

tervened.-^ On the 17th ultimo, the cere-

mony of opening the chancel of Leamington

church took place in the presence of fifty

clergymen. The church is being reconstruct-

ed in a style of cathedral grandeur, the chan-

cel end only being as yet completed. Its new

nave is so lofty, that it covered in tho

tower of the old parish church, which was

left to stand for some time within tho

building, as it afforded the workmen the

means of elevating their scaffolding upon it,

while they carried up the works to at least

25 feet above the altitude of the once much

thought of tower ! After this tower had been

thus useful, as a mere scaffold pole to the in-

side of a new and spacious structure which

was ruised nbovc it, the removal of it as an

obstruction then commenced, and now there

exists not a single vestige of the ancient village

church of Leamington. Lady Bassett,

daughter of the Earl de Dunstanville, has

subscribed 1,000/. towards the fund for

the erection of a new church at Illogan.

Nearly four acres of the space here-

tofore known as the New Buildings, Port-

sen, have been purchased by Government, at

a cost of little less than GO, 000/., for the for-

mation of a basin for steam-vessels.
_

One

hundred and thirty persons have been ejected

and the ground is already cleared. A pro-

ject is being entertained at Sunderland for

the construction of docks on an extensive

scale. During the last two or three weeks,

persons have been employed in surveying,

taking levels, and drawing out plans ot tho

moor, as it is called, and the bed of the sea ad-

joining it, on the west of the town. The linq

selected is from near behind the present south

pier to Hendon, the whole length of the moor,

an extent of nearly 3,000 feet, and from tho

bank of the moor extending into the bed ot

the sea about 400 feet; the dock is proposed

to be 2,500 feet in length and 350 or 360 in

breadth, with entrance from both north and

south. Plans are being prepared in ac-

cordance with instructions given by the Duke
of Sutherland for a new church, which his

grace purposes erecting near Longdon. The
church is to hold dGO persons, and will bo

commenced forthwith. The Town Council

of the borough of Doncaster have announced

their intention of applying to the Lords Com-

missioners of her Majesty’s Treasury for their

approval and permission to erect and build

markets for the sale of meat, fish, poultry, &c.,

and for that purpose to raise a sum of money

not exceeding 1G,000/. Very extensive im-

provements have been made during the last

two or three years in St. Diary’s Church,

Truro. Recently two stained-glass windows

have been erected at the entrance end. Tho

altar window consists of five compartments;

each of which comprises a niche and lofty

canopy, in the perpendicular style. In theso

five principal niches, on rich damascene

grounds, are represented full size figures of

the Saviour, St. John the Evangelist, St.

James the Less, St. Philip and St. Simon.

The Saviour holds in his right hand a globe,

on which are depicted emblematical represen-

tations of the three great eras of the Church;

while depending from his arm is a scroll, bear-

ing the inscription, “ Surgite, eamus.” Tho

four Apostles named bear emblems significant

of the mode in which they severally suffered

martrydom
;
they also bear scrolls with their

names inscribed thereon. Above these fivo

principal figures arc smaller representations of

St. John the Baptist, St. Peter, and St. Paul,

with Angels, in attitudes of prayer and praise,

and various other appropriate figures and

emblems. The south window is mostly em-

blematical. The body of the window is com-

posed of quarrels, interspersed with labels and

texts, presenting a quaintly antique appearance,

and inclosed by a rich "bordering which re-
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solves itself into luxuriant headings of
foliage. Inwrought with these are medallions,
containing the Christian monogram, and the
evangelical emblems, and pendant from the
foliated arches are escutcheons, on which are
depicted symbols of our Lord’s passion. The
tracery of the window is chiefly occupied
by angels bearing scrolls inscribed with
Scriptural texts. The artist who designed
and executed these windows, and who
superintended the other improvemnts is Mi
B arrington, of London. The exten-
sive river-side property of Messrs. Cook-
son, situate at South Shields, having re-
cently passed into the hands of the wealthy and
influential firm of Messrs. Swinburne and’ Co.,
in which Mr. George Hudson, the eminent
railway director, is the principal partner, the
scheme for constructing deep and capacious
docks within Jarrow slake, and adjoining Mr.
Hudson's purchase, is about to be revived
under auspices that ensures its complete and
rapid success. The Round Church at
Cambridge was re-opened on the 10th inst.
It appears that the incumbent is respon-
sible tor nearly 300/. for alterations and im-
provements made since the stone altar case was
decided, and for the liquidation of which he
solicits assistance The marble statue of
Dr. Goodall, the late provost of Eton,
by . Tr. Henry Weeks of Pimlico, was
placed last week upon a marble pedestal
on the south side of the ante-chapel of
Eton College. The late provost is repre-
sented in a sitting posture, with an open book
in his left hand, resting on his knee, the right
hand being slightly raised as in the attitude of
reading aloud, and his left foot resting on a
raised cushion. The work is what may be
termed a “ seven-feet-six-inch figure, ” but
the venerable deceased being in a sitting pos-
ture, the height of the statue is not more than
above five feet. The pedestal bears a Latin
inscription, said to be from the pen of the

]

Rev. Dr. Hawtrey, the head master of Eton
school The old market house at Epping
which was erected about the time Queen Eli-
zabeth renewed the charter for the market
was entirely removed last week, in accordance
with the expressed wish of the inhabitants. It

I had been for a long time in a decayed and
even dangerous state. A lunatic asylum is

i about to be erected for the county of Wilts
the cost of which will be 31,750/ The
Manchester Parks’ Committee have made a

|

fourth purchase of the Walness estate, which
immediately adjoins the Lark-hill property.

I Tliefour purchases stand thus
;
— 1. Lark-hill 1

|
acres, 4,500/.; 2. End ham ham, 30 acres, 7,250/.-

!
: 3. Bradford-park, 31 acres, 0,200/.

;
4. Walness-

jji meadows, 25 acres, 5,875/. Total 23,825/. -

J The committee of the privy council for edu-
l|: cation have made a grant of J,000/. towards the
i building of the training school at Durham, and
I! the national society for the educationofthepoor
i
have granted 300/. for the same purpose.

jil It is in contemplation at Manchester to erect

f
a ne 'v exchange by means of a company, and

1 to raise 200,000/. for the purpose in 25/. shares

p
The Manchester • Courier states, “ We have

|i h
.

ad an opportunity of inspecting a drawing of

|
the intended elevation, which, if carried out,

ii will be a very great ornament to the town,—
i indeed, we have no building in Manchester

|P
that can at all be compared with it; it bears

|somc resemblance in form to the Liverpool
i Custom House, but is altogether a very su-
|<perior and handsome structure, of two stories.

: 'I lie site is at the upper end of Market-street,
P High-street, Canon-street, and Palace-street,
((covering Marsden-square, the whole of the
:l shops, warehouses, and other property within
itliose limits having to come down. The bund-
ling is to form three sides of a square, having
ithe open or principal front to face High-
street

;
the open space in front of the centre

;rand between the two wings will be a raised
istone platform, to be approached by a hand-
•Sf me flight of steps from High-street, for the
.convenience of the congregated merchants and
imanutacturers during ’change hours. The
tnews-room is to occupy the Market-street
aide of the square or wing, occupying two
stories, thus forming a spacious and” lofty
Voom, lighted by three domes and the side-
lights

;
the size of this room will be nearly

idle same as the large room at Exeter Hall,
icLondon, about 12,000 square feet; the ap-
proach to it is made by three entrances from
(Market-street. The centre of the building in

both stories will be converted into offices
which will be let off for mercantile purposes.
I lie northern, or Canon-street wing, will form
a Stock Exchange, and a public mercantile
sales room

;
above these rooms, on the second

story, will be a large room of corresponding
dimensions with the news-room in the other
wing which will be a public room applicable
to the purposes of a large music-room,
or public meetings, or it will be divisible
into three rooms, as occasion may require
At Taunton, a committee has been formed for
the purposeof improving the town. Suggestions
are courted and may be addressed to the Editor
of the Taunton Gazette The erection of a
JNew Market is at the present time occupying
the attention of the inhabitants of Coventry,
there is scarcely another town in England
possessing a similar population, viz., 31,000,
that is so wretchedly off for market accommo-
dation. The subscriptions for erecting the
proposed New Church in the district of St.
Simon, in the out-parish of St. Philip and
Jacob, Bristol, amounts already to nearly 500/.

^ ke owners of the lute Suspension
Bridge at Yarmouth have subscribed 50/.
towards the fund now raising for the restora-
tion of the venerable church of St. Nicholas,
and the establishment of a National School in
that town. Lord Woodhouse has sent 20/.,
and a lady 100/. towards the same purposes!

The foundation-stone of the new National
School Rooms in St. Saviour’s parish, Bath,
was laid last week by the Rev. Dr. Stamer,
rector of the parish, in the presence of a great
concourse of persons, among whom were the
architect, Mr. Wilson, and the builder, Mr.
Freeman.- The railway tunnel at Bangor,
through hard rock, has been commenced, and
the superintending engineer has taken up his
residence at Bangor Ferry. The site for the
new bridge has been determined upon, but no
decision has yet been come to respecting the
kind of bridge to be thrown over the Menai
Straits.
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Generally, the formula may bo thus stated
Ihe ordinate is always equal to the radius of
the curve, less the square root of the difference
ot the squares of the radius, and the distance

Q(] '•

SETTING OUT RAILWAY CURVES.

Sir,—

I

for one am obliged by Mr. G. Haw-
kins’ reply to “Amateur” upon the subject of

i
railway curves, and hope he will not complain
of my obtuseness in requiring a little more
information

;
after stating the formula for the

value of B I) as being always equal to

rad. — <x/rad. 3— sin. 2
,

lie says “and the same
process will apply to any other required point
in the curve, merely substituting the value of
sin. 2 in the expression, as the distances in the
tangent A T, increase from the point A.
Perhaps he will be good enough to explain
this, and how it is applicable (supposing B D
to be laid oil at the 1st chain) to the several
distances squared off from the tangent at the
2nd, 3rd, 4th &c. chain to the 10th.
Again he says, further ori, “the above

method will be convenient, as it affords a
facility for calculating tables for the versed
sine of an arc of any radius from the one
already obtained

;
for since the curvatures of

circles vary inversely as their radii, a simple
proportion will give the value of the versed
sine of any other required.”

I dare say he will think the proportion of
my attainments simple enough—but I should
feel more obliged by any explanation he may
please to give, illustrating the same by an
example in both cases, which perhaps might
enable me to reduce the theory more readily
to practice. I am Sir, &c.

Liverpool. ^
deferring to the diagram (Buii.der, July

_

th), it ts scarcely necessary to observe that
in the expression radius — y^d. 2 _ 8ilK 2

which is the trigonometrical value of the
versed sine of an arc, sin. 2 represents the
square of the distances measured on the tan-
gent, AT, thus supposing A D to be equal to
two chains, and the corresponding ordinate
B D be required, it is merely necessary to sub-
stitute in the formula the value of A B
or two chains for sine.2 For instance in a
curve of 80 chains radius B D = radius —
-v/ rad.

2 — sin.2
"= 80 — */6400— 4= SO—

«
- .«v..v.o, umi nit uisiuiice

measured on the tangent to the point where
the ordinate is to be laid off.

With reference to the curvatures of circles
varying inversely as their radii, it ought to
have been stated, that although as an abstract
proposition it is strictly correct, yet its use in
the manner proposed is only to bo recom-
mended within certain limits, since the actual
relation between the curvatures of two arcs,
measured by their versed sines, is only mathe-
matieally true at the point of contact. The
practical application of the principle, if not
rigidly warranted, may however be adopted in
arcs whose radii do not greatly differ, and
where the sines are small compared with the
radii—the error in such case not being ap-
preciable, thus supposing it were required
from the one above obtained at two chains, to
tind the ordinate corresponding to it for an
arc of 78 chains radius—we have by the pro-
position before-stated the following propor-

.

ll

o
n
c>“r

1 78 ch
?
ins : 2 5 links : : 80 chains

: ^'oo links—which only differs from the
correct value by less than the one-hundredth
part of a link.

Although implying additional time, it would,
as the safer course, be better perhaps to calcu-
late every separate ordinate according to the
formula, and the labour may be much abridged
hy ping an ordinary table of powers and roots.

1 he radii of railway curves being usually
confined within certain limits, a table calcu-
lated by the above melhod for ordinates up to
eight or ten chains might be prepared before-
hand, and would save time and materially
facilitate the subsequent work in the field.

It was before observed that usually it would
be found convenient to recommence the ope-
ration at every 8 or 10 chains, and a method
accordingly was suggested for setting out a
new tangent to the curve. The following will
perhaps be found in many respects superior to
the one already given, as no ground is lost, and
affords a better position for ranging the
new line. Let D be the point from whence it
is required to start with the new tangent, from A
set off on A B a portion equal to ;

that is to say the sum of the squares of the
last ordinate and the whole distance mea-
sured on the tangent, divided !,v twice the
same distance. A line from the point so
obtained ranged forward through D—the last
point in the curve will be the new tangent
re(

i
u,red - G. Hawkins.

NEW WINDOW IN ST. JAMES’S CHURCH.

We are fold that it is proposed to put up a
bol/iic stained-glass window in St. James’s
Church, Piccadilly, but hope our informant is
in error. We abuse and scoff at those archi-
tects who, after the introduction of Italian
architecture in England, disfigured our noble
cathedrals and churches with Corinthian altar-
pieces and Wyatt-knows-what organ screens,
and yet would commit similar absurdities our-
selves. Consistency is surely as necessary in
an Italian building ns in one of the pointed
style, and we conjure the vestry or committee,
who are said to be about to perpetrate this
enormity, to pause before they write themselves
down, “ foolish.” The neigh bouringr church
of St. George, Hanover-square, should be a
beacon to - warn them: one such mistake in
London at this date is surely enough.

.
sin. 2 = 80 — ^/6400— 4

9 - l>75 = *025 chains or 2-5 links.
The same process will give the ordinate for

any other point, substituting- in each case for

sin.2 the squares of whatever number of chains
that point may be from the commencement A.

Freemasons of the Church.—Aug. 12.

The Rev. G. Pocock in the chair. The
minutes of the last meeting were read and con-
firmed. The Rev. F. P. Pocock, Rev. John
Pampillon, M.A., F.S.A., Messrs. Edward
Baldock, G. R. Lewis, and John Britton,
F.S.A., were elected members. Mr. William
Curling exhibited some specimens of very
early locks, manufactured during the middle
ages. Mr. E. D. Price exhibited a rubbing
of a beautiful brass, from Upper Ilardres,
Kent. A paper was read on the ancient bap-
tismal fonts in England, comprising the origin
and history of baptism, baptistries, chapter-
houses, &c., copiously illustrated by numerous
specimens from the several counties from
actual admeasurement.

U .
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF KITE’S SYSTEM OF VENTILATION.

Fi</. 1.

EXAMPLES OF NORMAN FONTS.

T AT DODFORD CHURCH, NORTHAMPTON.

is beautiful Norman font adjoins the
i side of the western pillar of the nave of
ltd church; the stone of which it is
u is the Northamptonshire oolite. The
mre of the font is in good preservation,
t is unfortunately cracked across. A
H It is given in Van Voorst's < Baptis-
uints who states in the description, that
: lately been cleaned, as well asthenia-

I

would permit by the direction of the
I the Rev. \V. Thornton.

T AT EVDOM C^HL|RC!t, NORTHAMPTON.

representation of this curious font is
111 " the 3rd vol. of Baker’s “History of
liiniptonshire, ’ from which it has been
(
(.without acknowledgment), on a little

j«e, for Van Voorst’s work, where it
(the sixteenth example. The style of

the font is late Norman
;

both Mr. Bak

j

and, after him, Van Voorst’s editor suppo
the octangular base to he of a different date

I

11,0 bo "' 1 or upper part. It certainly appear,

|

*?. me
.

l0 be earlier. A font very similar
I
this, with a square instead of an nctangnh

[

base is in IIoughton-Regis church, in Be,
fordslure, and is given by Fisher in his T,
pographical collections for that county, put
l.shcd 1812. c. J. Richardson.

REMARKS ON A NEW SYSTEM OF
VENTILATION.

BY JAMES KITE.

Ventilation has been of late so much the
topic of consideration and discussion, as wel
as the subject of treatise, by eminent and
scientific men, that it is with great diffidence
the author of the present paper attempts to
ring forward what he has to contribute on

the subject. An inducement to do so is held
out by the agitation on that point, and the

conviction that may be said to rest on the mind
of the public generally of the great importance
of proper ventilation, as contributing to the
comfort, happiness, and duration of human
life.

Ventilation appears naturally to consist of
two distinct divisions. The first and greater
is in the manner of arranging and distributing
the various streets, alleys, &c., forming a
town; the second or lesser, in the construc-
tion of each separate house or building where
human beings are either domiciled or congre-
gated together.

The present paper has more especial re-
ference to this latter part of the subject, and
therefore has for its object the application of
proper arrangements for the ventilating of
churches, hospitals, manufactories, dwelling-
houses, ships, carriages, &c.

It is not necessary to occupy time in attempt-
ing to describe the deleterious effects of the
products of combustion or respiration, and the
evil consequences which they produce upon
the constitution when inhaled by reason of
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badly ventilated apartments; these

nant evils occupy a considerable

to describe the °f
,° t̂ ^rToiTfcvv

bition : irlmrc « can render any particular

natural hue available to our service, to take

advantage of it both for the sake of economy

and e fleet. How far tins has been accom-

pli-hcd in the present instance remains to be

seen.
. , ,

It is a well-known law, that when an clas

tic boilv impinges upon a firm plain surface,

the amjlc of reflection is equal to the angle ot

incidence. Referring to fig. 1, which is a

section of a roof suitable for being fixed on

the top of a chimney or flue, or by being pro-

longed, to form a ventilating ridge for »

church or other public building, it will he

observed that this roof is formed of a scries ot

surfaces inclined more or less from the perpen-

dicular, of which those below form a less

angle than those at the top. being in regular

gradation in this respect from bottom to top.

When the wind blows against the root, as it

impinges upon the lower plain, it would be

reflected upwards upon the under surface of

the second rctlector or plain surface, from

thence on to that on the opposite side, where

it is deflected downwards outside. M hen the

wind blows against the roof, or cover, an up-

ward current is produced, and even a wind

falling perpendicularly will actually facilitate

the upward draught.

It is a known fact, and one which admits

of being easily illustrated, that when a very

small stream of air or other fluid is pro-

pelled amongst a body of the same, it carries a

very extended current along with it, which

arises from the friction of the particles or atoms

of the air in motion against that at rest. In the

case now before us the friction produced by

the wind, or current passing through, takes

along with it that with which it comes in

contact in the cover, causing a partial vacuum

or rarefaction of the air in that part; and

which cannot be supplied by a portion ot that

passing in at the entrance side of the cover,

because it comes with an acquired velocity

sufficient to carry it through, and therefore

the partial vacuum must be supplied from that

in the chimney or shaft, but as the action of

the wind is constant, so the upward current is

also constant. It is then upon the application

of these principles, namely, the reflection

of elastic bodies from plain surfaces at the

same angle at which they impinge thereon,

and the* effects of friction, which is pro-

duced between one current of atmospheric

air in passing over another, that the present

improvements are carried out
;

it is upon the

proper arrangement of the reflecting surfaces

that the whole success depends; this being

attained, there is no need for any mechanical

arrangements such as require to he kept in

constant motion, und arc therefore subject to

being speedily worn out, neither is there

necessity for the application of any costly

prime moving power which would be the

source of increased expenditure. These

covers, or roofs, arc quite sufficient to create an

upward current where they arc exposed to the

wind, and have been already found fully equal

to any thing here reported of them
;
they are

susceptible of great variety of form either as

roofs or cowls, and may be combined with

almost any of the present known forms, such

as the lobster hack, the malt-house cowls, &c.,

and it mav he here remarked that one great

peculiarity’ of this ventilating covering is,

that however light the wind may be, still its

action must be iavourable, whereas, in almost

all if not in every one of its forms hereto-

fore in use, when the wind is light they are

found in their most unfavourable position, or

their action ceases to be effectual. 1* or the

ventilation of ships and carriages this top is

peculiarly applicable, and when provided with

a valve, a doicmcaid current can be produced

with equal facility. By using two of these

tops, one for producing a downward current,

and another for the upward current, a ship

maybe most effectually aired and ventilated in

either hold or cabin.

To prove the efficacy of these coverings, if a

piece of flammable substance in a smouldering

state l.c put in the bottom part of the ship,

allowing room for the admission of air, the

moment that a current of a.r is projected

inrainst the reflectors, the smouldering sub-

stance is brought into a flame from the opivard

current produced; the same will be the case

when ire blow right down upon it.

Fir. 2. The dotted lines in this sectional

figure shew the course that would he followed

hv the wind in passing through the roof were

each separate atom of the atmosphere coining

at an interval apart from that preceding it

;

hut as t his is not the case, the atoms being in

immediate juxtaposition, the resultant of these

dotted lines will he in the direction indicated

by the arrows, which lias a tendency to cieatc

a partial vacuum in the upper part of the

lowest chamber («) of the roof, and thereby

causes an upward draught in the shaft over

which it is placed. . .

l';,r. 3 is a section of a roof for producing

a downward current in any shaft, flue, or open-

ing over which it may be placed, when that is

desired. For this purpose it is furnished with

a valve (b) attached by a screw to the lower de-

flector on one side. When tins valve is put

up in the position represented, the current of

atmosphere is thereby made to follow the

course marked out by the arrows.

Fire. .1 has this valve put on in a permanent

manner. Both these are peculiarly applicable

to the ventilation of ships, and such places as

arc so circumstanced as to require the purer

air to be taken in from an elevated situation.

Fin-. 5 is expressly designed for slopping;

the fresh air is admitted on the one side, the

vitiated is ejected from the other
;

the two

valves in the centre are hinged with their

edges closely together, and may be put over to

any side of the roof at pleasure bv means of

the cords represented by the dotted lines.

The arrows shew the action in the position

in which they arc represented.

Fig 0 is an exemplification of light-house

ventilation, with fixed roofs, the action of

which will be sufficiently obvious from the

previous description. ... f

Fig. 7 illustrates the application ot tjic

ventilating roof or ridge to a church or other

public building.

HOUSES AND PEOPLE DESTROYED
BY MUD.

Tins Quarterly Geological Journal gives the

following account of a remarkable torrent o

mud, translated from a newspaper lately received

from Colombia. The facts arc attested officially

l,Y the local authorities. The first extract is a

simple translation of an account dated “ 1 asa-

joras, Friday, February 21, IS la,” and signed

“ R. .1. Treflery.”
. ,

“ On Wednesday, the 19th instant, a little

before seven, a.m., there was heard a great

noise in the plain of the river Lagumllo,* and

at the same time an earthquake took place.

Immediately there appeared in the strait or

ravine in the mountains from which the river

Lao-unilla arises, an immense flood of liquid

clav, which pursued its course with the

greatest rapidity through the whole plain on

both sides of the river, carrying away woods

of tall trees like straw, rolling them away, and

covering them in such a manner as to leave no

sign of there having been a wood at all. The

same happened with regard to the houses and

cottages which it met with in its course, over-

whelming them with their inhabitants, and

carrying away and burying those unhappy

persons who were fleeing from death, so that

nearly all the population of the higher part of

the valley lias been destroyed, and many who

had escaped from the torrent and gained some

high or enclosed place have found themselves

insulated, and have perished by famine. It

was quite impossible to succour them, for the

whole plain was covered with a layer of mud

and sand, so deep that no one could pass with-

out being swallowed up. Some lew persons,

however, found an asylum by being near the

edge of the torrent, and saved themselves by

oads formed of the branches of trees.”

The space of land covered may be estimated

at from four to six leagues; and the quantity

of matter poured down at 250 millions of tons.

LEAD PIPES.

We copy from The Medical Gazelle the

following statement relative to the dele-

terious effects of water impregnated with

carbonic acid passing through lead pipes, it

is written by Mr. Rust, of Windsor, who was

consulted on the respective cases:—

“ On tile 23rd of last April a labourer, re-

siding at Ascot, ami employed by Mr. Hibburd,

clerk of the race-course there, applied to me

at the dispensary at Windsor, evidently suffer-

in'. from the poisonous effects of lead ;
his

complexion was sallow, and he was constantly

suffering from severe pain in ills b °wels ’
,l-

tended witli flatulence. lie had the dark blue

mark round tliogums, so peculiar to those who

arc suffering from the deleterious effects of

that metal. On inquiry I found that his chil-

dren had been in bad health sineo they had

lived at Ascot, and that they had become weak

and sallow, and bad suffered from pains in their

bowels, and indigestion, and that lie had sent

one of the most affected away, believing that

the air of the heath was prejudicial to their

health. I immediately asked Inm if the water

ho drank, and used for cooking, passed through

lead, and was answered in the affirmative. I

procured a quantity of it, and, on the addition

of water impregnated with sulphuretted hydro,

iron a large preciDitatc of sulphqret of lead

was thrown down. ' By the use of other water,

and of appropriate remedies, the principal of

which was alum, be is slowly recovering.

In November, 1812, one of the wbippers-in

at the royal kennel at Ascot, applied to me,

suffering from lead palsy, after a severe attack

of colic during the previous summer, winch

was believed to have been inflammation ot lint

bowels. Having previously met with sutiilal

cases I felt convinced that lead was dissolved

in the water which he had used for cook™

and drinking; and, on inquiry, I found tia

disorders which could be attributed to thi

effects of lead bad for a long time been preva

lent in the establishment at the royal kennel

and that the dogs had for a long period sufferet

from a species of paralysis denominated kenne

lameness. The water was in consequent)

analysed by Ur. Ryan, at the Polytechnic In

stitution, the results of which were as follow.

Water at the spring head, specific gravity a

CO degrees, 1018. The contents of an imperil

pint, on evaporation to dryness, yielded 2-J

grains of solid matter. The solid contents 0

an imperial pint being—Chloride of sodium

1-51 grains chloride of magnesium, Oq

(Trains
;
sulphate of lime, 0-128 grains

;
a tra|

of carbonic acid: total, 2-378 grains III

water, after it had passed through the lcatlci

fines was found to contain -101 grains of car

lonatc of lead in an imperial pint, or one uni

a third of carbonate of lead in an linpcria

Ba
's°on after I had treated the case of 111

whipper-in, a young man, Richardson, fron

East Hampstead, applied to me, with the wort

form of lead palsy 1 hail ever seen
;

this cam

on him when in service as footman in tin

family of Sir Willoughby Rookc, then lain

biting a mansion in the immediate vicinity 0

Ascot, and was attributed to drinking wel

contained in a leaden cistern. Recently 1 Inn

seen other persons from the immediate vicmil

of Ascot, suffering from various symptoms

which might be caused by lead, and, on inquiry

found that they wore supplied by water wind

passed through the leaden pipes of pumps,

think it may be fairly deduced from the abet'

facts, that the spring-water at Ascot conbno

a small portion of free carhomc acid, wind

dissolves portions of lead in passing over

SU1' face, and it will readily accountfor the fuel

that the leaden cisterns and pipes usually s

innocuous, should occasionally produce

deleterious effects. The paralysis of the J
per-in was inliroly removed by alum, cc

lined with guaiacum, and Richardsoni *

very much relieved by the same remedy, im

the almost specific effects of alum in paintc

colic (a disease 1 have been frequent ,
c.d

on to treat), I was induced to try whe I

n

would be found serviceable in the pa a

produced by lead, and have on many in. »n«

found it of the greatest service, althougn

many more it has been useless.

* The Lagunilla is a small stream emptying itse'.f into

the river Magdalena, and situated in the north-western ex-

tremity of South America, in New Granada, lbague, the

town alluded to in the subsequent document, is some dts-

tancc to the west of Santa Fe dc Uagot.i,

Britton Testimonial.—

T

he subscript

lists are still open, nor have the committee )<

determined on the nature of the testimonial.
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THE QUESTION OF SEWAGE in METRO-

POLITAN SUBURBAN DISTRICTS.

Sin,— I hail with much gratification the ex-
tracts from the pamphlet by Mr. John Leslie
in your number of this day, not as proposing
either to vindicate the charges or defend the
conduct of those so charged, but simply on
account of the attention of practical men
being thus drawn through your columns to a
subject, that however deeply it has apparently
arrested public attention, "has hitherto been
only theorized upon. According full credit
to my Lord Lincoln for his untiring zeal in
the matter, any broad legislation cannot meet
the particular difficulties of individual locali-

ties; instead, therefore, of attempting to outer
upon any discussion of this pamphlet, I will
state the course I have taken in a suburban
district, upon the wants of which, in regard
to sewage, I have bestowed cheerfully much
labour; and 1 would entreat our professional
brethren, each in their own district, to address
their attention to the subject

;
such a mass of

useful evidence would thus be obtained, that
subsequent legislation thereon would, by a
variety of provisions, become applicable to
each individual case; the parties interested
(making such reports) knowing best their own
grounds of complaint, which broad legislation
mav avoid giving relief to.

The power of appeal from a parish or an in-
dividual (described as existing in the Finsbury
distict) would appear as of much advantage
over the present irresponsible authority of
most commissions.

I am not prepared with Mr. Leslie to charge
any commission with malversation in the exe-
cution of their duties : I sincerely believe
their powers are too prescribed to afford the
relief they would desire to give; and it would
be absurd to imagine they individually were
all Solons, and at their appointed conclaves
could divine the wants of large districts. If
in a public question, then, parties are too in-
dolent to raise their voice as to their particular
grievances, it cannot be wondered at that

the rear of the
lins were made thereto, but in

of necessitv, broad legislation takes the place
of detailed enactments upon fair ground of
complaint, which would, so to speak, brin" re-
lief to each man’s door.

I will set the example (instead of discussing
the question at large) of confining myself to
what has recently fallen within my"own obser-
vation

;
if such a course is approved and

followed, then by a similar discussion, comes
the suggestions for remedy, and, I again
repeat, a mass of evidence would thus be
obtained that must be irresistible, and cannot
be expected to be within the knowledge of
those to whom we look for relief through
legislation. All commissions of inquiry can
only grapple with broad facts, sometimes per-
verted for particular interests, and at no time
developing the whole truth. Blue book upon
blue book may be heaped, like Felion upon

. Ossa and Ossa upon Pelion, and still the case
of individuals, nay, of whole localities, may
have been uncared of; if we are therefore
longer silent, the blame is to a great extent
with us.

I would state, as introductory to the remarks
I intend making, that it must" not be assumed
that I condemn the deep sewage described
in Mr. Leslie’s pamphlet as constructed in

metropolitan districts : confining myself to

endeavour to shew my objections to such
! sewage in a suburban distiict.

No parish round London (that I am aware
of) having the power of makin
internal operations of drainage, the appli-
cation for relief must necessarily be made to

: the commission within whose "authority the
district chances to be situated; such, "then,

I was the case which drew my attention to the
; subject: a large and respectably inhabited
I locality feeling they had no power internally,
: applied to a court of commissioners to form a
i new district, and by the authority they pos-
! sessed to raise the necessary funds by loan,
I to bo repaid through the medium of a rate
' within a prescribed period. It may be well
t to pause, and state the condition of this dis-
I trict with respect to drainage, as defining the

I

position of most suburban districts
;

the

;
ground, naturally rising, partakes of the

'• acclivity of the hills—at the extremities of the
I boundaries to some considerable extent. The
I land when used for agricultural purposes was
i

1

drained by boundary ditches, and the course

of the hill water took that pointed out by
nature, the whole of course flowing to the
low lands. As the land became occupied by
buildings, the front boundary ditches were
arched over, but at no greater depth than they
then existed, and the soil to the extent of these
ditches was generally abandoned as public
footpaths, under which was, and is, conveyed
the filth of large neighbourhoods. In ollie
cases, the ditches hi

buildings, d
this case the ditches were loft uncovered. I
mention these facts particularly, as I shall
presently have occasion to allude to them as
a strong ground of complaint against the
limited and perfectly inefficient powers of
commissions to remedy such evils.

\\ ilh reference to the subsequent argument,
it may be well to state what would appear to
have been the intention of the original ap-
pointment of such commissions to bo gathered
from the recital of all the old Acts of Parlia-
ment, viz., to drain low lands.
The commission alluded to as being re-

quested to append a new district, have under
their control a considerable district below
high-water mark, many portions of which were
constantly flooded. They some years since
exercised scientific and sound principles by
constructing large, deep, reservoir sewers,
having their exit at dead low-water, protected
by gates during the tide, and having a fall of
two inches in a mile only to prevent’ the pres-
sure of back water forcing itself up the drains
communicating therewith. This effectually
answered the purpose, not only of affording
relief to house drainage, hut also as draining
the level. These sewers were after a time ex-
tended to outlying districts, which, partaking
of rising ground, the sewers naturally were n't

a very considerable depth. Thus s‘tood the
matter when application was made to append
this new district; the houses on the portion
thereof from which the application originated
being situated 2,500 feet apart; the hill water
taking its course through the centre of a large
open space, partially deposited in a pond, and
eventually finding vent by an easy, tortuous,
deep ditch- to the low lands. I was startled by
the proposition of the mode of affording relief
to house drainage (the object of the applies
tion) by finding it was the intention to com
struct a sewer 15 foot deep in communication
with a sewer 20 feet deep, to bo driven through
this pond to take the hill water from its na-
tural easy course at an immense declivity,
which may be imagined when I state, had "it

been constructed as a reservoir sewer with the
little described fall, it would have been 50 feet
deep at its termination. I then considered that
no owners of houses distant 1 ,250 feet would at-
tempt to avail themselves of the proffered relief,
and the water, like that in an inclined bottle,
would always be at the bottom, and certainly
Hood (at times of unusual high tides and extra-
ordinary run of hill water) the basements of
all houses which had drains eommunicalinj
the heads of which were below the level of
the hack water; and I was confirmed in this
by finding, that since the described continua-
tion of tiic reservoir sewers in low land, the
level was no longer drained, and basements
frequently had water, under extraordinary cir-
cumstances, thrown hack upon them to the ex-
tent of 2 feet in depth.

I took the liberty of addressing the court,
stating the thorough uselessness of such a
sewer for the desired object, and that there
was no reason why the hill water should be

rate for taken such a depth under ground.
I also stated my opinion that the vast ex-

penditure in the district in deep sewers bad
been money thrown away, to the damage of the
rate-payer.

I have great pleasure in acknowledging the
courtesy with which my communications were
received, and the ready facilities afforded me
to assist in the inquiry.

I then, after investigation, and having by
the direction of the court been furnished with
all necessary levels, suggested the construction
of a small sewer near the houses on either side
tiic common, to meet at a point of junction be-
low the pond, and thence to take the natural
course, which I found had a fall at its junction
with those proposed new sewers of 13 feet,

which, crossing a high road, say 10 feet deep,

ould eventually have its vent into the Thames
t a higher level, hut a depth of 20 feet could

Hover thus be diverted. I met, at first, with
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some considerable opposition, but the eventual
result was my report being agreed to unani-
mously by the surveyors, and proposed by the
court to be carried into effect.

I trust I shall have convinced your readers
that, taking a rational course, commissioners of
sewers are not such impracticable overbearing
persons as they arc frequently described

; they
can have no private object to serve, but I be-
lieve their powers arc far too limited, and that
we do not sufficiently and clearly define our
wants. A sketch of the mode I would suggest
I will, if acceptable, intrude on your columns
at a future period.
Having put myself in communication with

i Ir. Chadwick, I have great pleasure in
acknowledging the courtesy with which lie
has received it. Grbp-nway Rodins.

I cckliam, 8th August, 18-15.

THE COURSE OF STUDY IN THE SCHOOL
OF DESIGN.

I observe that your correspondents are
continually arraigning the methods of instruc-
tion adopted in the School of Design, conceiv-
ing that at the most they produce hut inferior
draughtsmen, while they leave the primary
object of design entirely disregarded. Mr.
Pugin has given up all hope of its producing
any good, as there is not enough study of
nature. Your correspondent last week finds
fault with some of the finest inventions of the
ancients

;
and those most modest remon-

strators, the students, consider it utterly
useless, as the directors do not adopt
that course of study which they, in their
wisdom, think fit to prescribe. But among
them all, for my part, I have read no attempt
to disclose a practicable remedy. Fixing the
capacity to design as the object of his exer-
tions, the individual must first learn to draw
straight lines and curves of every dimension,
and in every possible combination. He must
proceed to copy forms of acknowledged beauty,
the productions of men who have studied the
beauties of nature and concentrated them in
their works

;
which will form his taste, and

enable him to perceive what it is that consti-
tutes real beauty. He should then study nature,
in order to enrich and vary his knowledge,
lie must observe and imitate the various turns
and combinations of leaves

;
the different

forms of bodies, and most particularly the
beautiful composition and arrangement which
she everywhere presents

;
and, lastly, he must

continually, unceasingly exercise himself in
the production of works from his own imagi-
nation. These, I humbly conceive, arc the
most obvious means to the end proposed. It

is clear that no one can design till he can make
lines to express his intention, and to my mind
at least equally clear, that he should not study
nature till (as artists say) his eye is formed.
There are many humpbacked, crooked, ill-

formed persons in life, but no one would wish
them to be imitated

;
and this remark in a

proportionate degree extends to all nature.*
Now, Sir, should you allow these theses to

be true, allow me to apply them to the case in

point. The professors of Somerset House first

set a student to simple manipulation
;
they

lead him on to the imitation of the best forms
that can be procured, allow him the frequent

review of beautiful designs of ornament, the

loan of treatises on all the arts, and finally, to

crown all, encourage him to design himself by
the offer of prizes, and the great chance of

employ by those gentlemen who offer them.

This is at least my view of the case. If you
deem this paper worth insertion, I hope these

gentlemen will favour us with their remedy as

an answer. I am, Sir, & c.,

Frith-street, Soho. J. Morgan.

Bedstead without Screws.

—

We have
recently examined a contrivaacc by Messrs.
Palmer and Stepney, carpenters, of Church-
street, Camberwell, for putting together bed-
steads without screws. A metal projection

fastened into one part of the frame fits into a
socket at the other, and one turn of the hand
makes the juntion secure. It seems to us, from
its simplicity and the saving of time effected

by it, deserving of notice.

1 8

Which proves that all nature is not fit for elementary
stuily.
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RAILWAY ACCIDENTS.

The occurrence of two or three ra 'L' ai ^
oidenw,“either sinmltaneously or in rapidi

sne-

cession, frequently elicit valuable sugge >

anil sometimes significant hints fronl “

anthority. Such ha. been the casii_ lately on

the glass trade.

\\
r k receive many complaints of the conduct

the occasion of .n o g»t<-«• ' »
LhbTorhood of the Metropolis, both of them

in the mirest neirligence.
originating in the purest negligence.

On the South-Eastern line, a train having

»» r. Ilttirn ...... '-'--I , . .

of the English glass makers in keeping the

price of that material much higher than it

should be. They may be assured that they arc

acting most unwisely; they will induce fresh

competitors to come into the trade, and lead

been allowed to go away without its signal

lights at the hack, was in jeopardy from the

possibility of an engine running into if, and an

engine was accordingly sent ofl to realize the

fear that was entertained. It is impossible to

conceive any thing more grossly stupid than

dispatching an engine at a rapid rate after a

train which was only in danger from the chance

of any thing coming behind it. Going away

without the lights would have been, as it hap-

pened, of no consequence, for the train was

the last for the day. It was only by dispatch-

ing a special engine, that mischief could be

done.
On the London and Birmingham line, the

morning was misty, and there was conse-

quently more than ordinary danger in allowing

the trains to be either later or earlier than

usual. It was difficult to see further than a

few yards; and by way of meeting the diffi-

culty, the mail train was hurried forward till it

came into violent collision with the luggage

train. This, too, went out later than on or-

dinary occasions; though, as we have already

said, the obscurity of the morning rendered

exactness in all the arrangements on the line

particularly requisite. Such are the usual

causes of all railway accidents
;
for by a strange

perverseness, whenever there seems to be a

necessity for increased care, the persons em-

ployed on a line are guilty of increased negli-

buvers to the foreign markets, whence they

may not he able to wean them hereafter. 1 he

Gardeners' Chronicle invites attention to the

fact, that an agency for the sale of foreign

glass has actually been established in London,

and that any quantity, from a single square up

to as much as would glaze a village, may be

procured by all purchasers. “ We have ex-

amined that glass, and can say that it is excel-

lent. It is as good in quality as English sheet

glass, called the second quality of No. 1 ;
and

thus far hotter—that the English glass weighs

only 10 ounces to the foot, while this glass

averages 13 ounces, a very important difter-

CToriTOpontJfnrc*

TIIK NEW 1)00 RS KOIl YOUK MINSTER.

Sir,—In your valuable publication ^of the

loth July, I observed a letter from Mr. P.

Tyrrell, of Tynemouth, near Newcastle, rela-

tive to the execution of three new doors for the

west front of York Minster. Mr. Tyrrell

is strictly correct in stating that the doors

were originally made by Messrs. Scott and

Wallace,°of Newcastle. He says he considers

it is only justice to name by whom the work

was executed. I quite coincide in this opinion,

but at the same time beg to state that when the

doors arrived at York Minster, they were

minutely inspected by Mr. Sydney Smirke, the

architect for the restoration of the nave, and

that that gentleman then distinctly declared

“ that he could not sanction the execution of

the carving,” and ordered Messrs. Scott and

Wallace to take it all off the doors, and replace

it by some other carving of superior quality.

The contractors reluctantly renewed the carv-

As to the price, wo find
I but oify upon'li'ic iutvir part of the door.,

amount to this. We quote English priees nom
|

r
. r ._ *l,«

the tariff circulated by Messrs. Chatcr and

Ilayward.

gence.

Mr. Bernal _ a few evenings since, very

properly called the attention of the House of

Commons to the subject, when Sir G. Clerk

observed :
“ that although the Board of 1 rade

generally found that any suggestions they

made were attended to by the companies, yet

they had no power whatever to enforce com-

pliance. It might certainly be hereafter ne-

cessay to impose some more efficient check on

the railway companies for the prevention of

accidents.”

Sir Robert Peel also took occasion to say and

with more than usual emphasis: “ It is con-

stantly urged that the accidents by railways

bear iio proportion whatever to those which

used to occur by stage coaches. That is no

answer— it is a mere sophistication. We h;

a right to be insured that those who derive the

profits from these railways shall take every

possible precaution on behalt ot the public.

If by the employment of ill-qualified subordi-

nate officers these accidents are rendered

more likelv to happen or more frequent, then

it will be the duty of Parliament to step in and

demand a reduction of the profits of those

who are concerned in the railway, in order

that the due precautions may be taken to in-

sure the public safety.”

6 by 4, and under 9 by 7

9 by 7, and under 12 by 1(

12 by 10, and under 24 ....

24 to 36 inches

And if larger sizes are required, the only in-

crease in price is 2d. a foot, up to the greatest

dimension made abroad, which we believe is

much beyond any thing that can be required

The Association of Architectural
Draughtsmen.—At the last meeting of the

Association, Mr. Colling read a paper upon

the churches of Norfolk, pointing out their

peculiarities : the subject was illustrated by

many original sketches and drawings. Truncli,

Ludham, and Knapton churches give ample

scope for the research of the antiquary or

architect. The roofs of several of the build-

ings noticed are well calculated to produce

admiration, and the number and fidelity of

their illustrations entitle Mr. Colling to praise

for his industry. A proof of a lithograph of

one of his quarterly subscription drawings

was brought forward, to a copy of which

each member is entitled. The Committee pro-

jects an exhibition of architectural drawings;

if decided upon, it will open for a week upon
the 1st September, the day of the third anni-

versary dinner.

The British Museum.—Last week the

whole of the eastern wing of this building

was disposed of by auction, in order to be
removed for the erection of the new stone
wing, to correspond with that on the western
side, which is now finished. The foundation
for the intended wing has been laid some
weeks.

for glazing purposes.

And here we see one of the most striking

differences between the system of glass deal-

ing in England and on the continent. An
English glass-cutter tells you that he cannot

cut' you a square of glass 9J inches long, and

7i inches wide, unless you give him Id. a foot

more for it than if it is'
(J inches long and 7 in-

ches wide. He sets out by charging in the

first place 9d. a foot for little pieces of glass

worth 2d. or 3d. If half an inch is added he

claps on a Id. more, until you arrive at the

magnificent dimensions of 12 inches one way

and 10 the other; for that you must pay 3d. a

foot more. And so he goes on adding 2d. a

foot, till at last, by this ingenious manoeuvre,

he contrives to extract 2s. 3d. out of his cus-

tomer's pocket, lor that which is worth 3d.
;

or, takiu" his own exorbitant standard of value,

lie converts that which lie admits to bo worth

only 9d. into 2s. 3d. Our calculating powers

are" unable to determine how many thousands

per cent, are pocketed by this scheme. T hat

it is a mere scheme ot trade is quite clear

from the foreign practice. Messrs. Testa

and Co. publicly advertized, that if their glass

is under 40 inches long, they must have 14

francs per 100 /cel, and if it is more than 40

inches long they must have 17 francs per 100

feet. This is a very reasonable advance, the

necessity for which is intelligible. But the

English glass trade say that they must have

from Id. to 3s. a foot extra. So that an Eng-

lish glass-dealer requires a greater advance

upon a single foot of glass than a foreign

dealer finds it necessary upon 100 feet.”

Ordinary English glass can be had cheaper

than is stated above, but not so cheaply as it

should he, and as manufacturers would find it

to their interest to make it.

where it now remains for the inspection of the

curious
;
and they having subsequently refused

to renew the carving upon the upper part oftlie

doors, Mr. S. Smirke contracted with two of

my fellow-citizens, viz., Mr. John Wolsten-

holme, to renew the said carving, and Mr.

George Coates, the joiners work, the expense

of which was deducted from Messrs. Scott

and Wallace's amount of contract. The doors

were again inspected by Mr. S. Smirke, and

ordered to be fixed forthwith; the original

carving was then carefully packed up, “ and

sent to the place from whence it came.”

The above are “ stubborn facts,” and as a

convincing proof of the great superiority of the

work executed by Messrs. Wolstenholme and

Coates, the very rev. the dean and chapter have

intrusted the execution of the new doors for the

north-west tower to their care. The door is

nearly finished, and will be fixed during the

present month, when the public will he enabled

to decide upon the merits or demerits of the

respective works.

Justice demands the above explanation ;
and

as you are a consistent enemy of trickery, and

a staunch advocate of fairplay, I hope you will

have the goodness to, insert this letter in an

early number of The Builder. — I am,

Sir, &c. A Constant Reader.
York, Aug. 4, 1845.

St. Peter’s at Rome.—Wc learn from
Gn/ifjnani that the dome of this celebrated

edifice has excited serious alarm. For a long

time past, the cupola has been cracked in many
places, and ten arches of iron, weighing

GO,000 kilogrammes, have been placed so as to

prevent its fall. It has just been discovered

that the lanternino, above which rises the cross

that crowns the edifice, is cracked through

and through. The numerous lightning con-

ductors, which had been erected by Pope
Pius VII. for the protection of the edifice,

remove all idea of this mischief having been

the effect of a thunder-storm. The lanternino

is being surrounded by heavy iron chains, to

prevent the cracks from extending.

BUII.DERS’ ESTIMATES.—CHARITY SCIIOOT.S

OP ST. GILES’ AND BLOOMDUnY.

gi n>—My attention has been called to a

letter in The Builder of Saturday last,

signed “ J. S., Junr.” (page 383), respecting a

contract for some works now being performed

at the School House of the Charity Schools of

St. Giles’ in the Fields and St. Georgo

Bloomsbury. I am surprised that the writer

should have sent such a letter for the sole

purpose, as it appears to me, of imputing to

the committee of trustees of that charity, and

to the architect (also a trustee, and a gentle-

man, who has for many years given his valuable

and gratuitous services to the charity, both pro-

fessionally and in other ways), improper

motives in selecting the tender referred to.

The facts arc these
;
tenders were applied for

to various parties, all, I believe, subscribers to

the charity, for the works required
;
and the

builders were requested to state separately the

cost of the bricklayer’s, carpenter’s, and

plasterer’s works, and the cost of the painting.

There were six tenders, as follows :

—

A .€132

]1 (your correspondent) 136

Brick- Taint-

layers, &c. ing, tie,

.£80 0 and .£'52 9

The committee unanimously agreed to ac-

cept G’s tender for all the works. Your cor-

respondent, B, complains that the committee

ought to have accepted his tender for brick-

layers work 8 &c., 121., as being 1/. under (is

for that portion of the works, and E’s tender

of 23/. 10s., for painting, which together wow

n 31. Ids. under G’s total. The tinhave been »

tees thought that under all circumstances it

would be better to accept G’s tender, that it

would be inconvenient to have two sets «l

workmen, and that the difference of 3/. 10s.

was too slight a set-off on that account.
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In consequence of this decision, your cor-

respondent pot a special meeting called (a very
unusual thing) of the trustees. They assem-
bled in a large number. A motion was made
by A, one of the parties who had tendered,
and a relative of B, that B’s view should be
adopted; but, after some discussion, the trus-
tees present expressed so distinctly their con-
viction that the decision of the committee
was a correct one, that A requested permission
to withdraw his motion, which was granted,
and I thought the matter had then been settled,
until 1 UK Buii.der was this morning put into
my hands. I should mention that E, whose
tender for painting was a little lower than G’s,
declined to execute the painter’s work onlv, so
that the committee could not have done what
B wished.

I am sorry that B’s disappointment has in-

duced him to act as he has. lie should re-
member that his tender for this trilling amount
of work for the charity, exceeded the tender
accepted by 3//.! lie had the decision re-
newed by the trustees, and now in your largclv
:irculated publication charges the committee
with unfairness, and infers that the architect
recommended G’s tender to he accepted, be-
cause he was “ one of his own neighbours.”
IV hen G’s tender was accepted, the architect
tsked me who he was

;
for although certainly

' one of his own neighbours,” he did not pre-
viously know him.

I cannot imagine that the loss of this small
inntrnct is of any importance to vour corrc-
pondenf, but this I do know, that lie has no
[round for the complaint he makes against the
ommittee of trustees of this charity, who,
rill) other trustees, devote much time and at-
ention to forward the objects of the very im-
lortant and useful charity to which they are
Iso subscribers. 1 am, Sir, &c.,
Aug. 11, 1S45. A Trustee.

The name of the architect referred to,

ihich we have just now learnt, is an ample
ssurance to us, that whether the decision was
lie right one or not, it was not inllucnced by
ny motive contrary to the strictest integrity
nd honour.

illtorrHanra.

The Grave of Sir Walter Scott—Wc
re happy to learn that a monument at. Dry-
urgh Abbey, to the memory of Sir Walter
cott, will be immediately commenced,
ariotis obstructions and delays have occurred

i interfere with this pious and patriotic duty,

mtemplatcd shortly after the death of the

rcat minstrel. Sir Francis Chantrey had
romised a design, but died ere he carried his

tention into effect. Mr. Allan Cunningham,
e friend and assistant of Chantrey, knowing
hat was proposed, drew a sketch of a monu-
ent; and it is a melancholy and interesting

ct, that the last letter ever penned by
honest Allan” was one transmitting this

etch to Mr. Cadell, Edinburgh. The same
y that he sent off his design for the tomb of

:ntt, Mr. Cunningham suddenly died, and
Unwed his illustrious friends, the poet and
d sculptor, to the grave. After a delay of
irtcen years, the original object, however,
II be attained, and beautiful as is the poet’s

mb in St. Mary’s Isle (where nature has

corated the Gothic ruins with a profuse and
ituresque variety of foliage, and the mur-
irs of the Tweed are heard in the distance),

; spot will be rendered still more impressive
this external commemoration, the offering

gratitude and affection, combined with I hose
[her and more solemn feelings u hioh conse-

lte the grave of genius .— Inverness Courier.

Nasmyth's Steam Hammer.— It appears
.t a patent for an invention similar to the
>ve was granted so long ago as the year 180G.

the “ Repertory of Arts,” vol. ix., second
ies, p. 3?7> the specification is given at

tgth- The patent was granted to William
verell, of Charles-street, Blackfriars-road,
' “ certain improvements in the mode of
ling motion to hammers, stampers, knives,
lars, and other things, without the applica-

n of wheel, pinion, nr any rotative motion,
means of various powers now in common

It does not however appear that Dir.

verell, contemplated the application of his

ention to the driving of piles.

Architecture in Paris.—The Art- Union
remarks that the prevalent taste in the archi-
tectural improvements of Paris may be said to
resolve itself into very opposite styles—that
of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries on the
one side, and on the other that of the Renais-
sance; both of which being carried to ex-
tremity—forcibly, on the one hand, revert to a
period of barbaric art; and on the other to
the character of a time which, with our best
efforts at progress, we have not yet been able
to rival. We have from time to time noticed
the progress of the works in the churches of
Paris, and described those of St. Germain des
Pres, St. Germain 1’Auxcrrois, of St. Denis,
anil others. The whole of the interior deco-
rations of some of these are variously painted

flowers and foliage arc represented on the
shafts of the pillars; and all the superior em-
bellishments, statues, painted glass, and other
paintings arc in the style of the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries. 'Notwithstanding the
yet effective taste for antique architecture, it
is yet surprising that in Paris such a feeling
should have arisen, where, in the memory of
those professing such taste, nothing but pagan
art was taught. This is, however, one of those
extremes of which wc have here so many
examples— equally in things great and small.
It is an excess of that principle which main-
tains the supremacy of early art. Among
the architects whose works are most con-
spicuous in Paris are M. Gau and M. Hittorf,
both ot whom are natives of Cologne, but
Parisians by education. The predilection of
the former is strongly in favour of the archi-
tecture of the middle ages. It is to him that
the erection of the new church in the vicinity
of the Invalides is confided. 'Phis work is not
yet commenced

;
the plans, however, are pre-

pared. The position, on the contrary, as-
sumed by M. 11 ittorf is more favourable": his
name is connected with many of the most con-
siderable architectural projects in Paris. A
great part of the Place (ie la Concorde was
planned and executed by him— he designed the
candelabra here, and the fountains

;
also the

elegant fountains in the Champs Elysees
;
he

built the Cirque Olympique, besides numerous
other edifices, domestic and otherwise. If

evidence of his powers on a grander scale be
demanded, it is only necessary to turn to the
church of St. Vincent do Paul,' which in 1824
was commenced, according to the ground plan
of Lepcre, but continued and finished for the
most part by Ililtorf, who has conducted the
work since 1831.
Reparation of Sepui.oiira r, Monu-

ments.—The little church of Greatham, near
Petersfield, whose lofty wooden porch, with
its carved gable-board and crowning canopy
of ivy, attracts the attention of the traveller on
the Farnham road, has recently been much
improved in its interior by the renovation of
the pews on the south side of the aisle, at the
expense of their respective owners, and of
the parish, in conformity with those on the
north side, similarly repaired about ten years
ago; and the tomb and recumbent effigy of
Dame Caryll, lady of the manor temp.
Clias. I., has been restored at the expense of
Francis Love Beck ford, Esq., as her ladyship’s
representative, although he possesses no pro-
perty in the parish, nor, it is believed, in the
county. The restoration of the above hand-
some monument was entrusted to Dir. Ubsdcll,
of Portsmouth, artist, who, having caused the
alabaster and black marble to be cleansed, re-
painted the parts which had been originally
coloured, applying ultra-marine and vermilion

,

so as effectually to resuscitate the gorgeous
hues of former ages. It is tube hoped that
the liberal example of Dir. Bcckford will not
be without its imitators, while such specimens
of ancient art, mementos of human mortality
and affection, and (where they speak sober
truth) records of Christian virtue, may form
integral portions of the decorations of
churches

;
but, at the same time, the writer of

this notice avows his opinion, generally that,

except perhaps in large cathedrals, and even
there he questions their propriety, the space
monopolised by these erections were more
Suitably occupied by accommodation for living

worshippers of (foil.

—

Hampshire Chronicle.

New Church at Preston.—

A

new church
is being built at Preston, the fund for erecting

which is being raised by penny-a-week sub-

scriptions
;

600A has thus been obtained, and

more is expected from the same means.

DIonument to the Brothers of Father
Mathew.—A monument has just been exe-
cuted in Tipperary to the memory of Francis
and Thomas Dlathew, Esqrs., brothers of the
Rev. Theobald Dlathew, from the design of
Dir. James K. Fahic, of that place. It is
composed of a dove-coloured magnesian lime-
stone. The plan is rectangular. The open-
ing forms three fronts, each bearing a tablet
for inscription, surmounted by three tri foliated
depressed carved arches

; there are numerous
buttresses, and crocketted pinnacles, terminated
by carved finials. In the centre stands a square
pedestal, on which is to rest a bust of the Rev.
1 heobald Dlathew, covered by a projecting
octagonal canopy. The whole is surmounted
by a wrought Gothic cross

;
the extreme width

is 15 ft. 3 in., and height from the floor 24 feet.

GTru&rro.

For rebuilding the house, No. 101, Oxford -

street, under Mr. Lockyer.

Unwin.... £2,380 Plumber ....£147
Stevenson.. 2,222 ,, .... 135
Matthews.. 1,990 ,, .... 136
Trego 1,895 ,, 75

For rebuilding the Star Brewery, Oxford-street

:

r. R. II. Abraham, architect.

Furnival £2,818
Lawrence and Son 2,818
Howard and Nixon 2,786
Stevenson 2,780
Jay 2,440

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled liy the interference of the Stamp Office
to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, Ac.,
arc to he addressed. For the convenience of our renders,
however, they are entered in a hook, and may lie seen
on application at the office of "The Builder,” 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.]

For the complete restoration of two Windows
on the south-side of St. Thomas’s Church, Salis-

bury
; also, for Cleaning and Whitewashing the

interior of the same Church.
For the execution of Works on the Leeds and

Thirsk Railway.

For Coupled Locomotive Engine and four-
wheeled Tender, to contain 700 gallons, for the
Manchester and Birmingham Railway Company.

For the execution of several lengths of Earthwork
on the Aberdeen Railway. There are 5 separate
Contracts, varying in lengths from 3J miles to 4}
miles.

For the supply of 70,000 Larch, Oak, or Fir
Sleepers, and Fencing for 50£ miles, or any part
thereof, for the Ipswich and Bury St. Edmund’s
Railway Company.

For the erection of a Wesleyan Proprietary Col-
lege at Taunton.

For the erection of a new Village Infirmary at

Brampton, near Huntingdon, for the Lady Olivia
Sparrow.

For the Construction of the Gas Works at Wells,

in the county of Norfolk, with all necessary appa-
ratus.

For a supply of eighty fathoms of Yellow Deal
Ends and Boards, in equal proportions, of the best

description, to the Trustees of the Parish of Isling-

ton, Middlesex.

For the execution of the works on the Notting-

ham and Lincoln Railway, in two parts ; 1 from

Nottingham to Newark, being a distai.ee of 17J
miles. 2 from Newark to Lincoln, being a dis-

tance of 15j miles.

For the construction of the entire Line of Rail-

way through the County of Anglesea, for the Ches-

ter and Holyhead Railway Company. It is divided

into four separate Contracts, being respectively in

length 5 miles and 28 chains, 5 miles and 26 chains,

7 miles and 55 chains, and 3 miles and 60 chains.

For supplying her Majesty’s several Dockyards

with 11,000 loads of African Timber.

For the Buildings intended to be erected at King’s

Langley, for the Committee of the Booksellers'

Provident Institution.

For the taking down the present parochial

school-house at Bethnal-green, and erecting a new

one on the same site.

For the supply of about 18,000 sleepers for the

Canterbury Branch of the South-Eastern Railway.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY TENDER.

In the Plantations of the Duke of Montrose,

situate in the Parishes of Drynien and Buchanan,
Stirlingshire : many Thousands of Larch Trees

of some size, adapted for Railway Sleepers, Roof-

ing and Joisting, and other purposes.
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COMPETITIONS.
The Committee for the establishment of Public

Parks, Walks, &c. f at Manchester, offer two prizes,

one of 50 guineas and the other of 25 guineas, for

the best and second best set of Tlans (with csti-

mates), for the lajin; out, Sc., of the sites already

purchased by them. .

The Board of Guardians of the Bridlington Union

offer a premium of 10/. for a Plan and Specification

of a Workhouse, the expense of which is not to ex-

ceed 2,000/., and to accommodate 150 inmates.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

" Wood Models.”—The correspondent who in-

quired as to architectural models last n eck, is re-

ferred to Mr. Smith, of 49, Millbank-street,

Westminster.

"An Old Subscriber.”—We have no doubt our

correspondent can build over the passage without

making the walls thicker, but the information sent

is not sufficient for us to reply with certainty.

“ Subscriber " (Kensington.)—The structure in

question could not easily have been made uglier.

Its utility is unquestionable.
“ A Builder ” (Clapham).—If the houses were

commenced before January Is/ and shops arc part

of the original design, notice need not be given to

the district surveyor.
" S. C. Fripp ” (Architect.)

—

The Glasgow Im-

provement Act, better known ns the Glasgow

Consolidation Act, stands cap. 99, G/A and 7th

of Victoria.
" Constant Reader.”

—

An edition of Bushcll's

price-book has not appeared since 181G. A similar

work by Elsam has been published since, price 8s.

Apply to Wcalc, ofHolborn.
“ Cast Steel Bars instead of Bells.”

—

Another

correspondent desires to know where cast steel

bars can be obtained, and how they are to be

struck.
“ J. I.” (Kcnnington Common.)

—

The district

surveyor was authorized to interfere.

" The District Surveyors.”—TFe cannot insert

charges of improper behaviour or complaints, un-

less accompanied by the name of the writer, not

necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of
their correctness.

" R. G.” shall not be lost sight of.

" J. L.” has our thanks.
“ Veritas.”— Tl'e are sorry we have not space

for his letter.

"A Young Bricklayer.”—Read Mr. Hacking's

treatise on “ Building,” published by Longman.
“ U. S.” (Clerkenwell) .— We shall be glad to

see a specimen, and might then offer terms.
“ Friend to the Builder,” next week.

"An Architect” (Leamington).— The design

shall be engraved.

Received :

—

11 A Constant Subscriber" (re

curves)
;

“ Juvenis 11 W. F. S. “ Quirk
" Proceedings of Civil Engineers.”

ADVSRTISEKBNTS.
TO CAPITALISTS.

Required, a guarantee for

10
,
000 /. in one or more sums, ns part security to a

Contractor for the Erection of a Splendid Building in I.on-

don for a highly-patronized and well-understood purpose.

The Guarantee will not lie liable until the expiration of two
years from the completion of the huildiner, and it will be

satisfactorily shewn, that the liability will be cancelled in

one year. The Guarantee will have a security upon the

building, and highly advantageous terms will lie given.—Ad-
dress W. W., 5, St. James’s-square.

SNOXELL’S PATENT REVOLVING WOOD
SHUTTERS.WM. SNOXELL, 96, Rc^ent-strcct, and

131, Chancery-lane. These Shutters combine Eco-
nomy with perfect Security, having the edges sheathi d with

iron
;
the cost littlcjmore than common shutters, and of such

simple construction, that the largest establishments can be
opened or closed in a few moments with the greatest possible

case without the use of machinery. One great advantage
over all other revolving shutters consists in their being made
without metal hinges, consequently cannot rust or get out
of order.— Highly satisfactory references of their utility can
be given to establishments where they arc now in use.

PATENT OFFICE, 5, CH ANCERV-LANF,, NEAR
FLEET-STREET.

I
NVENTORS m|tiirinp; protection by
LETTERS PATENT should apply direct to the

PATENT OFFICE, as above, where Patents can be speedily

procured for the United Kingdom, Ac., and by which a

great saving of expense will be effected. CAVEATS arc en-
tered at this office, fee 1/. Is. DESIGNS of all kinds are
REGISTERED. Apply at the PATENT OFFICE, 5,

Chancery-lane, near Fleet-street.

PRIZES IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND
PATENTEES.

A GOLD MEDAL, value 100/. and a
SILVER MEDAL, value 50/., will he given by Mr.

hi. JOSCKLIN COOKE. The Gold medal for the best
Patent, and the Silver medal for the best Design taken out
or Registered at ti c OFFICE for PATENTS and DE-
SIGNS, 20, Half-Muon- street, between the 1st of Novem-
ber, ISlt, and the 1st of .Mine, ISlfi. The Prizes will he
aw arded by competent judges on the 10th June, 1846. The
conditions to be observed, together with instructions, charges,
and every information for obtaining Patents in England or
Foreign Countries, or Rccisterimj Designs, will he forw arded
grans, on application to Mr. M. JOSCE LIN COOKE, at
the Office for Patents and Registration of Designs, 20, Half-
Moon-strcct, Piccadilly, London.

NOTICE TO INVENTORS.

OFFICE FOR PATENTS OF 1NVEN-
TIONS and REGISTRATIONS* of DESIGNS, 11,

Lincoln's-inn-ficlds,—The printed INSTRUCTIONS gratis,

and cvi-rv information upon the subject of PROTECTION
for INVENTIONS, cither by Letters Patent or Hie Design

Acts, may no had bv applying personally, or by letter, pre-

paid, to 'Mr. ALEXANDER PRINCE, at the office, 14,

Lincoln’s-inn-ficlds.

HOT WATER APPARATUS. — The
attention of architects, builders, and others, is

respectfully requested to HKNJAMIN FOWLER’S superior

method of’ beating churches and chapels, halls, stair-cases,

conservatories, forcing and green-houses, manufactories, and
warehouses, kilns, rooms for drying timber, See., anil every

variety of purpose for which artificial heat is required. Wilhin
the last twenty years some hundreds of buildings have been

heated upon this plan, and the parties for whom they were

executed arc constantly expressing their satisfaction, also

their willingness to vouch for their efficiency. An improved

wrought-iron boiler, which requires no brickwork, may he

seen in action upon the premises. BENJAMIN FOWLER,
C:i, Dorsct-strcct, Fleet-street.

POLONCKAU'S BITUMEN PAVE-
MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks,

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Corn Stores, and Salt

Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin in

Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell-

ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds.

Price 3s. fid. per square panl.

BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culverts,

Ac. Ac. on Railways and other place* (with instructions

for laying it down), may lie l ad at the rate of 45s. per ton,

by applying to JOHN PII.KINGTON, 15, Wharf-road,
City-road.

TO ARCHITECTS.

I
N consequence of many complaints having
been made to the Company, by Architects, of a spurious

material having been used in the execution of Works where
the Seyssf.l Asni.vLTE had been spccificdfor, the Directors,

with a view to ensure the fulfilment of any such specification,

have authorized CERTIFICATES to be granted to Builder*

where the
SEYSSEL ASPHALTE

has been used. For the purpose of securing the use of the

Genuine Article, Architects and others arc recommended to

insert in their specifications the *' Scysscl Alphalte, Cla-

ridge’s Patent,” and not merely “Asphalte, or “Bitu-
men,” as in many cases where these terms have been used,

gas-tar and other worthless and offensive composition* have

been introduced. I. FARRELL, Secretary,

Stangatc, near Westminster Scysscl Asphalte Company.
Bridge, Jan., 18 15.

Rooks of instructions for Use may be had at the Office of
" The Builder,” and of all Booksellers in Town and Country,

price Is.

*,* In proof of the necessity of the above advertisement, it

may he mentioned, that it has conic to the knowledge of the

Director*, that in certain works which have been executed bv
Messrs. CURTIS, builders, of Stratford, a spurious material

lias been used by them, contrary to the specification*, which
expressly mentioned, that “ CUriJgu’* Asphalte” was to

be used.
Also in the case of a work at. Lewisham executed by Messrs.

ROBERT and DANIEL YOUNG, of 10, Crown-row,
Walworth-road, where Scysscl Asphalte was specified for, a

spurious article was nevertheless laid down by them.

HOLBORN AND FINSBURY SEWERS, MIDDLESEX.
rpilB COMMISSIONERS of SEWERS
i. for the LIMITS give NOTICE, that their Office,

Hatton Garden, is open daily between the hours of Ten and
Four, where information can he obtained (gratis) by persons

about to Purchase or Rent Houses or Property, or take Land
for Building purposes, of the situation and level of the
public Sewer*, capable of affording sufficient Drainage, and
which tlicv recommend all such Persons to apply fur at the
above Office. By the Court,

STABLE and LUSII, Clerks.

square.

npo BUILDERS nml Olliers interested in

H buildings or in ground for building upon, within the
district under the jurisdiction of this Court, drained by water-
courses falling into the river Thames, between the city of

London and the parish of Fulham.
The Commissioners hereby give notice, that hy an Act of

the 47th Geo. III. (chap. 7, local) it is required that, pre-
viously to the making of any new sewer in any street, lane,
or public way, or in any part intended to become a street,

lane, or public way, or to carry or drain off water from any
house, building, yard, or ground, into any sewer under their

management, or within their jurisdiction, a notice in writing
shall be given to them, or to their clerk at their office, ana
that such new sewer or sewers shall he constructed and made
in such manner and form as shall he directed by the said
Commissioners, and not otherwise.
And, in order to prevent the serious evils and inconveni-

ences that must arise from ground proposed to he built upon
being excavated at too great a depth, the Commissioners
have directed that, upon application being made at this office

previously to the excavation of such ground, information
shall he given as to the lowest depth at which the same
can be drained.

And the Commissioners do also give notice that, when-
ever the lower floors or pavements of buildings shall have
been laid so low as not to admit of their being drained with
a proper current, they will not allow any sewers, or drains
into sewers, to he made for the service of such buildings.

It is recommended to all persons about to purchase or take
bouses, or other premises, to ascertain whether such premises
have separate and distinct drains into common sewers.

All petitions must he delivered at this office at least three
clca.r (lays before they arc presented to the Commissioners

; and
all such petitions will lie called on in the order of their appli-
cation, and the name of any parly not present when called
on to support the application will he struck out, and the pro-
ceedings must in consequence be commenced tie novo.

All communications made with any sewer without leave of
the Commissioners will lie cut off, nnd the parties making
the same will subject themselves to a fine.

The provisions of the Metropolitan Buildings Act (7 and
fi Victoria, c. fit) do not supersede the authority of the
Commissioners of Sewers in the above respects, but their

powers arc expressly reserved, and their regulations made
subservient to the purposes of that Act. The execution of
such works, under the superintendence of the district sur-
veyor alone, cannot therefore warrant the making of any
sewers or drains within this commission, nor relieve the
parties making them from the penalties above mentioned.

By order of the Court,
LEWIS C. HERTSLET, Clerk.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

The PATENT ALBERT '

WEATHER-BAR for simpli-

city and effect supersedes any
thing of the kind yet offered to

the public. The expense varies

from 18s. to 25s. Invented and
manufactured by T. WILKIN-
SON and Co., Ironmongers, 77.

Regent-quadrant. T. W. also

executes all kinds of Iron-works,

Staircases, Warming by Hot-water, Fitting up Stoves and

Ranges of all kinds ;
also Bell-hanging extensively executed.

Estimates given.

C AUTION In tile Case of CHUBB v.

COOPER and Another. The Court of Chancery, on

April 22nd, IS 12, decided that it is illegal for any person or

persons to stamp, engrave, or in any manner put our Name

or Trade Marks (cither hy themselves or in conjunction with

any other Words or marks) on any description of Locks or

Kcvs whatever, and that all persons Making or Selling Locks

and Keys so marked subject themselves to legal proceedings :

nml upon the trial of the cause, .CHUBB v. DAVIS, in the

Sheriff's Court, Birmingham, on the 17th April, 1844, the

jury found a Verdict for the Plaintiffs, with 50/. Damages for

the illegal use of the plaintiffs’ name nnd trade marks upon

locks not of their manufacture.—CHARLES CHUBB and

N.h. The Trade arc respectfully informed that C. CHUBB
and SON have on sale every description of their New Patent

Detector Locks nnd Latches.—Lists of Prices may be had on

application, 57, St. Paul’s churchyard. __

PORTER'S GALVANIZED CORRU-
GATED and PLAIN IRON ROOFING, and IRON

HURDLE and FENCE WORKS, Grove, Southwark.—

The Patent Galvanized Iron Co. (Sorcl’s) process is now

being used for the roofing of the new Houses of Parliament, at

Woolwich Dock-yard, hy the Trinity Board, Ac. It is

particularly suited for the colonics, and is shipped byJ.

Porter to tiic East and West Indies, Ceylon, Ac.; also sup-

plied by him to several English, and to the Jamaica Railway

Co.'s. Moveable Feeding Sheds and Pens; farm-yard and fire-

proof buildings of all kinds ;
a new description of Galvanized

Iron Open Gutter, covered with tile for the circulation of

hot water, much cheaper than any other kind. The Trade

supplied with Corrugated Plates, Galvanized or not, snd

with Iron Fences of all kinds.

PATENT GALVANISED IRON, 100

PF.R CENT. STRONGER and from 200 to 300 PER
CENT. CH KAPKR than COPPER. The Patent Galvanised

Iron Company arc ready to Galvanise any Iron sent to their

Works, cither at Millwall, London
;
Phoenix Iron Works,

West Bromwich; Lea Brook, Tipton, Staffordshire; or

Broad-street, Birmingham, and to supply Roofing, Ship

Sheathing, Fastenings, Chains, Bolts, Nails, Screws, Pumps,

and the endless variety of articles to which Iron, not sub-

jeet to rust, max he' applied. The Patent Galvanized

Iron is well adapted for Hoofing, especially for Tropical

Climates, being cheaper and more durahlc than Zinc,

Lend, Tin, or any other material, calculating weight,

strength, elegance,'and durability; Sheathing Ships, being

not more subject to clog by barniclcs, sea- weed, or oxidation

than any other Sheathing; Bolts, Chains, and all Iron Work

about Ships, Boats, and Steam Vessels, Miner’s Implements,

Agricultural and Ornamental Fencing, Rick Covers, Ac.

The validity of the patentwas contested in February last before

Lord Chief Justice Tindal, when among others the following

eminent gentlemen gave evidence : — Charles Barry, Esq.,

F.R.S., architect, “ that lie is roofing the newHouscsof

Parliament with the Patent Galvanised Iron, and is perfectly

satisfied with it.” Oliver Lang, Esq., master shipwright at

Woolwich dock, on whose recommendation the Admiralty

have ordered II.M. steamer Sphinx, about to be built hy

him, to lie wholly bolted and fastened with Galvanised Iron.

Captain Paulter, resident superintendent of the Trinity

Board Establishment, “ that it is employed by the Trinity

Board for their buoys, Ac., and found to be perfectly effective

in protecting the iron from injury at sea, the buoys retaining

their colour, a point never before attained.” Captain Deni-

son, Koval Engineer, superintendent of all buildings in

Woolwich and Deptford dockyards, T. H. Brandc, Esq.,

F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry, Ac., George Frederick

Yount, Esq., of the firm of Curling, Young, and Co., all de-

poscifin the strongest manner to the perfect efficacy of the

Company's patent process for the preservation of iron from

rust. Amongst other testimonials the following certificate

has been received from Lloyd’s surveyors.

(Copy.)
.

Lloyd’s Register of British and Foreign Shipping,

2, White Lion Court, Cornhill, February 7, 1815.

This is to certify that the undersigned surveyors to this

society did, at the request of Messrs. Malins and Rawlinsim,

examine the Patent Galvanised Iron Sheathing upon the

bottom of the Mary Stewart lying at Messrs. Curling.

Young, and Co.’s Dry Dock, Limcbousc, and lately returned

from a voyage to the Island of Ichnboe, on the coast of

Africa, anil found it unbroken and perfect throughout the

ship’s bottom, and no appearance of corrosion, or oxide of

iron upon its surface. The iron that had been exposed hy

puncturing the nail holes had become coated with zinc; the

sheathing was nearly clean and free from marine gross ami

animalcule?. It appears to have answered very well during

the before-mentioned voyage, and the ship has sailed without

its being found necessary to do any repairs to it.

PETER COURTENAY, 1

J. II. RICHIE, I Lloyd’s Surveyors.

JAMES MARTIN, )

Agents — Liverpool, Jolin Hamilton, Jun., Esq.; Ply-

mouth, Fox, .Sous, and Co.; Falmouth, G. C. and H. «

Fox and Co.; Bristol, Morgan M’Authur and Co.; Glou-

cester, Cook and Butt; Bremen, Widow J. Lang, Mon,

and Co.
;
Hamburgh, Higson, Brockman, and Co.

;
Venice,

F. Zucliclli, Esq. ;
Antwerp, VV . Turner, Jun., Esq.
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N the last number of our

journal we expressed a hope

that a statement which had

been forwarded to us, to the

effect that a Gothic stained-

glass window was about to

! be put up in St, James’s church, Piccadilly,

s teas erroneous
;
considering that consistency

r was as necessary in an Italian building as in

n one of the pointed style. We have since seen
i the design, and have been led to inquire into
i the circumstances connected with it. It seems
k that it has long been desired to fill the window

at the east end of St. James’s church, which is

ii in six compartments and two stories, with
I stained glass. Nearly twenty years ago, Mr.
l Backler adapted to it Raffaelle’s “ Transfigura-
: tion,” and had a small glazed model made,
I whereon he painted the picture. Recently,
u funds having accrued, the desire was revived,

I
aI] d a committee was appointed to carry it into
effect, with Mr. Charles Mayhew, the archi-
tect, for honorary secretary. Mr. Fairs, in
conjunction with Mr. Backler and Mr. Wil-
mushurst, submitted the •' Transfiguration

I but, after inquiry and consideration, Mr. Wii-
leinent, Messrs. Ward and Nixon, Mr. Iloadley,
Mr. Warrington, Mr. Gibbs, and Mr. Wailesj
of Newcastle, were invited to submit designs!

I The two first being much occupied, declined.
1 The last, namely Mr. Wailes, with a candour
I which is creditable to him, stated in reply, that
i having devoted himself and his workmen ex-
clusively to the production of glass adapted to

I Gothic structures, he hardly considered him-
I self a proper person to execute a window
ifor a church “in the modern style.’’ At
the same time, however, he gave the com-
mittee his reasons for thinking that stained
iglass of the Norman or Byzantine period was
fitter for a Roman church than copies on glass
of Italian pictures. In return, the committee
said they would be happy to receive any design
he might think fit to submit, without restriction
as to style.

Accordingly, Mr. Wailes submitted a de-
sign in competition with the other parties
named, and ultimately it was selected by the
committee and ordered to be executed. It is

unquestionably an admirable design, and the
drawing in which it is set forth is very beau-
tiful; in style, however, it is, as its author
knew perfectly well, as different from the
church of which it should form a part as Sir
Joshua Reynolds’ “Virtues” are from New
College Chapel, at Oxford, and will be quite as
nuch out of place. It is essentially Gothic, and
tven if the vesica-pieces, agnus Dei, trefoil, and
>l'ier forms characteristic of the period be re-
noved, will still remain so, and if put up, will
mtail opprobrium on those concerned. Inigo
lones, Wren, and others, shewed if not their
inntempt for pointed architecture, at all events
heir preference for Italian art, by destroying
he unity of our noble cathedrals and churches
nth Corinthian porticos and Ionic altar-
creens, a proceeding which now forms the
nly drawback from our admiration of their
reat genius. If any man were to attempt to
o so now, he would be laughed at by the
ublic, and trampled under foot by the Cam-
ridge Camden Society, Why then is con-

sietency to be disregarded in a reverse case ?

Can we expect to shew our preference of one
style to the injury of another without the
castigation of those who, following after, will
see clearer? Gothic doors would hardly be
permitted yet in a Grecian or Roman church,
the idea would be universally laughed at, no
where approved of. Why are Gothic windows
then to be suffered in such a position, or how
can those who introduce them expect to es
cape the ridicule in which they would them
selves indulge in the other case?

In the first letter from Mr. Wailes, which
was read to the committee, he stated, that
whenever he had been called on to fill

“ Roman windows ” with stained glass, he had
always inserted Norman glass, on the ground
that that was the earliest style of glass paint-
ing known, and that as it partook strongly of
the Roman character, so much as to be called
Romanesque, the use of Norman glass did not
entail half the anachronism or incongruity
that introducing copies of the works of modern
painters did, as these latter were removed six
or eight centuries further from Roman archi-
tecture than the Norman. “ I, myself,” said
Mr. Wailes in his letter (of which we gladly
give him the full benefit). “I, myself, see
nothing in the pictures of the old masters, as
that school is termed, which at all approxi-
mates to Roman architecture. The earliest
Christian decorations we know, are found in
some of the Byzantine churches in Sicily, and
these have all the characteristic features of
Norman or Romanesque glass; whilst in a
copy of an ancient picture, the material of the
window (glass) is totally lost sight of, in most
cases differing but little from the effect of a
transparency on canvas. Glass, from its in-

tractable nature, can only be applied in one
particular way, as an architectural mosaic em-
bellishment.”

Further, when the artist submitted his de-
sign, which he said was totally at variance
with the usual mode of ornamenting a Roman
window, he urged that it was more in accord-
ance with the Roman style of architecture than
the manner adopted by most glass painters.

Stained glass, he again maintained, could only
be consistently applied in the manner ofRoman
mosaics.

Nov, throughout this argument the artist and
those who assented to his views proceed upon
an entirely wrong assumption

;
they forget

that St. James’s church, like most of our
“ c,assic ” buildings, is not after the ancient
models, is not in what we understand, strictly
speaking, by the term the “ Roman style,”
but is in reality an Italian building, after the
models produced by those great men who in
the fifteenth century adapted ancient architec-
ture to modern wants and their own views,
and induced what was termed the revival :

men who sedulously avoided any thing that
was Gothic, and io whose works the prin-
ciple adopted is totally different from the
principles exemplified in pointed architec-
ture. The question is not which is

the best style for stained glass : if it

were, assenting as we do to the opinion ex-
pressed by Mr. Wailes, that stained-glass
windows ought to be treated more like a
mosaic device than a picture, we should have
nothing to say. The question, however, is,

what character of glass, if any, should bo
used in St. James’s Church, and the obvious,

incontrovertible reply is, not Gothic. We
have great respect for the committee appointed

(which includes the Bishop of London, and
other names of high character), and would
not willingly cavil at their decision* Feeling

however, strongly on the subject, and knowing
full well that if this wrong step be taken it

may be the prelude of many others, we
strenuously call upon the committee to recon-
sider their decision dispassionately. The se-

lected design, as we before said, is admirable
of its class,—it is simply to the proposed intro-

duction of it in St. James’s Church that we
loudly object, being satisfied that if persevered
in, it will prove a great and serious mistake.

GOTHIC IRONWORK.
CONSIDERED IN REFERENCE TO ITS INFLUENCE
UPON THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
STYLE.

The constraining influence upon style inGothic architecture, induced by an exclusive
desire for reproducing works, which have, ormight have been erected at a former time, hasbeen in part indicated by us in previous
numbers of this journal.* A reign of taste,
which subsists entirely on the produce of
former ages, fertile as those ages may have
been, bids fair soon to be exhausted, and
already there is that resemblance in most of
the designs of our new churches, which be-
tokens the probable aspect of the future. It
is vain for the architect to trust to no ideas
but his own; and without the suggestions,
which ancient models afford, he will either
lapse into a system of routine, in which the
principle of life is wanting; or will run in
quest of originality, into eccentricity and bizar-
rene. But it is equally true, that unless the
powers of the artist’s own mind are exerted
and unless the advantages peculiar to present
times are considered; if to the native ore tbo
reducing flux be not added, the matter will re-
main an object of interest, but unproductive of
those new combinations, to which the fusion
in the crucible of art might have led. It is
our peculiar humour at this crisis, to content
ourse ves with a very partial study of ancient
models, and a total disregard of all internal
resources. We have, therefore, endeavoured
to urge the importance of an increased study
ot the principles of art in former times, and amore active use of the advantages of the pre-

Amongst these advantages are a greater
ability to execute substantial work, through our
better knowledge of the properties of ma-
lenals. Many of the Gothic buildings, though
constructed on principles, on which we have
not improved, have failed from causes, which
modern experience could readily avert. The
disuse of uncoursed rubble, a better knowledge
of the qualities of materials, the addition of
proper drains and gutters, the employment of
concrete, and the application of iron to con-
structive purposes, are some of the advantages
wmch we may be said to be in possession of.
Uf these, not the least important is the know-
ledge of the properties of inetals.

It must be considered, as one of the greatest
merits in Gothic architecture, one which emi-
nently distinguishes it from other styles, that
each material, which became the vehicle of
design, was invested with the precise character,
which its peculiar physical properties and
capabilities best admitted of. Whatever the
occasional eccentricities, perchance observable
in a style of such fertility, it was unquestion-
ably the leading principle of the Gothic archi-
tect to give to stone the appearance of stone,
to wood the appearance of wood, and of iron
that of iron. Though to produce surprise
was one object in view, he did not excite it

by means, which were not evident
;
the ar-

rangements, necessary for construction, were
not less apparent, than those belonging to de-
coration, for they were identical. Whatever
the space to be decorated, or the constructive
object, he yet considered the particular advan-
tages of the material employed, and held, that
it was better to seize those advantages than to
mimic, in one material, the form and treatment
of another. In a screen, or canopy, the ar-
rangement of mullion, and foliation was by no
roe-ins similar in wood, stone, and metal/and
in no case did he desire, by paint, or other mode
of deception, to make any thing appear what
it was not. Where metal was employed, wo
find the mullions of less thickness, the crockets
of greater projection, and in every respect the

* Vide ante pp. 39, 98, 171, 181, 217, 266, 314, &c., &c.
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peculiar capabilities of the metals availed of,

and still with the minimum of labour and ex.

pense. By engraving, as in the monumental

brasses, or by the simple use of a pair ot

pincers, a description of ornament was pro-

duced, having the true metallic character, and

yet with less labour, than is needed for a

similar effect, in a casting. Our modern iron-

work—especially the Gothic—betrays a com-

plete disregard of the nature of the material.

It has become bulky and massive, in a degree,

more suited to stone and wood; the great

beauty of the old ironwork, produced by hand,

is wanting, through the absence of relief and

undercutting, and the ability to supply a multi-

tude of copies is co-existent with the almost

worthless character of the work itself. It is

the duty of the architect, to avail himself of

every aid to the proper execution of his design

;

but in the present use of casting, facility

of execution, and reproduction are deemed to

be advantages, to which every beautiful

form must bend. If, however, the former

treatment of metal work were more generally

understood, and the little labour required to

produce an effect in wrought iron, we might

hope to see a more accurate definition of the

limits of the two arts
;
whilst it would be

found, that the labour now devoted to iron

work, where casting has been employed, often

is actually greater, than necessary to produce a

better effect, when the process is entirely by

hand. In “The true Principles of pointed

Architecture,” Mr. Pugin has very clearly

pointed out the original method, and there

shewn, that with plates of metal, laid over one

another, and perforated in forms, differing in

each, the character of Gothic panelling is

given, in a manner better adapted to the mate-

rial, and with less expense than by the process

of casting. The execution of larger tracery,

and of foliage is not less simple. It is not only

in Gothic iron- work, that the misuse of the art

of casting is apparent
;
the scrolls and antifixce

in modern park gates, and railings are elabo-

rate, but unsuccessful attempts to imitate a

school of art, in which, at one time, the painter

and the sculptor were operators.* At the best,

where the casting has been improved upon by

subsequent labour, that labour is extreme, and

indeed in many cases, where the pattern is

costly, without. being of further use, the want

of manual dexterity can be the only impedi-

ment. The increasing taste for decoration

will probably remedy this defect, and if the

operative skill be properly directed, we may
hope to see, in Gothic architecture at least, a

condition of the art of design in metal work,

such as the world has not yet known.
Though examples of Gothic iron-work are

not very numerous, there is ample evidence of

remarkable skill in the material. The railing,

round the tomb of Henry VII. at West-
minster, the monument of Edward IV., at

St. George’s Chapel, Windsor, certain cano-

pies to recumbent effigies in Westminster

Abbey, the hinges of the doors at Lichfield,

and Windsor, and other examples, still exist-

ing in England, and on the continent are

proofs of the fact, and will afford hints,

as to the mode of working. Had the material

been as plentiful as it is now, and the ready

mode of reducing it from the ore been as well

understood, there is no doubt, that it would
have played a still more important part in the

construction, and decoration of buildings.

But we have iron in abundance; it has been

applied to purposes, which our ancestors did

not dream of
;

it has floated on the ocean, and

carried the passenger over the strait; it does

the work of men’s hands, and work, which

hands could not do, and has become the way
on which in hours, we count the days of former

times. Bridges, beams, roofs, whole houses

are now made of iron
;
every day it is being

applied to some fresh purpose, and therefore it

is a material, which has influenced, and will

most powerfully influence the decorative cha-

racter of our architecture. Such being the

case, it seems, that it may be employed in

Gothic architecture. It may not be the most
important item in the future style, but it is at

least one, which may advantageously be used,

decoratively, and constructively to a much
greater extent, than it formerly was.
There can be no reason that its use should

* Francia, who painted the “ Dead Christ” in the Na-
tional Gallery was a goldsmith, “ Francia Aurifex” is in-
scribed upon one of his works.—Qucniin Matsys painted
“ The Misers,” at Windsor castle.
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rigidly be confined to such parts of a building

as we are accustomed to see it in, as railings,

locks, and hinges
;
though in these, there is

great scope for invention, and certainly for

improvement upon their modern forms. It

may be applied to more fundamental construc-

tions, without violating any real principle, and

with a new field for the display of Gothic

architecture. Roofs, window-tracery, slender

shafts, pinnacles and crosses, spires of open-

work, and font covers may be executed in it,

with the best results, and without offence to

the taste of any one, who really understands

Gothic architecture, and whose love of pre-

cedent does not blind him to the merit of

originality, and the inspiration of inventive

genius. But, say the book-learned, “ tracery !

columns ! spires ! in iron ! ! this is contrary to

all propriety, and there is no nuthority for it!

But, if invention is a thing, which cannot or

must not be, then do we at once sorrowfully

abandon the practice of the style, along with

all such, as are content to forget the artist in

the virtuoso, who venerate less the creative

power of mind, than the sweepings of centu-

ries past, who live entirely in this compa-

rative ignorance, and have no hopes in the

prospect of the future, to all the cavilleis

at the Gothic style, during its, in such case,

short-lived existence. We have ourselves

urged the examination of ancient models, but

we deprecate a state of— it cannot be art

—

where imitation is the only end and object.

Imitation is an aid to art, the matter out of

which originality springs, and not the point, at

which art stops short.

Those who are conversant with ancient

models can hardly think of Gothic bridges, or

of columns of iron, without reverting to many

attempts to imitate the forms, and proportions

of timber and stone, unhappily, common
enough. We do not wish to see more

constructions of that solid character. Co-

lumns must not be painted like stone, but

have the proper appearance, and proportions of

the metal employed, whether iron or brass.

In metal, we shall be able to carry out the

forms of slender shafts with perfect security,

and consequently better effect, than is dis-

cernible in the old buildings. The desire of

the Gothic architects to make these shafts per-

fectly secure, led them to use a material, differ-

ent to that of the rest of the building; this

they found in the Purbeck marble
;

but it was

still requisite to band them at intervals to the

neighbouring pier. Where these bands were

omitted, the shafts have failed, as in the Temple

church, where it has since been necessary to

tie them with iron to the mullion. Conse-

quently, with iron we should be able to

execute slender shafts with better effect,

than in the original manner. It is well,

sometimes, to listen to an oponenr, and we
quite agree with the following remarks;
—“ The grove at the east end of Salis-

bury cathedral, which, like the banyan tree,

seems to be composed of pendants from the

roof, in different dimensions, rather than

columns to support it; beautiful, indeed, but

so fragile, that the blow of a stick, or the

movement of an awkward visitor would put

the whole fabric in peril. If, instead of a

friable stone or marble, the shafls were made
of brass, the mind would relax into that

security, which is ever the first requirement of

our art.”* Salisbury cathedral is a remark-

able instance of the use of slender shafts, and

it cannot be denied, that our satisfaction would

be greater were those shafts of metal. A
spire should not be, like that recently erected

at Vienna, a reproduction of the forms of

masonry, but should be of open work, not re-

sembling the spires of stone at Freyburg, and
elsewhere, but entirely sui generis

,
with the

character of iron-work, and not with the form,

and proportions of stone. On the continent,

it is not unusual to find windows entirely desti-

tute of stone mullions, the tracery being formed
in iron-work. It is possible, that this idea

might be turned to some account, though the

absence of stone mullions is attended with a

poverty of effect, the colour of the iron-work,

not contrasting with that of the window, when
seen from the exterior. As a matter of course,

in combining iron with other materials, it will

be necessary to consider the effect of colour.

Thus we think, that in iron, we have one aid

to the future development of style in Gothic

* Cockerell’a Lectures on Architecture at the Royal

|
Academy.

architecture, one of great importance, whose

advantages were not unfelt by the architects of

old, and were met by them in a manner, from

which we can learn much in its more extended

application. Hitherto in modern architecture,

where iron has been used, it has been misused,

and in employing it, it must be our endeavour

to invest it with the character of ornament, for

which its peculiar properties best adapt it
;
the

masonic must be carefully avoided. When
once so important a material is' properly

treated, and with the originality, which cannot

fail to be the result, we may fairly hope to see

a better style, influencing all parts of future

Gothic buildings. E. II.

ASSERTED ABUSES IN THE WESTMIN-
STER COURT OF SEWERS.

In a recent number of The Builder. we i

inserted extracts from the pamphlet written by
;

Mr. John Leslie, one of the Commissioners of

Sewers for Westminster and part of the <

County of Middlesex, in which he alleges that

great abuses have existed, and do still exist, in

the Westminster Couitof Sewers, in the waste-

ful and extravagant expenditure of large sums

of money, levied on the inhabitants for sewer’s'

rates, by’the building of new and the repair ofi

old sewers. At the time we made those ex-:

tracts we did not pledge ourselves to the

accuracy of Mr. Leslie’s statements, but gave

insertion to them simply with a view to inquiry.,

At a Court of Sewers recently held at the

Sewers Office, in Greek-street, Soho, a most

important communication was made to the

Commissioners from the Secretary of State

for the Home Department, and which was
read to the commissioners then present, and

was as follows:

—

Whitehall, August 13, 1845.

Sir,—I am directed by Secretary Sir James:

Graham, to transmit to you the inclosed copy ofi

a pamphlet by Mr. John Leslie, one of the Com-

missioners of Sewers for Westminster and part of

Middlesex, to which Sir James Graham’s attention

has been called by representations from various

parishes in Westminster, and I am to request that

the Commissioners of Sewers will favour Sir James

Graham with any observations they wish to make,

upon the allegations contained in this pamphlet.

I am, Sir, your obedient Servant,

Lewis C. Hertslet, Esq., H. Manners Sutton.

Clerk to the Commissioners of Sewers, 1, Greek-

street, Soho.

Considerable discussion then ensued toi

the best course the commissioners should take

in reference thereto
;
at length it was decided

that the clerk do simply acknowledge the re-

ceipt, and also state that the court will take it

into their earliest consideration. It was re-

solved that a committee be appointed at the

next court at two o’clock, “ to draw up obser-

vations, in accordance with the request ot Sir

James Graham,” and that these observations

should be prepared and laid before the court

at their earliest convenience. Considerable

excitement seems to prevail at this court, and

among the rate-payers under its jurisdiction,

with respect to this question of lavish expendi-

ture of their money; and each succeeding

court will be extremely interesting to thei]

public, particularly the very large portion nowj

so deeply engaged in the important question

of the good and efficient sewerage of the me-,

tropolis.

For some time past, a very large sewer hat,

been in course of construction along Glou

cester-road, Paddington. It was ordered at i

former court, that a further length of 45(.

feet of this sewer be built, estimated at 1,237/1

On the question being put that the order bd

confirmed, Mr. Leslie moved the following

amendment :
—“ That the work for building

450 feet of sewer in Gloucester-road, Padding

ton, be not done until after a plan, section

and specification, carefully prepared, whicl

must include every expense; and that whei

those plans, specification, &c., arc prepared

that the work be thrown open to public conn

petition, by advertisements in the public paper

and the weekly journal called The Builder.;

This amendment created an animated dis

cussion, on which the commissioners divided

when there appeared, ayes 6: Sir John Hans

ler, Messrs. Biffin, Chambers, F uller, Griffiths!

Leslie. Noes G : Messrs. Cantwell, I . L

Donaldson, Eyre, Gutcb, G. S. Smith, and tk

chairman, E. Willoughby.



This division was rather unexpected, and
considerable excitement and confusion was the
result in consequence of this near approach to
what Mr. Leslie has been laboriously endea-
vouring-

to effect for some considerable time
past, that is, that every large work under this
commission be thrown open to public competi-
tion, so that the rate-payers may by this means
partake of the benefit which must naturally
result from the adoption of a good anil
wholesome system.

ON BRICKMAKING.
Sir,—Having seen an account in The

Bui r, her, (p. 182, ante), and considering it to
set forth by far the best management of clay
together with other ingredients necessary for
the purpose of making bricks and for their
durability and colour, that I have ever before
met with, I should feel much obliged if the
writer of it would answer me the following
questions, viz.:-]st. After the clay is raised’,
what sized mesh the sieve should have for
passing the ashes through before being thrown
>n the clay, and whether the breeze might not
he reduced so that the whole might pass
through the same sieve, as I have put breeze
n the clay, and though not coarser than a
common white pea, it has invariably blis-
ered the brick in the burning. 2nd. IIow
0 reduce the chalk to that state capable of
>eing intimately mixed with the clay; my
eason for asking this question is, that I have
1 field of fine red clay that does produce ex-
silent building and floor bricks of a uniform
ed colour

;
I have also made floor bricks and

•avings with the same clay that have burnt a
ery good white by adding whiting, &c., &c. •

ut the process of grinding chalk and mami-
acturing it into whiting is attended with
no great an expense for general purposes.
ience my wish to know a more easy process
f reducing it by other means, if such can be
one. I remain an attached friend to The
uilder. and

A SuRSCRIBER FROM THE FjRST.
Wisbeach.

Sir, A our correspondent asks first of all,
hat is the most advantageous size of the
•eeze to mix with the clay in brickmaking?
s a general rule, I believe, it may be asserted
at the smaller the better, so 'long as the
rtreme case of mere dust is avoided

; for it
11 be evident on consideration that the
lallcr the breeze is the more thoroughly can
bo incorporated with the mass of the ma-

nals constituting the brick, and the more
uformly they are blended the better will be
0 brick in every respect. With regard to
a case in which your correspondent states,
at he has used breeze “ the size of a com-
on whlte Pea," which has blistered the bricks
which it was used, this blistering mustmy opinion, have proceeded from some*
i£r cause than the mere consequence of the
mission of breeze of the average size stated,
hmk the cause would more likely proceedm haste in burning, that is, that the bricks
re not thoroughly dried in the stacks, when
T ar0 very apt not only to blister, but to
-ck

;
and if m such case they have not been

II pressed into the moulds, every crack and
it in them will open. The proper sized
shes through which to run the breeze to get
>f a uniform size is somewhat arbitrary, and
'ends in some degree upon the amount of
our intended to be given to the proper mix-

' thc c
!

ay> /or it is clear that to obtain

;

l)reeze it will require much care in its
mus siftings

;
the general sized mesh used in

neighbourhood of London varies from about
'^-sixteenths to three-eighths of an inch
1 the square of each mesh, say from about
/to six wires to the inch

;
but afive-sixteenth

II I 18 as good as any, it neither being too
e nor too small, but of a medium size, fit for

<ost any purpose.
Jany brickmakers, however, use their breeze
i-h larger than the above meshes would
w, but, as a general rule, 1 would not re-

i mend such an extreme size to be used.
i more thoroughly the breeze is incorpo-
d with the clay, the more likely is the brick
nirn out well in the burning, as the heat
be more diffused through the mass than if
'iilv had particles of breeze scattered
iugh it in unequal portions and improperly
fed, which statement may be well illustrated

by breaking and examining a badly prepared
brick in which clinker breezo will be easily
traced. 3

Wnh respect to your correspondent’s second
question I can only repeat what I have already
often said before, viz., that the more thoroughly
the chalk is cleansed and mixed with the clay
the more clear and uniform will be the colour
ot the brick. I scarcely understand what your
querist means when he speaks of converting
the chalk into whiting before he mixes it with
the clay

;
that would indeed be too expensive

but if he calls leashing the chalk turning it
into whiting, then I can scarcelvtell him what
to do, as there is really no way df getting good
clean white stuff without washing.

In ordinary purposes, however, the chalk is
often merely broken into small lumps, and
ivell slaked with water before mixing with the

v i’r i

t * 1 ' s meth°d requires that the clay
itself should he well kneaded and worked to
mix the chalk and clay, otherwise the bricks
will turn out full of white lumps, rotten, and
of very poor quality. To produce really good
bricks, the chalk ought to be washed in a
common circular horse mill, and poured over
the clay in a fluid state

;
this I take to be the

only means of giving any thing like certainty to
the process. I have known many a clamp of
bricks rendered almost valueless from the
careless mixing of the chalk

;
and as a general

rule it may be stated, that chalk cannot well be
mixed too fine, and that it is more certain in its
results if used in a fluid state before the clay
is finally ground for the moulders.

I have seen some decent bricks, as far as
regards colour, made in Yorkshire, without
the application of breeze at all, or indeed of
any other ingredient but the mere clay and a
little chalk, but then they were coarse, and full
of cracks, which appear to be characteristic of
this mode of brickmaking. Brickmaking, as
a separate trade, seems but little attended to in
country districts, as it is not uncommon for
mere farm labourers to turn their hands to
brickmaking, as I have known in several
cases; this probably accounts for the uniform
coarseness of the bricks used in such parts of
* c

c°'! n
,

try- Joseph Lockwood.
b, Child’s-place, Temple.

ART-UNION EXHIBITION.

i ?1
IIK w?rI<s ar* purchased by the prize-

holders of the present year in the Art-Union
or Bon don, are now being exhibited to the
subscribers and their friends in the Suffolk-
street gallery. They are nearly 300 in number
and form a very interesting collection. Al-
though there are no leading pictures, the in-
crease of taste exemplified in the choice of
productions is highly satisfactoi-y. A very
judicious movement has been made on the part
ot the committee, who have commissioned Mr.
Marshall to produce his excellent work “The
hirst Whisper of Love ” in marble, for a 300/.
prizoholder, who deputed them to select. This
branch of art has been as yet neglected by the
society, and we see with pleasure their deter-
mination of further encouraging this impor-
tant department by offering premiums. Amonrr
the excellent pictures (of which there are not
a tew), we noticed the extremely clever
work entuled ‘‘The Gaugers are coming,”
Dy 1 nl,

P> "’Inch was committed to utter dark-
ness by the Academy; Elmore’s work, “ The
Origin of the Guelph and Ghibeline quarrel
he fine landscape by W. Linnell, that wor-

,

UJ cieatod a sensation at the British Gal-
lery

; a beautiful landscape by Milller- In-
skipp s “ LaCephaline;” Johnston “ Trysting
iyee that was treated so ill by the British
aitists

; some fine Lee’s; one or two by Hart-
a particularly good Clint, and many excellent
specimens of Cooke, Pyne, Bright, Montague,
Boddington, Kennedy, Witherington, &c.

I he water colours contain some favourable
specimens ofTopham, Wehnert,thetwo Fripps,
Bentley, Fielding, •Richardson, and others,
i he two bronzes exhibited are in the highest
egiee good. The society have been most

happy in their selection of subjects.
J he exhibition contains a proof of a litho-

graph from Ward’s picture “La Fleur’s de-
parture,” commissioned by the committee, of
Mr. Templeton, with a view to encourage the
production of finer works in this manner than
have yet been attempted in England. There
is also a reduced copy of Gibson’s “ Narcissus,”

[

made by Stevens, facsimiles of which are tobe issued in statuary porcelain nextyear. TheDuke of Cambridge visited the exhibition on
batur day last, and was attended round the nai-
lery by Mr. G. Godwin and Mr. Pocock, theHonorary Secretaries. His Royal Highness
entered warmly into the merits of some of the
pictures, and expressed himself as ever, warmly
interested in the prosperity of the Association!

IMPROVEMENTS AT BRISTOL.

The corporation of this ancient city seem

toward
1"? " 0t *° be b6hind in lh = movementtowards improvement now making itself feltAmongst the most important projects is that offorming a new street between the terminus ofthe i ailways and Bristol bridge. If efficientlyand wisely can ted out, this cannot fail to proveo great value to the city. At a mee.L „fthe town council, on thc 13th instant, the

ofT,
r’ J

' n
EsT’ 9ai <l in the courseof his admirable address—“The necessity of

this improvement will be obvious when I men-
tion that the present road was only tolerablewhen the whole traffic upon it was that fromLondon eastward, and that it is now altcm-
ther inadequate for the great railway trafficwhich traverses it not only from the east, butfiom thenortli, south, and west. The subject hasbeen taken into consideration by the Improve-
ment Committee, and a remedy recommended
by them to the citizens, and the only thingwhich deterred the Improvement Commute!
trom before bringing it forward was the great
expense. It has been before the committee fortwo years, and that was the only obstacle. One
ot the advantages of a broad street into Bristol
would be the ventilation and fresh air intro-
duced into, at present, one of the most crowded
districts; the better drainage of that partwould be another great consequent improve-
merit. II we look at the expense it does cer-
tainly form an obstacle, but it is an obstacle wemust got over. If the burden fell on us in one
or two years it would be immense; but if the
cost be spread ov.r 20 years, it will be greatly
reduced and when put in comparison with th!
benefits to be derived, I do not think that the
ettizens will consider the taxation worthy to he
set ofi against the advantages. One thing I wish
gentlemen to guard against, and that is looking
at tfie sum in the total only. If gentlemen
would calculate what each individval had to
pay, the sum would be found so moderate in
comparison with thc great improvements to be
effected, that I do not think it would be felt.
It is not the intention of the committee, nor
the architects, Mr. Pope or Mr. Fripp to re-commend the erection of magnificent buildings
All that is recommended is a good wide street of
bO feet, leaving it to individual parties to con-
struct such bouses as they may deem most de-
sirable for carrying on their business

; by this
means all the expenses attending enforcing
strict uniformity in the plans will bo avoided
and the street will still be, if not so handsome!
as useful and sightly to the city. Another con-
sideration, which I hope will not be lost sight
of, is, that the money will be expended in our
own city, and a great part of it amongst the
industrious mechanics. It will merely be an
exchange of property, from one class to ano-
ther—an exchange the best of any—from the
wealthy to the poor. If the money was to go
out of our city-, I confess I should think more
of it.”

Another thoroughfare is to be improved
and Bristol-bridge widened. The Froomc^
at present a source of infection, is to be
deepened, and many other important steps
taken. Relative to the proposed new street
(Victoria-street it is to be called), we may
mention that the length is 2,100 feet, and total
width 65 feet. The number of premises re-
quired to be purchased is 263; the number of
lots to be created in the new street, allowing
18 feet to each lot, is 167. Frontage in ad-
dition to the above-mentioned will be gained
on the proposed line of improvement to the
extent of 1,800 fee t, equal to 100 additional
lots. It was estimated that the first division
commencing at the terminus and ending in
I emple-street, would cost, allowing as a set-
off the value of ground to be cleared and sold
for building lots, 13,000/.; the second, com-
mencing in Temple-street and ending in
1 homas-street, 11,550/.; the third, from the
corner of Long-row to the corner of Red-
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rlifF-street 15,740/. The general estimate of

the whole cost of making the mw street, to-

gether with the improvement c.on.»mi>

with it is 85,510/.; towards which it was

estimated that 44,220/. would be obtained for

sites for building, old materia s, &c.
,
leaving

the cost of the improvement 41,290/.

This amount seems very large ;
without

however, now going into the question of he

best means of opening a new road in the

direction pointed out, we would repeat a re-

mark made by Mr. Herapath at the meeting,

and caution the committee against widening

old roads instead of making new ones
;
the

latter course wisely pursued will usually pay

for itself. . ,

The new Guildhall is approaching comple-

tion, and the restoration of St. Mary Redclitte

is to be commenced immediately

IRON AND THE IRON TRADE.

WORKS IN THE METROPOLIS.

New iron gates have recently been erected at

the Albert Gate entrance into Hyde Park, fiom

Knightsbridge. They consist of two openings

for carriages and two for pedestrians, and are

affixed to buttresses on each side, each but-

tress being surmounted by the figure of a stag

The whole is lighted by six large gas lamps

Additional apartments are being erected

at the Government Offices, Whitehall, and

at the General Post Office, St. Martin s-le-

Grand, the former under the direction ot

Mr. Barry, the latter under that of Sir Ro-

bert Smirke. The new church on the

west side of Chester-square, Eaton-place,

is nearly finished. The consecration will take

place in about three weeks by the Bishop ot

London. It is to be dedicated to St. Michael,

and will accommodate 1,400 persons. Ibis is

the fourth church which has been built in that

portion of the parish of St. George, Ilanover-

square, within the last few years. -On the

south side of Vauxhall-bndge-road, Pim-

lico, the sites for two new churches are

already marked out. A new Roman Ca-

tholic chapel in the Gothic style is in course

of erection, and rapidly approaching comple-

tion, in Farm-street-mews, at the back of

Mount-street, Grosvenor-square. It is to give

accommodation to between 1,400 and 1,500

persons. On the 1st instant, the founda-

tion stone of a new church in Charlotte-street,

Fitzrov-square, was laid by the Bishop of Lon-

don. It is to be dedicated to St. John the

Evangelist. The works connected with the

Victoria Park are now in very active operation,

and considerable progress has been made in the

principal lodge entrance in the approach from

Bethual-green, which is being built in the

Norman style of architecture. Adjoining this,

the piles have been sunk in the Regents

Canal for the erection of the suspension bridge,

which is at an angle of the two roads from the

Hackney and Bethnal-green roads. Nearly

the whole of the paling has been placed up

round the park, and on the roads through it

there is a handsome iron railing.

Scarcely any change has taken place in

the price either of pig or bar-iron since our

last quotations.* In the former some large

sales have been effected at 62s. 6d. and 65s.,

ami the market remains firm at the latter

price, liaiis are in good demand at SZ. ills.

Pe
The'admission of British iron into France

duty free is undergoing the most serious con-

sideration of the French Government. The

fact of Great Britain and other countries now

so largely extending their navies by the con-

struction' of iron vessels has led to the raising

of this important question. The preliminary

investigation has been referred to the general

council of mines, which, after examining the

progress of metallurgy in France, and the

cost of iron in England, Belgium, &c., is to

decide whether iron shall be admitted into

France duty free, or whether such duties shall

still be levied. While on the subject of iron,

it will be interesting to many readers to trace

the progress of its make during the past cen-

tury. In 1740 the quantity of pig-iron pro-

duced in England was only 17,000 tons, from

fifty-nine furnaces ;
in 1 750, it had increased

to 22,000 tons
;

in 1788, the amount was

68,000 tons, and 121 furnaces; in 1806, the

number of furnaces had increased to 169, pro-

ducing 250,000 tons; and in 1820 the amount

of pig-iron in England was 400,000 tons

;

while last year the total produce of pig-iron

could not have been less than 800,000 tons,

which has considerably increased in proportion

in the first six months of the present year.

The use of iron as a material for bridge

building has at length found its way to the

United States. The first construction of this

kind has just been completed at Pottstown

depot of the Pottsville and Philadelphia Rail-

way : it is on the truss principle, 34 feet span,

weighs rather over nine tons
;
the cords are ot

wrought-iron, and its cost is about 3257.

THE ARCHITECTURAL PECULIARITIES OF
GALWAY, IN IRELAND.

Improvements in Chelsea. — The Bill

“ for better paving, lighting, cleansing, regu-

lating, and improving the parish of St. Luke,

Chelsea, having received the royal assent, it

becomes incumbent on the parishioners to see

that its powers are wisely exercised. Its ope-

rations are to be guided by forty-five commis-

sioners (to be elected by the parish), and five

nominees. A society has been formed to

promote the welfare of the parish, am they

have issued a list of gentlemen eligible to

serve as commissioners, who seem well quali-

fied for the office. The parishioners should

watch jealously lest the public good be made

to yield to private interest.

Opening Exhibitions to the People.

The Royal Hibernian Academy, in order to

enable the operative classes to visit the ex

hibition, reduced the charge for admittance 1o

one penny. 1,300 persons availed themselves

of it the first dav, and the number afterwards

increased to more than 4,000 a day. Not the

slightest disorder occurred.

New Town Hall, North Shields.

—

The new Town Hall at North Shields was

opened on Tuesday week. The interior of

the building is said to be handsome, and well

adapted to its purpose. Besides being used by

the magistrates as a justice-room, the hall is

intended as a repository for works of art and

portraits of eminent persons.

By W. F. Fairholt, F.S.A.f

Before I had visited the western coast of

Ireland, my attention had been frequently

directed, by the remarks of previous travellers,

to the striking peculiarities of the city of Gal-

way. I was told that the houses and public

buildings still remaining— the relics of the

“ high and palmy days ” of Galway, when its

port was the centre of Irish commerce—exhi-

bited specimens of pure fepanish taste and style,

and that the dark features and coal-black hair

of the people also strongly indicated their

Spanish descent. As I approached within a

few miles of the city, I at once recognized the

truth of these remarks; the peasant girls, who

were returning from the market in that toun,

were, in many instances, strikingly dissimilar

in figure and feature to the Irish peasantry I

had before seen. Their slender, tall, and grace-

ful forms, long black hair and keen eyes; then-

dress, a petticoat of intense red or rich brown,

with a closely fitting black hoddice, ending

just below the waist; their arms and feet un-

covered, and the head only shaded by the dark

hood hanging down to the waist, brought

forcibly to the memory the paintings of Murillo.

On walking through the town on the morn-

ing after my arrival, I could scarcely imagine

myself in Ireland, so singularly Spanish were

the relics of the old buildings exhibited at each

step. I had never visited Spain, and knew it

only from pictures
;

but N. P. Willis, the

American, and our own countryman, Inglis,

had both done so, and they had, in their re-

pective notices of this town, recorded this curi-

ous feature. Inglis had indulged in “rambles

in the footsteps of Don Quixote ” but a short

time previous to his visit here
;
and he says,

—

“ I had heard that I should find in Galway

some traces of its Spanish origin, but was not

prepared to find so much to remind me of that

land of romance. At every step I saw some-

thing to recal it to my recollection. I found

the wide entries and broad stairs of Cadiz and

Malaga
;
the arched gateways, with the outer

and inner railings, and the court within

needing only the fountain and flower vases to

emulate Seville. 1 found the sculptured gate-

ways and grotesque architecture, which carried

the imagination to the Moorish cities of Gra-

nada and Valencia. I even found the little

sliding wicket for observation, in one or two

doors, reminding one of the secrecy, mystery,

and caution observed, where gallantry and su-

perstition divide life between them.'

Fig. 1 delineates one of the most perfect of

the ancient residences of the town ;
it is known

as “ L\nch Castle,” and was the dwelling-place

of that powerful family of merchant-men for

many generations. Their names occur either

as provosts, portreves, or mayors of Galway,

no less than ninety-four times between the

year 1274 and 1654, and the last mayor of the

family in that year resided in this mansion.*

A row of gargoyles run round the summit,

precisely similar in style to those so commonly

seen in Spanish ecclesiastical and other build-

ings of which the pictures by Roberts furnish

so many fine examples. The windows have

been modernized, and all the mullions and

tracery that no doubt once existed have dis-

appeared.! The mouldings that now surround

the upper portion of each are in their original

state, and are exceedingly rich in detail, and

beautiful in workmanship. The corbels which

support them flow at the ends into elegant

foliations, and sometimes surround small

shields bearing the arras of the family and its

alliances, while the outer angles of the mould-

ing which springs from them are sometimes

similarly decorated. A blank window occurs

above the two to the spectator s right hand,

between the second and third stories, where

the original tracery remains
;

it is divided by

a central mullion into two lights and a tran-

som beneath allows a small space between that

and the outer frame-work to be devoted to a

display of decorated masonry resembling a

Gothic canopy. The window on the first floor

on the same side of the house is equally pecu-

liar, but in a different taste
;
the mouldings

are supported by shields of arms
;
a lion stands

above, supporting a circular piece of enriched

masonry, containing in its centre another

shield. The execution of this bas-relief, and

of one very similar on the other side of the

mansion, is very peculiar, and indicative ot its

southern origin
;
the surface is cut in very low

relief, and the entire depth of the carving forms

a straight side, raised at once from the wall,

when viewed at an angle. Over the principal

door is another heraldic display similarly exe-

cuted, and enclosed in a frame-work of orna-

ment and coat-armour. The door beneath has

no decoration, and is not ancient in its cha-

racter
;
the smaller door beside it preserves a

few decorations similar in style to the windows

above. At the side of the mansion, beneatl:

the further second-floor window, are projecting

supports for a balcony ;
and the house alto-

gether is a striking and remarkable specimer

of the Spanish taste of its builder.

Many other such mansions exist in the town

but they are in nearly all instances suffered tt

go to decay and ruin. There is one avenu.

known as “Dead Man’s Lane,” hut which for

merly bore the title of “ Lombard-street, fron

its being thickly populated with the rich mer

chants of Lombardy ;
it has on both sides o

the way a row of these highly decorated ston-

houses^ standing roofless and untenanted, with

out a floor remaining, and the walls fallinj

gradually away at the summit. From beinj

the homes of wealth and luxury they have sun.

down to receptacles for the dirt and filth or th

lowest and most neglected of the poor ot th

town, who congregate about them, and are t

» See ante p. 381.

+ \Ve are indebted to Mr. Fairholt and the committee ol

! ti-:.:_k Assneintiim ( Lord Albert Convno
+ We are indebted to Mr. aairnoit ana tnc committee u

the British Arclueological Association (Lord Albert Conyng-

lmm’s division, if we may so describe it), for their ready comham’s division, it we may so describe it), for their ready w..-

pliance with our request to be allowed to transfer the follow-

ing paper from the second number of their journal (pub-

lished by H. G. Bohn, York-strect), which is full of interest-

ing matter, comprising papers on “The Transmission of ob-

jects of Antiquity to our times,” by the ltev. Beale Post,

“Ragland Castle,” by Dr. H. Edwards; "Anglo-Saxon

Masonry,” by Mr. J. G. Waller; “The Nimbus,” by Mr.

Thos Wright ;
“ The Ancient Treasures of the Exchequer,

by Mr. W. H. Black, &c. We hope shortly to refer to the

journal of the other division of the association which also

contains several valuable papers,

* Their arms, a chevron between three trefoils slippedi o:

occur frequently on the public buildings and religious edifici

thP tnSn Their crest was a lynx passant guardant.'n

motto, The,
lp Petit who came to Ireland in 1185, with

.

Lucy John Dc Lynch, the first settler in Galway, about

middle of the thirteenth century, ^fjtfw”
sole heiress of William De Mareschall, whose lather was

great Earl of Pembroke.
. , nfter n drawii
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» seen in some instances shrouding; themselves ! men, between whom and themen ofConnaught,

the lower rooms, where the wind and the

eather do not yet fully penetrate, the upper

les being unroofed and exposed to its full

ifluence. The doorway here delineated (fig. 2),

ands nearly opposite Lynch castle
;

it is a

?autiful example among the many which

Dound in its neighbourhood. The deep

mulding above is elegantly varied at each

de, where the flat projection from the Avail

mild only meet the eye, by an angular cutting

esting upon the terminations of the hood

loulding, as upon a corbel. The doorway is

rched, and the spaces between the arch and

re mouldings above is filled on each side with

boldly sculptured triple leaf, radiating from

central ball flower: the way in which the

eavy hood mouldings terminate in delicately

xecuted leaves at the base on each side, is

erv beautiful.

The hood-mouldings of all the doors, and

lany of the windows of these old mansions,

lways terminate at each side by a gradually

award slope towards the wall, so that each rib

ontracts to one point, from whence foliated

rnaments spring forward and entwine in the

nost quaint and beautiful manner. Two ex-

imples are given (figs. 3), from doors in Lom-
inrd-street. They shew the single and double

urn of these ornaments : when single, they

nvariably turn on each side toward the door.

The trefoil is the prevailing ornament, as in

he instance here exhibited, as well as on the

loorway already described; the vine is also

qually common, as delineated in the second

ixample. The trefoil was the national emblem,
is well as the armorial bearing of the powerful

ruling family, the Lynches
;
the vine may, in-

dependently of its beauty and fitness as an

architectural enrichment, have been chosen as

a badge of the staple trade of the town—wine,

with which it supplied nearly all Ireland. In

1615, the records of the town state that “ up-

wards of 1,200 tons of Spanish wine were landed

here for account of the merchants of Galway.”
Over many of the gates are sculptured

shields, displaying the arms and quarterings

of the persons residing there, with all their

family connections, as well as others containing

their marks as merchants; very frequently the

names of the owners are also engraved above

them, together with the date of erection. One
of the simplest and latest of these decorated

doors bears the arms and crests of the families

of Brown and Lynch, joined by intermarriage

as proprietors, surrounded by mantling, and
inscribed above each martin browne—marie
jYNC h, separated by a cross springing from
I.H.S., beneath which is the date, 1627-

The cause of the peculiarities that thus ex-

isted in ancient Galway may be explained by

the very singular laivs and regulations made
by the inhabitants for the exclusion of the

native Irish
;

to the jealous manner in which
they lived within their strongly walled town,

enriched by an exclusive trade, and holding

little or no connection with the people without.

'Among the bye-laws of the corporation for

I 1516, it was ordered, “ that no man of the town
shall lend or sell gaily, butte, or barque, to an

Irishman.” And in 1518 it was ordered, that

i none of the inhabitants should admit any of the

Burkes, M‘\Villiams, Kellys, or any other

sept into their houses
;

“ that neither O ne Mac
shoulde strutte ne swagger through the streetes

i of Galway.” Hardiman, the historian of this

town, has given many other curious entries

from these laws, Avhich shew that Spanish pride

i and jealousy operated most forcibly upon the

ruling powers of the town. He engraves a

curious map of the town in 1651, which gives

i a bird’s-eye view of every building, and dis-

plays the strong walls and bastions with which
it was encompassed. He observes that this

i map “ gives an accurate idea of the former
opulent 8tate and magnificence of Galway,

: adorned with superb and highly decorated
I buildings, and surrounded by every requisite

t for security and defence which either art could
‘ suggest or wealth command

;
it was universally

; admitted to be the most perfect city in the

1 kingdom, while its rich inhabitants stood con-

; spicuously distinguished for their commercial

j

pursuits, public zeal, and high independence of

s spirit.”

A brief notice of the rise and decline of this

i town, gleaned from Mr. Hardiman’s quarto

> volume, maybe here acceptable. In 1124 a

< strong castle was built, and the town put in

i defence, to the great jealousy of the Munster

of which Galway was the capital, a deadly

enmity existed, and which continued until very

recent times.* In 1132, Connor, king of Mun-
ster, dispatched a body of troops under the

command of Cormac M'Carthy, who took the

castle, put all the inhabitants to the sword, and,

after destroying the castle and town, soon after

defeated andsleiv Connor 0‘Flaherty, the lord

of Iar Connaught. In 1149, after recover-

ing themselves from this invasion, they were
doomed to another from Turlough O'Brien,

the new king of Munster, who did them nearly

as much mischief. With indomitable perse-

verance the inhabitants soon righted again, and

in 1154 the ships of “ Gahvay Dune ” and of

Conmacnamara were out upon an expedition

to the northern part of the kingdom.
After the invasion of Ireland in 1170, the

castle was fortified, and the town put into a

state of defence. It at this time consisted of a

small community, composed of a few families

of fishermen and merchants, principally under

the protection of the 0‘Flahertys, who held the

castle and surrounding territory, as feudal

lords, from the kings of Connaught
;
but it

ultimately came into the hands of Richard de

Burgo, and became his principal residence,

and finally the capital of the province, which it

still continues to be. lie fortified against the

incursions of the Irish, and appointed a magis-

trate, called a provost or bailiff, who governed

the inhabitants and established laws. It now
increased rapidly in wealth and importance,

and being the stronghold of the De Burgos, ivas

always receiving additional military strength

;

yet incursions became frequent and destructive.

An entry in the pipe roll, temp. Henry III.,

informs us that Gillepatrick Mac Carthy was

fined 50s. “ on obtaining his pardon for burning

the town of Gahvay, and for the death of David

Bree ;” a singularly reasonable rate of charge

for so much mischief!

During the reign of Edward the First, the

trade and prosperity of the town rapidly in-

creased, and many new settlers appeared, lay-

ing the foundation of its future wealth. About
this time some of the most important of the

old families first came—families that continued

for manv centuries its wisest rulers and richest

traders. The earliest settlers were the families

of Blake, Bodkin, Ffont, Joyes, Lynch, Mar-
tin, and Skerret.f With the’ spirit and enter-

prise of these men Galway flourished greatly,

foreign trade improved, and in 1277 Dermod
More O’Brien, Avho resided atTromra in Clare,

received twelve tons of wine yearly, as a tribute

from the merchants of the town, for protecting

the port from pirates, and maintaining a suit-

able force for that purpose. In 1303, the

revenue called “ the new customs,” being an

impost of three-pence in the pound, due from

merchant strangers only, upon all commodities

imported or exported, was farmed out for one

year only to Richard le Blake for 32/.

Tn 1375, the king’s staple was fixed in the

toAvn for the sale of wool, sheepskins, woolfels,

and leather
;
a privilege only before granted to

Cork and Drogheda. During the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries the trade of the town

wonderfully increased, both with France and

Spain, from Avhence the merchants annually

imported vast quantities of wine, as well as

other commodities. They Avere still as exclu-

sive as ever, and as anxious to keep out the

Irish, as Avell as all external rulers. For this

purpose they exerted themselves to obtain from

the pope a separate religious jurisdiction within

their own walls, Avhich was granted them
;
and

they also procured from Richard III. a poiver

to remodel their corporation, turn out the De
Burgos, Avho had become exceedingly unpopu-

lar, and elect a mayor and two bailiffs from

their own body as rulers, and that no person,

not excepting the king’s lieutenant and chan-

cellor (who were then privileged), should enter

the town without their license. The first elec-

tion of officers under this charter took place on

the first of August 1485.

* In Hall’s “Ireland,” the following: modern anecdote,

remarkably characteristic of this hostile feeling between the

inhabitants of the two provinces, occurs :

“We remember a man once expressing his astonishment

that so much bother should have been made about a' boy

who had been killed in a row at a fair, concluding his

harangue by an exclamation ‘ and he was nothing but a

Connaught man after all 1* ”
. .

f “ The fourteen ancient families of Galway ’ consisted

of those already named, and Alliy, Browne, D’Arcy, Deane,

Ffrench, Kerwan, and Morris. Many of these still east;

a large importer of wines is a lineal descendant and

the name of the merchant. Lynch, who have lor above

400 years carried on this branch of commerce. (Halls

“ Ireland.”)

During the next century Galway avhs re-

garded as the stronghold of the English govern -

ment and trade. Its wealth increased, and its

improvement as a town continued. About the

middle of the sixteenth century an Italian tra-

veller is quaintly described in the annals as

having seen at one vieAV “ the blessed sacrament

in the hands of the priest,* boats passing up
and down the river, a ship entering the port in

full sail, a salmon killed Avith a spear, and
hunters and hounds pursuing a deer

;
upon

which he observed, that although he had tra-

velled over the greatest part of Europe, he had
never before Avitnessed a sight which combined
so much variety and beauty.”

The downfall of Gahvay began Avith the fall

of the Stuarts. In 1642 the fleet of Alexander,

Lord Forbes, consisting of seventeen ships

devoted to the Parliamentary party, landed at

Galway, took possession of St. Mary’s church,

planted ordnance against the town, burnt the

surrounding villages, but did not gain the fort,

which was, however, taken and demolished in

1643. Ludlow, the commander- in- chief, who,
in 1651, was making the country around bitterly

feel the “ curse of Cromwell,” was sent to by

the people of Gahvay, to propose terms of capi-

tulation, they having held out for the Stuarts.

He coolly fold them, that*' if the Lord inclined

their hearts to submission, such moderate terms

would he consented to as men in their condi-

tion could reasonably expect;” refusing allnther

arrangements, and also forbidding an appeal to

the parliament. The principal nobility and

inhabitants now shipped themselves off and
abandoned the town, which surrendered, and

was placed under the military government of

Colonel Stubbes, Avho tyrannized over the in-

habitants, fining them at the rate of 400/. a

month, and enforcing payment at the sword
point of his soldiers, who would rush like ban-

ditti into the dwellings of the wretched inha-

bitants to obtain it. lie even seized and

shipped to the West Indies upwards of a thou-

sand persons, of all conditions, under the

pretence of insurgency and vagrancy. In July

1655, all papists were ordered to leave Galway
before the following November; and “the

superb houses which, in the language of the

Annals, Avere fit to lodge kings and princes,

and described as the best built and most splen-

didly furnished in the kingdom, Avere seized

upon and occupied by the lowest of the popu-

lace, until they Avere completely ruined.”!

Not only did the houses of the merchantmen

of Galway display their taste and magnificence :

they are described by Sir Henry Sidney as

“refined, of urbane and elegant manners, con-

tracting no stain from their rude and unpolished

neighbours.” Ileylin calls their town “ a noted

empire, and lately of so great fame with foreign

merchants, that an outlandish merchant, meet-

ing with an Irishman, demanded in what part

of Galway Ireland stood.” With such men
the churches and monastic buildings received

their full share of decorative enrichment, but

of which little now remains. Civil war ori-

ginally} neglect afterwards, and recent “ im-

provements,” have all done their part in the

demolition. There is still a convent in Lom-
bard-street, possessing its old external features,

but the collegiate church of St. Marv, origin-

ally founded in 1320, contains the most inter-

esting vestiges. The porch Avas erected by

James Lynch Fitz-Stephen. mayor in 1493, as

a protection to the poor from the inclemency

of the Aveather, and as a residence for the sexton,

Avho still lives in the rooms above, which are

reached by an external stair beside it. 3 he

door leading into the church (fig. 4), is a good

example of the prevailing taste displayed

throughout; the ornaments surrounding it re-

sembling those so frequently seen in French

architecture at this period, and known as that

of Francois premier,
or the Renaissance ; but

the slender pilasters shooting upward from the

sides and centre, with their peculiar foliated

pinnacles, shew its direct transmission from

the country where that style originated. 3 he

windows of the church externally present the

same features as this door, the tracery flam-

* This must have been before 1568, when public mass was

prohibited.

f Hardiman, “ History of Galway.” The town never

recovered these fatal wars. Charles the Second, with his

usual ingratitude, behaved ill to the Galway men, who had

incurred debt and ruin in his cause. He left them to desti-

tution, but he gave the tow n the privilege of being a free

borough of itself, taking in two miles in a direct line round

it, to be called the county of the town ol Galway. The walls

and batteries were levelled by William 111. in 1(591 after the

surrender, and fresh Government forts erected by the sea.
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oyant and elegantly varied, the corbel heads

uaint and peculiar. Gargoyles, like those at

,ynch castle, project from the roof, and are

ccasionally more grotesque. Within is a noble

ave, separated from the side aisles by a series

If columns of great solidity. They are now
nfortunately perfectly plain, but only a few
ears since they were richly sculptured with

reaths of flowers and fruit, with canopies and
gures of saints, in the style, as well as I could

uess from the description I obtained, of the

imous pillars in Rosslyn chapel. I could hear

f no view taken while the church was in this

:ate, and I could listen only to the regret of

II who described the “ improvements,” and

nn with them. The day of spoliation came,

a great builder ” came from Dublin, and as

rnament was not necessary, and canopied

aints “smelt of papistrie,” the beautiful pillars

'ere cut smooth, and the whole interior, to use

le old woman's phrase, made “ as plain and
ate as a new pin.” A blank surface succeeds

le enrichment of the olden time, and the ex-

uisite pillars have become mere blocks of stone

) support a roof! Some few remains of its

inner glories exist. The tomb of Nicholas
.ynch still stands embedded in the wall of the

nuth transept, or “ Lynch’s aisle,” as it is

J
srmed. Long may it lie, and continue as

erfect and beautiful as I saw it when the

ketch was made for the accompanying cut

fig. 5). It is in a remarkably tine state of

ireservation, and the beauty of the flamboyant
racery which fills the space between the outer

nd inner arch is perfect. I can hope to give

ut a general idea of this on the small scale I

ave represented it.

In the wall of the south aisle is the elegant

lecess here engraved (fig. 6). The shaft of the
iillar which divides it in the centre is deco-
ated with a spiral line from top to bottom.
?he base and capital are sexagonal, and sup-
port ogee arches filled with elegant tracery.

^ curious plain doorway is near this, with a cir-

ular cap- moulding, at each side of which crouch
hare and hound (fig. 7). The spandrils in

he square-headed doorways, of the florid Eng-
ish style, were frequently decorated with some
uch quaint figures. The combat of St. Michael
vith the dragon was not uncommon, the saint

iccupying one side and the fiend the other,

n the screen of St. Saviour’s church, Soulli-

vark, a singular example occurs—a monk is

ihasing a fat pig, and endeavours to secure the

inimal by the tail as it runs down one side of
ihe arch, while he scrambles up the other.

The font has originally been very beautiful,

>ut it has suffered from mutilation. It is

Raced in the nave, on three steps. It is

.quare, standing upon an octagonal base, richly

liiculptured with a row of trefoil or lozenge
uhaped leaves, having a smaller trefoil between,
•.imilar to the Tudor flower, which forms so
lommon a finish to the screen-work of Henry
VTI.’s chapel at Westminster. Each face of
lie square basin is elaborately sculptured, with
pointed arches filled with flamboyant tracery,

ir richly decorated quatrefoils. The Irish

aound and three fleur-de-lys appear on one
side

;
the arms of De Burgo on another. This

font lias been engraved from my sketch in

Van Voorst’s “ Illustrations of Baptismal
Fonts.”

I cannot dismiss this imperfect paper with-
out adding a few words on the interest and
importance of Irish antiquities generally. Not
only do many of their towns display architec-

tural remains of much curiosity, but vestiges

of early times of the most extraordinary cha-
iiracter abound. Unlike the English peasant,
the humblest Irishman has a love for the
ihistory of the great men of his country

;
he

treasures their names, their deeds, and story
;

S
rand he is always full of anecdote, and ready
ito accompany the traveller anxious to investi-

gate the remains of “ the fine ould ancient
times,” which he himself delights to descant
[upon, and to offer all information and service
In his power. In his humble cabin the
(stranger always finds a warm welcome; and
ihis deep-seated love of his native land urges
iliim to treat any one as its friend who can
lead his mind back to the days of its former
iglory-

_

Wf.ntwoutii House.—Arrangements are

nmaking for the intended lighting of Went-
Irworth House with gas, to be produced from

licoal in the immediate neighbourhood, the

^property of Earl Fitzwilliam.

ANCIENT CAPITALS FROM THE SOANE MUSEUM.

Fig. 8.

ANCIENT CAPITALS FROM THE SOANE
MUSEUM.

In former numbers of The Builder* we
have given representations, from drawings by

Mr. Richardson, of various ancient fragments

now in the Soane Museum. The annexed en-

gravings, figures 7 and 8, represent two other

marble capitals of the same class, and afford

pretty examples for the ornamentist or

modeller.

AIR A MOTIVE POWER.

An ingenious application of the power con-

tained in condensed air to locomotive engines

has recently been patented, and is now being

exhibited, on a small scale, at the residence of

Mr. Parsey, patentee, Spur-street, Leicester-

square, who courts the fullest inquiry into the

pretensions of his invention. The engines

are to be filled at a terminus with highly con-

densed air, previously generated and re-

plenished from stationary receivers at the

various stations of railroads as often as occa-

sion may require. To the receiver or re-

ceivers of the engine so filled, to obviate the

excessive force and gradual decline of pressure

as the working cylinders draw it off, a receiver

is attached into which the air passes till it

reaches a given working pressure, which it

cannot exceed but by adjustment of the en-

gineer, as the self-acting regulator belonging

* See pp. 211, 234, and 247,

) the working receiver shuts or opens the in-

uctive passage from the high-pressure re-

eiver or receivers uniformly with the dis-

harges from the driving cylinders, by which

leans as much power is carried by the engine

9 will propel it and a train any distance. It

2ems to have one advantage over steam, mas-

luch as steam must be used as it is generated,

’liereas condensed air may be generated at

iisure [and can be kept any length ot time

'ithout losing its elastic or expansive power,

nd therefore can be used at any time it is

equired. ,,

Whether the invention will realize Mr.

'arsey’s expectations we cannot undertake to

ffirm. The working model has been seen in

Deration by many mechanicians and prac-

ical engineers, all of whom speak of it in

erms of approval. Should success attend the

arrving out the plan on a full working scale,

complete revolution must be effected in our

ailway system, as the wear and tear and nu-

nerous other expenses would be reduced to a

nere fraction of what they are at present,

nany of the present causes of accidents re-

moved, while any speed might be secured

Riich could possibly be required. Our obser-

ations have been limited to locomotive en-

gines, of course they apply equally to those

vhich are stationary'.

While Mr. Parsey has been devoting Ins

ime and ingenuity towards obtaining a motive

lower by means of a pressure from ivilhin,

ithers both at home and abroad have been
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attempting to produce the same effect and at

the most expeditious and economical rate by

means of a pressure from without ;
indeed the

vacuum and •plenum systems appear destined

ere long to be worthy rivals lor supremacy,

when steam shall be known only as a thing

that was, or at most as an auxiliary.

Mr. Nasmyth, in a letter to the editor of

the Mining Journal, propounds a novel method

of procuring a vacuum by the direct action of

low pressure steam. He says “ the object de-

sired to be attained is, to remove the air en-

tirely from the interior of certain large cham-
bers, so that they may, as it were, become
vast magazines of vacuum. The ordinary

mode of doing this is to pump out the air by
air-pumps, which receive their power from a

vacuum, created above or below the piston of

a steam-engine. The principle I set out upon
is simply this—why employ one vacuum to

create another, when we could, by the pri-

mary process, attain the desired object, with-

out the intervention of any secondary action,

or machinery, whatsoever? Now, let us ex-

amine how this is best to be done. One cubic

foot of water, converted into low-pressure

steam, will, in round numbers, yield 1,700

cubic feet of steam, which will be capable (on

being introduced at the upper end of an up-

right air-tight vessel) of displacing, or forcing

out at an aperture below, 1,700 cubic feet of

air; if we now stop the further influx of steam,
and close the aperture below, and either per-

mit the steam to condense, per se, or perform
that duty by a separate condenser, we shall

have for our 1,700 feet of steam, 1,700 feet of
very nearly perfect vacuum (supposing, of

course, that our vessel was exactly 1 ,700 cubic
feet capacity). Now, if we suppose a com-
munication opened between this magazine of

1,700 cubic feet of vacuum, and an at-

mospheric railway pipe of similar capa-
city, we shall abstract one-half of its

contents of air, and at once reduce it

to the state of a vacuum of 74 lbs. to

the square inch, or thereabouts. Here,
then, we have done some work so far,

with our first 1,700 cubic feet of steam. It

will be evident that the remaining vacuum in

the exhausting chamber, and that in the pipe
it has partially exhausted, will be similar in

extent—namely, each a half perfect vacuum.
Now, let us suppose that we have, during the

performance of this operation, discharged the
air from a second chamber of like capacity to

the first—viz., 1,700 cubic feet, and that that
vessel is just filled with steam on a balance
with the atmosphere: if before opening the

communication between our condenser and
this steam-filled vessel, we first open a com-
munication between it and our first vessel,

which, as before described, is in the state of
half vacuum, it is evident that this first vessel
will abstract from the steam-filled vessel a very
large portion of steam, until the two are then
on a balance; on this simple system of
mutual transfer we not only employ the first

vessel to act on the second, as a preliminary
condenser, but also, as it were, use the steam of
the second vessel in great part twice over

,
in-

asmuch, as this transferred steam will so far

act the same as fresh steam from the boiler
in satisfying the wants of the first, or “used
up ” chamber: this being the case, the second
vessel has its vacuum rendered complete, by
being brought into communication with the
condenser, while the first vessel has its comple-
ment of steam made up direct from the boiler

;

which steam, flowing in at the upper end, per-
forms the air-discharging office to perfection.”

New Churches.— On Saturday, the 25th
annual report of the Commissioners for Build-
ing New Churches (which was presented to

Parliament) was printed. It extends to fifteen

pages. It appears that 343 churches have
been now completed, and provision has therein
been made for 402,259 persons, including
225,217 seats appropriated to the use of the
poor. There are 36 churches now in the
course of building, to the erection of which
the commissioners have contributed pecuniary
aid from the funds placed at their disposal.
J he commissioners state that plans for 23
churches have been approved, to be built at the
places mentioned in the report. Applications
have been made for further church accommo-
dation to the commissioners from 74 places,
which are detailed in the annual statement.

BARTON HOUSE, IN THE ISLE OF
WIGHT.

Her Majesty the Queen having purchased

the site of the old convent or oratory of

Barton in the Isle of Wight, for the erection

of a marine residence, the following notices

of its history, from a paper read at the late

Winchester meeting, by Mr. John Alfred

Barton, of Barton village, may not be unin-

teresting to our readers.

In archfeological remains, and more par-

ticularly those of an early date, the Isle of

Wight has been represented by some writers

to be very barren, which, if true, may have

arisen from various causes
;
and amongst them,

doubtless, the sweeping devastions, which have

so frequently passed over it in by-gone times,

are to be considered as primary ones. Yet
there is much that will repay the antiquary for

a patient investigation,—much that may yet

be brought to light, hidden beneath the soil

;

and amongst those relics which time has spared,

not the least interesting portion, is that which
comprises the old manorial residences of

ancient families, many of which still remain
in nearly their original state, and being gene-

rally in secluded situations, have almost en-

tirely escaped the notice of the tourist, or the

antiquary. A considerable list of these might
be given, but I shall now limit my remarks to

the ancient oratory of Burton, or Barton,

which has survived to the present day, and, till

within a very brief period, presented a

curious example of the domestic arrangements
of a different state of society from the present.

This fine old place is, at this time, an object

of peculiar interest, from its having so recently

become the property of her most gracious Ma-
jesty, and from the demolition (withsmall excep-
tions) of the venerable walls, which for nearly

six centuries have withstood the assaults of time
and the injuries of man. It is true that another
building is in progress of erection, and that

taste and genius preside over the work
;
but

it is difficult to forget that, with its destruction,

the associations attached to the time-hallowed
and hoary dwelling of a distant age are passed

away; and, however we may admire the new
creation, still we must regret the old and the

familiar. Very fortunately, during the last

year, I had taken a series of sketches of the

house as it then appeared, and as it remained till

within these few weeks.
I shall briefly describe the old house as it

lately stood, and then proceed to give such
account of its uses and of its history as I have
been enabled to collect from the scanty sources
of information available. It is much to be
regretted that these are so meagre and unsa-
tisfactory

;
but the truth is, that the religious

house of Burton having been dissolved long
before the Reformation, it has escaped the at-

tention of our writers on ecclesiastical antiqui-

ties altogether, and with the exception of a few
scattered notices of it in old documents, some
traditionary matters, and the preservation of
the building to illustrate them, its history is in-

volved in obscurity. Barton Court House
was an extensive mass of buildings erected at

various periods, and having that general cha-
racter which has been denominated the Eliza-
bethan style; but it is little to be doubted that
it belonged to a period somewhat anterior, and
that it offered a specimen of the domestic ar-
chitecture of Henry VT.’s age. The reasons
for the adoption of this opinion are, that the
houses of Elizabeth's time are usually more
ornamented, whereas the prevailing character-
istic of Barton was a severe simplicity; and
also, it is well known that when the oratory
was surrendered in the reign of Henry VI.
great alterations were made in the building

;

and to that era, therefore, the late dwelling-
house was to be attributed.

There were two principal fronts, the eastern,
in which was situated the porch entrance, and
the southern

;
but from whatever quarter it

was viewed, a picturesque and massive group
of moss-grown walls, towering and elegant
chimnies, and ornamented gables, the whole
embosomed in fine old trees, formed a scene
of the greatest beauty and cheerfulness com-
bined. The eastern front comprised wings,
with a central porch of two stories, and was
very beautifully varied in its combinations, and
exhibited a rich and interesting assemblage of
details. The southern front was of much
greater extent, and of greater simplicity in its

outline, yet exceedingly impressive and noble,
while, from its more weather-stained hue, it

had an appearance of the most venerable kind.

These two fronts are the only portions of the

ancient building which will be preserved, and
it is creditable to the taste of those entrusted

i

with the restorations, that they should have
spared them antique remains, although it

might hav-* been wished the chimnies could
have been also exempted from destruction, as

their elaborate and elegant design and massive

grouping well entitle them to this distinction.

During the progress of demolition, a wall of

very solid construction, the sole remainder of
the original building, Avas brought to light;

and it having been stated in the public papers
that is was interesting with respect to its archi-

tecture, I made a visit ofinspection to Barton,

but was, unluckily, too late for the swift pro-

gress of destruction — a considerable part

having been then demolished, and Avith it an
arched door-way, Avhich had been built up, and
which the clerk of the works informed me
was a plain chamfered one, possessing little of

architectural merit. He also stated that the

discoveries, concerning which so much had
been Avritten, Avere of a much less important

character than had been represented, the arch

being precisely similar to that at the eastern

entrance, and the only point of interest vidde.
That portion of the wall which remained, cer-

tainly presented no features to distinguish it

from any other, with the exception of its an-

tiquity. It was a plain but massive piece of

masonry. I was informed by the same gentle-

man, also, that a few coins had been discovered

during the demolition of the house, which had
been sent to his royal highness Prince Albert

;

but he could give me no information as to

their age or character : they are of silver.

To describe the interior distribution of a

dwelling Avhich has ceased to be, may seem
unnecessary, but there were some peculiarities

about that of Barton which may entitle it to

notice
;
and although it no longer retained its

original monastic character, its details were of

sufficiently remote period to excite curiosity,

and to gratify it. One apartment, about 12

feet square, bore the title of the chapel, and
was very singular, having been apparently

fitted up as a secret chapel for the performance
of the mass, subsequent to the Reformation,

and within the memory of living individuals,

retaining an altar, crucifix, and other Catholic

accessories. The hall was also a spacious and
noble room, though subsequently divided into

two, and had its ample fire-place at either end,

and its hospitable and antique table, formed
from one immense plank of oak.

The oratory of Burton, or Byrton, as it is

originally written, Avas founded about the close

of Henry the Third’s reign, or the commence-
ment of that of Edward the First, by John de

Insula (a member of the ancient family of that

name seated in the Isle of Wight) the rector

ofShalfleet, and Thomas de Winton, rector of
Godshill, and by them dedicated to the Holy
Trinity, and endowed with certain lands and
manorial rights, situated in the parish of

Whippingham and elsewhere, in the Isle of
Wight.
By the Winchester register we are informed

that in a.d. 1290, the prior being then a

captive in France, and the buildings of the

oratory in a state of dilapidation, instructions

were issued by the bishop that the house should

be repaired, and other necessary things be done.

a.d. 1439, about 150 years after its institu-

tion, and in the eighteenth year of Henry VI.
the oratory of Burton or Barton, was surren-

dered into the hands of the bishop of Win-
chester by Walter Trengoff, the arch-priest,

who afterwards became Archdeacon of Corn-

wall. This Avas undoubtedly through the

influence of William Wainfleet, the bishop;

and by the same influence the oratory Avith its

lands Avere granted to the college of St. Mary,
at Winchester, founded by William of Wyke-
ham, and with this foundation it has remained

till the recent transfer to our most gracious

queen.

Devonport Dockyard.—For many years

past, the Government has contemplated the

enlargement of Devonport dockyard, but

various interests have hitherto successfully

prevented its execution. The additional

powers recently given by parliament to the

Admiralty having placed that department in

a better position, very active arrangements

are noAV being made to carry into effect as

a pidly as possible the original design.
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EXAMINATION IN CURVES *

8. For wliat reason is an egg-shaped curve

best, and what is the best egg form for the

ion of a sewer ?

9. What is the best egg shape or other

ve for the section of a railway tunnel ?

0. In wbat way can a workman describe

h egg- formed curves for such purposes,

size, by simple continuous motion ?

1. What is an isometrical ellipse ?

2. In what ancient Grecian building has

isometrical ellipse been adopted?

3. Shew how a cylinder or cone may be

to produce an isometrical ellipse.

4. State in which modern bridge the halt

an isometrical ellipse has been selected as

form of the centie arch.
,

15. Can any reason he assigned why tbe

dent Greek geometrical architects selected

form of the isometrical ellipse ?

16. And why should that curve be selected

an arch in modern bridge building?

17. Shew how the varying ribs of a Gothic

fin should be formed from any given curve

one rib, so that all the other ribs, differing

length of span, but rising to the same height,

d with the same transverse section through-

t, shall be perpendicular over their plan,

tersect truly, and each spring at the same

stance from a point on the cap of the pillar.

48. Shew how several ribs of like sections,

:. as in the last can be placed so that their

tersections shall be all of the same length.

49. Shew how several ribs, as before, can

,
placed so as to intersect truly, and although

' various lengths and making various angles

ith each other on plan, will at the springing

it be more crowded in one place than

lother.

50. What is a catenary curve ?

51. Is it an asymptotic line ?

52. Prove whether it is or not.

53. Shew the simplest way of setting out a

tilvvay curve in a tunnel as the work pro-

jeds—whether the line is a portion of a

rcle or a line having two points of contrary

xture to which the right lines of the railway

: both ends are tangents to the curve at those

I

3 '0 *9 ”

54. Supposing several radii proceeding from

lie centre of the eye of any ancient example

the Greek volute, at what point of any re-

ution is a tangent to the curve perpendicular

i radius ?

55.

And at what point is a tangent most

ique to a radius?

)G. Compare these with any modern ex-

ple of the Greek volute, and point out the

fercnce.
. .

The study of architecture, engineering, and

jorative art, would be greatly facilitated by

eries of cones, right cylinders, circular cy-

ders and spheres, to as large a size as con-

sent; some of them being cut to shew their

/oral distinct plane sections; others to shew

»ir various distinct intersections with each

ler
;
and these accompanied by their several

velopes.

They would thus be proceeding on the

me principle that the ancients made use of

ascertain true geometrical forms—true lines

beauty. The Greeks knew the right line,

e circle, the true form of the ellipse, the

'perbola, and the parabola, practically ; and

eir relation to solids. They also knew

her varying curves, but if they had ascer-

ined their relation to solids, that knowledge

•pears to have been lost.

Some hundreds of pieces may be necessary

complete the illustration that would be du-

rable. Even the platonic bodies and their

ane sections should be included, and the

riportance of all these may be shewn by ask-

ig what are the distinct plane sections ot a

rbe? In how many ways can a cube be cut

y a plane section into two equal and similar

rrts ? How can a cube be cut by a plane

Dction so that its half shall have five, in

ther cases six, and in other cases seven plane

.irfaces ?

The knowledge of intersections and enve-

ipes is essential for the construction of groins,

kew-bridges, &e. Mr. Morgan justly says

he student should first have his mind tormed

y drawing straight lines and curves of every

imension, and in every possible combination.

L’o what extent is this done at present in any

British or foreign school from true geometri-

cal forms? The better geometry is under-

stood the more accurately nature can be exa-

mined—nature in perfection is geometry.
Jos. J OPJ.INCJ.

29, Wimpole-street, 16th Aug., 1845.

* See page 370 ante,

NATIONAL ANTIQUITIES.

Is the British Museum visited for curiosity

alone ? Can there be a higher proof of the

intellectual appreciation of its contents than

the desire so universal for a more liberal en-

dowment,— the oft-repeated hope that it will

be built as one national monument of which at

least we may be proud ? And the proposal to

establish Museums of Art throughout the

principal cities of the land,—was that no in-

dication of the state of popular opinion ? W e

say popular, for men do not discuss these

questions as the interests of a class, but as the

common benefit of all. Can any one doubt

I

but that, after the expression of opinion in the

House of Commons upon the National Gallery,

that building must and will be ultimately given

up? Can we suppose that when it is admitted

bv the premier to be inadequate, and that we

have thrown away “ the most magnificent site

in Europe,” it will be long suffered to exist as

it is, or remain unaltered or unremoved ? Not

the most virulent opponent of measures con-

nected with these subjects can he found willing

to repeat a so stultified confession of faith.

Very few we suspect would be found so

courageous as to oppose them. Unless pei-

haps, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, for the
1

time being, whose “ Whole Duty of Official

Man ” is, apparently, to take from the public

as much as parliament votes possible, and to

return the little which government votes

enough. We cannot, indeed, withhold the

expression of our extreme regret upon the

manner and arguments with which Mr.Wyse s

motion, “ To establish a Museum of National

Antiquities,” was met. Without a juxta-

position of works of art of different periods,

how can we estimate the past, or produce for

the future? How can artists conduct his-

torical works without a knowledge of the

spirit of each age? Manners, habits, cos-

tumes, ceremonial observances, and peculiar

traits of national character are all incidentally

or immediately connected with this study. Is

there any one who does not feel an interest in

the preservation of public monuments, who

would not restrain the dilapidations, who

would not restore them? Yet how shall we

restrain, if we do not place them beneath the

protection of public feeling
;
how restore, un-

less we know the origin, principle, and style ot

their construction ? But is not the study of

the antiquities of Art intimately connected

with literature ? has it not an historical impoit-

ance? He knows but little of the history of

civilization in Europe who has neglected this

interesting witness of its progress. 1 he

French Government, the most liberal in

Europe, has ever wisely considered the patro-

nage of literature and art, and the protection

of national monuments, as a stringent duty,

and made it a distinct part of their adminis-

tration. Those only who have read the docu-

ments transmitted to M. Guizot by the Com-

mittee of Art and Monuments can be aware

of the proof it affords of the honourable feel-

ing of the minister, and the general desire of

the people to give effect to his intention. But

in England we live under a different dispen-

sation. History is here an old almanac

;

antiquity of no repute, unless as the record of

fiscal regulations
;

and works, the evidence

and illustration of manners, events, and arts,

valueless, if not as tribute to the Treasury, or

according to the gold and silver standard of

the Custom-house. And we have, notwith-

standing, an enlightened Government ;
and we

are, as we say we are, an enlightened people . .

The Chancellor of the Exchequer refuses the

appointment of a commission for the esta-

blishment and maintenance of a Museum ot

National Antiquities, because, abroad, “ these

were the care of the Government, and in

England they were not, for custom (or the

Custom-house?) left the advancement of such

objects to private individuals. Can any

argument be more cogent? Sir J. Graham

was equally concise, and equally aigu 1

tive “Will you establish a museum?

“ We will not.” “ Why ?” “ Because we

have not !” and thereupon ensues the negative

without a division. But wo do not despair;

the ministers are better than their speeches

;

“ the grave consideration” the chancellor re-

quires will be followed by the adoption of the

measure which the country asks for. It is in

cases of this kind that figures are more argu-

mentative than facts
;
there is no solvent

which acts so powerfully upon exchequer

reasoning as the surplus on quarter-day .—Art

Union.

NOTES IN THE PROVINCES.

Crosthwaite Church, Keswick, one of the

most ancient in the kingdom, has recently been

almost rebuilt at the sole expense of James

Stanger, Esq. of Lairtlnvaite. The whole of

the interior decorations were under the super-

intendence of Mr. Jones, the architectural

carver and modeller of London. The alte-

rations and adornments are said to have cost

upwards of 4,000/. During the past year the

committee of council on education have made

the following grants towards the erection of

schools, masters’ houses, &c., in Yorkshire:

—

400/. to BatleyCarr; 400/. to Honley
;

188/.

to Bedale
;

110/. to Connonley in Kildwick;

65/. to North Frodingham; 4*5/. to Dalton;

and a few other smaller amounts for less

lopuloiis places. It is in contemplation at

[lull to enlarge and improve the ferry boat

dock. At a quarterly meeting of the Town
Council, held last week, it was determined that

means be instantly adopted towards obtaining

plans and estimates. It is probable that an

Act of Parliament will be applied for next

session to empower the council to obtain loans

of money to defray tbe immediate expense,

and to levy funds in the form of borough rates,

for the purpose of liquidating the loans and

paying the interest. A large body of quarry

men have lately been employed in boring for

stone on the 'Weston Hills, for the erec-

tion of the new docks at Runcorn,

Cheshire, which when finished will ex-

tend nearly a mile in length. Her

Majesty and Prince Albert recently had

Mr. Webster’s new patent hand-pipe and tile-

machine exhibited and explained to them, and

after seeing it in operation, gave instructions

it is said to have the estate in which Osborne

House stands, consisting of about 1,500 acres,

thorough lv drained upon Mr. Webster’s plan.

On Monday last ti e foundation-stone of

the New Church at Middleton, near Leeds, was

laid by C. J. Brandling, Esq., assisted by the

architect, Mr. J. B. Chantrell. Upwards of

2,000 persons were present, including most ot

the neighbouring clergy and gentry. The
Commissioners of Woods and Forests have

just determined upon several improvements in

the Home and Great Parks at Windsor,

according to the designs of Mr. Edward

Blore. A lodge is to be erected at the en-

trance to the Great Park, close to Cumberland

Lodge, the residence of Major General

Wemyss, the manager of tbe farming esta-

blishments of his Royal Highness Prince

Albert. Tbe gardener’s cottage close to

Adelaide Lodge, in the Home Park, is to be

taken down, and a picturesque building to

harmonize, in the style of its architectuie,

with Adelaide Lodge, erected on its site.

Flying Barn, the residence of the fisherman

in charge of Virginia Water and the fishery

atCumberland Lodge, is also to be taken down,

and rebuilt in tbe Elizabethan style.-

The first stone of a new church at \i alton

Breck, near Liverpool, was laid last week by

William Brown, Esq., of Richmond-h.ll ;
Mr.

John Hay is the architect, and Messrs. Richard

and Paul Barker are the builders. 1 he style

is in the decorated Gothic of the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries, during the reign ot

Edward III. There will be two spacious

school-rooms underneath, with every conveni-

ence, and the whole will be executed with a

fine red stone fi-und on tbe ground.——A
coped tomb (of which there is an examp.e in

the Temple church, London) has recently

been erected in the churchyard of Hanley

Castle, Worcestershire, to the memory of the

late head master of the Grammar School. The

following is the inscription, which is in capital

letters of an ancient lorm :

—

ABEL SMITH B. A. PRESBYTER ECCLESI.E ANGLICAN.®

IDEMQUE LV D I VETERIS PROXIME S1TI MAGISTER
DISCESSIT E VITA DIE DECEMBRIS XVIII

ANNO SALVTIS MDCCCXLI1II ASTATI S XLV

The parishioners of St, Peter’s, Bedford,
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have determined upon enlarging their church
according to plans prepared by Mr. J. Wing,
architect. They propose 1st, To erect an aisle

on the north side of the nave
;
2nd, To lengthen

the gallery at the west end
;
3rd, To take out

and widen the arch under the west side of the

tower; 4th, To re-arrange the whole of the

pews in the church, and make them into open
seats of uniform size and height. The estimate

cost is 520/. Tt is further proposed to erect a

vestry at an additional cost of 210/. A de-
putation from Armagh had an interview last

week with the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland to

present a memorial representing the great ad-
vantages which that ancient city possesses as

the most suitable site for the new college
in Ulster. His excellency stated that he would
take especial care to place the arguments in

favour of Armagh before Sir Robert Peel.
During the first six months of the present year
notices of the erection of sixty warehouses
and of 1,645 dwelling-houses were lodged
with the corporation surveyors of Liverpool.
Since then several hundred additional no-
tices have been served. It is estimated
that during the present year upwards of 2,500
new houses will be erected in Liverpool.

After raising 600,000/. or 706,000/. for
churches, the Free Church people of Scot-
land determined recently to have a college,

and twenty individuals instantly put down
their names for 1 ,000/. each for the purpose.
Since then they have commenced a subscrip-
tion to build parsonages for their ministers,
and in a few weeks 40,000/. or 50,000/. has
been raised forthatpurpose. St. IvesBridge,
the property of the Duke of Manchester, is at
present undergoing numerous extensive re-
pairs. Various minor dilapidations, evidently,
however, more affecting the external appear-
ance, than the actual stability of the fabric,
having become manifest, the noble duke has
employed Messrs. Harratt and Balbirnie, of
Huntingdon, to effect this restoration. The
new stone work of some of the piers has
already been completed, and considerable pre-
parations appear in progress for the other
parts. The wharf stairs and steps also, which
have been long in an exceedingly dilapidated
state, are to be replaced by substantial new

THE COLOURS AND FORMS OF FURNI-
TURE AND ROOM DECORATIONS*

NEW METHOD OF PROTECTING WOOD
PILES IN SEA WATER FROM INSECTS.

The destructive effects produced by the
insect called by entomologists tereno navalis,
or sea worm, on wood piles subject to the ac-
tion of sea water is well known. In the
Trinity pier, at Newhaven, in the Frith of
Forth, so rapid were the ravages of this insect
(which when perfectly formed bears some re-
semblance to a diminutive shrimp) that in the
course of six years the piles were reduced from
12 to 14 inches diameter to 9 or 10 inches.
At the Brighton pier in the course of a few
years the whole of the piles in the outer head
which were all 14 inches square, were reduced
to 8 or 10 in some parts, land the second or
third stations were also much injured.
Many suggestions have been made from

time to time, and many experiments tried
having for their object a protection against
this evil, but hitherto with no success. In the
case above referred to the piles had been
charred and saturated with boiling coal tar in
an iron trough made for the purpose. Ryan’s
anti-dry-rot has been tried, in a few years the
piles were quite perforated

; Prichard's oil of
tar was tried, and failed

; Payne’s process was
also unsuccessful

;
asphalte has been attempted"

but, with the utmost care in driving, it breaks
off.

Captain Sir Samuel Brown, R.N., in a letter
to Admiral Sir Byam Martin, states that, from
numerous experiments and observations, he is
satisfied “ that at present there is really no spe-
cific remedy against the attacks of the insect
except iron nails.” lie proposes to encase the
pile with broad-headed iron nails resemblintr
scupper nails, but considerably lamer, and

smn ta\

at C°“ rSe ° f 1 fe 'v corro-

He forth
P aCC a"d Sprt,ads int0 ,he interstices.He further suggests the adoption of snmre-

ex?enfoTrte^ leV *he •“«»«•* PoSeextent, of the surface of the pile exposed Ex-penments tried at the Trinity pier,Shav^and Brighton pier have fullyestablished the
effectiveness of Sir Samuel Brown’s method.

Much has been written within the last few
years respecting the choice of colours and of
forms in the chief articles of household furni-
ture. At present, each individual selects for
himself according to what may appear to him
beautiful or fitting; but no very considerable
progress has hitherto been made in laying
down rules of taste to be followed generally.
Indeed, it is a much disputed question whether
such rules could be laid down with any thin<>-

like general sanction. A few paragraphs
may here serve to shew the views entertained
on these points by writers who have paid some
attention to them.
Mr. Pugin makes the following comments

on certain kinds of paper hanging patterns :

“ I will commence with what are called Gothic
pattern papers for hanging walls, where a
wretched caricature of a painted building
is repeated from the skirting to the coi^
nice, in glorious confusion; door over pin-
nacle and pinnacle over door. This is a great
favourite with hotel and tavern keepers.
Again, those papers which are shaded, are de-
fective in principle

;
for as a paper is hung

round a room, the ornament must frequently
be shadowed on the light side. The variety of
these miserable patterns is quite surprising;
and as the expense of cutting a block for a had
figure is equal, if not greater, than for a good
one, there is not the shadow of an excuse for
their continual reproduction. A moment’s
reflection must shew the extreme absurdity of
lepeating a perspective over a large surface
with some hundred different parts of light; a
panel or wall may be enriched or decorated at
pleasure, but it should always be treated in a
consistent manner. Flock papers are ad-
mirable substitutes for the ancient hangings,
but then they must consist of a pattern without
colour, with the forms relieved by the intro-
duction of harmonious colours.”
Mr. Loudon, in a work to which we have

before had occasion to refer, takes the follow-
ing view of the relations which ought to exist
between the several parts of a room as to
colour :

—“ Much of the opinion which we
form of all objects depends on the effect of the
hrst impressions which wc receive from them.
Our first ideas of any man or woman, in see-
ing them at a short distance, are taken from
their height and clothing

;
and our first ideas

of a room from its size, and the covering or
colour of its floor and walls. Taking the room
as a whole, and considering its effect as a pic-
ture, the colours of the carpet and of the
walls will form the principle masses in the
composition, and will necessarily influence
every other component part. If the floor and the
walls were of the same coiour, there would be
a deficiency of force and of effect from want
of contrast; if they were of different colours,
equally attracting to the eye, the effect pro-
duced would not be that of a whole

;
because a

whole is the result of the co-operation of dif-
erent subordinate parts with one principle part,
lhe harmony of the colouring o a room,
therefore, can only be produced by tbe same
kind of knowledge which guides an artist in
painting a picture. The principles of the art
ot painting supply the principles for the art of
distributing colours in furnishing; but as this
art cannot nil at once be communicated to the
leader, till that we shall attempt at present is
to supply him with a few hints, drawn from
the usual practice of upholsterers. These are
that neither the colours of the carpet should heso brilliant as to destroy the effect of those ofthe paper, nor the contrary; and that the cur-
tains should always he of a colour suitable to
doth. It Is n ot necessary that they should be
of the same colour, but that they should be of
colouis that harmonize, or, in other words,look well together. A very brilliant colour
such as crimson in the carpet, may have adrab or other subdued colour in the curtains
and paper; hut then there should be some ofthe bulliant colour introduced in both, as bor-
dering or ornaments. Thus a room with abngh blue or crimson carpet may have white
or yellow or drab curtains and paper

, but then
a crimson bordering or ornaments should be
introduced in them, to harmonize the effect
It would not do, in the case of a blue carpet, to
have green curtains or paper, or with the
crimson to have scarlet, because these colours

do not accord. A green carpet may have blacl
red, or white curtains, with green borders an
ornaments. A yellow carpet may have blac
curtains, and a dark grey paper with velhr
borders and ornaments. Whatsoever wi
apply to a self-coloured carpet, curtains, c
paper, will apply equally well in all case
where those colours predominate. It slioul
never be forgotten that the whole effect of a
elegantly furnished room may be destroyed b
the selection of a carpet, which, though hand
some in itself, does not harmonize with th
other furniture.”

Mr. Pugin, in treating of the relations whicl
interior fittings bear, or ought to bear, to eacl
other, and to the general purpose of the whole
visits with some severity the usual mode o
hanging window-curtains. He says that what
ever elegance may be shewn in such articles o
room furniture, their use should be first con-
sidered. This use is, to exclude cold and wine
from windows and other openings, and yet tr
admit of the curtain to be closed or drawn aside
at pleasure

;
and hence there is a rod, on whicl:

the curtain may be drawn aside by means of a
ring, and a short valance to hang down ovei,

V- - -
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the openings above this rod. “ Now the un
terials of these curtains,” says Mr. Pugii

* From the “ Pictorial Gallery of Arts.”

may be rich or plain
;
they may be heavily o

lightly fringed
;
they may be embroidered witl

heraldic charges or not, according to tin
locality where they are to be hung

;
but theii

real use must be strictly maintained. Ilenc<
all the modern plans of suspending enormous
folds of stuff over poles, as if for the purpose o
sale or of being dried, is quite contrary to the
use and intention of curtains, and abominable
in taste

;
and the only object that these endless

festoonsand bunchy tassels can answeris, to swell
the hills and profits’ of the upholsterers, who are
the inventors of these extravagant and ugly dra-
peries, which are not only useless in protecting
the chamber from cold, but are the depositories
of thick layers ol dust, and in London not un-
frequently become the strongholds of vermin.
It is not less ridiculous to see canopies of tomb
and altar screens setup over windows, instead
of the appropriate valance or baldaguin of
the olden time. It is proper in this place to
explain the origin and proper application of
fringes, which is but little understood. Fringe
was originally nothing more than the ragged
edge ot the stuff tied into bunches to prevent
it unravelling further. This suggested the
idea of manufacturing fringe as an ornamental
edging, but good taste requires that it should
he designed and applied correctly. In the
first place, fringe should never consist of heavy
parts, but simply ofthreads tied into ornamental
patterns

;
secondly, a deep fringe should not

he suspended to a narrow valance
;

thirdly, no
valance should be formed entirely of fringe, as
fringe can only be supplied as an ornamental
edging to some kind of stuff

; fourthly, fringe
should not be sowed upon stuff, but always
on the edges. It is allowable at the very top,
as it may be supposed to be the upper ed“e
turned over.”

Mr. D. R. Haj’, of Edinburgh, in his
“ Treatise on Harmonious Colouring,” dwells
on the importance of so selecting colours in a
room as to form a consistent and harmonious
whole. He also insists on the point, that the
colouring of rooms shall be an echo to their
uses : the colour of a library ought to be com-
paratively severe; that of a dining-room,
grave; and that of a drawing-room gay; while
light colours are most suitable for bed-rooms.
He also adds, “ Apartments lighted from the
south and west, particularly in a summer
residence, should be of a cool tone; hut the
apartments of a town-house ought all to ap-
proach towards a warm tone, as also should he
such apartments as are lighted from the north
and east of a country residence. When the
tone of an apartment is, therefore, fixed by the
choice of the furniture, it is the business of
the house-painter to introduce such tints for
the ceilings, wall, &c., as will unite the whole
in perfect harmony; and this it may be ob-
served, is a difficult task. The colours of the
furniture may he arranged by a general know-
ledge of the laws of harmony,[but the painter’s
part can only be done by the closest attention
to all the minutiae of the art.”

The late Sir John Robinson, of Edinburgh,
sent to Mr. Loudon, for insertion in the“ En-
elopaedia of Villa Architecture,” a description
of a drawing-room which he had caused to be
decorated, with especial reference to what was



emed by the artists the proper harmony of

louring in the principal parts. There were
ly three decided colours throughout, viz.,

bite, crimson, and green. The ceiling, cor-

•es, woodwork, and canopies of the window-
ngings were white, enriched with gilding

;

2 hangings, the ground of the walls, and
lit of the carpet, crimson, while the pattern

I

the carpet was a sort of tracery of creeping

mts in shades of green. The chimney-

|*ce was of white marble, reaching nearly to

2 ceiling, with a panel, equal in width to the

ening of the chimney, filled with a mirror

looking-glass. The walls of the rooms
to painted in imitation of Morocco leather,

riched with roses in gilding, shaded by

[nd, and the whole varnished with copal,

lie woodwork was dead white, bordered with

fit mouldings. The window-curtains were of

I

Very simple form, being merely large cur-

ns, without draperies or fringes, and they

ng in vertical lines, so as to catch no dust.

|

'iey ran on gilt wooden poles, and inside the

mice was a common French curtain-rod, on

rich ran a very fine but plain muslin sun-

Irtain, edged with crimson cherry fringe,

lie cords for drawing the curtains, instead of

ping concealed, are made very conspicuous,

Id contribute much to the general effect

:

by are about the thickness of half an inch,

!

plaited worsted cord, with handsome termi-

tion. In speaking of the general colours

opted throughout, Sir J. Robison observes :

The whole of the crimson is, as near as

acticable with the different materials, of the

Ime hue, the lake for the walls having been
st procured, and the silk and worsted dyed

i match it. From this circumstance, and
nn its being contrasted by the green, and
|lieved by the white and gold, it has no more
a predominant hue in the arrangement than

I

perfectly agreeable, while it gives great

stinctness in the pictures, and a general air

p
warmth and comfort, without appearing

laring or gaudy. In the design and con-

ruction of every thiug in the room, the aim
Is been to avoid harbourage for dust.

In tracing the principles on which the early

iglish builders are supposed to have acted in

le construction of churches and edifices, Mr.
lgin states that they adapted their designs to

b kind of materials employed, and made no
empt to hide any of the latter. With us,

ages, locks, bolts, and nails are, as far as

pssiblc, hidden from view, as if unsightly

;

lereas in the “ pointed ” style (whether of

diitccfure or of room- decoration) they were
adored conspicuous features in the general

sign. The hinges covered the whole face of

2 doors with varied and flowing scroll-

prk
;
a lock was made the object of much

rious decoration
;
and the key was often

st or carved with emblems appropi iate to

2 purposes of the lock belonging to it. Mr.
igin adduces as an argument in favour of

rving instead of metal-castings wherever
tli may be used, that “all castings must be
ficientof that play of light and shade conse-

ent on bold relief and deep sinkings, so

sential to produce a good effect. Cast-iron

likewise a source of continual repetition,

bversive of the variety and imagination

ihibited in pointed design : a mould for cast-

g is an expensive thing; once got, it must

!
worked out. Hence we see the same

Indow in greenhouse, gatehouse, church, and
om

;
the same strawberry leaf, sometimes

rpendicular, sometimes horizontal, some-
lies suspended, sometimes on end

;
although,

the principles of pure design, these various

isilions require to be differently treated.”

hether or not, according to any particular

eory of the principles of art, the employ-
put of casting leads to the heterogeneous
ixture of things that ought to be kept sepa-

te, we must not forget that the power of
pid and cheap production, possessed by and
therent in the system of casting— whether
mamental impressions from a mould, or
iiinted impressions from a stereotype plate

—

is been, and is, one of the most powerful of

I means for diffusing among the many that

uich had before been attainable only by the few.

'Opkr ati ves in Paris.—We learn from
'ilignani that nineteen journeymen carpenters

ive been ordered by the council chamber of the

ivil tribunal of the Seine to be brought to trial

r illegal combination against their masters.

THE BUILDER.
LIST OF NEW PATENTS RELATING TO
ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, &c.,

GRANTED FOR ENGLAND.

Furnished by Mr. A. Prince, of the Office for Patents of
Inventions, Lincoln’s-inn Fields, London.

[six months for enrolment.]

Stephen Hutchinson, of the London Gas
Works, Vauxhall, engineer, for certain im-

provements in gas meters. July 2.

John Hopkins, of 1, Rector-place, Wool-
wich, gentleman, for certain improvements in

rails and trams for railroads and tramways.
July 3.

Thomas Walker, of Euston-square, mecha-
nic, and George Mills, of Dover, coal-merchant,

for certain improvements in springs, and elas-

tic power, as applicable to railway carriages

and other vehicles, and to other articles and
purposes in which springs or elastic power is

now used. July 3.

William Mather, and Colin Mather, of Sal-

ford, Lancaster, engineers, for certain im-

provements in boring earth, stone, and sub-

terraneous matter, and in the machinery, tools,

or apparatus applicable to the same. July 3.

William Newton, of Chancery-lane, civil

engineer, for certain improvements in railways,

and in the means of propelling carriages.

July 3.

George Myers, of Laurie-terrace, Westmin-
ster-road, Lambeth, builder, for improvements

in cutting or carving wood, stone, and other

materials. July 8.

Jacob Brett, of Hanover-square, Middlesex,

esquire, for improvements in propelling car-

riages on railways, and other roads and ways.

July 8.

John Samuel Templeton, of Sussex-place,

Kensington, artist, for improvements in pro-

pelling carriages on railways. July 12.

Edmund Ratcliff, of Birmingham, manufac-

turer, for a certain improvement, or certain

improvements, in the furniture of door-locks

and latches. July 12.

Joseph Fulton Meade, of Dublin, gentleman,

for certain improvements in steam-engines and

boilers. July 12.

Horatio Sydney Sheaf, of Waterloo place,

Old Kent-road, artist, for certain improvements

in obtaining and employing motive power.

July 12.

Samuel Tretliewav, of Watergrove Mine,

near Stoney Middleton, Derby, civil engineer,

and Joseph Quick, of Summer-street, South-

wark, engineer, for an improved combined
expansive steam and atmospheric engine.

July 12.

Joseph Malcolmson, of Portlaw, Ireland, for

improvements in apparatus used for propelling

carriages on roads, and vessels on inland waters

when employing atmospheric pressure. July 12.

John Shaw, of Broughton, in Furners, Lan-

caster, chemist and druggist, fora hydro-pneu-

matic engine. July 12.

Julius Adolph Detmold, of the City of

London, merchant, for improvements in the

means of applying steam as a motive power.

July 21.

Angier March Perkins, of Francis-street,

Regent-square, an extension for the term of

five years of an invention for certain improve-

ments in the apparatus or method of heating

the air in buildings, heating and evaporating

fluids, and heating metals. July 21.

Jacob Brett., of Hanover-square, Middlesex,

gentleman, for improvements in atmospheric

propulsion, and in the manufacture of tubes

for atmospheric railways and other purposes.

July 21.

William Breynton, of the Inner Temple,
London, esquire, for certain improvements in

rotary steam engines. July 25.

George Beadon, of Battersea, Surrey, com-
mander in the royal navy, for improvements
in propelling vessels and land- carriages, in

raising and drawing off water for driving ma-
chinery, which means of raising and drawing
off water are applicable to other useful pur-

poses. July 29.

Sir Samuel Brown, of Blackheath, knight
of the Hanoverian Guelphic Order, captain of

her Majesty’s navy, for improvements in the

formation of embankments for canals, docks,

and sea walls, and in the conveyance and pro-

pulsion of locomotive engines, and other car-

riages or bodies on canals and other inland

waters, and also on rail and other roads, and

in propelling vessels on the ocean and navi-

gable rivers. July 29,
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John Paltrineri, of Skinners’-place, Size-

lane, London, gentleman, for certain new and
improved modes of obtaining and applying

motive power. July 30.

Joseph Quick, of Summer-street, South-

wark, engineer, and Henry Austin, of Wal-
brook, civil-engineer, for improvements in the

construction and working of atmospheric rail-

ways. July 31.
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Memoir of John Aubrey
,
F.R.S. By John

Britton, F.S.A. Published by the Wilt-
shire Topographical Society. 1845.

The object of the Wiltshire Topographical
Society is to collect materials for, and publish
occasionally, historical and descriptive ac-

counts, either illustrated or otherwise, of
places and things in the county of Wilts and
the adjacent districts, which have not hitherto

been satisfactorily elucidated. The present
work forms the second volume of the society’s

publications, and is a valuable addition to

biographical literature. It seems that Mr.
Britton had commenced for the society a his-

tory of the parish of Kington St. Michael, of
which Aubrey was a native. It was proposed
therefore to include in the work a notice of
Aubrey’s life. In arranging the materials for

this, however, it was found that they were
sufficiently copious and interesting to make a

separate volume, which was accordingly' done,

and the result is one of the most charming
memoirs that we have seen for some time,

well calculated to sustain the reputation of its

author and increase that of the society. It

includes some very singular and interesting

auto-biographical notices of his early life and
studies, copied from a manuscript in the Ash-
molean Museum, Oxford, which have never

been printed before.

Aubrey was born at Easton Pierse, March
12th, 1625, and when very young shewed a

love of antiquarian pursuits. “ lie may be

regarded,” says Mr. Britton, “ as essentially

an arcliceologist, and the first person in this

country who fairly deserved the name. His-

torians, chroniclers, and topographers there

had been before his time; but he was the

first who devoted his studies and abilities to

archaeology in its various ramifications of
architecture, genealogy', pala20graphy, numis-
matics, heraldry, &c. No one before him in-

vestigated or understood any thing of the vast

Celtic temple at Avebury, and other monu-
ments of the same class

;
and certainly no

person had preceded him in attempting to dis-

tinguish the successive changes in style and
decoration of ancient ecclesiastical edifices, or

to ascertain, by observing architectural fea-

tures and details, to what era any particular

building belonged. Aubrey’s remarks on this

subject are certainly interesting, and their

publication at the present day, when the

study of architectural antiquities is so de-

servedly general and popular, would add much
to his credit as a careful and discriminating

observer and delineator of the peculiarities of

Christian architecture.”

He was entered as a gentleman commoner
of Trinity College, Oxford, in 1642, but was

removed thence soon afterwards in consequence

of the hostilities between the King (Charles I.)

and the Parliament. He wrote twenty-two

works, and died in 1697, after being much in-

volved in debt and oppressed by litigation.

We trust that the appearance of this in-

teresting and valuable work, with the promise

of the early publication of a history' of Castle

Coombe, bv Mr. Poulett Scrope, M.P., will

lead a host of new members to join the Wilt-

shire Topographical Society, and enable the

committee to carry out efficiently what it has so

well begun.

A Ferp into Architecture. By Eliza Chalk.
Bell, Fleet-street ;

Meggy and Chalk,

Chelmsford, 1845.

A very pretty little illustrated book
;
well

adapted for a present to youth of either sex.

It traces the history of architecture from the

earliest times, and describes in a pleasant

manner the peculiarities of the various periods

of Gothic art.

In our leading article last week we urged

the value of architectural knowledge to the

general student, and expressed a desire that
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it might become a part of ordinary educa-

tion :—

-

“ The public buildings of a people say,

How unrefined, how far advanced were they ;

And on the temple’s architectural page,

We read the mind, the manners of the age.”

The book before us contains much informa-

tion, and, moreover, is calculated to induce a

further and more precise study of the subject
;

as such we recommend it to our non-profes-

sional readers.

The London Art- Union Prize Annual qf 1845.

R. A. Sprigg, Great Russell-street.

Tins work, to which we referred briefly a

fortnight ago, contains 250 engraved sketches

by Mr. Henry Melville of pictures and sculp-

ture purchased by the London Art-Union, and
cannot fail to be acceptable to a large number
of persons. Apart from the interest of the

volume in the eyes of subscribers to the asso-

ciation, who will find it if continued, the most

comprehensive catalogue of the works annually

purchased by the Art- Union, it presents a

collection of interesting and useful memoranda
to artists and others studying composition,

and is moreover, a pretty drawing-room
book. It would be easy to find fault with

the execution of some of the engravings, but

we are contented, in consideration of the bold-

ness of the attempt and its general value, to

overlook minor defects. A large sale alone

can remunerate the proprietor, and this we
cordially hope it may have.

STcutrer,

For rebuilding the Prison at the back of Clerken-

well church, delivered to the magistrates of Mid-
dlcsex on the 12th instant, according to the plans
of their Architect, Mr. Moseley. The lowest w'as

that of Mr. Grimsdell which was accepted.

Mr. Trego £'38,051

Messrs. J. andW. Bennct 36,365
Messrs. Hayward & Nixon 36,170
Messrs. Lock and Neasham 35,970
Messrs. Piper

, 34,995
Mr. Winsland

, 31,766
Messrs. Baker and Son . . .

.

33,600
Messrs. Lee 31,860
Mr. Grimsdell

. 28,684

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We arc compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office
to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
are to be addressed. Fur the convenience of our readers,
however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of "The Builder,” 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.

3

For the execution of Works on the Leeds and
Thirslc Railway.

For the execution of several lengths of Earthwork
on the Aberdeen Railway. There are 5 separate
Contracts, varying in lengths from 3} miles to 4$
miles.

For the supply of 70,000 Larch, Oak, or Fir
Sleepers, and Fencing for 50.} miles, or any part
thereof, for the Ipswich and Bury St. Edmund’s
Railway Company.

For the erection of a Wesleyan Proprietary Col-
lege at Taunton.

For the execution of the works on the Notting-
ham and Lincoln Railway, in two parts

; 1 from
Nottingham to Newark, being a distance of 17£
miles. 2 from Newark to Lincoln, being a dis-

tance of 15^ miles.

For the taking down the present parochial
school-house at Bethnal-green, and erecting a new
one on the same site.

For Lighting a portion of St. John’s district,

Notting-hill, with Gas.

For Paving and Relaying the Footways and Pav-
ing or Macadamizing and Relaying the Carriage-
way in Somers-town, St. Pancras, for the term of
three years.

For the supply of 500 Tons of dark-coloured
hard Guernsey Granite to the Guardians of the

Brentford Union.
For supplying the Aberdeen Railway Company

with Scotch Fir Sleepers.
For supplying the Dundee and Perth Railway

Company with 50,000 Scotch Fir Sleepers.
For supplying the York and North Midland

Railway Company with 2,000 Tons of Chairs.
For executing that portion of the Dundee and

lerth Railway, commencing at Dundee and ending
at Kingoodie, being about five miles 360 yards in
length.

.

I'°^ suPP 1yinS ber Majesty’s several Dockyards
witn Cast-iron Articles for twelve months certain.

tor the erection of a Malting at Bury St. Ed-
munds.

For the supply of 100 Wrought-iron Bedsteads

to the Portsea Island Union.
For supplying 300 Sets of Wheels, Axles, and

Guard Irons to the Great Southern and Western
Railway (Ireland).

For the supply of 4,400 Tons of Rails and for

about 900 Tons of Cast-iron Chairs for the

Dundee and Perth Railway.
For taking up and relaying the Carriage-way

Pavement of a part of Maze-pond.
For taking up a certain portion of the present

Carriage-way Pavement of Maze-pond and Great

Maze-pond, and relaying the same with Wood Pav-

ing, to consist of Dantzic or Memel Timber.
For making a Cylindrical Sewer in the town of

Cambridge. The length will be about 48 yards,

and the average depth about 12 feet.

For the execution of the whole works of the first

ten miles of the Howick branch of the Edin-
burgh and Howick Railway.

For Raising Mud in the Ship-basin of the Re-
gent's Canal Company, for a term of three years.

For the execution of that portion of the Cum-
nock Branch of the Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarnock,
and Ayr Railway, situate between Loch Brown and
Auchinleck, being about 7 miles in length.

COMPETITIONS.
The Committee for the establishment of Public

Parks, Walks, &c., at Manchester, offer two prizes,

one of 50 guineas and the other of 25 guineas, for

the best and second best set of Plans (with esti-

mates), for the laying out, &c., of the sites already

purchased by them.

The Board of Guardians of the Bridlington Union
offer a premium of 10/. for a Plan and Specification

of a Workhouse, the expense of which is not to ex-
ceed 2,000/., and to accommodate 150 inmates.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY TENDER.

In the Plantations of the Duke of Montrose,
situate in the Parishes of Drymen and Buchanan,
Stirlingshire : many Thousands of Larch Trees
of some size, adapted for Railway Sleepers, Roof
ing and Joisting, and other purposes.

A Quantity of Old Wrought and Cast Iron, in

store, at the Royal Arsenal at Woolwich.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“A Constant Subscriber.”

—

In reply to our cor-
respondent’s inquiry, Mr. Jopling says : “ It is now
more than twenty years since I invented the Sep-
tenary system. For many years I used every

effort to shew the necessity of a complete illustra-

tion. Absencefrom townfor severalyears retarded
those efforts which I now revive with an increased
and increasing conviction of the desirableness of
the object, your columns contributing greatly to

the impression that I am right. If taken up as
extensively as it tvould be useful, it miylit be pub-
lished at a small cost to each purchaser.
“A Constant Subscriber.”

—

We believe Weale’s
work is the best. Five-feet rods are generally
used.

“ Level of St. Paul’s.”

—

In reply to “ Juve-
nis,” the floor of the cathedral is 52 ft. 8 in.

above hiyh-watcr mark.
“X. Y. Z .”—The awards can be seen at 3,

Trafalgar-square. We are making arrangements
to jmblish them regularly.

“Timber.”—A correspondent inquires if there
be any published tables to afford the following in-

formationfor retailers of boards andsawn-limber

.

The cost of balk-timber being given:— What is

the value of boards of various thickness, including
price of balk and cost of sawing, and also of
various scantlings ?

“J. C.” reached us too late for insertion.
We shall be glad to receive the decision of the
Court.
“ A. A.” and “ E. B. L.” next week.
“ R. S. F.”

—

The only work on Elizabethan
furniture, designs, is Mr. Bridgens’. The price,
21. 12s. 6 d. The next, onfurniture generally

,
by

Mr. Henry Shaw, price, 21. 16s. There are
several plates of furniture in Mr. Richardson’s
books, which can be had of M‘ Lean, at 2s. 6d.
each. The best examples for chairs are given in
“ The Builder.” The printseller alluded to is

Evans, at the corner of Queen-street. R. S. F.
had better commission some person in London to
select examplesfor him.

“ G. S.”

—

We have endeavoured, without suc-
cess, to obtain information as to the “ glass tiles.”

We will try again.
“ J. S., Jun.”

—

The letter contains no fresh
fact requiring publication.

Received :—“ B. B .

“

J. Dredge;” “ G.
R. ;” “ A Learner “ J. B.”
To Correspondents.—All letters must be post-

paid, or they will not reach us.

A.DVER.TXSEIVXENTS.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.
)

Door springs and hinges..-
GERISH’S PATENT DOOR SPRINGS, 1

CLOSING every description of DOOR, consists of Sine
and DOUBLE-ACTION BUTT HINGES in Brass and ii

for Doors to open one or both ways, and Rising Hinges*
the convenience of Doors opening on uneven Floors. Lil.

wise Swing Centres, which consist of a combination
power unequalled by any made at present. Manufactur
by F. W.Gcrish, East-road, City-road; and sold by all i

epectable Ironmongers in the United Kingdom.

>ATENT METALLIC SAND CEMEN'i
requiring no Colour or Paint, and free from Crai

and Blisters. Mixed ready for use at 8s. 6d. per ca
cj -n j ’ ’

’ on2s. 6d. allowed for each cask returned in good t._
2$ bushels common sand to be added to each cask of Metal
Cement, which will float fourteen square yards Stucco. A

-* '
•

1, Camflply at the Metallic-Ceraeut Wharf, King’s-road,
New Town (opposite Pratt- street), London.

G REAVES’S LIAS CEMENT ai

GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME, at 2, South Who
Paddington, London, and Works, Southam, Warwickshire
Agentfor Liverpool, Mr. WYLIE, 56, Glostcr-strcct; di

for Manchester, Mr. J. THOMPSON, Back King-strcc
ditto for Chester, Mr. J. HARRISON, Linen Hall-street.

ATKINSON'S CEMENT.—The public,
respectfully informed, that the price of this very e

cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architect®
and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced

Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Holland-street, Surrey side

Blackfriars-bridge.
N.B.—This Cement beingof a lightcolour, requires noar

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco wi
three parts its own quantity of sand.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBL
CEMENT.—The Patentees of this composition b

to refer to the British Museum, the Royal Exchange, them

liseum in the Regent’s-park, as buildings i

gress, in which Keene’s Cement has been used as an interr

stucco. Its superiority to commou plastering consists in

extreme hardness, and the rapidity with which it dries, whi
qualities fit it to receive paint or other finishing soon
than other water Cement.
When employed for skirtings, architrave, and oth

mouldings, in place of wood, it checks dry-rot, is imperviq
to vermin, prevents the spread of fire, and is more ec

nomical in its application than the material for which it th<

becomes the substitute.

Confirmation of these statements is to be found in t!

almost universal adoption of Keene's Cement for Skirtii

and Hall flooring in the new houses on the Hyde Park Estal

where its application is to be seen to the fullest adra

tage.

In Liverpool and Manchester, Keene’s Cement has
several cases been used for the covering of the fire-pre

warehouse floors, where its lightness and hardness give it t

preference over tiles and flagging, which are much hcavil

and necessarily leave the floor intersected with numero
joints, whilst Keene’s Cement is laid down in one unbrofc

surface.

The high polish and marble-like hardness of which tl

Cement is susceptible render it the most suitable materi

or the manufacture of Scagliola.

Patentees, J. B. WHITE & SONS, Millbank-stre<

Westminster, Manufacturers of Roman and Portlai

Cement.
Depot in Liverpool, 36, Scel-street

;
James Woods, Agei

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTOR
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MEI
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC I

GENERAL.
TCHINS and CO.’S PATENT STUCC

CEMENT.—The following are thepositive advantag
possessed by this Invention over every CemcDt hitherto l

vegetate nor turn green,

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a comple
Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so close

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It nev

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of veai

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for expoi

It is the only Cement that can be used wilh confidenceby t]

Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Clirnat

..
,
Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and b

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It m
be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon

'

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, whii

may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by t!

severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Iustru

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Ceme
now in use ;

but with all the above-named extraordinary ai

valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point

economy.
Architects and Builders who have used this Cement ha

declared that it requires only to be known, to be universal

preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully dcscribit

the Cement and its mode of application, together with

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, mi

be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOL
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Qucen-strce

Cheapside, London: of whom also may be had,

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOU
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over e:

terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Horn!

or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disci

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose thf

White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flake

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; wiierei

MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT having «

affinity for Stucco, hinds itself with it, stopping the suctioi

thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in tl

finish producing a pure stone-like effect, prodnceable by r

other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—an

may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the mo
exposed Marine situations.
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OTWITHSTANDING the

search that is now made
after old buildings, and the

efforts used to induce their

preservation, there are nu-

merous interesting struc-

s in the villages and hamlets of England
ing to decay unknown and disregarded,

ictures which are most valuable as records

he past, and evidences of the skill of our

[fathers. Shrouded by a clump of trees, in

e cases not a hundred yards from a high

they remain unnoticed, even by the pas-

-by, although worth a pilgrimage,—and,

of the accumulated remembrances of past

uries impressed in the varying handwriting

iifferent generations, are allowed to fall into

or, worse still, are destroyed for the sake

he materials of which they are composed,
so disappear entirely,

would hardly be thought that this could

4r in a locality so close to the metropolis

plough, the much-frequented station of a

foad. But so in a great degree it is : for

venture to say that of the crowds of

t-seers who daily go from that place to

h and to Windsor, not one in a tveefc is

e that he passes within five minutes’ walk

p
interesting structure six or seven cen-

old, if not more, dismantled and de-

ng; and perhaps there is not one in a month
ies the road and wends his way to visit it.

et there it is. Old Upton Church, so called

istinguish it from a modern monstrosity

in the high road to Eton, is a genuine

f

hant of the Norman period, consisting of

,
chancel, and solid square tower, the

r standing between the two former. The
1: cel is peculiarly interesting, and should on
jhcount be suffered to fall further into ruin.

Ii small and low; lighted by narrow, semi-

tilar-headed windows in the sides, and a

II three-light window, of small dimensions,

lie east wall, this latter being an interpola-

|
of later date. It is covered with groin*

t

ing, and is paved, or rather was paved,

encaustic tiles. There is a pretty Norman
vay on the north side of the nave, and
ler entrance, through the tower, on the

side. The tower itself is covered with

*s of ivy of extraordinary magnitude, the

stem being no less than three feet wide

me foot two inches thick,

e interior presents a melancholy scene
;

e fittings are removed with the exception

e rude desk with a prayer-book upon it

:

ained-glass and brasses have been stolen,

lastering is tumbling, and the whole in

Full service has not been performed in

fhurch since 1837, hut the burial prayers

ometimes read here, in the midst of the

ixtion, over the bodies of those who have
|(:d to he buried in the quiet yard around it,

jirriae rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep.”

I

is line from Gray s “ Elegy in a country
hyard” reminds us, that independently

interest thrown around this structure by
there are other circumstances which

yr a visit to it pleasing, and should aid in

jhing its preservation. It was probably

this very church that Gray had in his mind’s
eye when that elegy was written “ the ivy-

mantled tow’r,” whence “ the moping owl
does to the moon complain.” Gray was edu-
cated at Eton, and long bore it in memory.
The elegy in question was not written there,
but was commenced a few years after he had
left, about the same time that he wrote the ode
on a distant prospect of Eton College, begin-
ning:—

“ Ye distant spires, ye antique towers,
That crown the watery glade,
Where grateful science still adores
Her Henry’s holy shade.”*

further, in this interesting old church rest
the remains of our eminent countryman Sir
William Herschell. In the tower, amongst
ruin, is a modern slab of marble recording his
name and merits, looking sadly out of place
and suggesting to the mind the uncertainty of
such memorials. “In perpetual memory,”
writes upon marble an affectionate son or sor-
rowing widow :—In a score of years the church
may be a ruin, and the “ lasting testimony ”

part of the paving of a churchwarden’s pig-
sty !

So perish monuments of mortal birth,
So perish all in turn, save well-recorded worth.”

Surely, however, Ilerschell’s grave is not yet
to be desecrated. Every tomb that can awaken
some sentiment, excite to enterprise, or stimu-
late to good, should be religiously preserved
as of national importance.!

As regards the church itself, it is seriously

to be hoped that means will immediately
be taken to preserve it yet for many years
to come. Mr. Britton interested himself
warmly to effect its restoration some time
ago, and at this moment Mr. Jesse, well
known to the reading public, is seeking to

raise a subscription for that purpose. We
trust he will not relax in his endeavours, and
that he will be aided by all in the district who
have influence.

THE UNREWARDED EXHIBITORS IN
WESTMINSTER HALL.

The following letters have passed between
the royal commission on the Fine Arts, and a
certain number of the competitors at West-
minster Hall.

Chester-street, July 17th, 1845.
Sib,

—

In concurrence with “a general feel-
ing among the competitors whose works are
now exhibited in Westminster Hall, I have
the honour to transmit to you the accompany-
ing memorial to the royal commission on the
Fine Arts, signed by a few of the competitors
who happen to he in town. The necessity

Gray was one of the first to apply himself to the revived
study of pointed architecture, and from him . Mr. Bentham
derived much assistance in his celebrated " History of Ely.”
Horace \\ alpole was one of his most intimate associates" at
Eton, and they afterwards set out together for the tour of
r ranee and Italy, but quarrelled on the road through Gray’s
greater love of antiquities. Gray died 1771

.

t We take this opportunity to refer to a letter on the pre-
sent dilapidated state of Chaucer’s tomb, in Westminster
Abbey, which appeared in The Times a few davs ago. The
writer says that the name of the father of English poetry
can only be deciphered by the assistance of a tracing in
chalk over the letters. Thus few persons are aware when
loitering through Poet’s-corner, that they are treading over
the ashes of one whose memory ought to be respected by all
his countrymen

; and foreigners visiting England must feel
surprise in viewing the ruinous appearance of the grave of
our oldest English poet. Were the tomb only repaired in
some degree, and a slab of marble inserted in the wall, with
the old inscription, which is extant, cut neatly upon it, this
would be something, and might be done at but a triflinir
cost.

0

The tomb of Edmund Spenser was restored by private sub-
scription in 1 7/8. Shall we feel less alive than our fore-
fathers seventy years ago, to the claims which these fathers
of verse have upon our loving and respectful memory ? The
tomb of the great father of poetry was erected by N. Brig-
liam, who, in the year 1556, “in the name of the Muses,”
placed the present inscription (now by the hand of all-de-
vouring time rendered almost illegible). Let us then enter-
tain a hope that very shortly, in these days of light and
knowledge, some respect will be shewn to the mighty dead,
and that the author of the “ Canterbury Tales ” will not be
suffered to lie in a spot unmarked, and with scarcely his
name discernible, except to some inquiring antiquary. Let
us in this imitate the excellent feelings of our continental
neighbours, who treasure up with the most sacred love the
tombs and inscriptions relating to their poets and states-
men.

for its being; submitted without delay prevents
its being; signed by several who are out of
town, and who, I am informed, would hasten
their return for the purpose of signing it if
that were deemed necessary.
A consideration of delicacy alone prevents

some of the rewarded candidates from affixing
their names to the suggestion, which they
cordially approve.

I am, Sir, Your obedient Servant,

m „
F. Y. Hurlstone.

To C. L. Eastlake, Esq,, R.A.
Secretary to the Royal Commission of Fine Arts.

To the Right Honourable Her Majesty's Com-
missioners on the Fine Arts,— The memorial

the undersigned Artists, Competitors for the
decoration of the New Houses of Parliament,
and exhibitors in the present exhibition in
y\ eslmmster Hall.

Sheweth, That the improvement of public
taste and the encouragement of those artists
who are disposed to forego the more lucrative
branches of art for the higher walks of histo-
ric and poetical composition, are essential ob-
jects of your royal commission.

That three experimental exhibitions have
now taken place under the authority of your
honourable board

;
an amount of talent far

beyond expectation has afforded gratification
to the public, and received the repeated ap-
probation of your honourable commission. On
the first occasion 137 artists responded to your
invitation. In 1844, besides sculptors, sixty-
one painters applied their exertions to cartoon-
drawing and fresco painting, and received
the sanction of your honourable commis-
sioners, as worthy to be selected for public
exhibition. In 1845, thirty-seven painters
and twenty-nine sculptors are again before the
public, with the approbation of your honour-
able commission.
1 hat the advantage of these exhibitions to

public taste and to the arts are indeed great,
but unfortunately they have been attended
with serious injury to most of the artists
from the great expense (as well as loss of time
and connection) that has resulted. The
actual outlay of the painters for materials and
models cannot be less than 8,000/. or 10,000/.;
a loss sufficient to check their progress in
future attempts, and in some instances perhaps
to involve them in serious difficulties. Their
desire to co-operate in this great national ex-
periment, and to assist in furthering the noble
course marked out by your honourable com-
mission, will surely be listened to with that
indulgence and respect that is seldom denied
to men who have suffered in a good cause,
and must be their excuse for thus troubling
your honourable board with the following
remarks.
That it appears that the receipts of the ex-

hibitions of the first and second years were,
repectively, 2,900/. and 1,400/.

;
and if we sup-

pose 1,000/. to be received this year, the
amount is 5,300/., of which sum 1,000/. were
given in 1843, in additional premiums, leav-
ing 4,300/. unappropriated. If 500/. are de-
ducted from the second, and 200/. from the
third years’ receipts for the sculptors, who ac-
cording to the general opinion were not, like
the painters, led out of their accustomed course,
there will be the following 6ums to be divided
by the number of unrewarded candidates in
each year.

1843, 1,900/. among 1 16 unrewarded Candidates,
give 16/. 10s. each.

1844, 900/. 55 ditto ditto 16/. 8s. —
"

15, 800/. 26 ditto ditto 30/. 15s. —

Thus, to those who have tried but once,
there would be a return of from 15/. 10s. to

30/. 15s.; those who have competed twice

would receive from 31/. 18s. to 47/. 3s., and the

few who have struggled on through all the

three years, would have 62/. 13s. out of a fund
raised from their own previous sacrifices

;
not

indeed half the amount of their actual outlay

in models and materials, but each in propor-

tion to his former exertions and sacrifices

would be enabled to make anotbereffort in this

great national experiment, with fresh energy
and increased experience.

Your memorialists humbly submit to the
wisdom of your Honourable Commission the
advantages of a self-supporting system of
emulation, instead of that of premiums which
renders each succeeding competition more un-
equal

;
and in the hope that the proceedings

of your honourable commission will secure to
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the arts of this country high honour and pre-

eminence, your memorialists will ever pray.

R, W. Buss. F. Y. Hurlstone.
James Foggo.

Geo. Foggo.

W. P- Sai.ter.

S. Bendixen.
Alex. Blaikley.
Ford M. Brown.
W. Riviere.

July 25th, 1845.

“Whitehall, 31st July, 1845.

« gjr 1 beg leave to acknowledge the re-

ceipt of your letter, accompanying a memo-

rial, dated the 25th instant, from numerous

artists who are competitors for the decoration

of the New Houses of Parliament, and who
are exhibitors in Westminster Hall, recom-

mending the division of the receipts of the

exhibitions in Westminster Hall among the

unrewarded candidates in each of such exhi-

bitions.

I had the honour to submit the memorial in

question to her Majesty’s commissioners on

the Fine Arts on the 29th instant, when the

commissioners, referring to their decision re-

specting similar applications in 1843, directed

me to reply that they do not think it expe-

dient to adopt the course suggested by the

memorialists.—I am, Sir, your obedient ser-

vant, C. L. Eastlake, Sec.

F. Y. Hurlstone, Esq."

“ 7, Fitzroy-square, 31st July, 1845.

“ Sir,—Herewith I have the honour to send

you the answer which her Majesty’s commis-

sioners on the Fine Arts have directed me to

return to the memorialists referred to in your

letter, received on the 29th instant.

In further explanation I venture to state,

that in consequence of various applications,

similar in their object to that of the memo-
rialists, during the exhibition in Westminster

Hall, in 1843, the question respecting a divi-

sion of the receipts of the exhibition was fre-

quently submitted by me to the consideration

of the commissioners.
This subject was, from first to last, consi-

dered to admit of discussion only in one form,

viz., the appropriation of the nett proceeds

of the exhibition, after payment of the ex-

possession of the facts which, in the view of

the commissioners, bear upon the question

herein referred to.—I am, Sir, your obedient

servant, C. L. Eastlake, Sec.

F. Y. Hurlstone, Esq.”

The memorialists have since published the

correspondence in the shape of a small pamph-

let, and have added some remarks expressive

of their disappointment, and their opinion that

the expenses of the exhibitions should be de-

frayed by the nation.

« One small circumstance that concerns all

the exhibitors must not he omitted. 1 here is

a principle, founded on equity, till now in-

variably maintained at our exhibitions, viz.

:

that every contributor shall have free admis-

sion, and be supplied with the catalogue that

contains the account of his productions with-

out charge. The royal commissioners alone

have rejected this wholesome and just regula-

tion : the charge of a shilling on the paying

days, and of sixpence for the catalogue, has

been exacted from the competitors
;

thus, re-

gardless of their previous sacrifices and their

rights, they have been made to contribute to

the very last towards expenses over which they

were allowed no control.* This has been the

treatment of the artists
;

but that of members

of both Houses of Parliament, of ministers

and officers of state, of the high and puissant

of this wealthy kingdom, has been more con-

siderate
;
they were, to the number of 2,000,

admitted gratuitously at the private view, and

were presented with catalogues, for which
Loir irnrn nnl rpnmrpfl tn nnv !

penses.

The statement contained in the memorial,
respecting the gross receipts of the exhibition,

is incorrect. In 1843, instead of 2,900/., the

receipts were 2,472/. In 1844, instead of

1,400/., the receipts of two exhibitions (in King
street and Westminster Hall) were 1,259/. 5s.

The receipts of the present exhibition up to

the 28th instant are 638/. 8s. Gd.

The balance, after payment of the expenses

incident to the exhibition in 1843, includ-

ing 1,000/. in additional premiums, was
569/. 2s. lid. In 1844, the expenses far ex-

ceeded the receipts of both exhibitions

(the rent of the premises in King-street

amounting alone to 850/.) That cost being

defrayed by the Treasury, through the Office

of Woods, the balance was 400/. 3s. 4d.

Before the exhibition took place, the cost

of advertisements (with other expenses strictly

relating to the exhibitions) was necessarily

defrayed by the Treasury. Such expenses
would, if enumerated, cause a further consi-

derable reduction from the receipts. Again,
the woodwork fittings in Westminster Hall,
and in King-street, and the cost of the work-
men employed on them, has not been defrayed
from the receipts of the exhibitions.

This is the state of the case applicable to

the view taken by the commissioners, and by
the treasury, with regard to the proceeds of the
exhibitions.

I have lately made application to the
Treasury respecting the payment of the three
premiums of 200/. each this year awarded. In
the event of my receiving instructions to make
such payment (600/.) from the fund arising

from the present and the balance of the former
exhibitions (amounting on the 38th instant) to

1
,007 /. 16s. 10d., the balance at the close of

the.exhibition will probably be insufficient to

cover the expenses.
It will be apparent that the Lords of the

Treasury may justly require such payment to

be made from the funds referred to, in con-
sequence of having defrayed the extraordinary
expenses above mentioned during the last

year.

In entering into this explanation, I have
perhaps taken a course unusual for official

agents. I have done so on my own responsi-
bility, from a desire to put the memorialists in

ARCHITECTURE, A STUDY OF UNI-
VERSAL INTEREST.

There is no circumstance in the preser

period of architectural history so conduciv

to a future prosperous state of the art, as tb

increasing love of the study of it among;

those who are not practically engaged in th

pursuit. The day may be far distant when tb

high and wealthy of the land will aspire, by

similar course, to attain to the eminence whit

the great Lord Burlington reached, not on

by means of an arduous inquiry into the prii

ciples of the art, but by the labour ol tl

craft; and it can hardly ever be deemed

wise proceeding to submit constructive detai

nf ntllf.ro tlian nmVl 1 1 Ppf

they were not required to pay !

Is it love of money that induces artists to

memorialise, or a desire for emulation and

fame? Their past deeds must decide this

question.t In the last century, when our

artists first attempted exhibitions, the profits

were given by them to public charities, and

they received the grateful acknowledgments

of the governors of the Foundling, the Mid-

dlesex, and other hospitals, for their generous

liberality. In our own time, if parks are re-

quired for the health and recreation of the

people; if literary and scientific institutions

have to pay off a building debt, or to extend

the means of their usefulness, an appeal to

artists for disinterested assistance is never

made in vain. At Manchester, Liverpool,

Leeds, and other towns, the liberality of

British artists is in this respect fully estab-

lished. But how can they continue their vo-

luntary exertions for the good of others, if

a system is adopted that deprives them of all

their means? If the example of the royal

commission were followed, if its mode and mea-
sure of patronage and munificence were to be

adopted by our corporate, parochial, and other

authorities, what must he the fate of artists?

In this model of encouragement at the con-

clusion of a great national experiment for the

promotion of art and the introduction of the

proudest style of historical painting, the outlay

of a great nation is about one-half the actual

expenses of artists who enthusiastically re-

sponded to the invitation of the royal com-
mission."

Fresco Painting.—The Commissioners
on the Fine Arts having received various

applications from artists, candidates for em-
ployment as fresco painters, respecting the

mode in which specimens of fresco painting

may hereafter be submitted to them without

reference to public exhibition, have issued a

notice to the effect that such specimens may
be sent to Westminster Hall from the 1st of

March to the 1st of May next. The subjects

and dimensions are left to the choice of artists,

but those who have not previously exhibited
are required to send specimens of drawing
with their fresco paintings.

* If tlie royal commission had looked to parliament, as it

should have done, for the expenses, the artists would have
had no concern in them

; but as the funds raised by the ex-
hibition of their works are applied to the liquidation of those
expenses, some control ought to have been allowed.

t The same love of art and desire for fame that impelled
Ban-y and his contemporaries to offer to paint St. Paul’s at
their own expense would have induced the artists of the
present day to nerve their energies and exhaust their means
in the great experiment at Westminster Hall if no premiums
had been offered by the royal commission. But however en-
during their energies may be, their pecuniary means are
limited

;
as they become exhausted, their zeal is rendered

impotent, and the struggle for pre-eminence in historical
composition hopeless. The principle recommended by the
memorialists, of a self-supporting emulation, is surely the
most economical, as it is the most effective mode of pro-
moting genius.

to the consideration of others than architect

But we deem that in the other department

the art no mistake has led to worse result

than that very common one, that architec

must necessarily be the sole judges of archite

tural works. We hail, with pleasure, the i;

creasing knowledge of ecclesiastical archite

tore, which has already done more towan

the acquirement of correct principles in chur<

building, than the years subsequent to the R
formation which preceded it. As alreai

urged in this journal (vide ante, p. 385), a sour

of infinite pleasure is entirely lost, throuf

the want of that knowledge which we recor

mend
;
one-half the page of history is blar

to the tourist, who discovers nothing in tl

monuments of art, hut their abstract forir

The collecting of stones and minerals, wit

out a knowledge of the mighty revolutions

the earth’s surface, and the component parts

the specimen, or the contemplation of tl

form of man, without the perception of tl

intellect, which animates and ennobles
;

the

would be fit parallels for that state of ign

ranee to which non-professional perso

have been for a long period ready to subm
and which professors have not desired to r

move. Do the hundreds, that annually pa

along the stream of the “ exulting and aboun

ing river " leave the scenery of their ov

islands unnoticed, because this is of inferi

beauty, or rather for the sake of that intere;

with which legends and the chroniclers

wars have invested the “ chiefless castles
”

the Rhine? But how much their inter

would he enhanced could they feel that th<

“ gay but leafy walls, where Ruin greei

dwells," contained “ matter to be learnei

more than cicerone and sight-seer think

“sermons in stones,” vocal of the customs a

habits of centuries. The decorative charac

of an architectural work, the system adop

in points of detail, or the constructive

rangement, have more to tell, than the writ

chronicle, of the past. But it is not only

antiquarian part of the art, which might

studied with advantage
;
an earnest appli

tion to the theory, an elaborate study exte

ing into all points of detail, could tend 01

to the improvement of architecture.

It would at least be some advantagt

those who will probably always be the jud

of architectural works, were acquainted v

the mode of expression in plans and s

tions. Without this necessary knowledge,

member of a committee is quite unable evej

know what is placed before him, and i

therefore the highest injustice that lie she

be allowed to sit in judgment. He is v

much in the position of one who looks ove

foreign author, without having opened a
|

tionary. But, much more than this is ne<

sary
;
we wish that such an extent of infor:

tion as the lute Mr. Hope possessed, i

become a thing of common occurrence ral

than a solitary exception. Architects wt

then gain from those by whom entirely i

ideas are most likely to be imparted, and ar

tecture would no longer be “ a thing ot sin

and patches,” hut an art expressive of the s

of national manners and acquirements,

praise any thing in such a building as Foil

Abbey would now he deemed a proof of if

ranee; yet the builder of that pile manife

that he was one of those who might l

aided the art, though he was ignorant of

fashions in style. The architect has still n

to do, though he may be well acquainted

the grammar of his art, and, however ir

the details of certain Gothic buildi

erected a short time since, are at vari

with the original method, the whole

ception is often grand and imposing. F

their errors we may learn as much as j

their successful features, and may discerr
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ray to a style in architecture, in which ele-
;ance and novelty of effect shall be co-existent
nth the most scrupulous attention to points of
etail. In doing any thing to repress the
tudy of architecture amongst non-professional
ersons, architects would be acting most
lindly against their interest; hasty and in-
orrect judgments are the result of want of
iformation, and a slight study of the art
ould lead to the conviction, that much greater
tudy was needed ere the ability to give a
arrect opinion could be reached. Perhaps the
ant is not easily supplied, the information is
[.•attered through a multitude of books, and
i gained by the professor only by extreme
ifficulty and labour. But with the conviction
iat we have still to learn, and the earnest de-
re to do so, every difficulty is removed

;
the

•t becomes a source of delight, an index to
e records of history, an intellectual aceom-
ishment to men and women, alike. The
:ld of the profession is expanded; it enters
to the scheme, where building alone was
ought of

;
it is alike called for in the palace

id the manufactory. Let architects, there-
re, aid in spreading the knowledge of their
t, and themselves be prepared to learn, whilst
teaching, and the second half of the nine-
?nth century will ho more remarkable for the
josperous state of architecture, and the esti-
Ution in which its professors will be held,
an the first, for its thousand copies of old
amples, and its ignorance of the pleasures
d advantages which the pursuit is so amply
:le to afford. E, pj

THE VENTILATION OF BUILDINGS.

That many of our readers agree with us in
isidering this subject one of the greatest
portance is proved by the number of letters
ating to it that we receive. Efficient ar-
igements in this respect universally applied,
conjunction with others for draining, cleans-
•, and an ample supply of water, would
‘ct an improvement in our social condition,
l increase the sum of happiness enjoyed by

I

J community, to an extent that cannot be
y estimated. Perhaps we should not be far
mg if we asserted that less than the enor-
us amount annually expended in England
;,the maintenance of hospitals and dispen-

!

es, would be sufficient to effect this and
der the great majority of these establish-
lts unnecessary, if we but /cnezu the way.
us earnestly strive to find it.

he second volume of the second report
lished by the Health of Towns Commmis-
[y
contains twenty-one valuable plates illus-

ive of the principles of ventilation, accom-
ying a report from Dr. Reid on the state
Vewcastle-upon-Tyne and other towns in
^northern coal-mine district. From this
»rt we ta,ke the following notes on the
ect ;

—

4 he state of ventilation in any apartment
mds essentially on three conditions,— the
ity of the external air; the quantity that
be made to flow throughout it at a given

j, including its mode of distribution, and

j

regulation of which it is susceptible,
jther we regard the temperature commu-
ted to it or the force with which it im-
ps on the system

;
and its freedom from

;noxious ingredient that may be developed
jamps, candles, fire-places, or any other
al cause. Where sanatory measures sus-

j

a pure external atmosphere by effective
iiage, cleansing, and prevention of nui-
,?s, one-halt’ ot the remedy may be said

'e already secured, and without such
lures no system of ventilation can be suc-
jlul. Examples are not wanting where it

j'
be a fair subject of discussion, whether

j

not better to suffer a certain amount of
liioration of the atmosphere from within,

J

this does not proceed to extremities,
jito permit a free and overflowing atmos-
h from without where it is overloaded
ij emanations from drains or extreme ac-
jilations of decomposing refuse known to
jice disease. Such cases, however, are to
j-nsidered as rare exceptions,— a stagnant
'There without receiving in general only
honal contamination from within, which
brs i t still more deleterious and oppressive
|i: impurities communicated to it in all in-
bd apartments. It is thought right, how-
to advert to the extreme importance of

lining, in all cases where it is practicable,

with a pure atmosphere, as cases have oc-
cuned where disease has heen propagated by
ventilating apertures, selected without re-
ference to the nature of the air which neces-
sarily entered by them, particularly when taken
from the surface of the ground, or from sites

"ion

legularIy cleaned or subject to inspec-

In the northern district, as in other places,
little or no ventilation is in general observed in
any of the dwellings of the different classes of
society beyond those usually accessible by the
medium of doors, windows, and fire-places.
In such examples of any attempt at systematic
ventilation as came under observation, the
leading defect was, that though an escape was
provided for vitiated air, systematic arrange-
ments were rarely adopted for securing the ad-
mission of fresh air.

The consequence of this was, that the
discharge could not operate, except with such
casual force as the irregular entrance of air
permitted. It did not appear to be practically
understood that, where there is no entrance
there can be no exit, except through the con-
flicting process of a double current(an ascend-
ing and descending movement) through the
aperture that ought to act as a discharge
alone. Nor did the operation of the fire and
fire-flue, in relation to ventilation, appear to
have been more specifically investigated than in
most other places. Again, where ventilation
had attracted considerable attention (and in
this mining district certainly many individuals
were well aware of the important relation
which it bears to health), the means of regu-
lating the quantity, or diminishing the offen-
sive impression produced by local currenis,
had not been brought into extensive operation.
The constant complaints were— ‘ we have too
much air

;

’ or, ‘ we have too little
;

’
‘ the

draught is too strong;
1

or, ‘ we are oppressed
with heat

;

’
‘ our feet are cold, but there is a

sense of fulness and of headache.’ These
evidently indicate the necessity of controlling
and regulating the ingress to a much greater
extent than can be effected by doors or win-
dows alone

;
of establishing a proper relation

between the ingress and the egress, and of
proportioning the ingress to the amount ot
supply, required both for any fire-place that
may be in action and for such egress as may
be provided.

It fortunately happens that the means re-
quisite for these essential positions are much
more simple for individual apartments (which
are not densely crowded like public buildings)
than for larger structures, for if an aperture
for the admission of air of sufficient magnitude
be always left open, then it will only be neces-
sary to diminish the extent of opening left for
the discharge by a superior aperture, or the
opening in the fire-flue, according to the rela-
tive rapidity with which it may be required
that the ordinary ventilation, or the heating
power of the chimney shall act.

Tn the preceding observations no reference
has been made to ventilation by forced currents
induced by any means, except those accessible
in almost every apartment, as these ariLnot
considered absolutely essential for o
purposes, though very desirable when pnlBRn
is made for them by arrangements incorporated
with the original structure. I cannot omit to
notice, however, that, where gas is introduced,
or any brilliant illumination is employed, there
the saturation of the air with moisture, and the
extent to which it is vitiated by carbonic acid,
demands in general a special provision, in
order to secure satisfactory ventilation. Few
cases presented themselves where gas is so
largely used as in the metropolis, and none
such as are so abundant there, more especially
in shops and offices, in which the ordinary gas-
lamps are lighted during the day (when re-
quired for heat and not for light), and the
external air excluded as much as possible,
that the vitiated air with all its warmth and
oppressive deleterious products may be re-
tained, no other source of heat being provided.
Were it more generally known, that the

movement of an ascending current from lamps
is always accompanied in non-ventilated apart-
ments by a proportionate descent of vitiated
air which may have previously supported com-
bustion, and that this descent, though limited
at first, may ultimately reach the floor, greater
anxiety would be manifested in removing such
products by a superior aperture. Nor should
it be forgotten, that this ascending power

vvhich gas-lights, candles, and all other warm
objects usually have, is in reality a ventilating
power, which may, almost universallv, with
proper management, be made to correct the
evil they otherwise induce, and even to assist
or command general ventilation. Further
independent of the occasional presence of sul-
phureous and other offensive products from
gas, the quantity of air consumed by excessive
illumination produces an amount of carbonic
acid and moisture far exceeding that commonly
evolved by lamps and candles, and this neces-
sarily demands a proportionate increase of
ventilation. In some cases, gas-stoves may
be observed which in very small apartments
not provided with fire-flues, often prove more
manageable than any other stoves or fire-
places, notwithstanding the expense of fuel •

but these also, unless the products of com-
bustion are removed by an iron or other tube
as systematically as those that proceed from acommon coal fire, are still more injurious than
lamps, from the lower position in which they
are usually placed. J

Ventilation is universally observed to he
most defective where great destitution prevails,
as a low diet renders the system less capable
of bearing that amount of air which would
otherwise be agreeable. Protection from cold
is the first and great desideratum which the
constitution demands in any apartment, and
the less the supply of the air, where the che-
mistry of the system is not in high condition
and amply supplied with materials for pro-
ducing internal warmth by those processes
that elaborate the products of digestion and
apply them in every part of the living system,
the Jess is the extent to which its influence is
felt. Hence, in the habitations of the poor
economy in the management and application
ot fuel, and diffusion to an extent, such as
will render the air gentle in its impulse upon
the person, become more and more important
in proportion as the circumstances of the in-
mates are reduced. Similar remarks apply j a
all cases when the constitution has heenp n _
feebled by disease, want of exercise OI.

"

vitiated and too warm atmosphere-, tvenamone-
those whose means command every luvurv
that can be purchased for their gratification.

’

Again, the extreme difference in the de-mands of the same constitution at different
periods (passing over the diversity ofdifferenfc
temperaments) scarcely satisfied with one ortwo hundred times that amount of air when
it is warm and loaded with moisture, which isabundantly sufficient when comparatively dryand at a very low temperature, shews the
necessity of providing in each individual
apaitment such openings as may admit at -»1|
times of a gentle and regulated movement,
though cases constantly occur when, without
a wide opened window, or a special ventilat-

obfamed"’
a" ade<!Hate suPP'y °f air cannot ha

ihe application of any measures for forced
ventilation in ordinary apartments beyond
what can be commanded by their natural
warmth, and theinfluence of the fire, or of the
fire-flue iq warming the wall, does not appear
to have been made a particular object of atten-
tion. Were the kitchen fire-flue—or any
separate flue immediately adjoining it— to be
arranged so as to receive a communication
from each individual apartment being made of
a magnitude corresponding with their number,
great facilities for ventilation could be intro-
duced in all new structures for promoting
those natural movements by which ventilation
is most satisfactorily sustained.
The ventilation of workshops and manufac-

tories claims as much attention and is fully asCIO IIIUUI <11 llll IJUIl ttllU Jo lUIiy US
important to those who are engaged in them
as the ventilation of their dwellings. In the-— ...v. 'ciiumuuii kji lutu unciiiiigo, xn uit-

lattev they may spend from a third to a half of
their life in a vitiated atmosphere, and at all

events that period of repose which is often
oppressive and unrefreshing from this cause.
But in manufactories, more especially where
the occupations arc sedentary, where the
vicissitudes of temperature are extreme
where siliceous, metallic, or other particles arc-

received into the lungs, and induce disease by
mechanical irritation, or when acid and corro-
sive or other deleterious emanations produce
still more rapidly dangerous consequences, the
subject of ventilation demands a more earnest
attention, and is important to the manufac-
turer who is deprived by early death of skilled
and valuable workmen, independent of the
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severity with which such causes prey upon

them and their families. , ,

In all such cases the great point which the

manufacturer should endeavour to attain, when

practicable, is tbe direct removal of noxious
r

• r . .. onnrfP at Which
emanations from the very source at w

they are developed. General ventilation must

be superadded to give complete relief, but it

noxious emanations be once permitted to

escape into the atmosphere of the apartment

or workshop, the entire change of atmosphere

is essential to restore freshness to the air :

whereas if every noxious product be treated

as much as possible on the same principle as

smoke, by providing arrangements for the

direct exclusion of the products of combus-

tion, a much less amount of ventilation is suffi-

cient, and at the same time the ventilation

becomes much more effectual.

Excepting sedentary occupations, where no

peculiar noxious product is to be guarded

against, the extreme variety of circumstances

peculiar to each occupation in which noxious

ingredients are communicated to the air in

confined apartments, renders any general

plan of operations impracticable beyond what

has been indicated, without introducing an

amount of interference that might be too

prejudicial to the interests of the manufacturer

to be generally supported.

The amount of suffering, however, and of

early death under many circumstances, is so

great, that any systematic means ot fixing

public attention on this subject, to such an ex-

tent as would explain the cause of death in

factories where it is excessive, and the economy

of sanatory measures, would be attended with

very beneficial results, equally apparent both

to the proprietor and the workman. To the

former alone can we look for the general in-

troduction of sanatory measures in their re-

spective establishments
;
but more intelligence

among the workmen is essential to enable them

to appreciate and take full advantage of such

opportunities as they may have.

As to the improvement of ventilation in

crowded workshops occupied by tailors,

milliners, shoemakers, and all persons en-

gaged in sedentary occupations, where few or

no deleterious products are evolved beyond
those that arise from respiration and combus-

tion, the question would be more justly stated

were it described as a question of warming as

well as one ofventilation, as it is'rarely observed

that there is any objection to the discharge of

vitiated air when that which enters is adapted

to the state of the system. Undoubtedly, a

regular egress for the escape of vitiated air is

seldom provided
;
but this can never be placed

on a right footing, however much it may
relieve distress, till the ingress of air, and the

warmth it may be necessary to communicate,

shall have been satisfactorily adjusted.

In no case do the evil effects of the im-

perfect distribution of air manifest them-
selves in a more palpable manner than where
rooms are crowded with individuals engaged
in sedentary occupations. An under- current

passing along the surface of the floor to the

fire-place in winter may occasion, on the

whole, a considerable change of air, but its

local movement deprives it of almost all its

value. The fire may receive pure air, but
little or none moves upwards, to supply the

organs of respiration.

The evils from defective ventilation are then

of great magnitude, and the continuity of their

operation gives them a power and influence

over the system which cannot be too minutely

investigated. Few pause to consider the

necessary consequence of twenty respirations

per minute, 1,200 per hour, or 28,800 in a
single day and night, where not only a noxious
atmosphere is inhaled, and brought directly

in contact with the blood, but where also the

state of the air diminishes the amount of dis-

charge of those noxious products which the

system discharges more and more largely, in

proportion to the purity of atmosphere in-

spired.

Bad ventilation, also, is as injurious to the

mind as to the body
;
and in its more aggra-

vated forms not only induces headache and
apoplexy, but, conjoined with other circum-
stances, is prone to favour that depression
which leads at times to low spirits, or even to

suicide.

If the progress of air be examined in a
room of ancient date, where neither the

fresh air is almost invariably observed below,

and an equivalent discharge of vitiated air

above ;
the fire-place being in this case sup-

posed to be inoperative and closed by an air-

tight board. Stagnation is thus prevented,

and a continuous, though subdued ventilation,

maintained through the apartment, to an ex-

tent dependent on the magnitude of the

crevices in the doors and windows, and the

condition of the internal and external atmo-

sphere. .

Again, if the fire be in action in the same

apartment, the air in general enters by all

crevices to supply the draught it creates, so

that in this manner also the freshness of the

air is maintained. Farther, the great altitude

of the open fire-place in ancient chimney-

breasts sustains a very powerful circulation at

a higher level than 'is commanded by low

cottage-grates in modern rooms, when the

feet may be bathed continuously in cold air,

while the head is placed comparatively in a

warm stagnant atmosphere, unless crevices in

doors and windows permit a considerable

change.
It is a matter of much regret that in many

houses the supply of air is so perfectly in-

adequate,* both for individual rooms and for

passages, that they act continually upon each

other, the powerful fire in one room over-

coming the weaker draught in the other, and

communicating through the passage, which is

accordingly more or less filled with smoke,

that is—carbonic acid gas, mingled with

various visible impurities, particularly char-

coal, oily, or other substances.

Vitiated air from lamps and candles, as

well as from respiration, tends to ascend,

though, as projected from the nostrils and

the mouth, it moves, at first, more or less

downwards, or in a horizontal direction. In

experiments made on this subject, the tem-

perature of air from different individuals

placed in a box lined with cotton and open

above and below, was found to be generally

four degrees higher above the head than

below the feet (the box was suspended in the

air), and, at natural temperatures, a current

constantly ascended on every side from the

person. Thus then it is obvious, that, if the

natural movements of vitiiited air in ordinary

apartments be facilitated by one opening at

the lower part, and another above, every room

will ventilate itself sufficiently to prevent the

more extreme effects that are so often observed

at present.

If the lower opening be diffused by extend-

ing it along the skirting, the current becomes

more mild and equal and less liable to strike

upon the person, so as to produce an offensive

draught.

If the upper aperture be led into a chimney

flue, or into an independent flue warmed by its

near position to a hot chimney, its action is

more powerful and more uniform than a

mere aperture in the wall near the ceiling,

and not so subject to modification in windy

weather.. If it communicate with a powerful

chimney-flue, it works still better, except when

tlijfcjjip declines, or the supply of fresh air is

f.ed, a dangerous recoil taking place,

upper aperture discharging smoke into

ttfelqtartment : this defect may be obviated to

a great extent, though not entirely, by the use

of valves, unless they be reg’ulated, and

adapted from time to time according to the

varying circumstances of the case.

Two apertures, then, at different levels are

the great essentials in each apartment, and so

ample a supply to all stairs and passages, that

they shall not borrow or draw down air from

individual rooms, but give freely to all that do

not draw their supply from an external source.

Tbe most serious evils from offensive draughts

and currents may be greatly diminished by

proper diffusion of the air, as well as by the

previous communication of warmth to it.

Diseases from exposure to draughts appear

principally to arise when the constitution has

been heated excessively, in consequence of a

defective supply of air
;

but, were a small

aperture left continually open, tbe constitution

could never attain that extreme susceptibility

of cold, and aversion to the slightest breath of

air which so often accompanies too limited a

supply, and that reduction of the insensible

cutaneous and pulmonary exhalations by an

atmosphere loaded with moisture which leaves

the surface of the lungs and skin unduly ex-

doors nor windows are air-tight, an ingress of cited and turgid with a load of material that

would have been dissipated by exhalation and

evaporation with a better supply of air.

When a fire-place is in action, it necessarily

complicates the ventilation. But all cases of

this kind resolve themselves into the following

classes

:

The first comprehends those in which the

fire-flue alone becomes the discharge of viti-4

ated air. This cannot be considered the best*]

as, under ordinary circumstances, the fresh air

travels along the floor, and little rises to the

head, where it is most largely required.

In the second class, the evil effects of the

vitiated air, which is prone to accumulate

above the chimney breast, are diminished by

its being raised to a higher level than is now

common, or by admitting the external air from

an aperture above, near the ceiling, so as to

sweep across the apartment in its descent to

the fire-place.

In the third and best class, the chimney flue

is reduced to a minimum, and carries off solely

the products of combustion
;
another superior

aperture discharging the products of respira-

tion and of lamps and candles, while a free in-

gress of air prevents all interference of the

fire-flue and the ventilating flues. This ad-

justment is carried still farther in some places

by the union of the fire and ventilating flues,

and by the provision of a sufficient local

supply for the fire in its immediate vicinity,

which reduces greatly the general force of the

current throughout the apartment.

The above principles involve the more im-

portant bearings of the question of ventilation

so far as it affects the individual apartments in

tenements occupied by the poorer classes ol

society, it being taken for granted that the

evils arising from defective drainage, closets

and cleaning, and a bad external atmosphere

have been removed. Practically then, a well

constructed window, capable ot being openec

above and below, realizes, when the fire-plac«

is well arranged, all the essentials for effectivi

ventilation in such apartments. Windows

however, are not recommended as affording

the best means of insuring ordinary ventilation

though they may be resorted to with advan

tage when the weather is not severe, or unde'

peculiar circumstances, and should therefor'

always be available when large supplies ot ai

are required
;
but for that more minute venti

lation which the system requires and tolerate

in the severity ot the winter’s cold, and at

time when the dryness of the air promote

rapid evaporation both from the skin an

lungs, a much less extended opening is requirec

undone capable of more minute and dclicat

adjustment to the ever-varying circumstance

of the case, than a window can be made t

command. The complaints arising troi

draughts and currents exist only when th

movement of air becomes excessive, and is ni

suited to the temperament on which it in

pinges. Tbe human frame is so constitute

that a movement of air is perpetually sustaine

around it by natural causes during life. \
r
ei

cold air having a very gentle movement arour

the person may not be offensive, while a muc

warmer atmosphere moving rapidly may l

productive of extreme annoyance.

Taking these circumstances into consider

tion, with the fact that doors and windows a;

pear generally, if not universally, to ha'

formed no barrier against the most defocti’

ventilation, great improvements may be ant

cipated when every apartment shall be providi

with an independent ingress for fresh air, ai

an egress for vitiated air, which, though stna

shall be incessantly operating, much more c

pable of regulation, and one which can nev

induce those violent and extreme chang

which are produced by the occasional openi

of doors or windows that may have be

closed for too long a period.

In the great majority of cases where a

attempt at systematic ventilation has be

carried into effect in ordinary apartments, t

objections which have followed its introducti

appear to have arisen principally from t'

causes, viz., the excessive introduction of fre

cold air, or its local movement arising fr<

cold surfaces or defective diffusion, win

might have been obviated by leading in 1

air at any more remote part of the room, or

any position, so as to admit of the first impu

being broken by a diffusion board, or by <

tending the aperture of ingress along t

skirting.

Another cause which appears to have
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tard£d considerably the introduction of ventila-
tion in ordinary apartments, is the idea that
some special force or power is required for
this purpose. It is true, indeed, that a power
is required

;
but nature has provided this power

in the movements which the warmth of the
person necessarily induces in the air which it

vitiates
;
and hence, if the natural movements

of vitiated air in ordinary apartments be not
opposed and resisted by the absence of aper-
tures at those levels where air, if left to itself,

will enter or escape, the discharge of vitiated

air upwards by ordinary currents is as fixed
and certain as the descent of water by its

natural gravity in draining operations; and, if

a modification be induced in apartments by
kindling a fire, still, if the chimney-flue be not
excessive in size, and an adequate supply be
given for it, as well as for superior ventilation,

these natural movements will be sustained, and
proceed in harmony with the functions of the
system.

Apertures such as are now adverted to may
not command the extended movements that
give the most complete ventilation that machi
nery, furnaces, and other arrangements can
sustain

;
they may be rendered more or less ir-

regular by the action of the wind
;
but, with-

out inducing severe draughts, they will remove
the extreme evil that induces so large an
amount of weakness, disease, and death, and
it is this result that is necessarily most im-
portant to society.

It is also important to know that mere open-
ings operate in another way than by facilitating
ordinary currents, according to the relative
pressure within and without in any apartment,
though this second mode of action is to he re-
garded principally as an auxiliary force, in
respect to its power of changing the atmo-
sphere in any apartment, however important
its functions may be, where the air comes in
direct contact with the living frame. So
careful has nature been in the securities taken
to prevent any stagnation of air around the
person, that, besides the movements dependent
on an alteration of the specific gravity of each
Successive portion of air that is received into
the lungs, or brought in contact with the sur-
face of the body, a power of penetration, re-
vealed in modern times more especially by the
experiments of Dalton and Graham, is found
to be incessantly in operation, promoting
natural ventilation, and discharging vitiated
air from every place in which it is prone to ac-
cumulate. This force operates in every direc-
tion with a power superior to that’ of the
pressure of the atmosphere, and its tendency is
slowly to diffuse all gases and vapours through
3ach other, whatever may be their difference
n specific gravity

; its action is never arrested
fxcept where air-tight barriers are interposed
Jetween one portion of the atmosphere and
mother. Hence, then, where internal and ex-
^rnal temperatures approximate so closely as
o reduce the movements that commonly ensue
tetween the atmosphere within and that with
i'ut, and even where they may be reversed (as
t'hen a higher temperature prevails externally
ban is found within), still the power of pene-
tration between the particles of different gases
\r vapours never ceases to reduce the intensity
jmh which they may be prone to accumulate
ji any individual place, provided a communi-
jation be maintained between it and the ex-
prnal atmosphere.

HOLBORN AND FINSBURY COM-
MISSION.

I Tenders for new sewers.— Copenhagen-
fcreet, White Conduit Fields: length, 1,040
tet; surveyor’s estimate, 852/.

G. Smith (Bayswater) . . ^1 ,018 15
Hill 1,012 0
Johnson 99G 0
Cooper 940 0

Gray’s Inn-lane, &e. : length, 800 feet ; esti-
mate, 816/.

Cooper £1,020 0
Eldred 975 0
Ward and Son 922 0
Hill 905 0
G. Smith 787 11

^Red Lion-street, Clerkenwell : length, 480
tet; estimate, 440/.

Hill £5G0 0
Cooper 554 0
Johnson 548 0
G. Smith 460.19

THE TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS OF
INDUSTRY AND ART.

A lecture on the above important and
interesting subject was delivered on Thursday,
21st inst., at the City of Westminster Literary
and Scientific Institution, Great Smith-street,
by Mr. Wm. Higgs, The lecturer com-
menced by observing, that man was distin-

guished by the possession of the inventive
faculty, by the proper exercise of which he
is enabled to administer to the comfort and
happiness of himself and all by whom he is

surrounded. The mechanical powers, the
means whereby muscular force is augmented
and man is enabled to perform with ease many
things, of which his unassisted strength would
be quite incapable, were next glanced at, and
an experiment or two given in illustration.

Hunt’s Patent Receiving Box was also al-

luded to as an ingenious and useful inven-
tion, illustrating the employment of the
lever.

Having taken a brief view of the progress of
the building art from the most primitive hut
to the convenient dwelling and the elegant and
stately mansion, the lecturer next commenced
a detailed examination of some of the imple-
ments by which that art had been advanced to

its present state. The spade first engaged
attention

;
the properties of a good one were

described, and the audience put on their guard
against the spurious, but good-looking article

formed by rolling, & c. The axe was then de-
scribed, and its varieties exhibited, with notices
of ancient instruments of this kind, of stone,
and subsequently of an alloy of copper, as pre-
ceding the use of iron and the more improved
steel-edged and stpel-polled axe and adze of
the present day : the Canadian, or Backwoods-
man’s axe, from its formidable appearance, ex-
cited much interest. After detailing the manu-
facture of these important tools, the hammer
was noticed, and many of its varieties sub-
mitted to the inspection of the audience. The
delicate hammer of the watch-maker, weigh-
ing together with its handle not more than
140 grains, was contrasted with the metal
helve of our ironworks, weighing seven or
eight tons, a diagram of which and of the
tilt hammer made their mode of operation
easily understood

;
the sledge of the smith,

and the highly-wrought and beautifully
polished planishing hammer of the silversmith
were also examined. A form of mallet, dif-

fering from that in use by the carpenter, was
also suggested, as having its weight so concen-
trated as to strike a heavier blow with less ex-
penditure of labour.
The saw was described as an instrument of

great importance, both as regards facility of
operation and economy of material

;
its history

and high antiquity were noticed, and its

principal varieties submitted to inspection in a
number of most beautiful and highly-finished
specimens. The manufacture of saws was de-
scribed as calculated to call into operation the
skill and ingenuity of first-rate workmen. The
properties of a good saw were thus described :

“ H should not be so thick as to be heavy or
clumsy, nor so thin as to be easily crippled by
fair use; the plate should be equally ground,
not gouty or thick in the middle, for then it

will require too much set, but if it gradually
taper from the teeth to the back it will work
with the smallest amount of set to the saving
of wood and labour; it should not be too hard,
but be capable of beinp; filed, nor to soft, for
then it will not retain its edge

;
upon examina-

tion, it should not discover any weak or crippled
part, but all the particles should have an equal
tension.” A tool not much known but very
useful was noticed, the llote, as intermediate to
the saw and file. The antiquity and import-
ance of the file also claimed attention. File-
cutting was described, as also the subsequent
process of hardening; many beautiful varieties
were exhibited, some of the most exquisite
workmanship, and some so exceedingly small
as to bear a value of 21. per ounce.

THE OLD CHURCH AT FULHAM.

The venerable tower of Fulham church, ad-
joining the palace of the Bishop of London,
has long called for restoration : brickwork
capped with Yorkshire paving formed the bat-
tlements, the turret was stunted, the belfry
windows, strings, and plinth, were tumbling to
pieces, and the great west window had dis-
appeared altogether, and was boarded up.
Partly by a rate, and partly by subscription,
funds nave been raised, and the work is now
rapidly proceeding, under the direction of Mr.
Godwin, the architect, llis lordship the bishop,
the Rev. Mr. Baker, the rector, John Gunter,
Esq., and several other of the principal inhabi-
tants of the parish, have exerted themselves to
effect this restoration. Mr. Samuel Cundy, of
Pimlico, is the contractor. When completed
we shall give some account of the church,
which has several points of considerable in-
terest.

New Railway Break.—The Rev. F. H.
Maberly, of Stowemarket, has lately obtained
a patent for a break, by means of which he
states, “ every carriage of a whole train may
be easily, safely, and almost instantaneously
stopped,” and further, that “ if applied in all

parts, it will be the means of preventing the

carriages being thrown off the lines by oscilla-

tion or otherwise.”

PROTECTION OF BUILDINGS FROM
LIGHTNING.

I he effect of a thunder storm on the hot*
houses and frames of the Marquis of Lans-
downe, at Bowood, has led to a correspond-
ence on the subject of conductors in the Mark
Lune Express. Mr. White, of Walworth,
says :— “ 1 am fully persuaded that if a range
of conductors had been placed on the nearest
rising ground, the severity of the storm would
have been drawn off, and the noble marquis’s
property preserved in part, if not altogether.
But it frequently happens that many mansions
are provided with “ numerous conductors,”
like those erected by Pope Pius VI J. tor the
protection of St. Peter’s at Home, the cupola
of which edifice is cracked in many places, and
ten arches of iron, weighing 60,000 kilo-
grammes, have been placed so as to prevent its

fall. 'J he lanterino above the cupola, which
supports the cross, is found to be cracked
through and through, and has been surrounded
by heavy iron chains to prevent the crack from
extending. All this heavy iron they say is to
prevent mischief by thunder storms / Now the
fact that conducting rods judiciously placed
will protect buildings from injury, is fully es-
tablished, as shown by Dr. Franklin; but if

numerous conductors be erected about the
same building, it is evident that they will
ullract the passing storm to that focus, and
there the elemental strife will rage

; and again,
the application of ten iron arches, and heavy
iron surrounding chains, are sufficient to draw
from the thunderclouds such a vast amount of
the electric fluid as to shiver the building to
atoms. We not unfrequently see a tall

chimney, or a stack of chimneys, supported by
slanting bars of iron fastened to the roof of
the building. It commonly happens that the
electric fluid will follow the slanting irons,
and, not finding a free passage, frequently da-
mages the roots or the walls

;
and then the

wonder is, how came the walls cracked ? An
architect is consulted, the foundation must be
defective, and the walls must be shored up

;

whereas if the conductors had been simple,
and there had been no lateral bars of iron, the
walls might have stood for years uninjured.
Conducting rods, if judiciously placed— that
is, if they are properly insulated from the
building—are great safeguards to the property
under protection

;
but if placed in such a

manner that a lateral discharge may come in

contact with the building itself, they are then
instruments of destruction rather than safe-

guards or protectors.

Views in Saxe Coburg and Gotha.—
Mr. Hogarth, of the Haymarket, is preparing

for publication a series of views of the ducal

palaces, castles, and hunting seals in Saxe
Coburg and Gotha, drawn on the spot, and li-

thographed by Douglas Morison. The work
is announced under the patronage of the Queen
and Prince Albert, and will be dedicated by
permission to the Duke of Saxe Coburg
Gotha.

Royal Dublin Society. — The appoint-
ment of drawing-master in the figure school
of this society is at present vacant. Candi-
dates are required to send in probationary
drawings by the 25th of October next. The
election will take place in the following
month.
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'ONT COVER, ST. DUNSTAN’S CHURCH

CANTERBURY.
It is very probable, that in ancient times

overs were considered a necessary adjunct
> fonts, and that there were few erected in
in gland without them. The material of
hich they are mostly constructed being wood,
id liable to decay and accident, but few of
lese interesting objects are now found. The
ibject of the plate is a very fine one, it still re-
ams suspended over the font at St. Dunstan’s
(lurch, Canterbury. It is a good specimen,
st, ot the rich architectural features these
nt covers must often have presented, and
pcondly, of the ease with which they were con-
ducted, for though they appear to be elabo-
Jte when completed, they are in truth of
Jnple design. In this cover there are only
ree pieces of separate pattern, these by being
heated eight times each, form the font cover.

fj

,r the assistance of the young designer, I

jjve given sketches of the three pieces with
portion of theplan, to shew how they are put
teeth er.

1

kEhe font cover at Ewelme, in Oxfordshire,
ji that at Fosdyke, in Lincolnshire, are con-
ijucted upon similar principles. The effect
> such composition, curious as it may seem
pome, is the more beautiful, as the parts are
3 dissimilar.

The font at St. Dunstan’s is a plain stone
hagon one, standing about 4 feet 10 inches in
Igbt, it is of similar date to the cover.
Irter, in his great work on the ancient archi-
pre of England, gives a print of the font

[ cover complete, but the latter is most
|mgely drawn, totally unlike the object it
Sets to represent. He places it among the
Scimens of the latter part of the reign of
irVaid the III. 1 he style of the cover ap-
[rs to me to be that of the middle of the
eenth century, when Gothic architecture
(rapidly becoming debased,
jew, very few font covers remain in Eng-
l,°f earlier style than the one at St. Dun-

I

s church, but several can be found of
ilar character

; at Littlebury church, in
ex, is a very curious one of very novel de-
, but it has been lately removed from its
inal position, and half destroyed.*
he facility, through the aid of machinery,

III which all sorts of Gothic tracery and
kabethan ornament, in wood or stone, can
be produced, will, before long, change the

parance of our architecture, giving the
jmesque enrichments of the olden time both
br churches and domestic edifices; a font

Jr oak, equally as rich as that of St.
istan’s, can be made in London by Pratt’s
jing process for 15/. The young carver
]:
exert his ability, and make the powers of

jnind the rival of the forces of mechanical

j

0 }’’ C. J. Richardson.
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DETAILS OF FONT COVER TO ST. DUNSTAN’S CHURCH.

QUARTER PLAN

n

STAINED-GLASS FOR ST. JAMES'S
CHURCH, PICCADILLY.

.e designed in keeping with the interior, which iscon-

,

0I
?
c
,.
0

.

f the flnest specimens of Sir Christopher
ns abilities.” Vide Mr. Mayhew ’s Circular to Ar-

July 16, 1844.

L As a constant subscriber to your
Ible journal The Builder, your able and
d protest against the absurdity and mani-
iolecisra about to be perpetrated in St.
s’s Church has naturally come under my
?, and is so correct, that it must, and will’,

lubt, carry with it a conviction of justice
ropriety to every rightly-informed mind,
ibereby arrest the progress of such a
trosity.

lat can be inferred of a committee who
select for an Italian building an altar-
w of a Gothic design, a positive com-

1 of Norman and Early English, and in
ice too ot their very circular and the
*ed terms of it, viz. that it should “ be
led in keeping with the interior, which is
icred one of the finest specimens of Sir
fopher Wren’s abilities?” I boldly
Mhe only conclusion that can be come to
• candid person is, that they have acted
ntly and unjustly—ignorantly, seeing
committee of their own paupers could

we committed so great a mistake, each of
ner designs being in perfect accordance

nengraving of this font and cover has been in our
ir sojne time, and will shortly be given in The

and in keeping with the interior; the one
selected being the only exception—and un-
justly, because by the terms and conditions
they put forth they have misled and wasted the
time and talent of artists, as well as wasted, by
misapplication, the funds intrusted to them by
the subscribers, by adopting an unfitting de-
sign, “ in keeping,” &c. &c., from an artist
who candidly confesses his incompetency to
any other. What, Mr. Editor, would Sir
Christopher Wren have said? that perhaps
which Boilleau has said—“ nothing is beautiful
which is false.”

Mr. Willement and Messrs. Ward and
Nixon wisely declined the competition, and,
Sir, can it be wondered at, if, after such ex-
hibitions of thoughtlessness in a number of
eminent persons (who ought to know, and
some of whom, no doubt, do know better)

That artists in future should decline
To throw their “ pearls before the swine
Donors, too, devotionally bent,
May have a care their meed is not mis-spent.

I am, Sir, &e.,

William Warrington.
4.*j, Berkeley-street, Hyde Park- square,

August 25, 1845.

In your article I believe you are not exactly
correct in one point. The persons originally
applied to (as I am informed) were Mr. Wil-
lement, Messrs. Ward and Nixon, Mr. Backler
and myself. Eventually the Duke of Cleve-
\™d

.

and Bishop of London wishing Mr.
\\ ailes to be applied to, it was thought proper
by the committee to open it to an extended
competition. The Bishop of Armagh, the
Bishop of London, and the Duke of Cleveland
are, I perceive, the three principal subscribers
with Mr. Byng,

FREE ADMISSION TO PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.

On Saturday last a petition, signed by the
mayor, magistrates, town council, clergy, and
principal inhabitants of the city of Lincoln, to
the number of 1 GO, was forwarded to the Right
Honourable Sir Robert Peel, Bart., the pre-
mier, praying him in the appointment of the
new dean to the cathedral chapter of that city,
to have regard to the free admission of the
public to the cathedral at proper periods. At
present a fee of one shilling is demanded to
view the interior

; this acts as a severe tax
upon the citizens, who may have visitors, and
who, in shewing “the lions ” of the city, do
not like to be charged with a payment of one
shilling per head for walking through an edi-
fice, profusely rich in sculptured decorations
and magnificent in its lofty slender columns
and groined vaultings of the nave, yet possess-
ing few attractions of stained glass or monu-
mental records. The recent decease of Dean
Gordon, the discussions in Parliament, the
correspondence with the Dean of Westminster,
and the various articles in the public prints,

about the example given by the Deans of
Durham and Norwich, have all suggested to
the citizens of Lincoln the propriety of making
the present effort for a free admission to the
interior of the cathedral. Of course it is not
intended to exempt those who are curious
enough to clamber up the rood-tower, to visit

the great “ Tom bell,” from the payment of a
proper fee to the guide. The same remarks
apply equally to York and other cathedrals in
the country, where a disgraceful system of fee-
taking is too frequently carried on.
As regards Norwich Cathedral being open

to the public, we are disposed to think any
person applying to view it would find they
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ould see very little of the buildiniJ without

payment, and that only during a certain number

if minutes each day. While on this subject,

we would allude to the insolent and discredit

able behaviour, in his office, of the principal

verger at St. George’s Chapel, Windsor, a man

named Tucker, who seems to

person that looks into the nave of that building,

"„T”«Sfdri™
b
.hS; out of'IlTdoor with

Si. l’oTyCcZ
]

2y tolfte/hU course be-

fore stronger representations are made.

ENGLISH DECORATORS AND THE NEW
HOUSE OF LORDS.

Complaints have reached us, that either

the Royal Commissioners on the Fine Arts

have behaved ill to the decorative artists who

submitted works in competition, or that their

recommendations are put aside by others. A
communication in the Spectator of last week

contains the whole complaint: we extract trom

it the following:—
“ There are at this time some sixty or eighty

decorators — wood-carvers and ornamental

painters— at work upon the enrichments of the

Chamber of Peers in the new palace; and

among them, 1 believe, are only one or two ot

those artists whom the commissioners expressly

recommended for employment. Certain it is,

that the most skilful and experienced practical

workmen among the carvers and painters thus

recommended have not been engaged ;
and

what makes this still more extraordinary, is the

statement of Mr. Pugin, who superintends the

interior decorations, that for want of competent

assistance from Englishmen he is compelled

to send for foreigners. ,

When the royal commission in 1»44 invited

the English decorators to send in specimens of

their ability in the various branches of orna-

mental art, no premiums were offered ;
it being

understood that the prizes for successful com-

petitors would be employment. In pursuance

of this arrangement, a committee was appoin ted

to inspect the specimens exhibited in the spring

of last year at the St. James’s Bazaar, and to

report on the merits of the artists. These re-

ports, from which I shall presently quote, are

printed in the third Report of the commis-

sioners. That the ornamentists whose speci-

mens were approved have been officially re-

commended to be employed in preference to

others, I know for certain
;
having seen letters

signed by the secretary to the commission, Mr.

Eastlake, and sent for the information of the

parties. I can also state of my own personal

knowledge, that the artists in question have

applied to Mr. Barry for employment, and are

both willing and able to enter upon the work,

but have been put off with smooth words and

promises. Not being aware of any but wood-

carvers and ornamental painters being era

ployed at present, 1 confined my inquiries to

these two branches of decoration. Six carvers,

namely, Messrs. Cummings, Ollett, Ringham,

Freeman, Browne, and J. Thomas, were favour-

ably noticed in the Report of the .committee *

and another, Mr. Rogers, is especially men

tioned in these terms :
‘ It is the opinion of the

committee, that among the carvers whose works

have been exhibited he holds the first place
;

and they consider him as the person best

qualified' to be entrusted with those parts of the

woodwork of the House of Lords in which

great richness of effect and delicacy of execu-

tion are required.’ Nothing can be stronger

or more explicit than this. And that the com-

mission adopt the recommendation of the com-

mittee is proved by a letter from the secretary,

directing Mr. Rogers to communicate Aiith

Mr. Barry. Mr. Barry says there is nothing

for him to do at present
;
and bows out the

applicant with this flattering excuse,— ‘ There

is nothing worthy the exercise of your talent,

Mr. Rogers, in the House of Lords !’ So that

the’ doors, for which designs were especially

required, the stalled and canopied seats of the

peers, and the throne, are all to he left to com-

mon workmen. The soffits of the ribs of the

ceiling, though they are of pierced carving,

gilt and relieved upon a coloured ground,

cannot be considered very important, since they

are cut out of Canadian pine, the commonest

and most fragile wood that could he chosen,

and a favourite haunt of insect vermin. Of

the other six carvers I have only heard of one

being employed, and he only as a journeyman ;

and two individuals might he named who have

suffered serious loss and disappointment by

leaving their business in the country, in con-

sequence of the committee’s recommendation.

‘ In the department of arabesque painting,

the artists noticed in the detailed report of the

committee are Mr. Collman, Mr. Goodison,

and Messrs. F. and J. Crace,’ say the commis-

sioners
;
and they add the opinion of the com-

mittee, that the specimens sent by Mr. Johnson

‘evince considerable taste and ability.’

The following significant hint was appended

to their report:— 1 The commissioners, having

had reason to suppose that some of the persons

who have exhibited works of decorative art

may have employed other hands
,
or even the

assistance of foreigners, in the execution of

such works, have resolved that those persons

who may be selected for employment in those

branches of decoration shall, if the commis-

sioners think fit, he required to produce spe-

cimens of their art, to he completed under

such conditions as the commissioners may

think necessary.’ The meaning of this is, that

the commissioners will employ none but prac-

tical men—working artists. Mr. Collman is

an architect, and employed German painters

to execute his design. Messrs. Crace are very

respectable shopkeepers, who undertake deco-

rations and employ artists to execute them
;

hut they are men of business and taste, not

working artists. Of themselves they arc in-

competent to the production of the specimen

they sent in
;
on which various artists, French

and English, were employed. Mr. Goodison

and Mr. Johnson were the only successful

competitors in arabesque painting who de-

signed and executed their specimens them-

selves
;
yet neither of them is employed ;

while

Messrs. 'Crace have both the honour and profit

accruing from the painted decorations of the

House of Lords, which are being executed by

foreign and English artists, from designs fur-

nished by Mr. Pugin, and under his direction,

to the exclusion of the only two artists who

were qualified for employment according to the

decision of the committee.
rlo the application

of Mr. Goodison, the same flattering answer

was given by Mr. Barry—that there was no

scope in the House of Lords for the exercise

of his talent
;

it was mere journeyman’s work.

If this injustice be suffered, the inference is in-

evitable, that the Royal Commission either

wants the will or has not the power to enforce

its recommendations. I n either case, the artists

whose labour has been taxed, and whose hopes

have been disappointed, will have good ground

of complaint of a breach of faith. 4 he country

also will have reason to be dissatisfied that the

best native talent has not been engaged on a

national work, that is intended to exemplify

the highest state of perfection to which British

art can attain in this age. The pecuniary loss

to several ornamentists, through their being

thrown out of employment by competing

against their masters, or their giving up pri-

vate business in the country to come to Lon-

don, has been almost ruinous.

But, taking a wider view of the matter, there

is great cause for regret that such a grand

opportunity as this for calling out any original

talent in ornamental design that exits in the

country should be suffered to escape, by ex-

cluding from employment all but merely me-

chanical copyists of Gothic patterns.”

STIR IN THE SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

Rare Building Ground. — The beauti-

ful domain known as the White Knights

Estate, near Reading, to which we referred a

short time ago, is now fairly in the market as

building ground. A company is in course of

formation to make the roads and drains, build

the lodges, and grant leases of plots for build-

ing on, and will not fail by a spirited and

judicious outlay to secure a large return. 4 he

American and Chantilly Gardens, the wilder-

ness and lake are to be reserved for the enjoy-

ment of the inhabitants. It is impossible for

the most graphic pen to describe the exquisite

grouping of the splendid timber, shrubberies,

and the slopes of sward, forming as a whole,

perhaps the happiest effort of landscape gar-

dening this or any other country in Europe

can produce. We know of no such sites for

houses at the some distance from the metro-

polis, and have little doubt that the shares will

be eagerly sought after.

Sir,—As an article has appeared in youi

paper of the 16th instant on “ the course o

study in the school of design, ’ the writer o

which appears to have settled the mattei veri

much to his own satisfaction, will you permit in

to prove that he is either ignorant of th

course pursued by the students, or that he ha

endeavoured to produce wilfully erroneou

impressions of the grounds of their complaint

After mentioning the opinion of Mr. Pugn

end a previous correspondent in your pape

he goes on to say, “ and those most modest ri

monstrators, the students, consider it utterl

useless, as the directors do not adopt thi

course of study which they, in their wisdoq

think fit to prescribe.” Immediately follov

ing this conies, “ But among them all, for ir

part, 1 have read no attempt to disclose a pra«

ticable remedy.” How those two assertioi

can be both true 1 do not see, unless tl

students have offered a practical remedy whn

Mr. Morgan has not taken the trouble to rea

But the first assertion is utterly false, ai

without the slightest foundation : the studen

never have attempted to prescribe any cour

of study, or even to offer any suggestions

the council or the authorities of the seho<

The facts are simply these:—4’he council 1

down for the students a certain course

study, and they offer to them a certain araou

of instruction
;

they appoint a director a

clearly define his duties. Now what aie t

complaints of the students? They compla

that the course of study prescribed by t

council has never been followed out
;
that t

instruction promised by the council has nev

been given
;
and, that the duties of the direct

as defined by the council have never been fi

filled. These are questions of facts, r

matters of opinion. We have never discuss

the merits of the system laid down by t

council
;
we have never attempted to dictate

criticize their plan : we have laid before thi

depositions which prove (beyond all cont.

diction) that the instruction promised 1

never been given, and the duties of the direc

never fulfilled. If any further proof w<

wanting, hear the director’s own admissio

In a special report of his, delivered to i

council on the 4th of February (exactly

month previous to our petition being s.

in), he says:—“As the subject of 1

turing is of much importance, I wish

state briefly what has been the amount

my efforts to comply with this duty. • • •

“ I have delivered a very few written i

dresses,” “and from time to til

when a new example or set of examples i

purchased, I have prepared myself and d

vered a little lecture upon them.” And v

little ones they must have been
;
and in sc

very snug corner they must have been d

vered
;
they most certainly were never gi

to the students, nor did they ever benefit th;

One solitary effort was made to get up a

ture upon architecture, hut painful to relati

was found to draw too heavily upon

talents of the director, and it was abandoi

Immediately following the sentences qu<

above, he says (speaking of his little leclur

“ This cannot be deemed any sufficient sut

lute for the course stipulated for by

council.” .

At the same meeting of the council at wl

this report was read “ Mr. Wilson was dire

to obtain from Mr. Herbert a written si

ment of the most efficient mode in whicl

conceives the figure can be taught in

school with reference to ornament. ’ In

report accordingly prepared by Mr. Herl

he thought fit to suggest that a black b<

should he used by the director, practical!

demonstrate to the students the various p<

of the lectures upon the history and princ

of the various styles of ornament which it

his duty to give. Now, immediately or

sending in this report by Mr. Herbert,

Wilson wrote to him, saying, that in cc

quence of the feeling which had incited hi

suggest to the council the use of the L

board, he should hold no further correaj

ence with him. Now what reason could 1

be to consider this suggestion as so sevi

personal affront. I have attended lecturi

various subjects connected with arts

sciences, and I have found it a common (al

a universal) practice for the various prole

to draw upon a black board in the pref
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f their audience, various diagrams illustrative

f their subject. Is it possible then that the
entleman who undertook to furnish original
esigns for the various classes in the school,
ho agreed to teach the whole body of the
udents in the varied round of instruction
romised in the school

;
and who took exclu-

vely upon himself the task of teaching the
vper class of the school, should feel himse f

icompetent to the use of so common and
snerally received a vehicle of instruction as
ie black board ? And yet upon what other
rounds is it possible to account for such a
essage as that sent by the director to Mr.
.erbert, or for the virulence with which he
is pursued that gentleman, until at last

J has procured the dismissal of one
ho had done, and was doing, more for the
iccess of the school, and the benefit of the
udents, than any one else at any time con-
icted with it. The truth is, the council had
)ped to have veiled from the public their
ant of foresight, in appointing to the office

director a gentleman practically ignorant,
id to have imposed the belief that the school
is rapidly progressing to perfection under
eir management. The students have dared
rend the mask from before them. They

ive said to the public what the council had
id to each other over their own tables long
fore

;
and we are punished accordingly,

ot for uttering falsehoods, but for daring to

eak the truth.

I trust, Sir, that you will excuse my intrud-

? so long on your valuable time, and I re-
lin, yours, &c., R. Burchett.
August 25th, 1845.

SUSPENSION BRIDGES.

Sir,—

I

do not think Mr. Hosking, in his
rreatise on Bridge Building,” investigates
principle illustrated by the diagrams in your

8th number. I cannot contradict “ B. B.” on
s point, but can say I have never seen it, and
auld like very much to have it pointed out to
• I did not make a choice of the works at
;rbv and Ashton, but inserted them in my
ter because they were the first instances that
juried to me at the time, probably for the
•son that they had lately happened, and were
;refore fresh in my memory. I know nothing
the particulars in either case further than
s given by the newspapers at the time; but,
my recollection serves me, the centres in
th bridges were being struck, and therefore
•y were completed. Neither did I require
se examples to fill up a vacuum in an argu-
nt which was of minor importance, and
jch I did not enter upon in my first letter
til after stating 1 had replied to “ all that
icerns me;” for I could adduce a score of
dges that have fallen, and an immense num-
in a very dilapidated state, if it were not
idious to the engineers to mention them.
‘ B. B.” mistakes my position if he sup-
es it to be suspension versus compression
dges. It is the principle ztpon which both
tension and compression bridges are generally
It to which I object, and which I say is in-
fect. To set it clearly before you, let it be
•wed, that of two principles (which require
their investigation data differing from each
er), when carried out in practice, and coin-
ed together, that which is superior in power,
admits of unlimited extension, may be

ned correct, whilst that which is inferior in

'er, and continually approaching towards a
timum, incorrect. This being premised,
e are a few experiments with suspension
dels, constructed on the catenary, and on
plan.

In Bristol, Jan. 6, 1838, two models of
fal materials and dimensions were tried,

p
parallel chain model bore 1*565 lbs.

;
the

;r chain model bore 3*681 lbs. Again, in
stol, Jan. 10, 1838, the parallel chains bore
,"6 lbs.

;
the taper chains bore 3*696 lbs.

bther trial before the same party, the same
U

was made with models constructed by
. Cross, of Bristol, unknown to Mr. Dredge,
iirder to prove that all was fair in the former
Is; and the result was, the parallel chains
s 2*632 lbs., and the taper chains bore
'9 lbs. Each model broke on adding more
ii^ht, and the chains throughout on the taper
.iciple was reduced one size by the experi-

* Lord Western to Lord Melbourne,

These experiments are proved by practice
and verified by mathematical investigation,
which does not shew a maximum in extent of
span, lienee, that principle which demon-
strates the tapering chains may with propriety
be termed correct; whilst that which compels
the catenary, incorrect : and now to apply
this reasoning to compression bridges. The
only condition involved in our present inquiry
depends upon the line of resistance which is

traced from the resultants of the pressures
applied to the arch of the bridge. Now,
since these pressures are similar, and similarly
applied both in suspension and compression
bridges, their resultants are similar; and
because it is the relative magnitude aud posi-
tion of these pressures which constitute the
principle, we argue that since they are similar
in each, the principle is the same in both. But
the investigation turns on this point, that in
the former the direction of the bars in the
curve is determined by the direction of the
resultants of pressures, whilst in the latter
these resultants trace out some line within the
boundary of the voussoirs, and the stability of
the structure depends upon this line not inter-
secting the extrados or intrados of the arch.
Now, if the fundamental principle is the same
in both, and has been proved in one to be
wrong, it follows it must be wrong in the other
also.

By this time “ B. B.” will see that the
failure of the suspension bridges which he
brings forward are proofs in my favour, be-
cause they tend to shew that the principle upon
which they are built is erroneous,—the very
position I take. I have merely to remark in

reference to the extract from Professor Hos-
king’s work, that it is the opinion of an emi-
nent man, to which I offer no objection, when
the span is small, the command of capital
large, provided the head room beneath the arch,
ora hill over it be of noconsequence; forin such
cases any error of principle may be counter-
acted by immense masses of material, which
the public have been used to see, and there-
fore think substantial, but because the error
increases in a greater ratio than the span,
when we come to extensive bridges there is

this objection, viz. that the use of stone is im-
possible, in large spans it is very difficult of
application, and in very extensive ones im-
practicable.

“ B. B.,” Still dwelling upon suspension
bridges, after alluding to many circumstances
which are supposed to alter the internal struc-
ture of iron, goes on to say: “in proof of
which see the accounts of the numerous acci-
dents that have occurred on the various lines
of railway from the fracture of the axles of
railway carriages,” &c. This is no proof at
all, Sir, for in the axle of a railway carriage
the forces are applied at right-angles to the
direction of the fibres, but in the bars of a sus-
pension bridge in the direction of them, the
mechanical action of the fibres of the two is

very different, the mathematical principles dis-

tinct, and therefore the comparison is erro-
neous.

With regard to the Yarmouth bridge, the
immediate cause of failure is easily accounted
for by the fact that the section of iron in the
chains was not sufficient to resist the effects of
a loaded platform, for at the time of the acci-
dent there were several tons of tension in the
chains more than the engineer should have
allowed, and this, coupled with the inferior
quality of the iron, accounts for the failure.
It may be very true that twice the number had
been upon the bridge, but then the_weight was
equally sustained by both chains

;
and besides,

perhaps this weight might have permanently
injured the iron by straining it beyond its

limits of elasticity, so that when the lesser
weight came on one chain it broke down. A
question may be asked of me, would not your
plan if similarly situated be attended with a
similar result ? Certainly not; for in the first

place, it any part of the chain had an under
strain upon it, the rest would be immediately
active to resist it

;
and secondly, even sup-

posing the chains to fracture similar to the
T armouth, only one-eighth of the bridge would
have sunk, and this not sufficient to have en-
dangered life, because the remaining seven-
eighths would have stood as firm as ever, and
would have supported it.

I have again to remark that all the objec-
tions urged against suspension bridges gene-
rally are arguments in my favour. And in

reference to the oscillation which “B. B.” here
speaks of, I beg to refer him to my letter
published in your 128th number.

I am, Sir, &c.,
Bath, August 18th. James Dredge.
P.S. “ M.Navier speaks of a chain stretched

across between two rocks that command the
town of Mourtiers, in the department de
Basses Alpes. It is 656 feet long, and made
of rods about 2 feet ] J inch long, and f inch
diameter, hooked one to the other without any
intermediate links. The date of its erection
is not certain, but it is supposed to belong to
the thirteenth century. It does not, however,
appear to have been ever intended for a bridge,
but is thought by some to have been an offer-
ing to the Virgin to obtain protection against
being overwhelmed by the rocks that overhang
it. By others it is attributed to a knight of
Rhodes, who is supposed to have erected it in
consequence ot a vow made during his capti-
vity in the holy land. l’lie iron is said not to
bejnjured by rust.”

—

Dreivry, page 9.
*•*

* earn from the newspapers that a
suspension bridge near Calcutta has just now
fullen in. It was known as the Bailee Khali
bridge, and was the largest of the kind ever
constructed in India. It gave way in the
middle just as it was completed, *and fell into
the creek over which it was erected. The ac-
cident is attributed to an error in judgment of
the contractor, while making some necessary
alterations, and does not in any degree effect
the principle on which the bridge was built.

POWER OF CORONERS TO INQUIRE
INTO THE CAUSE OF FIRES.

Quebec, New York, London, have been
recently the scenes of fresh conflagrations,

—

lives have been lost and property destroyed to
an enormous extent. The attention of Europe
is awakened to the importance of an inquiry
into the means of averting this dreadful catas-
trophe, and it is to be hoped that some steps
with that end in view may speedily be taken.

Last week a jury of the inhabitants of the
ward of Cripplegate-within were empanelled
before Mr. W. Payne, the city coroner, at the
School - house, Philip-lane, Aldermanbury,
to inquire into the cause of the late fire on the
premises of Messrs. Bradbury , and Co.M anchester-warehousmen, of Aldermanbury.

I lie investigation, from its novelty, excited
considerable interest, several of the common
council of the ward, together with the civic
authorities, being present.

'The coroner, on taking his seat, said he
would take the liberty of stating, as the pre-
sent was rather a novel proceeding, why he had
called them together. Latterly the number of
fires in London had considerably increased,
and when they took into consideration that
nothing was so fearful as fire, they would be
ot opinion with him that when they had the
power to inquire into the causes of such fires,

nothing could be more important to the public
at large than that the cause should be closely
investigated. 'The ancient aulhorites shewed
that in olden times it was the practice of the
coroner to inquire into all burnings within his
district, and that power still belonging to the
coroner, although fullen into desuetude, he
thought that they would be of opinion with
him that it was most important that it should
again be brought into force. In “ Horne’s
Mirror of Justice” the duties of the coroner
were clearly laid down, and among those
duties the coroner was to inquire of all burn-
ings, whether they were caused by felony or
mischance. If they were of opinion that they
had been set on fire with a felonious intent,

then it was their duty to inquire and ascertain

who the party was who was guilty of that

felony. It was clear, therefore, in the olden

time, that part of the coroner’s duty was to in-

quire into all burnings; and he need not say

how necessary it was to revive it at the pre-

sent time. No one had the power to inquire

into the causes of a fire—not even a magis-

trate, unless a party was in custody charged

with causing it. The persons living in the

neighbourhood of a fire were always most
anxious to know how it occurred, and he
thought the public would think that he had
done no more than his duty in causing a jury
to be summoned to inquire into the circum-
stances of the late fire, who also might, by
any suggestion thrown out, prevent, in a great
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measure, fires being so numerous. He had

directed a number of persons to be summoned

to give evidence as to the cause of the recent

fire in Aldermanbury, so that they might come

to a proper verdict, whether it was caused by

accident or otherwise.

As every thing connected with this novel and

most important proceeding must be of interest,

the following is the form of oath administered

to the jury :
—“ You shall well and truly in-

quire, on behalf of our Sovereign Lady the

Queen, why a certain house and premises, in

Aldermanbury, were lately burned, and a true

verdict give according to the evidence; so

help you God.”
After a patient investigation the jury re-

turned a verdict, “ That the fire was caused

by accident.”

NOTES IN THE PROVINCES.

The inhabitants of Taunton are display-

ing no little spirit and judgment in carry-

ing out their determination to improve their

town, and thereby render it more attractive

to strangers as well as more pleasant and

healthy to themselves. A public meeting is

about to be convened for the purpose of

electing a committee of taste, and of devising

means to carry into execution those improve-

ments which may be considered desirable.

Many excellent suggestions have already been

made, among them we may mention the re-

moval of the alms-houses in Magdalene-lane,

and building in their stead a number of elegant

and uniform cottages; the purchasing ground

for public walks
;
the erection of a suitable

building for public concerts, lectures, &c.

A prospectus for the erection of public baths

has also just been issued. It is proposed

to raise a capital of 800/. in shares of 10/. each.

500/. to be appropriated to the building, and

the remainder to furniture and incidentals.

These and other improvements will not only

raise Taunton in the scale of places of resort,

especially during the winter months, but will

confer a permanent benefit upon her deni-

2ens The new Corn Exchange at Col-

chester was opened on Saturday last. The event

was celebrated by a public dinner, at which up-

wardsof eighty gentlemen sat down, and George
Round, Esq., the high-sheriff of Essex, pre-

sided. The building is situate close to the old

Exchange, at the entrance of Iligh-street.

The fa£ade is composed of a receding centre

and wings, the entrances being under an

Ionic colonnade, and the wings are connected

by pilasters of the same order. The wings

are ornamented in niches or panels with two

bas-relief figures the size of life, emblematic

of ancient and modern agriculture. A figure

of Ceres, to cap the centre colonnade, is now
in course of preparation. A flight of steps

leads to the interior, which is an apartment

78 feet by 47, a row of light pillars on each

side supports the centre part of the roof, the

northern end is semi-circular, there is a row of

sky-lights running all round, and a large lan-

tern-light in the middle. The cost of the

building, independent of the purchase of the

ground, is about 2,400/. The committee
for the restoration of the Norman Tower,
Bury St. Edmunds, have once more issued an

appeal to the public for means to enable them
to rescue this fine specimen of Norman archi-

tecture from the destruction that threatens it.

The total sum required is 2,794/. The sub-

scriptions amount to 2,294/., leaving still a

deficiency of 500/.- A cemetery is about to

be formed at Dudley, in Wolverhampton-
street. The ground, comprising part of the

fields and gardens between there and the

castle bounds, in extent about ten acres,

with a frontage of a hundred yards to the

main street, is given by Lord Ward. A
new church is about to be erected in the

Wicker, Sheffield, at the sole cost of the

Misses Harrison, of Weston. Great im-

provement is in progress at the Market-street
entrance to Trinity Church, Cambridge. A
local paper states that very handsome iron

gates have recently been put up there by
Messrs. Shallow and Coleman. Govern-
ment has appropriated 25,000/. of the grant for

the improvement of harbours to that of
Harwich, and the works will be commenced
almost immediately. Part of Cabourn
Wold Pillar, situate one mile from Caistor,
in Yorkshire, may now be seen above

the trees. The stone-work is of such firm and

neat execution, that great time is required even

in gaining a few feet in height. Persons

sailing on the Humber may now see part of

the building, which, when finished, will be an

ornament, and a use to most extensive views,

both by sea and land, from the highest ground

in Lincolnshire. The Cliff Bridge Com-

pany, Scarborough, have accepted the tender

of Mr. John Barry, to erect a sea wall from

the span to the bridge. The trustees ap-

pointed under an act of Parliament for re-

building Staines Church have advertised for

the loan of 4,500/. upon security of the rates.

At the last monthly meeting of the Lite-

rary and Philosophical Society of Newcastle,

Dr. Glover, as secretary of a committee ap-

pointed to take steps for the immediate forma-

tion of a collegiate institution in this town,

stated that the committee had memorialized

Sir James Graham on the subject, and that

although the answer of Sir James Graham

was not favourable to the prayer of the memo-

rial, yet it was not such as to preclude all hope

of receiving assistance from Government.

The Wesleyan Chapel, at Bramley, Yorkshire,

has recently been considerably enlarged and

improved, and an infant school erected at a

cost of upwards of 1,000/. Mr. Simpson, of

Leeds, was the architect. Holy Trinity

Church, Hull, is undergoing a complete resto-

ration, under the superintendence of Messrs.

Binks. All the contractors are bound to com-

plete their works before the 9th of October.

A prospectus has been issued during the

past week for the erection of a harbour of

refuge in the Downs, between Deal and Sand-

wich, and close to the branch of the South-

Eastern Railway. The proposed capital is

200,000/. At Huntingdon, workmen have

recently been employed in pulling down the

Theatre, preparatory to a chapel being erected

on the spot.

Compositions from Shalespeare's Tempest.

By J. Noel Paton. Chapman and Hall.

1845.

Mn. Paton lias already made himself

favourably known by a volume of outlines il-

lustrative of Shelley’s Prometheus (rewarded

by the Art-Union of London with an hono-

rary premium),* and a cartoon now exhibiting

in Westminster Hall, for which he has been

rewarded by the Commissioners of Fine Arts.

The compositions before us will not fail to

increase his reputation, some of them indeed

display extraordinary genius, and lead us to

anticipate that their author who is quite a

young man, will take a high place in his pro-

fession. We would instance more particularly

No. 5, “ The foul witch, Sycorax,” and

No, 11, “ Caliban musing,” which are full of

power. With much cordiality, we bid him
go on, and prosper.

A Manual of Writing and Printing Characters
,

both ancient and modern. By B. P. Wii.me,

Civil Engineer. Weale, Holborn.

This is a very valuable work, and should be

purchased by all young engineers, architects,

and surveyors. The author asserts no more
than the truth when he says, “ The ground-

work is laid for a system of analysis never be-

fore attempted, and which will be found to

afford the greatest assistance as well to the

teacher as to the learner, from its placing in

their hands the correct principles for the prac-

tice of the art to be acquired.
“ The analysis here referred to is that of the

Roman alphabet—upper and lower case, and
numerals. A careful examination of the system
will enable the most inexperienced to extend
the investigation of the subject to all the other
alphabets.”

This Manual commences with an investiga-
tion of the most generally useful letters, viz.,

those of the round hand, the first hand taught
in schools, on account of its great utility in

after life. Next in order follow the Roman
upper and lower case letters and numerals, in

full detail, exhibiting at one view both their

analytical or integral parts, and their mechanical
construction. Also, the Old English and
German text alphabets as adapted to English
use. The architect is furnished with nine

* Published by Holloway, Bedford-street,

plates of curious ancient alphabets, with the

authorities for each.

Mulhaiiser says, in his analysis of his method

of teaching writing :
—“Writing is a species

of drawing
;
and, as such, an imitative art

To imitate is natural and delightful to children

;

the power of imitation is therefore an im.

portant agent in education, and ought to bt

developed and directed. In writing, the child

is required to produce an imitation of letters

and words, i. e. of complex and combined

forms, which are subject to a definite ordei

and proportion. To enable the child to d<

this with ease, the instructor must render tin

process natural and therefore intelligible. H<
must dissolve the combination of letters whicl

are called words; and be must resolve corn

plex forms called letters into their simpli

elementary parts
;

in other words, the in

structor must analyze the objects which th

child is to imitate. The next step is also to b(

taken by the master—he must arrange tin

elementary forms in the order of their sim

plicity, i. e. the instructor must classify tie

elementaryforms, so that the first efforts of th

child may be directed to the imitation of th

simplest forms. By this natural process, tin

child soon becomes familiar with, and enable*

to imitate the separate parts of letters
;

hi

gains a rational conception of their elementar;

forms
;

easily combines them, and write

letters and then words. The child, there

fore, proceeds by synthesis, and construct

the object from the elements furnished by th

analysis of the instructor.”

The author gives ample directions for con

stucting titles for maps, railway plans, &c.

with numerous examples. In writing a title

he observes :
—

“ 1st. We should decide on the size of th'

title we would have.

2nd. The mimber of lines we would have.

3rd. The style of characters to be used.

4th. The model or trial title should b

formed, which if it suit not our taste whei

done, can be altered or amended in writing th

title itself.

5th. The spacing or distance between th

lines should be determined on.

6th. Form the lines of writing (in pencil

by putting the centre letter of each line on th

centre (perpendicular) line of the title, an

working the other letters in the line from th

centre to either extremity. Thus we find, b

referring to the model title, that the first lin

contains seven letters, of which the fourt

from the commencement will of course be th

centre one, and will be placed on the centr

line
;
N is placed in position, and we next (s

the proper space which has been previous!

determined on) put down A, and at anothc

similar space therefrom we put down L. 1

now only remains (for that side of the line) t

put down P, which is placed at an equal spac

from L as A was from N. Proceed in

similar manner to work from the centre lette

N to the right hand, and when the letters ai

all properly shaped out with black-lead penc

at equal distances, ink them over; when th

is done, the construction lines may be rubbe

out, and the title will be complete.”

Mr. Wilme's book should be in every offic

Liquid Air a Motive Power. — In oi

last number we referred to the rival system

at present dividing public attention, tor a]

plying as a motive power, to railway pn

pulsion and other purposes, air in a high

condensed, or in a highly rarified stat

We have this week to record another st(

made in the same direction : — by ineai

of enormous compression a person of tl

name of Evans, residing in Phidelphia, is sa

to have succeeded in liquifying atmospher

air, which resumes its original volume with t

elastic force quite prodigious, on applying

few drops of some chemical composition,

is asserted that a train of twenty load*

waggons was transmitted a distance of six

miles in less than an hour and a quarter, tl

whole motive power being the liquid air e

closed in a vessel of two gallons and a hi

measure, into which fell drop by drop ai

from minute to minute the chemical compos

tion in question. W e should mention that tl

source of this information is a private lett

from Philadelphia published in the Memor,

de Rouen, and seems to need the authent

confirmation of the American journals.



the builder.
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HOLLOWAY CONGREGATIONAL CHAPEL.
Sir,-I may perhaps be allowed, in confir-

mation of the remarks of “ Vigilans ” to
intention on good authority, that two of the

Htfl" were considered preferable to
that of Mr. Emmett, but that both were thrown
aside ostensibly injustice to the other parties,
because the estimates did not precisely tally
iwith the sum stated in the advertisement',
jlou will then perhaps be surprised to hear

a L
"otonous committee have actually

Had the effrontery to accept an estimate (art-
ully omitted in the first instance;, which
>."”'£•‘9 exceed that amount by only 700 1.
iz. 3,200, instead of 2,5001.
This is indeed insulting, but as I suppose

bey are fully prepared to carry their proieai
lirough thick and thin, it is hopeless to ex-
ect any redress, and nothing is left to the
let,raized hut the dismal satisfaction of pub-
cly makmg known such nefarious treatment
nd defying the parties implicated to a clear
xpJanation.

I am sorry to learn that at the head of the
imnuttee is the minister of the place, who
;om h,s station it might have been hoped
|ould have been among the first to see justice
jspensed to all, and check rather than
0 say the least), connive at the unfair at-
Impts ot party influence.

I am, Sir, &c., E. B. L.

THE GLASS TRADE.

i?u 7 The
.

ar
i cIe up°n tbe £,ass trade,

f.oted from th
^ Gardener's Chronicle in your

f
rna

J
° f the 16th instant, is a niisrepresenta-

f? ?
nd

.

we shall feel obliged by your
the following observations publicity,

il he quotation of second quality at gross
iices from our list in comparison with foreign
bss nett, is unfair, British glass of fourth
Ulity being fully equal to tbe best sheet yet
ported

,
and, if from our price be deducted

l|: iarge discount we allow, tbe difference
es not exceed one farthing per font.
jAg-ain, when British glass for horticultural
poses or skylights is made above forty

irbes in length, our nett charge is only three
1 hmgs per foot extra, and not from one penny
jtbiee shillings, as erroneously set forth.

e price of foreign glass is for squares not
-eeding forty united inches, thus, 20 by 20
|by 10, and not forty inches long, as stated,
^as we sell British glass 40 by 30, in sheets
pi to 5+d. per foot, according to the
(stance required. We are, Sir, &c.,

Chater and Hayward.

there is a straight upright joint to four succes-
sive courses, and that not made solid, hutmerely poimed up. It is all but impossible tolay a block of brickwork 12 inches by 18 in-
ches solid against the earth

;
at anyrate, in this

case a stick may be passed between themalmost everywhere. The outside 4-ineh ring
of the crown lias no abutment but the earth, so
lie the pressure from without is likely to make

throw ih' ,

h
°
u'

,nch 9PriDging: walls, andthiou them into the sewer. Again, why notmake the crown of the sewer of 3-inchbrickwork, well bonded by bricks or headers,
instead of two 4 inch rings, connected by acourse nf mortar. I believe it is allowed by
mechanics, that a 0-inch arch will bear four or
five times the pressure that a 4-inch arch will.

It is only right to state that I, being a builder
iiequently notice how the sewers are built, I

tTa'nO f„l
f

h
r
h -V

1
,

can rememIle ') saw lesshnn J-inch brickwork, even to [he bottom or
invert, and that in cement and well-bonded
together except to some sewers in Camden
I own, where the bottoms are hut 4-inch incement.

I hope this is the first and last time of build-
ing a sewer in this manner, for I think it isvery much like wasting the money it will cost,
towaids which as a ratepayer, I shall be called
upon to contribute.—1 am, Sir, &c.

6, -lucid-street, Thos’. EmridgeAugust 26, 1845.

For the Superintendent’s Residence and ReformEstablishment for the Incorporation of the Philanthropic Society, St. George's-road, Southwark-
Messrs. Graland and Christopher, architects.

Mr. D. Nicholson £1,455
Ml. Hayson

j ggg

his“
r

hedMX
n
ricer

derWaS raM by

For building seven Small Houses in BethnalGreen Road
;
Messrs. Brandon, Architects.

Mr. Spekins £1,685
1,600

Mr. Lreary .... 1 r.07

Mr. Ward .i".'
Haines and Co

[

\

L
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NOTICES OF CONTRACTS,

street. Covent-garden.

J

0aiee The BmWcr
- 2. York-

iUiBrrllanra.

j'ER IN HENRIETTA-STREET, BRUNSWICK-
SQUARE.

l
Ia

> Having had occasion to pass frequently
jthe end of Henrietta-street, Brunswick-

(

ire
, ln which a new sewer is being built of

tegg shape, the smaller end downwards, of
jJtk. leet 6 inches by 4 feet, inside measure,
i

ve watched the men at their work, and was
ay much surprised at the mode in which it is

done. It is thus— a number of bricks are
together with cement (I believe in a mould

-

),
'ling a block of about 18 inches long hv
laches wide, and 4 inches thick

;
the blocks

hen carried down into the excavation, and
?d in it not only to form the bottom, but the
i also; the blocks are bedded solid on each
rat the level joints, but at the cross joints
ai e put together dry, and then pointed up.
icrown is made of two rings of brickwork,
•hes thick in mortar.
tow, I think there are many great objections
Ms mode of proceeding. If 4-inch brick-

f;

be enough for the bottom, that part being
quick curve, it certainly is not enough for
hides, they being nearly flat, or very little
•d, and must give way if any height of
’ get between the brickwoik and the
l, lor then we shall have an hydraulic pres,
which will force in any brickwork only
nes thick, and of a fiat curve

;
or if there

y pressure from any other cause, the sides
nve way, and fall into the sewer. More-
the 4-i rich brickwork is built in the worst
rer; every brick should be laid by itself,
d solid on the brick beneath it, and also

f

5t the next brick, breaking the joint at
i: course, and also laid solid against the

;
but by the mode here adopted, we only

e level course solid, and, instead of the
i!t joint being broken at every course,

Belfast.—Since the commencement of the
present year upwards of 400 houses have been
built ill Belfast and its suburbs. At the pre
sent moment there is not in the town a
machine-maker, iron-founder, boiler-maker
stone-cutter, stonemason, bricklayer, brick-’
maker, or carpenter, unemployed who is
willing or able to work; and yet we are told

1 S90 £?'??
bas annihilated our trade. In18-2 the Belfast carrying irade was disposed

,

a slngle steamer of 50-horse power
plying once a week, and there was no steam
communication with any port hut Glasgow.
LMfytnoiv -nds out 26 steamers.

—

Northern

1 HE Leicester Monument The first
stone of the monument to be erected at Holkham
o the memory of the late Earl of Leicester,
better known as Coke of Norfolk, was laid
about a fortnight ago, by Lord Colborne, in
the presence of a large number of persons, tbe
aichitect, Mr. W. J. Dontborne, of London,
assisting The monument, as most of our
readers know, the design having been both
exhibited and engraved, will be a well- pro-
portioned column with agricultural emblems

Ihe Association of Architectural
Draughtsmen.—The works of members of
tins association will be exhibited to tile public
at their rooms in Southampton'-street, Strand
during the whole of next week. We are
anxious to draw attention to tills society as
offering facility of communication between
principals desiring assistance and those com-
petent and willing to afford it, which must
prove valuable.

Government Competition in OilIainting.—A notice has been issued bvcommand of the Fine Arts Commission, tothe effect, that tbe competition in oil painting-,
which was to have taken place in June, 1846
is postponed till June, 1847.

,

Smoky Chimneys—Mr. Hope’s chimney,
doctors bill, lor his new hotel in the Rue StDominique, exceeds 5,000/., as we learn from
an action just brought by the said chimney-
doctor, M. Ducel.

—

Paris Paper.
J

For contracts at Southall, at Mr. George Robins’.

Nothing hTsJv^845
; Mr' R^°Ws

'

New Buildings

J . Lockwood ....
Thos. Hiscock ....
W. Mumford
Thos. Nias
Cooper and Davis.

.

W. Hunt
Richd. Brewer ....
John Shoppee ....
Francis Sandon.. ..

Repairs.

.£1,260 0 .. .£242 0
1,256 0 ..

1,250 0 .. . 250 0
1,240 0 .. . 191 0
1,225 0 .. . 275 0
1,047 0 .. . 115 0
1,000 0 .. . 135 0
987 0 .. . 207 0

975 10 .. . 165 5

849 0 .. . 109 0

|

Thirsk
^ °n ““ L"da “d

on^he' A h

"

T“‘°£
of seteral ,cneths of Earthwork^ “ a,I"ay ' There are 5 sePa rateContracts, varying m lengths from 3i miles to 4J

For the supply of ?0,000 Larch, Oak, or FirSleepers, and Fencing for 50 J miles, or any part

Kj Company^"
011 and BUry St EdmUnd '

8

IcgfaV^unTon!
011 °f ‘ WeSlera" Col-

For the execution of the works on the Nottine-ham and Lmcoln Radway, in two parts; 1 fromNottingham to Newark, being a distance of 17+

t°' r k, '°" Newark to Lincoln, being a dij!
tance of]5J miles.

For Lighting a portion of St. John’s district,
Notting-hill, with Gas.

•

F° l P
T?T

ing and RelayinS Footways and Pav-
ing or Macadamizing and Relaying the Carriage-
way in Somers-town, St. Pancras, for the term of
three years.

I°l s"W,y!”E the Aberdeen Railway Company
with Scotch Fir Sleepers.

For supplying the Dundee and Perth Railway
Company with 50,000 Scotch Fir Sleepers.
For Supplying the York and North Midland

Railway Company with 2,000 Tons of Chairs.

P
ex

.®cutln& that portion of the Dundee and
i ertn Railway commencing at Dundee and ending

lengt'h

500^6’ being ab°Ut five miIes 3(50 in

For suppiying her Majesty’s several Dockyards
with Cast-iron Articles for twelve months certain.

For supplying 300 Sets of Wheels, Axles, andGuard Irons to the Great Southern and Western
Railway (Ireland).

r-

F° r “akin£ a Cylindrical Sewer in the town of
Cambridge. The length will be about 48 yards,
and the average depth about 12 feet.

For the execution of the whole works of the first
ten miles of the Howick branch of the Edin-
burgh and Hawick Railway.

For Raising Mud in the Ship-basin of the Re-
gent s Canal Company, for a term of three years.

For the execution of that portion of the Cum-
nock Branch of the Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarnock,
and Ayr Railway, situate between Loch Brown and
Auclunleck, being about 7 miles in length.

For 500 Tons of Cast-Iron Socket Pipes with
bends, branches, syphons, &c., for the Com-
mercial Gas Light and Coke Company, Stepney.

For the construction of the Gas Works at
Wells, Norfolk, and all necessary apparatus.

For the construction of Three Reservoirs for the
Blackburn Waterworks Company : also, of Stone
Culverts for conveying the water a distance of
about 2=}- miles. The earthwork will amount to
about 180,000 cubic yards.

For paving and repairing certain Carriage and
Footways in the parishes of St. Margaret and
St. John the Evangelist, Westminster.

For supplying the East-India Company with
British Iron, &c.

For the erection of an Infirmary at the Lambeth
Workhouse.

For the execution of works on the Manchester
South Junction and Altringham Railway, in two
parts: 1, being a distance of 1+ mile

; 2, being a
distance of 7£ miles.

For the execution of Works on the Manchester
and Birmingham Railway in 2 parts. 1. The
Ashton Branch, being a distance of about 4f miles.
2. The Macclesfield branch, being a distance of
about 30 chains, including a tunnel of 330 yards in
length.

For the execution of that portion of the Edin-
burgh and Northern Railway, extending from
Burntisland Pier to Kinghorn.
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For supplying the Trent Valley Railway Com-

pany with about 200,000 sleepers of good sound

B
^r erttTug sundry Workshops for Engine and

Carriage Repairs at the Brighton .

London and Brighton Railway.
Railway

Rails, and

and Thirsk Railway

CToX execute? wo^Ton tl^East Lanca-

sJe Mway, viz. the Accrington Contract, being

"toftreeSion oTthat portion of the New-

castle and Berwick Railway, extending from

Netherton to Tweedmouth, being a distance of

about 53 miles. To be let in four contracts.

For the execution of works on the Leeds, Dews-

bury, and Manchester Railway, viz., the ChurweU

Contract, being a distance of about 2* miles.

For supplying the Wakefield, Pontefract, and

Goole Railway Company with about 7,000 tons of

Malleable Iron Rails, and 2,000 tons of chairs.

PRIZES IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND
PATENTEES.

A GOLD MEDAL, value 100/. and a

oUSSob’.*MS r“h
b/4

awarded by competent judges on the 10th .June, l ®4 ®'

conditions to be observed, together with instructions, charge ,

and every information for obtaining Patents in Fnglaml

Foreign Countries, or Registering Designs, W.U ta«^ded
gratis, on application to Mr. M. J OSCE LIN CUUtvt, ac

the Office for Patents and Registration of Designs, 20, Half-

Moon-street, Piccadilly, London. —

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND CON-
TRACTORS.

GREAVES’S LIAS CEMENT and

GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME, at 2
,
South Whart,

Paddington, London, and Works, Southam, W arwicksbire.

Acent for Liverpool, Mr. WYLIE, 56, Gloster- street; ditto

for Manchester Mr. J. THOMPSON, Back King-street

;

ditto for Chester, Mr. J. HARRISON, Linen Hall-street.

Royal Adelaide gallery, low-
ther Arende, Strand. — ATMOSPHERIC RAIL-

WAY daily, with a Lecture, at Two and at Half-past Light

.

A series of Leetores, with Illustrations, on the manner, and

customs of the Ancient Egyptians, by Mr. E. Clarkson,

every Monday Evening. Mr. Russell s Lectures °" Cha-

racter. with Musical Illustrations, every Tuesday, Thurs-

day, and Saturday Evenings. Les Reunions Magiqucs, on

Wednesday and Friday. Lecture on Science, Daily, in-

cluding Major Beniowski’s Artificial Memory; Beale s Ro-

tatory Steam-engine, &c. Every Evening a grand Pro-

menade Concert, supported by first-rate talent, b°^
mstru.

mental and vocal. On Wednesday and Friday Evenings, a

series of Lectures on " The Manners and Customs of New

Zealand,” by PAHE-A-RANGE, the New Zealand Chief.

ATKINSON’S CEMENT.—The public is

,t
S^tS'n'owSe'iln^^

p»rk«,
P
«nd Co.'. mJ, Holland-street, Surrey ..do of

Btackfriare-hndge. w , r,ghtoolour, requires noarti.

f,cfai

B
eoTomiug

C
» parntiug

8
and ml, bo used for a.ucco With

three parts its own quantity of sand.

COMPETITIONS.

The Committee for the establishment of Public

Parks, Walks, &c., at Manchester, offer two prizes,

one of 50 guineas and the other of 25 guineas, for

the best and second best set of Plans (with esti-

mates), for the laying out, &c., of the sites already

^Th^Board of Guardians of the Bridlington Union

offer a premium of 101 for a Plan and Specification

of a Workhouse, the expense of which is not to ex-

ceed 2,000/., and to accommodate 150 inmates.

APPROACHING sales OF WOOD, &c.

BY TENDER.

In the Plantations of the Duke of Montrose,

situate in the Parishes of Drymen and Buchanan,

Stirlingshire : many Thousands of Larch liees

of some size, adapted for Railway Sleepers, Root

ing and Joisting, and other purposes.

A Quantity of Old Wrought and Cast Iron, in

store, at the Royal Arsenal at Woolwich.

A MAGNIFICENT, EXTENSIVE, and

UNIQUE COLLECTION of TROPICAL FRUITS,

modelled by Mons. Gritnaud during bis'ong Residence in

the Isle of France, is lust deposited at the ROYAL pOL\

TECHNIC INSTITUTION. The ATMOSPHERIC
RAILWAY is lectured upon by Professor BacMioffner,

and exhibited Daily, and in the Evenings. A NEW AMC-

RIC\N INVENTION, COLEMAN’S PATENT LOCO-

MOTIVE ENGINE for ascending and descending inclined

nlancs on Railwavs without the aid of stationary power.

SWIMMING DIVING ILLUSTRATED by the

Son of Cant. Stevens, the celebrated teacher of Swimming,

S Mondays Wednesdays, and Fridays, at Two o'clock, and

on the Evenings of Tuesdays and Thursdays, at half-past

EVhto' clock The other Exhibitions, &c., as usual.-Ad-

mission, One Shilling ;
Schools, half-price.

TO CORRESPONDENTS

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IK

OTEVENS and^SON, PATENTEES ant

oqlE MANUFACTURERS, beg respectfully t

superiority over every article hitherto
* nIuaeum an

u.ed ““; iv^.S >
G™,Ko“s

hmT THROW OU'

“any Salt Scents ? feSuliy Pw»

S3S““d f«UlSdmW and economy, oann,

be equalled. ^ DRURY-LANE, LONDON.

HOLBORN AND FINSBURY SEWERS, MIDDLESEX.

milE COMMISSIONERS of SEWERS
I for the LIMITS give NOTICE, that their Office,

Hatton Garden, is open daily between the hours of Ten ana

Four where information can be obtained (gratis) by personsB » purchu,e or Rout Hou.es or Property or take Land

for Building purposes, of the situation and lei tl of the

nubile SeweVs, capable of affording sufficient Drainage and

which they recommend all such Personsto apply for at the

above Office.
STABLE and LUS H, Clerks.

tt g. W. B .”—The patent process referred to is

Payne's. , ,

• • B. B .”—The draiving is in the engravers

hands. . .

“ Window at St. James’s.”— TT c have not room

for all the letters sent us on this subject ; they

shall receive further consideration.

“ W. A.”—We will inquire.

“ A Learner ” (Portsmouth).—The term sesqui-

alteral in qeometry is a ratio ,
where one quantity

or number contains half as much more than

another : as 2 and 3. 6 and 9. If f lc wl
. -

room be two-thirds its length, or the height of

each division of a tower be half as much more than

the width, it mag be said that they are designed

on sesquialteral proportions. It is thus Mr.

Owilt uses the term in the passage referred to.

“ F. H.” “ Specifications by the late Alfred

Bartholomew.
“J A. W.”

—

Can our correspondent refer us

to a specimen of the stone in London, and give us

the price. . .

.<
15 . J.”—The architect would be justified in

charging 5 per cent, on the amount of the works

as executed, and the value of the time occupied m
preparing the drawings, SfC., in accordance with

the first instructions.
a r. g. W.”—We were unable to avail our-

selves of the sketch, which is left at the office with

thanks. The account of the church shall appear.

a g. B. C.” (Drury-lane) ;

“ W. Mason ;

“ Thomas Smith “ Dr. L. “ G. R."—Next
week. , , , T .

it w. a .”—We understand the work on Linear

Projection has not been published.

Received.
—“ Unhealthiness of Towns, causes

and remedies,” by R- D. Grainger.

Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. B. Part, I

Athertou'B-buildings, Dale-streot, Liverpool.

abvehtisemehts.

.nI , nT SEWERS FOR WESTMINSTER, AND
C
PART OF MIDDLESEX, No. 1, Greek-.treet, Soho.

£“iSV"^rSdf«m as shall be directed by the said

SS separate an£ '.S three

all such
p,tly net present when called

r“4p””pll4 struck out, and the pro-

ceeding, lust in eonscquene^be eommeueed de^uov^ rf

If the parties making

tb
The™rol!sions|

e

f

C

)h
be

Metropoli“an Buddings Art <7 and

veyor alone, cannot therefore warrant the making ^y

paries ma^ng^emfrom ^'penalties above mentioned.

* Bv order of the Court,

LEW I S C. H K. UTSLET, Clerk

KEENE’S PATENT MARBL
CVMFNT —The Patentees of this composition b

t. referS3ESL
cork, at Bethlem finished or in p,

>»" «;S“||P
C,m’e“ h» heel used as an inter,

'SI™. paint’ or other finishing seo,

mouldings, in place of mod. " j is Jore t

‘nomStoHtSueatiln thin the material for which it tl

almost universal ..doption of Beene ten
p>lk^

;?etrSS,T;i.vr
d^

f^tsl'STk’eS Cement is laid down in one nnbro

surface.
, maTwc-like hardness of which

Ce4nt
b
’if.n

P
.°.eprib“ render it the most suitable mat.

or the manufacture of bcaghoa. QNg Miln,ank-stt

wSSS, ‘iSJSSS o, Roman and Pert,

°'Depd‘tin Liverpool, 36, Seel-.treet! James Woods, As

T0 architects

'
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N July last we referred to

the extraordinary excite-

ment which prevailed on

the subject of railways,

the gambling1 carried on,

and its probable conse-

Icuences : we mentioned some of the newest

Ibhemes before the public, and referred to the

lingular change in opinion which had taken

lilace since the time when the towns were

(

riving to keep the rail as far from them as

pssible, and spent large sums of money to

injure themselves.

: At the moment we wrote the mania for specu-

lition in railway shares seemed almost univer-

pl, and might have been thought at its highest.

Itince then, however, it has increased in a

[tarful manner, and, at the present moment,
bssesses the whole mind of thousands. It is

t adness, and nothing short of it. Shares in

-•ojects to which an Act was refused for

nasons which will exist when the application

|

again made, find purchasers at a premium
;

lirip, which could be bought yesterday for

Ifie pound, commands to-day three, although

j>
circumstances remain precisely the same,

pul men talk of having made twenty, thirty,

id forty thousand pounds by what seems a

[ry safe and simple operation, namely, sub-

jribing for shares at par, waiting a few days,

.‘til an adventitious value was given them by
je prevailing desire to buy shares, selling

jem, and pocketting the difference.*

It is, perhaps, hardly our province to com-
mit on these proceedings

;
our more legiti-

mate business is the construction of railways,

.3 design and arrangement of stations
;
but

(serving the extent of the prevailing mania
’d well assured of its injurious tendency,

cannot avoid earnestly conjuring our
iders to resist the desire to gamble infused

example, and to seek to raise their condi-

n by continuous industry, and the exercise

[their abilities, rather than a lucky stroke of

;tune.

(ft is hardly necessary to say, our remarks
ply simply to buying shares to sell again,

jieculating on a rise), and not to the legiti-

me investment of capital in railways. The ex-

l|sion of the railway system is in no way to

If
deprecated, but, on the contrary, to be

i;isted to the utmost consistent with the na-

nal resources, as by means of this, the

lieral prosperity will unquestionably be ad-

jiced. At present the advantages of the

Item are but partially developed
;
every line

lich is brought into work will make them
fere palpable.

Ip he Westminster Review for the current

jinth contains an able article on the all-

jrrossing topic, and brings forward some
Initial and striking notions. After com-
iting the unwise system of high charges;

? reviewer remarks :

—

iJ I he true value and uses of railways has

[
yet dawned on men’s minds. They are the

j*re streets of the coming time, when horse
(i foot transit shall be nearly extinct; when

[

conquest of time and space, by steam or
pr power, shall have made intercommunica-

|.[n France the mania is as strong as in England, and
fcpies the thoughts of all. In Austria, it appears, no new
v will be authorized till IS50, when all lines already corn-
iced arc to be completed,
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tion perfect between every farm, village, town,
and manufactory throughout the island

;
when

the industrious races, no longer driven away
by high or uncertain rates of transit, shall
people the whole borders of the lines

;
when

farms and manufactories shall work in unison,
and contribute to increased results

;
when the

most improved labour among processes shall
be applied to the production of food as well as
other articles.

This principle is obvious, and may be thus
illustrated :— The value of Regent-street does
not consist in its being the line of transit
between Waterloo-place and the City-road,
but in being the medium of communication
with numerous wealthy buildings on either
side. 1 ake away the buildings, and the street
would become a comparatively insignificant
road. And these houses have been built
because there exists facilities for the supply of
water, fuel, and provisions. Take up the
water-pipes, and break up the road, the result
would at no distant period be analogous to one
of ‘ Sultan Mahmoud’s ruined villages.’
Crowded cities have been a result of slow

and expensive transit, and therefore highways,
on the old system, have not become lines of
farms, factories, and dwellings. But for this,
water-pipes would have been laid throughout.
With the advent of railways the difficulty
ceases, and towns may expand, for ten miles of
railway are but as three miles of omnibus.
Our railways will become streets of detached
buildings, factories, dwellings, and farms, so
soon as their uses shall be rightly appreciated

;

that the petty profits of distant transit shall
merge and be overwhelmed in the huge gain
to be wrought out from the land which bounds
them

;
that the suicidal process of high fares

shall be abandoned, which, like heavy turnpike
tolls, deter the public from their territories.”

Stationary engines, when not required for

the line, should be used, it is urged, to carry
on improved farming operations, independent
of times and seasons, and with the minimum
of human drudgery. “ In all farm cultivation,

as in factories, transit is one of the most costly

items. No farms laid out on the ordinary
plans, with mere highway transit, could com-
pete with farms laid out along a line ofrailway,
any more than a factory with distant cartage

could compete with one situated on a canal or

railway, and ultimately, when the uses of rail-

ways are thoroughly apprehended, all new
farms and factories will be located thereon

;

and in self-defence, the existing farm and fac-

tory owners must construct railways along their

roads and streets. Where the mountain
cannot come to Mahomet, Mahomet must go
to the mountain ! Upon this principle we feel

assured that ere long the system will com-
mence of laying down lines of rails along all

the borders of highways, communicating with
the various farms.

A stationary engine should be as much the

central moving power—the nucleus of a farm
as of a factory. No factory of any magni-

tude is now constructed without an engine, and
the factory is the centre of a neighbourhood
of greater or less extent. Supposing a railway
to be constructed through a line of factories,

the engine power of those factories might be
used for the purpose of atmospheric traction

during meal times, exhausting a receiver for

that purpose. And thus in farm districts the
power need only be applied to road purposes
when required, using it for farm purposes at

all other times.”

Viewing the Epsom line as the first of the

atmospherics, the reviewer selects that as the

scene of operations, and shews how he would
proceed :

—
“ We would procure a well or underground

tank to be made to receive the liquid contents
of the sewers, either of Croydon or of the
Deptford marsh. By stationary engine power
we could force this sewer water through a line

of pipes along the course of the railway to the
next stationary engine, used for working the
line, in the neighbourhood of which land fit

for agricultural purposes could be found. We
would then, by means of the engine power,
torce the sewer water up a stand pipe precisely
similar to the mode used by the water compa-
nies for high service. Having secured, on
lease or otherwise, a sufficient extent of ground
proportioned to the supply of sewer water, we
would apply it to the land in the mode thus
desenbed in Martin’s * Thames Embankment
and Metropolis Improvement Plans,’ p. 17.
‘The consideration which I have so long

given to this most important subject, leads me
here to propose a system of distributing the
manure, which appears to me to be greatly
superior in economy and efficiency to the fore-
going, or to any at present in use:—it is to
apply the well-known principle of fluids find-
ing their level—thus to convey the sewage in
its most fluid state, by means of pipes, from
the principal receptacle or great sewers, and to
then pump it up into a small receptacle or
hydraulic tower of sufficient elevation, from
winch a pipe should descend, and ho laid down
into the centre of the tract to be manured. Acock and strong- caoutchouc cloth hose, with
one or more small branches, should be attached
to the extremity of the pipe, and a swivel cock
placed at the junction of the branches to allow
ot their being easily moved round

;
by these

means, each hose being guided by a man, the
manure could be turned on, and projected in
every direction in the same way as the firemen
discharge water upon a fire

;
and, without

moving the main hose, a space of three miles
in circumference could be manured with only
one half-mile of iron pipe, the same hose
serving to manure the whole tract, and be then
readily transported to another locality.’

The value of this 83'stem may be under-
stood from the fact that land in the neigh-
bourhood of Edinburgh has risen in value
from 21. to 20/, 30/, and 40/. per acre, as
meadow land, by the simple application of
sewer water, by which means four and five
annual crops of grass are obtained.* One
cause of the value of this Edinburgh land is
its proximity to the city. But land border-
ing a railway is, if the railway be rightfully
applied, equally available at ten miles distance
as ordinary land at one.
To this same station we would lay down a

main of water-pipes from the most eligible
supply along the whole course of the line •

and we would also lay down a main of u-as-
pipes.

At the station, we would inclose on the
cheapest plan of an ordinary railway terminus,
from two to four acres of land in a square
iorm, with brick walls, say 20 feet high. The
roof to be in spans of 50 to 60 feet, formed of
iron, and supported on iron columns. The
whole of this we would cover in with hail-
proof glass, a process that will be ultimately
cheaper than slating, and far more durable.
In Belgium, we believe, at thi s time glass for

* We quote the following from the prospectus of a com-pany about to carry out Mr. Martin’s plans.
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’- ha8 lone been known and acknowledged,
and of late the importance of the subject has been renderedmore obvious by means of treatises on agricultural che-
mistry, and the experience of numerous enlightened personswho have used it on their farms and estates

; more es-
pecially at Edinburgh, where lands that were previously
worth but from 5s. to 1/. per acre have, by means of it, been
brought to yield a net rent of 20/. to 30/. per acre per an-
num. In regard to the drainage of populous towns, it as-
sumes a still more important aspect

; for, besides the value
of the sewage as manure, there is the great advantage ot
preventing the nuisance inseparable from the ordinary dis-
charge of drainage, viz.—by polluting the waters, and con-
taminating the air, to the great injury of the public health.
In the metropolis these considerations become of incalcu-
lable moment. To prevent evils, and to realize benefits,
both of immeasurable extent, are results so important to
the welfare of the community, that any plan which is cal-
culated for their attainment may justly claim the support
and co-operation of the public: and it must be gratifying
to know that such a plan can be effected, with advantage
also to those who may undertake its execution. The subject
has been carefully investigated and considered, both scien-
tifically and practically, and the result is, that a company is
nowin the course of being formed, to effect the important
object of conveying the liquid manure from the sewers of
London, to fertilize the surrounding country,

“Without entering into details, it may suffice to state
that a plan has been matured, with the co-operation of
several eminent agriculturists, engineers, and others con-
versant with the various bearings of the subject, upon
which specific calculations have been made

; and it appears
that the liquid manure from the sewers may be supplied by
pipes and engines to the extent of about thirty miles round
London, at the rate of 100 tons
per ton (or 1 /. 5s. per aci

yield a very liberal profit.

8iIK

H

‘ The scheme will eventually embrace the whole of the
ewage on both sides of the Thames; but it is proposed at

first to limit the operations to those comprised in King’s
Scholars’ Pond and Ranelagh Districts, which will suffice
for distribution over upwards of 100 square miles, compris-
ing a large extent of poor lands, particularly susceptible of
improvement.”
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green-house purposes is sold at the rate of

ten shillings per hundred superficial feet,

weighing fourteen ounces to the foot. \V e

ave much mistaken if the two railway mag-

nates who have just established a glass-work-

in Sunderland will not produce it cheaper

than this.

Around the outer wall we would erect

dwellings of two floors, leaving four gateways

into the inner square. 1 lie exuviae from

these dwellings would be carried by pipes to

a common receptacle to be applied to the pur-

poses of manure, so chemically prepared on

the plans of Liebig as to neutralize all odour.

The number of dwellings surrounding an in-

closure of four acres would be about eighty.

Assuming four grown persons for each, the

exuvim would be equivalent to manure the

heavy corn crops of one hundred and sixty

acres of ground, and be worth 300/. per an-

num or more.

The internal building or green-house would

thus be very cheaply attained. The external

walls would be gratuitous, as being part of

the houses, and the central columns would

serve as rain conduits
;

the ground would re-

quire no paving or laying, and the only real

cost would be the roof.

The application of this large green- house

would be for the production of vegetables in

the winter time. Four acres thus inclosed

and sheltered would be multiplied in value

many fold. Produced on the very verge of

the railway, the crops could be gathered and

delivered direct into the markets of the city

within an hour of cutting. At other periods

the external land could be applied to the same
purposes.

For all these arrangements the steam-engine

would be a most valuable adjunct. The
waste steam would warm the green-house and

the dwellings, and would serve the purposes of

cookery, either in a general kitchen or sepa-

rately. The condensation water would supply

baths, and thus be rendered available for ir-

rigation purposes. It would serve also for

washing clothes, and the steam would serve

for drying them.”

This is with a view to towns-people' with

small incomes
;
for the rich he goes further :

—

“ On a healthy spot, say Epsom Downs, we
would erect a similar glazed inclosure as a

winter garden and walk for the inhabitants of

surrounding villas. Tf the neighbourhood in-

creased, a school and a lecture-room, a library,

and perhaps a theatre, should be added to the

establishment; but in all cases a steam-engine
or steam-engines should be the sources for

warming, ventilation, and baths. We can
imagine that all the luxuries procurable at the

country houses of the wealthiest landholders
might thus be achieved at a moderate cost.

With large neighbourhoods even Chutsworth
might be eclipsed. With double glass roofs a
very small quantity of fuel would suffice to

warm a conservatory of very large size.

It must be obvious that on such a plan the

whole road would rapidly become a system of
detached buildings

;
for the facility of obtain-

ing water and fuel at every point would re-

move all obstacles. It would be worth the
while of the inhabitants to pay an annual rate

to the road makers, and throw it open to all

dwellers on the line.

If our views be correct, the time will come
when railways will be made for the purpose of
bringing land into cultivation, when every two
miles of land will be intersected with a railway
throughout the whole country. If this be so,

where is the wisdom of the men who are ex-
pending money in millions merely to oppose
fancied rivals ? Where is the use of crushing
an opponent at ten miles’ distance, when two
or three other lines are sure to intervene sub-
sequently? If we cast our eyes over the map,
we cannot resist the conviction that every mile
of highway will ultimately be replaced by two
miles of railway. We cannot but laugh at the

opposition to the London and York by the
London and Birmingham, while perhaps at

the very time a new line is in contemplation
between both. As the conviction grows that
the railway is not the mine—that the land is

the true mine—and the railway is but the
access to the mine, this sort of absurd opposi-
tion will diminish and disappear.”

The article ends with a proposition which
will be ridiculed by many and deemed chi-

merical by most, but nevertheless is worthy

of consideration.

“Unless a succession of bad harvests inter-

vene to check prosperity, the year 1850 will

behold the extinction of horses as a moving

power in England, for the purposes of pe-

cuniary gain in the public transport of pas-

sengers and goods. Every new street, every

village, every farm will have its railway, and

stationary power will have become so com-

mon in its numerous applications, that it will

be turned on and off for the purposes of

haulage as easily as gas jets for the purpose of

lighting. And the modes of its application

will be manifold. Beyond the mere purposes

of traction, there are other important problems

to work out. There is an important process

to be achieved in English agriculture, which

seems not yet to have entered into the imagi-

nation of any of our improvers. The reason

seems to be that our chemists are not me-
chanicians, nor are our mechanicians che-

mists
;
but be it as it may, we have never yet

seen the matter proposed, and possibly may
run the risk of being deemed mere visionary

enthusiasts for propounding it. Yet in'sober

earnestness we propose

—

To convey artificial heat beneath the earth,

on open land, so as to maintain the tempera-

ture suited to the growth and development of

the vegetable tribes, by means of pipes of

metal or earthenware; circulating steam, or

hot water, or air, from a close boiler or stove.

These pipes to be laid at depths of from 4 to

5 feet, in the manner of deep draining. Also,

by a similar process, to inject the ground with

gaseous manure, as ammonia and carbon, so

that the heat and gases may be constantly as-

cending towards the surface, and thus be ab-

sorbed by the roots of the plants.”

We may look for great things in the next

twenty years.

JOTTINGS ABOUT RAILWAYS.

Any iron wheel may be made to travel

almost noiselessly along a railway, it is said,

by inclosing its two sides with boarding or

thin metallic sheeting, so as to confine a

quantity of sawdust in immediate contact with

its spokes; sawdust being anti-vibratory will

effectually prevent the wheel vibrating, thus

enabling it to roll without noise. All who are

interested in lessening the noise of railway

wheels, should make this easy method as pub-

lic as possible, so that railway directors may
he urged to adopt a plan so inexpensive, effi-

cacious, and desirable. An ingenious plan

for rendering the electric telegraph valuable

as a means for indicating the precise position

of a railway train upon different parts ol the

line, was lately submitted to the Academy of

Sciences in Paris, by M.Dujardin,the inventor.

He proposes, that as a locomotive passes by
certain places, it shall touch a spring in con-

nection with the wire, and then communicate
with the index of the station by certain signs

previously agreed on. A project has just

been made public ’having for its object the

effecting a telegraphic communication, by
means of electricity, between London and all

the principal towns in England, and also

between the principal large commercial towns.
To carry out the project, it is proposed to

establish a company, and to raise a capital of
500,000/. In a recent number we gave
an account of a method of obtaining vacuum
for atmospheric railways by the direct ac-

tion of steam, and gave credit to Mr. Nas-
myth for the invention. It appears, however,
that he was anticipated by Mr. Robert Mallet,
Mem. Inst. C. E., who minutely described the
process in a recent number of “ Weale’s
Quarterly Papers on Engineering,” and who
claims the credit of being “the first inventor.”

A series of private experiments has lately
been made on the London and Croydon Rail-
way, for the purpose of testing the powers of
atmospheric propulsion. The question as to
the power of ascending inclines has been com-
pletely set at rest. /i train was brought to the
toot of an incline o tone in fifty, and stopped
so as to deprive it of any power it might have
acquired from the impetus of its previous
progression. It was then propelled by the
atmosphere up the incline, and that which
many of our most eminent engineers have de-
clared impossible was accomplished with the

greatest ease imaginable. Among other re-

sults that have been obtained, we may mention

that five miles length of tube has been ex-

hausted in its whole extent, and that the pistor

has traversed the entire length of the tube.

The death of Lord Canterbury, by apoplexy

in a railway carriage, has given occasion to s

surmise that railway travelling conduces t<

that disease. Dr. Badeley, of Brighton, having

fully investigated the subject, asserts that tin

surmise is wholly groundless. He says :
—“ 1

a calculation were made of the number o

persons who have travelled by railway during

the year, and the number of deaths fron

apoplexy that have occurred during thi

journey, I think that the question of cause an<

effect would at once be settled. Let the guard

and the engineers be included in the calcula

tion—men who are every day and all da;

engaged in their locomotive duty
;

has an;

single instance of apoplexy occurred in thi

whole corps ? I have inquired of them whethe

their occupation has ever induced any affectioi

simulating or threatening the disease in ques

tion, but I have, without exception been an

swered in the negative.” A novelty, in th

form of a railway without steam or fire, present

itself in the proposed line from Callao to Lima
in Peru. The ground has a gradual and un
broken rise the whole way. Above Lima flow

the river Rimac, which passes through a par

of the city in its way to the sea near Callac

This river, though not navigable, affords at al

seasons of the year a hundred times the wate

power necessary to work any traffic that ca:

possibly come upon the rail. The saving o

the usual expense of fuel is thus effected
;
an 1

the cost of the steam-engines, and, what is n

small item in railway expenditure, the charge

for their after management are entirel

avoided. The Duke of Cleveland ha

issued the strictest orders to all his tenant

and servants, on no account to allow any rail

way engineer to make a survey through an

part of his property, by giving all who attemp

to do so notice to desist
;
and if this is dis

regarded, commencing immediately an actio

for trespass against them. Two parties c

surveyors in the neighbourhood of Burnar

Castle have lately been repulsed. Watcher
are posted night and day on the look ou

Sapient duke !

STEREOCHROMY.

A NEW METHOD OF ARCHITECTURAL PAINTINI

BY DR. FUCHS AND PROFESSOR SCHLOTTHAUE
IN MUNICH.

Experiments which have been carried c

in this respect for the last two years, in tl

Bavarian capital, have reached that poin

where it may safely be said, “ The thing

done.” The first subject, however, to I

broached is, that the new method of paintin

bears no analogy to the Pompeian, either i

principle, far less in its technical part; ar

that it is something quite original and net

On account of its thorough novelty and or

ginalty, it would be wrong to consider

merely as a substitute, and we are sure tin

the more known, the more it will be applie

to those purposes for which painting alfrest

has been hitherto used. The distinctive chs

racteristics of this new method, from all otln

sorts of painting hitherto practised, are i

great durability and indestructibility—

n

suiting from the particular chemical compos

tion and preparation of colours, and the metlu

of using them. Under these circumstance

it is very probable, that it will outdo all otlv

methods of architectural painting, and becon

a common property of civilized nations.

This new technicism has appeared under

new name— as Dr. Fuchs ( Ober-Beryralh

the king of Bavaria) has thought, that the a

pellation of stercochromy would be^ the be

adapted to is peculiar features. Still, it

a truly national, German discovery, resultii

from that all-sided development of ai

which has been concomitant in Bavaria wi

an improvement in all branches of artist

mechanism, nay even the handicraft oper

tions of the artisan. What has been done

that country for the casting of metals, fresi

painting, and encaustic, nay even for the m
chanism of the different sorts of lithograpl

and galvanoplastic, is the best proof of ;

activity, which, in the present instance, h

yielded a great result.

The want of pliable and constant means



(pictorial representation (colours), has been felt
in all ages, especially by those, who, like the
practical artist, were most suffering by this
deficiency. It is known to every such,
now much this has been the case in monu-
mental or architectural painting, which did
iot only afford no adequate means for ex-
pressing the ideas of the artist, but subjected
lis creations to the everyday’s influence and
destruction of the elements. The usual^/zesco
uould not suffice the great masters; the inade-
quacy of colours, and the limited scope of
technical execution, did not allow of the
execution of masterpieces, where a rich dis-
play of groups and vast perspective were to be
Achieved— in fact, the colorit could never
>e worked out to a natural and harmonic
msemble, still less where the more worldly dis-
play of glaring colours was contemplated.
;l'hus, several erroneous and noxious expedients
irere resorted to. In the stanzas of Raphael,
re find corrections and after-work made
bviously with other materials than those
If fresco painting; and it is known,
loreover, [that this great man had made
[reparations to paint the Hall of Constan-
ce in oil— in imitation of Sebastian del
Piojnbo

,
who had resorted to the same in his

pural paintings. Leonardo da Vinci had
Ised a sort of varnish-painting in his celebrated

1
East Supper,” and thus surrendered an in-
omparable masterpiece to precocious de-
struction

;
and finally the frescos of the Caraccis

nd their pupils wouldn’t have so much
offered, if they had not combined the simple
liethod of fresco with the use of glue and
la tempera colours, for accomplishing a better

(olorit. It could not but happen, that in
iich, where similar pursuits were carried

m of late, similar views and trials were resorted
). Mural paintings of the most diversified
ind—the most stern and the most serene and
Ively—were to be executed; and it was natural,
lat the fresco

,
whose mild and quiet hue

prresponded so well with the still and reserved
laracter of the new historical, or rather reli-

gious school of painting, was found inadequate
i these various exigencies. Many trials were,
jierefore, made to discover some new tcch-

j.cisni, especially for mural painting, which

t
ould possess the undeniable advantages of
esco, without partaking of its defects. To
ose manifold endeavours, which grew out

10m the increase of artistic tendencies, and
e higher claims of the constantly varying
laracter of art—we are indebted for the in-

oduction of the new encaustic method of
r. Montabert, detailed in his Traite complet
la peinlure

,
as well as that of the deserving

lethod of encaustic painting of Mr. Fernbach.*

p
these experiments for discovering a new

ocedure of fresco painting, exhibiting a more
! tural and effectful colorit — Slercochromy
pes its origin, at least in its incipient stages.

chemical discovery made by Dr. Fuchs
ouncillor of mines to the king), served to

t in practice a series of thoughts, and ideas,

d experiments, which Professor Scblotthauer
d followed up for years, and it was proved
ain, how important it was that “science and
:, theory and practice, should go hand-in-
nd,” and also how much it required to ac-

mplish new things in art and its technics !

bile, in this instance, both talents, scientific,

hnical, practical, and artistic, were' put into

njuisition— results were, indeed, achieved
eater than they were, at first, contemplated

;

there is every reason to believe that this

w method will be also adapted for painting
• canvas.

IThe painting is done by colours chemically
spared for this purpose, and, moreover, on a
it materially analogous with them

;
which

Inbines, in paintings on canvas, into a thin

^egument, with which it becomes saturated
;

mural paintings on stone or mortar, it is

d as a coat of only a few lines thickness,
ich, however, unites even with the hardest
tstratum into a mechanically inseparable
fss. The picture executed stereochromatical/y

j

I this coat, is fixed (after its completion) in

Wy particular way—so much so that, after
operation has taken place, colours, coat

'This procedure has been used with the best success in

execution of the large historical pictures in the Imperial
s (Kuiser- Siilen) of the royal residence of Munich, by
dcSchnorr; and the description of the hitherto secret
shortly appear in a detailed description in the litcrary-

ic publishing Bureafi of that city, as Mr. Fernbach has
ed the king’s permission for so doing. His secret had

:oecn hitherto known, bijt Jo the Committee of the Royal
slemy of Arts,

and stone (or other substratum) present an in-
timately connected whole. It is, therefore,
here not the case, as it is in alfresco painting,
or even encaustic, that a defined, easily to be
separated stratum of colour is formed

;
on the

contrary, the very colours are converted, by
the all-combining substance, into a rigid, nay
petrified mass. In this intense combination
with the stone or mortar, the colours become
capable of even resisting pretty strong mecha-
nical contact or force. We may pass with
pretty sharp or pointed tools over the picture
—nay strike them with a hammer, without
injuring or exfoliating the colour; and as to
any endeavours of rubbing them off, there is
no possibility of so doing. In a similar vigo-
rous way, they resist chemical influence.

ror testing these qualities, stereochromic
paintings have been subjected to the most
severe trials, which they have stood with asto-
nishing success. It was resolved, to bring
those elementary agencies which destroy
pictures, as air and light, wet, heat and cold,
and even acids, to bear upon them in forms
more strong than they occur in the usual
course of time. Stereochromic tablets, were,
therefore, exposed to the various effects of
sun and rain

;
but they remained unchanged.A comparative experiment of these tablets,

one alfresco and the other stereochromised
painted on the same kind of sandstone, and the
usual coating of mortar, were exposed to the
severest test of the last rigid winter, and
placed during the months of February and
March, nearly for eight weeks in the 'frost,
snow, and fog, and moreover water was thrown
upon them, which converted them into a mass
ot ice. In this state, they were suddenly
brought into heated rooms. After these ex-
periments, the tablets exhibited a most dif-
ferent aspect. The fresco painting, although
done in the most approved method, had ex-
perienced, especially in the parts representing
carnation, the most complete destruction

;whole parts became exfoliated, and the coat
of mortar so softened, as to separate from the
stone. The stereochromic painting, on the
other hand, remained such as it had issued
from the atelier of the artist, and the coat of
mortar, formed (as well after as before the ex-
periment) the same compact mass, combined
with the stone. His majesty the king, who
had seen the tablets as exhibited to the
roughest weather, was much gratified at the
results of this new discovery, which, according
to royal command, has to be first employed on
a large scale in the decoration of the outer
walls of the Pompeian House, near Aschaf-
fenhurg. d he durability of stereochromy lias
also stood the test of acids, which may be of
importance, inasmuch as rain, especially that
fallen during thunderstorms, contains nitric
acid— it is true in small quantities; still large
enough to produce some effect during the
lapse of time. Acids, half diluted with water,
will not affect perceptibly stereochromic
pictures, while they produce on fresco paintings
effervescence and immediate destruction.

With these rare qualities, perfectly resisting
the ordinary effects of the elements, it is easy
to be conceived what imporlant advantages will
be obtained for the ornamenting of outer walla
with colour—advantages still greater, if we
come to consider, that the layers of mortar re-
quired for the reception of stereochromic
colour assumes, when dry, the hardness of
marble

;
and we may not appear too sanguine in

expecting, that this discovery will he pregnant
with important advantages for the whole range
of architectural pursuits, and, sooner or later,
obtain general approbation.
We have to say, in conclusion, a few words

on the artistic and technical character of the
new discovery. 1 he external appearance of
these paintings is similar to that of fresco.
Stereochromy possesses the same advantages
as the latter, especially valuable for mural
painting, viz. its great clearness, and the same
lucid tones of the scale of colours

;
but, besides

this, a greater force and depth, in which fresco
is deficient. Stereochromy ranges over a
greater extent of colours, and as those are
capable of further mixture, it possesses more
tints and shades than fresco, which is altogether
to be compared to an instrument of a very
limited range of tones. These were advan-

|

tages appreciated by Mr. Cornelius, when, at

his last stay at Munich, he saw the pattern

tablets. To this is yet to he added, that the

stereochroimcally prepared colours will dry

uniformly and without any extraneous lustre
whereby the ultimate effect of a picture can be
calculated during its process, with a o-reat
degree of certainty, which is not the case^vith
fresco. The process of painting itself is very
easy and handy—much more so than in any
any other branch of pictorial art

; it proceeds
nimbly and slake, and the colour flows full and
liquid from out the brush. As the ground is
laid on over all, at once, and not piecemeal,
and does not require but to be wetted at each
time of operation, it will not be the case here
(as it is with fresco painting), that if one he
unable to finish a certain piece in the course'of
one day, he be obliged to have it obliterated,
and to begin the whole afresh. The painting
may be interrupted and resumed at pleasure,
at any place desired

; and it is also possible to
go over the whole again after it has been once
completed, for bringing all into due unison-
imparting the most delicate melting and
smoothing together to the whole.
And thus stereochromy may expect to be

received confidently within the pale of existing
methods of painting, the more so, as it does
not attempt to out-elbow any thing existing
but to supply the artist with a new, beauteous
and handy method of mind’s-manifestation—
making its products almost indestructible,
handing the worthy down to remotest posterity.—(From German Sources.) J. L y.

EARLY DOMESTIC BUILDINGS.

At the literary institution of Frorne, in
Somerset, a number of lectures have been re-
cently delivered by the gentlemen of the neigh-
bourhood. In one on the “ Feudal System,”
by Mr. Charles Bayly, of that place, the lec-
turer made the following remarks.

“ The science of architecture in France and
England before the thirteenth century was
almost exclusively confined to ecclesiastical
and castellated buildings. Indeed, the style of
domestic architecture was so mean, that we
feel surprised at the slight attention previously
paid to it, and that no attempt was made to
imitate the comfortable and luxurious domiciles
of the Romans. The English houses were
built chiefly of clay, held together by wooden
frames. But amidst this neglect, there was
introduced an invention which has produced
great comfort, and which has contributed
much to the refinement of modern domestic-
society. I allude to the invention of chimneys,
which the architectural skill of the Greeks and
Romans did not, I believe, accomplish; the
ancients having allowed the smoke of their
fires to escape through an aperture in the roof.
This ingenious and useful discovery did not
come into general use in England until the
fifteenth or sixteenth century; and even now
is seldom seen in the cottages of the poor in
Ireland, or in those of the Highlanders in Scot-
land. The art of making glass, which was
known to the Romans, and most probably
piactised by them in England, was lost soor\
after their departure. It seems strange to us,
that the English, the Saxons, the Danes, and*
the Normans, should have submitted to the
inconvenience of open windows in their houses
for seven or eight centuries. Indeed, we are
too apt to be misled in our estimate of the
comforts of those times. The romances and
ballads of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries
would lead us to suppose that the spacious
halls, the banquetting rooms, and chambers,
they tell of, were more magnificent than those
now in use; but if we could lift up the veil of
departed years, we should see bare walls, with-
out wainscot or even plaster, with the excep-
tion ofsome great houses which were furnished,

with hangings
;
and the greater part of these

buildings had open windows, so small in size

as to admit little light, but sufficiently large to

allow the wind to sweep through them. But if

domestic architecture was neglected, it is with
the more astonishment we look hack on tho
splendid ecclesiastical and castellated buildings

which, at the same time, arose throughout
Europe, and which I have before alluded to,”
To elucidate this subject at greater length,

we have put together a number of extracts

from Mr. Bernan’s interesting and valuable
work on the history of warming and venti-
lating buildings, already referred to in our
pages.*

* Published by Bell, Fleet-street,
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“ In the Anglo-Norman period small regard

was paid to the habitations of the commonalty,

which in London, the mother city of the king-

dom, were, Stowe says, not more than sixteen

feet high, poorly built of wood, and ill covered

in with reeds and straw, with a hearth in the

middle of the floor, and a smoke hole in the

roof over it. Carpets were unknown, except

as bedclothes or table-covers ;
and spreading

straw and leaves on the floors formed part ot

the rough magnificence of the times. 1 he

practice was general. Pegge thinks it was

adopted for coolness; and Nichols, with rea-

son adds for warmth also.* In the winter

season the feet could be covered with the

straw and they required protection at all times

from the cold damp floors of bare earth and

stone in the hall and kitchen. The beds of

the meaner sort were spread on the litter, and

in great houses it served the purpose of a

chair. Thomas a Becket, when chancellor to

Henry II., according to Fitzstephen, was ‘man-

ful in his household, and had his hall strewed

every day in the winter with fresh straw or

hay, and in the summer with rushes and green

leaves fresh gathered
;
for which the whimsical

reason is given, that such knights as the

benches could not contain, might not dirty

their fine clothes when they sat on the floor.’!

From the contiguity and construction of the

houses, accidental fires had been such cruel

scourges of the Londoners, that, under Rich-

ard I., a law was passed, that in future all

houses in the city should be built to a certain

height of stone, and covered with slate and

burned tiles and after the fire that destroyed

the greater part of Oxford in 1190, the burgh-

ers, following the example of the Londoners,

also began to construct their houses of stone
;

and in those quarters where the poor people

were unable to be at the expense of this im-

provement, a high stone wall was raised be-

tween every four or more houses.

§

It has been observed, that the practice of

strewing the floors was universal ;
and it seems

to have extended into the apartments of the

kings themselves. William, son of William of

Aylesbury, held lands from Edward I. on con-

dition of providing straw for strewing the king’s

chamber in winter, and herbs in summer. Glass

windows, that in the time of William the Red
were a mark of great luxury and magnificence,

when placed in a church or palace, begin now
to be seen in the houses of persons who affected

indulgences, and knew how to enjoy them.

Chaucer, who from his tastes and propensities

may be considered one of the ‘ perfect gentle-

men ’ of his time, says in his Dreme, that in his

bed-room,
‘ with glas

Were all the windowes well yglazed

and kept in such good order as to be

‘ Full clere, with nat an hole ycrased

and moreover so beautifully painted,

‘ That to behold it was great joy

;

For holly all the story of Troy
Was in the glaising ywrought.’

It may also be noticed that the windows were
moveable

;
for he further tells us that when he

was reposing, the

‘ Windowes weren shut echone,
And through the glas the sunne shone ’

||

upon his bed. The manner of hanging and
fastening these windows is described bv a co-
temporary romancer. When the Squyr of
Lowe Degre poured out the sorrows of his
disconsolate love for the king of Bohemia’s
daughter, from which it is clear that the win-
dow she opened was framed and fastened like

the casement in a modern cottage. Returning
to the poet’s bed-room for a few illustrations,

it is found that as well as the’windows,

‘ All the wals with colours fine

Were paint both text and glose

* Illustrations of Manners and Expenses of Ancient Times,
p. 12 .

t Brand. Popular Antiq. vol. i. p. 211.

X Stow. Survey of London, p. 73, ed. Thoms. The dwel-
lings of the Scots were either very mean or extremely incon-
venient. The bishop, noble, and king lived in small stone
castles, perched on some precipitous rock, with massive walls
enclosing narrow stifled apartments, that had no chimneys,
and loopholes for windows. The cottages were slight erec-
tions of wood, without hearth, chimney, or window, and their

?0'™? were a collection of such hovels. The use of wood in
building had been so general, that castles were built with it.
Several of these combustible strongholds, belonging to the
Celtic chiefs in Moray, were burned in the rebellion of Gillie-
8C°P- Chalmers’ s “ Caledonia,” vol. i. p. 805,

? Al
Wood - Hist, of Oxford, vol. i, p, 172 ,

11 Works, fol. 229. Edit. 1602.
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which shews that the wall must have been plas-

tered with some care before it could receive a

painting, rough as it might be, and, therefore,

without the chinks that let the wind into the

Saxon palaces. Arras or tapestry was also hung

on walls, of which that ornamenting the hall

in Warwick Castle in 1344 was a superb spe-

cimen. It should, however, be borne in mind,

that it was most likely seen only in regal pa-

laces, or in houses rivalling palaces in their

furniture and in the presumption of the

owner.
Amidst all this laudable attention to warmth

in nocturnal climate, no mention whatever has

been made of any means of heating the dormi-

tory
;
and there does not seem to have been

any except a pan of charcoal. A notion may
now be had of the comfort enjoyed in the

houses of persons of rank. The spacious lofty

hall, left open to the roof, had its windows
placed high from the floor, and filled with

oiled linen or louver boards, or occasionally

with painted glass. Its clumsy unframed doors

were opened by latches
;
and when the walls

were not coarsely painted in the fashion of the

time, they were left rough, and covered with

arras suspended by hooks at a distance of three

or four inches from the wall. The floor of

stone or earth had a part at one end raised a

little above the general level, and laid with

planks. On this platform or dais stood a mas-

sive table and ponderous benches or forms, and

a high-backed seat for the master under a

canopy. On the hearth, in the middle of the

hall, were placed the andirons for supporting

the ends of the brands, that were arranged by

means of a heavy two-pronged fork, the type

and predecessor of the modern poker. On the

roof over the hearth was a turret or louver,

filled with boards arranged so as to exclude

rain and wind, and permit the escape of smoke
;

and this was sometimes an object of consider-

able architectural beauty in the external aspect

of the building.

The chamber, like the hall, was lofty, and

lighted with tall narrow windows filled with

oiled linen or glass, with a part made to open

like a casement, and screened with a curtain
;

it had neither a hearth nor a flue.

The country houses of inferior landholders

and farmers were generally one story high.

If they were built with two stories, the roof

was so deep as to reach to the ceiling of the

lower room. The hall and kitchen forming
one apartment, and roughly plastered, was open

to the timbers of the roof, and sometimes had

a louver, and a window that could be closed

with a shutter.
‘ Barre we the gates,

Cheke we and cheyne we and eche chine stoppe

That no light leopen yn at lover ne at loupe.’

When these houses had a room to sleep in, old

and young reposed in the same apartment, and

several in one bed
;
servants made their beds

on the floor in the kitchen. Cottages had
neither louver nor loupe, and their inmates lay

round the fire.

The chimneyed chamber was spacious and
lofty, and usually formed with a large bay win-

dow, looking into the court of the castle. It

adjoined the hall, and was used on ceremoni-

ous occasions as a reception-room for the guests

before they were ushered into the hall of enter-

tainment, and to which they retired on leaving

it. At other times this privy, or presence-

chamber served, according to the poet, as a

dining-room. Another apartment, distinguished
as our lady’s bower or parlour, and appropriated

to the exclusive use of the dames, was that in

which they received their visitors, passed their

time, and often took their family meals in. The
windows of this also opened into the dismal

quadrangle, for all were obliged to sacrifice

their feelings and enjoyment to security.

The stronghold of Conway is remarkable
for exhibiting another domestic refinement, not
found, except at Kenilworth, in any cotem-
porary building. A hearth is recessed into the
wall, and has a^flue rising from it for the pas-
sage of the smoke into the air. It is true, that
after this period, flued fireplaces were some-
times made in rooms that had been erected
without them, but the chimney in Conway Cas-
tle, and a similar one at Kenilworth, appear
as if they had formed part of the original edi-

fices.

Castles and mansions were now built of
stone, but wood and plaster continuing to be
the materials of ordinary houses, in towns de-

structive fires were common, and the custom

of strewing the floors with straw must have

greatly increased the danger. Chaucer says

—

‘ Whan a chambre a fire is, or a hall,

More nede is sodainly to rescowe,

Than to disputen, and ask among us all,

Howe the candel in the strawe is fal.’

This frequency of accident, more particularly

in London, had led to the enactment of some
judicious municipal regulations. The magis-

trates, says the Chronicle of London, quoted

by Strutt, ‘ are empowered to enqyre if there

be any house in the ward that is tiled without

other thing than tile or lead, and there be any

chemeni that hath a reerdos made uncomli,

otherwise than it ought to be.’ And also if

any baker or brewer heat their ovens or other

‘ (furnace) with strawe or reyde or other things

that might cause peril of fire.’ Every ward

was also to have ‘ a racke with two long cheynes

of yrne and two ladders,’ and every house was

to have a ‘ tub of water ready for peril of fire.’

The scavengers’ oath of office was, that they

should examine that all * chemys, reedossys.

and furnessys be made of stone for defent of

fire.’* But notwithstanding these precautions,

the history of London and of other towns shew

a lamentable disregard to the lessons of dirt

experience in every thing connected with the

protection of buildings from fire.

The chimney has been considered an Italiar

invention. But if Winwall House be an Anglo'

Norman edifice, its chimneys must have beer

built in the twelfth century
;
and those in the

castles at Kenilworth and Conway will alsc

long precede, in point of antiquity, the camin

andfumajuuli of Padua and Venice. The fourtl

example of a chimney in an English building

is that described by Leland, in his ‘ Itinerary,

where he gives an account of his visit to Boltoi

Castle. This building, he says, ‘ standethe or

a roke syde
;
and all the substaunce of the lod

gynge in it be included in 4 principall toures

It vvas finiched or Kynge Richard the 2 dyed

One thynge I muche notyd in the hawh

of Bolton, how chimeneys were conveyed b;

tunnels made on the syds of the walls betwyx

the lights in the hawle, and by this means, an<

by no covers is the smoke of the harthe in thi

hawle wonder strangely conveyed.’! It ha

been seen that, previous to the erection of thi

stronghold, the word chimeney is of frequen

occurrence. Chaucer in several places speak

of chambers with chimeneys; Longlande, w
have seen, also employs it : and Wiclif, in hi

translation of the New Testament, in 1380, ha

the expression, ‘ thei schulen send him into th

chymeney of tier.’ In the poetical vocabularj

‘ chimeney ’ appears to be synonymous wit

‘ fire-place,’ or ‘ hearth recess ;’ and the verbs

equivalent to the word in the reformer’s Tes

tament is ‘ furnace.’ Leland, who wrote a cen

tury after, in using the word almost defines i:

‘The chimeneys were conveyed by tunnels

:

or, in other words, the fire-place was continue

by a tunnel to the top of the building
;
a de

scription that will accurately fix the meanin

of the word when found in writers previous t

the Tudor period; for it is quite obvious th

chimneys in common use, and with which Lt

land was acquainted, had no tunnels to convc

the smoke from the hearth—otherwise his ac

miration of those in Bolton Castle would bav

been unexplainable. His observation, that th

smoke from the hearth was not conveyed b

‘ covers,’ also shews that at the time he m
writing, covers were common appendages t

fire-places for conveying smoke.

It was, perhaps, from a desire to diminis

the risk of accidents by fii'e that the custoi

prevailed of laying the floors with a coating <

cement made of lime, and pounded rubbish, c

pebbles. The floors in the upper rooms in th

old part of the Abbey House, at Walthan

built by Sir Edward Denny, were overcast, c

paved in this manner, with a coarse plaster <

sand and pebbles, forming a crust about a

inch thick, coloured deep red like a brigl

brick floor, and similar to the rude rough-ca

or stucco floors seen in some parts of Lincol

and Yorkshire.! Glass was rare in the wii

dows of gentlemen’s houses before the time <

Henry YI II § Copyholders and poor peop

had none. The windows belonging to Coi

* Horda. Ang. vol. ii. p. 4C.

t Britton. Arch. Antiq. vol. iv. p. 156.

X Illustrations, &c.,p. 9 L In the churchwardens’ accour

of St. Mary Hill, London, H85, is an entry—" Paid the dnwb

for terysing of floris per day viijd. under the date H97

a charge for “ a lode of lime to overcast the floore in Lew.

ham’s house.”
6 Antiquarian Repertory, vol. i. p. 72.
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STAINED GLASS WINDOW IN ST

JAMES’S CHURCH.

tarini, a rich Italian merchant residing- in Bo-
tolph, were reckoned valuable moveable furni-

: ture. And in the riots at Oxford, in 1502, the

[|

glass windows were carried away as rich booty

]

by the rioters.* In London, about 1510, Sir
[I Thomas More, in his ‘ Utopia,’ says, that they
i keep the wind out of their houses with glass,
for it is there much used, and some also with

|

very fine linen dipped in oil or amber
;
and that

R for two commodities, for by this means more
J
light cometh in, and the wind is better kept

hout. In religious houses it was common. At
Alnwick Castle, in Northumberland, when the

I, earl removed to another house, the glazed
ii sashes were taken out of the window frames,
Hand laid carefully by, in case they should be
broken by the winds or other accidents, until

‘my lord’ again visited his mansion. How
lithe wind and rain were excluded after their
liremoval does not appear.
1 At the close of the reign of Henry VIII.,
:
domestic convenience and comfort had made a

|i little progress. The rooms in the houses of
f(the upper classes were built capacious and light-
lisome, and the ceilings were often plastered, or
[iformed of boards. Halls, and parlours, and the
iichief sleeping chambers, were, as in bygone
ntimes, hung with tapestry

;
or they were lined

jin a manner recently introduced, with boards
i of a foreign kind of oak, called wainscot. In
[[houses of the inferior gentry and wealthy trades-

men, parlours and the best bed-rooms were
Mhung with arras, or with a kind of painted or
(Isized cloth, made in imitation of it. Stamped
|

or painted leather imported from Flanders was
i
'also latterly introduced as a wall lining. The
'doors were clumsily made and fitted, but well
hinged, for Sir Thomas More says those of
iLondon would follow the least drawing of a
[.'finger : locks were rare, and internal doors
[opened with a latch and string. Boarded floors

I in halls and parlours were becoming common.

+

iRushes and straw, however, still covered and
Ipolluted their surface.

PARTY WALLS.
RECENT AWARD UNDER METROPOLITAN

BUILDINGS ACT.

I. The following award involves a question of
:onsiderable importance : the papers came
;nto our hands too late to allow us to offer
any observations upon them in the present
iiiumber, but we may return to the subject on
mother occasion.

On the 16th of June last Mr. Pownall,
[jistrict surveyor, gave notice to Messrs. Mans-
ield and Co., builders, “ that the works now
|n progress at the house situate in Lincoln’s-
nn-fields, No. 54, are not conformable to the
Itatute in the portions thereof under men-
ioned,” and required them within forty-eight
j'ours from the date thereof to amend the
lame.

Irregularities referred to :

—

I The rebuilding a portion of the above-men-
ioned house, consisting of two fronts of such
uouse. The party wall between Nos. 53 and
4 having timbers running through it; and
he party division between Nos. 54 and 55 being

I timber partition.

ii Messrs. Mansfield’s reply to the information
ras as follows :

—

f

“As to the party structure situate between
(Jos. 54 and 55, we submit that such structure
runs from east to west, and that the fronts
aereof being at right angles thereto and
mnning north and south have neither been
taken down or rebuilt, or in any way touched,
ind therefore that the 33rd section in no way
Applies

;
that the building at present erecting

s an attached building to No. 54, Lincoln’s-
jnn-fields, situate in Duke-street, more than
7 feet from the party structure, and at
hrect right angles, and consequently at oppo-
site angles to the party structure.
II Inasmuch as the building owners of the
outh party wall between Nos. 53 and 54 have
Hot required a survey, and the party structure
i not so defective or so far out of repair as to
hinder it necessary to pull down and rebuild
lie same, we consider that the district sur-
veyor has no power to survey the wall under
i‘ie 25th section.”
- After numerous hearings, the following
i.vard was made

* A’Wood. Hist, of Oxford, vol. i. p. 659.
fin Samlisbury Hall it is curious to observe that the upper

j.

-ors are massive planks, which, instead of crossing, lie
urallel to the joists, as if disdaining to be indebted to them
is- support,—Whitaker, Whalley,

Office of Metropolitan Buildings,

3, Trafalgar-square.

In the matter of the reference by way of infor-
mation of Mr. George Pownall, District
Surveyor, against Messrs. James and George
Mansfield, Builders.

V ith regard to the party-wall dividing and
between the houses numbered, and situate and
being No. 53 and No. 54, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields,
and with regard to the party-partition dividing
and between the houses numbered, situate and
being No. 54 and No. 55, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields,
the said premises respectively being within
the district of St. Giles’s-in-the-Fields and St.
George’s, Bloomsbury, and within the limits of
the Metropolitan Buildings Act, 7 & 8 Viet,
cap. 84.

We, the Official Referees of Metropolitan
Buildings, duly appointed in pursuance of the
said Act, having received information from
Mr. George Pownall, the surveyor of the said
district by virtue of the said Act, that Messrs.
James and George Mansfield, of Little James-
street, Gray s-Inn Lane, builders, had not
amended certain alleged irregularities, men-
tioned in the Notice of Irregularity hereto
annexed, and having on the lilth day of July,
1845, and again by adjournment on the 31st
day of July, 1845, duly heard the said George
Pownall and the said James and George Mans-
field, and their agents in that behalf, at one of
which hearings the said George Pownall proved
the due service of the said notice on the said
Messrs. James and George Mansfield, and the
inspection of the work after the expiration of
the said notice, and the failure of the parties to
amend the same

;
—

Do hereby determine and award, with re-
spect to the party-wall first above mentioned,
that if the said wall be made as nearly as may
be practicable in conformity with the provisions
of the said Act, relating to the construction
and materials of party-walls, by stopping up
all openings therein, and by removing there-
from such timber and wood-work now lying in
or running through the said wall, as is not by
the said Act allowed to be laid or placed in
the substance of party-walls, and by making
good the said wall, such party-wall may re-
main, and need not be pulled down or rebuilt,
nor need an external wall be built against such
party-wall.

And with respect to the said party-partition,
inasmuch as the portions of the hack-front of
the said house No. 54, which have been taken
down and rebuilt, do not adjoin the said party-
partition, we make no direction thereon.
And with regard to the costs and expenses

attending this proceeding, we, the said Official
Referees, do hereby further award :

—

First
;
As to the fees and expenses of the

office of metropolitan buildings, that on or be-
fore the 23rd day of August, instant, the sum of
14/. 3s. lid. be paid to the Registrar of Metro-
politan Buildings at the said office, No. 3,
T rafalgar-square, London, and that such sum
be so paid in the first instance by the said James
and George Mansfield and the said George
Pownall, or by either of them

; and that if such
sum be paid by the said George Pownall, he
shall be entitled to claim and be repaid the
same by the said James and George Mansfield.)

Secondly
;
As to the costs and expenses of

the said George Pownall as such surveyor as
aforesaid, that on or before the said 23rd day
of August, instant, the said James and George
Mansfield do pay to the said George Pownall
the sum of 51. 5s., at his office, at No. 14,
Upper King-street, Holborn, in the said
district.

In witness whereof we, the said Official Re-
ferees, have to this our award, on three pages
of foolscap paper, set our hands this 15th day
of August, 1845. James VV. Higgins,

William Hosking.

Artificial Stone.— We learn from the
Athenceum

, that an architect at Augsburgh,
Herr Alois Steiermann, has invented an arti-

ficial stone which for solidity is said to sur-
pass the best free-stone, is one-third its cost,
and to which any form can be given in the
manufacture. It is composed of river-sand,
clay, and a cement whose composition is the
inventor’s secret. It has been submitted to

the proof of air, pressure, and fire, and resists

them all. The king of Bavaria has given his

gold medal of civil merit to Herr Steiermann,
for this useful invention.

Mr. Editor, with regret as an amateur of
the fine arts, I have read the unhappy conclu-
sion to which the committee of taste have
come, as touching the stained-glass window
in St. James’s church, Piccadilly.
Are we ever in this country to get out of

trammels as regard architecture and the fine
arts ?

Thus, some writers designate Gothic archi-
tecture as Christian architecture, and decry
all churches built in the Grecian, Roman, or
Italian style as Paganism. As if devotion was
not congenial with the splendid churches of
Germany, St. Paul’s in London, or St. Peter’s,
at Rome. Whilst others declare that because
Greece and Rome had no stained glass in
ancient time, so putting stained glass in a
Grecian or Italian built church must be ana-
thematized as bad taste

;
ideas, in my humble

opinion, nothing better than vapouring pueri-
lities, to which no man who has a relish for
art ought for a single moment to lend an ear.
The love of antiquarianism at the present

day approaches monomania. Not only are
church windows glazed without subjects to
interest the mind or heart, but to tabernacle
ivork and grim figures in niches are also some-
times added affected corrosions of the stains
ot time !!! a true smack of what was formerly
called “ The Smell-fungus School.”
What may a true love of art in matters

pictorial be termed, but a zest for the de-
lineation of nature in its highest, truest, and
most perfect state, whether it be in animated
subjects or still-life? The rest is mere con-
ventionality. Window glass, of all colours,
when it comes from the furnace is diaphan-
ous, and if objects in nature are described
upon it, architecture

, animal
, or vegetable

life, its real beauty consists in the truth of
what it intends to describe, not in a dirty ob-
scurity.

But the windows of the smell-fungus school
must often excite a smile of pity. Cherubim
like monkeys, bishops like mummies, and
saints like chimney-sweepers with their faces
and robes as dirty as if they had been up the
chimney. How different the taste and execu-
tion of stained-glass in the churches of
Munich!!! But we are in trammels. West-
minster Hall is forbidden ground to the
splendid artists of the schools of Hesse and
of Cornelius.

1 he protective system, as regards art, is still

maintained by Sir Robert Peel in all its inten-
sity. Our youthful aspirants of the pencil are
not allowed to piofit by a view of what a
foreign school can do; and foreign talent and
foreign genius are by Sir Robert put into the
same category with the threads and tapes of
foreign manufacture—what an Augustan age!

The poor artist, fettered by the res angustce
domi, can know nothing of foreign power and
execution, and is thus left tofancy that art can
be perfectionized intuitively. The authorities
of Hamburg want to build a splendid church

;

they do not call confining art to their own
people “ patriotism,” but, like true lovers of
genius, invite competition from all nations, and
England gains the wreath.
The Prince de Joinville offers to sailors of

all nations 1,500 francs as a prize for rowing
a six-oar sea boat—the sailors from Ports-
mouth row, and gain the wreath.

Is England alone to consider talent and
genius as necessarily circumscribed to the

place of its birth ? VVbatever the Government
may do, the people

,
I feel assured, repudiate

such narrow-minded ideas, and I trust the day
is fast arriving when our “ powers that be ”

will no longer tell Talent and Genius that their

portals are hermetically sealed against them.

Genius is the common property of the world,

and ought in all branches to find in England
an affectionate welcome.

I am, Sir, &c.,

Neiton. W. Mason.

P.S. Though not of “ the smell-fungus
school ” I beg no one will impute to me a dis-

taste to the Gothic. I passionately admire art

and architecture in “a//” its varieties.

Consuming of Smoke.—The Government
has appointed Mr. Faraday and Professor
Playfair to ascertain how far it is possible to
consume the smoke from steam-engine chim-
neys.



ORIGINAL DESIGN FOR A VASE.

The vase represented by our engraving was
designed and modelled at the School of Design
by Mr. W. J. Wills, modeller, of 16, Cum-
ming-street, North, Pentonville, and obtained

a premium at the last distribution of prizes.

On the body of the vase the Thames is allego-

rized, Commerce and Mercury, the god of

merchandize, appear in the foreground; sur-

mounting the whole is the figure of Britannia.

The engraving is one-seventh of the real

size of the vase : the whole height is 3 feet 6
inches.

DECORATIONS OF THE NEW HOUSE
OF LORDS.

compatible with the nature of it, and its most
perfect performance. In fulfilling the duties

of my office, I do not do any thing whatever
on my own responsibility; all models and
working drawings being prepared from Mr.
Barry’s designs, and submitted to him for bis

approval or alteration previous to their being

carried into effect; in line, my occupation is

simply to assist in carrying out practically Mr.
Barry’s own designs and views in all respects.

Trusting to your fairness in giving insertion

to this letter in your next number,
I am, Sir, &c., A. Wej.by Puoin.

London, Sept. 3rd, 1845.

Sir,—As it appears by an article in the
last number of “ The Builder,” as well as

in notices contained of late in other periodicals,

that a misconception prevails as to the nature
of my employment in the works of the new
palace at Westminster, I think it incumbent
on me, in justice to Mr. Barry, to state that

I am engaged by him, and by him alone,

with the approval of the Government, to assist

in preparing working drawings and models
from his designs of all the wood carvings and
other details of the internal decorations; and
to procure models and drawings of the best
examples of ancient decorative art of the
proper kind, wherever they are to be found,
as specimens for the guidance of the work-
men in respect of the taste and feeling to be
imitated

;
to engage with artists, and the most

skilful workmen that, can be procured in
' every branch of decorative art, and to super-
--amend ptrsmally the practical execution of
the works upon the n.o:t economical ^erms

wt

Sir,—

R

eplying to the observations contained

in your last number “ On English Decorators
and the New House of Lords,” I can state

distinctly, that not one single foreigner is, or
has been engaged upon the decorations of the

New House of Lords
;
that after receiving the

sketches from Mr. Barry, I have drawn them
out full size with my own hands, and have
entirely directed the execution of them under
Mr. Barry’s immediate instructions and con-
trol. I hope you will give insertion to this

plain statement of facts in your next number.
1 am, Sir, &c, John G. Grace.
Wigmore-street, Sept. 2nd.

STONE BRIDGE OVER THE RIVER TAFF.
GLAMORGANSHIRE.

Pont-y-Pridd (the bridge of the East-
house), or the Newbridge, is an extraordinary
piece of masonry, consisting of a single arch
thrown across the river Tal'f. It is situated
about halfway between Merthyr Tydfil and
Cardiff, on the turnpike-road leadingVrom the
Merthyr and Cardiff turnpike-road to the

Taff Vale Railway Station and Llantrissani

and forms a conspicuous object in the beauti

ful vale of the Taff, which, being a favoure

county, possesses unusual facilities of transi

namely, a good turnpike-roud, a canal, an
locomotive railway, running immedialel
parallel to each other.

Thescenery contiguous isofarich and roman
tic character, the confluence of the Taff an
Rhonodn Vawr, the amphitheatre of hills, th

bold and stupendousbridge, the luxurianceof th

hanging woods, the projecting masses of rocl
with the foaming and tortuous course of th

river Taff, alongside which the railway wind
its course, all may be seen at once, presentin

a gorgeous and magnificent spectacle, mor
particularly if viewed from the eminence t

the south-west of the village on the road t

Llantrissant. The architect and builder <

the bridge was William Edwards, son of
farmer of the parish of Eglwysillan, in th

County of Glamorgan, where he was born i

the year 1 7 1 D. Having a natural genius fc

masonry, he was observed to excel in that ar

and has left many interesting specimens of h
works, exclusive of the one above alluded t<

in various parts of South Wales. In the yet

1746 he undertook to build a bridge over tli

river Talf, consisting of three arches, bi

owing to the uncommon rapidity of the currei

of this river when swollen by long and heav
rain (to which it is frequently liable from i

contiguity to the Brecknock Beacons, whom
it takes its rise), the bridge was soon after i

erection swept away. He had given amp;
security for its stability for seven years

(

stipulation which it is customary to make i

all contracts for public works in South Wales
and he proceeded on his duty in erecting am
ther with all possible speed. The secon
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STONE BRIDGE OVER THE RIVER TAFF.

Elevation.

Plan.

f

dKe "'ns proposed to he of one arch, the
an or chord 140 feet, its versed sine 35 feet,

lie arch was finished, but the parapets not
leeted, when the pressure of the ponderous
ttli^ht over the haunches caused the arch to

|

nig up in the middle, and the keystones were

I

Weed out. J his second failure was a severe
>w, but the spirit of Edwards was not to be
concerted, and he engaged in the work a
rd time, when, by means of three cylindrical
pmngs through the work over the haunches,
;
reduced the weight upon the arch. He

m added to the thickness of the parapet wall
the crown of the arch, and reduced it to its
a lest possible limit over the haunches, as
;wn on the plan, in order to throw additional

i ght on the former, and to lessen the weight
the latter. &

he bridge was completed in the year 1750-
: vious to Edwards entering upon his task a
rd tune, he, I believe, consulted the cele-
•ted Smeaton, and, acting I have no doubt
ier 11,3 advice, adopted the expedients
ve ^ted. In the year 1798, the bridge
(lenvent some extensive repairs at the hands
JEdward David and Thomas Evans, as ap-
is from a tablet inserted inside the parapet

1 °‘ tlie bridge at the crown of the arch,
e arch, which is of 140 feet span, is a
ment of a circle, its radius being 90 feet,
the proportions the various parts of this

|lge bear to each other are as follows:—
j;

rise or versed sine to span one-fourth,

f
1 of t|ie keystone to the span of the

• 1 one forty-seventh. The latter is re-
I kable as being less in proportion than
r bridges of modern construction. The
onry is of that description usually de-
Jiinated rubble, and the stone of which it
jomposed is the level bedded and Bhelly
1 and limestone of the country,
it the time this bridge was erected, it was
idered a great triumph of genius and skill,
jus even now thought to be an extraordinary
|e of masonry to be accomplished by an
iilucated and self-taught architect and
pns

;
still I think if the works had to be

brined in the present day, a much more
lienient structure might ‘be erected, viz.
of less altitude. The ascent to, and de-
t from the crown of the arch of this

?e ls exceedingly steep and inconvenient,
inch so, that if carriages with heavy

,lils pass over it, the descent cannot be
implished with safety without the use of
id rag (a square frame of timber with a
chain attached to it) which is kept there
nat purpose : this is weighted and the chain
lined to the carriage at the summit, and as
marriage descends the one side, the drag,
h acts as a counterbalance weight, as-
5 to the summit on the other. This ope-
a has to be repeated for every carriage
passes over this bridge. The’ danger of
mg this bridge is considerably augmented,
siscquence of the roadway being pitched,
i renders it difficult for horses to obtain
Id foothold. B. B.
iecon and Merthyr Tydfil.

DESIGN FOR SMALL FARM BUILDINGS.

Having been requested on more than one
occasion, to supply a plan for small and inex-
pensive farm-buildings, we avail ourselves of
the following communication :

—

Sir, From solicitations of friends to the
allotment system, I have been induced to
forward you a design for a cottage with small
farm buildings (containing in the area 500
square yards of land, including the fold yard)
of simple construction, in brick-work, with-
out any expenditure in external decoration. I

It you should approve of it, you will confer a
favour by giving it a place in your valuable
journal.

The cost for the erection of the building
will be about 200/. I am, Sir, &c.
Leamington An Architect.

REFERENCE TO TIIE FLAN.
A Porch 6 Bakehouse M Barn, &c.B Diving room H Hog Cistern N Cow-house
C Closet I Privy O StableD Dairy J Ash-place P Court with Pump
E Pantry K Pig-sty Q Fold-yard
F Stair-case L Open shed.
Three chambers aud hay tablet, over the cow-house and

stable.

Elevation of Cottage. Elevation of Barn.

DESIGN FOR SMALL FARM BUILDINGS.
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COURSE OF STUDY IN THE SCHOOL OF
DESIGN.

Sib,—Were I not fully confident that in-

calculable good will result from the matter

which has hitherto appeared, and I hope will

still appear, in the columns of jour truly

valuable journal, I should be very sparing of

my remarks upon the all-importan subject of

design. Your correspondent s letter of the

25th ult., inserted in your journa of the doth,

contains most painful matter on the deplorable

and most inefecient state of the "drawing

school,” called by the council the School ot

Design and though I have no knowledge of

the author (Mr. R. Burchett), yet from his

letter, which has every appearance ot trutti,

and the fair spirit therein evinced, I cannot

help giving credence to it until I see it

disproved. If then Mr. Burchett’s statement

is time, what is the council about ? or what

sort of informed minds on artistic matters

must the majority of the members of this

council have to allow such a destructive state

of artistical education to take place ? Surely

they cannot be aware of the amount of evil

that must accrue to the students’ faculties for

the arts, and which will be sure to take place

if they are to be subjected to such an un-

artistical school as this so-called “ School of

Design ” is stated to be. Those members of

the council who have shewn by their works

that they possess a thorough knowledge of

design, should immediately investigate this

painful subject, and put their shoulders to the

wheel to extricate their weighty burden from

its clogging difficulty, that the students may

have justice done to their faculties for the arts.

This should be the first step taken by those

members who are strongly gifted with the

varied talents of design, in order to the esta-

blishing of a sound system of artistic instruction

which shall be the most effectual for training

the youthful mind up to every variety of true

design.

If this “ School of Design ” is not a school

of design, the pupils have been most unjustly

treated, for by their own shewing they have

had a loss of three years inflicted upon them

in the very prime of their life, and to young

men who depend upon employment for their

existence, and to obtain which without the

necessary qualifications would be next to an im-

possibility, this is most serious
;
such a severity

as that with which they have been visited must

be painful to thegreatestdegree to those who de-

pend upon their labours for their support. If,

as I have said before, the pupils’ statements are

true, then let the members of the council look

into this matter, and devise a remedy for a

reparation of the injury inflicted on those

pupils who have been made to suffer, and see

for the future that sound instruction be im-

parted throughout the whole range of design,

that those of our youth who intend to enter the

profession of designers be made as perfect as

possible. In fact, the council should no longer

believe that its own “ branches of instruction,”

as stated in its prospectus, will accomplish any

thing of the kind they suppose they will do.

Such half or quarter measures will do more
mischief than good, therefore the sooner the

council applies its wisdom to a remodelling of

their “branches,” and adds a much greater

extension of knowledge, the better
;
that those

who wish to learn may have real knowledge
imparted to them. It is most extraordinary

that the council could not see when they drew

up their prospectus that the meagre “ branches

of instruction" therein stated were quite in-

adequate for the purpose intended
;
and the

smallness of the amount of instruction appears

to have been imitated by the head master of the

establishment, as he is made to say by Mr.

Burchett, “ I have prepared myself and de-

livered a little lecture upon them.”

This surely must be a mistake upon the part

of Mr. Burchett, for no head master of an

artistic institution could have delivered any

thing so small as a little lecture upon so im-

portant a subject, or would have caused the

students to waste their time upon a little lec-

ture, when his duty would have been to have

entered deeply into the merits and demerits of

the examples which were purchased for the

benefit of the students. Now, as this is what
a director would be sure to do for the en-

lightenment of his pupils, there must have
been, I think, some mistake in this part of the

how any mind should be so unenlightened

as not to thank Mr. Herbert for so wise and

salutary a suggestion as the black-board, it

heinn the readiest article of communication

noon all forms which the instructor is bound

to convey to hi* P“Pils - I
.

can
“f!

1
?
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mv own experience, that it would be utterly

impossible to convey information upon design

or individual forms without a black-board. In

teaching drawings to please papas and mamas,

the black-board is very little used
;
but in this

matter the papas and mamas are to blame;

they care very little about their children’s facul-

ties' for the lilts being duly cultivated. Their

children bring home some pretty pencil copies

of lithographic prints, and the parents are

satisfied. But if the black-board was used at

the commencement of all artistic instruction,

in all schools as well as colleges, we should

have a much more enlightened set of scholars

in this country than we have. But it is not

yet the order of these days, though sooner or

later to the black-board we must come. As

much as we may painfully feel the dismissal of

a highly talented artist, Mr. Herbert, for

suggesting the use of a black-board, neverthe-

less the council will ere long see the necessity

of adopting Mr. Herbert’s suggestion, though

it appears they dismissed him for proposing it.

This is, indeed, a state of things much to be

deplored, as the students’ designing talents are

held in abeyance, to their serious loss and the

nation’s injury. This is certainlynot very wise

legislation.

As the faculties for the arts make up a most

important part of the human mind, and as

legislators make laws for the benefit of man-

kind, I would most humbly beg to advise all

who intend to enter the legislatorial field, to

have their faculties for the arts legitimately

exercised, in order to obtain a thorough un-

derstanding of all the bearings which appertain

to a sound system of artistic instruction
;
they

would then see that those faculties ought to

have their due exercise as well as all the others,

and they would then legislate accordingly. Had
this been previously done, we should not have

such a prospectus of a “ Government School of

Design” as we have now before us. The

heading or arrangement of the classes is quite

sufficient to shew that design could never

spring from such puerility
—“ elementary and

outline drawing,” to begin with, then 11 shading

from the/rtrf,” (t shadmg from casts,” “draw-

ing from the round," and “ painting from the

round," and such like. Any one would suppose

that this collection of flat and round elemen-

taries were for the pretty little dears of the

suburban boarding schools. How the council

could have sanctioned such unmeaning ex-

pressions to explain so grand a purpose, is

inconceivable. However, we will look forward

to a thorough reform, and which we trust will

be set about in right earnest, when we shall

have a real school of design, such a one as

will be worthy of this nation, and to which its

vouth aie justly entitled.—I am, Sir, &c.,
J

‘ Geo. R. Lewis.

Upper Norton-street, Aug. 30th, 1845.

ON EXTERNAL APPLICATION OF FORMS

TO THE DISCHARGING OUTLETS OF BUILDINGS

AS THE MEANS OF EFFECTING VENTILATION.

**“**. And, indeed, the black-board part
i so very dark, that I cannot comprehend

Baths and Washhouses.— There will

be in the St. Pancras establishment about

thirty single baths, fitted up in separate rooms,

with all necessary conveniences, six vapour

baths, and two plunging baths of large di-

mensions. The washing department will be

quite distinct from the baths, and suitable ac-

commodation is to be provided. The prices

will be Id. for a private cold bath, containing

sixty gallons of water ;
and 2d. for a warm

bath containing the same quantity. The es-

tablishment in Glasshouse-street, East Smith-

field, for enabling the poor in that vicinity to

use gratuitously an apparatus for bathing, and

for washing and drying of clothes, is in full

operation. The eagerness with which its be-

nefits were availed of, far surpassed anticipa-

tion
; 987 persons having used it in the short

space of nineteen evenings.

Parish Churches. — Messrs. Brandon,
authors of “ The Analysis of Gothic Archi-

tecture,” have announced a work consisting of

perspective views and plans of parish churches,

with descriptive letter-press. They propose

to select such churches as from their beauty of

design and peculiar fitness, seem worthy of

being adopted as models by those who are en-

gaged in church building.

In remarking upon the subject of ventilatioi

by the application of any outward formatior

much has to be taken into consideration, t

which, in the majority of propositions, little c

no regard has been paid. It is apparent, tht

where one particular form or combination <

forms is proposed to attain this object, and

put forward as the only means, the assuraptio

is, that there exists at all times ready for u;

the power to make such surfaces or .font

available. That this can be any man’s belli

who reflects on it is impossible, for commo

observation alone contradicts it; but whe

hardly a week elapses without some new (I

nostrum appearing as the sine qua non—as tl

remedy for this now acknowledged necessit

it does but betray that the idea has taken po

session of the mind, that this power is at han

and that we have lacked hitherto only tl

right application of the same. The fact i

however, that during the most calm, warm,ai

settled months of the year, we are the mo

deficient of this first requisite, without whi<

all, and the most perfect applied forms, a

mere useless material. Again, unless both tl

area of the exit from a building and the pow

used there to ventilate be carefully managi

and properly proportioned, so as to produce

its progress through that building such currer

as shall not be felt, ventilation will not

submitted to. The precise amount of air mi

be drawn in as is expelled or drawn out
;

ai

the currents which are produced by a pow

always varied and uncontrolled, are the sevei

amounts of ventilation, sometimes inducii

dangerous drafts, but ofttimes when wind

wanting, no ventilation at all
;
so it is evide

we cannot expect either constancy in action,

regularity in quantity, by depending on a

outwardly applied form simply and alone i

its attainment. In the summer months all a

ready to acknowledge the necessity for perf<

ventilation, and as common sense directs, '

resort to the free opening of windows, doo

8tc.
;
and for our usual dwellings there cam

be a more rational course. The more fro-

th is is done, the less the danger of inconre

ence by drafts
;
for as drafts are only cam

by the difference of weight in the atmosphl

within and without the house, depending up

the rarefaction produced in the chimneys

fires and other similar causes, so the more f

and constant such openings are, the less V

be the tendency to drafts, and the more pleas:

and unobserved the ventilation. But dur

the winter part of the year, as these facilil

cannot exist, this object must be effected

other means
;
and in looking to the wind

this power, as being that only by which c

ward formations can be acted upon, we

perience it at one time tempestuous, and

another powerless, but at all times va

ing and uncertain, while we retain the sa

unchanging form to receive its action,—

e

admitting that form to be the most prope:

induce the upward current. Now, allow

this action by wind to be at times effectivi

create this desideratum, we requiie at

season the addition of warmth in eonjuncl

with ventilation ;
and this it is which make

a complex question, certainly not to be sol

by any outward application, because for ev

quantity of vitiated air withdrawn by any

knowledged power, we require a preen

similar amount at an agreeable tempera!.

As an illustration how little ventilation al

could be submitted to by some classes of

ciety, we have but to turn our attention,

reflect upon the thousands now inhabiting

east parts of this vast metropolis, who are

fed, ill-clad, and worse housed (daily practic

illustrating Hood’s Shirt dirge), and cons

that this ventilation would be death n

hurried
;
— relieving from a more insidi

to expose them to a more acute, but a

less certain destruction.

But widely different is the question whe

affects large or public buildings.
“

temples of religion, palaces, or theatres

exceptions to this ban : the joint process ]

them attainable and comparatively simple,

air can be introduced at such temperature

we choose and combined too with moisi

not the arid breath of the torid zone, foi

in them can imitate the climate of Madi

To accomplish this three things are requt
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A it. An air-warming chamber. 2nd. Minutely
Avided emitted currents from it into the
Building

;
and, 3rd. A controlled external dis-

ijjarg^for the vitiated air, ready, and capable
being made sufficiently active at all seasons.

4jhe practicable method of carrying out this
(imbined operation is beyond consideration for

Hdinary dwellings, excepting in cases where
Ijey might be constructed as a block of build-
.g for a number of families, as has been fre-
jiently proposed.”

t

The ventilation for common dwelling-houses
n be carried no further, and need not be, in

{ opinion, than by admitting a regulated
jiantity of air by the upper sash, or by apply-
'g in one of the upper panes some of the
'irious guards to shield such apertures, as
jiirs’ Moveable Glass Louvres, Dr. Guy’s
erforated Guarded Plates, or Bailey’s Fixed
jmvre, with a covering slide. Either of these

il ll fulfil the purpose for the admission of air,
n[d for the withdrawal of the same we have no
loans at hand so simple, so ready, and so
ijstless as our usual chimney draught. Pre-
jjfning the fire at the lower level to be capable
1, performing its part, viz. that of changing
Ip lower stratum of air, there remains only to
Lert an outlet valve in the upper part of the
Umney-breast communicating with the same
Himney, to effect a ready and constant re-
wal ol the higher level of air sufficient to

I ;et the wishes of the most particular upon
Jjs point.

4 Again, reverting to outward applications

Ify,
there is the following condition, to which

r common dwellings are constantly exposed,
jich would totally defeat such ventilation,
e part of a building, or one room is of
pater altitude than another, and from the
tsence of an excess of heat in that portion
:r the other, or from its altitude, or from
;ier causes productive of a like result, the
rent isfrom the lower or less rarefied por-

p
to the higher or more rarefied

;
here, not-

,hstanding the outlets from each were fur-
red with similar perfect forms, yet it would
<seen the ventilation would .proceed from
); of the two in the right direction upward,
Re the other would be the inlet for a re-
se current, only excepting such times as
an the power of the wind would be in excess
Irthe rarefying power within the building.
ie one outlet fulfilling its intent independent
ithe original proposed outward form, but
psted by it in such times as supposed, and
i other, although similar in every way out-
dly, yet for any effect by it not only power-
but the actual passage of a reverse action,
think this will suffice to exemplify the

fessness of depending for ventilation wholly
n any outward formation, as alike contrary
experience and entirely opposed to the
il conditions in which every occupied
ding exists. I have only one remark to
:e upon this point, viz. that whatever form
be applied at the external discharge of

llators to keep out the rain, or guide the
Larged current (for this is their legitimate
i in the direction of the prevailing wind,
plan of that form should be the circle, as

g .the only one equi-distant from the centre
•ding equal action in all winds,
rury-lane. G. B. CoorEn.

xm bxtion ok Architectural Draw-— The Association of Architectural
Ughtsmen exhibited during the past week,
leir rooms in Southampton-street, Strand,
interesting collection of their drawings,
ring that they have amongst them some
i able men. We have not space to par-
irize, but we will mention with commen-
n the works of Mr. L. W. Collman (whose
[ns for decorations have been honourably
doned on several public occasions), Mr.
hard, Mr. J. R. Colling, Mr. J. D.
tt, Mr. W. B. Colling, Mr. Rodriguez,
E. C. Sayer, the hon. secretary, &c.
itects requiring assistance will do well
»ply to the association.
ie Emperor of Russia and Mr. Snow
ris—Through the medium of the Russian
sassador, Baron Brunow, his imperial
sty has recently sent to Mr. W. Snow

;is, of Plymouth, a handsome porcelain
i in token of the great estimation his
sty entertains of Mr. Harris’s ability as
fiyed in his mode of constructing light-
'<conductors for shipping.

MR. GRAINGER ON FORM OF SEWERS
DRAINS, AND SUPPLY OF WATER.

’

The Health of Towns’ Association have
published a lecture delivered by Mr. R. D.
Grainger, of St. Thomas’s Hospital, contain-
ing a general exposure of the causes of the
unhealthiness of towns and its remedies,
roremost amongst the sources of disease in
towns is defective drainage and sewerage. “ It
is impossible to exaggerate,” says our author,
‘ the defective state of the drainage generally
found in towns: large districts, and those the
most densely populated, entirely unprovided
with these necessary outlets ;

' sewers and
drains placed on the surface, and constantly
emitting pestilential exhalations; sewers, even
in many of the principal districts in towns, so
shallow as to be merely adapted to surface
drainage, leaving the basement stories of
houses and cellars where these are used for
habitations, as in Liverpool and Manchester,
altogether undrained, though in a special de-
gree requiring it; sewers and drains con-
structed upon wrong principles as to form,
dimensions, and materials

; a want of proper
traps to prevent the escape of noisome stenches
and effluvia

;
and, more than all these defects

put together, a totally insufficient supply of
water, without which, as Dr. Southwood Smith
justly observes, ‘ not only is no good done by
a drain, but the very evil intended to be avoided
is positively increased and extended.’ The
necessity of an ample supply of water, which
ought to be as freely given as the air we
breathe, meets the inquirer in every branch of
the question

; it matters not what you speak of
—of house drains, court drains, street sewer-
age—of water-closets, privies—of wash-houses,
baths, and personal cleanliness—or of decent
habits and the comforts of home— to say
nothing of the question of whole ranges of
warehouses and the revenue of a principality
annually destroyed by fire in some of our great
cities

;
in all directions and upon all questions

you are met with the want of water. As a
complete and effective system of drainage, like
so many other sanatory improvements, de-
mands an ample supply of water, the two sub-
jects may be advantageously considered in con-
nection.

The existing system would appear to indi-
cate an expectation that the sewers and drains
are to effect many things which it is quite
certain they never have and never can accom-
plish

;
and, amongst the rest, that by impress-

ing a kind of volition upon the more solid
parts of their contents, these latter should
obligingly carry themselves off, and in the case
of Liverpool, for example, walk into the
Mersey, or in that of Manchester, into the
Irwell. But this is a kind of feat which
matter, with its accustomed stubbornness, will
not perform, however much desired. On the
contrary, all liquids holding solids in solution
or mechanical suspension, are so desirous of
getting [rid of their burden, that they deposit
it whenever and wherever they can.

Wherever there is any delay in the course
of the filthy water of towns, there a deposit
of offensive and poisonous mud takes place • in
every angle and turn—on any the least ’in-
equality of surface, an accumulation of solid
matter does and must be formed

;
and as much

of this matter is in a state of minute division
and moisture, and all of it, periodically, on the
falling of rain, it presents precisely those phy-
sical conditions which facilitate its escape into
the air in the form of a poisonous vapour.
The great law, then, which regulates de-

posits of matter held in solution, is, that when-
ever the current is retarded, the solid particles
have an increased tendency to subside

; or, to
speak more exactly, the ordinary law of gravi-
tation operates under more favourable circum-
stances. It becomes a point of consequence
to know, whether there exist in our public
and private drains and sewers, and in the
surface of streets, courts, and alleys, any
causes which will promote deposits according
to the above principle. The answer has
already been given in the invaluable reports and
evidence of the Health ofTowns’ Commission.
By their unnecessary size and defective form,
most of the older sewers being flat at the
bottom, they cause a retardation in the flow of
their muddy contents, and thus, of necessity,
produce a lodgment of putrefying animal arid

vegetable matter. Another source of deposit
is the improper direction of these conduits, the
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sharp angles and curves of which, especially
where the smaller sewers enter the main
trunks, lead to obstruction, and to these must
be added the various irregularities of surface
connected with all masonry, especially when it
is originally bad or gets 6ut of order. The
construction of house drains is liable to the
same remarks, all of them being built ofporous
materials, much too large for their contents,
and ordinarily square, the worst of all forms
tor such a purpose.

The best form of sewers and drains is a
question of much moment. “ If they are con-
structed with a flat bottom, an accumulation of
animal and vegetable matter must take place •

for in this form of drain the force of the water
is weakest precisely where it ought to be the
strongest, namely, at the bottom; and in ad-
dition to this, the upright side-walls are liable
to be forced in and destroyed. The best form
ot a common sewer is the egg-shape, which
conduces to hydraulic pressure, and with this
torm and a plentiful supply of water, deposits
would, to a great extent, be prevented, and
whenever these did occur, by increasing- the
pressure of the water, which can readily be
effected, they would be removed and the sewer
scoured out. The egg-shaped sewer not only
possesses the advantage of superior efficiency
but is likewise much more economical. It has
been calculated by Butler Williams, Esq., one
of the professors at the college for Civil Engi-
neers, that by substituting this form for the
sewer with upright sides and flat at the bottom,
there would be a saving in the construction
alone of 1,600/. per mile.
There is, however, a mode of drainage which

to me seems infinitely preferable to any other
I mean the improved drain tubes recommended
by Mr. Dyce Guthrie.* They are circular in
form, and are made either of terra-cotta or of
common brick clay; and as it is most desirable
that all drains should be impermeable, to pre-
vent their poisonous air escaping, Mr. Guthrie
proposes that the drain-tubes should be glazed
on the inside. “What!” some persons will
exclaim, “ would you glaze the inside of a
drain as you would the inside of a basin to hold
food ?” Exactly so; and in the end this tubular
system of sewerage would be cheaper, for it is
not only much less expensive as to material,
but in construction and subsequent mainte-
nance. The form being circular, combines these
advantages : the drain is strong, and it would
thus be enabled to resist the superincumbent
pressure

;
it could be made of much smaller

size than the ordinary drain
; and it could be

readily washed out by a flush of water
;
indeed,

it is probable that the sewer would be kept
cleansed by its own action. For house drains
and smaller sewers, tubes of from four to six
inches in diameter would be sufficient, whilst
for larger sewers the size should be from twelve
to eighteen inches or more. If this tubular
system of impermeable drains could be intro-
duced, with a sufficient supply of water for
washing them out, so as to guard against ac-
cumulations, the sanatory condition of a town
would be immensely improved.”
A copious supply of water is important in

another respect. “By an improved supply of
water in the city of New York, and a high
pressure always being kept up in the mains, so
that the hose can be directly supplied from
them, the cost of insurance against fires has
been reduced 25 per cent. Many who are pre-
sent can form some estimate of the vast sum
which such an improvement would effect in

Liverpool, not only by a reduction of the yearly
premium upon insurance, which, from the
losses by fire, has been raised from 8s. to 35s.
per cent.—the rate in London, for the same
risks, varying from 2s. 6d. to 5s.,—but in the
enormous amount of valuable property, which
would thus be rescued from destruction. In
Philadelphia, and in this country, in Nottingham
and other places, corresponding benefits have
resulted from similar improvements.

Economy would not only be consulted in this

particular, by an ample supply of water, but in

every other where it is concerned. It is found
in the Holborn and Finsbury district, that by
far the cheapest mode of cleansing the sewers
is by washing them out, or flushing them, as it

is called; in fact, the cost is about one-third of
what it used to be : in one cleansing alone
there was a saving of expense to the commis-
sion of 1,293/. Again, the ordinary expense

* See "The Builder,” Vel, II. p. 632,
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of cleansing those ever-acting foci of pestilence,

cesspools, is, in London, 1/. to 1/. 10s. per

annum, or from 5d. to 7£d- weekly; whilst it

is stated that water companies could construct

and maintain in repair an apparatus in the na-

ture of a water-closet and house drains tor the

removal of all refuse and waste water, two

points of incalculable advantage in sanatory

respects, for a weekly charge of 2}d. to 3d.

per house, Mr. Chadwick, in Ins admirable

sanatory report, has shewn the great loss in

other respects from a want of water, and lie

has rendered a great service to the community

by demonstrating that all the manifold benefits

which would spring from an ample supply of

this prime necessary of life would each, and

every one of them, be accompanied by a pecu-

niary gain.”

Mr. Grainger urges, very properly, the ne-

cessity of extending scientific instruction to

surveyors, builders, and others, with whom
much of the details must rest. “ When it i9

recollected that all persons charged with great

public interests are expected to undergo a long

and extended course of study
;
that the cler-

gyman, the medical practitioner, and, now,

even the lawyer, must submit to a rigid ex-

amination before they are permitted to under-

take duties involving the well-being, the health,

and the property of the community, I confess

I do not see why another class of officers, to

whose intelligence and zeal are committed in-

terests not less momentous, should not also

pass through a preparatory course of study,

and have their knowledge tested by a proper

examination. There is no art, scarcely even

any business, in which an acquaintance with

science is not necessary, or at all events ad-

vantageous
;
and we may remark, that it is

quite possible for a person to be familiar with

yll the technicalities of bricks and mortar, and

to know the contents of a cube of stone or

wood, and yet to be ignorant of those impor-

tant principles which are essential to an en-

lightened system of sanatory measures. There

are scientific questions concerned in all the

business of drainage, ventilation, and the

supply of water; and thus a knowledge of

hydraulics and other branches of physics, as

well as of chemistry, becomes indispensable to

pn efficient surveyor.”

QUESTION OF PATENTS,
AXD PROPOSITION TO ASSOCIATE THEORY AND

EXPERIENCE.

Sir,— I do not consider your columns

should be used as a medium of compliments

between those who may indulge in scribbling

for them, hut I am disposed for once to depart

from this proposition by thanking Dr. Sutro

for his kind notice of my article touching the

occupation of newly-erected bouses, and more

especially for his sensible remark as to the

tone “ in which 1 should rejoice to see all

scientific discussions carried on though in-

terest or fame may be affected,” that is, with-

out asperity or overweening vanity. I avail

myself of this quotation as opening the discus-

sion of the question of patents, upon which I

have perhaps peculiar views; and Dr. Sutro’s

frank admission that science and practice

should walk as sisters, hand-in-hand, ap-

pears to afford a fair opportunity of discussing

the point. With respect to improvements

emanating from individuals tending to benefit

and improve the condition of society, I hold

our talents are entrusted to be diffused to the

greatest extent upon the principles of recipro-

city, as it is not given to the human mind
each to grapple with every subject. This in-

volves the right of patent, and I am not pre-

pared to contend that an individual having

bestowed vast labour, and, probably at great

cost, produced that which materially adds to

the comforts or elegancies of life should not,

by such protection, be enabled to reap the

fruits of his labour by fair protected remune-
ration : but by a parity of reasoning, the

public offering this protection have a right to
.

demand the greatest and most useful results

by enforcing conditions not interfering with

the admitted rights of this party. I would
therefore suggest that a party having (as at

present) registered a patent, befoie it be
granted, a proposition should be submitted to

a board constituted of accredited and scien-
tific men, with power to suggest and insist

upon such alterations and additions as should
apparently make it more perfect and applicable

to its proposed use. And that the party should

then have it patented with these improve-

ments, of course, greatly to his gain, as being

thus accredited, and with saving of anxiety

and further cost to the individual whose inven-

tion was not thus accredited as of benefit to the

public. Dr. Sutro’s remark— “ that expe-

rience deserves greater appreciation in such

cases than theory, and that nothing would be

more dangerous than to sacrifice facts to

speculation,” implies that his mind is not im-

bued with the pedantry (and I use not the

term offensively), that too frequently is an ad-

junct to science. We shall cheerfully accord

to science the evidence of cause and effect,

but then it has to he practically applied
;

let us

therefore by free discussion, ascertain the pro-

bable result of any theory, the desirableness

of which I will endeavour to illustrate thus :

—

In my youthful days when under mathematical

discipline, it was accredited as proveable to

demonstration, that the progression of a body
could be correctly ascertained as to its velocity,

taking into account certain data, viz. : im-

petus, resistance by friction, atmosphere, &c.

;

the formula adopted was proposed to prove the

positive results upon the data, and thus univer-

sally scientifically accredited, until a practical

question arose in regard to the form of car-

riages, &c., upon the Great Western Railway,

having reference to these points. The course

adopted was to call in Dr. Lardner and other

scientific men to meet Mr. Brunei (whom we
all recognize in the one a9 the other cha-

racter), and practical men
;
the result of the

inquiry being, as I am informed, that too much
value had been attached to friction, and too

little to the resistance of the caprices of the

atmosphere. I hail vour journal as the neu-

tral ground between science and practice,

for free communication, whereby much good

might result if practical men would pub-

licly give their theory and proposed mode of

operative detail. The scientific man might be

induced to reason upon certain ascertained

facts controlling the proposed results, or as

rendering them efficient. Par exemple . limit-

ing the desperate long period of Dr. Sutro for

the occupation of houses, might be appended

to his proposal (upon ascertained principles)

the all-important desideratum, proper and un-

controlled ventilation of rooms. Having de-

voted some attention to, and to some consider-

able extent using a mode for curing smoky
chimnies, which has been adopted by several

of my professional brethren (or I should rather

say a mode of avoiding them in construc-

tion, thinking their existence ha9 been a sad

opprobrium to us), it has long been my inten-

tion to intrude my views upon your readers,

waiting only for leisure to make a few dia-

grams. If my principle of creating currents be

admitted, I then have a crotchet of connecting

the ventilation of a room with the positive

adjunct of a fire-place, never, I hold, to be

omitted in even the garret of a fourth-rate

house. Here then I want the aid of science :

not professing to understand the principles of

currents, the caprice with which they take their

course, and the mode of displacing or asso-

ciating with fouler atmosphere, a proposition

made in ignorance of these facts may positively

tend to counteract well recognized principles

of nature, which it happens to be aside my
habits or pursuits to understand. G. R.

RECEPTACLE FOR SEPULCHRAL
MONUMENTS.

Trie notion of erecting a sort of “ Camp
Santo ” at one of the entrances to Pari!

which formed the subject of considerable ir

terest some time since, has become now, at

cording to the Illustrated London Neios,

matter of almost certainty. The glories (

“ Pere la Chaise,” says a writer in tin

journal, will be thus considerably eclipse*

The cemetery is to be covered, after the mode
of those of Pisa, Verona, Bologna, &c., whic
are now imitated in several cities of German;
The cemetery will become in a few years

species of temple consecrated to the dead, an

ornamented with all that art can imagine 1

honour and perpetuate the memory of mai

In the long vaulted galleries will lie range

sculptured tombs, as in the ancient charnels <

the cemetery of the “ Innocens ;” in tb

superior stages, sepulchral chambers, destine

for families, will be decorated with mur
paintings. The grounds of this immem
edifice will he planted with trees, shrubs, ar

flowers
;
the “ Campo Santo,” being covere

will thus afford shelter to statues, bassi relict

inscriptions, cenotaphs, from the degradatioi

that the hand of time, and above all those

man, have visited on monuments which ha

been exposed to all the violences of atm

sphere, the insults of the profane, and tl

severest “ ills that stone is heir to.” It

principally in an art point of view that tl

foundation of such a covered cemetery is to j

considered. It will afford to architects,

sculptors, to painters, an added opportunity f

the exercise of their gifts
;
and there is i

doubt, if fully carried out, it will ultimate

become the most vast, the most curious, ai

the most magnificent museum in Europe,

similar scheme for London has been propos

by more than one person, and will doubtless

carried out here before long.

ABBOT’S LANGLEY CHURCII, HERT

This church, which is dedicated to £

Lawrence, consists of a nave, two side aisle

a chancel with a chapel on the south side, ai

a square embattled tower having a short spi

of lead. The tower, nave, and chancel, a

built chiefly of flint covered with plaster, wi

the exception of the chapel on the south si

of the chancel, which is a very good specim

of stone and flint, disposed alternately in squj

compartments,
The clerestory wall of the nave is support

by Norman piers and arches of good executi

and in a fine state of preservation ;
each of t

capitals are of different design and handsomi

sculptured. Upright pieces of timber whi

support the ends of the tie-beams rest up

grotesque heads serving as corbels, and i

decidedly of Norman workmanship. The f(

is of good design, its age between the Ih

teenth and fourteenth centuries. The pul]

which is situated at the extremity of the ns

on the north side, has unfortunately bt

erected with less taste than bounty, and tc

certain extent mars the tout ensemble of I

NEW CHURCH, HUNTINGDON.

This church was commenced last week, on

the site lately occupied by the theatre. It is

to be built in the Norman style of architecture.

The contract is taken by Mr. Howard, builder,

of Newington Causeway, London. The amount
of contract is about 3,000/. The size of nave,

in clear of walls, is 55 by 27 feet : it is calcu-

lated to seat 800 persons, including gallery;

the greater part of the seats are to be open

benches, and free. The walls will he of brick,

and dressings of doors and windows Caen
stone. There are at present only two churches

in the town, which will together seat about

1200 persons. The population of Huntingdon,
according to the census in 1841, was 3,507,

—

thus shewing the great want of more church
accommodation. This church is to be built at

the sole expense of the Lady Olivia B. Sparrow.

The architect is Mr. )V. G. Habershon, of

St. Neots,

interior.

The chancel is in the perpendicular sty

end was wholly appropriated to the recepti

cf monuments until latterly, when the presi

incumbent with a liberal hand restored tl

and other parts of the church to their origi

purpose—removing a handsome marble moi

ment of Lord Chief Justice Raymond, t

then completely filled up the space now oc

pied by the perpendicular window over

communion table, which window has been

placed and filled with richly-painted glass

presenting St. James, St. Peter, and St. Jo

in canopied niches. The floor of the ch

cel has been laid with encaustic tiles of g<

device
;
the numerous alterations and rep:

have all been done at the expense of

vicar, the Rev. Mr. Gee. The church is r

perfectly restored to its pristine form,

parishioners therefore owe for this reparat

of their church a debt of gratitude to tl

minister, and may congratulate themsel

that their church this time, at least, has esca

that destroyer of architectural remains, wh
wash.
Amongst other circumstances worthy

record, this parish is famous in history

having given birth to Nicholas de Cairn

commonly called Nicholas de Breakspear,
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My Englishman who ever had the honour of
l|ling the papal chair. “ There is a farm in

is parish in the possession of R. Solly, Esq.,
pich still preserves the name of Breakspear,
d probably was the place of his nativity!
o was the son of Robert de Camera, and
pen a youth endeavoured to gain admission
|to the monastery of St. Albans, where he
jshed to assume the monastic habit, but was
[fused admittance upon the ground of in-
jfficiency in learning. The manner of his
ath is differently related hy different authors,
idtthew Paris says, he was poisoned because

I.

refused to make the son of a Roman
jizen a bishop, from his being unworthy of
tit situation.

The parish is in the liberty of St. Alban’s,
|e mile and three-quarters S. by E. from
'ngs Langley. The Grand Junction Canal

I

d the Birmingham railroad both pass
oqgh the parish. The ground for the
itemplated Booksellers’ Provident Retreat,
ich was presented to the charity by Mr. T.
:'kinson, is situated in the parish at an easy
jtance from the church. R. B. W.

terior boundaries of the parishes of Woolwich,
&c. &c.” “ and to all places lying within two
hundred yards from the exterior boundary of
the district hereby defined.”
The question I wish to be solved is, looking

at the express words of the Act, has Mr.
Brown, or has he not, any supervision in this
case ?

My firm opinion is, that the words in the
Act, banks and sides of the Thames, mean and
intend to denote the fixed or starting point,
and the 200 yards only apply to the boundary
south of those fixed points, as the river Thame's
cannot be called place or places, and more es-
pecially as I believe the river is within the
liberties of the city of London, consequently
cognizant to the city authorities, for which I
think the Act provides. I shall feel obliged
it you or any of your correspondents will in
your next publication give me their candid
opinion upon this very important matter.

I am, Sir, &c.,

Thos. Smith, Builder, &c.,
Dock Head, Bermondsey.

Works AT St. Mary Redcliffe Church
Bristol.—We direct (he attention of builders
and contractors to an advertisement which
appears in our columns, for tenders to exe-
cute certain works at Redcliffe Cliuich. Only
a part of the restoration is to be now con-
tacted for, but it may reasonably be ex-
pected that the parties employed in’ the first
instance will continue on the work till all is
completed. We trust, now that operations
have commenced in earnest, that fresh sub-
scriptions for^ this noble undertaking will be
poured in. Too much praise cannot be given
to the committee appointed to effect the resto-
ration, for the zeal and ability with which
they are proceeding.

'jj

P

rison at Clkrkenwkll The
Middlesex magistrates have determined to
pull down the present building, and to erect
on its site one ot larger dimensions, on the
plan of the Model Prison at Pentonville

;
the

work of demolition commenced during the
present week. It is expected that the new
building will be completed in about eighteen
months.

©orrrgyoiuinuT.

BUILDING STONE.
mr, As your columns are open to what-
r may be useful or interesting to your
ders, I trust you will not object to find a
he for the present very brief note. My
ect is to draw attention to a stone produced
n a quarry near Leeds, and called the Otley
win stone, but which, though excellently
mlated for architectural purposes, is less
nvn to surveyors, builders, &c., than its
•its deserve. I have seen various testimo-
ls in its favour from some of the best
ges, but the following extract from a certi-
te by Dr. Ure is so explicit as to its quali-

|

as to render any further recommendation
lost superfluous. The doctor states, “ I
e subjected a sample of it (the Otley Chevin
jie) to the appropriate test invented by the
[brated French engineers of bridges and
j i ways, viz., MM. Vicat, Billandel, and
jirard, and find it to be capable of resisting
[decomposing force of the elements for an
bfinite lengih of time. It is, in fact, a sili-
is grit, so closely aggregated, and so’devoid
[assures, as to bid defiance to the corroding
h of time, and to be, therefore, admirably
pled to every architectural purpose where

an d durability are the great requi-
3.” To the above may be added, that it is

capable of resisting great heats, and con-
icntly is adapted for many chemical pur-
's. These few remarks are offered in the
e and belief that they will be found as con-
ive to the public advantage as to the private
rest of any individual, and I conceive that
giving this publicity you will confer an
.ration on many of your readers.
I am, Sir, &c., Amicus.

)1 STRICT SURVEYOR ON THE THAMES.
»>—A case has recently occurred at
enwich which is of very great importance
ne trade, and seriously affects all persons
ing water-side premises on the banks of
Thames from Wandsworth to Plurastead.
he following are the brief outlines A
t time since I was employed to repair and
ffate a jetty or platform, and small erec-
1 thereon, consisting of privy and small
house, the whole entirely upon the same
and dimension as before, not connected
the house which is upon the banks, but

l?d upon piles driven into the bed of the
Thames, around which the tide constantly

r. Brown, district surveyor for that locality,
Jaid an information on the ground of
?cting to give due notice, and demands
? fees. My reply before the magistrate,
Friday week, was, that not giving due
e did not arise from any neglect, but from
n conviction that Mr. Brown, as district
yor, had no authority to interfere upon
iver Thames. The case stands over for

j

ier hearing on the 10th instant.

I e 3rd section of the Building Act. p. 7,
lifically refers to boundaries and to locali-
’hthe words of the Act are, “ to all such parts
llplaces lying on the south side, or right

j

J of the said river, as are within the ex-

4?i;lt0rfUam*a.

The Exchange at Frankfort.—A cor-
respondent ot the Athenceum remarks that
there are in Germany a vast number of build-
ings, of which no boast is made, which give
evidence of what is so extremely rare else-
where—originality. Walking along the streets
of Frankfort, we were suddenly arrested by the
sight of a building of great beauty and simpli-
city. Neither Grecian, Italian, “nor Gothic

;

obviously neither a palace, a theatre, nor an
hospital

;
handsome, substantial, and harmo-

nious, in proportion, ornament, and colours
it was the Exchange. To be sure

;
who would

doubt it ? It is just what the Exchange should
be; and exactly the Exchange of Frankfort;
not of vast magnificent London, the queen of
commerce, or of showy brilliant Paris
centres of powerful monarchies, but of the
wealthy free city, the scat of a substantial
bourgeoisie. The material is brick of two
colours — the architectural resources of which
Lord Lovelace has shewn in the pretty school-
houses he has built at Ockham. At Frankfort
it is of course employed on a grander iind
more elevated scale, and therefore without
those pretty fancies in the way of borders and
ornaments, which are so appropriate and so
cheerful in those cottage-like buildings of
which the design is, in a double sense, so hon-
ourable to the noble architect. You must not
ask me tor details which I cannot give, partly
tor want of technical knowledge, partly of ac-
curate recollection. But as to the general im-
pression I can never forget how harmonious,
bow original and appropriate (zwcckmussig is

the very word), this unpretending and uncopied
building appeared to us. The London Ex-
change I have not seen

;
that of Paris is one

of those ludicrous misapplications so common
in England and France, and what is more, a
very ugly one. One asks till one is tired, why
is every thing tobe feudal, or Greek, or Palla-
dian? We want none of these things. The
whole actual idea and purpose of a building
should not ‘jurer ’ with its traditional idea and
purpose, like the beautiful Madeleine, where,
after it was finished, it was discovered that
this Catholic church had no place either for
confession or belfry (!), or the frightful Bourse,
the frequenters of which have nothing in
common with Greece or Greeks, but a peculiar
sort of ingenuity and acuteness. I never
heard the P ranklort Exchange mentioned, nor
can I tell you the name of the architect. All
1 know is, that he is one of the few people
who can do any thing but imitate.
Ranelagh Suspension Britoe.—A com-

pany is being formed, having for its object the
erection of a suspension bridge across the
i haroes for carriages and passengers, from a
point a little to the east of Chelsea Hospital to
a point on the west of the Red House, Batter-
sea. I he estimated expense, inclusive of a
steam-boat pier, approaches, &c

,
is 90,000^,

Mr. H. H. Bird is "he engineer.
Buckingham Palace, during the absence

of the Court from town, is to undergo va-
rious embellishments and alterations. .The
grand hall is to be decorated somewhat in

the style of the Royal Pavilion in Bucking-
ham Gardens

;
and in the north wing altera-

tions are to be forthwith made,

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office
to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers
however, they arc entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,’’' 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.]

For certain Masons’, Carpenters’, and Plumbers’
and Glaziers Work about to be performed in va-
rious repairs and restorations to St. Mary Redcliffe
church, Bristol.

For Paviors, and Masons’ Works to be done to
the foot and carriage ways of St. James, Westmin-
ster, for a term of three years.

For Paving and repairing certain carriage and
footways in the parishes of St. Margaret, and St.
John the Evangelist, Westminster, for one year,
and so on from year to year until three months’
notice shall be given by either party to determine
the same.

For certain Works to be done adjoining the pre-
sent workhouse premises at Lower Ilomerton, for
the guardians of the Hackney Union.
For building railway goods' waggons, ballast

waggons and horse boxes, and supplying carriage
couplings according to plan, for the Great Southern
and Western railway (Ireland).

For the execution of Works on the Dundalk and
Enniskillen railway, being a distance of ten
miles.

For Lighting the public Lamps on the Lucas
estate, St. Pancras, with gas, and keeping the same
in repair.

For supplying the North British Railway Com-
pany with 2,500 tons of Cast-iron Chairs, and
140,000 Larch or Baltic Timber Sleepers.

For supplying the Middleborough and Ridcar
Railway Company with 36,000 Oak Keys.
For the execution of Works on the Leeds and

Thirsk Railway.

For the execution of several lengths of Earthwork
on the Aberdeen Railway. There are 5 separate
Contracts, varying in lengths from 6 k miles to 4}
miles.

For the execution of the works on the Notting-
ham and Lincoln Railway, in two parts ; 1 from
Nottingham to Newark, being a distance of 17£
miles. 2 from Newark to Lincoln, being a dis-

tance of 15^ miles.

For supplying her Majesty’s several Dockyards
with Cast-iron Articles for twelve months certain.

For supplying 300 Sets of Wheels, Axles, and
Guard Irons to the Great Southern and Western
Railway (Ireland).

For the execution of the whole works of the first

ten miles of the Hawick branch of the Edin-

burgh and Hawick Railway.

For 500 Tons of Cast-Iron Socket Pipes with

bends, branches, syphons, &c., for the Com-
mercial Gas Light and Coke Company, Stepney.

For the construction of the Gas Works at

Wells, Norfolk, and all necessary apparatus.

For the construction of Three Reservoirs for the

Blackburn Waterworks Company : also, of Stone

Culverts for conveying the water a distance of

about 2^- miles. The earthwork will amount to

about 180,000 cubic yards.

For the erection of an Infirmary at the Lambeth
Workhouse.

For the execution of works on the Manchester

South Junction and Altringham Railway, in two

parts : 1, being a distance of la mile; 2, being a

distance of 7-J miles.

For the execution of Works on the Manchester

and Birmingham Railway in 2 parts. 1. The
Ashton Branch, being a distance of about 4J miles.

2. The Macclesfield brauch, being a distance of
about 30 chains, including a tunnel of 330 yards in

length.
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For the repair of all the roads within the Bridg-

water trust for a term of three years from the 6th

of October next.

For the execution of that portion of the Edin-

burgh and Northern Railway, extending from

Burntisland Pier to Kinghorn.

For supplying the Trent Valley Railway Com-

pany with about 200,000 sleepers of good sound

Baltic timber.

For supplying the Clydesdale Junction Railway

Company with about 2,500 Tons of Rails, and

about 600 Tons of Chairs.

For supplying the Leeds and Thirsk Railway

Company with 100,000 Railway Sleepers.

For the execution of works on the East Lanca-

shire Railway, viz., the Accrington Contract, being

a distance of about 8 miles.

For the execution of that portion of the New-

castle and Berwick Railway, extending from

Netherton to Tweedmouth, being a distance of

about 53 miles. To be let in four contracts.

For the execution of works on the Leeds, Dews-

bury, and Manchester Railway, viz., the Churwell

Contract, being a distance of about 2J miles.

For supplying the Wakefield, Pontefract, and

Goole Railway Company with about 7,000 tons of

Malleable Iron Rails, and 2,000 tons of chairs.

COMPETITIONS.
The Committee for the establishment of Public

Parks, Walks, Sec., at Manchester, offer two prizes,

one of 50 guineas and the other of 25 guineas, for

the best and second best set of Plans (with esti-

mates), for the laying out, &c., of the sites already

purchased by them.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

Adjoining the entrance to the East Country Dock,
Rotherhithe, about 85 loads of new East-India

Teak, and 60 loads of sound African Oak Timber.

BY TENDER.

In the Plantations of the Duke of Montrose,
situate in the Parishes of Drymen and Buchanan,
Stirlingshire : many Thousands of Larch Trees
of some size, adapted for Railway Sleepers, Roof
ing and Joisting, and other purposes.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ Constant Reader.”—Notwithstanding our
correspondent' s objection, toe know no better de-
positaryfor his £15 than a Savings' Batik. It is

difficult to employ advantageously a small sum.
“ A Subscriber.”

—

Mr. Cockerell's Lectures are
not published. Accurate reports of the last course
will be found in the Builder, pp. 31, 38, 63,

73, 85, ante. The “Athenaeum ” contains very
excellent andfull reports of previous courses.

“A. B.”— The letter on Purity of Water is

simply an advertisement.
“ One of your constant Readers.”—Replies to

the whole of the questions put to students in

Architecture at University College wouldform an
elaborate treatise on the subject. We tcill see

what can be done.
“ J. Morgan.” (School of Design)

;

“ T. A.,”
and “Amicus” are declined with thanks : ice

cannot afford space.
“ Ed. H.”

—

Laxton's “ Price Book " will give
the information required.

“ J. C.”

—

We shall be glad to learn the de-
cision of the commissioners.
“ A Youngster.”—The Institute of Architects

have published a valuable pamphlet on “Dilapi-
dations," which may be had of Weale, Holborn.
There are several larger v.’orks on the same sub-
ject. The most recent is by Gibbon.

“ H. A .”—The block unfortunately arrived too

late for the present No. We shall be glad to avail
ourselves of it next week.
“ Messrs. Testa's Glass Warehouse .”—A cor-

respondent wishes to know where it is situated.
“ A. B.”— We shall be glad to see the draiving.
“ W. J. S.”

—

We cannot tell without seeing the

drawing.
“ A Young Builder.”—If the circumstances

were correctly stated to us, our reply may be safely

acted on.
“ Stained Glass Window in St. James’s Church.”

— Correspondents must excuse usfor not replying

to the numerous letters we have received on this

subject. It is hoped that a change will yet be made.
“J. C. ;” “W. H.;” “E. H.;” “ J. L. ;”

“ J. P.,” and various tenders, next week.
Received : “ Second Report of the Commis-

sioners for Inquiring into the State of large

Towns "—“ The Philalhenic," No. I. (a Monthly
Magazine connected zvith the Metropolitan Liter-
rary Institutions),

—“ Dolman's Magazine," No.
VII.,

—“ Old England,” part 21 (Knight),

—

“Pictorial Gallery of Arts," part VIII.—
“ Illuminated Magazine No. III.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

PRIZES IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND
PATENTEES.

A GOLD MEDAL, value 100£. and a
SILVER MEDAL, value 50L, will be given by Mr.

M. JOSCELIN COOKE. The Gold medal for the best

Patent, and the Silver medal for the best Design taken out

or Registered at the OFFICE for PATENTS and DE-
SIGNS, 20, Half-Moon-street, between the 1st of Novem-
ber, 1841, and the 1st of June, 1846. The Prizes will be
awarded by competent judges on the 10th June, 1846. The
conditions to be observed, together with instructions, charges,

and every information for obtaining Patents in England or

Foreign Countries, or Registering Designs, will he forwarded

gratis, on application to Mr. M. JOSCELIN COOKE, at

the Office for Patents and Registration of Designs, 20, Half-

n-street, Piccadilly, London.

Royal Adelaide gallery, Low-
ther Arcade, Strand. —ATMOSPHERIC RAIL-

WAY daily, with a Lecture, at Two and at Half-past Eight

.

A scries of Lectures, with Illustrations, on the manners and
customs of the Ancient Egyptians, by Mr. E. Clarkson,

every Monday Evening. Mr. Russell's Lectures on Cha-
racter, with Musical Illustrations, every Tuesday, Thurs-
day, and Saturday Evenings. Les Reunions Magiques, on
Wednesday and Friday. Lecture on Science, Daily, in-

cluding Major Beniowski’s Artificial Memory; Beale’s Ro-
tatory Steam-engine, &c. Every Evening a grand Pro-

menade Concert, supported by first-rate talent, both instru-

mental and vocal. NEW ZEALAND CHIEF on Tuesday,
Thursday, and Saturday, at three o’clock in the afternoon ; and

Monday,Wednesday and Friday Evenings at eight o’clock.

A MAGNIFICENT, EXTENSIVE, and
UNIQUE COLLECTION of TROPICAL FRUITS,

modelled by Mons. Grimaud during his long Residence in

the Isle of France, is just deposited at the ROYAL POLY-
TECHNIC INSTITUTION. The ATMOSPHERIC
RAILWAY is lectured upon by Professor Bachboffner,

and exhibited Daily, and in the Evenings. A NEW AME-
RICAN INVENTION, COLEMAN’S PATENT LOCO-
MOTIVE ENGINE for ascending and descending inclined

planes on Railwavs without the aid of stationary power.

SWIMMING and DIVING ILLUSTRATED by the

Son of Capt. Stevens, the celebrated teacher of Sw imming,
on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, at Two o’clock, and
on the Evenings of Tuesdays and Thursdays, at half-past

Eight o’clock." The other Exhibitions, &c., as usual.—Ad-
mission, One Shilling ; Schools, half-price.

CAEN STONE.

LUARD and BEEDIIAM have a quantity
of the above stone, of the best quality, direct from

their Quarries at Allemange, which may be inspected at the

Norway Sufferance Wharf, Greenwich.—Further particu-

lars at Mr. G. GATES’, 18, SOUTHWARK-SQUARE,
SOUTHWARK.

BATH STONE.

T E. WELLER, of STEEL-YARD
• WHARF (late Drewc’s), begs to inform Stone

Merchants, Contractors, &c., that he can supply them with
best FARLEIGH-DOWN STONE on lower terms than

ever before offered. — Depdt for immediate supplies,

DRUCE’S WHARF, Chelsea.

PIMLICO MARBLE AND STONE WORKS, BEL-
GRAVE WHARF, PIMLICO-ROAD.

SAMUEL CUNDY begs to inform Archi-
tects, &c., that every description of Stone, Marble,

and Granite work is executed at the cheapest possible rate.

Estimates given for Mason’s Work in all its branches.

Gothic Work, Tombs, Monuments, &c.
MARBLE WORK for Halls, Dairies, Tables, Columns,

Vases, at most reasonable prices.

A large collection of Designs for Mural and other Monu-
ments.
CHIMNEY PIECES from Twelve Shillings upwards.
Depot for CAEN STONE, ft c.

PAINTING BRUSHES OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
TO PAINTERS. BUILDERS, &c.

J. J. KENT and C O.,
MANUFACTURERS,

11, GREAT MARLBOROUGH-STREET, LONDON,
Offer to Painters, Builders, &c., Painting Brushes of a

quality far superior to those generally offered for sale, to

which they beg to call the attention of all who prefer quality

and durability to apparent cheapness,
oooooo.—7 m. Dusters,

oooooo.—/ in. ditto, extra.

oooo.—Ground Brushes.
Plasterers’ Brushes.
Distemper ditto. Ground and Unground.
Sash Tools, and Common Tools.

Tar Brushes and Masons’ Brushes, and all other

Brushes used by Painters and Artists.

Lists of Prices of Painting Brushes, and of all other kinds

of Brushes, forwarded on application. Established 1 777-

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND BUILDERS.

PATENT METALLIC SAND CEMENT.
—The Metallic Sand, from its chemical qualities,

forms, when mixed with blue lias lime, a metallic cement
of great strength and density; the iron, which is one of

its principal constituents, combining with the bed in which
it is deposited, and communicating to it a greater degree

of hardness than can be obtained by admixture with
any other known material. Concrete and mortar in which
the metallic sand has been used are more durable than
any other, continuing to indurate with time, and not being
affected by damp, otherwise than by increasing in hard-
ness from the oxydation which is thereby occasioned.
Employed as a cement to turn water from brickwork in tun-
nels, sewers, and other underground works, the Metallic
Sand is found cheaper, and from its eminent adhesive
qualities to form a more solid and hydraulic body, in com-
bination with the brickwork, than any other cement at present
known ; and in all cases the Metallic Sand is found the best
substitute for pozzolano that has ever been presented to the
public. As an external stucco, the Metallic Cement assumes
a rich stone-colour without the aid of paint or tint of any
kind, docs not vegetate, and is entirely free from cracks and
blisters, and continues to improve both in appearance and
durability by exposure to the weather. The Proprietors refer

with confidence to works in which the Metallic Sand
has been extensively employed as concrete and mortar,
specified in the prospectus, where also will be found refe-

rences to very extensive erections which have been stuccoed
with the Metallic Cement.

Further information will be given, and specimens shewn,
on application to Mr. C. K. Dyer, 4, New Broad-street; and
at the Metallic CemeDt Wharf, King’s-road, opposite Pratt-

street, Camden New Town.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND CON-
TRACTORS.

GREAVES’S LIAS CEMENT ai

GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME, at 2, South Wha
Paddington, London, and Works, Southam, Warwickshin
Agentfor Liverpool, Mr. WYLIE, 56, Gloster- street; dil

for Manchester, Mr. J. THOMPSON, Back King-stree

ditto for Chester, Mr. J. HARRISON, Linen Hall-street,

ATKINSON’S CEMENT.—The public
respectfully informed, that the price of this very <

cellcnt Cement, which has now been in use for Architect

and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced

2s. 3d. per bushel, and may be had in any quantity at Wys
Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Holland-strcet, Surrey 6ide

Blackfriars-bridge.

N.B.—ThisCement beingof a light colour, requires noai

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco w.

three parts its own quantity of sand.

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.
TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS !

FRESCO.

Stevens and son, patentees ai

SOLE MANUFACTURERS, beg respectfully

announce that this beautiful Cement has now arrii

at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sangu
expectations. For all internal work it possesses a gr

superiority over every article hitherto in use ; it is now be:

used extensively by Government in the British Museum i

other public buildings. IT DOES NOT THROW Ol

ANY SALT, but presents a beautifully plain and pert

surface, which may be painted upon dry work within fi

days without peeling. It is equally applicable for walk

lath, for mouldings, architraves, skirting, orflooring; am
admitted to form the best ground for fresco painting, hav

been used for many of the prize frescos lately exhibiting

Westminster Hall. It will bear an intense heat with

cracking, and for hardness, durability, and economy, can

be equalled.

186, DRURY-LANE, LONDON.
Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R. Part,

Atherton’ s-buildings, Dale-street, Liverpool.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBL
CEMENT.—The Patentees of this composition i

to refer to the British Museum, the Royal Exchange, thet

works at Bethlem Hospital, Greenwich Hospital, and the 1

liseum in the Regent’s-park, as buildings finished or in p

gress, in which Keene’s Cement has been used as an inter

stucco. Its superiority to common plastering consists ir

extreme hardness, and the rapidity with which it dries, wli

qualities fit it to receive paint or other finishing soo

than other water Cement.
When employed for skirtings, architrave, and ot

mouldings, in place of wood, it checks dry-rot, is impervi

to vermin, prevents the spread of fire, and is more e

nomical in its application than the material for'which it t

becomes the substitute.

Confirmation of these statements is to be found in

almost universal adoption of Keene’s Cement for Skirt

and Hall flooring in the new houses on the Hyde Park Esti

where its application is to be seen to the fullest adv

tage.

In Liverpool and Manchester, Keene’s Cement has

several cases been used for the covering of the fire-pi

warehouse floors, where its lightness and hardness give it

preference over tiles and flagging, which are much heav

and necessarily leave the floor intersected with numer
joints, whilst Keene’s Cement is laid down in one unbro

surface.

The high polish and marble-like hardness of which

Cement is susceptible render it the most suitable mate

or the manufacture of Scagliola.

Patentees, J. B. WHITE & SONS, Millbank-str

Westminster, Manufacturers of Roman and Portl

Cement.
Depdt in Liverpool, 36, Seel-street

;
James Woods, Ag

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTO
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, Ml
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC
GENERAL.

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STUCI
CEMENT.—The following are the positive advant:

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto

troduced :—It will effectually resist Damp. It will n
vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a comp
Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so clo

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It n

requires cither to be painted or coloured. It will keep f

and good in the cask in any Climate for anynumber of yt

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for exp

It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by

Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Clirn

at any season. It will adhere to any substance, eve:

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportic

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It

be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upo

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, w
may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs lai

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by

severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Inst

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first co

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cer

now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary

valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in poll

economy.
Architects and Builders who have used this Cement

!

declared that it requires only to be known, to be univer

preferred.
t

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully deseri

the Cement and its mode of application, together wi

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom,
be obtained on application to MANN and CO., S<

AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-st

Chcapside, London: of whom also may be had,

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLC
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting ove:

terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Ro
or other Cements, and which have become dirty and d:

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose

White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in fls

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; wh«

MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT havin

affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the sue

thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and ii

finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produccable h

other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,

-

may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the I

exposed Marine situations,
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1845.

OR some time past, the whole

weight of the business at

the office of Metropolitan

Buildings has rested on Mr.
Hosking and the registrar

,

(Mr. Symonds), in conse-

uence of the retirement of Mr. Higgins. It

has considered desirable, in making a fresh

appointment, to stipulate that the new referee

mould undertake no other business; and this,

seems, has caused some delay. One archi-

ct of high standing, who was a candidate
r the appointment, refused it when offered

him with the condition named, and the
cancy has only just now been filled up.
ithout any disrespect to the gentleman who

Icceeds him, we must express our regret that
r. Higgins should have felt it necessary, so
on after the establishment of the office, to

thdraw himself from it. Doubtless he found
3 post not an easy one; and we can well
derstand that, possessing a sufficient fortune
hich all who know Mr. Higgins will say he
3 worthily obtained and richly deserves),

j

might feel disinclined to continue to per-

|

m its duties. For the sake of the public, how-

|

!r
,
we would have had him remain until the

t had been amended by the legislature, which
ill probably be done next session. As it is,

|

must simply offer him our best wishes for
lilth to enjoy his ease, and express a hope
Ijt Mr. Hosking may find in his successor as
jiellent a colleague.

f
he mode of proceeding in the office has

: v taken a settled shape
; and although there

{points wherein alteration is desirable, must,
[i'he whole, be considered as satisfactory as
|ld be anticipated. The referees have shewn
(several occasions that their chief office is

If rotect the public, and the two or three

fict surveyors who don’t know how to he-
lp themselves,— fortunately a very small
jority,— have been properly punished in

jral cases, and so checked. The expense
implication, too great at any time, is often

(eased by the want of precision and care
jhe part of the applicants themselves. We
(immend such of our readers as have occa-

P to appeal to the referees to state their

|

clearly, and without verbiage, and to avoid
pcessary meetings and postponements, by
|'h means the costs will be much lessened";

we nevertheless urge upon the referees the
hrtance of an early revision of their scale

[

e have before us a number of awards and
jficates recently issued by the referees, and
ped to lay the heads of some of them before
(readers.

Vmler in external Wall of House corn-

led lefore January last.—Mr. Martyr, dis-

purveyor of Deptford, gave notice of irre-

lity to the owner of a house in St. Nicholas-
, Deptford, on the ground that when he

Jtyed it in January 1845, the front external
['was supported on a breastsummer and
(j posts, and that since then the owner had
pnined to make it into a private dvvelling-

, and had filled in between the timber
brickwork, intending to compo the whole
:;e. -I he owner had, further, given no

i

*, considering that the district surveyor

had no jurisdiction in the matter; but joined
him in the application to the referees, in order
that the question might be decided. The
award was,—« That inasmuch as the house in
question was commenced before the 1st day of
January, 1845, and inasmuch as the works in
question do not constitute an enlargement or
alteration of the said building so commenced,
and remaining unfinished at the time such
works were executed, the said works are not
liable to the provisions, rules, and directions
of the said Act.” The expenses to be paid
by the district surveyor.

^

Approach to Stone Staircase in old House.—
The builder of a stone staircase in a second-
rate house in South- street, Park-lane (while in
progress), contended that, as the house was an
old one, he was not required to make the joists
to carry the landings, and the other internal
connections, fire-proof. The district surveyor,
Mr. Foxball, thought otherwise, and, mutually,
they sent the case to the referees. The award
was, “That the stairs in question being of
stone, the passage from the entrance-door to
the side of the staircase furthest from the door
must have its floor fire-proof, and wholly up-
borne and supported by fire-proof construc-
tions, and also that the landings on the third
or one-pair, and on the fourth or two-pair
floors, connecting the flights of stairs between
the several stories, must be also made fire-

proof, and be wholly upborne and supported
by fire-proof constructions.” The expenses of
the office, and one guinea to the district sur
veyor, to be paid by the builder.

Underpinning TValls adjowing a new Erec-
tion.—Mr. Winsland, the builder of a church
to be erected in Upper Charlotte-street, Blooms
bury, having excavated the ground immediately
contiguous to certain dwelling - houses and
workshops, to a greater depth than the flank
walls of the said houses and premises, under-
pinned the said walls along their entire length,
but not to the full thickness of the said walls

nor to the full depth of the excavations adjoin
ing them. On the information of Mr. Baker,
the district surveyor, the referees went into
the case, and determined that the underpinning
was to be amended and altered in a substantial

and workmanlike manner, throughout the full

thickness of the walls in question, and to the
full depth of the excavations referred to (or to
such less depth as in the opinion of the district

surveyor will meet the circumstances of the
case), and conformably in every other respect
to the rules relative to underpinning in sec. 28
of the Buildings Act. The expenses of the
office, and a fee to district surveyor, to bo paid
by the builder.

Recesses in Party-ivalls— Mr. Harding, of
Deptford, being about to build a fourth-rate
house in Rotherhithe, of which two side or
external walls would probably be used at a
future day as party-walls, asked the special
sanction of the referees, to form four recesses
in the basement story of these walls about
two-thirds their extent, leaving nine inches at
the back of the same.

The referees certified, that as the said re-

cesses were proposed to be made in a party-
wall, and in the first or basement story, and so
that the back thereof would be nearer than
seven inches from the centre of the wall, the
same were contrary to the rules of the Act in

schedule D, part 3, under the head “ Recesses
and Chases,” and that they, the said referees,

had no power to consent to or authorize the

same.

Overhanging Roofs.—The builder of a de-

tached house in Gloucester Road, Paddington

(not sufficiently detached to render it “in-

sulated” ivithin the meaning of the Act)
sought the permission of the referees to con-
struct the eaves and cornice of timber, as was
commonly done before the passing of the Act.
The application was grounded on schedule E
describing projections from face-walls to be of
such (proper and sufficient) materials as the
official referees may approve and permit.

After considering the application, the re-
ferees certified, that inasmuch as the proposed
eaves and cornice were not formed of, or
efficiently protected by, proper and sufficient
fire-proof materials, they could not permit
them to be so constructed.

It may be well to remark, that the awards
are necessarily influenced, at times, by circum-
stances which would not appear in short ab-
stracts of the cases; we would suggest, there-
fore, that parties who find in any case reported
in our pages a resemblance to their own, and
would be guided by the award, should consult
the whole of the documents connected with
it; which maybe done at the Metropolitan
Buildings Office on payment of six-pence.

ARCHITECTURE—THE EXPONENT OFNATIONAL CHARACTER.
To few individuals does the term “ archi-

tecture convoy any impression ofits compre-
hensiveness, of the multitude, and apparently
opposite nature, of its details. I„ i ts fu]{
extent, it includes the matter of everv artwhich ministers to the comfort, or to the delight
of man, and in its service may be enlisted everv
variety of imaginative effort, and every form
of mechanical skill. Dating its history from
the age of the creation, it was the originator of
all the arts and throughout its after progress,
the state ot all has never been so felicitous, aswhen the connection, each with the rest, was
intimate and mutually influential. All thedims in which the arts of design are expressed,
with the operative skill ministering to, or as-
sociated with them, were once one art, aud
generally the pursuit of one individual. Every
variety of building, every object of decorative
art, every machine; works of construction,
whether built upon the surface, excavated in
the earth, or projected into the ocean

;
in fine

every work, a most, in which the caprices of
laney, or the demonstrations of science can bewrought into form, was once the offsprinrr of
one mind, and that mind the possession of the
architect. If, in its more circumscribed aspect
architecture is the index to the modes of life
the condition and political state, and the scien-
tific skill of different peoples, in its more com-
prehensive meaning, it is the embodiment of
their thoughts and opinions, of their exact in-
tellectual condition. It is the figure, in which
the history of imperial sway is mirrored, for the
perception of those, who are not blind to its in-
structive teachings. It is the voice of centu-
ries past, speaking from the mist of unrecorded
time, and the lamp, which illuminates the
learning of one age to the contemplation of
another.

J hough the world has witnessed the preva-
lence ot many modes in architecture, they are
each highly expressive of the thoughts, and
habits of their originators, and in some styles,
the expression of those characteristics is so
complete and evident, that we have considered,
that some illustration of them would not be
uninteresting. Merely referring to Egyptian
architecture, as illustrative of the mysterious
rule of a dominant hierarchy,* who succeeded
in enslaving the thoughts of men, through the
influence on the senses of a mystic ceremonial,
in which the art played an important part;
we pass to the style of the Roman empire.
The architecture of Greece had borne the
stamp o e that refinement, which was the pecu-
liar property of the Grecian nation

; it was
characterized by a noble simplicity of form
to which ornament was always held as se-
condary. Mouldings, whether ornamented or
plain, were few in number, but arranged and
proportioned with elaborate skill. Optical
illusions were overcome by minute alterations,
in the form and proportion, intentionally de-

\vrher
tP ‘ 181

’ areaome remarks 0“ this subject by the
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ceptive to the eye, and which long eluded the

test of close examination, and measurement.

Sculpture was called into exercise in an extent,

'and with a success, since unknown ;
and the

subjects, which it illustrated were such, as

brought the recollection of the beholder to the

, . r L : I ; onrl tn tllP PXnlOltS
irlv history of his nation, and to the exploits

1

the deities of his country. The victory in
ear.j -

of the deities of his country

the theatre, or the games, was commemorated

in the monument, rather than the victory in the

field of war. The Romans, subjugating Greece

struck with the beauty of its architecture,

sought to transplant it to their own city. But

with them, it was no longer the result of an

accurate analysis, and balance of varying forms,

and of their effect in juxtaposition, each upon

the other. Not content with adopting the forms

of Grecian architecture, and enlisting the ser-

vices of its producers, they transported the

buildings themselves to the capital of a subject

world. Their earliest structures were in the

main Grecian, and sometimes, as in the portico

of the Pantheon, were very strongly expressive

of that influence. But this comparative brilliant

state of the art was of short duration, and soon

the Grecian architects appeared to follow the

blind dictates of a master, rather than the in-

ward promptings of reason, and good taste.

The national characteristics of the Romans

—

the love of empire, the pomp and vainglory of

the triumphal spectacle; the pride of dominion,

the opulence, the luxury, and the crime,

changed the whole scope and expression of

art
;

the orders of architecture became the

mere framework for extravagant enrichments,

annihilating the graces of form, and the happy

arrangement of contrast, and exchanging the

magic of art for the meretricious, and the

grandiose. In the supplementary volume of

“ Stuart’s Athens,” Mr. Kinnard, speaking of

the comparative merits of Grecian and Roman
architecture, remarks that “ the latter style cor-

responds with the ponderous bearing of a people,

who had subdued the world by their arms
;
the

former with the captivating influence of a na-

tion, that had enlightened the universe by her

literature.” In Roman architecture, beauty dis-

appeared under a load of riches. Mr. Gandy,

in the “Pompeiana,” says, “ With the Greeks,

architectural ornament may be compared with

those parasitical plants, which, continually

intertwining, climb to the tops of the loftiest

trees, and pass from branch to branch without

injuring the individual grandeur of character

in the various species they embellish ;”

—

“ whereas, with the Romans, all distinction of

surface was frittered away in an endless maze

of fretwork.” The love of splendour, identified

with the Roman character, exerted its sway

and the chaste principles of heauty, exemplified

in the Pantheon, were no longer beheld during

the pomp of the empire. “ Another enemy to

the beautiful, and even to the sublime,” says

Mr. Forsyth,* “ was that colossal taste, which

arose in the empire, and gave an unnatural

expansion to all the works of art. In archi-

tecture, it produced Nero’s golden house, and

Adrian’s villa
;

in hydraulics, it projected the

Claudian emissary, and Caligula’s Baian bridge

;

in sculpture, it has left at the capitol such

heads and feet, as betray the emperor’s con-

tempt for the dimensions' of man
;

in poetry,

it swelled out into the hyperboles of Lucan

and Statius. This exaggerating spirit spread

even to the games. Nero drove ten horses

yoked abreast to his car, and double that

number appear on an ancient stone.”

The distinctive peculiarities of national cha-

racter are evident in every feature of Roman
architecture : they are seen in the almost con-

stant use of the Corinthian order, in the

cornices, in which no moulding was without

ornament, in the sculptured representations of

triumphal processions, and.in the construction

of immense works for the amusement of the

citizens. The cornice of the temple of Jupiter

Tonans has a fillet, as the only unornamented

moulding; in the arch of Titus the enrich-

ment is of like extent
;
and in the temple of

Jupiter Stator, and in other examples, hardly

inferior. The triumphal arches, in every de-

tail of ornament, record the purpose of their

erection
;
they sustained the triumphal chariot

of the victor, and shewed portions of the pro-

cession. At Baalbec and Palmyra, the re-

sources of decoration were exhausted, whilst

the works were of vast extent.—The amphi-
theatres are mementoes of Roman osten-

tation and cruelty ;
they are of great size, the

Colosseum being large enough to contain

seventy or eighty thousand people, and that of

Verona, twenty thousand. They were of an

elliptical form, and consisted of the arena,

where the combats took place, and ranges of

seats surrounding it, easy access to every part

of which was gained by numerous passages,

and staircases. The outside exhibited several

ranges of arches placed one above another.

The arena was surrounded by a wall, upon

which was the podium, a kind of projecting

box, o-enerally highly ornamented
;
there sat

the
’

editor ,
the senators, the vestals, and the

magistrates, attended by lictors, and seated in

their curule chairs. There was also the

suggestum, the seat of the emperor. The
podium was never less than twelve feet high,

but, as an additional security from the beasts,

lattices and gratings were raised, and large

rollers contrived, so as to turn, whenever an

animal attempted to leap on to them. After-

wards trenches, or canals were dug round the

arena. But beasts were not the only victims

in the shows of the amphitheatre
;
slaves were

matched against each other, and the Roman
ladies were amongst the spectators of the san-

guinary exhibition. The calling of gladiator

at length became an honourable one, in which

senators, and even women, were proud to

enlist themselves. The Emperor Commodus
was so often victorious in the arena, that he

signed himself conqueror of a thousand gla-

diators. To how low an abyss of degradation

must the empire have fallen, when these brutal

spectacles became the favourite amusement

of the nation. The Romans introduced them

into whatever country they subjected to their

dominion, thus we find amphitheatres at

Rome, Verona, Pompeii, Polo, Nismes,

Corinth, and other towns in Italy, Gaul,

Germany, and Spain. But the most consider-

able of 'all was the Flavian amphitheatre at

Rome, and its vast size merits the name Co-

losseum. It occupies an area of six acres,

and was in height nearly 160 feet. At its

dedication, in the reign of the Emperor Titus,*

the number of beasts destroyed was, according

to one author, nine thousand, and after the

combats, water was introduced and a sea-fight

commenced. The form of the edifice is that

of an oval, of which the longer axis is

620 feet, and the shorter 513 feet. The
seats are raised over the staircases leading

to the several divisions
;
and it is to be re-

marked, that the utmost care has been taken

to secure the facile egress of a large audience.

The building was four orders in height, and

there were eighty arches in each of the three

lower ranges, the arches in the second and

third range being once ornamented with statues.

In the upper order of the exterior are blocks

for supporting the poles, which sustained the

cords of the velarium or awning, the support-

ing of which over so vast a space, was often a

work of extreme difficulty. 1 his awning was

sometimes of the richest materials, as of purple

spangled with stars. Stupendous as was the

fabric, it was constructed from a part only of

the materials of Nero’s golden house, which

was demolished by Vespasian, as too sumptu-

ous for the residence, even of a Roman em-

peror. Six hundred years had tried its sta-

bility, when it suggested the well-known say-

ing “ Quamdiu stabit Colisjeus, stabit et

Roma; quando cadet Colisa?us, cadet Roma
;

quando cadet Roma, cadet et mundus.”

“Here (says Mr. Forsyth) sat the con-

querors of the world, coolly to enjoy the

tortures and death of men, who had never of-

fended them. Two aqueducts were scarcely

sufficient to wash off the human blood, which

a few hours' sport shed in this imperial

shambles. Twice in one day came the senators

and matrons of Rome to the butchery
;
a virgin

always gave the signal for slaughter, and when
glutted with bloodshed, those ladies sat down
in the wet and streaming arena to a luxurious

supper. As it now stands, the Coliseum is a

striking image of Rome itself; decayed, vacant,

serious, yet grand
;

half grey and half green,

erect on one side and fallen on the other, with

consecrated ground in its bosom, inhabited by

a bedesman, visited by every caste; for mo-
ralists, antiquaries, painters, architects, devo-

tees, all meet hereto meditate, to examine,

draw, to measure, and to pray.”

Scarcely inferior to the amphitheatres we
the magnificent thermae, which were so num
rous, and of such extent, as would de

credibility, did not the remains of those wor

at present exist. They included apartmer

for the purposes of the bath, halls for friend

intercourse, academies, theatres, and librari*

They often stood amongst extensive gardei

and walks, and were adorned with all t

richness, which art could lavish. They we

lined and paved with mosaic, or with marl

stained in various hues, and were embellish

with the choicest productions of painting a

statuary. The life of the Roman citizen m
be said to have passed within their walls, a

they became a main cause of that enervati

influence on the Roman character, which

volved the empire in its decline and ft

But it is not meant, that pride of domini

and wealth were the only qualities which <

Romans possessed
;

their skill in the arts

construction was shewn in the sewers, 1

aqueducts, and other great works, which

cured the comfort of the inhabitants of ee

city, and which are entitled to our admiratii

They, also, carried the influence of the a

to the very confines of the empire, and by i

Emperor Hadrian, Athens was enriched w
many important buildings.

Much of the effect of Roman ornament

lost by the confusion, and jarring of mouldii

in immediate contact, profusely decorat

The art of sculpture has the same chaTact

as that of architecture. Unlike the sculpti

of Greece, where the simple beauty of

“ human form divine ” was held superior

any adornment, they arrayed the figure in

the trappings and insignia of office. T1

national characteristics alike influenced b

arts, and are proved by evidence more c

vincing than written history, the evidence

thought, of language speaking through

tongue of art. E. H.

MODERN CHURCH ARCHITECTURE
GERMANY.

* “ Remarks on Antiquities, Arts, and Letters, during an
excursion in Italy, in the years 1802 and 1803.”

* How a good and humane prince could preside at the

openingof an amphitheatre, and derive pleasure from the

slaughter of men and animals, we leave others to explain
;

for ourselves, we are doubtful as to the truth of the received

opinion, Possibly a Spaniard might not question it.

The following review of a recent w<

derived from German sources, will serve as

exponent of opinion in Germany on the sub

of style in church architecture. It will bes

that it is w'idely different from opirior

England on the same point.

Professor Semper, on the building of Pn
i'ant (

Evangelic) churches— l'Her den

cvangelischer Kirchen. Dresden
,
1845,

Under this title the Dresden professor

published a spirited and instructive little w
which is chiefly intended for developing

defending the principles, upon which his

ject for the rebuilding of the St. Nic

church, in Hamburg, is based. It turns

the dispute between the adherents to

pointed arches and round arches style, and

author proves by a few concise (yet, as it se

to us, conclusive) reasons, that the formf

not adapted by its extent to the wants of ]

testant churches, destined chiefly for preacl

— that it is incompatible with the erectio

galleried churches (emporkirchen) ;
that

fine, this style has been wrongly called the

clusively national-German. The poi

arches style, he says—and this is the main

ture of Professor Semper’s work— has nei

been invented, nor exclusively develope^

Germany; Italy, England, and France

also adapted this style, each according to 1

own mind and genius, as the Germans hat

theirs. This sort of architecture, there

is no more exclusively German than the

zantine-Roman, to which German genius

as much impressed the stamp of national

racter as to the Gothic. Just the same ai

Nibelungen is nearer to the German mind

the Titurel and the songs of the thirteenth

tury — the character of Ihe style of ri

arches is more congenial to our timesi

that of pointed ones, which is nigh becoi

antiquated. The former is more analogo]

our scale of civilization, on account of the i

varied elements it has received wit bit

sphere, and its principles having attain

more perfect harmony, more analogous to

social condition, containing as it does a

nificative symbolism of the Christen

which has come to us from the East, si

strutted on notions of antiquity. Our chui



—says the author—have to be churches of the
lineteenth, not of the thirteenth century;
s in every branch of art, the artist has not to
dhere to the works of a completely developed
poch, but rather to go back to the type, to
lie source, whence these artists also have re-
eled their impulse. The origin of all is the
ame, but the end and aim diversified accord-
ig to the different epochs of history and art.
lie assertion raised on several sides, that
hurches and the church are not to be con-
dered as a work for the present time, is

ased on a misconception, and implies either
condemnation of those patterns, which have
een, after all, a product of their times; or
a accusation of the present age, as one un-
oly and unsusceptible of true Christian de-
Jtion. This imputation, says our author, is

at true, our century is not worse than the
iirteenth(?). This proves, that our author has
ken up the subject from varied points of
ew—and we shall find, that those discus-
ons, which predominate within the whole of
e present epoch, intrude as well on the
aitral and peaceable department of art.
ence, therefore it seems, that the discus-
on on the pointed or round arches style
11 not be decided merely on artistic grounds,
t other disparate predilections and tenden-
es will be called into aid for one or the other
the contending parties. The technical ar-
iments of the author turn mostly on the ne-
ssity of galleries (Emporen)] but this is not
pported but by the topical advantages of the
varers during the sermon. The prejudice,
'"'ever, against galleries is not an unfounded
ie, because the objection of their imparting
the churches a theatrical appearance, is

t so easy got over. It may be further said,
at the aim of a congregation is to exhibit by
eir very contiguity the image of internal
ity and oneness

;
but churches constructed

th galleries, impart to the attendance
aracter of separation and disunion. To
nstrue t a church affording an ample dis-
ly for the oratorical power of the minister,
ild in the round arches style, without em-
r£e this seems to us a scope worthy of a
nking architect. But if this be impossible
account of some artistic or acoustic incon
lienee—still, the emporte style of church
Iding is not to be neglected

;
they may be

istructed as flat as possible, and the archi-
t may endeavour by some clever combina-
n of the area of the style of pointed arches,
accomplish some pleasing combination, for
’iding the above inconvenience of separa-
IjJ

the congregation. J. L.

CORATION OF THE NEW HOUSE OF
LORDS.

a constant subscriber to your valuable
rnal, the article headed “ English Decora-
8 of the New Houses of Lords,” of course
•ie under my notice, and has induced me to
d you some information on the subject,
wing the able manner in which you at all

es expose injustice and advocate ‘the cause
the artist. 1 hope the press generally will
ie forward and expose the injustice the ex-
tors at King-street bazaar have been treated
i. I feel confident that the public are

it aware of the system carried on, and the ex-
ure may prevent others from experiencing
iprivation and difficulties many have already
•e. In the first place, it was understood
In the notice issued by the commissioners,

j

none but practical workmen were ex-
Ibed to compete, as no premiums were of-
!,d, but the parties selected by the commis-

|

jiers, if proved that they executed theVorks
jlnselves, would be employed

;
and further,

j< other exhibitors who responded to their
j. were to be selected to assist those who

I d first appointed, giving the whole of the
li'tical men a chance. Now, if the commis-
s had been open to shopkeepers or any

jlelse, a tailor might have had specimens
b by foreign artists, and competed, and there
did have been a far greater number of ex-
tors

;
few of the respectable masters at-

3ted to send in specimens, although equally
inble of contributing English or foreign
ks as Messrs. Crace, but they were more
jnurable, not attempting to oppose the
lining artist. But have they not as good a

j
t as Messrs. Crace to a share, who have
tithe honour and profit the industrious and
ered exhibitors ought to have had P is it

because they can give credit and send in fifty
or one hundred men without drawing cash?
No one will venture to say these gentlemen
can execute the works they exhibited and are
now employed to perform.
Mr. Pugin says there is no native talent, and

he is obliged to seek assistance from foreigners.
Has he sought for it? if so, he would have
found it. There are the Parrises, Trebleses,
Goodison, Lamberet, Glover, Cutbush, Coul-
ton, Elliott, Jones, Saddler, Lloyd and
Rice, of the School of Design, who executed
the arabesques for the Prince at the Pavilion,
Buckingham gardens, and many others. Surely,
some of these could be found capable of work-
ing out the designs of Mr. Pugin. Messrs.
Grace are now doing the painting, gilding,
pricking in colours, and arabesque decoration
of the House of Peers, having artists at work
at his shop upon the decorations, and yet Mr.
Goodison was told there was no scope in the
House of Lords for his talent, it was mere
journeymen’s work

;
then why should not the

exhibitors have the benefit of this so-called
journeymen’s work rather than Mr. Crace. I
well know that Mr. Goodison, and Coulton, and
Elliott are practical men in all the branches,
and if employed, could send in journeymen as
well as Mr. Crace, yet none of the appointed
can meet with any redress. Surely such things
ought not to be allowed to continue, and I hope
the public and press will raise their voice
against it. Only put Mr. Parris’s cartoon in
the first exhibition, and his fresco in the
second, in comparison with Mr. Crace’s fresco
of Henry VII., done by his foreigners, and I

think you will say, and the public too, that
Mr. Parris is as far superior to Mr. Crace as
Raphael is to Parris. The fact is that most of
the exhibitors have worked for Mr. Crace

;
Mr.

Goodison, the best English decorator we have,
worked for him for years, and of course is used
to his style of work, but when he sent in spe-
cimens in opposition to Mr. Crace, his services
were no more wanted. I do not mean to charge
Mr. Crace with having injured any one, but
two things are certain. He must either have

although not appointed, is selected to superin-
tend the works. Mr. Brown, one of Mr.
Rogers’ best men, and two or three others,"
whose names I forget, have appointments as
foremen over certain departments, at a salary
of 21. per week. This is the only instance
where the commissioners have given the ex-
hibitors a chance : the same course ought to
have been pursued with respect to the other
works.

In conclusion, I hope the decorative artists
and glass-painters will call a meeting, and,
throwing aside the jealousies which now exist
among them, unite together in a friendly
and good feeling, to protect their rights and
awaken the commissioners to their promise.

I am, Sir, &c., Justice.

great interest, or have spoken ill of the exhi-
bitors. Mr. Goodison, Collman, and others
already named, are as capable of carrying out
Mr. Pugin’s designs as anyone that Mr. Crace
has working for him, and they were specially
appointed by the commissioners, therefore
thought they had as good a right to a share as
Mr. Crace. They consequently called on Mr.
Barry for employment, but were politely bowed
out with the remark that Mr. Grace was em-
ployed by Mr. Pugin, and he was not account-
able for Mr. Pugin’s acts. Goodison then
wrote to some of the commissioners, but with-
out effect, clearly shewing that they are a non-
entity, as you will further see. If the work
at the new houses had been given to the parties
selected, all the exhibitors might have been
employed, which would in some measure have
epaid them.
Will not the public, if not the exhibitors,

be astonished, when I tell them that the whole
of the windows that are to be filled with painted
and stained glass are given toMessrs.Ballantine
and Allan, Edinbuigh, glass-cutters

, entirely
through interest. The public are not aware
of the trouble, difficulty, and the great ex-
pense of getting up stained glass: taking the
exhibitors upon an average, the cost was not
less than 501. each. Six were officially ap-
pointed, of whom B. and A. were one, and
who have now got the whole with no practical
knowledge of glass painting. We shall now
have foreign glass to decorate the new Houses
instead of English; and I defy the commis-
sioners to know but what it is done on the
premises,—the tedious process and the quantity
required could not be executed in the time:
the commissioners are hardly aware that there
are not many more than fifty journeymen glass-
painters to be found.

I have been informed that the method pur-
sued by the commissioners with respect to the
carvers is not exactly as stated, but is as
follows:—T he commissioners were determined
to employ none but good practical workmen,
and to have the work done on the premises.
Mr. Rogers is a dealer in carvings of good
judgment, but himself a very poor hand

;
many

of his works after Gibbons, being executed by
Brown, stained, pickled, &c. &c., to give the

required appearances. Those practical carvers

who live in town, and were exhibitors,'have met
with employment, Mr. Nash, an exhibitor,

TIMBER TREES A.ND THE VEGETABLEWORLD GENERALLY.
The study of the vegetable world is full of

interest, and tends not simply to make better
architects and builders, but better men. The
phenomena which it presents, the adaptation
of means to obtain certain ends, and the manner
in which it affects and is affected by the animal
world, fill the mind with astonishment, while
by the contemplation of them our views are
enlarged and corrected, and our capacity for
the enjoyment of nature is increased.
The effect of animal respiration, as our

readers know, is to vitiate the atmosphere by
the absorption of the oxygen it contains, and
the production of carbonic acid gas, which is
fatal to life. How beautiful it is to find that
the vegetable world is always acting to restore
the atmospheric air to its original composition
of twenty-one parts per cent, of oxygen, by the
absorption of the carbonic acid gas and the li-
beration of oxygen. The leaves of the common
lilac placed in ajar filled with atmospheric air
will raise the proportion of oxygen to 29 or 30
per cent., and by introducing several plants into
the same jar in quick succession, the proportion
may be raised from 21 (the ordinary amount)
to 39 per cent., thus almost doubling it. The
presence even of a small moss in a vase in
which fishes are kept, aids so considerably in
maintaining the supply of oxygen necessary
for their respiration, that it is not necessary to
change the water so frequently as when no
plant is present. The power possessed by
plants of taking up carbonic acid gas seems
analogous to that by which food is collected by
animals

;
it is at first taken up more eagerly

than afterwards; a keen appetite, it maybe
said, is in operation which flags when satisfied.
It was formerly considered that this compen-
sating action on the part of plants ceased at
night, and that they also then evolved carbonic
acid gas. A series of valuable experiments by
Mr.W . H. Pepys, F.R.S.* has proved, however,
that this is not the case. The proper action is
accelerated by the aid of light but continues
even during the night, although more slowly,
and from healthy plants carbonic acid gas is

never given off.

There is, nevertheless, one class of trees, the
cypress, yew, cedar, and arbor vita;, which, if
they do not actually diminish the quantity of
oxygen in the atmosphere (and this is not quite
certain), at all events do not increase it. Dr.
Dickson (of St. George’s hospital) published
an interesting letter last year on the trees and
shrubs proper for cemeteries, t wherein he
drew attention to the fact that the trees we
have mentioned, “ Dark trees, funereal, cypi ess,

yew, and shadowy pine, and spicy cedar,”
which almost by prescriptive right are the oc-
cupants of the spots set apart for the dead, and
give our burial grounds a gloomy and almost
repulsive aspect, are precisely those that for

the reason stated should not he placed there.

J

Dr. Young’s sketch of the functions and
characteristics of the vegetable world is con-
cise, and may be usefully introduced here. He
says :—

§

“ The vegetable kingdom presents to us a
spectacle highly interesting by its variety and

329 .

Published in “ Philosophical Transactions ” for 18-13, p,

f “ Provincial Medical Journal,” March 2, 18-14.

i -All these trees belong to one class, termed non-repro-
ductive, because when cut down, no shoots spring from the
roots. This was one reason why the ancients selected the
cypress to plant by the grave, which to them was the end of
existence. Viewed in this light it has been well observed.
“ the cypress is no meet emblem of a Christian’s grave.”

$ Lectures on Natural Philosophy and the Mechanical
Arts,” new edition, edited by the ltev. P, Kclland, M.A.
Taylor and Waltop, Upper Ggwer-street,
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by its elegance; but the economy ofvegetation

to be little diversified, although little

3S«;r;
perfection of their functions, anti the compli-

cation of their structure, we may consider all

vegetables as belonging to two principal divi-

sions, in one of which the seed .8 prepared

Uh’the assistance of a dower, having its

stamina and its pistils, with petals or a calyx ,

while in the other, the preparation of the seed

is less regular and conspicuous, and hence such

plants are called cryptogamous. In some of

these there is a slight resemblance to the

flowers of other vegetables, but on the whole,

the class appears to form one of the connect-

ing links between the three kingdoms of

nature; its physiology is probably simple, but

it has been little examined. The herbs, palms,

shrubs, and trees, which constitute the nu-

merous genera of flowering vegetables, exhibit

the greatest diversity in the forms and dispo-

sitions of the organs of fructification, while

they have all a general resemblance in their

internal economy.
Every vegetable may be considered as a con-

geries of vessels, in which, by some unknown

means, the aqueous fluids, imbibed by its roots,

are subjected to peculiar chemical and vital

actions, and exposed in the leaves to the in-

fluence of the light and air
;
so as to be ren-

dered fit for becoming constituent parts of the

plant, or of the peculiar substances contained

within it.
.

The first process in the germination ot a

seed is its imbibing moisture, and undergoing

a chemical fermentation, in which oxygen is

absorbed, and a part of the mucilage contained

in the seed is converted into sugar; a sub-

stance probably more nutritive to the young

plant. The radicle shoots downwards, and the

seed leaves, or cotyledons, which are gene-

rally two, although sometimes more or less

numerous, raise themselves above the ground,

till in a short time they die and drop off, being

succeeded by the regular and more adult

leaves.

In every transverse section of a vegetable,

we commonly discover at least four different

substances. The parts next to the axis of the

tree or branch consist of medulla or pith,

which is supposed by some to be the residence

of the vegetable life of the plant; but a tree

may live for many years after being in great

measure deprived of its medulla. 1 he pith is

of a loose and light spongy texture
;

it sends

a ramification into each branch and each leaf,

where it appears to serve also as a reservoir of

moisture. The pith is surrounded by the

woody part, composed of fibres more or less

strongly compacted together, but not actually

ramifying into each other in any great degree,

although there is reason to suspect some

lateral communications between them. They

are interrupted, at certain intervals, in many
trees, by fibres, in a radiating direction, form-

ing what is called the silver grain. Like the

bones in animals, the wood constitutes the

strongest part of the vegetable
;
and, like them

too, it is in a certain degree furnished with

vessels. It has even been supposed by some,

that the fibres themselves are distinct tubes,

and by others, that the insterstices between

them serve the purpose of vessels, but neither

of these opinions is at present generally re-

ceived. The wood consists of a number of

concentric layers or strata, formed in succes-

sive years; the external part, which is last

formed, is called the alburnum, or white wood,

and this part is the most vascular. The bark

encompasses the wood
;
and this also consists,

in trees, of several layers, which are produced

in as many different years
;
the external parts

usually cracking, and allowing us at their divi-

sions to observe their number, the inner layer

only being of immediate use. This layer is

called the liber, and since this material was

once used instead of paper, the Romans
called a book also liber. The bark consists of

fibres of the same kind as the wood, but more
loosely connected. It is covered by the cuticle,

which extends itself in a very great degree, as

the growth of the vegetable advances, but at

last cracks, and has its office supplied by the

outer layers of bark. Between the bark and
the cuticle a green pulpy substance, or paren-

chyma, is found, which seems to be analogous
to the rete mucosum, interposed between the
true skin and the cuticle in animals. Mr.
Desfontaines* has observed, that in palms, and

in several other natural orders of plants,

the annual deposition of new matter is not

confined to the external surface, but that it

takes place in various parts of the plant, as if

it were composed of a number of ordinary

stems united together.

There are three principal kinds of vessels

in the different parts of vegetables : the sap

vessels, which are found both in the wood and

in the bark, although their nature appears to

require further examination : secondly, the air

vessels, or tracheae, which are composed of

single threads wound into a spiral tube, like

the spring of a bell, and capable of being easily

uncoiled
;
these, though they have been called

air vessels, and supposed by some to serve the

purposes of respiration, are described by others

as containing, during the life of the plant, an

aqueous fluid : and they are probably little

more than sap vessels, with an additional spiral

coat
;
they are not found in the bark, nor in all

species of plants
;
and it has thence been in-

ferred that they arc not immediately necessary

to the growth of the plant. The third kind

are the proper vessels of the plant, which are

generally disposed in concentric circles, and

appear to he unconnected with the sap vessels,

and to contain the milky, resinous, and other

peculiar juices, which are found in different

kinds of plants
;
for the sap is nearly the same

in all, at least it is independent of the gums
and resin, which often distinguish particular

plants; it contains a certain portion of

mucilage, and probably in some plants, as the

sugar maple, a considerable quantity of sugar.

Mr. Mirbel* has also made a number of still

more accurate distinctions respecting the struc-

ture of the different kinds of vessels. The
circulation of the sap is not completely under-

stood
;
when an orifice is made near the root of

a tree, it flows most copiously from above

:

when near the summit, from below. Dr. Hope
actually reverted the natural course of the

juices of a tree, without changing its position
;

by inoculating a willow with two others, he

completely united its existence with theirs, and

then, removing its roots, he found that its

vegetation was supported by the juices of the

two others. A tree may also be actually in-

verted, and the upper part will strike root, the

lower putting out branches and leaves.

Plants perspire very considerably, and also

emit a quantity of gases of different kinds;

they generate a slight degree of heat, which

may be observed by means of the thermometer,

and by the melting of snow in contact with

them. The growth of every tree takes place

at the internal surface of the bark, not only

the bark itself being formed there, but the

wood also being deposited by the bark
;
for

Dr. Hope separated the whole of the bark of a

branch of willow from the wood, leaving it

connected only at the ends, so as to constitute

a hollow cylinder, parallel to the wood
;
and

he found that new layers were formed within

the bark : and in another experiment a part of

the wood, deprived of the bark, although pro-

tected from the air, was also covered with new
bark as it grew over from the old bark above

and below. The layers of wood, which are

added in successive seasons, and keep a register

of the age of the tree, are very easily observed

when it is cut across; sometimes as many as

400 have been found in firs, and oaks are said

to have lived 1,000 years.

Mr. Knightf has inferred, from a great

variety of experiments, that the sap, either

usually or universally, ascends through the

wood into the leaves, and then descends through

the bark to nourish the plant. The leaves

seem to he somewhat analogous to lungs, or

rather to the gills of fishes : for plants have

need of air, and it has been found, that even

seeds will not germinate in a vacuum. As the

lungs of animals appear to be concerned in

forming the blood, so it may be inferred from
Mr. Knight’s experiments, that the sap first

ascends to the leaves through the external fresh

wood or alburnum, and through the central

vessels of the young leaves and branches, de-

rived from the alburnum, and accompanied by
the spiral tubes

;
and after being perfected by

exposure to light and air in the leaves, it

descends in the bark, and serves for the secre-

tion of the alburnum, and of the internal layers

of the bark, being conveyed probably by two

distinct sets of vessels. The sap, thus prepared

by the leaves in the summer and autumn, is

supposed to leave its extractive matter in the

tree throughout the winter, in such a state as

to be ready to unite with the aqueous juices,

which ascend from the root in the succeeding

spring. The internal parts of the wood, having

served the purposes of vegetation, are hardened,

and perhaps dried up, so as to be afterwards

principally subservient to strengthen alone.”

Mr. Gwilt, in his “Encyclopaedia of Archi-

tecture,” has given much useful information

on the subject of timber as used for building,

already treated of at some length in The
Builder.! We avail ourselves of a few notes

from it.

“ If the architect has the opportunity oi

selecting the timber whilst in a state of growth,

he will, of course, choose healthy, vigorous,

and flourishing trees. Those in which the

trunks are most even are to be preferred. A
mark of decay is detected in any swelling

above the general surface of the wood. Dead

branches, especially at the top of the tree

render it suspicious, though the root is the

best index to its soundness. The notion o:

Alberti (De Re iEdificatoria) of using all the

timber in the same building from the same

forest, is a little too fanciful for these days

though we confess we have some misgivings ir

impugning an authority which, in most othe:

respects, we are inclined to receive with tin

highest veneration.

In felling, not only the oak, but all othei

large trees, the great branches should be firs

cut off, so that the tree may not be injured oi

strained in its fall
;
and the trunk, moreover

must be sawed as close to the ground as possible

When felled, but not before, it is to be barked

trimmed of its branches, and left to season

Before, however, leaving it for this purpose

it is considered by workmen better to squar

it, which, it is thought, prevents its tendenc;

to split. If to be employed for posts, horinj

it has been employed with success : but it i

needless to observe, that in pieces subject t

transverse strains such a practice is not to b

spoken of.

The pieces selected for building must h

chosen with the straightest grain
;
hut ther

are pieces which are occasionally employed, £

for knees and braces, wherein a curvilinea

direction of the fibres of the timber is es

tremely desirable. It may, however, be gene

rally s'tated, that, in the case of two equal

sized and seasoned pieces, the heavier is th

piece to be preferred.

In oak, as in all other woods, the bougl

and branches are never so good as the body t

the tree
;
the great are stronger than the sma

limbs, and the wood of the heart stronger tha

all. When green, wood is not so strong i

when thoroughly dry, which it rarely is ti

two or three years after it is felled. It

scarcely necessary to say, that, containir

much sap, it is not only "weaker, but deca^

sooner. It is weakened by knots, at which,

:

practice, it is found that fractures most fr<

quently occur; and it is important to the a

cbitect to recollect that he should always reje

cross-grained pieces.

* M6tn de l’Instit. i. 478,

* Bullet, de la Soc. Philom. No. 60. Journal dc Phy. lit.

336. Anatomie et Physiologie Vegdt. 2 vols. Paris, 1815.

f His papers are in the Ph. Tr. 1795, p. 290 ; 1799* P< 195 5

1801, p. 333; 1803, p. 277; 1804, p. 183.

PRESERVATION OF TIMBER.

The preservation of timber, when employi

in a building, is the first and most imports

consideration. Whenever it is exposed to tl

alternations of dryness and moisture, the pr

tection of its surface from either of those a.

tions is the principal object, or, in other word

the application of some substance or mediu

to it which is imperviable to moisture
;
but i

timber should be perfectly dry before the u

of the medium. In Holland, the applicatif

of a mixture of pitch and tar, whereon a

strewed pounded shells, with a mixture of s

sand, is general
;
and with this, or small ai

silted beaten scales from a blacksmith’s forg

to their drawbridges, sluices and gates, ai

other works, they are admirably protect

from the effects of the seasons. Semple, in tl

work on ‘ Aquatic Buildings,’ recommend!

that ‘ after your work is tied up, or even p

together, lay it on the ground, with stones

bricks under it, to about a foot high, and bu

wood (which is the best firing for the pi

pose), under it, till you thoroughly Heat, a

even scorch it all over ;
then, whilst the wo

is hot, rub it over plentifully with linseed

i See scries of articles by Mr. Wylson in Vol. II., and

pp. 13, 32, 86, current Tolume.
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lind tar, in equal parts, and well boiled to-

gether, and let it be kept boiling- while you are
sing- it

;
and this will immediately strike and

ink (if the wood be totally seasoned) one inch
•r more into the wood, close all the pores, and
Inake it become exceeding hard and durable,
ither under or over water.’ Semple evidently
upposes the wood to have been previously
•ell-seasoned.

If timber, whatever its species, be well-
easoned, and be not exposed to alternate dry-
ess and moisture, its durability is great,
lough from time it is known to lose its elastic

nd cohesive powers, and to become brittle, if

instantly dry. On this account it is unfit,

fter a certain period, to be subjected to

irious strains; however, in a quiescent state

might endure for centuries. Dryness will,

carried to an excess, produce this category,
he mere moisture it absorbs from the air in

'V weather is not sufficient to impure its dura-
lity; so, also, timber continually exposed to
oisture is found to retain for a very long
riod its pristine strength. Heat, with mois-
re, is extremely injurious to it, and is in most
ses productive of rot, whereof two kinds are
e curse of the builder, the wet and the dry
t, though perhaps there be but little differ-
ce between the two. They appear to be
oduced by the same causes, excepting that the
Jedom of evaporation determines the former,
d an imperfect evaporation the other. In
th cases the timber is affected by a fungus-
:e parasite, beginning with a species of mil-
w; but how this fungus is generated is still

veccata questio

;

all we know is, that its

gelation is so rapid, that often before it has
'ived to its height, a building is ruined,
om our inquiries on the continent, we believe
i disease does not occur to the extent that it

es in this country; a fact which we are in-
ned, perhaps erroneously, to attribute to the
J of the timber of the country, instead of
ported timber. Our opinion may be fanciful,
.there are many grounds on which we think
t this is not altogether the case. Our notion
that our imported timber is infected with the

l ds of decay long before its arrival here (we
fak of fir more especially), and that the
Jnparative warmth and moisture of the cli-
!te bring more effectually the causes of
ay into action, especially where the situation
•lose and confined. Warmth is, doubtless,
>wn to be a great agent in the dry rot, and
re especially when moisture co-operates
h it; for in warm cellars and other close
1 confined situations, where the vapour

|

ch feeds the disease is not altered by a con-
pt change of air, the timbers are soongde-
>ved, and become perfectly decomposed.
'he lime, and more especially the damp
fckworlc, which receive the timbers of a new
uling, are great causes of decay to the end 9

hem
;
but we do not think that theregulations

I he 19 Car. II., chap. 3, which directed
(builders, after the fire of London, to bed
jiends of their girders and joists in loam
tread of mortar, would, if followed out in the
pent day, be at all effective in preventing
I decay incident to the ends of timbers,
pber in a perfectly dry state does not appear
(e injured by dry lime, and, indeed, lime is

wn to be effectual in the protection of wood
nst worms.

1

°thing is more injurious to the floors of a
jiding than covering them with painted floor-
|,h, which entirely prevents the access of at-
llpheric air, whence the dampness of the
rds never evaporates

;
and it is well known

|i oak and fir posts have been brought into
mature decay by painting them before their
jettire had evaporated

;
whilst in the timber

fpewing of old churches which have never
|i painted, we see them sound after the
e of centuries. Semple, in his “ Treatise
Building in Water ” notices an instance of
2 field gates made of the fir of the place,
'whereof near the mansion were painted,

V fiad become rotten, while those more
1101 from the mansion, which had never
} painted, were quite sound,
tfter timber is felled, the best method of
hentmg decay is the immediate removal of
a dry situation, where it should be stacked

beb a manner as to secure a free circula-
n if air round it, but without exposure to

r
Sln and wind, and it should be rough

mid as soon as possible. When thoroughly
hornd before cutting it into scantlings, it is
'I luble to warp and twist in drying. The

ground about its place of deposit shouldbedry
and perfectly drained, so that no vegetation
may rise on it. Hence a timber-yard may be
strewed with ashes, or the scales from a
foundry or forge, which supply an admirable
antidote to all vegetation. It is thought that
the more gradually timber is seasoned, the
greater its durability; and as a general rule it

may be stated, that it should not be used till a
period of at least two years from its being felled,
and for joiner’s work at least four years.
Much, however, is dependent on the size of
the pieces. By some, water seasoning has been
recommended; by others, the steaming and
boiling it; smoking, drying, charring, and
scorching have also been recommended. The
latter is, perhaps, the best for piles and other
pieces that are to stand in the water or in the
ground. It was practised by the ancients, and
is still in use generally for the posts of park
paling and the like.

In Norway, the deal planks are seasoned by
laying them in salt water for three or four
day9, when newly sawed, and then drying
them in the sun, a process which is con-
sidered to be attended with advantage, but it

does not prevent them shrinking. Mr. Evelyn
recommended the water seasoning for fir, but
we incline to think that gradual dry season-
ing'^ the best method.
Notwithstanding, however, all care in

seasoning, when timber is employed in a damp
situation it soon decays, and one of the prin-
ciple remedies against that is good drainage,
without which no precaution will avail. It

is most important to take care that earth
should not lie in contact with the walls of
the building, for the damp is quickly com-
municated in that case by their means to the
ends of timbers, and rot soon follows. No ex-
pedient to guard against this contingency is

so good as what are called air or dry drains,
which are areas formed by thin walls round
the building, with apertures in the paving
laid between them and the principal walls, so
as to afford a constant current of fresh air.

When the carcase of a building is complete,
it should be left as long as possible to dry, and
to allow to the timbers what may be called a
second seasoning. The modern practice of
finishing buildings in the quickest possible
period has contributed more to dry rot than
perhaps any other cause, and for this the
architect has been blamed instead of his em-
ployer, whose object is generally to realize
letting, or to enjoy occupation of them as
early as possible. After, however, the walls
and timbers of a building are once thoroughly
dry, all means should be employed to exclude
a fresh accession of moisture, and delav be-
comes then prejudicial.”

Cannot the Government be induced to run
up seven or eight hundred feet of wall, built
upon public land, for this purpose, and inclosed
with shed coverings, such as we constantly see
erected for masons and workmen employed on
buildings. Were accommodation thus pro-
vided for fresco painters, finer works would be
produced than any we have yet seen, and no
doubt most of the competitors would gladly
avail themselves of the opportunity thus
afforded. Artists have been so taxed in the
late competitions, that it cannot be expected
they could enter upon the further expenses of
building wall and the proposed temporary
coverings, paying also a rent for the ground,
and all perhaps without a ray of hope that
their efforts would be patronized as native
efforts deserve to be. I do sincerely hope that
the competitors will associate for the purpose
of historical painting and the improvement of
fresco practice, and, if possible, prevail on
the proper authorities to grant them ground
and materials for some temporary exhibition
place, which may have the sanction and
patronage of the Queen and the Royal Com-
mission.

Many of your correspondents will be enabled
by their experience to suggest improvements
on this plan and the mode of accomplishing it;
such information will be highly valuable, and
assist materially the object proposed.

It is intended at an early opportunity to call
a meeting of those artists who have competed
in cartoons and fresco during the last three
years, when some plan, founded upon the
above suggestions will be proposed, and any
information your correspondents can afford
will be highly esteemed by, Sir, your most
obedient servant, A Competitor.

Communications may be addressed to “ B.”,
Institute of the Fine ‘Arts, Newman- street,
Oxford-street.

EFFLORESCENCE ON BRICK WALLS.

NATIONAL ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE
FINE ARTS.

We solicit our readers’ attention to the
following communication :

—
Sin,—As her Majesty’s Commissioners have

postponed the exhibition of historical paintings
in oil until 1847, and announced instead, that

specimens of fresco painting may be sent to

Westminster Hall in 1846,—but observe, not
for public exhibition,—%reat uncertainty must
now he felt by those artists who have, during
the last three years, answered the call upon
their profession by the royal commission. The
object of thus submitting specimens of fresco
can only be to obtain employment in assisting

the few selected artists in the execution of
their works. Now, it may fairly be asked, see-
ing that public competition in cartoons and
fresco appears to be ended, what is to become
of the talent and the time bestowed on innu-
merable experiments in the difficulties and
vexations of fresco painting by the other com-
petitors ? Is it fair, is it just towards those
artists (many of whom have distinguished
themselves, although they be not among the

selected few), to suffer this amount of talent

to be useless?—for useless it must be, unless

some method can be proposed to keep up their

practice. Surely after the enthusiasm shewn
by them in producing so many large works, at

a great expenditure of time and money, some-
thing should be thought of. Are there no
public buildings, no colonnades, no halls avail-

able in London, where frescos could be exe-

cuted ? If no better plan can be devised,

wall can be built up, and painted on both

sides.

The surfaces of new walls, especially those
built of bricks, are usually spotted with a white
silky efflorescence, of a fine crystalline charac-
ter. It is also very light and pulverulent;
has a cool acidulated, or disagreeable alkaline
taste. It has much the appearance of snow,
and gives to walls a rather strange and un-
pleasing look. This fiowery substance gathers
on them very rapidly

;
but from being soluble,

it becomes either melted or blown off by the
weathering action of rains or winds; yet pe-
riodically accumulates again. This saline efflo-

rescence is produced through a chemical affinity
which subsists between the acids of the atmo-
sphere, and the acids and alkali contained in the
lime and magnesia in the bricks, as well as in
the mortar or cement which is used in bedding
and connecting them together. Most brick
earths or clays contain about 5J per cent, of
carbonate of lime, and about 3} per cent, of
carbonate of magnesia

;
but sometimes a large

quantity of calcareous matter or chalk is added,
in order to improve the character of the bricks
which are to be made from it.

The water of the ocean is impregnated with
muriate of soda to the extent of about one-
thirtieth of its whole quantity; and the waters
of many of our mineral springs are also highly
impregnated with it, and likewise with a con-

siderable quantity of carbonate of lime. The
efflorescence is generally composed of the

nitrates of lime, magnesia, and soda
;
and

sometimes of muriate of soda
;

and from the

chemical action already noticed, these nitrates

decompose or part from the lime and magnesia
in the bricks and mortar or cement, and, by
distillation, pass through the pores of the

bricks, gathering on their exposed surfaces like

spots and streaks of snow. It appears mostly

on the surfaces of those bricks which have

much chalk mixed with them, and which have

not been very much burnt or vitrified. When
mortars and "cements are made u-ith either sea

or mineral waters, they give off, for some time

after being used, in consequence of their alka-

line character, considerable quantities of this

saline efflorescence. It can very easily be

washed away
;
but if it be allowed to crystallise,

and be then heated and rubbed over the surfaces

of the bricks, filling their pores, it will prevent

them to some extent from attracting and ab-
sorbing moisture from the atmosphere.

John Phillips,
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WINDOW AND CAPITALS

from st. Nicholas’ church, isle of
THANET.

Siclion of JVindou.

Rickman describes this church in the fol-

lowing words:—“ It is a large church with a

lofty embattled tower; most of the church is

also embattled
;

some portions are early

English, and there are some good decorated

! windows, paiticularly the east window of five

|

lights.”

|

To this slight notice much more might he

added, but it will perhaps he sufficient to men-

tion, that the church contains very excellent

specimens of all the styles from Norman to

I

perpendicular, and will be found well worthy

of attentive examination. The subject of the

illustration, fig. 1, is the east window of the

chancel, already alluded to
;

it has five lights,

and is of very fair design, its only fault being

the meagre appearance of the mouldings. The
illustration comprises an exterior elevation and
the moulding of the jamb at large.

In this same church, there is a great variety

of moulded and ornamented capitals to piers.

Among the most curious are those represented

by figs. 2 and 3, which are very excellent

specimens of the transition from Norman to

early English. The arch-mouldings and en-

richments are also well worthy of notice, and

are included in the illustration.

Margate. W. Caveler.

ASSERTED ABUSES IN THE WESTMIN
STER COURT OF SEWERS.

At a court of sewers for the city of Wes:
minster, held on Friday, the 5th instant, M'
Allason proposed a motion for the adoption <

an amended mode for the construction t

sewers, the one in operation at present heir

very deficient for that purpose. At the saw
time he laid upon the table three diagrams

the improved mode.
The court ordered that Mr. Allason’s motic

should be adopted, and that the diagran

should he lithographed and added to it.

The chairman, Mr. Edward Willouglibi

rose and said, they had now come to that pa
of their proceedings which related to M
Leslie’s pamphlet.* In this case, at the la

sitting of the court, a letter had been su

mitted from the Secretary of State, requestir

them to favour him with any observations thtl

would wish to make against the allegations •

abuses in this court. It appeared that it w\

his desire to hear both sides of the questioi

He (the chairman) did not propose to invi

the attention of the court to the pamphlet itsH

but he would suggest that a committee 1

appointed to draw up observations upon it, aru

report them, at its earliest convenience, to t

future court. The remarks in the pamphlt

travelled over a large period of time, going hats

to the year 1810, and from thence up to 1 84-

It was quite clear, therefore, that the com

mittee would not be qualified to make Jnos

satisfactory inquiries which were neideu

unless it contained in its composition sone r

those commissioners who took part in tin prci

headings of this court at that time. OnJ gei?

* See p. 393, ante,
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NORMAN CAPITALS,—ST. NICHOLAS’,

tleman who acted as chairman at that period,
and would have been able to give the most im-
portant information on the subject, was unfor-
tunately dead, but luckily there was still
amongst them Mr. Donaldson, who bad been
their chairman for ten years, and there could
be no doubt that from his position as such, he
was more acquainted with the operations of
this court than any other individual. It was
obvious that any inquiry involving the regular
practice of the court would be deficient with-
out the aid of the chairman who presided at
the time specified; he (the chairman) thought
therefore, that Mr. Donaldson ought to be
upon the committee. It had been suggested
that the present chairman, and Mr. Harrison,
the chairman of the committee of accounts,
should also be on the committee for the same
reasons, though in a less degree. They had
assembled together for the purpose of appoint-
ing the committee, and their object was to
have gentleman impartial and without preju-
dices; he would therefore further propose Mr.
Alderman Johnson, Mr. Robert Gunter, and
Mr. Hawlces, for he thought that those names
were not at all open to any imputation or fear
that they would not form their judgment with
fairness, and he (the chairman) would feel very
much pleased to co-operate with those gentle-
men. His endeavour was to appoint such a
committee as would carry out their duty with
fidelity.

J

Mr. Gunter declined to act, his health not
being sufficiently good to permit him to give
the attention and application necessary for
such an inquiry. All who are interested in
the subject, and know Mr. Gunter’s clear head
and rigorous integrity, will regret that he was
not induced to act.

Mr. John Gunter was then named, but was
obliged to decline, as he was going out of
town. Mr. Hawkes also wished to withdraw,
Dn the ground that he was not in office at the
time alluded to in the pamphlet. Mr. John
White was requested to join the committee,
out he thought he ought not to do so, as he
lad often expressed himself strongly against
he proceedings of the court; afterwards,
aowever, Mr. White consented to act.
Ihe following gentlemen constitute the

lomrnittee as ultimately formed : — Mr. Wil-
.oughby, Mr. Donaldson, Mr. Harrison, Mr.
Alderman Johnson, Mr. Hawkes, Mr. John
A hite, and Mr. Frederick Grace; three to be
quorum.
On a notice being read of a motion to sanc-

)ion an order of the court for building 450 feet
f main sewer in Gloueester-road, Pad-
ungton, estimated at ],237L Mr. Leslie ob-
ected strongly to certain proceedings by which
n amendment on this motion moved by him
t the last meeting had been set aside.' He
Iso accused the court of levying a rate upon
me public in order to make a. balance in the
lands of the banker and whilst, lie said there
i'ere 20,000/, in the bank, not a single public

THE BUILDER.

on several occasions in our pages. One regu-
lation should be instantly enforced

; every open
cesspool at present vomiting forth its pestilen-
tial gases should be arched over,—no privies
should be permitted,-and one fruitful source
of disease would be stopped. We are indebted
to Mr. Henry Austin, the excellent honorary
secretary of the Metropolitan Improvement
Society, and of the Health of Towns’ Associa-
tion, tor the introduction of the cheap and
efficient self-acting water-closet for poor tene-
ments, represented by the accompanying en-
graving. 1 he weight of the person sitting
upon the seat A, forces upwards the rod B,
and so causes the valve C, at the other end of
the lever D, to close the lower aperture of the
service-box, and to open the upper one, allow-
ing it to fill with water. The pipe E is much
larger than what is generally used, and the
distributer F is so constructed as to preserve
the whole force and velocity of the water.
This arrangement has the advantage of beino-
inexpensive, and not easily put out of order.A metal cylinder, 9 or 10 inches in diameter
(in the place of a basin), trapped at the bottom
in an ordinary manner, is all that is necessary
to make a complete water-closet, requiring no
care, and prepared for rough usage.

work was in hand. He objected to the abiding
by the contract made for the building of the
sewer, urging the inefficient manner in which
the former part of the work had been com-

l 1

1

,

aS reason "'hy the engagement
should be broken off. He then submitted an
amendment to the effect, that the proposed
work be not done until a carefully prepared
plan, section, specification and estimate, in-
cluding every expense, be made

;
and then

that the works be thrown open to public com-
petition by advertisement in The Builder
and other papers. This was seconded by Mr.
V\hite, but was ultimately lost by a majority
of sixteen to six. Mr. Gunter, Mr. John
Gunter, Mr. Fuller,' and Mr. Boodle, junior,
voted tor the amendment. The following gen-
tlemen voted against it : Messrs. Allason,
Branscombe, Cantwell, T. L. Donaldson, Win
Donaldson, Walpole Eyre, J. France, Gutch]
Hawkes, Harrison, Kendall, Lewis, Nuttin«-’
G. O. Smith, and the chairman.

SIMPLE SELF-ACTING WATER-CLOSET.

The poisonous effect of the effluvia arising
from decomposing matter has been adverted to



WORKS IN THE PROVINCES.

, .v church-

The proposal to enlarge Mother which

yard at Gainsborough has approbation,
n..c mpt with far more gf Twn meet-
yara ai .^ral approuiuiou,

has met with far more
Jhetery. Two meet-

viz., the formation of^
~

1(1 n n the subject, and
,
the formation ot^

e]d on the subject, and

...B s have already}'

j

)ut at „le nMt .
..live pro-

there is little dr
e determined upon.— Hie

ceedings w\,
,)ell in Vork Minster is now

great “,]ed in « cs °'vn tower. It is placed

8afe’heTeht of Nearly 200 feet) diagonally in

h
? r* the greater security to the build-

>elT;iove 300 cubic feet of timber have

used for its support. It may be rung

.ah two wheels, and will revolve entirely if

necessary. The new district church at

Blaydon, in the county of Durham, has been

consecrated by the bishop of the diocese. It is

dedicated to St. Cuthbert. Ground has been

purchased in the parish of Bradpole, near

Bridport, for the erection of a Roman Catholic

church, and tenders for commencing the work

forthwith have been advertised for. -I he

restoration of Sudely castle, which has been

steadily progressing for some considerable

time past is now nearly completed. i he

tenders for enlarging St. Peter’s church, Bed-

ford, were opened last week ;
that ot Messrs.

Francis and Son, Taylor, and George Small,

was accepted for the sum of 351/. 1 he works

will be commenced immediately.- -At Bridg-

water a Roman Catholic chapel is about to be

erected. The site chosen is in St. John s-

stree t. Some pillars, and other remains of

a Roman building, and two beautiful coins of

the Emperors Antoninus and Domitian, have

been discovered in High-street, Stamford.

At Hull, the Kingston Cotton Mill Company

have procured a site for their intended works

at Wincolmbe, on the west side of the river

Hull. The purchase consists of upwards of

twelve acres of ground. The Government

have itin contemplation todisposeof the prisons

at Prince-town, Dartmoor. They cover a space

of thirty acres, and during the late war

10,000 prisoners were lodged within them.

The Rev. Hugh M‘Neile has commenced

the erection of a very spacious residence for

himself and family at Aigburth, Liverpool.

Messrs. Samuel and James Holme are the

builders. No time has yet been fixed for

laying the foundation stone of Mr. M'Neile’s

new church in the Princes-park. The new
church at Milton-next-Gravesend, an account

of which has already appeared in The
Builder (see p. 365 mite), was consecrated

last week by the Bishop of Rochester. It is

dedicated to the Holy Trinity. The clear-

ing of a site for the proposed Free Church

College, Edinburgh, has involved the removal

of an extensive cluster of houses, mostly of

great antiquity, situate between the Castle-

hill and the head of the Mound. This range

of buildings includes the palace and chapel of

Mary of Lorraine, widow of James V., and

queen-regent of Scotland from 1554 to her

death in 1560. A new police-office is being

erected in the High-street, Edinburgh, the

design for which a local paper mentions in

high terms of approval.- -The first stone of

a new church at Winchester is to be laid

during the first week of October by the high

steward of the city, the Right Hon. Charles

Shaw Lefevre, Speaker of the House of Com-
mons, assisted by the mayor and corporation.

The Rev. H. Fardell having at his own
expense restored the south porch of Wisbeach

Church, the parishioners have determined

upon defraying the cost incident to the resto-

ration of the other parts of the building. It

is proposed to bring the fabric as nearly as

possible to its original condition. The
monument erected by the Marquis of Lans-

downe on Cherhill- hill is now completed,

with the exception of the steps which are to

surround its base. Mr. James Simpson,

the eminent water-works engineer, has been

in Newcastle and the neighbourhood during

the last week, taking preliminary steps for the

execution of the works of the Whittle Dean

Water Company. A wooden chapel was

opened last week at Hinton Dyrham, near

Bristol. The building, which will accommo-
date about 150 persons, is feet long, 18 feet

wide, and 14 feet high : the cost is about 150/.

Messrs. Foster and Mees, of Bristol, were the

builders. Government has recently pur-

chased twenty-one acres of land near the town
of Tipperary, for the purpose of erecting

barracks to accomodate 2,000 aoldiers They

Dunfern^me is about to undergo a complete

Ration. Mr. Nixon, the crown architect

far Scotland, has recently inspected the build-

ing by order of the Commissioners ot W oods

and Forests. The result is a determination

to erect a new roof, to restore the windows to

their former size and style, to beautify the old

pillars, and to give the entire church an

appearance similar to what it had when

Malcolm, its founder, and his good queen,

Margaret, trod its aisles. The expense is

estimated at 2,000/. It is the determination

of several railway companies whose lines pass

through Wolverhampton, to unite in the erec-

tion of one grand station as near the centre of

that town as possible. The bottom of Queen

-

street is the spot named for the joint terminus.

JOTTINGS ABOUT RAILWAYS.

ARCHITECTURAL PRIZES IN ROME.

Mr. De La Have, of Liverpool, has just

made public a plan he has long contemplated

for the construction of submarine railways ap-

plicable to rivers and narrow seas. His pro-

position is to construct wrought-iron tunnels

in divisions of about 400 feet in length, and to

place them on the bed of the sea. He sub-

mitted the idea and its details many months

since to Sir Joshua Walmsley and Mr. George

Stephenson, and in all probability it led to the

project of the latter gentleman to cross the

Menai Straits by means of a suspension tunnel.

Amidst the’ many projects connected with

railways, we find one now in course of adop-

tion for the establishment of a club-house in

London, where gentlemen of all ranks may

daily meet for the interchange of railway in-

formation. A mansion has already been taken

at the West End. Another project of a

similar character is an attempt to form a

Railway Club-house Chambers and General

Goods Dep6t Company, the object of which

is to provide a suitable fire-proof building for

the general concentiation of railway business,

a portion of which to be converted into a com-

modious commercial club-house for the resort

of directors and shareholders, a large hall for

the holding of general and other meetings,

suites of private offices for railway companies,

and an extensive range of warehouses for the

reception and transit of goods. The pro-

posed capital is 300,000/.—-A prelimi-

nary announcement has been issued during

the past week to the effect that a com-

pany is in course of formation with the object

of establishing a complete system of telegraphic

communication, connecting the metropolis with

the different ports and cities of the kingdom

by means of Messrs. Cooke and Wheatstones

patent. The battle of the gauges is not

likelv to effect railway interests in Ireland.

The 5 feet 3 inch gauge is the one universally

adopted there. It was recommended by the

Board of Trade in the case of the Dublin and

Drogheda railway. The gauge of the Ulster

line, which at present is 6 feet 2 inches, is

about to be altered to the above standard, the

expense of which will be shared in equitable

proportions by the lines running northward.

The conversion ot canals into railways is

becoming so general, as to leave little doubt

that in the course of a few years the former

mode of transit will be entirely destroyed. A
group of canals having at one of their extremi-

ties the Chester and Birkenhead railway, and

at the other the London and Birmingham, are

to be converted into one extensive London and

Birkenhead line. 1 he Kennet and Avon
canal is about to merge into the London, New-
bury, and Bath direct railway. Mr. Blackwell

and Mr. .Maclean are the engineers. This

conversion will be effected for about 414,800/.,

or about 7»500/. per mile.

Borne, 21s/ August.—The Papal Academy

of Arts San Luca, whose chair had been once

filled by Thorwalsden, has proposed several

great prizes, open to artists ot all nations (and

of all confessions ). 1 hose of architecture are

the following. First class. Plan of a splendid

royal residence in a large city. Its chief ap-

partments to be hall of throne, chapel, library,

museum, theatre surrounded by saloons, all

adequately decorated. Besides, the building

has to contain the usual apartments of a

roval ahode, for the cold and warm seasons

(both the latter on the first floor). On the

ground floor are to be the offices, guard-rooms,

bath, kitchen, and in the entresol quarters for

the high officers of the court. The place for

stables and the servants is also to be marked

out. Before the palace a large square, with

monuments of the two preceding monarchs.

Behind the palace, the gardens with appro-

priate buildings. There are to be seven de-

signs accompanying this prize—viz. two ground

plans, two sections, two elevations, and one

view of any chosen part of the building.

Each plan 0',840 metres by 0,576. Second class.

Entrance gate of a large metropolis (not for-

tified), with adjoining edifices for the porters;

the excise and the police soldiers (!) The

gates to have three passages, for elegant cur-

ricles, waggons and carts, and beasts of bur-

then. The room for the guard is to be calcu-

lated at twenty privates and one petty officer.

The officers on duty to have an orderly room,

a dining and sleeping room. There is to he

another guard-house fora detachment of ca-

valry with dwelling for the officers, prison,

stables, and other appurtenances. The ex-

cise department to comprise a public office,

dwelling for two superior and two inferior

officers, a barrack for two detachments of

troops, foot and horse soldiers, a guard-house

properly so called, stables, and other appur-

tenances; prison, stores for smuggled and

seized goods, a place for the strict examina-

tion of the vehicles, room for porters, and a

waiting-room, also a dwelling for the porters.

The police has a room for the revision of the

post (! ! !)
Anotherplace for the searching of

persons and goods, a prison for both sexes

separately (!), also a dwelling for the officers of

police. This prize is also to be accompanied

by seven plans, viz., one ground plan, one plan

of the upper rooms, two prospects taken from

the inner and outer part of the town, one lon-

gitudinal section, one transversal section, .and

one plan of miscellaneous details. Size of

plans as above. The competitors have to

transmit their works to Mr. Silvagni, secretary

of the academy, on or before the 20th July,

1846, under the usual formalities of prize com-

petitions. The prices of the first class are

forlv, those of the second twenty zechins. 1 ho

crowned plans are property of the academy.

[As an English artist lias met with such suc-

cess in the competition for the Hamburg great

prize—we consider it expedient to make known

the above prizes, open to all the world^]

Stone Bridge over the River Take.

—

Since the appearance of the article on this

bridge which appeared in last week’s Builder,

we have learnt that in consequence of the in-

convenience and danger attending the old

structure, the owners of property in the neigh-

bourhood of Newbridge contemplate the

erection of a new bridge below the site of the

present bridge, so as to afford belter accom-

modation for that rapidly improving and po-

pulous locality.

ART-UNION OF LONDON.

In the three weeks ending Saturday last,

during which the prizes were exhibited to the

subscribers and their friends by tickets,

150,000 persons visited the gallery. During

the present week, it has been open to the

public without any limitation.

On Monday tlie works of art become the

property of the various prize-holders and will

be removed to their several homes. It the

Art-Union of London did nothing more than

provide this annual enjoyment for all classes

of the community, it would be entitle o ou

gr
The distribution of the outline illustrations

by Mr. Rimer, of Thomsons “Castle of In-

dolence,” due to all subscribers of the past

year in addition to Doo’s fine print of the

“Convalescent" after Mulready, which is

nearly ready for the press, commenced on

Monday. They form as tnterest.ng series, and

are likely to he popular.

Holloway, of fcdford-street, Covent-garden

has published at a low price, a very beautiful

edition of the test, with additional lllnstra-

tions by the same artist.
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COURSE OF STUDY IN THE SCHOOL
OF DESIGN.

Sir,—

T

he publication of those designs for

which premiums have been awarded by the

School of Design, is certainly the best way to

enable the public to come to a right conclusion

as to the capacity of the masters, their mode of

instruction, and the progress made by their

pupils. The public are certainly indebted to

your paper (No. 135), for giving them so prac-

tical a proof of the incapacity of the masters,

the little progress made by the pupils, and

the wretched designs. The Illustrated London

News has published several of these premium

designs, and if we except some few sketches

made by the female pupils, whose innate taste

for what is elegant and beautiful enables them

better to skip over the stumbling blocks placed

in their way, the whole of them are of the

same indifferent character.

You must be aware, Sir, that if the School

of Design had proper masters—those who were

able to illustrate the first principles of design

on the black-board (the only way by which any

great body of pupils can be taught)— the authors

of such designs would get more kicks than

halfpence.

You know that I have no connection what-

ever with the School of Design, and that what

I have stated is an unbiassed opinion. I have

had great experience in teaching youth, and I

know it requires the unwearied attention of the

most able masters to ensure the slightest

success.—I am, Sir, &c., M. I. B. A.

*** We have refused insertion to several let-

ters on this subject in favour of the management,

because they throw no additional light on the

question
;
and we must pursue the same course

with those of its opponents. We have received

another communication from Mr. R. Burchett,

but for the above reason do not print it
-'i3

regards the present condition tne school, he

“In March. 1843, the last month of Mr.
jDy\.c'n uirectorship, there were in the evening

school, as entered in the Register of Attendance

kept in the school, 220 students.

In the same month, March, 1845, after two

years of Mr. IVilson's directorship, with the

lure of 200 guineas then forthcoming for prizes,

the number in the evening school was 210,

being a decrease of 10; and in July last, at the

time of the private pic-nick exhibition of pro-

ductions—so desperately forced and fudged up

for the occasion—the evening school consisted

of no more than 114;—shewing a falling off

of 106!! from the number in the evening school

at the time Mr. Dyce was forced by persecution

to leave the institution. There is no denying

these facts. They can be verified by any

student in the school.”

BOOKSELLERS' PROVIDENT RETREAT.

On the 4th inst., the first stone of a structure

for the reception of aged and infirm persons

who are members of the Booksellers’ Provi-

dent Institution, was laid at Abbot’s Langley,

Herts, by the Earl of Clarendon. The situa-

tion is beautiful, overlooking the London and
Birmingham Railway, and the interesting old

church described in last week’s Builder.
The structure is to consist at first of seven

houses, after a design in the early English

style of architecture, by Mr. Cooper; and, in

addition to the dwelling apartments in the cen-

tral house, there will be a large room for the

use of the committee, and a commodious hall

as a place of general meeting for the inmates,

which is also to be fitted up as a library.

We have not seen the design
;
some who

have, speak badly of it.

ST. JAMES’S CHURCH WINDOW.

We learn that the committee have sent

special instructions to Mr. Wailes that he is to

take out of his design every thing Gothic. As
well might you tell a man who brought you a

French book when you wanted an English one,

to take out of it every thing French. The
window is essentially Gothic ,—wholly Gothic,

and no alteration can possibly fit it for St.

James’s church. Can nothing be done to

induce the committee still further to modify
their original determination, and so avoid the

lasting annoyance they will otherwise lay up
for themselves ? They know they are in error,

yet fear to retrace their steps.

EFFLUVIA FROM SEWERS.

Sir,—

I

t is with great pleasure I peruse

your continual advocacy of that necessary

and essential requisite for the health of towns,

namely, proper and sufficient, as well as sys-

tematic ventilation
;
there however appears to

me one grand thing yet wanting, to provide

a more cleanly, wholesome, and unvitiated at-

mosphere without, the consideration of which

I shall but slightly discuss in my present letter;

but as soon as I shall be in possession of the

requisite statistical data, I will enter more fully

into the consideration of this important sub-

ject, a subject becoming every day more
interesting, as the present system of sewerage

and drainage becomes more extended or im-

proved.

The powerful and requisite enactments con-

tained in Lord Lincoln’s Bill for “ Improving

the drainage &c., of towns,” I need hardly

quote, having already been conspicuously

before the public, and most ably commented
on by the different journals

;
suffice it to sav, the

more such measures are enforced, the more
favourable will be the result of the plan I am
about to propose.

It is quite unnecessary to remind any person

accustomed to traverse the streets and alleys

of this great metropolis, more especially the

confines of the city, of the nauseous and of-

fensive gases and effluvia, continually arising

from the “ gulley-holes ” and other openings

connected with the sewers
;
and to such an

extent (especially before heavy rains) do

these gases and effluvia arise, a9 to be perfectly

visible under the form of a vapour, causing

epidemy and not unfrequently the worst symp

toms of malaria i« the immediate neighbour-

hood. What I would venture to propose is as

fallows :
—“ Let every man-hole, gulley-hole,

or other open communication with the sewers
be trapped, so as effectually to prevent any
effluvia from arising therefrom

;
but in order to

get rid of the effluvia, which must necessarily

arise from the vast accumulations in sewers,

I should propose the erection of columns at

large thoroughfares, or grand connections of

sewerage (carried to a height above that of the

surrounding neighbourhood), which are to be

connected with the sewers, and let the gases

which arise either be consumed by fire at the

top by jets of gas, or be carried away by the

influence of the atmosphere. I have thus

briefly brought before your notice a plan,

which I am confident, if brought fully and
properly into operation, would greatly benefit

all classes of the community, and cannot see

any difficulty in the plan (saving the ex-

pense), as the all-powerful Commissioners
of Sewers have power granted them “to take

any property', upon proper compensation, that

may be deemed desirable for the improve-
ments in sewers, &c.,” added to which, these

erections of columns might be turned to a

variety of useful as well as ornamental purposes

the consideration of which will form a part of

ray next letter. J. L.

151, New Bond-street.

New Buildings on Hampstead Heath.
—Sir Thomas Maryon Wilson having deter-

mined upon erecting a number of villas on
Hampstead heath, the ceremony of laying the

first stone was performed last week by his

sister, Mrs. Drummond, in the presence of a

large party of friends and a considerable

number of the inhabitants. The new buildings

are to be distinguished by the name of “ East-
park.” Mr. Gwilt is the architect, and assisted

at the ceremony. It is Slid that East-park
will not in any way whatever encroach upon
the heath, or any of those portions of Hamp-
stead to which the public are in the habit of
resorting for recreation.

Fatal Accident in Sinking a Well.
—Accidents frequently occur to persons while

employed in digging wells
;
sometimes through

the gross ignorance or carelessness of the

operative, at other times through the false

economy of the master in not allowing suffi-

cient timber to span the work securely. A
case occurred last week at Whitechurch, near

Charmouth, when a poor man while pursuing

his labour, was buried under upwards of ten

waggon loads of soil and stones. Assistance

was instantly obtained to extricate him, if

possible alive, but the attempt was ineffectual

;

there is no doubt that he met with instant

death.

THE FRUGAL INVESTMENT ASSOCIA-
TION.

The first subscription meeting of the share-

holders in this association was held, pursuant,

to public advertisement, at the Hall of Com-
merce, Threadneedle-street, on 'Tuesday after-

noon, the 2nd inst. The meeting was very

numerously and respectably attended. The
president, Mr. John Neale, took the chair,

and Mr. Edward Smith, the solicitor, ex-

plained the principles and proposed advantages

of the association. It is based upon the pro-

visions of the Friendly Societies, Act 4 & 5

Wm. 4, c. 40, and contemplates the following

objects :

—

J. Investment of capital in 100/. shares,

payable by monthly instalments of 1/. per

share. 2. Pecuniary advances to the members
(only) on mortgage of real or personal security,

or both, accompanied by a life policy of as-

surance, they paying a redemption or antici-

pating fee of 8s. per share per month. 3.

The advance of the whole 100/. on each share

to those members who anticipate the discount

or bonus :—that is, the amount agreed to be

sacrificed by the member upon his share,

as the competition bidding is not deducted

from the 100/. all at once (as in the case on a

sale of shares in building- societies), but is

spread over the whole period of the associa-

tion by equal monthly instalments. 4. The
certain termination of the society at the ex-

piration of eight years and four months. 5.

An annual division of the profits in which
both borrowers and capitalists, namely both

classes of the members, participate, so that

the borrower is not prejudiced as such by

availing himself of the society’s pecuniary

resources by anticipation. Various questions

were asked by the gentlemen present to elicit

further explanation, and several hundreds of

the shares (which are limited to 2,000), were

then taken, and the first monthly subscription

of 1/. per share paid thereon. The next

monthly subscription meeting was announced
for the 2nd Tuesday in October, at the same
place. *

FREE ADMISSION TO PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.

We mentioned a fortnight ago, that a memo-
rial had been forwarded to Sir Robert Peel,

from Lincoln, praying him, in the appointment
of the new dean, to have regard to the free

admission of the public to the cathedral.* One
of the parties to the petition has received a

note from the premier, acknowledging the re-

ceipt of the memorial. Sir Robert concludes

his letter with the following sentiment :
— “ It

will be gratifying to Sir Robert Peel if the

Dean and Chapter of Lincoln shall be enabled

to give the same facilities for free admission

to the cathedral which are given at Westmin-
ster and Durham.”

Relative to the insolence of the verger at

St. George’s Chapel, Windsor, alluded to on a

former occasion, we have received a letter of

thanks from an influential inhabitant of the

town for the reproof of this man’s conduct.

His incivility, it seems, is complained of on all

hands. We shall pay him a visit before long,

for the express purpose of observing his beha-

viour, and shall hope, if only for his own sake,

to find an improvement.
From Paris we learn, that the Prefect of

Police, having discovered that money was ex-

acted from the persons who came to view the

different parts of the Pantheon by the parties

who are paid for taking charge ot it, has in-

terfered, and insisted upon this abuse being

ended.

Calcutta Cathedral.— From a state-

ment put forth by the committee, we learn

that this cathedral, of which the model is now

on view at Guildhall, is 248 feet long, 116

feet wide at the transepts, and 206 feet high

from the plane of site. It is further intimated

that the whole body of the building, with the

tower and spire, is erected, and that the roof

is on, but that the internal fittings are yet un-

finished. The choir, for the performance of

divine service, is 131 feet by 61, and 47 feet

high—spanned by an iron trussed roof, and

capable of containing 1,000 persons. It is ex-

pected that the consecration will take place at

the close of next year, or very early in the fol-

lowing, should the state of the funds admit.

+ P. 415, ante,
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THE SECOND ARCH/EOLOGICAL MEET-

ING AT WINCHESTER.
The second division of the Archaeological

Association have met in great strength at

Winchester during the past week. Lord
Northampton it seems came from abroad to

preside, and was supported at the opening
meeting, on Tuesday, by Lord Ashburton, Sir

Wm. Erie, the Count Mortara, the Right
Hon. Shaw Lefevre, Sirs J. Boileau, S. R.
Glynne, M.P., Wm. Ileathcote, ALP., and R.
G. Simeon, Barts.; Sir Richard Westmacott,
Knt.

;
the very Rev. the Deans of West-

minster, Winchester, Ely, and Hereford
;
the

Revs, the Master of the University and War-
den of New College, Oxford

;
the "Warden and

Principal of St. Mary’s College, Winchester*
the Master of Trinity College, Cambridge

;

A. B. Hope, Esq., M.P., J. B. East, Esq.,
M.P., E. P. Shirley, Esq., M.P., General
Frederick, Colonels Vandeleur and Colville;
Captain Pearson

;
Revs. H. Addington, J.

G. Bedford, F. C. Blackstone, Dr. Bliss, &c.
On taking the chair, the president said, “ Ar-

chaeology had been justly called the hand-
maid of history

;
without it history would have

been litlla more than a skeleton— it re-ani-
mated, as it were, the marrow, the bones, and
the colours of life itself. Without the disco-
very of antiquity history would have failed to
guide the path of the statesmen of former
times. They must consider those changes
which time and the progress of human in-

genuity had produced. He understood that a
notion had been entertained that this meeting
was in some degree a political meeting; but
such a proposition was so truly absurd, that he
thought he was not called upon to deny it. It
had also been supposed that this meeting was
of a polemical character— a supposition not
founded in fact. When he saw himself sur-
rounded by so many ornaments of the church
of England, and in the midst of such eccle-
siastical monuments, which adorned a city that
boasted of William of Wykeham, as the
founder of its college, and the church of St.
Cross, it was evident that it was not for the
discussion of any polemical subjects that they
were now assembled. If there was a dif-

ference among the members of the established
church of this country, however deeply it was
to be lamented, that was a circumstance with
which the society had nothing to do. All it

colled upon its friends to do was to join with
them in lending their aid to maintain those
sacred edifices dedicated to the service of God.
Although they had met together on the present
occasion for the consideration of archaeological
subjects, still there was no reason why they
should not discuss the wars of the roses, while
they abstained from discussing the religious
differences of the nineteenth century. With
these differences the society had nothing to do.
It was not its province to revive any unfor-
tunate differences which might have arisen
amongst archaeologists. It stood by itself on
its own merits, but holding out the hand of
fellowship and friendship to every man who
was willing to join its ranks.
The Dean of Westminster read an able

paper in defence of Archeeology. The an-
tiquary was looked upon by some as at best a
harmless creature, and to a certain extent the
reproach and ridicule thrown upon him may
have been deserved. IIow this had arisen they
might inquire hereafter, but at present they
would turn to other matters. They would look
to the noble fellowship of bygone ages, which
had made them what they now were, a link in

the golden chain from the beginning to the
end. Time had been likened to an old beggar
putting good deeds into his wallet. They
would look with earnestness and love into the
wallet to see what those good deeds really
were, and how brought about. This, then,
was their purpose, to reproduce old times,
watch with care over them, as a witness of that
which was and is not; not considering the
dust as precious as the writing it bore, but
setting upon it a true value; with a scrutinizing,
but no irreverent eye, to open tbe barrow, the
monument, and ancient grave, linger over
their words and deeds, of the thoughts they
were thinking, and help us to reconstruct the
busy active past—thus linking past and present.
I he history of tbe past exhorts all to venture
on like noble deeds. Marathon, Thermopylfe,
Agincourt, Trafalgar, the bowmen of Henry V.,
firm NftlcAn'.' ..It-- i .

*

never feared, never yielded ;” who would say,
“ Kill me, but I never will be a slave.” Come
what danger there will, he was prepared to
meet it. But there were also peaceful bonds

—

one language, one common history, one birth-
place, were the sinews that bound the past
to the present. There were the seed and the
bud, the virtues and the vices. We must know
our father lives ere we can live. Without the
past there is no future. We see this even in
infancy

; to its unformed age all is present. It
has no future till it has made a past, and it is

on the mouldering monuments of antiquity
making our past that we must build our future.
The man who is a trifler in antiquity would
be a trifler still did his mind take any other
turn. Servile he must have been whether lie

gathered rusted coins, or, being a bookworm,
became a mere pedant. There are those who,
while ages have rolled away, would cling to
their forms, but the spirit having left them, we
cannot go back to them

;
we maintain there is

a life in the past and in the present which have
linked them to each other. These false claim-
ants deny faith in the present life— they point
to the liberality of former times, and will not
aljow we have the same quickening spirit
within us now. They would make us unreal;
they would dress the old man in the clothes of
his childhood, thinking with such would come
back the joyous days of youth. How unlike
the spirit of one of those revered ancestors
who, if he could rise up among us, would feel
compassion for such a one, who could degrade
the man to the mere outside shell. We see in
the arrangement of churches much to love and
study in their minutest details; but while we
notice the hagioscope, we cannot forget the
ill view afforded to the spectator* and admiring
the intersecting aisle, its external mag,.tficence
and the beauty of the lengthened chancel, \\l

cannot forget that it shut in the clergy and
shut out the laity. Looking to ancient monu-
ments and matters of history, yielding ourselves
to the power within us, let us only use them as

incentives to action
;

let us view them not as

worn-out customs, but that we may fashion for

ourselves the outward circumstances we need.
The Dean of Winchester, Professor Whe-

well, and others, afterwards addressed the
meeting. Dr. Plumptre took credit to the
Gothic Architectural Society, at Oxford, for
being the first in the field to revive a taste and
knowledge of architecture amongst the clergy.
On Wednesday the cathedral and the church

of St. Cross were examined, and in the even-
ing papers were read by the Rev. J. B. Deane
on the early uses of Druidical temples, Mr. E.
A. Freeman on the architecture of St. Cross,
and the Rev. J. L. Pettit on Romsey church.

PAYMENT TO BUILDERS FOR ESTIMATINGWORK NOT EXECUTED

and Nelson’s sailor, alike made example, and
said, “ Thou art the child of brave men, who

CONTINENTAL NEWS.
As H. M. the Queen is now one (of the sub-

scribers for the rebuilding of tlie dome of
Cologne, every thing connected with that grand
conception of the middle ages becomes of still

greater interest. The splendid painted glass
windows, which the King of Bavaria has pro-
mised to furnish, have already been begun at

Munich, by the artists intrusted with that task,
Professor II. Von Hess, Inspector Ainmiiller,
and Mr. A. Muller. The next works in extent
and beauty, which are nowin hand, at the royal
establishment for painted glass at Munich, are
the large windows destined for the new dome
of Agram, and made by order of the chapter.
The three chief middle windows of the great
choir have to receive these rich ornaments.
The chiefpicture will represent the transfigura-
tion of the holy Virgin, aside which will be the
two patrons of Hungariakneeling. Thesmaller
lunettes around will contain various archi-
tectural ornaments. The glass paintings of
the church of St. Mary, in the suburb of
Munich, have been completed and placed some
time ago. j L

Reservoir in Greenwich Park.*—The
authorities having given instructions to form
the threatened reservoir in Greenwich-park for
the purpose of supplying the hospital with
water in case of fire, tlie work was commenced
last week. Some of the residents of Greenwich
look upon it as an encroachment upon the
rights of the public

;
while others, viewing it

as a necessary evil, suggest making it as orna-
mental as possible, and propose erecting a
large oval-shaped stone basin with a fountain
in the centre,

V e state the following case without com-
ment, as we may be only partially in possession
of the circumstances. ’ Mr. C., a builder, was
requested to estimate for the erection ’of a
public-house with the understanding that the
tenders would be opened in the presence of the
parties. Having made his estimate and deli-
vered it, he hears nothing more of it, but ulti-
mately learns that the first intention has been
abandoned, and that the surveyor is preparing
plans for a smaller house. Thinking it unjust
that lie should lose his time and trouble, he
applied for compensation, and was told that
his tender was not the lowest, and therefore
that he had lost nothing by the abandonment
of the plan. Not considering himself bound
to believe this, as the tenders had been opened
privately, he claimed five pounds and sum-
moned the party who employed him, to the
Court of Requests on his refusal to pay it.

After two hearings a verdict was given, last
week, in favour of the builder, and he agreed
to accept three pounds, the employer paying
the builder’s witness and all expenses.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS RELATING TO
ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, &c .GRANTED FOR ENGLAND.

Furnished by Mr. A. Prince, of the Office for Patents of
Inventions, Lincoln’s-inn Fields, London.
[SIX MONTHS FOR ENROLMENT.]

William Young, of Paisley, manufacturer
and dyer, and Archibald McNair, of the same
town, merchant, for certain improvements in
the construction and means of manufacturing
apparatus for conducting electricity. August 4.

Charles Henry Joseph Forret, of Lille, in
France, but now of 17, Great St. Helens,
Bishopsgate, gentleman, for a new and im-
proved Archimedean screw, which he callsDavain o\. q„,;evVf” August 4.

Peter Francs b
nf. Mark .lane

, mer-
chant, for improvements i n combining- iron
and other materials for the purpu»-
structing bridges, roofs, arches, floors, and
other similar structures. August 5.

h ran c is Taylor, of Romsey, Hants, surgeon,
for improvements in giving alarm in case of
fire, and in extinguishing fire. August 6.

John Evans, ot Kensington, gentleman, for
a new perazotic product, and its application to
the arts. August 7*

Henry Smith, ot Liverpool, engineer, for
improvements in the manufacture of wheels
for railways, and in springs for railway car-
riages, and in axle guards for railway carriages.
August 7*

Henry Emanuel, of Pond-street, Hampstead,
gentleman, for improvements in atmospheric
railways. August 7.

Peter Armand Lecomte de Fontainemoreau
of Skinners-place, Size-lane, for certain im-
provements in apparatus for raising and sup-
porting vessels and other floating or sunken
bodies, and its application for the better pre-
servation of life and property. August 7.

Peter Higson, of Clifton, Lancaster, mining
engineer, for certain improvements in machi-
nery or apparatus for connecting and discon-
necting the steam-engine, or other motive
power with or from the load, or other matter
to be driven or moved. August 9.

Thomas Henry Russell, of Wednesbury,
Stafford, tube manufacturer, for improvements
in the manufacture of welded iron tubes. Au-
gust 14.

Thomas Oxley, of Westminster-road, civil

engineer, for certain improvements in con-
structing and propelling vessels and in the
machinery connected therewith. August 22.
Mathieu Francois Isoard, of Paris for im-

provements in obtaining motive power. Au-
gust 28.

Charing Cross Bridge. — At the half-

yearly general meeting of the proprietors
of this bridge (better known at present as

the Hungerford Suspension Bridge), it

appeared from the report of the directors,

that “ during the period the bridge has been
opened, nearly 14,000 persons daily have used
it. and that “ on two nrthi'pp nppasinn? tliproand that “ on two or three occasions there
had been between 14,000 and 15,000 persons
upon it, and it remained perfectly unshaken.”
It is in contemplation to lease the bridge to
the Central Terminus Railway Company for

186,000/., the proprietors to receive half their
capital in cash, and half in shares in the new
company.
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cotTfspouBrnre.

PREVENTION OF SOUND.

Sir,—An acquaintance of mine having; a
machine turned by hand for cutting1 meat,

wished to have it inclosed, to prevent it from
being a nuisance, the neighbours having com-
plained of the great noise it made. I sur-

rounded it with 9-inch brick walls, turned an

arch all over in cement, lined the inside with

patent felt, making it air-tight, and placed the

feet of the machine onindia rubber two inches

in thickness. The sound, however, is only

partly prevented by these arrangements; and
I should feel obliged if some of your numerous
correspondents will be so kind as to inform
me, through the medium of your excellent

journal, the best method which can be adopted
to prevent the noise altogether.

I am, Sir, &c., W. H.

fWisrrllnitra.

The “ Railway King” of France.

—

The “Railway King” in France, the French
Hudson, is an odd-looking, but keen-observing

individual, of the name of M‘Kenzie. He is

a great favourite of Louis Philippe, at whose
numerous and promiscuously attended soirees

M'Kenzie cuts a droll and conspicuous figure.

If not a native of Liverpool, he was at no dis-

tant date a “ navie ” there, working—and no
shame to him—in high-lows, ankle-deep at the

docks in mud and clay. This gentleman,
though entirely uneducated, and of brusque
manners, is remarkable for his practical know-
ledge of engineering

;
and it is proved by the

Haltering fact, that M'Kenzie is consulted by
the Government authorities of France touch-
ing the practicability of the various railway
lines either in progress or contemplated ; and
this in preference to the engineers of Paris,

who have long been celebrated for their know-
ledge in the science or art, for it partakes of
both. M'Kenzie has a partner, named Barry,
once—he may be so still— a gentleman con-
nected with the Manchester newspaper press.

Those facts are highly honourable to all parties.

M'Kenzie’s oddity of manner and appearance
present a curious contrast to that of the Pa-
risians

;
malgrd, he carries all before him, whe-

ther on the Champs Elysees, where the railway

shareholders, jobbers, &c., “ most do congre-
gate,” or in the gilded salons of the Tuileries.

—Liverpool Chronicle. [The Mr. M'Kenzie
named above was a considerable contractor for

public works in this country for many years,

i lie was the contractor for the Junction Dock,
at Hull, and other works there. Mr. J. D.

i Barry, who is stated to be his partner, was,
i subsequently to his connection with the Man-
chester press, editor of the Chester Chronicle.

—Manchester Guardian.

Picture Galleries.— It cannot but excite

the surprise and regret of every person who
has reflected on the subject, and been desirous

of admiring and dwelling on finer works of

art, whether pictures or sculptures, to find

them placed in common rooms with several

• small windows directly opposite the subjects,

and these windows indiscriminately facing

either the east, west, north, or south
;
added

to which disadvantages may be seen a total

disregard to the colour of the walls, and to

contiguous objects. After thousands of pounds
have been expended on a collection, it is asto-

nishing to find it thus sacrificed, thus immured,
either in dark cells or exposed to the scorching
and dazzling sun. Let us, however, hope that

a better taste has commenced, and that the

noble art of architecture will be liberally en-

couraged by the aftluent, and skilfully em-
ployed by the professor to protect and adorn
her sister arts.— Britton’s Illustrations of

i Fonthill Alley.

Westminster Bridge.—From 1810 to

I 1 838 this bridge cost in repairs, 83,097/. 6s. 9} cl.

I From 1838 to 1844 the amount was 82,661/.,

and a further sum of 52,879/. was required for

further works. The property belonging to

the bridge only realizes 7)464/. Us. 8d. a-

.
year.

Malt-iiouse Floors. — A correspondent
wishes to know the best material wherewith
to construct malt-house floors. Either, faced

i slate slabs, or a coating of Roman cement on a
: solid foundation, will answer the purpose.

Ornamental Chair.—A very elaborately

carved Gothic chair, in the style prevalent

during the fifteenth century, has recently been
placed in the vicinity of the altar of our cathe-

dral. It is worked in oak, and the most striking

feature about it, at first glance, is its high
back, ornamented with rich tracery, and ter-

minated by a crocketted gable, flanked by
pinnacles. At each elbow or side of the seat,

is the figure of an angel bearing a shield, and
on the border of frieze beneath, is a scroll con-
taining the following inscription :

—“ pellew.
DEC. NORWIC. DEO. ET ECCLIE. D.D.

mdccoxlv.” This chair is for the use of the

bishop, and another chair similar in general
design, but differing in some of the details, has

yet to be added for the dean. Th^ chair

which we have described has been executed
under the superintendence of Mr. John Brown,
the architect, by Mr. W. C. Vincent, a native

of Norwich, but now carrying on business as

an architectural carver in London. He is en-

gaged in completing the chair for the dean,

which, we understand, will be here shortly,

and the effect of the two noble pieces of eccle-

siastical furniture in conjunction cannot fail

to be not only rich and beautiful in itself, but also

such as will materially enhance the appropriate

character of that portion of the sacred edifice

to which they appertain.

—

Norfolk Chronicle.

Splendid Iron Bridge over the Neva.
—Messrs. Bury, Curtis, and Kennedy, the

celebrated engineers, of Liverpool, have re-

ceived instructions from the Emperor of Russia
to construct an iron bridge of powerful dimen-
sions to be erected over the river Neva at St.

Petersburg!). This river is at present crossed

by three bridges of boats only, and in the

winter season the damage done to them by the

ice is so considerable, that it has been deter-

mined to erect the bridge in question ; and it

is probable at a future time the other two will

be replaced by bridges of iron. The length of

this bridge is 1,078 feet, and will consist of

seven arches—the centre one being 156 feet

span
;
and the three on each side, 143 feet,

125 feet, and 107 feet respectively. A separate

arch at one end will be devoted to a swivel-

bridge, seventy feet wide, by which vessels can

be admitted to the Custom House. The total

weight of iron in this enormous structure will

be nearly 10,000 tons, or about five times the

quantity which was employed in the famous
Menai bridge

;
the cost of the iron alone will

exceed 1 00,000/.

—

Mining Journal.

Re-opening of Coomre-Bissett Church.
—The parish church of Coombe-Bissett is an

interesting one to the Ecclesiologist, portions

of the edifice being as ancient as the early part

of the twelfth century. The interior exhibits

distinct features of the Anglo-Norman and
early English styles—the font being of the

latter class
;
and these features have been pre-

served in the restoration which the building

has undergone. Open sittings, of very sub-

stantial oak, are liberally distributed on the

floor, and have been fashioned from an ancient

pattern of similar seats formerly existing in

the church. The new roofing is formed of

polished oak, with the ancient corbel heads
restored. Appropriate texts of Scripture, in

the illuminated style, are placed on the walls

and pulpit. The exterior repairs have also

been very considerable—large portions of the

walls having been entirely rebuilt. Previous
to its repair, the church was in a most dilapi-

dated condition, and afforded miserable ac-

commodation for about J50 persons
;
now at

least 300 may find sitting room.
Advice to Gothic Architects, by Sir

Walter Scott.— In his novel of “The
Pirate,” in reference to the Cathedral and
Earl’s and Bishop’s Palaces at Orkney, the

author of “ Waverley” remarks, that “ Several

parts of these ruinous buildings might be se-

lected (under suitable modifications) as models
of a Gothic mansion, providing architects

would be contented rather to imitate what is

really beautiful in that species of building,

than to make a medley of the caprices of the

order, confounding the military, ecclesiastical,

and domestic styles of all ages at random, with

additional fantasies and combinations of their

own device, ‘ all formed out of the builder’s

brain.’”

Rise in the Price of Tron.—Several of

the largest houses in Souih Staffordshire have

issued circulars, quoting the price of bars at

20s. and pigs at 10s. in advance of the prices

we recently published.

Increased Value of Land.—If proof
was wanting to shew what an extraordinary
increase has taken place in the value of land
in this country during the last half century, we
might point to the great price which the sale of
each successive estate brings that is put into

the market- In the “ Scots’ Magazine,” of

1792, it is stated, that the estate of Kelly, in

Renfrewshire, was sold in that year to Mr.
John Wallace, for 10,750/. The same estate,

when sold the other day, brought 65,000/.,

although denuded of a valuable part of the
shore ground, which has been retained by the
late proprietor. There is no other commodity
in this country which is at all to be compared
to land for an increase of value, especially if

that land has received proper attention in agri-
cultural improvement similar to the estate of
Kelly .—Glasgow Ch ronicle.

Jarrow Colliery Explosion.—Sir II. de
la Beche and Mr. Playfair have been appointed
by the executive to make a searching investiga-

tion into the causes of the explosion at Jarrow
Colliery.

SCrntirt'0.

For the rebuilding of the Parochial School-rooms,
Bethnal Green :

—

Vargan
Crowhurst 1,796

A. Wilson 1,597
Simmons
J. Goss 1,545

Cubitt 1,500

Smith 1,470

Charnock
Cooper 1,398

Lockwood
Geary 1,360

For the erection of a New Infirmary building to

Lambeth Workhouse ; Mr. W. Rogers, archi-

tect :

—

Macey .£1,698

Messrs. Ward 1,673

Robson 1,590

Plaskett and Shelton 1,580

Thompson 1,550

Gerry and Son 1,534

Burtenshaw 1,529

Smith 1 ,525

Patrick 1,520

Barr 1,500

Cooper and Davis 1,495

Crowhurst 1,492

Mason 1,450

Cubitt 1,377

Ryder 1 1300

Willson and Son 1,298

Cuttress 1,260

Wilson 1.244

Not opened in the presence of the parties ;
Cut-

tress’s Tender accepted. The quantities were fur-

nished by Mr. Marsland.

For building Six Houses and One Stable, in the

Bow-road, for Mr. William Mott :

—

Hill and Son £4,180
Curton and Son 3,998

Glenn 3,622

Hawke 3,590

Ketling 3,503

For erecting School-rooms at Chatham on the

British system ; Mr. Edward Gotto, architect

Andrews
Langley
Clements

Beveridge

Robins
Dadd
Bush
Foord
Pemble

£863 14 0

728 0 0

720 0 0

702 0 0

685 4 7

658 14 0

635 0 0

611 11 0

557 10 0

All the Parties tendering, except Mr. Pemble,

were supplied with the bills of quantities by the

architect.

Tower Hamlets Sewers : Ilomerton to Clapton-

square, 4 feet by 2 feet 6 inches
;
length, 415 feet

:

Church-street to Clapton-square, 4 feet by 2 feet

6 inches; length, 330 feet: total length, 745 feet :

—

Curtis £634
Livermore 617

Stewart 600

Hill 599

Crook. 593
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NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.

[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,

are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers,

however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen

on application at the office of “The Builder, 2, York-

street, Covent-garden.]

Por certain Masons’, Carpenters’, and Plumbers’

and Glaziers’ Work about to be performed m va-

rious repairs and restorations to St. Mary Redcliffe

church, Bristol.

For building railway goods’ waggons, ballast

waggons and horse boxes, and supplying carriage

couplings according to plan, for the Great Southern

and Western railway (Ireland).

For the execution of Works on the Dundalk and

Enniskillen railway, being a distance of ten

miles.

For the execution of Works on the Leeds and

Thirsk Railway.

For the execution of several lengths of Earthwork

on the Aberdeen Railway. There are 5 separate

Contracts, varying in lengths from 34 miles to 4$
miles.

For the construction of Three Reservoirs for the

Blackburn Waterworks Company : also, of Stone

Culverts for conveying the water a distance of

about 2% miles. The earthwork will amount to

about 180,000 cubic yards.

For the execution of works on the Manchester 1

South Junction and Altringham Railway, in two

parts : 1, being a distance of 14 mile; 2, being a

distance of 7$ miles.

For the execution of Works on the Manchester

and Birmingham Railway in 2 parts. 1. The
Ashton Branch, being a distance of about 4q miles.

2. The Macclesfield branch, being a distance of

about 30 chains, including a tunnel of 330 yards in

length.

For the execution of that portion of the Edin-

burgh and Northern Railway, extending from
Burntisland Pier to Kinghoru.

For supplying the Clydesdale Junction Railway

Company with about 2,500 Tons of Rails, and
about 600 Tons of Chairs.

For supplying the Leeds and Thirsk Railway
Company with 100,000 Railway Sleepers.

For the execution of works on the East Lanca-
shire Railway, viz., the Accrington Contract, being

a distance of about 8 miles.

For the execution of that portion of the New-
castle and Berwick Railway, extending from
Netherton to Tweedmouth, being a distance of

about 53 miles. To be let in four contracts.

For the execution of works on the Leeds, Dews-
bury, and Manchester Railway, viz., the Churwell
Contract, being a distance of about 24 miles.

For the performance of the several Works neces-

sary in the erection of a Wesleyan^Chapel at Alton,
Hants.

For the execution of a portion of the Edinburgh
and Northern Railway, being a distance of about 8

miles
; to be estimated for in two lots.

For the execution of the Richmond Branch of the
Great North of England Railway.
For supplying the Eastern Counties Railway

Company with 100 Goods' Waggons, agreeably to

specification.

For supplying the Eastern Union Railway Com-
pany with 8 First Class, 12 Second Class, and 8
Third Class Carriages

;
to run on six wheels, the

gauge being 4 feet 8J inches.

For supplying 15,000 Sleepers of Larch, 7 feet

6 inches long, and 7 feet 34 inches at the small
end ; to be delivered at the Menai Bridge, Holy-
head, within the next four months.

COMPETITIONS.
The Committee for the establishment of Public

Parks, Walks, &c., at Manchester, offer two prizes,

one of 50 guineas and the other of 25 guineas, for

the best and second best set of Plans (with esti-

mates), for the laying out, &c., of the sites already

purchased by them.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.
Adjoining the entrance to the East Country Dock,

Rotherhithe, about 85 loads of new East-India

Teak, and 60 loads of sound African Oak Timber.

On the Alderholt Park Estate, near Fording-

bridge, Hants : about 500 Oak Trees, and about
100 Fir Trees ; all of large dimensions.

The remaining portion of the Old British

Museum, consisting of the centre budding, the en-
trance Hall and Grand Staircase, &c.

Adjoining the Canal Bridge, Ivingsland-road :

a very large quantity of capital Timber in all lengths
and thicknesses

; 10,000 feet of 14-inch warehouse
floor-boards, &c.

BY TENDER.
In the Plantations of the Duke of Montrose,

situate in the Parishes of Drymen and Buchanan,
Stirlingshire : many Thousands of Larch Trees
of some size, adapted for Railway Sleepers, Roof
ing and JoLsting, and other purposes.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ Italian Alabaster.”

—

A subscriber wishes to

know where the while Italian alabaster can be

obtained, and what is used to (jive it a smoothface

after it is cut with the tool.
“ A Man with many Hands.”

—

After Mr. Grace's

distinct assertion, that not a single foreigner is

or has been engaged on the decorations of the

House of Lords, the question is unnecessary.
“ E. H.” (Woodford).—Complains justly of the

dilapidated state of the parish church of Chingford,

near Woodford, Essex. We will recur to his

letter.

“ J. W.” (Liverpool).

—

We do not know “any
institution where architecture is taught in the day

time.” Drawing-schools are to befound, but there

is no place in which to acquire the routine of
business but an architect's office.

“ A. C.”

—

We shall mention the new works at

the Tower next week.
“ W. W.” (Slough).

—

Thanksfor the draiving.

We cannot at present promise to engrave it.

“ J. C.” (Hants), willfind an answer in another

page.
“ T. C.” (Slough) ;

“ H. L. ;” “ E. N.” next
week.

Received. — “A Constant Reader of The
Builder ” (Farm Buildings).

ADVERTISEMENTS.

A MAGNIFICENT, EXTENSIVE, and
UNIQUE COLLECTION of TROPICAL FRUITS,

modelled by Mons. Grimaud during his long Residence in

the Isle of France, is just deposited at the ROYAL POLY-
TECHNIC INSTITUTION. The ATMOSPHERIC
RAILWAY is lectured upon by Professor BachhofFner,
and exhibited Dnily, and in the Evenings. A NEW AME-
RICAN INVENTION, COLEMAN’S PATENT LOCO-
MOTIVE ENGINE for ascending and descending inclined
planes on Railways without the aid of stationary power.
SWIMMING and DIVING ILLUSTRATED by the
Son of Capt. Stevens, the celebrated teacher of Swimming,
on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, at Two o’Clock, and
on the Evenings of Tuesdays and Thursdays, at half-past
Eight o’clock. The other Exhibitions, &c., as usual.—Ad-
mission, One Shilling j Schools, half-price.

PATENT OFFICE, 5, CHANCERY-LANE, NEAR
FLEET-STREET.

I
NVENTORS requiring- protection by
LETTERS PATENT should apply direct to the

PATENT OFFICE, as above, where Patents can be speedily
procured for the United Kingdom, &c., and by which "a

great saving of expense will be effected. CAVEATS arc en-
tered at this office, fee 1/. Is. DESIGNS of all kinds are
REGISTERED. Apply at the PATENT OFFICE, 5,
Chancery-lane, near Fleet-street.

NOTICE TO INVENTORS.

OFFICE FOR PATENTS OF INVEN-
TIONS and REGISTRATIONS of DESIGNS, 14,

Lincoln’s-inn-fields.—The printed INSTRUCTIONS gratis,

and every information upon the subject of PROTECTION
for INVENTIONS, either by Letters Patent or the Design
Acts, may oe had by applying personally, or by letter, pre-
paid, to Mr. ALEXANDER PRINCE, at the office, 14,

Lincoln’s-inn-fields.

PRIZES IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND
PATENTEES.

A GOLD MEDAL, value 100/. and a
SILVER MEDAL, value 501., will be given by Mr.

M. JOSCELIN COOKE. The Gold medal for the best
Patent, and the Silver medal for the best Design taken out
or Registered at the OFFICE for PATENTS and DE-
SIGNS, 20, Half-Moon-street, between the 1st of Novem-
ber, 1841, and the 1st of June, 1846. The Prizes will be
awarded by competent judges on the 10th June, 1846. The
conditions to be observed, together with instructions, charges,
and every information for obtaining Patents in England or
Foreign Countries, or Registering Designs, will be forwarded
gratis, on application to Mr. M. JOSCELIN COOKE, at

the Office for Patents and Registration of Designs, 20, Half-
Moon-street, Piccadilly, London.

VARNISH.—It has long been adesideratum
amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

and genuine article ; brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,
and durability are the qualifications necessary, but these are
seldom if ever found united. The experience of a life-time
devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, the
great and important discoveries of modern chemistry, and
the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.
George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil
and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently
recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both in
price and quality.

Builders, Coachmakcrs, Painters, and others may depend
on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article.
Fine Oil Varnish, from 10 s. per gallon; best White Spirit
Varnish, 21s. ditto

;
Best Spirit French Polish, 20 s. ditto;

White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of every description at
the very lowest prices.—WALLIS’S VarniMi, Japan, and
Colour Manufactory, G 1, Long-acre, one door from Bow-
street. Established 1/50.

WALLIS’S PATENT LIQUID WOOD
KNOTTING. — This newly-discovered Liquid

Composition which Messrs. Geo. and Thos. Wallis have the
satisfaction of introducing to the trade, possesses the im-
portant qualification of effectually stopping Knots in Wood,
however bad, and preventing them eating through and dis-
figuring the paint above.
Many substances 'nave been used and much time spent in

endeavouring to find a cure for a bad Knot, but hitherto
without success. Messrs. Wallis therefore feel much plea-
sure in offering to the public an article so long and anxiously
called for.

In the application, skill is not required
;

a boy can use it

as well and effectually as the best workmen : it is put on to
the work with a brush like common paint, can be used in all

climates and situations, and does not require heat.
Sold wholesale and retail, by Messrs. G. and T. Wallis,

Varnish, Japan, and Colour Manufacturers, No. 64, Long
Acre. Price 2Cs. per gallon.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND CON-
TRACTORS.

GREAVES’S LIAS CEMENT and
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME, at 2, South Wharf,

Paddington, London, and Works, Southam, Warwickshire.
Agent for Liverpool, Mr. WYLIE, 56, Gloster-street; ditto

for Manchester, Mr. J. THOMPSON, Back King-street

;

ditto for Chester, Mr. J. HARRISON, Linen Hall-street.

ATKINSON’S CEMENT.—The public is
respectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-

cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architecture
and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to
2 s. 3d. per bushel, and may be had in any quantity at Wyatt,
Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Holland- street, Surrey side of
Blackfriars-bridge.
N.B.—This Cement beingof a lightcolour, requires noarti-

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with
three parts its own quantity of sand.

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.
TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IN

FRESCO.

Stevens and son, patentees and
SOLE MANUFACTURERS, beg respectfully to

announce that this beautiful Cement has now arrived
at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sanguine
expectations. For all internal work it possesses a great
superiority over every article hitherto in use ; it is now being
used extensively by Government in the British Museum and
other public buildings. IT DOES NOT THROW OUT
ANY SALT, but presents a beautifully plain and perfect
surface, which may be painted upon dry work within four
days without peeling. It is equally applicable for walls or
lath, for mouldings, architraves, skirting, or flooring; and is

admitted to form the best ground for fresco painting, having
been used for many of the prize frescos lately exhibiting in
Westminster Hall. It will bear an intense heat without
cracking, and for hardness, durability, and economy, cannot
be equalled.

186, DRURY-LANE, LONDON.
Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R. Part, 11,

Atherton’s-buildings, Dale-street, Liverpool.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE
CEMENT.—The Patentees of this composition beg

to refer to the British Museum, the Royal Exchange, the new
works at Bethlcm Hospital, Greenwich Hospital, and the Co-
liseum in the Regent’ s-park, as buildings finished or in pro-
gress, in which Keene’s Cement has been used as an internal
stucco. Its superiority to common plastering consists in its

extreme hardness, and the rapidity with which it dries, which
qualities fit it to receive paint or other finishing sooner
than other water Cement.
When employed for skirtings, architrave, and other

mouldings, in place of wood, it checks dry-rot, is impervious
to vermin, prevents the spread of fire, and is more eco-
nomical in its application than the material for which it thus
becomes the substitute.

Confirmation of these statements is to be found in the

almost universal adoption of Keene’s Cement for Skirting

and Hall flooring in the new houses on the Hyde Park Estate,

where its application is to be seen to the fullest advan-
tage.

In Liverpool and Manchester, Keene’s Cement has in

several cases been used for the covering of the fire-proof

warehouse floors, where its lightness and hardness give it the
preference over tiles and flagging, which are much heavier,

and necessarily leave the floor intersected with numerous
joints, whilst Keene’s Cement is laid down in one unbroken
surface.

The high polish and marble-like hardness of which this

Cement is susceptible render it the most suitable material

for the manufacture of Scagliola.

Patentees, J. B. WHITE & SONS, Millbank-street,

Westminster, Manufacturers of Roman and Portland
Cement.
Depot in Liverpool, 36, Seel-street; James Woods, Agent.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN
GENERAL.

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STUCCO
CEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced :— It will effectually resist Damp. It will never
vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete
Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never
requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.

1 1 is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by the
Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates
at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may
be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which
may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the

severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cement
now in use

;
but with all the above-named extraordinary and

valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of

economy.
Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have

declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally

preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing

the Cement and its mode of application, together with a

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may
be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,

Cheapside, London : of whom also may be had,

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-

terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman
or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than

White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flakes,

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement
;
whereas

MESSRS. JOHNSand CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an
affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the suction,

thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the

finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produceable by no
other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—and
may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the most
exposed Marine situations,
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avoid the expense and great uncertainty (under
such circumstances) of the law courts, with
the probability, when the expense has been
incurred, that the matter will be referred to

a barrister, and to assent at once to leave it to
the arbitrement of properly qualified persons.

^f^IIE practice common in our

law-courts of referring

matters to arbitration after

the causes are ready for

trial, has been recently

severely reprobated by the

>ress, and with great justice. “All the ex-

cuses,” says the Times
,
“ have been incurred,

he pleadings gone through, counsel fee’d,

fitnesses in attendance, the judge read)', the

ury in the box
;
and then there is enacted a

rave farce,—wigs converge, some whispering
oes on, some flourishes of protestation follow

;

nd the client, nolens volens
,
is told to attend

n such an evening at Mr. Emptybag’s lodg-

ig
;
who is entirely ready and excessively

illing to serve as judge and jury—for a con-
deration.” This is epecially the case with
atters connected with architecture and build

g ;
so much so, particularly as to the settle

ent of accounts, that it seems surprising

trties do not resort to reference in the first

stance, and avoid the delay and additional

:pensc caused by going into court. Our ob-
ct in remarking on this subject is, not to in-

ce parties to refuse to refer, because in nine
the cases out of ten to which we allude, a

)re just conclusion will be come to by able
bitrators than by a jury, but to point out to

2m the advantage of adopting this course
thout the interposition of a judge, the ex-
oses of barristers, and, in many instances,

pecial jury. The saving of expense, more-
:r, is not the only advantage that will be
ned by at once agreeing to refer a dispute,
her than commencing or defending an action
law. When a reference is ordered by the
irt, a barrister is always appointed referee,
! that, too, without any regard to his know-

; any thing about the matter. Generally
aking, he knows nothing about it whatever,
must depend on the statements of others

lerthan his own knowledge : he is necessarily

able to appreciate the merits of the case than
who does

;
and may be influenced by a legal

*>ble to commit injustice. Neither plaintiff

defendant has a voice in the appointment,
the selection fulls on Mr. Sharp or Mr. Dull
dendly feelings may happen to dictate : the
I' hope contending parties can reasonably
trtain is, that the referee so chosen may adopt
too common custom of his brethren in the
e position, and “split the difference

; a
nm so general, indeed, as to have made
i mode of settlement, namely, the division
he amount in dispute, synonymous with a
rrister’s award.”

fe do not for a moment deny the ability of
English Bar,—it is as unquestionable and as
,t, as the insolence, in court, of many of its

'ibers
;
but it cannotbe expected that one man

know every thing, and as there is an edu-
1 aiul ab,e c] ass of persons who have paid
ivided attention to the one subject in ques-
i, it is from this class that referees should
osen. We have seen evening after even-
wasted, in satisfying a barrister-referee on
:s which an architect in that position,
d have decided of his own knowledge in

ninutes. AVe address these brief remarks
especially to two correspondents who

1 ashed our advice in cases of apparent
dexity, and we seriously advise them to

WORKS IN THE TOWER OF LONDON
On the 14th of June, the first stone of the

Waterloo Barracks was laid by the Duke of
Wellington, on the site of the small armoury-
destroyed by fire in 1841.* It is placed at the
north-east corner of the building, and is thus
inscribed This first stone was laid by
Field Marshal the Duke of Wellington,
K.G., G.C.B., G.C.H., Constable of the Tower,
and Commander-in -Chief of H.M. Forces, on
the 14th of June, 1845,”

Since then the works have been proceeded
with vigorously, and the building is now nearly
one story high throughout. The structure
was originally proposed to accommodate 826
men, but recent alterations have fitted it to
receive nearty 1,000. The length in front is
288 feet, and at the back 271 feet 8 inches.
1 he width of the main building is 65 feet, but
at the flanks it extends to 82 feet. The size
of the principal rooms is 28 feet by 24. The
floors are to be formed with iron girders and
brick arches, so as to render the building fire-
proof. The style of the building is castellated
Gothic of the fifteenth century : the walls are
faced with Kentish rag, and the dressings of
windows, doors, &c., are of Anston stone.
Major Hall, as chief of the engineering de-
partment, is the director of the works; Mr.
W. Harrison, the contractor for masonry,
brickwork, &c., and Air. John Harrison, for
the carpenter’s work. The total cost is esti-
mated at nearly 50,000/.
Many other works are contemplated in the

lower involving a very large expenditureWe should be rejoiced to hear that they in-
cluded the restoration of the keep, known as
the White Tower, which is at present a dis-
gi aceful monument of ignorance and want of
taste. This interesting structure is called
by many writers, « Czesar’s Tower.” Shaks
peare says, in Richard II.,

“ This is the waya 11 jo ia me way
To Julius Ctesar’s ill-erected tower.”

And Gray apostrophises,~ 11
Julius’ towers ! London’s lasting shame

With many a black ad midnight murder fed.”

In Richard III., as Air. Godwin pointed out
in his “ Churches of London,”! Shakspeare
seems almost to discuss the question. The
Prince of Wales says, when Gloster is about
to send him to the Tower :—
Did Caisar build that place, my Lord

Gloster. He did, my gracious Lord, begin that
place :

Which, since, succeeding ages have re-edified.
Prince. Is it upon record ? Or else reported

Successively from age to age, he built it ?

Buckingham. Upon record, my gracious Lord.
Prince. But say, my Lord, it were not reeis

tered
;

D

Methinks the truth should live from age to age
As 'twere retailed to all posterity.

’

Even to the general all-ending day.—Act iii., s. 1

The present keep was built by William the
Conqueror, under the superintendence of
Gundulfus, Bishop of Rochester (originally amonk of Caen, and one of the best architects
ol his time),! and contains one of the very few

-A procession was formed across the parade, havintr thetroops on the right, to the foundation of the barracks
5
and

2^5°*** m thc
£°!!

owinS order I—The chief warder,
followed by the whole of thc Tower

hearW
1

h/ih^f
Guar,

,

l

1
?
n dut y in tbcir coronation dresses,E^L b
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c??unt of St. Peter’s in the Tower,
+ He also built Rochester cathedral,

ecclesiastical examples of the Conqueror’s
time at present in existence. The chapel within
the keep* is near the top of it, ami thouah
ponderous and rude, is a very interesting
remnant. The roof is of singular construction.
It is a barrel vault composed of small flat stones
fixed wedge-wisein a bed of cement; and must
have been supported by a wooden framework
till it acquired consistency.! This chapel for-
tunately escaped the hands of the barbarous
cobblers, who destroyed the outside.
The Tower contains a second place of

worship, the church of St. Peter ad Vincula
erected in the reign of Edward I., which nearly
adjoins the west end of the new barracks.

Restorations have been in progress here for
some time past under the direction of the office
of works. The masons are now putting up a
new three-light window at the west end, for
the design of which we cannot give much
praise. It may be apparently like the original
window, but slight differences, almost inde-
scribable, sometimes produce a striking change
in the effect. It seems just possible that they
have restored a restoration.
The tower is to he recased, and a new

bell-turret constructed. This church is re-
markable as the burial place of the greater
number of distinguished persons who wero
executed for treason during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. We avail ourselves
of the following notice of them in a work
before alluded to.J

In one place rest the remains of Gerald
Fitzgerald, Earl of Kildare, the Lord Deputy
of Ireland, who, being committed to the
I ower on suspicion of treasonable practices,
died there of a broken heart, in 1534. In
another were placed the worthy, the witty, hut
bigotted Sir Thomas More, and his friend,
Fisher, Bishop of Rochester, who were be-
Ii ended in 1535. The body of the former, it is
said by some, was afterwards obtained by his
excellent daughter, Margaret Roper, and was
re-interred in old Chelsea Church, in the
chancel of which he had caused a vault to be
made some years previous to his death.
Faulkner, in his “History of Chelsea,” how-
ever, supposes that this could not have been
the case, from the circumstance that Bishop
F isher’s body, which was originally placed in
the Church of All Plallows, Barking, was re-
moved to the Tower by Margaret, in order
that it might be interred according to his re-
quest, near her father. In front of the altar
lies the ill-fated Anne Boleyn, the second wife
ot the abandoned Ilenry VIII,; and immediately
adjoining is the resting-place of her unworthy
successor, Catherine Howard; the brother of
the former, George, Lord Rochfort

; and the
venerable Margaret, Countess of Salisbury,
who was the last descendant of the Plantagenet
family. °

Near this group was placed the body of
Ihoraas Seymour, Lord High Admiral of
England, who was beheaded in 1549, under a
warrant from his own brother, the Protector
Somerset; and between the two queens lies the
Protector himself, brought from the scaffold a
few months afterwards. John Dudley, Duke
of Northumberland, the rival of the latter,
also decapitated, rests here, as do the unfortu-
nate Lady Jane Grey, an unwilling usurper of
a throne, and her husband, Lord Dudley.
Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk, his sou

Philip, Earl of Arundel, and the impetuous
Essex, the favourite of Queen Elizabeth, were
buried here during her reign. In 1685, the
body of James, Duke of Monmouth, the pro-
fligate son of the “ merry monarch,” who was
beheaded for high treason, was placed beneath
the communion-table; and at the west end of
the church, beneath the gallery, are those of
Lords Kilmarnock, Balmerino, and Lovat,
leaders in the rebellion of 1745. Nor should
we omit in this mournful catalogue the name
of Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex, who was
originally a blacksmith’s son. but raised him-
self by his talents to be the first minister of
king Henry VIII. and was his chief agent in
the overthrow of the papal supremacy. Having
offended the king, he was committed to the
Tower on a charge of high treason, and not-
withstanding the most humble supplication for
mercy, was beheaded in 1540.”

* “ Dum idem Gundulfus, ex prieceptis regis Guliclmi
prreesset open magnre Turris Londoniie.” Textus Roffensis,
Quoted by Mr. Gaily, knight, in " An Architectural Tour inNormandy,” &c. p. 225.

t “ Architectural Tour iu Normandy,” ut sunra
+ “The Churches of London.”
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CONSTRUCTION OF WASH-HOUSES AND
OTHER SMALL BUILDINGS.

MODIFICATION OF METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS ACT.

MAGNESIAN LIMESTONE,

WITH REFERENCE TO ITS PROPERTY AND FITNESS

FOR THE COMPOSITION OF MORTAR.

Under the clause in the Buildings Act

which gives her Majesty’s Con.miB.onnn of

Works and Buildings power to modify any

rules thereby prescribed.“*er»P^
of the official referees that the objects of the

Act would be attained better or as effectually

by the adoption of such alteration, the fol-

lowing modification has been issued

Whereas the official referees have by then

report in writing, bearing date the 8th day of

August, 1845, certified to us, that with regard

to ivash-houses, privies, and other small at-

tached or detached buildings, as offices to

dwelling-houses within the limits of the Act

before mentioned and referred to, it is their

opinion that the rule of the said Act, in sche-

dule C. part 7, under the head “Attached

Buildings or Offices,” videlicet :
“ vY ith

regard to buildings or offices now built, or

hereafter to be built (except green-houses

vineries, aviaries, or such like buildings) ana

that whether such buildings or offices be at-

tached to or detached from the buildings to

which they belong, every such building is to

be deemed in respect of the walls thereof and

all other requisites as a building of the rate to

which it would belong if it had been built

separately,” is inapplicable to such wash-

houses and other small attached or detached

buildings, as offices to dwelling-houses, and

that by the adoption of the modification here-

inafter directed of such rule, the objects ot the

said Act will be attained as effectually. And

whereas the official referees have also stated

in such report the grounds of such their

opinion, and on the investigation thereof it ap-

pears to us, the said commissioners, that such

opinion is well founded. Now, we the under-

signed, two of the Commissioners of Works
and Buildings, pursuant to, and in exercise ot

the power in that behalf given to us by the said

recited Act, do direct that such modification

may be made in the rules prescribed by the

said Act, by inserting after the rule of the said

Act, in schedule c. part 7> under the head “ At-

tached Buildings or Offices,” above quoted the

following words, videlicet:

—

“ Provided always, with regard to wash-

houses, privies, and other small attached or

detached buildings built as offices to dwelling-

houses in reference to the external walls

thereof :

—

That if any such office building do not ex-

ceed in area one square, nor in height eight

feet, then the same must be built of brickwork

at the least of the thickness of four inches, or

half a brick, except the quoins and the jambs

of all door and window openings, which must

be at the least eight and a half inches in thick-

ness for a length of eight and a half inches

upon every quoin and upon every such jamb,
and the same must be built upon footings at

the least four inches wider than the wall

standing thereon.

And further that if any such office building

consisting of one story, and not exceeding

eight feet in height, and not exceeding half

a square in area, be detached from any other
building and from ground not in the same oc-

cupation to an extent equal at least to its own
height from the ground, then the external

walls thereof may be of any materials whatso

But that every such office building must be
built in every other respect in conformity
with the rules and directions of the said

Act.”
Which modification being made in such

rules, will, in our opinion, give effect to the

purposes of the said Act.

As witness our hands this 5th day of Sep-

tember, 1845. (Signed.)

Lincoln. (Commissioners of Works
A. Milne. \aud Buildings.

New Exchange at Amsterdam.—This

building was opened with great ceremony on

the 8th inst. The dimensions are much more
considerable than those of the old Exchange
as the following particulars will shew :—Area
of the new Exchange 2,833 square ells.

;
ditto

of the old Exchange 2,156 ditto
;
the new Ex-

change covered part, 2,043 ditto
;

ditto, un-
covered 790 ditto

;
the old Exchange, covered

1,163; ditto, uncovered 987.

The magnesian limestone formation, from its

resisting and extremely durable character, is ex-

ceedingly well adapted for a building stone, as

well as for making mortar after it has been

burnt to a lime, and consequently is a great

acquisition for building purposes. Its hard-

ness appears to be a mean between the extreme

baldness of the granitic formation below, and

the freedom and softness of the oolite above
;

and its superiority for architectural purposes,

is moreover considerably enhanced from com-

bining in its formation great strength, com-

pactness of texture, and facilities for working
;

and it is also remarkable in checking and pre-

venting vegetation from gathering on its

surface, owing to the presence of the magnesia.

Thisstoneisfoundin abundance in several of the

northern counties of England, where it is met

with in beds sometimes of considerable thick-

ness, alternating with the new red sandstone

formation, which, in several places, lies imme-

diately above the coal deposits; and it also

appears occasionally resting upon and travers-

ing the mountain limestones. When observed

by a magnifying power, the aggregated par-

ticles of many varieties of this stone appear

to have been crystallized into fine rhomboidal

shapes, and, from this cause, it has generally

the appearance of a very fine sandstone
;

in-

deed, it has very frequently been taken for

such.

The colour of this limestone vanes,

being of a pale yellow, light or dark cream,

sometimes having a reddish appearance, but

commonly of a yellowish brown. It is slightly

impregnated with silica, oxide of iron, and

alumina, hut is almost entirely composed of

carbonate of magnesia and carbonate of lime :

the relative proportions of these ingredients

varies very considerably, the carbonate of

lime always predominating, there being from

fifty-six to sixty-five per cent, of it in

combination with from thirty-five to forty-four

per cent, of carbonate of magnesia. Many
varieties of this stone are, in their natural

state, very hard, much more so than cal-

careous spars, and sparks ot fire are usually

emitted when struck with a steel instrument.

When a piece of this stone is exposed to the

simple test of diluted nitric or muriatic acid,

the action of effervescence and the dissolution

of its parts are extremely slow and feeble.

Pure caustic magnesia, when water is thrown

on it, does not become heated and fall to a

hydrated powder like other limes; nor does it

absorb carbonic acid gas from the atmosphere;

but it has a remarkable affinity for silica.

During calcination the carbonic acid contained

in the magnesia is evolved with greater ra-

pidity than it is from the lime; and when

mortar is made from this lime it does not

harden and indurate near so quickly as some

other mortars, owing to its power of absorb-

ing carbonic acid from the atmosphere being

extremely slow
;
for the lime

,
having a much

stronger affinity for this acid than the mag-

nesia has, not only absorbs carbonic acid from

the air
,
but attracts and deprives the magnesia

of the greater part of that which it itself

absorbs.

The setting property of common mortar

—

that made from nearly pure carbonate of lime,

such as chalk— is dependant upon the slow

absorption of carbonic acid
;
and when mortars

absorb this acid with groat rapidity, they do

not attain to so great a degree ot hardness as

those which absorb it slowly and regularly;

therefore from the very slow attraction be-

tween the lime made from this stone and the

carbonic acid, mortars made of it become very

hard and strong, and are not so liable to decay as

some which are made from other limestones; for

the action of driving rains and the acids of the

atmosphere upon the magnesia is so slight,

that it affords a powerful protection to the

composition
;
and, in fact, this mortar usually

becomes so hard, strong, and resistable, that

the exposed joints are often seen projecting

before the bricks and stones—where these have

been worn down by atmospheric influences

—

the mortar being, as it were, untouched or

unacted upon. After having been exposed to

the action of the atmosphere, even for months
together, the calcined stones will still be found

in a caustic state
;
and owing to the great

quantity of magnesia in their composition, they

do not slake when water is thrown on themi

near so readily as those limestones which coni

tain a superabundance of carbonate of lime,

From the magnesia in the lime having a con-

siderable affinity for the siliceous and the

calcareous sands mixed with it, during

the composition the heat obtained by the

admixture of water in slacking, as well

as from the chemical attraction between the

ingredients, causes the oxide of iron and alu-

mina, but more especially the magnesia, some-

what to dissolve, and from the affinity alieady

alluded to, the ingredients, while in this statei

in some degree enter into chemical combina

tionwith each other, and therefore these mortan

possess the peculiar property of hardening anci

indurating when used in wet situations o:

under water. But still the degree of hardnes:

to which they are susceptible of attaining i

not extremely great when used in the lattel

situation
;
and if the best and most durabl

mortar is particularly required for hydraulf

purposes, this, from the foregoing reason, i

not much to be depended on without the add!

tion of an aluminous or oxidating substanc;

capable of improving its hardening and indii

rating properties.

The proportion of clean, sharp sand re

quisite for proper admixture with thil

lime depends of course on its nature ai

quality, and the sort of work for which it

intended to be used
;
but from observing th;

action, and from the appearance of a variety c

mortars composed with this lime, as well a

from several experiments which I have mad
with it, one part of lime to two parts of clea

coarse sand appears to be the best, as also th

most usual proportion for dry or damp situi

lions; but when this mortar is used unde

water, the process of induration is exceedingl

slow, and for this kind of work the proportio

of sand to the lime should be something le;

than for the former purpose, or two parts of sail

to one and a-half of lime.

—

John Phillips.

THE SECOND ARCHAEOLOGICAL MEET
ING AT WINCHESTER.*

A war of words has again commenced hi

tween the friends of the respective division

The mighty Times has opened its pages to tl

disputants, and while it banters both assoch

tions, with too little consideration if we mi

venture to say so, for the ability and learnii

which were unquestionably displayed at bo

meetings, leans clearly to the side of Lo

Albert Conyngham’s party, as comprehendii

the majority of the original promoters ai

workers. With the various statements of t

two parties our readers have been long a

quainted : our own opinion, too, upon the o

ginally insignificant squabble, and the prese

much-to-be-regretted position of affairs, h

been several times expressed; we therefc

shall not trouble our readers with any romai

of our own on the present occasion, but pi

ceed to place before them the heads ot the

papers read at the meeting which relate

architectural antiquities, and will at the e

report briefly the ultimate result.

ROMSEY ABBEY CHURCH.

The following is an abstract of a paper

this structure by the Rev. J. L. Petit.f

This ecclesiastical edifice is valuable as p

senting more completely the outline s

general aspect of a purely Norman conventi

church, than any building of equal dimensii

in England. For although a considera

portion of the nave belongs to a later stj

still, if the whole is compared with

Norman parts that remain, and we notice h

carefully the later part of the work is made

harmonize with the earlier parts, it will 1

to a conclusion that the dimensions and p

portions intended by the original archite

are preserved throughout ;
and in fact

whole design followed as nearly as^ the

ference of styles would permit. The ch

transepts, and tower, evidently retain tl

original plan of elevation, changed onl\

the depression of roof and gables, and oc

sional alterations in the parapets; these

.

trifling when compared with those wh

almost every large Norman church in

country has' undergone. Many have tl

choirs extended, or rebuilt on a d
”

* See p. -142 ante.

t We are indebted to the Hampshire Chronicle o-

13th instant, which contains a full report of the mectm;
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plan, as Carlisle, Ely, Southwell, Selby,
Christ Church, in this county, and others.

Some have a large superstructure on the old
choir, as Tewkesbury, Gloucester, and Nor-
wich, which completely changes the character,
even if it be accomplished with little deviation

from the ground plan
;

and the erection of
later towers, or the addition of a story to the
older ones, as at Kirkstall, or of a spire, as at

Norwich, however little the rest of the church
may have been changed, gives the whole a
totally different aspect from that intended by
the builder. The church, which is cruciform,
has a low massive tower at the intersection.

The internal arrangement of the east end is

remarkable, as it is divided by a central pier,

to which a flat external buttress corresponds,

having on each side of ita window. The eastern

limb of the cross exceeds only by a few feet

the length of the transepts. This peculiarity

is almost universal in pure Norman buildings,

though at a very early period in the succeeding
style the part eastward of the tower was much
lengthened. The choir is a fine Early-English
one of seven bays. The Norman part of the

church seems to have been commenced a little

before the middle of the twelfth century, and
it would be difficult to find a purer or more
characteristic specimen of the style. The
central tower was evidently open as a lantern,
and must have had a fine effect; for although
perfectly plain on the outside, it is ornamented
in the interior with two ranges of arches, in

the lower one of which may be noticed a

peculiarity which shews how carefully the
medieval architects studied position and point
of view. Few buildings tell more plainly the
story of their progress to completion. The
choir, central tower, and transepts, were built

in the Norman styles, which they still retain
throughout, with, comparatively, a small
number of subsequent insertions.' The lour
lirst bays of the nave (from the tower) were
also completed in the same style as high as the
string under the clerestory range, though an
increased number of mouldings in the tri-

forium shew that the transition was in pro-
gress, and this was probably the limit of the
ictual Norman work

;
but probably the

Norman design comprehended the whole
length of the present building. The clerestory
nf the four first bays belongs to that style of
pointed architecture called the transition, dis-

tinguished from the Early-English as retain-
ing some characteristics of the Norman, espe-
cially the square abacus. The three western
bays of the nave are purely Early-English; a

rery small interval of time must have elapsed
between the completion of the former part,

md the commencement of these. But though
iistinct in style, this new portion is made to

larmonize as much as possible with the old.

In the west front itself, the architect was
iltogether absolved from the necessity of con-
forming to Norman proportions, and how he
folt and appreciated his emancipation from
:he restraint, he has proved by a composition
tot exceeded in grandeur by any structure of
similar dimensions. A vast triplet of lancet
vindows, the principal one of which must be
lear forty feet in height, occupies the central

:ompartnient; these are comprised under a
vide pointed arch, reaching into the gable

;
in

he head of this arch is a cinque-foiled open-
ng. There is no western door, there being
ine Early-English doors in the fifth bay of the
lave (from the tower) on the north and south
lides. This fine edifice is rather distinguished
iy massiveness and simplicity, than by pro-
vision of ornament

;
yet its enrichments are

lot wanting either in variety of design or
lelicacy of execution. The corbel tables alone
vould form a valuable study. Romsey Abbey
s a remarkable proof how readily the pure
Norman and the completely developed Gothic
nay be made to assimilate with each other,
fhe transition, in fact, is gradual. I have now
continued the rev. gent.), after expressing my
hanks for the assistance rendered me by Mr.
Darter, in furnishing me with drawings, plans,
md measurements, to trespass upon you for a
hort time longer. You will agree with me
hat none of our edifices have suffered more
rom neglect or from inadequate or injudicious
epair, than our large conventual churches

;

md this from no fault of those to whose care
hey are committed, but simply from the want
if sufficient funds. Such buildings as those
o which I have called your attention, are
lational monuments, and ought not to depend

upon single parishes, or the exertions of a few
individuals in one locality. In the present
case private liberality has done much

;
the

fabric is now undergoing a most careful re-
pair. If we who are assembled here in con-
sequence of the interest we take in this and
similar objects, encourage by our assistance
those engaged in the work (and it has been
suggested to me that a proposal has been made
to this effect) we shall prove that our interest
does not spring from motives of mere curiosity,
but from admiration and affection; that we
are in earnest when we profess to cherish those
monuments which are most valuable as histo-
rical records, as developments of genius, and
as legitimate aids to devotion. It is not my
office now to appeal to higher feelings and
motives

;
I rest the claim upon the mere value,

as an architectual specimen, of the building in

question
;
yet we shall not contribute the less

readily from the certainty that, while we are
gratifying our own feelings, and presenting a
suitable testimony to individuals whose work
we approve, we are also conferring a benefit
of the highest order. (70/. were subscribed in

consequence.)

Mr. E. A. Freeman read a paper on

TIIE HOSPITAL OF ST. CROSS,

of which the following is an outline; — In-
teresting as are the remains of antiquity with
which the city, of Winchester abounds—poor
fragments though they be of its ancient great-
ness—none, perhaps, at. all equal the charm at-

taching to the hospital of St. Cross. Whether,
among the numerous similar societies which
fell beneath that spirit of sacrilegious rapacity
which could not spare the very resting places
of aged poverty, any at all existed which ap-
proached St. Cross in its wealth and splendour,
is doubtful. It stands incomparable among
its own class—the “roof and crown ” of such
foundations. No one can pass its threshold
without feeling himself landed, as it were, in

another age—the ancient features of the build-
ing, the noble gateway, the quadrangle, the
common refectory, the cloisters, and, rising
above all, the lofty and massive pile of the
venerable church

;
the uniform garb and re-

verend mien of the aged brethren, the com-
mon provision for their declining years, the
dole at the gate house— all lead back the
thoughts to days when men gave their best
to God’s honour, and looked on what was
done to his poor as done to himself

;
and were

as lavish of architectural beauty on what mo-
dern habits might deem a receptacle for beg-
gars, as on the noblest royal palaces. The
hospital was founded in 1136, by Ilenry de
Blois, Bishop of Winchester, to whom also

is attributed the design of the Abbey Church
of Romsey. Like that church, it seems to

have been built from one uniform plan, but
being erected at the time when Gothic archi-
tecture was beginning to be engrafted on Ro-
manesque, the details of the different parts of
the church vary, so that, though in an inferior
degree to Romsey, it affords a valuable lesson
in the transition from Roman to Gothic archi-
tecture. It does not indeed exhibit some
change in detail at almost every step, and
some parts are apparently actual alterations,
still the transition is well and plainly marked,
and the idea of the whole church and many of
the details are admirable. The church is

cruciform, possessing, small as the building is,

all the features of a conventual or collegiate
establishment— that indescribable something
which distinguishes the minster from the
parish church : no one, even were the hospital
buildings not attached, could mistake it for a
mere parochial edifice. The church is re-

markably lofty for its other proportions, a
great merit, as I think, English buildings, of
whatever rank, being, with a few exceptions,
ordinarily too low. Mr. Freeman gave a
minute description of the church. The
eastern end, which is the most ancient portion
of the building, is a fine specimen of Roman-
esque in all its purity and majesty. The west
front is also admirable. It is well finished,
with buttresses and strings, and this elegant
doorway, with the splendid western window,
the graceful lancets at the ends of the aisles,

and the small gable lights, collectively form a

most beautiful and simple composition. The
west window and clerestory, all fully deve-

loped Decorated, are the latest portions of the

original church, which seem to have been

erected at intervals during a period of more

than a century. On entering the church at
any point, two particulars are observed, in
which English churches are for the most part
but too deficient— height and vaulting, the
latter continued throughout the church. The
choir and transepts are transition, and af-
ford a vast mine of Romanesque ornament

;

but, where the work remains, have much more
of a Romanesque character, except in the
pointed pier and vaulting arches, and in the
tendency to rounds and hollows in the mould-
ings

;
the abaci are still square, and all the

capitals and ornamental surface mouldings
retain the character of the late highly enriched
Norman style. But it is very remarkable that
the original Norman piers have either been
cased or else removed, and have given way to
huge octagonal ones of perpendicular style.
I he choir seems, like ihat of Romsey church,
to have been surrounded by a solid wall as a
screen. Some of the shafts are of marble, but
their tints, as well as those of the ancient
paintings, which seem nearly to have covered
the chancel wall, are ruthlessly smothered by
a dingy yellow wash. Above the pier arches
is the celebrated triforium of intersecting
arches, to which Dr. Milner attributes the
origin of the pointed style. It becomes us to
speak gently of one who, though of course far
behind the present advance of architectural
knowledge, was certainly far before most of
his own age equally in knowledge, taste, and
reverence

;
but it will be hardly necessary to

do more to allude to this as a mere exploded
theory. Probably the windows, which have
been the occasion of so much controversy and
theory, were merely cut through the elder
openings tor the purpose of giving additional
light, at the same time that the roof of the
aisle was lowered, most probably during the
fifteenth century. In the nave the rapid pro-
gress of the transition may be easily traced.
The first pier, reckoning from the east, is a half
cluster, retaining the Romanesque capital and
abacus

;
the rest may be considered as Early

English, the final pier being a very graceful
half cluster. The font remains in the nave, a
Norman basin mounted on a later vase, as at
Dorchester. The church appears to have suf-
fered very much as to its arrangements, by
being made a place of parochial worship for
the parish of St. Faith, the arrangement of
some of the stalls has been altered, and pews
and other incumbrances introduced. The do-
mestic buildings are said to have been origi-
nally situated on the south side of the church,
and to have been rebuilt on their present site
to the north, by the second founder of the hos-
pital, Cardinal Beaufort. The most prominent
objects are the noble gate-house and the hall,
with its elegant windows and bold open roof.
The whole retains nearly throughout an
ancient air.

THE ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF THE
CATHEDRAL

was undertaken by Professor Willis, and was
looked for anxiously by those who had heard
of his discourse last year at Canterbury. For
the report ot the professor’s present remarks
we avail ourselves of the notice of it in the
Athenceuni (where it appears evidently “ by
authority ”), in preference to our own notes.
He began by regretting that Winchester had

not, like Canterbury, a Gervase for its histo-

rian. The references to its early history were
a few detached notes contained in two of our
old chronicles, and in these cases unfortunately
the name of the individual who furnished the

funds was given, and not the individual who
designed the building. It was his wish to com-
pare these detached notes with the existing

building, and to assign the several portions to

the probable period of their erection. Much
had been done in this way by the late Dr. Mil-

ner, the able historian of the city, and one of

the fathers of the present race of architectural

antiquaries. But Milner had still left some-
thing for succeeding antiquaries to accomplish.
“ I will not detain you,” he said, “ with the

legendary history of the cathedral, but select

only those parts, as I go on, which relate to

the architecture of the building. The present
transepts were thought by some writers to be
of Saxon workmanship, but there was no por-
tion of the edifice older than the Norman Con-
quest and the period of Bishop Walkelyn. The
excessive rudeness of the architecture of the
transepts has led people into this untenable
opinion, Now we know for certain that the

IlgRf
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centre tower of the building fell not long after

the interment of William Rufus, in the choir

of the cathedral, and that the tower was rebuilt

immediately after this disaster. The tower-

piers of the present edifice are the largest

tower-piers in England
;
they are a great deal

too large for architectural elegance and for the

weight they were required to carry; and I am

inclined to think that they were erected by a

people labouring under a kind of panic a

people determined to erect an edifice not likely

to fall for a long time to come. Now the tower

that fell he believed to have been the work of

Bishop Walkelyn, a Norman bishop, and this

was partly confirmed by the circumstance, that

the tower of Ely Cathedral, built by the Bishop

of Ely, the brother of Bishop Walkelyn, fell

in also, though, it is true, at a period somewhat
later. But the brothers, it appeared to him,

worked with the same school of masons, and

probably with the same design. The plan of

Bishop Walkelyn’s building was preserved in

the crypt of the present cathedral, and he

would direct the attention of all who are curi-

ous in the progressive history of our architec-

ture, to a careful study of this crypt—an ex-

amination easy at this time, from the liberality

of the dean and chapter, who had thrown open

every part and recess of the cathedral to the

members of the Archeological Association.

And here he would wish to call attention to a

curious discovery that had been only recently

made, viz., that a bed of concrete foundation,

extending to a distance of about fifty feet from
the western portion of the edifice, had been

laid there, evidently with the intention of carry-

ing two large towers. The limits of this con-

crete foundation had been laid open by the

liberality of the dean and chapter, who were
anxious to render every assistance in their

power likely in any way to illustrate the his-

tory of their cathedral. Bishop de Lucy, who
died in 1204, was the builder of the low-roofed

aisles and chapel, and the east of the choir,

which are in the so-called Early- English style

of architecture : and this he did without dis-

turbing the walls of the Lady Chapel, as was
evident from the distinct seam of masonry
between them. Hereford, Salisbury, Chiches-
ter, St. Albans, Wells, Exeter, and Romsey,
afforded similar instances of the aisles to the

east being lower than the choir itself. He
would now make a jump from 1204 to 1370,
from Bishop de Lucy to Bishop de Edington,
Wykeham’s predecessor in the see of Winches-
ter. William de Edington left certain moneys
for the completion of the cathedral, but no one
has hitherto determined what portion of the

edifice was erected with this money. The
whole of the nave and of the west end of the
cathedral were built either by Edington or
Wykeham, and it now became desirable to dis-

tinguish the work of Wykeham from the work
of his predecessor in the see. After a very
careful examination of the whole of the nave
for this purpose, and after an equally careful
examination of the two passages in Wyke-
ham’s will, which relate to the works at Win-
chester, he had come to the conclusion that
the great west window, and a west window in
each of the side aisles, were the work of Eding-
ton. The curious observer might remark this

for himself, by contrasting the coarse mould-
ings of Edington’s work with the more delicate
mouldings of Wykeham’s workmanship. Wil-
liam of Wykeham was a very practical man,
and was, moreover, the architect of his own
cathedral. But Wykeham rather re-adapted
the Norman work, than rebuilt the whole of
the nave from the foundation. The Norman
nave originally consisted of a low pier arch,
a triforium, and a clerestory

;
the nave of

Wykeham (the present nave) of a high pier
arch, a balcony (rather than a gallery), and a
lofty clerestory window. The difference be-

tween the two would be seen at a glance by
the sections he had prepared for this purpose.
William of Wykeham scraped and reduced the
old Norman piers—shaped their square edges
of masonry into ornamental mouldings—threw
the triforium and small clerestory windows
into a handsome balcony and lofty clerestory
windows, producing in this way the style dis-

tinguished as Perpendicular. It would be,
perhaps, sufficient evidence of this view of
what Wykeham did, to refer solely to the
Norman character of the masonry, so distinctly
observable in the piers of the nave

;
but, hap-

pily for this view, there was a further and still

stronger evidence in the original Norman

arches of the triforium, which still remain,

left there by this great architect, to strengthen

and support the work he had reduced from

rude strength into work equally strong, and

far more elegant and graceful. From the work
of Wykeham he would then pass to the choir,

the work of a later period, for which there was

no other than heraldic evidence, andthe infor-

mation derived from the study of the several

eras of architecture which it exhibits.”

In comparing this account of the cathedral

with that by Mr. Cresy, which appeared in our

pages a few weeks ago,* the main point of

difference is seen to be the existence of any
part of the Saxon structure. We may here-

after discuss this question.

Professor Cockerell followed Mr. Willis with

some observations on

THE WORKS OP WILLIAM OF WYKEHAM.

He said, “ As a professional architect, ac-

customed to contend with the difficulties of
uniting in an extensive and therefore, neces-
sarily a complex plan, the paramount conside-
ration of convenience and economy of distri-

bution with proportion and beauty, I have
been ever impressed with the great merit of
William of Wykeham in these respects, and
with the lessons of wisdom and of taste which
his works display. As the deviser of the
Kings’s Buildings at Windsor and at Queen-
borough, versed in military no less than in

civil architecture, Wykeham acquired all the
sagacity of an experienced tactician in the
management of the accidents and advantages
of site. His works at Winchester and at Ox-
ford will well repay an attentive examination

;

by such an examination the architect will be
enabled to appreciate the skill of a great
master in the science of his art, while they re-

veal to him the leading motives which guided
the economy and the style of monastic and
ecclesiastical buildings in a very interesting
period in the history of English architecture.”
The professor then explained the course

pursued by William of Wykeham in enlarging
and rebuilding the grammer school where he
received his education, and described the
various portions that he erected :

—

“ The chapel is a very fine one. The chief
ornaments of this noble chapel are the groined
ceiling in wood, perhaps the most elegant spe-
cimen of groining in its day, and, at the same
time, a most curious specimen of the carpentry
of the period. It has been erected at greater
cost and in better taste than the roof of the
chapel of the same great architect at Oxford,
which is a mere hammer-beam roof. We are
to attribute this superiority, I presume, either
to the affection of the architect for the scene
of his early education or to the greater funds
at his command when his college at Win-
chester was built, for New College, Oxford, is

a building of an earlier date than the noble
college in this most interesting city. The
second glory of this elegant chapel is the con-
temporaneous east window describing the

genealogy of our Saviour. Near the head of
Jesse are three small figures kneeling. These
three figures are in the highest degree in-

teresting—representing, as they do, the effigies

of the surveyor, carpenter, and glazier of this

most noble edifice.

I wish I could extend my commendations to

the small chapel and oratory at the west end
of the building as you enter, and to the bell

tower, built simultaneously against Wykeham’s
Chapel, seventy years after the death of the
founder. But I cannot. These works, how-
ever tasteful they may appear in their external
forms, have proved alike ruinous to the work
of the founder, and the architectural reputa-
tions of all concerned. The bell-tower of
this interesting chapel is now in a most
hazardous condition, and will undoubtedly en-
tail considerable expense before many years
are over.

T he proportions of Wykeham’s chapel, at
u inchester, are infinitely superior to the pro-
portions of his chapel at Oxford. The chapel
at Winchester is three diameters in length,
and not quite two in height. The chapel at
Oxford not quite three. I wish I could ex-
plain to you the superior beauty of the three
diameters over the not quite three. The com-
parative drawings which I have had made for
the purpose of illustration, which are open to
your inspection, will best explain to you the
superior beauty of the Winchester proportions,

* See p. 386,

and I shall be happy to answer, to the best of
my ability, any questions which you may please
to put to me on the subject of the architecture

of Wykeham’s College, in the college itself,

which it is your intention to examine this

afternoon on your way to the cathedral. The
perception of proportion seems to be the last

acquirement of the student of architecture.

We begin by admiring ornaments, details, and
forms, but it is at a more advanced state that

we make all these considerations subordinate
to that sense of rhythmical proportion, that

harmony of dimensions, which affects the
mind through the eyes, like a mathematical
truth, and like a concord of musical sounds is

perceived and confessed by the ear as obvious
and unalterable.”

It is pleasant to find the professor, notwith-
standing the expressions of contempt with
which he occasionally alludes to Gothic archi-

tecture from his chair at the Academy, expa-
tiating eloquently on the genius of William of

Wykeham.
Mr. E. Smirk offered some remarks on

THE COUNTY HALL.

The late Dr. Milner, and others who pre
ceded him, have stated as a fact beyond con
tradiction, that the Assize Hall of Winchester
had been a chapel dedicated to St. Stephen
and coeval with the king of that name, by
whom they suppose the castle to have beei

built, and the round table of Authur made
In consequence of this current belief, a con
troversy has lately arisen at Winchester, ant

the county has been charged with the desecra
tion of an ecclesiastical building. The object
of the paper was to shew that it was an ancient
hall of the castle erected, or rather rebuilt, by
Henry III. The arrangement and plan of the

building indicate that this was its original

destination, being wholly unlike those of any
sacred edifice. The windows and seats under
them, and the position and form of windows
shew this. Nor is it probable that so large a
chapel existed where there was no collegiate

or conventual establishment. The contem-
porary records shew that there were four

chaplains and chapels in, or attached to the

castle, who were paid by eleemosynary
stipends out of moneys that annually came into

the sheriffs hands, and there was no endow-
ment or provision for an establishment ade-

quate to the service of so magnificent a chapel.

These presumptive proofs against its dedica-

tion as a chapel are confirmed by the Pipe
Liberate, and other rolls and accounts, extend-
ingthrough thereigns of Henry III., Edward I.,

Richard II., and Henry VI., in all of which
the “ Great Hall ” is constantly referred to

and no such chapel as St. Stephen ever men
tioned. The castle was probably erected by
the Conqueror, and there was a hall before

the time of Henry III., but the latter sove-

reign was doubtless the substantial founder of

the present hall, which was perhaps based on
the old one. Numerous entries in contem-
porary rolls point out the gradual progress of

the work, and the expense of the carriage of

stone for the columns is mentioned in detail in

detached accounts. The hall was probably
always used for the administration of justice.

There is a striking instance in the reign of

Henry III., mentioned by Matthew Paris. In
the reign of Elizabeth it was in a decayed

state, and underwent repairs by the corpora-

tion and the crown
;
and the local records of

the county, which begin in the 16th century,

shew its constant designation as “ the Great

Hall,” and constant use for the purposes of

assizes and sessions.

EAST MEON CHURCH, HANTS.

Was chosen by Mr. O. B. Carter for illus-

tration. He said, a correspondent in the

Gentleman's Magazine of 1816, states thus— It

is a well-authenticated fact that Walkelyn, the

cousin of the Conqueror, evinced his liberality

and taste by the erection of this present fine

church. Be this as it may, this parish appears

to have engaged his special attention, and this

circumstance may, perhaps, be accounted for

by the close connection between the parish

andthe see of Winchester. The church, as

it at present exists, presents a fine specimen of

Norman architecture in its lower and principal

doorways. It was evidently a cruciform

structure in its original state, lighted by small

windows, of which one only at present remains,

and is shewn on the north-west angle of the



nave. '1 he south aisles, both of the nave and
chancel, are evidently additions in the early

part of the thirteenth century, and the manner
in which the communication with the south
transept is effected, under the Hying buttress,

is worthy of notice. The east and west
windows present indications, in their joint

mouldings, of having been insertions of the

same period, but they have been subsequently
altered, and are, at present, in a very anoma-
lous condition. The straight-sided arch of the

south transept is well worthy of notice, and is

particularly effective. The pulpit is of stone,

and is a very good specimen of perpendicular
work. It remains merely to notice the font.

—

It is of the same date as the fonts at Win-
chester cathedral, and St. Michael’s church,
Southampton, and is the work of the same in-

dividual. The material of these fonts has

been described as black marble, but I have
been informed by a competent authority that

the)' are of blue lias. The spire is ot lead,

and from the character of the corbel table

which finishes the tower, and is, probably, of
the same date, I should assign its election to

the early part of the thirteenth century, the
same date already mentioned as that of the

aisles. In the south-western window of the
tower is still suspended the tintinabulum or
saint’s bell, by which appellation it is still dis-

tinguished.

The Rev. C. II. Ilartshorne contributed the
following paper on

FORCHESTEU CASTI.E.

The natural position of Porchester rendered
it eligible as an early fortress so soon as the
Romans had gained a footing in Great Britain

;

the precise age of it is uncertain, but probably
later than the works at Ilichborough, Peven-
sey, and Dover. The inhabitants of Hamp-
shire having assisted those of Brittany in their
revolt against the youthful Grasses, urged
Ctfisar the following year to undertake the
conquest of Britain. His landing-place doubt-
ful, but effected exactly 1900 years back. In
the uncertainty as to the precise dates of the
different Roman fortresses on the southern
coast, it is essential to examine the modes of
construction employed in the works themselves,
since this plan will exhibit the close analogy
and characteristic marks ofRoman architecture
in England, with what is observable on the
opposite coast; and shew that all the military
works of that age are precisely the same in
their principles. The works on the coast are
the earliest

;
and as the conquest of the country

extended, the same quadrangular forms of en-
campment followed its progress. The founda-
tions of these buildings, upon examination,
shew them to have been laid in conformity to
the rules given by Vitruvius. The towers on
the walls, the modes adopted to give them
stability, and the method of binding them to-
gether, by means of Roman brick, the bad
building materials employed in the work, are
all in obedience to the precepts of this great

; architect, as shewn at Leicester, Lincoln
Wroxeter, Burgh, Richborough, Dover, Por-
chester, and other places. The same system,

i in fact, prevails from Caenwent and Caernarvon
I to Dover and Silchester; and from Lillebonne
and Soissons to Autur in France. The dura-
bility of these tiles is occasioned by the clay

I haying been thrown up a long time previously
to its being used. The more important ques-
tion of cements was next entered upon, from
which it appeared that by a careful analysis

I having been made of several, they were found
to agree with the rules of Vitruvius, and, more-
over, to shew that their peculiar hardness de-
pends upon their coarseness, which hastens
crystallization, and causes the latent cohesive-

: ness of the slaked lime to be brought into
action, so that the mass became more perfectly
carbonated. By the application of this kind
of inquiry it is proved that Porchester still
exhibits, notwithstanding the continued repairs
it has undergone, from the reign of Henry II.
to the present day, indisputable marks of its

high antiquity. But there is no connecting
link between the genuine Roman work of the
second century and the Norman keep of the
twelfth. This keep, which was the temporary
residence of King John on nineteen different
occasions, gives a curious insight into the do-
mestic inconveniences of the early English
monarchs, who, when compelled to stay within
doors, must have passed much of their time in
murky twilight,—a gloom they tried to dissi-

pate by the great quantity of wine that was
always ordered to precede their visits. These
castles were always held by constables under
the crown, and garrisoned by its tenants, who
were bound to perform service here during
time of war, on which tenure they frequently
held their estates. During the prevailing taste

for the study of ecclesiastical architecture, it

is to be feared that the military remains of
England, which do not make the same sacred
appeals for preservation, do not receive the
attention that patriotism should excite, and are
suffered to perish without any exertions being
made to record their character. Yet they
must ever be dear to the history of our coun-
try, as having been at once its terror and safe-

guard. Structures, it is true, that rose at the
bidding of ambitious rulers, and at a time when
the upper classes tyrannically repressed every
exertion that aimed at extending the natural
rights of society, yet are still to be preserved as

the memorials of a despotism which civilization

has overthrown, to shew posterity that the
misery and rapine inseparable from feudalism
has been transferred from bitter endurance to

the pages of history, or the records of national
injustice, and to teach them how dearly those
privileges should be cherished which a graci-

ous sovereign has ratified to a united people.

Stained as these fabrics may be by the deeds
of unrelenting and merciless men, still let their

tottering walls be kept from entire destruction,

were it only to afford a sequestered spot where
the unlettered hind may gaze in mute astonish-

ment and moralize, where the painter may
gather up those broken lines of beauty that

charm and captivate the eye when traced upon
his canvas, and where the exploits of chivalry
— the songs of wandering minstrels — the fic-

tions of legendary lore— and the charities of
holy men may become idealised by the crea-

tions of poetry.

Our notice of the papers read already en-
grosses more space that we can spare, and only
leaves us room to mention briefly, that at a

general meeting held on Monday last, Lord
Northampton in the chair, the name of this

division of the old society was changed to
“ The Arclicpological Institute of Great Britain
and Ireland .” Lord Northampton was elected

president for the ensuing year, and York wa9
fixed on as the next meeting-place. We
highly applaud the committee for the altera-

tion in the title, and trust that the two societies

will now separately pursue their important
objects each in their own way and without
collision.

ENGLISH CARVINGS.

We have recently examined with much gra-
tification a number of beautiful carvings by
Mr. Rogers, of Newport-street

;
the more so

because some of them are executed for a
foreigner, and are to be sent to Paris. We
allude particularly to the decorations of a ca-
binet for the new mansion of Signor Mario, in

Paris. The frieze is composed of grotesques,
masks, the infant genii sporting in the foliage

;

the tablets below have boldly sculptured tro-
phies of the sports, shields, and monograms.
Above the cornice are six Fiatningo-like boys
half life size, representing the seasons, &c. In
another room is an enriched border for a pic-
ture, from “Spenser’s Faery Queen,” 8 feet
high, 6 feet wide, projecting about 1G inches;
this is composed of the lightest Venetian fo-

liage, bound together with garlands of flowers,
in which are gamboling boys with musical in-
struments, mounted with the bust of Queen
Elizabeth, and a scarf to be chased in the
manner of the old Venetian work.
Mr. Rogers has addressed a letter to us de-

nying the truth of a remark on him in the
communication signed “ Justice,” which ap-
peared in our columns last week. As to his
personal skill in carving (a matter with which,
excepting in connection with the terms of the
Government competition, we should not allow
any remark in our journal), Mr. Rogers re-
marks that he “served seven years to it with
the late David Me Laucbaulan, and therefore
ought to know something about it. I have
created, by my own industry during the last

twenty years, a large business, and have been
rewarded by liberal patronage from almost
every capital in Europe, as well as in my own
country, where her Majesty's Commissioners
awarded me the most unqualified and marked
approbation.

In reference to the workman whose name
was mentioned as one of my best men, I never
bad a man of that name in my establishment

;

but in looking over my books, I find in 1837,
during an excess of business, that several out-

door journeymen as supernumeraries were em-
ployed, and that one of that name had three
weeks’ work. What impression that could
have made on the carvings sent to St. James’s
Bazaar (as their value was six or eight hundred
pounds), I leave you to judge.”

MACHINE FOR MAKING BRICKS FROM
UNTEMPERED CLAY.

A I’ATENT for this purpose has lately been
granted in America to Mr. Benjamin H.
Brown. The following abridgment is from
Mr. Keller’s reports in the Franklin Journal.
The clay, as it is taken from the bank, is

deposited in a hopper by elevators, and from
the hopper it passes between two rollers, that
move with different velocities, by which it is

drawn through in thin cakes, and thrown on to
a set of permanent teeth, and there cut up by
the action of sets of teeth on a roller that work’s
between the permanent teeth. It is then con-
ducted by a spout into a moveable mould
which, when filled, slides under a piston,
actuated by a cam, to be compressed and
formed into a brick, which is then discharged by
a follower, actuated by another cam that forms
the bed of the mould.

Claim.—“ 1 do not claim the use of the
cams for operating the pistons in pressing
brick, nor do I claim the manner in which the
bricks are received, compressed, and de-
liveted; but what I do claim as my invention,
and which I desire to secure by letters patent,
is the arrangement of the two cams for effect-

ing the pressure and delivery of the bricks, in
combination with the pistons and moveable
mould. 1 also claim the combination of the
rollersand pins for pulverizing the clayas above
described.”

SETTING OUT CURVES ON RAILWAYS.

Sir,—Permit me, through the medium of
your valuable columns, to express my obliga-
tion for the very useful information given by
Mr. Hawkins respecting the setting out of
curves on railways. Although I have never
had any practice in railway surveying, yet I

have taken considerable interest in the subject

;

it may not, therefore, be deemed presumptuous
in me to offer the following method (in addi-
tion to those already given by Mr. Hawkins),
for setting out a new tangent to the curve,
which presented itself to me whilst investigat-

ing the formula given in your journal.
Referring to the diagram (in Builder,

July 26th), let D be the last ascertained point
in the curve from whence it is required to set
off the new tangent. From A, lay off on A T

AB + BEP
a line equal to All: alinefrom thepoint

2

thus determined ranged forward through D,
will be the tangent required. E, Nugent.
Ordnance Trigonometrical Survey

Office, Preston.

*** If our correspondent will reconsider
the formula given by Mr. Hawkins, he will

find that it is a reduction from the above
impression.

ARCHITECTS’ DESIGNS.

We have received a letter from Mr. Cooper,
Architect of the “ Booksellers’ Provident
Retreat,” referred to in our last number, com-
plaining, as we had not ourselves seen the

design, that we had inserted the opinion of
some who had. If architects will not furnish

us with information of their works, or afford

us opportunities for judging of them by litho-

graphs, &c., when published, and in some
cases even neglect to reply to a polite inquiry,

they must take the chance of being misrepre-
sented in ignorance. We have yet to learn,
however, that our informant’s opinion of Mr.
Cooper’s design is unsound.

Arundel Castle.—-The Duke of Norfolk
has given permission to view the exterior of
Arundel castle, and the keep, on Mondays and
Fridays during the season.
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BARRINGTON COURT, SOMERSETSHIRE.

This fine example of the Tudor Gothic do-

mestic architecture, is situated a few miles to

the south-west of Petherton, in a low and

|

woody country. The precise year of its erec-

tion is unknown
;

it was built by the Clifton

family, who held the manor from the reign of

Edward VI. to the thirtieth year of the reign

of Elizabeth : it came about that time into the

possession of the Phelips’, who settled in this

place from Wales. A third son of Sir Thomas
Phelips, of Barrington, was the queen’s-ser-

jeant, who built that splendid structure Mon-
tacute House, a few miles distant.

The whole of the building of Barrington

Court is of stone
;

the carved work of the

pinnacles is of the best design, and the execu-

tion throughout is capital. The house is now
occupied by agentleman farmer, Mr. Hunt, who

is very anxious for its careful preservation.

The family occupy the left wing of the build-

I ing
;
the right wing is used as a depository for

cider barrels: no carved work remains in the

the interior. The most curious portions are

the attics, which form one large room or gal-

lery, always a marked feature in old build-

ings.

The small prints, figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, are

some of the details of the stone-work. Fig. 2

is the half-elevation of a pinnacle, drawn to

the scale of $ inch to the foot.

C. J. Richardson.

Saint Paui/s Cathedral.—The railings

of the circular gallery at the top of the dome

of St. Paul’s Cathedral have recently been

gilded, and the effect is good, as it harmonizes

with the golden ball and cross which surmounts

the building.

THE BUILDER.

BARRINGTON COURT, SOMERSETSHIRE.

GABLES AND PINNACLES.
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CHIMNEYS,—BARRINGTON COURT.

simple form, but architectural ornaments mav
be resorted to, both in respect to the chimney
and to the opening, for the fire-place as well
as for the opening into the chimney, according
to the taste of the person directing the con-
struction of apparatus according to my inven-
tion. I would remark, that the arrangement
of stove and apparatus just described will be
found to offer great advantage in consuming
fuel economically, giving off the largest quan-
tity of heat to the apartment where it may be
applied, and at the same time producing a very
healthful ventilation by carrying off the impure
air of the room through the long opening, f
into the chimney. In figs. 1 and 2, the long
opening,/, is more or less closed by means of
a series of flaps with horizontal axes, whichm3

i

y
t \m °ie ° r Iess °P ene(1

J and in figs. 3
and 4, the long opening is covered by vertical
flaps as shewn jOHN Lrsl1e .A stove in Mr. Leslie’s kitchen, formed in
the manner described, gives an excellent roast-
ing fire, a large boiler, steam for cooking, a
hot plate, and an oven that bakes all the bread
used in the house, for 7d. a day. As a ventila-
tor, its effect is necessarily very powerful.

LESLIE’S PATENT FOR HEATING AND
VENTILATING.

A patent has been recently granted to Mr.
eslie, of Conduit-street, for improvements in

ranging stoves and other apparatus for heat-

g and ventilating. The following is the pa-
ntee’s own description of the engravings :

—
Fig. 1 shews the section of a stove and appa-
tus for heating a boiler and an oven, and
so for ventilating a kitchen or room, in which
ch apparatus may be employed.
Fig. 2 is a front view thereof; a a is the fire-

ace or stove, there being no fire-bars at the
ttom, the front being composed of wire-bars
small diameter, and the fire-place is very
allow from front to back, the back consisting
fire-brick or tile, b, constituting one side of

i oven, which I prefer to be of fire-brick or
i, but it may be of cast-iron, or other suitable
iterial

; e is the oven, there being a flue of
! same width as the fire passing over and
der it, so that the draft into the chimney
:es the course indicated by the arrows; d is

oiler, the shape of which is clearly shewn,
1 it offers a very extensive surface to be
ited by the passage of heat through the
?, e e, from the fire to the chimney. The

j

)er surface of the boiler is suitable for a hot
I

te, and there may be openings with suitable

•es, or apparatus, to have steaming appa-
us applied thereto. Proper means of sup-
iing the boiler constantly with water are to

applied, and a cock or cocks for drawing
hot water. Just above the back of the boiler
pply a damper in the chimney, so as to be
e to cut off or regulate the draft. The oven
r may be of cast-iron, but I prefer it to be
:fire tile or brick, placed on one side of the
,n, the other side being closed

;
by this ar-

igement a very small consumption of fuel

1 take place, and yet a very large frontage
ire surface will be obtained for roasting or
er purposes, and at the same time the oven
I be in a constantly heated state suitable for
ing, and a large quantity of water will be
t heated to a degree to give off steam. In
er to ventilate the kitchen or room in which
h apparatus is set, I cause a long opening,
to be made into the chimney, rising from
upper surface of the boiler to the cornice
reiling, which opening maybe from two to

r inches wide
;
and it will be found that by

l means there will be a constant passage of
iair from the kitchen or room through such

{ opening, by which any impure air will he
cied off

;
and in order that the outgoing air

• not be greater than the case requires for
time being, I have iron covers, shutters, or
es, which may be caused to cover such
iaing to a greater or less extent, and such
irs may be a series of doors, slides, or
cters, one above the other, hinged to the
i of the opening,/, or they may be metal
ies moving on axes, in the character of
ere boards, so arranged that any of them may
dosed, or more or less open, And it will

be found by this arrangement of apparatus
there will be no tendency for the smoke or
vapours passing up the chimney from the fire
to pass into the kitchen or room, but there will
be a constant draft from the kitchen or room
up the chimney, which will not only carry
away the products from the fire up the chim-
ney, but also the air from the room or kitchen,
thus producing any desired degree of ventila-
tion, as well as an advantageous consumption
of fuel. In constructing stoves and apparatus
for heating drawing and other rooms, the same
principle of arrangement, so far as the shallow
fire and opening into the chimney is observed,
but there being no oven or boiler there will
be no tortuous descending flue as above shewn
and described.

Fig. 3 shews a front view, and fig. 4 a ver-
tical transverse section of a stove and appa-
ratus, suitable for heating and ventilating
rooms

; a a is the fire-place, which I prefer to
have as near as may be to the floor, and that
the sides and back should be of fire-brick

;
the

chimney, g, lids an opening,/

f

of two or more
inches wide in the chimney, with means for
closing or partially closing of the same, so os
to regulate the quantity of air carried off by the
draft up the chimney. The opening,/, rises
to the cornice as is shewn.

I would remark, that I have in the drawing
shewn the apparatus in the plainest and most

J OTTINGS ABOUT RAILWAYS.

The novel means of traversing the metro-
polis by underground railways has been sug-
gested to her Majesty’s government by a Mr.
John Williams. He proposes to make a sort
of system of tunnels under and through every
main street of the metropolis

;
in which not

only are two lines of railways to be laid down,
but the various water, gas, and drainage pipes
are to be deposited — a matter alone which he
has long urged in preference to the existing
practice of laying the water pipes, &c., in the
earth, inaccessible except by breaking up the
streets and pavements. The subways he sug-
gests for the water, gas, and drainage pipes
are to be made available for a system of under-
ground metropolitan railways. The conduct
of nobles is sometimes ignoble, and provokes
contrasts. We lately noticed the threat of the
Duke of Cleveland to treat all railway sur-
veyors as trespassers

; last week the Lord
President of the Council, Lord Wharncliff,
celebrated the commencement of the Hudders-
field and Sheffield Railway by himself cutting
the first sod of earth

;
and the Marquis of

Downshire has subscribed 1 ,000/. towards the
preliminary expenses of the Great County
Down Railway. The Grand Junction have
very judiciously determined that a compart-
ment of a first-class carriage shall in future be
reserved for ladies travelling alone. 'The ex-
ample will doubtlessly be followed by other
companies. It is rumoured that the Central
Terminus Company have bought Huno-erford
Bridge for 280,000/., being 100,000/. more than
it cost, and are in treaty for the purchase of

HEATING AND VENTILATING APPARATUS.

Ky. 2

*n

±:

A. Cross section of parts
li. Separate view of the lower flap, and rod connecting separate flaps together.

D. Sectional plan of Chimney.
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the market itself as their station. A corre-

spondent of the Post has suggested that at

night, or during fogs, when signals are

visible, the signal man should reply

whistle of the engine by some sound—a large

bell, for instance, giving thereby an assurance

that all is right. -Tht-. mvans of the French

Academy are busying themsel e
,

wavs. M. Laborde proposes an electric tele-

graph, which is to tell its signals by sounds.

M Ruaux has a plan to substitute horse power

for steam in locomotives.- 1 he immediate

effect of the opening of the railway to Guild-

ford has been to reduce the price ot coals lUs.

per ton—an effect which has had a sensible

influence in smoothing away the prejudices

with which the advent of the railway was re-

garded. Three months ago there were three

coaches between Guildford and London daily.

There are now trains ten times in the day.

Perhaps the most startling project in mo-

dern times, is the attempt to establish a Great

European Railway Company
,
whose object is

to supply railway accommodation to a popula-

tion of only 236,000,000 of human beings.

From their prospectus now before us, we learn

that the portion of the earth comprehended

in their title, covers an extent of only 3,700,000

English square miles. The capital required is

modestly set down at 1,000,000/. 4 he com-

mittee of the directors of the Polytechnic In-

stitution have procured the model of a novel

invention recently brought from the United

States
;
the object of which is to enable trains

to ascend acclivities or steep gradients on

railroads. It has an Archimedean screw be-

tween the axles of the carriage, which comes

in contact, when required, with a series of fric-

tion rollers, placed between the rails
;
and by

means of this contrivance the carriage and

train attached to it are forced up the incline.

The apparatus is brought into action without

delay or stoppage, and in the model mounts a

gradient of about 1 inch in 6. Two gentle-

men claim the merit and the patent-right of

the invention, the one is Mr. Coleman from

America, whose model we have just described
;

the other is Mr. Templeton, who we under-

stand obtained letters patent for this and other

improvements in railway propulsion some

time previous to those of Mr. Coleman.

Messrs. Railton and Son, of Manchester, in

their circular, make the following remarks on

the prevalent rage among gentlemen of the

present dav for becoming railway directors in

as many companies as possible. “ From
amongst many who eminently figure as aspi-

rants for railway fame, wejmay quote a gentle-

man lauded in the Hampshire Independent as

the railway viceroy, and who certainly seems

as worthy of extensive fame a3 any literary or

scientific D.D., M.D., or F.R.S. ;
and, if ab-

breviated titles of honour mean any thing, this

gentleman is entitled to the following append-

ages to his name, as signifying the relation in

which he stands to diverse railway interests :
—

U ****** *******, Esq,, T.V.M. and G.J.
;

D.C. of the M.B.M. and M.
;
D. of T.V.

;

W.L. or L.S. and P.
;
D.C. of I. of W.

;
M.

and S. ;
M. and W. ;

L. and B.
;
P. and

W.E. and D.J.
;
W.M

;
Y. and C.

;
and D.,

and W., and L.
;
B.S. and B.

;
C.J.

;
F.P.

and W.J. ’Tis not every mortal that is gifted

with the attribute of ubiquity. Hail! more
than mortal!” The surveys connected

with the London and Windsor railway are

nearly completed. We understand the line

decided upon is through Knightsbridge,

Kensington, Hammersmith, Turnham-green,
Brentford, Hounslow, Bedfont, Staines, to

Windsor, by a tunnel under the Long Walk,
with an alternative line from Staines to pass

by Datchet, and enter Windsor by a bridge

at Black Potts. The following is the course

determined upon for the Richmond railway.

The terminus will be in the Broadway, Rich-

mond. The line will then run nearly parallel

with the Richmond-road, as far as East Sheen,

leaving Kew a mile and a half distant on the

left. It will afterwards cross Barnes-common,
having a station as near to the high road lead-

ing to Hammersmith- bridge as convenient, and
running alongside the Upper Richmond-road,
will cross Putney High-street by a cutting of

from 12 to 18 feet in depth, over which a

bridge will be thrown, to continue the old

thoroughfare. This cutting will be continued
to North-fields, Wandsworth, where a viaduct
will be commenced, and carried across the

road leading from Wandsworth to Putney,

through a row of houses called Point-pleasant,

across some marshy land to an extensive osier

bed. Here the excavation will have to be car-

ried 18 feet deep before a foundation can be

obtained for the viaduct, and in consequence

of the tides overflowing this part, it will be

the most difficult undertaking on the whole

line. Continuing the viaduct, a double-arched

bridge will cross the Wandle, after which the

works, meeting with littleengineering difficulty,

will be continued to their termination at Fal-

con-bridge, Battersea, where men are already

at work. There will be stations at Putney

and Wandsworth, and it is expected that the

whole line will be opened on the 1st of May
next.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS, UNDER
METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS ACT.

The following application and certificate

serve to shew the requirements of the official

referees on this subject, and may enable other

parties so to arrange their drawings and

statements when applying as to prevent delay.

Messrs. Locke and Nesham being about to

build Trinity Church, in Wenlock Barn, City-

road, submitted the drawings to the referees,

and asked for their certificate.

In reply to the application, the following

letter, from the registrar, was received by

them :—

•

“Gentlemen,—With respect to the pro-

posed Church at Hoxton, I beg, on the part of

the official referees and myself, to inform you

that it appears to the official referees upon

careful consideration of your drawings, that

the spread of the concrete under the footings of

the tower is too much restricted, and that you

have not indicated in detail the mode of

springing the walls of the tower from the in-

verted arch, or of abutting them against that

arch
;
the mode of tying in the sides of the

spire has not been indicated, and the northern

buttresses of the tower are not shewn upon the

plan as to be built from the foundations with

the walls in the same manner as the other

buttresses. It also appears, that timber plates

are intended to be inserted into the walls of the

tower, which the official referees consider ob-

jectionable, and in opposition to the rule in

schedule D, part 2. It is also to be observed,

with reference to the roof of the nave, that no

efficient means appear to be provided for pre-

venting the roof from spreading ;
and with re-

ference to a gallery indicated on the plan, that

none of the drawings submitted shew the

manner in which it is proposed to be con-

structed. Under these circumstances the

official referees request that you will be so

good as to state whether you would prefer to

supply the deficient information before they

proceed to certify, that any conditions upon

the points alluded to may be avoided in the

certificate, or that the certificate should be pre-

pared with such conditions as the official re-

ferees may deem necessary to secure sufficient

strength in the construction throughout.”

The builders stated that the architect pre-

ferred the official referees should add their re

quirements to the certificate, rather than that

the drawings should be withdrawn and altered.

They further gave the following replies :

—

“ With regard to the detailed mode of

springing walls of tower from inverted arch,

that the inverted arch would be made nearly a

semi-arch. The intersection being in the

middle of the wall.

The sides of spire would be tied in by a

strong chain bond—stone and iron. The
northern buttresses would be made to project

above the body of the church and not built

from foundations.
The timber plates the architect will omit

and carry on stone or iron corbels.

The architect considers the roof of nave
not likely to spread, especially as the roof of

the side aisle abuts against it.

With regard to the concrete for the tower
and body of church, the architect would leave

it to your discretion to award as much beyond
what is shewn as you please. We herewith
send you additional drawings shewing the

gallery.”

The followingis the certificate:

—

“ With regard to a certain church proposed
to he built in Wenlock Barn, City-road,

Hoxton, in the parish of St. Leonard, Shore-
ditch, in the county of Middlesex, and in the

district of St. Leonard, Shoreditch, within the

limits of tie Metropolitan Buildings Act,

7 & 8 Viet. cap. 84.

Whereas the Official Referees of Metro o-

litan Buildings, duly appointed in pursuance

of the said Act, have received and duly con-i

sidered certain particulars and drawings o:

the said church, submitted to them by Messrsj

Locke and Nesham, builders, of Theobald's-

road, London, copies of parts of which draw-,

ings, representing the foundations, walls, roofsl

and other constructions, are hereto annexed'

and marked respectively A, B, and C.

Now the said official referees do hereby cer-

tify that (it being understood that no excava

tions for graves or otherwise are to be made a

any time within the said proposed building, or

within ten feet of the footings on the outside

thereof,) the heights, thicknesses, and dimen

sions, shewn in the said annexed drawings, art

approved by them, except in so far as the samt

may be inconsistent with the following condi

tions, and that the works may proceed in con

formity with the said conditions and with tin

said drawings as modified thereby, subject, a:

to the soundness and sufficiency of the foundal

tions, and of the work in every part thereof:

and as to its accesses and stairs, and in ever

other respect, to the provisions, rules, ant

directions of the Metropolitan Buildings Act

and to such supervision and special supervisioi

as are therein prescribed in that behalf.

And the said official referees do hereby de

termine and declare that the said church is t

be deemed to be a building of the extra first

ate of the third class within the meaning o

the said Act.— Dated this 16th day of August

1845.

Conditions referred to in theforegoing

certificate.

That the concrete foundations of the towe

extend at the outer sides at the top 6 inche

beyond the toes of the footings, and at the has;

6 inches more for every foot beyond the firs

foot that such concrete foundations may be it

depth.

That the walls of the tower he built of re

gularly coursed and bonded brickwork or ma
sonry over the concrete bed, throughout th'

spandrels of the proposed inverted arches a

well as above the springings upon thos;

arches.

That the two buttresses on the north side <

tower be built up from the foundations, course

and bonded with the walls in such manner th:

no part of the superstructure shall overhan'

the substructure thereof.

That the sidesof the towerat the springin,

of the spire be efficiently tied.

That no timber as bond or as plates be la.

into any wall upon the face of a wall, and th:

all beams, girders, joists, or other bearir

timbers requiring a bearing upon any wa

rest upon a stone template of not less leng :

than twice the thickness of the timber to \

borne.

That the bearings of thebreastsummerbeanj

of the gallery do not exceed 10 feet, unle

their scantlings be increased to justify long,

bearings.
_

i

That some more efficient means he applii;

than the drawings indicate of preventing tl

roof over the nave of the church fro

spreading.”

Ventilation.—Amongst the new systei
1

of ventilation is the plan proposed by A
Wroughton, which consists of a mercur
valve acting upon a spring, and opening a pr

tion of a window in such away that the rod

will always remain at the temperature desirt

and the foul air be replaced at every instant

a supply of pure air from without. A

Wroughton’s plan is indeed but an extensi

of the principle of the mercurial self-act!

valve of Dr. Arnot's stove, but the applid

tion of it to the purposes of ventilation

new.
Exhibition at the Royal Institutk

Manchester.—The exhibition ot paintir

this year is universally admitted, says t

Manchester Guardian ,
to be the best we ha

ever had. The number of pictures alrea

sold is eighty-three, and the aggregate amon

received for them is greater than the to!

amount of sales last year, including even li

thirty-six pictures taken by the holders

prizes in the Ait-Union. The exhibition is

be opened in the evening at a lower rate th

at present on and after the 29th instant.
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WORKS IN THE PROVINCES.

At Canterbury a company is being formed
having for its object the establishment of
a general cemetery without the walls of, but
contiguous to the citj'. The capital required
is 15,000/,- 1 he present extravagant price
of gas in Wolverhampton has suggested the
project of a new company, with a capital of
30,000/. When the situation of the town is

considered, its proximity to the coal-fields, and
its cheap water communication therefrom, it

cannot but he matter of surprise that gas
should have retained a higher price, ranging
Irom twenty-five to thirty per cent., than what
is charged in many towns of inferior local ad-
vantage.- A new corn hall has lately been
opened at Bungay. The Tpsivich Express
says, it is scarcely possible to speak too highly
of the liberality with which the proprietors
have endeavoured not only to accommodate
the persons attending the market, but also to
beautify the town, by the erection of this
building. Mr. Thomas Farrow was the ar-
chitect, and Mr. Foulger the contractor.-
The Ecclesiastical Commissioners have voted

,

000/. towards the restoration of the Bishop
ot Exeter’s Palace. Considerable progress
has recently been made towards completing
that magnificent and colossal undertaking the
Queen’s Drive, Edinburgh. The portion which
runs through what was formerly a marshy
meadow, and a great nuisance, is finished, and
joined at the one end to the portion com-
mencing opposite the foot of Arthur-street,
and at the other end to the outlet at Parson’s-
green, so that the low lying portion of the
carriage-way and footpath is now finished and
open to pedestrians. With regard to the
more elevated section of the drive, com-
mencing at Mushat’s Cairn, and terminating
it St. Leonard’s, the operations are in a for-
ward state. Workmen have lately been cin-
aloyed in throwing down the old city wall on
:he west side of Bristo-street, Edinburgh, for
he purpose of widening the thoroughfare in
hat part of the city. This old wall, which is
low last disappearing, is a venerable relict of
last times, having been erecfed immediately
iftcr the battle ot Flodden Field, and has,
herefore, stood upwards of 300 years. There
3 still a considerable portion of it standing in
he north of Drummond-street. Extensive
mprovements are now in progress at Dun-
obin Castle. The John o' Groat Journal
ays, when they are finished “the old castle
411 have to boast of some rooms as noble as
ny of which our southern nobility are proud,
ts antique character will also be preserved

;nd the magnificent suite of apartments
marked in the architect’s plan as “The
}ueen s Rooms ”) will harmonize, at least
stern ally, with the ancient feudal towers of Dun-
)bin, that have braved fully five centuries.”
- new bridge of a neat and substantial cha-
icteris being erected at Widford,nearCheIms-
11 d. 1 he new Catholic church in Coventry,
le nave of which was opened for public worship
)out twelve months since, is now finished,
he ceremony' of consecration took place last
eek\ An attempt is being made at Yar-
outh to raise by subscription 5,000/., for the
lrposes of restoring the parish church of St.
icholas, and of establishing a national school
connection therewith. With respect to the
storation, the committee say, “As a parish
lurch, it is one of the largest in the kingdom,
id has many parts of great architectural
terest. Its present aspect is extremely me-
ncholy, but as there is now a strong desire
rougbout the kingdom to render churches
Drthy of the high and holy purposes to which
ey are devoted, it is hoped that the voice of
e prophet of old, which says, “ Is it time for
, O ye, to dwell in your ceiled houses, and

's house lie waste?” will now be heard, and
at a building which in former ages appeared
ixceedingly splendid and solemn, may once
ne assume its pristine grandeur.” Lord
astyn has given the munificent donation of
0/. towards rebuilding the ancient church at
int, which has now fallen into great decay.
ie Hon. E. M. Lloyd Mostyn has also given
0/. in furtherance of that desirable object,
is proposed that the new church shall afford
.‘ommodation for 800 persons. A tempo-
y building in the New London-road,
elmsford, designed for the Roman Catholic
vice, is nearly completed, and will shortly

' opened. It is built within an enclosure,

purchased for the erection of a more exten-
sive building, on the completion of which, the
present structure is to be applied to schools.

Mr. Mason, of Exeter, is the successful
contractor for the erection of the Wesleyan
College, near Taunton. The contract is under
six thousand pounds. It is Mr. JM.’s intention
to proceed with the excavation for founda-
tions forthwith, and the buildings ara
to be completed by Lady-day, 1847.- •

The Rev. Mr. Smith is building new schools
at Taunton, entirely at his own expense.
I here will be two rooms of 50 by 20 feet
each, with sliding doors, the whole room when
the doors are slid back beingl02 feet G inches.
At the southern extremity is the master’s cot-
tage, behind which are ‘to be ample courts.
The style chosen is that of the collegiate and
domestic edifices, of the latter part of the fif-
teenth century, having large transomed and
mullioned windows, and steep gable ends to the™°f- .The school-rooms will accommodate
4l0 children, and are designed for Sunday and
day schools.- The old poor-house, Walcot,
Somersetshire, has been purchased for the pur-
pose of being converted into baths and laun-
dries for the poor.—The price was 800/. The
new theatre at Manchester is nearly completed.
The stone fa 9ade in Peter-street will be finished
bytheopeningday, the 29th instant. The marble
statue of Shakspeare, which is to occupy the
niche in front of the building, has not yet
ai rived from Italy. For a long time nothing
has remained of Panxworth Church but the
tower, standing in an arable field, a reproach
to the parish and the neighbourhood.
Lately, however, efforts have been made for the
restoration of the edifice

;
and as a compara-

tively small sum, 500/. is required, several gen-
tlemen have resolved to raise the necessary
funds. Mr. Watson, of Norwich, whose plan
will probably be adopted, has offered the east
window, equal in value to 251. subscription.
The design is in the style of the fourteenth cen-
tury, with a nave and chancel. The Earl of
Ripon is rebuilding his family mansion, at
Nocton, destroyed some few years back by
fi*‘e Extensive alterations and improve-
ments are in progress at Hatfield House. At
least 300 workmen and artists are at present
employed there. The Commissioners of the
Birmingham Street Act have expressed them-
selves in favour of the plan proposed by the
Birmingham, Dudley, and Wolverhampton
Railway Company, of erecting a capacious
station in the centre of the town. The
Dock and Harbour Commissioners at Leith
have closed the lower drawbridge for the
purpose of levelling the bridge and other-
wise improving this extensive and increasing
thoroughfare. The work will be one of great
expense, and will, it is expected, occupy three
months in the execution. The Hull Dock
Company are prosecuting their various, exten-
sive, and highly important works with a vigour
and dispatch rarely witnessed. The railway
dock, the great east dock, the warehouses, the
iron yards, &c., are now in course of rapid
construction, and when completed cannot fail
to raise Hull far above her present position.

EFFLUVIA FROM SEWERS.

Sin,—I was very pleased to observe the
letter of “ J. L.” on the important subject of
“ e<^uvia from sewers ” in your last number,
and I believe that whenever this matter is

taken up in good earnest, a remedy will not be
long wanting to lessen, or altogether get rid
of, the mischievous effects of the pestiferous
gases continually rising from our subterranean
drains or sewers. You are of course aware
that the subject has engrossed the attention of
persons connected with these matters for many
years past

;
and with respect to the plans pro-

posed by “ J. L.,” I believe the first of them
can lay no claim to originality; in fact, the idea
of “ trapping,” in connection with our street
sewers, has been proposed and laid aside as
futile and visionary long since. The remedy
for this serious grievance appears at first sight
so simple, and at the same time so effective,
that no doubt it will strike some persons as
strange that it has not been applied to some
extent before this time. I am not prepared at
this moment to assert that it has, but I am in-
clined to believe so. The bar, however, to its

introduction, you are no doubt aware, has been
the danger and serious injury that would result

by the explosions and bursting of the sewers—
the natural consequence of shutting the safety
valves—for in such relation may the gullev-
holes be considered to stand with reference to
the main sewers. Your correspondent’s plan,
however, of meeting this difficulty is not so
common, and in some measure provides a
remedy for the danger to be apprehended from
explosion, although here again many difficul-
ties would present themselves in obtaining
sufficient, safe, and convenient sites for the
“ columns,” or vitiated air-flues

; as they should
recur very frequently, not only to insure the
stability of the sewer, but also the lives of
persons whose duty it is occasionally to pass
through them for the purpose of examination
or repair. The experiment, however, in the
manner proposed — that is the combination
of a system of “traps” and “columns,”
may, 1 believe, be tested without any enormous
outlay

;
and with regard to the mode of de-

stroying the gasses on their emerging from the
columns, chemistry would lend us innumerable
aids, and, I believe, might be made an index
whereby to shew the amount of vitiated air
consumed under the various changes of the
seasons and atmosphere, and other circum-
stances, and which we are now compelled to
inhale in our daily search after London fresh
air. I am also of opinion that the system
could be made more complete by the intro-
duction of draft-creating machinery on the
principle of the wind guards and ventilators.
I his would, I believe, prevent much of the
annoyance felt at times, within doors, from
the back or down-drafts in the sewers in windy
weather. J

Before concluding these few remarks on a
subject, perhaps one of the most useful that
can occupy the varied pages of your paper, let
me ask your correspondent whether he has
conceived, and is prepared with, the detail as
regards the “traps” which he proposes to
use

;
as on this point much of the successful

working of the system would depend. These
traps must of course always contain a suffi-
ciency of water, and they must be continually
replenished and cleansed, or they would in
time become themselves the receptacles (in n
more prominent position) for stagnant matter,
and thus increase the evils which they were
designed to remove. Nothing, it appears to
me, would so effectually conduce to the con-
stant efficiency of the “ traps ” as a small
branch from the “ water main,” turned at will,
so as to keep up a greater or less flow of water
down the gulleys.
Begging “ J. L.” and other of your readers

who take an interest in the subject to give us
the benefit of their opinion thereon,

I am. Sir, &c., ZwepyoQ.
P.S. It just occurs to me, that reformation,

like charity, should begin at home; and there-
fore it behoves us befure crying too loudly
against “public ” sewers, to put a proper “trap”
(not on our mouths only) but on our ownprivate
drains and cesspools; tor I feel persuaded that
much of the annoyance before adverted to pro-
ceeds (from inattention to this latter point),
from the vaults and areas of our houses, and not
entirely from the gulleys of our public sewers.

Drain Traps.

—

Contrivances to prevent
the escape of foul air from drains often fail to
produce the intended effect, and great expense
is often incurred in attempting to apply a re-

medy in the wrong place. ‘ The drains smell,
we shall have rain,’ is a common expression,
but perhaps few inquire why drains send forth

their peculiar intimation of a change in the
state of the atmosphere. It has become the

practice to trap drains where they leave the

house to prevent the ingress of rats from the
sewer, so that a large quantity of air is inclosed

in the drain between these large traps and the

smaller ones, at the sinks in the house. Now,
this air being liable to expansion from various

causes (amongwhich are the diminution in the

pressure of the atmosphere indicated by the
falling of the mercury in the barometer, and
the introduction of hot water), occasionally
displaces the very small column of water in the
sink-traps, and escapes into the house, to the
serious annoyance of its inmates. The remedy
is, to insert one end of a pipe into the highest
part of the drain, so that the foul air may
escape at the other extremity of the pipe,
where it can produce no inconvenience.*—Sup-
plement to the Penny Cyclopedia,
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EARLY DOMESTIC BUILDINGS *

By the restorers of ancient architecture,

chimney shafts, though necessary, were con-

sidered to be excrescences on the design. n

edifices designed in forms derived from temples

theatres, and other ancient buildings, with

their parapets and roofs decorated with vases,

statues, and pediments, the introduction of

chimnev shafts destroyed, in the eye of taste,

the antique impress attempted to be given to

the composition. A shaft rising from the apex

of a pediment, or from the cornice of a fayade,

or coping of its parapet, would have been an

eye-sore like a cocked hat placed on the Apollo

Belvidere. To avoid the necessity for this

barbarous combination, the Italian architects

formed the hearth recess in the internal walls,

and by this disposition, brought the chimney

shafts 'into a situation where, if they could not

be hidden, they could be grouped and disguised

to have the appearance of something they were

not, and be thus made to harmonize better with

the general character of the building. It was

rarely that the hearth recess was made in an

external end wall, and then it was seldom in-

dicated by any projection. The chimney shaft

was placed on the parapet as a base, or ap-

peared to rise from a plinth or pedestal placed

on the cornice or root. At this period, when

the Italians were raising palaces and villas un-

equalled for their beauty, the English archi-

tects, whose eye had been educated amid com-

binations seen in buildings of the pointed

style, practised a manner of design most extra-

ordinary in its display of magnificence in plan,

and Vandalism in the taste and application of

decoration. Immense windows and an absurd

exuberance of frittered and pedantic ornament,

made their edifices appear better adapted for

aviaries, than protection from a cold humid

variable climate like that of England.f In

9uch houses, Lord Bacon said, one did not

know where to be out of the sun
;
and maugre

their great fire-places, and blazing logs, he

might with equal truth have added, nor where,

in winter, to be out of the cold unless one stood

within the chimney. In buildings erected,

from the Conquest to the close of the reign of

Henry VIII., the rule appears to have been

to make the hearth recess in the outer wall,

and between the windows.

When three or four hearths were thought

sufficient in a large mansion, their position and

form were of minor importance
;
but when, in

the progress of improvement, a chimney had

to be constructed in each of a number of

apartments, they became objects of much con-

sequence, both in the interior and in the aspect

of the building. The chimney stacks were

arranged in two ways on the exterior, one by

attaching them, like towers to the walls, as at

Blithefield and Costessy, the other by resting

them on the parapet, as at Thornbury. The
first, though not the most frequently practised,

is the most ornamental. It is difficult to say

which is the most ancient.! Single chimneys
of the upper floors often rose like a column
attached to the walls, supported by a corbel.

The form given to the shafts was the same,

whether they rested on a projection or on a

parapet; sometimes they were carried up from
the parapet like separate columns, in imitation

of Venetian chimneys—or they were united at

top by a cornice—or appeared like a group of
pillars attached to each other. A third manner
was practised when architects, in the reign of

Elizabeth, discarded the ancient rule, and in

imitation of the Italian practice, placed the

hearth recess in the inner wall, and opposite,

instead of between, the windows. The shafts

were then sometimes made to assume the ap

pearance of a parapet, ornamented in different

ways, rising above the roof; but their shafts

ceased to be so ornamental to the building as

in the earlier fashion. The chimney-piece,

however, in its turn became an object on
which much architectural decoration was
lavished.

But, if their fireplaces and windows were
faulty, the sound judgment and good taste of

Druell, Moston, Percy, John of Padua, Mascall,

Havens, Holte, Thorpe, and other architects of

this period, were, in one point, worthy of infi-

nite praise and admiration. Feeling that

houses were made to live in, as well as to look

* Seep. 415, ante. Notes from Bernan’s “History of
Warming and Ventilating.”

t Clarke’s Views of Tudor Houses, and Britton’s Arch.
Antiquities.

? Buckler. Historical Account of Eltham Palace, p. 18.

at; and that, from the nature of the climate,

and habits and wants of the inhabitants, fire-

places in rooms were essential to enjoyment

and comfort, they were not ashamed, like the

“ artists ” who succeeded them, to let the

chimney shafts appear in their designs, but, on

the contrary, by ornament and position, they

brought them forward as essential parts of the

fabric, and pleasing and picturesque objects in

the composilion. This was in truth the period

of the triumph and glory of the chimney shaft.

Invention was racked tor variety of form, and

novelty and elegance of decoration
;

Doric,

Corinthian, composite, and other sorts of

columns, fluted, twisted, square, polygonal, and

elliptical; single, clustered, and in groups;

crowned with pediments, scrolls, and vanes

;

obelisks, altars, vases, all covered with roses,

lozenges, frets, guilloches, festoons, armorial

bearings, heads of monsters, initials, figures,

and a host of other devices, combined with a

most fantastic and capricious imagination,

gave a superlative lightness, and grace, to the

parapets and roofs of Tudor houses.

With the exception of regal and baronial

mansions, the greater part of the houses

throughout England were mostly one story

high
;
except in towns, a two storied habitation

was a mark of distinction, and were constructed

of timber, but in parts of the west country,

they were built of stone, and some few houses

in London were of brick. This partiality for

wood was, however, as much from taste as

economy, for Holinshed says, they might have

been built at nearly the same expense of one

material as the other. In the woody districts,

fabrics were strong, and so well timbered as

not to have more than six or nine inches

between stud and stud. But in tracts, such as

the fens, where wood was scarce, no studs

were used, but only “ ravsins, groundsells,

transomes, and upright principalis, with here

and there an overthwart post in the wa'les,

whereunto they fasten their splintes and rudles,

and then cast it all overwyth claytokeepe out

the winde,” or strike them over with a rough

plaster, which was afterwards whitened, and

ornamented with a fine mortar, often beautified

with figures and other curious devices.- In

other cases, instead of clay, bricks were used

to fill in the spaces between the timbers
;
and

instead of being plastered over, they were laid

so as to form zig-zag, lozenge, and other

simple patterns on the face of the wall. This
was a very common method in Kent and

Essex. They had large porches before their

entrance doors, and generally one large hall,

or parlour, or kitchen, the other rooms were
comparatively small. Town houses, more
pleasing to the painter’s eye than comfortable

for habitation, were built with one story jutting

over the other, so that when the streets were

narrow, the people in the upper stories on op-

posite sides of the street might not only con-

verse with each other, but shake hands if so

minded. The fashion was carried to an absurd

excess; Ray saw an old house at York, of

which the upper story projected fifteen feet

beyond the foundation.* In towns, more es-

pecially in London, where the houses were ge-

nerally three or four stories high,-}- they were

full of rooms with low ceilings, built at random,

without any thing of contrivance, having steps

from one to another, and blind staircases.

Although their fronts were nearly composed of

glass, with the windows projecting, the apart-

ments were dark, as if the inhabitants were
afraid of light and good air, and loved to play

at hide and seek.J

The pompous mansions of the Tudor period

are deplorably deficient of all that comfort and
convenience arising from a plan suitable to the

wants and habits of an improved state of so-

ciety. The whole interior was sacrificed for

a certain display in a small portion of it. In
a mansion consisting of eighty apartments, as

at Leckinfield, four or five rooms only, says
Bishop Percy, were adapted for the use of the
noble owners and their guests, the rest were
cheerless cabins to sleep in, coarsely plastered
and white- washed, with ill- fitted doors and
imperfect glazing, or they were appropriated
for offices.§ In houses of this class, the pre-
sence or privy chamber, my lady’s chamber or
bower, and two or three bed -rooms, form the
list of what would now be called, from their
finishings and furniture, habitable apartments.

* Itinerary, p. 16G. f Hentzner. Travels, p. 8£

J Neve. City and Country Purchaser, art. Building.

$ Strutt. Horda. vol. iii. p. 101,

In the presence chamber the walls were hungi

to a part of their height with tapestry, or they:

were lined with panelled wainscot, ornamented,

with a profusion of carved ornaments, that;

often also covered the ceilings, or with stamped?

leather having gold devices on coloured

grounds, that came into fashion in the time of

Henry VIII. The doors were clumsy, and
still coarsely hinged and fastened. It had:

shutters secured by rough bolts and padlocks. .

These evils were tolerated from habit, not

from ignorance, for the public was familiar

with the most judicious precepts for the pre-

servation of health, and the construction of

buildings. ‘For health’s sake,’ says Lucan
one of the neglected monitors, ‘ let the prin-i

cipal doors and windows of your house be open

to the north-east, south-east, south-west.-

Moreover, make all the rooms within your

house lightsome, of a convenient height, and

of a laudable largenesse. Build in every

chamber within your house a chimney. Lodge,

always in a high chamber, that is severed

from the roofe with a floore betweene, rathei

than in a roome belowe, and beware you dc

not sleepe at any time in a close place nor

upon the ground. And in no wise suffer t

stable, ox stall, standing poole, filthy ditch, oi

stinking sink, to be neare your house oi

garden.’*

Sash windows, that were introduced abou-

the time of the great fire, were very cornmom
The upper valve was fixed, and the under onei

when raised, was kept at various heights b;

means of a series of notches and a catch tc

honk into them. The next improvement, in

troduced with King William, is considered t(

be a Dutch invention. In this the under sasl

was suspended by a weight and line, and mnvei

over a pully. The wood-work of these sashes

was very massive and clumsy, and, from th<

thickness and width of the astragal, a larg*

window had much the appearance of a port

cullis filled with glass, of a very indifferen

quality. The sill of the window frame wa
most imperfect. Shutters were common, am
corresponded in clumsiness with the sashes

They had not yet, however, become necessariei

in bed -rooms, except in the best chambers o

great houses. Rebated doors were also anothe

contribution to comfort at the Revolution ;
an

carpenters now began to tongue and groov

the flooring boards, which prevented person

in the chamber overhead seeing what was goim

on in the room under, where the ceilings wer

not plastered. Tongueing and groovin

boarded partitions was another clever innova

tion which shut up a multitude of holes, tha

made as many crevice winds as there wer

deals used. When I compare, say9 Nevt

the modern way of building with the old wa;

I cannot but wonder at the genius of old times

Nothing is, or can be, more delightful an

convenient than height, and nothing mor
agreeable to health than free air; and yet on

would think the people of former ages wer

afraid of good air and light, ‘ whereas th

genius of our times is altogether for ligl

staircases, fine sash windows, and lofty ceiling

And such has been of late our builders* ir

dustry,in point of compactness and uniformit;

that a house after the new way will afford o

the same quantity of ground many more cor

veniences. The contrivance of closets in moi

rooms, and painted wainscot, now so muc
used, are also two great improvements, the or

for convenience, the other for cleanliness ar

health
;
and indeed for so damp a country ;

England nothing could be better contrive

than wainscot to keep off the ill impressic

of damp walls. In short, for handsome a

commodation and neatness of lodging, Londo

has undoubtedly got the pre-eminence. Tl
greatest objection to its buildings, mostly

brick, is their slightness, occasioned by tl

fines exacted by the landlords, so that few .

the common houses are built to last long

than the ground lease, which runs from fiti

to sixty years. In the meantime, however,

i

there happens to be a fit of excessive heat

cold, the tenant must needs be uneasy at

The plastered ceilings also, so much used 1

England beyond other countries, make, 1

their whiteness, the rooms much lightsome

and are excellent against raging fires; th

stop the passage of the dust, lessen the noio

overhead, and in summer time the air of

room is something the cooler for them, and<

the winter something the warmer, because?

* Lucar Solace, p. 152.



keeps out cold air better than boarded floors

can do.’*

The excellent arrangement introduced by
Jones, Wren, and others into houses, greatly
improved every thing connected with comtort
and convenience.”

<Com'9j)onoeiue.

COLOURING FOR CEMENT.
Will any of your practical readers oblige

me, and 1 may say hundreds besides, with a
receipt for the above purpose, that will stand

in a bleak situation and not wash off? it

would be a most desirable thing to know, as

all I have hitherto tried only last a few
months.—I am, Sir, &c., A Builder.

*** Johns’ patent stucco paint is strongly

recommended.

i$*i0r*llanra.

The Smoke Nuisance. — Seven persons
were lately fined 40s. each at the Manchester
Borough-court, for not consuming the smoke
of their steam-engine furnaces. It appears
from report of the proceedings in the Man-
chester Guardian, that the question of the
practicability of greatly diminishing, if not
altogether extinguishing this evil, was set at

rest by the evidence of Mr. Henry Holdsworth
and Mr. Thomas Ogden, the chimneys of

whose works have long set an example to the

district. Mr. Holdsworth stated, and, as far

as such matters can be proved in a court of
justice, proved, that the means essential to an
almost perfect combustion of smoke were by
no means costlv

;
that, in ordinary cases, they

might be applied at a cost of 10/. or 15/.
;
and

that the result, while it secured all that could
he desired in the removal of the nuisance, was
in this case attended with a saving in his con-
sumption of fuel of not less than 18 per cent.

In the three years, 1838-1840, his consumption
of coal was one ton per hour; in 1841 the
smoke-consuming apparatus was adapted to

his furnace, and in the three following jears,

1842-1844, his consumption of coal was re-

duced to 16 8-10ths cwt. per hour. The
general accuracy of these statements impugned
by Mr. Armstrong was confirmed by Mr.
Fairbairn, C.E., who stated that two simple
elements only were needed to ensure the
consumption of smoke, a sufficiently high
temperature and the admission to the furnace
of a sufficient quantity of atmospheric air.

Admission to Public Buildings.— We
are happy to state that it is her Majesty’s in-

tention to abolish the office of state house-

|

keeper at Windsor Castle ly granting com-
Ipensation to the lady who at present holds the
1

office, and thereby getting rid of the unpopular
1 tax upon the public in the shape of house-
1 keeper’s fees for shewing the state apartments
at Windsor, which will in future be placed

’under the custody of the Lord Chamberlain.
Wc feel truly grateful for this concession to

public opinion, and sincerely hope that this

excellent example will be followed in all

public places where fees have been hitherto

exacted.

Hull Glass Works.—A company is being
formed at Hull for the manufacture of glass.

I The prospectus, which is now before us, states

I that “the repeal of the duty on glass, and its

consequent reduction in price, must necessarily

occasion an immense increase in the demand
i for it, not only as concerns such portion of its

i manufacture as relates to domestic and horti-

cultural purposes, but in the higher and more
elaborate branches of its manufacture in plate

and flint glass, as well as in the hitherto un-
known articles of water-pipes, drains, and
> roofing.” The capital required is 200,000/.,
i which it is proposed to raise in 10,000 shares
i of 20/. each.

Malt-iiouse Floors. — Mr. Livesey, ar-

chitect, of Portsmouth says, Claridge’s Seyssel

'Asphalte, laid on a sound concrete bottom,
i makes the best floor for malt.

King’s College, London. — The classes

i for engineering, architecture, and manufac-
ituringart will be re-opened on Wednesday,
the 1st of October next.

Houses of Parliament.— Rumour says
' Mr. Gwilt has been appointed to examine and
report on the present state of the building.

* Country and City Purchaser. Art. Building,

THE BUILDER.
Electricity.—A correspondent of the

Minim] Journal states his opinion that the
simultaneous and instantaneous ignition of gas
lamps in cities and towns by means of elec-
tricity will ere long be substituted for the
presentslow and irregular method. He further
s'ates, “I confess that I am astonished that
electricity has never been enlisted into the ser-
vice of the steam-engine, when every sound
reflecting mind, and clear intellect, must
readily perceive that it must ultimately do
away with the present employment of fuel and
boilers, and their auxiliaries. I have no pre-
tensions to the vision of the prophetic vista,
when I vei ture to predict that the time is not
far di.-tant when the globe will be circum-
navigated by the agency of electricity.”

gTeitDcrg.

For building St. Mary’s Parish Schools and
Teachers’ House, Chester

;
Mr. James Harrison,

architect :

—

455

Messrs. Royle and Son. . .

.

. .. £598
Mr. Wm. Evans
Mr. Wm. Andrews
Thomas Gill and Co . .. 570

The latter was accepted.

Tower Hamlets Sewer : At the last meeting only
one small sewer, in Devonshire-street, was submitted
to public tender

;
the dimensions were 4 feet by 2

feet 6 inches, length 320 feet. The amounts were
as follows :

—

Livermore £245 0
Crook 239 0

Curtis 236 10

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
nre to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers,
however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
strect, Coven t-garden.]

For the execution of Works on the Dund alk and
Enniskillen railway, being a distance of ten
miles.

For the execution of several lengths of Earthwork
on the Aberdeen Railway. There are 5 separate
Contracts, varying in lengths from 34 miles to 4*
miles.

For the execution of works on the Manchester
South Junction and Altringham Railway, in two
parts : 1, being a distance of 14 mile; 2, being a
distance of miles.

For the execution of Works on the Manchester
and Birmingham Railway in 2 parts. 1. The
Ashton Branch, being a distance of about 4J miles.
2. The Macclesfield branch, being a distance of
about 30 chains, including a tunnel of 330 yards in
length.

For the execution of that portion of the Edin-
burgh and Northern Railway, extending from
Burntisland Pier to Kinghorn.

For supplying the Leeds and Thirsk Railway
Company with 100,000 Railway Sleepers.

For the execution of works on the East Lanca-
shire Railway, viz., the Accrington Contract, being
a distance of about 8 miles.

For the execution of that portion of the New-
castle and Berwick Railway, extending from
Netherton to Tweedmouth, being a distance of
about 53 miles. To be let in four contracts.

For repairing the Footways of the Streets and
Public Places within the liberty of the Bishop of
Winchester, Manor of Southwark on the Clink,
for one, two, or three years.

For the execution of Works on the Syston and
Peterborough Railway, in 2 parts : part 1 being a
distance of about 94 miles

;
part 2 being a distance

of about 12 miles.

For supplying the Liverpool and Bury Railway
Company with Sleepers, conformable to specifica-

tions.

For Re-building the White Hart Inn, at Bea-
minster, Dorset.

For supplying the Parish of Christ Church,
Surrey, with Guernsey Granite of the best quality,

and broken to a two-inch ring.

For the execution of works on the Leeds, Dews-
bury, and Manchester Railway, viz., the Churwell
Contract, being a distance of about 21 miles.

For the execution of a portion of the Edinburgh
and Northern Railway, being a distance of about 8

miles ; to be estimated for in two lots.

For the execution of the Richmond Branch of the

Great North of England Railway.
For supplying the Eastern Union Railway Com-

pany* with 8 First Class, 12 Second Class, and 8

Third Class Carriages
;

to run on six wheels, the

gauge being 4 feet 8£ inches.

For tne Erection of Stone Booking-offices for

Sheffield and Manchester Railway Company.

For supplying 15,000 Sleepers of Larch, 7 feet
6 inches long, and 7 feet 34 inches at the small
end

; to be delivered at the Menai Bridge, Holy-
head, within the next four months.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.
At the Ship Yard, Ipswich : a large quantity of

Oak Timber and Planks, &c.
At Heytesbury, Wilts : about 4,000 feet of

1-inch and 4-inch Oak Boards; 1,200 of 1-iuch,
14-inch, and 1 £ -inch Oak Quarter Board; from
2,000 to 3,000 feet of Elm, Ash and other Board
of various thickness; 900 feet of 2, 3 and 4 -inch
Oak Plank

; 3,000 feet of Oak, Ash, and Elm
Quarter and Plank, from 24 to 4-inches thick.

At Little Bentley Hall, Essex : 1,500 particu-
larly straight and good Larch Firs.

At the Star Inn, Fordingbridge : 670 good Oak,
286 large Fir, 19 clean Ash, 19 very fine Beech,
4 Elm, and 4 Aspen Trees.

In the brick fields adjoining the road from
Folkstone to Cherrington : 56 clamps of Bricks,
containing about 3,000,000.
At Wivenhoe, near Colchester : a quantity of

Oak, Ash, and Elm Timber, 50 Oak and Elm
Pollards, and a lot of Elm Seconds.

Erratum.—In our statement last week of the
Tenders for erecting a New Infirmary at the

Lambeth Workhouse, we affixed the sum of 1,244/.

against Mr. Wilson’s name
;

it should have been
1,544/.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ II. L.” (London) willfind the information he
wishes, on cast-iron beams

,
in Hodgkinson’s

“ Experimental Researches," forming Part II. to

Tredgold’s “ Practical Essay on the Strength of
Cast-iron.”

“ G. C.”

—

We believe that Mr. B. Green has
not published any work on skew bridges.

“ Z. A.” wishes to know in what year Carmar-
then Market was built, and the name of the ar-

chitect.

“ J. W.” (York) must pardon us for not re-

plying. We will do so shortly.

“T. T.” (Ringwood).

—

Jeffery's Marine Glue

Works are at Limehotise. By addressing a letter

the information may be obtained. Evidence is

strong in itsfavour.

“W.” (Reading).

—

Dr. Guy's Ventilator is

described and illustrated, p. 21, ante.

“Thomas Smith” (Bermondsey). — We shall

be glad to know the result of the last hearing.

We are disposed to think the district surveyor has

no right to interfere. Bridges are under special

supervision.
“ T. O. M.”

—

If it be understood that the dis-

trict surveyor will permit thefront ground to be

built on, and the proper steps be taken,party-ivalls

may be raised.

“ Comus.”

—

A beginner cannot do better than

obtain “ The Art of Land Surveying," by John
Quested. (Relfe and Fletcher, 17, Cornhill.)

“T. L. C.” will find Rickman’s “ Attempt to

Discriminate the Styles of Architecture,” a very

useful work. Askfor the last edition.

“ T. C.” (Slough).— To fasten the canvasses

together in lining old pictures, equal quantities of
cobbler's paste and glue, applied hot, may be used;

afew drops of creozote should be added, to prevent

vegetation.
“ Mr. G.” (Chelsea).—We regret there was not

time to avail ourselves of the offer.— We shall be

glad to receive additional information.
“ Truth ” shall be considered. The asser-

tions it contains should be authenticated by the

name of the writer.
“ W. H. T.” will see we have availed ourselves

of his note.
“ A Reader of your Publication.

”

—

He are tin-

able to give the direction required. If our corre-

spondent will favour us with his address, we will

write to him on the other point.

“ Self-acting Water Closet.”—We will learnfor

various inquirers where this can be had.

“ Dr L."—We will write in a day or two.

Received.— “ H. J. L;” “H. Baines;” “A
Shopkeeper.’

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Royal Adelaide gallery.—

-

NOVEL ENTERTAINMENT.—Atmospheric Rail-

way daily, with explanatory lecture. The New Zealand

Chief, Pahe a Range, will give a course of Lectures on

the Manners and Customs of New Zealand, in;the evenings of

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday next. Mr. Russell con-

tinues to deliver his unequalled Lectures on Character,

Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday Evenings. Lectures on

Science’, &c., Daily, including Major Beniowski’s Artificial

Memory; Beale’s Rotatory Steam-engine; Kollmat.’s Loco-

motive Engine for ascending inclines on railways. Every
Evening a grand Promenade Concert, supported by first-

rate talent, both vocal and instrumental.
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TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

The PATENT ALBERT
WEATHER-BAR for simpli-

city and effect supersedes any

thing of the kind yet offered to

the public. The expense varies

from ISs. to 25s. Invented and

manufactured by T. WILKIN-
SON and Co., Ironmongers, 77,

Regent-quadrant. T. W. also

executes all kinds of Iron-works,

Staircase,, Warming l.y Hot-.ater, Fitting up Stores and

Range, of all kind, , also Bell-hanging extens.velj executed.

Estimates given.

35t> J&tv
IHnjcsts's

lioyal

ILettcrss patent.

MOREWOOD and ROGER’S PATENT
GALVANIZED TINNED METAL. — This article

was at first sold under the name of Galvanised Tin Plates, but

the Patentees finding that the public, in some instances, over-

looking the word Tin, confounded the article with Galvanised

Iron, and that the character of their metal has thereby sus-

tained injury, are desirous of giving it a name so distinctive as

to prevent such mistakes, and consequent disappointment to

purchasers in future. They therefore respectfully request pur-

chasers to inquire for MOREWOOD and ROGER’S
PATENT GALVANIZED TINNED IRON. In order to

enable the public readily and at first sight to distinguish

between the two metals, it may he well to inform them,

that Galvanised Iron has a plain zinc-like appearance,

while M. and R.’s Patent Galvanized Tinned Iron has a

smooth crystalline surface.

MOREWOOD and ROGER’S PATENT GALVA-
NIZED TINNED IRON, Patronized by the Admiralty

and the Honourable Board of Ordnance, being extensively

used in her Majesty’s Dock-yards, at the Tower, and

elsewhere, for every variety of Roofing, and other purposes,

where a strong, light, cheap, and durable material is re-

quired. , . . , . , ,

It has been found by experience that this article is beyond

all comparison superior to zinc; possessing, as it does,

all the advantages arising from the strength and firmness of

iron, combined with perfect immunity from rust; whilst it

is free from the very serious objection which applies to zinc,

viz. its contraction and expansion, consequent upon every

change of temperature, and from which circumstance leakage

must of course result.

This material is not likely to be destroyed by fire, as is the

case with zinc and lead, which melt and run down, thus

freely admitting fresh air to the fire, and causing it to burn

more fiercely. It is, therefore, obviously well adapted for

all the purposes above-named, and most importantly so,

when there is the possibility of fire. It is also peculiarly

suitable for chimney-tops, gutters, spouting, and out-door

work generally, possessing the strength of iron, without its

liability to corrosion. It is by far the most economical metal

roofing that can be obtained, in consequence of its strength,

as it may be laid without boards, and upon the lightest

rafters.

This mode of preserving metal from rust does not only ap-

ply to sheet-iron, but also to manufactured iron in any form,
as bolts, nuts, hinges, nails, &c. &c.

For full Particulars apply to 3. HOLLAND, 34, Grace-
church-street.

PATENT GALVANISED IRON, 100
PER CENT. STRONGER and from 200 to 300 PER

CENT. CHEAPER than COPPER. The Patent Galvanised
Iron Company are ready to Galvanise any Iron sent to their

Works, either at Millwall, London; Plicenix Iron Works,
West Bromwich

;
Lea Brook, Tipton, Staffordshire

;
or

Broad-street, Birmingham, and to supply Roofing, Ship
Sheathing, Fastenings, Chains, Bolts, Nails, Screws, Pumps,
and the endless variety of articles to which Iron, not sub-
ject to rust, may be applied. The Patent Galvanized
Iron is well adapted for Roofing, especially for Tropical
Climates, being cheaper and more durable than Zinc,

Lead, Tin, or any other material, calculating weight,
strength, elegance, and durability

;
Sheathing Ships, being

not more subject to clog by barnicles, sea-weed, or oxidation

than any other Sheathing; Bolts, Chains, and all Iron Work
about Ships, Boats, and Steam Vessels, Miner’s Implements,
Agricultural and Ornamental Fencing, Rick Covers, &c.
The validity of the patent was contested in February last before
Lord Chief Justice Tindal, when among others the following
eminent gentlemen gave evidence : — Charles Barry, Esq.,
F.R.S., architect, “ that he is roofing the new Houses of
Parliament with the Patent Galvanised Iron, and is perfectly
satisfied with it.” Oliver Lang, Esq., master shipwright at
Woolwich dock, on whose recommendation the Admiralty
have ordered H.M. steamer Sphinx, about to be built by
him, to be wholly bolted and fastened with Galvanised Iron".

Captain Paultcr, resident superintendent of the Trinity
Board Establishment, 11 that it is employed by the Trinity
Board for their buoys, Ac., and found to be perfectly effective
in protecting the iron from injury at sea, the buoys’ retaining
their colour, a point never before attained.” Captain Deni-
son, Royal Engineer, superintendent of all buildings in
Woolwich and Deptford dockyards, T. H. Brande, Esq.,
F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry, &c., George Frederick
Young, Esq., of the firm of Curling, Young, and Co., all de-
posed in the strongest manner to the perfect efficacy of the
Company’s patent process for the preservation of iron from
rust. Amongst other testimonials the following certificate
has been received from Lloyd’s surveyors.

(Copy.)
Lloyd’s Register of British and Foreign Shipping,

2, White Lion Court, Cornhill, February 7, 1845.
This is to certify that the undersigned surveyors to this

society did, at the request of Messrs. Matins and Rawlinson,
examine the Patent Galvanised Iron Sheathing upon the
bottom of the Mary Stewart lying at Messrs. Curling,
Young, and Co.’s Dry Dock, Limchouse, and lately returned
from a voyage to the Island of Ichaboe, on the coast of
Africa, and found it unbroken and perfect throughout the
ship’s bottom, and no appearance of corrosion, or oxide of
iron upon its surface. The iron that had been exposed by
puncturing the nail holes had become coated with zinc

;
the

sheathing was nearly clean and free from marine gross and
animalculse. It appears to have answered very well during
the before-mentioned voyage, and the ship has sailed without
its being found necessary to do any repairs to it.

PETER COURTENAY,
)

J. II. RICHIE,
} Lloyd’s Surveyors.

JAMES MARTIN, j

Agents— Liverpool, John Hamilton, Jim., Esq.; Ply-
mouth, Fox, Sons, and Co.; Falmouth, G. C. and R. W.
1-ox and Co.; Bristol, Morgan M'Authur and Co.; Glou-
cester, Cook and Butt; Bremen, Widow J. Lang, Son,
?.
n<
™ ’ Hamburgh, Higson, Brockman, and Co.

; Venice,
*• Zuchclh, Esq.

; Antwerp, W. Turner, Jun., Esq.

TO BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.

A Considerable saving will be effected in

the purchase of IRONMONGERY, by applying at

F. R. WILLIAMSON’S Wholesale Warehouse, No. 35,

Chiswell-street, Finsbury-square, near Whitbread’s Brewery.

Best Patent Cut Clasp.

3d. 4d. 6d. 8d. lOd. 20d.

5d. 6id. 7id. lid. Is. 4d. 2s. per 1000.

Best Sheet Floor Brads 14s. per cwt.

Best Town Glue 44s. per cwt. Do. Scotch 54s. per cwt.

Best Patent Sash Line.

1 2 3 4 5 6

4s. 3d. 5s. 6s. 6d. 7s. 6d. 10s. 12s. per gross.

Elliptic Stoves, 3d. per inch. Registers, 6d., 7d., 8d. per inch.

Self-acting Kitchen Ranges with Oven and Back Boiler.

Wrought Bars and Bright Fittings.

3 ft., 3/. 3s. 3ft. 6 in., 31. 12s. 6d. 4ft., 4l.

Lists of Prices had on application at the Warehouse
;

if

by letter prepaid, inclosing postage stamp.

R HENLY & Co., WHOLESALE
ft IRONMONGERS, and MANUFACTURERS of

KITCHEN-RANGES, STOVES, &c., 196, Blackfriars-

road, and 117, Union-street, Borough.
Strong Self-acting Kitchen-Ranges, with back Boiler

and Oven, and Wrought Bars :

—

3 ft. 3 ft. 3 in. 3 ft. 6 in. 3ft. gin. 4 ft.

3L 6s. 31. 13s. 3f. lGs. 41. 41. 10s.

Henly’s Patent Improved, with back Boiler and Wrought
Iron Oven:

—

3ft. 3ft.3in. 3 ft. 6 in. 3 ft. gin. 4 ft.

51. 5 1. 15s. 61. 5s. 61. 10s. 71.

Best Register Stoves, at7d., 8d., and gd. per inch.

Do. Elliptic do., at 3}d., and 4d. do.

Manufacturer of WOLFASTON’S PATENT REGISTER
STOVES, a certain cure for SMOKY CHIMNEYS, and
effecting a great saving in fuel. To be seen in use daily.

Orders from the Country, accompanied with a remittance
or reference, will meet with prompt attention.

GOOD AND CHEAP IRONMONGERY.

CARPENTERS, BUILDERS, CABI-
NET MAKERS, SMITHS, &c., are invited to call at

G. WARBUIITON and Co.’s Ironmongery warehouse, 146,
Tottenham Court-road, and they will by so doing effect a
considerable saving in all articles of good general iron-
mongery.

G. WARBURTON and Co., as a sample of their prices,

beg to quote a few as under, at the same time assuring their

friends and the public gcucrally that every article will be
equally reasonable.

Best Patent Cut Clasp,
3d. 4d. 6d. 8d. lOd. 20d.
5d. 6jd. 7Jd. lid. Is. 4d. 2s. per 1000.

Best Patent Sash Line.
No. 1 2 3 4 5 6

4s. 3d. 5s. 6s. 6d. 7s. 6d. 10s. 12s. per gross,

G. W. and Co. beg also to intimate that they are just add-
ing Tools from the first manufacturer in Sheffield to their

present stock.

Observe the address, G. WARBURTON and Co., whole-
sale and retail ironmongery warehouse, sign of “ the Pad-
lock,” 146, Tottenham Court-road, ten doors from the New-

RAIN WATER PIPES, Hoads, Shoes,
and Elbows, Half-round and O G Gutters, Sash

Weights, Railing Bars, Sink.and Stable Traps and Gratings,
Air Bricks, Coal Plates, &c.

;
Gas and Water Pipes from

1 J in. to 12 in. in diameter, with Bends, Branches, Syphons,
and Lamp Columns

;
also Hot-water Pipes, with all the

usual connections. A large Stock of the above Castings at

JONES’S Iron Bridge Wharf, and No. 6, Bankside, South-

MANOR FOUNDRY, CHELSEA.
Cast-Iron Girders, at 8s. 6d. per cwt.; Ditto Columns,

at 8s. per cwt. ; Ditto Railing Bars, at 9s. per cwt.
; Ditto

Balcony Panels, from 12s. to 18s. per cwt.; Ditto Sash
Weights, 6s. 6d. per cwt.

Estimates given for Railings, Balconies, Verandahs, and
every description of Cast and Wrought Ironwork, upon ap-
plication to HAWORTH and Co.’s Ironfoundry, Manor-
street, King’s-road, Chelsea.

N.B.—These prices for cash only.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, BRICKMAKERS &c.,

PUMPS of Superior CONSTRUCTION,
bored perfectly true by improved machinery, in various

plain and ornamental patterns for Conservatories, Squares.

Market Places, Roads, Gardens, and for Liquid Manure.
BRICKMAKERS’ PUMPS, in Wrought and Cast-Iron,

HYDRAULIC LIFT PUMPS, and ENGINES for Wells
of any depth. SINGLE and DOUBLE PUMPS up to

12-iuch bore, kept for Hire.
BENJ, FOWLER, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street.

IMPROVED PATENT CONVEX IRON
REVOLVING SAFETY SHUTTERS.

PATENT SAFETY IRON SLIDING SHUTTERS.

The attention of Architects,

Builders, Blind Makers, and the
Trade generally, is particularly
requested to the IMPORTANT
patented IMPROVEMENTS
in the above enumerated Arti-
cles, and inspection invited, at
the Manufactory of the Patentees,
R. HOWARD and Co., 115, Old
Street, London

;
and at Patrick

Clark and Co.’s Engineers and
Machinists, Tunnel Iron Works,
238, Wapping.

Engravings and Prospectuses
may be had at either address, or
will be forwarded on application.

H. W. PIPES.

Messrs. Neilson and Mitchell
g to inform Builders that they have

I always on hand, at their premises,

15, Wharf-road, City-road, a large

assortment ofR. W. Pipes, Gutter-
ing, Sash-weights, &c., which they
are disposing of at very low prices.

Castings of every description done
to order.

IRON FIRE-PROOF SAFES.

Bankers, merchants, and others,

;

are respectfully requested to inspect the new Patent
Chemical Compound double filled Wrought Iron Fire-Proof
Safes, with Tann’s improved Patent Reliance Locks, which i

for security against fire or burglars, are far superior to any
yet offered to the public. — To be seen and had of WM.
BAILEY and SON, 71, Gracechurch-street.

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.—These
Nails are submitted to the Notice of Builders and

Contractors as being superior to any others, and cheaper. :

They have the toughness of the best band-made nails, with
far greater uniformity of make. The flat-pointed Rose Nails
are particularly recommended wherever oak or other hard •

wood is used
;
being perfectly chisel-pointed, they require no

boring, and will drive into the hardest wood without splitting
it, and their heads being very strong, do not fly off. The
Patent Wrought Nails may be had of all Wholesale Iron-
mongers; and an ample stock of them is kept at the Ware-
houses of the Agents.
HIGGS and GEORGE, 179, BOROUGH, LONDON.

TO BUILDERS, CARPENTERS, &c.WILLIAM YOUNG and Co., 194, Ox-
ford-street, have made a reduction in IRONMON-

GERY. The following are their present prices for ensh
only 4d. Patent Clasps, 64d. per 1,000 ; 6d. ditto, 7£d. per
1,000 ; lOd. ditto, Is. Id, per 1,000 ; 20d. ditto, 2s. per
1,000

;
Lath Nails, 12s. 9d. per cwt.; 2-inch Rain Pipe,

Is. 3d. per yard
; 24-in., Is. 5d. ditto ; 3-inch, Is. 8d. ditto

;

Sash Line, 6s. 6d. per dozen ; Sasli Weights, 7s. 9d. per
cwt.; 2-inch Cast Butts, Is. Id. per dozen ; 24-inch ditto,

Is. 5d. per dozen ; 3-inch, 2s. Id. per dozen; 6-inch Rim
Locks, ISs. per dozen

;
Mortice Locks, 36s. per dozen.

Every other article same rate of prices.

PROSSER’S EXPERIMENTAL RAILWAY AND
BURNETT’S PATENT.

THE attention of Railway Companies,
Builders, and others, is respectfully called by the

Proprietors of Sir William Burnett’s Patent to the Wooden
Rails laid down at Prosser’s Experimental Railway on Wim-
bledon-common

;
part of which, having been prepared by

their process, in addition to being effectually preserved from
Dry Rot, will be found to exhibit all the characteristics of
thoroughly seasoned timber, although only cut down in the
month of May last, and prepared while in a perfectly green
state. Hydraulic apparatus and Tanks. Millwall, Poplar,

nearly opposite Greenwich ; Offices, 53, King William-
street, London-bridge.

SUSPENSION BRIDGES.

Andrew smith’s patent gal-
vanised WIRE ROPE and CHAIN SUSPENSION

or PARABOLIC TENSION BRIDGES, are so constructed
that the lateral oscillation and vibration (so destructive o

the ordinary suspension principle) are entirely prevented by
this improvement. For deep ravines or cuttings, the Para-
bolic Tension Bridge costs much less than those on the sus-

pension principle—piers, ike., being entirely dispensed with.
Drawings and models may be seen, and all necessary in-

formation had, on application at the offices, 69, PRINCES
STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE

;
WHITE LION

COURT, CORNHILL ; or MILLWALL, POPLAR.

CHUBB’S PATENT WROUGHT-IRON AND FIRE-
PROOF SAFES AND DOORS.

C CHUBB & SON have constantly on
0 Sale a large stock of very superior Wrought Iron

Fireproof Doors and Frames for strong rooms or closets, and
Safes and Chests of all dimensions, and which from their

arrangements in manufacturing they arc enabled to sell on
such terms as will meet the approval of Architects and
Builders. The whole are fitted with the new Patent Detec-
tor Locks, throwing from three to ten bolts.

Caution. As several imitations of the above arc offered

for sale by different makers, Architects, Builders, and the
Public are respectfully informed thatno Ironmongers, Smiths,
or Brokers are supplied with the above Doors or Safes

;
and

that they can only be obtained direct from C. Chubb & Son,

57, St. Paul’s Churchyard, London.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

COLLTNGE’S PATENT HINGES.—
Sole Manufactory, 64, BRIDGE-ROAD, LAMBETH,

where a great variety are always on view, for Church, Park,
Coach-house, and all other Doors and Gates, of large or

small dimensions, a gate of a ton in weight moving with these :

hinges as easily as a wicket ; they are also admirably adapted
for drawing-rooms, being highly ornamental, and folding- •

doors fitted with them may be removed and replaced m
an instant. Rising and spring Hinges, also double-action
Butts on the most improved principle, and very superior 1

Fastenings for exterior Gates, at moderate prices. To be 1

seen at Charles Collinge and Co.’s Patent Axletrce, Sugar-mill,

and Spherical-hinge Manufactory, 64, Bridge-road, Lambeth.

BUNNETT AND CORPE,
ENGINEERS,

26, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON,
AND AT TITE WORKS, DEPTFOED,

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers of the
REVOLVING IRON SAFETY SHUTTERS.

METALLIC SASH-BARS, MOULDINGS, ETC., IN
BRASS, ZINC, OR COPPER,

SHOP FRONTS, WINDOWS, SKYLIGHTS, &c.
STALL-BOARD PLATES MADE AND ENGRAVED,

,

And all kinds of Metal Work executed to any Design.
Estimates given for Patent Iron Shutters, Metallic Shop :

Fronts, Sashes, &c., Glazed complete, with best Plate Glass,

in anv part of the kingdom.
METALS ROLLED Oil DRAWN FOR THE TRADE,
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VERY architect in practice

has cause to complain of

the want of skilful and ear-

nest operatives,—men who
understand the trade they

professto practice, find plea-

re in the exercise of it, and are anxious to

oduce good work. We have, before this,

mmented on the decline apparent in many of

e constructive arts, and shewed that it pro-

eds from excessive competition, which in-

ices the master to require a certain quantity

work from a man without reference to its

ality : he cannot afford to develope a man’s

ility, but demands the greatest amount of

>rk in the smallest space of time : “superior

>rk wont do; work that will pass is all that

can hope to give;” and the natural result

that our workmen, as a body, have gradually

ost their cunning,” and that the majority

operatives now employed are incapable of

ecuting work which is at all out of the

mmon way. Our bricklayers and smiths

‘ord the most striking example of this de-

ne; the old enthusiasm, which still lingers,

augh feeble, amongst other trades, especially

th the masons, seems to have departed from
im : they do their work as mere labourers,

d have no pride in the result. There are,

course, many clever exceptions
;

but we
eak of the mass. Very glad should we be
we could induce a different feeling on the

bject, at all events in the minds of the rising

eratives, and induce them to strive to excel,

d to find their chief pleasure in the exercise

d exhibition of their skill. The earnestness

the ancient workers is figured in the follow-
* curious passage from the “ Apocrypha:”
“The smith sitting by the anvil, and con-

lering the ironwork, the vapour of the fire

steth his flesh, and he fighteth with the heat
the furnace : the noise of the hammer and

J anvil is ever in his ears, and his eyes look
II upon the pattern of the thing that he
tketh

;
he setteth his mind to finish his work,

i watcheth to polish it perfectly.”*

It has been justly observed that, there is

:hing so inconsiderable which may not
:ome of importance when made an object of
ious attention. An operative who applies

intelligent mind resolutely in the practice

his craft, elevates both the craftand himself,

1 will pass a much happier life than one who
idges through his day’s work without ex-

tent or feeling of interest.

I’o insure improvement in the constructive

s, it is of importance to obtain for the able
l ingenious artisan a better place in society
n he now holds. The intellect required is

ch greater than is wanted to form a very
irt shopman, for the disposal of goods from
ind a counter,—yet in the opinion of the
hi, the former holds a much inferior place
he latter, and is excluded from society to

ich the other would be admitted. This is

as it should be, and we would anxiously
st in bringing about a change of opinion in

respect. As matters now stand, an intelli-

t, well-informed youth has no inducement to
ly himself to the practice of theconstructive

,
as instead of gaining position by so doing,

?our
6

era‘
CU3
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he will lose it, and the course is therefore left

to men of less ability and lower grade.

We should be right glad to see all the

master-builders following the good example set

by a few of their body, and taking every
means to increase the comforts, and raise the
character, of the operatives in their employ.
They would themselves find advantage in it,

and we earnestly call upon them to commence
the attempt forthwith.

To workmen we would say,—put your own
shoulders to the wheel; become masters of

your trade— artisans, not mere labourers —
artists if you can, able to give a “because ” for a

“why,”—make your work your pleasure. An

This fact might be usefully reflected on by
committees in the present ‘day. A similar
statement will perhaps be made fifty years
hence (or less), when subscriptions are soli-
cited to defray the cost of restoring the homo-
geneity of St. James’s church, Piccadilly, by tak-
ing out and changing the stained-glass window
which they are now about to erect there at an
expense of a thousand or two pounds. Further,
they will say, this was done by the men who
called their grandfathers barbarians, for plac-
ing Italian fittings in Gothic churches, and
spent enormous sums of money in correcting
the mistake, and rendering their ancient
buildings in some degree consistent! It
would seem after all, that we are little wiser
than our forefathers.

upright man who will do this cannot fail to

rise, and better still, will pass a more useful

and happier life, other things being equal, than

one who has not pursued this course. Able
workmen,—men with heads on their shoulders,

are not plentiful, and are far two valuable to

be disregarded. Notwithstanding an oldwriter

says :

—

“ A cunning workman fine in cloister close may
sit,

And carve and paint a thousand things, and use
both art and wit

;

Yet wanting world’s renowne
; may ’scape un-

sought or seene

:

It is but Fame that outruns all, and gets the
goale I weene

Such a workman may depend on securing re-

munerative employment, the good will and
respect of his fellow citizens, and the applause
of his own mind.

ST. MARY REDCLIFFE, BRISTOL.

Thk restoration of this justly celebrated
parish church is now to be commenced in
earnest. Tenders for certain portions of the
work were opened last week by the committee,
and those of the following local tradesmen
were accepted : —Wilcox and Sons for ex-
cavator, bricklayer, and mason’s work; Grif-
fiths for carpenter’s work; Fears for plum-
ber’s work

;
Edbrookes for smith’s work

;
and

Parkers for glazing. The ground is to be
lowered all round the church, and a system of
drainage introduced; the chancel is to be
new roofed

;
the east window, long since

bricked up, is to be opened, and the external
masonry of this end of the chancel with
certain parts on either side from the bottom
to the top, including some of the beautiful
flying buttresses and pinnacles, is to be wholly
renewed. We sincerely hope that the masons
will now never leave the ground till the whole
building is restored, and the finial affixed to
the spire which is to crown the glory of this
noble pile. Mr. A. B. Hope, M.P., suggests
that a separate subscription for the tower and
spire should be made, and has forwarded a do-
nation in furtherance of it.

Over the altar screen of the church as some
of our readers will remember, there are three
Jarge paintings by Hogarth, « The Ascension
of Christ,” “The three Marys at the Sepul-
chre,” and “The High Priest and Servants
Sealing the Tomb.” Being quite out of place
here, though very valuable as rare examples
of the master in a different line of art from
that which he generally pursued, it is to be
hoped they will be purchased for some public
institution, and the proceeds applied to restore
the ancient altar-screen, now hidden by a
pseudo classic composition, and to bring into
the general view of the church the lady-
chapel, seen through the Gothic panelling of
the screen.

These pictures were put up in 1755, at an
expense of 761/.* It is worth remark that, if
instead of expending this sum in a manner not
consistent with the character of the church,
the money had been invested and the interest
allowed to accumulate, it would now amount
to 50,000/., or more than enough to restore to
the whole church its original stability and
beauty, and give to modern Bristol one of the
most perfect and noble monuments in Europe.

THE EVIDENCE OF ITALIAN INFLUENCE
UPON ELIZABETHAN ART.

The increased desire for the preservation
ot national antiquities must afford extreme
gratification to all in whose pursuits the
science of archeology takes part. The histo-
rian, and archaeologist, and the lover of the
picturesque, now represent a large section of
the people, whose interests, and whose tastes,
not less than those of the agriculturist, or the
manufacturer, might fairly demand recogni-
tion, and aid from Government. That there
is no national institution, by which the rapid
course of decay and spoliation, may, at once,
be put an end to, is in truth a national dis-
gi ace, and the occasion of losses irreparable,
made manifest in the continuance of much un-
certainty in points of social and political his-
tory. Works of art are the archives of a
country, of which the annals of history are
impressions; whilst as the “exponents of
national character” and manners, they are the
crystallizations of thought, and the silent
teachers of instructive lessons.* If the re-
mains of churches and monastic buildings are
valuable, and interesting for the light they shed
upon the religious element of the state

;
the ex-

amples of domestic architecture give the picture
of that history, which of all others is supremely
valuable, least understood, and most in need of
such illustration,— the history of social life.
Therefore it is deeply to bo regretted, that the
hand so often stretched out, successfully, for
the preservation of a parish church, has been
withheld from the less conspicuous, but not
less important castle or manor-house.

It is not our intention to give a history of
domestic architecture in England, though in
its connection with political events, and with
the economy of private life, it would afford a
most extensive field for research, and illustra-
tion. But, there was one period in the history
of England, of which, more than any other, we
can say, that we feel the influence

;
an age, in

which literature was in an extraordinary state
of brilliancy,— the truly glorious period of
English history; and at that epoch it will
be interesting to examine into the influence of
architecture, of literature, and politics, each
upon the rest.

The time of Elizabeth is one, which, viewed
in every aspect, stands boldly conspicuous.
1 he resistance of liberty to foreign aggression,
and to papal influence, was then most powerfully
developed, and the country placed in a high
position in the scale of European nations.
Literature and art shed a halo round the court
of the British Gloriana: Shakespeare, Jonson,
Spenser, and Sidney were the great “ not for

this age, but for all time.” The link between
the chivalry, that had gone before, and the

refinement, that was to succeed
;

the Eliza-

bethan age was the creation of most, that, at

this day, we contemplate with pride, as

Englishmen, and with gratification, as lovers

of literature and poetry. The state of the

art of architecture of that day was singular,

yet, in some respects, prosperous. The build-

ing of palaces was a passion, singularly pro-

lific. The settled state, into which the king-
dom came after years of bad government was
a circumstance favourable to the display of
genius, and to the appreciation of its works.
At this juncture, it will be our object to con-
sider what circumstances, in the state of art
and literature, were mutually influential, and
are explanatory of each other.

The earliest remains of English domestic
* Hogarth received for them 525/, The frames and fit-

tings swallowed the remainder.
* Fide “ Architecture—the Exponent of National Cha-

racter,” p. 433, ante,
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architecture, were rather strongholds in time

of war, than buildings, which represent the

Usual residences of the people. The most

ancient of such fabrics, traceable in this

island, are the circular towers raised upon a

mound of earth—which was either natural, or

artificial—with little provision for convenience,

but ingeniously contrived for defence. Many

of these remain in Scotland, and Conis-

borough Castle, Yorkshire, and Castleton

Castle, Derbyshire, are examples in England.

Both these were inclosed by a court or bal-

lium, with a fortified entrance, as usual in

Norman fortifications; though it has been

thought, that these castles were erected at

an earlier date. In the next stage of pro-

gress, the keep was relinquished, as a place

of residence, except during actual siege

;

whilst more convenient apartments were con-

structed over the great gateway, which led

to the inner ballium, or courtyard, as at Ton-
bridge, in the thirteenth century. Subsequent

to this arrangement, were the Edwardian
castles, of which Caernarvon and Conway, in

Wales, are examples. In these, the keep
was done away with, or rather expanded
into a circuit wall, which contained the

apartments, and was fortified with towers, at

short distances. The next step was to the

castle-palace, leaving us the older parts of

Windsor, Alnwick, and Warwick. These
belong to the fourteenth century, and shew
the progressive desire for comfort and ele-

gance, induced by the cessation of the baro-

nial wars. The long slits, which, except in

the upper story, had been the only windows,
were often replaced with larger, and more
splendid openings, as in the halls. Haddon
Hall, Derbyshire, is an example of a castel-

lated house of the fifteenth century, in which
convenience was greatly considered

;
and

which, though fortifiecLin the gate-house, and
other parts, was almost powerless to resist a

protracted siege
;

though during the Parlia-
mentary wars some of them were successfully

defended. Succeeding these were the quad-
rangular houses of the time of Henry VII., in

which the old form of buildings, surrounding
a court, was still preserved, as indeed, in many
parts of the country, it was till a very late

period.*—In the fifteenth century, the arrange-
ment of the house was of the most simple cha-
racter. An entrance passage, with a hall on
one side, a parlour beyond, and the kitchen
and offices opposite, and an upper story of
dormitories, such was the ordinary manor-
house of this century, and the sixteenth. There
were few articles of furniture, or other conve-
niences. Of less important habitations the
records are very scanty, but leave no doubt as
to the slight adjuncts to convenience.—Tim-
ber was the ordinary material for a very con-
siderable period

;
the earliest houses being,

each a huge frame, independent of walls,
resembling the inverted hull of a ship, and
forming, as it were, the skeleton of a Gothic
hall. The principal beams, springing from the
ground, curved, forming a Gothic arch over-
head

;
and the intervals of these were filled

up with horizontal planks. At a later period,
the hull was raised on walls, the intervals of
the woodwork being filled with stones, or
plaster, and strengthened by braces. In the
reign of Henry II. stone had sometimes been
used, but probably merely loose rubble, ce-
mented. Brick was introduced, early in the
fourteenth century, probably from Flanders

;

but did not come into general use till the
reign of Henry VI. During the reio-n of
Edward IV. brick was much employed*

5

;
but

there are few buildings remaining of the fif-

teenth century. However, at Eton college, and
some other places, are portions in brick ; it

was most used in the eastern counties. In in-

teriors, walls were commonly bare, without
wainscot or plaster

;
though some great houses

had hangings, subsequent to the time of Ed-
ward IV. Plate was uncommon, and all other
conveniences were of small number. Larger
structures than these were built by men of pro-
perty, during the reigns of Henry VI. and
Edward IV., but few are traceable much
higher

;
and it would be difficult now to name

a house—not castellated—older than the time
of Henry VII.; though it is true that frag-
ments of doors and windows are found, of ear-
lier date.

\Hul“c Hall
> Manchester, was an example of a late

iimoered house, surrounding a court.

THE BUILDER.
The accession of Elizabeth took place in

1558, and it was subsequent to this period,

that a vast majority of the residences in Eng-
land were erected. The style of building as

we have seen, had regularly progressed, in-

fluenced, only in such features as we should

expect from the usual adaptation, to circum-

stances, of material and convenience
;
being in

fact the castellated, or domestic variation from
the ecclesiastical architecture. But a new
ingredient was now to alter the whole face of

architecture
;

applied rather in the mansion
than in the church, but producing a revolution,

the effects of which have never been entirely

got rid of. By what circumstances was this

change occasioned ?

Flanders had probably, considerable in-

fluence upon the style of architecture of

Henry VIII. ’s reign. Brick had been import-

ed from that country, and Holbein was the

architect of many important buildings. The
connection of the two countries was intimate,

and continued so under Elizabeth. Garden-
ing, by which we may understand flower-

gardening, was introduced from the Nether-
lands about 1509; the previous gardens in

England, being formed of arbours, hedges,
and trees. But, what most of all led to the

change in taste, was the extinction of the old

style of architecture by the Reformation. Its

ecclesiastical semblance was done away with,

during a period, in which no churches were
erected. The art had small means of display-

ing itself, during the progress of calamities,

which made the name of religion a pretext for

massacre. Elizabeth was hailed as a deliverer,

and the progress of society received a new im-
petus. Men looked to the future, rather than
back to the forgotten past, and were in this

state, best calculated to receive new impressions.
The first half of Elizabeth’s reign was too
much occupied in the cares of Government, to

find room for other matters ; but that period
over, the age commenced, of which no English-
man can ever think without pride, and admira-
tion.

The influence of Italian architecture in

England, was soon apparent in the numerous
palaces, erected at this period. But, it was
not only the influence of architecture, but also

that of Italian literature, and manners, which
accompanied, or rather created the first.

—

In Italy, during the fifteenth century, domestic
architecture had not attained the elegance,
which might have been expected from a
people, usually so attentive to the refinements
of life. In several towns, the houses were
covered with thatch, so that fires were of
common occurrence. But the change was not
the less rapid, and complete. Costanzo, a

Neapolitan historian, writing towards the close

of the sixteenth century, remarks upon the

change of manners, since the time of Joanna
II., 150 years before. The chief families
had expended all their wealth upon their re-

tainers
;
and the house of Caracciolo, high

steward to the queen, having fallen into very
inferior hands, had to be enlarged, being in-

sufficient for customary accommodation.* But
there is no reason to doubt, that before the
reign of Elizabeth, churches, and houses in

Italy alike exhibited that splendour which
is now the admiration of Europe, and could
not fail then to make a lasting impression
upon travellers, and would be imitated by
them in their own countries, at least, where-
ever the national architecture, through any
circumstances, had fallen into comparative
disuse. But, it is also necessary to consider,
whether other circumstances may not have
exerted an influence upon the architecture of
England, leading those who were about to
build, to desire a style of architecture, remind-
ing them of the literature, with which they
had already become familiar.
1 he general spirit of the fifteenth century,

was one of decided progress.f Education
was cultivated, and academical foundations in-
stituted in England. In I taly, the Italian lan-
guage gained great elegance, and the Medici
were the munificent patrons of art, and letters.
Printing was invented; and architecture was
never in a more prosperous condition. Albert
Durer was born 1470, Holbein in 1498; in
Italy, Michael Angelo in 1475, Giorgone in

1477, Titian in 1477, Raphael in 1483, and
Correggio in 1494. In the commencement of

* Hallam’s, “ State of Europe during the Middle Arcs ”
4 to. 2 vols. 1818.

t Sharon Turner’s History of England,

the sixteenth century, these remarkable mei
drew to Italy the eyes of Europe, and be
fore that time, the peninsula is known to hav,

had direct influence, upon Gothic architectur
in our own island. The love of travelling i

the sixteenth century, the fame of Italy, t

her poets, and the splendour of her arts

added to the eminence of the universitie

of Bologna, Pisa, Padua, and Pavia, fille

Italy with visitors. New colleges, designei

and erected in a sumptuous style, attet

the increasing love of letters and of ar
Collections of antiquities were formed, am
the 6tudy of numismatics became commor
The obligation of a new prelate, to vis:

Rome, and the journeys to that city, of mam
of the clergy, in the hope of emolument a

the seat of patronage, had contributed to thl

general knowledge of Italy. As early as thl

latter part of Henry VIII. ’s reign, SirThoma
Wyatt, and the Earl of Surrey, who had tra

veiled to Italy, greatly polished the previou

poetry of the time, and Surrey was the firs

who introduced blank verse. Henry VIII
had heard of the fame of Raphael and Titiar

and invited them to his kingdom. There wa
little patronage of learning under Mary, am
the universities were of small value

;
but thl

seeds of knowledge were preserved by a fei

learned men; and Elizabeth, who spoke, o

wrote several languages, by her own examph
succeeded in reviving the former importanc

of the institutions. During the first half c

Elizabeth’s reign, there were few fine poets

though that period was by no means wantin.

in indifferent ones. During the latter hah
amatory poetry formed the greater portion c

Italian writings. Tasso died in 1595. Th
works of Wyatt, and Surrey were printei

in 1557, and about this period, the manners c

the English court underwent considerabl

change. An increased love of pleasure, pre

viously interfered with by the plots, and othe

causes of trouble, which attended the earl

part of Elizabeth’s reign, was seconded, or in

duced by the most brilliant display of wit, am
imagination, that ever surrounded the thron

of a monarch, tinged, withal], with affectation

and pedantry. “ It was about this time,” say

Sir Walter Scott, “ that ‘ the only rare poet o

his time, the witty, comical, facetiously-quicl

and quickly-facetious John Lyllv—he that sat

at Apollo’s table, and to whom Phoebus gave

wreath of his own bays without snatching ’ •-

he, in short, who wrote that singularly cox

comical work called ‘ Euphues and hi

England/ was in the very zenith of hi

absurdity and reputation. The quaint, forcec

and unnatural style, which he introduced b

his ‘Anatomy of Wit’ had a fashion, as rapi

as it was momentary— all the court ladies wer

his scholars, and to parler Euphuisme, was a

necessary a qualification to a courtly gallant, a

those of understanding how to use his rapiei

or to dance a measure.”t But the influence c

this writer was more potent, and of longe

continuance, than above represented
;
and i

the character of Sir Piercie Shafton, Scot

has given somewhat of a caricature, of tb

manner of speaking. It had an influence, ove

the court of Elizabeth, not more than ove

public taste, and is frequently manifested i

the literature of the age. Compliments wer
expressed, in the form of hyperbole, and

style, devoid of simplicity, became admired fc

its assumed ingenuity, and is visible even i

the writings of Sir Philip Sidney, though b

him, it was removed. J This accomplished ir

dividual, whom Elizabeth styled the “jewel c

her dominions,” had an influence, not les

than that of his predecessor, but one based o

more solid foundations, and which wa9, then

fore, permanent. His “ Defence of Poesy
;

was written 1581-6, and the “ Countesse <

Pembroke’s Arcadia ” appeared in 1590, afte

the author’s melancholy death. “ Few charat

ters, indeed,” says a writer frequently referre

to,§ “ appear so well fitted to excite enthusias

tic admiration as that of Sir Philip Sidney

Uniting all the accomplishments which youtf

ful ardour and universality of talent couli

acquire or bestow, delighting nations with tl;

* “ Such,” says Scott, ‘‘and yet more extravagar

arc the compliments paid to this author by his edit*

Blount.” .....
t ‘.‘The Monastery,” by Sir Walter Scott. Lilly

Euphues is in two parts : first, ‘‘Euphues, the Anatomy )

Wit;” and second, “ Euphues and his England.”
+ Hallam’s “ Introduction to the Literature of Euroy

in the 15th, l6th, and l/th Centuries.” 3 vols., 2d edition

1843.

§ In the *' Retrospective Review,” vol. u. 1820.



ried witchery of his powers, and courts with
3 fascination of his address, leaving1 the
irned astonished with his proficiency, and
2 ladies enraptured with his grace, and com-
lnicating, wherever he went, the love and
:rit of gladness—he was, and well deserved
be, the idol of the age he lived in. He
peared to be a good in which all nations
nsidered themselves to he interested—not
2 partial and sole property and product of
e people, but an universal benefaction, given
d intended for all, and in the glory and
nour of which all had a right to be partakers,
s death, therefore, was lamented by every
urt he had visited

;
and, to do honour to his

mory, kings clad themselves in the habili-

>nts of grief, and universities poured forth
;ir tribute of academical sorrow.”
The “Arcadia,” immediately on its publica-
n, “ was received with unbounded applause,
this, many causes contributed—the high re-
lation of the author, his rank, his bravery, his
fortunate and premature death, and the real
iellence of the work. The ladies were de-
ous of perusing what might be considered as
• testament of so accomplished a courtier;
f nobility regarded with eagerness the pro-
ton of him who was their model and pat-
n; and the scholars turned with respect to
i words of one who was equally qualified to
ne jn a college or a court. Thus the ‘ Ar-
lia * became the favourite promptuary and
t-book of the public : from it was taken the
guage of compliment and love: it gave a
ge ot similitude to the colloquial and courtly
lect of the time, and from thence its influence
1 communicated to the lucubrations of the
:t, the historian, and the divine.”
‘ The conceits and quaintnesses of Sir Philip
ney’s language had their origin from the
lian school.” Spenser, who died in 1598,
2 was one, whose influence upon his own
e was great, andjimmediate. In his “ Epi-
lamium,” the English language seems, at
:e to have acquired new power, and the ad-
•ation of the “ Faery Queen ” was unani-
us and enthusiastic. “ It became,” says a
ebrated critic, “ the delight of every accom-
ihed gentleman, the model of every poet,
solace of every scholar.” The same age

played a remarkable fondness for music,
mer was translated by Chapman, and Tasso
Fairfax. But it was in the drama, that this
iod was most distinguished. The Italian
matic literature of the 16th century, accord-
to Mr. Iiallam, was deeply imbued with
horrible

;
spectral apparitions, murder, and

el tv were the ingredients
;
and the same

was eminent, in pastoral poetry. The in-
nce of Italian literature is strongly evident
Shakespeare, and the plots of several of his
*'s were taken directly from the Italian.
2 pedantry of the day indulged in quotations
n Italian, and classic authors. The know-
?e of one part of the world, of what was
fig on in another, was much more accurate
a we are in the habit of supposing

; and it

much fostered by the correspondence,
>ngst literary men and artists, of which so
iy specimens are preserved,
uch, then, being the position of society, in
mers and in literature, art had readily, in-
d into it a similar Italian character. It
ied much of the Italian magnificence, in its

I
terraces, and steps, and its gardens

; these
e the striking features of the peninsular
e; and it was those features which neces-
ly dwelt most upon the recollection of the
eller,— for what he was unable to supply,
:ould only recur to the almost disused ar-
ecture of his country; and the imitations
the orders were uncouth, and without
it. Grotesque forms, and curves without
ance

;
bunches of carrots for ornament,

windows, bearing an immense proportion
re size of the front, were the striking cha-
eristics of Elizabethan architecture. Where
an architects were employed, they seem to
sheen the worst, that could be selected, or
ave entirely forgotten the details of their
style.

he elegance and refinement, the Italian ira-
s of the Elizabethan age, were but partially
cted in the architecture: the skill of the
ts of that day was insufficient to execute,
t their patrons contemplated. They sue-
ed in reflecting little more than that pe-
ic affectation, that love of the quaint and
singular, which was but one of its charac-
tlcs

* E. H.
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ENGLISH AND FOREIGN GOTHIC

ARCHITECTURE COMPARED.
BY SIR JOHN AUDREY.*

Mr. Rickman has attributed more pure
simplicity and boldness of composition to
Gothic architecture in England than else-
where. My acquaintance with Continental
models is (I regret to say) very slight; but I
think I can see that he is right,’ and can point
out one or two leading points in which our ar-
chitecture is more pure, and one or two ex-
ternal circumstances which, though they could
not create the genius or the taste, might leave
them more free to work out the unadulterated
result of their own principles. I do not speak
of the Romanesque period, during which our
Norman architects were probably, both in art
and in time, behind their countrymen on the
Continent; nor (on account of my own igno-
rance of the Flamboyant) of the latest period,
when I must think that architecture, however
increasingly subservient to use and luxury,
after the day of Wykeham, was on the decline
as an iEsthetiQ art. For the peculiar prin-
ciples I only refer to the Master of Trinity, in
whose observations on Rickman I shall strictly
concur when, but not before, I have added to
them, that it was himself who inspired with a
living soul the nascent body produced by the
patient and acute inductions of Rickman, and
which has since advanced so far towards
adolescence.

The favouring circumstances which strike
me are, first, the comparative freedom from
private war and local disorder, and, secondly,
the comparative want of Roman works. Pri-
vate war and local disorder would have far
greater tendency than public, even though
they were civil conflicts, to waste and destroy
local monuments, and consequently, to cause
that sense of insecurity, which will prevent
their frequent and familiar construction:
hence, to prevent the art from becoming inbred
in the minds, and apparently indigenous in the
soil of the country. One who twenty years
ago had the early thin edition of Rickman in
his pocket wherever he travelled, has a right
to say that every little village church, which
has been spared by time and churchwardens,
proves such to be the casa in England.
The same insecurity which would prevent

the frequent construction, would thwart that
construction when it took place. Protection
would be necessary, even to the detriment of
their architectural ends. This requires no
proof, but I imagine it to be illustrated in
passing along the high road through Hereford-
shire and Western Shropshire—border coun-
ties, where, I fancy, I see more than their pro-
portion of rude and naked bulk in Early-
English and Early- Decorated towers; but
where, when the victories of Edward I. had
given free scope to the arts of peace, I cer-
tainly observe more thanT have myself been
elsewhere used to of the prevalence of quiet
and humble structures of the Decorated style.

It may be objected that the turbulent reign
of Henry III. was that which produced the
glory of our native art, the early English, so
pre-eminently, if not quite peculiarly our own.
’J he reign of Henry III. was turbulent; but
not so much so as it appears to posterity, in
whose eye its half century appears as a unit by
the side of shorter reigns. Nor were its wars
private, whatever human intermixture of
private violence they may have involved. They
were wars of public principle. A weak reign
afforded the opportunity, whilst it succeeded
to one whose united weakness and violence
called forth the necessity of claiming that in-
creased public liberty, for which the social
improvement of the nation was ripening it.

The age of Magna Charta is no less appropri-
ately the age of early English art, than the
matured excellence of decorations coincides
with the settlement of our Parliamentary con-
stitution under Edw. I.

T he student of ITallam and Fortescue, the
best concise expositors of our laws and liber-
hes, and our consequent national greatness,
will probably, with me, divide the actual pro-
duction of our happier state of things between
IS orman prerogative and Saxon liberty—the
superincumbent pressure of the crown having
prevented the well-compacted social economy
of the humbler frames from being broken up
as elsewhere (if elsewhere it existed) by the

* Read at the late Winchester Meeting.

all-pervading violence of the military tenants
It being important to me to assume the fact, I
may be excused in thus digressing to account
for it, in order to make it credible to those
impressed with a general idea of the lawless-
ness of that age.

The favourable effect of the absence of
Roman works of art will be two-fold. The
eye will be less distracted by a beauty depend-
ing not only on different but on antagonist
principles; and the architect will not be
tempted, or required by his employers to im-
pair the free and pure development of his own
style, by the use of materials (particularly old
columns) too precious to be rejected, yet diffi-
cult to be adapted.
These two drawbacks have effectually pre-

vented the formation in Italy (except, perhaps,
at Naples) of a school, though there was long
a fashion, of pointed Gothic architecture in
that country. This is conclusively shewn by
the splendid work of Gaily Knight—the more
conclusively, as it was not his object to draw
the conclusion. I must not be considered as
undervaluing, except in the single particular
of the purity of Gothic art, the edifices of
other countries. I can tolerate those who
may consider the French or German, who
make nearer approaches to purity than the
Italians, as on the whole our superiors in
great edifices

;
and even in Italy I can admire

sometimes even more than my judgment
can approve

;
and I may both approve and

admire a work not Gothic, but sui generis.
The matchless splendour of Milan pleases a
cultivated taste the less because it is mani-
festly intended to be, what yet it is not,
purely Gothic. That gem, the Capella della
Spina, at Pisa, wants in its outlines the truth-
fulness of Gothic art; but he must be such a
master of language as I am not, who can find
words adequately, yet soberly, to extol the
cathedral of Florence. It is neither classical,
nor Romanesque, nor modern Roman, nor
Gothic; but, with much of the breadth and
expansion upon earth of the school founded on
classic art, it carries the eye and the mind up
to heaven, aud onward towards the unseen
in the truest spirit of the romantic. Wo
scarcely need be told that its wonderful cupola
is the first, in order to look upon it as the
most admirable of its kind which the country'
produced. Yet we must come home to Salis-
bury, Beverley, Westminster, Tintern, Lin-
coln, York, and Winchester. I place them
in the chronological order of the style to
which (of the many which most of them con-
tain) I attribute in each the leading effect,
Early English pure—Early English, with ’all
the later styles admirably harmonized to it

Early English, verging on Decorated—Early
English, passing into Decorated, Decorated
and Perpendicular.

I must not be supposed to be laying down
rules without exceptions, that what I have
been impressed with on the prevalent taste
ought to be admitted by others to be so. I
have not time, nor indeed materials to prove
--perhaps I may be wrong, but if I am not, it
is still a chance—whether their recollections
of objects seen without any such idea having
been suggested to them, will bear me out, or
whether if my observations should be honoured
with a place in their recollection, they' will be
confirmed by their future experience. In En-
glish Gothic we have scarcely any where but
at Canterbury the column substituted for the
pier. Now, in every one’s eye and mind,
whether he have expressed it in M'ords or not,
the pier is subordinate to the arch, but the
column cannot be made subordinate to the in-

tercolumniation. The column, where it exists,

is always the thing dwelt upon, and the inter-

columniation, be it arched or not, dwindles
into the mere form which the column does not
fill. This is contrary to the primary canon
that Gothic is the architecture of interiors, in
which the supporting parts are subordinate to

the contained space.

In the eastern apse which our pointed ar-
chitects scarcely ever constructed except at
Westminster, or even adorned except at Tew-
kesbury, I am inclined to admit that where it

does not lead to narrow and wire drawn pro-
portions, our continental neighbours have an
advantage over us; but in the long west
window, so comparatively rare in the French
west fronts, we have an immeasurable ad-
vantage—it makes our great front more one,
more ascending, more indicative of the con-
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tained nave than the window either circular or

in which the circle is the prominent object.

Some of the most admired French fronts

have also a great prevalence of horizontal lines

carried through the two towers. Notre Dame

is a known instance, as far as I recollect,

Amiens, Abbeville, Troyes, Sens, and many

others may be referred to, to shew the preva-

lence of the taste. I am by no means disposed

to treat as a fault the almost Grecian ground

plan of many of these buildings, but it certainly

tends to produce a form in the profile of which

horizontal lines shallbeconspicuous. Now in the

great breadth of the west front of York, though

some may disapprove the low pitched roof, or

others the general proportion, yet the lines of

buttress and window preclude any such effect.

Salisbury, though without towers, is in some
degree open to it. Lincoln is worse than any

French building, but the fault is in the Nor-

man work.
In richness and depth of moulding, and in

the progress of roof tracery, I believe that

foreign buildings are oftener behind what

would be suitable to the general advance of en-

richment than English. Canterbury has much
which I do not think English in character.

If a horizontal effect has been often directly

given to French fronts, an opposite cause has

in some admirable German buildings impaired

the effect of the division into bays vertically

divided. The office of the buttress with pin-

nacles not only to be the truthful index to the

essential support of a Gothic building, but to

carry up the eye in vertical lines, and to divide

the structure to the eye according to its en-

closed parts, as admirably arranged on the

north aisle at Winchester, cannot be overrated.

But such is its office, and if from its too great

projective proximity, and want of set-off, the

line of buttress form to the eye the outline of

the building, as occurs in the glorious Cathe-
dral of Cologne, it veils instead of exhibiting

the form and character of the contained

spaces.

The great height, and consequently relative

narrowness, of the parts of this structure, has

much tended to this effect
;
but where there is

much flat wall often full of highly enriched

parts, but still one wall with many enrich-

ments instead of a series of bays grouped into

one harmonizing whole. This often, with a

narrow strip of window too insignificant in

breadth to give individual character to the

several bays, is, I believe, seen to prevail in

the architecture of Nurenberg. It is more
necessary to be guarded against, as it is the

very fault into which many of our recent

attempts have fallen. They have walls pierced

with windows, they have sometimes three

windows under one gable, which never can
satisfy the eye, though it may not know the

nature of the objection.

I must regard the ostentatious disproportion
of the most celebrated steeples of Germany to

the rest of the building as a fault. I can
hardly regret that Ulm has never been carried
up, yet who can object to Freyburg, com-
pletely as it overpowers the church.
Yet more questionable is the gorgeous

open-work of Strasburg and others of these
structures. A pinnacle, which is an excres-
cence, may be open, but not a leading member
of the edifice itself, which ought to resist the
weather and shoot off the rain

;
and there is a

further objection where the tower is crowned
with a spire — a spire, whose silent finger
points to heaven, has that silence broken over
by the beautiful addition of crockets. How
much more by a surface broken up in all its

parts. I believe in all these points the pre-
valent taste in English architecture has the
advantage in purity. It is no part of my ob-
ject to attempt any comparision in point of
positive excellence.

Names op Streets.—A correspondent of
the Morning Herald makes the following
useful suggestion. When abroad I observed
a practice, particularly at Liege, which, if

adopted in our large towns, might, I think, be
attended with beneficial results. It is simply
to have the name of each street on one pane
of glass, transparent, in the first lamp at each
end of every street. It may be remembered
what confusion there was last winter when the
fogs set in, by people losing their way in the
streets, and being misdirected by pickpockets
and other designing persons.

DECORATIONS OF THE HOUSE OF
LORDS.

Sir,—No one comes forward to release the

Royal Commission from the dilemma in which
your correspondents shew them to be placed.

The Commissioners can alone extricate them-

selves by doing justice to the English decora-

tors, and giving them a fair trial, as they ap-

pear to be doing with the painters and sculp-

tors. And unless they do so they have only to

choose upon which horn of this dilemma they

are to be impaled
;
whether they will consent

to be reproached with breach of faith to the

decorators, or submit to have their power and

influence set at nought, and their intentions

frustrated.

The statements made in your columns by
Mr. Pugin and Mr. Crace were ingeniously

framed, so as to let it be inferred that Mr.
Barry makes the designs of all the ornaments
both for the carved and painted decorations

;

Mr. Pugin being his draughtsman for the

carved work, and Mr. Crace for the painted

work. Mr. John Crace's declaration, that lie

drew' with his own hands the sketches of

Mr. Barr)', is calculated to excite some ap-

prehension for the execution of the painted

decorations amongst those who are conversant

with Mr. Crace’s powers of delineation
;
and

though it is possible that Mr. Crace may
have taken lessons in drawing lately, so that

his performances may no longer elicit such
shouts of laughter from his foreign artists as

they used to do, still the difference between
Pugin and Crace is rather too great for their

performances to be on a level. If Mr. Barry
finds it necessary to engage such valuable as-

sistance as Mr. Pugin’s for the carved work,
where the feeling and skill of the carvers

would supply some deficiency; how much more
important is it to have the working drawings
for the painters made by a masterly draughts-
man.
Mr. Crace’s statement, that “ not a single

foreigner is or has been engaged upon the de-

corations of the new House of Lords,” is

at variance with Mr. Pugin’s observation in

his letter to Mr. Herbert on the School of
Design, that, in consequence of not finding

English artists competent, he was obliged to

send for decorators from abroad. And since

it is part of Mr. Pugin’s duty to engage the

most skilful workmen, it is surprising that he
should never have thought of those especially

recommended by the Royal Commission.
Mr. Barry professes to prefer practical men,
and regrets that the Commission did not con-
fine the competition to working artists

;
yet

the first thing he does is to employ a dealer in

decorations—telling Mr. Goodison that there is

nothing worthy of his ability in the House of
Lords !

The architect, of course, ought to have the
control of the building, so far as regards the

general character and effect of the deco-
rations

;
but surely the details should be left

to the decorative artists to invent. It is for

the decorator to send in his designs, and for

them to receive the architect’s sanction; but
there should be no need for the architect to

design every scroll or ornament, nor do more
than suggest to the decorator, and exercise a
veto over his designs. An accomplished,
practical decorative artist should be a clever
designer, draughtsman, and painter

;
able to

conceive the plan of a decoration and fill in

the details, with a knowledge beforehand of
the effect of the whole when completed. But
there is no such artist employed in the House of
Lords. It is all done by guess, bit by bit.

There is no complete design settled before the
work is begun, as there ought to be

;
but first,

this notion is tried, then that, and then
another.

1 he ceiling is moulded in compartments
;

and these are filled with decorations. Now, I

have heard for a fact, that as many as forty
different designs have been made for one com-
partment before the architect was satisfied;
and then, when the work had been proceeded
with, the effect proved disappointing, and there
was a change from coloured figures to gold, or
from diaper to plain grounds.
Then the ornaments, instead of bein" exe-

cuted on the ceiling, are painted on strained
linen, and stuck up afterwards ! And this in
a national work that is to last for ao-es ! But
that plan is most convenient for the jobbing
patchwork that is being perpetrated; when a
design for the compartments is settled, one is

finished in colours, and a set of mechanics a

employed to copy it from pouncad outlini

Their work will, of course, have all the tan

timid, characterless servility of copyists afri

to go beyond the tracing, and even to coi

up to the line. And this is the sort of wa
that is to adorn the House of Lords!
But if the new Houses of Parliament are

be made a cento of old Gothic patterns, win,

is the promised encouragement for Brit:

talent ? Why are not Messrs. Collman, Joh
stone, and Goodison—who are all designer

though only the latter is a practical pain!

also—why are not these and other decorato

competent to invent and execute, allowed

opportunity of exercising their talent? Yq
correspondent “ Justice,” speaks disparaginj

of Mr. Rogers as a carver, but I am perse

ally acquainted with his talent as a design;!

and his skill as a carver. I pride myself
possessing a little specimen of his work tl

lie executed for me more than twenty ye:

ago, that is equally beautiful for taste and d

ecution. Besides, Sir, we want directi

minds as well as skilful hands in such a bul
ing as this.

Since the Government has sanctioned 1

very laudable scheme of making this buildi

a monument of the present state of the arts

the country, it behoves those in authority,

see that this purpose is accomplished
; a

that the best talent the country possesses!

employed in contributing to it. This will I

done in the case of painters and sculptoi

why should it not be done in the instance

decorators ? The talent of Grinling Gibbt

was brought to light by Sir Christopher Wi
in St. Paul’s. Did that great architect fet

the fertile fancy and consummate skill of 1

famous carver in wood and stone ? No,
gave scope for the genius that he fostered a

appreciated. Let us hope his example will

followed in the Parliament Houses.
Truth.

LESS NOISE AND MORE SAFETY.

It is very desirablo that guards should
able to communicate with the driver of a tr:

while it is travelling. Practical men are w
aware that cords, flags, or signal lights, <

never be depended upon, and even whist

under existing circumstances are perfec

useless for this purpose. The most practica

plan is to reduce the noise of a train
;

i

well known that while steam is blowing
from a safety valve (which is nearly alw
the case when an engine is running), engi

drivers are quite unable on account of
great noise thereof, to hear any other sou

beyond those made by their engines. It

been proposed instead of letting the surp

steam escape from the valve directly into

open air, that it be made to pass from
valve through a gradually enlarged tube i

allowed to escape upwards through an ap
ture of about the same diameter and height

an engine chimney
;
this plan would cause

steam to expand very considerably bef

striking the external air, and would c

sequently produce comparatively little noi:

were this method adopted, it is the opinion

several practical men that engine-drivers wo
then have no difficulty in hearing a guai

whistle provided the guard was seated up

one of the foremost carriages.

As respects the guards, the one placed n

the end of a long train cannot at present m;

the front guard hear even a very powei

whistle, owing to the excessive noise of

carriage wheels, but this difficulty may be 1

viated by enclosing the sides of the wheels

before mentioned in our pages, so as to c

fine a quantity of sawdust in contact \\

their spokes
;
sawdust having the effect:

enabling them to roll without noise.

Competition for Laying-out Groui
Richmond. — The Richmond vestry hi

awarded the premiums for laying out the 1,

at Queen’s-road, Richmond. The first’

Mr. Edward Sherrard Cole (in Mr. Mocat;
office), and the second to Mr. Gifford, of P:

lico. Several architects of standing w
competitors.

University College, London. — '!

classes for civil engineering and architect*:

will be re-opened on Wednesday, the lotlx

next month.



IEALTH OF TOWNS' ASSOCIATION

)n Friday evening last, a lecture was de-
led at Crosby -II all, Bishopsgate-street,
er the sanction of this useful association,
Dr. Guy. The lecture occupied two hours,
was throughout listened to with marked
ntion by a large and highly respectable
lence.

.fter a short explanation of the objects of
association, the lecturer proceeded to

blish, one by one, the several positions put
h in its prospectus

;
and fortified them by

quotations from the evidence laid before
Health-Commission. The waste of life in
land and Wales, which was estimated at
00 a year, and was stated to be accom-
ed by about 750,000 cases of unnecessary
ness—a similar waste of life in the mo-
olis of 10,000, with a quarter of a million
s of unnecessary illness The low average
at death of the labouring class and of
2smen, compared with the gentry inhabit-
arge towns, the striking but now familiar
that the mortality increases with the
ity of the population; the filth and
chedness in which the lower orders live
?sponding to their low duration of life;
unhealthy condition of their houses and
shops, depending on want of water,
iage, and ventilation

;
the expense in-

;d by the public for unnecessary sickness
premature death

;
the burden imposed op

payers by the diseases created by the
ct of these simple measures :—were the
s which the lecturer discussed and illus-
1. The lecture will probably be published
le association, when the public will be
to judge of the success with which its
ts were explained and advocated,
e subjoin the following extract, which we
woi thy of the attention of our readers,
ing to fever, Dr. Guy says “ It loves
inks of rivers, the borders of marshes, the
of stagnant pools

;
it makes itself at

in the neighbourhood of cesspools, and
constructed drains, and takes especial

it in the incense of gully-holes. It has
ect horror of fresh air, soap, and white-
but when left to itself will linger for
amid scenes of filth and corruption, and
n its deadly embrace all human beino-s
lave the same depraved taste, or are so
.unate as to be thrown into its company,
the favourite child of laissez-faire (in
English let alone') and bears the same
>n to filth, as crime does to ignorance.
tunately for us, it has kept the same
for a long time past, and has grown so
ar, that no one minds it. When the cho-
ul us the favour to pay us a visit, we
preparation for his reception. We

d out many an Augean stable, set the
igers to work in right earnest, white-
d sundry houses, and shewed a whole-
respect for the threatened invader. He
it last, and he was too strong for us; he
, and took up his quarters where we
expect to find him, on the banks of
in low marshy spots, in the crowded,
and ill-draind districts of large towns;
lerever we had either made no efforts
ove accumulated filth, or where the lono-
t of years admitted of no immediate re-
in. I saw sundry cases of cholera my-
|d they ail occurred (they were the first
t neighbourhood) in a quarter of the
h of Southwark, hopelessly sunk below
'el of the surrounding district, and
set at defiance all attempts at drainage.
, it is a strange example of the effecfof
and the influence of names, that this
ible stranger should have produced
1 sensation, and roused us for a time
much activity, and yet this domestic

ice should be allowed to go on poison-
l killing year by year thousands of our
without setting a broom or a brush in

their books and their labours
;

the Govern-
ment fell into its habitual state of calm re-
pose

;
all things returned under the sleepy

rule of laisezfaire

;

and filth, with its atten-
dant train of disease, and misery, and crime,
resumed his empire."
We must not omit to state the gratifying

fact that there were present at the lecture
several members of the “Metropolitan Work-
ing Classes Association for Improving the
Public Health," of which we are happy to see
that the Bishop of London has consented to be
president. An abstract of their prospectus
was read in the course of the lecture.

CHINGFORD CHURCH, ESSEX.

Sir, Knowing your readiness at all times
to give publicity to whatever may interest
either the architect or antiquary, I venture
to trouble you with the following note.

Strolling from Woodford the oilier day I
came to the parish church of Chingford, and
was agreeably surprised when, on entering the
ohmchyard, it proved to be one of those
venerable piles that some centuries back were
to be found in most towns in this country. It
cannot boast of great beauty in its design, but is
valuable by reason of its great antiquity. It
is situated on a slight eminence commanding
a good view of the surrounding country, the
scenery of which is very pretty, and ’much
superior to what you generally see in Essex.
The church itself is covered with ivy,

especially the tower, which is completely
hidden from view, with the exception of the
pole, on which a weathercock has been placed.
I am very sorry to say that the church is in a
very dilapidated and ruinous state

;
in fact, so

much so, that if timely assistance is not given,
it will, in the course of a short time, fall to
pieces. Many of the windows are either
broken or cracked, and pieces of board in
some places are nailed across to supply the
deficiency, and in others the vacancies are left
uncared for, and through which the wind
howls mournfully through the church. The
remains of the reading-desk are just visible,
and where the pulpit used to stand is now
actually one mass of bricks and mortar, which
have fallen from the wall. The roof is so
dilapidated that the ivy has crept through, and
is running down the cracks in the wall, and I
dare say, in a very short time, will be seen to
decorate what remains of the pews. I have
seen many fine specimens of the ivy in different
parts of England, but 1 never 'saw a finer
than the one which is here. The state
of repair of the tower, I could not, with
any certainty, ascertain, as it is so overgrown
with ivy as to be almost hidden; the part I
could manage to get a glimpse of appeared to
be pretty sound. The body of the church is
beginning to decay, and the walls are cracking
very fast. The small gallery is falling to
pieces. I he aisle (?) where thecommunion-table
is, is by far in the best state of repair. Several
urge coats of arms and tablets are hung on
tlie walls. Service has not been performed for
some time past.

Stopping at a wayside inn, on my return, I
entered into conversation on the subject with
a person who was connected with the parish.

hen I lamented the state of the building
he very abruptly said that the parish had nomoney to throw away on such trifles, and that
they had enough to do to support the poor,
b inding words were of no avail, I very ‘soon
after left him. I am afraid from what he said
the church may fall to pieces before they will
render any assistance. 'jj

n the cholera was bn his way to us,
ile he was among us, we were really up’
rn ng, and waging a riot unsuccessful
amst the causes of disease, but no
did he take his departure than we
into our accustomed negligence. The
Bsioners of Sewers laid down their
i
the scavengers walked away with

rooms in their hands; there was a
falling off in the consumption of soap
itewash

;
the boards of health closed

FRANCIS BAILY, F.R.S., &c., &c .

A PORTRAIT PAINTED BY T. PHILLIPS R.A.’
ENGRAVED RY T. I.UPTON,

(Private Plate.)

The life and writings of this eminent
astronomer and estimable man, as well as
the origin of this portrait, are matters of
history, as well as of deep interest to lovers of
science, art, and philosophy. To Mr. Baily
the British public, and indet'd all Europe, are
indebted for the formation and permanent
estahshment of the Royal Astronomical So-
ciety. heeling this debt of gratitude, some
of the most active and zealous members con-
sidered it due to him and to themselves to
procure a good portrait of their friend, to be
pieserved in the meeting-room of the society.
I he late Mr. Phillips was selected to perform
this pleasing and honourable task

; and lie
produced a picture and a likneness, which,
whilst it conveys a vivid record of the fine
personal featu.es of the individual, gives
evidence to the casual spectator of an intel-
lectual and thoughtful man. Never was thehuman face more faithfully depicted on canvas
than in the present instance, for the picture
seems to live and breathe, and even prepared
to speak. As long as it be carefully preserved
by its guardians, it will be viewed with melan-
choly pleasure by all the sincere friends of its
once living prototype, and with admiration by
all lovers of art. In this picture, and in others
preserved in the meeting-room of the Royal
society, Phillips has left behind him proofs
ot ins own professional qualifications as well as
graphic memorials of men who have enlight-
ened and adorned the hemisphere of science.*
I hese pictures may fairly rank and compete
with the many exquisite portraits by Vandyck
and Reynolds. J

1 he iate Mr. Baily bequeathed a very hand-
some fortune, — nearly 100,000/., — amongst
his relatives and friends; one of whom, the
Rev. Richard Sheepshanks, has most liberally
and nobly applied his legacy to the production
of the engraving now under our notice

;
and he

has presented proof impressions of the plate to
the intimate friendsof the deceased astronomer,
aud to a few distinguished men. It is but jus-
tice to Mr. Lupton to remark, that he has re-
duced the picture, and translated it into black
and white, with the utmost fidelity; and that the
engraving is characterized throughout by skill
and taste.

IVe are informed that tiro other legatees ofMr. Bally,—Sir John Herschel and Lieut.
Stratford, the scientific author of the Nautical
Almanac,—are about to have a bust of their
late estimable friend executed in marble for
the Astronomical Society. Sir John H erschel
has written and published a very interesting
memoir of the life of Mr. Baily.

*

COLOGNE CATHEDRAL.

White-knights Estate, Reading We
are glad to learn that the directors have already
received applications for more than the whole
number of shares, and, moreover, that build-
ing operations will go on immediately. The
odges are in progress, and some new roads
are about to formed. The Berkshire Chronicle,
speaking of this beautiful locality, says truly,
that it “will afford to Reading a suburb of
unrivalled attractions and value, and we see no
reason why a residence there should not be-
come quite as eagerly sought as at Cheltenham,
Batli, and many other inland towns, which
must ever want that most desirable advantage
possessed by Reading— a close proximity to
London, the great centre of wealth, pleasure,
and business."

W hen the Queen was in Germany her Ma-
jesty gave about 560/. to the fund for restoring
this wonderful building. The committee, it is
said, propose to return it, considering the sum
too small. An English provincial paper objects
to the donation, that it was hardly judicious or
well principled

; and says, “ for the Protes-
tant monarch of a Protestant nation to give
so munificent a sum to a Popish cathedral
does not seem to our comprehension altogether
right. We are disposed to think the writer’s
comprehension must be very small.

THE ASPECT OF THE CATHEDRAL ON
LEAVING COLOGNE.

Like a dismembered stone God thou appearest,
Knowing the course of ages will restore

The giant limb and front divine thou renrest.

As the great Titan proudly did of yore
;

And even now is thy abasement o'er,

For man admits thy long-neglected right,

Resolving to endure the shame no more
;
—

Lo ! where the weed had growth, the owl delight,
Again the chisel clinks with hundred-handed might.

J. Ellis.

New Reservoir at Highoate.— 1

The New
River Company are constructing, under the
superintendence of Mr. W. S. Mvlne, their en-
gineer, a large reservoir upon llighgate-hill.
Messrs. Mansfield and Sons are the contractors.

hAi^Tf
DBSt the n

4merous novelties of the ngc, wc shouldbe glad to see a spacious Gallery of British Worthies,
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STONE PORCH, GREAT CHATFIELD CHURCH, WILTS.

STONE PORCH AT GREAT CHATFIELD
CHURCH, WILTS.

Several of the churches in Wiltshire, pos-

sess porches of a singularly picturesque cha-

racter, quite unlike those which are to be

found in other parts of England. These

porches are of very late date, mostly of the

periods of Henry VII. and VIII. In the first

volume published by the Wiltshire Topogra-

phical Society the one at Grittleton church is
j

given.

The porch at Great Chatfield church is about

the time of Henry VII.
;
the church, dedicated

to All Saints, is a small but, beautiful structure.

It has been fully described and illustrated by

Mr. T. L. Walker, who devotes no less than

eight plates to it, in his little volume on “ The

Manor House and Church at Great Chatfield.”

To this work I recommend any of your readers

to refer who may require the details of con-

struction. C. J. R.

THE CONIC SECTIONS
CONSIDERED IN REFERENCE TO THEIR PRACTICAL

APPLICATIONS.

The conic sections being of considerable

utility in the various departments of the con-

structive arts
,

it is a matter of the utmost im-

portance to practical men that they should be

familiar with the fundamental properties of

these curves, and the methods by which they

are generated or described
;

it is-- therefore

proposed to give a brief exposition of the dif-

ferent sections, and to illustrate the method of

applying them to various useful practical pur-

poses.

Conic sections are usually defined to be “ the

figures formed by the mutual intersection of a

cone and a plane,” and according- to the dif-

ferent positions which the cutting plane as-

sumes, there are formed five figures or sections

essentially distinct from one another; namely,

a triangle, a circle
,
a parabola, an ellipsis, and a

hyperbola; but because the triangle and the

circle are ranked amongst the figures of ele-

mentary geometry, they are excluded from the

conic system, and the remaining three only

are strictly considered as conic sections. The

manner of their formation by cutting the

is as follows :

—

When the cone is cut by a plane paral;

one of its sides, or when the cutting plan,

the side of the cone make equal angles wi

base, the section is a parabola.

When the cutting plane passes oblii

through both sides of the cone, or wh

meets°the base produced in a less anglel

the side of the cone does, the section i

ellipsis.

When the cutting plane makes a g:

angle with the base than the side of the

makes, the section is a hyperbola ; and <

the sides of the cone be produced beyoi.

vertex, constituting an equal and an op>

cone, the intersecting plane being also

nued to cut this cone, the section is an op

hyperbola, and this, together with the fc

are denominated opposite sections, or op

hyperbolas .

These, therefore, are the curves that e

tute the conic system, and since they arn

tinct in their nature, and furnish their

distinguishing characteristics, it will btl

venient, in the first place, to contemplate
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separately, and afterwards to consider them in
reference to their related properties, and as
being derivable from the projections and deve-
lopment of the mutual intersections of cones
with cones, cylinders with cylinders, and cy-
linders with cones, 60 beautifully exemplified
in the Septenary Theory ofMr. Jopling.

It is not, however, intended to discuss the
whole of the properties peculiar to each of
these curves, but only such as lead directly to
some useful practical result, or the solution of
some useful problem in the constructive arts,
and in order that the subject may be rendered
as plain and popular as possible, the several
delineations will be illustrated by an example
in numbers, and a rule drawn up in words by
which it may be calculated. It will thus ap-
pear, that the system as at present contem-
plated, must be of considerable extent, but as
all the results will tend to some useful pur-
pose, it is hoped that the practical man will
derive much advantage by a careful perusal of
the papers as they severally appear, and for
this end nothing is required, a priori

, beyond a
slight knowledge of the elements of Euclid
and the rudiments of algebra. This being
premised, we now proceed with the considera-
tion of the parabola, that being the simplest in
its principles and form of the three sections
which constitute the system of conic geometry.

It has been stated above, that the section is

a parabola when the cone is cut by a plane
parallel to one of its sides

;
or, when the

cutting plane and the side of the cone make
equal angles with the base. To illustrate this,
let A C B be a right cone of which C is

the vertex, C A and C B opposite sides, and
A B the diameter of its circular base A E B D

;

then if a plane D K L E be made to pass
through the cone in a direction parallel to the
side C B, the section D V E thereby produced
is a parabola. The point V, where the cutting
plane enters the side of the cone is the vertex
of the parabola; the straight line D E, where
the cutting plane intersects the base of the
cone, is called the base of the parabola, and
the straight line V F, which passes through
the vertex V, and bisects the base in F, is
called the axis- It through any point, T, in the
axis V F a straight line, G H, be drawn, meet-
ing the boundary of the section both ways in
the points G and H, then G I is called an
ordinate, and G H a double ordinate

,

to the
axis V F

;
and V I the distance between

the vertex at V and the ordinate, G II, is called
an abscissa. If a third proportional be taken
to the abscissa, V I, and ordinate G I, or to
the abscissa V F, and ordinate D F, that third
proportional is called the parameter of the
axis V F

; and it a point, P, be taken in the
axis such that the ordinate P R, or P S,
drawn through P, and parallel to the base’
D E, is equal to half the parameter of the axis,
that point is called the focus or the describing
point. If through the point S, or any other
point in the periphery of the curve, a straight

TUDOR IRONWORK.

line ST be drawn parallel to the axis V F,
the line S T is called a diameter

,

in contradis-
tinction to the principal diameter V F, which
is always called the axis. If a straight line,
L M, touch the curve in S, at the vertex of
any diameter as S T, without cutting it, that
line is called a tangent to the curve at the
point S

;
and if through any point in the

diameter S T, the straight line V O be drawn
parallel to the tangent L M, and intersecting
the diameter S T, in the point Q, the straight
line V O, is a double ordinate to the diameter
S T, and V Q, or O Q, an ordinate. If the
axis F V be produced beyond the vertex,
to meet the tangent L M, in the point N, P N,

is called the subtangent
;

and if a perpen-
dicular be drawn to the tangent L M, in the
point of contact S, that line will also be per-
pendicular to the curve in the point S, and is

called the normal. And finally, if V N be
taken equal to V P, the distance between the
focus P and the vertex V, and through N, a
straight line, a b, be drawn parallel to the
ordinate R S, the straight line, a b, is called
the directrix of the curve, and serves for its

description by means of points, or continued
motion.

FALL OF A ROOM AT THE PHILHARMONIC
INSTITUTION, MANCHESTER.

Considerable alarm was created a few
nights since at this institution during the per-
formance. Aloud crash was heard from behind
the scenes and great shrieking, and noise of
falling bodies. Immediately afterwards, Mr.
Weston, the musical director of the institute,
came forward, and explained that a plank or
two had given way, and caused more alarm
than danger. He subsequently stated that
only one person was much hurt, but the
nature of his injuries he had not learned. The
Manchester Guardian says, “From an in-
spection of the place, we may state that the
accident consisted in the giving way of the
planks or rafters supporting a dressing-room,
in which a great number of the male chorus
were congregated taking refreshment. The
weight being greater than the beams could
support, they gave way, and fifty or sixty
persons were at once precipitated to the stage,
a fall of about 12 feet. It is really wonderful
looking at the place, that an occurrence so
alarming in appearance and in reality, should
have been attended with so little serious in-

jury. Only one person, so far as we could
ascertain, was much hurt, and he was con-
veyed at once to the infirmary, to have his

injuries examined.

TUDOR IRONWORK.
The annexed engravings form part of the

illustration of Barrington Court, Somerset-
shire, given in our last number, 'l he first
represents the handle of the latch on the en-
trance door; the other, one of the turnbuckles
on the iron casements. They are both drawn
half the real size.

OPENING PUBLIC MONUMENTS.

Th e Dean of Winchester has given directions
for the nave of the Cathedral to be thrown open
to the public from nine till eleven in the morn-
ing, and from two to four in the afternoon. It

is to be hoped no ill-conditioned verger, —
no Winchester Tucker,—will be permitted to

nullify this regulation.
We have observed with much pleasure that

the Trustees of the Royal Institution, Edin-
burgh, have made arrangements by which a
large, varied, and valuable collection of paint-

ings, marbles, and bronzes are now thrown
open twice a week for the gratuitous inspec-

tion of the public. This collection now con-
tains the paintings bequeathed to the Univer-
sity by the late Sir James Erskine, of Torre,
Bart., comprising specimens of the genius of
the Carracci, Guido, Vandyke, Rembrandt,
and other celebrated painters. The Edin-
burgh Advertiser, in making known this in-

formation, has the following remarks on the
general question of gratuitous admission to

works of art. “ It is often said of this country
that it provides little or no means of rational
amusement and beneficial recreation for the
working classes

;
that, in short, the principles

of conservation and exclusion are too strictly
applied to institutions which ought rightly to
be open and accessible to all classes, and more
particularly to that class which within them-
selves have little or no means of cultivating a
taste for the sublime and beautiful, although it

is admitted on all hands to be a most effectual

fyi'l
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means of elevating their thoughts and habits.

We hail with pleasure the facilities which the

board of trustees have afforded, and trust that

the boon will be eagerly embraced, and

that the visitors will shew their grateful

acknowledgments by in no way abusing the

privileges so generously granted to them.

The Hull Advertiser, in an article on Mr.

Joseph Hume, M.P., refers with just praise to

his endeavours to obtain for the humbler

classes free admission to our national monu-

ments, with a view to enlarge their sympathies,

purify their tastes, and exalt the standard ot

their moral feelings
;
and, we are delighted to

add, with most gratifying success. Principally

through the exertions of a society of which he

is chairman, and which numbers amongst its

members Lord Francis Egerton, Lord Low-

ther, Lord Worsley, Lord John Manners, Mr.

Hint, and others, many of th*e national edifices

hitherto closed against the working classes,

by reason of the fees charged for viewing

them, are now either wholly or partially

open for some days of the week free of

any charge whatever. For instance, the

British Museum is open free three days in

every week
;
the National Gallery is free four

days
;

St. Paul’s and Westminster Abbey (ex-

cept the chapels) are free every day; the

Society of Arts is free five days; Hampton

Court Palace six days; the Woolwich Models

every day
;

the Norwich Cathedral an hour

daily; the Bath and Wells Cathedral every

day; the Durham Cathedral (except the

chapel of the Nine Altars) every day
;

and

the whole of the treasures of the Tower

of London can now be inspected for one

shilling, instead of eight times that sum.

Liverpool admits its mechanics to its Botanical

Garden two davs in the week, free of expense
;

the Royal Botanical Garden of Edinburgh is

open free to all applicants; and the Dublin

Botanical Garden is accessible to the pea-

santry, free of charge, two days in every week.

Mr. Hume urges that fifteen years’ experience

has satisfied him that the people, when ad-

mitted free to cathedrals, museums, and gar-

dens, uniformly conduct themselves with the

greatest propriety; and that the effect upon

them, mentally and morally, is of the most

gratifying description. They acquire habits of

personal neatness in dress, politer forms of

speech and deportment, a greater love of

order, and a general desire to extend the boun-

daries of whateverknowledge they may possess.

The more imperfect their own acquirements

may appear, the more eager are they to obtain

a better education for their children.

JOTTINGS ABOUT RAILWAYS.
A new project has been started during the

past week, having for its object the supply of

city and West-end accommodation to pas-

sengers arriving in London by the existing

railways, as well as by several projected lines

when finished. The plan contemplates the

erection of an esplanade on the site now oc-

cupied by the coffer dam in front of the New
Houses of Parliament : we copy the following

relating thereto from the prospectus:—“It
appears that some who have not sufficiently

studied the matter think that it is impossible to

pass before the New Houses of Parliament

without eliciting the opposition of the several

branches of the legislature. No objection

can be more futile. On the contrary, when
the project is fully developed by the plans and
sections, the support of both Houses may be

confidently calculated upon. It will give to

the building a grand esplanade of 70 feet in

width in front of the towers, and 100 feet in

the centre, instead of a narrow inclosed slip

30 feet wide, confined between the two pro-

jecting towers, to which the public can have

no access. Here is a fa9ade, the grandest, for

its extent and beauty, in the world, elaborately

sculptured by artists of the first ability, at an

enormous expense, which, if the present ter-

race be not widened, will be lost to public ob-

servation, inasmuch as the only place from
which a sight can be obtained will be from the

centre of the river, where the beautifully

finished carving cannot be appreciated. To
accomplish this object it is proposed to carry
out an esplanade on the site now occupied by
the coffer dam. The esplanade will be on the
same level as the present terrace, and below
this terrace the railway will be inclosed in a

tunnel 14 feet in height, made perfectlyjwater-

tight below, and lighted in front by openings

above the water level. This tunnel will, of

course, be out of sight, and there will be no

noise or smoke to indicate the passing of the

train
;

in fact, no member of either House

will be aware of the progress of the carriages.

In the same manner the Marquis of West-

minster’s property may be passed, the top

forming a grand terrace, 70 feet wide, next the

river, which cannot be otherwise than a great

desideratum to the property. As to the wharf

property, that will also be greatly improved.

It is not proposed to interfere with the water-

way at all. The railway will be some distance

from the present frontages, and carried upon

arches of from 60 to 100 feet span. It is only

necessary to add that all these great objects

may be accomplished without taking down ten

buildings, either dwelling-houses or ware-

houses.” The project has been named the

Surrey Grand Junction Railway, and the

capital required is 500,000/. Mr. Hud-

son has promised that any antiquities dis-

covered in constructing the Newcastle and

Berwick Railway shall be presented to the

Society of Antiquaries, Newcastle. The
local papers of the West report that Mr.

Frederick Ricketts, chairman of the Bristol

and Exeter Railway, has within a very recent

period added not less than 160,000/. to the

balance at his bankers. At a meeting of

the Grand Junction Railway Company, held a

few days since, when the directors proposed

to endow the new church at Crewe

with 60/. or 801. a year, the meeting

carried unanimously the motion “ that

the directors be empowered to endow the

church with such a sum as should he satis-

factory to the bishop in order to its consecra-

tion, and also that they pay the clergyman to

be appointed such a further annual sum, so

that he receive not less than 200/. per annum.”

The Railway Chronicle, in commenting on

this exemplary and munificent proceeding,

well observes This liberal act is one among
many signs—the testimonials to Stephenson,

Hudson, Saunders, and others—which seem to

foretell that great, noble and national deeds

and works, incidental only to railways, will

come out of railways
;

such works as may
chance to compete with our ancient cathedrals.

Railways are the corporations of our time,

which have the most real life and energy in

them, and, like the corporations of olden time,

will do noble deeds. Though their first object

is professedly a selfish one, the selfishness very

soon ceases to be paramount, and becomes as-

sociated with larger and nobler objects.

The Tunbridge Wells line, a new tributary to

the traffic of the South-Eastern Railway, of

about five miles in length, was opened last

week. At present the line extends only to the

temporary station at Jackwood Spring. 1 he

permanent station will be in the centre of the

town, and will be approached by a tunnel^ 800

yards long. The works are heavy. There

have been half-a-million of yards of earthwork

chiefly in rock. An elegant viaduct, 254 yards

in length, with 30 arches, carries the line over

Powder-mill valley. The line is a curiosity in

railway construction
,
from the fact of its having

been commenced twelve months before the Act

was obtained, and of its being completed with-

in a few weeks from receiving the royal im-

primatur. It is a double line
;
has cost, in-

cluding land, 100,000/., and the extension to

Tunbridge Wells will be 80,000/. more. Mr.
Hoof is the contractor, and Mr. Barlow, son of

the Professor, has the credit of having carried

through the engineering department in a satis-

factory manner. The greatest novelty in

railway literature is a pamphlet entitled “ New
System of Locomotion, without Tunnels,

Bridges, Rails, Steam, and Accidents, by
Thomas Parkin.” The Times having ventured

to treat the Neiv System as a hoax, the author,

full of conscious innocence, has referred for

the conti ary, “ to all the periodicals of London
and Paris, as well as to all the ambassadors in

Paris, and fifty mayors in France.” A spe-

cial general meeting ^of the Regents’ Canal
Company is called, to take into consideration

a proposal which has been made to this com-
pany, for the purchase of the canal property,

with a view to the construction of a railway

on the same line. There have been lately

some narrow escapes owing to the doors of

railway carriages flying open when leaned

against, in consequence of defects in the locks

which fasten them. In the carriages on the

Hague and Rotterdam railway this is entirely

prevented by very simple means. In addition

to the usual lock, each door is provided with

a stout bolt or lever, working on a joint, which,

when the door is closed, drops into a socket

attached to the door-facing. T his simple appa-

ratus provides an almost certain preventative

against accidents from the cause we have men-

tioned, and ought to be adopted on all railways.

The model of a very simple but ingenious

contrivance for the purpose of enabling the

guardsof a train to communicate instantly with

the engine driver, in case of any danger being

perceived, was exhibited on Saturday evening

last, at the Bristol terminus of the Bristol and

Birmingham line, by its inventor, Mr. J. K.

Williams, the superintendent of the line. The
machine consists of a large box having on

its top a sonorous bell, which is struck

like the bell of a clock. Within this box is a

piece of clock-work, precisely similar to that

of an alarum, and a red lamp for foggy

weather or night ;
and from the box, which is

intended to be affixed to the nearest carriage

to the engine, ropes proceed over the roofs of

the various carriages to the guard’s box, who,

upon perceiving any signal of danger or ob-

struction on the lines, has only to pull the

cord, and the large bell is instantly rung, and

the red lamp shewn, if at night: or a large

board with the word “ stop ” upon it flies up.

The electric telegraph is now being laid

down on the Grand Junction Railway, from

Liverpool to Birmingham, and to Manchester

and Cheshire
;
and we understand, that, under

certain restrictions, the telegraph will be made
available for commercial purposes. A ter-

minus for her Majesty’s special use has just

been finished at Gosport, and was used for the

first time by the ministers proceeding to Os-

borne House, to form a cabinet council on

Saturday last. The cost is under 8,000/. Such

an outlay is verv loyal generosity on the part

of the South- Western. The eminent

benefits which Mr. Hudson, by hi9 energy and

talents, has conferred upon the public in re-

gard to railway matters were not likely to

remain unacknowledged and unrewarded.

The committee appointed for carrying out the

proposed testimonial to that gentleman, have

announced, that in pursuance of resolutions

passed at meetings recently held of the Mid-

land, York, and North Midland, Newcastle,

and Darlington, and Great Newcastle and

Berwick Companies, that they have deter-

mined that the best mode of offering a suitable

testimonial to Mr. Hudson, in acknowledgment

of his services to the public and the railway

world, is to raise a fund by individual subscrip-

tion, rather than by grants of money from the

public stock of the companies. Neafly 5,000/.

has already been subscribed amongst forty of

the shareholders, subscribing 100/. each, and

three of them 200/., namely—Sir Jrihn Low-

thcr, Bart., M.P., Mr. Alexander Dunlop,

Largs, and Mr. Graham Hutchinson.

WORKS IN THE PROVINCES.

Lansdownk Tower, near Bath, designed

and executed under the superintendence of the

late William Beckford, Esq., is to be disposed

of by auction, early in November next.

During the progress of the restorations now
going on in Romsey Abbey Church, it was

found necessary to remove a few feet, a large

slab of Purbeck stone, measuring nearly 12 feet

in length. It was supposed to cover some

relic of antiquity, and was found, on raising it,

to have formed the massive cover of a stone

coffin, containing the skeleton of a priest, in a

state of remarkable preservation, considering

it to have been a deposit of the early part of

the 13th century. The ceremony of laying

the first stone of a new church at Zeals, in the

parish of Mere, Wilts, took place on Thursday,

the 11th instant. It is to be dedicated to St.

Martin. The design is by Messrs. Scott and

Moffatt. A stained-glass window has re-

cently been putin the chancel of Newtontoney

Church. The design was by a neighbouring

clergyman, the subject being the calling of

St. Andrew, in whose name the church was

consecrated. The work was executed by

Messrs. Ward and Nixon, with the exception

of the principal figures, which were painted

by the Dowager Lady Malet, of Wilbury

House, who is the munificent donor of the

whole. The contract for the additions to

and alterations in the convict gaol at Spring-
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field Essex, W38 signed last week, by Mr.U insland, of London, and Tuesday next is
fixed upon to break ground. The commence-
ment of operations will be the erection of the
apartments for females and debtors, and the
chaplains and governor’s bouses. The
Edinburgh Advertiser states that the Provost
ot Kirkwall lately received a letter from the
JJuke ot Sutherland, intimating that Sir
Robert Peel had agreed, on the part of the
government, to grant a sum of money for
putting the ancient and venerable Cathedral of

Magnus in a state of efficient repair. .

I he Scottish Railway Gazette says that
some of the railway companies contemplate
the purchase of the College of Glasgow for
the formation of a general terminus, for which
purpose the locality is well adapted. The
parish church of Tarrant Gunville, rebuilding
under the direction of Mr. Wyatt, the diocesan
architect, is nearly completed, and will very
shortly be consecrated by the Bishop of Salis-
bury The new church at Wilton, near
Salisbury, built at the sole expense of the Hon
Sydney Herbert, and to which we have more
than once drawn attention, is to be consecrated
on the 9th proximo, by the Bishop of Salis-
bury.- Lady Emma Pennant has not only
contributed handsomely towards the rebuilding
ot the old church at Whitford, near Holywell
but undertaken to build a new aisle at her own
expense.——Cottingham Church, situate in
the East Riding of Yorkshire has recently
undergone very extensive alterations and im-
provements. Three hundred additional sit-
tings have been provided. Among the many
improvements that have of late been effected
in the port of Hull, may be mentioned the
graving dock of Messrs. Edward Gibson and
Son, situate on the garrison side of the town.
I he works have been carried out on a liberal
principle, and the space so much extended
both lit length and breadth, and depth of water
as to insure the commodious reception of the
largest ships navigating the Humber, whether
under canvas or impelled by steam V cor
respondent of the Hull Packet has revived the
project winch has more or less slumbered
since J 843, of erecting an additional bridge
across the river Hull. He says, every one who
haVr<

T?,
nt
.,
OOC!ls ‘on t0 cross tlle Old Dock

or North Bndge, must be fully aware that an
additional bridge is now much wanted, and itsformation will soon be indispensable to accom-
modate the additional traffic of the east dock
with the proposed railway terminus on its
quay.- Much activity prevails at the present
time in strengthening the fortifications and
defences of Portsmouth Harbour. The im-
provements at Blackhouse Fort are also ra-
pidly progressing, a large number of menPemg now employed under contract for that
‘™;k ' ™e/ort is being made into a two-tier
battery ot fitly guns. At the northern part
it Blockhouse Point anew battery or circular
ort is being formed, which will Hank the en-
rance of the harbour. Between this new
lattery and the Blockhouse Fort a new barrack
sin course ofconstruction. The restoration
d the ancient church of St. Mary dc Crypt,
•louccster,

_

is nearly completed. This inter-
sting specimen of ecclesiastical architecture
ontams several examples of the earlier styles
he Norman doorway at the west entrance!
nd the Early- English window in the south-
ast aisle, are deserving of especial notice
l few days since the workmen employed in
xcavatmg for the new branch railway which
intended to run from the Stratford station

1 the nastern Counties line to the mouth of
le river Lea, near Blackwall, lighted upon
ime enrmus and interesting remains connected
un the Benedictine monastery. About 2 feet
:low the surface a sort of chamber presented
self, of an oblongshape, rounded at one emland
uare at the other, about 12 feet long, 8 feet
ide and 5 feet in depth. The outer wall,
Inch is of strong masonry, is about Cinches
ick. M ithin that is a layer ofcement, which
again lined with thin red tiles of peculiarly
osc texture. It is clear (hat this chambe/,
hich, when whole, must have been a very
ndsome one, was intended as a lavatory for
iich purpose a well, that was discovered
thin two or three feet of it, furnished an
undant supply of water. A few yards lower
wn towards the Thames the workmen broke
o an archway very strongly built, somewhat
er the Danish manner, (?) which hasgiven risemuch conjecture.

H
SUBARCUATION AND WILLIAM OF

WYKEHAM.

Inni! ‘.
he

??£'•“ “ eeti "fr “f the Archeological
Institute at Winchester* the following inter-
esting letter, addressed by Dr. Ingram to Dr.Williams, Warden of New College, was read

porters

6

— t0 haVG escaped the Lon ‘l°n re-

(

“ Monday, Sept. 8.
“My DEAR Warden,— I thank you much

ter your kind letter received yesterday
you flatter me too much by supposing mypresence at Winchester to be of much iJEa

lTVh0Ug
5

I
.

am Placed in the Architec-
tural Section It is now nearly half a century
since I used to pace the gorgeous aisles of
Winchester Cathedral, and make the Church
ot St. Ci oss the object of my almost daily
walks Since that time I have been gratified
to find how universal almost has become the
correct taste and knowledge, as well as ad-
miration, of medieval architecture; and there
cannot be a better school for it than the
various portions of Winchester Cathedral, the
churches ot St. Cross, Romsey, &c. The
gradations and transitions of the art are name-

of's’t F,
t

hT'V,
traC

f
d; f'°m the Plai “ “TP!of St. Ethelwold under the presbytery of the

cathedral, and the Norman transept of Wal-
kelyn to the splendid works of Edyngton,
Wykeham, Beaufort, Fox, and Langton. Themembers of the Architectural Section should
parttcularly notice ami examine the manner inwhich \t ill,am of Wykeham carried on thework which Ins immediate predecessor, Edvnrr-
ton had begun at the west end of the nave.A difference is observable not only in the
windows, but in the mouldings and tracery of
the panel work below in the interior. Perhaps

well"'
ske

;
ches in deta 'l of the respectiveworks of these two prelates might be interest-

ing and useful, as tending to illustrate the pro-
gress and advancement of architectural tasteand science, during the long and brilliant reign
f Edward the Third, under the auspices ofsuch patrons as these; the one the King’s
reasurer, and the other, constituted by letters

patent, Surveyor of the King’s Works. The2 ckurc
,

h wh
,

i<* Hisl'np Edyngton erected
ft ° rn the foundation in his own native
place, in Wiltshire, from which he de-nves his name, is well worthy of the
attention of the archaeological antiquary and
the artist; some details of which, at least
might be considered as not unconnected with
the examination of his other works at Win-
chester. In the same manner, if the variousworks of Wi l, am of Wykeham, executed at
Adderbury, King’s Sutton, Oxford, Bishop’s
Waltham, and Winchester, were placed in
Juxta-position with each other, it would befound that he began with the Decorated, and
ended with the Perpendicular, according to
the nomenclature of the late Mr. Rickman.
I here is one point which deserves particular
attention in the late architecture of William ofWykeham. No other architect before his

r i

S
?,
" e understood, and practically ap-

plied, the principle of subarcuation
; that isthe mode of constructing two inferior and

arch^'TI, l
rCh

,

eS UOllei' the ,hinl ma in

ft e

h
n,lA

1
n
h '!y

,

both 8eem lo riso naturally from

cetere of fl

em,
A
0r PrmciP“ 1 teullion in thecentre of the window, diverging at a certain

point with an easy sweep or curve, so as totonn two independent arches, filled with cor-
responding tracery, and serving to strengthen,
at the same time that they adorn, the masteraich that contains them. This principle,
which is so obviously predominant in alllarge windows, was not unknown at an earlier-
period, and was practised to the latest; hut
the arches were often lost in the intersection
or crossing of the mullions

;
and sometimes, as

in the windows of the clerestory of St. Mary’s
at Oxford, the diverging point is sounscien-

I
;°

Se
m’v

aV° Produee the worst pos-
b e eftoet. 1 he best examples of this prin-

ciple of construction, therefore, I have no he-

\ n
IO

V?v
5

n
nbi "g *° the superior taste and

skill of William of Wykeham; and of those
examples, perhaps, no better can be found
man in the windows of New College Chapel.

call tills the principle of subarcuation
;
and

the arches themselves, in the memorials of
Oxford, I ventured to call subarches

;

but I

observed some writers since confounding- them
with the soffits of arches. As the subject,

therefore, appears to be new-, if any thing in
architecture can he so, I have submitted itnow to the consideration of the architectural
section of our society— I remain, my dear" arden, yours truly, in haste, J. Ingram.

* See pp. 412—146 ante.

Westminster court of sewers.

On Friday, the 19th instant, a meeting- ofthe commissioners took place at the Court
House, in Greek-street, Soho, when a great
deal of mere routine business was transacted.
Mr. J. I onsford having petitioned the court

to allow him to build 840 feet of 24-inch bar-
rel drain m the old line of the Bayswater

cluS

,

f°Il0win£ ,etter on the nuisance

been read

-

the dlversion of the se "’er having

“ 62
, Moorgate-street, 4th Sept., 1845.Sir,—Mr. Kerr, of Kensington Gardens

rerrace, has consulted with us on the subject

haveVp
U1San

K-
";
h,Ch he and his neighbourshaie been subjected in consquence of the ar-rangement made by the Commissioners ofSewers in turning the course of the rivulet

llc!l ra
P at t,5 e back of his house

;
and as the

Inconvenience is so great, that he is scarcely
able to live in the house, it becomes necessary
that the commissioners should take the neces-
sary means for removing the annoyance com-
plained of

; or if they fail to do so, we shall
be compelled to adopt such steps for compel
ling them as our counsel may advise.
When Mr. Kerr took the house he was

subjected to no such inconvenience, whichwe understand it is admitted has been pro-

•fVl-
ky the act of the commissioners

; and
it this be so, we are sure that so respectable
a body will lose no time in taking the proper
steps to remove it.

r

Had the present summer been as hot as
usual it is frightful to imagine what might
have been the consequence

;
but having now

formally called your attention to the subjectwe are sure that it will be removed.
We are, Sir, your obedient Servants,

Simpson and Cobbe.”
The Court refused to grant Mr. Ponsford's

petition, but allowed the permission for a
length of third size sewer, instead of the
barrel dram. The only other question of im-
portance during the day was No. 6 in t|, e
business paper, “ To consider the steps to be
taken tor new contracts for the works ”
Mr. Leslie moved and Mr. Robert Gunter

seconded a motion, in nearly the same words
which we have before given, that all works ex-
ceeding 501. be carefully prepared for by esti-
mates, plans, and specifications, and subse-
quently advertised for in the daily papers and
in this journal.
An amendment was moved by Mr. William

Leverton Donaldson, and seconded by Mr.
Gutch, “ 1 hat the present system of contract-
ing for works be pursued.” For the amend-
ment, three Messrs. Frederick Grace, W.
L. Donaldson, and Gutch. Against the amend-
ment, ten Messrs. Baylis, Cantwell, Clow-
ser, Fuller, J. Gunter,' R. Gunter, Leslie,
Marriott, Unwin, and Wood. The original
motion was then carried by twelve to one. The
court adjourned to Friday, the 3rd October.

Plymouth Breakwater. — We under-
stand that the attention of the Board of Ad-
miralty has been again directed to the im-
portant question as to whether or not Ply-
mouth Sound has lessened in depth of water
by reason of the construction of the breakwater.
It will be recollected that about four years
since accurate soundings were taken through-
out the Sound, and the result marked upon a
chart constructed for the purpose. During the
present week similar soundings have been
again commenced, and we doubt not, that
when complete the result will prove of the
most satisfactory description. It is intended
that the bottom of the Sound shall be ex-
amined with the aid of the diving-bell, and
arrangements are now making for that pur-
pose. Connected with these proceedings Mr.
James Walker, the engineer, arrived here on
Th ursday.—Plymouth Times.
Failure of Wood Paving in thf. Strand.

—The authorities of St. Clements Danes have
advertized for sale as fire-wood about 500 yards
of wood paving, now laid down between the top
of Arundel-street and Norfolk-street, and in-
tend to replace the same with stone as before.
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On Saturday we took a hasty glance at the

interior of thfs noble pile of b«.ldmgs and

found that the work continues 5*> *“ “ a“ e

a very slow progress. The sound of the ham

mer ind chisel fs to be heard at every angle

and we have no doubt, from what we saw and

learned on our visits, although the walls are

bare, and the building itself is ne
>
Y/nortion

nor floored, that a very considerable portion

of the preparatory part of the workmanship

has been accomplished. lhe twenty-four

granite columns which are to adorn ©t.

George’s-hall have arrived from Aberdeen,

and the inauguration of the first of them into

its position will take place to-day. The co-

lumns will have an extremely grand and im-

posing effect, the granite being of the richest

vein we ever before had the opportunity of in-

specting. The only other columns in the

kingdom which bear any comparison to them

are the four in the British Museum in London.

There the columns are each hewn from the

one block, and present to the eye of a be-

holder a very elegant appearance. Here, in

order to save expense, each column will con-

sist of five or six different pieces, and the join-

ings must necessarily detract to some extent

from the general effect. Still, viewed from

manufacturing it. The defendent wrote back

a letter, in which he said he could prove that

the pattern had been copied from a Parisian

manufacturer, and was not original, or if it

was, that it had been published before it was

registered, and therefore was not entitled to

registration.

Mr. Alderman Moon asked if this was not

properly a question for the Court of Chancery?

Mr. Clarkson said he w-as sure the alderman

was, like himself, one of the last persons who

would advise anybody to get into Chancery

who could possibly keep out of it. The very

object of the law was to give a small trades-

man a speedy relief at a small expense, in

cases of piracy upon some invention or im-

provement he had registered.

Evidence was then adduced to prove that

the defendant had printed and sold paper

exactly corresponding in design with the de-

sign registered by the complainant; after

which Mr. Alderman Kelly and Mr. Aider-

man Moon consulted together, and pronounced

the defendant’s paper a fraudulent imitation of

Mr. Boswell’s, and fined the defendant 5/.

Mr. Denton promised he would sell no more

of the paper. _________

4Hi0ceUanea*

arovmponnrnce.

either end of the magnificent hall, which will

be 199 feet in length, the grandeur and mas-

siveness of the sight will be unequalled, 'lhe

columns for the front entrance are also nearly

completed, and so are the sixteen Corinthian

capitals. The capitals are from the design of

Mr. S. C. Kelsey, of London, who has been

superintending their execution ;
and some idea

of their massiveness will be gathered from the

fact that each of the circular ones weighs 9

tons, and each of the square ones 11 tons.

Many of the internal embellishments, though

not yet fixed in their respective places, are

either completed or in a 6tate of great forward-

ness
;
and we may add, as a proof that Mr.

Elmes, the architect, is availing himself of the

present fine weather, that he has at present

170 workmen daily employed. 1 here ap-

pears to be very little difference of opinion,

however, on this important point,—that it will

take from two to three years, at the very least,

to finish the building. But, however distant

the period of its completion maybe, it will,

when finished, be such an ornament to Liver-

pool as no other town in the kingdom can

boast of possessing. Its extreme length will

be 498 feet. The length of the hall, as we

have said, will be 199 feet; its width 72 feet

9 inches; its height 87 feet 6 inches. T- he

length of the courts will be 59 feet 9 inches
;

their width 50 feet 6 inches; their height

about 30 feet. The concert-room will be 70

feet square by about 40 feet high .— Lwerpool

Albion.

WORKS IN THE TOWER OF LONDON.

Sir,— Permit me to correct one or two

trifling inaccuracies in your account of the

works at the Tower, in your last number.

Under ordinary circumstances they may not

be of much importance, but as you have been

particular in giving inches, the statement in

some measure partakes of the appearance of

an official one
;

it is therefore, I think de-

sirable that the correction should be made.

The length in front and at the back is as you

state 288 feet and 271 feet 8 inches respect-

ively. The width of the main building is 57

feet 6 inches, but at the flanks it extends to

65 feet 8 inches. The extreme width in the

centre including the projections of the towers

is 82 feet 9 inches. The size of the princi-

pal rooms is 28 feet 25 inches. The total cost

is estimated at little more than 30,000/. in-

stead of 50,000/.

I regret to say, the other works contemplated

in the Tower do not include the restoration of

the White Tower, which is at present, as you

justlv observe, a disgraceful monument of ig-

norance and want of taste.—1 am, Sir, &c.,

G. R. Brock, Royal Engineer Department.

11, James-street, Buckingham-gate,

22nd Sept. 1845.

Antiquities in Exeter.—Mr. Anning’s,

173, Fore-street (late Alderman Phillips’),

which boasts of a date as long ago as 1584,

being in a ruinous condition, has lately been

taken down, and will shortly be rebuilt on a

modern and more improved plan, adapted to

modern commercial industry, and pursuits of

business. It reminded the visitor forcibly of

the old ancestral mansions of by-gone centu-

ries, and of the poet Gray’s lively tale of

“ windows that excluded the light, and pas-

sages that lead to nothing,” being so full of

closets, corridors, passages, and peep-holes,

that without a guide to thread the labyrinth,

the stranger might be lost in the mazes. In

one of the parlours was an escutcheon, in

plaster, bearing the armorial of Martin of

Exeter; argent two bars gules, the initials T.

M. below. On the other a shield, three dol-

phins naiant, crest a squirrel seiant, proper,

below M.M.* In digging under this house,

as in other parts contiguous, remains of Ro-

man occupation presented themselves. —
Western Luminary.

Paris.—The Journal des Dehats announces

that three members of the municipality of

Paris, the chief of the prefecture, and archi-

tect, and an inspector of market-places, have

started for London, for the purpose of gather-

ing hints for the new grand market in Paris.

After having visited our principal provincial

towns, they propose to carry on their inquiries

in Holland and even in Berlin.—The ancient

cathedral of St. Denis, near Paris, is about to

receive a new roof of iron, lined with plates of

copper, which has cost 400,000 francs. The
repairs of this building, which were begun by

Napoleon, are now nearly completed.

Bricklayers’ Work in Tunnels.-—We
reprint the following from a communication by

Mr. Simms to the Railxcay Chronicle :—The
average time taken to turn twelve feet leading

lengths at Blechinglev tunnel, four bricklayers

and seven labourers 'being employed, was as

follows :

—

Days.

Time occupied in the construction of the in-

vert and side walls 1’88

Time occupied in setting the centre, and turn-

ing the arch 2*42

TIRACY OF PAPER STAINER’S DESIGNS.

On Saturday, a case of some interest oc-

curred at Guildhall, shewing that the expen-

sive proceedings in the Court of Chancery,

by way of injunction, may be dispensed with

in very many cases by the summary method
before a magistrate. In most cases of in-

junction in the Court of Chancery, to restrain

piracies of designs and inventions, the object

of the parties is usually publicity, or, in other

words a grand style of advertisement. Now
the same end can be obtained at a much less

expense in the following manner :

—

Mr. Denton, a paper-stainer, in Leadenhall-

street, was summoned before Aldermen Kelly

and Moon to answer an information, filed on
behalf of Mr. Boswell, a paper-stainer, in

Dublin, for selling a fraudulent imitation of a

registered design for paper-hangings, the pro

perty of Mr. Boswell.
Mr. Clarkson attended to support the in-

formation, and Mr. Pelham appeared for de-

fendant. Mr. Clarkson stated the nature of

the provisions of the Act respecting the regis-

tration of certain original designs, and that

Mr. Boswell registered a new pattern for

paper-hangings on the 8th of February, 1843.

After some time he found his pattern had been

copied by a London manufacturer, and was
being sold in Dublin. He proceeded against

that person and obtained a conviction ;
and he

gave notice to the defendent to desist from

STEAM FROM COMBUSTION OF GAS.

Sir, I am teased to death every winter

with anuisance, the cause of which I dare say

some of your intelligent readers may be able

to point out, and tell me how to remedy. As

soon as, or at least very soon after, the gases

are lighted, the windows of my shop are covered

with damp. It is in vain for me to put any thing

tempting into them, for no one can see what

is there, and the article itself gets spoiled by

the condensed steam. If you could suggest

some remedy, you would greatly oblige,

Sept. 17, 1845. A Shopkeeper.

’ History of England, Appendix to the reign of James I.

Rochester Cathedral.—One who has

lately been staying at Rochester says, the roof

of the nave has been stained, and the side

aisles have been newly roofed. The increased

darkness of the roof (the effect of staining)

will throw out to a greater degree than for-

merly the magnificent Norman architecture of

this portion of the cathedral, the massive

columns and arches of which, supporting an

elegant ambulatory, are, I believe, unequalled

in antiquity by those of any other cathedral in

England. The nave and western transept are

also being repaved with stone ; the old red

tiles, which were so great a disfigurement,

having been taken up. The choir, too, which
is an excellent specimen of pure Early-English

architecture (built in the thirteenth century),

is undergoing great alteration, the fronts of

the pews, as far up as the pulpit and bishop’s

throne, which were formerly stained deal, and

quite plain, having been removed, and carved

Gothic panelling beiDg introduced in their

stead. Four additional pews are also erected

Total time occupied in constructing a leading

length 4.30

Sr. Margaret’s Church, Westminster.
—The doubt which has existed for a long time

as to whether this church was to be pulled down

or repaired, is at last dispelled by the vestry-

clerk publicly recommending the families or

friends of persons having monuments in the

church, who are desirous to protect them from

any injury likely to happen during the ap-

proaching repairs, to apply to Mr. Gritten,

architect.

The Royal Exchange Gates.—Work-
men have been employed during the past week

in fixing the permanent gates at the north en-

trance of the Exchange, facing Bartholomew-

lane. They are made of wrought iron, the

decorations being in cast iron. In the centre

of the gates on either side, are the arms of the

City of London and of the Mercers’ Company,

>

with the cipher of Sir Thomas Gresham, T. G.,

very ingeniously introduced. .In the orna-

mental heads of the gates, the rose, thistle, andi

shamrock appear entwined.

Architects in Ireland— At a meetings'

last week of the Royal Irish Architectural In-

stitution, an address was voted to the Marquis

of Clanricarde, the president, and chairman of

the day, and a resolution passed expressive ofi

a desire for some modification of the Board of

Works, so as to admit of a fair participation by

the architects of the metropolis and Ireland

generally in the construction of public build-

ings.

* This proves, most probably, the house to have beer

built by Thomas Martin, mayor, 1581, who was the third son

of Richard Martin, by his second wife, Margaiet, daughte

of William Hurst. He married first Alice, daughter o

Blackall, then Margaret Hill. The date of the house thuj

was three years prior to the execution of Mary Queen o

Scots, and four previous to the defeat of the Spanish Ar ;

mada. It was one of the old edifices of timber frame, posi

sibly, with projecting fronts on large brackets, and ba;j

windows, ana it had a peculiarity once common in the men
cantile houses of Bristol at that period—viz., a groinec

apartment, with corbel heads and nodes curiously carved, 01

the groined floor, used to stow away goods, and at times fo

convivial purposes. But, in this instance, there was anothel

groined chamber also above, on the second floor.



Aids fob Buiddino Parsonages—Bv the
Act (1 & 2 Victoria, cap. 106) entitled, * anAct to abridge the holding of benefices in pin-

. to make better provision for the re-
sidence of the clergy,” the bishop, on ^oid-
ance of benefice not having fit house of re-
sidence, is authorised to raise money to build
one, by mortgage of glebe, &c., for thirty-five
years. By the same Act, the governors ofWuoen Anne s bounty are authorised to lend
money tor the same purpose, i. e. a clergyman
wishing to build, is permitted to borrow (of
the governors) three years’ income (or four
with permission of the diocesan), at four per
cent, to be repaid by the living in thirty years,
by a sum diminishing every year. Of this
Act, which extends to 133 sections, thirteen
are occu pied with this subject.
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For the execution of Works on the Dundalk and
.nniskdlen railway, being a distance of ten miles.
For the execution of works on the Manchester

outh Junction and Altringham Railway, in two
arts i 1, being » distance of I ) mile

; 2, being aistance of 7$ miles. ®

For the execution of Works on the Manchester
id Bmmmgham Railway in 2 parts. 1. Theshton Branch, being s distance of about 4} miles,
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’ mcl“dmg a tunnel of 330 yards in

For supplying the Leeds and Thirsk Railwayompany witn 100,000 Railway Sleepers.
For the execution of works on the East Lanca-

^st^»
M
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the AocrinStou Contract, being
distance of about 8 miles.

®

For the execution of that portion of the New-
stle and Berwick Railway, extending from
.therton to Tweedmouth, being a distance ofout 53 miles. To be let in four contracts.
For the execution of the Works between Shipley
d Keighley for the Leeds and Bradford Railway
•.tension. They include the Fencing, Earthwork,
d Masonry, roads and permanent way. In length
out 7 2 miles. °

For the supply of 5,000 Tons of Malleable Iron
lls, and 1,000 Tons of Cast-iron Chairs, to the
iddersfield and Manchester Railway and Canal
impany.

For I he supply of 1,700 Tons of Wrought-iron

121 Minn
T
ri

of best Yellow Pi"e Timber
'

1 21,000 Beech Sleepers
;
100 Sets of Wrought-

n Wheels, to the Cork and Bandon Railway
mpany. J

?or the execution of the Works, in two divisions,

'j.
,

u
.

bnn Belfast Junction Railway. The
t division being a distance of 8 miles and about
yards

; the second division being a distance of
biles and about 1,453 yards.
•’or the supply of about 4,000 Tons of Rails for
Edinburgh and Northern Railway.
'’or the supply of about 1,000 Tons of Railway
im for the Edinburgh and Northern Railway.
'or the rebuilding the Eastern Wall of the chancel
the parish Church of Belton, in the Isle of
mime.
'or the erection of several fourth-rate Cottages
he neighbourhood of London.
'or the supply of 00,000 Memel or Red Pine
=pers, and 120,000 of Larch, Scotch Fir, or

according to specification, for the Dublin and
ast Junction Railway.
or the execution of the Richmond Branch of the
it North of England Railway,
or repairing the Footways of the Streets and
lie Places within the liberty of the Bishop of
Chester, Manor of Southwark on the Clink
>ne, two, or three years.
)r the execution of Works on the Syston and
rborougli Railway, in 2 parts

:
part 1 being a

,nce of about 9j miles
;
part 2 being a distance

•out 12 miles.

>r certain Glazier’s Work, to be done at the I

khouse of the Whitechapel Union.
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For supplying the Parish of Christ Church
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Guernsey Granite of the best quality’and broken to a two-inch ring.

4

For the execution of works on the Leeds, Dews-

Contact b
an°h?er R“aWay

' Vi2 -’ the Cb"™UContract, being a distance of about 2( miles

Jn. ii™?'
1!" of

1 P°rtion of Bw Edinburgh

miles to he° r
bei °e a distance ot “b»ut 8miles

,
to be estimated for m two lots

For supplying the Eastern Union Railway Cotn-
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' 12 ^cond Classed”
Third Class Carriages; to run on six wheels, thegauge being 4 feet 8) inches.

™
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C ‘i0n of Stone Booking-offices for

Sheffield and Manchester Railway Company
For supplying 15,000 Sleepers of Larch, 7 feet

6 inches long and 7 feet 3i inches at the 7 feetend to be delivered at the Menai Bridge small-
head, within the next four months.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.
BY AUCTION.

At Heytesbury, Wilts : about 4,000 feet of
1-rnch and -4 -inch Oak Boards; 1,200 of 1-inch

’ and Oak Quarter Board: from
2,000 to 3,000 feet of Elm, Ash and other Board
of various thickness

; 900 feet of 2, 3 and 4-inchOak Plank
; 3,000 feet of Oak, Ash, and Elm

Quarter and Plank, from 2* to 4-inches thick.

~ f£.
the fields adJ°ining the road from

Folkstone to Cherrmgton : 56 clamps of Bricks,
containing about 3,000,000.
At Bedminster

; 20,000 feet of prime, well-
seasoned Oak llank, varying from 2 in. to 1 in.
thick

;
a few logs of Cedar and Pine, Ac.

At 57, Worship-street, Shoreditch
; 3,000 feet

r .

Te
.
ry

c, - ,

SPanish Mahogany Boards; 6,000
feet of Spanish Mahogany, in Planks, Boards, and
Squares

; 3,000 feet of fine Wainscot
; a quantity

ol Rosewood, Bird's-eye Maple, Ac.
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„„„ SHUTTERS.W*.SNOXELL, %, Regent-street, and
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_ glven t0 establishments where they are now in use.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

thaws'.

M ‘C°rraac
’ next week.- we offer

Mr. P.” will see we have availed ourselves ofhis communication. J

“A. M."—We will look to the paper, sent

?eZ-Z
reV

°? "!
Sh°u‘d forded hi,

lette, to us direct, not through the c„lumm ofanother journal. J„ rephj to our correspondentsccmi letter, we shall he glad to receive informa.

,, 'iJr':’',.
(Bnstol). — TVe advise him to get

Trcdgold, Carpentry," or Peter Nicholson’s
volumes on the same subject, and copy the dia-
firams. J

’ Self-Acting Water Closet.”—/,, reply to anumber oj correspondents, Mr. Sistenson, comer
ofSumner-streel

, Southwari-bridye.road.ismanu-
jactunng the closet under the inventor’s direc-
tions.

“Apprentice,” (Norfolk).- Nos. 2 and 3 ofT
/-

,i

Trr
BU

j-
LDER

?
re out °f Print - “The Manual

of Writing and Printing Characters” would be
very useful to a person employed in the way men-
tioned. 7 he work on ornaments mentioned is not
first-rate, but it is cheap, and may be usefully con-
sulted.

“Levelling, &c.”—A young man, whose lime
is engaged in the dag, wishes to know where he
can be taught the theory of levelling and surveying,
use of instruments, Sfc.

* y

“ Bishop.” A correspondent inquires for a
person of this name, who gave attention to wann-
ing and ventilating rooms.

“ Dr. L.” postponed till next week bu acci-
dent. *

“ C. B.” (Wood.carving).— Every architect's
clerk who makes a drawing from his employer’s
sketches has as much right to claim public acknow-
ledgment of his share in the work, when com-
pleted, as C. B. seems to have in the case men-
t
l
0ned

;, ?

Wtt
,,

w°rks has “ Cl B -” Produced ofhimself? Will he let us see them ?
“C. H.“ (Shepherd’s Bush).— For* Minster

stands on much more ground than Westminster
Abbey Church. The area covered by the formermag be roughly stated at 86,000 square feet ; by
the. latter, including chapels, 67,000. The
Chapter-house, cloisters, Sfc., are not included in
either case.

‘ Juvenis.” There is no circulating architec-
tural library. We wish there was. Students at
the Institute of Architects have access to a good
library, open all day, and three evenings in the
week. J

Received: “ The Rev. J. F. “ W. H.” (Ber-
monclsey); “ 2. *< J. L.” (Bond-street);
An Observer ;’’ “ A Non Parishioner ;” “ Double

Entry Elucidated,” by B. F. Foster (Souter and
Law, Fleet-street).

WINDOW iLTOS ORNAMENTAL WIRE-WORK,
T„ . ... t

ELOtVER-POT STANDS, &c .To Architects, Contractor. Upholders, and others.

VI BUSBY, NEW VENETIAN
J
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d3 a 'way* Ready. Rustic, Portable, and other GarlenSeats and Stools; Wire- work for every purpose useful andornamental. Venetian Blinds for Exportarion
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' oi '. or Water colour, and”1 i )lr r. HORNE, Meal Engraver, a, Thanet-place, Temple Bar, at thefollowing cash prices:—
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THIN TRACING-PAPER.
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TO CONTRACTORS, RAILWAY DIRECTORS,
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ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, &c.UNI S IMPROVED PATENT
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ailwa5' Stations, Hospitals, Public

• &c.’’
.

wholly free from metal, and thereby any deposit
ot ammonia is wholly prevented, and consequent tainting ofU

.

ls morc 8i8htIy and much more econo-
mical than any article yet introduced for its intended pur-
P°’e '

,
^fences given to public offices, where it may be
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R is admirably adapted for its purpose, andcannot fail to be extensively adopted in railway stations and
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admitted through small holes allround the nm whereby it is cleansed. It is superior to any

tooSn°”-Tte Mil". “d dC'"V" b' l"n'n,U),

Wholesale Dcpdt, Queen’s-row, Pimlico.

^TARNISH.—It has long- been a desideratum
v amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

an
j §

enu'ne article
; brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,

ana durability are the qualifications necessary, but these are
seldom if ever found united. The experience of a life-time
devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, the
g

i

re!
j
a™ important discoveries of modern chemistry, and

the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.
George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil
and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently
recommend them to the trade, as deserving of Dotice both in
price and quality.

Builders, Coachmakers, Painters, and others may depend
on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article.
Fine Oil Varnish, from 10s. per gallon; best White Spirit
Varnish, 21s. ditto; Best Spirit French Polish, 20s. ditto;
White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of every description at
the very lowest prices.—WALLIS’S Varnish, Japan, and
Colour Manufactory, 64, Long-acre, one door from Bow-
street. Established 1750

WALLIS’S PATENT LIQUID WOOD
KNOTTING. — This newly-discovered Liquid

Composition which Messrs. Geo. and Thos. Wallis have the
satisfaction of introducing to the trade, possesses the im-
portant qualification of effectually stopping Knots in Wood,
however uad, and preventing them eating through and dis-
figuring the paint above.
Many substances Lave been used and much time spent in

endeavouring to find a cure for a bad Knot, but hitherto
—ithout success. Messrs. Wallis therefore feel much plea-

ire in offering to the public an article so long and anxiously
called for.

In the application, skill is not required
; a boy enn use it

as well and effectually as the best workmen : it is put on to
the work with a brush like common paint, can be used in Ml
climates and situations, and does not require heat.

Sold wholesale and retail, by Messrs. G. and T. Wallis
Varnish, Japan, and Colour Manufacturers, No. 64. Lon*
Acre. Pnce 2Pa. per gallon.

8
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TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND CON-
TRACTORS.

Paddington, London, and Work ,
ou

Glostcr . stree t; ditto

Agent for Liverpool, “'j'^MPSON, Back King-street;

for Manchester, Mr. J.
JJrRISON, Linen Hall-street,

ditto for Chester, Mr. J. HAiuuov
,

* TKINSON’S CEMENT.—The public ia

A !”'r.'now“ .n

C
inCef«

cellent Cement, which
, 0f t j,; r ty years, is reduced to

and Engineering works upwtw -

y quantity at Wyatt,

P^rker^an^c'o. 's^Wliar^ Holland-street, Surrey side of

Blackfriars-bridge. , q ht colour, requires noarti-& b. t»i fo’ stucco Rich

three parts its own quantity of sand.

NOTICE TO INVENTORS.

Office for patents of inven-
TIONS and REGISTRATIONS of DESIGNS, 14,

Lincoln’s-inm-fields. The printed INSTRUCTIONS gratis^

and every information upon the subject of PRO TEC I ION

for INVENTIONS, cither by Letters Patent or the Design

Acts may oe had by applying personally, or by letter, pre-

paid! To Mr. ALEXANDER PRINCE, at the office, 14,

Lincoln’s-inn-fields.

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IN

S
TEVENS and SON, PATENTEES and

SOLE MANUFACTURERS, beg respectfully to

announce that this beautiful Cement has now arrived

at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sanguine

expectations. For all internal work k a great

PATENT OFFICE, 5, CHANCERY-LANE, NEAR
FLEET-STREET.

fNVENTORS
I
NVENTORS requiring protection by

LETTERS PATENT should apply direct to the

PATENT OFFICE, as above, where Patents can be speedily

procured for the UnitedJIio Edom, Ac- »d by which «

ereat saving of expense will be effected. CAVEATS are en-

tered at this office, fee II. Is. DESIGNS of all kinds are

REGISTERED. Apply at the PATENT OFFICE, 5,

Chancery-lane, near Fleet-street.

TO SURVEYORS, CIVIL ENGINEERS, &c.

HENRY POPE, Wholesale Stationer,

22, Bridge-row, Watling-street, solicits the atten-

tion of the Profession to his Metallic Levelling and Survey-

ing Field Books, made of the best metallic paper with

Patent Pencil, the superior style of which is obtaining for

them general use. Drawings Mounted, and Tracing Papers,

also Stationery of every description. The Ordnance Maps
supplied, and Mathematical Instruments obtained at the

Makers’ Prices.

CAEN STONE.

LUARD and BEEDHAM have a quantity
,

of the above stone, of the best quality, direct from

their Quarries at Allemange, which may be inspected at the
:|

Norway Sufferance Wharf, Greenwich.— Further particu- i

lars at Me. G. GATES’, 18, SOUTHWARK-SQUARE, 1

SOUTHWARK.

ther public buildings, n W'i^nnd nerfcct

PRIZES IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND
PATENTEES.

A GOLD MEDAL, value 100/. and a

SILVER MEDAL, value 501., will be given by Mr.

M JOSCEL1N COOKE. The Gold medal for the best

Patent and the Silver medal for the best Design taken out

or Registered at the OFFICE for PATENTS and DE-

SIGNS *>0, Half-Moon- street, between the 1st of Novem-

ber, 1844, and the 1st of June, 1846. The Prizes will be

awarded bv competent judges on the 10th June, 1840. The

conditions to be observed, together with instructions, charges,

and every information for obtaining Patents in England or

Foreign Countries, or Registering Designs, will be^forwarded

gratis, on application to Mr. hi. JOSCELIN COOKE, at

the Office for Patents and Registration of Designs, 20, Half-

Moon-street, Piccadilly, London.

BATH STONE.

T E. WELLER, of STEEL-YARD
• WHARF (late Drewe’s), begs to inform Stone

Merchants, Contractors, &c., that he can supply them with

best FARLEIGH-DOWN STONE on lower terms than

ever before offered. — Depot for immediate supplies,

DRUCE’S WHARF, Chelsea.

cracklng]*and for hardness, durability, and economy, cannot

ie equalled.

186, DRURY-LANE, LONDON.

Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R. Part, 11,

Atherton’s-buildings, Dale-street, Liverpool.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE
CEMENT.—The Patentees of this composition beg

to refer to the British Museum, the Royal Exchange, the new

works at Bethlem Hospital, Greenwich Hospital, and the Co-

liseum in the Regent’s-park, as buildings finished or in pro-

gress in which Keene’s Cement has been used as an internal

stucco. Its superiority to common plastering consists in its

extreme hardness, and the rapidity with which it dries, which

qualities fit it to receive paint or other finishing sooner

than other water Cement.

When employed for skirtings, architrave, and other

mouldings, in place of wood, it checks dry-rot, is impervious

to vermin, prevents the spread of fire, and is more eco-

nomical in its application than the material for which it thus

becomes the substitute. ... r , •

Confirmation of these statements is to be found in the

almost universal adoption of Keene s
,

Ce™e
,

nt
^
or

.

S
^

ir

,

t'"B

and Hall flooring in the new houses on the Hyde Park Estate,

where its application is to be seen to the fullest advan-

cin' Liverpool and Manchester, Keene’s Cement has in

several cases been used for the covering of the fire-proof

warehouse floors, where its lightness and hardness give it the

preference over tiles and flagging, which are much heavier,

and necessarily leave the floor intersected with numerous

joints, whilst Keene’s Cement is laid down m one unbroken

^ThfThigh polish and marblc-like hardness of which this

rement is susceptible render it the most suitable material

for the manufacture of Scagliola.

Patentees, J. B. WHITE & SONS, Millbank-street,

Westminster, Manufacturers of Roman and Portland

Ce
Dep6

t

t in Liverpool, 36, Seel-street; James Woods, Agent.

HIP TILES to suit slate roofs in colour
;

Ridges, with plain or rebated joints, roll tops, and

vertical ornaments ;
drains, many sizes, with plain or socket

joints; paving in squares, hexagons, octagons &c„ dif-

ferent colours ;
roofing, in Grecian or Italian styles, other

devices also, or plain ;
conduits, which do not injure pure

water fire-bricks and tiles ;
clinkers, and out-door paving

;

sundry wall-coping, garden-borders, chimney-tops ;
also

tubular and other flues of peculiar material. No agent, but

a depot at 22, WHITEFRIARS-STREET, FLEET-

STREET LONDON, under Mr. PEAKE’S personal care,

to supply genuine TERRO-METALLIC goods at f-ir prices

as per quality ;
also, additional Stock at No. 4 Wharf, Mac-

clesficld-street, South, City Basin.

The TILERIES, TUNSTALL, STAFFORDSHIRE, are

near the centre of England, whence boats are sent direct to

any inland place
;
or to the Mersey for the coasts, the colo-

nies, and elsewhere

PIMLICO MARBLE AND STONE WORKS, BEL-
GRAVE WHARF, PIMLICO-ROAD.

SAMUEL CUNDY begs to inform Archi-

tects, &c., that every description of Stone, Marble,

and Granite work is executed at the cheapest possible rate.

Estimates given for Mason’s Work in all its branches.

Gothic Work, Tombs, Monuments, &c.

MARBLE WORK for Halls, Dairies, Tables, Columns,

Vases, at most reasonable prices.
, . „

A large collection of Designs for Mural and other Monu-

m
CHIMNEY PIECES from Twelve Shillings upwards.

Dcpdt for CAEN STONE, &c.

MARBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES.

THE WESTMINSTER MARBLE COM-
PANY embrace the opportunity of announcing to

Builders and the Public generally, that they have made con-

siderable reductions in their prices of Marble Chimney-

pieces, and solicit an inspection of their extensive stock, now

on view at their Show-rooms.
.

A neat Vein-marble Chimney-piece U. 15s.

Builders are respectfully informed that great savings may

be effected by purchasing at this Establishment, and all

orders will be executed from material of the best quality and

workmanship.
N.B. Be particular in the address—

THE WESTMINSTER MARBLE COMPAN
EAST-STREET, MILLBANK.

MOULDINGS STRUCK BY MACHINERY ALWAYS ON SALE.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS; MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC INCHANTS, SHIPPERS,
GENERAL.

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STUCCO
CEM ENT.—The following are the positive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced :—It will effectually resist Damp. It will never

vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete

Stone casing to anv Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never

requires cither to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh

nnH eood in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.

A 7. 64. B, 9s. 04. ; C, 9«.64. , D, 10,. 64. i
E, 13,.64.,mlnm41„ of 100 feet run.

A LARGE STOCK, as per SKETCHES, alivays ready, and

A sent to anv part ofTown or Country. Any other 4es,pi or pattern cn be

’ • • This will be a great saving

and good in the cask'in any Climate for any number of years,

It is the only Cement that can he depended upon for export.

It is the onlv Cement that can be used with confidence by the

Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates

at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may

be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which

may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the

severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cement

now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary and

valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of

^Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have

da Hared that it requires only to be known, to be universally

P
Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing

the Cement and its mode of application, together with a

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may

be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,

Cheapside, London : of whom also may be bad,

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-

terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman

or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than

White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flakes,

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement
;
whereas

MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an

affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the suction,

rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the

finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produccable by no

Ollier Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—and

may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the most

exposed Marine situations,

executed on the shortest notice. Tins will ne a great

with working mouldings by hand. Floor Boards prepared ploughed and toDgued,

and mat :h boarding prepared as usual for the trade, and always on sale
;
a quantity

.t the f.btory, .2, Wi.rf-.oad City-road, or by letter. Ill meet with

IMPORTANT TO BUILDERS, ARCHITECTS, LICENSEDW^*^0**** AND E™G.BOU E

PROPRIETORS, PRIVATE FAMILIES, &.C. « c.

WARR AND CO.’S IMPROVED COOKING APPARATUS,
(Registered according to Act of Parliament, No. 206.)
' D 'TKlfl tiTinrnrpn rookm

i .11 llitlllL It t
,
t'O. -“u .f

. , i r, r

This improved cooking apparatus consists ot— a ha

PLATE, which will keep boiling as many kettles a

sauccpaans as will stand upon it. A capacious wrougl

iron OVEN, which is converted into a ROASIEK
opening its valves. The oven contains, besides the usi

moveable shelves, a SLIDING RACK, having hooks,

the suspension of the things to be roasted, and a \> A ll

DRIPPING-PAN, to preserve the gravy, &c., from bei

burned; A WROUGHT-IRON BOILER, which can

fitted with pipes for supplying steamers, heating-bat

cntrancc-lialls, offices, or other rooms ; a FIRE-PLAi

of small dimensions, yet from its peculiar construct!:

and the arrangement of its flues, is fully capable of perfor

ing all its requirements
;

a LARGER FIRE-PLA.

WITH A MOVEABLE CHEEK is substituted for

ordinary' one, where it is wanted to roast before the £

An ASHES PIT on the level of the floor, shut from v

by a floor, with ashes pan ;
a PLATE-WARMElt over

hotplate; an IRON DOOR opening into tlic chimney

regulate the draught, and to take the smoke when
,

- i r n n pftninion onen

turning back the door in front of it behind the ashes pit door,

has been made to combine the advantages of those materials

cooking apparatus is converted into a common open fi

which is effected by opening the cover over the fire, and

In the construction of this cooking apparatus,

best adapted to its various parts, ” *

ery exert

order to render
mana:S as UIU UCbt »

, r , ...

useful, a durable, and elegant piece of furniture. It is simple, requiring the least possible amount ot ski
f

nient ;
it is economic, doing a great quantity of work with a little fuel ; it is efficient, baying every requ s , P

its operations with the utmost expedition
;

it is cleanly, burning its own smoke, and making no dust
,

it q f PP

to small as to large establishments— to the cottage as to the palace; and may be seen in operation, t y ® J

FINSBURY PANTECHNICON, CITY ROAD, next Bunhill Fields Burial-ground, and at Mr. Lawton s, u, anepptn.

place, New North-road, London ; where terms and other particulars may be obtaii

sh'ilLIBEER and Co., Agents.
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E\V street-fronts are now

raised, either in London or

the provinces, without an

attempt to render them in

some degree ornamental,

and it i9 undeniable that the

*ct of our streets is considerably improved,

ill the new thoroughfares recently opened,

is have been bestowed, if not always suc-

fully, to produce elevations novel and

sing, shewing a regard for the beautiful as

I as the useful. A hundred years ago

age said in his poem “ Of public spirit in

ird to public works —

*

rio’ no proud gates, with China’s taught to vie,

agnificently useless strike the eye ;

Jseless, where rocks a surer barrier lend,

here seas encircle, and where fleets defend)

hat tho’ no arch of triumph is assigned

) laurell'd pride, whose sword has thinned man-

kind
;

io’ no vast wall extends from coast to coast,

o pyramid aspires sublimely lost

;

et the safe road through rocks shall winding

tend,

ad the firm causeway o’er the clays ascend;

j ! ample streets, Lo ! ample squares invite,

lie salutary gale, that breathes delight

;

a ! structures mark the charitable soil

)r casual ill ; maimed valour
;
feeble toil

—

ince then, although a dark period inter-

ed, our streets have been getting wider,

squares more ample, our roads and ways

roved to an extent at that time not dreamt

and withal there has been a growing desire

ombine ornament with utility in the houses

the commonalty, and improve appear-

e without lessening convenience.

'he fears expressed by Pope to Lord Bur-

ton were not wholly vain when he said :

—

et shall, my Lord, your just and noble rules

,11 half the land with imitating fools
;

ho random drawings from your sheets shall

take,

nd of one beauty, many blunders make,
oad some vain church with old theatric state,

urn arcs of triumph to a garden gate
;

everse your ornaments and hang them all

n some patch’d dog-hole ek’d with ends of

wall,

lien clap four slices of pilaster on’t,

hat, laced with bits of rustic, makes a front.”

Fhat Pope feared, did really take place,

,
this recipe to make an elevation, under

ious disguises, was followed until it

sed to have effect. The public, how-

r, having become accustomed to external

rnment, looked to have it, and con-

led efforts have since been made to

irove street architecture. If we compare

new squares and crescents in the neigli-

rhood of Hyde-park, Pimlico, and Bromp-

,
for example, with the “ Paragons,” &c.,

thirty or forty years ago, we shall be corn-

ed to acknowledge that a considerable

irovement has taken place. Colman, in his

iccentricities,” has some lines on suburban

hitecture, under the title of “ London

rality,” which recur to us so strongly, and

so accurate, that, in our present quoting

ad, we cannot refrain from giving them,

says :

—

tretching, round England’s chief Emporium, far,

No rage for Building quench’d by raging War,)
Vhat would be Villas, rang’d in dapper pride,

Jsurp the fields, and choke the highway side !

Printed for R. Dodsley at Tulley’s Head iu Pall-Mall,

, 1737 .

Peace to each swain, who rural rapture owns,

As soon as past a toll, or off the stones !

Whose joy, if buildings solid bliss bestow,

Cannot, for miles, an interruption know ;

Save when a gap, of some half dozen feet,

Just breaks the continuity of street

;

Where the prig Architect, with style in view,

Has dol’d his houses forth, in two by two
;

And rear’d a Row upon the plan, no doubt,
Of old men’s jaws, with every third tooth out.

Or where, still greater lengths of taste to go,

He warps his tenements into a bow
;

Nails a scant canvas, propt on slight deal sticks,

Nick-nam’d Veranda, to the first floor bricks
;

Before the whole, in one snug segment drawn
;

Claps half a rood of turf he calls a lawn
;

Then chuckling at his lath-and-plaster bubble,

Dubs it the Crescent,—and the rents are double.”

We hope before long to commence a series

of notices of the new parts, and to follow out

the foregoing briefjemarks.

We have lately received communications

from several correspondents on the want of

attention generally manifested at this moment
to classic architecture,—gothic architecture

engrossing it wholly. The most recent of

them, who signs himself “ A constant reader
and admirer,” says :

—

“ Can you inform me whether there is any
publication giving plates and descriptions of
the works of Sir John Vanbrugh ? Surely the
architect of Blenheim is as well deserving of
paper and printing as many whose works are
in the hands of all architects. We have a
‘ Glossary of Architecture ’ (so called), which
is simply a collection of Gothic details

;
but we

have no work giving in an equally accessible
form the beauties of Italian architecture, as
exemplified not only in the works of artists in

Italy, but also in those of the master minds of
our own country, such as Jones, Wren, Aran-
brugh, Burlington, &c. Without intending to

deny the beauty and merit of Gothic architec-
ture, I cannot but regret that so little pains
should be taken to popularize the other and
purer styles. The mania just now is for Gothic-
architecture only

;
and this may be (and

doubtless is) greatly owing to the circumstance,
that the only books on architecture which are
sufficiently cheap, and sufficiently brief, to suit

the means and time of the general reader, are
on that style. The consequence is that as he
knows nothing of any other styles, he is glad
to assume that there is nothing worth knowing
therein.”

We cannot shut our eyes to the fact, as

stated, that little or no attention is paid at this

time by writers, investigators, or students in

England, to any style but Gothic; and are

disposed to think, notwithstanding the great

admiration with which we regard the works

of the middle ages, and our conviction of the

great superiority of gothic architecture for

ecclesiastical purposes over all others, that

harm will be done by pursuing this course.

In reply to our correspondent’s very per-

tinent inquiry as to Vanbrugh’s works, we are

ashamed to say there is no book which ade-

quately illustrates them.* Vanbrugh was ill-

appreciated, and most unjustly treated by his

contemporaries. Walpole’s strictures on him,

unjust, and reprehensible as they were, passed

current for some time. Judge :

—

“ What Pope said of his comedies,” wrote
Walpole, “ is much more applicable to his

buildings :

How Van wants grace !

Grace ! He wanted eyes, he wanted all ideas
of proportion, convenience, propriety. He
undertook vast designs, and composed heaps
of littleness. The style of no age, no country,
appears in his works

;
he broke through all

rule, and compensated for it by no imagina-
tion. He seems to have hollowed quarries,
rather than to have built houses

;
and should

his edifices, as they seem formed to do, out-

last all record, what architecture will posterity

think was that of their ancestors ? The
laughers, his contemporaries, said, having been

* There is a work consisting of sixteen large engravings,
by Vandergucht, Rigaud, and Baron (may be had of Weale),
to illustrate Blenheim aad Stowe, “ with costume, &c.” of

the time.

confined in the bastile, he had drawn his no-
tions of buildings from that fortified dungeon.
That a single man should have been capricious,
should have wanted taste, is not extraordinary.
That he should have been selected to raise a
palace, built at the public expense for the
hero of his country, surprises one. Whose
thought it tvas to load every avenue to that
palace with inscriptions, I do not know

;

altogether, they form an edition of the Acts of
Parliament, in stone. However partial the
court was to Vanbrugh, every body was not so
blind to his defects. Swift ridiculed both his
own diminutive house at Whitehall, and the
stupendous pile at Blenheim

;
of the first he

says

:

At length they in the rubbish spy
A thing resembling a goose pie.

And of the other
;

That if his grace were not more skill’d in
The art of battering walls than building,
We might expect to see next year
A mouse-trap man chief engineer.”

Vanbrugh was himself a wit, made many
enemies, and was further attacked from party
feeling. Pope, amongst other things, said, in

allusion to his works,

“ Lo ! what huge heaps of bitterness around,
The whole a laboured quarry above ground.”

Abuse in rhyme lasts along time. Posterity,

however, view his works differently, and
almost unanimously assent to the opinion of
him expressed by Reynolds in one of his dis-

courses :
—“ he had originality of invention

he understood light and shadow, and had
great skill in composition.” Vanbrugh com-
posed like a painter and produced most artist-

like effects. His style was his own, and dis-

plays consummate knowledge of perspective,

and the power of producing picturesque outline,

combined with the regularity and elegance of
Italian architecture. There are few works of

the same class that excite a longer succession

of new ideas (a great test of excellence) than

Blenheim and Castle Howard
;

and it cer-

tainly is extraordinary, that there are not good
and accessible illustrations of them, for the use

of the student and the admiration of the pro-

fessor.

NEW WORKS AT WINDSOR AND ETON.

Restorations are going on gradually at Sf.

George’s chapel. The open-work parapet,
which is at present of compo

,
is to be rein-

stated in stone; Pratt’s carving machine is to

be employed on it. By the way, Hollar’s
print of the chapel (J663) shews every one of
the pinnacles surmounted by a vane

; these
should be restored. Additional stained-glass

windows have been recently inserted in the
north and south aisles. Henry VIII. ’s gate-
way opposite the chapel is under repair, and
the Salisbury Tower is being rebuilt. Locke
and Nesham are the contractors. Caen stone
is used. A new sewer has been constructed in

Windsor by the Government; the course of it

is, from Frogmore to Sheet-street, and thence

to the cavalry and infantry barracks, with a

branch to the castle. It was proposed at first

to construct a more extensive line, and that the

town should contribute a portion of the cost.

At a public meeting, however, which was
called on the occasion, the inhabitants un-

wisely, as it seems to us, refused to co-operate

in the matter.

At Eton College great alterations have been

made. The noted long dormitory has been

divided into separate apartments, and extensive

ranges of chambers built in Werton’s yard, so

as to afford a separate sleeping room to each

scholar. The new rooms are all heated by hot

water. An apartment has been built to serve

as a library for the use of the pupils, and is a
handsome room with a large stained-glass

window by Willement containing the arms of

Her Majesty, the Prince, the Duke of New-
castle, the College, &c. The fittings are of
deal,—they should have been of oak. Mr.
Shaw is the architect, Mr. Burton the con-
tractor. The selected drawings for the re-

storation of the chapel are exhibited with the
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view of inducing subscriptions. The design

does not present any remarkable features.

If the rejected designs had fewer points of

value than this, they must have been very

indifferent afFairs indeed. According to the

proposed new arrangement, the organ is to be

placed in an apartment on the north side of

the building near the east end. 1 lie chapel is

to be vaulted with stone and the body of it

filled with stalls and other sittings.

The old church at Upton, near here, re-

mains in the same deplorable and disgraceful

state as it was when we described it.* A sum
of monev, however, has been promised in the

way of subscription, so that we may hope

before long to hear of some steps being taken

to restore it.

THE NEW COURTS OF LAW.

Thu report of the select committee ap-

pointed to consider the expediency of erecting

a building in the neighbourhood of the inns

of courts of law, in lieu of the present courts

adjoining Westminster Hall, together with the

minutes of evidence, is now before us, but from
press of matter we can only allude to it briefly

at this moment, and must return to it next week.
The witnesses examined were Mr. Barry, Mr.
R. L. Jones, Mr. William Cadogan, Mr. J.

Parkinson, and Mr. R. Maugham. The chief

point in it is, the recommendation by Mr.
Barry of a site that might be obtained by
the clearance of a low neighbourhood between
the Strand and Carey-street, a little to the
east of St. Clement’s Church, and which he
justly considers, would of itself, irrespective

of the future appropriation of the site, be a

great public improvement. The area con-
templated would be 700 feet from east to west,

and 480 feet from north to south
;
bounded

on the north by Carey-street, on the east by
Chancery-lane, on the south by the Strand
and Fleet-street, and on the west by Clement’s-
lane and Plough-court. The actual cost of
the site, deducting ground-rents which might
be obtained from part of the space let for

chambers, is estimated at 258,224/.

BATHS AND WASH-HOUSES IN ST.
PANCRAS.

The committee of the society for establish-

ing these baths and wash-houses have, during
the past week, invited inspection of the works
in progress. An excellent site has been ob-
tained, both as to extent and situation, consist-
ing of the greater part of the vacant ground at

the base of the reservoir of the New River
Company, in the Ilampsteadroad. The di-

rectors have generously let the ground at a
nominal rent, and offered the necessary supply
of water, without charge for the first six month's
of the society’s operations, and afterwards at
the lowest possible cost. The space of ground
to be occupied is about 7,000 square feet. The
entrance is in George-street, leading from the
New-road to the Hampstead-road. It is in-

tended to provide thirty single baths (twenty
for men, and ten for women), five vapour baths,
and two large plunging baths. In the washing
department there will be sixty-four washing-
tubs, with coppers for boiling such articles as
may require it, a drying-room, ironing-board,
and irons. To a poor man or woman the
charge for a separate cold bath, containing
sixty gallons of water, will be one penny, and
for a similar bath, warm, two pence. Fresh
water and a clean towel will be supplied to each
bather. A few higher priced baths, differing
only in having more expensive fittings, are to
be piovidcd. The use of a double washing-
tub, with an ample supply of hot and cold
water, of the coppers, drying-room, and ironing
apparatus, will be allowed at the rate of one
penny for three hours.
The subscriptions amount to about 600/.,

and it is estimated that an additional sum of
300/. will enable the committee to bring a part
of the establishment into immediate use.
Among the contributors we notice 100/. from
Lord Southampton, a similar amount from the
Commissioners of Woods and Forests, 50/.
from the Duke of Bedford, and numerous other
sums, varying from 25/. to ten shillings each.

CARL HE1DELOFF AND GERMAN
ARCHITETURE.3

' See p. 409, ante.

Railway Balances. — The Morning
Herahl states that Messrs. Masterman and Co.,
the bankers, have had a million sterling of
railway deposits lodged in their hands for some
time past.

The Art-Union journal of the pre

month contains, amongst other valuable 1

ter, an interesting notice of Professor 1

;

deloff’s most recent work, “The Arch
I
tural Ornaments of the Middle Ages, in

I

Byzantine and Gothic Styles,”* illustrated

a number of engravings made from the w
j

By the liberality of the excellent conducto
the journal in question, we are enabled to

these specimens of German Gothic ornan

before our readers
;
and to close the desc:

tion of them with a biographical notice of

professor.

Fig. ] (on p. 472) is a Byzantine ornaro
over a church gate at Neissen, in Saxony, .

apparently of the eleventh century. It is

companied by a frieze painted in 'fresco,
,

from the same interior—that of the Monast
of the Holy Rood. Ornaments of this k
are very rare in Germany on account oft!
destruction from frequent coating.

Fig. 2 is a^ keystone ornament in a vr
in St. Sebald’s, Nuremberg, representing

:

cross and the triangle, mystically combined
Fig. 3 is a fragment of a decorated sh

of the period of the Hohenstaufen, founc
the ruins of the cloisters of the Monastery
Reinhardsbrunn, in Thuringia, three leag
from Gotha. It is in the Byzantine style,
are generally the ornaments of this monaste

Fig. 4 is a fragment of a frieze, 8 inc
high, in a beautiful chapel attached to

monastic church of Alpirspach, upon the K
zig, built by the llohenzollern family,
member of which presided over this house
first abbot. This curious ornament is a rt

of early German Art.
Fig. 5 is a relief decoration on the outs:

of the Murrhard Cemetery church. Its rit

ness reminds us of the acroteries of uncit
balustres. The relief is about 2* inches, a
shews the bold and elegant style of t

thirteenth century. It is skilfully executed
grey sandstone, and served to fill the ar
above a doorway now destroyed.

* Published by Ilcring and Remington, Regent-street

BYZANTINE AND GOTHIC ORNAMENTS FROM GERMANY.

Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.
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ig. 6 is one of a series taken from the

tment called the Saloon of Rosettes in the

ent Castle of Coburg. These ornaments,

jh are of the fourteenth century, have been

oved and replaced by others—new, but in

<>m exactly like the earlier ones,

i g. 7 is a fragment of beautiful pierced

ge from the oratory of Count Eberhard,

Wurtemburg, in the ancient church of St.

land at Urach, before he removed to Stutt-

It in consequence of the treaty of Mlin-

en. It is of the finest oak, and one of the

t beautiful relics of these times. This

ne-like oratory was constructed by order

lount Eberhard four years after his return

l Palestine, in 1472.

o . 8 is a fragment of a stone gallery in

monastic church of Blaubeuern. It is in

German- Gothic style, and accompanies

ments from the celebrated tomb of St.

aid, after a drawing by Veit Voss, in the

session of the author, which serves to illus-

e the character of this celebrated artist, and

hew his participation in the execution of

Sebald’s sepulchre.
L

he ornaments represented by figs. 9 find

are copied exactly from a kind of gallery,

le house of Herr Welbinger, mepiber of

town council of Nuremberg,
igs. 11 and 12 are the ornaments pf a b$l-

y in front of the house of Herr Qesserj, «t

•emberg. Although it is not in the plap

he work to admit designs subsequent to

0—because since that time the relics are

10 means comparable to those of a date an-

dent—yet it had been impossible fo have

pted the works of Albert Purer, by who^e
d these designs have been shewn to b§

cuted.

t is a common observation, that adversity

le foster-mother pf excellence
;
and the prp-

> is most strikingly exemplified in the life

n artist, when a prolonged struggle against

onent circumstances tends only to support

natural powers of genius with an enprgy

mind which rises superior to misfortune,

the list of the illustrious men who have

ieved eminence in spite of difficulties may
added the name of Carl HeidelofF. He was
n at Stuttgardt, on the 2nd of February,

19, being descended from an ancient German
lily, the members of which quitted, in 1714,

kingdom of Hanover, and settled in En-

nd. His father, Victor Heideloff, who was

icated as an artist in the same institution

ich reckoned among its pupils Schiller,

vier, and other eminent men,'succeeded, on

return from making the tour of France and

ly, to a professorship of painting in the same

f. The subject of our noticebecame a student

this celebrated school, and remained so until

deplored dissolution. In addition to the valu-

e precepts of his father, be enjoyed also the

truction of Atzel Thouret, the architect

—

sculptor Soheffauer—the celebrated Dan-
ker—the engraver Gotthard Muller—of

liis Iveim—and the painter Von Seele.

But Heideloff was naturally gifted with a

ep love of mediaeval art, which, being fos-

ed by the study of history and archaeology,

l,s cherished by him in direct opposition to

availing tastes ;— he thus acquired a strong

jrsion to the styles of his masters, who, for

3 most part, eschewed all patriotic allusion

—

orifying in their works the character of other

itions. All his efforts were exerted with a

ow to contribute to the honour of the genuine

t of his own country; and he was sustained

the hope of raising it to consideration, even

a time when German mediaeval art was

terly neglected, and even ridiculed. En-
usiastic in the prosecution of his views, the

ung architect began his career by frequent-

,g, much against the will of his parents, the

icient churches, monasteries, and abbeys of

lid Wurtemburg—a country rich in relics of

;is kind—and visited successively all that had

long been left unexplored. The results of

‘ese expeditions were a series of drawings,

; a style perfectly new in the ateliers of his

masters. When Germany was convulsed by

e wars of the French Revolution, the arts

\ that country necessarily suffered, and con-

inued to be cultivated only by those who were

11 fortunate as to secure to themselves an un-

olestcd retreat. Heideloff was at this time

usied in collecting all kinds ot old pictures,

mod-cuts, carvings, and antiquities, which

lere then held in little estimation. He thus

became possessed of specimens of German
art which fully described the chivalrous and re-

ligious feeling of the middle ages, and, at the

same time, acquired a store of information

which qualified him to take a distinguished part

in the efforts of those who had resolved upon
the restoration of German art; and it has long

been acknowledged that Heideloff is one of

the most famous champions in the cause of
the rights of ancient German art. Ilis exer-

tions have won for him the illustrious title of
restorer of the art of his country

;
and the

many sacred edifices which have been confided

to him for restoration proclaim the honour of

the man who has thus raised himself to distinc-

tion as the vindicator of the early art of Ger-
many, which had been trampled upon by
foreign invaders, and repudiated by a native

fashion which prevails in art as in all else.

In accordance with the usual routine, he visited

Rome and Paris
;
but nothing that he saw at

either place could in anywise shake his resolu-

tion of devoting himself to the style which he

had embraced with such fervour. Dannecker
spoke pf hipi In such terms, that his father de-

spaired of ever seeing his son acquire even

the name of ap prtist. But calamity is some-

times the first step to prosperity
;
and so it

WU.S in the case of Heideloff, for his father

having suffered injury to his eyesight, inso-

much a.s to incapacitate him from the ex-

ercise of l>is profession, he relinquished to his

sop and to Herr Keim his appointment as de-

corator of the royal theatre of Stuttgardt. And
now it was that an opportunity was presented

of shewing talent of a kind very different from

that assigned to him by Dapnepker. This,

branch of the profession requiring a perfect

knowledge of history and antiquity, the young

artist eptered upon a field which had been

lying fallow for centuries
;
but, with the in-

valuable stores of which he had made himself

perfectly acquainted, so that never before were

the dramas of Schiller, Goethe, and other ce-

lebrated autliprs brought forward with such

effect. Heideloff, ip addition to t}ie reputation

which this employment procured for bin). had

also opportunities of displaying his superior

powers on the occasion of the many festivals

at which Frederick I., King of Wurtemburg,

entertained his numerous illustrious guests.

In grand ideal composition he was inex-

haustible— each successive essay declared his

deep learning in matters of German antiquity,

and for the execution of these designs he was

amply provided with all necessary means.

Although abundantly occupied in this way,

he was nevertheless not diverted from fre-

quently visiting the ancient architectural mo-
numents of his country

;
and he indulged the

more in these wanderings as they enabled him

to enforce upon the avaricious and ignorant

desecrators of sacred remains, a due respect

for the beautiful of past ages, and to rescue

from destruction many valuable relics which

are now regarded as among the most precious

in the country. But by such efforts he raised

against himself a host of enemies—the most

influential of whom, Dannecker, on the death

of his blind parent, deprived him of his occu-

pation and means of existence—a barbarous

injustice which Heideloff endured with equa

nimity and forbearance
;
and, utterly heedless

of all that was said and done against him, he

sought the best opportunities of again raising

the spirit of German architecture, and at the

same time of basing its theory on a solid foun-

dation. But his native land was not fitted for his

purpose—of this he was at length convinced

—

the spirit of the Hohenstaufen had departed, or

existed only in the records of the past
;
and

—so persecuted, ridiculed, and deprived of all

succour—he quitted his native land, shook the

dust from his feet on its boundaries, and pro-

ceeded to Wiesbaden to consult his friend the

architect Zais; and went thence to Mayence,

for the purpose of studying the interesting

works of art and architectural monuments of

that place. This was in the year 1814, when

the then reigning Duke Ernest of Saxe Co-

burg came to Mayence, as commander of the

8th Corps of the Grand Army. This great

patron of art, on his visit to the cathedral,

met Heideloff there in the act of drawing por-

tions of the edifice; and, having at once seen

the powers of the artist, he requested his port-

folio for a few days for inspection, the result

of which was an invitation to Heideloff to

settle at Coburg ;
the prince, at the same time,

expressing a wish to have about him an artist

who had turned his attention to the neglected
styles of early German Art. Great as was
the joy of Heideloff, it was less on his own ac-

count than on that of his beloved art
;
thus

was he urged onward in his studies with in-

creased energy. It was not until the year

1816 that he could avail himself of his new
appointment, as his engagement with his friend

Zais did not expire until that time. This delay

was the more disagreeable to the duke, as the

erection of his summer residence, Rosenau,
had been commenced, and now waited only
for the skill and knowledge of the architect

whom the duke had selected forits completion.
Heideloff remained five years in the service of
the duke, yielding at the end of that period
his appointment to a French architect of the

name of Regnier, who had succeeded in in-i

troducing the French style of architecture in

opposition to that of Germany. Heideloff,!

therefore, quitted Coburg in 1821, and pro-'

ceeded to Nuremberg, which abounds with
splendid monuments of mediaeval art. He there
established a private institution for the cultiva-

tion of ancient German Gothic architecture
;
but

his endeavours were not favourably met, either

in the capital or in the city in which he had
settled, until after the accession of Louis I. to

the Bavarian throne, when a glorious era of

old German art commenced, not only in Ba-
varia but throughout all Germany. Such a
prince could not consign to neglect such an
artist; his first act of patronage was the ap-

pointment of Heideloff as curator and restorer

of the ancient monuments of the city of

Nuremberg; and the enthusiastic zeal with

which he discharged the duties of this office

fully justified the confidence of the king. He
was indefatigable in exploring the most in-

teresting historical facts and data referring at

all to the erection of the monuments, and pub-

lished the results of his researches in a work
entitled “Alt Deutsches Musterbuch oder die

Baudenkmale Nlirnbergs ” (Old German
Model-book : or, the Architectural Monu-
ments of Nuremberg), of which Campe, at

Nuremberg, was the publisher. With charac-

teristic ardour he entered upon the task of re-

storing relics, in which he displayed such

skill and accuracy of style that the restored

portions cannot be distinguished from the an-

cient works ;
on which account the restoration!

of Bamberg Cathedral was intrusted to him, as 1

also that of the ancient Imperial Castle of Nu-
remberg. The former work he conducted for

three years
;
but at the end of that time he was

supplanted by architects of higher pretensions,

who terminated the work in a manner to dis-

play their utter ignorance of the proper style

of the structure. Notwithstanding the many
difficulties with which he had to contend,

Heideloff persevered in the exaltation of that

style of architecture to which he had so early

devoted himself; and it was some gratification

to him to see that already, of the numerous

rulers of Germany, many acknowledged Ger-

man art; for among the promoters of his views

were—the King of Bavaria, the late Duke
Ernest of Saxe Coburg, the Duke of Saxe

Coburg, the Duke of Saxe Meiningen, the

King of Wurtemburg, and Count William of

Wurtemburg. Of his public buildings, either

as restorations or wholly constructed bv him,

may be mentioned :—the Castle of Reinhards-

brunn, in Saxony
;
the Castle of Hohenlands-

berg, in the same kingdom
;
and also a church

at Sonnenburg. He has produced drawings

for many projected edifices, in which his su-

perior talent is sufficiently manifest. One of

these, his design for the Church of St. Ni-

cholas, at Hamburg, is of extraordinary power

;

as also is another for the Roman Catholic

Church at Leipzig, which is to be executed by

him. With these may be mentioned bis

drawings for the erection of a palace at Cintra,

for the King of Portugal. Of bis restorations,

those in Wurtemburg are the
_
most remark-

able as the Church of the Holy Rood, at

Rottweil, in the Black Forest; a portion of

the Cathedral of Stuttgardt ;
and several other

churches—those of Schoneich, Mergelstetten,

Heidenheim ;
the beautiful and highly pictu-

resque Rock Castle of Lichtenstein, a perfect

example of the old German. At Nuremberg

he lias restored the Churches of St. Sebald,

St. Laurence, St. Giles, the Holy Spirit, the

Holy Virgin
;
and many restorations of private

residences—for Nuremberg is celebrated for

the number which it contains of houses of this

style of architecture.
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SUPPLEMENT.
Continuedfrom p. 172.

HABITATIONS FOR THE WORKING
CLASSES.

Sir,“-T he miserable accommodation, with
some exceptions, the lot of the great majority

of the working classes, induces me to submit
for insertion in your valuable journal a few
considerations on the subject.

There can be no doubt from the abundant
evidence brought forward, that disease and
death to an immense extent ensue from the

filthy state of the houses of the poor, their de-

fective accommodation, want of sewerage and
ventilation.

Sir, if dirt in the atmosphere were visible,

or could be rendered visible, as it is on our
persons, our garments, and in our dwellings,

it M ould astonish and appal the most apathetic.

No one, not even the most degraded human
being, willingly or knowingly, cats or drinks

ordures, but ordures of the worst, most offen-

sive and dangerous description, are continually

inhaled into the lungs, when we respire im-

pure, because unrenewed air. The physical

constitution of the atmosphere, commonly
only permits colourless substances to be drawn
up into it. Such are the poisonous effluvia of

small-pox, scarlet fever, typhous fever, and
other infectious diseases. 'These effluvia are

colourless, but irrespective of these, there are

many other sorts, animal, vegetable, and mine-
ral, alike destructive of life or of health, at all

times circling in ill-renewed air, and more es-

pecially in the dwellings of theu-orking-classes.

By means of a different and superior de-

scription of houses, all this might, in a great

measure be prevented. It is not necessary to

erect expensive dwellings, but they should be

clean, light, cheerful, and with an invariable

provision for the renewal of air. I hope to

shew that houses of this superior description

could be built, and yet afford an excellent re-

turn to those who might embark their capital

therein. And I will add, that, while every scope

should be given to individual humanity and
enlightenment, it is the duty of the legislature

to see that no more dens are erected, and that

those which are unfit for human occupation,

should be pulled down and reconstructed.

In towns, the necessity of the case, with the

paucity and dearness of ground, will always

render it necessary to construct dwelling on

the top of dwelling, otherwise floor on the top

of floor. In the country the case is differ-

ent, and houses may be built according to the

convenience and inclination of those con-

cerned. I do not, however, think it is too

much to say that throughout Great Britain

and Ireland, the vast majority of human abodes

are only fit to be pulled down.
In croM'ded localities it might be expedient

to have flat roofs, covered with asphaltum or

otherwise. Bordered with a cornice and rail-

in'* or balustrade, or even a simple brick tvall,

they would prove rather ornamental than

otherwise. The inclosed space would make
a tolerable substitute for a playground, safe

from the contamination and casualties of the

streets, and in vastly purer air. It would also

be easy to establish school-rooms and reading-

rooms’in a comparatively salubrious locality.

Houses for the working-classes should be of

a substantial, permanent character, with Memel
or iron joists, and walls impervious to mois-

ture. The stairs and landings should be of

stone, the balustrades iron, with a painted iron

rail. After every consideration, I think it

would be preferable to have iron joists and
flagged or tiled floors, with the ground-floor

somewhat elevated, of asphaltum. It would
render the houses fire-proof, like those we
observe in Paris, and further serve as a pre-

ventive of vermin. The loss accruing from
the latter in the houses of the poor is very

great.

Neat and cheap window-frames of iron are

now to be had of any dimensions, made to

open in part, and with comparatively small

panes, so as to save expense in breakage. The
large portions of the window and door-posts,

also the chimney-pieces, should be of stone or

some hard composition. The apartments I

would have not less than ton feet high. Less

than this would not be enough-, more would be

perhaps superfluous. Each living room, as

the late ingenious Mr. Loudon used to term it,

I would supply with a neat cooking range,
M-ith boiler, oven, and hot hearth, all kept up
from the same fire. If the oven could he con-
structed of fire-brick it would perhaps be de-
sirable. I have seen excellent and economical
cooking-stoves in the Netherlands, but they
are not perhaps adapted to the usages of these
countries. Below the fire-place I would have
a tray to pull out, and. each fire-place should be
supplied with an iron fender. Above every
boiler there should be a cold-water cock, sup-
plied by a cistern in one of the upper corners,
of the apartment, or communicating with a

cistern common to the whole range of dwel-
lings. The loss of time, comfort, and even
health, particularly during cold, wet weather,
in having to send for water, sets very heavily
on poor families. Over or beside the fire-

place I would have one gas jet, and I would
also light up the common passages, say till ten
or eleven o’clock, when the gas might be
turned off. Over the fire-place also, I think a

hot chamber might be constructed large

enough to admit a clothes’ horse.

The important matter of ventilation would
be thoroughly secured by having at the period
of the construction of the houses, flues built

into the walls contiguous to the chimney-flue.
The heat of the latter would create an effective

draught through the former, and night and day
the apartments would be thoroughly ventilated,
better even than are the houses of the opulent,
and that too, without any further care on the
part cf the occupants. It would probably be
expedient to have a sliding valve, so as to re-

gulate the amount of the draught. As for the
outlet of the flues, I would have it within the
passage between the coved ceiling and the roof,
but if the roof were flat, air-conduits, with
proper openings, might be left near the eave3
or the chimney-stacks. The ventilating flues

of all the apartments would open in the same
direction, and the ventilation would be perfect.

This mode of ventilation is in part that adopt-
ed by Mr. Walker. If his mode of heating
could also be followed up, the process would
be perfect.

In towns, the houses might be from two to

four stories high. The latter elevation would
be comparatively cheaper in the erection.

For the same reason, if there was a suitable

look out behind, I would have the houses
double, extendingbackward, as well as laterally,

as thus :

—

If, however, the locality would not permit

this, another arrangement would have to be

adopted. The front elevation if of four stories,

M-ould bi about 40 feet, allowing the basement

floor to be a foot or so above ground. Four fa-

milies would be accommodated on each floor.

The arrangement is an 8 feet wide hall
,
(<?)

which would give plenty of air and scope to the

inhabitants. Four doors opening from the hall

and the landing-places on each floor, give access

to four living rooms, (ah') one to each family,

12 feet by 14. From these rooms open

two sleeping-closets (d

)

5.J feet by 6, large

enough to accommodate each, an iron bed-

stead 3 feet 6 inches broad, by 6 feet long, af-

fording room for a chair, and a few pegs for

clothes. There is also a third, or M-uter-closet,

(c) 3 feet by 6, to which there is access by two

doors, the first enclosing a kind of vestibule,

useful for mops, pails, brushes. A shaft com-
municating M-ith the ventilating flue, should

open from the top of the M-ater-closet, by

means of which and the addition of the double

door no foul odours could escape, a consum-

mation not always realized even in the best

houses. The draught should be conveyed off,

by means of iron tubes, to the main sewer.

The contiguity of the M-ater-closets of the dif-

ferent living apartments to each other, would

render one main iron tube available for four

distinct M-ater-closets.

I cannot but think that this arrangement of

the M-ater-closets M-ould be very desirable. Foul

smells M-ould be completely avoided, dirty slops

M-ould be rejected, while the convenience and

decency as regards women and children, as well

as invalids, would be obvious. Some, indeed,

might condemn it, but surely on insufficient

grounds. As it is, the limited existing houses

of the poor are continually used, to say nothing

of cases of illness, to satisfy the n-ants of

nature in, to the great deterioration of the

air and discomfort of the inmates. For men,

indeed, I would establish public necessaries,

sufficiently numerous to accommodate every

locality.

The partitions between the living-rooms and

sleeping-closets I M-ould have six feet six

inches high, except between the closets them-

selves, M-here I would continue the partition to

the ceiling. By this arrangement, the air of

the sleeping-closets would be equally well ven-

tilated with that of the living-room itself, while

they M-ould be sufficiently lighted up and

warmed. Arrangements of no mean impor-

tance as regards health and comfort.

The partitions should be of brick, or some
other fire-proof material, and in the corner of

each apartment, I would have a stone bunker

or box, for containing fuel. Spaces might be

further left in the walls for shelves, for M-hich

slate M-ould form a good and enduring mate-

rial. The water that supplied the kitchen

range might be derived from the same cistern

that supplied the water-closets, or the rain-

water might be accumulated in separate cis-

terns for the use of the latter. These cisterns,

of course, M-ould be supplied M-ith overflow-

pipes. Each house, or block of houses, should

be further provided M-ith a lightning rod,

M-hich, according to the latest improvements,

should communicate laterally with each mass

of iron in the building.

I think the preceding details as regards

habitations for the working-classes will be

sufficient to illustrate my meaning. They

weuld answer, I conceive, pretty well for most

large towns. At the same time, if the prin-

ciple were approved of, it M-ould be open to

any one to modify or improve upon it at

pleasure. It M ill probably be conceded that

the habitations here described M-ould prove

very much superior to the ordinary abodes of

the working classes in any part of the three

kingdoms. They would be at once warm, well-

ventilated, comfortable, and convenient. The

dimensions which I have stated are the smallest

that could be given or economy dictate. If

such buildings were undertaken, the dimen-

sions and proportions might be conformable

to the ideas of the projector. It strikes me

that those which I have mentioned, would

ansM-er as well as any, and prove most suitable

for families in humble circumstances.

The shelves, kitchen-ranges, iron-bedsteads,

gas-fittings, should be fixtures, and it would

further be desirable that a paid and respon-

sible person appointed by the landlord, should

see after the cleansing (daily) of halls and

stairs, the lighting of passages, the safe

keeping of the houses generally, the closing

of outer doors at proper hours, the daily deli-

very of ashes and refuse, and the collection of

the rents weekly in advance. All rates, taxes,

1

i i
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repairs, chimney-sweeping:, £as, and water

charges should 'be liquidated by the landlord

or proprietary, and added to the rent. 4 ire-

proof houses would not require insurance.

It is conceived, that houses such as these

might be let on remunerative terms by land-

lords, or companies undertaking: their construc-

tion, and bearing the charges which I have

above enumerated, and yet at rents as low or

lower than what is now charged for dwellings

miserablv insufficient. 1 hey would lie hand-

some as to their exteriors, and admit ot every

decency and propriety as regards the interior.

I am, Sir, &c.,
Henry M'Cohmac, M.D.

Belfast, Sept. 15.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT
OF SEWERS.

BY JOHN PHILLIPS.
" Devouring pestilence hangs in our air.”—Rich. II.

The healthful condition of every population

is dependant, in a very great measure,

upon good and efficient sewerage, and from

the manner in which this question is being

taken up, as well as from the publicity which

has already been given to it, I consider it

behoves every one who is acquainted with

the subject to give attention to its improve-

ment and amelioration. Therefore, taking

this view of the case, and believing that many
great and glaring evils require speedy and
effectual remedy, I am induced to offer the fol-

lowing observations and propositions relative

thereto.

During the last century science and art have

made more than rapid strides, and almost
every subject has received great and impor-
tant improvements

;
but it is manifest that the

“ science of sewerage " (certainly with some
exceptions) is nearly in the same unimproved,
drawling, and backward state that it was a

century ago. It is presumed, therefore, that

it can be no less the desire of the proper
authorities to adopt, than it is the duty of per-

sons to suggest improvements
;
and I hope and

trust that the time is not far distant when
good, sound, and practical suggestions, having
lor their object the general improvement of
sewers will receive that due and proper consi-

deration, from whatever source those proposi-

tions may emanate, that its nature, magnitude,
and importance demands.

It has long been a subject of grievous com-
plaint, and justly so too, that filthy and ma-
lignant streams of air are continually emanating
from the gully-holes in the streets. Now, the

cause of much of the stench and effluvia from
sewers is owing to their extremely large sizes,

the inefficiency of their form, and the slug-

gishness of their falls. For the quantity of
water which is usually discharged into them,
is so very small when compared with their

magnitude, that it becomes extended and
spread over a wide surface

;
and the height

of the streams being, therefore, very dimi-
nutive, their motions are generally so feeble

and slow, that they have not sufficient velocity

and power to raise up and carry oft’ the soil,

consequently the matter becomes deposited
upon their channels

;
and, as it decomposes, it

generates foul and malignant gases, which,
by escaping through the untrapped gullies and
private drains into the streets and houses, con-
taminate the surrounding atmosphere with nau-
seous and pestilential impurities.

It is extremely desirable that this great
and growing nuisance should be prevented if

possible. Many methods have at various
times been suggested accordingly, some of
which are certainly very ingenious, but it

would appear that they more or less bear the
impress of impracticability. Streams of air

must be continually allowed to pass into and
out of the sewers, in order to keep them pro-
perly and efficiently ventilated

;
and this can

only be done by direct communications or
passages being made between the sewers and
the atmosphere. And in consequence of
proper means never having been devised for
the purpose of preventing the effluvia from es-
caping, and at the same time maintaining the
circulation of air, without the facilities afforded
by the gullies and private drains, the author-
ities under whose care the sewers have been
placed, have always had a strong aversion to
the system of trapping.

But in this case, as in numerous others,

prevention is a great deal bettor than the cure

for it, and if means were adopted to prevent

deposits from accumulating in sewers, the

stench then, even if most of the communicating
adits were left open, would be nothing com-
pared to what it now is

;
and surely whenever

a sewer is found to retain the matter discharged
into it, one would suppose that steps would be
immediately taken to impart sufficient velocity

and power to the water, so that it might be able

to carry off the matter, and thus prevent a re-

currence of deposits and accumulations for the

future.

I am not aware if it be generally known
that streams of running water communicate to

the air immediately contiguous to them mo-
tions which run in the same direction as the

streams. That this is the case may be proved
by holding a blaze of light, or any fine light

substance, just above the surface of any stream.

Now, if sewers were properly arranged, so that

water could be continually flowing through
them, much of the foul air that is produced
by the decomposition of the matter would be
carried off with the running water

;
and, there-

fore, it would in some measure assist their

ventilation.

There are two modes which present them-
selves to my mind as being the best adapted
for the puipose of keeping the sewers free

from deposits and accumulations of matter.

The first is the well known process of
damming back the water flowing down the

sewer, until it accumulates to a considerable
height, and then suddenly letting it off, the im-
petus and force of the descending stream car-

rying away with it all the substances discharged
into the sewer, and with which it comes in

contact. This method of cleansing the sewers
is now, and has been for some time, in suc-

cessful operation in the Ilolborn and Finsbury
Commission of Sewers, and is found to be, as

I understand, and which I am satisfied must
be the case, from the greit power and scour-
ing action of the water ihus obtained, not

only a more effectual, but also a much cheaper
way of removing and carrying off the depo-
sited matter, than the ordinary dirty and anti-

quated method of raising it to the carriage-

ways, and then carting it away, with all its

attendant annoyances.
Now the old sewers, and many of the new

ones also, cannot by any possibility keep
themselves clean and free from deposits with
the present quantity of water which is dis-

charged into them, in consequence of their

extremely large sizes, the injudicious form of
their bottoms, and their inadequate falls, as

before referred to
;
for when one of them is

cleansed, the matter which is immediately
afterwards discharged into it becomes depo-
sited upon the bed (its wide, expanded border
causing the liquid mass to spread), and the

sewer again becomes in a short time wholly
inefficient for the purpose of removing and
carrying off the soil. The matter again accu-

mulates until the private drains are prevented
from acting, when the soil has again to be
lifted to the carriage-ways, and this process of
cleansing and recleansing must ever be con-
tinued so long as this form of sewer exists, and
remains unimproved. From the filthy condi-
tion in which very many of these sewers now
are, the means which have been proved to be
highly efficacious for the purpose of keeping
them clean, ought not I think to be longer de-

layed
;
and I feel assured that were the autho-

rities fully acquainted with the condition of
the sewers under their jurisdiction, there

being whole districts where sewers are more
or less choked with decomposed matter, not
another day would be lost without taking ad-

vantage of so simple and ready a method of im-
provement.

It must, however, be admitted that the
method of flushing the sewers is only an ex-

pedient to be resorted to when the sewers can-
not be kept clean by the simple means of
proper construction and efficient fall

;
I

would, therefore, beg to suggest another dis-

tinct method of proceeding, which, in the

end, will prevent the matter discharged into

the sewers from becoming deposited upon
their channels. I propose that all the secon-
dary, or collateral sewers, those which branch
out of the main lines, as also those which com-
municate with and discharge their contents

into these secondary lines, should be strictly

examined and properly surveyed

;

the relative

levels throughout each of these collateral dis-

tricts should alsobc carefully taken andlaiddown
with a view to an improvement of their falls,

and whenever improvement can be obtained,
either by a re-arrangement of them so as to dis-

charge into each other by different directions if

found possible, or by their present course, it

should b? effected by taking out (where found
practicable, and this would ariseinninecases out
of ten), the present wide and flat bottoms, and
putting in others of a narrow, elliptical shape,

at a lower level, or at a higher, as found requi-

site, and atproper inclinations previously deter-

mined on
;
and where the old sewers are found

in a bad or dilapidated condition, the interior

of them should be strongly and entirely cased

with good sound brickwork, taking out the old

bottoms as before mentioned, and cutting away
half a brick in thickness on each side, making
the form of the casing either that of an egg
with the narrow end downwards

;
or with a

semicircular bottom having upright sides and
a semicircular arched crown

;
contracting the

widths of the sewers by making the brickwork
one brick thick at the sides and bottoms, and
half brick thick at the crowns, the whole being

properly underpinned and soundly executed

with good hard stocks and hydraulic mortar,

whose ingredient* should be well compounded;
and their junctions should be formed with a

quadrant, whose radius should be as long as found
convenient. It should be distinctly understood
that no more work should be commenced until

the sizes and falls of all the sewers have been

determined on, and re-arranged according to a

regularly graduated scale, commencing at

the lowest point of each collateral district,

and following them up from time to time,

either with new bottoms or casing, as they

might require, until the whole of the sewers in

each particular level were completed; they

would then keep themselves clean, and be in a

state of completeness and efficiency without

either flushing or cleansing, the whole ex-

penses of which would be saved : and I have no
iiesitation in saying that until either this be

set about and done, or they be entirely rebuilt,

there are very many lines which will never be

any other than elongated and filthy reservoirs

or cesspools, the matter in which will be con-

tinually contaminating the atmosphere with its

deleterious products. These great evils require

immediate reparation, which should not be
done piecemeal, but upon a well organized
system of arrangement; and if the matter be
taken up, as I trust it will, the cost of putting

the whole of the badly formed sewers into a
state of comparative efficiency could be as-

certained without great difficulty.

The practical operations of this mode of

execution can be effected in a most expedi-

tious and simple manner by the following

process :—Shafts should be sunk over the

sewers (say at from two to three hundred feet

apart) or the present ones used where found;
a gang of workmen would then commence
digging out the old bottom, or cutting away
the half brick at each of the side walls up to

the springing of the upper arch, the rubbish

being taken a head up the nearest shaft; and
thus the work could he prepared ready for the

bricklayers, who would put in the new work
as fast as the men beyond got it ready for

them
;

the materials should be let down from
the shaft next behind, and thus the two opera-

tions would not interfere with each other. Of
the practicability of this proceeding there

can be no doubt, and were it adopted it would

be a vast saving of expense, besides, it could

be done with more despatch than the ordinary ,

process of opening the streets and blocking

up the carriage ways to the prevention of the

business of the public.

Now, in order to prevent the stench and ef-

fluvia, which under the present system must
necessarily rise through the gullies and drains

where these are untrapped, it is desirable to

purify the air in the sewers themselves before

it is allowed to escape into the streets, by dis-

engaging from it, if possible, all the impure
compounds with which it is charged. And of

all the propositions which have yet been put

forth for that purpose, I believe the following

will be found to be not only the most ef-

fectual, but the most practicable also; and if

I can succeed in shewing that it is so, I should

think there will be no difficulty in obtaining

sanction to an experiment for the purpose of

testing its efficiency.

Decomposing substances emit foul gases,

which, mixing with the atmosphere, contami-
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nate it with filthy rancorous products. Now
I

when pure clean water is made to shower upon
or over those substances, it throws down, con-
denses, or disengages from the atmosphere the

{

cftlu\ia and stinking odours as they rise; and

|

this is remarkably evinced during the time rain
f

,s filing, where there arc lay-stalls, or where
filth has been deposited, for' the air at such
places being loaded with foul odours, the

I

showers or drops of water, as thev fall, free
I the atmosphere ot the deleterious and nause-

ous compounds, making the air feel quite fresh.
In the first place, a// the drains and gulleys

should he effectually trapped, and the gulle’vs
should be made entirely of cast-iron, with'a

I strong moveable grating fitting in at the top of

I

each of them, for the purpose of cleansing it

out, having also a deep wide box at bottom,
vith a nozel formed at the outer side opposite
the pavement for the water to flow through,

I

and that side descending in the box to about
l|

one and a half or two inches below the bottom
of the nozel, which should fit into a good

[|

strong Stourbridge clav pipe leading directiv
to the sewer, in the wall of which the pipe

|

should have a circular elbow for the purpose of

I

discharging the water in the direction of the

;

stream flowing down the sewer. The dischar^-
j ing ends of the drains should also be made in

the same manner; their traps being placed in
convenient and accessiblesituations, and alwavs
under special supervision, as, indeed, all draips

,

ought to be, in the same manner as the sewers
|

are.

Now, after all the gullevs and drains had
been properly trapped, shafts should be formed

j

over the sewers, about three or four feet lon^,
and the same width as the sewers, and in such
situations as found most convenient. These

1 shat
‘

,s should be made to taper regularly np-
:

wards to about twelve inches wide and twentv-
four inches long at top, on which a good strong,
deep, cast-iron grating should be fixed, level

;

with the carriage-way
; or these shafts could

be made of sufficient size to admit a man to
descend and ascend through them, small stirrup
irons being fixed in the brickwork. In the lon-
gitudinal sides of the shaft, and just above the top
ot the crown of the sewer, I would have fixed
flush with the walls, two small cast-iron cisterns
one at each side; thev should be about a foot
ugh, two inches wide inside, and the same
length as the shaft at this part. From the
water-main in the street a small pipe should be
laid, communicating with the cisterns, the front
faces ot which should be perforated with one
or more tiers of very small holes, about one-
tenth of an inch diameter, inclining in an up-
ward direction.

1

Now, it is obvious that the cool fluid, while
flowing into the cisterns from the water main, I

would pass through the perforations in small I

streams or jets, and as thev descend would
strike the opposite sides of the sewer just
above the crown of the arch, and the sewer at
this part should be built with good, hard,
sound, and durable stocks, laid, and rendered
inside with nearly all cement. These jets would
appear from above like a series of thin bars,
or a grating of water lying across the shaft,
and they should be arranged so that there be
from a quarter to half-an-iflch space between
each of them. 1 hese little streams of pure
cold water would detach from the currents
of air as they issued upwards from the sewer,
the effluvia and foul gases with which thev
would be loaded, and thus the air escaping
into the streets would be nearly purified of its
deleterious contents by this 'simple process,
firoin the jets being exceedingly small, the
consumption of water at each shaft would be
very little, and it would answer a further pur-
pose of keeping the sewers free from deposits
ot matter; the water mains should always
be charged, as probably in a few years they
will be. Several modifications of this system
present themselves, which experiment and
practice would rectify.

{To be continued.)
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FOREIGN ARCHITECTURAL INTELLI-

GENCE.
77/<’ “ Archaoloyical Society"—of Rome.

i his seems a year of epidemics with this
soit of societies. 'I hat of Rome has been, of
late, in a state bordering on disruption. The
secretary, P. C. k isconti

,
had first become em-

broiled in a lawsuit, on account of some share
transactions for the acquisition of antiquities,
and another antiquary of distinction, Mr.

Baties toil the U’oninxc; Classes is
MlxiiLKtiii—A correspondent sends us the
lolknvinjj statement: — “Sonic thousand
pourn.s were some time ago subscribed for the
above purpose, ground was purchased, and
tile foundation-stone laid with great cere-
mony. The ground has now been sold, and
all idea of the baths abandoned."—Scotsman.— [He should be glad tc learn the cau«e of
this proceeding.!

A 1 *|i f 1 .
1 tlloUIILllUIl, itll

Achilles Genarelli, had received orders to de-
cide thereon. As the judicial press of Rome
is not under censorship, Mr. G. seasoned his
dictum with some unpleasant phrases— as, in-
deed every one perceived, that Mr. Visconti
lias placed himself in such a position, that he
must be dis-placed from the secretaryship. And
then came a general medley, in ‘which the
president, cardinals, Prince ' Borghese, etc.,
aie concerned—the details of which, however,
cannot interest our readers.

The Dome of St. Peter.—While the old
basilica of St. Paul on the Ostia road, which
had been burnt down some years ago, is daily
progressing in its restoration towards pristine
beauty and grandeur—the signs of decay and
deterioration in St. Peter's are becoming more
Msible and obvious. It is known, that in suc-
?®s

,

3‘°n
,

ten iron rings of the weight of
HU,OOOlbs. had to be employed, to keep to-
gether the huge cupola, which exhibited
several cracks. Of late, it has also come to
light, that the lanternino

, under the ball of the
cross, supported by thirty-two double columns
and ornamented by sixteen candelabra —
erected by dint of the gold of Spanish
America, is full of fissures. It is impossible
to think, that lightning has caused this disaster,
as this part of the building has been already
protected by several conductors under Pius
V II. It is rather to be supposed, that the
weakening, of the supporting columns of the
cupola, which have been excavated by stair-
cases and places for the reception of holy
relics, has mainly brought on this damage.
Several hundreds of hands have been of late
employed, to chain and fetter together the
lanternino, and thus to prevent, if possible, a
further spreading of the cracking.

Influence of Stated-protection on Art inI ranee.—The assistance which arts receive
from Government in France is spreading its
beneficial effects throughout the whole social
fabiic; collections increase, monuments are
restored, amateurs afford occupation, and en-
couragement to every talent. The liberality
of the legislature is first to he adverted to.
7 he secretary of state of the public culte has
nil annual item of one million and a half of
francs for the preservation of churches, but
hist session two millions more were destined
lor the restoration of Notre Dame at Paris
and GuO,MOO francs for the building of a vestry,
a small Gothic building, which lias to be
erected aside the old church. When Notre
Dame was last viewed by a commission, it ap-
peared that nothing had been done to it for the
last two hundred years but to paste over the
fissures and crevices with paper. The cham-
bers also vote every year GOO,000 francs for
“ the preservation of historical monuments of
ai hatever kind or period they be. Last session
however, the ministry had obtained two millions
and a half tor building a new front to the
church of St. Ouen at Rouen, for restorin'*
the chateau of Blois, and the ancient amphi-
theatre of Arles. Aside these great restora-
tions, minor ones are equally attended to, and
the churches of St. Germain FAuxerois, St.
Mery, and St. Germain, will receive large em-
bellishments of paintings.

..TJie grand discoveries of Mr. Botta, at
Ninivch, have been assigned by the king to the
galleries ot the Louvre, and on this occasion,
the whole gn und-floor adjoining the square,
where Marochetti’s statue of the Duke of
Orleans is to he placed—has been laid out for
a Greek museum, containing the sculptures
of Sardes and Magnesia; an Egyptian, con-
taining the monuments collected by Drovetti,
and never before exhibited

;
to which the

Assyrian, containing Botta's collection is to
he added. The alteliers of the artists are
becoming peopled by a crowd of well-
instructed, zealous men. Many are employed
by the Duke de Luynes, who has the great
saloon of his chateau near Versailles, called
Dampierre, painted by Mr. Ingres. The latest

work ordered by his Grace is a correct imita-
tion of the statue of Minerva of Phidias as it

stood in the Parthenon. It will be executed bvMr. Linart in ivory and metal, and a model of
clay is finished according to the description of
Pausamas and the researches of M, de Luynes
It will be seven feet high.
The Queen’s Subscription towards the Re-

building ofthe Cuthedralof Cologne.—Although
the misconception which exists, it seems, Sn
the Rhine, on this head, is very palpable, a
few words may be said to set the matter at
rest. A sovereign of Great Britain is not
absolute, but restricted by constitutional laws
and enactments—amongst which a feed civil
ist is the most prominent. If we come to
[now, that the income of the King of Bavaria
is one-fifth ol the whole revenue of the realmms Bavarian Majesty may certainly appear at
times proportionally liberal. In Austria and
Russia there is not even the shadow of a regu-
ation in this respect, and tlie sign manual of

l ie autocrat may call forth millions from out of
he caves of the treasury. Moreover, most of
the Continental monarchs do a little business
in the public funds, and there is not an Aus-
rian archduke dying who does not leave
twenty millions of florins, or thereabouts. All
this is not the case here. The income of an
Lnglisli sovereign is flxed, while their liberality-
lias to extend over an empire where the sun
never sets. The subscription of her Majesty
the Queen, therefore, was such as it could have
been, and as it ought to have been. Absolute
monarchs give orders on their treasury, her
Majesty gave out of her own pocket. Sitnienti
sa>-

J. L.

DALLE KHAL SUSPENSION BRIDGE.

Ik our impression of the 30thof Au»sut we
announced the fall of this bridge, which had
just been erected about four miles from Cal-
cutta. It consisted of a single curve of 250
feet span, with 18 feet of platform. The height
of the points of suspension above the plank
level, which was equal to the deflection of
the chain, was 26 feet or^ the chord line
nearly. 1 lie angle of. suspension was therefore
about ]j» 5K The platform was supported
by two main chains, one on each side of the
bridge, composed of links of round bar iron
1 3-eighths inch in diameter, and 10 feet
long. There were 15 of these links resting
on the towers at each point of suspension
and from thence at each joint the number
was lessened one link till at the centre the
sectional area of the chain was reduced to 2
bars 1 -eighth inch in diameter. The oblique
suspending rods depended from the chain at
each joint in pairs, they were a quarter of an
inch in diameter, and the angles at which

r-o
y
Ao

ere attacl,ed t0 th0 platform varied from
6/ 4-' to 10°, becoming more and more
acute as they approached nearer the centre of
the bridge. There were three pairs of these sus-
pending rods at each point of suspension,
which supported 23 feet of the roadway at
each CDd of the bridge, taking the weight
thereof immediately to the tower link without
affecting the curve of the chains. Thus
250-23 x 2= 204 foot = the length of
platform supported by the chains. Those
who desire further information on the subject
will do well to consult the Mechanics1 Maya-
zvie, for October If), IS 14, which contains a
detailed account illustrated by plans, sections,
and elevations.

New Bcii.dincs, Loxdox Docks. — A
substantial range of tea warehouses has
been recently completed at the west end of
the docks by Messrs. W. Cubitt and Co.
They are 300 feet in length, 100 feet wide,
and 6S feet high, and capable of stowing and
working 120,000 chests of tea. There are
five floors rising one above another; the roof
of each is supported by strong cast-iron
pillars, and each floor is divided into four rooms
well-lighted, and divided by thick walls and
double iron doors, rendering the whole com-
pletely fire-proof. The vaults below the tea
warehouses arc appropriated for the reception
of wines.

The Napoleon Column at Boulogne.
The Napoleon column at Boulogne has just
been terminated

;
the first stone was laid by

Marshal Soult on the9lh November, 1804 .

3

Price tv Laiich Wood.*—

T

he Duke of
Montrose, last week, sold eight thousand fine
larch trees, from his growing timber, at the
rate of Is. 3d. per foot.
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WINDOW,—ST. ANSELM’S CHAPEL, CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL.

THE WINDOW AT ST. ANSELM'S CHAPEL, I amining the cathedral, and in drawing up the 1 placed by a very large and elaborate window

CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL.
|
very valuable and interesting account of it,

j

of five lights, which is remarkable for its well-

which he has since published. A small eleva- I preserved history; this is contained in the

The sketch of this fine window, engraved tion of the head of the window complete is
j

following document, printed by Battelv, from

above, was made during the visit last year of i
given in his bonk,— from which the following

;
the archives:

—

the Archaeological Association at Canterbury
;

particulars respecting it are extracted :— ' Memorandum, that in the year 1336 there

it was done upon the suggestion of Professor ;
“In Anselm’s Chapel, the original window

j
was made a new window in Christ Church,

Willis, who was at the'titne employed n ex- ! of the south wall 1 as Veen taken out and re-
j

Canterbury, that is to say in the chapel of the
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Apostles, Saints Peter and Pa::l, upon which
there were expended the sums following :

—
Imprimis, for the workmanship only, £. s. d.

or labour of the masons . . .. 21 17 9
Item, for the taking down of the wall

where the window was placed. . .. 0 1G 9— for lime and gravel 10 0— for 20 cwt. of iron bought for the
said window -14 0— for the labour of the smith . . 3 5 4— for Caen stone bought for the
same.. 5 00— for glass and the labour of the
glaciers G 13 4

Total 42 17 2

T»e sum of 8/. 13?. 4d. was given bv certain
friends for the said window, and the remainder
of the money was furnished by the prior.'

”

This orior was Henry de Estria, and the
peculiar management of the heads of the lights,
with their pendent bosses, Professor Willis
remarks, nay he compared with the similar
bosses of his choir door (of which he gives
representations).

1 he interior of this tracery is in very good
preservation, with the exception of the pendent
bosses and the stones whence they were sus-
pended, which have totally disappeared. The
outside of the window is, however, in a very
bad condition for the purpose of the anti-
quary; for, apparently on account of the
decayed state of its surface, the tracery has
undergone the process of splitting, namely, the
whole of the outer part has been pared down
to the glass, and fresh worked in Portland
stone; Portland stone mnllions, or menials as
they are more properly called, have also been
supplied

;
and as this repair was executed at a

period when this class of architecture was ill-

understood, the mouldings are very badly
wrought, which, in conjunction with the colour
of the Portland stone, has given the window 3

most ungenuine air. However, the interior is

as good as ever it was, and it is on account of
its date, as well as for its beauty, a most valu-
able example.
There are some peculiarities in the manner

o: distributing the mouldings of this window was synonymous with “ lavacrutn,” and, in one
which are shewn in the figures. The heads of

;

of the senses of that word, with “ sacrarium.”
the lights are worked with different mouldings

j

There is much confusion in the old nomencla-
from those of the tracery above, and the in-

j
ture of Gothic architecture, and we frequently

creased size and the importance of the two
j

find the same name, applied to objects of even
central monials are given, not by an additional

j

opposite uses
;
and “ lavatory,

*’ “ fenestella,
”

layer or order of mouldings, as usual, but by
j

“ font,” and “water-drain, 5 '’ have each been
separating the other mouldings.”

j

used for “ piscina.” The last is now usually

;

In Professor Willis’ print the mouldings
j
applied to the niche, or receptacle, on the south

i
are given reduced from the outlines made by ! side of the altar in Gothic churches, in which

!

cytnagraph, a small instrument invented I the priest washed his hands, or emptied any
1 hv the professor, which causes a steel point, consecrated waste, as, for example, the water
j

running over the mouldings, to move a pencil in which the chalice had been rinsed. The
;

P°’ nf >
ar) d give their form with unerring accu-

;
usual position was between the sedilia and the

;

racy on paper. This instrument was brought
.
east wall

;
but is sometimes in the east wall

J
before the Institute of British Architects, and

j

itself. Three chantry piscinae, at Aylesbury,
described by the professor himself a year or

j

are in eastern walls. Occasionally, it*is in the
two since.

j
north wall, as at Ditchelling, Sussex, and

It may be added that the print of the window Castor, Northamptonshire. As every altar
presented above is a portion of the head only, 1 required a piscina, we often find several in the
for the great advantage of giving it to a larger I same church, and, frequently, when all trace of
scale. J he section of the mouldings is as

:
the original altar has disappeared. The most

nearly like those made by the cvmagraph as ;
ancient piscina?, as at Salisbury and Lincoln

can very well be. 1 lie window is one of the cathedrals, had, according to Mr. Pugin, two
most beautiful examples in England, and it

j
basins, one for the ablutions of the hands, and

evidently attracted great admiration at the ! the other for the rinsings of the chalice
; and

time it was executed, as several decorated ; when the rubric, for receiving the ablutions of
windows in the churches for many miles

|

the chalice by the priest, became generally
round Canterbury are plainly designed in imi- observed, the second basin was disused, the
tation of it. C . J. R.

|

later piscina? having one basin only. However,
“ “

it is remarkable, that there arc early examples

with one basin. In some churches, there is no

piscina, nor anv appearance of there having
with illustrations of those at haddenham,

j |)een one . the substitute in such cases was a
AND Aylesbury churches.

i hole in the pavement, at the south side of the

Piscina, from the Latin “ piscis,” a fish, altar; which is ordered in an ancient MS. of
was anciently a fish-pond. The same word 1 Injunctions for the diocese of Lincoln, pre-

had other applications
;
a place where cattle

|

served in the Bodleian library
;
but no such

were watered, and a large basin for swimming
j

hole has yet been discovered. It is difficult to

in, either in the open air, or in the baths, being
'

conceive, how the piscina could ever have been

likewise so denominated. The term has also suspended
,
as allowed in the ordinance of an

been applied to the basin, near the court of So-
1

ancient synod, quoted bv Fosbroke (“ Ency-
lomon's temple, in which cattle were washed !

elopsedia of Antiquities,” vol. i, p. PG), where
previous to the sacrifice

;
and Mr. Britton 1

it is called “a font for washing the hands of

(Dictionary ofthe Architecture and Archaeology : the officiating priests, which may he cither

of the Middle Ages), says, that the basin, which !
pensile, or affixed to the wall, and furnish

contained the water in a baptistry, was also
i
water.” Is it likely, that the word font refers

formerly called a piscina, in later times, it
1 to another vessel, in which the hands were

THE ORIGIN AND USE OF PISCINAS

:

PISCINvE.

From Haddenham Church, Buckinghamshire. From Aylesbury Church, Buckinghamshire.
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washed, the carrying off of water, rather than

the supply, being; the object in the piscina, the

bowl of which, indeed, is hardly large enough

for any other use.
“ Piscina,” and “ lavacrum are used, as

synonymous, by Durandus ;
but the latter word

is sometimes applied to a basin for washing ot

anv kind
;
as in the inventories of Finchale, in

13o4-5, and in 141
1 ,
printed in the “ Alonastieon

Anglicanum." “Lavatory” is more commonly

used for the trough, or basin, in which the hands

and face were washed, examples ofwhich remain

at York, Salisbury, and Durham, but is used for

the piscina, in
‘ the contract for Catterick

Church, and in the catalogue of furniture for

the royal chapel at Elthom, Gth Henry \
r
1 1 1

.

“ Sacrarium ” is the term used by Mr. Pugin
;

it formerly signified a receptacle for anything
sacred, as “sacrarium piscina.',” “sacrarium
baptisterii,” and applied frequently to an apart-

ment, or sacristy. “ Water-drain,” was used by
Mr. Rickman, as well for the drain, as the

niche, which contained it. “ Fenestella," the

Latin word for a little window, was formerly,

and, by the Cambridge Camden Society, is now
applied to the recess, or niche, in which the

basin was usually contained, “piscina” being
retained for the last-mentioned. To our pre-

vious mention of the term “font," we may
add, that it is adopted by Du Cange. Though
the custom of washing the hands, before the

communion, was one of very high antiquity,

piscinai are not often found of earlier date,

than the thirteenth century. Norman piscina.',

where they do occur, are of the rudest form :

there are two at Romsey Church, Hants, ar.d

one in the crypt of Gloucester Cathedral.
Piscina? are found in every imaginable

form
;
the most common is that of a recess,

about a foot in width, with foliated head, ogee,
crocketted, or otherwise

;
with a basin at the

bottom, six or seven inches in breadth, with a
drain leading into the ground. Piscinai with
round trefoiled heads were not uncommon, at

the beginning of the thirteenth century, and
they are found at Haddenham, St. Lawrence's
Church, Ramsgate, and Coggeshall, Essex:
about 12.3' 1

, they were superseded by the pointed
trefoil. At Long Wittenham Church, Berks,
is a very remarkable piscina, illustrated in the
Archaeological Journal. \ol. ii. p. 134: it is of
a trefoiled form, with a small cross-legged
figure in armour, lying along the front of it,

on the edge, with the basin at the back : in

the head of the piscina are two angels, as if

hovering over the figure below.—There is

generally a shelf of stone, or wood, across the

middle of the fenestella, and sometimes a
recess, running inwards, on one or both sides,

of which the use is unknown. At Christ
Church, Hants, there is a niche in the interior.

The piscina at Jesus College Chapel, Cambridge,
of transition character, probably of the date
a.p. 12‘mI, has a central shaft, two basins at

half the height of the shaft, and intersecting
arches

;
the whole inclosed within a square

border. The piscina at Rothwell Church,
Northamptonshire, is triple, a very unusual
form, tfomc piscinai have no recess or
fenestella, but project on brackets, others are
half projecting. The recess at Hexham
Church, Northumberland (a.p. 1200), is a
simple, trefoiled arch-head : some hav e rich
canopies, with pinnacles; others arc supported
upon a shaft, as in the example from Aylesbury.
A piscina at Stoke Golding Church, Leicester-
shire, has two bowls in the same niche, and
the large piscina in Tiltey Church, Essex, has
one basin octangular, and the other circular.
Two of the most remarkable examples are those
at St. Alban's Abbey, and Cobliam Church,
Kent; the former is of early date, but en-
riched, and occupying a large space

; the
latter, of perpendicular date, is very elaborate.
“ The orifices of Early- English piscina.-,*' savs
the “Few Hints on the Practical Study of
Ecclesiastical Antiquities " of the Cambridge
Camden Society, “ are generally either shallow
and circular, or deep and reversed pyramidal,"
as in the piscina from Aylesbury. “ In Deco-
rated, they are four-foiled, five-foiled, &c., up
to seventeen-foiled

;
which last is very unusual,

but occurs in Ardinglev Church, Sussex.
Other forms are square, semicircular, eight-
foiled within a raised rim, covered with a
pierced flower, or with a dog or lion keeping
guard over the orifice.”

1 he use of the shelf, before-mentioned, is
r.ot known with certainty. Whc-n it is of
large s;;:e, it may have formed the Tulle of

Prolhesis, or Credence, on which the elements

were deposited previous to their oblation
;
but,

it is usually much too small for this purpose,

and the credence table was generally placed on

the north side. Some suppose, and with some
degree of probability, that it held the soap, and
others, that it was “ the receptacle of the

vessel for the holy oil, as it is not found in

churches which have a chrismatory.”* In the

Glossary of Architecture (Art. Fenestella),

there is this quotation :
—“ Parva campanula,

ampulla', &c., in fenestella, scu parva mensa
ad hac preparata” — “ Missale Romanum ”

— which might lead to the belief, that the

oil and the bread and wine occupied the

same place. At Aylesbury Church, in a

chapel attached to the north aisle of the nave,

is a piscina with a shelf across the middle, and
a smaller shelf above that. We are not aware
that this peculiarity has been noticed. In the

same church, near the piscina, now illustrated,

is a second, but of different form : there is

also a niche.

The piscina at Haddenham Church, Buck-
inghamshire, which forms the subject of one
of our illustrations, is a singular example, and
has the appearance of being composed from
pieces of some other work. It has a round-
headed trefoiled arch, with the dog-tooth en-

richment, and may be considered as early

English—the style of the thirteenth century.

The several leaves are very well executed, but

the whole has suffered from neglect, and half

its beauty is concealed by green mould,'and
whitewash. There is no appearance of a

basin, but this is probably shallow, and filled

up with the whitewash, or cement, which is

remained on the bottom. The piscina stands
in the south wall of a chapel, which is on the

north side of the chancel
;
and it is the only

part of the original chapel, which has been pre-

served, the present one being of late date.

The church itself is a small edifice, near the

road from Aylesbury to Thame, about seven
miles from the former place. It appears to

have been commenced about the year 1200.
The font is of decided Norman character

;
it

is circular upon an octagonal base, and has

some grotesque carving. The church has had
many alterations during the fourteenth, fif-

teenth, and sixteenth centuries, but the main
building belongs to the early part of the
thirteenth. It contains one or two small
brasses, a rood-screen, parcloses, and open
benches of late date. The latter are curious

;

being placed far apart, and having two seats

in each compartment, so that the faces of some
of their occupants would not he towards the

cast. The tower is square, and finished with
a plain parapet

;
the Early English arcade,

which surrounds it, at the belfrv, is of excellent
character, and has been engraved in the
Glossary of Architecture. There was formerly
a chapel, or aisle, on the south side of the
chancel

;
the arch and responds, corresponding

with those on the north side, being built into

the wall.

St. Mary's A\ lesbury, is a large cross
church, with aisles, and north and south chapels
to the nave, with which they are now united.
The tower is at the intersection, and is ascend-
ed by a turret stair, at the north-east angle

;

the stairs commencing on the west side of the
transept. There were eastern aisles to the
transepts; that on the south has given place to

a school-room in a late style, and that on the
north, to a sacristy, and room adjoining. The
arches, by which the transepts communicated
with the aisles, are now remaining, they are
early English, the original style of the
building, of the best character, and have lately

taken part in the general restoration, which at

the time of our visit, the church was under-
going, under the superintendence of Air.

Plowman, of Oxford. Several of these arches
are built into the walls, and the church had
greatly suffered from the defective construc-
tion of the tower; one of the piers of the nave
had been thrust out of the perpendicular, in an
alarming degree, and enormous, and unsightly
counterforts had been built up, at different

times, to prevent the falling of the tower.
The roofs of the transepts are of timber, with
rich tracery, hut those of the chancel, and
nave, were concealed by modern lath and
plaster ceilings. These were jointed, and
coloured in imitation of stone by the parish
plasterer

;
w hose merits seemed to have made

some impression upon our cicerone, the clerk.

A Hint*," o. c
• 1 &c.

The old benches may he seen, amongst the

modern pewing, and also a few panels from
the roodscreen, with figures painted upon
them. There is a fine door to the south tran-

sept, perpendicular, enriched with panelling

between the label and the four-centred arch,

as in the example at Witney, Oxfordshire,

figured in the last edition of “ Bloxanvs Go-
thic Architecture.” The west door is early

English, with shafts, and a trefoil headed arch

on each side
;
and it is singular, that, in each

arch, the capital, which is farthest from the

door, is raised above the level of the other.

A good early decorated monument is in the

north transept. There is a piscina in each of

the chapels of the nave, and two in the north

transept, one of them being that now en-

graved. The font is a remarkably fine one,

circular upon a square base, of Norman cha-

racter, of beautiful form, and highly enriched

in the double cable, which surrounds the stem,

and the channelling of the bowl. When we
saw it, it stood in the north transept, but, pro-

bably, once stood at the west end, where a

modern one had usurped its place. It would

well repay a journey to see it. The piscina

above is in the east wall, and is in the style

of the transition from early English to Deco-
rated. The shaft is clustered and elegant; it

stands in a recess :— the fenestella is square,

and recessed in a greater degree
;

and the

basin is square.

The churches of Buckinghamshire merit

an attentive examination
;

in the neighbour-

hood of Aylesbury, they are numerous, and

many of them have the old seats, and other

original features remaining.
Edward Hall.

TOMB-STONES AND EPITAPHS.

I.v a lecture on ancient and modern burial

rites, recently delivered by the Rev. Joshua
Fawcett, ALA., at Bradford, the lecturer made
the following remarks on monuments and epi-

taphs :

—

“ Spon, whose pursuits as an antiquary, joined

to his character as a Christian, well qualified

him for his ecclesiastical researches, observes,
‘ that if the doctrine of purgatory was any
where to be found, it would be particularly in

the epitaphs of the early Christians. But in

the ancient epitaphs you never read, before the

7th or 8th century, ‘ Frayfor him ,’ nor even
so much as ‘ Rcquicscal in pace,' now so often

read in modern epitaphs, and on escutcheons,

and which is nothing more than an expression

of our wish, as to the state of the deceased.

In the early records of the pious dead, we read

only, with the dates of their death, ‘ Obiil in

pace,' 1 Depositus cst in pace,' ‘ Quiescit in pace,'
‘ Obiil in sonmnm pads,' ‘ Acceplus esl apud
Deum i. c.

‘ He departed in peace,’ ‘ He is

laid here in peace,’ ‘ He rests in peace,’ ‘ He
departed into the sleep of peace, ‘ He is ac-

cepted of God.’ In addition to this simple in-

scription there were merely the initial letters

of the deceased's name.
Unhappily, we live in times when the reverse

of all this is the rule. No one can frequent the

sleeping-places of the dead without being pain-

fully struck with the extreme impropriety alike

of monumental erections, and monumental in-

scriptions.

The general tone of monumental inscriptions

should be characterised by Christian humility,

kindness, and by a disposition to say too little

rather than loo much.
Unfortunately, the choice of inscriptions is

too often left with the stonemason, who, fur-

nished with a small strock of trite and every-

day verses, supplies according to his own taste

the wished-for eulogy.

Independent of the right which the clergy-

man has, of admitting or rejecting any monu-
mental inscription, it is always best to submit

to his judgment any tribute of respect which it

may be thought desirable to erect and engrave,

as by this means any error in diction or in doc-

trine may be avoided.

The same author already quoted, observes

upon the folly and absurdity of making the

stonemason the reference in the want of a suit-

able epitaph :
“ And now, suppose the customer

requires a few lines of poetry, and is no poet

himself, the complaisant stonemason obviates

the difficulty at once. He has a book full of

epitaphs
;
and one of these—grammar, spell-

ing, and all— is, in a few weeks, transferret



from the book to the stone
: perhaps it is some I

such nauseous nonsense as this :

1
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‘ Afflictions sore, long time I bore,
Physickiones was in vain

;

’Till God did please, from doth to seize,
And ease my of my pain.’

Or some one of these

‘A time of death there is, you know full well,
But when, or how, no mortal man can tell

;

Be it at night, noon, now, or then,
Death is most certain, but uncertain when.’

‘ And thus it is with man’s frail clay
;

His life, at best, a round of sorrow

;

For he who rises well to-dav,
May be a corpse before to-morrow.’

‘ I’ve lost the comfort of my life,

Death came, and took away my wife

:

And now I don't know what to do,
Lest death should come, and take me too.’

‘ As I am now, so shalt thou be,
Therefore, prepare to follow me.
God takes the good, too good on earth to stav,
And leaves the bad, too bad to take away.’

'

‘ He lived and died a true Christian,
He loved his friends, and hated his enemies.’

‘ Here lie I beside the door,
Here lie I because I am poor,
Further in the more they pay,
Here lie I as well as they.'

The following- is found in Wibsev chapel-
yard. It is an epitaph on a blacksmith :

—

'
stithy and hammer I declined,

My bellows too have lost their winde

;

The fire s extinguished, and my forge decayed,
And in the dust my vice is laid

;My coal is spent, my iron is gone,
My last nail ’s driven, my work is done.’

From Matherne churchyard :

‘

J?.
ere lies ^ec ' that good old man,
e ne’er shall see him more

;He us’d to wear a snuff brown coat,
All buttoned up before.’

Now all this, and manifold worse than this,
which almost every churchyard bears witness
to, may be avoided by a simple reference to the
judgment of the clergyman, who would in all
cases gladly give every assistance in his power
either to correct the epitaph proposed, or to
supply its place with one more suitable.

In V ibsey burial-yard there is, however, a
\ery beautiful contrast in the following senten-
tious inscription

:
—
Here lies

A piece of Christ,

A star in dust,

A vien of gold,
A china dish,

That must
Be used

In Heaven,
Vhcn God
•Shall feast

The just.

There is an absurd fashion lately sprung up
of mingling Latin words with English inscrin-
tions

;
as in the following epitaph :— ‘

Here lie the remains of

P. Q.,
Late of this parish.

Obit May 1, 1820. .Etatis sure G5.
Having been schoolmaster of this place for thirty-

five years.

But the most ridiculous instance of this
affectation is the following. It appears that a
Latin epitaph was required, but a rhyme, or a
Jingle of sound, was deemed indispensable.
Accordingly, the words ‘ Rc'juicicat in pace,'
having been chosen, the letter-cutter, in order
to effect the latter object, modified them thus—

‘ Rerpiiesce

Cat In Pace.’

I suppose there are persons ivhn admire those
conventional forms of ugliness (cherubs), with
puffy faces of pink and white, black (often
squinting) eyes, gilt hair and wings, which are
intended as representations of one order of
the holy angels. Certainly, if tawdriness of
colour can attract, these things Inok smartenough when they come out of the stonemason's
taut, but lot a few months pass, and what achange has taken place! The summer's sun
has faded the red of the cheeks, and the damps
of autumn have covered, perhaps, one-half of
the face with a mouldy green, so that the re-
mains of its former brilliancy only make this
ugly representation still more hideous. I do
not say that a sculptured angel, keepinn- watch
as it were, over a tomb, would not be”an ap-
propriate emblem there, but cherubs, as they
are commonly represented, would be much
better omitted

;
for the work is so ill executed,

that the ideas suggested by it are rather ludi-
crous than solemn.

In some places, a dove with extended wings
is more common than cherubs at the top of a
head-stone. If this is meant as an allusion to
ie Holy Spirit, I think that a more inappro-

priate place could hardly have been fixed upon •

lor when aperson lias ceased to live, the mcansof
grace are ended, and the Holy Spirit no longer
strives with man. Perhaps, however, it will
be said, that the dove is an emblem of the de-
ceased person's innocence. Alas ! such a sym-
bol is unfit for even the best of us.

I remember seeing this ornament sculptured
on the tomb of a man who had been a market-
gardener. 1 he bird was represented as hover-
ing, with outstretched wings, the tail raised
and head downwards

;
but the design was very

coarsely executed; the neck looked like the
stalk of a plant, the spreading tail like long
narrow leaves, the oval body (which was gilt)
jeing marked over with indentations, the poorman s neighbours took it into their beads that
ins tomb was ornamented with a flying pine-
apple—of course an allusion to the 'profession
ot the deceased.

Scythes and hour-glasses, mattocks and sho-
yels, skulls and cross-bones, being frequently
intermingled, and placed, as it were, in a group
at the head of a grave-stone, may be classed
together, and one condemnation passed on
them all. It is not that they are unmeaning,
or that their meaning is objectionable, but they
are mere symbols, and not very imposing sym'-
bols, while the grave itself, over which they
stand, is a stern, and awful and striking reality
awaking far more solemn thoughts than these*
mere types of mortality can do. Besides, thev
are altogether defective in inspiring the thought
with which the view of a grave should always
be attended; the thought, namely, of that
which lies beyond the grave, and of the time
when death shall be swallowed up in victorv.
Scythes, and skulls, and spades, might be ap-
propriate enough for a heathen, but a Christian
wants something more.’
Having stated what is objectionable, it is only

1 state what is not. ‘ There is

The folly and ignorance of tills needs no com-
ment.

In a small work, entitled, ‘A Tract upon
tombstones, the following pertinent remarks
appear — ‘ There remains one more offence
against propriety and good taste which is very
common on gravestones, and which I will
therefore mention. I allude to the ornaments
which are usually introduced in low relief,
above the inscription

;
and these consist chiefly

of cherubs, doves, scythes and hour-glasses',
mattocks and shovels, skulls and cross bones,
urns, and reversed or extinguished torches.

right we should „ lia k <* mu. - i nere is
one emblem, perfectly unobjectionable, per-
fectly appropriate, fail of solemnity, full of
consolation

;
which raises hope and dries the

tear, and turns mourning into gratitude
; which,

x\ 1 1 i 1 c it reminds us that we are sinners, re-
minds us of the means of pardon

; which, while
it shews us the penalty of sin, and thereby
bumbles us to the dust, at the same time cheers
us with the thought of Him who paid the
penalty

;
who rose triumphant from the grave

;who is the resurrection and the life; who will
change our vile bodies, and raise them from
the dust

;
who hath hallowed the grave and

I

gate of death into the passage of immortality
;and who, having himself overcome the sharp-

ness of death, hath opened the kingdom of
heaven to all believers. That emblem, I need
scarcely say, is the cross.’
The following directions, extracted from

L]Origir.es, Genealogies;,’ by Stacey Grimaldi,
F.S.A., will afford some slight guide by which
the date of an ancient monument may be ascer-
t lined when its legend can no longer be deci-
phered :

—

Tenth and Eleventh Centuries.—The coffin-
lid in the form of a prism, the better to shoot
off the wet, because the bottom part of the stone
coffin lay on the ground. In armour, the rus-
tred, ringed, trellised, tegulated, mascled, and
edge-ringed, obtained use.

Twelfth Century.—Coffin-lids improved, or
distinguished with crosses; at first plain, then

flemy, in bas-relief. Tables, whereon effi-ies
or sculpture. Priests bad chalices in theirhands on their breast

;
prelates had mitres

kU'mV'U Cr°sses
’ aml Pontifical habitsknights had arms, spurs, and swords. Thearmour u-as in the preceding century. j\

r
ocoats of arms, on shields, or otherwise, occur

prior to tins century. The earliest known inbngland are those of Geoffrey Magnaville,

inti!
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in the year a.d. 1164.
Thirteenth Century. - Coffin-stones, withheads or bodies emerging from tliem, and

The
C

fi

,

?k
W“ ls

’
" lth arcllcs lmi,Gd ovcr them.

I he first brass statue, that of Henry III. Lom-

Th’e fir'tT n
IS becarao Roncral on tombstones.

1 he first table monument is that of King John,

an, ,w !i crCa,h ' d, n | , «'hn died a.d? 1210and the fashion lasted until the reign of James I.French occur. Thc oldest instance ofa skeleton monument is a.d. 1214. Cross-egged figures are between a.d. 1224 and a.d.IJlo. 1 hey imply crusaders, or that the partyhad vowed to take the journey. The armou?
s complete mail, with only knee-pieces of plate.

ourteenth Century.— Lombardic capitals on
tombstones not used after a.d. 13G1. The text
or old English hand, succeeded, and continued
till thc reign of Elisabeth. The inscriptions
were engraven on brass, and thc words abbre-
itatod I he armour is a mixture of mail and
plate, but mostly mail. Coats of arms were
not quartered by subjects until this century:
John Hastings, earl of Pembroke, was the first,
supporters to arms first occur, being used hy
Hichard II. Coronets first appear: the in-
stance ,s John of Eltham, who died a.d. 1334.

I tfteenth Century.—Burials in chapels in-
troduced. In armour, from a.d. 1400, all plate
hut the gorget: in a.d. 1410 all plate occurs,
llenry \ . was the first who bore three fleur-
de-hs, instead of semce.

Sixteenth Century.—Inlaid with brass, altar
monuments at the beginning of this century.
Monuments against the wall, chiefly since the
reformation. Roman round- hand took place
about the end of the reign of Ilcnrv VIII.
Orate pro anima ’ was discontinued on monu-

ments at the Reformation : Catholics (Roman)
have only used it since. The first deviation
horn thc Gothic forms of tombs is the monu-
ment of Lord Hanley’s mother, who died a.d.

Skeletons in shrouds succeeded, and
were imitated by corpses in shrouds, tied head
and foot. Figures supported their heads on
their right hands, an attitude taken from the
Greek and Roman monuments. A kneelino-
atutude for children takes date not till after
the Reformation

;
nor for parents, except to

the cross
;
nor the infant in swaddling clothes,

nor cradle.

Seventeenth. Century.— The latest date o.
animals at the feet is a.d. 1G4o. Cumbent
figures occur till a.d. 1G7G.*

AN ARCHITECTURAL FRAGMENT.

The dark and gloomy religion of Osiris and
Isis, stigmatized by Gibbon as the most de-
grading form of superstition, accords with the
style of their temples. It is noticeable that
the Egyptians lavished ornament mostly on
the inteiior, leaving the exterior compara-
tively bare and plain, contrary to the general
practice of the Greeks. The Tombs of the
Kings will remain for ages to come monuments
of those who built them : in their exterior no
exquisite proportions, no careful adjustment of
means to end meet the eye, the majority con-
sist of a mass of hewn stones with just so
much evidence of design as to shew that they
were built by some mighty potentate. Not so
thc interior: radiant with beauty, uncon-
taminated by the tread or the touch of the
mob, it was perhaps designed to shew to the
csoterica the splendour of art, the refinement
of the entombed monarch : thc paintings pro-
bably represented his acts, his wars, his
triumphs, perhaps the history of his whole
life. It illustrates well the singular difference
which was always maintained between the
vulgar and the initiated, and which Pythagoras
introduced into Greece. This distinction,

which existed in the time of Aristotle, no
doubt extended in Egypt further than religion
and philosophy, as all learning was in the

* On the subject of monuments, see papers in Builder,
98 and p. 140, ante,
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hands of the priests, who assiduously laboured

to create a reverence among the people L>\ eni>

-

loping learning in mystery, and bv continuall}

employing certain mvstic symbols or particular

attitudes which they deemed it impious to de-

part from. This mat account tor he simi-

larity in form and attitude that IS obsenaUc

in their statues: some great statue

perhaps chosen as a prototype, and considered

the ultimatum of art. It would ''eaUntle

popular reverence tor the deitj, or ratl.ei f

the priests, if any other attitude was adopted ,

the one particular form having become inti-

mately associated with the idea it embodied.

In the pure simplicity, the unaffected gran-

deur, the bold nervousness of the early Greek

writers we recognize the style of thinking, it

I mav so speak, that originated the Doric

order." In the more ornate refinement of the

Ionic we recognize the influence of Asiatic

luxury upon the susceptible temperament of

the Attican colonists
;
ami by the energy or

rather vagrancy of thought that characterizes

their temples, we are prompted to remember

that restlessness and love of novelty that caused

their emigration under Androculus and

N ileus.

When we examine Gothic structures, our

minds revert at once to those times when the

spirit of chivalry was at its height, when love

and battle, revenge and heroism, were the

pleasure and business of mankind,—when the

power of the barons was high, that of the king

feeble
;
when society was in endless commo-

tion and a vindictive and martial nobility

oppressed the people without compassion.

What do we not owe to the soothing and gentle

influence of religion, that restrained the im-

petuous, emboldened the timid, and harmo-

nized, in some degree, a discordant and con-

flicting mass of anarchy and misrule. In

these calculating days we scot! at “ the supine

indolence with its attendant profound igno-

rance of the clergy of the “dark ages, tor-

getting that the great churches built in those

unenlightened times stand imperishable monu-

ments of the falsehood of their statements,

and that at present, far from excelling, we are

able only in some degree to imitate the labours

of these “barbarians."
Medieval architecture is the type of the

medieval ages. Gaze at the old cathedrals,

dilapidated as they are by the rude hand of

the Puritans, the tastelessness of the re-

vivalists, and the abrading influence of time.

The lofty windows, decorated with the most

beautiful ramifications of tracery, and radiant

with the most resplendent hues
;
the solemn,

chequered, gloomy light, diffused around
;
the

interminable length ot the v istas; the lofty pro-

portions
;
the scientific skill shewn in support-

ing and balancing the strains
;
the numerous

intersections and complexity of the groining
;

the lengthened shadows produced by the deeply

cut mouldings
;
the carefully and accurately

worked ornaments, with the artistic skill with

which they are copied from nature ;— all these

particulars together, agree in making what

may be called the romantic style of architec-

ture. The solemn devotional spirit that

breathes through the whole of the edifice,

that takes the beholder out of himself
;

the

deep feelings with which you approach the

place, sanctified by ages and as the resting

place of the bones’ of your forefathers, and

compare the noble spirit that inspired men to

make such sacrifices of money and time in

those days, with that ostentatious, half-mock

.
spirit that prompts men to indulge in feasting

and dancing under the specious but flimsy

mask of charity.

David Ilume remarks* that overloaded or-

naments, fantastic conceits, &c., areneyerfound

in the works of the early Greek writers, but

that as taste degenerated, they gradually crept

in, until at last they completely vitiated and in-

fected all compositions. He then goes on to

say, “ On the revival of letters, when the

judgment of the public is yet raw and un-

formed, this false glitter catches the eye and

leaves no room either in eloquence or poetry

for the durable beauties of solid sense and
lively passions. The reigning genius is then

diametrically opposite to that which prevails

on the first origin of the arts.’’ He then

criticises the writers of the Elizabethan age,
and condemns “ the glaring figures of dis-

course, the pointed antithesis, the unnatural

conceit, the jingle of words, that they so

much abound with. These irregularities

accord with the prevailing features of those

mixtures of Gothic and Italian that are called

Elizabethan and Rennaissanee, in which occur

the unnatural and strained images of birds

and beasts—stiff and twisted forms of scroll

work
;
and we perhaps admire the good quali-

ties of these styles the more, for the same

reason that liume supposes wc overrate

Shakspcar’s genius, because “ bodies appear

more gigantic on account of their being dis-

proportioned and misshapen. II. .1- L.

THE SMOKE NUISANCE.

Mu. Editor,—As you were kind enough

to give insertion to my observations on the

subject of sewage nuisances, I am tempted
j

”

the commonest and cheapest description of

fuel. Rlar.y of the steamers plying above Lon-

don-bridge
* were formerly in the habit of

using the better descriptions of Welch coal

;

but The smoke from most of the steamers now

issues from their funnels in dense black clouds,

darkening the atmosphere for miles up the

river, and injuring the vegetation to a vast

extent.
. , , . , .

If this were an evil which admitted ot no

remedy, without interfering with the import-

ant facilities of transport afforded by steam-

vessels. the case might assume a very dif-

ferent complexion. But it admits not of a

question that remedies may he applied without

the slightest inconvenience or impediment;

and those remedies must be enforced, what-

ever opposition mavbe made to them. It is

ot considered any hardship upon railway
inces, l am tempted

- companio3 to cnni p 0 l them, "by "a clause in

to offer a lew remarks on another more I nf p.ir |-1!imont . tf

’ History of Englaad, Appendix to the reign of Jamc-< I.

palpable class of nuisance, one which you have

so ablv handled in you journal and elsewhere.

I refer to the “ Smoke Nuisance.*’ which how- 1

ever 1 should rather term “ The Fuel Wast-

ing Nuisance," for a wasteful ami incon-

siderate expenditure of coal &c., is, in fact, the

actual cause of (nearly) the whole nuisance.

Having a short time since in my ramblings,

met wTth what appeared to me a simple and

reasonable, and as I was then assured, a

certain expedient tor the consumption of

smoke, I venture to lay the same before your

readers, or I should rather say, smoke con-

sumers (for such we all are and no thanks tor

the liberal supply on all occasions!) in the

hope that all may be benefited thereby, and

those who should fee! more immediately in-

terested, profitably instructed. Every person

who is acquainted with steam machinery is

fully aware in how short a time a load of

coals is emancipated. The plan 1 have ad-

verted to is simply this:— In front of the or-

dinary furnace (which is more convenient

underground), is brought out a second or ex--

tended floor of the furnace
;
over this exten-

sion or second furnace, an arch is turned
;

this arch is provided with a ring or aperture

by means of which this second or outer fur-

nace is supplied, and which, in fact, forms the

floor of the coal depOt or store. The fire is

lighted in the ordinary manner in this outer

furnace, after which portions of the fire are

moved on to the main furnace until it is suffi-

ciently supplied. A tolerably good fire being

obtained, the front furnace is now supplied

from time to time with fresh fuel, the smoke
from which of necessity passes towards the

inner furnace and is in its passage over an ex-

tended body of fire, almost entirely consumed ;

any addition to the furnace in the way of sub-

stantial fuel is of course made by moving on

the burnt coal from the front furnace, and

thus the furnace may be said to be fed con-

jointly with coke and the smoke arising from

the manufacture thereof.

I believe I am correct in stating that the

above process is more than sufficient for the

work of the furnace itself, and is profitably

employed in making coke for general pur-

poses.’ I tender you these few unconsidered

trifles, conceiving that any information having

a beneficialtendency, will not be quite unaccept-

able to your readers, or without some good

effect to the community at large.

I am, Sir, &c. Swvfpyoc.

Relative to this matter, our attention has

been directed by various correspondents at

different times,’ to the greatly increasing

nuisance produced by the smoke from the

steam-vessels on the Thames, which now ex-

tends far beyond the banks of the river, and

causes great loss to traders in addition to an-

noyance to all. Some steps should be taken

immediately to compel the owners of these

vessels to use means to prevent the nuisance

complained of. We extract the following re-

marks on this subject from the Times :

—

“ The great increase of this nuisance with-

in, comparatively, a short time, cannot fail to

have struck almost every person
;

and the

vast increase in the number of steam-vessels on

the river is daily adding to the evil. But it is

not only from the greater number of these

vessels that this nuisance has so much ex-

tended
;
a large proportion of it arises from

the cupidity of the owners, which has tempted

them to discontinue the use of those descrip-

tions of coal which can be burned without

causing smoke, and substituting in their stead

their Acts of Parliament, to burn a descrip-

tion of fuel in their engines which shall not

emit smoke ;
and if railway engines, passing

through open and uninhabited parts of the

country, are required bv law to be supplied

with smokeless fuel, much more ought steam-

vessels to be equally restricted, when navi-

gating a river like the Thames, the banks of

which are densely populated in every part

where steamers ply. The increased expense

of fuel of this description is no valid argument

against such a restriction. The question of

expense is not allowed to weigh against the

advantages to the community in the case of

railway companies, and it ought not in that of

river-going steam-vessels. Nor is the addi-

tional expense of such fuel of much moment.

The loss which occurs in the present mode of

burning coal in all ordinary steam-vessels is

immense. It has been estimated to exceed

in many cases 40 percent. ;
the whole of which

would he saved bv using coke, or the best de-

scriptions of Welch coal, that burn without

smoke : and it is even considered by many

competent and scientific men that economy

would be promoted by the use of a better de-

scription of fuel, and by employing improved

methods of combustion. M ithout deciding

on the relative merits of the numerous rival

inventions for consuming or preventing smoke,

and even putting out of the question the pos-

sibility of applying these inventions at all in

the cramped and contracted furnaces of steam-

vessels, we know that the smoke from these

furnaces can be prevented, by using either

coke or some of the numerous kinds of an-

thracite coal; and if steamers were prohibited

from plying on the river unless their furnaces

were constructed to consume the smoke, or

the fuel used were of that description which

emits no smoke, the owners would very soon

discover both the best fuel as well as the best

method of burning it.*’

Application rv Government of Nas-

myth's Steam Pile Driver.—This pow-

erful engine, which is working such mighty

changes in the cost and construction of works

where piles are necessary, is now being patron-

ised by Government. Mr. Nasmyth has been

by order of the Lords of the Admiralty to

Deptford Dock to choose a place fit for the

erection of one of a large size; the driving

head to weigh 12}- tons, and capable of giving

from seventy to eighty strokes per minute;

yet, so completely is this ponderous machine

under the command of the engineer, that he

can so regulate it that it should take a dozen

taps to crack a nut, and then not crush the

kernel ! It is intended also to have Nasmyth’s

direct action steam-hammer, which is on the

same principle, at all the Government dock-

yards, of different sizes suitable for large

anchor work, and the smaller works of the

smithery. Mr. Baker, who is superintending

the marine works at Devonport, has had a

Nasmyth’s pile driver erected, by which the

whole of the piles necessary will be driven in

three months, which, by the old system, would

have taken three years .—Mining Journal.

Continued at p. 331.
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The intellectual improvement ofOUR OPERATIVES.

THE BUILDER.

Sir, — In your excellent journal, The
Bun.Di.it of the 27th instant, you have given
a mos valuable article on the improvement of
the intellectual condition of our artisans. If
the subject-matter were carried fully out, andwhich I trust it will be hereafter, the greatest
possible good would be done to that most im-
portant class—the operatives of this country,
ihere is no doubt but you have hit one of the
right nails on the head, and that competition
unless subjected to a wise and salutary scrutiny,
is, from the seeds of mischief contained within
i s system, likely to overspread and choke up
the intellectual energies of our artisans. But
let us endeavour to discover wherein this evil
lies. For why should architects and builders
teel it necessary to compete, and be induced to
give the work to be executed by those who have
sent m the lowest price ? There may be more
reasons than onefor this proceeding, butthe one
is very certain, and that is, the ignorance and
narrow-mindedness on the part of certain em-
ployers

;
and the want of that appeal from the

architects and builders to the employed, towarn them of the mischief so likely to ensue
tiom that grinding down to the very lowest
price per inch, and the screwing system of
splitting farthings, in order to get the building
reared tor the sum proposed to be expended or
subscribed— caring very little for its instability,
its deformities and ils inconsistencies

;
for as

long as ,t appears to stand, the proprietors are
satisfied with the result of their bargain.

Ihere is no doubt but the architects and
builders could cure this evil

;
it only requires

the putting of their shoulders to the wheeland the cure would accordingly come. And
as you justly remark — “ To workmen wewould say,-put your own shoulders to the
wheel, become masters of your trade-artisans,
not mere labourers — artists if you can, able
to give a because ’ for a < why,'-make yourwork your p'easure. An upright man who
"!

|

d
‘!.

,

thl8
’
cann °‘ f“'l to rise, and better

Still, will pass a more useful and happier life
”

Indeed, the whole article is so true, and somuch to the purpose, that I would advise all the
rar ies — the employers, the architects, the
rudders, and the operatives, to read, learn, andnwardly digest tire matter contained therein,
ind they would soon ascertain how essentially
lecessary it is that each of them shouldake the bull by the horns, to free themselvesrom the impending- danger.
It is well known that the body of operatives

r a most important one, and deserving of our
ncouragement

; but the present state of things
1 against that encouragement to which they
rejustly entitled. Competition prices will notHow them time to think before they execute
or to receive instruction in the 'arts, and
ithout which they must remain labouring
leehantcs. An operative ought to be able to
instruct and draw the work he is employed
1 execute, and to know the designer’s reasons
r why it is to be so and so formed, that heay clearly see his way and enter readily into
:e spirit of his work—deriving an intellectual
ensure at every form he produces. This
urco of happiness to him would be certain if
s faculties lor the arts were legitimately exer-
ied; but tins is very seldom the case as
tisans cannot afford to pay for a mathema-
ral and artistieal education

;
and, therefore

uths must enter into their master’s service
instructed in construction and design—the
0 mental qualities of all others in building
mers the most important. As our gentry
juire architects, the architects require
nders, and builders require artisans;—the
-ee classes should combine, and make a fund
be app bed to the education of the sons of
”r workmen, in order to lit them for that
Siness which they are destined to enter,
leir faculties for the arts should then be
htly exercised and directed during their ap-
mticesbip, which would not only make them
re skilful in their calling, but more intellec-

1;
,

men
’
“ n<1 advance them in the scale of

tety, and to which they would be entitled
jeral instances have come under my notice,
1 the following will shew the advantages
ned by such cultivation. About ten yelrs
| some of my designs were being executed
some carpenters and joiners in Sussex, and
1 was painting some pictures in the same
:e where the carpenters were executing mv
igns, I was enabled to instruct these men

481
in the construction of geometrical problems in
perspective, in drawing and design

;
and bvshewing to them the value of natural forms in

the animal and vegetable kingdom, and teach-
ing them to become active and accurate ob-
servers ,n the boundless field of nature, theysoon felt the value of such information; andwhenever they had to execute such forms aswere immediately derived from nature, the^would go into the gardens and fields, and ob?tain the flowers and leaves of plants, and placethem before them while they were executfogsuch portions of the designs which were mad!up of similar flowers and foliage. And though
these artisans came as carpenters to work at-os. per week, they were so much improved ina few months in ability, that their wages wereraised to 30s per week, and in about a yearthey received 35s. per week, and in two yearsthey received 40s. per week, and in three years
50s. because they had obtained considerable
a len m carving; and one, who was the most
skdful received 60s. some time after, andwhen ho had completed all the work that bisemployer required, he called upon me to thankme for the instruction I had given him, andinformed me that he had just had an offer offour guineas and a half per week, and whichhe was going to accept.
Other instances of this kind I could namethat have come under my notice, but this willbe sufficient to shew that a right exercise and

direction of the faculties for the arts of our
operatives, would be in favour of all the par-

emnlTT"'^ a"
th« e“P'».Vrs as well as theemployed. And why should so valuable a

class of men have so little done for them in

derived T““
0n ?

?“,ely the Sreat comforts

ieher r
y ev

f^y.
c'fsf—and particularly thehigher—from their labours, ought to induce

the wealthy to come forward in their favour,
and establish an institution for a due cultiva-
lon of their faculties in all matters that per-
‘“™, ?,

th
f
lr

T
calli"g- If snch a school was

established I need not state what would he
the result; the workmen themselves would
see into the great benefits that they would
derive, and the superior order of men theywould become by such an intellectual train-
ing. I bey would no longer delight in low
pursuits, or dlshonestlyspend their last farthing
ln lntox icatlng drinks, reducing their wives
and families to the lowest state of misery.
Willi snob a state of things they would soon
be disgusted, and would arouse themselves
from their animal state, and enter, heart and
soul, into the intellectual culture that such an
institution would offer to them. I trust that

inM °!r
g ,"'

e
n
h
t
U
l
eo sucb a ProJect carried

into effect, and by the parties concerned.
I am, Sir, &c.,

c, r, Geo. R. Lewis.
61, Upper Norton-street, Sept. 29, 1845.

utmost precautions used in the operation Thegovernment has ordered their careful remorahon_as also their publication by engraving1 hey are supposed to be of the fourteenth ^fifteenth century. It is hoped that cdher

nreh °b,

3

I®
f0U"d ' I* ,he 9ame edifice—p^hably on the opposite lateral wall, at any

ANCIENT ARCHITECTURAL DECORA-
TIONS.

A writer in the Sussex Advertiser says—On cleansing and scraping the old wash from
the walls of Battle church, previous to their
being rewashed, the walls have been discovered
to be full of paintings, of a very ancient andcanons character, some of them very well exe-
cuted, winch appear to have been done during
the reign of one of the Edwards, or probabll
before; there is also some writing, but it can-
not (except a word or so) be deciphered. Only
a portion of the walls has been scraped. Iam fearful the whole will not be similarly
treated, as one of the churchwardens appears
averse to any more being scraped, and, indeed,
annoyed that such operations should have beencommenced.” It is to be hoped the local
antiquaries will give their attention to this dis-
covery, and exert their influence to obtain an
examination of the whole of the building. TheAthenaum mentions a similar discovery of
great interest in the cathedral at Brunswick.

,

lemc
|

vlng the plaster coating from one of
he lateral walls of the nave, they have found
tbe latter covered with fresco paintings in its
entire length and breadth. Thase are divided
into compartments -each one containing a
subject from the life of Duke Henry, surnamed
the Lion, born in 1129, and who died in 1195

1 -if
f°und er of the city of Brunswick, and

under of the Cathedral. The paintings are
16 finish

;
but have, unhappily,

sunered much from the removal of the plaster
winch overlaid them, notwithstanding the

STATUE RAISING.

.
Sooeptors abroad have been busy latelym works of commemoration

; i" 2,
subjLr

n

I;D„Yk te
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t have bad "'0r ' hi51'

a masterpiece of the ,

d
,

,s c° ns| dered

a^'vesael^brMdis^fng^a^s^c^^^^-0^^^

streets on the inauguration d v T" ^
practice, common enough on the rnn r

pietty

thus rendered into gardens a few years ago ona much worthier occasion.* °
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?
raised to Glaude Lorraine atEp.oal, and one atAnrillac.toGerbert, afterwardsPope Sylvester II. The monument toWiThainthe Conqueror, at Falaise, in Normandy, is beingproceeded with. I„ Germany no opportS

IS lost to commemorate a great man. A statue

^ 7
n Steinbaeh, the architect of8,2

in Bade^
d

r’ r bee" raiSOd at Sl«"fiach,in Baden. Beethoven’s statue, by Hahnel ofDresden inaugurated,at the late festival, i, a

and he
0*' T “ feat."res are boldly sculptured,and bear an expression of profound and earnerthought, mingled with the" wildness of inapi-

ration, which is seized to its full extent at the

whichT
6 ' Tl,efi^ur

.

eis in a costume
i,“„ j ,‘i.

co™P™m,se b«‘w«n the moderndress and the classical robe, and the attitude,which represents him with a pencil and note-book in either hand in an interval of reflec-lon, is easy and natural. The faultfound with

much tn
6 ha‘ ' ls V,S0U1 ' approaches toomucli to coarseness, and that its appearance isX Sq“ atty

'-
The PedeaJf which Is

rebif
he 5

I
13 of bronze

> fibars four bas-
relief,, representing four allegorical figures offuncy, symphony, sacred music, and dramaticmus'c. It was obtained bycompetition. Thecast-
ing is admirably well done. At Nuremberg ( Ba-\aria) some statuary has been set up It theentrance to the new Louis Cana], uniting theMaine with the Danube. It consists of lS ‘be river gods of the

siylfr t

d
.n

a
»

nu
,

be
’
a"d bear

.

ing an inscription
g ) og that the canal, which was begun by

Charlemagne, but abandoned, had been finished
by Lonta King of Bavaria. The other pieces
consist of two columns, surmounted by Navi-
gation and Commerce, personified by two
female statues, with appropriate emblems. At
okanderborg in Copenhagen a marble eques-
tnan statue of King Frederick VI., from a
model by Thorwaldsen, has been set up. In
England, amongst the new propositions is a
statue of Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton, to be set
up in Westminster Abbey in honour of his efforts

e
?
ctl "S u ‘s fi the slave trade. Wyatt’s figure

of the Duke of Wellington is nearly cast. The
statue of the Duke of Sussex, ordered from
Mr. E. H. Bailey by the Freemasons, is nearly
finished. The whole figure is eight feet high,
including a six-inch plinth

; its weight is
about six tons, and it is formed of one solid
block of white Italian marble, from the quar-
ries of Carrara, the original cost of which was
280 guineas: the price to he paid to Mr.
Bailey is 1

,
800/. When completed, it will he

placed on a five-feet pedestal, to be erected on
the dais in Freemasons’-hall, which is at
present being embellished and decorated. The
public subscription statue of the Duke is
intrusted we believe to the same sculptor. A
bust of the late Admiral Sir F. Maitland has
been put up in the dockyard chapel at Ports-
mouth.

of lhe ERelgic University had been
S'? **

‘V
nation by three .on, of townsmen, and all

MSSta w “" i ,h!“' ““i t,,e“



482 the builder.

REPAIR OP TIMBER-BUILT HOUSES.

AH-AEHS UNDER M ETROFODITAN RUIDDI»0» ACT.

Mr. Robert Wi«, i"ilder
d
' nTou^”n

tlio following repairs to. R
'™„°f S.. Nicholas,

Bailey’s Rents, in tire ilistr r

,Q the
Deptford, and refused to gne ^
district surveyor, Mr. Mar yn. ^ and

Gutt.us »way the decoyeaji ^ th(.

weather boarding of tb^ ^ ^ and r0; a _

height o one
foundations one foot, to

receive and support then, at their diminished

height
1
also taking down about four courses

of fhe brickwork of the chimney-s ack, and

rebuilding and pointing ditto, and setting new

chimney-pots thereon ;
also repairing the ex-

ternal weather boarding, which was in a very

had and rotten state;—and mutually they re-

quested the award of the official referees, as to

whether or not the said repairs “ come within

the jurisdiction of the Act.”

The referees awarded (May 28th, 184o)

:

«* That a mere superficial repair, such as point-

ing, is not within the operation of the said

Act, but that a structural repair is within the

said Act, and with respect to the building in

question, that inasmuch as the works in ques-

tion involve structural repairs, the same are

within the operation of the said Act, and that

although the building in question may not have

been built according to the present or any

previous statute for the regulation of buildings,

vet it is the duty of the district surveyor to see

that such building is not made more combus-

tible than it may have been hitherto.”

Fees of the office, R 8s. 9d., and R Is. to

the district surveyor, to he paid by the builder.

In consequence of suggestions made by the

referees, and as a sort of appeal against this

award, Mr. Francis Edwards, architect (on the

part of Mr. W. J. Evelyn, the owner of the

house in question and nine others, similar),

in conjunction with the district surveyoi, sub-

mitted the following inquiries

William John Evelyn, Esq., proposes to re-

pair ten several timber-built houses covered

with deal weatberboarding, situate in Bailey s

Rents, in the parish of St. Paul, Deptford,

upon which the following questions arising

thereout, are proposed to he submitted for the

decision of the official referees under the Me-

tropolitan Buildings Act.

1. If the quarters and boarding (forming the

“external inclosure”) are partly decayed at

the bottom, so as to require the brick founda-

tion to be carried up less than one foot in

height, is it not a repair permitted by the Act,

without requiring a notice to, and supervision

of the district surveyor?*

If a notice is requisite, is any fee payable

thereon
;
and if so, what amount ?

2. If the said quarters and weather boarding

are simply repaired with the same materials,

the portion taken out being less than “ one-

fourth of the whole surface,” is any notice to

the district surveyor requisite ?t

If so, is any fee payable, and what amount t

3. If the chimney tops are taken down three

or four courses, and reinstated to the same

height, and the common pots reset, is any

notice to he given of this, and is any tee to he

paid for it, and what amount ? There are two

chimney-stacks to each house
.

t

4. The privies to these houses are built ot

timber, and weather hoarded
;
cannot they he

repaired without a notice, and if so, is any fee

paid for it ?

If the privy is taken down, cannot it he re-

built with timber, if detached from the house ?

and is a notice to be sent to the district sur-

veyor ?§ . , „

Whether any fee is to he paid for the same,

and what amount? .

Or, if the privy be rebuilt with brickwork,

is it requisite a notice should he sent to the

district surveyor ;
and if so, is any fee to be

paid him for the same, and what amount.

On the 21st of August the parties were

heard, Mr. Dawson, barrister, appearing for

Mr. Evelyn, and Mr. T. Chambers for Mr.

Martyr, and on the 13th day of September,

the referees made the following award :

“ On the first and second questions, and on

the first part of the fourth question—that inas-

i the Metropolitan Buildings Act re-

fve v district surveyor to cause all the

Redirections of the said Act to be well
mles an

| ami inasmuch as the said

Z\ makes provision in schedule D, part 2,

-.1 vno-ard to tile ‘ old external walls or other

^ er af ndosnres of any building already

built,’ in reference to materials to be used in

the reuair thereof; and inasmuch as the said

Act also requires the builder to give notice to

MrlctW. il l:the district surv^e^^ under ,he super.

vision of the district surveyorshall be: done.
vision ot the uisin'-i j . , .

And inasmuch as the operations supposed in

the first and second questions, and in the first

wovf of thp fourth question are works within

h . ng °of

rt

the‘

1
.aid Act, notice should he

reLirlot%“A-Tu^
d

oa

b
s

y

much as a service is required to he performed

Respect of such works the surveyor is enti-

tled to a fee, but as no fee is specifically as-

signed to such service, the amount payable

must be determined by the order and appoint

ment of the official referees, with the

i

consent

of the Commissioners of Works and Build

And as to the third question inasmuch as

the operation therein described does not affect

the structure of the building on which it may

he performed, and is not specifically provided

for in the Metropolitan Buildings Act, the

said official referees hereby certify, determine,

and award, that such operation is not to be

deemed a work within the meaning of the said

And as to the second part of the fourth

question, the said official referees do hereby

further certify, determine, and award, that the

rebuilding with timber, of any budding not

being an insulated building, within the mean-

ing of the said Act, would be contrary to the

provisions of the said Act, unless any such

buildimr be included in the conditions stated

in the modification, as it regards certain small

office buildings directed by the order of the

Commissioners of Works and Buildings, dated

September 5th, 1845.*

And as to the third part of the said fourth

question, the said official referees do hereby

further certify, determine, and award, that it

any building of what nature soever be rebuilt

within the limits of the Metropolitan Buildings

Act, notice thereof must he given to the district

surveyor, and a fee will thereupon become

payable according to the rate thereof.

Fees of the office (51. 5s. 3d.) and
3J.

3s. to

the district surveyor, to be paid by Mr.

Edwards. -j-^

.

persist in an error, and more just to the sub-

scribers and to the public. Those who have

the care of public works are deeply responsible,

as their example becomes a bad or good pre-

cedent in future works.— I am, Sir, See.,

Sept. 20, 1845. A Non-Parishioner.

STEAM FROM THE COMBUSTION OF GAS.

Sir —I n answer to a question by “ A Shop-

keeper ” in your last number, I beg to state,

coal-gas, which is composed of carbon and

hydrogen, is during its combustion, by its

union with the oxygen of the air, resolved into

carbonic acid and water (the carbon and

oxygen forming carbonic acid, and the hydio-

gen and oxygen water)
;
which water, owing

to the temperature of its formation, exists as

vapour or steam. This coming in contact

with the cold glass of your correspondent s.

window, is condensed, and the only remedy

appears to be, to remove the gas lamp farther

from the window, its close proximity causing

the steam to he condensed instead of being

dissipated about the room as in ordinary cases.

Iam, Sir, &c. J. G. S.

“ H. B.” (an architect) recommends the

adoption of “ Rutter’s Light,” brought out by

Platow and Co., Holborn : the products of

the consumed gas are therein allowed to

escape through a tube. “ A Bowness (7

»

Little Britain), offers to examine and rectify

the nuisance complained of.

Corraponftcnce.

IMPROVED SASIIES.

Sir, I have made a sash frame and sashes,

in appearance the same as those now used,

hut, by a simple contrivance, the sashes can be

removed from the frame and replaced in five

minutes, by any servant, man or woman, after

once seeing it done. My object in contriving

it is, to obviate the ‘danger arising from

servants sitting outside to clean the windows,

likewise glaziers raising ladders, and sitting

outside to repair windows and paint them.

Now, Sir, I am at a loss to know in what way 1

may benefit myself by the contrivance. It

would not pay any person in this town to take

out a patent for it, neither do I think that it

would be of any advantage for me to register

it. I think that it would pay any large sash-

frame maker in London to register it
;
any

information will he thankfully received by a

constant reader.

September 29.

Any communication will he promptly

attended to by addressing a paid letter to A. J .,

Post-office, Hanover-street, Portsea, Hants.

*/ We insert the above with the view of

aiding the writer.

* Refer to schedule D, part 2nd, page 782 and 783 Ma-

terials to be used in Repairs ” and 13th sect, of the Act.

t Refer as above.t Refer as above.

X Refer to schedule F, page 789. “ Chimney Shafts.”

$ Refer to schedule H,,page 790 and 79b “ Cesspools and

Privies.”

STAINED GLASS WINDOW IN ST. JAMES S

CHURCH.

Mr. Editor,—Havingread various articles,

letters, and paragraphs on this subject, I, as a

subscriber to the fund, naturally feel a pea

interest in the result. It appears evident and

conclusive that a very great blunder has been

committed, and an act of injustice to the sub-

scribers, as well as to the artists applied to,— to

sa V nothing of the misfortune of providing an

eminently had precedent by the adoption of an

unseemly discrepancy.

Your remonstrances have no doubt, mainlv

contributed to the arrest of its progress, and

this is gratifying ;
but as in your last you state

that vou “ learn the committee have sent espe-

cial instructions to Mr. Wailes, that he is to

take out of his design every thing that is

Gothic ” which is impossible withoutentire obli-

teration, it must, I think, he a clear admis-

sion on the part of the committee that they

have (even though inadvertently) committed an

act of great injustice to all the parties con-

cerned.
.

.

As you, Sir, remark “ they know they are in

error, yet fear to retrace their steps.” It seems

clear that in honour and justice, the committee

ought to recal all the designs (allowing the

person who has been so untowardly chosen to

produce another). This, it seems to me, would

get the committee out of a dilemma, in which

they have inadvertently placed themselves;

would he more honourable to them than to

pUtfrellanca.

* See Builder, p. 446, ante,

+ We repeat our suggestion, that part.es finding awards

renorted by us applicable to their out. cases, should consult

the whole of the papers connected with them, at the Begis-

!rar’s office. They will find Mr. Newall, the keeper of the

papers, attentive and obliging.

The Orders of the Royal Gommis-

S10N .—The results of the late exhibition, as

regards the orders given to the competitors, do

not seem to have been rightly understood.

Mr. Dvceis to execute las cartoon ot “ 1 he

Baptism of Ethelbert ” in fresco, in the centre

compartment of the House ot Lords, over the

throne ;
the commissioners desire to see one

fresco done, that they may rightly judge ot the

effect; hut tliev have guaranteed to Messis.

Maclise, Horsley, and Cope, that these gentle-

men shall execute their several subjects (with

such revisions as they may consider expedient),

in the event offresco painting bexn^ decided on,

after the completion of the work by Mr. Dvce.

It is also open to the two other artists -Mi.

Redgrave and Mr. Thomas— to revise their

designs; at least it is so understood; for no

other artists, treating the same subjects, have

been preferred to them. With respect to the

other works, Messrs. Horsley, Cope, Ileibert,

Severn, and Tenniel are commissioned to

execute five frescoes in a hall where it is pro-

posed to place statues of the poets—each

artist having to select a subject to illustrate thd

poet who may be allotted to him. Six at tin

poets are Chaucer, Spencer, Shakspei e, M il ton

.

Dryden, and Pope
;
there are to be other two

but they are not yet determined upon. lh.

compartments in the Poet’s Hall are 8 fee.

high by 5 feet 7 inches wide. Mr. Maqlisi

was offered a compartment in the Poet s Hall,

but he declined the commission, being desuou.

of completing his fresco in the Houses o

Lords—for which he reserves himself. Art,

i

Union.



Especial Duty of a Clergyman to
1 itOMOTE Sanatory Ixtprovement, Tnlhe
application of these remedies, it is to be hoped
tin. oil classes will gladly bear their nirt.
Dot It is especially desirable that the dewy
should take their fell share of this arduous
labour. In a case where many prejudices will
hare to be contended with, they wiio hare the
best opportunities of knowledge must be the
ttrst to adopt and to promote an improved
system. I hey who are the most conversant
Willi man and with his interests in a spiritual
aspect, must be forward to turn into this direc-
tion the prevailing taste for physical pursuits.
Dispersed as they are every where throughout
town and country, resident in every clime and
quarter of the realm, acquainted with the
higher classes, familiar with the lower, and
having recognized authority as the teachers of
both, to reprove them in evil, and to exhort
them unto good, they cannot but he respon-
sible, more largely than most others, in the ex-
ercise of these precious talents, for the pro-
tracted continuance of any evil of this kind
which is once well proved to exist, and also to
admit of remedy. It is to them, therefore,
Unit one ot their brethren appeals, in conclu-
sion, with the expression of his earnest hope
that they will co-operate cordially in removing
these plague-spots of unhealthiness and inde-
cency from the homes of the labouring classes •

and will never rest until the abodes of all
around them are as cleanly, as wholesome, and
as compatible with habits of decency as theirown respected dwellings. There is no more
insurmountable barrier, we may rest assured
to the communication of the moral and reli-
gious impressions familiar to ourselves, than
the diverse, and alien, and repugnant habits of
lie forced by adverse ciicumstances, whether
igainst their inclination or not, on those whom
t is our duty and desire to instruct. Nor
vould any outward means do so much to for-
vard the success of our teaching as the ex-
ending to every family that which, as shewn
n these letters, is at present out of the reach

,

“any, hut might be imparted to all, namely,
lie possibility ot living if they are so disposed
n a healthy and decent home.—The unhealthy
Muhtwn of Dwellings, S/c. ; by the Rector of
Ildarley. J

Taunton and its Improvements. We
rew attention a few weeks since to tlie great
pint and judgment the inhabitants of Taunton
'ere displaying in rendering their town more
ttractive to strangers, as well as more pleasant
ncl healthy to themselves, aud suggested the
esirablenes8 of other towns similarly circum-
:anced following so excellent an example. It
as been highly gratifying to observe several
rovincia! papers copying the paragraph into
'Cu columns, with the evident view of arous-
; a similar feeling on the part of those in
-•ir respective neighbourhoods who have the

)wer, and only lack the inclination to act in
similar spirit. A correspondent of the Hull
ncket, who signs himself “ Not an Archi-

quotes the entire paragraph as “ an ex-
uple worthy of being followed in most of the
wns of the kingdom,” at the same time loudly
11s upon those who possess power in his own
eality to unite the ornamental with the
eful in all future works, which apparently
s been sadly neglected of late.

J

Westminster Improvements. These
og talked of improvements are about to be
mmenced. The line will begin in Flood-
reet, pass through the Almonry, Orchard-
eet, and Duck-lane, by the chapel in the
roadway, pass Mr. Carter Wood’s Brewery
liner s Village, to Shaftesbury-terrace, Pirn-
0, and is to be called Buckingham-road.
(sterday week notices signed by Mr. Downes

JUr. J aylor, two of the commissioners,
re served on those persons who have any
crest in the property along the line, to the
•ct that they are ready to treat for the
•chase of such property, but should no claim
'sent in within twenty-one days from the
d of September, the commissioners will
iceed to a valuation of it according to the
•t13 Act of Parliament. It is said

arm/ i-

Elli
?
W

»
the bre "' eG has received

UUUL tor meadow in front of his
wory, or at the rate of about 4,000/. per
3'• IIe had himself laid it out for building

' hut the road passing through it, he was
iged to sell it to the commissioners. It is
Kiyed that the works will commence at the
imco end, hut nothing positive is known.

Improvements in the City of London.— At a Court of Common Council held lastweek u report of the Coal, Corn, and Finance
Committee was brought „p and unanimously
agreed to. From it we learn that the com-
nnttee havuig considered the subject of the
city income generally, with the view of ascer-
taining if any, and what sum can be appliedtowards the city improvements, certified that
a sum of 20,0001. may bo applied annually out
of, and charged upon, the city’s coal dutyduring the next twenty years.

"V

STenticr#,

For a new wing to a House, at Tollington Park
Islington, for J. H. Dixon, Esq.

| Mr. C. Foster'
architect, Islington

’

Brake
JL/OVe oqiz

Williams 349
Pickford

338
Carter 237
Buck

. 185
The difference here is fearful.

Tenders for building two small Houses, at Wal-worth, for Mr. Ireland; Mr. C. Foster, architect.™'kins

Brake
632

P‘cltf°rd gig
Goss

5Q3
All had the same bill of quantities.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
Cd by

o
he lnterference of the Stamp Office

arp tn hP
t

i!rl,i

nameS
i

°f
^
he parties to whom tenders, &c.

.
be a

^
diessed - For the convenience of our readers’however, they are entered in a hook, and may be seen

°f " Tle 2
' Y»k-

For the execution of works on the Manchester,South Junction and Altringham Railway, in two
parts: 1, being a distance of 1J mile; 2, being adistance of / J miles.
For the execution of works on the East Lanca-

shire Railway, viz., the Accrington Contract, being
a distance of about 8 miles.

g

For the execution of the Works between Shipley
and Keighley for the Leeds and Bradford Railway
Extensmu. They include the Fencing, Earthwork!

.SouflTmnes
In length

For the supply of 5,000 Tons of Malleable IronRads, and 1 000 Tons of Cast-iron Chairs, to the

Company'^
a°d M<mcheste1' Railway and Canal

For the supply of 1,700 Tons of Wrought-iron
Rails; 2,000 Tons of best Yellow Pine Timber
and 21,000 Beech Sleepers

; 100 Sets of Wrought!

CompTny
d8

’ the C °rl< i“ld 530,1011 EailW
Por tke execution of the Works, in two divisions,

of the Dublin and Belfast Junction Railway The
“”t division being a distance of 8 miles and about
44 yards; the second division being a distance of
0 miles and about 1,453 yards.

%.*’’? s”PP'l of “bout 4,000 Tons of Rails for
tlie Edinburgh and Northern Railway.

For the supply of about 1,000 Tons of Railway
Chairs for the Edinburgh and Northern Railway.

For the supply of 00,000 Memel or Red Pine
Sleepers, and 120,000 of Larch, Scotch Fir or
1 me, according to specification, for the Dublin and
Belfast Junction Railway.

For the execution of Works on the Syston and
Peterborough Railway, in 2 parts

: part I being a

of alTt ?2
* “ileS

; P‘rt 2 bei°a “ di3taooa

For supplying the Liverpool and Bury RailwayCompany with Sleepers, conformable to specific/
tious. *

For the execution of works on the Leeds, Dews-
bury, and Manchester Railway, viz., the ChurweU
contract, being a distance of about 2\ miles.
For the exertion of a portion of the Edinburgh

and Northern Railway, being a distance of about 8
miles

; to be estimated for in two lots.
For supplying the Eastern Union Railway Com-

paq. 8 Class, 12 Second Class, and 8
imrcl Class Carriages; to run on six wheels, the
gauge being 4 feet 8£ inches,

j

Fo1
'

^
he Surveying of a parish, containing be-

I
tween four and five thousand acres of land, under I

the Tithe Commutation Act. The work required
is a first-class map, three chains to an inch, and two
reduced copies.

For the supply of Paving, Flint, Whiustone,
and Bombay Granite, for the year ending 29th
Sept. 1846, to. the Trustees-of the South District
of St. George the Martyr, Southwark.

r
Eor Lighting with Gas-Light a part of the

Kent-road, for a term of seven years, from the 1st
day of Dec. next. The contract to include lamps
(in number 138) with the Mains, Service Pipes,
Tubings, Stop-cocks, Burners, &c.

the execution of the Railway to connect the

£?
ldI™d R

.

a,,

,

waI Statio!> at Sheffield with theSheffieH Ashton-under-Lyne, and Manchester
Railway Station, being a distance of abnnt half a

hm' 1
“?£?? includes the execution of atunnel of about 3o0 yards in length.

For supplying the East Lancashire Railway Company with 90,0°0 Sleepers, of either lZcH 0 'rBaltic limber, according to specification. Alsowith about 380,000 lineal yards of Larch Railing’according to specification. Also, about 28 OO^OLarch losts, being Oft. Oin. long, and 5 in. by 31
in. in sectional area, at the smallest part.

Y S

, . °L t
l
le execution of Works on the East Lanca-hire Railway, viz. the Burnley Contract,

tor the execution of the entire Works of theWear VaUey Railway, being a length of about 12

For the execution of the entire Works of the

£:4roTat„t
a^ski, ‘sion H3ii^^

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.
BY AUCTION.

Folkstone mCh
adj

'

oi "inE the mad fromholkstone to Clierrmgton ; 56 clamps of Brickscontaining about 3,000,000.
’

street
Wh3rf and Warehouses, Praed-

street, Paddington
: a very superior selection ofwell-made and well-finished Chimney Pieces

; com-

Ridella pu““
ry

’
Vai"’ Dove, Black Monchella,

Kiuella, Celdona, and other Marbles
At Thaxted, Essex: 000 Spruce, Larch, and

Timhrr T !''• A'50 Se™n>l fi'“i Oaklimber Trees, of large dimensions.

4tm ?°/
Ch

't
r P

m
k P3rm

' near Brook H«I>. Essex :40 Oak Timber Trees, felled in 1844 aud 1845.
Gr
A
at
i,'m

a
^
am

’ and Panfield, Essex :62 fine Oak Timber Trees, 32 capital Ash, and 17Elm ditto, many of which are of large dimensions.

AS;-1"
!

ast number (p. 462ffo7“ oiYIt
Uiaffidd Church, read' 1 Great Chaffield Church."In Mr. Brock s letter as to works in the Tower,where speaking of size of rooms, for “ 28 feet2o inches, read “ 28 feet by 25 feet.”

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“Levelling, &c.”—Mr. Turnbull, 27, JVhiskin-
S

a

!'eet‘ Clerkenfel], will be happy to give the in-
struction required,

“ Jackson.”— The most comprehensive work on

FleeZtreL
BemaX ’

s: 4y Bell,

“Well-wisher” (Leamington). —A letter ad
dressed to Mr. Martin. 30, AUslpp-terraee, New-
i oaa, London, would doubtless obtain the required
prospectus. *

“ C. A. J-” We are unable, of our own know-
ledge, to recommend an architectural drawinn
school. Mr. Mulholland, 8, Great Colleye-street,” estnnnster, yives instruction.
“A YoungBeginner” cannot dobctlcr thanfollow

the advice we yave to “ Tyro ” last week; viz. to
yet" Tredyold’s Carpentry,” or Nicholson’s works
on same subject, and copy the diagrams.

An Observer.”

—

Mr. Morley’s name appears
in our account of her Majesty’s pavilion, p. 350,
ante.

“N. N."—If the roof of any building (unless
insulated) be “ stripped

,
ripped, or uncovered,”

schedule Gprovides, that it “ must be covered with
slates, tiles, metal, glass, artificial stone, or
cement,” and as the district surveyor is bound to
see the Act carried out, notice must be given when
a roof is about to be uncovered, and a fee may be
demanded.

R. M. and Son ” may take the same reply.
Frequent Reader.”

—

To heat “ a small green-
house in the country ;” toe are disposed to recom-
mend an ordinaryflue rather than a stove.

“Ornamental Plastering.” —A correspondent
wishes to be directed to a work on ornamental
plastering ; and to be informed of a good composi-
tion to workfoliage in by hand.
“ G. F.” (National Monuments).— The infor-

mation kindlyforwarded appeared in our journal
last week.

“ S. R.”

—

The v>ork on the Fresco decorations

of Italy may be had of Mr. Lewis Gruner, 132,
Regent-street.

“ F. T. D.” shall hear from us in a day or
two.

Received : “ Dolman's Magazine,” No. VIII.

;

“ Medical Times,” (September)
;
“ Description of

the Fumific Impeller,” by A. Gordon, C.E.
;

“The Philathenic,” No. II.
;
“ Pictorial Gallery of

Arts,” part IX. (Knight)
;
“ Old England,” part

*** Our readers will obsei-ve, that in conse-
quence ofpress of matter and the number of ad-
vertisements, we have this week given eight addi-
tional pages
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advertisements.

PUBLICATIONS.

Just pubUshed. pnGe Ss.^ neatly bound

tuck, gilt edges, and lettered, » r
. rp

A CYCLOPEDIA of the NEW ME

.
,-
0L

i
T^T

"
bi‘ of the Metropolitan District.

the Act itself, a FohoTMeof^' with their Residences

S£d Offices,

W
and ftSfiCS Fee. & be V* “> *•

AjasyTsas
airanged Alphabetic

s^e references ftnd counter-reference.

^TeP
sections of the Act itself and its minute provisions.

Bv the late A. BARTHOLOMEW, Esq F.S.A.. Architect,
By the la

gu or 0 f the Hornsey District.

Published at the Office of “ The Builder,’* 2, York-

street, Covent-garden ;
and to be had of all Bookseller..

PATENT VENTILA-WILSON’S , v
TING SPIRAL CHIMNEY POT\ for^the cure

(/smoky chimneys' (manufactured by- J. PORTER), i. the

ONLY article for the purpose which assist, the draft of

the chimney by an external propelling power. Upwards of

fifty have been recently fixed on the chimney, of Bucking-

ham Palace, and several on Windsor Castle, with great suc-

cess. This Chimney-pot is not only the best and most ef-

fectual ever invented for the purpose named, but stands un-

rivalled in it. ornamental appearance. The public may be

supplied with the above useful article by any of the respect-

able ironmongers, or at the sole manutactory, Southwark-

bridgc Iron Roofing Works.

Just Published,

London art-union prize an-
NUAL; containing 250 Splendid Engravings on

Steel, from the Original Picture. Purchased by the Art-

Union of London. Large Paper Proofs. Half-morocco, GUt

Edges, j£'4. 4s. Small Paper, Cloth with Device, ^2. 2s.

R. A. SPRIGG, Publisher, 106, Great Russell-street,

Bedford-square, London.

DR. REID ON VENTILATION.

Lately published, 8vo., with Diagrams, and 320 Engravings

on Wood, 1 6s., cloth,

I
llustrations of the theory ami

PRACTICE of VENTILATI9N. By D. B. REID,

M D F R S E. With Remark, on its Relation to Sanatory

Improvements, Warming, Exclusive Lighting, the Commu-
nication of Sound, Architecture and Ventilation, Personal

Comfort, Length of Life, diversity of demands by different

Constitutions, Fluctuation of Feeling, in the same Consti-

tution, Artificial Atmospheres, Rooms for Invalids, Venti-

lation of Gas and other Lamps, Mines, Ships, Manufac-

Kidon^
1

LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, and LONG-
MANS.

TO BUILDERS—KENSINGTON PARK, NOTTING
HILL.

TO be LET, several plots of BUILDING
GROUND, beautifully situated

;
roads and sewers

made, and gardens laid out ;
decidedly the best situation

round London. Brick, can be had on the ground, if ap-

proved, and other as.istance if required. For further parti-

culars apply to Mr. W. REYNOLDS, Estate Office, Claren-

don-terrace.

Royal ADELAIDE GALLERY.—
NOVEL ENTERTAINMENT.—Atmospheric Rad-

way daily, with explanatory lecture. The New Zealand

Chief, Pahe a Range, will give a course of Lectures on

the Manners and Customs of New Zealand, in the evenings of

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday next. Mr. Russell con-

tinues to deliver his unequalled Lectures on Character,

Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday Evenings. Lectures on

Science, &c., Daily, including Major Beniowski’s Artificial

Memory j
Beale’s Rotatory Steam-engine; Kollman’s Loco-

motive Engine for ascending inclines on railways. Every

Evening a grand Promenade Concert, supported by first-

rate talent, both vocal and instrumental.

1IRST Introduction to the Visitors of the

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION of Dr.

Ryan’s Lecture, which illustrates Masters’ Patent Process

TO BUILDERS, CABINET-MAKERS, AND
UPHOLSTERERS.

10 BE DISPOSED OF, by PRIVATE
CONTRACT, the STOCK in TRADE and GOOD

old-established BUILDING Cabinet-Manufac-WILLof . -
. .. ,

tory and Upholstery Business, which has for many years past

been carried on in a town in the western part of Dorsetshire.

The valuable and commodious premises where the business

has been conducted, consisting of an excellent dwelling-

house with extensive workshops, storehouses, and offices,

may be purchased with the stock, or taken on lease, for a

term of years, at the option of the purchaser.—Further par-

ticulars may be obtained on application to Mr. P. COX. so-

licitor, Beaminster, Dorset.

for making Artificial Ice, Daily, at Half-past Three o’clock,

and in the Evenings of Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.

Dr. Ryan will occasionally introduce Mons. Boutigny’s ex-

periment of making Ice in a Red-hot Crucible. Professor

Bachhoffncr’s varied Lectures, with beautiful experiments,

in one of which he clearly explains the principle of the At-

mospheric Railway, a model of which is at work Daily. The

New American Locomotive Engine, patented by Coleman,

for ascending and descending Inclined Planes. Swimming

and Diving Illustrated by young Stevens. A magnificent

and unique Collection of Tropical Fruits, a new and very

beautiful series of Dissolving Views, the new Optical In.ttu-

ments, &c. Experiments with the Diver and Diving Bell,

&c„ &c.—Admission, One Shilling; Schools, half-price.

PACTOUS BUILDING GROUND, in

eart of the City, to be LET on a BUILDING
LEASE. The site comprises Old Founders’ Hall, Loth-
s

WOOD CARVINGS.

Just Published, by JOHN WEALE, 59, Holbom, parts 1

and 2 (to be continued), price 3*. each.

SPECIMEN DRAWINGS of .laborate

EMBELLISHMENTS executed in CARVED
WOODS, bv the PATENT WOOD CARVING COM-
PANY, in the Classical, Ancient, and Modern Styles of

Sculpture, practically useful to ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS,
UPHOLSTERERS, CABINET, and FRAME MAKERS,
SHIP BUILDERS, PIANO-FORTE MANUFAC-
TURERS, DECORATORS, and others.

Mav be obtained, as above, and at the Office of the Coin-

pany,' No. 5, HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT
GARDEN.

ANALYSIS OF GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.
This day is published, No. 16, containing the Drawings of

the Roof from Wymondham Church, Norfolk, and other

illustrations. Price 2s. 6d.

AN ANALYSIS of GOTHIC ARCIII-
TECTURE. By RAPHAEL and J. ARTHUR

BRANDON, Architects.

*»* The object of this work is to illustrate in a practical

manner the various feature, of Ecclesiastical Architecture,

including open roofs, metal works, &c. &c.

PELHAM RICHARDSON, 23, Comhill, and all Book-

sellers.

Review.—“ This work contains five excellent Plates, in

line lithography, which are well and professionally got up,

with every requisite section of moulding, and plan, and

detail

bury (extending from east to west seventy feet and from

north to south thirty feet), and a further space in connection

with it suitable for purposes of an additional entrance to the

Premises. Persons willing to tender for these Premises on

a Building Lease are hereby informed that a Committee

will meet here on Thursday, the I6th of October next, at

one’clock precisely, to take such Tenders Into considera-

tion.—Particulars mav be obtained by applying at Founders’

Hall or to J. B. GARDINER, Esq., Architect, 4, Bank

Chambers, Lothbury, where a Plan of the Premises may be

seen. By Order,
' J. GRAY, Jun., Clerk.

Founders’ Hall, 16th Scptomber, 1845.

PAYNE’S PATENT PROCESS FOR THE PRESER- .

VATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF TIMBER, &c.

PAYNE and LODER be£ to invite the at-

tention of Engineers, Railway Companies, Architects,
,

and others to the above process, and to stata that they are t

prepared to erect the necessary apparatus in any part of the t

United Kingdom where the quantity is sufficiently large to :

cover the outlay of its removal.

Further particulars can be obtained at Whitehall-Wliarf

Cannon-row, Westminster, or at their other stations, Kleet-

wood-on-Wyrc, Lancashire ;
Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire;

Union-Wharf, Southampton ;
and Guildford, Surrey.

NEW STREET FROM FARRINGDON STREET TO
CLERKENWELL GREEN.

Ground to let on building
LEASES.—The Clerkenwell Improvement Commis-

sioners propose to Let for the purposes of building Fourteen

Parcel, or Lots of Ground, situated on both sides of a New
Street, to be called “Victoria-street,” leading northwards

from Farringdon-street to Clerkenwell, and to the proposed

Station of the London and York Railway ; unto parties

tendering the highest rent, for the same above a mimmun
reserved rent, under certain conditions. Printed particular,

of which, and also the Ground Plan of the said Allotments,

and the Plan and Elevation of the proposed Buildings

thereon, may be seen, on applying at the office of Mr. R. C.

CARPENTER, Surveyor to the Commissioners, No. 99.

Guildlord-street, Russe'll-squarc.

WILLIAM BURCHELL, Clerk to the Commissioners.

N.B.—Persons desirous of taking one or more Lots of

Ground, arc to make Proposals under Sealed Covers, in-

dorsed “Tender for Ground, Victoria-street,” and ad-

dressed to the Clerkenwell Improvement Commissioners, at

their office, No. 24, Red Lion-square (where printed Forms

of the Conditions of the Contract may be had), by or before

Twelve o’clock on Monday, the 20th day of October next.

TO CONTRACTORS, RAILWAY DIRECTORS,
ARCHITECTS, SURVEYORS, &c.

H UNT’S IMPROVED PATENT
URINAL, for Railway Stations, Hospital., Public

Offices, &c., wholly free from metal, and thereby any deposit

of ammonia is wholly prevented, and consequent tainting of

the atmosphere. It is more sightly and much more econo-

mical than any article yet introduced for its intended pur-

pose. References given to public offices, where it may be

seen fixed. “ It is admirably adapted for its purpose, and

cannot’ fail to be extensively adopted in railway stations and

other places. Water is admitted through small holes all I

round the rim, whereby it is cleansed. It is superior to any

thing of the kind yet seen, and deserves to be generally

known .”— The Builder.

Wholesale Depdt, Queen’s-row, Pimlico.

7TNDOW GLASS, MILLED LEAD, 1Wi:

and COLOURS, Pumps, Closets, Pipe, Basim

‘ A cheap and valuable periodical.”—F. A. Paley'e
" Guide to the Churches round Cambridge.”

In demy 8vo., with numerous Plans and Diagrams, price 15*.

T IIE PRINCIPLES and PRACTICE of

ENGINEERING and other Surveying, by

CHARLES BOURNS, M. Inst. C. E.

OPINIONS OP THE PRRSS.

“This is a truly useful book ;
in the second part of it_we

have good and sound practical instruction on engineering

and other surveying We have no hesitation in say-

ing that this work will be a complete guide in the hands of

the student.”—The Builder.

“ His practice in field work and engineering surveying ge-

nerally is, of itself, a volume of instruction to the young
practitioner, and without so entering into abstruse formula
and mathematical calculations a. to make the work puxzling,

it contain, all that is required to render it not only a source

of instruction, but also a most excellent work of reference.”

—Mining Journal.
London: JOHN OLLIVIER, 59, Pall Mall.

I
NVENTORS requiring protection by
LETTERS PATENT should apply direct to the

PATENT OFFICE, as above, where Patents can be speedily

procured for the United Kingdom, &c. t and by which a

great saving of expense will be effected. CAVEATS are en-

tered at this office, fee 1 1. Is. DESIGNS of all kind, are

REGISTERED. Apply at the PATENT OFFICE, 5,

Chancery-lane, near Fleet-street.

SALES BY AUCTION.

MARBLE CHIMNEY PIECES.

M R. H. BIERS will SELL by AUC-
TION, at Wheatcroft’s Wharf and Warehouses,

Praed-strect, Paddington, on Thursday, 9th October, at

Twelve o’clock, n very superior selection of well-made and

well-finished CHIMNEY PIECES, comprising Statuary,

Vein, Dove, Black, Monchelln, Ridella, Celdona, and other

Marbles. The above can be recommended as well worth

the inspection of the Trade, Builders, and others. Cata-

logues are preparing, and, when ready, will be sent post-free

to any part of the Kingdom.— 12, Dorset-place, Dorset-

square. Approved bills at three months in a purchase of

35/. and upwards.

Brushes, Dry Colours, Ground ditto, and all materials at the

lowest wholesale prices for cash.

Crown sqr. not exceeding 12 by 10, 5d. per foot.

Sheetsquares, not exceeding 12 by 10, od.perfoot.

White Lead. Milled Lead cut to size.

Linseed Oil. Pan Basins.

Turps. Plumbing, Brass

Warranted Varnishes. Work, &c.

Superior Spruce Oker, for Plasterers and Painters, at

6s. per cwt. Gilders, Print Publishers, Picture Frame and

Cabinet makers supplied with patent sheet, plate, and sheet,

!

and flatted glass of superior colour, and carefully selected.
1

SURVEYORS, CONTRACTORS for PUBLIC WORKS,:
and theTRADE generally, sending specifications of quanti-

ties required, will receive by return of post an invoice at the::

very lowest cash prices. — For complete lists (priced) apply I

to R. COGAN, 5, Princes- street, Leicester-square, London.
|

Also may be had, Wholesale and Retail,

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES.
Gas Contractors, Fitters, Glass Merchants, and other*

supplied with any description. Lists of nearly 100 patterns,

with prices affixed, sent to any part of the kingdom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, and others, supplied with

FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES,
for covering Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curi-i

osities, &c., &c., of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may
be had on application. Bee Glasses, Striking Glasses for

Nurserymen, Fish Globes and Confectioners’ Glasses, &c., ol

every size and description.

SURREY FREEHOLDS, AFFORDING VOTES FOR
THE COUNTY.

M essrs, musgrove and gads-
DEN have received instructions to SELL by AUC-

TION, at the Auction Mart, on Tuesday. October 14, at 12

o’clock, Fourteen Lots of valuable Building Ground in the

Parish of Horley, adjoining the Station of the Brighton

Railway, having Frontages upon good Roads, and the whole

well situated and adapted for Building purposes.

To be viewed. Particulars may he obtained at the King’s

Arms Inn, Horley ;
Grapes, Reigate

;
at the Auction Mart

;

and at Messrs. MUSGROVE and GADSDEN’S Offices,

18, Old Broad-street.

FIRE PROTECTIVE and GENERAL
BUILDINGS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY (Pro-

visionally Registered), for the Preservation of Life and Pro-
perty from Fire, and Security from Robbery.

In consequence of the continual applications from Builder,
and others for Licenses to use the Company’s Patents, the
Committee hereby give notice, that so soon a. the complete
registration of the Deed of Settlement is effected, the List of

Charges will be duly announced, and the Directors will be
ready to grant licences. Agents will be required in every
principal town throughout the kingdom : surveyors or builders
will be preferred, to whom a liberal commission will be al-
lowed. Full particular, may be known by applying at the
Office, No. 9, Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, where models and plan,
may be inspected,—By order, W. F. BRAY, Secretary.

M F

TO BUILDERS AND SMALL CAPITALISTS.—EIGHT
LEASEHOLD BRICK-BUILT CARCASES AT IS-

LINGTON.
ESSRS. RUSHWORTH and JARVIS

will SELL by AUCTION, at Garraway’s, on
Friday, Oct. 10, in four lots, by order of the executors,

eight well-built carcases of private houses, planned to con-

tain six rooms each, roofed in, with arched vaults in front,

and garden in the rear, situate in the very improving neigh-

bourhood of the Huningford-road, in the parish of Isling-

ton, forming part of a new street on the west side thereof,

intended to be called Grace-street. The property is lease-

hold for a term of 97 year., and a separate ground-rent of

4/.'.5s. per annum will be affixed to each house. The princi-

pal part of the purchase-money may remain on mortgage, if

required.—Printed particulars may be had of Mr. Clayton,
“ Sutton Arms,” Chalk-road, who will point out the pro-

perty; also of Messrs. CHAMBERLAYNE and MEADEN,
solicitors, 31, Great James-street, Bedford-row; and at

the offices of Messrs. RUSHWORTH and JARVIS, sur-

veyors and auctioneers, Sayille-row, Regent-street, and 19,

Change-alley, CorulliU.

WRITING AND BOOK-KEEPING.

MR. FOSTER, author of “ Prize Essay
on the best Method of teaching Penmanship ;’

"Pencilled Copy-books;” “Double Entry Elucidated,”

and other commercial works,—continues to give lessons ir

WRITING and BOOK-KEEPING, at 161, Strand, adjoin:

ing King’s College
;
where young gentlemen are preparee

for the counting-house or government situations in a »ui

perior and expeditious manner.
The notorious inefficiency of the school-acquired know:

ledge of Book-keeping is attributable solely to the mode ii

which the art is taught. Book-keeping lias hitherto beet

treated as a mechanical process, depending for its result:

upon arbitrary rule. ;—principles of universal applicatioi

are not only kept out of view, but the learner is prevents

from making such discoveries as his natural resources woult

have led him to

!

The limits of an advertisement preclude any discussion o

the merits of this system. Its main features, ho wever, ar

sufficiently marked ;
the first object being to develop th

principles upon which every plan of accounts is based, an.1

to substitute real for mechanical progress. The initiator

exercises are varied in form and substance, so as to involv

the student in a train of investigation having for its object ti

test the accuracy of his attainments, and to fix the know
ledge firmly in his mind. He is, in fact, compelled to thin

and cannot proceed unless he comprehends the means arr.

the end—the process and the result—the whole and tt

parts.
_ _

I

The writer is aware of the distrust which prevails wihj

regard to any thing new. Nothing is more common tho 1

the cry of improvement and pretensions greater than Lj

can claim, are daily put forth by the promulgators of “ shof

and easy methods,” with no other view than to impose upoi

the credulity of the unenlightened. He, however, pledge!

himself to prove, to the satisfaction of every candid mind
that this process leads with certainty to a knowledge of Boobl

keeping, utterly unattainable by any other means,
abridges the period of study, removes every difficulty ijj

auditing accounts, and imparts a power of investigate,

which neither Fraud nor Error can escape.

*** Prospectuses may be had of Messrs. SOUTER ai

LAW, 131, Fleet-street ; tg whom reference U made.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11 , 1845 .

®HE main object of tlie Cot-

tage Improvement Society

ed October 1841, and re-

\(j$ modelled 18th October, 1844

(Lord Howick in the chair),

to diffuse information as to the progress

ch shall be actually made in erecting an

roved description of cottages in Northum-

and, to point out their localities, to circu-

by means of the reports, useful plans and

ations, and, above all, to shew the irnport-

2 of providing at least two habitable rooms,

hose new cottages which are gradually re-

ing the old ones as they fall into decay.”

he report of the committee for 1845 is just

lisbed, and contains plans, sections, and

ations of three different pairs of cottages

ted on the estate of the Duke of Northum-

and
;
of three cottages, and of six cottages

Swinhoe (Mr. Tewart’s estate); and of a

of cottages and a single cottage on the

isteracres estate.

o far as “ providing at least two habitable

ns,” the object is certainly attained by the

is published; but beyond this they go a

little way. They add nothing to our pre-

is knowledge on the subject, no new mode
usbanding warmth, improving the ventila-

or ensuring good drainage
;

no good

hod of forming a floor, at once cheap,

ng, warm, dry, easily cleaned, and that

Id not remain damp long after washing (a

it desideratum)
;

no advantageous fresh

ptation of materials, efficient casement, or

ul suggestions as to the supply of water,

act, as to the most important points here

led to, namely, ventilation, drainage, and

>ly of water, no reference whatever is made

tern in any one of the descriptions accom-

ing the plans. In some of the cottages

n, the fire-places are in the external walls,

out any necessity for such an unwise ar-

;ement, and in nearly all of them the floor

the level ofthe gi'oinid.

he publication of fresh suggestions and

arrangements, even if not found advan-

ous ultimately, induces discussion, elicits

and advances the object; but in these

e, simply one step in advance of the ancient

for labourers, there is positively nothing

iscuss
;
and w.e cannot see that one good

will be served by the publication of them,

speaking thus strongly of these plans, we
ot desire in any way to impeach the judg-

t of the society. In one of their regula-

i, the committee invite the parochial clergy,

all ministers of religion, to afford them
tice of any remarkable improvement that

have been effected in cottages under their

0 vations,” and offer publicity to “ commu-
nions from landowuers and others, as to

limprovement in cottages, cottage-gardens,

ither matters bearing upon the comfort of

abourer, more especially as to the plans

•h may have been followed, and the outlay

rrred and we may safely conclude, that

1 have published the best examples they

d get. The inference that should be drawn
a our remarks is, simply, that much atten-

cto the subject is yet wanted in Northum-
and. We trust the efforts of the society

to induce this attention will he successful.

The following remarks on the improvement

desired (from the “ Postscript” to the Report),

written by the Rev. E. Feilde, of Rennington,

may be usefully quoted :
—

“ The present period appears decidedly fa-
vourable for a movement of this nature. We
are now in the enjoyment of a national peace.
In the agitations of warfare, w'hen the struggle
is for existence as a nation, it is difficult to
draw public attention to what are regarded the
secondary subjects of convenience and embel-
lishment. But opportunity has been afforded
for cultivating the arts of peace

;
and the upper

and middle classes have extensively profited
by them : for their accommodation chiefly, hills

have been levelled, valleys filled up, and the
roughest places made smooth, and exclusive
roads constructed at an almost fabulous ex-
pense. As these gigantic undertakings advance
through Northumberland, it is hoped that the
new dwellings for the officers and servants
connected with them will be constructed on
the commodious and decent model of two
rooms, which it is the object of this society to

recommend. As the country is opened to suc-
cessive trains of travellers, it is consoling to
reflect, that fewer one-roomed tenements will

meet their sight, and that many hovels which
offended the eye some ten years back, are
transformed into becoming and convenient ha-
bitations.

A dingy and barbarous cottage may suit a

dark and barbarous age; but in the present
days of improved knowledge, a wider diffusion
of domestic comfort, something a little beyond
bare walls and perforated earth floors, and
patched windows, may reasonably be looked
for at the hands of those who can afford the
indulgence.”

“ The present generation is a reading one,
and must, therefore, be more or less a thought-
ful one; and it is well for a people, when be-
ginning to relish the charms of contemplative
life, to find kindly natures disposed to meet, as
far as possible, their new-born tastes and
wishes. Little opportunity is offered for fire-

side reading during our long winter evenings,
in a confined room, where every conceivable
operation of domestic economy is carried on,
and which is not impervious to the weather
from above, from below, and around. Is it to
be wondered at, that the well-sanded floor of
the beer-shop and public house (with all their
evil concomitants), are sometimes sought in

preference F

Proofs have been given of the advantages to

human life which have followed sanatory regu-
lations in towns and cities. These latter are,
through legislative interference, beginning to

enjoy the resources of science which have been
applied with success to the dwellings of the
upper classes. It is idle to suppose that the
mere fresh air of the country is all-powerful
to prevent epidemics in villages, and to remedy
the defects of a confined locality. Besides,
the summer breezes blow but for a very limited
period in the north, and the cottager requires
defence at all times against the prevailing damp
of this district. These requirements made good
in the shape of a well-drained and weather-
tight cottage, added to the blazing fire, will
impart a relish to the homeliest fare, and a
sense of comfort which will brighten the coun-
tenance.”

The reverend writer, in concluding, refers to

the establishment of the “ Society for the im-

provement of the condition of the Labouring
Classes,” whose first work when commenced,
namely, the model-houses near Bagnigge Wells
Tavern, Pentonville, was mentioned by us with

reprehension in the first page of the present

volume.

These houses are now nearly finished, and

we deeply regret to say, without any attempt

to remedy the egregious mistake committed—
a mistake that apppears perfectly extraordi-

nary when we read the names of the gentle-

men composing the committee. We fancied

at first that the arrangement of the model

houses must be unknown to them, but inas-

much as it is stated in the committee’s report

almost in a congratulatory tone, that the new
buildings “ are in the form of a court,” we

are no longer permitted to think so. The
following is the whole passage in the report

that refers to the houses in question ;
—

“ With respect to the improvement of the
dwellings of the poor, the special committee
on that subject had held thirty-six meetings,
and their results demanded the serious atten-
tion of the public. It was not in the power of
the committee to say that they had determined
on the most convenient and best form on
which to model the cottages of the poor, but
they had encouraged the publication of designs
for that purpose, and from the information
thus collected they were prepared to construct
such cottages on a very improved plan. The
report expressed a hope that happy results
would be derived from the erection of cottages
in the neighbourhood of London. The evil
effect upon the working classes of their pre-
•sent accommodation was most conspicuous in
the lodging-houses of the metropolis, where
they paid 4s. 6d., 4s., or 3s. Gd., and never less
than 2s. per week. In the buildings which
were being constructed by them, the com-
mittee would not presume to say that they had
fully attained their object, but they believed
their experiment would be attended' with the
best effects. The buildings ivere erected in
the form of a court, on the one side of which
were eight buildings containing three rooms
each, and two double houses capable each of
containing two families. Of the single houses
with three rooms the rent would iie 6s. per
week, rates and taxes included

;
and for the

two double houses the rent would be 3s. Gd.
per week. On the opposite side of the square
there were four houses, each accommodating
two families, offering on two floors’ room,
thirty rooms for widows and single women of
a mature age, at Is. Gd. a room per week.
Thus twenty families and thirty single persons
would become the tenants of the society. The
contract for the works amounted to 3,916/.,
and they were situated at Packcnham-street,
Lower-road, Pentonville.”

We sincerely hope that in future works, we
shall have no more courts.

THE OFFICIAL REFEREES.

Wb have avoided mentioning the arrange-
ment made for filling the vacancy caused by
the retirement of Mr. Higgins, because it

seemed to us after all, uncertain and indefinite.

As, however, it has now become matter of
conversation in particular circles, we consider
it right to put our readers in possession of the

information. It appears that the duties of the
Metropolitan Buildings Office render the ap-
pointment of a third referee desirable. The
present Act, however, only empowers the elec-

tion of two, and it has been determined there-

fore, at least so we are informed on good
authority, to make no change at present (Mr.
Higgins having consented to resume his office,

pro tempore), and to bring in a bill early next

session, to amend the Act in this and other

respects. The appointments are promised to

Mr. The and Mr. Ambrose Poynter, but so

many things may occur before these appoint-

ments can be confirmed, that, as we said

before, we should not have considered it right

to mention the arrangement, if we had not

found it generally spoken of. We hope no
undue haste will be used in framing the

amended Act, and that parties who have given

consideration to it in its present shape, and

have suggestions to offer, will have the oppor-

tunity of doing so afforded them. A recent

modification of the Act will be found on

another page.

Sanatory Condition of Lancaster.

—

The Metropolitan Health of Towns Associa-

tion are anxious to select Lancaster as a model

town, and with this view Mr. Chadwick has

instituted inquiries there with so favourable a

result, that it is intended in the course of a

few days to bring down eminent engineers to

survey the locality, &c. “ We,” says the Lan-

caster Guardian', “ understand that the com-

pany’s terms are, that one- third of the re-

quisite capital shall be contributed by the

town, and the remainder by them, on condi-

tion of being secured in the possession of the

liquid refuse, and other fertilizing agents which

the waste pipes and sewers may yield.”

11
jgte>
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THE NEW COURTS OF LAW.

We mentioned last week, the report of the

committee appointed to consider this matter,

and pointed out the site suggested by Mr.

Barry for the new building. Recurring to

this document, we should first mention that the

report itself is very short, being nothing more

nor less than this:—That the Select Com-
mittee appointed to consider &c., “ Have ex-

amined evidence on the subject ot the matters

referred to them, and have agreed to report

such evidence to the House.”
Mr. Barry considers it impossible to re-con-

struct the present Courts of Law so as to

provide sufficient accommodation, and does
not know of any other site in Westminster
that could be set apart for the new courts.

It was suggested that the south side of Bridge-
street might be removed, and New Palace-
yard converted into a quadrangle, by extend-
ing the present clock tower of the Houses of
Parliament along the present site of the houses
removed, so as to afford accommodation
therein for the courts, but Mr. Barry did not
consider they could be efficiently arranged
there. The removal of the old courts would
promote very materially the effect of the new
building; and the quadrangle was desirable
though the new courts could not form part of
it. “ At the present moment,” said Mr. Barry,
“ there is no principal or striking entrance to

the new palace for the public. The only great
entrance is the state entrance to the House of
Lords, reserved exclusively for the use of her
Majesty. There is no situation in which a main
public entrance could be so convenient, or have
so good an effect as at the north-west corner
of the proposed quadrangle enclosing New
Palace-yard. If the quadrangle were added to
the building, it would be only necessary to se-
cure this entrance gateway, in order to render
the building more secure from external attack
in case of public commotions. The building,
as now designed, could be effectually protected
towards the river, but it will be very much un-
protected on the other sides.”

The Victoria Tower, it is found, will not be
sufficient to accommodate the public records,
and the Master of the Rolls objects to their
being placed in the roofs, which have been in
some degree prepared for them.
The plan of the building to be erected on the

site in the Strand (described in our last) would
be very much like what he proposed some
years ago when the centre of Lincoln’s-Inn
Fields was talked of as the site, now put
quite out of the question. “ The accommo-
dation would be for twelve or fourteen courts,
each with a judges’ room, a clerks’ room, and
ante-room, barristers’ room, and solicitors’
room

;
and in the common law courts, in ad-

dition to this accommodation, a room for the
jury. It would include also, a room for the
grand jury, a law library, consultation rooms,
a refreshment room, a great central hall, com-
municating with the whole of the courts and
their appurtenances, for the accommodation
of the public

;
and private lobbies, and com-

munications for the convenience of the judges
and the bar. The courts would be arranged
around the great central hall, and towards the
exterior of the building, surroundingthe courts,
would he arranged all the private accommoda-
tion connected with the courts respectively.”

The style of the new building would be al-
together different from that first proposed.
“ I should say that if would be desirable that
:t should be in the mediaaval style of archi-
tecture, and that the loftier the' building is

made, provided no practical inconvenience re-
sults from the height, the better will be the
external effect. In the exterior of the build-
ing I should propose four stories

;
the centre

of the building would be lower, and the
great hall and surrounding courts would be
lighted entirely from above.”
The cost Mr. Barry estimated at 300,000/.

The Strand would be widened to 100 feet.
Part of the building would be in the city,
lemple Bar would be detached and not in
the middle of the road, but might remain.
Mr. R. L. Jones in his evidence, described

some improvements contemplated by the city.
Cl It is proposed to commence from the corner
of Cheapside, at the west end of Cheapside,
and to take down the whole block of building
on the north side of St. Paul’s, and thence
going across the Old Bailey, through the site
o the tleet Prison, crossing Farringdon-

street, up to Little New-street, and thence

up to Fetter-lane, which joins the Rolls

estate, taking another diagonal line into the
wide part of Holborn, which would be the
means of relieving Holborn-hill, as to which a
loud complaint has so long been made, be-
cause we have ascertained that the acclivities

from the point at the west end of St. Paul’s
churchyard will be no more than Ludgate-
street or Fleet-street, about one in thirty.

He thought the city would insist on boundary
gates, but did not consider they would object
to removing the present gates (Temple Bar),
and substituting others.

Mr. William Caaogan, surveyor, had made
the estimates in conjunction with Mr. Barry.
“ The sum required for the purchase of this
property is 675,074/. The value of the front-
age of the ground that will be to be let, I

have estimated at 316,500/., which will leave,
of course, to be provided for, a sum of
358,574 /. Then, as a set-off against that, as
a deduction from that sum, there are a great
many houses now used by Government as
being their property, which will sell for a
large sum of money, and will go in reduction
of this last sum; because if these courts are
built, those offices that they now use would
become unnecessary.”
The valuation was made house by house :

some were taken at twenty-five years’ purchase,
some at twenty, and some as low as eighteen,
As to the ground-rents to be obtained for
frontages attached to the new courts, to be
let for chambers, witness had put from five
guineas a foot to three guineas.

DIVIDING-WALLS IN BUILDINGS OF
THE WAREHOUSE CLASS.

MODIFICATION OF METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS ACT.

Under the clause in the Buildings Act
which gives her Majesty’s Commissioners of
Woods and Works power to modify its rules,
already referred to in our columns on other
occasions,* the following (the third) alteration
has been made :

—
“ Whereas the official referees have by their

report in writing, bearing date the 4th day of
August, 1845, certified to us that it is their
opinion that the rule of the said Act, in sche-
dule C, part 4, videlicet:—‘With regard to
any building of the second class hereafter
built or rebuilt, in reference to the capacity or
contents thereof within the same inclosing
walls. :— b

If such building contains more than 200,000
cubic feet, then such building must be divided
by party-walls, so that there be not in any one
part of such building more than 200,000
cubic feet without party-walls,’—is inappli-
cable to many warehouses, workshops, and
manufactories, and to certain sheds or covered
places

;
and that in respect thereto, the objects

of the said Act will be as effectually attained
by the adoption of the modification of the said
rule hereinafter directed.

And whereas the official referees have also
stated in such report the grounds of such their
opinion, and on the investigation thereof it

appears to us, the said commissioners, that
such opinion is well founded. Now we, the
undersigned, two of the Commissioners of
Works and Buildings, pursuant to, and in ex-
ercise of the power in that behalf given to us
by [the said recited Act, do direct that the
modification so recommended, may be made in
the rules prescribed by the said Act, by insert-
ing after the first rule of schedule C, part 4,
above quoted, the following words, videlicet :

‘ Provided always with regard to ware-
houses, workshops, and manufactories, or to
parts thereof, used exclusively for the storing,
working, or manufacturing of iron, hrass, lead
stone, or other incombustible materials, and
containing one story only (except any brick or
stone vaulted cellars) and having no timber
floor, and having no ceiling in or under the
roof thereof, in reference to the capacity or
contents thereof within the same inclosimr
walls;— b

And with regard to sheds or covered places,
used for unloading, transferring, and reloading
goods in course of transit, and not as ware-
houses for the storing or warehousing of
goods, in reference to the capacity or contents
thereof within the same inclosing walls ;

* See p. 327 ante, to permit use of Dr. Arnold’s ventilating
valve

;
and p. 446, as to construction of small buildings.

1 hat if it be found necessary or convet
for the purposes or uses of any such w
house, workshop, or manufactory, or of
such shed, or covered place, that the <

should not be divided by party-walls, so as
there be not in any one part thereof more
two hundred thousand cubic feet without pi

walls,—Then so long as the same shall be
for the purposes aforesaid, and no longt
shall not be necessary so to divide the sair
party-walls, but every such warehouse, w
shop, or manufactory, and every such she
covered place, shall be subject as to its extt
and party-walls, and as to its internal
sions, and as to the application of iron d
thereto, and as to its arrangement and
struction in every respect, to the sp
approval of the official referees, in the f

manner as is required in respect of the ^

and other constructions of buildings of
third class, and the said official referees
hereby required to have regard to the cir<

stances of each particular case, as to
locality and neighbourhood thereof.’
Which modification being made in

rules will in our opinion give effect to
purposes of the said Act, as witness our hi

this 26th day of September, 1845.—(Sign
Lincoln, ) Commissioners of W
A. Milne, ) and Buildings.”

AWARDS UNDER BUILDINGS ACT

CUTTINGS INTO CHIMNEYS.

The provision in schedule F, that no cl

ney-shatt, jamb, flue, or breast, shall be
into for any other than two or three spec
purposes, caused unnecessary inconvenh
to many parties. Some time ago we publis

an award by the referees on this poi
which served to shew that when the cut
away was securely done, was not dangerou
regards fire, and the wall was enti

within the same premises, they would pe,

it. Since then, they have made several o
awards in the same spirit, the heads of wl
we subjoin.

Mr. Stutely, on the part of Mr. Robb,
about to rebuild 79, St. Martin’s-lane,
wished to form a mezzanine over the si

whereby the chimney openings of each s

upwards would become above the level of
respective floors. The district surveyor,
Kendall, considered himself unable to as
to such alterations in the breasts, as were
quired to bring the chimney openings 1

with the respective floors.

The award was :
—“ That it is competei

the said Martin Joseph Stuteley to alter

level of the respective openings in the
chimney-breasts of the said house, but i:

doing, the backs of the existing chimi
openings or fire-places must not be cut i

nor the withes of any of the flue3 cut a\

except where the new fire-places will

formed, nor the backs of any of the flue

cut into for any purpose
; and that the bi

of all the new chimney-openings or fire-pl

must, where the brickwork shall be foun
be less than 8£ inches in thickness, be
built of that thickness; and that any ant
new work must be built with sound br
laid in and with cement, and that the alt

tions in question must be made conformi
with the rules in schedule F, of the Metrt
litan Buildings Act.”
The costs to be paid by Mr. Robb.
Again :—Mr. May of 66, Oxford-street,

sired to enlarge his bouse by removing
chimney-breast on the shop story, and to i

port the superstructure by iron columns
breastsummers in a secure and fire-proof

n

ner. The award was:—“That inasmuci
the wall in which the said chimney-sl
exists is an internal wall, and as the t

chimney-stack is proposed to be carried:
sufficient iron girders, supported on suffic
iron standards of the full width of the chimn
stack, that is to say, 1 foot and 11 inch
and as the bearing of the said standards i;

be upon York stone plinths, distributing!
weight over the old brickwork of the chimri
stack in the first or basement story, whiel
not of less width or thickness than the chimn
stack above, the same will not be contrari
the said Act, and may be done in accorda
with the (said annexed) drawing marked C
The costs to be paid by Mr. May.

* p. 327, ante.
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In another case, Messrs. J. and W. Bennett
ad cut away two chimney-breasts in the party
all of a house in Bloomsbury-street. The
uestion having been sent to the referees, the
ward was :

—“ That in cutting down the said
himney-breasts or stacks of flues, the said
oseph and William Bennett have acted in con-
avention of the rule headed ‘ Cuttings into
himneys ” in schedule F of the said Act, but
lasmuch as it appears, that having regard to

le rates of the buildings respectively parted
r to be parted by the party wall in question,
ich party wall is of the full thickness in every
irt thereof; and inasmuch as the district sur-

;yor assents to the truth of the allegation,

lat the said chimneys were carefully cut
vay, and have been made good in the most
ibstantial manner, and that the said wall
rms a good and sufficient flre-proof construc-
an

;
I the said William Ilosking with the

isent aforesaid, make no direction thereon.”
The costs to be paid by Messrs. Bennet.

WIDTH OF ALLEYS.

Mr. Suter on the part of the Fishmongers’
ompany, submitted an application for per-
ission to continue Stew- lane straight into
hames-street, of its present width

,
8 feet 2£

ches
;

it now comes into Thames-street by
i elbow, through a plot of land belonging to

e Company on which they wished to build,

hey had agreed provisionally with adjoining
ndower for the purchase of a slip of land to

Feet the change, but considered they were
lable to proceed without consent of the
ferees.

The award was:—“That inasmuch as Stew-
ne is an ancient alley, the proposed substitu-
)n of a straight passage of access to, and
;ress from it and Upper Thames-street, such
issage being open throughout to the sky, for
longer circuitous passage ill-ventilated, and
bject to various nuisances, is not to be
lemed to constitute the formation of a new
ley within the meaning of the Metropolitan
uildings Act, and will not be contrary to the
ovisions, rules, and directions, of the said
ct.”

IRAPETS TO EXTERNAL WALLS AND EAVES’
GUTTERS.

The following award will remove a very
evalent misconception. Mr. Barker, and
r. C. Beachcroft, the district surveyor, con-
rred in submitting the following statement
the official referees :

—

‘Mr. Blashfield having previously to the
t of January, erected several stables in the
ews attached to the houses in Kensington
dace Gardens, with iron eaves’ gutters, I

sh to be informed if under the new Buildings
:t, I shall be required to put up parapets
xt the mews, or whether the iron guttering
iy be continued to five new stables now in

e course of erection.”

The referees determined:—“ That the Me-
ipolitan Buildings Act does not require para-
ts to be raised upon external walls fronting
public ways, and that the said Act does not
ohibit the use of iron guttering, but when
e eaves of any roof, cover and oversail an ex-
•nal wall, none of the wood work of the roof,
ch as the ends of rafters or otherwise, may
placed within 4 inches of the outside face of
ch wall, unless any such wood-work be pro-
ved with such materials and in such
inner, as may be approved and permitted by
c said official referees

;
and that any eaves,

lether with or without iron guttering, may
t overhang a public way or ground belong-

f
to any other owner

;
and whenever drip-

lg eaves are used, whether with or without
>n or other gutters, the ends of the party
ills ought to run out by corbelling or other-
se, to the extent of 1 inch at the least be-
nd any such eaves and gutters.”
The costs to be paid by Mr. Barker.

Brickmaking.—Above a million of bricks
is said, have recently been sent to Ceylon,
ballast, for the erection of a coffee-mill

;re. The price in the metropolis is rising,

few w’eeks ago Owen Johnson, a brick-
iker, in the Isle of Man, moulded, for a
ger, 6148 bricks in eleven hours, being at

! rate of per minute.
Crypt of Exeter Cathedral.— It is

lerted that the crypt of Exeter Cathedral is

?d as the bishop's tome cellar ! We shall be
id to hear that the statement is untrue.

AN EFFORT TO ADVANCE HISTORICAL
ART.

Sir,—

S

everal inquiries having been made
respecting the proposal to be founded on the
suggestions thrown out a few weeks since upon
the subject of fresco painting, and to which you
were good enough to give publicity through
the medium of your valuable work, I beg to
offer a few additional hints which, by entering
more into details, will be found to answer the
various queries.

The royal commission has caused many
artists to abandon portrait painting and other
lucrative branches of art, and to devote their
energies to historical painting and the prac-
tice of fresco. Three years of experiment
have proved a great amount of talent to exist

in this country, and which owing to many cir-

cumstances, such as change of style, awk-
ward shapes, restriction of size, and choice of
subject, has never had a fair opportunity of
developing itself. The royal commissioners
have selected the artists to whom they intend
to confide the decorations of the new Houses
of Parliament : that being done, and the pre-.

miumsand expenses being nearly all paid from
the 4,137/. received from the exhibitions at

Westminster Hall, all the rest of the artists who
have been practising fresco, many of whom
distinguished themselves (although not among
the selected few), are now lefWo theirfate, not
the least hope being held out to them, unless
they may be fortunate enough to obtain em-
ployment in assisting to carry out the designs
of the selected artists

;
so that original talent

in composition, and continued efforts in fresco
painting, appear to be no longer required by
the royal commission. The postponement of
the exhibition of historical painting until 1847,
is another instance of that uncertainty which
is destroying the confidence of artists, and para-
lyzing their efforts. Even in 1847, it is very
doubtful if the Hall can be available, as the
addition of thirty feet to its length, and the
work necessary to forward so important a
feature in the new buildings, will in all pro-
bability require it to be occupied by workmen.
In this state of uncertainty historical art can-
not long exist,for there is noplace wherein his-
torical works can be exhibited.

When the King of Bavaria found German
artists could produce cartoons and paint frescos,
he gave them the Hof-Gurten for practice,
and then proposed great national works to
give encouragement to those artists who dis-
tinguished themselves. A series of honourable,
employment extending over twenty-five years,
has raised a school of art celebrated through-
out Europe. In France, the Government, with
its immense public galleries, and an annual
expenditure on art of more than 40,000/., has
in the course of thirty or forty years erected a
school of art disputing excellence with Ger-
many.

In England, the Government in three years,
with the same purpose, has distributed 6,000/.

;

to pay which, they received in shillings at the
exhibitions, 4,137/. 13s.; the balance there-
fore gives an annual patronage of 621/.

!

In London there is no Hof-Garten. The
Royal Exchange (a grand opportunity lost) has
been bedizened by Germans; cloisters and
churches are closed bv clerical objectors.
The Royal Academy—the British Institution,
are certain to reject large historical works even
in oil. In this deplorable state of things no
other course appears open than to erect at the
least possible cost some temporary place dedi-
cated to the reception of cartoons and works
in fresco. A large surface of wall which
could be extended right or left cccording to
the amount of surface required, and which
would then be available on both sides for fresco
painting, naturally suggests itself, and would
in an inexpensive manner meet the great want
complained of. I would propose an associa-
tion of British historical painters, composed
of such artists whose works would entitle
them to become members. Such association
should solicit, and would readily receive the
advice and assistance of poets, historians, an-
tiquaries, architects, and anatomists. They
should arrange to execute a series of subjects
illustrative of the manners, institutions,

customs, and events of a particular period of
British history, not by pampering false notions
by the representation of mere pageantry, or

by depicting the destruction of their fellow

men, but by selecting points illustrative of the

virtues of our English worthies, and treating

them in such a style, that historical events
and biography may be judged of according to
the spirit of the age in which the events took
place, or the persons lived.

The first series might illustrate the ancient
British period. Ancient bards and chroniclers
supply rich materials, which, although some-
what fabulous, might be found available. But
the Druids, their temples, religion, sacrifices,
laws

;
the ancient British warriors, their patri-

otic conflicts with the Roman invaders, furnish
innumerable subjects for the pencil. Of this
period it would be no exaggeration to say, that
subjects might be found amply sufficient for
the first series, and if a catalogue raisonnd were
published, in all probability great public inter-
est would be excited. This series could be
followed by the Saxon period, by the Danish,
by the Conquest, from which time the history
might he treated in separate reigns or accord-
ing to the different houses, to the present time.
Any objections respecting costume can be an-
swered, by referring to the large pictures in the
Hall of Battles, at Versailles, which include
that of all periods, successfully treated.
The cartoons might be hung opposite to the

frescos, and each artist should engrave in
outline his own subject; a series of outlines if

published under the patronage such a work
would deserve, would he highly esteemed as an
illustration of our history, and might be so
managed as to be an ornament to the libraries
of the wealthy, an educational acquisition to
public and private schools, and might also be
adapted to the means of the humble classes.

When the exhibition had concluded, the
ronm3 would be available for an exhibition of
industrial art and manufactures, similar to
those opened in Paris, The cartoons could
he all packed and sent for exhibition to either
Edinburgh, Dublin, Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Bristol, or in succession to any
large city desirous of affording their popula-
tion so great a gratification. In this way a
love of art would be diffused over the whole
kingdom, and if public good is to be produced
by the pictorial representation of such virtues

as adorn mankind, and which are recorded in
our history, this would be the most effectual

method of accomplishing an object so desirable.

The same temporary accommodation for the
exhibition of cartoons might be adopted in the
provinces, and afterwards applied for exhibi-
tions of industrial art, or the manufactures of
the particular district, or for the temporary re-
ception of objects of natural history and art*
collected towards the establishing of local
museums, according to the recent enactment.
The next series of historical subjects could be
painted on the same Avail, the previous frescos
being destroyed, but the composition and
drawing preserved by the cartoon. Whether
this exhibition should be annual or otherwise,
would depend upon the artists, or to what ex-
tent fresco practice should be carried

;
but if

it were possible to have an annual exhibition,
what a store of history would be opened ! what
a powerful educational agent would thus be
afforded

!

To the royal commission is confided the
two-fold important duties of suitably deco-
rating with pictures the Houses of Parliament,
and of promoting historical art most effectually

in this country. Some provision similar to

that now proposed is positively necessary, for

the royal commission having concentrated

upon historical art the powers previously dis-

played by British artists in portraiture, minia-

ture painting, and small fanciful subjects, are

bound by their office not to allow that talent

for history, proved to exist among other artists

besides those selected, to remain useless or to

return into its former channels. It may be

objected that, after a three years’ struggle, and

having contributed at least 20,000/. to the

national experiment in art, artists are unable

to continue so ruinous a course,—that of in-

dulging in the luxury of historical painting!

but it must be borne in mind, that when artists

combine for the purpose of exhibiting their

works at a charge for admission, they thereby

create a valuable'property. Artists, by contri-

buting their works to the Royal Academy,
British Institution, &c., maintain these bodies.

At Westminster Hall their works have pro-

duced above 4,000/. in three years. With these

facts, and with the patronage of royalty, the

nobility, gentry, and the public, a self-support-

ing exhibition of historical art might be esta-

blished, and which tvould afford some return
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for the artists’ labours. To carry into effect

these great national objects, all that is wanted

is a little money, great space, and a good

locality. The new drive in Hyde-parh presents

easv access to a portion of this public pro-portion i . -

wall might be built up

fresco, of the size

o £3res in .he Hall of Battles at Ver-

sailles to be executed. On each side of the
sanies, 10 ue

p*t.pnsivplv
wall shed-work, such as we see extensively

thrown up round publ.c bu. d.ngs, might be

inserted, running parallel to the pictuies.

S Uch an accommodation has been formerly

afforded to J. S. Copley, R.A., to exhibit his

large picture of the Siege of Gibraltar. Also,

for the picture of the Battle of Waterloo

;

and though last not least, for the exhibition

of the skeleton of the whale !

When the importance of the proposed ob-

jects, and the necessity which exists for great

efforts to be made, (so that England may assert

her equality in art as well as in letters and

science, with France or Germany) be consi-

dered, it may be hoped that no difficulties

would be presented by the Government in the

way of allowing a space of national property

to 'be temporarily covered for this purpose.

But if the authorities should be deaf to the

entreaties of artists, no doubt a sufficient love

of art and its ameliorating influence upon

society, would be found in wealthy individuals,

willing to devote to this purpose a few

hundreds from the millions of pounds now sub-

scribing to railways.

This proposition appeals as forcibly to the

intelligence and wealth of Liverpool, Man-
chester, Birmingham, or Bristol, as of London;

for a travelling gallery of British historical

art is one of the objects; and every one who
feels the necessity of diffusing education

through the attractive and refining medium of

art, or wishes to see high art successfully cul-

tivated in this country, is called upon to aid

in the accomplishing of so important an end.

I beg to apologise for the length of my
letter, and will only add, that any information

will be gladly received upon the subject (a sub-

ject peculiarly deserving the support of all

literary, scientific, and educational establish-

ments
;

also, of corporate bodies throughout

the United Kingdom), and that before long

the proposal will be submitted, in a more ma-

tured form, for the consideration of the pro-

fession, and the support of all such bodies

throughout the kingdom.— I remain, Sir, &c.

THE WANT OF EFFICIENT ARTISANS.

The manner in which our recent remarks

on the condition of the operatives* connected

with building have been received, the response

and sympathy elicited, have given us much
satisfaction and pleasure. We have received

above twenty letters on the subject from men
of all classes,—thanks from operatives them-

selves, and expressions of a desire to aid in

effectingan improvement from persons of some
influence. We do not mention this in any de-

gree boastingly, but as an evidence that the

decline over which we grieved, is universally

felt, and that, as a strong desire to raise the

condition of the class in question exists, there

are grounds for hope that something may be

done in this behalf.

Great anxiety is especially manifested by

several who have addressed us, to obtain cheaply,

a knowledge of architectural drawing. One,

who mav be taken as an exponent of several,

writes as follows :

—

“Mr. Editor,—

I

have been a reader of

your valuable paper almost from its commence-
ment, and have studied the articles it has con-

tained from time to time with pleasure and

profit
;
hut I have never felt so much inter-

ested as when I read the remarks in your

leading article of the 27th ult. Although you

have selected only two trades to confirm your

position, your statement will equally apply to

that class of operatives to which I belong, viz.,

the journeymen carpenters.

I feel my position, and hundreds more, keenly
feel it, and desire to be delivered from their

ignorance. What are we to do? Drawing-
schools are scarcely to be heard of, architec-
tural lending-libraries there are none ! I have
inquired and cannoUfind any comprehensive
work dn architecture

;
they all treat on dis-

tinct parts of it, and are so very expensive, that

they are out of reach to men of my station.

Your correspondent of the 4th inst. has shewn

the good resulting from his taking by the hand
two or three workmen ;

but men thus kind are

few and far between. Artisans, however,

would not mind paying if they were likely to

have instruction for it. Pray lend your in-

fluence, Mr. Editor, to the establishment of a

school : I need scarcely assure you there would
be plenty to avail themselves of its benefits,

particularly the younger part of the trades.

We should then be able to give the “ why ”

and “ wherefore.’’—I am, Mr. Editor, &c.,

A Journeyman Carpenter.

Something more is wanted than cheap draw-
ing-schools and architectural lending-libraries,

desirable as it is that these should be provided
;

andwewill endeavour, when opportunity serves,

to express some opinions on the subject. It is

feared, notwithstanding that our correspon-

dents and others feel differently, that the desire

to excel has been so depressed by circumstances,

that even when opportunities to obtain instruc-

tion are offered, the operatives are not suffi-

ciently disposed to take advantage of them.

IMPROVEMENT IN BRISTOL.

We mentioned some time since several pro-

jected improvements which were occupying the

attention of the inhabitants of Bristol,# and
said that a fresh spirit seemed to have been
awakened in that ancient city. The proposal

to establish an Athenaeum for moral and intel-

lectual improvement seems to have received

considerable support. At a public meeting held

a fortnight ago, Mr. Haberfield, who was in

the chair, stated that 2,000/. had been raised

for the purpose, and 527 annual subscribers

obtained. Dr. Budd, in moving the adoption

of a report brought up by the committee
said :

—“ In all that regarded the accumulation

of wealth, England was in the advance of other

countries
;

it was in fact one great hive of bees,

but in much that related to the embellishment
of the lives, and the culture of the intellects of

the people, it was far behind other nations.

He had just returned from a short tour in

France, and in passing through Havre and
Rouen— the Liverpool and Manchester of
France—the first object which struck him in

the former place was a splendid building

which far out-topped all the others, and on the

front of which was inscribed “ Library, Mu-
seum, Sculpture, Painting.” He was still

more struck, when at mid-day, he saw crowds
of all classes thronging the wide portals, and
entering the building freely without fee or pay-

ment. The same was the case at Rouen,
where there was a library of 4,000 volumes, a
beautiful gallery of paintings and sculpture,

and a museum of natural history. He did

not mention these things to extol France
above his own country; there was that in Eng-
land which they all knew how to appreciate

—

the moral worth of its people, which raised

them above all others—such was not the lesson

those things taught him, but when he looked

at such institutions abroad and recollected

Bristol, the contrast was a humiliating one,

and the lesson he was taught was, to make
every effort that she might outstrip her neigh-

bours, and obtain possession of a library a

museum, a gallery of paintings, and make the

same provision for the intellectsand the minds

of her people, which so much rejoiced liberal

persons travelling abroad to see there made.

He was sure it was greatly to the interest of

the people of this country to provide for the

intellectual and moral development of the po-

pulation. From that all civilization sprang.

Were not all the gifts which science had be-

stowed the results of the exercise of the mind
and the study of the closet? Were not the

railways, which now covered the land and
turned out such sources of unexpected wealth,

the gifts of two or three men of genius? He
had often lamented that in none of their

splendid termini was a single niche left for a
Watt, a Stephenson, a Black, or a Gay Lussac
the men who had given to them the steam-

engine which rushed over the face of the land,

annihilating time and space.

Mr. W. D. Bushell said, that much had
been done for the moral and religious educa-

tion of the people, but still there was such an

amount of ignorance and sensuality on every
band, that shewed there was a vast amount oi

mind in the country paralysed, as it were, lost

and buried, he might say, in the tomb. To
raise the depressed mind by wise culture was
the highest end of the social state. They musl
teach men to think. Thought was antecedent
to action, and no man would act well until he
thought well. Education was not only of in-

superable value to the individual, but it went
to form the whole character of the nation,

Education sifted, as it were, the very gravel foi

gold, and held up every pebble to discover if il

were the refuse of nature, or contained within

it the germs of brilliancy and worth. In es-

tablishing such institutions as that now pro-

posed, they should recollect that they were
not intended to be confined to the higher
classes. They should rather seek to raise up
those who were below them. Let them con-

template the pages of their own history, and
they would find that their greatest men had
sprung, not from those who were bred in

palaces and nursed in splendour, but who had
been born in cottages, and reared in poverty,

but whose innate worth, indomitable energy,

and talent, had made them the lights and
beacons of the nation. And who would say

that amongst those who would hereafter ira-)

bibe knowledge in the Bristol Athenaeum, there

might not arise some young man, who in time

to come, should guide the destinies of hia

native land ?

The projected establishment of baths and
wash-houses has not yet met with the success

that it deserved
;
but which, we think, may

partly be ascribed to the public attention nol

being sufficiently attracted to the subject. At
a recent meeting of the committee, it was re-

solved to make another appeal to the public,

and in the meantime to ascertain from those

gentlemen who have subscribed, whether they

consent that the amount of their subscriptions

should be applied to the erection, or hiring, ol

suitable wash-houses for the poor in dense

localities—the subject of public baths being

suspended until more adequate funds be raised.

We have received two or three letters or

the subject of the now Guildhall, which il

seems does not give universal satisfaction. As.

however, these communications display much
personal feeling and pique, we decline insert-

ing them, and shall give some account o:

the structure ourselves when completed.

FULHAM CHURCH.

Sir,—

M

y attention having been directed t(

this interesting old structure, by your notic<

that the restoration of the tower was com-

menced, I am induced to suggest to the inha

bitants of the parish, that they should forthwitl

complete the work they have so well begun,

by restoring the body of the church to some<

thing like propriety and architectural consist

tency. Attached as it is to the palace of hii

lordship, the Bishop of London, so justly famec

for the number of new churches he has been

instrumental in raising, and the restoration o.

old buildings he has effected, the desirableness

of this step must be apparent, and the difficult}

of obtaining funds small.—I am, Sir, &c.,

Oxford and Cambridge Club. M. A.

Improvements in Spitalfields.

—

Or
Tuesday the Commissioners of Woods and

Forests issued notices for the erection of the

houses in the new line of street leading from

the London Docks to Spitalfields Church, the

entire length consisting of about 3,000 feet,

being divided into 32 lots. The width of the

new street will be about 54 feet. The lots

severally are to be let on lease for a term oi

80 years, from Christmas day, 1845. The new
street, north of High-street, Whitechapel, will

be called Commercial-street
;
that leading oul

of East Smithfield will be called Dock-street;

and East Smithfield will be named St. George’s-

6treet. In Commercial-street a new church

is in course of erection, to be denominated the

Church of St. Jude, and in Dock-street a

church will be built for the Sailors’ Home in

Wells-street. A new street is also proposed to

be formed in continuation of the Commercial-!

road to High-street, Whitechapel.

—

Globe.

Gloucester County Gaoi-—The new
buildings at the county gaol are now nearly

completed, as far as external construction is

concerned.
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ON THE EARLY USE OF THE POINTED

ARCH.
At the late meeting; of the Archeological

Institute of Great Britain,* Mr. Edmund
Sharpe read a paper, “ On the early use of the
1 01 nted arch,” or the period of transition, as
he afterwards expressed it, between the first
and second great eras of Christian Architec-
ture, for a notice of which we avail ourselves
of the columns of the Athenceum. Mr. Sharpe
confined his observations to a period between
1130 and 1180. Ot all the new elements in-
troduced during this transitional period, he
observed, the earliest, and certainly the most
important in all its bearings and results, was
the pointed arch, which, if it did not originate,
certainly inspired, and controlled the rest. He
would not enter into that fertile field of learn-
ing and conjecture, the “ Origin of the Pointed
Arch,” but would restrict what he had to say
to the causes which led to its first introduc-
tion into Christian architecture, and to its
rapid and universal adoption

; and these causes
he was disposed to look for rather in some
t£al advantage in point of construction than
tn any supposed superiority in point of deco-
ration. No one who has examined with any
attention the architecture of the transitional
period could fail to observe the remarkable
circumstance that in these buildings, the
pointed form of architecture is to be found
principally in the vaulting, the pier-arches,
and the arches of the crossing

; in other words,
oyer the large openings only, whilst in all’

piercings of the wall, in the doors, the
windows, the arcades, and over all the small
openings the circular form is preserved unal-
tered. The pointed arch was not introduced,
therefore, for the sake of decoration or effect,
—it was introduced for the purposes of con-
struction— and he would, therefore, adopt
the -happy designation already received of
calling the one Arches of Construction and
the other Arches of Decoration. The builders
of the twelfth century discovered that
the pointed arch possessed, in point of con-
struction, certain advantages over the circular
arch

;
they, therefore, introduced it into all

those parts of a structure where strength was
required

;
while, from a predilection "for the

earlier form, they retained the circular arch in
ill other parts where the safety and stability of
:ke building were not involved. Nothing is
More common in thejarge circular vaulting*
Me Romanesque style tnan to find the crown

ri.-
G tlansverse arch considerably depressed,

rhis occurs constantly in the Ion"- barrel
puffings of the south of France, a^twell as in
he quadripartite vaultings of the north. De-
pressed circular arches are not uncommon in
England, and - whether the depression took
dace immediately after the completion of the
fork, or at some subsequent period, the de-
gression read this lesson to the builders, that
here was a liability in a circular arch of large
pan to lose its form at the crown. It must
ave been a matter, moreover, of common
bservation to every one acquainted with the
rchitecture of the transitional period, that
ae pointed arch, in its earlier stages, was
enerally very obtuse in form, and that the
ariation from the cirele is at times so trilling,
3 scarcely to be perceptible. In the church
t Alstadt, in Bavaria, the arch he had found,
•om actual admeasurement, constructed from
oe centre only. One discovery led to another,
ad he was now enabled to assert, from actual
^measurement, that many of the obtusely-
ainted arches of the transitional period are
3t constructed upon the true and acknow-
dged principles of a pointed arch—that is,om two distinct centres; but are to be con

-

dered simply as slight alterations of the semi-
rcular form. He was of opinion that the
unted arch first made its appearance in the
lulling arches, the arches of the crossing, and
e pier arches. He had observed in several
lurches in the south of France, that whilst

their arches of construction are pointed,
l their arches of decoration are circular,
ut he must be understood to confine his ob-

Tnoo
8 t0 H Period betwreen the years 1130

d 1180. An important inquiry yet remained
be made. When did the pointed arch first
ake its appearance in the arches of construc-
;nf Over what length of time did this dis-
lmination in the use of the two forms of arch
tend? How long did the pointed arch thus

* See pp. 442, 446, 459, and 465, ante.

remain the servant, and the circular arch the
master? And at what precise point of time
did the pointed arch obtain that ascendancy in
the decoration of buildings, which enabled it
to accomplish that revolution which its ad-
mission in construction had already com-
menced ? There is perhaps no building of the
transitional period which better illustrates
what he had been advancing than the church
ot Kirkstall Abbey; it also fortunately hap-
pens, that there is perhaps no building to
which an authentic date can be more satis-
factorily attributed; for we know that the
whole of the convent migrated, in the year
1H8, from the place of its original establish-
ment to a spot on the banks of the river Aire,
where it now stands, and that in the year
1152 the church was already commenced.
1 he building may, therefore, be looked upon
as representing the prevailing character of the
architecture of the very middle of this tran-
sitional period

;
and it is, therefore, particu-

larly fortunate that the entire church is pre-
served to us in its original state, the only in-
sertion being that of the east window, and the
only addition that of the pinnacles on the
gables. He referred to this church as con-
firmatory of the view he had laid down.
T he Marquis of Northampton directed at-

tention to the church of St. Andrew, at Ver-
celli, in Italy, built by Cardinal Guala, Car-
dinal Legate in England, during the reign of
King John, in which all the exterior arches
were rounded, all the interior pointed. This
lie brought forward in illustration of the
theory of Mr. Sharpe.

THE ORIGIN AND USE OF PISCINAS.

Sir,—With all due respect for the learning
displayed by the writer on “The use of the
Piscinae,” in your last number, and his descrip-
tion of a “piscina at Haddenham, on the
south wall ot a chapel which is on the north
side of the chancel,” I beg to suggest that this
so culled “piscina” may have been either an
aumbry, a hagioscope, or a confessional open-
ing from the chapel to the chancel

; and for
this plain reason, viz. because he says that it
has “ no appearance of a basin.”

Not, however, to remark on the present
vagueness of our terms relative, to Gothic ar-

chitecture, and ecclesiology, permit me to
state—as to the difficulty experienced by your
correspondent in conceiving how piscinas
“could ever have been suspended,”— that in
every Romish church which I have yet
examined, there hangs in its sacristy, or near
its altar, a vessel containing sanctified water
for the dblution of the priest’s hands pre-
viously to his celebrating mass. This is the
pensile piscina, spoken of by Ducange, and
generally is a copper vessel of three or four
quarts capacity, with a rounded bottom and a
basket-like handle, by which it is suspended to
a peg or hook near to the sacristy door.

I may also observe that, in addition to its
several applications mentioned by your corre-
spondent, the word piscina is still occasionally
applied by the French to denote what we call
a font, as in the following extract from an
aepount of the administration of baptism in
M. de Caumont’s sixth volume of that very
useful body of archaeology, his “ Cours d’An-
tiquites Monumentales,” viz. “ le parrain et
la marraine apiLs avoir r&pondu pour lui, in-
clinant sa t<*te sur la piscine ; Ie pretre prend
de 1 eau des fonts dans un petit vase et en
verse trois fois sur la t&te du nouveau ne,”
&c. &c.,—“ the godfather and the godmother
after having answered for the child, incline its
head over the piscina, and the priest then
takes, in a small vessel, from the fonts a por-
tion of the water therein contained, which he
pours at three times on the infant’s head,”
&c. &c.
But I am trespassing on your useful columns,

and will therefore conclude by remarking that,
in the application of the terms above pointed
out although there may be some reason for
so employing the term piscina—it is not easy
to say why the term font is employed (as it

commonly is) in the plural number—unless
possibly with allusion to the vessel containing
the chrismatory oil which is used in baptism
according to the Roman Catholic ritual, and
yet used by us Protestants at the coronation of
our sovereigns. W. Bromet.

ST. MICHAEL’S CHURCH, SOWTON.

The church of St. Michael, at Sowton, near
Exeter, was consecrated on the 19th inst.

by the Lord Bishop of the diocese, attended
by a large body of clergy and gentry

; a part
of the cathedral choir assisted in the service.

The neighbourhood is indebted for this edi-
fice to the munificence of Mr. John Garrett,
of Bishop’s-court, at whose expense the whole
has been rebuilt on the site of the old church.
The style selected is that which prevailed in
the fourteenth century. The plan is, nave with
south porch and north aisle; chancel, 20 by 12
with priests’ door and vestry, and a tower
with entrance at the west end. The material
is a stone from the neighbourhood, the mould-
ings and dressings in Caen stone. The
timbers of the roof are open to the interior,
and with the ribs and carved bosses have a
good effect; there is accommodation for about

,
Pf,

I
'sons In seata of appropriately carved

oak. 1 he reading-desk, &c., are well arranged.
I he pulpit is of Caen stone, and is to be further
enriched by Thomas, the sculptor employed
at the new Houses of Parliament, who is also
preparing a figure of the patron saint for a
niche in the Tower. The windows are all
filled with stained glass; the Crucifixion,
with the three Marys in the altar window*
Moses and Aaron in the side windows of
chancel; St. Michael, St. Gabriel, and St.
Raphael in the west window. There are four
windows with figures and Christian emblems,
erected to the memory of deceased members
ot Mr. Garrett’s family. The remaining side
windows are filled with ornamented quarries,
with labels bearing the Apostles’ creed

;
the

whole are by Willement, except that in the
west window of aisle, which was removed from
the old church, and is the work ofMessrs. Ward
and Nixon. The chancel is paved with en-
caustic (or more properly ornamental) tiles of
good design. On the south side of the chancel
within the rails are two sedilia on steps. The
railing is constructed partly of iron bronzed,
and partly of brass. Under the east window
a string course is carried, supporting two
carved panels with the Commandments painted
on porcelain. Below the string course the
wall is covered with porcelain tiles of a rich
pattern. The table is elaborately carved in
oak, with panels painted a rich ultramarine
colour, a sacred emblem being upon each
panel.

The mode of heating by hot air is somewhat
novel, and appears to answer well. The
belfry is furnished by Mears, of Whitechapel,
with an excellent peal of eight bells. Mr.
Hayward, of Exeter, was the architect, and
Mr. John Mason, the builder. Q.

Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects.— The first meeting in the ensuing
session will be held on Monday evening, the
3rd of next month. It depends on the
members themselves to provide instructive
and agreeable matter, and if each of them
would consider it his duty to forward some-
thing,— a notice of an ancient building, the
resolution of a question in architectural juris-
prudence, description of a new material, or of
a new mode of construction, the end would be
fully attained. A committee was appointed
last session to decide on various points of
every day practice, and to report thereon. We
consider this one of the most important inqui-
ries instituted by the society, and look with
interest for the result : extent of an architect’s

responsibility, the scale of charges, power of
recovery, obligation to contractors, &c., are
questions of extreme importance, and require
to be set at rest.

Building at Cove.—Messrs. Grissell and
Peto, the builders, are said to have purchased
of Mrs. Stubbs, of Cove, a spacious extent of
building-ground, on which they mean to erect
bathing villas, which, it is expected, will have
a most material effect in increasing the pros-
perity of Cove.
British Archaeological Association.

—

We hear that the third congress of the asso-
ciation will be held next summer, at Glou-
cester, under the personal support of the
Duke of Beaufort, Earl Fitzhardinge, and
Lord Ducie. Lord Albert Conyngham, the
president, will preside.
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CARVED OPEN DOOR PANELS,
IN A HOUSE, ANGEL COURT, CITY

;

BY INIGO JONES.

Any person having a taste for the style of
ir early English Classic Architects, who
)uld devote some time to ferret out what at
resent remains of their works in the City,
ould be well rewarded. Besides the ancient
lildings belonging to the city companies
ith their princely halls, rich with carved
reens, and gorgeous ceilings, the 'elevated
tis and large with-drawing parlours, their
laint furniture and their store of plate of the
ign of Henry VIII., Elizabeth, and the
:uarts,—he would find that many of the old
sidences of the great London merchants had
en refronted, and that while their exterior
hibited no ancient appearance, their interior
mained without material alteration. The
eat fire must have swept away a large portion
antique buildings, but improvement has

obably done more to rid the city of some of
e best works of Inigo Jones, and of the still
rlier architects, in those localities which the
e did not devastate.
Inigo Jones, as an architect, was, with the
ception of Sir Christopher Wren, the most
tensively employed in the cities of London
d V estminster,— to his admirers even a
igment, such as is represented in the print,
worthy of consideration. My late master,
r John Soane, very early acquired a taste for
3 works, having in youth, when trying for
J silver medals of the Royal Academy, made
awings and measurements of the water front
old Somerset House and Whitehall Chapel,
the former building, the principal front of

3 County Fire-office, in Regent's Street, is

“
.
y ^r - Gwilt (see Chambers’s Treatise

Civil Architecture by Gwilt, pp. 234 and
1,) to be an indiffierent copy. Mr. Gwilt
narks, “ that the loss of Jones’ building at
merset House is much to be regretted. It
s not only, perhaps, the most elegant of the
rks of Inigo, but contained fewer abuses
in most of his other buildings.”
During Sir John Soane’s long life he never
t an opportunity of obtaining measurements
1 delineations of any work, either supposed
known to be Inigo’s; and at a late period,
a considerable expense, we, his pupils, were
it in the country for that purpose

;
and in

s way he formed a very large number of
wings, some of which were exhibited to
: students at the Roval Academy during his
Uk-s : they are now preserved at his Museum
LincoH s-inn-Fields. Of this collection I
'e coP 1 cs, and the Builder has already had
uced drawings of a few of them. ‘ The
sent subject represents two carved open
ir panels in a house in Angel Court, near
Bank of England, and Sir John, who in-
cted the building, put it down as a work of
?° s, and had drawings made from it. Of
rse considerable difficulty must exist, in
rectly fixing any isolated example in ’the
to Inigo, but the style of this example, the
rich foliage, disclosing a profusion of
ts, amongst which Cupids and animals
n to sport, and which remind one so
ngly of the friezes in the Baths of Dio-
ian and the Torre di Nerone, is certainly
of his day, before the elegant, slight car-

;
of Gibbons came into fashion,
he house in Angel Court, at the time the
ving was made, probably thirty years since,
occupied by Mr. Lear. I have not seen
building myself

;
any person who would

venture into the immediate neighbour-
1 of the Stock Exchange, during the pre-
railway excitement, after purely anti-

ian purposes, would probably be mistaken
madman. It is not my intention to enter
a long catalogue of the works of this

t man, nor to give an account of his life,

here is one remarkable fact, however, con-
ed with his productions, which I must
ie. In spite of the changes of time, and
•aprices of fashion

;
in spite of the envy

tontemporaries, and the self-complacent
eit of many of his successors, though
may have been depraved, and some of

^spoilt children of fortune have given laws
tter men than themselves,—still the works
.ligo Jones have compelled the unfeigned
ration of his successors. Even the hyper-
:al Walpole has given a warm and hearty
:te to his genius

;
it is at once so charuc-

:ic and so true, that I quote it: “Jones,

if a table of fame, like that in the Tatler
were to be formed for men of real and in-
disputable genms in every country, would save
England from the disgrace of not having her
representative among the Arts. She adopted
Holbein and Vandyke, she borrowed Rubens,
but she produced Jones. Vitruvius drew up
his grammar, Palladio shewed him the prac-
lce, Rome displayed a theatre worthy of
his emulation, and his king was ready toencourage, employ, and reward his talents.
I his is the history of Inigo Jones, as a
genius. C. J. Richardson.

BENCH END FROM MINSTER CHURCH
THANET.

In continuation of the series of bench ends
drawn by Mr. Truefitt, which we gave a short
time ago (page 330), we now present a fine
example from Minster Church, in the Isle of
I hanet, from a drawing by Mr. Caveler
The Church of St. Mary at Minster is built

in the form of a cross, the nave having side
aisles; it is of very great antiquity, and con-
tains some excellent work. The interior of
the chancel is particularly worthy of notice;
it is of that style now generally known
by the name of Early English. The other
prinapal portions of the church are Norman.

I he late estimable Mr. Gage Rokewode
was of opinion, as he on more than one oc-
casion mentioned to us, that there is much
Saxon work in the church, and we would
direct the attention of such of our antiquarian
friends as live in that neighbourhood to this
point, in the hope of inducing an investigation
of the building.

The chancel contains some ancient stalls, or
seats of oak, carved in a bold manner, and
having under the seats grotesque figures
and various devices. The ends of these stalls
are different in design, but that represented
by our engraving may be considered the
finest.
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THE CONIC SECTIONS

CONSIDERED IN REFERENCE TO THEIR PRACTICAL

APPLICATION.

The Parabola.

Thf. Parabola, according to the definition

given at page 462 of the current volume, is

formed by a plane passing through a cone in

a direction parallel to the slant side thereof;

it is therefore a curve of such a nature, that if

any number of points be assumed in the axis,

and through these points perpendiculars be

drawn to meet the curve in either direction

The distances betiveen the vertex or origin of

ilie axis and the several assumed points, are

respectively proportional to the squares of the

corresponding perpendiculars.— Or, in other

words, the abscisses are proportional to the

squares of their corresponding ordinates.

From this proposition the general equation

or characteristic of the curve is derived, and

the manner of its derivation may be illustrated

as follows :

—

Let ABC, fig. 2, be a section along the axis

of a right cone, of which C is the vertex and

AB the diameter of the base, and let DUE be

a parabolic section, made by a plane passing

through the cone in a direction perpendicular

to the plane ACB, and parallel to the slant

side CB; then is VF the line of common in-

tersection of the two planes ACB, DUE, and

DE the line of common intersection of the

cutting plane DUE with the base of the cone,

so that U is the vertex of the parabolic section,

VF its axis parallel to CB, and DE its base,

FD and FE being ordinates to the axis in the

point F.

Through any point I in the axis VF, and
parallel to the base DE, draw the straight line

GH meeting the curve both ways in the points

G and H; then are IG and IH ordinates to the
axis in the point I, GH being a double
ordinate corresponding to DE, the base

of the section.

Through the same point I and parallel

to AB, the base of the cone, draw the

straight line KL, meeting the slant sides

CA C2 in t'ue points K and L
;
then

is KL the diameter of the circular sec-

tion through the point I, any how as-

sumed in VF, the axis of the parabola.

Now, since the ordinates FD and

IG meet the circumferences of the

circular sections ADB and KGL, as

well as the parabolic curve DVE in the

points D and G, they are respectively

perpendicular to the diameters AB and

KL, and, consequently, they are ordi-

nates to these diameters, as well as to

VF the axis of the parabola; for be-

cause the planes ACB and DVE are

perpendicular to one another, it follows

from the principles of solid geometry,
that DE and GH are also perpendicular

toAB and KL. From this construction, there-

fore, we are to prove, that, the abscissa Vl, is

to the abscissa VF, as the square ofthe ordinate

IG, is to the square of the ordinate FD; because
by construction the straight line KI is parallel

to AF, the triangles KVI and AVF are similar

to one another, and, consequently, by the pro-

perty of similar triangles, we have

VI: VF:: KI : AF;

equal to the product of the extremes, one form

of the equation to the parabolic curve becomes

VI x FD2 = VF x HU (A.)

Now, in this equation, if any three of the

quantities be given, the fourth can always be

found, by simply disengaging the required

that with which it is combined,quantity from

by division and the extraction of roots accord

ing to the combination.

If it were required to determine the ordinate

IG from the abscisses VI, VF, and the ordi-

nate FD
;
we have only to divide both sides

of the equation by VF, and extract the square

root of the quotient, and we get IG=FD

/— And in like manner, each of the

V VF.
other quantities in terms of the rest may be

expressed as follows, viz.: — abscissa Vl=
V£H£L; absciasaVF^

1*™’
FD-

-
;
and finally,

ordinate FD:
/VF

1=10
\/ VI.

From these equations the following practical

rules are deduced, according as it is an ordi-

nate or abscissa that is required
;
when

it is an ordinate, as in the first and fourth of

the above equations, the rule is as follows;

—

Rule.—Divide the abscissa belonging to the

required ordinate by the other obscissa belong-

ing to the given ordinate ; multiply the squ are

root of the quotient by the given ordinate, and

the product will be the ordinate required.

This rule for the ordinate is very concise

and easy of application
;
but when an abscissa

is required as in the second or third of the

above equations, the rule is as follows :

—

Rule.—Multiply the square of the ordinate

belonging to the required abscissa by the given

abscissa, and divide the product by the square

of the other given ordinate for the abscissa re-

quired.

By these two rules all questions respecting

the ordinates and abscisses of the axis can be

resolved, and the following examples will shew

the manner in which they are to be applied.

but by the nature of proportion, if the con-
sequents of an analogy be both multiplied by
the same quantity, the ratio is not altered in

consequence of such multiplication.

Now, since VF the axis of the parabola, is

parallel to CB, the side of the cone, and KL
parallel to AB, it follows that IL and FB are

equal to one another, being opposite sides of

the parallelogram ILBF; hence it is

VI: VF::KIx IL : AF x FB;

but by the property of the circle, the rec-

tangles or products KI x IL and AF X FB,
are respectively equal to the squares of the

ordinates IG and FD; therefore, by substitu-

tion, we get as follows,

VI : VF :: IG 2
: FD2

, which was to be proved.
If this analogy be converted into an equa-

or abscissa given, corresponding to the abscisss

or ordinate required exactly as directed, other-

wise the process will lead to a very false re-

sult. This is all the difficulty that can occui

in the application of the rules, but a very littU

attention and practice will be sufficient to

guard against the liability to fall into error or

this point.

If we return to the analogy from which thf

general equation (A) was derived, and divide

each consequent by its antecedent, we shal

find that the expression 12. Qr i

VI’ VF

12=144; then 729x17=12393; and

Example 1. If the ordinate corresponding

to an abscissa of 48 inches be 18 inches, what

is the ordinate corresponding to an abscissa

of 14 inches ?

By a reference to the figure, it will readily

appear, that we have given the abscisses VI,

VF and the ordinate DF, to find the ordinate

IG, corresponding to the lesser abscissa VI.

Therefore, by the first of the above rules, it is

. /—=0.54006; and 0.54006 x 18=9.7211 in.
48

Example 2. If the abscissa corresponding
to an ordinate of 12 inches, be 17 inches,

what is the abscissa corresponding to an or-

dinate of 27 inches ?

Here again, by reference to the figure, we
find that the given quantities are VI, VF, and
IG, to find FD the ordinate corresponding to

the greater abscissa VF
;
and for this purpose,

the second of the above rules gives the follow-

ing process :—Square of given ordinate, 27 X
27=729; square of the other ordinate, 12 x

stant quantity for the same parabola, to what
ever point of the axis the quantities may bi

referred
;
but as each of these terms expresses ;

ratio by the nature of proportion, they may bi

converted into an analogy, as follows:—
IG* ^ FD

VI : IG : : IG : — ; and VF : FD : : FD :

VI ' A

from which it appears that in each case, th

fourth term of the analogy is a third propor

tional to the abscissa of the axis and its cor'

responding ordinate; but by the definition!

page 463, the third proportional to an absciss

and its corresponding ordinate is equal to th

parameter of the axis, or to the double ordinah

which passes through the focus. Let this ele

rnent be denoted by the symbol and let i

be substituted for the terms I2_ and in th
VI VF

above proportions, and they become
VI : IG : : IG : p ; and VF : FD : : FD :p.

Let each of these analogies be converte

into an equation, by making the product c

the mean terms equal to the product of th

extremes, and we shall have

p X VI=LG2
;
and px VF=FD2

;

so that generally, to whatever point of th

axis the ordinate may belong, its square i

always equal to the rectangle of the coi

responding abscissa drawn into the constar

quantity p. Therefore, if x be put to denot

any abscissa estimated from the vertex, and

the corresponding ordinate ;
then the gener:

characteristic of the curve, on which its sever;

properties are dependent, becomes

px=j* (B-)

But for the convenience of practical mei

we shall express this equation in a specific forn

as follows :
—

Parameter x abscissa— ordinate x ordi-

nate (C.)

Now this is a very simple and elegant e:

pression for a curve of such extensive applies

tion in practice as the parabola is, and the ru

which it supplies is thus enunciated.

Rule.

—

Multiply the given abscissa by ti

parameter, and extract the square root of ti

productfor the ordinate required.

Example 3. What is the ordinate corr

sponding to an abscissa of 24 inches, suppo

ing the parameter of the axis to be 6 inches

Here, according to the rule, we ha'

24 X b= 144, the ordinate squared
;
therefor

’14'

12393

=86 inches.

And in precisely the same manner are the

rules to be applied to any other exam’
’

tion, by making the product of the mean terms taking particular care to apply the ordinate

by taking the square root of 144, we get 12 f

the ordinate required.

From the same general equation (C), wem;
determine the abscissa corresponding to ai

given ordinate, when the parameter is knowi

for we have only to divide both sides of tl

equation by the parameter, and the quotie:

will be the abscissa sought
;
thus we have

abscissa= ordinate x ordinate -5- para-

meter (D.)

The practical rule derived from this eqa

tion is expressed in words, as follows:

—

Rule.—Divide the square ofthe given ord

note by the parameter of the axis, and t,

quotient ivill be the abscissa sought.

Example 4. What is the abscissa con
sponding to an ordinate of 12 inches, su

posing the parameter of the axis to be 6 inche

Here, by operating according to the ru

we have 12 X 12 = 144 ;
and 144-*- 6=

.

inches, the abscissa required.

It frequently happens, however, in the a

plication of the parabola, that the paramet<

or constant quantity is not given
;
indeed,

almost every case where the curve is to be d

lineated, the parameter requires to be foun

but in every instance such data must be pi

posed as will enable us to determine wh

that element is, for we must either have giv

two abscissas and one ordinate, or two or<

nates and one abscissa, and from an ordin!
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md its abscissa, the parameter of the axis can
dways be determined, since by the definitions
•age 463, and from what has been shewn
bove, it is always a third proportional to those
wo quantities. It is not, however, absolutely
lecessary to determine the value of the para-
meter for the purpose of delineating the curve,
s that can be done mechanically by means of
series of ordinates calculated by the first

ule, as deduced from the general equation
A); it must, however, be understood that the
arameter is involved in that process also,
Ithough not exhibited as an independent term.
V
re shall now proceed to shew how the para-
ola is to be constructed mechanically, by a
tries of ordinates calculated in the manner
ere mentioned.
Problem. Let it be required to delineate a
irabola of which the base is 30 inches, and
le axis 30 inches.

In order to obtain a series of ordinates, it

“comes necessary in the first place to have a
Ties of corresponding abscisses, and for this
lrpose, we must divide the axis into a certain
imber of parts or intervals, through which
ie ordinates are to be drawn

;
it matters not

hether those intervals are equal or unequal,
it it is most convenient, both for the calcu-
tion of the ordinates and for the graphic de-
leation, that the intervals should be equal,
ow, if we divide 30 into 10 equal parts of
inches each, the series of abscisses for

hich the ordinates are to be computed will be
6, 9, 12, 15,18,21,24, 27, being 9 in all, the

*t, or tenth ordinate, being equal to half the
ven base.

Consequently, the series of ordinates corre-
onding to these abscisses as calculated by
e rule for that purpose, are 4*74, 6*71 8'22'

19, 10-61, 11-62, 12-55, 13-42, and 14-23
ches respectively; therefore, if indefinite
fht lines be drawn through the several points
division on the axis parallel to the base,
d on each of these lines both ways, the
ove ordinates be set olT from a scale of
ual parts, the curve that passes through
e extremities of all these ordinates will be
3 parabola required; but this will be best
derstood by carefully tracing the steps of
nstruction as follows.

Draw the straight line AB, fig 3, to repre-
vt the base of the parabola, which make equal
30 inches from a scale of any convenient
ignitude at pleasure. Bisect AB perpendi-

V

i 4.74\ a

1/ G. 71 a 6.71 \b

*>/ 8 . Z 2 Z 8.32 \c

d/ 9 . -IO 4 9.40 \fJ

e/ 10. 61 5 10. 61 \e.

l! 11.(7 2 . ,

37 iz.ss 1 12 . 5.7 \ff__

/ 13. 12 8 13 . 4 2 \ 7,

14

.

23

IS . 00 10 15.0 0 1

irly in F, and make FV also equal to 30
les from the same scale as before

;
then is

the axis of the parabola according to the
mple given. Divide the axis FV into ten
al parts of three inches each, in the points
ibered 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., and through the
•ral points of division thus obtained draw
straight lines aa, bb, cc, dd, &c., parallel to
base, AB; then from the same scale of

il parts from which the base and axis were
n, set off both ways from the points of di-
>n on the axis the several calculated ordi-
s as shewn in the scheme, and the curve
:h passes through the several extremities
he ordinates will be the curve of the para-
required

;
and in this way may any other

ibolabe constructed mechanically by means
series of computed ordinates, without

ving the actual numerical value of the pa-
eter. X.

anghester Athenaeum. — A second
d soiree will be held by the members of
institution on Thursday evening, October

FOREIGN ARCHITECTURAL AND COL-
LATERAL INTELLIGENCE.

Embankment, of the Nile. — For several
years past it has been stated, that Mehemed-Ali
contemplated those stupendous works, which
now appear near their realization. A French
engineer, Mr. Naugel, is charged with the
execution of this plan. The dredges and steam-
engines have already been ordered in some of
the manufactories of Paris. Mr. Naugel has
also just purchased, by order of the Viceroy,
sixteen brick-machines, made after the plan of
Mr. Carville, and which have occupied a con-
spicuous place in the late exhibition of French
industry, each of which can produce every
day more than 10,000 bricks, almost without
any expense. The chief engineer will also
convey to Egypt thirty large crushing machines
for making hydraulic lime and cement.

The Houses of Luther and Melancthon at
TVittenberg. — These once rather humble
domiciles are now attracting royal attention,
like Luther’s chamber on the Wartburg. The
King of Prussia has given orders to purchase
the former and to convert them into public
schools. The renowned gates of the Witten-
berg Cathedral also, where Luther boldly
affixed his “ positions,” and which are nearly
decayed, will be replaced by new ones made of
brass, and richly ornamented with emblems.

The Present State of Cologne Cathedral.

—

The work of restoration has progressed most
prosperously during this season, and the King
of Prussia, who had occasion to see it during
his stay at the Rhine, has addressed a very
flattering note to the Directors of the Dome-
Building Association. The two lateral portals
have so far proceeded, that the arch over one
of the entrances (richly decorated) is nearly
completed. In fact, the building grows under
the eyes of the beholders, but few can have an
idea of its difficulties. The south aisle is now
opened to the public, and if we consider, that
its ceiling has been completed within the last
two years, that new casements of the windows,
etc., have been added, we may expect, that by
1S43, the main nave also, up to the second
gallery, will be completed. It is supposed,
that by this time also the north tower up to
the finishing of the main portal will be com-
pleted.

Scientific Congress at Naples.—This meet-
>n g'—the first of the kind ever held in that
capital—has been opened with much solemnity
in the presence of the king. The number of
gentlemen present, was an unprecedented one,
viz. 1,500, from all parts of Europe and even
America. What comes within the province
of this Journal shall be stated on a future
occasion.

THE SANATORY CONDITION OF THE
WORKING CLASSES IN PARIS.

Mr. Alphonse Beaumont—the Irish tra-
veller, and brother to Elie Beaumont, the great
geologist, has put forth an article on the
above subject, from which we extract as much
as comes within our province, and may be
useful to the English worker. We agree with
the noble French philanthropist, that “ Indus-
trial Hggiene" and its practical and legislative
application, is a field scarcely trodden—if we
except the late efforts of Lord Ashley and a
few others. Mr. Gay Lussac in France, and
the Health of Towns Commission here, have
fixed public attention on the murderous (meur-
trier') condition of many of the manufacto-
ries and workshops. Still, the hitherto laws
relating thereto, have entirely left aside that
paramount care for the worker occupied in
the interior of buildings—and have not at-
tended but to the inconvenience which may
result to the neighbourhood of such establish-
ments. The laws regulating the work of
children and females (here and in France) can
be called only preparatory, and regulations for
the protection of the health of the adult
worker are to be added to the statute of indus-
trial enactments (!). The law of 1841 has
given to the Government of France the power
of regulating the operations of manufactories
where children are employed, and Mr. Beau-
mont wishes that this power should extend to

all establishments where the health of the
worker is placed in jeopardy. The thing
seems self-evident, because, if by any insalu-

brious occupation hundreds of workers are

sent to the hospitals, and finally to charitable

establishments (poor-houses), it is not the in-
dividual manufacturer who bears these ex-
penses, but the public at large. Mr. Gendrin
physician of the Hopital de la Pitie, in Paris!
lias addressed the Minister of Commerce on
the subject of saturnine affections (poisoning
by lead), and has, besides the mode of treaf-
ment, put forth the means of preventing these
diseases.

But the subject which comes most within
the limits of this journal are the diseases to
which the workers in paper-hanging manu-
factories are exposed. Dr. Blandet has lately
read three essays on that subject before the
Academie des Sciences (Royal Society). It is
especially the Schiueinfurt green (Vert-de
Schweinfurt), which proves noxious to the
paper-stainers; as it is composed of acetate of
copper and arsenicated acid. Most of the
operations of those workers bring on cutane-
ous diseases. Many of these accidents, how-
ever, could be obviated by the care of the
workmen, who, nevertheless, refuse to take
the precautions indicated to them by some of
their humane masters. Mr. Beaumont cites
examples, where the men had disobeyed the
injunction of using especial garments in their
hours of labour, and others who would not avail
themselves of the tepid bath, which was of-
fered them gratuitously every evening.
Gloomy samples, indeed, of the recklessness
and atheism of our age

;
and Mr. Beaumont

says very truly, that in this instance also, the
material welfare of the humbler classes is in-
timately connected with their mental or mind's
development. A course of Hygiene

,
in fine,

is recommended by our talented contemporary,
as one ot the most essential agencies for the
future welfare of whole generations. Mr. B.
respectfully addresses himself to the Minister
of Commerce, Mr. Cunin Gridaine, to effect
such a praiseworthy object; which, if applied
to this country, would mean the Board of
Trade.

'

J. L.

STATE OF THE WESTMINSTER SEWERS.

The following entry has been made in the
“ Book of Informations” at the Westminster
Sewers’ office, by Mr. Phillips, the clerk of the
works, with whose views on the subject of
sewerage our readers are acquainted. It is,

perhaps, desirable we should say that our in-
formation was not obtained through him :

—
“ Oct. 3, 1845.—In obedience to the order of

Court, as expressed ir. byelaTT No. 60, namely,
‘ I hat each clerk of the works do endeavour
to obtain every information on the state of the
sewers within the district placed under his
superintendence,’ and ‘ that in the course of
every month he inspect the whole of his dis-
trict, and report his having so done, together
with his remarks and observations in the Book
of Informations, in addition to such entries as
have been usually made therein ’

“Therefore, I beg most respectfully to state,

that ; there are a vast number of sewers
under my superintendence that are similar to
elongated cesspools, that is, they retain nearly
all the sewage matter that is discharged into
them, instead of affording efficient means for
speedily carrying it off; and the stench and
effluvia from the decomposed filth thus ac-
cumulated, escape through the untrapped gul-
lies and drains, and contaminate the surround-
ing atmosphere with nauseous and delete-

rious gases, to the great injury of the health

of the public : consequently they should not
only be cleansed forthwith, but some ready
and effectual means should be adopted in

order to prevent the matter discharged into

them afterwards from becoming deposited

upon their bottom.”

At the last meeting of the commissioners,

held on the 3rd inst., Mr. Hawkins resigned

the appointment of surveyor, on which Mr.
Leslie, feeling that Mr. Phillips, in his endea-

vours to obtain an improvement of the sewers

under his charge, had displayed a degree of
moral courage not often found, and had shewn
considerable ability, proposed him as a proper
person to receive the vacant appointment. We
trust the commissioners generally will think

so too.

Maclise’s Cartoon
; the Spirit of

Chivalry.

—

The committee of the Art-
Union of London have shewn their taste and
good judgment by determining to engrave this
fine work for their subscribers.
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SHORT DEEDS.
N ACT TO FACILITATE THE GRANTING OF

CERTAIN LEASES, 8 & 9 VIC. CAP.

This Act, which received the royal assent

on the 8th of August last, came into °P"“*

on the 1st inst. The preamble simply asserts

“to be ^‘‘ expedient to^aeili.a.e t he leastn^of

e“ets thatS'i forms of words (which
enacts that

^ ^ hedll , e) shall be taken to have

Z effect

=

^."o;be construed as_if
;

Other

and logger"forms (which are also given in the

same schedule), had been inserted in any deed

drawn up as follows, or to any other deed

which shall be expressed to be made in pur-

suance of this Act.

This indenture made the day ot

one thousand eight hundred and

forty- [or other year], in pursuance of

an Act to facilitate the granting of certain

leases, between [here insert the names of the

parties, and Recitals, if any] witnesseth, that

the said [lessor] or [lessors] doth or do demise

unto the said [lessee] or [lessees], Ins [or their]

executors, administrators, and assigns, all, &c.

[parcels], from the day of

for the term of thence ensuing,

yielding therefore during the said term the

rent of [state the rent and mode ofpayment].

Jn witness whereof the said parties hereto

have hereunto set their hands and seals.

The second clause enacts “ That every such

deed unless any exception be specially made

therein, shall be held and construed to include

all outhouses, buildings, barns, stables, yards,

gardens, cellars, ancient and other lights,

paths, passages, ways, waters, watercourses,

liberties, privileges, easements, profits, com-

modities, emoluments, hereditaments, and ap-

purtenances whatsoever, to the lands and tene-

ments therein comprised belonging or in any-

wise appertaining.”

The third clause relates to remuneration for

preparing and executing any deed under the

Act, and enacts that in estimating the proper

sum to be charged for such transaction, the

taxing officer shall consider not the length of

such deed, but only the skill and labour em-

ployed and responsibility incurred in the pre-

paration thereof.

The fourth clause enacts, that any deed

failing to take effect by virtue of this Act,

shall nevertheless be as valid as if the Act

had not been made.

The construction CiSitse enacts, that for the

purposes of this Act “ unless there be some-

thing in the subject or context repugnant to

such construction, the word 1 lands ’ shall ex-

tend to all tenements and hereditaments of

freehold tenure, and to such customary lands

as will pass by deed or deed and surrender,

and not by surrender alone or any undivided

part or share therein respectively.”

well as unfit construction, many of them being

entirely destitute of the form calculated to

withstand the immense hydraulic pressure, to

which the sewers of London are continually

subject. Again, with regard to the effluvia
;

I

think the application of windguards or draft-

creating machinery, would be found quite un-

necessary, from the volatile nature of the gas,

and the ever-existing draft in sewers, ad-

hering at the same time to the idea, that it

would be better to destroy the effluvia, if pos-

sible, than to allow it to float in the atmosphere.

I have now brought myself to that portion

of my letter most interesting to your many
able readers, viz., as to what sort of trap I

should propose. I have revolved many ideas

in my mind, and have now prepared a trap,

the construction and applicability of which

may induce comments from those not merely

“ theoretically;,” but (I hope) “ practically ”

acquainted with the subject. I feel convinced

that as the vast accumulations of mud in all

the streets of the metropolis, will render the

cleansing of the cistern, or lower part, an act

of frequent occurrence, it is necessary that

any trap that may be brought forward, should

be so constructed, as to be removable with the

utmost facility on any emergency.

Before concluding, I would say a few words

on the varied application of the “ columns,”

to render which ornamental as well as useful,

the addition of gas-pendants in large thorough-

fares would prove of great service to night

traffic, while the introduction of doors at the

bottom might serve as an easy communication

in all parts with the bowels of the metropolis.

Although in introducing the subject before

you I venture to anticipate the cordial good

wishes and support of your correspondents in

forwarding its introduction, yet I almost de-

spair of its adoption till the strong hand of

the legislature interferes to put a stop t.o the

erroneous ideas and actions so conspicuously

manifest in the present system of sewerage.

151, New Bond-street. J. L.

*** We have not engraved the drawing of

the trap sent, as it does not appear to have any

advantages over a trap figured in the second

volume of The Builder, p. 594, and is less

simple.

iiifU) iSooftjs*

EFFLUVIA FROM SEWERS.
Sir,

—

On again introducing this subject be-

fore your readers, I am happy to say, that

since the appearance of my former letter, I

have received one or two communications
from persons especially interested, offering me
their assistance in more fully placing before

the public opinions of, and remedies for, this

great unnecessary evil. As a prelude, I

would mention as a fact, that to such an ex-

tent has the practice of “ venting ” sewers
been carried of late, that those gulley-holes

which were trapped formerly, have been
opened, and in some cases, even in the centre

of the roadway, holes have been made in con-

nection with the sewers, the fumes arising from

which would sometimes, throw into the shade

any comparison with the worst cesspool.

In referring to your correspondent’s letter

in your number of the 20th September, I would

beg to offer a few observations on his com-
ments. First, as regards the originality of the

plan in point of “ trapping,” I do not arrogate

such to myself as new
;

I only lay claim to,

and advocate its introduction, when in com-

bination with my system of “ columns,” or
“ vitiated air flues.*” Secondly, to his fears

as to the bursting of sewers. When this

occurs, it is not owing to the pent-up gases in

the sewers, but chiefly to their unsound, as

* We are compelled, in justice to a former correspondent,
to refer “ J. L.” to p. 12p, ante, where he will find columns
for the escape of the vitiated air, proposed by “ W. Row-

Double Entry Elucidated, an improved method

ofleaching Book keeping. By B. T. Foster.

Souter and Law, Fleet-street.

Dr. Johnson, who has a sentence for

every thing, says justly, “ Let no man enter

into* business while he is ignorant of the

method of regulating books; never let him

imagine that any degree of natural abilities

will enable him to supply this deficiency, or

preserve a multiplicity of affairs from inextri-

cable confusion.” ’Nevertheless, half the

youths who leave school prepared, as is said,

for the counting-house, know literally nothing

of book-keeping, the mode of instruction

adopted is for the most part so inadequate, so

unscientific, and so irrational. Principles of

universal application are kept out of view, and

all is made to rest on a few arbitrary rules.

The result is, as the author of the work

before us observes in the introduction, that

—

“ It has become an established maxim among
merchants and men of business, that a know-

ledge of book keeping cannot be attained,

except by dint of long practice in the counting-

house ;
and, consequently that all attempts to

teach the science are useless and absurd. We
are not surprised to find that deemed impos-

sible, which, in ninety-nine cases out of a

hundred, is not accomplished
;

but are we
justified in abandoning the pursuit of an object,

before we have ascertained whether the means
employed for its attainment are adapted to the

end? Is there any sound reason why book-

keeping should not be as efficiently taught as

any other art or science ? Geometry, naviga-

tion, land-surveying, and the like, are subjects

which require, on the part of the learner, far

greater powers of mind and thought, and a

much greater exertion of those powers
;
and

yet boys are found to obtain at school a satis-

factory knowledge of these branches. How
then is it that book-keeping cannot be taught ?

I answer, because the subject is not understood

;

the student is left to learn instead of being

taught; rules are substituted for reasons;

particular forms are confounded with general

principles
;
and the memory is burthened at

the expense of the understanding. True it is

that most youths bring from school a fairly

written, finely flourished set of books
;

and
these are exhibited to the fond parent as a

proof of his proficiency
;
but as the fox said of

the mask, ‘ Quanta species sed cerebrum non
habet ’ (it is a fine head to look at, but there

are no brains within),—the boy’s hands may
have learned book-keeping, but his under-

standing is perfectly guiltless of it!”

He does not overstate the importance of the

matter when he says :
—

“ If we would place a check upon wild

speculation—diminish the number of bank-

ruptcies — afford a timely warning against

extravagant expenditure, and throw a light into

the obscure recesses where fraud and em-
bezzlement are wont to lurk undetected—we
know no belter way of beginning than by

urging a complete and effectual reform in this

department of commercial education. Nay
not only do we consider the interests of the

commercial community deeply involved in the

issue of this movement, we contend further

that no youth, for whatever occupation he may
be destined, should be considered to have

completed even a common or tolerable educa-

tion, until he can commence his intercourse

with the world with' a knowledge of that art

which is so essential, so indispensable to the

protection of his rights, which in truth will

alone enable him to prove or maintain the

distinction of meum and tuum. Let it then be

taught in every school throughout the

kingdom.”
In the book before us the author endeavours

to develop, by means of analysis, the principles

upon which every form of accounts is based, and

to force the student to think. The instructions

in it are full and clear, and well calculated tc

impress the student. The following “ genera]

principles ” will serve as a specimen of the

author’s style :

—

“]. When the ledger is adjusted, the

difference between the two sides of the stock

account is inversely equal to the collective

result of all the remaining accounts; anc

this difference, in each case, shews the mer-

chant's real worth, or, if he be insolvent, his

net deficiency.

2. Debtors and creditors are always in oppo-

sition to each other. Thus the respective

items on the debtor side of one accounl

are credits in some different account; anc

those on the creditor side, are debits in some

other account.

3. Every transaction relating to propertj

may be virtually considered under the single

denomination of barter, or the exchanging ol

one thing for another: hence each transactioi

affects at least two accounts, and must be

entered on the debtor side of one, and on the

creditor side of the other. The recipien

account is always debtor, and the imparting

account always creditor.

4. To increase, or add a sum to, the debi

side of an account, is in effect the same as ti

decrease, or subtract a sum from, its credi

side
;
and vice versd.

5. The aggregate amount of debtors in th

ledger is equal to the aggregate amount c

creditors; and, consequently, the debtors an

creditors affected by each transaction are, i

every case, equal.

The assets or debtors, and the liabilities c

creditors, are at first equilibrated or mad

equal, by means of the stock account; and t

every subsequent transaction affects an equi

amount of debtors and creditors respective!

(See 5 General Principle), this equilibrium

maintained throughout. The increase <

decrease of the capital is exhibited by the n

gain being carried to the credit, or the n

loss to the debit, of stock
;
whilst in each cai

an opposite debit or credit, of correspondir

value, is made in some one of the mone

merchandise, or personal accounts.”

Building Societies.— An important d

cision was declared in one of the Middles!

Registration Courts on Monday (Bethnr

green), relative to the right of shareholders

a building society to vote for parliamenta

representatives. The claimants (the Cou

held) had an estate in equity, and that suf

cient value had been shewn to entitle eai

to vote. Nineteen had been shareholders mo

than twelve months. Their claims were co

sequently held to be good.
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EXCLUSIVE STUDY OF GOTHIC ARCHI-

TECTURE.
Sir,— I fully agree with “ Constant Reader ”

and your other correspondents on the same
subject, in being of opinion that Gothic Archi-
tecture is now studied too engrossingly and too
exclusively; and I am further of opinion that
it is studied more as a dead language of the
art than as a living one,—with more of plod-
ding inquiry into its history,—with more of
the mere collecting facts and the materials of
study, than of real intelligence of the artistic
value of that style at the present day to our-
selves. As it is now pursued, the faculty
chiefly exercised by the study is memory and
little more

;
while those of judgment and

reasoning taste are suffered to lie dormant and
unexercised. The fruit we gather consists
for greater part, of dates only; yet it must
be owned that that fruit seems to possess if
not an enlivening, an intoxicating quality.
Even those who can talk very fluently about
styles and periods, and have all Rickman by
heart, or rather at their tongues’ ends, often
seem quite aground—au bout de leur Latin,
when they attempt to proceed a step further,
and without the aid of book or other prompter
to specify either the particular merits or the
contrary of any individual example, or else
of any modern imitation of the style in ques-
t *on * The most glaring solicism may stare
them full in the face, in a modern antique de-
sign, without their being able to detect it.

Glossaries and other “ collections of Gothic
details ” are, no doubt, very useful in their
way, yet they go, and can go but a very little
way, since however well suited for the pro-
fessed purpose, they are fragmentary in plan,
and so far defective, since it affords no more
insight into the constitution and genius of the
styles themselves than Ainsworth’s and John-
son s Dictionaries do into those of Cicero and
•ohakspeare.

Whether we can yet appropriate Gothic
architecture to ourselves at the present day re-
mains to be shewn. Those who insist upon
precedent for every thing in modern build-
ings of the kind, assure us obliquely

, if not
directly, that we cannot. According to themwe can do nothing whatever of ourselves
neither ought to attempt it, but on the con-
trary be perfectly satisfied with, and vastly
proud of being doomed to be imitators. In-
stead of studying what we ourselves now actually
want, and what would be most suitable for
present purposes, we are to study how we may
best ape and imitate what was suitable many
centuries ago. Nay, there are those who
would even have us Gothicize painting, and re-
turn to what they are pleased to call the naive
manner of the middle-age artists— to make
naive representations of the human figure as
we behold on the couft cards—which pristine
mode of drawing has in them been tradi-
tionally preserved to us in all its purity.

In strong contrast to the ardour with which
Gothic architecture has of late years been
:aken up as a fashionable pursuit, and the in-
lustry with which it has been ministered to in
i variety of publications, all more or less of a
lopular nature, is the almost total cessation of
irchitectural publishing as regards other
ityles of the art. As far as these last, Greco-
ifcoman, Italian, and modern architecture gene-
ally are concerned, there has scarcely been
i single attempt to render the study of
hem popular. With exception of what re-
ates to the orders alone— and they are treated
ar too drily, and merely technically, there
xist at present no materials for such . study,
othing to afford the non-professional public
n intelligent or indeed any sort of in-
ight into the principles of the styles just ab-
ided to. As far as any attempts’at all have
een made towards furnishing the public with
cheap and popular manual on architecture,
ley have been most miserable failures, things
pparently put together by booksellers’ hacks,
nd made like Peter Pindar’s ‘ razors,’ only to
;11. Of this kind is the treatise on architec-
ire in “ Chambers’ Information for the
eople;” which displays such crude notions
id astonishing ignorance of the subject, that
the other treatises are of no better quality
le title of the series should have been “ Mis-
lformation.”

One circumstance which I conceive has
nded very greatly to hinder the popularity,
id more general diffusion of architectural
orks, is not only their expensiveness, but the

inconvenient and frequently very unnecessary
extravagance as to size, which is' sometimes
as to render thpm all but quite useless for such
reference. Had Britton’s cathedrals been
brought out on the same scale as those by
the Antiquarian Society, even had they been
published at half the price thev were, they
would not have had any thing like the same
effect in promoting the study of Gothic archi-
tecture. One might almost fancy that archi-
tects had old Frederick of Prussia’s passion
for grenadiers, and consider gigantic dimen-
sions, nothing under the standard of elephant
or atlas folio, to be indispensable for the pro-
fessional dignity of their publications. It
is upon such absurdly outrageous scale
that the collection of Gaertner’s buildings
has just been begun

; yet a far more econo-
mical size, either ordinary quarto or large
octave, will in general answer the purpose
just as well, since even if it does not admit
of the whole of an elevation being shewn on a
satisfactory scale, one-half of a regular front
therefore, on twice the scale it would other-
wise be— answers the purpose equally well

;
or

the whole might be shewn on a reduced scale,
and a single compartment of it or more, as the
case may require, be shewn on a separate
plate

; by which means, even an octavo page
might be made to exhibit buildings on a very
much larger scale than is now done in
ultra-folio works. Many of the subjects in
Durand’s “ ParallMe,” for instance, might be
given in a less than octavo size.
Apropos to Walpole’s opinion of Vanbrugh,

Horace was but a very coxcomb critic after
all— a mere dogmatizer, who scorned to deal
in reasons and arguments. Shades of Van-
brugh and Hawksmoor! most amply have ye
been avenged by your libeller’s own most
pitiful production—that contemptible piece of

Hnn”
CtUral bathos

’
>'clePed “Strawberry

Should you print this, you may hear again
frora Rudownik.

SUFFOLK CHURCHES.
WITNESHAM : ST. MARY THE VIRGIN.

Many of the rural churches of England are
not a little remarkable for the retired, yet
beautiful situations they occupy, and the
church of Witnesham, seated in a valley
and surrounded by some fine trees may be cited
as an example of this kind.
The plan of the church is not unusual in

this part of Suffolk. It consists of a spacious
nave 56 feet long and 26* feet wide, having a
well-proportioned tower on the south, and a
small aisle 23* feet by 11*- feet, divided from
the nave by three arches. There is little
architectural embellishment, and no part ap-
pears earlier than the 14th century. The west
window is of three lights, the tracery consist-
ing merely of the intersections of arches, and
even these are without foliations. The pro-
portions of this window are very good, but the
space is worthy of better decoration, which
though probably intended by the architect, we
are inclined to think never was effected. The
other windows are generally of two lights of the
same character, but there are two of lancet
shape and trifoliated. A window of perpen-
dicular date has been inserted in the wall of
the aisle, and another, much mutilated, appears
at the east end. The clerestory of the nave
contains ten windows of plain perpendicular
work, and has a fine wood roof, now much
hidden and defaced with plaster. The most
interesting feature in the interior is the divi-
sion between the nave and aisle, which
exhibits some good decorated work in the
capitals of the piers. The tower is of late
date, it is built of flint and is very plain • but
the battlemented wall and the buttresses occa-

1

sion it to have a good effect. As usual, the
tracery of the belfry windows is much dilapi-
tated. I here are five bells, bearing the in-
scription in each of “ John Darbie mademe 1660

; and one further records the
name of Daniel Meadowe, a family which
from a very early date has held possessions
in this parish. Of the chancel little needs be
said. It was once of decorated character, but
all ornament has long since disappeared. The
north and east walls have been rebuilt, and
fiagments of a fine east window may be seen
embedded in the mortar; the chancel arch is
a wretched specimen of the parsimony of the

.

0f stainei> S,ass ’ which the
oufTolk. ehurches once abounded, till the fanatic
zeal ot William Dowsing was permitted to
revel in the mutilation of sacred edifices, there
are two fragments left

;
one in a south window

of the nave shews the wolf guarding 'the head
of baint Edmund, but the head of the saint
has been removed. In the chancel, on the
south, are armorial bearings, argent a lion
rampant sable, over all abend gules. There is
a large font elevated on steps, occupying a
central position in the nave opposite the north
and south entrances.

In removing the pews in the aisle a large
vessel of Roman pottery was discovered a
little below the surface of the ground, and
though some bones were found close by it,
there is reason, from its appearance, to suppose
it was used as a vessel for culinary purposes,
and not as a sepulchral vase. It was much
damaged in removing the soil, but it probably
was not perfect when discovered.
The exterior appearance of the church has

been injured by the removal of the battlements,
which was done about eight years since, when
the roof was repaired.

1 he interior was until lately disfigured with
unsightly, inconvenient, and uncomfortable
pews, the removal of which and the substitu-
tion of open seats, has been effected under the
superintendence of Mr. Ringham, of Ipswich.
Sufficient of the original seats were left to
afford models for imitation, and not only is the
appearance of the church improved by this al-
teration, but additional accommodation is
gained, and increased convenience to the con-
gregation.—Ipswich Chronicle.

©orrc&yoiionice.

WYKEHAM AND SUBARCUATION.
Sir,—

I

n your useful periodical called The
Buii.der, I observe a letter of mine printed
on the subject of “ Subarcuation,” and the
Architecture of William of Wykeham,* in
which I find the words “ the archaeological an-
tiquary and the artist.” It hr possible, ‘as I
wrote in haste, that the tautology is mine ori-
ginally, but I must have intended either to say
“the architectural antiquary and the artist,”
or “ the archseologist and the artist.” I have
ventured to trouble you with this correction,
in consequence of the honour you have done
me by your public notice of a letter, written
chiefly with a view of doing justice to the su-
perior art and skill of William of Wykeham.

Iam, Sir, &c., J. Ingram.
11, South Parade, Bath, Oct. 3.

WATER-PIPES WITHIN LIMITS OF BUILDINGS’
ACT.

Sir,—Being requested to take down some
wooden spouting at the back part of a dwell-
ing-house in this parish, permit me to ask you
if I can replace the same with wooden spout-
ing, as before, or if the spouting must be of
metal or zinc

;
the spouting projects before

the face of the brickwork. An answer will
greatly oblige A Carpenter.
Camberwell, Oct. 5, 1845.
%* The wooden spouting may be repaired

,

but, if taken down, pipes of metal or of other
proper fire-proof material must be substituted.

The Arts have one Country.—A grand
banquet has been given at Brussels, by the
artists and amateurs of Belgium, to the foreign
artists of Europe,—presided over by M. Van
de Weyer, and attended by 180 guests. Among
the artists whose names aie mentioned as being
iresent we find the English ones of Mr.
Roberts and Mr. Prout. The spirit of the
occasion is best expressed in its two leading
toasts:— on the part of the entertainers—“To
the foreign artists, or rather to the artists our
brothers, for the Arts have one only country;
and their cultivators, of whatsoever land, are
members of a single family. To the union of
all artists !”—on the part of the guests—“ To
the Belgian artists and friends of Art—en-
lightened amateurs who have assembled this
noble Congress of the Arts!”

—

Athenccum.
Inducement to Builders.—The Drog-

heda Railway Company, in order to induce
people to build along their line, offer to lend
20,000/. for the purpose, at 4 per cent., and to
give a free ticket for life to everv builder of a
house rented at 30/. a year.

* Page 4(55.
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Cmociss.

Alterations and additions for Messrs. Sewell and

Co., Compton-street, Soho (first contract; i
Mr.

D. Mocatta, architect :

—

Burton
Leschalles

Haynes and Co jW
King and go

[We e

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS,

e compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

.. ; dip narties to whom tenders, &.C.,

it H. J .”—Notice must he given to the district

surveyor whatever the size. It cannot be built of

wood.
U j. L.”— The list suggested will be acceptable.

“ The Improvement of Sewers,” “ Bridge Build-

ing Fraternities,” &c., next week.

Received: “ J. H. M. ;” “An Architect” (re

window, St. James's Church); “ W. K. ” (Hyde-

park)
;

“ J. M. “ A. L. “ The Railway Re-

view,” No.l, (Simpltin and Marshall).

ADVEH-XESElVEBIffTS.

0“bcTddressed.
For the convenience of

..a entered in a hook, and may uc uccu

™”" icatloS .. the office of “The Boildcr," 2, York-

etreet, Covent-garden.]

For Building a Saloon at the Spa, Scarborough,

and two Toll Houses at the Bridge, for the Scar-

borough Cliff Bridge Company ;
with other altera-

tions and improvements.

For certain Repairs proposed to be done to the

interior of the Parish Chapel of St. Luke, Chelsea.

For sundry alterations and additions to a House

in Huntingdon -street, St. Neots.

For completing ten fourth-rate Houses, at pre-

sent in carcases, situate at Mile End.

For the Post and Rail fencing required in con-

structing the Manchester and Leeds Railway. Di-

mensions .—Posts, 6 ft. 6 in. long, and 5 in. by

3£ in. in sectional area
;
Prick Posts, 5 ft. 6 in.

long, and 2J in. in sectional area ;
Rails, 10 ft. long,

and 3£ in. by H in- in sectional area.

For the execution of the Works between Church

Fenton and Harrowgate, for the York and North

Midland Railway Company, being a distance of

about 18 miles. The "Works include a Tunnel and

Viaduct.

For supplying the Great Grimsby and Sheffield

Junction Railway Company with 8,000 tons of iron

rails
;
each rail to be 15 feet in length and weigh-

ing about 70 pounds per yard. Also with 2,700

tons of iron chairs.

Royal
NO

ADELAIDE GALLERY—
___ w _OVEL ENTERTAINMENT.—Atmospheric Rail-

way*"daily, with explanatory lecture. The New Zealand

Chief Pahe a Range, will give a course of Lectures on

the Manners and Customs of New Zealand, in the evenmgs ot

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday next. Mr. Russell con-

tinues 'to deliver his unequalled Lectures on Character,

Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday Evenings. Lectures on

Science', &c., Daily, including Major Beniowski’s Artificial

Memory; Beale’s Rotatory Steam-engine; Rollman’s Loco-

motive Engine for ascending inclines on railways. Every

Evening a grand Promenade Concert, supported by first-

rate talent, both vocal and instrumental.

R 0
XV 'i

OVAL POLYTECHNIC INS1TTU-
TION.—Lectures on the Mu»ic of Spain, hy Don

Jose de Cicbra, with Guitar and Vocal Illustrations, on Tues-

days, Thursdays, and Saturdays, at Half-past Two o’clock.

Dr. Ryan’s Lecture on the Process for making Ice by Artifi-

cial Means, illustrated by Masters’ Patent Apparatus, Daily,

at Half-past Three o’clock. Also, Mons. Boutigriy’s ex-

periment of making Icc in a Red-hot Crucible. Professor

Bachhoffner’s varied Lectures, with experiments, in one ot

which he clearly explains the principle of the Atmospheric

Railway, a model of which is at work Daily. Colcmau’s New
American Locomotive Engine, for ascending and descending

Inclined Planes. A magnificent Collection of Models of

Tropical Fruits. A new and very bcautitul series of Dis-

solving Views, new Optical Instiuments, &c. Experiments

with the Diver and Diving Bell, &c., &c.—Admission, One

Shilling; Schools, half-price.

ATTIvINSON’S CEMENT.—The public is

ipectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-

cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architecture

and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to

2s. 3d. per bushel, and may he had in any quantity at Wyatt,
Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Hollaad-street, Surrey side of

Blackfriars-bridge.

N.B.—This Cement beingof a lightcolour, requires noarti-

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with

three parts its own quantity of sand.

REAVES’S LIAS CEMENT and
VX GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME, at 2, South Wharf,
Paddington, London, and Works, Southam, Warwickshire.

Agent for Liverpool, Mr. WYLIE, 56, Gloster-strect; ditto

for Manchester, Mr. J. THOMPSON, Back King-street;

ditto for Chester, Mr. J. HARRISON, Linen Hall-street.

MARTIN’S PATENT CEMENT.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND PAINTERS IN
FRESCO.

STEVENS and SON, PATENTEES and

ST _
SOLE MANUFACTURERS, beg respectfully to

HOT WATER APPARATUS. — The

attention of architects, builders, and others, is

respectfully requested to BENJAMIN FOWLER’S superior

APPROACHING SALES OP WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

At Millbrook : three entire cargoes of very su-

pererior Miromichi, Gothenburg, and^Riga Timber,

Deals, and Staves.

At the New Inn, Cadleigh, near Tiverton : /2

Ash, 3 Beech, and 5 Wild Cherry Timber Trees,

now growing on Cadleigh Court Farm.

At the Brickyard, near Fartlibigkay Hall, Wood-

bridge : 50,000 best building Lumps, 10,000 hard

Red Bricks, 5,000 Brimstone Lumps, 5,000 Floor

Bricks, 8tc.

At the Speech House, in Dean Forest, Glouces-

tershire : 1,394 Timber Trees, 680 Oak Poles,

&c.
At Garraway’s Coffee House, Cornbill : 9G Logs

of East-Indian Hard Wood, partaking of the cha-

racter of Red Lance Wood, very suitable for turn-

ing and ornamental purposes.

At Garraway’s Coffee House, Cornbill: about

100 loads of East- India Teak, in logs chiefly, of

first quality ;
about 40 loads of Teak in planks

;
35

loads of African Oak: 11 logs of Honduras Ma-

hogany
;
12 logs of Red and Pitch Pine, &c.

method of heating churches and chapels, halls, stair-cases,

conservatories, forcing and gTcen-houses, manufactories, and

warehouses, kilns, rooms for drying timber, &c., and cvcfy

variety of purpose for which artificial beat is required. Within

the last twenty years some hundreds of buildings have been

heated upon this plan, and the parties for whom they were

executed are constantly expressing their satisfaction, also

their willingness to vouch for their efficiency. An improved

wrought-iron boiler, which requires no brickwork, may be

seen in action upon the premises. BENJAMIN FOWLER,
63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street.

announce that this beautiful Cement has now arrived

at a degree of excellence far surpassing their most sanguine

expectations. For all internal work it possesses a great

superiority over every article hitherto in use ; it is now being

used extensively by Government in the British Museum and

other public buildings. IT DOES NOT THROW OUT
ANY SALT, but presents a beautifully plain and perfect

surface, which may be painted upon dry work within four

days without peeling. It is equally applicable for walls or

lath, for mouldings, architraves, skirting, or flooring
;
and is

admitted to form the best ground for fresco painting, having

been used for many of the prize frescos lately exhibiting in

Westminster Hall. It will bear an intense heat without

cracking, and for hardness, durability, and economy, cannot

be equalled.

i, DRURY-LANE, LONDON.
Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R. Part, II,

Atherton’ s-buildings, Dale-street, Liverpool.

“ Knowledge is power.”—

B

acon.

Under the Superintendence of the Society for the Diffusion

of Useful Knowledge,

ON and after the 4th of October next, a

magnificent TERRESTRIAL THREE-GUINEA
GLOBE, 36 inches in circumference, mounted on a hand-

some mahogany stand, will be presented by the Proprietors

of the RAILWAY BELL, London Family Newspaper, to all

who pay tlicir Annual Subscriptions in advance ot Thirty-two

Shillings. A shilling extra if packed in a box. The globes

will be delivered in numerical order as they stand upon the

presentation list. Give your orders immediately to your

An allowance of 4s. 6d. is made to the Trade, remitling

the cash, 33s., on each order, which includes Is. for a

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ Drawing Schools.”

—

We must decline recom-

mending architectural drawing schools until we

can ourselves examine into their excellence.

“ A Subscriber.” — We are unable to learn

Messrs. Tesla’s address.

“An Operative/.’ “A Mason,” “ E. H.,”

“Master of a Hundred Men,” “T. T.,” “Philo,”

shall all be considered. The subject is one of great

interest.

“ S. Durapeth. ”

—

The most comprehensive

“ Glossary ” is Gwilt's “ Encyclopedia of Archi-

tecture the price is two and a half guineas.

The “ Oxford Glossary” (an excellent work) is

specially devoted lo Gothic architecture : thej^rice

of the last edition is 32s.

“ N. M. ” wishes to know whether thefarm of

Kidbrooke comes within the operations of the Me-

tropolitan Buildings Act. The terms of the Act

are quite clear in this respect. If the farm is

“ within the exterior boundaries” of Charlton,

or other parish named in the Act, the powers of

the Act of course extend there; and if not, they

operate to an extent of 200 yards from the

boundary of such parishes.

“ J. O. ” (Dorchester).

—

Nos. 2, 3, 58, and 82

of Builder are out of print, and are not likely

to be reprinted.

“ Metator.”—“ Engineering Field Work, con-

taining practical Land Surveying for Railways,

£{c., by P. Brujf,” will suit his purpose. It is pub-
lished by Simpkin and Marshall.

Specimen Globes, for the trade only, 16s. each, including

box and booking.
. „ , . ,

* * All Agents receiving the Specimen Globe are requested

to exhibit it from house to house, when all persons it is ex-

pected, with the slightest pretensions to intelligence or re-

spectability, arc sure to subscribe.

No orders attended to except accompanied by a retmt-

tance.
6tamped.—Office, 335, Strand.

KEENE'S PATEN T MARBLE
CEMENT.—The Patentees of this composition beg

to refer to the British Museum, the Royal Exchange, the new

works at Bcthlem Hospital, Greenwich Hospital, and the Co-

liseum in the Regent’ s-park, as buildings finished or in pro-

gress, in which Keene’s Cement has been used as an internal

stucco. Its superiority to commou plastering consists in its

extreme hardness, and the rapidity with which it dries, which

qualities fit it to receive paint or other finishing sooner

than other water Cement.
When employed for skirtings, architrave

mouldings, in place of wood, it checks dry-rot,

to vermin, prevents the spread of fire, and

nomical in its application than the material for winch it thus

becomes the substitute.
. , . .

Confirmation of these statements is to be found in the

almost universal adoption of Keene’s Cement for Skirting

and Hall flooring in the new houses on the Hyde Park Estate,

where its application is to be seen to the fullest advan-

and other
impervious

In Liverpool and Manchester, Keene's Cement has in

several cases been used for the covering of the fire-proof

warehouse floors, where its lightness and hardness give it the :

preference over tiles and flagging, which are much heavier,

and necessarily leave the floor intersected with numerous i

joints, whilst Keene’s Cement is laid down in one unbroken

The hieh polish and marble-like hardness of which this

Cement is susceptible render it the most suitable material i

for the manufacture of Scagliola.

Patentees, J. B. WHITE & SONS, Millbank-strect, '

Westminster, Manufacturers of Roman and Portland

Cement. ,

Depdt in Liverpool, 36, Seel-strect ;
James Woods, Agent. I

GRAINING COLOURS AND LIQUID WOOD STAINS.

H enry Stephens bogs to call the

attention of Architects, Builders, House Decorators,

Painters, Cabinet-makers, and all those engaged in the

erection of churches where the appearance of oak is desir-

able, and those also who are employed in the revival of o d

carvings, faded furniture, or other ornamenta wood work

to his GRAINING COLOURS and LIQUID \\ OOD
STAINS.

3 . . .
. t .

The graining colours are prepared in a damp state and

upon so true a principle, that the workman cannot fail in

obtaining the natural colour, nor of giving to the work the

same effect and appearance at all times. 'Ihe difficulty ot

producing a true colour and of preserving the same unitor- may he papered over

mity with the admixture of earths and oxides, which
*u ~ : -,gredients used !n ornininir. has lontr been

l graining, has long been acknow-

tions, and the grainer is enabled to confine his attention to

his art in graining, without being perplexed in proportioning

and mixing his colour.

The LIQUID STAINS are solutions of colours which not

only carry additional stain on to the various woods on which

they are employed, but when used on the particular wood

whose object it' is to revive, it combines with anil heightens

the natural colour inherent in the wood, and is therefore a

valuable acquisition to the DECORATOR and to tne

RENOVATOR of old oak or other carvings. They are also

capable of giving colour to the sappy and defective parts of

veneers ana fine woods used by cabinet-makers and others.

In the decoration of churches, castles, baronial halls, and

mansions, in which are often found beautiful specimens of

ancient carvings ; when the colour of the wood is changcu

and faded, these liquid stains will be found particularly ser-

viceable.

They also impart to woods of inferior character and of

soft texture, such as beach, birch, pine, deal, &c., the

colour and appearance of such woods {whether oak, maho-
gany, rosewood, See.) as it may be designed to imitate,

and thus save the expense of more costly materials.

The above preparations for graining and staining for pur-

poses of imitation and of revival, are prepared by HENRY
STEPHENS, and may be obtained at 54, Stamford-street,

where specimens of their application may be seen, and also

at the Office of “ The Builder.”

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER- i

CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN .

GENERAL.
TOHNS and CO.'S PATENT STUCCO

<tP CEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages:

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced It will effectually resist Damp. It will neven

vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will,

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete:

Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It neven

requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.'

It is the only Cement that can he used with confidence by the

Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates'

at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may
be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, whicni

may he papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the

severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruct

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cement

now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary and

valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of

economy.
Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have

declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally

preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing

the Cement and’ its mode of application, together with *

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may

he obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queeu-street

Cheapside, London : of whom also may be had,

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUF
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-

terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Homan

or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose that

White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flakes:

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; whereat

MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT having ai

affinity for Stucco, hinds itself with it, stopping the suctioni

-nrwtnrinn- flip wall proof against weather, and in th(
thereby rendering the n

, ,, ,

finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produceable by u
. U - _ t. ift nnnlirafion —an

other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application, auc

may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the rao*

exposed Marine situations.
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OR a long time past the

church of St. Benet Fink,

in Threadneedle-street, has

presented a ruinous appear-

ance to the passers-by, in

consequence of the re-

val of the tower that stood at the west end

the building at the time the site was cleared

the new Royal Exchange and adjacent im-

iveraents.

rhe present church of St, Benet, Fink,

called from one Robert Finck, or Finch,

0 built a previous church on the same site

istroyed by the fire of 1G66), was completed

Sir Christopher Wren, in 1673, at the ex-

ise of 4,130/. The tower was square, sur-

unted by a cupola of four sides, with a small

ret on the top, and had a large recessed

>rway on the north side, of very good de-

n.

rhe arrangement of the body of the church
rery peculiar,—we may say unique, and al-

ugh far from beautiful, affords a striking

tance of Wren’s wonderful skill. The plan

the church is a decagon, within which, six

nposite columns in the centre support six

li-circular vaults, that are carried upon
hitraves and cornices to the external walls,

1 inwardly are faced with archi volts: between
se rises an oval cupola. The effect of the

ies of arched chapels, so to speak, around

central area is singular. Wren’s power of

anging a plan to suit the site is shewn in

nerous buildings, but in none more forcibly

n in this small church.

rhe destruction of this building was threat-

d some time ago, and elicited many expres-

is of regret from the public,—so many, in-

d, that we had hoped the intention was
ndoned. We now learn with infinite re-

t that the work of demolition is to be corn-

iced almost immediately, and that the in-

sting structure in question will be cleared

ty entirely.

’he destruction of a church should never

lermitted without the most cogent reasons,

ts architecture be what it may
;
and, if on

Jther ground, we should therefore protest

Hgly against the contemplated improvement

;

m in addition, however, the building
latened is seen to be the work of one of the
itest architects England ever had, a pe-
ar example of his skill, sound and likely to

tinue so, if not interfered with, much longer
1 half the new houses around it,—we feel

nd to express our dissent from the inten-

in the strongest terms, with the faint

s that it may induce some member of the

movement Committee to bring the subject

! more under consideration before it be too

It will be very easy to take the building
n, but very difficult to replace it. Public
/enience must of course be studied, and if

ienet’s stood in the way, and absolutely pre-

ed the improvement of the thoroughfare, we
lid grieve at its removal, but bow to the ne-
ity. This, however, is not the case, and we
1 be forced to cry, shame on those who may
oncerned in the wanton destruction of this

able example of our great countryman’s
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We refer our readers to a valuable and
novel table for calculating the strength of cast-

iron girders, which will be found on another
page of the present number. It is prepared by
a gentleman well known for his acquaintance

with the subject.

THE BRIDGE-BUILDING FRATERNITIES
IN THE MIDDLE AOES ON THE CONTINENT.

The earliest method of passing large
streams in ancient Gaul and Germany, was
by the means of rafts, or even large bags of
skins— as is known from inscriptions and
other monuments. For the sake of assisting
travellers, and aiding the circulation of mer°-
chandise, regular guilds of Lenuncularii, Lin-
trarii, and Utricularii were formed on the
Seine, Sambre, Loire, Rb6ne, Durance, etc.

;

which, however, degenerated at times to that
pitch, that they plundered travellers, and to
use the expression of an ancient author, not
only assisted in passing rivers, hut even con-
veyed people into the waves of the Styx. Bene-
volent persons, therefore, decided on erecting
at frequented places on the borders of rivers,
hostelleries, constructing rafts, and, in fine,

on buildingbridges.** These pious associa-
tions were called Pontifices (Ponties), resem-
bling the ancient appellation of a similar
kind. But the deserts and the memory of
this truly Christian association—because there
were no bridge-builders amongst thefabri of
the Roman Empire—would have been pro-
bably lost, if it had not been preserved by the
legend of a French shepherd called Benezet

,

whom the Roman Church reckons amongst
their saints. It is, however, not known,
whether Benezet was the founder of this
society, or merely one of its first members.
The wonderful acts which are ascribed to him
have been the inducement for recording this
association, which still is not sufficiently
known. Benezet.

,
which signifies the little

Benedict, a poor shepherd, born at Hauvilas,
in the Vivarais, came (according to narration)
in 1177 into the Cathedral of Avignon, at the
time when the Archbishop consoled the people
about the horror of a solar eclipse. He de-
clared himself called upon by heaven to build
a bridge over the Rh6ne—a work then con-
sidered impossible, at least stupendous. The
Archbishop treated him as a maniac (!), and
sent him before the civil authorities, who
proposed him, in the way of derision, to begin
with a stone lying on the banks, such as
twenty people could hardly have moved. Bene-
zet rolled the stone away; and whatever we
may think of the occurrence, still, it is a
fact, that in 1185, already a toll was levied
on the bridge of Avignon ! Although it has been
calculated that there was no solar eclipse in the
year 1 177— but the year following, such inaccu-
racy of date can hardly militate against the truth
of the lendingfeatures of that legend. It does
not detract from Benezet’s merit either, that
at his times, and even sooner, there existed
pious fraternities for the comfort of travellers
and pilgrims (Romietix)—which the holy men
adapted to the building of bridges for all.

Such has been the origin of that splendid
monument of the middle ages—the most
stupendous bridge in Europe, perhaps in the
world. Its length extended to 2,770 feet, and
was spread over twenty- one arches, which,
however, were constructed in three different
directions.* There is a charter of 1 187, by
which Johannes Benedictus, “ Prior of the
Bridge,” obtained for himself and brothers a
chapel and cemetery, and a chaplain. St.
Benezet died in 1184; still in 1185 the bridge
building fraternity began the construction of
the Bridge of the Holy Ghost

(Pont du St.
Esprit) over the Rh6ne at Lyons, not finished
hut in 130o. It is now the largest bridge in
Europe, being 2,524 feet long. This bridge
also does not keep one straight direction, but
has several bends, for adaptiug itself to
locality, depth of water, &c. The bridge of
Avignon was finished in 1188, and has always
been considered as one of the wonders of

* It is strange to observe, that most of the actual specu-
lations of our tunes were objects of philanthropy in the
middle ages. So, moreover, the business of pawnbroker,
whence the Italian and French name: Monte de Pietu,
Mont de Piilde—mount ofpiety.

* Details and drawings of this stupendous construction
are to be found in Guuthey “ Traite de Construction dcs
Ponts

; whence they have been copied into Wiebekings “Art
of Water-building.”

France. There, I see it lie—long reaching,
and smoothly laid over the RhOne, perceived
from afar as you glide down the river. Popular
tradition, which often leaves unheeded the
so-called great deeds of the great, has faith-
fully preserved the memory of Benezet, and
every peasant will tell you, that it was a
shepherd who planned it.' The finishing of
this stupendous work confirmed the fame of
the bridge-building fraternity, which was con-
stituted and chartered in 1189 by Pope
Clemens III.

Alike as its foundation is wrapt in obscurity,
its shrinking also before the rays of (so-called)
modern civilization, is not properly ascertained.
How they ceased in Avignon, their head
quarters, or whether they merged in some of
the subsequent secular guilds, is not known.
In other parts of France, as in Bon-Pas on
the Durance, where charters of 1270 mention
their existence

;
at Lourmain, between Aixand

Apt, &c., their very name suddenly faints
away in the noise and bustle of subsequent war
and butchery.

As the construction of bridges was consi-
dered, in the middle ages, amongst the ivoo'ks
of Christian piety *— Italy, Spain, Sweden, and
Denmark, possess several bridges which own
the same origin, although it is not yet ascer-
tained whether regular fraternities existed for
that purpose. Still the Swedish chronicles
mention one Benedict between 1178 and 1191,
as a bishop and bridge-builder at S/cara, who,
a contemporary of Benezet, might have become
illuminated from the same source. As th'e

Templars of Spain had the duty of aiding the
passing of pilgrims to Jerusalem, the old
Roman road in Lower Navarra received the
name of the Templar’s Road. With such and
similar pursuits, it cannot be wondered that the
property of the bridge-building fraternity was,
in many instances, surrendered to the order
of St. John of Jerusalem (frdres hospitaliers)
and thus merged into it. The traces of ana-
logous fraternities in Germany (England ?)
have not yet been properly examined. To its

examination in France, two great names have
chiefly contributed, Grcgoirtrf and Millin. It

was an' ancient inscription near Mirabeau, on
the Durance, found in the chapel near the
place where the raft ordinarily starts from,
which gave rise to the whole inquiry. It may
bo interesting for our readers to know, that
the habit of the Knights of the Hospital of St.

Jacques-du-haut-pns, at Paris (most probably
an analogous fraternity in those times), ex-
hibits, as shewn in their sepulchral monu-
ments, a pick on their breast—while that of
the Holy Ghost fraternity of Monpellicrs con-
sists of two road bridge-arches and a cross.

[From German sources]. J. L.

NEW CHURCH AT WILTON, NEAR
SALISBURY.

The new church at Wilton, dedicated to

St. Mary and St. Nicholas, was consecrated on
the 9th inst.

It is of Byzantine architecture, coeval
with the Norman of this country, i. e. of the
eleventh century. It is 150 feet long, 50 wide,
and 57 feet high internally, and is entirely
faced with freestone, the inner portion of the
walls being of brick. It stands upon a plat-

form running all round the church, and is ap-

proached in front by a flight of six steps of
Portland stone, the lowest step being about
100 feet in length. The plan consists of a
central porch, a nave, side porches and aisles,

chancel, chancel aisles, and three apsides, with
a vestry and a bell campanile connected with
the church merely by an open cloister, which
is very richly ornamented, and consists of
double columns on each side, standing on a
basement or plinth. The building as a whole,

externally, presents an imposing aspect, stand-

ing, as it does, isolated in the midst of an ex-

tensive area, and the general effect is unim-
paired by the contiguity of other and incon-

gruous buildings. The church stands well back
from the street, from which it is divided, close

to the footway, by a low wall, surmounted by
handsome iron railings. The elevation on this

side has three rich door-ways, in recessed
arches, the principal one being elaborately
carved with six columns. In the centre are
a series of small windows, lighting a passage

* Morini Sacrum. Pccnitentite. Paris, 1665, p. 768.
t Rccherckes historiques sur les frtires pontiles. Paris.

1818
, 8vo.
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and staircase at the back of the gallery ;
a rose

window, 16 feet in diameter, with twelve com-

partments richly carved, having the four evan-

gelical emblems at the angles, tills the centre.

The clerestory is supported on columns of

Bath stone, having capitals of rich and varied

sculpture, executed with most delicate sk,U.

Semicircular arches, and a row of triforium

windows lead to the windows in.the clere-

story. The roofs of the naves and aisles are

of onen wood-work, the external covering being

of slate.
. , • i

•

i j

The pavement of the centre aisle is inlaid

in a series of ornamental crosses, and the

chancel floor is covered with a mosaic pave-

ment in rich and varied colours and design, ap-

proached by a flight of six steps from the nave.

From the chancel, three Italian marbles steps,

18 feet in length, lead to the central apse,

which has also a most splendid inlaid marble

pavement, and is richly ornamented by marble

columns, forming a reredos of seven panels,

which are thus filled In the centre, the Cross,

with the inscription, “ He was wounded for our

transgressions ;” in the four adjoining com-

partments, the Lord's Prayer, the Creed, and

the Beatitudes; and in the two extreme panels,

the Cross, and other scriptural ornaments il-

luminated by Mr. Osmond, jun., of Salisbury.

The font is of various coloured marbles. The

desk, from which the lessons are read, stands in

the centre aisle, supported by a large carved and

gilt eagle, standing upon a pedestal ornamented

with mosaic panels. The pulpit, which forms

a quarter of a circle, and is concentric with

one of the stone pillars of the nave, is perfectly

unique. Nine marble columns, with carved

alabaster capitals, form its support, surmounted

by a freize and cornice in Caen stone, with a

row of twisted marble columns richly inlaid in

curious tesselated ornamental work, partly in

marble. The desk is of wood, richly carved

in groups representing the Apostles, in bold

relief.

The chancel rails afford a kneeling space of

sixty feet in length, and the communion-table

is the one hitherto used in the old church.

One of the chancel aisles contains a choir

organ, recently enlarged and altered by Mr.

Bevington,.of London, assisted by Mr. Prang-

ley, of Salisbury. In the apse of this chancel

aisle is a large and massive parish chest of

ancient workmanship
;
and the opposite chan-

cel contains several large and handsome monu-

ments of members of the Pembroke family,

removed hither from the old church.

The counti y owes thanks to the Right Hon.

Sidney Herbert for the erection of this costly

structure, and we congratulate him on the

manner in which his intentions have been car-

ried out by his architects, Messrs. Wyatt and

Brandon. The builders are Messrs. D. and L.

Jones, of Bradford. Mr. Edmund Spurr was

clerk of the works. The coloured decorations

were executed by Mr. Willement.

THE NEW THEATRE ROYAL,
MANCHESTER.

This building, erected in Peter-street, in

place of that in Fountain-street, lately de-

stroyed by fire, was opened on the 29th ultimo.

The architects are Messrs. Irwin and Chester,

of Manchester, and the building has been con-

structed by Messrs. Pauling and Henfrey. The

external dimensions are 200 feet in length, on

the longest, and 171 feet on the shortest side,

and 69 feet in width. Exclusive of the rooms

and hotel, at the back, the theatre is about 155

feet in length. Though the area little exceeds

1,400 square yards, the space is more available

than that of the late theatre, which was

nearly 1,800 square yards.* The internal di-

mensions are :—from the back wall of the

centre box to the back wall of the stage, 120

feet, and between the side walls of boxes 55

feet. Mr. Beazley has expressed his opinion,

+

that a theatre should not exceed 50 feet in dia-

meter from box to box, or 55 teet from the

curtain to the front box, considering this size

the best for sound, and scenic effect, lie

prefers the form approaching the horse-shoe.

In the new theatre, from the curtain to the

* We have to acknowledge the attention shown to us by

the architects, during several examinations ol the building,

previous and subsequent to the opening. We suppose that

their very arduous duties prevented their supplying us with

t.he data, and dimensions, promised, and which we nave

here taken from the Manchester Guardian. But, wc are

assured by them, that the data given are substantially

correct.

t Vide the Report of the Committee on Dramatic Litera-

ture. 1832.

balcony of the centre box is 45 feet, nearly 4

feet less than the old theatre
;
and across the

pit, between the boxes, the distance is 40 feet.

The centre boxes are 15 feet deep, with six

rows of chairs:—the upper tiers of boxes

have seven rows of seats. The ceiling of the

theatre is 48 feet above the floor of the pit.

The stage advances towards the house in a

curved form on the plan, 15 feet in advance

of the curtain, and is 75 feet from the “ float
”

to the back wall. The form of the horse-

shoe is very slightly contracted at the prosce-

nium, as in the English Opera House, and is

presumed to be very favourable for the effect

of vocal performances. The theatre is built

of brick, with a lofty stone front in Peter-

street. This consists of two Corinthian

columns in antis

,

inclosing a recessed portico,

and supporting an arch. The entablature

returns round the back of the portico, in the

centre intercolumn. The whole is surmounted

by a plain pediment, not forming part of the

order. The building, being isolated, has better

arrangements for ingress and egress, than often

we find in London theatres. The audience

part of the house consists of four tiers, and the

pit floor. On the floor, which has a fall, to-

wards the stage, of 2 feet 6 inches, are the

stalls, the orchestra, and the pit, which
last extends under the boxes. There are two

tiers of boxes, with the slips, and lower gallery

above, and an upper gallery in the centre,

formed within the roof. The supporting

pillars to these tiers are placed at the back of

the boxes, so that there is no impediment to

the view, and it was here that all the skill of

the architects was called for. Iron girders

are employed to support the overhanging trouts

of the boxes, tailing into the work an equal

distance in the opposite direction, and being

firmly screwed down at this extremity, and

tied by a rod of iron to the lower part of the

work, and further weighted down by a pile of

brickwork. Omitting the hotel, the rooms in

the theatre include two green-rooms, dressing-

rooms, wardrobe, and costumier’s room, trea-

sury, manager’s room, and others. The car-

penter’s workshop is in the roof over the pit

:

the property-man’s room, the painting-room,

64 feet loug, by 15 feet wide, with its two

large “ frames,” each 40 feet by 22 feet, are

above the stage and rooms at the back : the

gas-fitter’s and smith’s places, and rooms of

the supernumeraries are in the lower floors; and

beneath the green-room is a tuning-room,

where the band can practise, without being

heard by the audience. The building has

taken longer to complete than was expected,

being commenced in October 1844: it should

have been completed by the 1st of July last, and

even now the saloons are incomplete. Adjacent

to the saloon of the dress circle, is a cloak-

room for gentlemen, and retiring rooms for

ladies. These apartments are to be fitted up,

in a costly manner, with marble chimney-pieces,

with black and gold, and will be lighted by hand-

some cut-glass chandeliers. The dimensions

of the saloon of the upper boxes are 30 feet by

17 feet, and in the centre the roof is vaulted in

a semicircular arch, springing from an enta-

blature, which is supported by Corinthian

columns. The ceiling is panelled, and en-

riched with ornaments. The accommodation

in the audience part of the house is as

follows:—The stalls will seat seventy-seven

persons
;
the seats in the pit, in eleven rows,

will seat 500 persons. The dress circle con-

tains 300 chairs, and is entered by nine doors.

The next tier will accommodate about 350

persons, exclusive of two private boxes, which

are on the same level. Neither of the tiers

have the usual box barriers. The next tier

comprises the lower gallery, and the slips : the

former will hold about 450 persons, and the

latter 1 10 persons. The upper gallery will seat

about 300 persons. The private boxes are

eight in number,—four on each side the house.

The larger boxes are furnished with twelve

chairs each, and the smaller with six chairs.

Three boxes on each side are in the proscenium.

One of these is the proprietor’s box, having

a stair adjoining, leading to near the station of

the prompter, and a window, looking on to the

stage. Each of the six proscenium boxes has

an ante-room with fire-place. Though the

number of persons able to be accommodated

has been stated, as above—in the total 2,147

persons,—the number present on the opening

night was 2,468 persons.

The stage has a rise of 2 feet 9 inches in

the 75 feet, from front to back
;

and in this

part of the house are many improvements ir

mechanism. The side scenes or “ flats,” which
at Drury-lane Theatre are preserved in thd

large space at the back of the stage, are here

so contrived as to ascend or descend, and thd

ground has been excavated 21 feet below thd

level of the stage for the purpose. Aboul
8 feet below the stage is a mezzanine floor

useful in the working of the “ traps ” required

in pantomimes, and for the disappearance ol

spectres. The traps are all on an improved

plan, and are worked by counterbalance

weights. The largest trap is 30 feet in length

and will ascend above the stage ;— it is worked

by a large windlass in the basement floor:

The whole of this part of the building is ad-

mirably contrived. The whole of the interior

decorations were from the designs of Mrl

Chester, and were executed by Mr. George
Jackson, of Manchester. The style is Italian

with a character of renaissance. The fronts

of the different tiers are enriched with scrollsl

of excellent design, executed in carton pierre.

and gilded. There is great variety in thd

designs, and they are well relieved. The
colours employed are almost exclusively white

and gold. The proscenium is enriched with

pilasters, surmounted by a circular pediment,:

its tympanum filled with elaborate decoration,

and having on each side a gilded statue. The
whole of these decorations are of the richest

description, and are in the highest degree cre-

ditable to Mr. Jackson. It is stated in thd

Manchester Guardian, that upwards of 2,00C

books of gold leaf were consumed. The large

chandelier, and the smaller ones, were all de-

signed by Mr. Chester, and were supplied by-

Mr. Agnew, of Manchester. They are of ex-

cellent design. The largest cost about 150/.

As a provision against fire, a large reservoir-

has been constructed on the roof of that part

of the building, which is behind the stage.

The roof itself—by means of parapet walls,

coated with a species of asphalte, termed

Paraqua, has been converted into one cistern,

which will hold a depth of water of 18 inches.-

in all about 20,000 gallons. A large iron pipe

descends from this enormous tank, with open-

ings, one on the level of the green-room, and

the other on the stage, ne#r the hall door;

Each orifice is prepared to receive a long

canvass tube or hose, which is suspended dost

bv, and can be attached in a few seconds

Thus a copious supply of water is obtained-

which can at once be directed to any part o

the theatre. From inquiries, from parties

present in the pit, on the opening night, w<

find, that the warming and ventilating an

rangements are there of the best description!

From a visit to the upper and lower galleries

on another evening, we can assert, that th«

ventilation is much more perfect, than usually

found in such elevated regions. This part o

the work was executed by Mr. Wm. Walker

of Manchester. Cold air, being admitted inti

the basement, is there heated, and adsnittei

separately to all the different parts of th

house; the vitiated air is discharged b

shafts, and apertures on every floor, and b

a large aperture in the ceiling.—The cob

air is admitted by two window aperture

into the vault, in which is placed a larg

furnace. Over this is a water-boiler, witl

connecting pipes to heating boxes. Then
are five heating boxes, each of which con

tains upwards of 200 square feet of heatinj

surface, within a comparatively small space :

and to attain the same amount of heat, unde

the old plan, would have required a larg'

chamber. Of this system we shall probabl

give some further account. From thes

boxes, five brick shafts proceed ben eat

the pit, in various directions, branchin,

off to the different parts of the houst

and by means of perforations in the floors

the warm air is distributed equally. Ther

are internal openings, within the cei 1 in

of each tier for the discharge of the vitiate

air, and all these are connected with the mai

shaft, which is of considerable diameter, an

passes out through the roof, above the apertur

over the large chandelier.

The total cost, including land, building

furnishing, and fitting up, will reach 23,000.

The work is in the highest degree creditabl

to the architects, who have interested them

selves in all the details with zeal and success

We are glad to hear that they were presente

with testimonials on the opening night.
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For facilitating the Computation of Cast-Iron Beams ; such as are usually employedfor
Bearers in Buildings and on Railways.

-Inches and tenths in the depth of the section.

In. •o 1 •2 •3 •4 •5 •6 •7
1

'8 •9

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.
0 0038 00152 0-034-2 0-0008 0-0950 0-1368 0-1862
0-4598 0-5472 0-6422 0-7448 0-8550 0-9728
1-6758 1 -8392 2-0102 2-1888 2-3750 2-5688 3*1058

3-4200 3-6518 3-8912 4-1382 4-3928 4-6550 4-9248 ynq
4 6-0800 6-3878 67032 7-0262 7-3568 7-6950 8-0408 8-3942

9-5000 9-8838 10-2752 10-6742 11-9808 11-4950 I1-9168 12-3462 12-7832 13-2278

6 13-6800 14-1398 14-6072 15-0822 15-5648 16-0550 16-5528 lO.ngig

7 18-6200 19-1558 19-C992 20.2502 20-8088 21-3750 21-9483 22-5302
25-5512 26-1782 26-8128 28- 10 IS

9 30-7800 31-4678 32-1632 32-8662 33-5708 34-2950 35-0208
10 38-0000 387638 39-5352 40-3142 41-1808 41-8950 42-6968 43-506-2

45-9800 468198 47-0672 485222 49-3848 50-2550 51-1328 52-0182 52-9112 53-8118

12 54-/200 55-6358 56-5592 57-4902 58-4288 59-3750 60-3288
13 64-2200 65-21 18 66-2112 67 2182 68-2328 69-2550 70-2848 71-3222
14 74-4800 75-5478 76-6232 777062 78-7968 79 8950 81-0008
15 85-5000 86-6438 87-7952 88 9542 90-1208 91-2950

97-2800 98-4998 997272 100-9622 1022048 103-1550 1047128
17 109-8200 111-1158 112-4192 113-7302 115 0488 116-3750 117-7088 119-0502 120-3992 121-7558

18 123-1200 124-4918 125-8712 127-2582 128-6528 130-0550 131-4648 132-8822
138-6278 140-0832 141-5162 113-0168 144-4950 145 9808
153-5238 155-0552 156-5942 158-1408 159-6950 161-2568 162-8262
169-1798 170-7872 172-4022 174-0218 175 6550 17/-2928

22 183-9200 185-5958 187-2792 188-9702 190-6688 192-3750 194-0888 195-8102
202-7718 204-5312 206-2982 208-0728 209-8550 211-6448 213-4422 215-2472 217-0598

24 218-8800 220/078 222-5432 224-3862 226-2368 228-0950 229-9fi08
239-4038 241-3152 243-2342 245-1608 247-0950 249-0368
258-8598 2608472 262-8122 264-8418 266-8550 268 8728

27 277-0200 279-0758 281-1392 283-2102 285-2888 287-3750 289-4688
297-9200 300-0518 302-1912 304-3382 306-4928 308-6550 310-8248
319-5800 321-7878 324-0032 326-2262 328-4568 330-6950 332-9408 335-1942 337-4552 339-7288

30 342-0000 344-2838 346-5752 348-8742 351-1808 353-4950 355-8168
31 365-1800 367-5398 369-9b72 372-2822 374-6648 377'0550

391-5558 393-9992 396-4502 398-9088 401-3750 403-8488 406-3302
418-8512 421-3782 423 9128 426-4550 429-0018 431-5622

441-8678 444-4632 447-0662 449-6768 452-2950 454 9208 457-5542
470-8352 473-5142 476-2008 478-8950 481-5968 481-3062 487-0232 489-7478

36 492-4800 495-2198 49;-9672 500-7222 503-4848 506-2550 509 0328
37 520-2200 523-0358 525 8592 528-6902 531-5288 534-3750 537-2288 540 0902
38 557-4182 560-3328 563-2550 566-1818

577-y8oo 580 9478 583-9232 586 f)062 589-8968 592 8950 595-9008
611-0438 614-0952 617-1512 620-2208 623-2950 629-4662
641-8998 645-0272 648-1622 651-3048 654-4550 657 61 28 6607782 663-9512 667-1318

42 670-3200 673*5158 6767192 679 9302 683-1488 686-3750^ 689-6088 692-8502
705-8918 709-1712 712-4582 715-7528 719-0550 722-3648
739-0278 742-3832 745-7462 749-1168 752-4Q50 755-8808

769-5000 772-9238 776-3552 779-7942 783-2408 786-6950 790-1568 793-6262
807-5798 811-0872 814-6022 818-1248 821-6550 825-1928
842-9958 8I6-5792 850-1702 853-7688 857-3750 860-0888
879-1718 882-8312 8S6-4982 890-1728 893-8550 897-5448

|

901-2422
j

904 9472 I 908-6598

DESCRIPTION AND USE OF TABLE,

FOR CALCULATING STRENGTH OF
CAST-IRON BEAMS.

The numbers in the foregoing; table are of
e greatest use in estimating the strength and
mensions of cast-iron beams, when employed
girders or breastsummers in large and impor-
nt structures. They have been computed for
e limit of safety, from the results of experi-
ents performed on a medium quality of the
aterial, and may therefore, be considered as
tter adapted for general practice, than if they
d been obtained from metal approximating
either extreme of hardness or softness, and
consequence possessing a higher degree of
fidity or flexibility, according to the nature
the approximated extreme. The numbers
the body of the page are expressed in tons
d decimals of a ton

;
those in the left-hand

lumn are inches in the depth of the trans-
rse section, and those at the top of the co-
nns, numbering from 0 to 9, are tenths of an
:h also in the depth of the transverse sec-
n, so that the table embraces a depth of sec-
n for every tenth of an inch from zero to
ty-nine inches, and is, consequently suffi-

ntly extensive for every practical purpose,
it seldom happens, even in the very largest
rks,thata section is required exceeding four
t in the direction of the strain,

rhe chief advantage which this table pos-
ses over others of a similar character that
?e long been in use, consists in its brevity and
extent of its application

;
and these advan-

es it derives from the circumstance of being
nputed for one inch of thickness or breadth
section, and one foot in the length of bearing
distance between the supports

;
this in

tie respects, is a very great convenience, and
re especially, where extensive calculations
necessary; but it is in some degree objec-
lable, as it requires a subsidiary multipli-
ion and division to obtain the final result;
i objection however, has very little force
en placed against the advantages which are
erwise afforded by the arrangement.
.’he following examples will elucidate the use
he table under various circumstances, and,

being of a practical nature, it is hoped they
will be found of value to the mechanic, in guid-
ing him to the calculation of similar cases that
may happen to present themselves in the course
of his practice.

Example 1.—A cast-iron beam of a regular
rectangular form both in elevation and section,
is loosely supported in a horizontal position on
two walls at the distance of 26 feet from each
other; what load will it sustain with safety
applied at the middle of its length, or at an
equal distance from each wall, supposing the
breadth of the section to be 2* inches and the
depth 30 inches ?

Now, the arrangement indicated by this
example is perfectly obvious, and therefore
requires no diagram to illustrate it; and the
argument with which the table is to be en-
tered is simply the depth of the section in
inches; consequently, under zero or 0 at the
top of the table, and opposite 30 in the left-

hand column we find the number 342, which is

the number of tons that a beam of the same
depth as that which is given will support, when
the breadth is one inch, and the length of bear-
ing one foot. But, according to the laws of re-
sistance, the strength is directly as the breadth
when the depth is given, and inversely as the
length of bearing; that is, multiply the tabular
strength by the given breadth of section

, and
divide by the length of bearing for the weight
which the beam can sustain with safety
under the given conditions.
Hence we have 342 x 2^=855, and this di-

vided by 26, gives 855 -v- 26=32-££ tons, the load
that the given beam can sustain at the middle
of its length

;
but this includes the effect pro-

duced by the weight of the beam itself, which
ought always to be taken into consideration;
for when omitted, as is too frequently the case
on many important occasions, the omission
may be attended with very serious conse*-
quences.

It is demonstrable by the principles of
mechanics, that the effect produced by the
weight of the beam itself in augmenting the

strain, is the same as if one-half that weight
were applied to the middle of its length, and
in consequence of this mechanical condition,

the calculated strength must always be dim
nished by half the weight of the beam, whe
that weight itself can be determined, which
indeed can always be done when the dimen-
sions of the beam are known. Now in the
present instance, the area of the middle trans-
verse section is 75 square inches, for 30x2£
=75, and since the section is uniform
throughout the length, the weight of one foot
in length for cast-iron of medium specific gra-
vity may be taken at 2401bs., that is, 3-2lbs.
for a bar one inch square and one foot long;
consequently, for 13 feet or half the length of
the beam, it is 240 x 13=3, 120 lbs. or
tons, for the effect produced by the weight of
the beam, therefore, by subtracting this from
the calculated strength, we get 32ff

—

3lL£-J tons, the safe load on the middle of the
beam.
Now, all this is perfectly obvious when a

beam of the given form is supported at the
ends and loaded in the middle of its length,
but when the load is uniformly diffused'be-
tween the points of support, the load as calcu-
lated above may be doubled without pro-
ducing any difference in the effect of the
straining force as referred to the central rup-
ture, the deflection only being varied in cons*e-
quence of the uniform load. But if the ends
of the beam be firmly fixed into the walls, in-
stead of being merely supported on them, then
the load which it can safely sustain under this
latter condition, when app'lied at the middle
of the length, is one-half more than when the
ends are loose, and the same thing holds when
the load is uniformly diffused throughout the
length.

However useful the foregoing table may be
when applied to the calculation of beams of
which the transverse section is simply rect-
angular, it becomes much more so when ap-
plied to beams of that form of section now so
generally employed in flooring and in the
construction of railways, viz., those which
have a flange or feather on the upper and the
lower side, known as the double flanged, or J
formed section.

The formula which supplies the rule for
this form of >» -«

character, and in consequence is somewhat
difficult to apply; but when we consider the
section as being equal to the difference be-
tween two rectangular sections, the difficulty
disappears, and the calculation is performed by
our table with the greatest imaginable ease.

A n The section thus consti-
tuted is represented by the
dark shaded part of the
marginal figure, the lighter
shaded parts E and F being
left out to form the feathers
or flanges at the upper and
lower sides of the beam.

Here then it is obvious
that if we consider the sec-
tion to be an entire rectan-
gle, as denoted by ABCD,
the strength of that section
may be calculated as in the
precedingcase. And, inlike
manner, the parts marked
E and F may either be con-
sidered as forming two in-

dependent rectangular sec-

tions, ortheymay bebrought
together and considered as one section only,

being of precisely the same value as to

strength in either case; then, if the strength
of the rectangular section, which is made up
of the parts marked E and F, be subtracted

from the strength of the entire section ABCD,
the remainder will be the strength of the

double flanged or I formed section so univer-

sally employed in the construction of railway

arches. It may, however, be proper to remark,

that the strength of the section denoted by E
and F, must undergo some modification before

the subtraction takes place, for it is a well es-

tablished fact, that the metal which is to be
withdrawn, is not in the same mechanical con-

dition with respect to strength when incorpo-

rated with the mass, that it is when considered

by itself, or in the state of detachment; it

therefore becomes necessary to reduce the
strength of that which is to be subtracted
when calculated by the table, in the proportion
of the whole depth of the section, to the depth
of the middle part denoted by the lighter
shaded portions, E and F.

Example 2. Let the whole depth of a double
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flanged beam of uniform section throughout

the length, be 38*7 inches, and the depth ot

the middle part, or that between the flanges

2*5 inches
;
what weight will it sustain at the

middle of its length, supposing it to be sup-

ported on two props 36 feet asunder, the whole

breadth being 9 3 inches, and the thickness ot

the middle part 3*1 inches ?
.

Referring to the table opposite 3b inches in

the left hand column, and under *7 at the top,

we find the number 569-1222, which being-

multiplied by 9-3, the whole breadth of the

section gives *5292*83646 tons, for the strength

of a beam of the given section considered en-

tire, one foot long.

From the whole breadth of the section,

subtract the thickness of the middle part,

and we get 9-3—31=6*2 inches, for the

breadth of the section composed of the

two portions marked by the letters E and F,

of which the depth is 32*5 inches
;
then oppo-

site 32 in the left-hand column and under *5

at the top of the table, we get 401 *375, which
being multiplied by 6*2, gives 2188*525 tons,

for the strength of a beam of the section 32*5

by 6*2 inches, and 1 foot in length; but before

this strength be taken from that of the whole
section previously calculated, it must be re-

duced in the proportion of the depths
;
thus

we have
38*7 : 32*5 : : 2488 525 : 2089*84657 tons.

Let this therefore be taken from the strength

of the whole section, and let the remainder be

divided by the length of bearing, and we get

(5292*83646— 2089*84657)-J-36=88-972 tons

nearly.

And in this way may the strength of any
other beam of the same form be calculated

;

thus avoiding the difficulty incident to the

formula and the rule deduced from it; and by
reversing the operation, the dimensions may
be found to sustain any required load, when
certain other dimensions are given. T.

REMAINS OF THE FRANCISCAN FRIARY
AT READING.

At the late meeting of the Archaeological
i\r_ r_u_’ U;*an t t,.(

Reading), read a paper on the history and

present state of the friary in that town, the

interesting ruins of which building are seen

on approaching Reading by the railway. The
following is the substance of the communica-
tion :

—

At the north-west extremity of the town of

Reading stands what was formerly the house

of the Friars Minors. It was a religious

foundation of the Order of St. Francis, which
was introduced into England in 1224— the

eighth year of Ilenry III.,* and was founded
in Reading in 1233.

By a deed, dated that year,! July 14, Adam
de Lathburv, then abbot, and the convent of
Reading granted to the Friars Minors in Read-
ing “ a certain piece of waste ground near the

King’s -highway leading to Caversham-bridge,

containing thirty-three perches in length, and
twenty-three in breadth, with a permission to

build and dwell there so long as they should

continue without acquiring any property of

their own ;”—but as the deed recites—“if at

any time, by any accident, or by any means, it

should come to pass that the Friars Minors
should have any property, or any thing of their

own, they have agreed for themselves and
their successors for ever, that it should be
lawful for us and our successors, by our own
authority, to expel them from every part of our
land, without the hinderance of any contradic-

tion or appeal.”

Under the same penalty of expulsion, the

friars “ were bound not to seek any other ha-

bitation on any part of the abbey lands
;
nor

to extend the limits of what was already

granted them
;
nor to request any thing but

what was gratuitously and spontaneously al-

lowed them
;

nor to receive any oblations,

tithes, or mortuaries due to the abbey. If the

friars should be expelled by the monks of

Reading Abbey for any other causes than

those above-mentioned, it was agreed that they

should be reinstated by the King’s authority,

and enjoy in their own right what had been
granted them by the abbey. If the friars

should voluntarily relinquish their habitation

,

the buildings and site of the edifice should
belong to the abbey.”

* Leland’s Colectanea, vol. iii., p. 341.

t Cotton. Library. Vespasian, E. 25.

By a subsequent deed, another piece of

ground was granted them, immediately con-

tiguous to the area already occupied by them
;

the conditions are the same as in the former

grant, except the addition of a clause restrain-

ing them from interring in their cemetery,

church, or any other place, the bodies of the

parishioners of the monastery, or of any other

of the churches belonging to the abbey in the

town of Reading, or elsewhere, without special

licence. This deed is dated the 7th before the

Kalends of June, in the year 1285.

In 1288J, Robert Fulco left by will to the

Friars Minors in Reading, certain void pieces

of ground in New-street, now Friars-street,

adjoining to their former possessions. Ed-

ward I., in his thirty-third year, 1306, issued a

precept to John de London, clerk, constable

of his Castle of Windsor, to this effect

—

“Whereas our beloved and faithful subject,

Robert de Lacy, Earl of Lincoln, hath given

to our beloved in Christ, the friars minors re-

siding at Reading, fifty-six oaks of the most

proper for building timber in his wood of

Asherigge, which is within the limits of our

forest of Windsor, we command you that you .

permit the said friars to cut down the said

oaks, and carry them wherever they please,

and consult their own convenience in the

same. Witness, the King at Odylrnm, the

11th day of January. The buildings for

which this timber was required were not com-
pleted before 1311, as Alande Bannebury, who
died at Reading in that year, bequeathed by

will “ opni fratnon minorurn," to the work
or building of the Friars Minors, five shil-

lings.

We have no account of the building, nor of

the number of the friars who resided in it;

from the small extent of the ground, it was
neither roomy nor elegant, content, agreeably

to the spirit of their order, with the meanest
accommodation for themselves, their principal

care seems to have been to erect a house of

prayer suitable to the religion they professed,

which from its being more substantially built is

the only part of their possessions which has

withstood the ravages of time.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RUINS.

The church as it now stands consists of a

nave with north and south aisles. Originally

there was a chancel and a tower, as we are in-

formed by Dr. London in a letter to Thomas
Lord Cromwell, dated Sept. 17th, at Reading,

in the 30th year of Henry VIII., that “as
soon as he had taken the friars surrender, the

multitude of the poverty of the town resorted

thither, and all things that might be had they

stole away, insomuch that they conveyed the

very clappers of the bells." All that now re-

mains of the chancel is the arch and pillars,

and this is partly bricked up in the wall of an

adjoining house. There are no remains of a

porch, but it is not probable that so large a

church could have been destitute of this essen-

tial feature. The south doorway is of two

orders, deeply recessed, and consists of a suc-

cession of deep hollows with two members of

what has been called the “ pear-shaped mould-

ing.” There are no jamb shafts, but the

mouldings continue down the jambs and die

away on the plinth.

'The walls are built of flint with stone

quoins, and plastered inside. Externally the

Hint work is laid in regular courses and the

flints split and squared. The skill and ma-

nagement of the old builders, and the ease with

which they made the most rugged materials

bend to theirpurpose,was never better displayed

than in the construction of these walls; the

thin, narrow joints, sharp surface, and beauti-

tiful appearance of the flint work far surpasses

the best attempts of modern days, and proves,

whatever else the church might have been,

that it was at least the school of sound archi-

tects and good workmen. The aisles are sepa-

rated from the nave by a stone arcade of five

compartments, the two nearest the chancel

being narrower and more acutely pointed than

the others. The mouldings of both pillars

and arches are very well worked and in toler-

able preservation, and belong in common with

nearly every other part of the church to the

style of architecture prevailing in the early

part of the fourteenth, century, now perhaps

better known as the “ Decorated.”

The west window is by far the finest part

* Cotton. Library. Vespasian, E. F. fo. 55,

of the whole edifice, and even now, worn and
dilapidated as it is, presents a beautiful ap-

pearance. The tracery is of a flowing cha-

racter, simple but elegant, and when the west
front was in its original state, the east rool

complete, and the lofty tower in the back
ground completing the picture, must have

been as perfect a composition as any of its

kind.

The aisle windows are of three lights with

segmental heads; the mouldings are remark-
ably plain, but in this style we frequently find

very beautiful and sometimes intricate combi-
nations of tracery, with but meagre and

shallow mouldings
;
the heads are divided si-

milarly to the west window, feathered anc

cusped. The label mould to these windows, tc

the west window and arcades, is precisely the

same in contour, differing only in size.

The aisles terminated with the nave, anc

were pierced with one east window in each
;

of what kind we can scarcely tell, one end

being so completely covered with ivy, that il

defies penetration, and the other bricked up
shews nothing but the mere outline of the

.window, which differs from the aisles, inas-

much as it is longer and acutely pointed.

There do not appear to have been any wes
windows to the aisles. No traces of the flooi

are visible, neither could we on digging dis

cover any remains of pavement or tiles—the

floor probably was taken up when the churcl

was converted into a bridewell, the nave being

divided off into airing yards.

It is to be lamented that this fine relic o

ancient art is devoted to no better purpos<

than that of a prison. The present scant]

church accommodation would be an amph
reason for restoring it to a somewhat mon
decent state, and as the walls and arches art

undisturbed, a small expenditure would rendei

it at once fit for worship and an ornament t<

the town. As before remarked, the style i:

“ decorated.” The building was commencec
in the reign of the first Edward, during whosi

dynasty, and that of the two succeeding mo
narchs of his name, Gothic architecture having

worked itself free from the Norman, and tin

somewhat stiff though still elegant character

istics of the Early English, attained a degree

of beauty and splendour unrivalled eithe;

before or since.

After existing for rather more than tw<

hundred years, this friary, in common witl

the possessions of the monks of this place, fel

a prey to the rapacity of Henry VIII., ti

whom, according to the deed of surrender

bearing the date of September 13th, 1539, th

monks gave up the house with all itsadvantages

and finally relinquished their order.

After the surrender, Dr. London, in a lette

to Thomas Lord Cromwell (Sept. 17th), sail

that the “honest men of Reading” had n

place for properly administering justice, an

begged that they might have part of the friar

for that purpose :
—“ Ther town hall ys a ver

small house and standeth upon the ryver whe
is the comyn wassching place of the most pai

of the town, and in the session dayes and othe

court dayes t-her ys such betyng of bateldore

as one man cannot hear another, nor the gues

here the chardg gevyn. The body of the hous

of the grey friers, wich is seyld with lath an

lyme, would be a very commodious room fo

them, and now that” I have ridden all th

fasschen of that church in parcleses, ymagei

and awltars, it wold make a gudly town hal

The mayer of that town, Mr. Richard Turnei

a very honest gentill p’son, wh many othe

honest men hath exp’ssyed unto me ther gref i

thys behalf, and have desyred me to be a

hu’ble sutar unto yor lordeschippe for th

same. If it sholde be solde the wallys besyd

the coyn stones be butt chalk and ftynt and th

cov’yring but tile. And if it please the king

gr. to bestow that house upon any of his s’j

vants he may spare the body of the church wic

standeth next the strete very well, and yet hav

rowme sufficient for a great man.” T his appl

cation of Dr. London met with success in oppe

sition to a request of his brother commissione

Richard Pollard, who in a letter dated “Oxoi

ultimo Auguste,” had thus written to Cron

well :

—“ A frynde of myne, the warden of th

grey friers in Reading, hath also desyred n

to be an humble sutar for hym and his bre

thren, that they may, with your lordeschippe

favor, also chainge ther garments with the

papistical manner of livinge. The most pa:

of them be very agede men and be not e
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)i strengh to go much abrode for their livinge,

\
wheror ther desyre ys that yt rnyt please yr

I lord<chippe to be a mediator unto the king’s
I grice for them, and that they myght during

|
tier lyves enjoy ther chambres and orcharde,

I *nd they would assuredly pray unto almyetie
A godde long to p’s’ve the king’s gr., and yr
I lordschippe to his most blessed pleasnr.” The
king, in the 31st year of his reign, granted to

|
“ Robert Stanshame, one of the grooms of his

I

chambre, and to his heirs and assigns for ever,
the whole house and the site of the house of the
Friers Minors, commonly called Grey friers,
in Readyng, in the county of Berks, the whole
burial place, bouses, buildings, orchards, gar-

||

dens, lands, tenements, trees, woods, lakes,

R vineyards, with all and singular the appurten-
D ances thereunto belonging, and also the site,

|
extent, and precinct walls and ditches of the

laforesd house of the friers minors, late so
I called, being round about and adjoining to the
I same, and the site and precinct of the house,
1 including and containing in the whole by esti-

j

mation six acres.” The body and side aisles of

j

the church were granted by Henry VIII th, by
I letters patent bearing date'at Westminster, the
I -24th day of April, in the 34th year of his reign,
1 1543, “ to the then mayer and burgesses of the
I borough of Reading and their successors in

|

future, with liberty “ to have, possess, use,
land enjoy a competent and sufficient way to
I the said body and side isles of the late church
) aforesaid, rendering and paying yearly on the
I feast of St. Michael, the Archangel, the hun-
rdredths part of one knight’s fee, and one far-

|

thing into the revenue of the late augmentation
l-court of the crown for all services, levies, or
demands whatever to the intent that the mayor
and burgesses of Reading aforesaid might, at
at their own proper costs thereof make and
build, or cause to be made and built out of the
same, one sufficient house there, commonly
called the Guildhall.” This grant is con-
firmed by Queen Elizabeth’s charter, with
authority to the mayor, burgesses, and their
successors, “ to give, grant, alienate, convey
in fee, exchange, or yield up the aforesaid body
and side aisles of the said late church, and the
way aforesaid belonging to the same to any
person or persons whatever, or to convert,
alter, and dispose of them to any other use.”
Some part of the building was probably con-
verted into a Town-hall, and another part was
made an hospital, or workhouse for the recep-
tion of children and old persons.

It is now used as a house of correction for
the town.

We cannot avoid repeating Mr. Billing’s
suggestion, that the building should be re-
stored as a church, the more so, because ac-
commodation in this respect is much needed by
the town.

We shall shortly put before our readers
some notes on other buildings in Reading, the
results of a recent ramble there.

I HISTORICAL ART AND FRESCO
PAINTING

,

Sir,

—

A ou have taken a pretty considerable
liberty with me, for you have actually chopped
off my head and clapped on another that does
not belong to me

;
at least, it is so that you have

treated my name, making it begin with an R
instead of a B

;

you must therefore now B-
head, and then it will be right. And pray is

not Budoivnik a name honest and good enough
for you? methinks it might be, since it°is
nothing more nor less than that of your jour-
nal, viz. The Builder, only a little polished
|up by being dressed a la mode de Pologne.
By your treatment of my poor head you

have nearly put out of it what I had intended
to say

—

n'vmporte—l have pen in hand and
must say something, any thing, so that it be
not about railroads and' shares. That awful
Epidemic of the day,
14 When infants learn to lisp ’bout railway trains,”

I leave toothers. But besides that, there is
another mania which we are now endeavour-
ing to roar up to the state of full-grown popu-
larity. I mean that for historical art and
fresco painting. Your correspondent B.’s
scheme for perambulating exhibitions of car-
toons, is, no doubt, a mighty pretty one, and
might answer very well for a few seasons

;

yet what would be the consequence even sup-
posing the requisite talent were to come forth
at bidding ? it after going so for a while in
such preparatory exercise, both artists and the

public were afterwards to discover, that further
and permanent employment could not be fur-
nished for the followers of fresco ? What
buildings, either public or private, have we at
present that are at all calculated to admit of
fresco painting on a grand scale? Are there
hall a dozen mansions in all London, is there
a single one among our political club-houses,
suitable for the display of such decoration ?
There is, indeed, the Hall of Commerce, in
Threadneedle-street

;
yet whether Mr. Moxhay

would allow any of our frescanli to exercise
their pencils upon its walls, may be questioned.
Sir Robert Smirke, too, has 'taken especial
good care, that they shall not think of contami-
nating with their brushes- the purity of his own
architecture, under the pretence of adorning
the facade of the British Museum with
“storied” compartments in fresco, as at the
Berlin Museum, since he has made his colon-
nades far too shallow for shelter, and further,
cut up the surface of the walls behind the
columns with windows, though he might so
have planned his building as to have no oc-
casion for any at all in that front.

If we are ever to have edifices adorned with
frescos, we must rear the buildings themselves
first. Or is it, after all, only a miniature
sort of fresco painting that is contemplated for
us ? works on no larger scale than what would
be suitable for panels in superior-sized draw-
ing rooms. Were such to be the case, fresco
would not rise at all above the level of mere
decorative painting; neither would such mode
of embellishment at all be relished by our pro-
fessional decorators, who find their account
better in a constant succession of new fashions
for rooms. Unless they were owners as well
as occupiers, few even of the opulent would
care to adorn the walls of their residences with
works of sterling art, so circumstanced as to
be incapable of being removed from one habi-
tation to another. And as to mediocrity,
mere namby-pamby figure-painting in fresco,
neither taste nor art would be benefited by
our adopting it instead of fancy paper or silk
hangings. Large historical subjects in fresco
are fit only for exceedingly spacious apart-
ments, and they should be unfurnished ones or
nearly so, and not intended to be occupied as
permanent sitting-rooms.
As to the beneficial influence likely to be

exerted upon public morals by the cultivation
of high art amongst us, I must confess that I

am exceedingly sceptical upon that point.
Was Italy a pattern-land to all countries for
morality during the palmy days of art? His-
tory certainly does not favour any such a
notion. On the contrary, the love of art has
almost invariably tolerated a very great deal
that is repugnant to correct moral feeling,
and sometimes to decency. And though
the more exceptionable productions of art,
may not be injurious to those who can
separate art from the impurity mixed up with
it, the public are not yet arrived at that stage
ofexalted mental refinement which is requisite
for such innocence.

Do, too, what we may, high historical art is

not to be secured by any forcing process.
Unless it is to be no more than an exotic hot-
house plant in this country, it must have time
to grow up naturally, and that will be work
not of a few years, but of generations. It is
true a beginning must be made, and the pre-
sent period may seem a tolerably propitious
one

;
but it is idle to talk as if, so we be but

resolute, the desired consummation cannot fail

of immediately following the mere begin-
ning.

Now that I have scribbled thus far, I re-
collect one matter connected with the subject
of architectural publication, touched upon in
my first epistolary communication. It is pro-
bably supposed that the British Museum is

well stocked with architectural literature,

—

that there, if no where else, almost every work
of any note or merit at all, foreign as well as
English, in that department of study may
be consulted. This is so very far from being
the case, that that department is most shame-
fully defective,— I do not mean as regards
scarce books of the kind—some ofwhich, by the
bye, are quite worthless, except as curiosities,
but such as are procurable. I have sometimes
made out a. list of a score, or thereabouts, and
on going to the museum, have not been able to

find even one of them. To give you merely one
instance, and if you are not already aware of the
fact, you may be inclined to set me down for

“a liar of the first magnitude,”—though the
mile-long shelves of the British Museum, our
national repository of literature, groan with
loads of the veriest trash that ever issued from
the press, it does not contain a work—an En-
glish one too—that made some noise in its
day, and which was of no small influence in
the regions of fashion and taste ;— it does not
contain—-but no, you won’t believe it, I
don t believe it myself— I can’t believe either
the catalogues or the museum people, when
they assure me that their library does not con-
tain Thomas Hope’s publication on “ House-
hold Furniture,” a work of exquisite taste,
and chef d'esuvre of outline engraving. Alas !

poor British Museum ! verily, thy condition is
literally Hope-less

!

' Budoivnik.

THE STUDY OF GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.

A writer in the last number of tbe
4thenceum

,
referring to the question lately

mooted in our journal, as to the present exclu-
sive study of Gothic architecture, has the fol-

lowing remarks :—
In the present rage for Gothic churches

there is too much of ecclesiolatry—of a maudlin
sort of devotion towards the buildings them-
selves as edifices mystically sanctified, and
which require to be mystically planned, in as
strict accordance as may be with the religious
fancies of our forefathers. Now if this imita-
tive folly is to be persevered in, then instead of
attempting to revive defunct architectural mys-
ticism, we should study the general character
and spirit of the style itself, whereas in modern
Gothic churches we seldom obtain more than
poor, tamo, flat copies of good originals, and
our modern Gothic architects are in general
all the more prosaic in proportion as they
attempt the poetry of the art. They have got
into a wrong, perverse and unnatural course,
inasmuch as they strive to substitute re-pro-
duction for production, and pique themselves
on fidelity, or what they take to be fidelity of
imitation

;
which unlucky ambition may

render them clever mimics, but never great per-
formers. So long as they imitate, their works
must remain not only in the rear of, but
also at a considerable distance behind models
whose artistic excellence arises in a great
degree from the geniality of treatment which
they display; whereas in imitations there is

always something forced and artificial
; and

though individual parts maybe all and each ac-
cording to precedent, the ensemble will betray
ignorance or neglect of the real idiom of the
Gothic style. And such is too frequently the
case with our modern mediieval churches : in
scarcely any of them do we discover the mani-
festations of a taste not only formed upon, but
inspired by, a sincere study of the great works
of the middle ages, and an intelligent appre-
hension of their merits. The barren and pas-
sive taste that will serve for the antiquary be
comes little better than artistic impotence in

the architect
;
while the one can give himselt

up with a sort of busy indolence and do-no-
thing industry to implicit admiration of what-
ever belongs to the olden time, the other has
to look upon the mediaeval edifices not as ex-
press models, but as studies which may help
him to the attainment of rival power and
mastery of his own. Instead of so doing, our
architects seem content either to hobble along
upon antiquarian crutches—possibly very good
crutches in themselves, yet merely crutches

after all. In art, antiquarianism is like fire,

—a good servant but a bad master; and un-

luckily, as we think, for architecture, anti-

quarianism seems just now to be arrogating

to itself a co*ntrol over it—certainly the eccle-

siologists display a degree of enthusiasm,

and of policy also, that contrasts very forcibly

with the apathy of the architectural profession,

who seem nearly deficient in that generous at-

tachment to their art for its own sake, which
would impel them to consult its best interests

by encouraging the study of it. The opposite

course of policy has been adopted by anti-

quaries and ecclesiologists, and so far with
success that it has given them a status in the
literary and artistical world. Not only have
they formed a public for themselves, and dif-

fused a taste for studies hitherto regarded as
either very trifling or very dull, but they
anxiously minister to and cherish that taste.
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Plan of Jamb.

PERPENDICULAR WINDOW FROM BIR-
CHINGTON CHURCH, THANET.

This church (which is dedicated to All

Saints) contains little worthy of notice with

the exception of the perpendicular windows,

which are of good design. The best of these,

the east window of the chancel, is the sub-

ject of the present illustration and by far the

finest window in the church : the mouldings

are better than those in many windows of even

greater pretensions. The illustration’ con-

sists of an exterior elevation of the window,
with an enlarged plan of the jamb.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT
OF SEWERS.

BY JOHN PHILLIPS.*

Previous to the commencement of the pre-

sent century many miles of sewers, which are

designated old in contradistinction to those

which have been built since, were constructed

with wide horizontal bottoms formed of bricks

laid fiat, or on edge, with thick upright side-

walls and semicircular arched crowns; and

both the materials and the workmanship are

of the worst possible description, and they are

in a state of great dilapidation. Nearly the

whole of these sewers, however, were put in

at a time when the authorities did not

exert much if any influence over their ar-

rangement and construction, and when the

subject was not considered to be of such

paramount importance to the public as it is

now held to be. Moreover, when these sewers

were built, a system of good and efficient

drainage and sewerage, based upon sound

principles of science, seems not to have been

I understood or practised, consequently many
miles in length have been put in without the

least attention being paid to placing them in

a proper position at their outfalls, or reference

being had to their extension to the more dis-

tant parts of the districts. Indeed, it is mani-
fest that many of them have been placed in

the ground merely for the purpose of suiting

their own immediate localities requiring to be

drained
;
and even then (from their form being

the worst that could possibly be devised), not

with a view to providing good and proper
facilities for assisting the discharge of the

drainage and sewage carried into them from
the surface and premises contiguous

;
besides

they have been built so carelessly and irre-

gularly, that the falls in many instances are

arranged contrary to their discharge. The

See p. 4/5 ante.

extraordinary large size and improper form
of these old sewers are the cause of much
of the great evil which still exists-, for nearly

the whole of them retain the matter discharged

into them instead of affording means for carry-

ing it off, consequently they are a vast system
of stagnant cesspools, and a great pest, nui-

sance, and expense to the inhabitants.

Although some improvement has taken
place in the formation of sewers during the

last thirty years, still many miles have been
constructed, both as to arrangement and
form, nearly, if not quite as bad as the

old fiat- bottomed sewers themselves, for vast

numbers of those that are termed new are ac-

tually in the same abominably filthy condition

as the old ones. The inverts of the form which
superseded the old are curved; yet from these

curves being exceedingly fiat, the very diminu-
tive and slender streams beoome spread over
their surface, and therefore have not suffi-

cient velocity or power to lift up and carry

off the matter : consequently, these hollow

channels very soon become filled with soil, the

fiat surface of which as it accumulates, forms

the artificial beds for the water to run or

lie on.

Regurgitations, eddies,, and retardations are

caused in all streams which flow or strike into

each other, where collateral channels are

formed at right angles to recipients, and this

irregularity produces considerable deposits of

heavy matter and silt at those parts. When-
ever the channels of sewers are formed in this

manner, the deposits which' will accumulate

from the improper arrangement entirely des-

troy their efficiency, and that too for some dis-

tance on the up stream sides, according to

the height of the accumulations, and the incli-

nations of the channels. Nearly all the old

sewers, as also house drains, are connected with

each other at right angles or nearly so, and

indeed so are many sewers which are com-
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mratively of modern construction

;
it has,

lowever, been the practice during the last few
'ears, to form the junctions with cants, and
n some instances with curves, both being in a
lirection in accordance with the flow of the
‘reams. From the very frequent opportu-
1 i ties I have of examining the condition
>f sewers, I have found vast numbers, in-
teed I may say, as before observed, whole
listricts of them more or less choked with
lecotr,posed matter, and this naturally led
ne to inquire into the probable causes of
heir inefficiency

; and from having well ex-
mined into the causes of these deposits and
ccumulations, I am convinced that they are
produced almost entirely from the improper
orm, arrangement, and exaggerated sizes of
he sewers.

It has been the practice to build what
re termed first and second class sewers;
nd it would appear that precisely the same
ize and form of sewer has been laid down in
umberless instances for draining short streets
ontaining from twenty to fifty houses as have
een built for the purpose of receiving the
/hcle of the drainage from collateral districts.
?he great absurdity of this regulation has long
een apparent and has frequently formed a
roper cause of complaint. This system has
een the cause, by the great and unnecessary
xpense, of preventing many densely popu-
ited localities from being properly drained,
iany persons being led to seek drainage either
urreptitiously or by cesspools, and the per-
leability of the adjacent ground. Nearly the
'hole of the water which is discharged intothese
^proportionately large and short sewers, from
lie number of drains being few, passes off very
lowly, leaving the soil behind, which, as it

ccumulates from time to time, ultimately
tops up the sewer and the private drains as
'ell

;
consequently the soil has to be removed

•om them at great trouble and expense
;
which

rocess has again and again to be repeated
s they become choked up. It has been
regulation never to build sewers of less

ize than is sufficient to allow a man to pass
reely along them

; and it would appear that
his has been the cause in a very great
egree of the large sizes which have been
dopted and continued for so long a time,
onsequently the form which would have ac-
elerated the flow and prevented soil from ac-
umulating within them, has not been generally
dopted. Now, by judicious arrangements, a
roper size can always be retained for that
urpose, and, at the same time, the form and
idth of the inverts may be enlarged or con-
acted suitable to any exigency or discharge
f water and sewage that may be required for
ny particular locality'.

Much controversy has arisen at various times
?specting the best and proper transverse form
>r a sewer, and several forms, both rectan-
ular, elliptical, and circular, with sometimes
ortions of these shapes blended together,
ave been suggested and used accordingly,
ut it would seem that the main question as
fgards strength and efficiency for discharging
ie sewage, has been by many persons, either
isunderstood or entirely overlooked. Now
must be manifest to all that sewers should -

j arranged and constructed so as to facilitate

IMPROVED FORM OF SEWERS.

The dark portion of the brickwork to be in cement.

ie rapid passage of the soil to their ou-tlets,

should therefore always be a question, when-
ce r a sewer is required to be put in, whether
3 arrangement of size, form, and fall, is cal-

dated to impart sufficient velocity and scour-
ig action to the water so as to carry off or
revent the soil from becoming deposited upon
3 bed. Now, if the data for the proper size,
rm, and fall for a sewer be not ascertained,
id these properly proportioned to the volume
' water likely to find its way into it, the
lances are that the force of the stream, from
;ing extended, will not be sufficient to remove
e soil, consequently it will accumulate, and
e sewer will ultimately become choked, and
ose up each house-drain.
Economy combined with the utmost effi-

ency are the principal considerations which
lould be observed in the formation of sewers;
id it is remarkable that the best form that
.n possibly be adopted is not only the most
lonomical and durable, but is also the most
ficacious in carrying off the sewage matter,
esides it combines in its formation the
eatest strength with the least consumption
material, and is at the same time strictly

nformable to both static and hydraulic prin-

ciples. I strongly recommend for adoption
the annexed section for sewers, being per-
suaded from a strict examination of the prin-
ciples of such structures, that it combines in
its form great strength and power of resisting
vertical and lateral pressure, economy of
labour and materials, and facilities for ensuring
good, sound, and durable workmanship

;
but

above all, and which is of the utmost im-
portance, it affords great advantage to the
velocity and scouring action of water, even
when its quantity may be small

;
and with-

out which advantages no structure of this
nature can be effectual for the purpose of
carrying off the drainage and sewage. Al-
though this shape is an approximation to the
form of sewer now in use in the Holborn and
F insbury divisions, still I believe it is rather
better calculated to sustain pressures from the
ground, and to impart greater velocity and
inciting force to a given body of water ; for the
frictional surface of its invert is less, conse-
quently the hydraulic mean depth of the water
would be greater than is afforded bv that form ;

and, according to the principles of hydraulics,
the velocity and power to scour increases in

proportion to the square root of the height ot

the water. From being subjected to consider*

able forces, and in order to sustain them,
sew’ers should always be of the annexed form,

or arranged upon similar principles. I shall

now proceed to examine the nature of those

forces and their mode of action.

When an upright cutting is made in the

ground, the adjacent earth at the sides is de-

pendent for its stability upon the nature of

the soil and the power of cohesion which
binds the aggregated particles to each other, as

also on the dip or natural inclination which
each succeeding underlying joint and stratum

take with the horizon. The particles of ground

from the surface downward differ more or less

in their relative sizes and shapes, and are

upborne and supported by those which lie

directly underneath and contiguous to them,
consequently their pressures are diffused in

lateral, oblique, and perpendicular directions.

Now, the lateral pressure which was afforded

by the ground in the trench to that at the

sides before it was excavated, becomes entirely

destroyed, and if the tenacity or cohesive
power which connects the particles together
be not equal to the lateral force acting from
them, the masses will break and crumble
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away, or slide down into the cutting-, and the

static line or slope formed by the fracture

varies with the strata, and according to the na-

ture and cohesion of the particles of earth
;
for

all soils will stand at some ang-le or inclination

peculiar to their character or formation. And
when ground is cut into and left unsupported,

that at the sides will not cease to crumble and

slip until the lateral forces become destroyed,

or until the power of cohesion and friction of

the ground be in equilibrio with the forces act-

ing upon it, the soil having then attained its

natural slope, which is the angle of repose.

The earth contained within the triangular

prisms on each side of the trench of a sewer,

becomes detached in consequence of the na-

tural or re-acting support being withdrawn
by the cutting, and by the force of gravity

each prism has a tendency to slide down the
planes of natural inclination. These bodies of
earth, therefore, in all cases require to be
supported, for which purpose it is essential
that the resisting force be somewhat greater
than thepressure, for if the latter predominate,
the structure will either be displaced or thrown
down. From it being necessary to construct
sewers at considerable depths in the ground,
it is essential that they be of a form capable
of offering a powerful and efficient resistance
to both lateral and vertical pressures

;
but

these are liable to much variation, being de-
pendant upon the nature and compactness of
the earth, and the angles at which they will

stand.

It is desirable, therefore, that the walls of a
•sewer be arranged so that the lines of pressure
fall within their substance, and not to touch
the intrados

;
for if the pressure from the

ground at a side be so great that its direction
touches the interior surface of the wall placed
against it at any point, nearly the whole of
-such pressure becomes concentrated, and acts
•at that point, and if the resistance of the wall
be not greater than the pressure it will yield,
and be forced from its position. For when a
body is subjected to the pressure of another
body, the conditions of equilibrium require
that the reaction afforded by the former be
equal and in an opposite direction to the pres-
sure of the latter, otherwise motion will ensue.

Reclining curved walls, whose bases abut
against each other, are considerably stronger
for the botloms and sides of sewers, and afford
greater resistance to lateral pressure than
walls that are built upright, at some distance
apart, and parallel to each other. For accord-
ing to the well known principle of mechanics,
that when a body at rest sustains another body
ly one or more forces acting at given points,
the re- action of the forces will be in directions
perpendicular to those points, or to the surfaces
of contact, and these perpendiculars must meet
either at the centre ofgravity of that body, or in
the vertical line which passes through it.

Now, according to the foregoing principle,
it is easily ascertained, by trigonometry or
the composition and resolution of forces,
that the rectangular wall, compared with
•the curved wall, has nothing like the same
resisting power to counteract the pressure
from the ground, consequently it would be
overturned or slide off its bed Avhere the
other would remain uninjured. Hence the
necessity for adopting the curved form for
the side walls of sewers in order to ensure
strength, durability, and adequate resistance to
lateral pressure. And where ground is of a
clayey or slippery character the greatest pres-
sures arise from that adjacent to the sides,
therefore it is at those parts the greatest
resistances should be placed, otherwise the
Avails must of necessity give way and be forced
off their seats into the sewer. The quick
curved form of the ground itself under the
invert and sides, assists very considerably in

preventing that above from becoming dis-
placed, and when the ground is liable to slip,

this form keeps the line of fracture of the
ground much higher, or causes the force from
it to act where the sewer ha3 the greatest
power of resistance, namely, across its broadest
part, or where there is most curve; and the

!

inclination of the ground, as also the side
walls, should be as obtuse as possible, as
then these are better able to resist the lateral
pressure. The greater external periphery
of curved walls prevents them from being
fractured by the pressure of the ground
acting against them; for as the radiating
joints form an angle with the horizon, when

lateral pressure is so great that the Avail is

liable to be displaced, that portion of it above
the line of fracture must be lifted upwards off

its bed, while a rectangular Avail, under the

same pressure, Avould be forced forwards.
From their superior strength in resisting

pressure, battering curved Avails are always
adopted for retaining Avails where stability and
sound construction is sought for. And there
being a direct similarity between ground pres-
sing laterally against a sewer and that pressing
against a retaining AA'all, it is evident that in

order to afford the greatest resistance with
the least consumption of materiais, curved
side Avails for sewers are of necessity the best
and strongest

;
besides, the arch thrown across

them form abutments Avhich afford forcible

counteracting resistances to the pressures from
the ground at the sides. Another great adA'an-
tage of battering curved Avails is, thatAvhen the
ground at either side has a tendency to slip, be-
fore it can do so it must upheave the side Avail

and the arch,Avith the ground upon it, the whole
mass turning round like a hinge at the point of
fracture, while a rectangular, or slightly batter-
ing straight wall would collapse or be forced for-

Avards off its seat with much less pressure.
The ground adjacent to sewers, as Avell as

that on the top of them, forms their natural abut-
ments, for the pressure from one side re-acts
against the pressure from the other, and the
super-imposed Aveight on the croAvn counter-
acts the pressures from both sides, and thus
the lateral pressures prevent that on the arch
from forcing it downwards, and the side Avails

outwards

;

and the pressure of the arch and
the load upon it prevents those from the sides
forcing the side Avails inwards and the croAvn
upivards, and, therefore, Avben the seAver is of
a proper form it is then capable of effectually !

resisting those pressures
;
provided the ground

be properly excavated for the bed, the brick -

Avork soundly executed and built to the proper
curvature, and the Avails efficiently protected
by the returned ground being well and soundly
rammed doAvn around them, as then the seAvers

and the earth adjacent to them will be in a
state of equilibrium with each other.
Under scarcely any circumstances should

rectangular or straight battering Avails enter
into the construction of seAvers, because,
from being exposed to very great external
pressures they are liable to be forced off their
seats and to crack or collapse at the points of
fracture, that is Avhere the lines of pressure
touch the inside of the seAver

;
and the resist-

ance afforded by rectangular Avails is de-
pendent upon their own Aveight, the load upon
them, and the cohesion and friction of the
joints Avhere the pressures act, consequentlv
the effect of pressure at any point Avould be to

cause the Avails either to slide or turn round
on an axis

;
and their power of resistance is

merely that of extension only, Avhereas curvi-
linear brick Avails are made up of a series of
wedges, Avhich tend to a central point, and con-
tain outside the neutral axis a greater amount of
material than there is inside of it, and Avhich

must be compressed, Avhilst the lesser quantity
of material inside the neutral axis must be rent

asunder or extended before the Avails can give
way, that is when the external pressure is equal
at every part. Therefore the curved form not
only affords greater resistance but bears trans-

verse strains much better than rectangular
Avails, and consequently are better adapted to

support earth, and that too Avith much less

quantity of material because the perimeter of a
circular Avail is much less and contains Avithin

its circumference a greater area than that of
any polygonal or rectangular figure. It Avould

add much to the strength and durability of
sewers were radiating bricks used in their con-
struction instead of rectangular bricks, as bond
could then be produced Avhich Avould tie the
Avails together transversely much better than
is done Avith half-brick rings and heading
courses, when these can be got in. The ex-
pense of making and burning this description
of brick Avould not be more than 3s. or 4s. per
thousand above the cost of common rectangu-
lar bricks, and Avere a large order given, the
cost probably Avould not be more than 2s. 6d.

The croAvn of a sewer with the Aveight of
the superimposed ground, together form a
great connecting link to the stability of the
side Avails, by enabling them from the increased
Aveight throAvn on them to sustain Avith greater
security the ground at the sides. The Aveight

of the ground on the arch is almost always

sufficient to prevent the pressure at the sides

from upheaving or disturbing it; but whet
the arch is too flat the pressure upon it wil!

force the side Avails outAvards if these be no,
properly protected. And again, if the arch
rise too much, the lateral pressure will cause il

to collapse at the sides or springings, and il

will crack and rise upwards at top, bul
the pressure upon the arch is almost al-

ways sufficient to prevent this from occur-
ring. A semicircular croAvn for a sewei
appears to be a mean betAveen that Avhich is

too flat and that Avhich is too high. But the
semicircle is not the best form for supporting
vertical pressure, for it has a considerable
tendency, when the ground is not sufficiently

firm or compact, to sink at the top and rise ox

spread at the haunches
;
and I have noticed

that a great many arches of sewers of a semi-
circular form have gone exactly in this

manner. Under these circumstances, there-
fore, I think it is desirable to make the arch
or croAvn of a sewer someAvhat of an elliptical

shape, with the longer axis upwards or ap-
proaching to the form of the equilibrated arch,
as then the lines of pressure from its Aveight
and the load upon it, are distributed more
equably within its substance, and the resistance
that this pressure affords is then thrown Avhere
it is mostly required, namely', across its

broadest part
;
besides, by giving the arch this

form, an opportunity is afforded for making the
side Avails more obtuse and of greater curva-
ture, which greatly improve their poAver of

resistance.

It is considered that a form of sewer which
is suitable for one locality is not adapted for

another. This principle holds good only where
ground differs considerably' in its character;
and attention need not be paid to it except on
extraordinary occasions. Greater Avidth and
lateral resistance is needed Avhere ground is

very soft, clayey', or of a slippery nature, Avhen
it is desirable to conform to the shape of the1

circle; for a cylindric ring under every con-
dition is the strongest form for resisting trans-

verse pressure when it is equally divided

around it. But the circle, although it is the

strongest, is not the best and most efficient

form for a sewer, as other conditions besides

strength are connected Avith the subject; for

the Avhole object of seAverage is to effect in a
speedy manner the discharge of the drainage.-

Whatever may be the character of ground
through Avhich a sewer has to pass, its form
should never depart from the principle of the 1

arch Avhose properties should be the genises

on Avhich to design every holloAV structure that 1

is to have pressure acting around it.

In performing the practical operations of!

seAver Avork, it is essential that great pains 1

should be bestOAved upon the excavation of their

bottoms. For in order that the brickAVork of the

invert may be constructed to the proper curvan
ture, it is extremely desirable that the bed of the

seAver should be brought as near to the form of

its outer periphery, and as correct as it is

practicable to make it.

The discharge of drainage and sewage is

wholly dependant upon the velocity, inciting

force and energy of flowing Avater, Avhich must
in all cases have sufficient poAver to OA'ercorne

the inertia or force of gravitation of the sew-
age matter, as also to sweep and carrv it for-

Avard in mechanical suspension. Now the

greatest amount of velocity and impelling force

to AA'hich a descending stream, Avith a given

inclination, can attain, depends on the least

Avidth of the development of the surface oi

contact
;

it is therefore of the greatest im-

portance always to make the channels ol

sewers of a shape conformable to that Avhich

produces the utmost velocity and the least

amount of friction or rubbing surface for thd

water to flow in. I shall hereafter proceed tc

examine the forms, arrangement, and con-

struction of seAvers Avith reference to this all-

important point.

The Wrought Nail Trade.

—

The Avork-

men of this trade, upAvards of 15,000, made ;

stand last AA'eek for an advance of 10 per centr

upon their Avages. Messrs. Caddick, of Cose?

ley, at once told their Avorkmen they would givi

it to them, and that they must not stand 4

single hour. Messrs. Caddick paid them the

advance on Saturday last, and stated they

hoped in a short time to be able to give a fun

ther advance.
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EFFLUVIA FROM SEWERS.

Sir,—Despite the importance of the subject,
I fear you must begin to nauseate the very
name of, much less the effluvia from, sewers.
I can only hope the old proverb vulgarly con-
demning too much stirring, will be reversed as
regards our present subject; and as a proof
thereof, I would fain hope some one of the
Metropolitan Sewers Commission will at once
take up the subject of sewer purification—and
test the value or otherwise of the various pro-
positions which have recently been put forth.
YV ith respect to the plan proposed in your
number for the 4th instant, I cannot. believe
that any apparatus with gratings in connection
with the carriage-way would be found to
.answer the purpose practically

;
and as respects

he modus operandi of the machinery itself, I

;onfess that, to my mind, the scheme lacks
nracticability, or, at least, a more lucid expla-
nation,and I must still think that the air-flues or
•olumns, with whomsoever the idea originated,
ire infinitely better calculated to ensure a per-
manently satisfactory result. And while on
his point, without wishing to detract from
‘Mr. J. P.,” or “Mr. J. L.,” I would just ob-
serve, and it appears to have been overlooked
>y the writers on these matters, that there
ieem to he no good reasons (especially if a
Iraft be created in their favour) why these
nutlets for the gases should be confined to the
ite of the sewer itself, when branch pipes or
Irains might conduct them to any available
paces, such as court-yards (for which a rental
night be paid), the' blank sides of houses
ituated at corners of streets, public mews
md the like situations.

Before dismissing the subject of sewers, I
vould hazard a few remarks on a point which
believe has in some measure escaped our

ather too zealous reformers. “ J. L.” tells
is not to fear the bursting as resulting from
he pent-up gases, and assures us that this re-
mits rather from bad engineering and defec-
ive workmanship. Both these defects may
xist in our sewers; but, verily, I believe, this
une has been harped upon too loudly, and to
. certain extent, unfairly (perhaps because the
une is popular); and we should bear in mind
hat when explosion takes place, no work (or
laterial), be it of the most cyclopean cha-
acter, can altogether resist its force. I am at
ae same time free to admit that due attention
bould be given to the shape of the sewers

;

nd there can be no doubt that the less straight
'ork be admitted into their form the better will
aey be enabled to resist pressure. I think,
owever, that many of the complaints would
ot be heard of if greater care where taken in
wilding the sewers; such as doing the work
i itsplace, instead of on a bench in the street,
nd paying due attention to the perfect bond-,
lg of the work, using hoop-iron pretty freely,
nd above all, giving the green work some-
uing like a chance of setting, before either the
ontractor or the director of the works, pro-
Jeded to overwhelm it with the earth covering
hd backing. This earth backing should, in
ly opinion, be most carefully filled in and
ammed, unless concrete, which would be
luch more efficient, were substituted for it.—
am, Sir, &c., Hvi'fpyoe.
Oct. 14th, 1845.

: Furniture Woods.—The Lords Commis-
toners of her Majesty’s Treasury have recently
Irdered that a parcel of partridge wood iru-

orted from Antigua be admitted free of duty
furniture wood. Their lordships have also

l.'dered that a parcel of cherry wood recently
nported from New Orleans be admitted duty
tee. These decisions, which are of very con-
tderable importance to the importers of and
ealers in wood used in the manufacture of
irniture, have been communicated to the re-

i:nue officers at the various outports through-
lt the United Kingdom for their information
lid government with respect to future impor-
tions of these articles.

[Tableaux Vivans.—Herr Keller with a
amber of models, male and female, is exhibit-

g at the gallery of Painters in YY’ater-colours,
lall Mall East, a series of living pictures of
rtraordinary beauty. We advise all artists

> see them
;
effects of light and shade are pro-

iced which will give them hints of no mean
due. Keller is evidently an artist himself
lid sets his figures with a power rarely seen.

AMENDMENT OF METROPOLITAN
BUILDINGS ACT.

Sir,—The announcement in your paper of
last week, the 11th instant, headed “ 'The Offi-
cial Referees,” must, I think, be gratifying to
the building world

;
inasmuch as you state

that it is intended to bring in a bill, early next
session, to amend the Act,—that a third referee
will be appointed, and that Mr. Higgins has
consented to resume his office pro tem.
1 he necessity for an amendment of the

present Act is more than generally admitted,
and I trust a less vexatious, inquisitorial, and“ Paul Pry ” law will be enacted.
The original purpose of a Building Act was

simply the prevention of extension of fire, and
the framers of it may do well to bear in mind
the legal adage, “ de minimis non curat Lea
and not legislate on trifles, or interfere be-
yond what a wholesome care for the public weal
requires, so that a man really cannot do what
be likes with his own.
1 hat a third referee is desirable, will, I dare

say, be admitted, when we consider that two
persons very frequently and fairly, differ in
opinion

;
and a third person is required to de-

cide. And as one oi the understood advan-
tages of the new Act was, that building matters
would be referred to, and decided on, by per-
sons professing that art, namely, surveyors,
and not magistrates or lawyers, the necessity
of calling in the registrar, who at present
seems prominent, will not be required. The
official forms, notices, and fees, may possibly
also be abridged and lessened

; they are now
multifarious and heavy, pressing hard on the
building public and all connected with the
Act; who appear to have exchanged the rule
of King Log for that of King Cormorant.
At the sanie time it must be admitted, by the
modifications that have in several instances
been made, a right spirit seems to prevail.
That Mr. Higgins remains is, I think, gra-

tifying, for a man more practically conversant
with the subject, or fit for the duty, can hardly
be found. He is not one of the mere Bureau-
cracy or martinet school, and his plain good
sense and freedom from crotchets may tend to
render the administration of the Act more
practicable and less vexatious.
He is also well known, and has so little

official hauteur—“ Procul hinc! procul este,

profani ”—that his continuance in office will
probably be hailed with satisfaction by all

whom it may concern.
To whom, Mr. Editor, and yourself, these

observations are respectfully submitted, by
your obedient servant, C.

October 13, 1845.

ON THE HISTORY OF STAINED GLASS.

At the archaeological meeting before men-
tioned, a paper by Mr. Winston, on the
painted glass in Winchester Cathedral and
other local buildings, was read. The writer
remarked that the design and execution of
glass paintings are as capable of convenient
classification as architectural peculiarities, and
that he should refer throughout to the three
great medizeval styles of glass painting,
by the terms Early English, Decorated, and
Perpendicular, each style being nearly contem-
poraneous with the several styles of architec-
ture as designated by Rickman. The term Cin-
quecento he should apply to any glass prior to

1540, which exhibits in its details the peculiar
style of ornament known by that name. The
earliest specimens of English glass that he had
met with at Winchester, are the two fragments
probably of a border, worked in with other
glass, in the west window of the nave of St.

Cross, and two other fragments of a border
over the door leading into the refectory. All
this glass is of precisely the same character;
and to be referred, he was of opinion, to the
beginning of the thirteenth century. A few
small fragments of later Early English are at

present contained in the cloister of the college.
Two circles of Early Decorated glass are over
the door of the refectory of St. Cross, and two
or three more in the west window of the
Cathedral. They are composed of plain pieces
of coloured glass, disposed in a geometrical
pattern, and prove how much of the effect of

early glass is owing to th e texture of the mate-

rial. He would add here, that it appears to

have been the practice formerly to glaze the

windows according to the progress of the

work. 1 bus at T ork, the decorated glass in the
aisles is earlier than that iu the west window
of the nave

;
and the Perpendicular glass in

the aisles of the choir is earlier than that
in the great east window. All the present
glass in the side windows of the College
Chapel is modern, as well as that in the east,
with the trifling exception of two small figures,
the head of an angel, and four other little bits
of glass in the tracery of the window. Con-
sidering the time when the glass in the east
window was executed, it must be admitted to
be a very good copy of the old. The art of
making coloured glass was not so well under-
stood then as now. Had the glass been copied
now, it would only have been one degree
better than it is. Its effect would still have
been that of painted glass, exhibiting the
drawing of the early part of the fifteenth cen-
tury, and the colouring of the nineteenth in-
stead of that of the sixteenth. The texture of
all modern manufactured glass, uncoloured as
well as coloured

, is identical only with that of
the sixteenth century, and is totally different
from the texture of earlier glass. The prin-
ciple of adapting the execution to the material
pervades all ancient, and indeed all original
manufactured work, and it is vain to imitate
the drawing without also imitating the mate-
rial in which the work is to be executed.
Hence it is that modern encaustic tiles, what-
ever may be the date of the pattern impressed
upon them, always appear to be of the date of
the manufacture of the tile. The east window
of the college library is of the time of Edward
IV., and was moved to its present position
from the south side of the college chapel. The
arms in the refectory of St. Cross are of the
latter part of the fifteenth centurv. Those of
Cardinal Beaufort are uncommonly fine. The
glass in the east window of the cathedral
choir is perhaps a little earlier than 1525, and
is the work ot Bishop Fox, whose arms and
motto, ‘LEst Deo gracia,” are introduced into it.

This window must have been a magnificent
one

;
but it is unfair to judge of it in its present

state, when so little of the glass occupies its old
position in the window. The top central light
is filled with glass of Wykeham’s time, and
all the rest of the window with glass of Fox’s
time. In point of execution he apprehended
the painted glass in this window was about as
perfect as glass could well be. The library at
the deanery contains some excellent specimens
of heraldic glass of the time of James I.,

and Charles 1., in which, however, the decline
of the art of glass painting is very apparent.

FOREIGN ARCHITECTURAL AND COL-
LATERAL INTELLIGENCE.

Schin/cel's [Forks.—The writings and de-
signs of this great defunct architect (member
of the Council of State of Prussia), are now
publishing in a form worthy of his great
genius. They are as follows :— 1. Collection
of all architectural plans and projections of
Sch i nk e 1

. (Sammlung architcktonischer Ent-
wuJ'/e.) It consists of one hundred and
forty-nine plates, which, in the cheap edi-

tion, cost about 10/. Supplement thereto,

twenty-six plates with text, about 3/. But this

is still surpassed by a really splendid work
entitled—2. Works of high architecture

—

planned and designed for execution. ( IFerke
der hohern Baulcunst.) The first portion of

the work contains—Plan of a palace for the

Acropolis of Athens. Ten plates of the

largest size compose this portion of Schinkel’s

work. The second portion contains— Plan

for the Imperial Palace of Orianda in the

Crimmea, with fifteen plates of equal size.—

•

No library of any public institution ought to

be without these works.

The Scientific Congress at Naples is pro-

gressing well. Persons of the highest rank
(dukes and such like) vie in rendering every

assistance and service, a thing quite unusual

with the hitherto Italian grundezza. On the

28th ult. took place the festival inauguration

of the meteorological observatory on Mount
Vesuvius—one of the most original institutions

in the known world. The next will be the
inauguration of the colossal statue of Religion

(! !) on the new Campo santo atPoggio Reale.
On the 2nd Oct. the men of science will be

gratified by the unusual sight of two excava-
tions, which will be made at different places
at Pompeii. Of the memoirs read we cannot
state, at present, more than that, that of Pro-
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fessor Thiersch ,
of Munich, on a MS. codex

found at Bamberg, contains the conclusion of

Pliny’s natural history, hitherto considered

Undermining of Streets at Paris.— Suiter-

raneous Structures.— About a year ago, e

district of Montmartre was thrown in great

consternation, as on its east side several build-

ings seemed more or less menaced by a sink-

ing of the ground. It was asserted, that the

slope of the hill of Montmartre had been un-

dermined by the works for quarrying stones,

which are carried on to a great extent in and

about the French metropolis. The affair be-

came so serious, that the Prefet de la Seine,

assisted by the chief engineer of mines (!)

the chief inspector of quarries (! !) went on

the spot to inquire what was to be done.

The inquiry, however, shewed that the sinking

of the soil was ascribable to the unsyste-

matic quarrying carried on at a previous period.

Still, several proprietors received orders to

execute immediately some works for staying

the damage done. During this and other

similar inquiries, the actual state of the Cata-

combs (this subterranean Paris) has been as-

certained, the details of which are very curious.

The greatest length of these excavations,

counting from their entrance at the Barrifere

d’Enfer, is one kilometer (two miles.) But
from this main line branch off a great many
other shafts and quarries; and extend under a

large portion of Paris. Some of these works
are 5 or even 600 years old, and for ventilating

them pits are pierced into the open air. This
quarrying is now (very properly) under the

surveillance of Government, and no quarry can
be abandoned, without proper measures being

taken for the safety of the superincumbent
earth. In places where there are no houses,

the quarrv is sunk into itself, if we may say so,

by the supporting pillars being cut off, when
the roof falls down, and then only the soil thus

disturbed is smoothed and planned. If houses
exist above, then, of course, the pillars are to

be strengthened. The budget of the city of

Paris bears every year a sum of 100,000 francs

for these works of consolidation. This applies

only to quarries, which lie underneath pub-
lic roads; but if any sinking of soil is to be
apprehended on the spot where houses are

built, then the proprietors must bear the

expense. To find one’s way in these galleries,

is rather difficult now, although they bear the
namescorresponding to the streets, and numbers
similar to those of the houses above. But
their is now a plan in preparation which is ex-
pected to be completed in about two years,

which will faithfully represent all the ramifi-

cations and ganglia of the huge network of
subterraneous Puris .— Gazette des Tribunadcr

.

Street-cleanliness ; Regulations at Paris.

—

Although we know full well, that to lay down
regulations and to have them observed, are
very different things— still, we believe, that the
following notification, issued at the beginning
of the present month, by the Prefet de Police
of the French capital, will shew what attention
is paid to these matters by the French authori-
ties. The Ordonnance begins by stating, that
the sweeping of the public thoroughfares has
to take place from the 1st of October to
31st of March— between seven and eight a.m.,
and at no other time. The footways are to be
scraped, swept, and washed

; and the con-
duits to be kept free from all impediment for
the efflux of water, &c. After some other
points of usual purport—the Paris authorities
6ay : “For the sake of reforming the habits
so contrary to cleanliness and decency, the
administration has authorised or caused the
construction of urinals in several public
thoroughfares, especially on the Place de la

Concorde, the Boulevards, and many of the
Quays.”

Public Recognition at Berlin.'—On the re-

tirement of the actual privy councillor, Beuth,
the professors and teachers of both the insti-

tutions, which owe him their creation, at

least vigorous re-organization—viz., the ge-
neral building school (

'allgemeine Bau-Schule),
and the industrial (artisans) institution, have
resolved on presenting to that worthy states-
man and man a token of their respect and
love.

Ancient Canal and Tunnel of the river
Karan, in Persia (Susiana).—The design of
those stupendous hydraulic works, —derived
from Oriental authors and a minute personal
observation by Major Raivlinson (as contained

in one of his communications to the Royal

Geographical Society), seems to have been

the following. It would appear that Andeshir

Babc°-an, or his son, excavated a deep and wide

canal to the east of the city of Shuster, and thus

divided the waters of the river. The artificial

stream was derived from the Kuran imme-

diately above the town
;
but the city, situated

on rising ground, between the two arms, could

have been but indifferently supplied with

water, and a further undertaking, therefore,

was necessary to remedy this evil. A massne

band or dyke, accordingly, was thrown across

the original bed of the river, at the distance of

about half a mile from the mouth of the canal,

narrow outlets or sluices being left for the pas-

sage of a certain portion of the water. 1 he

consequence of this was, that the great body

of the river was forced back into the artificial

derivation. Another band was then thrown

across the mouth of the canal, forming, as it

were, a continuation of the line of the original

hank, and raised precisely to the same height

as the lower dyke. Here, too, the passage of

the water was regulated by sluices ;
and the

entire bed of the stream being now formed, as

it were, into a vast reservoir, the mouth of a

tunnel was opened into it (!), which had been

excavated directly through the hill of sand-

work forming the left bank of the river, be-

tween the two bands, and below (!) the level

of the water thus artificially elevated. A co-

pious stream, of course, immediately ran into

the tunnel, and sufficient water was thus ob-

tained for the supply of the town and the cul-

tivation of a vast tract of country. Before

either of the bands, however, were undertaken,

and when the whole body of the river must

have flowed in the artificial canal, the mouth

of which had probably been deepened for that

purpose, that part of the original bed between

the two dykes which was intended to form the

great reservoirwas paved throughout with mas-

sive hewn stones, fastened with metal clamps,

to prevent the further deepening of the river, and

to give additional strength and security to the

whole work.* Such was this great work in

its original conception. But as the course of

the river has constantly changed, as either of

the dykes became impaired and yielded a free

passage to the water, the level of water in

the great reservoir must, in that case, have
fallen below the orifice of the tunnel, and thus,

of course, it has become entirely useless.

CAUTION TO WORKMEN.

A journeyman copper-smith, named Evans,

was summoned before Mr. Hardwick, Marl-
borough-street, for breach of contract with his

employer, Mr. Styles, copper-smith, Lisle-

street, Leicester-square. Mr. Styles proved
that the defendant entered into a written con-

tract to engage himself for six months at the

wages of 23s. weekly. The defendant came
to work two or three days, and then left him
entirely. The nephew of the complainant

proved that he was the means of procuring

the defendant employment at his uncle’s place

of business. He had met the defendant ac-

cidentally one morning; the defendant had

applied to him to get him a job, alleging that

he had left his situation at Messrs. Pontifex’s

on account of disagreement about money
matters. He had taken the defendant to his

uncle’s shop, and the defendant had obtained

an engagement at advanced wages. Mr. Pon-
tifex said the defendant had some time previ-

ously engaged himself to him for some months.

He had been at work at his shop, and had
only gone away for a periodical “ fuddle, ”

which generally lasted a week, and it was
while on his drunken ramblings that he had
been apprehended by Mr. Styles.

Mr. Pontifex said the railroads made the

trade so busy, that it was of importance not to

lose the services of even one man. He hoped
the defendant would be obliged to fulfil his

original engagement. Mr. Styles said he had
no vindictive feeling towards the man, who
was otherwise a good "workman, and, when
not drawn away by liquor, a steady man.
But it was important to teach journeymen
that they must not, after having engaged
themselves to an employer for a stated time,

* Such of our readers as may study these matters, have to

observe that Major ltawlinson says, that the courses of the

river and canal are reversed in the otherwise accurate map
of Kinneir.

leave their work and upset business with im-
punity.

Mr. Hardwick said the plea of intoxication, i

even had it been established, would not have
excused the defendant’s reprehensible conduct:
in forming engagements and breaking them i

at his pleasure. In order to teach him that he
must not enter into engagements and breaki

them capriciously, to the great injury of em-t
ployers, he (Mr. Hardwick) would send him 1

to prison for one month. The solicitor said

Mr. Styles would of course pay the man hrs-i

wages all the time he was in prison. Mr Stylos

;

said he would do whatever the magistrate re-!

quired. Mr. Hardwick looked over the Act.l

and came to the determination, instead of di*-

recting Mr. Styles to pay a proportionate

amount of the wages, of cancelling the contract:

altogether. The defendant was then committed <

to hard labour for a month.

Corrroponiinicc*

DUILDERs’ TENDERS.
Sir,—I beg to submit to you the following

tenders which were opened on Saturday morn-i

ing, the 1 1th inst. at the architect’s, Mr. Isaac

Bird, 72, Seymour-place, Bryanstone-square;

they are for alterations at the White Hart,

Walworth-road, for Mr. Wm. Williams
;
the

difference is surprising in so small an amount, 1

especially when you consider that the plate-:

glass will cost 50/.

Cooper and Davis ;£225

Cooper 198

Ashby 197
Lawrence 188

Whitaker 138

You see the difference between highest and:

lowest is 87/. and the accepted, as he intends

doing the job, is 50/. under the next lowest.

Would it not pay builders generally, to em-
ploy competent persons to make out their es-

timates rather than guess at their amounts?
Oct. 13. A Contractor.

The following letter on the same subject fs

almost beyond belief: we have, however, re^

ceived the same figures from four different

quarters, so that we cannot doubt their coi>i

rectness.

Sir,— I take the liberty to forward you thei

amounts of tenders delivered for finishing ten

houses at Mile-end : Mr. Single, architect.

Croast

Knight
Smith
Rivett

Johnson
Simmons

1,129

Hughes
Cliff

1,060

Symons
Hume
Reed

Westbrook

The tenders were opened in a private room.
Mr. Westbrook was called, and, fortunately for

him, he was not present; Mr. Hawkins was
then called, and told his tender was accepted,

leaving him to guess whether he was 3/. thei

lowest or 300/.
;
the other tenders were them

returned to the several contractors, who, like,

men of business, opened them amongst them-,

selves. So much for competition.— I remain

yours, &c. W.

ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING.
Sir,—In reply to your correspondent, on

this subject, he is
' referred to a work

“ Practical Masonry, Bricklaying and Plas-

tering, both plain and ornamental,” published

by Mr. Thomas Kelly, Paternoster-row,

,

London.
The letter-press and drawings for the plas-

tering portion, were supplied by one of the:

practical stucco workers engaged at Windsor:

Castle, and therefore can be relied on, the in-

formation having been obtained from an ex-

perience of several years.

Your correspondent will find, under the:

head of “ materials used for internal finish-

ings,” in the work alluded to, the information'

he required regarding a good composition to

work foliage in by hand— I am, Sir, & c.,

Frank Tyrrell-
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 10th Oct. 1845.
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[Advertisement.]

TO THE EDITOR OF THE BUILDER.

32, Kirby-st., Hatton-garden, 15th Oct. 1845.
Snt,—Being fully aware of the interest you

ake in every invention that appertains to the
dvancement of science, and particularly at a

ime when your columns are strongly advo-
ating a pure and efficient system of ventila-
ion, it may probably not be considered too
ntruding my soliciting you and your readers’
ttention, to a newly invented and patented
'tove. My practical experience in tin

jrmation and superintendence of pub
c and private gas works, as well as fire

laces and flues, combined with ventilation,

'herein a strict attention to the generation of
aloric, its distribution, &c., has applied to

-eating and its various purposes, warrants
in a great measure to state my opinion,

aat Mr. Allen’s stove for public and domestic
urposes excels every other I have seen, or I

elieve has hitherto been produced. I am
onvinced, that it only requires to be inspected,
) be properly appreciated

;
it maybe seen,

nth all its various ramifications, at the paten-
i-e’s residence, 21, Worship-street, Finsbury-
]uare, at anytime, but in operation from two to

>ur o’clock daily.—I remain, Sir, &c.,

S. H. Brooks,
uthor of “ Cottage and Villa Architecture.”

iHipcellatiea.

Experiment with Fire-resisting Tim-
er.—On Monday week, Mr. James B. Reay,
f Dublin, the inventor of a preparation for
mdering timber, to a great extent, fire-proof,
•sted the experiment at the Commercial Hall,
•loucester-street, in the presence of the
Tayor, Mr. D. Hodgson, Mr. H. Booth,
'essrs. Milner and Son, and other gentlemen,
wo piles of timber, the one consisting of
tch pine, which had undergone the process

: preparation, and the other consisting of
emel which was unprepared, were elevated
i the form of the rafters of a house. Shavings
ere placed underneath, and fire was com-
unicated. In a few moments the memel was
flames, and very speedily it was consumed,
he pitch pine, which was three several times
sposed to the action of 800 degrees of heat,
:ood the test admirably. Some of the tim-
ers were more or less charred, but very
ttle injury was effected

;
and a remarkable

art of the experiment was, that the prepared
mber upon which the lighted shavings were
aced was very slightly damaged by the fire,

he mayor, and other gentlemen present, ex-
ressed themselves satisfied with the exped-
ient 60 far as it had gone .—Liverpool Times.
Freemasons of the Church.—Oct. 14th,
r. J. W. Archer in the chair; Mr. John
lane was elected a vice-president; Mr. W.
. Whitehead, of Paris, was elected a corre-
iondent delineator for that city; and Mr.
C. Hall, |F.S.A., was elected a member,

•r. Archer presented a rubbing from a
•ass executed by him, and placed in the
mreh at Wargrave, near Reading, by the
ficers of the Enniskillen Dragoons, to the
emory of their late commander, Lieut. Col.

3ymand White. Mr. W. H. Rogers then
divered a discourse on illuminated books,
herein the history of illuminating manu-
ripts was both theoretically and practically
2ated of, and giving a preference to the East
r its origin

;
Mr. S. Woodburn exhibited a

tall and delicate missal of the fifteenth
ntury, with gold borders; Messrs. Hunt
d Co., of Bond-street, a French MS. of the
teenth century; Mr. G. Isaacs contributed

• extraordinary reliquary, called a “ Rota, ”

the thirteenth century; The Rev. H.
owe, Vicar of Buckingham, contributed a
alter of the twelfth century, and Mr. Leake
furious printed book of the fifteenth century,
ing one of the ancient choral books of Salis-
ry Cathedral. Capt. V. Anson laid upon
e table two Egyptian deities, taken at the
!ge of Amoz in 1842; and Mr. W. Barton
hibited an engraved book of prayers of the
venteenth century. The next lecture was
nounced for the second Tuesday in Nu-
mber, being a continuation of the same
bject.

Opening of the New Hall, Lincoln’s-
n.—

J

t is understood that her Majesty has
ed the 30th inst. to open the New Ilall,

ncoln's-inn, at 2 o’clock p.m.

THE BUILDER.
City of Westminster Literary, Scien-

tific, and Mechanics’ Institution.— The
general meeting of this institution was held on
Wednesday evening, when the chair was taken
by Wm. Page Wood, Esq. (Queen’s Counsel),
vice-president. It appeared from the com-
miltee’s report, that much attention had been
given to the evening classes, as offering pe-
culiar advantages to the mechanic, and that
these comprisedseveral especially adapted to his
wants; as those for writing and arithmetic, geo-
metry and its practical applications, and archi-
tectural, and ornamental, and general drawing.
A very interesting series of lectures was an-
nounced for delivery during the quarter. A
discussion ensued as to various proposals for
reducing or liquidating the balance of the debt
incurred for the erection of the premises, and
a committee was appointed to examine and
report on their several merits. Thanks were
voted to the chairman, and the meeting ad-
journed.

Important use of India-Rubber.—At
an inquiry held in Galway a few days ago, by
Captain Washington, the’Tidal Harbour Com-
missioner, one of the Town Harbour Local
Commissioners stated that the Board of Works
had been allowed 100/. for India-rubber, to

keep out the tide when the docks were under-
going repair.

FOR RAILWAY INTELLIGENCE, Sfc. SEE
SUPPLEMENT.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers,
however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.]

For the execution of two contracts on the Man-
chester, South Junction, and Altringham railway,
being respectively of the lengths, L} mile and 7J
miles, including a viaduct of 1,000 yards in length.

For the execution of the entire works (with the
exception of Rails and Chairs) of the Cockermouth
and Workington railway, being about 10 miles in
length.

For supplying her Majesty’s Dockyards with
Lift Pumps, for pumping water out of ships’
holds.

For supplying the London Dock Company with
Bent Wood Hoops for the year ensuing.

For the execution of Works on the East Lanca-
shire Railway, being the Burnley contract.

For the supply of 90,000 Sleepers either Larch
or Baltic Timber

;
also of 380,000 lineal yards of

Larch Railing, and about 28,000 Larch Posts, to

the East Lancashire Railway Company.
For the supply of Railway Sleepers conformable

to specification, to the Liverpool and Bury rail-

way.
For supplying the London and Birmingham Rail-

wayCompany with twenty Passenger and ten Goods’
Engines of the greatest power that may advantage-
ously be employed, being not less than 1,000
square feet evaporating surface.

For the execution of the Works on the Hull and
Selby railway, between Hull and Driffield, being a
distance of about 19 miles.
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G. P. (Nottingham.)

—

The design is not suf-
ficiently goodfor publication. The classic lyre
and u-reath are out of place on a gothic monu-
ment. We are much obliged to “ G. P.” never-
theless.

“ W. S.” (Keighley.)

—

There is no new work on
staircases. Michael Angelo Nicholson's book,
on this subject, published ten or twelve years
ago is scarce, but may sometimes be met with.

“ Q..”—The request did not reach us till it was
too late to comply. We have altered the signa-
ture.

“ W. W.” willfind a work on Railway Surveying
recommended above. We should advise him to
understand the subject before he accepts an en-
gagement.

“ Quebec.”

—

A co7'respondent says 1,000 hands
are wanted for works at Quebec, and wishes to
know who has the engaging of them.

“ O .”—If the specifications be also made, an ar-
chitect ofstandiny would charge two-and -a, -half
j>er cent. The queslion is an unsettled one

:

(t

Previous arrangement would be the best course.
“J. S.”—If the projections be in accordance

with the Buildings Act, our correspondent may

t[

res^ satiefied. The latter supersedes local Acts.“ G- R- L.,” “ Ballantine and Allan.”— Next
week.

Other correspondents must excuse us till our next
number.

ADVER.TISE1VEENT5.

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION, REGENT-
STREET.

K ITE'S PATENTED VENTILATING
and SMOKE-CURING SYSTEM is daily ex-

plained by Mr. Phillips, the practical engineer, illustrated
by models and a great variety of experiments, at a Quarter
past Twelve and Half-past Seven precisely. Architects, Buil-
ders, Ironmongers, Gas Fitters, and the Public generally,
are invited to investigate the merits of this new and scien-
tific invention, the application of which maybe seen in prac-
tical operation as applied to street lamps, at the entrance of
the above Institution. All letters addressed to the Patentee,
New North-road-bridge, Hoxton.

Royal polytechnic' institu-
TION.—Lectures on the Muaic of Spain, by Don

Jose de Cicbra, with Guitar and Vocal Illustrations, on Tues-
days, Thursdays, and Saturdays, at Half-past Two o’clock.
Dr. Ryan’s Lecture on the Process for making Ice by Artifi-
cial Means, illustrated by Masters’ Patent Apparatus, Daily,
at Half-past Three o’clock. Also, Mons. Boutigny’s ex-
periment of making Ice in a Red-hot Crucible. Professor
Bachhoffricr’s varied Lectures, with experiments, in one of
which he clearly explains the principle of the Atmospheric
Railway, a model of which is at work Daily. Coleman’s New
American Locomotive Engine, for ascending and descending
Inclined Planes. A magnificent Collection of Models of
Tropical Fruits. A new and very beautiful series of Dis-
solving Views, new Optical Instruments, &c. Experiments
with the Diver and Diving Bell, &c., &c.—Admission, One
Shilling; Schools, half-price.

1 ELEFELD’S PAPIER MACIIE.—
The superiority of the Papier M4ch4 for the purposes

of ARCHITECTURAL DECORATIONS is now so gene-
rally admitted, that it is needless to argue it. The introduc-
tion of Papier Miiehd into most of the public and private
buildings in the country is the best proof of its merits. Or-
naments may be had in almost every style, and pattern-
books, containing more than a thousand executed designs.
Price 1/.

PICTURE. FRAMES and other Articles of Furniture,
either gilt or in imitation of the finest carved oak. An illus-
trated Tariff forwarded on the receipt of eight post-office
stamps.
PATENT QUAQUAVERSAL GLASS-STANDS for the

toilet, on an entirely new principle, of great elegance, and
free from all the practical inconvenience of ordinary Glass-
stands.

At the works, 15, Wellington-street North, Strand.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ C. J.” mag safely construct the external wall to

afourth-rate in the manner he proposes.
“ W. R. A.” (Durham.)

—

Messrs. Whittaker and
Co., of Ave Maria Lane, London.

“ A Sub.” (Nottingham.)

—

Bruff's work on En-
gineering Field-work, imblished by Simpkin and
Marshall.

“ J. M.”

—

The reply would depend on the terms
of Messrs. Bunnett and Corpe’s specification.

We are disposed to think it would be an in-

fringement.
“ Observator’s” letter in no xvay contradicts the

remarks on the dreadful state of the sewers,

which have appeared in our pages.
“ Plans on Parchment.”

—

A correspondent wishes
to know the best way of colouring plans on
parchment ? What are the best colours to use ?

and what liquid is best for mixing the same ?

We have our own way, but shall be glad to re-

ceive the opinions of others.

R. C.”

—

Caen stone is used externally in the

restorations at Canterbury Cathedral, West-
minster Abbey

, fyc. In quality it is very various,

containing vents and faults hardly discoverable

’till opened. It is a good stone, but must be

selected with care: few people in England know
much about it. We will shortly seek an oppor-

tunity to speak more at length.
‘ S. H.” (Paris.)

—

We shall be happy to receive

specimen and terms.

WALLIS’S PATENT LIQUID WOOD
KNOTTING. — This newly-discovered Liquid

Composition which Messrs. Geo. and Thos. Wallis have the
satisfaction of introducing to the trade, possesses the im-
portant qualification of effectually stopping Knots in Wood,
however bad, and preventing them eating through and dis-

figuring the paint above.
Many substances have been used and much time spent in

endeavouring to find a cure for a bad Knot, but hitherto

without success. Messrs. Wallis therefore feel much plea-

sure in offering to the public an article so long and anxiously

called for.

In the application, skill is not required ;
a boy can use it

as well and effectually as the best workmen : it is put on to

the work with a brush like common paint, can be used in all

climates and situations, and does not require heat.

Sold wholesale and retail, by Messrs. G. and T. Wallis,

Varnish, Japan, and Colour Manufacturers, No. 64, Long
Acre. Price 20s. per gallon.

VAARNISH.—It has long been adesideratum

and genuine article
;

brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,

and durability are the qualifications necessary, but these are

seldom if ever found united. The experience of a life-time

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, the

great and important discoveries of modern chemistry, and

the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.

George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil

and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently

recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both in

price and quality.

Builders, Coachmakers, Painters, and others may depend

on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article.

Fine Oil Varnish, from 10s. per gallon; best White Spirit

Varnish, 21s. ditto
;
Best Spirit French Polish, 20s. ditto;

White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of every description at

the very lowest prices.—WALLIS’S Varnish, Japan, and
Colour Manufactory, 6i, Long-acre, one door from Bow-
street. Established 1750.

.

m
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TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, UPHOLDERS,

BLIND MAKERS, &c.

E SMITH, MANUFACTURER, 8,

• AVERY ROW. BOND STREET.—The Re-

gistered Archimedian Blind Roller possesses important ad-

vantages, such as the following :-ft resembles closer than

any other the spring in its rapid ascent, and

cord, being only a quarter the length of blind, the tassel

being retained in the hand during the entire ascent of a

long blind, not liable, as the spring, to be deranged 1by' * ant

of care in using ;
much cheaper, and capable of appbcatio

where the spring is not, as in long narrow windows. I ar-

?ies wm be
P
waited on with models, by communicating the

wish 'by post,"or can see them at the Polytechnic Institu-

tion, and Adelaide Gallery.

%*£ "T-
COmP'M

»d. per foot extra.

Orders by post, with measure between beads and length

of window, will be executed, and sent to any part of the

GRAINING COLOURS AND LIQUID WOOD STAINS.

H enry Stephens begs to call the

attention of Architects, Builders, House Decorators,

Painters, Cabinet-maliers, and all those engaged in the

erection of churches where the appearance of oak is desir-

able, and those also who are employed in the revival of old

carvings, faded furniture, or other ornamental wood work,

to his GRAINING COLOURS and LIQUID WOOD
STAINS.
The graining colours are prepared in a damp state, and

upon so true a principle, that the workman cannot fail in

obtaining the natural colour, nor of giving to the work the

same effect and appearance at all times. The difficulty of

producing a true colour and of preserving the same unifor-

mity with the admixture of earths and oxides, which are

the ingredients used in graining, has long been acknow-

ledged. This difficulty is at once removed by these prepara-

tions, and the grainer is enabled to confine his attention to

his art in graining, without being perplexed in proportioning

and mixing his colour.

The LIQUID STAINS are solutions of colours which not

only carry additional stain on to the various woods on which
they are employed, but when used on the particular wood
whose object it’ is to revive, it combines with and heightens

the natural colour inherent in the wood, and is therefore a

valuable acquisition to the DECORATOR and to the

RENOVATOR of old oak or other carvings. They arc also

capable of giving colour to the sappy and defective parts of

veneers and fine woods used by cabinet-makers and others.

In the decoration of churches, castles, baronial halls, and
mansions, in which are often found beautiful specimens of

ancient carvings; when the colour of the wood is changed
and faded, these liquid stains will be found particularly ser-

viceable.

They also impart to woods of inferior character and of

soft texture, such as beach, birch, pine, deal, &c., the
colour and appearance of such woods (whether oak, maho-
gany, rosewood, &c.) as it may be designed to imitate,

and thus save the expense of more costly materials.

The above preparations for graining and staining for pur-
poses of imitation and of revival, are prepared by HENRY
STEPHENS, and may be obtained at 5-1, Stamford-street,

where specimens of their application may be seen, and also

at the Office of “ The Builder.”

HOLBORN AND FINSBURY SEWERS, MIDDLESEX

The commissioners of sewers
for the LIMITS give NOTICE, that their Office,

Hatton Garden, is open daily between the hours of Ten and
Four, where information can be obtained (gratis) by persons
about to Purchase or Rent Houses or Property, or take Land
for Building purposes, of the situation and level of the
public Sewers, capable of affording sufficient Drainage, and
which they recommend all such Persons to apply for at the
above Office. By the Court,

STABLE and LUSH, Clerks.

PORTLAND CEMENT of best quality
manufactured byJ.B. WHITE and SONS, of Mill-

bank-street, Westminster. To he had at their Warehouses
;

Druce’s Wharf, Chelsea ; Bell’s Wharf, Paddington
; and

Earl-street, Blackfriars.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND CON-
TRACTORS.

GREAVES’S LIAS CEMENT and
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME, at 2, South Wharf,

Paddington, London, and Works, Soutbam, Warwickshire.
Agent for Liverpool, Mr. W YL1E, 5fi, Gloster- street; ditto

for Manchester, Mr. J. THOMPSON, Back King-street

;

ditto for Chester, Mr. J. HARRISON, Linen Hall-street.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE CEMENT.

T HE PATENTEES of KEENE’S
CEMENT beg to draw attention to the use of this

material in the works recently executed at the COLOS-
SEUM. Rcgent’s-park. The POLISHED COLUMNS in

the Hall of Sculpture, the ornamental paving in the corri-

dors and conservatories, and much of the stucco on the walls,

arc specimens of the very successful application of this
cement. Patentees and Manufacturers, J. B. WHITE and
SONS, Millbanlc-street, Westminster.

ATKINSON’S CEMENT.—The public is

respectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-
cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architecture
and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to

2s. 3d. per bushel, and may be had in any quantity at Wyatt,
Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Hollaad-strect, Surrey side of
Blackfriars-bridge.

N.B.— This Cement beingof a light colour, requires noarti-
ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with
three parts its own quantity of sand.

MARTIN’S FIRE-PROOF AND ORNAMENTAL
CEMENT.

CAUTION.— Messrs. STEVENS and
SON, Patentees, beg to caution their friends and the

trade generally against confounding this invaluable Cement
with others, erroneously said to be of the same description.

S. and S. pledge themselves, that MARTIN’S CEMENT is

totally dissimilar in composition and manufacture from every

other, and, being a neutral compound, is not only free from
chemical agency upon any substance with which it may
come in contact, but completely resists the action of the

strongest acids. They feel it a duty to direct attention to

the following properties, which it exclusively potsesscs:

—

1. It rapidly acquires the hardness of stone.

2. Unlike other internal cements, its hardness is uniform
throughout its entire thickness.

3. Its surface (which may be made equal to that of the
finest marble) never throws out any salt, and will receive

paint in four days, without peeling, when put upon dry
work.

It is peculiarly adapted as an internal stucco for walls,

skirtings, architraves, mouldings, and enrichments of all

kinds, to all of which purposes it has been extensively ap-
plied by Mr. Thomas Cubitt on the Grosvenor estate, &c.

For the above purposes, it possesses great advantages over
wood, heing more economical and durable, resisting fire,

damp, and vermin.

For the floors of hall and fire-proof warehouses, its light-

ness, durability, and uniform surface give it an immense
advantage over stone, being, at the same time, much more
economical. The most satisfactory references can be given.
To be had of the Patentees, Plaster of Paris and Cement
Manufacturers, 186, DRURY LANE.
Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R. PART, 28,

Canning-place, Liverpool.

COURT OF SEWERS FOR WESTMINSTER, AND
PART OF MIDDLESEX, No. 1, Greek-street, Soho-
square.

TO BUILDERS and Others interested in
buildings or in ground for building upon, within the

district under the jurisdiction of this Court, drained by water-
courses falling into the river Thames, between the city of
London and the parish of Fulham.
The Commissioners hereby give notice, that by an Act of

the 4”th Geo. III. chap. 7, local) it is required that, pre-
viously to the making of any new sewer in any street, lane,
or public way, or in any part intended to become a street,
anc, or public way, or to carry or drain off water from anv
house, building, yard, or ground, into any sewer under their
management, or within their jurisdiction, a notice in writing
shall be given to them, or to their clerk at their office, and
that such new sewer or sewers shall be constructed and made
in such manner and form as shall be directed by the said
Commissioners, and not otherwise.

And, in order to prevent the serious evils and inconveni-
ences that must arise from ground proposed to be built upon
being excavated at too great a depth, the Commissioners
have directed that, upon ap^lieaticn being made at this office
previously to the excavation of such ground, information
shall be given as to the lowest depth at which the same
can be drained.

And the Commissioners do also give notice that, when-
ever the lower floors or pavements of buildines shall have
been laid so low as not to admit of their being drained with
a proper current, they will not allow any sewers, or drains
into sewers, to be made for the service of such buildings.

It is recommended to all persons about to purchase or take
houses, or other premises, to ascertain whether such premises
have separate and distinct drains into common sewers.

All petitions must be delivered at this office at least three
clear days before they are presented to the Commissioners

; and
all such petitions will be called on in the order of their appli-
cation, and the name of any party not present when called
on to support the application will be struck out, and the pro-
ceedings must in consequence be commenced de novo.

All communications made with any sewer without leave of
the Commissioners will be cut off, and the parties making
the same will subject themselves to a fine.

The provisions of the Metropolitan Buildings Act (7 and
8 Victoria, c. 84) do not supersede the authority of the
Commissioners of Sewers in the above respects, but their
powers are expressly reserved, and their regulations made
subservient to the purposes of that Act. The execution of
such works, under the superintendence of the district sur-
veyor alone, cannot therefore warrant the making of any
sewers or drains within this commission, nor relieve the
parties making them from the penalties above mentioned.

By order of the Court,
LEWIS C. HERTSLET, Clerk.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN
GENERAL.

JOHNS and CO.'S PATENT STUCCO
CEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-
troduced :— It will effectually resist Damp. It will never
vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete
Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely
resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never
requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh
and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.
It is the only Cement that can lie used with confidence by the
Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates
at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of
Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-
comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may
be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which
may be papered over or painted directly. Hoofs laid or
pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the
severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-
tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of
this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cement
now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary and
valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of
economy.

Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have
declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally
preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing
the Cement and its mode of application, together with a
volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may
be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,
Cheapside, London : of whom also may be had,

„
JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR

STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-
terior \V alls of Houses that have been covered with Roman
or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-
loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than
White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flakes,
being in direct chemical opposition with Cement

; whereas
MESSRS. JOHNSand CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an
affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the suction,
thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the
finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produceable by no
other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—and
may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the most
exposed Marine situations.

POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN PAVE-
MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks.

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Com Stores, and Salt
Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin in
Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell-
ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds.

Price 3s. Gd. per square yard.

BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culverts,
&c. &c. on Railways and other places (with instructions
for laying it down), may be had at the rate of 45s. per ton,
by applying to JOHN PILKINGTON, is, Wharf-road,
City-road.

TO ARCHITECTS.

I
N consequence of many complaints having
been made to the Company, by Architects, of a spurious

material having been used in the execution of Works where
the Seyssel Asphalte had been specifiedfor, the Directors,
with a view to ensure the fulfilment of any such specification,
have authorized CERTIFICATES to be granted to Builders
where the

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE
has been used. For the purpose of securing the use of the
Genuine Article, Architects and others are recommended to
insert in their specifications the “ Seyssel Alphalte, Cla-
ridge’s Patent,” and not merely “ Asphalte,” or “Bitu-
men,” as in many cases where these terms have been used,
gas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have
been introduced. I. FARRELL, Secretary
Stangate, near Westminster Seyssel Asphalte Company.

Bridge, Jan., 1845.

Books of Instructions for Use may be had at the Office of
“ The Builder,” and of all Booksellers in Town and Country,
price Is.

In proof of the necessity of the above advertisement,
may be mentioned, that it has come to the knowledge of th
Directors, that in certain works which have been executed by
Messrs. CURTIS, builders, of Stratford, a spurious material
has been used by them, contrary to the specifications, which
expressly mentioned, that ‘‘ Claridge’s Asphalte” was to
be used.

Also in the case of a work at Lewisham executed by Messrs.
ROBERT and DANIEL YOUNG, of 10, Crown-row,
Walworth-road, where Seyssel Asphalte was specified for, a
spurious article was nevertheless laid down by them.

RAIN WATER PIPES, Heads, Shoes,
and Elbows, Half-round and O G Gutters, Sash

Weights, Railing Bars, Sink nnd Stable Traps and Gratings,
Air Bricks, Coal Plates, &c.

;
Gas and Water Pipes from

in. to 12 in. in diameter, with Bends, Branches, Syphons,
and Lamp Columns

;
also Hot-water Pipes, with all the

usual connections. A large Stock of the above Castings at

JONES’S Iron Bridge Wharf, and No. 6, Bankside, South-

NOVEL PLAN FOR CURING SMOKY ROOMS.

THE SMOKE ELEVATOR, secured to
the Advertiser by Act of Parliament, can readily be

attached to any old or new pattern room stove, without dis-

figurement or’ removal of the stove, at a less cost than any
patent chimney pot, and with a certainty of success beyond
comparison.—Sold by C. RICKETS, patentee of the calori-

fere gas stoves, for warming churches, halls, rooms, shops,

or any other kind of building, without a chimney.—No. 5,

Agar-street, Strand, opposite Charing-cross Hospital.

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, BRICKMAKERS &c.,

PUMPS of Superior CONSTRUCTION,
bored perfectly true by improved machinery, in various

plain and ornamental patterns for Conservatories, Squares.

Market Places, Roads, Gardens, and for Liquid Manure.
BIIICKMaKEIIS’ PUMPS, in Wrought and Cast-Iron,

HYDRAULIC LIFT PUMPS, and ENGINES for Wells

of any depth. SINGLE and DOUBLE PUMPS up to

12-inch bore, kept for Hire.

BENJ. FOWLER, 63, Dorset-street, Fleet-street.

it- W. PIPES.

Messrs. Neilson and Mitchell
beg to inform Builders that they have

always on hand, at their premises,

15, Wharf-road, City-road, a large

assortment of R. W. Pipes, Gutter-

ing, Sash-weights, &c., which they

are disposing of at very low prices.

Castings of every description done

to order.

BALLUSTERS.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

Door springs and hinges.—
GERISH’S PATENT DOOR SPRINGS, for

CLOSING every description of DOOR, consists of Single

and DOUBLE-ACTION BUTT HINGES in Brass and Iron

for Doors to open one or both ways, and Rising Hinges for

the convenience of Doors opening on uneven Floors. Like-

wise Swing Centres, which consist of a combination of

power unequalled by any made at present. Manufactured,

by F. W. Gerish, East-rnad, City-road ; and sold by all re-

spectable Ironmongers in the United Kingdom.

BUNNETT AND CORPE,
ENGINEERS,

2G, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON,
AND AT THE WORKS, DEPTFORD,

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers of the

REVOLVING IRON SAFETY SHUTTERS.
METALLIC SASH-BARS, MOULDINCS, ETC., IN

BRASS, ZINC, OR COPPER,
FOR

SHOP FRONTS, WINDOWS, SKYLIGHTS, &c.
STALL-BOARD PLATES MADE AND ENGRAVED,

And all kinds of Metal Work executed to any Design.

Estimates given for Patent Iron Shutters, Metallic Shop
Fronts, Sashes, &e., Glazed complete, with best Plate Glass,

in any part of the kingdom.

METALS ROLLED OR DRAWN FOR THE TRADE.
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with reference only to tlie

triumph of the section with whom they act,

and not to the merits of the main question at

issue. In numerous instances, improvements

of the greatest consequence have been rejected?

simply because they were brought forward bv

parties opposed to a majority,—unwillingness

to aid the views of one they disliked, envied,

or feared, serving to close their eyes to the

merits of a proposal, which under other cir-

cumstances would have had their earnest sup-

port.

It is much to be hoped, that no such feelings

will be allowed to operate in the Westminster

Court of Sewers at the present moment : still

we have fears on the subject, as is evident from

the expression of the hope. That the sewers

within its jurisdiction arc sadly inefficient,

has already been made manifest in our pages.

They are little better than one huge cesspool,

tilled with decomposing matter (tending mate-

rially to injure public health), and many of

them, moreover, are in a state of great dila-

pidation, ill consequence of the badness of the

form employed, and other circumstances. Some
of them are so choked up with solid matter as

to be almost impassable; and we have heard

of an instance (but can hardly believe it), where

a new sewer, built to accord with what was

considered the level of the sewer into which

it was to discharge itself, was of necessity taken

down and reconstructed, on discovering that

what had been supposed the proper bottom

of the old sower was simply the surface of the

accumulated soil, and was more than a foot

above the right level.

A writer who addressed us last week, with

a da ire to say the Westminster Sewers were

not in the deplorable state set forth in our

pages, and in the commissioners’ own “ Book
of Informations,”*—but who evidently knows
that they are,—remarks :

—

“ One cf the greatest evils now existing, and

which is continually the cause of almost innu-

merable cesspools, is the large, old-fashioned

grates over the gulley-holes in the public

streets. The large divisions between the bars

of these grates arc continually admitting into

the sewers great quantities of stones and rub-

bish, which immediately fall into the sewers,

and form dams or obstructions to the passage

of all the light soil, in some instances to the

depth of two feet; this defect might be (and I

hope will be) soon remedied by substituting

new grates of smaller divisions, which would

almost entirely prevent a recurrence of this i

intolerable nuisance, and ultimately would be a

saving of very great expense, as all these ob-

structions arc obliged to be removed by open-

ing the sewers, and bringing up the stuff into

the streets to be carted away : an annoyance

most desirable to be practised as seldom as

possible.”

Now, we can mention another cause of ob-

struction and consequent deposition, and that

is, the heap of gravel and rubbish, too often

Sec

left on the bottom of the sewer by the workmen
when putting in the connecting drains from

houses. In one long sewer an eminent builder

informs us, the houses in the street above, may
be counted by these little hillocks, which dam
back the water, and necessarily induce depo-

sition.

These, however, are but local causes, and if

prevented, which most certainly they should

be, would not remove the whole difficulty. The
general cause is the shape and level of the

l
sewers. A form of sewer with upright sides (as

I
bad as can well be imagined), was in use in the

Westminster division for many years
;

it has,

;

however, been recently abandoned, and another

substituted for it, yet this new form is but a

j

slight improvement upon that which it super-

I

seded. The greater curvature given to the

invert certainly somewhat confines the stream

to a narrower channel, and so increases its

velocity and its cleansing power, but the in-

creased velocity thus gained over that afforded

by the old form, under the most favourable

circumstances, is so very flight, that it is of

little or no avail in preventing deposits and

accumulations of matter. The inefficiency of

the form is admitted by the commissioners,

and proved collaterally by the evidence pub-

lished with the first Report of the commis-

sioners for inquiring into the state of large

towns
;
and in the report of the proceedings

at the last court of sewers, which follows our

present article, it will be seen that a day

was then set apart to examine various new

forms that had been submitted to them, includ-

ing, after a struggle against it, the form pro-

posed by Mr. Phillips, which we laid before

the public last week.

Of the excellence of this latter we have no

doubt; and what is of very great importance,

its cost is much less than thut of the present

form
;
taking for example the No. 2 sewer,

the cost as now executed is IJs. and (3d. per

foot lineal
;
whereas the cost in accordance

with our engraving is estimated at 11s. and

Gd. per foot.*

The opinion formed of it by practical men
is shewn by the following document which was

read by .Mr. Leslie at the court on Friday, in

support of a motion to the effect that this form

should be adopted :

—

London, ltith October, 1813.
Dear Sir,—At your request, we have examined

the annexed lithographed sections of sewers, signed
“ John Phillips.”

We are of opinion that sewers so formed would
be most efficient as regards drainage, and durable
and economical in their construction.— (Signed)
Tnos. Cubitt, Josh. & Cuas. Rigby,
GnissEi.L & Peto, Elgkr & Khi.k,
William Herbert, Hugh Bier*.

This certificate must enforce the attention

of the. commissioners
;

they cannot easily

pooh, pooh ! any project thus accredited. Un-

* The follow ing (able shews what would lie Ihc cost, ac-
cording to the depths, for one foot lineal of three several
titles of egg- shaped sewers proposed by Mr. Phillips. The
first size is 3 ft. wide, and 4 ft. 8 in. high inside, and the
walls one brick thick all round; the quantity of reduced
brickwork in mortar is 7 ft. H in., and in cciucnt 2 ft. 8.) in.

;

one rod together will execute 27 ft. Sin., run. The second
size is 2 ft. li in. wide, and 3 ft. 1 1 in. high inside, the w alls

one brick thick ; the quantity of reduced brickwork in mortar
is lift., and in cement 2 ft. 4 in., one rod will execute 32 ft.

R in., run. The third size is 2 ft. wide, and :t ft. 3 in. high
inside, and the w.i'Is one brick thick; the quantity of reduced
brickwork in mortar is 5 ft. 2 in., niul in cement 2 It.

;
one

rod will execute 33 ft., run. The digging, including timber,
strutting, &c., is calculated at Is. Sjd. a cube yard ; and the
brickwork, in mortar at 11/. lbs. a rod ; and in cement at

14/. 1 Is. sd. a rod.

No. l Sewer.

TOTAL COST OF DIGGING AND BRICKWORK.

Depth of digging to bottom of trench :

—

12 ft. 6 in 12s. 6d. per foot.

3d. per foot.

fortunately, however, such a captious spirit

prevails at this moment, and 60 many commis-
sioners have expressed opinions perhaps too

hastily taken up, or have acceded to views

proposed by others, to which they consider

themselves bound, that we can hardly antici-

pate such an unprejudiced discussion of the

question as its importance demands and
the metropolis lias a right to expect. We se-

riously urge the commissioners to put aside

every other object but that of attaining the

best and cheapest form of sewers : and if any,

from fresh evidence now before them, are

satisfied that the egg-shaped sewer must be

better than one with straight sides (and we
respectfully submit that this cannot be denied),

it is to he hoped they will not fail to act in

accordance with that opinion, even though,

they may have previously expressed them-
selves differently.

It is not our intention at this moment to

comment on the general management of the

Westminster Commission, although it is un-

questionably open to animadversion. We
trust, however, it will not be considered im-

pertinent if we hereafter revert to the subject.

With so important a trust, a revenue of from

29,000/. to .'10,000/. a year, or more if they

please, and great powers, it is of the utmost

consequence that the duties of the commission

should be efficiently discharged. It is not a

party question, not a mere parish question, but

one of national importance (as can easily be

shewn), and if any improvements are necessary,

they should forthwith be attended to, or the

public will themselves interfere, and sec that

they are made. The time has gone by for

legislating from behind aj curtain,—unques-

tioned.

WESTMINSTER COURT OF SEWERS.

On Friday, the 1 7th instant, a numerous
meeting of the court took place, and some very
important business was transacted. It being
on the business paper to pay Mr. Jay, the
contractor, 3,000/. on account, Mr. Leslie ob-
jected to it, and called for the report of the
committee of accounts on the subject. It ap-
peared that the committee bad had a meeting
on the 7th instant, and the report stated that
“ the assistant surveyor, Mr. Doull, having pre-
sented the bills of the contractor, Mr. Jay, for

the quarter ending Midsummer 18-15, with the

abstracts complete, resolved that the said bills,

amounting to 1 ,445/. 2s. 9d., be approved and
recommended for payment.”
Mr. Leslie said Mr. Jay had received 2,500/.

which he considered more than paid the whole
hill, and stated that the committee of accounts
were putting the public accounts of the com-
mission into almost inextricable confusion, for

while Mr. Jay had received 2,000/. on account

in April, and 1,000/. on account in May, it was
not until the 20th of June, he received

270/. 2s. Id. balance of his bills to Christmas

1814. Mr. Leslie stated that the whole amount
of the bills to Christinas 18-14, were only

270/. 2s. Id., and that it was utterly impossible

for Mr. Hertslct to keep these accounts while

such proceedings were suffered. The chair-

man and Mr. llawkcs both contradicted Mr.
Leslie, urging that the 2,000/. in April, was

on account of works generally, and the 1,000/.

in May, on account of the restoration of the

sewer in the Glouceslcr-road, Paddington, as

were the remaining sums mentioned by Mr.
Leslie, in June 1,000/., and August 1,500/., on
account of works since Lady-day.

Mr. T. L. Donaldson then moved, and was
seconded by Mr. T. W. Marriott, “ That 1,000/.

be paid to t lie contractor on account of the works
of the eastern division, and 2,000/. on account
of the Ranelagh division, and that it he re-

ferred to the committee of accounts to direct

the clerk to apportion to sucii districts as they
think most proper the sums already advanced.”
The following thirteen commissioners voting

for Mr. Donaldson’s motion, viz.:—Messrs.
Baylis, Biffin, John Boodle, jun., Clowser,
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Thos. L. Donaldson, Dutch, Harrison, Harvey,

Ilawkes, Le Breton, Marriott, Willmott,

Wood
;

and the four following commissioners

(•gainst it, lion. F. J3vng, Messrs. W. Farlar,

Fuller, Leslie.

The order was then 'signed for payment

of 3,000/. to Mr. Jay, Mr. Leslie stating that

there was not enough money at the bankers on

the eastern division to pay the 1,000/., hut that

it must be borrowed from the western divi-

sion, the inhabitants in which had contributed

this venr already above 1C,000/., although the

contractor’s (Mr. Jay’s) four quarterly accounts

to Michaelmas were only 1,288/. 7s. lid.

The next business of importance was a

motion by Mr. Ilawkes, seconded by Mr.
John Gunter, to delay the building of “ 500
feet of sewer in Gloucester-mad, Kensington,
until Mr. Alexander and Mr. Broadwood have
agreed to improve the line of the Gloucester
road in front of their land.”

Mr. T L. Donaldson moved, and G’npt.
Bague seconded, an amendment “ That the
sewer in Gloucester road he built upon the
guarantee offered by Mr. Alexander in his
communications to this court.”
The arguments against the amendment were,

that the whole proposed expenditure was
illegal, as it was to build a new sewer, at the
expense of the district, where none had before
existed, and that Mr. Alexander and Mr. Broad-
wood should be at the expense of the sewer.
The amendment was carried.

Mr. Allason then brought forward his mo-
tion, seconded by Mr. Ilawkes, “ That the
several diagrams submitted to this court, for al-
tering the forms of sewers ordered by the court,
17th Sept. 1814, be referred to a committee
for their opinion, and report thereon, together
with the several diagrams furnished by the
other commissions.” Upon which Mr. Leslie
moved an amendment, seconded by the Hon.
!• rederick Byng, “

'I hat the forms of sewers
proposed by John Phillips, he adopted.” Mr.
Leslie read a letter in support of his motion,
which appears in our first article.
The amendment was lost, as was another to

refer all the plans to an eminent civil engi-
neer; but a third amendment was carried,
moved by Mr. Farlar and seconded by Mr. John
Gunter, to consider all the plans at a special
court, on Friday, the 24th October, at one
o’clock.

PROJECTS FOR THE NEW EXC1I YNGE
AT MANCHESTER.

Tiik present Exchange, standing at the bol
tom of Market-street, was erected from thede
sign of Mr. Harrison, of Chester. The principc
front is semicircular in the plan, with Grecian
Doric columns, and is remarkable onlv, as a
early instance of the revival of Grecian archi
tecture. Internally, it is surmounted by
semi-dome, rising from an order of loni
columns, reeded in the shafts. Some fe\
\ ears ago, this portion had become so innde
quatc to the object, that an addition was mad
by taking in the area, occupied bv the Po*t
office, that building being removed to the op
posite side of the narrow street at the hack-
but subsequently to the market in Brown
street, altered for the purpose. The spac<
thus gained added an accommodation, equal t<

two-thirds of that previously oxistin"-, and tin
new room was itself a very handsome ad
dition. The building now occupied the whole
area inclosed by Exchange-street, Market
place, Ducie-place, and the narrow strec
above mentioned. We believe it was pre-
vious to this alteration, that a competition foj
an extension of the building was decided in
favour of Mr. A \V. Mills, architect, bul
which was suspended in favour of the arrange-
ment adopted. Notwithstanding this increase,
the area is still inadequate to the wants of the
town, and on Tuesday, the “ market-dav,” il
ts not easy to move about, and verv difficult
orpeisons to meet. These inconvenicncies
oil the committee some time back to consider
whether, with the consent of the town, and by
appropriating certain ground extending to St.Anne s-square, and intersected by streets, the
accommodation could bo afforded. The

monr
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cn“ isil °funds. Jlr Mills mollified liis desi-n ill cer-
tain particulars, and a model of it is non- ex-
hibiting in the Exchange room. We have

also seen the plans, and though the design
is not what would have been produced, had the

architect been unrestricted by tbc necessary
adaptation to tbc order of the old building, it

displays considerable skill. The present area is

7<H> square yards, being larger than that of the
news rooms at either Liverpool or Glasgow, and
were the extension completed, it would give a
room containing nearly 1,4*10 square yards.
On each side of the extension would be rows
of shops, and rooms above. The semicircular
part was to he raised, and towers erected to

light the staircases, and ventilate the building.
At the end towards St. Anne’s-squarc, in

Bank-street, a Doric portico 70 feet wide was
contemplated, the building itself, 100 feet

wide, being joined to the rounded by portico
corners. The original entablature and order
were to bo preserved. One great advantage
in this plan was, that, by taking in the shops,
the area could at any time be enlarged one
half. The contracts for the purchase of the
property having been entered into, possession
of apart was obtained, and some few months
since, it was the intention of the com-
mittee to commence taking down part of
the buildings forthwith. Matters were in

this state, when a question as to the fitness

of the present site was revived. Within
the recollection of many persons, Cannon-
street, High-street, and others in that neigh-
bourhood were occupied by bouses. They
are now, however, filled with warehouses,
and during the last ten or fifteen years,
the neighbourhoods of Mosley-street, Georgc-
street, and Portland-strcet have become simi-
larly occupied. Thus the tide of business lias

been gradually removing farther from the ori-
ginal centre; and the arguments in favour of
fhe old locality were reduced to vested rights,
the vicinity to the retail establishments, to the
places of business of many, who made the
greatest use of the Exchange, to the town of
Salford, and to the railways, which were con-
stantly bringing persons from the country, who
attended the “ Manchester market.” But the
number of mercantile houses, at a distance
from the present site, was now so numerous,
and it being even doubted by many proprietors
of the old building, whether the property could
not be laid out to better advantage, several
plans were suggested by various parties. Some
of these individuals, having applied to Mr.
Grogan, of Manchester, that architect suc-
ceeded in producing a design of a highly me-
ritorious character, which led to the formation
qt a company for carrying it out. The pro-
jectors contemplated a building, which should
rival those of Europe, to he erected at a cost
of upwards of 1 50,0(10/., and wisely left their
architect entirely untrammelled by any obsta-
cles, such as, in the other case, had alone in-
terfered with the production of a completely
successful design. They fixed upon the site
enclosed by High-street, Market-street, Pa-
lace-street, and Cannon-street, including the
present Marsden-squarc

;
the project was

warmly taken up, and the consent of all the
holders of the property, except two, obtained.
1 he building was intended to comprise a large
exchange room, a music hall, a stock-ex-
change, and a commercial library. A litho-

graph of the design is now lying before us.
1 lie end of the building next Market-street,
containing the news room, has a colonnade, of
the Corinthian order twelve columns in length,
standing upon steps, and surmounted by a
balustrade. The same order runs round the
building, which, in the High-street front, is re-
cessed in the centre a considerable depth

;
the

wings being united by steps, and balustrades.
The whole is surmounted by a dome. The
windows, which are in two ranges, and all

the other parts shew considerable taste. The
exchange room is entered by three doors under
the colonnade

;
it is lit from the top, and has

a gallery round it for the library.— It was now
a matter of doubt which project had the best
chance of success, and two others were talked
about. One was to remove the infirmary to
the outskirts of the town, where the advantages
of salubrious air would he attainable, amfto
erect the exchange upon the site; the other
to take the site of the late theatre in Fountain-
street, along with the assembly rooms in

Mosley-street, and other land adjoining. The
former proposal was never fairly before the
public, but had the advantage of the co-opera-
tion of an eminent medical gentleman, who
has lately rendered important services in the

investigations, carried on by the Health of
Towns Commission. The general opinion
seemed to he, that the site was not sufficiently

central. Within the last few weeks, an ar-
rangement has been entered . into, by which
the shareholders in the old building, and the
company for the building at Marsden-squarc
unite, for tbc erection of a new building on
tbc land in Moslcy-strcct and Fountain-street,
and there is now great reason to believe, that
this proposal will he carried out. It is said,

that a public competition will be advertised
immediately

;
and there is some talk of ex-

tending King-street, so as to open a view of

the building. We trust that so fine an oppor-
tunity will not be thrown away. The site is

perhaps not equal to that at Marsden-square, but
lias great advantages. Meanwhile, the owners
and occupiers of property, in the neighbour-
hood of the present building, are signing a

petition against the intended change.

%* The progress of art in Manchester,
during one or two years past, lias been so

prosperous, that wc have made arrangements
for giving a notice of several of the most im-
portant buildings in a future number.

MEMOIR OF GEORGE BASEVI, ESQ.

Tiie daily papers have already informed
most of our readers of Mr. Basevi’s melan-
choly death in Ely cathedral, on the 16th inst.

It appears that Mr. Basevi arrived at Ely from
Wisbech, on the previous Tuesday, in com-
pany with Mr. Fardell, (he vicar of that parish,

and took up his qnarters as usual at the

deanery. On Thursday morning he purposed
leaving Ely for Cambridge, hut before doing so,

he went with the Dean and the Rev. D. J.

•Steward, one of the minor canons, to examine
the works now in progress in the great west
tower of the cathedral. The party were in the

old hell chamber, when the deceased gentle-

man advanced towards one of the recently-

opened windows, along a broad beam, from
both sides of which the flooring had been re-

moved. lie was cautioned as to certain nails

sticking up in the beam
;

hut scarcely had the

words dropped from Mr. Steward’s lips, when
Mr. Basevi tripped and fell through an aper-
ture in the floor, upon the vaulting over the
arch under the tower, a distance of above 40
feet, the plank upon which Edward Hall,
stone-mason, was working, saving him from
going through the ceiling and falling into the
cathedral. His hands were unfortunately in

his great coat pockets (a customary position
with him), which prevented his making any
effort to recover his balance or to catch hold
of the adjoining beams, which lie could not
otherwise have failed to have done, as the
opening is very narrow. He was immediately
raised, but never spoke more; indeed, he died
almost immediately, having received most ex-
tensive injury upon the head. The Dean
hastened for medical assistance: immediate
restoratives were applied, but in vain. The
deceased was conveyed to the deanery where
he had been staying, and an inquest was
shortly afterwards liolden before a jury of high
respectability, who, after a patient investiga-

tion, returned a verdict of “ accidental death.”

The unfortunate gentleman whose death in

the midst of life we deplore (Take heed, ye

who stand), finished his school education
under the Kev. Dr. Burney, at Greenwich,
and entered the office of the late Sir John
Soane in December, 1810. Here he remained
nearly six years, during which time he became
a student of the Royal Academy, and when
he served his articles, started for the continent
in the middle ot 1816. He pursued his studies

in Italy and Greece, and returned to England
in 18 1!». In the following year lie exhibited, at

the Royal Academy, a view of the remains of

the Temple of Theseus, and commenced
practice on his own account in the Albany.
His first works were the Church at Stockport,
in Cheshire, built under the Church Commis-
sioners, in 1822,* and a mansion at Sunning
Hill for Mr. Ricardo, with whom he was con-
nected. In the year previous to that last

named lie was chosen surveyor to the Guardian
Fire Office, on its formation.
Belgiavo square was designed by .Mr. Ba-

sevi, 1825, lor some of his connection who

* He afterwards built a church similar to this at Croom’s
Hill, Greenwich.
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I had taken the ground. He exhibited a
* drawing of the north side at the Royal Aca-

demy, in J82fi, and others in 1827-28. In
I 1833, he w as called before the Select Com-
1 m it tee appointed “ to consider the possibility

0 giving the House ot Commons more conn
modious and less unwholesome, 5

’ with various
ft other architects (Soane, Smirke, K. Dlore

Byatville, Burton, Allen, Hopper, Dccrin-
1 Goodwin, and Savage), and submitted a model
1 an *or a ncw' IIn”so of Commons. In

183o, .Air. Basevi submitted a design for the

|
r itzwilham Aluseum, at Cambridge, in coin-

I

petition. Thirty sets were sent in, and, on
the -8th of December, at a meeting held in
the Senate Douse, four designs were selected,
of which his was one. Each member of the*
senate then gave a single vote for one of the

|
four, and Mr. Basevi’s plan obtained the majority

I 01 votcs - Tli» building, which is but just
I completed, must be regarded as Mr. Basevi**
I chief work, and entitles him to a high rank as
li a classic architect. 'The Conservative Club-

|j

house, executed by him, in conjunction with
W Mr.bvdnev fcmirke, and hut recently em-
it pip ted, has further served to establish him in
ll public opinion.

I To Gothic architecture it does not seem
R .

t
!

lr‘

1

t ^ r - Basevi lias paid much attention
;
a

1)
little church (St. Saviour’s,) near Hans Place,

I Chelsea, designed by him in that style, has
li little to recommend it. This structure is on
II land belonging to the trustees of Smith's
I charity, for whom Mr. Basevi acted as archi-
ki tect. Pelham Crescent, Sydney Place, the
Si new part of Brompton Crescent, and several
li other ranges of buildings on the same estate
1 at Crompton (mostly carried out by the

energy and enterprize of Air. Bonnin, builder
of that place,) were designed by Mr. Basevi

|!
as was also Thurioe Square, on adjoining land

ll belonging to Air. Alexander.
He was a good draughtsman and had a cul-

[i tivated mind. In his manners, Mr. Basevi
[|

was cold and somewhat haughty: he was
ll however scrupulously just, as between his em-
II plover and the tradesmen, and though the
i latter might never find affability ov kind

li words, they were certain that no 'undue ad-
fi

vantage would be taken or meanness prac-
M tised.

1

I, Air. Basevi was a member of the Institute
I of Architects from its foundation, and once
I filled the office of vice-president, hut never
; contributed to its transactions. lie was also

l a fellow of the Royal Society, and the Society
of Antiquaries

;
he was elected to the former

ll on May 11, 18-13. His father is still living,
and lie leaves a widow and eight children to
deplore a great loss. Cut off hastily, at a mo-
ment when be was about taking a much higher
place in public opinion than he had previously
held, and when as he thought things looked
nio-t smiling, the death of our contemporary
should induce in us reflection, and lead ns to
consider in what we can amend.
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iy importation, &c. Mr. Walters, the pub-
lislicr, was present at tbc meetings, to suggest
or receive bints as to the mode of pulilica-
lion. 1

'flic discussion of tli
o plan of the work anti

of the practicability and expenses of the woi-k
were very satisfactory. But tho whole was
suspended, in consequence of one member of
the committee, who had not attended that dis-
cussion, proposing other subjects to his col-
leagues ot a less national character. Tho death
of Air. Duppa subsequently led to the extinc-
tion of the society and most of its useful pro-
jects. 1- ortunutoly, Mr. Knight’s publication
(on a somewhat different plan and vastly more
extended and costly), begun about the same
time, shews the necessity there was for draw-
ing the people’s attention to the history of their
country; and the exhibition of cartoons in 1813
nt Westminster Ilall, tested and proved the
taste of a British public for historical compo-
sitions. 1

I need not at present trouble you with all
the details of the plan above alluded to, but
will endeavour to apply to your correspon-
dent s proposal, such modifications as expe-
rience indicates as practical and suited to the
success of the enterprise, and to the educa-
tional wants of the people.
As to the merits of the subject proposed,

all who have any experience must approve it,
and I quite agree with your intelligent corre-
spondent that the objections to costume and
other technicalities, contained in the Third
Report of the Royal Commission, are insigni-
ficant, the difficulty of overcoming them being
\cry slight to artists skilful in composition
and well informed of the varieties in each
period. His proposal to invito criticism and
advice from antiquaries, poets, historians, ana-
tomists, &c. is highly commendable. Such a
course would enligh'tcn the artists and save
them much trouble and uncertainty; it would
also accustom men of science fo the charms
and capabilities of the arts; it would help to
bring about that connection between know-
ledge and sentiment that ought surely to form
the basis of historical art. Under such aus-
pices, the history of our country, in a language
impressive to the sight and feelings of all
men, could not fail to he successful in its ap-
peal to the public. The exhibition should be
made to attract vast multitudes; that would
he the best advertisement for the publication
of engravings with historical explanation.
T he Boydell Illustration of Shakspcre,

and Bowver s History of England shew that
a vast outlay may be more than replaced by
•such an undertaking. They arc beacons to
direct us, and so hav e been in recent times the
annuals and art-unions. The vast improve-
ments in antiquarian knowledge and in every
(lpnpi'llnonf nf .11... 1 . .1 -

*

tainly suffice. To follow their example rather
than that of Louis Philippe may save us from
the perils to which the peruquier would have
exposed Yorick’s wig. By this prudent mo-
dification, instead of 400 feet of wall, 200
would be sufficient, and that quantity is forty
times more procurable. What the people of
England and good taste require is not acres
of painted walls, but subjects, character, ac-
tion, expression

;
in fact, well told stories.

A W.\mr An.MirtKii of Historical
Painting.

TIIK SCHOOL OF DESIGN, MANCHESTER*
AND PROPOSED MUSEUM OF ART.

’

Some live or six years ago, at the meetinff
for the establishment of the School of Desir-n,
ivc recollect, that an extensive museum of artvasone of the most important object*, contem-
plated by tho projectors. It rviis to include
works of inter est in every branch of art ami
science, and to he open freely to all persons.
It is, therefore, no now project, and has only
icon delayed through the comparatively
slender patronage and success of the school,
during the first years of its existence. But,
under the present efficient management, the
school pi-onuses soon to exercise the influence,
demanded from the intimate connection be-
tween manufactures and art, and it has already
made a great advance in resources and import,
anco. Much of the credit for this flourishing
state is due to the council, and more especially
to their active honorary secretary, .fir. George
Jackson lie has laboured long and zealously
to aid tire infusion of taste in decorative art
was one of the earliest promoters of tho school’
and is unquestionably a very fit person for tile
important office lie holds. In a paper “ On
the Moans of Improving Public Taste
printed last year, Mr. Jackson lias urged the
importance of cultivating the industrial ails
and of preserving tho connection between or-
namental and lino art. He says, " the false
notions that exist in the public mind, as to
What constitutes or may be considered as artmay be assigned as one cause of its present
state. \\ hat a powerful distinction exists, iu
their estimation, between a carver in wood and
a sculptor of marble! The former may pro-
ducc tbc most splendid effects of form and
grouping

; but what share of the public ap-
plausc docs his skill obtain compared with an
inferior production in marble? The one is
considered as a more mechanic in art, the
other is looked up to as tho professional
esquire. It is important that the public taste
sfiould be so instructed as to banish these false
distinctions,—that they should bo taught to
look at a work, judge of its merits, and award

I ci iiu III I'ury I

,

’ 1 "Wins, ana award
department of science collateral to the pain'- l J ,

approbation, without regard to the nature
tor’s art, give to the artists of the present dnv °

•

n
.

,atcr
,

Ul1 ' J
!

lis can only be effected by
- convincing the public, by examples, that there

arc difficulties to (ivpi-eninr* si ml r-.lnnt

HISTORICAL PAINTING.

Sir,—Among many interesting articles in

II

T

iik Builder of the lltli inst,, I have been
p particularly pleased with that headed “An
| Effort to Advance Historical Art." Though
|probnbly tbc production of a disappointed
fj fresco candidate, it is written with a modera-
Httion and temper that claim respect, and it is
|verv much to the purpose at a moment when
ntlie fine arts fix so much of the attention of an
[intelligent public, and their capability of co-
loperating efficiently in the civilizing progress
itot national education, has become a leading
question.

&

The writer of that paper is, perhaps, not
fraware that a proposal nearly resembling his
Jown, was about the year 1838, entertained hv
lithe Central Education Society. A committee
lavas appointed to consider in what way the fine
rarts would best assist the objects of the so-
ciety; it comprised Messrs. Hawes and Wyse,
inboth members of the present Royal Commis-
sion on the Fine Arts

;
Air. W*. S. O'Brien and

lithe society's secretary, the late Air. Duppa.
They invited several ’ artists to advise and co-
operate with them. The proposed plan was a
jipictorial history of England with tabular sta-
tistics of the condition of the people and the
rprogress of civilization, law, and freedom,
iwith an account of inventions or improvements

’ See page 229, ante.

.... .. ... u, 1 1

1

iii usis in me present day
immense advantages over the unassisted talent
of the time of Boydell and Bowyer.
The practice of cartoons has already drawn

out some of the qualities in which British ar-
tists wore considered most deficient. A con-
tinuation of that practice can alone confirm
their talent for composition, drawing, and
other essentials in high art. Fresco painting
"ill help to wean them from conventional
effects, horny tones, and too much reliance
on meretricious qualities, injurious to simple
pathos and refined perception.
Agreeing so far in ail the principles con-

nected with your correspondent’s plan, I ques-
tion the practicability oidesirablcness of one or
two of his proposals.' 1st. How far is it advi-
sable to produce cartoons and frescos of the
dimensions pioposcd, i.c. from III to 22 feet,
for an exhibition of two or three months, and
for the especial purpose of engravings of as
many inches? This might be all very well if
easily

^

attainable, but the demand 'on the
artists’ exertions and expenses, the difficulty
of exhibition, the necessity of calling for help
from Government, and that of destroying the
frescos, however fine some might be, arc insu-
parable objections which would he felt and
urged if such a proposal were made by the
Royal Commission, and remain so under any
circumstances before us. Why not limit tbc
cartoons to half proportion ?—figures of three
feet and a half or four feet : and frescos of one
or two figures, life size, or half figures of col-
los-sal proportions, with studies of heads and
hands similar to the splendid cartoon studies of
Raphael, or of Leonardo da Vinci, would cer-

r» uni pies, mat mere
arc difficulties to overcome, and talent required
in the practice of any department, however in-
ferior its application may at first sight appear

;and that perfection can only be attained by
persevering industry and constant study. Alay
not the present state of the useful arts be
tiaced to the fact, that a young man entering
upon this practice, ambitious and desirous of
fame, soon discovers that no praise, no eclat, is
awarded to their productions; and to obtain
this he must bend his mind to the ideal? May
}vc not also trace to this want of discriminating
judgment, the complaint that is made by the
professors ot high art,—of the want of pa-
tronage for their efforts ? It is not likely, ot-

to be anticipated, that the public,—whose esti-
mation is regulated by comparison,— if they
cannot appreciate beauty in the things of ne-
cessity and common use, can have a mind suffi-

ciently alive to the beautiful in those creations
of fancy which arc beautiful only to the edu-
cated eye. Extensive patronage must not be
anticipated for the ideal of art, until the useful
is more generally appreciated. The industrial
arts must be made the means not only of edu-
cating the public taste, but of teaching the
elements of art to those who would soar to its
highest end. How could such a course depre-
ciate the practice of high art, or render its

* A paper read at a conversazione held at the Itoval Insti-
tution, Monday, November 25th, .1. W. Fraser, Esq in the
chair, and repeated, by request, at a public meeting at theAthenseum, .Saturday, November 30th, R. Cobden, M.p.
in the chair, by George Jackson, honorary secretarv, Man-
chester School of Design. In connection with thcGovern-
ment schools, Somyrset House, London, Printed bv request
of the council, 1

' *
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professors less competent to produce great

works? Being made acquainted with its more

extended application and utility, would not fail

to increase their ardour and expand their in-

fluence.
“ This would soon produce powerful effects

;

—the useful arts would attain a degree of ex-

cellence that would render us eminent as a

nation, and high art would be relieved from

those attempts to reach it, which, by their

multiplicity and inferiority, now depreciate it

in public estimation.'*

We have never been able to understand why
painters, sculptors, and architects, should re-

strict their pursuits to conventional limits.

Not to mention the identity of these arts

during the best days of art in Italy, it is cer-

tain, that once no object was deemed too mean
for the display of art. Everv production, a

vase, a candlestick, or a door-handle, was ele-

vated to the rank of a work of art, under the

treatment of the most eminent artists. Now,
if we except the designing for silversmiths by
some of our sculptors, who would not consider
it a loss of caste to prepare designs for such
things as carpets and hangings, or for furni-

ture ?

Mr. Jackson goes on to say—“ It is those

means that would insensibly educate the eye to

the perception of beauty, that we stand in need
of, and the necessity for which I am anxious
to impress upon your consideration

;
and, if

possible, induce a spirit of activity that will

avail itself, not only of that noble desire for

the promotion of good that is now so active in

the town, but also of the desire I have alluded
to, on the part of the (Government, to promote
such institutions. That there is talent amongst
us as a people, cannot for a moment he
doubted. The important question is,— IIow
can this talent be developed and best directed ?

Certainly, no means arc likely to be so effec-

tive, as opening to the view and constant study
of the people, examples of art,—the relics of
other ages,— in contrast with productions of
the present time. I think the day is not far

distant when the Government will find it ne-
cessary to multi pi yfac-tsitnifes of those splen-

did remains of ancient art which are in their

possession, in the British Museum and in

London (the influence of which is now confined
to that locality, and of use only to a fraction of
the community), and deposit them in the lead-

ing provincial towns
;
thus forming centres in

various parts of the kingdom where these es-

sential helps to study may be seen, and the
principles of art learned. Who can calculate
the effect such facilities would have upon art,

or the results, in a national point of view?
What facilities have we in this town ? Out of
the metropolis, where are the examples

—

where the stores of art? What means have
we of elevating public taste? Our thorough-
fares present no beauty,—no statue?—no foun-
tains, and but little that is good in architec-

ture. There is nothing to excite emulation!
nothing to arouse a feeling for, or perception
of, excellence in the mind

“ Allow me to contrast this state of things
with that which exists amongst our rivals

abroad. With them, art is made a lending
feature not only of every system of instruction,

hut its examples are continually exposed to

the public eye. Every public object is graced bv
its performance, and all events commemorated
by its efforts ;— the most common-place neces-
sity is made subservient to its influence. Who,
that has wandered through the streets of Paris
has not been struck with the thought, that if

the supply of water is not conveyed with as

much facility as to our dwellings, it is turned
into a powerful means of educating the eve

;

and instead of the common-place machines
used in this country, with levers of graceless

form,requiringmuch animal strength to put into
motion, has there seen that the vessel cannot
be filled with this necessary condiment until
it has educated the eye and taste of the re-
cipient,— that the water has been thrown high
into the air, and descended from basin to
basin until it reached the grand reservoir from
which it issues, through some ideal or
chimerical form. What must be the effect
upon the juvenile minds of the lower classes,
who are sent, as soon as nature has im-
parted strength, to these fountains of com-
bined necessity and beauty? This is a
simple illustration of the way the things of
necessity are made subservient to and become
the means of public instruction, I shall not

delay you to go through their public streets,

walks, and gardens, where art is made a con-

spicuous and leading feature, always exposed

to observation, and cannot be passed unob-
served. There are also their museums and
palaces, which are open and free of access to

the people, and are places of constant and
general resort, particular on feast-days and
holidays.

**

“The effect of such exhibitions on the public

taste is not the only important result that would
arise from them. It is not merely as it regards

their influence on art that I would advocate

their establishment; I would also plead for

them on account of the moral effects they would
produce amongst the mass of the people. I

think it will be readily admitted, that if such

places of resort were opened and frequented by

them, they could not fail to elevate their no-

tions and purify their actions. At present we
are deficient in those means of instruction

which are adapted to the wants of the vp-

grown man. The institutions that exist arc

either above his means, or too elementary in

their character, for him to find his enjoyment
in them. I have long thought this an essential

defect in all schemes that have been proposed
to allure his attention. They propose to him
to give up his present habits, but offer nothing

in exchange
;

at least not that which is suited

to his inclinations, his judgment, or his age.

If we investigate character, we find few that

have arrived at the age of maturity, that like

to acknowledge or that feel their ignorance,

and there is a disinclination to resort to the

first elements of knowledge as a means of in-

struction. Age has begotten its conceits and
accumulated prejudices, and there is an aver-

sion to adopt any course which they conceive

will increase their labour; they think that

after their daily labour is performed, the time
is their own. There is some point in which
they fancy they excel others,— on which they
hinge their fame

;
this is enough to beget in

their minds a prejudice to abstract learning,

and keeps them aloof from those excellent in-

stitutions that have been originated for their

benefit. IIow, then, arc you to teach them
their ignorance, or induce them to come with-
in the meshes of those nets you spread to

win them to their good ?—Again, we have at

present no place of resort or means of instruc-

tion which docs not require the separation of
the man from bis family; there is little that

is done in them that allows of their assembling
together; and I cannot but look on any means
originated with the intention of elevating the

character of the working classes, that docs
not include the moral elevation of both sc,res,

as well as all ages, as defective in their plan.

From this hasty sketch, I think it will be
evident that the means of instruction that I am
advocating will not only remedy many of the
defects attached to those institutions that

exist for the promotion of the welfare of the

working classes, but be the means of placing
their importance in that powerful light before

their minds, that they will be led to desire to

realize the advantages arising from them, not
only for themselves, but their families. It

does appear to me, that the most powerful
means of teaching these people their true
state, will be through the eye,— by setting

before them, and giving them constant access
to emporiums where the beauties of nature,

art, and science arc open to their study,

—

where they may sec the splendour and per-

fection of the first, the imperfect yet noble
attempt of the other to reach it, and the

state of those productions in which they have
a personal interest.

Let us have a museum of art and nature,
whose ample stores will educate the public
eye — enable it to detect and appreciate
beauty !—where, by contrast, we may elevate

and purify our knowledge, and, from the
works of other ages and other climes, learn

our own standard at the present day.

The plan I would suggest is, that a respect-
ful but earnest memorial be presented to Her
Majesty, setting forth the commercial im-
portance, ami the depcndance of the manufac-
tures of this district upon a right understand-
ing and application of the principles of Art,

—

the deficiency that exists of any means of ac-

quiring this knowledge, and the influence that
such means of instruction could not fail to have
on the welfare of all. classes, together with the

moral effects that would he likely to follow the
adoption of such a course

;
and praying her

that she be pleased to order that the competent
authorities may be put in possession of the

duplicates of every department, and a set of

casts, from the examples in the British

Museum, for the purpose of public exhibition

here. 'Then should we be enabled, not only to

elevate the public taste — improve the produc-
tions of industrial art, but found a school,

which I would fain hope would not fail to de-

velopc that talent, and call into exercise that

genius, which would not only elevate the na-

ional character, but reflect the brightest rays

of honour on the town of Manchester.”
Mr. Jackson’s suggestions seem to have met

with some attention, and copies of the paper

were extensively circulated. Subsequently,

Mr. Brotherton determined to prepare a Bill

to enable town councils to raise the funds re-

quisite for museums of art, and a Bill, with

similar objects, was at length passed through

Parliament by Mr. Ewart. The present plan,

in Manchester, is to build an extensive edifice,

which might contain the museum, the school

of design, and perhaps afford the nucleus of a

collegiate institution. The probable amount
of expenditure upon the building is supposed
to be 100,000/. It is expected, that Government
would supply facsimiles and duplicates for

the museum, and that there would be no
difficulty in obtaining money in the town.

There is little doubt that the corporation

would aid by the grant of land. The proposed

site is in Cooper-street, opposite the Mechanics’
Institution, and extending back a considerable

depth, including the area of the town’s yard,

which it is intended to arch over, that the

ground may be retained for its present pur-

poses. At an interview between certain mem-
bers of the council of the School of Design,
and the mayor, that gentleman expressed him-

self highly favourable to the plan, and said, that

the town council were prevented from entering

vigorously into the arrangements, solely by
the very onerous duties at that moment press-

ing upon them. lie, however, requested the

council of the school to consider the prelimi-

naries, and said that when they had so far

arranged, the town council would not be idle

one moment.
An architect is at present occupied in taking

plans of the land and buildings, preparatory to

pulling down
;
and we may hope to see the

first fruits of the new Bill, and of the exer-

tions of the council of the school, carried

out in the best manner in the town of Man-
chester.

NEW ROYAL PARK AT BATTERSEA.

Ix one of the earliest numbers of our pre-

sent volume* we drew attention to Mr. Thomas
Cubitt's proposition for converting Battersea
fields into a park, and pointed out at some
length the many and great advantages that

must accrue, not alone to the immediate lo-

cality, but to industrious London at large by
the conversion.
B ith in the last few days a notice has ap-

peared in the London (ia.re/te to the effect,

that application will be made to Parliament
in the next session for leave to bring in a

Bill to empower the Commissioners of her

Majesty’s Woods and Forests to make a

royal park, and for that purpose to take certain

land3, &c., containing about 330 acres, situate

in the parish of St. Mary, Battersea
;
bounded

on the north by the river Thames, on the

south by the public road leading from Nine
Elms to Wandsworth, and on the east and
west by various portions of land belonging
to private persons. We understand that it is

intended to embank the Thames, and thus

the new park will have the advantage over

all others in the metropolis' of commanding
the interesting river transit and scenery.

The British Museum.—Opening of tiif.

New Wing.—The trustees of the British

Museum have recently opened one of the large

rooms in the new wing erected at the west end

of this building. It is stated that this will be

called the Chinese room, from the circum-

stance of the Chinese bell, which has been pre-

sented by her Majesty, being deposited here.

The Madei.eine, Paris.—The consecra-

tion of this costlv edifice and deposition of cer-

tain relics have given rise to ceremonies which
will last several days.

* Sec p. 9, ante,
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CALCULATION OF CAST-IRON
GIRDERS, &c.

Tiif. section that we employed to illustrate

I
the use of the table at page -101) of the last

number of The Builder, is a very common
!
and a very useful one, living now almost uni-

versally employed in the construction of rail -

j

ways and other works where great strength

|

is an object of consideration. If the contour
i he moulded into the figuro of equal strength,

|

and due attention bo paid to the proportions

j

of the parts, so as to equalize the shrinkage of

! the metal in cooling, this form is probably
the very best that could be adopted, a remark
that is in some measure confirmed bv experi-

l
encp, and the extent of its application in all

I
heavy structures. But although the form of

|

section here alluded to is good, and verv gene-
I
rally adopted by the most skilful engineers,

[

there are some other forms which, on account

|

of their convenience on certain occasions,

ought not to bo altogether neglected, espe-

i cially as they present a very graceful appear-

i ance to the eye, and are by no means deficient

in strength according to the quantity of mate*
1 rial employed; we here allude to the open
forms of beams, whether plain or feathered,

I

and in order that our labours may be rendered
! as useful and instructive as possible, we shall

|

here consider both these forms, and prove the

|

utility of the table by applying it to the ealeu-
I lation of the load that ought not to bo ex-
1 ceeded in any permanent bearer, where safety
I is an object of solicitude.

|

Let ABCD, fig. ], represent the transverse

I
section of a plain rectangular beam, and let

I the middle part E, denoted by the lighter

! shade be left out along the length of the beam,

|

with the exception of cross stavs

)

to prevent the upper and lower \ j>

I
parts AB and Cl), distinguished by ’[

'

a darker shade, from coming to-
j

j

gether, and those cross stats may K
j

I be made ornamental, in the form
I
of arches or otherwise, according

1
to the fancy of the architect or
engineer.

With regard to the cnlculn-

|

tion of the permanent and safe

load, with which a beam of this

i form ought to be charged, on the
|

supposition that it is supported at

the ends, and loaded at the middle 1

of the length, we have only t<» con-
sider the whole section A BCD as

j

being entire, and to calculate its
j

strength on that supposition, after
! ,

j

the manner already exemplified at l

page 499. Do the same with the
j

middle part E, considered as a so-
j

parate rectangular seciion
;

then • j

reduce the strength of the section

E thus computed, in the proportion of the

whole depth to the middle depth, and the dif-

ference between these two results will be the

strength of the beam sought, including the

1 effect produced by its own weight. From the

|

result deduced in this way, subtract half the
1 weight of the beam, and the remainder will

|i be the load, beyond which the beam ought not

to be charged, when intended as a permanent
: support.*

Example — An open plane rectangular

li beam is loosely supported in a horizontal po-
sition on two walls, at the distance of -14 feet

from each other; what load will it bear at the

I middle of its length, supposing the breadth to

i be seven inches, the whole depth four feet,

and the depth of the middle part or opening
three feet ?

In the table opposite 43 inches in the

i left-hand column, and under 0 at the top
i of the page, we find 375*53 tons for the load

t corresponding to the whole deptli of the sec-

i tion, when the breadth is one inch, and the

i length one foot or 13 inches : hut the strength
1 is directlv as the breadth when the depth is

:
given; hence we get Sj5'52x 7=6128*64 tons,

< for the strength of a beam seven incites in

i breadth, -13 inches in depth and one foot in

i length. Again, opposite 3G inches in the left-

:i hand column of the table, and under 0 at the

In calculating the second example at page 4 J)t>. the
’! effect produce i by half the weight of the beam was inadvert-
'i ently omitted, the omission, however, is very easily supplied,

lor the sectional area is 1 5s»*4 1 square incites, and half the

k length of the beam between t lie points of support is IS feet ;

ti hence we have 1 .*>»»• 4
1 X 3"2 X IS -5- 2,240— ro73 tons, half

ll the weight of the beam
;
therefore, by subtraction, we have

E SS'972—1*073, S:t.spy tons, the permanent load sought. It

it is also stated in the question that the depth of the middle

P
part i< 2- j inches

;
it ought to be S’* j inches,

top of the page, we find 402-18 tons, for the
load corresponding to the depth of the middle
or open part E, on the supposition that it is

an independent rectangular section of the
same breadth as the former; namely, seven
inches; consequently, multiplying by the
breadth, we get 402*48 x 7=*^ • 47*36 tons, for

the central load on a beam 3ti inches deep,
seven inches broad, and one foot between the
points of support. But this, by the law9 of
tension, must be reduced in the proportion of
the whole depth to the depth of tho middle
part

;
that is, 48 : 36 : : 3447*36 : 2585*52 tons;

let this he subtracted from the strength of the
whole beam, and we get G128*G4—2585*52=
3543*12, which being divided by tho length
between the poinis of support, gives 3543*1 2 -*

44=80*53 tons very nearly, for the central
and safe load, including the effect produced by
the weight of the beam itself. Now, the area
of the whole transverse section is 48x7=336
square inches

;
and that of the middle or open

part, is 36x7=252 square inches; half the
length of the beam being 22 feet; hence we
obtain (336— 252) x 3*2x22=5913 G lbs. for

half the weight of the beam, which being
reduced to tons and subtracted §from the
load as calculated above, gives 80*53—2*64=
77‘89 tons, for the permanent central load
which can he safely sustained by the given
beam, without any danger of destroying the
elastic force of the metal; and twice as much,
or 155*78 tons, may he equally diffused over
the length of the beam.
Another very elegant and useful form of

section frequently employed in buildings, and
to which our table is equally applicable, is that

which has a wch or flange on the upper and
under side, with a portion of the middle part

left out. This form of beam has a decided
advantage over that which we have just con-
sidered, both as regards its stability and its

strength
;
and it is besides particularly pleas-

ing to the eye, for which reason it is well

adapted for ornamental erections in places that

are much exposed to public gaze. The draw-
ing fig. 2 denotes the section here alluded to,

and the manner in which we may conceive it

to he constituted. The rectangle ABCI) is

the section considered as entire, and the rect-

angular portions E and F in lighter shade, arc

supposed to he taken away to form the llanges

on the upper and under side of the beam along
its whole length

;
the middle rectangular por-

tion marked G being taken out to form the

opening, which is understood to he braced

with arches, or some other ornamental devices,

for the purpose of preventing the upper and
lower solid parts from coming together. The
whole abstracted portions will therefore he as

\ w.-.. .
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represented by the detached part of the figure,

and muv, as regards the strength, he consi-

dered as three independent rectangular beams:
this circumstance leads us to the method of

calculation.

Example 2.—Anopon double flanged cast-iron

beam, is 44 feet in length between the points

of support, and 4S*S inches in the whole depth,

the distance between the flanges being 42*4

inches; with what load ought i lie hea*rn to lie

charged at the middle of its length, the greatest

breadih being 9 inches, the flanges projecting

nn each side to the extent of 3j inches, and

the depth of the central opening 33 inches?

Here then, we have first to calculate the

strength of the whole section, on the supposi-

tion that it is entire, as represented by the rec-
tangle A BCD. This done, we have next to

calculate the three abstracted portions, E, F,
G, considered as independent rectangular
sections

;
or the portions E and F may be con-

sidered ns one section, and calculated accord-
ingly. Therefore, in the table opposite, 48
inches in the left hand column, and under .8

at the top of the page, we find 904*9472 tons,

for the strength of a beam of the given depth,
1 inch broad and 1 foot long. But tho whole
breadth, according to tho question, is 9 inches,

and by the principles of mechanics, the
strength is directly as the breadth when the
deptli is given

;
therefore wc have,

904*9472 x 9 = 91 44*5243 tons for the whole
section.

'I he .flanges project 3j inches on each side
;

this gives Gi inches for the breadth of the two
projections; hut the distance between the
flanges is 42*4 inches

;
therefore, in the table

opposite 42 inches in the left-hand column
and under *4 at the top of the page, we find

683*1488 tons, corresponding to 1 inch in

breadth and one foot long
;
hence, multiplying

by the breadth, it is,

Gi33*1488 x 6} = 4440 4672 tons for the
strength of E and F, jointly.

But by the laws of tension, this must he re-

duced in the proportion of the whole depth
to the distance between the flanges or projec-

tions on the upper and lower side of the beam
;

that is, 48*8 : 42*4 :: 4440*4672 : 3853*11 1 tons
nearly.

Again, the whole breadth of the section is

9 inches, and the joint breadth of the projec-

tions Gj inches
;
ronscqucntlv, the broad ill of

the middle part, or opening, is 2$ inches
;
hut

by the question, its depth is 38 inches
;

there-

fore, by the table we have 548*72 tons for the

strength of 1 inch in breadth and 1 foot in

length
;
and hv multiplving by the breadth or

thickness, we get 518*72 X -1 = 1371*8 tuns

for the tabular strength of the portion G,
which must be reduced in the proportion of
the whole depth to the depth of the open-
ing; that is,

48*8 : 38 :: 1371*8 : 10GS-205 tons nearly.

The reduced strength of the three parts,

E, F, and G, taken conjointly, is therefore
equal to 3858-111-f 10GS*205=492G*31G tons;
which being subtracted from the strength of
the whole section, gives 9144*5248— 4926*3 1 6=
4218*2088 tons for the strength of a beam of
the section 1 foot long; hut by the laws of re-

sistance, the strength is inversely as the length,

when the breadth and depth arc given
;
hence

by division it is,

4218*2088 h- 44 = 95*863 tons,

including the effect produced by the weight of
the beam. Now the sectional area of the solid

portion of the beam is 63*6 square inches, and
half the length is 22 feet

;
hence it is,

G8*6 x 3*2 x 22 -v- 2240 = 2*156 tons,

and allowing one-tenth of this for the weight
of the ornamental stays or braces, we get

2*156 + *215G = 2*371G tons; so that the per-

manent safe load on the middle of the beam is

25*868 — 2*372 = 93*496 tons. T.

Singular Origin of a Fire.—The JTor-

ccstcrshire Chronicle says : On Sunday last,

about two o'clock in the afternoon, a fire was

discovered in the house of Cornelius J. Phil-

brick, Esq., surgeon, Mill-street, Worcester.

It appears that in a hod-room with a southern

aspect, a watercroft full of water, standing on a

dressing-table, concentrated the calorific rays

of the sun to a focus on an embroidered mat,

which ignited, as also did another which ad-

joined it. The smell alarmed the inmates, and

caused a search, which led to the discovery of

the burning materials, and the timely preven-

tion of further mischief.

The New Houses of Parliament.—An
immense quantity of the slate from the quarries

on the estate of the Knight of Kerry, V alentia

Island, has been ordered for the new Houses

of Parliament. It has been also ordered in

large quantities for public buildings in France

and other parts of the continent. So veined

and variegated is it, and so susceptible of a

high polish, that it is capable of being wrought
into tables and other domestic articles. It is

only a few* years since that this quarry was dis-

covered .— Limerick Reporter.
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AT DEAR IIAM CHURCH, CUMBERLAND.

AT THORNTON STEWARD, YORKSHIRE.

EARLY FONTS.

EARLY FONTS.*

EXAMPLE AT DEARHAM CHURCH, CUM-
BERLAND.

Tins curious font (there is every reason to

suppose) is a Sakon work. As an architec-
tural composition it evinces more elegance than
Saxon work is generally supposed to present.
Lysons, in the fourth vol. of the “ Magna Bri-
tannia,'’ gives an elevation of this font, and
states that there are several other fonts in the
churches of Cumberland which may be referred
to Saxon times : he mentions those at Bowness,
Aspatria, and Cross-Canonby, and elevations
are given of some of the most curious, includ-
ing that ot Bridekiik Church, which he con-
siders is the most curious one in the kingdom.

It bears the following Duno-Saxon inscrip-

* Sec also page 391 ante.

tion in Runic characters :
—“ ]£r E/card lain

\

men egroctcn, and to dis men red xver tancr men
\

brogton i. e. “Here Ekard was converted,’
and to this man's example were the Danes ,

brought.” Lysons adds, that the scroll in

which this inscription is cut rests on two pil-
'

lars, one of which is evidently clustered, and
of a lighter style than that which prevailed a
short time before the Conquest.

With reference to the font at Dcnrhani
church, I am inclined to think that the pe-
culiar rope or cable moulding at the neck, is

evidence of Saxon architecture; a very curious
and undoubted work of that period where it

was used in conjunction with Roman mould-
ings came under my observation some few
jears since, it was the chancel of Reculver
church, Kent. This chancel, the walls of

|

which were constructed in the Roman manner, !

had every appearance of being a rude imita-
j

tion of a temple in Antis, excepting that the

wall immediately behind the columns, in the

centre of which was the doorway leading into

the cell, had been removed.
This chancel which when first erected tvas

probably an idolatrous temple of the Saxons,*
liad the columns in portico remaining

;
their

* That the ancient Roman and Saxon temples used by the
idolatrous Saxons, were converted into Christian churches is

well known. Pope Gregory advised Augustin that the
temples ought not to he demolished, but only the idols that
were in them should he removed and destroyed, and then
consecrated to the service of the true God

;
the probability

of these temples being added to, is apparent, the columns
being suffered to remain. The early Saxon writers, Bede,
Alcuin, Heddius, anti others, frequently u»e the word Por-
ticus when describing the interior of the Saxon churches,
thus in Bede's account ot the interment of King Ethelbert,
he expresses himself thus—he was buried. 11

in Porticu Sti.

•Martini infra ecclesiam.” In James Bentham’s well known
essay on Saxon architecture prefixed to his history of Ely
Cathedral, page ip, edition 17/1, there will be found many
particulars on this interesting subject.
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VANBRUGH’S WORKS.

bases were composed of two triple rows of this i

rope or cable moulding;, arranged similar to !

two torus mouldings, and beneath them wore I

an annulet and scotia. A drawing of this
1

chancel, made previous to the last repairs, was
j

submitted hv me a few years ago to the Society
|

of Antiquaries; it has never, however, been
|

published.

'I he rope or cable moulding is to be seen in
j

other very early examples of fonts; for instance, I

that at Stratton church, Cornwall, given as the

second example in Van Voorst’s work on Fonts,
j

massive top
;
the foliated capitals and the leaves

shew more flow than is usual in this style.

Altogether, I have seldom seen a more beau-
tiful and simple specimen. C. J. R.

The style of this font is Early F.nglish.

There is a great peculiarity in the shortness
,

nf tlio pnlmnnc cnnnnrf itm .'.lot., nn.l I

OLD ENGLAND.
In illustration of some remarks on Van-

brugh and his detractors, that appeared in a

recent number (see p. 460 ante'), we avail our-

selves of the last part of Mr. Knight's popular
work, “ Old England,”* which contains, in ad-

dition to a coloured interior of Whitehall Cha-
pel, and a host of cuts illustrative of the build-

ings in Oxford, &c., two views of Castle How-
ard, and one of Blenheim. Although small

i and slight, they shew sufficiently well the pic-

j

turcsquc outline these buildings present, and

Vanbrugh’s great skill in composition. “ Tt

appears to me,” says Sir Hugh Price (in “ Es-

say on the Picturesque”), “ that at Blenheim,
Vanbrugh conceived and executed a very bold

and difficult design, that of uniting in one
building the beauty and magnificence of the

Grecian architecture, the picturesqueness of

the Gothic, and the massive grandeur of a

castle
;
and that, in spite of many faults, for

which he was very justly reproached, he has

formed, in a style truly nf his own, and a well-

combined whole, a mansion worthy of a great

prince and warrior.” His first point appears to

have been massiveness, as the foundation of
crmndpnr . then, to nrevent tlip mass fmm bpincr
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a lump, he has made various bold projections

of various heights, which seem as foregrounds

to the main building; and, lastly, having been

prohablv struck with a variety ot outline

against the sky in many Gothic and other an-

cient buildings, he lias raised, on the top of

that part where the slanting roof begins in any

house of the Italian style, a number of deco-

rations of various characters.

These, if not new in themselves, have at

least been applied, and combined by him in

a new and peculiar manner; and the union of

them e-ives a surprising splendour and magni-

ficence, as well as variety, to the summit of

that princely edifice. The study, therefore,

not the imitation, might be extremely service-

able to artists of genius and discernment.”

Castle Howard, in Yorkshire, was com-
menced for Charles, the third Earl of Carlisle,

in 1702, and was completed by Vanbrugh, with

the exception of the west wing. This extensive
pile is 6G0 feet in length. The length of
Blenheim on the north front, from one wing to

the other, is 348 feet
;
the internal dimensions

of the library are 130 by 32 feet. The hall is

53 feet by 44, and 60 feet high (“ Gwilt’s En-
cyclopedia")- “The secret history of the

building of Blenheim,” in D’Tsrncli’s “Curi-
osities of Literature,” shews the distressing

difficulties in which Vanbrugh was involved by
this commission.
The first volume of Tiif. Buii.nFn (p. 173)

contains some observations on these structures,

and a memoir of the architect.

FOREIGN ARCHITECTURAL AND COL-
LATERAL INTELLIGENCE.

Disproportion between the “ dwellings of the

rich and poor'' at Berlin.—If we perceive,

that any inconvenience, which oppresses this

country, is to be met with also in such places
as we thought hitherto exempt therefrom—
our attention ought to be the more intensively
called to the remedying of these evils, which
thus appear not merely national, but rather
general evils, which oppress the present system
of society. Accounts from Berlin of a very
recent date, state the following ;

—“ We also

begin to feel here an evil of a quite espe-
cial nature. Although our city extends every
year to the amount of whole districts, and
splendid mansions are raised on all sides—the
want of dwellings for the poor becomes every
day more felt. It seems as if building was
merely carried on for the sake of the rich—
and the owners won't take any one but generals,
privy councillors, and bankers in their first

floors, substantial shop-keepers in the third.*

What is below that, is nnlv a nuisance for

them. But now, Berlin increases every year
by 10,000 souls, which, in a great proportion,
belong to the working classes. The ‘ habita-
tional ' circumstances of this class become
every day more gloomy

,
and it seems to us,

that whilcthe authorities take care, that nolight
weight be used, no adulterated bread or putrid
meat be sold— they might also turn their

attention this way. The rental of all houses
in Berlin amounts annually to 1,101,031 rix-

dalers (at 3s. each); and the average price of
a dwelling

(
lPolluting) is now 100 rixdalers

;

in 1808, however, it was merely 50, which is

a very gloomy and astonishing fact. It is

certain, that the number of dwellings, whose
rent is fifty dollars or less, is more than half of
the whole number—viz. 35,577 ;

and even this

most humble amount (about ~l. a year) can’t
be afforded by a very great number of the
labouring class of Berlin.”

—

Hamburg Cor-
respondent.

Superrevision of Public JDoris in France.

—

The minister of public works has undertaken
a journey of inspection of the harbours of
Cette, Marseilles, &c. lie is also examining
the rui/wags of the south of France, either
those in full traffic, or such as are construct-
ing, or merely projected lines. The canal of
Languedoc, in all its details, has been most
minutely inspected by the right honourable
gentleman.

The late Carpenter's Strike at Paris {in a
nutshell).—3 he late demonstration of the jour-
neymen carpenters can be viewed with satis-
faction bv any lover of his kind— as these men
have brought forth their claim quite unalloyed
with any admixture of intimidation or physical

*
I*",

?"nrU 8evCra' familic* of the first rank, or nearlyso, live together in one home.

force. They have reasoned like reasonable

beings, and it is their masters who arc at fault.

The rationale of the whole affair is as follows.

In the year 1S33 a formal convention (if we
may translate thus) had been held between the

masters and journeymen carpenters, by which
the wages of a day’s work were fixed at four

francs. From that period, however, a constant

oscillation began to manifest itself between
the latter item and that of five francs. In
asking, therefore, in 1815, that the latter sum
should bo made the fixed one for a dny’s wages,
the journeymen wanted merely to have autho-
rised formally, what already had become
sanctioned by custom. The masters, certainly,

had a right to refuse—hut no more. But in-

stead of confining themselves to this, they
formed a coalition

,
and resolved on fixing again

the item at four francs, viz., the price of labour

twelve years ago. In the lawsuit, which has
occupied, of late, the French courts, it was
argued, that this was merely a passive proce-
dure— a point, however, on which we are not
called upon here to dilate. The Cottr rogalc
will have now to decide on the appeal, inter-

posed by the journeymen against the verdict of
the inferior tribunals.

Brunswick.— At the restoration of the

cathedral, some fresco paintings on the walls,

have been of late discovered, which are of the
period of Henry the Lion, amongst which is

the portrait of this Monarch of the Brunswick
line. They are painted on wet lime, and may
be restored with tempera colours, and arc so far

preserved, that their age may he accurately

ascertained. The figure of Henry (d. 1 195),

much resembles his coeval statue still extant
;

and the whole of the pictures, although not
perfect master-pieces, possess some value for

the history of art, ns they may be the only
ones in Germany from that early date.—
[AHgemeinc Zeitung.]

Grdtz (Austria). — On the second of this

month was opened a new institution for the ad-

vancement of the working-classes, viz., what
is called in Germany “ Beal Schule," a school
of realities. Here the children of workers
are instructed gratuitously, or at a merely no-

minal expense, in arithmetics, algebra, geome-
try, chemistry and physic—the art of drawinrj
and caligraphy. At the Academy of Arts
young people may also learn the arts of de-
sign. There is, moreover, in that city an Asso-
ciation of Industry, a technical establishment
joined to the Johannceum, a gymnasium (small
college), and a University. Griitz is a citg,

whose population is not much above that of
Woolwich, or such other metropolitan viHaqcs.

Meetings of the yleadtfmie des Sciences
( R. .S'.)

at Paris
, Glh to 1 3th October. — Mr. Colas

,

who has made a very felicitous invention for
copying (moulding) statues, even in different

proportions (sizes), has solicited the academy
to appoint a commission for examining his

discovery and its procedings.—Mr. Bains
, the

gpntleman who claims the priority of inven-
tion of electric telegraphs over Mr. Wheatstone,
stated his new procedures for setting all the
clocks of a city into motion, and to make them
keep accurate time. He says, that it is

by means of electric conducting tubes, that lie

will effect his purpose.— Dr. Brack spoke
nearly an hour on his new definition of “ a
straight line." The French press ridicules

this attempt— still, if we consider, that not even
the level of any fluid, water or any other, is,

or ever can be horizontal, but (in reality) is con-
vey, the subject assumes some meaning;
which, however, can hardly ever become of a

practical bearing. An Improvement on Sir
II. Davg's Safetg Lamp for Mines.—As this,

albeit, splendid discovery has not answered
all the requisites of such an instrument,
Mr. Dp la Ilive has occupied himself with a
new contrivance, by which the lamp is en-
tirely placed without the control of the person
using it. This appears the more important,
as statistical tables prove, that 400 persons
lose their lives, in Europe, every year bv the
explosion of gas in mines and the like

places. The main of Mr. Rive’s discovery
is a cylinder of charcoal, which is kept incan-
descent by an electric stream. Such a lamp
can be kept enclosed hermetically in a glass

globe, as this development of light requires no I

oxygen, and thus every danger of explo- 1

sion is removed; besides the light is more
'

intense than can pass through the dense i

metal-wire wicker-work of Sir Humphrey’s
lamp, Mr. R. acknowledges the yet imperfec-

tion of his lamp, which consists in the incon-

stancy of the light developed, but hopes that

a longer experimentalizing will bring it to

complete perfection.
“ A hint" to the icorking classes — “ of

Paris."— It is reported on the best authority,

that the Prefct do Police, has submitted to the

King in council a report of great importance

on the dangerous results, which would fol-

low the exclusive concentration of all currency
on railway enterprise. Mr. Prefet has ener-

getically signalised the grave incnnvenienco of

this total absorption of cash in stock-jobbing

and agiotage. He concludes by pointing out,

that if there be no prompt remedy resorted to

against this nuisance, it is to be apprehend-
ed, that the middle commercial classes of
“ Paris "

(!) could not effect their payments
—at Christinas, which could not but be ac-

accompanied by a very deplorable crisis. It is

added, that the whole council (of ministers)

were struck by these observations, which they

considered of the highest importance
Measures are to be forthwith resorted to for

obviating (as far as it is possible note) this

abnormal state of speculation—or rather down-
right gambling by many persons, who indeed,

can hardly afford such expensive amusement.
— Gazette de France.

The Scientific Congress at Naples .—To our
former notices, we have only to add, that on
the 3rd October, a pilgrimage was undertaken
to the Temples of Paestum. A royal steam-

boat conducted more than 300 of the savants

to those sublime ruins. IPc hardly have to

speak of royal banquets and balls, which,
however, were very numerous and splendid.

On the great number of sages here assembled,

the following epigram was circulated at

Naples :

—

Qunndo in Grecia le scienze ebber primnto,

Sol sette savii si trovar a stento,

Or, chc le scienze van pin buon mercato

Ne son guinti qui mille e sette cento.

When in Bellas, science held the highest sway,

But seven sages formed the saint array
;

Now, they are as cheap as apples

—

«SV?rcHteen-lmndrcd alone—in Naples !

J. L v.

RICHMOND.

This favourite resort of the Londoner,
already celebrated in unnumbered detached
verses, has found a new and eloquent encomiast
in Mr. Charles Ellis, who has recently pub-
lished a pretty little volume descriptive of it.*

Tracing its history from the time when Sheen,
as it was then called, was a residence of the

reigning monarch,

“ And noise of tourney proud
Rang to the palace gates,”

he brings together all the associations con-
nected with the neighbourhood, and sings the
praise of honoured dwellers there.

The possession of the volume will materially
increase the pleasure of a lounge on Richmond-
hill, or a stroll through the park. The follow-
ing stanza is descriptive of a view from the
latter, which all who know the park will re-

member well :

—

“ A thousand gardens open to your sight,

Unnumber’d cottages and villas peep

—

Now red — now dusky brown— now grey— now
white

—

There Kingston's dwellings rise, a numerous
heap

Thus gazed upon, though still the church-towers
keep

Their full distinction—then far onward still,

E’en quite unto the clear horizon, sweep,
In groups sublime, luxuriant trees, with hill

And swelling mound inwove by Nature’s faultless

skill.”

It is not generally remembered, that at

Kingston the first king of all England was
crowned, and that Queen Elizabeth ended her
days at Richmond, March, 1603.
Edward I. and II. resided at the latter place

and Edward II I. died there. It was rebuilt by
Henry \ II., and the name was changed by
him to Richmond. Nothing now remains of

the palace but an archway of ordinary con-
struction, formerly part of one of the offices.

* “ Richmond, and other Poems,” by Charles Ellis. Mad-
den, Lcadenliall-atrect, 1845.
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BUILDINGS ON A CLAYEY OR STLTY

FOUNDATION.
Foundations of this kind require groat

|
precaution to prevent subsidence of the build-

E

ings erected upon them. 'The whole of the
land in this neighbourhood (Beverley- road,

l Hull), and also of that upon which the town is

|

built, is of this description, and no care what-

|
ever is taken, with very rare exceptions, to

|

guard against the settling of buildings; in fact,
I it does not seem to be thought necessary to use
H any means to prevent this serious evil. And

|
the settling down of foundations is not the

I
only evil; there is another which is, if possible,

I still more serious, as it affects the health of
U persons residing in houses built upon the soil,

K without any precaution to prevent the ascent

|

of moisture through the brickwork in contact

J
with the earth, and from under the floor of

I the several apartments lying immediately over
I the surface of the ground. The superior tem-

j

perature of the air within the walls of a
house, always has a direct tendency to produce

I evaporation from the site upon which it is

> built, and to bring up with it the miasma
from the soakings of bad drains in the ncigh-

!

bonrhood.
It is a common practice here in Hull, to

simply excavate the ground for the foundations,

|

and to lay them with the worst bricks and
I mortar at hand

;
sometimes indeed, a little

I more precaution is taken to prevent settlement

j

by laying York landings for the footings of
!

the walls to rest upon, but then how are they
laid? why, just with the least possible trouble,

j

and without ascertaining if the soil is of uni-
form solidity, and capable of sustaining the
superstructure in all parts without sinking.

I For want of this precaution and attention to
I drainage, part of a range of fine buildings

has settled so much, as to involve a very se-
I nous outlay in repairing the mischief, although
i only executed within the last four years. In’

a

i large public building in this town, the whole of
the walls, several hundred feet in length, were
covered their entire breadth, when at a height
of six inches above ground, with sheet zinc

l bedded in loam, and the first course of bricks
laid upon it also bedded in the same material.
It was supposed that the zinc would prevent
the ascent of moisture, and no doubt it would
whilst it remained in a sound state, but it was
found on breaking through the foundations

l
nine months after, for the purpose of laying

I

hot and cold water pipes in various part’s of
the building, to be every where pierced with
holes and in a state of rapid oxidation, and
there can be little doubt that it has now (four-
teen months since) nearly all disappeared. It

was argued at the time,’ that the bedding in

loam, instead of mortar, would prevent oxida-
tion, but such was not the effect of the means
here employed

;
moisture and the air mixed

with it, appear to have been the principal
i agents in the decomposition of this worthless
i material, worthless at least for such purpose
as the one for which it was in this case used.

In this locality, all buildings are sure to
settle when built upon foundations laid in the

: ordinary manner, and the greater the weight
i of the superincumbent mass, the sooner this

effect becomes visible, and it goes on imper-
ceptibly through a series of years, until the
house becomes seriously dilapidated, damp,
and greatly reduced in value and rental. In
smaller matters, such as fence-walls, gate-
piers, dwarf-walls for iron railing, & e., the
same cause is in constant operation, but with
less effect

;
it dues not so soon shew itself, but

is equally certain to disturb the arrangement of
every thing resting upon foundations so laid.

It is a rare circumstance to find any such
erections in a perpendicular position, after the
lapse of a very few years.

The settling here described, appears to be
caused, first, by the compression of the clav,

which is, as l have before said, everywhere
more or less silty, and greatly varying in

density, the latter condition being very much
affected by the water it may contain. Secondly,
after a house is built and supplied with drains
which take off the water at a level below the

foundations, the soil gradually becomes drier

and as a matter of course contracts
;

this lets

down the foundation, and the house sinks, but
not in all parts alike, as some parts may be-

come less dry than others. 'Thirdly, the drains

may not be placed so low as the footings of
the walls, and where this is the case, and they

are not soundly constructed, the leakage from

them will soak into the soil under the founda-
tion, and reduce the solidity of the earth upon
which they rest. There is another cause in
constant operation throughout the soil in this
neighbourhood, I mean the drainage going on
internally during dry seasons, when from' the
peculiar nature of the soil, largo fissures arc
produced which form continuous drains in all
directions towards the nearest outfall; the
effect of such drainage is to dry the soil and
cause it to contract, thereby letting down
buildings standing upon it.

’ The same pe-
culiarity of the soil, causes a ready absorption
of water in wet seasons, which percolates hori-
zontally and in other directions for a consider-
sdde distance under buildings, thereby reduc-
ing the solidity of the soil upon which they
rest, producing the same effect from opposite
causes.

The action of water or moisture in soften-
ing and reducing the solidity, and of drainage
and spontaneous evaporation in contracting the
bulk of the soils here described, would have no
such effect on gravelly or stony foundations,
as may be illustrated by filling one vessel with
silty earth, and another with sea gravel : water
poured into the first, will of course reduce its

solidity, or if the same vessel is placed in dry
air, the moisture mechanically mixt with the
clay will evaporate, and the earth, will contract!;
the effect in cither case will be to render it

less fitted to sustain a superincumbent pressure
without settling; but it is not so with the
vessel containing the sea gravel, the water
poured into it will produce no change, the
particles of hard matter being in contact, and
not liable to be acted upon by the water passing
through them, will remain unchanged as to
solidity under all circumstances of pressure.
This view of the case will shew the advantage
of using concrete, in which we have, if it is

composed of proper materials, a good example
of the incompressible nature of a foundation so
prepared, and of its other important property,
namely, that of being impervious to moisture.
The materials employed in concreting, should
be sufficiently hard to sustain any weight
placed upon them, without crushing; the par-
ticles should be in contact, and the lime used
should be in such proportions, as would be just
sufficient to fill the interstices betwixt them,
which by adhesion to their surfaces would form
a bond to the whole,—such at least is mv view
of the nature of concrete.

When concrete is laid in an excavation, it

becomes a solid mass of uniform density, and
in time so bard, as to sustain the weight of a
building uniformly over the whole of the
foundations; if the soil under it is less solid in

one place than another, the concrete will

equalise the pressure upon it, on the same
principle as an inverted arch, or other well

known modes of discharging pressure in the
construction of walls. Concrete should be
thinly spread, say from to G inches, over the
whole area of the space under the floor of
ground floors, for the purpose of preventing
the ascent of moisture.

I have noticed the settlement in many build-
ings in this place. In gates seven feet high,
where sufficient care has not been taken to

prepare the foundation, the settlement has
thrown them fron one to three inches out of
the perpendicular, and the effect has been to

produce a disruption in the iron railings, &c.
attached to them. In fence walls, there is

still greater mischief produced by this careless

way of laying foundations, but then any
thing seems to he thought good enough for this

sort of walls. The settling of the walls in small
two-story houses is not so readily detected,

but it shews itself in a year or so, by defects

in the openings of doors, windows, ciclings,

&c. In a range of large houses, built within

the last three years, upon what was said to be

dry ground, 1 have noticed a settlement al-

ready in the front walls (and the landings un-
der the small porches over the doorways have

gone down with them) of from two to three

inches. The late remarkable dry season lias pro-

duced a settlement in bouses here, which had

remained firm since lS.'Ifl, caused no doubt by

the contraction of the earth under them. Spe-

culative builders arc not always aware of the

circumstance, that a house does not begin to

shew its defects until it becomes seasoned by

time and occupation.

If the builders in Hull, and other places

similarly situated, would reflect on the evils

produced by building upon weak and tin-
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sound foundations, they would find it their
interest, and the interest of those who employ
them, to pay more attention to this, the most
important of all matters connected with build-

There is one simple plan which I have never
scon adopted here, and it seems strange that it

is not; it is that of paving the bottom of the
excavation for a foundation, with hard-burnt
bricks, on edge, filling up the interstices with
a grouting of lime and small gravel, and then
ramming them down with a paviour’s rammer;
a man accustomed to this work (and such men
may always be hired) would do the whole of
the foundations of a small house in one day.
It is fair to suppose that the force hero cm-
ployed would be equal to the dead weight of
the walls of a two-stoiy house, and would con-
solidate the earth as much as if compressed
by the weight of the walls without such ram-
ming, thereby preventing the settlement by
com press ion.

It would confer a great favouron many per-
sons who build small houses, and who never
think of employing any one but a common
bricklayer, if some of your scientific corre-
spondents would give a few examples for
making concrete with different sorts of mate-
rials, and the proportions to ho used; such
things arc known to professional men, but
they never reach the ears of that description of
persons who build bouses, here and elsewhere,
tor the labouring classes

;
it would add much

to the comfort of the working man, if the
owners of small tenements could be made to

understand that he could build his houses
cheaper and better by using a little concrete
n the foundations .—

]

am, Sir, &c.

Henry Liddf.it,.

PAYMENT TO BUILDERS FOR
TENDERS.

Sin,—Having been a subscriber to your
journal from the commencement, I of course
have had the opportunity of observing your
frequent kind attention to the interest of your
correspondents, and am therefore induced to

request the favour of your opinion in the fol-

lowing case. On the 11th August last, I was
invited to tender for the erection of stabling,

coacbhousc, and other offices for a gentleman
in this village. Accordingly, I attended the
surveyors’ office, and saw the drawing, and
in reply to a question as to who the persons
were that it was to be submitted to, was cauti-

ously told “none but those in whom they had
the greatest confidence.” I prepared my esti-

mate, and at the appointed time, August 21st,

at half-past ten o’clock, attended again at the
office with my tender. After waiting upwards of
an hour beyond the time, and only one other
person being in attendance, the two were
opened in the presence of the employer and
the junior surveyor; mv amount was -1 1 hi. the

other, 477^ UL. Gd.

'The cmplovcr expressed great surprise, and
said he had been much misled, as the surveyor
had stated a much less sum than either, and
he therefore thought he had better pay me my
per rentage for my estimate, and abandon the

job altogether. The junior surveyor thought
otherwise, and that it had better stand over

until he had seen his principal, and write to

me upon the subject. Before I left, I put the

question, would they receive any tender that

might come in after we had left? to which the

employer replied, “ certainly not ,
business was

business, and as they did not come to time, be

would have nothing to do with them.” I never

received any communication whatever from

either party, but on September 3rd, to my still

greater astonishment, found operations bad

commenced. I immediately wrote tor an ex-

planation, and received a reply to the cflect,

“ that another person had been applied to,

whose tender (360Z.) had been accepted, en-

closing the several amounts, as under,” &c. I

need not ask you whether such conduct is not

inostdisgracetul toany professional men wishing

to be thought respectable. The reply evidently

implies that the latter tender bad been soli-

cited at the same time as ours, but I am firmly

convinced, both from what fell from the em-
ployer at the time of opening, and circum-

stances that have come to my knowledge
since, that the surveyors, finding they had over-

drawn the amount, and still wishing to

maintain their statement, subsequently applied

to the third person, who is doing other work
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under them, to assist in extricating them from

their dilemma. Now am I not entitled to, and

can I enforce the payment (and what sum) for

my trouble and loss of time ?

The difference of amount in the contracts

may be in a great measure accounted for, by

the greater proportion ot materials being old,

and the present old building being pulled down
to use again.— I am, Sir, &c., A.

Mitcham, Oct. 17-

*.* If the circumstances be here correctly

and fully stated, our correspondent may justly

claim payment for the time and skill employed
in making the estimate, and would probably
recover it. In our nnmber for September 13

(p. 4-12, ante), a decision at the Court of
Requests, in a similar case, will be found.

Crorvropoiirifncc.

AISLES.

Sir,— Can you inform me whether there is

any authority for the use of the expression,
centre aisle. It would appear to me, that it

cannot be more allowable than to speak of the
centre wing of a building, and yet by some
writers it is frequently used.— I am, Sir, See.

O At EGA.

An aisle, strictly speaking, is a wing,
and the term should be applied only to the
side-passages or divisions of a building. It is

now, however, generally understood to apply
to all the lateral divisions of a church.

“Justice” closes the paragraph in his letter

that applies to us with the assertion “ that

there are not many more than fifty journeymen
glass painters to be found,” in the world, we
presume he means to say. If this really be
“ Justice’s ” belief, it will rather surprise him
to learn that we, ourselves, employ, chiefly of
our training, more than half the number he
mentions, and can at any time double that
number, if required.—We remain, Sir, See.

Ballaktink and A lt.an.

42, George Street, Edinburgh,
Oct. 13, 1845.

fHiScrllanr.i.

OI. ASS PAINTING AT HOUSE OF LORDS.
Sir,—A letter, signed “ Justice” having

appeared in your journal of 13th September,
containing some statements regarding us in

connection with the painted glass for the new
House of Lords, which we have been ap-
pointed to furnish, we beg your insertion of
the following in reply, adding, that we knew
nothing of the existence of the article in ques-
tion till two days ago, otherwise we should
have requested this favour of you before now.
The mis-statements of “ Justice ” are, that

we are glass cutters merely, and not glass
painters. That we obtained the order to
supply the painted glass for the House of
Lords entirely through interest. That we
have no practical knowledge of glass paint-
ing

;
and, fourthly (this conjectural), that we

will impose foreign glass on the Commission
and the public, for home manufacture.
W ith regard to our being merely glass

cullers, and not glass painters, we bog to
assure “Justice" that we are not glass cut-
ters, but that our firm has always been known
in Edinburgh and elsewhere as glass painters
and house decorators. Wc do not see that
we can say more on this point, or that more
is necessary.

Again, as to the charge of our having ob-
tained the order for the painted glass for the
House of Lords, through interest, we do most po-
sitively and distinctly assert, that we did not em-
ploy, nor indeed could command, anv interest
whatever in the matter. W’e trusted entirely to
the result of fair and open competition,—

a

competition in which we iiad to contend with
rivals already in possession of high reputation,
while we were comparatively unknown, and,
consequently, without the intluencc which
attaches to celebrity.

As to our having no practical knowledge of
glass painting, we can only say that we have
been at much pains to acquire a thorough
knowledge of both the theory and practice of
our art, making the best existing examples of
the middle ages in this country and on the
continent our study. On this point it will not
be considered slight evidence,we should think,
that we do possess the practical knowledge
which “Justice ’ would deny us, that the
highest premium, offered during two consecu-
tive years by the Board of Manufactures for
Scotland for the best specimen of painted
glass, was on both occasions awarded to us.

\V ith regard to “ Justice’s” gratuitous asser-
tion, that a pressure for time will compel us to
have recourse to the importation of foreign
glass, instead of using home manufactured, we
eg to say, that “Justice” may keep himself

perfectly easy on that head, as wc have a sulfi-
cient number of first-rate hands to meet anv
exigency of the kind he alludes to, should such
exigency arise, which we do not at all antici-
pate.

Mei-rose Armey.— Disgraceful Prac-
tices of Tourists.—The mischievous pro-
pensities which individuals often manifest on
their being permitted to visit public buildings,
works of art, and other objects of interest, have
often been alluded to as a subject of just re-

proach. It is indeed melancholy to think
that, notwithstanding reiterated complaints
and warnings against these practices, there
should still be people who arc insensible to

the disgrace they incur in destroying such
objects, whether out of pure mischief, or from
the equally reprehensible desire of appropri-
ating fragments as relics. The liberty of
access to the monuments of antiquity which
adorn the country, is a privilege which must
be highly prized by every individual of any
degree of taste and information

;
and the cul-

pability of those who abuse it in the manner
referred to is greatly enhanced by the conside-
ration that, independent of the actual damage
done, they inHict a grievous injury upon the
public at large, who are necessarily visited

with the consequences of such misconduct in

being excluded from the precincts of these
structures. A very striking proof of the pre-
valence of these shameful practices, and of the
consequences to' which they load, appears in an
advertisement which has just appeared an-
nouncing that, in consequence of the chipping
and defacing which the beautiful carved stone-
work of Melrose Abbey has undergone, that
edifice will henceforth be shut up from the
public. AVe understand that his Grace the
Duke of Buceleuch has of late years been at
great expense and trouble to preserve this ve-
nerable structure, perhaps one of the richest
monuments of antiquity of which our island
can boast, and now rendered interesting to the
whole world fiom its association with the im-
perishable name of Sir Walter Scott. It can
scarcely, under the circumstances, he won-

The Fine Arts.— It is singular that all

the courts of Europe have, for more than two
centuries, been earnestly engaged in formino-
public galleries, a national benefit and honour
which England had neglected with her great
wealth, and with opportunities singularly fa-

••ourahle, until within a few years; and even
^ nit muniii- mu ui v o i u iv progress,

and works of art of the olde.n and golden time
are becoming more rare, and immensely rising

in value. Had we as a nation, collected, even

50 years ago—speaking of the transactions as

a money speculation, in which view, according
to the taste of the day, we must look at every-
thing—our purchases would now have been
worth treble the first cost in money. The un-
happy fate of Charles I. was most adverse to

the arts here. 1 1 not only scattered the collec-

tion made by him, but, by the triumph of

Puritanism, plunged the country first into a dis-

like of, and, for long subsequent periods, into

an indifference for art. We even doubt if this

gross feeling has altogether subsided. We
do not yet take a national pride in works of

genius, unless they immediately bear upon the
art of living. No country is so rich as ours in

private, and none so poor in public collections.

And if we progress so slowly in our National
Gallery we can scarcely wonder that public in-

stitutions of the kind have not been dreamed
of in the provinces. We sincerely hope that

the movement Mr. Ewart is making will be
crowned with success, and that in time “ col-

lections” in our cities and towns will be the

result.

—

Blackwood's J\Iagazine.

The Grave-yard Question,—Mr. Atkin-
son, a surgeon of Westminster, has addressed
a letter to the Lancet

,
shewing by circumstances

within his own knowledge the dreadful state

of St. Margaret's churchyard, Westminster.
Describing the performance of a funeral there,

he says :
—“ The mute, as the service advanced,

staggered, was unable to keep himself erect,

and became deadly pale
;
he was removed to

the vestry-room, suffering from pain in the
bowels, which ended in diarrhoea; his health
was deranged during the two subsequent days;
on the night of the funeral, the undertaker
was seized with diarrhoea and faintness, and
continued in a debilitated state for some days
after

;
one of the mourners on his return

home was affected with the same symptoms,
and rendered unable to follow his employment
for an entire week

;
and it may he as well to

observe here, as a remarkable coincidence,
that the wife of one of the mourners, was,
late on the night of the funeral, or early next
morning, attacked w ith apoplexy, and expired in

two or three days.” These facts strengthen the

preconceived impression, that illness of aserious
Urcd al.ll.at henobloprnprH'torsliouldMlopt

]
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valuable a relic of Scotland
burgh Cunrant.

Cost of St. Stephen’s Church, Tit; i.

£. i

Cash paid for advertising, printing,

postages, &c
Ditto for site of St. Stephen’s church
Ditto for expenses at public meet-

ings, laying foundation stone,

opening church, Sec 179
Ditto to Myers and Wilson, as per

contract -1,100

Ditto to ditto, for raising spire .... 90
Ditto for sundry extra bills, iron pa-

lisades and gates, flagging round
the church, &c

Ditto to architect

Ditto to surveyor

Ditto for interest

Ditto for insurance

Ditto for plans of St. Stephen’s and
St. Paul’s districts

112
220
50 0

9 15

15 9

2 11

0 0

1 0

jCG,21G 12 9

Provident Association for Civil En-
gineers and Land Surveyors.—A party
of influential gentlemen are attempting

found in the metropolis a Provident Associa-

tion for the benefit of aged and decayed mem-
bers of the above professions. Mr. J. ILailev

Denton, of fi, Gray's Inn Square, lias con-
sented, during the initiatory proceedings, to

perform the duties of honorary secretary.

operations.

Effect of Competition in tiif. Price
of Gas.— J lie British Gas Light Company,
which supplies Stratford and its immediate
vicinity with pa®, have within the last week-
reduced their charge for that article from 8s.

to (Is. per thousand feet. A few years ago the
charge was 10s., but in consequence of a rival

company undertaking to supply it at a less

rate, the above reduction lias taken place.

Plans on Parchment—To tint plans on
parchment one correspondent says, “ Take a
piece of rough paper, or very fine glass paper,
and therewith rub the surface of the parch-
ment until there is no grease remaining on it.

Then proceed -as on ordinary paper.” A
wash of diluted gum-water over the skin,

before colouring, stops the pores, and tends to

produce an even tint.

Glass Tiles.— In reply to numerous in-

quiries, glass tiles of the size and shape of
ordinary pan-tiles, may be obtained of Mr.
Jackson, 15, Duke Street, Lincoln’s- Inn-
I’icles. They vary in price from 11s. to JGs.

per dozen, according to the thickness and
weight.

New Lighthouse at Fatouville.—

A

lighthouse is to he raised on the coast at Fa-
touville, near the mouth of the Seine, in place
of the wooden one now existing. It is to lie

!Hi metres above the highest equinoctial tides.

The cost will be 145,OHO/.
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Tenders for building the National School, St.

Albans; Mr. Donaldson, architect :

—

W. Bcncll £3G7 0 0
Webb 300 5 0
^ nss 307 10 0
Fowell 2!)8 0 0
M. J. Bcncll 207 10 0
Chalk 205 7 G
Dunham 258 10 0

FOR RAILWAY INTEL LICENCE, Sec.

SEE SUPPLEMENT.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office
to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, See.,
arc to he addressed. For the convenience of our readers,
however, they arc entered in a hook, and may hr seen
on application at the office of “The lJuildcr," 2, York-
atrcct, Covent-garden.]

For the brick, stone, and joiners’ work required
n the erection of the Kingston Cotton-mills at Hull.
lor supplying the East-lndia Company with pig-

ron.

__

For building a Sewer in Ilaggerstonc-road, near
Cingsland, being a length of about GOO feet, for the
commissioners of Sewers for Hrlborn and Finsbury
divisions.

For new roofing and covering with lead two com-
lartmcnts at the west end of the nave of St. Mary’
'hurch, Bridlington.

For the execution of the Works required in

aaking part of the Taw Vale Railway, viz., from
larnstable Bridge to Fremington

; and also for con-
ducting the Docks and other Works appertaining
hereto.

For the execution of Works on the York and
Corth Midland Railway, being a distance of about
8 miles.

COMPETITION.
The Provisional Committee of the National Glass

Company of Ireland require plans and specifications,
;c., for the erection of all the necessary Buildings,
omprising an extensive manufactory for making
rown (window) glass ; also plans for an extensive
lanufactorv of plate glass. 25/. will be given for
ich plan selected, or 50/. for both if to the same
idividual.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.
BY AUCTION.

At Mrs. Tyncs, Wentworth, near Rotherham :

60 Timber Trees of large dimensions, both in

:ngth and girth.

At Hale Mood, on the Roadside between Lid-
atc and Wickhambrook.: about 100 Oak Trees of
ood quality, varying from 10 to -10 feet, in coir
dent lots.

At l’arkham, near Framlingham : upwards of
00 fine and good Oak and Elm Pollards, and 11
irge Ash Trees, all standing.

At the Anchor Inn, Eling, Southampton : about
50 loads of large Oak Timber, suitable for cutting
ito thick stuff, plank, and framing timber. In
ots of 20 loads each.

BY PRIVATE CONTRACT.
At Upper and Lower Connytrowe Farms, two

files from Taunton : 180 Maiden Elm, and 30
Iaidcn Ash Trees.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ Edward Davis .”— We shall gladly avail our-
rives of the drawing sent, althou/jh not inline

-

'lately .

“ Constant Subscriber.”—Felt may be obtained
rom McNeill and Co., 14, Lamb's - buildings,
iunhill-roic.

“An Architect.”— Tie will inquire as to the
rincipalfact stated in his letter.

“ Tenders for Houses at Mile-end.”—Jf one of
he parties who tendered under Mr. Single will

orward us a copy of the specifcation we shall be

lad to receive it.

“ R. W. Herman.”— TUe will take an early op-
artunity to call.

“ R. S. P.” (Bristol .)— The letters referred to

"ere destroyed. The reason assigned by our cor-

espondent for the attacks made on him would
end to secure our good feeling.
“ W. J. N .”— We are compelled to decline the

drawing, simply because we have similar subjects in

land. It shall be left at the office as requested.
“ W. T.”—Bricks marked “ drain ” must be used

or no other purpose.

Works on Architectural Buildings.
—

“

1 Sub.,” “ T. T.,” “ Constant Subscriber,”
1 Tyro,” what books they are to read. TI~c

vill endeavour before long to answer them more
atisfactorily than in hasty notes to corres-

londents. The reply is not an easy one.

“ G. R. L.” is unavoidably postponed until next
week.

" J. L. T.” shall hearfrom ns.
“ G. R. ’— JVe are obliged to decline our cor-

respondent’s letter. Narrow alleys are to be
avoided.

“ Arch Enemy.”

—

We do not know of any Act
which would empoivcr the trustees to lessen the
height of our correspondent's cellars.

Books received: “Penmanship Illustrated and
Explained,” by B. F. Foster (Souter and Law,
Fleet-street)

;
an ingenious and very useful little

work. “An Entirely Original System for Ac-
quiring the French Language,” by Mons. Mariot
de Beauvoisin (Souter and Law) ;

“ A Treatise on
Painted Glass,” by Jas. Ballantine (Chapman and
Hall, Strand), to which we shall shortly refer.

L

SAMUEL CUNDY begs to inform Archi-
tects, &c., that every description of Stone, Marble,

nnd Granite work is executed at the cheapest possible rate.
Estimates given for Mason’s Work in all its branches.

Gothic Work, Tombs, Monuments, Sic.

MARBLE WORK for Units, Dairies, Tables, Columns,
Vases, at most reasonable prices.

A large collection of Designs for Mural and other Monu-

MAIIIII.E CHIMNEY-PIECES.

T IIE WESTMINSTER MARBLE COM-
PANY embrace the opportunity of announcing to

Builders and the Public generally, that they have made con -

sidcrable reductions in their prices of Marble Chimney-
pieces, and solicit an inspection of their extensive stock, now-
on view at their Show-rooms.

A neat Vcin-niarlilc Chimncy-piccc If. 15s.

Builders arc respectfully informed that great savings may
be clfcctcd by purchasing at this Establishment, nnd all

orders will be executed from material of the best quality and
workmanship.

N.ll. He particular in the address

—

THE WESTMINSTER MARBLE COMTANY,
EAST-STREET, MII.LBANK.

FINE ARTS.

Ufi 79 rr P Lx opal
ftlajrsty's IJatcnt

Lori mi e it’s transparent
PLANES for Perspective Drawing; BENJAMIN

WEST, Patentee.
“This Instrument will enable Artists and others to make

any Drawing, whether from Nature or Models, in perfectly
true perspective, so that a likeness or landscape may he
taken in a few minutes absolutely perfect. It is used by
Jicr Majesty's Royal Sappers and Miners, Chatham. To
Travellers it would lie found serviceable, since it can he em-
ployed without the knowledge of drawing.”

—

Art-Union.
Price JSs. and 20s. Apply for Agents to BENJAMIN

WEST, 2, St. Jamcs's-walk, Clerkcnwcll.—Sold by HA It-

RITT and CO., 1/3, Fleet-street, London; GRIFFIN and
CO., Glasgow, and by all Fancy Stationers, tec.

VENTILATION.
“A most ingenious, simple, and effective plan.” Mr. Reid’s

Lecture on Ventilation, delivered June 7, 1845, before the
Mechanic*’ Institute, Liverpool.

Bait. li E’S patent transparent
VENTILATOR, ventilates rooms or public buildings

without causing unpleasant draughts of air—may be fixed
as easily as a pane of glass, whose place it supplies—docs
not derange blinds, shutters, or other fixtures belonging to
windows—most useful to public places of every descrip-
tion, especially smoking and eolfee rooms, anti moreover a
simple remedy for smoky chimneys. This article may he oh-,
tained from all respectable glass dealers in London ; Mr. Edgar
Parks, ironmonger, Ho, Fleet-street; Messrs. Stock and
Sharp, and Mr. Samuel Beale, Birmingham ; Messrs. John
Hall and Sons, and Messrs. Dixis and Williams, Bristol

;

Messrs. Tlios. and Will. Stock, Liverpool
;
Messrs. Davidson

and Armstrong. Manchester
;
Mr. James Bell, Glasgow, &c.;

who have models to explain its action, nnd will be glad to

,
any further information; also to he seen in use at Mr.

Fred. Smith's, the Albion, 259, Blackfriars-road
;
Mr. Ed-

ward Baillic’s, 12 B, Cumhcrland-markct, Regent’s Park

;

Mr. Seaton’s, Dublin Castle, I’ark-strcet, Camden Town;
Colcman-strect-buildings, Moorgatc-strcct, and at the

office of this Paper.

THE PROJECTED RAILWAYS.

ANALYSIS of tlic PATENT ME-
JtX. TALLIC SAND, or English IWolano, used in the
ouiulatlons of the New Houses of Parliament, the great

Funnels on the Birmingham Railway, Sea-wall on the Great
iVestcrn Railway, in Devonshire, and other important works
referred to more particularly in the prospectus.

Silica 49 I
Lime 6

Oxide of Iron 32 I Magnesia 2

Alumina 6 |
Zinc 3

Arsenic and Carbonate of Copper. ... 2

Price in Swansea, free on hoard, fid. per bushel, or sup-
plied iu London at Is. per bushel.

Used as an external Stuccp the Metallic Sand Cement is

inlfcctcd by frost or wet
;

in appearance it resembles the

best Portland Stone, requires neither colour nor paint, and

entirely free from vegetative cracks and blisters.— Further

Particulars on application to Mr. C. K. DYER, 4, New
Broad-street, London; and at the Metallic Sand Wharf,

King’s-road (opposite Pratt- street', Camden Town.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CAEN STONE.
UARD and BEEDIIAM have a quantity

of the above stone, of the best ouality, direct from
• heir Quarries at Allcmange, which may lie inspected at the
Norway Sufferance Wharf, Greenwich.— Further particu-
lars at Mr. G. GATES’, 18, SOUTHWARK-SQUARE,
SOUTHWARK.

PORTLAND CEMENT of best quality
manufactured by J. B. WHITE and SONS, of Mill-

bank-street, Westminster. To be had at their Warehouses
;

Drucc’s Wharf, Chelsea
j
Bell’s Wharf, Paddington

; and*
Earl-street, Blackfriars.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND CON-
TRACTORS.

G REAVES’S LIAS CEMENT and
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME, at 2, South Wharf,

Paddington, London, nnd Works, Southam, Warwickshire.
Agcntfor Liverpool, Mr. WYLIE, 56, Glostcr-strcct; ditto

for Manchester, Mr. J. THOMPSON, Back King-street

:

ditto for Chester, Mr. J. HARRISON, Linen Hall-street.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE CEMENT.
rpilE PATENT K US of KEENE’S
J. CEMENT beg to draw attention to the use of this

material in the works rcccnlly executed at the COLOS-
SEUM, llegent’s-park. The POLISHED COLUMNS in
the Hall of Sculpture, the ..rnamcntal paving in the corri-
dors and conservatories, and much of the stucco on the walls,
arc specimens of the very successful application of this
cement. Patentees and Manufacturers, J. B. WHITE and
SONS, Millbank-strcct. Westminster.

ATKINSON’S CEMENT.—The public is

respectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-
cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architecture
and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to
2s. 3d. per bushel, and may be had in any quantity at Wyatt,
Parker, anil Co.’s Wharf, Holland-strcet, Surrey side of
Blackfriars-hridge.

N.B.—ThisCcmcnt bcingof a 1 i phi t colour, requires noarti-
ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with
three parts its own quantity of sand.

MARTIN’S FIRE-PROOF AND ORNAMENTAL
CEMENT.

C AUTION.— Messrs. STEVENS and
SON, Patentees, beg to caution their friends and the

trade generally against confounding this invaluable Cement
with others, erroneously said to be of the same description.
S. and S. pledge themselves, that MARTIN’S CEMENT is

totally dissimilar in composition anil manufacture from every
other, and, being a neutral compound, is not only free from
chcnrical agency upon any substance with which it may
conic in contact, but completely resists the action of the
strongest acids. They feel it a iluty to direct attention to

the following properties, which it exclusively possesses :

—

1.

It rapidly acquires the hardness of stone.

2.

Unlike other internal cements, its hardness is uniform
throughout its entire thickness.

3.

Its surface (which maybe made equal to that of the
finest marble) never throws out any salt, and will receive

paint in four days, without peeling, when put upon dry
work.

It is peculiarly adapted as an internal stucco for walls,

skirtings, archil raves, mouldings, and enrichments of all

kinds, to all of which purposes it lias been extensively ap-
plied by Mr. Thomas Cubitt on the Grosvcnor estate, &c.

For tlic above purposes, it possesses great advantages over
wood, being more economical anil durable, resisting fire,

For the floors of ball and fire-proof warehouses, its light-

ness, durability, and uniform surface give it an immense
advantage over stone, being, at the same time, much more
economical. The most satisfactory references can be given.

To be had of the Patentees, Plaster of Paris and Cement
Manufacturers, 186, DRURY LANE.
Agcntfor Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R. PART, 28,

Canning-place, Liverpool.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN
GENERAL.

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STUCCO
CEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced :— It will effectually resist Damp. It will never
vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete
Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never
requires cither to be painted or coloured. It will keen fresh

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.

It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by the

Sca-sidc. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates

at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may
he worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may he used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which

may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the

severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of

this material docs not exceed that of the cheapest Cement
now in use ; hut with all the above-named extraordinary and
valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of

economy.

Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have

declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally

preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing

the Cement and its mode of application, together with a

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may
he obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Quccn-street,

Chcapsidc, London : of whom also may he had,

JOHNS nnd CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-

tcrior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman
or other Cements, arid which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than

White Lead Paint, which will frequently coinc off' in Hakes,

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; whereas

MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an

affinity for Stucco, hinds itself with ir, stopping the suctibn,

thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the

finish producing a pure stonc-likc effect, produccable by no
other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—and
may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the most
exposed Marine situations.

II
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SNOXELL’S PATENT REVOLVING WOOD

SHUTTERS.WM. SNOXELL, !)t>, Rpffpnt-strert, and

131 Chaneerv-lane. These Shutters combine Eco-

nomy with perfect Security, having the edges sheathe! with

iron
;
the cost little more than common shutters, anil ol sue it

simple construction, that the largest establishments can he

opened or closed in a lew moments wit), the greatest possible

case without the use of machinery. One great advantage

over all other revolving shutters consists in their being made

without metal hinges, consequently cannot rust or get out

of order. Highly satisfactory references of their utility can

be given to establishments where lliev are now in u-c.

Y> IE LIC FELD’S PAPIER MACHE.—
I) The Minerinriir of the Papier Miirlie for the purposes

of ARCIim-rn'KAl. DECORATIONS is now so gene,

rail, admitted, that it is neu-'less to argue if.
-

1 he introduc-

tion of Papier M fichu into most of the public and private

'-wildings in the country is the best proof of its merits. Or-
nnmems may be had in almost every style, and pattern-

bo iks, containing more than a thousand executed designs.
Price I/.

PICTURE FRAMES and other Articles of Furniture,
either gilt or in imitation of the finest carved oak. An illus-

trated Tariff forwarded on the receipt of eight post-ollice
stamps.
PATENT QUAQUAVERSAL GLASS-STANDS for the

toilet, on an entirely new principle, of great elegance, and
free from all the practical inconvenience of ordinary Glass-

At the works, 13. Wcllington-strcet North, Strand.

PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS.

Always on sale at a. rosltng’s,
SOUTHWA RK-R RIDGE-WHARF, HANKSIDK,

\nd Old- Marge- Wharf, Upper Ground-street, Mlackfriars,

a very large stock of well-seasoned Floor Hoards of every

riety.

A. It., in calling the attention of builders and consumers,
confidently presumes on his being able to supply them on
such advantageous terms, as will ensure and merit their
favours and approbation,

PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS.

Always on sale, a large as-
sortment of DRV PREPARED FLOOR-

J

ING HOARDS and MATCHED HOARDING of all

;

sorts, planed to a parallel width and thickness, from
. j inch to 1) inch thick. Rough Hoarding for Flats.

TIMBER, DEALS, OAK PLANKS, SCANTLINGS,
SASH SILLS, Ac.

H IE TILES to suit slate root's in colour;
Ridges, with plain or rebated joints, roll tops, and

vertical ornaments
; drains, many sizes, with plain or socket

joints; paving in squares, hexagons, octagons, Ac., dif-

ferent colours; roofing, in Grecian or Italian styles, other
devices also, or plain

;
conduits, which do not injure pure

water; fire-bricks and tiles; clinkers, and out-door paving;
sundry wall-coping, garden-borders, chimney-tops; also

tubular and other (lues of peculiar material. No agent, but
a depot at 22, WII ITEFKI ARS-STREKT, FLEET-
STREET, LONDON, under Mr. PEAKE'S personal care,

to supply genuine TERRO-METALLIC goods at f..ir prices
ns per quality; also, additional Stock at No. 4 Wharf, Mac-
clesfield-strcct, South. City Hasin.
The TILERIES, TUNSTALL, STAFFORDSHIRE, nre

near the centre of England, whence boats arc sent direct to
any inland place; or to the Mersey for the coasts, the colo-
nies, and elsewhere.

Tfl/’ALLIS’S PATENT LIQUID WOOD
Y V KNOTTING. — This newly-discovered Liquid

Composition which Messrs. Geo. and Tlios. Wallis have the
satisfaction of introducing to the trade, possesses the im-
portant qualification of effectually stopping Knots in Wood,
however bad, and preventing them catiDg through and dis-
figuring the paint above.
Many substances have been used and much time spent in

endeavouring to find a cure for a bad Knot, but hitherto
without success. Messrs. Wallis therefore feel much plea-
sure in offering to the public an article so long and anxiously
called for.

In the application, skill is not required
;
a boy can use it

as well ana effectually as the best workmen : it is put on to
the work with a brush like common paint, can be used in all
climates and situations, and docs not require beat.

Sold wholesale and retail, by Messrs. G. and T. Wallis,
Varnish, Japan, and Colour Manufacturers, No. 04, Long
Acre. Price 20s. per gallon.

YARNISII.—It liaslono- been a desideratum
amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

and genuine article; brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,
and durability arc the qualifications necessary, but these are
seldom if ever found united. The experience of n life-time
devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, the
great and important discoveries of modern chcmistrv, and
the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.
George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil

and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently
recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both iii

price and quality.

Builders, Coaelunnkcrs, Painters, and others may depend
on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article.
Fine Oil Varnish, from 10s. per gallon; best White Spirit
Varnish, 21s. ditto ; Best Spirit French Polish, 20s. ditto;
White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of everv description at
the very lowest prices.—WALLIS’S Varnish, Japan, and
Colour Manufactory, Cl, Long-acre, one door from Bow-
street. Established 1750.

GRAINING COLOURS AND LIQUID WOOD STAINS.

H EXKY STEPHENS l.rg-s to roll the
attention of Architects, Builders, House Decorators,

Painters, Cabinet-makers, and all those engaged in the
erection of churches where the appearance of oak is desir-
able, and those also who arc employed in the revival of old
carvings, faded furniture, or oilier ornamental wood work,
to his GRAINING COLOURS and LIQUID WOOD
STAINS.
The graining colours arc prepared in a damp state, and

upon so true a principle, that the workman cannot fail in
obtaining the natural colour, nor of giving to the work the
same effect and appearance at all times. The difficulty of
producing a true colour and of preserving the same unifor-
mity with the admixture of earths and'oxidcs, which arc
the ingredients used in graining, has long been acknow-
ledged. This difficulty is at once removed by these prepara-
tions. ami i)ie oriln.i- I. I . I ... I n . _tions, and the graincr is enabled to confine '

his attend
his^art in graining, w ithout being perplexed in proportioning

'1 he LIQUID STAINS are solutions of colours which not
only carry additional stain on to the various w oods on which
they are employed, hut when used on the partirular wood
whose object it is to revive, it combines w'.sh and heightens
the n.vural colour inherent in the wood, and is therefore a
valuable acquisition to the DECORATOR and to the

G' ATOll of old oak or other carvings. They arc also
capable of giving colour to the sappy and defective parts of
veneers and fine woods used bv cabinet-makers and others.

In the decoration of churches, castles, baronial halls, andmansion. which arc often found beautiful specimens of
ancient carvings

;
w lien the colour of the wood is changed

viceable
’ ‘ ,C4C hqui<l stains wiI1 be founl1 particularly scr-

They also impart to woods of inferior character and of
‘ “'u

,

rC| MKh as beach, birch, pine, deal, Ac., thedour and appearance °f such woods .whether oak, malv
wi'Vi.,.T

e
'\-°'l’

* c ’ as n>a.v be designed to iniitat- .- — -signed to imitate,
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SAW MILLS, GILLINGHAM-STREET, PIMLICO.

MUIlt’S

PATENT

PLANING

MACHINERY.

Hendry and glover, iron-
FOUNDERS, beg to inform their customers that

they have removed their Foundry (from Smart’s-buildings)
to CHARLES-STREET and 168, DRURY-LANE, whero
they have adopter! every improvement to enable them to

compete successfully in quality, price, and punctuality. They
have also an extensive and well-arranged stock of patterns

for every description of Castings.

RAIN WATER PIPES, Heads, Shoes,
anil Elbows, Ilalf-round and O G Gutters, Sash

Weights, Railing Bars, Sink and Stable Traps and Gratings,

Air Bricks, Coal Plates, fee.
;
Gas and Water Pipes from

I j in. to 12 in. in diameter, with Bends, Branches, Syphons,
and Lamp Columns ;

also Ilot-watcr Pipes, with" all the

usual connections, A large Stock of the above Castings at

JONES'S Iron Bridge Wharf, and No. 6, Bankside, South.

ivark.

A
GAS LAMPS, FITTINGS, Ac.

NEW ASSORTMENT of HY-
DRAULIC GAS PENDANTS, new pattern Opal

Timber of nny size, plane, deals,
and BATTENS, Are., Sawn on the, most approved

principle. Boards. Ac., Prepared, Matched, and Grooved,
by Muir’s Patent Machinery. The Mills have all the advan-
tages of navigation and water-carriage, being connected with
the Thames by the Grosvcnor-canal. Goods fetched from
the docks and carted home free of charge.

Address to HENRY SOUTHAM,
Saw Mills,

Gillingham-strect, Pimlico.

Gas Brackets, Ac.—C. DEBAUFER and SON have o

a new assortment of hydraulic Gas Sliding Pendants, opal
,

and brass handsome Gas Brackets, Gas Pillars, newest pat-

terns, and Chandeliers, at their Manufactory and Show-
j

room. 10 anil 11, Creed-lane, S*. Paul’s; adapted for public
j

buildings, shops, and private houses. — N. B. Architects,
]

Builders, Ac., wishing to lit up at shops, houses, Ac., nre re-

quested to take an caily opportunity of inspecting their stock.
|— Estimates given from j lights to 1,000 at wholesale prices, J

PATENT PORTABLE SUSPENSION STOVES. I

More timn four thousand of

these STOVES were sold during the first season—
]

the winter of ISII-45— so decidedly did the public sanction
\

their distinguishing principle, by which a genial heat and a

pure atmosphere arc secured and combined.—They are now
ready fur delivery, of all sizes, from 19*. and upwards, at

GEORGE and JOHN DEANES, opening to the MonuJ
ment, 4(5, King William-street, I.ondon-bridge.

The general wood cutting
COMPANY, TIMBER and DEAL SAWING and

PLANING MILLS, Belvedere-road, Lambeth, near Water-
loo-bridgc.—SAWING in all its branches executed with the
greatest precision and despatch. PLANING by the most
approved Machinery, reducing the Boards to a parallel width
and thickness, and grooving or matching with undeviating
accuracy. The operation economises time, money, and
material.

WILSON’S PATENT VENTILA-
TING SPIRAL CHIMNEY POT. for the cure

of smoky chimneys 'manufactured hy J. PORTER), is the

ONLY article for the purpose which assists the draft of

the chimney by an external propelling power. Upwards of

fifty hare been recently fixed on the chimneys of Bucking- I

ham Palace, and several on Windsor Castle, with gToat sue-

cess. This Chimnev-pot is not only the best and most ef-

fectual ever invented for the purpose named, but stands un-
j

rivalled in its ornamental appearance. The public may lie
j

supplied wilh the above useful article by any of the respect-

J

able ironmongers, or at the sole manufactory, Southwark-

1

bridge Iron Roofing Works.

L _L

h j

TO THE BUILDING PUBLIC,
SASIIES AND FRAMES

DOORS, &c.

Manufactured for the Trade

By C. W. WATERLOW,
121, Bunhill-row, Finsbury-sq,

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

LLL LJ

Full lists of prices may be had on application at the count-
ng-house; if by letter, pre-paid, inclosing postage-stamp.
A large stock of well-seasoned Doors always on hand.

The PATENT ALBERT
WEATHER- BAR for simpli-

city and effect supersedes any
thing of the kind yet offered to

the public. The expense varies

from IRs. to 25s. Invented and
manufactured by T. WILKIN-
SON and Co., Ironmongers, “7,

Regent-quadrant. T. W. also

executes all kinds of Iron-works,
Staircases, Warming by Hot-water, Fitting up Stoves and
Ranges of all kinds

;
also Bell-hanging extensively executed, 1

Estimates given.

WINDOW BLINDS,
ORNAMENTAL WIRE-WORK, FLOWER-POT !

STANDS, Ac.
i

To Architect*. Builders, Contractor*. Upholders, and others.

M.H. BUSBY, NEW VENETIAN HOUSE,
7 and 8. Anderson's Buildings, City Road, Loudon,

I

Manufacturer of every Description of Window Blinds 1

on the most approved principles, namely, the Spanish, 1

Oriental, Florentine, Louvre, ami Venetian Sun Shades,
for the exterior; and Venetian Dwarf, Metallic Gauze,

j

Perforated Zinc Blinds, Transparent,. Landscape, and
|

Holland Blinds on Springs, Patent and Common Rollers
or the Interior; Blinds for Shop Fronts, Plain and'
Ornamental, on the most Improved plans. Old Blinds
Altered, Renovated, and Refixed. A variety of Flower- pot
Stands always Ready. Rustic, Portable, and other Garden
Scats and Stools; Wire-work for every purpose useful and
ornamental.

|

VENETIAN BLINDS FOR EXPORTATION.

R. W. 1'IPES.

Si
Messrs. Neilson and Mit

beg to inform Builders that tin

always on hand, at their pri

15, Wharf-road, City-road, o

assortment of It. W. Pipes, Gutter-
i

1

mg, Sash- weights, Ac., which they
j

arc disposing of at very low prices. I

Castings of every description done
j

to order.

BALLUSTER3. lies'

-Jk'

MOULDINGS STRUCK BY MACHINERY ALWAYS ON SALE

\

A, 7*. Gd.; P, 9s. 0d.; C. 9-v 6J. . D| i 0s.6d.
; E, 13s. 6d., in bundles of 100 feet run.

A LARGE SIOLK.tw per SKETCHES, always ready, anil
sent to any part ofTown or Country. Any other design or pattern" can be

This will lie a great saving to builders, dispensing
Floor Boards prepared ploughed and tongued,
al for the trade, and always on sale

;
a quantity

sent to any part ofTt
executed on the shortest noth
with working mouldings by hand
and match boarding prepared as us
of prepared door-boards well seasoned.



the builder.

Wo. dun.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1 , 1845 .

N Thursday last our gracious
Queen and liis Royal High-
ness Prince Albert opened
formally the new Hall and
Library at Lincoln’s Inn,
a structure remarkable alike

the rapidity with which it has been raised
I its great merits as an architectural
licvement. It is unquestionably one of the
st successful buildings of our day, whether
;arded as a whole for the general arrange,
nt and grouping of the masses, or in detail
elegance of parts, variety, and completeness,

I will hand down with honour to distant
es the name of its architect,—Mr. Philip
rdivick. In the present wavering state of
lie opinion as to what style should he
pted in buildings not ecclesiastical, this
lessful adaptation of late Tudor architec-
(the style of the period which immediately

leded the decline of pointed architecture
n the arch was flattened, and the horizon-
line was acquiring precedence over the
'endicular), will doubtless tend to increase
use of it.

i the buildings of this period, and indeed
ie pointed style generally, the elevations
’ out of the plan and was subservient to
id this was arranged with a view to con-
mce and the purposes of the building. A
was placed where a door was wanted, a

t where a turret was required (always,
wer, with judgment), and each was left to
ice w| lat effect itmightin appearance,
css, cal architecture the positive sacrifice
mvenient arrangement to regularity in
tion is often unavoidable

; in Gothic ar-
iture the distinctive merit of the style is
:rowth of perfect adaptation to conve-
e. The earliest revivers of Gothic archi-
rranged their Gothic much the same as
Italian buildings, where “grove nods at

each alley has its brother, and the
was unsatisfactory. Their successors
present day seem to have made a dis-

' that irregularity should be the main
teristic. Their aim is to make no two
a ike, to set a steeple in any place
than the middle of the west front, inm direct reverse of the other mistake,

-

tually to make convenience subservient
^ularity.

ee errors is easy, to describe what Go-
rchitecture should be is difficult. In-
in ,n the practice of art has never yet
inbodied in words

; excellence is to be
ie road to it hard to demonstrate. The
theory of the causes of the emotion ofmore difficult of analysis in architec-
an m any other branch of art, is i n -

", the question. Thus far, however
y venture to affirm, that in every divi-
subdivision of the structure, conveni-

made the framework, out of which every
created without attempt at conceal-

that, consistent with the attainment of
re is, in the management of masses, a
towards regularity, whilst, in subdivi-
id details, there is a very striking love
ty. Regularity, co-existent with the
object of the building, we find in the
the cathedral

; irregularity, the result

of a similar aim at convenience, in the addi-
tion of the cloisters and chapter-house, and
often ,n the position of buttresses and doors

;ornament was the application to this frame’
work.

Now, we are mostpleased with the building
under notice, because it evinces almost the
fiist successful application of the principles
which we have endeavoured, we fear inade-
quately, to indicate; it displays a perfect
acquaintance with the principles of Gothic
design, with those principles, which, being
founded on truth, are destined to last many
centuries. J

Our purpose is to give a general description
ot it. 1 he first stone of the structure was laidm April, 1843. It consists of a hall, arranged
north and south, and a library, arranged east
and west; the two buildings being connected
by a vestibule of a lower elevation. It is
erected in the gardens of the inn, and has, per-
haps greater advantages of site than any other
building in the metropolis. Externally, the
edifice is in two stories, the principal rooms
being raised considerably above the ground
evel, and reached by long flights of steps from
the exterior. The materials employed are red
bricks, intersected with black brick in patterns
and stone dressings. The stone employed ex’
ternally, is from Messrs. Peto and Grissell’s
quarries at Anston

; for the interior, Caen
stone is used. The south end, towards New-
square, exhibits a lofty gable, flanked on each
side by a square tower. These towers protect
slightly at this end, though in a greater degree
at the sides of the building. They have small
square-headed windows, three one above ano-
ther, and are surmounted by battlements.
Beneath the battlements are shields placed in
square compartments. The angles have stone
corns; and here, as well as throughout the
building, we may notice, that the brick and
stone are combined with the greatest propriety,
decoratively and constructively, the irregula-
rity not appearing too studied. Between the
two towers is the great window of the hall.
This is of seven lights, transomed; the head,
which lias a four-centred arch, being filled
with very beautiful tracery. The design ap-
pears to be original

; and the small quatrefoils,
which are introduced, add much to the effect
of the whole, which is a little heightened br-
ibe red curtain that hangs on the inside.
Beneath this window are three small openings
to light the basement.

On the apex of the gable is a canopied pin-
nacle, containing a statue of the Queen. This
pinnacle has some very beautiful parts, yet
from its peculiar plan, which appears to be
triangular, and from the projection ofitsgur-
goy^es, in some points of view-, seems to be
broken and out of the perpendicular. There
is a small window, above the large one, in the
gable. In this elevation, the two stacks of
chimneys, which rise in the angle, formed by
the towers and flanks of the building, have a
very beautiful effect. The whole of the chin,-
neys are of red brick, moulded into a great
variety of patterns, and in general design re-
semble those at Eton College, and Hampton
Court Palace. In the gable, just described,
the letters P. H., and the date 1843, may be
discerned

;
they are formed in dark bricks.-Hie whole base of the building is of stone of

winch material are the walls of the esplanade
on the east side, as well as the walls of the
steps of ascent. At the sides, the hall con-
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°f ® even d™ions or “bays” i„ ] e„„thTaktng the side, next the Inn, the first dW-‘ston is occupied by the square tower, whichexcept tn the lower stage, is the same a. in
?' • At thls Point, in the tower, is an en-
trance to the building. It is reached by gra-
nite steps from the esplanade, and from New
Square the ascent being well planned for ef-

- The door has a four-centred arch, with
square label head, the spandrels being filled
tilth quatrefo.l tracery. In the jambs are
mall shafts. Immediately above the door

in a square panel, is a shield, bearing the
°f ‘he ^ “4 “bote that the clock!

hts is „„e of the most beautiful objects inthe budding, and is perfectly novel in design.
It is surmounted by a pedimental projectingcanopy, m metal work crocketted, and containing tracery executed with great delicacy, andhaving the true metallic character. Indeed,
th.oughont the building, the metal work mustbe considered a great step in advance in the
treatment of the material. The fingers and
figures of the clock, without being less easy

•

,°° d ’ a

,

le “,so convorted into beautiful ob-
ec s. T he remaining six hays arc occupiedby the windows of the hall and offices in thebasement, the last bay-on each side-project!

^
as an oriel The lower range of widows
of two lights, and square headed

; theupper base moulding going ro „ nJ them as a

At a considerable height above ale the win-

eacl^ffi wi ithe Prided fromeach other by the buttresses, which project inthree stages. The hall windows aCe square
eaded of four lights, with each light arched,
thout cusps, and transomed. They are closeunder the cornice, which has a row of gro-tesque and foliated bosses. Above this is theparapet and battlements, with the coping run-
g horizontal and perpendicular. The bat.

resses are surmounted by octagona, pinnae,:!,

heist r
CaPS ' 16 °riel

- " hk]' oaetpiesthe last hay on each side of the buiIding
P

i,square in the plan, with angular buttresses Ithas a lofty fire-light window in the front
divided by transoms, and a similar window ofone light on the return. The roof is leaded,
with rolls at intervals. The north gable of
tho building is finished with a large stack ofchimneys, which are well grouped, and highly
ornamental. In the angles of the flanks, with

e square towers, are staircases, and the
stacks of chimneys before mentioned. In the
centre of the roof is an elegant louvre. It isof wood, in three stages, with two heights of
small windows, which are square-headed,
cusped, mullioned, and transomed, and is sur-
rounded by slender pinnacles, bearing vanes
attached by flying buttresses. The capping
is ogee-headed, with crockets and gurgoyles
and is surmounted by an elegant vane, with
direction points in gilded metal work : the
whole of this part of the design displays very
great taste.

The central building,which forms the entrance
corridor to the library and great hall, is much
lower than the two other buildings. On each
side is a projection, with angular buttresses,
from which again projects a square oriel of six
lights, transomed. From the different angles
project gurgoyles. The whole is surmounted
in the centre of the plan, by an octagonal em-
battled crown, each side having a window
with pointed arch and rich tracery. The
angles are strengthened by buttresses. The
effect would have been improved if this crown
had been raised higher; at present the win-
dows can hardly be perceived. On the east
side, that next the inn, is the main carriage



entrance, which is by a broad drive up to the

™eps to the esplanade. Thence, the.ascentts

by another flight of steps to a porch rf

trance. It has a simple foui ce

dooTand agsWe.
b °ld 'ng *

and of the library has
un imb W

, , tniiful effect, mainly result-

rn7^ the

ndeKrl desigi of the oriel.

This is octagonal, with slight project,on, with

this part, indeed throughout the building, is

well executed; and the proper depth, on which

s„ much of its effect depends ,s given to the

nanelling. The principal division of this

oriel is of four lights, with a four-centred arch

head and spandrils enriched; toe splayed

sides’ have one light. They are transomed

The buttresses are crowned by pinnacles, and

above the lights are quatrefoils and bosses

with machicolations above, the whole display-

ing considerable variety and richness of effect.

The oriel is surmounted by a leanto- covering

of stone. Above the oriel is a small window,

and the raking mouldings, which are finished

be grotesque carvings. 1 he apex of the gable

has an elegant pinnacle ;
it consists of a cir-

cular shaft, fluted spirally, supporting an

animal holding a vane. Round the base of

the shaft are pinnacles clustered together, the

whole being supported by a grotesque corbel.

On the south side of the library are several

chimneys of good design. The north side of

the library is five bays in length, the buttresses

ond lower range of windows being similar to

those in the other building. The angles have

oblique buttresses, excepting at the north-

west corner, where there is a belfry, tuiret.

The windows of the library have their lights

in two stages, separated by armorial bearings.

They are of three lights, and the mullions

being continued through the spaces just con-

tain the shields and supporters. The pinna-

cles in this building have animals instead of

ogee capping, and the cornice has a greater

number of bosses. In the west side, next

Lincolu’s-inn-fields, the arrangement differs

from that on the opposite side mainly in the

absence of the doors and porch. It is inclosed

by a long brick wall, with stone capping,

stepped down in long distances. There is an

oriel to the library, differing from the other

only in the cornice, which has larger battle-

ments, and is varied in the panelling. The

beauty of the enrichments, and of the orna-

mental chimneys is here more apparent. The

bell turret, at the angle, is octagonal in four

stages, divided by strings. The angles have

stone coins, and there are small openings

to light the staircase. The belfry is of stone,

with long openings in each face, cusped and

transomed ;
it is united to the stage below by

a weathering, and in place of horizontal

louvres has a perforated panelling. The pa-

rapet is of brick, with battlements capped with

stone. We think that had less height been

given to this upper story, by increasing that

beneath it, the effect would have been even

better than it is, but the turret is well placed.

At the back of the angular buttress, on the

south side, there is another stair turret. At-

tached to the library, on the north-west side, is

the residence for the steward.

Entering the pile by the central doorway, a

vaulted corridor with two short flights of steps,

leads into the vestibule, a rectangular apart-

ment 56 feet long and 22 feet wide, having at

the south end the door into the hall, at the

north the door into the library, and east and

west a door to the council-room and the draw-

ing-room. Nearly in the centre of the vesti-

bule four insulated, clustered columns, with

others attached to the side walls, and con-

nected by obtuse pointed arches, form -an

octagon, and carry an elegant lantern of the

same shape, with a window in each of its

sides ornamented with painted glass. The

ceiling of the lantern is groin-vaulted, and has

sculptured bosses at the intersections, which

are illuminated and gilt. The ceiling of the

triangular spaces, cut off by the octagon, is

left open as a skylight in each case, with a

single plate of glass in it, to give light by

means of corresponding glass slabs in the floor,

to the corridor below. The other parts of the

vestibule, north and south, are ceiled in panels,

with deal, varnished.

Entering the hall from the vestibule, the

visitor finds himself on the raised platform or

dais, one step above the general level of the

chamber, and, if we mistake not, will say it

is one of the noblest apartments he has ever

S

°The illustration in our present number will

serve to give a general idea of its appearance,

as viewed from this end, to such of our

readers as may not visit the building. The

length of the hall is 120 feet, the width 45

feet, and the height to the apex of the roof

62 feet.* On either side of the dais is an

oriel (as is usual in halls of the period), about

eighteen feet wide, with a stone seat round

it.° The windows of both are ornamented

with stained glass, chiefly brought from the

old hall. Six other large windows on each

side, as described when speaking of the exte-

rior, and one at the south end, light the apart-

ment. The upper part of the side window is

filled with the arms of the benchers, in

stained glass, executed by Mr. Willement,

and the lower part with small panes, marked

alternately L. and I. to form a diaper. The

walls all round are lined with oak panelling,

about twelve feet high, terminated with a cor-

nice containing a carved running enrichment.

The oak screen and gallery front at the south

end are very original in design. As may be

seen in the engraving, the screen consists of a

centre doorway, with glazed panels, and two

openings of similar form and size on each side,

under arched recesses, with oak mullions and

tracery also glazed. Projecting buttresses divide

them, and are continued up to form pedestals

for six figures, over which are carved canopies

connected by arches, so as to form five open-

ings in front of the gallery, corresponding with

those beneath. The figures are not yet carved,

but are now in the hands of Mr. 1 homas, the

chief carver at the new Houses of Parliament,

by whom also the statue of the Queen in the

south gable, already mentioned, was executed.

There is much 'decorative carving about

the screen, which is well executed. Under

the gallery is the southernmost entrance door,

already mentioned as having the clock over

it outside. The bolts, hinges, latch, and es-

cutcheon, are admirably designed and execut-

ed, and this is the case we may here men-

tion throughout the building. Every lock,

every knob, is different, and is full of the

right feeling. So too with the stone spandrels

of the various door-heads, every one is varied,

shewing there has been no lack of pains to

produce a perfect whole. Returning to the

hall,—the roof, a fine piece of construction, is

formed wholly of oak, and is divided by

trusses into seven compartments. Each truss

comprehends one large arch springing from

stone corbels attached to the walls, and has

two carved pendants (as in Wolsey’s Hall, at

Hampton Court), at the terminations of an inner

arch that springs from hammer beams project-

ing from the walls on either side about one-

fourth of the whole span. These pendants

are illuminated blue, and red, and gilt, and

they each carry a chandelier japanned in the

same colours. Between the trusses, against

the wall all round, is a rnachicholated cornice

with a range of small panels under it, also de-

corated with colours. The louvre described

externally, is in the fifth division from the

>uth

designs, all ornamented with stained glass and

circular embossed panes*.

The council-room and drawing-room are

each 32 feet by 24. The walls are lined witl:

panelling : they are ceiled with deal in panels

stained and varnished, with carved bosses a

the intersection of the ribs, and each is lightee

by a large window, in six lights and tw<

stories. They have both handsome carvet

stone chimney-pieces : the bell-pulls here an

also worth examining.

Relative to the kitchen, which is beneatl

the hall, we have only left ourselves space 6

say, it is a lofty vaulted apartment, with a nobl

fire-place, and all proper appliances.

In connection with the new buildings, th

square of Lincoln’s Inn has been inclosed witl

iron railing, and stone posts of similar cha

racter. The square is entered from Lincoln’s

Inn-Fields by a large Tudor gateway, of whic

we shall probably give an engraving hereaftei

It now onlv remains for us to say, the

Messrs. Baker and Son were the builders, an

have well sustained the high reputation the

enjoy. The works are all admirably executed

much more so, we will venture to assert, tha

they could he at this moment in any othe

country in Europe, notwithstanding our a

sumed inferiority in one or two respects. TI

amount of the contract wais 55,000/., but of tl

total amount spent we are ignorant. M
Bavin, the architect’s clerk of the works, o

whom the whole local management has d>

volved, deserves especial mention, for tl

energy and zeal with which he has carried o

his principal’s views. The carving in stoi

was executed by Holmes, and the wol

carving by Witman, of Marsham-stre(

Westminster. They have both shewn thee

selves to be able workmen. Of the sruitt

work we have already spoken
;
it was execut

by John James, of the York-road, Westmi

ster, who deserves to be known. The skill ai

artistical feeling shewn by him in this wor

are, unfortunately, now rarely found in Ij

craft. John Ashton was the foreman of t

masons. Caldecott, of Great Russell-slrei

made the furniture, and fitted up the hall I

the reception, with throne, &c., and Strode ai

Ledger made the chandeliers.

IMPORTANT PROCEEDINGS IN WESI
MINSTER COURT OF SEWERS.

Against the wall, over the door, on the dais,

is Hogarth’s picture, “ Paul beforeis nugauii a [ju-iuiv, *• I estus, in

a new oak frame, designed to accord with the

hall. The heads of the windows being square

and wide, great care was required in the con-

struction to make all sound. A bond-stone

was brought through the whole thickness of

the wall at each angle of the head, and one in

the centre, and these carry the longitudinal

stones by means of a “ secret joint ” and

joggling.

The library, which is 80 feet long, 40 feet

wide, and 44 feet high, has also an open

oak roof : it is in five divisions formed by

trusses, with pendants, and a series of arches

placed longitudinally on each side, with a cor-

responding series against the side walls, termi-

nating on stone corbels. The book-cases jut

out on each side to form separate apartments

for study, and have an iron balcony running

round them about midway, and another gallery

over them against each wall, the whole length

of the room. There are five windows on the

north side, and two large oriels of very elegant

On the 24th ultimo, a numerous Coi

of Commissioners was held, it being sped

“ To consider the various plans for impro'

ment of the seweis hereafter to be built urn

the authority of this commission.”
_

,

Mr. Edward Willoughby, the chairm

made a few preliminary remarks as introd

tory of the business of the day, reminding

Court of the extreme importance of the s

ject for their decision, and considering 1

they had only twelve months ago altered

forms that had been in use for many years,

that the one substituted had not given satis!

tion, he called upon them to proceed v

caution. There were one or two points

deemed it necessary to mention. The Cc

must bear in mind there was a mar

distinction between this and the Holborn

Finsbury Commission. The latter had

outlets of their own into the Thames, hut v

dependent upon other commissions ;
on

contrary, this commission had its own oul

directly to the river, hence the form of s«

that might be well adapted to the circ

stances of the Holborn division might be

at all suited to the requirements of this c

mission ;
the Westminster division nei

more basin, more reservoir, to meet the i

sequences of the tidal waters closing the

lets; and an increased capacity of sewers

necessary as reservoirs for the upland wa

during the period they were shut out frqu

entrance to the river by the tidal closin

the outlets.

Mr. Leslie then rose to propose a m(

which he said would bring the antagl

principles to an issue, and which he h

would secure to the large districts under

jurisdiction an efficient drainage, durable

economical in its construction. He had

1

* The length of the hall at Christ’s Hospital, London, i

187 feet, the width is 51 feet, and height 47 leet.

* The library contains about 20,000 volumes ;
the

rare amongst them is a volume of Prynn’s Records,

lished in the year of the great fire, and now very scare

greater number being then burnt. Mr. Boteler, wn

unfortunately killed on a railway recently, was tne

Master of the library. Mr. Spilsbury is the acting Ubi



THE BUILDER.
|an his property, and on that of some friends,

I

the principle he now advocated, and with the
most beneficial results. In the house he lived
n he had destroyed six enormous cesspools.
IHs procedure was thus : he sent to the Sewers
)ffice, as any other person mightdo, to ascertain
f any improved depth ofinsertion of his house-
Iram could be obtained, and having found
hat he could give an increased depth, he bad
he whole depth of his premises made one
iniform inclination. As the most easily pro-
rured material nearest to the form he wanted,
tome drain tiles were purchased, and bedded
n cement

;
all the side drains into the princi-

>al one were made with curves, and so effl-
uent was this small economical drain, that
wen large McAdamized stones were swept
iway by the action of a very small quantity of
water concentrated in this approximation to
lie egg form. Stones would not have been
temoved by four times the quantity of water

|

n the house-drains built under the direction
if the Westminster Commission, because in
jhem the water-force was weakened by diffu-
(lon, and the friction of a much increased
trea. Having thus demonstrated the value
nd economy of the narrow channel as a self-
leansing drain, he proceeded to remark on
ie statement by the chairman, that there were
wo great obstacles to be considered, the tidal
waters closing the outlets, and the upland
'aters coming down during these periods,
hese were imaginary difficulties. Nearly
very outlet of the sewers in the Westminster
-ommission, from Temple-bar westward to
vhitehall, discharged its waters at all times
f the tide, and it was even doubtful whether

foMgh westward as the Causewuv, at
V mtehall Stairs, the sewers were flapped or
ot. The main llanelagh sewer, and also the
ounter’s Creek Sewer, discharged at all
mes.

The surveyor, Mr. Dowley, was appealed to
y the Court to ascertain if these statements by
ir. Leslie were correct, and he at once con-
rmed their accuracy.
Mr. Leslie proceeded to inform the court
at originally the Regent’s-park-tunnel sewer,

r wr
i

J ur ' S(^ ct *on °f the Commissioners
Woods and Forests, was trapped at its out-

t into thft — j -- • ’

- ami great uamage was
i leby occasioned to the inhabitants in the
llghbourhoou of Clinring-cross

;
but «uW

lently the outlet was left open, and the house-
ams were trapped instead of the main chan-
?l, whereby the inconvenience was removed,
hat as to the egg form of sewer, with the
u row end downward * in addition to the six
mnent building firms who had approved of
e lithographed sections exhibited last week,
was n°w authorised by Major-General

asley, whom he had consulted on the subject,
declare his approbation of those sections •

d he had received an additional testimony
ice he came into court. This lie would
ad : it was as follows :

—
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Gray’s - Inn-lane : there has been no fall of any
sewer or part of sewer of the egg shape (or any
other shape). The cause of the remark may have
arisen from a slip of earth, caused by the running
out of sand at the bottom of the trench, but this
was before any brick-work was put in.

Mr. Phillips’ form of sewer is such a one as I
submitted, together with the egg shape, to our
court some years since, when the commissioners
chose the latter for general use, for reasons they
then assigned

; but some thousand feet of the form
Mr. Phillips advocates have been built in these
divisions.

At Southampton, I have encouraged, and the
commissioners are now building and are about to
build several miles of sewer, whose form presents
less amount of friction to a small body of water,
than even the form named by Mr. Phillips.
lam pleased to see the manliness with which Mr.

Phillips comes forward to corroborate facts, which
the mere naming of caused heretofore such a hur-
ricane. I am, dear Sir, yours truly,

John Roe.”
The speaker then read to the Court some

extracts from the annual report of 1845 to the
olborn and I< insbury Commissioners by Mr.

Koe, from which it appeared that the adop-
tion ol the improved forms of sewer, including
the periodical washing out of sixty-one miles
of sewers by the flushing apparatus, have ef-
fected immense advantages with a total savino-
in three years of 22,461/. to the rate-payers of
those divisions. He considered that within
the last four years alone, the loss to the public
oy the bad form of sowers under the West-

70 non;
C°““ i“ i“n amounted to between

70,000/ and 80,0007, money worse than use-
lessly thrown away; while the forms he advo-
cated would, at a very moderate calculation,
effect a saving- of between 20,000/. and 30 000/
per annum.
He concluded, by moving that the egg form

of sewer, with the narrow end downwards, be
the general form of sewer to he adopted by
this commission for the public and private
sewers, to be built within the jurisdiction of
the \\ cstminster Commission.

he Hon. Frederick Byng rose to second
the motion, and stated that he considered Mr.
Leslie had so exhausted the subject, that it
would only be.a repetition of the statements

|

adopted
;

he thought the matter should be
delayed until the Court heard a report from
their surveyors.

Mr. Cumberlege, as a professional member
ot the Court, would support Mr. Leslie's mo-
tion

;
the Court had been for thirty-six years

using a most extravagant form of sewer, with
a broad base downwards

;
and he hoped the

period was now arrived when the principles ofcommon cense would guide them.
The division was then called for

;
the mo-

tion was declared, to he carried by 16 to 5.hor the motion, Honourable F.,Byng; Messrs!
miylis, Branscombe, Cumberlege, Fitch, Ful-

G
T
"nt' r

- B- Gunter, Hall, Harvey, LeBreton, Leslie, Marriott, Mayhew, Moss, and" ood; against it, Messrs. Allason, IVm Do-
" m G“ tel1

’ Ha "'k<is, and Kendall.
L ®sl,etllcn ™se

.
“'id expressed a hope

that the Court would not be like the cow whichhad given a good pail of milk, and then kicked
it over; he trusted they would concur in the
motion ho had now to propose That the
foirns for general purposes, as in the annexed
lithographed sections, by John Phillips, second
cleik M the works, be adopted by this com-
mission. 1 his was seconded by Mr. Cum-
berlege, and carried nem. con. The Court
then adjourned to Friday, the 31st of October.

“ Dock-yard, Portsmouth, Oct. 23.
Sm, — At your request I have examined the
ms of sewers submitted in a drawing signed

.

0
.

Phillips,” which I inclose, and I am of
inion that they are in every way better adapted
their purpose than the old form of sewer with

at invert and upright sides
; they are cheaper in

istruction, stronger in form, less liable to choke,
the current is concentrated upon a small area,
tead of being spread over the invert : in fact
regards form, they are the best I have seen.—'
m, Sir, your obedient servant,

W. Denison, Captain Royal Engineers.

Mr. Leslie then proceeded to state that he
i another documentto Jay before the Court,
nely, a letter, received also since he came
o the room, from Mr. Roe, of the Hol-
n and Finsbury Commission, the chief
reducer of the modern improvements in
rers. Having been requested by an influon-
commissioner logo to King’s-road, Gray’s-
-lane, to witness the tumbled-down egg-m of sewer that had created such a chasm
die street, lie thought it would be as well to
ir Mr. Roes version of the story, and at
same time elicit his opinion as to the Iitbo-
phed sections by John Phillips. The fol-
•ing communication, which ho read, was the
ult :

—

“October 24th, 1845.
Jear Sir,—In the hurry of business yesterday,
>rgot to answer your remark on King’s-road

'

* As first published in The Builder.

already made were he to occupy much of their

mo3

e

t I

1"™? 6 d,ScussiQQ
;
tLe motion had hismost hearty concurrence, lie could not »it

down, however, without reminding the Court,
ot his previous objections to the unlimited
power over the proceedings of the Court which
the appointment of an annual chairman gave
to an individual commissioner; and the court
had before them another proof of that fact, in-
asmuch as the very able plans of Mr. Phillips,
t ien clerk of the works, had been received by
the chairman and returned to that officer; and
but for the exertions of Mr. Leslie, the Court
probably would not have had them at this mo-
ment on their table.

Mr ‘ A,
!

ason objected to the motion, and
said, that if carried it would only be affirming
a general principle. What a situation was the
/ourt placed in, that they could not rely on the
advice of their own surveyors, but must have
the opinions of six builders, together with
.eneral Pasley, Captain Denison, and Mr.
Koe. lie was satisfied that there must be dif-
ferent forms of sewers for different localities.He would ask the honourable mover of tins
question, would he build a sewer in the egg
form if the sewer was required to he of the
capacity of 10 feet hy 10 feet? He should
oppose the motion.
Mr Hawkes followed on the same side,

lie said he had not heard a single argu-
ment in favour of the egg-shape sewer with
the narrow end down

;
it would only ob-

struct the water, and overflow the houses,
lie considered that his friend Mr. Allason had
given the knock-down argument to the ego-
shape sewer with the narrow end down, and
would oppose the motion.
Mr. Mayhew said, notwithstanding the

mover had so frequently been severe upon the
professional commissioners, he, as one of
them, would on this occasion most cordially
support his motion. It was impossible to
have a better form for rapidly removing the
soil and cleansing itself; he would cheerfully
support the motion.

Mr. William Donaldson would oppose the
motion, being firm in the belief that the up-
right sided sewer with inverted bottom and
arched top was the best form that could be

\\ c congratulate the public on the result of
this meeting with much earnestness, being sa-
tisfied of the great advantages that will be
gained by the change. Moreover, we cannot
avoid taking to ourselves some little credit for
our share in effecting it. We have received
an able, but somewhat intemperate commu-
nication, from one who signs himself a com-
missioner, reprehending us for our advocacy
ot the views of a particular member of the
<-ourt, and at the same time praising the tone
ot the remarks in our last number, which, al-
though ostensibly not published till Saturday,
was in the hands of the commissioners, pre-
vious to the discussion above reported. We
beg leave to assure the worthy writer (and wor-
thy he evidently is, notwithstanding his spleen)
that we pay no regard to persons in matters
such as this. We owe a duty to the public
which we will perform to the best of our abi-
lit.V. and will mlmnato mkot .... ; j ... .

•

.. — •• ^ cousiuer wise
measures, and assist in obtaining necessary re-
forms, without reference to the party proposing

FURTHER REMARKS ON THE ORIGINAND USE OF PISCIN/E.

The present vagueness of our terms “rela-
tive to Gothic architecture and ecclesi’oWy ”
must have presented itself to every one, who
has attended to the study of antiquities. It
leaves us in difficulty as to the meaning ofmany old authors, in whose works we find the
greatest want of precise phraseology. The im-
portance of a good nomenclature is in no re-
spect so evident as in the science of chemistry,
which has made rapid strides, probably due
mainly to the better knowledge of its previous
tacts, which the infusion of a correct and ex-
pressive system induced. As we have before
said, it is the more systematic study of Gothic
architecture in this day, over that which has
passed by, which has led to the present com-
paratively accurate knowledge of principles
and facts. But the difficulty of applying a
new nomenclature to a science which deals en-
tirely with the past, is great, and would indeed
lend to restrict that investigation of old autho-
rities, on which much of our present know-
ledge must be based. All we can hope to do
will be carefully to analyze, and arrange in
tabular form, the several apellations, in order
that it may at once be seen which are synony-
mous, or in what different senses each word
is to be understood.

In no particular is this difficulty more evi-
dent, than in the various names attached to the
piscina and the font, and it would bo well
should every writer who attempts to unravel
such an intricate matter, have the advantage........ .... ..... ........ ...........

, uaic me auxaurage
of the supervision of so able a commentator
as Dr. Brornet.* The “piscina at Hadden-

.
j/isLuia nauaen-

ham ’ f was so styled after some consideration.
It was thought that it could not have been an
aumbry, because it does not occupy the place
where that receptacle is usually found, and be-
cause there are no hinges, nor any signs of

* Vide antep. 4S9.

f Illustrated, ante, p. -i".
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them. It was not likely to have been a con-

fessional, because it was clearly a niche, and

not an opening ;
and not a hagioscope for the

same reason, and for this, in addition, that

such opening would have been inclined in the

direction of the high altar. It was assumed to

be u. piscina, because it did occupy the place

which that appendage, generally occupies,

namely, a south wall. There being no bum
was not deemed a sufficient objection, as,

when we saw it, the bottom of the niche was

covered with stucco and whttewash,—quite suffi-

cient to fill up a very shallow basin, such as wc

have frequently seen. It maybe said, that there

is no piscina in the chancel—which part of

the church is of the same date—and, there-,

fore, that it is unlikely that there should be a

piscina here, but examples of chantry piscinae,

when there is none in the chancel, are fre-

quent. It is also to be admitted, that a door

may not have been a necessary appendage to

every depository for sacred vessels. The
question, therefore, is, was this an aumbry in

the usual position of the piscina, and without

doors, or turns on the former existence of a

water-drain? The writer balanced the pro-

babilities, and he is still compelled to decide

in favour of the piscina.

In reference to the “pensile piscina,” re-

specting which a quotation from an ancient

ordinance was given, as quoted by Fosbroke,

from Du Cange, it may be well to give the

exact words in question, along with others un-

der the heads of “ Piscina ” and “ Font” :
—

“ Piscina,—Locus in quo manus Sacerdotes

lavant, et ubi ablutiones Sacerdotis, missam

celebrantis, injiciuntur,” — “ Fons,—Vas, in

quo aqua ad Missae sacrificium ponitur.—Ordo
Romanus :

* Subdiaconus accipit Fontem de

manu Archiparaphonist*, et defert Archi-

diacono, et ille ex amula infundit, faciens

crucem in calicem.’
* * ‘ Fontem aureumcum

gemmis, pavonem auro, et margaritis distinc-

tum.’ ”

“Fons,—Piscina, ubi Sacerdotes lavant

manus antequam sacra faciant. — Synodus
Valent, an. 1590 :

‘ Praecipimus Fontem ad

abluendas Sacerdotum manus, qui se ad Mis-

sam celebrandam accingunt, preeparari, qui vel

cum linostina palla!’’’* According to Du
Cange—in one sense of the word “ piscina ”

—

that appendage was a place in urhioL tko

washed his hands, and into which the water

was cast, after be had washed—perhaps in

some other place. The interpretations of the

word font seem to he precisely similar to each

other, being in each case a vessel of conse-

crated water used at the sacrifice of the mass,

for washing the hands. All that the extract

seems to us to prove is, that somewhere near

the altar, pensile, or affixed to the wall, was a

vessel containing water, and called a font, in

which the priest washed, the water being after-

wards drained down the piscina.t Whether the

piscina was ever large enough for washing

the hands, for in most examples it has a very

shallow basin — the pensile vessel being

omitted,—is the point to he ascertained ; if that

is found to be the case, then the term “ font,”

which was applied to the pensile vessel, may
also have been applied to the piscina, as the

words “ parieti iwfixus ” might lead us to sup-

pose. But it does not necessarily follow,

that the term piscina was applied to the pen-

sile vessel ;
and in fine, it seems to us, that

“font” was a word used for several vessels,

in which there was a supply of water for ablu-

tion or for baptism, which was either only a

vessel, or also provided with a duain
;
and

that a piscina sometimes was that particular

description of “ font,” attached to the altar,

which was fixed to the wall, and was provided

with a drain. So that the word “ font ” had at

least three significations :—First, as applied

* Which may be thus rendered :—'“ Piscina,—A place in

which the hands of the priest are washed, and where the

ahlutions of the priest celebrating the mass are cast.”—
“ Font,—A vessel in which water is placed at the sacrifice of

the mass The subdeacon receives the font from the

hand of the chief singer, and brings it to the archdeacon, and

he pours into it out of the amula, making the sign of the

cross over the chalice ;
’—

‘ A golden font set with gems,

a peacock in gold, and set with pearls.
’ ”—“ Font,—A pis-

cina, where the priests wash their hands before they make
the sacrifice. ‘ We order to he prepared a font for the hands
of the priests to be washed in, who prepare themselves for

celebrating the mass, which, either fixed into the wall, or

pensile, may afford water with a linen cloth.’ ” Du Cange :

Glossurium ad Scriptores Media: el Infima: Latinitalis.

t “ Is it likely, that the word font refers to another ves-
sel in which the hands were washed, the carrying off of
water, rather than the supply, being the object in the piscina,
the bowl of which, indeed, is hardly large enough for any
other use V’—Antc, p. 477-8,

to the baptismal font in the nave
;
second, to

the pensile vessel, and, when the second was

wanting, to a fixed vessel. The “ font,” when
fixed,was sometimes identical with a “ piscina:”

the pensile “ font,” never so. Lastly, the ne-

cessary adjunct of the piscina was in all cases

the drain.

The word “ piscina,” applied to the bap-

tismal font, was mentioned in the previous

article (at page 477)- In the extract from

M. De Caumont,* given by Dr. Broraet, it cer-

tainly appears to apply to that kind of font

which had a drain, or to the “ baptismal font.”

The meaning is very obscure
;
“ piscina ” may

refer to the drain of the font, or more pro-

bably, the two words may refer to vessels en-

tirely distinct. The most obvious impression

might be, that baptism was performed in the

chancel, or chapel, the water being brought “ in

a small vessel ” from the font in the nave,

were there not certain considerations render-

ing such an opinion untenable. It seems most
probable, that in the particular administra-

tion in question, the rite was performed at the

“ baptismal font,” the water being brought
from other vessels, and probably the chrisma-

tory-oil, as suggested by Dr. Bromet. But
the whole subject is still open to discussion,

and it would be rash to express any decided

opinion upon it. The difficulty would perhaps
be cleared up by the discovery of another

drain, in the neighbourhood of the baptismal

font. E. H.

AS TO THE USE OF OLD SOUND PARTY-
WALLS OF INSUFFICIENT THICKNESS.

AWARD UNDER BUILDINGS ACT.

The following being the first of a class o

very important cases, we report it at some
length :

—

Mr. Lee being engaged to superintend the

taking down and rebuilding the house No.
61, Pall Mall, which it is proposed shall be a

first-rate building, submitted to the official

referees the following question that had

arisen between him and Mr. Mayhew, the

district surveyor for Saint James’s, Westmin-
ster.

- v^ii tuo wrnc siac or tne siiia nouse, De-

tween it and No. 62, there is a sound and effi-

cient party-wall, which was erected afewyears
agu, on the rebuilding of No. 62. This party-

wall was built as a first-rate party-wall in

conformity with the Buildings Act 14 Cieo.

III., cap. 78, and it is 1 ft. 10£ in. thick in the

basement floor, 1 ft. 6 in. thick in the next

three floors, and 14 in. thick in the upper floor,

and to 18 in. above the roof.

As it is proposed to build No. 61 seven

stories in height, this wall, in accordance with

the present Act, is 4^ in. too thin on the ground
floor, and Mr. Mayhew is of opinion it should

be taken down.
I take the liberty of stating that I differ in

opinion with Mr. Mayhew, and maintain that

it was never contemplated by the Act 7 &8
Victoria, cap. 84, on rebuilding a house, that

a first-rate party-wall under the late Act, if

sound, and built with proper materials, should

be pulled down; I admit I do not find this in

the Act, neither do I find the contrary. I

believe Mr. Mayhew principally depends on

the 12th section, hut 1 submit this section to

be operative only when the Avail is rebuilt,

and not in condemning it.”

Mr. Mayhew urged, that section 5 re-

quires, that whether “Buildings he built,

or rebuilt, on old, or new foundations, or

partly on old, aud partly on new foundations,

notwithstanding any thing contained to

the contrary in any Act of Parliament now
in force, every such building shall be built,

rebuilt, &c.,in conformity with the several par-

ticulars, rules, and directions in Schedule C,”
&c., “subject, nevertheless, to any other rules

and directions in this Act contained in the

same behalf.”

That the conditions of Schedule C, part 2,

determine, that if the building contain seven

stories, it is to he of the first class, and the

thickness of the party walls must he at the least

21 £ inches from the top of the footing up to the

underside of the floor, next but three below

the topmost floor, which in this case renders

the Avail inches too thin on the ground

floor, as stated by Mr. Lee.

That section 27 enacts, with regard to any
party-wall, so far as relates to the rebuilding

thereof, that if the owner of one of the build-

ings, parted by such party-wall, rebuild such
building of a higher rate, and do not pull down
such party-Avail, and build a proper wall in lieu

thereof, then it shall be the duty, and he is

hereby required to build up an external Avail

against such party-wall.

That section 12 is imperative as to the party

and external Avails being of the required thick-

ness.

He considered, “ that the building OAvner

in this case must either relinquish the seventh

story, or pull down and rebuild the party-Avall

of the required thickness
;
or build an external

.

Avail against it, for I apprehend, whether the :

wall were a new wall, built under the present :

Act for a second-rate house of the first class, or •

Avhether it he the present Avail (for Avhich the i

second-rate is the highest rate, that the pre-

sent wall is thick enough) neither the one, nor

the other can or could be used for a first-rate *

building. The 31st section, which permits ;

buildings already built to be raised 10 feet if i

the walls be sufficiently secure to allow of the

raising thereof, might perhaps admit of an ar-

gument as to its applicability in this case to

the Avail only, hut I apprehend that this

section can only apply where the building
;

erected before the passing of the Act to which 1

the Avail belonged is in existence, and cannot :

apply to a party-wall only, after the building
;

itself is wholly pulled down.”
In a reply to these points, Mr. Lee remind- -

ed the referees “ that section 82, under the

head of ‘ Matters of Reference,’ gives to the

referees the power to determine all matters of

doubt, difference, or dissatisfaction, and that

there was nothing contained in the Act to take 1

from them the power of permitting the party- •

wall in question to remain, and he thought a

very strong argument in favour of this opinion

was, that in schedule D, part 2, under the head

of ‘External Wall used as a Party-wall,’ the 1

Act directs if an * external wall to any building .

already built be at the least 13 in. in thick-

ness in every part, and be of sound and proper

materials, and in good condition, then such

Avail may be used as a party-wall if, there-

fore, an external wall 13 in. thick may he used

as a party-Avall, there could be no reason why <

_ a .nil 13 in. thick, should not re-1

main, when the Avant of thickness exists only 1

on one floor. He further remarked, “ It I am
|

Avrong in my opinion, most serious incon-

venience must arise from the operation of the

Act, in the old districts, more particularly in

the city and Avest-end of the toAvn, Avhere 1

from the increased value of ground, the houses

must be built with an additional number ot

stories bringing them by that means into the
^

firstrate of the present Act, and then in all cases

of re-building both party-walls must be taken 1

down, even when the houses on both sides of

the party-walls have been built within a year

or two
;
because in all cases the party-walls

were only built as first-rate party-walls, under

the Act of 14 Geo. III., cap. 78, or 2U in.

thick to the underside of the ground floor,

Avhich there is no doubt is sufficient, whereas!

the first-rate party-wall under the present Act, i

must be 2l£ in. thick to the underside of the

one pair floor.”

Mr. Hosking, the referee, found on survey,

that “ timber appears in several places in the

east face of the wall, laid into the work, and

brick on edge courses, Avhich affect the

thorough bonding of the Avail, occur wherever

bond timbers have been placed in the wall. In 1

other respects, the Avail is a sound structure,

and is fit to be used again as a party-wall,

though in doing so, it should be made as far.

as possible conformable Avith the provisions ofi

the Metropolitan Buildings Act, by the removal

of all timber from its structure, and by taking;

out the brick on edge courses, and restoring

with proper and sufficient materials, such asi

bricks, or brick and plain tiles in cement.”

The award, after reciting the premises, was .

as follows :
—

“ Now, although the proposed building Avill,)

by reason of the number of stories thereof, be>

of a higher rate than a building to Avhich the

existing party-wall in question Avould be appli-i

cable, in reference to party-walls built with

buildings, after the passing of the Metropolitan

Buildings Act
;
yet inasmuch as the said party-,

wall is, in the opinion of the official referees,*

a proper and sufficient Avail to serve as a party-l

wall Avith reference to. the building to be re-'

built, except as to certain timber laid in the

same otherwise than the said Act permits, and
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except as to the brick on edge courses, which !

lie upon the timber:—
I, the said William

Hosk.ng;, with the assent of the said Arthur
oymonds, do hereby certify, determine, and
award, that if the timber in the said party-
wall, on the side next the proposed building
and the brick on edge courses thereon, be re-
moved, and be replaced by brickwork pinned
in and properly coursed and bonded to the
satisfaction of the district surveyor, it shall not
be necessary to pull down such party- wall, or
to build up an external wall against the same:
and that the said wall may be raised to an ad-
ditional height, not exceeding ten feet, so that
such raising be done to the satisfaction of the
surveyor of the district, arid in every respect
according to the provisions of the 31st section
or the said Act.”
The costs to be paid by Mr. Lee.

FOREIGN ARCHITECTURAL AND COL-
LATERAL INTELLIGENCE.

New Library at Berlin.— According to a
late royal decree a new building for the large
royal library is to be ereeted-and thus in a
few years, when the British Museum and the
library of Paris (whose new site and erection
is also decided) will be complelcd, Europe will
possess three such structures of first nnnnii-
tude. i he Berlin library is to he erected on
the banks of the Spree, and will extend over a
vast space. 1 he site is most felicitous, as the
vicinity of the river will diminish every danger
by fire—while its close proximity to the uni-
versity is most desirable. Stall-street, where
it is to be erected, will then form one line with
University-street (by the demolishing of a few
military stables), and an uninterrupted sight
Mull be afforded along the latter street from themonument of Frederick the Great to the newnprary. J n the lower compartments of the
old library, which have been used, of late us a
repository for the astonishing increase inbooks—the dry rot has shewn itself to a great
extent. b

Scientific Congress of German Naturalists atNumbers—This association (111 e prototype of
nil similar ones) I, as just concluded ils ineet-
ings. Ur. Kastner, of Erlangen, delivered a
discourse, “on the influence of natural scienceon the ennobling (,Vereilmg) of mankind.”He (minted to paramount connection with
nil 0 her branches of human ken-ami stalednow by their adaptation to arts and trades, the
examination of the laws of nature, conveyed to
the people a momentum of reflection, thought

slating sentiments. Drugist A. Fnek-
nger, from Ndrdlingen, read a paper on I, is
ixpe runents on the influence of sal amoniac
saimiac) on metallic iron. He stated that an
iqueotis solution of this salt, under the free
iccess of the atmospheric air, considerably ac-
eierntes its oxydation, which, however, begins
vith .a conversion of the metallic iron into a
hlonde, under considerable develupment of
mmonia.
Cheap Instruction at the Polytechnic Schools

f Germany.—The rectorship of the Royal
olytechnic school at Munich (one of the best
) Germany) state, in their late circular, themowing terms for the pupils of the school
he matriculation fees are from 10s. to 12s,
ersons who do not belong to the states of
ie German Confederation, pay LI, sterling for
tending all courses—during a whole Tear
ersons who have not entered the college as
gular students, but merely wish to hear one
• another course of instruction, pay for each
fee of 10s. [We* should say-that any young
an, with his wits about him can stucl// atumch, at the rate of from 30/. to 50/. per
num, without meanness.]
Naples: Excavations at Pompeii.— These
ok place under the controul of Mr. Caijo
inucci, before 1,2110 savants. The results
're, in the main, satisfactory, as some golden
aments, several marble statues, a great

inv bronzes, vases, and some tubes of an
aeduct, were found. After a visit and in-
oc

1

10 ti of the whole of Pompeii, the return-
r
members had occasion to see these things

am properly arranged. It was an interest-
;
sight— although some (of the 1

,
700 ) were

"ish enough to think, that it was a colluded

T „ ,

Bonucc '- by a long experience,
lilt well be supposed to know where lay
richest veins of ibis antiquarian mine.

Patftc tvork and Buildings in the Brazils
New Versailles—This is, alter all, a great

epoch, when reports on any department have
to extend over the whole globe. The
brazils are vigorously striding on thepath of civilization. The first is the con-
stant opening of splendid roads through themountain chain, which surrounds the hay ofBio dc Janeiro, for connecting the fertile, nay

of Bnnlh \
’ Wiih ,hi > Sreat emporium

inffns ^,
raer,C0 - O? this high table-land,

n fine in the most felicitous situation, nearthe old road to Minas Oeraes—the Emperor
is erecting a magnificent palace, around w hich
(in imitation of Versailles) a new town is tobe laid out which will hear the name of1 eti opolts, alter the name of the present Em-
peior am Ins father. It is to Lu regretted,
that merely French and German builders are
employed on these works, and called to these
seti lemtMifs.

A/«sec d'ailyer (Algerine Museum in Paris).— Before
i leaving Africa, Mareshal dTsly has

published a decree in the nuipe of 11. M on-
joining the collecting of specimens for the
lormation of the Musee d’Alger in Pari,.
Although many things collected by people not
yuite au fait, are to he expected, yet the idea
19 felicitous. The frieze of the Diana Temple
ot A1 agnosia has not yet been exhibited, and
these relievos, appertaining to the very worst
penod ot decaying Roman art, scarcely de-
serve Hus distinction—not to be compared
even to those of Lyeia, lately brought to this
country. Much is it to be regretted, in line, that

.
.1

e S01^thing novel like the above museum
is in contemplation, the sculptures of Olympia
and Assos are not yet accessible to the public
view. I he same spaces, where the latter are
deposited, are also encumbered with the most
precious Egyptian relics, statues, sarcophagi
and steles ot most perfect preservation—which
lay forgotten here since the death of Cham-
poillon. Next spring, however, the ornaments
of N in i ve|i are expected to arrive in Paris
which will ahsprb public attention, and place
every thing else in complete shade.
Employment of English Engineers on the

Continent.—A discussion has been carried on
°f h.te between the senate and the burghesses
of Hamburg, about the utilising of the Gras-
brook, an open place, situated at the Elbe
between Die city and the Upper—and NetherHaven— which if converted into a new dock
would be most useful to the increase of the
shipping of Hamburg. Last week the com-
mission of professional gentlemen, especially
appointed for that purpose, laid an exten-
sive plan before the competent authorities.
I he commission consists of the Water-build-
ing -Director Hiibbe, and Messrs. Walker
and Lmdley. 'The speedy execution of this
undertaking is the more to be wished for, as
it would be the means of a communication be-
tween the harbour and the chief station of
the Ham burg- Berlin lailroad.
Draining of the Zuiderzee in Holland.—

Ibis vast bight of the sea—equalling j„ its
area the largest province of the kingdom, is
spoken of as likely to be drained in a very
short time, by which a considerable increase
of artificial territory would be gained. Ac-
cording to actual survey, this gigantic pro-
ject does not present such great difficulties as
might have been anticipated. There exists
already at low water, a dyke at Medemblick’w itch, if a proper enlargement thereof would
take place, might be so far extended as to check
entirely further influx of the ocean. Jt is clear
however, that for effecting this, a canal ouHit
o be made through this dyke, for facilitating
the efflux of the sea .—Journal de la HaveNew York and Pittsburg.—Most of the con-
tracts and even preparations for the rebuilding
ot the former city, are now completed, and
1 i Itsburg lias nearly risen (much improved)
from its ashes. 1 1 is to be hoped every pre-
caution will be taken against the recurrence of
such calamities.

Prospect of an " Overland” Railway to
India, and China (St. Petersburg, 6th Oct.)—
J he Russian government is actively engaged
in the project submitted to it of a railway
from ot. Petersburg to Adessa, and the public
may bo convinced that if there be a possibility
or realizing this project, Europe will see its
realization, which will have an immense influ-
ence not only on the destinies of this part of
the globe, but also on the innermost parts of
Asm. As it is intended, in the first, to unite
the Baltic with the Black Sea, branches
M’lll soon start for Isphahan, and the inte-

Pe™a - T'innoe, to the East Indies,and even China is but one step. A railway
from St. Petersburg- to Adessa, however

klrnT' TV FrenoI “ leagues (nearly
3 000 English miles), and will bo, therefore,
the longest line of communication ever con-
eetved by man leaving fur behind all concep-
tions and works of Roman or other ancient
genius. May it be built with a solidity and
stearlingness worthy of such a thought.

'

j. L Y.

THE GRAVE?YARD QUESTION.

I

S
"n’T

I " as Areally concerned, and mav saybornhed, on reading your account of what ap-peared m I he Lancet, ot the stale of St. Mar-
gate! s church yard, U'estmiosier, from i he
over-crowd, ng of the graves, most of thembeing filled up |„ the surface

;
and I was not

inn IffoTVT
' h

,

e VOr>- ee'ioea and alarm-

vtf.cf ,

k y
,

l" 1,6 P-'eJeeed by interments

math. I

3 •">= ease. But what surprisesme the most is that you have a House ofCommons and Lords close to this mass of
1 Alienee, with scarcely a member in citherwho have courage enough to grapple with
the quest, on. And why? Became it issaid he interests of the clergy are involved,
and thereby their fees interfered with. And
S this a sufficient. reason why, the lives of

i°f,r T
Se

,

, ‘ ,L

i
nncll “ iy duty calls them to at-tend the last office of a departed relative or

fiiend, should bo endangered, as well as thosewho attend officially, to say nothing of the
effect on the public health generally?

It has been stated over again, that in cross-
ing this spot the effluvia occasionally arising
from the graves is sensibly felt; surely after
such facts being known, another interment
ought not be allowed in such crowded places,
particularly when there are ample and efficient
repositories for the dead, for at least a cen-
tury to come, in consecrated cemeteries—as
the Westminster Cemetery, Kensal Green
Norwood, and other establishments within a'
reasonable distance of this great city.— I am
Sir, &c. J

7 *

Oct. 27, 1845.

ELY CATHEDRAL.
The manner in which the circumstances at-tending the melancholy death of Mr. Basevi

were stated in the newspapers, has led to theerroneous impression that the unfortunate
gentleman in question was the architect em-
ployed in the restorations there. This how-
ever, was not the case, Mr. E. Blore is the ar-
chitect. Mr. Basevi being a personal friend of
the dean, who devotes much time to the
works, was accustomed when in Ely on other
business to go over the cathedral with the
reverend dignitary, and give him the benefit
of Ins suggestions simply as a friend, without
in any degree trespassing on the province of
his brother architect. Dir. Basevi was buried
in the cathedral on the 21st inst., where, we
understand, a monument will be erected to his
memory.

PATENT WOOD CARVINGS.
Wgalis is publishing in parts, a series of

lithographed representations of decorations in
\vood executed by the Patent Wood-carvino-
Company, and which are practically useful to
architects, builders, and decorators. They
consist for the most part of examples in the
French and Elizabethan styles, to the execu-
tion of which the patent process is more par-
ticularly adapted. The carving is effected as
our readers are mostly aware, by first burning
the pattern into the wood, and then complet-
ing it by hand. By this means the proprietors
profess t:> supply tine specimens at one-fourth
of the expense formerly incurred. We lately
visited the offices of the company (Henrietta-
street, Covent-garden), and were much pleased
with some of the works recently executed.

Architecture at the Sohool of De-
sion.— Mr. C. J. Richardson, with whoso
works as an artist our readers are well ac-
quainted, has been appointed teacher of ar-
chitectural drawing and perspective at the
London School of Design. Furniture, deco-
rative ironwork, puimed glass, and chasings,
are to be within ins province. His attendance
is given only in the evenings.
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INTERIOR OF THENEW HALL, LINCOLN S-INN.*

ROOMS FOR LARGE ASSEMBLIES.

“The Manchester Athenaeum Soiree” is

now recognised as one of the most brilliant

gatherings of literary talent annually recurring

in England, and around the galaxy °f in-

telligence there to lie found, are assembled,

thousands of charmed auditors, and would be

thousands more, if covered space could be

found to contain them. The intention of the

writer is not to give a description of the meet-

ing of 23 rd ultimo, that duty will be well

performed by other hands, but some remarks

on the defects of the building, admirable as

the Free Trade Hall is in many respects, will

rot be out of place in The Builder. It bus

I lone- been a common remark, that the dooi-

ways of rooms of extraordinary dimensions

are rarely proportionate in size or number
,

still the defect is as great as ever in many ot

our newest buildings, although it is found an

intolerable grievance on such occasions as

that which calls for these observations. Here

' was an elegantly dressed throng, a majority

i 0 f the fair sex, and in all amounting to three

|
thousand five hundred, to be passed through

one entrance door, with the exception ot three

or four hundred, consisting of stewards,

ladies, and invited guests, who entered at the

other end of the building. The pressing was

unavoidably great, so too must have been the

derangement of attire
;
and the time occupied

emelv inconvenient, as there was not time

he vast assemblage to settle in their places

pletely before the opening of the rntel-

ial treat; and had all the tickets been

,erly scrutinized by the receivers, a very

iiderable number would not have been

iin the walls at the appointed hour. No

bt many are deterred from attending large

tings by their dislike to such a prelude,

as there is no absolute necessity for the

inuance of such a mistake, we recommend

litects to apply their minds to this point,

ing a strong conviction that large meetings

arious descriptions will increase in number,

that the time required for admission and

arture are considerations of growing 1m-

* See p. 521.
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IT AT LITTLEBURY CHURCH, ESSEX.

his very curious example of a font and

6 is still preserved at Littlebury Church,

tands under the tower arch, the upper por-

of which is so entirely blocked up, that

figure on the top of the font cannot be suffi-

itly distinguished to see for whom it is in-

|led. George Truefitt.

IE SCULPTURED DECORATIONS OF
iHE NEW HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

I'kess of matter prevented us last week

I

n referring to the fourth report of the

nmissioners on the fine arts, then just pub-
led, but this seemed the less important as it

t already kept five months, being dated
iy 15th.

It refers solely to the question of public

Inuments to men distinguished for eminent
I'rary, scientific, and civil services, referred to

nir consideration by Sir Robert Peel, and is

lied, Albert, Lyndhurst, Sutherland, Lans-
Bvne, Lincoln, Aberdeen, J. Russell, Pal-
[jrston, Melbourne, Mahon, Ashburton, Col-
l ne, C. S. Lefevre, Robert Peel, J. R. G.
Siham, T. B. Macaulay, Robert Harry
mis, B. Hawes, jun., Henry Ilallam,

Inuel Rogers, and Thomas Wyse.
We have found,” say the Commissioners,

la the course of our inquiry that many situa-

ins for statues consist of niches only, which, in

pordance with the style of Gothic architec-

e adopted, are uniformly narrow, not ev-

ading two feet in width
;
that there are also

jaations where insulated statues might be

:y placed
;
and we conceive that, with a view

|th to convenient inspection, and the expe-
bncy of affording opportunities for displav-

l|f the abilities of the artists, the last-named
luations are the most important.”
We have also found that some situations,

pugh not fit for the display of statues, would
i well adapted for the reception of busts

;
and

! are of opinion that busts might be consi-

ired among the means before referred to of
ling honour to eminent men.”
liVithout thinking it expedient to point out
i the localities which may be adapted for

(itues, the Commissioners go on to say, “ We
lire now to express our opinion that six in-

lated marble statues might be conveniently
jced in St. Stephen’s porch, and that sixteen

•h statues might be conveniently placed in

i Stepherrs-hall. We are of opinion that it

hot desirable that a corresponding number of
linent names be now pointed out with a view
the entire occupation of those places; but

' are at once prepared to recommend that

itues of Marlborough and Nelson be placed

i
St. Stephen’s porch; and that statues of

I
den, Hampden, Lord Faulkland, Lord
iirendon, Lord Somers, Sir Robert Walpole,
ird Chatham, Lord Mansfield, Burke, Fox,
t, and Grattan be placed in St. Stephen’s-

IThey then recommend Marshall, Bell, and
ley to execute three of these statues (as is

eady known), and end by asking for 2,000/.

account, towards the payment of such
rks.

The appendix to the report contains a re-

rt of a sub-committee appointed to “ prepare
general list of distinguished persons of the
bited Kingdom to whose memory statues
Ight with propriety be erected in or adjoin-

l; the New Houses of Parliament,” with two
:s

;
the first containing names to which they

reed unanimously; the second of names on
uich they were not unanimous, but decided
greater or smaller majorities; and this is

ned, Mahon, T. B. Macaulay, Robert Harry
Iglis, Henry Ilallam, Samuel Rogers, Tho-
is Wyse, and B. Hawes, jun.

The report says, “ The aggregate of these
o lists consists of 121 names, which may
obably afford scope, not for indiscriminate
pption, but rather for choice and selection

the part of the commission at large ;” a re-

irk which appears to have been overlooked
those who have found fault with the Jnames
ren.

At the risk of telling a twice told tale, we
nk it necessary to print the lists, if it be

it for the sake of reference hereafter.

The names agreed, to unanimously ;—Alfred,
:izabeth, Robert Bruce; Lord Burleigh,

John Hampden, Earl of Clarendon, Lord
Somers, Earl of Chatham, Edmund Burke,
C. J. Fox, William Pitt; Sir Thomas More,
Sir Edward Coke, John Selden, Sir Matthew
Hale, Earl of Mansfield, Lord Erskine ; Ve-
nerable Bede, R ichard Hooker; Sir William
Wallace, Sir Philip Sidney, Duke of Marl-
borough, Lord Clive, Lord Iieathfield; Lord
Howard of Effingham, Sir Francis Drake, Ad-
miral Blake, Lord Rodney, Lord Howe, Lord
Duncan, Lord St. Vincent, Lord Nelson

;
Sir

Walter Raleigh, Captain Cook; Sir Thomas
Gresham

;
Chaucer, Spenser, Earl of Surrey,

Shakspeare, Milton, Addison, Richardson, Dr.
Johnson, Cowper, and Sir Walter Scott;
Bacon, Napier, Newton, Locke, RobertBoyle;
Caxton, Watt, Herschel, Cavendish; Inigo
Jones, Sir Christopher Wren, Hogarth, Sir
Joshua Reynolds, Flaxman

;
John Howard,

William Wilberforce
;
Harvey, Jenner.

Names agreed to by a majority :—Richard
Co?ur de Lion, Edward I., Edward III., the
Black Prince, Henry V., William III.,

George III.; Cardinal Langton, William of
Wickham, Cardinal Wolsey, Earl of Straf-

ford, Lord Falkland, Sir William Temple,
Lord Russell, Sir Robert Walpole, Earl of
Hardwicke, Earl Camden, Grattan, Warren
Hastings; Speaker Onslow; John Wickliffe,

John Knox, Cranmer, Archbishop Usher,
Archbishop Leighton, Jeremy Taylor, Chil-

lingworth, Barrow, Bishop Butler, John
Wesley; Sir John Talbot, Sir John Chandos,
Marquis of Montrose, Cromwell, Monk,
General Wolfe, Sir Eyre Coote, Sir Ralph

Abercrombie, Sir John Moore; Hawke; Ben
Jonson, John Bunyan, Drvden, Pope, Swift,

Goldsmith, Burns, Sir William Jones
;
Ro-

bertson, Hume; Fielding; Roger Bacon,
Smeaton, Brindley, John Hunter, Adam
Smith; Purcell; and Garrick.
The appendix also contains a report of

committee respecting the selection of persons

whose effigies might be placed in the niches

in the House of Lords, a letter from Mr.
Iiallan to justify the selection, and a memo-
randum respecting places available for statues

in the Houses.
The proposal contained in the first, sug-

gested by Prince Albert, is, to fill the niches

with the effigic^ of the principal barons who
signed Magna Charta, an admirable proposi-

tion
;

the latter, as it indicates the general

arrangement, we give nearly entire :

—

The commissioners consider “ that, as the

entrance to the houses of Parliament by St.

Stephen’s porch will contain statues of distin-

guished statesmen, warriors, and other eminent

subjects, the entrance by the grand staircase,

the landing-place, guard-rooms Victoria gal-

lery, and lobby to the House of Peers, should

contain the statues of sovereigns.

The statues of Egbert, Edgar, Canute, and
Edward the Confessor might be fitly placed on
the first landing-place.

That the principal landing-place should
contain the statues of the sovereigns from
William the Conqueror to Edward IV. That
the statues of Edward V. to Richard III.

might be placed in the guard-room.
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That in the Victoria hall the series should

be continued, beginning with Henry VII., and

ending with Queen Anne.
That the lobby to the House of Lords should

contain the statues of the sovereigns of the

house of Brunswick, beginning with George

I., and ending with her most gracious Majesty.

In this proposed arrangement it appeared

that one pedestal in the lobby to the House of

Lords would still remain unoccupied. A re§

solution was referred to (recorded in the mi-

nutes on the 21st of April, J843), to the effect

that a statue of his Royal Highness Prince

Albert would be appropriately placed in the

Victoria gallery (of which the lobby in ques-

tion originally formed a part). Thus the si-

tuations for statues in the state apartments

and the approaches to them would, in the event
of the above resolution being confirmed, be
entirely occupied.

According to the above proposed distribu-

tion, the number of statues on the landing-
places and in the guard-rooin would be 22

;
in

the Victoria gallery 12 (William III. and
Mary being both represented); in the lobby,
including the statue of her Majesty, seven.

It was considered that the statues in the
robing-room might, according to a resolution
proposed by Mr. Gaily Knight, with reference
to another locality, consist of allegorical

figures.

It was further proposed that the lower wait-
ing-hall should contain eight statues of cele-
brated scientific men; that the upper corre-
sponding hall should contain eight statues of
celebrated poets, and that the panels in the
latter should be adorned with paintings. The
lower hall has no panels available for paint-
ings.”

The report has excited much controversy,
as might have been expected, and has received
much abuse from the press generally. We
will not say that there are no names omitted
to which precedence ought to have been
given,—we should have been pleased to see a
more lengthened list of men, distinguished
for their literary services or their skill in the
arts, but are nevertheless satisfied that the
ub-committee have given the subject very

serious and unprejudiced consideration, and
that the assertion of one of our contempo-
raries, that “some paltry fear or incapacity
has prevented their going straight to their
task,” cannot be justified.

We trust to hear of further commissions to

sculptors before long : if the statues are to

be executed three at a time, a century will not
fill all the niches.

RAILWAYS IN FRANCE.
(From our own Correspondent.)

Public opinion of late has been much
alarmed at the prodigious number of com-
panies—from fifty to sixty—which have formed
themselves for the five lines of railway author-
ised by the Chambers, and of which the adju-
dication has been almost daily expected ever
since the month of July last. These com-
panies, notwithstanding the slight hopes of
success that many of them could only entertain,
succeeded in placing their respective shares,
and in obtaining the first deposit thereon.
Those deposits amount in the aggregate to
about 540,000,000fr.(2 1 ,600,000/. sterling), and
have been withdrawn from the tills of shop-
keepers, the funded property of public creditors,
the cash boxes of merchants of every grade,
and the saving banks of artisan^and workmen

;

and they have been permitted to accumulate
and remain idle in the hands of bankers

;
so

that great prejudice has been caused to com-
merce and much inconvenience to the public
in general by the scarcity of money. But a
measure recently taken by the government will
remedy, at least to some considerable extent,
the harm that has been done, and will prevent
further inconvenience. Notice of the. adjudi-
cation of the Tours to Nantes, and Paris to
Strasbourg railways has been given for the
25th of November next—a measure that will
have the effect of setting at liberty several
millions of capital. It is to be regretted, no
doubt, that the Paris to Lyon, the Lyon to
Avignon, and Creit to St. Quentin lines have
not also been announced for adjudication

;
but

the Minister of Public Works does not merit
t le censure to which he has been subjected for
not advertising them, for it really does not de-

pend upon him. He has employed all due zeal

and activity, even spending several weeks in

tedious voyages, to examine the works in pro-

gress, decide upon disputed tracts, study pro-
jects, and settle local squabbles as to the posi-

tions of stations, and such like important
questions. If he has not succeeded in settling
all of them, it is not his fault; but I believe he
has settled all with the exception of those re-
specting the position to be occupied by the
embarcaderes of the Paris to Lyon railway at

Dijon and Lyon. Simple as such a matter may
appear, it is really of the greatest importance

;

for it closely touches local interests that cannot
be overlooked. Every thing, however, has
been done by the Minister to arrange the
question

;
and he has instructed a commission

to view it in all its bearings, in order that
he may decide with all that knowledge which
is necessary. The commission, it is to be
hoped, will employ the same activity as the
minister.

Eli attendant, the companies created for the
soumission of the two lines of Paris to Stras-
bourg and Tours to Nantes, in number six-
teen, make their preparations for the great
day which will decide on their offers. They
are counting out the money which will be
needed as caution-money, and which is

500,000/. for the first line,’ and 120,000/. for
the second. They are busy preparing their
statutes, which must be deposited at the Minis-
tere of Public Works ten days before the ad-
judication. They are also calculating the
period for which 'they shall offer to take the
lease, which the law fixes at a maximum of
forty-five years for the Paris to Strasbourg, and
thirty-five years for the Tours to Nantes rail-

way'. But, after all, the number of companies
is so great, and that number will give rise to

such dreadful competition, if all go before the
minister with offers, that no reasonable man
can doubt that they will, for their own sake,
and the sake of their respective shareholders,
effect an amalgamation, or, as the French
phrase has it, une fusion. Madame Rumour,
indeed, has been busy enough to assert that
such a fusion has been already effected

;
and

the same chattering dame even took upon her-
self to state the conditions on which it had
been made. But this was premature. No
fusion has yet been made, nor is it probable
that any will be made until a few hours before
the 15th, on which day the companies must
announce their intention to appear at the ad-
judication of the 25th. To effect a fusion now
would be nothing less than holding out a pre-
mium for adventurers to get up a new company,
and to menace opposition, unless also admitted
to the fusion.

It may be interesting here to mention the
condition to which the Paris to Strasbourg and
the Tours to Nantes companies will have to

submit. For the line from Paris to Strasbourg,
with two embouchments (on Rheims and on
Metz and Saarbruck, a length altogether of
nearly 700 kilometres), the company will have
to disburse, for the purchase of land and the
putting down of two lines of rails (the govern-
ment having only at its charge the earth-works
and works of art, to be finished in six years),
about 5,000,000/. The profits of the line will

reach ahout 340,000/., after making a deduc-
tion of forty-five per cent, for expenses. For
the Tours to Nantes line, 195 kilometres long,
of which the government will have to execute
the earth-work and the works of art, the com-
pany will have to incur an outlay of about
1 ,450,000/. The annual profits will be about
100,000/., after the deduction of forty-five per
cent, for working expenses.
These calculations will leave good interests

to the companies for their investments
;
but it

must be borne in mind, that a reduction, per-
haps a considerable one, will be made in the
period of concession or lease of the line, which
will lessen its value.

Such was the fury to which speculation and
gambling were carried last year, that the Cham-
bers considered it necessary to pass a law,
declaring that dealings in promises of shares
issued by different companies should be illegal,

and that any agent de change negociating such
promises should he fined, as also should any
person publishing the prices obtained for them.
Nevertheless, numberless speculators, of both
sexes, all ages and conditions, decided to tempt
fortune in dabbling in the aforesaid promises,
and there were not wanting men of the Bourse
to charge themselves with the conduct of the

• 1negociations. Informed by general rumour, ai

incited by the brawling of some of the oppoi
tion papers, the authorities resolved to preve
such violation of the law. They caused to i

arrested two persons, regarded as theprincip
agents in the illegal traffic

;
but they were ff

mediately afterwards set at liberty, thouj
their papers and registers were detained,
was said, that several companies had mixi
themselves up in this sort of business, in awi
any thing but creditable to themselves. B
they, or at least one of them, deny it indii

nantly. This one has been en masse to tl

juge d'instruction, and has sent letters to tl

newspapers, to protest against what they ce

calumnies. Malicious people, however, sa
that their protestations remind them of tl

story of the schoolmaster who had his garde
robbed : he assembled all his scholars, and di

manded, “ Who robbed the garden ?” coi

vinced that the first who cried, “ Please, sir,

didn’t,” would be the culprit; and so it turne

out.

The company of the Great Northern Rai
way appears to have at last ceded to the in

patience of the public, by doing all that .

possible to hasten the opening of the lini

Since the line has been adjudged to it, til

works advanced very slowly on tbe first sectio

from Paris to Amiens. The locomotives, twenl
in number, commanded nearly a year ago, ai

rived slowly, one by one
;
and the carriage

and waggons were not ordered at all. Bi
thanks to powerful remonstrances, an tlun lit

been given to the persons employed, and th

opening of the whole line is not expected t

be far distant. A trip was made upon it, fo

the first time, a few days ago, by some mem
bers of the Council of Administration, bi

not, as the Times announced, by the Baro
de Rothschild. The station at Paris is nearl

finished, and workmen are actively engaged o
the other stations—seventeen in number—be

tween Paris and Amiens. Eight locomotive
are already on the line, without counting thos
at the Belgian extremity.

The first annual meeting of the Amiens ti

Boulogne railway company took place laa

Thursday. The report of the directors wa
very satisfactory, and represented the pre
paration for the commencement of the work
as in a very forward state. Part of the liui

will be opened in about twelve months, am
the whole in two years.

The Bourse has not freed itself from tin

panic which seized it some days back. Y ester

day the report that a convention had been en'

tered into between the banks of England am
France to prevent a commercial crisis, in

creased its alarm to such a degree, that it wa
almost impossible to sell railway shares. AI
most all the principal lines—Northern, Havre
Rouen, Orleans, Bordeaux, and Boulogne—de
dined 15 to 20fr. on the prices of the previoui

day.

Paris, October 28.

THE VALUE OF RAILWAY SHARES. !

It needed no prophet to tell that the palmj
days of share-jobbers were numbered, even al

their commencement. All who entered into

the speculation, simply as a speculation, musl
have done so with their eyes open to this fact]

that as the time approached for lodging the

plans, and otherwise complying with the Par-
liamentary standing orders, the character oi

many projects, started simply to meet the del

mand for shares, no matter in what, and the

weakness of other bonu fide schemes, as com-
pared with rival lines, would appear; and that

those who held the shares at the moment this

did become apparent, would positively lose the

money they had paid.

Men wrote for shares, not because they con^j

sidered the scheme sound and likely to pay, but

because they anticipated the demand would put

upon them an adventitious value at which they
might sell to realize a profit; others, with the

same feeling, bought them at a premium, when
unable to obtain allotments, expecting that a

higher price still would afterwards he ob-

tained, and in many cases, enormous sums of

money have been made by those who did so.i

Some one, however, must hold these pieces of
paper last, and fear has already fallen on those

in whose hands they now are. November i9

here
;
the Times has opened its batteries on the

speculators, and pours a daily fire into their
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ranks
;
and the result is, other circumstances

concurring, that something very like a panic

has occurred, even earlier than might have
been anticipated.

If the effects of what has been said and done
were confined to schemes without foundation

—the lawyers’ bubbles of the day— all must
have rejoiced at the result. Unfortunately,

however, it has extended, in a degree, to rail-

road property of every description
;
and al-

though it will, doubtless, recover speedily, it is

possible that energy and enterprize will be

checked, and many really good undertakings

injured.

To our readers who possess shares, and
doubt what course they should take, we would
say, examine well the character of the lines,

if you have not done so before; and if they
have two good termini, respectable directors

and solicitors, an efficient engineer, and a rea-

sonable prospect of obtaining an Act, hold on.

And if the shares be in lines for which
Acts have been obtained, hold tighter still.

The real value of railways is not altered by
any existing circumstances. The fact that

the lines now at work arc making large re-

turns for the money invested, and will pay
more as the system becomes perfected (and
which fact led in the first instance very natu-

rally, to the demand for shares in new linos

that ultimately caused the late mania), must
still have its effect. Railways, as we have
often said, must take the place of common
roads, and the capital wisely expended in their

construction will produce a good return, in-

crease the national resources, an d tend to the

general good.

RATING OF RAILWAYS.
Salford Quarter Sessions, Thursday,

22nd. Grand Junction Railway Com-
pany, Appellants. Overseers ok Sai.-

ford, Respondents.

This was an appeal by the United Grand
Junction Railway Company, against an as-

sessment made by the overseers of the poor of

the township of Salford, in respect of 2 miles

and 36-1 yards of the Liverpool and Manches-
ter Railway lying within that township. From
the statement of Mr. Brandt, who appeared for

the appellants, it appeared that they had been
rated at 2,-100/. per mile for the railway, and
951/. 3s. for the stations and warehouses, and
it was the rate per mile which was in dispute.

The net produce of the whole line, between
Manchester and Liverpool, was admitted by
both sides to be 150,391/. From this the ap-

pellants claimed certain deductions for tenants’

profit (20 per cent, on the net produce), inter-

est, depreciation, rent of stations rated sepa-

rately in other townships, and profits of trade,

as engine, carriage, and waggon-makers.
The total deductions so claimed amounted to

86,603/., which sum, deducted from the net

produce, gave 03,788/. as the net rateable va-

lue of the whole line; or, dividing by 32, the

number of miles in the line, an average of 1993/.

per mile from end to end. But the appellants

contended that this was not the proper rateable

value for that portion of the line within the

township of Salford, as it contributed to the

earnings in a less proportion than other parts

of the line
;
and that, taking into account the

amount actually earned in Salford, the rate-

]

able value of that portion of the line was only

j

1518/. A still further deduction was claimed

|

from the gross amount at which the appellants

|

had been rated, on the ground that 173 yards

I
of railway had been included, which was
merely used for conveying goods to and from

the old station in Liverpool-road. Mr. Charles

Parker, an officer in the service of the Grand
Junction Company; Mr. Edw. Woods, engi-

neer; Mr. John Ilawkshaw, engineer; and

Mr. Thos. Makin Fisher, valuer, were called

in support of the appellant’s case.

Mr. Ilulton addressed the Court on the part

of the respondents. lie contended that the

20 per cent, deduction claimed for tenants’ pro-

fit, bad been wrongly calculated upon the net

produce, instead of being calculated upon the

capital which the tenants had to lay out; and

that some of the other deductions claimed, es-

pecially one of 35,402/. for rent of stations, had

been grossly overrated.

The magistrates retired for three quarters

of an hour, to consider the case. On their re-

turn into court, the chairman said the result of

their deliberation was, that the 2,400/. which

had been mentioned as the rateable value of

the line per mile, must be reduced to 2,200/.,

and the calculation made upon 2 miles and 191

yards.

—

Manchester Guardian.

WORKS IN THE PROVINCES.

A prospect exists of Liverpool becoming
ere long a cathedral (?) town. Mr. Pugin has
already submitted plans to the Roman Catholic
authorities, who, it is said, have approved of

them. The building is to be 460 feet in

length, and to have two lofty towers, and a
steeple of great height. It will stand on two-
and-a-half acres of land, and the cost will ex-

ceed 130,000/. The purchase of Heaton
Park and mansion has been completed by one
of the four rival railway companies projected

between Manchester and Burv, a distance of

eight or nine miles. The Earl of Wilton is to

receive the sum of 500,000/. for this property.

The park, which is about three miles north of

Manchester, is to be laid out in sites for villas.

The new corn exchange, at Romford, is

fast approaching completion. The new build-

ing is about 60 feet by 3 1 feet ;
the side walls

are 22 feet in height; the roof is nearly all

covered in with glass. The stands are ar-

ranged as follows :—eacli desk is placed on a
temporary platform, raised about 9 inches from
the floor, and is inclosed (except in front) by a

panelled partition, extending a few feet in

front of the desk, so that each stand is secluded
from the observation of others. A subscrip-

tion-room and other apartments are attached to

the exchange, the floor of which, being
boarded, renders it suitable for every public ap-

propriation. There will also be show-rooms
opening from the northern end of the ex-

change, for the public exhibition of agricul-

tural implements, and a sale repository for the
disposal of property generally. Last week
two persons were killed and several more or

less injured, bv the falling in of the floor of a
nicthodist chapel at East Waldran, at the very
time that a meeting was being held for the pur-

pose of considering the plans of erecting a
new chapel, the present building being in a
dilapitated state. The foundation-stone

of a new church was laid in Preston-strcet,

Whitehaven, on Thursday sc’nnight.

1 1 has been found that the cost of the neces-

sary works in restoring and enlarging Swin-
don church, has considerably exceeded the

estimate. We lately gave currency to a re-

port that a railway company bad made pro-

posals to the faculty of the University of
Glasgow to purchase the buildings and grounds
of the college, and convert them into a great

railway station. We have since learned the

following particulars :—The Glasgow, Airdrie,

and Monklands Junction Railway Company,
in order to become possessed of the property

belonging to the college, have offered to erect

and complete suitable buildings, at an expense
variously estimated at 70,000/. to 100,000/.

The company has, for this purpose, purchased

Woodlands, consisting of 22 acres of lund,

situated on the crown of the height on which
Woodsido and Claremont-terraccs arc built,

and extending thence down to the banks of

the Kelvin. This property has cost nearly

29,000/., and is subject to a duty of 190/. per

annum. An architect has been instructed to

prepare a plan for the proposed college, to be

submitted to the university authorities for their

approbation. The Scottish Guardian in no-

ticing the proposal says, Doubtless ati offer

so advantageous in every point of view will

be accepted. The university is at present

situated in one of the worst districts of the

city, and the one to which it is proposed to

be removed is certainly most choice both for

situation and salubrity. At the quarter

sessions for the North Riding of A orkshire,

held last week at Northallerton, a report was

read from the committee appointed lor build-

ing the New Lunatic Asylum for the North

and East-Ridings. After stating that the pur-

chase of the land of Earl de Grey, tor the pur-

poses of the asylum, was completed on the 8lh

of August, and that the conveyance had been

executed by the Archbishop of 5 ork, who had

enfranchised one acre ot leasehold land, it

proceeded to allude to the progress of the

works, which had been so slow as to cause

the committee to have the contractors sum-

moned before them, and to adopt stringent

measures to compel them to execute the works,

in compliance with the tenor of their several

contracts. The report concluded by stating

that there had been received from the North-
Riding the sum of 1,1181. 15s., and from the
East- Riding the sum of 5,281/. 5s., and that

there had been expended the sum of

3,017/. 13s. Id. A monument has just been
erected in the church of Goathurst, Somerset-
shire, near the family vault of Halswell, to

the memory of the late Lieut. M. Kemyss
Tynte, of the 4th Dragoon Guards (unfortu-

nately killed by a fall from his horse in March
last), as a testimony of their regard, by Colo-
nel Chattcrton, K.II., and the officers of that

regiment.

METROPOLITAN BATHS AND WASH-
HOUSES.

Tenders have been received for the erec-

tion of the new baths and washhouses, proposed
to be built in Goulston- square, Whitechapel,
from Mr. P. P. Bally’s designs, already men-
tioned on several occasions in our pages.

The following arc the amounts:

—

Grimsdale .. ..£22,274
Wilson and .Son

Locke and Ncsliam . . . ... 21,280

W. Cubitt and Co. . . .

II. and J. Lee

Curtis

T. and W. Piper ... 20,380

jrHioccilanca.

Archaeological Association at Ips-

wich.—A branch society has been established

at Ipswich under the title of the East Anglian
Branch of the Archaeological Association.

The object of this local society is, to collect

information, and to forward it periodically, to

the parent association in London
;

and there

is no doubt that it will be well supported. The
remaining business of the meeting was to ap-

point an honorary secretary, and Mr. Pawsey
was elected to perform the duties pi o tern.

The periods for the meetings of the society

were then fixed, after which the parties sepa-

rated under the conviction that, when the

existence of the society is known to the public,

and the rules arc matured, there will be a

large accession of valuable members. We wisli

the society all the prosperity its promoters can

desire
;

for such an association is calculated to

do much good, by using its exertions to pro-

tect antiquities from the hand of spoliation,

and by fostering a taste for archaeological re-

search in East Suffolk, where many monuments
of antiquity impress us with the importance of

former times.

Cakbonk; Acid a Moving Power.— Ex-
pectations have from time to time been raised to

the effect that carbonic acid in a liquid or solid

form might be safely and economically em-

ployed as a moving power. Sir Isambard

Brunei, some time since, and Mr. Fox Talbot,

more recently, have turned their attention to

the subject, but thus far without any useful

results, its dangerous properties have been

the chief difficulties to contend with, and to-

wards the surmounting of which much inge-

nuity has been directed. Dr. Murray, of

Hull, after granting that metallic materials of

sufficient strength may he found to control the

terrific power called into existence, imagines

that the constant and continuous chemical

action of the carbonic acid on the metal will

prove an insuperable obstacle to its adoption.

Public Expenditure for Religious

Buildings.—A parliamentary paper has just

been issued containing returns ot grants of

public money for the building and repair of

churches and chapels of all demoninutions

from 1820 to 1829. In England, the total was

for churches, 1,588,401/. 19s. 7d.
;
in Scotland,

08,564/. 15s. 6d. ;
and in Ireland, 633,745/.

14s. 2d. ;
of which 2,113/. 3s. Id. was granted

for building and repairing Roman Catholic

chapels. The grand total applied was

2,290,712/. 9s. 3d.

Gas.—Hamburgh lias just been lighted with

gas for the first time, with apparatus upon an

entirely new principle, lately patented by Mr.

James Malam. The works are stated to

j

the largest in the world.

I Prick of Gas.—The Bath Gas Company

|
have given notice of a reduction in the price

; of gas from 8s. to Is. per thousand cubic feet,

j

to all consumers hv meter, after Christmas

next.

—
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Interesting Discovery at Hartle-
pool, in the County ok Durham.—(prom

a Correspondent.)—The site of sin ancient

chapel at Hartlepool, dedicated to St. Helen,

was last week discovered by Mr. James 5. eal,

of the above town. It had long been supposed

that the ruins of this chapel were buried under

a large mound in the Farewell-field, and in

1813 an attempt was made, but without suc-

cess, by Sir Cuthbert Sharp, to discover some

remnant of the building. Air. ^ eal, however,

directed some workmen to remove the earth

near the centre of the mound, beneath which

was discovered the base of a most beautiful

Gothic pillar. This having placed the matter

beyond a doubt, he was directed by the corpo-

ration of the town to pursue his researches,

and exhume whatever portion might remain of

this ancient and interesting building. The
base of three other columns, a portion of the

north and south walls, a part of the east end
of the chapel, and a Hogged pavement at the

west end, have already been brought to light.

A very considerable quantity of beautifully

carved stone, in a state of excellent preserva-

tion, and two mutilated images, have also been
dug out. From these it is evident that this

was at one time a Gothic building of great ar-

chitectural richness and beauty. It is impos-

sible as yet to ascertain the form and dimen-
sions of iho chapel, but a few more days will

probably throw great light on the mutter, and
afford a treat to the curious and the an-

tiquarian. The building, of which only the

ruins remain, is believed to have been erected

by William de Bras, who died in the reign of

King John, and who is said to have given this

chapel for a light to be burnt at the great or

high altar at the church at Gainsborough
Abbey. Whether it shared the fate of so

many other similar buildings in the time of
Ilenry the Eighth or Elizabeth, or was pre-

viously destroyed, is unknown
;
probably the

latter is the most correct supposition. Many
of the stones bear evidence of fire

;
and some

walls which have no connection with the ori-

ginal building, and the form in which the

earth is cast up about them, shew that it had
been converted into a place of defence against

an invading enemy. The process of excavat-

ing the ruin has caused great interest in the

neighbourhood, and has attracted numbers of

antiquarian gentlemen to witness the opera-
tion.

Brougham Ciiarkl.—The outward ap-

pearance of this interesting place of worship,
which stands in a beautifully secluded situation

at the top of a woody bank on the north-east

side of Brougham Hall, shaded by fine old

trees and thriving evergreens, while the green
ivy creeps up and clings to its ancient walls,

affords but a faint indication of its internal

compactness and beauty of finish. The ceiling

is most tastefully emblazoned with the coats

of arms of a large number of ancient and noble

families, which are gilded and coloured ac-

cording to the rules of heraldry. Amongst
them are the arms of the Cliffords, Vetri-

ponts, Bembrokes, Crackentlmrpes, Wyherghs,
Broughams, &c., from the earliest periods.

The pulpit and pews arc neat but not gaudy.
The chancel is most beautifully decorated with
several scriptural figures of ancient carved
work. During the time that Lord Brougham
is located at Brougham Hall, divine worship
is performed in this chapel by the incumbent
of St. Ninian’s Church, to which it is a chapel
of ease, every Sunday afternoon.— l’/ie Patri-
cian.

Nf.w Pier at Black-friars’ Bridge.

—

This structure, which has been for a consider-
able time in progress, was opened to the public

towards the close of last week. It is 1-10 feet

in length, with a dumb lighter placed at a right

angle to the river of 130 feet. Two waiting-
rooms have also been built, which, with the

pier itself, is lighted with gas. It is the most
commodious and substantial structure of the
kind in London, but interferes somewhat with
the eastern view of the bridge.

Large Committees.—Among all the long
lists of provisional committee-men published,
that of the Great Northern and Southern Di-
rect railway from Huddersfield to Derby seems
to be the longest. No less than 300 names
are advertized.

Calcutta Cathedral.—The Lord Bishop
of Calcutta has presented to the Bodleian
library a beaut. ful alabaster model, executed
at Pisa, of St. John's cathedral, Calcutta.

Discovery ok Relics. — The workmen
employed in excavating the railroad by Tho-
mas Salmon, Esq., at South Shields, for the

conveyance of ballast from his wharf at the

Tyne, to the place of deposit at the Lawc, have

struck upon what is unquestionably the ancient

military way, called WYcken Dyke, leading
from the Roman station discovered in the same
field, near the Lawo, by the late Nicholas l'air-

lcss, Esq., in 1798. The bones and antlers of

deer have also now been dug out, being, pro-

bably, the remains of animals consumed as pro-

visions by the Roman soldiers; but though
Mr. Fairlcss, when the former discovery of a

Ilypocaustof Sudatory took place, became pos-

sessed of a beautiful gold coin of Marcus Au-
relius, and several of brass, from Claudius Go-
tbicus to Vulentinian, yet the only coin which
has now been discovered is a Danish one of

brass. Lawc is, we believe, a Saxon word,
signifying a fortified eminence.— Tyne Mer-
cury.

Asylum for Decayed Fishmongers
and Poulterers.—A meeting of the friends

and subscribers to this undertaking was held last

week at Anderton’s Hotel. A committee was ap-

pointed and empowered to purchase a site of

ground at Woodgrccn, near Tottenham and
Ilornsev, represented as being perfectly suited

with respect to size, price, &c., for the con-

struction of an asylum for twenty-four aged
and infirm members of the two trades

;
also to

collect plans and estimates, &c., from which to

select several, and lay them before a subse-

quent general meeting.

Widening Piccadii.lv.—Workmen have
been busily employed during the last two weeks
in putting back the wall and iron railing from
opposite Park-lane, to about the end of Bol-
ton-street, so as to increase the. width of the

thoroughfare. From 20 to 30 ft. of the Green-
park will be taken in. In consequence of the

inequality of the ground, this alteration will in-

volve a larger expenditure than appears at first

sight. It is to be hoped that the trees which,

by the removal of the wall, will be placed “out
of the pale,” may, nevertheless, bo allowed to

remain.
Furniture Wood.—We recently noticed

the sanction of the Lords of the Treasury for

the admission of certain descriptions of wood
used by cabinet makers, duty free. Within
the last few days the same authorities have
issued an order that teak wood imported from
the river Gambia under the head of furniture

wood shall also be admitted, duty free. In
the latter case the revenue officers must be sa-

tisfied that such wood is imported solely for

making articles of furniture, and that it is inap-
plicable for other purposes.

The Nelson Monument in Trakai.gar-
square.

—

Can any obligirtg correspondent in-

form us what has become of the celebrated

man and boy formerly employed on this ill-

used monument? It is whispered about, that

the statues for the New Houses of Parliament
are to be confided to their gentle hands, but
we do hope for the sake of “ the finest site in

Europe,” that they may be permitted to finish

their work here first, so that some, at all events,

of the present generation may hope to see
the steps and the lions.

Railway Bank.—The Iron Times says,
We have it upon undeniable authority, that
in consequence of the recent procedure of the
bank, and the conduct of the Times, a public
meeting will be held at the London tavern in

the course of a few days, for the purpose of
establishing a railway bank.

M.P.'s and Railways.— It is said that
some M.P.'s have taken one or two shares in

each of the new lines of railway simply with
the view of avoiding to serve on committees

;

we can’t wonder at it. Last year must have
fagged many, and this year the prospect is

worse.

Dover.

—

The formation of the new docks
is proceeding rapidly. 1 lundreds of workmen
are employed. The well known York
Hotel is about to be pulled down. Serious
doubts are entertained by those whose opinion
is worth consideration whether after all

it can ever be made a harbour of refuge.

Colonial Tim her.—The practice of the reve-

nue officers in London with respect to British

colonial timber, viz., to record the number and
contents only of each piece, and not the lengths

and sides, as in the case of foreign timber, is

about to be adopted generally throughout the

kingdom, J

Statue of Sir Thomas Gresham.

—

This statue was installed last week in the

niche which has so long stood vacant for it in

the clock-tower of the new Royal Exchange.
The figure is erect, 11 feet G inches in height,

and is formed out of two blocks of Portland

stone, weighing jointly between eleven and
twelve tons.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by tlie interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, tie .,

arc to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers,

however, they arc entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of "The Duildcr,” 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.]

For executing the different Works required to be

done in the alterations and repair of the Guildhall,

Lichfield.

For the execution of the Works connected with

the improvement of the Crown-street station, Li-

verpool, including a Tunnel of about 128 yards long,

and a Bridge or Viaduct, &c., for the Grand Junc-

tion Company.
For the execution of the entire Works of the

Cockcrmouth and Workington railway, being

about 10 miles in length.

For the execution of Works on the Waterford and

Kilkenny Railway, forming the first contract, viz.,

from Kilkenny to Bennett s Bridge, being a dis-

tance of about six miles.

For the execution of Works on the East Lan-
cashire Railway, forming the Burnley Contract. It

includes the execution of all the necessary Excava-

tions, Embankments, Bridges, Culverts, Viaducts,

&c.
For the execution of Works on the Hull and

Selby Railway, being a distance of about thirty-one

miles.

For the execution of Works on the Dublin and

Belfast Junction, and Navan Branch Railway.

There are two separate contracts : No. 1. being a

distunce of nine miles, 1,5-12 yards. No. 2, being

a distance of eleven miles, 1,274 yards.

For supplying her Majesty’s several Dock-yards

with 20,000 Loads of British Oak Timber ; 7,400

Loads of British Oak Thickstuff and Plank
;
and

400,000 British Oak Treenails.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

IIV auction.

At Wainford’s Farm, Little Bardfield, 150 capi-

tal Elm Timber Trees, 50 Asli ditto, 10 Oak
ditto, ike.

At Haslegrove, Queen Camel, Somerset, up-
wards of 1,000 maiden Oak, Elm, and Ash Timber
Trees, now standing.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ S. II.”

—

An occasional notice, such as that

sent, trill he acceptable. Ever;/ week would be

too often. Architectural news might also be for-
warded.

“ J. G. C .”—The style of the Wesleyan Theo-
logical Institution, Richmond, is late pointed. Tl'e

do not know the architect's name. An edition of
Ric/nnan was published, we believe, at the begin-

ning eifpresent year.
“ Ants;”

—

A correspondent sags, that many of
the houses in the neighbourhood of the Regent's
Park, and in Regent-street, are infested with a

sjiecies of small ant, to such an extent, that the
kitchens and larders are rendered almost useless.

Can any of our renders suggest a remedy?
“ G. F. T.” (Repton) would probably obtain

the Report on Schools by addressing a letter to the

Secretary of the Council on Education, Whitehall.
“ G. S.”— in? are much obliged for the papers

sent. They shall be returned.
“ Plans on Parchment.”—Another correspondent

says, “ colourless ox gall," mixed with the colours,

ensures an even tint.

“ G. B.”—It is always understood that addi-
tional works, or alterations, shall not invalidate a
contract. The difference should be estimated, and
added or deducted, as the case mag be.

“ A Subscriber ” is thankedfor the Rules.
“ W. B. (Birmingham.) — The address of the

Carving Company is given in another page. Mr.
Pratt's carving works

(Eccleslon-streel . Pimlico),
might also be ajiplied to.

“Subscriber and Builder " objects strongly to

thefee of 10s. charged by district surveyors when
a pot or zinc tube above 4 feet high is fixed.

“ G. W.” is not sufficiently clearfor us to re-
ply. He would, probably

,
find the information he

seeks in “ Nicholson's Masonry."
“ An Architect.” If the letter teas not acknow-

ledged, it did not reach us.

Several communications are again unaroidaby
postponed.

Correspondents arc requested to address all

communications to the Editor.
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NOTICE.
The next number of the The Builder will con-

tain an engraving and description of the very

singular triangular Lodge at Rush ton, where the

memorable “gun-powder plot” was arranged.

Early orders should be given to the Newsmen to

prevent disappointment.

AS5VEKT2SBZVZEIJTS.

TO BUILDERS AND OTHERS.
R. G. TEXT, 38, Dean-street, Soho,
begs to invite the attention of Builders and others

to the fact that he has opened an Office for the Sale and
Purchase of Freehold and Leasehold Property. No charge
is made for the registering the particulars of property for

disposal, or the inspection of the books. A moderate com-
mission when any transaction is finally settled.

TO RAILWAY ENGINEERS, SURVEYORS, AND
OTHERS.

Levelling staves, scales, &c.,
at the lowest prices that can possibly be charged

without detriment to the quality of the goods.
Levelling Staves of the most convenient and best construc-

tion, now in general use on all the lines under s. d.

survey, each 38 0
Parliamentary Scale, and Offset for railway surveys,
box wood 4 6

Ditto, Ivory 8 6

Curves, &c., made to order on the shortest notice.

WM. HOBCRAFT, Mathematical Instrument Maker, 38,

Princes-street, Leiccster-square, London.— Orders by post,

containing a remittance, immediately forwarded to all parts

of the country.

PATENT OFFICE, 5, CHANCEIIY-LANE, NEAR
FLEET-STREET.

I
NVENTORS requiring protection by
LETTERS PATENT should apply direct to the

PATENT OFFICE, as above, where Patents can be speedily
procured for the United Kingdom, &c., and by which a
great saving of expense will be effected. CAVEATS are en-
tered at this office, fee 1/. Is. DESIGNS of all kinds are

REGISTERED. Apply at the PATENT OFFICE, 5,

Chancery-lane, near Fleet-street.

PRIZES IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND
PATENTEES.

A GOLD MEDAL, value 100/. and a
SILVER MEDAL, value 50 /., will be given by Mr.

M. JOSCELIN COOKE. The Gold medal for the best

Patent, and the Silver medal for the best Design taken out
or Registered at the OFFICE for PATENTS and DE-
SIGNS, 20, Half-Moon-street, between the 1st of Novem-
ber, 1844, and the 1st of June, 1846. The Prizes will be
awarded by competent judges on the 10th June, 1846. The
conditions to be observed, together with instructions, charges,
and every information for obtaining Patents in England or

Foreign Countries, or Registering Designs, will be forwarded
gratis, on application to Mr. M. JOSCELIN COOKE, at

the Office for Patents and Registration of Designs, 20, Half-
Moon-strect. Piccadilly, London.

HOLBORN AND FINSBU*Y SEWERS, MIDDLESEX.

The commissioners of sewers
for the LIMITS *‘ve NOTICE, that their Office,

Hatton Garden, is open daily between the hours of Ten and
Four, where information can be obtained (gratis) by persons
about to Purchase or Rent Houses or Property, or take Land
for Building purposes, of the situation and level of the
public Sewers, capable of affording sufficient Drainage, and
which they recommend all such Persons to apply for at the
above Office. By the Court,

STABLE and LUSH, Clerks.

COURT OF SEWERS FOR WESTMINSTER, AND
PART OF MIDDLESEX, No. 1, Grcek-street, Soho-
square.

TO BUILDERS and Others interested in
buildings or in ground for building upon, within the

district under the jurisdiction of this Court, drained by water-
courses falling into the river Thames, between the city of

London and the parish of Fulham.
The Commissioners hereby give notice, that by an Act of

the 47th Geo. 111. (chap. 7, local) it is required that, pre-
viously to the making of any new sewer in any street, lane,

or public way, or in any part intended to become a street,

lane, or public way, or to carry or drain off water from any
house, building, yard, or ground, into any sewer under their

management, or within their jurisdiction, a notice in writing
shall be given to them, or to their clerk at their office, and
that such new sewer or sewers shall be constructed and made
in ssch manner and form as shall be directed by the said

Commissioners, and not otherwise.

And, in order to prevent the serious evils and inconveni-

ences that must arise from ground proposed to be built upon
being excavated at too great a depth, the Commissioners
have directed that, upon application being made at this office

previously to the excavation of such ground, information

shall be given as to the lowest depth at which the same
can be drained.
And the Commissioners do also give notice that, when-

ever the lower floors or pavements of buildines shall have

been laid so low as not to admit of their being drained with

a proper current, they will not allow any sewers, or drains

into sewers, to be made for the service of such buildings.

It is recommended to all persons about to purchase or take

houses, or other premises, to ascertain whether such premises

have separate and distinct drains into common sewers.

All petitions must be delivered at this office at least three

clear aays before they are presented to the Commissioners j
and

nil such petitions will be called on in the order of their appli-

cation, and the name of any party not present when called

on to support the application will be struck out, and the pro-

ceedings must in consequence be commenced dc novo.
All communications made with any sewer without leave of

the Commissioners will be cut off, and the parties making
the same will subject themselves to a fine.

The provisions of the Metropolitan Buildings Act (7 and
8 Victoria, c. 84) do not supersede the authority of the

Commissioners of Sewers in the above respects, but their

powers are expressly reserved, and their regulations made
subservient to the purposes of that Act. The execution of

such works, under the superintendence of the district sur-

veyor alone, cannot therefore warrant the making of any
sewers or drains within this commission, nor relieve the

parties making them from the penalties above mentioned.
By order of the Court,

LEWIS C, HERTSLET, Clerk.

PROSSER’S EXPERIMENTAL RAILWAY AND
BURNETT’S PATENT.

THE attention of Railway Companies,
Builders, and others, is respectfully called by the

Proprietors of Sir William Burnett’s Patent to the Wooden
Bails laid down at Prosser’s Experimental Railway on Wim-
bledon-common

; part of which, having been prepared by
their process, in addition to being effectually preserved from
Dry' Rot, will be found to exhibit all the characteristics of
thoroughly seasoned timber, although only cut down in the
month of May last, and prepared while in a perfectly green
state. Hydraulic apparatus and Tanks. Mill wall, Poplar,
nearly opposite Greenwich ; Offices, 53, King William-
street, London-b ridge.

PROFESSOR KELLER’S POSES PLASTIQUES.

Royal Adelaide gallery.—

T

his
day, and during the week, Professor Keller will

exhibit at the Adelaide Gallery his Grand Tableau Vivans
from the Ancient Masters, which have received so largely the
encomiums of the press. Every morning at half-past three,
and in the evening at nine o’clock. Great efforts have been
made to add to the effects of this exhibition. A variety of

new subjects have been added to those already presented to

the public The Concerts as usual.

Also Pilbrow’s Atmospheric Railway model, with explana-
tory lecture.

Royal polytechnic institu-
tion.—

A

Lecture on the prevalent disease in Po-
tatoes, and the means of extracting the starch as an article

of food, will be delivered by Dr. Ryan, daily, at half-past

Three, and on the Evenings of Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays, at Nine. Lcctures-on the Music of Spain, by Don
Joe dc Ciebra, with Guitar and Vocal Illustrations, on Tues-
days, Thursdays, and Saturdays, at half-past Two o’clock.

Professor Bachhoffner’s varied Lectures, with Experiments,
in one of which he clearly explains the principle of the

Atmospheric Railway, a Model of which is at work daily.

Coleman’s new American Locomotive Engine, for ascending
and descending Inclined Planes. A magnificent collection

of Models of tropical fruits. A new and very beautiful

series of Dissolving Views. New Optical Instruments, &c,
Experiments with the Diver and Diving Bell, &c. &c.

—

Admission, One Shilling. Schools, Half-price.

DAY’S PATENT WINDGUARD, for
ventilating churches, hospitals, factories, theatres,

breweries, malt-houses, club-houses, shops, bed-rooms,
smoking-rooms, school-rooms, nurseries, stables, larders,

kitchens, offices, ships, mines, vaults, tunnels, &c. Also
for preventing down draft

; and is guaranteed to cure all

smoky chimneys caused by wind ; and entirely supersedes

the use of revolving cowls, or any thing moveable or un-
sightly on the tops of chimneys or ventilators.

The object of this invention is to create a draft where
otherwise it would not exist, by the spontaneous action of

the external air. The Windguard forms a pleasing octagonal
pillar, and by its peculiar construction to carry out the prin-

ciple on which it is based, which consists of the wind giving

a disposition for a vacuum within, thereby causing a conti-

nual upward current about equal to the velocity of the wind
at the time acting upon it, which averages about sLx feet per
second thirty days out of thirty-one ;

therefore, will nearly

at all times ensure a continual change of air, being no im-
pediment to spontaneous ventilation, even on a perfectly

calm day. One five feet square will ventilate a building con-

taining upwards of 1,000 persons. The Windguard applied

to ships and steam vessels, in the form of a sky-light, pre-

vents rain or the sea entering within, however boisterous the

weather may be. thereby affording excellent ventilation as

well as light. The Windguard is simply applied for effec-

tually ventilating bed-rooms, nurseries, smoking-rooms,

offices, &c., causing the air of the apartment to be at all

times as pleasant as can be desired. It is fixed at the top.of

the chimney, in addition to which a cast-iron frame and

valve (about one foot area), made to open and shut at plea-

sure, is let into the flue, near the ceiling of the room, to al-

low the constant ascending vitiated air being immediately

carried off. The opening is guarded by a neat Venetian blind

or grating
;
and so powerful is the effect on a windy day that

if a handkerchief be thrown up to the grating, it will remain

there—i. e. if the valve be open. In winter the valve would
be only partially open, to allow the smoke to ascend, but if

the room be found too cold can be entirely closed. The
Windguard applied to the tops of chimneys prevents all an-

noyance from smoke (caused by wind); indeed, where it

does not, nothing else applied at top will (of the same size)

;

care, therefore should be taken to have the proper size ap-

plied. It is simple in its application, reasonable in price,

ornamental in appearance
;
no machinery or anything move-

able in it, therefore, cannot get out of order ; free from

noise or any unpleasantness whatever
;
not liable to choke

up with soot ; no obstacle to the machines used for sweeping

chimneys. May be had of all respectable ironmongers in

town and country ; and may be seen daily in operation,

where its powers and usefulness arc exhibited bv the severest

tests, at THE PATENT VENTILATING WORKS,
COMMERCIAL-ROAD, PIMLICO, LONDON ; where
also maybe seen Mr. G.T. Day’s plans (illustrating the

different applications of his Patent Archimcdian Ventilator

and his Portable Water Apparatus) for effectually Venti-

lating, Warming, and Cooling the Air of Buildings, Ships,

Mines, &c. &c. By the use of these inventions many thou-

sand cubic feet, or any quantity of pure warm or cold air,

can be guaranteed to be continually exchanged per minute,

day and night, winter and summer; thereby insuring, at all

times, free ventilation to the rooms and passages of build-

ings, &c. from the basement to the roof, at the same time in

such a manner as shall not be inconveniently perceptible.

The size of the apparatus depends on the nature and use of

the building and its occupants.
. _

The Patentee has been honoured by his inventions being

applied at the following places :

—

Windsor Castle, Buckingham Palace, St. James’s Palace,

Claremont Palace, Waimer Castle, the Houses of Parliament,

New Conservative Club, White’s Club, Travellers’ Club, Ox-

ford and Cambridge, Parthenon, Wyndham, Army and

Navy, Senior United Service, Junior United Service, Ad-

miralty, British Museum, Somerset House, Custom House,

Mint, Hon. Artillery Company, II. M. Salamander, Trinity

House, Ordnance, Greenwich Hospital, Christ’s Hospital,

Westminster Hospital, Bethlehem Hospital, Surrey Lunatic

Asylum, New Royal Exchange, Mansion House, Goldsmiths’

Hall, Fishmongers’ Hall, Haberdashers’ Hall, Dyers' Hall,

Grocers’ Hall, Armourers’ Hall, Weigh House Meeting-

house, Hanover-square Rooms, Theatre of the Westminster

Literary and Scientific Institution, Grand Cigar Divan,

Strand, Citv Club, and many other Public Buildings m
Town and 'Country, as well as to the Mansions of many
Noblemen and Gentlemen.

Licenses granted for Manufacturing the above. Drawings

and Plans made for Ventilating and Warming Buildings of

every description,

HIP TILES to suit slate roofs in colour;
Ridges, with plain or rebated joints, roll tops, and

vertical ornaments
; drains, many sizes, with plain or socket

joints; paving in squares, hexagons, octagons, &c., dif-

ferent colours
; roofing, in Grecian or Italian styles, other

devices also, or plain
;
conduits, which do not injure pure

water
;
fire-bricks and tiles ; clinkers, and out-door paving

;

sundry wall-coping, garden-borders, chimney-tops; also
tubular and other flues of peculiar material. No agent, but
a dep6t at 22, WH1TEFRIARS-STREET, FLEET-
STREET, LONDON, under Mr. PEAKE’S personal care,

to supply genuine TERllO-METALLIC goods at fuir prices
as per quality; also, additional Stock at No. 4 Wharf, Mac-
clcsfield-strcet, South, City Basin.

The TILERIES, TUNSTALL, STAFFORDSHIRE, are
near the centre of England, whence boats are sent direct to
any inland place

;
or to the Mersey for the coasts, the colo-

nies, and elsewhere.

MOREWOOD AND ROGERS’ PATENT GAL-
VAN1ZED TINNED IRON.

T W. BEALE begs to acquaint the pub-
• lie in general, that he is prepared to lay roofing,

plain or corrugated, and fix pipes, gutters. & c. Also every
description of chimney-tops, and venlilating cowls, of this

incorrodible and fireproof metal
;
and that he manufactures

all kinds of baths, as hip, shower, slipper, Roman, open, and
sponging-haths

;
also toilet-cans ana pails, slop-pails, coal-

scuttles, cash and deed-boxes, and fireproof safes of every
description, 10 per cent, cheaper than any other house in

London. An experienced workman sent to any part of the
kingdom. All orders punctually attended to. For particu-
lars, apply to T. W. BEALE, 46, Bridge House-place,
Newington Causeway.

$5y |i?cr

iHajcsty’s

Hoyal
HettM* patent.

MOREWOOD and ROGER’S PATENT
GALVANIZED TINNED METAL. — This article

was at first sold under the name of Galvanised Tin Plates, but
the Patentees finding that the public, in some instances, over-

looking the word Tin, confounded the article with Galvanised

Iron, and that the character of their metal has thereby sus-

tained injury, are desirous of giving it a name so distinctive as

to prevent such mistakes, and consequent disappointment to

purchasers in future. They therefore respectfully request

purchasers to inquire for MOREWOOD and ROGER’S
PATENT GALVANIZED TINNED IRON. In order to

enable the public readily and at first sight to distinguish

between the two metals, it may be well to inform them,
that Galvanised Iron has a plain zinc-like appearance,

while M. and R.’s Patent Galvanized Tinned Iron has a

smooth crystalline surface.

MOREWOOD and ROGER’S PATENT GALVA-
NIZED TINNED IRON, Patronized by the Admiralty

and the Honourable Board of Ordnance, being extensively

used in her Majesty’s Dock-yards, at the Tower, and

elsewhere, for every variety of Roofing, and other purposes,

where a strong, light, cheap, and durable material is re-

quired.

It has been found by experience that this article is beyond
all comparison superior to zinc ;

possessing, as it does,

all the advantages arising from the strength and firmness of

iron, combined with perfect immunity from rust; whilst it

is free from the very serious objection which applies to zinc,

viz. its contraction and expansion, consequent upon every

change of temperature, and from which circumstance leakage

must of course result.

This material is not likely to be destroyed by fire, as is the

case with zinc and lead, which melt and run down, thus

freely admitting fresh air to the fire, and causing it to burn
more fiercely. It is, therefore, obviously well adapted for

all the purposes above-named, and most importantly so,

when there is the possibility of fire. It is also peculiarly

suitable for chimney-tops, gutters, spouting, and out-door

work generally, possessing the strength of iron, without its

liability to corrosion. It is by far the most economical metal

roofing that can be obtained, in consequence of its strength,

as it may be laid without boards, and upon the lightest

rafters.

This mode of preserving metal from rust does not only ap-

ply to sheet-iron, but also to manufactured iron in any form,

as bolts, nuts, hinges, nails, &c. &c.

For full Particulars apply to S. HOLLAND, 34, Graee-

churcli-street.

PREVENTION OF SMOKE AND SAVING OF
FUEL.

COUPLAND'S PATENT FURNACE
is confidently submitted to the public, as combining

in an eminent degree the two great advantages of preventing

smoke and saving fuel. The furnace is very simple, and is

alike adapted for the boilersof land and marine engines, and

for all purposes where a furnace is required. By its use

smoke is altogether prevented, and the saving of fuel is, with

the ordinary coals used for furnaces, about 20 per cent.

;

but when small coals or screenings arc used (for the burn-

ing’ of which the furnace is well adapted), the saving is

much greater. The proprietors of steam-boats will find the

furnace well suited to their boilers, and as with it smoke is

prevented, the nuisance and annoyance thereof to passenger*

will be avoided.

“ We have been favoured with the inspection of Mr.

Coupland’s furnace for the prevention of smoke and saving

of fuel
;
and we must confess that, whatever merits may be

possessed by the numerous plans which have been brought

forward (and we have seen them nearly all), our opinion is,

that Mr. Coupland has achieved whnt none of them ever

achieved before— not the Consumption of smoke, for there

is none to consume—but the complete and thorough oxida-

tion of the fuel, none of it going off instreams of solid carbon,

but in those invisible gases, the result of perfect combustion,

viz. carbonic and sulphurous acids, the vapour of water, &c.

_ The simplicity of the machinery for perform-

ing the necessary operation is another recommendation in

favour of this plan ;
it does not require any power from the

engine, but is merely a hand operation, performed with the

greatest ease
;
and the machinery is quite away from the

action of the fire. . . We cannot help thinking, if

a commission is appointed by Parliament to ascertain and

report on the best smoke-consuming (as it is termed) fur-

nace the one under notice must be successful.”—Mining
Journal, July 19, 1845.

The Furnace may be seen in operation on Mondays and
Thursdays, between Ten and Four, at the Manufactory of

Mr. COUPLAND, Pond-yard, Bankside, Southwark, (near

Southwark-bridge), of whom a Prospectus and further in-

formation may be obtained.
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PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS-

Always on sale, a large as-
sortment of DRV PREPARED FLOOR-

a J ING BOARDS and MATCHED BOARDING of all

ta 2 planed to a parallel width and thickness, from
“

ft. 4 inch to li inch thick. Rough Boarding for Flats.

•« TIMBER, DEALS, OAK PLANKS, SCANTLINGS,
SASH SILLS, &c.

Apply at W. CLEAVE’S Timber Yard, Smith-street,

Westminster.

PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS.

Always on sale at a. rosltng’s,
SOUTHWARK-B RIDGE-WHARF, BANKSIDE,

and Old- Barge-Wharf, Upper Ground-street, Blackfriars,

a very large stock of well-seasoned Floor Boards of every

variety.

A. R., in calling the attention of builders and consumers,

confidently presumes on his being able to supply them on

such advantageous terms, as will ensure and merit their

favours and approbation.

SAW MILLS, GILLINGHAM-STREET, PIMLICO.

TIMBER of any Size, plank, deals,
and BATTENS, Sec. Sawn on the most approved

principle. Boards, &c., Prepared, Matched, and Grooved,
by Muir's Patent Machinery. The Mills have all the advan-
tages of navigation and water-carriage, being connected with
the Thames by the Grosvenor-canal. Goods fetched from
the docks and carted home free of charge.

Address to HENRY SOUTHAM,
Saw Mills,

Gillingham-street, Pimlico.

The general wood cutting
COMPANY, TIMBER and DEAL SAWING and

PLANING MILLS, Belvedere-road, Lambeth, near Water-
loo-bridgc.—SAWING in all its branches executed with the
greatest precision and despatch. PLANING by the most
approved Machinery, reducing the Boards to a parallel width
and thickness, and grooving or matching with undeviating
accuracy. The operation economizes time, money, and
material.

PAYNE’S PATENT PROCESS FOR THE PRESER-
VATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF TIMBER, Sec.

PAT NE and LODER beg; to invite the at-
tention of Engineers, Railway Companies, Architects,

and others to the above process, and to state that thev are
prepared to erect the necessary apparatus in any part of the
United Kingdom where the quantity is sufficiently large to
cover the outlay of its removal.

Further particulars can be obtained at Whitchall-Wharf
Cannon-row, Westminster, or at their other stations, Fleet-
wood-on-Wyre, Lancashire

j
Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire

;

Union-Wharf, Southampton
;
and Guildford, Surrey.

I
N Warming; Churches and Chapels, DAY
and JOYCE’S PATENT STOVES havebeen found to

answer the purpose where others tried have failed of their
efficacy : will be forwarded by post, or otherwise. These
stoves will render the atmosphere of a church, or chapel, or
other large building, most agreeably warm, without pro-
ducing unwholesome vapour, or injuring the vital quality of
the air. The Patentees are prepared to supply them on the
shortest notice. They may bo inspected at the manufactory,
1 13, London Wall.

PATENT PORTABLE SUSPENSION STOVES.

More than four thousand of
these STOVES were sold during the first season

—

the winter of 1844-45—so decidedly did the public sanction
their distinguishing principle, by which a genial heat and a
pure atmosphere arc secured and combined.—They are now
ready for delivery, of all sizes, from 19s. and upwards, at
GEORGE and JOHN DEANES, opening to the Monu-
ment, 46, King William-street, London-bridge.

WILSON'S PATENT VENTILA-
TING SPIRAL CHIMNEY POT, for the cure

of smoky chimneys (manufactured by J. PORTER), is the
ONLY article for the purpose which assists the draft of
the chimney by an external propelling power. Upwards of
fifty have been recently fixed on the chimneys of Bucking-
ham Palace, and several on Windsor Castle, with great suc-
cess. This Chimney-pot is not only the best and most ef-
fectual ever invented for the purpose named, but stands un-
rivalled in its ornamental appearance. The public may be
supplied with the above useful article by any of the respect-
able ironmongers, or at the sole manufactory, Southwark-
bridge Iron Roofing Works.
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BUILDERS' AND CARPENTERS' IBOMIHOHOESIT WAREHOUSE.
IHE Proprietor of this Establishment has, by his connections with the most extensiveJ. Manufactories, .elected the largest ami best-.uited Stock of Builders’ Ironmongery vet offered to notice ft aever, article Ironmongery suited to Building purposes, such a. Locks, Nails, SerfJ? Ld „Sy f

“
fittmps, finishing, and decoration, also ltain Water Pipe, Sash Weights, and all kind, of Casting, aTd cOTbim, fhrinlentirely new) all modern improvements in principle and design. The Prices throughout . even in the mn.i

T
““.“V uecorauuu

; aiso itain water ..p, oaoa uuu tin mnus 01 castentirely new) all modern improvements in principle and design. The Prices throughout, even in"he most'mlmitVnrtlril?have been the object of the strictest economical consideration, tlic profit of the undertaking being anticipated onlv hvnlarge return. From this Stock every article may be selected, exactly adapted for its intended use of anv remindquality or quantity, at a moment’s notice, and Catalogues of Prices had, per post (on prepaid application * cnr-kisi™

soUARE°
RD STREET' MANCHESTER SQUARE,

P
LONDON, leaXg from bIkeIJOHN YOUNG, Jun., Proprietor.

pusiiug-sump,, at i«,

STREET, PORTMAN SQUARE.

BRXTiimjIA, IRON, AND ZINC WORKS,
STOVE GRATE, KITCHEN RANGE, AND STEAM-COOKING APPARATUS, MANUFACTORY,

Wholesale, Retail, and Export Ironmongery Warehouse, 174, HIGH HOLBORN,
Established a. d. 1830; universally known by the “ Dust Pan.”

“* ““k KITCH™ BINGES, 4 c., which i.universally allowed to be the most extensive in London.
Bright Register Stoves from 4/. each to 30 guineas.
Best Black Metal do., 7d. 8d. 9d. lOd. is. per inch.
Ditto Ditto Elliptic Do. 3Jd. 4d. per inch.
Cottage Ranges, with Oven and Back Boiler :

2 ft. 8 2 ft. 10 3 ft.
If. 18s. 21. Os. 21. 2s.

Strong Self-acting Kitchen Ranges, with Back Boiler, Oven, Wrought Bars, and Bright Fittings •

„ “.“o Jft. 4 3ft. 6. 3ft. 8 3ft. 10 4<
'•

U
31 ' l*. 3f, 16., OS, if.sash Weights, 7s. per cwt.—Estimates given for every description of Wrought and Cast-iron Work.

VENTILATION.
FAIRS’ PATENT PLATE GLASS VENTILATORS.

THE progressive increase in the use of this invention during a trial of seven years, in which
it has had to contend with many spurious imitations, induces the proprietors to recommend it with the greater con-

fidence to the public generally, and Building Trade in particular, to whom they are now enabled to offer greater inducements
for its adoption.

Full particulars, with tariff of prices, may be obtained on application to FAIRS and Co., at the Manufactory, No. 15,
Gillingham-street, Pimlico; FAIRS, 2, Hanovcr-street, Regent-street; and BUNNETT andCORPE, 26, Lombard-street.

THE PANSLIEh KT © W IEON WORKS,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, 58, BAKER STREET, PORTMAN SQUARE.

A RCHITECTS, BUILDERS, and Others, about to supply STOVES and KITCHEN
APPENDAGES, will find at this Establishment the most unique and elegant assortment of STOVF GRATF*4FENDERS, and FIRE-IRONS ever offered to the Public, at prices considerably below the usualcharges The

Proprietors at the same time beg to invite attention to their extensive Stock of FURNISHING IRONMONGERY
Tinned (topper. Tin and Iron Cooking Vei.oi., Block Tin Dish-Corn., Japanned Ware, Table Cutlery, and
their Sheffield Plate and German Silver Wares, embracing every Article suitable for the Table, comprising Dish and Platp
Covers, Liquor Frames, Epergnes, Sec. Sec. The plan adopted by the ProDrietors of affixing the price to each article

cash, enables all purchasers to have the same advantage. The Patent Thermo Stove is iu daily operation. THORppALLOWS & COMPANY, 68, Baker-street, Portman-square, London.
y operation, ihukpe,
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KTO. CXI.IV.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1845,

IHEN the Common Council

of the City of London de-

cided, a few weeks ago, on

appropri ati ng 20,000/. a year

for twenty years, out of the

coal duties, for improve-
ents in the various thoroughfares of the city,

id other public works, the best mode of ap-

ying this sum was discussed out of doors,
ne party urged that the total amount should
once be made available, and improvement
effected on a grand scale

;
and the other,

at so far from absorbing the sum obtainable

the mortgage of this 20,000/. a year, in some
mense achievement, steps should be taken

prevent the committee from spending more
in the year’s income in anyone twelvemonth.
Everybody,” said the Morning Herald,
cing the latter view of the question, “ can
derstand the difference between splendour
d comfort. We are not saying that the
itropolis of England should not aim at mag-
icence; but we do say, that if every thing
it can be raised is to be spent in the main
'roughfares, so as not to leave an available
Hing the clearing away of a noisome
jy, or the widening of an impassable lane,

; result will be—that which we all lament
thout being able to cure— that magnificence
1 misery, luxury and squalid wretchedness,
!1 be for ever found dwelling in the nearest
ighbourhood.”
‘ It need not be feared that in this way im-
>vement would proceed at a tardy pace. A
n of 20,000/., in minor improvements, would
a great deal. One year’s income would
bably complete the improvement lately com-
nced in I etter-lane. A second would break
ough from the site of the Fleet-prison into
Old Bailey. A third might open a road
m Farringdon-street into Fetter-lane; and
ourth would carry that road on into Chan-
y-lane.”

he writer then asks the members of the
poration to look round their own neighbour-
ids, and see whether each ward in the city
not require some minor, but important,
movement, which a grant of 10,000/. or
)00/. would easily effect. “And if they
this to be the case, let them determine,
to lavish the whole capital away (by a
tagage) on some one new street; but to

p the income always in hand, yearly ac-
ing, never forestalled, but always dispos-
! for real practical use, in those many ne-
ary improvements which every part of the
requires.”

he committee, to whom the question was
rred by the common council, brought up
r report on Monday last, and from this
ould seem that the course urged by the
nal in question is to he pursued. The re-
; states that the committee “ thought it de-
ble that some improvement should be car-
into effect in the next year, and they had
cted two plans which they considered
Id be great improvements and beneficial to
inhabitants of the city of London—one for
ling a street from the south end of Water-
, now called Blackfriars-street

; and the
r in the Old Bailey, from the south side
he New-inn to the south side of Prujean-

square; and they recommended that they
should be empowered to give the necessary
notices of an application to parliament for an
act to carry the same into effect.”

Now, with the greatest respect for the com-
mon council, we are compelled to dissent, in the
strongest terms, from such a mode of com-
mencing the discharge of the trust committed
to them. If the improvement of London be
attempted in this way, it must inevitably prove
a failure; half the money will be wasted,
and discredit, instead of glory, be the result.

They have now the opportunity of render-
ing London the grandest and most convenient
city in the world,—of cleansing, opening,
connecting, and adorning its thoroughfares, of
improving the arts, and handing down to pos-
terity proots of the opulence, knowledge, and
taste of the nineteenth century. This, how-
ever, is not to be done by bit-by-bit, chandler's-
shop dealings,—opening a back street here,
taking off a corner there

; knocking down one
house in the north, and two in the south,
without reference to some general plan, and a
view to the ultimate result of the whole.
We see no reason to urge, the immediate

realization of the whole sum proposed to be
expended by the city in twenty years, but we
do most strenuously call on the Committee to

proceed as if this sum were in their hands for
immediate disposal

;

to view the subject in a
comprehensive manner; to see that every
thing that is done be a part of a whole

;
and,

overlooking merely local demands and personal
claims, work out steadily a well-considered
and settled scheme of improvement.
To obtain this, they should call to their as-

sistance the first talent in the country; careful
surveys should be made, and a general plan
laid down, to which all private projects should
be made to conform. At present there is not
even a correct map of the metropolis, although
Sir Robert Peel admitted its necessity several
years ago, and promised that it should be
made fdrthwith by the proper department. If
this were now called for by the Common
Council, it would probably be proceeded with
forthwith; its paramount importance will be
admitted at once, by all who have given atten
tion to the subject.

In an “Account of the proposed improve-
ments of the western part of London,” by
Mr. J. White, published in 1815, a copy of a
treasury minute, dated July 1793, is given;
wherein the surveyor-general of Crown lands
recommends, that “before agreeing to any
proposal for the alteration or disposal of any
part of Marylebone Park, a general plan
should be formed for the improvement of the
whole of it, lest such partial alteration should
afterwards he found inconsistent with what
should he deemed most for the benefit of the
Crown:' He further proposed that certain
plans should be lithographed and sent to
architects, and some “considerable reward”
given to the person who should produce such
a plan as may be adopted. The Lords agreed
to the report, and directed the offer of a
reward not exceeding 1,000/. for the plan.
To what extent the offer was made known,
and what was the result, does not appear.

Surely, however, this minute should be an
admonition to the city authorities. In the dis-

cussion on the report that has led to our re-
ports, and which, it must be mentioned, was
ultimately agreed to by a large majority, it was
insisted that the improvements referred to in it,

could be effected without any considerable
outlay, “and would be the most judicious pre-

cursors of the extensive changes which must
rapidly take place.” Why, who in the court

will venture to deny, till the whole question of
city improvement has been competently inves-
tigated, that the two streets now proposed to
be formed, may require to be pulled down
within five or six years, in order to carry out
some general plan, or worse still, through dis-
like to removing what has been recently put
up, may prevent the consummation of a com-
prehensive and efficient scheme ? Indeed,
remembering the decision to which the court
came on the same day, as regards railway
termini in Farringdon-street, it seems nearly
certain that this must actually be the case.

OPENING MEETING OF INSTITUTE OF
BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

On Monday evening last the members of
the Institute assembled to commence a new
session

;
Mr. Tite, vice-president, in the chair.

Amongst numerous donations announced were
some works on Norwegian Antiquities, from
the University of Christiana (with a very nice
letter), and the concluding part of Mr. Owen
Jones’s fine work on the Alhambra—a work
unequalled for beauty and costliness.
The chairman said it was customary for the

president of the first meeting, to allude to the
circumstances connected with architecture that
had occurred during the recess, and he much
wished the duty had fallen into abler hands. He
was glad to say they were commencing the season
well, the funds were increasing, and their con-
nections extending. The principal difficulty,
as they were aware, was to obtain papers and
induce discussions,—adifficulty, however, which
was not confined to them, but was found in all
the societies. 1 he latter he considered of
great importance:—“ Iron sharpeneth iron, so
doth the wit of man his friend.” It was de-
sirable for men to rid themselves of mauvaise
honte, and afford others the benefit of their ex-
perience. He would ask all to contribute a
little

;
if they would do this, every evening of

meeting would be spent not merely pleasantly
but usefully. Since lie last met them, he had
twice visited the capital of France, and he con-
sidered it his duty to say how much they were
doing there, not only to increase the elegance of
the city, but its comfort, particularly by the con-
struction of broad open streets, and goed
drains. The magnificence of the modern ar-
chitecture was very striking, and was not
confined to churches, but extended to the
dwelling houses. The French architects
had an advantage in the custom which
prevailed there, of several families living
in the same building, on different stories; this
gave them larger masses to deal with than
architects in England had. He then alluded
to some of the principal public buildings lately
completed there, the church of St. Vincent de
Paul, Notre Dame de Lorrette, and the Hotel
de Ville. Of the former building, already
described in T iie Builder,* he spoke at some
length. On this 1(13,000/. had been spent.
The stained glass there, was the best modern
glass he had ever seen. The remembrance of
these churches led him to express a desire felt
by many of the elder members of the profes-
sion, that during the prevalence of the present
fashion, as he would call it, for Gothic archi-
tecture, we should not overlook the effects that
may be produced by classic architecture. The
speaker then alluded to the melancholy death
of Mr. Basevi, and sketched the principal
events of his life, as already put forth in our
pages.

Mr. Poynter, in continuation of the chair-
man’s remarks on works in Paris, described
the coloured decorations of the Ste. Chapelle,
now completed, as the most perfect he had ever
seen. In England, some detestable effects had
been produced by the use of heavy colours, but
there, from the manner in which all was de-
tailed and relieved, the appearance was admi-
rable. All the mullions and shafts, of Vermil-
lion or green, were covered with fine lines of
gold, beautifully embossed. Every leaf and
piece of foliage had a sharp black line round
it, by which the effect was greatly im-
proved. The vaulting (a deep blue, covered
with stars) was not so satisfactory; still they
had authority for all. It was worth remem-
bering, that, when first constructed, this and
St. Stephen’s Chapel, London, were decorated

* See page 3 ante.
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in rivalry. Of the stained glass at St. Vincent

good art. The rained gl^at
de8cr

.

bed ^
recentlydetestable. The speakei

monument for the Orleans am
\jl , . ,

erected at Drcox, in Normandy, ot which

JZ pnnravinff in Thk Bmtn.s, in June
P”-

“"it Xorifinairy of Italian character,

and was afterwards made Gothic,—and al-

though the details were bad, and the connection

of the two styles not made artistically, the

o-eneral effect was good. The execution of the

sculptured decorations was beautiful
;

it was

in this respect the French far excelled us.

Mr. E. Trotman then read a very able paper

on the economical application of Gothic archi-

tecture to modern domestic purposes, illus-

trated by a large number of sketches. No
one, he said, had yet fully urged the proposi-

tion included in the title of his paper. A few

years ago the Gothic style was looked at as too

expensive even for churches
;
he felt satisfied the

more closely it was studied, down to the time

of Wolsey’s fall, the more clearly its econo-

mical application would become evident. He
did not mean what he would term “ Watering-

place Gothic,” of gables, pinnacles, crocketts,

and decorations without meaning or purpose,

but the actual architecture of our Gothic pro-

genitors. He justly reprobated many of the

Gothic buildings of a few years ago, espe-

cially some of the colleges, where the back

and front, the outside and the in, were per-

fectly -dissimilar, simply a Gothic facing being

thrown on. The negligence, if not ignorance

apparent, shewed that the architect had not>

thought with a gothicised feeling. All should

be in the same spirit, even to the garrets and

cellars. In the buildings of the period

imitated, the same feeling was apparent in the

palace and the cottage. For domestic archi-

tecture, he would not look for earlier models

than works of the late perpendicular period
;

and these were not understood as they ought

to be,— as regarded construction, character,

and ornament. He would point them out for

study. The progress of decay and the

ravages of fire were fast diminishing our

authorities, and no time should be lost in ob-

taining memorials of those that remain. All

seemed to think in imitating Gothic works

that much ornament should be used
:

parts

were broken up merely to produce an effect,

and the greatest pains taken to appear ir-

regular. If we compared such modern gew-

gaws with an old English cottage, the difference

was striking. The pitch of the roof deter-

mined the form of the gables; superabundance

of wood produced the half-timbered houses;

one story overhung the lower in wooden

constructions as protection, and throughout,

picturesqueness was guided by common sense.

For every-day practice the desideratum was,

cheap details. Some architects had taken

their notions from church details
;
he him-

self had done so, but would then recant and

retrace his steps.

Beginning with doors,—they did not require

to be arched headed
;
even in chancel screens

they were often square headed, indeed usually

so. In some, there was no other moulding

than a champher down the outer edge. At
the main external entrances, however, he had

never found square heads. In modern win-

dows, we always looked for stone mullions;

but in ancient examples, of about 1500, plain

lights with deal uprights were general. Where
stone was scarce, moulded bricks were often

used
;

the llye-house, near Hoddesdon, gave

examples. In copings, cheapness and good

effect were constantly combined. He then

proceeded to illustrate internal fittings, and

concluded his paper by urging the importance

of secondary matters in building, which are

too often disregarded.

The Chairman, in conveying the deserved

thanks of the meeting to Mr. Trotman, said,

the results of the investigation that had been

brought before them shewed the good sense of

our ancestors. Nothing was done without a

are, the Chairman expressed an opinion, that

if the ornamental gothic tower, at the Croydon

Atmospheric Railway, had been made to look

like a chimney, as it was, the effect would have

been better.

Mr. Donaldson followed with his usual plea-

santness, and urged, that if every member
would 6end one example of a door or window,

or other detail, easily obtained during their

rambles, a valuable collection would be formed.

In examining ancient buildings, even of the

simplest class, it was impossible to avoid no-

ticing the extremely good taste, without affec-

tation, that prevailed
;

in modern times, the

converse was often the case. He was satis-

fied that good taste depended on good sense.

The meeting W'as then adjourned till the

17th inst.

good reason
;

all decoration grew out of con-

was difficult now to adapt an-

to modern usages. It was no lon-

ent to copy merely, we must think in

rkcktpted. With reference to the ne-

cking things seem to be what they

THE PRESENT STATE OF THE ART-
MUSEUM OF NAPLES.

This Museum surpasses, in many of its de-

partments, the great expectations entertained

of it. The collection of large works in bronze

fills a whole gallery, while other museums
are satisfied if they possess single specimens

of that magnitude. The dancing Faun, the

sitting Mercury, the two youths reclined for-

wards, and who have been taken for disc-

throwers, but are surely wrestlers, in the very

attitude of the beginning contest; the four so-

called Herculanum maidens, shew what an-

tiquity could accomplish in this its manliest

and most noble branch of art—real Plastic.

A short time ago, the collection was en-

riched by a V enus found at Nocera

;

about

half natural size, dressed, up to the hips,

arrangeing her hair with one hand, while

the other held, undoubtedly, a glass. She sur-

passes in correctness and gracefulness of

form, and sweetness of expression, every

thing else in this, albeit richest collection.

The smaller bronzes are endlessly rich in

ancient utensils, less so in figures.

The collection of marbles contains, amongst a

great completeness of specimens, about twenty,

which can doubtless, range amongst the works

of first rank—the very ancient combating

—

Diana, with traces of red painting in the

drapery and gilding in the tresses; the com-
bating Pallas in a more advanced, but still

archaic style; a group, hitherto supposed that

of Orestes and Electra, but perhaps represent-

ing Venus and Mars, in which from out of the

compactness of limb of primordial art, the

already complete perfection of Plastic is pierc-

ing. Then follows the wonderful figure of

the Venus of Capua, a later copy of that of

Melos, of the same beauty, but more finely

worked than the latter— spoiled as to ef-

fect, however, by the Amor made of Paris-

plaster, which, instead of the Mars, properly

belonging to her, has been placed by her side
;

an incomparable Torso of a Bacchus
;
a Mi-

nerva, the finest we have ever seen ;* the Faun

who carries a Bacchus-lad on his shoulders; a

Venus formed after that of Knidos, almost

equalling that of Medicis ;
the lad encompassed

and carried by a dolphin
;
the group of Pan

and the young Satyr, whom he teaches to play

the flutef—the latter, in thecabineto reservato

(the reserved room). Then follow the relievos

of Orpheus and Eurydice, of Paris and Helen,

and the three famous works of the Farnese

collection,— Flora, Hercules, and the group

of Dirce. This Hite also has been of late

enriched by a new acquisition. It represents

a Nereide sitting on a sea monster, found at

Puzzuoli— the figure is of extreme graceful-

ness and fineness of form. It has most pro-

bably belonged to an array of Nereides, which
were represented carrying the arms of

Achilles — a representation recurring on several

other relievos, which exhibit a figure quite re-

sembling the above. According to those

relievos, she ought to be restored with her

hand holding up the helmet of Achilles, which

is here broken off.

The collection of terracottas was found

much under our expectation, as far as figures

are concerned, and most of the delicate things

may have been dispersed. The intaglios, on

the other hand, have been surprisingly enriched

by the Cameos of the Farnese collection. It

is here also, where is to be seen that grea’

famous cup of one piece of sardonyx, on thil

outer side of which the head of Medusa, on

the inner a hitherto not quite explained scenii

are engraven— still, we think, that it symbok
izes the occupation of Egypt by Alexandei

the Great. The diameter of this splendid

show-piece is a full span, and nearly two inches

deep. A few vears back a vase of blue glass

and white encausted figures}: was added, from

Pompeii, which represents a very pleasinji

Bacchic scene of a vintage, and a repast o

Amorines—the delicacy of execution, howeven

is inferior.

In the collection of modern plastic works!

we were surprised by a specimen of thi

greatest importance of Michael Angelo. I

is a bust of Pope Paul III., of exceedingl;

spirited character and life-full execution-,

from whose form bursts forth the comprehen

sive, deep-minded, and at the same time subtl

and cunning character of this commandini

senile. The worth of the bust is still increase:

by the pontifical garment, which descends o

tlie neck and shoulders, ornamented byallegori

relievos, representing the achievements of tin

Pope in church and politics, and which breath

the very mind of M. Angelo— although ven

aged at that period. W e shall not dilate on tin

treasures of the Picture Gallery, which, besido

an array of real art-specimens, paintings 1

Gian Bellini, Pietro Perugino, Raphael, Co
reggio, and Titian— contains also the inastei

of the old-Neapolitan school, and those subso

quently issued from that of the great Urh
nite, all in great number and significance

specimens. A Madonna, marked as a work »

Pietro Perugino, seems to point at Raphael

his period of transition. The Madonna is tl

true prototype of that represented by him

the Milan Sposalizio, and those little figun

standing somewhat behind, are entirely in tl

character of Raphael, as it shewed itsi

shortly after his leaving the pupilage

Perugino. We like also to mention a

other Madonna of Raphael, which we foui

in the Palace of Principe Terranuova. T
picture contains, besides the Virgin and t

Christ-child, two other lads, John the Bapt

and Evangelist, and it belongs to the seem

Florentine epoch of the great artist. By t

completebeauty and suavity of execution, by t

colouring, at the same time powerful and bea

teous, and that Raphcclcan hue of expressi

—the very' breath of his noble mind— it m
be taken as one of the most striking works;

that transition-period of the great master,:

which he impressed on his cieations the ul

mate stamp of beauty and life; when, in fii

he was called to Rome, to execute works

the highest order, and in which he attair

* See page 2/0 ante.

• Our apology for copying this long list of statues is

asy one. Few casts, if anv, of these splendid figures 1

0 be f
“ " ’ " "

to be found in our national collections, although they ought

t Most of our readers know that the National Gallery

possesses a splendid little picture on the same subject, by

the highest attainable by man—the sublim

[From German sources.

\

j. :

BATHS AND WASH-HOUSES FOR THE I

BOUR1NG CLASSES IN ST. PANCRAS

A notice of the establishment of th:

baths appeared a short time since in this joj

nal (p. 470, ante). The building, which

one story in height, occupies nearly three si:

of the square, at the foot of the reservoir

the New River Company, in the Hampstei

road. It stands immediately behind the •

blank wall, the entrance being in Geor

street, Euston-square
;

and the cost will

little short of 2,000/. The range of buildi

is about 12 feet in width, and 800 in exti

The entrance is by a long passage, at the e

of which is a committee-room and five vap

baths. The passage leads into a receivi'

room. To the left of this are twenty-two c<

partments for men’s baths, each of which 1

be either cold, warm, or shower, at the opty

of the bather. The baths are made of slf

with which each room is floored and lid

The rooms are well ventilated by

conical light, working by pullies and weig

At the end of these will be two swimmii

baths, 60 feet by 21 feet, with separate,

trances : they will be charged two-pence .

To the left of the receivisix-pence.

room are the womens’ baths, some 1

them being fitted up in a superior

Beyond these, having a distinct door of.

trance, without passing through^ the 1

room, is the washing department. This ri

is divided into compartments by slate pi]

* This seems to be a pendant to our Portland vase, ,

*taaTiaa
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tions, which are to be raised still higher than
they are at present

;
and, when the room is

under the superintendence of the matron, the
different parties will be strictly private, and
one of the objections, often brought against
the scheme, avoided. Each compartment con-
tains a double tub, the larger portion of which
is intended for washing in, and the smaller,
by means of a jet of steam, which will keep
the water in a boiling state, to be made to
answer the purpose of a copper. A slab of
slate is laid in front of the tubs, which will
receive the clothes as they are washed. In the
published plan, which may be obtained at the
building, the washing-room extends round the
side of the square, containing in all sixty-four
Jouble tubs; but we believe, that certain alte-
rations have been made in the plan, by which
:he accommodation is extended. At the angle,
five coppers are shewn for boiling linen. An
apparatus for wringing clothes is shewn on
he premises, but there are extensive drying
ilosets, and near them a table for ironing.
Phese rooms occupy the extremity of the
milding; and near this point is the door of
ixit. I he use of the double washing tub,
vith ample supply of hot and cold water, of
he coppers, drying-room, and ironing appa-
atus, will be charged for at the rate of one
jenny for three hours. Mangling, as it might
lestroy the means of livelihood of manv per-
ons, will not be afforded. It has bee'n ob-
ected to the plan, that many of the garments
I'ould not be free from vermin, and that they
light infect others

;
it is therefore necessary

0 state, that passing a current of hot air
lirough the clothes, at a certain temperature,
s a most powerful disinfecting process, which
dll entirely destroy the means of contamina-
on.

In examining this building, we saw with
ime regret, that a mode of construction was
dopted in several respects injudicious. In a
uilding to cost 2,000/., indeed in anv building,
lund construction is always the cheapest. We
elieve, there is no architect at present en-
aged, the committee deeming his superintend-
ice would entail unnecessary expense. Poor
?ople always live at the dearest rate, and half
ie people who build, achieve it at a similar
epensive outlay. Unstable building, and
iture annual disbursement are not thought of
; the commencement, but are soon painfully
udent. In the present case, we regretted to
id, that the framing of all the partitions was
)t constructed in the best manner, that
ists, which support them, were bedded upon
ocks, or bricks — instead of continuous
?epers, and that they were at one end in-
rted in a wall, without any continuous sup-
|rt 5 a bit of slate under each joist is a
iserable substitute. The joists are of old
ip timber

, and are about 2 feet 6 inches apart,
the width of the slate flooring, which they
pport. The provision for draining the
ound, behind the wall placed against the foot
the hill, is scarcely satisfactory

; every pre-
Lition should be taken on such a site. It
ly remains to be stated, that the different
ims are lighted by windows in the ceiling,
close beneath it; that ventilation is provided
by openings in the roof, and that the timbers
1 open, and stained with asphalte, as a
itection from the steam, anil that the
ole is slated. The place is open to inspec-
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which suddenly inflating the pipes, their sides
impinge upon two drums, or large wooden
rollers, pressing upon them, which are by that
means set in motion, and these being fixed by
simple mechanism to the carriage above, carry
it oft with astonishing velocity, the conductor
at the same time retaining a control of the
movement.
1 he action, it will be seen, is that of thewedge

; two or three superficial objections to
the mooe of applying power occur to us at the
moment, sufficient to prevent us from express-
ing any opinion upon it at first sight, but cer-
tain it is that by the model exhibited, great
speed is obtained, and very little air used.

THE INTELLECTUAL IMPROVEMENT
OF OUR OPERATIVES.

AV APPLICATION OF AIR AS MOTIVE
POWER.

\ p.ithnt mode of working a railway,
?raed so safe by its conductors, that the
npany who adopt it, propose to make every
tet issued a policy of insurance upon the
of the passenger, so that in the event of
ident, or death, he or his representatives
1 have a claim of so much a year upon the
ipany for life, demands consideration. The
ject alluded to is the invention of Mr.
.•hels, and is a new application of air as a
tive power. A model has been laid down
Messrs. Keene’s premises in the York-

d, and is in daily operation. It works by
»ns of condensed air, instead of an ordinary
losphere against a vacuum, and the arrange-
lt is novel. A tube, with air-tight com-
isible sides, and a partition down thefmiddle
it, so as in reality to form two tubes, is

in the centre of the line between the rails.
>ngly compressed air is admitted into this*

Sie,—

Y

our correspondent, of the 4th inst.,A Journeyman Carpenter, makes the following
reouest : -“\Vhatare we to do ?” Ashe has
alluded to iny remarks, of the 4th inst.,
in J HE Buii.der, I will endeavour to offer
an answer to his request. In the first place, I
wil make a few extracts from my “Address
t0

v'cfQo
a"ufac

!
urers, &c.,” which I published

in 1838, to induce the manufacturers and the
legislature to establish schools of art, on a
true foundation. Now, as there is no true ar-
tistic school established, it is evident that
neither the one nor the other have that know-
edge of the subject—the due cultivation of
lie faculties tor the arts—which thevou»ht to
have, or they would have established, long be-
fore this, such schools for artistic instruction
as the artisans of this nation should and are
entitled to have; and if both parties knew
their own interest, they would not have ne-
glected the important duty they were long ago
called upon to perform; the master maim-
facturers would have had more skilful ar-
tisans, and have stood unrivalled in every ex-
cellence that mind, handicraft, and machinery
could produce, and the legislature would have
made, by its wisdom, an intellectual and grate-
ful people, capable of appreciating its legisla-
torial labours. In the first page of my address
above alluded to, are the following remarks:—We know that no two human beings have
ever been seen exactly to resemble each other
in body or mind, and yet we conclude that
mankind should think and act alike, and
equally agree on all subjects whatsoever. In
the belief of this, we are continually establish-
ing schools of education for the purpose of
making all equally informed; but what is the
result ? Any thing but what it ought to be,”
and, in page 2: “Throughout the whole of
nature, variety is a striking feature. In plants
and flowers, as regards their forms and colours
how often is it stated, in those qualities there
is no difference. No one ever saw two roses or
two blades of grass alike, or one pea perfectly
corresponding with another. Knowing this
and that the highest of animated beings m the
scale of intellect vary as much as the lowest
order of the animal kingdom, we ought not
to be surprised at the failure of the present
educational systems, as they do not embrace a
legitimate exercise of the faculties for the arts,
and are consequently unsuited to the nature of
the human mind,” &c. Pages 3 to 11:—“How often has it been said that genius is
buried in cellars and attics, and yet no one
found to relieve it from that thraldom. But
it a national system of education be soundly
established, and based entirely upon a thorough
knowledge of human nature, we should then
have no genius wasted, no faculty lost, and
the whole power of the human mind turned to
good account. We should then sec this na-
tion rise in the greatest of all her resources

—

manufactures—and which it is at present so
much in need of. Our manufactures have long
been defective, through the arts being at such
an immeasurable distance from them. The
designs which constitute the ornamental part
of our goods being imitative instead of inven-
the, keep us in the back ground, and lower us
into the degraded state of servile imitators, of
which no nation in the scale of intellect should
ever allow itself to be. To raise ourselves,
then, from this state of degradation, schools of
art should be established in every city and
manufacturing town throughout the United
Kingdom, that the rising generation may no
longer be excluded from that source out of
which so much valuable knowledge springs.

Such schools of art should be formed for theW° the wide field of nature,that the true foundation maybe laid in theyouthful mind, when the only materials for
" e '1' “rra

!>S<!|nnnts and combinations
ill be received quickly, and permanently heldand so an endless store of information will beaid up m their minds for design-original

thinking and invention.

fMlL°f
br

i

lng
i

y0Uth of different capacities to the
fullest development of their peculiar powers
will be more or less successful, according as
their instructors are men of intelligence, ofenl ghtened minds, and well informed on that

',
hat they undertake to demon-

strate. Artificiahste will be worse than use-
ess, as they will worry the minds of their

nste? rT
1

!

1 "’ornout
’ hackneyed notions,

instead of bringing to view nature's ever-varv-

befto^
’ which she ia al" a

J'
s

On the supposition that men who have been
active observers of nature, and well able to
demonstrate that which they undertake to do,
i .1 be appointed, the mechanic will be raised
n the scale of art, and have the power of de-
lineating naturally all that he may contem-
plate constructing, and become a producer ofgood forms, instead of those of common-
place, which we too often see in every kind of
manufacture, &c.

J

The instruction of our youth, to fit them as
designers and artisans, should be conveyed bvho demonstrators, by drawing on the black
hoard, all the rules for producing the object
required on a large scale, that all the students
may see them at one and the same time.
L his mode of conveying the information must
be carried through from the rules of art-such
as the construction of the geometrical pro-
blems, to the perspective appearances of na-
ture s productions in the vegetable aud animal
kingdom ;— shewing to the whole class the
value of the rules in their application to all
objects that are required to be drawn. De-
monstrations of anatomy, of botany, chemistry,
mechanics, and as much more of natural phi-'
losophy as can be obtained from the in-
structors, will be of the greatest consequence to
the students intended for designers, as well as
to artisans. Architecture, in its varied styles,
must be explained, and its fitness for the pur-
poses required, making that the first point for
consideration in building, as well as its adapta-
tion in form to the features that surround itvuuvouilUUIIU 11.
As all knowledge must take its rise in

nature, we should no longer have recourse to
art that is, the notions of others of the things
we wish to be informed upon, instead of the
things themselves, and which are within the
reach of every one. Why should not our
rising youth be directed to the fountain-head,
and become original thinkers, instead of havin°-
the works of others placed before them for
imitation ? If the works of the ancient
masters, as painting, sculpture, and architec-
ture, stand supremely high in every variety of
natural representation, should not that be a
sufficientreason for directing our youth to do as
they did, aud become active observers in na-
ture’s boundless field, instead of being imitators
of all sorts ot art, much of which is of no use
whatever, and indeed highly injurious. This
round-about way of endeavouring to acquire
knowledge should be immdiately given up, and
decryed in every part of the kingdom as being
quite unworthy of this great nation. I do not
wish it to be understood that engraved imita-
tions of fine art in painting, sculpture, and
architecture, are to be kept from the student's
view—far from it

;
for works of art of that

kind should be in every school establishment 4

that the labours of great minds may be seen,
but not to be placed as examples to be studied
from, as that would be sure to bias the mind,
and dispose it to copy, instead of gathering new
materials for original works.
There is one point, above all, that I con-

sider to be of the utmost importance in the
instruction of youth as regards design, and
that is, the greatest caie should be taken by
the instructors not to enforce their notions, or
any others, of design, on their pupils, as that
would have a tendency to destroy the peculiar
combinations, arrangements, contrivances, and
other qualities of the varied minds of the
students, and thus arrest the progress of origi-
nality. There is nothing more mischievous
than to endeavour to ingraft the peculiarities of
one mind on tli&t of another, which may no
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only be dissimilar, and quite unfit to receive

them, but may be so differently organized as

not to be able to receive them, however goo

they may be, but if wisely directed would pro-

duce, by its own original ideas, designs equ-d y

as beautiful and extraordinary as those of i s

instructors. The instructors should she* hmv

far natural forms and colours may be ar-

ranged, combined, and contrived, m every

variety of way, to accomp ish the design re-

quired
;
and when those of the ancients may be

thought necessary, to refer to for a ptinciple,

and to ascertain the use they made ot the like

materials, so far it would be well
;
but they

should not be brought forward for imitation.

On this part of artistic instruction much more

may be said, but that must be hereafter and

elsewhere.” ... c
The journeyman carpenter s inquiry ot

“ What are we to do? ” is in some degree an-

swered by the above extracts from my address.

He and our artisans will see what ought to

be done for them
;
and I would further state,

that the school which should be established

for them ought to be upon the soundest foun-

dation, and the most efficient instructors should

be obtained, if possible. It will be of no use

to set up such artificial concerns, for so valu-

able a class of men as our operatives, as we

have already. They are attended with too

great a loss of time and mind for artisans to

endure
;
for they want not to be entertained

or amused, they want to be really instructed,

and nothing less than the best of instruction

should be offered to them, and even that should

be gratuitously, for an artisan’s wages will

never allow him to pay for artistic instruc-

tion for himself and his children; and those

who reap the benefit of his labours should not

be backward in their benevolent assistance for

promoting their intellectual cultivation, for the

end of such aid would be sure to bo in favour

of the supporters of the artisans’ artistic insti-

tution.

I trust that your valuable journal, The
Builder, will not lose sight of this important

subject, but keep it alive before that part of

the public who are able to appreciate and to

further its purpose; when in the interim I

will, as occasion may require, offersome further

remarks upon artistic instruction in connect

tion with the development of the intellectual

faculties of our artisans.

I am, Sir, &c. Geo. R. Lewis.
Upper Norton-strcct, Oct. 14, 1845.

The (press ever in the van of improvement),

have already taken their position, a position

creditable to themselves, and which will

eventually call for the wannest thanks from

the public. During the last session, they

wrung from the unwilling commons an admis-

sion “ that the frequent mode of interment in

the metropolis and other large cities and towns,

was injurious to the public health, and de-

manded the serious attention of parliament.”

This is the first introduction of the wedge, and

it now remains, by a judicious application of

blows to drive it home and compel attention.

No columns can be more suitable for the pur-

pose than yours
;

a reform of the present

system necessarily requiring the selection of

other sites as burial-grounds, See. The pe-

culiar talent embodied in your publication,

could more skilfully point out the most appro-

priate positions and plans than other journals

of a more general character. I trust to your

praiseworthy efforts, and I, for one, have little

fear for the result.—I am, Sir, &c.

Nov. 4th, 1845. H. C. II.

THE GRAVE-YARD QUESTION.

Sir,—It is with great pleasure I have no-

ticed in your columns frequent remarks and

letters relative to the grave-yard nuisances, a

subject which has forced itself into notice by

its very monstrosity, breaking through every

obstacle which careless indifference on the one

hand, or interested motives on the other, could

bring forward to “ pooh ! pooh !” and ridicule

the question. The agitation (which, by the

way, is the only legitimate means to induce

reform of abuses) has, I am happy to find,

extended itself to the provincial press, and it

now only requires to be zealously followed up
by the leading London journals, to enforce the

attention of the legislature to a reform of the

present system. The pertinent and practical

remarks of your correspondent Z., in The

DECORATIVE ART SOCIETY.

Oct. 29.—Mr. Crabb, V.P., being in the

chair, read an address, on opening the third

session of the society’s meetings, setting

forth the advantages already derived from free

and friendly communications between practical

men on matters of taste, or in connection with

decorative art.

Mr. Bailes read a paper “ on Marqnetrie ;”

he explained that he had been recently in-

duced to devote his attention to the manufac-

ture of Marquetrie, from the success of some
experiments he had made as an amateur, and

that his processes were essentially different

from those generally adopted. He then re-

ferred to various descriptions of inlaying

with wood of different colours, and the inter-

mixture of ivory, pearl, tortoise-shell, precious

stones, or metals, producing ornamental com-
binations upon furniture, &c., as known by

the name of buhl marquetrie, mosaics par-

quetrie, Florentine, or Tunbridge manufac-

ture. He assumed that marquetrie applied to

the production of an imitative object by
inlaying with wood in natural or dyed colors,

and the ordinary mode of doing this is to

attach in a slight manner to each other veneers

of various colours (from four to seven), as

may be required by the design, an outline

upon paper is pasted on them, and the whole

cut through with fine saws— the veneers are

afterwards separated, and the parts inter-

changed, so as to produce varied arrangements
of greater or less perfection—no two being

alike—they are then glued down on a larger

piece of wood, worked to an even surface, the

pattern is enriched by engraving and scorched

with hot sand in parts that require shadow,

and finally polished.

This method, by using wood of different

growths, causes in time, through their unequal

contraction, See., an imperfect surface and de-

fective joinings, as is evident in nearly all old

marquetrie. Mr. Bailes then explained his

own method of using a white veneer, which,
after cutting through the outline of the device,

he separates, and dying each part to the re-

quired colours, restores them to the places

they originally held in the veneer, and finishes

BurLDER of Nov. 1st, deserve the mostserious
j
the whole in the usual manner. He has also

attention. Can it be, for one moment, held a

sufficient reason for non-interference, “ that

the interests of the clergy are involved?”—that

a section should be greater than the whole?
I cannot think so disreputable a motive can

have any weight with the great majority of

our clergy
,

it is possible that a few worldly-

minded men, as in all other classes, may fatten

upon the miseries of others, but they can be

only blots and blemishes of their order, and
should be swept away without compunction or

pity. Sir, it is not with the clergy the diffi-

culty lies,—it is rather with the inert mass, the
public

;

they, in the toiling, stirring scenes of
busy life, have, as a mass, little time or care
to consider such questions, and, unless you can
interest them by some profitable scheme or
speculation, it is vain to hope for reformation
in what, if they think at all about the matter,
they would call a mere abstract speculation.

It may be thought, from this view, that all

attempts were useless
;
far from this being the

case, we are now in a fair way for success.

discovered (accidentally), a mode of discharg-

ing the colours in any part, so as to heighten

the effects of light and shade
;
and he expects

to acquire a skill in this, which will enable

him to produce pictorial effects never before

equalled in wood.
His process, besides possessing advantages

on an even surface, and having more colours,

is less costly than the usual method
;
and be

believed, that as it afforded a fair field for cul-

tivation by patrons and lovers of art, marquetrie
would soon become more generally esteemed.

Church Locks.—We have recently ex-
amined with much pleasure a door-lock, of
Gothic patern, manufactured by Messrs. Chubb,
for the “ Industrial Schools” at Liverpool.
The steel bandings and escutcheon are made
to take an ornamental character; and the key
is in accordance with the style. For a church-
door we have seen nothing better : the work-
manship is excellent.

THE BROAD AND NARROW GAUGE.

The commissioners are still taking evi-

dence. Mr. Brunei, in his examination r

said, he first formed the idea of changing the <

gauge during the progress of his surveys in r

the years 1833 and 1834, not considering the e

gauge of 4 ft. 8£ in. sufficient. He looked to

the speed which would take place. He thought i

the machinery too small, and required to be t

made more commensurate with the mass and i

velocity of railway transit. The trains at that i

time used were comparatively lighter than they
;

are at present. The impression 'in favour

i

of the broad gauge grew gradually upon him
;

lie proceeded to carry it into immediate effect?

after the passing of the Act in 1835. He must-

have mentioned it before that time to the di-i

rectors, as he had made great efforts to have

the clause which fixed the gauge omitted

from the Act. He should rather be above than

under 7 feet, upon the principle that the ma-i

chinery upon the 4 feet 8£ in. gauge was too i

small. Considering the work which was re-

quired to be done, he thought it would bei

better done with a still larger machinery, noti

only with regard to the engines, but the ma-i

chinery of the system generally. There would!

of course result economy with regard tot

stokers and drivers. There must be economy,;

when with one engine they did the work of;

two. He, however, looked rather to the result I

of the system, than to any specific economy.;

They were required to take from 70 1° SO tons

weight on passenger trains, and 200 tons on

those for goods. Taking then these masses,

and the speed at from 50 to 60 miles an hour

for passengers, and 20 miles an hour for goods,

he considered it better for such traffic as thatj

to have larger carriages and more powerful

engines than those they formerly used. He
thought that all the important lines in Eng-;

land, as the railway system extended, would

be worked at a much greater speed than ai

present. Railways would eventually take the

place of the turnpike roads throughout the

country. There would be of course great

traffic upon them, and consequently the appli-

cation of larger machinery would be desirable:

He did not consider the difference of expense

great. There was but little difference between

the expense of the longitudinal and transverse

sleepers. With longitudinal sleepers there

was more timber required, but the rails were

lighter. He thought the cross sleepers were i

little cheaper. He considered the system ap

plicable in Ireland. The principal lines it

that country would have nearly as large i

traffic as those in England. The Irish an

locomotive people.

RAILWAY JOTTINGS.

Last week at a Court of Common Counci:

Mr. Anderton presented a petition from Jamei

Moon, architect, proposing the formation o

a railway terminus in the city on the site o

Farringdon-street, &c., and suggesting that S

new street should be constructed from Holbor:

opposite Hatton Garden to St. Bride’s church

and that a viaduct should be made from Hal
ton Carden to Sea Coal-lane. After somi

trifling opposition, the petition was referre

to the improvement committee. On the sami

day, and at the same court, Mr. D. W

.

Wir
presented a petition signed by between 60:

and 700 merchants, traders, wholesale, am
retail dealers, and others connected with thi

trade and commerce of the city, praying tha

requisite facilities might be given for establish

ing a terminus for passenger traffic in Fai

ringdon-street. This petition was also r<

f erred to the Improvement Committee.
Preparations are now making for com
mencing the stupendous work of the Hig!

Level Bridge across the Tyne. As a pr*

lirainary step the engineers have lately bee

boring in the bed of theriver for the foundatior

of the piers. In view of these and other ex

tensive operations Mr. Hudson, M.P., an

Mr. Robert Stephenson, have paid fre

quent visits to Newcastle. Last weel
one of the large brick arches, in the con

tinuation of the Glasgow and Garnkir

railway, now forming in Cowcaddens Quarr-

gave way and came down with a tremendon

crash. The arch had been finished, but sufl

cient weight had not been laid on what an

technically called the “ haunches,” and the effe;

was that it sprung. Fortunately no person ws

1 hurt, Last week the directors of the MR
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land railway assembled at the Derby station
for the purpose of receiving tenders for the
construction of railways from Peterborough“,1“ i clci
to Stamford, and from Syston to Melton, and
for a junction from Sheffield to Manchester.
The contract of Messrs. Mawson and Co., of
Spittal, near Doncaster, to complete the latter
in eight months for 12,762/. was accepted; and
the tenders by Mr. William Worswick, rail-
way contractors, of Sileby, Leicestershire, to
form the line from Peterborough to Stamford, a
distance of twelve miles, for 47,000/.

;
and a

branch from Syston to Melton, a distance
of nine miles and a half, for 48,000/., were
both accepted, and the two lines are to be
completed in eight months. Southwark
Bridge has been provisionally sold to the
North Kent (Vignoles’s line), subject to
their obtaining a bill, and the consent of
the proprietors. The terms are stated to be
300,000/., or a rental of 12,000/. per annum.
The Thames Embankment and Railway Junc-
tion contemplated the purchase and offered
150,000/. The width of the bridge is only 42
feet.—-—Last week an accident occurred on
the Midland Railway, near Barnsley, which
caused the death of William Boteler, Esq.,
one of the commissioners of the Leeds Bank-
ruptcy Court. Its origin is thus described in
a local paper:—As the Leeds and London
mail train, which is due at about five o’clock
in the morning, was running between the Mas-
borough and Cudworth stations, some part of
the engine became out of order, owing to which
the train was unable to travel beyond the rate
of eight or nine miles an hour. Inconsequence
of this, messengers were sent back to the Mas-
borough station in order to procure another
engine to carry the train on to Leeds. In the
meantime the train proceeded at a slow pace,
with the usual lights fixed behind, and when
passing between the Wath and Darfield sta-
tions, the assistant engine came up behind at
a rapid pace, and ran with immense force into
the train. The concussion was of course a
tremendous one. The last carriage, which was
second class, was forced up from the rails, and
the buffers were driven through into the first
compartment of a first-class carriage which
preceded it. As a curious instance of the
prevailing speculative mania warping the pro-
bity of sound and honest men, the following
anecdote is given in the Railway Chronicle :—A friend, not at all of a speculative turn, has
become a director of a good and substantial
project, the execution of which would certainly
be a great metropolitan if not a national bene
fit. Meeting him, the following colloquy took
place between us:—“ You haven’t applied for
anyshares? “No; I have studiously avoided
every new project.” “ But mine will be a great
improvement to London

;
you know it is one

of my hobbies, and that is the reason why I
have joined the direction.” “ Well, viewing
the matter in that light,” I said, “I have no
objection to having five shares.” “ Five
shares?” inquired the director, with an air of
surprise, not to say contempt. “Yes, five
shares; that is as much as I care to have, for
ff course I should keep them.” “ My good
Fellow, it’s of no use your asking for live
shares

;
nothing less than fifty will be heeded.”

‘What am 1 to do with fifty?” “Do! sell
hem at a premium

,

which they are sure to
iear.” Of course I declined. Now, Sir, here
vas a man who I believe had become a direc-
or chiefly from patriotic motives, so bitten by
he plague that, though I made him a real offer
o help his scheme to a small extent, he re-
eded my offer, or at least thought contemp-
uously of it, unless I converted it into apiece
f unrealityand of specul ition.
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FOREIGN ARCHITECTURAL AND COL-
LATERAL INTELLIGENCE.

Newly discovered Mural Painting by “ Ra-
haelP (Florence, 21st Oct.)—A surprising
iscovery has been made here of late—viz. a
icture alfresco, representing the Last Supper,
n the wall of the refectory of a monastery in
le Via Faenza, Florence. ‘The place had been
3ed as a coach-house, and it was known that
’me old painting existed there, but a lar»-e
3vering of indurated dust prevented any fur-
ler insight into the matter. Generally, it was
msidered a work of Perugino, until M. Zotti
ied to cleanse it, when the very first attempts
lewed a far superior style to that of the above
aster, and shortly after, the initials of Ra-

phael’s name, and the date 1505, left no doubt
as to its authorship. The picture, full of the
youthful buoyancy of Raphael, and in the style
of bis first Florentine period, is very important
for the history of art—the more so, as it will
be easy to restore it completely. It belongs to
the owner of the coach-house, who has had it
already protected by a wall, but it is to be
hoped, that such a splendid performance will
pass into the hands of Government for the
general use of the public.

Statuary embellishments of Brussels and
other Cities of Belgium.— Statuary, like other
arts, received some impulse at the late decla-
ration of Belgian independence — as W
Geefs obtained a great name by the monuments
be erected, commemorating the late political
stiuggle; for instance, the imposing structure
on the Martyr-place of Brussels; the statue of
General Billiard in the Park, &c. This im-
pulse was still more fostered, by Government
deciding on erecting monuments to all their
great; the expenses of which were placed on
the rolls of the budget. Thus Antwerp ob-
tained its monument of Rubens, Luttich
Gretry; while it is certain, that the statues of
Godfrey of Bouillon, Charles V., and Frois-
sart, will soon adorn the public squares of
Brussels, Ghent, and Chimay. The return,
moreover, ot religious liberty, 'has allowed the
spirit of mediaeval architecture to move un-
shackled in any direction. Thus the choir of
the Holy Virgin church of Antwerp has been
otiate ornamented with carved stalls; which
have not their equals in Europe, executed by
Geerts, professor of sculpture in Lowen. He
and Bour6 have also been amongst the best late
exhibitors of sculpture at Brussels. This
art will now have the more scope in Bel-
gium, as the Government and the Common
Council (!) of that city have come to the re-
solution of having executed the 150 or 200
statues, which are required for the ornament-
ing of their Town-hall. M. Borne has
received orders for executing eight, at 800
francs each*— the price of the marble not
included. It is said, that by the middle
ot next year, the new restored fayade of
the Brussels Guildhall will be ornamented
with about twenty statues of their sovereigns
and chief magistrates—(Allgemeine Zeitung.)

Railway through, and “ over ” the Alps.— In
these “ times ’ ot railway disappointment, we
may as well say in the way of preface, that
there is nothing adventurous or unsound in the
financiel of the above gigantic plan— as the
hrst nobility (landed proprietors) of Genoa,

.

i m> Milan, and Chur are amongst the ori-
ginators and shareholders of this undertaking •

Marquis Giustiniani (chairman) of Genoa’
Barboroux and Co., of Turin, &c. 164 000
francs (the 120th part of the whole sum) liave
,

, I "“"ic sum; nave
been, in fact, already put aside for the prepa-
ratory plans and other business. The line
of this stupendous undertaking is the following,
hrom Rorschach to Chur; it is to go over
heineck and Ragaz. Up to this place, and

even further up to Reichcnau, neither the
slope, nor other circumstances of the
land, present any considerable difficulties.
More difficult will be the further tract, either
through the Vorder- Inn thal, or the Blindten

wow Here
’ m a direction of E.N.E. toW.S B . the slope is 3,400 feet in a distance of

about sixteen leagues. On the north side,
there are few valleys between the Voider
Inn thal and the main tier of the mountains.
I hen follows the Medelser valley in a south-
west bent, and reaches up to the Lukmanier
pass. Most intelligent surveyors assume, that
I I w * be over this mountain that the passing
of the Alps (!) will be most easy, as it is the

in l ^' s P art lbe country, viz.
5,600 feet absolute height. The Mans Lucu-
manius was known in very ancient times, and
constantly used as a transit point into Italy.
(Another project independent of the present,
of a railway from Lyon to Turin, is to pass
Mount Lems.) The exact place where the rails
are to be laid here for meeting those of the
V alley of Blegno, on the other side of the tier,
is not yet decided upon. Other tracts also,
for instance, over Bellenz to Locarno do not
present insurmountable difficulties. It is cal-
culated that ten years will suffice for connect-
ing the lake of Constance with Turin and
Genoa. It may be the case, that the first rails

* A very moderate price, indeed— even if the cheap,
ness and greater simplicity of Continental living is con-
sidered.

will be laid next spring, pushing the work intwo directions, towards Chur and Olivone, and
Locarno.

The [Parking Classes in Holland. — The
educational system of that country is placed on
a universal basis, as it affords to all children,
ot whatever condition or creed, the opportunity
of learning to read, write, and arithmetics,
it is now intended, that one step more should
be made in this direction, and besides these
schools of literal education, schools of industry
are urgently called for, where all poor children
are to be instructed in some or other branch of
technical skill. The latter, very truly, is con-
siders. even, under actual circumstances themore important, as this is the only way of
vigorously combating pauperism; and until
this second more important desideratum is

duty
mP 18 ied, th<3 State lias done on,y half its

Great Helvetic Railroad Companyat Berne—
1 his company projects an important addition
to the railway net of the continent, by con-necting the Lake of Constance with that ofGeneva. It will start from Constance, and
after passing through the cantons ofThur-
govm, Zuric, Zug, Luzern, and Berne, have its
other terminus at Freiburg and Vevais The
society claims all metallic or other useful
mineral substances laid open by their opera-
tions, and the free importation of engines
and materials from foreign parts, if such be
necessary.

Immense Fire-engine at Paris.—

A

company
of the 42nd regiment of the line, which has
been placed at the disposal of M. Letestu,
the inventor of this powerful engine, are en-
gaged to try its force, and the experiments up
to tins time have been very satisfactory. It is
placed 111 a vessel moored off the Quine Ma-
laijuuts, near the Pont des Saints, Paris, and
projects streams of water at a great distance.
An especial commission of the Aeademie de
Sciences (R.S.), and of the Minister of the
Marine have been deputed for these expert-
merits, i here are 100 men placed at the beam,
and the pump projects every minute 2.500
litres of water, at a height of 120-130 feet
above the level of the river, which makes 1,500
hectolitres the hour. It was the common coun-
cil of Marseilles, that in consequence of the
gieat fires of last year, resolved to order Mr
Letestu (surveyor of tl 10 marine and the bridge
and road departments) to build a pump-vessel
and engine, according to his views.-fZe Con-
stitutionel.) j if y

MUSEUM OF NATIONAL ANTIQUITIES.

Our anxiety on this subject is known to our
readers, and many of them will participate
with us in the wish that a report to the effect
that Lord Prudhoe has offered his collection
ot national antiquities to the Brush Museum,
on condition that the trustees will set apart a
proper place for the reception of collections
bearing on the same subject, may be true. The
committee of the Archaeological Institute are
said to be the parties to the proposal.

Using Names avithout Permission
Mr. Barry Baldwin, M.P, abtained summonses
at Bow street, last Week, against the projector
and solicitor of a railroad for using his nutne
in the list of provisional committee without
first obtaining his consent. They were granted
under the 7th & 8th of Victoria, chap 110,
the 65th clause of which enacts, “ That, as’
great injury has been indicted upon the public
by companies falsely pretending to be patro-
nised, or directed, or managed by eminent or
opulent persons, now, for the purpose of pre-
renting such false pretences, be it enacted, with
regard to every company, or pretended company
whatsoever, whether registered or not, and
whether noiv existing ornot, that if any person
shall make any such false pretences, knowing
the same to be false, in any advertisement or
other paper, whether printed or written, and
whether published in any newspaper or band-
bill, or placard, or circular, then every such
person shall forfeit for every such offence a
sum not exceeding ten pounds.”
New West- end Post Office Several

houses on the south-side of Piccadilly, near St
James’s church, have been sold for the purpose
ot being immediately razed to the ground, ou
the site of which is to be erected a capacious
new Branch General Post-office.
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TRIANGULAR LODGE, RUSHTON, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

TRIANGULAR LODGE AT RUSHTON.

About four miles north-east from the town
of Kettering, in Northamptonshire, on the road
to Roth well, stands this singular building, a
relic of strange times and strange men.

It appears at first view to have been intended
for a hunting lodge, being in a lonely situa-
tion in the forest, but from the quantity of re-

ligious emblems and inscriptions upon it, and

from the well known character of its first

owner, it might have been a chapel, used for

the practice of, at that time, a proscribed re-
j

ligion, and a place of shelter for its persecuted

ministers.
|

The lodge is situated at one extremity of ;

the park, in which stands the fine old building I

Rushtrn Hall. At the period of the erection
1

of both buildings, the estate belonged to Sir i

Thomas Tresham, who, during the visit made i

by Queen Elizabeth to the Earl of Leicester,

at Kenilworth, received the honour of knight-

hood. The family of Tresham appear to have t

first possessed Rushton in the sixteenth year ij

ofthe reign of Henry VI., the estate having

d

not very long afterwards become forfeited to r;

the crown, in consequence of the attainder ij
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the first Sir Thomas Tresham, who was
beaded at the commencement of the reign
Edward IV., the property was subsequently
tored to the family, which during the illus-

>us reign of Elizabeth, seems to have at-

ned the height of its greatness, possessing

ge estates and several residences, and having
med connection with the principal families

the county, whose armorial bearings may
1 be seen upon the market house at Roth-
11, an unfinished monument, among others,

the taste which Sir Thomas Tresham dis-

yed in architecture. The succeeding reign
rlced a melancholy change in the fortunes
the family; their extensive possessions were
lin confiscated, and the head of it being at-

ated, was confined and died in the Tower—
cause of this was the memorable gun-

vder plot, the downfol of several other fa-

ies, and in which Francis Tresham, Esq.,

son of Sir Thomas, was deeply implicated,

is person was, notwithstanding, the cause
its discovery, and from his hand proceeded
well known letter addressed as an anony-
us warning, to the Lord Monteagle, who
1 married Elizabeth Tresham, his sister.

Northamptonshire appears to have been a
reat for the disaffected Jesuits and the Papal
issaries present in this country during the

jn of Elizabeth. Baker, the historian of
i county, informs us that Sir William Cates-
was on the 15th November, 1581 (23 Eliz.)

id before the Court of Star Chamber, with
rd Vany, of Ilurrowden, and Sir Thomas
Jsham, of Rushton, for harbouring the

uits in their houses, and being present at

jbration of mass
;
of which offences, ren-

ed punishable by statutes recently enacted,

y were convicted principally on the con-

lion of Campion, one of that order, who
s shortly after executed for treasonable

dices. Amongst the Harleian MSS. in the
tish Museum, is a detailed account of his

1, supposed to be drawn up by Sir Thomas
:sham, in which he states the reasons why
Christian should refuse to answer upon oath
natters of conscience, though such oath be
dered by the lawful magistrate. This in-

?sting paper has been published at full in

30th vol. of the Archseologia, in a letter

n John Bruce, Esq., F.S.A., to Sir Henry

ilr. Bruce remarks, that Sir Thomas Ties-
n was a great lover of architecture, and that

is said to have been a Protestant, or per-

is more accurately a non-conforming Ro-
n Catholic, until the arrival of Campion
i Parsons

;
by whom he was fixed in the

trch of Rome.
Now, in an inspection of the triangular

ge, it is evident that the religious charac-
of the bitilding was not considered at its

t commencement. The crosses in the lower
idows did not form part of the original

ign, as they are cut or formed so roughly,

t the mouldings round the small circular

nings are injured by cutting through. In
wood-cut, this is not shewn as I was de-

nis of exhibiting, rather the architectural

iracter of the window, than its history,

e cross was certainly inserted after the

ldow was finished.* There can be little doubt

t this lodge served as a shelter to Campion,
at like places of concealment were very

anion we learn from Butler, in “ Memoirs
English Cathedrals,” iii. 193, who tells us

t a tangled dell, in the neighbourhood of

inor-park, in Oxfordshire, is traditionally

d to be the place in which Campion lay

icealed whilst he wrote his “Ten Reasons.”
riie paper of Mr. Bruce is so interesting,

1 elucidates so completely the probable

tory of the building now illustrated, that a

r extracts from it inay be excused.
* The papal bull by which Elizabeth was
rommunicated and deposed, and her suh-

ts were absolved from their allegiance, was
tied on the 25th February, 1570. Follow-
’ immediately upon the great Roman Catho-
rebellion of 15G9, this bold exercise of

ial authority could only be regarded by the

otestant Government as a most dangerous
itement to such of the queen’s subjects as

re disaffected towards the reformed faith, to

tew their revolt with better hopes of suc-

is, and with a more certain assurance that,

It has been suggested that the crosses in various parts

he building may nave been introduced not as a religious

ibol, but as a monagram of the initials of the owner’s
istian and surname.—

E

d.

WINDOW IN RUSHTON LODGE.

in having recourse to arms, they were playing

the part of good subjects to the pope, if not to

the queen. The Government met this daring

attack upon the' safety of the sovereign and
the peace of the state by various penal enact-

ments, which produced their desired effect

;

for, although the public quiet was for a time

disturbed by the effrontery of Felton, and the

conspiracy of Ridolfi, the Papal agent, in

which the Duke of Norfolk was implicated,

these troubles soon passed over, and, after a

few years, the bull began to be ‘ slighted,’ says

one of the translators of Camden, ‘ as a vain

crack of words that made a noise only.”
“ To stay the progress of this growing defec-

tion was the great object of the priests sent

into England by the foreign seminaries. They
strenuously opposed occasional conformity of

the * protesters ’ (so called because they thought
that they might go to church provided they

secretly, and in their own minds, protested

against the doctrines they heard there), and
themselves supplied the places of the old

‘ Queen Mary’s priests.’ Their labours pro-

duced a very great effect; and in 1579 they

received the assistance of a new band of co-

adjutors, the English college at Rome being,
;

in that year, taken from the secular clergy and
j

delivered over to the Jesuits, then a recently

instituted order, full of activity, and endued
[

with a fiery zeal which, even in the annals of
missionary enterprise, has perhaps never been
surpassed.”

“ Of the general course of the proceedings of
the missionaries we have information from
members of their own body. They were
dressed in strange antic dresses,* sometimes
as soldiers, sometimes as gallant gentlemen,
sometimes as roaring-boys or rovsters, some-
times as clergymen of the national church, -j-

sometimes as apparitors, or summoning officers

of the Ecclesiastical Courts, and these various

costumes they changed continuallv, as they
also did the names by which they passed. In

the morning they generally preached, and
afterwards wrote, heard confessions, and de-

termined controversies or cases of conscience.

After dinner they removed to some fresh

place, studying, whilst on horseback, the

sermon of the following dav, and escorted by
some trustworthy persons who served as guides

and guards. It is worthy of observation, and

* Campion described his dress thus : Habitu dimenlissimo
sum, quern sespe enmmuto itemque nomina. Bridgewater’s
Coucertatio. p, 21 .

t Thomas Heath, brother of Nicholas, Archbishop of York,
and Lord Chancellor to Queen Mary, under a license from the

pope and thc.superior of the Jesuits, went the length, not

merely of dressing as a clergymen of the established church,

but of preaching puritanical sermons in churches. A paper,

which tell out of his pocket whilst he was prenchingin Roches-

ter cathedral, led to the discovery of his real character. Strype’s

Annals, i. part ii., p. 272. Collier’s Eccles. Hist. vi. 463,

edit. Barham.

is not without its parallel in other periods of
our history, that their escort was generally
composed of young men of noble families.

Besides the advantages of their countenance
und wealth, the priests must have felt them-
selves more secure under their guidance than

under that of persons exposed to the tempta-

tions of poverty; whilst it was amongst young
men of family that they found their easiest

converts, and their most faithful disciples. It

followed, from their having such guides, that

their course generally lay from house to house,

either of their new converts, or of the members
of those noble families amongst whom the un-

reformed faith continued to be affectionately

cherished.
When thus escorted, a priest arrived at a

house where he was about to remain, the ge-

neral course was for the people of the house
to receive him as if he were an entire stranger.

After a time, he was conducted to an inner

chamber, which was fitted up as an oratory,

and there all present did homage to his office,

by falling on their knees and entreating his

blessing. Their first inquiry was, how long

he would stay with them, which they entreat-

ed might be as long as posshle. If he told

them that he should depart on the morrow,
which was the usual course, lest a longer

stay should breed danger, all the inmates of

the house prepared themselves for immediate
confession. Early on the following morning,

the mass was said, the sacrament of the eucha-

rist was administered, and then the priest de-

livered an address, which in such circumstances

of concealment and danger, spoken by a man
who had defied difficulties of every kind in

order to extend the blessing of religious sacra-

ments to the persons whom he was addressing,

and those persons themselves liable to prose-

cution for the very act in which they were

engaged, and excited by a recent participation

in the most sacred mysteries of their fuith,

could not fail to be in the very highest degree

impressive and animating.

The uncertainties and anxieties of this way
of life are strikingly delineated in one of the

letters of the Jesuits. Sometimes, upon a

sudden alarm, or during a hot pursuit, they

were driven to the concealment of woods or

thickets, ditches or pits, and sometimes they

passed many days and nights in the secret

places which the Roman Catholics were ac-

customed to construct in the chimneys, walls,

cellars, or other almost inaccessible parts of

their houses. ‘ Sometimes,’ says this writer,

‘ when we are sitting at table, conversing

cheerfullv and familiarly of the things which
concern our faith and devotion, for our con-

versation is most commonly of such things,

if by chance anyone knocks loudly at the door,

so that it may be mistaken for a constable, we
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all start up like deer who have heard the voice

of the hunter. Immediately every one is upon
his feet, with open ears and beating heart.

The refreshments are laid aside, we commend
ourselves in a short prayer to God, and then

no voice nor sound of any kind is heard, until

the cause of the disturbance is reported to

The old manor-house of Rushton, fully il-

lustrates this account by Mr. Bruce. We
are told by the historian, that the most curious

and undoubtedly the most ancient part of the

building, is a small oratory, leading from the

great staircase, containing a representation in

basso-relievo of the crucifixion, composed of
numerous figures, and a Latin inscription in

gilt characters
;

the date 1577, appears above
it, and underneath are the arms and motto of
the Tresham family viz. :—sable, six trefoils

slipped or, between two flanches argent.
The above date (if correct), is against the

opinion expressed by Mr. Bruce, of Sir Thomas
Tresham being fixed as a Jesuit by Campion,
who only arrived in England about the middle
of the year 1580. But he adds in a note, that
Sir Thomas speaks of himself as being liable

to be suspected as a well-known Roman Ca-
tholic.

As Northamptonshire was a retreat for the
Jesuits, it cannot be matter of surprise that it

formed the nursing place where the gunpowder
plot was first conceived.

Historians point out the triangular lodge at

Rushton, and a summer-house at Newton, be-
longing to another branch of the Treshams, as
the places where the conspirators used to meet,
to arrange their plans. Baker states, that Ro-
bert Catesby, Esq., the son and successor of
Sir William, of Ledgers Ashby, is “damned to
everlasting fame,” as the projector of the dia-
bolical gunpowder plot in 1605. He was a
man of considerable talents, insinuating man-
ners, and inflexible resolution

;
daring and

fertile in expedients, but subtle and circum-
spect in the development of his purposes; and
ready to sacrifice his life, his fortune, and every
feeling of humanity, in defence of the Roman
Catholic cause. Towards the close of the
reign of Elizabeth, he and Francis Tresham,
Esq., son of Sir Thomas, engaged with Garnet
and Tesmond, two Jesuits, in secret intrigues
for the overthrow of the Protestant establish-
ment. It was Catesby who conceived the
diabolical idea of accomplishing the restoration
of popery by ingulfing the king and both
houses of Parliament in one common tomb
it is needless to state the history of the plot,
which is so well known, except that Francis’
Tresham contributed 2,000/. towards carrying
the plan into execution.

I he plan of the lodge is triangular; it ap-
pears to have been designed by Sir Thomas
with some reference to the commencement of
his own name. It will be seen that the upper
windows are mostly triangular openings, and
that all the finials are three-sided.
The building contains one room of hexa

gonal form, with a table corresponding to it

in the centre. As the door to this room has
several steps in front, there must be a vaulted
apartment beneath. I regret that at the period
of my visit no access whatever could be ob-
tained either to the lodge or the manor-house,
-—the estate being in charge of an agent noto-
rious all over the county for his boorish, rude
disposition. The exterior of the lodge con-
tains on its three sides the following inscrip-
tions—over the door :

—

as an architect than the triangular lodge. The
interior of this building is said to be verv cu-
rious

;
the hall has one of those fine open roofs

which are such masterpieces of ancient car-

pentry. Besides the market house of Roth-
well, previously noticed, as a work of Sir
Thomas Tresham, and which is now in ruins,
in Farming woods, near Northampton, in the
heart of the forest, are the unfinished remains
of Liefden house, probably his last work.
This is a very regular architectural composi-
tion, well worth inspection

;
it is now only

occasionally seen by the sportsman while in

pursuit of game. C. J. R.

*#* The cut at the head of page 539 repre-
sents one of the lower windows at large. We
shall give two windows from other sides of
this very singular building, next week, so as
to illustrate more fully an architectural caprice
which is almost unique.

TRES-TESTI,
MONIV. M. DANT.

5555.

In the centre of the gables “ Visita mentes,
non mihi: 3898, respicite, 3509.” In the
frieze round the building, each side having
thirty- three panels, with a letter in each —
“ Aperiatur terra, et germinet Salvatorem :

Quis separabit nos a charitate Christi :— Consi-
deravi opera tua, Domine, et expavi In the
different fronts of the building are the follow-
ing dates, 1580, 1593, 1595, 1626, 1640, be-
sides various religious emblematical designs,
and thirty-six shields of arms. The date of
the completion of the building is probably
shewn by the iron ties in the three fonts,whmh are, T T. 15. 93. The turret at the top

finished
l595> the yCar that part was

The manor-house on the estate is a much
tetter specimen of the talents of Sir Thomas

WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR’S DAUGH-
TER GUNDREDA.

Many of our readers have heard by this

time, of the discovery by railway workmen, of
two cists amidst the ruins of the old Priory at

Lewes, in Suffolk, containing the remains of
Gundreda, fifth daughter of the Conqueror,
and of her husband, William de Warren, the
first Earl of Warren and Surrey, and founder
of the monastery. Ancient records prove
that Gundreda died in 1085, and William deWarren in 1088, and that both were interred
in the Chapter-house of Lewes Priory, the
latter being, as is stated, “ buried in the Chap-
ter-house, in a tomb adjoining that in which
his Countess Gundreda was laid.”

The priory was destroyed with the other
monasteries by Henry VIII., and so complete
was the destruction, that, as Horsfield observes
in his history of Lewes, “ the very site of the
chapter-house could not be ascertained.” This
point, however, the present discovery will clear
up.

In Southnver church, hard by the site of the
discovery, the monument thatoriginally covered
Gundreda’s remains is preserved. According
to the author already named, it was discovered
about the year 1775 by Dr. Clarke, of Buxted,
in the Shirley Chancel of Isfield Church. “It
formed part of a burial monument of Edward
Shirley, Esq., by 'whose father probably it was
preserved at the demolition of the priory, and
conveyed by his directions to Isfield. Dr.
Clarke obtained permission of the represen-
tatives of the Shirley family to remove the stone
from the chancel where it had been so long'pre-
served. Itwasthe intention to replace the stone
over the spot where the body of Gundreda had
originally been deposited

;
but as the very site of

the chapter-house could not with certainty be
ascertained, the stone was placed in Southover
Church, that being the nearest ascertainable
site of its original station.”

It. is a coffin-shaped slab of black marble
sculptured with foliage in bold relief: a
very interesting remnant of Anglo-Norman
art. The cists, which are of lead, and about
3 feet in length, 1 foot wide, and 10 inches
deep, have been removed to Southover
Church : their contents will probably lie

transferred to the monument already men-
tioned. The discovery is one of great
interest. Nearly eight hundred years have
passed away since these bodies were interred,
a period which may be said to embrace nearly
the whole history of our country.

soil lifted up from the sewers, deposited;
the carriage ways, and carted away without a
real check at so much per load. The cleansi
of open and covered sewers and gully-dra
cost annually, notwithstanding the imperfi
and objectionable manner in which it v

done, about 2,000/. He was of opinion, tl

this sum could be more advantageously appli
and that for all the works not comprehend
in the resolution he had previously carried,!
be done by public contract for each separa
work, that the remainder, including the cleo
sing of the sewers and gullies, should be dc
by a small establishment of workmen a
labourers

;
and that the cleansing in evt

practicable case should be done within t

sewers, thereby avoiding one of the great;
possible nuisances in the metropolis. l\

Dowley and Mr. Doull, being called on, bd
stated to the court that they thought the pl|

well worth trying.

Mr. Leslie then proceeded to propos
seriatim, the several motions to carry out t

object
; the whole having been seconded 1

Mr. C. N. Cumberlege, were carried nem. ci

the few objections being as to detail.
“ That the cleansing of sewers and gull

drains, and all works not publicly contract;
for, be done by the establishment now propos
to be commenced.

Proposed plan for works under 50/., inclul
ing the cleansing sewers and gullies :

—

12 labourers, .. at 3s. a day, £561 12;
4 bricklayers, .. ,, 5s. \
4 labourers to ditto, ,, 3s. J

4 1

A yard man .. .. .. 52 10 I

One cart and one mud-cart
Horse hire

In cases of emergency, an extra number
workmen must be employed, but must be sp
daily reported to the next court.
That the daily accounts be kept in the me

simple and intelligible way, so that each di-

trict may be charged with the correct amount
That the workmen and labourers be paid (

Friday in each week the certificate of tl

clerks of the works and surveyors be affixt

thereto.”

The surveyors were ordered to prepare
short report of the quantity of materials, wate
boots for the labourers, &c., that would her
quired when cleansing the sewers; and the be
site for a shed in the yard, wherein the bricl

layers could be employed, in spare time or w
days, in preparing blocks of brickwork in c>

ment, for future use.

ASSERTED FAILURE OF SEWER IN
GRAY’S-INN-LANE.

WESTMINSTER COURT OF SEWERS.

A speciai, court was held on Friday, the
31st ult., « To consider the steps necessary
to be taken in consequence of the resolution,
sanctioned by the court on the 3rd of October,
with regard to contracts, and as to execution
of jobbing works. In the absence of Mr. Ed-
ward Willoughby, Captain Bague, R.N., was
appointed chairman

;
and a form, on the basis

°f V
1

?
f°rm ' n use the Holborn and Finsbury

divisions, was ordered to be prepared. The
chairman then called on Mr. Leslie, who pro-
ceeded to state that he had always objected to
the vague and uncertain information put forth
to parties about to contract, as to cleansing of
gully-drains, and the all but entire want of
check on the cleansing of sewers, as also of
the nuisance to the inhabitants of haying the

To the Commissioners of Servers in the Wes
minster Court.

Gentlemen,—My attention has been calle
to a report at your meeting on the 24th ultimi
relative to a slip of earth at the end of th
Queen’s Road, Gray’s-inn-lane.

I beg to state that no part of the sewer we
built. The workmen were levelling the e>
cavation ready for the blocks to be put down
that operation being finished, one of the me
incautiously struck one of the struts abou
three feet from the bottom of the excavation
so as to enable the bricklayer to carry up thl

side walls, and turn the arch for a ten fee
length. All being gotready for the brickwork
a heavy fall of rain came, and also at tha
time the engine was at work at the new rive
head, and one of the mains runs through th
excavation. This caused the fall of earth be
fore alluded to, and not the giving way of th
sewer. Finding more difficulties approaching
timber was instantly procured, and placed acros:
the street from curb to curb on the paving
all hands were put to work at this spot, am
the fallen earth was removed with all dispatch
the men worked both night and day, anr
again gotready for the bricklayers. They thei
got up the side walls, and turned over one-hal;
the centre, which was ten feet long, leaving
five feet not turned

; another slip took place;
and broke off quite short, the five feet o;

centering, and left the remaining portion
under the sewer. No part of the brickwork
was at all damaged, but all was perfectlj
sound when the centre was taken out.— I am,i
Gentlemen, your obedient servant,

George Smith.
Newton Road, Bayswater, Nov. 1, 1845.
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( ALL SAINTS' CHURCH, WESTMINSTER
i

ROAD.

A church is now nearly completed, situated

ill York-street, Westminster-road, which
; laims attention on the score of novelty. The
i iwer, a slender structure, stands at some
ttle distance eastward from the body of the

i hurch, and is in a line with the houses in the

-lew Cut. It will be connected with the church
I y means of a corridor or cloister, not yet

- uilt. Both the tower and the body of the
i hurch are of brick, but the upper story of the

t >rmer has stone dressings, small shafts and
Orches on the face of it, coping, pinnacles, &c.,
i nd is surmounted by a stone spire, in the
t hole 135 feet high, from the ground. The
• lain doorway too, is of stone. The church
self is spacious, being as we were informed
n the spot 125 feet long and 56 feet wide,

iside. It consists of a nave and aisles, sepa-

ated by a range of lofty cast-iron columns of

mall diameter on each side, which carry semi-

ircular arches adorned with the “ open-heart ”

nd billet mouldings, executed in Martin’s
ement. There are galleries all round the

hurch supported on cast-iron girders, rather
leverly arranged at the east end, there is a

emi-circular absis with a lofty semi-circular
rcade against the wall, corresponding with
le main arches.

There are no windows in the absis, but there
j a small opening filled with stained glass in

lie apex of the half dome that covers it. The
hurch is lighted by semi-circular headed
dndows in the sides, and a rose window (the
racery of which is formed outside wholly of
ricks) at the west end. The roof is open,

—

; consists of a common queen post truss, with
mall open brackets against the walls at each
lot, and being of small scantling has rather a
lean appearance. It is of deal, stained. The
ews, pulpit, &c., are also of deal, varnished.
The style of the structure can hardly be cha-

acterised, but may be called Byzantine for

/ant of a better term. It reminds the ob-
erver of some of the Rhine churches

;
like

hem it has small arcades on the outside running

p the line of the gable. Although there is

ouch that may be cavilled at by a rigid eccle-
iologist, we cannot refuse praise to the archi-
ed, Mr. Rogers, for some skill and boldness,
dr. Wilson of the Borough is the builder.

DESIGNS FOR LAYING OUT THE PUBLIC
PARKS AT MANCHESTER.

Our readers are aware that the committee
nr obtaining public parks and play-grounds,
•ffered prizes for the best plans for laying out
he grounds already purchased. Applicants
/ere furnished with lithographed plans of the
ites, levels, and instructions. From the latter

re ex'tract the following material portion :

—

“ The three sites to be laid out, are

—

No. 1.

’he Bradford property, containing about 31
cres

;
No. 2. The Ilendham Hall property,

ontaining about 30 acres
;
No. 3. The Lark

lill and Walness Yale property, containing
hout 31 acres. Nos. 2 and 3 are partially

aid out and planted. The sum which the
ommittee contemplate laying out in planting,

encing, draining, &c. &c. (including the pro-
ision of seats), for the three sites, is in all

ibout 4,000/. This sum does not include the
osts of lodges, for which, and for other erec-

ions, a sufficient sum will be provided. The
lomraittee, having hut limited funds at their

usposal, will be obliged to considei\/hc////y

md cheapness of execution in their adjudica-

ion. Each plot must have play-grounds, with
ue appropriation for archery grounds, quoit,

iki ttle, and ball alleys
;

a refreshment room,
•ne or more fountains, retiring places, and
lufficient lodges

;
and the places for these must

ippear on the plans. The houses on Nos. 2
md 3 will be used as refreshment rooms, and
he outbuildings may possibly be rendered
ivailable for some of the games contemplated.
The utmost regard must be paid to giving
imple room for the promenading of large
numbers of persons

;
and the designers must

:eep before them the practical usefulness of the
Icheme, remembering that they are sketching

l park for the public
,
to be constantly acces-

sible, and not a private pleasure-ground. A
rarriage drive round the parks would be de-
•irable, but no carriage drive to intersect them.
Footpaths or promenades will, of course, be

suggested to the taste of the designers. * *

Competitors desiring to append designs for

lodges, &c. are at liberty to do so, should they
think fit.”

About thirty plans for each park were sub-
mitted, and these have been publicly exhi-
bited at the Town Hall, the charge being one
shilling each person for the two first days,
sixpence the two next, and threepence for the
two last.

The following observations are extracted
from the Manchester Guardian :

—

“ Having had an opportunity of seeing the
various plans about to be exhibited, we may
offer a few general observations upon them,
without the slighest desire to recommend or
condemn any particular plan. As we have
said, there are ninety different plans, thirty for

each park, and these are numbered in the
order of application, and, (for the reason
stated) not consecutively. As to the estimates
furnished with each, of the probable cost of
carrying out these designs, they take a very wide
range indeed, some being as low as 2,000/.,
and one as high as 9,800/.

;
the limit stated by

the committee being 4,000/.

There must be considerable difficulty expe-
rienced, especially by non-professional persons,
in coming to a decision in preference of any
one plan or set of plans over the others, from
the following amongst other reasons:—The
plans are drawn to a great variety of scales

;

some are delineated in pencil or faint tracing,
others in Indian ink, others again in Sepia
tint, and some are coloured, and hence made
exceedingly attractive to the general eye.
While most of the plans are strictly ground
plans, others represent trees, hedges, &c., in

elevation
;
and in one or two instances we have

very pretty birds’-eye views of the parks,
shewing all their “ alleys green,” their groves,
and arbours, in full and luxuriant verdure.
Some of the plans seem to us very jejune per-
formances, and in several instances, one great
consideration seems to have been overlooked.
About 30 acres being the average area of these
parks, it becomes important to make the most
of this extent of ground; to plan the walks
so that as much space as possible should be
gained within those limits. Hence straight
lines, intersecting each other at right angles,
should be avoided

;
and winding curves, or

what are called “ serpentines,” seem naturally
to suggest themselves. Yet, some of the
plans look like the laying-out of the streets of
a city, rather than the walks and places of
exercise and sport in a park.

In one or two of the plans, artificial lakes
are the chief features

;
in others, the fountains

are made prominent objects
;
while in some,

the planting is so close as to resemble a maze.
Only one or two furnish elevations for lodges,
refreshment rooms, shaded seats, &c. One
point seems to us worthy of consideration,

—

the retaining in one or more of the parks in

one place, a large extent of green sward, on
which to congregate on particular occasions of
festivity, a considerable number of persons
for a short time, as, for instance, to hear a
short address from the civic authorities, or an
open air concert, or to witness some display or
exhibition suited to the scene. Some of the
plans have left some such space, especially in
the Walness portion of Lark Hill park

;
others

of the plans have filled up every portion of the
area with walks and hedges, leaving only small
patches of grass between the windings of the
walks. Some of the plans resemble the figures
seen in a kaleidoscope, all the curves being
made to converge to a common centre

;
others

again, retaining the centre, have radiating
straight walls, somewhat like the spokes of a

cart wheel. Some of the candidates have
sketched their designs on the small lithogra-
phic plans issued by the committee, and it is

much to be regretted that all the competing
plans have not been drawn to one scale. When
these variations have been duly allowed for, it

appears not to be very difficult to reduce the
number of plans to some eight or ten, and then
it will require a little more care, circumspec-
tion, knowledge, and judgment, to make the
final election. We presume that it is quite

open to the committee to adopt a plan of each
of three different competitors for one park, or
even to combine in one plan such portions of
several as may be deemed most suitable or
desirable in carrying out the object in view,

as expressed in the instructions issued by the
committee.”
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Jl Treatise on Painted Glass; shelving its appli-
cability to every Style of Architecture. By
James Bat.lantine. Chapman and Hall,
London, 1845,

This very nice little book may be read by
all with advantage, although it cannot be said
to carry out the subject to the full extent of
which it is capable. The chief point urged by
the writer is, that while decorative art must be
guided in her leading features by geometric
proportions, she must also imitate in her de-
tails, the productions of Nature ;—that Nature
and art must go hand-in-hand in every artistic
effort, or failure will be certain.
The writer objects to the imitation of bad an-

cient examples, simplybecause theyare ancient

:

“ As if in penance for former transgressions,
the national taste has prostrated itself before
the spirit of antiquity, and is now offering it a
homage at once abject and indiscriminating.
This tolly has been most injurious to several
of the decorative arts, and to glass-painting in
particular, in which the good, bad, and indif-
ferent have been all copied, and repeated with
equal fidelity and zeal. Several glass-painters
have acquired an extensive and profitable re-
putation, simply by pandering to this vitiated
taste, and by anticipating the effects of time in
their imitations of antique glass. The conse-
quence is, that, even in new churches, we find
painted glass windows deformed with numer-
ous black spots, in order to produce the re-
quired antique appearance

; a deception some-
what akin to that practised by needy artists,

and swindling picture-dealers, when they ma-
nufacture and sell smoke-dried imitations of
Teniers and Rembrandt as genuine originals.
Defective drawing, meagre design, and unskil-
ful composition, have been laboriouslv copied,
while, in order to stamp the work with the
features of genuine antiquity, and to imitate
the awkward workmanship of the old speci-
mens, the pieces of glass have been purposely
fractured, then clumsily soldered together.

Glass manufacturers, too, taking advantage
of the prevalence of this ridiculous taste, have
of late years realized large profits by imitating
the sandy texture and wavy uneven surface of
the old windows. In several recent instances,
laboriously executed designs, replete with ap-
propriate meaning, and carefully adapted in
form and character to the architectural style of
the edifice for which they were intended, have
been set aside for servile transcripts from old
windows of these stereotyped figures, the repe-
tition of which saves the trouble of invention.

In the department of painted glass, art has
been decidedly retrograding

;
and should the

public suddenly awaken to a sense of its folly,

in admiring and encouraging the deformities
thus perpetuated, there is a danger that the art

may be left without support, when it may both
require and deserve it.”

He afterwards refers to some recent attempts
to make the imitation of natural objects

appear a minor part of ornamental composi-
tion, and endeavour to refute the assertion,

that little more is required in this department
of art than graceful geometric combinations
of lines, and harmoniously balanced combina-
tions of colours.

“The advocates of such opinions seem to

forget, that harmonic proportion forms but the

pedestal on which the triumphs of genius are

to be exhibited—the foundations of the temple
of art. They would substitute the alphabet of

aesthetics for the alpha and omega of art, and
having discovered that, by a systematic ar-

rangement of colour and form, without refer-

ence to sympathy or association, it is quite

possible to produce an agreeable effect, they

forget, that while the artist seeks to please the

eye, he ought also to address himself to the

feelings and fancy of the spectator.

Man is not a creator, he is a mere adapter.

The most wonderful inventions of modern
times are based upon discoveries made by dili-

gent observers of the operations of nature.

Those specimens of art, which have been trans-

mitted to us from a remote antiquity, excite

pleasurable feelings, proportioned to their ap-
proximation to the beautiful in nature.”

“ If the greatest triumphs of art be felicitous

imitations of nature, and if it be its chief aim
to achieve such imitations— as who can doubt
it is—why should we not have the walls and
windows of our apartments decorated with
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these, the most interesting of all the produc-

tions of genius ? Why should we be deprived

of the pleasure of contemplating the represen-

tation of objects endeared to us by the mo3t

delightful associations? Why believe ourselves

capable of producing or conceiving more beau-

tiful forms than those of nature more har-

monious arrangements of colour than we find

in earth and sky. Let it be remembered, that

aesthetic proportion is the mere alphabet of

colour, the mere anatomy of form, and that

genius alone can arrange the former into elo-

quent sentences, or invest the latter with ani-

mation. Geometric combinations and propor-

tions merely mark the limits within which
genius ought to confine its aspirations, while,

to the mediocre student, they are grammatical
rules, the study of which will enable him to

write correctly.”

During the various modifications of pointed
architecture that took place, painted glass
changed its character; and this change, so far
as relates to foliage and geometrical forms, the
author endeavours to trace. The following
are his views :

—

The Norman Period.—“ The ornamental
painted glass of the eleventh and twelfth cen-
turies, like the Norman architecture, of which
it formed a part, was stately, and of a magni-
ficent character. The colours were of the
most vivid and positive description. There
was no spot left for the eye to repose on—no
neutral tints were introduced. The whole of
the grounds and foliage were filled with intense
colour, ruby and blue invariably predominat-
ing. The same love of violent" and striking
contrast, as is peculiar to man in a state of
semi-barbarism, was manifested in the colour-
ing of the windows of that period, and the
general effect must have been congenial to the
romantic and martial spirit of the age of chi-
valry. The leading forms, also, were at once
massive and simple, although they were but
clumsy imitations ot the foliated ornament in
Grecian and Roman friezes and capitals.”
Early Pointed.—“In the thirteenth century

the ornamental painted glass, like the primary
pointed, or early English architecture, with
which it was associated, was of a light and
elegant character. The glass painters had then
acquired a more correct idea of what constituted
beauty, both in colour and form. The posi-
tive colours were now used more sparingly,
and, indeed, were almost entirely confined to
geometric bands, central points, chiefly quatre-
foils, and borders continued round each entire
window. The general grounds or intermediate
spaces were of u beautiful tint of neutral grey,
produced by lines intersected at right angles,
from which were relieved, by bold black lines,
scrolls of foliated ornament in clear, colourless
glass. In this way the ornamental glass of
this style was much more agreeable to the eye
than that of the Norman

;
while the introduc-

tion of simple geometric figures gave it an
entirely new feature, and evinced an adaptive
power not formerly exhibited. Still, however,
the foliated scroll ornament of classic architec-
ture was closely imitated in the foliage of the
general grounds.”

Decorated Period.— 11 During the fourteenth
century, when the secondary pointed or deco-
rative style of architecture prevailed, the archi-
tects or glass painters seem to have become
still more vorsant in the first principles of pro-
portion, and to have advanced still further in
the art of adaptation or invention. Thus we
find that, in accordance with certain fixed rules
of proportion, they elongated, intersected, di-
versified, and arranged, rectangular, triangular,
and curvilineal figures, and made these har-
monious geometric combinations their leading
points for colour. They were thus enabled
with certainty to produce a pleasing general
effect, and to fill up the detail according to

their own fancy, with an imitation of the com-
mon weeds, flowers, and plants that they found
growing around them. The ornamental glass
of this period is, therefore, characterised by a
rich, juicy freshness, as well as an easy play
of elegant outline, and graceful proportion.
In many instances, also, the grey background
produced by intersected lines was abandoned,
and a tint of grey-obscure substituted, which
imparted to the whole a softer effect, and gave
a better relief to the outlined foliage, of which
the diapering was composed. There were now
nn adaptations from any other sources than
nature and geometry.”

Perpendicular During the period of per-

pendicular architecture in the fifteenth, and a

portion of the sixteenth centuries, the glass

painters seem to have lost all idea of natural

or geometric beauty. The leading forms are

flat and unmeaning, and the combinations
formed without anv principle of balance or
contrast. The foliage, also, is fantastic and
artificial—the leaves and flowers have no pro-
totypes in nature. All well-grounded freedom
in inventing and adapting seems to have been
lost, and in its stead there was established a
sort of manufactory of stale and pointless con-
ceits. The architects and decorative artists

appear to have wrought without rule or plan,
and with an utter disregard of the true princi-
ples of design.”*

Elizabethan. — “ The ornamental painted
glass of this period appealed to no sympathy
or association, and in form, as well as in colour,
was vapid, vague, aud indefinite. The mosaic
mode ofjoining together various coloured glass
was set aside, and the brilliancy which can only
be obtained by that method, was superseded by
semiopaque colours, imperfectly fused on the
surface of large sheets of glass.”

The woik is illustrated by many coloured
diagrams, and will be found useful by all who
are interested in the subject.

ifMiorcIIanra.

Duties ok PAnociiiAi, Officers in Con-
nection with the Repairs of the
Church.—Such evils, then, it is ours to re-
pair

;
and that in so many places you have so

well and cheerfully begun the work, I heartily
rejoice. But, if these evils are to be thoroughly
removed, we must first form a just estimate of
the disgrace of their continuance, and the duty
of abating them. And this is the more neces-
sary, because their existence is, I believe, in

no slight degree to be traced to the action of
a false principle of honour, which has attached
especial praise to those parochial officers who
have kept the church-rates lowest in amount.
Now, such an administration of a common fund
is worthy of all honour, if it is the result of a
care, watchfulness, and prudence which have
first secured the objects for which it is created :

but if a low ehurch :rate is obtained by the
neglect or penurious reparation of the church,
no such honour can belong to its appointed
guardian

;
rather should it be his object, as it is

bis duty, to stirup hisco-parishioners to willing,
and united offerings, until their common house
of God is awoithy expression of their hearty
thankfulness for all their common blessings—
until its decent fabric, ornaments, and fittings

bear some due proportion to their common
means. Surely he who acts in this spirit will

best consultthe welfare and honour of a parish
;

he best provides for the real wants of its poor;
he will gain for himself the enduring praise
of being “ the repairer of the breach, the
restorer of paths to dwell in.” — Charge of
Archdeacon JFilberforce.

Extensive Sale of Mahogany at
Liverpool. — The largest mahogany sale at

Liverpool on record took place last week. It

consisted of 24 cargoes, and extended over
several days. Messrs. Challoner and Fleming
were the auctioners. The prices of Honduras
mahogany, of which there were six cargoes,
ranged from 6ef. to 1 "]d. per foot. St.

Domingo mahogany, of which there were 10
cargoes, fetched from 6c?. to 9$. 4c?. per foot.

Cuba mahogany from 5jc?. to 12$. 9d. per foot.

Something like Fatality.—Mr. Basevi,
only a few days before his unhappy death, re-

marked to Mr. Sydney Smirke, with whom, as
our readers know, he was associated in more
than one undertaking, the risks architects
were compelled to run in performance of their
duty. Since then, Mr. Smirke has met with
a nearly similar accident, which has confined
him to his bed.

Church for Seamen.—The corporation
of the city of London have just forwarded the
sum of 105?. in aid of a fund for the building
a “ Church for Seamen in the port of London.”
The Royal Academy.— Messrs. Elmore,

T. S. Cooper, and Frith, have been elected

associates of the Royal Academy.

* The heraldic blazon, and large figures, which at this
period were much in use, tended in many cases to give the
windows a very imposing appearance, but these belonged to
what maybe denominated pictorial glass; the ornamental
branch of glass painting, which we are now illustrating, only
embraces natural foliage and geometric forms.

Improved Door-latch. — A patent ha
lately been granted in America for an im
provement in that kind of mortice-latch ii

which the bolt is thrown back by turning thi

knobs either to the right or left. Four cog:
are made on the spindle above, two above ant
two below, and one above and one below ii

the space or opening in the bolt. The firs

cog above and below on the spindle are on th«

same plane, and act against the back face o
the opening in the bolt, and the other two an
on a plane further back, and act on the cog:
of the bolt. This arrangement of the cog:
is necessary to admit of pushing back the bol
by turning the knobs in either direction

;
foi

when the upper cogs are in action, thi

lower cogs pass by each other, and via
versa, which would not be the case if all the

cogs were on the same plane. The name o:

the patentee is James M. Iloggan.
Effort to Advance the Arts of De-

sign.—By an advertisement in the presenl
number, it will be seen that the Council of the

Manchester School of Design are about to oper
an exhibition of industrial art. We trust the

day is not far distant when London will open
an exhibition of products of national industry
on the grand scale lately achieved in Paris
It is an important subject for the considera-
tion of government, and a powerful aid to the
progress of every branch of art. In the
meantime, we merely direct attention to the
effort in Manchester, which will be productive
of much good, and will be well worthy, and
will, we hope, receive, the co operation ot

many amongst our readers.

Sculpture at Cambridge.—Thorwald-
sen’s statue of Byron was placed in its perma-
nent position in the Library of Trinity College
last week

;
it is needless to say that it attracts

very great attention, and is daily visited by
numerous members of the University and
others. The society has also been enriched
this week by a statue of Bacon, by Weekes,'
presented by the Rev. Dr. Whewell, the Mas-
ter. It is placed in the Ante Chapel, near the
Screen, and almost under the bust of Words-
worth. The philosopher is represented re-

clining in his chair.

Monument to Mr. Vertue.—The con-
tractors, agents, and sub-contractors on the
Lancaster and Carlisle Railway have deter-

mined upon erecting a monument in Penrithl
churchyard to the memory of the late Mr.
Robert Vertue, superintendent of the Penrithl

district, whose death we recorded about a
fortnight ago.— Cumberland Pacquet.
Lady Shee’s Pension.—The Queen hasi

been pleased to bestow a pension of 200?. a
year on Lady Shee, wife of Sir Martin Archer
Shee, “ in consideration of her husband’s emi-
nence as an artist, and of his services as Pre-:

sidentofthe Royal Academy during a period
of fourteen years.”

The Strike of the Nailors.— The
nailors have returned to their work, the maslersi

having acceded to their demand of 20$. in the .i

pound, or the full list price, as agreed upon on
May 15th, 1838.

—

JForcestershirc Chronicle.
Surveyor to the Guardian Assurance

Company.—The following are the candidates
for this appointment, lately held by Mr. Basevi :

—Messrs. Hunt, Jennings, Mee, Ilenry Har-
rison, Tattersall, Mawley, and Mocatta.
The Rail v. the Drama.— The share-

holders of Leicester have converted the thea-
tre into a railway exchange.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office i

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, Kc.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers,
however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,’’ 2, York-
street, Covent-gardcn.]

For the execution of works on the York and North
Midland Railway, viz. the Harrowgute Branch, being
a distance of about 18 miles. The works include;
a tunnel and viaduct.

For the execution of the works forming the 5th 1

and 6th divisions of the Dublin and Belfast Junc-
tion and Navan Branch Railway, being respectively -

of the lengths 8 miles 128 yards, and 7 miles 1,523 I

yards. Both contracts comprise the usual works
of excavations, embankments, bridges, culverts, &c. •

For the execution of works required in making i

part of the Taw Yale Railway, viz., from Barnstable

Bridge to Fremington
; and also for constructing i

the Docks and other works appertaining thereto.

For the works necessary in extending a Sewer in

the parish of St. John at Hackney, being about t

4,500 feet in length.
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For the supply of a large quantity of Fencing for

the Victoria Park Cemetery.
For the works necessary in extending the sewer

from the north end of William-street, along Green-
street, to Preston-street, being about 980 feet in

length, in the parish of St. Matthew, Bethnal-
green.

For the works forming the Portsmouth exten-
sion of the Brighton and Chichester railway.

COMPETITIONS.
Plans for the enlargement of the Su ffolk General

Hospital, and tenders for the execution of the work,
are required by the Hospital Committee.

Plans, specifications, and estimates are required

by the committee for the erection of the South
Staffordshire General Hospital, Wolverhampton.
The sum of 100/. will be given for the one selected.

The Provisional Committee of the National Glass

Company of Ireland require plans and specifications,

&c., for the erection of all the necessary Buildings,

comprising an extensive manufactory for making
crown (window) glass ;

also plans for an extensive

manufactory of plate glass. 25/. will be given for

each plan selected, or 50/. for both if to the same
individual.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

At the Black Lion Inn, Bradford, 49 prime
maiden oaks, 15 maiden ash, 291 large pollard oaks,

18 pollard elms, 79 pollard ash, poplar, and swal-

low pear trees, now standing.

BY PRIVATE CONTRACT.

Now lying on Upper Comeytrowe Farm, two
miles from Taunton, 180 maiden elms and 30
maiden a8h trees, suitable for railway contractors.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Received :

—

44 G. R.” “ W. S.” (Dorking.)
“ G. C.” (Cardiff.) 44 Q.” “ W. J. S.” “ Bu-
downik ”

Bools Received

:

—Kelland's new edition of “ Dr.
Young’s Lectures,” Part IX., completing the work.
(Taylor and Walton, Upper Gower-street.) “ Pic-
torial Gallery of Arts,” Part X. (Knight.) “ Old
England,” Part 23. “ The Philathenic, or Insti-

tutional Intelligencer,” No. III. (Gilbert.) Fos-
ter’s “ Pencilled Copy-books.” (Souter and Law.)

*** Correspondents are requested to address all

communications to the Editor.

Errata.—In our last number, page 525, to-

wards the bottom of the middle and the top of the
third columns, for 44 Adessa ” read " Odessa.”

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ROFESSOR KELLER’S POSES PLASTIQUES.

Royal Adelaide gallery.—

T

his
day, and during the week, Professor Keller will

exhibit at the Adelaide Gallery his Grand Tableau Vivans
from the Ancient Masters, which have received so largely the
encomiums of the press. Every morning at half-past three,
and in the evening at nine o’clock. Great efforts have been
made to add to the effects of this exhibition. A variety of
new subjects have been added to those already presented to
the public The Concerts as usual.

Also Pilbrow’s Atmospheric Railway model, with explana-
tory lecture.

Royal polytechnic institu-
tion.—

a

Lecture on the prevalent disease in Po-
tatoes, and the means of extracting the starch as an article

of food, will be delivered by Dr. Ryan, daily, at half-past
Three, and on the Evenings of Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays, at Nine. Lectures on the Music of Spain, by Don
Joe dc Ciebra, with Guitar and Vocal Illustrations, on Tues-
days, Thursdays, and Saturdays, at half-past Two o’clock.
Professor Bachhoffner’s varied Lectures, with Experiments,
in one of which he clearly explains the principle of the
Atmospheric Railway, a Model of which is at work daily.

Coleman’s new American Locomotive Engine, for ascending
and descending Inclined Planes. A magniticent collection

of Models of tropical fruits. A new and very beautiful
series of Dissolving Views. New Optical Instruments, &c,
Experiments with the Diver and Diving Bell, &c. &c.

—

Admission, One Shilling. Schools, Half-price.

” Cast-Iron Girders.”—We shall next week give

an extended table for calculating beams.

“ Adolphus.”—We advise him to consult some
respectable green-house builder.

“Senex.”—If the cottages are not rendered fit

for use before the Is/ of January next, they will

come under the operation of the Buildings Act.
The alterations necessary in such cases, will pro-
bably be settled by special application to the offi-

cial referees.

“J. D.” (Camden Town) is thanked for the

offered drawings : they are hardly sufficientlypre-
cise for our purpose.

“ W. R.”

—

We cannot ansiuer for the com-
petency of the person mentioned.

“ Works on levelling.”

—

Recommendations will

be found in recent Nos. We cannot be expected
to repeat replies to the. same question.

44 R. Q.”

—

Brief’s Treatise on Engineering
Field Work. Whishaw’s “ Railways of Great
Britain and Ireland ” is a very useful work, but

no one book will give all that is required.

44 H. B. G.”— Varnish stained with asphaltum
is much used.

“Conveyance of Water.”—A correspondent

wishes to know the cheapest and best mode of
conveying a small current of water for 300 yards
down a gentle inclination to a cistern, for the

supply of one family; the smallest pipe that

would preserve a regular current will be large

enough.

“Valuation of Freeholds, &c.”

—

44 Inwood's
Tables ” will be found useful.

“A Subscriber.”—Wax for moulds may be

’ obtainedfrom any plasterer.

“ Iron Work at Lincoln’s Inn Hall.”

—

We are

requested to say, that the name of the smith whose
work at the new Hall we justly praised last week,

is Jabez James, of York-road, Lambeth, not John
James.
“ T. L.”

—

Next week. We shall be most happy
L to receive communications from so accomplished a

correspondent.
44 F. M.” (Lambeth.)

—

The gentleman named
u must be Mr. John Martin ( the artist), of 3G, Al-

ii sop-terrace, New-road. We shall be glad to hear
i more on the subject.

“Y.X. A.”

—

A letter addressed to Sir Henry
k Ellis, at the Museum, by anyperson of reputation,

i would obtain for our correspondent the required
( admission to the Reading-room.

44 Tenders.”

—

We do not propose to insert ten-

l tiers, excepting for large works, or under peculiar
• circumstances.

44 Mr. F.”—We will take an opportunity to visit

'< the work, without troubling him.
1 44 W.” (Bridgewater.)—If all the circumstances
ii be stated, ice think our QQrr^spondent would not

recover payment.

TO RAILWAY ENGINEERS, SURVEYORS, AND
OTHERS.

Levelling staves, scales, &c.,
at the lowest prices that can possibly be charged

without detriment to the quality of the goods.
Levelling Staves of the most convenient and best construc-

tion, now in general use on all the lines under s. d.

survey, each 38 0
Parliamentary Scale, and Offset for railway surveys,
box wood 4 G

Ditto, Ivory 8 6
Curves, &c., made to order on the shortest notice.

WM. HOBCRAFT, Mathematical Instrument Maker, 38,
Princes -street, Leicester- square, London.— Orders by post,

containing a remittance, immediately forwarded to all parts

of the country.

PORTLAND CEMENT of best quality
manufactured by J. B. WHITE and SONS, of Mill-

bnnk-street, Westminster. To he had at their Warehouses
Druce’s Wharf, Chelsea

;
Bell’s Wharf, Paddington

;
and

Earl-street, Blackfriars.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND CON-
TRACTORS.

G REAVES’S LIAS CEMENT and
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME, at 2, South Wharf,

Paddington, London, and Works, Southam, Warwickshire.
Agent for Liverpool, Mr. WYLIE, 56, Gloster- street

j
ditto

for Manchester, Mr. J. THOMPSON, Back King-street

;

ditto for Chester, Mr. J. HARRISON, Linen Hall-street.

ATKINSON’S CEMENT.—The public is

respectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-
cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architectural
and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to

2s. 3d. per bushel, and may be had in any quantity at Wyatt,
Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Holland-street, Surrey side of
Blackfriars-bridge.
N.B.—This Cement beingof a lightcolour, requires noarti-

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with
three parts its own quantity of sand.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE CEMENT.

T HE PATENTEES of KEENE’S
CEMENT beg to draw attention to the use of this

material in the works recently executed at the COLOS-
SEUM, Rcgent’s-park. The POLISHED COLUMNS in

the Hall of Sculpture, the ornamental paving in the corri-

dors and conservatories, and much of the stucco on the walls,

are specimens of the very successful application of this

cement. Patentees and Manufacturers, J. B. WHITE and
SONS, Millbank-strcct, Westminster.

THE PROJECTED RAILWAYS.

Analysis of the patent me-
tallic SAND, or English Pozzolano, used in the

foundations of the New Houses of Parliament, the great

Tunnels on the Birmingham Bailway, Sea-wall on the Great

Western Railway, in Devonshire, and other important works
referred to more particularly in the prospectus.

Silica 49 I Lime 6

Oxide of Iron 32 Magnesia .

Alumina 6 Zinc.

.

Arsenic and Carbonate of Copper 2

Price in Swansea, free on board, Gd. per bushel, or sup-

plied in London at Is. per bushel.

Used as an external Stuccp the Metallic Sand Cement is

unaffected by frost or wet ; in appearance it resembles the

best Portland Stone, requires neither colour nor paint, and

is entirely free from vegetative cracks and blisters, further

Particulars on application to Mr. C. K. D\ER, 4, New
Broad-street, London: and at the Metallic Sand Whart,

King's-poad (opposite Pratt- street), Csm4cn T0'™*

MARTIN’S FIRE-PROOF AND ORNAMENTAL
CEMENT.

CAUTION.— Messrs. STEVENS and
SON, Patentees, beg to caution their friends and the

trade generally against confounding this invaluable Cement
with others, erroneously said to be of the same description.
S. and S. pledge themselves, that MARTIN’S CEMENT is

totally dissimilar in composition and manufacture from every
other, and, being a neutral compound, is not only free from
chemical agency upon any substance with which it may
come in contact, but completely resists the action of this

strongest acids. They feel it a duty to direct attention to

the following properties, which it exclusively possesses
1. It rapinly acquires the hardness of stone.
2. Unlike other internal cements, its hardness is uniform

throughout its entire thickness.
3. Its surface (which may be made equal to that of the

finest marble) never throws out any salt, and will receive
paint in four days, without peeling, when put upon dry work.

It is peculiarly adapted as an internal stucco for walls,
skirtings, architraves, mouldings, and enrichments of all

kinds, to all of which purposes it has been extensively ap-
plied by Mr. Thomas Cubitt on the Grosvenor estate, &c.
For the above purposes, it possesses great advantages over

wood, being more economical and durable, resisting fire,

damp, and vermin.
For the floors of hall and fire-proof warehouses, its light-

ness, durability, and uniform surface give it an immense
advantage over stone, being, at the same time, much more
economical. The most satisfactory references can be given.
To be had of the Patentees, Plaster of Paris and Cement
Manufacturers, 186, DRURY LANE.
Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R. PART, 28,

Canning-place, Liverpool.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN
GENERAL.

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STUCCO
CEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages

possessed by this Invention over every CemeDt hitherto in-
troduced It will effectually resist Damp. It will never
vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will
never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete
Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely
resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never
requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh
and good in the cask in any Climate for any number ot years.
It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.
It is the only Cement that can he used with confidence by the
Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates
at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to
Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of
Sand than any other Cement. It matures by nge, and be-
comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may
be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which
may he papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or
pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the
severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-
tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cement
now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary and
valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of

economy.
Architects and Builders who have used this Cement hav8

declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally

preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing
the Cement and its mode of application, together with a
volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may
be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,
Chcapside, London : of whom also may be had,

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-

terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman
or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than
White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in fiahei,

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; whereas

MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an

affinity for Stucco, hinds itself with it, stopping the suction,

thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the

finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produceable by no

other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—and

may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the most
exposed Marine situations.

GRAINING COLOURS AND LIQUID WOOD STAINS.

Henry Stephens begs to call the

attention of Architects, Builders, House Decorators,

Painters, Cabinet-makers, and all those engaged in the

erection of churches where the appearance of oak is desir-

able, and those also who are employed in the revival of old

carvings, faded furniture, or other ornamental wood work,

to his GRAINING COLOURS and LIQUID WOOD
STAINS.
The graining colours are prepared in a damp state, and

upon so true a principle, that the workman cannot fail in

obtaining the natural colour, nor of giving to the work the

same effect and appearance at all times. The difficulty of

producing a true colour and of preserving the same unifor-

' tv with the admixture of earths and oxides, which are

...j' ingredients used in graining, hus long been acknow-

ledged. This difficulty is at once removed by these prepara-

tions, and the graincr is enabled to confine his attention to

'iis art in graining, without being perplexed in proportioning

md mixing his colour.

The LIQUID STAINS are solutions of colours which not

mly carry additional stain on to the various woods on which

they are employed, but when used on the particular wood

whose object it' is to revive, it combines with and heightens

the natural colour inherent in the wood, and is therefore a

valuable acquisition to the DECORA 1 OR and to the

RENOVATOR of old oak or other carvinjs. They arc also

capable of giving colour to the sappy an<1 defective parts of

veneers and fine woods used by cabinet-makers and others.

In the decoration of churches, castles, baronial halls, and

mansions, in which are often found beautiful specimens of

ancient carvings ;
when the colour of the wood is changed

and faded, these liquid stains will be found particularly ser-

viceable.

They also impart to woods of inferior character and of

soft texture, such as beach, birch, pine, deal, &c., the

colour and appearance of such woods (whether oak, maho-

gany, rosewood, &c.) as it may be designed to imitate,

and thus save the expense of more costly materials.

The above preparations for graining and staining for pur-

poses of imitation and of revival, arc prepared by HENRY
STEPHENS, and may be obtained at 54, Stamford-street,

where specimens of their application may be seen, and also

at the Office of “The Builder,” nnd Mrs. ROWLAND,
Painter and Glazier, 3, Broad-street, Golden-square.
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HOT WATER APPARATUS. — The
attention of architects, builders, anil others, is

respectfully requested to BENJAMIN FOWLER’S superior

method of heating: churches and chapels, halls, stair-c s
,

conservatories, forcing and green-houses, manufactories,

warehouses, kilns, rooms for drying timber, &c., and e\ery

variety of purpose for which artificial heat is require! .

the 1Jt twenty tear. .ante hundred, of bmld.ng. have been

heated upon this plan, and the parties for whom they were

executed are constantly expressing their satisfaction, also

their willingness to vouch for their efr.ciency. An.mproved

wrought-iron boiler, which requires no brickwork,

seen in action upon the premises,

63. Dorset-street, Fleet-street.

BENJAMIN FOWLER,

PROSSFR’S EXPERIMENTAL RAILWAY AND
BURNETT’S PATENT.

THE attention of Railway Companies,
Builders, and others, is respectfully called by the

Proprietors of Sir William Burnett’s Patent to the Wooden

Rails laid down at Prosser’s Experimental Railway on Wim-
bledon-common ;

part of which, having been prepared by

their process, in addition to being effectually preserved from

Dry Rot, will be found to exhibit all the characteristics of

thoroughly seasoned timber, although only cut down in the

month of May last, and prepared while in a perfectly green

state. Hydraulic apparatus and Tanks. Millwall, Poplar,

nearly opposite Greenwich ;
Offices, 53, King William-

street, London-bridge.

POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN PAVE-
MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks,

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Corn Stores, and Salt

Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin in

Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell-

ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds,

Price 3s. fid. per square yard.

BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culvert*,

&c. &c. on Railways and other places (with instructions

for laying it down), may be had at the rate of 45s. per ton,

by applying to JOHN PILKINGTON, 15, Wharf-road,
City-road.

TO ARCHITECTS.

I
N consequence of many complaints having;

been made to the Company, by Architects, of a spurious
material having been used in the execution of Works where
the Seyssel Asphalte had been specifiedfor, the Directors,

with a view to ensure the fulfilment of any such specification,

have authorized CERTIFICATES to be granted to Builders
where the

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE
has been used. For the purpose of securing the use of the
Genuine Article, Architects and others arc recommended to

insert in their specifications the “ Seyssel Alphalte, Cla-

ridge’s Patent,” and not merely “Asphalte,” or “Bitu-
men,” as in many cases where these terms have been used,

gas- tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have
been introduced. I. FARRELL, Secretary.

Stangate, near Westminster Seyssel Asphalte Company.
Bridge, Jan., 1845.

Books of Instructions for Use may be had at the Office of
“ The Builder,” and of all Booksellers in Town and Country,
price Is.

*»* In proof of the necessity of the above advertisement, it

may be mentioned, that it has come to the knowledge of the
Directors, that in certain works which have been executed bv
Messrs. CURTIS, builders, of Stratford, a spurious material

has been used by them, contrary to the specifications, which
expressly mentioned, that “ Claridge’s Asphalte” was to

be used.
Also in the case of a work at Lewisham cxecutedby-ftfcssrs.

ROBERT and DANIEL YOUNG, of 10, Crown-row,
Walworth-road, where Seyssel Asphalte was specified for, a
spurious article was nevertheless laid down by them.

PLUMBER’S BRASS WORK, WATER-
CLOSET PUMPS, &c.—These articles require the

greatest attention and care in the manufacture, and will be

found superior and cheaper than at any other manufactory.
Best Pan Water Closets, 34s. ; Lift Pumps and Planks,

4 1. 10s. Od. ; 3-inch Pumps, 5 1. 10s. Od.
;
3-inch Bill Ball and

Stop Cocks, 30s. per dozen, and every article in this branch
equally low. Every article warranted.—Address, TIIOS.
MILLINGTON, 87, Bishopsgate-strcct.

VARNISH.

THOS. MILLINGTON begs to inform the
Trade, Builders, Painters, and others, that this article

can be had at his Manufactory, of the best quality and at the
very lowest price. T. M. has long been a manufacturer, and
has devoted much time and attention to it, using only the
best of gums, and sparing no expense in the manufacture.
Fine Pale Oak or Wainscoat Varnish, per imperial gallon,

10s.
;
Fine Carriage Varnish, 12s.

;
Copal, 18s. ; Body Copal,

24s. ; Gold’Size, 10s
j
White Hard, 18s.

;
Brown Hard, 18s.

;

French Polish, 18s. per gallon. Paint, Dryers, Colours,
ready and ground, and every article in the trade. If quality

is taken into consideration, this will be found the cheapest
house in London. Address, 87, Bishopsgate-strect Without.

FOREIGN WINDOW GLASS.

THOS. JVflLLlNGTON begs to inform
his fnends, that he continues to receive weekly large

consignments pf FOREIGN GLASS, which he is determined
to offer upon theory lowest terms. Address, 87, Bishops-

|

,gate-streef Without.

SASH, 8HOP-FRONT, AND HOTHOUSE MANUFAC-
TURER.—ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF 70 YEARS.

87, B i s 1lopatfate-street Without.

rgTHOS. MILLINGTON begs to inform his

JL Friehilw, thaUhe, -still continues to manufacture the
above in the satoc maanefc-flhd using only the best materials,
that have given so much satisfaction for many years past.

Every article will be made in the best manner, and the very

lowest price charged. Lisygmjy be had upon application.

Drawings prepared.

British and foreign sheet
GLASS, for Horticultural purposes, Skv-lights, &c.

may be had at JAMES BROMLEY’s 315, Oxford-street,
London, at the reduced prices, also Microscopial Glass,
French Shades, Plate snd Crown Window Glass. J. B. will

be happy to furnish Lists of Prices, or any other particulars
that may be required.

DUTY OFF ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS.

CHARLES LONG begs to inform bis
Friends and the Public, that he can now supply Orna-

mental Glass from Is. 3d. per foot superficial
; and borders

from 9d._ per foot, run ; and having just built two of the
largest Kilns in London, is enabled to execute extensive
Orders with unprecedented dispatch, 1, King-street, Port-
man-square.—Terms, Cash only.

PATENT PLATE GLASS, Sheet and
Crown Window Glass, Coloured and Painted Glass,

wholesale and retail, at CLAUDET and HOUGHTON’S,
Window Glass Warehouse, 89, High Holborn.— Lists of

the reduced prices forwarded free on application.

GLASS SHADES.— For the Preservation
of CLOCKS, ALABASTER ORNAMENTS, WAX

FLOWERS, or any other articles which may be spoiled by
dust or flies, are since the repeal of the duty on glass sold
at very reduced prices at CLAUDET and HOUGHTON’S
Wholesale and Retail Glass Shade Warehouse, 89, High
Holborn.

COLOURED GLASS for WINDOWS.
—CLAUDET and HOUGHTON, 89 High Holborn.

beg to notify that they are now able to supply COLOURED
GLASS at prices so greatly reduced as to make it available

for many purposes from which it has hitherto been ex-
cluded on account of its expense. They have always on
hand the largest variety of colours which can be obtained,
of which they invite an inspection.—Lists of prices may be
hail upon application.

Sashes primed and properly
GLAZED, at 5jd. per foot; GLASS ONLY MEA-

SURED; Sheet Glass 6d. per foot; Panclosct, complete,
36s.; White Lead, 26s. per cwt.

;
Sheet Lead and Pipe, 21s.

6d. per cwt.
Builders, Plumbers, Painters, and Glaziers, supplied with

CROWN and SHEET WINDOW GLASS, LEAD PIPE,
COLOURS, VARNISHES. BRUSHES, Stained and Orna-
mental Glass, and all materials generally required by them,
at the lowest cash prices. Picture-frame and Cabinet-makers
may rely on having their Sheet, Plate, and Flatted Crown
Glass selected with the greatest care. Gas-fitters and Glass-
dealers supplied with Lamp Shades and Gas Glasses of all

descriptions at wholesale prices.—Address, JOHN WINCH,
15, High-row, Knightsbridge.

Window glass, milled lead,
and COLOURS, Pumps, Closets, Pipe, Basins,

Brushes, Dry Colours, Ground ditto, and all materials at the
lowest wholesale prices for cash.

Crown sqr. not exceeding 12 by 10, 5d. per foot.

Shectsquares, not exceeding 12 by 10, 6d.perfoot,
White Lead. Milled Lead cut to size.

Linseed Oil. Pan Basins.
Turps. Plumbing, Brass
Warranted Varnishes. Work, &c.

Superior Spruce Oker, for Plasterers and Pointers, at
6s. per cwt. Gilders, Print Publishers, Picture Frame and
Cabinet makers supplied with patent sheet, plate, and sheet,
and flatted glass ot superior colour, and carefully selected.
SURVEYORS, CONTRACTORS for PUBLIC WORKS,

and the TRADE generally, sending specifications of quanti-
ties required, will receive by return of post an invoice at the
very lowest cash prices. — For complete lists (priced) apply
to R. COGAN, 5, Princes-street, Lcicester-square, London.

Also may be had, Wholesale and Retail,

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES.
Gas Contractors, Fitters, Glass Merchants, and others

supplied with any description. Lists of nearly 100 patterns,
with prices affixed, sent to any part of the kingdom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, and others, supplied with

FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES,
for covering Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curi-
osities, &c., &e., of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may
be had on application. Bee Glasses, Striking Glasses for
Nurserymen, Fish Globes and Confectioners' Glasses, &c., of
every size and description.

TO THE PLATE-GLASS TRADE.

THE BIRMINGHAM PLATE and
CROWN-GLASS COMPANY beg to call the atten-

tion of the Trade, that their LONDON WAREHOUSE, 141,
Fleet-street, is now open for the sale of their Crystal Plate-
Glass, which for Brilliancy and Colour will be found to stand
unrivalled by any other manufactory.—All orders, addressed
to B. MOSS, London warehouse, or to the. works, Smeth-
wick, near Birmingham, will be promptly attended to.

WALLIS’S PATENT LIQUID WOOD
KNOTTING. — This newly-discovered Liquid

Composition which Messrs. Geo. and Thos. Wallis have t’

satisfaction of introducing to the trade, possesses the ii

E
ortant qualification of effectually stopping Knots in Wood,
oweverhad, and preventing them eating through and dia-

figuring the paint above.

Many substances have been used and much time spent in
endeavouring to find a cure for a bad Knot, but hitherto

without success. Messrs. Wallis therefore feel much plea-,

sure in offering to the public an article so long and anxiously
called for.

In the application, skill is not required; a boy can us(

as well and effectually as the best workmen : it is put ou to

the work with a brush like common paint, can be used in all

climates and situations, and does not require heat.

Sold wholesale and retail, by Messrs. G. and T. Wallis,

Varnish, Japan, and Colour Manufacturers, No. 64, Long
Acre. Price 20s. per gallon.

VARNISH.—It has lonp been adesideratum
amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

and genuine article ; brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,

and durability arc the qualifications necessary, but these are

seldom if ever found united. The experience of a life-time

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, the
great and important discoveries of modem chemistry, and
the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.

George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil

and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently

recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both in

price and quality.

Builders, Coachmakers, Painters, and others may depend I

on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article.

Fine Oil Varnish, from 10s. per gallon; best White Spirit I

Varnish, 21s. ditto; Best Spirit French Polish, 20s. ditto;
|

White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of every description at

the very lowest prices.—WALLIS’S Varnish, Japan, and I

Colour Manufactory, 6l, Long-acre, one door from Bow-
street. Established 1750.

B IELEFELD’S PAPIER MACHE.—
The superiority of the Papier Mfichd for the purposes i

of ARCHITECTURAL DECORATIONS is now so gene-
rally admitted, that it is needless to argue it. The introduc-

tiori of Papier M&ch£ into most of the public and private i

buildings in the country is the best proof of its merits. Or-

naments may be had in almost every style, and pattern-

books, containing more than a thousand executed designs.

?riec 1/.

PICTURE FRAMES and other Articles of Furniture,

either gilt or in imitation of the finest carved oak. An illus-

trated Tariff forwarded on the receipt of eight post-office

stamps.
PATENT QUAQUAVERSAL GLASS-STANDS for the

toilet, on an entirely new principle, of great elegance, and
free from all the practical inconvenience of ordinary Glass-

stands.
At the works, 15, Wellington-strect North, Strand.

THE EIDER DOWN
DER DOWIMv

OUtLT
QUILT is the warmest, the lightest, and the most elegant

ther the Bed, the Couch, or the Carriage, and from its extreme warmth is peculiarly
\ ; I . .. a. I.nlf flan nvi.o r\f T'.Apr l'lrtWn. T.ist ftf nriCCS flf tllP.

Covering
;

it is suitable for either tl
, ..... — D ~,—

adapted for invalids. Also goose Down Quilts, very comfortable at half the price of Eider Down. List of prices of the 1

above, and also every description of Bedding, sent free by post on application to HEAL & SON, Bedding Manufacturers,
mi; .u- .-•i. i m

. Court Road.—November 8, 1815.196, opposite the Chapel, Tottenhai

THE LONDON PATENT HYDRAULIC COMPANY invite the attention of the

Nobility and Landholders, and all classes having PROPERTY TO PROTECT FROM FIRE, to their PATENT
FIRE ENGINES, which being constructed on scientific principles,

work lighter, throw more water, and arc less than half the price of I

any other. They are built to discharge from half a barreli to one-

and-a-half tons of water per minute.
THE FARMER’S FIRE ENGINE, as occasionally applied to 1

lifting liquid manure, is found invaluable. Also the RAILWAY
STATION PATENT FIRE ENGINE must become universal

when known.
Architects, Builders, Plumbers, &c., will find the PATENT

ENGINE PUMPS, for the supply of Baths and Water Closets,

together with the PATENT PUMPS, for all purposes work so

much lighter, and far cheaper than any of the old common friction

pumps. Each Engine and Hydraulic Machine sold warranted both

for durability and effect.

No. 16, HOLBORN HILL (opposite Furnival’s Inn),

London.

BRITAUMIA, I E O IJ, AND 7. I C WOKKS,
STOVE GRATE, KITCHEN RANGE, AND STEAM-COOKING APPARATUS, MANUFACTORY,

Wholesale, Retail, and Export Ironmongery Warehouse, 1 74, HIGH HOLBORN,
Established a. d. 1830; universally known by the “ Dust Pan.

R. KAY BUTLER
Invites Architects, Builders, and the Trade to inspect his stock of STOVES, KITCHEN RANGES, &c., which u

universally allowed to be the most extensive in London.
Bright Register Stoves from 4 1. each to 30 guineas.

Best Black Metal do., 7d. 8d. Qd. lOd. Is. per inch.

Ditto Ditto Elliptic Do. 3id. 4d. per inch.

Cottage Ranges, with Oven and Back Boiler : ,

2 ft. 8 2 ft. 10 3 ft. 3 ft. 2 3 ft. 4

U. 18s. 21. 0s. 21. 2s. 2 l. 4s. 2/. 6s.

Strong Self-acting Kitchen Ranges, with Back Boiler, Oven, Wrought Bars, and Bright Fittings.

3 ft. 3 ft. 2 3 ft. 4 3 ft. 6. 3 ft. 8 3 ft. 10 4 ft

3 1. 4s. 3/. 8s. 3/. 12s. 3/. l6s. 4(. 0s. 4/. 4s. 41. BS.

Sash Weights, 7s. per cwt.—Estimates given for every description of Wrought and Cast-iron \\ ork.

SUILBERS’ AKTI5 CiLB.PBiffTESTS’ 2i£OUMOTtrCrE21V WAESHOUSE.

THE Proprietor of this ISstablishment. has, by his connections with the most extensive

Manufactories, selected the largest and best-suited Stock of Builders’ Ironmongery yet offered to notice. It inc u cs •

every article in Ironmongery suited to Building purposes, such as Locks, Nails, Screws, and every requisite for in

fittings, finishing, and decoration
;
also Rain Water Pipe, Sash Weights, and all kinds of Castings, and conibin s

( g :

entirely new) all modern improvements in principle and design. The Prices throughout, even in the most minute article,
,

have been the object of the strictest economical consideration, the profit of the undertaking being anticipated only }

larce return. From this Stock every article may be selected, exactly adapted for its intended use, ot any requirea

quality or quantity, at a moment’s notice, and Catalogues of Prices had, per post RAKFR t

posting-stamp), at 18, BI.APtDFOHD STREET, MANCHESTER SQUARE, L°™ON, f

p”op“tor
STREET, PORTMAN SQUARE. JOHN YOUNG, Jun., Proprietor.
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pages of The Builder
contain a larger amount of

information, connected with

the Metropolitan Buildings

Act, than is to be found in

any other work. They have
been open always to communications on the

subject
;
and we have from time to time laid

before the public the more important awards
ind directions issued by the official referees,

ind all the modifications of the Act, ordered
in their recommendation, by the Comrais-
lioners of Works and Buildings. Our anxious

lesire has been to render the operations of the

lew Act as extensively known as possible, to

?xplain any doubtful points as they arose, and
io prevent litigation : to induce the expression

>f public opinion with a view to an early im-

>rovement of the Act, and, by a vigilant sut-

mllance of those who were in authority, to

iid in securing a proper administration of it.

)ur efforts in this respect, we say it with gra-

itude, have been favourably viewed on all

lands.

A right honourable lord, interested officially

n the administration of the Act, has been
•leased to offer his approbation of the conduct
if T he Builder, and to express an opinion
f “ its practical utility and from the public
generally, we could give many gratifying

roofs of confidence, if we thought it right to

0 so. Even at the risk of a charge of ego-
ism, however, we cannot avoid availing our-
elves of this opportunity, of mentioning one
nexpected testimonial, recently received from
class of our readers, for whom, though hum-

le, we have much respect, and whose in-

vests and progress we desire, with all

arnestness and sincerity to advance. We al-

ide to a letter from the Institution of Builders
oremen (signed W. Allard, secretary), which
e should print, if it were not personally flat-

u-ing.

We have been led without wishing it, away
om the simple object of the present notice,
hich was to say, that from this time forward
ir opportunities for illustrating the workings
' thc Buildings Act, will be much greater
ren than they have been. Every award
SD CERTIFICATE PUBLISHED BY THE RE-
1 It EES, WILL COME BEFORE US THE MO-
ENT IT IS issued, and the gist of all that

e important, will be immediately laid before
ir readers. Careful references to these cases
ill be given in the index, so that the volume
hen completed, will be found of the greatest
iportance, indeed, we may almost say, in-
spensable, not merely by architects and
alders, but by all who are interested in

’use property, as owners and holders.

The following are amongst those recently
iued :

—

HIMNEY-BARS, CURB-ROOFS
COPING.

DRAINS, AND

Mr. I. II. Wyatt gave information against
r. W. Bellamy, that in building various
selling-houses in Hackney, he had “ done
rtain matters or things contrary to the pro-
iions of the said Act, namely, having formed
rtain chimney openings, the jambs whereof
aject from the face of the wall more than 4|
i;hes, and the front on either side is less in

width than two-thirds of such opening, without
inserting proper iron chimney-bars

;
and hav-

ing built the walls of the said houses to a height
of 10 feet, without having properly built and
made good the drains thereof; and having
built the party-walls between the said houses,
so as not to project 18 inches in front of the
curb-roof

;
and without being coped with brick

on edge in cement, or stone, or being plastered
with cement.”

The referees, by their award, ordered, “ that
the said William Bellamy do forthwith provide
and let in an iron bar over the opening of
every chimney in the said houses (not already
provided with the same), as directed by sche-
dule F of the said Act

; and that the said Wil-
liam Bellamy do forthwith pull down and re-
place, by a proper external wall, of the thick-
ness of 13 inches at the least, all the lower and
nearly vertical portion of the curbed roof in
the back of each of the said four houses, or do
make the same conformable to the said Act by
adding, upon stone corbels, and to the satis-

faction of the surveyor of the district, so much
to the party-walls between such roofs as that
the said party-walls shall project, at the least,

1 foot and G inches beyond every such roof,
measured at a right angle with the back of the
i afters of such roof, or do in some other way
make the same conformable to the said Act;
and that the said William Bellamy do forth-
with finish the top of each of the said party-
walls, with some properly-secured and sufficient

water-proof and fire-proof covering, as directed
by the third part of schedule D of the said
Act.

As regards drainage, the award sets forth

what may be important to many of our readers :

it states, that “ upon the express understanding
that it is intended to make sewers, and that the
same are now about to be made, and that the
said William Bellamy has paid, or has engaged
to pay, seven shillings per foot towards the ex-
penses of the said sewers or part thereof, and
that it is his intention to form proper drains,

from all of the said houses into such sewers as

soon as the same shall be made, and inasmuch
as many instances have occurred, in which
buildings are commenced in streets and roads,

in which sewers have not been built, but in

which it is the declared intention of the parties

immediately to build sewers : and inasmuch as

the said official referees are of opinion, that the
intention of the said Act to promote the im-

provement of the drainage of buildings would
be defeated if, in such cases, cesspools were
made, and the buildings drained to such cess-

pools instead of sewers, and have therefore
determined to recommend to the Commis-
sioners of Works and Buildings a modification
of the said rule, to the effect that it shall he
lawful in such cases to defer the making of
such drains, with the special consent of the
official referees first had and obtained,”—they
will make no direction thereon, until the result

of such recommendation be known.

TEMPORARY WORKSHOPS.

Mr. S. Fowler having erected a workshop
at Bermondsey for temporary use, not in ac-

cordance with the Act (through ignorance),
received notice from the district surveyor to

that effect, and appealed to the referees.

It was admitted that the external inclosures
were not wholly formed of brick or of stone

;

“ that the said Building is detached from any
other building, and that it is separated from
the next adjoining premises by a brick wall

;

that the roof is covered with pantiles, and
that no fire-place has been built therein

;

and further, that the said building has been

built as a temporary workshop for the execu-
tion of a pressing contract, and that it will be
pulled down in the course of four or five
months from the date of hearing.”

Mr. Hosking determined “ that the building
in question is not conformable to the said
Act, but I defer to make any direction there-
on for a period of six months from the 22nd
day of September last.”

INSULATED BUILDINGS.

With reference to an application from Mr.
Lee, for leave to erect smiths’ and coopers’
shops (of timber and wood-work) at Wands-
worth, at the distance of 22 feet from one
building, and 25 feet from another, both in his
own occupation, the referees awarded, “ that
‘f the buildings be in the same possession and
occupation with the proposed building, and be
themselves insulated within the meaning of the
said Act, and if the proposed building be so
situated that there be not within 30 feet there-
from, any land or any building not in the same
possession and occupation therewith, then such
proposed building will be an insulated building
within the meaning of the said Act.”
Wood construction was therefore permitted.

SLAUGHTER-HOUSES.
With regard lo a request by Mr. Weymouth,

to know, amongst other things, whether a
small slaughter-house, at Crouch End, Horn-
sej-, was a building of such a nature that, in
accordance with the 55th section of the
Act, no structure could be erected nearer to it
than 50 feet, the referees decided, “ that if thc
slaughter-house be used for the slaughtering
of animals for human food only, and be not
used for the business of a general slaughterer,
but in connection with the trade of a retail’

botcher, and particularly with the trade of a
butcher’s shop thereto adjoining, then the said
slaughter-house is not to be deemed to be a
building used for the business of a slaughterer,
or for a business noxious or offensive within
the meaning of the said Act.”

OBSTRUCTION OF LIGHT AND AIR.
Messrs. Eiger and Ivelk, being about to erect

premises at the back of No. 1C, St.James’s-
square, which Mr. Howell, the owner of
No. 15, considered would obstruct the light
and air of his premises, applied through his
architect, Mr. Marsh Nelson, for the inter-
ference of the official referees to prevent the
builders from proceeding. The opinion of
Messrs. Barry, Hardwick, Tile, and Penne-
tliorne confirmed his view as to tho obstruc-
tion. An area was to be left as prescribed by
the Act. It was contended for Mr. Howell
that if the referees were called on by the Act
(as is the case) to prevent any projections from
a wall which would obstruct the light and air,

orbe injurious to the adjoining houses, the Act
could not permit the wall itself to ho built or
raised, so as to effect in a greater degree, that
which the projections from it would do in a
smaller degree.

The referees determined that so far as re-
lated to the interruption of light and air, they
had no jurisdiction in the matter referred to
them.

Schools at Cardiff.—A building for i

day-school on the British system is now beinf
erected in Cardiff by subscription, principally
of the Baptists in that town and thc vicinity
the style is ludor. Mr, Clinton is the ar
chitcct.

Ihe Koval Society.—The session wil
commence on Thursday next, the 20th instant.
The anniversary meeting will be held on Mon-
day, December 1st.
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CLAY SOILS AND CONCRETE.

Sib,—The observations in No. 142 of The
Builder, by Henry Liddell, on the dangers

accruing to buildings erected on clay soils,

without due precautions being given to the

foundations, and the instances which he brings

forward of the fatal results exemplified in the

buildings about Hull, are of serious impor-

tance, and merit the consideration of all

practical persons. I will venture to make a

few additional remarks.

In all foundations, but especially in un-

certain soils, a great degree of security is

obtained by making the footings and lower

part of the walls pof increased thickness.

The foundations, from the better bond thus

obtained, are less liable to fracture and are

more capable of bearing heavy weights by the

greater spread of surface over which they

are diffused. In illustration of the security

thus obtained, the use of snow boots in Canada
has been referred to, which extend, almost like

sledges, under the feet, and thus effectually

prevent the impression which the small extent

of the bearing surface of a foot would inevit-

ably make. By the diffusion of the weight
scarcely any compression takes place, and the

same result may be obtained by similar means
in soft or clayey soils, by extending the width

of the footings.

In clay soils, another point to be attended to,

is that the foundations be of sufficient depth

,

to prevent the soil on which they are constructed

being affected by the changes of the weather,

from wet to dry, or otherwise. The cracking
of these soils by the heat of summer, and
their swampiness in winter is well known. If

it is necessary for an architect to take into

consideration the effect of the dilatation of iron

by heat, how much more should he consider

the effect which such changes have upon a

soil, the very foundation of his building. In
clay lands, I think the bottom of the footings

should never be less than five feet below the

surface, to avoid the effects of temperature.

The drainage for buildings also on these soils

should not be made below the level of the

foundations, as great injury is likely to arise

from withdrawing the natural moisture of the

ground beneath them. I have known serious

injury to arise, and a building to be fractured

in all directions, from the sinking of a well in

a clay soil, whereby the under soil was drained

of its moisture.

Your correspondent alludes to concrete,

and doubtless it is a most efficient means for

securing good foundations, but I apprehend its

beneficial effect arises, in a great measure, from
its enabling the builder to effect the two con-
ditions above named, at a moderate expense;
viz. of extending the width of the footings and
increasing the depth of the underground work :

— for it must be remembered that the concrete

itself is only an artificial wall, and subject

therefore to all the contingencies which may
affect the soil on which it rests. In addition

to concrete on clay soils, I have adopted the

plan (and with much success) of building all

the footings four or six courses in height of

brickwork in cement, each course strongly

bonded with iron hooping, laid both longitu-

dinally and diagonally. Iron hooping has

been looked upon so much as a mere substitute

for wood bond, that its advantages of being a

connecting tie to the individual bricks, and
the increased mutual strength which thev

thereby obtain, are not sufficiently appreciated.

I make this observation, as the use of iron

hooping in footings has been objected to as

unnecessary and useless by several practical

builders
;

but I hold that the footings thus

constructed of sound stocks and cement, linked

together by iron hooping, form a stronger and
more compact bearing surface than could be

obtained by Yorkshire landings. The con-

necting bond is in no part broken throughout
the footings, as must be the case with landings.

I should have supposed the use of concrete

was too well known to need your correspondent’s

inquiry, had I not myself found a difficulty

sometimes of getting it executed in the country.
In London, the ballast from the river bed is

invariably used, but in the country, any clean
pit gravel, fragments of stone and brick, the
shingle from the sea-shore, and broken flints,

may all be advantageously used, mixed with
coarse, rough sand sufficient to fill up the
interstices. Six parts of this material with
one of ground lime is recommended; or, if

the lime is strong and hydraulic, a smaller

portion of it may be used. As it is difficult

in the country to obtain ground lime readily,

a labourer can be set to pound it into powder.

To slake it with the other material is wasteful.

I subjoin a translation from one of the chap-

ters in Philibert de L’Ome’s work, published in

1568, giving an account of the use of concrete

in his time, which I have not seen noticed in

any publication on the subject.

2nd Book, Chapter 2 :
—“ How foundations are to

be made, when large stones cannot be obtained,

for building bridges across rivers, harbours on

the sea-coast, and other works in marshes and in

water.

“The excavations being made, whether for

houses, harbours, bridges, or buildings, in a

marshy soil, or even on land, and if being deep

and wide, stones of a large size cannot be

obtained for the foundations, the best and surest

method is to prepare a mortar, composed
of quick-lime recently burnt, as described in

the first book, mixed with a river sand, which
contains a quantity of pebbles of all sizes,

provided the largest be not larger than the

fist, or the size of an egg, and that the whole
be also interspersed with smaller pebbles and
gravql, such as are usually found in rivers.

This material, moistened with water and
mingled with lime, serves both for mortar and
stone, and mixed with a sufficient quantity of

sand, must be thrown at once into the excavation

without any labour from the mason’s trowel. It

is only necessary to dress it with the spade.

Having thrown in a layer, about half a foot in

thickness, large single stones may also be thrown
in, and mixed here and there with it as

may be convenient, but without touching

each other
;

after this, you will again throw

upon them the mortar of pebbles and gravel as

before done, and this must be repeated till the

excavation is full, throwing the whole from

above with all sorts of small pebbles. This

composition thus executed hardens and solidi-

fies so firmly in the foundation, that being

heaped up in a mass, and bound together, it

becomes a uniform body or rock, such as

Nature forms, of a single block, and it is so

strong and hard, that when dry, it cannot be
broken either by piles or any other instru-

ment, nor can the pebbles be separated from it

without breaking them in pieces. The reason

is, that the excavations, retaining their hu-

midity dissolve the mortar and prevent its dry-

ing for some time, so that the large gravel and
pebbles during this period imbibe and draw in

the fatness and power of the lime even to

their very centre, as 1 have myself observed
;

for on examining the pebbles thus employed,

and breaking them, I have found them white

to their very centre, and of the same colour as

the lime. Quarry stones can do the same, for

they attract the fatness and power of the lime.

A foundation of small size cannot be executed

in this manner, as the stones or pebbles would

dry too rapidly, and before they had time to

absorb the virtue of the lime. Lime made
from hard stone or marble is the most pene-

trating and proper for this purpose, but ob-

serve especially that soft free-stone lime is

useless.”

It is needless to continue the extract, and

your readers will probably not understand the

old architect’s philosophy; but the chapter is

interesting as evidencing the use of a material

three centuries ago, which we are inclined to

consider a modern discovery. I am, Sir, See.

October, 1845. T. L.

•/ In the prize essay on concrete, published

in the first part of “ Transactions of Institute

of British Architects,” 1836, numerous in-

stances of the use of concrete in very early

times are cited. In reply to our first corre-

spondent, Mr. Liddell, we give the following

brief extracts from the essay in question.
“ The concrete now generally employed is

compounded of Thames ballast and Dorking
lime, in certain proportions, varying, according

to the opinion of the user and goodness of the

materials, from one of lime and four of ballast,

to one of lime and twelve of ballast. They
are sometimes mixed together, slaked as mor-
tar, and thrown into the foundation from a

certain height
;
sometimes the ballast is laid

on the site of the intended erection, and the

lime poured over it, in the shape of grout;

while at other times the spaces to be concreted

are filled with water, and the lime and ballast,

having been first mixed in proper proportions,

are thrown into it dry. Instead of gravel,

Iventish-rubble and broken pieces of granite,

properly grouted, have been extensively em-
ployed, more especially by Sir John Soane,
who has used a preparation of this sort for

most of the public buildings in Westminster
executed under his direction

;
viz., at the Law

Courts, the additional buildings to the House
of Lords, the library of the House of Com-
mons, the Board of Trade and Privy Council
Offices, the State-Paper Office, and others.

The foundations of these edifices were formed
of granite, or other hard stone, broken in small

pieces (none exceeding the size of an ordinary

hen’s egg) and laid in layers, closely rammed,
and grouted every third layer with a grout

composed of Dorking lime and sharp river-

sand
;
other layers of similar pieces of stone

were then laid, and rammed and grouted as

before
;
and so the operation was repeated,

until the required thickness was attained.”
“ In order properly to apportion the quantity

of lime necessary to be used with the ballast,

it will be well that you ask yourself this ques-

tion : What are you in reality doing when
forming a mass of concrete ? or rather, what
ought to be done? To this the answer must
be, that you are building a stone wall.

The pebbles, then, arc the materials with

which it is to be built
,
and must be regarded

only in that light
;
so that in considering the

quantity of lime necessary to be added, in order

to form a proper mortar wherewith to unite

them, regard must alone be had to the sand

contained in the ballast, and according to the

quantity and quality of that ingredient must be

apportioned the lime. It is true, that upon
the proportion borne by the pebbles to the

mortar, the strength and goodness of the con-

crete materially depend
;
but this, except under

peculiar circumstances, must but little interfere

with the preparation of the mortar : it is another

question separately to be considered.

Now, practice and a variety of experiments

have shewn that Dorking stone lime, being

ordinarily good, will form a most excellent

mortar when mixed with three times its own
quantity, by measure, of sand

;
and although it

is quite certain that if it be well burned,

ground, and used hot;—and thus it must alivays

be for concrete— it will make excellent mortar

when mixed with four of sand,* even better

if the lime be powerful than with less, this

may serve us as a generally admitted good

proportion.!

With respect to the amount of stones essen-

tial to a good concrete, it is generally main-

tained by those practical men who have thought

upon the subject—unfortunately but few—that

it should be double that of the sand by mea-
sure

;
and my own experience fully bears out

this belief.”

Various experiments shewed that two parts

of stones and one of sand ,
icith sufficient lime—

dependant on the. quality of the materials— to

make good mortar with the latter
,
formed the

best concrete.

Thames ballast, of the best sort, consists,

nearly, of one of sand and two of stones; in

ordinary practice, one of lime to seven of

ballast is used, and found amply sufficient.

ARCHITECTURE AND ART IN
MANCHESTER.

After a long period of depression, art in

Manchester has sprung into vigorous existence.

The tideof prosperity in trade has influenced ar-

chitecture, and the town is now a striking exam -

1

pie of prevailing good taste. An increased want:

of buildings of every description, churches,

houses, warehouses, manufactories, and public

buildings
;
the formation of several new and

large streets, and the widening of old ones,'

have created a demand for the services of
architects, such as we do not recollect any

other instance of. A new school of architects

has sprung up, including a large number ofi

individuals, many of them very young men
;
and

it is greatly to the credit of the merchants of

the town, that they have had the judgment:

to use the services of architects, in buildings,;

in which they are seldom appealed to, and to:

the credit of the architects, that these appeals

* It was usually thus compounded by tho late John:

Nash, Esq.

f Vitruvius says the Romans used three parts of sand to i

one of lime ;
but Pliny says four to one. There is little doubt 1

but that their opinions were as various as are ours. Dr. '

Higgins recommends one of lime by weight to eight of sand t

in his “ Treatise on Calcareous Cements,” p. 780.
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have been replied to by them, almost univer- I

sally, in the best manner, and so as to confirm
the impression of the advantages to be derived
from professional assistance. The speculativemama has infected Manchester, probably in a
greater degree than any other place in the
kingdom

; and it would be easy to name several
most remarkable instances of good fortune,
.tradesmen, attorneys, surgeons, dentists, and
many more needy adventurers of one time, we
now find metamorphosed, every man of them,
into share-brokers. They are the monarchs
ot the day; note-book and pencil in hand,
they crowd the Exchange, and reap all the
advantages of the lucky game. The quondam
shop-boy, to whom a yard-stick was the
familiar instrument of success, and who sped
from his ill-digested dinner punctually to the
hour of two, now books the name of a new
client, and whistles as he books it, or alights
at the door of the stock-exchange, in all the
consciousness of well-appointed horse-flesh.
1 he man of lint and bandages, whose early
career was brightened only by an occasional
tooth, now invites you to dine 'at his country-
house, and calls for you in a carriage, which
people look at, as it runs bv. Amidst all this
good fortune, in which all, for the present,
seem to be partakers, there are many who
condemn, and who talk of impending ruin, yet
none who show the influence of example

;
few

to recollect a time when shares were at a
discount, and scrip could be had for asking
People consider the questionable issue out of
the approaching climax, but, with the infatua-
tion ot the hazard-table, hope, that one more
cast may yet yield gain. In drawing attention
to the prosperous state of architecture in
Manchester, we have thought it necessary thus
to allude to the causes, which might’ soon
there, as well as elsewhere, produce a state of
things the exact reverse; and should the
scarcity of money be felt for some period to
come, as seems too probable, the arts will be
aftected to a disastrous extent. But to return
to our more immediate object.

It is not only in the art of architecture, that
great progress has lately been made

;
an equal

sdvance is apparent in the arts of construe,
tion. I lie railways have brought excellent
stone from the immediate neighbourhood of
the quarries, at so low a rate of carriage, that
ts cost is often exceeded by brick work, and con-
lequently it is much used fur whole fronts of
luildings. I hat bad substitute, stucco, gene-
•ally unsightly, and often entailing an annual
ixpense, is seldom made use of, and we could
nsh that everywhere, where stone is cx-
lensive, people were equally aware of the
uperior advantages of good brickwork. The
tone most used is known as “ Yorkshire pier-
oints;” it is a sandstone of good yellow
olour, and according to one architect, is
early as cheap as the best red facing bricks
nd quite as cheap as what are called in Man-
hester “seconds,” and much cheaper than
nckwork, according to another. It is used
tth the natural fracture for the beds, and is
sugh dressed on the face

; it is generally laid
i blocks, averaging perhaps, 9 inches by 6
iches on the face. It is generally backed
ith brickwork, but sometimes with the red
indstone of the neighbourhood (Collyhurst
one), of which the Collegiate church is built,
it which is only adapted for parts protected
om the weather. Collyhurst stone is, at
esent, much cheaper than brickwork. For
ouldings and for finer work “ Summit stone ”

still used
;

it is a very good stone, and is
ghly crystalline. The use of iron is still
eatly extending in Manchester, where the
inciples of its application are well under-
)od, and all the casting establishments are
active operation. The most novel appli-

tion of this material is in the Independent
apel, erecting in Salford, near the Brough-
i-bridge, from the designs of Mr. Richard
me. The roof is framed of cast iron prin-
>als, curved, and meeting at the top in a
> th ic arch. Each half is in two pieces firmly
Ited together, and the principals are con-
cted by tie-rods. The feet of the principals
: spread out, and rest on blocks of stone,
: are further supported by iron columns’
ilt into the wall, which stand upon stone
bels at the ground level. There are shoes,
t on the principals, to receive the purlins!
ere will be a school-room underneath,
lere are two heights of iron columns, the
>er supporting the iron girders for the
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galleries. These girders are curved in form,
so as to approach nearer to the section of the
steps of the galleries. The roof may be
made a very effective feature; and that a
similar treatment of iron work in Gothic ar-
chitecture is desirable, has been pointed out in
a former

_

number of this journal.* The style
adopted in this building appears to be “ per-
pendicular. ’ The windows are in two heights,
and the roof spans the whole width of the
building. The principal front will have awindow with crocketed canopy over the en-
trance door, and is divided into three com-
partments by canopied buttresses, surmounted
by crocketed pinnacles. The style is not well
treated, and the mouldings are exceedingly
meagre, and spiritless, but the constructiv'e
effort is worthy of some praise.

kt. Simon’s Church, Springfield-lane, is
not tar from that just described. It is on
the Salford bank of the river, in a very
favourable situation for the display of archi-
tectural skill. It is also by Mr. Lane, and is
certainly an improvement upon the Independent
Ehapel, though neither much better, nor much
worse than the general run of cheap early
English churches. It consists of a nave, and
aisles, a short chancel, with octagonal east-end
transepts, a south porch, and a western tower!
It is built of Yorkshire stone, backed with
Collyhurst stone. The tower will support
an octagonal spire, rising to the height of

•ii i

1. The chancel will be groined, and
will have three windows to the east. At the
ends of the transepts will be windows of three
lights, with quatrefoil tracery, and the aisles
will have windows of trefoiled tracery, with
two lights, llieio will be cusped windows in
the clerestory, and a window of three lights
over the western door. The tower is ascended
by a turret in the angle formed bv the tower,
and the north aisle. There will he open
benches.— Near the Norman church, built
about four years ago, near Broughton Bridge,
are some schools in the same style, and though
we ai e not usually inclined to commend its
adoption, we must allow, that it has here been
rather effectively made use of.—St. James’s
Church, at Birch, is a very elegant structure
in the early English style, and is, in cverv
respect, a striking instance of the present
tendency in church building. The estimated
cost is 3,50t)/., but this is exclusive of the
spire. It will accommodate 700 persons, 400
of the sittings being free. The design is by
Mr. Dericlc, of Oxford. The plan consists of
a nave and aisles, with the tower at the south-
west angle, a chancel, a chamber for the organ
in the position of a north aisle to the chancel
and a sacristy, north of the chancel. At the
west end will be a large double window, sur-
mounted by a quatrefoil, and in the aisles will
be double windows. At the east end will be
a triplet, and a rose window. The clerestory
will have windows and arcades. The propor-
tions of the parts, throughout the whole church,
aj-e excellent, especially in the piers and arches.
The roof is an open timber one, of very <rood
design. All the arrangements of an old Gothic
church will be here reproduced; and there
will be sedilia, credence table, and piscina
When quite completed, there will bo a consi-
derable amount of decoration; and it seems a
judicious proceeding to provide for future de-
coration, by leaving blocks of stone, which
may be carved into bosses, and corbels, as
opportunity may arise. Subscription lists have
been opened for different objects of detail
and these are filling; rapidly. _ St. John's’
Church, at Longsight, is in the early English
style, and is from the design of Mr. Gregan.
The plan consists of nave and aisles, tower at
the south-west angle, and chancel with short
aisles, and a sacristy, on the north side. The
church has no great amount of decoration, but
is effective in outline, and highly creditable to
the architect, who had many difficulties to con-
tend with, from alterations in his design. The
three chancel arches are effective. There is a
stair turret to the tower, a south porch, and a
north door. There are two lancet windows
at the west end, and an eastern triplet. The
aisle windows are plain lancets coupled. The
roof is of plain open timbers. It seemed, that
the capitals of the pier arches would have been
more effective, had their mouldings been a little

bolder.—A church, now building of terra
cotta, at Piatt, we must reserve for future de-

* Vide “ Gothic Ironwork,” ante p. 39;.

scription. The church of the Holy Trinitvm the btretford New-road, is in the earfc
nglish style, and is a good composition, with

a considerable amount of decoration. It hasa square tower, with detached shafts, arranged
at the various stages in a very effective mannerU is a cross church, with a western tower, anorth porch, and short chancel. There are
aisles to the nave. The porch is inclosed with
gates ot wrought iron, which are in good ta3 te.
in this porch there is a benatura, or stoup for
holy water. We suppose it is not used, and
see no reason why it should be there. The
in closure-wall and gates are excellent. The
interior of the church is of lofty proportions,
it is fitted up with open seats, and has a row of
candelabra, in the form of floriated crosses,down each side of the nave. The font is acopy. 1 he pulpit, which is of stone, stands
on a short pillar. At the opening of the church,
it stood on the north side of the chancel arch,
in tue angle, formed by the responds of the
chancel and transeptal arches. It was soon
found, that the clergyman could not be heard
and it was therefore brought out to the western
tace ot the transeptal respond, and there is now
no difficulty in hearing. This alteration, whichwas one demanding some constructive and
art'stic skill, has been very ably managed bvMr. I ravis, architect, of Manchester. The
architects of the church are Messrs. Scott and
Moftatt, of London.

I he church at Red Bank is one, which we
are sorry we cannot speak of in terms of com-
mendation. It consists of nave, aisles, and
chancel, with porches in the usual position of
the chancel aisles, the east end being next the
street. The aisles are very lofty, with coupled
ancets ot enormous length. These aisles
nave lean-to roofs, with sham-gables towards
the street. The style intended is Early Eng-
lish, but has some mixture of “ perpendicular

0”
and much of a style, not to be associated with
any thing previously known in architecture,
the porches have each two gables, and in the
centre a door with square label head. The
buttresses are surmounted by pinnacles of
most attenuated form. The enclosure wall
and gates might pass for meagre imitations of
those of the Holy Trinity Church. The gable
crosses, the triangular window, with its vo-
lutes, or twists at the angles, the bell-turret
at the end of the south aisle, are all points
which a certain contemporary, who is less
given to encouraging criticism than The
Buh.dkii, would do well to notice. There
does not seein to be any sufficient reason for
placing the entrances at the east end. They
are designed in what some one called the two
and two principle, though, i/zside, one of them
is a vestry. Certain chimney-pots are to be seen
on the roof. There is an open timbered roof
and some very bad stained glass. The church
lias pews. Tho proportions of the interior
are very ill arranged. The chancel roof is of
steeper pitch than that of the nave.—The
Catholic church of St. Wilfrid, Hulme, of
which views have been published by Mr. Pu<nn
the architect, in the two papers in the Dublin
tteview,* is a plain structure of red brick, with
very little stone, and is in the Early English
style. The chancel has lately been decorated
in colour and gold, and has a vcrj'splendid ap-
pearaoco.f Approached from the nave, which
is extremely plain, it is strikingly effective;
and is not less so by night, when we saw it*

lit up with numerous candles, than it is by
day. The stained-glass windows of course
require the effect of daylight. The diapering,
in red, blue, and gold, is carried over every
part of the surface, amongst which may be dis-
cerned, the lily, emblematic of the Virgin

;

the monograms of the Saviour, and the letterW
1

1

for Wilfrid. In the heads of the arched
compartments of the reredos, are the heads of
saints, painted by Mr. Keeling, of Manchester.
The decorative printing was executed by
Boardman. There is a large proportion of
blue in the colouring, yet the effect is by no
means cold. The roof, which is of plain
rafters, is powdered with stars. All the ac-
cessaries of the altar, which would require a
long description, have been designed by Mr.
Pugin, and evince much thoughtful consider-
ation. There are three sedilia. The piscina
is elaborately embellished; it has a deep bowl
and is furnished with a shelf for the cruets’

t Some account of these decorations appeared, ante, p. 350,
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The rood screen is richly embellished wi

colour and gold, and supports a rood, \ii 1

images of the Saviour, of the Virgin
.

ar.D

and St. John. The chapel of the Virgin is in

the north aisle of the chancel, and is also em-

bellished with colour and gold. The eastern

triplet, and rose window above it, are of ele-

gant design, and all the east endows are

glazed with stained glass. The ^urch tseif,

exclusive of the decorat.ons, was erected at a

cost of 5,000/. The font is a very beautiful

one, of original design. The tower is not yet

completed, it will, probably, not be as repre-

sented in the Review. The house of the priest

immediately adjoins the west end
;

it contains

some good fire-places and grates. A remark-

able feature in the exterior of the church, is

the weathering out of the base of the wall, to

the extent of the projection of the buttresses.

A Presbyterian church, and schools have

lately been erected near the workhouse, from

the designs of Messrs. Travis and Mangnall.

The architects had great difficulties to con-

tend with, which we are bound to say they

have surmounted in an able manner; and,

notwithstanding the restrictions of site, and the

injunction placed upon them, to avoid all im-

pediment in the nature of piers, they have

succeeded in producing a highly meritorious

work. The style is perpendicular; there is a

square tower, and an open timbered roof. 1 he

schools are to the east of the church. The

whole is built of stone, and will cost 3,400/.

Much skill is shewn in the arrangements for

ventilating the school-room : the air is admitted

by three apertures, which take the form of

quatrefoils, and thence by perforations through

the floors
;
being carried through other aper-

tures into the space above the ceiling, whence
itpassesoutbythelouvreon theridge ot theroof.

A new Catholic chapel is in progress in

Chapel-street, Salford. It is in the Decorated

style, and is wholly of stone. The architects

are Messrs. Weightman and Hadfield, of Shef-

field. The plan consists of a nave and aisles,

four bays in length, a chancel, a north tran-

sept and chapels. It occupies a large space of

ground. The windows contain some good

tracery.—A new steeple is being built to Christ

Church, Salford, which is Italian in style, in

accordance with the rest of the church.— 1 he

Methodist chapel at Red Bank is remark-

able only from its ill-success as an attempt.

It is designed by a mason, and is built of red

brick and stone, with clumsy and ill-propor-

tioned details. The roof, in part an open

timbered one, is very faulty.—Some alterations

are making in the seats of the Collegiate

Church, under the direction of Mr. Gregan,

and it is proposed to devote the western door

to its original use as an entrance. There are

many other churches in progress in the neigh-
\l*f» llUVO lint

here space to notice.—Amongst the schools we
may mention, the Roby schools, in a street

leading out of Portland-street. The style is

Elizabethan, and they were designed by Mr.

Walters, who has succeeded in producing a

very meritorious work. The building is sup-

ported upon iron columns, being built over the

play-ground. The lower story has a series of

arches of different sizes, filled with iron-work.

Above are lofty bow-windows, projecting

chimneys and gables
;
the whole arranged in a

very skilful manner. The materials are red

brick and stone.

The Queen’s Hotel, in Piccadilly, is also by

Mr. Walters. It is a large building in the

Italian style. The norch is projecting, with a

broken pediment. The capitals of the pilasters

are original, and in very good taste, and this is

equally true of some other ornamental parts.

—

The station of the Manchester and Birmingham
Railway is a very clever design. It is con-

siderably elevated above the street, the carriage

ascent being by a long inclined road, and that

for foot people by a staircase. The principal

building is entirely of stone, Italian in style.

The front consists of a projecting centre, with

a large segmental-headed gateway, and two

wings. Each wing has a door and window on

each side, the mouldings, rustics and basement,
being well designed. The cornice is peculiar

in the stone imitations of tiles, which project

to the edge, from about two feet back.
There are two heights of windows, the upper
ones being square. The basement in the
street is of brick, the entrances to the staircase
being of stone. Each entrance has an arch
rusticated, inclosing a doorway flanked by an

order. The stairs are ascending and descend-

ing in the same well-hole, quite distinct, so

that the two streams never meet, and as this

arrangement is not common, we subjoin the

dimensions. The well-hole, is 22 feet 9 inches

square in the clear, and the height to be as-

cended 29 feet. The stairs are six feet wide,

and each tread is 12 inches. There are 72

steps and landings, each riser being nearly

5 inches high.—Two wings have been added

to the Manchester workhouse ;
they are of

good plain brickwork. The offices near this

building pleased us much. They are in the

Italian style, of red brick, with stone dressings.

The cornice, coins, and decorations of the

windows are all excellent, if we except those

of the upper range of windows, which are

rather too meagre. The bell tower would

have been improved by an addition to the

height. The central doorway and porches

manifest much ability, with some novelty.

The architect is Mr. Dickson.

The greatest change in the architecture of

Manchester is apparent in the warehouses
;
in

many of which there is much architectural

display. That of Messrs. Philips and Co., in

Church-street, is of brick and stone
;

the

windows having architrave and cornice.

The whole is of “fire-proof” construction,

though its safety is interfered with by the

central well-hole staircase, adopted for the

advantages of light, an arrangement lately

much in vogue in that class of buildings. The
rapidity with which fire was communicated

from floor to floor, by this arrangement, in

several instances, led the insurance offices to

increase the rate for that class of buildings,

aud they are now seldom adopted.—There are

many other warehouses of red brick with

stone dressings
;
one in the Oxford-road, with

a stone basement, enriched with pilasters.

Some of the warehouses have very good door-

ways, particularly one in George-strcet. Mr.

Walters is the architect of a warehouse in

George-street, which has the entire front of

stone, backed with brickwork. The work is

rough dressed : it cost 5,500/., which is les9

than it could then have been built for in brick-

work. The design is in the Italian style, plain,

but expressive of the use.—Near this ware-

house, we noticed another, with a stone front,

finished with a pediment. There is also a

warehouse, building in Falkner-street, ofstone,

in which there is some attempt at design, the

upper stories having an order of Grecian

Doric columns, with a fret in the freize; but

we cannot report favourably of the result.

—

The joint station of the Manchester and Leeds,

and Manchester and Liverpool railways, at

Hunt’s bank, is a wonderful work for any age.

The line is carried across the river, and the

road, by bridges, each of one arch, of great

span; and as works of construction, they are,

perhaps, unrivalled. The passengers’ shed

above is of great length, and has a roof of

wrought iron. To form the road for carriages,

it was necessary to arch over the river Irk,

for some distance. Some new offices are

building at this spot, in which fire-proof con-

struction is largely used. The ground had to

be excavated from 31 feet to 37 feet down for

the foundations, and the difficulty must have

been increased by the near approach to the river.

Near the station, is the Palatine Hotel, a plain

Italian building of stone, but in good taste,

in which there is a staircase wholly of iron.

It was executed bv Bellhouse and Co., and

whilst admirably conducive to its object of pro-

viding a means of escape from fire, is not in-

elegant, and may be given as an example of

the successful treatment of ironwork. The

strengthening ribs beneath each tread are ar-

ranged, so as to intersect each other, with

good effect, when seen from below. Some
gilding might be introduced with a good re-

sult.—The directors of the Bank of England

are erecting a new branch bank in King-

street. It is from the designs of Mr. Cocke-

rell, but is not sufficiently advanced to enable

us to speak of its merits. It is expected to

cost between 17,000/. and 18,000/. In private

houses, less progress has been made than in

larger buildings. Some of the Gothic houses

lately built, as for example in Broughton, are

the most whimsical designs, we ever saw.

We ought, however, to mention, that the

Broughton rectory and schools are creditable

productions; and a chancel in the decorated

style is about to be added to St. John’s church

by Mr. Gregan.

The Free Trade Hall was lately decorated

for the Anti-Corn Law Bazaar, by Grieve, of

London. It was styled a Tudor Hall, but had

very little in common with that class of apart-

ments, further than the character of the

painted decorations. These were done on

canvas and then nailed up
;
the colours] were

red, blue, and gold. The dimensions of the

hall are 136 feet by 105 feet, and on the late

occasion of the Athenseum Soiree, it is stated

that 3,800 persons were present. Some men-

tion of this meeting was made in a late

number/4' The Manchester Exhibition, which

has now closed, contained some good pictures.

Poole’s picture, of Solomon Eagle preaching,

gained the principal premium. There was

also Roberts’s Interior of Roslin Chapel, and

Stanfield’s Castle of Ischia. The architects

seem to have quite given up contributing; the

only drawings worthy of praise were a design

for a Gothic church by T. Worthington, and

Pullan’s clever design for the Queen’s robing-

room, lately in the exhibition at the St.

James’s bazaar. The last has been deservedly

rewarded. In saying there were few archi-

tectural drawings, we had almost forgotten,

some attempts, which are so bad, that the

very porter ought to be ashamed of them.

Martin had some good drawings, one of them
rewarded, and, on the whole, the exhibition,

which was of great extent, had several pictures

of sufficient merit, to make us regret the pre-

sence of some glaring exceptions. The hall has

lately been repainted, and a plentiful applica-

tion of the brush, having been given to the casts

of the Elgin marbles, these fine works, which

were presented by George the IV., have lost

nearly all their beauty.f

THE IDENTIFICATION OF ARCHITECTS.

Sin,—That architects should affix their

names to their productions as other artists, at

least sculptors and engravers do, would seem

to be only reasonable and proper, and had such

always been the practice, we should now
know with certainty, who were the architects

of many structures whose authorship is either

entirely unknown, or exceedingly doubtful.

For instance, it has never been clearly de-

cided if the late Royal Exchange, and Temple

Bar, ought to be attributed to Wren or not.

In some few cases, indeed, the authorship of

a building is of such universal notoriety, that

its architect’s name cannot possibly be un-

known or ever fall into oblivion. One would

as soon think of asking “Who wrote Shak-

spere?” as of inquiring who built St. Paul’s,

who made the alterations at Windsor Castle,

or who is erecting the new palace of West-

minster? But there are a great many other

buildings, some of them of sufficient public

note, the names of whose architects are

not known either to the public or to archi-

tectural writers. Tn this latter class is the

India House, which has all along (till very

lately, when it has for the first time, 1 believe,

been claimed for Holland, the architect of

Carlton House), been confidently attributed to

Jupp, who was, it seems, only the East-India

Company’s surveyor, and who certainly is not

known to have ever done any thing else.

If it matters not at all whom buildings are

by, why is so much importance attached to the

ferreting out from old records the names of

mediaeval architects, which when brought to

light are mere names, nominum umbree, and

only so many letters ot the alphabet?

It is not, indeed, to be recommended that

architects should display their names on the

fronts of buildings, as conspicuously as those

of “ Barclay and Perkins ” meet our eyes

upon many public structures, that make no

secret of their publicity. But a name aud

date may be recorded much more modestly,

and where it may not be observed until sought

for; for which reason they ought to be in-

scribed uniformly in some one particular

situation about the level of the eye, or rather

below than above it. Basevi did so in Bel-

grave-square, where his name may be read on

a plinth next one of the porches to the houses
;

and the same has also been done in one or

two instances by other architects.

Budownik. *

t For some remarks on tk :

s disease, vide “ The Plague of

Whitewash,” p. 39, unte,



LIGHTING AND VENTILATING

The lighting: and ventilation of the Central
Criminal Court are much, spoken against.
Punng a trial there on the 1st Inst. the
Chief Baron complained that he could not see
the gentlemen of the jury, and that counsel
were exposed to the same inconvenience. Mr.
Clarkson hoped to be excused if he suggested
to h,s Lordship that he should use his inliuence
with the city authorities to relieve the bar, and
indeed every person sitting in the body of the
court, from the intolerable annoyance which
arose from the operation of Dr. Reid’s system
of ventilation. At one moment they 'wereexposed to a volume of hot air which ivas in-
supportable, and at another, to currents of coldwind, forced into the court by the workmen
engaged outside. lie could assure the Court,
that it was almost killing his brethren' of the
bar, two of whom were now suffering in con-
sequence of their attendance in court, and
consequent exposure to those varied currentsduring the present session. The Chief Baron
said, that he had taken a severe cold on Wed-nesday last from, ho presumed, the same cause

1

' Ury
’
a
5
a sequent period of the day,made an appeal to the Court, to give directionsthat they might be relieved from the cold

m7b» Wi
I" 1' ’v

,

era F°“™d upon them.

1;, ^
remarked that the nuisance wasmost serious, in its prevention of the due andproper administration of justice. The jurywere more likely to be thinking how theyshould escape from stiff necks and sore throats

5

than to be attending to the case submitted totheir consideration.
“ 10

. In connection with this subject we have re.ceived the following; letter:
Sin,— It was not without considerable sur-

t.al Cnmrnal Court. It appears the courtand jurymen were seriously affected with coldsand sore throats, by the hot and cold air alter!“!|T If this is the professed sys-tem of lentilation adopted in large buildings^n
e great metropolis, it is apparent, notvvith

i andiag the various advertisements for perfect
• entilafon lhat there is a very great deficiencyIf knowledge on the subject. The scientific
f.entlemen 1,0 not appear to have hit upon alimple system, by which churches, chapelsourts of justice, or any large room, can beentilated, without subjecting those in theuildings to inconvenience. Vet it is nnssihlc
“

d°th

e
’ b
l I ,

far more sim P | e and cheap

bv blast? f
y in volumes “f hit air

1 b} blasts of cold: it really is laughable tohd of such asystem. It reminds me of an em
°

ent medwal gentleman being called in to giveadvice on the best method of ventilating ajtge public building, containing then about
10 persons, many of whom were afflicted with
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eravei'" se>'era! had

lentM nT gentleman, though an ex-

•ntilation • hp
Td8 em

‘T y unacquainted with
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j ? P™P?scd “ system which wouldve hazarded the health, if not the life, of

st/mH?,? ‘r
ljU ' 1

,

diu? subjected to hisstem. It was objected to, and the opinion of
I obscure country individual was asked: hi,

ed'I.nd

aPP!'°"ed of
.;
"« building was venti-cd under h.s direction, and though six years

1 e elapsed not a single case of either feversmallpox has occurred as yet, though theans were as simple as possible. No volumeshot air, nor blasts of cold, are admitted

i, B
Pfc„ adve)'t‘sement3 in

Redhut B
’ h van0us rem =t'ic» are pro-

I ans’
“

f i t
ale " ot bonsideml by any

I ans perfect, by persons who have had somelie experience in ventilation,
lit is the same with smoky chimneys. Adver-lement follows advertisement; hut it really isl-omshing that, among so manyscientific menBhondon, there should he so few who under
Jnd the method. What induces me to makeIs remark is, having i.oticed, in most parts ofIndon, the tops of chimneys, and, Moose'
J

ntly, the houses, disfigured by various sorts|:h)mney-pots cowls, &c, moi-e particularly

S
he ti est-end. 1 he noble buildings—I may

I- some of them palaces-in Pimlico, are I

I?.,
"10r

,

e disfigured than any other part ’

I
3‘ ,10t helP ^yibg. when looking at them

li
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P“y?,:h

r
beaUlif“ 1 slruct“bes should be

I gured. It is matter of surprise that

both ventilation and the cure of smoky chim-
neys should not be made the subject of study
by practical experienced workmen, more than
they are; the difficulty surely might be sur-mounted in a great majority of cases, unleSs

Hi!®
0 <

i
en

.

the
.

case
> fault is in the

..... iUC uaac, me rauit is in
construction of the flue,. There are manvcauses of chimneys smoking; the means madeuse of to cure one would make another worse!the first object should be to find out the cause-'
practical experience will point out the remedy’
I have known large buildings in the count yerec ed the Elizabethan style, in whichnearly every chimney smoked many, of h 6flues, which ought to have been 14 indies W14, or 14 by 9 were not more than ^ by 7 i„parts of the flues. The architects, or th ei?cletks, forget, that the larger the tire the larger
ti e flue is required. The practical workmLwhen engaged in building, knows what will behe effect, but he ,s compelled to work accord!mg to the plan, right or wrong. If he point,out the error, he being only a workman? it £thought nothing of. This brings lo my minda complaint ,n The Builder? s short Timesjnee, of the want of scientific practical work-men. There is nothing surprising in this, be-

wrong, and mention it, veryHkelv'tlfey efp?rience a rebuff; they are thought to be notbfngmore than labourers, to be discharged when n?onger required. This knowledgf deters a,™keeps many a scientific man from exercising hialents to advantage. The drawing clerk inhe office is generally thought more of thanthe best of workmen. I might have add?much more on this fubjeet; let this suffice atpresent; at some future period I may resumeihe subject, if you think this worth a place inthe columns of The Builder—I am, MrEditor, yours, &c.
11 '
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,^y° nKING Bricklayer
Sudbury, Nov. 10, 1845.

NEW CHURCHES AND BUII DTNr's: txt
4 HE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF BRISTOL/

1/iE number of new churches lately conse-crated, especially in the western part of thecountry, is very striking. In Wiltshire therehave been half a dozen within a few months
bt Saviour s Church at Coalpit Heath, nearB.istol was consecrated on the 9th ult It issituated about seven miles from that city and

IS spoken of in the neighbourhood as a goodspecimen of modern skill. Feliv FartJs
Bristol Journal contains a description of ii,ebu ding from which we extract the following •- 1 he principal parts of this church are anate and chancel with open roof; mirth andsouth aisles; vestry situated at Ihe east end ofthe north aisle; and south porch. The southporch is the only entrancefor the congregation •

thei e is a private entrance for the clergyman oilhe south side of the chancel, and aifLtraoc

e

to the vestry from the churchyard.
The nave is lofty, fiO feet long, and 20 feet'vide; the chancel, 28 feet by

S
17 feet- theaisles ll teet wide. The nave and aisles wefiled with substantia! open oak seats! w"hcaned heads. On each side the nave are fourpier arches, but no clerestory windows. The

of theSfST
38 l 're0
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igh,S; in ,he windows

heads Th. T two ilghts, with qua,refoilheads. 4 he chance] is entered by one sleoand distinguished from the nave by a perforatedwood screen. Of a light and elegant destn.The floor of the chancel is laid wilh encausf c

of the h“
n “ e

i

d ln devlccs - 0,1 the south sideof the chancel are a piscina and sedilia, anda credence table on the north
; there is an eastwindow to the chance 1 with three lights andthree trefo.ls m head, filled with stained glassThe lower part of this and the other toreewindows of the chancel, are also filled with

three'steps?
8 ' a"ar is by

The pulpit IS of stone, panelled, with cham-
fered base and corbel, and entered by a flightof steps from the vestry. The lectern and
reading-desk are of oak. The font is octa.
gonal, with trefoilcusped panel, and surmounted
by a handsome oak canopied cover. It stands
against the pier to the left of the south entrance.

in the vestry we observed a massive oak-
chest studded with wrought-iron work. The
hinges and furniture on all the doors are alsoof wrought iron.

Upon entering the church, itpresentsamore
than usually ecclesiastical appearance. The

he?
Bubs,amial oaf' seats with carved

heads, the light piers and arches, and abovethem the framed timbers of the roof thequatrefoil headed windows of the aides, the oaklectern and font, with its canopy, the stone
pulpit, and lastly, the capacious chancel em-blazoned with the rich and solemn light pro-

duce
1

”/ T w
S s,a™d '6lass windows, pro-cluce a good effect. ^
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chancel, the tower pierced
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and terminated by afoliated wrought-iron cross, the oak doors thedecorated stone crosses on the nave, chanceland porch gables, the geometrical headedwindows and massive buttresses, and the free-stone quoins and dressings, contrasting withthe various grey tints of the native stonerender the appearance of the exterior remark’ably picturpsque. eraarKt

About 100 yards on the north-west side of

da!e

Cb

o !he* ^Trch?
6 retd0Jy - house; of similar

.. entered through a lid, gate, of massive cha-raetei, \vith stone covering.”
In this description we cannot avoid remark

ZS °n the ln
;
roduction of a piscina. ? Te,

!

ngunnecessary in a Protestant place of worshipand quite out of place.
worsnip

The lich-gate, some of our readersneed to be informed, is a covered gate into lchurchyard to rest the corpse under andX^r~- 113 Iiteral ia

Fylton church, three miles from Bristolwas opened publicly on Tuesday se’nnight It

?h r ent,reiy re - b,lilt 0,1 “C »'d foundationwith the exception of the tower at the westend. An aisle and porch have been added onthe south sides of the nave, and a robing-room on the north side of the chancel. Thes y‘e is early decorated, ihe materials usedate lag, and bath stone dressings. TheS ruciuie ,s very small, the chancel quite a

Trod
' hot nevertheless contains stalls, slcredence table (with the outward semblance ofa piscina) in the north wall of the chancel, and

1. paved with encaustic tiles. The roof, bothof nave, chancel, and aisle, ja opeln l(|e sea(without doors) are of deal, varnished. The
wltah

Sl°ne
’ and *8 attached the north" all of the nave in the angle formed by thepier of Ihe chancel arch

;
the reading pew isn the opposite angle, the lower stoVydf thetower ,s open to the church. The tower ex!teina ||y ,3 a low square structure, with aSlated pyramidal roof. The parapet of thetower projects before the face of the wallsand is carried on rudely sculptured heads.

Phi I? h
the arc hi.ect

;
Brown and

Phillips, both of Bristol, executed respectively
ine mason s and carpenter’s work.

3

The hinges, locks, latches, and other iron-work, have received altenlion. Throughout
the country very great improvement is to he0?er ' ed

'
.

h° th >n church -architecture and
church-building. Minute points are attended
to, and a gnod leeling is observable even where
great excellence has not been altained.
Some extensive barracks are in the course

oi construction in the Gloucester- road, between
the church last named, and Bristol Nu.merons villa residences are also springing u„around the city, to winch a respectable up-
pearance ,s given by the use of stoue-facing.
there cheaply attainable.

nJ
he fo“nd“!i

,°"f
being laid, adjoining

the new Guildhall ,n Bristol, for a branch
bank, from designs by Mr. Cockerell. Will-cox and Son are the builders.

Norton- Hali,—T he Earl of Rip„„-S
family mansion in Lincolnshire, which was
destroyed by fire in 1834, has been rebuilt, and
is now nearly completed. The first stone was

n'l R
by

?aaT
Unt ®odench on the 25th ofOctobei 1841 with some ceremony. Mr.

Shearburn, of Dorking, is the architect.
Novel Project for London StreetsA project is said to be contemplated that wouldstrikingly alter the aspect of London; it is to-cover the footways with transparent verandahs

weTe!tT
fr

?r
the l,ous«. s ° that oven on the

uettest day the metropolis could be traversed
from one end to another without au umbrella

iSSSli
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WINDOWS FROM RUSHTON LODGE,
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

In the last number of The Builder we

gave illustrations of the very curious triangular

lodge at Rushton, in Northamptonshire, built

by Sir Thomas Tresham, and noticed as one

of the hiding places where the gun-powder

plot was concocted. The annexed engravings

represent two of the windows, and are further

illustrations of the punning reference made to

the owner’s name, throughout the structure,

previously pointed out: the openings them-

selves are trefoils; the divisions are all trian-

gular, and the three-leaved shamrock, in threes,

appears as a decoration. Any correspondent

who may be able to send us an account of the

interior of this building, would oblige us by

doing, so.

FREEMASONS OF THE CHURCH.

Nov. 11.—The Rev. G. Pocock, L.L.B.,

in the chair. The minutes of the last meet-

in 0- were read and confirmed. I he comple-

tion of the seal was announced, and the pro-

bability of conferring the diplomas by the

next meeting.

Mr. VVm. Harry Rogers then read a paper

on the subject of “ Illuminated Books in their

connection with Architecture,’
7

illustrated

with a series of diagrams, about thirty in

number, enlarged from MSS. preserved in

various public and private libraries. The
vtiiiiiuo pU

"..v- r- . ,

first point insisted upon was the^ tact, tnat

the miniatures of illuminated MSb. of theme miuiaiuica

middle ages, contain a peculiar style ot_ ar-

chitecture which has never been carried into

effect, but that in these examples, the succes-

sive changes by which the architectural cha-

racter of each century is distinguished, are

clearly traceable. They are, however, varied,

from causes which in many cases are to be

ascertained. The Anglo-Saxons, for example

in their edifices always gave the columns, ot

which they made a most frequent use, a

short and stunted form, consistent with their

ideas of immense durability, hut it was by no

means the case in the architectural details

which they introduced into the miniatures of

their books. In these we find them in almost

every case of an extraordinary lengih
;
indeed,

an enlarged drawing from a MS. ot the tenth

century was produced, in which the shaft of

a column, formed of two parallel lines, was

found to he eighteen diameters. From the

See page 538, unte .

celebrated “ Durham book ” the capital of a

column was enlarged; in this example, as in

others from the same and similar volumes, the

dog was a very prominent characteristic, a

circumstance which was endeavoured to be ac-

counted for by the fact, that this animal was

venerated by the Ancient Phoenicians, “and

we may,” remarked Mr. Rogers, “ by no tor-

tured hypothesis assume, that what was ori-

ginallv represented from motives of devo-

tion, habit contrived to perpetuate.” '1 he dog

was afterwards the customary grotesque in

Anglo-Saxon, and eventually in Lombardic

manuscript*. From a remarkably early volume

of the Greek Gospels, the chair of St. Matthew

and a tower at the back of St. Luke

were given, and interesting specimens they

were of architecture of a period with

regard to which so little is generally known.

In MS. architecture of the beginning of the

twelfth century, the columns are represented

very short, much enriched, and having bases

generally of a disproportionate size, but

towards the end of this century we again find

that yearning after attenuated forms and long

columns, which formed so remarkable a feature

in the architecture of the early English style,

which was soon so totally to supersede it. An
example of this, from Mr. Ilolford’s collection,

was referred to as described by Noel Hum-
phreys, and a curious diagram from a MS. in

the British Museum, exhibited a column of

considerable length, and a lectern, in the for-

mation of which lightness seemed to have been

procured at the sacrifice of strength. A lee-

tern of the early Eng'ish period was enlarged
|

from “the Chronicles of Johan de Waling- I

ford,” in the Arundel library, and the next 1

volume glanced at was a superb book exe-
;

cuted in England in about the reign ot Edward i

I., and kindly contributed by Mr. Sedgwick,

from the College of Physicians. The example

enlarged from this MS. was an illustration of

the 79th psalm, in which men, with various

instruments, were represented in the act of

demolishing a temple. Some examples were

next given of MS. architecture of the “ Deco-

rated” period, and to elicit the style of the

fifteenth century, drawings were prepared from

“ The Life of Richard, Earl of Warwick,” in

the British Museum. Mr. Rogers next re-

ferred to the discovery of the baths of Adrian

in Rome, as an important crisis in the history

of book illustration. The Italian style was

exemplified by some beautiful MSS. contri-

buted by Mr. Jarman. The last specimen given ,

was from an edition of Eusebius, of the six-
j

teenth century, beautifully illuminated and pre-

served in the’Harleian Library.

The next lecture was announced for Decern-
j

her 9,
“ On Architectural Acoustics,” by Mr.

j

Richard Cull.

BURFORD CHURCH, SALOP, DIOCESE OF
HEREFORD.

This church contains a nave, chancel, and

tower at the west end
;
the chancel has been

recently restored by the present rector, the

Rev. J.’ W. Jovce, the ceiling taken down, and

roof thrown open. The stained-glass window

which was put in a few years ago, in what was

called the modern style, viz. with a circular

head, has been taken out ;
in doing which the

arch of the original window was brought to

light; the tracery had been taken out. This is

now restored. In taking down the old par-

sonage-house, the tracery of the tvindoio was

found in part of the foundation. The altar

steps are relaid, and encaustic tiles, with proper

devices, laid to the floor, the sedilia and pis-

cina restored, and a new arch formed between

chancel to nave. In this chancel are buried

some noble and ancient families, the barons of

Burford, owners of the manors, and, amongst

others, the daughter of John ot Gaunt. 1 he

tomb stands in a gothic arched recess in the

north wall, on which reclines a sculptured stone

figure of the above lady, supported by angels

at the head, and a dog at the foot; over the

figure is the following inscription :

—

“ Here lieth the body of the most noble,

Elizabeth, daughter of John of Gaunt, Duke

of Lancaster, own sister to King Henry the

fourth, wife of John Holland, Earl of Hun-

tingdon and Duke of Exeter, after married tc

Sir John Cornwall, Knight of the Garter anc

Lord Fanhope. She died the fourth year ol

Henry the sixth, Anno Domini MCCCCXVT.’
A new organ has recently been given to the

church by the lion. Misses Rushout, whos«

brother, Captain Rushout, nephew of Lon
Northwick, is patron of the living. The samt

ladies have presented a new carpet and altai

cloth, with appropriate figures, worked wit!

their own hands. In the churchyard stands tin

remains of the stone cross, upon three steps

the top and arms are broken off. Adjoining

the churchyard stood three parsonage- houses

which were formerly occupied by the incum

bents of the different portions of the parish

Only one of the houses now remains, and thi

has recently been rebuilt.

Nbw Theatre at Lisbon. — The net

theatre of “ Donna Maria Segunda” whic!

was commenced in the spring of 1843, wa

opened to the public on the 29th ult. I

is of the Ionic order, and adorned with

portico of six columns crowned bv a pedi

ment. Its extent may be inferred from th

fact that its front contains two rows of seven

teen windows each. The architect is Seno

Lodi, brother-in-law of the Count de Far

robo. Its cost is said to be 50,000/.
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STOPS TO CHAMFERS IN GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.
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SECTION. ON A - B

SECTION ON C'D

Figs. 6 and 7.
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

STOPS TO CHAMFERS IN GOTHIC
ARCHITECTURE.

In all the architectural works of the middle

*es, the greatest ingenuity i9 everywhere ap-

irent, producing pleasing effects even when

.tending wholly to convenience and useful-

'8s. It is shewn even where the angle of a

ill or pier has been cut away in part, to give

10m
;
the junction of the angular line where

,ft, with the plain face formed by cutting it

vay below (or chamfer as it is termed), being

overly made into an ornament. Figures 1,

! 3, and 4 (sketched by Mr. Wylson), shew

lorman stops to chamfers, in Sherburn church,

torkshire. Figure 5, represents a termina-

i>n to a hollowed angle in Elgin Cathedral,

lorayshire. Figures 6 and 7 shew the sec-

i>n on line A B, and line C D. This last

nde of termination is often found in buildings

Ithe thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

'Figure 8, represents the base to pier of cen-

il tower, Kirk-Fenton Church, Yorkshire;

: church which has lately been restored by

.r. G. F. Jones, of York.

WORKS IN THE PROVINCES.

The foundation-stone of an extensive Gaol
was laid last week at Winson Green, a dis-
tance of about two miles and a half from
Birmingham. The ceremony was performed
by Thomas Phillips, Esq.; Mr. Hill is the
architect, and Mr. YValthen the builder.

The cornerstone of a New Church at Aln-
wic, to be built and endowed at the sole

expense of the Duke of Northumberland, was
laid last week by His Grace in person. A glass

plate, bearing the following inscription, was
deposited underneath the stone, in a cavity

prepared for its reception :
— “ Saint Paul’s

Church, erected by Hugh, third Duke of
Northumberland, A. D. 1845.” The plan is

arranged as a nave and chancel, with aisles

capable of containing 1,000 persons, in open
seats, without galleries. The principal en-

trances are by a door in the tower at the west
end, and a porch on the north side. The style

selected is the decorated, of the time of Ed-
ward III., with the high pitched open roof,

the clerestory, and varied windows of that

period. Mr. Salvin is the architect, and
Mr. Novell the contractor. The church of

St. James the Apostle, at Greensted, Essex, was
consecrated last week by the Bishop of Lon-
don. The Esse# Herald, in giving an account

Fig. 4.

iillL

Fig. 8.

of the ceremony, says, — The design i9 Go-
thic, in the early English style. It con-

sists of a nave with two rows of open
benches, carved, terminating in the west

by a recess, formed by the tower, wherein
seats for children. The chancel is ornament-
ed with two stained-glass windows on one
side, and one on the other, also one in the

east end. This window forms the most strik-

ing object to the eye on entering the church;
in the centre is a representation of our
blessed Redeemer upon the cross, and the re-

mainder is taken up with scrolls, containing

biblical inscriptions. There are also like

inscriptions in ornamental scrolls upon the

walls of the church, in various parts. The
roof is highly ornamented

;
the pulpit and font

are of stone, elaborately carved. The pave-

ment is tesselated. Messrs. Scott and Moffat

were the architects, and Mr. Johnstone the

builder. The long-agitated question as to

the locality for a general railway terminus at

Perth has lately been settled and finally decided

by the award of the Lords of the Privy Coun-
cil on Trade. The situation chosen is a part
of the western portion of the South Inch, im-
mediately in front of Marshall’s-place, which
is to be used for the accommodation of pas-
seiiger traffic solely

,
and another site provided

beyond the limits of the western portion of the

Wffl

®p
Igras

Sif-s
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South Inch for the engine, carriage, and wag-

gon buildings of the companies, as well as for

their merchandise establishments. A new

Moravian chapel has lately been erected at

Bath. A local paper says, it is a “ specimen

of architectural taste, highly creditable to Mr.

Wilson, by whom it was designed. Mr. Aust,

the builder, has astonished all observers by the

rapid advancement of this substantial structure.

It was commenced about the end of March,

and is now complete for the use of the congre-

gation.” -The first stone of a new quay, at

Wisbeach, was laid yesterday week, by Dr.

Whitsed, the mayor. It is said that the autho-

rities, in the construction of this work, are de-

termined to combineornament with utility.

A new church has lately been erected at Leeds,

and said to be of very costly and splendid

architecture, bearing many of the features of

the churches prior to the Reformation. Re-
port states that it is designed as a model of
the churches approved by the highest puseyites.

The restoration of the Norman Tower,
Bury St. Edmunds, is proceeding. The
Cambridge Camden Society has lately voted
the sum of ten pounds towards the work,
“ which they trust will be received as a token
of their good-will, and as a proof that, did
their funds allow, they would be happy to

appropriate a much larger sum to so praise-

worthy a restoration.” There is a rumour
prevalent in the town and garrison of Wool-
wich, that her Majesty’s government have it in

contemplation to cause an extensive and com-
modious pier to be erected by the side of
Globe-lane, on the bank of the Thames, in a

direct line with Beresford-street, which leads
to the Royal Arsenal, to accomplish which
a number of old dilapidated houses, nearly
iallen into decay, between Beresford-street
and the water side, will have to be razed to
the ground, which can easily be done, as the
leases are nearly expired. A lithographed
plan of a projected dock at Sunderland has
been issued. It appears that the dock will be
situated a little to the south of the harbour,
having an outlet into Hendon Bay; it will
embrace an area of twenty-six acres, 3,160
feet in length, and 350 in width. A sea wall
will be constructed, commencing a little be-
yond the commissioners’ works, and, pro-
ceeding to the south-east of the Dove Rock,
"'ill be partly built upon the rock, and pro-
tected by jetties thrown out into the sea. Be-
tween the jetties an additional natural barrier
will be formed by the accumulation of banks
of sand. In the dock 350 vessels will be
able at all times to lie afloat. The project is

brought forward under the auspices of Mr.
Hudson, and excites great interest in the north
of England. Many plans have been pro-
posed to supply the deficiency of water felt in
Glasgow. We have this week to record
another, which in novelty, extent, and prac-
ticability, seems to warrant attention. The
scheme is to bring water by gravitation from
Loch Katrine, by an aqueduct, to one or more
distributing reservoirs adjacent to the city.
The plan of taking the water from so large a
natural fountain reservoir as Loch Katrine
does away with the necessity for artificial
fountain dams, at once very expensive and in-
volving considerable risk. The water of
Loch Katrine is very soft, and of perfect
purity, even in seasons of drought, being col-
lected from a district of steep bare hills, of
the primitive formations. The level of the
Jake is so high above the level of the Clyde,
at Glasgow, that the water may be conducted
from it to the highest ground in the neigh-
bourhood of the city. At Killerton House,
near Exeter, the seat of Sir Thomas D.
Acland, Bart., a new range of hot-houses is in
course of erection byMr. Clarke, the hot-house
Builder of Exeter, who has introduced all the
modern improvements in construction, as well
as in ventilating and heating. The Western
Luminary, in giving a description ofthe house
and grounds, draws attention to a novelty
which may prove worthy the notice of those
engaged in similar constructions. Where
vines are planted outside the house, instead
ot cutting the sill or bottom rail of the front
sashes, to admit the vines, a false sill is intro-
duced on the top of the main sill, and fastened
to the uprights by means of a bolt at each side,
inis answers the purpose admirably, and
without weakening any part of the building.

*7,7,iL
0t

l

Ce
^
as been lnserted in the London

alette to the effect, that application is in-

tended to be made to parliament in the en-

suing session for an act to authorise the erec-

tion of an Exchange, News Room and other
public buildings, together with approaches
thereto, in the parishes of the Holy Trinity
and St. Mary, or one of them, in the town of
Kingston-upon-Hull, and to incorporate a

company, for the purpose of carrying such ob-
jects into effect. At a general meeting of
the subscribers to the Hull Cemetery Company
held last week, after hearing the report of the
provisional committee read, it was resolved
that immediate steps be taken for securing the
purchase of the very suitable site near the Old
Waterworks, offered by Henry Broadly, Esq.,
M.P. It was stated that in case the cemetery
was formed on Mr. Broadley’6 ground, applica-
tion would be made for the Government grant
for making a promenade on the spring bank,
as had already been proposed. After a long
and careful inquiry into the state and capabili-

ties of Hull as a port, lately made by the Tidal
Harbour Commissioners, Captain Washing-
ton, R.N., and Aaron Chapman, Esq., M.P.
Those gentlemen declared the capabilities of
the port to be infinitely superior to Liverpool,
and to be absolutely zmparalleled in the country.
They declared that proper attention to its fa-

cilities for trade during the last forty years
would have rendered its trade at this moment
double what it is, and that nothing but the
most reckless apathy of its inhabitants can
prevent its rise, within a limited number of
years, to a degree of business of which few of
its residents have more than the faintest idea.

To their certain knowledge there was no port
possessing equal natural advantages in the
kingdom—none superior in the world.
On Thursday, the 30th ultimo, the first stone
of a new church was laid by Lady Adeliza
Manners, at Woolsthorpe, Lincolnshire, the
birth place of Newton. The estimated cost
is 2,500/., of which 2,000/. has been raised.

It is understood that the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners intend pulling down the old

deanery at Lincoln, and building a new one
for the residence of the new dean. Among
the projects in the north, we observe one for a

tunnel to connect the opposite shores of the
Clyde, beneath its bed—the spot chosen being
a little above Govan, at or near the lands of
Healherby Hall. The new church at Wood-
ford lately erected under the superintendence
of Messrs. Wyatt and Brandon, was conse-
crated last week by Bishop of Salisbury. The
old church with the exception of the tower,
which is comparatively of recent date, was en-
tirely removed. The town of Galway has
been fixed on, as the capital of the western
province, for the site of one of the new Irish

colleges. A colossal statue is about to be
erected to the memory of Sir James Shaw, late

Chamberlain of the city of London. Mr.
Fillans is the sculptor selected. It will be
placed conspicuously in Kilmarnock, the birth-

place of Sir James. Llanelly church, which
has lately undergone a thorough repair and
been considerably enlarged, was re-opened last

week by the Bishop of St. Davids.

Bust of Robert Lonn Clive, K.B.—We
understand that a splendid bust of the great
Lord Clive has arrived at Powis Castle. It

has been executed in Carrara marble, of the

purest quality, by desire of his grandson, the

present Earl of Powis, K.G. It may be men-
tioned, that although several portraits of his

lordship were painted, this is the first and only
bust in existence being modelled from a full-

length portrait at W alcot, and does infinite

credit to the correct taste and skill of the
sculptor, John Evan Thomas, F.S A., of Lon-
don, whose chisel has imparted to this fine in-

tellectual head, a life-like appearance, beam-
ing with that benevolence and generous feel-

ing which characterised his lordship’s life
;

while the features are strikingly formed to

command, and marked with determination to
carry out its resolves. His lordship represent-
ed the town of Shrewsbury in parliament for
nearly fourteen years; he was elected mayor in

1762, and filled the honourable office of re-

corder from 1771 to his decease, November
22nd, 177^-— Shropshire Journal.

Accident at St John’s Church, Wool-
wich.—An account has reached us, of the fall

of part of this edifice. As we are ignorant
of the real cause, and have not yet inspected the

building personally, we postpone comment.

RAILWAY JOTTINGS.

The station at the Eastern Counties is t

be enlarged by taking down the houses betwee
the station and Spitalfields church, clearin
away the whole south side of Union-stree

yAn attempt is being made to establish a

institution at the West-end of London, for tl

collection and promulgation of informatio
inspecting railways, mines, &c., and to c<

operate with the several public places of mee
ing in the city by means of the electric teh

graph. It is proposed to purchase the Adi
laide Gallery for the locale, and to alter it vei

considerably for the purposes required.-

—

The South Eastern has concluded contras
for the Ashford and Hastings. Within eigl

months the line between Ashford and Rye is 1

be completed. The London and Birminj
ham has decided upon immediately layiri

down a second line of rails between Pete:
borough and Northampton, the traffic upc
the present single line far exceeded expecti
tion. The contract- for the Altrinchai
line, seven miles in length, was taken I

Mr. Brogden, and the South Junction by M:
David Bellhouse, of Manchester. The latte

line, which will connect the Manchester an
Birmingham with the Liverpool and Mar
Chester will commence at London-road, an
terminate at Ordsall-lane, Salford

;
the who!

length, one mile and three-quarters, being cai

ried on brick and stone arches, and thirtee

large iron bridges, three of which will be re

spectively 105 feet, and 71 feet in span.

Mr. Nash, the prosecutor of the two raihva
robbers, Maynard and Garratt, terminate

his praseworthy labours, by offering th

following advice to travellers: — “ 1. L

c

the passengers watch and see their lug

gage put into the luggage van or trail

and not be content with seeing it on the plal

form. 2. As far as practicable, take small lug

gage and packages into the carriages witl

themselves. 3. Not to mention that thei

packages are valuable. 4. To have their name
and addresses, and particularly the place goinj

to, pasted on the outside (and not merely tie>

on) their luggage. 5. To advertise am
make known to the chief superintendents am
police authorities (to have put in the Polio

Gazelle') their losses, and contents and mark
of property lost. Bearing in mind that it is 01

the platforms most of the abstractions tak>

place, mistakes and exchanges are effected, am
more will happen, until a quick and secur
arrangement be made.” The purchases o

land for the Berks and Hants, which is ti

unite the Great Western and South-Western
are nearly completed. The directors of the

Great Western, also, have letthe works betweei

Hungerford and Basingstoke to contractors

The workmen are engaged shaft-sinking.

Mr. Hudson, as the representative of the New.
castle and Darlington Company, has offeree

to take the Durham and Sunderland Railway
with all its liabilities, amounting to 300,000/.

paying the shareholders 31/. 10s. per share

and his offer has been accepted. Mr. Rober
Stephenson has left England fox Italy ant

Spain, to superintend operations on varioui

railways in those countries. He is not expectec

to return until the close of the year. Witl
the view to prevent or lessen the evils of acci

dents resulting from collision, it has been sug
gested that every passenger train should be

accompanied in the rear by a carriage con-

structed entirely of powerful springs and some
such material as India-rubber, of elasticity

enough to act and recoil effectually under £

violent collision, performing in those extraor-

dinary circumstances the purpose that the buf-

fers serve in ordinary.

St. Alban’s Architectural Society.—
The object of this society is to aid in promo-
ting a more general acquaintance with those

memorials of past ages which tend to illustrate

the history and principles of architecture in

England. With this view, its attention will

be principally directed to the Abbey Church ol

St. Alban’s and the several churches within

the country; not, however, excluding other

examples of the earlier or middle ages. The
society is at present but in its infancy, yet it

alreadv numbers amongst its patrons and mem-
bers, the Marquis of Notbampton, president of

the Royal Society, the Bishop of Oxford, the

Archdeacon Burney, the rector of St. Alban’s,

and a considerable list both of clergy and laity.
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'or facilitating the computation of the strength and dimensions of Cast Iron Beams, such as are usually employed in Buildings for all depths of the transversesection, and for every sixteenth of an inch, from Zero to 5 feet, embracing the utmost range of depth that has hitherto been employed.

ArGumeni .—Inches and sixteenths in the depth of the section.

" tV iV tV nr nr TTT Tr nr nr tV •nr fa- Tir T7T u 44

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.
0-0015 0-0059 0-0134 0-0238 0-0371 0-0534 0-0727 0-0950 0-1202 0-1484 0-1796 0-2138 0-2509 0-2909

1 0-4290 0-4809 0-5359 0-5938 0-6546 0-7184 0-7852 0-8550 0-9277 1-0034 1-0821 1-1638
1-6165 1-7159 1-8184 1-9238 2-0321 2-1434 2-2577 2-3750 2-4952 2-6184 2-7446 2-8738
3-5640 3-7109 3-8609 4-0138 VI696 4-3284 4-4902 4-6550 4-8227 4-9934 5-1671 5-3438 5-5234
6-2715 6-4659 6-6634 0-8638 7-0671 7-2734 7-4827 7-6950 7-9102 8-1284 8-3496 8-5738 8-8009 9-0309
9-7390 9-9809 10-2259 104738 10-7246 10-9784 11-2352 11-4950 11-7577 12 0234 12-2921 12-5638 12-8384 13-1159 13-3965

6 13-6800 13-9665 14-2559 14-5484 14-8438 15-1421 15-4334 15-7477 16-0550 16-3652 16-6784 16-9946 17-3138 17-6359
' 19-2909 19-6309 19-9738 20-3196 20-6684 21-0202 21-3750 21-7327 22-0934 22-4571 22-8238 23-1934

24-3200 24-7015 25-0859 25-4734 25-8638 26-2571 26-6534 27-0527 27-4550 27-8602 28-2684 28-6796 29-0938 29-5109
31-6409 32 0759 32-5138 32-9546 33-3984 33-8452 34-2950 34-7477 35-2034 35-6621 36-1238 36-5884
38-9559 39-4384 39-9238 40-4121 40-9034 41-3977 41-8950 42-3952 42-8981 43-4046 43-0138 44-4259 44-9409

45-9800 46-5040 47-0309 47-5609 48-0938 48-6296 49-1684 49-7102 50-2550 50-8027 51-3534 51-9071 52-4638 53-0234 53-5859 54-1515

2 54-7200 55-2915 55-8659 56-4434 57-0238 57-6071 58-1934 58-7827 59-3750 59-9702 60-5684 61-1696 6U7738 62-3809 62-&09
G4-2200 64-8390 65-4609 66-0859 66-7138 67-3446 67-9784 68-6152 69-2550 69-8977 70-5434 71-1921 71-8438 72-4984 73-1559
74-4800 75-1465 75-8159 70-4884 77-1638 77-8421 78-5234 79-2077 79-8950 80-5852 81-2784 8U9746 82-6738 83-3759 84-0809
85-5000 86*2140 86-9309 87-6509 88-3738 89-0996 89-8284 90-5602 91-2950 92-0327 92-7734 93-5171 94-2638 95-0134
97-2800 98-0415 98-8059 99-5734 100-3438 101-1171 101-8934 102-6727 103-4550 104-2402 105-0284 105-8196 106-6138 107-4109 108-2109 109-0140

110-6-290 111-4409 112-2559 113-0738 1 13-8946 114-7184 115-5452 116-3750 117-2077 118-0434 118-8821 U9'7238 120-5684 121-4159 122-2665

123' 1200 123-9765 124-8359 125-6984 126-5638 127-4321 128-3034 129-1777 130-0550 130-9352 131-8184 132-7046 133-5938 134-4859 135-3809 136-2790
138-0840 138-9909 139-9009 140-8138 141-7296 142-6484 143-5702 144-4950 145-4227 146-3534 147-2871 14B-293R 149-1634 151-1059 151-0515

162-0000 152-9515 153-9059 154-8634 155-8238 156-7871 157-7534 158-7227 159-6950 160-6702 161-6484 162-6296 163-6138 164-6009 165-5909 166-5840
167-5800 168-5790 169-5809 170-5859 171-5938 172-6046 173-6181 174-6352 175 6550 176-6777 177-7034 178-7321 1797638 180-7984 181-8359 182-8765
183-9200 184-9665 186-0159 187-0684 188-1238 189-1821 190-2434 19U3077 192-3750 193-4452 194-5184 195-5946 196-6738 197-7559 198-8409

202-1140 203-2109 204-3109 205-4138 206-5196 207-6284 208-7402 209-8550 210-9727 212-0934 213-2171 214-3438 215-4734 216-6059 217-7415

218-8800 220-0215 221-1659 222-3134 223-4638 224-6171 225-7734 226-9327 228-0950 229-2602 230-4284 231-5996 232-7738 233-9509 235-1309 236-3140
237-5000 238-6890 239-8809 241-0759 242-2738 243-4746 244-6784 245-8852 247-0950 248-3077 249-5234 250-7421 251-9638 253-1884 254-4159 255-6465
256-8800 258-1165 259-3559 260-5984 261-8438 263-0921 264-3434 265-5977 266-8550 268-1152 269-3784 270-6446 271-9138 2731859 274-4609 275-7390

278-3040 279-5909 280-8809 282-1738 283-4696 284-7684 286-0702 287-3750 288-6827 289-9934 291-3071 292-6238 293-9434 295-2659 296-5915
299-2515 300-5859 301-9234 303-2638 304-6071 305-9534 307-3027 308-6550 310-0102 311-3684 312-7296 314-0938 315-4609 316-8309 318-2040

319-5800 320-9590 322-3409 323-7259 325-1138 326-5016 327-8981 329-2952 330-6950 332-0977 333-5034 334-9121 336-3238 337-7384 339-1559 340-5765

342-0000 343-4265 344-8559 346-2884 347-7238 349-1691 350-6034 352-0477 353-4950 354-9452 356-3984 357-8546 359-3138 369-7759 362-2409 363-7090
366-6540 368-1309 369-6109 37U0938 372-5796 374-0684 375-5602 377-0550 378-5527 380-0534 381-5571 383-0638 384-5734 386 0859 387-6015
390-6415 392-1659 393-6931 395-2238 396-7571 398-2934 399-8327 401-3750 402-9202 404-4684 406-0196 407-5738 409-1309 410-6909 412-2540

413-8200 415-3890 416-9609 418-5359 420-1138 421-6946 423-2784 424-8652 426-4550 428-047
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429-6134 431-2121 432-8438 434-4484 436-0559 437-6665
439-2800 440-8965 442-5159 444-1384 445-7638 447-3921 449-0234 450-6577 452-2950 453-9352 455-5784 457-2246 458-8738 460-5259 462-1809 463-8390
465-5000 467-1640 468-8309 470-5009 472-1738 473-8496 475-5284 477-2102 478-8950 480-5827 4fl2-2734 483-9671 485-6638 487-3634 489-0659 490-7715

492-4800 49M915 495-g059 497-6234 499-3438 501-0671 502-7934 504-5227 506-2550 507-9902 509-7284 511-4696 513-2138 514 9609 516-7109 518-4640
520-2200 521-9790 523-7409 525-5059 527-2738 529'0446 530-8184 532-5952 534-3750 536-1577 537-9434 539-7321 541-5238 543-3184 545-1159 546-9165
548-7200 550-5265 552-3359 554-1484 555-96.38 557-7821 559-6034 561-4277 563-2550 565-0852 566-9184 568-7546 570-5938 572-4359 574-2809 576- 1290
577‘9800 579-8340 581-6909 583-5509 585-4138 587-2796 589: 1484 591-0202 592-8950 594-7727 596 6534 598-5371 600-4238 602-3134 604-2059 606-1015
608-0000 609-9015 611-8059 613-7134 615-6238 617-5371 619-4534 621-3727 623-2950 625-2202 6-27-1484 629-0796 631-0138 632-9509 634-8909 636-8340

638-7800 640-7290 642-6809 644-6359 646-5938 648-5546 650-5184 652-4852 654-4550 656-4277 658-4034 660-3821 662-3638 664-3484 666-3359 668-3265

670-3200 672-3165 674-3159 676-3184 678-3238 680-3321 682-3434 684-3577 686-3750 6S8-3952 690-4184 692-4446 694-4738 696-5059 698-5409 700-5790
702-6200 704-6640 706-7109 708-7609 710-8138 712-8696 714-9284 716-9902 719-0550 721-1227 723-1934 725-2671 727-3438 729-4234 731-5059 733-5915
735-6800 737-7715 739-8659 741-9634 744-06.38 746-1671 748-2734 750-3827 752-4950 754-6102 756-7284 758-8496 760-9738 763-1009 765-2309 767-3640

769-5000 771-6390 773-7809 775-9259 778-0738 780-2246 782-3781 784-5352 786-6950 788-8577 791-0234 793-1921 795-3638 797-5384 799-7159 801-8965

804-0800 806-2665 808-4559
'

810-6484 812-8438 815-0421 817-2434 819-4477 821-6550 823-8652 826-0784 828-2946 830-5138 832-7359 834-9609 837-1890

839-4200 811-6540 843-8909 846-1309 848-3738 850-6196 852-8684 855-1202 857-3750 859-6327 861-8934 864-1571 866-4238 868-6934 870-9659 873-2415

875-5200 '877-8015 880-0859 882-3734 884-6738 886-9571 889'2534 891-5527 893-8550 896-1602 898-4684 900-7796 903-0938 905.4109 907-7309 910-0540

912-3800 914-7090 917-0409 919-3759 921-7138 924-0546 926-3984 928-7452 931-0950 933-4477 935-8034 938-1621 940-5238 942-8884 945-2559 947-6265

950-0000 952-3765 954-7559 957-1384 959-5238 961-9121 964-3034 966-6977 069-0950 971-4952 973-8984 976-3046 978-7138 981-1259 983-5409 986-9590

988-3800 990-8040 993-2309 995-6009 998-0938 1000-5296 1002-9684 1005-4102 1007-8550 1010-3027 1012-7534 1015-3071 1017'6638 1020-1234 1022-5859 1025-0515

1027-5200 1029-9915 032-4659 034-9434 1037*4238 1039 9071 1042-3934 1044-8827 1047-3750 1049-8/02 1052-3684 1054-8696 1057-3738 1059-8809 1062-3909 1064-9010

1067-4200 1069-9390 072-4609 074-9859 1077-5138 1080-0446 1082-5784 1085-1152 1087-6550 1090-1977 1092-7434 1095-2921 1 097-8438 1100-S984 1102-9559 1105-5165

1108-0800 1110-6465 113-2159 115-7884 1118 3638 1120-9421 1123-5234 1126-1077 1128-6950 1131-2852 1133-8784 1136-4746 1139-0738 1141-6759 1144-2809 1146-8890

1149-5000 1152-1140 154-7309 157-3509 1159-9738 1162-5996 1165-2284 1167-8602 1170-4950 173-132
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1175-7734 1178-4171 1181-0638 1183-7134 1186-3659 1189-0215

1191-6800 1194-3415 197-0059 199-6734 1202-3438 1205-0171 1207-6934 1210-3727 1213-0550 215-7402 1218-4284 1221-1196 1223-8138 1226-5109 1229-2109 1231-9140

1234-6200 1237-3290 240-0409 242-7559 1245-4738 1248-1946 250-9184 1253*6452 1256-3750 259-1077 1261-8434 1264-5821 1267-3238 1270-0684 1272-8159 1275-5665

1278-3200 281-0765 283-8359 286-5994 1289-3638 292-1321 294-9034 1297-6777 1300-4550 303-2352 1306-0184 1308-8046 1311-5938 314-3859 1317-1809 319-9790

1322-7800 325-5840
|

1328-3909 331-2009 334-0138 1336-8296 339-6484 1342-4702 1345-2950 348-1227 1350-9534 1353-7871 1356-6238 1359-4634 1362-3559 365-1515

TABLE FOR CALCULATING
HE STENGTH OF CAST-IRON BEAMS.
When the table for facilitating the compu-
lon of cast-iron beams, which appears at

;e 499 of the present volume, was drawn
for insertion in the Builder, it was thought
ficient to limit the argument or depth of
<tion, to about four feet, on the suppo-
ion that that would be found to embrace the
lal range of practice. But in the supple-
tnt to that number in which the table is

ren, there is a description of a cast-iron

dge across the river Wharne, on the York
1 Midland Railway, where it is stated that

1 depth of the girders varies from four feet

eight inches to three feet three inches. On
seeing this, the author became impressed with
the belief that by extending the table to a
depth of five feet, and adapting it to sixteenths

of an inch instead of tenths, its value as an
instrument of calculation would be greatly en-

hanced, not only on account of its embracing
a more extensive range, but because the com-
mon foot-rules are more generally divided

octogesimally
, than either decimally or duode-

cimally

;

and consequently, under this im-

pression, he has with great labour computed
the table which he now lays before the readers

of the Builder, in the hopes that it will be

found useful.

The principles and data on which the num-
bers depend are the same as those adopted for

the table at page 499: and their accuracy

has been ensured by the method of computa-

tion employed ;
they have been deduced from

one another by the continued summation of

the first and second order of differences, and a

check was had at every eighth and sixteenth

number by means of the previous table, which
was computed and checked in a similar way

;

and in order that the checks should be ren-

dered efficient, the decimals were maintained

at their full extent throughout the operation,

although they are tabulated only to four
places.
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The table is used in precisely the saime

manner as we have exemplified at pages 49.)

and 513, and need not therefore be again ex-

plained, but the application to other forms of

sections now much approved of, will be the

subject of another communication. I •

WESTMINSTER COURT OF SEWERS.

A very numerous meeting of the commis-

sioners took place on Friday, the 7th instant.

The cash at the bankers was reported to be

16,624/. 0$. 5(1.

On an application for warrants of distress

against certain inhabitants of the western di-

vision, the chairman said, “ not to-day.” Mr.

Leslie called upon the chairman to say why he

would not sign the warrants of distress or to let

the Court be informed of the reason ? and then

proceeded to say that the inhabitants of the

western division had been made to pay upwards

of 16,000/. since February last, while the whole

amount of the contractors' bills from Nov.

1844 to Michaelmas 1845, for the western

division, amounted only to 1,288/. “Js. 1 lrf.

that 1360 of the inhabitants of the western

division had been summoned to the Court to

shew cause why warrants of distress should not

be issued against their goods, and 245 warrants

of distress had actually been signed by the

aommissioners. There being no reply, the

matter dropped.

Nearly 4,500 feet of sewers of the new
forms were granted to various applicants.

The clerk then read a letter he had received

from the Under Secretary of State, of which

the following is a copy.

Whitehall, 1st November, 1845.

Sir,— I am directed by Secretary Sir James
Graham to call your attention to my Letter of the

13th August last, and to request that you will move
the Commissioners of Sewers for Westminster and
part of Middlesex to favour Sir James Graham, at

their earliest convenience, with their observations

on the allegations contained in the Pamphlet of

Mr. John Leslie.— I am, Sir, &c.

(Signed) H. Manners Sutton.

The chairman said the Court had appointed

a committee in September to draw up observa-

tions on the, pamphlet, in compliance with,

the request of Sir James Graham. That in

consequence of the long period over which
the pamphlet ranged, the committee had
required many returns from their own officers,

and returns also from the Holborn and Fins-

bury commissioners, and it took some time to

prepare these returns; and one from the Hol-
born and Finsbury commission had only re-

cently been received. At the last meeting of
the committee, it had adjourned, that a draft

report might be prepared
;
the draft report was

prepared, and the committee would meet on
Wednesday next (the 12th inst.) to settle it,

and bring their laborious investigations to a

close. He would therefore suggest that their

answer to the letter of the Secretary of State

be, that the committee had closed their investi-

gation, and were preparing their report.

Captain Bague, and afterwards, Mr. Wil-
liam Donaldson, complained.that Air. Hertslet,
the clerk, had printed and circulated the
letter from Mr. Manners Sutton without
having consulted the chairman. The chairman
also intimated his disapprobation of the course
pursued

;
all former chairmen had been con-

sulted as to the printing ofany paper, and also as

to the business paper of the day, and it looked
invidious that he, their present chairman, was
to be the exception to the law and the practice.

Mr. Leslie defended the course adopted. The
clerk had received an important communication
from the Secretary of State, requiring him to

“ move the commissioners,” and he thought
that the best way to move the commissioners,
was to let them individually know that the
Secretary of State wished them to move.
What did the commissioners know about the
proceedings of the committee? That com-
mittee had voted itself a secret committee; their

minutes were closed to the eye of every com-
missioner : this was a power the committee
itself had assumed, without asking the Court.
He thought it a dangerous proceeding : he
begged in the observation he now made on
that secret committee, to be understood as
feeling no anxiety about what the committee
might report

;
he was so surrounded by facts,

that he considered himself invulnerable. The
chairman was anxious that the officers should

have no will of their own, but this was not the

law. The general statutes authorised the

commissioners to elect a chairman at every

meeting of the Court, and during the non-

sitting of the commissioners, the clerk was

the only legally known authority to communi-
cate with. The practice in this Court had

been otherwise : here the chairman had been

supreme. Many years ago a bricklayer of the

name of Gray, had obtained a nomination as

a commissioner; he eventually became the

chairman of the Court; he contrived to get

two nephews of his of the name of Saunders

nominated as commissioners; one of these

nephews, George Saunders, an architect, subse-

quently became chairman of this Court, and

for 28 years did almost as he liked. The
officers had been the mere servants of the

various chairmen ;
he felt satisfied that the

commissioners generally would approve of the

course Mr. Hertslet had adopted in apprising

every commissioner of the letter from the

Secretary of State. Mr. Gunter also defended

the course pursued.

Mr. W. Donaldson handed in the follow-

ing notice of motion for the next Court:
“ That the clerk do not issue any printed cir-

cular to the commissioners without the express

order of the Court, or the sanction of the

chairman.”

Mr. Farlar stated that what had been said

about the extraordinary powers exercised by

the chairman of the Court was perfectly true.

When he, Mr. Farlar, was first made a com-
missioner there was no business paper at all,

sent to the commissioners ; the chairman
brought forward any subject just as he liked, or

saw by the parties present that he could carry.

The former chairman, Mr. Saunders, used to

say when attacked by him, if you had known
the Court, Mr. Farlar, when Mr. White was
chairman, when his relatives where doing the

work, then indeed you might have said it was
corrupt. He thought Air. Hertslet had taken

the wise course to print and circulate the letter

from the Secretary of State.

The Court then proceeded, “ To consider

the steps necessary to betaken in consequence

of the resignation of Air. George Hawkins,
assistant surveyor. Air. Leslie to move, that

.the vacancy in the office of assistant-surveyor

be filled up by the appointment of Air. John
Phillips, now second clerk of the wprks.”
Mr. Leslie called upon the Court to support

the motion, and he thought they would do so

without adissentient voice, when they considered

the course thesevera! recent Courts bad adopted.

The forms of sewers which Air. Phillips had
made, and which had been so strongly urged
upon the Court by the eminent testimonials

in their favour, were now the forms adopted
by the Court : so large a number as nearly

4,500 feet of sewers of these forms had been
applied for and granted this day : who, then, so

likely to see them carried out properly as the

author of them ? Mr. Leslie thought it right

to put Air. Phillips’ abilities to the test as to bis

powersof surveying, levelling, and laying down
a section : he had asked Mr. Dowley to allow

Alr.Phillipstheuseof thenecessary instruments

and labourer for the purpose, which Air. Dowley
readily complied with, and on Alonday the 3rd

inst. the task set Air. Phillips was performed.

The survey selected was from the outlet of the

sewer at the bottom of Northuinberland-street,

up that street along the Strand, Cockspur-
street, Pall-mall, Cleveland-row, and diago-

nally across the Green-park to tbe Man-hole,
opposite White Horse-street, where nearly all

tbe northern drainage of the metropolis de-

scended. The distance between the two points

was about 5,400 feet, the fall was about3£ inches

per 100 feet. But the bottom of the outlet at

Northumberland-street might be lowered to

low water-mark, whereby an increased fall of
8 feet might be gained. The result of the task
selected for Air. Phillips was the drawing he
then held in his hand, and which he would pass
round the Court, that every commissioner might
judge the sort of man he wished, for the public

interest, to see placed in a situation of in-

creased usefulness, and to be enabled to aid in

carrying out those great improvements which
the votes of recent Courts had made their

own.
Captain Bague, R. N., had the greatest pos-

sible pleasure in seconding Air. Leslie’s motion.
He thought Air. Phillips had exhibited so
much talent, that the Court would act most
wisely in securing his services,

Air. Gunter very warmly supported the mo
tion. He had not the pleasure of knowing
Mr. Phillips, but, from what he had seen o
his abilities as a clerk of the works, he fel

confident the appointment would be one mos
beneficial to tbe public. He understood Mr
Phillips was almost a self-educated man, wit!
considerable talents, which he assiduously cul
tivated. It would be impossible, after seeing

the admirable manner in which the task Mr
Leslie had set Air. Phillips had been accom
plished, to deny his ability. There was om
circumstance connected with Air. Phillips’ his

tory which gave him (Air. Gunter) great plea
sure, and it was, that Mr. Phillips, in thosi

hours which many gave to pleasure, idle re

creation, or the public- house, had devotei
himself to the instruction of others

;
he had ;

large class, which he was teaching weekb
practical geometry. Such a man deservei
encouragement, and he would cheerfully voti

for his appointment.
Air. Le Breton rose to move an amendment

“ That the office of assistant-surveyor, nov
vacant by the resignation of Mr. George Haw
kins, be not filled up until the whole questioi

of the efficiency of the surveyors’ department
and the expediency of making a change therein

be considered at a special meeting, to be heh
to consider the same.”

Air. Allason very briefly seconded the amend
inent, which was supported by Air. Hawke
and Air. Harrison, who avowed, that if th

amendment was not carried, he would vote fo
Air. Phillips. A division being called for, th

numbers were, for the amendment, 10 ;
agains

it, 10. The casting vote was given by th

chairman in favour of the amendment. Th
names of the commissioners voting were, fo

the amendment—Alessrs. Allason, Boodle,jun
Beachcroft, Cantwell, Crace, W. Donaldsor
W. B. France, Harrison, Hawkes, Le Bre
ton, and Willoughby; against the amend
ment— Hon. F. Byng, Capt. Bague, Alessr;

Branscombe, Cumberlege, Farlar, Fullei
Gunter, Leslie, AIoss, and Wood.
The Court then ordered a Special Court o

Friday, Nov. 14th, at one o’clock precisely
“ To consider as to the efficiency of the sur

veyors’ department, and as to the expedienc
of making, a change therein.”

TOWER HAAILETS COMMISSION.

Tenders for sewer in Green Street, Bethni
Green : length, 980 feet; 4 feet by 2 feet 6 in

average depth of digging, 11 feet’ 6 inches.

Blackburn ,£690
Crook 640
Curtis 634
Edwards 625
Stewart 620
Munday 617
Smith 600
Hill and Son 587
Jay 579
Livermore 543

©oiTcsspoitBriuf.

THE EGG SHAPED SEWER.
Sir,—

I

feel much gratified with my felloi

rate-payers, at the result of the decision of th

commissioners of 9ewers for this division
;

th

sixteen against five will, I hope, settle the poin
in dispute, as to the mud-holding sewer witi

perpendicular sides, and the egg-shaped sewei
One half the sum collected for rates with!
the last twenty years would, if it had bee
expended upon tbe new plan, have made th

drainage perfect. I am sure the public wil

feel indebted to The Builder for the assistanc

it has afforded in the good cause.
I am not looking at this as a local questioi

only
;
the subject of proper drainage is nov

mooted throughout the nation, and we ma'
hope to see the egg-shaped sewer introduce!
universally. As tbe egg-shape now in use ii

the Finsbury division will, I have no doubt
in time come into general use, it would be wel
if The Builder could ascertain, who was tin

inventor of this shape, as I consider it im
portant as an historical fact. Probably Air
Roe, if applied to, would state whether it was

his invention, or whether he received the ides

from any other person.— I am, Sir, &c.

Westminster. E. E. E.
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CONVEYANCE OF WATER.

Sir,—

Y

our correspondent who inquires on
this head, may obtain at small cost, terro-me-
tallic pipes for “ conveyance of water,” at Mr.
Peake’s, Whitefriars.

These pipes do not injure pure water;
they are exceedingly durable

;
socket pipes

have been used to convey water long distances
over undulating ground, terminating in one in-

stance in a perpendicular rise of 40 or 50 feet

to the tops of buildings. For such purposes
each pipe is proved by hydraulic pressure.
The plain or dead joints will do for your cor-
respondent’s purpose provided the soil is

clayey. t t

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office
to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers,
however, they arc entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of "The Builder,” 2, York-
trcct, Covent-garden.]

For building a new church at Tetbury, Glouces-
:ershire.

For repairing or new paving the footways and
:arriage ways of certain streets and places in the
jarish of St. John the Evangelist, AVestminster.
For the supply of 40 fathoms of yellow Deal

mds to the Guardians of the Kensington AVork-
jouse.

For the execution of the work forming the se-
ond division of the Dundalk and Enniskillen Rail-
ray, being a distance of 10 miles.

For the supply of 1,027, of 15-inch cast-iron
ocket pipes, measuring 3,080 yards, to the Com-
nercial Gas-light Company, Stepney.
For the execution of the works forming the

iurnley contract of the East Lancashire Railway.
Extension of time.)

COMPETITIONS.
Plans for the enlargement of the Suffolk General

Iospital, and tenders for the execution of the work,
re required by the Hospital Committee.
Plans, specifications, and estimates are required

y the committee for the erection of the South
taffordshire General Hospital, Wolverhampton,
he sum of 1007. will be given for the one selected.

The Provisional Committee of the National Glass
ompany of Ireland require plans and specifications,

c., for the erection of all the necessary Buildings,
jmprising an extensive manufactory for making
•own (window) glass

; also plans for an extensive
anufactory of plate glass. 25 1. will be given for
tch plan selected, or 507. for both if to the same
idividual.

[APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

At the Railway Tavern, AVallingford-road sta-

on : 2,000 clean Beech trees, of good growth;
:so a few lots of Ash and Cherry-tree timber, all

»w standing in Unhill-wood, four miles from
rallingford.

I At Haselgrove, Queen Camel, Somerset: Up-
ards of 1,000 maiden Oak, Elm, and Ash timber
jees, now standing.

1 At Garraway’s Coffee-house, Comhill: 628 logs

,d curls of St. Domingo Mahogany, being the

|

tire cargo of the Diadem, just landed.

I At Great Barton, near Bury, St. Edmunds : be-

een 300 and 400 excellent spruce and larch Firs.

I At AVainford’s farm, Little Burdfield, Essex : 150
;pitalElm timber trees; 50 ditto Ash ditto, and 10
•ito Oak ditto, now lying near the road side,

riiOn the premises, Mortimer-street, Cavendish-

I

uare : A large and well-seasoned stock of Ma-
gany Wainscot, Rosewood, Pencil-Cedar, Lime
;e and Fir timber.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ J. F .”— Our coj'respondent’s proposed central

rminus would not be sufficiently extensive. The
mmunication is left for him at the publisher’s,

\th thanks.

I
“ Young Beginner .”—We do not knoiv a yood
hook on drawing and colouring architectural

\ans and elevations.” Gwilt’s Encyclopedia con-
ins a course of mathematics.

I

“ Y. X. A .”—Articled pupils, under 21 years

i 'age, are eligible as students of the Institute of
rchitecls. They must submit specimens of their

I 'awing, and be recommended by a Fellow. If the

I ichnens are satisfactory, a subject is given them,
I dch they are required to execute at the Institute

;

^ d if that also is satisfactory, they are admitted,

payment of one guinea per annum.

I
11 Polished Slate Chimney-pieces .”—A corre-

fymdenf wishes to know where these can be seen.

“ Surveyor” and “ J. G.” arrived too late for
present week.

" Complaint against a District Surveyor .”—We
learn on inquiry, that the surveyor did not of him-
self lodge an information against the houses in
question

,
but made the survey under higher autho-

rity; this seems materially to alter the question.

“Chelsea Improvements.”—A correspondent
directs our attention to what is being done in
Chelsea under their new Act. Tie arefully aware
of the works going on, and shall take an opportu-
nity to allude to them.

“ T. L.” (Improvement of Operatives) next
week.

*** Correspondents are requested to address all

communications to the Editor.

R
ROFESSOR KELLER’S POSES PLASTIQUES.
OYAL ADELAIDE GALLERY.—This

day, and during the week, Professor Keller Will
exhibit at the Adelaide Gallery his Grand Tableau Vivarts
from the Ancient Masters, which have received so largely the
encomiums of the press. Even’ morning at lialf-past three,
and in the evening at nine o’clock. Great efforts have been
made to add to the effects of this exhibition. A variety of
new subjects have been added to those already presented to
the public The Concerts ns usual. Also Pilbrow's Atmo-
spheric Railway model, with explanatory lecture.

SASHES, SHOP FRONTS, &c.

JOHNSON and PASK thank the public
in general for the very liberal support they have re-

ceived since they commenced manufacturing for the trade,
and beg to state that they continue to manufacture sashes,
glasr-d complete, at ll jil. per foot, shop-fronts with the best
British plate-glass. All kinds of joiners’ work cheaper than
any other house in the trade.

1, Amwcll-street, Clcrkenwell.

AltVERTISEMENTS.

C AUTION,—FRAUD.—BERDOE’S
WATERPROOF OVER COATS and SHOOTING

JACKETS.— It having come to the knowledge of W. B. that
certain parties arc offering for sale, as the above, garments
which, although having attnehed to them W. B.’s name, and
a fac-similc of his label, have not been manufactured by
him ; also various other attempts, similarly and fraudulently
to mislead

; intimation thereof is (to prevent disappointment
and vexation) thus publicly given. The above really water-
proof garments have been in extensive use seven years, and
are now too well known to need description; anil by those
who have tried them they arc regarded as sine qua non*. A
large stock of first-rate garments for the Winter, in Llamas
and other new materials, manufactured expressly fur W. B.
now ready. They are made and sold in London only, at 6p,
Comhill (north side), and by W. B.’s Agents in various
towns throughout the Kingdom.

Waterproof Cloaks, Capes, fire, for Ladies.

PRIZES IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS AND
PATENTEES.

A GOLD MEDAL, value 1007. and a
SILVER MEDAL, value 501., will be given by Mr.

M. JOSCELIN COOKE. The Gold medal for the best
Patent, and the Silver medal for t.lie best Desitm taken out
or Registered at the OFFICE for PATENTS and DE-
SIGNS, 20, Half-Moon-strcet, between the 1st of Novem-
ber, 18H. and the 1st of June. 1846. The Prizes will he
awarded by competent judges on the 10th June, 1846. The
conditions to be observed, together with instructions, charges,
and every information for obtaining Patents in England or
Foreign Countries, or Registering Designs, will be forwarded
gratis, on application to Mr. M. JOSCELIN COOKE, at
the Office for Patents and Registration of Designs, 20, Half-
Moon-strcet, Piccadilly, London.

T. SMITH AND SON’S
IMPROVED PATENT WATER-CLOSET,

H AS, after three years’ experience, been
pronounced bv all who have introduced it, to be the

most perfect machine of the kind ever brought under their
notice, and fully supplying all requisites indi&pensibte to the
complete success of an apparatus of such acknowledged
utility. Upwards of, 2,000 of the improved wafer-closets.have
been fixed in various parts of the country sinie its first intVo-
duction, in every case with the. most satisfactory results, ns
the numerous testimonials from influential parties will

nbundantly testify.

The desiderata of a perfect water-closet— a simplicity,
cleanliness, and durability which are attained by the IM-
PROVED PATENT, with the additional recommendation
of GREAT ECONOMY, since the machine, from the sim-
plicity of its construction, cannot become impaired by any
of those accidents which so materially affect the value of
closets of the common construction.
The Patent Trap can be furnished to the ordinary pan-

closets; but to obtain the full advantage of the invention,
the Improved patent should be used in its complete form.
T. SMITH and SON are still engaged in appointing

agents throughout the kingdom, to whom every information
necessary for making and fixing are provided, as well as the
varioua testimonials with which they have been furnished.

List of Agents already appointed.

Bridges, T. 18, Old Quebec-street. London.
Stocker and Curtis, 121, St. John-street, do.
Burgess, . More-street, Birmingham.
Lythall and Adney, Temple- street, do,
Newbold, B. G. do.
Stokes, J. C. do.
Barge, John, 88, London-road, Manchester.
Howard and Atkison, Deansgatc, do.
Ward and Leech, 3fi, Brook-street, Davii-street, do.
Harrison and Son. 41. Chapel-street, Salford.
Fletcher, Chas. More-lane, Bolton.
Travers, John, Church-hank, do.

Holt, James. Hanover-strcct, Liverpool.
Knight and Nimmo, Rcnshaw-strcct, do.
Porter, Thos. and Co. Mcrccy-strcet, do.
Rigby, John, York-street, do.
Bailiff Stainton, Birkenhead.
Crump, Thos. Derby.
Goold, Thos. Leamington.
Johnson, Timothy, Coventry.
Hickman, C. R. Oxford.
Kirk, S. Sleaford, Lincolnshire.
Adams, George, Market-place, Margate.
Marshall, Chas. Lincoln.
Norman, Thos. Leicester.

Rhodes. Samuel, Nottingham.
Totley, William, Wolverhampton.
Wood, Benjamin, Brighton, Sussex.
Gore, William, Stratford, Essex.
Morley, J. Greenwich.
Broomhead, John, Bakewell, Derbyshire.
Daniel, Robert, Chesterfield, do.
Roose, Josh. Ashboum, do.
Smith, J. Belpar, do.
Parker, John, Cromford, do.
Hunt, Henry, Banbury, do.
Brown, William, Horncastle, Lincolnshire.
Bellamy, N. P. Louth, do.
Driffell, Thomas, Spalding, do.
King, W. Gainsborough, do.
Melton, Edward, Market-Ravin, do.
Barnes, Henry, Stamford, do.

Marriott. Christopher, Southwell, Nottinghamshire.
Pawsor, P. C. Newark, do,
Buiwell, H. Luthworth, Leicestershire.

WINDOW BLINDS,
ORNAMENTAL WIRE-WORK, FLOWER-POT

STANDS, &c.
Io Architects, Builders. Contractors. Upholders, and others.
M. II. BUSHY, NEW VENETIAN HOUSE,

7 anil 8. Anderson’s Buildings, City Road, London,
Manufacturer of every Description of Window Blinds

on the most approved principles, namely, the Spanish,
Oriental, Horentine, Louvre, and Venetian Sun Shades,
tor the exterior; and Venetian Dwnrf, Metnllic Gauze,
Perforated Zinc Blinds, Transparent, Landscape, and
Holland Blinds on Springs, Patent and Common Rollers
lor the Interior; Blinds for Shop Fronts, Plain and
Ornamental, on the most Improved plans. Old Blinds
Altered, ltenova'ed, and Krfixed. A variety of Flower-pot
Stands al ways Ready. Rustic, Portable, and other Garden
Scats and Stools

;
Wire- work for every purpose useful and

ornamental.
VENETIAN BLINDS FOR EXPORTATION.

COMPOSITION FOR WRITING WITH STEEL PENS'
eTKHHEN’S WRITING FLUIDS
KSj These Composition*, which have so remarkably ex-
tended the use of the STEEL PEN, are brought to very
great perfection, being more easy to write with, more durable,
and in every respect preferable to the ordinary ink. In warm
climate* they have become essential. They consist of—

A

BLUE FLUID, changing into an intense Black colour.—

A

PATENT UNCHANGEABLE BLUE FLU ID. remaining
a deep Blue colour.—A SUPERIOR BLACK INK. of the
common character, but more fluid.—A BKILLANT CAR-
MINE RED. for Contrast Writing.—A CARBONACEOUS
RECORD INK, which writes instantly black, and bcingproof
against Chemical agents, is most valuable in the prevention
of frauds —Also a new kind of MARKING INK for Linen,
and inkholders adapted for preserving ink from evaporation
and dust.—Sold in Bottles, of various sizes, by all Stationers
and Booksellers.— Be sure to ask for Stephens’ Writing Fluid.
N.B.—These unchangeable Blue Fluids arc Patent articles.

The public are therefore cautioned against imitations, w hich
are infringements

; to sell or use which is illegal.

STEPHENS’ SELECT STEEL PENS.
The utmost possible care having been bestowed upon the

manufacture of these articles so as to procure the highest
finish they can be confidently recommended both for flexibi-
lity and durability. Also

STF.PHENS’ UU LI NG and MECHAN ICA L DRAW ING
INK, for Engineers, Artists, and Designers.
This article will he found superior to the best Indian Ink

Jor the above purposes. It does hot smear with Indian-rubber
or wash off with water. It flows freely from the drawing pen,
and never corrodes or encrusts it. Itrrtay be used on a plate
or slab, with a camel's hair brush, deluting it with water, or
thickening it by drying, as required. It has the advantage
of being ready for immediate use. Sold in conical-shaped
Bottles, convenient for using from, without any Stand, at 6d.
each.

All the above articles are prepared by HENRY STE-
PHENS, the Inventor, 5 1, Stamford-strect, Blacktriars-road,
London, and sold by Stationers and Booksellers.

COURT OF SEWERS FOR WESTMINSTER, AND
PART OF MIDDLESEX, No. 1, Greck-street, Soho-
square.

BUILDERS and Others interested in
X buildings or in ground for building upon, within the

district under the jurisdiction of this Court, drained by water-
courses falling into the river Thames, between the city of
London and the parish of Fulham.
The Commissioners hereby give notice, that by an Act of

the 4"th Geo. 111. (chap. 7, local) it is required that, pre-
viously to the making of any new sewer in any street, lane,
or public way, or in any part intended to become a street,

lane, or public way, or to carry or drain off water from any
house, building, yard, or ground, into any sewer under iheir
management, or within their jurisdiction, a notice in writing
shall be given to them, or to their clerk at their office, and
that such new sewer or sewers shall be constructed and mads
in ssch manner and form as shall be directed by the said
Commissioners, and not otherwise.

And. in order to prevent the serious evils and inconveni-

ences that must arise from ground proposed to be built upon
being excavated at too great a depth, the Commissioners
have directed that, upon ap; lication being made at this office

previously to the excavation of such ground, information
shall he given as to the lowest depth at which the same
ran he drained.

And the Commissioners do also give notice that, when-
ever the lower floors or pavements of buildings shall have
been laid so low as not to admit of their being drained with
a proper current, they will not allow any sew ers, or drains
into sewers, to he made for the service of such buildings.

It is recommended to all persons about to purchase or take

houses, or other premises, to ascertain whether such premises
have separate and distinct drains into common sewers.

All petitions must be delivered at this office at least three
clear days before they are presented io the Commissioners

;
and

all such petitions will be called on in the order of their appli-

cation, and the name of any party not present when called

on to support the application will be struck out, and the pro-
ceedings must in consequence be commenced dc novo.

All communications made wilh any sewer without leave of
the Commissioners will be cut off, and the parties making
the same will subject themselves to a fine.

The provisions of the Metropolitan Buildings Act (7 and
8 Victoria, c. 84) do not supersede the authority of the
Commissioners of Sewers in the above respects, but their
powers are expressly reserved, and their regulations made
subservient to the purposes of that Act. The execution of
such works, under the superintendence of the district sur-
veyor alone, cannot therefore warrant the making of any
sewers or drains within this commission, nor relieve the
parties making them from the penalties above mentioned.

By order of the Court,
LEWIS C. HERTSLET, Clerk.
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POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN PAVE-
MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks.

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Corn Stores, and Salt

Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin in

Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell-

ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds.

Price 3s, fid. per square yard.
„ _ . , „ , ,

by aTpl^V^OHN PILKINGTON, 15, Wharf-road)

City-road.

TO ARCHITECTS.

I
N consequence of many complaints having

been made to the Company, by Architects, of a spurious

male/iil having been used in the execution of Works where

the Lcyssel Asphalte had been specifiedfor, the Directors,

with a view to ensure the fulfilment of any such specification,

have authorized CERTIFICATES to be granted to Builders

where the
S EYSSEL ASPHALTE

has been used. For the purpose of securing the use of the

Genuine Article, Architects and others arc recommended to

insert in their specifications the “ Seyssel Alphalte, Cla-

ridge’s Patent,” and not merely “Asphalte,” or “Bitu-

men,” as in many cases where these terms have been used,

gas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have

been introduced. I. FARRELL, Secretary.

Stangate, near Westminster Seyssel Asphalte Company.
Bridge, Jan., 1845.

Books of Instructions for Use may be had at the Office of

The Builder,” and of all Booksellers in Town and Country,

price Is.

*,* In proof of the necessity of the above advertisement, it

may be mentioned, that it has come to the knowledge of the

Directors, that in certain works which have been executed by
Messrs. CURTIS, builders, of Stratford, a spurious material

has been used by them, contrary to the specifications, which
expressly mentioned, that “ Claridge’s Asphalte” was to

be used.
Also in the case of a work at Lewisham executed by Messrs.

ROBERT and DANIEL YOUNG, of 10, Crown-row,
Walworth-road, where Seyssel Asphalte was specified for, a

spurious article was nevertheless laid down by them.

GAS LAMPS, FITTINGS, &c.

NEW ASSORTMENT of II Y-

a new assortment of hydraulic Gas Sliding Pendants, opal

and brass handsome Gas Brackets, Gas Pillars, newest pat-

terns, and Chandeliers, at their Manufactory and Show-
room, 10 and 11, Creed-lane, St. Paul’s; adapted for public
buildings, shops, and private houses. — N.B. Architects,

Builders, &c., wishing to fit up at shops, houses, &c., are re-

quested to take an early opportunity of inspecting their stock.

—Estimates given from 5 lights to 1,000 at wholesale prices.

T W. BEALE begs to acquaint the pub-
© lie that he is prepared to lay roofing, plain or

corrugated, fix pipes, gutters, &c. Also chimney-tops and
ventilating cowls of every description; also water and oil

cisterns, of this incorrodible and fireproof metal. He manu-
factures all kinds of baths, as hip, shower, Roman, open,
slipper, sponging, foot, children’s, and self-heating baths ;

also toilet-cans and pails, slop-pails, coal-scuttles, cash and
deed-boxes, and fire-proof safes of every description, 10 per
cent, cheaper than any house in London.
The PATENT GALVANIZED TINNED IRON is ap-

plicable to the following uses The Lining of Ships’ Store

Rooms, Ships’ Water Buckets, Water Jugs and Receivers,
and for almost every purpose to which zinc, tin, copper,
brass, or any other metal is now applied

;
is more durable,

and manufactured at much less expense. An experienced
workman sent to any part of the kingdom. All orders
punctually attended to. For particulars, apply to T. W.
BEALE, 46, Bridge House-place, Newington Causeway.

MOREWOOD and ROGER’S PATENT
GALVANIZED TINNED METAL. — This article

was at first sold under the name of Galvanised Tin Plates, but
the Patentees finding that the public, in some instances, over-
looking the word Tin, confounded the article with Galvanised
Iron, and that the character of their metal has thereby sus-
tained injury, are desirous of giving it a name so distinctive as
to prevent such mistakes, and consequent disappointment to
purchasers in future. They therefore respectfully request
purchasers to inquire for MOREWOOD and ROGER’S
PATENT GALVANIZED TINNED IRON. In order to
enable the public readily and at first sight to distinguish
between the two metals, it may be well to inform them,
that Galvanised Iron has a plain zinc-like appearance,
while M. and R.’s Patent Galvanized Tinned Iron has a
smooth crystalline surface.

MOREWOOD and ROGER’S PATENT GALVA-
NIZED TINNED IRON, Patronized by the Admiralty

her Majesty’s Dock-yards, at the Tower, and
elsewhere, for every variety of Roofing, and other purposes,
where a strong, light, cheap, and durable material is re-
quired.

It has been found by experience that this article is beyond
all comparison superior to zinc; possessing, as it does,
all the advantages arising from the strength and firmness of
iron, combined with perfect immunity from rust

;
whilst it

is free from the very serious objection which applies to zinc,
viz. its contraction and expansion, consequent upon every
change of temperature, and from which circumstance leakage
must of course result.

This material is not likely to be destroyed by fire, as is the
case with zinc and lead, which melt and run down, thus
freely admitting fresh air to the fire, and causing it to burn
more fiercely. It is, therefore, obviously well adapted for
all the purposes above-named, and most importantly so,
when there is the possibility of fire. It is also peculiarly
suitable for chimney-tops, gutters, spouting, and out-door
work generally, possessing the strength of iron, without its
liability to corrosion. It is by far the most economical metal
roofing that can be obtained, in consequence of its strength,
as it may be laid without boards, and upon the lightest
rafters.

°

This mode of preserving metal from rust docs not only ap-
ply to sheet-iron, but also to manufactured iron in any form,
as bolts, nuts, hinges, nails, &c. &c..7“ Particulars apply to S. HOLLAND, 34, Grace-
cnurch-street.

RAIN WATER PIPES, Heads, Shoes,
and Elbows, Half-round and O G Gutters, Sash

Weights, Railing Bars, Sink and Stable Traps and Gratings,

Air Bricks, Coal Plates, &c.
;
Gas and Water Pipes from

]£ in. to 12 in. in diameter, with Bends, Branches, Syphons,
and Lamp Columns

;
also Hot-water Pipes, with all the

usual connections. A large Stock of the above Castings at

JONES’S Iron Bridge Wharf, and No. C, Bankside, South-

HENDRY and GLOVER, IRON-
FOUNDERS, beg to inform their customers that

they have removed their Foundry (from Smart’s-buildings)
to CHARLES-STREET and 168

,
DRURY-LANE, where

they have adopted every improvement to enable them to

compete successfully in quality, price, and punctuality. They
have also an extensive and well-arranged stock of patterns
for every description of Castings.

Messrs. Neilson and Mitcue
beg to inform Builders that they have
always on hand, at their premises,

15, Wharf-road, City-road, a large
assortment of R. W. Pipes, Gutter-
ing, Sash-weights, &c., which they

e disposing of at very low prices.

Castings of every description done
to order.

REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF

BUNNETT AND CORPE’S
PATENT REVOLVING IRON SHUTTERS.

THE validity of this Patent being; com-
pletely established, the Patentees have much pleasure

in stating that the very extensive demand, and the employ-
ment of improved machinery in the manufacture, have given
them an opportunity (of which they gratefully avail them-
selves) of making a considerable reduction in the price of
this well-knownand tried invention, thereby rendering them
the cheapest as well as the best iron shutters in use. Every
improvement suggested by practical skill and most exten-
sive application has been adopted, and no effective RE-
VOLVING IRON SHUTTER can be constructed without
infringing B. and C.’s patent. These shutters can be ap-
plied horizontally, cither above or below the window, or
vertically, as introduced by BUNNETT and CORPE, in

some of the largest establishments : they are made with
bent or corrugated laths, if required.

BUNNETT and CORPE also manufacture

REVOLVING WOOD SHUTTERS,
with their patent raising machinery, or with counterbalance
weights, and with proper metallic hinges, without which no
shutters can be safe or durable.

BUNNETT and CORPE arc likewise Patentees and
Manufacturers of METALLIC SASH-BARS, MOULD-
INGS, &c., IN BRASS, COPPER, OR ZINC, FOR
SHOP FRONTS, WINDOWS, SKYLIGHTS, AND
VARIOUS OTHER PURPOSES.
Shop Fronts fitted in a superior manner with Iron

Shutters, Patent Brass or Zinc Sashes, Moulded Engraved
Stall Board Plates, best Plate Glass, and internal Brass
Fittings of all kinds, on the most advantageous terms. Es-
timates given and contracts taken in Town or Country.—All
kinds of metal works executed to any design. Metal Draw-
ing, Rolling, and Stamping for the Trade. OFFICE, 26,
LOMBARD-STREET, LONDON. WORKS, at DEPT-
FORD, KENT.

IMPROVED PATENT CONVEX IRON
REVOLVING SAFETY SHUTTERS.

PATENT SAFETY IRON SLIDING SHUTTERS.

The attention of Architects,

Builders, Blind Makers, and the
Trade generally, is particularly

requested to the IMPORTANT
patented IMPROVEMENTS
in the above enumerated Arti-

cles, and inspection invited, at

the Manufactory of the Patentees,
R. HOWARD and Co., 115, Old
Street, London

;
and at Patrick

Clark and Co.’s Engineers and
Machinists, Tunnel Ironworks,
233, Wapping.

Engravings and Prospectuses
may be had at either address, or

will be forwarded on application.

The great importance of stength and stiffness in the Laths
of Revolving Iron Shutters, when required for security, is so
obvious, that it is only necessary to point out the fact that,

the Patent Convex Laths are 12 times stronger than the
ordinary flat Laths (as shewn by the engravings and pros-

pectus), to ensure their general adoption. Revolving Iron

Shutters made of the common flat laths, at a very considerable
reduction of price.

CAUTION.—The Patentees beg to caution all persons
against Making or Using Bent Laths for REVOLVING
IRON SAFETY SHUTTERS, so as to obtain increased
strength or stiffness

;
as they thereby render themselves liable

to legal prooeedings for infringing this patent.

Licenses Granted

TO BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.

A Considerable saving will be effected in
the purchase of IRONMONGERY, by applying at

F. R. WILLIAMSON’S Wholesale Warehouse, No. 35,
Chiswell-street, Finsbury-square, near Whitbread’s Brewery.

Best Patent Cut Clasp.
3d. 4d. fid. 8d. lod. 20d.
5d. fijd. 7jd. lid. Is. 4d. 2s. per 1000.

Best Sheet Floor Brads 14s. 6d. per cwt.
Best Town Glue 44s. per cwt. Do. Scotch 54s. per ctrt.

Best Patent Sash Line.

4s. 3d. 6s. 6s. 6d. 7s. 6d. 10s. 12s. per gross.
Elliptic Stoves, 3d. per inch. Registers, 6d., 7d., 8d. per nch.

Self-acting Kitchen Ranges with Oven and Back Boiler.
Wrought Bars and Bright Fittings.

3ft., 31. 3s. 3ft. 6 in., 31. 12s. fid. 4 ft., 4 1.

Lists of Prices had on application at the Warehouse
; if

by letter prepaid, inclosing postage stamp.

R HENLY & Co., WHOLESALE
S IRONMONGERS, and MANUFACTURERS of

KITCHEN-RANGES, STOVES, &c., 196, Blackfriars-
road, and 117, Union-street, Borough.

Strong Self-acting Kitchen-Ranges, with back Boiler
and Oven, and Wrought Bars :

—

3 ft. 3ft. 3 in. 3 ft. 6 in. 3ft. gin. 4 ft.

3/. 6s. 3/. 13s. 31. lfis. 41. 41. 10s.

Henly’s Patent Improved, with back Boiler and Wrought
Iron Oven :

—

3ft. 3ft. 3in. 3ft. 6 in. 3ft. gin. 4ft.

61. 61. 16 s. 6/. 6s. 6/. 10s. 71.

Best Register Stoves, at7d., 8d., and gd. per inch.
Do. Elliptic do., at 3Jd., and 4d. do.

Manufacturer of WOLFASTON’S PATENT REGISTER
STOVES, a certain cure for SMOKY CHIMNEYS, and
effecting a great saving in fuel. To be seen in use daily.

Orders from the Country, accompanied with a remittance
or reference, will meet with prompt attention.

GOOD AND CHEAP IRONMONGERY.

CARPENTERS, BUILDERS, CABI-
NET MAKERS, SMITHS, &c., are invited to call at

G. WAR3URTON and Co.’s Ironmongery warehouse, 146,

Tottenham Court-road, and they will by so doing effect a
considerable saving in all articles of good general iron-

mongery.
G. WARBURTON and Co., as a sample of their prices,

beg to quote a few as under, at the same time assuring their

friends and the public generally that every article will be

equally reasonable.
Cast Butt Hinges.

1J in. 13 in. 2 in. 2J in. 24 in. 3 in.

74d. g4d. Is. Is. 2d. is. 4d. 2s. Id. per dozen pair.
"14 in. Best Frame Pullies, Is. per dozen.
Best White Sash Line, fid. per dozen knots.

Best Patent Sash Line.

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6
4s. 3d. 5s. 6s. 6d. 7s. 6d. 10s. 12s. per gross,

G. W. and Co. beg also to intimate that they are just add-
ing Tools from the first manufacturer in Sheffield to their

present stock.

Observe the address, G. WARBURTON and C’o., whole-

sale and retail ironmongery warehouse, sign of “ the Pad-
lock,” 146

,
Tottenham Court-road, ten doors from the New-

road,

TO ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, BRICKMAKERS &c„

PUMPS of Superior CONSTRUCTION,
bored perfectly true by improved machinery, in various

plain and ornamental patterns for Conservatories, Squares,

Market Places, Roads, Gardens, and for Liquid Manure.
BRICKMAKERS’ PUMPS, in Wrought and Cast Iron,

HYDRAULIC LIFT PUMPS, and ENGINES for Wells

of any depth. SINGLE and DOUBLE PUMPS up to

12-inch bore, kept for Hire.

BENJ. FOWLER, G3, Dorset-street, Fleet-street

ftlajfSts’s mm
BAILLIE’S

PATENT ROUNDED RIM LOCKS,
WITH SECRET AND SECURE FIXINGS.

THIS CHEAP and USEFUL article,
obviating the unsightly appearance and insecurity of

the common rim lock, can be obtained of any respectable

ironmonger in town or country, or from the sole manufac-
turer, Mr. EDWARD WRIGHT, Wolverhampton.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

Door springs and hinges.—
GERISH’S PATENT DOOR SPRINGS, for

CLOSING every description of DOOR, consists of Single

and DOUBLE-ACTION BUTT HINGES in Brass and Iron

for Doors to open one or both ways, and Rising Hinges for

the convenience of Doors opening on uneven Floors. Like-

wise Swing Centres, which consist of a combination of

power unequalled by any made at present. Manufactured
by F. W. Gerish, East-road, City-road ; and sold by all re-

spectable Ironmongers in the United Kingdom.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

COLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES.—
Sole Manufactory, 64, BRIDGE-ROAD, LAMBETH,

where a great variety are always on view, for Church, Park,

Coach-house, and all other Doors and Gates, of large or

small dimensions, a gate of a ton in weight moving with these

hinges as easily as a wicket ;
they are also admirably adapted

for drawing-rooms, being highly ornamental, and folding-

doors fitted with them may be removed and replaced, in

an instant. Rising and spring Hinges, also double-action

Butts on the most improved principle, and very superior

Fastenings for exterior Gates, at moderate prices. To be

seen at Charles Collingc and Co’s Patent Axletree, Sugar-mill

and Spherical-hinge Manufactory, 64, Bridge-road, Lambeth

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

The PATENT AL3ERT

B

WEATHER-BAR for simpli-

city and effect supersedes any
thing of the kind yet offered to

the public. The expense varies

from 18s. to 25s. Invented and
manufactured by T. WILKIN-
SON and Co., Ironmongers, 77, XgX
Regent-quadrant. T. W. also

executes all kinds of Iron-works,

Staircases, Warming by Hot-water, Fitting up Stoves and
Ranges of all kiuds

;
also Bell-hanging extensively executed.

Estimates given,
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ARLIAMENTARY stand-

ing; orders require that plans

of railways, with books of

reference, mustbe deposited

with the various clerks of

the peace, on or before Sa-

turday next. Without this step, a project can

have no status this session
;
moreover, to main-

tain this status, and get an opportunity to try

to prove the preamble of the Bill, the plan

and Book of Reference must he correct, and

in accordance with certain regulations. Ponder

this, ye pseudo-surveyors at seven guineas per

day! reflect on it, ye unwise hirers of such,

—

ye men of much haste and little speed. The

flock of rising barristers, recent products of

the railway system,—hatched and bred in the

ovens, ’yclept committee-rooms, already look

forward to the easy triumph which your ex-

pected errors, omissions, and impracticabili-

ties, will yield them
;
knowing, well as they

do, that the slightest grounds for declaring

“ standing orders not complied with,” will bo

eagerly seized by the committee, in their anx-

iety to lessen the number of schemes before

the House.

Scores of the parties employed in surveying,

levelling, and mapping, are utterly incompe-

tent, and yet are paid immense salaries for their

services. We know youngsters, hardly able

to tell the right end of a theodolite from the

wrong, who are receiving two, three, and four

guineas a day and their expenses. The sup-

posed necessity for going to Parliament imme-

diately, and the insufficient number of sur-

veyors, as compared with the number of pro-

jects, have induced an expenditure so lavish

and reckless, as to prove that the parties mak-

ing it, are wholly unfit to direct the schemes of

which they are the heads, and dispense money

belonging to others. A non-professional ac-

quaintance of ours, who has a tolerable know-

ledge of surveying and levelling (in theory),

was called on by a solicitor who had heard of

his attainments in these respects, to know on

what terms he would undertake to map a cer-

tain portion of a line. “ I am not disposed to

do it at all,” said our friend. “ We will give

you three guineas a day,” urged the solicitor.

“That would not induce me,” was the reply.

“ Well, four then,—nay, five, if four won’t do;

a map we must have within four weeks from

this time.” Our friend still shook his head
;

but ultimately said, simply with the view of

getting rid of the applicant, that lie would

make the attempt, if they would pay him twelve

guineas a day for two months certain. The
proposal was immediately accepted

;
and, be-

fore he left town, he received intimation that

they should not object to pay for the seventh

day of the week; and he is now positively at

work on these terms.

None of our readers will consider us opposed

in any degree to railways : every line properly

carried out will improve trade, call labour into

employment, and advance both the intellectual

and commercial power of the ration. To the

extent of our ability we have encouraged and

will encourage, the investment of capital in

their construction, satisfied further, that it will

tend not only to the good of the community,

but the pecuniary advantage of the individuals
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so employing it. We do, however, object to
>

and reprobate severely, the lavish and useless

expenditure of the subscribers’ money, which

prevents the possibility of any return being

made for a long period of time, and has the

effect of checking real improvements, by

driving away prudent capitalists (the most im-

portant class), who are seeking investments,

and who, if they took shares, would do so to

hold.

The money spent on the old lines was enor-

mous, very much more than was necessary.

But the proposed lines, if from the foot we
may judge the statue, are to surpass them far

in imprudence and reckless extravagance. En-

gineers are to be paid any sum, no matter how
preposterous the amount may be, that will

induce them to undertake the matter; land-

owners any sum that will secure their consent

;

and when we add to this the enormous expense

to which, after all, in nine cases out of ten,

they will be put, most unwisely, by the oppo-

sition of existing companies and others, to say

nothing of the cost of construction, directors’

fees, &c., the possibility of the line paying, even

should the application be successful, is seen to

be postponed for many years.

Moreover, with all this cost, the actual work

(supposing preliminary errors to be got over),

will not be well done. When an engineer rides

once over the ground, and then settles the line

in his library, either with or without a few

maps, and some suggestions from local men,

he may by possibility, hit on the best and most

economical course
;

the chances, however, are

wholly against it. Thousands of pounds will

be spent, through the engineer being ignorant

of the nature of the land over or through which

the road is to pass, and thousands more, be-

cause he had not time to ascend a neighbour-

ing eminence, which would have shewn him

how, by a trifling detour, costly works might

have been avoided.

“ We are perfectly aware of all this,” pro-

visional committees may say,—“ but what is to

be done ? The time is coming on, and to Par-

liament we must go at once.” To Parliament

you must go, gentlemen, doubtless
;
but why

at once? Take advice
;
and unless your line

has been thoroughly digested and canvassed;

carefully surveyed and planned
;
and you are

perfectly satisfied that you can meet all the

requirements of the Legislature, delay your

application till the following session. True,

the temporary value of your scrip will fall, but

vour permanent interests, and those of the sub-

scribers generally, always supposing that your

project be a sound one, will unquestionably be

advanced. Your scheme might lose its posi-

tion as an instrument of gambling, but would

gain the consideration of those who are seek-

ing to invest their money in reasonable projects,

directed by honourable and enlightened men.

MUSEUM OF NATIONAL
ANTIQUITIES.

The report, to which we referred some time

ago, that Lord Prudhoe, through the Archa:o-

logical Institute, had offered his collection of

national antiquities to the British Museum, on

condition that they would set apart a proper

lace for the reception of other collections

earing on the same subject, is confirmed ;
and,

better still, the trustees have accepted the

terms, and appear, at last, disposed to take up

this most important matter with earnestness,

In a leading article on the subject in April

last,* wherein we argued the advantages that

would follow such a collection, we alluded to

an application made to the trustees of the

Museum two years before, praying them to

provide accommodation in their new building

* See page 181
,
ante.

for British architectural antiquities. The
trustees returned for answer that they were not
prepared to recommend her Majesty's Govern-
ment to do so.

Since then, it appears, their eyes have been
opened to its importance by the Archaeological
Institute, to whom all who are interested in
the subject must therefore feel grateful. At
the last meeting of the Institute of Architects
(a report of which will be found on the next
page), the following communication addressed
by Mr. Edward Hawkins to Mr. Poynter, the
honorary secretary, was read :

—

“British Museum, Nov. 17, 1845.
My Dear Sir,—As the formation of an

extensive collection of national antiquities is

contemplated at the British Museum, and as a
room for their reception will shortly be opened
in that establishment, I am most anxious as
the keeper of the department of antiquities, to

take every step for the furtherance of this

object. The committee of the Archaeological
Institute, kindly co-operating with the Museum
in the desire to form such a collection, have
already taken active measures towards the
awakening public interest in the matter. Much
will, I am sure, be accomplished by their ex-

ertions, but they feel as I do, the necessity of
seeking the aid of those who, by the experience
and opportunities of their profession, are best

able to carry out some general scheme for the
record and preservation of antiquities found
in this country. A great part of such objects

are discovered in works conducted under the
control and inspection of architects, and it is

to the professional knowledge of the architect

that we are generally indebted for an authentic
account of such discoveries, and by his influ-

ence, that antiquities thus found can be best

protected. I therefore venture to address my-
self on this subject through you, their secre-

tary, to the Fellows of the Royal Institute of
British Architects, hoping that by their autho-
rity and example, an active interest in the pre-

servation of antiquities may be created in the

whole body of their profession, and may thus

be gradually communicated to their clerks,

and to the foremen and others more immedi-
ately set over workmen employed in labours of
excavation and demolition.
The claims of archaeology once publicly re-

cognized, antiquities when discovered would
no longer be ignorantly destroyed or dispersed,

but would be scrupulously collected together
into one place

;
the circumstances of their dis-

covery would be registered with far greater

accuracy, and the result in a few years would
be a most interesting collection of monuments
of national art, and the development of the

history of successive races, as far as it can be

gathered from the evidences of archajology,

and as it is exhibited in the museums of other

countries.

I need hardly here remind you, that if to

the archaiologist hardly any comparison seems
too extensive or too minute, if he seek to

bring together every fragment of the works of

former races, and studies not only the nobler

specimens of their art, hut every variety of

type in the fashion of their costume, and the

implements of their daily life, he does so with

the deep conviction, that in all these relics

there is meaning and value, not merely be-

cause they may singly corroborate or by chance

supply history, but because when put together

and viewed in connection, they exhibit with

peculiar reality, the character of an age or

race as it has unconsciously revealed itself in

its art and handicraft.

I trust that the truly national character of

the object set forth in this letter, may serve as

my apology for having ventured to make this

appeal to the Fellows of the Institute of Archi-

tects
;

if in these remarks is found no definite

request or proposition as to the mode of re-

cording or guarding discoveries of antiquities,

it is because I would rather invite the sugges-

tions of qthers, best qualified by professional

experience, „to decide what measures are prac-

ticable for such a purpose.

I remain, nVy dear Sir, yours truly,

| Edward Hawkins.”

We cordially c^ho Mr. Hawkins’ wish, that

by the authority and example of the Institute,

an active interest if) the preservation of anti-

quities may be excited in the whole body of

the profession, and may be communicated to

workmen and others, employed in excavations.

We shall return to the subject forthwith,
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'THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH

ARCHITECTS.
The most agreeable and instructive evenings

spent at the Institute, arc those when, two or
three short suggestive papers being read, the
jnembers arc led into conversation and discus*
sion. This the case on Monday evening
last. Mrs Kendall was in the chair, and the
meeting Was numerous. Amongst the dona-
tions was a check for 20/. from General Paslev,
for the purposes of the Institute. We trust
the council will immediately apply it to the
improvement of the library, to which, by the
ya-y, their attention ought constantly io he
uirected. A good architectural library, easily
accessible, is much required, and if formed by
the Institute, will he found a sheet anchor on
which to depend hereafter, should the wind at
* n v time be less favourable than it is now.
The foreign secretary announced that the

•council had voted the Institute medal to the
Chevalier Beuth, lately the chief director of the
Government works in Prussia, on his retire-
ment from office. Mr. Poynter, lion, sec.,
read a catalogue drawn up by himself and Mr.
Donaldson, of drawings by Palladio, now in
the possession of the Duke of Devonshire, at
Chiswick,—a very extraordinary collection,
250 in number, which is little known. Strange
to say, although they are all by the master’s
own hand, not one fs signed. ’ The list was
made in consequence of an application on the
subject from Vicenza, where a life of Palladio
is about to be published. The drawings, pro-
perly mounted, are in seventeen portfolios, and
are preserved most carefully by the duke, who
prizes them highly. They were probably col-
lected by the great earl of'Burlington. As we
shall take an early opportunity to print the
list entire, we shall say no more of it now
thay that the collection is of great curiosity,
and includes some designs by Palladio never
published. Mr. Donaldson remarked that the
collection gave evidence rather of thought than
of attention to good drawing; they were bold
and slight, and those which were from ancient
examplesshewcd that he entered thoroughly into
the spirit and genius of the antique. Drawings
of one of the temples represented colonnades
that did not now exist. It was greatly to he
regretted that they were not given to the
world : this might 'be done inexpensively, and
would be regarded with interest universally.
Mr. Tite said enough was not done for tlic

elucidation of classic architecture. Even of
St. Paul’s Cathedral, there were no sufficient
illustrations. In connection with the Duke of
Devonshire's collection, the speaker alluded
to Inigo Jones’ sketch-book, in the duke’s
possession, of which he had caused to he made
a small number of fac-similc copies for friends
and public libraries. Some specimens of Dr.
Arnott's valves were exhibited and described :

and led to a conversation on smoky chimneys,
which shewed what very different opinions are
entertained on apparently simple points.
The honorary secretary read a letter from Mr.

Hawkins (on the proposed collection of national
antiquities at the British Museum), given on
the preceding page, and called on Mr. Newton,
one of the officers of the Museum, who was
in the room, to give further explanation. Mr.
Newton said, the trustees of the Museum had
always been most anxious to establish a
Museum of National Antiquities, but had not
felt themselves in a position to do so till now.
It was most desirable that a spirit of preserva-
tion should be induced, and that relics, when
found, should he transmitted to a public re-
pository, rather than be placed in private
hands.

Mr. Tite was glad of the opportunity which
then offered itself, to set the public right on
a particular point, in connection with anti-
quities in the city. A general impression pre-
vailed, that matters of this 3ort were little
cared for in the city, and that they looked
after nothing but turtle and railway shares. In
reality, however, this was not the case. There
were many there who were most anxious to
keep together such ancient remains as were
found. These views were greatly interfered
with by those gentlemen, who singly, were run-
ning after all the antiquities which were
brought to light, and endeavoured to buy
them. Such a course necessarily led to their
dispersion. When they were excavating for
the Exchange, foreseeing that many relics
would probably be discovered, and most anxi-
ous that they should all be kept together, the

contractor was bound, under heavy penalties,
to place every thing that was discovered, in
the hands of the committee, and arrangements
were made to remove any temptation to sell
on the part of the workmen. At the com-
mencement of the works, he was applied to
by Mr. Roach Smith, for leave to watch the
excavation, and this he readily gave, hut told
him at the same time, that he would not he per-
mitted on any account to purchase. In the
first instance, nothing was discovered of earlier
date than the twelfth or thirteenth centuries,
hut at the western end, in u part where the
ground was had, piles were found. These
being drawn, a bed of concrete was discovered,
and under it a hole filled with soft peaty earth.
In this was an extraordinary collection'of Ro-
man remains,— remnants of Roman London

;

shoes, sandals, amphora?, bodkins, and numer-
ous coins

;
such a collection as was never seen

before. It required the greatest efforts to pre-
vent it from being dissipated, and Mr. Roach
Smith had given much trouble by his efforts to
elude the regulations, and purchase for his own
collection. V hat he had to complain of, how-
ever, was, that Mr. 8. had afterwards accused
them in the slrc/ueologia, and elsewhere, of the
interruption they caused to his investigations.
The charge had been made publicly, and lie"

therefore felt no delicacy in mentioning the
name. The collection, he was happy to say
was under his care in the London Institution;’
and the only question was, whether it should
he placed in the City Library or the British
Museum; in one way or the other, it would
speedily be made public.

Mr. G. Godwin, reverting to Mr. Hawkins’
gratifying communication, reminded the meet-
ing of an application made to the Museum
some time ago, to the effect that they should
establish a Museum of Architecture, which was
refused, and further pointed to the manner in
which Mr. Wyse’s motion in the House of
Commons, to the same effect, had been re-
ceived. 1* He hailed with great satisfaction the
present determination of the trustees, and feel-
ing that they would probably, be glad to have
their hands strengthened, by' an expression of
opinion from a body like the Institute, sug-
gested that the council should take into con-
sideration how they could best convey this, a
suggestion which appeared to be concurred in
by the whole meeting.
Mr. Donaldson alluded to what the French

had done for the preservation of antiquities.
He was of opinion it was not desirable to brin"-
all remains that were discovered, to London”
but that separate provincial museums should’
be established. He alluded to the good which
had been done by Mr. Britton’s works (as Mr.
Tite had remarked previously), and praised
him for his continued efforts to’ induce the pre-
servation of monuments.

Mr. Britton said it gave him sincere gratifi-
cation to hear what the trustees of the British
Museum were about to do. He had advocated
the establishment of such a museum ns far
back as 1800; when he advised Sir Richard
Colt Hoarc to deposit his wonderful collection
in the rooms of the Society of Antiquaries.
He brought the matter before the society at
that time, hut they shewed no desire to inter-
fere, and the matter dropped. When Waltham
Cross, and other national antiquities, were
about to he destroyed, he renewed the question,
but both the British Museum and the Society
of Antiquaries were careless. Now that the
former was about to stir in it, the provinces
would doubtless follow the example. At Bath a
great deal had been discovered, but more had
been destroyed. Architectural remains were of
the utmost importance to British History; the
rectification of which, depended more on anti-
quarian relics than written records. Hoare’s
museum was now kept in a small apartment,
with little attention

;
and there was a probabi-

lity, that before many years elapsed it might
he distributed. In conclusion, he said it was
gratifying to him to find, that he should proba-
bly yet see a museum of national antiquities,
before he passed off the scene.

Penrith Castle.—A number of workmen
are at present engagedin excavating and level-
ling the castle garth, near the ruins of Penrith
Castle, which is the intended site of a railway
station at that place.

* See page 313 ante,

DECORATIVE ART SOCIETY.

On Nov. 11th, a conversazione was held:
Theme—The style of Louis 14th. Mr. Fildes,
V. P., described the rise of the renaissance
style in France, and its progress from the
time of Francis 1st, and its gradual modifica-
tions, resulting in the establishment of that of
Louis 14th, adding a brief account of many
celebrated artists and architects,who flourished
under the munificent patronage of the court
during the long reign of that monarch.
Numerous engravings were exhibited from

the works of Le Brun, Watteau, the Le Pau-
tres, Berain, Mariette, Johnson, Chippendale
and others, to which constant reference was
made in illustration of the observations which
followed. There were also produced sonic
copies by Mr. Seddon, of original sketches for
the decorations at Versailles, now preserved in

the Bibliotheque at Paris. It was remarked,
that erroneous conceptions of the style arc very
prevalent in the mindsmf many employed upon
decorations, and that the more sumptuous and
magnificent works ot the period are neglected
or imperfectly understood, whilst their place
is usurped by the exuberance of fantastic
scroll work, which appeared only at the latter
end of this reign, and was prevalent during
those of Louis 15th and Ifith, but which has in

common estimation been considered as the
genuine productions of Louis Quatorze style.

The general characteristics of the style in its

best period were described as “ Florid Roman,”
and the intci ior decorations as being, in design,
subordinate to the principal architectural
lines. The works of Mansart, Le Brun, and
Jean Le Pautres, were referred to as examples.
It was observed that the productions of Wat-
teau, Berain, Mariette and Dekker, displayed
the lighter grotesque fancies in ornament,
which attended a departure from classic taste,

and also that the facility with which eastern
forms of ornament were blended with them
had served to sustain them in the public esti-

mation. It was said that Sir C. Wren made
the nearest approach to the style of Louis 14th
recognizable in the architecture of this coun-
try, and that the decorations of some rooms
in Wilton House, Stafford House, and a few
others were in accordance with this style.
After some observations upon tapestried and
mirrored panels, and the adulatory heroic ceil-
ings, by Le Brun, peculiar to the royal palaces
of France at that period, the meeting was ad-
journed to Nov. 2(ith.

COMPLAINT AGAINST A DISTRICT
SURVEYOR.

Sin,—With the difficulties created by the
variety of unintelligible clauses of the “ Metro-
politan Buildings Act,” it is to be regretted
that the appointed officers, either through igno-
rance or caprice, should increase the vexation
of those who are compelled to submit to its

enactments. A case that has caused much
excitement in this neighbourhood has recently
come under my notice, the particulars of which
I will endeavour to state as concisely as the
ramifications of the matter will permit.
A party had commenced four fourth-rate

houses before 1st January last, and regularly
proceeded with them, nearly to completion,
until 4th of August, when, to his great surprise,
(without any previous intimation of objection),
an official notice from the overseers of Camber-
well was served upon him, requiring him, “ with-
in fourteen days next ensuing the date hereof,
to pull down or cause to be pulled down four
messuages, tenements, or dwelling- houses, lately
erected by you, in Upper Queen-street, &c.

;

described in the report of William Crawford
Stow, the district surveyor, as being in a ruinous
and dangerous condition. A copy of which
report, together with copies of the 40th and
H-th sections of the said Act, are affixed

thereto.

And we hereby further give you notice, that
in the event of your disobeying this notice, the
powers and provisions given to us by and con-
tained in the said Act of Parliament will be
strictly enforced.”—Signed by the overseers.

The allegations in the report I will set out
presently, with the statement of actual facts.

The report of Mr. Stow concluded thus : “ I do
hereby, agreeably to the provisions of the above
Act, certify my opinion, that the said party walls

or party partitions, and the front wajls of the
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said four small houses, are in so ruinous a con-
dition, that passengers are endangered thereby.

(Signed) \Vm. Crawford Stow,
District Surveyor.”

The overseers proceeded to shore up the
houses (certainly very unscientifically), and
thus the matter stood when placed in my
hands. Several practical men had viewed the
premises, and I called in three professional
brethren of standing, who all completely con-
firmed me in the statement I then made in

writing to Mr. Stow, that there was not the
slightest appearance of crack, rent, or depar-
ture from original construction, that the walls
were unusually upright, that all his allegations
were untrue: and I complained that he had per-
mitted us to proceed thus far without any com-
ment, although he asserted he had watched
the buildings during the whole of their pro-
gress. I also drew his attention to what had
probably mislead him in imagining that there
was a bulging. The work was perfectly
upright to within about -1 feet of the caves,
when it receded inwards lj inch, the party
being bound by written agreement thus to con-
form his front to such previous irregularity in

the front walls of the houses on each side.

Mr. Stow, in place of seeking a conference or
satisfying himself of his error, acknowledged
the receipt of my lotter, stating it was merely
a difference of professional opinion. Notices
of action were then served for trespass upon
the overseers, who upon this, instead of pursu-
ing their intention of strictly enforcing the
11 powers andprovisions ” of the Act, appealed
to the referees for. their advice, we having,
previously to any appointment being made,
served all parties with notice of our intention

Charges alleged.

1st. Admission of commencement before Jan. 1.

2nd. That foundations consisted of an ill-con-
structed footing of Kentish rag, or rubble stone, in

two courses all round (u9 footings), about 13 inches
in height, from 10 to 12 in thickness, for which it

did not appear any trenches bad been dug or pre-
pared.

3rd. That the external walls are built in one briok
(Flemish bond), partly of new and partly of old
bricks.

4th. That the party-walls or party-partitions are
built entirely of old materials, the greater portion
being of place-bats and knobs of old bricks of in-

ferior quality
; chimney-breasts, jambs, and withs

of somewhat better material
; the pocket-pieces filled

up with rubbish
;
chimney openings have no chim-

ney-bars
; one side of the party-wall has been car-

ried up fair, and the other very rough,—both sides

are now being rendered in cement, with a view to

strengthen them.

5th. That the floors being composed of joists, in

scantlings G inches by 2, in two lengths, one end
having a bearing on front walls, and the other on
the head of a slight quarter partition, the rafters,

4 by 2J, are no tie, the rafter having a bearing at

one foot on the front walls, and at the other on the
head of a slight quarter partition (more particularly

shewn by a sketch subjoined), form but an imper-
fect tie to connect and secure the said walls.

Gth. That the drainage of the said houses is con-
fined to two large cesspools, steined dry in half a
brick, and having no outlet or drain therefrom.

7th, and lastly. That by reason of the party-walls

or party-partitions of the said houses being so in-

sufficient of thickness as regards either security
against accidents by fire or their own stability (being
imperfectly connected with, and supported by, the
front and back walls), and the said external walls
being so improperly constructed as regards the tying
and bonding together of the said walls with the party-
walls, and with each other respectively,

—

Then follows the certificate previously quoted.

on a certain day, to direct the shores to be
struck. We were metbyone of the overseers,
their solicitor, the sergeant, and a posse comi-
tatus ot the police, the solicitor strongly and
somewhat offensively urging me not to act, and
to abide the opinion of the referees, and not
to hang upon them to the police-office, as I

should not be heard, being no lawyer. The
sergeant very properly stated he had no au-
thority to act upon a question of civil rights
unless a specific charge was given for an act
he saw done. I then (feeling strong in the
position), directed the shores to he struck, when
my employer (most illegally) was instantly
collared by the police, and we were all paraded
to the station-house, where the charge was
entered as an offence under the “ Metropolitan
Buildings Act” and thence proceeded to the Lam-
beth police-office, where the solicitor, finding
he had no locus-standi under the Act quoted in
the information, fell hac-k upon the police
Act, attempting to shew the shoring was an
appendage, the property of the overseer. In
despite of an attempt to prevent my being
heard, the lion. Mr. Norton very courteously
and attentively listened to my reasoning, that
wo complained of a trespass by the shores
being placed on our property (hence no ground
for asserting they were on the highway) and
if an appendage, must he taken as part of that
we were in undisturbed possession of, viz. the
houses. Mr. Norton, taking the same view of
the case, stated he could afford no relief,

remarking that, with theexception of one other,
it was the most unintelligible Act he had ever
met with. I will now set out the grounds of
complaint in Mr. Stow’s report, and the facts
in jtixta position.

Facts as they exist.

Being in low ground, without any means of drain-
age, the prudent course had been adopted of merely
levelling the ground, and using hard blocks of Kent
rag, the lower course 1 foot 7 inches, by G inches
deep, and another course 14 inches by 6 inches deep,
on which the walls were constructed. In the pre-
sence of the referee, Mr. Stow admitted these were
the dimensions all round the buildings.

In the presence of the referee, Mr. Stow was
challenged to point out, and failed to do so, that the

walls were built of bats and knobs
; and it was

offered, for the sake of argument, to assume they
were entirely so,—he had no authority over con-
struction. The pocket pieces, if the jambs and withs

are sound, the openings being only 18 inches, re-

quired no chimney-bars, nor had the district-sur-

veyor any authority.

The houses being of a very usual construction,

the back rooms lower than the front, the joists had
plates under the ends of each, with head and cill to

well-framed 4 -inch partition
;

the referee found
each end of joists was spiked to plate, the front roof

being a span roof, with rafters' feet notched and
spiked to plate, with a ceiling joist spiked at each
end to rafters

; the referee asking for an admission
of the correctness of the sketch alluded to, shewing
the rafters’ feet projecting some inches before the

face of the wall, and having no connection with the

plate, instructions were given to knock down the

ceiling
;

the referee very carefully investigating it,

found it to be as above described, and not the least

similar to sketch.

The attention of the referee was drawn to the fact,

that in this locality (as it most disgracefully is in

nil others in this neighbourhood), there was 110

means of drainage except into filthy open ditches,

without any fall towards them.

The referee having appointed a meeting, took an

infinity of pains to plumb all the walls, which were
evidenced as perfectly perpendicular (except the de-

pression before alluded to), also to test the bonding

of tin; party and external walls, and failed in his efforts

to insert the point of a trowel at any point of junc-

tion. And the answer to every allegation was dis-

tinctly proved as above set out.

After setting; out the recitul, and what had
passed, the referees awurded:—“That the said
buildings are not in so ruinous and dangerous
a condition that passengers are endangered
thereby, and that the aforesaid certificate of
the said William Crawford Stow be reversed

accordingly. And with regard to the costs and

expenses attending the proceeding, we, the said

official referees, defer the making any direction

or appointment in respect thereof.—18th Sept.

1845.” I am, Sir, &c.

Peckham. Greenway Robins.

FOREIGN ARCHITECTURAL AND COL-
LATERAL INTELLIGENCE.

The Dome of Cologne Building-Association-
Committees' Address to H. M. Queen Victoria.
—(Berlin, 1st November.) — The following
is an extract from this document:—“This
grand structure, which progresses under the
especial patronage of our well-beloved
King, and under the auspices of influential
men from all ranks of the people, requires,
on account of its gigantic size, the co-opera-
tion of all available forces—especially that
of the King and other princes, which it has
obtained up to this day. Wo feel very
happy, that your Majesty, the sovereign of
an empire where all grand enterprises are
conceived and prosper, ha; been pleased
to place yourself amongst the royal pro-
tectors of our work, and we beg to expross to
your Majesty our respectful acknowledgment
lor this act of generosity.”
Procccdmgs oj the “ Academic des Sciences "

(•US.) of Paris.— (21st Oct—3rd Nov.)—Mr.
Arago spoke on the project of establishing
another artesian well in the Ja/'din des Plants,
whose tepid waters could be used for the hot-
houses and other purposes. The expense of
boring that of Grencllc has been nearly one
million of francs, its depth being 546 metres.
Allusion was made to the well of Mondmf (in
Germany), whose depth is 67 1 metres, and
which has been made at an expense of merely
75,000 francs. The temperature of the water
issued from the latter is 34° Celsius.*—

A

newly-elected corresponding member, chemist
Mr. Laurent, at Bourdcaux, has communicated
a memoir, by which lie endeavours to prove
the utter fallacy of chemical science (!). He
says: “ There is a science, which is reckoned
amongst the exact ones, whose object, however,
is to examine bodies which do not exist at all—

.

and this is chemistry. I shall prove this to be
the case

;
nay, even, that chemistry attempts

to teach the nature and qualities of bodies,
whose existence is quite impossible.”•— Mr,
Bourgois laid before the Academy his experi-
ments to propel boats by (Archimydian) screws,
moved by manual force, and stated the formula
according to which thcyarc to be constructed.—
Mr. Morse laid before the Academy one of his
new electro-telegraphic apparatus, which has
been in operation for more than a year on the
line between Washington and Baltimore. It

is known, that the hitherto-used system of Mr.
Wheatstone has this inconvenience, that the
different signs which compose the communi-
cation disappear, after they have been read,

which subjects them to misconstruction and
mistake. The plan of Mr. Morse is to arm the
moveable piece of iron with a pen or a style,

placed above a slip of paper, which passes

with uniform celerity between the cylinders of
a flatter, brought into motion by the mechanism
of a jack. By a procedure, the description of

which does not fall within our scope, durable

signs arc deposited on the paper, which, under
the form of points and lines differently com-
bined, represent all possible chiffers and let-

ters.—Observations, made by Messrs. Delarive,

Erman, and Van Breda, on the nature of elec-

tric currents were then read, very near resem-
bling the important discovery lately proclaimed

by Professor Faraday in this metropolis.—Mr.
Biot entertained the society with some details

on the third volume of the new edition of his

work on astronomy. Its novel features are a
complete theoretical and practical analysis of

the methods for determining the shape of tho

globe, and to solve great geodesic questions.

Mr. Biot has, especially, much simplified the

method for determining the levels for extensive

geodesic operations, by reciprocal zenith dis-

tances.—Mr. Goudot, the Peruvian traveller,

mentions a plant called Arracucha, growing

under tho same circumstances as the potato,

and of equal nutritive character, likely by its

acclimatisation to afford additional sustenance

to our labouring classes.

Encaustic paintings in the hall of the Royal
Palace of Munich.—These pictures, which
sve mentioned in a former number of The
Builder (p. 423), as being executed in a pecu-

liar method of mural painting, have become
now tho more important, as this method has
been just published by its discoverer, in a Ger-
man work, entitled : “Encaustic Painting, dis-

* Our authorities should be reminded, that artesian wells

would furnish all the warm water required for our new bathing
and washing establishments, free of expense.
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covered and described by F. T. Fcrnbacb, R.

Conservator, Munich’" (?r. 8vo. iOs). Ilcstates

that he has devoted a life to tins improvement

of monumental decorative art. whose merits

are, certainly, no more theoretical, having been

carried into execution in the noove gorgeous

spaces, by not less a personage than 1 rotessor

Schnorr.’ [The present works carried on in

the new Houses of Parliament, make every

thing connected with mural pa nting ot mi-

^ The cleat Industrial Exhibitions on the Con-

linen/. — The only work of public utility

which the National Convention ever established

in France, was the Museum of Arts and

Manufactures— the germ and prototype of all

similarsubsequent endeavours. Since that, time

grand exhibitions have taken place in Paris,

Berlin, Vienna, and Dresden, where every-

thing connected with the material industry of

the country, has been displayed for the in-

struction and boast of the nation. The many

works published on that score abroad, we

have laid before our readers in other parts ot

our periodical, and a detailed expose of what

is proposed to be done here, has been given

previously by another hand. But as Eng-

land has been late in following in the wake ot

foreign enterprise—we should think, that her

Industrial Exhibitions could still assume a no-

vel and original character, by combining our

Colonial Industry with that of the mother

country. That many objects novel, in every

part of human industry— exist in the British

Colonies
,

is a very plausible assumption, as

they comprise the whole extent of the world

!

To speak merely of objects falling within our

province, we would remind our readers of the

manystructural models, which could be brought

from India and China, in which countries build-

ings exist, which in their boldness or extent,

are beyond the views of European artists and

artisans. Tools and implements of endless

variety, may be expected from countries, where

strange mechanical skill, certainly, must be

possessed, when we come to know, that the

Chinese can unite (solder ?) cast-iron—a per-

formance beyond tho reach of all our practi-

cal chemistry. Many things of the kind would

be bought and sent to England by merchants

and others, if it were known, that they were In

he exhibited. It is not only the admission fees,

which might pay for the conveyance and other

current expenses of such objects—but in Berlin

an auction was held, subsequent to the ex-

hibition, of articles selected or pointed at by

the public. And why should it not be so here

as well? A nation can never be ashamed of,

or shrink from buying, or selling, or doing any-

thing, in fact—for the public good.

Peat as a Combustible for Locomotives on

Railways .—Tho Paris Journal dcs Travaux
Publics contains the following:—“ On the

railway from Milan to Monza an experiment

of great importance has been made of late,

which may much facilitate the means of com-

munication in countries deficient in coal. In

substituting peat for mineral coal, it has been

found that the economy in using the former

was from thirty to forty per cent. As it is

known that the expense for the burning mate-

rial is about one-fourth of the whole expense

of the working of a railroad, one-twelfth of the

entire expense would be saved. It is Sardinia

especially who can avail herself of the great

advantage which the using of peat may afford,

as she is deficient in both coal and timber, but

very rich in peat.” The above may be a use-

ful hint to railway undertakers in Ireland,

Canada, Nova Scotia, &c.

Stupendous Railway Activity in Italy.—The
social condition of that country is undergoing

a greater change than has happened since the

time of the Crusades. The two lines from

Milan to Monza, and from Venice to Padua (in
,

operation for several years past) are kept up

with good success, and on the former the in-

crease of passengers in 1844 over those of 1S43

was 68,700. The line from Livorno to Pisa,

opened on the 14th of March, 1844, has con-

veyed, during the nine months of that year,

327,902 passengers.—The line from Naples to

Castellamarc and Nocera has conveyed during

the months of September, October, and Novem-
ber, 1844, 327,002 passengers. The line from
Naples to Capua shews, during the same
period, 225,708 passengers.— In February last

the King of Sardinia ordered the construction
of a railway from Turin to Genoa, passing
through Novi, Alessendiia, and the valley of

the Tanaro, with several sMo branches, one

towards the Lngo Maggiore, passing the Po at

Valenca.—In Tuscany, government has autho-

rized the planning of three new lines
;
one from

Pistoja to the frontiers of Lucca, passing

through the valley of Nicvole; the others from

Livorno to the Romish frontiers, passing

through the Tuscan downs (maremm)
;

the

third from Pistoja to the frontiers of the

Bolognese.—In the principality of Lucca a

national company has been at work for some
time, and has pushed its operations so far as

the Tuscan frontiers. The Ferdinand line in

Austrian Italy is in a forward state on its

whole extent, and arches, bridges, viaducts,

tunnels, and termini-buildings arc either

finished or on the point of being so.

—

Journal

dcs Travaux Publics.

James Millinyen.—This renowned archsclo-

gist was born at London in 1775, and made
his first studies at the Westminster school, of

whose then management, however, he enter-

tained no high opinion. A small collection of

curiosities belonging to his father first directed

his attention towards similar pursuits—and tho

acquaintance with men like Townley and

Cracherode, decided him for the study of an-

tiquities. When his father went in 1790, to

reside at Paris, young Millingen formed the

acquaintance of Barthelemy, Mongcz.and such

men. The subsequent horrors of the French
revolution deprived his father of great part of

a considerable fortune. Such circumstances,

as well as a feeble state of health, obliged him

to visit Italy in 1803, where he again returned

in 1806, after the death of his parents. In

1812, lie published his first work on ancient

numismatics, which was followed in the sub-

sequent year by his great work on ancient

vases, with sixty plates, exquisitely selected,

and drawn under the author’s superintendence,

lie was the first, who employed a sound and

comprehensive criticism in the explaining of

the designs of these remains of antiquity. In

18 17, Mr. Millingen published his work on the

(Joghil vase collection, of which, however,

merely the text belongs to him. But his chief

works arc the two volumes, entitled “Unedited

Monuments,” by which he intended to convey

to his countrymen a means of comprehending

the choicest of ancient relics of art. With the

second volume, however, this work ceased in

1826. Millingen felt the neglect of art on the

part of his fellow-citizens, and expatiated

thereon in a very judicious pamphlet “ On the

State of Learning and the Fine Arts in Great

Britain.” London, 1831. llis industry and

labours were unrclaxed, and his last work

“Coins of Ancient Italy,” was published as

late as 1841. lie contemplated other works,

when death surprised him in the middle of this

year, afar from his native land
;
still, in a land

replete with objects of his constant predilection

—ancient monuments of every kind.

The Secretary of State for Public IPorks

in France—has just sent the following order to

the prefets (lord lieutenants), in reference to

the laying out of public roads on their passing

through towns, boroughs, or villages. The
following arc some of the chief points of this

regulation:—“ It is not always required to

adhere to a strict parallelism in the laying

out of public roads and thoroughfares.— It is

necessary to obviate, as much as possible, the

advancing of buildings on the public roads,

which would needlessly encroach upon the

actual width—and if a narrowing be indispen-

sable, to combine the aliynemcnt so, that the

free circulation can never suffer by the partial

carrying out of any plans.—To make widen-

ing? on that side where tho damage would

be" least to adjoining property
;

to preserve

all fronts which differ little from the proposed

laying out; to choose fixed and well-defined

marks, and to avoid breaking the front of

any building.—Never to propose curvilinear

alignments ,
hut to substitute parts of rectilinear

polygons, whose form is more favourable for

construction. — Le National. (This regula-

tion shews the attention paid to such matters

by our neighbours—while, at the same time,

it contains some useful hints for the laying

out of railroads, especially on their passing

towns, &c.)

Centralizing of Paris Railways. — Count

Rainbuteau, prefet of the Seine department,

(Paris), has appointed a commission for ex-

amining the project of a subterraneous commu-
nication of all the different railroads centering

in the French metropolis. Several plans have

been sent in, which, however, differ very little

from each other. (As the distance is short,

this plan seems to us preferable to the great

bustle and unquiet, which open-light railways

would entail on already over-noised cities).

Arlesian lPells in the Deserts of Africa.

—

The French surveyor, Mr. Fournel, is on the

point of starting for Africa with a large stock

of boring apparatus, by the working ot which

he contemplates forming artificial oases in the

desert. The idea is great. Mr- Fournel

further proposes to erect a lighthouse at each

oasis, so that the travelling through the

desert could be accomplished at night, and re-

pose taken during the day. Mr. F. is no

mere theoretician, having conceived his plan

during a former residence in the Sahara of

Algiers. J- L v.

STIR IN TIIE WESTMINSTER COURT OF
SEWERS.

Thk great degree of interest with which the

proceedings of the Westminster Court of

Sewers at this moment, are regarded by a large

body of our readers, induces us to report them

at some length.

On Friday, the 14th instant, a special court

was held “ to consider as to the efficiency of

the surveyor’s department, and as to the expe-

diency of making a change therein.”

Mr. Le Breton rose and said, that when he

had moved the amendment at the last court,

which was carried by so narrow a majority, he

hardly anticipated holding the position he was

now occupying
;
he had hoped some more ex-

perienced commissioner would have taken up

the subject, and brought forward a plan, but

as that was not the case, ho should at once ex-

plain his humble views to the court. It was

not his intention to call the surveyors before

the court, and many of the statements he should

make would at once be accepted by the com-

missioners present. First, as to Mr. Dowley:

it would give him (Mr. Le B.) great regret to

sec him dismissed at once, because although

he was not so efficient an officer as was re-

quired, still he possessed valuable information

about the sewers. From the way in which he

answered the court about the failure of the

sewer in the Gloucester-road, Paddington, it

satisfied him that lie was not an efficient officer,

and proved that there was a want of power in

the surveyors’ department. The honourable

commissioner then proceeded to call the atten-

tion of the court to the staff of the Holborn

and Finsbury Commission, the particulars of

which he had received from Mr. Wigg, vice-

chairman of that commission. From this state-

ment it appeared that there was only one sur-

veyor, Mr. Roe, whose salary was 450/., and

there was a retiring salary of 100/. a year to

Mr. Page, a former surveyor. The result of

the comparison in the two divisions of the ex-

pense of surveyors, was 690/. a year against

1,050/. in the Westminster, a difference in the

two departments of which lie thought the

public had no right to complain. Mr. Le

Breton proceeded to state, that in moving the

amendment to Mr. Leslie’s motion for the ap-

pointment of Mr. Phillips, he had no hostility

to Mr. P.
;
on the contrary, it would give him

great pleasure to vote for him, for he saw no

reason to doubt the abilities of that gentleman
;

hut the fact was, lie thought it irregular, and

that it looked like smuggling in an officer.

The resolutions lie was about to submit would

bring the whole matter before them, and he

hoped that the court would cordially concur

with him. lie thought it of no use to go back

in inquiring into certain alleged abuses that

might have occurred in the year 1829; he was

satisfied no practical good could result from

such an inquiry, and much valuable time would

be wasted. lie would now read his resolu-

tions :
—“That the present surveyors’ depart-

ment is inefficient, and entails an unnecessary

expense on the rate-payers
;
that from Lady-

day next the services of Mr. Doull be dis-

pensed with, and the office abolished; that

from Lady-day the services of Mr. Papworth,

the drawing clerk, be abolished; that a sur-

veyor be appointed as joint surveyor with Mr.

Dowley, at 250/. per annum
;
that in the event

of any vacancy hereafter, by the death or re-

signation of Mr. Dowley, then there to be

only one surveyor
;
that as to the accounts,

they be examined by the joint surveyors, and

handed over to the clerk.”

The chief point in his scheme was, depriving
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Mr. Doull of the office he held, but the court
would recollect that they had determined, that

all works above 50/. were to he done by special

contract, consequently the services of Mr.
Doull would not ho required. The period which
he would propose for the change was at Lady-
day next.

The court then proceeded with the resolu-

tions
;
the first moved by Mr. Le Breton, and

seconded by Mr. Wood, was, “ that the present

surveyors’ department is inefficient, and en-
tails an unnecessary expense upon the rate-

payers.”

Mr. Donaldson said he did not understand
the connection of the two questions in the

proposition. Mr. Le Breton thought it was
very intelligible. The department was not ef-

ficient, and more expensive than necessary.

He complained of the very unsatisfactory

manner in which the answers from the sur-

veyors to the court were given, and he thought
it obvious to every commissioner, that both
Mr. Dowley and Mr. Doull, were inefficient

officers. Besides the failure in the large sewer
in the Gloucester-road, there were other

failures, the sewer in the Harrow-road for

example, and he thought it perfectly disgrace-

ful to see the quantity of cart loads of soil,

brought up from a sewer close to the office in

Church-street, St. Ann’s.
After a considerable discussion, Mr. Le

Breton and Mr. Wood, agreed to strike out
the words “ and entails an unnecessary ex-

pense upon the rate-payers.”

The chairman said he entertained very
strongly the opinion, that the surveyors de-

partment was very inefficient, but not on the

same grounds as Mr. Le Breton. As to Mr.
Dowley, he saw the progress of age, and how
frequently he was subject to fits of indisposi-

tion brought on and aggravated by exposure
and accidents on the works. Until an able,

energetic, active officer was placed at the head
of the works, who should be a properly edu-
cated engineer, they would be in an unsatis-

factory position, and he was satisfied that the

court ought no longer to allow their works to

be in the hands of a decayed functionary, but
to be at once placed in the hands of a vigorous
man. At the present time, the court had no
reports of works required, and without dis-

paraging the clerk, his opinion was, that the

chief officer ought to be the surveyor, and
when that office was properly filled, the court
would no longer be involved in so much error

and expense. He thought the court was much
indebted to Mr. Le Breton for stepping for-

ward and stopping the court. It was always de-

sirable, in his opinion, to promote a skilful

officer, but never to make the inferior officer

to lie entitled, as of course, to that promotion.

He thought that as the court bad not the

power to grant Mr. Dowley a superannuation
allowance, they might still retain him ns

consulting surveyor.

The motion as amended was then carried

11em con. Mr. Leslie moved that the names
be taken down of the commissioners who had
voted. The chairman ruled, that as there

were no dissentients, the bye-law did not

operate. Mr. Leslie staled, that be had taken
down the names of the few commissioners of

the number present who bad voted.

Mr. Le Breton (seconded by Mr. Knight)
then moved his second resolution. “ That
after Lady-day the services of Mr. Doull be
dispensed with, and his office abolished.” This
was ultimately turned into a notice of motion
for another court.

•Mr. Le Breton then moved, “That a
surveyor he appointed at an early day, to be

fixed by the court, to be associated with the

present surveyor Mr. Dowley,” and Mr. Cum-
berlege seconded the motion.
Mr. T. L. Donaldson wished to know how the

court was to proceed to construct a new staff

until the present officers were disposed of.

Capt. Bague said it was impossible after what
the chairman had said of Mr. Dowley for the

court to continue him
;

relative to his ineffici-

ency, a variety of observations had been made.
The court must therefore strike at the head of

the department. If Mr. Dowley heard what
has been said of him at this court, he could
not stand his ground

;
why not give him a pen-

sion, and allow him to retire into the bosom of

his family ? He did not see how it was possible

for the court to continue Mr. Dowley in his

office.

Mr. R. Gunter wished to know whether the

court had or had not the power to grant pen-
sions.

Mr. Donaldson thought that Mr. Dowley
might be retained by the court ns a consulting
surveyor at 200/. a year. The court would
not require the whole of his services. That
would be a legal mode of rendering him some
assistance. Considerations of justice to the in-

dividual must have their weight, but justice due
to the public must also be taken into account;
he thought the court should appoint a chief
engineer, and that Mi'. Dowley should be the
consulting officer. They ought not to forget that
his best days had been devoted to the service
of the commissioners.
Mr. Donaldson then moved an amendment,

seconded by Mr. Allason, to the effect “ that

a new chief surveyor should be appointed,
but that Mr. Dowiey should be retained as
consulting surveyor, at a salary of 200/. per
annum.” Carried by 13 to 1. Air. Le Breton
then moved, and Mr. Dotialdson seconded,
“ that there be no other than tlie consulting
surveyor in. addition to the chief surveyor, to

be hereafter appointed.” Carried nem.con.
Air. Leslie now hoped the court \bbbld de-

termine how the business of the coHirhission

was to go on. He had refused to hike a part
in these extraordinary proceedings

;
be wanted

to know wlidt was to be done. The court. as

a Court of Record had passed orders, de-
claring that the surveyors’ department was.tn-
efficient, and had virtually dismissed Air.

Dowley as head surveyor at 400/. per annbm,
and made hirii only a consulting surveyor,
whose occasional services when required were
to be had for 200/. a year. The court had
also passed nnother order, that there should
be no other than a chief and a consulting sur-

veyor; they had thus summarily dismissed Air.

Doull, the assistant surveyor. He wished to

know what these two surveyors, Alessrs.

Dowley and Doull, bad been doing to meet
with such a punishment; what new light had
so suddenly broken in upon the court? Had
they said too much or too little to the secret
committee, whose laborious investigations into

the allegations against the commissioners con-
tained in his pamphlet, were to have closed
last Wednesday, the whole documents having
been previously furnished from the surveyors’

department by Alessrs. Dowley and Doull, and
having, as reported, been in the possession of
the secret committee for some time past.

What would the Secretary of State think of the

proceedings? (having been informed in reply

to his communication, that all the documents
were received, and the report was being pre-
pared) if he should hear that both the surveyors
were now dismissed?
The chairman said he hoped it would go

forth to the public that he said, that the object

of the special court was to take the whole
scope and bearing of the subject into its consi-

deration, but that the result of the resolutions

they might come to, should be brought before

the court a second time for its sanction. Air.

Leslie said that that might be the opinion of

the chairman, but it was not law.. Who ever
heard of a court of record passing its orders in

such a manner. The orders passed this day
were absolute. They were not mere notices

of motion, and the only way the court could
now get rid of them was by a notice of motion
to rescind them. Air. Donaldson then rose to

move “ that the resolutions now come to be
not acted upon until sanctioned at the next or-

dinary meeting of the court,” and in so doing

complained of Air. Leslie, who had refused to

take any responsibility or vole in the matter.

It reminded him ofa fairy tule, which used to

amuse him very much in his youth, of a fairy

sprite, who pa(ted two parties on the back and
excited them on until begot them all into con-

fusion, and then sat laughing at them.

Air. Robert Gunter seconded Air. Donald-
son’s amendment; he thought they were only

this day considering the subject, and that the

proceedings did not authorize them to go to

the whole extent of dismissing the officers, but

that the next court should sanction them.

Captain Bague said, although the ex-chair-

man of the court and also the ex-chairman of

a Board of Guardians were against his views

and a dozen other commissioners might be so

too, he considered if t lie Court adopted the

present motion it would stultify all its proceed-

ings, and render them ridiculous. The Hon.
F. Byng said if that were to be the course of the

solemn orders of the court all their proceedings
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would become ephemeral and farcical, another
body of commissioners might come in without
hearing one word of the previous arguments,
and overturn the decisions. Mr. Donaldson
said he stood there as a public man, for thfe

public good. Me did not think that the officers

should be affected by what occurred in the
committee that day. What was it they said
at starting? why, that it was to be a merel^
deliberative meeting, still it. was not to be with-
out results. The motion was carried by 10 to
5. Air. Donaldson then moved, and Mr. Le
Breton seconded. “ that the court at its ordi-
nary meeting do revise such bye-laws and
standing orders as may so require, in order to
carry into effect the said resolutions.” Carried
item. con. Air. Le Breton then gave notice
that at the next meeting of the court he should
move “ that from and after Lady-day next the
services of the

|

resent assistant-surveyor, Air.

Doull, be dispensed with, and the office abol-
ished.”

A passage in Air. Farlar’s speech, reported
in our notice of proceedings on the 7th inst.,

ha9 given considerable offence to Air. John
White, and that gentlemen calls upon us, with
an unwise threat, to make some public amende.
That Air. White should be angry with Air.

Farlar is perfectly natural; but to be angry
with us for simply reporting, in discharge of
our duty, what the latter said, is quite incom-
prehensible. Air. White should rather be
obliged to tis, as being the means of informing
Him faithfully what was said in his absence,
and so enabling him to reply, should he think
fit to do so,-—which by the way, we should not.
Personally, we have all due respect for Mr.
White (Ins reputation, we have pleasure in

saying it, is far above reach)
;
the tradition of

a charge brought against some of his relatives,

something that applied to somebodv, some long
time ago,—belongs to Air. Farlar, not to us,

who were the mete chroniclers of what was
said.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF OPERATIVES.

Sib,—

I

am one of that class, whose intellec-

tual improvement you have frequently brought
before the public in your valuable journal. The
importance of this is ably advocated by your
correspondent, Air. Lewis, in the last number
of This Builder, who suggests what seems
the most direct method of instruction to attain

that most desirable object, and if the funds
necessary for carrying out his plan could be
raised, the system would be of infinite advan-
tage to the young artisan and mechanic. But
unfortunately, the interest evinced by you and
your correspondents on the subject, is, I fear,

confined to a very small section of those, who
have the power and the means, to assist in the
advancement in the intellectual and social scale,

of the class from whose labours they derive

wealth and influence, with all their concomi-
tant enjoyments. If employers, on the ground
of their own interest (and they do not all luck

selfishness), would consider the advantages

which would accrue to them from a more ge-

neral intelligence nmongst workmen they
might be induced to lend a helping hand in

the good work—but it is the bones and sinews

of the operative to which they appeal, without

dreaming of his brain
;
they value more his

possession of superior brute force than his

mental and intellectual attainments.

It is to be regretted that there is so little

mutual good feeling existing between masters

and their workmen, but true it is, that the spirit

of that type of what an employer ought to be

(Monsieur Hardy) is very rarely exhibited

amongst us. Consequently we have little hope

of assistance from that quarter. What is to be

done, must be done at the cost of the working

classes themselves, and your paper is doing

much towards improving the knowledge of the

operative in the styles of ancient and modern
architecture, and creating a taste for improve-

ment in the several trades we follow, and the

arts generally. I am, Sir. &c.,

Nov. 11th, 1845. L.

Improvements on Tower Him.. — The
commissioners of Woods and Forests intend

introducing a bill next session to empower them

|

to widen and improve George Street, Tower
Hill and to make a carriage thoroughfare from
Great Tower Hill, and Trinity Square, to

Little Tower Hill.
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CHURCI-I AT EAST SUTTON.

EAST SUTTON CHURCH, KENT.

Tub subject of the plate is one of those

beautiful old country churches so plentifully

scattered over the surface of Great Britain, and

which affords an exhaustless fund of study and

employment, to the architect and antiquary.

It Mas said not long since by one of our

most eminent reviewers, that every nook of

our island had been completely ransacked and
described by our tourists and topographers;

that it would be difficult to name any structure

of the olden time, sketches of which had not

been transmitted into the portfolio or the

library. This was said in 1821. What an

immense mass of valuable architectural and
topographical matter has since been published.

Every succeeding age appears to examine and
study more closely the works of the olden

time. In the old Popish ages every village

church was a small temple, splendidly enriched
with gilded carvings, paintings, and sculptures,

adorned with velvet hangings and embroidery,
and containing stores of plate and reliquaries.

Euch was so tilled with these treasures of art,

that it has been too difficult a task for even
the eagerness of fanaticism wholly to destroy

them. At present the village church is visited

by all sorts of seekers after the remains; one
goes merely to take rubbings off the brasses

;

another to sketch or measure the windows, or

to inspect the plan
;
another visits it to lake

notes of inscriptions on tombs or other archae-

ological matters, and every one finds something
to his particular taste

;
very little indeed some-

times remains, hut still there is always some-
thing to interest in an old English church.

In point of fact, the building cannot be too

carefully inspected,—one never knows how
much it will yield

;
the temptation is strong to

strip the M'hitcwash and yellow ochre from the
font, or off the walls, in search of distemper
paintings, almost sure to be found underneath,
or to strip oft' the plaster itself, in search of old
Norman arches, Easter sepulchres, piscinae,
sedili i, or aumbries, frequently visible behind
it. Nearly the whole of the sketches made by
our grandpapas, those accurate south-east
vie«5| where the skull and crorsbones were

so carefully depicted on the tombstones, and
the u’eathercock so prominently made out on
the stumped tower, while the tracery of the
windows was indicated by a nondescript con-
volution of lines, that it was difficult to tell

whether the arches M ere intended to be pointed,
circular, or elliptic,— all such representations
are non- considered very crude and unsatisfac-
tory, even by a superficial reader.

To the architect, the village church may he
considered as an English antique, a remnant
of the beautiful style of building practised by
his forefathers,—it belongs to his country,
speaks home to his feelings, and so beautiful
is it, that the more it is studied, the more it is

admired—but why should he consent in his
own buildings to be a servile copyist, or to

puzzle his brains with symbolism? Is it ne-
cessary when sketching beautiful examples of
piscina?, sedilia, and such like remnants of the
building, deeply to study their ancient usages,
and engender a superstitious veneration for
them ? Certainly not

; beautiful as the Gothic
style may be, it has not a u hit more to do u-ith

the pure principles of Christianity, than the
ancient styles of Greece or Rome

;
in fact,

scarcely so much, for after all, the Roman basi-
lica is the true original of the Christian church.

East Sutton is a small hamlet attached to
the village of Sutton Vallance, near Maid- ,

stone, in Kent; it consists of only a few I

scattered farm-houses, the church dedicated to
j

St. Peter and Paul, of which a view is now
]

given
;
and the old manor-house, a venerable

building of the reigns of Henry VIII. and
Elizabeth, the property and residence of Sir
Edmund Kilmer, Bart., M.P. for West Kent.
At a small distance from the manor-house, in

the adjoining parish, is a mansion called Little

Charlton, one of the most valuable and pictur-
esque structures of the reign of Elizabeth; it

was erected by Sir Robert Filmcr, who was
for twenty years prolhonotary of the Common i

Pleas in Queen Elizabeth’s reign. At a
place called Great Charlton, close by, are the
remains of an old building, apparently the hall 1

of-an hostelry, but they are so small, serving
only for the habitation of a cottager, that it is I

impossible to hazard much conjecture con-

j

cerning them. The church at East Sutton is

:

a remarkably well-planned edifice, the interior

j

is at once elegant and picturesque. It consists

|

of a nave and aisles, a chancel with north and
south chapels, which opening into the chancel
by two arches on each side, form as it were
aisles to it; there is a porch and tower, the

j

lower portion of the latter is opened into the

|

nave by a noble arch, reaching the full height

i

of the interior; every portion of the building
is of different date and style, the nave, the
most ancient part, being of the time of
Henry III,; it is quite perfect, even the tie-

beams of the roof, u-hich are of very good
design, remain. The part of the building
most deserving notice is the north chapel

;
this

contains two extraordinarily fine windows,
representations of which will appear in the
following number. The date of this portion
is probably between 1350 and 1400; the small
window appears even later.

The building contains numerous memorials of
the Filmer family

;
among them is a fine brass

(lately published by Mr. Waller), in which are

represented in the superb costume of the reign
of James I., Sir Edward Filmer and his ladv,

M-ith their nine sons and nine daughter’s.

Admirers of old church architecture will find

several other remains at East Sutton, besides

I

those noticed in this paper, which is merely
one by an architect, that would well repay a

!
visit to the spot

;
railway communication offers

!
easy access, and in the immediate neighbour-
hood of Sutton Vallance, arc Hollingbourno
manor-house, Boughton Malherbe, Leeds
Castle, Godfrey-house, and many others of

equal interest. C. J. R,

Gas.—Application will be made during the

approaching session of Parliament, to incorpo-
rate a company whose object is to supply gas

to the whole of the metropolis and other parts

of Middlesex, together with parts of Kent,
Surrey, Essex, Hereford, Bedford, Bucks,
Northampton, Leicester, and Derby. The
company have adopted the name of “ National
Gas Association,” and they contemplate pur-

chasing the entire rights and interests of all

the existing metropolitan gas companies !
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BROWN’S ITALIAN TILES.

A few years since, Mr. Brown paid much

attention to the manufacture of Italian tiles,

under the direction of Mr. Barry, the architect.

Considerable loss and difficulty attended the

making of them, from the tiles being made flat,

as was the practice of all tile makers; in fact,

the expense almost precluded their use; he

had consequently for some years abandoned

making them. At last it occurred to him, that

if the lower tile, were curved^ like a common
pantile, they might be easily dried in blocks in

a similar manner. After considerable attention

in carrying out the details, the result has been

eminently successful, as will appear from the

tiles now submitted. Their appearance on a

building is far superior to the flat ones.

In Italian tiling, the vertical roll passes at

right angles from the eaves over the ridge and

hips: this forms the peculiar and interesting

feature in the new tiles : much attention has

been paid to obtain it. Exclusive of their

forming an appropriate covering for build-

ings in the Italian style, they have the

merit, in common with all tiles, of being in

summer a cooler, and in winter a warmer

covering than that of slates or metal. These

tiles were first used by Mr. G. Wathen,

architect, on a building at Juniper Hall, near

Dorking. In June, 1545, the Society of Arts

GOTHIC RIDGE TILES.

and Sciences awarded Mr. Brown a medal for

his invention of the curved Italian tiles.

The smaller cuts, 1 to 8, shew the parts of

which the tiling is composed, and may be rea-

dily understood ;
figures l) and 10 are not con-

nected with the foregoing, but represent two

varieties of ridge tiles for Gothic buildings,

also invented and made by Mr. Brown. His

ornamental plain tiles for Gothic buildings are

well known, and deserve recommendation.

INTERMENT IN CROWDED QUARTERS.

Wk were horrified last week, on passing the

Roman Catholic nunnery at Bermondsey, to

perceive that the small plot of ground in front

of it, and next the street, is being rapidly

filled with dead bodies ! How much longer is

this suicidal practice to last? Will no amount

of experience teach,—no accumulation of facts

convince? Health of Towns Commissions

are a farce, and their reports waste paper, or

some steps would be taken to prevent the con-

tinuance of a practice, admitted on all hands

to be dangerous and culpable. It is to he

hoped that some business-like and resolute

man in Parliament, will take up the matter in

earnest next session, and induce the House to

give effect to the principle they have already

admitted.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF FULHAM.

Sir,—In The Times of the 12th inst., I see

it 'stated, that the authorities of the parish

of Chelsea, having applied for, obtained a

local Act of Parliament, in the course of the

last session, enabling them to “borrow a sum
of money for the purpose of carrying out

certain improvements in the parish, laying a

local tax of a very trifling amount on the

householders and inhabitants, until such loan

be repaid and it being also stated, “ that

the benefit arising to the parish in consequence,

is now beginning to shew itself,” I would

suggest that so desirable an object as the above,

be^not limited to Chelsea, hut that, other neigh-

bouring parishes imitate so good an example,

and that Fulham, as a near relation of the

parish of Chelsea, and much needing improve-

ment, should lose no time in bestirring herself

iri the matter.

There is much to be done here, and which,

to be done well, must not bo left to the exer-

tion or the means of individuals, but be in-

trusted (as in ChelsPa), to a number of gentle-

men, nominated and elected by the inhabi-

tants, into a body of commissioners for this

special purpose, under an Act of Parliament.

In exposing deformities of position, in im-

proving ventilation, and in pointing out the

BROWN’S ITALIAN TILES.
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best localities for public buildings youV co-

lumns are peculiarly suitable, and yourremarks
on such matters are received and read with

attention, as emanating from one whose pecu-

liar study it is. May I therefore express a

hope that you will call attention to this subject

in the next number of The Builder, and

perhaps it may induce the inhabitants of Ful-
ham to consider their recent position with re-

ference to this matter.— I remain, Sir, &c.,

Fulham, Nov. 15. Observator.

*»* We regard this suggestion, which pro-
ceeds from one of the most influential inhabi-
tants of Fulham, with much interest, and
trust it will be responded to by those who are
interested. We shall take an early opportu-
nity to address ourselves to the subject.

RAILWAY JOTTINGS.

Sir Robert Peei. raised the first sod of
the Trent Valley Railway on the 13th inst.
The spot selected was a piece of ground called
Caunt s Close, about half a mile from Tam-
worth. A wheelbarrow and spade were pre-
pared for the occasion, which are worthy of
description. The former was made of the
finest mahogany curiously carved and polished.
The body was 15 inches long, 18 inches wide,
and 8 inches deep. On each side were dis
played the arms of the Right Hon. Baronet.
It had looped handles, and was designed by
Mr. Holmes, architect of Liverpool. The
spade was made of electro silver plate by
Messrs. Elkington and Co., of Birmingham.
Its form was that of an heraldic shield. The
shaft or tree was of old English oak, the
upper part dividing into two branches forming
the handle, was carved with oak leaves,
acorns, &c., and highly polished. On the
uth inst. Lord Massarecne raised the first sod
of the Belfast and Ballymena line, at White-
house, near Belfast. The British M useum,
through its principal librarian, Sir Henry
Ellis, has solicited the various projected rail-
ways to send a copy of their prospectus, en-
graved plans, &c., in order that a collection
may be formed and deposited in the library.

Operations have been commenced, by the
contractors of the Manchester and Leeds rail-
way for the extension of the Oldham Branch
Railway to Greenacres Moor. The line is to
be railed off forthwith, and the borings for the
first tunnel have been commenced in the Lee
plantations. Mr. Peto has begun the works
on the Lowestoft and Reedham line, for which
an Act was passed in the last session. The
\vorks on the Brighton and Hastings are
rapidly hastening towards completion; an early
day is mentioned as likely to witness the
opemng of this line The Brighton and
Chichester will be opened in a few days as
far as Worthing. The Tevilla viaduct is far
advanced, and the rails are laid down to with-
in half a mile of Chichester. The new iron
bridge, erected from a design of Mr. Bidder,
below Carrow, near Yarmouth, was swune-
across the river with the greatest ease for the

time on tl,e 7th in3t - The weight is
nearly 130 tons. It is expected that the trains
will pass over it in a fortnight. It is in con-
templation to make a basin close to the bridge

-u i
of \v e learn from

ihe Leeds Mercury
, that the construction of the

Leeds and Thirsk line, which will open a com-
munication from the town of Leeds to the
northern part of the county of York, and finally
to Hartlepool, Stockton, 'and MiddlesborouHi,
has now fairly commenced. The work's were
begun on Monday, the 20th of October

,i
,.'i

ni,,L’ r of railway locomotives ordered of
the different engineers in Prussia is 237, of
winch number 78 have been ordered from
Messrs. Rosig, Brothers, and Co., whose work-
shops are near Liegnitz. From 000 to 1,000men are continually employed on these ma-
chines. In Prussia, the price of a steam-
engine, with its tender, is now about 13,000
thalers.— A trial of the Rev. Mr. Maber-
leys railway break took place last week in

_
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nave, instantaneously checking the speed, or of
arresting the velocity when descending hills.

This lever has a chain attached, which allows
it to descend only to a certain distance on the
wheel, and when not used, is turned over to-
wards the hack of the vehicle, where it is com-
pletely out of the way. An engine-driver
on the T ork and Scarborough railway was
fined last week 10/. for neglect of duty, and in
default of payment was committed to North-
allerton House of Correction for two months.

NEW CHURCH AT LEEDS.

Last week, we alluded briefly to the new
church at Leeds, consecrated on’the 4th inst.,
which has excited much comment, and has long
been an object of interest to many persomT.
We avail ourselves of an account of it in the
J.ecds Intelligencer for the followingparticulars.
It is called St. Saviour’s : the foundation was
laid on the 14th of September, 1842. The
style is decorated; plan cruciform. The
chancel is 42 feet long by 16 wide. The nave
is 60 feet in length, by 20 feet in width. In
the centre are four piers, from which will spring
when the church is completed, a central tower-
surmounted by a spire, rising to the height of
280 feet. The transepts are short, in order to
bring the whole of the congregation as much
as possible within compass of the voice of the
reader. There is a lofty porch on the north
side, which contains the font. Besides this
entrance, there is a western door, and a door
to each of the transepts, and the small priest’s
door, giving access to the chancel. The chan-
cel is separated from the rest of the church
by a carved oak screen of elaborate work-
manship. There is an ascent of one step from
the body of the church into the chancel, and
the altar is reached by three more steps. On the
elevated part, are inserted, in the wall on the
south side, the sedi/in and piscina

,
of carved

stone of most chaste and elegant workmanship.
The details of the former are principally
chosen from the Percy shrine, in BeverleyMin-
ster. The piers of the nave, dividing it into
five bays or compartments, are plain, but ex-
ceedingly light. Above them is a clerestory,
with five triple windows. The roof is of
plaister coved—and consists of five compart-
ments. The whole of the internal carving is
not finished. The stone blocks are left, which
will allow the church to receive the subsequent
enrichment. The same may be said of the
exterior, which presents at present rather a
naked appearance, from the absence of pinna-
cles, and the long corbel tables left in plain
blocks. On the gables of the chancel and
transepts, are three beautiful floriated crosses

;and the western end is surmounted by a bell
gable, with elaborate details, which has been
finished as a specimen of what the whole of this
kind of work throughout the church will be
when the design is completed. The object of the
founder, it is understood, was, as far as the
limited means allowed, to do well what was
able to be done, leaving the work purposely
unfinished, to be completed either by himself,
if God should give him the means, or perhaps
by another generation. The doors are of
massive oak. The pulpit is of the same mate-
rial, and the prayers and lessons are read from
a lectern, bearing upon it the emblems of the
I' our Evangelists. The seats are of deal,
stained and varnished, and are all in the form of
moveable open benches. They arc secured in
their places by large pieces of cork let into the
feet of the bench, which by friction prevents
any pushing of the bench from its position
without the application of considerable force.
Tt is intended that all the windows shall be
filled with stained glass of the richest discrip-
tion. At present the whole is not executed.
The east window is a representation of our
Lord’s Ascension. In the centre is a figure
of our Lord, surrounded with a halo of glory,
and raising his hand in the act of blessing the’
Apostles, who are represented in the lower part
of the window, gazing with earnest attention
on the figure of their Master, about to vanish
from their sight. On each side of our Lord,
in the side lights, arc seen the figures of attend
dant angels in attitudes of adoration. Of
a different conception, is the western window.
The subject of this is the Crucifixion. At the
foot of the cross, clasping it in her hands, is
the figure of Magdalene. On either side are
seen the three Marys, St. Joseph of Arimathea,

and the Centurion
;
and on either side of our

Lord are the figures of Angels, hiding the face
at the sight. The south transept window is at
present incomplete: it contains in the centre
the figure of our Lord, as the King of Martyrs,
bearing his Cross, and surrounded by the figures
of those saints who have borne testimony to the
doctrine of the Cross by sealing it with their
blood. The north transept window is also
incomplete; it is intended to represent the
various scenes in the history of the Passion.
Mr. Derick, of Oxford, is the architect. The
painted glass was executed by Mr. O’Connor,
late of Bristol, now of London

; and thescreen
is the work of Mr. Vincent, of London.

CHARLEY WOOD CHURCH, HERTS.

The consecration of this new district church
took place on Thursday, the 13th inst., by the
Lord Bishop of London, and was witnessed by
a large number of the local clergy and gentry,
by whose kindness and the special munificence
of one or two, this great benefit has been con-
ferred upon the district.

The church is a small structure, built in the
style of the thirteenth century, to accommo-
date 300 persons. It consists of a nave and
chancel, the former of which is completely
filled with open benches; the effect of the
latter, although devoid of ornament, is ar-
tistical. Over the communion table is a three-
light window, the head formed with three
circles filled in with painted glass

;
on scrolls

are the following texts In the beginning
was the Word

;
and the Word was with God

;and the Word was God. The lower portion
has a border of vine leaves round each light.
1 he tower is at the west end of the nave,
through which is an entrance to the church;
over this is a small gallery. There is another
entrance with a plain porch on the south side
of the nave

;
on the opposite side is the vestry

room. The pulpit, reading desk, and commu-
nion rail are of good workmanship, in foreign
cedar, the wood having been presented to the
building by a gentleman residing in India.
The font is of good design, in keeping with
the building.

The church is constructed of faced flint,
with stone dressings. The windows, with the
exception of those looking east and west, are
of two lights, lancet headed. The tower is
finished with a pyramidal roof, covered with
slate, as are the other roofs of the building.

OPPOSITION TO RAILWAY SURVEYING.

V f. learn from a gentleman who has lately
been surveying in Lincolnshire, that so deter-
mined is Lord Harborough to prevent survey-
ing on his estates, and if possible even in his
neighbourhood, that two of his tenants, acting
cither in accordance with instructions, nr from
a knowledge that their misdeeds would bo fa-
vourably viewed, last Saturday completely de-
stroyed the theodolite and level of an assistant
surveyor, who at the time was neither making
use of his instruments nor trespassing. The
Duke of Buckingham also forbids and stops
by mam force all surveys on his estates near •

Haddesden. Mr. Ashton Smith, of fox-hunt-
ing celebrity, at South Tedworth, opposes in
like manner the surveyors of the Manchester
and Southampton line. He threatened to
summon the Andover yeomanry to protect his
covers.

Towards the close of last week a serioii 9
disturbance took place at Bicester, which lead
to the shedding of blood and the reading of
the Riot Act. A party of surveyors, engaged on
the Bletchley and Oxford line, were, with
their assistants, forbidden by a farmer named
Dodwell from surveying across his land

; not-
withstanding the opposition the surveyors con-
tinued their labours. Dodwell and his men
endeavoured to prevent them by force, hence
the disturbance. This affair will most pro-
bably lead to indictments on both sides.
A report is gaining currency that ministers

purpose introducing a short Bill early in tbc
next session, to legalize the entry of lands
at certain times and on certain conditions,
for the purposes of railway surveying. This
power is already possessed by the ordnance
department engaged on the trigonometrical
survey.
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A QUESTION IN ASSESSING DILAPI-
DATIONS.

! Sir,—If during a lease of seven years,

jhrough neglect on the part of the tenant, per-

missive dilapidations have been suffered to

iccrue, and at the expiration of the said lease

he repairs consequent thereon remain unper-

|ormed, is it competent in me, as surveyor for

he landlord, to make a charge for occupancy

(luring the time necessary to complete those

icpairs ?

If such a charge is not customary, but at the

lame time you consider it just, will you in-

orm me and your readers generally, by what
tile of right or wronr such a custom as the

present obtains.

I The liberal use that you allow to be made
jif your valuable publication for the purpose of

orrecting abuses of whatever kind, and the

important decisions that occasionally appear,

nave induced me to submit this for your con-

iideration, and I think that one word from you

lind the publication of a precedent on the

ubject, will have the effect of setting this

Questioned point at rest.—I am, Sir, See.,

(

Nov. 12th. Surveyor.
1 %* It is not customary to make a charge

for occupancy under such circumstances, and

[ve are disposed to think such a claim, if

made, would not be recoverable. The lessor

is usually empowered bv the covenants of the

lease to enter and survey the premises, and

a course to be pursued in the event of finding

Repairs not done, is pointed out.

The law would inquire if the lessor had

availed himself of the remedy he had himself

stipulated in the lease, and would consider

that by permitting the repairs to remain un-

lilone, he had tacitly assented to receive the

cost of them in lieu.

Still there are cases in which the refusal or

neglect of the tenant to repair during his

tenancy, might press severely and unjustly on

the lessor.

We should like to have the opinion of some
of our legal friends on the point.

RULES FOR CHURCHWARDENS.
A.D. 1810.

We find in the Ecclesiologist for the present

month the following satirical admonitions:

—

1. Never let the roof of your church be too

high, for it looks old fashioned ;
nor covered

with lead, for red tiles are decidely cheaper,

and the price of the lead will cover the church-

rates for half-a-dozen years; nor open in the

interior, for a neat whitewashed ceiling looks

more clean and snug, and hides from view the

idecay of the timbers, which might otherwise

be rather alarming.

2. Never allow too many windows to remain,

for the congregation might catch cold. Straw

mixed with mud is an excellent material for

stuffing the tracery
;
but bricks and mortar are

I
better for the lower part. It is advisable to

i knock out the mullions, lest some foolish

churchwarden should wish to open them again.

The east window should be boarded up, to dis-

play the altar screen to advantage. For the

latter, the Corinthian style is of course the best;

but Ionic will do. The interior of Llandaff

Cathedral affords the best model of appropriate

, wood-work in general.

3. .Fonts and stone coffins should be placed

in the churchyard to hold rain-water. They

: also form convenient troughs for cattle. Their
1 size renders them extremely inconvenient

• within the church.

4. If your church has any screen, it maybe
: sawn up to mend the old seats of the poor

people in the aisles, if any remain, or to make
scrapers for their feet. But it is to be hoped

that all the principal inhabitants are accommo-

dated with convenient and spacious -pues, in

the best part of the church.

5. The communion-table should be of deal,

not too costly. Carving or other ornament is

decidedly objectionable. A piece of old green

baize should be thrown over it on Sundays.

Three legs and a prop are sufficient to support

it.

G. The village school should be held in the

chancel, which should be well supplied with

straw and deal forms. The teacher’s chair

may stand within the communion rails.

7 . Disused chantries and chapels should be

used for storing coals, or for dust, ropes, spades,

old lumber, &c., &c. They may also be boarded

off for vestries.

8 . The chancel and belfry-arches should be

filled up with deal boards covered with canvas.

This will give abundant scope for perspective

paintings of classical buildings, or other

appropriate devices. The commandments
should be large but decidely plain.

0. Venetian windows should be substituted

for the old Gothic, where it is possible. And
remains of superstitious paintings or glass

may be sold to the glazier, or (if considerable)

to private collectors.

10. The pulpit must be lofty, and should

stand near the west end, so that the people in

the galleries may hear and sec the preacher

conveniently. The pues may turn any or every

way, or no way at all
;
but the more nearly to

the pulpit the better.

11. Chimneys may be built across windows

and doorways, or small portable furnaces may
be erected in different parts of the interior.

The Hues should be as long as possible, because

they emit more warmth, and as black, because

they attract less attention, owing to their uni-

formity with the rows of hats on the pegs

round the galleries.

12. All improvements done to the church

should he duly recorded on large wooden

tablets, the names of the incumbent, church-

wardens, clerk, sexton, and the principal

contributors, being picked out in capital gold

letters.

13. Monuments are best seen when stuck

against the pillars of the nave. But any por-

tion of the walls will do, if sufficiently elevated.

A broad border of lamp-black will be found to

setoff the white marble in a very picturesque

and efficient manner. The design should be

invariably classical. An urn and inverted

torches are indispensable
;
indeed, no monu-

ment is correct without them.

14. All brasses, fresco-paintings, carvings,

crosses, and other rubbish, should be cleared

away from the interior of the church. Re-

cumbent effiges should have the heads, hands,

and feet broken off, and sold for cattle medicine.

The little boys may carve their names upon

them, an amusement which will keep them

very quiet during long sermons. All sepul-

chral recesses in the wall should be boarded up.

THE SPREAD OF KNOWLEDGE.

Douglas Jerroi.d, in his speech at the

Manchester Athenaeum Soiree, a few weeks ago,

beautifully illustrated the change which has

taken place in public opinion, as regards the

diffusion of information,—reprobating those

who had condemned knowledge, for the like

reason that the owl flees the sun. “The lady-

knowledge,” said he, “ too long pent up in

her tower, guarded not only by giants, but,

more provoking still, by dwarfs—and we have

only to look back a few years, a very few years, to

own there have been dwarfs as mischievous as

any in fairy tale,—the lady-knowledge, I say,

is no longer a prisoner. We have killed the

giants, we have slain the dwarfs. And how
have wo killed them? Why, as Luther re-

buked the devils by throwing inkstands at

them. Her music is no longer made the idle

luxury of the few, but acknowledged in the

daily want of the many. It is a proud thing

for you, people of Manchester, that you have

erected a temple to her—a temple, wherein

the humblest of your fellow-townsmen may
come and listen to her, and find his nature

at once softened and elevated by the ma-

gic of her voice. To say that it offered to

such the sweetest solace after the day of toil

to say that it imparted to him a keener con-

sciousness of the dignity of his nature to

say, that whilst teaching them their own right-

ful position in the world, it makes them re-

spect the rightful position of others, is only to

translate into the merest common-place the

oft-repeated eloquence of gifted man. These

things arc now truisms. But human nature

is apt to be ungrateful to truisms; for, let

us not forget how fortunate it is for us that we

live in an age when they are truisms. For

truths, like oaks, arc of slow growth
;
and it

is with the early truth as with the acorn

shew it to merest ignorance, and it cannot con-

ceive how that little germ should hold within

it a latent power that, duly developed, shall

breast the billow, and defy the thunder. And

so has truth grown, but with this sad differ-

ence, that it has too often been watered with

the blood of those who have dared to plant it.

Ilappy, then,- is it for us, and for the blessing

ought we to render up most humble and hearty

thanks, that we may to night be gathered to-

gether under its branches
;
for your institution

is a great truth—a truth, it may be, planted

amidst the fears of the timid, the sneers of the

foolish, the misgivings of really well-mean-

ing folks, who still thought that truth for

the masses was the barley-sugar of children.

They might have a little—just a little when
very good—but to allow them to have their

fill of it, was to risk a terrible derangement of

the body social. With the success of your in-

stitution made as clear as the sun, it is amus-
ing, it is more, it is instructive, to remember
the prophecies of certain men, who predicted

that the very light that would play about in-

struction such as yours, would only herald,

what to them appeared, the total destruction of

what they considered the best foundations of

society.” And then in conclusion:—“The
tide that carries us on in knowledge, which is

power, gives to us that best, that noblest ele-

ment of power—gentleness; -which, in the full-

ness of its teaching, will bear all men to that

happy end, of which institutions like yours are

the most hopeful beginning.”

The Times has lately given a striking epi-

tome of the great changes which have occurred

during the last few years. “ From lucifer

matches, which twenty years ago were sold at

3s. Gd. a box, as philosophical toys, and have

now driven the tinder-box even from the back-

woods of North America, to the electric tele-

graph, which has all but literally annihilated

time and space—in all our doings, in every

circumstance affecting us, we can trace the

finger of change ;—and as regards our mate-

rial condition, it is impossible to deny that,

on the whole, the progress is one of improve-

ment. A dozen years since, it was proved,

upon oath, by mathematical calculations, to a

committee of the House of Lords, that it was
an absolute impossibility that a steamer could

ever cross the Alantic ; the impossibility is now
a matter of weekly occurrence. Ten years ago

we paid eighteen-pence for the postage of a let-

er in an envelope carried 80 miles ;
it is now

carried 400 miles for one penny. Fifteen years

ago railway locomotives accomplished 20 miles

an hour; they can now do 75- NVe can go to

China and back in less time than 20 years since

,

it occupied to get to Calcutta. Who is now
daring enough to assert, that we arc more than

on the verge of our changes ? Thirty years

since, we spent scores of millions of pounds

sterling in a single year, to bring the war to a

successful termination; we are now proposing

to spend about a couple of years’ war expen-

diture in completing our system of railways.

Fifteen years ago railways were treated as mere

private speculations
;
but the government has

already commenced the foundation for laying

hands on them for national benefit.”

On this same subject we find the following

remarks in an introductory lecture lately

delivered at the Mechanics’ Institution of

Ashford, in Kent, by the Rev. John Dufton,

vicar of Warehorne “ In our times experi-

mental science is accessible to the many, and

no longer the monopoly of the few
;
the hiero-

glyphics which perplexed their studies are

blotted out, and it is the unfettered language

of the honest and faithful treasurers of know-

ledge, that they will be happy to see those

around them happy- Generally available, the

literature of science is to be acquired in those

important and useful schools of instruction,

Mechanics’ Institutes, where none need be

ashamed to reap a laurel or cull a wreath,

and which, methinks, if wisely governed, and

with libraries carefully selected, all who can,

are called upon to support. I ask you of what

use is science, unless it be imparted to those

to whom it may prove useful, and who are

likely to use it? Will it injure the higher

classes of society, that the artisan is taught to

employ his implements to the best advantage,

and see his way clearly? Can they experience

loss if the operative manufacturer be taught

principles, and is instructed in discoveries by

which he may uphold his country’s rank, bear

away the palm of merit from the markets of

Europe, and compete with continental nations?

We may remain at rest, but the world will

move around us. And, can it, let me ask,

weaken the bonds of society, that the spells of

ignorance and superstition should be broken ?

Will the miner cut our throats because he is

instructed in liis operations and taught the

nature of the fire and choke-damps, and how
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these, that wage war against his life may be

subdued ? I think not. Will any one attempt

to deny that if a carpenter, or a bricklayer,

understands the principle of practical mathe-

matics and mechanics, he will not execute his

master’s orders belter than the perfectly igno-

rant and uninformed? will not the bleacher

and dyer be better qualified to go through
their work, with a little knowledge of che-

mistry
;
And will not the sailor be improved

in his profession, who possesses some infor-

mation in geography and astronomy? Nay,
will not the man only having a pot to boil, be
sure to learn from science a lesson which will

enable him to cook his scanty pittance better,
save his fuel, and both vary his dish and im-
prove it.”

Carrying out this view, Sir William Moles-
worth made the following remarks at the
dinner recently given to him in Southwark :

—
“Every one that has studied the history of
mankind must be convinced that, during the
last century, especially during the latter half
of it, the arts and the sciences have advanced
more rapidly than in any other period of which
history makes mention. In every department
of human knowledge careful investigations
have been carried on, and accurate observations
have been recorded by patient and laborious
men, who have watched, tested, and explored
the operations of nature. By these means the
old sciences have been extended, and the foun-
dations of numerous new ones have been
firmly laid. '1 bus, astronomy and mechanical
science have attained to wonderful perfection.
1 he laws ot light, heat, electricity, magnetism
and chemistry, have been discovered. The
sciences of vegetable and animal philosophy
have been created. From these sciences in-
conceivable arts have sprung, tending to in-
crease the comfort and the well-being of the
human race. To the progress of these arts and
sciences each of the great European nations
has contributed according to the special char-
acter of its people. Thus the Germans have
been the boldest and most original thinkers.
The French have surpassed all others in up-
holding the positive laws of the universe, and
the English have excelled in the practical
application of science to the uses of daily life.—We study nature, not so much with the
great and noble object of discovering her laws,
as of deriving benefit from those laws when
discpvered. Wo are pre-eminently a practical
people. In every branch of human industry,
in every occupation which requires mechanical
skill and ingenuity, we are unrivalled. In
proof of this, I point to the great practical
discovery of modern times. I point to the
application which we first made of the mecha-
nical powers of steam in the production of
motion and locomotion. I point to our steam-
engines, to our factories, and especially to our
railways. \\ e are now in the act of covering
England with railways. Though many of the
schemes for that purpose may be hasty and
i|l judged—though some of them will fail, and
tpe ponsequence will be pecuniary loss and a
season of tempoary distress, yet, Jt no distant
period, railways will exist between every town
of any importance, and will extend into every
district possessing either mineral or agricul-
tural wealth

;
then journies, which not many

years ago required days to perform, will be
accomplished in hours, and Great Britian will
be like one vast city. The inhabitants of its
remote districts will be brought into contact
they will become better acquainted with each
others’ feelings, opinions, and interests. Local
prejudices, the narrow-minded offspring of
ignorance and seclusion, will be swept a'way.
Knowledge will be more equally diffused

;
and

men will become more equal,* not by hein<r
reduced to the same low level, but by being
raised to the same degree in the scale of
intellect.”

What to no and how to no it .—Brae
shaw s RailwayGazette says “ W c have mot
than once stated that no good could • pos
sibly no effected until the Board of Trade wn
altogether relieved of its railway duties, an
the standing orders annulled. The field thumade clear for active exertion, it would becom
the duty of Government to select some five nseven of our eminent engineers, and, clothin

"''"1 Plenary powen, refer ell ruilwa
matters to their consideration.” The au-r.es
tion is well worthy of consideration,

CHURCH-BUILDING IN WILTSHIRE.

Wk have recently alluded to the number of
new churches built in Wiltshire. The last
report of the “ Salisbury Diocesan Church
Building Association ” shews, that since the
commencement of the association, the sum of
nearly 1 1,000/. had becn disposed of by it in

grants, which had led loan expenditure on the
part ot the public, during the last nine years,
of 100,000/. Among the events of the past
year, the consecration of Wilton church was
dwelt upon with a feeling of much satisfaction.

That splendid structure was stated to far sur-
pass all that had been done in modern times,
and to stand in advantageous competition with
the glorious works of former days. During
the past year, ten new churches had been
opened in the diocese. Since the first estab-
lishment of the association, twenty-one new
churches had been built, nineteen rebuilt and
enlarged, and additional room bad been af-

forded in forty-four others.

THE BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

On Wednesday evening last this association

held their first meeting for the season in the

theatre of the Western Institution, Leicester

Square. Lord Albert Conyngham was in the

chair and addressed the meeting : about 200
persons were present, including a large number
of well known active antiquaries.

A very interesting paper by Mr. Lower,
was read on the recent discovery of Gundreda’s
remains at Lewis, and a letter from Mr. Corner
questioning the fact that Gundreda was a

daughter of William the Conqueror as asserted.

Some discussion ensued, of which, and other
matters brought forward, wc may speak on
another occasion.

LIST OF NEW PATENTS RELATING TO
ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING, &c.
GRANTED FOR ENGLAND.

Furnished by Mr. A. Prince, of the Office for Putenls of
Inventions, Lincoln's-inn Fields, London.

[SIX MONTHS FOR ENROLMENT.]
Alexander Bain, of Hanover-street, Edin-

burgh, engineer, for improvements in electric
clocks and telegraphs, part of which improve-
ments are applicable for other purposes. Sep-
tember 25.

Alfred V. Newton, of the Office for Patents,
66, Chancery-lane, mechanical daughtsman,
for certain improvements in machinery for
manufacturing screws. September 26.
John Reed Hill, of 28, Stainford-street,

Lambeth, civil engineer, for certain improve-
ments in atmospheric propulsion, applicable to
water as well as land carriage. October 2.

Alfred llall, of Coxsackie, America, brick-
maker, for certain improvements in machinery
or apparatus for making, moulding, or manu-
facturing bricks, tiles, and other articles, from
earthy or plastic materials. October 2.

'

George Daniel Bisliopp, of Edgbuston, in
the county of Warwick, civil engineer, for
improvements in certain engines or machines
used for obtaining mechanical power, and for
raising and impelling fluids. October 2.

John Simpson, of Langton Rectory, York,
clerk, for certain improvements in obtainin'--
and applying motive power. October 2.

°

Graziano Conte, of Regent-street, Middlesex,
merchant, for improvements in machinery for
cutting, carving, and sculpturing marble, stone,
wood, and other like substances. October 3.
Moses Poole, of the Patent Bill Office, Lon-

don, gent., for improvements in rails for rail-
ways. October 3.

Gabriel Ilyppolyte Moreau, residing at No.
]fc, Boulevard Bonne Nouvelie, Paris, gent.,
for an improved steam carriage. October C.

'*

'1 homas Russell Crampton, of Southwark-
square, Surrey, engineer, for improvements in
locomotive engines and railways. October 6.
Thomas Howard, of the King and Queen

Iron Works, Rotherhithe, Surrey, iron manu-
facturer, for improvements in rolling iron bars
for suspension bridges and other purposes.
October 6.

Joseph Quick, of Sumner- street, Southwark,
engineer, for improvements in steam engines.
October 9.

6

John Lake, of Apsley, Herts, civil engineer,
for certain improvements in propelling. Octo-
ber 9,

Edmund Morewood, of Thornbridge, Derby'
merchant, and George Rogers, of Stearndalc
in the same county, gent., for improvements in

the manufacture of iron into sheets, plates, or

other forms
;

in coating iron, and in preparing
iron lor coating and other purposes. Oct. 9.

Thomas Wood Gray, of Workworth-terrace,
Commercial-road, plumber, for improvements
in ports, and apparatus for opening and closing

ports of ships or other vessels
;
also applicable

in opening and closing windows, and other in-

struments having the like movements. Oct. 9.

llenrv Francis, of \\
r

ardour-street, civil en-
gineer, for improvements in the manufacture
of gas. October 9.

Edward Patrick Emerson, of the city of

Dublin, doctor ot medicine, for improvements
in the manufacture of paints, pigments, cements,
and other plastic compositions, and in the ma-
chinery or apparatus to be used in such manu-
facture

;
parts of which improvements are also

applicable to the manufacture of artificial stone
and marble. October 9.

David V ilkinson, of Potters’ Pury, near
Stoncv Stratford, gent., for improvements in

obtaining motive power. October 10.

Frederick Harlow, of Paradise-street, Ro-
theritlie, carpenter, for improvements in atmo-
spheric railways. October 10.

James Hardcastle, of Firwood, Bolton-le-
Moors, Lancashire, esq., for certain improve-
ments in the method of conveying water.
October 10.

Edmund Barber, of Tring, decorative painter,
for certain improvements in graining and de-
corating in oil, distemper, and other colours,
and in imitating marbles, granites, fancy anil

other woods, and in the apparatus and instru-
ments to be used therein. October 11.

Stephen Reed, of the town of Newcastle-
upon-Tyne, gent., for certain improvements in

railway rails and chairs. October 16.
Joseph Orsi, of Pimlico, gent., for improve-

ments in sleepers or blocks for supporting
railways. October 23.

Thomas laylor, of Manchester, cabinet-
maker, for certain improvements applicable to

machinery or apparatus employed for sawing
timber. October 23.

3 homas Worsdell, jun., of Stratford, railway
carriage builder, for certain improvements in
apparatus to be attuched to, and employed in
connection with, railway carriages. Oct. 23.

William Coles Fuller, of Brownlow-street,
IIol born, for improvements in the construction
of carriages for railways. October 23.

3 homas Forsyth, of Salford, in the county
of Lancaster, engineer, for certain improve-
ments in signals, or in the method of giving
signals, which arc applicable to the workings
ot railways, and which are also applicable to
maritime purposes, and for certain other im-
provements in tiro working of railways. Octo-
ber 31.

Charles Henry Collins, of Lambeth, engi-
neer, for improvements on atmospheric rail-
ways. October 31.

Robert William Brandling, of Low Gosfortli,
in the county of Northumberland, esq., for im-
provements in railways and railway carriages,
tor the security and convenience of the public.
October 31.

Henry Waller, of Yauxhall-road, Surrey,
engineer, for improvements in sluice cocks.
October 31

.

Dalrymple Crawford, of Birmingham, in the
county of Warwick, gent., for certain improved
means of, or machinery for arresting the pro-
gress of railway carriages and trains. Octo-
ber 31.

Architects putting their “ Signa-
tures” to theik “Deeds.”—

T

his very useful
and pregnant suggestion, lately made in this
paper on occasion of the royal opening of
Lincoln s-inn Hall, has been almost constantly
observed in the old buildings of ihc continent.
1 bus, in St. Stephen’s Cathedral at Vienna,

I ilyram, who chiefly conducted 'the
building ol this huge structure, and completed
it in 1133, not only placed his monogram in a
very conspicuous place, but— in the naive
and hearty way of these times,—a half-length
figure of him is placed under the preacher’s
pulpit, where he, with mediaival barrett on the
head, is represented as if looking out of a
window. He, certainly, was sure, that his
name and memory could not be damaged by
thus even more thun signing his work,— J. L,
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firU) Uoolss.

Sir Edward Thomason's Memoirs daring

Half a Century. 2 vols. 8vo. 18-15. Long-
man and Co.
“ Tub tog-shop ,” as it was called by Burke,

or rather, as it should he termed, \}\e manufac-
turing repository <f Europe

,
Birmingham ,

is

much indebted to the enterprising, persevering,

and talented author of the above work, for its

present high character; and it may also be

said that Great Britain and Europe have been

largely benefited bv the many and various

works of art and science, which have been

produced at his fine establishment, and dis-

persed throughout our own and foreign coun-

tries. For nearly half a century the name of

Thomason has been celebrated throughout

Europe and America, and his show-rooms
have attracted and gratified nearly every

stranger of note and taste who visited Bir-

mingham during that period. Ilenco we find

them to he subjects of comment and panegyric

in many works published in Germany, Italy,

France, and the United States. The writer

of this brief notice went over the whole at two
distinct times, the one remote from the other,

and can never forget the impressions made on

his mind, both at the first and second visit, by

the interesting processes of manufacture ex

hibited, and also by the rich presents which
had been bestowed on the proprietor by mo-
narch!, nobles, and private individuals. De-
lineations and descriptions of some of these

objects constitute the staple article of the

volumes before us, which arc certainly calcu-

lated, as the author observes, “ to arouse the

active emulation and ambition, of the young
and rising manufacturers of the great com-
mercial town of Birmingham.”
The following passage from the preface

will intimate to the reader the nature of the

work, and some idea of its author :
—“ In the

line of manufactures, in which the author was
engaged for upwards of forty years, and which
was confined to the highest class of the me-

tallic arts, he is animated with the hope, that

he has succeeded in many inventions calcu-

lated to reflect some credit on the inventor, and

in which opinion he conceives himself borne

out, bv his having been honoured with the

order of knighthood from his own sovereign,

as well as having been honoured with more
than thirty distinguished tokens of approba-

tion from foreign potentates, of decorative

orders of knighthood, gold medals of merit,

diamond ' rings, diamond snuff-boxes, and

other foreign specimens of art, for which grati-

fying compliments he begs to avail himself

of a line here to express bis everlasting grati-

tude. The author filled, for a period of twenty

years, for eight foreign governments, the hon-

ourable appointment of vice-consul for the

town of Birmingham, which regularly intro-

duced him to foreigners of the highest dis-

tinction— to princes, nobles, ambassadors, pro-

fessors, See.; thereby laying a foundation for a

correspondence somewhat unique, and which

may be found useful and instructive to the

rising manufactures of his native town.”
The work contains copies of many of the

letters from the illustrious individuals here

referred to, and many other royal and noble

personages, with fac-similes of their signatures.

'The two volumes embrace a narrative of the

inventions and productions of the author;

particularly his well known series of historical,

scientific, and scriptural medals
;

and the

events described extend from the year 1765,

. when he was apprenticed to Boulton and Co.,

of Soho, to the present year. II is father

appears to have retired from business before bo

came of age, and amassed a considerable for-

tune bv the manufacture of buckles, then not

only a fashionable, but universally- worn article.

! lie states that his parent made, “one thou-

sand” pairs of buckles per diem, when in full

i work.” He invented one pattern, called “ the

: silver penny” by which he cleared above 1 ,000/

.

: Since that time, Birmingham has made rapid

: advances, not only in extent and population,

I but in the quality and variety of its vast manu-
I
factories. 'The improvements in science, the

i enterprise and the practical talent of its inha-

1 bitants, with the competition and rivalry

1 which stimulated their exertion, have jointly

i combined to produce these effects, and to ren-

i der the town justly famed throughout the world.

To Sir Edward Thomason, as we have

i already said, may be fairly ascribed no small

portion of its fame. II is active and ardent

spirit led him to make many experiments, to

invent and speculate on many novelties, and

by arrestingthc attention of the most wealthy

and influential personages of Europe, to induce

them to visit his museum, and to purchase
many of its costly and novel manufactured
goods. The demand for the productions of

Birmingham thus produced, gave them a high

character and distinction in public marts
;

and these volumes will afford a lasting explana-

tion of the fact, and of the author’s share in pro-

ducing it. Amongst the medals designed and

struck by Sir Edward, were one of the Town
Hall, and another of King Edward’s School

:

by the latter it appears, that Mr. Barry in-

tended to crown the centre with a lofty, per-

forated spire, in imitation of the splendid

Town Halls of Belgium and Germany.

ARCHITECTURAL. AND COLLATERAL FO-
REIGN WORKS, LATELY PUBLISHED.

FRENCH WORKS.

Bottu, Docouvcrtcs.—Letters on the Discoveries at

Khorsabail, near Ninivc. Paris. 8vo. with 55 plates,

12 s.

lialissier, L., Ilistoire.— History of Monumental
Art in Antiquity and the Middle Ages. Paris. 8vo.

Annates.—Annals of Public Works in Belgium,

concerning Art of Construction, Ways of Communi-
cation, and Mineral Industry. 3 vols. 8vo., with

atlas in fol. Bruxelles, each vol. 12s. [This country

is deficient in any work of the kind, although of the

greatest importance.]
Audat, M., Termosyphon.— Termosyphon or the

Wnter-oven, for Heating all sorts of Glass-houses,

Churches, Theatres, See. 4to.

Adhenutr, J., Traite.—Treatise on the Cutting of

Stone. Paris. 8vo., atlas in 4to. Third Edition.

1/. 7s.

Boucharlat, J. L., Theorie.—Theory of Cubes and

Surfaces of second order. Paris. 8vo., 9s. Third

Edition.
Brotjniart

,
Traitu.—Treatise of Ceramic Art, or the

Pottcrio considered theoretically and practically.

Paris. 8vo., and atlas in 4to., 2 vols., 1/. 16s.

Chenavard, A., Album.—Album of the Ornamcntist

in all guises and styles. Paris. 72 plates, 3 1.

Combes, Ch., Traite. — Treatise theoretic and

practical, on the Wheels of Reaction, or tho Tube-
wheels, called Turbines. Paris. 4to., plates, 10s.

Corialis, Traite.—Trentisc of Mechanics of Solid

Bodies, and the calcul on the force of Eneines

;

considerations on the use of Motors and their Evolu-

tion. Paris. 4 to., plates, 15s. Second Edition.

D’Hurcourl, R., Eclairagc.— Gas-lighting, the

Mnking of Gas, the Building of Furnaces, Laying of

Tubes, and the Phenomena of L’ght developed.

Pnris. 8vo., plates, 7s. 6d.

D’Arcel, Pat/en, limn, Dr. Ure, Dictionnnire.—

Dictionary of French and Foreign Industry. Paris.

8vo., 3 vols. Double columns.

Burnt and Chaltamcl, Exposition.— Exhibition of

French Industry in 1S44. Paris. 4to., 2 vols., plates,

31. (An important work.)

Toussaint, C. J., Manuel.—Hand-book of the Cut-

ting of stones. Paris. 18mo., atlas, 5s.

Poncclct, J.V., Traite.—Treatise of Industrial Me-
chanics, the different methods for determining and

j

calculating Moving Forces, fcc. Paris. 8vo., 18s.

New Edition.

Beech, Rapport.—Report on the Engines of Bran-

don. Paris. 4to., 15s. [Official.']

Valerius, B., Traite.—Treatise on the Theory and

Practice of the Fabrication of Iron, especially in

Belgium. Paris. 8vo., atlas, fob, 1/. 10s.

Genaro-Perez, L’Espngnc.—Spain in its Arts and

Monuments. Paris, fob In parts, ench 16s.

Chcnot, A., Chnudiercs.—Boilers of Steam-engines

to be Electric Apparatus, and means for cencraling

steam without any danger. Pnris. 8vo. 6s.

Claudel, J., Formulas.—Formulas, Tables, and

Practical Hints—a memory-help for Architects, En-

gineers, &c. Paris. 8vo., 12s.

Colignon, Ch., Concours. — The Co-operation of

Canals and Railways. Paris. 8vo., Cs. Second Edi-

tion.
.

Gouin and Lcchalcllicr, Rccherchcs.—Experimental

Researches on Locomotive Engines. Paris. 8vo.,

6s.
. .

Idzkoirski, A., Compositions. — Compositions of

Architecture, containing Buildings of all kinds, such

as Town-halls, Churches, Bridges, Garden-houses,

Monuments, &c. Engraved by Beaupre, Dulos, &c.

Paris. Fob To form 20 parts, each 15s.

Sch mil, Manuel.—The Architect’s Handbook of

Religious Monuments—or the Practical Application

of Christian Archrcology to the Construction, Deco-

ration, Conservation, and Restoration of Churches.

Paris. Svo., 7s.

Lacroix and Hogard, Manuel. — New complete

Handbook of Surveying, containing instructions in

that art, and a Treatise on the Art of Fixing Bounda-

ries. Paris. 18mo., plates, 2s. 6d. New Edition.

Schmitz, Jultien, and Lorcntz, Manuel. — Hand-

book of the Civil Engineer. Paris. 18mo., and ntlas

of plates. 2 vols., 10s. 6d.
.

Gayjfier, Manuel. — Handbook of Bridges and

Ronds, Aqueducts, &c. Paris. lSmo., 2 vols., New
Edition, 7s. „ _ . .

Pauling,, Manuel.—Handbook for Fire Engades,

or Theory of the Extinction ofFires. Paris. 18mo.,

atlas of plates, 7s. 6d. New Edition.*

Morin, A., Aide-memoire.— Memory-help of Prac-

tical Mechanics, for the Use of Civil Engineers, &c.
Brussels. 8vo., 7s. Fourth Edition.

Normand, Pnris.—Modern rnris, third part, the

Country Scats and Rurnl Buildings of the Environs

of Paris. Paris. 4to., ench livraison 2s.

Clcnault, S. Ch., Traite.—Treatise on Dangerous
Insalubrious, or Disagreeable Establishments. Paris

8vo., 7s.

Champollion, Monuments.—Monuments of Egypt
and Nubia. Paris. Fob text, each part 12s. 6d.

[Official.-]

Bulletin . — Annals of Society of the History of

France, a Review of National Antiquities. Years
1834 to 1836. Paris. 4to., 4 vols., lb 5s. (Most
of the other years out of print.)

Gurard, Ch., Galleries.—The Historical Galleries

of Versailles. Paris. Fob, 9 vols., plates comprising

about 1,800 subjects of sculpture, &c. 35/.

Isabelle, C. E., Edifices. — Circular] Edifices

and Domes arranged in Chronological Order, their

Construction and Ornaments. Paris. Fob, 20

parts, each 10s. Published under the auspices

of Government (! !)

Lasttrie, F., Ilistoire.—History of Glass Paint-

ing from its Monuments in France. Paris. Fob,
coloured plates. Each part, 10s.

Bcdarride, M., Mayonnerie.— On the Order of

Freemasons of Israim, from its Creation to the Pre-

sent Time. Paris. 8vo., 2 vols., 1/.

Juurdain and Duval, Stnllcs.—The Stalls of the

Cathedral of Amiens. Amiens. 8vo., 14s,

erorrrjjponucncc.

TIIK KGG-SHAPKD SEWER.
Sir,— I beg to inform your correspondent,

“ E. E. E.,” that the egg-shaped sewer has

been adopted by the City of London Commis-
sion for some years. The large sewer in

Walbrook was built in that manner some
twenty-five years since.— I am, Sir, &c.,

City. A. B. C.

fnteccUiittfa.

Cost of Railway Via ducts.

—

From an

account of aviaduct over the Union Canal, on

the Edinburgh and Glasgow line, which ap-

peared in a recent number of the Railway

Chronicle
,
we obtain the following particulars.

This viaduct was erected under difficult condi-

tions
;
and a canal, at all times an obstacle of

troublesome nature to railways, was made^ar-
ti cilia 1 1 v so in this case, on account of the

small rise the engineer had to work upon for

a base span. The viaduct consists of four

arches, and is in length 305 feet. The average

height is somewhere about 41 feet. Tne
larger arch has a span of 130 feet, with a rise

of 24 feet 6 inches, being about one-fifth of the

span. The thickness of the arch stones at the

spring is 5 feet, diminishing to 3.J feet at the

crown. The next large arch is 63 feet in

spun, with arise also of 24 feet Cinches, being

nearly one-third of the spring; the thickness

of the arch stones at spring being 3 feet, and

at the crown 2 feet 6 inches. 1 he two small

intervening arches are 20 feet in span, and

semicircular; the arch stones of the central

one being 2 feet 6 inches thick, while those of

the outer one arc 1 foot 6 inches. The whole

of the viaduct was made of ashlar, except the

backing of the wing walls, and cost 61/. per

lineal foot forward. This large arch has

stood well : a splinter or two at the face of the

stones in the spring, are merely superficial de-

fects, which have not affected the stability of

the structure.

Oxford Architectural Society. -— A
meeting was held at the society’s rooms on

Wednesday, when a paper was read by E. A.

Freeman, B.A., secretary, on “ The Develop-

ment of Roman and Gothic Architecture, with

their moral and symbolical teaching. In

the latter part Mr.’ Freeman contended that

there were only two real divisions of Gothic

architecture— the early ,
including the geome-

trical decorated, and the continuous, includ-

ing flowing—decorated, and the perpendicular.

Mr. F. concluded by a high culogium on the

latter style, which lie contended was the

nearest approach to perfection. Mr. Patterson

and Mr. Parkins protested against the opinions

advocated by Mr. Freeman being taken as

those of a majority of the members of the so-

ciety.
. . , . . .

Papier Mache.—This material is being

used for the purpose of panelling first class

railway carriages.

* The above handbooks form, what is called in France the

sterling collection of Man uets-Raberts.
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Tiie Royal Society.

—

The first meeting;

of the Royal Society, held on Thursday night

last, was one of stirring interest, comprising

the black-balling of three candidates in suc-

cession
;
a remarkable paper by Mr. 1* arraday

on the connection between light and galvanism,

and an announcement by Lord Northampton

that in future discussions on papers read

would be encouraged.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, Ac.,
are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers,
however, they arc entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder," 2, York-
treet, Covent-gardcn.]

For the supply of 200 Coal Waggons to the
Sheffield and Manchester Railway Company.

For the excavation of about 120,000 cubic yards
of land at Edge Hill, for the Grand Junction Rail-
way Company.

For the erection of a first-rate House at Isling-

ton.

For paving with wood the Carriage ways of a

newly-formed street in Southwark.
For the supply of ten tons weight of cast-iron

lamp-posts to the trustees for lighting the parish of

Hackney.
For supplying the Richmond Railway Company

with about 35,000 oak keys.

For repairing and keeping in repair the Harnham,
Blandford, and Dorchester Turnpike-roads.

COMPETITION.
Designs for a Gothic Church, to be erected at

Llandilo, are required. 50/. will be awarded for the

one selected, and 20/. for the next best.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c .

BY AUCTION'.

At the Half-Moon Inn, Taunton, 283 prime
maiden Elm trees, 35 maiden Oaks, 38 maiden Ash,

84 pollard Elms, and 21 pollard Ash trees, now
growing.

At Hartshill, near Atherstonc, Warwickshire : 345
Elms, 41 Ash, and 2G Oak trees, of large dimen-
sions, now standing.

In Mortimer-street, Cavendish-square: 00,000
feet of dry panel boards, several hundred squares of
prepared floorboards, Spanish and Honduras maho-
gany, 6,000 pine planks and deals, GOO white
and spruce deals, &c.

t6 correspondents.

“ A Subscriber."

—

Hutton's is the only course of
mathematics that has obtained a slandiny in this

country, and some of the later editions, such as

those of Romsay and Rutherford, contain as much
of the modern analysis as is necessary for every
purpose. We would prefer Woolwich to Sand-
hurst on account of the eminence of its professors,

and the excellence of its regulations. Sandhurst

,

nevertheless, is a very respectable establishment.
“ A Young Architect " ashs to be told the best

materialsfor building and roofing a church. The
locality must be considered. Kentish rag-stone is

much usedfor walls, and is a good material. Good
encaustic tiles may be obtained at the Worcester
porcelain warehouse (New Bond,street), or Cope-
land and Garrett's, Lincoln's-inn-fields.

,f T. P." (Manchester).— Tf'e consider 120 = 12

feet deals, a standard hundred.
11 C. N.”

—

Jf the house be not completed by the

Is/ of January, it will rest with the official referees

to say, on application, what alterations must be

made in it.

“
J. F. T."

—

Jf
r
c are unable to point out a good

booh on “ Lines " ; such a work is a desideratum.

We will print a letter next weekfrom one who has
given much attention to the subject.

“ Polished Slate Chimneys.

—

Our correspondent
is informed he may sec such at Bow Bridge Slate

Works, Stratford.

*‘R. G."

—

Knowing the material, we will take
an opportunity to mention it.

" A Young Beginner."

—

The best way to learn
drawing is, to gel a good master.

“ G. C."

—

Apply to U'cale, 59, Holborn.
"

J. L."

—

At Bell’s, Fleet Street.
“ L. O." — We might mislead by giving an

opinion without fuller information. We advise
“ L. O.” to let a surveyor see the premises and give
his opinion-
k Received: •• A. Z.;" ‘

' W. T. T. “ E. B.
“ Mr. Finney;" " A Mason " W. S. W.
“ A Surveyor;” “ Church Admirer;" " First
steps to Anatomy," by James L. Drummond,
M.D. (John Van Voorst, Paternoster Row)

;The Archajological Album, a museum of Na-
tional Antiquities," edited by T. Wright, M.A.,
illustrated by F. W. Fairholt, F.S.A. (Chapman
and Hall.)

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Royal polytechnic institu-
tion.—

A

Lecture on the prevalent disease in Po-
tatoes, and the means of extracting the starch as an article

of food, will be delivered by Dr. llyan, daily, at half-past
Three, and on the Evenings of Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays, at Nine. Professor IlachhoITner’s varied Lectures,
with Experiments, in one of which he clearly explains the
principle of the Atmospheric Railway, a Model of which is

at work daily. Mr. Downe, the celebrated Flutist, accom-
panied by I)r. Wallis on the Pianoforte, will perform a Duet
Conccrtantc, and aftenvards a favourite Fantasia, at Four
o’clock, on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, Cole-
man’s new American Locomotive Engine, for ascending
and descending Inclined Planes. A magnificent collection
of Models of tropical fruits. A new and very beautiful
series of Dissolving Views. New Optical Instruments, fee.

Experiments with the Diver and Diving Hell, Ac. Ac.

—

Admission, One Shilling. Schools, Half-price.

“VJ OTICE. — INVENTORS desirous of
I M obtaining LOANS ON or of-SELLING their IN-
VENTIONS, or Patents, should applv to Mr. M. JOS-
CELIN COOKE, at the OFFICE for PATENTS, Warwick
chambers, Warwick-court. Oray’s-inn, London, where
Flnglish and Foreign Patents arc obtnined, and Designs re-
gistered. An INDEX is kept for inspection of all Patents
granted for the last century; also copies of every Patent of
importance. Instructions to Inventors and a list of charges
gratis on application.

IMPORTANT TO SURVEYORS, BUILDERS, Ac.

Galvanized tinned iron and
ZINC MANUFACTORY, 17, Exmouth-strcct,

Clerkcnwell.
J. DO RE begs respectfully to inform Rudders and Sur-

veyors, that on account of the Increasing Demand for Galva-
nized Tinned Iron, he has made such arrangements as will
enable him to manufacture every article usually made in
Zinc, at the same Prices

;
also begs to recommend this metal

corrugated for Roofing as the most Economical, as it can be
laid without Boards upon Slight Rafters.
Every Article in Zinc as usual, at the lowest possible prices.

MOREWOOD AND ROGERS’ PATENT GAL-
VANIZED TINNED IRON.

T W. BEALE beps to acquaint the pub-
• lie that he is prepared to lay roofing, plain or

corrugated, fix pipes, gutters, Ac. Also chimney-tops and
ventilating cowls of every description

;
also water and oil

cisterns, of this incorrodible and fireproof metal, lie manu-
factures all kinds of baths, as hip, shower, Roman, open,
slipper, sponging, foot, children’s, and self-healing baths ;

also toilet-cans and pails, slop-pails, coal-scuttles, cash and
deed-boxes, and fire-proof safes of every description, 10 per
cent, cheaper than any house in London’.
The PATENT GALVANIZED TINNED IRON is ap-

plicable to the following uses The Lining of Ships’ Store
Rooms, Ships' Water Buckets, Water Jugs and Receivers,
and for almost every purpose to which zinc, tin, copper,
brass, or any other metal is now applied

;
is more durable,

and manufactured at much less expense. An experienced
workman sent to any part of the kingdom. All orders
punctually attended to. For particulars, apply to T. W.
BEALE, 46, Bridge Housc-jdace, Newington Causeway.

1

PATENT GALVANISED TINNED IRON.
(MOREWOOD AND ROGERS’ PROCESS.)

A R C II ITEC T S, SURVEYO R S,
BUILDERS, and CONTRACTORS arc respectfully

informed they can be supplied with this invaluable metal
for building purposes, of the best quality and lowest terms.
It is superior in every respect to zinc, and two-thirds less
price than /th sheet lead for roofing, no woodwork being
required, but iron rafters only, 21 inches apart, rendering
the whole roof fire-proof. This mode of covering roofs is

cheaper than Lead, Zinc, Tiles, or Slates, Parapet and
other Gutters formed and fixed, also rain-water pipe heads,
cave gutter, baths, stove and funnel pipe, cisterns and water-
closets fixed. The sheets are G feet long by 2 ft., 2 ft. 6 in.
and 3 feet wide, and poz. to any required weight per foot,
and can be had cither plain or corrugated.

Please apply to CHARLES CELL, Junior, No. 5. Quick-
set-row, Ncw-road, St. Pancras, where references and testi-
monials of the highest respectability of extensive works
already done can be had.

TO THE BUILDING PUBLIC.

SASHES AND FRAMES, n
DOORS, &c.

Manufactured for the Trade

By C. W. WATERI.OW, —
121, Bunhill-row, Finsbury-sq.

Best Materials.— Lowest Prices. I

Terms: Cash. •

Full lists of prices may be had on application at the count-
ing-house; if by letter, pre-paid, inclosing postage-stamp.

A large stock of well-seasoned Doors always on hand.

British ami foreign sheet
GLASS, for Horticultural purposes, Sky-lights, Ac.

may be had at JAMES BROMLEY’s 315, Oxford-street,
London, at the reduced prices, also Microscopial Glass,
French Shades, Plate and Crown Window Glass. J. B. will

be happy to furnish Lists of Prices, or any other particulars
that may lie required.

DUTY OFF ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS.

C HARLES LONG heps to inform his
Friends and the Public, that he can now supply Orna-

mental Glass from Is. 3d. per foot superficial; and borders
from 9d. per foot, run

;
and having just built two of the

largest Kilns in London, is enabled to execute extensive
Orders with unprecedented dispatch, 1, King-street, Port-
man-square.—Terms, Cash only.

TO THE PLATE-GLASS TRADE.

T HE BIRMINGHAM PLATE and
CROWN-GLASS COMPANY beg to call the atten-

tion of ibcTradc, that their LONDON WAREHOUSE, Ml,
Fleet-street, is now open for the sale of their Crystal Plate-
Glass, which for Brilliancy anil Colour will be found to stand
unrivalled by any other manufactory.—All orders, addressed
to B. MOSS, Ixmdon warehouse, or to the works, Smeth-
wick, near Birmingham, will be promptly attended to.

B uilders, painters, glaziers,
and others supplied with every article used in the

trade upon the best wholesale terms.—Address to R.
COGAN. WINDOW GLASS, LEAD, and COLOUR
WAREHOUSE, 5 Princcs-strcct, Lciccstcr-square, London,
for complete lists, priced, of dry and good Colours, Brushes,
Pumps, Closets, Plumber’s Brass Work, and all materials.
COLOURED and ORNAMENTAL GLASS of every

description at the vrrv lowest prices.
BRITISH and FOREIGN SHEET for Horticultural

and all other purposes, as low as anv house in the kingdom.
LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES.

Gas Contractors, Fitters, Glass Merchants, and others
supplied with any description. Lists of nearly 100 patterns,
with prices affixed, sent to any part of the kingdom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, and others, supplied with

FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES,
for covering Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curi-
osities, fee., fee., of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may
be had on application. Bee Glasses, Striking Glasses for

Nurserymen, Fish Globes and Confectioners’ Glasses, fee., of
every size and description.

SASH, SHOP-FRONT, AND HOTHOUSE MANUFAC-
TURER.—ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF 70 YEARS.

87, Bishopsgate-strcct Without.

T IIOS. MILLINGTON beg* to inform his
Friends, that he still continues to manufacture the

above in the same manner, and using only the best materials,
that have given so much satisfaction for many years past.
Every article will he made in the best manner, and the very
lowest price charged. Lists may be had upon application.
Drawings prepared.

FOREIGN WINDOW GLASS.

T IIOS. MILLINGTON be^s to inform
his friends, that he continues to receive weekly large

consignments of FOREIGN GLASS, which he is determined
to offer upon the very lowest terms. Address, 87, Bishops-
gate-street Without.

PLUMBER’S BRASS WORK, WATER-
CLOSET PUMPS, &c.—These articles require the

greatest attention and rare in the manufacture, and will he
found superior and cheaper than at any other manufactory.
Best Pan Water Closets, 31s.

; 2$ Lift Pumps and Planks,
4/. 10s. Od.

;
3-incli Pumps, 5/. !0s. Od. ; 3-inch Bill Ball and

Stop Cocks, 30s. per dozen, and every article in this branch
equally low. Every article warranted.—Address, TIIOS.
MILLINGTON, 87, Bishopsgate-street.

VARNISH.

T IIOS. MILLINGTON begs to inform the
Trade, Builders, Painters, and others, that this article

can he had at his Manufactory, of the best quality and at the
very lowest price. T. M. has long been a manufacturer, and
has devoted much time and attention to it, using only the
best of gums, anil sparing no expense in the manufacture.
Fine Pale Oak or Wainscoat Varnish, per imperial gallon,
10s.

;
Fine Carriage Varnish, 12*. ; Copal, 18s.

;
Body Copal,

2ls.
;
Gold Size, IDs; White Hard, 18s.; Brown Hard, 18s.;

French Polish, ISs. per gallon. Paint, Dryers, Colours,
ready and ground, and every article in the trade. If quality
is taken into consideration, this will he found the cheapest
house in London. Address, 87, Bishopsgate-street Without.

WALLIS’S PATENT LIQUID WOOD
KNOTTING. — This ncwlv-discovcred Liquid

Composition which Messrs. Geo. and Thos. Wallis have the
satisfaction of introducing to the trade, possesses the im-
portant qualification of effectually stopping Knots in Wood,
iiowever bad, and preventing them eating through and dis-

figuring the paint above.
Many substances have been used and much time spent in

endeavouring to find a cure for a bad Knot, but hitherto
without success. Messrs. Wallis therefore feel much plea-

sure in offering to the public an article so long and anxiously
called for.

In the application, skill is not required
;
a boy can use it

as well anil effectually as the best workmen : it is put on to

the work with a brush like common paint, can be used in all

climates and situations, and docs not require heat.
Sold wholesale and retail, by Messrs. G. and T. Wallis,

Varnish, Japan, and Colour Manufacturers, No. 64, Long
Acre. Price 20s. per gallon.

WINDOW BLINDS,
ORNAMENTAL WIRE-WORK, FLOWER-POT

STANDS, fee.

To Architects, Builders, Contractors, Upholders, and others.

M. II. BUSBY, NEW VENETIAN HOUSE,
7 and 8, Anderson’s Buildings, City Road, London,

Manufacturer of every Description of Window Blinds
on the most approved principles, namely, the Spanish,
Oriental, Florentine, Louvre, and Venetian Sun Shades,
for the exterior; and Venetian Dwarf, Metallic Gauze,
Perforated Zinc Blinds, Transparent, Landscape, and
Holland Blinds on Springs, Patent and Common Rollers
for the Interior; Blinds for Shop Fronts, Plain and
Ornamental, on the most Improved plans. Old Blinds
Altered, Renovated, and Refixed. A variety of Flower-pot
Stands always Ready. Rustic, Portable, and other Garden
Scats and Stools; Wire-work for every purpose useful and
ornamental.

VENETIAN BLINDS FOR EXPORTATION.

YARN ISII.—It haslon^ been adesideratum
amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

and genuine article ; brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,
and durability are the qualifications necessary, but these arc
seldom if ever found united. The experience of a life-timo
devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, the
great and important discoveries of modern chemistry, and
the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.
George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil

and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently
recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both in
price and quality.

Ruilders, Coachmakcrs, Painters, and others may depend
on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article.

Fine Oil Varnish, from 10s. per gallon; best White Spirit
Varnish, 21s. ditto ; Best Spirit French Polish, 20s. ditto;

White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of every description at

the very lowest prices.—WALLIS’S Varnish, Japan, and
Colour Manufactory, 64, Long-acre, one door from Bow-
street. Established 1750.
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KNOWLEDGE of the ma-
terials employed in build-

ing, and the natural laws

which regulate their con-

stitution, are essential, we
may say indispensable, to

>rm a good architect. We earnestly recom-
iend our younger readers at once to make the

-•quirement of this knowledge, or rather the

•ting of themselves for easily acquiring it, one
?

their recreations. It need be nothing
ore

;
it will not increase their daily duties,

it lighten them
;
and will be found hereafter

constant source of gratification and enjoy-
ent, independent of its value to them in a
ofessional point of view.

Those who possess the genuine spirit of
ientific investigation,” says Dr, Young, “and
10 have tasted the pure satisfaction arising
Dm an advancement in intellectual acquire-
ents, are contented to proceed in their re-

arches without inquiring at every step what
ey gain by their newly-discovered lights, and
what practical purposes they are applicable;
ey receive a sufficient gratification from the
largement of their views of the constitution
the universe, and experience in the imme-
ite pursuit of knowledge, that pleasure which
lers wish to obtain more circuitously by its

;ans. And it is one of the principal advan-
ces of a liberal education, that it creates a
iceptibility of an enjoyment so elegant and
rational.”

Nor will the practical purposes to which
:ir “newly-discovered lights ” are applicable,
long unseen. Mechanics, statics, hydrau-

i, hydrostatics, the properties of heat, che-
5try, geology, — will all be found to bear
atly and immediately on the object of their
cial attention

;
and a knowledge of these

jnces must be acquired by the rising archi-
ts, if they wish to practise their profession
sfactorily, and not see the body to which

y belong, merge into one on either side of it

/closelyand unceremoniously shouldering it.

is latter is not an idle fear, but of serious
>ort, demanding the thought of every archi-
. We shall proceed to its consideration
another occasion

; our object on the present
0 advise our student-readers to take such
)urse as may tend to avert it.

pvery one has read the long list of attain-

ts considered necessary for an architect

Vitruvius, but very few seem to think that
same are as needful now as they were then :

?ed, we are strongly led to believe, that
eral knowledge is less sought for or attended
Dy architectural students at this time, than
as ten years ago : their whole attention has
1 led by the fashion of the times to one
icular point, to the neglect of many others,

e it would have been impossible for a man
cquire even a general knowledge of the
nces alluded to,—natural philosophy, in
•t, without the devotion of years

;
but now

a matter of no difficulty, and for a long
has not been so. As a first step, let our

?g reader take Dr. Arnott’s delightful
ements of Physics,” and we will undertake
ay, even if his attention has never been
2ted to the subject before, that by the time
ias mastered its contents he will regard
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all nature with increased interest; every object
in his walks will present a different appearance
from what it before took, and he will have a
glimmering- of truths in connection with the
practice of building to which, until then he
had been blind.

The lecture-rooms of any of the popular
literary institutions will give him, at little cost
of time or money, an insight to all the sciences,
and shew him how he may successfully in-
crease his knowledge of them. What we have
thus briefly recommended to the architectural
student is applicable to the builder and the
operative,— to whom such knowledge is of
equal importance. The first, however, being
supposed to have more time and means, would
pursue his studies further, and so maintain
legitimate authority over those he would be
called on to direct. If he pause on the thres-
hold, and allow others with fewer opportunities
to pass into the temple, he may expect, and will
deserve, to find himself (as he assuredly will)
a follower instead of a leader. Those who do
not keep in advance of the crowd must expect
to have their heels trodden on

;
and if they

had an advantage given them at starting, and
failed to use it, will meet with no pity when
they lose the race.

We commend these words, with all respect,
to the consideration of some in the profession
who have long ceased to be students.

DO THE CITIZENS REGARD THEIR
ANTIQUITIES.

Sin,—At a meeting of the Royal Institute
of British Architects on Monday last, a report
of which appears in The Buii.deii of to-day,
Mi. Tite complained of my having interfered
in the year 1841, with the “ City-Authorities,”
or with the “Joint Committee of Gresham
Affairs,” and obstructed them in collecting
antiquities discovered on the site of the Royal
Exchange. I have before me, a verbatim and
authenticated report of Mr. Tite’s speech
which differs considerably from that published
in your paper. Mr. Tite stated that I offered
sums of money for coins, &c., that a great deal
that ought to have belonged to a public collec-
tion had gone to enrich my private cabinet,

u
fu
/
ther

’ Mr - Tite refeis .to my papers in
the Archccologia as conveying accusations
against the “ City Authorities ” for interfering
with me and my researches, when, in point of
fact, he says, it was I who interfered with them
and their researches ! It is rather remarkable
that Mr. Tite should have allowed so many
years to elapse before he adventured to rebut
my assertions and to advance counter charges
especially as, during the long course of°my
attempts to record discoveries of antiquities
made in and about the city, I have never shrunk
from openly denouncing,' less the apathy of the
corporation towards their ancient monuments,
than the obstacles they throw in the way of
those who sacrifice their time, in endeavouring
o preserve or record those doomed to destruc-
tion. Mr. Tite does not venture upon the
history of the discoveries made during the
last fifteen or twenty years, but he refers to
what he states took place in making excavations
for the New Royal Exchange. To that brief
period ofoperations upon a comparatively small
spot of ground, I will, for the present, confine
my remarks in reply to his accusations.
With the hope of being permitted to make

free use of my eyes and pencil during the
progess of the works, without liability to en-
counter such offensive hinderances as from time
to time, when attempting to make sketches or
elevations, I had long been subjected to, I
called upon Mr. Tite at his office, and asked
him to favour me with a written passport, for
free ingress and egress to and from the works
at such times as I could make it convenient to
attend. 1 his request he courteouslygranted, and
at the same time said he trusted I should notin-
teifere with the workmen to obtain possession
of any objects that might be brought to light,
as the Joint Gresham committee wished to
preserve every thing for themselves. I replied,
that I was delighted to hear there was an in-
cipient disposition in the city to conserve its

Se”? s; that I should be quite sa-
tisfied in finding that such ancient remains asmight be found would really be preserved, and
moreover, that collecting antiquities for themere sake of collecting, was a feeling unknown
to me. I rigidly adhered to my promise, but,
to mv surprise, I soon ascertained that Mr
file s passport was totally useless to me, and
that even in Ins presence, it did not protect metiom abuse, and threatened personal violence
troni people under lus authority, or that of the
Joint Gresham Committee. The full parti,
ciilars of the outrageous conduct I was sub-
jected to almost upon my first visit to the
.Exchange, after receiving this order from Mr.
J He are detailed in a letter addressed to theJoint Committee of Gresham affairs, and deli-
jeied into the hands of their clerk, Mr. JamesBarnes, on the 1 fith of February, 1841. To
this letter I refer Mr. Tite, as it would be toolong to insert on the present occasion in yourcolumns and I will content myself with briefly
telling the result of the order.

y

The first time I visited the Exchange after
receiving it, was on my return to London,
after a sojourn of some days in the country.
Upon no previous occasion did I ever encounter
such gross and unprovoked abuse as upon the
present, when under tbe protection of Mr.
1 itc s order. The foreman not only used the
most violent language, but he also threatened
to expel me by force if I delayed to leave the
works. He laughed at Mr. Tite’s order, and
asserted that he also had his orders

, and was
prepared to execute them ! Willing to ascer-
tain if Mr. Tite’s order would be enforced, 1
again presented myself, and in the presence of
Mr. 1 ite, had to suffer a repetition of the pre-
vious outrage, Mr. Lite upon my appealing to
him, coolly saying he could do no more!!
.

*us order then was perfectly useless to me;
it was scouted by the menials, and Mr. Tite
seemed to possess no control over them, or
was himself under the influence of some supe-
rior power, for not a shadow of a pretext
could with any reason be urged against me
for infringement of rules and regulations

;

on the contrary, I had already been instru-
mental in reclaiming and securing some articles
for the collection now deposited (I understand)
in the London Institution. The power of ar-
chitects in the city is not always so limited.
Mr. Cockerell having granted me permission
to visit the excavations made on the site of St.
Bartholomew’s Church, the same superintend-
ent, who, on the other side of the street, with-
in the jurisdiction of Mr. Tite, was permitted
(if not instructed), to annoy me, attempted to
obstruct my entrance to the premises. Mr.
Cockerell, however, with manly consistency
and decision, threatened to discharge any in-
dividual who, contrary to his orders, should
dare to molest me, and, I need scarcely add,
Ins commands were never disputed. The as-
sistance afforded me by this gentleman was
given, moreover, with such good nature and
kindness, as to make me feel he was as much
obliged in granting the privilege, as I in re-
ceiving it.

As I was not inclined to suffer bodily mar-
tyrdom on the site of theNew Royal Exchange,
I desisted from visiting it, until J perceived
that hundreds of persons were daily indiscri-
minately admitted without orders, when I oc-
casionally mixed in the crowd for a few
minutes, or, after awhile, was tolerated by Mr.
Russell, the clerk of the works (whose polite-
ness I willingly acknowledge), and thus
managed to make the few observations printed
in the Arcliceologia; but which, scanty and im-
perfect as they are, comprise every thing that
has yet been published relative to the dis-
coveries made on this spot. During the entire
period of the operations, I rigidly forbore even
from speaking to the workmen, except in a
few instances, when I made myself instru-
mental in inducing them to take objects of an-
tiquity to Mr. Russell, to whom I also for-
warded some coins which had passed into other
hands from the excavators, and subsequently
were offered to me. But I regret to say, that
the regulations referred to by Mr. Tite, were
the cause of many interesting matters being
carried off by tbe workmen, and dispersed be-
yond the hope of ever being made available to
science; and I much doubt if the chief mass
of antiquities collected, ever reached the Lon-
don Institution. I have understood that peo-
ple who had access to the room in which they
were at first deposited, could not refrain, in the
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ardor# of their newly-acquired taste, from cai -

yitig off occasionally a few specimens. 54 •

° . i , . . c mio-nr re
T VUjy llll Uliaoniuuui “ l ... J

though the abstracted fragments mightrender

pi.rn nl ptp ! and th i s silly
a beautiful vase less complete;

propensity, I perfectly veil remember, was

the cause of my recommending, that a basket
J — thless odds and ends,

should be filled with wor

and placed in a convenient situation toi the

curiosity- seekers to purloin from to their hearts

content; without the possibility of injuring; he

better portion of the collection. As for the

nrcttv little episode (which appears in the Mb.

report presented to me), about my bearing off

the hell, I leave it in the hands of those who

fabricate and silently listen to scandal and false-

hoods.
.

That the “City Authorities have hitherto

ever had the least regard for their ancient mo-

numents is an absurd notion, disproved by the

known fact of their never having attempted to

preserve them, either in former times or during

*.be last twenty years, when so many which

were extant have been destroyed, and so many
discoveries made to no useful purpose, as far

as “City Authorities were concerned. On
the contrary, I ear. bear personal evidence,

confirmed by dates and indisputable facts, that

for" a long series of years they have directly

Countenanced a wholesale and indiscriminate

system of destruction. Had they ever pos-

sessed a feeling for the works of ancient art,

which illustrate the history of old London,

they would not in the year 1845 he talking and

disputing, about fitting up one room for their

reception
;
they would have possessed a man-

sion solely devoted to them, an entire building

for such a museum as might have been formed,

end such as the valuable monuments now irre-

vocably destroyed, demanded. No
;

let it be

frankly and honestly owned, that the “ City Au-
thorities ” have done nothing for, hut much
against their antiquities, and then charity may
listen to a plea of ignorance on their behalf,

and a promise of better behaviour for the

future.

Whatevei Mr. Tite may say about the

wishes and intentions of the corporation and

its committees, individuals ( collectors,
he terms

them) have effected all that has been done,

in spite of illiberal and narrow-minded op-

position. And these collectors, not altogether

unknown to the world, are Mr. George Gwilt,

F.S.A., Mr. John Newman, F.S.A., Mr. Alfred

J. Kempe, F.S.A., your humble servant, the

writerof these remarks, Mr. W. Chaffers, Jun.,

Mr. E. B. Price, and, perhaps, one or two
more. I believe it is no secret that the museums
and collections of these individuals have not

been formed upon selfish principles, that they

have been, and areal ways, available to scientific

inquirers, and open to the artist, to the anti-

quary, and to the public in general. But for

the knowledge which guided them in their

researches, these collections would have long

since been carted away, with the dirt and

rubbish from which they were rescued. Could
the corporation have been inspired with a wish

to preserve and to collect, judgment would still

have been wanting, and the gatherings would
have been, at the best, a heterogeneous mass,

the chaos of a curiosity-shop, wanting that

arrangement, chronological classification, and

reference to local circumstances, which are

indispensable to a useful collection.

In the discovery and conservation of our

national antiquities, corporate bodies, if

actuated by an enlightened and liberal spirit,

could do much
;
but their interference to dis-

courage and check individual enterprise and
research, conducted without selfish motives,

will only produce mischief and disappointment.

Commercial companies are slow to move in

matters which do not directly effect their

worldly interest; neither their education nor

their taste induces them to sacrifice time and

money for what in their eyes is unprofitable

and useless. Toleration for pursuits they can-

not appreciate, is perhaps under present cir-

cumstances, as much as can be reasonably ex-

pected. Let them not oppose, through vulgar

prejudice and ignorance, the few who are

willing to devote their time and means to

antiquarian investigation. The pursuit is not

an enriching one, that they should be envied

and molested by men whose sole end and aim
wordly power; on the contrary, it

S’**-* ’ iis too^rrerklmpoverishing, if carried on in a

t-mih.d9rk.and single-hearted spirit, and the
»pseqyiqm result,—an exhaustion of pecu-

should with more consistency

wMs

be rejoiced in, rather than envied, by those

who foolishly seem to fear the plodding anti-

quary may be getting rich by some method

hidden from their eyes, and from sources appa-

rently within their reach, but not divulged to

their comprehension.

Private museums must precede public ones,

and both, if properly collected, arranged, and

directed, are of the highest value, and cannot

be too numerous. But the mere getting to-

gether, with indiscriminate zeal and cupidity,

loads of antiquities, dissociated from those

often minute but important circumstances

which serve to authenticate their parentage

and aid their chronological arrangement, is

an almost profitless labour, which to the scien-

tific inquirer, generally yields only embarrass-

ment and confusion. How often do we find

collections rendered comparatively useless,

by a want of information of facts connected

with the discovery of their contents! And
these facts are to be obtained only from the

discoverers themselves, and will be the more
or less complete in the ratio of their amount

of intelligence and skill. Under a truly grand

system for the conservation of our national

monuments, such as ere long we may hope an

enlightened Government will institute, private

collections may in many ways be rendered

more available than public ones, and local

museums will he encouraged throughout the

kingdom. From these, models and drawings

may at a trifling expense be forwarded to the

metropolitan collections, among which, it is

trusted, may soon be reckoned the museum of

the Societv’of Antiquaries of London, the nu-

cleus for which already exists, and even the

apartment, a little exertion among the Fellows,

being all that is required to induce her Ma-
jesty’s Government to consent to its appropri-

ation for this purpose.

As for the “ City Authorities,” let them sup-

port individual research, and it will surely be

turned to their advantage and honour. If the

day has arrived for them to appreciate the

value of monuments, which illustrate the his-

tory of the city they affect to venerate, let

them shew their sincerity by engaging without

more delay, scholars and literary men to deci-

pher and arrange for them their municipal re-

cords, as yet comparatively unexamined. Let

these valuable documents be indexed, and let

abstracts he published, to direct the resear-

ches of those whose inclinations may lead them

to seek information upon the customs, usages,

manners, and social and political condition of

the inhabitants in past ages. Money can

easily be found for improving the physical

condition of the citizens
;

let a portion of it

be expended upon this neglected branch of

their education, ancl the corporation may he

assured, that as the outlay upon the one, even-

tually increases the civic funds, so will a cor-

responding liberality in providing for these

intellectual necessities, be rewarded by an ele-

vation of the moral standard and character of

the rising and future generations.

I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

Ciiart.es Roach Smith.

5, Liverpool-street, City, Nov. 22.

PROGRESS OF TORQUAY, DEVON.

A correspondent writes us that the de-

mand for workmen here is beyond every thing

ever known in this part of the country; “ I

mean,” says he, “ workmen of every descrip-

tion connected with building. Between 300

and 400 houses are decided upon to he built

immediately, and the cry of want of hands is

general; the men are very independent, and I

assure you it is quite a favour to get any job of

joinery, stone masoning, bricklaying, or iron-

work done, even at an advanced price.

This place lately has nearly doubled in popu-

lation, and visitois have been numerous; in

fact, I believe there is scarcely a house to be

had for love or money. Several families have

been obliged to leave the place because they

could not obtain houses to suit them. It is no

doubt the loveliest spot in England for beauti-

ful and varied scenery, and may justly be called

the gem of our island.”

REVISION OF THE METROPOLITAN
BUILDINGS ACT.

Sib,—

A

s it is now well understood, that th

!

new Building Act will undergo a revision i

the next session of Parliament, at the suggest

tion 1 believe of the official referees themselves

who have issued circulars to the distric

surveyors and other parties, requesting theii

opinion upon its defects, and as you have youit

self invited strictures and been greatly instrn

mental, by the publication of the awards am

other reports connected with the working c

the Act, in calling the attention of the pin

fession and all persons engaged in building t;

the effects of its operation,— a few observation

from one who has carefully watched its pi*

gress and results, and who has had many oppoi'

tunities, in constant intercourse with profef

sional brethren and practical men, to collel

opinions, will perhaps not be deemed obtrusivi

As the Act is a public Act and a penal oni

and as unusual authority is given to the partnt

acting under the Act, it is only by a full an

fearless public discussion of its merits an

demerits, that a satisfactory result can be hop<|

for, and in any observation which I may mal;

which may appear harsh, I beg, once for all,

disdain all personal imputations; indeed, I ha

none to make. I believe the parties appoint

to execute the authority of the Act have dii

charged that authority with justice and impa

tiality. No one who has found it necessary
j

appear before their tribunal, hut must hai

been satisfied both in this respect, and in t

patience and attention with which all stati

inents have been listened to. And no high;

testimony could be adduced of the opinion^ i

the profession in general as to the effid

ency of the board, than the universal regi;

which was expressed, when it was understo

that one of the official referees had resigner

ancl the difficulty which was found to appol

his successor. It is evident, therefore, tb

the failure of the Act (for that there isi

failure is shewn by the desire of revising

even by the official referees) does not an

from any neglect on the part ot those appoint

to superintend it. What then is the causa;

this discontent and dissatisfaction regarding

;

which the high reputation of the referees 1 :

not been able to avert? It arises, I this

from several causes,—from disappointment i

anticipated expectations of the working of t

Act; from dissatisfaction with the constitute

of the Court
;
from the arbitrary powers giv

to the official referees
;
from the restricts

which the Act. imposes respecting pnvi

rights in building, and other sources, whicl

shall explain in proceeding, independent

the vexations which the numerous regulatin

contained in the schedule have raised.

As regards the disappointment as to the ;

ticipated working of the Act, I would re

to an observation reported to have been nr

by Mr. Donaldson, on the occasion of 1

dinner given by the district surveyors ab.

this time last year to the official referees, v

stated he should anticipate no difficulty

carrying out the Act while lie could apply

the office in Trafalgar-square for advice.:

need not ask if this anticipation has b

realized, or whether any advice or opinion i

been obtained from that office except by

troublesome process of what may be term 6

law-suit? 1 am quite aware of the diffieul

attending a court of advice, and the unreaa

ableness to have expected it from the pres

Act, but I refer to it as one of the causes

the discontent which has been felt by;

parties engaged in building operations,

certainty did expect that “ Referees,” paic

Ancient Church in Dover Gasti.e. 1—
It has been suggested that this interesting

relic of early times should be restored as a

chapel for "the garrison. We sincerely

hope something of the sort may be done. Its

present condition is most disgraceful.

a large public salary, should have the po»j

oi giving some sort of information as to v

was or was not legal under the Act, witl

the expensive process of first executing woj

and then running the risk of an informal!

Under the old Building Act, the district \

veyors, who were almost as uncontrolled

the present referees always were readi,

advise and inform, the parties as to the

gality or illegality of any doubtful pai;

a building, before it was commenced. iN

however, the district surveyors are caution

giving opinions, and in most cases refer tc

dicision of the Court, which I before ste

can only be obtained by a suit as it wei

law. In public commissions, the poon

commission for instance, the commissioi

have occasionally issued instructions to-

different local boards informing them oft

"HitACUlI.



legal authority and bearing of their Act. We
have looked in vain for any thing of the sort
here

; if we examine the awards made by the
Court, we find but few in which the principles
of the Act arc enumerated. Each one seems
to rest upon its own particular case, appears,
indeed, studiously worded to meet that parti-
cular case alone, and carefully guarded against
its being drawn into a precedent. The awards
seem framed rather with a view to prevent the
hardships and inconvenience, which would arise
on these cases from a strict observance of a
doubtfulenactment than to enumerateprinciples,
though the referees have never I believe shewn
any unwillingness to exercise their discretion,
where an impracticable case has occurred. This
however, only tends to shew the futility of
legislative enactments on minute building
points, and the difficulties with which a profes-
sional man under the present Act, which enters
into so many minutiae, has to contend in ar-
ranging his plans and designs, and knowing
beforehand what is and what is not legal. It
would not, I think, be difficult so to regulate
the office as to obviate this difficulty, but it

would previously be necessary to clear the Act
of many of its enactments.
One of the great difficulties in obtaining

legal decisions upon points connected with
building, has always arisen from the vagueness
with which legal persons comprehend the
technicalities of our art; it was therefore with
much satisfaction that the building interest
observed in the Act, the clauses bywhich all
matters relating thereto, should be determined
by gentlemen not in the law, but educated in
the architectural profession. I strongly believe
hat one of the main causes of the cotnpara-
•ively little opposition made to the bill, arose
rom the feeling that this clause, which was a
lovelty, and had not been introduced into any
>f the other previous schemes, would effect-
jally remove all difficulties in carrying out the
\ct, and render the working of it accept-
tble to all. This expectation also has not
>een realized. We had hoped to have been
elieved from all legal discussions and verbal
lair splittings, by the business-like decisions of
iractical men, uncontrolled but by their own
udgment of the facts. By the power given
0 the registrar, of refusing to affix his seal to
ifficial documents, the whole control of the
egulations of buildings in the metro-
polis, is virtually in his hands. He is almost
lie sole judge of all questions brought
3 the Court, and takes his place at the
ead of the board accordingly. However clear
be case may appear to the practical and
ell-versed eyes of the official referees,
ie registrar under the Act, is in duty bound
) master all the technicalities of the case,
nd to require the necessary information re-
itive thereto, to satisfy himself that the pro-
sions of the Act are abided by before the rc-
rees can decide. The inevitable result is
torefore, that a disputed point, upon how-
ler trifling a matter, now presents all the
implication of a Chancery suit in miniature,
evidence, letters, rejoinders, plans, &c., ac-
imulate rapidly, and discrepancies on points
practice, which it was anticipated would

tve been settled more quietly than under the
d system, now require sheets of correspond-
ice. As the Court is a Court of Record, Mr.
arry had better at once take into considera-
>n the increased accommodation which the
cords of this Court will demand; that the
iportant decisions on shop-fronts, flues,
imneys, &c., may be handed down to future
quisitive antiquaries.

The point, however, which I wish to notice
this, architects, surveyors, and builders,

e not lawyers, and though Vitruvius orders
ey should acquire a, quantumsuff'. of legal lore,
know when their buildings are according to
v, I think he would have fretted and fumed
some of the legal building vexations of the
jsent Act. A barrister, therefore, sitting
the head of a Court, becomes a formidable
rsonage to a plaintiff or defendant, who has
ly his own professional knowledge to act
on. He could discuss the practical bearings
the case with the referees, but dreads the
al points which may unexpectedly be raised,
ie consequence is, that cases ‘have been
idueted by solicitors and even barristers,
1 hours consumed in arguing all the legal
rks and subtleties looked upon as points of
'* when the real gist of the case, if left to the
erees, would have been seen and decided at
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once. I think it would be better had the Court
more of a professional than a legal character.
Another grievance connected with this legal

character of the Court is the system which has
been adopted of payment by fees. I am not
about to characterize the charges as exorbi-
tant or unjust, but certainly as unprofessional
(architecturally speaking), and vexatious. The
system ot making a separate charge for each
letter, interview, plan, &c., inevitably suggests
the idea of making business. I am aware that
these fees pay the office expenses of clerks and
establishment, but many of the charges are so
unusual (for instance, the charge for reading
letters sent to the office, or for making an in-
quiry of a clerk), that it is much to he Regretted
that some other system had not been adopted.
1 bat it may not be thought I am exaggerating,
and as it is to be hoped that these bills will be
shortly only matter of history, perhaps you
would like to preserve one as a relic in your
journal. Your readers may smile at it, but the
wry faces with which a circle of professional
friends received it, would have been a study
for Hogarth. J

1845. £' Sf fj >

July 18. Mr. L. requesting the opinion
of the official referees .... 016

,, 23. Registrar, in reply 0 1 0
m 25. Minute of interview with clerk 0 10
,, 28. Mr. L.'s letters, stating his

application 02 6
Feb. 1. Registrar, in reply 0 2 0

I fear I have trespassed too much on yourcolumns, but the subject of the new Act isdaMy increasing in interest to (ho public at
-

1 disclaim all intention of raisins an
indiscriminate outcry against it, and in the
observations that I have made I have endea-
voured to point out one cause, arising from the
constitution of the Court, why it has failed to
give satisfaction to the profession and to the
public, with a view that those who undertake
he revising of the Act may be aware that
there are grounds of dissatisfaction, not merely
Willi the scheduled enactments respecting build-
ings, hut also with the constitution of the board
i here are many other points which I have not
yet mentioned, relating to the same subject.

,.y objections may appear trifling and cap
lions, but it is these galling trifles rubbing and
fretting one, wlnle they distract our attention
Horn other professional occupations, that often
cause more annoyance than the serious diffi-
culties of ones life.— I am, Sir, &<?.,

or i\r , , . ,

Thomas Little.
North uinberland-street, Nevv-road.

THE TERRA-COTTA CHURCH AT PLATTNEAR MANCHESTER.
' ’

rr, 0 8 4
I he above needs no comment.
Another consideration which affects the con-

stitution of the Court is the power which the
registrar has, of allowing the duties of the
office to be performed by only one of the re-
ferees, under the 82nd section. The unex-
pected wish of one of the referees to retire, and
the delay which has occurred in appointing his
successor, have of course made it absolutely
necessary hitherto, in many cases, that one re-
feree only should act

;
and it is possible that

on many occasions this must be the case
;
still,

throughout all the portions of the Act, the official
referees are spoken of conjointly. In all cases of
disputes or appeals, both referees should hear
thestatements,or ifari option is to be given upon
the subject, that option should he given to the
parties litigant, and not to the registrar. It
would be better, however, that there should ho
no option, as it might appear invidious to ob-
ject. There are also many obvious reasons
why these cases which are cases of appeal,
should be discussed before both referees. Not
the least, perhaps, is on account of the extra-
ordinary judicial and executive powers which
the board possesses under the Act at present,
but which it is to be hoped will not be allowed
to remain. The awards have all the power
of an Order of Court of the Queen’s Bench,
there is, in fact, no appeal allowed to that
Court, or any other Court, upon the subject,
however aggrieved the party may conceive
himself by the result of the award. By the
production alone of this award before a ma-
gistrate of the district, the justice is required
to issue his warrant to levy the amount upon
the goods and chattels; or if the party awarded
against be a poor man, and his goods and
chattels are not sufficient, he is ordered to
imprison him till the amount is paid, or the
Insolvent Debtor Court discharge him. All
this too may be done even in the absence or
non-attendance of the party accused. One is

at a loss to understand how such arbitrary and
really unconstitutional powers, could have been
given by a legislature of the present day to a
board, without at the same time providing
some security and restriction.

It has been stated, indeed, that there is no
clause in the Act protecting the official referees
from an action-at-law, for an injury which
any person may think he incurs by the effect
of an award. It would require more legal
knowledge than I possess to reply to this, but
it is evident the enacting clauses give the re-
ferees the great power which I have alluded to

both over persons and things. I doubt if there
is any other Court in the kingdom whose de-
crees are therefore so uncontrolled as this. If
the Court is to be a Court of law, let us at
least have all the protections of appeal, &c.,
which the old customs of the kingdom throw
around the suitors,

Some notice of the use of terra-cotta as a
building material has already appeared in this
journa!/ Having lately had an opportunity
of examining a church, now in progress, iu
which that material is employed, we are able
to say something about its capabilities, as there
apparent. The church at Platt is bein°^
erected from the designs of Mr. Sharp, who
was the architect of a church at Lever-bridge,
near BoIton-le-Moors, previously noticed, also’
built of terra-cotta. The plan consists of nave
and aisles, chancel, a sacristy, south of the
chancel and a tower at the south-west of
the nave. The style is decorated. The archi-
tect has probably had many restrictions to
contend with, to which we may attribute the
slightness of the internal piers, and increase of
distance between the buttresses. The tower
is united to the aisle by a lofty arch, which is
worthy of praise. The church has more than
the usual amount of decoration, and ornament
is introduced with good effect in capitals and
buttresses. The windows have two lights with
foliated heads, and are, in the aisles, of two
varieties. The design is evidently the pro-
duction of a clever man, but we are compelled
to express an unfavourable opinion of its exe-
cution.—Each separate piece of the terra-cotta
is cast to the required form, and is much about
the same size as a corresponding block of stone.
Every piece is hollow, being, as it appeared, after-
wards filled or backed up with concrete. They
are all nothing more than pots, and from the
trial we made, seem to have less cohesive power
than brick. Nevertheless, they are made to
support great weights. The piers of the
church, which, as we have said, appear re-
markably slender, are entirely composed of
these pots. The plan is the clustre of four
shafts. There are the usual defects incidental to
the burning

;
parts of the mullions are out of

the perpendicular, and the lines of the window-
sill undulate in a very unsatisfactory manner.
Indeed, the whole building, though good in
design, and not deficient in ornament, will not
bear a near approach. The face of each piece
is scored with lines to imitate the tooling;
and the mortar joints are large, and obtrud-*
ing.

In any building, however excellent some of
its qualities may be, it is not sufficient that it
have good outline, well-conceived details, and,
as in this case, richness of colour. Unless
every closer inspection brings forth fresh
objects to admire, unless the skilful hand is
apparent, the result is disappointment rather
than delight, and regret that the mind of the
artist should have conceived in vain. Every
child is able to detect the difference between a
wavy and a straight line; where it is obviously
the intention to have the latter, it should be as
nearly a mathematical line, as it is possible to
make it, and for this masonry is best adapted.
The stone arris may be chipped or corroded
by the weather, but the line is only broken, it
is still continued in the eye, and appears what
it was intended. But in this church the failure
is evident, and the dissatisfaction consequently
immediate. Far better it is to build with less
ornament, but with success, however small the

* Vide ante, pp. 202 and 2U,
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attempt. The more elaborate structure may

please the traveller, from his post-chaise, but

will not satisfy those, whose praise the architect

is most desirous of receiving, that ol his

brother artists, of men of education and re-

finement of taste.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF FULHAM AND
PUTNEY.

Siu —The simple act of casting a stone

into a pool, and watching the circling eddies

and agitation its fall has caused in the other-

wise stagnant water, is an universal and fa-

vourite amusement of children, and is also

contemplated by the philosopher with consi-

derable attention ;
but the moral effect pro-

duced by a well-directed blow at the supine-

ness of parishes and other unwieldy stagnant

bodies, is watched with much greater interest

by bystanders, and its influence ranges far

beyond the locality where the blow is first

given.

I am induced to make these remarks from

observing in The Builder of Nov. 22nd,

a letter from “ Observator,” on the improve-

ment of Fulham, which, it appears, had been

written on his observing in The Times news-

paper, an account of improvements that have

been commenced in the parish of Chelsea, and

are affecting parts far beyond that locality.

I perfectly agree with “ Observator, that

“ Fulham much needs improvement from

my residing at Putney I am obliged to pass

daily through Fulham on my way to town,

and am forced to notice the crooked, narrow,

and dangerous lanes (they cannot be called

roads) leading from Putney bridge to the

other side of the town of Fulham. The au-

thorities at Fulham have only one excuse to

offer for their supineness, viz., “ Habit is

every thing,” and they have been so long ac-

customed to twist and turn the tortuous wind-

ings of the present approach to the river, that

they cannot now see any absurdity in it
;
but

how the proprietors of Putney bridge can be

so short-sighted and blind to their intei'ests, as

not to perceive the importance and advantages

to them of a straight and easy access to their

bridge, I cannot conceive. Nothing would

improve the town of Fulham so much as a

straight, wide, and easy access to the river
;

the town would become healthier and cleaner,

Serty more valuable, and more on a par

the improving localities of Chelsea and

Brompton. I hope, therefore, its inhabitants

and the proprietors of Putney bridge, will take

a hint from what has been done at Chelsea,

immediately bestir themselves, and pull toge-

ther to obtain a local Act for improvement,

which will eventually tend to their mutual be-

nefit.—I am, Sir, &c., H.
Putney, Nov. 24th, 1845.

STIR IN THE WESTMINSTER COURT OF
SEWERS.

On Friday, the 21st inst., a very numerous

assemblage of the commissioners took place.

In the absence of Mr. Edward Willoughby
the chair was occupied by Captain Bague.

The balance at the bankers was declared to be

17,062/. 7s. 9d. After much routine business

had been transacted, and an application from

Mr. Pennethorne, calling upon the Court to

carry out an implied understanding as to the St,

Giles’s improvements, granted, the impor-

tant business of the day commenced,— to con

sider and sanction the resolutions passed at

the Court on the 14th instant. (See page 561

ante.')

Mr. Doull, the assistant-surveyor, the gen

tleman most seriously affected by the pro-

ceedings of the Court on the 14th inst., had

addressed a letter to the Court, which was

read by the clerk, 31 commissioners voting

that it should be read, and 6 against it.

It set forth that, about ten years ago, he was
appointed chief surveyor, Mr. Dowley having
ceased to retain that office; that Mr. Dowley
re-entered the service as assistant-surveyor,

and that afterwards, their appointments wer
reversed by the Court. That after this, he was
harassed by motions for his dismissal, and re
solved to tender his resignation. “ Upoi
this,” said the writer, “ I was most strenuously
urged not to think for a moment of resigning,
and I received, particularly from the late

chairman, Mr. T. L. Donaldson, the most
high-sounding declarations of friendship and

professional brotherhood and esteem
;
and was

most positively assured by Mr. Allason in re-

iterated terms, that the committee were bound

to support me, to make a most favourable

report of ray services, and most honourable

mention of me, and that I ought by no means

to think of resigning.”

The letter terminated with the following:—
“ After having given up a beneficial and in-

creasing practice and connection, not possible

now to be regained, in which I had acquired,

I presume I may say deservedly so, an unsul-

lied reputation, both professional and private

;

and having spent the last and best ten years of

the prime of my life in your service, in which,

I can truly say, I have constantly used the

most vigorous and unremitting exertions, in

the faithful discharge of all the duties entrusted

to me, it is now proposed to turn me adrift

on the world, with an implied stigma on my
character, and thereby perhaps cause me to be

a ruined man, although not one single charge

of misconduct or impropriety in any shape can

be established, or has ever been attempted to

be made against me. ”

Mr. T. L. Donaldson wished Mr. Doull might

be called into court: when he arrived,

—

Mr. Donaldson stated, that he had taken the

liberty of suggesting that Mr. Doull should be

present to hear what observations he had to

make upon his letter, which contained serious

accusations against him
;
and as the character

of a public man was public property, he trusted

the Court would pardon him for making a few

observations on that letter. He took particular

objection to the words “ high-sounding decla-

rations of friendship and professional brother-

hood and esteem.” He had every reason to

respect the personal character of Mr. Doull

:

he was a man of the highest integrity, and of

the most amiable manners
;
he and Mr. Doull

had been for several years connected as officers

of the Court, but in private matters never;

and he thought it was injudicious in Mr. Doull

to use the words “ high-sounding declarations

of friendship and esteem.” More than the

opinion that he entertained, as chairman of the

Court, for the officers of, the Court, he never

professed. The officers had been in the habit

of coming to his house to ask his opinion, and

he considered that these meetings were private

and confidential communications ; not that he

cared personally that they were to come before

the world. At the period alluded to, Mr. Doull

did come to him, and said the motion was of

such a nature as to induce him to resign the

appointment rather than be exposed to any

further molestations. He (Mr. Donaldson)

said that he naturally felt for him as an officer

of the Court, for the position in which he was

placed, and expressed an interest for him as a

professional brother. Mr. Doull then replied

that he had made up his mind, and would send

in his resignation
;

to which lie (Mr. Donald-

son) urged, that that would be a recognition

of the charge against him ;
for he did not know

what might be the result ofthe inquiry, or what

modification might be made in the appoint-

ment. Mr. Doull did not resign
;
the argu-

ments he (Mr. Donaldson) had used to hiiuhad

prevailed. But when he (Mr. Donaldson) knew
the result of the investigation, he then told

Mr. Doull that he thought he ought to resign.

So that Mr. Doull was incorrect in saying that

he had, in every case, been most strongly urged

by him not to resign.
' Mr. Allason, seeing that he also was impli-

cated by Mr. Doull in his letter, said, that when

Mr. Doull came to his house after the first

meeting of the committee, it was impossible for

him, Mr. A., to have used the words attributed

to him. He was quite sure that it was the

disposition of every member of the committee

to do ample justice to him as a man, but

although he was not present at the meeting, he

fully concurred in their report
;
that as an

assistant-surveyor, he, Mr. Doull, was incom-

petent, and that the committee was not to be

found fault with for having so determined.

He, Mr. Allason, was certain,that no individual

could be found more fitting for the duties Mr.
Doull had since that period been called upon to

perform, but the resolutions of the Court,

passed at the instance of Mr. Leslie, were
evidently the cause of Mr. Doull’s dismissal,

and could not be imputed to him or any other

member of that committee.

Mr. Leslie thought that in the attempt at

exculpating himself and the committee from

the charges Mr. Doull had brought against

that body, Mr. Allason had no right to incul-

pate him, who was taking no part in the ex-

traordinary proceedings going on. The reso-

lutions he had carried in that Court were for

the benefit and security of the public, but not

at the expense of Mr. Doull or any other

officer.

Mr. Doull being asked if he had any remarks

to make, said he had very few words to offer

to the Court, because very few were necessary.

So far from there being any breach of con-

fidence in the statements he had made, he felt

justified in the course he had pursued. He
saw little or nothing contradicted of those

statements, and so far from the conversations

being of a private or confidential nature, he

felt that they had taken place under circum-

stances which left him at full liberty to make
any use he pleased of them. He wished to al-

lude to a conversation with the present chair-

man, Mr. Edward Willoughby, but the Court

thought as Mr. Willoughby was not present,

Mr. Doull could not do so. Mr. Doull then

said he could only repeat his statements, and

he challenged contradiction of a single word ;

he considered that not one fact in his letter

had been contradicted, nor could he. It had

been a matter of regret that he had been com-

pelled to name the two gentlemen who had

spoken, and many, no doubt, would consider

it an act of temerity on his part
;
but the time

had arrived when it will not do to mince

matters.

On Mr. Le Breton, proceeding to move that

the orders of Court be sanctioned, Mr. Herts-

let being called upon, stated, that he never

knew an order of Court to be sanctioned, and

in reply to Mr. Donaldson, he said he could

find no precedent. Mr. Leslie objected to an

order of aCourt of Record requiring a sanction,

except in those cases where necessary for the

public security as concerning outlays of the

public money; but in those cases, there was a

previous order of Court, compelling that safe-

guard to the public
;
but in this instance the

order of Court for sanctioning came subse-

quently to the orders having been recorded.

Mr. T. L. Donaldson thought that Mr.

Leslie was out of Court, he had not interferred

in the discussion. The fact was, a string of

resolutions were concatenated together in a

hurried manner, and there was no idea that

the votes of the previous Court were to be con-

sidered as a definite conclusion. He had no

idea when he came to the previous Court, that

he should have been called upon to take

the part he did, and therefore he thought that

appending those resolutions to the business

paper of the present was a proper and whole-

some regulation.

Mr. Fuller said that these proceedings

were the first public acknowledgment that

Mr. Leslie’s statements in his pamphlet were

accurate, l’he resolution of the last Court,

now to be sanctioned, stated that the surveyors

department was inefficient. Mr. Leslie, had

declared over and over again in this Court

that it was inefficient
;

inefficient in the dig-

ging, by means of which a much larger

quantity of digging was paid for to the con-

tractors than they had executed, and that

warrants of distress had been signed in this

Court to sell the beds from under the poor

rate-payers to pay for this inefficiency. What
would the Secretary of State say, when having

sent for the answers to the allegations broughl

against this commission, he heard that the}

had dismissed their surveyors for inefficienc}

immediately after the promised answer was

drawn up. Then, again, at the very momeni

when the Court was to appear in a trial al

law, to determine whether the contractor oi

his sureties, or the rate-payers of the division

were to pay for the failure of the sewer in tht

Gloucester-road, Paddington, that momen
was selected to break up and discharge th<

surveyors, and a resolution come to (in ordei

to get rid of Mr. Phillips), that there shoulc

be no assistant-surveyors at all.

Mr. Ilawkes stated, that as he was absen

from the preceding Court, the resolutions hac

come upon him with surprise. He should b<

glad to be informed what were the grounds

upon which the Court determined the ineffi

ciency of their surveyors. He would grant

that if Mr. Dowley could not deny the truth o

Mr. Phillips’s entry in the Book of Informa

tions, as to the abominably filthy condition o

the sewers, there were good grounds for de

daring the surveyors’ department was ineffi



cient; but Mr. Leslie’s pamphlet had nothing;

to do with the matter. As to the public think-

ing; they had been robbed in the manner of

taking the account of the digging, why the

professional members of the Court thought it

was the very best bargain that could be made
for the public. Mr. Phillips’s entry in the

Book of Informations of the 3rd of October,

declaring vast numbers of the sewers to be
nothing better than elongated cesspools, was
then read, and Mr. Hawkes called upon the

Court to require Mr. Dowley to say whether
the statement was true or not.

Capt. Bague agreed with Mr. Hawkes as to

Mr. Dowley being called into Court to clear

up the matter.

Mr. Donaldson objected. He thought it had
nothing to do with the business before the

Court. They were deficient of one sur-

veyor by the resignation of Mr. Hawkins;
Mr. Dowley was absent for many months in

the year on account of illness; reports for

Beveral months had been delayed, and on these

simple grounds he contended the surveyors’

department was inefficient.

Mr. Bouverie said, he thought the Court
was pursuing a very unaccountable course.

Mr. Le Breton, the mover, gave them no
statements as to acts of inefficiency in any
charge that could be met. The late chairman,
Mr. Donaldson, did not throw any light upon
the subject, he merely informed them that

Mr. Dowley had frequent attacks of gout, and
was behind in his reports, and on these grounds
the Court was called upon to sanction an order
which had the effect of breaking up the whole
of the surveyors’ department. He considered
the Court was placing itself in a very awkward
position before the public.

Mr. Lc Breton, as the mover of the resolu-
tion, wished to say a few words in explanation
of not giving the reasons why they had arrived
at the conclusion now cavilled at. At the
former Court the late chairman, Mr. Donald-
son, and his successor, Mr. Willoughby, had
both declared the surveyors’ department was
inefficient, and it was carried nem.con. Now
when the subject was to-day brought forward
for confirmation, a mere matter of form, they
hesitated, although they knew perfectly well the

,

surveyors were inefficient. Since he had had
the honour to be appointed a commissioner of
sewers, he had discharged his duty. He
thought it was useless to go back to inquire
what had been done by their predecessors in

that Court, in the year 1829; no good could
arise from that inquiry, and he assured the
Court that as long as he (Mr. Le Breton) be-
longed to their body, he would support that
body (hear, hear,) and when he intended to

make an attack upon them, he would go out
from among them.
Mr. Leslie wished to ask Mr. Le Breton, as

he had introduced the subject of his recent
appointment by the Lord Chancellor as a
commissioner of sewers, whether there was
any truth in the report that he (Mr. Le Breton)
had, as clerk to the Board of Guardians of
St. Martin’s parish, been sent by the parochial
authorities with a list of twelve names, to the
Lord Chancellor, for insertion in the commis-
sion

;
that ultimately not one of the twelve

was inserted, but that his, Mr. Le Breton’s,
name was inserted by the commission.
Mr. Le Breton said it was not true.

Mr. Hawkes said it was not far from the

truth.

The question as to the inefficiency of the
surveyors’ department was then sanctioned by
thirteen votes : no one of the great number
of commissioners present voted against the

motion.

Mr. Le Breton and Mr. Donaldson moved,
“ That the Court do now sanction and con-
form the order of Court of the 14th inst.

;
that

a new chief surveyor be appointed, but that

Mr. Dowley should be retained as consulting
surveyor, at a salary of 200/. per annum.”
Mr. Harrison supported the motion. He

assured the Court that the matter had nothing
to do with Mr. Leslie’s pamphlet, but arose
entirely from the resignation of Mr. Hawkins.
Carried by 1 4 to 1

.

Mr. Le Breton then moved “ That from and
after Ladv-day, the services of the present as-

sistant-surveyor, Mr. Doull, be dispensed with,
and the office abolished.” Mr. Le Breton de-
clared it did not arise from any thing personal
to Mr. Doull, but it was a consequence of the
recent alterations in the arrangements made
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by the Court. Mr. L. E.Wood seconded the mo-
tion, which was carried by 7 votes to 5. A
great many commissioners present did not
vote.

Mr. Le Breton then moved and Mr. Allason
seconded, “ That the Court do now sanction
and confirm the order of Court of the 14th
inst., viz., that there be no other than the
consulting surveyor, in addition to the chief
surveyor, hereafter to be appointed.” Carried
by 11 votes.

Mr. Le Breton gave the following notices of
motion for the next Court, Friday, the 28th
November, “That Mr. Dowley’s present salary
be continued till Lady-day That the salary
of the chief surveyor, to be appointed in pur-
suance of the order of Court of the 14th day
of November, and confirmed this day, be 600/.
per annum

;
and that measures be taken to

invite candidates to apply for the office.”

THE EGG-SHAPED SEWER.

Sir,— Will you allow me to offeryou a correc-
tion of the figure given onpage503,as to the out-
line of the section of a culvert or sewer. The
object is to construct a figure of two semi ovals
upon the same conjugate diameter, the length
of the whole figure 46 inches, and its greatest
breadth 30 inches, the radius of the curve at
one extremity of the transverse diameter being
12 inches, of that at the other extremity
9 inches. For the upper half of the figure a
second radius is taken, 13 inches, which gives
a figure very closely resembling a semi-ellipse,
the semi- transverse diameter of which I find
by calculation to be 20*307 inches. Subtracting
this result fiora the whole length of the figure,
46 inches, there remain 25-693 inches, for the
semi-transverse diameter of the lower h 1 f of
the figure : in which figure we have thus given

the two diameters and one radius. The other
radius is therefore determinable, and 1 find it

to be by calculation 35-223 inches, instead of
38 inches, as given in your correspondent’s
diagram. Five dimensions are all that are
necessary to construct the figure, instead of six,

as there given. I subjoin the construction with
the dimensions attached. I confess I am not
aware of the rule by which an oval may be
constructed so as to approximate most nearly
to an ellipse upon the same axis, and I should
be grateful for information on that point;

I am, Sir, &c. Q.
Islington, October 30.

Sir, — In the latter part of “ E. E. E.’s”
letter in The Buii.der of the 15th inst., he
says, “ Probably Mr. Roe, if applied to, would
state whether it was his invention (the egg-
shaped drain), or whether he received the idea

from any other person.”
For the information of“ E E. E.” I beg to

say, that a drain is now in existence through
the principal street of Bridgwater (draining
one of the greatest nuisances, as it once existed,

into the river Perrot) of the egg shape
;

it

was built by Mr. Hutchins, a mason (who is

now living), upwards of twenty years since; is

one of the most perfect construction, and
does its office with but a trifling fall, to the im-
mense advantage and comfort of the above
town.— i am, Sir, &c., J. G.

Cannington, near Bridgwater, Nov. 20th.

The Guage Commission — Mr. Hudson
was examined last Saturday before this Com-
mission. He is decidedly in favour of the

narrow guage, on the pleas of safety, speed,

economy, and convenience for traffic.

GREAVES’S BLUE LIAS LIME.

In connection with the subject of concrete,

recently mooted in our page3, and the use of
strong hydraulic ground lime, a correspondent
has reminded us of the above material, and
having used much of it, yve gladly take the

opportunity to mention it.

It is generally admitted that blue lias lime
makes the best hydraulic mortar that can be
obtained, and decidedly the best concrete. It

is always stipulated for in the Holhorn sewers,

and has been lately used as a concrete bed for a
reservoir at Kensington for the Grand Junction
W ater Works, with success. W e have several

times used the blue lias cement also, and have
found it a good material; it is 6elf-coloured.

Standard Hundred of Dkals.-'-A tim-
ber merchant writes, in answer to a corre-
spondentlast week, as follows:—You name 120
12 feet deals as a standard hundred. The
standard hundred as usually accepted, means
the Petersburg standard, viz

,
120— 12 feet

1 J
inch, by 11 inches. There is no standard
trade hundred, except 120 of any lengths

wanted; but your definition would well answer
what in common parlance would be called a
trade hundred. I presume your correspondent
has bought deals hystaudard hundred, and has
received at the rate of 12.0 12— feet U inch by
11, expecting to receive at the rate of 12U 12
leet, 3 inches by 9.

New Coal Exchange.—Application will

be made next session for an Act to rebuild on
an enlarged scale, the present Coal Exchange
in Thames-street, and to improve the avenues
leading thereto.
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EAST SUTTON CHURCH.

In continuation of our notice last week,* the

windows at large are now given, with sections

of the mouldings.

The side jambs of the great window in the

inside have columns, the shafts of which are

of the Kentish Bethersden marble
;
they are

finished as shewn on the plan at A, the space

between them being filled up with rubble wall-

ing: all the details are shewn on the print to

a scale three times larger than that of the

elevation.

The windows were, in ancient times, filled

with painted glass; from the small portion

which remains, the glass was of the same date
as the window, and of a very superior character :

it did not escape destruction during the troubles
in the reigns of Charles 1st and 2nd; at that
time the manor belonged to the celebrated Sir
Robert Filmer, author of the well known work
“Patriarcha; or, a Defence of the Natural

* See pajre 562 ante,

Power of Kings against the unnatural Liberty
of the People.”— Sir Robert, as may be sup-
posed, was a special mark for the visits of the
roundheads and republicans

;
his house was

several times plundered, and the church adjoin-

ing suffered severely from the same visits.

Among the papers of Sir Robert (which are

all carefully preserved at East Sutton), is one
which gives the date of the destruction of the

stained glass in the church. Through the

kindness of Sir Edmund Filmer, the following

account is extracted from a manuscript, sup-

posed to be in the handwriting of Anne,
daughter of Martin Hector), Bishop of Ely, and
wife of Sir Robert Filmer :

—“ July the 27th,

1643. Cornet May came to search East Sutton
belfry for arms

;
there be tore the surplice with

his own hands, took away a bible, a service book,
and a book of homilies out of the church, and
broke the glass window; then went into Sir

Robert Filmer’s house, where he would not
suffer the servants to be in the rooms where he
searched, so that the soldiers took divers things,

what they pleased, and had the linen off every

servant in the house except one.”

The windows are at present in very bad
repair; they are very much broken, and the

tracery is nearly filled with whitewash.
C. J. R.

NOTES IN LONDON.

The association for the promotion of im-

proved paving, cleansing, and drainage in

towns, have obtained permission from the

City Authorities to demonstrate, at their own
expense, for a period of two months, to what
state of perfection the streets may be kept

clean by manual labour
;
the same authorities

have granted a similar permission to the com-
pany for cleansing the streets by machinery.

Operations are to commence on the 1st of

December.—The nuisance to which we have

so frequently drawn attention, viz., the poison-

ous effluvia allowed to escape through the

gully-holes in our streets, is at length attract-
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WINDOW FROM EAST SUTTON CHURCH.

g general notice. The daily press has din ing
e past week opened their columns to several
>mplaints under this head, more particularly
•nnected with the city sewer. The cleansing
the surface of our streets, at least so far as

iblic health is concerned, will prove of small
e, while the atmosphere can be thoroughly
id constantly infected bythe subsoil. Con-
derable alterations have just been effected
St. Katherine’s Wharf, principally for the
•nvenience of persons arriving from the con-
lent. Over the old warehouse a room has
en constructed exceeding 100 feet in length,
id proportionally wide, lighted with gas, and
iving a counter along the entire length of
e place for the examination and delivery of

baggage and passengers arriving, and
iere, on an emergency, four or oven six

nding-waiters of the revenue, with their
oper complement of subordinates, c#n be
nveniently employed, thus affording un-
ualled despatch to the public in a matter of
Lich interest and importance. On Satur-

y last, the workmen completed the removal
the iron and wood railings which inclosed

3 gardens belonging to Earl Coventry, in
i Green Park, fronting Coventrv-house,
ccadilly, the whole of which are now thrown
en to the public, being an addition of three
*es of land to the Green Park. The altera-

ns of widening Piccadilly are proceeding
oidly, and will be completed in about a fort-

?ht. The laying down of the mains from
J Artesian Wells, in Trafalgar-square to the
Irdcage-walk Barracks, and from thence to

ickingham Palace, is deferred until after

irch. It is a curious circumstance, that since
L* first use of the wells the water has risen to

(additional height of 2\ feet, supposed to be
:ing to the expansion of the pores in the strata
rough which the water percolates.
ice the spring some progress has been made
lie works connected with the Victoria Park,
e whole of the wooden park paling and
n railing have been placed up, an entrance
ge on the banks of the Regent’s canal in

ihop Bonner’s fields has been erected, and
bridge which is to lead from the principal

oroaches into the park is nearly completed.
the extensive site of Bishop Bonner’s

ds three leading main roads of wide dimen-
ns are laid out, connecting with the Hack-
r, Bethnal-green, and Cambridge roads,
l on the empty spots are to be erected a
ies of villas on a uniform plan, subject
lie approbation of the Commissioners of

laid on throughout the numerous and intricate
passages of the Custom House, and also in
some of the offices on the ground floor. They
were all lighted a few days since for the first
time in consequence of the dense fog- and dark
„ ...l.' I. • 1 . .1 i.i •

he not less than 600,000.000 francs, supposing
all the companies to have obtained as they
assert, the tenth part of their capital as de-
posits. In addition to the announcement of
the adjudication of the Paris to Lyons line, the
A r ; „ .. d..i.i- ur. > i •

.ness which prevailed and the improvement
|

Minister of Public Works publishes an arrSti
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caiere in Lyons. It appears that the minister
pai ties having business to transact therein. has determined that the railway entering LyonsGreat surprise and dissatisfaction have been

|
by Vaise shall have r

‘
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• a,ac B,,iUl liav « a station in that part of
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ir
‘er ^P^meuts the town, that it shall then go by a tunnel be-
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tl° lc7 of
'

" eatli tlle mountain St. InSnee to the Cours dohe City Authorities for an intended apphea-
;
Napoleon, that at the Cours de Napoleon, and

t on to Parliament for widening certain streets, at the same station, the Lyons to Avignon line
I he block of projecting houses leading from shall take its rise; and 'that the Lyons andthe west corner of Now b amngdon Street to Avignon lino shall have another station atthe entrance of Field Lane, is unsightly,

|

another part of the town called La Guiliotiere
injurious to the tradesmen in the neighbour-

|

and that the Paris to Lyons line shall share ihehood and the cause ot daily accidents. A useofit. Thus there will be three station, serv-
site ot Copyhold Lane adjoining kmg Ed- inga, five,-three for the Paris to Lyons line,ward s Road, Hackney, has been purchased and and two for the Lyons to Avignon. The mi-taken possession of by Dr. Griffiths, the titular

j

nisterial decision will entail an enormous out-Bishop of Olena, for the erection of a Roman
|

lay upon the companies and the state. It ha,
Catholic chapel and nunnery, the discipline of

j

clearly been given, with the view of satisfyingwhich 18 to be of the Order of the Sisters
[

the pretensions of local authorities and other
ot unarity. eminent personages of the neighbourhood

;

but perhaps upon the whole, it is the best
decision that could have been given as regards
the town of Lyons, which is a long straggling
place, and therefore in need of more than one
station to accommodate its scattered popula-
tion, divided like that of London, into pretty
nearly two portions, residing in different
quarters, the mercantile and the aristocratic.
The mercantile classes (always, like agricul-
turalists, a discontented set), are not altogether
satisfied. The railway serves, it is true, three
different parts of the town, but it docs so in

a large circle, which of course, will

RAILWAY NEWS FROM FRANCE.

T he last few weeks have been very prolific
in railway events. Scarcely have four weeks
elapsed since the adjudication of the Paris to
Strasbourg and Tours to Nantes lines was
announced, and already has another minis-
terial notification been published, that the
Paris to Lyons and Creil to St. Quentin rail-
ways will be conceded on the 20th of the
next month. The 5th of December is the last
day allowed to companies for giving notice of makin^
their intentions to offer for the lease, to de-

f

make "the carriage of goods dearer. What
posit lists of their subscribers, copies of their

j

the trading, money-making people wanted,
by-laws, &c. At a subsequent period, the com-
panies will have to deposit by way of caution
money 16,000,000 francs (640,000/.) for the
Paris to Lyons line, and 3,000,000 francs
(120,000/.) for the Creil to St. Quentin.
The announcement of the adjudication of

these two important lines has caused general
satisfaction in this city. It puts an end to the
idle assertions, that the minister intended not
to execute the existing law, but to demand its

repeal, in order to concede the railways to

companies of his own choice
;
and it lessens

the alarm which is universally felt at the ab-
straction from mercantile purposes, of the im-
mense amount of capital in the hands of the

uods and Forest. .Gas has been recently
|

compani^an amount which is calculated to

was to have the station in the very middle of
them, leaving the faraway “ West^jjnders,” as
the cockney would say, and the faVaway “ Mile
Enders,” if so I may express myself, of Lyons
to shift for themselves.

With respect to the line from Creil to St.
Quentin, which is to be conceded %’ a company
on the same day as the Paris to Lyons, the
Minister of Public Works has also given a
decision as to the direction to be taken, which
has been expected for a long time with o-reat

impatience. He has decided that the line *sliall

go by the town of Chauny, and not by that of
Ham or Lacfere, both of which being' fortified

places, were strongly recommended in a mili-
tary point of view, arising from the defence of

m



Paris and the neighbouring country m case of

invasion.
. . A Fnr t v,pse

The number of companies formed tor tnese

two lines, of Paris to Lyons

Ouentin, is so long, as to be reall) P. °

Isu^here thf list of those compao.es.es

a sort of cariosity in
,ine . ch . Laffi,te

For the Pa. ts
jeune; Gauneron,

and Co., IdUnton Caton J^eun *

M ^
te!3. Ve'rdeau.ChastellustDtRou-

laTMafces dc Poste, Reeevcnrs-Gdneraur,

Francaise, Des Ingenieurs, Indcpendante, Des

Electeurs, Des Riverains, Da Commerce.

For the Creil to St. Quenl.n : Cordter,

Carette and Minguet, Colbert, Compagme du

Nttrd, Admiral Arnous, Jucherau de St. Denis,

IV1 aftres de Poste, Compagoie de Jonction,

Compagnie de l’Oise. If all these companies

remain independent, the maximum of the leases

of the two railways, which is fixed at forty-five

years for the Paris to Lyons, and seventy-five

for Creil to St. Quentin, will he very consider-

ably reduced bv their competition. But it is

certain, that before the day of adjudication,

“fusions,” as they are designated, will be

effected, and the nineteen companies for Lyons

will be amalgamated into one, or perhaps two

or three companies; whilst the companies for

Creil to St. Quentin will become one, or at the

very outside two.

Such has been the case with the Tours to

Nantes, and Paris to Strasbourg companies.

Those lines have to be conceded the 25th Pso-

vember; Saturday sen’night the companies de-

sirous to obtain the lease of them, had to make

themselves known to the Ministry of Public

Works. Before that day, T.ours to Nantes had

nineeorapanies, and Paris to Strasbourg eleven.

Late on Friday, these companies became re-

duced to two for each line. A “ fusion' anni-

hilated the separate existence of the Nantes

companies of Mackenzie, Carette-Minguet,

O’Neill, Drouillard, De Raigecourt, Lefevre,

Delamarre, and the Basse Loire, leaving only

the Post Horse Masters’ Company indepen-

dent.

A similar “ fusion ” of the Strasbourg compa-

nies took in the separate companies of tlin-

gerlot, Ganneron, Gantil et ,Fol, Rothschild

and the Messageries, Bechet, Odiot, Arnons

do Hell, Doudeauville, and Laforce, leaving

only the company of General d’Anthouard.

These fusions have not been managed as they

should have been. By leaving out a company

for each line, the great amalgamated compa-

nies are threatened with opposition, which

perhaps may become sufficiently formidable

to carry away the prize. The most opposite

statements are made as to the terms on which

“ fusions ” have been effected. The truth is,

that no one except two or three of the principal

directors themselves know any thing veryposi-

tive/// about it. However, I have good autho-

rity for saying that the Strasbourg “ fusion

gave more than half the shares to the companies

Gentil Fol, Ganneron, and Hinguerlot, and

that the other companies share the other half

in various proportions. On theNantes “fusion

the companies of O'Neill, Drouillard, Raige-

court and Lefevre, have one-half of the shares,

the Mackenzie and Carette companies have

nearly two-thirds of the remaining half, and

the other companies the other third.

Paris, Nov. 1845

An investigation into the origin of these

mysterious remains of a far-distant age has

been o-oing on for some years past among Irish

antiquaries, and many are the theories which

have been promulgated with the view of eluci-

dating their date and meaning. Our own co-

lumns have on more than one occasion con-

tained the speculations of intelligent corre-

spondents, whose personal research, both into

buildings and into documents, and whose ap-

peals to facts and actual admeasurements, bore

testimony to their zeal and industry.

Mr. Petrie, an Irish antiquary of good stand-

ing and repute, and who has devoted much of

his time for years past to subjects kindred to

the one in question, has lately published an ela-

borate and learned memoir on the origin and

use of these structures. Our limits prevent us

fiom even giving a summary, of the data on

which he founds his deductions, so numerous

are they, and so interwoven with each other; we

therefore content ourselves with giving simply

the results of his investigations, and those too

in his own words.
“ The towers have been all subjected to a

careful examination, and their peculiarities ac-

curately noticed; while our ancient records,

and every other probable source of informa-

tion, have been searched for such facts or

notices as might contribute to throw light upon

their history. I have even gone further: I have

examined, for the purpose of comparison with

the towers, not only all the vestiges of early

Christian architecture remaining in Ireland,

but also those of monuments of known or pro-

bable pagan origin. The results, I trust, will

he found satisfactory, and will suffice to esta-

blish, beyond all reasonable doubt, the follow-

ing conclusions:

—

1 . That the towers are of Christian and

ecclesiastical origin, and were erected at va-

rious periods between the fifth and thirteenth

centuries. 2. That they were designed to

answer, at least, a twofold use, namely, to serve

as belfries, and as keeps, or places of strength,

in which the sacred utensils, books, relics, and

other valuables were deposited, and into which

the ecclesiastics, to whom they belonged, could

retire for security in cases of sudden predatory

attack. 3. That they were probably also

used, when occasion required, as beacons and

watch-towers.

These conclusions, which have been already

advocated separately by many distinguished

antiquaries—among whom areMolyneux, Led-

wich, Pinkerton Sir Walter Scott, Montmo-

of several of the towers, with the names and

eras of their founders.”— pp. 4

—

6 .

We would refer those who desire further in-

formation on this very interesting subject, and

a knowledge of the data, which led Mr. Petrie

to the above conclusions, to the work itself.

Incidentally, it contains much valuable infor-

mation on' the antiquity, and general charae-

j

teristics, of Irish ecclesiastical remains (pro -

1

fusely illustrated); and to this we shall hereafter

refer.

AWARDS OF OFFICIAL REFEREES.

V1CI1, A 1URC1 U/U - ' 1 1

,-enci, Brewer, and Otway—will be proved by

the following evidences :

—

Institution or Buiiders’ Foremen.—
One of the great objects of this association is

to obtain an asylum for decayed members, their

widows and orphans (a most praiseworthy de-

sire), and we sincerely hope that the master

builders may be led to aid them in realizing

it. Alone, they are not likely to effect the

object in view for a long time to come, but

with a little assistance and advice it might

soon he accomplished. More good is done by

leading men to providefor themselves, thereby

inducing habits of prudence and forethought,

than by doing all for them at the last moment.

Baths and Wash-houses for the La-

bouring Classes.—We observe there is to be

a public dinner at the London Tavern, on

Tuesday, Dec. 16th, to celebrate the laying of

the foundation-stone of the first model esta-

blishment: the Lord Mayor will be in the

chair. The proceeds will of course be applied

to increase the funds for the building, arid we
hope in so good a cause the attendance will be
numerous.

IQ Following CUUCliaia.

For the first conclusion, namely, that the

towers are of Christian origin:— 1. The
towers are never found unconnected with

ancient ecclesiastical foundations. 2. Their

architectural styles exhibit no features or

peculiarities not equally found in the original

churches with which they are locally con-

nected, when such remain. 3. On several of

them Christian emblems are observable, and

others display in the details a style of architec-

ture universally acknowledged to beof Christian

origin. 4. They possess, invariably, architec-

tural features not found in any buildings in

Ireland ascertained to be of pagan times.

For the second conclusion, namely, that

they were intended to serve the double purpose

of belfries and keeps, or castles, for the uses

already specified l. Their architectural con-

struction, as will appear, eminently favours

this conclusion. 2. A variety of passages, ex-

tracted from our annals and other authentic

documents, will prove that they were con-

stantly applied to both these purposes.

For the third conclusion, namely, that they

may have also been occasionally used as bea-

cons and watch-towers :—l. There are some

historical evidences which render such an

hypothesis extremely probable. 2. The ne-

cessity which must have existed in early

Christian times for such beacons and watch-

towers, and the perfect fitness of the round

towers to answer such purposes, will strongly

support this conclusion.

These conclusions—or, at least, such of

them as presume the towers to have had a

Christian origin, and to have served the pur-

pose of a belfry— will be further corroborated

by the uniform and concurrent tradition of theoy me uuuuuu a..u . -

country, and, above all, by authentiaevidences

which shall be adduced relative tcroe erection

TANNERS AND LEATHER-DRESSERS’
DRYING SHEDS.

Mr. J. G. Hepburn addressed the referees

in October last, on the part of persons carrying

on business as tanners anti curriers in Ber-i

mondsey, who, in erecting buildings for the,

purposes of their trade, had received notice:

that such buildings being of timber, &c., were

not coniformable to the Act. He submitted;

“ that Buildings used by them for workshops or

drying places, are included in Schedule B part 1

of 7 & 8 Viet. c. 84, under the words ‘ all

other buildings exempted by any Act of Purlia

ment from the operation ot the Act passed ini

the 14th year of his late Majesty King George

the Third, and by this Act repealed,’ and that:

therefore they are by Section 5 exempted from:

the provisions of Schedule D, the grounds foe

this opinion are that by the 14 Geo. III. c. 7°,

such workshops or drying places were con-

stituted into a class called the 7 th class, and

were by the same Act (Sections 20 and 21,

virtually exempted from the operation of the

Act, by being expressly allowed to be built of

any dimensions and of any materials, whereas;

all the othersix classes of buildings referred tc

in the Act, were expressly restricted and limited

as to their dimensions and as to the materials

of which the buildings were to be composed,

It is true that buildings of the 7th class

were prohibited from being covered with pitcl

or tar, but it is submitted that not withstanding

this, they are fairly and properly considered

as forming an exemption from the operatioi

of the Act, the design and object of whiel

was to provide for the dimension of buildings

and the materials of which they should b(

built.
''

. .

The construction contended for, being as

sumed as correct, the workshops and drjing

places of tanners, curriers, and leather-dresser:

will come under the provisions of bection Jt

of 7 & 8 Viet., c. 84, and will he subject t«

survey by the official referees, independent!;

of the restrictions imposed by Schedule D a

to walls, and the question will then be whethe-

the intended building can be erected
^

wui

due regard to the security of the public.

It was stated, that if the referees decide,

that these workshops were included withir

Schedule D, the consequence to these trade

would be so great as to compel them, tor th

necessary purposes of their manufacture, t

locate themselves beyond the limits of th

Metropolitan Building Act, although the prin

dual manufacture of the kingdom in thes

branches is now carried on in Southwark an

Bermondsey, and for which these places ar,

eligible both as respects their situation an

the inhabitants residing there, consistini

chiefly of workmen and others employed l

these manufactures.

Mr. Heskelh, the district surveyor, con

tended in reply,

“ lstly. That such buildings were not ex

empted'from the operation ot the Act of I4t :

Geo. III. c. 78, but only from certain of th

provisions thereof, and

2ndly. That if they were exempted froi

the operation of the said Act, they were s

exempted by an Act which is repealed as fi

as relates to that part which is alleged to hav

so exempted them, and therefore they mui

he regarded in that light in which they woul

have been regarded if such alleged exemptio

had never existed.”

The referees determined, Nov. 7th, thi

workshops and drying sheds used by tanner

curriers, and leather-dressers, are not include

in Schedule B, part 1, ofthesaid Act, as bein

buildings exempted by any Act of Parliamei

from the operation of the Act passed in tr

fourteenth year of his late Majesty, Kir

George III., and by the said Metropolis

Buildings Act repealed— and that the sa
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workshops and drying sheds are not exempt
from the ordinary rules and provisions of the
said Metropolitan Buildings Act as to party-
walls and external walls, or in any other re-
spect.”

Costs to be paid by the applicants.

PROJECTIONS.
Mr. Tufnell, M.P., of 37, Curzon-street,

May Fair, desired to make a certain addition
to the portico of the said dwelling-house, that
is to say, to fix a zinc and glass (all inclosed)
green-house or verandah, for which he had
the assent of the adjoining tenants on each
side

;
the said green-house being in the centre

of the house, and at a distance from the next
houses.

Mr. Foxhall, district surveyor, objected to
allow the projection to be made without the
special permission of the referees. The award
was, “ that inasmuch as the proposed addition
is to be built of proper and sufficient fire-proof
materials, and inasmuch as it will be removed
so far from the adjoining buildings on every
side thereof, as not to obstruct the light and
air, or be otherwise injurious to the owners or
occupiers of such buildings, and inasmuch as
such addition is not to project into the street
so as to overhang or otherwise to encroach
upon the public way, and is not to extend
laterally beyond the portico, over which it is

proposed to be built, if such addition be made
so that the water therefrom shall not drip upon
the public way, then the same will not be con-
trary to the said Act.”

Costs to be paid by Mr. Tufnell.
With the greatest respect for the excellent

district surveyor, we cannot understand on what
ground he thought it necessary to send this
case to the referees.

OPERATION OF LOCAL ACTS.

A stone eagle having been lately set up by
Messrs. Baily, of Royal Exchange-buildings,
Cornhill, which overhangs the public way a
little “ beyond the extension of the coping' at
the top of the house,” was objected to by the
Commissioners of Pavements. It was formerly
over the door of the premises on the same site,
and the district surveyor, at the rebuilding,
made no objection to its erection. Messrs.
tJaily, in applying to the referees on the sub-
ect, first set forth “ that by the 5th section of
the said Act it is enacted, ‘ That notwithstand-
ing: any thing contained to the contrary in any
Act of Parliament now in force, every such
^mlding shall be built, rebuilt, enlarged, or
altered in reference to the walls, See., and to
fl’e projections, and to any other parts or ap-
pendages of every such building, in the man-
per and of the materials, and in every other
•espect in conformity with the several particu-
lars, rules, and directions which are specified
md set forth in the several schedules to this
^ct annexed. ' And then shewed under what
Causes of Schedule E such a projection might
ie made.
The referees awarded—“ That although by

irtue of the provisions of the Metropolitan
3uildings Act, cited in the said requisition,
erlain projections may project beyond the
general line of fronts in any street or alley,
ubject to the restrictions therein set forth, yet
uch provisions are to be deemed to be per-
nissive to such extent only, as any other law
nay not prohibit the subject matter thereof;
nd that the provision in Section 5 of the said
VIetropolitan Buildings Act, which requires
hat the provisions of that Act be observed,
lotwithstanding any thing contained to the
ontrary in any other Act of Parliament then
u force, is to be deemed to apply to such pro-
isions of the Metropolitan Buildings Act as
re obligatory, and not to such as are permis-
ive only.”
1 Costs to be paid by the applicants.

ASPHALTE FOR ROOF COVERING.
Mr. Manning proposed to form the roof

overing of certain houses in the Fulbam-road
ith fir joists “7 by 2,” and inch deal boarding,
overed externally with a coat or layer of
Claridge’s asphalte.”
The Buildings Act requires, that the external

art of any' roof “ must be covered with slates,
les, metal, glass, artificial stone, or cement •”

'hich terms Mr. Moseley, the district surveyor,
onsidered did not include asphalte. The
ward was, “ that ‘ Claridge’s asphalte’ is not
) be deemed an artificial stone or cement,

proper for the covering of any roof, flat, or
gutter being of wood, and such material may
not therefore be used in the manner describedm the said requisition hereunto annexed.”

DIVISION OF BUILDINGS.

Messrs. Winterbottom and Sands, being
about to erect additional almshouses to the
almshouses belonging to the Butcher’s Charit-
able Institution, at Walham Green, Fulham,
weie called on by the district surveyor to build
proper party-walls to a height of 18 inches at
the least, above the roof to which they should
adjoin.

This they considered, would destroy the
harmony and general effect of the building, the
part already built being without such party-
walls. 1 hey accordingly referred the ques-
tion to the official referees, urging, “ that the
said building or buildings are not to be deemed
to be separate buildings within the meaning of
the said Act, but that they are to be deemed
to be one building in the occupation of the
trustees of the said institution, and that the
inmates of the said almshouses are to be deemed
to be lodgers under the said trustees.
The award was, “ that the separate tene-

ments forming fchc almshouses in question, are
to be deemed to be houses in separate occupa-
tions within the meaning of the said Act, each
tenement having a separate entrance and stair-
case, and as such, must he separated from
one another by proper and sufficient party-
walls, according to the provisions of the said
Act for the rate to which such houses shall
belong.”

Costs to be paid by the applicants.

THE MANUFACTURE OF GAS.

Sir,— I perceive by notices in the daily
papers, that it is proposed to establish extensive
works for the manufacture of coal gas. Is it

not surprising, Sir, that in this age of improve-
ment, the present imperfect mode of obtaining
an illuminating gas should be still continued.
Is it by the interest of coal proprietors, or do
coal gas companies consider that the sale of
coke is as profitable as the gas ?

The mere extraction of gas from coal is
simple enough, but a complicated machinery
of condensers, purifiers, &c. is required to l en-
der it fit for consumption

;
and that this is in-

effectually done, no practical man can for a
moment dispute. Coal gas, as now manufac-
tured, contains a quantity of sulphuretted hy-
drogen gas, and, should the whole of this be
not extracted, produces, when burnt, the most
injurious effects on the human constitution.
The advantages, nevertheless, of gas are too
apparent ever to permit us to doubt hut what
its use will continue general, both for illumina-
ting and culinary purposes; and the time is
not far distant when every room will have its

burner, every kitchen its gas-cooking appara-
tus. How necessary, then, would it be to have
a pure gas. That this gas can be had is suffi-
ciently proved by the experiments of scientific
men upon oil and tar; hut from imperfections
in the apparatus employed in procuring it, it
has never been extensively brought into ope-
ration. Dr. Jones’s “Address to Sir Robert
Peel, requesting a legislative interference for
the protection (both sanatory and pecuniary)
of gas consumers,” contains an expose ofmany
of the operations of coal gas companies, and
should be read by every consumer. With many
apologies for trespassing upon your time,

I am, Sir, &c. Observer.
Paddington, Nov. 18, 1845.

_
^ de Adelaide Gallery. — Professor

Keller and his corps of models are attracting
large audiences, if we may use the word with
reference to an exhibition where nothing is to
be heard. “ Pilbrow’s Atmospheric Railway ”

is previously explained, and with the micro-
scope, laughing gas, lectures, and music, makes
an agreeable, and not uninstructive, evening’s
amusement.
Melrose Abbey.-—We are requested to

say, that this fine ruin, Melrose Abbey, is

again open to the public. In consequence of
some injury done by indiscreet tourists, it was
closed for a short time, as mentioned in The
Builder, but this was simply to enable the
Duke of Buccleugh to make fresh arrange-
ments for shewing the building.

ON CERTAIN PROCESSES FOR
STAINING GLASS.

The Bulletin de la Sociitd d’Encourage,
menl contains an article on this subject by Pro-
fessor Schubarth. We make the following
extracts from a version of it that appears in the
current number of Newton’s London Journal
ofArts, 8fc.

Mode of obtaining a Bed Colour by means of
Oxide ofCopper .—Theancients were acquainted
with the means of staining glass by the em-
ployment of oxide of copper

;
it is mentioned

by Nen and Kunckel, in their works. The
art was, however, so completely lost at the close
of the last century, that it was generally be-
lieved that glass was always stained red by“e

n
a
0
ns

i

of Cassius purple, 'it was not until
18l8 that M. Engelhardt, of Zinsweiler, suc-
ceeded in staining glass red by means of a
mixture of equal parts of oxide of copper and
protoxide of tin : this process was tried with
success in the glass manufactory at Hoffurmg-
sthal, Silesia.

6

1 he protoxide of tin is now done away with,
and the compound employed is nearlwthe same
as that mentioned by Neri, but more simple.
It is composed of a mixture of copper scales
(which are almost entirely composed of oxide),
and oxide of tin (zinnasche) obtained by the
oxidation of that metal in a state of fusion in
contact with the air, to which a small quantity
of iron filings is sometimes added, when a scar-
let tint is required to be produced. Should the
colour by accident disappear, it may be brought
out by again bringing the copper into the state
of oxide; this is done by introducing into the
vessel a small quantity of tin or iron scale. It
will of course be understood that the glas9 to
be operated upon must not contain saltpetre,
nor any other oxidizing substance.

Glass stained by means of oxide of copper
is of a very deep colour, and can only be worked
in thin sheets, and by covering it with a thick
colourless glass (plate glass).

Obtaining a Red Colour by means of Gold.

—

The employment of gold for staining glass red
does not appear to have been known to the
ancients, and the period when it was first used,
and by whom, cannot be ascertained. In the
seventeenth century Kunckel employed Cassius
purple for staining glass a ruby colour; this
was discovered by A. Cassius a short time pre-
vious

; but the recipe employed by Kunckel
was not generally known until it was published
in 183G, by M. Metzger, proprietor of the glass-
works at Zechlin, on the occasion of M. Fuss’
researches.

It must not be imagined from this, as some
persons have lately stated, that it is necessary
to use gold in the state of Cassiu9 purple.

Neri, at the end of the 16th and commence-
ment of the 17th centurjq stated, that in order
to stain glass a ruby colour, it was only neces-
sary to employ calcined chloride of gold. At
a later period, Libar wrote to the same effect,
and Merret certified that he had proved the
efficacy of the process. In 1834, Golfier Bes-
seyre stated, in the “ Journal of Pharmacy,”
that Douault Wieland coloured his paste with
perch loride of gold only. Lastly, in 1836,
Fuss writes, that in Bohemia all the ruby-
coloured glass was prepared with chloride of
gold only, and that glass might be stained red
as well with metallic gold as with oxide of
gold or Cassius purple.

1 1 is therefore a fact ktlown for some time,
that glass maybe stained red, without either
Cassius purple or oxide of tin, with metallic
gold or preparations of gold. In the glass-
works ot Bohemia and Silesia perchloride of
gold only is used, without the addition of oxide
of tin, in order to produce their fine rose or
carmine-coloured glass.

If powdered gold he triturated with twenty
times its weight of enamel fritt, a light red or
pink mass will be produced, without any me-
tallic lustre.

It is evident that at the temperature of glass-
houses, which is more than sufficiently high to
effect the fusion of the glass, the gold contained
in the Cassius purple will be brought back into
the metallic state, whatever may be supposed
to be the nature of this compound, upon which
chemists have not yet agreed. If Cassius pur-
ple, chloride of gold, or gold leaf, he heated
with borax or glass containing lead, to a tem-
perature of 32° of Wedgwood’s pyrometer, the
gold will be precipitated in small globules at
the bottom of the crucible, and if the heat be
increased, the borax or glass will successively
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assume a yellow, brownish yellow, green, and

bluish green, orange, deep orange, and, lastly,

a purple red colour, according as the tempera-

ture is raised and kept up. ,

We have verified the following fact, stated

by Golfier Besseyre :
— On triturating go

powder chemically pure with soot, mixing 1

intimately with a composition of glass contain-

ing lead (commonly called flint glass), and

melting the whole in a glass-furnace, a glass is

produced perfectly colourless at top, and pre-

senting successively the following colours from

top to bottom, viz.: -greenish-yellow, topaz-

yellow, yellowish-brown, dark reddish-brown,

and is even in some parts towards the bottom

rather dull. M. Pohl has observed, that flint

glass mixed with a small quantity of perchlo-

ride of gold, generally appears green after

melting and cooling, some parts only having a

red tint. On the contrary, on melting together

glass containing a very small proportion of red

lead and a small quantity of borax, with a solu-

tion in aqua regia of six ducats to 48 lbs. of

fritt, after remaining in a state of fusion for

six or seven hours, a perfectly colourless glass

is obtained, which when worked into very thin

plates, takes, upon cooling, a fine red colour.

Knox states that gold melted with glass stains

it green, which is deeper in proportion to

the quantity of silica it contains, and that

if tpmnornhiip hp raised it changes to Dale

red.

When glass stained by means of gold is

heated too often, or exposed to too high a tem-

perature, it takes a light brown colour, loses

its transparency, and will not again take a red

colour; on being looked through, it will be

seen that some parts are coloured a fine blue

and bluish green
;
and grains of gold of various

sizes may be seen with the naked eye (this state

bears the greatest analogy to the phenomenon
presented by a solution of gold slightly heated

with oxalic acid). Pieces of colourless glass

containing gold, cooled very suddenly, cannot

by any known means be made to take a red

colour, and remain perfectly colourless.

In conclusion we may state :

—

1st. That in order to stain glass a red colour

by means of gold, it is not necessary to use

Cassius purple, or to add to the chloride of gold

either oxide of tin or oxide of antimony.
2ndly. That by the addition of chloride of

gold, or even metallic gold in minute particles,

either to a very fusible glass of lead, or soda

glass, containing a very small portion of mi-

nium (red oxide of lead), glass may be pro-

duced which will take a red colour whilst being
worked.

3rdly. That if Cassius purple be employed,

it will be decomposed during the fusion of the

glass, and metallic gold will be precipitated

from it.

4thly. That on grinding metallic gold to fine

powder upon porphery with hard substances,

a red coloured mixture will be produced.

5thly. That the colouring of the glass ap-

pears in all probability to arise from gold in a

very comminuted state.

Several other metallic bodies present ana-

logous phenomena.
Obtaining a Blue Colour by Oxide of Copper.

—It is known that oxide of copper furnishes

green or blue solutions, and will also stain glass

a fine emerald green and light blue, turquoise

blue, and sky blue.

For some years past a white milky glass has

been manufactured in Bohemia and Silesia,

known under the name of alabaster glass. The
composition of this glass does not differ from
that of ordinary crystal. (Bohemian crystal is

a glass made without lead, with potash for its

base.) After the glass has been melted, it is

poured off and stirred up. A second charge is

then melted, to which is added, when the fusion

is complete, the glass previously stirred and
cooled, which cools the mass; and as soon as

it is melted, it is to be worked at the lowest

possible temperature. The glass will be of a

milky white, while if the temperature were
much raised, it would become colourless and
transparent.

If oxide or sulphate of copper be added to a
colourless glass, and the temperature is suffici-

ently high, a transparent glass of a bluish green
tint will be obtained. If the operation has been
carried on as above stated to obtain a milky
glass, it will be of a turquoise-blue colour.
Lastly, if this turquoise-blue coloured glass be
re-melted, at a high temperature, a transparent
aqua-marine blue will be produced.

JilrU) iSOOftfL

Some account of the Church of St. Mary
Magdalene

,
Taunton ; and the Restoration

thereof : together with several notices on

Ecclesiastical matters. Printed in aid of the

fundfur the restoration. 8vo. 1845. Vize-

telly and Co.

The church illustrated by this beautiful

volume, is well known to all architectural stu-

dents and professors, as one of the most magni-

ficent specimens, in a part of the country

celebrated for the splendour of its ecclesiastical

edifices. The lofty tower, which forms its

chief characteristic, is perhaps unsurpassed by

any similar example of the architecture of the

fifteenth century. In common with many
other exquisite ecclesiastical edifices of for-

mer days, the church of St. Mary, Taunton,

was suffered to fall into decay, by the neglect

and apathy of its guardians, until, in the year

1840, the Rev. James Cottle succeeded to the

vicarage of the parish. This gentleman,

actuated by a warm appreciation of the archi-

tectural merits of the church, and feeling the

necessity of prompt and decisive measures to

preserve it from further dilapidation, proposed

in 1842 to expend himself a sum of 3,000/., if

the parishioners would supply as much more

as might be necessary completely to restore

the sacred edifice. This liberal offer was

accepted, and (as our readers are probably

aware) the work of restoration was commenced,

and is now nearly completed, in a manner

which reflects the highest credit on all the

parties concerned. The total cost, it is found,

will exceed 7,000/; and the vicar has undertaken

to add 1,000/. to the amount he originally

offered to expend. Mr. B. Ferrey was em-

ployed as the architect on the part of the vicar,

and the works executed bjr the parish, being

perfectly distinct from the former, were placed

under the superintendence of Mr. R. Carver,

the county surveyor.

The present volume has been undertaken

by the reverend gentlemen, to whose generous

enthusiasm the lovers of ancient architecture

are so much indebted, as a record of the

success which, in spite of even more than the

usual difficulties attending such exertions, has

crowned hi s zeal and perseverance. Besides

a minute history of the work of restoration,

and a full description of the church, Dr.

Cottle’s portion of the volume contains much
useful information on the antiquities of

English churches generally, and their neg-

lected state from the time of the Reformation.

It comprises also some remarks on those

questions of church discipline which have

recently been so much agitated
;

and to

these we may direct the attention of all

who are interested in the subject. Ilis stric-

tures on the objectionable “ pew system,” as

compared with that of open seats, are most
convincing. A list, with biographical notices,

of the archdeacons and vicars, and notices of

the principal monuments in the church, com-
plete the body of the work. But its appendices

are hardly less interesting. The first of these,

entitled “ Historical Notices of the church, by

George Cave,” is a clear and discriminating

essay on the dates and characteristics of the

different portions of the edifice
;
the second, by

Mr. Ferrey, the architect, is called “ Remarks
on the Gothic Towers of Somersetshire,” and is

full of valuable information on the subject. In

addition to these there is an historical essay on

the ecclesiastical architecture of England, by

Thomas Porch Porch. Esq., A.M.,— a useful

summary on that particular topic, but without

any particular novelty of treatment and,

finally, some remarks, by the Rev. Henry
Christmas, M.A., on “ The Furniture and
Ornaments of Churches.”
The volume is printed by Messrs. Vizetelly,

in a tasteful and elegant manner, and is illus-

trated by a ground-plan and eight wood-cuts

and lithographs, shewing the state of the

church, before and since its restoration.

Though ready to award sincere approval of the

spirit and energy which have actuated the

worthy vicar in this “ labour of love,” we can-

not forbear remarking, that he has carried the

system of painting, gilding, and ornamentation

in the church rather to excess, and thereby

rendered what is, and ought to be, subor-

dinate in architectural character and effect, too

predominant.

eovraponOrnce.

PUBLIC NECESSARIES.

Sir,— Will you permit me, through the

medium of your valuable and widely-circulated

journal, to make one or two remarks on a

subject which I am not aware of having been

touched upon by any other, with the exception

of a hint thrown out by your Cork correspon-

dent in No. 139 of The Builder, whose
suggestions (on the improvement of habitations

for the working classes) appear very good.

The great drawback to the carrying out his

plans would be the expense
;
however, l think

with care and certain modifications, something

might be done in erecting much better abodes

for the labouring population. Now, in this

stirring period of inquiry as to the best mode
of giving greater comfort to the Million as

regards their abodes, &c., public wash-houses

and baths are in course of erection in different

parts of our metropolis, still there is one thing

wanting to make them complete, which I trust

the projectors of these excellent structures will

not forget.

The thought has often struck me that there

ought to be public necessaries for men, in

every large town, more especially in huge
London, where immense numbers of strang-

ers from all quarters of the globe pour

in
;
and in their perambulations, sight-seeing,

&c., when they are perhaps miles away from

their temporary abode, where, may 1 ask,

are these conveniences to be found, so es-

sential and necessary to health and comfort?
No where, unless they go to an hotel, coffee-

house, or some such establishment, which en-

tails expense. Now, to obviate this great evil,

I would suggest that there be a sufficient

number of public necessaries in each district

erected by the parish at their own expense,

which would be but trifling. I feel assured no

one can deny (who has the welfare of his fel-

low-creatures at heart), the great benefits which
not only strangers, but the public in general

would derive, knowing as we do, the thousands

of houses inhabited by the lower order who
have scarcely any thing in the shape of a

privy (and, indeed, some none at all), and are

little better than pigstyes, where every in-

decency is committed, and the smells from
which effect the whole premises, tainting the

atmosphere, and engendering disease amongst
the miserable inmates

;
to every well-regulated

mind, the picture is truly disgusting, when we
think that all this might be easily rectified.

The whole talk now is ventilation, but first

I would sav, begin bv removing such nuisances

as these, for of this I am certain, that much
immorality, misery, and disease, found in low

and confined districts, in large populous towns,

arise from this and other incidental causes.

I have seen the plan as to public privies car-

ried out in Scotland, and they answer admirably

well.— I am, Sir, &c.
” A Surveyor.

THE STUDY OF LINES.

Sir,—In replvtoyour correspondent,.!. F. T.

I beg to say that the best or even a good
work on lines is unquestionably a desideratum,

that is, one to shew the various distinct cha-

racters of such as can easily be practically

described. Sir Isaac Newton said so; and I

have been for more than twenty years pointing

out the necessity of such a practical work, for

which I had formed the plan.

What I have written in The Builder may
perhaps tend to shew how little is known on
the subject. The “Examination on Lines”
has as yet received no answers or remarks,
except as accompanying the papers on conic

sections.

Lord Brougham referred me to McLaurin’s
papers; I had indeed seen them many years

before, but as it is not possible to make work-
ing instruments on the principles he investi-

gates, McLaurin’s method not beingpractically

useful, is not what Sir Isaac Newton con-

sidered desirable.

Such a practical work as is wanted would be

large, but if it could be undertaken so as to

ensure an extensive circulation, it might, it is

thought, be brought within the means of every

artist, mechanist, and mechanic. But who is

to do it? I have collected a great quantity of

material, which the Society of Arts many years

ago, considered they were too poor to under-

take the publication of.
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I must leave it to those who know what I

have done, to make remarks on what I have
published towards this object.

I am, Sir, &c.
29, Wimpole-street. Joseph Jopling.

i&limUaitea.

Museum of Economic Geology.—We
lately noticed a report that Government had
determined upon erecting a West-end general
post-office in Jermyn street, and bad already
purchased several houses with the view of ob-
taining a site. Whatever truth there may be
in this report, certain it is that at least a part

I of the site will be appropriated for the Mu-
seum of Economic Geology, which has far out-
grown the means for its accommodation. The
present museum in Craig’s-court is now very
complete in many departments, particularly
those of stone and coal.

Practical School for Artists, De-
signers, and Amateurs —A school for the
study of anatomy, perspective

;
the antique

and living model; designing for manufac-
tures, &c.

,
has been opened at 18£ Maddox St.

by a committee, under the superintendence of
Mr. J. M. Leigh, who has been long known in
connection with art. There is an admirable
collection of casts

;
and the subscription is

very low. A class for modelling, is formed and
a collection of architectural models is con-
templated, which will greatly increase its
usefulness.

Llandi lo Churcii Competition.— In
answer to several correspondents who have
addressed us on the subject of this competition,
we refer to an advertisement in our present
number, wherein the committee appointed to
examine and decide upon the designs sent in,
request that all further inquiries may reach
them before the 9th of December.

COMPETITION.
The committee for the erection of the South

Staffordshire General Hospital, Wolverhampton,
are desirous of receiving plans, specifications, and
estunates connected therewith. The sum of 100/
will be given for the one selected.

MEETINGS OF SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, Dec. I.—British Architects, lG.Gros-
venor-street, 8 p.m. i Chemical (Society of Arts!
Adelphi, 8 p.m.

; Royal, Somerset House, 4 i*.m
anniversary.

Tuesday, 2— Syro-Egyptian, 71, Mortimer-
street, Lavendish-square, 8 p.m.
Wednesday, 3,— Geological, Somerset House

7* f'
M>

; .

Bnt,sh Archaeological Association
(Western Literary Institution), Leicester-scmare.

p.m. 1 ’

Thursday, 4 —Antiquaries, Somerset House,
8 P.M.

[We
NOTICES OF CONTRACTS,

compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office
„...it the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c.arc to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers'

however, they are entered in a book, and may be seenon application at the office of “The Builder,” 2 York,
street, Covcnt-gardcn.j

For executing the works on the Auchinlcak and
Ayr branch of the Glasgow, Paisley, Kilmarnock,
and Ayr Railway, in length about 14 miles. It
will be divided into two or more contracls.

For lighting a part of the parish of Tottenham
Middlesex, with gas or naphtha.
For supplying the East-India Company with

British iron, cast steel files and rasps, also sheet-
lead and lead-pipe.

For executing the works of the fifth division of
the Dublin and Belfast junction railway, being a
distance ot 8 miles 128 yards; also of the sixth
division, being a distance of 7 miles 1,523 yards

For supplying 20,000 loads of British oak
timber, 7,400 loads of British oak thickstuff and
plank, and 400,000 British oak treenails, to her

1 Majesty’s several dockyards.
For the supply of such iron railing as may be

required to surround the burial-ground adjoining
St. Saviour's Church, Southwark

;
and the work!

connected therewith.

For Building a sewer in Bell-yard, Carey-street
' to the extent of 500 feet ; and also for a sewer in
: Southgate-road and Ball’s-pond-road, Islington to
1 the extent of 560 feet.

For the execution of the works on the Portsmouth
extension of the Brighton and Chichester Railway.

For executing the works of the second division of
I the Dundalk and Enniskillen Railway, beinv a dis-
; tance of ten miles.

,
°"'1 burilinS from 700,000 to

1,000,000 clamp bricks.
For the erection of a dwelling-house at Maiden-

head, Berks.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c .

BY AUCTION.
Upon the Ellingham Hall Estate, near Wissett

:

a number of elm, poplar, and willow trees, larch,
'beech, and Scotch firs, alder poles, &c.

*-f

At
f\

lbt° ft

i

and ,Little Claybrook : a large quan-
tity of elm and ash timber, now standing on the
estate of Lord Leigh.
At the Longs Arms Inn, South Wraxhall

: twenty
very prime walnut trees of large dimensions.

1 1

Fe
,

U
/P
itUm: a fal1 ot' about 600 excellent

larch and other spires, some of very long lengths
and large girths

; also a quantity of useful pollards.
At the W lute Horse Iun, Dorking : 2,012 ash

and 4 elm trees, now standing on the Wotton

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ T. T.” (Halstead), is thankedfor his good in-
tention. It is not our practice to insert anonymous
praise of a building we have not seen.

“ W. T. T.”—The removal of the monuments
in Westminster Abbey to the Triforium has already
been suggested. See “ Chat about Westminster
Abbey,”p. 140, ante. The cloisters, as“ W. T. T.”
says, might also be made available.

“ A Subscriber.”

—

We know of no price-book
by which to estimate Gothic work properh/.
“ G. S.”

—

We shall be glad to have the length
and size ofsewer, before inserting the amounts.“ Drying Timber.” — A correspondent being
about to erect a stovefor drying timber, wishes to
know the best wag offitting it upfor the purpose.

‘‘W. H. W.”

—

Will our correspondent, refer
us to the projections alluded to.

”W. D.”

—

We are obliged to our correspon-
dentfor his good opinion. As regards the offered
information

,
we shall be glad to avail ourselves of

it.

“ Assessment of Dilapidations.”

—

We defer the
insertion ofletters on this subject, hoping to receive
others.

“ E. B.” Double Entry, by B. I. Foster, pub-
lished by Sou/er and Lata, Fleet-street, will be
found useful.

“Price Books.”— We refrainfromrecommendiny
a price book until the editions for the new year
appear.

“Enquirer.”—Students arc not admitted into
the School of Design for the architectural class
alone ; but must pass through a regular course.
A teller to the director would obtain all necessary
information.

“ W. T.s ” esteemed communication reached us
too late for the present number. It will appear
next week.

“A Looker-On,” and “A Mason,” shall also
appear.

FIRE-PROOF SAFES.—125, ALDERSGATE-STREET,

TH
,

E CHEAPEST HOUSE in LONDON
for \\ ROUGHT-IRON FIRE-PROOF sapps

c
L
h»bb ofChubb, of St. Paul’s Churchyard. Bankers, Mer-

r y Con
JP

a
!
,,c ». and the Public generally, arerespectfully informed that he has constantly on SALE atbis Manufactory, 125, Aldersgate-street, Citv a la'nrea^ortnient ofvery superior WROUGHT-IRON FIRE-PROOF SAFES, chests, boxes, and doors for strontr-rooms or dec's; the whole fitted up with improved di

TZ heP’
*hr'TS fr

,

om \"'° t0 twelve bolts, warranted
01 the best materials and workmanship, yielding a positiveSW deed«. plate,

P
&c. against the £tractive effects of fire, and the skill of the most expe-rienced burglars, at considerably reduced prices. Made toorder at the shortest notice, at his Manufactory, 125

Aldersgate-street, City.
3 ’

PATENT SLATE
RIDGES and HIPS.-The above article is rccom-

H

WILLIAMS’S
mended

G
h
ES

»

ant
]

f
?
Iro— ine aoove art>cle is rccommended as the best and the most suitable covering for Ridges

Roll r
P * 8 atcd roofs ever invented, possessiug a solid

fndinn!rT
U
f

m°rC
f,
esant a,,d durahlc tlfan lead,

o?
d
J° P* r cc?‘- cheaper.- Sold by Messrs. J. and J. SHARP.

rOffPPn « ,
’

1 ooley-street, and Mr. RICHARD
SSon.

’ S Merchant, Belvedere- road, Lambeth,

IP TILES to suit slate roofs in colour

;

.

n ‘ dSCs, with plain or rebated joints, roll tops, and
vertical ornaments

; drains, ninny sizes, with plain or socketm
fi

*quar
.

es
'
hexagons, octagons, Ike., dif-ferent colours; roofing, in Grecian or Italian styles, otherdevices also, or plain

; conduits, which do not injure purowater; fire-bricks and tiles; clinkers, and out-door paving-sundry wall-coping, garden-borders, chimney-tops; alsotubular and other flues of peculiar material. No agent, but“ at 22
’ 'VHITEFRIARS-STREET, FLEET-STREET, LONDON, under Mr. PEAKE’S personal care,

to supply genuine TERRO-METALLIC goods at fair prices
as per quality; also, additional Stock at No. 4 Wharf Mac-
clcsfield-street, South, City Basin.
The TILERIES, TUNSTALL, STAFFORDSHIRE are

near the centre of England, whence boats arc sent direct toany inland place
;
or to the Mersey for the coasts, the colo-

nies, and elsewhere.

POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN PAVE-MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks,
Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Corn Stores, and Salt
Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin in
Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell-mg Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds.

Price 3s. 6d. per square yard.

BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culverts
“C- on Railways and other places (with instructions
tor laying it down), may be had at the rate of 45s. per ton
by applying to JOHN PILKINGTON, 15, Wharf-road!
City-road. ’

ADVERTISEMENTS.
ROFESSOR KELLER’S POSES PLASTIQUF.S.

Royal Adelaide gallery.—tws
day and during the week, Professor Keller will

exhibit at the Adelaide Gallery his Grand Tableau Vivans
trom the Ancient Masters, which have received so largely theencomiums of the press. Every morning at half-past three,nnn in the evening at nine o’clock. Great efforts have beenmade to add to the effects of this exhibition. A variety of

nnh'lfn mb
Ve

r'
eCn added t0 those already presented toThe Concerts as usual. Also Pilbrow’s Atmo-

spheric Railway model, with explanatory lecture.

13y $ev
jTlaieg'ty’s

BAILLIE’S
PATENT ROUNDED RIM LOCKS,

WITH SECRET AND SECURE FIXINGS.

THIS CHEAP and USEFUL ARTICLE,
obviating the unsightly appearance and insecurity of

the common run lock, can be obtained of any respectable
ironmonger in town or country, or from the sole manufac-
turer, Mr. EDWARD WRIGHT, Wolverhampton.

TO ARCHITECTS.

I
N consequence of many complaints having-
been made to the Company, by Architects, of a spurious

mzie.-nl having been used in the execution of Works where
the Lcyssf.l AsrnALTEhad been specificdfor, the Directors,
with a view to ensure the fulfilmentof any such specification,
have authorized CERTIFICATES to be granted to Builders
where the

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE
ha* been used. For the purpose of securing the use of the
Genuine Article, Architects and others are recommended to
insert in their specifications the “ Seyssel Alphalte, Cla-ndge s Patent,” and not merely “Asphalte,” or “Bitu-
men, as 111 many cases where these terms have been used
gas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have
been introduced. I. FARRELL. Secretary.
Stangate near Westminster Seyssel Asphalte Company.

Bridge, Jan., 1845.
Books of Instructions for Use may be had at the Office of
The Builder,” and of all Booksellers in Town and Country

price Is.

*»* In proof of the necessity of the above advertisement, it
may be mentioned, that it has come to the knowledge of the
Directors, that in certain works which have been executed bv
Messrs. CURTIS, builders, of Stratford, a spurious material
has been used by them, contrary to the specifications, which
expressly mentioned, that “ Claridge’s Asphalte ” was to
be used.

Also in the case of a work at Lewisham executed by Messrs,ROBERT and DANIEL YOUNG, of 10, Crown-row
Walworth-road, where Seyssel Asphalte was specified for, a
spurious article was nevertheless laid down by them.

gq'RAU D.—The Public is Cautioned against
,

^eing Duped by certain parties, who are offering for

??i
e
_
as BERDOE’S VENTILATING WATERPROOF

.1 ,/r ;

garments which, although having attached tothem At . B. s name, and a fac-similc of his label, have not
been manufactured by him or by others, who arc, it appears,
reaping a pretty rich harvest both in London and the pro-
vinces, by the sale of a compositipn falselv labelled, “ Bur-
doe s Ventdating Waterproof, 96, Cornhill ” (both alike
spurious). Bcrdoe’s genuine, and really Waterproof Over-
cciats Shooting Jaekets, &c., arc made and SOLD in LondonON LA at 69, CORN HILL (north side), and sold by W. B.’s

2£
e™.iVarious towns throughout the kingdom. A LARGESTOCK for the WINTER now ready (Waterpooof Cloaks,

Capes, &c., for Ladies). The public is cautioned against
imposition in purchasing either garments or a composition
(professedly waterproof), which, although having attached
to them W. B.’s name and label, have not been made.by him.

COMPOSITION FOR WRITING WITH STEEL PENS-

STEPHEN’S WRITING FLUIDS.—
These Compositions, which have so remarkably ex-

tended the use of the STEEL PEN, are brought to' very
great perfection, being more easy to write with, more durable
and 111 every respect preferable to the ordinary ink. In warm

|

climates they have become essential. They consist of—

A

!
BLUE FLUID, changing into an intense Black colour —PATENT UNCHANGEABLE BLUE FLUID, remaininA
a deep Blue colour.—A SUPERIOR BLACK INK, of thgcommon character, but more fluid.—A BRILI.ANT CAReMINE RED, for Contrast Writing.—A CARBONACEOUSRECORD INK, which writes instantly black, and bcingproof
against Chemical agents, is most valuable in the prevention
of frauds.—Also a new kind of MARKING INK lor Linen
and inkh oldcrs adapted for preserving ink from evaporation
and dust.—Sold in Bottles, of various sizes, bv all Stationers
anil Booksellers.—Be sure to ask for Stephens’ Writing Fluid.N.B.—These un.-l-angeablc Blue Fluids arc Patent articles!
The public arc therefore cautioned against imitations, which
are mtringements ; to sell or use which is illegal.

STEPHENS’ SELECT STEEL PENS.
The utmost possible care having been bestowed upon the

manufacture of these articles so as to procure the highest
finish they can be confidently recommended both for flexibi-
lity and durability. Also
STEPHENS’ RULING and MECHANICAL DRAWING

INK, for Engineers, Artists, and Designers.
This article will be found superior to the best Indian Ink

for the above purposes. It docs not smear with Indian-rubber
or wash off with water. It Hows freely from the drawing pen,and never corrodes or encrusts it. It may be used on i plateor s ab, with a camel’s Lair brush, deluting it with water orthickening it by drying, as required. It has the advantage
of being ready for immediate use. Sold in conical-shaped

each
CS

’ COnvelllent for usin K without any Stand, at fid.

PwJr
l

Njy
e
.k

,0
r

Ve articles are Prepared by HENRY STE-PHENS, the Investor, 54, Stamford-strect, Blackfriars-road.
London, and sold by Stationers and Booksellers.
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British and foreign sheet
GLASS, for Horticultural purposes. Sky-lights, &c.

may be had at JAMES BROMLEY’S 315, Oxford-street,

London, at the reduced prices, also Microscopia >

French Shades, Plate and Crown Window Glass- J. »• » ‘

be happy to furnish Lists of Prices, or any other particulars

that may be required.

DUTY OFF ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS.

C HARLES LONG begs to inform his

Friend, and the Public, that he can now supplj'0~;
, A ,,ar foot superficial; and borders

“om^gd ?e
8

r foot, run;' and having just built two of the

Ki?ns in London, is enabled to execute extensive

Sen with unprecedented dispatch, 1, King-itreet, Tort-

man-square.—Terms, Cash only.

TO THE PLATE-GLASS TRADE.

THE BIRMINGHAM PLATE and
CROWN-GLASS COMPANY beg to call the atten-

tion of the Trade, that their LONDON WAREHOUSE, 141,

Fleet-street, is now open for the sale of their Crystal Plate-

Glass, which for Brilliancy and Colour will be found to stand

unrivalled bv any other manufactory.—All orders, addressed

to B. MOSS. London warehouse, or to the works, Smeth-

wick, near Birmingham, will be promptly attended to.

Builders, painters, glaziers,
and others supplied with every article used in the

trade upon the best wholesale terms.—Address to R.

COGAN. WINDOW GLASS, LEAD, and COLOUR
WAREHOUSE, 5 Princes-street, Leicester-square, London,

for complete lists, priced, of dry and good Colours, Brushes,

Pumps, Closets, Plumber’s Brass Work, and all materials.

COLOURED and ORNAMENTAL GLASS of every

description at the very lowest prices.

BRITISH and FOREIGN SHEET for Horticultural

and all other purposes, as low as any house in the kingdom.

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES.
Gas Contractors, Fitters, Glass Merchants, and others

supplied with any description. Lists of nearly 100 patterns,

with prices affixed, sent to any part of the kingdom gratis.

CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,
ARCHITECTS, MODELLERS, and others, supplied with

FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES,
for covering Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curi-

osities, & c., &c., of all sizes and shapes. List of Prices may
be had on ap plication. Bee Glasses, Striking Glasses for

Nurserymen, Fish Globes and Confectioners’ Glasses, &c., of

every size and description.

SASH, SHOP-FRONT, AND HOTHOUSE MANUFAC-
TURER.—ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF 70 YEARS.

87, Bishopsgate-street Without.

THOS. MILLINGTON begs to inform his

Friends, that he still continues to manufacture the

above in the same manner, and using only the best materials,

that have given so much satisfaction for many years past.

Every article will be made in the best manner, and the very

lowest price charged. Lists may be had upon application.

Drawings prepared.

PATENT GALVANISED TINNED IRON.

(MOREWOOD AND ROGERS’ PROCESS.)

A rchitects, surveyors,
BUILDERS, and CONTRACTORS are respectfully

informed they can be supplied with this invaluable metal

for building purposes, of the best quality and lowest terms.

It is superior in every respect to zinc, and two-thirds less

price than 7th sheet lead for roofing, no woodwork being

required, but iron rafters only, 21 inches apart, rendering

the whole roof fire-proof. This mode of covering roofs is

cheaper than Lead, Zinc, Tiles, or Slates, Parapet and

other Gutters formed and fixed, also rain-water pipe heads,

cave gutter, baths, stove and funnel pipe, cisterns and water-

closets fixed. The sheets are 6 feet long by 2 ft., 2 ft. 6 in.

and 3 feet wide, and 9oz. to any required weight per foot,

and can be had either plain or corrugated.

Please apply to CHARLES GELL, Junior, No. 5, Quick-

set-row, New- road, St. Pancras, where references and testi-

monials of the highest respectability of extensive works

already done can be had.

T.

MOREWOOD AND ROGERS’ PATENT GAL-
VANIZED TINNED IRON.

w. BEALE begs to acquaint the pub-

_ lie that he is prepared to lay roofing, plain or

corrugated, fix pipes, gutters, &c. Also chimney-tops and

ventilating cowls of every description ;
also water and oil

cisterns, of this incorrodible and fireproof metal. He manu-
factures all kinds of baths, as hip, shower, Roman, open,

slipper, sponging, foot, children’s, and self-heating baths ;

also toilet-cans and pails, slop-pails, coal-scuttles, cash and

deed-boxes, and fire-proof safes of every description, 10 per

cent, cheaper than any house in Londou.

The PATENT GALVANIZED TINNED IRON is ap-

plicable to the following uses :—The Lining of Ships’ Store

Rooms, Ships’ Water Buckets, Water Jugs and Receivers,

and for almost every purpose to which zinc, tin, copper,

brass, or any other metal is now applied; is more durable,

and manufactured at much less expense. An experienced

workman sent to any part of the kingdom. All orders

punctually attended to. For particulars, apply to T. W.
BEALE, 46, Bridge House-place, Newington Causeway.

ISojjal

3Lctter«i patent.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE CEMENT.

T he patentees of keene’s
CEMENT beg to draw attention to the use of this

material in the works recently executed at the COLOS-
SEUM, Regent’s-parlt. The POLISHED COLUMNS in

the Hall of Sculpture, the ornamental paving in the corri-

dors and conservatories, and much of the stucco on the walls,

are specimens of the very successful application of this

cement. Patentees and Manufacturers, J. B. WHITE and
SONS, Millbank-street, Westminster.

ATKINSON'S CEMENT.—The public is

respectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-

cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architectural

and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to

2s. 3d. per bushel, and may be had in any quantity at Wyatt,

Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Holland-street, Surrey side of

B 1ackfriars -brid ge.

N.B.—This Cement beingof a light colour, requires noarti-

ficial colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with

three parts its own quantity of sand.

MOREWOOD and ROGER’S PATENT
GALVANIZED TINNED METAL. — This article

FOREIGN WINDOW GLASS.

THOS. MILLINGTON begs to inform
his friends, that he continues to receive weekly large

consignments of FOREIGN GLASS, which he is determined

to offer upon the very lowest terms. Address, 87, Bishops-

gate-street Without. _

PLUMBER’S BRASS WORK, WATER-
CLOSET PUMPS, &c.—These articles require the

greatest attention and care in the manufacture, and will be

found superior and cheaper than at any other manufactory.

Best Pan Water Closets, 34s. ; 2i Lift Pumps and Planks,

4l. 10s. Od.
;
3-inch Pumps, 5/. 10s. Od. ;

2-inch Bill Ball and

Stop Cocks, 30s. per dozen, and every article in this branch

equally low. Every article warranted.—Address, THOS.
MILLINGTON, 87, Bishopsgate-street.

VARNISH.

T HOS. MILLINGTON begs to inform the
Trade, Builders, Painters, and others, that this article

can be had at his Manufactory, of the best quality and at the

very lowest price. T. M. has long been a manufacturer, and
has’ devoted much time and attention to it, using only the

best of gums, and sparing no expense in the manufacture.

Fine Pale Oak or Wainscoat Varnish, per imperial gallon,

10s.
;
Fine Carriage Varnish, 12s.

;
Copal, 18s.; Body Copal,

24s. ;
Gold Size, 10s; White Hard, 18s.

;
Brown Hard, 18s. ;

French Polish, 18s. per gallon. Paint, Dryers, Colours,

ready and ground, and every article in the trade. If quality

is taken into consideration, this will be found the cheapest

house in Loudon. Address, 87, Bishopsgate-street Without.

VARNISH.—It has long been a desideratum
amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

and genuine article
;

brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,

and durability are the qualifications necessary, but these are

seldom if ever found united. The experience of a life-time

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, the

great and important discoveries of modern chemistry, and

the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.

George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil

and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently

recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both in

price and quality.

Builders, Coachmakers, Painters, and others may depend

on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article.

Varnish, 21s. ditto; Best Spirit French Polish, 20s. ditto

White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of every description at

the very lowest prices.—WALLIS’S Varnish, Japan, and
Colour Manufactory, 64, Long-acre, one door from Bow-
street. Established 1750.

at first sold under the name of Galvanised Tin Plates, but

the Patentees finding that the public, in some instances, over-

looking the word Tin, confounded the article with Galvanised

Iron, and that the character of their metal has thereby sus-

tained injury, are desirous of giving it a name so distinctive as

to prevent such mistakes, and consequent disappointment to

purchasers in future. They therefore respectfully request

purchasers to inquire for MOREWOOD and ROGER’S
PATENT GALVANIZED TINNED IRON. In order to

enable the public readily and at first sight to distinguish

between the two metals, it may be well to inform them,

that Galvanised Iron has a plain zinc-like appearance,

while M. and R.’s Patent Galvanized Tinned Iron has a

smooth crystalline surface.

MOREWOOD and ROGER’S PATENT GALVA-
NIZED TINNED IRON, Patronized by the Admiralty

and the Honourable Board of Ordnance, being extensively

used in her Majesty’s Dock-yards, at the Tower, and

elsewhere, for every variety of Roofing, and other purposes,

where a strong, light, cheap, and durable material is re-

quired.
.

It has been found by experience that this article is beyond

all comparison superior to zinc; possessing, as it does,

all the advantages arising from the strength and firmness of

iron, combined with perfect immunity from rust ; whilst it

is free from the very serious objection which applies to zinc,

viz. its contraction and expansion, consequent upon every

change of temperature, and from which circumstance leakage

must of course result.

This material is not likely to be destroyed by fire, as is the

case with zinc and lead, which melt and run down, thus

freely admitting fresh air to the fire, and causing it to burn

more fiercely. It is, therefore, obviously well adapted for

all the purposes above-named, and most importantly so,

when there is the possibility of fire. It is also peculiarly

suitable for chimney-tops, gutters, spouting, and out-door

work generally, possessing the strength of iron, without its.

liability to corrosion. It is by far the most economical metal

roofing that can be obtained, in consequence of its strength,

as it may be laid without boards, and upon the lightest

rafters.

This mode of preserving metal from rust does not only ap-

ply to sheet-iron, but also to manufactured iron in any form,

as bolts, nuts, hinges, nails, &c. &c.

For full Particulars apply to S. HOLLAND, 34, Grace-

church-street.

CAUTION.— Messrs. STEVENS and
SON, Patentees, beg to caution their friends and the

trade generally against confounding this invaluable Cement
w ith others, erroneously said to be of the same description.

S. and S. pledge themselves, that MARTIN’S CEMENT is

totally dissimilar in composition and manufacture from every

other, and, being a neutral compound, is not only free from

chemical agency upon any substance with which it may
come in contact, but completely resists the action of the

strongest acids. They feel it a duty to direct attention to

the following properties, which it exclusively possesses :—

1. It rapidly acquires the hardness of stone.

2. Unlike other internal cements, its hardness is uniform

throughout its entire thickness.

3. Its surface (which may be made equal to that of the

finest marble) never throws out any salt, and will receive

paint in four days, without peeling, when put upon dry work.

It is peculiarly adapted as an internal stucco for walls,

skirtings, architraves, mouldings, and enrichments of all

kinds, to all of which purposes it has been extensively ap-

plied by Mr. Thomas Cubitt on the Grosvenor estate, &c.

For the above purposes, it possesses great advantages over

wood, being more economical and durable, resisting fire,

damp, and vermin.

For the floors of hall and fire-proof warehouses, its light-

ness, durability, and uniform surface give it an immense

advantage over stone, being, at the same time, much more

economical. The most satisfactory references can be given.

To be had of the Patentees, Plaster of Paris and Cement

Manufacturers, 186, DRURY LANE.

Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R. PART, 28,

Canning-place, Liverpool.

PORTLAND CEMENT of best quality

manufactured by J. B. WHITE and SONS, of Mill-

bank-strect, Westminster. To be had at their Warehouses

Drucc’s Wharf, Chelsea ;
Bell’s Wharf, Paddington ;

and

Earl-street, Blackfriars.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND CON-
TRACTORS.

GREAVES’S LIAS CEMENT and
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME, at 2, South Wharf,

Paddington, London, and Works, Southam, Warwickshire.

Agent for Liverpool, Mr. WYLIE,.1"»6, Gloster-street; ditto

for Manchester, Mr. J. THOMPSON, Back King-street

;

ditto for Chester, Mr. J. HARRISON, Linen Hall-street.

WALLIS’S PATENT LIQUID WOOD
KNOTTING. — This newly-discovered Liquid

Composition which Messrs. Geo. and Thos. Wallis have the

satisfaction of introducing to the trade, possesses the im-
portant qualification of effectually stopping Knots in Wood,
however bad, and preventing them eating through and dis-

figuring the paint above.
Many substances nave been used and much time spent in

endeavouring to find a cure for a bad Knot, but hitherto
without success. Messrs. Walli3 therefore feel much plea-

n article so long and anxiously

i, skill is not required; a boy can use itIn the applicati

md effecti

the work with a brush like common paint, can be used
climates and situations, and does not require heat.

Sold wholesale and retail, by Messrs. G. and T. Wallis,
Varnish, Japan, and Colour Manufacturers, No. 64, Long
Acre. Price 20s. per gallon.

THE PROJECTED RAILWAYS.

Analysis of the patent me-
TALLIC SAND, or English Pozzolano, used in the

foundations of the New Houses of Parliament, the great

Tunnels on the Birmingham Railway, Sea-wall on the Great

Western Railway, in Devonshire, and other important works

referred to more particularly in the prospectus.

Silica 49 I Lime 6

Oxide of Iron 32 Magnesia 2

Alumina G
I

Zinc 3

Arsenic and Carbonate of Copper 2

Price in Swansea, free on board, 6d. per bushel, or sup-

plied in London at is. per bushel.

Used as an external Stuccp the Metallic Sand Cement is

unaffected by frost or wet ;
in appearance it resembles the

best Portland Stone, requires neither colour nor paint, and

is entirely free from vegetative cracks and blisters.—Further

Particulars on application to Mr. C. K. DYER, 4, New
Broad-street, London; and at the Metallic Sand Wharf,

King’s-road (opposite Pratt- street), Camden Town.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN
GENERAL.

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STUCCO
CEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages

possessed bv this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced ;—It will effectually resist Damp. It will never

vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a complete

Stone casing to any Building covered with it.
_

It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible to detect it. It never

requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.

It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by the

Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates

at anv season. It will adhere to any substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may

be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which

may be papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by tlie

severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of

this material does not exceed that of the cheapest Cement

now in use ; but with all the above-named extraordinary and

valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in pomt of

^Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have

declared that it requires only to he known, to be universally

^Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing

the Cement and its mode of application, together with a

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may
be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,

Cheapside, London ; of whom also may be had,

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-

terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman

or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than

White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in flakes,

bein'* in direct chemical opposition with Cement
;
whereas

SieIsRS JO HNS and CO.'S PATENT PAINT having an

affinity for Stucco, binds itself with it, stopping the auction,

thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the

finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produceable by no

other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,—and

may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the most

exposed Marine situations.

MASONS’ PROVIDENT INSTITU-
TION.—A PUBLIC MEETING of the Trade will

be held at the London Mechanics’ Institution, Southampton

1845, at Seven o’clock in the Evening. THOMAS WAICLEY,

Esq., M.P., in the Chair.

The Provisional Committee have much pleasure, after a

protracted and arduous task, in bringing the matter to its

present shape, to be enabled to convene a Meeting of the

Trade, for the purpose of establishing an Institution for

trranting Pensions to aged and necessitous Members of the

Trade, their widows and Orphans, and for the erection and

permanent maintenance of an Asylum, to be supported by

Donations and Annual Subscriptions. Several influential

geutlemen connected with the Trade will attend.

Entrances to the Theatre, Northumberland Court, South-

hampton Buildings, and Tennis Court, Middle Row, Holboru

JOSEPH T. WHITEHEAD, l, Johnson St., Westminister
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,E wish to direct attention to

one or two important points

in the structural arrange-

ment of stables. We have

often had occasion to speak

of the slowness with which
lie practical man adopts the deductions from
cientific investigations : the tendency to cop-

nue taking an old path, although a new one,

p
shorten the distance considerably, may be

lose at hand. What has done, will do again :

pd so we go on year after year jp pprpr,

-ithout troubling ourselves to reflect on the

ossibility of improvement, or even looking

gbt or left to see what others are doing,

forse, ho>veyer, than this even when the evils

f a course are known
,
and instructions to

bviate them are given, timidity, apathy, or
bstinacy induces the majority to continue in

. The want of scientific arrangement in resi-

ences and workshops has killed thousands of
Liman beings, and has produced an appalling

nount of discomfort, distress, demoralization,

id misery. This wholesale slaughter is still

Ding on, and the great mass of the people
ink little about it, and care less; it is so
immon for people to be ill, and to die when
,u0£> that they look upon these occurrences
matters of course, and, rather than take any

ouble, persuade themselves that nothing can
done to avert them.

This being the case, it is not greatly to be
ondered at, that they condemn their horses
the same casualties, by constructing stables

r them pregnant with diseases. To arrange
em otherwise, in the first instance, would cost
tie or nothing, and save us, say, five-and-

•enty per cent, in horseflesh. But what of
at. To effect it we must do something new,
d we don’t like new-fangled notions

;
be-

les, it might fail after all
;

and, moreover,
w things give trouble. No

; we will go on
the old way, and if our horses fall ill we are
worse off than our neighbours; and if they

:
»
why it is what happens to every thing.

1 here are some, however, who may think it

rth while to try if this said dying cannot be
stponed for a time, and may be willing to
re themselves a little trouble, to retain for

ne additional years, the services of a faithful

rvant. To such we would point out the im-
rtance, lstly, of properly ventilating the
hies, and, 2ndly, of immediately getting rid
all traces of the droppings from the horse,
h which end in view, a floor impervious by
dsture is absolutely necessary,

uoudon says, in his “ Encyclopaedia of Cot-
e and Farm Architecture,”—“The stable
which the horse is lodged should have its

)rs and windows to the south-east, as the
idest aspect, and in general have all its

nings on one side, and in the roof, to pre-
t cross drafts of air. It ought to be on a

5 soil
>
or

>
if a wet one, it should be raised

•ve it by a hollow floor, or by materials of a
d which, will contain interstices of air be-
ten the natural surface and the artificial

•r. All stables should be large, cool, and
table of being well ventilated. The proper
iperature for a horse is 50 deg. in winter,
f from 60 deg. to 65 deg. in summer. The
r

:
mode of ventilating a stable in winter is

by trunks or tubes of boards, about a foot
square, forming openings under the eaves, or
carried up through the ceiling, where there is

one, so as to pass through the roof, their tops
being covered in such a manner as to exclude
the rain, without impeding the ascent of the
heated air. The inside openings of all these
tubes should have small sliding shutters to
regulate the ventilation. In summer, this is

best effected by having the windows filled in

>vith hinged luffer boards, or by having glass
windows, with outer luffer blinds. In the latter

case, the quantity of air admitted, both in

summer and winter, may be very accurately
regulated by the degree to which the glass

windows are opened.”

The arrangement for ventilation here pointed
out is insufficient

;
it is simply an improvement

on none at all, and even this is not provided
in half the stables used. Air should be ob-
tained in controllable quatities, by openings in-

dependent of the doors and windows
;
and, in

large establishments, the removal of the vitiated
air should be aided by mechanical means,—

•

by the creation of currents irrespective of mere
levity and the state of the atmosphere, such
as by heat or the Archiniedian screw.

In a range of stables for forty horses, re-
cently erected by Mr. Dickinson, in Curzon-
street, May Fair, great pains have been taken
in this and other respects. An air-flue com-
municating with the external atmosphere, opens
into each stall in two places, full in face of the
horse (just above the bottom of the rack), the
openings being masked by two pieces of per-
forated zinc, each about two feet long, and one
foot wide. The air, in its passage to these
openings, is made to pass over some pipes
filled with water, which can be heated, so that
in very cold weather, the fresh air admitted to
the stables is first raised to a proper tempera-
ture. Immediately under the ceiling, are open-
ings into a flue which communicates with a
chimney where a fire is constantly burning, by
which means the vitiated air is rapidly drawn
off. The ordinary means of ventilation, win-
dows and openings over the doors, are likewise
provided to meet extreme cases. For closing
each of the latter, a sash is used, divided into
small squares, whereof every alternate one is

left open
;
a second sash behind this, and about

four-fifths of its length, has the corresponding
squares glazed, and the others open

; and thus,
by shifting the latter backwards or forwards,
admittance is given to the air either in large
or small quantities. Mr. Dickinson assured
us that one stall in some old stabling, which
we saw (it had a skylight immediately over
the hind quarters of the animal), produced
more sick horses in the course of the twelve-
month than the new range forforty-one horses.
It is right to say, that the system of ventilation
to which we have referred was arranged by the
proprietor, and carried out for him by Mr.
Sylvester. As regards stable floors, nothing
can be much worse than those commonly laid
down, consisting of boulders, or bricks, in a
bed of sand. The liquid manure penetrates
the interstices, and is rapidly decomposed, giv-
ing off large quantities of ammoniacal gas,
and vitiating the atmosphere to a great extent.

The object to be attained is, a floor imper-
meable by liquids, and so arranged that all

which is thrown upon it may immediately run
off. 1 he writer of a useful article on the sub-
ject, in a recent number of the Ayrshire Agri-
culturalist, says:— “Let the centre of the
causewayed stall be removed two feet in
breadth and five feet in length, measuring from
the croup end of the stall. Flags of sandstone
pavement, of one foot in breadth, three inches

thick, and of convenient length, having the
inner or central edges bevelled to such an
angle as that, when the two are brought toge-
ther, there will be a space or central gutter
formed like a V

,
one inch and a half in breadth

at the surface, and two inches deep at the
apex of the inverted cone, (the bottom of) which
space must be filled with cement or pitch, a
slight downward and backward inclination
must be given to the paving stones, so that
whatever liquid may be dropped upon them,
shall be rapidly conducted towards the hind
quarters, and from thence conveyed, on the
surface, to the point in the exterior found most
convenient for a tank or reservoir, where it

may be stored till required as manure.”
Gutters, of the sort here described, could,

however, hardly be depended on. Small cast-
iron gutters, covered with a close grating fitted
loosely into the top of it, are easily obtainable.
In each stall there should be, in addition to
the gutter behind, a branch up the middle to
the extent of half its depth. In each loose box
there should be three or four of these gutters in

parallel lines, or they may be extended from the
centre of the compartment in four directions,
like a right-angled cross. Granite pitching,
or paving bricks, in asphalte, have been used for
stable floors, and seem to answer the purpose
well. To avoid irregularities, when expense
is not cared for, a concrete foundation should
be prepared for the paving : to keep back the
rats, a layer of broken glass in the centre of
the concrete will be found efficacious.

In making arrangements for carrying off

expeditiously the whole of the urine, it is de-
sirable to recollect, that if collected in a tank,
it is exceedingly valuable as a manure. We
saw recently, a fourth cutting of grass from
the same field, obtained through the use of it.

Racks are less used than they were, and
wisely so. The manger should be divided into
two parts, and one of them be made deeper than
the other, to contain hay or green meat. In
Mr. Cubitt’s stables at Thames Bank, each
horse is supplied with a lump of rock-salt,
placed in a compartment of the manger. In
this same establishment, with the view of pre-
venting to the utmost the vitiation of the air,

plaster of Paris, saturated with sulphuric acid
is sprinkled periodically over the floor to

absorb deleterious gases.

We terminate our present remarks with an
assurance, that by attention to the ventilation

of their stables, and the construction of the
floors, all persons who keep horses may effect

a considerable saving. A well-drained, im-
permeable floor, is, as we have already said,

of the utmost importance.

COMPETITION CARTOONS FOR THE
ART-UNION OF LONDON.

In order that the committee may determine,
what accommodation will be required for the
exhibition of the cartoons to be submitted in
competition for the premium of 500/. offered

by the society, artists were each requested to
send to the office on or before Monday last,

a sealed letter containing his name and ad-
dress, and having on the outside the title of
his intended painting, and a motto or device
by which the cartoon must also be distin-

guished.

In compliance with this request, twenty-six
letters have been forwarded to the office, and
the committee are now seeking a fitting gallery
to receive the designs. It may be well to
mention, that artists who have not sent intima-
tion of their intention to forward a cartoon are
not thereby disqualified

; this was simply a re-
quest, not a stipulation.
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THE ARCHITECT OF THE LATE ROYAL
EXCHANGE.

Sib,—In your number of the 17'*> *!'j s

month, in a 'communication “ On the Identifi-

cation of Architects,” your correspondent sug-

gests that “it has never been clearly deeded

if the late Royal Exchange and Temple Bar

ought to be attributed to VV ren or not. 1

never kne.v the latter doubted, but about the

former building, there is generally a misap-

prehension, which I shall be happy of the use

of your valuable pages to clear up. There is

fortunately no difficulty in doing this, because

Ihe Records of the City and the Mercers,

Company upon the subject of rebuilding the

Exchange after tbe great fire in 1666, are

perfect and complete. All the more interest-

ing portions have been extracted with great

care and skill, and were printed for the use

of the corporation in the year 1838. From a

copy of these extracts now before me, I ob-

tain the following facts :

—

That on the 19th —
,
1666, the commissioners

appointed to the work summoned to their

assistance Mr. Mills and Mr. Jerman, the re-

ceived any gratification for drawing drafts

and directing the building; they therefore or-

dered that 50/. shall be payed him upon

account until further consideration of his

merits.” These extracts I think you will

agree with me, prove that Edward German
was the sole architect. In these records Sir

Christopher Wren is spoken of, under date of

the 7th Jan., 1670, as “ Dr. Wren, surveyor

general of his Majesty’s workes.”

The clock and chimes weie made by Edward
Stanton, under direction of the celebrated Mr.

Hooke, at the cost of 120/.

“ The bells, which were to be ten in

number, ‘ sound and durable,’ were cast by

Wm. Wightman, founder, at the rate of

vj/. vS. for every hundred weight the said bells

shall weigh.”

I beg to apologize for having occupied so

much of your valuable space, and am, Sir, &c.,

25th Nov. 1845. W. T.

DO THE CITIZENS REGARD THEIR
ANTIQUITIES ?

surveyors.

On theOth of November, thecommittee speak

of some “ distast,” amongst the surveyors, as

retarding the work of preparing a design and

estimate for restoring the ruined Exchange of

Sir Thomas Gresham
;

a Mr. Hooke, also

one of the city surveyors, gives a report and

estimate on the 10th of November, on the same

subject.

After clearing the ruins and other works,

and after some coquetting on the part of Mr.

Jerman, in which interval it appears to have

been determined that the building should he

entirely new, — at a joint committee, held

on the 25th April, 1667 the following minute

is recorded :

—

“ The committee, concluding it very neces-

sary at this meeting, to make choyce of a

surveyor for directing and overseeing the build-

ing of the Royal 1 Exchange, and assisting

them in the carrying on that designe to the

best advantage, as to suhstantiallnesse, orna-

ment, and frugality
;
and forasmuch as Mr.

Mills, the city surveyor, hath declared that hee

cannot perform that vvorke alone, and the

cpmmittee being very sensible of the greate

burthen of businesse lying upon him for the

city att this time
;

and considering that Mr.

Jerman is the most able knowne artist (besides

him) that the city now hath: therefore the

committee unanimously made choice of Mr.

Jerman to assist the committee in the agreeing

for, ordering, and directing of that worke
;

and, haveing declared the same unto him, hee

after much reluctancy and unwillingness

(objecting, it might bee thought an intrench-

ment upon Mr. Mills his right), at length

accepted, being assured first by the Lord

Mayor and the committee, that ittwasno in-

trenchment, that this wholle committee, at all

times, would acquit him from any 9candall in

that behalfe
;
then the committee ordered the

clarke to acquaint Mr. Jerman with all the

proceedinges of this committee about the said

building.”

After this appointment Mr. Mills’s name
does not occur again, and the works evidently

proceeded with great rapidity, for they were

finished within three years and a half from the

period of Jerman’s appointment. From ano-

ther entry it appears the name of the archi-

tect was’ Edward, and that a brother, Roger

Jerman, was carpenter at the new works. The
name is spelt variously, and it occurs as Ger-

man, Jerman, and Jermin.

At a committee, on the 20th Sept., it was re-

solved, “ That as his Majesty hath much con-

cerned himself with the building of the Royal

Exchange, and apprehending it to be the duty

of the committee to present him with a view

of the drafts thereof, before they proceed to

the maine worke,” “they desire the lord mayor
and four members of the comm., and Mr.
Jerman, to wait upon his Majesty with the

same.”
On the 27th this committee report that

“ The drafts have been presented to and
viewed by his Majesty and Sir John Denham,
surveyor-general of his workes, and his Ma-
jesty declared his approbation and good liking

thereof.”

On the 9th Dec. occurs the following entry.
“ The committee considering that Mr. Jer-
man, who was chosen surveyor for rebuilding
the Exchange in April last, hath not yet re-

St. Helen’s Place, December 1, 1845.

Mr. Tttk presents his compliments to the

editor of The Builder, and with reference to

an article by Mr. C. R. Smith, entitled “ Do the

Citizens regard their Antiquities ?”—which ap-

peared in The Builder of Saturday— would

be obliged by the insertion of the inclosed cor-

respondence. Mr. Tite would only desire to

add one remark
;
viz., that in the statement he

made at the “ Institute,” he intended no refer-

ence whatever, to the very respectable gen-

tlemen, whose names are most unnecessarily

introduced into Mr. Smith’s communica-

tion :

—

(Copy.)

5, LiverpooL-street, City, Nov. 19, 1845.

Sir,—

I

have before me a report of a speech

made by you at a meeting of the British Ar-

chitects on Monday, in which occur the fol-

lowing passages:

—

1. “In this, however, they were thwarted

by private collectors, who went about amongst

the men offering sums of money for coins and

other articles. They had been attacked in the

public press by one of these, and he would not

parry the question, but mention the name of

Mr. Roach Smith, as he had been mentioned by

him."
2. “ Every care was taken for the preserva-

tion of this collection complete; in which they,

however, were foiled, from the activity of these

collectors. Amongst the most active was Mr.

Roach Smith, who secured many, and particu-

larly a bell which rang, after which there was

a regular chase, but Mr. Smith had the best,

and got possession.”

I believe the above extracts from your speech,

are verbatim as they were uttered. Reference

has also been made by you to remarks made
by me some years since ;

but mention of page,

volume, and work, does not appear to have

been added. Whatever observations I have

felt myself called upon to make, with respect

to the treatment of their antiquities by the

“City authorities,” I have made openly, and

where they could have been refuted , if incorrect.

After a lapse of some years, you have chosen

to give utterance (if the report be true) to most

gross misrepresentations of my conduct, in a

place where you must have known I was not

present to refute your assertions.

I lose no time in protesting against the in-

justice of the course you have been pleased to

take, as well as against the misrepresentations

and concealment of facts, which, by the report,

it appears you have made
;
and I assure you, I

shall omit no opportunity of contradicting your

statement, and of laying before the public/acte

which I can substantiate by full and undeniable

evidence. I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

(Signed) Charles Roach Smith.

William Tite, Esq.

(Copy.)

17, St. Helen’s Place, Nov. 24, 1845.

Sir,—

T

he extracts in your note of the 19th

are, in the main, correct
;
not, indeed, as hav-

ing been uttered by me in any set speech at

the Institute of British Architects, but as a

part of statements made in a slight discussion

which followed the reading of the letter of Mr.

Hawkins, informing the Institute of the inten-

tion of the trustees of the British Museum to

open a department for the reception of British

antiquities. In that letter the following sen-

tence occurs “ The claims of archaeology,

once publicly recognised, antiquities, when
discovered, would no longer be ignorantly de-

stroyed or dispersed, but would be scrupu-

lously collected together into one place
;

the

circumstance of their discovery, would be re-

gistered with far greater accuracy, and the re-

sult, in a few years, would be a most interesting

collection of monuments of national art, and
the development of the history of successive

races, so far as it can be gathered from the

evidences of archaeology, and as it is exhibited

in the museums of foreign countries.” To-

wards the end, the fellows of the Institute are

addressed through this public announcement,

apd a hope i9 expressed “ that, by their autho-

rity and example, an active interest in the pre-

servation of antiquities ;
may be created in the i

whole body of the profession, and may gradu-

ally be communicated to their clerks, and to •

the foremen, and others more immediately set ;

over workmen employed in labours of excava-

tion and demolition.”

In congratulating the meeting, in common 1

with other members, on the gratifying an-

nouncement of this letter, I took occasion to 1

say, that the object having now been made a 1

national one, I did not doubt of its success : :

that the attempts made by the corporate au-

thorities of the city of London, to collect t

a Museum in connection with the City-

Library, had been very much thwarted by the :

exertions of private collectors : that the most I

active was Mr. C. Roach Smith, who, not con-

tented with securing by every means in his

power, the possession of curiosities of this na-

ture, had, most ungratefully, attacked those who
were anxious to forward his public researches,

but not willing to encourage his personal ob-

jects. That this gentleman had thought fit 1

publicly to impugn the conduct of the Gresham

committee, and myself, inferentially as their

architect, in an article published in the Archceo-

loyifi, and, subsequently, in other works
;

and that, as this was the first public oppor-

tunity which had occurred to me of rebutting

those accusations, I availed myself of the

opportunity to do so.

That it was always expected from the site

of the Old Exchange—in the very heart of

ancient London — and from the deep and ex-

tensive excavations required for the new build-

ing, that many interesting relics would be

discovered
;
and, as architect of the building,

and a Fellow of the Antiquarian Society, of

some standing, I was most anxious that no

pains nor expense should be spared to follow

out those researches
;

to identify the circum-

stances under which any curiosities might be

found, to keep them together, either in the

City-Library, or to deposit them in the New
Gresham College; as the nucleus of a collec-

tion, and in connection with a new library,

which I hoped would one day rival that des-

troyed in the Fire of London. To this end I

made the following recommendations to the

committee :—That the hoarding round the site

should be made perfect and sound, to,enable the

excavators to work uninterruptedly, and to

secure a certain control over them : That the

contractor should be bound to deliver up to the

committee any article which might be found,

and to take every possible care of such mat-

ters : That the clerks of the works should be 1

desired to watch with the greatest attention,

and that the foreman of the contractors should

have the same charge : That a large room in

one of the houses in Freeman’s-court, occu-

pied by the clerks of the works, should be 1

appropriated to the reception, arrangement,

and custody of all antiquities so discovered ;

and, further, to prevent the workmen being

bribed to dishonesty, that they should be in-

formed, by a printed notice delivered to them, *

and extensively circulated, that an account

would be kept of what each man might find,

and that they would be liberally compensated ;

but that, on the contrary, every attempt to;

secrete any article, and to sell it, was illegal,

and would be punished. That the Gresham,

committee adopted these suggestions most wil-

lingly, and, with the chairman, were person-

ally anxious, and took much interest in the 1

result. .

That some short period after the adoption 1

of these regulations—having entirely for their

object the suggestions and recommendations of

Mr. Hawkins’ letter— I was waited upon by

;

you, requesting an order to enable you to visi,t
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the works at all times. That I gave you this
order most willingly, but that I explained to
you distinctly in conversation, every one of the
regulations adopted, and the reasons which
influenced my mind in their adoption : that
you then professed your entire approbation of
the means taken, and of the motives of the
committee and their architect, and your anxiety
to co-operate in the carrying of them into
effect.

That for some time, and until the excava-
tion approached the west end of the Old Ex-
change, nothing of importance was found;
but that on taking up the eastern end of the
old merchants, area, the pit, described in the
Archceologia, and in my report to the com-
mittee, printed by the city, was found, contain-
ing the most abundant collection of Roman
•emains yet discovered in the City of London.
That your anxiety to obtain possession of some
if these curiosities overcame your obvious
luty. That notwithstanding every exertion
m ourpart, you did obtain possession of some,
md one of great interest, a bell which was
mfficiently perfect to ring

;
and that there was

hen an active pursuit made, not after you, but
ifter this bell, which, however, found its way
nto your hands. I did not tell the meeting,
is I might have done, that the clerks of the
vorks and the contractor’s foreman, were con-
tantly complaining to me of your interference
vith the workmen, until it came to an actual
|uarrel. That on receiving a letter from you,
had a meeting on the ground of all parties’

/hen you were excessively violent, and
hreatened to shoot the clerk of the works;
ut that you assured me that you had not en-
ouraged the men to abstract the curiosilies,
bat you had even refused to buy them, and’
ad sent them back when offered.' That after
earing all parties, I told you in their presence,
,a t they were to continue to give you, as
’ey declared they had done, every facility for
ursuing your archaeological researches

;
but

'at as there were three witnesses to your
iterference with the workmen, I expected, on
aur part, an abandonment of all such inter-
irenee.

I stated further to the institute, that all the
jiriosities thus collected, referring generally
!' their character, were, as you well knew',
•ranged with great care by the clerks of the
orks, and that they were then in my posses-
on in a spare room at the London Institu-
on, under the charge of Mr. Braylev, jun.,
ho had been employed by the committee at
•me expense, to examine, classify, and report
ion them. That there was a difference of
union in the committee, as to their being
eserved in the City Library or the Gresham
’liege

;
but that it would be my duty to bring

r. Hawkins’ letter before the Gresham Com-
lttee.

From this statement, which exhibits the
tual circumstances of the case, I now turn
• some of your misrepresentations. At page
,0, of your article in the Archceologia

, vol.
ix. ou these antiquities, there is the fol-
ving sentence :

—“ Among the fragments of
ither was one, as I am informed, stamped
th the letters S. P. Q. R.

;
this I did not

•, and I believe it was lost soon after it was
I the possession of the Joint Gresham Com-
ttee, a fate that has also befallen other an-
ilities collected for that body.” And at

•f
e 272, this :

—“ I regret that the regula-
ns under which I was permitted to make my
lervations, in the course of the excavations
the site of the Exchange, did not tolerate
h free and minute examinations as the irn-
rtance of the subject required.”
f you will refer to your own manuscript of

i communication, you will see how much
re offensive and unjust this latter sentence
finally stood. I was not present at the
iety when your paper was read, but my at-
tion was called to it by a friend, who
mted out to me also the report of it in The
htleman s Magazine,' and a reference to
e 79, vol. xvii. new series, of that work,

!

give the character of your charge as it

finally was made. The words are these :
—

:

r e were sorry to hear the writer state, that
[exertions to rescue these objects, so illus-
ive of the ancient arts and manners, were
osed by persons who alleged they were in-
Icted to do so by the United Gresham and
r Improvement Committees, to the great
'ruction of his researches.”
he sentence in the Archceologia itself, was
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changed on my strong representation, in the
proper quarter, and by the authority of a
much-lamented and amiable friend of the
society, then one of the directors. After what
i have stated of your perfect knowledge of allmy arrangements, and their object, you will
permit me to refer with some astonishment, to
page 198 of the same volume of the Gentleman's
Magazine

, where, in a report of the proceed-
ings of the Antiquarian Society of the 13th of
January, 1842, I find that you, Mr. C. Roach
Smith, produced to the society a very curious
“ Medalet, struck in lead, found on the site of
the old Royal Exchange: — apparently,” as
you are made to state, “ deposited there on the
occasion of the memorable visit of Queen
Elizabeth, at the inauguration of the original
building, having “ the inscription Anglian
Regina* vbique • honorata. Surely, I need
not tell you, that the only proper place for such
a very remarkable curiosity, could not be any
private collection.

J

I shall not pursue this subject further, nor
followyou in your favourite and repeated attacks
on “ City Authorities.” In your letter to me,
you threaten some very violent course in an
appeal to the public

: perhaps, when you do
so, you will print this statement; if not, it
will be my duty to do so for you.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
rSigned) W.Tite.

C. R. Smith, Esq., F.S.A., etc.

the Crown and Anchor, when a large number
°f toas

;?
™re ab 'y a"d pleasantly proposed by

the noble Marquis, and were responded to by

« i°
hn™Lub*b0ck ’ Cn,onel Sabine, Captain

Smythe, Mr. Amyott, Dr. Roget.Mr. Godwin,
Mr. Greenhough, Mr. Samuel Warren, who
humourously defended the “ non-contributing"
fellows, Dr. Parris, Mr. Sheepshanks, and
others.

ASSESSMENT OF DILAPIDATIONS.

ANNIVERSARY MEETING OF THE
ROYAL SOCIETY.

The Royal Society met, according to an-
cient custom, on St. Andrew’s day (Monday
last), to receive the auditor’s report, and elect
officers for the ensuing year. The meeting
was numerously attended.

I he president, Lord Northampton, was in
the chair. I he balance in hands of the trea-
surer was declared to be 2,076/. 11s. lOd.
i he total number of members is 831, of whom
61 are honorary or foreign. After the presi-
dent had delivered his address, an admirable
composition (ordered to be printed, on the
motion of Sir Robert II. Inglis), and the so-
ciety were about to ballot for officers, Mr.
Gassiott, Fellow, whose name appeared in the
letters signed “ A Contributing Fellow of the
Royal Society,” which were published in The
Times, rose to direct attention to them, in
order that the author of them might not be
elected into the new council. Mr. Gassiott,
evidently much excited, but in very well
chosen terms asserted, that as a merchant,
which he was (and nevertheless he came into
the society with the recommendation of a Far-
raday and a Ilerschell), the manner in which
public attention had been drawn to his name,
might have injured him fatally, in proof of
which he appealed to some of the leading mer-
chants of London, who sat near him. Mr.
Gassiott read a letter from the solicitor to The
Times proprietors, stating that Sir James
South was the writer of the letters referred
to, and another from Sir James South, in reply
to an inquiry if he acknowledged them, saying
the question was such that one gentleman'had
no right to ask another, and that he should not
answerit. He, Mr.Gassiott, condemned stronglv
the conduct of the writer, in which he seemed to
be supported by the meeting,and did not hesitate
to call the letters slanderous. The President
said he would venture to state, that no one gen-
tleman present required any defence from Mr.
Gassiott. With regard to the inquiry made
of Sir James South, he hardly knew whether
or not it was a fair one. A man either had a
right to send anonymous letters, or he had not.
If he had, he had a right to remain anony-
mous, If he had not, it was asking him to
criminate himself. He (the President) would
consider that Sir James South felt himself to
be wrong, and did not feel bound to acknow-
ledge it. He differed even from Sir James
South’s general proposition, that Fellows should
not write F.R.S. after their names, to advance
their own interests. It was a great honour,
and every man who was a Fellow had a right
to say so.

I he principal changes in the list of officers
were Mr. George Rennie to be treasurer, in
the place of Sir John Lubbock, who finds him-
self unable to fulfil the duties; and Colonel
Sabine, to be foreign secretary, the office held
by the late Professor DaniellsI
The Society afterwards dined together at

®IR
»

7
'M n the query proposed by “a Sur-

y
eyor, in your last number but one, whether

’n the assessment of dilapidations as against
a tenant under covenant to repair, he canmake a charge for occupancy during the time
necessary to complete those repairs,” y ()Urcorrespondent appears to have fallen into thecommon error, of confounding repairs will.

tu
aptd

f?
lons

' 'yhereas these two things are
altogether dissimilar as well in their wrongs
as in their remedies.
A tenant under covenant to repair, is entitled

to a certain notice (usually of three months)
detailing the repairs required. Should he
neglect within the specified time to complete
such repairs, your remedy is by ejectment for
a breach of covenant.

Dilapidations are actual damages done to a
property by waste or otherwise, beyond fair
wear and tear. The remedy for dilapidations is
by an action for damages by waste, misuse, &c.
Rent can be taken of a tenant only under

his own covenant to pay such rent. Dilapi-
dations are damages which no covenant can
reach, otherwise their remedy would lie in
ejectment, and can be claimed only on expira-
tion of all covenants. Hence it is evident that
no rent can be claimed under a covenant which
does not exist

; and rent can only be claimed
under covenant. There is no case upon the
books in which a loss of rent during repairs
has been allowed in enhancement of damages
by dilapidation. For my own part, I should
not think it likely that such a claim was ever
made, seeingthat itis at oncemet by thereply
“ you were discontented with the state of the
property during the existence of the lease, why
did you not give notice of repairs? in which
case no loss of rent could have accrued, and
if such notice had been disregarded, you might
have brought your action in ejectment, and by
recovering possession of your property, pre-
vented^ all the waste of which you now com-
plain.”

Nor would it be a sufficient answer on the
part of the landlord that he was not cogni-
saut of the want of repair during the term.
Because he has reserved to himself a right of
entry to view and survey, and therefore it will
be supposed that he has exercised such right,
and has been satisfied with the state of his
property.

Again, it must not he forgotten, that a tenant
whose term has expired, has no legal posses-
sion of the premises, and consequently is un-
able to perform repairs required of him as
dilapidations. How, therefore, could a loss of
rent be charged to him, when he at least can
exercise no occupation, and when, for all he
may know to the contary, another party may be
actually in possession, and paying rent.

Property has its duties as well as its delights,
its drawbacks as well as its advantages. Loss
of rent during repairs of dilapidations, must
be considered as a charge which it imposes.
Lucky indeed is that landlord who has no
greater grievance to complain of.

I am, Sir, &c. Guo. Tattersali,.
42, Pall Mall, 26th Nov. 1845

Cambridge Antiquarian Society.—We
learn that the council of the Cambridge Anti-
quarian Society have called a meeting to pro-
pose various arrangements for the promotion
of its efficiency as a society for the study of

I

history, architecture, and antiquities, and that
persons favourable to such object who are not
members of the society are requested to attend.
In looking at the list of the council as given
on the cover of its last publication, we see
that Professor- Willis is the president, Mr.
Babington treasurer, Mr. C. W. Goodwin,
secretary; and that amongst the council are
the names of the Masters of Clare hall and
St. John’s college, Professor Corrie, the Vice-
Provost of King’s college, Rev. J. J. Smith,
Sir H. Dryden, Rev. Jas. Goodwin, &c. 8cc.
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WESTMINSTER COURT OF SEWERS.

On Friday, the 28th of November, a Court

was held. The cash at the bankers was

17,098/. Js. Id. An application from the

Holbor'n and FinsburyXIUIUUIU auu 1 ill - a . •
-

the expense of a new sewer own

Temple-bar, was declined, on the ground that

large improvements were in contemplation in

the locality, and that it was unnecessary to use

the city outlet, when there was one in the

Westminster commission quite contiguous.

Mr. Dowley brought up his report as to

“ the materials, &c., required for the new es-

tablishment of labourers and bricklayers, by

whom all works under 50/. and the cleansing

of sewers and gullies, are to be performed.
’

Mr. Leslie moved that the report be printed,

and taken into consideration at the next Court.

Mr. Marriot having seconded the same, Mr.

Donaldson objected to printing the report; he

was satisfied there must be different yards to

deposit the materials
;

there must be yard

foremen to book the materials as they came

in and went ouL Although he felt convinced

great confusion would arise from the change,

still he thought that it should have a fair trial.

The report should originate with the honour-

able mover, to prevent him from hereafter

saying the plan had failed from the want of

foresight. He ought to have the money, whe-

ther it were 1,4)00/. or 2,000/., but the Court

must be assured that he approved of the plan.

Mr. Baylis, Mr. Hawkes, and Mr. F. Crace

concurred in throwing cold water on the

plan, and fixing the responsibility of carrying

it out, on the proposer. They objected td

print the report. Mr. Le Breton thought this

course unfair, and Mr, Cumberlege expressed

his determination to take his share of the re-

sponsibility attaching to the general scheme he

had helped to carry.

Mr. Allason thought the subject one of the

most important that had ever been before the

Court. The plan might succeed, or it might

fail. He thought the honourable mover and

seconder ought to be held fast as to responsibi-

lity. The Court, no doubt, would be inclined

to give them all the aid in its power: He would

confess that he was unfavourable to it, but at

the same time he would render every assist-

ance to carry it out. The Court must look to

Mr. Leslie that the way in which he proposed

to carry out his plan was a reasonable, proper,

and judicious one. Mr. Dowley’s mind was not

Mr. Leslie’s mind, and, therefore, the honour-

able commissioner, and not the surveyor, ought

to be held responsible.

Mr. Leslie felt grateful to the gentlemen

who had proferred kind assistance in carrying

out his plan
;

but with all their kind expres-

sions, they had not had the ingenuity to con-

ceal their deadly hatred to it. It was the

final blow to the forty years’ monopoly of the

contractors in that Court, and it was to be

expected that much vexation on that account

would exhibit itself. The real state of matters

would shew that he (Mr. Leslie) did not come

down to the Court with crude and ill-digested

plans, but plans that could be carried out. The
friendly feeling towards the plan could not be

better evinced than, by looking at what the

Court had been doing since the plan had been

twice approved by the Court. Why they had

dismissed the two surveyors, and declared that

there should be no assistant-surveyors at all,

and this immediately after the Court had

twice wisely resolved to do itself, without con-

tractors, all works under 50/., and the entire

cleansing of the sewers.

Mr. John Gunter thought the Court was

hound to assist Mr. Leslie, and not to allow

any parties to frustrate that which the Court

had promised to do, by ordering and sanction-

ing his proposition.

The Chairman said, the simple question was,

as to printing an imperfect document. The
whole figures being in pencil, it was clear to

him that it had been hastily prepared by their

officer. It was then resolved to refer the re-

port back to Mr. Dowley, and that he should

submit it to the mover and seconder of the plan.

A long discussion then ensued as to the

power of the Court to build sewers where none
had before existed

;
Mr. Le Breton contend-

ing that the Court had the power, and Mr.
Marriot declaring that the most minute trifl-

ing surface drain, when it passed the property
of favoured commissioners, was a sufficient

excuse to put the district to the expense of

building a new sewer; and he instanced a re-

cent expenditure in Brompton-road as a proof

of what he sdid. There was no clear principle

laid down, and consequently no security to

property.

Mr Donaldson loudly complained of Mr.

Marriot’s statement. “We are all involved

(said the honourable commissioner) in his

attack, and I, for onfe, defy him to prove his

assertions.” Mr. Marriot said he was sorry

if he had gone too far, for he intended to cast

no individual reflections, but it was for the

honour of the Court and its credit with the

public, that there should be some regular plan

laid down, and then the public ^fould know
what could be done arid what could not, at the

public expense. The chairman, without dis-

puting his friend Mr. Le Breton's law, stated,

that it would be unjust to call upon the

public to pay for the advantage which was

solely to private property. The matter then

dropped.

*,* W e cannot understand honourable com-

missioners, who would throw upon the mover

of a resolution passed by the Court, the re-

sponsibility for its success or otherwise. A
motion when carried, becomes the resolution

of the body, and with that body, not with any

individual, rests the responsibility.

On Wednesday last, the committee appointed

to prepare a reply to Mr. Leslie’s pamphlet, in

compliance with Sir James Graham’s letter,

brought up their report to a special Court. It

was adopted, and is by this time in the Secre-

tary of State’s office. Of this, hereafter.

1HE MORAL AND INDUSTRIAL TRAIN-
ING SCHOOLS AT SWINTON.

These schools, which are now nearly com-

pleted, are sufficiently important from their

object, and their extensive scale to require some

notice. They have been erected at Svvinton,

near Manchester, for the education of the pau-

per children of the parish, are fitted up with

every convenience requisitefor teaching various i

trades and occupations, and are no doubt well

calculated to be the means of conferring impor-

tant and solid benefits upon the poor of Man-

chester. Extensive as the building is, its size

is not at first apparent. The general plan forms

a quadrangle, covering, independents the gar-

den, four acres of ground, the principal front

being,460 feet in length. The arrangements com-

prise, sehool and class-rooms for boys, girls,

and infants, work-rooms, sick and fever wards,

a diniDg-room, which serves also for a chapel,

domestic offices, a surgery, lavatories, and mas-

ters’ rooms. The design was by Messrs.

Tattersall and Dickson, the superintendence

and completion of the building being mainly due

to the latter. It is in the Elizabethan style,

the materials being red brick with stone dres-

sings. Approached from the Manchester road,

the main front has a more imposing effect

than we recollect to have seen elsewhere, a

modern example of, in the same style of ar-

chitecture. The breaks and gables, and the

centre and its balustraded steps, are com-

posed with much skill and effect in the result.

In the centre rise the two turrets. There is

much stone work about the entrance, and the

details partake largely of the Italian style
;

indeed, whatever merits there may be in the

building, there is nothing which could not have

been quite as well treated in a purer style

of architecture than that employed. In the

interior, there is little in the way of decoration

to call for notice
;
the board-room is, however, a

good apartment, with some tolerable furniture.

The great merit of the building consists in the

manner in which every part is adapted to the

object of instruction in the various trades. The
lavatories are fitted up with numerous basins,

in rows, cut out of blocks of stone, and with

large baths for complete immersion. The total

cost is understood to be about 40,000/. The
arrangements for ventilation cost 5000/. (!) and

were under the superintendence of Dr. Reid.

Though this amount may include the heating,

it appears enormous. Considering that Dr.

Reid’s plans do not appear to have yet met

with any great success, we are surprised that

they should have been adopted. Ventilation

is undoubtedly a matter of paramount impor-

tance, and by no individuals is held to be more

so than by architects. If every architect

of a public’ building had had some thousands

allotted to him, solely for ventilation, and --

ventilation of large buildings would not b6, as

it still is, a desideratum. However important

ventilation may be, and we are prepared to ar-

gue the great importance of it, it is riot to be*

sought to the detriment of other objects; the

convenient arrangement of a building should

not be sacrificed, much less the stability, and

the beautiful is quite compatible with it. In

the building here noticed, the turrets perform

the office of ventilating shafts
;

the air is

warmed by hot-water pipes of large bore, and

is passed through the building by enormoris

flues, built out into the rooms in the most un-

sightly positions
;
some of them, we may veriture

to say, al-e riot less than three feet square. In

the principal school-rooms, the air is admitted

by numei’ous holes drilled in the floor, and

passed out bv valved apertures in the ceiling-*

which can be regulated. The dormitory i9

over the school-room; but as the two apart-

ments could never be iri use at the same mo-
ment, the ventilation of the upper room is

provided for, whilst its occupants would not

breathe vitiated air.

In a commrinication, lately received from a

valued friend, orie of the board of guardians,

he says—“ The apparatus has been tried as far

as it is completed, and found to work well

further he says, that he is “anxious to dojustice

to a man who has been attacked by witling

senators, disappointed patentees, parasites of

Mr. Barry, arid a score of others, tfrho, from

various motives, have been induced to injure

the reputation of one who, I honestly believe,

to be practical iri his views, and honest iri his

intentions.” In reference to this we may say,

that no fair trial can take place till the build-

ing has been used for the intended purposes iri

the full extent, which it cannot have been

hitherto
;
that Dr. Reid’s plans have been ob-

jected to by men of every description and

party, who have had lamentable experience of

their inefficiency. We are not aware of anj

instance of their success. They are enormouslj

expensive, and injurious to the building and its

objects, and should no longer be persisted in.

Every architect is able to receive valuable in-

formation from men of science, eminent iri

their own walk, and is anxious to seek it, bill

it is on him that the arrangement of everj

part should depend, and no successful issue

can be arrived at by any other course. II

ventilation, as now managed, be Actually de

structive of the health, which it is expected t<

benefit, it would he positively better to leave i

quite unattended to; at least, we venture tc

say that a skilful architect, if unfettered, woulc

produce a better result, and at the same tim<

consistent with any other end which, in lati

attempts at ventilation, is deemed an afte

consideration. The ventilation must be adaptei

to the building, not the building to the veriti

lation. We shall always be anxious to mee

with any valuable suggestions from Dr. Reid

or from any other individual, and should ai

instance of success in any plan be shewn to us

shall gladly record an opinion in its favour

But, at present, the evidence as to Dr. Reid’

system is strikingly unfavourable. * *

STONE STAIRCASES, UNDER THE
BUILDINGS ACT.

Sib,—

I

lately commenced erecting a dwell

ing-house, which, I believe, comes in the firs

class of buildings. In ignorance of the pre

visions of the NewBuildingS Act, I commence

a stone staircase, but did not provide for suj

porting the stone landings by fire-proof cot

sti-uctions in the passage, &c. ;
T am no 1

told 1 must do so
;
and having referred, whe

too late, to the Act, this certainly appears t

be the intention thereof. If so, I shall t

compelled to put up a wooden staircase thesam

as my passage, &c., and may never have a

opportunity of bringing in my stone staircasi

as it is of peculiar construction. Perhaps yo

may be able to suggest some way in which

can use my stone steps with the landings

have fixed.’ To me it appears unaccountabl

that all the staircase, passage, &C., may be i

wood, but not a part. Perhaps you can thro

some light on the subject, and oblige

Your constant reader,

A Mason.

*** The wording of the Act in this respe

is precise, and seems to leave no discretional

power. The regulation is certainly anoma

f
___ #

ous. We should be inclined to send tl

periments in reference to it, the successful
|

question to the referees.
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ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

At an ordinary meeting; held on Monday
last, Mr. Papworth, Y.P., in the chair, Mr.
W. C. Reed was elected an associate. A can-

didate as Fellow, was black-balled, on what ac-

count did not appear.

A paper was read on the Kentish Ray Stone

by Mr. J. Whichcord, jun., associate. The
district in which it is quarried is about thirty

miles in length through the central part of

Kent, and is about four to ten miles in breadth.

This district comprises the towns of Seven-

oaks, Maidstone, and Lenham, &e. The
quality of this stone is very variable, being
in some districts lmrd and flinty, and in others

almost as easy to work as Portland stone. It

is in the quarries at Boughton, in the neigh-

bourhood of Maidstone, that the best qualities

of stone are procured, and as the men em-
ployed in them often find among the rubbish

stones of a spherical shape, some as much as

12 inches diameter, and similar to those em-
ployed for the artillery of the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries, it is not improbable that at

that period these quarries supplied stones for

that and other purposes in the metropolis. It

was to this quarry that Mr. Whichcord con-

fined his observations, and a diagram accom-

f

ianied his paper, which shewed the various

ayers of stone nnd hassock,— the technical

name given to a species of sand which invari-

ably intervenes between the different strata of

stone.

These layers are about twenty in number :
—

Firstlv, the land rag, which is a hard stone,

dark in colour, and is to he procured in lengths

of five or six feet. This first layer is about
fifteen feet from the surface of the ground, the

intervening space being occupied by the vege-

table mould
;
then a deep bed of loam of dif-

ferent qualities
;
and lastly, three beds of

hassock, separated from each other and the

loam by three shallow layers of ferruginous

sand. The second layer of stone is termed
header—laying, on account of its being prin-

cipallvused for small headers. Next in order

is the green rag, which is free of working,
and easy to be got in lengths of about six

feet. The hassock, which divides this and
the next layer of rag, is indurated enough to

form good working stone. We then have a

layer used principally for paving, and called

yellow rag, succeeded by the pelsea, from

which the largest stones can be procured, hard

and strong in quality. Then the coleman and

little coleman, separated by the hassock, and

both of which give stones too hard and flinty

to be used for other purposes than headers, &c.

We now come to the thickest layer, called

great rag,which from having manveross fissures

cannot he got in blocks ot any length, and is

therefore used for headers or else for lime. The
bed of hassock which lies directly under the

great rag is of very superior quality, and re-

semblesjhe Reigatestone. Itis used bythe ma-
sons for their benches, and stands the weather

exceedingly well. We then have the Newing-
ton cleaves, which is hard and difficult of

working, but yields stones of large size. The
next layer is an exceedingly shallow one, and

is so flinty, as precludes its use for other pur-

poses than for macadamizing roads. Then the

Whiteland-bridge, from which stones of 12

feet long can be quarried with certainty and

ease : it is of a blue colour. The next in suc-

cession is the Mainbridge, resembling the pre-

ceding layer, but from which stones of so

large a scantling as from the Whiteland-bridge

cannot be procured. Then comes the garl,

used generally for headstones : it is separated

by a bed of hassock, thicker than the others,

from the Ilorsebridge layer, which gives good
stones, of nearly 15 feet in length. We then

find three beds called the header-layings, with

their alternate beds of hassock
;
these are very

inferior in quality, and of little depth. The
next two layers are called the upper-bottom

and under-bottom; they yield stones of fair

quality and large dimensions. The hassock

which separates them is rubbishy, and that

which follows the under-bottom layer is ex-

ceedingly soft. We now come to the last

layer, which is called white rag, resembling

chalk in appearance, and useless as a stone-, as

it crumbTes in the atmosphere. It reposes on a

bed of hassocky clay, beneath which the

quarrymen have not penetrated : it is very

doubtful whether any limestone is to be found

lower than this.

The author then alluded to the various

modes of dressing the different kinds of rag
stone, and mentioned that the small hassocky
spots which occur continually', in it render it

unfavourable for tooling, as they give it the

appearance, when smooth, of bad Portland
;

it is, therefore, usually’ picked. He also stated

that, although the harder qualities of Kentish
rag stone are scarcely inferior to granite in

resisting pressure, the vents occurring in it

render it dangerous to use as a hearer.

The following analysis was made bv Mr.
Phillips :

—
KENTISH HAG STONE.

Carbonate of lime, with a little mag-
nesia 92‘6

Earthy matter G’5

Oxide of iron 0‘5

Carbonaceous matter OH

HASSOCK.

Carbonate of lime 2f)‘2

Earthy matter 72'0

Oxide of iron 1*8

CHURCH NEWS.
The inhabitants of Rotherham are about to

restore the south porch of their ancient church
to its original state. The works arc entrusted

to Messrs. Weightman and Iladfield, archi-

tects. The new church at Rise, in the dio-

cese of Bangor, was consecrated on the 12th

ultimo. The interior of the roof is painted

blue, and studded with gilt stars. There are

four stained-glass windows. The east window
is a representation of the last days of our Sa-

viour upon earth—the crucifixion, the taking

down from the cross, &c. The walls are deco-

rated with scrolls with appropriate texts of

Scripture. It was built at the sole expense of

Mr. Bethell, from a design by Mr. Chantrell,

of Leeds, architect. On Wednesday next,

the 10th inst., the nave of the Holy Trinity

Church, at Hull, will be re-opened by the Rev.

Dr. Hook, Vicar of Leeds. The church of

St. Mary Do Crypt, Gloucester, was rc-opened

with great pomp on Thursday week. An
organ has recently been erected in St. Paul’s

Church, Herne Hill, by Bishop. The case in

which it is contained, is of carved oak, cut by
the machine of Mr. S. Pratt, of Bond-street

;

the cuttings are of quatrefoils, gothic and he-

raldic devices. It may be said to he in two
compartments, being placed on each side of a

gothic window, richly painted, at the west end

of the church. Tn the process of taking off

the whitewash from the interior of the Hunger-
ford Chapel, in Wcllow Church, thirteen dis-

temper drawings, representing our Saviour and

the twelve apostles, have been discovercdaround

the east window. The larger figures, eight in

number, are about half the size of life, and the

colouring of the whole is said to be well de-

fined. Itis intended to make some exten-

sive renovations and improvements in the pa-

rish church of Liddington, Wilts, including a

re-pewing of the church throughout, with the

view of increasing the accommodation, which
is much wanted. The sum of 2,600/. Three-

per Cent. Consols, has recently been transferred

by Miss Jane Cook, of Cheltenham, to the

trustees of the London Society for promoting

Christianity among the Jews, for the purpose

of enabling the committee to complete the

building of the church on Mount Zion, accord-

ing to the plan proposed by their architect.

George Liddell, Esq., lias lately given a

plot of ground, as a site for the new parish

church of St. Paul, at Hull. The value of the

donation is ascertained from the fact of 850/.

having recently been refused for this piece of

land. A monument has within the last week
been erected in Gloucester Cathedral, to the

memory of the late Major William Davy'. It

is of Chilmark stone, and consists of a central

canopy, crocheted and crowned with a rich

finial, flanked by clustered buttresses, termi-

nating in pinnacles, and supported by corbel

angels, bearing shields with initials. The fa-

mily arms and crests are emblazoned in panels

under the tablet, and in the spandril of the

central arch. The inscription is engraved in

the old black letter, with rubricated capitals.

It is designed and executed by Mr. Osmond,

of Salisbury. The church lately erected at

Woolfardisworthy, Devon, was consecrated on

Friday last, bythe Bishop of Exeter. It was

designed by Mr. Hayward, of Exeter, and built

by Mr. Baker, of Southmolton. The velvet

altar-cloth, the chair for the altar, the stone
pulpit, and the memorial window, were pre-

sented to the church by different persons.

Earl Howe, last week, laid the foundation-stone
of the new church of St. Stephen’s Woodville,
near Ashby-de-lu-Zouchc, when the Countess,
Lady Gore, and the Hon. Captain Curzon,
were present at the interesting ceremony.
A new ecclesiastical district has been formed
in Cheltenham, and a church, in the early

Norman style, to be dedicated to St. Peter, will

very shortly he erected. The committee of the
Church Extension Society have already fixed

upon a si te and plan, and have also provided
a sum of 50/. per annum towards a permanent
endowment.

BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Tii e association met on Wednesday even-
ing last; Mr. Pettigrew, F.R.S., in the chair.

In opening the business of the evening, the

chairman said, that some discoveries of a very

interesting nature had been made during some
excavations on the Duke of Beaufort’s estate at

Badminton, nnd that his grace had stopped

the works until their president and the drafts-

man of the association could visit the spot.

Amongst a variety of antiquities exhibited,

were some ancient swords, which led Mr.
Planch^ (when describing them), to inquire if

any information concerning the sword of

Charles I. at Whitehall, removed from the

scabbard, had been obtained. ' Mr. Crofton

Croker, the hon. sec., said he had addressed

Lord Lincoln on the subject, but had not yet

received a reply.

Allusion being made (in the course of an

interesting conversation on the preservation of

monuments), to a letter in The Times of the

preceding day, stating that the tombs of Henry
IV. and his queen (at Canterbury), were about

to be repaired in a doubtful manner, at a cost of

1,600/., Mr. Pratt, the proprietor of the carv-

ing machine, said that parts of the tomb were
now in his hands to be copied exactly.

Mr. C. Roach Smith, read a valuable paper

on Roman antiquities found in and near

London, which he exhibited, and at the end
of it, brought before the meeting the statement

made by Mr. Tite at the Institute of Archi-
tects, and his own letter on the subject, given

in The Builder last week. Mr. Smith also

read a correspondence with Mr. Tite, which
appears in the present number of our jour-

nal, and answered in detail the particular

charges brought against him; which charges,

he argued, from the circumstances under which
they were made, were intended to discredit the

Archaeological operation through him, their

secretary. Mr. Lott, f.s.a., Mr. Jerdan, the

chairman, and others, addressed the meeting

on the subject, and a resolution was passed,

expressing regret that Mr. Roach Smith should

have been subjected to the attacks complained

of, and thanking him warmly for the disin-

terested zeal which he had ever exerted him-

self to preserve the antiquities of the city.

Repairs of Maynootii College.—The
Globe says, the board of Maynooth College

recently made an application to Sir Robert

Peel, statingthat the sum of30,000/., allocated

for repairing the old and erecting new build-

ings, would fall farshort of therequisiteamount,

as appeared by the plans and estimates of Mr.
Pugin, the architect, which were forwarded to

the right hon. baronet, and it was submitted for

the consideration of Government, whether, un-

dersuch circumstances, Xin increase of the build-

ing fund should not be made. The reply of the

Treasury was read at a meeting of the board

on Friday se’night, peremptorily refusing any

increase whatever. Already upwards of 2,000/.

have been expended by the Board of Works
in the repairs of the old college buildings, and

much remains to be done, independently of the

new buildings. The board, having no alter-

native, determined to call on Mr. Pugin to

make a corresponding reduction in his plans

and estimates, in order that the sum allocated

should cover all expenses. A building com-

mittee was appointed to consult with the

architect, consisting of Archbishops Crolly,

Murray, Slattery, and M'Hale ;
Right Rev.

Dr. Kinselln, Lord Ffrcnch, Sir Patrick

Bellew, and Mr. Hussey.
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STAIRCASE AT CROMWELL HALL,
HIGHGATE.

Hiohoate, so well known to every Lon-
doner, was formerly enriched with several

magnificent Elizabethan mansions, which have
long since disappeared. Among them was
Dorchester House, a view of which, copied
from a very rare print, will be found in Mr.
Prickett’s small volume of the “ History of
Highgate.” In the collection of drawings by
John Thorpe (preserved in Sir John Soane’s
museum), which are of the date of Elizabeth
and James I., there are plans of bouses at
Highgate, but no elevations or names are added
to them.

Of the interesting old building known as
Cromwell Hall, in this neighbourhood, very
little information, besides what the building
itself aftords, can be obtained. In this parti-
cular it is not at all singular, as there are

several ancient buildings of important cha-
racter both in the neighbourhood of London
and throughout England, of which the names
of their first possessors have been lost

;
an old

shield of arms placed in some conspicuous
part of the structure, if it can be deciphered, is

generally the only guide which will throw light
on the subject. Sometimes, instead of one
shield, we find a great number, as many, per-
haps, as twenty, belonging to the ancient gen-
try in the neighbourhood, or it may be the
armorial bearings of those families with whom
the proprietor was connected by relationship,
but not so closely as to entitle him to place
them in bis own escutcheon in the proud situa-
tion of regular quaterings

;
of course, when

this is the case, we are in the dark as to who
possessed the house. For an instance of this
kind we have the old manor-house of Holling-
bourne, in Kent. If a shield of arms, either

in plaster or stone, is placed singly in the

centre of a ceiling, or over a fire-place, such
may, without fear, be given to the person who
erected the building, unless, as was frequently

the case in the civil wars, the proprietor of a

sequestrated estate removed the eye-sore (to

him) of the real owner’s shield, and substituted

his own. Whether this was done at Crom-
well Hall, without having the names of the

parties who, one after the other, had been
owners of the building, it is hazardous to say.

The house is universally supposed to have
been built for, and inhabited by, General Ire-

ton, who married, in 1G46, Bridget Cromwell,
eldest daughter of the protector; a shield of
arms on the ceiling of the drawing-room has,

without examination, been pointed out as be-

longing to I reton, and with like carelessness,

the monogram A. C., in one of the fire-places,

M'as said to represent the initials of Anne
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Cromwell his wife. Ireton bore on bis shield,

ermine, two bendlets, gules ; the plaster shield

on the drawing-room ceiling at Cromwell Hall

has two bars gemnl,
and in chief a lion

,
passant

gardant. I am indebted to a friend in the

Herald’s College for the information, that this

coat stands in an ordinary of arms, tpe. Eliza-

beth to Tregoze, being azure, two bars genial,

and in chief a lion passant gardant, or. He
remarked that a similar coat, but with different

tinctures, might have been used by some pro-

prietor of the old house, of an entirely different

name, and that there was no match whatever

to it to be found in the pedigree of Crom-

well. ...
The name of Tregoze is not mentioned in

any topographical history of llighgate, and the

connection of General lreton’s name with the

building appears to rest upon no other founda-

tion than that of tradition. Norden, in his

account of Highgate, speaks of a “faire house,”

the situation of which exactly resembles that

of Cromwell Hall. He says:— “Upon this

hill is most pleasant dwelling, yet not so plea-

sant as healthful; for the expert inhabitants

there report, that divers who have long been

visited with sickness, not curable by physicke,

have in a short time repayred their health

by that sweete salutarie aire. At this place

— Cornwalleys, Esquire, hath a very faire

house, from which he may with great delight

beholde the stately citie of London, Westmin-

ster, Greenwich, the famous river of Thamyse,

and the countrey towards the south, verie

farre.”

This Cornwallis, Lyson supposes, was son

of Sir Thomas Cornwallis, a man of consider-

able eminence in the reigns of King Edward
the Sixth and Queen Mary; he led a retired

life during the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and

died at a very advanced age in 1604. It is

probable that the monogram A. C., previously

noticed, might belong to a descendant of this

Sir Thomas Cornwallis, one who bore some

part in the first erection of the building; as to

the personage for whom it was intended, I

must leave the inquiry in the hands of those

who have more inclination and more time than

I have to pursue it
;
there can be little doubt

from the style of the building, that of Charles

the Second, and from the decorations of the

interior being of a military character, the house

must have been intended for an officer of dis-

tinction. If he had been a royalist, his shield

would probably have been well known, and his

name preserved, but those of the other party

have fallen into such obscurity, that there is

possibly no chance of obtaining the information

we seek after.

Cromwell Hall was erected, I should sup-

pose, about the year 1650, and the style is that

order or class of Elizabethan architecture so

common during the reign of Charles the Se-

cond. This style was gradually lost; speci-

mens of it may be seen as late as the reign of

Queen Anne. The richest part of the structure

of Cromwell Hall is the staircase; and this

alone gives undeniable proof that the house

was erected for some great military commander.

The print shows a view of the staircase on the

ground -floor
;

it is carried from the basement

to the attics in the same style.

Of the design of the staircase it is hardly

necessary to remark, it is deserving of great

praise; nearly all the bays, of which there are

thirteen, are different; so are all the small

figures on the top of the standards
;
these are

carved by no mean hand,—their expression

and attitudes are admirable. Some are repre-

sented as playing on drums and fifes, the mili-

tary band of the infantry of the day, as the

trumpet, cornet, and kettle drums formed those

of the cavalry
;
others are saluting, mounting

guard; some of them are supposed to be por-

traits, and that they should be so does not

appear at all unlikely, so well are some of them

executed. One hns been stolen, or, to use a

polite word, appropriated, by some thieving

self-imagined antiquary. The real antiquary,

supposing the figures were in safe keeping,

would rather see them in their original posi-

tion. The lost figure is said to have represented

Oliver himself,— it was the last on the top of

the staircase; his statue, however, would hardly

have been put where it could only have been

seen by the domestics. These figures are each

1 foot 7 inches high,—some of them have been

sadly mutilated
;

the costume is mostly that ot

the soldiers of Cromwell’s army, but in one or
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two the costume approaches nearly that of the

reign of James the First.

The character of the ornamented hays will

be best seen by the two, given in detail, on the

preceding page
;
the whole are of similar cha-

racter, containing within the scroll-work,
shields, arms, such as helmets, breast-plates,

swords, pikes, and lings
;
musical instruments,

wreaths of laurel, &c.
;

in some arc represented

instruments of war of earlier date: many of
the small figures in the standards have circular

shields on their left arms. In the whole of the
hays the artistic filling up of the spnee, and
the leaving of proper voids, is capitally at-

tained.

The building contains a great deal more of
detail interesting to the architect. The front
itself is a good specimen of the heavy moulded
brickwork of the day

;
several of the rooms

contain richly-ornamented plaster ceilings,

—

one in particular is extremely handsome, and
the quaintly carved door-frames leading into
all the rooms from the staircase, must not be
forgotten. Several of the plaster friezes in the
rooms are of much earlier style than the build-
ing itself; they were the plasterer’s stock pat-
terns of the day : some of them I have met
with in old buildings in Yorkshire and Somer-
setshire. The rooms are of a noble size, and
indeed the whole building is planned on a
grand scale; it is admirably adapted for its

present purpose, the education of youth on the
French system : the establishment is called
College Franyais de Londres, the master is the
Rev. G. V. J)e Linde Monteuuis. This o-en-
tleman kindly permitted me to inspect the
building, for the purpnsc.'of making the sketches
engraved in the present paper. C. .1. R.

COLOURED DECORATIONS.
At a meeting of the Decorative Art Society>

on November 26th, a paper « On Chromatic
Decorations,” was read by Mr. K. Cooper. He
commenced with a chronological review of
various modes of applying or using colour in

^n.vPh ar|d oil the continent of Europe, from
remote times to the end of the 17th century.
In referring to the stupendous and richly-deco-
i ated remains of temples and porticos in Egypt
he commented on the dull and opaque colours,
contrasted with mat and burnished gold (laid
on in leaves) which are found therein, and also
upon mummy cases; he described the coloured
intaglios on the walls, and the painted ceilings
of deep azure, studded with stars in the temple
of Medcenet Haboo, at Thebes

;
he exhibited

drawings of Egyptian ornament of excellent
design, and remarked that no progressive im-
provement in decorative art is discernible in
these works.

I he temples of Greece were then noticed,
where colour was applied to capitals, frieze
entablature, and the back-grounds of the tym-
panum; also on the ogee mouldings, where
honeysuckle, egg, and other enrichments were
painted or stencilled; and it was observed,
that, although no remains have been disco-
vered, it was reasonable to infer, from the emi-
nent state of plastic art, that contemporary
pictorial art had arrived at considerable per-
fection, and the names of some Greek artists
were Riven, on I lie authority of Plinv anti
Quintilian. After some remarks on the’ vases
oi tsreece, and the mural decorations of the
sepulchres of Etruria, lie directed especial nt-
tenuon to the magnificent hatha or thermic
ot I itus, at Rome (erected ,v.n. 70), and (re-
ferrinR to the illustrations by ,\[. 1-onee) he
observed llmt the fresco piiiiitiiii-s found there
display 111 the groupin'., diiurinR, „ml manuee-
ment of drapery, a relined feelim. and know-
ledRe of art

;
and in his remarks on the colour

used, he observed that the decorations tvero
executed most probably, by Greek a, lists.

1 lie decorations of Pompeii and Hercula-neum, beinK of the same period, were then de-
scribed

;
but, ns might be supposed, from theirbeing provincial towns, they would lie found

inferior in execution and splendour to ihoseof the capital The arrangement on the walls,of masses of black, rod, and while, exhibited a
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’ to us in the mosiacsot Hie churches and palaces of Italy; and after

some remarks on the productions of Cimabue,
Giotto, and Leonardo da Vinci, he entered
upon a consideration of the decorative works
ol Michael Angelo and Raphael.

In this period of Italian art, the anachro-
nisms and disregard of relative proportion, in

the parts composing arabesque or grotesque
decorations, were especially noticed, as well as
the enrichments, similarity in design and co-
louring, existing between the works of Raphael
and bis school, and those in the baths of Titus,
before alluded to, and which were discovered
at this time: a striking instance was exhibited,
in the decorations at Mantua, by Giulio Ro-
mano, and Andrea Mantngna. (See Gruner,
plate 2-1, and plate 5 of the Baths.)
The magnificent decorations by the Vene-

tians were next described, in which massive
mouldings richly carved and gilt, divided the
surface of ceilings and walls

;
the coffers or

panels being filled with paintings by Titian,
1 intoretto, &c., produced a gorgeous effect.
The decorations of the ceiling of the sacristy
attached to the Duoino, or cathedral at Venice
were said to lie worthy of recommendation, on
account ot durability and splendour, for open
colonnades in this country (such as at the Royal
Exchange)

;
the hack grounds were of vitrified

gold, and exhibit all the beauty of ancient
mosaic, combined with the harmonious colour-
ing and beautiful ornament of the sixteenth
century. 1 his century witnessed the rise
and deline of fine art in Italy, and in the fol-
lowing one, although we meet with some good
artificers, they were more copyists and man-
nerists, and not great artists.

In discussion, the terms arabesque, gro-
tesque, moresque, &c\, were argued; the inodes
of lighting, and the principles of gravitation of
colours on walls of apartments were com-
mented on, and a regret expressed that deco-
rations in the houses of nobilitv are not suf-
ficiently known or accessible to the inspection
of decorators and artists.

CEMETERIES VERSUS CHURCHYARDS.

Ix the course of the alterations now goinc
forward at Redcliffe church, Bristol, it has been
found necessary to the security of the walls, by
rendering them free from damp, to lower to a
depth of several feet a portion of the soil
which in the course of ages had risen far
ubovc its original level; and in doing this,many graves have been opened, and the bony
tenants ejected from their dwellings. This
course lias naturally teen met by great oppo-
sition on the part of the parishioners, and it
has become a debateable question whether the
dead should he allowed to rest, and the walls
to decay, or whether the interests of the buried
should give way to those of the living, and the
bones he removed for the better security of the
costly and magnificent temple. It is a painful
quesnon, but one that we think must be de-
cided in favour of the building and those who
have a living interest in its stability. It brings
with it, however, some considerations on the
presumed freedom from disturbance, in the
rest iillordcd by the churchyard, and may serve
to illustrate the fallacy of the notion, ‘

enter-
tained by many, that the repose of the dead ismore permanently secured by burial in a
churchyard than in the public cemeteries.

1?„
V
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h, ^‘‘UPenod in the case of
Redcliffe, has happened lately or must happen
soon, in regard to half the churches in the
country. Since the zealous spirit for restoring
ami preserving our ecclesiastical edifice!
winch distinguishes (he present day, has cone
abroad, it has been discovered that in order todefend the walls and pavements from the de-
structive agency of damp, a course similar to
tliat now being pursued at Redcliffe, is in most
cases necessary. Constant burial has a ten-dency gradually to raise the soil of the church-
vard

; and the most reprehensible practice ofhiny.ng close up to the church walls produces
at once damp and an instability arising frombe removal of the due support, afforded bythe earth, to the foundations of the walls. Toremedy tins there is no other course than toremove the graves.

In the course too, of improvements whichthe spirit ot the ago requires, churches havein some instances been su-ept away to improve
the thoro.iRhfarcs in towns, and the ,.,-ave
)
arils have been converted into pitched w’avs.
1 he new cemeteries, whatever maybe the I

case in future ages, are not at present liable
to such disturbances, and therefore they have
an advantage in this respect, to add to the very
important considerations that recommend
them, in a sanatory point of view, over church-
yards in towns.*
The truth is, we cling to the idea of supe-

rior sanctity in churchyard ground, and of
more undisturbed repose existing within the
shadow of the churchyard yews, from the as-
sociations and habits of fooling that make all

venerable abuses dear to us, and which it re-
quires at first an effort of reason to overcome;
but which, once overcome, are looked back to
with surprise that in spite of reason, they should
ever have exercised such influence. '

It re-
quires only that wc grow accustomed to the
new system of burial, that the yews and cy-
presses and willows of our new cemeteries
have time to strike deep root in the soil, in
order that we learn to associate these cities of
the dead with the notions of undisturbed seclu-
sion and hallowed tranquillity, which, in truth
more properly belong to them, than at least
to city churchyards. What spot can have
more the aspect of a home of t lie dead, than
the beautiful burying ground of Pere-la-Chaise?
It is not gloomy— it is not gay

;
hut has a sort

of cheerful solemnity completely harmonizing
with the tone of mind in whicli death should
be contemplated by the Christian Great
!
f
'estern Advertiser.

THE TROUBLES OF RAILWAY
SURVEYORS.

\Yk lately referred (ante p. 56-1), to the op-
position which gentlemen engaged in the
railway surveys meet with from certain land,
owners in various parts of the kingdom, and
gave cases illustrating the desperate lengths
to which this opposition is carried. Since
then several other cases have occurred, afford-
ing additional proof, if such were required, of
the necessity for parliamentary interference
early in the ensuing session.
On Tuesday last, a company of railway sur-

veyors were employed to take the levels, &c.,
near Islip, Oxon, when they'- were interrupted
by the villagers, who, by main force, put an
end to their proceedings.
At the Brentford Petty Sessions, on Monday,

six railway surveyors were convicted on a
charge of trespass on the grounds of Mr."

i mot, at Ilseworth, and sentenced to a fine
of 1/. each, with a warning that the highest
penalty would be enforced in case of future
delinquency.

Last week an attempt was made by the sur-
\eyors to complete their operations over the
estate of Mr. Leigh, of Adlington, for the
London and Manchester Direct, but that
gentleman, with a number of servants, forcibly
resisted the attempt, and, after alight, secured
several of them, who, on being taken before
the Macclesfield magistrates, were charged
with a trespass, and were fined 5s. each, which
with expenses, amounted to 20s.

Another conflict has occurred at Saxby.
I he scene is related by the Leicester Adver-
tiser.— I he surveyors belonging to the Peter-
borough and Nottingham Junction Railway
attempted to survey a portion of Lord Har-
boroughs land at Saxby, near Stapleford
1 ark I he tenant ordered them off, but they
would, not retire. Several of Lord Harbo-
rougl, s men were present, and one of them
(Middle, a keeper) stood before the surveyor,
and prevented his carrying the chain forward,
i Ins gentlemen then rushed upon Biddle, and
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attempted to move him by main force, but not
succeeding in that, he immediately drew a
pistol, and threatened to^shoot him.' Nothing
daunted, the keeper replied, “ Shoot away!”
and a slight scuffle at once ensued

;
but, hap-

pily, the pistol was not discharged. Just as

this was ended, Lord Clinton, one of the
directors of the company, and Mr. Grindley,
their London solicitor, came up, and the latter

gentleman read a paper purporting to be a
permission from Lord Harborough to the rail-

way company to survey. This* however, had
no effect upon the tenants and retainers of
Lord Harborough. The whole party then
moved off. Biddle applied to the nearest
magistrate for a warrant against the surveyor,
who bad threatened to shoot him, which was
granted

;
a,nd the delinquent (a Mr. Charles

r row, ot Thorpe, in Lincolnshire) was appre-
hended in Melton, and shut up in the county
prison from Saturday to Monday, when the
case was heard before the Rev. G. E. Gillett,
af Waltham. Mr. Gillett said he should send
the case to the assizes, and should require the
defendant to find sureties for his appearance,
himself in 100/., and two sureties in 50/»
3ach.

At the petty sessions at Ashendon last week,
bur charges were preferred against two sur-
veyors and their assistants, at the instance
>f the Duke of Buckingham. The surveyors
ind labourers employed in making surveys for
he South and Midlands Railway were charged
vith committing damages on a farm at West-
jott, the property of the duke, and in the occu-
pation of George Homan. One was charged
vith breaking a fence, and damaging it to the
imount of one penny. Another with chop-
ping up a fence, and damaging it to the amount
>fsixpence. Others with having each com-
nitted damage to the amount of twopence,
rhey were all fined.

Before daylight, as the keepers on the es-
ates about Osberton were on the watch, they
vere surprised by the strange vision of divers
vandering lights. This was thought to be
lomething in the way of poaching, and,
pouncing upon the intruders, they found them
irmed, not with snickle, drag-net, or air-gun,
put with brass tubes, long poles and chains,
he lights proceeding from divers bull’s-eye
anterns. Each party prepared for action,
he game-watchers levelling their guns and
he intruders their long poles with a flag at
>ne end and pointed with iron at the other,
ike so many foot-lancers. The keepers, Anti-
ng the number of the enemy on the increase,
>eat a retreat, and left the fields unmolested to
life foe, who proved to be the surveyors for
ome line of railway projected between Lin-
:oln and Retford, which Mr. Foljambe had
efused permission to be surveyed by day, and
if which they were making a stolen survey at
"gbt.

Cases of determined opposition, and some
if them accompanied by violence, have also
ccurred at Appleton, about eight miles from
fork, at Glenfalloch, in Scotland, and at
lammersmith, near London. At Lincoln a
use was resorted to for getting surveys across
lie property of a refractory landowner. A
urveyor held him iu parley whilst his assis-
mts performed their work, and then coolly
:>ld him his refusal was of no consequence, as
lie necessary survey was completed. We might
11 several pages with similar notes.

St. Mary’s Church, at Beverely,—

A

>cal paper says that the restorations of this
ne edifice are progressing satisfactorily, and
le work already executed is done in a sub-
tantial manner. A barrel drain of sufficient
intensions has been laid at a considerable
epth round the church, which proves very
fficient in keeping not only the floor of the
ave and chancel, but the whole building per-
tly dry. The flagged area and parapet wall,
nd the approaches to the five entrances, are
nished. The foundations of the fabric have
een carefully examined, and the basements of
le buttresses, the walls, and their respective
eather mouldings, repaired and restored to a
Onsiderable height

;
so that the stability of

16 structure may so far now be considered as
mure as when first erected. The interior of
le crypt is being proceeded with, and what has
>r ages seemed only a miserable-looking
^llar, choked up with accumulations of soil,

ud bones and debris of every kind, already
9sumes a handsome appearance.

FOREIGN ARCHITECTURAL AND COL-
LATERAL INTELLIGENCE.

The Net-work of French Learned and oilier
Instructional Societies. — The Secretary of
State for Public Instruction, Mr. Salvandy,
has sent a circular to all the above establish-
ments, calling upon them to furnish him with
data of their origin, scope, exertions, means
and income, charter of enrolment, laws, and
regulations, &c., for compiling therefrom an
“ Annuary of all French Learned and In-
structional Societies to be published regularly
every twelvemonth at the expense of Govern-
ment (!) This work will astonish the world,
as it will shew the vast number of such esta-
blishments scattered over the whole of the
country. It has been before the intention of
Mr. Salvandy to combine and connect all the
societies with the French Institute

,
whereby,

without a meddling or impeding interference,
their exertions might be combined and central-
ized. In connection with this pian, was
another, entertained by the corporation of the
City of Paris—viz., to provide all the in-
structional societies of the metropolis with owe
common building, for their collections, meet-
ings* exhibitions, &c.— [At a moment when
societies and collections of national antiquities,
&c. are everywhere springing up or projected
in this country—the idea of an annuary of Bri-
tish instructional societies might be enter-
tained, and a comparison with that of our neigh-
bours lead to beneficial results on either side.]

Government Literary /Forks in France.

—

Our readers will perceive, from the list of
foreign works, how many are published “ by
order and expense of Government ”—others
appear under the patronage of the Secretary
ot State for Public /Forks; all which, it is

almost needless to observe, does scarcely ever
take place in this country. But even works,
which are printed quite as a private enterprise,
are patronized in several ways in France
an(l Belgium, unknown, hitherto, with us.
Individual subscriptions by the sovereign, as
such, take place, as a matter of course, in every
mofiarchic country

;
but the next step taken, in

France, is a subscription “pour les bibliothe-

ques du Roif and this amounts to ten or twelve
copies. Next comes, then, the subscription
“pour les bibliotheques publiques,” made by order
of the Secretary of State of Public l,Forks

,

or any other to which the publication may
more immediately refer, by which, a thus
patronized work gets officially spread over the
whole of France, in all the universities, col-
leges, and other superior schools.

Milan. Atelier of the Sculptor Marchesi.

Large Burial-ground “ extra muros.” —
Exalted patronage of arts is not only benefi-
cial in itself, but also by the example it sets
before others. The King of Sardinia has
done so much of late for art, that the Italians
call him another “Re di Baviera.” II. M.
has chiefly bestowed his patronage on the
sculptor Marchesi, whose atelier is one of ex-
treme interest even with those who had seen
the extensive art-workshops of Schwanthaler
and Thorwaldsen. It is filled with his own
sketches, studies, and models, besides the
drawings, pictures, and models of other
artists, all which is enhanced by the splendid
and costly material in which he executes his
works—huge solid blocks of Carrara marble.
1 he style ot Marchesi is chiefly formed after
that ot Canova, and therefore, greatly coin-
cides with modern Italian taste, while it may
less tally v ith that of the other European
nations, who have identified themselves rather
with the bold and eccentric way of Thorwald-
sen. Marchesi has even gone beyond Canova,
in adhering to a feminine and meek style of
sculpture. He is executing now three most
extensive works—some monuments for the late

Emperor of Austria; and then nine colossal
statues of Carrara marble; a great religious art-

work destined for the new church of St. Carlo
Boromeo at Milan. The first group of three
figures, represents Religion with cross in its

left—the next a mother with several children,
one kissing the feet of the Saviour, personify-
ing Love—the last, a blind man led by two
virgins, Hope. The pedestal, also in marble,
will be adorned with profuse flower-garlands,
equalling the finest works of the Netherland
school. The church will be a Rotonda in the

Roman style, with high cupola, a deep choir,

and half round aisles. Another vast structure,

executed by Mr. Aluisetit, is a Campo Santo, at

the expense of the town-corporation of Milan.
As the population of that city nears now
180,000 souls, the necessity for A huge burial
ground has been deeply felt, and three
millions of francs are reserved for that pur-
pose. Besides the open burial-ground, en-
compassed by a high railing, there will be a
great number of sepulchral vaults and sepul-
chral chapels, to meet the wishes and means
of the different ranks of society—a large
church, a sepulture of honour or pantheon, for
deserving citizens, and an open colonnade all
around. The style of these buildings will be
the ancient Greek or Roman. All this, how-
ever, is marred by a separation and repartition
of the four corners of the cemetery— destined
each for the burial of persons who have
committed suicide, Protestants, Jews, and
children who died unbaptized.

—

Allgemeine
Zeitung.

Destruction of Antiquities in the Roman
States.—The important architectural monu-
ments of the old volscan city of Cora—great
and renowned long before the founding of
Rome—are no more. Numerous ruins of dif-
ferent epochs, especially the cyclopean walls
(contemporaneous with those of Allcehe), be-
spoke its greatness even in the Roman times.
Those beautiful architectural fragments on the
Piazza before Sla. Maria della Pietil— ns
well as most of the inscriptions

;
life-size

marble figures, the polygons of the cyclopean
walls of the city and castle, have all been de-
stroyed of late in various ways, for burning
lime, &c. Only the stupendous slabs of rock— 1 5 to 20 feet long—have not been disturbed.
The Commission for the Preservation of An-
tiquities at Rome, does not seem to exert itself

very actively.

—

Allgemeine Zeilunq.

J'. L Y.

WORKS IN THE PROVINCES.

Surveyors have lately been busily engaged
in measuring the ground fof the site of a new
college at Galway. It is to be at the rear of
the present college or school of Erasmus
Smith’s foundatioti, and to extend across to

Bohermord. It will occupy a space of about
eight aefes, and will be principally built on
the groutid of M. J. Blake, Esq., M.P., a field

occupied by Ilenry Comerford, Esq. -Sir
Watkin Williams Wynn, Bart., has given
200/. to build national schools at Ruabon.
Nasmyth’s pile-driving machine has just com-
pleted the task of driving the piles for the
gigantic coffer-dahis in connection with the
new dock about to be constructed at Devoil-
port for the steam navy. The coffer-dam is

1,650 feet in length by 20 feet wide, composed
of three rofvs of piles driven as close together as

possible
;

in the vast number driven by the
steam pile-driver not one was split. The very
last duty the machine had to perform was to

complete the driving of some piles Which were
driven by the ordinary means as far as such
could possibly drive them

;
these the steam

pile-driver sent down to further depths, vary-

ing from three to ten feet, proving thereby the
superior driving power of the steam, 6ver the

ordinary machine. A Gas Company has
been formed at Sheffield, for the purpose of
constructing additional gas works at Grimsby :

capital 10
,
000 /., in shares of 10 /. each, sup-

ported by Lord Worsley and a wealthy com-
mittee. A company is in the course of

formation for the construction of- wet docks on
an extensive scale at Lynn, in Norfolk. INI r.

Rendal is the engineer. With the view of

improving the port of Colchester, so as to allow

vessels of from 300 to 450 tons burden to

reach the Hythe, the following works are in

contemplation : to make a new cut from Row-
hedge to Stake Reach, on the west side; the

point on the Wivenhoe side of the river to be

taken off, and the river to be made more navi-

gable to Wivenhoe; the shallow part of the

river below Wivenhoe to be deepened

;

from the termination of the new cut, at Stake
Reach to the Hythe, the river to be widened
and deepened

;
to make new quay walls on

both sides of the Hythe, and about 60 feet to

be added to the liver from the eastern side

(Mr. Hawkins’ premises), so as to form a

dock or basin for vessels
;

to place locks

near Rowhedge, so as to form a floating basin

or canal from thence to the Hythe bridge. The
cost is roughly estimated at 50,000/. The
projected Argyll canal is to be provided with

locks, or rather tide-gates, 56 feet wide, 250

^ : I
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feet long, and 18 feet deep, in neap tides, and

the rest of the canal in proportion, thus allow-

ing the largest steam-boats to pass through

with ease, and avoiding the error which has

been hitherto committed in all Scotch canals,

that of making them so small, that none but

vessels of small size can enter them. The

Kingston Cotton Mill Company, at Hull, have

entered into contracts for the building of one

immense mill, 167 yards long, 28 yards wide,

and 4 stories high. This building will form

one side of a square, and it is intended to add

two others of precisely the same dimensions.

The site comprehends about twelve statute

acres, and is within a mile of the town. Up-
wards of 2,000 tons of castings will be required

for this one mill alone. Messrs. James Lillie

and Sons, of Manchester, have the credit of

designing this unparalleled undertaking, and
to them also is intrusted the fire-proof castings,

&c. The town council of Norwich have
appointed a committee to consider of the best

means of improving the river communication
between that city and Great Yarmouth, so as

to make it navigable for sea-borne vessels.

The committee are empowered to adopt all

requisite measures to ensure the passing of an
Act, in accordance with the above object,

during the approaching session. The Glas-

gow theatre was last week entirely destroyed by
fire, with the exception of the walls, and these
have since fallen. The remains of a Roman
villa, of considerable extent, have been re-

cently discovered nearWeatherley,Oxfordshire,
and some excavations have been made under
the direction of Dr. Bromet. All that has
yet been made out is a hypocaust and a bath.
These remains are distant about a mile and a

half from the palace of the Bishop of Oxford,
at Cuddeston

;
his lordship has taken much

interest in the excavations, and has requested
Dr. Buckland to superintend the continuance
of them.

RAILWAY JOTTINGS.

The rush to the Board of Trade on Sunday
last to deposit plans, had in it something ludi-

crous : divers were the disasters that ensued.
The great Western Railway was traversed all

day long by special trains bearing these pre-
ciousdeposits. One serious collision took place.

-The new station houses are now rapidly

rising at Brentwood, upon the Eastern Counties
Line; the designs, it is said, combine utility

with good taste. Mr. Mylne’s and Mr.
Campbell’s portions of the North British Rail-

way have just met at Dunbar, and the line for a
distance of several miles may be said to be
finished. The station office is now in course
of construction.. It is said to be the intention

of the Great Western to apply for parliamentary
powers to carry a new line to Birmingham on
the broad gauge, and that the London and
Birmingham have it in contemplation to lay
down another set of rails to accommodate their

increasing and prospective traffic. A new
railway station is about to be erected on the
Eastern Counties Line at Stratford, on a site

of ground known as Perkins’s Field, and op-
posite to the present station. The building
will be one of some magnitude, and capable
of affording greater facilities for increasing the
traffic on that line of railway. A calcula-

tion has been going the round of the pro-
vincial press, and originating in the Railway
Almanack

,
shewing that of thirty-eight of our

leading railways specified, four pay a dividend
on their capital of 10 per cent. One pays a
dividend of 9 per cent. Five pay a dividend
of 8 per cent. One pays a dividend of 7 per
cent. Five pay a dividend of 6 per cent.

Seven pay a dividend of 5 per cent., and
fifteen pay less than 5 per cent. Sir Wil-
loughby Gordon, the Quarter- Master General
of the Forces, in his late examination before
the Gauge Commissioners, stated that the effect

of the rapidity of railways was such that there

was as much efficiency with a small army as

was formerly the case with a large one. Ge-
neral Burgoyne in his evidence before the
same commissioners said, “ with regard to the
advantages of railways in a military point of
view, 1 may be permitted to observe, that
acting on the defensive against an invading
enemy, we should have the use of them to the
last. They would be of no use to the enemy,
because they would have neither locomotive
engines nor carriages to put on them. In the
old warfare it was a great object to get pos-

session of a road of common mention, which
was equally available for either party. It is

uite a different thing in the case of railways,

do not consider it necessary, with the modern
system of railways, to have troops stationed

along the coast. The great reserves would be
stationed in the interior.” Such results must
inevitably lead to a reduction of our standing
army. The directors of the Eastern
Counties railways have ordered an estimate to

be made of the expense of erecting an electric

telegraph to communicate from the terminus
at Shoreditch to Norwich and Yarmouth. At
present there is no intention of extending the
same benefit along the line to Colchester. The
junction between Stratford and the Thames
will be opened in a short time, and will con-
nect Blackwall, Cambridge, and Colchester.
It verges off near the Stratford station and
passes through several meadows to the edge of
Bow Creek, which has been dammed in along
the banks. The directors of the Eastern
Counties have announced, that from the present
time they are willing to issue yearly and half

yearly tickets for the convenience of residents

upon the line. The terms for an annual
ticket, the whole distance from London to

Colchester, first class carriage, is fixed at 63/.,

the minimum charge is 10/., which confers a
second class yearly ticket from London to

Ilford.

ffiormjjonoencr.

VENTILATION.
Sir,—There is a long letter in your paper

of 15th November, on the subject of Ventila-
tion, which tells of a plan of ventilation of a
large public building containing about 300
persons, many of whom were afflicted with
fever and small-pox, that the system adopted
by “ an obscure country individual ” was so
successful, that six years have since elapsed

without one case of fever or small-pox occur-
ing. Allow me to ask “A Working Brick-
layer ” what is the nature of the plan ? which
at present appears somewhat doubtful.

I have adopted with success, a simple plan
viz., having at the top of each window out-

side, a double blind, with a rebate about f inch
distant in the frame filled with fine perforated
zinc plate, the finer gauge inside, and the
window-sash regulated by a bolt with holes
at distances, so that it can be let down to any
degree of opening, allowing the air to pass
through numberless small appertures

;
the

inner gauge being kept warm by the heat of
the room, causes a degree of warmth to be im-
parted to the fresh air, and therefore no incon-
venience arises. We know that in a tropical

climate, the continued heat would be intoler-

able if it were not from a constant breeze
blowing, so that in the finest weather the wind
absolutely whistles through the blinds on the
windward side of the houses, and it is this

incessant change of air that makes it durable
and even pleasant, but even then it is not ad-
visable to sit or stand in the draught. I can
therefore readily understand how persons must
suffer in the Central Criminal Court, who are
obliged by their duties to bear the draught of
either hot or cold air. It should be more
broken and diffused, and I think the plan I

have named the most likely to produce such
an effect. I am, Sir, &c.

55, Parliament-street, T. B. Lawrence.
Westminster, 27th Nov., 1845.

CABINETS d’aiSANCE.
Sir,—In your paper of November 28th, is a

letter on this subject, which is one of the

utmost importance to the health and comfort
of every one who resides in or visits London,
and is imperatively urged on the authorities
by the additional claim of decency. Public
erections for this purpose would be expensive
and offensive.

In most streets or lanes leading out of the
great thoroughfares, are premises which by
a small expenditure, may be adapted for these
purposes

;
the rent to be paid by the sewer

rates
;
to be distinguished by some inoffensive

mark, and under the direction of the police.

Viator.

Wanstead Park, once the celebrated seat
of the Earl of Mornington, is now converted
into a brick-field. When the whole of the
brick earth is exhausted, the site will be
covered with villas.

^Hiacfllanea.

Bad Ventilation of Places of Wor-
ship.—Churches and chapels, though more
lofty than schools, are usually less in area, in

proportion to the numbers frequenting them ;

and though in most cases they are occupied
for fewer hours in the week, they seldom profit

by much pains taken to change the air, whilst

they are unoccupied. “ In regard to churches,”
says a medical witness, “ many illnesses and
deaths proceed from faults of ventilation and
warming; from the rush of cold air in one
place on those who sit near the doors and
windows, and the want of fresh air in other
places.” And if such be the case with the
congregation, in a building often of the most
costly character, wherein a trifling expense
would permanently secure abundant ventilation

what must be the injury sustained by the

preacher in the pulpit? Placed on a height

at which his voice acts at a disadvantage, as if

on purpose that he may breathe an atmosphere
composed of the breath of all who sit beneath
him on the floor, he has to exert his lungs to

the utmost pitch, while they have the worst of
the air to work with. And the more promis-
ing his talents, the -more successful his exer-

tions in interesting and edifying a multitude
of hearers, so much the sooner is he likely to

be consigned to silence, consumption, and the

grave. Still more pitiable, if possible, is the

lot of Sunday school children, whom modern
architects, and committees and commissioners,
are apt to place in the recesses of a lofty roof.

Above the vent afforded by the windows, and
with rarely any ventilation in the ceiling, they
have the foul air of the whole building in a

sort of halo round their heads. And there,

when they can scarcely see the minister, much
less hear him, with perhaps little convenience
for sitting, and none for kneeling, and with
their attention previously exhausted in school,

they are required, under penalty of chastise-

ment, to keep still, and silent, and awake, and
in an atmosphere which of itself is quite enough
to produce in a grown person, much more in

a child, inattention, restlessness, and drowsi-
ness. To say no more of the unhealthiness of

a position such as this, I cannot refrain from
expressing my apprehension that there must
be hundreds of thousands in the land, who have
hence conceived a deep and lasting aversion to

the house of prayer.— The Unhealthy Condition

of Dwellings, 8fC., by the Rector of Alderley.

Early Painted Decorations.— We
learn from the Gloucester Chronicle that some
curious remains of the early art of painting, as

practised in England, have been lately brought
to view, at Southerop, in Gloucestershire.

The chancel of the parish church, of the

Anglo-Norman era, requiring restoration, on

removing the accumulated coatings of white-

wash from the walls, it was discovered that it

had been at one time a perfect gallery of scrip-

tural and other subjects, not the smallest por-

tion, from the roof to the floor, having been
left unadorned. Most of these quaint designs

were too far advanced in decay to be deci-

!

phered
; but the Nativity, the Annunciation,

and the Decapitation of St.John the Baptist,

are still apparent, and shew that the recluse

and devout designers possessed all then known
of art, as well as all the learning of the time.

A remarkable device for the decoration of a

sacred edifice remains in one of the deep re-

cesses of the lancet-shaped windows
;

it is the

figure of a youth, in a red tunic, shooting an
arrow at a red squirrel in a bright yellow tree,

the bow held in the right hand. The costume
of this figure seems to make the date some-
where about the middle of the fourteenth cen-

tury—five hundred years since.

The Electric Telegraph in America.!
—We understand that an attempt to lay a pipe

across the East River, at New York, for con-

1

veying the wires of the Electric Telegraph,
has been completely successful

;
this pipe is of

lead, in one continuous piece, half a mile long,

weighing 6,0001bs., and without a joint—per-

fectly air-tight—and was securely laid across

the river from a steam boat, engaged for the

purpose, after considerable labour and diffi-

culty; in the pipe are four copper wires,

perfectly isolated, to safely transmit the mag-
netico-electric fluid. The whole was executed

under the direction of Mr. S. Colt, engineer,

and the pipe was constructed by Messrs.

Tatham Brothers and Co.

—

Mining Journal.
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New Application of Iron Dross.—

A

French mechanic formed the idea that by sub-
ecting iron dross to the slow cooling process
diich is known to produce a total change in

he nature of glass, a new and useful species
f stone might be obtained : and as iron dross,
uch as the large furnaces yield, is a wholly
seless substance, the announced successful
esult of his preserving attempts cannot but
e matter of great interest, more especially at
le present time, when the smelting furnaces
f England are in a hitherto unknown state of
ctivity. The object which the Frenchman
rnght to accomplish was, to impart to iron-
ross the compactness and hardness of granite,
nd at the same time to save the cost and
•hour which the hewing of the real stone
‘quires. To this end he contrived to let the
on refuse, while in a fluid state, run into iron
»rms, which were previously brought to a red
sat by being placed so as to receive the super-
jous flame which issues from the mouth of
ie fnrnace

;
and in order to insure the slow

>oling, these forms are provided with double
des, between which sand is introduced, which
well known to be a bad conductor of heat

;

e whole is then brought again to aglow heat,
id in like manner again cooled off. By this
ocedure, it is asserted, the discoverer has suc-
>eded in forming paving-stones, flags, large
lilding-blocks and even pipes of any given
rm of a degree of hardness and polish
ual, to the best hewn natural granite, and at
e most trifling conceivable cost.

Railway Termini in London.

—

Here-
in laughs at the notion of having only one
rminus in the heart of London for all the
ilways? How many streets would it require
r exit and entry ? What size must the ter-
nus be? And how would it be possible for
e inhabitants to pass and repass those streets
thout numerous aud fearful accidents, par-
ularly at such times as Greenwich fair,
ister, Whitsuntide, &c. ? At Derby the
tion is 40 acres area, and only three lines of
lway run into it. The London and Bir-
nghatn, Great Western, and South Western
Jtropolitan termini together, we apprehend,
nsiderably exceed that. Then there is the
stern Counties, and Northern and Eastern,
! Blackwall, the Greenwich with its mil-
ns, the Dover, Brighton, and a host of new
lemes, coming into London. What space is

mssible would be large enough for all these ?
here in London is it to be got: and what
luld it cost if it could be got? Would 100

|

150 acres be sufficient? Comparatively
baking, London would have to be swept
ay—the city, indeed, almost entirely, to

I*vide it with a railway station.
parry versus Soane. — A writer in the
nenceuin, in an article on architectural muta-
jis, says, relative to the alteration of Soane’s
lard of Trade, at Whitehall :

— “ The front
.lready completely dismantled, and stripped
lall its columns and stonework, which is
:ost enough to bring Sir John from his
•mus ceterna ’ to protest against the auda-
js sacrilege, although Mr. Barry is not
kting his work only as he himself did that
•lis brother knight, Sir Robert Taylor at the
ak of England. Still Mr. Barry might be
itent with devouring as much of poor old
me as he had already got, his Law Courts
which he prided himself so much), and his
la Regia, and Royal Gallery at the House
><ords, all of which, after escaping the con-
ration and the fate of perishing, like Se-
,e, in a glorious blaze, will soon be destroyed
e ignominiously by the rude and ruthless
ds of workmen. Truly Mr. Barry seems
z upon exterminating Soanean architecture
(gether, at least as much of it as he possibly
;
nor, we dare say, would he at all scruple

iemolish the ‘ domus ceterna
’

itself.
: kw and Economic Mode of Gene-
:ing Steam.—A French engineer, M.
mard, now in London, has discovered an
cedingly simple means of curtailing the
htity of coal hitherto required in the gene-
i»n of steam. His principle, for which he
itaken out a patent, is that ofputting whale
ither fish oil into the boiler, unmixed, or
1 more or less water. When the oil is at a
oerature producing steam, water is thrown
und steam is produced as fast as required
3>e machine, without the oil passing off in
nur, or decomposing. Various experi-
?ts have been made, and the saving in fuel
:ated at from 40 to 50 per cent.

Spafields Burial Ground. — Towards
the close of last week, Mr. Bramhall the
barrister who had been appointed arbitrator
by the court of Queen’s Bench, to decide upon
the proper steps to be taken with respect to this
Plague-spot in the metropolis, sat for the first

time at Fendall’s Hotel, Palace Yard. After
a short conversation, the proceedings were
postponed for a week to allow of an examina-
tion of the grave-yard being made by a che-
mist and surgeon to be appointed by the arbi-
trator.

Monument to the Rev. Dr. Watts.
The inauguration of a cenotaph to the memory
of the late Dr. Watts, author of the well
known “ hymns,” took place last week at the
Albany Park Cemetery. It consists of a full-

length figure of Dr. Watts, in his ecclesiastical
costume, nine feet in height, standing on a
pedestal of Portland stone, thirteen feet high
and six feet square. In his left hand he is

represented holding a book, and two others
are upon the seat on his right side. It stands
about the centre of the grounds.

New Hospital at Greenock.—The late
Sir Gabriel Wood, whose demise took place in
London a few days ago, has given in charge of
appointed executors, the princely sum of
80

,000/., to be expended in the erection and
maintenance of an hospital in Greenock, for the
reception of the aged, infirm, and disabled
seamen of that port.

Rentier.

For building stabling for 100 horses, omnibus
sheds, and other works, at Upper Holloway, Mr.
J. Wagstaff, architect.

Love £ 2350 0 0
Chesterman 2265 0 0
King and Co 2145 0 0
Curtis aud Co 2018 0 0
Watson 1919 14 0
Allen 1895 0 0

Tenders opened in the presence of the parties.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, See.,
are to bo addressed. For the convenience of our readers,
however, they arc entered in a book, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-
street, Covent-garden.]

For repairing and keeping in repair for three
years the Harnham, Blandford, and Dorchester
Turnpike- road.

For the erection of certain buildings for the pur-
pose of a Fever Hospital, &c., in the Land of Pro-
mise, Hoxton, for the parochial authorities of St.
Leonard’s, Shoreditch.

For the restoration of the south porch of Rother-
ham church.

For paving and repairing certain carriage and
footways in the district of Knightsbridge, for the
paving commissioners of the parishes of St. Marga-
ret and St. John, Westminster.

For the supply of materials to the commissioners
of the metropolis roads.

For supplying the parish of Hackney with 10
tons weight of cast-iron Lamp-posts, to weigh not
more than 3£ cwt. each post.

For supplying the Richmond Railway Company
with 35,000 Oak keys.

„
For executiug the works of the Horsham and

Keymer Branches of the London and Brighton
Railway. Tenders to be sent in for the two con-
tracts, separately.

COMPETITION.
The committee for the erection of the South

Staffordshire General Hospital, Wolverhampton,
are desirous of receiving plans, specifications, and
estimates connected therewith. The sum of 100/.
will be given for the one selected.

The committee appointed to superintend the Re-
buildingof the Parish Church of Llandilo are desirous
of receiving designs, in the Gothic style, for the
same. The sum of 50/. will be given for the one
selected, and 30/. for the second best.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

At Kneesworth, near Royston, Cambridgeshire,
a fall of Ash and other trees

;
also a quantity of Fir

poles, spires, and topwood.
At the Ship-yard, near the Cliff, Ipswich : a

large quantity of superior and useful Timber, suit-
able for building purposes.

At Haselgrove, Queen Camel, Somerset : up-
wards of 1,000 Maiden Oak, Elm, and Ash timber
trees, now standing.

In the Subscribers’ Wood Yard, Baltic-street,
Leith : 240 logs Honduras Mahogany, 140 logs St.
Domingo ditto, 146 logs Cuba ditto, 148 planks
Rio Rosewood, 147 planks of Bahia ditto.

BY TENDER.
To be delivered, free, on board, in one or more

Prussian ports in the Baltic : 200,000 Fir railway
sleepers and 150,000 Oak ditto.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Subscriber from the first.” — In measuring
plastering the openings should be deducted. The
sides of the openings, if plastered, added. If the
walls are stuccoed and the cornice be under six
inches in depth, it is the custom to include one-
third the height of cornice in measuring height of
walls; if floated, two-thirds. When cornice is
above six inches in depth, include whole height of
cornice in measuring walls, and then deduct and
add ( the round ofroom by depth ofcornice) as “ not
set”

“ Well Wisher.”—“ Arnott's Elements of Phy-
sics” maybe obtained through any bookseller.

11 Not a Victim.”

—

We are not disposed to return
to the subject at this moment.

“
J- B. B.” would best obtain the information

by writing to the Rev. J. W. Pugh, Llandilo.
“ D. E. I .”—Either Keene's cement or Mar-

tin's cement, answers admirablyfor internal work,
and is wellfittedfor mouldings.

“ Assessment of Dilapidations, ” “ Archi,
”

“ D. R.,” “ Barrister,” should have given us their
names. An anonymous opinion merely, in such a
case is worth nothing.

11 Beginner.”

—

The “ circular shallow recesses ”
found in spandrils of Norman arches are simply
ornamental : they are very general.

“ X.Z. X.”

—

A notice ofthe church from a local
paper is in type: it shall be withheld for a few
days, so that our correspondent may write to us.

“ J • R. ”—We shall be glad to have the particu-
lars of the case Porter v. Wilson.

” Hinges.”

—

A. B. H., Post-office, Broadway

,

Deptford
,
says he has invented a spring hinge, and

would be glad to dispose of the invention.

“ J. K.” has our thanks.

“Young Cabinet Maker.”— An elementary
treatise on perspective will teach him what he re-
quires.

“Revision of the Buildin ;s Act.” — We are
compelled to postpone consideration of a host of
letters on this subject.

“ T. S.”

—

The letter about Caen stone is merely
an advertisement. Any real information on the
subject we will gladly insert.

Westminster Sewers.— “ W. A.,” “X. Y.
Izzard,” Sfc., must pardon us for delaying the
consideration of their communications.

“ A Youngster.”

—

Weale published a work on
the subject a short time ago, which ivill be found
useful.

Postponed.
—“ A few questions respecting Sew-

ers,” “ Health of Towns,” “ Working Classes’

Association,” “ Mr. Lucas’s Restoration of the
Parthenon,” “ St. Dunstan’s.”

Received. — “ J. S.,” “ T. I.,” “ W. P.,”
“ J. L.” (Bond-street), “ J. Hare,” “ C. Hum-
phrey,” “ A. B.,” “ An Abstract of the Evidence
on Mr. Perkins’ Petition for an Extension of the

Patent for his Hot Water Apparatus,” 1845, “The
Westminster Review” for December, 1845 (Clarke,

Pall-mall), “ Old England, ” concluding part

(Knight), “ Gallery of Arts” (Knight), Card to

lectures at St. Martin’s Library, “ The Railway
Review” for December (Simpkin and Marshall).

*** Correspondents are requested to address all

communications to the Editor.

CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN
“ THE BUILDER.”

£. s. d.

For SixtyWords or less 0 5 o

Every additional Thirty Words 0 1 o

One Column 2 2 o
One entire Page 5 5 0

To workmen advertising for situa-

lions, theprice will be reduced to J
u J 0

For a series of advertisements above 5s. a reduc-
tion will be made.

Advertisements forwarded from the country for

insertion must be accompanied with a post-office

order, according to the above scale.

Volume I., containing upwards of Three
Hundred Illustrations, elegantly bound in

cloth, price 15s., and Volume II. containing up-
wards of Four Hundred Illustrations, price

17s. 6d. can still be had of all booksellers.
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MEETINGS OP SCIENTIFIC BODIES
During the ensuing week.

Monday, Dec. 8.—Geographical, 3, Waterloo-

place, 84 p.m.
,

Tuesday, 9.—Freemasons of the Church, Little

Ne'wport-street, St. Martin’s-lane, 8 p.m.

Wednesday, 10.—Graphic, Thatched-house Ta-

vern, 8 p.m. ;
Royal Literary Fund, 3, p.m.

Thursday, 11.—Royal, Somerset House, » 3

p m • Antiquaries, Somerset House, 8 r. m.
;

Royal Society of Literature, 4, St. Mart>n’s :
place,

4 p.m.
-

advertisements.

ROFESSOR KELLER’S POSES PLASTIQUES.

Royal Adelaide galler\ .—This
day, and during the week, Professor Keller will

exhibit at the Adelaide Gallery his Grand Tableau Vivans

from the Ancient Masters, which have received so largely the

encomiums of the press. Every morning at half-past three,

and in the evening at nine o’clock. Great efforts have been

made to add to the effects of this exhibition. A variety of

new subjects have been added to those already presented to

the public The Concerts as usual. Also Pilbrow’s Atmo-
spheric Railway model, with explanatory lecture.

HY-
GAS LAMPS, FITTINGS, &C.

A new assortment of

DRAULIC GAS PENDANTS, new pattern Opal

Gas Brackets, &c—C. DEBAUFER and SON have on view

a new assortment of hydraulic Gas Sliding Pendants, opal

and brass handsome Gas Brackets, Gas Pillars, newest pat-

terns, and Chandeliers, at their Manufactory and Show-

room, 10 and 11, Creed-lane, St. Paul’s; adapted for public

buildings, shops, and private houses. — N.B. Architects,

Builders, &c., wishing to fit up at shops, houses, &c., are re-

quested to take an early opportunity of inspecting their stock.

—Estimates given from 5 lights to 1,000 at wholesale prices.

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITU-
TION.—

a

Lecture on the prevalent disease in Po-

tatoes, and the means of extracting the starch as an article

of food, will be delivered by Dr. Ryan, daily, at half-past

Three, and on the Evenings of Mondays, Wednesdays, and

Fridays, at Nine. Professor Baehhoffiicr’s varied Lectures,

with Experiments, in one of which he clearly explains the

principle of the Atmospheric Railway, a Model of which is

at work daily. Mr. Downe, the celebrated Flutist, accom-

panied by Dr. Wallis on the Pianoforte, will perform a Duet

Conccrtante, and afterwards a favourite Fantasia, at Three

o’clock, on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, Cole-

man’s new American Locomotive Engine, for ascending

and descending Inclined Planes. A magnificent collection

of Models of tropical fruits. A new and very beautiful

series of Dissolving Views. New Optical Instruments, &c.

Experiments with tire Diver and Diving Bell, &C. &c.—
Admission, One Shilling. Schools, Half-price.

CHARLES SMITH and SON, 25,

GREAT CHARLES STREET, BIRMINGHAM,
(late STANDLY and SMITH, formerly STANDLY and

GALE, Bull Street), Locksmiths, Bell-hangers, Brass-

founders, Whitesmiths, A’c., beg most respectfully to solicit

the attention of MAGISTRATES, ARCHITECTS, and

ENGINEERS to their inventions for prisons, lunntic asy-

lums, &c. C. S. and Son'will be happy to attend any com-

mittee of magistrates without charge, and submit a

VARIETY of patterns of peculiar locks, signals, inspection

apparatus, chapel door-fastening?, iron frames, hinges, &c.,

as supplied by them at the MODEL PRISON, LONDON,
and TWENTY-THREE SIMILAR GAOLS, where they

have given entire satisfaction. Among other testimonials,

can he shewn that o'f Major Jebb, attesting the efficiency of

the labels, &c., invented by them. The contracts will be

executed fo the approval of the inspector-general of prisons,

and the architects, C. Smith and Son, also are prepared to

contract for the supply of the whole of the ironmongery

requisites for the residences of the nobility and gentry,

churches, banks, barracks, gaols, asylums, and workhouses,

including locks, bells, hinges, grates, kitchen-ranges, stair-

cases, gates, park fencing, fire-proof safes, bookcases, doors,

metal sashes of all kinds, and every
^

description of orna-

mental brass and iron work, light castings, &c.

C. S. and Son beg to refer to the extensive works per-

formed by them at Windsor Castle, Northumberland and

Sion House, Blenheim Palace, Chatsworth, &c. as a gua-

rantee for the superiority and durability of their work, in

confirmation of which numerous letters from noblemen cau

be shewn.

TO ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

COLLINGE’S PATENT HINGES —
Sole Manufactory, 6-1, BRIDGE-ROAD, LAMBETH,

where a great variety are always on view, for Church, Park,

Coach-house, and all other Doors and Gates, of large or

small dimensions, agate of a ton in weight moving with these

hinges as easily as a wicket
;
they are also admirably adapted

for drawing-rooms, being highly ornamental, and folding-

doors fitted with them may be removed and replaced in

an instant. Rising and spring Hinges, also double-action

Butts on the most improved principle, and very superior

Fastenings for exterior Gates, at moderate prices. To be

seen at Charles Collinge and Co’s Patent Axletree, Sugar-mill

and Spherical-hinge Manufactory, 64, Bridge-road, Lambeth

Hendry and glover, iron-
FOUNDERS, beg to inform their' customers that

they have removed their Foundry (from Smart’ s-buildings)

to CHARLES-STREET and 168, DRURY-LANE, where

they have adopted every improvement to enable them to

compete successfully in quality, price, and punctuality. They
have also an extensive and well-arranged stock of patterns

for every description of Castings.

RAIN WATER PIPES, Heads, Shoes,
and Elbows, Half-round and O G Gutters, Sash

Weights, Railing Bar?, Sink and Stable Traps and Gratings,

Air Bricks, Coal Plates, &q.

;

Gas and Water Pipes from
u in. to 12 in. in diameter, with Bends, Branches, Syphons

-
. . , , - 1 _ TT_. . T>:_. , .. nil . V.

,

and Lamp Columns; also Hot-water Pipes, with all the

usual connections. A large Stock of the above pastings atusual connections. A large Stock ot the above pastings at

JONES’S Iron Bridge Wharf, and No. 6, Bankside, South-

wark.

Messrs. Neilson and Mitcijpll
beg to inform Builders that they nave

always on hand, at their premises,

15, Wharf-road, City-road, a large

assortment of R. W. Pipes, Gutter-

ing, Sash-weights, &c., which they

are disposing of at very loyv prices.

Castings of every description done ,

to order.

BALLUSTERS.

REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF
BUNNETT AND CORPE’S

PATENT REVOLVING IRON SHUTTERS.

1HE validity of this Patent beinp com-
Shp

ment of improved machinery in the manufacture, have given

pletcly established, the Patentees have mu^h pleasure

l stating that the very extensive demand, and the cmploy-

PORTER’S CORRUGATED, and PA-
TENT GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING WORKS,

Southwark-bridge (and the Grove), Southwark. At the

above Works, the Public are secure in having the superior

make, and by tbS Patent process of Galvanizing Iron as first

introduced into this Country, with many improvements in

its application to Roofs, Buildings, &c. Every description

of Building, Railway, and other Iron and Smith’-
Manufactured of the best quality. Iron Fence and Hurdles
s usual.—The Trade

best qui

Suppluied.

IMPORTANT TO SURVEYORS, BUILDERS, &c.

GALVANIZED TINNED IRON and
ZINC MANUFACTORY, 17, Exmouth-street,

Clcrkenwcll.
J. DORE begs respectfully to inform Builders and Sur-

veyors, that on account of the Increasing Demand for Galva-

nized Tinned Iron, he has made such arrangements as will

enable him to manufacture every article usually made in
Zinc, at the same Prices ; also begs to recommend this metal
corrugated for Roofing as the most Economical, as it can be
laid without Boards upon Slight Rafters.

Every Article in Zinc as usual, at the lowest possible prices.

them an opportunity (of which they gratefully avail them-

selves) of making a considerable reduction in the price of

this well-knownand tried invention, thereby rendering them

the cheapest as well as the best iron shutters in use. Every

improvement suggested by practical skill and mosf exten-

sive application has been adopted, and no effective RE-
VOLVING IRON SHUTTER can be constructed without

infringing B. and C.’s patent. These shutters can be ap-

plied horizontally, either above or below the window, or

vertically, as introduced by BUNNETT and CORPE, in

some of the largest establishments : they are made with

bent or corrugated laths, if required.

BUNNETT and CORPE also manufacture
REVOLVING WOOD SHUTTERS,

with their patent raising machinery, or with counterbalance

weights, and with proper metallic hinges, without which no

shutters can be safe or durable.

BUNNETT and CORPE are likewise Patentees and

Manufacturers of METALLIC SASH-BARS, MOULD-
INGS, &c., IN BRASS, COPPER. OR ZINC, FOR
SHOP FRONTS, WINDOWS, SKYLIGHTS, AND
VARIOUS OTHER PURPOSES.
Shop Fronts fitted in a superior manner with Iron

Shutters, Patent Brass or Zinc Sashes, Moulded Engraved

Stall Board Plates, best Plate Glass, and internal Brass

Fittings of all kinds, on the most advantageous
^

terms. Es-

timates given and contracts taken in Town or Country.—All

kinds of metal works executed to any design. Metal Draw-

ig, Rolling, and Stamping for tlie Trade. OFFICE, 26,

.OMBARD-STREET, LONDON. WC
FORD, KENT.

T K

FIRE-PROOF SAFES—125, ALDERSpATE-STRJSET,
cm'.

'

HE CHEAPEST HOUSE in LONDON
_ for WROUGHT-IRON FIRE-PROOF SAFES —
JOHN LEADBEATER, many years Manufacturer for

Messrs. Chubb, of St. Paul’s Churchyard. Bankers, Mer-
chants, Railway Companies, and the Public generally, are

respectfully informed that he has constantly on SALE, at

his Manufactory, 125, Aldersgatc-street, City, a large

assortment of very superior WROUGHT-IRON FIRE-
PROOF SAFES, chests, boxes, and doors for strong-

rooms or closets
;
the whole fitted up with improved de-

tector locks, throwing from two to twelve bolts, warranted

of the best materials and workmanship, yielding a positive

security to cash, books, deeds, plate, &c. against ihe de-

structive effects of fire, and the skill of the most expe-

rienced burglars, at considerably reduced prices. Made to

order at the shortest notice, at his Manufactory, 125,

Aldersgate-street, City.

CAEN STONE.

LUARD and BEEDHAM have a quantity

of the above stone, of the best quality, direct from

their Quarries at Allemange, which may be inspected at the

Norway Sufferance Wharf, Greenwich.—Further particu-

lars at Me. G. GATES’, 18, SOUTHWARK-SQUARE,
SOUTHWARK.

WORKS, at DEPT-

I M PROVED PATENT CONVEX IRON
REVOLVING SAFETY SHUTTERS.

PATENT SAFETY IRON SLIDING SHUTTERS.

PIMLICO MARBLE AND STONE WORKS, BEL-
GRAVE WHARF, PIMLICQ-ROAD.

SAMUEL CUNDY begs to inform Archi-
tects, &c., that every description of Stone, Marble,

and Granite work is executed at the cheapest possible rate,

Estimates given for Mason’s Work in all its branches.

Gothic Work, Tombs, Monuments, &c.

MARBLE WORK for Halls, Dairies, Tables, Column?,

Vases, at most reasonable prices.

A large collection of Designs for Mural and other Monu-
ments. ,

CHIMNEY PIECES from Twelve Shillings upwards.

Depot for CAEN STONE, &c.

PATENT GALVANISED TINNED IRON.
(MOREWOOD AND ROGERS’ PROCESS.)

A RCHITECTS, SURVEYORS,
BUILDERS, and CONTRACTORS are respectfully-

informed they can be supplied with this invaluable metal
for building purposes, of the best quality and lowest terms.

It is superior in every respect to zinc, and two-thirds less

price than 7th sheet lead for roofing, no woodwork being
required, but iron rafters only, 21 inches apart, rendering
the whole roof fire-proof. This mode of covering roofs is

cheaper than Lead, Zinc, Tiles, or Slates, Parapet and
other Gutters formed and fixed, also rain-water pipe heads,
eave putter, baths, stove and funnel pipe, cisterns and water-
closets fixed. The sheets are 6 feet long by 2 ft., 2 ft. 6 in.

and 3 feet wide, and 9oz. to any required weight per foot,

and can be had either plain or corrugated.

Please apply to CHARLES GELL, Junior, No. 5, Quick-
set-row, New-road, St. Pancras, where references and testi-

monials of the highest respectability of extensive works
already done can be had.

TO THE BUILDING PUBLIC.

SASHES AND FRAMES
DOORS, &c.

Manufactured for the Trade

By C. W. WATERLOW,
121, B unhill-row, Finsbury-sq.

Full lists of prices may be had on application at the count-
j

ing-housc
;

if by letter, pre-paid, inclosing postage-stamp.

A large stock of well-seasoned Doors always on hand.

SNOXELL’sTpATENT SAFETY REVOLVING
WOOD SHUTTERS,

Manufactory, 96, Regent-street, and 131, Chancery-lane.

THE Patentee can confidently recommend
these Shutters both fojr security and durability. The 1

T W. BEALE begs to acquaint the pub-
• lie that he is prepared to lay roofing, plain or

corrugated, fix pipes, gutters, &c. Also chimney-tops and
ventilating cowls of every description ;

also water and oil

cisterns, of this incorrodible and fireproof metal. He manu-
factures all kinds of baths, as hip, shower, Roman, open,
slipper, sponging, foot, children’s, and self-heating baths

;

also toilet-cans and pails, slop-pails, coal-scuttles, cash and
deed-boxes, and fire-proof safes of every description, 10 per
cent, cheaper than any house in London.
The PATENT GALVANIZED TINNED IRON

plicable to the following uses The Lining of Ships’ Store
Rooms, Ships’ Water Buckets, Water Jugs and Receivers,
and for almost every purpose to which zinc, tin, copper,

r any other metal is now applied
;

is more durable,

The attention of Architects,

Builders, Blind Makers, and the

Trade generally, is particularly

requested to the IMPORTANT
patented IMPROVEMENTS
in the above enumerated Arti-

cles, and inspection invited, at

the Manufactory of the Patentees,

R. HOWARD and Co., 116, Old
Street, Loudon

;
or at the Licen-

sees.

Engravings and Prospectuses
may be had at the above ad-

dress, or will be forwarded on
application.

The great importance of strength and stiffness in the

Laths of revolving iron shutters, when required for

security, is so obvious, that it is only necessary to point

out the fact that the patent convex laths are 12

times stronger Tn

A

n the ordinary flat laths (as

shewn by the engravings and prospectus), to ensure their

general adoption.
REVOLVING IRON SnUTTERS MADE OF THE COMMON

FLAT LATHS, AT A VERY CONSIDERABLE REDUCTION OF
PRICE.
CAUTION.—The Patentees beg to caution all persons

aeainst Making or Using bent laths for REVOLVING
IRON SAFETY SHUTTERS, so as to obtain increased

strength or stiffness ; as they therebv render themselves liable

edges being sheathed with IRON, and the cost little more

than common shutters, their construction so simple, that the

largest establishment can be opened or closed in a few mo-

ments with the greatest possible ease without the use of

machinery. Their superiority over other Revolving Shutters i

consists in being made without metal hinges, consequently

cannot rust, buckle, or get out of order, and are equally 1

safe. W. SNOXELL will have much pleasure in giving 1

reference to numerous establishments where they are fixed,

having on all occasions given the greatest satisfaction.

WINDOW BLINDS,
ORNAMENTAL WIRE-WORK, FLOWER-POT

STANDS, &c.

To Architects, Builders, Contractors, Upholders, and others.

M. H. BUSBY, NEW VENETIAN HOUSE,
7 and 8, Anderson’s Buildings, City Road, London,

Manufacturer of every Description of Window Blinds

on the most approved principles, namely, the Spanish,

Oriental, Florentine, Louvre, and Venetian Sun Shades,

for the exterior; and Venetian Dwarf, Metallic Gauze,

Perforated Zinc Blinds, Transparent, Landscape, and

Holland Blinds on Springs, Patent and Common Rollers

for the Interior; Blinds for Shop Fronts, Plain and

Ornamental, on the most Improved plans. Old Blinds

Altered, Renovated, and Refixed. A variety of hlower-pot

Stands always Ready. Rustic, Portable, and other Garden

Seats and Stools; Wire-work for every purpose useful and

ornamental.

VENETIAN BLINDS FOR EXPORTATION.
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announcement of the pro-

posed revision of the Build-

ings Act, has brought us a

Hood of letters complaining

of its operation. With some

trifling exceptions, however,

the cases set forth relate to the administration

of it rather than to the Act itself, and several

of the letters apply wholly to the proceedings

of one or two district surveyors only.

We are never willing to find fault, and would

at any time step a little way out of the path of

strict duty, to avoid hurting the feelings of a

professional brother. Our object in alluding

to one or two instances of unwise conduct on

the part of district surveyors, at the present

moment, is to induce those who are deputed

to see the Act carried out, to “ do their spirit-

ing gently,” and not by an avaricious grasping

after fees, to increase still further the feeling of

disapprobation which has been engendered.

If they would consider for a moment, as we well

know a large number of the body do, that they

hold their office for the protection of the pub-

lic, and not for their own personal advantage,

their course of action would often be different

from what it is. The Act is not put into

an officer’s hands simply that he may find

occasions to demand a fee, but that he may

sec its provisions for the general good (often

opposed to private interests), honestly carried

out; provision is made in it to pay him fairly

for all lie does, but any thing beyond this he

ought not to look for
;
and what is more, must

not. To return to the letters before us.

The first we take up reproaches us in strong

terms, for omitting to draw attention to an in-

formation laid by Mi'. C. R. Badger against

Mr. Barnes, for having “ made certain addi-

tions to projections ” from a house situate on a

plot of back-ground in the Lewisham-road,

contrary to the Act. Mr. Barnes shewed that

the works complained of were commenced

before the first of January last. Truth to

say, the award of the referees on this matter

was before us (every award comes before us),

but having had occasion to comment on the

proceedings of this gentleman, of “ Lamb and

Lion ” notoriety, some time ago, we were led

to delay noticing it. Suffice it to mention, the

referees decided there was no ground for

bringing the case before them, and marked

their sense of the proceeding by making Mr.

Badger pay the costs, 41. 11s. 4d.

Another correspondent, in connection with

the same neighbourhood, writes as follows:

—

“ G, Bath-terrace, Horsemonger-lane,

Borough, Dec. 4, 1845.

Sir,—A friend of mine, a keeper of livery-

stables on Blackheath, has had a sign-board

(about 5 feet by 3 feet, and 1 inch thick), fixed

against the front of his stables, with four iron

holdfasts driven into the joints of the brick-

work ; for doing which, the district surveyor

made a claim of 30s. My friend hesitated to

pay him, after which he reduced the amount

of his claim to 10s., which was paid, and a

receipt given for the amount. I shall feel

obliged by your informing me, through your

excellent journal, if the demand made by the

surveyor was in accordance with the Buildings

Act.— I am, Sir, &c.,

Nicholas Metherell,”

Now, this exorbitant demand was not only

unwise, but, as it seems to us, perfectly un-

justifiable. It is such conduct as this, on the

part of a very few individuals, which is bring-

ing the whole body, most undeservedly, into

disrepute. The Act sets forth the height at

which signs or notice-boards must be fixed,

and involves the necessity of sending notice to

the district-surveyor before putting up such,

that he may see the directions are complied

with
;

but for a service like this, a merely

nominal fee, if any, should be taken. For the

inspection and removal of projections, which

involves writing notice, &c., the Act allows

the surveyor to demand 10s. For such ser-

vices as that alluded to by Mr. Mcthcrell, or

for seeing, for example, that a chimney-pot

above 4 feet high is properly fixed, half-a-crown

would bo ample. This might easily be put on

a proper footing by the referees.

A few days ago, Mr. Geo. Porter, the sur-

veyor for the district of Newington, summoned
Mr. John Wilson, builder, of Southwark, before

a magistrate, for having neglected to give him

notice of having begun to resume operations

in the building of certain dwelling-houses, after

suspending the progress of such building for

three calendar months, for which omission he

was liable, under the provisions of the Act, to

a penalty of 20/.

It appeared that, in the latter end of the

year 1844, the defendant, Mr. Wilson, gave

the necessary notices to Mr. Porter for the

erection of five dwelling-houses in the front of

Pownall-terrace, in the Ivennington- road, and,

in order to avoid the provisions of the new
Act, had formed a foundation, and laid down
a certain quantity of brickwork, before the

new Act actually came into force. Mr. Porter,

conceiving that the building was not in such

a state, when the new Act came into force, as

to take it out of its provisions, the matter was
submitted to the official referees, who made an

award in his favour. Instead, however, of

following up the award of the referees, Mr.
Porter thought proper to proceed against Mr.

Wilson under that clause of the Act by which
a builder is required, where the operation of

a building is suspended for three calendar

months, to give notice to the surveyor of his

intention to recommence the building, as if he

were about to commence a new building. Mr.
Wilson, considering the building to be under

the operation of the. old, and not the new Act,

had neglected to give this notice. The sum-

mons was ultimately dismissed on a technical

objection.

It seems to us, with all deference to Mr.
Porter, that this mode of proceeding carried an

arbitrary aspect. It could hardly be expected

that the builder, while contending that the

work did not come under the provisions of the

new Act, would give a notice admitting its

control. The course taken by Mr. Porter we

are compelled to place in the list of those we

have termed univise.

Those correspondents who complain of dis-

trict surveyors for objecting to materials or

workmanship, must not expect the slightest

sympathy from us without the fullest proof that

the objections were captious. On this head,

and indeed in all cases where the interests of

the public,—the actual purposes of the Act,

—

are really concerned, the district surveyors

will no where find more strenuous support than

in the pages of The Builder. The office is

a responsible one. It is not a sinecure,—

a

quiet provision for life in acknowledgment of

the merit of the holder, as some of the new

surveyors really seem to think it. The money

they are to receive, is for services rendered,

and should they fail to perform those services

disgrace will follow. The recent fall of three

houses in Cavendish-place, Wandsworth-road,

and its fatal results, with two or three similar

disasters, patticulars of which are now before

us, and which are said to reflect in some de-

gree on the district surveyors, may serve to il-

lustrate this assertion. Still wo do not allude

to these particular accidents with any view of

imputing blame, our information is at present

insufficient, but merely to shew the responsi-

bility of the office, and to induce a proper con-

sideration for it on the part of the public, when

duly discharged.

We may mention, relative to the revision of

the Act, that several committees have been

appointed out of doors to consider the subject.

A committee of the vestry of St. Marylebone

met at the court-house last week
;
Mr. II. Biers

in the chair. They were attended by Mr.

John White, the district surveyor of the parish,

and Mr. Scace, the parochial surveyor, and

having gone through, and commented upon

various matters requiring revision, adjourned

for the purpose of preparing a report, to be

brought up to the vestry on an early day.

THE RESTORATION OF THE PARTHENON
AT THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

The model of the Parthenon, restored by

Mr. 11. C. Lucas, to which wo alluded some
months ago, is now completed, and has been

recently purchased by the trustees of the

British Museum for public exhibition in the

Elgin room. It is on a large scale, being

about nine feet in length, by six in width.

The structure of the temple is executed chiefly

in wood, the sculptures are modelled in a kind

of wax. It is placed upon a lofty basement,

so that the pediment is sufficiently above the

eye to convey something like an idea of the

perspective in which the original was viewed.

Tho figures and groups are all modelled with

the greatest care, either from the torsoes

brought by Lord Elgin from Greece, or still

remaining there, or the drawings of Carrey

made before the partial destruction of the

Parthenon in 1687 ;
those portions of the

original design which have irretrievably pe-

rished, have been supplied by the promptings

of Mr. Lucas’s own powers of invention,

aided by a most careful study of all that the

extant remains of ancient art, and the research

and sagacity of modern archajology, could fur-

nish, by way of authority and illustration.

These divers materials have been combined

with extraordinary industry, ingenuity, and

judgment by Mr. Lucas, and with the

happiest result. The impression produced by

the restored model, small as its scale is, is

novel and imposing. A new world of art

seems disclosed to us. For the first time we
behold the true character of Greek archi-

tecture.

In northern climates and modern times, the

Doric order has never really engaged our

sympathies
;
its cold, normal beauty of structure

has been authoritatively proclaimed the

standard of faultless simplicity, and admired

as such, but the untenanted pediments, and

empty metopes impart to the mind an im-

pression of cheerless and desolate monotony

;

all who felt thus, unconsciously recognized

the truth, that such Doric architecture is a

mere lifeless thing, a body from which the

spirit which once animated it had left. When
we look at the model of the Parthenon, all

seems instinct with vitality.

The pediments are filled with majestic forms,

so arranged, as, out of the utmost variety ot

attitude and grouping, to produce one great

harmonious composition. Along the sides of

the temple, standing out like jewels on a

diadem, are the metopes
;
each presents an al-

lusion to the mythic and primeval period of

Athenian history, a passage, as it were, from

a great national epic
;
some exploit of Pallas,

of the deities of the soil, or of Theseus or

other Athenian heroes; some sacred reli-

gious ceremony; or as in the metopes

brought over by Lord Elgin, a great con-

|

test like that of the Centaurs and Lapithce,
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i's told in a succession of metopes, each a

Complete picture framed in its triglynhs, stand-

ing out like the single combats whien arc suc-

cessively presented to the eye in the battles in

Hie Iliad, detached from the main action
;
in the

metopes, as in the description, from the infinite

variety of movement and grouping, there is

no monotony In the iteration of subject.

If we tern our eye from the bold projection

of the metopes to the interior of the peristyle,

'vn then behold, by a more subdued light and in

a slighter relief, the matchless frieze. If in

the pediments we see the perfect beauty of
divine forms as created by the hand of Phidias,
if the metopes represent that second mythic
period, the heroic age, so in the frieze do we
rsee revealed to us the actual life of antiquity.

The people among whom Phidias lived stand
before us in bodily presence, as every five

years in the most sacred festival of their city

they moved in solemn array to the temple of
the:V tutelary goddess. The procession of this

frVieze, from its continuity and the nnture of
its subject, is more studied and better under-
stood by the public than the rest of the sculp-
tures in the Elgin room, but Mr. Lucas has
done good service by showing in his model its

relation to the metopes, and the consequent
difference in the depth of its relief, to suit the
diminished quantity of light. See some ex-
cellent remarks on this subject in the “ Penny
Cyclopaedia,” Basso relievo. We have glanced
at a few chief features in Mr. Lucas’s model,
rather hv way of invitation to the public to

examine it for themselves, than as an accurate
account of it. Our limits will not here permit
us to do justice to a work the result of so much
enterprize, judgment, research, and artistic

power.
Nothing but the most resolute will and earn-

est study of the antique would have enabled
Mr. Lucas to deal with the many difficult

questions which this question involved
;

to

ascertain the original motive of the pcdimental
compositions, it was necessary for him to exa-
mine and compare the arguments of the dif-

ferent writers on the mythology of the Par-
thenon—arguments full of learned allusion,
written mostly in foreign languages, and ap-
pealing to habits of thought novel to the Eng-
lish mind. With infinite tact, Mr. Lucas has
selected out of conflicting elements all the
material most useful for his purpose

;
he has

deferred to received authority, embodied sug-
gestion, and, where conflicting theories were
irrecoticileable, he has with aesthetic acumen
cut the Gordian knot of controversy, and re-
stored the composition according to such ana-
logies of design as an artist only can perceive.
We regret that we can do no more than men-
tion the chryselephantine of the Virgin God-
dess, who stands all glorious within the cella,

arrayed with a gorgeousness that would have
tempted the cupidity of the temple-robbing
monarch, Dionysius of Syracuse

; nor can
we enter upon the vc.rnta r/uestio of the me-
tallic and polychrome decorations of the Par-
thenon, which Mr. Lucas ha9, we think wisely,
as far ns possible eschewed.

Enabled by this model to realize more defi-

nitely the idea of the great design in which
architecture, sculpture, and painting were so
marvellously combined by Phidias into one
harmonious composition, conveying by three
different forms of expression, and, as it were,
trilinguallv, one great idea, we are naturally
led to turn our eyes on the present condition
of English art.

Why have we, in this country, arbitrarily
put asunder what the Greeks had joined—
Painting, Sculpture, and Archi tecture? Why
did we set apart these three fair sisters at
their second birth—the renaissance—and with
step-motherly nurture bring them up in sepa-
rate establishments, teaching them separate
aims and principles of action, and giving to

them divided interests? why, having done
this, do we now as arbitrarily bring them
together, after so many years of estrangement,
and expect from them all at once, readiness in

co-operation and common principles of design
in the execution of our public works? The
great task now demanded from English art,
the decoration of the Houses of Parliament,
so that on those walls shall he written the
chronicle of the British race, in those niches
enshrined the memory of their great men,
in those windows “richly dight,” the heraldic
•splendour of her regal lines— this subject, preg-
nant with great ideas, must not be made “ a

THE BUILDER.
declaration and a theme ” for a half-taught
school, nor can be dealt with by combining into

one patchwork the compositions of single
artists, working, without concert or unitv of
purpose. It must be treated by a school di-

rected by one mind, and taught to work out
harmoniously, portions of one great design; to
give utterance with one voice, to the great
thought of which the design of such a building
should bear the impress.

PRYOR’S BANK, FULIIAM.

In* a previous number of our journal,* we
gave an engraving of an Electoral Chair be-
longing to Mr. Baylis, of the Pryor’s Bank,
Fulham, and said we might one day lay before
our readers, some account of the extraordinary
collection of Gothic decorations and utensils,

deposited in that quaintest of quaint residences.
The current number of Fruscr's Magazine con-
tains a charming article on this very subject,

illustrated by twenty-nine woodcuts
;
and al-

though to convey any thing like a complete
account of Pryor’s Bank, its treasures, and the
kindnesses of its owners, Mr. Baylis and Mr.
Whitmore, would need a volume, instead of
the article sixteen pages long, hero devoted to

them, a very clear and pleasant notion of all is

given by it.

A passing glance externally, as you pass over
Putney-bridge, would ascribe it to the Cockney
Gothic tribe

;
internally it is a mine of interest.

“ The whole edifice,” says the writer in Fraser,
“ from the kitchen to the bed-rooms is a mu-
seum, arranged with a view to pictorial effect

;

and if it were to be called ‘ the Museum of
British Antiquities,’ it would be found more
worthy of the name than the national institu-

tion so designated. Rich as that collection is

in the classic works of Italy and Greece, and
the mysterious remains (until recently) of an-
cient Egvpt; specimens illustrative of Norman,
Saxon, Romano-British, and Celtic manners,
tastes, and manufactures are sought for in vain
in the building nominally appropriated by the
nation for their reception, arrangement, and
preservation. Equally deficient is the British
Museum in medieval antiquities, and the con-
sequence is, that the artist who desires truth-

fulness in an English work, knows not where
to seek for the necessary information.

In a print, published about forty years since,
by .L Edington, 64, Gracechurch-strcet, of Ful-
ham Church, as seen from the river, the ancient
aspect of the modern Pryor’s Bank is preserved.
The situation of this humble residence having
attracted the fancy of Mr. Walsh Porter, he
purchased it, raised the building by an addi-
tional story, replaced its latticed casements by
windows of coloured glass, and fitted the in-

terior with grotesque embellishments and thea-
trical decorations

;
and here he had frequently

the honour of receiving and entertaining the
late king, George IV., when Prince of Wales.
It was then called Vine Cottage, and having
been disposed of by Mr. Porter, became, in

1813, the residence of Lady Hawarden, and,
subsequently, of William Holmes, Esq., M.P.,
who sold it to Mr. Baylis and Mr. Leclimerc
Whitmore about 1834.

By them a luxurious vine which covered the
exterior was cut down, and the cottage, named
alter it, replaced by a modern antique house.
Mr. Baylis being a true antiquary, his good
taste induced him to respect neglected things,
when remarkable as works of art, and inspired
him and his friend Mr. Whitmore with the
wish to collect and preserve some of the many
line specimens of ancient manufacture, that had
found their way into this country from the
Continent, as well as to rescue from destruc-
tion relics of old England. In the monuments
and carvings which had been removed from
dilapidated churches, and in the furniture
which had been turned out of the noble man-
sions of England—the ‘halls’ and ‘old places’
—Mr. Baylis saw the tangible records of the
history of his country; and, desirous of up-
holding such memorials, he gleaned a rich har-
vest from the lumber of brokers’ shops, and
saved from oblivion articles illustrative of vari-

ous tastes and periods, that were daily in the
course of macadamisation or of being con-
sumed for firewood.

The materials thus acquired were freely used
by him in the construction of a new building
upon the site of Vine Cottage, and adapted

* P. 130, ante.

with considerable skill
;
but when neither the

vine nor the cottage were in existence, it ap-
peared to Mr. Baylis ridiculous to allow a mis-
nomer to attach itself to the spot. After due
deliberation, therefore, respecting the situation

upon a delightful bank of gravel, and the asso-

ciation which an assemblage of ecclesiaslic

carvings and objects connected with ‘ monkish
memories,’ there collected, were likely to pro-

duce upon the mind, the new house was styled

the ‘ Pryor’s Bank.’ But however character-

istic and carefully selected this appellation

might have been, that it was at first misunder-
stood or misrepresented bythe facetious natives

of Fulham, is proved from a Putney tradesman
inquiring to what extent Messrs. Pryors’ bank
would discount good bills !”

Real old English hospitality lias been always

practised by the owners of Pryor’s Bank, and
their entertainments have usually been distin-

guished from those of every day by masques
or plays, and the distribution of numerous lite -

rary pieces de cirConstances. One of these,

“the last new ballad,” circulated at an enter-

tainment given in 1843, during the Fulham
regatta, wc are led to reprint, as affording a

bird's-eye view of the place :
—

“ Strawberry Hill has pass'd away,
Every house must have its day ;

So in antiquarian rank

Up sprung here the Pryor's Bank,
Full of glorious tapestry,

—

Full as well as house can be

:

And of carvings old and quaint,

Relics of some mitre’d saint,

’Tis—I hate to be perfidious

—

’Tis a house most sacrilegious.

Glorious, glowing painted glass,

What its beauty can surpass ?

Shrines bedeck’d with gems we sec,

Overhung by canopy
Of embroider’d curtains rare

—

Wondrous works of time and care

!

Up stairs, down stairs, in the hall,

There is something great or small

To attract the curious eye

Into it to rudely pry.

Here some niche or cabinet

Full of rarities is set

;

Here some picture—
‘
precious bit ’

—

There’s no time to dwell on it

;

Bronzes, china—all present

Each their own sweet blandishment.
But what makes our. pleasure here,

Is our welcome and our cheer ;

So I’ll not say one bit more,

—

Long live Baylis and Whitmore !”

A right pleasant dav that was
;
and the gra-

tification we have in recalling it leads us to

risk a “ pshaw !” from those of our readers who
wish to find in our pages only the practical

;

in consideration of whom we will take the fol-

lowing dissertation on

P/.ATES AND DISIIES,

suggested to the writer of the article already
quoted, by the number and variety of those he
finds in the kitchen. The history of them, he
says, would afford an opportunity for a dis-

sertation on the rise and progress of the fine

arts in this country, as they present most curi-
ous and important specimens of early drawing,
painting and poetry. “ The old English plate

was a square piece of wood, which indeed is

not quite obsolete at the present hour. The
improvement upon this primitive plate was a

circular platter, with a raised edge; but there

were also thin, circular, fiat plates of beech-
wood in use for the dessert or confection, and
they were gilt and painted upon one side, and
inscribed with pious, or instructive, or amor-
ous mottos, suited to the taste of the society in

which they were produced. Such circular

plates are now well known to antiquaries under
the name of ‘ roundels,’ and were at 6ne time
generally supposed by them to have been used
as cards for fortune-telling, or playing with at

questions and answers. More sober research
into their origin and use, shews that they were
painted and decorated with conventional pat-

terns by nuns, who left blank spaces for the

mottos, to be supplied by the more learned
monks; and a set of these roundels generally
consisted of twelve. As specimens of the style

of these mottos about the time of Henry VII.
or VIII., the following may be taken :—

' vBfclfirrrsorber tfiou Imbricate,

llstc. fiiLlrate./lortfjc, or Jboutfjc,

?imrnc nrber to looUe

a gfbrit floras c in the moutfje.'
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* In frcrntJfl tfjrr yn flattery,

In mm lyttell trust,

Cfiougfir fay re tfjey proffer,

Cf)tl' be offten uttjustr.'

,

There are many sets of verses for roundels
r extant in manuscript, and a few have been
I printed; indeed, it appears likely that to the
i love for this species of composition we owe

\

Tusscr’s “Five Hundred Points of good Hus
i! bandry,” and most of his other admonitory
a verses.

After the Reformation coloured prints su-
i perseded the painted manuscript ‘ poesies ’ of
i the nuns and monks, and the elder De Passe,

i and other artists of the period of James I.

and Charles I., produced a variety of oval and
circular engravings, which were pasted upon
roundels and varnished over. The subjects
generally selected were those which naturally
arranged themselves into a set of twelve, as

i the months. By the Puritans, the beechen
|

roundels thus decorated were regarded with
i especial dislike, and they returned to the use
of the unadorned trencher and * Godly platter.’
When ‘ the Merry Monarch’ was restored, he
brought over with him from Holland plates
and dishes manufactured at Delft, where the
porcelain known as Faenza, Faience, Majolica,
and Fynlina ware, made during the fifteenth
century in the north of Italy, and upon the
embellishments of which, according to Laniar-
tini^re, the pencils of Raffaelle, Giulio Ro-
mano, and the Caracci were employed, had
been successfully, although coarsely imi-
tated. And it must be confessed, that many of

i the old Dutch plates, dishes, and bowls, upon
i the kitchen-shelves of the Pryor’s Bank, dc-
: serve to be admired for boldness of design,
1

effective combinations ofcolour, and the manual
i dexterity displayed in the execution of the
i patterns. The superior delicacy of the por-
: celain of China, which about this time began
i to be imported freely into England from the
East, caused it to be preferred to the “Dutch
ware,” and the consequence of international

: commerce was, that the Chinese imitated Eu-
ropean devices and patterns upon their porce-
lain, probably with the view of rendering the
article more acceptable in the Dutch and
English markets. But while the Chinese
were imitating us we were copying their style

I of art in the potteries of Staffordshire, with
I the commeicial manufacturing advantage given
> bv the power of transferring a print to the
i clay over the production of the same effect by
i means of the pencil, an idea no doubt suggested
' by our roundels of Charles the First’s time,

!
and which process became of the same relative

:
importance as printing to manuscript. This
was the origin of our common bluc-and-whilc

I
plate, or what is known as ‘ the willow pat-

tern,’ where

‘ Walking through their groves of trees,

Blue bridges and blue rivers,

Little think those three Chinese

They’ll soon be smash’d to shivers.’

The popularity of this porcelain pattern

must not be ascribed to superior beauty or
: cheapness, for to the eye of taste surely a pure

I

plain white plate is infinitely superior to an
. unfeeling copy of a Chinese pagoda,, bridge,

: and willow tree ‘ in blue print.’ The fact is,

l that the bugbear of a vulgar mind— * fashion’

—long rendered it imperative upon every good
I housewife and substantial householder, to keep
i up a certain dinner-set of earthenware, con-
• sisting of two soup-tureens and a relative pro-

]

portion of dishes and vegetable-dishes, with

t covers, soup-plates, dinner-plates, and dessert-

]

plates, which were all to correspond
;

and
• should any accidental breakage of crockery

i take place, it was a manufacturing trick to

: make it a matter of extra-proportionate ex-

pense and difficulty, readily to replace the same
unless it happened to be of ‘ the blue willow

pattern.’ The practice, however, of using for

the dessert-service, plates of Worcester china

painted by hand, and the execution of many of

which as works of art call for our admiration

as much as any enamel, created a taste for

forming what are called harlequin sets, among
which, if a few plates happen to be

‘ Smash’d to shivers
’

the value of the whole set is only proportion-

ately depreciated, and what has been broken

may perhaps be advantageously replaced.”

We commend the whole article to our

readers.

CITY ANTIQUITIES.

.Vlt. TITE V. Mil, ROACH SMITH.

Sin,—On Wednesday evening last, after »he
regular business of the ordinary meeting of the
British Archaeological Association, 1 brought
forward and read the letter from Mr. 'Lite,

printed in Tub Builder of this week, which
letter I had not received when 1 addressed you,
in reference to the vague and erroneous state-

ments uttered by Mr. Tito, and printed in The
Builder of the week previous.

Although this letter contains much irrele-

vant matter, and I am perfectly satisfied would,
to the minds of all who know me, carry in

itself conviction of the absurdity of the charges
brought against me, yet, from the respectability

of the writer, it is calculated to excite prejudice

in quarters where I may presume I 3m un-
known. A necessity therefore arises for my
meeting the charges as publicly as possible, and
I regret that Mr. Tito could not have made it

convenient to accept the invitation sent him to

be present last Wednesday at the meeting of
the Association, when he would have had an

opportunity of hearing my explanation, and of
making any observations which he might have
thought necessary. The statements made by
Mr. 'J’ite amount to a charge of breach of faith

towards him, and of opposition to the Joint

Gresham Committee in their endeavours to

collect antiquities discovered on the site of the

New Royal Exchange. As briefly as possible

I proceed to meet the alleged facts lie has

adduced.
On the 24th of Nov. 1840, 1 obtained an

order from Mr. Tito to visit the excavations,

during the months of December and January.
I was much engaged both at home and in the

country, and made no visit to the Exchange
that would have required the order, until the

1st of February. On the evening of 31st of

January, I returned from an excursion in Kent.
On this day occurred a circumstanceupon which
hangs the chief charge brought against me by
Mr. Tite, nearly five years afterwards, which
charge he asserts is supported by three wit-

nesses. On entering my house, I noticed a
fragment of a statue of Charles II., which I

ascertained had been left by two drunken work-
men, who stated that they had brought it from
the Royal Exchange. I immediately gave
orders to prevents like occurrence, anu when
the men called in the morning, I ordered them
to take it to the museum in Freeman’s Court,

and, moreover, paid them for a barrow to carry

it in. Whether they took it back or not 1

cannot tell, but I suspect they took it in mis-

take cither to the Guildhall or to the British

Museum. On the following afternoon I made
my first formal visit to the excavations, intend-

ing to avail myself of the privilege granted by

Mr. Tite, to obtain information, and to make
sketches. I had scarcely entered, before I was

stopped by a stout burly man, in whom I recog-

nized a person who, some years previous, had

been summoned by me before the Lord Mayor
for ferociously assaulting a youth then in my
employ, lie immediately ordered me to leave

the premises, and, using the most brutal lan-

guage, threatened if 1 delayed, to get me kicked

o//\ 1 mildly expostulated with him, and begged

him to tell mo the meaning of such unprovoked
conduct. “ Meaning!” said he, “didn’t ye get

a man to bring ye an image t'other day? and

then didn’t ye bribe ’im to take it to the Mu-
seum ?” I at once saw the ridiculous mistake

the man had made, and I attempted to set him

right, but my pacificatory efforts only increased

his rage and violence. I then announced

myself as under the especial protection ot Mr.

Tite, confirmed by a written order. 1 1 is reply

my pen rufuses to write
;

it included a substan-

tive signifying the very reverse of truth, with

a forcible participle, meaning total exclusion

from mercy, prefixed, and concluded with a

demand of Show me the order.” I respect-

fully asked him to step with me to my house,

or, "to permit me to fetch it. This was an-

swered by an insulting observation, concluding

with “ !Vc act under the Gresham Committee,

and have orders to hinder you from coming

here. You have bought things of a rascal

called Sullivan, who we had discharged, as groat

a blackguard as ever lived, and I can prove it.”

Who the unworthy individual he alluded to

was, I have not the slightest notion. During

the dialogue, I was every moment expecting

this Gresham agentwould have struck me, and 1

believe he would, had he not been restrained by
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the people who had assembled around us, and
by the appearance of another person in au-
thority (Mr. Tite’s second witness I presume),
who had that morning called upon me about
the lost fragment of sculpture. To him I

nppealed, and asked whether I was to be sub-
jected to this usage, holding as I did an order
from Mr. Tite? He replied, “ Mr. Tite can
give you no order to buy things here, and we
have orders from the Gresham Committee to
prevent you coming upon the ground.” I re-
turned home, made notes of these particulars,
and wrote to Mr. Tite. On the following day
(I believe) 1 again visited the works and, in
the presence ol Mr. Tite, had to encountersimi-
lar treatment, Mr. Tite observing that he had
given me an order, and could do nothing more

!

I then said, that if his order could not protect
me from personal violence, if I came again 1
should feel it necessary (in self-defence), to
come armed, when, if the Gresham agent
should think fit to put his threats into execution,
by laying hands or feet on mv person, he might
run the risk of being shot. But if antiquaries
and archaeologists sometimes speak daggers
and bullets, they seldom use any beyond the
sharp pointed and keen edged goose quill, and
the pop-gun pellet of paper, which explodes
in an ill-natured critique; and if the intem-
perate servant, who had doubtless exceeded
his orders, had been discharged by Mr. Tite
(as lie would have been by some gentlemen),
I should instantly have pleaded for his restora-
tion.

For about two months I declined, on account
of fear of a recurrence of these unpleasant
obstructions, from visiting the excavations.
These two months, and the two months previ-
ous comprise the period during which Mr.
Tite says “ nothing of importance was found ;”
“ and then he speaks of the pit ( opened in
slpril) and says, that “ the clerks of the works,
and the contractor's foreman, were constantly

complaining to me ofyour interference with the
workmen, until it came to an actual quarrel.”
Now, if nothing had been found in January,
February, and March, about whatwere the com-
plaints made which led to the yt/flrrc/which took
place on the 1st and 2nd of February, and not in

April, when the pit was opened ? In fact, when
the quarrel occurred, nothing of importance
was found, according to Mr. Tite’s shewing,
and when antiquities were discovered in the
pit, no quarrel took place !

From the beginning of February to the
beginning of April, I was engaged in prosecu
ting researches on the site of the French Pro-
testant Church in Thrcadncedle-street, with
the assistance, not of any city company
or committee, but of a private individual,

Mr. E. Moxhay, and the discovery and preser-

vation of two beautiful tessellated Roman pave-
ments were the results of his liberality'. Here
let me contrast individual intelligence, genero-
sity, and public spirit, with corporate ignorance,

meanness, and selfishness. Had I applied to

this corporation (now of a sudden made to

affect so much anxiety to fit up their one room
fora museum), I should have been laughed at.
“ ’Tis only rubble and rubbish,” said the leader

of the Court of Common Council, when, a

short time since, that body gave up the rem-
nant of the old city boundary wall, on Tower
Hill, to be pulled down

;
and these pavements

in their eyes would have been nothing more,
and assuredly would not have been saved from
demolition, as the city wall has been, in spite

of the efforts of the corporation. Drawings
and models of these pavements have been made
and circulated throughout the kingdom, and
one of them has furnished an elegant design

to a maker of lloor-cloth in Moorgate-street.

Mr. Moxhay placed them at my disposal, at the

very period when Mr. Tite falsely accuses me
of being actuated by personal objects. I re-

commended that the pavement, which could be

safely removed, should be sent to the British

Museum, and entirely through my advice it was

there deposited, and 1 placed models of both

in the collection of the Society of Antiquaries.

If 1 had been so anxious to “ obtain posses-

sion ” of every thing for niy own collection or

for “ personal objects,” is it likely when these

interesting and valuable remains were literally

presented to me, I should have transferred them
to a public museum? Was it likely when 1

acted thus in Threadneedlc-street, I should

have shown, at the same time, so different a

disposition on the site of the Royal Exchange?
That I should have been lavish of pounds on
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the one spot, and covetous of farthings on the

other,?

In April I again visited the excavations on

the site of the Royal Exchange, as I perceived

hundreds were in the habit of doing daily

without orders. At this time the pit alluded to

was being excavated, and I made hastyskctchcs,

and took notes occasionally, but not without

tear of a recurrence of former direct obstruc-

tion. My visits did not admit of such minute

examination as the subject demanded, but no
uarrel took place

,

no complaints could have

een made, for I never remember being thero

without seeing Mr. Russell, the clerk of the

works, or some of the gentlemen from Mr.
Tite’s office, and I must have heard of the
complaints if there had been any. On no
occasion did I ever interfere with anybody,
and the only charges that can be imagined to

have been made must have been those preferred
more than two months previous, which I have
shown were absurd and false. I hasten now
to the stories about the bell, and the leaden
medalet, or jetton. Mr. Tite had read in the
“ Archfeologia” that a bell, among other ob-
jects, had been found in the pit, but he has
never visited my museum to ascertain if I

actually possessed this enviable relic, and, if so,
how and by what means, and at what period of
time. He has not, in fact, taken the trouble to
ascertain the truth of any of the trumpery tales
upon which lie seems to have founded his ac-
cusations against my conduct and character.
When, by the circulation of handbills, by

“ boarding round the site,” and by other means
considered necessary to their archaeological
Lattice, the Joint Committee of Gresham Affairs
had had the run of the cover to themselves, I

proceed to show how, alone, and single-
handed, I succeeded in preserving what these
zealous gentlemen, with their handbills and
boards, had overlooked. Mr. Tite says truly
that this pit was filled with soft peaty earth;
but Mr. Tite is not perhaps aware that this
soft peaty earth contained many minor objects
of interest which it was impossible to detect by
boards and handbills, and which were carted
away in this soft peaty earth, and disposed of at
a remote distance from the site of exhumation
in an open unfenced situation, accessible to
anybody who might have cared to examine it.

From this rejected “ soft peaty earth,’' far from
the Royal Exchange, I procured, from time to
time, many curious objects of ancient art, which
certainly, but for my exertions, would never
have been discovered and preserved.
Mr. Tite’s “ Mountain in Labour” pro-

duces a bell, and a medalet in lead ! The
latter he says, “ is a very remarkable curiosity,
and surely the only proper place for such
could not be any private collection !’’ This
little peace of lead came into my possession
long before I had the honour of knowing Mr.
Tite, although ho says lie is a Fellow of the
Society of Antiquaries of some standing. It
was met with during some partial excavation,
before the general works commenced. So
little consequence did I attach to it, that it re-
mained for months upon my table before I was
induced to examine and clean if, when I deci-
phered an inscription and the Tudor arms.
It was previously a lump of worthless lead,
but I regenerated its defaced impress, and thus
made it an object of interest, but surely not an
object to be envied the possession of. I ex-
hibited it to the Numismatic Society, and to the
•Society of Antiquaries; I freely permitted a
wood-cut of it to be made for one of the pic-
torial weekly newspapers

; and I adapted the
inscription to the obverse of a medal of Prince
Albert, designed by me, and engraved by Mr.
Stothard * to commemorate the Prince’s ad-
vent to lay the first stone of the New Royal
Exchange, the Joint Gresham Committee
having omitted to order a medal to be engraved
to record this interesting event. If Mr. Tite
will now point out to me the more proper place,
where he insinuates a better use would have been
made of this farthing’s-worth of lead, I will
cheerfully cede possession of it. Ilad I been
a servant of the corporation, and seized some
thirty or forty gold nobles, on behalf of the
city, and had never rendered to science or to
the city exchequer a proper account of the
treasure trove, then Mr. Tite might, with some
reason and justice, have imputed to me “ per-
sonal objects,” and have worthily stood forward
as a public nccuser. But, I trust, I have said

* Of Arlington-street, Myddleton-square.

enough to show that the accusations brought
against me are frivolous, vexatious, and false

;

that they have all the appearance of being
an after-thought, and are calculated to mislead
the public, and to injure private character;
that they neither apply to me nor to my col-
leagues in the city, and that they are unworthy
the office Mr. Tite holds, through which office

he has thought proper to disseminate them.

—

I am, Sir, &c.,

Ciiart.ks Roach Smith.
5, Liverpool-strect, City, Dec. 6.

COMPETITION ALTAR-PIECE FOR ST.
JAMES’S CHURCH, BERMONDSEY.

Painting and sculpture arc essential as
accompaniments and embellishments of archi-
tecture, and it can scarcely be said that archi-
tecture in its highest departments is complete
or perfect without their aid. In the ancient
Christian edifices of Europe, both were ex-
tensively employed, and painting, especially,
seems to have been regarded not merely as an
integral and necessary auxiliary, but in some
instances as a feature of paramount importance.
The architectural remains of Lombard v, of
Venice, and of Sicily, with those of Nor-
mandy, and of our own country, shew that the
painter was employed to an immense extent
in the decorations of the altars, walls, vaulting,
and other parts of churches. Passages from
the Holy Scriptures

;
monkish legends of the

lives of saints
;
memorials of the religious

deeds of kings and princes; arabesque and
11oral decorations, may still be traced in abun-
dant instances, proving incontestibly that the
taste for pictorial art, and for its application
to sacred purposes, nourished without inter-
ruption from the introduction of Christianity
in Britain to the dissolution of monasteries by
the tyrant, Henry VIII. After the Refor-
mation, it was a favourite employment of
bigots and fanatics to destroy and mutilate
these, which had become objects of Roman
Catholic superstition. The prejudice thus
engendered against the introduction of pic-
tures into churches, still subsists amongst
many of the Protestant clergy

;
and has ope-

rated most unfavorably on the development of
art in Britain. An unworthy parsimony in
the erection of our sacred edifices has further
contributed to exclude from them the works
of the painter, and has thereby deprived them
(with but few exceptions) of their most effective
and appropriate embellishments.

\\
r
c may, however, hope that a better era for

art has arrived. Painting and sculpture have
received their due consideration in the works in
progress for the accommodation of the Houses
of Parliament; and the extensile application
of the ancient models to new churches in all
parts of England, has induced a desire to
embellish these structures somewhat in
accordance with those in imitation or emu-
lation of which they have been constructed.
Hence we find that stained glass, encaustic
tiles, and similar accessories, are now largelv
employed. It is our present object to advert
to the not less important point of the intro-
duction of paintings in churches, not built in
the mode adopted in the middle ages. In these
structures, modelled upon the classic forms of
ancient Greece and Rome, the altar-piece is
perhaps the only part to which painting can be
successfully applied; and it is to be regretted
that an object so well adapted to stimulate and
exercise the powers of the artist in the highest
branch of art should be so frequently neglected.
\\ ithout adverting to the few pictures produced
of late years as altar-pieces, we mav proceed to
notice the Ascension, by Mr. John Wood,
which has just been completed for St. James's
Church, at Bermondsey.

It appears that the' late Mr. Ilarcourt, a
wealthy.inhabitant of the parish, bequeathed the
sum of 5001. for the purchase of a picture, to
be placed in a recess over the communion-table
of that church. The trustees not beinf»- able
to procure a satisfactory picture for the purpose,
adieitised for sketches, upon the understanding
that the artist whose production was selected
should forwith execute the work, and receive
the amount of the bequest. They fixed upon
the Ascension of Our Saviour as the subject,
and the finished sketches in oil were required
to be 36 inches in height by 1

7

inches in width.
The altar-piece, including a frame provided by

the trustees, to be 25 feet in height by 1 1 feet in

width. On the 4th of December, 1844, nearly
80 compositions were sent in

;
several of them

by members of the Roval Academy. Mr.
Eastlakc, 11. A., and Mr. Ilaydon were ap-
pointed to examine them, and to select the most
meritorious

; and Mr. Cooke, R.A., was to

decide in the event of those gentlemen differ-

ing in opinion. The two former however
agreed that Mr. John Wood’s sketch was the
best of those submitted, and Mr. Cooke fully

concurred in their opinion. A decision thus
unanimous, by artists of such high reputation
and admitted taste, naturally excited the curi-

osity of all lovers of the arts; and it is there-

fore gratifying to find that the picture, which
is now completed, fully justifies the opinion so

given of its merits, and reflects the highest
honour on the artist.

The figures in Mr. Wood’s composition
are considerably above the natural size. On
a canvass of 275 square feet (25 feet by 11)

the artist has given, in the upper part, a full-

length figure of the Saviour, occupying nearly
one-half of the picture. The figure appears
buoyant in air, with a nimbus around the head,
the radiation from which illumines with a

golden effulgence the upper region of the sky.

Clothed in a flowing robe, or mantle, over a

white vestment, with arms extended, and a

placid expression of countenance, He casts a

parting look towards his earthly disciples and
associates, whilst his body is evidently in the

act of ascension from them. The eleven dis-

ciples, witnesses of the superhuman event,

the ascension of their lord and master into “the
heaven of heavens, ” are at once astonished,
terrified, and glorified by the beatific event.

An incident so unparalled could not fail to

produce varied and conflicting emotions in its

witnesses. The artist has endeavoured to

portray these, in the attitudes and expression
of the apostles. They are represented in va-

rious positions
;

standing, kneeling, pros-
trated, with uplifted hands and faces, bodies
bent with reverential awe and devotion. The
artist has apparently familiarized himself with
the best accounts and representations of tho

age, personal character, and costumes of the

time which he had to depict; and he must
have attained a high proficiency in his art to

have given not only variety, but almost per-
sonal identity to the eleven apostles lie has re-
presented, and to have clothed them in cos-
tume which, both in form and colouring,
should satisfy the eye of the critic, and the
feelings of the Christian.
The production is one that can hardly fail to

advance the character of the British school,
and to advance its meritorious author consi-
derably in his profession. We cannot con-
clude without expressing our hope that it will
not be long before the name of John Wood is

enrolled amongst the members of the Royal
Academy.

CONSTRUCTION OF ROOFS.

Sin,—I have been recommended by some
professional gentlemen, well acquainted with
your journal, to submit to you a question re-
specting the comparative strength of queen-
post and king-post roofs. The building to
which I refer is Doric, the pediment very
flat, and the width of the roof 60 feet. The
ceiling has sunk a few inches, in consequence
of the heads of tho queen-posts having yielded
to the pressure, and thus, much of the weight
of the roof has been brought down upon the
beams. It has been suggested, that the only
remedy is to substitute king-post principals;
these alone having strength to bear a roof so
flat as the one in question. Others contend
that queen-post principals arc best. By giving
your opinion, you would confer a favour on
many persons besides your obedient servant.

Hull, Dec. 4. ' H, n,

*** Bor tho span named, we should use a
queen-post roof. Both king and queen-posts
should be of hard oak, and the heads if formed
in the common manner, should be as small
as possible, as by their shrinking, sagging is

caused. 1 o lessen the possibility of this, it

is a good plan to make the end of the princi-
pal rafter abut against the straining beam

;
in

this case the tie-beams should be each in two
pieces, notched on, one on each side and
bolted together.
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VENTILATION OF STABLES.

FORGETFULNESS OF ARCHITECTS' SERVICES.

“ Suu.m cuique.”— In your last number you
alluded lo Mr. Dickinson’s stables, in Curzon-
street, and the system of ventilation there
adopted. As professional services are too often
forgotten in descriptions of new buildings, I

am sure you will take an early opportunity
of stating that these stables were executed
from my plans and superintendence. Mr.
Dickinson required an adequate and effectual
ventilation

;
Mr. Sylvester was consulted, and

advised the principles of the system
;
and the

necessary structural arrangements and work-
ing out of these principles were left to the ar-
chitect.

If a similar division of labour were adopted
in public buildings, which require ventilation
on a large scale, and the details of construc-
tion left to the architect to embody in the
building, I think we should not have to com-
plain of the monstrous excrescences which dis-
figure many edifices where the ventilating
doctors have been trying their processes, ap-
parently without any regard to architectural
arrangements. The remarks in your last

number on the ventilation of the schools at
S wi n ton are so perfectly applicable to the
subject, that I feel it unnecessary to say one
word more.
From the experience which T have had, I

am inclined to believe that many of the failures
which have attended the recent’adoption of the
ventilating system have arisen from the doctors
attempting too much. They are like some
young practitioners in the medical art, relying
solely on drugs and nostrums, and forgetting
the “ vis medicatrix naturae.” In both cases I

suspect, that a slight additional power given to
the patient would enable him to throw off ea-
sily his complaint. I am, Sir, &c.,

Thomas Little.

*.'* ^ e gladly insert the above to rectify an
omission caused solely by want of information
in that respect. We quite agree with our. es-
teemed correspondent, and huve often remarked
it, the architect’s services are too frequently
forgotten in describing the merits of a building.
It the result be not satisfactory, if (in his en-
deavour to meet the views of his employer and
give him all he desires for some most inade-
quate amount), he should pare down too much,
and a failure should occur, on him rests all the
responsibility, and on him falls all the abuse.

CLAIM FOR RENT IN ASSESSING
DILAPIDATIONS.

Wk have great pleasure in laying the fol-

low ing letter from Mr. George Smith (the
architect of the Mercers’ Company), before
our readers. In connection with Mr. Tatter-
sail’s, which appeared last week,* both bearing
out the opinions we expressed in the first

instance, it may be considered decisive.

Mv Dear Sir,— I have carefully perused
and considered the “ Question in Assessing
Dilapidations,” mentioned in The Builder
of the 22nd ult.,f on which you desire my
opinion. I have much pleasure in acceding to

the request, and take leave to state 1 am of
opinion that rent is not recoverable under the

circumstances mentioned, nor is it customary
to claim it. The lessee has a choice of two
remedies, either to sue for damages during
the existence of the lease, or by action of

ejectment, the neglect of either or both, I

think would and should bar him from the
claim of rent. This is my view and opinion
of the subject, whatever may be the legal

construction put upon the case.

I remain, my dear Sir, &c.,

Gkorof. Smith.
Mercers’ Hall, Dec. 8, 1845.

Masons.— The Great TTeslern Advertiser
says :

—

“

At no period, perhaps, was there a

greater demand lor this class of workmen than
there is now at Swansea. The erection of the

new Wesleyan Chapel, the Unitarian Chapel,
the new Station House, and several other
extensive private buildings, has produced an
unprecedented demand for masons as well as

tor carpenters, &c., and excellent wages are

received.”

* P. 5S3, ante. ) P. 565, cute.

A FEW QUESTIONS RESPECTING
SEWERS.

1. What are the dimensions of the several
sizes of sewers now in use?

2. What is the least size of a sewer, so that
it may have the requisite space for examina-
tion, cleansing, repairing, or for opening new
communications with new drains?

3. What is the desirable limit of the longest
length for the smallest sized sewer?

4. What is the least fall that a sewer should
have ?

5. Has any plan been tried for forming wells
at convenient distances to collect the sediment
from the sewage ?

6. What would be the best size and distances
for such wells ?

7. Is there any data to determine, in what
average time a given length and size of sewer
would furnish a given quantity of sediment ?

S. Supposing such deposit sediment-wells to
be found useful, what would be the best mate-
rial, what the average cost of each, and what
would be the value of manure that might be
collected in this way in London ?

Could an apparatus be contrived to take
out the sediment, put it into suitable casks or
other vessels, to he taken away in carts
and conveyed by railway trucks into the coun-
try ?

10. When the best form for sewers is de-
termined, would it not be desirable to have the
best form of bricks constructed for them?

11. Would not a form for the bottom of a
sewer, resembling an inverted Gothic arch, be
better than the egg-shape?

12. Would it not be an improvement to have
longitudinal timber, as a sill at the bottom of
sewers, not only for the purpose of making an
even run for the sewage, but also to prevent
unequal sinkings, which in some grounds must
take place, and cause sediment deposits?

13. What difference, if any, is now made in

the foundations of sewers, when in clay, gra-
vel, sand, pent, &c. ?

14. When there is sufficient fall in a sewer,
why is any inconvenient limit given to the
height ?

15. Why should not the height of sewers,
when the tall and other circumstances will ad-
mit of it, be such as would allow workmen to
walk upright when examining, cleansing, re-
pairing, or forming new inlets?

Ifi. State what is the least space required
from the surface of a road to the top of a
sewer ?

17- What depth and space is required under
streets for water and gas-pipes?

18. W hen a new sewer is required, what is

the usual mode of determining every circum-
stance that should be taken into consideration ?

19. Is there any prepared list of points for

inquiry?

20. What quantity of silt is taken out of
sewers on an average?

21. What is the greatest distance between
the shafts to the different sized sewers?

22. What are the names and descriptions of
tools, &c., used in the several operations in the
formation and subsequent works, and to keep
sewers in efficient order?

23. Has any plan been tried to prevent the
dirt, &c. from streets being carried by rain into

sewers, without stopping the free circulation

of air ?

24. In applying the liquid sewage as manure,
would it not be better to take off as much as

possible from elevated positions to the country,
than to allow all to run down to the Thames,
and have the whole to elevate ?

25. What extent of ground would the sewage
of the higher parts of London manure, without
pumping any ?

26. Could not a great quantity of liquid

sewage be directed to some one, or to the seve-

ral railways, and be then drawn off by a tap

into casks or tanks, on railway trucks, and thus

conveyed into the country, where it would be

useful

?

2 7. What is the probable quantity, and what
would be the cost per ton, that could be ob-

tained in this way ?

28. Might not sewers be made advantage-
ously sufficiently large to contain water and

gas-pipes ?

29. Would not the proposed new park at

Battersea be a good opportunity to adopt an
improved system of forming sewers ?—From

Nov. 26, 1845. A Looker-on.
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TIIE STATE OF THE GAS MAINS.

Sin,—It has long been matter of surprise
to me, that the Gas Companies of London
should pay so little attention to the laying of,
and keeping in order, the main pipes in the
streets, and I believe that it is in a great
measure owing to this that the inhabitants of
London are compelled to pay the high price
for gas they do at present, occasioned by the
great extent of leakage existing in the pipes,
caused not only from decay, hut through the
great carelessness displayed in their laying,
and which leakage bears a very large per
centage upon the eras made; I have known
it to exceed 40 per cent. This loss might
have been prevented (or nearly so), if the
companies had but employed persons compe-
tent to undertake the work, and it behoves new
companies to pay attention to this very im-
portant branch ot gas lighting, as it will give
them the means of competing better with ex-
isting companies, and supplying gas at a much
lower rate than it is at present.

The mains of the companies now established
have for the most part been laid without care
or judgment, ignorant persons having been
employed to superintend their laying, and the
consequences are, the unequal supply of gas
to different districts, and the loss by leakage
as previously stated.

I have paid considerable attention to this
subject, and can bring forward proofs to cor-
roborate my statements. It is scarcely pos-
sible to open the ground in any of the London
streets without finding the earth impreg-
nated with gas, and the iron gratings give
evidence of the great waste that is taking
place, and this must be perceptible to any one
in passing through the streets. I can refer to

the officers of the Commissioners of Sewers
to bear me out in saying that it is dangerous
entering the sewers, solelv from this cause,
until they have been ventilated by the opening
of the air-holes. In addition to the nuisance
from the stench, it is most dangerous, as acci-

dent or design might occasion an explosion
that would be destructive to life and property;
and the Government ought to take such stops
as to make it compulsory on the different gas
companies to make their main and service
pipes sound, and to see that the officers of the
gas companies are competent to perform the
duties they undertake, by establishing a Board
<;f Examiners, as proposed by Dr. Jones in his

lectures on “ Gas and Gas Meters,” and pre-
venting parties from applying who are entirely
incompetent and wholly ignorant of the business
they profess, and whose only claim and merit
is that they have a friend among the directors,

whereby grocers, tailors, &c. get transformed
into engineers, superintendents, inspectors,

&c.; and it is from the ignorance of such par-
ties that London is at present the worst and
dearest lighted city in which gas is introduced.
Gas, under proper management, can and ought
to be supplied from 4.v. to 4s. 6d. per 1000
cubic feet, and many companies would find

themselves in a very different position to what
they are at present, and the shareholders would
receive dividends instead of reports, as is the
case at present with some of them. I shall

resume this subject, as also on the quality of
the London gas, gas-fittings, and gas-meters,
if it should meet your views.— I am, &c.,

Materials for History of Bath .—We
hear that the Roval Literary Institution at

Bath has received a valuable present of about
one hundred books and pamphlets, and several

hundred engravings, illustrative of the city of
Bath. The books and pamphlets relate chiefly

to the history and antiquities of the Queen of

the West, and show to what extent science and
literature have been indebted to her. The
engravings are arranged in a large foliovolume,

beginning with the Roman altars of the earliest

period, and continued with successive maps of

the city, views of the surrounding scenery,

prints of its churches, public buildings, and
public men. Of interesting objects, of which
engravings could not be found, drawings have

been made. The collection was formed with

much care, and at great expense, bv Capt.

Chapman, who has been often a resident of the

citv, and who now generously wishes that the

public should enjoy the fruit of his labours.
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THE SOUTH PORCH OF NORTH WAL-
SHAM CHURCH, NORFOLK.

Tub church of North Wulsham is large, and
mostly of a plain decorated character. It has
nave andaisles, covered by a triple roof. The
chancel has aisles, being;, in fact, a continu-
ation of the nave and aisles, there being; no
external division or mark to separate the east-

ern portion of the church from the western;
but internally the chancel and the aisles were
anciently divided from the nave by screens.
The lower part of what was the rood screen is

still remaining-, and contains some good span-
drils, very delicately carved: it also has the
remains of painting and saints in the panels.
The aisles were divided from the chancel by
screens, as chapels. The nave piers are good,
and of lofty proportions. The roofs are open,
but very plain and rough. There is an enor-
mous west gallery; yet behind it there is a
vacant space large enough for an ordinary
church, where the parish-engine and ladders
are kept: here, too, near the south door, is the
font, enclosed by a wooden railing, having a
very good carved oak cover.

1 he south porch, the subject of the present
engraving, is of a later character than the main
body of the church,beingof good perpendicular

design. It is of a great size, and isopen to the
root, never having been divided into two stories,

as was frequently the case in large porches of
j

this style. 1 he part which is blocked up above
the archway was, probably, a niche. The
panelling on each side, and in the gable, but-
tresses, and plinth is tilled in with the squared
flint- work, so common among the churches of
Norfolk. The Hank has two windows, divided
by a buttress, but they are bricked up as high
as the springing.
The tower of the church is large, situated at

the west end, and was of a great height, but is

now in ruins. It was struck by lightning about
a hundred years ago, since which time it has
been gradually disappearing. A few years ago
a great portion was obliged to be taken down.
There is still, however, sufficient standing on
the side next the church to stop the roof of the
Have. James K. Coi.lino.

We append the following additional-items of
information.

On the north side of the chancel, near the
east end, is a mural monument to the memory
of Sir William Paston, knight., a native of
the town, founder of the Grammar School, and
ancestor of the first Earl of Yarmouth. It

was cr.ectcd during his life, by John Key, a

I

freemason of London, who, by agreement dated
I 1607, undertook to fit up the tomb with on

i

effigy of the knight in armour, 5$ feet long,

for the sum of 200/. Sir William died a few
months after making this agreement, aged 80
years. The church is dedicated to St. Ni-
cholas.

The living is a vicarage, with the rectory of
Antinghain St. Mary annexed, in the archdea-
conry of Norfolk and diocese of Norwich.
King Edward the First, in his twelfth year,

granted a licence to the Abbot of Holm to

appropriate it, but this was not performed till

December 9, 1338, when Anthony, Bishop of
Norwich, appropriated it to the Convent of
Holm, and it was to be transferred on the death
of Roger de Hales, the then rector. On this

event taking place the vicarage was formed,
and the patronage was settled to be in the Abbot
of Holm. The Lord Chancellor has the gift

at present, and its annual value is estimated
at 336/.

The town of north Walsham is situate on the

high road to Norwich, and consists of three

streets, diverging from a central area, in which
stands the church. It is about 15 miles N.N.E.
from Norwich, and 124 N.E. by N. from
London. When the last census was taken it

contained 2,655 inhabitants.



THE CONIC SECTIONS
CONSIDERED IN REFERENCE TO TIIEIR PRACTICAL

APPLICATIONS.

The Parabola.

At page 493 of the present volume of Tub
Builder, we gave a method of describing the
curve of a parabola by means of points, which
points were obtained from a series of ordinates

i

computed by the rule to equation (A), or that
J

to equation (C), both these rules being appli-

cable to the same purpose. This method of

construction is sufficiently satisfactory in I

practice, and practical men adopt it in prefer-
\

ence to other methods, in consequence of its

being easily understood, and more in accord-

ance with their usual routine of operation
;

it

is, however, attended with greater mental and
manual labour than could be wished for, since

the ordinates have first to be computed nume-
rically, and afterwards successively applied to

a scale of equal parts, before the positions of

the several points through which the curve has

to pass can be assigned, and if these processes

be not performed with considerable accuracy,

the resulting figure may be very far different

from the true one. In order, therefore, to

avoid the errors incident to this mode of con-

struction, we shall effect the operation in

another way, by which the computation of the

ordinates is dispensed with, as well as the ap-

plication of the computed results to a scale of

equal parts, and thence to the several ordinates

which are supposed to be previously drawn.

By this method it is necessary that the para-

meter of the axis and the position of the focus

shall both be known, or rather, the position of

the focus, and that of a point in the axis pro-

duced, through which the directrix of the

curve is made to pass
;
but since both these

points depend on the parameter, the magnitude
of that element must first of all be ascertained.

Now, it has already been stated, page 463, that

the parameter of the axis is a third propor-

tional to anv abscissa and its corresponding

ordinate, anil we may here add, that the dis-

tance between the focus and vertex of the

curve, and also the distance between the vertex '

of the curve and that point in the axis pro-

duced, through which the directrix passes, is
;

equal to one-fourth of the parameter, hence
\

the method of determining the positions of I

these points is obvious, and is as follows :— |

Let AB, fig. 4, be the base of the required

parabola, and let AB be bisected perpendicu-

larly in E by the straight line ED, and make
EV equal to the axis of the curve. Upon the

axis EV, and the semi-base EB, describe the

rectangular parallelogram EBCV, and draw

the diagonal EC
;
at the point C, erect the

perpendicular CD, meeting the production

of the axis in the point D; then is VD the pa-

rameter of the curve to the axis, EV

.

Bisect VC in m, and at the point m erect

the perpendicular inn, meeting the production

of the axis in the point n, and make VF equal

to Vn ; then is F the focus and n the point in

the axis through which the directrix of the

curve must pass.

Since the triangle ECD is rightangled at C
by the construction, and CV perpendicular to

ED, it follows from the eighth proposition of

the sixth book of Euclid s “ Elements of Geo-

metry,” that the triangles ECV and CDV are
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similar to one another, and consequently the
homologous sides are proportional

; thus we
have

EV : VC :: VC : VD=Iji,

so that VD is a third proportional to the
abesissa V E, and the ordinate EB

;
but by the

definitions the parameter of the curve to the
axis V E, is a third proportional to any abscissa
and its corresponding ordinate; consequently,
VD is the parameter; this far, therefore, the
construction is accurate.

Again, since the triangle E ran is rightangled
at m, and m V perpendicular to E n, the tri-

angles Em V and mnV arc similar to one
another, and their homologous sides' arc pro-
portional

;
hence we have

EV : V m : : V m : V m=^^-

»

from which it appears that V n is a third pro-
portional to EV and V m

;
hut V m=J VC by

construction, consequently V ma

=J VCJ
,
and

VC*
by substitution it is V so that Vn4EV
and VF are eacli of them equal to one-fourth
of the parameter VD.
Through the point F draw

the straight line rs parallel
to AB, and make F r and F.e
respectively equal to F n, or
one- half of VD

;
then r and

s are points in the curve, and
rs is the parameter to the
axis VE. '

Let the axis VE be divided
into any number of equal
parts in the points 1, 2, 3,

4, &c., the more numerous
the points of division, the
more correctly will the curve
be delineated

;
and through

the several points thus de-
termined, and parallel to the
base AB, draw the series

of double ordinates an, lb,

cc,
dd, &c.

;
then from

the focus F, with the
several distances n 1, n 2,

m3, n 4, &c., intersect

the ordinates both ways
in the points a, a ; b,b ; c, c; d, d, &c

,
and

these will respectively be points in the curve
;

then with a fine pen and a steady hand let a line

be drawn through all the points, and the line

thus traced will be the curve of the parabola.

Having thus effected the delineation of the

curve, it may be instructive to shew the me-
thod ofcalculating the parameter and the other

quantities dependent on it, and for this pur-

pose we must recur to the expression VD=
j-ry >

an expression which, given in a specific

form, becomes

parameter—ordinate x ordinate -*- ab-

scissa (E)

And when this equation is brought into the

form of a rule, it is as follows :

—

Bulk .— Multiply the semi-base oryiven ordi-

nate by itself, and divide the product by the a,vis

or abscissa, and the quotient will be the para-

meter sought. Or more briefly thus :

—

Divide

the square of the ordinate by the abscissafor
theparameter required.

D.ra/nplc.—The axis and base of a parabola

are each 30 inches
;
what is theparameter, and

what is the distance of the focus and the di-

rectrix from the vertex of the curve?
Here the abscissa is 30 inches, and the ordi-

nate or semi-base is 15 inches, consequently by

the rule, it is

parameter— \ 5 x 15 + 30=7’5 inches,

and the fourth part of this is 1-S75 inches, the

distance between the vertex and the focus,

and also between the vertex and the point

through which the directrix passes. It there-

fore follows, that if the axis be divided into

ten equal parts of 3 inches each, the several

radii by which the points in the curve are de-

termined, are 4-875, 7’^75, 10-875, 13 875

16 875, 19-875, 22-875 25-875, 28-875, and

31-875 inches respectively.

There are various other methods by which

the parabolic curve may be described, but the

best and most expeditious of all is that in

which it is generated by continued motion,

and one mode of generating it in this way is

as follows ;

—

Let AB, fig. 5, be the base of the parabola'
and EV its axis

;
find the points F and n as

in the last case, and through the point n so
found draw the straight line PP, parallel to the
base AB, and in consequence at right angles
to the axis VE. Along the straight line PP
let a ruler b« fixed, and let one side of the
square DCG, be brought into close contact
with the lower side or edge of the ruler; then
let a thread or cord YpG be taken equal in

length to mE, the straight line which is made
up of the axis VE ami one-fourth of the para-
meter V My and let one end of this thread be
fixed in the focus at F, while the other end i9

fixed at G, the lower extremity of the square
DCG, the side CG being equal in length to

the thread Fp G. This being done, let CG,
the side of the square, be made to coincide
with n E, and let DC, the other 9ide, be made
to slide upon the ruler PP, while the thread
is kept tight and close to the side CG, by
means of the pin or pencil p ;

-then the curve
Vp A, which is thus described, is one-half of
the required parabola, and by only turning the
square about, and causing it to slide in the op-
posite direction and on the other side of the
fixed line nE, the curve VtmB, which is traced

out by the pencil at m, will be the other half

of the parabola.

Wc have now to prove that the curve de-

scribed by this motion is the common or conic

parabola, and for this purpose wc must sup-

pose the square to slide along the rule PP
until the points G and p become coincident in

the point A, in which case the thread pY will

be the hypothenusc of a right-angled triangle,

of which the base is AE and perpendicular

FE.* Now the length of the thread being

by construction equal to n E=V E-+-V n, the

hypothenusc of the right-angled triangle just

alluded to, must be equal to the same quantity :

but VF is equal to V n, consequently FE=
VE—FV, and by the property of the right-

angled triangle, we have,

(VE+V»)*=AE*+(VE—FV)a
.

and from this by expanding and transposing

the terms, we get

2 VE-Vn+2 VE-FV=AEa
;

but FV=V?iby construction, therefore by

substitution it is

4 Vm-VE==AE*,

and since V n is one-fourth of the parameter,

the equation is

parameterx abscissa—ordinate x ordinate,

which, as we have already seen, is the equation

of the common parabola.

There is another method of generating the

curve by continued motion, which we think

proper to introduce in this place, not that it is

superior to the method just described, but be-

cause the same principle is applicable to the

other sections also, thus reducing the system

of conic construction to one uniform principle,

which is beautifully calculated to show the

mutual relation of the several sections to one

another.

Let AB (fig. 6), be the base of the parabola,

and VE its axis, exactly as in the two cases

preceding; upon the semi-base EB, and axis

VE, describe the rectangular parallelogram

* We have omitted drawings itraight line from A to F in

the figure, but the reader can easily supply it in his copy,

which will render the steps of the reasoning more easily un.

derstood,
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EBCV, and draw the diagonal EC ;
at C, the

extremity of the diagonal EC, erect the per-

pendicular CD, meeting the axis EV produced

in D, then is VD the parameter of the para-

bola to the axis VE; through the point D,

and parallel to the base AB, draw* the indefi-

nite right line n P, which in this case will be

the directrix of the curve.

Then, if the straight line n F be moved in

a direction always parallel to the axis VE,

and in such a manner that the extremity n,

thereof, may always be in contact with the

straight line Pn, and carry along with it the

side Vn of the right-angled triangle mVn, of

which the right-angle is moveable about the

point V
;
then it follows, that the continual

intersection in, of the straight line wF, with

Vin, the other side of the triangle, docs by this

motion generate a conic parabola.

This method, it will be observed, determines

J3 Jf

the curve independently of the focal point,

and it is only necessary that the parameter
should be known for the purpose of fixing the
position of the directrix P?t, along which the
describing line must be carried

;
for in no

other position will the moveable line intersect

the curve, and the other side of the generating
triangle in the same point.

If the moveable line n F be carried along
parallel to itself, until the points in and F do
each coincide with B, the extremity of the base,

then will V in become the hypothenuse of a

right-angled triangle, of which the base is EB, ,

and perpendicular VE; and this triangle will

manifestly be similar, in that case, to Vn D or

VCD*; hence we have

VE : VC :: VC : VD.
But when the point F coincides with B, the

semi-base EB is equal to VC, and, by con-
struction, VD is equal* to the parameter of the
axis

;
hence it is,

nbscisse : ordinate : : ordinate : parameter ;

and, by equating the products of the extremes
and means, we get

parameterx abscissa= ordinatex ordinate ;

which is also the equation to the conic para-
bola; hence the truth of the construction is

manifest. There are various other methods
by which the curve may be generated

;
but

since those which have now been exemplified
are sufficient for every practical purpose, we
shall not insist longer on the subject, having
done enough to prepare the practical man for

the important applications which are to follow.

T.

The Louvre Exhibition for 18-16.—The
annual exhibition of the works of modern
artists at the Louvre will be opened on the

1 5th of March next, and closed on the 15th
of May. All works intended for exhibition
must be sent in between the 1st and 30th of
February.
Rome and London Compared.—The sub-

ject for the English essay at Trinity College,
Cambridge, this year, is “ Rome in the time of
Augustus compared with London in the nine-
teenth century.”

* The reader should connect the points F and 3 by draw-

figure*^**^
11 *'ne * n C0P>> ,uc l* being omitted in the
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The “ Cloaca Maxima ” of Rome and the

Egg-shaped Sewers of London.— If any thing

can prove to us, that the very structure and
aspect of ancient and modern times were dif-

ferent, the above two constructions can. In

the first instance, we perceive a very small

town—old, stern Rome, wherein a king

(Tarquinius Priscus) considered it the scope

and object of his life—or nearly so, to erect a

structure, which, for ages to come, would
afTord cleanliness, and therefore comfort and
salubrity (vitality) to bis native city. The
thing is done, and done thus, that the ultimate

expansion of the capital of the world does

not outstrip the first, primordial plan
;
and the

Cloaca maxima of TarquiniOs suffices for the

Rome of Ctesar and Augustus,—even now,
2, -400 years afterwards, a monument of admi-
ration for every sensible beholder.—In modern
times we manage things differently; we run
after all and every sort of private comfort and
ease, but whatever belongs to the province of

public utility is a matter of chance, if not of

corruption and jobbing. The subject of sewers,

however, has been, in its main features, so

ably managed by other hands in this journal,

that it does not behove us but to make a few
comparative observations relative to the Roman
work. Calling to our minds what we have
seen of the Cloaca maxima, we do not believe

that its inner surface (brick) was glazed.

There was no necessity for it, at any rate.

Every one who has seen Roman (aye, even
mediteval) bricks, knows what they are—
stone, nay, better than stone, combining hard-

ness with toughness
;
moreover, the mortar of

the same kind, so much so, that nothing but

(modern) gunpowder, or the crowbar and pick-

axe will dissever or break this ancient material

of building. To dilate on this would be to

speak of things unattainable, or nearly so.

But one thing has come out of late here, and
one certainly not neglected by our Romun
masters, viz. that sewers, like any brick and
mortar structure, must have time to set, to dry,

and to solidify, if they are to be solid. This,
as a matter of course, has its physical, if not
its chemical reasons. The watery portion of
the carbonate of lime has to evaporate before
it is capable of entering with the grit and sand,
and altogether with the stone or bricks
Into a firm agglutination, or perhaps (che-
mical) amalgamation. The Roman king was,
therefore, right in building his sewers luithout

the bustle and the astounding harass and traffic

of a capital of the world
;
and, consequently,

there was no over-hurrying required, und the

thing could go on in its natural and timely pro-
gress. But our sewers can not remain acces-
sible to the influence of the air—the thing is

impossible. 'They can neither dry, nor settle,

but must he filled up, there and then. This
anomaly has been clearly exposed, of late

;
but

we fear that no remedy has been hitherto pro-
posed, which can or would be resorted to, as

there is no spare time at hand, either in Fleet-
street, the Strand, &c.

Curious Appliances of the Cathedral of
Orvietru.—A curious solemnity is yearly cele-

brated in the interior of this beautiful cathe-
dral, in the Roman states, viz. the letting off

of a huge set of fireworks. To crown this

inconvenience, there are some exceedingly
interesting old fresco pictures in the choir, by
an unknown painter of Siena, as well as those,

more known, of Signorelli, which, being acted
upon in this vaiulalian manner for centuries
past, have been coated with soot and dirt.

Fortunately, two German painters, Messrs.
Baltz and Pfannenschmidt, have of late

applied themselves to cleanse these beautiful
works; and thus it may be presumed, that this

splendid old structure will no more he injured
by the explosion of crackers and squibs.

The Paving of the City of Vienna.—The
corporation of that metropolis have arrived at

that persuasion, that most solid works are the
cheapest. An exceedingly costly mode of
paving has therefore been carried into effect,

which, however, is calculated to last at least

a hundred years. It consists of solid cubes of
granite, about a foot square, all whose six sides

are grooved, logitudinally and transversal ly, for

preventing the slipping of horses, &c., thus
ready for use on every 3ide. It is calculated

that as any of these get either worn out on
one side, or even broken at a corner, it will be

heaved out, and turned on the other side, and
as the granite used at Vienna (similar to that

mostly used here) i9 very hard, the experiment

is sure to succeed. The expense, however, to

pave in that manner, even the small city of

Vienna, amounts to more than a million of

florins (100,000/.). The only thing yet indis-

pensable is the strong ramming in of these

cubes, as it i3 well known that if merely one of

the paving stones of a certain surface gets

shakey, the whole connection is broken, and
the disease will spread to a large extent. As,
however, Vienna is unlike London, not so

astoundingly undermined by a vast number of
sewers, and water and gas pipes, the ramming
in can be done with the necessary force and
solidity.

Reorganization of the Royal Society of
Belgium—A recent decree of the king com-
pletely re-constructs the above learned body,

which, the fine arts being now added to it,

will henceforth take the appellation of” Royal-

Academy of Sciences, Literature, and the Fine

Arts of Belgium." The Society will form
three classes, viz. Physical, Mathematical,

and Natural Science; Class of Literature, and
Moral and Political Science; and Class of

Fine Arts. Messrs. Roelandt and Suys are

the new members of architecture
;
Geefs and

Simonis of sculpture, &c. (Novus ab integro

nascitur rerum ordo.)

Paris Guildhall.—Twelve statues represent-

ing Art, Industry, Science, and Commerce,
have been of late placed on the balustrade

at the top of the Hdtel de Ville, facing the

Rue do la Tix^randerie
;
and three of the

fa5 ades of tlm building are now ornamented
in that way. When the Paris Guildhall is

completed, it will contain about 500 statues,

busts, and allegoric medallions.

Jin Art ” voice ” from Dresden.— Artists

now complain of the Want of encouragement;
we ought rather to do so, of so much wrongly
applied—because, when ever was it before,

that cartoons, never to be executed, or oil-

paintings, without a spark of thought and feel-

ing, exhibiting, moreover, an utter lack of tech-

nical knowledge, have been paid for so highly

as they are now? It could be therefore proved

to a nicety, that beside the narrow-mindedness
and the mere trade feelings of most German
artists—it is especially the surfeit of indis-

criminate encouragement, and the state of the

academies, which drag down art, and make it

proceed within the most narrow and common-
place limits. Amongst the Dresden painters,

there is but Schivind who can be said to be
possessed of that astounding rapidity of tech-

nicism, by which those great stars of mediaeval
Italy were 60 conspicuous. It is useless to

dream of, or pant after geniality', as long a3 the

merest A B C of composition has not been
attai ned .— Kunstblatt.

A Pentonville Model Prison at Berlin .

—

This huge building is now approaching its

completion, surrounded by high walls and
turrets. There will be loom for 520 prisoners,
and a complete, very complicated, separation
has been effected; but the building ha9 turned
out a very expensive one, so much so that the

mere interest of the capital expended will bear
a proportion of 20 dollars (4/. 10s.) for each
prisoner.

Art-Museums in the German University
Towns.—According to the programme of the

Bavarian University of Erlangen, the Art mu-
seum is open twice a week, one hour each
time. The libraries, also, are restricted with-
in the same narrow limits—but then students

and others may take books home.
Erection of a New National Gallery at

Dresden.—The huge, albeit unseemly building,
the Picture Gallery of Dresden, endeared still

to any sensible person, as the, for so many
years, shrine of such sacred objects, as the

Madonna del Sisto of Raphael, and other
incomparable works, is now likely to be re-

placed by a building more in accordance with
the demands of our age. It was his Majesty
of Saxony’s Government which, on its own free

will, brought the necessity of this improved
building before the Chambers, which, no doubt,
will assent to it cheerfully. The costs are
estimated at 350,060 thalers, about 37,000/.
English coin, but equivalent to 70,000 /. in

Dresden. As that kingdom has a surplus of
revenue, 200,000 dollars will he taken from
that source, and the remainder placed on the

budget of next year.

Sliding-scale in the Payment of Public



Officers.—

A

very curious regulation—the first
in its kind, but of the most striking depth and
justice— has just been enacted by the King of
Bavaria; certain additional per centage bein'*'
granted to the minor Government officers
for the present period of apprehended scarcity
and want, of from JO to 25 per cent. But this
is regulated by a sliding scale, viz., the greater
the salary, the less the per centage; and least
but not last, this increase is also graduated as
Jar as it concerns bachelors, or married men,
or widowers with children, &c.

Completion of the JForks at the Jardin dcs
flantes at Paris.— The Journal dcs Debats
gives the following list of the above works, for
which the credit will be asked at the next
meeting of the Chambers. Foundations and
iron railings for inclosing all the parks—
building of a new park for the lions—the
building of a locale for the amphibious mam-
malia and the reptiles — new and expensive
fosses for wild boars. A new foot-patli is to
be laid all along the walls of the gardens
between the Quai and Cuvier-street.

French Officials disclaiming any Connection
or Concern with Private Companies .— Mr.
Ilericant de Ihury, Inspector-general of
Mines and Councillor of the State, has ad-
dressed the French official journals in a very
tart letter—saying that his function as a Go-
vernment officer does not permit him to be the
member of any company, as has been er-
roneously stated. '

J. L -

CHRIST CHURCH, PLYMOUTH.

Tuts fabric being completed, though not yet
consecrated, we avail ourselves of a description
of the building from the Plymouth Journal:—
r

I hegeneraldisposition of this edifice is the same
as was adopted by Mr. Wightwick in Trinity
Church, his object being to put his employer to
the expense of no more ground than is actually
occupied by the building, and to avoid the cost
of any external ornament beyond that which
gives architectural character to the street-front,
the sides and back of the church being con-
cealed by adjoining and surrounding houses.
Ot course there are no windows in the outer
side walls, the main body of light being ob-
tained by means of clerestories over the
arcades of the nave. The architect is known
to be averse to the use of internal pillars
where they can be avoided, but in this case
(as at Trinity), where there is a great lateral
extent and galleries are imperative, they
would have been necessary, even if the build-
ing had been insulated. The west front
exhibits a lofty gabled centre, Hanked by
octagonal turrets 64 feet high, and winged
by two lower gabled compartments, having
angle pinnacle buttresses, reaching a height of
above 40 feet. The octagonal turrets termi-
nate with open lanterns, surmounted by
croeketted spirettes, resembling those of
Magdalene College, Oxford. The three door-
ways, respectively seen in the central and
wing compartments, are adapted from the
beautiful originals seen in Tatershall Church,
Lincolnshire. The tracery of the great east
and west windows is

1 from Aylsham Church,
Norfolk, Over the wing doors are long and
narrow single-light windows, with quatre-foil

apertures above, and over the large west
window is a loop opening, ventilating the roof.

All the carved work of the west front is of
(•aen stone, the plain portion of the masonry
being of our local limestone. The front is 7

2

feet in extent, and 50 feet from the pavement
to the top of the gable. The style is Tudor
Gothic.

Internally, the church exhibits a nave of
five arches in length, surmounted by a clere-

story of coupled windows, the lower timbers
of the roof being left open to view, so as, in a
general way, to resemble that of St. Mary’s
at Cambridge. The width of the nave is 31
feet; the height is nearly 40 feet ; the aisles

(including the thickness of the pillars) are 18
feet 6 inches wide, and the galleries within
them are so kept back, as to leave the ascent
of the pillars unimpeded. There is also a
gallery at the west end, with staircase on
cither hand, occupying the depth of one arch
of the nave, which’ is therefore a blank. At
the east end of the nave an arched opening 32
leet high and 16 feet broad reveals the commu-
nion recess, which, from the confined space of
the ground, is necessarily only 9 feet deep.
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J he pulpitis of novel construction, approached
bv a door from the vestry lobby. The font
(of Caen stone) is near the western mid-
entrance. The church has been completed,
including 85/. for extras, for 6/. 3s. 6r/. above
tbc architect’s estimate—the total cost of the
building being 3,475/. The accomm dation
is for 1,120 sitters, of whom 35 may here-
after have to make way for an organ. The
clear internal dimensions of the church arc,
from east to west 87 feet, and from north to
south 68 feet.

WESTMINSTER COURT OF SEWERS.

Ox Friday, Dec 5th, a Court was held. The
collectors presented their reports, and the clerk
declared the cash at the banker's to be 17,176/.

"' as ordered to present to
Mr. Dowley a reportof the most faulty sewersm his districts to which he alluded in his
report in the Book of Informations.*
A long discussion took place between some

applicants for leave to enter a sower built by
Mr. Ponsford, who produced to the Court his
account of thecost to him of the sewer, 592 feet,
811/. HR. 6d.

; the digging he charged at 35. a
cubic yard, the brickwork in mortar at 15/. 4s.
6r/. per rod, and the brickwork in cement at
1//. 3s. Gd. per rod. The Court thought his
claim excessive, and ordered the surveyors to
measure the work, and the question was ad-
journed to a future day.
The question as to 'works likely to be done

and materials to be required, was again dis-
cussed, and Mr. Allason having assured the
Court that Mr. Bird had had sometimes two
and sometimes three establishments, Mr.
Leslie carried the Court with him, by shew-
ing the vast amount of the works above 50/.,
already provided for by special contracts, the
expense of cleansing sewers and gullies in the
antiquated way, without a check on the expen-
diture, amounting to 2,000/. per annum, and
deducting this, included in his plan as a labour
account, from the works above 50/., it left a
comparatively small amount of works to be
done by the new establishment, and which it
was still further proposed to reduce by a tu-
bular system of gullies. The honourable com-
missioner stated, that every foot of the present
gully drains took twenty bricks, and the ave-
rage cost was one penny per brick. The sur-
veyors' report was then read, without the
schedule of materials, and Mr. Leslie moved,
and was seconded by Mr. Thomas Leverton
Donaldson, “That the surveyor be authorized
to procure the necessary materials and other
matters contained in his report, from time to
time, and report at each meeting of the Court
the amount so supplied.” Carried ncm. con.
Mr. Wm. Donaldson’s motion to prevent

the clerk from printing any paper without the
order of the chairman then came under dis-
cussion, in the midst of which it was moved and
carried that the Court do now adjourn.

Lighting Minks nv Electricity.— M.
Delarive has succeeded in obtaining a brilliant
light for lighting mines by the galvanic bat-
tery. Ilis pile is composed of several concen-
tric cylinders, of copper or platina, separated
by porous cylinders, and forming a series of four
or five couples. An amalgam of liquid zinc, or,

what is preferred, an amalgam of potassium, is

the positive metal; and a solution of sulphate
of copper, for copper cylinders, and a cblo-
rurct of platina, for platina ones. The diffi-

culties in maintaining constant light have been
ov ercome by employing small hollow cylinders
of coke, similar to those used in Bunsen’s pile,

but smaller, and arranged like the wicks of a

lamp. A ring, or disc, of metal is placed
above these, and of the same diameter

;
and

the electric current thus passes between the
two. The current must be made to pass from
the coke cylinder, that the particles of carbon
which are carried off may fall again with
their own weight. The whole is placed in a

glass globe, which must be hermetically sealed.
There is no occasion to form a vacuum in it,

as the small portion of oxygen is so soon
absorbed

;
but it must be carefully excluded

from the outer atmosphere. The pile is fitted

with two metallic wires—one communicating
with the cylinder of charcoal, and the other
with the metallic-conductor.

—

Post.

* Vide ante, page 493.
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CHELSEA IMPROVEMENTS.

Sin,—I observe that you are in the main
favourable to the proposed improvements in
Chelsea, and intend keeping your eye on them
in order to give us the advantage of some ob-
servations hereafter.

My object in writing is, to sav there are
strange whispers abroad, that many of the
alterations are projected solely with the view
of improving the estate of my Lord Cadogan,
and that parish money will actually be spent in
doing that which his lordship would himself
do for his own benefit. There are several
things which seem to confirm this, and Ido
hope, for the sake of numbers of the rate-
payers who read your now influential journal,
that you will inquire into this matter.

Chelsea. A Church Trustee,

SOME EFFECTS OF THE RAILWAY
MOVEMENT.

We find the following suggestive remarks
in the Railway Review of the current month :—

“ We are not opposed to railways or railway
enterprise. On the contrary, we hold that the
present railway movement, reckless as it is,

will produce a revolution in this country as
comprehensive, as sweeping, as important, as
any political, moral, or economical revolution
that yet has been enacted in the world. An
entire new race will spring up with the entirely
new genera of roads. A new opening for the
exercise of intellect, a new road to eminence,
and an infinity of space and materiel for the
employment of men's energies will be, nay is

created, by the new system. We are present
at the birth of a new aristocracy. And as
force was tbc patent by which the old won and
held its lofty position, so in these days of ours,
will a similar, a virtual position, far more in-
fluential, be won and held by the controller of
force— Intellect. Wealth, possessions, unas-
sisted by mentul power, if only of the lowest
order, is in tbc descending scale, while com-
parative poverty, backed by wit, intelligence,
and that quality which will, if it exist, manifest
itself in whatever it be employed on— Genius,
is rapidly ascending. The director or chair-
man of a board must gain and maintain his
rank by talent, or he is soon discarded. He
must know and do. He must think only in-so-
far as it shall lead to profitable action, and
not enter the regions of impalpable specula-
tion. He must work hard if he do his duty,
he must act honestly if he would preserve his
reputation. He cannot uphold himself in the
company in which he has thrust himself In-

acting idleness. There all is bustle, activity
becomes absolutely necessary to self-preserva-
tion

;
if Ive be inert, he will be infallibly

crushed among the cogs and swift-whirring
wheels in that scheme of perpetual motion,
which he has attempted to erect, guide, and
sustain; No

;
shrewdness, application, and

perseverance are the requisites of this new
order. Wo will say nothing of lawyers em-
ployed in railway matters, they abound in all

things, float in all degrees of density. They
necessarily form important adjuncts to all our
affairs. They have provided a complication
so complicated, that as fast as one unravels
another confuses it, thus furnishing themselves
with an endless but profit!ess(?) employment. A
far more important class is created in engineers
and surveyors

;
that is, taking our view of the

railway revolution— namely, as conducing to

the progression of man, and furnishing whole-
some and elevating occupation for the mental
energies and powers. This is an outlet, not
for the sons of our aristocracy, like the chutch
and the army, but for the aspiring and intelli-

gent among the poorer middle classes, and
the humblest poor themselves. Ilore no pa-
tronage, but that of genius, no influence, but
that of known and experienced abililv to do
his work, can obtain the man of science em-
ployment, reputation, and substantial reward.
Here no backstairs intrigue, no factious and
party interference can avail. That man who
ic the most able, he who carries about him the
most weighty and legitimate qualifications for
office, honour, and its ultimate rewards, he is

the man who will triumph over conventional
rank and conventional influence. Hence then
there is hope for the young man who would
live a life of labour in the full exercise of his
intellectual faculties; who would rather have
employment at half the value, if it be but ob-
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tained by his own ability, than twice the sum
gained by the intercession of another, for doing

nothing but that which is level with the com-

monest capacity. It is in this point of view

that we estimate so highly the potent influence

for good in the railway revolution. It pro-

mises intellectual exercises and labours for our

population. It is mind that is evoked by the

spread of steam communication. It is mind,

though not of the highest order, that will rule

the new confederacy. It is mind, nature’s

darling, her highest effort, that is, and will be

called into play to an extent hitherto un-

equalled. It is stirring even the country

squires; exciting the more active, but still

plodding citizens of the country towns. They
are anxious, fevered, agitated, and at present

unequal to the hour. Hence muny are the

prey of swindling cormorants, who, thanks to

the evanescont nature of dishonesty which
cannot long retain one form, will be a short-

lived race,”

RAILWAY INVESTMENT.

Under this head, the If'estminsler Review
for the present December has an article

which will be read with much interest by the
hundreds who are at this moment contem-
plating the state of the share market with fear
and trembling. The object is to shew that the
cry of “ Where is all the money to come
from,” is unnecessary and easily answered,
and that the present depression must be tem-
porary.

“ Let us note,” says the writer, “ that from
whatever cause they may arise, the alternations
of confidence and distrust in affairs of com-
merce arc as constant and certain as the ebb
and flow of the tides. Success has always led
to overtrading, sometimes in tea, sometimes in

tallow, and now in railroads, and overtrading
and panic have succeeded each other at in-
tervals of scarcely five years apart, we believe
from the days of the merchants of Tyre and
Sidon down to our own. It may, therefore,
be assumed as an axiom, that a panic is the
safest time for investment. Property bought
at a price greatly below its average value can
hardly fall lower, and may, indeed in many
cases must, gradually rise. A knowledge of
this fact is the secret of the success of large
capitalists. They buy when there are no other
buyers

;
and when all the world are eager to

buy, they keep their heads cool, and sell. At
the present moment, it may seem a bold thing
to recommend railway property as securities,
but we have no hesitation in doing so, and in

adding our opinion that an investment in lines
well selected, at existing prices, would ulti-

mately be found a far more prudent step than
the purchase of 3 per Cent. Consols at 94.
There is but little analogy between South

Sea and Mississippi schemes and railway pro-
jects. Let us clearly understand our position.
We have arrived at a new epoch in the his-
tory of the world. A new element of civili-

zation has been developed. As was the inven-
tion of letters, as was the printing-press, as
was the steam-engine, so is the railway in the
a (fairs of mankind. It is a revolution among
nations. A moral revolution as affecting the
diffusion of knowledge, the interchange of so-
cial relations, the perpetuation of peace, the
extension of commerce

; and a revolution in
all the relations ofproperty.”
We have already pointed out the following

important fact (so far as we know we were the
first to do so), but it may, nevertheless, be use-
fully repeated :

—

“ The change now in progress is that of su-
perseding stone roads by iron roads. The first

road was a track
;
the second one made with

hard and rough materials, sometimes paved,
and more frequently thrown loose upon the
ground

;
the third a macadamized road

;
and

the number of private Bills applied for be-
tween 1829 and 1833, for roads of this con-
struction was 340.* There are 27,000 miles
of turnpike-roads in Great Britain alone, and
the public roads of all kinds (including both
cross country roads and turnpike roads) in
Great Britain and Ireland extend to a length
of somewhere about 150,000 miles ! We have
now to convert these stone roads, or the
greater part of them, into iron roads as speedily
as may be practicable, and possibly (as the
disposition to travel increases with facilities of

* Porter's Progress of the Nation, vol, iii., page 159,

travel) find room for twice the number. This

is the work Englishmen have set themselves to

do, and in this generation, or the next, they

will do it.”

BUILDING STATISTICS.

Sir,—Will you have the goodness to state

how many bushels of cement, and how many
bushels of sand, are consumed in a rod of 272
feet of brickwork, reduced to 1] brick thick.

When cement only is used; when cement,
two-thirds and sand one-third; when cement
one-half and sand one-half, or in equal pro-

portions; when cement one-third and sand

two-thirds. '

Several books name the quantity of cement
to a rod, but all that I have seen are useless,

from not naming the proportion of sand on

which the calculation is founded. Builders

differ so much in their statements, and some
are so exaggerated, that it would be more
satisfactory to your readers to have data on
which they can place more reliance. A few of

these sort of particulars, provided the data may
he implicitly depended on, would be of greut use

in estimating; such, for instance, as the fol-

lowing:—The number, length, and scantlings

of pantile laths in a bundle; the number,
lengths, and sizes of single and double laths

in ditto; the number, sizes, and weights of
various materials in certain known quantities

of work: the lengths, sizes, and weights of

hoop-iron per bundle for bond and iron

tongues; the weights and sizes of nails, spikes,

and screws, Gd. 8d. lOd. &c.; the quanti-

ties of lime, hair, and sand, in one coat render
or lay : ditto in a yard of floated work, one coat

and two coats, and in hods; weights, sizes, and
qualities of tiles, slates, &c.

These, and others, would be extremelyuseful
in a tabular form. But at present I seek most
for information as to cement and sand.

Dec. 6, 1845. An Old Suuscuiuer.

TOWER HAMLETS COMMISSION.
TENDERS FOR SEWERS.

Sewer from Ilacknev Wick to Grove-
street : 4 feet by 2 feet G

;
length, 4,450 feet.

Stewart . .. j£3,8G0 0
Munduy . . . . , . .. 3,695 0

Livermore . .. 3.G29 0
Crook 0
'Ward and Son 0

Redding . . . . , 19

Smith ... 3,347 0
Curtis ... 3,294 0
Lee 0
Edwards . . .

.

0

Jay 0

Blackburn . . , 0

Hill and Son. . . ... 3,08G 0

IIOLBORN AND FINSBURY COMMISSION.

Ilaggcrston-road; second size sewer
;
length,

600 feet.

Hill 0
Smith 7

Johnson . . . ,

.

0
Jay 0

Museum of British Antiquities.—In
reply to Mr. Hawkins’ letter to the Institute of
Architects on this subject, and which appeared
in Tiik Builder, the following resolution was
passed by the council at their last meeting:—
“That the council have received with much
satisfaction the communication from Edward
Hawkins, Esq., the keeper of the antiquities

in the British Museum, in which the assistance
of the members of the Institute is solicited in

preserving antiquities found in this country.
The council, fully recognizing the importance
of the object advocated in the letter of Mr.
Hawkins, and heartily concurring with the
views entertained by the committee of the
Archmological Institute and at the British
Museum, recommend to the members of this

Institute to exert their influence, individually

as well as in their corporate capacity, to pre-
vent the destruction and dispersion of antiqui-
ties in all cases of discovery that may fall

under their notice
;
and, further, it is the desire

of the council, by this resolution, to call forth

from the members of the profession in general
that public expression of interest in the pro-
motion of archa?ology which may best meet
the wishes and suggestions conveyed to them
in Mr. Hawkins' letter.

flrU) iSooft#.

The Archccoloyical Album ; or, Museum of
National Antiquities. Edited by T. Wrioht,
M.A.; illustrated by F. W. Fairuolt, F.S A.
Chapman and Hall, Strand.

Tins elegant volume has attained consider-

able notoriety from the fact, that it was the

cause of the late unfortunate difference in the

British Archaiological Association. Inde-

pendently, however, of any adventitious cele-

brity, it has sound and legitimate claims on
public attention, and is well calculated to carry

out the Dedication (to Lord Albert Conyng-
hani), which says it was “ compiled with the

hope of making more popular ” antiquarian

science. “ Compiled ” is too modest a word
;

inasmuch as it contains a great deal of

original writing, and exhibits much varied

learning.

It commences with an account of the

meeting of the British Archmological Asso-

ciation, at Canterbury in 1844, with a notice

of the various antiquities in and round that

city; and concludes with a brief mention of

the meeting at Winchester, in August last.

The titles of other papers given are as follows:

Ancient Bedstead in Turton Tower
;
Obsolete

Punishments; Old Mansion in Houndsditch

;

History of Art in the Middle Ages (a very
valuable paper)

;
Symbolism in Ecclesiastical

Architecture; Burgh Castle, and the Round
Towers of Suffolk

;
Ancient Street Archi-

tecture
;

Patine in Cliff Church; the Early

Use of Fire-arms
;
the Romans in London

;

Silchester; Burlesque Festivals of the Middle
Ages; Monument of Joane, Prince of North
Wules

;
The Fabulous Natural History of the

Mrddle Ages
;
The Moat-House, Ightham,

Kent; Early Use of Carriages in England;
Suxon Barrows; and Illustrations of Medieval
Antiquities, from illuminated MSS.
Mr. Wright’s well-earned reputation as a

scholar is widely spread, and led to his election

some time since, as corresponding member of

the Institute of France. In the present

volume he has shewn, that amidst abstruse

studies, he has not neglected the art of con-
veying information pleasantly, and of render-
ing what have been termed “dry” matters
entertaining and attractive. The volume is

profusely illustrated with etchings and wood-
cuts by Air. Fairholt, who is taking a first place
in his profession as an antiquarian draughts-
man: nor is he only a draughtsman

; a long
series of papers on Costume, published in the
Art Union, and which it is to be hoped will

hereafter form a volume, shew that he is an
industrious and intelligent antiquary. The
title-page ot the Album, “ Specimens from
Illuminated MSS,” is a beautiful sample of
chromo-lithography, executed by Ilanhart.

fflortrspoiiBrnte.

DRAINAGE IN PRIVATE HOUSES.
Sir,—Seeing in the pages of The Builder

some remarks as to the construction of sewers
and drains, I ain induced to make a plain
statement of facts as connected with drainage
in many of the back streets and courts, now
very densely populated, of which I think some
remedial measure ought to be speedily adopted.
I mean in regard to the drainage of old build-
ings as well as new buildings, over which a
very great portion of the occupiers have no
control, being in some cases disabled or inca-
pacitated by poverty, and in others not able to

get at the evil in consequence of its proceeding
from the bad state of the cesspool or drains of
the adjoining property. I myself am in this

situation. Having been very unwell for the
last two or three years, my medical adviser
recommended me to have the drains cleansed
and trapped, to keep back the smell. I

have acted upon his advice at, to me, a great
expense. I now find the evil to be in the ad-
joining property. I have applied to the land-
lord, but get no redress. I have also applied
to the parish authorities— they cannot inter-

fere, it being a private, and not a public nui-
sance; on the same plea the magistrate cannot
assist me, I can go to the sessions, but having
no funds, I am at a stand-still

;
and I assure

you, Mr. Editor, that this is by no means an
isolated case. An in-coming tenant can have
no idea of the nuisance until he is fairly in it,

and then he is a ruined man, as the lodgers on
whom lie depends to make up his rent, &c.,
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are chiefly weekly, so that they are no sooner
in than, finding the evil, they quit. Not so
Avith the tenant of the house; he is booked for
a year certain, or if he have taken a lease, he
must stop the term, or transfer the lease to
whomsoever he can get to take it, with all the
benefits belonging to the same. Or, as is the
case in many instances, it makes a rogue of a
once honest man.— I am, Sir, &c., J. S.** We have received several urgent com-
plaints against the state of the drains in the
neighbourhodd of Lincoln’s-inn-fields.

Hfttorcuaitfa.

The Cathedra i. and Parish Church
or St. John’s, Antic.ua.— The ceremony
of laying the cornerstone was performed on
the Ilth of October, by his Excellency Sir
Charles Fitzroy, the Governor-in-chief of A n-
tigua, in the presence of ajlarge attendance, in-
cluding many persons of distinction. Felix
Farley gives an extract from the Antigua
Mirror

,
saying that the cathedral will be in the

form of a cross, and equal to accommodate
2,200 persons. The entire length, 15G feet
from east to west, and 60 feet in width. The
length of the transept, 104 feet from north to
south, and width 46 feet. Two towers will he
erected at the west end, each 70 feet high,
crowned with cupolas. The interior ccilijigs
of the aisles will be flat and panelled, and
that over the nave will be coved and panelled,
and supported by 64 columns and pilasters;
the height of ceiling 30 feet. The building
will be of freestone, with an inside frame of
hard wood, lined with pitch pine, the whole
of which will be varnished. The windows
will be glazed with stained glass; the scats
will be of pitch pine; the pulpit, lectern,
bishop’s throne, and stalls will be of mahogany;
the style of architecture, Roman. 1 1 Ts the
opinion of Mr. T. Fuller, the architect (son
of Mr. Fuller, of Bath), that should nothing
impede the progress of the work, the building
will bo ready for consecration in two years
from the present time. The building com-
mittee wisely imported twelve carpenters and
eight masons from England, by whose assist-
ance the work will be much accelerated. The
workmen employed amount to 1 70, and are
under the superintendence of Mr. \V . Roue
of Bristol, clerk of the works.
The Cathkdiiai, at Fredericton, New

Brunswick.—The Bishop of Fredericton, on
the occasion of laying the foundation-stone of
the Cathedral at Frederiction, writes as
follows:—“In ancient times the cathedrals
of Old England, which are still the glory and
ornament of that country’, and are now more
visited and admired than ever, were built by the
bishops of the respective see*, assisted by the
multitude of the faithful, who rejoiced to’pour
their offerings into the treasury of God. In
faith the work was begun: the builders died,
and left tbeir work uufinished, but others took
it up, and by God's help brought it to an end.
But the colonies of England, though every-
where dispersed, knew no such glory

;
and for

a long season the gathering in of the ‘ unright-
eous mammon’ seemed to be the sole end of
colonization. At length the note of prepara-
tion is heard, and in more than one colony
God’s servants think upon the stones of His
Church, and ‘ it pitieth them to see her in the
dust.’ New Brunswick is one of the first

colonies in which the foundation-stone has been
actually laid

;
an event the more remarkable,

"’hen we reflect that no such work has been
begun since the Norman conquest, that is, for
the last 700 years; a work in which the good-
ness of God is manifestly made known to-

wards us.” The day on which this occurrence
took place was the 16th of October, and
nearly 3,000 persons took part in it.

Bridgewater House.—We understand
that the rebuilding of Lord Francis Eger-

i ton’s mansion, in Cleveland-square, formerly
belonging to the late Duke of Bridgewater, is

to be commenced early in next March. Mr.
Barry, the architect of the new Houses of
Parliament, is intrusted with the erection, that

j

gentleman having designed the plan of the in-

i tended new mansion. "A paragraph has lately
i appeared in a morning paper, asserting that
l the Hon. Mr. Liddell, son of Lord Ravens-
i worth, was the architect. Such, however, is

i not the fact, that gentleman having only made
i a model some years back, which was not adoiit-
i ed.

—

Herald.

Engineers’
.

Almanack.— Simpkin and
Marshall have just published for the author,
Mr. Jnbcz Hare, a very useful illustrated sheet
almanack, containing, in addition to the usual
information of the calender, a variety of engi-
neering statistics, of considerable importance,
and which will be most useful for reference
such as a table to find the areas and circum-

ference of any circle, from 1 to 100 inches, of
which the diameter is given; a table of the
pitch of wheels, breadth, and thickness of teeth,
and strength in number of horses’ power, going
at the rate of three, four, six, and eight feet
per second

;
a table for calculating the pitch of

a toothed wheel, when the radius and number
of teeth are given. Specific gravity, strength,
cohesiveness, stiffness, and resilience of various
woods from Tredgold. Hardness and specific
gravity of various stones, weight of iron, num-
ber of bricks to any piece of work, relative
value of British and foreign road measures,
expansion of air and water by heat, &c.
Vacant District Surveyorship. — A

vacancy has occurred in the district of Shore-
ditch and Norton Falgatc in consequence of
the death of Mr. Matthew Warton. Two
candidates are already in the field, viz. Mr.
Robert Warton, son of the deceased gentleman,
and Mr. II. E. Kendall, the present surveyor of
the district of St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields, and
St. Anne, Soho.
Greyfriar’s Church, EniNnuRGir.—The

restoration of the new Greyfriar’s C hurch,
Edinburgh, is being proceeded with.

STnttJcr.

For building a Fever Hospital in the Land of
Promise, Hoxton, for the parochial authorities of
St. Leonard’s, Shoreditch

; Mr. Wm. Tress archi-
tect.

Turner £2,600
Trego..- 2,208
Henry Johnson 2,250
Gerry 2,187
Norris 2 177
•T“y 2J03
Smith 2,130wood 2,005
Lawrence 2,094
Merser 2,092
Barr 2,080
Curtis 2,044
Reeves 2,003
Cotsworth 1 ,998
Ward and Son 1,994
Hatswell 1,951
Cooper 1,94 7

Ed. Carter 1,918

The lowest tender was accepted.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the Interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, Ac.,
are to he addressed. For the convenience of our renders,
however, they are entered in a hook, and may be seen
on application at the office of “The Builder," 2, York-
street, Covent-gardcn.]

For performing the bricklayer’s, carpenter’s,
slater’s, plumber’s, painter’s, and glazier’s work at
the St. Murylebone Workhouse for the year ensuing.

For the execution of works on the Newcastle and
Darlington Junction Railway, being a length of
about 5 miles

; also for an extension of the same
line to Monkwearmouth, being about three-quar-
ters of a mile in length.

For the execution of the works on the Auchin-
leck and Ayr Branch of the Glasgow, Paisley, Kil-
marnock, and Ayr Railway, in length about 14
miles. To be divided into two or more contracts.

For the execution of the works in connection with
an extensive excavation at Edge Hill for the Grand
Junction Railway Company.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.

BY AUCTION.

At Smockington, a quantity of capital ash and
larch poles

; also of ash, elm, and beech timber
trees.

At Withybrook, a quantity of ash poles, and ash
and elm timber trees.

At Willoughby, Warwick, 300 valuable oak, ash,
elm, and other timber trees, now growing.
At Sandy, Bedfordshire, a fall of very choice

straight larch and Scotch spires.

At Audley End, Saffron Walden, about 400
timber trees, consisting of oak, ash, elm, beech,
aid sycamore, also a quantity of larch and ash
poles.

At Halstead, numerous elm, ash, oak, willow,

and fir trees.

At Brentwood, Essex, about 600 capital ash,
birch, oak, elm, and alder poles and seconds of
handsome growth.

At Madingly, near St. Ives, 300 lots of oak, ash,
and elm timber trees, some of which are very large,
also a quantity of useful poles.

At Ilighfield Waresley, Huntingdonshire, 260
elm and 120 ash trees, &c.

At Meldreth, Cambridgeshire, about 70 ash, elm,
and other timber trees.

At Hioxton Hall, Cambridgeshire, a quantity of
ash and other timber trees, including a palm tree,

At Besford, near Pershore, a considerable quan-
tity of very capital timber, consisting of oak, elm,
and ash trees, of large dimensions.
At Chewton Keynsham, Somersetshire, 768

maiden oak, ash, and elm timber trees, of very
superior quality and mostly of large dimensions.

At Homingsea, an extensive fall of ash, elm,
willow, and poplar trees, also a quantity of excel-
lent ash poles, elm and other spires, &c.

At Halsc, Somerset, about 250 capital maiden
oak, ash, and elm timber trees of long lengths and
large dimensions, now growing.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

11 VV. P . R.”

—

The onearbitrator cannot appoint
the umpire, nor proceed further in the reference.
When two arbitrators are named with power to
appoint an umpire, (he frst step should be to
make that appointment. No act on theirpart is

binding until that be done. Something of course
will depend on the wording of the submission.
Should the matter be brought into a court of law,
the refusal of the one party to appoint an umpire
after agreeing to the reference would tell strongly
against his case.

“ Puzzolana.”

—

A correspondent wishes to know
present price of puzzolana, in natural state and
screened.

“ J. L.” (Bond-street).

—

The plan does not seem
to have much advantage over Dr. Arnoll’s valve,

and is much more difficult of execution.

“ A. T. K.”

—

It is impossible yet to say how
the referees will view buildings brought under pro-
visions of the Act, by not being completed before
January 1 st next. We are inclined to think that
where they arcfound perfectly safe, and not directly
contrary to the spirit of the Act, no great alterations
will be called for. To his second inquiry we will
give alien/ion.

11 L. O.”—A district surveyor could refuse to

permit use of artificial stonefor external walls ;

although we know some have allowed its introduc-
tion. If the material be sound, the referees on
application, would doubtless authorise (he use of
it.

"
S. Henry.”—The subject on which he has

written is now less attractive than it was, and mat/
be discontinued. We like his new proposal. If
he will send us a specimen, wc will then say how
often we could receive it. Communications should
reach us on the Wednesday.

“ Architectural Modelling.”

—

IV. Burgess, of
Oundle, models spccimetis of ancient architecture in
stone, and offers his services to the Archaeological
Societies. If he will send an example to our office,
it shall be made public.

“ E. M.”

—

Rev. J. W. Pugh, Llandilo.

“ Egg-Shaped Sewer,” and “ Court of Sewers’”—Several useful communications on these subjects
are unavoidably put aside, as they would occupy
more space than we arc able to devote to one
subject

.

“ E. S.” (M isbeeli).—Thanks. It shall be en-
graved.

“ X. Q. Z.”—There is an Act in existence to

prevent annoyancefrom the smoke of engine-chim-
neys ; whether or not it would apply to our corre-
spondent’s case we cannotjudge from his letter.

“ C. C.”— The term “ ashlar ” applies to com-
mon orfreestones as brought from the quarry, of
different lengths and thicknesses. Also to the

facing given to square stones on the front of a
building.

“ H. A. W.” (Blackburn).

—

Wc will look to the

work in question.

“ D. E. J.”—We have great confidence in the

cement named. Before using it, it is absolutely
necessary that the work be dry.

“ C. W. F.,” “ W. P.,” “ A. J. G.” (Sudbury),
11 Freemasons of the Church,” next iveek.

*** Correspondents are requested to address all

communications to the Editor.

Correspondents should bear in mind that The
Builder is published early on Friday morning.
Communications which reach us later than Wednes-
day cannot appear till the following week.
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The general wood cutting
COMPANV, TIM HER and DEAL SAWING and

PLANING MILLS, Belvedere-road, Lambeth, near Water-

loo-hridcc.—SAWING in all its branches executed with the

greatest precision and despatch. PLANING by the most

approved Machinery, reducing the Boards to a parallel width

and thickness, and' grooving or matching with undcviating

accuracy. The operation economizes time, money, and

material.

SAW MILLS, GILLINGHAM-STREET. TIMLICO.

rrilMBER of »I1T Size, PLANK, DEALS,
X and BATTENS,' Ac. Sawn on the most approved

principle. Boards. Ac., Prepared, Matched, and Grooved,

by Muir’s Patent Machinery. The Mills have all the advan-

tages of navigation and water-carriage, being connected with

the Thames by the Grosvcnor-canal. Goods fetched from

the docks and carted home free of charge.

Address to HENRY SOUTI1AM,
Saw Mills,

Gillingham-street, rimlico.

GRAINING COLOURS AND LIQUID WOOD STAINS.

H enry Stephens i.i^s to call tiie

attention of Architects, Builders, House Decorators,

Painters, Cabinet-makers, and all those engaged in the

erection of churches where the appearance of oak is desir-

able, and those also who arc employed in the revival of old

carvings, faded furniture,or other ornamental wood work, to

liis GRAINING COLOURS and LIQUID WOOD STAINS.
The graining colours arc prepared in a damp state, and

upon so true a principle, that the workman cannot fail in

obtaining the natural colour, nor of giving to the work the
same effect and appearance at all times. The difficulty of

producing a true colour and of preserving the same unifor-

mity with the admixture of earths and oxides, which are

the ingredients used in graining, has long been acknow-
ledged. This difficulty is at once removed by these prepara-

tions, and the grainer is enabled to confine his attention to

his art in graining, without being perplexed in proportioning
and mixing hiscolour.

The LIQUID STAINS arc solutions of colours which not
only carry additional stain on to the various woods on which
they arc employed, but when used on tho particular wood
whose object it is to revive, it combines with and heightens
the natural colour inherent in the wood, and is therefore a

valuable acquisition to the DECORATOR and to the
RENOVATOR of old oak or other carvinjs. They arc also

capable of giving colour to the sappy and defective parts of

veneers and fine woods used bv cabinet-makers and others.

In the decoration of churches, castles, baronial halls, and
mansions, in which arc often found beautiful specimens of
ancient carvings ; when the colour of the wood is changed
and faded, these liquid stains will be found particularly scr-

Tlicy also impart to woods of inferior character and of

soft texture, such as hcacli, birch, pine, deal, Ac., the
colour and appearance of such woods whether oak, maho-
gany, rosewood, Ac.; as it may be designed to imitate,
and thus save the expense of more costly materials.
The above preparations fur graining and staining for pur-

poses of imitation and of revival, arc prepared by HENRY
STEPHENS, and may be obtained nt 51, Siamford-strcet

;

of Mrs. ROWLAND, Painter and Glazier. :t, Broad-s*rcet,

Golden-square; and at the Ollicc of "THE BUILDER,"
2, York-strcet, Coven t-gaidcn, at w hich places specimens of
their application m:iv he seen.

SASH, SHOP-FRONT, AND HOTHOUSE MANUFAC-
TURER,—ESTABLISHED UPWARDS OF 70 YEARS.

87, Bishonsgatc- street Without.

ripiIOS. MILLINGTON bogs to inform his

3 Friends, that lie still continues to manufacture the

above in the same manner, and using only the best materials,

that have given so much satisfaclion for many years past.

Every article will be made in the best manner, and the very

lowest price charged. Lists may be had upon application.

Drawings prepared.

FOREIGN WINDOW GLASS.

T IIOS. MILLINGTON beg3 to inform
his friends, that he continues to receive weekly large

consignments of FOREIGN GLASS, which he is determined
to offer upon the very lowest terms. Address, 87, Bishops-
gatc-strcct Without.'

PLUMBER’S BRASS WORK, WATER-
CI.OSET PUMPS, Ac.—These articles require the

greatest attention and care in the manufacture, and will he

found superior and cheaper than at any other manufactory.
Best I’au Water Closets, 3 1 s. ; 2j Lift Pumps and Planks,

it. 10s. od.
; 3-inch Pumps, 5/. 10s. Oil.

;
i-incli Bill Ball and

Stop Cocks, 30s. per dozen, and every article in this branch
equally low. Every article warranted.—Address, THOS,
MILLINGTON, 87, Bishopsgalc-strect.

B ritish and foreign sheet
GLASS, for Horticultural purposes, Skv-lights, Ac.

may he had nt JAMES BROMLEY's 315, Oxford-street,
London, at the reduced prices, also Microscopial Glass,

French Shades, Plate and Crown Window Glass. J. It. will

be happy to furnish Lists of Prices, or any other particulars

that may be required.

DUTY OFF ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS.

C HARLES LONG begs to inform bis
Friends and the Public, that he can now supply Orna-

mental Glass from Is. 3d. per foot superficial ; mid borders
from Oil. per foot, run

;
and liavintr just built two of the

largest Kilns in London, is enabled to execute extensive
Orders with unprecedented dispatch, 1, King-street, Port-
man-square.—Terms, Cash only.

TO THE PLATE-GLASS TRADE.m II E R I R M I N G 1 1 AM P L A T E and
X CROWN-GLASS COMPANY heir to call the atten-

tion of the Trade, that their LONDON WAREHOUSE, 141,

Fleet-street, is now open for the sale of their Crystal Plate-

Glass. which for Brilliancy anil Colour w ill be found to stand
unrivalled by any other manufactory.—All orders, addressed
to B. MOSS, London warehouse, or to the works, Smeth-
wick, near Birmingham, will be promptly attended to.

UNION PLATE-GLASS COMPANY,
26, Soho-squarc, London.

A LFREI) GOSLETT, Agent for the
_OL Union Plate-Glass Company, begs to inform Archi-
tects, Builders, and the Trade generally, that the extension of

the Works at Pocket Nook, St. Helen's, Lancashire, being
now nearly complete, be is in a position to deliver any quan-
tity of silvering or glazing glass, within one week from date
of order. A. Goslctt begs to assure the Trade that the
present manufacture of the Company cannot be equalled for

ciibcr quality or brilliancy of colour.

Builders, painters, glaziers,
and others supplied with every article used in the

trade upon the host wholesale terms.—Address to II.

COGAN, WINDOW GLASS, LEAD, and COLOUR
WAREHOUSE. 5 Princcs-strcet, Lcicester-squarc, London,
for complete lists, priced, of dry and good Colours, Brushes,
Pumps, Closets, Plumber's Brass Work, and all materials.
COLOURED and O UNAM E NTA L GLASS of every

description at the vrrv lowest prices.

BRITISH and FOREIGN SHEET for Horticultural
and all other purposes, as low as any house in the kingdom.

LAMP SHADES AND GAS GLASSES.
Gas Contractors, Fitters, Glass Merchants, and others

supplied with any description. Lists of nearly 100 patterns,
with prices affixed, sent to anv part of the kingdom gratis.
CLOCK MAKERS, ALABASTER FIGURE MAKERS,

ARCHITECTS. MODELLERS, and others, supplied with
FRENCH ORNAMENT SHADES,

for covering Models of Public Buildings, Geological Curi-
osities. iVe., Ac., of ail sizes and shapes. List of Prices may
be had on ap plication. ltee Glasses, Striking Glasses for
Nurserymen, Kish Globes and Confections ^""ft&sses, &c., of
every size and l cscription.

VARNISH.

T IIOS. MILLINGTON begs to inform the
Trade, Builders, Painters, and others, that this article

can be had at his Manufactory, of the best quality and at the
very lowest price. T. M. has long been a manufacturer, and
lias devoted much time and attention to it, using only the
best of gums, and sparing no expense in the manufacture.
Fine Pale Oak or Wainscoat Varnish, per imperial gallon,

10s.
;
Fine Carriage Varnish, 12s. ;

Copal, ISs.; Body Copal,
2 Is.

;
Gold .Size, 10s; White Hard, 18s.; Brown Hard, 18s.

j

French Polish, 18s. per gallon. Paint, Drvcrs, Colours,

ready and ground, and every article in the trade. If quality

is taken into consideration, this will be found the cheapest
house in London. Address, 87, Bishnpsgatc-strcet Without.

VARNISH .—4 1 lias long been a desideratum
amongst the consumers of Varnish to obtain a good

and genuine article ; brilliancy, facility of drying, hardness,

and durability arc the qualifications necessary, but these are

seldom if ever found united. The experience of a life-time

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of this article, the

great and important discoveries of modem chemistry, and
the daily improvements in machinery, have enabled Messrs.

George and Thomas Wallis to produce Varnishes (both oil

and spirit) unrivalled in every respect, and they confidently

recommend them to the trade, as deserving of notice both in

price and quality.

Builders, Coachmakcrs, Painters, and others may depend
on being supplied with a genuine and unadulterated article.

Fine Oil Varnish, from Ids. per gallon; best White Spirit

Varnish, 21s. ditto
;

Best Spirit French Polish, 20s. ditto;

White Lead, Oil, Turps, and Colours of every description at

the very lowest prices.—WALLIS’S Varnish, Japan, and
Colour Manufactory, 6l, Long-acrc, one door from Bow-
street. Established >750.

WALLIS’S PATENT LIQUID WOOD
KNOTTING. — This newly-discovered Liquid

Composition which Messrs. Geo. and Thos, Wallis have the

satisfaction of introducing to the trade, possesses the im-
portant Qualification of effectually stopping Knots in Wood,
however bad, and preventing them eating through and dis-

figuring the paint above.
Many substances have been used and much time spent in

endeavouring to find a cure for a bad Knot, but hitherto

without success. Messrs. Wallis therefore feel much plea-

sure in offering to the public an article so long and anxiously

called for.

In the application, skill is not required
; a boy can use it

as well and effectually as the best workmen : it is put on to

the work with a brush like common paint, can be used in all

climates and situations, and does not require heat.

Sold wholesale and retail, by Messrs. G. and T. Wallis,

Varnish, Japan, and Colour Manufacturers, No. 6l, Long
Acre. Price 20s. per gallon.

TO ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, CONTRACTORS,
BUILDERS, MASONS, AND PLASTERERS, MER-
CHANTS, SHIPPERS, AND THE PUBLIC IN
GENERAL.
JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STUCCO

CEMENT.—The following are the positive advantages
possessed by this Invention over every Cement hitherto in-

troduced :— It will effectually resist Damp. It will never

vegetate nor turn green, nor otherwise discolour. It will

never crack, blister, nor peel off. It will form a •complete

Stone casing to any Building covered with it. It so closely

resembles Stone that it is impossible fo detect it. It never

requires either to be painted or coloured. It will keep fresh

and good in the cask in any Climate for any number of years.

It is the only Cement that can be depended upon for export.

It is the only Cement that can be used with confidence by the

Sea-side. It may be used in the hottest or coldest Climates
at any season. It will adhere to any substance, even to

Wood, Iron, or Glass. It will carry a larger Proportion of

Sand than any other Cement. It matures by age, and be-

comes perfect when other Cements begin to perish. It may
be worked through the Winter, as frost has no effect upon it.

It may be used on the Inner Walls of new Houses, which
may he papered over or painted directly. Roofs laid or

pointed with this Cement will remain undamaged by the
severest Storms. Any Plasterer may apply it, the Instruc-

tions for use being very clear and distinct. The first cost of

this material docs not exceed that of the cheapest Cement
now in use ;

but with all the above-named extraordinary and
valuable advantages, nothing can approach it in point of

economy.
Architects and Builders who have used this Cement have

declared that it requires only to be known, to be universally

preferred.

Specimens may be seen, and a Prospectus fully describing

the Cement and its mode of application, together with a

volume of Testimonials from every part of the Kingdom, may
be obtained on application to MANN and CO., SOLE
AGENTS for the Patentees, 5, Maiden-lane, Queen-street,
Chcapsidc, London : of whom also may be had,

JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT STONE-COLOUR
STUCCO PAINT, expressly intended for Painting over ex-
terior Walls of Houses that have been covered with Roman
or other Cements, and which have become dirty and disco-

loured. It is in every way better suited for this purpose than
White Lead Paint, which will frequently come off in (lakes,

being in direct chemical opposition with Cement; whereas
MESSRS. JOHNS and CO.’S PATENT PAINT having an
affinity for Stucco, hinds itself with it, stopping the suction,

thereby rendering the wall proof against weather, and in the

finish producing a pure stone-like effect, produccablc by no
other Paint whatever. It is cheap in its application,— and
may be used by any Painter, in any climate, even in the most
exposed Marine situations.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND CON-
TRACTORS.

G REAVES’S LIAS CEMENT and
GROUND BLUE LIAS LIME, at 2, South Wharf,

Paddington, London, and Works, Southam, Warwickshire.

Agent for Liverpool, Mr. WY LI F., 56, Gloster-strcet; ditto

for Manchester, Mr. J. THOMPSON, Back King-street

;

ditto for Chester, Mr. J. HARRISON, Linen Hall-street.

ATKINSON’S CEMENT.—The public is

respectfully informed, that the price of this very ex-

cellent Cement, which has now been in use for Architectural

and Engineering works upwards of thirty years, is reduced to

2s. 3d. pcrburhcl, anil may be had in any quantity at Wyatt,

Parker, and Co.’s Wharf, Holland-strcet, Surrey side of

Blackfriars-bridgc.
N.B.—This Cement bcingof a light colour, requires noarti-

ficiai colouring or painting, and may be used for stucco with

three parts its own quantity of sand.

PORTLAND CEMENT, which does not

vegetate, and requires no colouring, is perfectly hy-

draulic, and resists the action of Frost. The cost of the

material and of working it is about the same as Atkinson’s

Cement, Manufactured by J. B. WHITE and SONS, Mil-

bank-strect, Westminster, nnd sold at their Warehouses
Druec's Wharf, Chelsea,

Bell's Wharf, Paddington,
Earl-street, Blaekfriars,

Albion Wharf, Deptford-bridgc,
by Salmon and Co., Dublin,

and at 36, Secl-strcct, Liverpool.

KEENE’S PATENT MARBLE CEMENT.WITHOUT noticing CAUTIONS, which
are as absurd as they are uncalled for, or disproving

assertions, which carry with them their own refutation, the

patentees of KEENE'S CEMENT venture to believe, that

this material will very advantageously stand the test of com-

parison with any cement of a similar nature, however IN-
VALUABLE, now before the public. They derive this

opinion from its all but exclusive use in the new buildings

north of Hydc-park, on the Brompton estate, and in many
other public and private edifices, both in London and the

country. Amongst others may be mentioned the works re-

cently executed at the Colosseum, Regent’s-park, where its

hardness and beauty of appearance have caused it to he ex-

tensively used for skirting and other mouldings, in place of

wood, for columns instead of marble, and as a substitute

for stone in paving the floors of the corridors and conserva-

tories.

Patentees and manufacturers, J. B. WHITE & SONS,
Milbank-strcct, Westminster,

MARTIN’S FIRE-PROOF AND ORNAMENTAL
CEMENT.

C AUTION.— .Messrs. STEVENS and
SON, Patentees, beg to caution their friends and the

trade generally against confounding this invaluable Cement

with others, erroneously said to be of the same description.

S. and S. pledge themselves, that MARTIN’S CEMENT is

totally dissimilar in composition and manufacture from every

other, and, being a neutral compound, is not only free from

chemical agency upon any substance with which it may
come in contact, but completely resists the action of the

strongest acids. They feel it a duty to direct attention to

the following properties, which it exclusively possesses

1. It rapidly acquires the hardness of stone.

2. Unlike other internal cements, its hardness is uniform

throughout its entire thickness.

3. Its surface (which may be made equal to that of the

finest marble) NEVER THROWS OUT ANY SALT, and

will receive paint in four days, without peeling, when put

upon dry work.
It is peculiarly adapted as an internal stucco for walls,

skirtings, architraves, mouldings, and enrichments of nil

kinds, to all of which purposes it has been extensively ap-

plied by Mr. Thomas Cubitt on the Grosvcnor estate, &c.

For the above purposes, it possesses great advantages over

wood, being more economical and durable, resisting fire,

damp, and vermin.
For the floors of hall and fire-proof warehouses, its light-

ness, durability, and uniform surface give it an immense
advantage over stone, being, at the same time, much more
economical. The most satisfactory references can be given.

To be had of the Patentees, Plaster of Paris and Cement
Manufacturers, 186, DRURY LANE.
Agent for Liverpool and Manchester, Mr. R. PART, 28,

Canning-place, Liverpool.

POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN PAVE-
MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks,

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Corn Stores, and Salt

Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin in

Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell-

ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds.

Price 3s. 6il. per square yard.

BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culverts,

tic. Arc. on Railways and other places (with instructions

for laving it down), mav be had at the rato of 45s. per ton,

by applying to JOHN PILKINGTON, 15, Wharf-road,

City-road.

TO ARCHITECTS.

I
N consequence of many complaints having
been made to the Company, by Architects, of a spurious

mUe/hi having been used in the execution of Works where

the oCVssel AspitALTF.had been specificdfor. the Directors,

with a view to ensure the fulfilment of any such specification,

have authorized CERTIFICATES to be granted to Builders

where the
SEYSSEL ASPHALTE

has been used. For the purpose of securing the use of the

Genuine Article, Architects and others are recommended to

insert in their specifications the “ Seyssel Alphalte, Cla-

ridge's Patent,” and not merely “ Asphaltc,” or “Bitu-

men,” as in many cases where these terms have been used,

gas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions hare

been introduced. 1. FARRELL, Secretary.

Stangate, near Westminster Seyssel Asphalte Company.
Bridge, Jan., 1845.

Books of instructions for Use may be bad at the Office of

"The Builder, ” and of all Booksellers in Town and Country,

price Is.

*,* In proof of the necessity of the above advertisement, it

may be mentioned, that it has come to the knowledge of the

Directors, that in certain works which have been executed by

Messrs. CURTIS, builders, of Stratford, a spurious material

has been used by them, contrary to the specifications, which

expressly mentioned, that " Claridge’s Asphalte” was to

be used.
Also in the case of a work at Lewisham executed by Messrs,

ROBERT and DANIEL YOUNG, of 10, Crown-row,

Walworth-road, where Seyssel Asphalte was specified for, a

spurious article was nevertheless laid down by them.
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TURDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1845.

N Saturday last, a cause was
tried before Lord Denman,
in the Court of Queen’s
Bench, having considerable

interest for the architectu-

ral profession. Mr. George
I, the architect, was plaintiff, and Mr.Ward,
utleman of fortune, residing in the Isle of
lit, was defendant. The action was brought
cover a sura of about 511/., alleged to be
i-ora the defendant to Mr. Mair, on account
jrvices rendered in his professional cha-

lopting the substantially correct, abstract

3 case that was given in The Times
,
it

ired from the evidence that the defendant
brae years ago employed Messrs. Morgan
lee to construct a mansion upon his de-
i at Northwood, and that those gentlemen
I rnished the original design for the build-
itul superintended the construction of the
ts of the house. The defendant, however,
i red very minutely in all the details of
pceedings, and Mr. Lee found his time
;h occupied by this particular case, that
* obliged to resign. In these circum-
i, Mr. Ward was introduced to Mr.
then, in 1838, a young man who had
lut a tew years in the practical exercise
irofession, but who enjoyed a high repu-
ainong his professional brethren. Mr.
laving undertaken the conduct of the
proceeded to perform all the duties of
tion up to a recent period

;
when ho

d the engagement, in consequence of a
.ce between himself and his employer as
irinciple upon which he was to receive
.sation for his services. It did not appear

/ contract, either expressed or perhaps

,
had been made between the parties

is important subject. Mr. Mair alleged

lectation to he that he was to receive a
sion of 5 per cent, upon the whole sum
jiight be expended in carrying his own
into execution, together with his tra-

fxpenses to and from the Isle of Wight,
lompensation of two guineas a-day for
actually occupied in going and return-

.r. Ward, on the other hand, supposed
'compensation in all departments of it,

e nothing but what his own judgment
ipprove and his “ generosity ” bestow,
'•me when the final difference and sepa-
lok place, he had given to the plaintiff

sums of money, amounting altogether
1 1,100/., beyond which, the plaintiff

labout 500/. more.

narge made was 5 per cent, on 23,000/.

;

ihd 540/. for travelling expenses, time,

yey expended for the defendant,

iaiutift produced a number of witnesses

'•he performance of the works, and that

piples on which he claimed payment
tversally acted on by the whole archi-

trofession
;
these included Mr. George

vlr. Tite, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Little, Mr.
lid Mr. Scoles, who all bore testimony
.ccellence of more than 400 drawings
l.d been made for the works. Mr.
ao had seen the progress of the build-

fhe would not undertake to make the
bfor a thousand pounds, and Mr, Tite,

to whom the plaintiff i» much indebted for

ZZ, “8istance
- ded ‘>re<l they were worth

1,400/. 1 he works had been in hand several
years, and the greatest attention had been paid
to the matter by the plaintiff during the whole
time. It may be well to mention, for the full
understanding of the case, that the defendant
bad refused to allow an examination of the
premises, so that the plaintiff’s witnesses were
compelled, in order to judge of the fairness of
the charges, to obtain from the drawings the
cubical content, of the buildings, and put such
a sum per foot as they thought just.
The Attorney-general, on the part of the

defendant, called no witnesses. Lord Denman,m summing up, told the jury, as he had pre-
viously urged during the trial, that, although
the architects had all deposed to the existence of
a custom to pay a commission upon the outlay,
such custom could not bind the defendant, un-
less at the time of making the original engage-
ment he understood that such were the terms
upon which compensation was to be made. Hi,
lordship’s argument was, that this mode of
charge induced dishonesty, by making it to the
i merest of the architect to swell the sum as much
as possible, for the sake of his commission 1 It
might be custom, he said, but it certainly was
not law. The question, then, for their con-
sideration was, whether the plaintiff was in
justice entitled to a larger sum than that which
he had already received for the service, which
he had performed. After a short consultation,
the foreman of the jury said : “ We find a ver-
dict for the plaintiff for the whole amount
claimed without any reference, so far as
we can learn, to the question of per centage.
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Hie uncertainty which exists as regards
architects’ charges is embarrassing and hurtful,
and calls for removal. Custom is strong : next
to law the strongest; but in the face of the
opinion expressed by Lord Denman, few would
go into court with the view of enforcing a per
eentage, unless able to shew, by the time occu-
pied, or the actual worth of separate services
performed, which is not always practicable
other grounds for the charge. Lord Kenyon
ruled, long ago, that a per centage could not
be recovered

;
and Lord Ellenborough, in the

matter Chapman, Gardiner, and Upward (ar-
chitects) t>. De Tastet, tried in 1817, ruled,
that it could be

;
and the jury gave damages

after the rate of 5 per cent, upon the total
amount of the bill,.”* In “Starkie'a Re-
ports” it is said, relative to this case, that
evidence was given that this was the usual
mode of charging for the description of busi-
ness done, and that Lord Ellenborough left
it to the jury to say, whether this mode of
charging was vicious or unreasonable; and
if they thought it was, to deduct accordingly.
Mr. Scarlett, on the part of the defendant,
urged that it was unreasonable to suppose
that a surveyor could be entitled to a remu-
neration fixed upon the amounts of the bills

which he himself was to regulate and settle. It

was his interest to swell the sum as much as

possible for the sake of his commission; and
therefore, he contended, that the plaintiff’s de-

mand was not founded injustice.

The assumption of Mr. Scarlett then, and of
Lord Denman now, is in reality worth no-
thing: it is absurd to suppose, that any
architect would waste a hundred pounds of
his employer’s money, and sacrifice the feelino-

of having done his duty, for a trumpery five

pounds. A real objection to this mode of

charge would seem to be this—that an archi-

' Quoted in Elmcs’s “
Architectural Jurieprudeuce.”

tects ability or standing i„ the profession
goes for nothing. Mr. Brown, J„„ es („„
tnigo), or Robinson, who makes drawings
and superintends the erection of a huge ware-
house, costing ten or fifteen thousand pounds
and Mr. William, ofWykeham, who designs
and carries out a gem of a chapel with an expen.
d.ture of a -enth of that sum, are paid very
differently by this system : the latter might
require scores of drawings where the former
needed one, saying nothing of the higher order
of mind exhibited, while the remuneration
would of course he but a tenth part. Not that
a true artist,-one who loves his profession,

-

would ever think of this, or hesitate a moment
between two such works if the choice were
offered to him

; still this is the pounds, shil-
Hiffs, and pence state of the case, and does not
seem to ho wholly correct.

Without, however, proposing any alteration
in the mode of charge usually adopted, it does
appear to be very desirable that its legality or
otherwise should be set at rest. The custom is
general, and the public know it. Lord Den-
man says such custom will not bind, unless at
the time of making an engagement with an
architect, the employer understand that such
are the terms upon which compensation is to
be made. It is not the custom to enter into an
agreement with an architect when his services
are required any more than it is with a soli-
citor, but the mode of charging being univer-
sally known, we must consider, with all defer-
ence to Ills lordship, that it is understood by
an employer if no other terms are stipulated.
The newspaper report states that the jury

gate a verdict for the sum demanded, with
intimation that it was not founded on a right
to the commission, but upon the general value
of the services which the plaintiff had per-
formed. This, however, we venture to doubt,
—certainly nothing was said by the intelli-
gent foreman in delivering the verdict to in-
duce this belief.

A committee was appointed by the council
of the Institute of Architects, last session, to
inquire into various points of professional
practice. We cannot help thinking it would
be advantageous, although we know others
view the question differently, if this committee
were to state the ordinary charges of the
leading architects for different services. That
a difference of opinion exists on various points
in this respect (without reference to the charge
of five per cent, on amount expended, for
certain understood services), was shewn in the
case before us. Mr. Mair claimed, in addition
to the five per cent., the travelling expenses,
and two guineas a day for the time occupied in
the journeys. All allowed the first, as a matter
of course, but with respect to the latter, the
practice of his witnessses differed.

We will venture to say, there is not an
architect in practice who has not desired to

know, at one time or another, what was the
ordinary charge of other architects for some
particular service.

We shall be glad to assist in supplying this

want, and therefore solicit members of the
profession to favour us in confidence with a
memorandum of their customafy charges, Snd
any remarks on the subject that may occur to

them,—not to be put forward in their names,
but as materials for some general deductions.

Supply of Water.—A local paper says,

the directors of the South Shields Water- works
purpose, if three thousand families will agree
to take the water, to supply the working classes

of the town with water ad libitum at the rate

of a penny per week.
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THE PUBLIC HEALTH.

Dn. Guv, in a lecture on Hie Unhealthtness

of Towns, recently published by tho Health

of Towns’ Association,” gives the following

S1
?r That the districts inhabited by the poorer

*
i nn ,l Kn/lli' plnnnqptl.

“ 1. Tnat tne uisuicio - *

classes are badly drained and badly c eansetl.

o That in the houses of the poor theie is a

srreat want of all the conveniences which con-

tribute to cleanliness and decency,—an ample

supply of water, efficient house-drains, and

places for the reception and discharge of refuse

matter.
. , , . . , ..

3. That the rooms inhabited by the poor are

over-crowded and ill-ventilated.

4. That the shops and workshops of the poor

are also very imperfectly ventilated, and in

other respects extremely unwholesome; and

that these evils are often greatly increased by

long hours of work.
.

5. That in the districts inhabited by the

poorer classes there is a great want of open

spaces for exercise and recreation.

6. That the evils attendant upon scanty sup-

plies of water in the houses of the poor are

exaggerated by the want of cheap baths and

washing places.
.

7. That the several evils enumerated in the

six foregoing propositions, and the excessi\e

liability to sickness, high rate of mortality, and

curtailment of human life, specified in the first

four propositions, stand towards each other in

the relation of cause and effect.

The economic results of the circumstances

just detailed are the following:—
1. Great pecuniary embarrassments among

the poor themselves,‘arising from loss of work

or of situation, and the expenses attendant upon

unnecessary sickness and premature death. To

which may be added, the increased contribu-

tions to benefit societies, rendered necessary

by excessive sickness.

2. A heavy annual expense entailed upon the

community in the shape of large contributions

to hospitals and dispensaries, and the general

charities of large towns, and of increased as-

sessments to the poor-rates.

3. A loss sustained by the Government, in

consequence of the diminished physical power

and greater liability to disease of recruits raised

from among the inhabitants of largo towns.

To which must be added the expenses neces-

sarily attendant upon the crimes springing out

of the unfavourable physical circumstances,

and consequent moral degradation of the poor.

The moral and religious effects of the cir-

cumstances already detailed are

1. The sacrifice of self-respect, and the for-

mation of bad habits, among which the vice of

intoxication holds a prominent place.

2. An absence from schools and other places

of instruction, from places of innocent recrea-

tion and amusement, and from places of wor-

ship, from a want of the means of cleanliness

and of decent clothing.

3. A large amount of crime, directly pro-

duced by over-crowding, and the admixture of

persons of both sexes, and of all ages, in small

and confined rooms.

The remedies for this fearful combination of

evils, physical, economic, and moral, are partly

in the power of the sufferers themselves, partly

in that of landlords and employers, partly in the

power of associations, and partly in the power

of Government alone.

The remedies which the labouring class have

at their own command are these :

—

1. The disuse of intoxicating liquors, and the

careful avoidance of the temptation to drink

them under whatever shape it may offer itself.

2. The disuse on the part of mothers and

nurses of Godfrey’s cordial, children’s quiet-

ness, and every preparation of that class, what-

ever be its name.
3. Scrupulous cleanliness as far as the means

of cleanliness are provided
;
personal cleanli-

ness by the occasional use of warm baths

;

daily washing of the entire surface of the body

with cold water; washing of the hands after

work, and of the face, hands, and feet before

retiring to rest; a frequent change of body and

bed-linen; and household cleanliness.

4. The prompt removal, as far as it is prac-

ticable, of all slops, and every kind of refuse

matter.

5. The practice of ventilation at all seasons

of the year, by opening the doors and windows
the first thing in the morning, and thoroughly

airing the bed-clothes for a short time before

retiring to rest \
the introduction into the win-

dow of a perforated zinc plate, or other cheap

and effectual means of admitting fresh air,

without occasioning too much draft
;
and leav-

ing the chimney open.

6. The choice, where it is practicable, of a

large and lofty room, preferring the higher

stories of the house
;
and where it can be done

without inconvenience, choosing a residence in

the suburbs. When there are many in a family,

making any sacrifice to secure two or more

rooms.

7. When there is a choice of employments,

lo avoid sedentary occupations, and those offer-

ing the greatest" temptation to drink; where

there is a choice of masters, preferring the one

whose rooms are largest and best ventilated,

and whose hours of work are most moderate
;

in those cases where work may he done either

at home or at the workshop, to do it at home.

The remedies which are in the power of

landlords and employers are these :

—

1. The landlord will best consult his own

pecuniary interest, at the same time that he

will discharge a bounden and most grateful

duty, by keeping his houses in good repair,

supplying them with water and all proper con-

veniences, and securing, as far as it is in his

power, efficient cleansing and sewerage. He I

should also whitewash the rooms at least once I

a year; and should take care that, after the

visit of any contagious disorder, they be tho-

roughly cleansed, fumigated, and ventilated.

II is pecuniary reward will be higher rents, and

those rents better paid; and he will reap the

joint recompense of justice and mercy.

2. The employer may do the same good on

a great scale, and reap the same rewards, by

giving his workmen room to breathe, keeping

his chimneys open, selling his stoves, hot water

and hot air apparatuses, and returning to the

good old English open fire-place, with its true

economy
;
conducting the foul air of gas-lights,

if he use them, into tubes fitted for its dis-

charge, and resorting to some efficient means

of ventilation. In large establishments the

open fire-place will entail too great an expense;

heating by hot water is therefore to be pre-

ferred
;
but a free ventilation—a free entrance

and free exit of air—is absolutely necessary.

By paying his men on Friday, or on Saturday

morning, and on his own premises; by adopt-

ing moderate hours of work
;
by encouraging,

or, if he please, insisting on, thq, appropriation

of a small part of his men’s wages to insure

them against casualties, he will be discharging

high duties, and will see and enjoy their benefits.

The things that are in the power of asso-

ciations may be stated thus :

—

1. To promote inquiries into the actual phy-

sical condition of the working-classes, and the

influence which the circumstances that surround

them have upon their health and well-being ;

to instruct the public by lectures and cheap

publications, and to urge on the legislature,

by public meetings, petitions, and all consti-

tutional means, the necessity of interference.

2. A very important kind of association for

carrying out these great objects, is an associa-

tion of the labouring classes themselves. Such

an association has been recently set on foot, and

from my heart I wish it all possible success.”

3rd. Man was intended to take exercise in

the open air every day. Neither his heart, his

stomach and bowels’ his liver, his skin, his

lungs, his kidneys, nor his brain will act rightly

without walking exercise every day. Most of

us do not get any walk, or only a very short

one, which is scarcely of any use.

4th. Man is formed to take simple, plain,

wholesome, food. He eats all sorts of things,,

which not only do him no good, but do himt

harm, and he drinks large quantities of beer,,

spirits, and wine which hurt his stomach, andi

take away the proper use of his brain.

5th. Man ought to wash himself all over with:

water every day, so as to cleanse the pores of.

the skin, else they get stopped up, he cannot

perspire rightly, and his skin cannot breathe.

The majority of the people only wash their

hands and faces every day.

6th. Man should wear clean clothes next to

his skin, because the body gives off bad fluids.

At present many people wear the same thinga;

day after day for weeks together.

7th. Man was intended to live in the light

Many, very many, have scarcely any light in

their rooms.
8th. Man in this climate must wear warm

clothing. Many have no flannel, and are clad

with heavy and useless things.”

Under the head “ How are the Diseases tc

be put a stop to?” They say 1

“ After thinking over what has been saic

about the causes of ill-health, it must be com

sidered hoio the working-people can put ar

end to them, and it will be seen that the

people themselves can do a great deal.

What can the work-people do?

1st. They can ventilate their rooms— thi

plans for ventilating them will be shewn it

the Address on Ventilation from the com

mittee. I

2nd. They can claim assistance from thi

rich, so as ‘to have good drainage in thei:

houses, and to have proper sewers and thosi

things necessary for the health and decencie

of life. J
3rd. Theyand their families can walk more

and thev can ask the Government and the riel

people to provide them open spaces of groum

for healthful exercises.* !

4th. Working men can select wholesom

food and avoid bad drink
;
and they can peti

tion Government to provide officers to proven

food and drink, which are adulterated, froi

being sold. \

5th. Working people can be more cleanly

thev can bathe and sponge themselves m thei

houses, and thev can petition for a bettc

supply of water. They will also make use (

the baths and wash-houses preparing for then

instead of having the washing done at horn,

which causes every thing they have to moulds

and decay. j

6th. The working classes can seek, and ei

deavour to obtain, more light in their home

and they can improve upon the plans of clott

ing-”

The “Working Classes’Association” referred

to has been formed in the metropolis for improv-

ing the public health, and seems likely to effect

much good. In the “ First Address from the

Committee,” just now issued, in reply to the

question, “ Why is there so much disease

among us?” The answer is, “Because, in

numbers of things, we do just what by our

nature we were never meant to do. For ex-

ample :

—

1st. Man is intended to draw in fresh air

every time he breathes. Almost all people,

when in their houses, and the working people

in their shops, breathe the same air over and

over again.* To shew the necessity of allow-

ing fresh air continually to enter living rooms,

and the bad air to escape, it may be stated that

every person during each minute of his life

destroys a quantity of air twice as large as him-

self.

2nd. Man ought to breathe pure air at every

breath. Our sewers and drains are so bad,

that the vapours and foul gases rise, and we
breathe them.

COMPETITIONS.

CAMDEN TOWN CHURCH.

Sir,—Perceiving advertisements from tin

to time in the columns of your aduiirab

Journal, calling upon architects to submit d

signs in competition for various public buff

ings, I think it my duty to direct your attentu

to some circumstances connected with the la

competition for a church to be erected

Camden Town. I think the case will justi

my intrusion
;
and perhaps a notice of it mi

be the means of preventing, in some degre

a recurrence of the causes for complaint, an

at the same time, inform my brother col

petitors of the jeopardy in which their desig

remain. . ...

A limited number of architects subraitt

designs, by invitation, to the committee

building the new church early in April 1;

which designs were subsequently exhibited

the board-room of the commissioners in

Pancras. Having waited with some patien

until the latter end of September, 1 made at

quest to two members of the committee lor

return of my drawings
;
but as they failed!

comply with it, I wrote to the secretary,

«

* It is a melancholy fact, that by far the greatest number

of houses and rooms prepared for the labouring classes to

live and work in, are most hurtful to the health, and tjuito

unfit fn. Iiiimnn hfiinvfi to inhEtuiti

* A petition is now prepared for signature

vernment to secure Battersea fields as a p'a« for he

exercises. It may be reached bj the

from the densest parts of London for a

if it is alje—ed to he budt upon, one of the fewremi
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where two men lost their lives by atteI?P l!"S

to clean out a large vat contaminated with the

deadly vapour, I wrote immediately to. the

firm, but common courtesy was w-anting ,

answer was returned. Well kuow.Bg by prac-

tical expe. ience the certain effects to be pro-

duced, I wrote to the Society of Arts and

Sciences ;
they saw the infallibility of 1 lie

means, and on the 3nd of June last, m he

Society's Great Boom in the Adelphi, the

••Working Bricklayer” received from the hand

of his Royal Highness Prince Albert, an

honorary testimonial. After this mark of

public approbation, several scientific gentle-

men expressed their surprise that so simple

and cheap a preventive should not have been

almost universally known among men of

science, and that a country “ Working Brick-

layer ” should bear away the hell. It was not

for want of publicity
;

I gave it publicity

enough. It was prejudice, that deep-rooted

prejudice, existing not in London alone,

though it is much too prevalent there, but in

other places, against any thing emanating from

a plain country mechanic. Unless a man has

the title of M.D., F.R.S., or some other, let his

genius be ever so great, few are to be found to

give him assistance. If he succeed in crawling

up to public notice and public usefulness, it

must be by dint of his own exertions. It

appears as if science, or scientific men, weie

confined to the metropolis, and even there, to

superior stations in society, but it is not so.

An ingenious young man from this town

during the building of St. Paul s, went up foi

employment as a carver. When inquiring of

the workmen, he was only laughed at by them,

and called a “ hedge carpenter,” yet he perse-

vered
;
saw Sir Christopher Wren, to whom

he shewed a specimen of his abilities as a

carver, and the carved work in the interior ot

the cathedral was executed by this countryman.

The celebrated and almost inimitable painter,

Gainsborough (the son of a little tradesman

born in the same street in which 1 am now

writing), is another proof, if any were wanting,

that it is not the rich or great that alone pos-

sess the talent or scientific knowledge. These

remarks are made not out of vanity, or ill-

feeling, but to shew that genius or science is

not confined to large cities or opulent men,

But resuming the subject, having felt the

effect of this too-much-existing prejudice in

the case of preventing accidents in wells, &c.,

it operates as a bar to giving publicity to the

simple method I have adopted. I amwellaware

one system will not suit all cases, but the means

must ‘be adapted to the case, and according to

circumstances. I have read of various plans

in advertisements, and in other sources ot

information, devised and adapted for effectual

ventilation
;
in particular that absurd one of

Dr. Reid’s, at the Central Criminal Court;

hut the more I read, the more I am convinced

that the one simple idea on which effectual

ventilation must stand or fall has not yet been

mentioned or practised from in any accounts J

have as yet read upon the subject. But in

courtesy to Mr. Lawrence, I assure him, that

though I decline informing him of the plans

which have been adopted successfully by me,

at present, yet if he will have the kindness to

give me his profession or trade, I shall not

have the least objection to correspond with him

upon that or auy other subject in which air

and its effects are the principals. But tor the

reasons before named, I feel inclined to write

again to the Society of Arts and Sciences,

where its intrinsic merits will stand or fall, and

where there is not that prejudice existing

against those who are placed in humble situ-

ations, which too often exists in the breasts ot

many, especially against countrymen.

I read, Mr. Editor, with great pleasure, the

manly, straightforward, scientific remarks at

the concluding part of the article on the train-

ing school at Swinton ;
it is observed “ every

architect is able to receive valuable informa-

tion from men of science eminent in their own

walk, and is anxious to seek it : this is very

true in buildings, as well as ventilation or any

other science, hut it is very, very seldom prac-

tised by architects. Practical scientific work-

appears to have been expended upon it. I am

no seer, but have my own opinion upon the

system adopted. Should it be found to answei,

I shall be greatly surprised. I think no man

who understood ventilation would adopt the

plan of having numerous holes drilled in the

floors of the principal school rooms. I would

ask Dr. Reid, I would ask any scientific man,

whether a constant upward current, or rather

currents of air will not rather be the constant

cause of colds and sore throats, as in the case

of the Central Criminal Court. No doubt

fresh air will be admitted, but I should suppose

at the hazard of the health of every scholar.

I am, Sir, &c.,

A J Green, Working Bricklayer.

Sudbury, Suffolk, Dec. 8th, 1845.

» * Without any desire to interfere with

our correspondent’s intention, to transmit the

particulars of his system to the Society ot

Alts ” we would make this general remark—

that the pages of The Buii.der are open to

all who have real information to communicate,

and that to the best of our ability we will judge

if it be so or not, without stopping to inquire

if it emanate from gentle or simple. W e have

the elevation of the operative classes sincerely

and warmly at heart, and will do all in our

power to advance it. If we can aid struggling

merit, it will at all times be a satisfaction to us

to do so.

BRICKWORK IN ASPHALTE.

Learning that the Seyssel Asphalte Com-

pany were engaged, under the superintendence

of Mr.Mylne, in building, with asphalted brick-

work, the interior of a new reservoir on High

gate Hill, we made a pilgrimage a few days

to that now distant spot, which, measuring

by time,has been removed, thanks to railways,

as far from London as Windsor, for example,

used to be. We found the reservoir nearly com-

pleted, and apparently a very satisfactory work.

It is 100 feet square at the top, and 13 feet deep.

The bottom was puddled with clay 18 inches

deep, and laid with 9 inches of brickwork in mor-

tar, with a course of bricks fiat in asphalte, on

that, covered with asphalte half an inch thick.

The sides (sloped at an angle ot 4o degrees),

consistof two 4J inches of brickwork, in inoi tar

,

laid against the earth, with a third 4J inches

in asphalte, covered on the face with half an

inch of asphalte, as at the bottom. 1 he top of

the brick sides is coped with asphalte spnnkled

with grit. . . .

The facing of asphalte was given to each

brick before it was laid, by putting a number

of them close together in a frame, and pour-

ing over them the required thickness ot

asphalte. The bricks were then separated, and

each laid with asphalte, the joints being after-

wards pointed up with the same material. In

laving the bricks care was required to keep

the face even, and it was found necessary to
the face even, cum r .

hold each brick in its proper position about

half a minute, till the asphalte had set. I lis

i * nonirolio nnmpwiiat novel in this
halt a minute, uu -

,

~
•

application of asphalte, somewhat novel in this

country, promises to be of considerable value.

Hedgekow Timber.—It has long been a

question, whether a loss is not sustained in

growing hedgerow timber. The following

calculation, made by Mr. Isaac F oster, of Great

Totham, Essex, a gentleman of much ex-

perience, appeared last week in the Chelmsford

Chronicle :

—

1st. The average value of timber on

100 acres of land in thecounty.£100 0 0

2nd. Let it stand 28 years, and the

improvement in value will not
^

exceed 50s. per year 70 0 0

The statutes or by-laws of the Strasbourg

and Nantes railway companies have just beer

published. The capital of the former is fixec

at 125,000,000 fr., divided into 250,000 share:

of 500 francs each. More than one-third o

the shares stand in the name of Englishmen

but, in point of fact, Englishmen hold a inuc

greater number, several of the largest Frencl

holders—Rothschild, Hottinguer, Laffitte, to

instance—representing our countrymen. 1 h

capital of the Nantes company is fixed a

40,000,000 fr., divided into 80,000 shares c

500 francs each. Nearly 30,000 shares stan

in the names of Englishmen, but, as in th

case of the other company, they really an

truly hold a much greater number. 1 he at

judication which conferred these two railway

upon the respective companies has been aj

proved by royal ordinance, and nothing no

remains to be done but a further approval b

ordinance of their statutes, to give the corapi

nies all their rights and privileges, and to estj

blish them as societes anonymes. borne ot U

Strasbourg companies, in rendering to the

subscribers the sums overpaid as deposit, thin

right to deduct two, four, and even eight sol

(4d.) per share, under the pretence of covert*

the preliminary expenses, as if the interest c

thesums paid up were not amply sufficient fi

the purpose. One of them has even had tl

monstrous audacity to keep one franc, 5 so,

on each share, to make up for losses, occ

sioned by Bourse transactions. Really one

astounded at the iniquity of such a deinac

when it is remembered that to presume

speculate at all with the money of the shat

holders, was a most scandalous breach

One question remains to be settled befc

the Paris to Strasbourg railway can he hand

over to the company— it is relative to the s'

tion at Paris. The inhabitants of differ!

quarters contend with much vivacity to have

nlaced in the midst of them
;
but, upon I

whole, I am inclined to think that the
j

chosen by the Government is the best tl

could be adopted, all things considered. LI

situated in a street of sufficient width, t

which can be made still wider
;

it is close

the two great mercantile streets of this

pital—the faubourg St. Denis, and the f

bourg St. Martin, and, above all, it is inhnil

cheaper than any other site that could' be p

P
°The day fixed for the adjudication of

railways from Paris to Lyons, and from C

to St. Quentin is the 20th of the present mo:

and Friday before last was the latest day

lowed for companies intending to offer lor

concession of either line, to give notice to

Minister of Public Works. Similar “ fusio

or amalgamations, to what were effected

tween the companies for the northern railv

from Paris to the Belgian frontier, were

pected, hut the result has not confirmed

expectation. Eleven of the Lyons comp,

have united, dividing among themselves

capital in the following manner:—
Shares.

Reeeveurs-Generaux 43,333

Messageries

Union 42,364

Caloa
er°n

; 42’ 364

Laffitte Blount 4 2f*

Lapmsonmdre
;

jjJU

Ardoin Verdian
Hottinguer

{“’Jg
Rothschild, freres 10 ’

0U

men could, if requested, give architects much
valuable information. The remark, “ the

170 0 0

3rd. Sellthe same now 1®° 9 ®

Interest at compound ditto 3UU “ u

4th. Tenant paying 2s. more per

acre, with the interest and

compound ditto upon the

same ^7 12 0

Total shares 400,00(

777 12 0

170 0 0

vaiuauiu imuiumiiuu. me
ventilation must he adapted to the building,

and not the building to the ventilation,
5

is

equally true. I also read with surprise the

enormous expenditure bestowed upon venti-

lating the building
;
no less a sum than 5,0007.

£607 12 0

So that the proprietor of 1,000 acres loses

more than six thousand pounds by letting it

stand.

The three companies of the postma

Fran^aise and Engineers have a*®°,
.

u

themselves into one company, each takm

equal share of the capital. The Creil

Quentin companies were not able to

among themselves as to the share whicn

should have in the capital
;
and according

fewer than five gave the necessary non

the Minister of Public Works of their_

tion to appear at the adjudication,

companies are as follows :

The company represented by i.oin

Freres, Hottinguer, Laffitte Blount
;
the

pany represented by Mr. Cordier,

Marquis de Dion, Baron D Angre, &c



MRIi

company represented by Comte de Colbert,
General Cnrbme.il, &c.

; the companv renre-

M
n

'r ,

b
-V

»
• &,i!!Uin

’ A* ''Oosle, de'Latena,
iuielielet, Sic.

; the company represented be
tlie Duke of Vincent-., Comte Lancosme, —
.meves, Comte Lagrange, & e>

Is not such a result to be lamented by the
shareholders in all the companies of these two

the (T

y8
t

f

,i
1 ’ ey

r”
1"10 ' al1 wiD

> which is

weberf f
lng *° be 'eg^tted, after having

waited so loops and spent so much money, andincurred so much inconvenience to have a share
in these great mercantile undertakings. The

u-m'h’Tlf
‘° be rf'Br<’Ued >*. that the winnerw ill by the competition, be compelled to accept

the lease for a shorter period than could be de-sired, whereby the shareholders will not obtain
SO large an interest as they may have had

.

S‘™“ people say, that thecause of the opposition that will take place forhe Pan, to Lions Railway, was the refusal ofhe eleven amalgamated companies to admitthe smaller ones into their body. But I know
Iron, excellent authority, that it’ arose from the
exti avagant pretensions of those little com-panies themselves, not one of which had the

part of th’

Cap,,a
s(

i - e - ">« half of the tenthpart of the capital) paid up, but which, never-
theless, claimed be considered equal, ornearly so, to such companies as that of Laffitte,

l

the Union, and Ardoin, which possess some ofthe most wealthy and important mercantile men
i

of England and France. But after all, peopleattach no very great importance to the threat-ened opposition, it being thought that thepposing company will etther be^ rejected by
,

the Minister of Public Works, or retire at the

i rr1

,

0
.
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‘ Quentin embranchment may bemade a very formidable rival to the main line
J he annual return, of the line from Creil to

I
at. yuentin are calculated at 3,080,000 fr.

holder u-
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5 ! pl™nt. for the shaie^h , lei son the capital they will have to disbursefor forming, stock", g. and Working the line,ne Lyons fei Avignon Railway was an-
t flounced by some newspapers for adjudication
!' '!ie 1 5th Of January; bull have the best au-

' t,,r

,

8«y ,n -^ ^at nothing has vet been
1 *et,led on the subject. The difficulties
" ani ' disputes as to the truvi are now under the
j.
consideration of the Council des Ponts, et

1 Uha.iss^, and the Minister of Public Works.
ihe railways at present in course of execu-

: tinn are running a career of uninterrupted pros-
:
peruy. The receipts of last week on the ParisMnd Rouen line were 125,516 fr., whilst those

I in I* OUA °r

Te9
o'

’

!' d 'n^ "«*k of last year were
P
10 |,-J4 f r. 1 |ie receipts last we. k of the

i- Paris to Orleans Railway were 118,870 fr .
•

Kw hi I stinthe same week' last year they were
only 123,216 fr. On the Sr. Ge.:main and Ver.
isailles (right bank), the receipts for the month
hot November were 177,077 fr., whilst in the
Jimonth of November last year, they were not
imore than U0,750 fr. On the Versailles (left
' a " k

-). > ‘I'** receipts for November
Ue,e te,6 |3 ,, int| ,esame m „D[h

, L"
t,"‘ ,n"mh "I October last, llie

Railway du Oard yielded 217,214 fr.
; ihesame

itnonth of Ib44 pioduced only 184,592 fr.
i Our Bourse appears to have entirely reco-
ver, d from Ihe crisis which weighed upon it
•luring the whole of the last month. On rail-
way shares there has been a very general and
h very striking improvement in prices.
-December, 1845.
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Thk Cathedral op St. Dents.— The
nmnument erected to the memory of Louis
VV III. H) the vaults of the Cathedral of St.
p ems, ts about being completed, and, when
unshed, that of Charles X , his successor, will
e proceeded with. When this is done, all
ete French Kings and Princes up to 1830 will
2 there represented either by a tomb, a mo-
lament, or a statue.— Galignani's Messenger .

Dec. 9th.— Sir Walter James, Bart., M P^ ,h8ohair - Mr. James Firm’

eleet^
i^ e9 ^ “ " e 'V COn,ul at Jerusalem, waselected corresponding delineator for that important locality. Mr. J. O. Haliiwell, F.R.Swas elected an honorary fellow.

’ ’ ’’

Mr. George Isaacs' contributed two finemajuscules, illuminated on vellum in gold andcolours, of the 14th century. Mr. ^W. HRogers exhibited a curious brooch of ancient

f

,Mma" 8

,

hiP br
f

s; acha»‘ l'lc buttonot the 15th century in silver; and the seal of

““J":
B

'.

sbop of An.'nch in the 15th cen-tury, having in the centre a figure nfSt. Petersitting upon a throne, on a pinnacle of whicha cock „ roo-ting : the handle terminate, in

^ qMexL;t;^
M Su°„b Id

‘ p
e ',C“" S,i° ' iles f,0,,, ,ha ™ins

Abbey Wil£j Read'mg, Belklj afd StTnuS

female effigy, t„ Bt„„ e| p aj nl(!d „„ d „j|
P
fronl

WahirV-b
6 rel 'B "’ US establishments in Somer-sel.hire a very interesting relic in a perfectstate of preservation. It, date is ab,,ut ,helatler end of the 14th century. Also a paintingof Harlmgton Church, Middlesex, by M, Vimcent Figgms. J v ia'

Mr. Cull then delivered an inaugural leeture on architectural acoustics. He began bycalling attention to the science of acoustic, osan important branch of physics, to the use ofthe science by physiologists explain (heoffices of the several ports of the ear in hear-
ing, and to the applications nf the science bvarchitects ,n the erection of buildings, so thatthe tones of the human voice and of musicShould reach to the whole of an assembled au.li-
orv unimpaired by resonance, and undisturbed
by echoes. He regretted that many buildings
ere monuments of acoustical iynorance.hound he said, i, „ 0 t, as some philosopher,

desenhe ", motion, „„ r as , l[he
a
B re.

sister motion, but is a see,., ion mi generis.
In all cases, however, the physical cause ofsound 1 , resisted motion. In' common lan-guage we speak of noise, sound, and musicalsound, to express distinctions in what we hear.A quill, says Dr. Thomas Young, “strik-
ing ag .inst h card causes a noise, but striking
successively against the teeth of a wheel or of
a comb, a continued sound; and if the’ teeth
ot the wheel are at equal distances, and the
velocity of the molim, is con-tanr, a musical
sound. The general terms, pitch, loudness,
quality, and duration, embrace all the distinc-
"ons which are audible in sound, and which
are sktllully adapted hy the musical composer
to express sense and sentiment in music, whichmay therefore he appropriately termed a tone-
anguage. I„ common noises, we detect or.lv
loudness and quality; in sound we distinguish
loudness, quality, and duration

;
and in musical

sound we discriminate loudness, quality dura
tion, and pitch. Duration cannot he predicated
of no.se, because it is limited to the moment
ot collision, and is incapable of further exten-smn. Mr Cull described the ph\sical causes
of ihese distinctions in sound, a„d chen ex-
plained the transmission of motion in the un-
dulations of a stretched cord; of water disturbed
by throwing a stone in it; of a field of corn
and of the particles of highly elastic bodies, in
order to understand the conduction of sound
by the air, which will form the subject of the
next lecture.

Alter the lecture, it being the anniversary
of the society’s foundation, the secretary deli-
vered an address, reviewing the progress made
during the past year, which he considered the
first year of active operation

;
noticing, also,

the complete course of introductory lectures
which had been read, as well as the assistance
the society had given towards restoring objects
of antiquarian interest (St. John’s Gate, Clerk-
enwell), as an earnest of what the institution
wou <1 do if sufficiently supported. The best
thanks ot the meeting were given to the vice-
presidents, the treasurer, and the offi.-ers, for
tlieir zealous exertions during the past year,
and they were re-elected for the year ensuing.

I he next lecture was announced for Jan. 13,“On Ecclesiastical Design,” by Mr. G. R.
Lewis.
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with these remains most have been destroyed
y At Bungay, in Suffolk, during the

execution of some repairs ot the Grammar
school, a stone was discovered in the front of
the house, with the following inscription :

Exurgit laetum tumulo subtriste cadaver
Sic Schola nostra redit clarior usta rotro

1690.
6

This date clears up a doubt as to the timewhen the present school was erected, the town
having been almost entirely destnned by tireon the 1st March, 1688 O fl the 28th ult.the surface ground in a paddock, at Orping-
ton suddenly gave way, and developed, at thedepth of 16 leet, subterraneous arched cham-
bers .Gulignani gives an account of the
recent discoveries of eighteen Gallo- Romantombs at Luxeuli (Haute Saone). These
monuments go back to the first centuries of ihe
Christian era, and the greater number would
appear to have belonged to the Fagan pries.*,
as far ‘as may be judged from the cups found
with the bodies, and the attributes of their
functions represented on the interior of the
tombs. 1 he names of sev, ral of the deceased
are written in legible characters at their feet.
Mr. Hawkins, whose letter to the Institute

of Architects relative to the proposed collection
of national antiquities we recently printed, lias
addressed u letter to the chairmen of the
several railways mi the same subject. He also
points out the high probability that, in the pro-
gress of the railways now in the course of lur-
mation, many very iutere--ting antiquities will
be brought to light: without some special in-
terference lor their protection, such objects are
too often ignorantly destroyed by the workmen
by whom they are found. He asks the direc-
tors to give orders for ihe preservation oi an-
tiquities found in making railways, and to affiud
facilities for the record of such discoveries
and tor the inspection of the objects found!
Mr. Hawkins remarks: “Antiquities can onlv
be classified by the most extensive corapans-m
of specimens

;
for such comparison is required

the actual juxtaposition of the objects com-
pared, a knowledge of the district to which
they be.ong, ami, as far as pua.ilile, of the eir-
euinatttttces ot their discovery

; if they ai e only
Jtarttully preserved, or recorded, much of their
yelue a, evidence is lost, or, if they are suatlereUM mUectnnifar apart, the minute distinction,
and resemblances on which their arrangement
depends can scarcely be perceived, or, if per-
ceived, rendered available lu a. ci.».,ogK-al
research.”—We are glad to learn that veiy
satisfactory replies have been received.

BATHS AND WAan-rtouo^ FOR THE
LABOUHINQ CLASSES.'

On Tuesday last the ceremony of laying the
foundation stone of the first model establish-
ment fur baths and wash-houses for the labour-
ing classes took place in Gulstou-square,
High-street, Whitechapel. The Lord Mayor
presided on the occasion; there were a'lso
present iMr. Wm. Cott.m, the chairman of the
committee, Mr. Wm. Weire, as deputy chair-
man, the Rev. Mr. Qu.ckett, &o. i',fe sl(Mje
baling been lowered, the Lo.d Mayor went
ihrough the process of “laving ihe stone,” on
which was fixed a brass plate with il.eannexed
inscription “ The first stone of this building
erected for Baths and Wash-houses for the
Labouring Classes, was laid by the Rmht
Honourable John Johnson, Lord Mayor; The
Right Reverend Lord Bishop of London Pre-
sident

;
Wm. Cotton, Esq., Chairman

;

* Wm.
Hawes, Esq., Deputy Chairman

; F. P. B a |y*

Esq., Engineer; T. Buller and T. Forrest
Esquires, Honorary Secretaries; and G. s!
Griffith, Esq., Assistant Secretary.” A glass
bottle was also inlaid, in which were deposited
the silver and copper coins of the reJm, a
dinm. • ticket, and the report <>f the committee.

Ill tV- awning Upnaida ot 24U gnmlvuivn
cvmbi-s ,d ilia evaiH by dining tugatbar ,he
London 1 avert!

;
the Lord Mayor look thechatr.

In the on tirne of the evening donations were
announoi d amounting together to about 1000/.
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CHIMNEY-PIECE, NETLING-HOUSE, BATH

CHIMNEY-PIECE IN NETLING HOUSE,
BATH.

Whilst Sir Walter Hungerford was build-

ing this, his town residence, John of Padu a was

engaged at Longleat
;
at a house at Bradford,

known as the Duchess of Kingston's
;
and at

Claverton, all within a few miles of each other

and of this. It is easy, therefore, to suppose,

that the knight was ‘aided by this celebrated

“builder” in his undertaking
;
and as much of

the detail in the “Duchess’s House” very

closely resembles this chimney-piece, I think

it may be considered as a work ot his.

The Hungerford family were possessed of

immense wealth. Thomas Lord Hungerford

married a daughter of “the Percy, ’ Earl of

Northumberland, and gave their only daughter

and heir to Lord Hastings, with a dowry ot no

less than eighty-seven manors. This Hunger-

ford has left us a fine specimen of the archi-

tecture of his time at Littlecot, in Wiltshire,

sear the town fiom which the family derive

their name.
Sir Edward Hungerford, in the time of

Charles II., dissipated all the estates of his

ancestors. Amongst his recorded extravagances
of a blue

the king,

were in 1 686 sold,

the Ba\ntum and

Frampton families to the present possessor,

Mr. Houlston
;

but what became of, or into

whose hands fell, the town mansion, I am not

able to find. 1 1 is at present in my possession,

held under the Hospital of St. John
;
a charity

of very early date.

The room in which this- chimney-piece is

situated, is occupied by the Bath and West of

England Agricultural Society, and their annual

meeting is held in it. The house has from

time to time been dreadfully mutilated, and

now but little else remains of the works of

Sir Walter Hungerford and his architect than
;

the chimney piece before you
;
but thinking it

worthy of publication, and it having as yet es-

caped observation, you may, if you please, give

it a place in The Builder, under the authority

of your obedient servant,

Bath, 1845. Edward Davis.

COUPLAND’S PATENT FURNACE.

This furnace is the result of some of the

many efforts that have been made to prevent

smoke and save fuel. The possibility of avoid-

ing altogether the nuisance of smoke, and

effecting a saving at the same time, being

almost universal I v admitted, the only question

is the best means'of effecting the desired end.

In the furnace to which we are alluding the

coals are supplied from below the fire, up

wards, and there is at the same time a passage

of atmospheric air passing through the fuel,

by which means all the products of the coaD

pass through the incandescent fuel above, and

are consumed, whereby smoke is prevented.

This is done by lowering at pleasure and in a

horizontal position, by suitable apparatus, a

portion of the fire-bars sufficiently below

the fire to enable a fresh supply of fuel to

be placed thereon, and then raising them

again to their former place, and retaining

them there till the fuel is consumed and a

fresh supply required, without interfering with

the draught necessary for the combustion of

the fuel while being so consumed.

An extract from the Liverpool Health oj

Towns' Advocate will exemplify the increased

heat gained by burning smoke. Mr. H. Holds-

worth, of Manchester, has shewn, that in the

front flue of a furnace, of common construction,

the thermometer seldom rose above 1100 deg.

Fahr., and often fell below 940 deg., the mean

being 9?5 deg., while in the same furnace,

when consuming its own smoke, the mean tem-

perature was 1160 deg. Fahr., ranging be-

tween 1400 and 1000 deg. The quantity of

water evaporated by a pound of coal was one-

halfgreater than when the smoke was not con-

sumed.
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ROSS ON EAST GABLE OF ST. PETER’S
CHURCH, WISBEACH, CAMBRIDGE.

[This beautiful example of the taste and skill
the middle ages having become dilapi-

ted by the changing seasons of several
nturies, has lately been removed from its

iginal position, and a new one, a fac-simile
the former, has been substituted for it.

tie old cross is a fine example of the dura-
lity of the Barnack stone, the small stalks
the foliage being only five-eighths of an

eh in thickness, and yet'it has withstood the
sather in an exposed situation about five
ndred years. (In the absence of docu-
mtary evidence, I presume it to have been
-cted in the former half of the fourteenth
ntury.)

The new cross is of Ketton stone
;

it is
•ee feet four inches in height from the
mmit to the cap-stone, and two feet eight
rhes in extreme width—the sketch is drawn
a scale of one foot to an inch.
Wisbech, Dec. 4, 1845. E. S.

STONE CROSS, WISBEACH.

RAILWAY JOTTINGS,
jriie number of railway plans deposited at

p
Board of Trade amounts to 788. The

|tad of railway litigation has induced a
taber of persons, to assemble, with Mr. D.
Ihittle Harvey at their head, to see whether
Ine plan whereby an equitable arrangement
ust demands can be devised. The bridge
>r the Wensum above Carrow Abbey, con-
ting the Yarmouth Railway with the El v,
s expected to be opened for the passenger
Sc this week, but will not be ready for
•ut a fortnight, though the trucks and heavy
ids will be able to run over it. There
1 bell embankments and 10 cuttings on
Brighton, Lewes, and Hastings line. Mr.
by, the resident engineer, reports as follows
he same :—Redditch embankment, which is

med, contains 19,700 cubic yards; Red-
'll cutting, completed, 11,800; Stonecross
;ing, 106,900, 54,000 removed

; Westham
;ing, 14,700, completed; Pevensey Marsh
jankment (3£ miles long), 50,000, 36,000
oved; Conden cutting, 13,000, completed
le Common cutting, 25,800,4,000 removed
land cutting, 8,800, 4,000 removed
ihill cutting, 71,800, 37,000 removed
ey Hill cutting, 52,500,44,000 removed
.•erhithe cutting, 32,800, 27,600 removed
deepest cutting is that of Stonecross

:h is 40 feet, and the highest embankment
nges 23 feet. The portion which passes
.ugh the r'jS.a of the priory of St. Pan-
: Lewes, is somewhat impeded by the
exercised in the excavations. The works
not much disturb any of the walls of the
.. Connected with the localities of
*ay enterprise it appears that 83 prospec-
were issued from Moorgate-street, invol-
cupital to the amount of 90,175,000, and
Gresham-street 20 prospectuses were

d requiring the sum of 17,580,000/.
pperations to connect Richmond with the
t North of England Railway at Cowton
(commenced, and a great number of exca-
s are now employed in the neighbourhood
t. Martin’s, near Eastby Abbey.
electric telegraph is now completed

‘?en Dover and Eden bridge, as well as
i;en the latter place and Maidstone. It

ebe continued from Edenbridge to the
ion Bridge terminus and the Bricklayers’
s station. The proprietors of the Lon-
uuction Mart have come to a resolution
\ibiting, on their premises, the sale of rail-

icrip. The great tunnel in the Slief-

and Manchester line, nearly three miles
pgth, is nearly completed, and the opening
i s expected to take place in a few weeks.
%veek a party', including the engineer and
f the directors, passed through with an
•e. There exists a prospect, amounting
t to a certainty, that the Eastern Union
kill be opened early in the spring. The
rommences with the Colchester Extension
eastern Counties at Ardleigh, and, pro-

ipg thence towards Ipswich, passes over
mnd at Manningtree Valley, Dedham,
Drd,andoverthe river Stour. Thequantity
bthwork removed has exceeded 700,006
yards, being two-tbirdsof the whole quan-
|iquired to complete a double road. Thirty
sts and bridges have been built, six miles
rermanent road have been laid, and

thirteen miles of double fencing set up. The
long timber viaducts over the Stour are almost
completed

;
the foundations have proved satis-

factory. There are several heavy cuttings and
embankments, but most of them have been
mastered. The Brighton and Chichester
line was opened for passenger’s traffic as far as

Worthingon the 24th ultimo. There was no
ceremony, that being reserved until the line is

opened throughout, which it is expected will be
about March. At present only one line of rails

is laid down, but it is intended to have a double
line eventually. The Worthing station is

situated about half a mile from the centre of
the town. The coast line of the South
Devon, near Teignmouth, met with another
mishap last Sunday night. The Exeter Gazette
says that during a neap tide, the waves, which
were large and very wide apart, broke over
the doomed wall in succession, making light of
the roadway of sand, and causing the wall to

tremble with the repeated shocks. This was
particularly the case at the large breakwater
about midway between this town and the

Parson and Clerk, where the sea was fast

washing away the permanent road
;
and soon

after church time, the wall to the eastward of
it was seen to totter

;
and after several distinctly

perceptible vibrations, about 120 feet in length

fell into the sea, leaving about 20 feet standing
adjoining the breakwater, which was protected

by a projection. The engineer of the

Manchester, Huddersfield, and Great Grimsby,

line has reported that, from experiments

recently made, the practicability of the pro-

posed tunnel under the Trent is placed beyond
question. The works of the Cockermouth
and Workington line have been let to Messrs.

J. and W. Ritson, who completed the contract

between Workington and Maryport. They
engage to make the line for 37,000/. and to

complete the whole in nine months after ob-

taining possession of theland. The Lytham
and the Blackpool Branches of the Preston and

Wyre Railway, the former 4 miles 6 furlongs

in length, and the other somewhat less, are

all but complete. The Lytham line is finished.

There is no work of any magnitude on it ex-

cepting in the construction of the bridges, five

in number,—three of wood, one of stone and
the other of bricks. The quantity of earth

excavated has been about 100,000 cubic yards.

About a quarter of the Oxford and Rugby
line, which when complete will be 50£ miles

in length, has been staked out, and excavators

are at work upon it. At Chester, on the line

to Holyhead, two bridges are in progress

—

the one across the Dee, and the other across

the canal. About 300 men are employed near

Chester
;

about 200 more are engaged at

Mostvn
;
near Conway the same number, chiefly

in making the tunnel through the rock
;
and

about as many in the neighbourhood of Bangor.

The different lines uniting at Leeds are

reported to have agreed to contribute 100,000/.

each towards the establishment of a central

station. It is estimated that since the proro-

gation of parliament 100,000/. a week have
been spent in railway advertisements. It

has been suggested that the extremely unplea-

sant motion experienced by passengers in most
of the English lines arises chiefly from the

top-heaviness of the carriges, and the insuffici-

ency of the base. In many instances the wheels
stand on a base 8 feet 6 in. by 4 feet 8 in.

the length of the body is 17 to 18 feet, and
the height between 9 and 10 feet from the rail.

That such a top-heavy construction could be

steady at high velocities is almost impossible.

It appears that in Germany six-wheel carriages

nearly 30 feet long are used and are perfectly

free of the inconvenience referred to. On some
of the Irish lines30 ft.carriages with six-wheels

have been adopted, and given great satisfaction.

In the United States some of the carriages are

80 feet long. An immense number of work-

men are employed on the Lancaster and Car-

lisle line. The embankments and cuttings are

very heavv, and the process of blasting large

quantities of stone that obstruct various parts

of the line is still coutinued. The lengthened

embankment near Carlisle is completed, and

the viaducts at Gatthie are nearly formed.

Mr. Gravatt, the engineer of the Great Eas-

tern and Western, has been charged publicly,

by the directors of the company, with gross

carelessness and culpable dilatoi '.ness in the

preparation of the plans, to an extent which
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placed them in jeopardy, and he has been dis-

charged from his office. Part of the Fur-

ness Railway having to run along a marsh

called Salthouse Marsh, which is covered by

hightide8,an embankment was formed whereon

to lay the rails. The Preston Chronicle reports

that, during the late gales, the sea has entirely

swept away the whole of the embankment,

doing damage to the estimated amount of

2 000/.' On the Eastern counties line, the

erection of a new and enlarged station at Cam-

bridge, nearly half a mile nearer the town,

has been resolved upon. Improvements have

been made at the Shoreditch terminus by the

completion of a new suite of waiting rooms for

the passengers. The new stations at Brentwood

are almost completed. They are built of red

brick, in the Elizabethan order. The Bar-

row viaduct on the Lancaster and Carlisle line

iB nearly finished. The last arch was keyed

in on the 29th ult. The viaduct spans the

romantic valley of Borrowdale nearitsjunction

with that of the Lune, at an altitude of

68 feet, and is built of a light red freestone,

except the interior of the arches, which is

composed of brickwork. The first contract

on the Whitby Branch of the York and North
Midland line has been taken by Mr. Reed

;

it is about seven miles in length, from Picker-

ing to Raindall
;
and the works have been

commenced.

UNDERGROUND ROOMS.

Sir,—

S

eeing by your valuable publication,

there is some chance of the New Building Act
undergoing a revision in the next session of

Parliament, I beg to call public attention,

through the medium of your pages, to Sche-

dule K, which will render tenanlless the under-

ground apartments of nearly the whole of the

small houses in London after July, 1846,

without remunerating the owners for the loss

of rent for the same, although each of these

houses has been built agreeably to the old Act,

and under the inspection of the several district

surveyors. Therefore, Sir, I do think that

should Schedule K be not entirely erased from

the new Act at the expected revision, so far as

existing buildings are concerned, some provi-

sion should be made to remunerate the owners

of such property, who are generally small

tradesmen and frugal mechanics, persons who
ought to be assisted and not injured by Acts

of Parliament. 20,000,000?. were not long

since voted to remunerate the rich owners of

human flesh, whose property in the same was

prohibited by Act of Parliament, I therefore

ask, upon the broad principles of justice, for

remuneration for the owners of small houses

that may be effected by Schedule K.

By inserting the above remarks in an early

number, you will much oblige, Sir, yours, &c.,

Cumberland Market, Dec. 3rd. W. P.

CAMBRIDGE ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY.

A special general meeting of the Cam-
bridge Antiquarian Society was lately held

at the Philosophical Society’s rooms
;

the

President, the Rev. Professor Willis, in the

chair. The President opened the proceed-

ings by reminding the meeting, that the

Society had already existed for several years

in this University, and had from time to time

issued publications, on architectural and other

subjects of antiquarian interest. It appeared

that several of its existing laws would, if strictly

adhered to, confine the Society’s operations

within very narrow limits, and that it had been

proposed to offer some modification of these

rules, in order to increase the efficiency of

this Society. He considered that members of

an University, highly educated as they are,

coining as they do from all parts of the United

Kingdom, periodically revisiting their homes,

or travelling over the whole world, have greater

opportunities for the collection and mutual

communication of varied and curious informa-

tion than persons in any other situation.

Hence, the limitation of the Society’s researches

to Cambridge and its vicinity had been in fact

practically disregarded. The well-known
Society which lately occupied the field of

architectural researches in this University
having discontinued its meetings here, an
opportunity was thus offered for the present
society to extend its operations in that depart-
ment, and for this purpose it was proposed to

hold more frequent meetings, which taking

place in the evening (and not as hitherto in the

morning) might, it was hoped, assume a more

attractive character than they had as yet

possessed. He wished it to be clearly under-

stood that, whilst giving to architecture

a prominent place among the objects of its

labours, the Society was desirous of confining

itself to an historical and artistic view of the

subject, not interfering with or giving advice

for the erection or arrangement of new build-

ings.

Itisstated that the subscription to the Society

will in future be one guinea annually, and that

the evening meetings will be commenced in the

ensuing term. The President expressed a hope

that he should be enabled at an early meeting,

to lay before the Society an architectural

account of the recent discoveries in the chapel

of Jesus College.

DISTRIBUTION OF PRIZES AT THE
ROYAL ACADEMY.

PROPOSED UNION OF THE STUDENTS.

On Wednesday, the 10th., sixteen medals,

gold and silver, were distributed amongst the

competing students in the various branches of

art, including a gold medal with the discourses

of Reynolds and West, to Mr. A. Johnson, for

the best architectural design for a National

Record office
;
and a silver medal, with the

lectures of Barry, Opie, and Fuseli, to Mr. W

.

Walters, for the best architectural drawing of

the Strand front of Somerset House.

Mr. Jones, the keeper, who took the chair in

the absence of Sir Martin Shee, read an ad-

dress to the students, written by the latter for

the last distribution. It related principally to

the importance which ought always to be

attached to the choice of subjects in painting.

On this point the president wrote with much
earnestness, regretting that it was not always

in the power of an artist, who was the most

competent person to judge of his genius, to

select his own subjects. Then followed some
remarks on the general subject of composition,

particularly the epic, which the president

divided into three branches—the poetical, the

classical, and the historical. The whole of

these remarks were illustrated by reference to

the best examples of the most celebrated pain-

ters. In the course of them the president

strongly condemned the introduction of dis-

cordant objects into pictorial compositions.

There were examples among the best painters

of these inappropriate introductions, but they

were not on that account to be imitated, but

rather shunned. The address concluded with

some glowing anticipations of the effect

judicious adornment of the new houses of

parliament would exercise over art.

The day after the distribution, the students

dined together at the Freemason’s Tavern,

which was chiefly noticeable for the announce-

ment, that it is in contemplation to establish a

monthly conversazione, so that the students

may become better acquainted with each

other. They are also about to form a museum
of costume, which will be of the greatest

utility to the student, and an establishment

where any large work of art may be executed

by any person who does not possess the re-

quired accommodation at home.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

At an ordinary meeting, held on Monday
evening last, Mr. Tite, vice-president, in the

chair, a number of donations were announced,
including Mountfau 9on’s Antiquities, from

Mr. Foxhall(a handsome gift), and a plan and

section of Wren’s church, St. Benet’s Fink,

about to be taken down, from Mr. Edwin
Nash. Mr. R. L. Roumieu, of Lancaster-

place, and Mr. David Bryce, of Edinburgh,
were elected fellows. The chairman then read

an elaborate notice of the proceedings taken

in building the original Exchange, by Sir

Thomas Gresham, and the Exchange built

after the great fire in 1666, as derived from

the records of the Corporation of London and

the Mercers’ Company. Mr. Tite also gave

an interesting account of the antiquities dis-

covered in preparing for the foundations of

the present building, and exhibited a number
of the articles that were found. We hope to

print the substance of this paper at some
length next week.

MR. TITE v. MR. ROACH SMITH.

Sir,—The two letters which you have pub-

lished from Mr. C. R. Smith would have re-

ceived no further notice from me but for his

expression, that I have “falsely” accused

him : to this allegation I consider it due to

myself to make a very brief and final reply.

My principal design is, therefore, to re-assert,

in the strongest manner, the truth of the

statements 1 have already made, and which,

it will be readily seen, are in the main proved

by Mr. S.’s own admissions.

With respect to my power of enforcing my
own orders; as the contractors were bound

immediately to discharge any person from the

works at my instance, it is evident that I

could have had no difficulty. This power \

should certainly also have exerted if the

accusation made by Mr. S. had appeared to me
(upon the inquiry made at that time in his pre-

sence) well founded.

As to antiquities being subsequently found

after the rubbish had been carted away, surely

Mr. Smith need not be told that, watched and

cautioned as the labourers were, such a story

was only to be regarded as a plausible mode of

evading, on their parts, very serious legal con-

sequences. If, however, the statement had

been true, it would have afforded no justiticao

tion for not restoring the articles so found to

the proper authorities.

With reference to Mr. Smith’s plea on the

insignificant value of the Medalet, 1 reply, that

the principle of property remains unaltered,

and that I certainly did not expect such an

answer from an antiquary.

At the close of Mr. Smith’s letter, I perceive

he uses the term “colleagues.” If this has

any reference to the members of the Arche-

ological Association, whether collectively or

individually, I beg, in the strongest terms, to

deny any idea of connecting my charge against

Mr. Smith in any mam.er with that highly

respectable body. I regret, as every friend to

archaeology must do, the division into two

Societies, but I have never taken part in

either. I have valuable personal friends in

both
;
and if, as I understand, the time or

circumstance under which my original state-

ment was made, gave colour to an impression

that I had either the one or the other in my

mind, I beg most distinctly and emphatically

to disclaim any such intention. I am, Sir, &c.

William Tits.

17, St. Helen’s place, Dec. 17, 1B1 5.

VALUE OF F.

ORIG
AND AT PRESENT PRICES. "

The following table, from the Mining Jour-

nal, will give some idea of the value of railway

property for investment, as compared with the

funds and other undertakings; it will be seen

that, although none of them pay 5 per cent. at

present rates, to the original holders, the divi-

dend varies from 31. to 10/. per cent.
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NOTES IN THE PROVINCES.

It is in contemplation to erect a bridge
over the Mersey at Runcorn. Some idea of
its magnitude may be formed when we state
that there are to be five wet arches of 280 feet
span, 100 feet above high water mark at spring
tides, and 168 dry arches of 30 feet span, and
51 feet high, making a total of 2,480 yards of
arching. When completed, it will 'be the
greatest work of the kind in Europe. At
the same place, Lord Francis Egerton is

about to erect docks of great extent, also a
custom-house, the present edifice being found
most inconvenient for this thriving port. A
subscription has been set afloat for the purpose
of re-pewing and effecting other improvements
in St. Michael's church, Coventry. The re-
quired outlay is estimated at 5,000/. The
works at the two new churches at Morton and
Stockwith, near Gainsbro’, are rapidly ad-
vancing; the roofs have been reared some
time, and are nearly slated. The wood-work
for the interior is in a state of forwardness,
under the superintendence of the contractor,
Mr. Wood, of Doncaster. The Commer-
cial Bank, and the new branch of the Bank of
England in Castle-street, Liverpool, are both
to be built of stone, brought from the Darley
Dale Quarries, Derbyshire, from which also
was procured the stone used in the erection of
the Liverpool Assize Courts. In Ireland,
a decision has been at length come to with
respect to the rival claims of Armagh and
Belfast, for the site of the Northern College.
The latter town has won the prize. -It is°in
contemplation, in the ensuing spring, to effect
several improvements in the fine minster
church at Wiraborne; a substantial edifice is
also to be erected for the endowed free school,
in room of the present dilapidated building.

Within the last fifteen years upon the pro-
perty of the Marquis of Bath alone in Wiltshire
no less than seven churches have been either
rebuilt or newly founded, and nine school-
houses erected, involving together an outlay of
nearly 30,000/. St. Mary’s Episcopal
chapel, at Dalkeith, was consecrated last week.
It is a Gothic building, and a local paper says,
that “ no expense has been spared in its deco-
ration, so as to render it suitable, in every re-
spect, for the reception of her Majesty should
she again be a visitor at Dalkeith palace.
Some new cells have lately been erected conti-
guous to the Ipswich station-house. They are
built on the humane principle, sanctioned by
the Inspector of Prisons, which is, that in con-
structing a place of confinement, due regard
should be paid to the health of the accused,
as well as to his security. They are dry,
warm, and well-ventilated. A plan for the
extension of Folkestone by the erection of a
considerable number of" houses on Lord
Radnor’s land, was submitted, a few evenings
since, to a public meeting of the town’s-people,
called by the mayor, G. Robins, Esq. The
scheme, as explained by the originator, is on
the principle of a building society, by the
operation of which each member will, in suc-
cession, become possessed of a residence in
eleven years.- A public meeting was held
last week at Ely, having for its object the erec-
tion of a Corn Exchange there. The market
hill will most probably be selected for the site,
in which case an unsightly patch of old houses
will have to be pulled down. The estimated
expense is 6,500/. The London and Bir-
mingham Railway Company have publicly con-
tradicted a report that they had altered their
views with respect to the central station, which
they propose to make near New-street, Bir-
mingham. They further state that the pro-
posal has received the sanction of the commis-
sioners and governors of the Free school.
The members of the Royal Southern Yacht
Club are about to erect at’Cowes a new Club-
house, at a cost of 6,000/. The foundation-
stone will be laid in a short time by the com-
modore, the Marquis of Conyngham Mr.
Peto is preparing plans for the improvement
of Lowestoft harbour, and there is a prospect
before long ofsea-borne vesselsreaching Beccles
through Lowestoft, its natural port.
The extensive iron-works now in course of
erection at Oakley, Fifeshire, are deserving of
notice. The engine-house is built of stone
from the new Carnock quarry, and is 40 feet
below and 50 feet above the surface ground.
There will be three or four windows in each
front about 30 feet in height, each window

being arched and ornamented with a mould-
mg

;
and the whole building surmounted

with a very rich coping. The lever wall,
which runs across the building from the foun-
dation to the top, is 90 feet, and about six feet
in thickness. It is built of polished stones of
enormous size, each block being three tons in
weight. So extensive is the building, that in
it there are deposited 60,000 cubic feet of
stones below the surface of the ground. The
next most conspicuous objects are the fur-
naces, two of which are far advanced, the
chimney-stalks being each about 180 feet in
height. Mr. Sotheron, the proprietor of
Devizes green, is about to inclose the same,
not with the view of excluding the public*
but in order to make it more available and
more useful to those who may be inclined to
resort to it for air and exercise. New walks
and ornamental plantations will be introduced
to as great an extent as is compatible with its
use as the fairstead. -The ceremony of con-
secrating a portion of the Edinburgh Cemetery
Company’s grounds, together with the little
Gothic chapel erected thereon, near Inverleith-
row, took place on Saturday last. A syndi-
cate is about to be appointed at Cambridge
for the purpose of ascertaining in what manner
a tax may most conveniently be laid on the
members of the university with the view of
forming a new botanical garden. Already
several suggestions have been made, having
for their object such architectural improve-
ment of the town as the projected change wil
admit of.——The Committee of the Docl
I rust, at Liverpool, purpose applying to Par-
liament next session for power to construe
several large new docks on an extensive site
at present principally covered with buildings
The premises to be purchased number 643.

MR. BASEVI’S SUCCESSOR AT THE FITZ-
WILLIAM MUSEUM, CAMBRIDGE.

The Fitzwilliam Syndicateconceivingthatthe
great loss which the’ university had suffered by
the lamented death of Mr. Basevi, the architect
of the Nevy Fitzwilliam Museum, made it
proper for them to offer to the Senate a report
describing the state in which the designs for
the building are left

; and to bring under the
notice of the Senate the state of the engage-
ments made with the contractors for the
execution of the work, wrote as follows

1 he Syndicate find by an examination of the
drawings left by Mr. Basevi (which have been
sent for their inspection by his brother, Mr. N.
Basevi) that the designs for the greater part
of the work remaining to be executed are in a
forward state

;
but they conceive that these de-

signs not having been perfected, require, for
the completion of the work, the assistance of
an architect of the same order as Mr. Basevi
in professional eminence and skill.
The Syndicate think it highly desirable that

the building should be completed with a close
adherence to Mr. Basevi’s intentions, so far as
they appear in a settled form in his designs.

1 he Syndicate have also ascertained by
inquiry of Mr. N. Basevi and of Mr. Baker,
the state of the pending engagements with
Mr. Baker; and the results of this inquiry
will be laid upon the Registrar’s table.
The Syndicate, considering the high pro-

fessional character of Mr. Cockerell, and the
confidence already reposed in him by the Uni-
versity, beg leave to recommend that Mr.
Cockerell be appointed Mr. Basevi’s successor
as architect of the New Fitzwilliam Museum,
with instructions to adhere as closely as
may be to Mr. Basevi’s designs in carrying on
the work to its completion.

St. John’s College Lodge, Dec. 9, 1845.
There was a congregation on Monday, when

ft grace was offered to appoint Mr. Cockerell
to be the late Mr. Basevi’s successor as archi-
tect to the New Fitzwilliam Museum, in con-
formity with the recommendation of the
Fitzwilliam Syndicate in the above report.

The Skew Arch an Old Invention.

—

“Now visit the Alcazar [Cathedral at Seville],
but first observe a singular Moorish skew arch,
in a narrow street leading [from the Cathedral]
to the Pueta de Xerez

;
it proves that the

Moors practised this now assumed modern
invention at least eight centuries ago.” —
Ford’s Spain.

RESTORATION OF THE HOLY TRINITY
CHURCH, HULL.

The restoration of the interior of the nave
ot tins venerable and Interesting; structure is
noiv completed. From the Hull Packet we
learn that the galleries have, with all the
modern pews upon the ground floor, been
taken away

; the entire area of the nave cleared
of every thing; and the stone-coloured paint
removed from the lofty piers, their capitals, and
arches. Upon entering the great western door,
we find ourselves apparently in a comfortable
porch, but in reality passing through the great
organ, which has been constructed upon a
grand scale by Messrs. Foster and Andrews, of
this town, after an elegant design by Mr. Lock-
wood : representing to the eye, looking west,
the appearance of a handsome gothic screen.
1 he whole of the nave is now fitted up
with oak stalls, enriched with poppy heads,
carved by Mr. George Peck, of Hull. Most
of them are executed from casts of existing
models in Lincoln Cathedral, taken by Mr
Keyworth, sculptor, the Yorkshire Archi-
tectural Society’s modeller. For some dis-
tance eastward from the font, the seats, or
stalls, run transverse

;
so that the standards of

solid oak (no other timber having been per-
mitted to be used in the work), with carved
“poppy heads,” abut upon the aisles. About
half way, however, to the arch which separates
the nave from the transepts, a change takes
place, and a change for the better it certainly
is; here the church assumes the aspect of a
cathedral choir, the stalls being arranged
parallel to the aisle, and the standards and
poppy heads meeting the eye to the greatest
advantage. A portion of this part of the
church has been fitted up with separate stalls,
which the churchwardens, it is presumed, will
carefully allot. Adjoining these stalls, to the
eastward, are smaller ones, on either side,
for the singing men and choristers of the
church

;
these abut upon the pulpit and the

lectern, which form the most conspicuous
objects in the nave. The pulpit, which is
of stone, is fixed, adjoining the third pillar
on the south side of the nave. It is de-
signed in perfect keeping with the style of
the nave, and is highly enriched with a
series of niches, which are, we understand, to
be decorated with crimson and azure and gold.
It is ascended by a winding staircase of stone,
composed of fourteen steps. The reading
desk is of oak; it occupies a position against
the third pillar on the north side of the centre
aisle of the nave. The front is composed
of an oak screen of Gothic tracery, open,
and supported by buttresses of the same

;

behind are three stalls for the officiating
clergy. From this point to the tower the
stalls continue to be placed as in a minster
choir, the front towards the aisle being hand-
somely, though neatly decorated.

It is not, we find, at present the intention
to pave the middle and side aisles with en-
caustic tiles, as was first intended

;
want of

funds, we believe, is pleaded for this omission.
The font, which is of Purbeck marble, and
highly enriched, has been thoroughly cleansed
ot the many coats of stone-coloured paint
which, up to a recent period, covered its sculp-
tured ornaments, and it now occupies its
proper position, near to the western door. We
are sorry to find that it has not been restored
in its original manner, tor some reason or
another that we cannot account. The eight
small pillars that stood originally round the
centre shaft of it have been omitted. We
trust that the proper authorities will see to
this matter, and not allow its ancient features
to be altered.

The panels of the ceiling have been painted
with ultra marine, whilst the members of the
beams are “ picked out ” in colours, crimson
and gold. The centre of the panels is studded
with gold stars. In different parts of the
roof are painted illustrations of the instru-
ments of our Lord s passion, with monograms,
&c. Some of the richly-carved capitals of
the columns of the nave ’are decorated with
crimson and blue and gold. The whole of
the embellishments of the ceiling, &c., were
done by Messrs. Binksand Son, of Hull, after
the designs and under the superintendence of
Mr. Lockwood, architect, to whose care wus
entrusted the entire restoration.
The cost which has at present been incurred

is about 3,000/., of which sum the church-
wardens have taken upon themselves the re-
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sponsibility of providing 1,200/., which they

expect to raise by the income from pew rents

and from the sale of the vaults beneath the

church. The rest of the sum has been guaran-

teed by a few gentlemen who have taken an

interest in the subject, and who have performed

their part with much spirit. The future con-

tributions will be devoted to the restoration of

the chancel. Several handsome donations

were promised by various gentlemen present

towards this desirable object. VVe trust that

a vigorous attempt will be made to follow up
this beginning, and that, the requisite funds

being obtained, the restoration of the choir

may be proceeded with.

ROUND TOWERS IN FRANCE.

At a late sessional meeting of the Cork
Cuvierian Society, Mr. Windele read a paper
on some ancient structures in France, which
the antiquaries of that country regarded as

resembling the Irish round tower, not only in

form, but also in the mystery which hung over
their origin and history, in which we have some
eurious speculation on this antiquaries’ Sphynx.
The French work from which Mr. YVindele
has extracted these remarks, transfers all the
Irish round towers to England; and, as it will

be perceived, that of Ardmore among the rest.

The French are unlike the Irish towers. Those
of the former are of various figures, principally
octagonal and of very moderate height. The
tower of Quineville called Chemintte de Quine-
ville is one of these. It is situated within 8
leagues of Cherbourg, is hollow throughout,
having neither stairs nor floors. It consists of
a base circular within, and 17 feet high, con-
structed in that style called by the Romans
Opus reticulation; above this is placed a
cylindrical column, 11$ feet in height and 20
feet in circumference. The external face is

ornamented with Corinthian and Tuscan pilas-
ters supporting an entablature, above which
rises a dome, roofed in the form of a truncated
cone. Some think that it has served as a
Pharos, others, that it is an ancient belfry.
But it is neither within view of the sea nor
near to any church. There are, however, in
France, isolated towers in the vicinity of
churches. They belong to the middle ages.
In the cemetery of the Innocents at Paris, is

one of an octagon form, surmounted by a
dome; it is 44 feet in height, and 12 feet in
diameter. At Monthrau, near Martignon, is
another octagon, 35 feet high and 16 in
diameter . The door is 8 feet above the ground.
In the cloister of the Monastery des Dames, at
Fontevrault, is an ancient tower, 76 feet in
height and 20 feet in diameter. The learned
have long wearied themselves with conjectures
more or less probable on the uses of these
structures. But in 1790 (sic) M. Cfaas. Smith
discovered, at London, a manuscript, which
entirely cleared the obscurity of the subject.
In that it was found that these towers were
built in the 9th and 1 0th centuries, an epoch
when singular practices often accompanied the
exercise of religion, and that they served as
penitential prisons : “ Incliisaria acti in-
clusoru They have in England many of
these towers, the best preserved of which is

that of Ardmore, * which is 100 feet in height,
&c. It is constructed of cut bricks ! The
opinion held, that the tower of Quineville was
a funeral monument, appears to the French an-
tiquary to he the most probable and reasonable
amongst many other conjectures. The Unelli
were the ancient inhabitants of the territory
Le Cotentin — in which it stands. It was
conquered with difficulty by the Romans, and
it was doubtless on the termination of some
bloody contest, fought probably on this site, that
they erected this tower, as a monument of their
victory and of their dead. A t Vic-le-Comte is

an edifice much resembling that at Quineville.
It is a massive circular structure, 25 feet in
diameter, 2D in height. It serves as a chapel
and charnel house to the Church of Sainte
Chapelle de Vic. It is evidently of an age
posterior to the Roman Conquest

;
its object

that of a funeral monument, erected to the
manes of warriors dead in combat

;
like the

Turris Magna of Nismes, which has baffled
the sagacity and erudition of many learned
writ. rs. These notices Mr. >V. extracted from
a worn on the iuedited antiquities of Gaul, a
book not very accessible in this country.

* Atlmorc coanty Waterford, Ireland,

NEW CHURCHES IN THE WEST RIDING
OF YORKSHIRE.

No fewer than four new churches were lately

consecrated in this riding during one week
by the Lord Bishop of Ripoh. We obtain

the following particulars from the Hull Packet.
On the Tuesday his lordship consecrated St.

James Church, Melthain Mills. This church
has been erected at the sole expense of the

late James Brook, Esq., of Boston. Seven or
eight years ago a large school-room, with a
small chapel at one end of it, licensed by the
bishop for divine service, and two houses at

the other end was erected at a cost of no less

than 4,000/. For several obvious reasons it

was considered desirable to have a separate

church, and the same benevolent individual

directed a church to be built, principally from
the materials of the former, and at an addi-

tional expense of above 2,000/. It is of the

gothic style, in the form of a cross. At the east

end is a painted window presented by Mrs.
Brook, the widow of the respected founder.

The pulpit and reading-desk, presented by C.
Brook, Jun., Esq., are of carved oak, by Mr.
Wolstenholme, of York. A carved oak screen
for the Commandments, above the communion
place, has been presented by Mrs. C. Brook,
and two oak chairs to match it, by Mrs. W.
Leigh Brook. Every other part of the church
corresponds with these, and no expense or
trouble has been spared to exhibit a handsome
example of church architecture without intro-

ducing any of the novelties which are offensive

to the feelings of some Protestants. It is

designed to seat nearly 400 adults and above
250 children.

On Wednesday, his lordship consecrated the
new church of St. Luke the Evangelist, at

Miln’s Bridge, near Huddersfield. This struc-

ture is a specimen of Norman architecture,

from the design of Mr. William Wallen, archi-

tect, Huddersfield, and is calculated to contain

602 persons. It is built on ground liberally

presented by Sir Jos. Radcliffe, Bart., by whom
also an acre of ground has been given as a

grave-yard, and an equal area for a parsonage-
house and grounds. The building fund was
raise^ mainly from the family of Joseph
Armitage, Esq., of Miln’s Bridge House, by
one member of which (Miss Armitage, of
Honley) 1,000/. was most munificently sub-

scribed. The whole cost is about 2,500/.

On Thursday, his lordship consecrated a
church which has been erected at Roberts’
Town, a district in great need of such a pro-
vision. The fabric is simple in its design, but
affords ample accommodation.
On the following Tuesday, the new church at

Garforth was consecrated by his lordship. 'This

is of the early English order, of the cruciform
shape, with aisles to the nave. The nave, tran-
septs, and chancel, are of equal width, diverging
from the tower openings, which have lofty and
deeply moulded archivolts. The tower rises

from four massive and shafted piers at the
intersection of the nave and transepts, and is

surmounted by a spire sixty feet high. The
sittings are all open and uniform, providing for
upwards of 500 persons. The pulpits and font
are of Huddleston stone carved

;
the glass of

the windows is in imitation of the ancient
cathedral glass, of amber tint, with the excep-
tion of the east window, which is of stained
glass, executed and presented by the Misses
Gascoigne of Parlington, and one given by
Mr. G. F. Jones, of York, the architect.

ARCHITECTURAL AND COLLATERAL FO-
REIGN WORKS, LATELY PUBLISHED.

GERMAN WORKS.
Andenken .—Keepsake of the Third Meeting of

German Architects and Engineers at Prague. Prague.
12mo., 3s. (Contains the History of Architecture in

Bohemia, by Professor Wiesenfeld.)

Andeutungen.—Hints on the Scope of Evangelic
Church Building. Hamburg. 8vo., 2s.

Forster, C.F. L., Bauzeitung.— Builders’ Gazette,
general. 10 vols. 8vo., with atlas in folio. Vienna.
11. 15s.

Schultz, A., Populiire.—Builders’ Gazette, the
popular. 2 vols. 4to., with atlas in folio. Weimar.

Bericht .—Official Report on the General German
Industrial Exhibition at Berlin, Berlin. 8vo.

Is. 6d.

Bericht.—Detailed Report on ditto. Berlin. 8vo.,

with a Plan of the Exhibition in folio.

Beschreibung.—Description of all Inventions and
Improvements patented iu the Austrian Empire.
2 vols., containing those of from 1836-1840. Vienna.

4to. with atlas in folio, each 12s. 6d.

Bibliothek,— Library, new, Technico-economical.

Containing the whole of the Gilding and Silver-
ing process, to which is added the Galvanic Process.
Nordhausen. 8vo., 2s.

Blumenbach,W. C. W., Handbuch.—Manual of all

the New Materials employed in Trades and Manu-
facturies. Parts I and II. Pesth. 8vo., each 3s.
Brommler, A., Anweisung.—Instruction for Drying

Timber in the most expeditious way, so as never to
shrink. Memmingen. 8vo., 3s.

Hiilsse and Weinling, Centralblatt. — Central
Journal of Polytechnics. Leipsig. 8vo., new series,
5th and 6th vols., If. 5s.

Gerhardt and Levy, Dom.—Recollection of the
Cathedral of Coin, its principal Monuments. Coin,
folio, 7s.

Semper, Professor, Bau.—The Building of Evan-
gelic Churches.
Erwiederung.— A reply to Professor Semper’s

Work. Hamburg. 8vo., Is.

Gailhabaud, J., Denkmaler.—Monuments of Ar-
chitecture of all times and countries. German Edition
by Dr. Kugler and Architect Lohde. Hamburg.
4to., 72 parts of text, and 72 of plates, 7f.

Gebhardt, J. C. R., Erfindungen.—The Newest
Discoveries and Improvements in the making of
Bricks, as well as Burning Lime and Paris-plaster.
Quedlinburg. 8vo.,3s.

Walfer, M., Anweisung.—Instruction for making
all sorts of Water-conduits and Water-pipes of Clay.
Ditto. 8vo., with folio plates, 6s.

Gallerie.— Picture Gallery of the Royal Collections
of Berlin. Lithographies of its Principal Works.
Berlin. 12 parts, gr. folio. Copies on China
paper, 9s. each.

Gerhard, E. Bildwerke.—Ancient.Sculpture Work.
Stuttgard. 4to., text and plates.

'

, Spiegel.—Etrurian Specula. Berlin.
16 parts, plates, 4to., 6s. each.

, Vasenbilder. — Selected Greek Vase-
pictures, especially of Etrurian origin. Berlin. 4to.,
210 plates.

Geioerbe Ordnung.—Code of Industry and Trades
of Prussia of 1845, with the references of Older
Laws. Magdeburg. 8vo., 2s.

Gunther and Weick, Gewerbezeitung.—Journal of
Industry. Leipsig. 4to., with cuts.

Zeitung.— Journal for Carpenters and Cabinet-
makers. Leipsig. 4to., with cuts.

Gewerbspolizey.—Industrial Regulations of Ba-
varia. Munich. 8vo., 2s.

Goethe Denkmahl.—Goethe Monument at Frank-
fort. Ibid. 8vo., 3s.

Grohmann, Professor J. G. Ideen Magazin.

—

Magazine of Ideas for Architects, Artists, and Ar-
tizans. Leipsig. Gr. 4to., with plates. Second
Edition. Each part Is. 6d.

Gropius, C., Royal Decorator, Ornaments.—Or-
naments in Various Styles of Building. Berlin. 4to.,

with plates, each part 3s.

Guggenberger, Capt., Transport.—The Transport
System, for the easier Overcoming of Difficulties and
Impediments in Railways, Roads, Canals, andRivers.
Gratz. 8vo., plates, each part 4s. 6d.

Gutensohn, J. G., Betrachtung.—Comparative Re-
flections on Railroads, and their Traffic by Steam or
Animal Power. Munich. Svo., 2s. Second edi-

tion.

Hagen, Dr. G., Superior’Privy Building Councillor,

Handbuch.—Handbook of Water-building. Vol. I.

The Rivers. Berlin. 8vo., with atlas in 4to., 16s.

Hamburg's Neubeu.— Hamburg’s New Erection.
Ibid. Fol., with plates, each part 3s. (An impor-
tant work.)

Hauenslein, G., Tabellen.—Cubic Tables for Round
and Cut Timber, from half to 75 inches diameter, and
one quarter to 60 feet length. Halle. 8vo., 5s.

Heber, F., Burgen. —The Castles, fortified old
Mansions and Mountain Seats of Bohemia. Prague.
4 to., plates and plans, each part 2s.

lieideloff, C., Ornamentik.— Ornamentic of the
Middle Ages. Niirnberg. Gr. 4to., each part 5s.
(German and French text.)

Hensolt, Pfarrkirche.—The new Parochial Church
at Sonnenberg, erected by C. lieideloff. Niirnberg.
Gr. 8vo., with plates.

Hertzog, C., Denkmahl.—Monument of Lewis of
Darmstadt. Ibid. 8vo., with plans, 2s.

Lfo^7na/in,F.,Konstruktion.—Construction of ob-
lique Brick Vaults, especially in Relation to Railway
Structures. Vienna. 4to., with plates in gr. fol.,

8s. 6d.

Hiibbe, H., Bemerkungen. — Hydrotechnic Re-
marks during Travels. Hamburg. 4to., plates in

fol., 5s. 6d.

Crelle, Dr. (superior Privy building Councillor of
Prussia), Journal.—Journal of Architecture. Berlin.
4to., 21st year, each 18s.

, Journal of Pure and Practical Mathe-
matics. Ibid. 4to., 29th year, each 12s.

Hartmann, Dr.—Journal for Metal-workers of
every kind. Weimar. 4to., each part 2s.

'
Dingier .—Polytechnic Journal. Stuttgard. Svo.,

plates in fol. 95th—98th vol. (A work of great cir-

culation all over the continent, and comprehending
the practical portion of the whole sphere of poly-

technic science.)

Kimbel, W.—Journal for the Carpenter and Cabi-
net-maker, &c. Frankfort. Obi. fol., each part 2s.

Fink, F., Anleitung.—Instruction for the Proper
Using of the Hydraulic Cement, manufactured at

Kuffstein (Tyrol). Inspruck. 8vo., Is.

Krug, E. Mustersammlung.—Patterns for Build-
ing Carpenters. Munich. 4to., plates, each part

3s. 6d.

Langsdorff, Dr., Lehrbuch. — Manual of Elemen-
tary Mechanics. Stuttgard. 8vo., plates 4to., 3s. 6d.

Lefebure, Lehrbuch.— Manual of Descriptive Ge-
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ometry, with an introduction on the Theory of the
Plane and the Straight line. Translated from the
r reach. Chemnitz. Gr. 8vo., with plates in 4to. 6s.

CtorrrsyonOcnrr.

EGG-SIIAPED SEWER.
Sir, The subject of sewers and drainage

having at this time deservedly obtained much
public attention, the most eligible form, com-
bined with the least possible expense, naturally
becomes a leading feature in the question

; and
believing the following may give some little
torce to the information already published, I
beg to mention it to you.

I last year built about 1,500 feet run, of the
egg-shaped sewer, with the small end down-
wards, for T. O. Tyndall, Esq, i„ his park at

Jr'

i'

I

00
, Bristol, preparatory to letting the

frontage for villas and other building purposes,
that form of sewer being considered, after
much careful investigation, the best for keep-
ing the current in the most compact body, and
therefore of giving it the greatest power to
carry off the soil and prevent accumulations
in its course.

With regard to expense, it did not in the
above case amount to tivo-thirds of even the
estimated cost of making a server with upright
aides, containing the same superficial open
space of ivater-way. Not having found it de-
sirable to change my good opinion of the egg-
shaped form of sewer, I have lately prepared
working drawings and specifications for up-
wards of 3,000 feet run of sewer of a similar
description, which is proposed to be made at a
neighbouring watering place, Clevedon.

Ibliould the preceding statement be of any
service, you are quite welcome to use it.

,,
I am, Sir, &c,

free. 15th, 1845. Charles Dyer,

New Chdrch at Homerton.—

T

he new
church in the High-road, at Homerton, now
building by Mr. Geary, under the superinten-
dence of Mr. A. Ashpitei, architect, is making
satisfactory progress. It consists of chancel
and nave with one aisle on the south side, and
a tower at the west-end of the nave. The
walls, standing on concrete 5 feet 3 inches wide
and 5 feet 8 inches deep, are formed externally
of kentish-rag stone, and internally of the“ hassock,” and the dressings of doors, win-
dows &c. are of Caen stone. It is built under
the church commissioners.P™0 Museums.— The inhabitants of
oury St. Edmunds, in public meeting assem-
bled, have resolved upon establishing a museum,
under the Museums in Large Towns Act.

For sewer (Holbom and Finsbury division),
Southgate-road, Balls Pond : length 560 feet—first
rate sewer.

iHitfcellaitpa.

Busts, &c.— In addition to the busts of
I distinguished statesmen, warriors, and divines
already presented to Eton college, Earl Howe
has signified his intention to contribute one of

[

his grandfather, “ the famous admiral of the
1st ot June, 17^4.” Mr. Behnes has been se-
lected to execute it. Colonel Reid, the new
member for Windsor, has also signified his
intention of presenting one of George the
1 hud, and has commissioned Mr. Woodington
to execute the same. Mr. Behnes, the
'sculptor, having expressed a desire to present
a bust, executed by himself, of the great Lord
Chatham, the college authorities have willingly
laccepted his offer.—Mr. Park has recently
icompleted a study of a head of Campbell, the
poet. It is of colossal size, and intended for a
ibronze statue proposed to be erected in
Glasgow.—A committee is forming in London
ior the purpose of getting up a British testimo-
nial in honour of the lately deceased American
ijudge, Story; it is intended to offer to the
benchers of Lincoln’s-inn a marble statue of
ithat great jurisprudential writer.
Artificial Stone.—A patent has lately

seen granted to Mrr Pryce Buckley Williams,
af Llegodir, Montgomeryshire, for certain im-
provements in the manufacture of artificial
done. The patentee employs for the base of
lis composition, sulphate of barytes, reduced
° an impalpable powder, and mixed with
lomo flux, such as fluor spar, quartz, borax,
xc

\
For the production ot a fair specimen of

Ivbite marble, we are directed to take of sul-
nbate of barytes four parts by weight, crown
^lass one part, and dried borax about onc-
iburtli of the weight of the crown glass; these
u-e to be finely pulverised and intimately
inixed, then jflaced in a covered vessel, trough,
r pot, according to the size and shape re-

1 uired, placed in a furnace, and subjected to
n intense heat. When it is required to pro-
duce grained, or veined marble, the patentee
im ploys those metallic oxides which are not
lolatile, and which are used for the same pur-
poses by porcelain manufacturers.
Vacant District Surveyorship.

—

Since
iur last impression two more candidates have
isarted for the vacant district surveyorship of
ihoreditch and Norton Falgate. They are Mr.
Villiam Moseley, of Upper Albany-street, and
<lr. Herbert Williams, Great Ormond-street.
Fire. A. fire-alarm bell, of immensedimen-

"°ns, has been placed in a tower at New York
weighs no less than 8,1251b?.

Broderich ^710
Hili ;;;
Johnson
Smith
Jay

0

600 0
678 0

592 15
578 0

Bell-yard, Carey-street, second size, 500 feet
long.

Smith
Hill,

BUred 57s

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, &c..are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readershowever, they are entered in a book, and may be seenon application at the office of “The Builder,” 2. York-
street. Covent-garden.]

For supplying her Majesty’s several dockyards
with \Y elsh or Cornish slate.

F or making and maintaining the Horsham and
Keymer branches of the London and Brighton
railway.

For the erection of a new church in West-street,
Brighton.

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, Ac.

BY AUCTION.
At Halstead Lodge, Halstead : numerous oak,

ash, elm, willow, and fir trees, &c.
At Steeple Bumpstead : about 300 elm timber

trees, of exceedingly large dimensions.
At YYaresiey Wood, Huntingdonshire : Bix

acres of excellent underwood, with long straight
poles, and several lots of ash and elm spires.

At the Hassels, Sandy, Bedfordshire : the first
fall this season of very choice straight Larch and
Scotch spires.

At Steeple Bumpstead : 150 remarkably fine
ash timber trees, beautifully clean and very straight,
now laying on the Bower Hall estate.

On the Estate of the Earl of Denbigh, at Newn-
ham Paddox : a large quantity of very superior
ash and larch poles, cord-wood, &c.
At Kneesworth, Cambridgeshire : a quantity of

ash, elm, beech, plane, sycamore, and poplar
timber trees; also 730 ash, elm, fir, and other
poles and spires. The ash are straight, grained,
and tough, and the beech fit for cabinet work.
On the White House Estate, Halstead : a quan-

tity of ash, elm, fir, and other timber trees, &c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ A Subscriber” (architects’ commission) will
see the subject has not escaped us.

“ G. H.”

—

A. is unquestionably liable, and
may be proceeded against by action at law. A
weekly tenant is liable for any voluntary waste,
broken glass, woodwork wilfully injured, 8fc.

although not bound to do any repairs.
“ Puzzolana.”

—

Messrs. White and Sons, Mill-
bank-street, could supply 100 tons at 42s. per ton.

“A. P.”

—

Next week. Address J. S. Russell,

Esq., Secretary, Society of Arts, Ade/phi,
London.

“Tyro.”

—

The Archmolojia
(pronounced Ar-

keyologea) is the title of the volume issued

annually by the Society of Antiquaries, and con-
sists of miscellaneous papers relating

,
as the name

imports, to antiquity.
“ Fall of Houses, Wandsworth Road.”

—

Mr.
Rogers, District Surveyor, informs Vj, with
reference to our leading article last week, that the

acoident was caused by an improper exca\ ation of
the basement story below the foundation s of the

waUs, without his knowledge, and that t he jury
expressed their satisfaction with the perj ormance
of his duty.

“ T - V."—-Plane geometry will suffice at
present. Lose no time in acquiring perfect com-
mand of the pencil.
“ Colour to Bricks.”—A correspondent wishes

to know “ The material for giving a durable
brown colour to bricksor tiles by burning it when
they are made."
“ T. C.”— There are few evening schools in

London for teaching geometry, geometrical draw-
ing, and architecture

; free-hand drawing, and
design in general. We have at different times
given the names of one or two private establish-
ments, but cannot now refer to them.

“ T. B.”

—

The price book he has heretofore
used will answer his purpose.

“ Surveyor.”—The communication referred to
has not reached us.
“ F. W. M."—We know no book that will make

hnn a competent surveyor of house property be-
tween this time and March !

“A Constant Subscriber ” (Enfield).—We do
not place much confidence in the societies al-
luded to.

“
J- (Islington).

—

The inquiry is out of
our province.

“ F. R. L.” wishes to know how to take paint
off oak panelling without scraping. Pearl-ash
would effect it, but would blacken the wood.
“ A Novice.”— Thin paper will answer, the

pu rpose.

“A Subscriber” (Canterbury) will find some
useful information on staircases towards the end
of the second volume of the Builder, and begin-
ning of the present volume. Peter Nicholson’s
work onstaircases, published by Taylor, is, perhaps,
the best separate work on the subject accessible.
“ O. H.”

—

We know of no fuller account of
the Temple of Juno Lucina, at Agrigenlum,
than those named.
“ H. A. W.” (Blackburn). — “ The public

works of Great Britain,” is now being reprinted.
The price is 41. 4s. in half morocco. It is a fine
work.

“ E. H. R.” should submit his invention to the
exammation of some friend in whom he has con-
fidence before incurring any expense.

“Constant Subscriber,” “Orphan,” “Old
Subscriber,” will find Bruff’s Treatise on En-
gineering Fieldwork, containing Practical Land
Surveying for Railways, &c., published by
Simpkin and Marshal, a useful work. Pupils
are required to provide their own drawing instru-

ments.

“Mr. Badger’s” communication reached us
too late for the present number.
Next xveek :—Report of special committee

of Sewers Commissioners in reply to Mr. Beslie’s

pamphlet
;

“ Manchester School' of Design
R. C. L.” “ T. A. II.” >

Received :
—“ J. K.” “ J. S/’ “ J. C.”

T. E.” “ W. B.” “ Sporting Architecture,”

by George Tattersall : Ackermann, 191, Regent-
street. “ Mephystophelcs,” No. 2.

*** Correspondents are requested to address all

communications to the Editor, Yoik-street.

N‘

ADVERTISEMENTS.

OTICE. — INVENTORS desirous of
obtaining LOANS ON or of SELLING their IN-

VENTIONS, or Patents, should apply to Mr. M. JOS-
CELIN COOKE, at the OFFICE for PATENTS, Warwick
chambers, Warwick-court. Gray’s-inn, London, where
English and Foreign Patents are obtained, and Designs re-

gistered. An INDEX is kept for inspection of all Patents
granted for the last century; also copies of every Patent of
importance. Instructions to Inventors and a list of charges
gratis on application.

B iei
T1
ELEFELD’S PAPIER MACHE.—
’he superiority of the Papier MAcln* for the purposes

of ARCHITECTURAL DECORATIONS is now so gene-
rally admitted, that it is needless to argue it. The introduc-
tion of Papier Mflchd into most of the public and private

buildings in the country is the best proof of its merits. Or-
naments may he had in almost every style, and pattern-
books, containing more than a thousand executed designs.

Price 1/.

PICTURE FRAMES and other Articles of Furniture,

either gilt or in imitation of the finest carved oak. An illus-

trated Tariff forwarded on the receipt of eight post-office

stamps.
PATENT QUAQUAVERSAL GLASS-STANDS for the

toilet, on an entirely new principle, of great elegance, and
free from all the practical inconvenience of ordinary Glass-

stands.

At the works, 15, Wcllington-street North, Strand.

BUILDING SOCIETIES SUPERSEDED.
Registered Provisionally.

The consolidated loan, an-
nuity, and GENERAL LIFE ASSURANCE

COMPANY, by.mcans of monthly payments, will extend the

benefits of the Life Assurance to suit the convevicnce of

every class of society
;

it will also advance money to enable

persons to erect or purchase residences, or other freehold or

leasehold property, upon the principle of a Building Society,

without requiring the borrower to pay arrears of subscrip,

tions, or to continue them beyond a limited period, which
will secure to the shareholder a much larger and safer return

than he can realize in any Building Society. Capital 500,000
in 20,000 shares of 25L each deposit 2s. 6d. per share, which,
on complete registration, will be increased to 1L 5s. per
share

;
and it is not expected that a paid-up capital of more

than 1l. or 3/. per share will ever he required. Applications
for Shares to be made to T. G. WESTERN, Esq., Managing
Director, 28, Leadenhall-street, of whom Prospectuses may
he had.
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HTP TILES to suit slate roofs in colour ;

Ridcei with plain or rebated joints, roll t0P 8 .
an<

j

devices »'*V£Jl

“VtUes; clinkers, and out-door paving;
water ;

fire*“n
°*f

*na
1.-den-borders, chitnney-tops ;

also
sundry wall '‘?P 1

oeculiar material. No agent, but
tubular and other fl^[T

P
EFRIARS-STREET, FLEET-

•"i'1”"*1 st“k “ N0, J wh"f
'

“^ES'ti'SwIS TCKSTa’SE; STAFFORDSHIRE ...

^
iv,„ rpntre of England, whence boats are sent direct to

”7
tot„d “2,1 St to Mersey for the c.e..., the eel.-

Dies, au d elsewhere. __— PUBLICATION.

Just Published, In 1 vol 4to„ price If. lls. 6d. elegantly

bound in cloth,

S
PORTING ARCHITECTURE. By

GEORGE TATTERSALL.
Comprising :—The Stud Farm-The Straw Yard-The Sta-

ble—The Kennel—The Race Stand, &c. &c., &c., with

fourteen Illustrations from original drawings by the author.

Just published, a New Edition for 1846 price 4s.

L AXTON’S BUILDERS’ PRICE
BOOK, containing 11,000 Prices aud Memoranda con-

nected with Building, and the whole of the Metropolitan

Bn
T

ld
wl;AL

t

E. Hieh Holborr. ;
SIMPKIN, MARSHAL,

and’ Co., GROOMBRIDGE and SONS, and SHERWOOD
and Co.. Paternoster-row.

TO BUILDERS AND CARPENTERS.

A Considerable saving will be effected in

the purchase of IRONMONGERY, by applying at

F. R. WILLIAMSON’S Wholesale Warehouse, No. 35,

Chiswell-street, Finsbury-square, $tar Whitbread’s Brewery.

Best Patent CutCIasp.

6d. 7id. 84d. Is. Is. 6d. 2s. 3d. per 1000.

3d. 4d. 6d. 8d. 10d. 20d.

Best Sheet Floor Brads 1 6s. 6d. per cwt.

Best Town Glue 44s. per cwt. Do. Scotch 54s. per cwt.

Best Patent Sash Line.

1 2 3 4 5 6

4s. 3d. 5s. 6s. 6d. 7s. 6d. 10s. 12s. per gross.

Elliptic Stoves, 3d. per inch. Registers, 6d., 7d.,8d.per nch.

Self-acting Kitchen Ranges with Oven and Back Boiler.

Wrought Bars and Bright Fittings.

3ft., 3/. 3s. 3ft. 6in., 3/. 12s. 6d. 4 ft., 4/.

Lists of Prices had on application at the Warehouse
;

if

by letter prepaid, inclosing postage stamp.

PEOPLE’S JOURNAL.
~~

On Saturday, the 3rd of January, 1846, will be issued No. 1,

price ljd. of

rpH E PEOPLE’S JOURNAL, an Illus-

J trated Weekly Periodical, combining amusement,

general literature, and instruction, with an earnest and

business-like inquiry into the best means of satisfying the

claims of industry. Some of the best authors, designers,

and engravers of the day, whose names will shortly be an-

nounced, have engaged to aid in this undertaking. Artisan-

office, Wellington-street north, Strand.

PAINTING, SCULPTURE, ARCHITECTURE,
ENGRAVING, &c. &c.

Containing 28 pages of 84 columns. Extensively illus-

trated. One Shilling Monthly.

THE ART-UNION: Monthly Journal

of the Fine Arts ;
the Arts Decorative and Orna-

mental ;
and Record of British Manufactures. Estab-

lished in January, 1 839. , .

To MANUFACTURERS, Decorative and Ornamental

Designers, their Employers, and Artisans, and all who are

interested in improving the Useful Arts by subjecting them

to the influence of tlie Fine Arts, the AR1-UNION
Monthly Journal is recommended as supplying such prac-

tical information as may enhance the mercantile value of the

various productions of British industry. In order to com-

municate facts so as to render them available as suggestions

to the producer, the several articles are illustrated by ex-

planatory Woodcuts. Thus, papers have been published

with a large number of illustrations, on Gbtton-prmting

Paper-staining, the Varieties of Lamps and Candelabra, the

Manufacture of Porcelain, &c. &c. ;
and others are in pre-

paration addressed to every trade in which .taste can be

brought to co-operate with the artisan
;
and the mercantile

value of the Useful Arts be augmented by the aid of the

Fine Arts.

The ART-UNION Journal, as its name imports, was in-

stituted mainly to enforce the necessity of Union between

the different branches of Art, and more particularly the

intimate connection that exists between those Arts which

have been regarded as entirely artistic, and those which

have been deemed exclusively mechanical; the purpose

being to shew that mind as well as hand is required in

every branch of Ornamental and Decorative Art. The pub-

lication, therefore, is recommended to the attention of per-

sons interested in the cultivation of the arts of Decoration

and Ornament—in the furnishing of houses with taste

elegance and judgment ;
and in the introduction of im-

provements in designs for British manufactures—from arti-

cles of high importance to the most trifling matters in

general use, which may be made subservient to the judicious

education of the eye and mind—a work in which every

manufacturer is unconsciously taking an active part, and

which he either advances or retards, more or less, by every

article he multiplies and circulates among mankind. Thus

we shall endeavour to give publicity, as far as our influence

extends, to any improvement introduced into the external

form and character of articles of British manufacture. The

supremacy of our manufactures has, indeed, been long

maintained, and is universally acknowledged on the Con-

tinent. While, however, the foreign producer admits our

superiority in the very essential points of substance and

durability, he generally refers with ming ed tiiumph and

scorn to the forms of our productions. Hitherto his sar-

carsms have been sufficiently just ; but a time is approaching

when we shall surpass the foreign competitor in design as

much as we have hitherto excelled him in material,

In pursuance of our plan, therefore, we shall notice every

improvement in manufactured articles where the influence

of the Fine Arts has been or may be exercised ; and,

wherever our notices seem to require the aid of explanatory

woodcuts, such woodcuts shall be associated with them.

We shall thus hold out a sure encouragement to improve-

ment, in giving to such improvement that publicity which

rarely fails to secure substantial reward : while, at the same

time, recompensing the party improving by according to him

that “ meed of praise” for which all good men labour ;
and,

above all, we shall thus stimulate others to improve likewise.

Hitherto the manufacturer has had no medium by which he

could m ke known the improvements in taste and external

form to which his productions had been subjected ;
lor the

public journals— in Literature, Science, anil Art—although
reviewing largely and continually, published books and

prints, have completely overlooked the silent but powerful

instructors which emanate from the factories of Great

Britain.

ILLUSTRATED TOUR IN THE MANUFACTURING
DISTRICTS.

Preparing for publication, in the Art-Union Monthly
Journal,

A TOUR IN THE MANUFACTURING DIS-
TRICTS OF ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND:

Extensively illustrated by Woodcuts, exhibiting the progress

ot design in manufactures, picturing the various articles of
recent produce which manifest improvement, and reporting
the systems pursued in the principal English and Scottish
factories :—those more especially of Manchester, Birming-
ham, Sheffield, Nottingham, Kidderminster, Stourbridge

—

the Potteries' of Staffordshire, Worcester, and Colebrookdale
—Glasgow, Paisley, Dunfermline, &c. &c,

FIRE-PROOF SAFES.—125, ALDERSGATE-STREET,
CITY.

The cheapest house in London
for WROUGHT-IRON FIRE-PROOF SAFES.-

JOHN LEADBEATER, many years Manufacturer for

Messrs. Chubb, of St. Paul’s Churchyard. Bankers, Mer-

chants, Railway Companies, and the Public generally, are

respectfully informed that he has constantly on SALE, at

his Manufactory, 125, Aldersgate-street, City, a large

assortment of Very superior WROUGHT-IRON FIRE-

PROOF SAFES, chests, boxes, and doors tor strong-

rooms or closets
;
the whole fitted up with improved de-

tector locks, throwing from two to twelve bolts, warranted

of the best materials and workmanship, yielding a positive

security to cash, books, deeds, plate, &c. against the de-

structive effects of fire, and the skill of the most expe-

rienced burglars, at considerably reduced prices. Made to

order at the shortest notice, at his Manufactory, 126,

Aldersgate-street, City.

Hendry and glover, iron-
FOUNDERS, beg to inform their customers that

they have removed their Foundry (from Smart’s-buildings)

to CHARLE3-STREET and 168, DRURY-LANE, where

they have adopted every improvement to enable them to

compete successfully in quality, price, and punctuality. They
have also an extensive and well-arranged stock of patterns

for every description of Castings.

RAIN WATER PIPES, Heads, Shoes,

and Elbows, Half-round and O G Gutters, Sash

Weights, Railing Bars, Sink and Stable Traps and Gratings,

Air Bricks, Coal Plates, &c.
;
Gas and Water Pipes from

14 in. to 12 in. in diameter, with Bends, Branches, Syphons,

and Lamp Columns
;

also Hot-water Pipes, with all the

usual connections. A large Stock of the above Castings at

JONES’S Iron Bridge Wharf, and No. 6, Bankside, South-

REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF

BUNNETT AND CORPE’S
PATENT REVOLVING IRON SHUTTERS.

THE validity of this Patent being; com-
pletely established, the Patentees have much pleasure

in stating that the verv extensive demand, and the employ-

ment of improved machinery in the manufacture, have given

them an opportunity (of which they gratefully avail them-

selves) of making a considerable reduction in the price ot

this well-knownand tried invention, thereby rendering them

the cheapest as well as the best iron shutters in use. Every

improvement suggested by practical skill and most exten-

sive application has been adopted, and no effective RE-

VOLVING IRON SHUTTER can be constructed without

infringinf O. und C.’, patent. The pom, and -heel, a.

patented by them, being the only safe, durable, and efficient

mode of raising and lowering such shutters, these shutters can

be applied horizontally, cither above or below ‘he window, or

vertically, as introduced by BUNNET T and CORPE, in

some of the largest establishments : they are made with

bent or corrugated laths, if required.

BUNNETT and CORPE also manufacture

REVOLVING WOOD SHUTTERS,
with their patent raising machinery, or with counterbalance

weights, and with proper metallic hinges, without which no

shutters can be safe or durable.
. ,

BUNNETT and CORPE are likewise Patentees and

Manufacturers of METALLIC SASH- BARS. MOULD-
INGS, &c.\ IN BRASS, COPPER, OR ZINC, FOR
SHOP FRONTS, WINDOWS, SKYLIGHTS, AND
VARIOUS OTHER PURPOSES.

.

Shop Fronts fitted in a superior manner with Iron

Shutters, Patent Brass or Zinc Sashes, Modlded Engraved

Stall Board Plates, best Plate Glass, and internal Brass

Fittings of all kinds, on the most advantageous terms. Es-

timates given and contracts taken in Town or Country.—All

kinds of metal works executed to any design. Meta .Draw-

ing, Rolling, and Stamping for the Trade. OFFICE, 26,

LOMBARD-STREET, LONDON. WORKS, at DEPT-
FORD, KENT.

Messrs. Nbilson and Mitchell j.y

beg to inform Builders that they have |jr

|

always on hand, at their premises,
||j.

15, Wharf-road, City-road, a large
j:

;

I assortment of R. W. Pipes, Gutter- il!

1

ing, Sash-weights, &c., which they H
are disposing of at very low prices.

I Castings of every description done

|

to order.

GAS LAMPS, FITTINGS, &c.

A new assortment of hy-
draulic GAS PENDANTS, new pattern Opal

Gas Brackets, &c.—C. DEBAUFER and SON have on view

a new assortment of hydraulic Gas Sliding Pendants, opal

and brass handsome Gas Brackets, Gas Pillars, newest pat-

terns, and Chandeliers, at their Manufactory and Show-

room, 10 and 11, Creed-lane, St. Paul’s; adapted for public

buildings, shops, and private houses. — N.B. Architects,

Builders, &c., wishingto fit up at shops, houses, &c., are re-

quested to take an eatly opportunity of inspecting their stock.

—Estimates given from 5 lights to 1,000 at wholesale prices.

PORTER’S CORRUGATED, and PA-
TENT GALVANIZED IRON ROOFING WORKS,

Soutliwarli-bridge (anil the Grove), Southwark. At the

above Works, the Public arc secure in having the superior

make, and by the Patent process of Galvanizing Iron as first

introduced into this Country, with many improvements in

its application to Roofs, Buildings, &c. Every description

of Building, Railway, and other Iron and Smith s work

Manufactured of the best quality. Iron Fence and Hurdles

as usual.—The Trade Supplied.

IMPROVED PATENT CONVEX IRON
REVOLVING SAFETY SHUTTERS.

PATENT SAFETY IRON SLIDING SHUTTERS.

LAWRENCE and CO., 55, Parliament-

strect, and at York-place and Hercules-buildings,

Lambeth, MANUFACTURERS of ZINC to Her MA-
JESTY the QUEEN DOWAGER, makers of malleable

sheet and plate-zinc, rain-pipes, cistern-heads, eaves, gut-

ters, nails, screws, &c.
;
drawers of tubes, sash and skylight

bars ;
makers of zinc windows for churches, houses, &c

;

roofs, verandahs, hips and ridges covered with zinc
;
per-

form d zinc for larders, safes, and ventilation; blinds of all

kinds made complete ;
baths made to order, on hire, or sale

;

engravers of door and stall board plates, railway and map

plates, improved wardian cases and portable liot-houses.

Prices :—Rain-pipe, 3-in. 5d. per foot; bell tube, 54d. per

lb. ;
chimney-shafts, from Is. per foot ;

cowls, from 5s. each,

and in proportion.

The attention of Architects,

Builders, Blind Makers, and the

Trade generally, is particularly

requested to the IMPORTANT
patented IMPROVEMENTS
in the above enumerated Arti-

cles, and inspection invited, at

the Manufactory of the Patentees,

R. HOWARD and Co., 115, Old

Street, London; or at the Licen-

sees.

Engravings and Prospectuses

may be had at the above ad-

dress, or will be forwarded on

l 1 application.

Tlie ereat importance of strength and stiffness in the

Laths of revolving IRON SHUTTERS -ben required for

SECURITY, is so obvious, that it is only necessary to point

out the fact that the patent convex laths are 1-

TIMES STRONGER THAN THE ORDINARY FLAT LATHS (US

shewn by the engravings and prospectus), to ensure their

^Evi^rr.RON SHUTTERS «*. OP THE CO.,MON

FLAT LATHS, AT A VERY CONSIDERABLE REDUCTION OF

“cAUTION.-The Patentees beff “ c
7k°KVOLV?NG

ns?
strengthen Miffness

;
u they thereby render themselves liable

to legal proceedings for infringing this patenti

Licenses Granted

MOREWOOD AND ROGERS’ PATENT GAL-
VANIZED TINNED IRON.

T W. BEALE begs to acquaint the pub-

• lie that he is prepared to lay roofing, plain or

corrugated, fix pipes, gutters, &c. Also chimney-tops and

ventilating cowls of every description; also water and oil

cisterns, of this incorrodible and fireproof metal. He manu-

factures all kinds of baths, as hip, shower. Roman, open,

slipper, sponging, foot, children’s, and self-heating baths;

also toilet-cans and pails, slop-pails, coal-scuttles, cash and

deed-boxes, and fire-proof safes of every description, 10 per

cent, cheaper than any house in London.

Tlie PATENT GALVANIZED TINNED IRON is ap-

plicable to the following uses :—The Lining of Ships Store

Rooms, Ships’ Water Buckets, Water Jugs and Receivers,

and for almost every purpose to which zinc, tin, copper,

brass, or any other metal is now applied ; is more durable,

and manufactured at much less expense. An experienced

workman sent to any part of the kingdom. All orders

punctually attended to. For particulars, apply to T. \\ .

BEALE, 46, Bridge House-place, Newington Causeway.

PATENT GALVANISED TINNED IRON.

(MOREWOOD AND ROGERS’ PROCESS.)

A rchitects, surveyors,
BUILDERS, and CONTRACTORS arc respectfully

informed they can be supplied with this invaluable metal

for building purposes, of the best quality and lowest terms.

It is superior in every respect to zinc, and two-thirds less

price than 7lb. sheet lead for roofing, no woodwork being

required, but iron rafters only, 21 inches apart, rendering

the whole roof fire-proof. This mode of covering roots is

cheaper than Lead, Zinc, Tiles, or Slates. Parapet and

other Gutters formed and fixed, also rain-water pipe, beads,

eave gutter, baths, stove and funnel pipe, cisterns and water-

closets fixed. The sheets are 6 feet long by 2 ft., 2 ft. 6 in.

and 3 feet wide, aud 9oz. to any required weight per foot,

and can be had either plain or corrugated.

Please apply to CHARLES GELL, Junior, No. 5, Quick-

set-row, New-road, St. Pancras, where references and testi-

monials of the highest respectability of extensive works

already done can be had,
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ITII the present number we
close our volume for 1845.

During; the year that has

passed since we issued our

last address, we have striven

earnestly to redeem the pro-

mises therein made, and to render The
Buii.der worthy of the encouragement and

support kindly awarded to it by the public.

In proof of this we arc able, with respectful

confidence, to appeal to the work itself, and

venture to aver that it contains a body of in-

formation of the greatest value to a large and

varied class. The public, we say it with pride

and gratitude, have acknowledged our endea-

vours in the most substantial manner, and The
Builder is now the universally recognized

organ of those who are engaged or interested

in the arts of construction or design.

Self-gratulntion is never becoming. If there

be a time, however, when it appears less ob-

jectionable than usual, it is, perhaps, when
justifying former professions, with the view of

obtaining entire belief in those you are about

to make
;
and we may therefore hope to be

excused at this, the termination of the year,

for the previous expression, and a further brief

reference to what has been done during that

time.

The volume contains G30 pages of letter-

press, exclusive of advertisements and Supple-

ments, and has 280 illustrations,— many of

them of great excellence. Apart from the pic-

turesque views, it will be found to contain,

when looked at as a whole, a large number of

Gothic details, practically useful, in the shape

of decorated and perpendicular windows, doors,

fonts and font covers, of various periods,

bench-ends, &c., as well as many valuable

examples of Elizabethan architecture and
fittings.

“ Improvement” has been our key note,

—

the improvement of the metropolis, the im-

provement of buildings in a sanatory and con-

structional point of view, the improvement of

our operatives, improvements in ventilation,

and improved form of sewers have been con-

stantly urged by us with sincere zeal, reselling

from a sense of their paramount importance.

Touching the Metropolitan Buildings Act and

its administration,—our pages contain a large

body of information not to be obtained else-

where; in fact, it is not too much to affirm,

that the volume, if on this account alone, will

be found of essential value by all who arc in-

terested in house-property, within the limits of

the act. With a view to that circumstance,

amongst others, a comprehensive index has

been prepared, and, together with the title-page,

&c., to bind up in the volume, will be presented

gratuitously with the first number for the new
year.*

The new year! how numerous are the

emotions to which this sentence gives rise, how
important are the duties that it reminds us of.

Is it beyond our province to urge our young
readers, briefly and in passing, not to disregard

• Covers for binding The Builder may be obtained at
theofficc as usual, price two shillings

; or the publisher will
undertake to bind sets at three shillings per volume.
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its promptings, but to endeavour by industry

and application, to supply the omissions’of the

past ?

With the new year we shall again come
before the public, with the determination to

improve to the utmost the character of the

journal, and to merit a further increase of

public favour, and a numerous accession of

readers: to our present friends and assistants

we look with confidence for a continuation of

their kind and valued support.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF FLORENCE.*

In previous papers, illustrative of Italian ar-
chitecture, we have endeavoured to indicate the
materials for general history, to be deduced
from the monuments of art. Ilad the pages
of this journal been less devoted to matters
purely professional, and momentary, than
necessarily they are, we might have further
excited the atlcntion of our readers in a ground
little trodden, and pregnant with interest. Let
it suffice here to say, that to whatever phase of
art we look, wo need no lens to discover the
impress of the age, which originated the work,
the political and social state of the people. We
have noticed the long dearth of art in Italy,
previous to the influx of the Gothic style, as
coexistent with internal commotion, and the
decay of letters. We have examined the posi-
tion of the art under the atmosphere of com-
mercial prosperity in Venice, and Genoa;
brilliant in spite of dissensions, internal as well
as external

;
and, with the work before us, we

now propose to speak of the peculiar influence
upon, and character of, the architecture of
Florence.

Not less distinguished for commercial great-
ness, than the other republics of I taly, Florence
attained a remarkable eminence in art. Having
acquired considerable wealth by attention to
manufactures, its commerce was extended to
all parts of Europe; and subsequently, the
possession of a sea-port enabled the Floren-
tines to compete with the Genoese and the
Venetians, on the Mediterranean. Engaged in
banking, the money trade of nearly all the
kingdoms of Europe fell into their hands

; and
in several states, they were intrusted with the
collecting and administration of the public
revenues. But, that remarkable state of civil

discord, into which all the cities of Italy fell,

was nowhere more perceptible than in Florence.
The rival parties of the Guelfs and the
Ghibellines, and later, of the Ncri and the
Bianchi, kept the city in ceaseless commotion
from an early period of its history to the time
of the Medici. It was this very state of circum-
stances, which produced the peculiar style of
Florentine architecture.
The influence of the Gothic style was felt in

Florence until a late period. Though, in that
city, probably the first advances towards the
disuse of Gothic architecture were made, many
of the old forms lingered in the principal
fa9ades even to the middle of the fifteenth
century. In 1298, Arnolfo di Lapo, according
to Vasari, but according to Molini, Arnolfo di

Cambio da Collcj laid the foundations of the
Cathedral of Sta. Maria del Fiore. This com-
mencement was previous to what is generally
understood by the “ revival ;” yet the building
seems to have been conceived in an original
style of architecture. Orgagna and others fur-

ther advanced the cathedral, and greatly con-
tributed to the alteration of style. But in

1407, the city called a meeting of architects to

discuss the best mode of completing the cathe-
dral, and Brunelleschi boldly offered to raise

the dome. This architect at length succeeded
in producing the earliest, and perhaps the most
wonderful, cupola of the world. The influence,

which Brunelleschi thus acquired, enabled him
to work that change in the style of Italy, which
lie had learned to contemplate, whilst engaged
in the examination of architectural works in

Rome. Ilis abilities were exercised in other
cities of Italy, and he was employed by Duke
Filippo Maria on the fortifications of Milan.
Me left a school of architects imbued with the

principles on which lie worked, who rapidly
spread the change. Almost at the same time,

• Architecture Toacane, on, Palais, Maisona, ct autres
Edifices de la Toacane, mesurds ct ddasinds par A. Grandjdan
de Montignyct A. Famin, architcctes, ancicns I’cnsionnaircs
dcl’Acr.ddmie de France, h Rome. Paris, 1837.

the dukes of Milan, and the princes of Italy
were actuated by love of art; Alberti produced
his famous treatise,* and further carried out
the native style

;
and Roman forms and princi-

ples were everywhere dominant.
The most striking characteristics of Flo-

rentine architecture are massiveness and seve-
rity. Large blocks of stone were easily pro-
cured in the quarries of Tuscany, and solidity
and strength were in some measure demanded
in a residence, which had often to answer the
purpose of a castle. In the refinement of de-
tails, the Florentine school is inferior to those
of Venice and Rome, but for bold, imposing
masses, no city is equal to Florence. The
walls are, nlmost universally, rusticated the
entire height, and in some cases with pleasing
variety in the treatment. The apertures in
the ground floor are at some distance from the
ground, and are square, and small in size. The
cornices are frequently on a grand scale, and
are, in the earlier buildings, provided with the
means of defence. The line of front is gene-
rally unbroken, and the plans do not display
the same ingenuity, as those at Venice and
Genoa.—The buildings of Florence, savs the
work before us, appear to be not the work of
ordinary men

;
we enter them with respect,

believing to find them inhabited by beings of
a nature superior to ours. Whether the eye
is arrested by monuments of the age of Cosmo
de Medici, or of times which preceded or fol-
lowed it, all in this imposing city carries the
imprint of grandeur and majesty. Frequent
revolutions obliged the chiefs of parties to con-
sider their personal safety, along with the
magnificence of their dwellings. Externally,
they arc examples of the skilful union of grace
with simplicity and massiveness, internally,
models of exquisite taste. After Rome, Flo-
rence is the most interesting city to every
artist.-— The courts are often elegant, with
fountains and gardens. The cornice is some-
times of little height, but great projection, with
two modillions, ranged one over the other in
a curious manner—The Pitti palace has a ba-
lustrade, formed of small Ionic columns, sup-
posed to be the earliest instance of that
member. The rusticated archivolts are gene-
rally of small stones, the intrados semicircular,
but the extrados a pointed arch. Up to the
middle of the fifteenth century, the window
with a central column, each light having a
semicircular arch, the whole being covered by
a semicircular head, was universal. Iron-
work was much employed, and many of the
buildings had lanterns at the angles, and rings
suspended at intervals. About the middle of
the fifteenth century flourished one Nicolo
Grosso Caparra, an excellent worker in metal,
and the cressets—“lumiere maravigliose,” —
arc beautiful specimens of his work. It is said,
though the evidence is not clear, that the right
of affixing such cressets was a peculiar honour,
granted to the families, who had distinguished
themselves by the gown or the sword, and that
those of less consideration were only allowed
to illuminate the battlements of their towers.f
One of the earliest buildings of Florence is

the Palazzo del Podestn. It is generally un-
derstood to have been built by Arnolfo di Lnpo,
but much resembles the style of Orgagna. It

has a very decided Gothic character, and has*

—

the date 1250. The Palazzo Vecchio, erected
by Arnolfo in 1298, had enormous battlements,
and projecting machicolations. The building
was greatly altered by Vasari, under Cosmo de
Medici

;
and at that period gained the appear-

ance represented in the work. The court is

lavishly embellished with painting and sculp-
ture, much of it of a later date. The “ Piazza
del Gran’ Duca ” contains man}' remarkable
works of art. Passing by the statue of Cosmo
the Great, a curious structure is the Loggia de’

Lanzi. It is an excellent example of the transi-

tion from Gothic architecture; with much of
the earlier style about the cornice and orna-
ments, it has semicircular arches rising from
shafts composed of clustered pilasters. It was
built in the year 1356 : Orgagna was the archi-
tect. Omitting many churches of early date,
which are very slightly noticed in the book
before us, we come to the Palazzo Riccardi.
This building was commenced in 1430, under
Michelozzi : it is a noble specimen of the style.

It is in three stories, each rusticated, and is

surmounted by a massive cornice. The ground
story is lofty, and has five large arches and

* De Re /Edificatorift.

t Murray’s Handbook to Northern Italy.
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Square windows. There are two ranges of

semicircular headed windows above, seventeen

in each ;
each window having a central column.

The building is of great length.
—

'1 he Palazzo

Pitti, of which Brunelleschi was the architect,

was commenced in 1435
;

it is now the resi-

dence of the Grand Duke. The front, which

is of great extent, is rusticated the whole

height; the windows arc all circular headed.

The court at the back, and the Boboli Gardens,

hre much later; the former was the work of

Ammanati, the architect of the Ponte della Tri-

hitft. lie has employed columnar decoration,

but retaining the rustics.—In the Pallazzo

Ruccclai, built in 14G0, the architect, Alberti,

has employed three orders of pilasters
;
but

the rusticated work, and the semi-circular

headed windows arc still preserved. The doors

ore of remarkably good character.—The Pa-

lazzo Strozzi is probably the finest example of

the Florentine style; it was built in 1 481) by
Bandetta de Maiano, and Simone l’allajuolo,

called Cronaca. The cornice is very fine.

There are two ranges of windows, with circu-

lar heads, and square windows in the basement.

The rustics are arranged with very pleasing

effect, and there are few buildings in which the

palatial character is so well attained.—The
Pallazzo Gondi, built in 1490, by Giuliano da

San Gallo, is of very simple character, and

merely remarkable for the complete success of

the design. Like most of the Florentine build-

ings, the basement is raised on a couple of

steps, extending the whole length of the front

;

an arrangement not often obtaining in Eng-
land, but here greatly tending to the dignity

of the edifice.—The front of the Palazzo Bar-

tolini is lavishly embellished with statues and
trophies

;
the cornice is also very good. Here

the angles are formed by pilasters, round which
the strings and cornice ore broken. It was
built by Baccio d’Agnolo, in 1520.

We now approach the period when Flo-

rentine architecture underwent a change. The
building just noticed had windows with pedi-

ments, and other features resembling the Ro-
man school

;
but in the Pandolfini Palace, by

RafTaclle d’ U rhino, all the finish of the Roman
school was imported. It was built in 1530.

All persons are aware, that is one of the most
beautiful palaces of Italy, and that it has been

imitated bv Mr. Barry in the Travellers’ Club.

Subsequently, the architecture of Florence, in

gaining greater resemblance to that of Rome,
lost much of its distinctive character. In 1G02,

the Palazzo Roberto Strozzi was built by Sca-

mozzi
;

it is remarkable for the arrangement
of its windows, which are large and small in

alternate perpendicular divisions.

The work under notice is in one volume,

folio, and contains 109 plates, beautifully en-
graved in outline. There are plans, eleva-

tions, and some perspective views, and the

illustrations include many buildings at Sienna,
risa, and elsewhere in Tuscany, which wc may
have some further opportunity of noticing.

The churches of Florence, an interestng col-

lection of early remains, have not received

much notice, but the illustrations of the other

edifices will well repay an examination of the

book. The copy in the library of the Museum
is defective, and it would greatly increase the

usefulness of that institution were all conti-

nental works generally accessible. E. H.

WREN’S CHURCH—ST. BENET’S FINK.

Sir,—It seldom occurs that a church, to-

gether with all its fittings, font, organ, and
even to the fire-buckets, is consigned to the

auctioneer’s hammer, and more especially when
it happens to be one of Wren’s. It appears
to me, if the church is to be removed, that it

would he better to take it away wholesale, and
transplant it to the suburbs, where it would far

outshine in appearance, the lath and plaster,

cement arid stained wood, of our modern
churches. I think that all Wren’s churches
are good models for Protestant places of wor-
ship

;
there are no sedilia and the other rem-

nants of popery, which continually creep into
our modern churches

;
putting this out of the

question, it would be far better to build the
church up again in its original form, than to
scatter it piecemeal to the highest bidders. I

hope these suggestions will cause a stir to be
made about so desirable an object.

I nm, Sir, &c., Oak and Stone.
London, Dec. 20tb, 1845,

AWARDS OF THE OFFICIAL REFEREES.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS’ FEES.

Mr. Entkcott, of Deptford, having raised

and altered a kitchen building attached to a

dwelling-house of the third rate, Mr. R. P.

Browne, the district-surveyor of Greenwich,

required a fee of 1/. 5s.
;
and on his refusing to

pay it, summoned Mr. Entecott before Mr.
Trail, one of the magistrates of the metropo-

litan police courts. Mr. Trail, on hearing

the case, expressed his doubts whether Sche-

dule C, part 7. should not be taken in con-

nection with Schedule L, and the attached

building be taken of the rate to which it would

belong if built by itself, viz. fourth-rate, and

entitle Mr. Browne to the fee for additions

and alterations to that rate, viz. 10s.

Mr. Browne contended, in support of his

claim of 1/. 5s., that Schedule C, part 7, ap-

plied to construction and materials of attached

or detached buildings only, and that Sche-

dule L,so far as regarded the fecstobc charged,

is distinct, and that additions or alterations to

attached or detached office-buildings are to be

taken on the scale of the buildings to which
they arc attached, and that the building altered

being attached to a building of the first class

and third-rate, the fee was 1/. 5s.

Mr. Trail, refraining from adjudicating on

the question, the parties sought the award of

the referees, and Mr. Browne agreed to pay
the charges and expenses of the referees.

The award was :
—“ That the fee charged by

the district-surveyor for an alteration of an

attached building, should be the fee appointed

by the said Act to be paid for alterations of

buildings of the rate to which such attached

building shall by itself belong, and not of the

rate of the building to which such attached

building is attached.”

HOOF-COVER I NOS,

The referees have decided (on the requisi-

tion of Mr. M'Leod and Mr. Stow, of Camber-
well), that asphaltc of Soyssel may be deemed
a proper substance Cor covering a roof or other

structure, provided such roof or other struc-

ture be wholly composed of, and be upborne
by, incombustible matter, or matter indestruct-

ible by fire.

F.XTF.nX A I, LINE OF FRONTS.

Several awards have been made preventing
the erection of shops or other projections, on

the fore-courts of buildings, as the same would
have projected in the opinion of the referees
“ beyond the general line of the fronts of the

houses.”

SHOP-FRONTS.

Mr. llodgcs, in altering the Weavers’ Arms,
public-house, William-street, Bethnal-green,
formed the whole front, as high as the first-

door, in wood-work,— the brick piers between
the doors and windows being covered with “

1

J

inch deal to form rustic work.” Mr. Hodges
considered these might be deemed pilasters or

wood-work, such as is by the Act permitted.

The district-surveyor objecting, the award of
the referees was sought, and was as follows :

—

That these parts “ arc not to he deemed such
pilasters or woodwork as arc by the said Act
permitted, but that any such pilasters, with the

entablature above the same, must be executed
of the same materials, as arc by the said Act
directed to be used for external walls, or of

such other proper and sufficient materials as

the said official referees may approve and per-

mit, and so that the same do not overhang,

encroach, or drip, upon any public way.”

WIDTH OF STRF.ETS.

Mr. Pownall, district-surveyor, having served

Mr. Thomas Archbutt with notice that certain

buildings in course of erection by the latter on
the south side of Bainbridge-strect, Oxford-
street, were not more than 21 feet from the

buildings on the north side of the street, in-

stead of 40 feet, as prescribed by the Act, the

opinion of the referees was sought. They
awarded as follows :

—

“ That inasmuch as the roadway of the

said Bainbridge-strcet, opposite to the build-

ings in question, has not been altered, and
the thoroughfare of the said street has not been
stopped, the said street is to be deemed tc^bc

an “ already formed ” street, within the

meaning of the Metropolitan Buildings Act:
and inasmuch as the buildings in question are

being built not nearer to the buildings opposito

thereto in the said street, than the previously

existing buildings upon the site thereof, we do
further determine and award that the same are

not contrary to the said Act, so far as relates

to the distance of such buildings from the

buildings on the north side of the said street.”

The costs, with the exception of those of

certain adjourned meetings, caused by the

building owner, were charged to the district

surveyor. The costs of the adjourned meetings

and 4.1. 4s. to the district surveyor for bis at-

tendances at these meetings, and his expenses,

to be paid by tlrj building owner.

CONSTRUCTION OK THE TERMS “STREET”
AND “ALLEY.”

On a piece of ground at the back of a house

and garden in High-street, Ilomerton, occu-

pied by Mr. Birkley, the only access to which

ground is by a roadway 11 ft. wide from High-
street, Mr. Loader wished to build five fourth-

rate houses, leaving a space of 40 ft. between

the front of them and the fence belonging to

Mr. Birklcv. Mr. Charles Humphreys, sur-

veyor, on the part of Mr. Birkley, contended

that as “ every street is required to be of the

width of 40 ft. at the least, and every alley

must be of the width of 20 ft., and have two

entrances thereto, each being of the full width

of the alley, it is clear that under the rules

concerning ‘alley,’ the buildings cannot be

erected
;
and that under the rules for ‘ streets

’

it is equally impracticable, which defines (in

the 2nd section) the terms ‘ so far as such

meanings arc not excluded by the context or

by the nature of the subject matter, the word

street to include every square, circus, crescent,

street, road, or place, row, mews, lane, or place,

along which carriages can pass, or are intended

to pass.’ It is evident from the context, as

well as the nature of the subject matter, that

as an alley is required to have two entrances

not less than 20 ft. in width, a street can be in-

tended to have no less
;
and it must be a place

along which carriages can pass, or are intended

to pass. Further, that as the approach to the

said buildings can only be 1 1 ft. wide, this

neither falls under the denomination of street

or alley, for which a greater width is required.”

The referees decided that the houses could

not be built unless a road, forming the ap-

proach, be at the same time made of the

statuteable width.

Costs to be paid mutually, the case being one

of reasonable doubt.

THE BRIDGES OF CHINA.

The stigma of inertness can, certainly,

merely apply to. this modern Eastern people,

as wo shall perceive that their ancient works

{very ancient indeed) surpass purs considerably

—nay surpass even the conception of what we
have "deemed hitherto possible. The name of

a Dc Guigncs* from Whose work most of this

information is derived, precludes the possibility

of mistake, at least in the main features.

The Bridge of Layang, over an arm of the

Sea in China .—According to reports of tra-

vellers, the greatest bridge in the world.

Erected in a similar way as the bridges of

Babylon—but entirely of stone. Its length is

said" to extend to 26/800 Paris feet, and com-

prises 300 arches, or rather openings of pillars.

These arc not overspread by arches, but there

are placed above them large slabs of stone,

which form the roadway, 70 feet broad. The
distance of the pillars is nearly 74£ feet, the

latter being 70 feet high, and 15 feet broad,

and strengthened with stone facings, of the

form of triangular prisms, which extend over

the whole height of the pillars up to the trans-

versal slabs. The latter (of course more than

70 feet long) extend in breadth to fifteen feet,

and have 9 feet in thickness. Other reports,

however, assign no more than 13 feet, old Paris

measure, to the distanceof the pillars, and only

4| feet to the breadth and thickness of the

transversal slabs—by which, of course, the

length of the bridge is reduced one-half.

Even so, it would be un astonishing structure,

being six times the length of the longest bridge

in Europe, viz. the Pont dc St Esprit, at

Lyons. The parapet is, according to some
reports, a railing, according to others, a ballus-

trade, and every pillar supports a pedestal on

* Voyages k Peking, Manille, &c., faits dans l’iatcrvalle de»

ann^es 1 784 a 1801. Paris, 1813. 4to.



»“res - lls length is slated at 22,000 feet by
00. It consists of 100 arches, of a perfectly
semicircular curve ,of 120 feet span. The
pillars, nearly as broad as the span of the
arches (about 100 feet), have no top-ramparts,
and are sixty feet above the level of the water,
lhe complete open width of the arches is
therefore, 120 feet, and the height 150 feet, somuch so, that ships with all sails set (Chinese
jun/cs) can pass through. The parapet is of
white marhle, with Chinese ornaments, and
reposes on a simple and beautiful cornice,
which is supported by runners. On the top of
the parapet, lay, on both sides above the pillar
lions of black marble, 21 feet long, hewn of
one piece

;
and at the distance of every twen-

tieth pillar, a triumphal arch is spread over
the bridgeway. This stupendous work is
constructed of blocks of white stone, 24—28
feet long, by 5 feet in thickness.

The Bridge of Menamhnm is remarkable
by the shape of its pillars, whose sides
are steep like Gothic ones, with rounded

oX.'i Ahe
,

,ef\h of this bridSe i9 above
“ ,U(

,

feet. It belongs to the bridges with
mixed arches. The main arches are 20 feet
high, and 24 broad, and alternate with arches
of circular form, 49 feet broad.

77k? Bridge of Fuo-hiang-hien, in the TsJie-
kiang,—\s remarkable for its likeness to
the style °f Roman bridges, especially with
that of the Pons Janiculus, in Rome. Its
Jeng-th is about 150 feet. It consists of three
semi-circular arches, of which the middle onemay be 40 feet, the two outer ones 27 feet in
width The pillars, about 10 feet broad, are
furnished with ornamented capitals, which end
in the form of equilateral triangles. The spurs
are very strong, and project far in the stream.On each side of the middle arch, between it
and the shank of that adjoining it, is an open-
ing in the shape of a semicircular arched-over
passage just as at tho ancient Pons Janiculus.
ihe ii-hole britlce slopes [Wn very steeply

Itoivards the two banks of the river, in fo“m
of a flat circle.

The new bridges of China are either of
stone or of brick and wood, and not con-
spicuous for either boldness, design, or dura-
FMy- J. L y.

THE PARTHENON ILLUSTRATED ATTHE BRITISH MUSEUM.

In a recent number we described Mr.Lucas's
ible model of the Parthenon restored,* just
hen completed and purchased by the trustees
it the Museum for tho illustration of the Kirin
Jallery. IVe have now tho gratification °to
nention that a second model of this wonderful
>ulldmg, by the some artist, representing the
emple as it appeared immediately after the
ixplosion in 1687, when the Athenian Acro-
polis was besieged by the Venetians under
ylorosini, has been bought by the trustees,
n this model nothing is introduced that is not
lerfectly authenticated, and we have a faithful
ranscript of the temple as it appeared in its
nost melancholy aspect. The presence of these
wo models has altered the character of the
idgin room, and quadrupled the value of its
lontents, in an educational point of view,
fhe immortal sculptures there deposited, for-
merly disjointed fragments, hardly to be un-
erstood by the multitude—are now brought
ito one whole—and the spectator in the degree
bat be comprehends will appreciate.
lhe models are at present screened from

ublic inspection, but will be thrown open
iter Christmas, when our readers should pay
mem an early visit. The length of each model
i 12 feet, not nine, as stated in our first
totice.

- -

-
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[French Steam Hammer.—At the Paris
•cademy of Sciences, M. Morin described
i steam hammer which was shown at the
tst exhibition of National Industry. From
ie account given in the French papers, it is
l exact counterpart of Nasmyth’s, which we
ave on several occasions noticed.

* P. 593, ante,

journal, will be found some extracts from the
etter addressed by Mr. Leslie to the remesen-
tatne vestries, charging the Westminster
Commission with misconduct. Sir James
Graham, our readers will remember, forwarded
a copy of this letter to the commissioners, and
required a reply. A committee to draw up
the reply was appointed—consisting of Mr.
Alderman John Johnson (the Lord Mayor)
Messrs. Willoughby, II. Harrison, T. L. Do-
naldson, W. Hawkcs, Frederick Crace, and
John Wlute,—and their report is now before
us. W c shall allow the commissioners to speak
for themselves, as we did Mr. Leslie, and let
the public judge between them.
The report commences by objecting to the

interference of the vestries, and asserts that they
have no more authority to discuss the manage-
ment of thesewers-rate than the Sewers Com-
missioners have to question the disposal of the
poor-rate by the vestries (?)

It continues: — “The pamphlet takes a
range for its observations of nearly forty years
and combines sweeping allegations with some
particular statements, and much personal im-
putation, and though there remain hut eight
acting commissioners of the early period, and
the great body are ot modern appointment,
they are called upon to investigate the acts of
their predecessors, many years after the de-
cease of the able and honourable chairman, as
well as of the clerk and other officers, under
whose respective authority and care the busi-
ness was then conducted.
We cannot hut think that the time of the

court, and of your committee, might have been
more justly, as well as usefully, passed in dis-
cussing present improvements, rather than
past transactions.”

4 he report denies that the commissioners are
self-nominated. With respect to the respon-
sibility of the commissioners, it says: “ it may be
shortly stated, that it is the same as with other
courts, their proceedings are subject to the
review of all the courts in Westminster Hall

;

and the law reports, as well as the records of
the court, will sufficiently establish the fact
that they are frequently made responsible. The
commissioners, acting always collectively as a
court, can, indeed, only bo dealt with as a
court, hut individual misconduct, at all times
subjects the particular commissioner to the
Chancellor’s supersedeas.

Itis important to hear in mind the constitu-
tion as well as actual composition of the West-
minster Court of Sewers, in considering its in-
dividual members. The qualification of a com-
missioner is a freehold, and the commissioners
arc the representatives of the freeholders of the
district whose property is subjected to sewers
rate. The choice of commissioners is, indeed
vested in the Crown, through the Lord Chan-
cellor, as that of all justices is, because the
commissioners have judicial functions to exer-
cise

; but they arc not less the representatives
of the freeholders on that account, and prac-
tically the commission has always embraced
the great and principal proprietors of the dis-
trict, as well as the professional and mercan-
tile classes, so that the commissioners actually
comprise the great proportion of the landlords
within the limit of the commission; whilst in
order to secure a due regard to the interests of
the great proprietors, their chief professional
agents (being also freeholders) arc generally
added to the commission.”

“ With respect to commissioners unduly
pressing on the court their own interests, it
must ho remembered that it is the interest of
the collective body to act on general principles,
and that, in so large a number of commis-
sioners, individual wishes are certain of being-
counteracted by the general sense, and it is

practically found that the pressing of such
individual interest defeats the very object in-
tended.”

“ With respect to the allegations of the con-
tracts being a long time in two families, it may
he, in the first place, observed, that sewer work
is a peculiar description of construction, and
was more so formerly than since the introduc-
tion of railroads. That it requires a suitable
plant and a class of workmen accustomed to
the varieties of soil, and the difficulties of
springs, &c.

;
and it is obvious that parties

m A <?
” complaint ismade that the sewer across the Marquis ofLansdowno s garden cost 6,637 1- 2s. 3d. Now

the facts of this case deserve particular atten-
tion not. only as illustrating the advantage of
employing permanent contractors in sewer
work, but the occasional results of public ad-
vertisements for tenders.

Fenders for this work were received from
Messrs VV. II,am Stewart, John Jones, and
John Hughes for 12,700/., and from Mr. Wil-
liam Whitehead for 8,798/. which so far ex-
ceeded the estimate of the surveyors that thev
were rejected by the court, and the work was
eventually done by Messrs. Bird, their ordinary

Ixtns
010™’ f° r^L 2S * 3d -’ incllldin 8- a!*

With reference to the second allegation on
the contracts, the point for consideration is,
whether the tenders accepted were not the
lowest, and if not, whether they were not pre-

TnT^n°iQQQ
SU

,

bo^ntial and sufficient reason.
In 1830, 1833, 1836, and 1841, the tenders ac-
cepted were the lowest

;
in 1822, Messrs. Ben-

»f
lt “nd Hunt’s tender was preferred to Mr.

Mansfield s; and in 1826, to Mr. Sowter's.

rVooi
e ^e,

.

T
-'
n^ to tbe m *n,ltes and proceedings

ot 18-2, which are extracted in the Appendix
JNo. 5, it will be seen what pains were taken by
the court to obtain not only a respectable con-
tractor, but the best materials. The pamphlet
would lead the world to suppose, that the re-
jection of Mr. James Mansfield’s sample of
bricks was a sudden subterfuge to get rid of
his tender: it will he seen that the bricks had
been the subject of the court’s especial care at
the previous meeting, and that Mr. James

d ("dl° by the way was not of the firm

,

'' •of? u°d Mansfield) ‘ having again pro-
duced such a sample of bricks as the court
would not allow to be used on the works of the
sewers, his tender was not accepted, and
Messrs. Bennett and Hunt’s, being the next
lowest, was accepted.

,

^ b ® f
i
uc

.

st *on bere > s simply this, whether
the allegation on the records was true. We
should say, on the face of the whole transac-
tion, as set forth in the Appendix, it manifestly
was, but wo have the express authority of
Mr. Dowlcy, the surveyor at that period, for
saying that the bricks offered by Mr. J. Mans-
field were not ‘ such as the court would allow
to be used on the works of the sewers, 5 and
thus all the calculation of the pecuniary result
of declining a lower tender with such materials
at once fulls to the ground.

In 1826, it will be seen in the Appendix No.
o, that Mr. bowter had omitted from his calcu-
lation, ‘the carting away of superiluous earth
and rubbish.’ Mr. Sowter not having, there-
fore, provided for an important item of work-
ins tender was rejected, and Mr. P-owley in-
forms us that lie has since ascertained that
there was a similar omission in Mv. Mansfield’s
tender.

Now, here Mr. Leslie makes a self-con,
trail ictory statement, ‘ that Mr. Sowter knew
well that more than three-fourths of all tho
superiluous earth and rubbish dug out of the
trench are thrown again into the trench, and
had not to be carted away.’ But the fact is
what is thrown hack into the trench is not
superiluous : when a new sewer is built, or an
old one enlarged, the space occupied by the
new work displaces so much of previous earth
and rubbish, and this constitutes the super-
lluity which must all be carted away, and which
must in every such case form an important
item in the estimate of labour. On the face of
the minutes, it is obvious that Mr. Sowter had
discovered the error of his calculation, and did
not press his tender. The iowest perfect tender
was again therefore accepted.”

It only remains in this place to consider
the mode of obtaining tenders. There
arc two ordinary ways of effecting it—the one
by public advertisement, inviting everyone that
chooses

;
and the other, by a selection of a few

responsible and respectable parties, and writing
to them individually.

The chief object of the first course is to ob-
tain the lowest bidding.
The latter seeks first by selection to have the

security of character, experience, and capi-
tal, that the work will be carried on to comple-
tion in a substantial and workmanlike manner.
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and then to take the lowest tender of the parties

*°
We'apprehend the latter to be the best course

for all important works, and emphatically so

for sewer work, which is concea ed from the

public eye, required to bo durable, and exe-

cuted with dispatch ;
but wo do not feel caHed

upon to discuss this at large, for it will be

sufficient for the justification of the Commis-

sioners of Sewers to state that her Majesty s

Board of Works adopts this course, and that

most works of an important character are so

contracted for.”
.

“ We now come to the comparisons cliaun

bv the writer of the pamphlet between the

works of this Commission and that of Holborn

and Finsbury, and we at once repudiate the

calling; in question the proceedings of another

Commission. Composed of able and honour-

able men, as the Holborn Commission is, we

have no doubt that their proceedings are based

on a sense of public duty and the public be-

nefit. Having no power to examine into the

transactions of that Commission, and furnished

only with a few materials for checking the

statements in the pamphlet, we protest against

the members of this Court being called upon

to institute the comparison.”

“The comparison made between the works

of the two Commissions will more strikingly

illustrate the unfairness of the allegations in

the pamphlet.

It will be seen, by the report in Appendix

No. 8, that a Holborn sewer ot 12 feet 10

inches, sectional area, with 10 feet Cinches

reduced brickwork, is compared with a \Y est-

minster sewer of 15 feet, with 16 feet 6 inches

brickwork
;

and a Holborn sewer of 0 ieet

10 inches with 9 feet 6 inches brickwork, is

compared with a Westminster sewer of 11 feet

5§ inches with 14 feet 4 inches brickwork

What the Secretary of State will say to the

reply remains to be seen
;
nor are we disposed

to offer any supposition at this moment. One

most important matter touching the public

health, and involving in a great degree the

question of the efficiency of the commission

or its officers, is the present state of the sewers;

and to this, on the part of the public, we feel

ourselves under the necessity of calling the

immediate attention of the Court. At a meet-

ing on Friday, the 19th inst.,when Mr. How-

ley was called on for his report on the faulty

sewers, pointed out by John Phillips, the clerk

of the works, he said it was not ready, nor

would it be in six months. This would seem

inexplicable, hut for what occurred afterwards.

Mr. Leslie stated that he had heard that Mr.

Phillips, in pursuance of the order of Court,

had reported 123 sewers in his district as

more or less filled with offensive matters, and

some completely obstructed ! He thought it

was a proper occasion to notice an occurrence

of which he became cognizant that morning,

in inquiring below what the labourers had

been employed in. And this was one case not

in Mr. Phillips’s district, but in Mr. Morton’s.

The facts he had elicited were these : that

about seven years ago 160 feet of second size

sewer were built in the New-road, by the trus-

tees of the Parochial Schools, communicating

with the sewer into Devonshire*place. Mr.

John White’s house-drains, Devonshire-place

House, New-rfiad, having become stopped, he

entered a complaint on the 28th November

last. Since the complaint had been entered,

out of the length of about eighty feet, sixty-

Jive loads of silt, said to be Macadamised road-

stuff, had been lifted up and carted away, and

then about three feet in depth of the looser

soil was washed down the Devonshire-place

But this is by no means all, as the following

comparison of the sites will show :

Holborn Commission.

Collier-street, Penton-
, . mm y v :ii e

•>
[

Parkfield-street, Isling-

Castlc-street and Hem-

)

t011i Battle-bridge, and
Holloway- road.

New-road, St. Pancras.

f
Battle-bridge, and Hol-

ith < loway-road, and Bedtord-

( square.

Westminster Commission.

Albemarle - street, St.

|
w j lj1 (

ming’s-row, St. Martin’

Wellington - street and 1 with
Bow-street >

Berncr’s-street, 8t. Ma-
rylebone

sewer.

Mr. John White said it was very extraordi-

nary ;
the stuff appeared like putty, it was so

tenacious.
#

The chairman, Edward Willoughby, Esq.,

tendered his resignation, which was accepted,

and Capt. Bague moved, and Mr. France se-

conded, a vote of thanks to the late chairman

for his past services.

Now, heie, the constructing of sewers, in a

maiden soil, unincumbered with vaults, old

sewers, or any of the extraordinary obstructions

which present themselves in old streets, is com-

pared with those old streets where such diffi-

culties occur.”

Relative to the great cost ot the sewer in

George-court, Piccadilly, complained of in the

pamphlet, the committee say:

—

“ The great extra expense was not in the

construction of the sewer, but in the difficulty

of excavating in a narrow court without

damage to the houses on either side. Mr.

Leslie states that the ‘ original report ' in this

case has been altered, and does not correspond

with the copy on the records. We have com-

pared the two, and find that they exactly

agree ;
and there is no reason to doubt but that

the report is in the same condition now as

when presented to the Court. We have also

referred to the rough draft of his report, which

has some alterations in it, made by the officer,

as is generally the case with such papers
;
they

do not, however, affect the bona Jides of the

transaction, and were evidently made at the

time of settling the draft prior to engrossment.

This case, in fact, only affords one more

illustration of the difficulty and expense of con-

structing sewers in the older parts ot the me-

tropolis, and that a comparison with a line of

sewers in a new district cannot fairly be

made.”*

* Mr. Dowley says on this matter, Appendix No. 10:

“I would state that the excess above the estimate arose

from the peculiar situation and other circumstances attend-

ing the work in question. In the first place, I would remark

that the width of the court between the houses does not ex-

ceed twelve feet. That the houses are very old and dilapi-

dated, and that the front walls (which are built upon brest-

summers, and supported by story-posts) are much out ot the

perpendicular, and have a tendency, in the event of the

foundations being disturbed by the slipping or falling of the

earth during the execution of the works to the sewer, to fall

outwards into the court. This necessarily occasioned great

precaution to be observed for their security, for, had any part

of the buildings given way, the result might have been of

the most serious nature. To guard against such a casualty,

it was deemed advisable to strut across the court from side

to side, as also to put up raking shores to the two high houses
next Piccadilly.

RAILWAY JOTTINGS.

Mr. Gravatt does not stand alone among the

engineers in having failed to satisfy the ex-

pectations, whether reasonable or unreason-

able, of certain railway directors; the managing

committee of the Dudley, Madeley, and Brose-

lev Railway have met' and denounced Mr.

Giles, their late consulting engineer, in con-

sequence of his failure in effecting the deposits

of the plans. They advertise that his services

are dispensed with, and they contemplate

takink such proceedings against him as coun-

sel may advise. Mr. Blunt, another engineer,

is severely denounced by his employers on the

Derby and Manchester (Ashbourne) line,

and was accused, at a public meeting, ot gross

neglect in his plans, .which have been ex-

amined by Mr. Ilawkshaw, and found wanting.

It appears, from a list relating to the

number of schemes for new lines, in which the

principal engineers are respectively engaged,

that Mr. Brunei is connected with 14, Mr. Ro-

bert Stephenson with 34, Sir John Macneill

with 37, Mr. Locke with 31, Mr. Vignolles

with 22, Sir John Renuie with 20, Mr. Ras-

trick with 17, Mr. Miller with 10, Mr. Gravatt

with 10, Mr. S. Hughes with 9, Mr. W. Cubitt

with 11, Mr. Gibbs with 12, Messrs. Birch with

7, Mr. Blunt with 8, and Mr. Brailhwaith with

9
’ On Saturday last the first sod was turned

oil the Bedford and Birmingham line, at

Brogborough-hill, about the centre of the line.

The ceremony was performed by the Duchess

of Bedford, assisted by Lord Alford
;
the Duke

of Bedford being unable to attend, having

been summoned to London by Lord J . Russell.

An experimental iron carriage is said to

be now running on one of the Belgian lines,

and it is thought that eventually it will be found

cheaper than wood, and as good. .It may be

mentioned, as a proof of the immense amount

of business now being carried on by manu-

facturers of locomotives, that no firm engaged

in the trade will contract to supply engines

in less than three years. The operations

on that part of Messrs. Grahamsley and Reid’s

contract on the Newcastle and Berwick line,

which is not sublet, have been stopped, in con-

sequence of the workmen refusing to accept of

the wages offered them, viz., from 14s. to 15s.

per week. The men demand 18s., which have

not been conceded. The high tides of last

week flooded and have interrupted the works

on the Thames Junction line to such an extent,

that the opening will be delayed. T he portion

near Bow-creek has suffered most. A great

number of men are already employed on the

Trent Valley line, in the neighbourhood of

Rugeley; the shafts for the tunnel at Shug-

borough are in a state of forwardness, and the

general preparations are such as to justify the

expectation that the line will he opened in

eighteen months from the present time. T he

Newcastle and Darlington company are about

to commence their branch from Pelaw to

Washington (five miles), and the extension of

the line (three-quarters of a mile) to the pro-

posed station at Monkwearmouth. Mr.

Stephenson, the English engineer, and Prof.

Matteani have, at the request of Prince Demi-

doff and Prince Poniatowsky, who have ob-

tained the grant for the railroad from Florence

to Forli, been making surveys, to ascertain

whether the said li*e is practicable. The re-

sult is decidedly favourable to the undertaking.

The line, if carried out, will form a means of

rapid communication between the Mediterra-

nean and Adriatic seas. The Great Western

Railway Company have very recently provided

baths, at one halfpenny, for their numerous

servants and workmen at the Swindon station.

On the first Saturday after the opening, fifteen

thousand gallons of water were supplied to the

baths, which were in constant use throughout

the day. A laundry is in progress, and

will shortly be opened by the company.—

-

The great tunnel connected with the Edin-

burgh and Glasgow line is near completion ;

workmen are engaged at it night and day. It

is nearly 1,000 yards long;. Upwards of three-

fourths of it is finished. The other tunnel, 170

yards long, is in a forward condition, and the

rest of the line having been laid with the

sleepers and rails, the company expect that it

will be ready for opening by March or April.

The opening of the iron bridge over the

Wensum, near Norwich, and which connects

the Norfolk line with the Norwich and Yar-

mouth, took place last Monday week. Its

weight, including piles, which are of iron also,

headed plates, &c., exceeds 323 tons. It is a

swing bridge, so as to admit vessels navigating

the river. The turning is effected by a wind-

lass, and the arrangement is so simple, as to

afford a single person full power to work it.

The centre forms 16 arches of 33 feet in

length, and on each side are the standards,

forming piers, surmounted by gas lamps, shew-

ing red and green glasses, according to the

state of the tide. Part of the permanent

way of the Middlebro’ and Redcar line is

finished, and it is expected that the whole

will be completed by the early part of the

summer.

To accomplish this part of the work, the internal parts of

the houses had to be interfered with, and to be afterwards

made good and left perfect in every respect, even to restoring

portions of the paint.

Resides these works, others, far more expensive, were

obliged to be resorted to for the security of the buildings
;
for

instance, when the ground was in progress of being exca-

vated, it was found necessary in many parts to dig out and

wheel away the same for the entire width of the court, in

order to secure the foundations of the houses, in the course

of which work, whatever brickwork was met with, forming

areas, tanks, and cisterns, &c., had to be taken down, and

re-constructed.

The great additional depth at which the new sewer was

built bdow the basements of the contiguous houses, as also

with the view of obtaining a solid foundation upon which to

rebuild the areas, &c., it was deemed prudent to fill in at

the sides of and over the sewer with concrete, and to leave

in most of the struts and planks below the level of the

paving.”

ANCIENT PAINTING IN CARPENTERS'
HALL.

A very curious and interesting ancient

fresco (?) painting has just been brought to

light in the execution of certain restorations

now in progress at Carpenters Hall, London

Wall. It is on the wall, at what may he termed

the dais end of the Ilall, and having been

covered up from time immemorial, no one

knew of its existence. The subject of it has

reference to the craft of carpenters,—represent-

ing our Saviour and his father at that employ-

ment; likewise (as is conjectured) Solomon

overlooking the erection of his temple, and

Noah engaged in the construction of the Ark,

in separate compartments. An artist em-

ployed by one of the grchzeological societies

lias been at work copying it, so that it will

probably be engraved.



THE BUILDER.
ARCHITECTS SIGNING THEIR DEEDS.

Sir,—I humbly beg leave to write you a few
lines with regard to architects inscribing their

names on their works, lately referred to in

The Builder. Melrose Abbey having been
likewise noticed more than once in the same
journal, I take the liberty of forwarding (and
which I hope will not be unacceptable to you),
a copy of an inscription which an old mason
pointed out to me in the interior of the abbey.
I think it is on a door-head which leads up to
the belfry on the south front, but I am not
certain, as it is five years since I saw it: —

I, John Murdo, sometyme called was I,

Born in Paris certainelye,

And had in charge the mason werke
Of Sancte Androyes, the High Kirke :

Pray to God and Mary baith
To keepe this holy Kirke frae skaithe.

I am, Sir, &c., Adam Paterson.
Brockhamgreen, 1 6th Dec., 1845.

OPENING MEETING OF THE SOCIETY
FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF ARTS,
MANUFACTURES, AND COMMERCE.

On the 17th inst. B. Bond Cabbell, Esq.,
F.R.S., one of the vice-presidents, took the
chair, and an address from the council was
read by the secretary. The council congra-
tulated the society on the auspicious com-
mencement of their ninety-second session.
During the recess the society had undergone a
complete reorganization, and the new system
of management proposed by the council had
been almost unanimously confirmed by two
general meetings, so that the society being
thus renewed in youth, would, it was antici-
pated, display all the vigour and energy of a
new institution, combined with the stability
and influence of an old one.

It was the intention of the council to add
largely this year to the value and number of
the premiums. In the fine arts, the mechanical
arts, the manufactures, agriculture, and com-
merce of the country, rapid improvements were
in progress, which it had been the peculiar
province of this society for nearly a century to
encourage and direct, and in which nearly
100,(100/. had already been expended by it with
great public advantage. In the present session
many valuable subjects were about to be
offered for competition by premiums

;
and so

large a number of important papers were now
coming forward for notice, that thecouncil be-
lieved the auspices under which this session
commenced were unusually bright, and they
therefore had to congratulate the members
upon the improved prospects of the society.

1 he first communication read to the society
was a paper on certain improvements in con-
structing the locomotive engines and permanent
way of railways, with reference tothe question of
wide and narrow gauge, by Mr. J. G. Bodmer,
formerly of Manchester, now of London.

In this paper the author examines the ques-
tion of the relative merits of wide and narrow
gauge

;
he ascertains that the question is not

one either of relative safety or danger, but that
it resolves itself ultimately into this inquiry: —
which gauge will admit of the most perfect
means for obtaining high velocities with
greater regularity and economy ? At present,
he admits, the broad gauge has the advan-
tage in more powerful and speedy engines.
But he then proceeded to shew that by
placing the cylinders outside, and by in-

creasing the fire box and flue surface in

the manner he proposes, and by adopting
the principle of compensation as in his double
piston locomotives, high velocities may be
obtained with security, safety, and advan-
tage. In short, that as powerful an en-
gine in every way may be placed on the
narrow gauge as on the wide one, and one
equally well adapted to high velocities. He
then went on to shew how the chief limit to

increase ot power, and the corresponding in-

crease of weight in locomotive engines, con-
sist not so much in the construction of the
engines as in obtaining a permanent way, suit-

able for the support of such enormous loads.

By these loads travelling at high velocities,

concussions are produced, which derange the
permanent way, and are at present the chief
sources of danger and cost, and the chief
limit to the speed. He approves of the tri-

!
angular sleeper originally invented by Rey-
nolds, and he proposes to use a modification of
that on a larger scale as a longitudinal bearing.
He also proposes that the breadth of the rail
should be so increased as to diminish the con-
tinual attrition so destructive to wheels, and
procure greater durability. In the conclusion
of the paper he suggests that an experimental
railway ought to be constructed, either at the
expense of the Government or of the joint
railways, for ascertaining the host means for
giving the increased velocity, which the public
are beginning to demand, in the best manner.
The paper gave rise to a long discussion,
which elicited the opinions of engineers and
scientific men present, on the merits of Mr.
Bodmer’s plan. The next paper read was a
sequel to the former, by the same author, on
improved crank axles and axle boxes, by which
greater security and economy are obta’ined in
railway trains running at high velocities.

CITY ANTIQUITIES.
MR. TITE V. MR. ROACH SMITH.

Sir,'—

I

t is, doubtless, much more convenient
and easy to Mr. Tite to assert and re assert,
and to make a brief and final reply, than to
substantiate and prove the truth of the state-
ments he has made relative to my researches.
If he imagine his charges are proved, or are
capable of being proved, either' by his own
efforts to adduce facts to give a colouring to
his assertions, or by any admission made by
me, I suspect he is the only individual who has
carefully read the last four numbers of The
Builder, and arrived at such a strange con-
clusion.

He has not only totally failed in making out
a shadow of a case to justify his conduct, but
he has himself established, by most glaring and
serious mistakes in dates, and in the consecu-
tive occurrence of particular circumstances,
his ignorance of the real state of the very
matter in question. I not only said from the
first that his charges were false, but I maintain
that his own statements prove them to be so

;

and, had I not believed that he had been im-
posed upon, and had too easily lent his ear
to idle and silly tales, I should have termed
his charges xvifully false.

If Mr. Tite had given me an opportunity of
meeting his accusations at the meeting of the
Institute of British Architects, or had had the
manliness to attend the meeting of the British
Archaeological Association to which he and
six of his friends had been invited to hear my
exposition of the monstrous absurdity of his
assertions, and when, had they been true, he
could easily have substantiated their veracity,

—

had he found it suitable to him to have attended,
he would have heard some curious instances of
the manner in which valuable antiquities have
often been collected far from the place at which
they had been disinterred. Mr. Tite’s re-

searches, I suspect, have not led him to ramble
far from the site of the new Royal Exchange,
or he would not disbelieve, or affect to dis-

believe, the fact of such objects being often
found many miles from the site of their ex-
humation, and often after the lapse of con-
siderable time. A friend of mine, living in
the suburbs of the metropolis, collected up-
wards of four hundred Roman coins, which had
been deposited close to his house in dirt and
gravel brought from London. Will Mr. Tite
venture to say, that the industry and in-

telligence of this gentleman, which saved
from utter destruction objects of interest to

science and history, “ would have afforded no
justification for not restoring the articles so
found to the proper authorities.” The anti-

quities I obtained, under almost similar circum-
stances, were not procured by the agency of
Mr. Tite’s servants, or those of the Gresham
committee, although Mr. Tite may find it

needful to bolster up his case by the invention
of such notions in order to condemn them as

my “ admissions.” In short, Mr. Tite has
propagated stories which I have exposed to

the wmrld as unfounded in truth
;
and he now

tries, instead of honestly confessing his error,

or taking some steps to prove his assertions, to

concoct something agreeable to himself, and
calls it my “ admission!”

Mr. Tite still disputes my right to the leaden
medalet, and talks about the “principle of
property.” Why does he not induce his

patrons to institute an action at law for its re-

covery ? Simply because he is well aware that
the Joint Gresham Committee never possessed
and never had any right to it. It became mv
legal property when it was presented to me by
the legal owner, before, I think, Mr. Tite had
any connection with the Royal Exchange, or
any particular prospect of being appointed
architect to the new edifice. It became both
legally and morally mine, when from a dirty
bit of worthless lead I created it an object of
interest to the antiquary, and of envy to the
illiberal and narrow-minded.

I beg leave to explain my meaning of the
term “ colleagues, ” which Mr. Tite seizes
upon in order to make allusion to the British
Archeological Association. In his speech to
the Institute of British Architects, Mr. Tite
laid strong stress upon the activity of “col-
lectors,” who secured all the city antiquities
for their own collections, to the great mortifi-
cation of “ city authorities.” The only persons
who have collected, that is to say, who have
understood and preserved the preciousTemains
ot antiquity, which for many long years, “ city
authorities ” {proper authorities* Mr. Tite
terms them !) have regarded as “rubble and
rubbish,” are Messrs. Kempe, Gwilt, Newman,
Chaffers, and Price, and these must be (in-
cluding myself), the “collectors” Mr. Tite
referred to. If not, who are they? These
gentlemen I feel proud in calling’ “ my col-
leagues.” Our labours are partly before the
public. If health and leisure permit, I hope
before long to render such a complete account
of our stewardship, as will not be discreditable
to our exertions to preserve the city antiqui-
ties from the vandalism of committees, and the
whole tribe of “ city authorities,” and from
general profound ignorance and indifference.
This account will include a full, and chrono-
logical detail of circumstances connected with
the excavations, made on the site of the Royal
Exchange, the length of which, even were not
your patience exhausted, would be an objection,
perhaps, to its insertion in your pages on the
present occasion.— I am, Sir, &c.,

C. Roach Smith.
Liverpool-street, Citj*, Dec. 20th.

CAMBRIDGE CAMDEN SOCIETY.

The committee of this society have just
issued a report of the present state of its

operations and prospects. From it we learn
that they have appointed A. J. B. Hope, Esq.,
M P., M.A., Trinity College, to be chairman

;

the Rev. F. W. YVitts, M.A., King’s College,
to be treasurer; and the Rev. B. Webb, M.A.,
the Rev. J. M. Neale, M. A., of Trinity College,
and Mr. F. A. Paley, M.A., of St. John’s
College, to be secretaries.

Among the presents received by the society,
special mention is made of some original draw-
ings and measurements of St. Helen, Bishops-
gate, by Mr. J. B Gardiner; and some in-

teresting rubbings of brasses, lately executed
by the Messrs. Waller. Reference is also

made to the following grants voted by the
committee: towards the restoration of the
church of St. John, Croxton- Kerriel, Lincoln;
of the Norman Tower at Bury St. Edmund’s;
and towards the re-building of the Church of
St. James, Woolsthorpe, Lincolnshire. Other
applications have been refused, the works not
having appeared satisfactory, or the c^ses not
being of sufficient urgency. A grant has also

been made to encourage the publication of a
beautiful series of drawings of the First Pointed
Chancel of St. Leonard, Hythe.
The Cambridge Advertiser says :

—“ We are
authorized to state that Mr. Scott Nasmyth
Stokes, B.A., scholar of Trinity College,
author of the ‘Christian Kalendar,’ formerly
one of the secretaries to the Cambridge
Camden Society, and one of the editors of the
‘ Ecclesiologist,’ made a public profession of
faith in the Roman Catholic cathedral of St.

Chad, Birmingham, on Sunday last, after High
Mass. It was this gentleman who gave to the
church of the Holy Sepulchre the stone altar

which occasioned so much litigation.”

Parks in Liverpool. — Mr. Yates of
Liverpool has given 50,000/. for the establish-

ment of public parks in that town. VYQien he
appeared at the recent Anti-Corn-Law meet-
ing, he was received with vollies of cheer-'.
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GOTHIC DETAILS FROM YORK CATHEDRAL.
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GOTHIC DETAILS FROM THE CATHEDRAL
CHURCH OF YORK.

In the first part of the present volume,*

a selection of details and ornaments from Y ork

Minster is given. The annexed engravings, of

parts from the same building, will complete the

selection, and afford useful studies for the young
draughtsman and modeller.

Figures 16, 17, 18, and 19, are all from the

south transept, and belong, as may easily be

* See pp. 90, 115, 139, 163, J75, and 258,

seen, to the first part of the 13th century. The
crisp and flowing foliage of this period is

particularly beautiful. The capital (fig.*l 6) is

1 foot 3 inches high : the projection is ^ in-

ches.

Figures 17 and 18 represent two bosses

in the sprandril of the arches, on the west side

of south transept. These bosses are of differ-

ent dimensions, being in diameter from 1 foot

5 inches to 1 foot, with a projection of 5 in-

ches.

Figure 19 is a bracket 3 feet 7 inches high

:

the diameter at the top is 2 feet 4 inches, and

at the bottom 6 inches, with a projection of

1 foot 4 inches. In the south transept there

are four brackets of this size, with several of a

smaller dimension in the side aisles to the same,

but they are all composed of the same orna-

ment.

Figure 20, on the next page, represents some
of the mouldings round the arch of the princi-

pal west door, the work of a later period. The
new doors recently set up are shewn on page

294 and page 306 ante.

Fig . 18. Fig.
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Fig. 20.

VIODE OF OBTAINING EGG FORM FOR
SEWERS.

Sir,

—

As it is a subject of some little pro-
?ssional interest, I have spoilt a pennyworth
f time in making a few inquiries, anil have
ound that “ A. B. C.” is wrong in calling the
Valbrook sewer egg-shaped. It is not so,
ut only approximates to that form, as may be
;en by any one who may choose to crawl into
le mouth. Its dimensions are 6 feet 6 inches
igh, 4 feet 6 inches wide at the top, and 4 feet
ide at the bottom. The arch and the invert
•e both as nearly semicircular as they can in
ich a section be made, but the sides are
raight lines (?)

Neither is Mr. Roe’s section, nor is that
proposed by Mr. Phillips, egg-shaped. They
are only nearer approximations than those
used in the city, for they are specially directed
to be struck with compasses from defined
centres

; and you well know, Sir, that forms so
described are necessarily untrue; such lines do
not, and cannot flow smoothly into each other.

Herewith is sent an egg-shaped section,
adapted to a height of 4 feet 6 inches, and main
width of 2 feet 9 inches, struck upon that true
principle, which at once manifests itself to the
eye. The bounding line cuts through ordi-
nates obtainable at as many points as judgment
or caprice may determine.

Upon the same principle, any kind of egg-
ipe (for the eggs of different birds differ

ich in form) or any ellipsis may be traced,

t although none of your numerous corre-

mdents have stumbled upon it, this is no new
covery

;
it was pointed out by Serlio, a few

trs before yesterday. Anent the best form
sewer. Is it not upon record, is it not no-
ious, that in all the metropolitan commis-
ns, excepting that of Westminster, who are
[-fashioned Car. 2. Act of Parliament

—

rer builders, and who have not, until lately,

•ed to depart from the legislative wisdom of
ir country, that, beyond the memory of
st men now living, semicircular bottoms
re been used? Does not every bricklayer’s
ourer know it as a grandfather’s story ?

s it not been put upon record that such
ags appear to have been used by the archi-
t of “ the Horse-guards ?” And, after all,

in what amount of perfection does the eg°--
shaped sewer exceed the oblong ?

1 he same kind of reasoning which assumes
the one to be better than the other, would
prove, not only that a parabolic or hyperbolic
curve is preferable to the oviform, but that a
lancet arched, or even an acutely triangular
invert, is better than either. If we, on the
contrary, take the plea of the Westminster
folk, “ that segment bottoms are more conve-
nient for walking in,” to be of very great im-
portance, that will, if carried a little farther,
demonstrate the good old Roman flat bottom
to be still more perfect.

Truth to say, each form has its advantages,
and I am only surprised that one convenience
of a segment bottom, long since remarked by
an engineer ot no mean note, when advocating
its superiority over the semicircle, has not
been publicly paraded. “ If the bottom should

be washed out, you can more readily and at
less cost put in another, for your walls would
not need support, two-thirds of them resting
upon the earth,” and, considerately reflecting
upon the erosive power of running water, who
is to say that a semicircular bottom will not in
process of time be cut through? Are not
some of the oldest semicircular inverts be-
ginning to yield to the internal enemy ?

Doubtless this will sound like a very
heterodox notion now-a-days; but I do happen
to know from an ear witness, that before a
Committee ot Inquiry of the House of Com-
mons into the subject of sewage, one of the
most eminent and largely experienced in-
quirers of the present day, himself well-prac-
tised in sewage, and knowing well that
segment bottoms and upright walls were used
in the district, said deliberately :

“ I consider
the Westminster Commission to be head-
quarters for all information with respect to
sewers;” we, therefore, must not be much
surprised at little doctors differing from little

doctors, when such big-wigs have their odd
fancies.

I cannot but think, Sir, that if you were to
obtain all the reports of the respective metro-
politan commissions in reply to the sweeping
condemnation of the poor-law secretary, you
would find something in them wherewith to
refresh the public memory.

It is all very well to cry quack, quack,
quack, and then to fancy that the wealth of
heaven is to pour down at one’s screaming

;

but I dare say that your correspondents
E. E. E. and A. B. C. will be somewhat edi-
fied by reading at least Mr. Gwilt’s sad con-
fession, that once, and once only, when he was
a much younger man, he did perpetrate an egg-
shaped sewer, of which he was ever afterwards
most heartily ashamed

; and his experience
and his opinions are not those of an every-day
man, albeit he does not dub himself “ civil
engineer.”

What are the sections of the Roman cloaca
maxima, and of the emissarium of the Alban
Lake ? Did they not answer their purpose ?
What are the sections of Sir Christopher
Wren’s sewers under St. Paul’s? Was he no
mathematician ? Did he know nothing of the
laws obeyed by running water? Who made
streamlets and mighty rivers? Are their
channels portions of an egg-shape?

Again, Sir, we are told that egg-shaped
sewers are stronger than any others. Your
professional readers well know that form alone
will not give strength—good materials and
good Morkmanship are the main requisites of
any structure which aims at durability; and
had these been more attended to, we should
have heard much less of mere form.
The world does talk of the necessity of all

sewer builders being civil engineers, and being
certificated as such. Will you allow an old
man to tell you a little story, once punched
into his napper-case, and now brought into
recollection by poor old Dowley and his man
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Doull, not answering some crabbed questions,

-so much a leur aise as might have been done

by men of more brass, and, mayhap, less ex-

penem^ristoi nierchants once established a
j. ne jorisiui — -

board for the examination of merchant cap

tains. Well, that all looked very nice and as

it ought to be
;
but mark the result—a vessel

needed a captain ;
a man offered himself, and,

after a few puzzlers, was rejected as un-

qualified for taking charge of a vessel. But

this poor ignorant chap had a friend, possessing

a good memory along with some modest as-

surance. lie crammed well, presented himself,

swallowed all the puzzlers in a jiffy, passed a

most splendid examination, and was duly

dubbed captain. When all was done, he said :

“ Now, gentlemen, am I to consider myself

master of this ship?” “Certainly.” He re-

joinded, “ And a pretty set of fellows you are.

I am a tailor. I never set my foot in salt-water

in my life
;

I never saw salt-water but from

the pier-head, aud you have passed me as fit to

be a captain, but' have rejected my brother,

who is a thorough old mariner,—has been to

the South Seas and every part of the globe, and

never once ran his ship upon a rock.,

So ended the Bristol merchants board of

examination.— I am, Mr. Editor, with my most

humble duty. X. T . Izzard.

FOREIGN ARCHITECTURAL AND COL-
LATERAL INTELLIGENCE.

Ruins of an Ancient Town in the Caroline

Islands.—For the sake of better understanding

the importance of this (albeit not yet averred)

discovery, a few words on the systems or gan-

glia of civilization — as appearing in architec-

tecture and other radii of social life, may be

premised. Amongst the most extended systems

of civilization is the Buddah-(ndian, the Bud-

dah-Chinese, the Greek- Egyptian, Tolteque,

&c.
;
all of which are also mightily and strongly

typified in their respective styles of architec-

ture. But it must be borne in mind, that if

ruins exist in the Caroline (or other South-Sea)

Islands, they would belong to none of the

hitherto known systems of civilization thence

their very great importance. We extract the

following from some Sydney periodicals which

have come to hand. “ Among the Caroline

islands is Ascensio, about 11° north lat., dis-

covered some years ago by H.M.S. Raven

,

and not yet properly laid down in maps. A
gentleman who subsequently staid there foi

several months—reports the following: ‘ On
this island, perhaps on others of the same

group, the language of the aborigines is more

harmonious than in other islands of the Pacific,

a great many words ending with vowels.

—

There are at, a place called Tamen, ruins of a

town, now only accessible by boats, the water

reaching up to the steps of the houses. The

huge walls are overgrown with bread, cocoa

nut, and other ancient trees, and the ruins

occupy a space of several miles. The stones

of these edifices are laid bed and quoin,
exhi-

biting a considerable degree of art. Some of

the hewn stones are 20 feet long, by 3 feet

5 inches, and no cement or mortar uniting

them was observed. The walls have door and

window places, and the material seemed to be

different from the rock in the immediate neigh-

bourhood. There is a mountain in the island,

the rock of which is covered with symbolic

figures; and more extensive ruins than the

above are said to exist in the interior. The

habits of these islanders exhibit traces of a

different social system, water being carried

about after meals for washing hands, &c. When
asked about the origin of these buildings, they

say, that ‘ they were built by men now above.’

—Nothing more has been, of late, ascertained

about this curious discovery, or rather asser-

tion, than that drawings of them are now on

their way to England. A few concluding re-

marks on philosophical architecture may find

here a place. The first relates to the observa-

tion, that “ the waves reach up to the steps of

the houses.” With our present geological

knowledge, it is by no means required to sup-

pose (for the sake of explaining the fact), that

a general flood of the Pacific has taken place

since these structures were erected. It is the

columns of the Temple of Serapis, near Puoz-
zoli, which will lead us to the plain explana-

tion of this fact in another way. It has em-
barrassed archaeologists and others for a long

time to explain, whence these lithodomi and

other marine shells came, which had fastened

on the surface of these columns, at a height

of 46 feet above the level of the Mediterra-

nean— of course, since they were erected.

It has been, however, since ascertained, not

only by geological induction
,
but by written

documents— that the Temple of Serapis (and

the surrounding terrain), has been first sub-

merged under
,
and, after centuries, again up-

heaved above the level of the sea ;
a fact^men-

tioned also in Prof. Lyell’s “ Geology. In

how far this has also been the case with the

South Sea Island ruins, we are, of course, not

able to know. A second observation of the

kind may conclude our remarks. If men have

existed before our historical times—as it seems

they have in the present instance, and if they

possessed arts and civilization, architectural

ruins may yet come within our reach; but

merely by excavations, or by the geoloyical up-

heaving of terrains, submerged under the level

of the sea.— [In recommending this notice to

our distant readers, and those connected with

the South Sea’lslands, we beg to remind them,

that if these ruins exist, there is afame to be

obtained by their accurate elucidation. But

even the ascertaining that they are merely

basalt rocks—or do not exist at all, would be

a service to science.]

The German Antiquarian Societies.—There

is scarcely a German state (some of them very

small), where one of the above societies has

not been established of late; many receiving

even a fixed yearly income from the state,

which— to say it by-the-bye, pays and sup-

ports all or most public establishments, as

hospitals, polytechnic drawing schools, &c.

These societies, moreover, have a wider scope

than the English hitherto had, calling them-

selves mostly, “Society for antiquarian and

historical knowledge—Gesellschaft fur vater

liindicshe Geschichts und Alter thums Kunde.

As such, every thing relating to the art, his-

tory, and the social condition of antiquity or

the middle ages comes within their reach
;
as

may be gathered from the following heads,

copied from their transactions :
“ On the

proportion of artisans’ wages in the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries; on the origin,

the regulations, and revenue of the alms-house

or hospitals of ;
the mines and melting-

houses of Bohemia in the reign of Charles IV ;

on the life of the foresters and miners in the

middle ages.”— It will then appear, that the

German antiquarians do not limit their exer-

tions to mere stone, or brick and mortar but

extend them also to the moral agencies,
which

move and shape these things.

Beuth,— Veter Caspar William ,
Privy

Councillor of his Majesty the King of Prussia ;

Director of the Board of Commerce, Trade,

and Architecture ; Member of the Council of

State— was born at Cleve in 1782, the son of a

physician. He soon became fond of the studies

in which his father was engaged, who, besides

his profession, occupied himself with natural

and artistical science. Having completed his

minor studies at Berlin, he went to the Uni-

versity of Halle, where he studied law and

polytechnics, and entered, in 1801, the service

of the state in the department of commercial

and manufactural affairs. Prince Hardenberg

first distinguished the talents and business-tact

of young Beuth, and employed him in his

ministeiial department. When the minister

received, subsequently, the orders to arrange

the financial affairs of Prussia, and to frame,

for that purpose, a new code of taxes and

trades’ regulations, he made Beuth a member
of the commission, which enacted the famous

Regeneration Laws of 1810. During the war

of 1813, the ministerial employe did not stand

aloof, and enrolled as a volunteer. After the

peace, he was made Councillor of Finances in

the department of commerce and trade. In

1821 he became a member of the council of

state, and director of the board of these depart-

ments, as well as that of architecture. During

his whole career, Beuth stood forth tor the

freedom of commerce and trade;* contending

for the principle, that the state had no right of

interfering with trade and commerce, except
:r - general inconvenience was to be appre-

1.4 1 i ewl nrl Vi r» *4 ft 11 1
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hended from misapplied egotism and the adul-

teration of articles of food, &e.— Beuth was

amongst those, who considered it wrong to

* We copy from the extensive German work :
“ Konver-

sations Lexicon.der Gegenwart. Leipzig, Brockhaus, 1839—

1842, pp. 484.

protect anv trade or occupation in preference

to an other, be it by taxation or other infringe-

ment, by which, after all, only the great bulk

of consumers is injured. He proclaimed, that

it was the bounden duty of the state—to direct

and lead the numerous class of tradespeople by

improving, by all means possible, their tech-

nical, artistic, and scientific culture, and

thereby enable them to compete with other

nations in those articles, which lay most within

their grasp (
landesthiimlich ). The Prussian

government encouraged and assisted him in

every shape possible—and commissioned him

with the execution of his plans

,

the list of which

is really stupendous -.—the foundation of the

Trades' Institute at Berlin, and the provincial

trades’ schools
;
travels of distinguished pupils

of the former to foreign parts, at the expense

of the state; the publishing of costly and other

useful works (hand-books)—especially pat-

terns for tradespeople and manufacturers—

examples for mechanics, masons, and carpen-

ters
;
the execution of the great state buildings

and other structures in the Prussian empire :

the introduction of manufactural improvements

from the United States, England, and France,

which Beuth had become acquainted with

during bis several travels to these countries;

the distribution of costly, novel, approved in-

struments and implements, in numerous speci-

mens, as patterns and prizes amongst the

tradesmen of the provinces ;
the establishment

of industrial exhibitions; the total reconstruc-

tion of the Berlin Academy of Building intt

a general building school of the empire. Foi

the sake of stimulating the tradespeople anc

artisans to self-action (!), he founded, in 18l 1

the Association of Industry of Prussia (Veretr

fur Geiverbsfleiss in Preussen), of which h<

acted as chairman. When King Frederii

William IV. ascended the throne, his majesty’:

endeavours to elevate the social condition of the

nation by every possible means, found at

adequate instrument in Beuth, who wai

subsequently knighted by the king, and con

tinued his useful exertions until a late period

His merits were acknowledged by diploma

and other distinctions at home and abroad—

to which the vote of their medal by th«

Royal Institute of British Architects has beei

the last, but not the least honourable tokei

bestowed on areally practical and useful citizei

of the Prussian empire.

Regulation on the Bridges of Dresden am

Prague.—If our modern travellers and tourist

would, rather than expatiate on dinner-part

anecdotes and the like, tell us the comparativ

anatomy ofpublic works, and regulations re

lating thereto, abroad—the public would havi

perhaps, less to read, but they would knot

more. Every inhabitant of this metropoli

must have been shocked, more or less, by th

great bustle and confusion which very ofte

take place on our free bridges, like th

London and Westminster— the more so, t

persons carrying more or less bulky load

beams, &c., are often obstructing the passag

tossing and reflecting at each other to the, i

times, bodily lesion of children and other

The good folks of Dresden and Prague, whet

the two finest bridges in Europe have existe

for the last 400 years, have rather clever

guarded against such inconvenience—so fa

at least, as it is possible. Either by regulatioi

enacted to that effect, or a silent understandir

amongst the bridge-goers— both, howeve

beyond the memory of present generation,

has been achieved, that persons passing in tl

same direction, keep the same side of tl

bridge. Thus, the Hood moves on
;

still tl

same flood, but there is no tossing, no reflet

ing at each other—there is a circulation

moving elements, but no chaos. As th

journal has, one amongst the first, taken i

the huge matter of metropolitan improvement

we may be permitted, briefly, to state how th

could be effected here, without even seeming

encroaching on ideas of private liberty. L
a set of boards be put up, stating that such :

arrangement is requested to take place fro

a certain date. At that period, a few beadl

might be stationed at the four approaches

the bridges— to direct people the way tlr

have to go. Thus, the next morning, tl

thing would be in a fair train, and as soon

we (the swinish multitude) be once led th

way—why, we should follow up the thing

usual.

The verbiage of “ modernity.” —A stran.

incongruity begins to dawn on our mind—
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we consider how much we have talked, and
how little done. Our mountains of paper
destined for eternity— tally but badly with our
structures, which tumble down, even before
they have been completed. We have hundreds
of books

.

on the elevation of mankind—but
the dwellings of our humbler classes resemble
rather styes than any thing else. We have
minutely analyzed effluvia and every sort of
waste and offal— still they are accumulated
beneath and around our cities, to make expe-
riments, as it were, inanima vili. Our legis-
latures have debated most profusely every po-
sition and principle of public and private law,
in the abstract and concrete—save one, how to
make mankind live and exist in the way of
human beings. Well may one be inclined to
repeat to all of them : “ Be gone—make room
for practical men.” [Isis of Oken.]

The “ Journal of Public Instruction" of
Paris contains the following remarks on the
late regulation of the “ university ” system in
Fiance : “ One of the main objects for which
men have combined into society— is education;
nay, these terms may be considered, after all,
as synonymous; as an imperfectsystem of public
instruction implies a defect in the social con-
dition of the nation, and, therefore, in the
government. Aside the greatest freedom of
private instruction, the duty of the state to
afford one, normal and most extensive to the
mass of citizens, stands paramount. Nay, most
of the highest walks of science, literature, and
art cannot be taught but in establishments be-
longing to the nation—the state. The surest
control, however, as well as the surest cor-
rective for any abuses or deficiences in the
public schools (of any kind), are private insti-
tutions, as well primary as of a higher stamp •

as a people well instructed even elementarily’
will never allow that error should remain en-
throned in the sanctuary of knowledge, or its
public establishments perverted and made use
of for sordid and private purposes. The Council
of University, now called into renewed ex-
istence, as one taken from amongst the number
of teachers of every grade, will be the surest
constitutional check on the abuses or the faults
of the whole educational system of France ”

J. L v.

THE BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Dec. 17. The treasurer in the chair. Nearly
twenty members were elected, among whom
were Monsieur Guizot, the Viscount San-
tarem, Messieurs Cb. Lenormant, Letronne,
Victor Hugo, Baron Taylor, &c.
Mr. Charles Warne exhibited some Celtic

or Belgic weapons in bronze, discovered in
levelling a huge barrow on the estate of the
Hon. Col. G. D. Darner, at Carne, Dorset, and
Major Sheppard a stone celt picked up near
Ci 88bury, Sussex. Mr. Syer Cuming commu-
nicated an account illustrated by enlarged
drawings ofnumerous pilgrims’ signs, medalets
and tokens in lead, collected during excava-
tions for the foundations of new London
iiridge. Mr. PJanche read a letter from Mr.
Mark Anthony Lower, relative to further dis-
coveries at Lewes, which will be described in
letail at the next public meeting of the asso-
ciation. Mr. Burkitt exhibited some ancient
leeds recently brought to light, relating to
iroperty in Sussex.
Mr. W. H. Brooke, of Hastings, who had

)een engaged on behalf of the association to
irepare drawings of mural paintings lately dis-
covered in Battel church, communicated his
eport thereon, and exhibited his coloured
ketches, thirteen in number. The report
;aye an elaborate account of the discovery,
I’hich, but for the prompt exertions of the cen-
ral committee would have been fruitless to
he antiquarian world, as the remains were
[uickly re-plastered and re-whitewashed, and
10 efforts were made by local authorities to
reserve a record of them. They comprise
iany subjects, such as the trial and condem-
iation of our Saviour, Michael conquering
latan, saints, martyrs, &c., executed in a good
tyle of art, and so closely resembling in many
oints those discovered in Preston church, near
Brighton (See Archteologia), that Mr. Brooke
J inclined to ascribe them to the same artist.
Mr. Crofton Croker, the secretary, informed

ae meeting that he had received a polite and
ind reply to his application to Lord Lincoln,
sspecting an inquiry made by him on behalf

y the association, at the suggestion of Sir
Samuel Meynck, relative to the abstraction of
the sword from the statue of Charles I., at
Charing. cross. His lordship had ordered an
investigation to be set on foot, and at the same
tune stated,, that any representations made by
he association, relative to the better conserve-
tion of ancient national monuments, would at
all times meet his attention.
Mr. Jewitt exhibited drawings in illustration

of a paper on the history and architectural
peculiarities of St. Giles’s church, Shrewsbury
which, by reason of its length, was postponed
to the next meeting.
Mr. Price inquired whether the committee

had received any intelligence of the threatened
distinction ofBittorn manor-house and grounds,
the site of the Roman Clausentum, near South-
ampton, by a proposed line of railway from
London, Guildford, and Petersfield.
Mr. Roach Smith congratulated the associa-

tion upon the great activity of its members,
in anticipating the disastrous effects of the
spirt of destructiveness, and in sounding an
alarm in time. The committee had already
re
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ati0n resPecting the subject
ot Mr. 1 rice s inquiry, and were prepared to
adopt measures which he had 1.0 doubt, would
preserve the interesting and classic spot (the
property of Mrs. Stuart Hall, an associate of
the association), from violation.

1 ..I

*' e ™ eet 'n&s were then adjourned to the
14th of January.
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COMPLAINT AGAINST THE DISTRICT
SURVEYOR OF LEWISHAM.

The following communication has been ad-
dressed to us by Mr. Badger.

S' 11,— Having had my attention directed to
the leading article of the last number of your
publication (13th inst), containing strictures
upon several of the metropolitan district sur-
veyors, and in which also is inserted a letter
with the signature of Nicholas Metherell, in
reference to a certain transaction concerning
myself who therein gives a palpably incorrect
and unfounded statement of particulars, I have
to request that you will, as an act of justice
disabuse the public mind by finding a place in
your columns for this communication, and the
subjoined letter of Mr. Whitmarsh, of the Green
Man Hotel, Blackheath, who has kindly fur-
nished the facts to which he alone was privy as
regards myself, and who also disclaims the
honour °f Mr. Metherell’s acquaintance.
Mr. W hitmarsh’s letter is in my possession,
and may be seen by any party desirous of fur-
ther satisfaction on that point. I shall only
instance, in proof of the accuracy of the facts
particularized with such exemplary minuteness
ot detail by your correspondent, and upon
whom you seem to have placed full reliance,
Mr. M. gives the dimensions of the sign-board
5 feet by 3 feet

;
it actually is found to be 11

feet 8 inches by 3 feet 6 inches, and is fixed with
eight holdfasts, and not four, as stated. These
matters, however unimportant in themselves,
Y et ^ deem worthy of notice, as shewing the
value of the testimony upon which the attempt
has been made to affix a stigma upon my
conduct— I am, Sir, &c.,

Charles Robert Badger.
Hoi well-place, Black heath-road,

17th Dec., 1845.

Blackheath, Dec. 16tb, 1845.
Dear Sir,— I beg to state that you did not

desire to exact thirty shillings for the fixing of
the sign-board against the stable wall which
Mr. Tomlinson rents of me, but stated, that be
was liable for that amount, not having given
notice. You also stated, that you had to make
up your monthly account, and that your charge
was ten shillings, which I paid you for Mr.
Tomlinson.— 1 remain, yours truly,

Thos. Whitmarsh.
To C. Badger, Esq., &c.

We feel it necessary first to remark, that pre-
vious to the receipt of these letters, we were
ignorant of the name of the district surveyor
complained of, not being aware that Mr.
Badger’s district included Blackheath.

VVe immediately sent to our informant re-
quiring that he should substantiate his state-
ment, or retract it, and the following is his
reply

6

bm,—On the 3rd of December Mr. Tom-
jlinson solicited my opinion, after shewing me

the sig-n-Wd, saying the district surveyor
has made me pay 10s. for fixing it : he wanted
30s., and if I can I will trounce him for itmeaning prosecute}. I told Mr. Tomlinson
that I could not sufficiently inform him so as
to guide him in any ulterior proceeding, but
that 1 he Builder would perhaps give an
opinion if asked. He then requested me to
write, and he repeated that he had paidlOs.,and
that the district surveyor wanted 30s., and ho
shewed me the receipt for 10s.
On the appearance of my statement in The

Builder on the 13th instant, I went to him,
and he again said what I had written was
correct. On my receiving an intimation from
1 he Builder that Mr. Badger had denied
the truth of my statement, I again went to
see Mr. lomlinson, who wished me to go with
him and see Mr. Whitmarsh on the subject
(.till now i was not aware Mr. Whitmarsh had
any thing to do in the matter). Mr. Whitmarsh
then told me that Mr. Badger had called, andm a very humble manner, supplicated him to
enable him (Mr. Badger) to dear himself be-
fore Ins brother district surveyors, who were
disposed to censure him for what appeared in
Inn Buildur. Mr. Whitmarsh said lie did
then write a statement for him, in some degree
altering the appearanceof the complaint against
him. Mr. Whitmarsh did at the same time say
that what I had written was correct, or very
nearly, and that what he wrote for Mr. Badger
was a mere act of kindness.
On Friday last I received from Mr. Badger

a letter threatening legal proceedings, unless
I would insert in The Builder a denial of
the truth of my statement, and reading it to
Mr. W hitmarsli and Mr. Tomlinson they ap-
peared surprised. Mr. Tomlinson said, Mr.
Badger did demand 30s., and Mr. Whitmarsh
assured me that whatever he might have writ-
ten on behalf of Mr. Badger was from the
peculiar manner in which he was solicited, and
on account of his situation as a public ofiicer.
Mr. Whitmarsh adds more, “ if I am to give
evidence in this matter in a court of justice
and on oath, I shall be obliged to say that the
demand was tantamount to a demand of 30s.,
and if what I wrote on his behalf, be held up
against me, I shall bo obliged to say, consi-
deration for the individual was the induce-
ment.” I cannot come to Mr. Badger’s terms
considering that I have only acted straight-
forwardly, and have kept to the truth; waiting
the result.— I remain, your most obedient ser-
va” t

> N. Metherell.
6, Bath-terrace, Horsemonger-lane.

We do not publish this letter willingly, as
we have no desire to injure any man; but
Mr. Badger having called on us to insert his
denial, we feel bound to allow our correspond-
ent to speak for himself. We trust sincerely
that this and other circumstances will induce
Mr. Badger to take a different view of his
position, and administer the duties confided to
him with more moderation and a less exact-
ing spirit, than lie has heretofore exhibited.

TO TAKE PAINT OFF OAK PANELLING.

Sir,—

I

beg to inform “ F. R. L.,” that the
best and only method of removing paint from
oak panelling, carving, &c., is as follows
make a strong solution of American potash
(which can be bought at any colour shop, and
resembles burnt brick in appearance)

;
mix

this with sawdust, and make a sort of paste,
and spread it all over the paint, which will
become softened after a few hours, and is easily
removed by washing vvifh cold water. If, after
the panelling, &c., is dry, it becomes cracked,
apply a solution of hot size with a brush,
which will bind it well together, and make it

better for varnishing, as well as destroy the
beetle which is often met with in old oak, and
is erroneously called the worm. If “ F. R. L.”
wishes to make old dark oak pule in colour,
apply with a brush a little dilute nitric acid,
judiciously

;

if he requires it to be dark, let
him stain it with dregs of black ink and burnt
umber mixed. As I have adopted all these
methods very often, I can say that they answer
most successfully, as my specimens of old oak
furniture and carvings shew. “ F. R. L.” had
better at first try these plans on oak not of
much value, as to make a good job requires
care, practice, and attention.— I am, Sir, &c.,
London, Dec. 20th, 1845. Amateur.
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NOTES IN THE PROVINCES.

The re-opening of Market Weston church

took place last week, after the successful

COLOURED DECORATIONS.

loon piaue iubl -

result of drawing together the two walls of

the nave, which had bulged outwards to a very

considerable extent, and » nd
u
er&0,^"m

I”f.
te

renovation at the cost of about 2,000/. 1 he

church, standing on a gentle eminence, is a

well-proportioned edifice in the perpendicular

style built, as the Suffolk churches generally

are, of rubble and flint, with stone dressings.

It consists of a square tower at the west-end
;

a nave with a porch on the south or village

side; and a spacious chancel. The restoration

necessarily involved a large quantity of new

w'ork, but whatever parts of the original

structure were capable of being used again, the

architects, Messrs. Cottingham and Son, were

careful inieplaciugthesameasthey were in pre-

serving the original tower of the building.

The ceremony of turning the first sod in the

Manchester Public parks took place in the

Endham Hall estate, Harpurhey, last week.

They are expected to be opened in June next.

The repairs and decorations now in pro-

gress at the Liverpool town hall, will cost

about 5,000/. Very vigorous efforts are

being made to obtain funds to erect churches

in three of the new districts in the Potteries,

recently constituted by her Majesty’s Ecclesi-

astical Commissioners
;

one at Northwood,

Hanley; another in the Hope district of

Shelton ;
and the third in the Sneyd district of

Burslem. Among the improvements already

completed in Howden church, to the restora-

tion of which we have already adverted, may
be mentioned a stained-glass window, which

has been inserted at the east end, over the

screen which originally separated the choir

from the transepts'. It was executed by Mr.

Wailes, of Newcastle, and contains three full-

sized figures
;

in the centre i3 a figure of

Christ, surrounded by a halo of glory; on each

side of our Lord are seen the figures of St.

Peter and St. Cuthbert, the patron saints, to

whom the church is dedicated. The garden

opposite the west end of the church at Ely, has

been purchased as a site for a new museum,
which is also to be the library of the literary

society. The cost of the building is to be

raised by shares of 25/. each, the greater part

of which are already taken. It appears from

a statement just published by the Church

Building Society, that since its incorporation,

about thirty years since, it has expended the

sum of 381,031/. in the erection or enlarge-

ment of 2,397 churches and chapels, and has

provided 058,000 sittings, of which 477.000

are free aud unappropriated. The repairs

of Christ Church, Coulville, Leicestershire,

having been completed, it was re-opened on

the 10th inst. A floor of encaustic tiles was

presented by Mr. H. Minton. The autho-

rities at Jersev have adopted the plan of Capt.

Charles Bisson for improving their harbour.

It consists in the building of an out wall,

water-tight outside, and parallel with the pre-

sent North Pier. It is to commence at the

Esplanade, nearly opposite Castle-street, and

is to be carried out with a slight curve inwards,

to meet the present new South Pier head,

ranee will be. The parawhere the entrance will be. The parapet on

the present old North Pier is to be removed,

and the latter formed into a quay for loading

and unloading vessels. This plan will have

the advantage of being easily converted into a

wet dock whenever it may be deemed expe-

dient. Notice was given last week, at the

Hull Town Council, by Mr. Richardson, of

his intention to propose at the next meeting

the establishing a public museum, in accord-

ance with the provisions of Mr. Ewart’s Act.

The same council contemplate either enlarging

and improving the existing market-place at

Hull, or transferring the same to a more eli-

gible site outside the docks.

Disappearance ok the Caisson on the
Godwin Sands. — The Deal correspondent
of the Shipping Gazette

,
in a letter dated the

8th inst., say6 that Mr. Bush’s lighthouse has
completely disappeared

;
and further that “ from

the circumstance of their being a large fleet

of vessels in the Downs, together with a thick

atmosphere, 1 have not been able to see it since
Friday last, and therefore cannot exactly .say
when it fell.”

At a meeting of the Decorative Art Society,

on Dec. 10th, a continuation of the paper “ On
Chromatic Decorations in England,” reported

p. 5S8, ante
,
was read by Mr. E. Cooper. He

commenced by noticing the progressive regard

for coloured decorations exhibited during the

Norman and Gothic epochs; alluding to the

simple effect produced by the polished purbeck

marble shafts at Ely and the Temple Church,

the rich grandeur of the earlier stained-glass

windows at York and elsewhere, with the at-

tendant painted decorations, on ceilings and

walls, and the pavements of encaustic tiles.

He attempted to elucidate the principles which

predominate in the latter examples, by explain-

ing the general application of the three pri-

mary colours, and the more usual construction

of the designs. He then noticed the stained-

glass windows at King’s College Chapel, Cam-

bridge, where the whole of the subject and

detail are designed with a feeling ot the re-

naissance (it is supposed by Guilio Romano).

He said, from personal observation, that nearly

all the coloured glass is what is technically

termed pot-metal, and that where it is not so,

as probably in the finest colours, it is enam-

elled glass, and he observed that drawing and

shading were placed upon these, as is evident

from their disappearance in many cases, leav-

ing the pot-metal only. A disconsonance was

alluded to, arising from the colours of back-

ground and foreground in pictorial subjects

being of the same intensity, and a method of

producing light and distance by removing

more or less from the thickness of the enamel,

was suggested as applicable to windows, and

a specimen was exhibited. The lecturer then

commented on the agreeable effect of stained-

glass windows where the walls are of a simple

or uniform colour, but urged careful consider-

ation when the walls are decorated with pic-

tures
;

he observed that the altar-piece by

Raphael, at King’s College Chapel, is entirely

neutralized in effect by the overwhelming

coloured rays of light entering in every direc-

tion upon it; the earlier examples of Gothic

windows were said to allow the transmission

of a greater proportion of pure light. The
ancient coloured glass had no superiority over

that now producible, and the prevalent opi-

nion of inferiority had arisen from the greater

use of painted glass instead of pot-metal, or

enamelled glass. After some remarks on en-

caustic tiles (from specimens from Reading

Abbey), and the peculiarities of Gothic draw-

ing, colouring, and sculpture, he described

some examples of transition or mixed Gothic

and Italian characters, in the ceiling of the

Chapel Royal, St. James’s, and the chapel of

Bishop West, in Ely Cathedral
;
and also the

fine specimen of baronial decorations lately

restored at Hampton Court. He then took

occasion to censure the manner in which some

of the coloured decorations in the spandrils

below the windows of the aisles in Westmin-

ster Abbey have been destroyed or concealed,

by the misplaced and absurd mythological mo-
numental tablets, and he noticed some fine and

well-known examples of “ high tombs,” richly

ornamented with marbles, colour, and gilding.

The decorations of the Elizabethan period

were noticed, and a fine specimen of embossed

silvered and coloured leather hangings from

the manor house, Billingshurst, was exhibited.

The introduction of Italian architecture by

Charles, led to the consideration of the ceiling

of the Banqueting House, Whitehall, painted

by Rubens; also of the works by Thornhill,

Verrio, Sanguerre, and Charles de la Fosse, at

Greenwich Hospital; St. Paul’s, Chatsworth,

and Montague House,now the British Museum.
At present, he remarked, there appears to be a

struggle for supremacy between the Gothic and

Italian styles; and in his criticism on some
recent decorations, expressed an opinion that

the imitations have been unsuccessfully ap-

plied; instancing those in the Temple Church
as partaking too freely of yellow ochreous tint;

the Royal Exchange as being too petite for

their purpose; the Conservative Club as pre-

senting a bewildering profusion of trifling

ornament, devoid of any important character

or design, and materially diminishing any grand

effect that the architects might have contem-

plated. After some remarks explanatory of

his views on domestic decorations of the pre-

sent day, Mr. Cooper submitted a question as

to the applicability of Gothic decorations to

modern purposes, with more especial reference

to the New Palace of Westminster. He ad-

mitted that decorations should be in accordance

with the style, and subservient to the archi-

tectural character of the edifice
;
but, he asked,

must we therefore follow the earlier Gothic

mannerisms? copy the attempts of an age of

comparative barbarism in art? or are we to

adopt all the improvement and knowledge of

form of the present day ? He contended, that

the Gothic did not admit of pictorial decoration

in proper keeping; and that the modern school

of painting presented too many inconsistencies.

He concluded by asserting, that the Italian

style of the thirteenth and sixteenth centuries,

as found in the designs of Palladio, Scainozzi,

Sansovino, and others, admitted of the utmost

degree of refinement, both in sculpture and

painting, and afforded profitable materials for

study for such a purpose. A discussion fol-

lowed—in which some artists, took part—

and it was observed that, generally, too much
regard was had for precedent rather than

principle ;
that decorative art was somewhat

like to a well-laden ship adrift; that much
grace and sweetness of expression may be

found in Gothic art, but a stand should be made
against Gothic barbarities; that Mr. Ballan-

tine’s recently published remarks on stained

glass, contending that it is capable of conveying

high art, were questionable, us applied to win-

dows, which have a variety of essential purposes

at variance with pictorial representations on

walls
;
and, moreover, never ought to attract or

divide the attention with them
;
that kaleidis-

copic and Byzantine arrangements of glass, as

at York, were in better taste
;
that the richest

designs would be found subordinate to colours,

and that considerable analogy would be found

between Persian carpets and Delhi shawls, and

the best arrangements of coloured decorations

from the eleventh to the fourteenth centuries.

The meeting adjourned to the 14th January

next. E. C. L.

ARCHITECTURE IN FRANCE.

In a letter from Paris on matters of art,

published in a recent number of the Athenceum ,

the following remarks occur ::

—

“ Among the three fine arts, painting, sculp-

ture, and architecture, perhaps Great Britain

can less compete with France in the second lj

than either of the others. In the first, our ri

brilliant colour may well be set off against t.i

French able draughtsmanship, because, though i

a secondary pictorial merit, we can produce el

better works by its means than our compe- -

titors can by those of their almost barren ac- •

complishment. I call it barren as I do a de- •

sert, which nevertheless teems forth prodigious s

births every day. In the third fine art, France e

puts forward very ambitious claims, and the e

balance certainly hangs evener between her r

edile genius and ours than Libra’s did between n

Satan and Gabriel. Yet of Pointed architee- •-

ture she has little or none to shew— I mean n

new specimens. Of classic or pseudo-classic, .',

she possesses three celebrated modern exam-i-

pies, which, however, appear to me (an ama-i-

teur, recollect!) as striking from their faults:'

as their beauties. The Bourse presents a t

grand quadrangular peristyle of three-score £

and six columns
;
but what docs this multitu-i

dinous display of colossal legs sustain ? A \

mere entablature, for the pile of slates within r

it has no pediment, character, or pretension !

Thus the edifice suggests the idea of an ele-;

vated cistern roofed over, instead of an Ex-t

change! There is an utter and palpable dls-s

proportion between the immense apparatus ofi

support and the weight supported. It resem-i

bles a inultipede statue with the body omitted,!

and the head placed upon the hips. I wish to:<

give important defects alone, importance, andu

therefore shall concede the exterior of thei'

Madeleine more immaculate than its presiding;

saint; though its pediment forms a very harsh.1

outline, and the whole temple surface be cubi

up by the dark list-like joints of the masonry:

—that bizarre taste which our neighboursr

have for variegation peeping out in their ar-i

chitecture, as in their diapered and striated.1
'

pantaloons. But the capital defect of the Ma-a
deleine is its comparative meanness within/

despite the profusion of embellishments it hasu

received at/the hands of gilders, carvers,;

painters, and glaziesfe. I pass over its circulars

style, diametrically opposed to the rectangular

ordonnance outside. • A far worse discord
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results from your entering a little, narrow,
heavy-proportioned chapel of ease, where you
expected a spacious church, commensurable
with such a huge, high-columned, double por-
ticoed, arrogant architectural inclosurefwhich
your eye almost tires to travel through the de-
tails ot. As for the third celebrated example
of modern French architecture, the Hotel de
Ville, it must be admitted beautiful exteriorly,
and if the same or any homogenous ordon-
nance harmonize its courts, when finished, in

the key of its frontage,— if they are not en-
cumbered with oppressive decorations, nor
broken up by obtrusive projections and imper-
tinent attractions, till the whole corps de bdti-

merit resemble, like the Madeleine, a man who
has “made too much fat within,” — it may
prove the very handsomest edifice of modern
French construction. Construction, mind;
for, after all, it would be no more than the

original Italian architect’s old hotel-de-ville

extended, and rather the production of Gallic

quarries than of Gallic genius. Nevertheless,

qualified as our admiration of these three

works must become on analyzing their pre-

tensions, there is, without question, a great

deal of architectural power, skill, and talent

manifested in both them and numerous other

structures, private and public, which have
lately arisen to adorn this much-improved me-
tropolis. If Parisian architects would but ex-

pend a little of said power, skill, and talent on
sweetening said metropolis! Its streets smell

like -open sewers—nay, are such ! In subter-

ranean architecture, British professors bear off

the bell
;
their genius shews itself to best ad-

vantage under the ground
;
Paris cannot rival

London’s apparatus of latent aqueducts and
gutter-ducts and dirt-aducts, however defec-

tive. Lutelia quasi il Into /”

miscellanea.

Largest Factory Building in thf.

World.—The central part of the Portsmouth
(American) steam factory, which is 204 feet

long, is now two-thirds up, and, should the

weather continue favourable, will be covered be-

fore Christmas. The eastern wing, of 1 50 feet,

will be built in the spring, and the western

wing, of 150 feet, will probably be built in

the course of next year. The centre part is

to be six stories high, the wings five stories;

height of the lower story 13 feet, of the other

stories 12 feet
;
the length of the front will

be 504 feet, or about a tenth of a mile. There
will be about four acres of flooring in the

Portsmouth factory. Number of spindles,

50,000; number of operatives 1,200 to 1,500.

In the rear two parallel buildings, two stories

high, will be extended 100 feet back from the

junction of the main building with the wings
;

and between those buildings, 50 feet from the

main structure, theboiler-house is to be erected.

The foundation of the chimney, which is to be

140 feet high, is laid, and is in progress of erec-

tion. A gentleman whohasbeen travelling the

last year, in pursuit of information respecting

manufacturing establishments, and who has

visited more than a thousand factories, informs

us that the largest building he has seen or heard

of is at Manchester in this state, which is 440

feet in length. There is nothing in England to

to compare with it.— Portsmouth Journal.

Proposed Restoration op St. Michael’s
Church.— It gives us much pleasure to an-

nounce that at a dinner party lately given by the

•Rector of St. Mary de Crypt, at which a num-

ber of clergymen and earnest laymen were pre-

sent, the wretched state of St. Michael’s church

in this city, was incidentally mentioned
;
when,

in a few minutes, the munificent sum of about

1501. was subscribed towards its restoration.

.)Vc ‘trust that this good beginning will be

warmly seconded. If the work be judiciously

undertaken, St. Michael’s church may be

rendered an edifice of considerable beauty and

interest. Its tower is now one of the finest

examples of its class in this county.— Glou-

cester Chronicle.

A Noble Example.—We are glad to ob-

serve that the health of towns is being made an

attractive subject in our lecture rooms, and the

diffusion of sound knowledge connected there-

with occupying the time and talents of some of

our legislators during the recess. Last week,

Viscount Ebrington delivered a lecture on the

subject at the F.l^outh Mechanics’ Institution.

Paving of Towns.'—Before the eleventh
century none of the great cities of the present
day were paved, except Rome and Cordova.
Paris did not enjoy this advantage, according
to Rigord, physician and historian to Philippe-
Auguste, who relates that the king, being at
the window of his palace, which commanded
a view of the Seine, perceived that the car-
riages passing in the mire diffused a most
offensive odour, which induced him to issue
an order for the paving of the streets, not-
withstanding the expense of it, the dread of
incurring which, he was aware, had hitherto
deterred his predecessors. Since that period
the city took the name of Paris, instead of
Lutetia, which originated in the number of
its sloughs. Even London was not paved at

that time, many of its principal streets were
not thus improved till the 15th century. Holborn
was done in 1417* Dajon commenced the
paving of the streets in 1391. In 1285 an
order from Philippe-le-Hardi commanded the
citizens of Paris to pave and sweep the streets

before their houses at their own expense; but
this mandate was so badly executed that in

1309 the city was swept at the public cost,

under the inspection of the police. Till the
fourteenth century, the inhabitants of Paris
were suffered to throw every nuisance from
the windows, provided they cried out three
times “ Take care l" This license was inter-

dicted in 1372, and still more strictly in 1395.

An order was also issued to prevent pigs Tun-
ing through the streets, in consequence of the

accident which happened to the young King
Philippe. That prince, returning from Rheims
where he went to be crowned, while passing

Saint Gervais, a pig dashed between his horse’s,

legs, and threw him down. The king fell

backwards, and, in a few days, died of the

injuries he had sustained in the fall.

—

Sharpe's
London Magazine.
Church Architecture.—A work of some

value, illustrating- the various styles of wood-
work in church, architecture is at present in

progress. The author,'4Vlr. Bury, proposes

to give perspective views and measured de-

tails of ancient pulpits, lecterns, stalls, screens,

roofs, and other wooden fittings, engraved
by himself from his own sketches and mea-
surements. A good work on this suhject has

long been called for, and it is to be hoped,

that Mr. Bury will be encouraged to perse-

vere in his undertaking; and that one re-

sult may be the preservation of drawings of

many valuable relics, which, in spite of all

efforts, are from time to time disappearing.

The first part is now very nearly completed,

and we are able to say, that the execution of

the work will be in accordance with the im-

portance of the subject. The book will be 4to.,

and each part will contain about 21 plates.

Architectural Antiquities ok Scot-
land.— We learn with much gratification,

that the illustration of Scottish antiquities,

with both pen and pencil, is at last about to be

undertaken in a manner worthy of the subject.

Fifteen years ago, Mr. Burn, the architect,

mooted the subject, prompted solely by desire

to see the antiquities of his country efficiently

pourtrayed, but was unable to bring bis project

to bear. It is now, however, to be undertaken
with his assistance by Mr. Billings, and pro-

mises to be a most important work. A limited

edition will be issued, with copious details for

the professional man. Messrs. Blackwood
are the publishers.

Rouen.— Mr. Burford’s panorama of this

interesting city gives a faithful and wonder-

fully effective representation of if, and as a

work of art, merits great commendation.

Those who have not seen Rouen, and those

who have, will alike derive pleasure from a

visit to the gallery in Leicester-square.

NOTICES OF CONTRACTS.
[We are compelled by the interference of the Stamp Office

to omit the names of the parties to whom tenders, See.,

are to be addressed. For the convenience of our readers,

however, they are entered in a book, and may be seen

on application at the office of “The Builder,” 2, York-

street, Covent-gardcn.]

For the execution of the proposed branch rail-

way from Pelaw to Washington, in connection with

the Newcastle and Darlington Junction Railway,

being a distance of 5 miles ;
also for an extension

of about three-quarters of a mile in length.

For the supply of 150,000 sleepers, to consist

either of sound Baltic timber or of sound well-

grown larch, to the Midland Railway Company.

For the erection of a new church at Pensnett,

near Dudley,

APPROACHING SALES OF WOOD, &c.
BY AUCTION.

At Lorridge, near Berkeley, Gloucestershire;
198 maiden oaks, 122 maiden elms, and 1 maiden
ash, of excellent quality, and many of them of large
size. Also 495 pollards, chiefly oak.

At Coleshill, Warwickshire
; a large and supe-

rior stock of oak, elm, ash, poplar, and Memel
timber.

At Besford, near Pershore, Worcestershire
; a

considerable quantity of very capital elm, ash, and
oak timber trees. They are of large dimensions, of
superior quality, and very lengthy.

At Novar, Ross-shire
;
upwards of 10,000 trees,

now standing, all fit for railway purposes.
At Clumber, a large quantity of very valuable

oak, larch, elm, and beech timber trees, now
standing in the woods and plantations adjoining
Clumber and Worksop.
At Ryton-upon-Dunsmore, near Coventry

;
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fine oak, elm, ash, and other timber trees, many of
large dimensions.

At the Barringham Tile Works, Hull ; about
80,000 feet of pine board, 76 inches by $ of an
inch ; several principal beams complete, 38 feet by
42 feet, &c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

“ A. A.’”—We cannot assist our correspondent
in his views.

“ Stone Models.”

—

We have received Mr. Bur-
gess’s model offontfrom Fotheringhay Church, in

limestone, and are much pleased w.ith it. We re-

commend him warmly to our readers who need
architectural models. His address is West-street,

Oundle.
“ E. K.” (Kensington).

—

We will endeavour to

call in Liverpool-street; and are obliged by the offer.
“ G. H. C.” (Aylesbury).— We shall gladly

avail ourselves of his information.
“ J. C.”

—

We have already mentioned the ma-
terialpointed out, as well adaptedfor stable floors.

“ Architect’sCommission.”

—

A subscriber should

send his name. The opinion is otherwise valueless.

" Oak and Stone.”—Freemasons of the Church
meet at No. 3, Newport-street. Write to the

Secretary, 9, St. John’s Square
,
Clerkenwell.

“ Novice.”—Shall appear.
11 Ventilation.” — “A Working Carpenter,”

with reference to communications on this subject

from “ Working Bricklayer,” urges that fresh air

should be admitted into rooms on a level with the

face.
“ S. N.”

—

We believe the only brick pyramid
near Saccara, is one at Dahshur, called Kloube-

el-Meskich.
“ J. H. Thorpe.”—Roman cement (so mis-

named) is manufactured in England, chiefly from
Sheppy stone, andfrom the beach stonesfrom Har-
wich.

“ L. S. W. T.”—Il is not customaryfor archi-

tects to certify for payment of instalments on the

value ofmaterials brought on the premises. Ex-
cept by special arrangement, the work that isfixed

is alone taken into consideration.

“ Terra Cotta.”—A correspondent urges that

this material, if properly handled, may be used

with great effect. If thoroughly dried before

burning, he maintains that it will neither twist

nor crack.
“ T. D.” (Paris).—Gwilt’s Encyclopaedia of'

Architecture treats fully of all the subjects men-

tioned.
“ Colouring Bricks.”—A correspondent suggests,

that Basford’s patent process is well adapted to

work any durable coloured material on the surface

of bricks or tiles after they are made.
“ Payment of Sawyers.”

—

A builder says he has

adopted the system ofpaying sawyers by the score

offeet, instead ofper cut, and finds it toork well.

The present prices he pays are, for finch, 4d. ;

9-inch, bd. ; and 11 -inch, Gd. per score.

“ Circular Saw.”—“ J. E.” wishes information

as to the possibility of cutting deals into boards of

various thicknesses by means of a circular saw,

worked by hand-power, with a fly-wheel. He is

desirous ofprocuring machinery of that descrip-

tion ; its construction must be efficient, though not

expensive or difficult to manage.

Books.—We are sorry that we have not time to

reply to a dozen letters asking us to recommend

books.

Received; “ L.,” “An Old Builder,” “Car-

bon,” “J.S.,” “G.Brummitt,” “ Surveyor,” “Q.”

The occurrence of Christmas-day having led us to

go to press earlier than usual, the consideration of

several communications is unavoidably postponed.
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Just published, a New Edition for 1846, price 4s.

L AXTON’S BU1I, DEBS’ P RICE
BOOK, containing 11,000 Prices aud Memoranda con-

nected with Building, and the whole of the Metropolitan

Building Act.

J. WEALE, High Holbom ;
SIMl’KIN, MARSHAL,

and Co., GROOMBRIDGE and SONS, and SHERWOOD
and Co., Paternoster-row.

Heating by warm water.—

A

n
improved method of HEATING by the CIRCU-

LATION of HOT WATER may be seen in operation daily

at J. L. BENHAM and SONS, Stove Grate Manufactory, 19,

Wigmore-strcet, Cavendish-square. Estimates given for

warming churches and other public or private buildings in

town or country. A great variety of warm-air stoves of every

description, from fifteen shillings to twenty pounds.—19,
Wiginorc-street, Cavendish-square.

B IELEFELD’S PAPIER MACHE.—
The superiority of the Papier Mftch6 for the purposes

of ARCHITECTURAL DECORATIONS is now so gene-
rally admitted, that it is needless to argue it. The introduc-

tion of Papier M&ch6 into most of the public and private

buildings in the country is the best proof of its merits. Or-
naments may be had in almost every style, and pattern-

books, containing more than a thousand executed designs.

Price 1/.

PICTURE FRAMES and other Articles of Furniture,

either gilt or in imitation of the finest carved oak. An illus-

trated Tariff forwarded on the receipt of eight post-office

stamps.
PATENT QUAQUAVERSAL GLASS-STANDS for the

toilet, on an entirely new principle, of great elegance, and
free from all the practical inconvenience of ordinary Glass-

stands.

At the work s, 15 Wellington-strcet North, Strand.

CAEN STONE.

LUARD and BEEDHAM have a quantity
of the above stone, of the best quality, direct from

their Quarries at Allemange, which may be inspected at the
Norway Sufferance Wharf, Greenwich.—Further particu-
lars at Mr. G. GATES’, 18, SOUTHWARK-SQUARE,
SOUTHWARK.

PIMLICO MARBLE AND STONE WORKS, BEL-
GRAVE WHARF, PIMLICO-ROAD.

SAMUEL CUNDY begs to inform Archi-
tects, &c., that every description of Stone, Marble,

and Granite work is executed at the cheapest possible rate.

Estimates given for Mason’s Work in all its branches.
Gothic Work, Tombs, Monuments, &c.
MARBLE WORK for Halls, Dairies, Tables, Columns,

Vases, at most reasonable prices. *

A large collection of Designs for Mural and other Monu-
ments.
CHIMNEY PIECES from Twelve Shillings upwards.
Dep6t for CAEN STONE, &c.

THE WESTMINSTER MARBLE
COMPANY inform the Public that the great

reduction they have made in the price of their
VEIN MARBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES, they are sup-
plying them at a lower price than the Slate Chimney-
pieces made up to imitate marble. They also invite
Architects and Builders to inspect their stock of elegant
carved Chimney-pieces, executed in a style entirely un-
equalled in this country.
WESTMINSTER MARBLE WORKS, EARL-STREET,

MILLBANK.
A Vacancy for a respectable person, who is well acquainted

with the marble trade, to assist in the out-door department.
Apply by letter only.

POLONCEAU’S BITUMEN PAVE-
MENT for paving Foot walks, Terraces, Garden walks,

Stables, Coach Houses, Granaries, Corn Stores, and Salt
Warehouses. For the exclusion of Damp and Vermin in

Basements it is particularly adapted, and for Roofing Dwell-
ing Houses, Porticos, Balconies, and Sheds.

Price 3s. 6d. per square yard.
BITUMEN for covering the Arches of Bridges, Culverts,

&c. &c. oii Railways and other places (with instructions
for laying it down), may be had at the rate of 45s. per ton,

by applying tp JOHN PILKINGTON, 15, Wharf-road,
City- road.

TO ARCHITECTS.

I
N consequence of many complaints having
been made to the Company, by Architects, of a spurious

material having been used in the execution of Works where
the Seyssel AspuALTEhad been specifiedfor, the Directors,

with a view to ensure the fulfilment of any such specification,

have authorized CERTIFICATES to be granted to Builders
where the

SEYSSEL ASPHALTE
has been used. For the purpose of securing the use of the
Genuine Article, Architects and others are recommended to
insert in their specifications the “ Seyssel Alphalte, Cla-
xidge’s Patent,” and not merely “Asphalte,” or “Bitu-
men,” as in many cases where these terms have been used,
gas-tar and other worthless and offensive compositions have
been introduced. I. FARRELL, Secretary.
Stangate, near Westminster Seyssel Asphalte Company.

Bridge, Jan., 1845.
Books of Instructions for Use may be had at the Office of

“ The Builder,” aud of all Booksellers in Town and Country,
price Is.

*** In proof of the necessity of the above advertisement, it

may be mentioned, that it has come to the knowledge of the
Directors, that in certain works which have been executed bv
Messrs. CURTIS, builders, of Stratford, a spurious material
has been used by them, contrary to the specifications, which
expressly mentioned, that “ Claridge’s Asphalte” was to
be used.

Also in the ease of a work at Lewisham executed by Messrs.
ROBERT and DANIEL YOUNG, of 10, .frown-row,
Walworth-road, where Seyssel Asphalte was specified for, a
s p n r t "u s article was nevertheless laid down by them.

R
PROFESSOR KELLER’S POSES PLASTIQUES.
> OYAL ADELAIDE GALLERY.—This- 11

J

ciuuLi.’ilL/lj VJAlJbljIVX , X lllo
-* day, and during the week, Professor Keller will
exhibit at the Adelaide Galley his Grand Tableau Vivans
from the Ancient Masters, which have received so largely the
encomiums of the press. Every morning at half-past three,
and in the evening at nine o’clock. Great efforts have been
made to add to the effects of this exhibition. A variety of
new subjects have been added to those already presented to
tne public The Concerts as usual. Also P'ilbrow’s Atmo-
spheric Railway model, with explanatory lecture.

WESTBOURNE SAW MILLS.

J NEWSON, having now completed his

• improved STEAM MACHINERY, begs to inform
the Public that lie is enabled to execute Sawing in all its

branches with the greatest dispatch, and at such charges as

he trusts will ensure to him a share of their patronage.

THE GENERAL WOOD CUTTING
COMPANY, TIMBER and DEAL SAWING and

PLANING MILLS, Belvedere-road, Lambeth, near Water-
loo-bridge.—SAWING in all its branches executed with the
greatest precision and despatch. PLANING by the most
approved Machinery, reducing the Boards to a parallel width
and thickness, and grooving or matching with undeviating
accuracy. The operation economizes time, money, and
material.

PLANING

MACHINERY.

SAW MILLS, GILLINGHAM-STREET, PIMLICO.

TIMBER of any Size, PLANK, DEALS,
and BATTENS, &c. Sawn on the most approved

principle. Boards, &c., Prepared, Matched, and Grooved,
by Muir’s Patent Machinery. The Mills have all the advan-
tages of navigation and water-carriage, being connected with
the Thames by the Grosvenor-canal. Goods fetched from
the docks and carted home free of charge.

Address to HENRY SOUTHAM,
Saw Mills,

Gillinghain-strect, Pimlico.

PAYNE’S PATENT PROCESS FOR THE PRESER-
VATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF TIMBER, &c.

PAYNE and LODER beg to invite the at-

tention of Engineers, Railway Companies, Architects,
and others to the above process, and to state that thev are
prepared to erect the necessary apparatus in any part of the
United Kingdom where the quantity is sufficiently large to
cover the outlay of its removal.

Further particulars can be obtained at Whitehall-Wharf
Cannon-row, Westminster, or at their other stations, Flect-
wood-on-Wyre, Lancashire; Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire;
Union-Wharf, Southampton ; and Guildford, Surrey.

S IR WILLIAM BURNETT’S PATENT
for the Preservation of Timber, Canvas, Cordage, Cot-

ton, Woollen, &c., from Decay.

TESTIMONIALS.
From Thomas Graham, Esq., M.A..F.R.S., L. and E.,

Professor of Chemistry, University College, London.
“After making several experiments on wood prepared by

the solution of chloride of zinc for the purpose of preserva-

tion, and given the subject my best consideration, I have
come to the following conclusions.

“The wood appears to be fully and deeply penetrated by
the metallic salt ; I have found it in the centre of a large

prepared paving block.
“ The salt, although very soluble, does not leave the wood

easily when exposed to the weather, or buried in dry or damp
earth. It does not come to thesurfacc of the wood by efflor-

essence, like the erystallizable salts. I have no doubt, indeed,

that the greater part of the salts will remain in the wood for

years, when employed for railway sleepers or such purposes.

This may he of material consequence when the wood is ex-

posed to the attacks of insects, such as the white ant in India,

which I believe would be repelled by the poisonous metallic

salt.
“ After being long macerated in cold water, or even boiled

in water, thin chips of the prepared wood retain a sensible

quantity of the oxide of zinc ; which I confirmed by Mr.
Toplis’s test, and observing that the wood can be permanently
dyed from being charged with a metallic mordant.

“I have no doubt, from repeated observations made during
several years, of the valuable preservative qualities oftne
solution of chloride of zinc, as applied in Sir. W. Burnett’s

process ;
and \vopl(l refer its beneficial action chiefly to the

small quantity of the metallic salt which is permanently re-

tained by the ligneous fibre in all circumstances of exposure.

The oxide of zinc appears to alter and harden the fibre of

wood, and destroy the solubility, and prevent the tendency

to decomposition of the azotised principles it contains, by
entering into chemical combination with them.

(Signed) “THOMAS GRAHAM.”
“ University College, 25th October, 1845.

From Professors Brande and Cooter.
“ London, 4th November, 1845.

“Sir,—We have this day again examined tjie specimens
of canvas and wood preparei according to the specification

of your patent, and which, in the month of April, 1844, we
placed in a damp cellar, where they have remained up to

this date.
“ We are now enabled .satisfactorily to corroborate the

favourable opinion expressed in our former report. The
canvas remains amply protected from all fungous vegetation

and rottenness, while a corresponding sample of the same
piece, which had not been prepared by immersion in the
solution of chloride of zinc, is entirely decayed, being
mouldy, rotten, black.and in places resembles timber.
“ We have also lately compared the strength of a fihi* of

a piece of canvas which we prepared according' to jfaur

specification, in October, 1844, with that of the fibre.of the
same canvas, unprepared, and find that it has io that respect

sustained no injury. We arc therefore Of opinipaHlutf your
process will not, after any lapse of time, tend to 'deignorate

the strength of the fibres of the substances in question.

“In regard to the several samples of different species of

wood above advertedMo, each of which was cut into two, one
half being imbued according to the directions of your speci-

fication with the dilute solution of chloride of zinc, while
the other half was left in its original condition, we have
also to make a favourable report, and to repeat our opinion
of the efficacy of. your process as a preventive of dry rot,

and similar sources of decay
; the unprepared specimens are

manifesting symptoms of decay and mildew, while ^bosc

-

which have been protected by your preparation are clean and .

sound.—(Signed) f WILLIAM THOMAS BRANDS,
“JOHN THOMAS COOPER.”

"To Sir William Burnett, IC.C.H., F.R.S., & c. &c.”
Testimonials from numerous other parties may be ob-

tained on application.'personully or by letter, to the Secre-

tary, and Specimens may be seen at the Office, 53, King
William-street, London-bridge.

PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS-

s A LWAYS ON SALE, a LARGE AS-
« £ ll SORTMENT of DRY PREPARED FLOOR.
% « ING BOARDS and MATCHED BOARDING of all
“ sorts, planed to a parallel width and thickness, from

j.
* 4 iaclx to li inch thick. Rough Boarding for Flats.

< TIMBER, DEALS, OAK PLANKS, SCANTLINGS,
SASH SILLS, &c.

Apply at W. CLEAVE’S Timber Yard, Smith-street,
Westminster.

PREPARED FLOORING BOARDS.

Always on sale at a. rosltng’s,
SOUTHWARK-BRIDGE-WHAUF, BANKSIDE,

and Old-Barge-Wharf, Upper Ground-street, Blackfriars,
a very large stock of well-seasoned Floor Boards of every
variety.

A. R., in calling the attention of builders and consumers,
confidently presumes on his being able to supply them on
such advantageous terms, as will ensure and merit their
favours and approbation.

DRUCE’S No. 2. WHARF, late Paradise-wharf, Chelsea.

TO THE TRADE.—Parties desirous of
delivering Timber Deals, Stone, Bricks, or any other

goods, in the districts of Chelsea, Brompton, Fulham, Ken-
sington, &c. &c., will find great facilities of Wharfage,
Cranage, or Delivery, by applying as above,
N.B.—A weighbridge on the premises.

STEPHENS’S LIQUID OAK.'MAHO-
GANY, ROSE, and SATIN WOOD STAINS, for

Staining various sorts of Inferior Woods, so as to give them
the appearance and character of the more costly and orna-
mental kinds

;
also for revinng the natural colour of Wood

Carvings and Panellings, and other ornamental Wood
Work, when such has become faded from age or other
causes.

IN THE BUILDING AND DECORATING NEW
CHU ROHES, where it is desirable to give to the cheaper
kind of Woods the appearance of Antique Oak, or to make
Deal assume the character of Oak Panelling, whereby the
effect of the more costly may be produced by the use’ of a
cheaper material, these Stains will be found more effective
than any means hitherto employed.
IN OLD MANSIONS AND HALLS, where the Wood

Carvings and Panellings have faded, the application of these
Stains will be found to revive and bring back the rich natural
colour, aud which colour may be varied from the lighter to
the deeper shades of the most Antique Oak.
The BIRCH WOOD, which has a fine natural grain, with

little colour, is particularly suited to the application of these
Stains

;
and the appearance which it assumes after Staining

is so near that of the natural wood, that is is only when the
grain and colour of the latter is particularly fine that it is

preferred. Beech, Birch, Elm, Ash, and other Woods,
English and Foreign, receive the Stains and produce various
imitations.

For the exposed Timbers of the inside of the ROOF'S of
CHURCHES, for which north country Timbers and Deals
are generally used, by brushing them over with the Stain,

which operation is very rapidl}, and of course economically,
effected, the appearance of an Oaken Roof will be produced.
For colouring the backs of the Seats, Pews, the fronts of
Galleries, the Pulpit, &c., it is equally advantageous.
Prepared by HENRY STEPHENS, and may be obtained

at 54, Stamford-street
;

of Mrs. FOWLER, Painter and
Glazier, 3, Broad-street, Golden-square; and at the Office of

“THE BUILDER,” 2, York-strcct, Covent-garden, at

which places specimens of their application may be seen.

HOLBORN AND FINSBURY SEWERS, MIDDLESEX.

THE COMMISSIONERS of SEWERS
for the LIMITS give NOTICE, that their Office,

Hatton Garden, is open daily between the hours of Ten and
Four, where information can be obtained (gratis) by persons

about to Purchase or Rent Houses or Property, or take Land
for Building purposes, of the situation and level of the

public Sewers, capable of affording sufficient Drainage, and
which they recommend all such Persons to apply for at the

above Office. By the Court,
STABLE and LUSH, Clerks.

COURT OF SEWERS FOR WESTMINSTER, AND
PART OF MIDDLESEX, No. 1, Grcek-strcet, Soho-
square.

TO BUILDERS and Others interested in

buildings or in ground for building upon, within the

district under the jurisdiction of this Court, drained by water-

courses falling into the river Thames, between the city of

London and the parish of Fulham.
The Commissioners hereby give notice, that by an Act of

the 47th Geo. III. (chap. 7, local) it is required that, pre-

viously to the making of any new sewer in any street, lane,

or public way, or in any part intended to become a street,

lane, orpubiieway, or to carry or drain off water from any
house, building, yard, or ground, into any sewer under their

management, or within their jurisdiction, a notice in writing

shall be given to them, or to their clerk at their office, ana
that such new sewer or sewers shall be constructed and made
in ssch manner and form as shall be directed by the said

Commissioners, and not otherwise.

And, in order to prevent the serious evils and inconveni-

ences that must arise from ground proposed to be built upor
being excavated at too great a depth, the Commissioners
have directed that, upon application being made at this office

previously to the excavation of such ground, information

shall be given as to the lowest depth at which the same
can be drained.

And the Commissioners do also give notice that, when-
ever the lower floors or pavements of buildings shall have
been laid so low as not to admit of their being drained with

a proper current, they will not allow any sewers, or drains

into sewers, to be made for the service of such buildings.

It is recommended to all persons about to purchase or take

houses’, or other premises, to ascertain wb.T*,ier such premises

have separate and distinct drains into common sewers.

All-petitions must be delivered at this office at least tliree

clear days"before they are presented to the Commissioners ; and
nil such petitions will be called on in the order of their appli-

cation, and the name of any party not present when called

on to support the application will be struck out, and the pro-

ceedings must in consequence be commenced de novo.

All communications made with any sewer without leave of

the Commissioners will be cut off, and the parties making
the same will subject themselves to a fine.

Thu provisions of the Metropolitan Buildings Act (7 and
8 Victoria, c*81) do not supersede the authority of the

Commissioners of Sewirs in the above respects, but their

powers are expre^dy rq-jfcrivd, and their regulations made
subservient to the purMscs of that Act. The execution of

such works, under thfsuperintendence of the district sur-

veyor alone, caquo^. therefore warrant the making of any

sewers or drains within this commission,, nor relieve the

parties malting thenf fropi the penalties above mentioned,
* By order of the Court,

LEWIS C. HERTSLET, Clerk.










